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NO LATITUDE NOR LONGITUDE.

The Forest and Stream to-day enters upon the twenty-

first year of publication, and the forty-first volume.

With the new volume we make a change in the day of

publication. Hereafter the paper will be put to press on

Tuesday of each week instead of on Wednesday, as here-

tofore. The change, which has been prompted by the

growth of our support in the West and South, is intended

to give a larger circle of readers the advantage of receiv-

ing the paper in the week of publication, and may be

taken as a further step in our aim to make the journal

more fully than ever before national in scope, character,

interest and influence.

From the beginning we have not asked nor claimed

subscribers for the Forest and Stream as representing

any one particular section or division of the country.

We have never appealed to sectional pride nor sought to

batten on sectional prejudices. In our discussion of the

topics of the time, in our attitude toward the questions of

the day, we have never been influenced by considerations

of the points of the compass, nor of latitude or longitude.

Our sympathies have been coniinent-wide. Our ambi-

tion has been to make this in the widest, truest, most

liberal sense, an American journal for American readers.

The ambition has in a gratifying degree been fulfilled.

If any justification or demonstration of the wisdom

of this broad editorial policy were required, it would

be found in the measure of the paper's standing in those

sections which have had their own particular, self-

constituted, no-trespass-here organs. For instance, For-

est AND Stream has a larger circulation, a more appre-

ciative reading, a livelier iaterest, a more genuine respect

and a more powerful influence in Chicago and the

West, than may be credited to any other journal of its

• class.

In this year of celebrations of discovery and adventure

and conquest, Columbus-wise we have set our caravels to

the Westward. There is no near-by point nor corner most

remote where the Forest and Stream is not read. There

is no section set off by circles and parallels where it is not

destined to become still more widely known in 189ii.

If all the big beai-s and big snakes and big iish reported

by the papers to have been started for the World's Fair

have reached their destination, the nations of the earth

will have a chance to see what we can do in the way of

bigness in fur and feathers and fish scales. The Forest
AND Stream's exhibit shows Mrs. Stagg's record-smaslaing

tarpon, and if it had been practicable to secure the space

required we should have shown "the big fish that got

away," the most interesting exhibit, it is needless to re-

mark, of the Angling Pavilion.

TWENTY YEARS OF BIG-GAME HUNTING.

The history of big game hunting in the West for the

past twenty years shows a constant decrease in the

amount of game and a constant diminution of the area

occupied by wild animals. The hammer blows that drove

the spikes in the first railway across the continent knelled

the extermination of wild game and wild Indians alike.

This first railroad furnished a market for the flesh and
hides of the game of the region which it traversed,

brought in a horde of hunters, made the country possible

for settlement. Great quantities of game were slaugh-

tered for gain and from lust of blood ; vast areas that had
been game range became farm land. The wild beasts

that were not killed were crowded out from their ancient

feeding grounds.

Twenty years ago the extermination of the southern

herd of buffalo had been going on for two or three years,

and was well on its way toward completion, yet even at

that time these animals were still often to be seen in the

valley of the Platte Eiver in Nebraska, and were abun-

dant on the Republican in Kansas, and over much of the

Indian Territory. North of the Platte they were yet

found in the Loups, and from those streams north, to far

beyond the British line. In that year they occurred as

far east in Nebraska as the mouth of the Cedar River.

Twenty years ago elk were still to be found in Iowa
though they were not very plenty there even then. But
all through Dakota and Nebraska they were very abun-

dant. In August, 1878, there were hundreds of them near

the mouth of the Cedar River, a tributary of the Loup,

where deer of both species were very abundant. This

region has long been settled, is traversed by railroads and
is a iirosperous farming country. There is probably not a

wild deer within one hundred miles of the place to-day,

nor a wild elk within four hundred. In June, 1874, the

command of Gen. G. A. Custer set out for the then un-

known Black Hills of Dakota. During the expedition the

only human beings seen that did not belong to the com-
mand were hostile Sioux Indians. In the Black Hills

deer were most abundant. Every little open park that one

entered contained a few, and they were constantly seen

in the timber. It was estimated that in a single day the

command killed 100 deer. On the plains from Fort

Lincoln west, antelope were always in sight. On several

occasions bands of them which tried to cross from one

side of the command to the other ran through the march-
ing column. When the Little Missouri was crossed many
mountain sheep were seen in the Bad Lands. Elk were
killed in the hills. The Black Hills is now a country of

miaes and farms.

Twenty years ago mountain sheep abounded on most of

the rough peaks in the Western mountains, as well as

on the rugged buttes and Bad Lands far out on the

plains. The range of the species extended from moun-
tains whose bases were washed by the Pacific Ocean,

east through the mountain country to the plaras. Out-

lying spurs of the Continental Divide, like the Sweet-

grass Hills, Bear Paw, Little Rocky, Judith and other

mountains were their favorite haunts, but perhaps no-

where were they more abundant than in the wonderful

Bad Lands of the Missouri River and along the pine-clad

buttes of the Yellowstone. Naturalists and hunters who
were with General Sturgis's expedition of 1873, or who
journeyed among the Bad Lands of the Missouri and the

Little Missouri in that and subsequent years well remem-
ber their abundance and the noble pictures they presented

as they watched the passing batteaux or steamboats from
their lofty perches on the bluffs. To-day a man has to go
far and climb high to secure a shot at a mountain sheep.

It is probable that in the United States moose, caribou

and white goats are nearly as abundant now as they were
twenty years ago. What has been lost for the first two
species in the West has been gained in the East—in Maine.

Only within the last ten years have white goats begun to

be hunted, and the labor attending their pursuit is so very

arduous that their extermination wiU not be speedily ac-

complished.

Twenty years ago the good hunting groimds of the West
extended from the Missouri Eiver to the Pacific Ocean.

Of course game was not to be found at any time all over

the region, but it would be foimd at some time of the year

almost anywhere. Even then there were a few places

where it no longer ranged. In the few settlements then

existing it did not occur. One did not expect to find

mountain sheep or elk in the streets of Salt Lake or Den-

ver. And there was often a belt of gameless country a

few mUes back from the railroad. Yet we have seen an-

telope race through the streets of Cheyenne, have killed

elk within half a dozen miles of Bozeman, and have had
the railway train on which we were riding stopped to let

the buffalo herds cross the track.

To-day the hunting grounds for big game in the West
are scarcely found on the Atlantic watershed, except in

the immediate vicinity of the National Park. In Montana
there are a few sheep, deer and goats. In Wyoming and
in Colorado some elk, sheep and deer. In the year 1877,

in the bend of the North Platte River, in the Shirley Basin,

Wyoming, elk were still as abundant as perhaps they
have been anywhere during the last forty years. During
a long day's travel on foot we have passed through con-

tinuous bands of feeding elk, which scarcely troubled

themselves to move out of the way. Deer were seen as

often as elk, but in smaller groups. Either species was
too abundant to be counted, but a fairly good shot who
vdshed to make a record as a butcher could easily have
killed in that day 100 elk. A few years later, an English

hunting party discovered the country and marked its

trail by a line of rotting carcasses of cows and calves

which were never touched by the knife, and served

merely to fatten the beai"s. Later still, the ranchmen from
Colorado took to coming here for their winter's meat, and
in the last five years there probably have not been five elk

killed in that country. They have been exterminated.

North Park, Colorado, was twenty years ago another

ideal hunting ground, abounding in deer, elk, antelope,

bear, mountain sheep, beaver and bison. It was one of

the regions of which the old time hunters and trappers

always spoke with enthusiasm, and ranked with Jack-

son's Hole, Brown's Hole, Estes Park and a hundred other

secluded nooks in the mountains, which had then been
penetrated only by a few adventurous spirits. Now
cattle, mines, farms—yes even summer hotels and per-

haps tennis courts—occupy the ground where the ante-

lope fed and the beaver trapper camped.

As the great game of the West grows more scarce the

rapidity of its extermination will decrease. In the rough-

est timbered ranges a few elk and deer will long survive.

There is much hope, too, in the growth of public senti-

ment in favor of the protection of these species, which has

been fostered by the teachings of Forest and Stream.

This sentiment was never so strong as it is to-day, and the

seed sown by this journal has yielded an abundant harvest. •

To-day the land is full of men earnest for game protection,

each one of whom is doing his share to influence public

sentiment. True it is that the heathen are still many
when compared with the elect, yet there is a generous

leaven of worthy sentiment which is constantly growing.

Of all the signs of the times perhaps the most hopeful that

we see is the setting apart by the Government of gener-

ous forest reservations in different parts of the West. The
Yellowstone Park we have always with us, and the vast

increase of game within its borders in the last twenty

years shows plainly enough to any comprehension
what protection will do for a limited area. If the forest

preserves which have been set apart within the last two or

three years shall be guarded as efficiently as the National

Park has been, there is no reason why any important

species of America's great game should ever be absolutely

exterminated. Such protection will render each one of

these reservations a preserve abounding in game, whose
overflow, passing beyond reservation boundaries into the

adjacent country, wiU furnish splendid hunting for gen-

erations of rifle-bearing Americans. AU that is required

to bring this about is systematic and thorough protection

of these forest reserves. There have been times within

the past ten years when it has seemed as if the next gener-

ation could use the rifle only at the target, but the events

of the last few years seem to promise better things, and it

may be that the American of the future may yet be able

to follow through forest and over mountain the track of

the big game, and may bring it to bag with the weapon
used by the pioneers of his race.

Mr. Louis Bagger, the well-known rifleman and some-

time contributor to this journal, has been elevated to the

Knighthood of his native countiy, Denmark, by King
Christian the Ninth, who has confeiTed upon him the

royal Order of Dannebrog, one of the oldest and most
highly-prized orders in the world. Mr. Bagger, who has

for many years represented the Kingdom of Denmark as

Consul at Washington, is an ardent sportsman, an expert

in firearms, and the owner of one of the largest and finest

private collections of guns in this coimtry.
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DANVIS FOLKS.—VII!.
The Paring Bee.

On the evening appointed for the entertainment the full

moon was seen, but as a jpale and dimly defined blotch
behind the gray veil of cloud that overspread the sky and
blended with the vague i"im of the horizon.
There was a dull, sullen chill in the air, which was

motionless in the expectancy wherewith nature so often
awaits her changes. The night was jarred by the rumble
of wagons jolting over the frozen roads and piei'ced by the
merry voices of coming guests.
Some of these were occupants of the wagons, above

whose rumble and clatter they strove to make each other
heard between abrupt breaks of the thread of conversa-
tion when a wheel struck a stone or dropped into a rut.

Some were coming across the fields on foot in couples and
squads, but it was noticeable that the couples emerged
from tlae half gloom before their voices were heard, while
the gabble and laughter of the groups ran far before them
to herald their coming.
Beams of light shone hospitably forth from every win-

dow of the kitchen and square room, and the heavy
latch clanked and the door slammed announcement of the
frequent arrivals.

The women folks came forth from the bedroom, where
they had bestowed their hoods and shawls and cloaks on
Huldah's bed, each with an apron shielding the front of
her tidy calico or homespun woolen-gown. Tlie men liung
their coats on the pegs of the kitclien wall and became
comfortable in their accustomed indoor shirt sleeves.
Soon pans and knives were brought forth, bushel bas-

kets of apples lugged in, chairs drawn into convenient
groups, and tlie business of the evening began.
Tom Hamlin and another almost as famous an apple

parer, bestrode their machines, placed on the seats of
high-backed chairs, and entered upon such a strife for
the championship that the clattering din of their clumsily-
geared machines was almost incessant, and the parings
spurting from their knives in curved jets, were scarcely
broken in the quick shifting of the apples on the forks.
Presently a dozen pairs of hands were busy quartering
the peeled apples, as many more were coring them, while
others strung them with wire needles on long strings of
pack thread for drying.
Every one except Tom Hamlin and his rival was talk-

ing, and almost every voice strove to make itself heard
above every other and the deafening clatter of the ma-
chines. Some couples with heads close togetlier utiUzed
the uproar to say things meant for no other ears.
In the center of an interested group, Uncle Lisba,

splitting apxsles with his shoe knife, roared like a lion
concerning the wonders of the West, and to as interested
ai feminine a,udience. Aunt Jerusha quavered shrilly of
tlie discomforts of Western life while she industriously
strung the quarters of apples in her pan.

"Fiftj^ an' a hundred acres in one field o' wheat an' the
hull on 't as level as the Forge Pawnd," Uncle Lisha
shouted.
"Ten miled tu the nighest store," shrieked his wife to

her group of listeners, "an' when you got to 't, the tea an'
snuff they kept wan't wuth a kerrying hum, though good-
ness knows they ast enough for 'em. Land sakes! how be
I goin' to git a pinch of snuff, wi' boths my han's in these
ere apples?"

"Jest look o' Mandy Varney," cried a buxom damsel to
those around her. "She haint done nothin' onlj' chank
every identicle quarter she's cored, an' listen to that Jim
Putnam, sence she sod daown. Wonder ef she thinks it's

a sparliin' bee steaddy a parin' bee?"
"What s'pose the reason is, the' haint none o' Cap'n

Peck's folks come?" inquired another high-keyed voice,
to which a middle-aged matron answered, with a back-
ward toss of the head, while she kept her eyes rigidly
fixed upon her apple and knife, "Proberbly the're 'bove
goin'^ to such common duins, naow 't he's sot in the
Leegislatur. Ef 't was 'fore 'lection the'd aU ha' come
fast 'nough."
"They du say 'at on the stren'th on 't she's ben tu

V'gennes an' bought a hull set o' flowtn' blue dishes. Clap-
ham hadn't nothin' quite good enough for a member o'

the Leegislatur's wife," cried another.
"Highty tighty," said the elder matron, "an' there be

them 'at haint so turrible old that remember when the
huU fam'ly eat the' puddin' an' milk aouten braown
airthenware bowls, an' glad 'nough to get 'em." Even
Danvis was not without its social jealousies.

"Suthin' ben a ketchin' Joel Bartlett's sheep," an-
nounced one of a knot of married men, who, assembled
apart from their wives, were not laboring very assidu-
ously. "Some thinks it's dawgs an' some thinks it's a
animil."

" 'Taint no ways likely it's a bear," another remarked,
"the time o' the year 's agin that. But it might be a
painter."
"Wal, no, 1 don't favor the idee, 'cause the' was ten or

a dozen sheep 't was killed aout an' aout; jest the' thrut
cut. A ijainter wouldn't ha' killed more 'n one or two,
an' sati'fied hisself a eatin' the meat. Haint that so, Sam-
wil?" appealing to their host, who had come within call as
he moved from group to group to see that each was prop-
erly provided for.

"I cal'late it's a wolf," he said, "from what I've hearn
tell o' their duins. More 'n aU. that, I've consaited all

the fall 'at the' was one a hangin' raound, for I've seen
signs 'at I couldn't lay to no other critter. But if he don't
make himself scase 'fore many hours, I reckon we'll have
a chance to find aout what he is, for if it don't snow be-
fore mornin' I miss my guess."

' 'I'm a goin' aout tu take a look o' the weather jest fer
greens," said one of the party, rising with a sigh of relief

and dropping his pan in his chair. After an absence
which must have enabled him to make a thorough study
of the weather, he re-entered the kitchen so powdered
with snow that he did not need to proclaim that "it was
snowing like tim."
Many of the company needed further ocular proof of

his report and hastened forth to obtain it, while others
were content to cool their noses against the window panes
and stare out upon the landscape grown more obscure
behind the veil of falling snow, all dull and Ufeless, but
for the candles' weird reflections—unreal lights by which,
perhaps, witches were holding carnival. Perhaps it was
the hope of beholding them that so long kept some fair
cheeks in close iDroximity to bearded ones.

"If it holds up by morning I'll take a rantomscoot xip

back o' Joel's and see what tracks I c'n find," Sam said

and hurried away as Tom Hamlin, tossing away the last
apple and kicking over the empty basket, shouted, "Fetch
on your apples ef you want 'em skinned."
So with unflagging zeal and unabated clamor of voices,

and clatter of implements and machines, the work went
on till half a dozen bushels of apples were on the strings
and ready to festoon the kitchen walls and poles that
hung from hooks in the ceiling, and the welcome
announcement was made that the labor of the evening
was over.

"Now then," said Sam, making liis way with careful
steijs across the floor, slippery with scattered skins and
cores, "we'll clear up the thickest o' this mess and then
we'U see ef aom- womern folks has saved any cold
victuals for us. I believe I saw some cold 'taters in the
buttry an' I do' know but the's some o' Drive's johnny
cake left."

But before the floor was cleaned, a dozen girls must try
for their lover's initials with apple parings whirled thrice
above their heads and cast over the right shoulder to the
floor behind them.
"Wal, fer all the world," cried Amanda Vamey, blush-

ing as red as the apple peeling she just cast behind her,
and was now regarding with surprised delight, "ef ithaint
a perfeck P.

"

"It might be most anything," said Mary Ann Jones,
who in the early evening had called attention to Amanda's
flirtation.

"'Twould be good enough ef you'd ha' made it," said
Amanda, ' 'I'll leave it tu Uncle Lisher ef 'taint a good
P," as the old man drew near the circle widened to admit
him.

"Yes," he said, after adjusting his spectacles and critic-

ally examining the initial. "It's juUuk handwriting.
But it don't stan' fer Putnam ner fer Peggs. It's tew long
and lank. Guess it stands fer Peltier. Come here, Pel-
tier."

The young man, who was moping in a corner, made
his way toward them. "It 'pears tu be p'inted by fortin
'at you've got tu dance 'long wi' Mandy. Naow, you be
ready tu take your place wi' her soon's we get suthin' tu
eat." Then whispering into his ear like a blast of noi*th-

eastwind, "Naow du try tu shake some o' the sorrow
aout o' your heart when th' dancin' begins."

"Gosh, Uncle Lisher," said Pelatiah, aghast at the plan
and casting a hopeless glance upon his big boots, "I can't
dance no more 'n a thirty-foot ladder."
"Wal, 'f you haint got the tools, I do' know who hea,

an' you've got tu use 'em if I hafter yard ye top o' the
hot stove. Come, gals, le's get things sot tu rights so
't we c'n eat an' git tu the real business o' the evenin'."
Then the guests, janged along the walls of the kitchen

and square room, were amply served with Huldah's
doughnuts, pies and cheese, and Sam's cider received its

usual compliments.
Then the young people engaged in romping games, the

Needle's Eye, wherein every one who could sing and
every one who could not, sang, or tried to sing at the top
of their voices:

"The needle's eye, that dofch soffy the thread that runs so true,

It has caught many a smiling lass and naow it has caught yeou!"

or with a volume and zest that would have pleased
Gran'ther HiU more than the melody, "We're marching
onward tow-ard Quebec." In every game the forfeits

were invariably kisses, given and paid in the simplest and
most direct manner, or when so decreed, in the contor-
tions of a "double and twisted Loddy massy." The move-
ments of another popular game were timed to the words
of, "Come, Philander, le's be a marchin'." The elders
looked on in amused toleration, while a few joined the
young folks' games only to be reminded by grudgingly
paid forfeits, that the freshness of youth had departed
from their wrinkled cheeks,
"Come," at last cried Uncle Lisha, who by tacit con-

sent assumed the office of master of ceremonies, "you
young folks orter be abaout cl'yed wi' bussin' an' we ol'

folks has eat saour gi-apes long 'nough, so les' all turn tu
an' hev a leetle sensible enj'yment a dancin'. Where's
thet aire leetle tiddler."

"He haint come anigh," Sam answered. "He promised
he'd come sartin sure, but I'm most afraid he's run agin a
snag tu Hamner's 'at he won't git clear on 'fore mornin'.
It's tew tarnal bad."

"Well, that's a pretty how de do," said the old man,
"but we won't be cheated aout'n aour dancin' by one
drunken fiddler. Tom Hamlin, 'd ye fetch you jewsharp
in your pocket? er can you dig one up, Samwil?" Tom
"hedn't never thought on 't," nor could Sam find the only
instrument upon which he ever played.

' 'Wal, then, I've got tu sing, which I'll make you hear
me, ef I don't charm none. Chuse yom- pardners naow or

never an' form ont' the floor. Come, Peltier, git Mandy
and stan' up to the dough dish."

Pelatiah hung back bashfully tiU Amanda, seeing her
riA3_al, Mai y Ann, led out by Putnam, blushing with vexa-
tion, met him more than half way, and he found his tm-
willing feet taking him to his place in the waiting ranks.

"All ready. Naow I'm goin' tu sing," shouted Uncle
Lisha, and began to roar in stentorian tones:

"Lum tiddle, lum tiddle, t'l law day,

Lum tiddle—

—

"Go(^ airth an' seas! Why don't ye start yer hommels?
D' ye s'pose I'm goin' tu set an' holler all night for you tu
stan' an' gawp julluk tew rows o' stancheled calves?"

Thus adjured the first couple paddled and sailed down
the middle, when he again took up his wordless song and
twenty-four pairs of feet, impatient for their turn, began
to stamp and shuffle to its rytlmi:

^ ^—* H •

till - die, lum

-^-^^

tirt - die, r'l
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law day,
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t'l law day.
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do day bum,
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do day huiii,

\j r-—0
'

' V-
'

do day hum, t'l law day.

Antoine, sitting by Uncle Lisha, and attempting to
catch the time in snatches of undertone, played an imagi'
nary fiddle and pranced time with both feet after the
Canadian fashion, evidently considering liimself the chief
performer.
The dancers quickly caught the inspiration ofwell!'

meant, if unmelodious, strains and whirled and capered
in perfect abandonment to their influence. Even Pela-
tiah's bashfulness melted away in the excitement and he
made wild rushes at wrong moments and in wrong direc'
tions, which involved him and his partner in bewildering
entanglement with other couples.

"Turn yer pardener half way raound,

Lum tiddle, lum tiddle, tl law day,

Half way raound, half way raound, do day hum, t'l law day.

'

Uncle Lisha sang at Mm vociferously, and Antoine
chimed in with, "Turn yo' pahdny wrong side aout," to
Pelatiah's complete bewilderment. Then young Putnam,
striving to outdo his own agile steps, as he pranced down
the middle with Mary Ann Jones, slipped on a fragment
of apple peel and fell headlong, i)lowing his way along
a rank of dancers and turning a furrow of them on top
of himself. Uncle Lisha still sang on, his voice rising
above the din of sluieks and laughter, till it dawned
upon him that no one was dancing aJid his music was
being poured forth to no purpose.
In the lull that presently succeeded the confusion the

company became aware of the notes of a fiddle, whence
coming no one could conjecture, faintly yet distinctly

E
laying the famfliar air of "Money Musk." While all

reathlessly listened, some puzzled and some breathless,
superstitiously alarmed, Solon Briggs oracularly voiced
the prevailing feeling in a solemn, awe-stricken tone:
"That fiddle haint performed by no livin' han's. Wat-

son Parmer has pairished, miserable, in the element of
the snow, and his speerit has come to fulfill his 'pintment
made to Samule. It's Watson Parmer's indivisible
apperagotion."
"Beeswax," cried John Dart, listening at the open

door. "Go to thunder wi' yer speerits. It's someb'dy
in the woodshed. Gimme a light an' I'll see who 't is."

Taking a candle and protecting it with his hollowed
hand, he made his Avay to the Avoodshed, followed by the
bolder of the company, close at liis heels, tlie more timid
crowding one another in the rear, where the light of the
open door mistily illumined the falling snow. Under
cover of the shed, and held high above Dart's head, the
candle struggled Avith the gloom till it disclosed a dismally
comic little figm-e crouched in a limp heap, Avith its back
against a barrel, its disproportionately long legs looped
over the bar of a saw horse on which it had attempted to

seat itself. The snoAv-laden hat had fallen over the face,

and the short body AA'as hidden by the fiddle which the
owner was playing with a skill that had siuvived inebria-
tion, whfle in a thin and drunken voice he prompted the
movements of a country dance.

"Firsh cou'le. DaoAv' er mi'le. Balansh. Daow' &
rou' shide."
"Wal, I SAvan," Dart ejaculated, '"f 't aint sperits, ai'ter

aU. Hamner's, inside o' ' Wat Parmer. Hamner 'd ortu
be kicked tu death by cripples for a-lettin' on him git so,

Wat," taking the hat from the fiddler's face, shaking the
snow from it and adjusting it in its proper place, "don't
be a-wastin' your music on the wood pile. You can't get
no dancin' aout on 't. Come int' the haouse."
But the hunchback's face, vacant of everything save its

habitual expression of pain, only stared bhndly into apace
and the merry tune went on.

"You might as Avell talk tu a post. Take a holt o' the
light, some on ye," and giving the candle into other
hands, he got behind the little man, and placing his arms
under the Ump legs, lifted him as easily as one might a
child, and in such a position the playing of the A'iolin Avas

not interrupted and so, preceded by the candle-bearer,

bore him into the house. As they entered. Palmer's
drunken fancy moved him to strike up, ' 'The Campbells
are Coming."
"The camels is comin'," cried Beau Putnam, "Don't ye

see the hump?"
"Shut yer head, you blasted monkey," Dart gi'owled go

savagely that the grin faded out of. Putnam's face, and
the laugh that his coarse jest created died out in a sup-
pressed titter.

"Here's your music, Lovel," Dart announced, as he de-
posited his light burden on a chair, "the best tiddler in
Charlotte county. He's a leetle mite tired jest naow, but
when he gets rested he'll set all your feet flyin' in spite of
ye. Mis' Lovel, won't ye give him a cup o' tea, hot an',

strong?"
AVhen the little man had been somewhat restored to his

proper self he tuned his violin and then drew from it such
blithe and melodious strains that all forgot his deformity.
Even he, vA'ith loving eyes fixed upon his instrument, his

Avorn face alight with a tender emotion that softened the
lines which pain and dissipation had drawn upon it,

seemed for the time also to have forgotten it.

Uncle Lisha, relieved of his musical labors, abandoned
himself to the pleasures of the dance Avith a grace and
agflity that filled Aunt Jerusha's heart Avith pride, albeit

they Avere such as a sportive bear exhibits. Antoine Avas

given the floor for a while, as, to a tune of his OAvn choos-
mg, he danced a Canadian jig. Every one was a wide-
awake and active participant in the gayety except the
baby and the old hound, the one sleeping, undisturbed by
the noise and commotion, whereof the other Avas a re-

signed but unhappy spectator under the circumscribed
shelter of the stove.

When the dance ended, and the guests, even now ac-
knowledging no fatigue, began to depart, the morning
star was shining through the breaking clouds and the
day Avas faintly dawning upon a world Avhose new Avhite-

ness looked strange to eyes that la.st beheld it dun and
gray with the drearin^s of late autumn.
''"Naow fetch on tliat leetle fiddler," John Dart com-
manded when he had tucked his Sarah Ann snugly in the
buffalo skins, "I'm a goin' tu get him vSafte past Hamner's
ef I Ixafter lock him up in his liddle box. We wanter
keep him for another apple cut. Here, Wat, cuddle in

there 'tAvixt me an' Sary Ann, we're both on us small.

Here ye be. Good night, Lovel, ef 'taint tu airly. I'll be
on hand ef the's a wolf hunt, G'lang, Bob."

"It's complete trackin' snow," said Sam to a group of

htmters who fingered last at his threshold, and he stooped
to imprint the snowy banking v?ith his finger, "I'll see

what it's got tu tell us an' let you know. Good mornin'."
The wagons moving over ;the jQiuflBed roads, and the
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quiet of the sleepy junketers, marked their departure with
silence as noticeable as the noise of their coming^.

Fbrrisburgh, vt. Rowland E. Eobinson.

CAMPS ON THE MANITOWISH.-I.
The smell of the wilderness was beginning- to get into

my study. The particular wilderness was 500 miles away,
but that made no difference. A man with the instinct of
a confirmed outer can smell the pine woods further away
than that. There was only one thing to disturb my
serenity as^ the day for departure hurried on. I had told
sorne considerable stories on my return from an outing in
the Wisconsin wilds a year before, thereby exciting the
angling ambitions of some of "the boys,'' and they had
made up a crowd to go with me this time. I believed I
had told the ti-uth. All anglers do, of course. But would
the fish be as big and fight as hard this summer as they
did m mysteries during the winter? That was the soul-
harrowing question which kept me awake o' nights. But
I refrained from hedging and trusted to good fortune to
keep my reputation wliole.

The party consisted of Tom, Doc, Sam, Ira, Charlie,
"Kansas," Mr. M. and the Parson. According to the tes-
timony of the Parson, it would be hard to get together
such another aggregation of good fellows.
We went by way of Chicago, the gateway to the finest

fishing country in the nation. Leaving Chicago at 5 P.M.
Monday evening, Aug. 15, we were whirled 400 miles
north that night on a road which will do anything to ac-
commodate sportsmen, the Milwaukee, Lake Shoi-e &
Western, reaching Manitowish at 6 o'clock in the morn-
ing. At one of the three or four houses we succeeded in
getting breakfast. Our plan was to take boats and go
down the Manitowish River. It was an unkno^vn countiy
for which we were making. Only one party had ever
preceded us, so far as we could learn, and they had hur-
ried down the Manitowish and up the Turtle without fish-

ing much. Only Indians and woods cruisers had fished
the waters toward which we were turning.
The Parson had tried his hand at boat building. He

had brought along the result in what looked like a bundle
of boards. Tom volunteered to help him set it up on the
depot platform, gro^vling some and predicting the thing
would never fit together. Tom was right; after a strug-
gle of an hour or so with the stubborn thing the remains
were pitched aside and the Parson's ambitions as a boat
builder were shattered. About 10 o'clock we got our
stuff and ourselves, with two guides, Ed and Frank, into
three boats and two birch bark canoes. The wind was
dead against us, that is for the first few rods. After that
it came from all directions, for the stream is as crooked
as the letter S. It is not more than 15yds. wide at the
railroad bridge, and sportsmen crossing on the cars can
hardly guess at the sport which it yields a few miles
fm-ther down.
We were eager to wet our Lines and had jointed our

rods for a cast at the first likely spot. And right here
we made a mistake; the fishing is not good above Bear
Creek. Tom and I got off first and soon began to toss
our frogs into the deep holes. These were so frequent
that by dinner time we had made only about three miles
and had caught only a half dozen fish in the whole crowd.
But Sam produced a basket which his wife had filled for
our first day out. There is a great deal of consolation in
such a dinner as that basket turned out for the hungry
crowd. "Mrs. Sam" was instantly made an honorary
member of the expedition. During the afternoon the
fishy looking places grew more abundant, but the frogs
on which we depended for bait were scarce. The log
ch'ive two montlis earlier had driven them out, so the
guides tliought.

It was almost dark when we reached the mouth of Bear
Creek, said to be ten miles from the railroad. It seemed
considerably further to us. The boys were already pretty
badly frazzled, and we had not accomplished one fourth
of our journey. There was a subdued air about the crowd
as they climbed up to the high point of ground opposite
Bear Creek and pitched one of our tents. Here loggei-s
have camped for years and the Indians pitched their
tepees time out of mind. We soon had our first camp-fire
blazing and ferns cut and strewn on the tent floor for a
bed. This was the best stuff at hand, as there Avas no bal-
sam near us. Indeed there are better, things for a bed in
the woods than balsam bouglis according to my way of
thinking. I, of course, am a heretic in this, for it is a
cardinal point of faith with the ordinary outer that the
balsam bed is a great luxury. I think I know how to
make it as well as any man, but have never found it half
so soft as the six or eight inches of moss and mold to be
found covering the ground of the North Woods where no
fii-e has swept through to destroy it. Spread a rubber coat
and a blanket down on this and it beats balsam and wire
mattresses. Next to it a good armful of swamp grass
well dried makes a good couch for tired fisherman or
weary hunter. Last of all take balsam boughs and
imagine yourself comfortable.
After supper we began to feel a little more cheerful,

and the incidents of the day were recounted. Only 13
fish had been caught. Seven of these had fallen victims
to Tom's rod and mine, and one of them was a musca-
lunge, not a large one, but big enough to begin with. I
had seen n young duck go saihng down the stream, and
was watching, gun in hand, for ft to rise and give me a
shot. Tom was raising a vigorous ash breeze. My frog
was twisting along a few yards from the boat, when the
'lunge made a grab for the batrachian and my reel began
to sing tlie liveliest tune I had heard for a year. The duck
Avas forgotten, and after a shai-p but livelv battle the fish
was brought in. Mr. M. had caught the fii-st fish, a wall-
eyed pike. The evening was warm and the mosquitoes
began to give us a cordial reception. They did not seem
t(} remember that we were strangei-s and might resent the
familiarity of their conduct. They pressed their atten-
tions upon us still more warmly after we crawled into the
tent. A thimderstorm came up and one terrific clap lifted
every mother's son of us, except Tom. who v/as sleeping
peacefully with his head wrapped in his blanket. Tom
and the mosquitoes attended strictlv to business through
all tlie crashing of the elements. The rest of us tossed
about till daylight delivered lus from this purgatory.
The next morning we were off by 7 o'clock bound for

the unknown. A Hvely skirmish along the sliore now
and then would yield us a few frogs—the best all-ai-ound
bait for Wisconsin watere. A Skinner No. 5 spoon is
about the right size for trolling, and with a half or three-
quai-ters grown frog attached makes a killing bait. I have

long since ceased to fish these waters with a bare spoon.
With the frog, or even a good-sized minnow attached, the
number of strikes is largely increased.
The morning was bright and hope was high. We be-

gan to appreciate the beauty of the stream. The bottom
is everywhere a golden yellow sand. The sun shining on
the surface ripples covered the sandy bottom with waving
masses of delicate, tangled shadows. It looked like in-

tricate lace work done in threads of silver upon cloth of
gold. In half an hour from our start the river plunged
into the woods, and the wonder is that with all its twist-
ings and turnings it does not get lost. The boats were
soon scattered along the river, stopping here and there to
fish a little. The guides were paddling the two canoes,
and we fomid them about the middle of the forenoon cut-
ting out a log jam. Ed's ax soon cut through one log
which keyed the others in place and an opening was made
wide enough for our boats to go through with a rush.
About noon we passed the first and worst rapids. Just
here Mr. M. had a fine battle with a small-mouth, a three-
pounder. Tom and I watched the contest with admira-
tion. Kansas and Mr. M. were in a boat together. They
did not say much but it was manifest from their faces
that they were feeling deeply. The fish never sulked for
a moment but kept up a steady tug accented with plunges
and darts and jmnps and dives which made plenty of ex-
citement for us all, until he lay panting in the boat. Be-

THE OLD SETTT.ER OF PANTHER KEY. "

Born in 1781. From a photo in 1893.

See "To the Ten Thousand Islands," page IG.

low the rapids, always a good place to fish on these
Northern streams, we caught several bass and wall-eyed
pike and then stopped for dinner, when Ed and Frank
called from the bank that all was ready. The amovmt of
creation which we moved at that meal would have im-
poverished the larder of a fair-sized hotel. We were be-
ginning to find our appetites, which were among the
things Ave had come half a thousand miles to hunt up.
As we started down stream again, Tom and I began to

talk over the situation. It was evident we w^ould not get
through that night. As the afternoon wore on we resolved
to push on as fast as possible and keep the boats going as
late as possible. Doc, Sam and Charlie got their dander
up. They thought we were trying to run a race and they
spurted ahead. We kept pushing them hard, though
they kept weU in advance. As we stopped just before the
sun dropped out of sight and selected a camping place,
the crowd looked rather Aveary. It had been a long day,
and the guides thought it was at least six miles yet to the
mouth of a creek up Avhich Ave had planned to go to reach
a chain of lakes which had never been fished. I had ex-
pected a hard trip, but this Avas proving rather tougher
than I had looked for. By the time we had the tents up
some of the boys began to growl a little. I could not
blame them much. The bloodthirsty mosquitoes were
biting them, their muscles were sore, and they could not
forget that sonietime or other they must pull back again
up that interminable stream. Supper was a solemn meal.
The night grew rapidly cool. Tliat proved fatal to our
little tormentors with long bills and soprano voices. In-
deed, we were Uttle troubled with them from that time
on. It was mid-August, but the nights were so cold that
no man had any blankets to lend. As we gathered about
the camp-fije, Doc gave us some of his army experiences,
and they were vastly entertaining. A rare man he is in
camp, full of good nature, making the best out of every-
thing.
Tom and I were the last to put oars in the water, the

next morning. After catching a lively 21bs. bass and
losmg a good sized muscalunge in the first bend, we
hurried on to find Doc, Sam and Charlie with their boat
resting against a snag in mid-stream, and each of them

playing a fish. One landing net was not enough for that
boat for awhile. They had struck one of the best pike
holes we found on the river. These fish lurk under
any logs or brush that may lie near the bottom of the
stream. They dart out from these hiding places and Avill

often strike a spoon Avith all the savageness of a 'lunge.
They are hard to hook, and after being played about for
awhile Avill slip off. Their mouths are hard and not easily
pierced Avith the barbed steel. They are vigorous fighters
while their strength lasts, but they are soon tuckered.
The boys had already forgotten the woes of the downward
voyage in the joys of successful fishing.
We found the mouth of the creek Avas only about a

mile below our camp of the previous nights But Kansas
and Mr. M. had gone by it, and Avhile we waited one of
the guides hurried down the river a couple of miles to
bring them back. The only consolation they had for their
extra pull was the sight of a big buck and doe which
came out on the river bank, not 50yds. off, and stood
looking at them.

The creek was too shallow for rowing. There were not
enough hip boots in the crowd to furnish one apiece, so
there was nothing to do but to jump into the water and
wade. We managed to get soaking wet above the knees,
but no one seemed to mind that. At home such an ad-
venture would have giA-en us all the pneumonia, but we
felt no ill effects from the Avetting. The creek swarmed
with frogs, and we laid in a supply of a hundred or so.
Charlie got ahead with a gun and knocked doAvn a brace
of young ducks. We saAv nothing but local ducks during
our stay. The flight ducks from the far North begin to
come into the rice beds of northern Wisconsin about
Sept. 1. About a mile up the creek we came to a dam
where Ave portaged and found ourselves at Fishhook
Lake. The wind was bloAving great guns as we came out
on to the lake. But Ave worked our Avay over to the north
shore and found a pretty camping place. That evening
Sam and I took a turn around the lake after the tents
were up. The water was black with tannin—unlike the
clear water of the northern lakes. The dam has backed
the Avater up among the brush, and this is probably the
cause of its being so impregnated with the tannin. If
there Avere any fish in it Ave did not find it out. One
stray little pike ran against Sam's spoon. We concluded
it was purely accident on his part. He probably didn't
see the spoon in the black water in time to get away.
That night we had a royal time in camp. We built up

a roaring fire and eA^ery fellow was put through his best
paces as a story-teUer. It developed that Ave had a fair
quartette in the crowd, and it exhausted its repertoire
over and over again as the evenings went by, even doAvn
to scraps and snatches of old half-forgotten songs.

Diligent attention was given to the rods, for the next
day was to be devoted entirely to fishing. Kansas had
brought a coffin-like looking chest, aAvkAvard enough to
have in the boats, but a capital thing now when he began
to open its trays and tills and corners, stocked Avith every-
thing one could possibly need in rod mending. Several
rods had been badly damaged by the big pike in the
river, and Kansas looked on good-naturedly Avhile we
made a raid on his supplies for repairs.
Fishhook Lake is the most northerly of a system which

forms about the only group of unfished lakes in Svisconsin

.

We were bent on exploring them. The next morning Ave
M^ere early afloat, having sent Ed back to the railroad for
mail and bread—a ninety-mile trip. Frank, the French-
man, stayed behind to roAv Mr. M. about, but during the
day they failed to catch a fish. We pushed into Town-
line Lake, trying to find Boot Lake to the south by walk-
ing through the timber. We traveled by compass, but
either the map we had was wrong or we veered from the
true course, for no lake could we find. When we had
gone stumbling in Indian file through the almost
impenetrable swamps for a long time, it fell to my
lot to climb a tree, but nothing could be seen to
the south but still more impenetrable swamps. For-
tunately we had carefully blazed our way or we
would have found it hard to get out of the woods. We
stumbled our way back to the boats, and consoled our-
selves ovfr our failure by the fact that Ave had not gotten
lost. A tenderfoot, lost in those Avilds, might about as
well hang himself to the first tree, for his chances of
gettmg out Avould be small indeed. The morning Avaa
gone and our long laid plans seemed entirely defeated.
W. H. Smith, of Frfield, Wisconsin, an old Avoods cruiser,
had told me wonderful stories of the bass and muscalunge
in Boot, Bear's Paw, Loon and Crooked lakes, and we
longed to reach them. But we never could have gotten
even a birch bark canoe through the woods anyway.
The maps showed a little stream coming into Fishhook
Lake, but not as having any connection with Boot Lake.
We resolved on pushing up this. Within a hundred rods
we came to brush so thick that it seemed impossible to go
through. Kansas and Sam, however, were not to be
turned back. Tom and I were afraid of snagging our
birch bark, and Doc and Charlie "didn't believe there
was any lake up that pesky little creek, anyway." Once
in a while he Avould yell, and Sam's voice would come
back fainter and fainter. Each time, as he answered, it
looked as if we were being left behind, so we fought our
way through the worst tangle of bushes I ever saw.
After a while the creek opened out clear again. On and
on we went, led forv.-ard by the delusive hope that the
next open looking space ahead Avould prove to be the
lake. But no lake appeared. We hated to give up, but
finally turned back. We afterward found out that if we
had gone a few rods fm-ther our eyes would have rested
upon what is probably the finest lake in Wisconsin for
big small-mouth bass. And Crooked Lake beyond it
swarms with big-mouths. Beyond, and a little more to
the east, is a chain of small lakes Avhich, from the best
information I have, are alive Avith hard fighting musca-
lunge of the largest size. Sam says we will reach them
next year, and I believe we will.
We returned to camp a little crest-fallen. As explorers

Ave were a little off' color. Also a little off on our muscle.
Before night fell Mr. M. and I determined not to leave the
day an entire blank, went out with Frank to row and en-
ticed three pike into the boat. They must have been
lonely. It was a mercy to rescue them. I think they
were the only the fish in the lake.
That night the rear column, consisting of Ira and a

guide, pulled into camp about an hour after dark. Ira
had not been able to start Avith the rest of us, but by hard
rowing the guide had brought him down the river in one
day. On the way doAvn, trolling, Ira had caught three
fair-sized muscalunge and a smaU-mouth ba^s, not ba4
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for one who was not fishing but just going somewhere.
It put us in the notion of going back to the river. What
was the use of putting in our good elegant time looking
for lost lakes when we could be ca,tohing fish? What had
we come for anj^way? We had blisters and sunburn and
perpetually hungry stomachs. What we were pining for

was fish. We had had enough to give a fishy flavor to the
skillet and that was about all.

Mr. M. and Kansas said they had seen a fine spring
about where the deer came out on the river bank and
gazed at them. That was another inducement, for the
lake water was not good to drink.

RlCHAUD GrEAR HOfiBS.

[TO BE CONCLUDED NEXT WEEK.]

SPITTING SNAKES.-II.
Naja hmmachates of South Africa has so strongly es-

tablished a reputa,tion, not only of "spitting" venom, but
of spitting it into the eye, that it is commonly spoken of
as "the spitting snake." This is the sjjooh, or spoof
scMang of the Dutch colonists, but I am not sure of this
adjective spuih or spooTc, as each person whom I asked
spelt it difl:erently. I can only say that it implies the act
of spitting, of which no more need be said than that it is

the ejection of venom by the forward dash of the ser-

pent's head in the act of striking. These Najas are not
very long snakes: and, hke the rest of the Mcqndce,, are
slender. Those I have seen rarely exceed 5ft. They are
generally black, or with white spots or marks about them.
They also expand the neck, cobra-fashion, though in a
less degree. The.ir peculiar characteristics bring them
into prominence, rendering them a very frequent, if un-
welcome, topic; from the diversity of opinion regarding
their manner of biting, the potency of their venom, and
their breach of good manners. I aUude, of course, to
competent authorities and not to popular prejudice.
My paper of May 26 in Fobest and Stream last year

contained an account of a ringhals (this is its popular
vernacular name) "spitting" into the eye of Dr. Great-
head, of Grrahamstown, Cape Colony. Eequesting the
opinion of Mr. Trimen, of Cape Town, on this subject, he
writes: "The case of Dr. Greathead is a strong one.
That snake is much given to this disagreeable habit, and
I have on several occasions seen it eject with great force
a good deal of saliva when excited, but I have never seen
any one hit in the eye. I am not clear whether the
actual venom from the gland of the fang "is ejected."
Eoland Trimen, F.R.S.F.Z.S., etc., speaks with the cir-

cumspection of a scientific man. He does not say "spit,"
nor does he say that pure venom is ejected. IMi-. Trimen
is an accomplished naturalist, the author of a splendid
work on "The South African Butterflies," and as Curator
of the South African Museum at Cape Town he has an
extensive experience of the native" fauna.
The ringhals has a small head and short fangs, and I

also should doubt w^hether its glands could contain so
much venom as the large quantity of saliva seen to fly

from its mouth; but any saliva from the mouth of a snake
would cause j)ain to so sensitive a part as the eye. The
Dr. Schonland also mentioned in my former paper has
kept these snakes for the purj)0se of studying them, and
he afiirms that he has never known anything to be killed

by one, and thinks that either they fail to strike or that
the venom is feeble. One of his ringhals caught a toad
by one leg and in due time swallowed it. After several
hours Dr. Schonland saw that the toad was still moving
about inside the snake, proving at least that the venom
had little effect on the cold-blooded amphibian.

All the authorities agree that this Nafa is an aggressive
and extremely vigilant, active serpent, evincing great
ferocity, and when disturbed rearing up with expanded
neck prepared to stand on the defensive, or open-mouthed
to attack, its venom (or saliva) flowing and often ejected.
This is Dr. Andrea Smith's character of it, and confirmed
by all more recent experience. The natives dread it more
than any other snake, more even than the puff-adder.
So much for a vicious and defiant attitude, which would
seem to stand it in place of deadly power, since one has
not heard of any further harm that it did, excepting the
ready spouting of its venom. A gentleman whose life

on a farm afforded him ample opportunities for observing
juakes, told me that on one occasion, while riding, he
vllsturbed a ringhals which immediately reared itself up
for attack, pursuing his horse and keeping up with it,

striking at its hind legs, and sometimes in its fury striking
the ground between the legs, and this for a long distance.
The horse was not hurt, perhajjs was not even conscious
of the blow, which while trotting quickly could not have
been very severe. My informant, an intelligent and ob-
serving man, doubted if the ringhals ever does bite, but
as to the "spitting" he had no doubt whatever.

I have yet one more authority to quote, though the
primary point of the subject—namely, does a snake
actually and intentionally spout venom into the eye of a
foe—-must still be left as an unsolved question. Colonel
Bowker, a well-known naturalist of Durban, in Natal,
writes me: "I think there is but little doubt, if any, that
the spitting snakes aim at the eye, so all who are ac-
quainted with them say. Last week my nearest neighbor
sent up to me to ask what was the best remedy, as one of
his coolie boys had got a shot in the eye from an umferzie
(a native name for either the ringhals or another Naja).
In speaking of the accident to one of my own boys (cool-

ies) he said, 'Oh, yes, I was also sulfering for some time
from the same cause.'

"

The bite of a snake is usually directed toward the foot
or leg, or a hand if near the ground, and one wonders
how a serpent on the ground should so elevate or poise its

head as to aim at the human eye. A serpent in a cage
on a stand might be more on a level and accidentally
reach an eye. But this question was fuUy discussed in
Chap. 19, p. 351, of my work on "Snakes," and the
marvel has lately been increased even to doubting point
by reading in Forest a:st> Stream of May 18, that the
poor little lizard, Phrynosoma cornutum, commonly
known as the "horned toad," actually squirted "a stream
of red fiuid" from one of its eyes into a taU man's face,
six feet it was estimated, reaching the man's hat. Also
that another of these spiky little reptiles spurted as much
as a lar-ge spoonful of blood into Mr. S. F. Denton's eye!
"Between a teaspoonful and a tablespoonful." Well, one

would like to know the relative positions of man and
reptile. Was the latter on a table or on a level with the
face? and as for the quantity, was it collected and meas-
ured? We all know the w^onderfuUy diffusive capacity of

ink when upset on our writing table. Or a glass of

water! In a moment every article is satui-ated; it pours
on to the fioor and is half across the room—we might
suppose the glass had contained two quarts at least; so

does a little fluid in a wrong place magnify itself. One
would not suppose that the whole of the little reptile's body
contained a tablespoonful of blood . Some of the Forestand
Stream corre.spondents doubted the fact of a Crotalus gland
containing a teasponfulof venom, and now the little Phry-
nosovia can eject a tablespoonfvil of blood from one eye.

I may be pardoned for this digression as apropos of the
subject. I have had a pet "horned toad" and many other
pet Uzards, and have w-atched "spiky" on many occasions,

and shall carefully investigate the present subject, hoping
duly to report to Forest and Stream. But now to return
to our snakes. The same effect w^hich increases the water
in a drinking glass to an apparent half gallon w^hen spread
inconveniently about, would seem to exaggerate a spurt
of venom if even a few drops entered the eye. Supposing
a charge of venom was spurted tow^ard a face, the small
portion which entered the eye would claim prior atten-

tion and would be most keenly remembered and recorded;
but in relating the incident for pvxrposes of science it would
be necessary to accm-ately describe every detail. It is

looseness of'description which has led to the many myths
and false impressions which have obtained in natural his-

tory books ever since natural history became a popular
science. Many of the Forest and Stream's correspond-
ents afford such vahiable information in their contribu-
tions, that I am sure all who really desu-e to advance true
science will pardon me for pointing out the importance of

accuracy.
In concluding the subject of the ringhals, I find on re-

ferring to my note-book an account of some which were
in the Zoological Gardens of London in 1877—^the first I

had ever seen. They were three young ones of the same
brood and excited a good deal of interest. My impression
of their manners then has been singularly confirmed by
my more recent knowledge of them in their native coim-
try. "They were very black and very shy, and for a long
while one could see nothing more of them than three lit-

tle heads in a row peeping out from under their blanket,
watching with their large round black eyes and vanishing
like a shot at one's approach. When they did give us an
opportimity of looking at them after a time we found that
one was entirely black and another was speckled with
white. They erected their heads and distended their

necks defiantly. Whether because they were young and
inexperienced or because they were naturally stupid, of

all the snakes I w'atched none ever went to work so awk-
wardly in feeding. They seemed to bite the prey any-
where without much effect, sometimes retaining it in the
mouth without attempting to eat it, sometimes beginning
at once. A frog was ten minutes from the time
it was struck until it was swallowed. The ht-

tle snake began at a hind leg, then put it down
and began at the side with no better result; the legs were
in the way. Then the snake gave it up and let the frog
go, and presently another ringhals struck the half dead
thing and took five minutes to eat it. With very young
sparrows the same awkwardness was observable. The
bird was bitten on the tip of a wing, and the snake
held it helplessly for a quarter of an hour while the bird
was struggling violently. Not getting good hold the
snake put it down and began again, so that the poor little

sparrow was twenty minutes in being swallowed, gasping
to the last, and evidently very feebly poisoned. In no
other venomous snakes have I seen such prolonged suffer-

ing caused by stupidity or bungling as in those joxmg
African ringhals. Their fangs are, however, exceedingly
short, as I afterward found on examining a dead one,
and this may account for their slow effect."

I may add that when taking these notes I stood with my
watch in hand, so that I could ascertain the time between
the bite and the death of the victim. In Chap. XXX. of
my work I have entered more at length into these obser-
vations. Catherine C. IIopley.
Paignton, Devonshire.

A Midnight Marauder.
Allen and William Laverty who own "Hunters'

Home," six miles from Elizabcthtown, N. Y., lost five

sheep a week ago as the result of an onslaught of some
wild animal. Their next neighbor, Chas. Coclan, also lost

five the same night. Though bears are very common in

this neighborhood the marauder is supposed to have been
a panther, both from his tracks and from the fact that he
did not attempt to eat or carry oft' the sheep he had killed.

Each sheep was killed cleanly by a bite on the neck.
But one old one managed to escape her antagonist. Deer
hunting promises to be better in this section this fall than
ever before. J. B. Burnham.

"FOREST AND STREAM."
An acrostic reminiscent of tours in the Adirondacks.

Fondly I dream of the mountain and vale,

Often in fancy o'er forest streams sail,

Kecall the bright pleasures of days gone by;
ISnter again the woods tow'ring high.
Stately and grand are the noble old trees,

The kings of the forest with crowns of leaves.

Aiid woodlands I trail, with blaze nigh effaced,
Noting a pathway oft dimly traced,
Directing to lakes by mountains embraced.

Scenes of such beauty what art can portray?
The gleaming and gloaming of June's perfect day,
Bivers of grandeur, whose wild waters pour
Enchantingly seaward through varied shore.
Ahl what rare visions come as I dream,
Musing o'er pages of Forest and Stream.

Ohio. E. S. W.

A NEW-SUBSCRIBER OFFER.
A bona fide new subscriber sending us $b will receive for that sum

the Forest aotj Stream one year (price $4) and a set of Zimmerman's
famous "Ducking Scenes" (advertised on another page, price S5)—

a

$9 value for $5.

This offer is to new subscribers only. It does not apply to renewals.

For %'i a bona fide new subscriber for six months will receive the

FoRKST Asro Stream during that time and a copy of Dr. Van Fleet's

handsome work, "Bird Portraits for the Young'' (the price of which
is $3).

Omaha and Kansas City
Are reached most directly from either Chicago or St. Louis by the

Burlington Route. Daily vestibuled trains with Pullman sleepers,
chair cars (seats free) and Burhngton Route dining CBX&.—Adv.

'^tti^ B^s B^^^*

"Game Laws in Brief, ''^ June, 189S, revised. Game and Fish laws

of all the States, Territories a7id JProvinces. Correct, reliable, hand-
somely illustrated. Published by the '"Forest and Stream:''^ Sold by

all dealers. Price S6 cents.

OUR NORTH CAROLINA TRIP.
Monday, 3:50 P. M., Nov. 28, found us, myself and

wife, also our pointer dog, an important member of our
party on all our hunting trips, awaiting the arrival of the
Eoyal Blue Line from New York at the B. & O, station in
Philadelphia, dxm at 4:05, which would carry us to Balti-

more. Our wait of a few minutes seemed ridiculously
long, yet what sportsman would not tmderstand our im-
patience as we sat there dreaming of the expected pleas-
ure with gun and dog. We can already see our pointer
quartering the field, the stand, or a flock of bluebills cir-

chng to our decoys, as we in oiu- blind anxiously await
the proper moment to give them a warm reception.
Finally our train came, and as usual on this elegantly

equipped road, fm-nishing such superior service, pulled us
into Canton exactly on time, where we took a transfer
tug for the Norfolk boat. After a sumptuous dinner we
reth-ed to a comfortable stateroom and slept as only one
can sleep with the cool air blowing in fresh from the
water.
We awakened at Old Point Conifort, and by the time

we dressed and breakfasted the boat was making fast at
the wharf at Norfolk; here we walked across the city and
took the Norfolk & Southern Railroad for Elizabeth City,
Arriving there about noon, we found we would have to
wait until 6 P. M. for the steamer Neuse to take us to
Roanoke Island, our destination, which time we employed
in looking around this old, quaint and pretty Southern
town, and hunting some kind of an apology for lunch.
Even this, when found, was rather of a questionable
character. We, however, made good our sacrifice of
lunch at the supper table on board the Neuse.
Arriving at Roanoke Island, we found Mr. Evans, the

proprietor of the Tranquil House at Manteo, awaiting us
with his team, as had been prearranged, and after a di-ive

of a countryman's three miles, reached liis hostelry and
were glad to tmn in, after a hard day's trip ending about
1 A. M., to further dream of quantities of game and won-
derful shots.

The following morning, owing to our late anival, found
us rather imbued with some of the sluggish traits of our
Southern brethren, and arising rather late for sportsmen,
and a still later breakfast, about half past eight, we
started out to view the surrounding country, and see the
little village in which we proposed to make our home for
a couple of weeks, while we awaited the arrival of oirr

trimk. We found a beautiful cool crisp morning, old

Sol shining in the brightest of his glory upon the white
sand, which in our experience taught us we were close to
the sea, and in many respects resembled our dear old
summer resorts on the J ersey coast.

On making the rounds of the different stores on a "stiU-

hunt" for the post office, which, of course, proved to be
in the last visited, we were surprised to find, in this Uttle

village of a few scattered houses and a Methodist church,
five general stores carrying the usual country fine, every-
thing imaginable from a paper of pins to a fisherman's
glim outfit, but we afterward learned that this was the
general distributing point for the wliole island, where
fishing is the chief and, we might say, the only industry.
We saw the fishermen come in from their different

camps, a description of which we will give later, for their

week's supplies on Saturday afternoons and evenings, leav-

ing again on Monday morning from 2 o'clock on, for their
bleak, meagi-e, but not permanent, abodes, while following
their vocation.

Strolling from the little settlement into the pine forests,

where the love of nature, in her wild vegetation, led us,

we followed an indistinct path called a road for several

miles, and wandering from it w^e soon came to the water's
edge, where a sight greeted our eyes that would make
the oldest sportsman's heart beat with a quicker, stronger
throb and send the blood tingling through his veins.

About a quarter of a mile out a reef runs parallel with
the shore, which in calm weather is the resort of thousands
of wildfowl. This particular morning it was occupied,

I should say, with a hundred or so swan. With now
and then a flock arriving, others departing, the flapping

of their wings, their pure snow white plumage, with the
sun glistening upon their beauty, gave us a never-to-be-

forgotten sight of splendor. Being imarmed, our traps

packed in the delayed trunk, we could but look and
admire, and had I had my Winchester I very much doubt
caring to spoil that wild sight of nature.

Another point of interest was the peculiar formation of

what are termed "sand dimes," caused by the wind driv-

ing the sand in great banks, which frequently completely
cover the tall puies; they, in fact, help create theso-caUed
"dunes," forming a resistance to the sand as it gradually

piles against their trunks and limbs, and the changing of

the wind to ditterent directions forms many unique
shapes. It was a very common thing to see one of these

sand piles of an immense height with the upper limbs of

what woiild have been an enormous pine waving some
four feet above its top as the tree bent to the wind.

We strayed for several hours along the water's edge,

"Listening to the music of the winds,

jEolian strains through lofty pines,

My soul goes forth, my being thrills,

I love the woods, the stream, the hills,"

and were deeply thankful to be alone from all civiliza-

tion.

During our explorations our trunk arrived, and with a
hearty dinner of roast swan as a foundation for our after-

noon's sport, we took a smaU sailboat, and with a brisk

breeze flew to one of the many islands. We arranged
our decoys for the evening flight, but the wind was in

the wrong direction, so we were unable to bag anything
but a few^ coots.

But the pleasure of lying in that blind under the bright

cloudless heavens, the breeze from the water fanning our
cheeks, every breath of which we could feel, giving us
that strength and health that nature's medicine can only
provide.
Oh, the longing for the continuance of such a life where

we could constantly drink in nature as our Creator in-

tended us to enjoy His gifts, and which in the soHtude
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and vastness of His work brings us nearer to Him who
controls all things!

It was this afternoon that my wife shot her first duck
of the season; she used a light* 20-bore full choke single-
barrel, which she handles at close range as quickly and
accurately as many of the stronger sex do their lOs and
138, and with as keen an enjoyment as the oldest htmter.
I wish to say here a word of advice to all sportsmen. If

your wives show any interest in your pleasures in this
line, encourage them, teach them the use of firearms, get
them thoroughly familiar with gun and rod, and take
them with you on your trips, you wiU enjoy your vaca-
tion a hundred times more, besides giving your wives an
outing and adding tmtold treasm-es to her health and
Sttength.

Next morning, our sportsmen desires fully aroused,
fovmd us not laggards, but we were up and had hastily
swallowed an impromptu breakfast long before daylight.
We had intended to have a go at the geese with Mr.
Evans's live decoys, kept for that purpose, but the weather
clerk still persisted in sending the wind from the north,
whUe it was a southern breeze we were anxiously praying
for. Ejaowing there would be no flight until the wind
changed, we took otit little cutter for a day with the
marsh birds and meadow larks among the islands.
The first half of the morning gave us great sport among

the larks on the higher and drier ground. Keeping our
pointer "to heel" and using him only for retrieving^ pur-
poses, as the bilrds ^e±e, wild and "flushed at the least
fidund, the only successful way was to work them against
the wind. The latter part of the morning and early after-
noon we spent in the lower end of the island for snipe and
sedge hen, the former was rather scarce, the latter quite
numerous but hard to raise, owing to the very thick
swamp grass, making hard work for both gunner and
dog. Frequently the dog Guy woidd stand and before we
could raise the birds he would slowly draw upon them for
fully 25yds. Considering the dense cover, our score of
seven snipe, ten sedge hen and a baker's dozen of larks,
satisfied out desii-es in one way and created them in
aiiothetj the qUestioh of lunch.
We were by this time a long distance from our boat,

and having sent our guide after it with instructions to
meet us at the hfe saving station, about a mile and a half
above, we wandered to a near-by fishing camp in search
of something to satisfy the inner man.
The camp in question proved to be a wooden shanty set

up about 4ft. from the ground on stakes, rerninding one
of the small boy on atilts. As wc approached we noticed
a number of men standing, sitting or idly lounging on
the side nearest us in the sUn. Seeing us coming, the
captain, as the head man or owner of the camp is termed,
came to meet us with that courtesy and eajsy manner so
apparent and estimable in all the Southern people, from
tb.e most humble to the most cultured. A noticeable and
vnost praiseworthy trait among these people to us North-
erners is their wonderful hospitality. They always invite
you into their homes and make you welcdme to all they
have, no mattei' how h\imbie their abode or meager their
Buppliea. The 'captain was no exception to this rule, and
We Wef6 immediately made welcome into his and his
Men's temporary quarters, where we had our first chance
to see their mode of living while attending their nets.
Entering the hving room Ave found the floor covered

with a thick mass of rushes, one end being partitioned off
as the sleeping ajJartment, a glance into which showed us
the roilgli blinks, one over another, reminding us in a
diminutive way somewhat of the emigrants' quartets
on one of our transatlantic steamei^i
The captain told us that oh acUoUnl of rough weather

they had beeh unable to do any fishing for several days,
th© sUi-f being too liigh, which explained the idleness of
big men. They regretted they could not ofl;er us limch,
but on account of it being near the end of the week, and
with that and the poor fishing, their supplies were nearly
exhausted. The owner of the camp having been an old
sea captain for many years, and visited numerous foreign
ports, had many interesting stories and jokes to tell, and
on leaving about an hour later, with the whole camp's
good washes, we felt as if our time had been well spent.
A tramp of a mile through the loose sand, which

seemed to us as if it were two, and without a feather to be
Seen except the ever present gull, brought us to Uncle
Sam's life-saving station. Hardly replying to the keeper s
pleasant good afternoon, our question was "Can you give
us a bite to eat?" In about five minutes we were^making
sad havoc with a large plate of the best biscuit we had
ever eaten, and with excellent coffee and butter as an
aid to digestion, for which our kind host, with the usual
hospitaUty, would accept nothing but a thank you and
our best wishes, wliich we gave him with a grateful heart,
as only a hungry sportsman can fuUy appreciate. This
station being similar to all of those places along oUr coast,
proved of little interest to us, and after a short rest we
walked to the sound side and foUnd olir boatman await-
ing us; the wind had Chtirely died out so the oars were
GUI' only salvation, and under this slow locomotion we
proceeded and finally arrived at Manteo for an 8 o'clock
supper^
The next day the wind was still stubbornly holdmg to

the north, thus upsetting our aiTangement^ of the night
before to make an early stai-t for the ^'eese. On going to
the window tlie direction of the AVond was soon ascer-
tained, and crawling back into bed geese were forgotten
in that last enjoyable morning snooze. A tramp for quail
proved to be the programme for this day, and we were
soon on the ground, with the pointer carefully quartering
the field and closely liunting all likely places for this
much-prized game bird. We flushed several coveys, but
were not very successful, as it required almost entirely
snap shooting, the fields and open country being very
small, the birds getting into cover in quick order, and
such cover entirely impenetrable for man and dog. As
regards the hunting of this bird, it was a failure, as it
always wiU be here until the country is considerably better
cleared. We spent the morning facmg these difiiculties,
and had overcome so few by dinner time that we con-
cluded to let the quail rest "in peace, as in reahty they
were doing at that time. The afternoon was lazily spent
in cleanmg our guns, lying in hammocks, and reading
or talking of incidents of the previous day, which in that
warm climate was thoroughly enjoyable.
All things come to them who wait, and on the evenincr

of our quail hunt the wind shifted to the south. With
all arrangements completed for an early start we retired.
Long before dayhght we were on our way across the
«oi]nd, witb Dm- live geese decoys '-honlpiig,-' ^ fchey

too were eager to deceive their wild brethren, who little

dreamed of the reception they would encounter as they
circled to then- calls. Although in the warm country of
the balmy South the evenings and mornings are cool and
frosty at this season of the year,- so with gum boots, heavy
coats and thick gloves, and the pleasant sensation of the
hot coffee so lately swallowed, we were in a position to
enjoy the calm beauty of the fuU moon shining upon the
rippling waters and the sparkling reflection of thousands
of diamonds from the frost-covered grass of the numerous
islands as the bright rays were gradually hidden by the
western horizon upon the approach of the dawn of day.
Our little craft dancing merrily over the mirror-like re-
flection before a southern breeze, seemed hardly to touch
the water except for the widening trail left in the wake.
A few light streaks in the east warned us our time was

growing short, and that we must hurry to get our decoys
advantageously placed and ourselves snugly hidden in
our blinds before the morning flight began; as we pulled
our little craft a point or two nearer the wind, and
shaved closer some of the islands,- We heard the flapping
of many wings and saw the dark forms of the fowl take
flight, as our near approach disturbed them from some
choice haven where they had been spending the night.
After reaching our point, and with much splashing,

"honking," flapping of wings, wading and placing of
decoys, and water pretty well distributed over us, we took
to our blinds and made ourselves comfortable until such a
time as the geese and ducks saw fit to honor us with their
presence.
The mariner of using live decoys may prove of some in-

terest. The geese are genuine wild ones, taken when
young, or possibly hatched and raised by the owner.
The birds have the first joint of theif wing taken off,

making it impossible for them to fly any great distance;
around the leg just above the foot they wear a leather
strap, made into a slip-noose; this is never taken off; to
this is tied, when using them, a rope 8 or 10ft. long, with
a stake attached. When placing tliese decoys we wade,
using hip boots of course, to about 2ft. of water, pushing
the stake well into the bottom and placing a tuft of sod
near by about 6 or Tin. from the surface, so that they may
stand on it and not become too wearied from constantly
floating or swimming. It is surptising how accustomed
these birds get to the gun being fired over them, it is

somewhat similar to a hxmting. dog, they knoW what
they are there for, do their duty, and never flinch at the
report.

By the time we got ourselves comfortably fixed and a
few moments to spare, day was made glorious by old Sol's
full rays bursting upon us. A warning word from Mr.
Evans told us that that watchful sportsman had seen
something to our interest, and a minute later the "honk-
ing" of our decoys also proved that something was on the
wing. Pretty soon a V-shaped flock put in an appear-
ance, but much to our disappointment failed to decoy; a
little while and another small bunch headed our way,
answered qUr geese and s\vtuig nicely in front of us. Ah I

how sure, I at least, was of a goose; if not a pair. How it

happened none can tell, but a clean miss with both bar-
rels knocked all the conceit out of me. What was it?

Something the matter with thegun or ammunition surely;
some excuse must be foimd, but I could find none, and
could merely say the fault was mine and I was badly
rattled. Mr." E. being in another blind had no shot, and
my wife thinking the game too large at that distance for
her 20-bore, refrained from shooting, so I had it all my
own Way and fear I breathed something more expressive
than elegant as

•'Playfully sHe turned tiiat He rdight ged

The passing smile her cheek piii o'n ;

But when she marked how mournfully
His eyes met- hers, that smile was gone."

The next time our visitors found us at home, and yet it

was not fully a success; they swung nicely, but before
they w^ere in good range they became suspicious and con-
cluded to go further on. Mr. E. opened up and secured
his bird, my left broke another's wing and down he came
with a great splash. At that moment Mr. E. called the
news of another flock arriving. We immediately hid in
our blinds. They, however, faded to come near us, and
on going to retrieve my wounded goose could not find a
feather. With such luck as this I had to content myself,
swearing vengeance on those next appearing for this de-
feat. Now for a time we had nothing to do, and hearing
Mr. E.'s gun occasionally, w^ho had moved further dow^n
and put out some wooden stools for the smaller fowl, we
joined him. Here we all had good shooting for an hour
or so. Sheldrake, black ducks and coots were principally
the sufferers. My wife here had great sport, we of course
giving her the preference on all close range shots, and I

was fortunate in making a double. After this things
quieted down and we returned to our former blind to
lunch and nap in the warm sun on our coats and wraps
and await the afternoon and evening flight.

In the afternoon we jointly secured three geese and one
swan, and all in about a half hom-'s time. After that the
flocks seemed further apart and not inclined in the least
to decoy. An incident worth mentioning occurred. An
unusually large flock passed over us, but out of range,
answeied om- decoys, but went on and settled some 500 or
600yds. beyond our birds. These also acted as decoys to
all those passing within calling distance, and we learned
from our host that this is always the case. The birds will
invariably go to the largest bunch. We had to get them
out of the way or our shooting would have been at an
end for that day. By bringing a rifle into play, which
we had with us, and shooting among the flock, they were
finally raised, giving our birds a chance to further use
persuasive powers.
The bright red glare of the sun

•'Bathes in deep joy the land and sea,"

as sinking below the water's edge in the west, he bids the
world farewell for the night, and warned us that it was
time to take om- departure. The wind had again died
out; a row home and a late supper ended the day and also
the week.
Sunday an imusuaUy late nap, a late breakfast and a

quiet day spent lounging about the house, reading, lying
in hammocks, and a walk among the noble pines in the
afternoon proved the history of that day of rest for both
man and beast.

Monday w^as a hot, sultry day, with no breeze whatever.
We started across the island thinking to get a little snoot-
ing, but found it so warm we were glad tt) return, and
stopping at a house for a drink of water were more than

thankful for a glass of cool, home-made grape Avine.
In the afternoon, a breeze springing up, we packed our

traps and hired a colored man to sad us to CoUington,
where we intended stopping with a fisherman, Tom Cronk
by name, a place about ten miles from our present loca-
tion and also on an island. We got off about 3 o'clock,
and the air being light we made slow progress, arriving
something after six.

It was to this place we were recommended through the
Forest and Steeaji by the Rev. Thos. Dixon. Jr., of
New York, who while stopping at Nag's Head Hotel had
Mr. Cronk as his boatman and fisherman. While we do
not wish to punish Mr. Dixon too severely for recom-
mending a stopping place he knew nothing of, we think
it would be only just reti-ibution should circumstances
compel him, while on some of his fishing trips, to board
a month with Mr. Cronk; we could not but help in our
innermost hearts rejoicing a little as we imagine the rev-
erend gentleman's discomfitm-e.
From the foregoing the reader wiU naturally form the

wrong conclusion of Tom Cronk. Tom is a whole-souled,
poor, ignorant fisherman living in a little frame cabin on
the island of Colbngton, with his wife and innumerable
children; he is a good-hearted fellow and willing to do
anything in his power to please you, but it is the last place
on earth to board; he does not know how to do, nor has
he anything to do with, which a few of our following ex-
periences will show.
On arriving, it being after dark, om- first caution was

"Look out Mr. you don't faU through the pier, it is rather
shaky," and indeed was this structure, termed pier, a few
stakes driven into the water with boards of different
thicknesses nailed crosswise running some fifty feet or so,
more than shaky, and we had to use great care or the
wabbhng structure would have thrown us, even were we
fortunate enough not to fall through. Entering a small
barren room, uncarpeted, but the floor sprinkled with
sand, We foimd a wood stove and several chairs. Our
room consisted of an old bedstead with a hard mattress, a
bolster, uncovered, no pillows, one sheet a.nd an old quilt
with a hole in the center as big as your head, and a
rickety wooden chair completed the furniture, with a bare
floor. On asking for more bed clothes we were told they
had none. On the porch a tin basin, bucket and ladle, a
towel hung on a nail near by, and an old brush and comb
completed the toilet articles of the estabhshment. Add
to this what they termed the "cook house," a separate
building entirely, where we ate- our meals, with stove in
one end and table covered with oil cloth at the other,
steel knives and forks and not always enough to go round^
coffee, heavy hot biscuit, an a,pology for what we terra
corn pone, about as thick as an ordinary buckwheat cake,
fried duck, fried bacon, fried fish, everything fried, with
quantities of grease, and as a special favor an extra cup
occasionally, this for breakfast, dinner and supper, and
with no sanitary arrangements whatever, you have a fair
idea of our quarters at Colhngton.
Here we stayed two days, finding the ducks anything

but plentiful for shooting purposes; there were quantities
of fowl, but on account of the adverse weather they were
Unapproachable, as they fed far out on the shoals, and
the game lawa of North Carolina prohibited non-residents
from shooting on the water. As we saw no signs for a
favorable change and our quarters being very undesir-
able, Tom's sloop took us to the wharf of the Neuse on
Thursday afternoon, where we sat down to what thei*e
seemed to us the best home meal at the agent's hotise we
had ever eaten of fried fresh bluefish, elegant hot biscuit,
with good btitter and coffee that was fit nectar for the
gods.
We took the Neuse at 3:B0 A. M, for home and had an

uneventful trip, spending one day in Norfolk, where we
got om-selves brushed up in somewhat civilized form,
the writer feeUng like a new man in getting rid of a two
weeks' beard.
The night boat for Washington found us on board and

the next morning we were in that city, where we spent
Sunday with some friends, enjoying a pair of ducks on
their table from the small bimch we were taking home.
We left Monday morning on the five-hour New York flyer
of the "Eoyal Blue Line," arriving home that afternoon,
just two weeks from our start, better in every way for
our trip, rich in experiences, and having since afforded
many an evening's pleasure to both oirrselves and friends
as we recount each separate incident.
As I write our faithful old pointer is lying at my feet, I

doubt not anxiously awaiting next fall for a similar trip
to some other part of the coimtry, whichwe are also look-
ing forward to with pleasurable anticipation.
A word regarding our accommodations at Manteo.

They were pi-imitive, yet comfortable, and one must not
expect to find luxurious apartments on a hunting trip as
a rule, and especially in the Southern countiy, nor does
he pay the coi-responding luxurious price; but he will, or
at least we did, find the most hospitable set of people it

was ever otu- good foi-tune to meet, wiflingto do anything
in their power for yom* comfort and amusement, and
always anxious to act on any suggestion you may make.
And while things are not kept in the same manner we are
used to at home and the cooking entirely different, it is

merely another side of life of ourwonderful counti-y. We
cannot sjjeak too highly of our host's and hostess's efforts
at Manteo to make iis comfortable and give us an enjoy-
able time; nor does this merely apply to those with whom
we stopped, but to everybody with whom we came in
contact on the island.

As regards shooting, there are quantities of game, and if

you are fortunate in having the right kind of weather and
wind in the proper direction, you can secure large bags;
and then again, if imfortunate, you may wait many days
without much sport to vary the monotony.
PHn:.ADELPHiA, Pa., June 9. C. H. CtJUlT.

Did You Hear that QuaU?
NOBWIOH, N. Y., June 25.—The meeting with old

friends after a long absence gives an unspeakable pleasure.
Such was my feehngs this morning as I lay half asleep to
hear that old familiar call "Bob White." Could it be
possible? I got up, raised my window and listened. Then
from across a creek which faces my house came that old
musical note. I immediately went to the next house to
notify my brother-in-law, but just as I put my hand on

,
the door knob, he opened it with the remark "Did you

I hear that quail?" He had never shot any, but I have
given him glowing descriptions of days spent with them
in the Hoosier State. A quail in Chenango county, N. Y.^
is something I h^ve no^ hea?4 before. R. J. M.
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MICHIGAN, MY MICHIGAN.-I.

Chatty Notes from the Great Wolverine State.

Lansing, June 12,—One of the oldest, most popular and
most fiourisliing sjjorting clubs of Michigan is tlie Lansing
Rod and Gun Club. Its membership is large and includes
men in most every position and circumstance in life.

Good management of the club affairs on the part of the
club officers, and good fellowship and honesty of purpose
on the ijart of the club membership, has laid the founda-
tion, broad and sti'ong, for the present and future exist-

ence of the club, and at no time during the past ten years
has there been greater promise of usefulness in sporting
matters than at present. In a futar paper I will tell you
something of its organization and ol' its individual mem-
bership, and try to interest you in o u- doings.

The club has a weekly shoot at the State Fair Grounds,
but owing to a modesty on the part of its management,
and a slight x^rotest on the part of some of the members,
the record of the shooting is not allowed to be published.

This action is taken to prevent the outside public from
getting an erroneous impression as to the shooting ability

of the club members, some of whom are almost, if not
quite, expert shots, while others with much less opportu-

nity at the trap are extra good shots, but occasionally

score a miss.

A few weeks ago the Michigan State tournament was
held here, and a continuation of the shoot by the Lansing
Rod and Gun Club was a very pleasant feature of the

meeting. The club has grown in usefulness and member-
ship very greatly in the past five years. Some of the
older members have dropped out, some have died, others

have moved a (vay, and an infusion of new blood has re-

sulted in a very great interest in sporting matters.

Years ago the meetings of the Michigan State Sports-

men's Association were often held at Lansing, and the in-

fluence of these meetings, and the healthy sentiment
which their proceedings established, were productive of

much good, and fostered a feeling that has been instru-

mental in game and fish protection, and of a higher
standard of sportsmanship among those who enjoy a few
days during the open season in the field or by the stream
with the rod and gun.
At Pine Lake and at Park Lake, a dozen miles away,

the fishing is good, better than for many years, and some
extra fine strings of bass and pickerel have been taken
this season. These lakes are resorted to quite largely by
the members of the Lansing Rod and Gun Club, and three

or four cottages have been built tliere by members of the

club. Some day I will tell you of their jolly doings and
give you in detail an inside history of the pleasant outings

and of the enjoyable fish and frog breakfasts which they
get up for special occasions.

This part of central Michigan, including Pine Lake,
Park Lake and the Grand River region, was the home of an
extensive tribe of Indians ruled over by the old chieftain

Okemos. Around these lakes and for miles up and down
the rivei'S, on either bank, one may find abundant evi-

dence of the substantial appreciation as a fishing and
hunting region in which these lakes and rivers were held

by the numerous tribes of Indians, who hunted and fished

here long before the white man ever visited this section.

It is related that on one occasion the old chief Okeinos
visited the Senate chamber at Lansing, when the Senate
was in session; that the old fellow wrapped his dirty old

blanket around him and strode down toward the speak-

er's desk, and stopping at a desk then occupied by the

late Senator Zach. Chandler, began to grunt out his dis-

approval at the way the white man treated the Indian.

Senator Chandler stood the old fellow's insolence as long

as he could, and then, greatly to the amusement of his

fellow Senators, he took the old fellow by the neck and
booted him out of the chamber, down the stairs, and way
out into the street. It is quite needless to state that the

aged chieftain never insulted Michigan's great Senator
again. These Indian tribes have all passed awaj, but the

early settlers are here, and they tell us interesting legends
relating to the Okemos Indians and of their history and
doings, in a day long before Lansing was thought of, and
Michigan was in tlie ranks of the great unknown.
The deer, the bear and the wild turkey foxmd a con-

genial home in this great primeval wilderness, and in

winter large yards of deer could be found almost any-
where in the dense woods, in the lowlands around the

lakes and along the rivers. There are many people now
living in Lansing, and in the country about here, who
remember this wilderness-like condition, and can pleas-

antly entertain us hour after hour with their stories of

hunting and camping, and of the early-day sports which
could be had almost in their own dooryard. "Michigan,
my Michigan," was quite as popular then among the gun-
loving people of that day as it is now with those who
must be content with following the sprightly little cotton-

tail or spending a few days in. November with the quail or

i-uffed grouse.

Jones Lake, a couple of miles north of Lansing, is a
nice little body of water, deei) and cool and clear, and it

is the honie of some big fellows, that used to be and that

have been record-breakers in their day. The islands in

Grand River are quite numerous, and in extent vary
from the size of a good sugar-cured ham to a few rods

long and as many feet wide. The banks of the river

are quite jjicturesque in their varied loveliness of

woodland, farms and cozy villages, and the river winds
around the little hills and through the pleasant valleys of

central Michigan with a seeming holiday abandon, which
can only be well appreciated by a canoe ride in early

autumn, from the junction of the Cedar and the G rand
i-ivers to their far-away lake terminus at Grand Haven.
Every season parties of gay voyagers take this way of

enjoying nature and a week of caniping out, and at times

the river, thus enlivened, presents a busy scene of enjoy-

ment and pleasure, that can only be thoroughly appre-

ciated by those who are fortunate enough to be a member
of one of those gypsy-like parties. The little folks, in

particular, enjoy the fun. The river is shallow, can be
waded almost anywhere, and in early autumn, with good
fishing, an occasional duck and with running rapids, and
again dragging the boat over a shallow drift, there is

given abundant opportunity for exercise of mind and
body, which is long remembered as a bright spot in the

journey of life. Two of the most pleasant outings, made
right on this dea,r old river and camping on these same
little islands, were the best that I ever enjoyed in my
life. We boated, fished, camped, hunted and enjoyed
two vreeks, in early September, two years ago, in a way

that has made me ever since wish to try it again at the
very first opportunity.

Years ago great flatboats, loaded with the commodities
of trade and the necessities of a frontier life, were poled,
pushed and dragged over this same course, and the path
of this same lovely river was the only highway of com-
merce to the then unknown wilds of central Michigan.
Every now and then one meets with a pioneer of those
early days, and his interesting story of frontier home life

as it then existed is listened to with much pleasure. The
old settlers ai-e rapidly passing away. The Pioneer Society
of Michigan is getting together material to perpetuate the
work of those lieroic people, and at their yearly meetings
lipld in Lansing the old residents delight to tell the story
of their early-daj^ experience. The proceedings of the
society are published each year, and this book is the only
connecting link between the pioneer life of Michigan and
the people of the present day. Wild and weird are the
stories of their lives and hardships while clearing the
great forests away and making homes for themselves and
for us. The Indian, the bear and the deer are gone; the
old settler will soon follow after. Here and there up and
down the Grand River Uttle mounds mark the final rest-

ing place of some aboriginal. Occasionally these mounds
are opened and tliey are sure to give up their story of In-
dian life to the etlinological student.
In the winter the woods and swamps of central Michi-

gan are filled with hare, and our people have jolly times
hunthig bunny with their hounds and beagles. The great
Chandler Marsh, a few miles north from our city, is the
home of the fox and the hare, and when this immense
swamp is frozen over, so that the hunter can get around
comfortably, it is a favorite place for winter hunting.
Of our sporting men and their ways and methods, you

shall be familiar; and as time and inclination presents I
wiU acquaint you with their doings. Michigan people
are sporting people; it is born in them, and they delight
in camj)ing out and in hunting and fishing. They, are
usually well equipped for a full enjoyment of all of these
luxuries of nature, and whether in the woods or by the
sti-eam, they are in their native elements and at home.
If you have cast your lot in some far-away Eastern city,

and a business necessity has 'hemmed you in with huge
walls of brick and stone, where the sunlight can seldom
enter, you can little appreciate the beauties of a lavish

nature as it is spread before the happy people of central

Michigan. When you get a few days off, come and see

us. Inquire for any member of the Lansing Rod and
Gun Club and you will be cordiallj'^ welcomed. Do not be
afraid to come, for our people are open-hearted and they
will care foi' you to the best of their ability. Not that we
have the finest fishing and hunting in the State right at

our door, but such as we have, you are welcome to enjoy
equally with ourselves. Julian.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
IF'rom a Staff Cc»Tesponde7it.]

Arkansas.

Chicago, June 10.—Mr. Jos. W. Irwin, of Little Rock,
Ark., writes me as follows about the game in his country:

During my residence in Kansas near our mutual friend, WiU Carney.
I enjoyed some very line sliooting at waterfowl as weU as chicken and
quail, but aside from chicken and geese, Arkansas is the greatest all

around State I know for sport. If it should ever come in your way
stojj off here and I will show you some of it. Our quail are doing
nicely, as well as all kinds of game. Last winter we had elegant
mallard shooting here in what is known as pin oak flats, where they
go to feed la large numbers, and they decoy beautifully in the open
places in the woods. Our fishing has been poor up to date owing to

high water, but it is going down fast now, and next week it will be
fine.

Wish I could tell you about a trip with Col. Felton and his friend,

Jlr. Jacus, from Buffalo last Becemher on a deer hunt, a few miles
from here. I laughed myself sick. We shot quail and ducks and shot
at a number of deer, Mr, Jacus firing six shots at one deer, and then
let him get away. They were a jolly party, however, and enjoyed
their stay very much.
I shall be glad to give you any points of interest from this part of

the country, and shall do myself tbe pleasure of calling on you when
in Chicago.

They are Corkers.

My friend, Mr. C. W. Lee of the Chicago Canoe Club,

sends me a letter received lately by that body from a gen-
tleman in South Englewood, a suburb of Chicago. From
the meager details given by the writer in regard to the

two heads in question, they mixst be either autochthores
or corkers. The letter is, verbatim;

To the Cluh:
Gentlemen—I have brought to this city two (3) of the largest and

finest natural speciments ever seen by white man. They are immense.
I killed last fall in the far North a Moose and Carabo. The largest

and finest of their kind ever killed by white man. I had their Heads
put up in good stile and intended them for the World's Fair, but I find

that I have to get back North at once, so that I must dispose of the
Heads, and knowing that some of the clubs pride themselves on col-

lecting the finest natural speciments they can find, I will give you a
bargain as I must nell at once. They would be quite an addition to

the beauty of your club room. The Moose weighted 2,000 pounds, age
between 60 and GO years old. The Carabo 1,200 pounds, age 00 years.

That will give you some idia of the size of their Antlers or Horns.
They are immense size and perfect in form—to see them is to want
them and to own them to feel proude. They cannot be matched in

this country. The club that gets tbem -will have the Boss.
Please bring this to the notice of the sporting gents of the club and

the club may be the richer for it. Hoping to hear from you by retiu-n

mail.

Wants Fur.

Mr. H. A. Pierce, of North Fairfield, O., has a gr-eat

deal of confidence that I know a whole lot of things, for

he writes me as follows:

Being a reader of Forest and Stbbam, I take the liberty of address-
ing you for a little information, seeing your kindness to others who
are after the same. Behig in poor health 1 have made up my mind to
take to the woods and put in the fall and winter trapping. Would you
kindly tell me where in Michigan or Wisconsin I ^voul<lbe hkely to find

the best place for a winter camp, with fur-bearing animals reasonably
abundant. I would like, if possible, to locate on a lake or chain of

lakes, so as to avoid as much as possible the packing of supplies on
one's back, and also get a little fishing this fall. If you do not con-
sider this asking too much I would be pleased to hear from you.

I do not know any place in Wisconsin or Michigan
which I could girarantee for a winter camp for fur, or the
above conditions. If I wanted to trap I should build a
cabin boat and start down the Arkansas River, say near
the Kansas line, and hold up among the delta wet
lands in the Mississippi bottoms. I knew of a party who
made a successful trip. They found mink, otter and (at

that time) beaver, also deer and turkey. E. HouGH.

In a, pleasant, chatty letter from Mr. W. W. Titus,

Waverly, Miss., one of those letters which, after it is read
to the end, a fellow wishes there was more of it, I find

the following in reference to quail:

' 'I have wondered if the present wet weather would
harm the quail. I have aboxit come to the conclusion that
they are all right. Aroimd my house I have several small
patches of grain, and there are at least six pair of quail in
this, a radius of 800yds. of my house. I never go to the
post-ofiice but what I see a half-dozen old cocks or more,
and it is a distance of barely a half mile to the office. I
think that the quail will raise well this year if June is a
dry month.
"I did not kill any birds about me last fall, consequently

have abundance of old birds as breeders.
"As I sat on the back porch to-day after dinner some-

thing whirled over the palings and lit in the yard. I
looked, rubbed my eyes, and looked again. Yes, there
was no mistake, it was a 'sure-enough' cock quail.

"He ran with spreading tail and raised crest to where
I had fed some chickens, and the 'grits' and corn they
had left seemed to strike his palate about right, as he was
eating busily. Not over four feet from him lay a three-
and-a-half months' old puppy in the grass. It was used
to chickens of that size, but this saucy cock quail struck
him as a new and different kind of chicken from what he
had ever seen. It slowly raised its foreparts and then
remained motionless, to all appearances pointing, turning
its head and looking after the quaU, when he ran up to
within thi-ee feet of the step I was sitting on. The cock
then ran back of the puppy a few feet, flew up and lit on
a picket. A moment later it and its mate, which I had
not seen, flew over into the oatfield. As I write I can
count from my window five diflEerent quail 'Bob White-
ing.'" B. Waters,

Moose Easily Tamed.
New Glasgow, Nova Scotia.—Near Mr. Nelson's place

on Fifteen Mile Stream last yearsome young men engaged
in lumbering caught three moose calves, which they took
there. One of them died, one the women folks fed and
raised, the other was raised near by by another lad.

These two were sold at six months of age to an American
who took them to Massachusetts or New York State.

They grew very rapidly and at six months were as large

as two-year-old trotting colts and tamer than calves would
be. Once before two moose calves were caiJtured near by
which were raised at Nelson's place until two years of
age, when they were purchased and sent to the King of
Italy. In fact, it is no trouble to get them in the spring,

and little trouble to raise them. After the first few weeks
they go to the bush for their living, returning home for

rest early in the morning, apparently feeding only in the
evening and night. J. F.

Small Game in New Mexico.

Eddy, New Mexico, June 23.—Our colored janitor has
two kids, both of whom are also colored. He also has a
young wolf. When it was brought in from the foot-hills,

it was about the size of a prairie dog, but now it has
grown into a long-legged, awkard, gawky, good-na,tured
brute, and follows its partners aroimd as any ordinary
puppy would do. It has become well acquainted with
some of the rest of us and whenever it comes near us will

jump on us, fondle us and Hck our hands and faces if it

gets a chance. In fact, in all its habits and movements
it is very much lilve its canine cousins. The group posed
before my camera the other day, for a few minutes, but
it was impossible to keep the wolf stiU for even a second.
The photograph herewith shows that he moved his head
a triiie, just at the critical moment, and yet the portrait

is a fan- one, all things considered. G. O. Shields.

Quail in the South.

I am happy to inform you that the quail were not ex-

terminated by the cold weather in A^rgmia and North
Carolina. My friends write me that plenty of them are
now whistling on the fences and in the fields.

R. C. LowitY.

An Appeal to the Charitable.

will the one that opens this letter besur to give it to the Editor it will

be a great kind to a poor fellow
Iiear sir

i send you 12 cent what i want to say i have seen your grand paper
and know the editor must be a true isportsmaD. think over some ot

your hunts then thia^c yourself in this poo)' fellows place ho can not
walk a step, is very poor earns his living cano seating chairs liard

work and small pay think sitting all the time, he has the. greatest

love for fire arms and hunting of any one I ever saw. Knowing all

sportsmen have kind hearts I ask will yon please send Forest and
Stream to him for as long as you can iff you could see the care he
take of a few old copies he has far back as .81 and .86 he reads them
over lays them away again he has but a few years to live ttie di-'s. say
any way. think of the papers you throw away evi i I mk the
pleasure it will give this poor fellow to have one V i tiiink

sitting day after day seeing others go hunting. Pie.-i n j-aijer for

5 years or for life iff you will, show this letter to some ot your friend

ask them ifl; they have a Marlin model 1891 .22Gal. rifle that will hold
18 rifle, 20 long 25 short Cartridges in sam rifle, that thoy can give to

him he so longs for one, any kind will do but like that best a .32.cal.,

american arms Co hammerless revolver, or Foehl & Weeks, the Per-
fect safety hammerless, or smith & Wesson, or swift automatic safety

hammerless or X.L. BuU dog folding hammer 5 shot Merwin, Hulbert
6 Co. make: C, fir Columbian automatic, or Columbian safety ham-
mer, or any other good revolver, all above are .y2 center lire also a
.22Cal., to take a long or long rifle cartridge, russian model handle, a
X L. Bull dog 7 shot 4}4 barrel folding hammer or any single or double
action .23 long revolver they will send him A Frank Wesson .auCal.,

with reversible firing pin useing rim or center fire Cartridges in the
same rifle, then he can some time get a ..^2 or ,:iS barrel for it. have it

light weight. Please ask or write some friends for a book by Cireene,

the gun and its development, also gunsmiths manual. Atlas of the
New Jersey Coast, the pistol, and any books on hunting, fishing,

shooting. Natural history, taxidermy iif you only knew him as I do
you would send him a whole library think the pleasure tlie books that

are laying idle would give him, that have been read aod tl/rown by no
use to" them. Please make up a box for him imt in a .i:.'cal., mai lin

rep. rifle, a .-32 revolver, a .22 revolver, and any other ritle ,22 oi- ;w or

revolver they will, any books, papers, I will be veri-y thankfull to yon
as I know how he longs for them think of him as you go fishing,

send paper sure, iff you wfil not send F. 8. right alous; send a lot baclt

ones. I send 0 stamp, postage on S pounds, can you send some book
or send name that full description of aU guns, rifles, revolvers, or

some paper that has the addrese of makers of firearms so he could

get catalogues from them, dealers do not give any description of

them only some old kind S. & W. or colt

he would like a marlin .32cal model 1891 useing rim or center fire Car-

tridge in same rifle to hold 20 short cartridge iff not but one send
.22cal. but I hope both, think the pleasure they will give him to look

at and use at target and crows, aud rats. Please seiid somethLng you
wili get your reward put in some cartridges and reloading tools for

he will load bis cartridges to .32 rifle and revolver makeing cost but
little, a .25cal., Stevens rifle would be nice for him. center fire he
could use 10. or 20 grains powder as he wish, do not think I ask

every thing, but name « hat I know lie likes best and you send what
vou can to him. iff you write him send letter, not postal I wiU send
you stamps. I send you stamps for postage onback F. &. S. a lot

only costs you 3 cents a pound
I promish he will not sell pr give away anything you send him do no
forget him
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Forest and Stream in the World's 'Fair.

As Seen by Our Staff Correspondents.

VII.

The Cowboy Race. "

Governor John P. Altgeld, the man who wants to abol-
ish the State Fish Commission, was so busy this week
pardoning out a lot of anarchists that he forgot to arrest
the Avicked cowboys who Avere racing from Chadron, Neb.

,

to the World's Fair, and the winners arrived here safely
June 37, registering at Buffalo Bill's plaisance at Sixty-
third street. Jack Berry was winner of the race, getting
in at 9:30 A. M. His time for the 1,000 miles was 13 days,
15 hours and 50 minutes. His horse was a five-year black
stallion. Poison, a vigorous and compact animal which
certainly looked none the worse for wear. The next rider
in was Emmett Albright, who registered at 11:13 A. M.
"Old Man" Gillespie was third, at 1:35 o'clock. He is 58
years old, and the feat for himself and liis phenomenally
well preserved gray, Billy Shaffer, is to say the least re-

markable. The fourth man was C. W, Smith, on Dyna-
mite, at 1 :47. Dynamite looked anxious to do another
1,000 miles before dark.
These men can sure ride plenty easy. I used to have

occasion once in a while to ride fifty or sixty miles with-
out getting out of the saddle, and I never had a horee
which, after the one daj^'s ride, did not look worse used up
than any of these horses did when I saw them at the Wild
West stables, at the close of a 1,000-mile ride. Incident-
ally there is talk about freight cars, but I trust it will not
be shown that the boys w^ere scared by Governor Altgeld
into secreting their horses in box cars, while they were
marching through Altgeldom. For those interested the
following is added to the record, showing names and
horses of the starters;

J. Emmett Albright, Crawford, N"eb.
;
weight, 1651bs. ; horses Outlaw

and .Joe Bush.
James H. Stephens, "Rattlesnake Pete," Ness City, Kas.; weight

1401bs.; horses, Gen. Grant and Nick.
George A. Jones, AVhitewood. S. D.

;
weight, llSIbs.

;
horses, George

and Romeo.
"Doe" Middleton, Chadron, Neb.; weight, lesibs.

; horses, Geronimo
and Jimmy.
C. W. Smith, Hot Springs, S. D.

;
weight, 1651bs. ; horses, Dynamite

and Red Wmg.
David Douglas, Hemingford, Neb.; weight, ISOlbs.; horses, Monte

Cristo and Wide Awake.
Joseph Gillespie, Turne Butte, Neb.; weight, 1891b8.; horses, Billy

Mack and Billy Shaefer.
Joseph Campbell, Denver, Col.; weight, llSlbs.

; horse, Boomerang.
R. Fisher, Chadron, Neb.

;
horses. Nigger Baby and Dixie.

Jolm Berry, Chadron, Neb,; weight, ISOlbs.; horses. Poison and
Sandy.

The W. W. Greener Exhibit.

In the British section of the Manufactures Building we
met Jlr. Harry Greener, of the firm of W. W. Greener,
Birmingham, Eng. ; also Mr. II. J. Sprengle, who remains
in charge of the Greener exhibit after the retm-n of
Mr. Greener. Together we went into the spacious glass-
walled house which makes the firm's booth for the display.
The booth itself is handsomely and expensively gotten up,
and tastefully ornamented with heads of big game, etc!
Outside and in it bears the mark of very thoroughgoing
and tasteful work, and both it and its contents deserve
the most creditable notice.
There are 130 different guns in tliis exhibit, and the dis-

play is by reason of its wide scope of the greatest interest
to even a very amateurish lover of a gun, to say nothing
of the knowing ones. Most people who take in only the
common impressions believe that the Greener gun means
chiefly the 12 gauge Greener pigeon gim now so common
at our ti-aps. This is only getting into the edge of
the Greener product. The firm make all sorts
of guns, and show here ' an assortment which AviU
give you a busy hour of curiosity and surprise. You
can see here a little .41-caUber' shotgim, for killing
smaU birds in collectors' work, and near by can take up a
single-barrel 4-bore which throws a handful of shot
300yds. with the most destructive effect. There are all
calibers, all sorts, and all prices, from $65 to the $600 special
double twelve. Not only shotguns, but also rifles, revol-
vers and ijistols are made by this firm, very good each in
its class. The elephant rifle is practically unknown in
America, and many gaze with wonder at the ITlbs. double
4-bore rifle used for this game of a foreign hemisphere. It
is a tremendous arm, but wonderfully well balanced and
easy of handling. I have 10-gauges which seemed as
heavy.
Further in rifles the gentlemen showed us the curious

oval-bore rifle, which made so distinct a sensation in the
world of gunnery; also the 12-bore double rifle, another
arm not known in America, but I should think a good one
for bear. StiU another odd gun was the combined rifle
and shotgUQ, one with the side by side arrangement of
the barrels, and one over and under. This is a favorite
gun in South Africa. The gun of the lot which most at-
tracted me for American big game work was the .50
double express rifle. This was really an admirable arm,
handling nicely as the best balanced shotgun.

Still another oddity to our eyes was a four-barreled .45-
caliber pistol, for use at close quarters on big and danger-
ous game. It is claimed that this arm with its proper
cartridge gives an extraordinary penetration. Much
prettier, if not so deadly, were the small caUber pocket
revolvers shown. Oddest of all, and to remain odd, since
its use is so unfrequent, was a harpoon gun with lance
boom for use in the whaling trade. This gun is of ancient
model, but is standard and has been for half a century.
Mr. Harry Greener speaks very highly of the "sporting

Martini" as a sportsman's rifle, and says it is a great
Africa favorite. It is of simple mechanism and will take
a lot of knocking about. Both this and the Lee-Speed-
patent repeating rifle are siiov\'n at the W. W. Greener
exhibit in tlie firm product. The action of both these
arms, and also of the ejecting shotguns, are made
plain and simple of comprehension by the full sets
of sectionals shown. The process of barrel manu-
facture as illustrated is especially interesting, as for
instance in the sectional views of the Henry, the
oval smooth bore, express and other rifle barrels of the
ciioked portion of the shotgun barrels. Take all in
all, the many curious gims. the many standard and well
known ones, and the details of their construction as dis-

'

played, the books of W. W. Greener (in many different

languages), and above all the artistic arrangement of so
diverse a whole, I question whether many exhibits could
contain more to please the connoisseur or entertain the
curiosity seeker. Moreover the firm have done one ex-
cellent thing. They have gotten up a special descriptive
catalogue of this exhibit, not touching upon any articles

not shown. Any interested person can by aid of this little

book obtain imassisted a perfect idea of the exhibit in all

its parts. For instance, in describing the specially made
12-gauges, which alone would have made a handsome and
efficient exhibit for any firm, the catalogue speaks as
follows:
"The eight guns following have been specially designed

and made for the Chicago exhibition, and are specimens
of the finest workmanship ever produced in gimmaking.
Several styles of ornamentation ai'e exhibited, among
which are guns with elaborately carved actions repre-
senting oak leaves and acorns, horns and scroll work.
Gold inlaying, chasing and damascening also adds ele-

gance to the weapons, they are all suitably engraved in
keeping with the designs, and artistically finished in the
very best style. Not only has the extra care and at-

tention been expended on the external appearance, but
infinite trouble has been taken to secore the best pos-
sible workmanship procurable from the selection of the
iron, steel and wood which forms the foundation, and
through every subsequent stage, even to the making of
the screws and pins."
We may, therefore, conclude that the English firm has

brought to the World's Fair- the best possible specimens of
its handicraft. At the Fair the American and all others
may examine them. The one and the other are to be
complimented and congratulated on the deed and the
day.

Other English Gun Exhibits.

Near the Greener booth in the British section are also
the handsome cases of W. & C. Scott & Son and of Charles
Lancaster. These handsome goods should not come aU
the way over here without a word of welcome, but un-
fortunately there was no attendant at either case at any
time when I happened by, so that a later visit must be
made here before we can speak as we would like.

Lieut. Peary's Tents.

This week's dispatches tell of the departure for the far
North of the intrepid young explorer, Lieut. R. E. Peary,
who expects to spend two years m Arctic regions in the
effort to reach the Pole. Through reading Forest and
Stream Lieut. Peary pm-chased, during his visit to the
Fair, two of tlie compact and comfortable Protean tents,
for summer use by himself and wife. One is 7x7 and
one 8 x8. It is a far call to the cold North Pole, but I
hope the Chicago tent will get there and use the hitherto
useless thing for a center pole.

The Other Direction.

Next to this tent space is the boat exhibit of A. G.
Spalding & Bros. , as I have said. On the same day the
tent started north one of the St. Lawrence pleasure boats
started south, for San Martino, Mexico, via Vera Cruz.
It was bought by Senor E. G. Gillow, and the freight was
over $70.

Visitors.

Mr. Thos. H. Wentworth, of Bangor, Maine, Commis-
sioner of Fisheries and Game for that State, is in the great
and only city for a few weeks. I hear there are only
four or five persons left back East now. They have to
come to Chicago. It is like the bridge of Avignon, "Tout
le monde y danse en ronde." That is French. I learned
French at the Algerian village this summer.
From the other side of the continent, likewise leaving a

card for Forest and Stream, comes Mr. P. M. Fisher, of
Oakland, CaUfornia. Mr. Fisher is director of the Pacific
Excursion Company.
Mr. J. M. Yorgey, steward of the Diana Shooting Club,

Horicon Marsh, Wis., called this week, and paused before
the big photograijh showing a scene on the Horicon
Marsh, which is one among the varied Forest and
Stream gallery of sporting views. There are many
inquu-ies whether these pictures can be duplicated for
sale, and also many inquiries for the originals in the
Forest and Stream amatem- photography competition.

E. Hough.
The Cape Colony Exhibit.

The exhibit of Cape Colony occupies a large space in the
Agricultural Building. It is one of tlie most interesting
in that department. By tlie w&j, the title of the depart-
ment—that is, the Agricultural Department—is, in a way,
misleading, or rather is not compreliensive enough in its
meaning. Those who imagine it is devoted to threshing
machines, plows and pumpkins are deceiving themselves,
and denying themselves much information and pleasure
if they refrain from visiting it. In it are exhibits from
every clime, containing not only the agricultural imple-
ments and products peculiar to them, but the utensils of
dornestic hfe, photographic illustrations of the natives and
their homes, and the flora and faxma of the country, as
shown by colored pictures of the former and mounted
specimens of the latter.

One wiU be surprised, too, at the variety and novelty of
animal life. It is true that we live in an age of progress,
but the greatest student cannot keep pace, in his knowl-
edge, with the great sum of knowledge evolved by the ;

progress of the world.
One has but to go through the Agricultural Building to ;

realize by it, more than any other, how the world at large
has advanced and developed in the last two decades.
Particularly is this true in respect to Africa. Where,

twenty years ago or less, vast regions of it were in the i

atlases of that day marked "unexplored," or "miinhab- i

ited," or "desert region," are now large settled countries,
with fixed boundary lines, permanent government and
growing prosperity. CiviUzatiori is displacing and super-
seding barbarism. Not so much by destroying the bai'-

barian as by restricting and educating him in so far as his
simple nature will admit.

Civilization.

As I gazed at the map of Cape Colony, showing boundary
lines, provinces, cities and towns, a gentleman standing
beside me broke out in enthusiastic speech. His accent
was mildly English,
Said he: "England has done a great deal for the ciAdl-

ization of the world. See, where a few years ago were
wildernesses and savages, now under the development and

; beneficence of civilization. Is it not grand ?"

1 "Yes," said I, but reserving mentally my prerogative
. as a dogman to concede nothing without a kick, "yes,
I but it is sad to contemplate that all this civflization and
beneficence was handed to the African on the points of

I bayonets. In India, out of a mortar."
He replied kindly: "You must concede that we did not

make good savages as the Americans make good Indians.
When they were subdued, England treated the savages
kindly, and bettered theii- condition. Even if civilization
was forced on them, was it not better than savagery?"

I was forced to admit that it was. The fact is that
almost every nation has a glass hotise of some kind, and
it does not do to tlirow stones too carelessly. I had for-
gotten that we helped ourselves to the Indians' land first,

offered him civilization in an economical way second,
and third, periodically prodded him into warlike activity
for general results.

IVlr. Robert Lee.

This gentleman, JMi-. Robert Lee, had charge of the
large and valuable exhibit of Cape Colony.

I saw a number of skins spread out here and there in
the exhibit, skins of strange animals, some sewn into
robes, others whole by hemselves. In short, there was
so much which was strange, I was constrained to ask
Mr. Lee for information. I found htm a most affable
and communicative gentleman, and thoroughly famihar
with his country's resources.
In reply to my query whether there were any game

birds in Cape Colony, he said:

"We have a variety of game birds. There are wild
ducks, quail similar to the American quail so far as I have
been able to judge by the specimens I have seen, Guinea
fowl, native pheasants and partridge."

I then asked him if setters and pointers had been inti'o-

duced into Cape Colony.
"Yes," he replied, "there are quite a number of them,

but they are used chiefly by the military and a few of the
wealthier people. Setters and pointers are not at aU
strange in our country.

"

"What are yomr varieties of lai'ge game?" I asked.
"There is a large variety of big game. Springbok, reib

buck, bless buck. There are also leopards, elephants, Hons
and several kinds of the tiger species, though no tigers.
The hunting is confined to certain comparatively small
districts. Among the best are certain parts of British
Bechuanaland. Civilization has already had its effect in
exterminating big game."
Noticing no fish exhibit, I asked: "How about your

game fish in Cape Colony?"
"The rivers have very few good fish in them," he said.

"The summers are very dry, and then the rivers in con-
sequence have very low water or dry up entirely. There
is not, as you might imagine, a scarcity of water in
summer. At a depth of 12ft, in most cases, or at 20ft. at
the greatest, plenty of water is foimd aU through the
provinces. There are imderground rivers. There is an
abundance of fish caught on the coast. About 50 or 60
varieties of food fiijh are found there. There is a very
large crab, resembling a lobster in a manner, which sells

for one cent. A snook, weighing from 16 to 181bs., sells

from 4 to 6 cents in equivalent of American money.
Cape salmon, 12 to 151bs., about 8 cents. There is very
little inland fishing,

"

Mr. Lee gave me much interesting information on the
wild animals of the South African country. While the
exhibit is a grand one it was a mistake to neglect making
a fuU exhibit of these wild animals. Such as are exhibited
are more in relation to domestic usefulness or commercial
value than to them as being/me natural.
There were a number of robes made up of skins. One

was of tiger cat, and was valued at £20, It did not ap-
proach, in beauty or quaUty, robes of American manufac-
ture, made up much better and at a lower figure. Skins
of the Zambesa cat were shown, and of the lynx, the lat-
ter highly valued by the natives for its suijposed curative
powers when worn by persons who are afliicted with
rheumatic ailments. Undoubtedly good flannel would
have the same curative effect.

A tawny skin of a Hon was draped on the side of a
table. Two holes in it showed where the bullet of the
hunter snuffed out life. A lion's skin does not look very
lordly when the lion is absent from it. The skull of the
Hon was nailed up among a lot of Zulu ornaments, uten-
sils and weapons. If the expression of the skull, with its
strong, curved fangs, large eye sockets and strong jaws is

any data by which to judge the animal in Ufe, it must
have been a most petulant brute. Skins of the silver
jackal did not suggest beauty. Why they are called silver
jackal is diliicult to understand, as they are said to be of
a variety of colors. Skins of the leopard and laughing
hyena were not uninteresting.
A springbok, indifferently mounted, was the single rep-

resentative of the deer family. It was a tiny specimen,
weighing, when alive, about 40 or 501bs,
Two Boer goats, specimens of descendants of the wild

goat, but now representing the domestic goat, were
most interesting studies. They are large, strong animals,
cleaner and longer of limb than our domestic goat, short
coat, and in body shaped more like a six-months-old calf.
The head somewhat resembles that of our domestic goat,
though the horns are much smaller. The larger speci-
men would, in life, have weighed fuUy 2001bs. , the smaller
about 150. They were set up on an elevation about 5ft.
from the floor, and, with Angora goats, fat-tailed sheep
and the springbok, made an interesting group.

The Ostrich.

Two ostriches, a male and female, were the center of
constant admiration. They stood on an imitation of
desert sand, out of which was an imitation growth of
the small, stunted, scraggy bush, growing only one in a
place, the food of the ostrich. On the ground were young
ostrich chicks, about the size of common hens.

It occurred to me that ostriches might be shot over the
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points of pointers and setters. I was tempted to ask Mr.
Lee about it, but thouglit it better not to ask too much
information at one time. However, I know some men
who have shot a great deal, yet I firmly believe they can
hit more ostriches over a dog's, points than they can hit
quail under Uke conditions. Tlie fact that the ostrich
does not fly would not make any difl'erence in the results

of the sliooting. The ostrich would be a most valuable
addition to our list of game birds. For a dog with a poor
nose, and a man between whom and his gun there is a
grievance, the ostrich would fill a long felt want.
Ostriches at $500 apiece would be prize shooting.
A pyramid of ostrich eggs had a most pleasant sug-

gestion of custards and ice creams, but I did not learn
whetheT ostrich eggs are good in months which have no
r in them or not. There were many hung up for decora-
tive purposes. Some were halved, had a pretty landscape
painted on them, and were nicely framed or secured to
panels.
By the way, it may not be out of place to mention that

in Cape Colony the ostrich is now a domestic bird. The
wild ostrich is no longer a factor in furnishing the beauti-
ful feathers often seen on three-decker hats at theatres
and elsewhere. As an industry, ostrich farming is one of
the chief industries of Cape Colony. Previous to 1860,
feathers were secured by killing the birds in the wild
state. Their destruction was enormous, and if continued
meant extinction. In 1866 there were only eighty domes-
ticated birds in the Colony, yet 17,5221bs. of feathers were
exported. The average yield is estimated at lilbs. per
bird. This meaut the destruction of 13,938 birds in one
year. Probably many more were wounded. The pursuit
was so keen and I'elentless that the birds sought refuge in
the interior wilds of the wilderness. In 1854 a number of
chicks were captured, but their domestication was not a
perfect success. They were sufiiciently tame to be plucked
of their feathers, although this was attended with diffi-

culty, the birds being almost unmanageable. Their pro-
geny was wilder and more difficult to domesticate. It

seemed as if the venture was a failure. However, the
incubator solved the problem. In 1869 it was introduced.
Birds hatched by it were raised by hand and took kindly
to domestica,tion. Their ancestral wildness did not there-
after appear. Ostrich farming then became an established
industry. In 1875 there were 21,751 domesticated ostriches.

That year 49,5691bs. of feathers were exported, and five

years afterward the exportation of 163,0651bs. of feathers
showed how the industry had increased. That exporta-
tion was valued at £883,6321bs. In 1882, 253,9541bs, of
feathers were exported at great profit, selling for £7 17s.

per lb., bringing in a total of £1,993,980, but so many then
engaged in the business that over-jproduction resulted,

prices fell and ruin came to many in consequence. There
is always now a steady demand, notwithstanding the
changes and whims of fashion, so that ostrich, farming is

on a firm, conservative footing.
The high prices of 1882 stimulated attempts at this in-

dustry in other countries. The exportation of birds and
eggs alarmed the home government. A duty of £100 on
every bird and £5 on every egg exported was imposed.
This step prohibited further, exportation. It is supposed
in Cape Colony that that country has an exclusive mo-
nopoly of ostrich farming.
The Angora goat, from wliich is taken the mohair of

commerce, is also cultivated.
Wool was shown in many varieties and qualities.

A lai-ge case was crowded with mounted specimerus of
native birds, bright in color and beautiful in form.
The game birds, I regret to say, were neglected in the
exhibit, not one being represented.
A most interesting collection of the native weapons

and domestic utensils of the aborigines was shown. The
fatal assagai of the Kaffir, bows, poisoned arrows, spears,
shields made of hide—a most flimsy protection—rude
knives, etc., a most primitive an-ay of force as com-
pared to the modern outfit of the white man when
equipped for gore.
The domestic utensils were very few and simple. A

gentleman, who is. interested in archaeological conun-
drums, told me that the stone implements were precisely
similar to ones he had seen on the Pacific coast, used
by the aborigines of that section. The rude rock pic-
tures were also similar. He is a student in those mat-
ters. He said that his studies had proved that primitive
man throughout the world had lived in much the same
manner under similar conditions.
This sketch has merely touched on the attractions of

the exhibit. In its agricultural features it is most abun-
dantly represented. Those who wish to see how people
live about 6,300 miles from New York or London can
do no better than to visit the Cape Colony exhibit, where
they can pass a most profitable half day, and withal a
pleasant one. B. Waters.

909 Security BuiLDiNa, Chicago.

"Game IxtvOs in Srief." June, 189$, revised. Game and Fish laws

of all the States, Territories and Provinces. Correct, reliable, hand-

somely ilhuitrated. Published by the "Forest awl Stream." Sold by

all dealers. Price 35 cents.

If you have a friend, good and true, whom you

would like to remind of Ms friend, fifty-two times

in the year—once every week—why not ask us to see

that a Forest and Stream wrapper has his name

on it, with your initials in the corner of the address

label ?

You are invited
to visit the " Forest and Stream's"

exhibit in the Angling Pavilion at

the entrance from the main hall

of the Fisheries Building, in the

World's Fair.

ON EDGEMERE POINT.
We talked it over five minutes, then it was settled.

We would go fishing. Very few fish had been caught, and
the chances were against us,

"A cloudy day for pike," said Brower, the business
man, who has caught tarpon South, mascalonge North and
everything between,
"Go anyhow, I'm a mascot," said the ingenue, who was

on her vacation.
So we went.
A trifle less than fifty miles south of New York city, on

the Jersey coast, lies Deal La.ke, a famous spot. We took
six rods and gave the actress her selection. With rare
good judgment she picked out the 8oz. Prime rod

—

named by its makers after that veteran and thorough-
bred angler, A. C. Prime. With enough Itmch to last

three healthy appetites for two days, and a bucket of live
minnows, we spread camp—a rubber blanket—on Edge-
mere Point, and fished stUl, with six red floats popping
out of the water like miniature beacons. The actress
made her own cast and did well. It was 10 A.M.
"We will now prepare to take hfe easy," said Brower,

deliberately, as he filled his pipe, "for it's a dead minnow
against a pipeful of sinkers that we will not get a strike
until 4 o'clock, if we get one then."
The acti-ess was a bunch of nerves, and she regretted

she had not brought field glasses the better to observe the
floats.

In an east wind, with the sun shining brightly, and
just as a gang of Italian laborers on the tracks of the Long
Branch railroad stopped work for dinner, the red float

which buoyed the actress's minnows shot obliquely down-
ward and out of sight.

"Let him eat it up," said Brower, with a tinge of sar-
casm in his voice, ' 'and when he has the hook where his
suspender buttons ought to grow, reel in and you wiU have
caught a catfish."

I laughed, but the actress declared it was a pike, "A
six-year-old call-boy would know it wasn't a misel'able
catfish," she said, scornfully.

She had the rod in her hand, and stood in an attitude
for a picture. Her cheeks were red with excitement, and
the wind made her blonde curls dance a jig, She braced
herself like a feminine Rock of Gibraltar. Then we
heard a welcome noise—you've all heard it, and you know
how it sends the blood rioting through your veins,

"Whir-r-r-r-r," it went, while the actrass said, calmly:
"What did I teU you?"
In two seconds there were two men on their feet—two

excited, advice-giving men who felt not only a trifle

ashamed, but a trifle envious as well.
"Let him run a little!"

"Now give it to himi"
The line cut the water at an angle, but there was a firm

little hand on the reel and a young woman who knew a
thing or two owned the hand. Slowly slie brought the
unwilling fish like a mother dragging a boy home to a
whipping. Once he made a rush and he was given about
twenty feet, but his head Avas twined around again and
inside of ten minutes we saw him coming slowly througli
the shallow water—the leopard of the lake,

"Gaff him for me, you big, strong fishermen," she said,

and we lifted him in over the snags and up over the dead
leaves. There were 81bs, of him there, and he was a pic-

ture for a frame as he hung gasping from a low branch
of the nearby cedar tree.

Talk about precedent—it was nowhere. What did the
east wind, bright day and noon hour count for when a
woman went fishing?

There were many enjoyable days ahead for us, we
thought, as we trudged home astonishing the natives
with the monster.
The enjoyable days amounted to one calendar week.

Then a long-haired gentleman launched a big bait box,
sharpened at one end like a clamsy wedge. He called it

the Bonaventure.
He put in batteries and a screw, and took people in at

the rate of 20 cents a head to sail around the moat beautiful
lake ever hedged in by natm-al scenery. Every time this

boat makes a tiip it sends volt upon volt of electricity

through the water. The fish have ceased to bite, and the
angler has turned his back upon his most promising
groimd. The Bonaventiue plunges up and down, wheezes
and snorts, and the long-haired man gathers in about $1.30
a day as the resxflt of his enterprise.

The lorers of angling have concluded to make at least

one good effort to suppress the "bait box," and with Mr,
Leonard Huht at the head, it is likely something will be
done.
Deal Lake has been noted for years for its pike. It

holds besides a quantity of landlocked striped bass.

Specimens as heavy as 141bs, have been taken whfle troU-
ing with a phantom minnow.
But now, unless something is done, vale fishing.

The actress proposes to jjension the long-haired man.
B, A, N.

Bass at Cape Vincent.

Cape Vincent, N, Y., June 28,—Bass fishing is now in
its prime at Cape Vincent. The hotels are all filling up
with anglers, and the catches of bass are something un-
precedented. Yesterday's catch is only an every-day oc-
currence, ilr. Esterbrook, of New York, is in his glory
with 444 bass for the last 10 days,
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. W. Weeks, of Brooklyn, brought in

yesterday a sti-ing of 761bs,—several over 31bs. each,
Mr, Rudolph Keppler, of Wall street, New York, and

his son Emil brought in over 501bs, bass,

A, Sturo, of San Francisco, CaL, had much sport with
a 31bs. bass and 401bs, of lesser weight,

Messrs. J. W, Ege and J. D, Bedle, Jr., of Jersey City,
brought in over 601bs, They have had that average all

dming the past week. Mr, E. Beadle, of New York city,

caught 22 fish, weighing over 381bs,

Many other fishermen have had equally as good sport.

This is by far the beat j)oint for bass fishing on the St.

LawrenceI have struck. G. H. A.

NEW HAMPSHIRE WATERS.
Manchester, N, H., June 33.—Massabesic Lake, four

miles out, is where most of the anglers of this city put in
their day or two of boat fisliing each year, as theu- busi-

ness wiU aUow. Perch, with an occasional bass or
pickerel, is their only reward. Once in a while one who
is well posted a-bout the points of the business on that
sheet of water will get a string of pickerel or bass, but a
large catch of either, in size or number, is rare. Arthur'
P. Spiller, as painstaking and persevering an angler aa
there is in the world, showed me Wednesday evening a
bass that weighed 2*lbs. and a pickerel that tipped the
scales at 21bs. , which he had taken that evening from the
lake. Pouts have been plentiful there this season and
many hundreds have been taken, mostly smaU.
Lake Sunapee, the alleged home of the black bass, and

Newfound Lake, where trout are said to abound; are
extending less attraction to our fishermen at this time
than they have in years gone by. The facts in regard to
both as relating to the average fisherman are, that they
have been overestimated as fish reservoirs, and like all

good places easy of access, have had theu full quota of
fishermen. Whenever any lucky fellow makes a strike

of a good sized bass or ti-out, the world, or the best part
of it—all of tlie United States—hears of the occurrence
through the medium of the newspapers, by the special
efforts of the local hotel men, whereas the thousands who
visit the "crack" fcjhing grounds of the Granite State
with indifferent success, never have their poor luck made
known by others, and content themselves by staying
away thereafter. While there are good fish at all places,
which can be caught at the proper time by those who
know how, before one goes to either place expecting im-
mense results, he must make allowance for the stories

heard about the "big ones" others have captured, and
know that fishermen axe not the only liars Mving, as most
natives, those in search of shekels in particular, around
summer resorts and popiflar fishing groimds, can give the
best disciple of Walton a pretty good tussle in spinning
jwns. Dr. George H. Fowler ot Bristol, an old school-
mate of mine by the way, seems to have all the large fish

of the Newfound Lake located; I tliink he watches theu*

growth, and holds a mortgage on them, which when he
thinks they are of proper size he forecloses and lands
them. He takes many large ones each season, and is

one among many hundreds who try and axe thus re-

warded.
Lake Winnipiseogee well sustains its reputation and

has fmnished Manchester people with many nice trout
this summer. The most recent catch was by Mr. J. B.
Estey and a party of four, who spent a day on its surface
and captured five which weighed in the aggregate 201bs.

There seems to be no hmit to the number of finny in-

habitants within its depths.
Dr. J. H. Riedell and Mr. Fred H. Thurston, two

thorough sportsmen and ardent fly-fishermen, retm'ned
Thm-sday last from an eight days' trip to northern Maine,
a Mecca that all New England sportsmen visit whose
business, purses, or "pifll" on the raih-oads will sustain
and allow. They were disappointed in finding the
streams filled with logs and the water far too high for
fly-fishing they designed to enjoy, but before retm-ning
they managed to get a day's sport on a small pond which
yielded a fan- string that would average lib, each, called,

by the people there "sma;ll trout." They saw two moose
and a large number of deer; so numerous and so often
were the latter seen that the visitors ceased to remark
their presence. At one time they counted eight, and oU
many occasions saw from two to six at once, and they
would frequently quietly feed witlfln a couple of rods of
the fishermen without fear, a condition of things tliat

will radically change when fly time has i^assed and the
deer hunter appears on the scene, Pavson,

ADIRONDACK NOTES.
Fkom information gathered on a recent trip through the

'

southeastern portion of the Adirondacks it would seem
that deer are on the Increase all through this section and
that the hunting has never been better of recent years
than at present. Sections that a few years ago were bar-
ren of deer now furnish their quota of game, while in other
sections the hunting has been wonderfiilly improved.
This condition of affah's, so pleasing from the hunter's'
standpoint, ia attributed to two causes: The first and most-
important is the improved observance of the game laws,-

In this part of the Adu'ondacks it is a rare thing to hear of
deer being killed out of season, and pubhc sentiment is

decidedly in support of the law. Twenty years ago crust-
ing was common, and the entire deer of certain wild local"

ities were often skinned out, leaving it an improductiv©
wilderness tiU the crop was gradually reci-uited from the
neighboring county. Crusters killed sometimes for very
wantonness, or againmerely tobreak in a hound pup. The
deer were generally so poor at the time of yeai* they could
be hunted in this way that their meat was scarcely fit for
food. Crusting was probably the most destructive method
of hunting to which deer have ever been subjected, but
there were maxiy other ways, since rendered illegal, by
which the supply was cut down.
Another cause which in certain sections has operated

to largely increase the number of deer, is the establish-

ment of private parks or i-eserves, in which hunting is

only allowed rmder certain limitations. These parka
furnish refuges and breeding places for the deer, and as

they increase they gradually wander off into the sur-

rounding country.
The Adirondack Reserve has not allowed hunting on its

40,000 acres of land since it came into possession, a period
of some seven years, and as a result the hunting in con-
tiguous sections has been greatly improved. Hunters
living fifteen or twenty miles from the borders of the re-

seiwe ascribe a certain i)ortion of the deer increase in their

localities to its fostering influence. The land of the re-

serve is mostly covered by primeval woods, and in such
woods there is not so much food suitable for deer, as a
rule, as there is in a country that has been lumbered over.

Deer are very fond of young and tender growths, such
as spring up in a country that has been recently burned.
or lumbered over; and a certain number from the surplus',

of the reserve are no doubt constantly wandering away.
One of the sections that has profited most by better'

laws and a better observance of them is the coimtry aroundi
Schroon Lake, It is said that last fall 50 odd deer were?
killed within a radius of 15 miles from the head of the-

lake. To a paity of which Wm. Pickhardt, of New York,
who owns a large stock faxm near Scliroon Lake, was a
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member, is ascribed the feat of going out six consecutive
days and bringing in with tbem each day one or more
deer. This hap^jened two years ago.
Schroon Lake is well supplied with hotels. Among

these are the Leland House, the Ondawa, the Taylor and
the Watch Rock. At the lower end of the lake is the
Pottersville Hotel, and at Chestertown, six miles furtlier

south, is the Chestertown Hotel, well and favorably
known to sportsmen. At these places the very best ac-
commodation may be had and first-class himting and
fishing.

In Schroon Lake and neighboring sheets of water such
as Paradox, Pharaoh, Friend's, Loon and Brant lakes is

fine black bass and trout fishing. In Pharaoh Lake are
bi'ook trout, and in most of the others lakers and black
bass. There are also several trout brooks, and from one
of these a trout was taken this spring that weighed 31bs.

Partridge shooting is, however, probably the best sport
afforded by this section. There is probably no better
ground for this game in the State of New York. A few
years ago, when market-hunting was allowed by law, one
storekeeper by his own nai'ration shipped 300 pairs from
the town of Pottersville. Since the new law, which does
not allow their shipment, partridge have still further in-
creased, and a good shot with a good dog can make a re-
markably good bag.
To the northeast of Schroon Lake stretches a tract of

40,000 acres of wilderness owned under one title. This is

an excellent game tract and contains many deer. Nine
miles north and east of Schroon Lake is Pyramid Lake,
on Avhich is a good summer hotel owned by Orrin Harris.
This lake claims the distinction of furnishing fine brook
trout fishing in connection with black bass and is also in
a good game country. It is one of the few places where
bass and brook trout live side by side. One can fish in
water up to fifteen feet deep for bass and then let out a
little more line and catch trout. That is stiU-fi^hing,
Whether the trout and bass fraternize on the surface and
take the fly equally well I am unaware. This lake is

very deep and to this fact is ascribed the unusual rela-
tionship existing between the trout and bass. Nine miles
north of Schroon Lake village is Root's Hotel, which is

a celebrated stopping place for hunters. There is also
good trout fishing in this neighborhood.
Altogether this section is a very desirable one for those

fond of the rod and gun. The hotel accommodations are
of the best and the hunting for large and small game
better than many places deeper in the woods, and cele-
brated alone for their game. This country is, moreover,
very accessible to New York, and one can take a night
train and be on the ground the following morning. B.

the flesh was weU protected, either by clothing or tar and
oil. Mosquito netting was a failure. The flies have
learned how to manage that. They get up above it, fold

up their wings and legs, make a dive downward through
the meshes and they are with their victim. Mr, Thayer
says that this is no fancy sketch; he actually saw them
going through the mosquito netting in that way. Tarltan
too thick to breathe through will stop them.
Another drawback to the country, to the ordinary

Yankee, is the fact that the guides all speak French, and
it is not easy for one to make them understand unless he
has a fair command of the Canadian French patois. He
could make them understand well enough to get enough
to eat and go about, but if they came to a beaver dam or
any other curious feature of the wild region they were in

it was next to impossible to get any information about it,

though the guides are good woodsmen. It is a curious
feature that there are few or no deer in the region visited

by Mr. and Mrs. Thayer. They saw no signs of deer,

though caribou and moose must be plenty. It is explained
that years ago the deer were destroyed

_
by wolves, and

that they have never been seen there since. Special,

SALMON OF THE MERRIMAC.
LAvmENCE, Ma.ss., June 38.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
It is with pleasure that the writer has the opportunity of
reporting to you the result of the untiring zeal of one of
Lawrence's citizens, who had the good fortune of hooking
and landing a 131bs. salmon in the Merrimac River last

Sunday evening. The particulars are given in the Eagle,
of Monday:

In the window of Henry P. Doe's jewelry store was exhibited yes-
terday a very fine specimen of MeiTimac River salmon. It was
caught Sunday night about 6 o'clock by Patrick McCarthy, whose
reputation as an angler is not confined to these parts. Mr. McCarthy
cast for nearly three hours before makmg a strike. This salmon was
struck a few feet below Lewis' scouring mill, Mr. McCarthy making
his casts from the shore. When hooked, the fish ran out about 50yds.
of line and then shook like a terrier, rising out of the water fully .5ft.

Tills operation was repeated live times, until the salmon, tiring of his
exertions, permitted himself to be gently drawn by the skill of the
angler to a point near shore, when McCarthy handed the rod to a
friend and performed the last act of the piscatorial drama with the
gaff himself after a fight of about twenty minutes.
The Lowell bridge and the south bank of the river were lined with

spectators during the struggle.
The flsh was as gamy a specimen as ever was hooked. Not only did

it jump high out of the water and shake itself many times in its en-
deavor to escape from the cruel hook, but the fisherman found that
the salmon was one of those peculiar fish which nose down stream, for
with all his skill Sir. McCarthy found it impossible to turn its head up
stream.
The fly used was a patren, the feathers being green and speckled.

The dimensions of the flsh are: Length, 2ft. Sin.; depth, 7in.; thick-
ness. Sin. It is the second flsh of its kind taken in local waters with a
fly, Mr. McCarthy having the proud distinction of landing both—the
first, a much smaller fish, a year ago this time.

fourth weekly contest of the Chicago Fly-Casting Club
yesterday at the large pond of Washington Park, In the
first event, a trial of long-distance fly-casting, Wilkinson,
Isgrigg and Johnson were tied for first place, but in the
cast for the medal Isgrigg won by a foot, casting 71ft,

The score was: Johnson 67ft., Morrell 60, Wilkinson 68,

Davidson 59, Babcook 60, Isgrigg 71, Clark 55i. The sec-

ond event, for fly-casting for distance, accuracy and deli-

cacy, was won by Johnson, who scored SQi^ points out of
a possible 100. The score was: Wilkinson 65* points,

Davidson 79, Babcock 68|, Isgrigg 66*, Clark 76. The
last event was a trial of skill in bait-casting, Wilkinson
winning the medal by scoring 219| points. The score was:
Davidson 304^ points, Clark 182^, Wilkmson 219^

E. Hough,
909 Securjty Building, Chicago.

Tropical American Fresh-Water Fishes.

We have received from the U, S. National Museum
a Catalogue of the Fresh-Water Fishes of Central
America and Southern Mexico, which was prepared by
Prof. Carl H. Eigenmann for volume 16 of its Proceed-
ings. The region covered by this catalogue includes the
fresh waters north of the Isthmus of Panama to the
Tropic of Cancer.
Among the fishes enumerated are many that would be

recognized by our readers from similarity to our common
fresh-water forms. A lamprey is found in Guanajuato; a
blue shark in Lake Nicaragua; a bony gar in Mexico and
Guatemala; a square-tailed catfish and a fork-tailed

species resemble kinds familiar to us in the United States.

A carj)-sucker is mentioned from Central America and
a red-horse from Guanajuato. Four representatives of

the minnow family are known in Mexico, and the waters
swarm with the toothed-minnows, which begin to occur
in our States only in Texas. A mud-shad, or gizzard-
shad is fotmd in Lake Peten. Mummichogs related to

some of ours are well distributed, and there are many
others unlike any in our territory. The so-called four-

eyed fish is among them.
The rivers and lakes are densely populated by a family

of fishes closely related to the cunner and tautog of the
east coast, which furnish amusement for the angler and
an important part of the food supply. The list concludes
with a generous show of gobies, some of which extend
northward into the Gulf States. In these the bell fins are
modified into a sucking disk which enables its possessor
to cling tightly to rocks and even climb out of a bucket
in its efl:orts to escape capture.

Four Quarts of Fingerlings.

On June 25 I was at Port Henry, where I had been try-

ing the waters of Lake Champlain with indifferent suc-
cess. Not so, however, with a party who arrived at the
Lee House at about 10 o'clock that same evening after a
day's "fishing" on one of the neighboring trout streams.
This catch was brought to my room for my admiration,
and consisted of 100 to 150 fish in a four-quart pail. They
were all trout; the largest one visible was certainly not
over 6in. , while the greater portion appeared to range
from 3 to oin, many of them considerably smaller than
the minnows I had used on the lake for bass and pike.

I have seen and read in your paper cases of the violation
of the fishing laws, but never such a wanton, hoggish
slaughter as on the occasion referred to. There was no
effort at concealinent; on the contrary, the approbation of
those they were shown to was eagerly solicited, I sym-
pathize with a gentleman of that same place, who, at a
sacrifice of time and money, had stocked several of the
streams in that vicinity, as stated by him in youi- issue of
June 15, Presumably these fingerlings were the result of
his labor, I heard of a case of dynamiting the lake at
Crown Point on the same day. I consider that fish an-
archist a sportsman as comf)ared to the murderers of the.

trout referred to. They are well known at Port Henry
and apparently fear no penalty. W. I. I.

Onondaga and Oneida Lakes.

vSykacuse, N. Y., June 30.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
This extract from a letter written by Game Protector
Hawn speaks for itself. Great work has been done here
by Chief Pond and his assistants, Plawn and Crossley.
Protector Hawn writes from Cicero:

We returned from om- trip Monday, captured one trap net and two
pirates. Nets are very scarce on Oneida Lake. Seventeen of the
Oneida Club were in camf) on Oneida Lake, looking after nets. If
they had come out two 3'ears ago it would have been a great help to
me. A world of eel flies on the waters yet, stfll they are making great
catches of pike and pickerel. I have 130 cases to get ready for court,
which I shall put my immediate attention to, as ordered by the chief.
Skaneateles and Otisco people are behaving themselves well. I spent
sixteen nights there this season; found everything straight. Those
that opposed us at the first are now helping us openly. They see the
benefit of protection.

The report of Special Protector Jackson, who has been
employed by the Onondaga Anglers' Association to enforce
the laws, shows that within the last three months he has
j)ulled eight fyke nets, five gill nets, three flat nets and
one trap and has made five arrests. It also shows that
150,000 muscalonge, pike and trout fry have been planted
in near-by waters since May 1,

Fishing has not been so good in Onondaga and Oneida
Lakes within fifteen years, for pike and ijickerel. I took
601bs, of those fish in three hours from Oneida Lake last

week. Henry Loftie,

A Frog's Scream.
Waeren, R. I.—The panther scream season being over,

wiU you kindly permit me to submit a scream from a
somewhat lowher member of the animal kingdom? Last
Sunday I was fishing with a friend in a reserA'oir here,

and seeing a mammoth frog near the bank my companion
angled for, hooked him and pulled him up on the bank.
I grabbed his hindlegs and was about to "do him," when
he uttered a yell hke that of a cat in pain. He started
vdth a moderate yowl, and increased each succeeding one
until he was doing an act that a panther might be proud
of. A. B.

Liake Merrill.

Mk. Louis B, Akin, of Portland, Ore,, has established a
lodge for sportsmen at the south end of Lake Merrill,

Etna, Wash,, where, he tells us, the comers will find the
best of ti'out fishing, and after Aug. 15 good hunting
gi-ounds for elk, deer and bear. The lake is reached by
steamer from Portland, via Woodland.

TROUT IN QUEBEC WILDS.
Boston, July 1.—Many sportsmen have yet to find that

there is still a glorioas region in the North, almost unex-
plored, where trout are abundant, small game abounds,
and where moose and caribou, if not the red deer, are not
nearly exterminated. Take the map of the Province of
Quebec and look at the mmierous streams and lakes
north of the St. Lawrence in the valleys of the Saguenay,
the St. Maurice and the Gatineau rivers. The country,
up to nearly 200 miles north of the St. Lawrence, is

literally dotted with lakes and ponds, the home of the
trout and the salmon, while all these lakes and ponds
lead by the wildest and most picturesque of streams and
rivers down into the St. Lawrence. Much of the country
is broken, though no very high mountains are the result
But many of the lakes are several hundred feet, in half
as many miles, above the larger streams. But sportsmen
are gradually finding their way into these vaUeys and
considerable of the land is already under the control of
sporting clubs, both English and American, The Lau-
rentian Club is one of these. It is made uj) of some 250
members, including many New York and Boston sports-
men. It has control of a large tract of country, includ-
ing a great many lakes and streams in the valley and
the water shed of the St, Maurice, Its principal lakes,
ponds and streams are in the vicinity of Lake Edward,
and from 50 to 70 miles north of the St. Lawrence, It
has already a large number of club houses erected, with
trails completed from lake to lake, and around falls and
rapids to serve for canoeing.
Mr. N. N. Thayer, of Barry, Thayer & Co., of Boston,

has just returned from a visit of several weeks to thLs
region, Mrs, Thayer was with him, a lady well known,
as an annual visitor to the Rangeleys, In fact Mr, and
Mrs. Thayer have been to the Rangeleys a great many
times, and have taken some remarkably large trout. They
encamped on their recent Canadian trip the most of the
time within ten or fifteen miles of Grand Piles, P. Q., in
the St. Maurice country. But they also visited other lakes
and streams more remote. They made one excursion of
some twenty miles to a la ke in the north , and the wonders
they saw would delight a sportsman's heart. They saw
live caribou and plenty of moose signs, convincing them
that big game was really plenty. Tiiey saw several
beaver dams, inhabited, and got sight of Mr. Beaver at
home. The jom-ney wiis made by canoe and carry, a
long part of the distance by carry, around rapids and
waterfalls. One waterfall Mr. Thayer says is a wonder
of the world, A river some 200ft. wide dashes madly
down a gorge and then over a precipice, falling, he esti-

mates, 100ft. at least. He wonders that more people do
not visit this fall, and believes that the neighborhood will
yet be famous with tourists.

The trouting was all that heart could wish, though they
took no very large brook trout. Mr. Thayer says that the
ti'out remind him greatly of the trout taken at Kennebago,
in point of size, and the lakes and ponds nortli of that
famous resort. But the trout are generally far brighter
in color, and the flesh is a deeper red. He accounts for
this from the fact that the streams and ponds are simply
beds of rock, and almost entirely destitute of muddy-
bottom. Some good-sized togue, or lake trout, were taken
in some of the lower lakes. But the upper lakes and
streams, he beheves, will be forever free from any other
fish than the brook trout, for the reason that no other fish
can surmount the waterfalls and rapids that lead out of
these upper lakes.

The greatest drawback Mr, Thayer experienced on this
trip was the presence everywhere of innumerable black
flies. Rangeley, in its earUest days, was never half as
badly afflicted as is this region north of the St. Lawrence,
Fly-casting was rendered almost a misery rather than a
leasure from the fact that the black flies"must constantly
e fought from the nose and the eyes, though the rest of

The Merrimac River fiows through the center of Law-
rence, dividing the city into two districts, known as North
and South Lawrence, and upon the northern bank of the
river are some of the largest textile manufacturing con-
cerns in the world, among them the world renowned
Pacific Mills, which alone employ 8,000 operators, and
upon the south bank of the river are two paper mills,
worsted mill, commission dyehouse, machine shop, leather
board mill and a wool-scouring mill. I mention these
simply to inform your readers of the large amount of
refuse that must naturally be turned into this stream and
with all have salmon in the finest condition in the very
heart of these large industries.

I remember five years ago when the gentleman in
question, Mr. Pat McCarthy, and myself and two others
were on our way to Moosehead on a trout fishing excur-
sion, we happened to stop ofl' at Bangor, and hearing that
a salmon had been hooked and landed by Mr. Fred Ayer,
it was suggested by Mr. McCarthy that we go to the pool
below the dam and try our luck at salmon fishing. The
result was that McCarthy hooked three sahnon that after-
noon and lost them all, owing to old and imperfect leader.
This was too much for Mac, so we continued om- journey
to Moosehead, and while there decided that we should at
once prepare for next season's salmon fishing at Bangor,
When the season came around it found us at the pool well
equipped , and to show that we were so our party hooked
and landed eleven beautiful salmon, not losing any,

I forgot to say that this same gentleman caught' a lOlbs,
salmon last June in the same pool as the one caught yes-
terday, which is situated exactly opposite the Pacific
MiUs on the south side of the river and behind the E,
Frank Lewis scouring miU, Frank W. Lee,

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
*

[From a Staff Con-respondent.']

Good Fishing.

Chicago, 111,, Jime 30,—The fishing season began late,

but it began in earnest. The fish are biting everywhere,
all over Illinois, Indiana, Michigan and Wisconsin, except
where local conditions are temporarily bad. Parties back
from the trout lake region, Wisconsin, including W. H.
Haskell and Frank Grey, among others, report all the
mascallonge and bass any one could ask. Mr. Stewart,
who was at a new water, Pike Lake, is wild with en-
thusiasm over the sport he had. The lower Wisconsin
lakes are now ofl'ering better sport than was the case a
week ago. The small-mouth bass are biting well in the
Kalamazoo and Grand Rivers, ]\Iichigan south peninsula.
Sir, Ben, O. Bush, of Kalamazoo, writes that a few days
ago a party caught thirty-five smaU-mouths in a little

while, but tlien had the misfortune to break their stringer
and lose the entire catch. "This," says Mr. Bush sagely,
"shows that you don't always have anything safe even if

you have a string to it."

For Grayling.

j\j:chie Babbitt, a guide of the grayling country, south
peninsula, wi-ites as follows to Mr, .1, B. Battelle, of
Toledo, O., who is kind enough to hand me the letter:

Yours of May 16 came to hand. I have been very busy and am five
mfles from a post-office and do not go out often and have so neglected
a reply. I would recommend the Au Sable as a stream for your
friend for fish, sceuery, etc. I cannot look after any parties. My
brother Walter, of GrayUng, would, I think, care for your fi'iend's
party. The wages of a guide are 83.50 per day and hoard. For a

j

pai-ty of two or three no camp man would be needed, provided pai'tieB
did not flsh too many hours in the day.

Mr. Battelle thinks the last two weeks of August about
I the best of the grayhng season.

Casters Casting.

,
The city press thus reports the last meeting of the Fly-

Casting Club: "Excellent casting was the rule at the
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Sale of Trout in Close Season.

Boston, Mass., July 1.—Tlie Gilbert trout matter has
made another important step toward a final settlement.

At the Superior Court, in Plymouth, Mass. , on Thursday,
June 39, in the case of Commonwealth vs. Walter L. Gil-

bert, the court i-endered a proforma verdict of guilty of

selling trout out of season, and the case was appealed to

the Supreme Court. Failing to secure the enactment of

his bill to permit the sale of trout Mr. Gdbert resolved to

take the existing law into his own hands, and test its

constitutionality. It was only one or two days to the
beginning of the legal open season on trout, but this had
nothing to do with Mr. Gilbert's purpose. He openly
caught and sold one of his own trout to a resident of

Plymouth, then he caused a complaint to be made out,

had Chief of Police Manter arrest him, and appeared
before Judge Davis of the third district court charged
with the crime of selling trout in the close season. He
was convicted, in fact he expected to be convicted, and
appealed to the Superior Court, giving bonds for his ap-

peara.nce. Now the Superior Court has fovmd him guilty,

and the case is to be carried up to the Supreme Court, on
the question of the constitutionality of the trout close

time law, as affecting the owners of artificially reared
trout.

A decision rendered in Mr. Gilbert's favor would affect

the integrity of the entire code of fish and game protective

laws in the State of Massachusetts, and other States even;

but there is little danger of such a decision. Still, the

question has never come before the Supreme Court of this

State in just the same form, though the constitutionality

of the game and fish protective laws has several times, I

believe, been passed upon by that body, and their entire

integrity and reasonableness been established. The ques-

tion will be presented by Mr. Gilbert, through his attor-

ney, in the form that a rnan has a constitutional right to

take and sell his own production (raising) whenever he
pleases. But Mr. Chamberlayne, for the Fish and Game
Protective Association, will answer, that a man has such

a right only under certain reasonable restrictions, restric-

tions made for the greatest good of the community. A
man has no right to kill and sell infected cattle, or calves

under a certain age, no matter whether raised by himself

or another. Neither has he a right to take and sell trout

in the breeding (the protected) season, no matter whether
from his own stream or pond or that of another, or

whether he may have stocked that stream with fry or not.

Special,

The Size of the Mouth.

Nyack-on-Hudson, June 14.—I send the following copy
of a letter I recently received from the superintendent of

a club to which I belong, in answer to a letter advising
him that I had shipped some bass to the club, and also

asking what success some members had had in fishing a
lake for small-mouthed bass. I think it might prove in-

teresting reading for some of your subscribers. The letter

is from a Long Islander, and is as follows: "June 13.

—

Dear Friend: I will be on lookout for the bass, and it is a
very nice thing your getting them. Now about our bass

trip to that lake. The fishing in the lake is good, the fish

run large and seem plenty and are very good fighters.

The above are facts. Every one was having a large time,

untU a member said they 'were large-mouthed bass and
no good, a,nd that said fish were Hke logs and he had
rather catch sticks; in fact he could not think of staying
in a locahty where there was a lake that had them in.'

Well, after such a description of course no member dare
enjoy catching one for fear he would not be considered a
sport; and so they all made arrangements to come home
as soon as possible. There was one exception, Mr. M., he
reasoned this way: 'I am here at a lake where there is

good fishing, the best I have found; the fish are very
game, and I cannot see why the size of their mouth should
spoil my pleasure in catching them.' So he remained
over and had the pleasure of catching twenty-five bass

weighing from 1^ to 31bs.; we got one there that weighed
e^lbs. Mr. M. took three to Dr. P. , who pronounced them
small-mouthed bass and took them to a friend who also

pronounced them the same. I consider the fishing there
very good, let the mouth be large or small." W.

Redwood Lakes.

Redwood, N. Y., June 30.—A short outing through Jef-

ferson county led me first to Edwardsville on Black Lake.
This is a beautifvd sheet of water twenty miles long by
two to four in width and of great depth. Bass and pick-

erel are abundant and of large average size, giving ample
scope to the angler's skill, which is usually well rewarded.
From here I went to Redwood on R.,W. & O. R.R. This,

with its chain of six lakes, called Redwood Lakes, is

my ideal of choice fishing. The lakes comprise the
Butterfield, four miles long, and four others about two
miles each, whose waters, connected by small streams,

pass through the Butterfield and thence on to Black Lake.
One clear lake, fed entirely by springs (no outlet), con-

tains only salmon trout, and there seems to be no limit to

their numbers. In all the others bass, pike and pickerel

are plentiful and run large, weighing from 5 to 20lbs. All

thesela.kes are within two miles of Redwood station, where
first-class hotel accommodations are found. One of the
hotel men here makes this statement, "No fish no pay,"
open to all comers for the season. John Dollinger, the
veteran guide, has an excellent boat livery, and in his

quiet, whole-souled way, takes you to the exact spot

where the fish lie, and his smile seems to have an attrac-

tion that draws them. Don't miss a vis'^ to Redwood if

coming this way.

Pere Marquette Waters.

East Saginaw, Mich., June 28.—Fishing at the Pere
Mai-quette Club waters has been good for the last two
weeks. Large trout from the Pere Marquette River have
been rumring into the deep holes in our stream and
several large fish have been taken; one rainbow trout,

weighing something over olbs., and several small ones,

as well. The other evening I took 17 trout, weighing
13flbs. That is a pretty good average from a stream
you can almost jump across. They were all taken on a
smaU inimitable May-fly, just at dusk. M.

"rOHEST AND STREAM" PISHING POSTALS

Send us a postal card report of your own luck, your partner's htcfc,

your neighbor's luck, yoivr father-in-laio's luck. And—her luck.

POTTEESVILLE, N. Y., June 28 —Judge John J. Fried-

man, now stopping at his cottage at the foot of Scliroon

Lake, caught three lake trout, the largest weighing 21+
lbs., the smallest 161bs. He was A^ery much elated over
the catch. Prospects very good for more of the large

beauties. J. B. Wills.

Salem, Mass., June 30.—Capt. George P. Berry, one of

our best known pportsmen, is spending a few weeks at

East Wakefield, N. H., where he is taking large numbers
of small-mouth l>lack bass. Mr. Berry is ovvner of the

famous bloodhound Berry's Bradshaw, now entered for

the bench show at the World's Fair. Mr. Samuel S.

Pendar, who has been a guest of Mr. Berry's for the past

week, returned to-day with a fine string of bass. Mr.

Berry has the reputation of being the expert fly-caster of

this city and a king-pin with the landing net. H.

Wawbeek, N. Y., June 28.—Caught in front of Hotel
Wawbeek, one trout weighing 2Hlbs. Trout fishing in

deep water for large fish promises to be good from this

out. H. H. C.

Lake Ronkonkoma, N. Y., June 37.—Fishing is very

good. Numbers of oswego and black bass are taken out

every day. The largest fish this year was caught by Mr.

R. C. Wilson, of Brooklyn, the fish weighing Tibs. 3oz.

Mr. G. F. De Vere, the well kno\vn theatrical manager,
comes next, catching a large-mouth black bass Oflbs.

Among the many who take lai'ge strings away are Col. A.

Wagstaffi, Judge A. H. Camen and C. H. Mack. B.

A peculiar fish called the globeflah has the power to in-

flate its body with att SO as to ni^e- it assume the shape of

a baU, FisHV.

statistical Review of Fishculture in Europe and
North America.

By N. BORODINK, DELEGATE OV THE RUS.SIAN ASSOCIATION OF PISCICUL-
TOlilC AND riSnffilllES.

Read at meeting of American Fisheries Society, June 16, 1893.

Inteknational exhibitions give a good opportunity to

reckon up the work done in different branches of human ac-

tivity, and I thought it oijportune to do the same thing with
regard to the most recent industry—fishculture.
During the last two years I have made a special study of

fishculture outside of my country, and visited many hatcb-

eries of importance in Europe and North America. I was
thus enabled to collect some material, which is summarized in

the following short review. The figures of North America
were taken from the reports of the L'. S. Fish Commission,
State Fish Commissions, annual reports of the Ministry of

Marine and Fisheries of the Dominion of Canada, aud from
the i-eport of the Superintendent of Fisheries of New Found-
land. Those reports, regularly issued, are uniform, but they

do not include any information about private flsh hatcheries.

For Europe the figures have been taken from scattered in-

formation in special literature, from official information
furnished by the respective governments, and private in-

formation from the proprietors of flsh hatcheries which I

visited personally.
I do not consider the following figures as absolutely exact;

on the contrary I am sure that one of thena, for want of

regular reports, are less than reality. Nevertheless I believe

that a review of figures already known upon this matter
may have some interest. Concluding these introductory re-

marks I ought to say that I do not deal in this paper with pond
culture, the only object of comparison being the hatching of

fish in the establishments specially constructed for that pur-

pose.
The following table gives an idea of the number of fish

hatched (in one season) in different countries of North
America and Europe, indicating the date of information, the

number of fish hatcheries and the expenses of the govern-

ment for fishculture.
Annual

Number appro-
Date Number offlslj priation

of infor- of flsh hatched, for

NORTH AMERICA. matiou. hatcheries. millions, fishculture.

United States:
State fish hatcheries 1882-98 46 416. $174,040 00

U. S. Fish Commission 1891-9d 5iu 491 3 150,000.00

Total US $324,040.00

Dominion of Canada 1890-91 13 128. 39,496.50

NewFoundiand It>90-91 1 581. 6,100.00

Total N. A 80 ],616.a $869,036 50

Norway'^ 1890 58 214.5 4,166 50

Germany .' IS^l 00 25.5 21,815.00

Switzerland..: 1890 84 13.7 2,207.00

Great Britain 1891 IB 8.6

Sweden 1891 34 6 4

Prance,." 1891 1'' 4.8 3,960.00

Austria-Hungary 3891 96 2.8

Italy 5 1-1

Netlierlands 1891 2 1 2,084.00

Russia 1891 14 1. 2,800.00

Total of Europe ^IC 2^-7.8 $37,032.50

Grand total 1891 1% 1,894. $406,669 00

The most of the figui-es relate to 1891, so that we are able to

consider the grand total for this year. (;)n the other hand,
all the principal countries being included in the table, we
may estimate this total as representing the figures of fishcul-

ture in the entire world. Pour hundred and ninety-si.x: flsh

hatcheries are registered in the record, 410 of them in Europe
and 80 in'this country.
The fish hatcheries of North America, included in the

table, belong without exception, to the respective govern-
ments.
Most of the European fish hatcheries are private estabUsh-

ments, and only 82 out of 416 are controlled by their respec-

tive governments, viz., 14 in Switzerland, 1 in Germany, 5 in

France, 2 in Italy, 58 in Norway, 1 in Great Britain and 1 in

The totals of fish hatched in North America (1,616,027,192)

as compared with Europe (277,973,016) show that only about

Ufa are produced in Europe; among European countries, only
Norway thanks to the active part taken by its government,
can be considered as a serious competitor of the countries of

the new world. The average production of one fish hatchery
is 668 thousands in Europe and 13.4 millions in North America.
Such a striking difference of the new world depends princi-

pally upon the dift'erence in the character of the hatcheries

on both continents. As before mentioned, the European fish

hatcheries being private establishments, do not pursue the

task of restocking public streams, but only the streams

belonging to the proprietors, and very often they produce fry
for sale to other proprietors of fish ponds, etc. Another cir^

cumstance to be mentioned in connection with the small size
of European establishments is that no hatcheries—or very
few—exist here for hatching of Clupcida', Percidu: and salt
water fish; the hatching of these kinds of: fish, to be success-
ful, ought to be carried on on a large scale. The last and the
mo.st important question is the financial one. While the
Government of the United .States, of different States, of the
Dominion of Canada grant very considerable amounts of
money for fishculture and take direct interest in this work,
in Europe, with the exception of Norway, Germany and
Switzerland, the respective governments do not pay much
attention to it.

The Government of the United States has a very unportant
bureau, known as the U. S. Fish Comml.ssion, with annual
appropriations of .•S!208,000, viz : §1.50,000 for propaKation of
fish, $.50,000 for distribution, .©3,000 for maintaininD; vessels,

•15,000 compensation of Commissioner, and ffiO.dliil ['ur .«,ci('ii-

tific investigations and statistical work. Besides this rt'gii];i,r

budget the U. S. Fish Commission receives for exiiaoi diuary
expenses, as for instance, the construction of new b.T,tchevies,

new vessels, flsh cars, etc., a considerable amount of money.
The governments of separate States compete in usefulness

of this work with the Federal Govei'iinient, making large
appropriations for building hatcheries aud distriijuting tish.

I must particularly mention the .State of New York, with a
yearly appropriation of s.34,000, the State of Micliigau, with
an ap'propriiition of $22,500, and the State of Pennsylvania,
with a grant of .$15,000. The total amount of money granted
for flshcultural work by all the States is equal to •$169,040

(1891).* The present appropriations are likely to be increased,
because in very many reports 1 have examined the Fish Com-
misfsioner.s were asking for a larger amount of money.
The Government of the Donnnion of Canada has been for

a long time actively engaged in the propagation of flsh. The
expenditrire for this work was in 1891 |.S74,202, which in-

cludes -S.39,496 for fish breeding and ^83,0.50 for fish propaga-
tion.

The NewFoundiand Government works al<o quite succe.ss-

fuUy with an appropriation of -$17,300, that is, .SC.IOU for fish-

culture and the remainder for fish protection aud fishery ad-
ministration.
In Europe, Germany expends the largest amount of money

for fishculture work, say -121,815, which includes .|13,.500 of

subsidy to the Deutsche Fischerei Vereia, the leading associ-

ation of its kind in Europe, and §9,315 for the governmental
flsh hatchei-y in Hilningen. Many private hatcheries exist in

that country, thanks to the orders for hatched fr:^' given by
the above association, which has no hatchery of it.s own,
The Hiiningen fish hatchery—perhaps the largest on the con-
tinent—has no value from the standpoint of the modern fish-

culturist, and with regard to the accommodation for the
work, many private establishmentst in Germany leave far

behind this big, hut inconvenient, old-fashioned hatchery,
which, I think, has completed its historical role in fisticul-

ture. Norway is now one of the leading countries iti regard
to the work for all kinds of iuipi'ovements in fisheries, Its

Government grants for this purpose an amount of §37,788

yearly, which includes •'141,665 for fishculture in particular.]:

One of the largest salt-water fish hatcheries iu tlie world, at

Flodevigen, near Arendal (200,000,000 cod fry hatched in l,s!)l
),

is controlled by a local fishery association, and gi'ts ci sub-

.sidy of 9,000 kroners from the Goveruoieiit. Next 'conies

Switzerland, which operates, as ciim|>:ire(l with iLs area, on a
very large scale. The federal govemnieut of tliat country
has' an appropriation of S,207 for the fry planted by private

men in the public waters. Besides that, almost every can-

ton has one, two and sometimes several cantonal fish hat.ch-

eries.

France—the cradle of pisciculture, the country which has
contributed toward the development of this new industry
more work than any other country—now ranks Far behind
many European countries. The French Goverument does
not pay much attention to fishculture iu geueral, liaving an
appropriation of 19,.860 francs (.|3,972) to maiutain live not

very large governmental flsh hatcheries and subsidize a
private one (for shad hatching at St. Pierre les Klbeuf, on
the Seine River). Only quite recently, thanks to the state-

ments made by the Soci^t6 Centrale d'Aquiculture de la

France, the attention of the French^ Government has been
called to fishculture work, aud I .am informed that negotia-

tions are being made to establish a special fishculturist

school at the Gremaz fish hatchery, which belongs to M.
Lugrin (inventor of the method of propagating artificially

live food for flsh fry).

Italy has only recently begun flshcultural work under the
control of the Government, which has appropriated .32,000

liras ($;6,500) for the construction of a large flsh hatchery
at Bi'escia, now in operation, and has opened another small
one at Korae.
The Netherlands Government appropriates only 5,000

gulden (*2,0S4) for the salmon fry planted iu the Rhine
Kiver. No appropriation is made by the Austria-Himgary
Government, the H.shculture work being carried on by
private initiative of landlords and associations.

The same remarks must be made in regard to Great
Britain with the single exception of Scotland, the flshery

board of which erected last summer a salt-water fish hatch-
ery at Dunbar; no special appropriation was made for this

purpose, the expenses having been covered by money assigned
for scientific investigation (±'1,800 yearly).

The Swedish Government contributes to some extent to

the improvement of the fishery industries in its country,
having a yearly appi-opriation of 47,000kr. (SIB, 1.55), but that
does not include any expense of fishculture work in pai--

ticular.

And finally Russia has an appropriation of S2,800, which is

in comparison with its area, quite insignificant. That in-

cludes 3,000 roubles for maintaining one governmental fish

hatchery at Nicholsk, Government of Novgorod, which was
founded by the well-known Russian fishculturist Mr. Vla-
dimir Wrasky, the Inventor of the so-called Ru.ssian or dry
method of impregnation, and 5,000 Finnish marks of subsidy
to the Fishery Society of Finland.
When we compare the total amount <>''

j ;
>

; cut Cor

fishculture work by all European countri oi with
the appropriations of North American couui t ics :.,'.li,i;36.50),

we shall not be surprised by the enormous ditlerence in the
work done in this line in the Old and New World. Of courae
that is only an explanation of the fact, but not an eulogy.

Europe has originated and developed the methods of fish-

culture, but it becomes an industry only in America, and a
very important one, from the .standpoint of the government.
Only here is fishculture carried on on a large industrial scale

and, in connection with it, here are invented and introduced
in general practice, methods suitable for large operations,

quite different from those used in Europe.
There is no better testimony of the importance of fl.shcul-

tural work than the large appropriations made by the body
of representatives of the country, and only in North America
is this work duly appreciated by the Government as well as

by most of the population.

* General expenses of same States for flsh protection and carp
culture are not included in this total.

+1 can mention here the well-situated aud nicely-fltted flsh hatcheriea

iu Selzenhof, near Freiburg (8,000,000 trout eggs capacityl, and in

Seewiese. near Gemiinden, Bavaria (4,000,000 capacity;).

JThe total of 20S,O40kr. is thus distributed: For scientific investiga-

tion in fisheries, 5,200kr.; subsidy to tJje fl.shery associ.nions, 45,uoOkr.

(that includes S.OOOkr. for the hatchery at Flodevigen i ; iiiaiulenauco of

fishery scJiools in Bei'gen and Bodo, ll,5001ir. ; fishculture work,
7,3501ir.; and the remainder for fish protection and flsh administra-

tion.
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FIXTURES.
DOG SHOWS.

Aug. 30 to Sept. 2.—Blue Grrass Kennel Club, at Lexington, Ky. Mr.
Roger Williams, Sec'y-
Sept. 19 to World's Fair, CWcago. W. L Buchanan, C3iief Dept.

of Agriculture.
Sept. 11 to 15.—Toronto, Canada. C. A. Stone. Sec'y.

FIELD TEIALS.
Sept. 4.—Northwe.stern Field Trial Club's second annual trials, Man-

itoba. Thos. Johnson, Sec"y, Winnipeg.
Sept. 12.—Manitoba Field Trials Club's Trials, Souris, Manitoba. E.

D. Adams. See'y, Winnipeg.
Nov. 6.—United States Field Trials Club's Fall Trials, Bicknell, Ind.

P. T. Madison, Sec'y, Indianapolis.
Nov. 7.—International Field Trial Club's Fourth Trials, Chatham,

Ont. W. B. Wells, Secy, Chatham.
Nov. 15.—Ohio Field Trial Club's Second Trials, Canton, O. C. V.

Lellinger, Sec'v.
Nov. 15.—American Field Trial Club Trials, at Carlisle, Ind. W. J.

Beck, Sec'y, Columbus. Ind.
Nov. 20.—Eastern Field Trial Club's Trials, at Newton, N. C. Mem-

bers' Stake Nov. 16. W. A. Coster, Sec'y.

1894.

Jan. 29,—Southern Field Trial Club's Trials, New Albany, Miss. T.
M, Brumby, Sec'y, Marietta. Ga.
Feb. 10.—United States Field Trials Club's Spring Trials, Grand

Junction, Tenn. P. T. Madison, Sec'y, IndianapoUs, Ind.

The' Type of Great Danes.
BY A. H. HEPPNEE.

CContinuedfrompage 570).

The German breeders at one time attempted to make a
disdsion in weiglit and tolerate a heavy dog only in competi-
tion in a heavy class just as in pointers, and the same with
a light dog, requiring of the latter, first, beauty and then size;

and of the former, size and .snb.stance first and then grace-
fulness. But it happened that in the same litter there would
be specimens for both classes, and as the limit was hard to
draw it was found impracticable. The answer to the follow-
ing question is iu my opinion also the answer to our problem:
What is easier to do, to breed from a coarse half-breed,
2001bs. block of a great Dane, a pretty typical dog of graceful
carriage, with plenty of substance, in other words, breed
type from sub.stance; or to increase substance in typical dogs?
The answer to this is the direction in which we 'must breed.
I think we can always use a coarse specimen on the bitch's
side to get typical specimens heavier, more readily than to
take coarse specimens and touch them uj) with type. If we
keep on breeding coarse dogs to coarse bitches we will land
at the point where Germany started in 1870.

Nobody can deny that Germany has furnished all other
countries with prize-winners and consequently her method
of producing prize-winners 1 assume to be correct. Why
should we embark in experimental proceedings when the
experiments have been made by some other country and re-

sulted in a success?' W^ould it not be the proper policy to
take the present standard of great Dane breeding in Ger-
many and proceed in our own methodical way in the same
direction and parallel with Germany; we would certainly
have the greater advantage inasmuch as Americans are more
talented breeders, have more shows, the advantage of a
superior educational sporting press, and, besides this, are
able and willing to put more money and labor in the work
than Germany. Therefore let us unite, you fanciers of
calves (!) and you, fanciers of greyhounds; let us breeders
amalgamate our ideas and let us produce something like
Hannibal. Do not endeavor to advertise your own dogs as
the only good ones in order to gain a few dollars, but let us
all try and help the cause of great Danes by producing a do;
that combines the heavy hut noble features of the mastitt
with the make-up for speed of the greyhound, to re.sult in a
dog not as heavily built as a mastdfl' and yet not as light as a
grcylaound; not as clumsy as the former and not as swift as
the latter, hnt aljle to run with a horse for many miles and
to cai-ry a shape \vhich a trained as well as an tintrained eye
would ac]i;nowledge, to lie beautiful.

l;et it bi-' understood that if England had bred the St. Ber-
nards unaided Ijy other countries she would never have suc-
ceeded in obtaining a great, grand dog of tremendous height
and substance, atul yet with an abundance of type. As it

happened, while Eugumd comtuenced breeding St. Bernards
in 1860, with a lot of short or long-coated half-bi'eeds, then
called St. Bernards because some such dogs were kept on the
Alps; Switzerland started fully 10 years later, when she
began to umlerstn tid t.hegrand success the breed was making
in England, to breed on her own hook. While England
aimed to prodttce great, powerful dogs with a massive head,
she freqtiently came back to Switzerland in order to get type
for her big dogs, as the latter cottntry was breeding in an
entirely different direction, 1 e., for type tir.st and all the
time, and size secondarily. I claim, with all due respect to
the intelligence of English breeder.?, that their St. Bernards
of to-day would not be the grand, typical dogs they are had
not Switzerland time and again sold them grand, tj^jical,

celebrated sires with the most noble expression, though
weedy in body. Germany had to rely on her own resources
for breeding typical great Danes, and has always endeavored
to breed first for type and let size come when type was fixed.
She has ,! v- l i pii carefnl not to breed type at the expense
of consi i M

;
i;it has managed to breed a Hannibal,

theuniv 1 :
" .nowiedged climax of type, size and no-

bility. She ha^ pursued a course of keeping show dogs dis-
tinctly apart from dogs for breeding. A coarse, roomy,
heaA'ily boned bitch, though lacking perhaps in fine coat,
thin tail and with a big throat, is often selected as a brood
bitch and used with great success to a grand, typical, truly
cut dog, w Idle a show bitch may never be used for breeding.
•'Where will we land in breeding for substance only?"
We will get a dog like a calf, upon which people with a

taste for good form will turn their backs and exclaim that
they would rather have a mastiff or St. Bernard, because
they want a noble dog. Where, on the other hand, would
we be if we were to take a finely-cut, honndy bitch with a
snipy muzzle and greyhound makeup, with the same 1201bs.
dog ;is afoi esaid. We could get something like a pointer or
a larye hnund, something fit to be carried as a watch charm,
but not a dog intended to represent a noble, commanding,
gr.andly formed great Datie.
Again, I say, type means beauty combined with size, and

a great Dane like Wenzel as seen last by me is not such a
dog. The most successfid great Dane jtidge will pick speci-
mens of that combination. In order to make myself more
clearly understood I would like to draw as a parallel the sit-
uation in setters. Some judges will look for show form in
conformity with their own conceptions of beauty as to coat
and make up. Others, perhaps enthusiastic field trial men,
w^ill choose Ln a bench dog as their idea such forms as indi-
cate .speed and ability for practical work. Just so in great
Danes. The one wants a big dog adapted for watch pur-
poses, a dog that will paralyze a man by the expression of
his face and is able to knock the bark off' a tree by the wag
of his tail, while the other would only appreciate a dog suf-
ficiently pretty and diminutive to tie suitable for a parlor
ornament.
The successful judge in setters is the one who picks out

dogs with field trial makeup, yet at the same time satisfac-
tory in regard to beauty. The successful great Dane judge,
on the other hand, will pick a dog of type and high breed-
ing and will remember that the word "type" implies a cer-
taan height and substance. I for one do not consider a grea.

Dane of less than 1401bs. a first-class .specimen, no matter
how typical otherwise he may be. But if I have to choose be-
tween a 2001bs. so-called great Dane and a ISOlbs. real great
Dane as to build, then I would certainly be in favor of the
lighter dog, on account of its being easier to obtain, by judi-

ciously adding coarse stock, the desired size with type, while
it is almost impossible to get from a big, common cur dog
alone such a thing as type and breeding-on ability.

I should now like to submit to you the German and the so-

called American standard. We all agree, as you said, on
body and legs, and our differences are only type, which is

mostly indicated by head qualities. Strictly speaking, we
have no American standard to-day. The only one existing
was originated in Chicago by gentlemen who had never seen
any but their owm dogs, and selected one of them, measured
him and put these measurements down as the most import-
ant feature of the standard. These measurements show,
compared with others, that these gentlemen did not know
what a great Dane should be.
I have compared these measurements with those of a num-

ber of crack dogs and give you herewith a table representing
the same:

Betwepn
Eyes.

Height.
CO ro w

Length
Muzzle.

Second
Thigh.

Thigh.

Shoulder
to tail S ^ ^ gj

Occiput to
I

shoulder.
| ^

Nose to
occiput.

K o M M s &:

I's Hope

—

Yoti will see, by comparing these measurements one with
the other, that the Chicago club dog would be snipy in muz-
zle; would be too long-coupled in body; too big in skull, with
an impossibly long neck; not tucked up enough in line and
too light in thigh. We all know^ that measurements do not
amount to anything, and that a trained eye does not need
their aid. The measurements of two dogs may widely differ
and yet both dogs may be built symmetrically. I mention
those measurements of the German Mastiff Club of Chicago,
however, in order to show that the standard adopted by that
club, based on these measurements, cannnot be a good one,
because at the time, in 1889, there was no good dog nor
medium dog in Chicago nor in America from which the
members of that club could have obtained an idea which en-
abled them to draw up a guide for others. Next week the
different types of heads will be shown by illustrations.

[TO BE CONTINUED.]

American Field Trials Club's Derby Entries.

The entries for this Derby number 51, and include 32
English setters, 6 Irish setters and 16 pointers.

ENGLISH setters.

MacLeod—J. A. McLeod's (Elta Lad—Nannie B.).
Don M.—J. A. McLeod's (Elta Lad—Nannie B.).

Jean M.—J. A. McLeod's (Elta Lad—Nannie B.).
Bess of Avondale—T. W. McClelland's (Gath'i

Gladstone's Girl).

RODP.IGO—J. T. Mayfield's (Antonio—Nellie Hope).
Nellie Hope's Ladt—-J. T. Mayfield's (Antonio—Nellie

Hope).
Columbia—C. J. Hartmetz's (Gath'sMark—Queen Blade).
Lady Gaiett-C. P. Mingst's (Gath's Mark—Queen Blade).
Lillian B.—George E. Gray's (Gath's Hope—Gladstone's

Girl),

Opal—G. E. Gray's (Count Gladstone—Diamond).
San Antonio—John A. Gude's, agent, (Antonio—Nellie

Hope).
Revenue—J. M. Freeman's (Antonio—Nellie Hope).
HoosiER Boy—J. H. & J. A, Hunter's (Antonio—Daisy

Hunter).
Daisy Hunter II.—J. H. & J. A. Hunter's (Antonio-

Daisy Hunter).
Dakota Belle—Geo. E. Gray's, agt. (Gath's Hope-

Trap, Jr.).

Kenwood—Chas. Proctor's (Cinch—Steven's Ruby).
Hope's Pride—W, A. Hiuesley's (Gath's Hope—Lulu

Hill).

Lottie H.—W. A. Hinesley's (Gath's Hope—Lulu Hill).
Mollie—J. A. Peabody's (Roderigo—Lillie Boxer).
Hope's Queen—J.E.Isgrigg's (Gath's Hope—Queen Noble).
Mark—Fred Snider's (Race Noble—Fannie S.).

Duke of Veragua—L. W. Smith's (Roderigo—Fanuette).
Nannie—O. E. Lewis's (Elta Lad—Nannie B.).
Faust—Scottswood Kennels' (Pembroke's Grouse—Kate).
Prince-A. C. Waddell's (Royal Prince II.—Jane H.)
Lady K.—St. Louis Kennels' (Rock—Madge).
Fannik Rice—Jackson-Denmark Kennels' (Gladstone's

Boy—Manitoba Peggy).
Earl Paljier—J ackson-Denmark Kennels' (Frank Whit-

ley—Dulclna).
Can.adian Belle—T. G, Davey's (Lark—Leda).
Monk of Furne.-s Lill—T. G. Davey's (Monk of Fumess—Sue of Hatchie).
May Win—S. E. Corbett's (Prince Lucifer—Lady Gladys).
Hope's Glide—G. T. Kerr's (Gath's Hope—Lady Lit).

IRISH settees.

Patsy Elcho—Perry & Hamilton's (Claremont Patsy-
Nina).
Patsy's Ranger—Perry & Hamilton's (Claremont Patsy—Nina),
Ni.va's Rose—Perry <& Hamilton's (Claremont Patsy-

Nina).
Dick Finglas—Guslieisy's (Finglas—Ruby Glenmore),

Dakin—Frank E. White's (Finglas—Ruby Glenmore).
MAID OF Erin—Frank E. White's (champion Duke Elcho—^Aurora).

pointers.

Lulu K.—G. R. Howse's, agt. (Ossian—Pearl's Pride),
Strideaway—Geo. E. Gray's (King of Kent-Pearl's Dot).
Fred of Idestone—Idestone Kennels' (Shotmaster—Pearl

of Idestone).
The Friar of Idestone—Idestone Kennels' (Shotmaster—

Pearl of Idestone).
Little Ned—W. N. Kerr's (Ridgeview Dazzle-^Kate Clax-

ton).

ALtfiE Leslie—E. M. Beale's (King of Kent—Belle Ran-
dolph).
Rhet—W. J. Wilson's (Dan—Martha).
Pride of Avondale—T. W. McClelland's (Rush of Lad-

Graphic's Pride).
Fayette Alexander—Joe H. Alexander's (King of Kent

—Bonnie Bijou).
Beppo's Genus—Dr. J. R. Daniels's (Beppo III.—Lord

Graphic's Gem).
Kent's Pet—J. P. Shepley's (King of Kent—Keswick II.).

Plute—Castleman Kennels' (Fritz—Tilley).
Nellie S.—Castleman Kennels' (Fritz—Tilley).

^Lehman—Jackson-Denmark Kennels' (Gordon— Fanny

London—T. G. Davey's (Lord Graphic—Lassie Faust).
Queen of Ossian—A. B. Reeves's (Ossian—Hops II.),

Northwestern Field Trials Club's Derby Entries.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Below you will find entries for the Derby of the North-

western Field Trial Club, with exception of two, all whelped
in 1892. The All-Age Stake closes July 15, and for the cham-
pionship tankard, presented by G. P. and I. Gait, on Aug. 15.

For the latter, entrance is free, and $5 to start, open to any
dog having won a Derby or All-Age Stake. The winner
takes the tankard. Thos. Johnson, Hon. Sec.-Treas.

ENGLISH SETTERS.

Hoodoo—W. F. Ellis's black, white and tan dog (Duke of
Manitoba—Cora), May 24.

Mollie—J. W. Peabody's black, white and tan bitch (Rod-
erigo—Lilly Boxer).
Luna—W. B. Wells's black, white and tan bitch (Cincin-

natus—Daphne), May 10.

Mars—W. B. Wells's black, white and tan dog (Cincin-
natus—Daphne), May 10.

Cynthia—W. B. Wells's blue belton bitch (Toledo Blade
—Cambrina), May 1.

Monk of Furness Sting—Eddy and Armstrong's orange
and white dog (Monk of Furness—Sue of Hatchie), June 13,
Whaler—W. T, Hunter's black dog (Manitoba Toss—Pitti

Sing), June 12.

Phcebea—J. C. Philips's black bitch (Manitoba Toss-
Manitoba Bess), June 18.

Nigger—J. C. Philips's black dog (Manitoba Toss—Man i

toba Bess), June 18.

Minnie—John Wootton's black bitch (Manitoba Toss-
Manitoba Patti), March 9.

BLACii Prince—Thos, Johnson's black dog (Manitoba Toss
—Manitoba Patti), March 9.

Manitoba Sancho—Thos. Johnson's black dog (Manitoba
Toss—Manitoba Bess), June 18.

Manitoba Ponto—Thos. Johnson's black dog (Manitobii
Toss—Pitti Sing), June 12.

Chloe—Thos. A. Montgomery's black bitch (Manitoba
Toss—Pitti Sing), June 12.

Frost IV.—Thos.'A. Montgomery's black, white and tan
bitch (Bruce M.—Frost III.), April 27.

Snap—John McDonald's black, white and tan dog (Rego

—

Nell), September.
Lethbridge Lass—Dr. L. G. D. Vebre's black, white and

tan bitch (Frank Simpson—Trixie), Feb. 21. T

LovsA A.—Chas. W. Armstrong's white and black bitcH:
(Roy McD.—Flirt A,), April 30.

BowDEN—Avent & Thayer Kennels' black, white and^tan
dog (Roderigo—Novelist), March 23, '93.

Cigarette—Avent & Thayer Kennels' black, white and
tan dog (Roderigo—Norah), May 17.

Hester Prynne—Avent & Thayer Kennels' black, white
and tan bitch (Roderigo—Norah 11,), May 17.

Topsy Rod—Avent & Thayer Kennels' black, white and
tan dog (Roderigo—Topsy Avent), July 4.

Phalist—Avent & Thayer Kennels' black, white and ta,n
bitch (Jean Val Jean—Lucy Avent), March i.

Tate—Avent & Thayer Kennels' black and white dog
(Jean Val Jean—Mamie Avent), Aug. 12.

Bowles—Avent & Thayer Kennels' black and white dog
(Chance—Hattie), April 28.

Solitaire-F. R. Hitchcock's black and white dog (Roy
d'Or—Toy Diamond), .Ian, 5, r

Monk of Furness Lill—T. G. Davey's blue belton bitch
(Monk of Furness—Sue of Hatchie), June 13.

Brighton Belle—T. G. Davey's lemon and white bitch
(Rock—Leda), March, '93.

Kenwood—Chas. Proctor's black, white and tan dog
(Cinch—Stevens's Ruby), March 3.

Victori.\—Frank Althouse's black, white and tan bitch.
(Rego—Nell), September.
Duke of Veragua—L. W. Smith's black, white apd tan

dog (Roderigo—Fanette), June.

POINTERS.

Ightfield Dogwood—a. P. Heywood Lonsdale's liver and
white dog (Ightfield Dick—Cowslips), March.
Selaii—Charlottesville Field Trial Kennels' liver and

white bitch (Rip Rap—Dolly Dexter), March.
LiTTi^E Ned—W. N. Kerr's liver and Avhite dog (Ridge-

view Dazzle—Kate Claxton), April.
London—T. G. Davey's liver and white dog (Lord Graphic

—Lassie Fau.st), March.
Frankie—A. Gales's lemon and white bitch (Lord Graphic

—Bab Bab), March.
Rector—Thomas Johnson's black and white ticked dog

(Ightfield Upton—Patsey Bang), April.
PAUL Francke—Thomas Johnson's black and white

ticked dog (Ightfield Upton—Genevieve). February.
Don—Bennett & Lane's liver and white dog (Sam—Mona),

February.
Resurrection—Thomas A. Montgomery's liver and white

dog (Lord Graphic—Ightfield Bimty), July.
Dolly Shaw—R. & T. Shaw's black and white ticked

bitch (Ightfield Upton-Genevieve), February,
Bank—W. T. Hunter's lemon and white dog (Bankrupt-

Pet), August.

A Stray Shinplaster
Comes to us once in a while for a copy
of "Game Laws in., Brief;" but shin-
plasters nowadays are scarcer than Moose
in New York; and 25 cents in postage
stamps will do just as well.
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A Fair Offer.

JEJMtor Forest and Stream:
I noticed Mr. Miiss-Arnolt's article entitled "A FairOfEer"

in the issue of Forest and Stbeam, June 1. More important
matters liave engaged my attention up to tlie present time,
cliief of Avliieh was a visit to the Windy City and some eight
or nineA^isits to the World's Fair, of which two days, in
company with a doggy friend, were spent looking for that
unfinished building in which Mr. Buchanan was to have his
great dog show; but after two days' hard walking we gave
it up, not being able to locate any unfinished building in the
Department of Agricultxire. But I trust Mr. Buchanan will
be equal to the emergency, and by September find a place
suitable for the great""Dane and pointer judges to guess at
their i-espective classes. Of course, should it so happen that
there will be only nineteen entries at the time of closing, the
building will have to be still unfinished, and those judges
will be out of a job till some time in the tincertain future.
Now that I have told Mr. Mnss-Arnolt and other readers of
Forest and Stream what I have been doing with myself
this last month, I hope Mr. Arnolt at least will excuse this
long delay in answering his "Fair (?) Offer,"
In regard to Mr. Arnolt's offer to send Melac and Wenzel

on a tour to prove certain ideas of his own or disprove them,
I beg to say that I am not particularly interested in proving
or disproving Mr. Arnolt's pei-sonal theories. I am only in-
tei'ested in them in so far as they have had a direct public
bearing in his capacity as a public judge. Even if all the
judges were opijosed to him he could still maintain that he
was right, since he says of our recognized judges who have
reversed his decisions: "Does Mr. Goodman honestly be-
lieve that the celebrities in dogdom he names have anymore
right to their views than I, because they are excellent and
aiiproved judges of a number of breeds? I beg to differ
with him; to them it is their fifth wheel and they take great
Danes along to judge like any other breed," etc. According
to this, every breed is taken as a fifth wheel so that all our
judges are therefore fifth-wheel judges. It is discouraging
to argue with a gentleman who admits no exact knowledge
in others.
Mr. Muss-Arnolt does me too much honor when he asserts

that my "fame will be always coupled with having ruined
any decent entry for the World's Fair show," etc. I fail to
see what that has to do with judgeship. Mr. Arnolt is un-
fair in that statement. There Avere mismanagement, a fake
list of judges, damaging delays, unjust exactions, oh, yes!
and an unfinished building, etc., which did the damage. I
was but one of the many who objected to such things. Had
there not been a principle of right and justice on the side of
those who opposed mismanagement, they would have been
defeated and confounded.
One thing more and I am done. Mr. Arnolt says: "Was

It Mr. Goodman's sporting sense which let him carry Mr.
Hagan's Imperator in his crate from New York to Washing-
ton, never putting him on the bench, although he was always
entered?"
I am pleased to see that Mr. Arnolt is so circumstantially

exact. It gives one full confidence in all his other state-
ments. There is but one circumstance, a trifling one, that is
incorrect in it, and that is, I never had Imperator in charge
from New York to Washington, nor did I eA'^er have him in
charge or in any crate at any other time. T^'oila tout.

Harry L. Goodman.
Nashvu^le, Tenn., June 30.

POINTS AND FLUSHES.
[By a Staff Correspondent.]

I NOTE, on reading a clipping from a California paper, that
Mr. W, P. Brown, recently of Chicago, but now of Santa
Ana, Cal., has already made ai-eputation as a sportsman in
his section. Followiug is the mention : "Mr. W. P. Brown,
the gentleman who has recently purchased an interest in the
Brunswick Hotel in Santa Ana; Mr. J. D. Thomas, a recent
arrival from New York State, and J. 'Almost' Jones, returned
yesterday from a four-days' fishing and hunting trip in the
wilds of Bell Canon, in the Santa Ana Mountains. The gen-
tlemen's sun-blistered faces are evidence that they were ex-
posed to the gentle rays of a California summer sun. A
wagonload of fish, cotton-tails and other game amply repaid
them for their exertion."

Competitors and Judges.

Chicago, 111.—I am heartily glad that there are some as-
sociations which have sufficient courage to manage their
own affairs. The impertinence of some owners, in the
matter of influencing the selection of judges, has been
growing so much from year to year that it has come to be
an abuse. Because a man owns more entries than some
other man, it does not give him any right to dictate to the
association, under whose auspices he competes, what it shall
or shall not do.

It is an injustice to other competitors, if one or more com-
petitors are listened to or considered in the matter of judges.
It is an insult to an association for a competitor to attempt
to influence it in appointing its judges. Palpably there is

some advantage sought in attempting to get certain judges
appointed, or there is an overwhelming egotism which craA^es
notice regardless of propriety. The follomng extract from
a letter receiA^ed recently from Mr. Thomas Johnson, of
Winnepeg, is a good one for the consideration of every field

, trial club in America. He says;
"Mr. sent eight entries to Mr. Hunter for our Derby

and reiterated Ms demand for certain judges. * * * Mr.
Hunter desired me to write him (Mr. ) and compromise
matters, but I called a meeting of the committee of the club
and wrote him as follows:

"Any of the names you mention would be quite acceptable to this
club, but the stand we take is this: We eannot and toill not permit
any individual handler to dictate to us whom we must appoint as
judges. The desire of this club is to get fair and impartial judges, and
they will try to do so; but they feel that if you have no confldeoce in
our club wanting to do right, that we have as little desire for your
entries as you have to make them, and that it is only your prominence
in the field trial world that has ehcited a repl^' to what to us seems a
gratuitous insult.

''Please say by return mail if the entries stand or if I shall return
your check."

That letter is a good one to study. It has some sense.
Nothing is more wanting in associations in general than
courage enough to run their own business. Nothing is doing
more to kill field trials to-day than the competitor who is, or
tries to be, a manager of a trial in which he competes. This
growing eAdl must be choked or there will be great injury to
field trials. What inducement is there for a man Avho owns
one dog, and has no A^oice in the appointment of judges, to
enter in a competition against a competitor who OAvn^ four
or eight dogs and has had such jitdges appointed as he ap-
proA'ed? The smaller owner stays out. They .are the A'ery
men whom the clubs should induce to stay m. Diive the
amateur and small owners out, and the competition narrows
down to some large kennels all the way around the circuit,

. and year after year. These large kennels alone can not make
up a proper entry. Drive the small owners entirely out, and
the field trials are ended. Nothing aauU drive them out
Quicker than to learn that a large competitor has a voice in
the judging. The small OAvners are dropping out. The day
has arrived for associations to be less timorous. A firm,
manly policy is the best because it is right, and the best, too,
because it is successful.
Of the same nature is the error of alloAvihg the professional

breeder and handler to be a member of an association in
whose trials he competes. Such handler has a decided ad-

vantage over his fellow handler. He has a voice iu the
management of the club's affairs on one hand and is also a
competitor for the club's jirizes on the other. The manage-
ment cannot be kept too distinct and apart from interest in
the competition, nor can the competition be kept too dis-
tinct from the management. There is no question raised
here about a handler, or breeder who is a handler, being
eligible to membership as a gentleman. It is the impropri-
ety of the matter, from questions of equity. This evil
should not be tolerated, because it is improper in principle
and unjust to every other handler who runs dogs iu field
trials.
-! The effort to placate owners or influence entries by giA'ing
the largest competitors a voice in the selection of judges
may help to swell the entries at one trial, but it is sure to
have its ill-effects at the next or later trials. If an oAvner does
not like the judges appointed by an association he is privil-
eged to remain away. There is less harm done when such
owner takes offense and remains away than when he ap-
points the judges and is pleased. B, Waters.

Toronto Dog Show.
The followiug judges, Mr. Stone tells us, haA^e accepted

the iuAdtation to judge at the Toronto show, commencing
September 11: Mr. C. H. Mason, New York city: Mastiffs,
St. Bernards, great Danes, NcAvfoundlands, greyhounds,
collies, bulldogs, bull-terriers, black and tan terriers, Scotch
terriers, fox-terriers, poodles, pugs and all classes of toy
spaniels, and the miscellaneous and selling classes. Mr.
John DaAudson, Monroe, Mich.: Pointers, Engli.sh setters,
Irish setters, Gordon setters, bloodhounds, Irish terriers,
Daudie Diumont terriers, Bedlington terriers, Airedale ter-
riers, toy terriers and Italian greyhounds. Mr, A. Clinton
Wilmerding, New York city: Field spaniels, cocker spaniels.
Clumber spaniels, Irish water spaniels and retrievers. Mr.
A. C. Krueger, Wrightsville, Pa.: Beagles, fo.xhounds, har-
riers, dachshunds, Scotch staghounds and Russian wolf-
hounds.
The entries close Aug. 31. Those who Avish to show at the

World's Fair the foUoAving week, according to present dates,
will be provided with accommodations, so that they can stay
in Toronto until ready to start for Chicago. We are pleased
to learn that the litter classes Avhich were found so objection-
able last year, and Avhich we spoke strongly about at the
time, will not be en evidence this year. Judging will com-
mence on Monday, Sept. 11, at 3 P. M., and dogs will have to
be on hand by 1 P. M. The show closes at 2 P. M. on Friday
following.
Later.—Mr. H. B. Donovan writes us:
Mr. Stone Avill send you oflScial notes of the doings

of the dog shoAV committee of the Toronto Industrial
exhibition; hoAVCA^er, there may be something he has over-
looked in the following items: The litter classes, which were
found so objectionable last year, have been eliminated. The
following changes have been made in the list: Handlers'
prizes increased to -$.30 and $20; and .SIO is offered to the Cana-
dian handler and o\vner makiug the largest number of en-
tries, not less than ten. A silver medal, value $20, is off'ered
the owner of kennel showing the largest nuniber of dogs.
Deerhounds changed to read Scotch staghounds and chal-
lenge classes doubled up. English and American foxhounds
must compete together for the kennel prizes, and so in the
challenge classes. The class for harrier puppies has been
cut out. The open classes for bull-terriers have been divided
into 301bs. or over and under 301bs., an open class added for
Airedales of $7, $3 and diploma, and also challenge classes of
$5 and diploma for Dandie Diumont and Scotch terriers. The
latter are also given a puppy class of $3, $2 and diploma.
Skye terriers have a challenge class added, but the black
and tan challenge class has been divided up. Classes for
poodles diAuded into French and Prussian. TheAvhippet class
and that for Clumber puppies have been cut off. The money
in the challenge classes for beagles 13iu. and under, has
been increased to $\Q and diploma, and in open classes to -f10,
$S and diploma. The fox-terriers are well treated, the novice
classes being divided into smooth and wire, aud two chal-
lenge classes, Avith |10 and diploma added in wires. Wire-
haired and smooth pupjjies must compete together. Several
other changes of minor importance have also been made.

Spaniel Trials.

Editor Forest and Stream:
The numerous letters on spaniels that I have recently seen

in your columns have revived my old love for this ancient
and invaluable breed of sporting dogs. Scarcely a day passes
at the end of our partridge season, that I do not regret that
I am without a good spaniel to hustle the birds out of the
impossible (for pointer or setter) places, that these birds take
refuge in then. In fact, at that time of year far more shots
can be had over a brace of thoroughly trained spaniels thau
over any other kind of dog. But to be satisfactory they must
be trained to perfection, and have the extraordinary energy,
pluck and love of hunting that is peculiar to the breed.
As to their shape, size and so forth that is a secondary

consideration in my opinion; for so long as they do their
work in the right shape, there cannot be much wrong Avith
them iu these respects, nothing but a true spaniel will work
like one. Of all the good ones I can recall to mind, not one
of them was otherwise than handsome—though I have seen
a few that were too pretty, and reminded me of what would
be called in the army "fine weather soldiers."
As to the practicability of holding spaniel field trials; I

can see no particular diSiculty about it, a scattered covey of
quail would answer the purpose for testing a dog's quality
and training well enough; more desirable game is too scarce

L general.
Training spaniels is a very easy matter as compared vrith

training other shooting dogs, for all they are Avanted to do is
to keep within range, hustle up the game and then atop,
hunt where they are ordered aud retrieve. Of course, it

takes time and practice to train them, but that is about all.

Shooting over a team of these dogs in a rough country is

more lively work than other sport. A frosty morning, pleas-
ant companion, with a fair amount of mixed game, ought to
make any boy feel happy. C. B. McMUEDe.
Charlottesville, Va., June 25.

The Bulldog.

The effects of misleading expressions on different breeds
of dogs is sometimes far-reaching, and the Forest and
Stream would not be doing its duty if it did not by all in
its power strive to counteract the misplaced antipathy to
certain breeds of dogs, the bulldog in particular, that "has
arisen through ignorance and the vaporings of the average
newspaper paragraphist who persists in alluding to the
bullet-headed mongrel bull-terrier as a bulldog. Even
"Podgers" humorously scores the bulldog in our last week's
issue, page 560, but we appeal to his sense of ju.stice whether,
eA'enif the "bulldogs" which he speaks of were in reality
thoroughbred English bulldogs, which is A'ery doubtful,
these dogs were not doing their duty when they took such a
"stern" view of his case. In the comparatively limited
sphere of a class journal, compared to that of a daily news-
paper, it is difficult to reach the general public aud so incul-
cate as we should wish, and as we intend, a better opinion of
the bulldog. We defend the bulldog because, with the pos-
sible exception of the Newfoundland, it is the best abused
dog in America. We reiterate that the bulldog is not the
companion of a certain class of individuals of pugnacious
instincts. The bull-terrier may be, bat not the bulldog pure
and simple.

DOG CHAT.

A Show at Newark.
The New Jersey Keunel League held a special meeting at

Newark on Friday last to finally consider the advisability of
giving a show there, as was suggested at the annual meet-
ing. There were present W. O. Kuebler, vice-president, who
represented the president. E. H. Radel, who at present is
in Canada; Dr. L. R. Sattler, E. R. Christopher. Walter
Biowe, Dr. Kitchell, Fraud Link, Dr. Fred Seitz, J. N. Sin-
nock, and others were represented by proxy. The local and
sporting press were also represented. Mr. W. O. Kuebler
occupied the chair, and after a general debate regarding
prospects of financial success, local interest in dogs, etc., it
was decided that, as about .$2,000 had been subscribed as a
guarantee fund and eA'erything wasfaA'orable, ashowshoxdd
be given Nov. 21 to 24, which should be undertaken by the
executive committee with power to call on members foi- aid.
The executive committee then conA^ened, with Mr. Christo-
pher in the chair. The committee appointed to make the
inquiries preliminary to a decision was by resolution made
permanent. Messrs. Browie and Link, committee on hall,
were instructed to arrange for the one recommended for the
week decided on. Mr. Morris was instructed to definitely
claim dates Nov. 21 to 24- with the A. K. C. and make an-
nouncements. Mr. J. C. Eisele offered the club the use of
his office for the bench show committee, Avhich was accepted
with thanks, and he Avas unanimously elected treasurer for
the bench show fund. The meeting the'u adjourned until
-July 14

Lexington Dog Show.
The premium list of the Lexington dog show came to hand

as we go to press. The show will be held Aug. 30 to Sept.
2. In the important breeds the prizes are: In challenge
classes in which sexes compete together §10, in open classes
$10 and medal, and in puppies a medal—whether silver or
bronze or gold Ave are not told. Dandies, Skyes, Yorkshires,
black and tans and toy terriers get $-5 and medal in open,
and $5 in challenge for first three named. Whippets, toy
spaniels, Mexican hairless and miscellaneous the same.
Pugs have noAuce classes with $5 and medal, and Italian
greyhounds are better treated than any, having two chal-
lenge classes Avith $5 each and $5 and medal in open classes
and puppies divided. In many of the breeds kennel prizes
of S15 to $10 are given by the Blue Grass Keunel Club. There
are already a number of other specials offered, among Avhich
is $50 for handler showing largest number of dogs entered
by one exhibitor. Irish aud Gordon setters get cases of
Avhisky and there is also a $10 special for best exhibit of dogs
from Canada entered by one exhibitor, not less than four.
Entries close Aug. 23, fee is $2.-50, Avith Roger D. Williams.
George H. Hill is the superintendent. Those exhibitors
who intend showing at Toronto can stay over the interven-
ing week at a cost of $1.25 per day.

American Field Trials Club Derby Entries.

In sending us the entries for the American Field Trials
Derby, Mr. W. J. Beck, the secretary, says that the pointer
class will not by auy means pay its way out. In vicAV there-
fore of the seeming rebzctance of pointer men to make entries,
the club will have no separate All-Age for pointers, both
breeds running together. We do not think that the Amer-
ican Field Trials Club has much to complain of, for a young
club they have done well in getting twice as inany entries
of pointers as the much better known Eastern Field Trials
Club, which offers better prizes as well. The entries for the
All-Age stake at the American Field Trials will close Aug.
1, with $5 to nominate, $10 on Oct. 1 and $5 to start. The
prizes are $150 to first, $100 to second and $-50 to third.

National Beagle Club,

It is about time the field trial committee of the N. B. C.
convened and came to some definite arrangement of classes
for the comiug trials. The New England Club has already
done so and the older club cannot afford to be at all dilatory
in this matter. It is not enough to think there is plenty of
time yet; beagle men want to know in good season what they
must prepare for, and if suitable dogs for entry are not in
their oavu kennels they need time to look around and pur-
chase something that will do. The quarterly meeting of the
National Beagle Club Avill be held at the A. K. C. rooms, 44
Broadway, New York, on Monday, July 17, at 4 P. M.

United States Field Trials,

Mr. Madison writes us that at the urgent request of many
of this club's patrons, the time of closing the entries to the
Grand Junction Derby has been extended to Sept. 1 The
second payment will be due Nov. 1. It is hoped this change
will prove beneficial to all parties concerned. He expects to be
able to announce the name of the third judge by that time.
The second payment to the Bicknell Derby will be due Aug.
1, as originally announced.

The World's Fair Judges.
We have received from Chicaijo a type-Avritten sheet con-

taining the names of the judges for the World's Fair already
published in Forest and Stream. It is headed: "The
Executive Committee on AAvards have selected the following
men as judges in the Kennel Exhibit." Miss Whitney's
name heads the list. The circular is not signed. Three of
the judges on the list, Messrs. John Davidson, .James Morti-
mer and E. Court-Rice, will not serve, and dogmen are inquti--
ing how it is Dr. Twaddell's name appears as a Gordon setter
judge. His specialty used to be beagles and dachshunds;
perhaps it was A. C. Waddell that was meant.

English K. C. Rules.

The new English Kennel Club rules relating to classifica-
tions at shows, are intricate enough to titrn tlie head of the
ordinary exhibitor not gifted with a mental grasp that can
think of six different things at the same time. NVliat Avith
championship, Avinners, open and no\ice classes, confusion
seems Avorse confounded, but it will probably all come right
in the end, though disqualification will be the bitter mentor
in a good many oases.

N. E. K. C. and a Fall Show.
In March last the New England Kennel Club claimed with

the A. K. C. the dates Nov. 28 to Dec. 1 for a fall show. On
inquiry of Mr. Brooks as to whether a show would be held
on chat date, he advises us that there will be no show in the
fall, but one as usital in the spring.

Spratts Patent Co. shipped to America, per steamship
England, June 11, the red brindle bulldog Sheriff, for E. K.
Austin, New York; a bull-terrier bitch for Wm. Tomkin, of
Macedonia, la.; bull bitch Watch for R. D. Winthrop, New
York; bulldo.g Damon for F. F. Dole, New Haven, Conn.
This company is gradually building up a good reputation
in this line among dogmen, who are never averse to paying
a little extra w^hen they know they can confidently expect
good treatment.

Mr. A. B. Truman, of San Francisco, Cal., paid a visit, in
company Avith his wife, to the Oak Grove Kennels on June
26 and purchased the Irish setter dog Clifford ( A. K. C. S.
B., VoLIV., Pt. 3, No. G,438), by champion Bruce out of
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Zelda, He was brokeu by Mr. Stoddard, jST. C, who pro-

nounced Mm an excellent field dog. In addition to his good
qualities as a field dog, he should, with care and attention,

be able to do some winning on the bench. He is a dog of

good color, possesses a good head, good legs and feet, and
should make a first-class stud dog for the coast; and we,

with Mr. Fowler, hope Mr. Truman will meet with every

success with him.

Among the new special ads. this week we find that H. E.

Peers offers pointers for sale; E. E. Beach, blue beltqn set-

ters; Bellevue Kennels, Italian greyhounds; E. L. Gilmer,

English setter pups; Dr. Spanogle, beagles. In the stud:

Robt. Leslie places pointer King of Lynn; Dr. Spanogle,

beagle Lee Dorsey; G. O. Smith, English setter Count Noble,

Jr.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
ITiere is no charge for answering questions under this head. All

questions relating to ailments of dogs will be answered by Dr. T. Q.

ahenvood, a member of the Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons.
Communications referring to other matters connected with Kennel
Management and dogs will also receive careful attention.

C. R. P., Maliwah, N. J.—1. How can I register dogs, to be able to
send theDi to a dog sbow, and which are not eligible to be registered
in the A. K. C. stud book? 2. What taxes must be paid for a kennel?
3. How must I claim the name for a kennel? Ans. It is not necessary
to register dogs in order to show them at any of the A. K. C. shows.
You simply send name, breeding and date of birth (if known), to-

gether with 25 cents fee, and your dog is "listed" and becomes eligible

to associate with the canine aristocracy which is registered, and which
can show three generations back on each parental side, or which have
won two first prizes at A. K. C. shows. 2. There are no taxes for a
Icennel beyond the local tax there maj^ be for each dog you possess.
This, if you are anxions to pay you can ascertain of your village
authorities. You can claim a name in the Forest and Stream, and it

is by courtesy allowed you, unless it conflicts with another already
chosen. If, however, you wish to claim a kennel prefix or afflx, which
is protected by the A.K.C.—and this is the better plan—you must send
in your application to the secretary of the A.K:.C., 44 Broadway, Kew
York city, accompanied by a fee of S3, and this application will be
referred, as soon as possible, to the executive or advisory committees
of the A. K. G. Your application will be published in the A. K. C.

Gazette, and if any other kennel owner sees fit to object to the name
you have chosen, be may do so by sending Ms protest and reasons to
the A.K.C. secretary and the evidence will be heard and the decision
^iven for or against your application, at a future meeting of these
committees. By a reference to the official list of i^reflxes published in
the A.K.C. Gazette you will see what we mean.

J. T. N., Bear Lithia, Va.—Will you please tell me whether Ulmer
dogges, great Danes and German mastiffs are the same? Also, can
you tell me what it will cost to bring one over from Germany, and
what will the tariff be? Ans. German mastiff is the name invented
on this side of the ocean. The proper name is "Deutsche dogge"
(translation impossible). Some Chicago Germans, however, made it

German (Deutsche) mastiff fdogge). Any man who calls this breed in
Germany to-day Ulmer dogge is a know-nothing in kynology. If he
offers Ulmer dogges he has no dog answering points as established
for the Deutsche dogge, called here and in England great Dane. The
cost on a steamer is |i20; for box and freight to seaport $lo. Spratts
Will charge a little over and above actual outlay as above. Free entry
for German dogs is diCQcult to obtain unless your dogs have pedigrees
certified by Consul extending back three generations. Duty is about
35?! ad valorem, but you are subjected to appraisement if value seems
too low as given, and there is nothing to prevent the officer in
appraising each dog up to §250 or more.
H. S. J., Manchester, la.—1. Canker of the ear. Syringe ears out

with warm water and apply following lotion:
Sig. plumbi sub acet 3 iv
Acid carbolic
Glycerine 3i
Aq. ad 5iv

Mix lotio. A httle to be poured into the ear twice a day. 3. One
year.

F. D. B., Mt. Mon-is.—Please tell me through the deUght of all sports-
men. Forest axd Stream, what to do for my pointer's eye. The hooks
or haws on the inside corner of his eye is badly inflamed and nearly
.covers the eye. Has grown so in two days. Ans. Foment the eye
with hot water and ai^ply following lotion frequently:

Zinesulph,
, 3i

Tr. opii 2 iii

Aq, ad 5 vi
Mix lotio. If enlargement continues after inflammation is allayed,

have it removed.

F. D. H., Waltham, Mass.—Will you kindly state cause of death in
my Enghsh setter? He was 11 years old, very fat, and until this time
never had a sick day. .Some ten days ago refused food, except now
and then a little milk; raw meat he seemed to rehsh. Thirty-six
hours before death he would have gagging spells and throw np a yel-

lowish white slime. I treated for indigestion with little success. At
times restless; at last unable to keep anything on stomach. Near the
end his tongue was a deep Uver color and the vomit showed consider-
able blood, which increased in volume. He suffered little pain. What
would you call )iis complaint? Could he have been saved? Ans. Gas-
tritis. ^'e^y probably had he been treated.

H. M., Paterson, N. J.

—

Will you please tell me what is the matter
with my great Dane bitch? She had pups and afterward a large lump
fathered on the mUk bag. Ans. An ulcer must have formed. Apply
ot fomentations and rub gently with camphorated oil. Give a dose

of castor oil. If ulcer forms have it opened.

New Rochelle Y. C. Annual Regatta.

XKW ROCHELLE—IX)NG ISLAND SODND.

Saturday, July 1.

The annual regatta of the New Rochelle Y. C. on July 1 just missed
being a failure through the very light weather on Long Island Sound
at the end of the week. The calm of Friday kept away some of the

entries, but still a large fleet, thu-ty-eight yachts, was preeent m the

morning in Echo Bay. The start was made at noon in a very light

S.W. breeze, and race was very slow throughout, many of the yachts

faihng to finish, but as races go this year the club may be considered

veryfortimate to have made a race at ah. The usual courses of the

club were sailed. The official times were:

CLASS 1—cabd; sloops .53 to 58ft.

Start. Fmish. Elapsed. Corrected.

Anaconda 12 07 03 6 12 05 6 05 02 6 05 02

CLASS 2—CABIN SLOOPS 40 TO 46B'r.

Moccasin 12 05 50 6 23 58 6 17 08 6 17 08

CLASS 3—CABIN SLOOPS 35 TO 40ft.

Nellie 12 10 00 Din not finish.

Zmgara 12 07 19 Did not finish.

Genevieve ..12 10 00 Did not finish.

Sasqua 12 06 25 6 25 52 6 19 27 6 15 10

CLASS 4—CABIN SLOOPS 30 TO 35ft.

Tally-Ho 12 10 00 Did not finish.

Em-ybia 12 10 00 6 28 25 ' 6 18 25 0 18 25

Nautilus 12 06 41 Did not finish.

Wacondah. 12 09 37 Did not finish.

Mary C 13 07 37 Did not fmish.
CLASS 5—OPEN SLOOPS 25 TO 30FT.

Forsvth 13 14 20 6 16 28 6 02 08 6 02 08

Amazon 12 15 00 6 26 00 6 11 00 6 06 50

Vee Vee 12 15 00 6 34 44 6 19 44 6 34 44

Fearless 12 15 00 Did not finish.

CLASS 6—OPEN SLOOPS 25FT. AND UNDER.
Duster 12 13 08 6 44 47 6 31 39 6 31 39

Guess 12 14 39 Did not flnishl

CLASS 7—YAWLS, 25 TO 30FT.

Audax 12 17 04 6 03 46 5 46 42 5 46 43

Kittle 12 17 38 6 21 41 6 04 08 6 01 38

Evelyn 13 18 18 6 38 31 6 20 13 6 15 13

CLASS 8—CABIN BOATS OVER 26FT.

Roi . ... 13 13 58 6 03 38 5 49 40 5 49 40

Aura.' .12 12 16 6 19 07 6 06 51 6 05 31

C1A.SS 9—CABIN OATS, 23 TO 26ft.

Almira 12 14 49 5 57 24 5 42 35

Myrtle 12 15 50 5 54 42 5 38 52

TwiUght 12 12 39 6 34 44 6 22 05

Wenonah 12 12 00 6 19 32 6 07 32

Archer 12 14 30 Did not finish.

Keora

12

13 .30 6 32 2;' 6 18 57

CLASS 10—OPEN-CATS, 20 TO 23PT.

Caper 12 11 37 6 23 20 6 12 43

Addis 12 13 49 Not timed.
Mehta 13 11 07 Did not finish.

CLASS 11—OPEN CATS, 33 TO 26FT.

Sirene 12 U 15 6 12 16 6 01 01

CLASS 13—OPEN CATS, 19 TO 23FT.

Business.
Straws Which Show.—New York City, June 29.—Through the ad. I

put in your paper last Saturday, I have sold one pair of my English
setter pups (dog and bitch) to Mr. Leop. Pavia, who is sending them by
Friday's steamer to Rio de Janeiro. R. S. Inch.

FIXTURES.
.niLY.

7 Fall River, Ladies' Day, Pall 15. Minnetonka, club race.

River. 15. Royal Can., Skiff Class, Tor.

8 Riverside, An.. Riverside, Ot. 15. Staten Island, Open Regatta,

s' Beverly, Marblehead. 17. Rhode Island, Cup.
8. Knickerbocker, Club. Sloops 20. Monatiquot, Ladies' Day,Wey-

and Cutters, College Pomt. mouth.
8 Monatiquot, Cash Prizes, Wey- 22.' Mos. Fleet, Cham., So. Boston

jnouth. 22. Rochester, Skiff, Charlotte.

8 Savin Hill, First Cup, Dorches- 22. Riverside, Special Cup, River-

terBay. side. Conn.
8 Cape Ann, Open, Gloucester. 22. Cor., Mai-blehead, 21-footers.

8. Mos. Fleet, Cham., So. Boston. 22. Beverly. 3d Open Sweep, Mon,
8. St. Lawrence. A, 30ft. and 21ft. Beach.

classes, Montreal. 22. Savin Hill Union Race, Dor-
8. L.Y.R.A.,RoyalHamUton,Ham Chester Bay.

10 Riverside, Cruise. L. I. Sound. 22. Royal Can., 21ft. Class, Tor.

10. Cormthian, Atlantic City. 24. N.Y.Y.R.A. Cruise, L.I. Sound.
10. L. Y. R. A., Royai Canadian, 34-30. Hempstead Bay, Cruise, L.

Toronto. I- Sound.
13 Mjramichi, Newcastle to Chat- 27. Fall River, Ladies' Day, Mount

ham. Hope Bay.
15. St. Lawrence, 25ft,, 18ft. and 28. Savin Hill, Moonhght Sail.

skiff classes, Montreal. 29. Sippicon, 1st Open Sweep,
15. Phila., Pen. and Sweeps Race, Marion.

Delaware River. 39. Buffalo, An. Cruise, Lake Erie

15. CommonweaUh.lstPen.Boston 29, Indian Harbor, An., Green-
~ ' wich. Conn.15. Jersej' City, Cruise.

15. Oor., Marblehead, 1st Cham.
15. Winthrop, Cash Race, Hough's

Neck.
15. Atlantic, Cruise, rendezvous,

Cold Spring.

29-30. Coj-., San Fi-an., Masquerade
and Cruise.

29. HuU Cor., Cash Race, Hull.
29. Royal Can,, Lansdowme Cup.

40, 35 and 30ft. Classes, Tor.

15. Sippicon, 1st Champ., Marion. 39. Minnetonka, club race.

Com. C-olt, of the Larchmont Y. C, has made a generous offer of

cup costing §1,000, to be raced for after the America Cup races, over

a course from Larchmont around Stratford Shoal, 63 miles, and open

to the American 5'aehts and Yalkyrie.

Tvphoon 13 11 35
Punch 12 16 59
Sadie 12 14 24
Ida K 12 18 43
Phyllis 12 16 36
ZeHca 12 16 26

6 16 26
6 13 54

6 28 01

6 30 53
Did not finish

.

6 31 14 6 7 31

5 51 58 5 35 22
Did not finish.

5 42 35
5 85 52
6 17 05
6 04 32

6 16 26
6 10 47

6 04 34
5 33 15

The regatta 'committee included Messrs. Fred Alder, W, F. Moore
and J. W. Rough.

The New British Yachts.

In the last two races reported, the Royal Largs Y. C. on June 30 and
the Royal Clyde on July 1, Valkyi-ie has been beaten by Britannia, and
in the former by Satanita as well, the times being, Britannia 3:09:32,

Satanita 3:12:20 and Valkyrie 3:14:37 in the former race, and m the

latter Britannia 7:10:26. Prior to these races Valkyrie had repeatedly

beaten the others, and it seems probable that her skipper has not yet

got the hang of the boat since her alterations. There is as yet no
news of her fitting out for this side, so it is unlikely that she will be

seen here before the middle of August, or even later.

The official measm-ements of the new British yachts are as foUows
L.W.L.

Valkyrie 86.82

Britannia 87.73

Calluna 81.95

Satanita 97.65

Dragonm 46.74

Dehdre 47.07

Sail Area.
10207.4
10337.4
9563.3
9933.0

3560.5
2545.4

3967.1
3969.5

600.0
561.0
532.5
525.7
530.8

334.0
285.0
263.7

Rating,
147.70
151.00
130.61
161.49

19.94
19.96

39.96
39.92

2.42
3.48
2..58
2.49
3..36

0.99
0.99
0.98
0.94

Vendetta 60,45

Lais 60,35

Meneen 34,33

Gavotte 26.54
Gareth 29.15

Manx Cat 28.44

Modwen 26.70

Morwena 18.49

Sacharissa 20.89
Vikendor 22.50

Wolfhound 19.11

Prom this table it appears that Satanita is comparatively a long
craft with a small sail area. She has lately undergone miportaut
alterations, her mast being Hfted out and cut off 3ft. at the heel, a les-

sening of 2cwt. of weight. Her boom, 18in. diameter, has been sawu in

two and hollowed for 70ft., leaving about 10ft. of solid wood at each
end. the diameter of the hollow being Bin. After the two halves were
joined they were seized together at intervals with wire. The reduction

of weight is estimated at I2cwt. Upward of 7 long tons of lead have
been put in the keel, most of this being taken from inside.

Calluna has also been greatly changed, the lead keel being reduced
in her case, and a new and larger spar and sail plan provided.
The two 40-raters, Lais and Vendetta, are about one foot longer than

those of last year, and the forties also show a little more length and
less sail. The measurements of the three Dragons of 1889, '90 and '93

are interesting:
Dragon L (IdaUa) 45.75 2621 19.98
Dragon n. (MoUy) 45.72 2633 19.19

Dragon lU. . 46.74 2560 19.94

The measm-ements of the two new Herreshoff boats, Meneen and
Modweua, as compared with their class competitors are also interest-

ing, showmg less length and more sail. Thus fai* Meneen has taken
second or third prize in her class on most occasions when she has
missed first, while Modwena has taken a number of firsts.

ward of Southwest Spit, leaving it on the port hand, and return over
the same course; .35 nautical miles.

Classes D, 1 and 4—Prom the same stai'ting point to and around Red
Bell Buoy on the northwest edge of theRomer Shoals (formerly No. 8),
leaving it on port hand, and returning over the same course; 20 nauti-
cal miles.

Classes 2, 5, 8 and 8 A.—From same starting point to and around
Buoy No, 9 Cformerly No. 13), located to eastward of Swinburne
Island, leaving it on port hand, thence around Fort Lafayette, leaving
it on port hand, and return to starting point; 15 nautical miles.

All yachts keeping to the eastward of all west bank buoys, Nos, 7, 9
and 11 (formerly Nos. 9, 13 and 15), except in cases of rounding.
The start was made on the last of the ebb, the wind being then N.E.,

the fleet starting before it with topmasts housed and two reefs in. A
number of mishaps occurred on the outward course, and several
yachts were compeUed to withdraw. The small catboat Mist, of New-
ark, N. J., lost her mast and capsized, throwing her crew of five into
the water. The boat sank, and one of the men who could not swim
was in serious danger, but his comrades supported him until they were
aU rescued by the steamer Canonicus. The 25ft. Preyja sailed a very
jood race, though handicapped by the mean length measurement,
Deing a modern boat. In spite of her clipper stem and long counter
she was able to save her time over the racing boats with little or no
overhang. The full times wei-e:

CABIN SLOOPS AND CUTTERS, 38 TO 45FT.
Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected

Mignon 12 09 .37 3 25 08 3 15 31 2 20 55
Avalon , , ,13 07 19 Broke down.
Phantom 12 07 08 Broke down.
Gipsey 13 06 43 Did not finish.

CABIN SLOOPS AND CUTTERS 83 TO 38FT.
Evadne 12 04 28 8 85 44 3 .31 16 2 25 15
Mascot 13 06 30 3 47 48 3 41 28 3 33 35

CABIN SLOOPS AND CUTTERS, 37 TO 33fT.
Freyja 13 06 46 3 45 09 3 38 33 3 19 85
Pavonia 12 07 39 3 50 58 3 43 19 2 33 40
Forsyth 12 07 14 Did not finish.

CABIN SLOOPS AND CUTTERS, UNDER 37ft.
Christme 13 04 53 8 10 00 3 05 07 1 58 53
Soutter Johnnie 12 07 06 3 14 30 3 07 24 2 03 42

OPEN SLOOPS, OVER 27FT.
Helen 12 13 00 8 07 00 2 54 00 1 56 49

OPEN SLOOPS. 23 TO 27ft.
J. A, Cameron 13 19 13 '3 31 00 3 11 47 1 35 39
Thorn 12 19 00 3 06 ;iO 2 47 30 1 58 51

CABIN CATS, OVER 2,3FT.

Truant 13 14 06 3 06 00 3 51 54 1 51 06
Acorn 12 15 31 8 10 15 2 54 44 1 51 56
Falcon 12 20 56 3 37 37 3 06 31 1 57 59
Annie J 12 15 24 3 43 07 3 37 43 2 15 55

CABIN CATS UNDER 33FT.
Water Witch 13 15 19 2.32 30 3 17 11 1 22 42
Willie K 12 17 56 3 46 30 3 28 34 1 35 05
Juanita 12 17 35 Dismasted.

CATS, UNDER 20PT.
Frank 12 15 51 3 33 .30 3 16 39 1 18 40
H. C. Miner 12 31 10 3 45 30 2 34 20 1 26 29
Mosquito 13 30 20 Did not finish.

Mist 10 21 07 Did not finish.
The winners were: Mignon, W. H. Rowe; Evadne, W. A. Brady;

Freyja, W. Davis; Christine, Messrs. Smith and Chester; Helen, L. M.
Kayser: John A. Cameron, John McCarty; Truant, P. L. Townsend;
Water Witch. T. M. Randall, and Prank, C. D. McGiehan.
Mr. George E. Gartland, New Jersey Y. C. was the judge.

Hull Y. C. Regatta.
HULL—BOSTON HARBOR.

Saturday, July 1.

The Hull Yacht Club saOed a very good race on Saturday, July 1

in spite of several mishaps and accidents. The wind was not much to
speak of, light S.E. at the start, falling stUl lighter for a time, but
coming in fresher from S.W., so that all the yachts were able to
cover the course. No class 2 boats present, but a special handicap
class was made up of the 40ft. cruiser Vandal, Joker, Wapiti and the
knock-about boat Santa Maria. Vandal allowed Joker Im. and Santa
Maria 6m. Wapiti did not start. The third class sailed a very good
race, but in fourth class Vanessa made a late start and finally gave
up. In the sisth class Mab carried away the jaws of her gaff and sent
a man aloft to repau- damages, the result being a capsize. Dandelion
gave up and went to Mab's aid. The times were:

THIRD CLASS.
Length. Elapsed. Corrected.

Beatrice, John Cavanaugh 30.11 1 34 .34 1 10 45
White Pawn, A. E. Jones 30.11 1 36 03 1 12 14
HUadee, S. N. Small 1 37 34 ....
Gipsy, A. C Drinkwater 28.08 1 42 09 1 16 36
Moondyne, W. H. Shaw 1 40 58

FOURTH CLASS.
Exile, J. P. Small 26.05 1 30 34 . 59 10
Vanessa, A. Bigelow, Jr 24.03 Withdrawn.

FIFTH CLASS.
Aurisa, H. M. Faxon 1 27 44
Magpie. H. G. Otis 22.04 1 29 25 1 04 46
Hagedorn, C. Y. Souther 23.05 1 30 05 1 05 30
Operchee, W. P. Barker 23.03 1 34 38 1 09 05
Koorali, R. C. Robbins , Withdrew.

SIXTH CLASS.
Prinn-ose, H. M Faxon 17.11 1 35 20 . 55 15
Don, W. H. Shaw 20.03 1 33 27 1 05 48
Mab, John Shaw 17.03 Withdrew.
Dandelion, A. Adams 18.04 Withdrew.

SPECIAL CLASS—HANDICAP.
.Joker, Barclay Tilton 1 18 09 1 12 09
Vandal, H. Friend 116 16 116 16
Santa Maria, J. J. Souther 1 19 56 1 18 56
HUadee and Gipsy protested Beatrice and White Fawn for starting

too soon, and the protests being allowed, make Hiladee winner with
Gipsy second and Moondyne third. In the fifth class the wmners
were Aurisa, Magpie and Hagedorn.

Delaware River Racing.
On June 17 a race was sailed on the Delaware River from Delanco to

Riverton and return, for yachts of the Corinthian, Riverton and Phila-

delphia yacht clubs, under the auspices of the Morelton Inn. The
times were as follows:

FmST CLASS.
Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.

Yvette.P. Y. C 3 00 00 4 19 38 1 19 38 1 19 28

Narounya, C. Y. 0

3

00 00 4 23 20 1 23 20 1 23 20
THIRD CLASS.

Narina, 0. Y. 0,,,......3 00 00 4 25 34 1 25 34 1 25 34

Mermaid, C. Y. C... ..3 00 00 4 46 49 1 46 49 1 44 13

Shen, P. Y. C 3 00 00 4 45 10 1 45 10 1 45 04
FOURTH CLASS.

Nettie, R. Y. G ,, . . .3 05 00 4 34 53 1 19 53 1 19 52

Sea Gull, R. Y. C 3 05 00 4 44 17 1 39 17 1 37 17

Olga, R. Y. C 3 05 00 4 43 34 1 37 34 1 37 34
MOSQUITO FLEET.

A. B. Cook, R. Y". C 3 11 00 4 13 23 1 02 23 1 0:3 23

C. C. Ranhard, R. Y. C..3 11 00 4 16 00 1 03 00 1 05 00

C. & W.Lippincott,RYC.3 11 00 4 18 58 1 07 58 1 07 58

C. W. Davis. R. Y. C. , , .3 11 00 4 20 12 1 09 12 1 00 13

F. B. Frismuth, R. Y. 0.3 11 00 Did not finish.

LAtJNCHES,

EUzabeth, P. Y. C 3 30 00

FoUy, R. Y. 0 3 30 00

Fleur-de-lis, R. Y. C 3 30 00

4 39 43
4 39 06
4 39 19

0 59 43
1 09 06
1 09 13

0 59 43
1 00 08
1 09 13

Hull Corinthian Y. C. First Championship Race.
aULL—BOSTON HARBOR.

Sunday, June SU.

The first championship race of the Hull Corinthian Y. C. was held in
bad weather on June 3*1, the day being rainyand the wind strong N.E.,
shifting to S.E, The times were:

SECOND CLASS, SIS MILES.

THIBD class, six MniBS.

FIFTH CLASS, THREE MILBS.

Noname, J, R, Hooper
Phyllis, W. A. Conrey
Undertaker, Hagadorn and Noname each win a leg.

Length. Elapsed.
1 43 33

,,19.10 1 28 30
18.05 1 39 30

14.11 45 17
44 19
40 34

Pavonia Y. C. Annual Regatta.
COMMtWIPAW-NEW YORK. BAY.

Monday, June SS.

The annual regatta of the Pavonia Y. C. was sailed on June 26 in a
strong wind, but under otherwise impleasant conditions, the day being
cold and rainy and the water so rough that many of the guests on the
club steamer Cygnus passed a very painful morning and afternoon.
There was a good Ust of entries, the courses being:

Classes D, E and F—From a line between Oyster Island Buoy No. 13

(formerly No. 19) and a stakeboat anchored to the eastward of the
buoy, to and aroimd Perch and Bail Buoy No, 13, located to the west-

Navahoe.
Since sailing from Boston on Jime 33 Navahoe has been reported

three times, having been sighted on June 34 by the Anchor liner
Assyrian, on June 25 by the Rhynland of the Red Star- Line, and on
June 26 by the schooner George E. Vernon, just arrived at New York
from Hambm-g, as follows: "Jtme 26, latitude 40° 19', longitude 62°

33', passed an American sloop yacht, painted black, under smgle reef
mainsaU and jib, heading southeast; heavy sea; wind east at the time;
making good weather; behaving splendidly."
Lawley has finished the new hollow boom, and it was shijiped by

steamer July 1. As to the probable date of Navahoe's races, the Field
speaks as foUows: "It is probable that the matches for the Brenton
Reef and Cape May cups will be sailed from Ryde and Cowes to Cher-
bourg and back the last week in Jifly, as Navahoe wiU not now be in

time for the Clyde regattas, and is scarcely likely to go to Kingstown;
but if she did the cross Channel matches could stUl be sailed the last

week in July. The matches for the Royal Victoria gold oup are quite
enough for September, and it is just as weU that the matches for the
two challenge cups just referred to should be disposed of as soon as
possible and before the September gales set in."

Douglaston Y. C. Regatta.
Editor Forest and Stream:
In your issue of Jtme 29 you state that my yacht Chippewa was dis-

qualffied for sailing the wrong course in the annual regatta of the
Douglaston Y. C. The Chippewa was not disquahfled, and she sailed

the course in accordance with the saUing instructions. A protest was
lodged against Chippewa by the Duster. This protest is now beiug
considered by the regatta committee. The misunderstanding was
caused by two programmes of the regatta and two sets of sailing in-

structions, which differed slightly, having been issued by the regatta
committee. Thomas Clapham
RosLXN L. I. June 30.
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Canarsie IT. C. Annual Regatta.
OANAKSIE—JAMAICA BAY.

Saturday, June ^4.

The annual regatta of the Canarsie Y. C. was sailed on June 24, the
wind being fresh N. W. The tiities were:

CABIN BOATS—CLASS 1.

Start. Finish.
Adeline 3 .58 00 5 31 30
Duchess 3 01 .50 h 44 00
Welfare 3 05 20
Bulkur 3 04 40 5 41 30
Leona..., 8 10 30
Lomse. 2 59 20
Athela 2 58 45

OPEN CATS—CLASS 2.

Selfish 3 57 30 5 08 10
So So 2 58 15 5 18 50
Siren 3 01 80 3 35 00
Jannet 3 58 .30

Aurora 3 05 50
Caddie 3 59 20
Minnie 3 10 00
H. H. Adams 3 05 52

OPEN CATS—CLASS 3.

Ideal 3 11 25 o 45 00
Flirt 3 07 00 5 42 05
Lochinor 3 09 05 5 46 00
Wave 3 06 00
Spray 3 07 10

OPEN CATS—CLASS 4.

Elapsed.
3 33 30
2 42 10

Corrected,
2 .32 45
2 35 05

2 10 40
2 19 35
2 33 30

2 09 38
2 16 20
2 31 30

2 33 35
2 33 05
2 36 05

3 83 35
3 85 02
2 35 35

Crest ; 3 06 00
Anita 3 06 40
Meteor 3 08 45
Tessie ....3 06 43
Martha 3 06 40
Bert 3 10 50

5 39 00
5 38 30
5 43 40

2 83 00
3 31 50
3 34 55

2 31 221.^

2 81 50
2 34 55

New Haven IT. C, Annual Regatta.
NEW HAVEN—LONG ISLAND SOUND.

Thursday, June 22.

The twelfth annual regatta of the New Haven Y. C. on June 22 was
started in a light S.B. breeze, the wind coming in later from N.E. and
quite fresh. The course was off Pardee's Bar Buoy, around the buoy
at the mouth of the Housatouic River. The times were:

Elapsed. Corrected.
Nymph 5 01 41 5 01 41
Sea Belle 6 10 53 6 00 41
lone.. Not timed.
Stranger 5 39 43 5 23 14
Vidette, Not timed.
Venus 5 15 48 5 08 23
Castanea 5 29 10 5 28 29
Gossip 5 18 13 5 18 13
Nymph won the special prize of a cup in Division C for the best cor-

rected time. In Class 3 Sea Belle won the Warner cup, which she has
held for three consecutive years, and won her class prize in money.
Stranger won in her class and Gossip in hers.
The regatta committee included I, M. Goodridge, John I. Goodrich

and S. D. Baker, and the judges were M. H. Bacon of New London,
James GaUagher, Jr., and C. M. Pecli.

Royal Nova Scotia Tacht Squadron.
The first race of the season for the Royal Nova Scotia Y. S. was

sailed on June 10, the prize being the cup presented by Lord Alexander
Eussell. The day was rainy and foggy, with a southerly wind. The
course was from the squadron wharf to Dartmouth Cove, theuce to
the flag buoy, off the squadi-on wharf, thence to Ives's Knoll buoy,
thence to Mars Rock buoy and finish off squadron wharf. The times
were:
Wym 5 04 00 Youla 5 08 20
Lenore 5 04 20 Mentor 5 47 00
Albatross did not finish.

Youla was delayed by an accident to her rigging. The second race,
for the Lord BusseU cup and squadron pi-izes, was sailed on June 17,

the course being; Starting off squadron whai-f to flag buoy in Dart-
mouth Cove, leaving it on starboard hand, thence passing it to west-
ward of George's Island, to Point Pleasant Buoy, thence to buoy olT
Woodside refinery, thence to outer flag buoy off squadron wharf,
leaving these marks on port hand, thence to Point Pleasant Buoy,
leaving it on starboard hand, and finish off squadron wharf, miles.
Time limit, 4 hours. The times at the finish were:
Wym 4 27 25 Etienne 4 43 00
Lenore 4 83 00 Valkyrie 4 49 00
Youla, Albatross, Mentor not timed.

Excelsior IT. C. Annual Regatta.
SOUTH BROOKLYN—NEW YORK BAY.

Sunday, June 25.

The annual regatta of the Excelsior Y. C. of South Brooklyn was
sailed in a moderate S.W. wind on June 25, the course being from off
the club house down the Bay and return. The times were:

CLASS A—CABIN SLOOPS.
Start. Finish. Elapsed.

Black Duck 11 14 15 2 22 00 3 07 45
The Owl 11 16 45 3 41 35 3 24 50

CLASS B—CABIN SLOOPS.
Ellie S 11 34 35 3 11 00 3 46 85
Surprise 11 33 40 3 05 00 2 41 20
Kitty K 11 21 20 2 24 15 3 02 55

CLASS E—OPEN JIB AND MAINSAIL.
Harry T 11 30 16 3 17 15 3 56 58
Toddies 11 34 00 2 12 00 3 38 00
Maud n 39 40 3 22 00 2 52 20

CLASS C—OPEN JIB AND MAINSAIL.
Tony. 11 31 20 2 34 45 , 3 03 25
Nellie C 11 31 00 2 12 30 ^ 2 41 30

Winthrop Y. C. Race.
hough's NECK-boston HARBOR.

Saturday, July 1.

The race of the Winthorp Y. C. for cash prizes on July 1 was sailed
in light weather, the times being:

SECOND CLASS.
Length. Elapsed. Corrected.

Eclipse, W. H. Myrick.....; .....31.11 1 87 22 1 10 30
Climax, 0. H. Howes Not m'ed. 1 48 10
Ei'mine, S. H. Cann Not measured.

THJ-RD CLASS.
Magpie, C. Pike 20.0*5 1 85 50 1 09 11

Harriet, L. T. Harrington 22.09 1 84 35 1 10 80
Marion, Chesterton & Haney 32.00 1 43 15 1 17 17
Myth, Edward Cook Not measured.

FOURTH CLASS.
Cadet, C. Smith 19.00 1 00 50 0 40 .52

Florrie, W. Leighton 18.01 1 05 10 0 42 27
The judges were Howard Gould and C. A. Haney. The winners

were Eclipse, Magpie and Cadet.

New York Y. R. A. Cruise.

Admiral Sutton has issued the following orders for the coming
cruise of the New York Y. R. A.:
To the Members of the New York Yacht Racing Association;
Gentlemen—At the earnest request of a large majority of the clubs

represented at our last meeting the regular annual cruise of the asso-
ciation will take place during the week of July 38-29, on Long Island
Sound. Your President will assume command as Admiral of the fleet,

and your Vice-President as Vice-Admiral. The hearty co-operation of
every yacht owner is earnestly requested to bring out a strong repre-
sentative fleet worthy of this association of yachtsmen ; the largest in
the world. Every enthusiastic yachtsman belonging to this associa-
tion will endeavor to bring his yacht to the rendezvous. Captains
having business engagements during the cruise will be excused, at
any time after the rendezvous, by applying to the senior officer.

Secretaries and delegates will please see that a copy of annexed order
is furnished to every yacht owner in their respective clubs.

B. Franklin Sutton, President N. Y. Y. R. A.

On Board Flagship Schooner Loyal, lying off New York, June 20, 1893.

General Orders, No. 1, c. s.—Ex-Adiuh-al A. J. Prime is hereby ap-
pointed fleet captain. B. Franklin Sutton, Admu-al.

General Orders, No. 3, c. s.

1. The annual cruise of the entire fleet of the New York Yaclit As-
sociation will start on Monday morning, July 24, 1893.

2. Yachts will rendezvous in New Rochelle Harbor, Long Island

Sound, "off club house" on Saturday and Simday, July 32 and 23, and
report to the fleet captain at once, on board flagship Loyal; and re-
main at anchor over Sunday.

3. The fleet shall be composed of a squadron from each club in the
association, and each squadi'on will be commanded by the commodore
or senior officer represented by the squadron, who shall receive aU
orders from the Admiral, and execute the same.

4. AU yachts wiU carry the association's flag at the masthead, and
the club flag at the peak; but yachts mav display both flags at the
masthead when at anchor.

5. Daily meetings of the conmiodores or senior officers of each club
will beheld on board the flagship to determine destination.

6. The admiral will make'such changes in the general orders or des-
tinations (at any time) as he may deem proper to insure the comfort
or safety of the fleet.

7. AU changes in sailing directions will be made by signal from
main masthead of flagship, with a gun calling attention to same.

8. The time of starting and destination of each day's sail wfil be
communicated by signal and a gun from flagship, to prepare, one-half
hour prior to the start.

9. The starting signal will be two guns fired within a moment of
each other.

10. All yachts must remain at anchor until the tWQ ?uccesslv6 start-
ing guns are fired

,

11.
' The first yacht reaching the destination for the day will take her

own time of arrival, anchor in some convenient place; hoist an ensign;
and take the time of aU the other yachts, all of which must pass be-
tween this yacht and the nearest shore.

12. The record of each day's run shall be deflvered to the fleet cap-
tain immediately after the arrival of the last yacht.

13. Yachts desiring to leave tlie fleet must first obtain permission
from the Admiral.

14. The following souvenir prizes will be given:
To the club reporting the greatest number of yachts Cirresp(ictive of

size) at the rendezvous, a complete set of international code signal

'o the club reporting the second greatest number of yachts at the
rendezvous, a suitably inscribed decorative flag souvenir for the club
room.
To the commodore of the club reporting the third greatest number

of yachts at the rendezvous, a suitably inscribed gold souvenu' badge.
To the commodore of the club reporting the fourth greatest number

of^yachts at the rendezvous, a suitably engraved medal souvenir,
Souvenir mugs suitably engraved will be presented to yachts making

the best average time in tlieii" respective classes during the cruise.
By order of the Admiral, A, J. Prime, Fleet Captain.

The Cup Defenders.
The second trial trip of a Cup defender took place on July 1 off

Bristol, the new Vigilant being under way for the first time, with
Com. Morgan. Mr. Iselin, Mr. N. G. Herreshoff, Capt. Hansen and her
crew on board. The centerboard was not shipped, but will go in this
week. In company with the schooner Lasca and the steam yacht
Ituna she beat down to Fort Adams in a moderate breeze and ran
back. The trip, so far as it went, was very satisfactory, the yacht
giving good promise of power and the sails sitting well for new" ones.
Colonia is about finished, but has not yet left Bristol. Through a

succession of delays Pilgrim was not floated from the dock until June
39, when she was towed to City Island, where the tug R. C, Veit took
her hawser and started for Boston, Mr, Stewart and Capt. Sherlock
being on board the yacht with the mate and two hands. She had a
successful trip around Cape Cod and reached Boston on Saturday.
The work of fitting out wifi be hurried as much as possible, and the
trial trip wUI take place next week.
The third out of the four boats was the Paine fin-keel Jubilee, who

made her first trip on Saturday, though in an incomplete condition,
her headsails being old ones belonging to Volunteer, while her new
blocks with aluminum sheaves in the wooden ones and the metal ones
entirely of aluminum, were not ready. She was towed out of the
harbor and sailed to Marblehead, and was also under sail on Sunday
and Monday. The centerboard was not used, the winch not being
ready. From all accounts the initial performance of the yacht is fully
up to expectations.

Ijarclimont Y. C. Annual Regatta.
larchmont—long island sound.

Tuesday, July U.

After the general failure of all the spring regattas from bad
weather or from lack of entries, it was a pleasant surprise for all con-
cerned to find a large fleet at anchor and a fine N.W. breeze blowing at
Larchmont on Tuesday. Out of seventy entries over fifty yachts
started, and with the visiting yachts of the PhUadelphia Corinthian,
the Brooklyn and the New Haven clubs there was at least as many
more under sail, while a large fleet of steam yachts, all gaily decor-
ated, accompanied the race.
The new yachts were out in goodly number, Emeaald, Loyal, Dag-

mar (nee Titania), the two Gary Smith schooners, Elsie Marie and
Ariel, the new Stewart and Binney schooner Serkara, a small but
stylish craft, the new yawl Audax and the EUsworth cat Mary.
The usual club courses were sailed for classes A, B, C and 3, from

Larchmont around stakeboat in Hempstead Harbor, around stake-
boat anchored off Stamford Harbor Lighthouse, around stakeboat in
Hempstead Harbor again, and across the line at Larchmont; 37 nau-
tical miles.
For classes D, E, 5,6, 7, 8 and 9, around the Hempstead mark, thence

around a stakeboat anchored ofl" Captain's Island Lighthouse, around
the Hempstead mark and home; 20 nautical miles.
For classes 12, 13, 14, 15 and 16, from Larchmont around red spar

buoj' on Scotch Caps' Beef around the Hempstead mark, around red
spar buoy on Scotch Caps' Reef and across finish line; 10 nautical
miles.
For classes 10 and 11, from Larchmont around the Hempstead mark,

around black spar buoy off Matmicock Point, around the Hempstead
mark and across flniahliiie; 13 nautical miles.
The flrst leg, to Hempstead-, was almost free, spinakers being car-

ried; to the Stamford mark was a reach out and back, and to Captain's
Island was a close reach out with sheets eased on the return to Hemp-
stead, the last short leg home being to windward.
The race was started at 11:35 for the larger classes, Emerald leading

over the line, followed by Elsie Maire. Spinakers and balloon jibtop-
sails were set, the fleet making a pretty picture, with smooth water, a
clear blue sky, and the white sails against the green background of
Long Island and the New York shore. Dauntless. Ramona and Brun-
hilde were classed together. The old Atlantic and the new Elsemaire
were in the next class. Lasca and Dagraar failed to s1;art leaving Em-
erald and Alcasa in the next class. The smaller schooners were Via-
tor, Azalea, Triton and Serkara, Loyal being ;under way but not start-
ing. Katrina and Hm-on sailed together, "Wasp> was alone in her class,
and the Fife 43-footer Uvira was matched against Mocassin, Choctaw
not starting.
The leaders were timed at Hempstead:

Emerald 12 03 30 Viator 12 06 40
Azalea 12 00 00 Serkara 13 08 50
Dauntless 12 08 01 Ramona 13 06 53
Brunhilde IS 06 02 Atlantic 13 07 10
Alcaea 12 06 80 Triton 13 08 35
Elsie Mai-ie 13 06 35

The little Azalea had made rather a late stai't, but had made it very
smartly, and was second at the mark, Mr. Alley, who sailed her, mak-
ing a verj^ neat turn inside of the larger boats. As her foreboom went
over it struck Mr. Fisher, one of hei- Corinthian crew, as he was at
work on the cabin trunk, and threw him into the sail and thence into
the drink. Seeing that he had been struck by the boom and that he
did not rise quickly, the yacht's steward bravely jumped after him,
and the two soon came up astern. With the fleet crowding down for
the mark it was impossible to put about for them, and as botli wrere
good swimmers it was unnecessary, Mr. Fisher striking out for the
markboat, disregarding the buoy thrown to him, and the steward
swimming for the bobstay of Alctea and climbing on board that yacht.
Azalea went on, setting a balloon jibtopsail, which was too much

for her and pulled her head off befoi-e it could betaken in,whUe Viator,
at once luffed out and took a good weather berth for the Captains
Island mark. The wind ^vas no wquite fresh and the big schooners
were having a good race for the Stamford mark, though Dauntless
and Ramona needed more wind. Emerald was sailing well and gain-
ing slightly on Alcsea, and Atlantic caught and passed Elsemarie. The
times at Stamford were approximately:

Emerald I 06 00 Brunhilde I 10^5
Dauntless 1 01) 00 Atlantic 1 19 00
Ramona 1 09 40 Elsie Marie 1 32 80

Alc^a 1 10 00
With the breeze to her liking Viator was leading her class. Azalea

being on hei- lee beam, both cai-rying baby jibtopsails. When a couple
of miles from Captain's Island Azalea lost the end of her bowsprit
and was forced to withdraw.
The times at Captain's Island were approximately:

Viator 13 .55 00 Serkara 1 01 30
Triton 1 01 30

The race home made a fine sight, as the various divisions of the fleet

came together for the Hempstead mark, the little Pyxie beside the big
schooners. Viator did good work, especially on the windward leg
across, and was first to finish. The fuU times wei-e;

CLASS A—schooners over 90ft.
Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.

Raniona 11 40 49 2 56 24 3 15 35 3 13 10
Dauntless 11 88 40 2 58 43 3 90 03 3 20 03
Brunhilde 11 89 09 3 20 17 3 41 08 3 41 08

CLASS B—SCHOONERS 8lFT. TO 90rr.
Atlantic... 11 40 19 3 13 50 3 32 31 3 32 31
Elsie Marie 11 56 33 Disabled.

special class B—SCHOONERS 81fT. to 90ft., 29 W1SS&.
Emerald 11 36 28 2 43 06 3 06 28 3 03 60
Alcffia 11 41 48 2 56 22 3 14 34 3 14 34

class d—schooners 60ft. to 71ft.
Viator.. . 11 37 16 2 31 40 2 44 24 3 44 24
Serkara 11 37 GO 2 86 30 2 58 40 2 54 25
Triton 11 43 48 3 39 43 2 57 00 2 .57 00
Azalea 11 41 35 Disabled.

class 2—sr.oops, 69 to 77ft.
Katrina 13 03 48 3 19 15 3 15 37 3 15 20
Huron 11 56 13 3 17 06 3 20 53 3 15 83

class 3—srx)ops, 49 to 55ft.
Wasp 11 57 S3 2 37 15 2 39 32 8 39 22

CLASS 6—sloops, 43 to 49ft.
TJvira 11 57 16 3 48 40 2 46 34 3 46 15
Moccasin 11 55 31 3 51 08 2 55 42 S 55 42

CLASS 7—SLOOPS. 36 TO 43ft.
DaffodU 11 57 31 3 ^ 08 3 34 34 3 24 154

Eurybia 11 59 15 3 29 27 8 80 12 3 39 0.5

Kathleen 11 ,59 .34 3 80 45 3 31 11 3 Sff 11
CLASS 8—SLOOPS, 30 to 36ft.

Marjorie 11 57 53 3 36 83 8 88 88 3 38 38
Fan- Wind 11 56 35 3 37 38 8 41 13 3 41 18

SPECIAL 01uS.SS 9—YAWLS—30 MILES.
Kittie 11 58 13 3 34 03 3 .35 50 3 31 55
Audax .,..11 57 36 3 ;^3 03 8 35 86 3 35 86
Evelyn 13 01 34 4 01 48 4 00 19 4 00 19

CLASS 9—SLOOPS 85ft. to 80ft.
Ereyja 13 05 00 3 45 14 3 40 14 3 40 14
Susie J 12 05 00 3 55 31 3 50 31 3 60 31
Wanda 12 00 51 Withdrew.

CLASS 10—SLOOPS 35ft. and UNDER.
Pyxie 11 59 89 3 37 41 3 38 02 3 28 03
Wahneta 13 03 04 3 44 13 3 41 08 3 41 08

CLASS 11—CABIN cats OVERSSFT.
Almira 13 01 47 3 31 38 3 29 51 2 29 06
Mary 13 03 44 3 83 00 3 30 16 3 80 16
Rol 13 04 03 3 85 26 2 81 23 2 30 57
Anemone 11 59 41 2 34 37 3 34 46 2 31 02
Oconee 13 OS 04 3 41 14 3 38 10 3 33 10
Myrtle 11 59 05 3 36 22 2 87 17 3 36 14
Nymph 13 04 00 2 42 29 2 88 24 2 38 34
Aura 12 01 23 2 42 08 2 40 45 2 40 45
Elfin 12 01 47 2 45 10 2 43 aJ3 2 40 55

class 12—CABIN CATS 25ft. AND UNDER.
Tabitha 11 56 56 3 ,38 57 2 43 01 3 43 01
Caper 12 00 40 3 48 07 3 47 37 2 47 37

CLASS 18—OPEN cat over 23ft.
Edna 12 04 40 1 56 .35 1 51 55 1 51 29
Sirene 13 05 00 Withdrew.

CLASS 14—open oats soft, to 3lFr.
Ramona 12 03 23 3 10 22 3 08 00 3 04 41
Punch 13 04 00 2 15 51 2 If 45 2 06 53
Violet 12 05 00 2 30 86 3 35 :^0 H HO
Typhoon 12 05 00 3 30 14 3 35 14 2 35 14

CLASS 15—OPfSN CATS 30FT. AND UNDER.
Phyllis 12 ol 30
Giggle 13 05 00
Sadie 12 03 38
lone 12 01 26
Zehca 13 05 00
Martha 12 05 00

1 55 40 1 54 01 1 54 01
3 09 07 2 04 07 2 02 27
2 06 39 3 03 09 2 03 09
3 11 45 2 10 19 2 O?" 07
2 16 05 2 11 05 S 10 OS

_ Withdrew.
Ramona wins in the largest class, Atlantic in Class B, Emerald beats

Alctea in Class B. special. Viator takes flrst prize and Serkara second
in Class D, Katrina barely saves her time from Huron, and Wasp has
a sail-over, Uvira, after passing Mocassin to windward on the return
from Captain's Island, beat her home easily and wins in the class.
Daffodil, Marjorie, Kittie, Freyja and Pyxie each win first pi-izes.

Almira wins first in her class, and the new Ellsworth beat ftlary and
wins second out of a good fleet, Tabitha and Edna each win fh-sts.
Ramona wins first and Punch second, and Phyllis beats her class
easily, with Giggle second, Thera were no protests, and the race was
weU managed from start to finish in the ablehandsof Messrs. Lovejoy,
Sarony and Baretta, of the regatta committee.

YACHT NEWS NOTES.
Tlie firm of Chas. L. Seabury & Co. have of late been vei-y busy at

their Nyack shops; on July 3 the large and elegant steaiu yacht Eiiibla
was launched and much smaUer woi'k is stiil in liand.' The st.>niri

yacht Claymore, 80ft, long, is now being completed, and will be ready
tor launching in a Short time. Her speed is guaranteed to be 18 mile's
per hour and she is fitted with a Seabury jiatent safety water tube
boiler of the bent tube type. Theaceouimodatious for o\vuer are good,
including laige cabin, state room, dining room, etc., and also galley
and toflet rooms, also crew's cpjarters, ao that conifo7-t is not entirely
sacrificed for speed. »o masts or spars are carried, and she is of the
flush deck type, with maliogany pilot house and small bridge on deck.
The 42ft, launch Coot, formerly owned by Dr, R, H, Derby, has been
sold to Mr, A, Bleecker Banks, of Albany, N, Y,, and she will be run
to Bar Harbor, Me., under her own power, where Mr, Banks wfil use
her this summer. Seabury & Co. are also building a 70ft. twin screw
steam yacht with two of their fore and aft compound engines and
water tube boiler. The boat is for a New Vork owner and wfil be fhi-
ished about Sept. I. Mr. Archibald Rogers has just purcba,sed a very
fine steam launch, which is to be used in connection with his Cup
defender Colonia. Her dimensions are: Length 44ft., beam 8ft. 3in.,
draft 3ft. The forward ooclqiit is arranged with a glass cabin, with
lockers under all seats, also a buffet, etc. The after cockpit is fitted
with canvas side or storm curtains which roll down and fasten on
coaming. In the stern lockers of this cockpit there is fitted aw.c.
bowl or hopper on one side, and wash basin on the other side, with
water connections. The deck fittings are of brass with brass rails.
The interior furnishings and fittings are very fine, which consist of
curtains, cushions, linoleum, etc. The machinery consists of a Sea-
bui-y fore and aft compound engine and patent safety water tube
boiler, allowed a working steam pressure of -iOOlb.s. Iler sjjeed is 11

mUes per hour, and her seagoing qualities are unexcelled for a boat of
her size. She wiU be in commission and ready foi- service by July 10.

Mr. Percy Chubb, owner of <jueen Mab, has despatched the large
tug E. V. McCauley to Bermuda to bring up the disabled Queen Mab.
The tug was to start on July 1, and the yacht may be looiced for in a
few days. She will come to New York and refit at once for the
August cruise. Tlie Bermuda I'luzette pubhshes an absurd story of
the'yacht capsizing, as follcvs: 'J\me 35, Capt. Schlosshauser, of the
British yacht Queen Mal;i (on a voyage from Cowes, Isle of AVight,
bound to New Yorkj, reports having left Cowes on May 33, had favor-
able weather up to the 19th inst. ; on that date the bilronieter fell to
28.60; made everything snng as possiWe on board. Abo\it 4 A. M. on
the 20th inst., in latitude 39° north, longitude 60" 35' west, the fufi
force of the hurricane struck us ; we managed to weather it out pretty
well. After the hmTicane had passed we had a tremendous sea to
contend with. I had given an order to the mate and went below, 1

could not have been below more than a minut« when I felt the vessel
turn completely over and it seemed to me that she remained in that
position for about three minutes and then righted herself again. Dur-
ing this time the crew were washed completely away from the vessel,
but managed to get hold of some of the spars and sails that were tow-
ing astern, and when the vessel righted herseff succeeded in getting
on board again, with the exception of one poor fellow, who was never
seen again after the vessel was thrown down. After clearing the
wreck decided to run for Bermuda; made the light on the .34th mst.,
and was boarded by Pilot Smith, who anchored the vessel in Five
Fathom Hole, and on Simday morning, the 3ath inst., was towed into
St. George's by the tug Britannia."

The fourth annual regatta of the Riverside Y. 0. will be sailed off
Riverside, Cos Cob Harbor, Conn., on Saturday, July 8, stai-ting at 11
A. M. The race is open to yachts enrolled in the New York, Seawan-
haka-Corinthian, Atlantic, Marine and Field, Larchmont, American,
New Rochelle, New Haven, Hempstead Harbor, Stamford, Indian
Harbor, Douglaston, Knickerbocker, Horseshoe Harbor and Cedar
Point yacht clubs. Prizes will be awarded in each class. The meas-
urement of all but open yachts for their racing length and time al-
lowance will be by the Seawanhaka rifle, viz, ; ,Square root of sail area
plus waterline length, divided by two. Open yachts will be classified
by waterline length only. The Ijoats wiU be divided acconling to rig
and length, the classes being as foUows: From 90 to KWft,, from 70 to
80ft,, from 60 to 70ft., from 55 to GOft,, from 50 to 55ft., from 40 to 50ft.,

from 35 to 40ft., from 30 to :!5Ct., from 35 lo MOft., from 30 to 25ft„ and
under 30ft, There will also be a 35-ratieg clins, The course for all

schooners, sloops and cutters wfll be from a stalceboat southwest of
Captain Knapp's Island to Little Captain s Island, to Matinieock Point,
to Center Island Reef and back to the starting point. For all yawls,
catboats and open jib and mainsail boats, the course will be from the
same starting point past Little Captain's Lsland, around a stakeboat 4
miles S.S.W. of it, to a second stakeboat 4 miles east by north and
back to the starting point. The first com-se is 17 miles and the second 18,
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; The Manchester (MassO Y. O. held its annual meeting on June 2
and elected the following officers: Com., E. P. Stanley; Vice-Com.,
A. H. Higglnson; Rear Com., Ohas. Jackson; Sec'y and Treas., Ohas.
A. Cooley, and Meas., E. A. Carter. The club voted to accept a chal-

lenge cup offered by Vice-Com. Higginson, to be sailed for every year
over an outside course. The club has a very bright future before it.

It has now three challenge cups, two for the 21 ft. class and one for the
35-footers. Its race for the Sunset Hill cup on June 17 was sailed in a
very heavy S.E. breeze. Its fixtures for this year are so far, July 6,

annual race, open; July 22, cup race; Aug. 20, 2" and Sept. 3, cup
race. There will also be several other races later on, the dates of
which are not yet decided on. The club's headquarters are at Pul-

sifer's Point, Manchester, Mass.. and the anchorage in West Manches-
ter harbor is very good, The club sails under the Seawanhaka rule,

*'Sall area+waterline.~~
2

For the past two years the International Pubhshing Co., of New
York, has had in preparation a work entitled "The Yachts and Yachts-
men of America," the first volume of which is now nearly ready.
There will be two volumes, the first dealing In particular with the his-

tory of yachting and the evolution of the sailing vessel from the most
primitive forms. The history and details of every American yacht
club will be given, with views of the club houses and i>ortraits of
prominent members, this part of the work being divided between the
two volumes. The main feature of the second volume mil be a treatise
on steam and other motors used in vessels. The work is being pre-

pared with great care, a special corps of photographers having been
at work all last season, and it promises to be a very valuable book
of reference. Dr. Hem-y A. Mott is the editor.

The jubilee celebration of the Eayal Southern Yacht Club was quite
one of the events of the year, and the fine display made by Valkyrie
in the trial to windward was quite the best thing seen this season.
It seems almost incredible that a vessel could be made so much
superior by the wind to the other new vessels and the old craft Iverna:
and the superiority is not only in the manner she can be laid on the
wind, but in head-reaching also. But then one of Watson's best ves-

sels always seems at least two seasons ahead of the others, and this

year he has quite surpassed himself in producing Britannia and Val-
kyrie. With a northwest wind the big craft will have a good stretch
of water to turn over this day (Saturday) outside the Mersey Bar,
and the record may be altered by one of the unlucky ones; but as the
case at present stands Valkyrie is the fh-st vessel of the year.—Field,
June 2k.

Dr. C. D. Miller, the designer and builder, is just completing at his
yard at Poughkeepsie a steam yacht for Wm, R. Sands of New flam-
burg. The hew craft will be lOGft. over all, 80ft. l.vr.l., 16ft. beam and
5ft. Oin. draft, the hull of wood. The engine is 9, 14}^ and 32 and 22x
14in., with a Roberts safety watertube boiler. The yacht is well ar-

ranged below and handsomely finished. Dr. Miller has also buUt this
year a special yacht tender of his own design, 2.5ft. over aU, 5ft. beam
and 3ft. depth, with a triple compound engine which, with its pumps,
weighs but 225lbs. The yacht has a light coU boiler and the hull is

very lightly but strongly built, the total weight heing under 2,5001bs.

The engine indicates 18 H.P.

The second annual regatta of the Baltimore Y. C, on Jvme 24, re-

sulted as follows:
Start. Finish.

Albatross (schr) 2 10 45 4 58 18

Leona (schr) , 2 10 45 5 01 28
Ibis fschr-) 2 10 45 5 09 20
Lagonda rsloop) 2 10 45 5 10 55}.^

Flossie (schr) 2 10 45 5 12 27
Gaetina (schr) 2 10 45 5 14 38
Nepenthe was ruled out by the judges for not rounding the buoy at

the turn.

The regatta of the Rhode Island Y. C. on June 2-1 had but few start-

ers. Victor winning in the first class cats and Rarus in the second.

ITie annual opening of the Tacoma Y. C. took place on June 17.

Arrangements are being made for a sailing race open to all yachts of
the different clubs and members of the International Yachting Associ-
ation. It is proposed to raise by subscription about S400 for prizes and
for entertaining the visitors. It is understood that the yachts partici-
pating in the regatta of the International Association at Port Town-
send on July 4 have bpen invited to a regatta at Seattle on the 5th, and
it is the intention of the Tacoma Y. C. to bold their regatta about July
7. The races will be sailed under the rules of the International Yacht-
ing Association.

The accomuiodations for yachts at Tebo's Docks, Twenty-third
street. South Broolclvu, are now being greatly increased, a new pier
1,600ft. long being built on the mirth aud dredged to a depth of 14ft.,

while a new drydock is now under way, to be completed in September.
It will be 20(1 by Sift., and will take on anything up to the largest steam
yachts. Tfbo'B has become most indispen.<;able to New York yachts-
men, and the jirn.sent improvement will still further increase its use-
fulnss.

The old schooner yacht Countess, after many vicissitudes, will be
broken up for junk. The last people who attempted to keep her in
commission were some young men in Kenwood, but they soon tired of
the expensive sport. After lying in an niinois Central sli|,i for three
yeai'S, the Countess v. as taken to the ship yard at South Chicago tlie

other day. It. \v'as Imped sbe could be titled out for World's Fair
service. The e.\-amination of her timbers shows them to be I'otten
and the old hulk was not worth repairing. It is now being stripped of
rigging and equipment preparatory to aibandonment.

—

Chicago Even-
ing Journal.

The St. Lawrence River Skiff, Canoe and Steam Launch Co. has just
completed for Chas. P. Lyon of Ogdensburg a very handsome "Scare-
crow," built from Mr. Stephens' design in the Forest and Stream.
She has a fin-keel of tifiOlbs. wdiicli can be hoisted by an ingenious i\3r-

rangement devised by the builders, The sail plan, made for her Ijy

Mr. Stephens, has 450sq, ft. in a mainsail and jib. The boat was
launcJied on June 20 and was under way at once, carrjdng her sail in a
good breeze.

The Thirty-flfth annual regatta of the Jersey City Y. C. on July 24
was spoiled by light winds, wljile the finish was so late that the pro-
posed reception m the evening was postponed, The winners in the
different classes were as follows; Class C, Forsythe, Alexander Roe;
Class Dj Beulah, Jolm Collins, Jr. ; Class B, Bessie, Van Horne; Class
F, Knight Teniplai-, Robert Oonshea: Class G, Greta, Lyons & Ziegler;
Class H, Lizzie B,, G, W, Bowker; Class I, Anita, J. J. Voorhees.

The skiff sailors of Lake Ontario held a meeting on June 23 at the
house of the Toronto Sailing SldlT Club, and it ^^•as decided to form an
organization for the promotion of skiff sailiug, to tie modelled after
the Lake Y, R. A. The first formal meetnit: ',vas set for July 5 at the
same place. It is hoped that all on the lake ^vhe are interested in
sailing skiffs will unite to m.ake the as.sociatir.u a suece.ss.

Elsemarie, the schooner designed by A_. Cary Smith for Jerome B.
King, of New York, and built by John P. Smith, of Nyaek, was
launched on June 28. The yacht is a centerboard, 90ft. over all, 70ft.
l.w.l., 21ft. 2in. beam .und 8ft. (liu. draft, of the usual wooden construc-
tion. Cnpt. Peter Darby will he in couimand.

The high speed steam yacht built last summer by Wood & Son of
City Island for HULrh J. Baxter is just completed, and has been named
Nada. The huh ^^'as ver\- full.y deseribed in a recent number of the
FoRE.ST AiVD Stream. The diineTisions are .S5ft. 9in. over aU, lift. Gin.
beam. The engine.s, desisued by C. D. Mosher, are S, 12 and 18xl2iu.,
and she has a Mosher boiler.

The Minnetonka Y. C saih rl a race on July 1 in which Onawa did
not st.art. Alpha beat Kite, ^^'ith Apakwa third. Mr. Dyer, biiOder of
Onawa. has completed another hoat for an unknown owner. She is

27ft. over all, 22tr. Gin. l.w.l. .Sft. beam and 2ft. Gin. depth amidship,
with an iron centerboard and a sail plan of 075ft.

The steam yacht Carlet has jiisr reached Boston after a cruise to
Chieagc and return, some I. (Hiu miles, with a party of students from
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, under the leadership of
Bertrand R. Collins, instructor in mechanical engineering, who planned
and managed the trip.

The cabin cat designed by Philip Ellsworth and built by Capt. Louis
Tonns at Alariners"" Harbor. Staten Island, for the Ellsworths, was
launched on July 1 aud cliristened Mary. She is a lai>re, powerful
boat, of the Cape style, and ha* a second centerboard in her deadwood
aft. She will enter the races this week.

Barraeouta, steam yacht, recently l airchased in England by R. Wil-
loughby Weston, is now in commission in New York waters. She ar-
rived in New Yoi-k on June 20, making the passage from Cowes in 15
days G hours, iu spite of some bad weather.

The report has been generally circulated and promptly denied that
Mr. James Gordon Bennet t has given the order to the Cramps for a
steam yacht 340ft. long to steam 2:1 knots and to equal the new Van-
derbilt VaUant.

Linta, cat yawl, built by Pryor for J. \V. Hill from designs by the
Boston Yacht Agency, has been completed and launched. Pryor is
now busy with a GOft, steam launch for Mr. Goodyear, also designed
by the Boston Yacht Agency.

A new boat has been built at Newburyport by Paul J. LoweU from
designs by V. D. Bacon, of Barnstable, a Cape cat with the modern
bow. She IS 31ft. over all, lOft. l.w.l,. 9ft, 4in. beam and 2ft. draft, with
8001 bs. of inside and l.OOOlbs, of outside ballast.

On June 24 the Amei'ieau Y. C. gave a lawn party at the club station,

Milton Point, a large mimber being present. The harbor was full of
yachts, while many guests drove m from different points in the
neighborhood.

Capt. Wm. McKay of Newburyport has completed a racing boat of
the Alpha tj^pe, named Cornet, ;:10ft. over all, 19ft. l.w.l., 8ft. 6ft. beam,
1ft. Gin. draft. Her hoist is 20ft., boom 28ft., gaff 18ft. and bowsprit 6ft.

outboard.

The Seawanhaka Corinthian Y. C. fared very badly on July 1, the
d.ate of its annual regatta, there being no wind all day, although there
was a very good fleet of racing boats in the harbor. As it was calm
on the Sound as weU as inside, no attempt was made to sail the race.

In the event of the training ship St. Marys being put out of commis-
sion by the city of New York, Mr. James Gordon Bennett has offered
to take twelve of the boys on his st-eam yacht Namouna.
New Jersey, steam yacht, recently purchased by H. M. Farr, of Leon

Abbett, was bui'ned at Holyoke, Mass., on June 29. The yacht was
insured for §5,000, or .some 152,000 less than the price paid by Mr. Ifarr.

We have to acknowledge with thanks the receipt of year books from
the Hull Y. C. the Larchmont Y. C, and the Royal Nova Scotia Yacht
Squadron.

Gadabout, stmr., the third or fourth yacht of the name owned by
E. M. Fulton, Jr., has arrived at New York from Montreal, where she
was buUt from designs by J. Beavor Webb.
Dare Devh, the open boat once owned by the late Com. Dilworth,

of the New Jersey Y. 0., has been completelj' rebuilt at New Haven,
and wUl be raced this season.

Comanche, steam yacht, has recently been fined .$100 by the collector
of Chicago for an alleged violation of the anchorage regulations at
that port.

Fanita, the Ellsworth sloop, for some years owned in Boston, has
just had her rig cut down, the mainsail being reduced 4ft. In hoist.

The annual challenge cup regatta of the Portland Y. C. on June 19
had but two starters. Chaos and Delia, the former winning easily.

The annual regatta of the Schoodic Y. C, of Calais, Me., was sailed
on June 22, King Fisher winning.

Wanderer, schooner, is refitting at Lawley's Basin, and in accord-
ance with the pre.vaUing fashion will come out in a w^hite coat.

Clytie. schr., has recently been sold to Partelow Bros., the builders,
of Marblehead and Boston, w^ho will use her themselves.

The annual regatta of the Corinthian Mosquito Fleet wlU be sailed
on Aug. 26 off the club station. New Rochelle.

The June number of the Century Magazine contains a very interest-
ing article on yachting in Florida, by Lieut. Henn.
Norah, sloop, of Belleville, has been rebuilt about the deck and a

new cabin house.

Whim, schr., has been chartered through Hughes Agency to
H. C. Daniels.

Alert, schr., has been chartered by John N, Lunlng to Geo. W. Weld,
owner of Gitana.

The fifth annual regatta of the Yonkers Corinthian Y. 0. was sailed
on June 17.

Secretaries of canoe clubs are requested to send to Fore.st and
Stream their addresses, with name, membership, signal, etc . of their
clubs, and also notices in advance of meetings and races, and report of
the same. Canoeists and all interested in canoeing are requested to
forward to Forest and Stream their addresses, with logs of cruises,
maps, and information concerning their local waters, drawings or
descriptions of boats and fittings, and all items relating to the sport.

FIXTURES.
JUI,Y.

I-15. At.Div.Meet,Climmon's Island. 15-30. W. C. A. Meet, Ballast Island,
29. Red Dragon, Delaware River. 22, Toronto, International Pad-

dling Trophy Race.
AUGUST.

II-26. A. C. A. Meet, St. Lawrence River.

septksiber.
2. Orange An., Arlington, N. J. 4. Holvoke, Fall. Holyoke. Mass.
4. lanthe. An., Passaic River. 16. Red Dragon, Delaware River.

A Canoe Trip Through Iowa.
HAViNa cruised down the Des Moines River in the spring of 1892

from Humboldt to Des Moines, a distance of over 200 miles, and hav-
ing had such a pleasant time, the De^ Moines Canoe Club (consisting
of'two members) decided to finish up the river this year to the Missis-
sippi.

The fleet and crews were as follows: Canoe Dabchiek, a 14X28
Racine veneer, crew Tac Hussey, and canoe Tumsie, a 15X30 clinker-
built cedar, crew, the writer. We each had our canoe tent and outfit
for a week's cruise, probably about 75lbs. baggage apiece.
We had arranged to start at 8 o'clock on June 1-3, but it was nearly

9 before everything was stowed and the word was given to go ahead.
Part of the dam had been washed out this spring, so we dropped
through the gap, passed the nme bridges and said fareweU to Des
Moines. The day was very hot, and being our first day out, we both
suffered considerably. The country through which we passed was
very pretty, but was all, or nearly all, farm lands, with a fringe of
thnher along the banks.
There had been heavy rains north of us some tw^o or three days be-

fore, and the river had risen about ,5ft., and had since gone down again,
leavmg the banks very muddy, and when night came we had great
trouble in finding a place where we could get our canoes up on shorp,
but finally we found a sandy beach, up which we carried our boats,
and made our first camp under the shelter of a small grove of trees.
After a good supper we felt better and turned in about 9 o'clock with
the whippoorwills singing us to sleep.
Any one who has camped out will know how one feels the first night

out; now the bugs come thump! against the tent; how a stray mouse
wUl get inside and run over your face, and various other minor dis-
comforts. And how, just as you have dozed off an owl will come and
perch on a tree close by and awake you with a screech that makes
your blood curdle, and makes you think a band of Apaches are after
you. Anyhow, I thought that first night was terribly long, and I was
glad when daylight came and it was time for us to turn out.
We got started about 7 o'clock and passed through a different style

of couhtry to that we had gone through, Farms got scarcer near the
river and the banks got rocky and heavily timbered, at places the
river running between high bluffs. About 10 we were treated to a
veiT heavy thunder shower, the rain coming down In torrents. We
kept right on, with deck batches fastened down and rubber capes on,
and did not .ship a drop of water. Just after the shower we passed a
deserted quarry on the left bank. We lay to for a tune to admire the
beautiful picture made by the old quarry. The rocks rise up from
the river almost perpendicularly to the height of about 150ft., being
dark red with a few layers of a lighter color, and dark green shrubs
and foliage growing out in places, and capped by a heavy growtti of
good-sized trees. The yiart which has been worked is to the south,
and hiifce slabs of roek are lying round just as they had been cut
out. About ;!iH:)yds. south of the quarry is the town of Red Rock,
Bt:m entirely desei-ted, the stare buildings and hou.ses still standing,
but all unoccu] lied; a ferr^rnian and his family are the only inhabi-
tants. Only a few years ago this was a prosperous Uttle village with
a boom on; now it is dead.
During the afternoon we had a narrow escape from what might

have been a senons aceideut. In .askinfc information from a man we
passed, we learned that we could save' about three miles by going
through a cnt-olT just below. Wlien we came to the entrance it looked
nice and wide, so we turned doivn. After going about 50yds. it took
a sudden bend, at the same time narrowing and rushing over a ri£Be.
We then saw our mistake, and Hussey who was in the lead caUed to
me to go back, but we found it easier to say than to do, and we were
carried down, through rocks, stumps and trees at a quicker rate
than we Uked, but managed, about SOuyds. down, to turn into an eddy
.and run to the bank, grasping the overhanging branches of a tree and
holding on for dear life Just below was an uprooted tree thrown
right across the stream, and if we had failed to stop when we did we
would have had the pleasure of being smashed to pieces. After
about a half hour's hard work we f-ot back to the main channel and
we did not try again to sav- ^isr

,
- going through cut-offs.

Late in the day we pass - : larry at Harvey; this is in oper-
ation, but is not at all a jjr - ... i ^ .i

About G o'clock we fouml a S'jod .::araping place and proceeded to
cai'ry up. .lust as we had everything piled up in confusion we heard
a shot fired some distance up the river and saw a large flock of jjeli-
caus coming straight toward us. I had with me a very light single
12-gauge gun which I had had made specially for canoeing, but un-
fortunately my amuiunition was covered up, and I only had' one cart-
ridge at hand, and that a small load of No. 7. I fired and hit one, but
he only dropped behind a little. There were sixteen in the flock.
Along this part of the river.we saw abundance of quail, which are

very tame, and in several places I almost kicked them up. We also
saw lots of wood-ducks, but we could not find a squirrel or anything
to shoot. Turkey buzzards, owls, hawks, eagles and other sucli birds
were plentiful.
Thursday morning we got a good start, both feeling considerably

better than the previous day, having had a better night's rest. We
still had heavily timbered banks on both sides, with an occasional
clea.ring. During the forenoon we came up to a peHcan which ap-
peared to he partially crippled, and was probably the one I hit the
night before. After chasing him about two miles he got away without
my getting near enough for a shot.
About two we reached the town of Eddyville, where we stopped for

about an hour to get suppHes. We had quite a crowd down to see the
canoes, which w-ere great curiosities to the people all along the river,
the only boat which the majority had ever seen being the home-made,
flat bott-omed variety, which usually leaked so much that it was neces-
sary to take along a man ju.st to keep baling out. The questions they
asked were innumerable and very often hard to answer. A small
brass boat-hook which I carried was the cause of considerable con-
jecture, most of them thinking it was a new kind of fish spear. They
hung around till we pushed off, and even when we were half a. mile
down stream, we looked back, and they were still watching us from
the bridge. Jttst below the town we came upon one of the native
boats with three boys in. They were of the ordinary tj'pe of country
boys, barefooted, clothing not of the newest, etc. After asking of us
ail about the canoes, one of them got quite enthusiastic over them,
and finally declared that he'd be "gol durned if he didn't have one of
them tilings before next spring." But after hearing the probable cost
of one he was not quite so much inclined to talk.
Along in the afternoon we passed an exctirsion party from Ottumwa

in a small stern-wheel steamboat and had pressing invitations to stop
awhile, but the looks of the crowd—all men—was enough for us, so
we excused ourselves. Good camping spots were again at a premium,
and it was past seven when we found one to otir liking. It was on a
small island, and in running in we both had narrow escapes from an
upset; Hussey getting jammed on a sunken log. and I being swept by
the current sidew^ays on a rock. But we finally got camped, and after
a hasty supper turned in. We were disturbed later in the evening by
the excursion party mentioned above returning home. They were
shooting off guns, yelling and making themselves pleasant in general.
What queer ways some people have of enjoying themselves.
Next morning we paddled down to Ottumwa, about 6 mUes. The

river for 5 miles above the city is very pretty, being very wide, and
hardly any current. It is a beautiful piece of water for boating pur-
poses, and I am surprised that there is so little interest taken in the
pastime. We found that the dam here, which is a fine one, was not to
be shot safely, and that the carry was very long, so we hired wagons
and bad our canoes hauled round, and after partaking of a square
meal for a change, and transacting what business we had to do we
prepared to depart.
Rather an amusing incident occurred just as we were getting ready

to start. We had unloaded our canoes, etc., from the wagons close to
the bridge, and were carrying them down to the water, a good-sized
crowd looking on, when a policeman made his way up to me and
asked me if we were the two fellows from Des Moines. I said yes.
and he then said that the sheriff at Des Moines had telegraphed to
stop us. I was rather surprised and somewhat annoyed, as the crowd
had heard the conversation and were passing remarks freely. After a
little talk we found that the policeman was a little too previous. The
sheriff had given Hussey the description of an escaped prisoner who
was supposed to be in hiding somewhere down the river, asidng him
to look out for him, and having captured him in some other direction,
had telegraphed the chief of police at Ottumwa to look out for us and
notify us of the fact. It was about 1 o'clock when we left Ottumwa,
and from there down to the town of Eldon, which we reached at 5, the
country is nearly all cultivated right up to the river. Eldon, as seen
from the river above us, is a very picturesque little town, built on a
high bluff, surroimded by thick limber. From here on the river banks
were mostly timbered. That night we camped in the corner of Davis
county.
Saturday morning we passed several small viUages in Van Buren

county. Near the middle of this county the river takes a bend in the
shape of a horseshoe, the distance round being about sixteen miles,
while across from the entrance to the finish by land is only two and
one-half mUes. Keosauqua, the county seat, is about half way round
the bend, and we reached there about 2 in the afternoon. The town is
a very quiet, old-fashioned town, and, although there were a great
many farmers in for market day, there was not much life. We tried
to get a meal, but none of the restaurants would take the trouble to
cook us one at that time of day, though most of them were doing
nothing, so we made our purchases of ice and supplies for Sunday
and shook the water off our paddles on the place and departed.
Below Keosauqua the river grew more picturesque, one bank rising

abruptly from the water's edge about 60ft.. capped with large trees,
and the other being low, with a heavy growth of brush, occasionally
interspersed with fine farm lands, showing a prosperous country.
About 5 o'clock we found an ideal camping place and proceeded to
make special preparations, as we intended laying up all Sunday. The
place we chose was a grass-covered bluff, about 20ft. above the water,
well shaded, with a high hfll sloping up behind, covered with thick
trees; the river was crescent-shaped, w^e in the center of the arc,
giving us a view both up and down for about two miles. At the ex-
treme point in sight, two miles below, were two villages, Bentonsport
on one side and Vernon on the other, looking very pretty with the
white houses and churches thereon in rehef against the dark green
background of a high bluff. We enjoyed a very quiet Sunday, lying
in the shade and resting. In the afternoon we had quite a number of
visitors from the surrounding country.
Monday morning we started early, feeling greatly refreshed with our

long rest. At Bentonsport we had to shoot the remains of a dam, not
a very difficult feat, but still just enough to make it interesting. A
httle before 9 we reached Bonaparte, where we found a high dam,
around which we had to carry. At this dam there is no fishw'ay, and
we found men engaged with huge dip-nets catching an enormous
quantity of fish; but the most of the catch is carp—not wwth much.
This da,m spoils the fishing for all the river above, and the parties
owning it should be made to put in a fishway. The town of Bonaparte
Is quite a lively little place, the most businesslike town we found on
the river.
After leaving Bonaparte we passed through a wild-looldng country,

rocky and heavily wooded. Farmlngton was reached by noon, and
we stopped awhUe for supplies. As usual, we had a good-sized
crowd round us and we had to answer the usual questions. A few
miles below we came to the State line between Iowa and Missouri
Some distance down we passed two villages, one, Croton, on the Iowa
.side, and the other, Athens, on the Missouri shore. The latter is com-
pletely deserted. At Belfast, a small station on the Iowa side, I
stopped to buy some butter which we had forgotten. The fir.st man I
met was sitting on a fence whittling. I asked him if there were any
stores there, and he said, "Yes, two;" and aslied me what I wanted.
I told him, and he said, "Well, I guess the fellow at that first store has
got some; if not, holler to me. I keep the other store, and I wUl get
you some." I thought that was a good way to sell goods.
That evening we had the worst luck in finding a place to camp, and

it was past eight before we found one. A heavy storm was coming up
fast and things looked very bad for a while. We hustled round and
made camp in a great hurry; just manged to get supper when the
storm broke, but fortunately we only caught the edge and it was soon
over, leaving us to sleep comfortably in our little tents. Tuesday
morning we paddled down the remaining fifteen mfies or so of the De.i
Moines. The country was not at ail prepossessing; flat, sandy and
uncidtivated. After reaching the Mississippi we had about four miles
up stream to paddle to get to Keokuk, which we reached about 10:30
A. M., thus making the trip of over .300 miles in a week.
After spending the day looking around the town and the Govern-

ment canal, etc.. we put our canoes on board the cars and next morn-
ing found ourselves back home again in Des Moines, feeling greatly
benefitted by the outing, and promising om-selves another trip in the
future. Walter Wkatherby.

The W. C. A. Meet.
Chicago, 111., July 1.—Messrs. O. A. Wordruft" and Nat Cook, of

Dayton. O. ; Messrs. E. H. Holmes and W. Gregg, of Milwaukee, and
others of the Western canoe men are having a little reunionln Chicago
prior to their big reunion at Ballast Island a couple of weeks later.
The latter two gentleruen, together with the full quota of the Mahn-a-
wauks, of Milwaukee, will stai't a few days in advance of the opening
day of the meet, leaving Milwauliee by lake boat for Detroit. From
Detroit Commodore Davis takes them on liis yacht down the river and
across Lake Erie to Ballast Island. In this very pleasant trip the
members of the Chicago C. C. are invited to join. AU thmgs point to
a large attendance at Ballast this month. E. Hough.

Atlantic Division Meet.
The meet of the Atlantic Division A. C. A. is now in progress a;t

Climmons Island, near South Norwalk. A large number of canoeists
were present over July 4. Vice-Com. Lake was very unfortimateat
the begiiming of the camp, falling dowm stairs in a smaU farm house
on the island which is used by the canoeists. The fall dislocated his
shoulder but he contintied in camp, the parts being set in plaster. The
annual meetmg of the Division for the election of officers will be held
on Saturday, July 8, at 8 P. M.

A. C. A. Prize Flags.
CoNTHiBUTioss have been received since last aclaiowledgment, as

follows: Paul Butler 55, Brooklyn Canoe Club $5.
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To the Ten Thousand Islands.
Tahpon Speings, Fla.—The Scribe had been busy all -n-inter, and the

winter was gone. The warm spring days made him thmk that a
change was absolutely necessary. When the skipper of the Knapp
suggested a trip to the Ten Thousand Islands, nothing loath, he
consented. The Knapp and the Kingfisher were soon ready. The
Knapp is a Rushton cruiser and the Kingfisher a sharpie yawl."
Stores were put aboard, water kegs filled and on a clear morning in

May the fleet hauled out for the Springs. The Topsey, with Capt. C.
and Com. P.. escorted them to Bird Island, where with a good-bye
blast of the horn we turned our prows to the south'rd. This is to be
a. happy-go-lucky cruise, as far and as long, stop where we please, and
start when we get ready, the prime object being health and recreation.
The party consists of Mr. and Mrs. K., Mr. Henry Pemiiman and the
Scribe.
We turn down toward Hogg Island, the wind is fair, the Topsey is

jast disappearing around Bird Island, and now the world is a.ll before
us.
Our old stamping ground, Hogg Island, looks green and cool, but

we have no leaning toward it now; it is too near home. The breeze
freshens, the white caps dance, the two boats speed along with started
sheets and all the wind they want, and the two crews are happy as
lords.
Noon finds us headed into the narrows, and 2 o'clock found us in

disgrace, stuck on the flats. The night was cool and sleepful with no
insects to annoy, and we made as pleasant a night as one could ask.
In the morning away again, making a short stop at Indian Pass for
dinner a,nd again away. Through Boca Caja Bay. past John's Pass,
Blind Pass and Pass-a-Grille. We round Pine Key on the inside, just
getting a glimpse of Dr. Edgar's Cocoa.nut Grove; and Tampa Bay
opens out in all its beauty. The wind drops fast, we just manage to
reach a sheltered anchorage under Mullet Key and the wind is all
gone.
By the time our supper was ended, the festive mosquito had put in

an appearance. However, we managed to circumvent him and made
a very pleasant night of it. Made an early start but for several hours
had hardly steerage way; the flood carried us well up the bay s<> that
when about 8 A. M. the wind came out the S.W. strong, we had a
nice little brush to windward to make Sarasota Bay. Getting dinner
off Palmanola Bay, we pushed on making a fine run, which brought
us to near Indian Beach.
In the morning made a call at the Palms, a place kept by Mr. and

Mrs. Jones of Homosassa memory. Here it was discovered that the
Kingfisher had some water. A little investigation showed the leak to
be a seam in centerboard case. The boat had been idle all winter and
consequently the above-water parts had dried so as to let in a little

wet. This was soon cured, and pushing on we made a dash for the
Mangroves. Now if any future cruisers contemplate a run through
the Mangroves I would say, don't. On this particular occasion Mr. K.
had signified a desire to view that wonderful place called the Man-
groves, so we went through. Four o"'clock P.M. found us at the pretty
little inlet called Little Sarasota Pass, one of the best fishing points on
the Gulf of Mexico.
Next morning with light air from the east we push out and start on

our twenty-sts: miles run down the beach to Stump Pass for dinner,
after which we up anchor and run up to Johnson's. Everybody
knows, or should know, where Johnson's is. The genial, whole-souled
Johnson, just above Stump Pass on Lemon Bay. Here we overhauled
our bread stores, visited, told stories and ate paw-paws, etc.
Next morning we make a call on Col. Lewis, the proprietor of a

noble pinery on the east shore of Lemon Bay. The Colonel and his
good wife were at home, and when, after a look at his fine pineapple
ranch a,nd a social chat, we started for the Cut-off, it was with genuine
regret that our stay could not be longer.
The Cut-off is another of those places that Mr. K. wanted to see, but

fate was against us, or rather the tide was too low. After trying in
vain to get through we turned and ran into and down Bocill'a Pass.
This is a small pass just below Stump, the channel runs just inside
and parallel to the beach for several miles, the water is of uniform
depth (about 6ft.) and clear as crystal. The wind hauling ahead as
we neared the mouth of the Pass, we decided to come to for a run on
the beach, and a hunt for turtle eggs. We found two schooners at
the Pass, boimd for Key West, and incidentally trolling on the way.
We did a httle fishing and idled away the time to our nautual satisfac-
tion.

Went on the beach next morning and met the crews of the schoon-
ers, they had been out all night and had turned three turtles. Weather
looked bad, but after dinner brightened up, so we slipped out and into
Gasparilla Pass, made a fine run up the bay, and came to under gome
keys near Boca Grande. It blew heavy all night.

Slorning, still blowing heavy. Pished a Uttle, no luck; some very-
heavy squalls, and toward night some rain. Took dinghy and pulled
over to interview some fishermen. Prowling round in the small boat
we got caught in a shower and wet through. Nothing but fresh water;
won't hurt.
Cleared away some time in the night, and after breakfast we started

across Boca Grande. Quite a sea on from the wind of the jjast twenty-
four hours, but nothing to hurt.
Ran down to Mondongo, made a call on Capt. Spearing a.nd wife,

whom we found as pleasant and social as ever. We took a long walk
through interior of the island, rather a pretty place, but there are
many insects. Capt. Spearing took us to the place where report
Bays there is buried treasure, as the Captain has not tried it yet. I

suppose he is reserving it for a rainy day. Left Mondongo about
10 A. M. for St. James, where we arrived about 2:30 P. M. St, James,
it wUI be remembered, is the famous tarpon headqurters, but alas! it

Is one of the has beens, and to-day is duller than a last year's almanac.
We went ashore, mailed some cards, and after a look around pushed
out for Entero, some seven miles away. Made the run in grand shape
and went on down the bay to Gilbert's. Went ashore in the evening
and had a jolly time. The Gilberts are old friends of ours and we ap-
preciated their kind greeting.
Here we filled some fresh water in the morning, and went on down

to "Petty's," a short distance from Canlo's Pass. Here one of the
party was acquainted, and as a consequence the whole party received
a royal welcome. We found Mrs. McL. at her best and as cheerful
and gracious as ever. Walked out to the beach with Mr. Petty, passed
through some very fine hammack; there is good land here, but how
any one can stand the insects is a question. Entero is quite a large
island, with much good land, and will grow almost anything. Messrs.
Gilbert and Petty ship large quantities of tomatoes and other garden
truck.
Just inside Canlo's Pass is Mound Key, owned and occupied by a

Mr. Johnson, who has some reputation as a guide for the Ten Thou-
sand Islands.
We hardly thought best to make s stop at Mound Ke.y, and so ran

on past it and down to the lower end of Entero Bay. Here is a small
passage called The Auger Hole, by which boats can go through to
Surveyor's River, a fine stream and good water. At the entrance and
indeed all through the Auger Hole there is plenty of theflnest oysters,
and although there was no R in May, we found them delicious.
The Auger Hole is very narrow, very crooked, quite deep in places,

shallow in others, and owing to the overhanging bushes somewhat
difficult to navigate. Still Mr. K. had signified a desire to go through,
and through we went. Mr. K. made the remark afterward that
although he was not sorry he went through, he did not want to try it

again. Erom Surveyor's River one can keep down through a tangle
of mud flats and mangroves and come out at Wiggin's Pass. By
turning up the river one can go up into the Everglades.
There is some very fine land near the headwaters. Soon after the

-war a company from Alabama started a sugar ranch, put up cabins,
store houses, mills and everything necessary, but in a few years had
to give it up on account of the difftculty of transportation and getting
labor. At this time there are only two men living on the river, one a
Swede and the other a native.

After we had passed the Hole we hove off for the beach. When we
came out at Little Hickory Pass, where we cotild see blue water and
get the pure air right from the Gulf, we were happy.
At Little Hickory we found a large turtle turned on the beach and

glaces where some one had been digging eggs. We are now away from
ome long enough to show some peculiarities. The captain of the

Kingfisher begins to quarrel with his cook and Mr. K. develops an
insane craving for angel wing shells.

During the night at Little Hickory both boats got aground. Mr. K.
and the Scribe had a nice bath trying to get them afloat. Made an
early start this moi-ning. Wind S.E., very light. Once fairly outside
wind howled ahead and commenced to blow. As there was a very
heavy swell from the S.W., this was imcomfortable, and we ran into
Wiggins Pass.
Here we found two sloops, one the Lillian, of Tampa. Both were

turtUng and had been quite successful. It blew heavj' all da.y. Mr. K.
had a severe attack of shell fever, and captain and cook of Kingfisher
at loggerheads as usual.
Blew hard all night and stmrise brought a cloudy morning. Strolled

on the beach, saw the turtlers at work, fished, and otherwise amused
oiu"selves. About 5 P. M. commenced to rain. Rained at intervals aU
night,
Next day lightened up a little. Had frequent squalls through the

day, growing lighter all the time. Comparatively quiet night, and in

the morning pushed out. Quite a heavy swell, but we got along.
Make Little Marco at noon. Run down to Big Marco and ate dinner in

the shade of the cocoanut grove. Big Marco is quite a place, one of
the finest harbors on the coast, and some land as good as Florida con-
tains.

Capt. CoUier, the genius of the place, is port master, store keeper,
Ship builder, etc. He is an old acquaintance of the Scribe's, who has
always found him square. After dnmer our camera fiend doimed hjs

weapons and went on the war path. Mr. K. sat and mourned because
he could find no angel wing shells and Mrs. K. and the Scribe went up
hunting paw-paws, sapodillos, tamarinds, etc.
Capt. Collier has a fine boat shed here; he builds many small vessels.

Big Marco is about at the northern limit of the Ten Thousand Islands.
Some of the islands are quite high and have small patches of very
goodla.nd. There are many settlers scattered about through them
who make a fair living, bird hunting, alhgator hunting, raising garden
truck, cutting wood for the Key West market, etc.
Capt. Collier has several schooners that make regular trips through

the islands and to Key West, cari-ying tomatoes, fruit, wood, and
whatever the people have to send to market.
After spendmg a pleasant day and night at Big Marco, we start

through the inside passage for Coon Key. It is only twelve miles, but
we have a head wind all the way, and a head tide part of the way, so
that when we get there we are ready to come to for the night. There
are harbors in plenty and one has not far to look.
Morning again; an uncertain look about the weather, but after

breakfast we push out and lay otir course for Panther Key; that is,
we tried to, but the wind headed us off till it became a dead beat.
However, we made it in good season, taut none too early, for the
weather looks badly ; is looking worse all the time.
The Kingfisher, being the fastest sailer, made the island first, but as

the skipper did not know the harbor he went on the wrong side of the
island, but that was nothing, he only had to come back again, and we
are out for sailing.
Our object in visiting Panther Key was to see the oldest man in

America, John Gomez, who, with his wife, has lived here some seven-
teen years. He claims to have been born in 1781, and no one who
knows him doubts the statement. He is hale and hearty and appar-
ently able to take care of himself for years to come. I have met many
people who have Imown Gomez for, some forty and some fifty vears,
and they told me that he was Old John Gomez when they first knew
him.
Old John served in the Seminole War, and also in the Civil War. He

is as fuU of stories as an egg is of meat, and it is a treat to hear him
tell of some of his adventures in the days long past. His wife is a
vei-y pleasant old lady some 70 years old. She told me one day that
when she married Gomez, some .50 years ago, her friends took her to
task for marrying an old man. Now she says, "My husband is tough
and strong, while I am an old woman." The old man goes fishing,
turtling, a-gatering, and does much work that would puzzle a
younger man. The day before we came he had gone out and got four
large turtles, putting them into the boat alone, and then pulling home
some 7 or 8 miles.
Our photographer, Mr. Penniman, made some excellent pictures of

the old couple, the house, etc., and true to the life.
We had some bad weather here, with frequent rain squalls, which

decided us we had better head north again.
Had the weather continued good we should have gone further south,

perhaps as far as Key West, but with rain squalls and calms it was
time to think of home.
We stayed three days with the old man, and they were days that will

he remembered for as long as we can remember anything.

OMEi; KOOS' TREli.

Made an early start on the back track, took dinner at Coon Key. and
reached Marco at 4 P. M. Here we bought a few stores, and the next
morning said good bye to Marco, its cocoanut groves, its sapodillos,
Its bananas and its millions of mosquitoes (who all urged us to stay i,

and bore away for home. We made a fine run to Johns Pass, just be-
low- Gordon Pass, where we were stopped by bad weather. Starting
the next morning with a very Ught wind we made a fine run past
Gordon Pass. Naples on the Gulf, Hickory and Carlos Passes and
anchored early in Estero. Here the mosquitoes were bad, the Scribe
had sweltered under his bar untU midnight, and had finally got asleep
when there came a hail. As the Scribe pokes his head out he hears a
sail flap, and the voice of Mr. K., "I can't stand this, I am going out-
side." "All right," says the Scribe, "I'll find .you to-moiTow some-
where," and crawls back in his bar.
Morning comes, mosquitoes disappear, and the Scribe crawls out as

naked as he was born. A glajice over the side shows the water clear,
and with a splash he is in if. How good it was and what a fine bath
that scribe did have all b3- himself. Then a brisk rub with a towel, a
fight breakfast and the Kingfisher is poking her nose out the pass, a
fair wind and a straight wake for St. James, where the Scribe expects
mail. As the Kingfisher nears the wharf the Knapp is seen creeping
up from under Sanibel; they meet at the wharf, and it is unanimously
voted that Tarpon is the place they all want to see.

Off and away again, through fair winds, head winds and cahns, they
work up to Captiva, where the Scribe stops long enough to fill a sack
with shells for Ms best girl, and away again.

Across Boca Grande and up to the Four Brothers, where they
anchor for the night, Just in time. They were only fairly snug when
there came a lively squall from the N.E., gradually hauling to the
south, where it blew itself out and left us in peace for the rest of the
night.
Morning again, and a fair wind down the bay to Little Gasparilla, the

Kingfisher goes out and into BocUla, while the Knapp holds up for the
Cut-off. They soon came together again in Lemon Bay, Kingfisher
going downto look at Stump Pass, so as to be able to get out early, the
Knapp going over toward Col. Lewis's.

They meet in the evening for a visit to Johnson's, and early next
day push out the pass.

This was a grand run. The 30 miles to Big Sarasota was covered be-
fore dinner, and the party felt as if they were 'most home. After
noon the wind hauled ahead. The boats beat up to Buttonwood Har-
bor and came to for the night. A heavy squall at night, but fair wind
in the morning, and we are away, headed for Tampa Bay. Across the
bay at noon. Gtet dinner at Pass-a-grilleand with varying wind work
up by Johns Pass and come to.

Day brings a fine breeze from the south'rd. We go through the
Narrows, get dinner in the mouth of the river, and at 3 o'clock we are
home, brown as berries and happy as kmgs.
Go thou and do hkewise. S. D. Kendall.

Kacing Courses for Sailing Canoes.
Editor Forest and Stream:
A regatta committee is always torn with conflicting emotions,

whether to lay out a sailing course for the benefit of the spectators or
to so place the buoys that the best test can be had of the merits of
men and boats. The usual half-mile sided triangle is a spectators'
course, pure and simple. The canoes are in plain sight all the time
from the starting point, and the whole fleet can be watched with ease
on all points of the wind, and every sail is a part of the picliu-e. It is

very pretty and interesting to watch, but mighty unsatisfactory to
take part in. The larger the fleet is the prettier the picture and the
more unsatisfactory from a racer's point of view.

The absm-dity of the half-mfle sided triangle as a course for a large
fleet, such as saUs in the races at the meets every year, has been
shown again and again in these columns. The trophy race at last

year's meet illustrated it very emphatically, when Oxholm and Butler
had such a close tussle for the cup, which Butler finally won, simply
because he got a shght lead at the start and his rival could never pass
him, though he came near to doing it several times.

The races at the Marine and Field Club regatta on Jime 25 were
sailed over a course having mfle sides; and it proved to be perfectly
satisfactorj' in every way, from the contestants' point of view. The
windward work coifla not he done in one tack to advantage, and there-

fore the men split tacks and did not interfere with each other; and not
once did it occur that the man first over the line at the start won. The
advantage of a good start is great in any event; but on such a course

the others have some chance of passing the one in the lead. AU can
not get over the line at the start first, or even together, and even the
best sailors cannot get the lead every time. A large fleet can start on
a mile beat dead to windward, and each man have an even chance to
win without hindrance from the others.
A six mile race is better than the customary one of four and a hah'

mUes, as was shown also by the races above alluded to. The longer
the coiu'se the more chance for variation in the force of the wind, and
consequently the better is the test and fairer the race. Will you ar-
range your course for the onlookers or the racers? That is the ques-
tion. The nine mile trophy race last year only took a Uttle over an
hour and a half to sail—surely a short enough time for any race
to take. C. Bo^vYETl Vatts.

Marine and Field Club Regatta.
BATH BEACH—GRAVKSKNI) BAY.

Saturday, June Sk.

The fifth annual canoe regatta of the Marine and Field Club, held
off the club house, Bath Beach, on June 24, was by far the most sufc-

cessful event of the season, but at the same time the racing was by no
means up to previous years. Whfle some well known men were pres-
ent, there were no new canoes, and nothing specially novel in fittings
and rig. The small advance of late in canoe building is show by the
fact that Mr. Butler is stiU sailing Wasp, an old boat, while Mr. God-
dard has Bee, another old boat now, and the original Eclipse, built in
1888, is still in the racing and probably as fast as any canoe afloat,
Duringthepast winter Capt. Ruggles took her in hand and replaced
the old deck and long open cockpit with a handsome new deck and
bucket well, leaving the lines of the huU unaltered, but making some
improvements in board and fittings and strengthening the hidl to
carry a sliding seat, for which it was not originally intended. As a
result Eclipse to-day compares well with anything built in the last five
years. The only notable new boat was tlio DamoseL designed by
Gardner for Mr. Whitlockand built by Stevens last year, but not sailed
until this season. She is somewhat like her prodeuessoi-, Bubble, but
has a deep keel approaching a fin in the niiddlc, tlirout^h which two
centerboards drop, one forward of the other. Just before the regatta
the canoe was taken to Ayers' sliop and a sca.g of sheet brass added,
to carry the fin further aft. and in consequence she required the
larger sail aft. Mr. Vaux is rliis year sailing the bulb centerboard
canoe Pioneer, liuilt by riaptain Rnggles last year for Mr. H. C, Ward,
with a lead c'gar pivoted on the lower corner of the centerboard so as
to house when the board is raised. Mr. Howard is still sailing Azter,
but has lately made some changes, shifting the board and seat for-

ward. The other canoes are well known to all eauoeist.s. Quite an
intere.sting race was looked for from the large fleet of new '"Scare-
crows" and other similar craft, L.'i Gloria, La Puce, Fin-de-Siecle,
Scarecrow, Viking, tioblin and the tiew Ruggles canoe yawl Infanta,
but only three or four of the boats wei-e in "condition for racing, the
others being not yet fully rigged.
The first event was the senior sailing, two rounds of the three-fflUe

triangle iu Gi-avesend Bay, with eleven entries, of which only seven
started: Wasp, Paul Butler, Vesper, Lowell, Mass. ; Bee, D. S. God-
rlanl. Vesper, Lowell. Blass. ; Torment, F. C. Moore, Knickerbocker
( ',

1
' . Eclipse, F. L. Dunnell, Brooklyn C. C. ; W. W.' Howard-,

Ki-T.- York C. C; Damosel, Wm. Whitfock, Marine and Field; Pioneer,
(J. Vaux, Marine and Field.

The day was clear and wai'm with a puft'y N.W. wind. Pioneer had
The best start but ^Vasp soon took the lead and held it through the
l ir.strouud and well through the second with Aztec second. On the
last leg a shift of wind favored Aztec and she ran up to first place and
A nn. Wasp was 13s. astern and Bee third.

In the cruiser's race only three boats started, La Gloria and the two
new boats Goblin and Viking. These two are identical in model and
rig, but Goblin was the better sailed and in better condition and won
verv easdy.
lu tlie club representative race all the entries turned up except Bar-

l inortou of the New York C. C, and Vaux in Pioneer rook hi.s place.
'I'he course was two rounds, iu a light N.W. wind with putts ;it times,
Tlie order at the end of the first round was Wasp, pie.neer, jVa-aicQt,
Eclipse, Damosel. Wasp tinally won with Torment second an J Eclipse,
rioneer and Damosel in order.
The principal race, for the Marine and Field Cnp, to he " -jD twice in

succession, was sailed over the same course, the wind how oeing quite
strong at times but still N.W. The starters, out of eleven entries,
ere Aztec, W. W. Howard; Bee, D. S. Ooddard; Eclipse, F. L. Dun-

nell; Pioneer, C. B. Vaux, and Torment, Schtiyler Schieffelin. Bee
li'd until the thu-d leg of the second round, the first leg being a reach.
I lie second a run, and the third to windward, but whfle Beo had a
LTOod weather berth on the last leg, the wind jumped suddenly around
to S.W., blowing quite hard, and sending the fleet home free with
I,iioiMS ah-ruately dragging in the water and lifting to the masthead
a- ill. iitiJ raft roUed. Most of the men had all they wanted to keep
.111 t..p.u ijieir boats, but Mr. Goddard, after a prelhninary capsize
and l ighting with some difficulty, handled Bee beautifidly, keeping
her steadv ail the while; he had lost too much, however, and finished
just a minute astern of Torment.

It was now after 6 o'elock and the water was quite rough under the
freshening bree; - Mi: ' ur-paddle race was postponed for a time,
but was finally s i before 8 o'clock. Only two crews entered

,

one from the la !

i
i id one from the Bayonne C. 0 , the former

leading from tli'j start (iud winning by about three lengths When
just over the line at the finish the Bayonne boat capsized, causin
some excitement, as it was known one of the crew could not swim,
but he was aided by the others until the judges' boat reached hixu.

Taken altogether the regatta was a success and furnished a good deal
of amusement to the many canoeists and ladies who were present.
The officers of the day were: Referee, James R. Lake, Vice-Corn,
A, C. A.; Starter, J. P. O'Shea. Knickerbocker C. C; Clerk of the
course, J. C. Mowbray, New York C. C.

;
Regatta Committee, W. S,

Elliott, Chairman, Arthur Hiu-st, C. Bowyer Vaux.

The Eastern Division Meet.
HADDAM ISLAXD, JttNElG-19.

The division meet ot the Eastern Division ot the American Canoe
Association was held as j)er ]irograrmue from .lune IG to J'.l at Camp
Winne, Haddam Island, Connecticut Eiver. Cauoeists wei-e present
from the various New Euj^kiin' .l m-. " lm.-ih V-issr^. Barney,
Butler and Lawson. Mr. inn i

n : i
. ii,._\ir, w. W.

Blow, of Oakland, Oal.. was pi u.nn
.

.n; Ji-,. ;
i

,

\-. ;J,ehayler,

of Arhngton, N. J., and D. B. Ja.jn./s, ot Lji oliIh, v i.j.j Com. Parmele
was in command, -Mrs. Parmele also being iu cauip -ivitn th.? pot cat
Winne, of the last A. C. A. meet. Purser Lewis had uharge of the
arrangements and Mr. R. A. Wadsworth was signal olficet . The races
were held on Saturday, the results being:

Hurry scm-rv

:

H. D. Banks, Springfield C. A \

F. J. Burrage, Newton B. C ,. . . a
JohnF. Linder, Newton B. C a
Standing paddling;

H. D. Banks, S. C. A i

John F. Linder, N. B. 0
Hand paddhng;

G. B. Smith, N, B. C i

H. D. Banks,S. C. A
E. J. Burrage, N. B. C 3

Visitors' race:
C. F. Schuster, Holyoke C. C ]

H. M. Smith, Middletow, Conn 2
OnemUe straightaway:

C. A. R. Euson, S. C. A 1

W. S. Warren, S. C. A 2
A. H. Crosby, Hartiord C. C , 3
Tandem:

Drake and Burrage, Newton B. C 1
Warriner and Euson, S. C. A ] .

.'

2
Cheney and fllorrell, Hartford C. C 3
The two sailing races were won by 0. F. Schuster, of Hol.yoke, Mass.
At the annual meeting of the Division the following offlcers were

elected: Vice-Com., E. H. Barney, Sprhigfteld; Rear-Corn., C, F.
Schuster, Jr., Holyoke; Purser, E. C. Knappe, Springfield. Executive
Committee, Dr. G. L. Parmele, Hartford; Paul Butler, Lowell; R.
ApoUonio, Winchester.

A. C. A. Notes.
Com. Cotton has gone to the Northwest on duty and will be absent

until July 5.

A great deal of enthusiasm is being manifested in Kingston over the
coming meet.

The Oataraqui C. C. is determined to give the A, C. A. men a royal
welcome.

The regatta committee is trying to arrange a war canoe race. Ulon-
treai has five war canoes, Ottawa two, Toronto one. and as transportar
tion from these places is easy, a race ought to be put on without much
trouble.

Skiff racing is the sport on the St. Lawrence now. An effort will be
made to have the St. Lawrence Skift' Racing Association put on a race
dm-ing the meet. Such a race wiU prove an interesting feature to a
great many members who have neveir seen a crew of sis men in a 21ft,
aldff carrying 500 sq. ft. of canvas.
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It is hoped that the division meets in the Atlantic and Eastern
divisions will not interfere with the general camp. The World's Fair

is not going to prevent a successful gathering.

TVIr. J. W. Sparrow has had a new canoe huilt in Peterborough and
says he will get tbe record tUs year or know the reason why.

Mr. K. A. Cameron, of Kingston, has completed a canoe built for the

most part hy himself from his own designs. She is a good model and
beautifully finished. Mr Cameron has had much experience in skiff

racing and may prove to be a dark horse in August. The fact that he
lost his right arm some years ago does not interfere with his manage-
ment of a boat, nor does it prevent his accompUshing a task that

would balk a good many men with two hands, the building of one.

CANOE NEWS NOTES.
The territory of the Atlantic Division of the American Canoe

Association, including parts of the States of New York, New Jersey,
Pennsylvania and Maryland, is blessed with a variety of canoeable
waters that could hardly be surpassed, including everything from the
mountain brooks of the Alleghanies to the open expanses of Delaware
and Chesepeake Bays, and even the great Atlantic itself. Of them all,

salt and fresh, there is none that offers a greater charm to the canoeist

than the Delaware Eiver which, in its length of over 300 miles, passes
through every stage of growth from the shallow mountain rill to the
wide open roadstead of Delaware Bay. The lower half, from Trenton
downward, is best suited for the sailing canoe or canoe yawl; but from
that city to its source the river offers untold charms to the canoeist of
the Rob Hoy school, who rejects the uncertainties and fascinations of
sailing for the more poetic and primitive Rob Roy or Canadian canoe
and the double blade. The story of a cruise on this portion of the
river, of its difficulties and danger and its many charms, is told in

"Two Ilimdred Miles on the Delaware River," written bj' Mr. J.

Wallace Hoff, of Park Island Canoe Association, of Trenton, N. J., and
published in a neat octavo volume of some 200 pages. The cruise was
made in the summer of 1891, by a party of five, one of them being ex-

Sec-Treas. Carter, so well-known and soliighly esteemed by A. C. A.
men; starting from Hancock, N. Y., and running the many rifts and
falls for which the river is famous. The story will be found interest-

ing by all criiisers, and is particularly useful as a guide to those cruis-

ing on the river. Mr. Hoff has condensed into a separate chapter a
great deal of the early history of the region and its Indian inhabi-
mnts.

Canoeing, a sport which was at one timeVery popular hereabouts,
has completely died out, and is fast being forgotten. Several years
ago the Pittsburgh Canoe Club flourished, and was one of the most
prominent athletic organizations in the city, but gradually the mem-
bers began to lose interest, till now even its name is scarcely ever
mentioned. The waters about Pittsburgh are not adapted to canoe-
uig, and this perhaps more than anything else has tended to kill the
sport. The current is too .swift and then there are too many pufiflng

steam boats going back and forth. Still, since the building of the
Davis Island Dam, a very material improvement in the water is

noticeable. Another thing that was against canoeing is the great
distance between Pittsburgh and^other cities interested in aquatic pas-
times. Taken together it was too much for the club, and like many
another organization with perfectly good intentions it was compelled
by force of external circumstances to pass ,into ohliYion.—Pittsbtcrgh
Despo.tch.

The canoe clubs, the Trenton, Kwoneshe and Unamus, have been
ordered to move their club houses from below the upper Delaware
Bridge, that the construction of the sea wall may be commenced.
They have twenty days in which to move and it is undertood that
when the wall is comideted they can not return. The canoeists are
somewhat indignant over this action. Below the bridge is the only
place on the river where a club house can be built to stand all the year
round, safe from freshets and storms. The canoeists claim also to
have several thousand dollars worth of property stored in the houses
and think it wouldn't tje safe to move them to the Penupylvania
shore, the next best place, without a watchman night and day, which
would entail an expense greater than they care to pa,y.— Trenton
Advertiser.

We have lately been visited by two old friends from the West, Com.
Blow, of the Oakland C. C, who was at the 1887 meet; and Mr.
Charle.s Fox Gardiner, formerly of New York, on© of the handful of
canofiists present at the organization of the A. C. A. at Lake Gforge
in 1880. Mr. Gardiner is now living in Colorado, where he is praticing
as a physician, and still spends a part of his time in camping and
huntmg, the nearest approach to canoeing that is possible there.
Com. Blow has been visiting the East for his health, and has been at
most of the recent canoe gatherings. Last week he sailed on a short
trip to Europe.

Dr, Douglas, of Canada, has brought to the exposition an invention
m the sliape of a canvas boat, which he will exhibit as an improve-
ment over the present style of boat used on sea and lake-going
vessels. He sailed to Chicago in it from Collingwood, a distance of
600 miles, and arrived here Stmday evening. One of the claims made
by Dr. Douglas, who is an ex-army surgeon, is that it can't be sunk,
and he believes it shotdd take the place of the old style for the reason
that it can be rolled up and put in a small space out of the way.—
Chicago Tribune.

We have received from A. S. Comstock of Evanston, Dl., a new
catalogue of tents and fittings, including the iron tent pin recently
patented by him and also a very convenient carry bag. The tent pin
appears to be just the thing needed, and it is reasonsable in cost and
indestructible. The Protean tent has been tested and generally ap-
proved by canoeists.

An English caricaturist represents Mr. Gladstone as a canoeist with
bared head and arms, seated in a decked Canadian canoe which is

named Home Rule, with a shamrock on the bow. The canoe is poised
on the edge of a steej! fall and the motto of the picture is "And
After?"

"

Purser DunneU has sent out a notice giving particulars of trans-
portation to the A. C. A. meet and requesting to be notified of canoes
and duffle for which room will be needed in a special car.

Mr. C. E. Archbald, of Montreal, has this year a new "Mab,"' de-
signed and built for him by N. Gilbert of Gananoque. She has an
outfit of three interchangeable sails, by Hemmenway.

A. C. A. Membership.
Eastern Dmsiox: Frank A. Curry, Gardiner, Me. Atlantic Division:

W. Chauncey Coles, Brooklyn, N. Y.; R. H. Sherwood, Bensonhurst,
L. I.

Give Us a New Target.
Newark, N. ,T., June'iO.—Editor Forest and Stream: I was much

interested in the article pubhshed in your last issue from the pen of
Mr. E. H. Lahee, of Alton, 111. Mr. j.ahee hits the nail on the head
when he intimates that American riflemen should have a uniform form
of target in order that accurate comparisons of scores may be made.
Mr. Lahee says his club uses the old Slassaehusetts target for out of
doors and the Zettler target for gallery shooting. In Ne\v Jersey and
the major portion of New York State the shootmg on out of door
ranges is done on the American .standard and the German .'35 (S^in.)

ring target. The former, Uke the Massachusetts, has an Sin. black,
while the German ring-target has a 12in. black. At Walnut Hill range
the American Standard is the only recognized target.

Under certain weather conditions, for instance when the Ugrht is a
perfect gray (seldom found), the Sin. black is perhaps a good sighting
object, but " that it is extremely trying to the eyes every shooter will
admit. It was for this reason that Maj. Hinman began a few years
ago to include the 7-rinji in the black of the American standard target,
making the black llin. in diameter, a poor compromise between an 8
and a 12in. black, and the rings being too far apai-t to give a shooter
anything like the fair value of his shots.

There is one target, however, which is but little known, but which
has a bullseye of a size to make sighting a pleasure instead of a trial,

and with ringing sufflcjently close to give each shot its true value.
The target to which we refer is Icnown as the American champion
target, and was designed and patented by Mr. AVra. Hayes, the well-
known Schuetzen expert of this city, its first trial being at ttie festival

of the International Sharpshooters' Union, held in the Newark Shoot-
ing Park, Jidy, 1888. This target has a black lOin. in diameter, the
center countixig 15. The rings are exactly lin. apart, counting down
to 1, the coimts in the black being 11 to 15, inclusive. This ringing is

sufQciently close for all practical purposes, while the lOin. black gives
a perfect sighting object under almost any weather conditions;, inaking
a pleasing compromise between 8 and 13in. blacks. A\'hy would not
this be a good target to recognize as "the standard" for all records?
What say the riflemen of Ameiica to a test vote to decide upon what

in the futitre shall be "the" target? The lain, black is too lai-ge and
the ringing too close; the Sin. black is too small under ordinary
weather conditions, besides which the ringing is too irregiUar, so whj'
not compromise by adopting the "American champion?"
Let us hear from riflemen in every part of the Union, and see if with

the adoption of the new target rifle shooting cannot once more be
brought back to its old popiilarity. Y'Ratiliji.

Zettler Club Bi-Monthly Shoot.

The shoot at Cypress Hills Park on July 2 wasnot as weU patronjzed
as usual, the hot weather and the visit of' some of the regulars to Chi-

cago last week will probably account for the most of the absentees.
The nine members who participated in the morning's practice set a

lively pace for the markers at the butts. Fred. C. Ross distinguished
himself again by making five elegant scores. They were shot consecu-
tively and are as follows: 215. 224, 228, 225. 225: total, 1,117.

The two old veterans, C. G, and B. Zettler, were 'way out of form,
and as a consequence received more or less sympathy from then- more
successful competitors.
Ten shots, possible 250, 200yds.:

Fred C Ross 25 23 24 24 23 24 21 22 25 18—228
21 22 20 23 25 2.3 22 2.3 24 22-225

Henry Holges 21 23 21 24 24 25 19 21 19 24—221
33 19 23 34 17 18 23 23 21 24—213

GeoW Plaisted 19 24 20 24 24 21 24 23 24 20-223
18 24 22 21 21 33 23 24 17 17—209

Chas G Zettler 24 24 19 19 35 23 25 16 22 25—212
33 34 19 23 21 24 22 22 19 17-214

PhlUp F Schmidt 21 21 25 35 22 19 SO 21 23 31—318
22 19 20 31 21 24 24 17 21 19-208

M B Engel 22 22 18 23 20 23 17 22 17 2-3-207

19 21 31 21 21 20 18 20 31 22—204
B Zettler 25 20 17 15 22 21 21 22 20 19—202

20 20 23 17 15 19 19 21 18 24—196
GeoW Downs 22 19 16 18 20 18 18 25 19 19—194

Ig 21 21 18 12 14 31 15 19 3.3—179

JosGiinther 30 13 18 16 21 18 22 23 15 19—185
20 20 16 20 13 22 17 19 19 17—183

New York Rifle Club.

FrvB of the regulars met at Wissel's Cypress Hills Park on July 1

for their weekly competition for club trophies. The most of the mem-
bers are wedded to the httle .25cal. and it is amazing at times to see
the high scores that are made with this Liliputian cartridge. Last
week Dr. Chadbourne, witb his Stevens (.25-10 rimflre) rifle, with
U. M. C. factory ammunition, made (off-hand) five scores of 90 to 95

on the Standard target. The scores from to-day's shoot are good,
considering that the weather conditions were not favorable for bril-

liant shooting:
E R Chadbourne, M.D 8 10 9 9 10 7 8 10 8

MHerington 8 8
Mai Geo Shorkley 10 9

8 8
9 6

Thomas Lloyd 10 9
8 10

FC Hamilton 7 7
8 9

9 10 8 9 9 9 10 9
9 8 7 10 9

9 8 9 10 10
8 8 7 10 6

8 6 7 9 9 8
7 7 6 10 8 6

8 8 6 10 6

7 7 7 10 6

9 9

7 7 8

9

7 7

6-87
8-85
8-87
8-82
9—77

6 8 9-76
7 10 7—SI
8 8 10-81
9 8 8—79
6 10 8-77

Excelsior Rifle Club.

The weekly outdoor shoot in Armbruster's Park, Greenville, N. J., on
Friday. June 30, brought out five members of the club for practice for
the club medal. Ten shots, German ring target:
John Speicher 18 23 21 22 24 16 25 23 25 23-319
Wm Weber 24 21 24 22 25 2;S 23 14 22 20—.317

L P Hansen 19 23 21 17 24 20 24 23 27 .23—211

J C Boyce 25 23 30 19 20 23 31 17 23 20-311
Jas Hughes 10 17 16 23 20 18 32 31 83 19-198

Turtle Bay Rifle Club.

The weekly shoot at its headquarters. No. 142 East Forty-second
street, June 39, developed a lively contest between Messrs. Ochs, Jant-
zer and Walter. The scores are ajjpended; 10 shots per score, three
scores to count:
J Ochs. Jr 346 343 245—7.34 J Krampert 342 241 242—725
G E Jantzer 243 248 243—733 J Oberle 232 336 240-

—

H Walter 242 245 343—730

New Jersey Rifle Association Meeting.
The third annual prize meeting of the New .Jersey State Rifle Asso-

ciation will be held on the State ranges at Sea Girt, twelve miles be-

low Long Branch, on Aug. 14 to 19, inclusive, and judging from pres-
ent indications it will be one of the greatest military shoots ever held
in America. The damp will be at its best at that time, which is also
the height of the season at the various watering places within easy
reach of the camp. As in former years, all competitors will be fur-

nished by the State of New .Jersey with everj'thing requisite in the
way of camp equipage, such as tents, cots, mattresses, blankets, etc.

and will furnish ammunition at cost. Special rates for meals will be'

given at Greason's restaurant, near the 600yds. firing points. Prig.-

Gen. Bird W. Spencer, Inspector General of Rifle Practice, will be the
executive officer, which is equivalent to saying that the entire meet-
ing will be run as smoothly as a well-oiled piece of machinejy. Jimmy
Thomas and John Hayes vvUl again be found at the cashier's desk, so
there need be no fear of delay in securing tickets or in getting any in-

formation desired. In addition to the State matches for teams and in-

dividuals, the programme will again include the AVimbledon cup
match, Hilton trophy match, and the Interstate miUtary match for
merly shot at Creedmoor. The full detailed account will be pub-
ished in these columns as issued. Y'Ratilim.

Ns

Columbian International Shooting Festival.

CmoAGO. June 27.—In the Columbian international prize shooting at
Sharpshooters' Park, West PuUman, the following shooters were pres-

ent on June 25 and 26: Bob Rieder, New Glarus,Wis. ; S. A. Schindler,

New Glarus, Wis. ; F. Hildebrandt, Chicago; Henry Krauslich, Chi-

cago; W. T. Stoeker, Omaha; L. Schneller, Neillsville.Wis.; T. Martui,
Brooklyn; Frank Schwikert, Rochester. The Columbian medal was
awarded to all. The following scores were made: Bob Rieder 11 bulls-

eyes out of 100 shots, S. A. Schindler 9, 1. Martin 18, L. Schneller 4.

Stich target, three flags, F. Toggenburger 37, T. Martin 39.

People's target, L. Schneller 40, T. Martin 60.

Man target. Bob Rieder 58, S. A. Schmdler 75, L. Schneller 62, T.

Martm 87.

Columbus target, L. Schneller 46, T. Martin 63.

King target, L. Schneller 159. T. Martin 210. A. Boese. Sec.

The Greenville Rifle Club.

Thk weekly gallery shoot for club trophies June ,30 was highly Inter-

esting, Geo. PurkesB still retains his lead for first position by a small

At the outdoor shoot of the club in Armbruster's Park, on Satm-day,
July 1, ten members participated. These weekly outings are having
a beneficial effect upon all the members who have followed them up
and a decided improvement in averages is the natural result. The
scores are appended, 10 shots, German ring target, distance 200yds.

:

Chavant 219, Collins 311. Spahu 206, Robidoux 301, Purkess 200, C.

Boag 198, J. Boag 192, HUl 170, Gotthardt 165, Becker 155.

Excelsior Rifle Club.

At the weekly rifle shoot of the Excelsior Rifle Club at headquarters
on Tuesday night, June 27', the following appended scores were made
by the members particiiaating: C. Thomas 3.39, L. P. Hansen 338, J.

Binns 238, J. Spicher 235, R. H. Duff 225.

Rifle Notes.

That young and enterprising club known as the Greenville Rifle

ClTib, of Greenville, N. J., will dedicate its new club.house and rang^es

on Sept. 4 (Labor Day), with a grand prize shoot; cash prizes on the
ring target ranging from §40 to §2, and on the buUseye target from
S15 to £2, will be ofiered for all comers.

The fall festival of the Zettler Rifle Club, will be held in AVissel's

Cypress Hills Park, on Sept. 10 and 11; cash prizes to the amount of
>!50<J will be put up for the lovers of the rifle to compete for.

The Paterson Rifle Club, of Paterson, N. J. , was recently organized
and it already comprises in its member.ship a number of the best
sporting riflemen in the town. The club intend sto go in for shooting
on the range instead of doing the "newspaper shooting" indulged in by
so many similar organizations. It now stands ready to pit a team of
any number of men against teams representing any club in New
York, New Jersey or elsewhere. Here is a chance to do something
toward reviving an interest in this sport which is sadly in need of a
boom. The Paterson Rifle Club is distinctively an outdoor shooting
club and will notice no ehaUenges for gallery matches. Here is a
chance for the Zettlers, MiUers, Excelsiors, Hudsons or otber. Who
wlU be the first to arrange a match?

"Rifle shooting is on the declmel" "Rifle shooting is dead!"
"There is no more interest in the sport!" These and kindred ex
clamations are heard on all sides but no one seems to be willing to
make an effort to stop the decline in interest. The sport cannot be
revived by big festivals: it cannot be revived by individual contests
nor win practice shoots of the various clubs go far to excite an inter-

test except among those directly interested. But team contests be-

tween clubs, no matter whether the teams comprise five or twenty-five
men each, and no matter how brilliant or otherwise the scores may
be, will do a great deal toward bringing the sport back to where it

was in 1888 to 1890.

Communications for publication relating to business

should be addressed to the Forest and SVream Pub. Co. If

addressed to an individual they vMl be subject to delay in

that individual's absence.

All ties divided unless otherwise reported.

FIXTURES.
If you want your shoot to be announced here

send in notice like the following:

July 6.—Open-to-all shoot, 20 five birds, pO entry, at Williard's Park,
Paterson, N. J.

July 6-8.—Mantrfacturers' Trap-Shooting Association tournament,
at St. Louis, Mo.
July 11.—New Jersey State League and open tournament, on South

Side grounds, Newark, N. J.

July 12-13.—Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' fourth tourna
ment, at East Liverpool, Ohio.
July 14-15.—Helena (Mont.) Rod and Gun Club's annual tournament,
July 19-20.—Dixie Gun Club tournament, at Pensacola, Fla.

July 20-31.—Penberthy's trap-shooting tournament, at MassiUon, O.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
Ed. W. Sandys has the following in the July number of Outing:

"No need to dweU upon the gun this month, for it has no business out
its case, save for inspection to prove the last cleaning was thorough
or for an afternoon's use at the traps. Those who cannot let a gtm
altogether alone during the close season, may find pleasure and useful
practise in smashing a few strings of inanimates. A match now and
then with a friend at artificial birds can be made very pleasant, and
will also keep one's hand in and keep the gun coming smoothly to
one's shoulder, but only artificial targets should be used during the
heated term. Live birds, excellent in season, should be suffered to
breed in peace during every month without an 'r' in it. Pigeons are in
poor condition and feather during warm weather, and there is no glory
in grassing even straight strings when the conditions are all against
the birds and in favor of the man at score. Stopping cHpping, cold-

weather birds, and potting listless summer flyers, are vastly different
performances, and the true sportsman will hardly care to face the
traps when birds are not fit."

Tuesday next will be a great day for the South Side Gun Club of
Newark, and for the New Jersey Trap-Shooters' League in general.
It will be the occa.sion of the monthly team contest in the series for
the State championship and in addition the South Side Club will offer

an attractive programme of sweepstake events, open to all comers.
The open programme will be started at 9:30 A. M. and continue until

dark, the events to be at 10, 15 and 30 targets. The team shoot wfl!

begin at 2 P. M., the contest being open to club teams of five men
each, at 35 bluerocks per man, rapid fire. There will be a refresh-
ment tent on the grounds and plenty of ammunition for those who
run short. A good day's sport can always be depended upon on these
grounds.

All shooters who would be willing to take part in a 59-target match,
86 entry, to be shot in Newark on Saturday, July 15, are requested to
send their names and addresses to C. H. Townsend, trap editor Forest
AND Stream, 318 Broadway, New York. This event would be started
at 1 P. M., and would be preceded and followed by events at 15 targets,

.§3 entry. AU events at known traps, unknown angles, and the targets
wUl be thrown not less than 60yds. Targets extra in 50-target event,
the other entries including the targets. Money divisions: 8 or less en-
tries. 2 moneys; 9 to 12, 3 moneys; 18 to 17, 4 moneys; 18 to 34, 5 mon-
eys; 35 or more entries, 6 moneys. Targets 3 cents each.

The mid-summer tournament of the White Plains Gun Club wUl be
held at their grounds, AVhite Plains, N. Y., Aug. 3 and 4. The grounds
are about ten minutes' walk from the depot of the Harlem Raflroad,
and thirty trains run out of Grand Central Station daily, all stopping
at 'fVhite Plains. The grounds are splendidly situated for shooting,
and we guarantee every one a pleasant time. L. C. Piatt, Jr., Sec.

The Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association holds its

next tournament at East Liverpool, Ohio, next Wednesday and
Thursday. The tournament has been liberally boomed by the East
Liverpool and other Ohio papers, and there should be a big attendance.
It is likely that the entry lists will show the names of a nimiber of well-
known cracks from Cincinnati, Columbus and other places in the
State. "Shorty" Bacon, the Miamisburgh tobacco-grower, who bur-

'

ried the boys so at KnoxvUle is expected to be on hand.

The Winchester Gun Association of Winchester, Va., on the Valley
Branch of the B. & O. Railroad, anticipates a big attendance at its

tournament next Tuesday. The grounds of this association are
splendidly situated and provided with an abundance of shade. The
members of the club are all enthusiastic and can be depended upon to
"stay" during all the events. The team race will be a special feature.
The club adds $100 to the day's purses.

During the 1894 shoot of the New York State Association an entire
day will probably be devoted to live bird shooting. If the target men
are entitled to four days the devotees of hve bird shooting should
certainly have one day. Inability to shoot live birds except in the
Dean Richmond contest is what keeps the majority of the Long Island
shooters away from the State tournaments.

One of the chief attractions in the Onondago Club's tent at Roches-
terwas HoUoway's "Stomach Bitters," a dose of which was said to be
worth 20 per cent, on a string of breaks. "Old Pepper" was not in it

whUe the medicine held out.

Harry Thurman says the tournament of the Pier Cun Club to be
held at Atlantic City on August 7 and 8, is bound to be a success. He
has "promises to attend" from shooters in a dozen different places.

Jack Parker says the third international shoot to be held at Dea
chree-shos-ka Island, August 22, 23, 34 and 35, will be a record breaker
in pouit of attendance. He guarantees the presence of the "Kazoo
Band."
The Bismark (N. D.) Gun Club, has elected R. M. Donnelly, Presi-

dent; Oscar Ward, Vice-President; Claude Holly, Secretary and
Treasurer; George Walson custodian, and Henry Yost field captain.

Harry Squires is at work getting out a new cataloge of sportsmen's
goods. It will comprise over .500 pages and will cover everything in
the sporting goods fine.

The monthly shoot of the Newark Gun Club will take place on Erb's
grounds next Thursday. The new system of shooting shotdd draw
out every member.
Louis Miller, of Dexter Park, says he is already assured of a big

entry hst for his 25-bu-d sweepstake to be held in October. He wUladd
S200 to the pm-se.

The fourth shoot of the series between the Unions, of Springfield,
and Boihng Springs will be shot July 25 at Boiling Springs.

The next tournament of the Michigan State Trap-Shooters' League
will be held at Muskegon, Mich., July 25 and 86.

The West Shore Gun Club of Syracuse will hereafter shoot on
Saturday instead of M.ondaj' afternoons.

An extra set of traps will be used by the South Side Gun C!lub dur-
ing the New Jersey League tournament on Tuesday.

The Rochester Herald has established a department devoted to
sports of the rod and gim.

Those handy score cards of ours are just the things for club shoots.
Send for a pad:

The Climax Gun Club Is of "Union" instead of Marion coaiily, as
printed last week.

Rene Clayton is making a boom with his swivel front sight.

0. H. TowsSlarD.

Annan Cup Shoot.
EioHFTEUJ Springs, N. Y., June 24,—The sflver cup presented to the

Richfield Gun Club by the late Ed Annan, Jr., of Brooklyn, was won
by Mr. A. Barker at the eighth and last shoot last Friday afternoon.
The score stood a tie between the two Barkers, but the senior proved-
the steadier in the final contest. The cup has to be won three times
before it becomes the property of the shooter,
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MENDON TOURNAMENT.
Mendon, Mich., June 28.—Things were lively in Mendon this morn-

ing for the trap-shooters are coininer into town to participate in the
first tournament of the Mendon Gun Club. The grounds are finely sit-
uated near the outskirts of the village upon the farm of the four
Marantette brothers, who are as widely known in Michigan shooting
circles as are the famous Kleinman brothers of Chicago.
Instead of tents for awnings to screen the shooters from sun and

rain there is a great grain barn with wide open doors which invites
one to its shelter. The floors are strewn with sawdust, all is neat and
clean within and the summers breeze drifts cool and fresh through its
every nook and crannj'. A well of cold water is close by, the bucket
is always full, while the tin cup hanging upon a nail says, come
quench your thirst and be happy. Many shooters and visitors are
present, a number of ladies being interested spectators. Of the shoot-
ers present we notice N. W. Holt, the president of the League; Sam
A. House, secretary of same; Oswald Von Lengerke of Chicago. Ben
O. Bush. Henry Waruf, Wm. O'Byrne and Edward Kastead of Kala-
mazoo, J. E, Nichols and Casper Schelling of Lansing, Martin Waalks,
Gustave Neumeister, J. J. Heath, Wm. Houtcamp and J. H. Scott of
Muskegon, Dallas Cai-penter of Battle Creek, John Parker of Detroit,
George Searles of Mason, James Keve of Indianapolis, W. L. Walton
and W. O. Woodworth of Grand Rapids, E. W. Pendleton, W. B. Mc-
Laughhn and N. Stacy of Sturgis. Ed Henning and Harry Burrell of
Cold Water, Greely Spicer, H. D. Baker and Fred Shulters of Vicks-
burg, C. A. Schutt of Leonidas and D, W. Cook of Fulton.

Tlae shooting passed off pleasantly, there being no wrangling or
kiclring, as sometimes occurs at tournaments. The principal event of
the day was the team race for the League trophy. This match was won
by the Lansing team with the very creditable score of 70 out of a pos-
sible 75. The Mendon team, composed of F. C. Marantette, Charles
Marantette and W. W. Marantette, were looked upon as sure winners
of the match; but W. W. Marantette, or "Doll," as the boys call him,
being the genial boniface of the Hotel Wakeman, where all the shoot-
ers stopped, had too many duties to perform, dropping five targets in
consequence.
The Kalamazoo team could have won it handily had Bush shot up to

his form; but the occasion is very rare when in a team of three or
more that one member does not drop below his average.
At the business meeting of the League it was decided to hold the

next meeting and tournament in the city of Muskegon on July 25 and
26, under the auspices of the Muskegon Qun Club and the Joe Hunting
Club of that city. The Muskegonites are very hospitable, and as there
are four gun clubs in that city, the success of the tournament is al-

ready assured.
The last match of the day was a prize shoot, the prize consisting of

fifty tickets in a raffle for a $300 Colts gun and supposed to be the
finest ever made by Colts Patent Fire Arms Co., the same being raf-
fled in the evening and won by a Kalamazoo syndicate. The owner
of the gun held 128 of the 300 chances, but nevertheless lost the "gem
of rare beauty," as he termed the gun to be. John Parker won first

average to-day. Scores of the first day follow:

No. 3, 10 singles:
Experts.

F C Marantette 1011011110— 7 Holt , 0111010111— 7
Parker 1011111010— 7

Semi-Experts.
Searles 1111101011— 8 Neumeister 1000110101— 5

Nichols 0111111111— 9 Schelling 1111101100- 7
Tando lIOOlllllO— 7 Burnell 0010101101— 4
RHMarantette 1101111111— 9

Von Lengerke 0111111010— 7

Waruf 0111111111- 9

Heath 0111111110— 8
Scott 0011110011—

'

Spicer 1011110111— „
Henning OllllOllOO- 6
Desvoignes 1111101101— 8W Marantette llOlllllll— 9
L E Marantette 1011111111— 9

Howes 1111111100— 8 O'BjTne llOllOOlll— 7
Bush 1111111111—10 Kasted lOlllOlOOl— 6
Houtcamp 1111110100— 7 Carpenter.... 1011110110— 7
Waalkes OOllOOOOlO- 3

No. 4, 15 singles:
Experts:

Bush 001111110111101—11 Nichols 111111111011111—14
Semi-Experts.

P H Ma.rantette.O110Ollllllllll—12 W Marantette. .111001011010111—10
Waruf 111101111110111—13 L Marantette. ..111110111010010—10

Amateurs.
Von Lengerke. .111110101101011—11 Carpenter 111011100111111—12
Searles 111011101111111—13 Burnell ,...000100011001000— 4

Schelling 101100111011101—10 F C Marantette. 111101110111111—13
Neumeister . . , .111111011011000—10 Tando ..111100101111100—10
Scott 011111001010101— 9 Desvoignes 111110111111110—13
Walks 011000000100100- 4 Spicer llllllllOOlllOO-11
Howes 111111101111111—14 Stacy 011111111101001—11
Parker 111111011111110—13 Heath 11111111110KK)0—11
O'Byrne 111011111010111—12 Pendleton 011111011011100—10
Kasted 100011100000011— 6 McLaughlin. . . .011111001101011-10
Houtcamp UllOOlllllOOll-11 J Neve lOOUOOlOOOOllO— 6

Holt 101111111110111—13

No. 6, 15 singles, entrance §1.95:
Experts.

Parker 111111111111111—15 O'Byrne 101111111111111-14
F 0 Marantette.lllOllllllOllll—13

Semi-Experts.
PHMarantette.lllllOllOlOllll—14 Pendleton 100101001111010- 8
L Marantette. . .111100011111111—12 McLaughlin 101111101111011—11
Searles 111111111111110—14

Nichols 101011111011101—11 Holt 111111111111011—14
Waruf 111111111111111—15 Burnell 000101000111101- 7
Howes 111111111111101-14 Heath 101101001100111— 9
Desvoignes 011111111111000—11 Carpenter 111110111111111—14
Von Lengerke. .111111011111111—14 Stacy 111101111011100—11
Neumeister 111111001100010— 9 Spicer 010011101111101—10
Bush 111111111101011—13 W Marantette.. .101111111111111-14
Schilling 111111111111111—15

No. 7, team shoot for the Michigan team championship:
Lansing Team.

Searles 1011111111110011111111111-22
Schelling 1111111111111111111111011—24
Nichols 1110111111111111111111111-24-70

Battle Oreelr
Carpenter 1 101 1 101 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10001 111—20
Holt llllllllllOllOOOinOllllO-19
Howes 10010011 1 111 1 11 101 111 1 111—20-59

Kalamazoo.
Waruf 1111111111111111111111011—24
Byrne Ill 1111111 11 111 1101011100—21
Bush llOOOlOllllOllKXinillni-18—63

Muskegon No. 1.

Heath llllllOOlllOlOllllllOlOOl—18
Houtcamp 1110110111011011111111111-21
Neumeister 0110111111000011111000111-16-55

Mendon No. 1.

F Marantette 1111111111111111111111111-25
W Marantette 1111110101111101010111110—19

P Marantette 1111111111010111110111111-22—66
Muskegan No. 2.

Parker 1111111110111111111111110-23
Scott 1111111111000111011001001—17
Waalk 1010100100101 1101 1 1000011-1 3 - 53

Vicksburg.
Spicer 1110111110111111101111111-22
Shulters lllllllllOlOlllOOinilOll—20
Ames 1 UOOOOOOOlOllOlOOOOlOill—11—53

Mendon No. 2.

L Marantette 1111111101111110010111101—20
Devoignes 1011111111111101111111111—33
Tando llOllllllllOOlCtOllOlOUOl-17—00
No. 8, 10 singles: Parker 6, SchelHng 6, Waruf 6. O'Byrne 7, Searles

9, Howes 9, Von Lengerke 9, Holt 6, Carpenter 6. W. Marantette 7,

Nichols 9, Kasted 3. Nere 7, Neumeister 6, Scott 7, P. Marantette 6,

Waalks 3, Pendleton 7, Heath 8, Bush 8, Henning 5, Bunnell 7, McLaugh-
lin 8, Stacy 7, F. Marantette 8, Desvoignes 8, L. IMfarantette 8, Thi-esl

8, Tando 8.

No. 9, 15 singles:
Experts.

Searles.. 111111111111101—14 Von Lengerke. .110110011110111—11
Howes 111110010111111—12 Nichols 111111110111110—18

Semi-Experts.
Bush 111101110111001—11 Desvoignes 111101111010101—11
Heath 001001011011100— 7 L Marantette, . . 10)110111101100—10
McLaughUn . . . .100101101110101— 9 Thresher 000101010111010 - 7
F Marantette. . .111111011111111—14 Tando 111110110100110—10

Amateurs.
P Marantette... 111011111011110—13 Holt 111011101111111-13
W Marantette. .111111111010111—13 Neve 011101101011111—11
Neumeister 110011011010100- 8 Pendleton 010110111110111—11
SchelUng 101111110011110—11 O'Byrne 111011111011111—13
Stacy 101111110011101—11 Waruf 111000111111111—12
Carpenter 110101111111111 -13 Parker 110X10111111111—18

No. 11, 15 singles:
Expert.

Searles 111100101111101—11 F C Marantette.111101111111101—13

Semi-Expert.W Marantette. .111101111111111—14 O'Bvrne 111111110111111—14
Holt 011111111101111—13 Parker 111111111111111—15

Amateur.
Neumeister 101011011111101—11 McLaughlin. . . . 111101111111110—13
P Marantette... 011111111111111—14 Heath 111010101101100- 9
Stacy 001111001111110^10 Pendleton 110111111011110-12
L Marantette. . .111101011110111—12 Desvoignes 111111100111111—13
SchelHng 111111111111111-15

The Second Day.

The weather was favorable again to-day though pretty warm, the
chief event of the day's shooting being the match for the expert
trophy and the semi-expert and amateur medals. These were won by
F, C. Marantette, L. E. Marantette and Ellsworth Desvoignes respect-
ively, all residents of Mendon, which goes to show that although Men-
don may be small in size yet she is big on the shoot. The day's
matches were completed just at sundown, thus ending the most suc-
cessful tournament that has been given in the name of the Michigan
Trap-shooting. League. Scores of second day:

No. 4, 15 singles:
Experts.

Searles 111111111101111—14 P H Marantette.OlOlOlOlOllOlll— 9
Parker 111100111111111—13 Walton llOOlllllOllUO—11
Holt 110111101100001— 9

Semi-Experts.
F C Marantette. 111111111101111—14 Bush 111101010101011—10
Waruf 111111101111111—14 Schilhng 111111110110111—13W Marantette. .111110110111111—13

Amateurs.
L Marantette. . ,111111001111100—11 Neve 110011100110010— 8
McLaughlin 101111110011111—12 Scott 111110110011111—12
Von Lengerke. .111110111111111—14 O'Byrne 011011111111111—13
Neumeister 110110001110111—10 Stacy 110111011111111—13
Howes 111111111110101—13 Tando 111111111111010—13
Woodworth . . . .001011011111111—11
No. 5, 15 singles, 585 guaranteed purse:

Experts.
Searles 100110110111111—11 Waruf 110100111111001—10
F O Marantette. 111100111111110—12

Semi-Experts.
Parker 011111111111111—14 Tando 001011101111111—11W Marantette. .111111111111110-14 O'Byrne 110101110111011—11
Schelling 010111110111111—12 Stacy 110110100111011—10
Howes 100010101110111— 9

L Marantette. . .110100101010001— 8 Pendleton 111110011100111—11
Walton 001000111011111— 9 Scott 110111111111110-13
Woodworth.... 110101101100011— 9 Bush 110111111111111—14
Neumeister 110111001100111—10 Holt linilllOlllOll—13
P H Marantette.llllllllllOlllO—13 McLaughho 101111110111111-13
Neve 101001111011011—10 Desvoignes 011111011111111—13
No. 6, 15 singles:

Experts.
Von Lengerke. .111110111111111—14 W Marantette. ..01111110100111 1—11
Parker.. 111111111010111—13 Bush 110101011110111—11

Semi-Experts.
P H Marantette.lllOlllOOllllOl—11 McLaughhn llllOlOlOllllll—12
Scott 111101111011111—13 Desvoignes 101101111110010—10
Holt 110111111111111^14

Heath 010011110101111—10 Tando 110111110110111—12
Neve 111010111100111—11 Searles 110110111111011—12
Walton 111101001011010— 9 Pendleton 101101101110101-10
Neumeister 110111111111010—12 Stacy 111100011110001— 9
Walks 000100001010100— 4 Schelling 111111111111111—15
Woodworth.... 101101011110110-10 O'Byrne 111111111010011—12
Waruf 111111101111110—13 Howes 11111] 1 1 1 101 1 1 1—14
FC Marantette.. 110111100111011—11 L Marantette. . .111011111110110-12
No. 7, 25 singles:

Experts.
Parker 1011011111101101110001110—17
Schelling 0111100001111111001010111-16
Searles 1111101111111101111111111-23
Waruf 0010111111100111111110110-18
P H Marantette lOOllllOlOlOlOlOlUOllOll—16
F C Marantette 1111111111111111111111110-34
W W Marantette lllOllllOw.

Semi-Experts.
Holt 1001111110011011001011110-16
L E Marantette 1111111111111111111011111—24

Amateurs.
Tando 1110110111111100111111111-21
Scott 0111101111011001111111111-20
Neumeister 1 1 1 01 1) 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 01 1 01 1 011—21
\Voodworth 11 1 1 100101 1 1 1 1 1 100 1 010100 -16
AValton 101 110111101 1 1 10101010110—17
Waal Ices 1 0000000 1 1 1 1 000 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 110—12
Neve 0110111110111101111011111—20
McLaughUn 01 1 1 1 11 1 1 1 11 101011 1111100—20
Heath 0111110011101011111110111—19
Howes 1111010111101111101111111—21
Pendleton 0111011011011111101001110-17
Desvoignes 1111111110111111110111111—23
No. Vf, 15 singles:

Experts.
Neumeister 111011111110100—11 P H Marantette.llOllOlll 101101—11

Semi-Experts.
Searles 011111111111111-14 Bush 011111111110101-13
Schilling 111111111111111—15 W Marantett.-. .111111111111111—15

Amateurs.
L Marantette.. .101001101010111— 9 Vr.n Lengerke. .111011101111110—12
McLaughlin .... 0 1 01 1 01 1 1 11 1 01 1—1 1 Parker 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1—15
Holt 011111001111011—11 FC Marantette. 101111101111111-13
O'Byrne 111110011111111—13 Waruf 111101111111011-13
Stacy 101111011111110-1',!

No; 13. 10 singles, prize 1,000 loaded shells, divided 300, 230, 200, 150,
100: Parker 9, Wai uf 7, McLaughhn 5, Pendleton 5, Tando 8, P. H.
Marantette 9, Von Lengerke 8, O'Byrne 9, Heath 8, F. Marantette 9,

W. Marantette 9, L. Marantette 6. Searles 10, Desvoignes 6, Houtcamp
7, Neumeister 9, Stacy 9, Holt 9, Schelling 9, Howes 7, Bush 9.

Shooter.

Eureka Gun Club.

Following are the scores of the club shoot Saturday, June 31

:

No 1: Bingham 23. Adams 14. O'Brien 18, Patterson 19, Carsons 19,

De Wolf 15, Lamphere 23, Steck 30, Dudley 8. Glover 19.

No. 2: Bingham 34, Adams 34, O'Brien 33, Patterson 20, Carson 16,

De Wolf 11. Lamphere 19, Dudley 8, Glover 20, Ferguson 16, Niles 14,

Moran 23, Funk 19, TunnicliflE 23, Goodrich 14, Taylor 12.

Medal Shoot.
Bingham 1011111110111111111111111—23
Adams 1111111111111111111111111—35
O'Brien 1101101111111111101111101—21
Patterson 1 1 100101 1 11 1 111 01 1 1 1 111 11-31
Carson 0011111011000111011110111-17
De Wolf 101 1 01 01 1 1001001 110100110-14
Lainphere 0110110010110011011100111—15
Steck 1011111111111111111111111-24
Dudley ,.01001000001000111011111 01 -12
Glover 101111 1 011111 1 01 11100111 0—19
Ferguson 1111100101011110011111111—19
Miles 01 OOOOOl 01 1001 1 0001000100— 8
Moran 1100111110111111101111111—21
Funk 1110011111111111111011011-21
Tunnicliff 1111011111010011110100101-17
Goodrich 1111101110110111111110111—21
Taylor 1111110110011100011100100—15
Class A, Adams; B, Steck; C, Goodrich.
No. 4: Bingham 31, Adams 19, O'Brien 22, Patterson 17, Carson 15,

De Wolf 13, Lamphere 21, Dudley 7; Moran 19, Funk 22, TunuichfC 18,

Goodrich 12. Glover 16, Taylor 14. B. Waters.

Wilkesbarre Gun Club.
WiLKESBARRE, Pa,, Juue 30.—Following are the scores made June 26

by a few members on the shooting grounds at the Wilkesbarre gun
factory:
First event, 25 Keystones, known angles: Dr. Warren 23, E. H. K. 30,

Roth 18. Park 17. Harris 17, Smith 15.

Second event, 35 Keystones, unknown angles: Dr. Warren 23, Harris
20, Park 20, E. H. K. 18, Roth 14, Smith 14. W. Barre.

Vernon Bod and Gun Club.
The members of the Vernon Rod and Gun Club held their club shoot

at Dexter Parle on Saturdaj^ Eight siiot at 7 birds each club handi-
cap, American Association rules. W. Cantor won the first prize with
a straight 7, and the second was divided. Score:
G Osterhont 1110111-6 Dr Schilhng 1022110-6
Dr Little 1021011—5 C Broard 0011010-4
W Cantor 1110110—7 Dr Wichert 1131210—6
WH Thompson 2110100—6 Dr Lamadrid 1103102—5

Coney Island Athletic Club Cup.
The sixth contest for the S500 cup given by the Coney Island A. C.

for competition by the Kings county gun clubs, took place at Wood-
lawn Park, Gravesend, L. I., on Tuesday, June 27. As the tom-na-
ment draws to a close the interest in the shoots seem to be d.ying
out. Only Ave of the original eight clubs were represented, the Cres-
cent, Glenmore and Northside gun clubs having withdrawn from the
contest. The attendance was rather small, as the -iveather was
miserable and the birds, a rather poor lot, were also interfered with
by the rain, which came down steadily until near the close of the
shoot.
The Parkways were the first to the score and they scored a total

of 68, E. Helgans, L. Moeller and J. Bennett being the best scores
with 14 each. The New Utrechts came next and scored 72, C. Fur-
gueson, Jr., D. Bennett and G. E. Nostrand with 15 each were the be.st
scores. The Coney Island team scored 71, Ike Hyde and Dr. Van Zile

Club was the last of the five and scored 69; Gus Greifl; and W. H.
Thompson scored 15 and G. Osterhout 14.
The next and last shoot in the tournament will be held on the

Atlantic Rod and Gun Club's grounds, West End, Coney Island, on
Tuesday, July 25.

The Atlantics have been first in the six contests three times, with
scores of 65, 68 and 73, with an aggregate total of 882. The New
Utrecht team has won twice and tied once for the first place, and
they have a total of 389. with a lead of 7. which will be hard to beat in
one more shoot. The scores and standing of teams to date are:
The cup shoot:
Parkway Rod and Gun Club.W Hartye,. 101111012111223-13

E Helgans. .212220121211223—14
L Moeller. , .221221111012121—14
A Botty,... 202202311211233—13

New Utrecht Rod and Guu Club.
C M Meyer. .221221022311102—13
Furgueson . 21 221 1 1 311 21 112—15
D Bennett.. 22221 nil mill—15
G Cropsey. .111111111210211-14

J Bennett. .220111213212221—14—08 G Nostrand 1221 11211122122-15—72
Atlantic Rod and Gun Club.

D Monsees..l2inil200111II—13
F Quimby. .111111222222121—15
J Voorhees . 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 1 333—1

5

U E Morris. .221112222212232—15
HBaizer. . ..123111122211212—15—73

Coney Island R^d and Gun Club.
I Hyde, 111111111321111—15
F Pfaender. 212211312101221—14
Dr Van Zile.221211112112212—15
C Detlefsen.111012111111011—13
Northridge .121121122033232-14-71

Vei-non Rod and Guu Club.
G GreifE . . . .231111121111111—15 W Thonips'n212112il211 121—15
Dr Little

. , . .2:32210022021112—12 G Osterhout313011111111121—14—69
F Thomps'n312122ll2ll3010-13
Referee, Mr. Hugh Gordon. Scorer, Mr. C. A. Dellar.

STANMNCi OF TEAMS TO DATE.

New Utrecht 58 66 62
Atlantic 65 64 50
Coney Island 58 63 60
Vernon 46 65 61
Parkway 36 60 .54

Glenmore 54 58 59
Crescent ,..49 55 58
Northside .54 55 54

* 70 hires. -US birds.

67 64
02 68
64 61

GO 64
61 5S
67 51

55
38 +10

73-389
73-382
71-:i76
69 305
B8-:357
..—289—^273

! .-211

Connecticut State League.
The fifth tournament of the Connecticut Trap-Shooters' League was

held at Hartford, June 29, on the grounds of the ("Jolt Gun Club. The
scores in the team race and merchandise events are as given below.
The day was a good one for trap-shooting and maiij- fine scores were
made. The Winchester rifle given by Fi-ank Potter for the longest
run of continuous breaks was won by Burbidge with a run of 90
straight without a miss. The division of purses at tliis shoot was as
slow as molasses in January, which caused the shooters to kick Uke
mules, and several of the old "rounders" shot an event at 25 singles,
in which there were but 10 targets missed out of the 250 shot at.

New Haven.
Longden 101110111111111111111110111111—27
Potter 111111101111101111111111111111-28
Savage lllllllllllllllinillOllllllll-29-84

Colt, Hartford.
Sterry 111111111111111111111110111111—29
Risley million mil i ll nilllllllll—29
Burbidge 111111111111111111111111111111-30—88

Willimautic
Edgarton 111101111111111110111111110101—26
MacFarland llllllliXlllimoniOOlOlOlllll—33
Webb miomiiimmoiioiiiuiooi—25—74

Bristcl.

Memross lliiiiiioimoiiiinili 1111111—38
Hotchkiss in nmmmmiiiiom 111011—26
Rockard Ill millllllllUllllllllI 1111-30-84

Moodus.
Fowler 11011111111111 111111 11111 1111 1—39
Treat 0111111 llllllllllimiOl I Hill—38
Banning. lllllllOllllllUlOllllinmil—2&-85

Bridgeport.
Blakeslee 101111101111111111111001111111-36
Saunders llllOllllOllOlllllllim mil 1—37
Thomas llOllOmilllllOllOimiimoi—35—78

Ausonia.
Sterry 011111111111111111101111111111—38
Hotchkiss Ilium 111111101 1111 111 linn—29
HUls 101110011010100110111111111110-81—78

No. 5, 15 singles:
Strong 111111111101111—14 Manrow 111110111111111—14
Oowie imilllllOim—14 Decker 111111101111111-14
Blakeslee 110110110110111-11 Sterry lOlllllimmi- 14
Dailey 111111111111111—13 Longdon 111111111111111—15
Webb 101111111111111—14 Nelson 00101 lOlinnOlO— 8
Mack mmmomil—14 Kowlcr llOlOlUimim—13
Edgarton 111111011111111—14 Mills 110111011111111-13
Savage 111111101111111—14 Risley 1 11 1 1 1 ll 1 1 1 1 in—15
Sanders 111111000010101— 0 K H Clark Uimioimill— 14
Thorp lOrKJOOOllimil— 0 Albert 1 imilOlimiO—1:h

Burbidge lllllllllllllll— 13 Cook llinoilimoiO— 12
Potter 111101111111111—14 Bailey 0111111 lom ill—13
Thomas 110110111101101—11 AVilley lioomilllim—18
Sperry limillllinOl-14 Capron 011111111111111—14
Hotchkiss 111111111111111—15 Viberts 101011011110111-13
RockweU 101111111111111—14
No. 7, 25 singles, entrance $3.50, last event: Burbidge 2.5, Rockwell

25, Albei-t 35, Edgarton 24, Sterry 24, Savage 34, Thomas 24, Potter 23,
WiUey 33. Clark 23.

First German Gun Club-

FouRTREN members of the First German Gun Club competed at
Dexter Park on Thursday. June 29, for the clut)"s gold medal, at 10
birds each, H and T traps Long Island rules, 25yds. rise. J. Schwaack
was awarded the medal, as \'. Lichtenbei-ger and < .'. Ronig withdrew
from the shoot oil of rhf^ tie with 9 each. A sui-ies ol: three rnatcbes
followed between J. Schwaack nud N Lichtenberger at 15 birds each
for S10 a side. The latter was the « inn r with a score of 3 to 2. Score:
J Schwaack 1111101111-9 J Wise 0011001101—5
J Brandhurst OlOIOl lUiO -S H Moi'sch 1000001101—4
N Lichtenberger 1101111111—9 C Dietz 01111 10101—7
A Neusch 0111101101—6 A Goetz 1110010111—7
P Neusch 1100000110—4 J Ristett 0000101010—3
G Pfafl' Olimom-8 H Borth 0101100001—4
C Ronig 110111 1111-9 J Brovver 1010000001—3
Match shoots, 15 targets each. .«10 a side: J. Schwaack, 1st, 8: 3d, 13:

3d, 12. N. Lichtenberger, 1st, 10; 2d, 11 ; 3d, 14.

10 birds, §5 a side: J. Schwaack 7, N. Lichtenberger 6.

Hell Gate Gun Club.

TwENTY-ONB members of the Hell Gate Guu Club, of New York, held
their regular monthly cluh shoot at Dexter Park on Ttiesday, June 27.

Each shot at SO bluerocks for the best averages at the, close of the
season. E. Doeinck, J. H. Voss and W. IT. Vo.ss were the highest
scorers. Sweepstake shoots followed. J. DauneU'elser, W. Thau and
J, H. Voss were the principal winners. The score:

Club shoot, SO targets: E. Doeinck 7. J. TI. Voss 16, H. W. Voss 13,
J. Dannefelser 13, J.^VeblJel KJ, C. RieLTer 12. 11. Thau 11, J. Lindner 11,

P. Kuodel 10, J. Sehubei t lO, .i, S^eiim lO, ('., Stradtman 10, J. Fraenz-
wick 9, H. Trostel 9, .J. Vhh-vhou 0, L^. iviechle 9, H. Bonkamp 8, W.
Hogau 8, J. Mollenbrook S, J. Biode S. .1. Woeful 8.

Sweepstake No. 1. Doeiuel^ i, Webbei- 4. .Stradtman 4, Trostel 4,

Knodel 5. Kiechle 5. Thau Petei sou 0, Hogan 1. Mollenbrook 3,Rieger
4. Erode 0, Schuberi: 5. J. H. Voss G. W-eful 1, Sehm 6, H. W. Voss 2,

Bonkamp 2, Dannefelser S. Fcanzu lek -i

No. 2: Doeinck 5, Webber 0. Stradt/ijau 4, TrostelO, Knodel 3, Kieckle
Peterson 1, Hogau 4, Mollenbrook 1, liieger 4, Erode 2. Schubert 3, J.
Voss Woeful 1, Sehm 2.

No. 3: Doeinck 9, Webber 8, Strad man 5, Trostel 7. Thau 13, Brode
3, Schubert 5, J. H. Voss 11, J. Woeful 6, H. W. Voss 7, Dannefelser 8.

Fraenzwick 11, Lindner 10, C. Woeful 5 .
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SHOOTING IN THE COAL REGION.
The Schuylkill County Shooting Association held their second annual

tournament June 28 and 29 at Mabanoy City. This city is nestled away
up in the mountains of Pennsylvania between the headwaters of the
Schayllsill and SuFquehanna Bivers. and it depends on the coal mines
for its support. On all sides are high mountains, and in the sides of
them, look in what direction you may, you will see either a coal
breaker or lai'ge heaps of culm. The town lies in a narrow valley
running north and soutii, and of course is a long narrow town with
one principal street running the whole length of it. The grounds of
the shooting association, or at least the baseball grounds, where thej'

held their shoot, are situated at the north end of the city, and in the
narrowest part of the valley, in fact the valley is hardly more than
300yds. at this place. The grounds are about loOyds. square and
perfectly level with a high broad fence all around. The straight away
iDirds fly right up the valley and give you an elegant sight, but the
right and left quarterers go toward culm banks or large heaps of coal
dirt .300 or 400ft. high, and the bluerock being black and going toward
a black foreground made very hai-d shooting. Bluerock targets and
traps were used and gave perfect satisfaction. The flight of ttie birds
was strong, but for all this some very good scores were made.
Theprogramme consisted of five 10-bird, two 15-bird, two ao-bird and

one 25-bird race each day, and where over 8 entries purses were
divided in four moneys, under 8 in three moneys; all ties were divided.
The boys in t his part of the country are all game and stick until their
last dollar is gone, or they have tbe last of some one else and are true
friends and wiU stick to a friend to the last.

The manager of this shoot is Fen Cooper, a well-known shooter in

Pennsylvania who was ably assisted by Kene Clayton, one of the big-

gest hearted and best known live bird shots not only in this State, but
all through the East. He has just patented a switched sight for a shot-
gun for use where matches are known angles and traps. It is a great
thing, saves all calculation as how far to lead a bird. You aim right
at it and the sight gives you the lead. John Linton is the cashier, and,
of course, is in great demand. Mat Cooper also assisted with the
shoot. Mr. Peter Gorman, the proprietor of the Mansion House, al-

though a new shooter at tar, as the boys call them around here, is

shooting away in every event and making some good scores. Most of
the boys from out of town are stopping at his place. In fact, on our
arrival on Wednesdaj^ morning the tirst shooter that we saw and knew
was Will Clark, of Wilkesbarre, who was waiting on the hotel porch
for his dinner before takmg in the afternoon shooting. After a hand
shake and a wash up, dinner being announced, we went into the din-
ing room and enjoyed ourselves for a good half an hour. Clark is

shooting a new hammerless Wilkesbarre gun and the way he putts out
crockery shows that iheir shooting qualities are all right.
On our aiTival at the grounds we were very warmly greeted and in-

troduced to those whom we did not Imow, and among those from a
distance were some who will go to any shoot given by any of their
friends. I mean the boys from Reading. There are here from that
town John Shaaber, Jim Smeck, A. Ford and Brook Harrison, and
these say to-mon-ow will bring several more who could not get away
to-day. From Hazleton are Dr. Myers and Frank Deach, who wliile

on a fishing trip this spring caught three small black bear cups and
something over 700 trout. Kow they want to sell the bears. From
New York are Mr. and Mrs. M. F. Lindsley, of wood powder fame, and
it is nip and tuck betwpen 3Iilt and his wife to know who makes wood
powder the most po])ular; and of course we all take our hats off to a
lady who takes so much mterest in he)' huaband's business that she
can run it just as well as liim when he is called away from home.
From Philadelphia are Jolin Tredway, wlio says no more sore shoul-
ders if you use a Tredway recoil pad on your gun. Along with him
are Harry Thm-man and "Chas. Irvtn. Irvin has charge of J. T. Bailey
& C'o.'s loaduig depai-tment at their new sporting goods house in Phil-
adelphia, and i.s makmg a greatrun on his Imnd-luaded American wood
powder shell. Prom Danville we tlnd A. Spicer, s]jicy enough for any
one to shoot against, and John Rehrig, of Weissport, shooting in good
form.
The weather, althongh threatening rain this morning, cleared and

gave us the nicest kind of a day.
No. 1, 10 singles:

Shaber lOllllOUl— 8 McDuflf 1111101010—7
Smeck 1100111111— 8 Lutmberger 0111100101-6
Harrison OlOOOllOil— 5 Claiton 0111111111—9
Rehrig lOmiJlXl— 9 Park lOlOllllll—

S

Ford OlOOmoOO— 4 Gorman OOUOOllOll-4
M Cooper mnniii—10
No. a, 10 singles:

Shaber 1011001111—7 Solliday 0010000000— 1

Smeck 1111111101—9 Deach 0110011110— 6
Rehrig .1111111110—9 Gorman IIIIOUOIIO— 6
Ford OlUllOOll—7 Park 1111111111—10
Harrison 0110111111—8 Clayton Olllllllll— 9
M Cooper 1111110111—9 McDulf 1011001110— 6
No. 3, 15 suigles:

Shaber 011111111101011—13 Harris 111111111111111—1.5
Smeck 11 10001OIOIUOU- 8 Rehrig innillllinil-15
Ford 110111101111110—13 Gorman UOUlOOlinOllOl— H
Deach OlOOlllOnnOOO— 8 Clayton lllliuniliOli—14
Davis OOOOlOniOOlOOl— G Solliday OluuiOUUOKilllia— .5

Park lOUOllllOUlOl-11 M Cooper llinuiinillU— 14
No. 4. 20 singles: Shaber 19, Smeck JiO, Rehrig 1.5, Ford 14, Gorman

13, Harrison 16.

No. 5, 10 singles:
Deach OillOOllOO—5 Gorman 0000100110—3
Park 1111 1101 1 0—8 Ford 1 1 01 Mil 1 1—9
Davis 01 OOOl 1000-3 Smeck 1 1 1 1 11UOO—

8

M Cooper lOlllinOl-8 Harrison limoiiii—

9

Olavton lilllOlin—9 Snaller llinOiJllO-7
McDuff 1101101111—8 Rehrig 1111101111—9
No. 6, 15 singles:

Shaber 111111111111111—15 Harrison lllllllllllOlll—14
Smeck OllOlOulloilllO— 9 Gorman 1011 uoillOli 011—10
Rehrig llliniOlOllllO—11 Deaoh OOOOOllOOOOlOOl— 4
Ford iiinnoioinio-i;j
Park 011110111111111—13
No. 7, 10 singles:

Shaber 1111111101— 9

Smeck 11 11110101— 8
Rehrig 1011111111— 9
Harrison lllHlini-10
Clayton lllllllllO— 9
Fo a UOlOlllll- 7

Clayton llll 11110111111—14
F Cooper 1 01 lllOUlllllO—13

J Davis J Oil0001101— 6
McDuH OIIlllOlOl— 7
M Cooper llOlllllU— 9
Holhday 1010011100— 5
Goimau OOOlllllOl— 6
Deitch 0000000101— 2

No. 8, 15 singles: Shaber 14, Smeck 11, Rehrig 15, Clayton 12, Harri-
rison 13, Gorman 9.

No. 9. 15 singles four moneys:
Ford 11011110101110011111—15 McDulT. .. .11110] 11111111111111—19
Schmeck. . oauoillllHl 1101 1 ll-15 Thurman. .lllllllinnoinnil-19
Clayton... .11111111110101101111-17 Treadway..l]linilinnOOlUOO— ic

Gorman. ...OOOOOlOllOoiOUOOOlOO— 5Rihrig U/UllOlllll (1110111 1—16
Shaber 11111111111111111111-20
^o. 10, 10 singles, tlu'ee moneys:

M Cooper lllllllllO— 9 Shaber lllllllllO— 9
Harrison Olillioiii— 8 Smeck lllOlOOllO— 6
Gorman OlllOOOOlO— 4 Ford .1111111111—10
Clayton lllllllllO— 9 Rehrig Olllllllll— 9
Hoiliday 0100111001— 5 F Cooper OlUlOllll— 8
McDufJ 1111000111— 7
Fo. 11, lO singles, four moneys:

Gorman lllOlllOll— 7 Tredway llOllllllO— 9
Weber OOOOOOllOl— 3 Spicer 1111101111— 9
F Cooper 0111111011—8 Ghaber .1111101111—9
Clayton 1111111111—10 Rehrig OimuilO— 8
Park 1011010010- 5 Smeck llOUOlllO— 7
McDuff 1100100111— 6 Harrison IIIUIIHI—lo
Ford 1100111110— 7 Deitch OlOlOlOOOl— 4
Thurman lllllllOll— 9 Solliday : OlOOOlOlOO— 3
No. la. 15 singles, fom- moneys:

Thurman Ulioililiioiif—13 Schmeck lOllllOOlllOiil—li
Tredway 111111111111111-13 Rehrig lOlluilOllluui—ii
Spicer 111111111111011-14 Clayton 111111111111111-15
I'ord 0111101001 liUUO- H McUulf lOlllOI 11001001— 9
Gorman lOllOlooilillUO— 9 Shaber 111111111111101—14
HaiTiaon lOllllllllllUUO— ll Wiler OllOllOllOlOlOl— 9
Amateur event tor those who have not won anything in previous

events; 7 singles:
Weber 0010100-2 JIcGinty 0110011-4
Anstock 0000000-0 Haaigan OOOi 1 101—

i

Krouse 1101011—5
Gorman 0110100—3 PSchlier
Deach 0011011—4 DSchlier...
Soliday oooouol—1

"
Lutenberger OOOlOOU—

1

WUer

- - .i;uo

—

2
Keliey <.hji.i)iXjii—

i

liheng 0000001—1
No. 14, 10 birds, entrance SI : Harrison 9. Gorman 4, Thurman 0

Treadway 7, Park 9, Spicer 10, Rherick 0, Shaaber 9, Smeck 8 m'
Cooper 8, Clayton 9, Ford 6. ' "

'

No. 15, 10 birds, entrance fl: Gorman 10, Thurman 9 Tredway 8
Spicer 8, Rherick 8, Shaaber 7, Smeck 7. Ford 7, Wiler 5, Harrison 8

Spicer 8, Park 6, Smeck 7, Shaaber 4, Tredway 9, Thurman 8, Ford 6,

Gorman 0.

No. 19. 10 birds, entrance $1: Ford 9, Tredway 7, Thurman 9,

Shaaber 7, Gorman 6, Dr. Myers 7, Harrison 10, Weber 4, Smeck 10,

Spicer 9, Lindsley 8, Clayton 8.

No. 20, 15 birds, entrance .51.50:

Thurman 111101111111111—14 Smeck 011110011111101—11
Clayton 111111111111101—14 Gorman 110011001000101— 7
Mcbufl 111111111111111-15 Dr Myers 000011110001010— 6

Weber 111101010010111—10 Tredway 111111101111110—13
Lindsley 110111111111111—14 Wanda 010110111101111-11
Spicer 111101111111110—13 Ford. . .111111111111101—14
Harrison....... 110111111111111—14 Shaaber 111111011100111-13
No. 21, 10 birds, 21yds., use of both barrels, entrance gl: Clayton 7,

Lindsley 8, Spicer 7, Thui-man 9, Shmeck 8, Tredwav 10, Goruiau 6, W.
Myers 4, Derrick 8, Paul 3, M. Cooper 5, Weber 6.

No. 22, 6 pairs, entrance SI:
Spicer 10 11 10 10 11 10— 8 Clayton 00 01 11 11 10 10— 8

Smeck 10 10 10 11 00 10— 6 Thurman 01 11 01 10 11 10-7
Tredway 11 10 11 10 11 10- 9 Ford 10 11 10 10 01 11— 8

Lind.sley 10 10 11 11 11 11—10 Berrick 10 10 11 10 10 01— 7

The Second Day.

opened with a bright sun shining, and when he showed his face over
the mountains this morning every one knew we were going to have a
hot one and we were not disappointed.
This morning brings some new shooters, most prominent among

whom are John Millspaugh. president of the Williamsport Rifle and
Gun Club, and F. P. Abercrombie. of the same place, and H. C. VV.

Matz, president of the Reading Shooting Association, and along with
him are John Ritters and John Freed. From Philadelphia comes H.
L. David (Landis), who, since he has been using a Smith ejector, is

shooting a great streak.
No. 1, 10 birds, entrance Si:

Thurman 1111111111—10 Clayton.. 1111111111-10
Tredway limillll-10 Green 0100001101— 4

Castle IIIOIOIOOO-
Kissiuger llliOOOllO— 6

Gorman lllOOOOOOl— 4

Ritters 1111101111- 9

Matz imXiOllOO- 6
Park 1111111111-10
Dr Myers 1100110001- 5

Shaaber 1111111111—10

Smith 1000111111— 7
aiillspaugh 1001110110—6
Landis 0111110111— 8

Smeck Olllllllll— 9

Ford lllllllOll— 9

Harrison llOllOlUl— 8
M Cooper 1111111111-10
McDuff 1010001110— 6
Lindsley OlOllOllOl— 6
No. a, 10 birds, entrance .§1:

Lindsley llOlllllll— 9 M Cooper 1101001011—6
Thurman llllllllll-lO Freed 0110101111—7
Tredway lIllOlllll— 9 McDuff 1111111101—9
Millspaugh lllOOOOOOl- 4 Ritter 1111111110-9
Smith 1111111111—10 Matz 1111100110-7
Smeck 1110111111— 9 Ford 1100110101—6
Landis lllllllllO— 9 Shaber 0011111111-8
I'ark 1101001111— 7 Gorman 1001101111—7
Hamson 1111011011— 8 Deach 1011101000—5
No. 3, 15 birds, entrance 81.50:

Millspaugh 110111111110011—12 Freed 110011011111111-12
Smith OllllOlOllOtHJll— 9 Harrison 110111111111101—13
Thurman llllininiOlIl-14
Lindsley llimOlOllllll-13
Tredway llllOllUOOlOll-11
Smeck 111101111111111—14
Landis ....111111111111111—15
Shaber 110011111001111—11
No. 4, 20 birds, entrance §2:

Lindsley.. .1111011 1100110101111—15
Smeck 11101 nil 11101011111—17

Park 111111101111111—14
Matz 101111101111011-12
Ritter 011101111111111—13
Ford llOlMlllllllU-12
McDuff 111011001101111-11
Clayton 111111011111111—14

Ritter 1101 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1101 1 11 1 0—1 7

McUuff. . . . IIOIUIOOIOIOOOOIOIII—10
Millspaugh (MllllOllUOlOlOlll 1—14 Landis OUllllll 11 111111 101-18
Smitli OlllUlllllllOl 101001—14
Thurman.. 111111111101 10101111—17
Tredway . .OOlllllOIllOlllllllO—15
No. 3, 10 birds, entrance gl:

Smeck 1111111101—
Millspaugh

Matz 01111110111111010111—16
Ford 11111110101110111111—17
Shaber. . . . 01101111110101111101—15

Harrison 1011111101—
l<reed OllllOlOll— 7
Park lllOlllOll— «
Ritten 1111111111—10
Ford 1011100101 - 6

Tredway lllIlOllll— 9
OOlllinOl— 7 Thurman llllOlllll— 9
lllOlOllll— 8 Gorman 1111111000— 7

Dr Ms'-ers OOllOlOOOO— 3
Hurke 1101011110— 7
Spicer oOlllillil— 8
Landis llOllOlllO—
Matz lOilOlllll—

Lindsley 0101111010— 6 Shaaber lOOlllllll— 8
No. 6, 15 birds, entrance .^1.50:

Lindsley Oil 1 101011 1 1 1 1 1—12 Matz 1 1 10101 11 Oil 11 1—12
Thurman llllOOlOlllllOl—11 Clayton llllliOl 11 11101—13
Smith 111001111111011—12 Ritter lllOlOllOllllOi—ii
Millspaugh 111000011111111—12 McDuff OlllllllOnOOU—11

Landis 111111111111111—15 Spicer 111111111111111—15
Smeck 111111111111011—14 Freed lllOlliiiOlini—13
Tredway 001101111111111—12 Shaaber lllUOllinOOlO-11
Ford 011010111111111—12 Gorman llOlllOOllllOlO—10
Hairisou 111101101111101—12
No. 7, 25 birds, entrance $2.50:

Lindsley ' 1111111111101100111110111—21
Smeck Olllllllll lu 110011101111-21
Millbpaugb 01 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 01 01 0 11 0 1 1 ui 1 11—1y
Smith 00 1 0001 1 001 1 01 1 1 1 1 1 1 1001 1—1

5

Thurman llllOOllOlllilliliiiinoO-20
Landis Illllllllllini01110]iii]_23
Matz llllllllll]1111101111]011-2.'l
Ritter lllOlnil lOl 1011111111111—22
Tredway llllllOlllllilimiOlllOl—22
Clayton llllllllOliOllOllllllllOO—20
Shaaber OlllillliiiiKiliiiimiui—s;a

Spicer 1111110110111110100111010-18
Freed 1101101111000111101101000—15
McDuff 1010111111111111111111110-22
Ford OniOUlliOlOlllOOlllOllO-17
Harrison 10111110101011111111 lliiO- 30
No. 8, 10 Dii'ds, entrance §1:

Spicer llOlOlllll— 8

Park 0011011001— 5

Green OOlOOlOlll— 5
Clayton ,.0101111111— 8
Smith lOlllOOlll— 7
Thurman llllllinO— 9
Wanda 1111000000— 4

Tredway 1111111111-10
McDuff Olllllllll— 9
Harrison OOlOOlOlll— 5
Matz 1110110111— 8
Hitter llllllOlll— 9
Shaaber Olllllllll— 9
Freed OOllOOlOU— 5

Landis lOOUlllll— 8 Smeck 1101001101— 5
Millspaugh .1 UlOOllll- 8
No. 9, 20 birds, entrance Si:

Landis OlOlOniU 1111101111—16 Spicer 11111100111101111110—16
Smeck IIIIOIIIUIIIOIOIOOII—12 Tredwav,. .11111111011111100111—47
Millspaugh llOlllllll 11011100(31—15 Bob Wh'ite.OlOOOllloiOllOOlllOO—10
Thurman. .01111101110110101111—15 Shaaber.. . .OOlOOlllOw
Smith 10111111110101100011—14 Freed 01101111011110111100—14
Matz 11101111010(111111101—15 Ulmer IIIOIIOOIIOOIOIOIOOO—10
Lmdsley. . .10011111011111001010-13 Clayton.. . .11111010111001111111-16
Ritter 11111110111111111111—19 Dr Myers. . llOKJOOoiUlOllllliO—13
Gorman,... llllOllinUJlOOllOO—15
No. 10, 10 birds, entrance §1:

Millspaugh 1111001101— 7

Matz 1100011110— 6

Smith llOlllllOl— 8
Ritter OlllloillO— 7

Landis 1111111111—10
Wanda 1001011100— 5

Spicer 1111111111—10
German 1011111110— 8
Thurman lllllllllO— 9
Tredway 1010110111— 7
Green 1000000110— 3

H. T.

, Thurman 15,

Tredway 14, Ford 12. Harri.-^QU 13. '

^^^"^"^ "*

No. 17, 10 bu-ds, entrance .jl: Spicer 10, Claj'ton 10, Lindsley 9, Smeck
10, Rehreck 10, Park 10, Harrison 9, M. Cooper- 9, Thurman 10 Tredway
8. Shean 7, Gorman 6. Ford 4, Weber 8, McDuff 0.
No. 18, 10 birds, unknown angles, entrance $1: Lindsley 7 Berrick 8

Glenmore Rod and Gun Club.

The last shoot of the Glenmore Rod and Gun Cluli'i; .•-.-asnn w.-is held
at Dexter Park, L. I., on Wednesday, June a^i. lu ili-- reguhu- club
shoot 14 members entered for the Glaus diamond badge at 7 birds
each, class handicap, modified Hurlmgham rules. J. Gastieger C
Engelbrecht, W. Vorbach and F. Maier tied with 7 straight. 6u 'the
shoot'Off Gastieger won for the third time during the season of 1892
and 1893.

By winning at this shoot he tied with C. Engelbrecht, who had al-
ready won the badge three times, and it was decided to shoot off the
tie at 3 birds, then miss and out. Gastieger was again the winner
with three out of four. A sweepstake shoot then took place, E A
Vroome and A. Eppig being: the winners. The scores:
J Gastieger 1121211—7 WHartye 2011011—5
J Sehliemann 1011122—6 E A Vroome 11011;il—

6

A Eppig 1112020—5 J Still 1112032—6
Dr Boehm 1101101—5 H McLaughlin 1111»22—

6

C Engelbrecht 1122111—7 R Lambert !oOl2021 iW Vorbach 11 111 11—7 F Maier., 1112111-7
\V Levens 1201220—5 J Froelieh 0221102—4
Ties for the ownership of badge, 3 birds, then miss and out:

J Gastieger 1022—3 C Engelbrecht IICO—

3

Sweepstake, gl: J. Gastieger 3, A. Eppig 4, F. Maier 5, E. A. Vroome
5, J. SciUiemann 5, R. Lambert 5.

the birds being too good for the class of shooters. H. Miller won the
club medal with 6, and J. Huff the second prize after outshooting L.
Maisch and J. Lang. Scores:
L Maisch 001 111 01—5 W Flack 01011001—4
H Zahn 01002101-4 W Joost 10I0130O-4
F Breitstein 00201110-4 HWiessing 10100010—3
C Wolff. , , 01020110-4 J Huff 11011100-5
H Faien 00101201-4 J Schwenger OlOllCOl—

4

HLang 12110002—5 C Fuchs... .;03200101—

4

AGoetz 10011010—4 H MiUer. , , . = , ; ,,31110011—

6

Peekskill Gutt Club Tournament.
Peekskill, N. Y., Jime 30.—The summer tournament of the Peeki

skill Gun Club came to a close yesterday, and has been a gratifying
success. Among the shooters" present I noticed Messrs, Quimby and
Van Dvke of New York; John Baker, of Ridgewood: E, D. Miller, of
Springfield; "Dutchy" Smith, of Plainfield; Eddy Collins, of West
Hoboken; W. R. Ho'bart, of Newark; Messrs, Piatt, Ed and Thomas
Ward, Halpin and Valentine, of White Plains; and S. M. Lyon, of
Brooklyn. The local club turned out in good numbers.
An unusual amount of interest was manifest, in the team race

restricted to New York State. Between Newbttrgh and Peekskill it

was a tie for first Up to the fourteenth round, when Mr. Likely for
the former dropped his 14th and 15th and Mr, Everinghim completing
his 15 straight won the raco by two birds for Peekskill,
The scores of the principal events are here given:
No, 6, 15 bluerocks. entry ,31,50:

Horton 111111110001001-10 Baker 110111110111111—13
Apgar 111111101111111—14 Meyer 111111111111111—15
Hobart 001101111011111-11 Frosting 100010111111111—11
Lee 111101011010111—11 Rhodes.. 111111111111111—15
Mason 111110011100111—11 Gettle 1011111.11110111—14
Lyon 111101111100011-11 W'ard 111111111111111—15
E Ward 1 10111111111111-14 Miller 110111101111111—13
Taylor 110111111111111—14 Dutchy 111111111111111—15
Halstead 110011111101111—12
Van Dyke 111111111111111—15
No. 7, 10 bluerocks, entry $1:

Hobart OllOllllU— 8
McPartland lllllllOll— 9

Taylor 1101111001— 7
1111111111—10

Sutton 010101111111011-11
Quimby 111111111111111—15

Lent 1111011110— 8
Halsted 1111001011— 7
(Quimby 1111111111—10
Sutton 1010111000— 5

Lee 1111111101— 9 Baker , 1110011111— 8
Lyon lllllllOll— 9 T Ward llOOllllll— 8
Meyer 1011111101— 8 Rhoades 0101100000— 3
Horton 1111011010— 7 Austin 1101111101— 8
Blumenburg 0101111111— 8 Richmond 1101001000— 4
E Valentine llllOlllll— 9 Dutchy 1111111111—10
EAVard 1111101111— 9
D Valentine. 1001101100— 5
Engels 0100111111— 7
Van Dyke lllOlOllll— 8
No. 8, 20 bluerocks, entry S2:

Halstead . .10111101110000111011—13
Raymond. .10111111111110111111—18
Lee 10110111110111111111—17
Taylor 11111111110111101110—17

Miller 1111111111—10
RAGS 1111111111—10
Gettle. 1100111001— 6

Miller 10011111111111111111—18
Quimby . . .01101111111111111011—17
Lyons 10101100111111110110—14
Sutton 10101100110111111101-14

Wood 10100001110110000001— 8 Horton. .. ,11110111111011110101—16
Ward 01100101111011111110-14 Mason 01110111110111111111—17
Dutchy....01111111111111111111—19
Apgar 11101 iiinininiin—19
Hobart.. ..11111100011111111110-16
Van Dyke. 11111111110111111111-19
No. 10, 10 bluerocks, entrance 84:

Halsted 1111001111— 8
Rayland 1101111001—

M'PartlandllllllllllllllOllOlO—17
D W'ard. . . .11111111111101111101—18
Collins 01100111111011111111—16

Horton 1110111111— 9
Mason OlllllllOl— 8

Lyons 1110001110- 6 T Ward llOlllllll— 9
Taylor 1111111111—10 Collins 1110001111— 7
Wood 1010010000— 3 Turner 1111111110—9
EWard 1111111111—10 Myers 1110011100— 6
Dutchy Olllllllll— 9 Gettle llOOllllll— 8
Apgar 1111111111-10 PEmz 1110111101— 8
Hobart 1110110111— 8 Blumenburg llllllOlll— 9
Van Dyke 1011111111—
Miller llllllllil—10
Quimby 1110110111— 8
No. 11, 10 bluerocks, entrance 81:

EWard 1111100111— 8
Halsted llOlllllll— 9
Tinner 1111110001— 7
Baker lOOOOllOlO— 4
Horton 0111010001— 5
TWard.... 0111010111— 7
Apgar ...llOlllllll— 9

Down Town Gun Club.
The members of the Down Town Club held their usual monthly out-

ing at Dexter Park, L. I., on Friday, June 30. Fourteen members shot
at 8 birds each, club liandicap, H and T traps. The scores were poor,

Baker 111111 1000— ',

Lent lllOlOllll— 7
Richmond 1011000001— 4

Taylor 1111111111—10
Rags llllOlllll— 9
Perry 1101111011— 8
Gettle 0111011111— 8
Higginson 1011111011— &
Mason 0101001011— 5
Blumenburg 1111111101—

a

Van Dyke 1111111111—10 Ingle lOOilOOlOl— 5
Dutchy 1111101111— 9 Austin 1010100111— S
Miller llllllllil—10 F R-^se OOIOOOIOIO— a
Collins ..1110110110— 7 Weygant OlllOOOlll— 6
Hobart llllllllil—10
No. 12, 10 bluerocks, entry $1: Gettle 4, Perrey 7, Turner 3, Har-

rison 7, Wood 9, Higginson 9, Dutchyr 8, Apgar 9, "Van D. 10, Hobart 9,
Collins 8, Milier8, Taylor 10, Rags 7, B. Burg 8, Ingle 7, Gettel 7, Frost
2, Baker 6, Halstead 7. Horton 7.

No. 13, 15 birds, $1..50:

T K 111110111111111—14 Miller 111111111111111-15
Van Dyke 111111111111111—15 Quimby lllllOllOllOlii—12
Halstead 110111111111111—14 EWard 111111101110111—13
Higginson 111111101101001—11 Raglan 111111111111110—14
O Ward 111111111111111—15 Piatt 110111111110110—12
Hobart 111110110111111—13 Halpin. 110111111101110-12
Dutchy 111111110111111-14 Likely lOOlMllOlOOlll— 9
Taylor lllllllllilllil—15 Frost 0001001001 lOOU— 5
Apgar 111111110111111—14 Horton llOOuiiiiUiiii— 12
No, 14, 10 bluerocks, entry 1: Wissells 9. WvgantT, Hortou 8, Austin

5, Perry 8, Eugle 9, Van Dyke 9, Gettel 9, Collins 9, Dutchy S, Hobart
8, Apgar 10, Baker 8, B. Berg 6, Halstead 8, Engle 5, Austin 8.

No. 17, 15 bluerocks, entry $1.50:
Collins 111111111111011—14 Sandrow lllOOtXlllOOllll- 9
Hobart 100111111111111—13 Piatt 011110111111111-13
MOler 111111111110111—14 Halsted lllllllllilllil-15
Van Gel 110111111111111—14 T Ward 111011111111110—13
Van Dyke 111101111111111—14 EWard llllOOlOlOlOOll— 9
Horton 111011111111111—14 Borden loilliuiiliiii-14
Taylor lllllllllilllil—15 Likely 111111100011111-12
Quimby 111111011111110-13 Rayland IllllllOiiliioO—12
Turner 100111011100010— 8 Loder lillllllUOIOll-13
Dutch 101110111111101-12 Richmond llOOOlOOOlllOlO— 7
Hig 011100011111111—11
No. 18, 21 bluerocks:

Hobart. . .
.11111111111011111111—19 Halsted. ...lllllllllllliiliilli—SO

CoUins 11111111111111111101—19 Loder 11001(311111111111011—16
VLeng^kellllllllllllllHllll—20 Halpin 0011111111111110111I—17
Miller OlllllllOlllilllllll—IS Barden. . . .OuOOllloOlUOOOOIlllO— 7
Horton.... llllll 10111111001111-17 Rag lOlUillinilOiiiiiO—17
Van Dyke.llUll 10111111111011—18 T \Vard....l011inilliOini0110—IS
Dutchy,.,. 11 101111111111111110—18 Baker OllllllluilllllllOlO—Id
Taylor 11111111111111111010—18
No. 19, team race, three meiLonly clubs in New Y'ork State, entry S4'-

Newburgh Gun and Rifle Associa'n White Plains Gun Club
Taylor,.: . . .111110110111111—13 T Ward lOllUllllllOll—

W

Rayland. . . .111111111111110-14 Piatt lOllOlOllllOllQ-lO
Likely 111010111111100—11—38 EWard lllOllllllllJH-14_,S7

Peekskill Gun Club.
Dr Horton 111110101111101—12 Everinghim.lllllllHinill— 15—Ju
Halsted 111111110101111—13
No. 2

mond 7

Maier 1 .... . , .. „ „„„^
Borden 7, E. Ward 10, Mason 5, Halpin 7, Taylor 10. T. Ward'5,"R'X g'
9, Harrison 6.

No. 21, 25 bluerocks, entry §2:
ColUns.. 1111111101111111011111111-93
Van Dyke lllOlOOOIinilliinilllll-2i
Hobart llUlllllllOnlnoil 11111—23
Miller nnioiiininiiinimni-23
"Dutchy" 1111111111111111111111110-24
Von Lengerke 1111111111111111111111110—24
Perry ion UOl 001 1 1 1 1 01 UOlOOl 01 1—14
Taylor KHjiiniiiiinniiiiiiiii-23
Halsted Illillillllliliiuoiiioiii—2a
Mason llOlllOlOlOllOlOliOUOlll—17
Horton •11110111101111 niliuiiii—aa
Soder 101 110111 1111 lliuiiiinoi—21
E Ward llllllllllluilllliiiiiill—24
Halpin. 1001 11 1011 1 1 11 1 llOl 1 1 1101-20
Liltely. 1010111110001111111111111—30
TWard 1010101011101111111111111—20
Rag 1111111111111111111111111—251

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
T. J. D.—Stittmore, Ga,—For prairie chicken shooting in autumn

go to Pembina, N, D,, or any station in Hallock county, ifinn,

J. B. B.—For Oneida Lake flsh see report in our fishing column*.
FgT bass go to Black Lake described in our issue of June 15,
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SAVE YOUR TROPHIES.
Writs for Our Illustrated Cataloeoe

"HEADS AND HORNS."
It gives directions for preparing and preserving

Skins, Antlers, etc. iJso prices for Heads and
Rugs, Birds and Fisli, and all kinds of work in Taxi-
dermy.

WARD'S NATURAL SCIENCE ESTARLISHMENT.
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

NO, JOSIAH!
I don't bother to look
up tlie law. Any sea-

son '11 do me, if they're

bitin'. Don't catch me
paying no 25 cents for

no Game Laws in Brief.

I don't care anything
about the pretty pic-
tures in it. My own pic-
ture's eood enough for
me. See?

J^ROM the first issue of this paper it has been

used, and for nearly twenty years this particular

space has been occupied by

ABBEY & IMBRIE,
who now say that they have given up advertising at least tor the present.

Motion Fislrei^xxren.: Cut Pr&ces for X893.
I am witli voii again with, lower prices for FisMng Tackle. I find by experience that pntting down the

prices and not decreasing the quality, it increases my business every year.
One lot of Split Bamboo Ply and Bass Rods will be sold at $1.58 until all are sold. Rods are all nickel mounted, solid reel seats, silk wound, complete in wood form and will give satisfaction.

Length and weight of the Fly Rods are: 9ft., 6oz.
; 9Jft. 6Joz. ;

10ft., 7oz.
;
lOJft., 7Joz. ;

lift., 8oz. Reel seats below hand.
Length and weight of the bass rods are: SJft., 9oz.

;
9ft., lOoz. ;9ltt., lloz.

; 10ft., 12oz., lOJft., 14oz. Reel seats above hand.
A special lot of Hard Rubber and Nickel, Raised Pillar, Multiplying Reels with Balance Handle and Side Spring Click, 40yds., 90 cts.

;
60yds., §1.00; 80yds., -SI.IO; lOOyds., $1.20.

Any of the above reels sent by mail for price and 10 cts. extra for postage.
Brass Cliik Reels, 40, 60, 80 or 100yds., 38 cts. each; 5 cts. extra for postage.
One lot uf Multiplying Raised Pillar Reels with Balance Handles and Lifting Drag: 40yds., 38 cts.

;
60yds., 48 cts. : 80yds., 58 cts. ; 100yds., 68 cts. ; 150 yds., 78 cts.

A special lot of Trout Flies at 30 cents per dozen assorted, sent by mail 1 cent per dozen extra for postage.
A special lot of Bass and Pickerel Spoons at 5 cents each sent by mail, 1 cent e:2tra for postage.
All kinds of HoUow Point best quahty Hooks snelled to single gul 10 cts. doz. ; double gut, licts. doz.

;
treble, 20 cts. doz. ; four vlj, 25 cts. doz. 1 cent extra per dozen for postage

300ft. Braided Linen Reel Line on Block, 41 cts. ; 800ft. of Hand-Made Linen Reel Lines on Block, 9 thread, 38 cts., sent by mail S cts. extra for postage.
Brass Box Swivels, all sizes No. 1 to No. 12. , 15 cts. per dozen, sent by mail 1 cent per dozen extra for postage.
Single Grut Leaders, 3ft., 4 cts., 45 cts. per dozen. Double Gut Leaders, 40in., 5 cts. each. Treble Gut Leaders, 33in., 7 cts. each. Four-ply Leaders, 32ia., Sets.

Special lot of best quality 100ft. Lineu'Reel Lines, 8 cts., 200ft., 15 cts.
;
300ft., 22 cts. ; 3 cts. extra for postage.

Send 2-ceiit stamp for Illustrated Gatalogrue.
Open Eirenlngrs until 8 o'clock. J. F. MARSTERS. 51. 53 ^ 55 Court St.. Brook!vn. N.T.

FOR SALE.

MEMBERSHIP SHARES
IN THE

Triton Fish and Game Club,

There has just been incorporated under the above
title the finest fishing and gunning association in
Canada. Thds preserve consists of 102,000 acres,
having within its borders over fifty lakes and a score
of rivers and mountain streams, all of which swarm
with trout ranging from 61bs. CSalmo fontinalis
only.) The virgin wilderness teems with small
game. Of the larger kinds the caribou abounds.
Moose and black bear are fairly plentiful, as also
beaver, otter and other fur-bearing animals.
The Triton Club is situated 100 miles north of Que-

bec, on the line of the Quebec & Lake St. John Rail-
way, and is reached in twenty-four hours easy
journey (by raU) from New York City. (See pros-
pectus.)
A limited number of shares is offered to gentle-

men of unexceptionable references.
As a summer resort for both gentlemen and ladies

the Triton Club offers great attractions, in addition
to the best fishing and shooting to be had on this
continent, at a very low cost.
The shares are $250 each, and are an absolutely

safe investment. Intending purchasers should care-
fully examine Sec. 4 of constitution, also pages 13 and
34 of by-laws about membership certificates, agents,
membership cards, route and mode of payments.
For Prospectus, By-Laws, Maps, etc., and full in-

formation address

Messrs. TOWNSEND & HOWARD,
928 TEMPLE COURT, NEW TOKK CITY,

AND THIS PAPER.

FOB SALE.
Camp Ground,

SARAHAC LAKE,
Adirondack Mountains.

Point of land just north of Sweeny Carry and

Hotel Wawbeek, well wooded, high elevation, large

water front, with a superb view of the country to

the north, east and south, easy of access, and one of

the finest camping spots in this whole country,

containing about 45 acres. Address P. O. Box 1,980,

Boston, Mass., for further particulars.

TROUT LAKES FOR SALE.
I offer for sale a portion of my Adirondack pre-

serve, from 1,000 to 2,000 acres of land, with foxu*

lakes. Three log cabins on the property, good
road to two of the lakes, easy trail to the other two.
This property is suitable for a club or for private
resorts. One lake is stocked with salmon trout, the
others with speckled trout, 30,000 planted last May,
and shall plant as many more this year. >YiU sell

any one lake with a portion of the land. Address
DR. J. DE V. MOORE, 157 Park avenue, Utica, N. Y.

Hunting Grounds For Sale.
We offer for sale one farm, 600 acres, situate in

Warren county. North Carolina, sis mUes from
Macon, same from Littleton. Quail, deer, wild turkey,
ducks, geese and old hares on and near the farm.
Fine grain, cotton, tobacco and fruit farm. Fair
dwelling and outhouses. Hunting privilege on ad-
joining farms can be bought cheap. 14 hours from
New York via S. A. L. Apply to owners. Price, $6
per acre. EGEETON BROS., Macon, N. C.

ALBEMARLE AND PAJVIPLICO CRUISING AND
Hunting Association —Bear, Deer, Wild Tur-

key, Quail, Swan, Geese. Brant, Duck, Curlew, Snipe.
Finest fishing; Bluefish, Striped Bass, Weakflish,
Drum, etc. Membership limited to 20. One more
subscriber wanted. H. A. Weeks, 74 Murray st. , N.Y

FRUIT AND GAME FARM FOR SALE.—75 acres,
nice cottage, 1,000 fruit trees, health perfect,

taxes low, game plentiful. Price $2,000. Long time
privilege to shoot over 5,000 acres if desired. C. D.
EPES, Crewe, Nottoway Co., Va 28

"I SAY, ISAAC!"
If you wish to listen to a little of that old time

racket in your creel, order the following reversed
wing trout flies. On receipt of $1.00 we will send
you "the chosen twelve," consisting of Coachman,
Scarlet Ibis, Black Hackle, Dark Montreal, Governor,
Red Haclde, Red Ant, Cow Dung, Jenny Spinner,
Seth Green, Blue Professor, Oak Fly, adding the
famous Little Big Horn, just for luck. Any where
on your old runways, from April to July, they will

be found captivating companions, worthy of your
idolatry and skUl. And if for solidity of construc-
tion and reaUstic beauty of finish they are not equal
to the best on earth, we will refimd your ducats.
Send for revised price list.

JOHN B. MgHARG, Rome, N. Y.

1
Line Complete-Prices LOW

I ^EHD 2^.1SmP FOR CATALOGUE

WILKIKSON CO.
CHICAGO.

IF"ox- aeSjE-i^ert JE'l.-y Tying;
SNEIiLED HOOKS, LEADERS, Etc.

S. WESTWOOD & SON, Wiknette, IIJ.

The Adipondacks.
Map of the Adirondack Wilderness.
Pocket edition on map-bond paper. $1.00.

"It Is the moat complete map of the Adirondacks
region ever published."—i''ci?'es* and Stream.

Pocket Map of Lake Champlain and Lake
George. May-bond paper, 50 cents.

Guide Books.—The Adirondacks. Illustrated,
16mo., 272 pages, pseudo cloth cover, 25 cts.

l<ake George aud L,aUe Clianiplaiu, 25 cts.

AddiessS. B. STODDARD, Glens Falls, N. Y.

LYMAN'S RIFLE SIGHri>.
Send for 96 page Catalogue of Sights and Bifleo,

ABDRESS,

Wants and Exchanges.
Adveriisentents under this head., strictly

limited to Wants and Exchanges., -will be

inserted at the special rate of three cents a
word each insertion. The money mtist ac-

company the order.

WANTED.—COPIES OF FOREST AND STREAM
of May 6, Sept. 23, 1886, and Sept. 25, 1890. Ad-

dress Forest and Stesam oflace.

Our Complete Catalogue

VON LENGERKE & ANTOINE, 246 Wabash Ave., Chicago.

Affents : Francotte Giws, Upihegrove's Clothing, King's Xlve Bird Traps, Thompson's Hunting Boota and Shoes
Thurman's Shooting Blouses, Canlotira Dog Remedies. Sehnltze and E. C. Powders etc. etc.

"THE ART OF SHOOTIl\Q"
PRICE $3.00.

By CHTARLES liANCASTER.
FOR SALE AT THIS OEFIOE.

Want Agents in Every Town I City
TO SELL GREER'S

Pat. "LEVEE" FISH HOOK.

The best Fish Hook on earth for Sea, Lake aud
River fishing. •'No losing bait." Nor coming home
without your largest flsh. No breaking loose or
tearing out, but a dead sure thing on getting your
fish if it bites. No one can afford to flsli without
one. No springs to get out of order. It is pimple
and strong; being a lever, the harder a Ash. pulls the
strongei- it wiU hold him. They are only made in

one size, using a 3-0 hook for the bait hook. Will be
sent postpaid to any address on receipt of price, 25c.

"I consider it the best and most complete patent flsh

hook on the market."—C. L. Ruth, Montgomery, Ala.

M. GREER, JR., Knoxville, Tenn.
Write for circular and testimonials. Order a sam-

ple dozen by mail. A liberal discount to dealers. 30

Do li Cai Oil
And Do Your Own Cooking

While Camping Out?
The pleasiue of camping out is often spoilt by

poor facilities for good cooking out doors. To
remedy aUthis get

Buzzacott's Complete Out-

door Cooking Outfit,

tested and approved by the U. S. Government and

issued to the entire TJ. S. Army for all camp and out-

door cooking.

Nearly 1,000 in use in the U. S. Army to-day and it

has the oflacial endorsement of every Regiment in

the Army.
Made in any size for one or 100 men as required;,

cooks anything quick and weU. No stove pipe, dirt,,

smoke or chopping of wood. Burns any fuel, grass

or anything. No fixing or waiting to heat or cool,,

packs easily for carrying anywhere.

Especially invaluable for all hunting, fishing andl

sporttQg outfits, Armies, National Guards, etc.

For further particulars, address

MMADKEE TACK & NAIL CO.,

MILWAUKEE, "Wis. 27

CYCLISTS
DO NOT FORGET

ANTI-STIFF

^Strenhthems*!

For Sale by Dealers In Sporting Goods.

E. FOXTGERA & CO.,
26-30 y. WilUatn Street, New Tork,

SOLE AGENTS.

Buy Directand Save
.11 riders ! ,

e can do it for the money: $30
njH an «le^'aat Oxford finely fio-

Ished and nickel plated Bicycla,
ntud t.) lo Srst class, »impl«
utruotion, strong, durable
jTiralely fitted, whloh m«ko»

riding on our Wheel a pleasure

-inslead of hard wort; material we usoisof the tiehest grade, each wheel

tniaranteed. ^ rite to-day f.jr our illustrated FREE OBtal.>gue. <

DEPT.B.-DXFORD MFC CO. 338 WABASH AVE. CHICAOD._

The Kenwood Camp Stool.
For the World's Fair, or aU outing

lurposes. Weighs 19oz. Holds 2501bs.

juickly adjusted. No detachable parts.

Price $1.00, postage prepaid.

HKWTTT & DRAKE. P O. Box .127. Ohicaeo.

Modern Training,
Handling and Kennel ManagemBnt.

By B. WATERS.
A comprehensive and practical guide to the

training, care, management and breediuf of eld

dogs. Cloth, 373 pasres. Price 83.00

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING C0„
318 Broadway, New Yorfc.
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I sportsmen's Goods. X

"CAMMEYEP
^^^^ Stamped on a Shoe B ^

means Standard of Merit.

EaUESTRIAN FOOTWEAR.

MEN'S GRAIN LEATHER NAPOLEON
ING BOOTS

MEN'S GRAIN LEG CALF FOX NAPOLEON
RIDING BOOTS

.

MEN'S CALF STIFF LEG RIDING BOOTS..
MEN'S ENAMEL LEATHER STIFF LEG
RIDING BOOTS

MEN'S RUSSIA CALF STIFF LEG RIDING
BOOTS

MEN'S CANVAS RIDING LFGGINS

$ 5.00
7.00
9.00

10.00
10.00
f.50
3.50
4.00
5.00

ATHLETIC FOOTWEAR OF EVEBY DESCRIPTION.

Send toT Catalogue. Mailed Free.

A. J. CAMMEYER,
Sixth. Ave , oor. 13th. St., 1^. Y.

MEN'S GRAIN VVINDSOR RIDINGLEGGINS
MEN'S RU.SSET CALF WELLINGTON RID-
ING LEGGINS

Do Tou Know?
that the

HANNAFORD
VENTILATED RUBBER BOOTS
are worn at all seasons with

Absolute Comfort.
KO SWEATING. '

Ask your dealer for them,
or send for catalogue.

HANNAFORD
VENTILATED^
BOOT CO., 79 MILK ST., BOSTON.

BICYCLE
GOODS

AT THE LOWEST
POSSIBLE PRICES.

WE OFFER

Bicycle Suits,
stylish, well made, well fitting, handsomely
trittmied with braid, in all colors. Jersey and
cheviot from §8.50 to §14.00 per suit.

Men's Sweaters,
In all colors at $2.50, $.3.00, §4.50.

Boys' Sweaters,
At S2.00, $2.50, S3.00.

ALSO A COMPLETE LINE OF
BICYCLE CAPS, BELTS AND

HOSIERY, ETC.

E. OCUMPAUGH & SONS,
83, 85 & 87 Main St., Hochester, IT.Y.

Composite

Cork Wads.

PATENT PENDING, ^^^^ LATEST.

Our claim in "Patent Pending'" covers the use of
cork in combination with any other substance in aGun AVad. We now offer in addition to our Keg-
ular Cork AVad, so favorably known and generaUy
used, a Composite Cork AA'ad. And in order to
enable sportsmen to test the quahties of both we
will send a full box a25) mixed or of either kind
post paid for 35 cents.

LANCASTER CORK GUN "WAD CO.,

I.auca.ster, Pa.

X sportsmen's Goods.

FERGUSON'S PATENT REFLECTING LAMPS,
THOMAS J. CONROT, Solo Agenti

310 Broadway, New York.
With Silver PUted Locomotive Befleitort

Attach-

ments.^

For Sportsmen's use. Combines
Head Jack (Front and Top), Boat
Jack, Fishing, Camp, Belt and
Dash Lamp, Hand Lantern, etc.

For Night Driving, Hunting, Pish
Ing, etc. Is adjustable to any
kind of dash or vehicle.
Send stamp for Illus. Catalogue,
and address all orders Lamp Dept.

DUCK CALLS.
Grubb's Improved Illinois River Duck Call. The

most natural-toned call made; easy to blow; not
easy to get out of repair, having a fine tempered
reed; makes it so you can call teal, woodduck and
bluebill, as well as mallard. This is the only call
you can do this with. Price 55 cents.
Same as above, made of red cedar, silver mounted,

with silver reed which gives it perfect tone, ^1
Every one warranted. Address

CHAS. W. GRUBBS,
1537 Milwaukee Ave.,

Chicago, 111.

No Schoolmaster
need ever look like this
if he"ll read his Forest
AND Stream and go
fishing when the Game
Laws in Brieftells him
the season is open.
Every pedagogue in
the land should have a
Brief. Its pictures can
be studied on the sly
while little Stupid is

making his daily flunk.
Costs 25 cents. F. and S. Pub. Co.

THE TISDELL CAMERA.
I ATP^X naud, Detective. Viow.

I CO I . Anew SELF-SETTING SHtTTTER.
Glas? Plates or Films. Simp e, Light, Handsome.BeQT I CMC Guaranteed to give

I IN O. PERFECT RESULTS.
Send six cents for Sample i^hoto. and circidar.

TISDSEL, C-'VMERA Jk MbQ. CO., Scranton,Pa

CORKESPONDENCB.
The Forest aad Stream is the recognized medium

of entertainment, instruction and Information be-
cween American sportsmen. The editors invite
aommunications on the subjects to which its pages
are devoted. Aiion>mous communications will not
be regarded. The euitors are not responsible for
the views of correspondents.

StTBSCRIPTIONS
Subscriptions may begin at any time. Terms:

For single copy $4 per year, 82 for six months.
Rates for clubs of annual subscribers:

Three Copies, $10. Five Copies, $16.

Remit by express money-order, registered letter,
money-order, or draft, payable to the Forest and
Stream Publishing Company. The paper may be
obtained of newsdealers throughout the United
States, Canada and Great Britain.
Foreign Subscription and Sales Agents—Londoa

Davies & Co.; Brentano's; Sampson Low & Co.
Paris: Brentano's. Foreign terms: $5 per year,
*i3.50 for six months.

ADVERTISEMEIJTS.
Inside pages, 30 cents per nonpareU line. Special

rates for three, sis ana twelve months. Seven
words to the line, twelve lines to one inch. Adver-
tisements should be sent in by Saturday previous
to issue in which they are to be inserted. iS-ansient
advertisements must invariably be accompanied by
the money, or they will not be inserted. Reading
notices ?1.00 per line. Only advertisements of an
approved character inserted.
Address all communications:

FOREST AJST) STREAM FUBUSHING CO.,
318 Broadway, New York City.

Ohkjago, III.: 909 Security Buildine

Canoe and Boat Building
FOR AMATEURS.

Price, S3.00.

FOR SALE AT THIS OJ'FICE.

X Routes for Sportsmen. J

A BLANK DAY.
BUT IT WAS NOT ON.THE

RAILROAD.
The sportshian of the North often has a hlank day.
Indeed, no Northern shooter knows much about
shooting until he has shot in the South, where the
superb natural conditions have left the game in un-
diminished plenty in the covers.

Don't Go After Bear
to the Rockies. (Jo to the wide river bottoms of
Mississippi or Louisiana and you will get one.

Don't Go After Turkeys
to the Great West, but to the Great South, in Missis-
sippi and Louisiana, where the unbounded wood-
lands hold abundance of these noble birds.

Don't Go After Ducks
in the North, and work hard for days for a dozen
ducks. Go South, to Louisiana and Texas, and
learn what wildfowl shooting is.

Tlie Quail, Woodcock and Snipe
shooting of the South is such as the Northern hunter
never dreamed of. A genial climate, a pleasant
people, a six months open season, and birds until
you want no more.

The Illinois Central Road runs direct to all this
country, and is the only road that does.

A. H. HA^iSOK,
Gen. Pass. Agent, Illinois Central R. R., Chicago.

When planning your annual tour remember that
this company controls over 4,100 miles of railway
equipped in the most approved modern style, pass-
ing through a magnificent country noted for its un-
stu-passed facilities for sport.

A FEW OF THE PRINCIPAL RESORTS.
ANDROSCOGGIN LAKES (via Bryanl'.s Pond or Bethel).
—Excellent trout fishing and game, large and small, of
every descriptlun.

THE WHITE MOTTNTAIMS (via Gorham, N. H.)—For
trout and varieties of game.

THE SALMON RESORTS of Quebec, New Brunswick
and Nova Scotia (reached via Quebec).

LAKE ST JOHN REGION (via Quebec)-Forouananlche
trout, carioou, bear, moose, beaver, otter, etc.

THE RIVER ST. LAWRENCE (in the neighborhood of
the line for 400 miles) —For mascalonge, pike, bass,
whlteflsh, ijicfeerel, perch.

THE THOUSAND ISLAN DS (via Gananoque or Kingston)
—For pickerel, black bass, mascalonge, pike.

MUSKOKA LAKES.-The best place on the continent
for flshlne;, shooting and camping. All varieties of fish
and game.

PARRY SOUND AND GEORGIAN E V.T (reached via
Penetaug, Midland, Coilingwood, etc.) for black bass,
pickerel, deer, partridge, bear, otter, etc.

AKES ONTARIO, ERIE, HURON AND MICHIGAN (via
stations at all pr.nclpal ports;.

LAKE SUPERIOR (via Coilingwood, Wlarton, Sarnia in
connection with steamship lines).

The charges for hotels, guides and camping at
many of the fishing waters named above are ex-
tremely low. Full particulars of same are pubhshed
in a pamphlet descriptive of the "Fishing and Hunt-
ing Resorts of the Grand Trunk Railway," which
will be forwai-ded free on application to the com-
pany's principal agents, or to the General Passenger
Agent at Montreal.

N. J. POWER.
General Passenger Agent,"

X.. J. SEARGEANT, General Manager.

Adirondack

Mountains,

Lakes George

(LChamplain,

Saratoga, Etc.
Illustrated gm'de to the Northern resorts issued by

the Delaware and Hudson RaUroad will be mailed on
receiiot of 6 cents postage. Address

J. W. BURDIGK,
General Passenger Agent,

ALBANY, Y.

X Routes for Sportsmen. X

Opening of the Chlooutlmi Extension In. July, 1893.

The Ne-w Route to the Far-Famed Saguenay
and the onlv rail route to the delightful summer resorts
north of Quebec, through the

CANADIAN 4UIRONDACKSC
Parlor and Sleeping Cars. Magnificent sceupry. Beautiful
climate. Hotel Roberval, Lake St. John, has first-class
aci^ommodatioH for 800 guests, and Is run in connection
with the "Island House" at Grand Discharge of Lake St.
John, in thecerterof the "Ouananlche" fishing gi'ounds.
Dally commimlcatio a by the new fast steamer across
the lake. The fishing rights of Lake St. John and tribu-
taries, an area of 20.000 square miles, are free to guests
of the hotels- In July trains will connect daily at
Chlcoutiml with Saguenay steamers for Quebec. Day-
light trip. A beautifully Illustrated guide book free on
application. For information as to hotels, apply to hotel
managers; for folders and guide books to ticket agents
of all principal cities.

ALEX HARDY, J. G. SCOTT,
Gen. P. & P. Agt. Sec'y & Manager.

Quebec, Canada.

Alive witli Grame.
IF YOU WANT GOOD SPORT, PLENTY OF

IT AND NO BLANK DAYS, SEND FOR THE
CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY COMPANY'S
PAMPHLET,

Fishing and Shooting.
E. V. Skinneb, 353 Broadway;

C. E. McPhkbson, 179 Washington st., Boston;

C. Sheehy, 11 Fort st., W. Detroit;

J. F. Lee, 232 S. Clark st., Chicago; or

D. McNIGOLL, Gen. Pass. Agent, Montreal.

^ Taxidermists. J

NOTICE.
We have purchased entire busi-

ness, stock, good wiU and bills
receivable of late John Wallace,
No. 16 North William st., and wUl
continue as a branch of our head-
quarters, No. 5 West Third St.,

near Broadway, New York.

WM. W. HART & CO.,
TAXIDERMISTS.

Send for our Illustrated Catalogtie.

J. KAIS^NOFSKY,

Practical Glass Blower

And manufacturer of H
Artificial eyes for birds, animals and manufacturing
purposes a specialty. Send for prices. Please men-
tion Forest and Stream.

369 Canal street, New York.

gBIRDS EQQS^

'tHAS.K.REED,
ainSt.WORCESTER.MaSS^^

WANTBD AJLIVB.
AU kinds of

American Animals,
BIRDS dfc REPTIL.es.
For Sale—All kinds of

Foreign Animals, Birds
and Reptiles.

DONALD BURNS.
116 Roosevelt St.. N.Y. City

$25 to $50 rg^'^^kbmUb Lailles or
Gentlemen, oslne or lellins'

"Old Reliable Plater." Only
practical way to replatn rnsty and

1 knitea, forks, spoons, ete-j
ily done by dipping in melted

metal. No eiperience, polishing,
or maohinery. Thick plate at ons
operation; lasts 6 to 10 years; nno
finish when taken from the plater.
Evury family has plating lo do.
Plater sells readily. Prnfits large.
W. r. HuTlson * Co. Ctilumbiu, Ot

GtDYis Caoois, iBd Mow ti Bilid Tfe». SOc.

Patented United States and Canada. The best tent in the
world for sportsmen. Lightest, most compact, best venti-
lated. Never blows down. Never leaks. Only one pole re-
quired, which can be furnished in three joints, and patent
light iron tent pins; also patent pack sack with shoulder
straps, making a compact outfit which can be checked as
baggage.
Send 2-cent stamp for 1893 catalogue.

A. S. COMSTOCK,
230 Hidge Avenue, - Cvauston, 111.
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I Hotels for Sportsmen. |

Bromfield House, Boston.

BUROPBAN PLAN.
BtESSENGBJR, Proprietor.

Nefiirsiiit fallej

HOUSE,
NEVEESINK, Sullivan Co., IT. I.
Accommodations for 150 guests. Finest trout fish-

icg in southern New York. Plenty of small game.

A cool and healthful summer resort, 1,700 feet above

the sea. At Fallsburg Station, Sull. Co., N. T., hacks

meet all trains. Send for circular and terms.

HBITEY W. BEAM.

HOTEL WAWONDA
Xibeity, Sullivan Co., N. T.

One of the finest located and best equipped summer
resorts in New York State; opens June 1; elevation
2 000ft.; all modern improvements; perfect sanitary
arrangements; pure spring water; no malaria; no
mosquitoes; no flies; telegraph in house. For cir-

cular, giving description and reference, address
TJ. S. MESSITER, Manager.

WINDERMERE HOTEL,
Greenwood Lake, Orange Co., N. Y.
For bass fishing why not try Greenwood Lake be-

fore going elsewhere. The best grounds are near the
above hotel, where you will find boats, bait and first

class guides, with goo J accommodations for sports-
men and families. Try the bass during June with a
fly. Watch fishing postal colimm for records. For
particulars, add:-ess

JOHN HAZEN, Proprietor.

HOTEL ALGONQUIN,
CAPJ!; VINCENT, NJflW YORK.

Black Bass Fi*.lilngr. Season opens
June 2x.

Rates:—Transient, $2 00 to $3.00 per day; weekly,
$12.00 to |21 .00 Special rates to families.
For information addi'ess

F. D MIDDLETON,
182 Duane St., New York.

LLEY HOUSE -0 H TEN FYCK, Pl op.,
V Greenwood Lake, t^. T. Open all the year. Large

and comfortable rooms, generous table, purest water.
This house Is surrounded by 100 acres of land, garden
and lawn, well shaded ard exUndlug to and rronflng
2,500ft. on handsomest part of tl^e lai e aud best fishing
grounds. Oswego and small-mouth bass, pickerel,
per eh, etc. Largest boat livery on the lake, »t>A fast and
staunch steam launch the Ten Eyck fonnecth-g with all
irali^s. Greenwood Lake is aboul 8 miles m length and
one of the most beautiful aud picturesque as well as the
most noted black bass lakts on the coniiueiit. For civ-
culai', addiess C H. TEN EYCK, FiOprJetor.

At the Nevr Fishing and, Hunting Besort

ATTEAN LAKE
You can get more game and larger trout than
anywhere else in northern Maine. No stage or buck-
boarding. First-class table, new camps, boats and
canoes. Only 19 hours from Now York; 15 hom-s
from Boston. Write for circular giving rates, etc., to

ITHtMtR HOWE, Prop., Moose, River, Me.

CAMP PHENIX
At Qarden of Eden, Nova Scotia,

will be open for sportsmen and hunters from May 1

tiU end of season. No better trout fishing or moose
himting can be found in Canada. Forty lakes with
finest of trout fishing within a radius of five miles of
the camp. Write for circulars.

M. SJOSTEDT, Garden of Eden, Nova Scotia.

Brooklyn House,
on the west shore of Henderson Bay, is open to

tuests for the season of 1893. Steamboat connection
aily with Sackets Harbor and the St. Lawrence.

Carriage express with mail from Henderson village.
The finest of bass fishing, with good boats and oai-s-

men.

A. WILKINSON, Prop., Henderson. N. Y.

ftttention Bass Fishermen!
GUI House, Henderson Harbor, is the place you

have been looking for for years. This is a place
where you can take your famUies and have all the
pleasures of cotmtry life and get the best black bass
fishing in New York. For cu'culars, address H. H.
GILL, Proprietor, Henderson Harbor, N. Y. 27

Waterstone Cottage.
Open throughout the year. Good bass fishing,

boats and guides. For part'culars, address
J. E. WATERSTONE, Proprietor,

Greenwood Lake, Orange County, N. Y.

BRANDON HOUSE.
Greenwood Lake, N. Y.

2M hours from New York City. Excellent accom-
tuooktion. Good bass fishing.

X Hotels for Sportsmen. ^

DOLLINGER HOTEL,
REDWOOD, N. Y.

On the R. W. & O. R. R , one of the best fishing
grounds in the State for bass, pickerel, pike and
irout. Hotel first class in every respect.

Rates, $2 Per Day.
The vet-eran guide John Bollinger with his boat

hvery is connected with the house.

ZOL.LER & SPRINGER, Proprietors

FARLEY HOUSE,
REDWOOD, N. Y.

This hotel has been thorotighly overhauled and
newly furnished throughout. It is located in the
best of fishing grounds, and is in first class condi
tion to accommodate the public; is in easy reach of
five of the most beautiful lakes in Northern New
York. First-class oarsmen in attendance. Has hot
and cold baths. Bates, S 4 Per Day.

BI. W. Ii*AlH,EV, JProprletor.

Pyramid Lake House
Is situated on one of the best fishing waters in the
Adirondacka, controlled exclusively for the benefit
of its guests. Brook Tri ut, Black Bass, Deer,
Pariridiie and small game in abundance.
Approached from Ticondefoga, Crown Point, or via
Schroon Lake. For circular address

ORRIN HARRIS, Proprietor,
Paradox, Essex Co., N. Y.

AdironilaGks. LELAND HOUSE.
E.xcellent bass fishing, deer hunting and partridge

shooting. Superior accommodations. Send for cir-

cular. L. R. & E. D. LOCKE, Schroon Lake, N. Y.

LAUREL HILL HOUSE,
Neversink, Sullivan County, N. Y.

The famous river runs by our farm; best of trout
fishing; an elegant summer house. Terms very
moderate. Write for terms. JOHN TYLEK, Prop.

SHELDRAKE HOUSE,
MISNER AND PRINCE, - - PROPRIETORS,

roch Sheldrake, Snll. Co.. N. Y.

Special accommodations for hunters and fisher-

men. Sample room and livery attached.

GRAND VIEW HOUSE.
liberty, Sullivan Co., N. Y.

Excellent trout fishing. Good family accommo-
dation; one-fourth mile from station. Terms and
circulars upon application. J. B. CAKKIEK.

LIVINGSTON MANOR HOTElI
Livingston Manor, N. V.

The best trout fishing streams to be found in Sulli-

van Co. Terms, $2.00 per day. Bar supplied
with the choicest wines, liquors and cigars the mar-
ket afEords. AV. L.. McPherson, Prop.

Mitiu fst., Liberty, StiUivan Co , N. Y.
Good fishing in near-by streams. Special attention
given to conunercial travelers. First-class livery
attached. Free bus to and from trains

dr. MtXiPHY & SON, Proprietors.

WILLOWEMOC HOTEL,
Wlllowenioc, SuUivnu Co., N. Y.

Situated a few miles from Livingston Manor sta-

tion. Is the best trout fishing section in the county.
Livery from the House will meet trains upon notice.

II. O. ltOO.'5A.

IjibKrty, Sullivan «jo., N. V.

Summer Resort. T. H. Houlibon, Prop.
Among the mouutains; l.COOft. above the sea; 119

miles fromN Y. ; no malaria; excellent hunting and
fishing ;

livery accommodations ; fi-ee bus to all trains.

Ontario &» Western Hotel,
South Fallsbmgli, Sullivan Co., N. Y.

(Opposite Depot.)
Accommodates 40. Good hvery attached. Terms

reasonable. ARCH. D. O'NEIL, Prop.

THE SCHABPEK HOUSE, Liberty, SuUivan
Co., N. Y. M. SCHAEPEK, Prop.

Open all the year; special accommodation for
sportsmen and travelers; cuisine the best; close to
depot; hvery; fishing; parties supphed; Brooklyn
reference; write.

Neversink Falls House,
W. E. El-DRItlGE, rroprietor,

Pallsbrng, N. Y.
Livery connected with the House. Good trout,

bass and pickerel fishing in vicinity.

STODDARD HOUSE,
Stevensville, N. Y'.

The best pickerel fistiing in the county five minutes
walk fi-om the house. Pai-tridge, rabbit and red fox

H. BI. STODDARD.m season.

WOODBOURNE HOUSE, Woodboui-ne.
N. Y. An uns'irpasscd summer reaort, recently

enlarged and refurnistied. This locality Is unequalled.
For trout QshlnK the N 'Verslnk and Its tributaj ies have
longbeeu and still are famous. ThehuiitinKisalBogood.
The house Is l.SOO t. above tide WMter, the atmosphere is
clear, piu-e aud hpalthfiu. Post-ofiBce, daily malls, direct
telegraphic commuulcailon Stagps connect with all
tialns. Private conveyances furuLshed If desired.

L. L. WALDORF, Proprietor.

EAUL HOUSE, Sackets Harbor, N.Y.
Accommodates 40. Excellent bass fishing. One of
the best points for duck shooting in season. Located
on line of Rome, Watertown & Ogdensburg R. R.

B. H. KARL, Proprietor.

BIG GAME AND TROUT IN WASHING-
ton.—A sportsmen's camp in a new country,

near Mt. St. Helens, Wash. Fly-fishing on lake, open
season May 1. Elk, mountain goat, deer and bear,
open Aug. 15. Good guides.

LOUIS B. AKIN, Etna, Wash.

MITCHELL HOUSE,
(Formerly Elting House),

W. E. MITCHEI.C Proprietor,
EUenvUle, N. Y.

Good trout fishing in near by streams.

THOUSAND ISLANS.-T HE rO L TJM B IAN . 1,000
Island Park, N. Y. Second season of the finest and

most thoi-oufe'hly equipped hotel oa the River St. Law-
rence. Special rates fy the week or sea.-!0ii. The finest
bass and pickerel fishing on the river are most easily
reached from tills nouse. Send for pamphlet.

INQLEHART & HADdouK, Proprietors.

X Hotels for Sportsmen. X

1,000 ISJLANIDS.
St. Lawrence Hotel,

ALEXANDRIA BAY, N. Y.

$2 per day. Special rates "by the week.

Also HOTEt, COI^tJMBIA in connection,
on European plan. Houses accommodate 150.

FRED. D. HOWELL, Prop.

Thousand Islands. River St. Lawrence,

IZAAK WALTON HOUSE,
T. M. ESSELSTYN, Manager.

CliAYTON, N. Y.

BASS AND PICKEREL IN ABUNDANCE.
The Largest and Best Located Hotel tn Clayton

1000 Islands. St. Lawrence River.

FINE VIEW HOUSE,
One of the best points on the river for Bass and

Pickerel. Next- dock below Thousand Island Park.
House newly furnished.

Terms, $2.00 I»er Day.
Open until Oct. 1. Post oflice address, FineView,

via Thousand Island Park.
G. 'W. BKETSCBC, Proprietor.

I If THE ADIRONDACKS.
Taylor House and Cottages.

TAYLOR'S-ON-SCHROON, N. Y.-In a charmuig
location among the pines, on the high banks of
Schroon Lake. Fine mountain scenery, good fishing,
boating and driving. Table the best and suppUed
from hotel farms adjoining. Electric lights in hotel
and on grounds. BiUiards and bowling. Pure moun-
tain aprmg water. Sanitary arrangements perfect.
Send for ch-cular. C. F. TAYLOR & SON,

Taylor's-on-schroou, N, Y.

THE PAVILION HOTEL,
isllp, r,. r. (on Great Soutli Bay).
Open until Oct. 1. Accommodates 250. South

Bay is now the best fishing resort on Long Island
for bluefish, weakfish, bass and floimders. After 15
years' experience at Elberon, N. J., it is sufficient to
say that the best of care will be taken of families and
guests. I solicit the patronage of former patrons.

C. T. JONES.

HOTEL WAWBEEK
and Cottages. (On Upper Sarauac Lake.)
The most desirable and the most attractively

located of aU the Adirondack hotels. Fine hunting
and fishing. Open tiU Oct. 1. Send for circular.

HARLOW H. CHANDLER, Manager,
Wawbeok, Franldin county, N. Y.

HIAWATHA HOUSE.
Located on southerly end of the Indian Carry, on

the fij-st of the three Ponds, sometimes called Specta-
cle Ponds, leading thi'ough Stony Creek to Raccpie.tte
River, on direct communication from Blue Mountain
and Tupper's Lakes, to Saranac Lakes. Unexcelled
fishing and hunting. Rates per day. $2.50 Per week,
$10 to S14. Correspondence solicited. W. W. HALE,
Proprietor, Post Office address, Axton, Franklin
county, N. Y.

Thousand I.'slands. River St. Lawrence.

AlexaiiUrin Bay, N. V.
Enlarged and refurnished; everything new. Loca^

tion and hotel service first class. Bath room for
guests. Headquarters for fishei-men. Rates, iS;4

IJer day J. A. BICKELHAUPT, Proj).

Thousand-Islands. River St. Lawrence.
tHtj NEW WiNiJDSOrc.

Sportsmen will find this hotel fl^i'st class in every
particular. All modern improvements. Good boats
and experienced guides always la attendance. Send
for circulars W. P. H/VWES, Clayton, N. Y.

THOU.'SAND I'^LANUS

Grand Yiew Park, N. V.
'

In the midst of the far-famed fishing grounds. It
has the only bathing beach on the river.

M. HouviNS, Manager. E. M. CHHiDS, Prop.

HT7BB^X=LX3 XZOXTSIJBI,
Claytou, N. Y.

Headquai'ters for fishermen. Located in the cen-
ter of the world renowned fishing grounds of the St.
Lawrence River. Bass, pickerel aud mascalonge in
abundance. MBS. E. M- HUBBARD, Prop.

ADIRONr>ACKS.
CHESTER HOUSE, ChestertonTi, N. Y.

Accommodates 150. Be.st bass fishing in the moun-
tains. Fine partridge shooting in season. OiJen all

the year. Send for circular.
H. S. DOWNS, Proprietor.

ROOT'S HOTEL.
Best of trout fishing in seven streams, includ-

ing the Schroon River. Fine deer hunting in Sep-
tember and October. A large and roomy cottage to
rent. For particulars address A. CARSON & CO.,
Proprietors, Schroon River, N. Y.

POTTERSVILLE HOTEL,
Potler-sviJle, ^. V.

Located in the Village of Pottersville, on Trout
Brook, one-half mile from Schroon Lake. First class
partridge shooting and fishing for trout and bass.

JOHN B. WELLS, Prop.

RUSTIC LODGE,
upper Saranac Lake. DaQy mails and telegraphic
communications. Superb huntmg and fishing. Bates
$10 to §14 per week; $2 50 per day. Now open for
guests. J. C. LOOKLIN, Proprietor.

Long Lake, N. Y.
Situated on the borders of the wildest and best

himting and fishing section in the Adirondacks.
Superior accommodations. For circular, address

EDWARD BUXLER, Prop.

THE BAY SIDE HOUSE,
Amityville, L. I.

Situated on Great South Bay. Capacity 200 guests.
Bluefish, bass and other sea fish abundant.

GEO. W. HUSSSEY, Proprietor.

X Hotels for Sportsmen. J

ADlRONDa.CKS.
THE ONDAWA HOTEL,

Schroon Lake, N. Y. '

First class fishing and huntirg For cu-eulars ad-
dress O'CONNOR BROS.

HUNTER'S HOME.
Best of trout fishing, partridge and rabbit shoot-

ing. Eleven deer killed last season. Good dogs and
experienced guides. For particulars address ALLEN
& WlLLIAjf LAVERTY, New Russia, N. Y.

LAKE VIEW HOUSE, EdwardsviUe,
Jefferson Co., N. Y. Situated on the beauti-

ful shores of Black Lake. No better spot for bass
and pickerel. Easily reached by stage from Ham-
mond. Boat hvery connected with house.

R. E. CAPRON, Proprietor.

FRONTIER HOUSE,
Morristown, N. Y.

This house, located on the St. Lawrence River, is

but a short distance from Black Lake, so long known
for its celebrated bass and pickerel fishing.

JAMES P. CULLI6AN, Proprietor.

Thousand Islands. River St. Lawrence.

MARSDEN HOUSE.
Good bass, pickerel and mascalonge fishing. House

pleasantly located. Bates, »3.00 per day.
G. A. MABSDEN, Proprietor.

RAY BROOK HOUSE,
Ray Brook, Essex Co.. N. Y.

Within ten minutes' walk of the best trout fishing

in the Adirondacks. Fine deer hunting and good
dogs. Send for ch-cular. D. CAJIERON, Prop.

LAKE HOUSE,
Long Lake, N. Y.

New management. New furniture thi-oughoiifc.

Rates from $S to S12 per week. Send for circular.

Best of fishing and hunting.
ANDERSON & MOYNEHAN, Proprietors.

SHEBMAN HOUSE, Batylon, L. I.

Sea food a specialty. Spl«ndid fishing, bathing
and boating. Permanent and transient guests ac-
commodated. Special rates by the week.

SHEKMAN TAVEEDY, Prop.

HOTEL ST. ELMO, "West Islip, L. I.

p. O. and station, Babylon, N. Y. Good sailing,

fishing and rowing. Fine drives and walks well
shaded. Twenty-three trains to N. Y. daily.

30 J. J. SMITH, Prop.

PBOSPTCT nOUSE.—Penataquit Hall and eot-

taiies, Bay Shore, Long Island, one hour from New
York. Beautifully situated, overlooking the Great
South Bay, opposite the InietandfamouaflshlnK grounds;
excellent boatini?, safe bathlns, Interesting drives; flrst-

ciaaa orchestra; incandescent electric,lights, electric

bells; batns, etc. For terms, address „ ^JOBN M. ROGERS & SON.

St. AlbnnH, Vermont.
SAMSON'S" LAJiE VIEW HOUSE, Eisti-

ing and Healtli Resort, opens May 15. tf

X For Sale. |

TROUT FOR SALE.
YEARLINGS ol tie Brool[ Tront, Late Tront, Brown

EGOS AND KR,V
of the same in season. For information Inquire
of J. ANNIN, JR.,

Caledonia, Livingston Co., N. Y.

Berkshire Trout Hatchery
have for sale healthy BROOK TROUT ranging hi

size from young fry to four pounds weight, suitable

for stocking pubhc and private waters.

For infoi-mation and price address

C. H. SAGE, Sec'y,
Great Barrlngrton, Mass.

LIVE WHITE HAKES (Lepiis amencanus)
captured and properly boxed and delivered

CO express in Bethel, Me., In good condition on
receipt of orders and remictances at S3 per pair.
Refer to Hon, H. O. Stanley, Dixfleld. Me., Fisli

and Ga/me Commissioner. I. G. RICH, Bethel,Me

FOR SALE.
10-ga. Colt hammerless, §80 grade for 850
10-ga. hammerless, made to order, $12.5 grade " |75
8-ga. Parker, " " " $200 " " »140
4-ga. single muzzleloader " §10

.24-cal. Remington rifle " $8
30 W. L. COLSON. 595 8th st,, So. Boston, Mass.

FOR SALE.—New la-bore Colts hammerless shot
gvm and blue-blooded pointer dog. For descrip-

tion and pedigree, address W. H. OHAPIN, Falls

VUlage, Litchfield Co., Conn. 28

FIELD GLASS.—POWERFUL FRENCH FIELD
glass, cost $30, for $10. Address P. O. Box; 892,

Cincinnati, O. 27

)AWNED.—Fme 14 Greener hammerless. Ticket
for sale cheap. TICKET, this office. 27

Increasing Sales attest the Popularity of
THE GENTLEMEN'S CIGARETTE.

SPECIAL FAVOURS.
Manufactured only by

(KINNEY TOBACCO CO., Successors.) Also man
ufacturers of the Old Rehable

SWEET CAPORAI..

WOODCRAFT
By "NESSMUK." Price afl.OO.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO,
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The Forest and Stream is put to press

on Tuesdays. Correspondence intended for

publication should reach us by IVIondays and
as much earlier as may be practicable.

GOOD GOVERNOR AND WICKED DOCTOR.

When you come upon an Illinois man, living out on

the prairie, whose recollections of boyhood days run

back to the woods and lakes and mountains of Maine,

you may be sure that in him you have found a sports-

man. But if such a person, being a sportsman, professes

public spirit, and undertakes to increase and protect the

game supply, look out for him; he is a wicked schemer

and will bear close watching. Eternal vigilance against

his game protection wiles is the price of freedom for all

who dwell in his neighborhood.

When you come upon the Governor of a State, of Illi-

nois or any other, who babbles of abolishing the Fish

Commission and makes a jail delivery of bomb-throwers,

he, too, will bear watching, not apprehensively, but with

the confiding trust that he will unveil and nip the schemes

of game protection conspirators, and preserve their liber-

ties to the people.

Dr. W. O. BlaisdeU, of Illinois, was a Maine boy; and

his neighbors in Macomb will tell you that he is an

accomplished sportsman. He has been credited with his

full share of public spirit and is known to have been

interested in the introduction of foreign species of game
birds and their protection. Even the Forest and Stream
has been led to speak with approval of Dr. BlaisdeU and

his game importing enterprises. But now, and none too

soon, his neighbors have foimd out that the Doctor's jjub-

lic spirit has been a deceit, a sham and a fraud; now they

understand that while posing as a philanthropist bent on

doing good he has reaUy been conspiring against the hb-

erties of his fellow citizens; that under the pretense of

conferring benefits upon them he has been scheming to

put them in jail. And thanks to the dunder-headed

stupidness of the Illinois Legislature, that is precisely

where he would have landed them, had it not been for the

shrewdness of Gov, Altgeld and the promptitude of his

official action. The Good Governor was up to the tricks

of the Wicked Doctor. He interposed his veto of the

BlaisdeU biU, and insured to the dwellers of Macomb
county that enjoyment of freedom and security which in

Illinois under the Altgeld administration is not denied the

humblest Anarchist in the land.

For a conception of the cool, covert, calculating and
cold-blooded character of this cunningly contrived and
carefully concealed scheme to compass the incarceration

of his fellow creatures, it must be told that the Wicked
Doctor had been engineering it for months. He pre-

tended that he wished to improve the shooting in lUinois.

He sent in one direction to Oregon, and in the other

direction thousands of miles to India, for foreign species

of game birds, to stock the cornfields and brush thickets

of Macomb county. The determined nature of the man
is shown by the fact that aU this cost money, and he

footed the bills with funds out of his own pocket. The
birds came, and gave promise of st(X5king the Macomb

covers. Then the Wicked Doctor took the next step. He
sought out a friend in the Senate at Springfield, and the

friend conspired with others to hoodwink the Legisla-

ture for the furtherance of the scheme. They plausibly

represented that the new game birds would prove a highly

desirable acquisition to the State; that their introduction

was solely for the public good; that if everybody turned

out after them with shotguns the first season or two none

of them would survive; that a close term of several

years should be provided for them; finally—and this we
shall see was the true object of the whole plot—that if

any one did shoot them in the close term he should be

fined or in default of payment be sent to jail. The
lUinois Legislature appears to have been easily gulled.

Apparently it did not discover what a Wicked Doctor

it was dealing with ; the bill passed both branches

unanimously, and was sent to the Governor.

Dr. BlaisdeU is a sportsman, and all sportsmen at some
time in their lives get out of bed at an unconscionably early

hour in the morning; but no Wicked Doctor ever rose

early enough to get ahead of a truly Good Governor—at

least not ahead of Gov. Altgeld, of Illinois. When the

bill reached Mr. Altgeld, he saw into it and through it at

a glance. He pulled away the mask, stripped off the

disguise, unveiled the horns, and the tail, and the cloven

hoof. It was as clear to him as the sunlight at noonday

to an Anarchist just out of jail, that the biU had in it not

a shred of pviblic spirit; that its purpose was not to in-

crease the game supply; that it was purely a plot to put

innocent persons into jail. And it is a serious mistake,

declares the Good Governor, in his short-shrift veto of the

Wicked Doctor's measure

—

It is a serious mist alee for a great and enlightened State to be carrj^-

ing a jail around in every neighborhood, and trying to put somebody
in it, not for committing a crime or doing anything of a criminal

nature, but for doing some trivial thing which is innocent in itself, but

is sought to be made a crime by unwise legislation.

There you have it. There is acumen for you, not to

say the gift of second-sight. There is a Good Governor

who can smell a rat. There at length is the unmasking
of the whole scheme of game protection—one vast con-

spiracy to tote jails around to people who would never

dream of going to the jails. In the wake of the Chinese

pheasant, jails spring up as laundries follow Chinamen;

when for the first time the Macomb county man hears the

cackle of one of Dr. Blaisdell's chuckor partridges, he

knows that a new jail is on the way, and the next thing

he's in it. Game protection, that means caging jail-birds.

So says Altgeld; and he knows.

Why was the Wicked Doctor up to such a business?

Heaven knows. Perhaps when he had more Macomb
county people in jail than on the outside, he was plan-

ning to run for the office of prison purveyor of pills.

Nothing is too bad to believe of a man who wants to jail

the community. On this point Gov. Altgeld leaves us in

the dark ; his second-sight appears unfortunately to have

failed him here. But he tells us that the game of Illinois

is almost exterminated already, and what is left is bound

to go soon; the farmers' sons with their double-barreled

breechloaders will dispose of it in short order; foolish to

try to save it by j>utting the boys in jaU. Perish the

thought, we say, and the gaine along with it! Confusion

upon the Wicked Doctors, who would cart around jaUs

and try to put people into them. Preserve the liberties of

the people! Long live the Good Governors to defend them!

A VISITOR to the Adirondacks sent us not long ago an

impassioned plea for the protection of deer against the

rapacity of si^ortsmen. Subsequently the friend of the

deer was put under lock and key to await trial for the

murder of a woman. The author of a poem extolling the

self-sacrifice of a cur dog, which died to save its master,

was not long thereafter electrocuted for having poisoned

his wife. These are two instances of the contrarities and
complexities of human nature. It would be an error to

assume that their teaching was to be shy of those who
have a soft j)lace in their hearts for gentle deer and heroic

dogs. The true lesson is that even in the soul of the

wretch who poisons his wife there may be a redeeming

spark of goodness.

The committee of the Illinois Sportsmen's Association,

appointed at the late convention to provide for a national

sportsmen's convention in Chicago, have determined to

arrange a meeting for Sept, 21, to which sportsmen of

the United States and Canada wUl be invited, for dis-

cussion of game protection.

GAME IN THE NATIONAL PARK.
Although travel in the Yellowstone Park began more

than a month ago, the snow is still very deep in many
places, A party of soldiers, recently sent down Snake
River to carry rations to the station there, were unable

to make their way through and were obliged to leave

the supjilies twelve miles from the station to be carried

down later on snowshoes.

Game in considerable numbers is seen by travelers

through the Park, mainly deer, elk and smaller animals

such as porcupines. The bears which were so numer-
ous about the Fountain Gej^ser last year have not made
their appearance yet this season. Recently about sixty

buffalo, among which were thirteen calves, crossed the

road near the Gem Geyser going from west to east.

They were seen by three of the soldiers, who went
among them and found them very tame, not disturbed

at all by the presence of man. It is thought that they

tried to cross on to the plateau southwest of the Upper
Geyser Basin, but were prevented by the depth of the

snow and turned back.

The roads and bridges of the Park are under charge of

Major Jones, of the Engineer Corps, whose oflELce is in

St. Paul. Usually there has been an engineer officer

stationed in the Park through the spring and summer to

look after the care of the roads, but this year there is no
Engineer officer there, and the roads are suffering from
lack of attention.

It is understood that before long Secretary Hoke Smith
will visit the Park. This is a cause for satisfaction, for in

this way Mr Smith will gain a personal knowledge of the

reservation, which cannot fail to be of great use to him in

his subsequent management of the region. Capt. Ander-

son, whose knowledge of the Park is so ample, and whose
ideas of its needs are so just, will hardly fail to call Mr.

Smith's attention to the various matters which require it.

SNAP SHOTS.

Mr.Wm, L, Force, who died at his home in Plainfield,

N. J, , last Monday, was a busy man of affairs, who found

time for pleasure and recreation in the sports of the

field. He was active in the organization of the New
Jersey Game and Fish Protective Association, and filled

a large place in its work.

The mention in our Boston correspondence of a fish-

erman, who, though deprived of sight, still enjoys the

successful use of the rod, recalls the case of the distin-

guished Professor Fawcett of England who when totally

blind was a skillful salmon fisherman. Doubtless the

list is not a short one of those, who, suffering a like mis-

fortune, have found simUar pleasure in angling. A
blessed recreation indeed is that which has in it such

possibilities even for the blind.

Allusion was made recently to the frequent hoaxes per-

petrated by "fake" newspaper correspondents, who tell

of blind men shooting birds, tracking big game and per-

forming other impossible feats. Such stories are not

only foolish, but brutal and cruel as well; and the most
extraordinary thing about them is that they are occasion-

ally published by goody-goody editors who hold up their

hands in deprecation of the cruelty of field sports.

We have known men whose consuming ambition was
to have a new fish named after them. Mr. R, B. Marston,

the editor of the London Fishing Gazette, may not have

been ambitious in this direction, but he would be more
than human were he not gratified at the giving of his

name to the new trout described by Prof, Garman in our

angling columns, the name having been suggested by

Mr. A. N, Cheney.

British manufacturers and dealers have taken a cue

from those of this country, and are organizing an In-

animate Bird Shooting Association, to promote the sport

Of trap-shooting artificial targets. They have followed

the lines of our own associations, and there would ap-

pear to be no reason why the sport should not become
as popular in Great Britain as it is in the United States.

"Game keepers are already in charge," That is grow-

ing to be a famUiar statement in the papers. The latest

publication of the announcement refers to the 20,000

acres taken up by Mr, George W, Vanderbilt in Hender-

son and Transylvania counties, N, C. Mr, Vanderbilt,

we are told, intends to make it one of the finest game pre-

serves in the world; and "the game keepers are already in

charge."
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CAMPS ON THE MANITOWISH.-II.
[Concluded from page i.]

Next morning the guides had the fire going and the

coffee boiling early, and we were soon packing up to hunt
a new camping place. Our carefully made balsam beds
were left for the porcupines, if they wanted them. The
handy table, with its big piece of green hemlock bark
stretched over its rude framework (the quickest way to

make a smooth camp table), with log so conveniently
beside it, finer to sit on than any Turkish couch you ever
saw, the pretty view of the placid lake (fraud of a lake),

were soon left behind.
With a portage over the dam, a struggle among the

rocks and through the grass and mud of the creek, we
were back once more in the river and trying to get further
away from civilization. Ira, Sam, Doc and Charlie were
ahead. When the rest of us rounded a bend a mile down
we found them perched on a big mass of granite boulders
at the water's edge. Their faces were each six inches
shorter than when they left us an hour before. The reels

were singing, and as we drew near we could hear the flap

of a big tail as the big bass and j)ike they had already
caught floundered about in the bottoms of their boats.

Tom and I pushed the nose of our boat between two
boulders and proceeded to take a hand, or a couple of

them, in the furious fun. And here I pause or hurry to

relate a curious though not altogether novel experience,
Tom and I were using the same kind of rods, the same size

and color of line, hooks just alike, frogs which looked like

twins. Sometimes he would cast in above me and some-
times I would cast in above him. In a very little while I

had an even dozen of good big lusty wall-eyed pike
stowed away under the thwarts, and Tom did not have a
fin, tail or scale, and Tom knows how to fish. Later in

the day, at another place, we had the same experience,
only that we changed records, the fish aU going Tom's
way. For some reason or other Tom seemed more cheer-
ful and seemed to take a brighter and more hopeful view
of life in the latter part of the day than he did before
dinner.
Dropping down stream another mile we found Mr. M.

and Frank with a camping place selected where the bank
was low but dry. Frank had made an excellent dock by
staking a 6in. sapling just at the water's edge and shovel-
ing some dirt in behind it; simple enough but a great con-
venience in getting in and out of the boats.

The first thing done was to stretch a rope between two
trees with the catch of the morning strung on it; the
Kodak was unlimbered and several shots taken at the
string of beauties. I mean the fish, of course, when I say
beauties, and do not refer to the boys who lined up be-
hind the string to "have their pictures took." It was an
hour's catch only, but the half hundred pike and small-
mouths weighed over a hundred pounds. It began to
look a little as if we were in a fish country. When din-
ner was at its height, and Doc asked his favorite question,
"Where are we atV" I think the crowd agreed that we
were somewhere in the neighborhood of where we wanted
to be.

The tents were pitched after dinner. We had two, a
small A tent and a big shanty tent. We strung both of
them on the same stout rope stretched between two trees.

This is certainly the quickest and least troublesome way
to make a camp which is liable to be shifted every few
days. Fortunately there was no balsam near by for our
beds. While we stayed in that camp we had no "balsam
feather" stems to dig us in the back or get between us and
the "soft-as-downy-pillows-are" moss-covered bi-east of
old mother earth. Nothing better than this elastic, mossy
deposit and growth of centuries to walk on as a carpet or
sleep on as a mattress.
In the afternoon we fished down the river with good

success. Only one thing marred our contentment—we
had seen very little as yet of Esox ndbilior, the wolf of
the waters, though we were certainly in his country.
That night it rained—nothing x-emarkable about that;

but there was something remarkable about the way it

pom-ed down into the big tent. Tom and I had taken
pains with the A tent, stretching it carefully and ditch-
ing it well, and it shed water beautifully, though the
material is the lightest of duck. The way a tent is put
up has more to do with its being waterproof than has the
material it is made of. In our eagerness to get to fish-

ing the other tent was put up loosely, and now each fel-

low found out with what remarkable precision a stream
of water from a leaky tent can always strike a man
squarely between the back of his neck and his shirt col-
lar. If the Forest and Stream had offered its prize in
photography for the most pathetic picture, and we could
had gotten a successful shot at the group of discouraged
figui-es perched on heaps of wet bedding, we would have
taken the prize sure.

The next day was the Sabbath. Fishing was not in
order, but some of the boys felt in an exploring mood;
we still hankered for lake fishing. One of the maps
showed a sheet of water near us and Sam and Kansas
proposed to find it in the afternoon. They were success-
ful and discovered one of the prettiest Mttle lakes one
could see. As a reward for their great personal bravery
in entering the unknown wilds without a commissary
department, and in return for the illustrious service
which they had rendered to the Consolidated Association
of Amalgamated Fishing Cranks, we named the lake
after them, calling it King-Sims Lake. We respectfully
request that all future visitors to that region give the lake
that name in tender memory of our hardy explorers.
Next morning, when the sun was giving the tree tops

his first kiss, we started for King-Sims Lake with high
hopes. The boys in the first boat called out to me that
there was a duck close in by the shore, and to shoot it,

for I had brought my shotgun along from camp. I saw
the duck, it looked like a young teal and seemed not to
know enough to fly. It was but a few yards away, I
lifted my gun to shoot it as it sat there, but it seemed like
murder to throw a big charge of shot at the innocent little

thing. If I had thought it a full-gi-own bird the trigger
would have been pressed quickly enough. Sam, in the
next boat, saw the situation and whipping out his revolver
shot the bird squarely through the neck. A few yards
further on a sandsnipe was running along the shore, and
he bored a hole through it with another bullet. No one
after that seemed disposed to seriously question anything

which Sam had to say. A man who could shoot Hke that
was entitled to a certain amoimt of respect. And we
afterward found that those shots were not exceptional for

him. We left the river a rod above the rocks where we
fished on Saturday morning. We had to push and pull
our boats up a little winding, 5ft. wide creek for a hun-
dred yards, and there was the lake. We shuddered to

think of the perils Sam and Kansas had braved in making
this voyage alone the day before. The lake was as clear

as crystal and unmarred by a ripple. It covers, perhaps,
400 acres with many coves and points. Mr. M. , with
Frank to paddle, was creeping along the farther shore.

The other boats were just in advance of us. But Tom and
I had barely dropped our spoons in the water when I had
a strike. It was a prime fighter—a two-poimder big-

mouth, fighting every inch of the way to the boat, and
leaping again and again clear of the water. The big-

mouth doesn't fight? You have never fished in the right
place for him if you say so, A few yards further on I

hooked amuscallunge. Now, amuscallunge strikes like a
wild broncho on a lariat. He is all there, sm-ges against the
hooks with his full weight and is likely to be well hooked.
Sometimes he will permit himself to be reeled up to the
boat without a struggle, but look out when you go to gaff

him. He will be off like a flash. He has tremendous
strength. If under half a dozen pounds he is apt not to

make a long fight. But a fish weighing from 12 to 301bs.

will keep a man's muscle and skill in play until both are
weary. Our method on getting them near the boat was
to shoot them. This is the best way to get them ready to

be taken in out of the wet. There is something terrific in

the struggles of a muscallunge just as he is lifted from
the water, unless he has first been stunned.
That day on King- Sims Lake was a magnificent one.

We took 102 splendid fish. They would average at least

2Ubs. There were 14 muscaUunge, 41 bass and 47 pike.

Mr. M. was high line for the day, having 21 noble fish

packed in the bow of the birch canoe, among them five

muscallunge ranging from 6 to lOlbs. Ashe tenderly
lifted the ferns from them to give us younger fellows a
glimpse of what the senior member of the party could do
his smile beamed out along the lake shore like an electric

search light.

That afternoon it clouded up and rained, and the fish

lost their interest in the glittering frauds we were drag-
ging behind our boats. We saw a queer sight. A pour-
ing rain played upon one half the lake, while the other
half, where we were fishing, was untouched by the
shower, which for a quarter of an hour struck millions of
hquid notes into a harmony of sweet sound.
When we pulled up at camp and spread out the day's

catch it was very evident that Ed. would have to start

early the next morning for the railroad. We had sent
him on one trip already with fish for the poor folks at
home whom we wanted to make sorry that tliey did not
come along. By bringing ice down in each boat as it re-

turned we succeeded in sending out all our fish in good
condition. There was not a man in the crowd with so
little conscience that he could have enjoyed the sport of
catching these beautiful game fish, if we could not have
made proper use of them. The hog who goes out to catch
fish only to throw them out on the shore to die, ought to

be shot and buried under the rotten heap which he leaves
to defile the untainted breezes of the wilderness.
The boys certainly got one on Doc that day at King-

Sims Lake. They were still-fishing near some floating

logs.

"Look at that frog," said Sam.
"Where?" said Doc.
"Over on that log," said Sam, "he has been there for

half an hour. Let's catch him for bait."

Whereupon it was discovered that it was Doc's frog
which had grown tired waiting for a bite, and had
crawled out on the log to sun himself. Doc had won-
dered "why the pesky fish had stopped biting." The
boys spent the rest of the day explaining the matter to

him.
The next day was not spent in very vigorous fishing.

There was at least one exciting event, however. Doc and
Charlie were within a stone's throw of camp, when the
latter had a heavy strike in very shallow water. It was a
big lunge, not far from a 20-pounder, for the boys had a
number of good views of him. Like most of the river

muscallunge he had been lying in the shallows just above
a deep pool. He stai-ted with a full head of steam on for
the deep hole. He ran tinder a log that was just below
the surface of the water, dragging out, perhaps, a hun-
dred feet of line, and there he hung. Neither rod nor line

would stand tlie strain of reefing him in, with the line

under the log. The big fish swashed about like a boy in a
"swimmin' hole" while Chai-lie yelled for the boys at the
camp to come with another boat and a gim. But the
shooting-iron an-ived too late. The big fish shook the
barbed wire out of his jaws at last and was off.

Next morning Charlie, Ira and Mr. M. , a royal trio to

camp with, started with two of the guides for the railroad
and civilization.

The rest of us delayed twenty-four hours, and then
struck tents, and said good-bye to the lower camp.
Friday night was spent on a high point about half a
dozen miles below Bear Creek. Tom and I took a fancy
to the place and stayed there till Monday.

As usual, we lost our biggest fish. It was in the river,

and our boat was drifting at the edge of some weeds.
Tom's line was snarled, and he was trying to untangle it,

Three feet of it, perhaps, was hanging in the water, when
suddenly it began to run out. We could look down into

the clear water of the river and see a muscallunge with
frog, spoon and all in his mouth. A slight tug and the
hooks were firmly set in his jaws, but that alarmed him.
The line was kinked and would not run through the guide
rings. With one flirt of his tail and one toss of his head,
the huge fish broke the strong line as though it had been
a bit of cotton thread, and went away to pick the hooks
out of his mouth and meditate on tlie evUs of an unbridled
appetite. We could have touched him with an oar when
we first saw him. He would have weighed at least 201bs.

There were two mourners in our boat for an hour or two,
with Tom acting as chief. Then we found consolation.

Just above the mouth of Bear Creek, perhaps 20yds,, for

half an horn* we had great luck with the small-mouths.
Our rods were bending most of the time with these splen-

did fighters tugging to break them. The heaviest of the
lot weighed 4Kbs. and fell to Tom's rod, while none were
under 3lbs. The big one made a terrific fight. Rod, reel,

line and fisherman were all tested in that battle. But the
leaps into the air, the struggle for the weeds, the dives for

the bottom a,nd all the tricks of a wily and powerful fish

were in vain. He was finally mastered and lay panting
in the bottom of the boat, a handsome prize.
The Manitowish is certainly a beautiful stream. No

finer canoe trip coifld be planned than a paddle down this
narrow, twisting, clear-as-crj^stal stream. The maples
and birches crowd out on the high ridges, which run
down to the stream, and along these the deer make their
highways to the water. The soft soil on the grass-grown
or sandy margins was printed thick with their hoof mai'ks.
On a sandy point here and there, where a sharp turn was
made by the water, it looked as if the deer might have
taken a waltz, so thick were the cuttings of their feet,

Every few yards, in the bend of each elbow, the water is

from three to ten feet deep. The bushes hang down into
the water. Drift catches and piles up against them, and
here the big bass lurk. Not big-mouths, but big small-
mouths, that will put up such a fight as will astonish a
tenderfoot.
The last Sunday in camp was one of the rare days. Tom

and I went to bed on Saturday about 10, well tired out,
and slept the clock around. The sun was high in the
sky when we turned out, and breakfast was a leisurely
affair. We felt the solitude of the place. The unbroken
wilderness was about us. The sweet solitude was undis-
turbed by man's enterprise. Its silence was unbroken
save by the cry and chirp and twitter of the wild things
that inhabit the solitary places. There was the high note
of the squirrel singing up in the pine tops. At long inter-
vals through the day a bird note would be heard. But the
sounds were few save the song of the pines, that weird,
unwearying song, which is the same under the summer's
Sim or the winter's clouds. The breeze, untainted with
the vile odors of human commimities, came to us laden
with the sweet smell of balsam and pine. To breathe it

was to drink great draughts of delight. The day was
spent in reading and a little talking. Not much talking,
though, for the river sweeping by without a whisper, the
soft and mellow sunshine, tlie utter absence of any human
sounds save those we made, invited to quiet thought rather
than the clack of tongues. The wind died at sunset. The
unweary pines were still. A solitary bird uttered a plain-
tive note in the woods across the river. A squirrel scolded,
perhaps because the day was gone, or going. Silence
reigned in the Avilderness, falling like a benediction upon
the quiet camp, and looking up through the pines we could
see the old familiar stars, which look down with the same
eternal calmness upon pines and plains and peaks and
seas.

Some one had been riving out hemlock shingles, per-
haps for the old logging camps further down the river.
The rejected ones were lying in heaps a little way from
the tent. We brought a quantity of these for our camp-
fire. They made the flames leap high and dance Uke liv-

ing things. Stretched on our backs full length on the
ground, we had a splendid light for reading. We were
absoi'bed in a couple of books and did not notice the in-
creasing illumination until I happened to look ai'ound,
The extra pile of shingles was ablaze. The fire had
spread into a heap of old treetops lying near by. It was
running swiftly out into the woods. We saw at a glance
how a forest fire might start and thought we had one on
our hands. We instimtly organized a small but vigorous
fire department. Tom dashed down the bank for water.
I got the axe and rushed in front of the red fiend to clear
away the brush and logs. The flames were already leap-
ing up several tree trunks. The deep moss on the ground
was burning. But by an hour of hard work we got the
conflagration under control. The quiet day had ended
with commotion. Tired out, we went to bed, but first

unanimously adopted a resolution to keep a closer eye on
the fire thereafter.
By the time we got our heavily loaded boat up to Bear

Creek on Monday it was getting cloudy, and we pitched
our tent on the spot first occupied on the down trip. A
cold rain set in, which lasted thirty-sis hours. Provisions
were running low, and worst of all, we suddenly discov-
ered that a piece of bacon, all the meat we had left, save
fish, had been left lying on a stump at the last camp. A
paU of gloom settled upon the duet. How could we
cook fish without grease of any kind? But I succeeded
in broiling a pike on a stick spUt and spread like a hand,
with strips of birch woven in between, and our lives were
prolonged.
Our worst experience was in going up to the railroadl

on Wednesday. We started early in the morning, but
did not finish the 10 (?) miles until 5 o'clock, though using
four oars and pulling steadily all day. The dam, 14 miles
above the raihoad, had been opened, and the river cur-
rent was like a mill race. Before the long pull wa.s over
we felt the lonehness and wildness of the vast wilderness
so oppressively that to have seen an Indian, we agreed,
would have seemed hke civilization. At last we finished,

tlie long pull and were greeted by Joe Odgers, who had
furnished us our guides and boats. And I will say right
here that no one can do better than by putting himself
under Joe's direction if he wants to fish or hunt in the
neighborhood of Manitowish. Larson, the section boss, a
whole-souled fellow, took us to his house and gave us a
good supper. So ended a glorious trip. We heartily hope
to see its like again, though perhaps we will never make
as good a score again, for we took 460 big fish—among
them 52 muscallunge. We fished about six days alto-

gether, and that, too, in wholly unfamiliar waters. We
were not ashamed of our score. It was neither too large
nor too small. Richard Gkar Hobbs.

The Epitaph of Bush.

SowERBY, Ontario.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: I send
you the epitaph over my dog's grave, referred to by ' 'King-
fisher" in his account of Big Basswood Lake. Mr. Hick-
man, you wiU remember,wrotethathe had mislaid his copy

:

In memoir of a true friend, pure and honest, an example to human-
ity, more honorable than the Star or Garter, a simple canine whose
remains are interred at the root of this maple tree, by its owner, G. F.

Dyer.

Here lies a.dog that was almost a man, murdered by a man who was
almost a brute. This faithful dog

•'Hath borne his faculties so meek, hath been

So clear to his that his virtues

AVill plead like angels, trumpet-tongued, against

The deep damnation of his taking off."

His name is Bush, a dutiful companion of his owner, murdered by a
Fiend

July 26th, 1889.

The Dog was superior to its Aasaasin, It had a Pedigree.

G. F. D.
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ANIMALS IN CAGES.
Tacoila., Mich., Jtme.—Some time ago I read in your

paper that the wolverine was very diificult to keep in
captivity, coiild not be tamed, etc. Edwards Bros, of
this city, have one caged which has been in their posses-
sion for several months. I went to their place a few days
ago. The wolverine was curled up in some hay in an
iron lined box, some 3ft. wide by 5ft. in length, "and 4ft.
high, with bars in front. Edwards, Sr.

,
poked him with a

stick at which he growled and got up in rather a slow and
lazy manner. He did not show fight or offer to bite at
the stick, and when let alone immediately resumed his
form. The old man said he expected Iiim to get very
tame. The animal I should judge to be about half-
grown. While looking at the various cages of small
mammals, Edwards pulled aside a screen and asked me
to name a fierce-looking creature which stared and blinked
at us in a very feline manner. It was a lynx, but no bob
cat like the kind so abundant hei'e, nor was it Hke the
gtay species of Canada and northern New England. It
Was gray but had tufts on its ears and its feet were differ-
ent. I called it a Canada lynx but Edwards said it was
not, and that it was called "the fink cat," whether mean-
ing ^'connecting link" or lynx cat, I know not. He told
me it was "roped'* in the Palouse country by some cow-
boys, that it was a new species; that? the Crescent
Creamery of this city has got one and had it moimted
and sent to the "World's Fair; that it was found in Cali-
fornia and Oregon and rarely in Washington. The
creature was savage and met any advances half way with
a vicious dig.

Among other animals an anteater from South Amer-
ica evinced a desire to cultivate a close acquaintance with
every dog that came near its cage; although a small
creature, its formidable clS-ws boded no good to the un-
happy canine that came within its reach, and Edwards
said it had used up several dogs.

I read with pleasure the arrival of the capercailzie, this
is the coimtry for him, Walter B. Savaby.

Five wolverines, one living and four dead, have been
brought into Tacoma since Feb. 20, The dead ones were
killed, in the valleys and foothills of the Cascades, ad-
jacent to Tacoma. The living specimen fell a victim to
the wiles of a sly old Willapa trapper, and now lies curled
up in the corner of a metal-lined box at the ofiice of
taxidermist Fred Edwards. His faculty for gnawing out
necessitated the riinc -lined box. The woolly old sportsman
Who Captiu-ed him, did the trick with a No. li steel trap,
knd brought his prize out of the brush inextricably mixed
up in blankets and old grain sacks. The animal is full
grown, uneducated to the refinements of public society,
and weighs 40 to 50 pounds. The wolverine is probably the
unregenerate customer which his biographers agree in
portraying him. I oifer nothing in defense of his char-
acter, nor in extenuation of his face when he smiles. In
repose he displays no ivory, but wrinkles his nose with the
promptness and grace of a social snob upon the approach
of a person who does not belong td his set. Seen in front
kis face looks like that df the bear. In profile the strong
likeness to the Weasel family is seen in his snout, his flat
head and low set "ears. His beady, glittering, restless
eyes complete the resemblance. His feet seem plantigrade,
his tail and carriage remind one of a skunk.
We have a "what is it?" here in the cat line. An enor-

mous gray cat, barred black, exactly after the pattern of
any old domestic Tommy, pointed ears, big, honest round
head, yellow eyes, and aU the well known characteristics
of the house cat, except an abbreviated tail. He is more
than twice the size of the "bob-cat" (or lynx), with which
we are aU so familiar, and does not resemble that animal.
He weighs 75 to 80 pounds, and would crowd a big mastiff
for height and square build. He was lariated by a cowboy
near EUensbiurg, and brought to Tacoma in good health
and spirits.

Speaking of bears, by way of a change, Tom Dean killed
a large black one ii miles west of the city, and 1^ miles
south of the electric car tracks; April SO; and Wm. Meers,
T)v. j. S. Wintermute and "tom Dean killed another in
the same place Jiay 6. Dean's hounds are beagles; Meers
put three deerhounds into the pack, and the doctor con-
tributed one small harrier. WiUock, of Kitsap, hunts
bear with two hoimds and a setter, and says the setter is
the best of the lot.

Henry Spence hunts bear with deerhounds. Last faU,
while Henry and I were deer hunting up on the Nisqually
with old Crusoe alone, the hound nosed a big black bear
out of his nest under a fire-hollowed log, and by cutting
off his retreat toward a near-by bottom, w© captm-ed him
in ten minutes after the dog first gave tongue.
There are no regularly bred bear dogs here. All our

hunters require of a dog is nose, courage and ability to
stay in a hot chase through rough countrj^.

J. A. BeeBe, M,D.

SPITTING SNAKES.
Miss HoPLEY's article in Forest asd Stkeam of June

S9 is mteresting and valuable. Incidentally she refers to
toy criticism of Prof. Cope. I think she does not quite
Understand me. I imderstood Prof. Cope to say that it
Was a common or invariable natural habit of the rattle-
snake to hold his mouth open with erect fangs dribbling
poison into the open mouth, which by violent blowing
the enraged reptile thi-ew upon his enemy keeping beyond
the reach of his fangs. This I thought scarcely compat-
ible with the proverbial wisdom of serpents. Why should
natm-e bestow a deadly armament and then impose a
foohsli and useless habit of self-disarmament? Prof. Cope
explained that he was describing what he observed in a
specimen he had teased for an hour and a half on a very
hot day. Miss Hopley explains that "a snake can no more
control the excitement or stimulus of its sahvaiy apparatus
than we om-selves can." She concludes that the snake's
poison is only a modified sahva. And so also Prof. Cope
said in his rejoinder to me. I am aware that from the
standpoint of the comparative anatomist the term "mod-
ified" covers everything. 3Lin, for example, is a "modi-
fied" monkey, in individual cases perhaps not much
''modified."

Now snakes, yeupinpus and i^on.-ven.omous,Jhave saH-

vary glands and true saliva, which is a lubricant assisting
deglutition and a digestive fluid doing important work in
the digestive process. Let us agree, then, that the poison
gland is a "modified" saUvary gland and its secretion a
"^modified" sahva; it is not a salivary gland and its secre-
tion is not saliva. Does Miss Hopley contend that we pos-
sess any evidence that the secretion of venom is stimu-
lated or increased by the efforts of deglutition, or by the
effects of rage or excitement, or even the act of biting?
On the contrary, the evidence seems to be that the con-
tents of the gland are nearly exhausted by the act of
biting, qiuckly repeated a few times, and are not replaced
until after the lapse of a considerable interval, during
which the snake is comparatively harmless. Therefore I
say the snake would not be that wise creature it is held to
be if it spat away its terrible armament at an enemy out
of reach, in impotent rage. The reputation of Prof. Cope
is very high, the charm of Miss Hopley's writings very
great, but I fail to be convinced. I admitted that a ven-
omous snake striking with intent to use its poison fangs,
yet missing its mark, would forcibly eject its venom and
spurt it into the air several feet. I stated that I had seen
the copperhead do this repeatedly, but I have never seen
the rattlesnake do it. I have no doubt he does do it under
the same circimastances. I have no doubt that some of
the stuff seen frothing in the motxth and blown at the
enemy by snakes sometimes happens to be saliva, and not
poison; spit, so to speak, and not venom^or "modified"
saliva.

Most important and most interesting are Miss Hopley's
remarks on the striking power of snakes. She seems to
confirm an opinion I have always held that they can
strike from any position in any direction ; and that the
"kilhng circle" occupies the full sweep of a radius equal
to the length of the snake; and in exceptional cases reach-
ing even beyond it.

I have no doubt from what I have seen them actually
do, that a fuU-sized diamond rattler could strike a man of
fuU stature between the eyes while standing erect. To
strike at a reptile so active, so powerful and so frightfully
armed from a position within possible reach of his fangs,
is a thing most foolhardy and perilous. Those who be-
lieve that the rattlesnakes are sluggish in all their move-
ments have repeatedly lost their lives in this very Way,
sometimes laying down a loaded shotgun to attack one of
these dreadful creatures with a short slight stick or buggy
whip, only to be fatally bitten. The extraordinary skill,

precision and suddenness with which one of these deadly
a,nd powerful reptiles will dodge a blow aimed at them
with a stick, and strike back at the assailant, can not be
imagined by one who never saw them do it. The rule
should be invariable—shoot them on the spot or keep
Without the deadly circle. M. G. Ellzey, M.D.

A Black Snake and his Prey.

Boston, July B.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: Eecently
while tramping through the covmtry, observing the birds
and their nests, I was somewhat startled by a buzzing
noise in the grass at my feet, and leaned over to investi-

gate, finding the commotion was caused by the tail of a
large black snake rattling among the leaves. We were
mutually surprised; he (or she) reared its head very high,
and with mouth open and toilgue darting north and south,
eyes set steadily upon me, body squirming at contracting,
my specimen looked formidable. Blood was in his eye,
he wanted fight, but being unarmed, I hesitated. I did
not want to look for a stick, being afraid of losing liim.

I called to my companion telling him to bring on the
clubs, as they were to be trumps pretty soon. I was
forcibly impressed by the almost hmnan manner and
peculiarly cunning motion the head and eyes presented
while turning from one to the other of us.

A blow below the belt finally stopped that look in his
eye; we cautiously tied a handkerchief about his neck
and brought him home, feehng real proud. He was 4ft.

Tin. long and 6in. in thickest part of the body. Took
him to the taxidermist, who pulled a snake about loin,

long out of his mouth. I presume it was Ms supper from
the night previous.
The taxidermist was greatly surprised, he never knew

of a like case before. Perhaps some of our observers of
snakes can enlighten us on this habit.

I have wondered if this species of snake Were poisonous,
but have been unable to ascertain.

I am looking forward to September with pleasm-e, not
that I expect to bring home great bags of gi-ouse or quail,

because they are things of the past, but for the sense of
freedom one feels when tramping about through thicket
and upland.
My shooting partner dropped a fine great horned owl

last fall, measm-ing 251in. from horn to tail. He is at
present looking at me from on top of my book case.

While out through the Blue Hills yesterday we found
partridge or ruffed grouse fairly plentiful; young ones
fine and strong. The quad were merrily whisthng on
either side of us, So that we may hope for a joUy day oc-
casionally this coming fall.

I like the idea of "oiir paper" going to press earher, for
you cannot get it here too soon to suit us lovers of Forest
AND Stream. J. P. W.

[The black snake is not venomous.]

Chuckor Partridges in Illinois.

;Macomb, 111., July T.—Editor Forest and Stream: I am
very soi-ry to inform the readers of the Forest and
Stream that the Governor of our State vetoed the bill

that passed both branches of oui- Legislature without op-
position, protecting our foreign game birds. You wiU
see by his veto message, he has no use for law and jails.

If is quite discom-agmg to try to introduce birds without
laws to protect them.
The caccubis chuckor partridge I impoi-ted from India

last winter are doing nicely. One of them has laid forty-

seven eggs and is still laying, and shows no symptoms of

sitting yet. We set the eggs under bantams. One
bantam hatched out ten little spotted beauties a few days
ago. They are very smart and could fly when only one
day old. We have two more bantams sitting on ten eggs
each and have about twenty more eggs to set. It now
looks as if we shall make a grand success in importing
these beautiful game birds, and the whole coimtry has

become interested in their intrgduction into America.

W. O. Blaisdell,,

ADVENTURES IN THE FOG.
I HAD been mining all summer on the Columbia River,

running a grizzly (not a bear, but a machine for saving
fine gold) ; had made my last clean-up for the season,
piled up my boxes, covered up my grizzly, dried and put
away my burlaps, and had gone down to the post ; sold
my dust, bought my winter's grub, except meat, and for
that article I substituted a few boxes of cartridges. I had
my provisions hauled to the opposite side of the river, and
fen-ied them across in my skiff, having plenty, such as it

was, and good enough, what there was of it.

On the 24th of November it snowed a very little, and on
the night of the 25th the snow feU six inches. I got up
early, shouldered my little rifle, and started to the high
mountain for meat. The fog was very thick up above
me.
After a while, following the alarm bark of my dog,

Frank, I came to where three big bears had gone along.
They were either very large bears, or had very large feet.

It was nearly a mile to the top of the mountain, and
the probability was that the fog was half a mile thick
now. If I could come out of the fog only a little way be-
hind them, I would have the best of it. I kept on. In
less than fifty yards the fog got so thick I could not see
the grotmd. I was compelled to stoop down, and then I
coiild discern a tunnel which the bears had made. The
fog got so dense that I could not leave the tunnel. I was
in hopes that every step I would emerge from my prison,
as it were, to open daylight. The mountain was very
steep, and I was compelled to imitate the bear by crawl-
ing. I had gone but a short distance when I bumped my
head against an obstruction. I putmy hand forward, and
there was a bear sure. I poked my rifle through the fog
until I could tell it touched the back of his head, and fired.

As soon as I was satisfied that it was dead, I cut away the
fog sufficiently to allow me to get past. I had crawled
not more than ten feet when the tunnel was blocked.
This proved to be the second bear, which in like manner
I killed. That done, the air in the tunnel was not of the
very purest. I concluded I would crawfish back. I cut
away the fog sufficiently to allow me to turn aroimd.
But my rifle being like the panther's handspike tail, re-
fused to be turned around. I had to take it along breech
foremost. When 1 got back to my first bear, there was
Frank. He was afraid to crawl over the dead bear, and
the fog was so thick he could not turn around. I had
some difficulty in passing him, but when I got past, I took
him by the tail and dragged him back thi-ough the tunnel,
and soon had the satisfaction of coming from midnight
darkness to open dayhght. Being very well satisfied with
my day's work, I kept on down the motmtain toward
home, which I reached at 3 o'clock, tired and hungry.
That evening I began figuring out the profits of the day's

hunt. The bear skins, should they prove to be grizzHes,
would be worth $25 each. The gall of the last one I sold to
the Chinamen for $4.50. The oil should turn out four gal-

lons, worth $1.75 ; the skulls ,$1.50 to the Smithsonian
Institiition ; the deer skin 75 cents; making $69. The price

might go down a little. Say aU was worth $60. Very
good for a piece of a day's hunt, with one day thrown in
aringing^ in the game.
The next morning early I saddled my horse, and with a

light heart Was on my way for the game. On the way I
saw a coyote on a little mound distant about 250 yards.
I raised the rear sight on my rifle, and fired. I had good
aim, but had imderguessed the distance. The ball struck
just under his forefeet, and it was laughable to see him
scamper up the mountain. Then I started for my bear.

I had no difficulty in following the tracks in the snoW,
for the fog had lifted. I soon came to the end of the track.

There was blood and the entrails of the two bears I had
killed, but where were the bears? After looking all

around, and not being able to account for their mysterious
disappearance, Hooked up at the bottom of the fog. There
were my bears in the grip of that fog, and not more than
ten feet from where the second one was, hung the third one
by the ears. It was kicking and pawing the fog all to nc
pirrpose.- The fog hung on to that bear's ears like death
to a dead duck. I raised my rifle, and fired at the head.
Down came the bear. I thought that this was pretty good

;

one bear out of three without a scratch or having to chmb
a tree; 1 could not see the ground w^here it struck. I

seciurely tied my horse, and walked over very cautiously

to the spot. There was no bear in sight.

I went back disgusted to where the entrails of the two
bears lay, and cleaned off the grease, and started for

home, which I reached quiet early. While meditating on
my bad luck, I heard the clatter of a horse's hoofs, and
upon looking up, saw an Indian coming as fast as his

horse could carry him.
There had been a time when I should have run for my

rifle, and hidden behind a tree or stump, and fired as soon

as he got in range ; but being at peace with the Indians

and the rest of mankind, I let him come up. It was
Indian Pete. "I want you to come up to my house," said

he ; "I want to show you some thing. A little while ago
Christine was playing out doors, and was leading that

httle dog, when a dead grizzly bear fell down out from the

cloud and killed the dog. She screamed like a laanthei

,

and her mother ran out, and just then another bear fell,

and came near striking her. She ran back into the house,

scared nearly to death. I went out, and two bear's ears

fell down right by my feet." Peter had picked them up,

put them in his pocket, and brought them down to show
to me. I examined them. There was a bullet hole in

each. Then I kne^v how I had lost that thkd bear. When
I shot at the coyote I had raised my sight, and had forgot-

ten to turn it down, and when I shot at the bear's head I

had shot a little too high. I told Peter about my hunt,

and showed him in proof the sack of grease.

"Well," said he, "come; go up; you can have one
bear, and I will take one, for if it had not been for me,

you would have lost both."
I went up; and Avhen he told his wife she was much

pleased, yet she sympathized with Christine in the loss of

her pet dog.
After stretching my bear skin and eating my supper,

I revised my memorandum by knocking 50 and 10 per

cent, off the estimated profits.

Taken all in all, this was one q£ the most memorable
hunts Pve had since 1857. LEW WlLMOT.

I OKANOQAfj CouNTX, Wastington.
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Forest and Stream in the World's Fair.

As Seen by Our Staff Correspondents.

The Transportation Building:.

The Transportation Building is not behind any other
of the great storehouses of wonders which make up the
Columbian Exposition. Indeed, in respect to its exhibits,
I think it is m the lead of most of them, for while all

show us more or less of the productions of the world, the
treasures of the Transportation Pudding, besides exhibit-
ing the great object lessons of present development, carry
us far back into unknown ages, to a time when the things
we now call crude beginnings were the most finished pro-
ductions of human skill.

The building itself, as compared to some of its fellows,
is not so vast or so ornamental, although, if placed else-

where, it would be vast. The dimensions of the matu
building are 250 by 960ft. The main floor and galleries
have a little more than nine acres of area. The annex, in
which are the railways, railway plant and equipment, is

425 by 900ft., and has a floor area of 9.2 acres. Thus a
little over 18|- acres of flooring are available for transpor-
tation exhibits.

The main feature of the exterior is the great single arch
of the main entrance, called the "Golden Door," from its

profuse ornamentation in gold leaf. It also has a great
number of carving and bas relief ornamentation.
Notwithstanding the liberal floor space, many of the

departments are pressed for room, the railroad exhibits in
particular filHng their allotted space most thoroughly.
Two of the most beautiful vestibule trains, one of them
the Empire Express, have been placed alongside the annex
and awnings built over them.
Barring the broomsticks on which witches took their

nightly rides, there is hardly a kind of transportation
which was not represented either by model or original.

The vehicles of primitive man and the modern record
breakers by sea and land are present in endless variety,
thus the countries of the world and the centuries since
man became inventive are brought together. The old
order of things are not the least wonderful. The majestic
engine, No. 999, with a record of one mile in 32 seconds,
or at the rate of 112.5 miles per hour, made while draw-
ing the Empire State Express, from New York to Chicago
for exhibition, is no more wonderful than its neighbor
engine, the De Witt Clinton, the latter a rough, feeble,

uncouth infant as compared to its 200-ton brother. Small
and inelegant though it be, the De "Witt Clinton is a crea-
tion made from chaotic data, while No. 999 is but an im-
provement. The Transportation Building, in a general
way, has three divisions, namely, railways, vessels and
vehicleB.

The Railway Exhibits.

In the railway exhibits, the evolution of the locomo-
tive and railway equipment are most completely shown.
Dozens of the most grotesque rudimentary engines, far
below the beauty and dignity of a common steam thresher,

represent an era in ti'avel yet within the memory of man.
There are all kinds representing the immediate degree of
development. Many of the engines are historical, and
also mark important epochs in the development of the
nation. There is in the nine or more acres of railroad ex-
hibits more history than could ever be written. The ex-
hibits are not without their suggestions for the future.

Such short intei'vals mark such great improvements that
the modern locomotive, with all its beauty, size, power
and speed, may be a crude mechanism a few years hence.
The vehicles representing transportation by land, are

in j)rofusion of models and makes. There are all kinds,
from the lightest bicycle to the heaviest drays and freight
wagons. The variety of wheelbarrows, carts, pleasure
and business carriages, omnibuses and racing vehicles,

are endless. There are grades and kinds to suit rich or

poor, and for those who are well, or sick, or dead.
Harnesses resplendent in the glitter of gold and silver

mountings and high polish, made a complementary ex-

hibit to the vehicles.

There were baby carriages worked cunningly in elegant
designs and richly furnished in silk, lace and satins,

made for single or double occupants. One model was
particularly noticeable in that it was collapsable. By
giving a twist and a shove, it became instantly as flat as

a board. It could be then packed in a trunk and taken
along on a journey. Thus do aU the comforts of a home
continually thrust themselves on people who do not want
any home. Fleeing to the wilderness for peace and rest

will soon avail naught.
Probably the sedan chair and palanquin embody the

simplest idea of a . vehicle. Some of them are made
highly ornamental, yet the principle is the same as that
employed by two fishermen who tie their fish to the
middle of a pole or oar, each places an end on his shoulder
and walks blithesomely homeward. That is the principle

when they have the fish; but no fish, no principle.

The works of primitive man and modern man were in
many contrasts. An ox-cart made and used by the In-

dians of Pueblo, of Acoma, N, M., was about the crudest
and coarsest in construction of any. It was made entirely

of wood. The two wheels had three pieces each. The
middle piece, in which was the hub, was made out of a
log. A cross section of the log had been left for the hub,
which thus was cross-grained, and the rest had been
worked down to about Sin., the ends forming part of the
circumference of the wheel. Two rough pieces, one set

on each side of the middle pieces and pinned to it, made
a rickety wheel with a lumpy circumference. Neither
wheel was true on its axle. A rough tongue, set in the
middle of the axel, formed the means of traction. What
untold tortm-es the oxen must have suffered when draw-
rag such a burden for the noble Eed Man, the Child of the

Forest. The idea, however, is an advance over tying the
lodge poles to a pony, piling the family belongings on the

dragging end, while the Light of the Home rides astride

pony and poles, with a few pappooses hxmg about miscel-

laneously wherever there is a place to fasten them.
A bullock cart from the Maderia Islands presented at

VIII.

coach body set on side springs. It was marked "Carro
Des Bois or Bullock Cart," and the inquirer was informed
that no wheels are used in that country.
A Turkish country carriage, resplendent in gilt and

white, yet inelegantly designed, was shown to be drawn
by oxen, two mounted specimens illustrating the maimer.
But to go into a description of the different kinds of

wheeled vehicles and saddles of domestic and foreign
countries would fill volumes.

Water Transportation.

The means of transportation on lake, river and ocean
was most elaborately exhibited. From the Hght canoe,
worked in elegant design and finish and weighing but a
few pounds, to vessels, large and small, deep and shallow,
wide and narrow, were shown either by originals or
models. The great ocean steamship companies illustrated
their leviathan craft by fine models, some quite large.

Nor were the vessels confined to the peaceful ways of life.

There were dozens of models of warships, terrible de-
stroyers, mounting heavy guns to batter down and de-
stroy all protection to the enemy, and many machine
guns tristling out of every unoccupied corner, ready to
slaughter men in job lots. There were models of torpedo
boats, dredging boats, ferry boats—vessels of all kinds,
propelled by sails, steam or electricity, for pleasure, busi-

ness or war. There, too, were many models which have
sad, pathetic, tragic or sentimental associations. Prob-
ably the most intense interest, because of the recent
calamity, is that shown in connection with the model of
the sadly unfortunate Victoria. The model of this vessel,

so recently the just pride of Great Britain, is set up not
far from the "Golden Door." It is large and woi'ked out
in elegant detail. A raised platform, brass railed, runs
along about 12ft, parallel in front of it for spectators, and
an aged seaman has charge. The heavy black draping on
it suggests its fate.

It is the constant center of a small crowd which though
constantly changing never seems to diminish in size the
whole day long. The old salt in charge tells, in endless
repetition, the story of the Camperdown's ram cutting
deep into the hull of the Victoria, the consequent founder-
ing, and therewith the destruction wrought by swiftly re-

volving scre%v blades, hot water and steam and the deep
sea. The model, built on a large scale, represents a noble
modern battleship, floating on a calm sea, with torpedo
nets set—a giant at rest. The half model is set against a
mirror, which, by reflection, makes a complete whole.
Only a few yards away from the Victoria is a roughly

made large row boat, protected from vandals or relic

hunters by a stout framework. On its bows it bears the
name Grace Darling, It attracts the constant attention of
the sightseers aad divides honors and interest with the
Victoria in holding the attention of the public, though
the story of Grace Darling is over a half century old and
is a simple story of noble effort. A type-written piece of
paper above the boat tells briefly the well-known story as
follows:

The Grace Dablino.
In this boat on the morning of September 7, 1838, Grace Darling,

then twenty-two years of age, with her father, rescued nine peoijle
from the wreck of the Forfarshire, at Longstone, on the Fame Islands.

There were large models of the Pinta, the Nina and the
Santa Maria, the latter being specially honored by several
models, each one different from the other. Yet that is

not remarkable, as the different portraits of Columbus
differ. Heretofore, I have always considered Columbus's
crew as a cowardly, craven lot for talking back to Colum-
bus, and wanting to go home when the mighty Columbus
had made up his mind to discover India on its outside
and thereby make himself rich and famous. That
America happened to be in the way and stopped him
from going to India, I never thought detraxjted from his

merits as a discoverer. But, since I have seen those
models, my mind is changed about the crew, I believe

that they had good sense in objecting to prowling around
an endless ocean so far from home in the Santa Maria,
whose quarterdeck, two or three stories high, was up
near the main top, whose steersman stood in the hold,
and Avhose tublike hull and poor rigging suggested slow-
ness, inefficienGy and discomfort. That crew had sense.

A dugout, from Central Africa, was made out of a
crooked log, a segment of a circle, A man would need a
wheel in his head to row it straight.

One of the most interesting crafts was a Bimba or
canoe, from Benguella, Africa, It was made of round
poles, 3 to 4in. in diameter, tied together and made in

shape something like an ordinary boat, though much
deeper and without any sheer. It was about 12ft. long,

3 wide and 2ft. deep. A couple of roughly-squared tim-
bers, about 4xoin.

,
placed across and fastened at the ends,

made two rude seats. There was nothing placed between
the poles to keep the water out. It was free to come in or

go out as it pleased. Nothing could be grander than the
sight of an African king, dressed in his kingly raiment,
seated in the royal Bimba -wdth the queen, and gently
floating down the Kuango River. In the Dahomey vil-

lage on the Midway Plaisance the king each day drinks
much of the fire beer of the white man, and while his

eyes look ugly, and he makes many useless and aimless

motions, he does everything with such decorous dignity

and gravity that no monkey could show more seriousness.

His subjects appear to respect Mm if not to love him.
A model of a boat used on the Sea of GaUilee, the S3,me

as used in the time of Christ, is a marvel in its way. It is

aboitt Oft, long, 3ft. beam, and seemed to have been mod-
eled after a half watermelon, a bit sharpened at the ends.

In the exact center was the place for a mast. It was truly

going to sea in a tub. The GaUilee sailors were brave men
if they went down to the sea in such crafts, though the

Sea of GaUilee is not very large.

A model of an ancient canoe-shaped craft, the original

of which was found in the marshes of the Baltic Sea, in

length 75ft., in width lOft, 6in., 15 oars on each side, was
^„ r a curiosity,

sight a very strong claim to worthlessness. It was simply In walking about, one runs across gigantic implements,

a sled with iron-shod plank runners, with a cheaply-made ' A great trip hammer, said to be [the largest in the world.

towers high above the other exhibits. The hammer and
foundations weigh 2,400 tons. The weight of the faUing
parts weigh 125 tons, and they have a stroke of 16ft.; yet
this enormous weight can be used with more precision and
delicacy than a man can use a tack hammer. Traveling
cranes, which can pick up tons of weight with ease, are in
many models.
In fact, most modern wonders are tons in weight, A

12in, breechloading rifled cannon, 36ft, long, 3ft. 9in. in
largest diameter, powder charge 42olb3. , is not a small
mass of iron, yet it is small compared to the great Krupp
gun. Near it lay a cylinder of cast steel, 15ft. long, 4ft.

6in. in diameter, which weighed 108,1901bs,

A section of a barbette, one of thirteen, a monster sheet

of iron, 12ft. Itn, high, 8ft, 4in. wide and 17in. thick,

weight 69,7981bs., stood on edge in lordly majesty. Large
as it is, it is none too large for protection from the mod-
ern gim. as various other plates, all thick and heavy,
showed the destructive powers of the modern rifled can-
non. Some plates were pierced clear through or were
shattered where the shot impinged. These numerous
plates also showed the development and resisting force of
armor as improved since 1863 to 1892.

But all thesfi will not be so interesting as a mention of

what concerns the needs of the present day and where the
exhibits of manufacturers can be foimd.

Mr. J. H. Rushton's Exhibit.

In the gallery, Section E, near columns 31, 33, near the
large entrance caUed the Golden Door, is. the exhibit of

Mr, J. H, Rushton, Canton, N. Y., who is famous as a
manufacturer of pleasure boats and canoes. In great
contrast to his finished productions Avith their graceful
lines and elegant finish are some rude crafts in an ad-
joining exhibit. One of them, a straw Balsa from Lake
Titicaca, Peru, thick, almost flat, and more like a mam-
moth straw horse collar sewn together, hung over a red
cedar Haida canoe, from Queen Charlotte's Islands, For
neighbors they had an ungraceful canoe from Colon, U.
S. of Colombia, a spruce Tlingit canoe. Upper Yukon
River, This canoe was very narrow. A bark canoe made
from one piece of bark, a lialf cylinder in shape, is tied at
the ends with tough strips of bark in the same m.anner
that sacks of grain are tied. It was a most primitive ves-

sel. Indeed, it seemed to be only one remove from the
raft. This was from Lake Tyers, Gippsland, Australia,
Mr. Richard AUen, in charge of Mr. Rushton's exhibit,

very kindly showed me through it and explained the
special features of the productions. There were ten boats
on exhibition. There was an Adirondack or Saranac
Lake boat, 16ft,, smooth skin, A two-man cruiser, A Rush-
ton cruiser. A racing sailor, 16 by 20, A racing paddler.
A beautiful pleasure boat, with awning and elegant fur-

nishings. All the boats are made in different grades.
Several beautifiil canoes made up the rest of the boat ex-
hiliit. Two figures of men with canoes resting bottom up
on their shoulders showed the manner of ti-ansportatiou
in the wilderness, or where other transportation is not
available.

Specimen oars, spoon and straight blades, double and
single blade paddles, of exquisite handmake and finish,

were part of the exhibit. All kinds of canoe and boat
furnishings were displayed.

IVIr. George B. Carpenter &, Co.'s Exhibit.

This exhibit is in the eastern gallery, near column 43.

It is roomy and contains a most elaborate display of diffe-

rent varieties and designs of blocks, oars, binnacles, com-
passes, cordage, sail cloth, lanterns, yacht anchors,
steerers and fm-nishings. In short, the display covered
the larger part of a vessel's rigging, besides a A'ariety of

marine goods, A colored canopy over the exhibit added
much to its attractiveness. The firm makes a specialty of
making sails and flags.

The exhibitors who have space in the galleries are
most unfortunate in not being on the main floor, simply
because the galleries are sadly neglected by the sight-

seeing public. In fact, the galleries are compar.atively
deserted, Tliat is not strange. The Exposition is so vast
and the sightseer soon becomes so fatigued that he or she
does not care to climb stairs, easy though they be. More-
over, there are endless wonders at every hand to distract

or engage the attention of visitors. But a small percent-
age of visitors know that there are galleries, altbough
there are notices stuck up here and there informing the
public of the fact. While the main floors are thronged
with thousands, the galleries thiLS receive little attention.

Gas Engine and Power Co.'s Exhibit.

This company was fortunate in being on the main floor

of the building, which undoubtedly was due to the fact

that it manufactures heavy craft. The light boats were
placed in the gallery. The company had six boats on
exhibition, elegant specimens of their workmanship.
They were placed to show to good advantage. They were
Pinta, 30ft., six-horse power; Nina, 25ft., four-horse
power; Santa Maria, ten-horse power; Isa.beUa, 18ft., two-
horse power; FercUnand, 21ft., two-horse power, and a
smaU boat named Me Too. The display is most artistic

and elegant.

Thomas Kane & Co.'s Exhibit.

This exhibit was in charge of Mr. J. W. Shaw, who
informed me that the company had eight boats in the
Fisheries Department besides those in the Transportation
Department, which were one 25ft. steam launch, three-

horse power, burning either coal or wood, three steam
yachts, one cruising canoe, one cutter model of 1893, one
catboat, skimming dish model, and three mahogany row-
boats. This company furnished twenty-five of the elec-

tric launches used on the lagoon. The boats were nicely
finished and fitted.

The Detroit Boat Works' Exhibit.

The exhibit of this company is on the main floor, near
cohunn 22. Mr. W. J. Partridge, a practical boat builder
himself, has charge. Nine boats comprise the exhibit.

The largest and most conspicuous is a finely finished elec-

tric laimch, similar to ones fiu-nished the officials of the
fair by tliis comi)any for couvey;uice on the lagoon. One
double catboat, two canoes, and five row and sail boats all

elegantly modeled and finislied, make an interesting ex-
hibit, though representing l^ut a fraction of the scope of
the company's business. A life raft was shown as part of
this company's manufactures.

B. N. Morris's Exhibit.

In the eastern gaUery, near colmnn 45, is the exhibit of
Mr. B. N. Morris. There were only six boats, but they
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were models of elegance and fine finish. There was one
Canadian paddling canoe, one sailing canoe, one paddling
cruiser, one Penobscot Elver skiff, one Indian model pad-
dling canoe and one yacht tender.

The Seamless Steel Boat.

A pressed seamless steel boat excited much interest. It

was made on beautiful lines. It was quite a large row-
boat. The process of manufacture is said to be very
simple. Each half is stamped out of a sheet of steel; the
two sides are then soldered or fused together by heat,

)9 Security Building, Chicago. B. WATERS.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
[F)-om a Staiff Correspondent.]

Chicago, 111., June 30.—Mr. E. A. Carroll, of Little
Rock. Ark., writes me as follows:
"Mr. Lacy Tilghman, while out exercising his dogs a few

days ago, found a quail's nest containing twenty-four
eggs. Yesterday he hai^pened to be in the vicinity of the
nest and thought he would take a look at it. Imagine his
surprise at finding the nest occupied by a kingsnake and
the eggs Kone. He killed the snake and found tliat it had
swallowed the whole two dozen eggs. Thus another
covey passes on to the golden whence, without hearing
the crack of a gun or being honored and flattered by the
earnest attention of a dog.

It do seem like the life of a Bob White is a continuous
ScyUa and Charybdis. I never lieard of so pronounced
I case of quail omelet as this kingsnake evidently had in
mind.

Shot Do Ball.

An esteemed contemporary pubUshed at Chicago has
within the last few years published about 17,569,387 col-

umns of unique matter under the intensely interesting
heading "Do Shot Ball?" In the meantime everybody
knows shot do ball, but the stereotyped head goes on its

ihrilling journalistic career. Well, this isn't what I was
joins to say, though I might add that the inventor of the
above catastroplie-head might satisfy himself in his mind
jittd give ease to his readers by making a little trip down
io the Wild West and laaving a talk with Mr. Frank Ent-
er, the manager of Miss Annie Oakley. From the head
)£ the arena where Miss Oakley stands while doing her
leautiful and almost unbelievable feats with the shotgim
it is perhaps 125 to 150yds. to the big canvas screen which
surrounds the artificial Eocky Mountains at the back of
>pen space. This canvas is well riddled with shot, but
ihat isn't what I was going to say. The other day, while
Miss Oakley was doing her turn, a. gob of shot became
solidified in the discharge, which, I take it, is equivalent
to saying that tliey balled, and the resultant mass of lead,
or bailed shot, cut a clean, round hole as big as a half dol-
lar through the Rock}'^ Mountains, passed across the alley-
way at the stables, went through an inch upright board
screen which surmounted one of the buildings, crossed the
street beyond the inclosure and struck the front of the
mission church wliich stands on the other side of the
street, about 2()0ydR. in all from the firing point. The
mass of lead did not enter the board front of the church,
but left its mark and feU to the ground. May we hope
;hat this will, peradventure, give ease to the eagerly ques-
tioning journah'stic mind winch .seeks to tear away the
mask and to wrest from Truth the information whether
or not shot do ever ball? Will this suffice to take down
the haunting ijuestion mark? To gaze too long upon an
infinitude of the same question mark is dangerous, dam-
aging and dizzifying. It causes us to cast the mind free
upon the brink of an abyssmal doubt, there to hang, shud-
dering and unstaid, uncomforted of human hand. Let us
away with this. Let us settle the question and go on
house-keeping. Do shot ball—oh! do they ball? They do,
they do. You can see the holes. Gladly and exultantly
I announce it. They do! They do! Now let the .agitated
country go back to peace and to its calmer associations.

A Pleasant Reception.

I was speaking of Miss Annie Oakley. It is a pleasure
to speak of a celebrity whose vanity has never grown and
whose head has never been turned. The recipient of
princely and royal favors, as testified by gold and gems,
and petted the world over, this American girl has always
remained the same, simple, unaffected and frank as a
child. She shoots so easily and naturally that it is a
question whether she values her own skill. At any I'ate,

there isn't a shooter m America who wouldn't tight for
her. And yet, although known in all corners of Europe
and America, in her own native State of Ohio she is most
nearly without honor. This week Gen. A. M. Anderson,
% member of Congress and State representative of Ohio
at tbe World's Fair, wandered into tbe home-like tent
where Miss Oakley receives. He learned that Miss Oakley
was an Ohio girl (from Darke county, one of the northern
woods districts), and he was so pleased at his "discovery"
that he resolved to do something in memory of the occa-
sion. He accordingly decreed a State reception in honor
of the State's representative at the gun, and Wednesday,
June 28, 11 till 1 o'clock, was Annie Oakley day at the
Ohio building at the World's Fair. I am glad of this, and
I know all the boys will also be glad to know of it, for
this honest and simple little woman is a favorite aU over
the sliooting world.

Odd Names.
In the North we have deep water ducks and "marsh

ducks." In the South the latter are called "puddle
ducks." The bluebills of the North are called "gray-
backs" in Texas, and are also caUed "do-grees." I couldn't
figure out that last name for a while, till it occurred to me
that it meant "dos r/m"—Galveston French for "gray
back." The latter seems the general Southern or Texas
name for the bluebill.

Even more puzzling was the term "pull—does," which
I found was the common name for our mud hens in the
South. Yet when j'ou think of the French "jjoule cVeau,"
or "water hen," the rest is easy.

The Speed of Canvasbacks.

One reads much of the estimated speed of flight of wild
ducks under fidl headway. Mr. Percy Stone, of this city,

'teUs me of an intei'estine way in which he once estimated
the speed of canvasbacks. The birds were flying down
the Fox River, over Grass Lake to Vox Lake. There was
a bhnd at the old bridge, and a shooter m the blind
Prom the bridge down stream to the fence at which Mr.
Stone had his blind was a distance of exactly one mile,

as the section lines were marked by the road at the
bridge and the fence at which Mr. Stone was located.
W^hen a bunch of canvas passed the bridge a puff of
smoke from the shooter's gun there was the signal for
"Go!" on their mile run. Taking the time at the puff of
smoke for the start, and again timing the same birds as
they passed over his fence, Mr. Stone foimd by a simple
and very accurate calculation that they were going at a
rate of 90 to 110 miles an hour. The redheads and blue-
bills did not fly quite so fast. This is the most accurate
method of timing the flight of wildfowl of which I ever
heard, and the results would seem practically conclusive.

It Means Indians Also.

Mr. Thos. Johnson writes me from Winnipeg, Manitoba,
June 9 as follows:
"You will note from the inclosed clipping from to-day's

Winnipeg Free Press that the sportsmen of the Northwest
are getting in their work. The Indians did more harm to
game by shooting tliem at aU times, in season or out, sum-
mer and winner—^than even your snipe shooting spring
shooters,"
The clipping reads:

"The Indian Department issues notice that on and after the first day
of January, 1894, the laws respecting game in force in the North-West
Territories shall apply to the following Indians:

Band. Reserve. Band. Reserve.
Enoch Birdtail Creek One Arrow Batoche
Oak River Oak River Okomasis , Duck Lake
Oak Lake Oak Lake Beardy Duck Lake
Kah-do-min-Ie. . . .Turtle Mountain John Smith Saskatchewan
Pleasant Rump. , .Moose Mountain Red Pheasant Eagle Hills
Striped Blanket. .Mooso Mountain Stony Eagle Hills
White Bear Moose Mountain Moosomin Jackfish Creek
Oh-Chah-Pow-Ace. . . .Round Lake Sweet Grass Battle River
Kah-Iiee-Wiss-Haw . . .Round Lake Poundmaker Battle River
Cow-Ess-Ess Crooked Lake Thunder Child Battle River
Sakimay Crooked Lake Little Pine Battleford
Piapola Qu'AppeUe Lakes Lucky Man Battleford
Carry-the-Kettle Indian Head See-Kas-Koots Onion Lake
Standing Buffalo. Qu'AppelleL'kes Michel Sturgeon River
Pasquah Qu'Appelle Lakes Enoch Lapotac Stoney Plain
Muscowpetung..Qu'Appelle Valley Ermine Skin Bears Hill
Pee-PeeKee Sis File Hills Sampson Bears Hill
Okanese File Hills Bobtail Battle River
Star Blanket File Hills Louis Muddy Bull. . . .Battle River
Little Black Bear File Hills Bull's Head Near Calgary
Muscoiv-E Quan . Little TV'd Hills Old Sun Bow River
Geo. Gordon. Little T'chwood Hills Eagle Tail Old Man's River
Day Star Touchwood Hills Red Crow Delly River
Poor Man Touchwood Hdls
Stragglers at Medicine Hat, Maple Creek, Moose Jaw and Swift Cur-

rent."

909 Security Building. E. Hough.

Ring-Necked Pheasants for Nova Scotia.

The introduction by the Game Society of the English
pheasant into Nova Scotia, is an important and intereSing
step in relation to future sport in this province.
For some time a number of gentlemen, foreseeing the

gradual decrease of our partridge, have been urging the
introduction of this most prolific game bird; but only last

winter did a circumstance arise which induced the
society to give this bird to the public of Nova Scotia.
Mr. Price, of Kentville, who in England had much ex-
perience of pheasants, last year raised a few of these birds
at his place in the outskirts of that town. They were
put out in the woods to take care of themselves. Some
of the chickens were killed by various accidents, but out
of the lot three cocks and one lien spent last winter in
the open. Though one of the severest winters in living re-
collection these birds all turned up in the spring in capital
condition. They had been seen at times during the
severest weather of the winter apparently not in the least
distressed by the cold. They fed themselvas, and in their
own persons demonstrated the proposition that the pheas-
ant can thrive in a Nova Scotian winter.
Mr. Price communicated this result to the Game

Society, and that body immediately ordered from England
fifteen hens and three cocks. They arrived in May, in
splendid order. They are the "ring-necked" variety, the
very best now in England. After being taken to the
residence of Mr. Piers, the secretary of the society, at
Dutch Vflhage, that gentleman has distributed them in
favorable places. Four hens were sent to Kentville, to
furnish mates for the cocks there imder Mr. Price's care.
A quartette was set free in the rear of the Dutch Village,
another on the Margaret's Bay road and another at Green
Head, a secluded spot on the Nine Mile River. In each
case the birds have been placed under the care of a person
near whose place they were jjut, and who, taking an in-

terest in them, will use every exertion for their protection.
As the cost of the birds was large, the society jareferred to
have them all where they will be under the eye and care
of its own oflBcers. If they succeed and increase they
wiU next year be distributed all over the ijrovince. Since
their being set free they have several times been heard
from. The cocks in partictilar have been seen in various
clearings, and the hens are .supposed to be setting, as they
have not shown themselves often,

Of com-se the law forbids the killing of these birds, and
also prohibits, under heavy penaltie-s, having tliem in
possession.
The society relies on the aid of aU citizens in protecting

these birds and aiding the society in giving to the people
of this province the most prohfic and estimable of English
game birds. No trouble or expense will be spared to give
them every chance. The society also contemplates intro-
ducing other game into the province—^principally the
Newfoundland grouse, and the red deer. Arz-angements
are now being made with the government of New Bruns-
wick, to perniit a herd of the latter to be caught and ex-
ported to this province. There seems no reason why
these beautiful animals should not thrive here, and, with
our fast increasing moose, help to make our forests the
paradise for profitable hunting, which it was in days of
yore. The New Brunswick government has consented
to the exportation of the deer upon receiving the assur-
ance of our government, that they will be taken care of
by some public society and kept for the public good.
This has been given and the animals will be sent over as
the conditions are favorable. One of the pheasant hens
was seen yesterday afternoon with a large brood of
chickeiLii.—Halifax {N. S.) Mail.

Hanging up a Seer.
This is my way of hanging up a deer out of the reach

of coyotes and other varmint: After I have taken out
the entrails and cut oft" the windpipe and swallow from
the root of the tongue, I insert the pole in the grotmd
about 3ft. from a tree; then place the other end in the
deer's neck between the jaws; then up-end the deer and
let it lean against the tree. Lew Wilmot.

GRAY FOXES IN CONNECTICUT.
Derby, Conn., July 2.—Editor Forest and Stream: It

has been truly said that no New England valley affords
more matei'ial for bird shooting and fox hunting than
that of the picturesque Naugatuck.
At a point some ten miles from its source, the rolling,

tumbling Naugatuck River joins the smooth and stately
Housatonic. The town of Derby is at this junction and it

was near here that the following incident took place:
The tale was told to me by Mr. .Joseph M. Iloadley, a

fox hunter, resident in this place for some forty years
Mr. Hoadley has hunted through this State in quest of
birds and foxes for nearly fifty years, and no man knows
more about the woodcraft of Connecticut, nor has any one
hunted over more ground in our State, than he. The
stories he can teU of his days in the fields and woods are
both interesting and instructive, even to non-hunters.
In December of '93, accompanied by Mr. Peck, another

fox hunter on whom the hand of time shows its work,
Mr. Hoadley went to Tm-key HiU, some three miles below
Derby, taking three hounds. Hector and Jim owned by
Mr. Hoadley, and Drive by Mr. Peck.
The honor of starting the fox fell to Jim, but soon all •

three were in full chase. The fox, a gray one, ran around
in rather a small space, so that the hounds were always
within hearing, and to make things more interesting two
rabbit hunters were in the woods with their three dogs,
As the foxhounds swept by with their blood-curdling yelp
which only fox hunters know how to fully appreciate, the
three rabbit hounds joined the chorus and the six dogs
filled the woods with their music. After running about
fifteen minutes the fox, in his circuit, passed where Mr,
Peck was lying in wait, but for some reason when he fired

at the fox he only succeeded in wounding it. Close in the
fox's wake came the six dogs in full cry, but soon they
stopped and began to bark.
Mr. Hoadley was the first to arrive at the scene of the

disturbance, and there found the six dogs in a circle

around an elm tree. Looking up, he saw to his surprise
the fox in the lowest branches of this tree, some thirty feet
from the ground. There was only oneway for him to get
there. That was to chmb, as there were no trees near,
and the tree in question had a smooth trunk. The tree
was some ten inches in diameter at its base,
Mr. Hoadley did not shoot, but whooped to Mr. Peck,

who soon came up. He had previously said that foxes
had never been known to climb trees, and that he would
not believe it possible until he had seen it. He now found
it not only possible, but an actual fact.

All six dogs were barking at the foot of the tree in wild
excitement, and they had to be tied up, when Mr. Peck
shot the fox, in order to keep them from tearing each
other to pieces. Mr. Hoadley says that in all his thirty-
five years' fox hunting he never witnessed anything so
exciting as this chase.
While the reader has the gray fox in mind it may be

well to add a few words, giving Mr. Hoadley's opinion of
its habits, size and mode of living.

The gray fox, or wood gray as it is sometimes called, is

a recent arrival in Connecticut. Twenty-five years ago
they were unknown in these parts but now seem to be
very numerous in the southern New England States.
They are found in nearly all of the ledges, and, unlike
our common red fox, they do not lie in the swamps.
When chased by the hounds the gray fox seldom leaves
the vicinity of his burrow, which is almost always in
some ledge.
The grays are much less afraid of the dogs than the red,

and often run not more than twenty or thirty feet ahead
of the hounds. They run in circuits, which affords more
jort to the hunter. Still it is much more difficult for
the hottnds to keep the track of these foxes as they do not
leave a strong scent. Whether their endurance is less or
their attachment for home greater than the red I am un-
able to say, but they do not run on an average more than
an hour at a time. At times they will run two, three and
even five hours.
In some respects their habits resemble those of the

coon. They are very fond of apples and some vegetables,
and like the red are not averse to carrion. They have
all the cunning of the red fox with some of the coon
climbing ability. It is Mr. Hoadley's opinion after his in-

timacy with them that they whip the red fox.

One peculiar feature is their sensitiveness to cold, for
in very cold weather they do not leave their burrows.
In form the gi'ay is in many respects different from the

red. He has a shorter head, legs, flag, and a much smaller
foot, but the body is larger. C. H.

[The gray fox (Vulpes {Urocyon) cinereo-argentatus) is

a common species and is noted for its tree-climbing pow-
ers. It appears to be somewhat more abundant in the
South than in the North, yet some of the books say tbat it

is distributed over the whole United States. It is not to
be confounded with the cross fox, a color variety of the
red, which is also gray in color.]

A Story of "Sters."

If every man makes a new "ster" out of something, I

am beginning to fear that we shall shortly see stories

like the following, in our favorite paper: Once upon a
time there was a famous gunster and rodster. He had a
couple of friends who were also great devotees of the rod
and gun. One was also a noted dogster. These three

good friends had been chums ever since they were young-
sters, and were now well seasoned campsters, canoester
and pim(t)sters. These three jolly comrades kept clear of

all tricksters, and never allowed a shyster near their camp.
After due talk and smoke (they were all yarnsters and
smokesters), they decided to go for an outing, of a week
or ten days duration. Before setting out they had to buy
provisions for the trip, They bought bread and biscuits

from a bakester, beer, etc., from a brewster. They went
to a hookster for fishing fines, hooks, etc., and also visited

a porkster for ham and bacon, and last of all a cowster
for butter and cheese. Tbey preferred to be flysters, but
they also took a good sized can from the wormsters.
They engaged a cookster and canoester, but the start was
scarcely made when the wind ttu-ned to a nor'easter. Soon
they were all in a fluster, and being such coinsters and
ptmsters, the canoe sank and they were all drowned.

VonL
It Becomes a Necessity.

Lancaster, N. Y.. June 17.—I have been a subscriber for Foeest'
AiTD Stream since the commencement of its third volume, andaltbough
I've had to give up a good many things in the past few months, I can't
give up my Forest A-nd Streaji. B.
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MULE DEER HEADS.
The male mule deer, often erroneously called blacktailed

deer, has been blessed by nature with a very prolific

growth of horns, and while many are very symmetrical
and perfect, a great many strange shapes and freaks are
often found. The two heads illustrated here are as good
specimens of their kind as I have ever had the good for-

tune to secure, and a brief description of where they were
secured and of the bucks that wore them may be inter-

esting.

The one on page 29 came from near the Trinity Lakes,
Elmore county, Idaho. These lakes, sixteen or more in

number, and ranging in size from a mere pool up to a
body of water making a respectable lake, are situated in
the valleys or more properly depressions made by the sur-

rounding high peaks of a very rugged and high detached
chain of mountains, lying northwest of the South Boise
River, about fifty miles from Mountain Home station on
the Oregon Short Line Division of the Union Pacific Rail-

way, and reached by stage line to Pine Grove, or Rocky
Bar, thence by a very rough and little traveled trail. In
fact so few travel this route that it can
hardly be called a trail. The larger lakes
are teeming with the genuine mountain
trout, and to catch fifty or sixty of the
beautiful little fish in an hour's fishing is

comparatively easy. The water in most
of the lakes is as clear as crystal, being
fed by springs and the melting snows from
off the granite peaks. AU about the lakes
are high rolling mountains and hills; and
deer, a few elk and bear are to be found,
while on the i-oughest peaks the white
goats make their home.
Late one November, after the first snows

of winter had faUen on the upper moun-
tains, driving the game down toward the
river, our party of two made a short trip

toward Trinity Lakes, and the noble buck
that wore the magnificent head of horns
shown here was one of the trophies brought
out. It was late one evening when one of
the party was trudging toward camp.
The snow was falling fast and partly ob-
scured the landscape, but the trained eye
of the hardymountaineer caught a glimpse
of a dark object slowly moving along,
200yds. away. Is it a deer? Yes. See,
he stops, throws up his head and shakes
the fast falling snow from off his lordly
crest; he snorts and stamps his foot; he
breathes the evening air with mighty
whiffs; he has heard a sound of cracking
stick, or rolling stone, or rustling bush;
but where he knows not, for the wind
bears to him no taint of human presence.
The hunter silently drops on one knee, the
' 'Centennial" Winchester is raised, a steady
sight and a loud report followed by the
sharp spat of the leaden missile, and with
a bound the buck is off. But not far does
he speed. He staggers, and headlong
plunges down the mountain side, shot
through the heart, and "Uncle" pats him-
self on the back as he wends his way to
where the fallen monarch lies, with, "By
the Almighty, that was a good shot."
When dressed and ready for the pack
horse it was found that the buck made as
large a load as any of the ponies could pack in, and no
doubt in weight was over 2501bs.

To the south of the Trinity Lake range lies another
small chain of detached mountains called locally the
' 'Dog Creek Mountains. " They are really the same range,
but as the Trinity, a dashing mountain stream, and Dog
Creek, another stream, head on the opposite sides of a
divide, the two names are used locally to designate the
lay of the country. The Dog Creek mountains are not so
high as the Trinity range, and are nearer the South Boise
River. There are more bears in the rough country round
about, but not as many deer until in the fall of the year.
The buck that wore the above odd set of horns was

over 3001bs. in weight, and was killed in September before
every vestige of the "velvet" had been worn off or dis-

appeared. The weight of the animal was so great that it

broke a pack saddle, and proved too much of a load for
the jack that we used for a pack animal, and it took the
assistance of one of the horses to get the cai'cass down to
the river. Although the body of this buck and its antlers
were enormous, its head seemed small in proportion. The
horns had a great spread, and the beams were thick and
massive. The photograph gives but a poor idea of the
size and oddity of this specimen.

This head was purchased from me by a Detroit gentle-
man to present to a New York athletic club, and it may
be that some of the readers of Forest and Stream have
seen it. It does not compare with No. 1 for beauty, but
is one that might never be matched by a hunter in a life-

time. F. F. Frisbib.

Another Notable Shot.
The other fellows must not have aU the say. I once

made a notable shot myseK. It was when I was a boy of
10. My weapon was an old brass pistol barrel, motmted
on a block, cannon fashion. The load consisted of a
handful of powder, several wads of grass, well rammed,
and a pint or less of gravel stones, with a number of
buckshot mixed in, for luck. I had in intent the slaying
of a regiment of wooden soldiers, whittled from shingles
and painted red to imitate the Britishers whom my ances-
tor had mowed down at Bunker HiU.

' 'Fizz !" said the fuse. ''Boom !" the gun. The smoke went
out to settle over the arena of conflict, which was the pub-
lic square of my village. Had any soldiers fallen? No,
not one. I had aimed too high, so I would try it again.
I was on my knees in the act of reloading. Then from
put the ether at my rear, taking a base advantage, shot

the foot of a human catapult. There were stars above,
around, below me. My ascension was too high for meas-
urement by any instrument of earthly make. Then the
hand of the catapult followed the foot. More stars. I

sought the earth, but there was no repose. In a twinkling
the catapult had become a wool carder which would not
card, and then it was a catapult again. I was beyond the
region of the stars, and space was claiming me for her
own. But why recall the things of that ancient exalta-
tion? For it was only my neighbor preparing me that I

might be led by the ear to view the result of my n otable
shot.

One "Bill" had been sufficiently footed. The other read:

4 lights plate glass @ $3.50 $10.00
2 chandelier globes @ .60 1.20
Damage to lace curtains 8,00
Repairs of wall 1.50

Total $30 70

El Paso de Rables, Cal. W. H. K.

BRUIN IN THE BUTTERY.
We had been camping far up on the headwaters of one

of the noble rivers of northern New England and were on
our return joiu-ney toward the settlements. In the morn-
ing, at an hour when the majority of city people are fast

asleep, we had eaten our breakfast, struck camp, loaded
the canoes and started down stream. All the forenoon
we plied our paddles steadily, for the sky was overcast
with threatening clouds and there was every indication of
a severe storm.

HEAD OF MULE DEER.
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We hoped to avoid the drenching which seemed immi-
nent by reaching a camp a number of miles below, but
between us and our destination was a series of falls and
rapids, where we would have to make several portages
and carry the canoes, instead of being borne by them.
We glanced often at the sky, and the light canoes sped
onward as if they shared our feeling of haste.

Mile after mile was covered between banks clothed to

the water's edge witli unbroken forest, which appeared
unusually grim and gloomy under the forbidding sky.
Once, as we rounded a bend, two deer, a buck and a doe,
which were standing in the edge of the water, gave us a
startled glance, and then leaped up the bank and disap-
peared in the woods. In due time we landed at the head
of the first pitch, and the rain had not yet commenced to

fall. One of the canoes was turned bottoai up and the
supplies and various camp utensils were placed beneath it

for protection. My companion and myself each shoul-
dered as large a load as we could care for, the guides took
the other canoe, and we started across the carry. The
path around the fall was a mere trail which could hardly
be distinguished from the surrounding forest, and our
way was strewn with rocks, fallen trees and logs, which
made the trip anything but a pleasure stroll. The trees

were so thick that the light was dim, and the ground was
so soft and spongy with damp moss that our footsteps
made little noise. There was no wind, and the woods
were so stUl that one might have thought we were the
only Uving things in the vicinity; but the occasional hoof-
print of a deer or moose gave ample proof that there was
life somewhere in the wilderness.
In several places we saw on the gray trunk of some

great pine or spruce deep scratches in the bark where
bears had stretched themselves and sharpened their

claws, and when we reached the lower end of the carry
there were bear tracks in the mud on the bank of the
stream. We placed our loads under the canoe and turned
back for the balance of om- outfit, which had been left

behind. Before we had covered half the distance a few
large drops of rain began to patter on the dead leaves,

and the trees were shaken by sudden gusts of wind. In
a few moments a perfect deluge was descending, which
threatened to drench us in spite 'of the protection afforded
by our i-ubber coats. The mossy forest floor absorbed and
held the moisture like a sponge, and at every step the
water oozed up around our feet. The trail was soon
transformed into one long mire, where puddles were far

more plenty than stepping stones, and the dripping foli-

age of the trees and bushes seemed to take malicious de'

light in wiping the wet leaves across our faces and iii_

sending little streams trickhng down our necks.
_

1

The two ends of the carry are known respectively a^j

the "taking out place" and the "putting in place," and.
when we reached the former, after our half-mile tramp,,
we sought refuge for ourselves under the canoe.
There is no better roof than the bottom of a birch. We'

crouched there for a while watching the storm and listen-

ing to the melancholy soughing of the trees in the sur-
roimding forest.

The rain beat a tattoo on our bark shelter and the sur-i

face of the stream was covered with innumerable dimin-.
utive fountains, so fifrcely was it pelted.
When the storm showed some signs of abating we made

our second trip across the carry, but before we reached
the "putting ra place" it was raining harder than before,
if such a thing were possible. However, we launched
the canoes, put the luggage aboard—covering it with
rubber blankets as best we could, and continued on our:
journey. Two miles down stream we came to the second'
fall. At this place the delay was shght, for only a single
ledge extends across the river, and the canoes were lifted

around one end without trouble. Then came another
stretch of dead water and the "long falls" where for a
mile or more the river is one chain of rapids, falls and'
pitches. The water, crowded between walls of ragged,
broken rock, leaps and dashes through the wild gorge as if

angry at restraint. A few pools are interspersed between
the stretches of quick water, and canoes can be taken
through without making one long carry around. TI

first two pitches we "ran," shooti
through the foaming water guided
skillful paddles, and emerged into a basini

of deep, black water behind a great rock.^

Here the canoes had to be carried ovi

into another pool to avoid a fall, whent
they were lowered by the painters throng]
some more quick water. Then they we:
taken out again and carried some distam
over the rocks, when they were once'

more consigned to their native element-
In this manner, alternately carrying thi

canoes and having them carry us, we
gradually worked our way through; but
long before we put them in the water for

the final stage of the day's journey wi
were all wet to the skin. The rocks weri
wet and slippery, and we were thankful
when this worst place of all was behind us.

But "it is a long road which has no turn,"
and at last we were afloat with only fi\>

miles of smooth dead-water between u:

and our destination. The sky was light-

ing up a little in the west and the rain did

not fall so copiously.
We were wet, cold and hungry, so thai

with visions of warmth and plenty at the
camp we paddled vigorously. The bank.s

stretehed away on either hand, the same
two unbroken fines of forest trees which
aU day long we had been passing; but

about three o'clock in the afternoon wt
saw a clearing on the right, in which wn;
the house where we intended to spend the
night. It was a low, unpretentious struc-j

ture standing, with its adjacent log hovels,

in the middle of the clearing several re
"

back from the stream, but to us it was
welcome as the most magnificent of cii

hotels could have been.
On landing we placed om* goods undi

the canoes as before, and then hurried i

the house, taking with us cm* rods, riflee

and personal luggage. We were given a

hearty welcome by the old backwoodsman
who lived there, and he soon had a roar-,;

ing fire blazing like a conflagration,'

aroimd which we grouped om-selves, en-i

joying the genial warmth. Our saturated garments hung
from hooks in the beams overhead, but in various nonde-;

script, but dry, substitutes furnished by our host we were
very comfortable.
In a short time he announced that our dinner was

ready, and in a very much shorter time we were discuss-;

ing the venison steak and other viands set before us, with'

appetites rendered keen by life in the open air and the

long fast and exertion of the day. After our meal we
again sat around the fire chatting with our host and with
each other.
"There seems to be plenty of game this fall. Two deer

came out into the clearin' t'other day, 'n' we sot on the

porch 'n' watched 'em a spell afore they went back into

the woods. We didn't shoot, for we had plenty of fresh

meat in camp. Did you boys see much game on your
way down stream?"

"Yes," one answered, "we saw plenty of deer an(

moose sign, as weU as several deer themselves, and the:

are fresh bear tracks up at the carry."

"Yes, bears are pretty thick this year, but it's a rathe

cur'us fact that people' don't see nothin' much on 'em ft

the woods. As a gin'ral tiling bears are pretty shy, a

don't want much to do yvith. human critters, if they cai

help it, though they'll fight if cornered, and a she bear

don't want much foolin' round her cubs. It's surprisin'

too, how quick one '11 git out o' sight if ye do run across

him. He'll give one tremendous jump into the bushes,

makin' noise and crashin' enough for an elephant, but
after that first jump when he gits out o' sight, you won't

hear another sound. They slip away dretful quiet like.'

"Me and my brother, we come across bear in woode
las' winter," said my Indian guide, "he had hole under
the roots where big spruce blow over, and we kOl him
with axe, We been in woods choppin' and don't have
no gun."

"Well, we had a scrimmage with one, two or tbr(

years ago last spring, without goin' very fur away froj

home," continued the old man. "One night I had goi

to bed and was jest settHn' down to sleep when I heai

an awful racket down below, and a boy who was workiw
for me came up and said there was a bear in the butt'ry;

There was an Indian here that night named Mitch, and
after I turned in he and the boy sot here by the fire talk-

in' and smokin', when they heard a sound of somethin"

or other movin' round in the butt'ry. Then some tin pans
tumbled down, makin' a terrible din, and they jumped
up and opened tbe butt'ry door to see what was the mat-
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er. They thought perhaps one of the dogs had got shut
ip in there, but they slammed that door to a good deal
uicker 'n. they opened it, 'cause there was a big black
tear in there, and they didn't have no idee of tackhn'
dm bare-handed, and their guns wa'n't loaded. They
idn't even have no axe handy to swat him with, as you
nd your brother did, Sebattis'" Here the old man paused
0 light his pipe, for, hke any other old sailor or back-
woodsman, he could spin a yarn much better with the
.elp of the narcotic weed.
"I dressed myself as soon as I could and we loaded our

ifles. I told Sam, the boy, to open the door quick after
re were all ready, and Mitch and I took different posi-

[ons in the room here, so that one or t'other of us could
and a bit of lead where it might do the most good. You
36, the butt'ry is a pretty big one, but with Mitch over
lere, and I about where I be now, we could cover the
i-hole of it.

"WeU, when we got all ready, Sam he slipped up to
le door, yanked it wide open and jumped back. But by
lat time the bear had gone. The butfry winder had
een left open and he had climbed out the same way as
e got in. I guess the things he knocked down fright-
aed him, for they made noise enough,
nd the butt'ry was a sight to behold.
"He had knocked down two pans of

lilk and a mess of corned beef and
ork and had made a dretful muss of
1 He didn't seem to have eaten much,
) we thought perhaps he might come
ack if we kept quiet, a,nd I told Sam
nd Mitch that if he did for them to
ip out the door and each one go round
le house. One was to go round one
de and one round t'other. Then if he
ot away from me one o' them would
s pretty sure to get a shot.

"So we sot there, keepin' quiet and
ot saying a word, and after a while
ire enough we heard him cUmbin' in
ria. Sam and Mitch went out and I
)ened the door jest in time to see him
sappear through the winder.
"^'I yelled to them to look out for him,

ij.t it was an aAvful dark night and
ley couldn't see him. As he ran round
le corner of the house he went plump
ito the Indian, who was going round
om the other way. He pretty near
Qocked the wind out of Mitch and I
jn't know which was the most fright-
led. The bear got off with a whole
.de that time, however, and disap-
iared in the darkness.
"Mitch came in puffin' and we sot
jwn agin to wait. We didn't much
link he would come back but thought
e'd wait and see. After a while we
Bard him but he was pretty wary, and
e could tell that he wasn't climbin' in
nt was sniffia' round outside. Then
B seemed to move away and Sam got
3 to peek out the winder in this
iom. The winder was down, but all

! a sudden Sam up with his rifle and
azed away right througli the glass.

The bear had run right by tlie wood
le out there, where the ground was
1 white with the chips that were
rewn about, and as his black hide
lowed up agin 'em Sam drew a bead
1 him. We rushed out and when we
it there the old feller was kickin' his
,st kick. It was a pretty shot, but I
less there was some luck about it too.
ioi got the bounty and sold the hide,
» the shot was wuth somethin' to him
lyway, luck or no luck. The two
as wuth $35 to him and tliat, with
hat I paid him, he spent for schoolin'
)wn to the settlements the next win-
r. He was a good boy, Sam was,
id was tryin' to save some money to
it an eddication, so I was glad he got
ebear."
We spent that night beneath his humble but hospitable
iof, and in the morning continued our journey beneath
sky as blue and serene as if clouds and storm had never
'en. Wm. a. Brooks.

THE SOUTHERN CAMP HUNT.-I.
It has often occm-red that, among the horde of hunters
id sportsmen inhabiting tliis great country of ours, few
low anything of the rhethods of our old time "camp
mtiug in the South."
These hunts were usually conducted by gentlemen well
lown to each other; and all disagreeable persons were
eluded. None but genial, active and useful men were
lowed to go along—except superannuated old "fellows
the craft" who were invited and implored to go, e^ry
mfort and consideration being at aU times shewn to

., for nothing so adds to the pleasure of a "camp
as the presence of one or two of these old hoary-

led knighte of the horse, hound and gun; to rest by
.blazing camp-fire, and relate great stories of their
ience to the younger lads, and quietly smoke their

wxe of these hunts has ever lingered in my memory.
5^d in the great State of Texas, and a brother had
itten me to come at once to Mississippi and join in a
r "camp hunt." When I arrived at my brother's house

cause him trepidation, nor has a lie ever polluted his
tongue or given deceit to his master—hence, taken "up
one side and down the other," a better negro never was
created than Wash. Wash was to go with us, of course,
and with his high top boots, red opera overshirt, big
home-knit gloves, and with his 1x4 grin, revealing a
wealth of ivory only less in display than an octave of
piano keys, is'Sis the ideal personification of a camp hunt
teamster.
Sunday, the weather began to showominous indications

of a snowstorm, and by night had turned quite cold. Mon-
day morning we were up early ; three inches of snow lay
upon the ground. The morning was gloomy, the sky
overcast with black, smoky clouds, with a few straggling
flakes still falling. My brother paced the floor with both
hands stuck in trouser pockets, while his slouched hat
hung over his face, and my own pulse beat was less than
normal; yet the hour was up and no time for vacillation
now. The "word was out" and we must meet the others
at the bridge this day, so my brother says, "Charles, are
you willing to try it?" "I am," was my quick reply, as I
wished to infuse a little enthusiasm into his drooping
spirit. "We will go," he said firmly. Then I advised by
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my t

was makmg things Uvely, preparing for the hunt,
us was on Saturday in November, and we were to start
L the following ilonday morning to join the rest of the
•rfcyat old man Purvis's at Strong Elver Bridge, in Smith
unty, a distance of 30 miles. Everything was made
ady by Saturday night. The two-mule wagon packed
ith every conceivable commodity thought conducive to
^ comfort and pleasure of an outing. " Two half-breed
:otch terriers—one as black as ebony, the other white as
polar bear, and game from the tips of their shaggy coats
the marrow of their bones—and three deerhounds. con-
tuted om- share of the dogs; and then there was Wash,
L6 of my brother's late slaves, whom even the intoxica-
m of freedom could not separate from him. He was
Pit as Hercules and brave as Geronimo; nothing could

way of a clincher, I never knew it to snow two days in
the South, and I thought the weather would soon moder-
ate, as the clouds were already breaking into clumps. In
twenty minutes more we were in the saddle, and Wash
having harnessed up the mules, all were on the move.
On these "breasting hunts," as they are termed, there

is little use for long range hounds, although we had
them along, of the best material, yet their daily use is
not essential. The better dog, called a "branch dog," for
the purpose, is a mongrel, the best type of which is a
cross between a well-bred hound and Scotch terrier.
This dog sm-mounts all obstacles, will out-run, out-jump,
out-fight anything on earth, and will whip anything of
liis weight that wears a hide. He has the bottom of the
best foxhovmd, with a speed second only to the grey-
hoimds, and makes the best "branch dog" to rout the
skulking deer from inaccessible brakes and copses; a deer
once wounded had as well hand in his ticket.
All dogs are kept in the rear untd a deer is shot and

wounded, at which time the shooter makes the fact
known by three long blasts of liis hunting horn, when all
hands proceed at once to the signal. The dogs are then
shown the trail, or blood of tlie crippled deer, upon
which they dart like arrows, usually in broken tongue,
until the quarry is sprung from its hiding, then with in-
creased alacrity and incessant "yaf, yaf, yaf " the half-
breeds go like the wind, while the hunters follow on
horse to see the spring and view the chase, when, be the
game a stocky old buck, there wdl be Hvely work, until a
hunter ends the straggle by a shot.
Late in the afternoon brought us to Purvis's, where we

found most of the party awaiting us, every man aglow
with merry anticipation of the glorious scenes soon to be
enacted, of which, having so many foretastes, they knew
full well the measure to expect.
We have seventy long and rugged miles yet to go to

reach our central hunting ground. Two good wagons
stand before the gate, one with mules and the other with
oxen, one to carry the corn and feed for the teams and
the other everything else essential to camp-himt life.
The crowd now has its complement, consisting of eight

hmiters, mounted and equipped. There are two other

men for cooks, camp-minders and to drive the teams.
These go along for the fun and an equal share of the
spoils—otherwise "non-combatants." One is Wash and
a white fellow, and another darky as general "supernu-
merary and roustabout." Next comes the canine repre-
sentation. And all being ready, a blast of the horn, crack
of the whips, a yell or so from the young bloods, and the
unique and picturesque caravan moves.

It is stiU overcast and cold, and for two long and freez-
ing days we quietly travel on, but that ever rollicking,
eternally joking predilection, so proverbial of the Missis-
sippian, never knows an end.
We passed over some of the most enchanting country

to a hunter's eye, that I have ever seen, and many a time
did I crave the order from our leaders to stop—but no, it

was, not yet; until the closing of the fourth day, when
our cavalcade drew up at the ford on Eocky Creek, in
Jones county. A more charming spot I never beheld, to
make the standpoint of a carnival, the which we came to
do.

This famous camp-hunters' rendezvous holds a claim in
modern military history. Here on this identical spot, as
evidenced by the many scarred pines where we camp

—

the dashing Federal raider, Grierson,
and his men, were attacked and scat-
tered over these pine hills, in confusion,
by a band of Confederates.
Having no special head in control of

these hunts, all parhament was of a
conventional nature, eachmember hav-
ing his say, even to the cooks and
camp-minders; however, the more ex-
perienced individuals did the planning.
To set the camp in shape is the prime

consideration of all, and requires judg-
ment and system. A place to pitch
the tent, to feed the stock, to build the
camp-fire, and spread the sleeping
pallet, to butcher the deer, stretch the
hides, and pound the steaks, and every
other appointment must be attended
to before any start is made to hunt,
and the men, dogs and teams must
have a good rest.

Many a fool goes into the woods to
hunt, never once giving the camp a
thought, until night, with all its im-
possibihties, has overtaken him, with
not one preparation made. The first

thing he does on arriving at camp is to
get out his gun and plunge into the
woods to shoot something, yes, shoot
something, make a noise, make him-
self generally conspicuous, to the dis-

gust and bother of all others in the
camp, frightening the horses, having
the. dogs all running and barking, dis-
turbing all the game within mUes
aroxind; but let me tell you that kind
of chap don't creep into our mess but
once; for then it is his fault, but the
next time the fault wUl be ours. The
first time we pay the penalty, the next
time he does.
What a pleasure to the thoughtful

man to he on the pallet before the
great log fire, and hear the tired horses
munch their feed in the troughs, and
the faithful dogs lymg promiscuously
around, agitating from time to time
the shifting fleas, while they sniffle the
teasers over their own hides, with sen-
sitive noses, and you smoke your pipe
and listen the while to the mirthful
jokes and guffaws of cheerful darkies
from their corner of the ample camp

—

indeed, sir, there's nothing like it un-
der the sun.
The big camp-flre, built of oak logs

cut 13ft. long, and laid on skids to keep
them off the ground and admit free
ventilation, the interstices of the logs
stuffed with "fat" pine knots, makes
the grandest fire that ever graced the
somber solitudes of a pine forest.

The great camp-pallet formed of sundry blankets and
C[uilts, like Jacob's coat "of many colors," forty or more
in number spread lapping edge on edge, make a bed ample
for all, lox^ft. in extent, spread before the glorious blaze
—twice the width of its length. When all are disrobed
we crawl beneath the adequate covering, and as by a
common impulse all are a-snore, lulled to sleep by the
crunching of horses, sniffling and pawing of restless dogs
and crackling and seething of the magnificent fire, only
a yard from the margin of our capacious resting place,
I have told you how it is done, and ere the sun flickers
above yon straw-covered hill we must all be in motion,
ObUvion!

I hear the rustling sound of "shucking" com, stamping
and crunching of the horses, clanking of the ox's horns
as one prods Ms mate to keep his own side—aU else as still

as the "chancel halls of death." I lie and await other
movements soon to follow. ' 'Mas Jim! Mas Jim!" "W^hat's
up, Wash?" my brother answers from under the warm
coverlid. "I 'spec it time us is gittin' up. I hear de owls
hoUin, and de moon, it des pearin 'bove thehiU back dare,
and dese mules and bosses and steers pears lack dey
wants dau- breakfus an' all, so b'lieve by dat, day is mose
here, we all better be gittin' up an' stir'n 'roun' ef yer
'spec er soon start, I tell yer."
That was enough for my brother, for he, hke aU the

rest, was anxious to be up and among the "moss heads,"
and with one simultaneous boimd all were up. The glori-
ous fire by this time had smouldered to a heap of Uving
coals, yet all aglow in the dim, anti-diurnal darkness that
as yet enshrouded the weird camp.
Every one was now astir, but the quiet and system that-

reigned^ reminded vividly of a company of soldiers pre-
paring for battle by the pantomimic order that prevailed.
The cooks soon had a smoking breakfast ready, which
must be the last meal we take of domestic material alone,
aU. suhsequent ones must yield the spicy aroma of the flesh
of the wild deer. Then all are rapidly loading the guns,
counting down the pellets, ramminghome the wad, cUck-
click, and the cap is placed upon the nipple, dogs are fed,
horses saddled, and the anticipated hvmt organized.

C, L. JOEDAN,
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AMONG THE LAURENTIDES.
By appointment I met Mr. and Mrs. S., of Chicago, in

Montreal on a bright day in June, 1893, for caiTying out
a long cherished desire to visit tlie Laurentide Mountains,
whose picturesque beauties have been so frequently de-
scribed by visitors to that charming region of dark forests,
frowning rocks, foaming rivers, lovely lakes and magnifi-
cent trout. We had i^lanned to make our firet stop at
Lake Edward, bu.t fate willed otherwise. At the station
in Montreal we met Mr. Louis F. Burroughs, vice-presi-
dent of the Laurentides Club, an as?ociation of anglers
and sportsmen, who control numerous lakes and many
miles of the best trout streams in Canada. Mr. Burroughs
informed us that he and his friend were bound on a two-
weeks' fishing trip to the preserves of their club and
kindly invited us to partake of their hospitality for a day
or two at their club house, which is situated about a mile
and a half from the railroad station, assuring us that rare
Bport with the trout would be one of our rewards. It is

needless to say that this invitation was joyfully accepted.
Laurentides station is about midway between Quebec

and Lake St. John, and is situated on the banks of the
roaring Batiscan, one of the most charming rivers in
Canada. Here at 11 o'clock we left the train and found
three sturdy guides ^^'ith their boats. Including the
guides, our party now consisted of eight persons, and as
we marched single file (guides in the lead, bending under
their burdens) up the steep hill, through the magnificent
forests, the picture was one long to be remembered.
A half hour's tramp brought us to Lake No. 1, on the

opposite shore of which stands the club house, to which
we were quickly rowed.
After a substantial dinner we sallied out to try our

luck with the dazzling denizens of the dark waters that
abound in this wonderful region. The ti'out were himgry
and rose eagerly to the fly, and we soon had our creels
well filled. We returned to the club house about 6 P. M.,
and after partaking of a delicious supper, skillfully pre-
pared by the wife of the guardian of the club house, set-

tled ourselves in easy chairs and passed a most delightful
evening with our new-found friends.

Next morning we were up with the lark and went out
to feast our eyes on the glories of the magnificent scenery
that surrounded us. Here we were in the very heart of
the Laurentides—majestic mountains, covered with dense
evergreen foliage from crown to foot on either hand, and
nestled at their feet lay two sparkling lakes, separated
only by a narrow neck of land, upon which stands the
club house. The sudden transition from the busy world
to the restful and sublime solitude of this matchless
wilderness enthralled our senses and filled our souls with
peace and contentment.
The morning hours were spent in that fascinating sport

known as the "gentle art," and we were rewarded with a
good catch of the peerless fish with which these waters are
abundantly supplied.

The hour for our departure from this lovely spothad ar-

rived, and we reluctantly said good-bye to our generous
host and retraced our steps to the railroad, bearing with
us the remembrance of a day delightfully spent in a de-
lightful spot with delightful companions. Success to the
Laurentides club and the rare men who founded and
maintain it.

We reached Lake Edward in time for a late dinner,
after which we procured guides and boats and started
out to try our luck with the trout, for which this lake is

so justly celebrated; but oui- success was indifferent and
we returned to the hotel with half filled creels. Evidently
we had not struck the right spot for trout.

Next morning, bright and early, we were taken in tow
by the little steam launch belonging to the hotel, and
started on a ten-mile trip down the beautiful lake to the
place "where trout hide," and such a panorama of the
beauties of nature as we had never before beheld passed
before oui- delighted and bewildered vision. The lake is

irregular in shape, some twenty or twenty-five miles in
length, and is studded with islands from the size of a hay-
stack to those of many acres in extent, all covered with
rich green foliage from the water's edge to their highest
point, no two of the same size, no two of the same shape.
The lake is surrounded with moimtains of modest height,
wooded, too, like its lovely islands, and has scarcely a
sign to indicate that man had ever before invaded its

charming precincts.

A two-hours' ride brought us to the fishing grounds.
The anchor was cast, our rods quickly strvmg, and the
sport commenced. Within an hour we had landed a
dozen trout, weighing all the way from a pound to 2i\hs.

each. The sport was exciting in the extreme, but such
luck would not last always, and by noon the trout seemed
to have business elsewhere. Therefore, we concluded to
reel in, weigh anchor, go ashore and prepare dinner. A
suitable spot was found, a fire started, lunch basket un-
loaded. The guide dressed some of the ti-out, and soon
had them, with salt pork, sizzling over a hot fire in a fry-

ing pan; a rude table was improvised, and a meal "fit for
t±ie gods" was soon spread before us.

The afternoon's fishing yielded small returns, but we
enjoyed the superb scenery, and returned to our hotel in

the evening well satisfied with the day's sport. Next day
being Sunday we rested. Oh Monday we left Lake Ed-
ward for Lake St. John, where we arrived in the evening,
and were charmed with our first view of this noble inland
sea. We had planned to visit the Grand Discharge the
next day, but a severe storm set in early in the morning
and raged furiously all day, rendering navigation unsafe.
While at the Roberval Hotel, where we were stopping,

we made the acq\iaintance of a yoimg Englishman from
London. This was his first visit to America, and he was
anxious to try his hand at whipping an American trout

sti'eam. We invited him to join us, and on Wednesday
morning started for the Guiatchouniche River, which was
said to be swarming with trout. An hour's drive brought
us to our destination, where we found an octogenarian
Frenchman, who owned an antediluvian boat. It was
moored on the bank of the river at the foot of a steep

bank, down which we slid at the risk of breaking our
necks, and into this rickety, leaky, old flat-bottomed boat

|

we all tumbled. Our English friend took a seat in the
bow, with Mr. S. and myself amidships, and our ' 'ancient
mariner" in the stern, where with one paddle he under-
took the task of paddhng us u]} stream against a pretty
stiff current. Om- English friend evidently was inclined
to be a little nei-vous, and every s_time the boat tipped a
little he would sing out, "Ough, is the water deep?" Om-
progress was necessarily slow, but we soon got the hang
of the boat, and as the trout were rising freely all around
us, we commenced casting, but for some unaccountable
reason the wary fellows scorned our tempting offers and
decUned to be made captives. Later they became more
eager, and we would occasionally land one of fair size, so
that by noon we had secured enough for dinner, when we
decided to land and initiate our English friend into the
mysteries of preparing a trout dinner on tlie banks of an
American trout stream in the wilds of Canada. Thanks
to our foresight in bringing with us pepper and salt, a
chunk of salt pork, some bread and a frying-pan—our
dinner was a success, and our English friend testified his

appreciation by eating heartily and pronouncing it good.
Thursday, a most charming day, we visited tho won-

derful falls of the Ouiatchouan. A buggy drive of four
miles brought us to the river. Herewe left our team and
took the trail that leads to the foot of the falls. This
trail for nearly half the way leads along the bank of the
wild river, which here rushes madly through a deep
rocky gorge, sti-ongly resembling the Ausable Chasm of

Adirondack fame, and is equally as wonderful and pic-

turesque. A deHghtfid walk of a half hour brought us
to a point where the magnificent water-fall burst in full

view on our astonished vision. High between two
towering mountain peaks is a narrow gorge through
which the noble river poiu-s its mighty volume of dark
clear water over an almost perpendicular precipice 200ft.

high. During its plunge into the abyss below it strikes

projecting rocks, which transform the water into a mad-
dened mass of feathery foam, white as eider-down. The
roar of the mighty torrent can be heard for miles, and
its grandeur is overwhelming
We spent an hour enjoying the beauties of this peer-

less work of natm-e, and then returned to our hotel

and made preparations for our departure. At 9 P. M. we
boarded the train for Quebec, where we arrived the next
morning at 6 o'clock. Immediately after breakfast we
chartered a caleche and had an exliilarating drive to

Montmorency Falls, which appear tame when compared
with the falls of the Ouiatchouan, but still very beautiful

and fully entitled to the praises that have been bestowed
upon it. The next morning we found ourselves in Mont-
real, where we separated, after having spent ten of the
most deKghtfifi. days of our lives. F. W. D.

St. Louis.

A NEW CANADIAN TROUT.
Salmo (Salvelinus) marstonl, sp. n.

B. 11 to 13; D. 13; A. 13; V. 9; P. 14.

The specimen described is close upon 12in. long. Body
subfusiform, pointed at the snout, slender at the tail. The
height of the body is about one-sixth of the total length

;

head one-fifth, crown convex. Snout one and one-third,

and interorbital space one and one-half times the eye.

Eye little less than one-fifth of the head, two-thirds of the

space between the orbits on the forehead. Mouth large;

maxillai-y straight, reaching almost as far back as the
hinder edge of the eye, with strong teeth along its lower
edge nearly its entire length; teeth on intermaxillary and
mandibles stronger. A series of four strong hooked teeth

at each side of the tongue, and belfind the glossohyal, on
the basibranchials, a narrow band of several series of

smaller ones. Gill rakei-s straight, short, shai'p, denticu-
late, 8-|-14 on the first arch. Opercle thin, with fewstrias.

Scales very small; apparently there are about 230 in the
series immediately above the lateral line, and more than
250 in one five or six scales above this. Distance from
fii-st ray of dorsal to end of snout little more than that
from the same ray to the tip of the adipose fin. The
middle of the total length falls halfway between the tip

of the hinder rays of the dorsal and its base. Dorsal and
anal fins slightly emarginate at ends of median rays.

Pectorals and ventrals small; base of latter slightly be-
hind the middle of that of dorsal. Caudal pedicel slender:

caudal notch very deep; hinder border sinuous, as in

8. alpinus; lobes pointed. Excepting S. namaycush, the
notch is deeper than in any other of the American species.

Back dark brown, with an iridescent bluish tint; un-
spotted. Dorsal dark, clouded somewhat, but without
spots or bands. Pectorals, anal and ventrals orange in

the middle, yellowish or whitish toward their bases and
margins. The dark color of the back shades into whitish,

with a tinge of pink below the lateral line. Head black
on top, silvery on the cheeks, white beneath. Ventral
surface white, no doubt red in breeding season. Flesh
pink. Caudal fin yellowish toward the base, brownish,
or darker, toward the hinder border, which has a narrow
edging of light color. Faint areas of lighter tint suggest
that there may have been a few spots of reddish or yel-

lowish along the lateral line on one of the specimens; but
the condition is such that the matter must remain in

question, likewise the immber of caoca, and the presence
of parr-bands, of which there are several very faint in-

dications.
Tills fish evidently is closely allied to Salmo oquassa,

the blueback of the Rangeley Lakes; it reaches a greater
size than that species, and is readily distinguished by the
maxillary and its dentition, the caudal fin and the color-

ation. Similarly when compared with S. stagnaHs and
S. rossi it is seen to be quite distinct. With the intro-

duced saibling, S. alpinus, of the Sunapee Lake it has still

less in common.
The specimens were taken in Lac de Marbre, Ottawa

county. Province of Quebec, Canada, whence they were
sent by favor of the Hon, J. G. A. Creighton. They
reached us at the instance of A. N. Cheney, correspond-
ent of Forest aj^d Stream, who when asked to suggest a
specific name replied, "Name it for Mr. R. B. Marston,
editor FMving Oazette, London, an Englishman overflow-

ing with good feeling for everything pertaining to fish,

fishing and America, and who is doing much to enhance
friendly interest between the people of the two countries."

It is a pleasure to introduce one of the handsomest of

American chars in the name of a man who answers to

such a description. S, Garman.
Mus. Com. ZoOu, Cambridge, Mass.

There is little to be added to Prof, Ganaan's statement,

which I send herewith, but I must add a few words that

!

credit may be given to another friend, and at the same '

time note a coincidence. One morning a few weeks ago
the express brought me from Prof. John D. Quackeubos,
of New York city, a beautiful ti'out, unlike anything tliat

I had before seen. I repacked the fish to go to Prof.

Samuel Garman for identification, and two hours after its

receipt and before the express had taken it to Cambridge,
a letter came to me from Mr. J. G. A. Creighton describ-

ing the Lac de Marbre trout just then called to his notice.

Mr. Creighton's description fitted the fish sent me by Dr.

Quackeubos, and this was my first knowledge of its habi-

1

tat. Later Mr. Creighton procured other specimens which

:

were sent to Prof. Garman, as he relates. The largest,

specimens so far procured were about 18in. long, but so
'

lean and lank that they weighed only about IJlbs. each,
(

instead of nearly 31bs. The Marston trout arc deep-water •

fish and all the specimens have been taken with bait. Of
all the species of trout that I have seen not one surpasses

in beauty of coloring and outUne the fish that Prof. Gar-
man has described, and I fully appreciate the compliments
that he paid me when he asked me to name the new
trout, and it was a pleasiu-e to name it for my friend, Mr.
Marston, the founder of the Fly-Fishing Club, London,
who is deserving of the honor. A. Nelson Cheney.

BOSTON AND MAINE.
Success is sure to be remembered as well as defeat.

This is true of the angler and the shooter, as of other
people. A little over a year ago Mr, A. W. Tompkins, of
Foster, Weeks & Co. , received a box of trout via the Ban-
gor steamer. In the box were a couple of brook trout that,

weighed nearly 41bs. each and a couple that weighed
about 31bs. each. The trout were sent him by his fi'iends

"Skip," or "Skipper," Somes and A. S. Hartwell, both of

Waltham, where Mr. Tompkins himself resides. An;
account of these fish was published in the Forest and
Stream at the time. It was also mentioned, as a matter
of surprise, that such monster trout could have been taken

.

in the vicinity of Somes' Sound, only a short distance
from Bar Harbor, that most noted summer resort. But
"Skip" Somes was born at Somesville (I believe that it is

called Somesville in the near vicinity of Somes' Sound), *

and he assured his friends at the Waltham watch factories,

where he is a machinist, that he should bring home some
big trout. The trout sent to Mr. Tompkins were a part of

this promise. They have gone again, Mr. Somes and Mr."

Hartwell, and the temptation has been too great; Mr.)
Tompkins has followed them. He left Boston on Satur-
day by steamer for Bar Harbor. But he will spend very
little time at that resort of fashion and gaiety. Those big
trout are over in Eagle Lake and Long Pond, only a short
distance from Mount Desert and Bar Harbor. Our sport-

ing friends will be pretty sure to take some fine fish.

Indeed there is not a doubt of it, if anybody in the world
can get them; "for Somes and Hai'twell are there."

Readers of the Forest and Stream will remember fre-

quent mention of Mr. W. S. HUls, a Boston gentleman,
who has become entirely blind within a few years, and
yet who keeps up his love of angling just as much as in
the happy days gone by. For many years Mr. Hills vis-

ited Moosehead Lake with the Kineo Club, of: which he is|

a member. For a couple of years he has fished the same^
waters, though as a blind man. Casting the fly , of course,

-

is very difficult for hiui, without the aid of his eyes, but]

there are the several forms of bait-fishing and trolling
j

open to him. A year ago he fished with the Kineo Club,
J

and for quite a time he was high line. He fished earnestly i

and a good deal of the time, and doubtless his brother

i

fishermen blessed with eyesight could scarcely realize thej

amoimt of pleasure he derived from the sport, tie hadj

thought about it—dreamed over it—for months. Thist

year he is sea fishing off Bunton' Reef on the southeast*

shore of Long Island. He has succeeded already in land-j

ing some very fine tautog. He goes out in his boat, Liz-.'

zie, with his attendant, G. Horton, almost daily in goodt
weather. The other day they were very successful, land-i

ing in three hours lOlbs., the fish averaging 6lbs. But Mr.j

Hills is missing his old associates and associations at-

Moosehead. He has put on a good "salty" look and "sea-;

going" air, however, and soon expects some real sport
i

with the bluefish. He is a lover of the Forest and^
Stream, every word of which he has read to him, and,.

Ml-. Editor and brother anglers, if you coidd know with;

what pleasure he will read these lines you would feel a

'

spirit of thankfulness that there is such a paper and that

your eyesight is spared to make it and read it. I shall'

long remember the occasion when Mr. Hills stopped me
on the street to give me an accoimt of his last attempt to^

get a moose in Maine. Then he remarked that he was
using his left eye to shoot with, the right eye being
almost wholly bhnd. "And," he remarked, "I fear that
I have got to give up shooting, much as I love it, for my
only eye is fast becoming blind."

Now comes the latest yarn in natural history, not one

'

word of which I shall vouch for the truth of till I have,
had time to investigate. The Maine papers say (it started

in the Aroostook Pioneer, I beheve) that when Francis

.

Chase, of Moro, went to the cow yard to milk the other
j

evening he saw a strange sight. He had made veal of the

'

calf of one of his heifers a short time before. The be-

1

reaved bovine mother had adopted, evidently, the calf of ^

a caribou, and the httle stranger was with her. The
farmer's cows are pastured in a back lot, contiguous to

the woods, and it is surmised that a caribou with a couple
|

of calves—perhaps only one—had, either willingly or un-

1

wiUingly, submitted to the adoption of its ofl'spring by the

.

bovine. The report winds up with the remark that ' 'the

caff seems contented, and it is hoped that Mr. Chase will

raise it." I shall do my best to get at the truth, or the un-
truth, of this story, and the Forest and Stream shall

have the advantage of the investigation. Special.

On the Gi'eenbrier.

Fort Spring, W. Va., July 7.—The Greenbrier River is

stocked with bass, and expert fishermen pronounce it one
of the finest streams for bass fishing. Last season Prof.

Humphreys, who boarded with me, caught over 60U.

There are stiU some catfish in the stream. They are aji

excellent food fish, very firm and sweet. The season for

bass fishing is now at hand, and parties are having fine

sport.

Fishing parties or individuals can get board very reason
able here. Fort Spring is a httle vUlage on the Greenbrier
River, and is a popular place for those seeking health

and pleasure in the mountains. R. A, C,
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THE STORM.
A^xiGHT'gray scud was flying across the lower sky.
AboTe great masses of cloud, black as factory smoke,

rolled in dense volumes. Far in the west a Ught gray
streak was rising, indicating heavy rain.

Below not a breath of air stirred. B • Lake lay like
a great mirror, not a motion on its surface save the light
ripple made by our boat.
We were far out on the lake, our boat a mere light shell.

"John," I said, "we are goiag to haA^e a bad storm."
"Yes, I think we ai-e," answered John.
"Well, hadn't we better try to s;et ashore, John? The

western shore we can't make, for that would be going
right in the face of the storm, but the eastern shore is not
over a mile away. Hadn't we better pull for it?"

"AU right if you say so, Mr. Sherman; but I'll tell you
one thing possibly you don't know, and that is. just before
a storm every muscallonge in the water starts'out on the
rampage, and he'll snap at everything he sees. There's no
time Mke just before a storm to catch muscallonge; and
a little ways from here there's a bar I have never taken
you to yet. If you say so we'll give it a trial and then pull
for the shore."
"But will your boat stand a storm and heavy sea,

John?"
"Ride it like a cork."
"All right, then, pull for the bar."
I was fishing with two rods that day and John with one.

I fastened fresh minnows on aU the hooks, and placed one
of my rods across the boat so it extended out to the right.
John's rod was out to the left and my other rod lay across
the stern. So the minnows were all far back of the boat
and well separated.
While I was fijcing the lines John was slowly rowing

northward.
"Well, now, isn't that a go?" said Jolm. "Three bites

at one time. I'll wager you a day's pay against a dollar
that we lose two of them."
"Done; I'll take it."

It was no smaU problem, three fish hooked and a storm
coming. Fiaally I placed the rods so the reels would work
perfectly. I then puUed a part of the line off each reel;
fortunately the fish remained quiet while I was fixing the
rods. I then placed a separate liae between each of the
fingers of the left hand, so that the presence of the fingers
would put a strain on the fish. I kept the right hand
free so as to catch any line tliat was being pulled too hard.
There was no time to be lost. I gave one line a sharp
pull with the right hand. Up shot the fish into the air,

then away to the right. I let him have his rim, then
pulled him in as I far as I dare, coiling the line care-
fully in the boat. Then in succession I pulled the other
two lines. Each fish jumped out, then had his run, then
allowed me to bring in a httle line. I was surjjrised to see
that all the fish were large.

Suddenly the boat began rocking. I looked up—
Heavens, what a sight! The lake was a mass of foam,
the hollows of the waves were like ink, the full force of
the wind struck us and almost lifted us out of the water,
the water seethed and boiled about us. It seemed im-
possible for a boat to live in such a sea. But with the
first motion of the water the oars dipped and now all the
force of John's muscular arms was put into rowing
against the waves to keep the boat as near as possible in
the same place. But in spite of John's best efforts we
began drifting, all tliree of the fish beginning to rim at
the same time. For ten minutes there was the hveliest
sport I have ever experienced. Think of it, three strong,
active muscallonge rushing and tearing thi'ough the water,
each lield by a light silk thread and the boat drifting
before a stonn that was a perfect tornado. Time and
again the lines were stretched to then- last limit, time
and again the thin silk conquered and the fish yielded.
At last they showed signs of exhaustion and seemed
willing to follow after the boat, their runs were less fre-
quent and less diificvdt to stop; gradually I got them to
follow in the wake of the boat.

"Stop rowing, John," I said, "I think these feUows
wiU follow."

Jolm stopped rowing and the boat drifted fast before
the storm. Then followed an interesting feature of this
singular fishing. The fish followed after the boat, swim-
ming on top of the water. Every few minutes one of the
fish would turn his head to the side and try to run off,
but a quick, sharp pull would bring him back into Une.
There was an odd fascination in watching this disposition
to rebel and in quickly checking it.

I began to thoroughly enjoy it, when suddenly there
was a hissing somid and the rain began falling, or rather
drifting, blowing, whirling in bhnding, drenching sheets
of water. It obscured everything. The air was like a
dense cloud or fog, the eye could not penetrate it twenty
feet, cloud and foam seemed to mix; the tops of the
waves seemed caught by the wind and dashed into our
faces. The way we were sitting we had of necessity to
face the storm. The water poured from our hats and
clothing in streams. It began to fill the boat and soon
we were ankle deep in the water. I was forced to drop
the lines and abandon the fish to chance, first taking the
precaution to fasten the rods to the side of the boat. I
then gave all my attention and both- hands to the work
of bailing out. In spite of all I could do the water kept
gaining on me, every wave adding its portion to it. I
worked hard and worked without ceasing, until my arms
were niimb and my back stiff. There was no lull, no
diminution of the storm; the Avind seemed to increase,
the lake to gi-ow ruffer, the Hghtning sharper and the
thunder was fairly deafening.
The boat, half full of water, was becoming heavy. In-

stead of ridiug the waves live a cork as John predicted, it
mounted tliem with difficulty, it was in danger of being
swamped at any moment, our position was beginning to
gi'ow alarming. At last I was forced, from sheer ex-
haustion to rest, no difference what the result, I could
work no more. I dropped the bailer and rose up. I
had scarcely got my head up, when—slap—something hit
me in the face.

The blow was so severe that it bewildered me for a
moment; I could not realize what had happened. When
I recovered from my confusion I found to my surprise a
huge black bass splashing about in the boat, evidently be-
wildered by the storm, or possibly touched by an oar, he
had leaped into the air only to encounter my head. He
was a fine fellow and worth saving, so I caught him. and
with a piece of twine secured him to the side of the boat.

This consumed valuable time, and when I took up the

bailer again I found the water had gained very consider-
ably on me. The boat sat very low in the water. It took
all John's strength to keep it in place.

I had just emptied the first bailer, when suddenly I

heard behind me a short, sharp snap; I glanced over my
shoulder. It was as I feared, an oar had broken.
Ahnost instantly we were whirled into the trough of

waves, and a moment later we were both struggling in
the water, eyes, ears and mouth were filled.

I struck out almost mechanically without considering
direction. A few strokes and I struck something hard. I

got my hands and knees on it. I then raised my head to
look around and was surprised to find myself not 10yds.
from shore. I was kneeling on the bottom of the lake in
water not 2ft. deep. All this distance we had drifted in
the storm.
A minute later we were on shore, and were fortunate

to find shelter from the storm in an old boathouse, two as
wretched, dilapidated, miserable looking fishermen as it

is possible to imagine.
When I recovered a little I remarked, "Your boat

didn't ride like a cork, John?

"

"No," he answered. "But I told you they'd bite just
before a storm."
At last the rain ceased and we ventured out to see what

damage had been done. Far up along the beach we saw
our boat right side up apparently iminjured, and as we
approached it we saw om- three rods in the places where
I had fastened them. We hurried forward as fast as we
could in our wet clothes and secured the rods. To our sur-
prise there wasn't a line on any one of them; lines, hooks
and fish gone. Even the bass I had tied to the side of the
boat was gone.
"John," I said, "this must be what chey call 'a water

haul'."

"Yes," he answered, "and a wet one."
F. I. Sherman.

NEW HAMPSHIRE WATERS.
Manchester, N. H., July 1—Editor Forest and

Stream: All that is needed to determine the number of
people who love to "go-a-fishing," which a place contains
is the general opportunity for such love to assert itself.

The Foiu-th furnished the"^ chance for such observation in
Manchester. Nearly all the mfils and workshops being
closed from Saturday night till Wednesday morning,
about eveiy pole and piece of tackle of whatever design
or age was brought to the light of day and put into the
service. Massabesic Lake, as usual, suffered the most
from the onslaught. Ponds and brooks within a radius
of fifteen miles were each visited by scores of anglers,
with mostly indifferent success. I saw two Frenchmen
that, liaving failed in getting a mess of fish, came march-
ing triumphantly home with a turtle that would weigh
SOlbs., hanging between them, and smacking their lips in
anticipation of the soup that would come later. A few
good strings in count Avere taken and some large bass.
Among the latter one of l^lbs. by R. J. Barry, and one of
lilbs. by John Scanlon, a boy of fifteen years, who im-
doubtecUy passed the happiest Fourth of any person in the
city. The fish measured 22in. and was taken at the out-
let of Massabesic.
Many palatable meals, as bony as they were in the

main scant, were enjoyed, and with the renewed physical
vigor obtained by the participants, they are voting the
three days' vacation a success. On the Fourth I visited
the Men-imack River, a few miles out, as an experiment,
in search of bass, never having tried the stream before,
and hearing of very few doing so, but as no boat could be
obtained, and the river being high on account of the mills
being closed, it was impossible to do any satisfactory
work, though I was convinced that bass are there, as I
captured samples of the gamiest kind, and with favorable
conditions, I have no doubt a good string would have re-
sulted.

Melvin Hall, of the adjoining town of Auburn, a short
time since, in that town caught a 71bs. string of thirteen
brook trout. The largest weighed 14^1bs. , a size that is very
rare in this locaUty, but not a surprise in "Mel's" hands,
for if any man can land the big ones he can, and to com-
plete one of his characteristics, his friends, Mayor E. J.
Knowlton and Chief Engineer T. W. Lane, were remem-
bei-ed from his basket. "Mel" is not only a fisherman
but an all-round sportsman. Coon hunting is his special
delight, and in company with T. W, Lane and the latter's
dog Jack, a team is formed that is hard for "coony" to
beat. Jack was purchased by the late Hiram P. Young
five yeai-s ago, since which time he has added 244 coons
to his credit. He is a handsome black and tan beagle,
nine years old, and now badly used up with what appears
like rheumatism, and although receiving the best of
treatment at the hands of his owner, to whom he was
iven by his close friend Mr. Young, just before his
eath, I fear he has treed his last coon. "Mel" is also a

great stayer in a rabbit swamp or on a fox chase and
seldom gets "skunked."
John H. Andrews and son Harry, W. B. Moore and

Will Eames, are enjoying a two weeks' fishing trip at the
Connecticut lakes, whence they started the 30th. They
write "good luck and lots of fun."
An ardentjpair, William Stevens and Joseph A. Cham-

berlain, who know the business thoroughly, work well
together and love the recreation, captured a nice string
at Gorham Pond last week.
James McGregor, one of Manchester's oldest and best

known sportsmen, died of liver trouble, this afternoon,
at his home, a road house on the way to Massabesic Lake,
aged 73 years. This State has few men who have given
as much time to the successful use of the rod, dog and
gun as "Jim." He had lived, himted and fished around
this city, and particularly the lake, for more than fifty
years. Sport he followed because he loved it, and the
effects of his free outdoor life was amply shown in his
well preserved frame, steady neiwe and quick eye. Gene-
rous, jovial and true he will be missed and mourned by
many. Payson.

A NEW-SUBSCRIBER OFFER.
A bona fide new subscriber sending us ^ wlU receive for that sum

the Forest aud Strkaw one year (price ^) and a set of Zimmerman's
famous '-Duckmg Scenes" (advertised on another page, price $5)—

a

?9 value for J6.

Tliis offer is to new subscribers only. It does not apply to renewals.
For g3 a bona fide new subscriber for six months will receive tha

FoRKST AM) Stream during that time and a copy of Dr. Van Fleet's
handsome work, "Bird Portraits for the Young" (the price of which
IB »3).

"POEEST AND STREAM" PISHINQ POSTALS

Send us a postal card report of your own luck, your partner''s luck,

your neighbor''s luck, your father-in-law's luck, ^nd—her luck.

Cape Vincent, N. Y., July 3.—The bass fishing here is

in full swing, and not for years have the catches been so
large. Saturday, among others, were the following
catches, each by one boat: 117, 115, 80, 67, etc. Two large
boat liveries furnish beautiful and safe boats, and experi-
enced guides can be had at reasonable rates.

RoBT. S. Fowler.

Cape Vincent, N. Y., June 80.—I think the following
list of some of the catches of black bass made by gentle-
men here in the past two days will be of interest to some
of yom- readers. Mr. Esterbrook, New Jersey, June 29,

91; June 30, 81. Mr. Kepler. New York, June 29, 75: June
30, 48. Mr. Weekes, New York, June 29, 42; June 30, 68.

C. T. Saoket.

Barnegat, N. J., July 2.—Fishing poor in the bay but
large catches outside. Yesterdy Peterson, Cox and Ridg-
way caught about 6001bs. of sea bass, porgies, etc., out to
sea. No fish in bay whatever. Cannot say anything for
the coming week. W. C. Inman, Je.

Kennebago Lake, Me., June 29.—C. W. Whitney and
O. C. Whitcomb of New Hampshire, in four days ending
June 29 have caught 519 trout, the largest 2ilbs. Monday,
26th, Charles Staples, Jr., of Maine, caught 100 trout.

Capt. G. a. Royal

Clayton, N. Y.—Jack Gordon, of Texas; Harry Crosby,
of Chicago, caught 5 pickerel and 155 black bass in four
and a half hours on July 3. A Guide.

Redwood, N. Y., July 7.—Wm. Comstock, of Evans
Mills, caught July 6 in Mill Sight Lake, at Redwood, 45
bass, 30 small and 15 large-mouths; the largest smaU-
mouth weighed Sjlbs.

,
largest big-mouth ^\bs. Oarsman

John DoUinger. Fishing is of the best and DoUinger
House guarantees a catch of fish, if not, board bill free.

ZoLLER & Springer. '

SCHROON Lake, N. Y., July 6.—Trout fishing at Schroon
Lake is very good. Mr. F. L. Cross has made some very
nice catches, ranging in number from 76 to 210. On
Saturday last Messrs. Wood and Locke caught 123 of the
speckled beauties in Schroon River; largest 31bs. 7oz.
Messi-s. Knox and Bruce caught 23 weighing Sllbs. Bass
fishing has just commenced. Mr. Tompkins, of New
York, caught five to-day, one weighing 4i^lbs.

L. R. & E. D. L.

Kennebago Lake, Me., July 6.—Mr. S. C. Deyer, of
Boston, caught on July 3d 83 trout, 4th 103, 5th 104, 6th
50, a total of 340. Dr. E. P. George, of Thomaston, caught
on July 4 250 trout; Dr. Nathaniel Jewett, of Ashburnham,
on the 6th 50. All were taken with the fly. G. A. R.

Bewitched Rods.
A correspondent, "Sancho Panza," writes of a recent

fishing trip to a lake, which on their arrival was found to
have been ditched dry: Determined to have a pike fish,

we drove over into Licking Creek to the old tan factory
dam. An old man named Kinder had charge of a saw-
mill at the dam, and he told us that the owner of the dam
would allow no one to fish. We told him we had driven
twenty miles to have a fish, and that we were all ac-
quainted with the owner of the dam and would run all

risk, and fish. The old man did not like it, but said no
more, so we started in to fish. After an hour's fishing
without any luck, we invited the old man to partake of
our refreshments. After that he began to have a better
feeling toward us; and at last said in broken English: "I
am sorry vor what I done to you men." "What was that,
pap?" "I pud a speU on you." "Can't you take it off' ?"

"Nod till the sun goes down." And so we discovered why
we were having such hard luck. He assured us we would
not get a pike if we should fish aU day. He told us that
a party of hunters had incurred his displeasure, and that
he had put a spell on their guns, so that they were unable
to kill any game. However, toward evening his spell did
not work, for one of us succeeded in getting several nice
pike. The old man does not know till this day that liis

spell did not work.

The Chicago Fly-Casting Club
Held its weekly meeting and quarrel yesterday, July 6,

at Washington Park. Petty jealousies and quarrels have
come up at nearly every meeting. At the last meeting
the special quarrel was on Montgomery Ward & Co.'s em-
ploying an expert, who also is a member of the club, and
who ' 'hogs" (fly-casting vernactilar) the medal. Mr. Isgrigg,
the party objected to, declined to participate. The objec-
tion was peculiar in that those who objected were em-
ployed by(dealers in sportsmen's goods. Still it might as
well be one thing as another. But it seems that out of a
club of about eighty members there should be a larger
attendance. E. E. Wilkmson cast 70.Vft. , B. W. Goodsell
70ft.. G. W. Strell 63ft., W. E. Davidson 64ift. Best per-
centage for long distance, by W. E. Davidson. Meet-
ings each week will be held at Washington Park till fur-
ther notice. B. Waters.

Off for the Kiamichis.

Sherman, Tex.
,
July 7.—A party of six sportsmen left

yesterday for the Eaamichi Mountains, Choctaw Nation,
Indian Territory, for a two weeks' hunting and fishing
trip. Great sport is expected, as reports from this section
say that bass, trout and otlier game and fish have been
taken in large numbers. The route is to Stringtown, I.

T., where they will have two wagons in readiness to con-
vey them to the camp, about 20 miles east. In the party
are Thos. Bass, John Myers, Ed. Hildebrand, Chas. Dick-
erman and Dupon Lyon, and two or three others. The
"boys" are all old fishermen and expect great sport.

Adirondacks

.

The attention of sportsmen is called to the advertisement printed
elsewhere in our columns of an Adirondack preserve, embracing a
beautiful lake surrounded by ^ii-gin forest, and affording good trout
fishing and hunting. The owners offer one-half interest in this pre-
sei^e for sale, and the opportunity is certainly worth investigation —
Adv.
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Plant Yearlings Where Needed.
BY WM. F. PAGE.

A paper read at the Twenty-second Meeting of the American Fish-
eries Society, Chicago, HI., June 15, 1893.*

P;The term "yearling" as heretofore used (and as must from
the_necessity of the case continue to be used) is faulty in that
it signifies only that the fish under discussion has reached a
certain age, acquired a certain degree of intelligence, and
cost a certain sum for attendance and food. The cost of
a yearling will depend, other things being equal, upon the
general cost of living in the locality in which it has been
grown. The intrinsic value of the yearling for stocking pur-
poses, if normally developed and in health, should depend
upon its size, as it certainly would if the fish were to be used
for the table. Latitude and elevation above the sea regulate
to a large extent the possibilities of any particular hatchery
for raising fish within a stated period to a given size. There
is in the "United States a variation in this respect of nearly
1,000^. All consideration of the relative values of fry and
yearlings for stocking purposes should be confined to the
product of some particular hatchery or at least hatcheries
under like climatic and hydrographic conditions.
In the past, particularly at the last meeting, the opponents

of raistag fish to yearlings prior to planting have used argu-
ments which would fall tinder the following heads:

(a) The excessive cost.
(b) Its want of analogy to other processes.
(c) The large number of fish which would unavoidably be

lost, and
(d) Its want of permanent and commensurate results.
To an answer to these points I ask your attention:
The main element of cost heretofore discussed has been

that of food. It is, in factj almost, if not altogether, the
chief factor of expense in raising from fry to yearlings. The
attendance need not be counted (except perhaps in some par-
ticular case) for the preparation of the food and the feeding
of it to the fish can safely be intrusted to the care-taker, who
looks after the brood stock and other property.
There areamong fishes, incommon with other animals, sev-

eral dietaries, some followed from a matter of choice, some
from necessity and others from ignorance on the part of the
atteridant. They may for convenience be thus classified:
First, bare subsistence diet, merely sustaining life and re-
sulting in stunted, deformed fish or starvation; second,
healthy diet, promoting normal growth and development;
third, fattening diet, fitttagfor heaviest marketable weight,
and fourth, over-fattening diet, causing a temporary or per-
manent suppression of the functions of the reproductive
organs, a partial or total destruction of the eyes and inflam-
mation of the intestines, frequently resulting in death. The
first and fourth of these diets have killed very many fish, the
second has hurt none and the third is outside the proper ob-
ject of this paper. The question largely turns upon what
constitutes a healthy diet.*' What does it cost? and is that
cost excessive? No phase of this question is more obscure,
more diversified in practice or richer in possibilities.
In the following paper wherever reference is made to the

"daily rations," allowance," or "formulas," the amount
and proportions given apply to yearling trout unless other-
wise stated, the intention being to express only the artificial
lood supplied vsdthout taking into account the natixral food
the fish secure. Nor have I considered the highly important
though ever-varying elements of "initial vitality," "range,"
and "space" in discussing the growth and size acquired by
fish at different establishments. It will rarely or never hap-
pen that these conditions are identical at diflEerent establish-
ments, for we know that at any one they are found varjdng
from year to year and frequently in the same season. In our
considerations of artificial food and growth we must for the
present disregard, or assume as constant, the initial vitality,
natural food, range and space.
For convenience of study I have adopted as a unit "the

average daily rations in pounds per thousand yearling trout.

"

I am aware that the unit would be more expressive and ex-
act if it were based upon the number of pounds of fish rather
than upon the number of fish to be fed. I have the data of
the amount and character of food and rate of growth of the
fish at sixteen trout cultural establishments in the United
States and Great Britain, the regime and results of which
may fairly be assumed as typical of fishculture in general.
These data present the as'toundlng variation in the daily
rations per thousand yearlings of from SJ^oz. of animal (or
flesh) food, in ponds containing very little natural food, to
lOlbs. of animal food in ponds abounding in natural food. I
have calculated the weight of one thousand of the average
yearling trout raised at these places to be 52.7.51bs., and the
average daily rations to be .3)^ibs. In other words, the aver-
age allowance for yearling trout is 6J<^ of their weight. This,
it seems to me, is out of all proportion to their necessities,
and certainly is not warranted by analogy. It is true, as
before pointed out, that the rate of growth depends to a large
extent upon the location of the hatchery, and the corollary
follows that the food allowance will also vary with the loca-
tion. The allowance of a hatchery in a warm section cannot
be considered a guide for one in a colder or more elevated
region. For instance, troiit reared in the Ozark.? acquire a
weight 700^ in excess of those grown in the mountains of
Colorado. The Colorado trout could not consume the allow-
ance of the Ozark troiit, and the Ozark trout would stunt or
starve on the Colorado allowance. On this subject Mr. Stone
says in "Domesticated Trout" (page 236): "The quantity
[of food] varies with the season, the quality, quantity and
temperature of the water, and other circumstances, anci can-
not be definitely stated. Green says 51bs. for a thousand
two-year olds. I should say this would be an average feed
through the year. I think it safe to say that under favorable
circumstances large trout of any a§e will eat 1-50 of their
weight in summer, that Ifo of their weight will keep them in
good condition through the year, and that they would do
very well on half that allowance." Dr. Slack, in his book,
"Trout Culture," stated that his brood stock throve very
well on 3^ of 1% of their weight per day.
Jn the report of the U. S. Commission of Fish and Fisheries

for 1884 is a translation of Mr. Carl Nicklas's book entitled
|T?ond Culture." In this work Mr. Nicklas enters exhaust-
ively into the character and quantity of food necessary for
fish. On page 112 he says: "As there are no data on the sub-
ject, it will be diflicult to lay down exact rules as to the
quantity of food. It will be correct to presume at least
approximately the same principles will have to serve as a
basis as those prevailing in the feeding of cattle, and we
shall, therefore, be enabled to fix a standard which will come
as near the true one as possible." Reasoning on this basis,
Mr. Nicklas concludes that l,0001bs. of carp will require 151bs.
or of their weight of food per day. When we consider
that a carp will consume, and probably requires, more food
than a trout, we see that these three writers arein fairly close
accord; and that the average practice of feeding of their
weight to trout is in excess of the amount required. How-
ever, it must not be forgotten that these growing yearlings
would most likely need a higher per cent, than the matured
fish; but I cannot believe that the process of growing would
require six times the material found necessary for mainten-
ance after growth was accomplished.
So much as to the amount of food necessary and that given

in actual practice. Let us look now at what constitutes the
food of trout under domestication. At sixteen places I find
liver is used. Curd, horse meat and mush at three places.
Maggots, mussels, boiled fish and hens' eggs are each used '

at different places. At four of the places natural food is very
abundant in the waters and largely depended upon for a por-
tion of the year. You are all familiar with these various
forms of food, and I shall not makefurther reference to them
except to touch upon the points of natural food and the mix-
ture of vegetable and animal food for trout. No little was
said in the meetings of 1891 and 1892 upon the former subject,
and I should not now refer to it except that on the part of
some an incredulity was expressed as to the possibility of
producing an adequate amount of natural food for more thaU
a few hundred fishes. The following letter from Mr. An-
drews will, I hope, satisfy the incredulous on this point:
Westgate House, Guilford, England, May 6, 1893.—Dear

Sir: In reply to yours of April 18 it gives me great pleasure
to comply with your request, and if the following is of any
use to you I shall be very glad. I presume you have kept a
copy of your letter to me, and I therefore simply answer your
questions as numbered.

1. I have two hatcheries, the principal one being at Guil-
ford with capacity for hatching between 3,000,000 and 4,000,-
000 ova. The other hatchery is at my ponds at Haslemere
and is smaller.
The principal rearing ponds, and also ponds for the larger

fish are at Crichmere, Haslemere, and are from 200 to 300ft.
above sea level.

3. Temperature of the hatching water at Guilford is pretty
uniform at 49 to 51 deg, Temperature at my ponds varies
from 49 deg. in winter to 36 deg. in summer. Occasionally it
rises 2 or 3 deg. higher, but very seldom.
The quantity of water passing through my Crichmere

ponds amounts to nearly a million gallons per diem, and is

only very slightly affected by a long drought and not to any
visible extent. The place is, moreover, not subject to flood,
as all the springs rise on my grounds. The same applies to
the other places which I use as fish farms.
4 and 5. I cannot tell how much liver and horse flesh is

given to the yearling fish, hut as natural food, viz., Qammti-
rus pulex, LimncBa and larvae of all water insects are pres-
ent in great quantities, I can safely say the artificial food
given to the fry is very, very small, and in two out of the
three of my sets of ponds no artificial food whatever is given
to the fish. We cultivate the natural food to a large extent,
leaving one or more ponds every year for the purpose, and it
is not an uncommon thing for us to transfer 150 gallons of
Gammariis pulex and 20 bushels of Limncea from one pond
to another.

6, We get yearling fi.sh of fario, levenensis, fontinaUs and
grayling from 4in. up to B and lOin. in length in 10 to 11
months, and there is very little difference in size of the four
varieties above named. I do not care for the S. Irideus and
have only had a few which were given me by Sir Jas. Mait-
land some four or five years ago. I need hardly say that the
best yearlings are from fry planted in January and Feb-
ruary, and the smaller yearlings are from fry planted later.

Our fish begin to spavra" late in October and I have taken
eegs as late as March 20, but I place less value on these late
ova.

7. Weight of Sin. yearling is about 350 grains, sometimes
450 grains, and this will apply to fario, leveMenstis and fOTi-
tinalis, but grayling are a little lighter, being a slighter
made fish. We include levenensis in the fario variety.
American fontinalis do well with me," reaching a large

size, and I have breeders of this kind of 4 and 51bs. Many
of my two-year-old fish weigh l?£lbs. and 31bs. in the second
year, but I do not supply fish as two-year-olds over 12in.
1 am, dear sir, yours very truly, (Signed) Thos. Akdkews.

It must be evident, I think, to every progressive fishcul-
turist that a change is coming over the spirit of the dream of
fishculture, and in view of the fact that this change has its
origin in, and is spreading from the Old World, we must
look at our laurels or else abandon the boast that we are the
most advanced nation in Qshcalture. Only one thing can be
urged against the new departure, and that is the cost of the
land and the construction of the larger plant necessary for
such a self-feeding establishment. But when we reflect that
in cramped Great Britain pri\"ate indiA'iduals without
G<»vernment aid have successfully accomplished this thing
on a paying basis, we must acknowledge that in broad and
comparatively scantily populated America it can be done.
If fishculture as a private business expands in this country
as I hope to see it the artificial propagation of natural fish
food will be ixndertaken and accomplished. And to him
who first does it will come the cream of the profits of the
business. It will be by this process we will secure a rational,
healthy diet at a minimum cost.

But however willing and ready we might be to take up the
propagation of natural fish food on a scale commensurate
vrith the demands, such an undertaking would necessarily
be slow in its accomplishment, and probably considerable
time would elapse before it became sufficiently developed to
be understood and relied upon. In the twentieth meeting
Mr. Seal told us how easy it was to secure a start and propa-
gate natural food in any desired quantity. My own experi-
ments ftilly confirm his statements, and by consent of the
Commissioner I hope soon to test them on a larger scale. In
the last meeting Mr. Fairbank told us how abundantly and
cheaply this food produced itself at his place, and how well
his fl.sh throve upon it. Pending the development of this
new method, which I feel sure will yet be undertaken and
prosecuted by Americans, I submit for your consideration
the methods of feeding trout as practiced 'at Wytheville and
Neosho Stations of the U. S. Fish Commission and also at
the Troutdale Fish Farm, at Mammoth Spring, Ark. The
method followed at these three places is not, so far as I know,
prosecuted elsewhere. The differentiation consisting in an
admixture of vegetable matter with the flesh or animal
matter, heretofore constituting the sole food for trout under
domestication. A few notes on the methods of preparing and
administering this food at the Neosho Station will illustrate
the method of the three places where it is used. A thick
mush is made by cooking "shorts" or mill-middlings in
boiling water, which, after it has thoroughly cooled and
stiffened, is mixed with liver ground to a fineness suitable
to the size of the trout to be fed. The very young trout have
never been subjected to this diet (though it is not doubted
that they could be induced to eat it), but they are started
and kept upon a pure beef liver diet until they are thor-
oughly trained to congregate for their food. When the fry
have been on liver for about two months we commence to
mix in a little mush, and gradually increase the proportion
of mush (and quantity of food) until by the time they are
six months old the mush and liver are in equal proportions.
After that time the addition of mush is made freely, so that
when the fish are yearlings the liver may be reduced to a
minimnm.
Exigencies have axisen, making it desirable to economize

on liver. At such times we have not hesitated to put the
trout on a diet of pure mush. They do not allow this food
to sink to the bottom and eat it only when pressed by
htinger. On the contrary, they rise to the surface, some-
times eat it in the air, and rarely or ever allow a particle to
reach the bottom. To 1,000 yearling trout we have been giA^-

ing a daily average of l.STlbs. of this mixture, in the propor-
tion of 3.79 mush to 1.0 liver. Their average length at one
year old was 6in. , and the weight for an average 1,000 was
ol.Seibs. The loss in raising 40,000 trout to yearlings on this
diet was 6 per cent, of the number of fi-y". That the fish
produced by this diet were normal and healthy is beyond all

question, and if evidence is wanted it is to be found in that
their progenitors, spawning them at two years old, were
raised on the exact same diet. The natural question is,

what does this food cost? Shorts cost at Neosho, Mo., 90
cents per lOOlbs. One pound of shorts makes 3.61bs. of mush.
Mush therefore costs one-quarter of a cent per pound. Liver

during 1892 was delivered in Neosho from Kansas City for S}4
cents, per pound. From this I deduce the cost of an average
daily ration for 1,000 yearlings was 1.707 cents. If this food
is not cheap enough to suit your views, I then ask your at-
tention to the following condensed history of an experiment
in feeding trout which I undertook last summer. On Aug.
9 13,000 healthy trout fry which had up to that time received
the same general treatment and allowance of food as we
usually give, were deprived of all animal or flesh food.
From that time iintil they were shipped in Februaiy, 1893,
not an ounce of animal food was given them, and it is cer-
tain that the natural animal food which fchey might have
obtained was the very least. Their allowance throughout
this time was 451bs. of mush per dav, costing a fraction
under one cent per 1,000 fish per day. At the end of the year
they averaged 4in. in length, and an average thousand fish
weighed 27.51bs. The fish were normal and healthy, and
though under the average size for Neosho, they were' above
the average of a.t least two American establishments.
In closing this branch of the subject let me say that the

food composed of a mixture of animal and vegetable matters
more nearly approximates than any other artificial trout
food in use a rational, healthy diet; and when we con.sider
its capabilities of creating andsustainingthe hea\uest growth
in the shortest time, we must admit that it is not an extrav-
agant diet. A study of Mr. Nicklas's article heretofore re-
ferred to conclusively shows that fishes need the smallest
proportion of hydrate of carbon; and further, that the best
fish food is that containing the largest proportion of nitro-
genous materials. He says on page 111: "The most suitable
articles of food are blood, horse flesh, fish guano, curds, meat
dried and ground fine, refuse from slaughter-houses, etc.
All these, however, require to be mixed with other articles of
food containing less nitrogen so as to restore the proper pro-
portion of nutritive substances. On the whole, the food for
carp will have to be mixed very much on the same principle
as that for cattle and other domestic animals." (In the pas-
sage jtist quoted Mr. Nicklas has reference to carp, but his
remarks apply with equal or greater force to trout.) This is
just what we claim to be doing in mixing mush with liver.
It is probable that we are not at j^resent combining these
elements in the best possible proportion for fish, the Neosho
formula being 1.0 meat to 3.79 mush, yet I believe we are
using a more rational and inexpensive diet than is to be
found in any one element of animal substance. If jon an-
swer me that the trout is naturally a carnivorous animal, I
reply by reminding you that the trout we feed in our ponds
are domesticated animals. The jakal and the wolf are cai*-

nivorous, but your domesticated dog sickens and dies when
restricted to the only food acceptable to his ancient progeni-
tors.

[to be'concltjded.]

Imnel

FIXTURES.
DOG SHOWS.

Aug. 30 to Sept. 2.—Blue Grass Kennel Club, at Lexington, Ky. Mr
Roger Williams, Sec'y.
Sept. 5 to 8.—Kingston (Ont.) K. C, at Kingston. H, C Bates, Sec'y.
Sept. 11 to 15.—Toronto, Canada. C. A. Stune. Sec'y.
Sept. 10 to 23.—Ehode Island State Fair Ass'n at Narragansett Park.

D. 0. Collins, Sec'y.
Sept. 19 to ^.—World's Fair, Chicago. W. I. Buchanan, Chief Dept.

of Agrieidture.
Oct. 3 to 6.—Minneapolis K. C, at Minneapolis. H. T.Van Duster, See,
Nov. 21 to 24.—New Jersey K. L., at Newark. Dr. Ay. F. Seidler, Sec-
Dec. 12 to 15.—K. I. Poultry and Pet Stock Ass'n, at Providence.

FIELD TRIALS.

Sept. 4.—Northwestern Field Trial Club's second annual trials, Man-
itoba. Thos. Johnson, Sec'y, Winnipeg.
Sept. 13.—Manitoba Field Trials Club's Trials, Souris, Manitoba. E.

D. Adams, Sec'y, Winnipeg.
Nov. 6.—United States Field Trials Qub's FaU Trials, Bicknell, Ind.

P. T. Madison, Sec'y, Indianapolis.
Nov. 7.—International Field Trial Club's Foiu-th Trials, Chatham,

Ont. W. B. Wells, Sec'y, Chatham.
Nov. 15.—Ohio Field Trial Club's Second Trials, Canton, O. C. V,

Lellinger, Sec'y.
Nov. 15.—American Field Trial Club Trials, at Carlisle, Ind. W. J,

Beck, Sec'y, Columbus. Ind.
Nov. 20.—Eastern Field Trial Club's Trials, at Newton, N. 0. Mem-

bers' Stake Nov. 16. W. A. Coster, Sec'y.

1894,

Jan. 29.—Southern Field Trial Club^s Trials, New Albatly, Miss. T,
M. Brimiby, Sec'y, Marietta, Ga.
Feb. 19.—United States Field Trials Club's Spriflg Trials, Grand

Jtmction, Tenn. P. T. Madison, Sec'y, Indianapolis, Ind.

Hamilton Kennel Club.

The dogs which have been donated by difiietent Canadian
fanciers to the Hamilton Kennel Club, to help pay off the
guarantors of the last show are well worth winning.' Accord-
ing to the list sent us by the assistant secretary, Mr. Tulk,
many of the animals are of the very best breeding. First on
the li.st is Canada First, a cocker presented by Mr. Geo. Bell,
and is by champion Fascination out of champion I Say,
whelped Oct. 11, 189!3. Vixen, a dachshund, is presented by Mr,
C. W. Bicketts, and is by imported Comrade out of Saja and
whelped .June, 1S88, She has won first prizes at Buffalo,
N. Y., and London, Outario. Marionette is a collie bitch,
whelped Sept. h, 1891, and is by Metchley Worider II. out of
Dawn. She is donated by Mr. B. McEwen, the well known
collie breeder. locaste is a fox-terrier bitch, whelped
August, 1890, by champion Blemton Trump ex liacchante.
She is presented by Mr. A. A. MacDonald, of Toronto, and is
in whelp to his imported Dark Bye.
Noble Eegent is a St. Bernard, whelped April, 1893, by

Nice ex Lady Amber and is presented by Mx. Murray
Williams, of Oakville, Ont. He is said to be well marked.
Wentworth Thora is one of Dr. Griffith's bull-terriers,
whelped October, 1893. She is by Principio ex Kathleen
Mavourneeu, which shows good breeding. Bright Light is

a liver and white pointer bitch which Mi-. T. G. Davey con-
tributes to the fund. This bitch is by Signal ex Brigh-
ton Leda, both imported. Black Silk is a cocker do-
nated by Mi-. J. Kennedy, proprietor of the Raven
Kennels, Hamilton, Ontario. This dog is by King
Raven ex Gyp, and is a likely winner. Another fox-
terrier bitch. Miss Coronet, by Suffolk Coronet ex Bonaily
Belle, is given by Mr. F. R. Close, Hamilton, Ont., and her
breeding is more than good. She was whelped Oct 17, 1893.
Another dachshund, the well-known Combat, a winner of
several prizes, is given by Mr. C. W. Ricketts of Hamilton,
Ont. Combat is by Contest ex Mischief and was imported
from England. Mr. J. A. Spracklin parts with a nice cocker
in Black Pete II., by champion Black Pete ex Althea. This
dog was first ac London, Out., 1890, and has not been shotvn
since. The twelfth donation is from Mr. .James Luckwell,
of Woodstock, Out., and is a cocker, Florence G., by cham-
pion Black Duke ex Woodland Cricket, and was whelped in
October, 1892. It will, therefore, be seen that the affair is

well worth the attention of any fancier. Mr. W. J. Tulk
will furnish any particulars about the drawing, which will
come off Aug. 4 at the Royal Hotel, Hamilton, Out., at 8
P. M. The spirit in which the dogs have been given is most
exemplary, and shows that Canadian fanciers, though cred-
ited with being a little cantankerous at show times, are.

"comrades" when trouble comes along.
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POINTS AND FLUSHES.
[By a Staff Correspondent.]

Chicago, July 8.—I notice that in Forest ^lNq stream of

June 29, one of ray kennel notes was held over by mistake
till it was out of date. 1 refer to the one mentioiiing the
Beagle Club meeting at the World's Fair, June 14, which
was sent about June 1.

From Mr. J. E. Fisher, of Riverside, Ind., the well-known
trainer, I received a letter from which I quote th'' following:
"Dog owners are now looking around, some plactug their

-dogs with trainers for field trial preparation, and some are
having them trained for private shooting.
"Why does not the U. S. F. T. Club give later dates than

July 1 for closing its entries ? The far West people have
dogs which they would like to start if the dogs would
qualify. The Derby closes before the owners have time to

con espond with the handlers. I had a very promising dog
lor the Derby in Trials A, but the time to make arrauge-
"ments was too short. The owner, having other business to

.attend to, wrote a day or two too late, and thus the dog was
ahut out."

I am impressed with the belief that the unpleasant occur-
Tence was due more to the owner's negligence than to the
date of closing the entries. Mr Fisher will readily see that
If the entries were kept open till every owner calmly and
leisurely got good and ready to make uo his mind and later

on wrote that that interesting cerebral movement was com-
pleted, the trials might not be held till far in the future.

It is a great loss to the field trial interests that the Central
Field Trials Club will hold no field trials this year. It was
one of the most popular and successful fixtures in the cir-

cuit. It would not be too late even now to arrange for a trial,

although there is but little probability that such will be
done. Mr. Wallace with his experience and ability could
conduct a trial most skillfully. Furthermore, he is most
popular with field trial patrons. On this subject a corre-
spondent writes me: "It certainly is 'too bad to let such a
^ood club, on such a firm footing, fall flat just because there
IS no one to move in the matter."

The A. K. C. Management.
Under the above caption Mr. Heppner had a long commu-

nication iu Forest and Stkeam of June 15. The communi-
tion was originally a letter to the secretary of the Great Dane
Club of America. Prefixed to it is a resolution by the club,
which indorses Mr. Heppner's action as delegate. Just why
:it was necessary for this club to indorse its delegate's action,
when no record is presented showing that his action was
-questioned, and just why the delegate wrote a very long, ful-

some letter on the A. K. C. management on matters entirely
outside his acts or official powers as delegate, also is not
shown by the recoi-d. Still, Mr. Heppner may have felt that
the canine world needed the light which he could turn on it,

and the manner of it, so that it was good, is of little import-
«,nce. That Mr. Heppner has set everything all right by his
personal assurance that everything is all right, will doubt-
lessly be received with rejoicings. One little paragraph
among many similar ones, does not seem guite logical. It is

as follows:
''But the A. K. C. considers it beneath its dignity to

answer anything that is outside of an interpellation by a del-

egate at the proper time of quarterly meetings."
Some persons might be pleased to term such as being neg-

ligence, sulldness or obstinacy. How it would affect its dig-
aiity is not at all plain. The A, K, C. is a creation of the
kennel world and it can not well have more dignity than its

• creator. But all this about dignity is too fulsome and frivo-

lous to consider seriously.
Wliat I desire to touch upon is the following, in which he

says: "For instanocj the Forkst and Stream had an item
the other day from its Western correspondent to the effect

that the A. K. C. taxed the doLjgy world too highly and piled

Tip a great deal of moaey which really belonged to the dog-
men, and wound up with the I'emark that there was some
.$6,000 in bank. Now I say that such a statement should not
be admitted, and if it appeal's in arguments in favor of a
rival club, then 1 say to the embryonic rival of the A. K. C,
'Beware of your friends.' "

Now that'Mr. Heppner's opinion on what is proper to pub-
lish and what is not, is known, 1 feel that the writers will
-carefully govern themselves accordingly, with a proper sense
of gratitude for the admonition. But compare this disap-
proval with the latitude he bestows on the A. K. C. member-
ship quoted later herein.
When I said, many weeks ago, "It is not a money-making

-concern, or at least such is not its purpose, yet it has over
;$6,000 in its treasury, according to its treasurer's last report."
That was the report of the A. K. C, meeting Feb. 22, the
treasurer's report showing a balance of $6,300.66. I do not
object to being quoted, but I do object to garbling or mis-
representation.
Of course, there must have been money expended since

Feb. 22. I presume the scud-book printing, salaries, etc.,

had to be paid, but the stud-book wnll bring back returns in
sales, so that it is not entirely a debit item.
Mr. Heppner further says: "I do not believe, gentlemen,

that any fair-minded American could conclude, however, that
because a man is an officer of the A. K. C. be should be de-
prived of the privilege of expressing his private opinion on
any subject whatsoev^er, even as to World's Fair judges."
Mr. Heppner being undoubtedly a fair-minded American,

I ask him if the press of America has not the same right to
•express its opinion as he concedes to the A. K, C. Yet he has
expressed the opinion that it has not.

Ml". Heppner's propo.sition to cau\ as among the delegates
to get the stud book fees reduced, provided someone else
would pay any deficiency, is too absurd for consideratiou. A
secretary is paid for doLug the work at a salary of §1,800 a
year, yet he is in the employ of another concern and only
gives the A. K. C. affairs such"time as he chooses. Yet one-
third of his salary is charged to the stud book. Before Mr.
Heppner makes any propositions of that kiud he should see
that it is not entirely a jug handled affair.

In regard to the parts referring to Dr. Perry, I have every
-confidence that that gentleinau can easily take care of them.

Unparalleled Brutality.

In a letter to me, under date of July 7, Mr. J. T. Mayfleld,
of Bicknell, Ind., says: "A moat inhuman crime was com-
mitted in this place (Bicknell, Ind.) at 3 A. M.,July 7:

Geo. McLin had some dogs in charge to train. He had them
confined in a building 9 x ISft., with no window for ventilation
or yard for exercise. On July 6 a gentleman asked me if I
knew the condition of McLin's dogs. I did not, but 1 went
over with him to see them, and the sight I saw (after break-
ing the lock) was horrible. Four of them were dead, and
half eaten with maggots. The other four could walk, but
could not bark. I had xVIcLtu arrested for cruelty to animals.
He gave bonds in $200. This morning the building aud dogs
were burned.
"Five of the dogs belonged to Mr. F. H. Perry, of Des

Moines, Iowa. Parties owuiug the others will please write
to me, or to Messrs. J. M. Freeman, Chas. Hoover, or Rev.
L. Peck, Bicknell, Ind. They can find out more about the
matter from them. I ask the owners to assist me in pushing
this case to the end. Don't delay."
These are iicts so atrocious that words are empty and force-

less in denouncing them. Mr. Mayfield's call for action best
.expresses the situation. If money is necessary to carry on a
rigorous prosecution, the dog owners and handlers of this

country should see that it is promptly forthcoming. Such
atrocious cruelty should meet a legal punishment so prompt
and swift that there will be the least possible interval be-
tween the crime and its punishment. The execration of
mankind should follow forever, It is inconceivable how any
man could so heartlessly leave a lot of dumb, helpless dogs,
gentle and loving by nature, to swelter in confinement and
die of hunger and thiVst. In his letter, Mr. Mayfield further
said that it was proven that McLin had not been near the dogs
for a week. Aside from the heartless cruelty exhibited,
there are serious business considerations involved. Taken
all in all, it is one of the crimes which occur betimes and
which have no measure of comparison, for they stand alone.
But the law can be invoked and the public can express its

loathing for a man who cannot be called a brute, for no brute
would do such an act. It properly is the domain of fiends.
All praise to Mr. Mayfleld for his act.

I learn that Mr. W. S. Bell, of Pittsburgh, eminent as a
sportsman and fleld trial judge, has had misfortunes in his
kennel. Distemper caused the dea.th of two one-year-old
puppies, one by Count Eric—Tessie. the other by Dick (a
grandson of Co'unt Noble and Belle Gladstone).

Automatic Register for Dogs.

The following excerpt is taken from a letter written to me
by Mr. Royal Robinson, Indianapolis. It is a satire on the
sportsmen who advocate keeping a score card and determin-
ing a dog's qualities by addition and subtraction:
"Two or three years ago I was favored by the inventor

-odth a diagram and explanatory notes of 'A Scrub's Auto-
matic Game Annunciator for Dogs, with the nose in the
wrong place.' It was a practical application of a very happy
idea, and I hoped the device would be put upon the market
and come into general use, especially upon field trial dogs,
where, as you know, something of that kind is badly needed.
Some cause, probably his well known modesty, has operated
to keep 'A Scrub' from doing anything with it, and the pub-
lic is the loser.

"This little device, so useful upon a do^ of perverted
nature, suggests to me something which should prove of
great value to the fraternity, but I lack the mechanical
genius to put it in shape, hence I mu.st give the idea away.
I propose to put upon the dog a close-fltting, but very light,
electrical jacket with a convenient pocket for a score card,
upon which would be automatically registered the value of
his various qualities as shown while iu comxoetition.
"The absolute fairness and accuracy of decisions reached

would commend this scheme to field trial patrons generally,
and especially to those who always have the best dog, but are
beaten by the judges.
"Judges would no longer be needed except to lend dienity

to the head of the procession, and 'discretionary power,' that
bugbear which keeps our friend, 'A Scrub,' awake of nights,
would be killed at a blow.
"The good people who have tried so long to devise rules

under which the dogs would be properly placed regardless of
the judges' qualifications, could take a long and much needed
rest, while they who have insisted that the relative merits
of two dogs could be as easily and accurately measured as
the contents of two wood piles, would say, 'I told you so,'

and the score card advocates would shout with glee. But
you know all this better than I do."

Mr. J. T. Mayfield, of Bicknell, Ind., well known as a suc-
cessful trainer, writes me that he never saw breeding birds
more pl"ntifui. He says: "I find six and eight pair in
almost every stubble. A moat favorable condition for suc-
cessful running of the TJ. S. F. T. Club's trials.

B. WATERS.
909 Security Building, Ohicago.

Where is the Spaniel as a Sporting Dog?
EdUor Forest and Stream:
Ever since the first letter appeared in your issue of March

3H, prefixed "Where is the Spaniel as a Sporting Dog?" I
have been pleasurably looking forward to a letter appearing
that I might exclaim, "Ah, there is a man aEter my own
heart; there is a man that shoots woodcock, and hunts them
with cockers, a man thoroughly conversant with the habits
of the bird, and the mode of hunting them with the cocker,
and that really does hunt them." I have waited in vain, for
I have not seen that letter yet.

I .shall try to give my reasons for the above statement as I
go along. "Cocker" writes: "That the black dog is a pretty
fellow no one will deny; but who has shot over a black or
solid liver dog in the late afternoon of an autumn day and
not been thoroughly disgusted at his inability to distinguish
the dog from an inanimate lump of sod at twenty or thirty
feet ? With the old liver and whites this trouble of not being
able to distinguish the dog would be so little as to be almost
unappreciable."
A solid black or a solid liver cocker can be seen long after

the shooter can see to kill a woodcock, a fact well known to
all woodcock shooters.
"Solus" writes; "Staying at a farmer's house a few years

ago, I had the pleasure of seeing one pointer, one setter, three
field spaniels and at least a dozen cockers, nine of which were
modern and the balance 'very ancient,' work through a brier
swamp near by, etc."
Heavens above! Fancy a sportsman (a woodcock shooter)

going out to shoot woodcock with fifteen spaniels, with a
pointer and setter thrown in. Why, in the covert "Solus"
describes, if there were fifty birds in it, fifteen good .spaniels
would have every bird up in five minutes. The writer says
the dogs were taken to tnis place not to find game but as a
test to the spaniels. A test for what?
Another correspondent writes that the cocker cannot be

seen in thick cover. To this I would a.sk. At how many
woodcock out of one hundred killed over cockers are the dogs
in sight of the shooter when the birds were killed? My an-
swer to this question is, not fifty. Your cocker in a thick
covert may be within twenty yards of you and not visible.

What does it matter whether the shooter sees his dog or does
not when the woodcock flushes, the bird will tell you by his
loud whistle that he is up, and where he is. This is just as
absurd an objection to the cocker as any of the other objec-
tions that have been made.
In your issue of June your correspondent, signing him-

self "It Seems to Me," writes: "There is a standard that any
man can understand, and a pretty good one at that, and it

seems to me that in at least two shows the working cockers
were placed over the toys, with a jolly row on paper in con-
sequence. It seems to me that not so long ago Mr. Bell dis-

puted this same statement that the dog show winners Avere
not hunters, and offered to wager good money that his dog
could hunt game as well as " mugs." Mr. BeU certainly
did issue a challenge to, I think, Mr. Keyes, of Ottawa, for a
field trial for cockers to take place during or after the field

trial hold at Chatham, Out., in the latter part of November,
but Mr. Bell, not being a woodcock shooter, any more than
Mr. Keyes, was not aware that after November there is not
to be found half a dozen woodcock in Ontario, if any. Mr. J.
Otis Fellows, in your issue of June 23, writes: " 'Spaniel ' is

all right, he knows something about a working cocker." I
am much obliged to Mr. Fellows for his opinion. My reason
for .saying that Mr, Keyes is not a woodcock shooter is that
he took no notice of Mr. Bell's challenging him to a fleld

trial for cockers late in November, jf course, I understood
the trial to be run on woodcock, woodcock being the only
bird except ruffed grouse that the cocker is u.sed for, and to
have a field trial on ruffed grouse at Chatham, Out., would
be simply ridiculous. A few sportsmen may and do (as I do

myself) use their cockers for snipe, but it is not usual to do
so. Field trials with a pigeon in a basket as proposed in
FoEEST AS'D Stream, will not do at all. Field trials in the
coverts for the cocker would not be a fair test, as one dog
might be put down in a covert where there were several
birds; another dog in a covert which contained only one or
two, the next dog into a covert nil, and so on. Again an in-
ferior dog might get the covert with the greatest number of
birds, and being a wide ranger get up most of the birds by
merely stumbling on them. The covert, perhaps, being
thick, the judges might not see this, and likely not being
first-class judges (which, judging from the letters in FOKEST
AND Stream, are few and far between) might not notice
this defect, and award the prize to an inferior dog.
Spaniel men that wish to have fleld trials for the cocker

can do so, and I am happy to tell them how to proceed. Pro-
cure a field or common of five, ten or fifteen acres—a pasture
fleld, if possible. Get a recently killed woodcock, tie a string
to one of its legs, and trail the bird from one end of the field
to the other. When near the upper end diverge to one side
about 50yds., still trailing the bird, and leave it there. Now
bring out a brace of the cockers entered for the trial, each
dog being accompanied by his master or trainer, and place
them in the fleld. Allow each man to work his dog as he de-
sires. When the dogs have worked the trail to the head of
the fleld where the trail diverged, discharge a gun and tell

the dogs to seek dead and find. Each brace can be tried in
the same manner, and the best picked out for a final trail.

The same plan can be followed in the covert. One-eighth of
an acre will suffice for the covert trial. For each brace of
dogs drag the bird freshly over the same trail or as near to it

as possible. Do not trail the bird all over the field, as that
would not be fair for the dogs coming after. After the above
trial is gone through, try the dogs at retrieving the wood-
cock. Stand and throw the bird from you. This will test
his mouth and retrieving powers. Take each dog out sep-
arately for this trial. Lastly, take the dogs to the water and
give them a trial at retrieving from the water, and do not
forget to stand well back from the shore and penalize the dog
heavily that on reaching the land leaves his bird there instead
of bringing it to his master.
The above is written on behalf of the handsomest, most

affectionate and easiest taught dog in the world—the spaniel.
I hope my remarks will hurt nobody's feelings. If they do,
my excuse must be my great love for the spaniel, especially
the black cocker and black field spaniel. Spaniel.
COOKSTOWN, Ont.

The Rhode Island Show.

The Rhode Island State Fair Association, Mr. Collins, the
secretary, tells us, have taken hold of the bench show in con-
nection with their annual State Fair, deliberately and
strongly, which has been something that for the past five

years they have been gradually bringing to such a point that
their sound and conservative committee would adopt. The
history of the introduction of dogs in the .State Fair dates
back to 1886, when the present president, Mr. Fred E. Per-
kins, was superintendent, the first year the department was
inaugurated. The association was poor and composed largely
of agriculturists, who could only see good in the valuable
breed of collie dogs, and to encourage the breeding of
those dogs in the State they oft'ered only diplomas.
Between twenty and thirty entries was the result. Since
then they gi'adually, year by year, added a few classes and
built a few benches in the poultry building. The interest,
locally, gradually increased, until last year they had in round
numbers 150 dogs exhilfited. Nothing was given iu prizes
except diplomas, and wins did not count. When the present
committee decided last December upon the reorsanization of
the State Fair, Mr. Perkins and Secretary Collins saw the
opportunity that they had so long waited for to push forward
the kennel interests. They looked the ground over and found
the dates of the fair cla.shed with no other organization, and
at once forwarded their check and applied for membership in
the A. K. C. Now that they find themselves in conflict with
the World's Fair management, a fact which they most sin-
cei'ely regret, it does not have any influence upon them other
than to stimulate them to make their present bench show a
creditable success. The poultry show occupies a build-
ing 155 by 60, and the bench show a new build-
ing, which is almost completed, 180 by 90. The great-
est fear has been that they would not be able
to do full justice to the exhibitors in the dog show. They
have therefore called to their aid the best possible assistance,
and chosen Mr. Walter J. Comstnck as chairman of the dog
show committee. They feel confl lent that his judgment in
many matters is most excellent. His ideas are good and he
works with a feeling of pride that he would like to have the
show one that would receive the approbation of kennel men.
Mr. Collins writes us: "We endeavor to be just and equit-
able to all exhibitors in every department. We are impartial
and without sentiment or prejudice in favor of any indi-
viduals or cliques. You will observe that while this may
lose some of the social features that exhibitors may enjoy ia
a dog show held alone, it has its advantages from a purely
business standpoint,"

Dispersal of a Noted Kennel.

We are rather startled to hear that-owing to press of busi-
ness cares the firm of Toon & Symonds will dissolve partner-
ship. This firm has been familiar to all readers of show
catalogues dtiring the past couple of years, and we sincerely
trust the kennel will still be kept up by Mr. Symonds. The
dogs are all for sale and many of them are well-known
prize winners flt^ to strengthen any kennel. Some of the
noted ones are: Scotch terriers—Tiree, Rhuduman, Kilstor,
Scotch Hot, Highland Roy, Norwich Mouse, Gipsey Yet and
Bella II. Irish terrier.?—Jack Briggs, Manxman, Salem
Witch, Judy, Paddy Doolan and Cissey and the 7mos. puppies
by Jack Briggs out of Salem Witch. Among the pointers are
Devon Banger, in rare form and thoroughly broken. Anti-
cipation and Expectation, by Naso of Strasburg out of Ruby
VII., one of the best bitches when shown on the English
bench, having won a lot of first prizes aud specials. The
black and tan terrier team is well known aud includes
Prince Regent, Gipsy Girl, Rosette and Meersbrook Empress.
The St. Bernfird bitch Lady Monkton and the three pups by
Baron Rudolph also swell the list. The beagle bitch Jenny
Ijind, quite a nice one too, will seek a new home. Then
there are the whippets Boston Model and Perfection, and
Sheffield Lad, the Pomeranian. Two good smoth fox-terriers
in Endcliffe Spice and Lady Roseberry will also go, and so
will the wire-naired Barton Sting. Strange to say, of the
breed this kennel started out with—Yorkshire terriers—there
is only one left, Jenny, a capital specimen and a winner at
Boston. There are also some greyhounds iu the kennel, of
the names of which we have not been advdsed. Mr. Sy-
monds is getting up a descriptive catalogue and the doga
will shortly be on the market.

A Canine Cyclone.

Syractjse, N. Y., June 23.—The adlet was discontinued at
my request. Figuratively speaking, I became the center of
bewitched and bewitching dogs, all anxious to adopt me as
their master. Letters and printed matter came to me from
every point of the compass, offering bow-wows of all kinds
and degrees of excellence. I did not know that two or three
lines in Forest asd Stream could raise such a storm of
dogs—a cyclone, in fact. b.
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DOG CHAT.

Foxhound and Bloodhound Match.
It is to be hoped tbat the proposed match between a native

foxhound and English bloodhound to show that the former
is quite the equal of the latter as a man trailer will not be
allowed to fall through owing to inaction on either side. We
are firmly convinced from observation that the foxhound
will be found to be the equal of the bloodhound in trailing
the boot, in fact there are trained hounds now used for that
purpose. We haveknown setters and a fox-terrier to do the
same thing, though it must be said that In these cases the
person trailed was well-known to the dogs. Mr. Wade, who
takes the foxhound end of the match, is on a still-hunt for
his champion, and we believe that no definite arrangement
Las yet been made. Dr. Longest, onwhose estate the match,
if it comes to anything, will probably take place, tells us that
he_ has over 500 acres of woodland at Mt. Vernon, and his
neighbors have given him full permission to hunt over their
grounds, so that there would be more than 1,000 acres at the
disposal of the competitors. Dr. Longest, in a letter to us.
fctates that he is not aware of any bloodhound in this country
specially trained for this work, so that it would be necessary
to send to England for a bloodhound or spend considerable
time in training one over here. We certainly under.-tood
that Mr. Winchell has several bloodhounds tbat are good
man-trailers. If the match comes off Dr. Longest will allow
his Belhus to join in the hunt if necessary. Such a trial is
sure to prove very interesting, and we trust nothing will oc-
cur to prevent it, especially as Dr. Lougest, if the match
takes place on his estate, gives all sportsmen a cordial invi-
tation to take part.

Collie Ears.

A writer in the English Stockr-Keeper some time since,
signing himself "Every Day Collie," remarked, when speak-
ing of the long, clean head and small, semi-erect ears, that
"Ihe latter is possibly the greatest improvement that has
been mJide in the coUie for many years. Good ears have been

" - . . •
- ygj. with any cer-

greatly valued, and very
iiguuij uuu iix uiic raue tu uutam good heads and ears, we
now find flue, long, weak heads and prick ears. I have very
carefully examined many winners during the year, and have
reason to think many_ of them are prick-eared dogs faked.
Several have been weighted until entering the show ring;
some have glue on when shown; others, it is plain to see,
have been tampered with; have no hair on inside of ear or
ears, as the case may require. They may keep in position
just while the judging lasts; see them a very few hours later;
you are astonished. Should the show last two or three days,
you find they are prick-eared dogs, when it is plain to see
what has been done. Why not disqualify these dogs, and
award prizes to those shown in their natural state?"

To Guarantee Prize Money.
The English Kennel Club, alarmed at the frequency of

delinquent shows in the matter of paying prizes have, ac-
cording to Stuck-Keeper, Eng., made oiit a form which must
be signed by the principal officers of the show committees
intending to hold shows under E. K. C. rules. In this form
we find that committees must undertake before receiving
any dogs, to have their show benches properly disinfected to
the satisfaction of the regularly appointed veterinary surgeon
and, further that the whole of the prize money shall be paid
within a reasonable time after the closing of the show. Six
of the principal members of the committee must sign this
guarantee, and if any member holds a public appointment,
such as mayor, etc., such particulars must also be stated,
with the name. This is a good move and will certainly do
much toward restoring confidence, nnd will do away with
"shyster" shows held under cover of E. K. G. rules.

Gerda II.

Dr. Lougest's mastiff bitch Gerda II. whelped July 3 a litter
of 8 pups to Mr. Winchell's Beaufort's Black Prince. This
would not be remarkable in itself, but taken in considera-
tion of the fact that this makes the third liiter within 12
months, it stamps matron Gerda as a prolific treasure. On

XDEAL GREAT DANE DOG.

July 12, 1892, she whelped her first litter to^' Dr. Lougest's
dog Igleside Maximilian; second litter Dec. 25, 1892, to the
same dog, and now this last litter. Dr. Lougest's dogs are
all in capital health, "Thanks," he remarks, "to the ft-esh air
and green fields of Mt. Vernon." This is cheap kennel food
and we recommend it in large doses at this time of the
year.

burgh an opportunity to deny the rumors we asked him to
state his side of the case. He was unwilling at first to give
the subject sufficient importance, but eventually said the
sum of $3,802paid to lawyers was incurred only through the
Gallup suits for libel against the A. K, C. officials and also
in protecting the associate members when Mr. Peshall served
them with summonses to answer several suits that Mr. Pesh-
all intended to bring, but which have not yet come trial.
Included in this sum were the expenses incurred in preparing
the: r defense and obtaining a history of the complainant,
which the club has now in its possession. Mr. Vredenburgh
further states that any member of the advisory committee°is
entitled to see the vouchers, etc., for this bill now in the pos-
session of the A. K. C.

Closing of Field Trial Entries.

There is some dissatisfaction expressed among field trial
men on account of clubs postponing the original date of
closing of entries. There is certainly some cause for com-
plaint for it does not seem fair that one owner should make
his entries in good faith on July 1, and then find that if he
had held off he would have had until September 1, to make

it is proposed, for it is under lather novel conditions. The
match arises through the question as to which is the supe-
rior mover, Dockleaf or King Orrey. This is to be settled by
avraUs of ten miles. The match as it stands at pre.=ent
strikes us as little less than cruelty; five miles will probably
be found quite sufficient for both under the best conditions
of weather and roads.

Miss Caution.
In regard to the important question as to Miss Caution's

disability or otherwise it may be of interest to know that J.
F. Pritchard, who had charge of Mr. Whitney's kennels of
which Miss Caution was some time an inmatp, tells us that
they never had any trouble in breeding Miss Caution: the
only trouble, and a serious one, was that no litters resulted
from the mating. The treatment that this bitch has now
undergone will, however, we hope, overcome this difficulty,
and a promising litter from her make its appearance in the
Peoria kennel.

The A. K. C. and Lawyers' Fees.
It has been intimated from time to time that included in

the bill of $3,802 paid by the A. K, C. as lawyers' expenses
was the expense that Secretary Vredenburgh. as Mr. Vre-
denburgh, incurred in the suit for libel against Mr. Peshall.
Had this expense been included in this payment of 13,802, it
would have been an imposition on the American Kennel
Club, especially after its president in open meeting stated
that none of this expense should fall on the club, as it was a
private suit, etc., etc. With a view to giving Mr. Vreden-

NOT CORRECT TYPE.

"A faulty liead, In Wurttemberg callFd by tlie nickname 'Berliner'. The
frontal bones.are higher than the occiput; lack of proportion

in skull and muzzle; eye too large, etc."

up his list. One prominent owner, feeling the injury that
has been done him by postponement, has determined to
cancel the entries he made before July 1, and the club hav-
ing broken faith would, we believe, not be justified in re-
taining the money paid for these entries.
In the case of a man who enters six dogs, not knowing

until some months later which of them will be qualified to
compete, it works a serious injustice. Another owner who
has not been so punctual may by the latter date know just
what his dog can do and enter accordingly, thus effecting
a saving of many dollars. This practice if persisted in will
surely be detrimental to large entries in the Derbies espe-
cially, for when entries close promptly, say May or June 1,
not a fifth of the dogs entered fill their engagement, but the
club is so much to the good on the original forfeits. Dogs
that fill do not by any means pay for the stakes offered.

Yorkshires.
Mr. P. H. Coombs, known to the fancy as an old breeder

of Yorkshire terriers, intended to fill the place of Bradford
Harry, which died lately, by purchasing another good show
and stock dog, but now he is almost out of the breed, having
concluded to sell his Merry Duchess to Messrs. Barnes Bros.,
Wellsville, N. Y.

,
together with a daughter of hers by cham-

pion Bradford Harry. This purchase will give considerable
strength and value to the Wellsville kennel, which already
contains a son of champion Ted and some other fashionable
blood. In Merry Duchess they get a daughter of Banks'
Royal by the famous Old Royal, and in the puppy they get

'

the value of champion Bradford Harry with two distinct
crosses to Huddersfield Ben.

|

Postpone the World's Fair Show.
|

We understand that at the advisory committee meeting
i

ofthe A. K. C, called by President Belmont, it was resolved
that the president of the A. K. C. be instructed to communi-

I

cate with the World's Fair management suggesting that
the show, conflicting with dates claimed by a club a mem-
ber of the A. K. C. be postponed till October. Dogmen all
over the country will, we feel assured, pray that this resolu-
tion may have the desired effect. If Mr. Buchanan wishes his
show to be the success it should be he will listen to the call
for postponement, and in the meantime ascertain how many
more of the judges on his list are not willing to serve.

Apropos of the above we may be allowed to correct the
wilful misstatement of our Philadelphia contemporary
which we can only attribute to the effects of the heated
term through which we are at present passing. For its in-
formation we may remark that Forest akd Steeam con-
siilts the interests of the dogmen. and if we, through con-
tact with dogmen, find that their interests are not suffi-
ciently consulted we do not hesitate to so inform personally
the proper authorities who have it in their power to con-ect.
Finding that there was a feeling that the World's Fair show
should be held in October we went to Mr. Vredenburgh on
Tuesday, June 27, and brought the fact to his notice and
represented that, as the A. K. C. was the only body Mr.
Buchanan seemed willing to pay attention to, why not call
an advisory committee meeting. Mr. Vredenburgh en-
tirely agreed with our suggestion and asked us to inform
Mr. A. D. Lewis, acting secretary, as we were on the way to
the A. K. C. office, that he would like to see him, intending
to instruct him to ask President Belmont to call a meeting.
This was done and afterward a raeeting was called with the
result as stated, and in our issue of June 29 appeared the
suggestion as made to Mr. Vredenburgh. It could not
possibly come out before but it was quite early enough to be
ahead of any other paper, and has influenced our contem-
porary to again misrepresent the facts.

Handlers' Methods.
A merciful man is merciful to his dogs. On reading the

account of the cruelty of which handler Maclin, of Bick-
nell, Ind., has been guilty we are reminded very forcibly
of what led us to speak of the dift'erent behavior of dogs to
their handlers at the Bicknell trials in 1891, We had then
in mind the cowering, cringing manner in which this
handler's dogs behaved when approaching him, and which
convincingly showed that the rod of iron hung low in this
kennel.

Novel Bulldog Match.
Another bulldog match will take place shortly, or rather

Not True.
The Portland (Me.) Express, in speaking of Miss Whitney

and her ability as a judge of St. Bernards, etc , gets along
very weU and complimentarilj; until it say.s: "In attire Misa
Whitney is just a trifle 'mannish.'" Those who know this
genial, womanly woman will bear us out in the statement
that few women, nowadays, show less cause for such an ac^
cusation.

More Bulldogs.
Mr. Gillmore, of New York, Stock-Keeper says, has pur

chased the bulldogs Cameron and Reve Royal, and will
bring them over in August.

Bonnet.
Mr. A. A. MacDonald has purchased the wire-hair fox-

terrier Bonnet from Mr. W. Brodie and she will bemated with
his new dog, Dark Eye.

St. Augustine, the recently imported smooth-coated St.
Bernard, is now at Mr. Bousfield's kennels at Bay City,
Mich., and is looking well and improving rapidly. Robert
Davison, who came over with St. Augustine, 'is now in
charge of the kennels. Mr. Davison is said to have had con-
siderable experience with St. Bernard,s, having been for some
time in Mr. Rotheram Cecil's kennels in England under the
tutelage of Lewis Pugh, well known in his special sphere.
Mr. Bousfield has built new kennels, which are well situ-
ated in lots of exercising room and with two acres of shade.
He intends to extend the buildings shortly, so that the ken-
nel will be able to take dogs to board and condition for shows^
and this part will be entirely in Davison's charge.

After the Brooklyn show Dr. W. F. Kenny, an enthusiastic
Irish terrier breeder of Providence, R. I., purchased Crib, the
winner in open dogs. On May 30 his Irish terriers Cathelene
and Belle of Shannon were safely delivered of twelve pups
between them, by Crib. Four of these were born without
tails, a concession to docldng that must have surprised the
Doctor no little. According to the Providence Journal, on
two of the pups there is no semblance of a taU; on the others
a small bunch appears where the tail should be.

The English Stock-Keeper of June 2 has this to say: "The
American Kennel Club is oft'ered some extremely wholesome
advice in Forest and Stream of May 18. From simply fol-
lowing the history of the club in the columns of our trans-
atlantic contemporaries we should be inclined to think the
words of warning are timely, and so evidently well meant as
to merit attention."

We distinctly characterize as untrue a statement in our
Philadelphia contemporary regarding Mr. Wade and the
Brooklyn show. We have never vet knowingly broken con-
fidence on any news matter confided to us with the proviso
"not for publication," and this rule has sometimes worked
to our detriment. In this instance there was no secrecy that
we are aware of. We simply "happened" on the news, like
so many of the good things that FoBEST AND Stream gets
hold of and knows how and when to use.

The St. Bernai-d bitch Sabitha, that Mr. Patterson bred
to Sir Herbert and afterward shipped to Mr. Alex. Alkinan,
Redondo Beach, Cal., whelped May 22, eleven pups, six of
which are dogs. All are doing well and are likely to help
the good cause along the Pacific coast.

The St. Bernard Kay, probably better known to the pub-
lic than most prize winners, because he was owned by the
wife of President Cleveland, died last week from the effects
of being tapped for ascites. This operation, which took
place at the Harvard veterinary school, where the dog had
been sent for treatment, consists in the insertion of a tube
into the abdomen, permitting the accumulated fluid to

IDEAL GREAT DANE BITCH,

e.scape. The operation is a very simple and easy one, re-
ctuiring the administration of only a small amount'of ether,
just enough to render hira partly unsconcious. The'dog was
very weak after the operation and finally succumbed July
6. It is said there are only two known cases of recovery in
dogs after this operation.

United States Commissioner Allen's St. Bernard dog Pope
by champion Valentine out of Venus, died last month and
his owner thought so much of the dog that he could not bear
to see it buried in the ordinary manner in which dead dogs-
in a city are disposed of. He therefore had a neat casket
built and in this the remains of Pope were shipped to Bur-
lington, Vt., where Mr. Allen has his country seat, and here
among the hills of Vermont, under the shade of a spreading
tree and a small monument, Pope awaits a dog millennium.

Many of thehills about Pittsburgh are pierced by horizontal
shafts leading to the rich deposits of coal. In these shafts a
race of hardy dogs are employed as beasts of burden. A-
team of two dogs is generally used to drag a little car loaded,
with coal on the narrow gauge tramway.

TheCapt. J. M. Taylor, spoken of as judging at the W.'K. C.
show in 1877 is not the well-known setter judge of the present
day, as was supposed at the time we wrote "Twenty Years
of Bench Shows" in our issue of June 29.

We bespeak a welcome among dogmen on the other side-
of the water for Mr. A. D. Stewart, of Hamilton. Out., who
sailed for Europe on July 1. Fanciers will find the secretary
of the Hamilton K. C. a thorough lover of a dog and a good,
all-round man into the bargain.
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The Type of Great Danes.
BY A. H. HEPPNER.

{Continuedfrom page 11.')

The standard of tie German Mastiff Club, of Chicago, de-
scribes the bead of a great Dane as follows: The head orskuU
should neither be domed nor flat, rather lengthy and not
too broad, the frontal bon&s slightly raised; little indenta-
tion between the eyes, with very little or no stop; cheek
muscles well developed, face not too broad. The whole for-
mation and expression of head and face should rather more
resemble the hound than the bulldog or mastiff, except the
muzzle, which is not like that of any other breed, as the Ger-
man mastii? or great Dane has a muzzle peculiarly his own,
the entire head and face, but much heavier, but more nearly
resembling those of the approved bull-terrier than of any
other breed. Too much resemblance to the hound is a fault.
The German standard is: Head moderately stretched out

and rather high and more condensed sidewards than appear-
injg pressed flat. In profile the forehead and bi'idge of nose
with a perceptible stop; skull and bridge of nose must ap-
pear parallel. In a front view the width of the skull must
not be much greater than the strongly developed flews;
cheek muscles not projecting, so m.s to give the head a clean-
cut appearance from all sides, clearly defined in its lines.
Straight, wide bridge of nose, apparently slightly rounded,
terminating in a wide nose not projecting over the lips. Lips
in front blunt and not very lippy; flew modei'ately developed;
teeth of lower and upper jaws meeting even; the eye always
nut brown, of good size, round with a penetrating expres-
sion; eyebrows strongly developed; ears lightly set. not too
far apart and upright,

^
This standard was issued in Hamburg, 1880. Before that

time there was no collective name as at present, i. e., German
Dogge, and previous to that time there existed specific strains,
subdivisions, as I may call them, of the great Dane, under
the name of Ulmer dogge, Danische dogge, Hatzriide,
Saufanger, etc. All of these names meant special strains
and indicated certain exterior (points) of these dogs. These
different strains have been bred, separately within them-
selves, for centuries and, queerly enough, have been kept
pure by virtue of the fact that certain territories of Germany
preferred one or the other of these strains. It shows that the
great Danes of to-day, as Germany breeds them, is less a
matter of merit than of necessity, compulsory as it were,
German breeders had to produce typical dogs, because they
could breed to no other but their neighbor's dog. We find
the Hatzriide and Saufanger more particularly in Wiirtem-
herg, as a dog used for practical purposes, combining sub-
stance and courage in the practical work in former times of
chasing wild boars and large game.
We find the more graceful and heavier-headed Ulmer

dogge also in the south of Germany, but more so as an im-
?rovement on the coarse and ugly Hatzriide We find the
)anische dogge confined to the northern parts of Germany,
more especially in large cities, where a big, powerful animal
is a nuisance and a graceful, medium-sized, velvet-coated,
noble little dog is naturally preferred as a pet. Now let us
proceed to describe these strange breeds, each one by itself,
and we will have explained why a Melac and why a Wenzel
can ejsist when these different strains have only been com-
bined by name as Deutsche dogge or, as called in this country
great Danes.

Toronto Dog Show.
The following are the railway and express companies'

arrangements, so far heard from, for the transportation of
dogs to and from Toronto show, September 11 to 15: De-
troit, Grand Haven and Milwaukee Railway, and Toledo,
Saginaw and Muskegon Railway, will carry all dogs free of
charge. Chicago and West Michigan Railway and Detroit,
Lansmg and Northern Railroad, will carry dogs free at
owner's risk. The Baltimore and Ohio will carry dogs free.
The Lake Shore and Michigan Southern Railway Co. state
dogs must go by express. Wabash Railroad Co., per dog, 1
to 100 mUes, 25 cents; 101 to 250 miles, 50 cents; over 350
miles, 75 cents. Flint and Pere Marquette Railroad will
transport dogs in baggage cars free of charge. Canada
Atlantic Railway Co., same arrangements as the Grand
Trunk Railway. Toledo, Ann Arbor and North Michigan
Railroad will carry one dog free, all in excess to go as excess
baggage or by express at owner's risk. Intercolonial Rail-
way of Canada will be the same as Grand Trunk and Cana-
dian Pacific Railways. Grand Rapids and Indiana Railroad
Co. will carry dogs at same rates as the direct lines.
In cases where exhibitors wish to show their dogs at

various exhibitions before returning to the original starting
point they may be charged for their dog from the first
point of exhibition, and from the first point of exhilsition to
each subsequent exhibition, and dogs will be returned free
from the last exhibition to the original starting point on
production of the necessary certificates from each exhibition
as herein provided for.

This arrangement will be in force for three days, not in-
cluding Sundays, after the close of each exhibition.
The following express companies—Canadian, Dominion,

United States, Wells, Fargo Co. and National—will return
dogs free over their lines Avhose owners have paid regular
rates going.

A Fair Oflfer Withdrawn.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Mr. Goodman effectually dodges my proposition. I did

not want to prove my theory, or I would uot have proposed
such a public and expensive way, of which Mr. Goodman is
well aware, and never touches upon in his reply, as the
carrying out would have, if wrong, exploded my theory very
quickly. I will relieve his mind by withdrawing my fair
offer, it being now impossible to fulfil the contract, even if
Mr. Goodman should uot have backed out, the great Dane
Wenzel having fallen a victim to that heinous fiend, the
poisoner. It is a pity poor Wenzel was a blue and not a
brind^le, you would have seen them all crazy about him then,
Mr. Goodman's other remarks I will not reply to now, and
in regard to Imperator's uot being underhis charge during the
spring show season, I owe htm an apology. He declares he
did not have him; then it was somebody else, and a queer
business it remains stiU. I should like to see your Chicago
staff member interview Imperator's owner about it.

m XT -cr , „ ^- Mi;ss-Ap.nc)lt.
TuCKAHOE, N, Y., July 8.

International Coursing' Meeting.
A COURSIKG meeting, open to the world, will be held on

Oct. 3, 1893, and following days at Huron, S. D. The .stake
will be for 64 greyhounds or less, with a proportionate deduc-
tion in the winnings if the stake does not fill. The running
will take place on the plains near Huron. Huron is situated
on the Chicogo & Northwestern R. R., 20 hours from Chi-
cago.
Greyhounds from abroad will be entered at the port ofNew York free of duty, .through arrangements made by the

committee with the customs authorities, and may remain in
the Lfnited States for six months. The meeting will be run
under National Greyhound Club rules, whiclTare substan-
tially the same as the rules of the National Coursing Club
Judge, Ml-. Roger D. Williams, of Lexington, Ky.i slipper
John Brett, Northvale, N. J.

<=
'

-j , ti

The stakes are: The Columbus cup, for 64 or less, all aged
greyhounds at ?S0 each, to which wUl be added j;2,000- win
ner, $2,000; second. Sl.OOO; third and fourth, .*2.50 each- four
dogs, $80 each; eight dogs, $50 each.
The Columbus purse, for 32 dogs beaten in the first round

of the cup; winner, $300; second, $100; third and fourth, $50
each; four dogs, $30 each.
The Columbus plate, for 16 dogs beaten in the first ties of

the cup; winner S200, second 680, two dogs at $40 each.
The entry fee is S50; 10 per cent, will be deducted from the

vdnnings in the cup and purse, and 5 per cent, from the win-
nings in the plate, for expemses. Nominations may be taken
upon payment of $25 each, at any time prior to Sept. 1, 1893,
on which date the balance of entrance money will be pay-
able. Nominations may be sent to J. Herbert Watson, chair-
man of committee, 26 Court street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Flaps ftom the Beaver's Tail.

TOEOKTO, Can.—Mr. A. A. Macdonald is now the o^vner of
the wire-haired fox-terrier bitch Bonnet, imported by Mr.
Brodie. Bonnet at the first try took the special for the best
terrier bitch at the recent Toronto Kennel Club show. She
will be bred to Mr. Macdonald's new dog Dark Eye.

My British Columbia correspondent writes me that Mr, J.
S. Graham, of Seattle, Wash., was so much taken with Dr.
Milne's (Victoria, B. C.) winning cocker puppies that he in-
duced him to part with the brace, Mt. Tolmil and Baby
Mine, at a \'ery satisfactory figure. Mr. J. C. Carmichael's
liver and tan cocker bitch Lady Giffee, has received the at-
tentions of Dr. Milne's Captain Hunter and it is hoped the
result may give a fillip to "our national dog" on the coast.

The Seattle show has stirred the British Columbia fan-
ciers up and it is on the tapis that an Ea,stern judge will be
brought out for their next show.

The English Kenvel Gazette for June sagely remarks:
"There seems to be a tendency in Canada to take up the
spaniel fancy * * Well rather! I have heard a rumor
or two that appears to point that way. H. B. DONOVAJr.

KENNEL NOTES.
Kennel Notes are inserted without charge ; and blanks

(famished free) will be sent to any address.

NAJIES CLAIMED.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Thasmo Socie. By F. M. Thomas, Catskill, N. Y., for fawn pug
bitch, whelped Sept. 13, 1892, by Pug Bailey CTeddy—Trinketi out of
Thasmo Nell (Olo—Doll).
Lady Vix. By Thasmo Kennels, Catskill, N. Y., for red Irish setter

bitch, whelped June, 1891, by champion Chip (Quail } out of
Nora (Rory O'More ).

BRED.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Bessie Roy IL—Prince L. A. J. Lewis's (Central Falls, R, I.) English
setter bitch Bessie Roy IL (Cincinnatus Count—Bessie Roy) to his
Prince L. (Royal Prince 11.—Nina Laverack), Msy 13.

Sadie B.—Prince L. A. J. Lewis's (Central Falls, R. L) English set-
ter bitch Sadie B. (Warwick Albert—Princess Belton) to his Prince L.
(Royal Prince II.—Nina Laverack), March -3.

Maud Noble—Count Noble. Inwood Kennels' (Providence, R. I

)

Gordon setter bitch Maud Noble (Gyp—Fan) to their Count Noble
(Ben-Belle), May 28.

Neva B.—Alberts's Druid. R. H. Alberts, Jr.'s (FToboken, N. J.)
English setter bitch Neva B. (Pride of Dixie—Fairy Belle) to his Al
berts's Druid iSoudan—Gwynnie). Feb. 16.

Wonna Gladstone—Spex Noble^ R. H. Alberts, Jr.'s (Hoboken, N.
J.) English setter bitch Wonna Gladstone (Gun—Victoria Laverack) to
his Spex Noble (Count Roderigo-Queena), May 8.

Bessie Qirl—Axtel King Don, T. E. Roberts's (White Plains, N. Y.)
pointer bitch Bessie Girl (Voltaire—Ren ie) to Bronx Valley Kennels"
Axtel King Don (King Don—Meteor's Dell), May 13,

Sarie's Rose—Red Duke. W. Harte's (St. Louis, Mo.) Irish setter
bitch Harte's Rose (Duke Royal—Sunol) to his Red Duke (Beau Brum-
mel—Winnie II.), April 17.

Harte's Sally—Red Duke. W. Harte's (St. Louis, Mo.) Irish setter
bitch Harte's Sally (Chief of Tara—Shamrock Belle) to his Red Duke
(Beau Brummel—Winnie II.), April 27.

Harte's Besie—Red Duke. W, Harte's (St. Louis, Mo.) Irish setter
bitch Harte's Bessie (Carless—Jessie Loraine) to his Red Duke (Beau
Brummel—Winnie II.), March 8.

Alice—Hundesporfs Bergmann. Wm. Loefiaer's dachshund bitch
Alice to his Hundesport's Bergmann, April 19.

Li7ia K.—Hundesport's Bergmann. 'Wm. Loeffler's dachshund bitch
Lina K. to his Hundesport's Bergmann, AprU 30.

Seatchon—HundesporVs Bergmann. R. L. Surtees's dachshund
bitch Seatchon to Wm. LoefQer's Hundesport's Bergmann, May 10.
Polly—BundesporVs Bergmann. H. O. Schwarzrock's dachshund

bitch Polly to Wm. Loeffler's Hundesport's Bergmann, May 20.
Miss Fortune—Hundesport's Bergmann. Ch, Zeitelhack's dachs-

hund bitch Miss Fortune to Wm. Loeffler's Hundesport's Bergmann
May 16.

Miss Rogers—Racer, Jr. Shrewsbury Beagle Kennels' (Red Bank,
N. J.) beagle bitch Miss Rogers (champion Royal Krueger—Veiva) to
their champion Racer, Jr. (Racer—Vickey), June 20.
Hope—Racer, Jr. Shrewsbury Beagle Kennels' (Red Bank, N. J.)

beagle bitch Hope (Fleetwood—Countess) to their champion Racer, Jr.
(Racer—Vickey), ,Tune 17.

Romp C—Racer, Jr. Shrewsbury Beagle Kennels' (Red Bank, N.J)
beagle bitch Romp C. (Tony—Skippy) to their champion Racer, Jr
(champion Racer—Vickeyj, June 4.

Kate—Tony. F. H. Hoyt's (Sharon, Pa.) Italian greyhound bitch
Kate to his Tony (Dot—Tina), April 24.

Byron. F. H. Hoyt's (Sharon, Pa.) Italian greyhound bitch
(Roma—Pert) to his Byron (Winks—Idiom), May 18.

Pansy Blossom—Byron. F. H. Hoyt's (Sharon, Pa.) Italian grey
hound bitch Pansy Blossom (Dot—Tma) to his Byron (Winks—Idiom),
April J 7. •

Oip—Byron. M. H. Ranlett's <Rockland, Me.) Italian greyhound
bitch Gip to F, H. Hoyt's Byron (Winks—Idiom), May 27.
Leona—Byron. J. Hawkin's (liockviUe, Conn) Italian greyhound

bitch Leona to F. H. Hoyt's Byron (Winks—Idiom), June 9.

. Dolores—Byron. F. H. Hoyt's (Sharon, Pa.) Italian greyhound
bitch Dolores (Winks—Pansy Blossom ) to his Byron (Winks—Idiom')
May 13.

-^'

Trixie—Byron. F. H. Hoyt's (Sharon, Pa.) Italian greyhound
Wtch^Trixie (Wmks—Pansy Blossom) to his Byron (Winks—idiom),

Marguerite—Tot. Mrs. Moore's (Sharon, Pa.) Italian greyhound
bitch Marguerite (Milo—Pansy Blossom) to P. H. Hoyt's Tot (Elf-
Dream), June 12.

^

Bloomo II.—Duke of Hessen- Rinada Pointer Kennels' pointer bitchBloomo II. to Hempstead Farm's Duke of Hessen, May 5.
Colleen Baion— Romulus. D. Dows, Jr. (Brooklyn, N. Y ) Irish ter

rier bitch Colleen Bawn to Hempstead Farm's Komulus, March 9
Nellie—Fenian Boy. V. Moti s ( New York city) Irish terrier bitch

Nellie to Hempstead Farm's FeiUau Eov, March 9.

Madye—Woodmansterne Trefutl. H. McEwen's (Byron Ont ) colhe bitch Madge to Hempstead rarursWoodmansterne TrefoU Feb '^5

—Conrad iX B. K. Valentine's (Brooklyn. N. Y ) collie bit('h
to Hempstead Farju's Conrad IL, March ,1

'

"le uii,<,ii

Gem of Kippen—.sundford Druid. Hempstead Farm's (Hempstead
L. I.) pointer bitch Geui of Ki]jpfn to their Sandford Druid May 22

'

Hempstead Peggy-Pra wn. Hempstead Farm's (Hempstead L 'l :>

pointer bitch Hempstead Peggy (Duke of Hessen-Woolton Game) to
Mr. Hey wood- Lonsdale s Pi-awn. May 6.

Merrylega- Sandford Druid. Hempstea.l Farm's
( Hempstead, L. I.)

pointer bitch Merrylegs to their Sandford Druid, April 13
Zmeika-Groubian. Hempstead Farm's (Hempstead. L. I.) Russian

wolfhound bitch Zmeika to Seacroft Kennels' Groubian, May 10.

WHELPS.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Neva B. R. H. Alberts, Jr.'s CHoboken, N. J.) English setter bitch

aYk ''?'•. CPride of Di-xie-Fairy Belle). April 16, seven (five dogs), by his
Alberts's Druid (Soudau—Gwynnie). '

'

Sadie B, A. J. Lewis's (C5eniral Falls, R. I) English setter bitch
Sadie B. (Warwick Albert—Princess Belton), May 1, &ve (three does)by his Prince L. ' 6 .'i

'Lady Noble. Inwood Kennels' ("Providence. R. I ) Gordon setff»r

Nobte^Ben-Belfe^^"''"'^*'^^"''
^^'^ ^' ^^"^^

Drytime. 3. H. Watson's greyhound bitch Drytime, June 11, three
bitches, by his Royal Crest,

Belle. F M. Thomas's (Catskill, N. Y.) Irish setter bitch BeUe (Sars-
fleld—Red Flash), May 28, nine (six dogs), by his Thasmo Ned (Char he
W.—Lady Learnerd).
Prudence. Shrewsbury Beaele Kennels' (Red Bank, N. J.) beagle

bitch Prudence (Forest Boy—Lady Lee), June 21, four, by C. S. Wi.^-
om's champion Royal Krueger (champion Bannerman-Cora).

Tina. F. H. Hoyt's (Sharon, Pa.) Italian greyhound bitch Tina/,
May 30, three (two dogs), by his Byron.
Pert. F. H. Hoyt's (Sharon, Pa.) Italian greyhound bitch Pert, April

37, four (two dogs), by his Tony.
Pansy Blossom. F. H. Hoyt's (Sharon, Pa.) Italian greyhound bitch

Pansy Blossom (Doi^Tina), June 25, three (one dog), by his Byron.
Brunette. F. H. Hoyt's (Sharon, Pa ") Italian greyhound bitch Bru-

nette, May 14, three (one dog), by his Dante.

SALES.
Prepared BIank.s sent free on application.

Nellie L. Blue belton English setter bitch, whelped June 12, 1892, by
Pi-ince L. out of Sadie B., by A. J. Lewis, Central Falls, R. I., to J. H.
See, Providence, R. I.

Fred L. Black and tan English setter dog, whelped June 12, 1892. by
Prince L. out of Sadie B., by A. J. Lewis, Central Falls, R I., to C. E.
Bassett, Pawtucket, R. I.

Scamp. Black and tan dachshund bitch, whelped May 21, 1892, by
Windrush Rioter out of Lina K., by W. Loeffler, Milwaukee, Wis., to
M. Liebermann, Menominee, Mich.

Alice. Black and tan dachshund bitch, whelped Dec. 7, 1885, by
Waldmann H. out of Crawl, by W. Loeffler, Milwaukee, Wis., to M.
Liebermann, Menominee, Mich.
Miss Fortune. Black and tan dach.shund bitch, whelped Sept. 28,

1891, by Hundesport's Bergmann out of Lina K., by W. Loeffler, Mil-
waukee, Wis., to 0. Zeitelhack. JefTerson, Wis,

Cecil. Black and tan dacbshund bitch, whelped July 29. 1892. by
Hundesport's Bergmann out of Alice, by W. Loeffler, Milwaukee, Wis.,
to G. Knowles, same place.
Spartan. Chestnut and tan dachshund dog, whelped May 21, 1892,

by champion Windrush Rioter out of Lina K., by W. Loeffler, Milwau-
kee, Wis., to G. Knowles, same place.
Hektor and Black Crook. Black and tan dachshund dogs, whelped

July 26, 1892, by Hundesport's Bergmann out of Alice, by W. Loeffler,
Milwaukee, Wis., to R. L. Surtees, Brighton, Mich.
Milwaukee Jewel. Black and tan dachshund dog, whelped May 21,

1892, by champion Windrush Rioter out of Lina K., by W. Loeffler,
Milwaukee, Wis., to R. L. Surtees, Brighton, Mich.
Hilda. Chestnut and tan dachshund bitch, whelped May 21, 1893, by

champion Windrush Rioter out of Lina K,, by W. Loeffler, Milwaukee,
Wis., to W. Mariner, same place.
Hans. Ctie.stnut and tan dachshund dog, whelped July 26, 1892. by

Hundesport's Bergmann out of Alice, by W. Loeffler, Milwaukee,Wis.,
to W. Mariner, same place.
Gully the Great—Countess of Dufferin whelp. White bull-terrier

bitch, by Eberhart Pug Kennels, Cincinnati, 0.. to Dr. H. J. Groesbeck,
same place.
Topsy. Black and tan toy terrier, by Eberhart Pug Kennels, Cincin-

nati, O., to Bellevue Kennels, Newport, Ky.
Manola. Apricot fawn pug bitch, whelped Feb. 5, 1893, hj John

Bull out of Lady Verne, by Eberhart Pug Kennels, Cincinnati, 6.. to J.
S. Franz, Tampa. Fla.
Mignion. White French poodle bitch, by Eberhart 'Pug Kennels,

Cincinnati, O., to C. N. Miller, Covington, Ky.
Spex Noble. Black, white and ticked English setter dog, whelped

April 4, 1890, by Count Roderigo out of Queena, by Dr. Jas. E. Hair,
Bridgeport, Conn., to R. H. Alberts, Jr., Hoboken, N, J.
Alberts's Ruby. Black, white and tan English setter bitch, whelped

.Ian. 29, 1892, by Soudan out of Gwynnie, by R. H, Alberts, Jr., Hobo-
ken, N. J., to Dr. J. E. Hair, Bridgeport, Conn.
Thasmo Tip and Thasmo Top. White, black and tan fox-terrier

dogs, whelped Sept. 14, 1892, by HiUside Tarqutn out of Nora, by
Thasmo Kennels, Catskill, N. Y., to A. W. Waugh, Ridgewood, N J.
Thasmo Glad. Red Irish setter dog, whelped June 16, 1891, by Char-

lie W. out of Lady Learnerd, by Thasmo Kennels, Catskill, N. Y., to H.
•Jackson, Woodside, L. I.

Thasmo Ben. Fawn pug dog,whelped Jan. 4, 1893, by Pug Bailey out
of Thasmo Midget, by Thasmo Kennels, Catskill, N. Y., to Miss A.
Speechley, Coal Hill, Pa.
Pert. Fawn Italian greyhound bitch, by F. H. Hoyt, Sharon, Pa,, to

J. C. Carter, Manchester, Conn.
Ingomar. Fawn Italian greyhound, by Dante out of Marguerite, by

F. H. Hoyt, Sharon, Pa., to E. L. Chapman, Larned, Kan,

PRESENTATIONS.
Sir Archy. Pointer dog, by Ridgeview Dazzle out of Dauntless,

by Rinada Pointer Kennels, Massapequa, L. I., toWm. Fleiss, New
York city.

Maud Kippen. Pointer bitch, by Lad of Kiijpen out of Lady Scaron,
by Rinada Pointer Kennels, Massapequa, L. I., to C. Engelbrecht, Jer-
sey City, N. J.
Alice Carneal. Pointer bitch, by Lad of Kippen out of Lady Scaron,

by Rinada Pointer Kennels, Massapequa, L, L, to Quinton McGall,
Orange Valley, N. J.
Kip of Kippen. Pointer dog, by Lad of Kippen out of Lady Scaron,

by Rinada Pomter Kennels, Massapequa, L. I., to Henry Werner, Ho-
boken, N. J.

Don Kippen. Pointer dog, by Lad of Kippen out of Lady Scaron,
by Rinada Pointer Kennels, Massapequa, L. I., to W. Damon, Brook-
lyn, N. Y.
Boston. Pointer dog, by Ridgeview Dazzle out of Dauntless, by

Rinada Pointer Kennels, Massapequa, L. I., to W. E. Lewis, Norwalk,
N. Y.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
There is no charge for answering questions under this head. All

questions relating to ailments of dogs will be answered by Dr. T. Q.
Sherwood, a member of the Royal College of 'Veterinary Surgeons.
Communications referring to other matters connected with Kennel
Management and dogs vnll also receive careful attention.

A. H., Boston, Mass.—Consult our advertising columns. The Cum-
berland Kennels, Nashville, Tenn.

J. H. P., Sistersville, W. Va.—You are right. The momentary stop-
ping of the dog cannot be called a false pomt. Reading is the act of '

the dog in following footscent.

G. G. H., Saratoga Springs, N. Y.—Will you kindly give me the ex-
tended pedigree of the Irish terrier Bruce, by Peter IL out of Kate;
his winnings are, very high com.. New York, 1892, and high com.,
Brooklyn, 1893. Ans. Bruce is not registered, and neither are his sire

,'

and dam in the English Stud Book, therefore we are unable to give^
pedigr ees.

fuc}fting<

FIXTURES.

17. Rhode Island, Cup. ^^zi. N Y Y R A f'pnian t t j
20. Monatiquot, Ladies' Day,Wey- 27. Fall RivertLadl^''S Moun^moutii. Hod© Bav
22. Mos. Fleet, Cham., So. Boston. 28. Savin Hill Moonlight q^ii

22. Beverly, 3d Open Sweep, Mon. wich, Conn '
^'^'^

2-2. Sa^ri^ill union Race, Dor-
^9"^' Co.'.. San|Van.. Masqu^^^

^ '^ound. 29. Mmnetonka, club race.

Darie s Bessie. W. Harce s (St Louis, Moj Irish setter bitch Harte's
B^ssle ( Careless—Jessie Lorauie), May 11. six (three dogs) bv his Red
Duke (Beau Brummel-champion Witmie II.).

» xveu

I flE summary of the British races which we give this week shows
several mteresting facts. In the first place the breakdowns have
been frequent in all the large boats, and each m turn ha.g been kept
out of races to make repairs. As to the merits of the four new
yachts, Valkyrie is thus far first and Britannia second, but Sata-
nita has sho«-n much greater .speed of late, and with further tuning
up IS hkely to give trouble to Britannia after Valkyrie leaves for
America. Calluna has not been fully tried under her new rig and it
IS impossible to say where she will be at the end of the season

, Most
of the races have teen sailed in light weather, and only one or tw6
in a sea and wind, so that Valkyrie's superiority under these cir-
cumstances is decidedly in her favor. Nothing has yet been said
about her starting for New York, and as it will take from one to
two weeks for her to fit out for the trip, and three to four weeks
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more to cross, she is not likely to be here before the middle or even
the end of ,-August. ^

Without accepting as true all the extravagant reports that have
been published of Jubilee's great speed and of 18 to 14 knots with
nothing to hurry her, it is a fact that the yacht has been going very
•well on her trials, and this from the start, before she is fully rigged
and in good condition. From all accounts she carries her canvas
ably and steers easily, and will require no material alterations of lead

or spars, a very important thing in favor of a new yacht. She has not
tried her centerboards as yet, but is stiff and handles well without
them. After some days' sailing about Marblehead and a very success-

ful brush with Volunteer, she has returned to Lawley's for the final

finishing.

But little is heard of the two Herreshoff yachts Colonia and Vigi-

laut, as they are sailing quietly about Bristol, out of the way of chance
observers, but report says that Colonia will be hauled out for the addi-

tion of some lead to her keel. It is also reported that Vigilant is still

leaking a little. Colonia is to have a new mainsail, made by Wilson &
Silsby, the first one not being entirely satisfactory. Pilgrim is still at

Constitution Wharf, Boston, the work of fitting out going on very

slowly, and it is doubtful whether she will be ready for trial this week.

She has been delayed in ironwork, blocks and other fittings, and to an
extent that is likely to be felt in her early races.

The news was received in New York on Simday that Navahoe had
just passed in by the SciUy Islands, presumably after a successful

passage. Her spars are awaiting her at Southampton, and she should

be ready for sailing by about July 19, so that she will have ten or

twelve days before the regatta of the Royal London Y. C. on July 31,

the first race she will be able to start in, as the fleet has not yet re-

turned from the North. Tom Diaper, the old racing skipper of Nor-

man, Valkyrie and other famous racers, has been engaged for the

season by Mr. Carroll as pilot. Navahoe reached Cowes shortly after

noon on Sunday, Lord Dunraven being one of the first to visit her.

Elapsed.
3 12 33
2 22 15
3 33 20
2 84 05
Withdrew.

3 24 00
3 28 47
2 37 53
3 41 51

3 48 00
3 47 59

3 13 57
3 44 57
2 44 20
3 43 02
Withdjew.

2 41 17
2 04 05
2 37 55
3 87 03
3 37 07

1 14 17
1 16 48
1 20 07
1 24 30
1 27 40
Withdrew.

Queen Mab has at last reached New York after a long and severe

passage, ai-riving at Tebo's on July 9, in tow of a tug from Bermuda.
She will refit at once, so as to be ready for the races of the New York
Y. C. cruise.

The weather about New York for the past two weeks has been in

marked contrast to that which prevailed during the June regattas, the

winds having been quite strong from N.W. or west, making very fine

sailing.

An unusual number of heavy blows, ranging from a severe thunder-

storm up to a cyclone have been reported throughout the country,

and much damage and even loss of life has resulted on land, as well

as afloat. On Saturday evening a number of boats and small yachts

were capsized about New York, and several persons drowned; and on

Sunday afternoon Chicago was visited by a very severe windstorm,

which swept the Lake, capsizing one shoal sloop and drowning four or

five persons, while there is reason to fear that several other boats met
the same fate. However necessary the shoal wide centerboard yacht

may be in some localities, it is little less than murder to take out a

party of ladies and children in such a craft, and the use of them by the

careless or ignorant is almost equivalent to suicide. The number of

fatal capsizes thus far this season, most of which we have made no

mention of, is really serious; hardly a week passed without news of

the drowning of one or more persons through the use of capsizable

and unseaworthy yachts.

Cape Ann T. C. Open Regatta.
GLOUCESTER—MASSACHUSETTS BAY.

Saturday, July 8.

The Cape Ann Y. C. of Gloucester, Mass., sailed a very successful
regatta on Saturday, the wind being light at times, but the yachts
making a good race in the various classes. The little Exile did some
fine sauing, beating all but one of the lai-ger boats on even lime. The
times were:

FIRST CLASS.
Length. Elapsed. Corrected.

Chieftain, A. Brown 31.01 3 12 33 1 38 19

Magic, E. C. Neal 31.07 3 22 15 1 43 27

Adonis. M. Warren 28.04 2 23 20 1 46 04

Mary E., A. Bishop 35.10 2 84 05 1 53 34

Keewaydin, J. B. Burnham 27.04
SECOND CLASS.

Spurt, D. B. Pierce 31.09

Judith, W. Pigeon 23.04

Viola, D. Eraser 23.08

Mavis, C. Brown 21.06

Vivian, F. E. Beckman 22.00

Augusta, Trusdale 33.08
THIRD CLASS.

.

ExUe, J. F. SmaU 21.07

Yankee Maid, E. S. Stanley 19.04

Gleam, P. J. Lowell 30.01

Lotus, A. Penton 19.03

Mocking Bird, McLaughlin 19.03
FOURTH CLASS.

Chippie, W.E. Tucker 16.09

Live Yankee, H. T. Moody 17.11

Rodie, G. Rodigrass.. 15.08

Madcap, C. A. Elmer 16.08

Alice, W. G. Wilson 17.01
FIFTH CLASS.

Wizard, C. E. Cartright. 15.04

Vorna, J. W. Woodward .14.08

Flirt, H. Wheeler .14.05

Dot, W. F. Douglass 14.08

Prema, F. N. Balch 14.06

Minnie D. A. Center 15.04
Dot protested Wizard and Madcap protested Rodie, but neither pro-

test held. The judges were Fi anklin Davis, Henry A. Norwood and J.

R. Pringle.

Monatiquot Y. C. First Championship Race.
WEYMOUTH—BOSTON HARBOR.

Saturday, Jidy S.

The first championship race of the Monatiquot Y. 0. was sailed on
Saturday in a strong S.W. wind, the yachts being reefed.down. The
times were:

FIRST CLASS.
Elapsed. Corrected.

Beatrice, John Oavanagh 1 47 00 1 18 37

Moondyne, A. J. Shaw 1 48 59 1 19 58

Gypsy Disabled.
SECOND CLASS.

Opeeche, W. H. Barker 1 35 38 1 08 08

Diadem, L. W. Hayward. 1 40 20 1 11 34

Aurisa, H. M. Faxon 1 39 45 1 12 20

Gypsy held first place from the starr, but broke her boom and with-

drew. The judges were T. P. WiUey, Dana Smith, F. H. Cowing.

1 44 00
1 50 00
2 50 00
2 01 00
3 08 00
2 10 00

1 84 10
1 84 10
2 01 30
1 59 34

1 43 00
1 44 00
1 47 00
1 49 00
1 49 00

1 51 48
1 54 00
1 57 00
2 01 43
2 04 48

Corinthian Y. C. Club Regatta.
MARBLEHEAD—MASSACHUSETTS BAY.

Tuesday, July !,.

The Corinthian Y. C, of Marblehead, sailed a very good race, the
seventieth regatta, on July 4, the courses being: For second and third
classes from judges' line, leaving Buoy 3, Midchannel Rocks, Buoy 4,

(W.S.W. Eagle Island), Halfway Rock and Bell Buoy on outer
breakers ofE Pig Rocks on starboard. Tinker's Island, Tom Moore's
Rocks and Buoys 1 and 3 on port to finish, 11 miles; and for fourth and
special classes from judges' line, leaving Buoy 3, Midchannel Rock and
Cat Island on starboard. Buoys 1 and 3 on port to finish, 6)^ miles. The
times were:

SECOND CLASS.
Length. Elapsed. Corrected.

Susie, W. W. Keith 28.06 2 13 33
Madge, W. W. Wendell 3 16 43

THIRD CLASS.
Reaper, H- P. Benson 24.00 3 04 58 3 03 44
Freak, A. L. Cochrane 25.10 2 02 16 2 02 10

FOURTH CLASS.
Korali, A. F. Robbins 23.04 1 38 53 1 38 33
Madge, W. N. Thayer 22.09 1 45 38 1 44 46
Typhoon, J. T. Taylor 23.09 1 48 15 1 48 16

CLASS A, SPECIAL.
Gladys, W. P. Fowle 1 31 22 1 31 22
Bryhill, N. D. Smith 1 49 57 1 32 57
Marena, W. Taylor 1 40 43 1 32 43
Keewaydin, J. L. Burnham, Jr 1 37 04 1 33 04
Iris, G. Owen, Jr 1 52 38 1 40 28
Modoc, A. P. Loring 1 59 51 1 44 51

CLASS B, SPECIAL.
Nina, E. Y. C 1 59 58 1 49 58
Carl, H. C. w. Poster 1 53 59 1 41 59
Kraken, P. Chase 1 44 45 1 44 45
Betsy, T. Jones 1 55 45 1 47 43
Delphine. C. M. Barker 1 51 26 1 45 26
Pinta, E. Y. C 3 02 28 1 52 28
Francis, S. H. Wheeler 2 00 45 1 48 45
Don, L. N. Burlen 2 18 00 1 58 00
Jane, 0. W. Parker 1 55 37 1 47 57
Teal, C. T. Lee 1 06 08 1 51 08
The winners were: Second clas, Susie, $10; third class. Freak, $10;

fourth class, Koorali, SIO; special class A, Gladys, $10; Keewaydin, $7,
andMarena, g5; special class B, Carl, SlO; Kraken, $7, and Delphine,

Kill Von KuU Y. C. Open Regatta.
PORT HIOHMOMD—NEWARK BAY.

Tuesday, July k.

The Kill von Kull Y. C, of Port Richmond, Staten, Island, sailed an
open regatta on July 4, over a 5-mile triangle off the club house, at
the junction of Newark Bay and the Kill von Kull, two rounds being
sailed in a fresh N.W. wind that capsized the Maggie P. at the start.

The times were:
CLASS O—JUNIOR AND OPEN SLOOPS, 22 TO 28fT.

Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.
Lizzie C, E. Lissenden 12 40 00 2 53 50 1 35 50 1 33 50

ClJiSS D—OPEN SLOOPS, 22 TO 18ft.

Just Woke Up, W. HousemaDl2 39 00 2 13 00 1 84 00 1 27 53
Cyclone, R. Edwards 12 45 00 2 50 30 2 05 30 1 57 41

CLASS E—JUNIOR AND MAINSAIL. UNDER 18FT.
Unknown, W. Van Buskirk. ..12 45 55 2 12 42 1 54 47 1 39 07

CLASS Q—OPEN OATS, 26 TO 'OFT.
Miami, C. Notz 12 03 35 3 45 55 2 02 20 1 57 54
Torment, W. Houghwout. . . .12 43 05 2 57 53 1 48 48 1 36 16

CLASS 1—OPEN CATS, 20 TO 18PT., SHIFTING BALLAST.
Bon Ton, E. Post 12 42 55 2 21 38 1 38 43 1 26 53
Playmate, James A. Hart . . .13 43 .35 2 25 26 1 11 50 1 33 66

CLASS 1—OPEN CATS, STATIONARY BALLAST.
Etha Laura, I. Anderson 13 43 46 2 45 55 2 02 10 1 51 02
Lillian. John Croak 12 44 05 2 46 30 2 02 25 1 53 00
Dora D., Bayonae Y. C 12 45 13 2 32 10 1 46 57 1 37 32

CLASS J—OPEN OATS UNDER 18fT.

Mist, J. Sandford 12 47 55 2 42 12 1 54 17 1 43 02
Shamrock, R Johnson 12 48 00 Did not finish.

Millie, E. A. Passmore 12 47 55 2 38 85 1 50 40 1 87 33
Maggie P., C. Lissenden 12 48 30 Did not finish.

CLASS K—OPEN CATS UNDER 17FT.

Wide Awake, H. Fisher 12 45 .55 3 54 28 2 06 28 1 47 48
Topsy, T D. Nolan 12 27 55 Not timed.
Irving H., J. I. Houseman. . . .12 <i7 10 2 44 05 1 56 55 1 .39 21

Mr. E. M. Post's fast Bon Ton won the prize for best elapsed time.
The judges were R. K. McMurray. Staten Island Athletic Club, and

Frank Fisher, Kill von Kull Y. C, and the rngatta committe were
George Ross, H. E. Euell, George Swartout, Frank Fisher and T. F.
Donovan.

Audubon Y. C. Annual Regatta.
NEW Y'OBK—HUDSON RIVER.

Tuesday, July k.

The fifth annual regatta of the Audubon Y. C, of 153d street. New
York, was sailed on July 4 in a fresh N.W. wind, the course being a 6

mile triangle on the Hudson River, two rounds making 12 miles. The
times were:

CLASS 1—OPEN SLOOPS.
Elapsed. Corrected.

Lizzie F., M. Flint 8 32 00 3 83 00
Hilma, J. Kursteiner Withdrew.
Agnes N., Henry Kennel Withdrew.

CLASS 8—CABIN SLOOPS.
Alta, W. L. Frost 8 28 20 3 23 30
Aller, Baker & Osborn 3 20 45 3 14 28
Winona, J. E. Grover 3 :32 35 3 24 30

Clara R., V. Schnitz Withdrew.
Theresa K., G. Kohlasch 4 11 13 3 58 28

CLASS 8—OPEN CATBOATS OVER 20FT. WATERLINE.
Pauline B., O. S. Raymond 8 19 18 3 17 15

Frankie V., A. B. Van Riper 8 53 87 3 49 22

Bonaflde, J. J. Murphy. . . , Withdrew.
CLASS 4—OPEN CATBOATS UNDER SOFT. WATERLINE.

H. C. Miner, Chas. Rea B 31 55 8 81 55

J. L. MiUer, J. Luther Withdi'ew.
Julia, C. Walden Withdrew.
The winners were Lizzie F., Alta (Aller, second prize), Pauline B.

and H. 0. Miner. The judges were C. J. Leach, Daniel Sherman and
J. S. Birrell.

American Y. C. Naphtha Launch Race.
MILTON POINT—LONG ISLAND SOUND.

Tuesday, Jidy U.

The American Y. C. has made no attempt to hold its usual saiUng
regatta this year, but on July 4 a special race for naphtha launches
took place, the course being four miles out on the Sound and return.
There were two classes. 30ft. and under, and over 30ft., the allowances
being based both on length and power, 24 seconds per foot or fraction
of a foot, and 40 seconds per H. P. per mile. naut. The times were as
follows;

CLASS I—OVER 80ft.
Start. Finish.

Cleopatra, Alex. Stein 2 34 06 3 31 20

Rambler, W. D. Ellis 2 84 57 3 39 15

lota, Jacob Lorillard 2 34 09 2 36 06
CLASS 2—UNDER 30FT.

Start. Finish.

Daisy, D. P. Duffle 2 35 33 3 54 26

Argo, C. F. Street 2 36 33 4 03 22

Halc.yon, D. S. Hammond . .2 33 42 3 55 26

The prices were won by lola and Daisy.

The regatta committee included George W. Hall, William S. Alley,
Stephen W. Roach, IsaiahPaxson and John E. Hegeman, Jr.

Mosquito Fleet Y. C.

CITY POINT—BOSTON HAEBOB.

Saturday, July 8.

The Mosquito Fleet Y. C. of South Boston sailed a championship
race on Saturday in a strong S.W. breeze, the times being:

FOURTH CLASS—5 MILES.
Length. Elapsed. Corrected.

Tantrum, F. D.Perkins 14.11 1 06 55 1 06 50

Kismet. Norman & Andrews 14.11 1 10 03 1 09 58

Annie, E. H. Rich 14.10 1 13 20 1 13 10

Spook, Fred Lynch 14.10 1 14 10 1 14 00
SIXTH CLAS? —2 MILES.

Cigarette, Jr., E. P. Sharp , .
.1" .00 0 30 25 0 27 35

Tantrum and Cigarette, Jr., each w in a leg. Iota, fin-keel, capsized
before the race.

Elapsed. Corrected.
0 57 14 0 49 46
1 04 18 1 04 18
1 02 17 0 49 08

Elapsed. Corrected.
1 19 03 1 09 03
1 36 59 1 24 03
1 21 44 1 20 32

Riverside Y. C. Annual Regatta.
RIVERSIDE—LONG ISLAND SOUND.

Saturday, July 8.

The Riverside Y. C. was specially fortunate in having a fine south-
west wind for its regatta on Saturday, and with a fleec of :30 yachts
there was plenty of spore for the guests and members on the club
steamer Alcedo, as well as for the various crews. The courses were:
Course 1, for sloops and cutters: From a line marked by two

stakeboats anchored southwest of Capt. Knapp's Island, to black
buoy off eastern end of Little Captain's Island, keeping same on star-

board hand, to black buoy off Matinicock Point, keeping same on port
hand to black buoy off Centre Island Reef, keeping same on port
hand, thence to starting line. The black buoy on the east end of Lit-

tle Captain's Island is to be passed on port and red buoy off western
end of Grpenwich Point to be passed on starboard returning; 17

nautical miles.

For all yawls, catboats, and jib and mainsail boats: From a line

marked by two stakeboats anchored southwest of Capt. Knapp's
Island, to black buoy off eastern point of Little Oeptain's Island,
keeping same on starboard, thetice around a stakeboat four miles
south southwest, leaving it on port, then around astakeboat four miles
east by north, leaving same on iiort hand, thence home, keeping Flat
Neck Buoy on starboard and black buoy off eastern end of Little Cap-
tain's Island Light on port; 13 nautical miles.
The wind was fresh from southwest throughout the race. The

times were:
SLOOPS

—

60pt. class.
Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected

Eleanor 12 48 59 8 30 23 3 41 24 2 15 07
Whitby 12 50 00 3 30 08 3 49 08 2 S3 48
Nirvana 12 50 00 3 37 14 2 47 14

SLOOPS AND CUTTERS—50fT. CLASS.
Moccasin 12 45 46 3 25 37 3 39 51 3 10 11
Alcedo 13 49 48 8 38 23 2 48 35 2 13 57
Zingara 13 58 09 4 09 20 3 18 20
Alice 12 50 00 3 56 20 3 06 20 3 34 05

SLOOPS AND CDTTERS-40FT. CLASS.
Daffodil 12 47 00 3 38 51 2 51 51 3 16 43
Eurybia 12 47 44 3 47 58 3 00 14 2 24 81

Kathleen 12 46 24 3 40 15 2 53 51 8 51 11

Nomad 12 46 24 3 53 32 8 13 OS
Vorant 12 46 85 8 46 19 2 59 44 3 18 44

SLOOPS—25ft. CLASS.
Alma 13 48 21 4 11 30 3 83 09 8 25 53
Pyxie 12 47 58 3 54 00 3 06 02 3 08 40
Vee Vee 12 46 42 Did not finish.

YAWLS

—

35ft. CLARS.
Audax , , 12 53 57 8 29 19 2 85 83 1 59 31

Kittie 12 52 24 8 40 45 2 48 21 8 10 87
CABIN CATS—30ft. crass.

Aura 12 54 10 3 87 05 3 42 46 2 03 48
Almira 12 51 44 3 28 00 3 .36 16 1 57 40
Myrtle 12 51 47 3 38 00 2 46 16 8 05 83
Twflight 13 54 29 3 51 51 2 57 32
Wenonah 12 5:3 07 3 45 22 2 52 15 8 09 19

cabin cats—25ft. class.
Pearl 12 53 07 3 50 13 2 58 11 2 12 57
Nahma 12 51 42 Did not finish.

White Cap 12 55 00 Did not finish.

Tabitha 12 51 56 3 45 37 3 53 41 Not meas.
OPEN SLOOPS—20FT. class.

La Puce 12 54 54 Did not finish.

OPEN CATS—35ft. class.
Gertrude 13 51 43 3 50 34 2 58 .51 2 08 09

OPEN CATS—20FT. class.
Phyllis 12 52 34 Did not finish.

The regatta committee included C. T. Pierce, P. B. Jones and W. A.
Huffington. Oconee did not start, as her owner was a member of the
regatta committee. A reception was held at the club house in the
evening.

Volunteer Sailing Club.

NEW HAVEN HARBOR.

Tuesday, July I,,

The Volunteer Sailing Club of New Haven, Conn., sailed its second
annual regatta on July 4 over the regular four-mile course on New
Haven harbor. The race was started at 11:30 A.M. in a moderate
N.W. wind. The times were:

CLASS 1—SHARPIES 17 TO 20FT.
Length. Elapsed. Corrected.

Veto, L. F. Conklm 17.07 0 51 33 0 .51 33
Maggie, J. H. Jooss 17.07 Not limed.

CLASS 2—SHARPIES 14 TO 17FT.
Lassie, J. Johnson 15.06 1 03 30 1 01 00
Lottie, G. W. Verwholt 15.01 0 59 40 0 56 40
Belle. L. M. Cooney 15.00 0 .54 40 0 .51 34
Trixy, R. W. Judd 14.10 0 59 50 0 56 33

CLASS 3—SHARPIES UNDER 14fT.
Volunteer, A. Halflnger 13.06 1 03 00 0 58 06
Nanna, S. H. Bennett 13.02 Not timed.

CfLASS 4—SLOOPS AND CATS UNDER 17fT.

Whisper. Wm. Maier 16.09 0 48 90 0 47 00
Veneta, P. F. Upson 15.09 0 55 00 0 .54 00
Wasp, Wm. Pflueger 10.11 1 01 SO 0 54 43

This race is the second of a series of three. The first was sailed oa
May 30 and the last will be sailed on Sept 4; prizes will then be
awarded for the best records in each class.

Race committee, J. W. E. Johnson, chairman; F. F. Upson, Bernard
McDermott, B. W. Rhea. G. W. Daymon, Judge.

Dorchester Y. C. Second Championship Race.
DORCHESTER—^BOTON HARBOR.

Saturday, July 8.

The Dorchester Y. C. sailed its second championship race on Satur-
day in a strong S. W. wind, the yachts being reefed. The times were:

FIRST CLASS.
Elapsed. Corrected.

Mudjikeewis, W. P. Whitmarsh 1 35 06 1 09 37
SECOND CLASS.

Wasp, Woodsum and Ladd 1 21 23 0 53 58

Halcyon, Carl Pohlson withdrew.
THIRD CLASS.

Flora Lee, C. D. Lannmg 1 20 15 0 49 03
Pearl, Teale and Wing 1 43 00 1 13 43

Meteor, C. E. Bockus withdrew.

Savin Hill Y. C. Club Race.
SAVIN HILL—BOSTON HARBOR.

Saturday, July S.

The Savin Hill Y. 0. had some exciting racing on Saturday, two of
the yachts capsizing. The larger one, Romance, is one of the widest
and most powerful of the 31ft. class, carrying a very large sail plan.

The times were:
SPECIAL CLASS,

Elapsed. Corrected.
Romance, L. Sears , Capsized.

OTBST GLASS.
Adolph, H. F. Moebs 1 40 15 1 U 54

SECOND CLASS.
Egeria, F. L. Howard 1 24 50 0 57 06
Onoqua, L. A. Horton 1 88 30 1 01 11

THIRD CLASS.

Agnus, J. T. Bache 1 25 00 0 53 87
FOURTH CLASS.

Midget, W. H. Besarick 1 01 ,37 0 37 38

Smash, C. E. Hodges 1 03 37 0 .38 10

Merkyn, Percy Hodges Capsized.

Squantum Y. C. Opening Race.
QCINCY-BOSTON HARBOR.

Tuesday, July U.

The first race of the Squantum Y. C. was sailed on July 4 in a
squally northwest wind, the times being:

FIRST CLASS.
Length. Elapsed. Corrected.

Ineta, H. Flood 36.07 S 37 05 8 06 40
Gretchen, J. N. Tewksbury, Jr. . . ... ...25.09 8 40 17 3 09 01

JIB AND MAINSAIL.
Inez, C. A. Jenkins 19.00 1 31 58 1 13 58

Aleta. J. S. Burch 16.06 2 37 55 3 04 40
THIRD CLASS.

Estella, Burrell & Bryden 17.00 1 22 18 0 59 33
West Wind, C. F. Marr 16.03 1 23 38 0 59 57

The judges were E. A. Snow, F. E- Badger and J. E. Drew.

Jamaica Bay Y. C. Annual Regatta.
ROCKAWAY BEACH—JAMAICA BAY.

Tuesday, July U-

The members of the Jamaica Bay Y. C. celebrated both the opening
of their new club house and the national holiday with a regatta for

two classes of catboats, sailed in a fresh N. W. wind, the courses being
20 and 15 miles. The times were:

CLASS A—CABIN CATS 20FT.' AND OVER.
Start. FinislL Elapsed.

Tessie S., O. L. Schwenke 2 31 45 4 19 .35 1 47 .50

Leisure, Wm. Sheer 2 31 10 4 20 35 1 49 85

Bennie B., L, U. PearsaU 3 31 20 Withdrew.
Truant, F. La Fence 3 33 15 4 29 40 1 56 35

Josie P., Charles Frey 2 46 20 Withdrew.
CLASS B—CATBOATS 17FT. AND UNDER.

Edith. Charles Wood 2 46 20 4.39 50 1 53 30

Nettie, L. M. Pearsall 2 52 05 8 47 00 5 54 55

Leisure wine, beating Tessie by 55s. corrected time; Nettle wins in

her class.
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Boston City Regatta.
BOSTON HARBOR.

Tuesday, July 4.

The annual open regatta of the city of Boston was sailed as usual
on July 4 in a moderate westerly breeze of sufficient force at all times
to make a good race; while with some 70 starters the sight from City
Point was a fine one. The courses were:
For first and second classes: From judges' steamer down West way,

leaving Thompson and Rainsford islands on starboard, Long and
Greorge's island and Point Allerton buoy 3 on port, and back through
the Narrows, leaving Fort Warren, Gallup's isla.nd and Nix's Mate
bell buoy oii port, buoy 6, Lower Middle, on port, buoy 7, Castle
island, on port, to flagboat anchored off Marine Park pier, leaving it

on port, passing between judges' steamer and iiagboat; 13 miles.
For thii'd, fourth and special (21ft.) classes: From starting line,

leaving Old Harbor buoy No. 4, Dorchester bay, on port, Black buoy
No. 1 (nearly opposite) on port, Castle island buoy No. 7 on starboard,
Sculpin Ledge buoy on port, buoy No. 6, Lower Middle, Castle island
buoy No. 7 and flagboat off Marine Pajk on port, passing between
Judges' steamer and flagboat; 8 miles.
For the mosquito class and Whitehall boats: From starting point

leaving buoy No. 4, Dorchester bay on port, buoy No. 1 (nearly oppo-
site No. 4) on port, buoy No. 7 on port, flagboat off Marine Park on
port, passing between judges' steamer and flagboat; 4 miles.
The times were:

FIRST CLASS—KKKLS.
Elapsed. Corrected.

Oracle. M. J. Sughrue 3 06 58 2 35 17

Camilla, John Blanchard 3 12 34 2 37 00
Mamie Withdrew.
Saturn Withdrew,

CKNTERBOARDS.
Violet, H. J. McKee 2 47 39 2 15 23
Maggie, E. C. Neal 2 51 24 2 16 11

LamoDt, J. N. Green 3 54 19 2 23 00
Neptune, Neptune Associates. 2 58 00 2 30 12

SKCOtTD CLASS—KEELS.
Swordflsh, Hall and Johnson 2 58 37 2 15 27
Wasp, William Nolan 8 13 17 2 84 56
Sadie. A. J. Schultz 3 21 4S 2 42 42
Ella May Withdrew.
Emma L Withdrew.
Hope .Withdrew.

CKNTBRBOABDS.
Harbinger, William Daly, Jr 2 35 35 1 57 89

Beatrice, John CavanaKh 2 45 41 2 03 06

White Fawn. A. E. Jones. . 2 47 41 2 04 33

Climax, M. F. Kelly 2 51 44 2 11 26

Moondyne, H. G. Shaw 3 01 40 2 19 31

Awllda, J. J. BUgh 3 02 29 2 20 04

Minnie R., T. D. Rice 3 01 47 2 20 14

THIRD CLASS—OENTERBOAHDS.
Hiladee, S. N. Small 1 16 59 0 49 09
Ustane, Karshick 1 20 18 0 50 32
Spurt, b. P. Pierce 1 22 23 0 51 46

Gipsy, H. R. Drinkwater 1 20 04 0 54 04

Good Luck, J. B. FarreU 1 23 11 0 m 19

Black Cloud, S. H. Taylor 1 21 07 0 53 47
Wapiti, H. L. Stickney I 23 22 0 55 06
Vivian, F. C. Deckman 1 27 58 0 59 01

Noma, P. C. Fitzpatrick. 1 28 20 0 59 33
R. G., James Stuart 1 33 68 1 02 38
Ideal, F. Williams ....n**.* Capsized.

Judith, W. B. Pigeon > » 1 24 32 0 56 42
Helen, George Collins 1 26 06 0 59 19

Wahneta, Smith and Cobb 1 29 25 1 00 01
irODRTH CLASS—CKNTEHBOARDS.

Magpie. H. G. Otis 1 25 16 0 53 05
Arab, W. F. Scott 1 24 58 0 53 08
Harriet, L. H. Harrington 1 24 08 0 53 18
Aurise, H. M. Faxon 1 27 05 0 53 .37

Magpie, C. P. Pike 1 26 46 9 53 50
Egeria, L. T. Howard 1 25 16 0 54 14
Sunbeam, H. B. Faxon 1 24 53 0 54 21
Cadet, C. D. Smith 1 31 24 0 54 40
Flora Lee, C. D. Lanning 1 31 47 0 56 07
Keowa, A. W. Leonard 1 35 42 0 59 :58

Sadie, S. F. Temple 1 33 57 1 02 00
Elsie, Keating & DaUey 1 38 15 1 02 03
Don, W. W. Shaw ..1 38 20 1 02 55
Wraith, J. F. Berrigan 1 37 51 1 07 01

KEELS.
Astrea, B. M. Banner ,,...1 21 08 0 49 24
Topsy, C. M. Peterson 1 32 04 0 59 16
Composite, James Mclntyre 1 38 27 1 01 27
Phantom, G. M. Haselett 1 35 42 1 03 06
Ada, H. Bullard 1 38 41 1 04 01

JIB Am) UAIKSAILS,
Exile, J. p. SmaU. ." 1 10 13 0 40 21
Romance, Loring Sears 1 18 22 0 48 19
Eodie, George Rodigrass 1 28 27 0 51 02
Gleam, P. J. LoweU 1 24 38 0 53 13

MOSQUITO CLASS.
Tantrum, F. D. Perkins 0 40 29 0 20 47
Alpine, C. J. Blethen 0 40 .55 0 21 55
Tuxsene, C. B. Greenlow 0 45 49 0 34 07
Cuttv Sark, M. M. Torrenee 0 46 00 0 24 18
Laurel, J. K. Hutchins 0 45 32 0 25 18
Annie L. Rich 0 47 23 0 25 41

Bubble, J. P. Bullard 0 48 09 0 26 13
Prkicess, Samuel Ware 0 46 50 0 26 26
PhyUis, W. A. Connery 0 51 12 0 39 30
Spook, A. H. Andrews 0 49 44 0 80 02
Maniac, W. F. Norman 0 51 59 0 31 09
The winners were: First class keels, Gracie first prize, Camilla sec-

ond; first class centerboards, Violet first, Magic second; second class
keels. Swordflsh first, Wasp second, Saidee third; second class center-
boards, Harbinger first, Beatrice second. White Fawn third. Climax
fourth: third class centerboards, Hiladee first, Ustane second. Spurt
third, Gypsy fourth; third class keels, Judith lirst, Helen second,Wah-
neta third; fourth class centerboads, Magpie fii'st, Arab second, Har-
riett third; fourth class keels, Astrea first, Topsy second, Composite
third; 21ft. class. Exile first; mosquito class. Tantrum first, Alpine
second, Tuxsene third; WhitehaU boats, Nellie first, Nancy second,
Quickstep third, Alice fourth, Three Brothers fifth.

The judges were: Wm. Daly, Jr., chairman ; J. S. Gushing, James
Bertram, F. O. Vegelahn, C. J. Rushton, T. D. Rice, Harry Hutchin-
son, James Otis Fallon, Ambrose A. Martin.
The number of amateur designs among the winners is quite worthy

of note. Swordflsh was designed by John B. Paine, Ustane, Tantrum
and Exfle by T. J. Small, and HUadee by his brother, S. N. Small.
Strange to say, out of so large a fleet there were no protests, and

only one mishap, the capsizing of Ideal at the start. A special class
for fin-keels of over 28ft. was on the programme but had no entries.
Handsel being the only one elegible except the 46ft. (3armita.

son 20-rater Vreda made up the largest class, only Zelma and Dinah
being in the next. The com'se was a triangle of four mile sides, 24
miles for the larger yachts and 12 miles for 25ft. and I8ft. classes. The
day was perfectly clear and sky bright, with the lake as smooth as a
table, the wind being moderate from N.W. Vreda, saUed by Mr. Jar-
vis, was about 2m. astern at the end of the first round, but finally won
easilly. One of the buoys had been missing and a skifC anchored in

its place, most of the yachts turning it in the absence of the usual
buoy. When the 40-footers finished the first round they reported that
they had not found the buoy, and Dinah gave up, but Zelma, on learn-

ing the change, completed the second round. The tvM times were:
OTRST CLASS—START 10:50.

Finish Elapsed. Corrected.
Vreda 3 13 50 4 23 50 4 17 19

Onward 3 20 18 4 30 13 4 30 13

40ft. CLASS—start 10:50.

Zelma 4 46 25
Dinah Withdrew.

35ft. class—start 11 A.M.
Cyprus 4 35 25 5 35 25 5 35 25

Ripple 4 48 35 5 48 35 5 47 23
Edith Withdrew.

80ft. CLASS-start 11:10.

Vedette 4 04 50 4 54 50 4 54 50

Nadla 4 45 25 6 35 25 5 35 19

Latona Withdrew.
26ft. class—start 11:10.

Nox 2 04 25 2 44 25 3 43 58

Maud B 2 07 15 2 47 25 2 47 25

Salola 2 20 58 3 00 58 3 00 47

Nydia 2 39 15 3 19 15 3 07 56

18pt. class—start ll;20.

Dot 3 44 05
Pastime Disabled and withdrew.

White Bear Lake.
The White Bear Lake Yachting Association held a race on June 24

for the Gotziau prize in first class and the Kitten prize in second class,

the times being:
CATB0AT8.

Elapsed. Corrected.
Nushka, J. P. Ehner 1, 09 B4 . 1 09 55
Katherine, W. S. Morton 1 13 46 1 11 14
Albatross, W. H. Murray 1 13 25 Disq'lfi'd.

Bonnicastle, W. F, Swan 1 18 25 1 16 55
Galatea, Maj. Espey 1 17 15 Not meas.
Neko, O. L. Taylor. Broke her mast.

bloofs.
Wapsie, Sam Stickney , 1 10 23 1 08 .38

Valkyrie, G. Schelle , 1 13 86 1 12 49
Fortuna, J. M. Welch 1 14 38 1 12 14
Stranger, J. E. Ramaley .1 l4 03 Not meas.
Mischief, G. Fales 1 20 86 Not meas.
Nancy Ruth, L. Corning Withdrew.
Kitten, A. McKechnie Capsized.
Loon, R. Neely Withdrew.

Iiake T, R. A., Fii-st Regatta, Rochester Y. C.

CHASLOTTB—LAKE ONTARIO.

Tuesday, JuJy U.

The programme of the Lake Y. R. A. round of 1893 is shorter and
lless interesting than usual, and promises a smaller fleet and less good
racing. The start was made at Charlotte, N. Y., the port of Rochester
and the station of the Rochester Y. C. on July 4, the fleet gomg next
to Hamilton, where the regatta of the Royal Hamilton Y. C. was set
for July 8, and then continuing on to Toronto on July 10. where the
fleet will probably disband. The assembly at Charlotte, on Jidy 3

was quite small, Yama and other noted boats being absent. Cinder-

ella did not start, and the old New York sloop Onward with the Wat

American Model Y. C.

BROOKLYN—prospect PARK.

Tuesday, July U-

It is very discouraging, to say the least, that the American Model
Y. C. did not this time make a better showing than last year. The
yachts being very slow to come to the line, were debarred to a certain

extent from competing; then again the excuse was the wind was too
fickle, it being N.W., drawing to the westward in the afternoon. A
northwest wind on this lake is a great draw-back to good sailing, and
will always be. The only yacht to start in the second class was Comet,
going over the course once, thereby having a hollow victory, her time
being for the mile 11m. 45s.

The first class, called next, only three yachts starting in first heat,
Marguerite, Neola and Ohyiesa, the latter withdrawing after going
one-third of a mUe. Marguerite faUed to round the M na'le stake
and Neola won the heat. In the second heat Neola took the lead.

Marguerite soon after starting carried away her steering gear, putting
her out of race. Neola finished and won. The third class showed up
a little stronger, making quite an agreeable change from the previous
events, six yachts starting, Ampere winning from Star and Mignon in

the second heat by Im. 04s., and in the thire heat from Star by 2m. 18s.

:

SECOND CLASS—42 TO 48rN. L.W.L.
start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.

Comet, G. W. Townley. 10 44 00 10 55 45 11 45 ....
FIRST CLASS— 48 TO 53rN. L.W.L.—First Heat.

Marguerite, H. Fisher 11 45 00 Failed to round mark.
Neola, G. Pfeiffer 11 34 12 11 44 59 10 47 10 29}^
Ohyiesa, C. Van Ness 11 36 55 Withdrew.

Second Heat.
Marguerite U S4 33 Disabled.
Heota 11 54 15 12 05 36 11 21 11 033^
Ohyiesa did not start.

THIRD CLASS—35 TO 42iN. L.W.L., TRiANOtiLAR }4 MILK—First Heat.
Vesta, G. D. Casey ,..,.1 27 10 1 45 30 18 20 18 20
Dolphin, J. Smith 1 28 15 Withdrew.
Mignon, H. Fisher 1 26 55 1 41 47 14 52 14 38
Ampere, G. Pfeiffer 1 26 50 1 40 52 14 02 13 44
Star, G. W. Townley 1 27 35 1 41 40 14 05 13 43
Anna, G. 0. Meyer 1 27 36 Withdrew.

Second Heat.
Vesta 1 48 40 2 07 40 19 00 19 00
Dolphin Did not start.

Mignon 1 48 35 2 03 80 14 55 14 41
Ampere 1 48 30 2 02 25 13 55 13 37
Star 1 49 12 2 04 15 IE 03 14 41

Anna 1 48 55 2 08 27 19 82 19 17
Third and Final Heat.

Vesta 2 12 22 Not timed.
Dolphin , Did not start.

Migiion 2 12 15 2 27 54 15 39 15 25
Ampere 3 12 08 2 25 12 13 04 12 46
Star 2 12 58 2 28 34 15 36 15 14
Anna 2 12 31 2 29 50 17 19 17 04
July 1 the first leg for the Pfeiffer cup was sailed and won by Mar-

fuerite, Neola second. The winner wUl have to win It six times before
ecoming the owner of cup. Frank Nichols.

The Royal Novia Scotia Yacht Squadron.
Though practically isolated from the fellow clubs of the United

States and Canada, the Royal Nova Scotia Yacht Squadron, of Halifax,
N. S., has kept up a prosperous existence for some fifteen years, and
is now in a flourishing condition, with a fleet of thirtj' odd yachts, and
an active membership of 250. The club is noted for its hospitality to
visiting yachtsmen, and the honorary fist contains the names of Lieut.
Henn, Com. Colt and other foreign visitors. Last year the club safied
thirteen races as foUows: Percent.

Rating. Starts. Firsts. 1st. 2d. 3d.
Wynn, cut., Wm. Yotmg 3.6 7 57 4 1 0
Youla cut., H. M. Wylde 3.4 11 54i^ 6 2 1

Etienne, si., I. E. Butler 2.8 5 40 2 1 0
Lenore, cut., F. H. Murray....3.7 12 8}^ 1 4 2
Minnehaha, si., F. K. Warren..3.0 4 0 0 1 1

Psyche, cut., Bell and James.. 3.0 1 0 0 0 1

Mentor, cut., R. R. Kennedy 3 0 0 0 1

Prizes.—Wynn won the Ruth cup. Lord Alex. Russell's cup and $30,
and first ladies' prize. Youla took the Wintrel Banks cup, the
Wenonah cup, the Chauncy cup (final win) and $67, and Capt. Leonard
Russel'scup. Etienne carried off the Lansdowne cup and §28; Lenore
the second ladies' prize and $40; Minnehaha $10, and Psyche and
Mentor $5 each.
The fixtures for this year are 11 in number, beside the annual cruise.

The oflicers are: Com., Jas. Eraser; Vice-Corn., Jas. W. Stairs; Rear-
Com., John E. Butlei-; Secretary, H. M. Wylde, box 520. Halifax, N. S.

;

Hon. Trea-iu-er, A. E. Jones; Measurers, F. H. Bell and H. Flower,
Halifeix; F. W. Hindmau, Charlottetown, and J. Rudolf, Lunenburg;
Mr. Thos. Manning is the hon. agent of the squadron in New York.
Two special cups were presented last winter, by Com. A. C. Edwards
and Mr. L. J. Hesslein, to be raced for imder special conditions, the first

for the 3-rating class, excluding new yachts with outside lead
baUast, the second and annual handicap prize for all classes, to be
owned by the member winning it twice.

Shrewsbury Y. C. First Annual Regatta.
RED BANK—SHREWSBURY RIVER.

Tuesday, July U.

The first annual regatta of the Shrewsbury Y.C., was sailed on July
4 off the new club house at Red Bank, N. J., and was the most success-
ful ever sailed on the Shrewsbury River, both as to number and qual-
ity of entries.

Last fall several gentlemen got together, including Mr. John P.
James of Brooklyn, Superintendent Byrnes of New York, Mr. Henry
C. Miner, the theatrical manager, and Clinton B. James, the owner of
the raging cat Undine, and tormed the Shrewsbury Yacht Club. A
piece of land lOOft. on the river by 1,000ft. was purchased on an enu-
nence where a fine view could be had, withui half a mile of Red Bank,
at a cost of $8,000. Ground was broken in February of this year and
there has just been completed at a cost of some S5,000 a house 85ft.

front by 50ft. deep, three stories in height. The lower story contains
two bowling alleys, biUiard room, kitchen, toilet rooms and shower
bath. The first story wiU be used for the dining room and steward's
department. The second story wiU be used forabaUroom; thei-e is

also a large ladies' room on this floor. On the northeast corner there
is a large observatorj% where a fine view can be had both up and down
the river. A long dock over 100ft, long has been built in front of the
club house. With the possible exception of the Larchmont and Sea-
wanhaka club nouses tliis is the largest yacht club house around New
York. In addition to the annual regatta this was the opening of the
club house, the colors being thrown to the breeze at 8 A. M. During
the day a band of music entertained about 500 people, the guests of
the club, who witnessed the race from the broad verandas of the club
house.
The race was announced to start at 10 A. M. promptly, and the pre-

paratory signal was given 35 minutes later by a gun from the judges'
boat, and at 10:40 the starting gun was fired. The day previous the
courses were marked out by red flags on stakes numbered from 1 to
5. Classes A, B, C and D, sailed the foUowlng course: From an imag-

Elapsed. Corrected
Did not finish.

inary line between a red flag stake and the judges' boat anchored off
club house to and around flag stake No. 1, at Guion's Point, leaving
same on starboard; thence to flag stake No. 3. in Boyd's Cove, leaving
same on port; thence to flag stake No. 3, off Brown's Dock, leaving it

on starboard; thence to flag stake No, 4, off Fair Haven dock, leaving
it on port; thence to flag stake No. 5, at the head of the flats, leaving
it on port: thence back to No, 4, leaving it on starboard, thence to
No. 3, leaving it on port, thence to No. 2, leaving it on starboai-d;
thence to No. 1, leaving it on port; thence between judges' boat and
red flag flnish; 10 miles.

Class E: Starting same as other classes and turning stakes Nos. 1
and 3, thence to a blue flag stake at mouth of McClees Creek, leaving
it to port; thence back over same course, turning judges' boat to
starboard and repeat, finishing between judges' boat and red flag; 10'

miles.
At the start the wind wfis fresh and squally from N.W. and con-

tinued so dm-ing the race, though the water was smooth.
Much interest was centered in the race in Class C between Jintzy,.

a Riddle boat from the South Shrewsbury, belonging to Fred Oakes,.
and TwUight, a Blills boat, belonging to H. B. Duryea, at present om
Navahoe. Jintzy was sailed by her buUder, while Jim MiUis, brother-
of the buUder, sailed Twilight,
In Class D Mr, Fred Oakes's Enigma was pitted against John M..

Sawyer's Arrow, that sailed her maiden race, having been built last
season by WaUin & Gorman, This race was robbed of much of its
interest through the carrymg away of the hook of the throat halliard
block. Five minutes was lost making repairs, the Enigma finally win -

ning by Im. 14s.

The foUowing are the full times:

CLASS A—CABIN SLOOPS.
Length.

Minerva, W. T. Conover 28.00
Edla, M. P. Sherman 27.07 1 30 54 1 01 29
Zulu, Eraser & Worthley, N. S. Y. C. . .26.09}^ 1 42 38 1 12 25
Vixen, Louis Wunder, Br. Y. C 26.06 1 51 21 1 20 51
Christine, Seth A. Chester, P. Y. 0 . . . .25,06 1 44 54 1 13 ^

CLASS B—OPEN JIB AND MAINSAIL.
Iroquois, Wm. W. Genet, N. J. A. C... .23.00 1 36 56 1 02 83
Muzzie, A. W. Cruikshank, P. Y. C ... .25.00 1 36 48 1 04 44

CLASS C—CAT-RIGGED, 23FT. AND OVER.
Jintzy, Fred. Oakes, S. Y. C 24. 10?^ 1 30 00 0 57 49
Zariadres, John H. Cook, S. Y. C 24.07 Capsized.
Twilight, H. B. Duryea, S. Y. C 23.111^ 1 34 25 1 01 11

CLASS D—CAT-RIGGED, 30 TO 33FT.
Josie H., Geo. Hendrickson, Jr 22.021^ Did not finish,

Irma T., Forman R. Smith, S. Y, C . . . .22.00 1 40 08 1 04 29
Enigma, Fred. Oakes, S. Y. 0 21.1ip^ 1 87 01 1 01 21

Arrow, John M. Sawyer, Jr., S. Y. C. . .21 .09 1 38 34 1 02 35
Tip Top, George W. Gillig, S. Y. C 20.09% 1 44 06 1 06 51

Quartette, Stewart Good 20.06 1 45 55 1 08 14
Shrewsbury, Carl Wagner, S. Y. C 21 .09 1 39 10 1 03 11

Jessie, Andrew Murray, S. Y. C 22.00 Did not finish.

CLASS' K—CAT-RIGGED, 17 TO 20FT.
Tarn O'Shanter, B. A. Fliess, S. Y. C .19.11% 1 35 35 0 57 08
Mosquito, F. H. Hegler, P. Y. 0 19.11 Did not finish.

Cinch, H. M. Knapp, S. Y. C 19.11 1 31 21 0 53 49
Oolah, H. S. Battin, S. Y. C 19.10}^ Did not finish.

Maygus, E. D. Mmer, S, Y, C 19.10 1 34 09 0 55 30
Annie B., Chas. E. Burd, N, S. Y, C. . . .19,10. Did not flnish.

Dolphin, Henry Sillcocks, S. Y. C 19.05 1 34 01 0 54 44
Florence, Henry Carroll 19.03 1 35 32 0 .55 59
Gertrude A., S. W. Roof, Jr., S. Y. C. .18.05 1 34 28 0 53 35
Doctor, F. T, Barber, M.D., K. v, K, Y. C.I8.OO14 1 36 29 0 i54 58
Francis R., Robbins & Marks 18.00 1 37 51 0 56 16

PauUne, J, Frank James, S. Y. C 18.00 Did not flnish.

Rich. K. Fox, Thos. C. Baughan, P. Y. C.17.03M Did not flnish.

Clytie, Delphord M. Fisher, S. Y. C. . . .16.02j| 1 44 02 1 00 43
Yum Yum, Vantini & Chadwick 16.01 1 46 15 1 02 55
Louisa, Frank Taylor lo.Oli^ 1 52 38 1 09 08

Edla (formerly the open sloop Fowler) wins first prize in Class A,
beating Zulu, who takes second prize, 10m. 503. Iroquois wins in Class
B, beating Muzzie 2m. lis. Jintzy wins in Class C, beating TwiUght
3m. 22s. ; also taking the pennant for the fastest time over the course.
Enigma wins in Class D, beating Arrow Im. 14s., Arrow taking second
prize. Cinch wins in Class E, beating Gfertrude A 46s., Gertrude A.
taking second prize.

The prizes, all of silver, were on exhibition at the club house, and
presented to the winners after the race.

George E. Gartland, of the New Jersey Y. C, and Henry C. Miner,
Jr. and George Wilhams, of the Shi-ewsbury Y. C, were the judges.
Much of the success of the opening and of the regatta is due to the
untiring efforts of its young comniodore, CUnton R. James.

Beverly Y. C. First Buzzards Bay Championship.
MONUMENT BEACH—BUZZARDS BAY.

Saturday, July 1.

The igethrace of the Beverly Y. C, first Buzzards Bay champion-
ship, was sailed on July 1, and in spite of the fact that two other faces-

close by drew off several boats was a great success. The race started
in a fair W.S.W. breeze, which increased till aU the third class were-
forced to reef.

The second class race over a lOJ^-mile course was very close. Gym-
note took the lead but Anonyma ran her coming home and a first-rate •

lulling match ensued, Gymnote crossing the line one second ahead andl
winning a leg for the pennant, but losing first prize on aUowance by
five seconds, whUe Mist was only twenty-five seconds astern of her.

The new boats Ulala and Agawam did much better than on June 17,

and the fifth boat was only 2m. 58s. behind Gymnote.
In the third class Nobska proved a flyer; she did not point quite as

high as the old boats, but went through the water faster than any 20-

footer ever did before in Buzzards Bay. Puzzle broke down whUe do-
ing weU.
Nobska is a new boat, with very long overhangs, rather narrow,

light forward, light rig, and a heavUy-loaded centerboai-d. There
were two other boats of simUar type, Kaloola and Colymbus, but the
former was overpowered with too large a rig, while the latter, a Bos-
ton production, had such an absurd rig as to be unmanageable tiU she
took in three reefs, long after she was hopelessly out of the race.

Fin, as usual, had it all her own way in the fourth class, but Dawdle
did exceedingly welL The times were:

SECOND CLASS.
Length. Elapsed. Corrected.

Gymnote, W. E. C. Eustis 33.09 2 02 40 1 48 56
Anonyma, F. L. Dabney 23.08 2 02 41 1 49 01

Mist, G. H. Lyman 33.09 2 03 06 1 49 35

Ulula, W. H. Winship 22.08 3 05 18 1 50 18

Agawam, J. G. Young, Jr 23.08 2 05 39 1 51 54
Lestris, J. Crane, Jr 22.08 Withdrew.

THIRD CLASS.

Nobska, A. A. Beebe 19.08 2 01 02 1 43 14

Doris, John Parkinson 19.08 2 07 43 1 49 55
Eina, John Parkinson 19.11 2 08 40 1 51 23
Puzzle, Wm. Amory, 3d 19.10 Broke down.
Kaloola, Hem-y Richards 19.08 Withdrew.
Daisy, Howard Stockton 18.03 Withdrew.
Colymbus, Alfred Winsor 19 . 09 Withdrew.
Course for this class, OJ^ miles: that for fourth, I34 mfles to wind-

ward and retm-n, twice round; fifth class, same course, once round.
FOURTH CLASS.

Fin, sloop, L. M. Stockton 17.00 1 09 .35 0 58 00

Dawdle, cat, R. S. Hardy 16.03 1 11 19 0 59 01

Kitten, cat, Toby Club 17.00 1 17 45 1 06 10

Squall, cat, J. G. Palfrey 17.00 Withdrew.
FIFTH CLASS.

Weona, H. Ware 14.00 0 44 56

Legs for championships won by Gymnote, Nobska, Fin, Dawdle and
Weona. First prizes by Anonyma, Nobska and Fin. Second prizes by
Gymnote, Doris and Dawdle. Judge, W. Uoyd Jeffries.

Indian Harbor Y. C, Plant Cup.
GREENWICH—LONG ISLAND SOUND.

Monday, July 3.

The Indian Harbor Y. 0. held a good race on July 1 for a cup pre-
sented by Vice-Com. Plant for catboats, a special prize being also
oft'ered for boats under 35ft. in the event of the cup being won by a
yacht over that length. The course was across the Sound and back,
13 nautical miles, the wind being easterly and of moderate strength.

Oconee, designed last year by Gielow, soon took the lead and held it.

The times were:
Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.

Oconee, 0. T. Pierce 1 03 30 3 35 11 3 33 51 1 40 34

Wenonah, T. T. Taber 1 01 34 3 .31 16 2 39 43 1 48 45
Ahuira, Wilmer Hanan 1 02 33 3 26 19 2 23 46 1 45 11

Myrtle, J. R. MaxweU 1 01 56 3 26 03 2 24 07 1 4:3 18

Tabitha, N. T. Lawton 1 03 47 3 38 38 2 34 51 1 45 55

Crocus, G. A. Wright 1 03 02 3 43 18 2 40 16 Not meas.
Mary, Joseph Elsworth 1 04 19 3 29 47 2 25 28 Not meas.
Nymph, F, W. Flint 1 03 28 3 27 26 2 23 58 Not meas.
Capei-, P. H, Howard 1 00 00 8 89 50 2 33 50 Not meas,
Dosoria, G. P. VaU 1 04 13 Did not flnish.
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House-Boating Again.
The writer read wiUi \mflagging interest a I'ecent series of articles

in Forest and Sthbam on house-boating. His interest was due to the
intelligence of the articles, and to the circumstance of his having
shipped several seasons aboard of a house-boat in a capacity that
corresponds to that of a man before the mast on a mTchantrnan or
an able seaman on a man-of-war. He is prompted to contribute
something from his experience, because it may further an acquaintance
with a healthful pastime comparativelj' unfamiliar in this country
The writer can hardly refrain from giving at first an emphatic indorse-
ment of house-boating. He can understand whv the uninitiated may
not agree to this. Indeed he has heard the merit of house-boating
discussed from the standpoint that it calls for none of the more
robust virtues. Let it be admitted that it does not require the heart
of a sailor, "bound with triple brass," nor the endurance of a hunter
to be a good enough house-boater. But as a pleasure like the pleasure
of the naturalist or of the angler, as a minister to the disposition
there is in healthy minds to be out of doors in good weather house-
boating is not easy to be surpassed. To the mere picknicker it is
ideal. For simple eating and drinking, and lolling out of doors it is
in street language, "outof sight." House-boat voyages are along shore'
The trees, the green banks, the sky's panorama, the plants, the tiowers
of the water and shore, the changing phases of the river, the lake or
canal, axe all about to rest the mind and delight the heart of him who
goes a house-boating. To him who has wit enough to know about
some other life than man's dull existence, to the botanist, the zooloEist
and to the artist and that sort of person no better field than the op-
portunities aboard a house-boat could bo afforded. To house-boat is
to be translated with your house, your room, your chairs, your con-
genial bed, your kitchen and cook stove, your drawing room if you
say so, away from the town on to some river or lake in the country
If one bath no disposition for that sort of thing, why enough has been
said among gentlemen. But who will deny that through his brain cob-
webbed with the dusty tanglements of business there sweeps a fresh
breeze when once he has gone into the sim and wind, on the grass and
among the trees? Who will deny that his grosser appetites' his hun-
ger, his thirst, his sleep, to speak of nothing better, get in shoi-t time
a better tone / These sentiments are trite enough, but like good ser-
mons they bear repetition.
House-boating is no idle business of necessity. The real artist in

any pleasure and the greatest enjoyer of it understands that he must
he of its activity. He must stalk the deer and follow the stream evenhew the wood and draw the water, man the tiller and haul on the
ropes, cook, if he has tlaat great gift, lay out routes and take respon-
sibility. House-boating furnishes this opportunity for activity

If we remember correctly, one sort of house-boating was little notedm the articles referred to. It is easy to appreciate the pleasure to be
had with the house-boat, as it is seen every summer on the Thames—
that ancient stream which ever pours refreshing waters for the ap-
preciative Briton. To come from the "'roar of St. Paul's" and the life
of the business and politics of such a monster as London and step
aboard a broad and airy house afloat on the cool river and movin^'
tide, beneath the green trees to dine and pass a quiet evening with
good friends, to sleep unvexed and to awake amid the country scenes
of the night before—is to enjoy. We can understand the satisfaction
of the artist or the hunter who anchors his water house on the shore
of the lake where his vistas and his quarries are near at hand ; we can
understand that there is pleasure in a houseboat tliat carries in its
interior a boiler and an engine that shall puff it wherever the owner
wills, but we must be excused for affirming that beyond all these is
the pleasure of the house-boater, whose lot is cast where his boat may
be moved through the landscape by some quieter but sufHcient power
This has the change, the variety, the life of coaching, minus its dust'
close quarters, cramped positions and its shaking up. Sucli is the
pleasure on a houseboat whose habitat is a canal, for instance" and
above all a canal which parallels a river, and where opportunity
affords, becomes part of it.

The canal has a poor position among highways. The popular idea
about it is that it is a low sort of place from end to end, trodden only
by spavmed horses and lop-eared mules driven by swearing drivers
and all monopolized by a rough company generally. That it proved
to be the highway to the Presidency on one occasion was not enough
to lift it even a little in popular estimation. This is all a mistake
and arises from a lack of its acquaintance. In cities the canal is apt
to merit these charges, and its squaUd appearance in cities is attrib-
uted to it unjustly everywhere. Escaping the contaminations of the
totvn and breathing the pure air of the country, the canal becomes a
thing of beauty and a joy forever. We defy an apostle of esthetics
to say aught but m praise of it there. The following bit of poetry
does the canal some justice. No description that the writer might
give could tell of it so well, and for that reason it is here introduced
without other apology:

THE CANAL.

The smooth canal, where level meads extend,
Lies with the sunlight glittering on its breast;

So softly on their way its watei s wend,
They hardly stir the rushes from their rest.

The towing path, a narrow strip of gra.y.
Follows one curving back; its fm-thei- bound

A hedge of tangled rose and hawthorn spray,
Beyond, a sweep of undulating ground.

And past the pastures, where the placid herds
In undisturbed contentment graze or lie,

A wood—a very paradise for birds-
Unfolds its fluttering pennons to the sky.

A foot bridge high alwve the current flung,
Of woodwork stiU unstripped of bark, and slight,

Looks lite a forest branch but newly swung
For sylphs to watch the waters from its height.

And should perchance a laden barge draw near.
The silent boatman stationed at the helm,

The slow horse and the gliding hidl appear
Fart of some pageant m that fairy realm.

Then silence or the lull of blending songs
From winds and waters, rusthng leaves and reeds-

From sylvan minstrels, and the gentler throngs
'

That chant the measure of our dreams, succeeds.
—Henry Rose, in GentleniarCs Magazine.

The house-boat is at its best when moved, not propelled by boiler
and engine within itself, but towed by a steam launch or by horses
yea, even by that maligned beast, the faithful and persistent mule
than whom there is no better toiler. The landscape moves along hke
the fairest of panoramas. There are the ever shiftmg vistas of the
trees, the recurring fields and pastures, the banks blooming with
flowers and plants and hung with vines. Even human characters fit
into the scenes, and flocks of sheep, broods of ducks or processions of
dignilied geese are the very animation for a picture. Such excursions
may be extended far into the country. They are bound to no time
tables or schedules. Where m'ght overtakes there may the traveler
take his evening meal, smoke his pipe of peace and lay him down to
slmnber. What gypsying is this?
On such tempestuous voyages as are here attempted to be indicated,

it has been the good fortune of the writer to go. Many a time has he
stiipped simply for his bed and "keep," and what'company there was.
His duties were small, to be sure; to handle lines at the locks, to pole
the boat off the walls of masonry, at times to man the helm, and with
as much skill as could be summoned to perform the delicate business
of sliding the boat and her valuable freight uujarred into the dark
pocket of the lock. Tlie B. and S.—which, by the way, does not stand,
as ordinarily, for brandy and soda—was a house-boat born under a
lucky star, lucky in its owners and lucky in its home port.
Where the Oswego, a broad river next to the largest if not to the

longest in the State of New York, pours its hasty stream into Lake
Ontario, and where is a terminus of "Clinton's big ditch"—the Erie
Canal—there are its moorings. Its beginnings were humble but sig-
nificant, for its very first employment in the world was to carry
sand. Happening into the possession of appreciative persons who
discovered beneath its rough frame and homely presence adaptability
to a loftier career, it was overhauled by carpenter and painter and
returned to the "foaming main" rejuvenated, beautified and trans-
formed. A simple house of light construction was built upon its
deck, in the rear a capacious kitchen, next forward a dining-room
of ample dimensions and furthest forward an observation apart-
ment, all lighted by broad sliding windows, seated with cushioned
seats from front to kitchen and withal, the usual furniture
of comfortable and pleasing apartments. The writer was em-
ployed as a deckhand aboafd this craft several seasons and was
a witness to many of its delightfifl excursions. Although occupied
with his menial employments he could not be cut off from the pleas-
m:es of these occasions. To perform his duties, as, for instance, peel-
ing potatoes, the task being transacted at the kitchen window looking
forth upon the green banks and hills as they quietly slid by, was a
positive pleasme. The making of the locks, the roar of the incoming
waters, the cool shade of the lock walls, the slow rise of the boat to
the next level, the gradual opening of the gates on a new view, the
tightening of the tow rope and the slow renewal of the voyage were
pleasant to witness, and a menial could appreciate them. When once
the writer unlocks the reminiscences of his service with the proprie-

tors of this house-boat—who are always considerate and always
"good pay"—he knows not which to recount nor where to make an
end. Perhaps it was better to end now after such a formidahle begin-
ning-
June, 1893.

G. T. 5.

A Novel House-Boat.
A UNIQUE vessel, known as the Half Moon, will leave Baltimore to-day

for New York if the wind is favorable. It represents a new departurem yachts, widely different from swift steam vessels or stately saUing
sloops and schooners. The new vessel is known as a house-boat and
is the product of the Baltimore shipbuilders, Wm, Skinner & Son
The Half Moon is an idea of Mr. Wm. Kent, a New York lawyer. He

calls it an experiment, but there is said to be no doubt of its being a
success. As the old bluff-sided vessel Half Moon, commanded by Heu-
drik Hudson, carried astonishment to the natives along the shores of
the river that now bears the famous navigator's name, so Mr. Kent's
house-boat is expected to attract interest among the owners of the
many-typed craft which abound m the waters of New York Bay and
Hudson River.
The new boat is 84ft. long, 18ft. beam, and 7ft. between floor and

upper deck. She has aU her compartments on one floor and perfectly
mclosed within her wooden walls. There are twelve of the compart-
ments, all private and comfortable. With the exception of a small
space forward to work the windlass, mooring Unes and anchors, and a
corresponding open space aft for the helmsman and in which to handle
the mainsheet, the boat is inclosed.
The first compartment, entered from a forward companionway, is

the owner's private room, 10Xl3ft. Thence a passageway extends aft
to the galley.
Mr. Kent's two chUdren have on the starboard side dainty berths,

and opposite is a toUet and dressing room.
Next opens the saloon and diningroom combined,which is 14xl5Uft.

Rising from the centerboard well, which is about 4ft. above the floor,
heavy cherry leaves can be moved and a table to seat a dozen persons
improvised. Transoms covered with Russian leather cusliions are on
each side of this apartment, which will seat many guests.
Just outside the saloon, on each side of the fore and aft passageway,

are two guests' staterooms, each 7ft. square.
A handsome stairway leads to the open deck above. The stairway

is of ash with cherry balustrades and handsomely carved posts.
The steward's room and owner's bath room, each tiX7tt., occupy

opposite sides of the stairway, and then the galley or kitchen, which is
6xl5ft., ends the quarters reserved to Mr. Kent and his family.
Abaft the galley is the crew's mess room, 9^X8J^ft,, with wash

room adjoining, but separated by a bulkhead. The crew's quarters
are 6)^X1 3ft.

The deck above is 64ft. long by 17ft. wide. It is a delightful prome-
nade, enclosed by iron railings and fitted with stanchions for the
spread of awning. A natty naphtha launch and gig swing from davits

The interior is lighted by ten large windows on each side, fitted in
heavy cherry frames, inclosiog French plate glass panes ISbyS'lin.
in size.

The vessel has two rakish-looking masts, the mainmast being much
shorter than the foremast. She will carry fore and mainsail and one
jib, which were made by Francis P. Murhpy. The stationary wash-
stands, toUets and all the plumbing are by James McCart. Shirley
furnished the glassware, Minch & Eisenbrey the bedding and Klipper,
Webster & Co. the furniture. John J. Bladden & Son did the varnish-
ing of the natural wood finish of the boat which prevails inside and
out. The only paint used on the vessel is on that part under water.
The Half Moon wfll draw but 3;4ft. with all her weights on board.

She will be safledto Chesapeake City, and thence reach New York by
the inland route.
This season Mr. Kent proposes to use his vessel under sail, visiting

places in New York Bay and Hudson River, moving when and where he
pleases with aU the comforts of home about him. The boat is so built
that steam can be added and used as an auxiliary yovi&v.—Baltimore
Sun.

The British Racing Yachts.
In the Forest and Stream of June 15 we gave a description of the

Thames and East Coast courses and a summary of the races up to
date. Since then a dozen more races have been sailed about the Isle
of Wight, the Mersey and the Clyde, and the four large yachts in
which the interest mainly centers have been worked up to much bet-
ter form, although breakdowns are still plentiful. The race from
Southend to Harwich on June 3 was followed by the two regattas of
the Royal Harwich Y. C. on June 5 and 6. The first was sailed, over a
course of 37 nautical mUes, from off Harwich, around the Bell Buoy,
past the Cork Lightship, Shipwash Lightsiiip, Sunk Lightship and back
past the Cork and Bell Buoy. A short but severe storm at the start
sent all away with wet sails, but in fight airs. Satanita sailed well at
the start, but bio-st her bobstay plate and withdrew. The final times
were: Valkyrie 7:21:12, Britannia 7:32:37, Iverna 8:35:07, CaUuna
8:35:50. Valkyrie won first and Britannia second prize. In the 4()-rat-

ing class Varuna beat Lais and Vendetta quite badly.
Next day was fair, with the wind rather stronger and steadier, but

still hght at times. Valkyrie led all day and won easily, the finish
bekig tuned: Valkyrie 4:33:26, Britannia 4:34:45, Satanita 4:46:33,
Iverna 4:58:14, Calluna 5:08:09. Again Varuna beat the two new boats
quite badly.
After Harwich the next meeting was on June 10, in the Nore to

Dover race of the Royal Thames Y. C, sailed in a good breeze and in
remarkably fast time. The distance was .52}^ nautical miles, 19 miles
to windward, 15 miles of free reach, and 18 miles before the wind.
The elapsed time was 4h. 53m. .5s., and Satanita is credited mth a
speed ot 14% knots in the hour's reach between two known marks,
though she had a tide of two knots or more with her. Britannia and
Valkyrie were practically tied, the finish being timed: Britannia
3:03:05, Valkyrie 3:03:22, Satanita 3:08:57, Calluna 3.10:31, Iverna
8:21:37, Amphitrite, schr., not timed. Britannia won by 6s., corrected
after a measurement of both boats, with Valkyrie second and Calluna
third. CaUuna carried a clubtopsail, the others carrying jibheaders.
On June 12 the regatta of the Royal Cinque Ports Y.'C. was sailed

over a course of 44 mUes, naut . two rounds of a triangle from Dover
Bay around the Varne Buoy and South Goodwin Lightship (see chart
June 1.5). Satanita had left for Southampton for alterations. The
wind was moderate and the sea smooth, all carrying clubtopsails.
Valkyrie led Britannia by 2s. at the end of the first round, but on the
second Britannia was sUghtly delayed by some fouling of her gear, and
later Valkyrie, after passing the Varne Buoy for the second time, car-
ried away the hanger of her throat halliard block and was compeUed
to withdraw. The times were: Britannia, 3.34.12; CaUuna, 3,51.41;
Iverna, 3.57.32. In the 40-rating class Vendetta burst her bobstay
and gave up after the first mark, Lais finally beating Varuna by
15m.
The race next day across the Channel to Boulogne and back should

have been one of the finest of the season, with a long open course and
a strong breeze at times; but it was spoHed at the very start by a tri-

angular foul between Vendetta, Valkyrie and Britannia. The following
description is from Land and Water:
"All were carrying big topsaUs, and getting jibtopsails and baUoon-

staysails ready. Vendetta had her bowsprit end nearly up to the line
and had sprung up on her course clear ahead of Valkj'rie, the forty
having at once began to luff to avoid getting covered by the big ships.
Valkyrie, however, with an eye on Britannia, luffed close round the
mark boat, and her weight carrying her on, she had not room to keep
away, but in trying to do so she hit Vendetta on her quarter, and in
slewing her round fouled the backstay and brought topmast down,
Britannia was like a rat in a trap, and in trying to ease an inevitable
foul with Valkyrie fouled the mark boat and then threaded her bow-
sprit inside Valkyrie's rigging. Vendetta, directly the big ships had
done forcing her forward broadside on, sw^ung round, lost her bow-
sprit and settled close alongside Britannia, and some gear getting foul
she settled with her stern about Britannia's port rigging and her bow
almost under the big cutter's counter. Britannia and Valkyrie had
now flfled on starboard tack and were sidling along in shore with the
forty in charge, Britannia laying down to the wind, owing to having
only leeway on, pressed her mainsail on to Vendetta's port crosstree,
and the sail split up from foot to head. For ten minutes the trio were
foul, and Valkyrie's crew partly chopped off Britannia's liowsprit.
Vendetta first got clear, and then Britannia twisted round, and her
bowsprit breaking off, the sister ships got clear, Valkyrie alone com-
ing out of the mess without damage. MeanwhUe the rest of the fleet

had been racing a\\ ay, and Iverna and Calluna were in the van, with
Mabel, Lais and Varuna close together, Valkyrie starting off' in chase
12i^m. late."
Valkyrie had a long stern chase ahead, but at the Boulogne mark she

was 6m. astern of Calluna and but 2m. astern of Iverna. The finish
was timed: Calluna, 3.23.37; Valkyrie, 3 99.04; Iverna, 3,32 29. In this
race Lais beat Varuna by 6m.
The disabhng of Vendetta took place Tuesday morning and a friendly

steam yacht towed her over to Ryde on Wednesday, the yacht going
over to her buUders, Summers & Pa.yne, on Thursday moruing, where
an entu'e new outfit of spars was shipped the same day. Her balance
rudder had previously been replaced by one of the ordinary type.
Britannia also required extensive repairs after her share of the fun.
Satanita was meanwhile at Fay's yard for alterations. Her mast was
lifted out and shortened 3ft. at the heel, her boom, 18in. in diameter,
was sawn in two and hollowed, leaving the walls about 5in. thick, being
then glued up and seized with wire at intervals, and about seven tons
of lead was transferred from inside to the bottom of the keel. The
loast was lightened about 2cwt. and the boom Ucvrt.

June 16, the first day of the Royal Southern Y. C. Jubilee regattas,
had no race for the large yachts, .and the weather was light and fluky,
so that the course was shortened by the regatta committee in the 40-
rating race, Vendetta being the winner by 2m. over Varuna and 4m.
over Lais.
On June 17, the second day, the big ones were all out again, the

weather being light but giving a very good race. The com-se was 44
miles, naut., about the Solent, Calluna made a good start, but soon
took the ground and was hung up for some time. Valkyrie took the
lead and gained gradually all day, the finish being timed: Valkyrie,
4.42.,59; Britannia, 4.48.:il; Satanita, 4.59.03; Calluha, 5,49.08; Iverna,
5.51.30. Varuna led the 40-raterB all day untfl her main halUard bolt
broke, when she withdrew, Lais thus wmning, with Vendetta 9m,
astern.
The nest meeting of the racers was in another jubilee event, that of

the Royal Mersey on June24-2(i, the former the first reefing breeze of
the season, Valkyrie was not ready and did not start, though at
anchor with the fleet, and CaUuna was so late in getting under way
that she did not start, thus losing a fine chance for her small rig, the
others carrying single reefs and housed topmasts. An inside course
was chosen on account of the sea on the Mersey Bar, three rounds
making 57 mUes, Iverna was beaten just 18m, in the first 18 mUes and
withdrew, leaving Britannia and Satanita to fight out a very pretty
duel, in which the former won by 2m, 40s,
On Monday the weather was fine, with a smooth sea and a moderate

N,W, wind, the course being 60 nautical mfles, Calluna left for the
Clyde to ship an entire new outfit of longer spars, her original rig
having proved too small, leaving the other fotir to fight it out, Val-
kyrie Jed the way, the finish being timed: Valkyrie 6:]2:42, Britannia
6:22:47, Satanita 6:24:42, and Iverna 6:.59:00, Satanita sailed well, hay-
ing had a poor start, Iverna was very badly beaten by all the new
ones.

being cleai', with smooth water and a strong N.W. wind, " Britannia
led all day, but was hard pushed by Satanita, 'while Valkyrie was but
third. Ivei-na withdrew after the first round. The finish iN-as timed-
Britannia 3:09:32. Satanita 3:12:20, Valk.yrie 3:11:37. The Roval Clyde
Y, C, was booked for two days' racing, July 13, but the first day was
a mere drift, Britannia finally winning and Valkyrie saving her time
over Satanita, Calluna being last and Iverna giving up. The race
started in a fresh N,E. breeze, several of the yachts havmg one reef
in, but the wind soon died out. The finish was timed- Britannia
7:12:37, Satanita 7:14:12, Valkyrie 7:i^:V. Calluna 7:17:.50.

On the second day the wind was light and fluky, out Calluna took
the first place, the times being: Calhitja 4:25:55, Valkyrie 4:26:48, Sat-
anita 4:35:22, Iverna 4:38:14, Britannia 4:46:.33.

On July 4, the day of the Royal Western Y. C. regatta, there was
more wind, but with squalls and calm streaks mixed together. ISritan-
nia led for a time, but sprung her mast and withdrew, and Calluna
also met with a mishap which put her out of the race. Satanita did
poorly compared with her work of the preceding races, and finally
fouled a mark and withdrew. Only Valkyrie and Iverna finished, the
former winning by llni.

On July 5 the regatta of the Mudhook Y. 0. was sailed in a fresh
and squally N.E, breeze. Britannia and Calluna were both out, need-
ing new masts, Satanita led for a time, but was ppssed by Valkyrie,
she finally finished ahead, but failed to save her time on Valkyrie,
the finish being timed: Satanita 4:.37:43, Valkyrie 4:38:10, Iverna
5:03:40.

The regatta of the Clyde Corinthian Y. C. was sailed on July 7, Bri-
tanniabeing ready with-anew mast, but Calluna was stUI in the dock.
The wind was very light and variable and a poor race resulted. The
finish was timed: Valkyrie 4:5y:r)K, Britannia 5:01:28, Satanita 5:03:17,
Iverna 5: 05:.30,

On July 8 the Royal Clyde Y. C. held its regatta, a severe thunder-
storm striking the fleet early in the day and robbing Satanita of her
bowsprit. Britannia flnaUy won after a very fluky race with Valkyrie
40m. astern.

£mbla.
Thk new steam yacht Embla was launched early this morning at

Seabury & Go's yard at Nyack-on-Hudson. The launch was to have
taken place yesterday afternoon, but the tide did not serve high
enough, and Sir. Hanan and his party of friends had to wait until 1

o'clock thismorning. The yard tlaen looked like fairyland, l^owerful
searchlights made it as bright as day, and the yacht was decorated
with electric lights and lanterns. As the yacht slid off" the ways. Miss
Lizzie llanau 1)/ ()1;h a bottle cif champagne on her bows and christened
her Embla.
The Embla is a handsome white, boat, with a buff-colored smoke-

stack, and is schooner rigged. She is Ifiift. in length over all, 13.3ft, on
the waterliue, 20t't. beam lift, depih admidships, and 8ft, draught.
The keel is of white oak, also the stei n post, stem post and dead-

woods, and the frames or timbers are of steel. These are closely
centred and extend from keel to gunwale in one length each. The re-
verse frames, keelsons, and deck beams are steel, securely fastened
and riveted to the frame. Yellow pine and white oak is used for
planking. All fastenings are galvanized and composition through
bolts. There ai-e five steel bulkheads so arranged as to make water-
tight compartments.
The interior accommodations are very complete. She has 9 state-

rooms and 17 guests can sleep on board. Mr. Hanau's quarters are
aft, and arranged with all conveniences. There are two connecting
staterooms, with dressing cases and toilet complete and bathrooms.
These rooms are all finished in mahogany panelwork. Aft of the
owner's room comes the saloon, extending the full wddth of vessel and
16ft. long. This is ari-anged with bookcases, tables, piano, writing-
desk, open grate fireplace, buffet and icebox. The finish is in mahog-
any panelwork. Next aft of the saloon are 4 staterooms, finished in
cherry, for use of the o\vner s fauuly and guests. Each room is fitted
with dressing cases and wash basin, having hot and cold water.
There is also a bath and toilet room on the port side aft. The bath-
tubs are also connected with salt-water supply as well as fresh
water.
In the stern of the yacht is a large double stateroom finished in

white and gold. Forward of the engine room are 2 more staterooms,
fitted with baths and finished in cherry. Then comes the galley,
which is very large and extends the fuU width of the boat. It is fully
equipped with dressers, icebox, racks and shelves. Ne.\-t comes the
otflcers quarters and mess room, while the crew's quarters are in the
forecastle. The entrance to the owner's quarters and saloon is

through the after deck house, which is divided so that part can be
used for a smoking room, whUe the dining room is in the forward
deck house, which Is 28ft. long, and connected to pilot house. It is

directly over the officers' quarters and galley and has a dumb-waiter
from the galley. These deck-houses are built of mahogany, with
windows of plate glass. The fore part of the deck-house is the
captaui s room.
The machinery is an 800-horse power triple-expansion engine, sur-

face condensing, and two safety water-tube boilers. Coal bunkers
are arranged on both sides and ends of the bofier room. They will
hold 40 to 50 tons. The boiler water tanks have a large capacity, and
separate tanks are supplied for culinary and domestic purposes. Her
speed wiU be 18 miles an hour. Steering gears are arranged in the
pilot-house and on the bridge, which runs the fuU length of the for-
ward deck-house. In aU of the yacht's equipment everything is

modern and complete. A steam windlass will be used. An electric
launch 22ft, long, will be carried on the davits. It is charged with
storage batteries for six hours' run and 7 mfles per hour, and the
batteries may be recharged while the lamtch is on the davits. Besides
the launch she will carry 2 large gigs and 1 cutter. Hhe is lighted by
electricity throughout, has a 5,000-caudle power aea.rchfight, and is

heated with steam,

—

Js^etu loric Times.

Quincy Y. C. Second Championship Race.
QUINCY—BOSTON H-VBBOIt.

Saturday, July s.

The Qutncy Y, C, sailed its second championship race on Saturdaj'
afternoon, several of the yachts having already sailed a lively race in

the morning in the Monatiquot Y. C, The wind was still blowing hard
from southwest, with rough water and reefs turned in. The times
were:

FIRST CLASS.
Length. Elapsed. Corrected.

Beatrice, John Cavanaugh 1 .37 22

Moondyne, A. J, Shaw 1 37 22
White Fawn, A. E. Jones.. , Witdrew.

SI5C0SD CI.ASS,

Opeeche. W. P, Barker 19,08 1 :35 ,53 0 58 45
Aurisa, H, M, Faxon 19,08 1 28 18 1 01 10
Vision, Cieorge Crane 13141 .....

THIRD CLASS.
Mab, .John Shaw 17.03 1 35 30 1 05 41
Sunbeam, Harold Faxon 1 41 .53 Not meas.
Elsie, Keating & Bailey 1 43 58 Not meas.
This made two firsts for Beatrice in one day. The judges were H,

L, Rice and P, H. Gavin

The twenty-second annual regatta of the New Jersey Y. C. that
failed for lack of wind wiU be again attempted on Wednesday, August
33, and will be sailed over the upper and lower bay courses,
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A Disaster on Liake St. Louis.

The St. Lawrence Y. C, of Montreal, one of the most active racing

clubs on fresh water, has met \vith a terrible calamity in the

drowning of the commodore and the wrecking and sinking of a num-
ber of yachts in a sudden storm on July 8. The saUinpc waters of the

club are on Lake St. Louis, a widening of the St. Lawrence Eiver

above Montreal, the lake being very shoal in many places, especially

around the club anchorage, so that the yachts are practically limited

to a maximum draft of 3ft. The fleet was formerly composed of

open racing boats of the New York sandbag type, with tmlimited

crews and under a length rule. Through the efforts of some mem-
bers of the St. Lasvrence Y. C. the rules have been changed during
the pact three years, shifting ballast and unlimited crews being pro-

hibited, and the Seawanhaka rule adopted. Some new yachts have
been built to umipX the altered conditions, one of the best of them,
Valda. being iUustratt-d in Forest and Stream of Dec. 39, 189], and
the old boats haxr been reduced in rig and more or less altered. The
raemg is done mainly in light winds, and although the lake is subject

to severe storms at times, tiic boats as a rule are wide, Z}4 to 3

beams to length, of 'iU, and 3ft. draft, and heavily rigged.

The race on Saturday started at 'i-AQ P. M., in threatening weather,
the starters being Rita, Valda, Ohaperone, Molly Bawn, Coquette,

Eagle and Krolic. Molly Bawn is a Burge.ss boat, built for the Lake,

and Frolic was once well known in the Atlantic Y. C. of Brooklyn,
built by John Munn.
On the second leg of the course, wth Eagle and Valda leading, a

furious storm of wind, rain and hail broke over the lake, tearuig up a

bad sea in a few minutes and capsizing Eagle, Chaperone, Rita and
two yachts which were not racing, Petrel and Butternut. EroUc and
floqiiette lowered sails and rode out the storm safely, and Molly Bawn
and Valda ijulled through all right, Valda rescuing three men from
(Jbaperone.
Mr. A. W. Morris was on the lake in his naphtha launch Idle Hour

with a party of ladies, but when the storm broke he landed them
quickly and called for aid, Messrs. C. J. McCuaig, A. D. Dumford and
Lyall Davidson responding instantly. The little launch put out in the
face of the storm, though hardly able to make headway against the

sea, even if she kept afloat herself, The yachts had been capsized for

a long time before the launch reached Rita, on whose bottom were C. O.

and W, Clarke, Church and Lucas. The party bravely declined to be
taken off, as others were in more danger, their boat floating and sup-
porting them. The launch then made for Chaperone, which had
floated for a time, and picked up Messrs. Almon, Oswald and David-

son, Valda taking care of the two Messrs. Clouston and Mr. Bogert.

Chaperone floated until her air tanks burst and then she sank.

Eagle, a sloop 39ft. over all, 35ft. l.w.l. and 10ft. beam, had sunk on
capsizing, her crew keeping themselves afloat on planks and spars for

an hour, but soine three minutes before the launch reached them
Com. Chas. K. Levin became exhausted and sank. Messrs. Ross,

Simmons, Robertson and fleorge and Carl Gobler were picked up in

an exhausted condition, but were revived by the rescuers, though Mr.
Simmons and Mr. Uos^ were cearly beyond aid.

On Peti-el were Mr. and Mva. Davidson and Mr. Fidler, and on Butter-

nut wore Mr. Slosler with his son and daughter and Jlr. Jamieson;
all were rescued by rowboats. Com. Levin's body was found next
day by a seiirching party in a war canoe near the spot where he sank.

Eagle hes in .30ft. of water.

A Corinthian Blowout.

Beverly Y. C.

MAKBLEHEAD—MASSACHUSETTS BAY.

Sahtrday, July S.

The 19i th race was .sailed at Marblehead, July 8; a brisk S.W. wind
which forced all tlie third class cats to reef. Prizes were open to other
clubs. Cliam)>ion pennants on actual lime to B. Y. C. boats only. In

second class Irene. Emma L., Black Cloud and Madge, which had en"

tered, failed to appear. Tyrant started with a handicap and withdrew,
as did Korban. Hiladee and Susie sailed a very close race, both cross-

ing the line on a puff that gave them more than they wanted.
Susie protests Hdadee's meaisureraent, and result is given subject

to this in otL-st. Ill t hird class sloops Freak entered but did not arrive
in time, iLoiigh she joined the others on first leg and sailed the course.
Ko(jrah and M.isi'ie sailed a very close race, and former might have
won had slie not been torced round and blanketed at finish by Reaper.
The knockabout Ijoats did weU, Carl beating Reaper, having more
wind, as she started later, and not being cramped as Reaper was by
too much sail. Summary:

.SECOND OLiABS.

Length.
Hiladee, S. Small, H. Y. C 27.03

Susie, W. VV. Kieth, O. V. C 28.06

TiTant, C. VV. Wilson. L. Y. C 30.05

Korban, E. Horton, Q. Y. C 23,08
THIRD i;r..\.HS—SLOOPS.

Reaper, Com. Benson, B. Y. C 24.00
THIRIi CLASS—CATS.

Koorali, R. C. Robbins. B. Y. G 23.04
Magpie, H. G, Otis, B. Y. C 22.04

Typhoon, J. T. Taylor 23.09
FOURTH CLASS.

Elapsed. Corrected.
1 57 10 1 47 30

1 49 371 68 SI

KNOCKABOUT CLASS,
Carl, C. 11, W. Foster, B. Y. C
Susaa, Henrv Taggai d. E. Y. C
Jane, C. S. Parker, 0. Y. C
Santa Maria, J. J. KouthtM-, H. Y. C
Francis, O. M. Wheeler, C. Y. C
Betsy, Theo. Jones, E. Y. C
Santa Maria parted throat halhards at end of first round, but re-

pau-ed damage and kept on. Koorali and Reaper take legs for pen-
nants. Hiladee, Magpie, Alpine and Carl take firsts, Susie and Susan
take seconds. Juddge, W. Lloyd Jeffries.

2 18 15 1 56 31

2 09 19
3 09 38
2 11 34

1

1
1

56 58
56 05
59 35

1 15 oe
1 19 45

1

1

06 23
09 28

2 03 33
2 08 31
2 13 05
2 14 02
2 18 07
3 23 29

Manchester Y. C.

The Manchester Y. C. held its second race for the Sunset Hill cup
on Monday, July 3, The wind was southeast, and at 2 in the after-
noon it blew about about 34 knots. Three of the yachts. Hornet, Al-

batross and Wraith carried whole sail, while the Yankee Maid went
out under mainsail and forestaysail. The start was made at 1:45, the
yachts crossing the line: Hornet, Wraith, Albatross, Yankee Maid.
The first and second marks were iiassed in the same order. At the

finish Yankee just caught up to Albatross.
The times wore, start 1:45:

Elapsed. Corrected.
Hornet, Chas. Jackson 1 11 59 1 11 57
Wraith, A. H. Higginson 1 17 02 1 16 08
Albatross. A. W. Ciaigir 1 24 07 1 26 03
Yankee Maid. E. P. Stanly 1 24 13 1 23 05
On July 6 the third cla.ss sailed its annual race, Mr. Boardman's

Snipe wmuiug by 3s. The times were as follows:
Length. Start. Elapsed. Corrected.

Snipe, E. A. Boardman 17.01 2 41 30 1 40 00 1 40 17
Alice, P. E. Stanwood 16.11 2 41 30 1 40 20 1 40 20
Tiny, F. L. Huidekoper 17.11 2 41 30 1 51 22
The wind north, light and puffy. Two yachts of the second class,

the Wraith and Yankee Maid, sailed a match race. The start made
was a good one, Wraith getting away a few seconds ahead. Oa the
first leg the Yankee Maid slowly gained on Wraith and rounded the
first mark some 40s. ahead. By the second mark Wraith had gained
about Im. on her competitor, but on the last leg Yankee Maid over-
hauled and won by Im. 45s. Times were:

Start. Finish.
Yankee Maid, E. P. Stanley 2 34 00 3 49 45
Wraith, A. H. Higginson 2 34 00 3 47 01

Knickerbocker Y. C. Special Race.
COLLEGE POINT—LONQ ISLAND S0T7ND.

Satw-day, July 8.

The Knickerbocker Y. C. saUed a special race on Saturday for cabin
sloops 6md cutters, the course being a triangle from the club house to
Borretto's Point, and Clausn's Point, five miles, sailed twice. The
starters were few in number, though a fresh S. W. breeze gave every
chance for a flue race. The times were:

CLASS A—CABIN SLOOPS AND CUTTERS 26FT. A^'D OVER.
Start. Finish. Elapsed.

Alice ...3 21 23 4 43 27 1 22 59

Nahwa 3 31 00 4 51 19 1 30 19

Liberty ,.,,,...,....3 21 42 4 53 40 1 31 58

CLAflS B—OABIS SlxroPS AXD CUTTERS ITKDER 26ft.
Annie 3 20 40 4 19 06 1 28 20

Alpha , 3 21 32 4 52 30 1 30 58

Nanita 3 21 00 4 55 58 1 34 58

Elapsed. Corrected.
1 31 30 1 18 oe
1 47 00 1 47 00
1 32 .30 1 23 55
,1 .36 45 1 28 09
1 25 30 1 16 54
1 39 00 1 20 20
1 40 00 1 31 24
1 26 00 1 23 40
1 26 00 1 16 00

The Sippican Y. C. of Marion, Mass., on Buzzards Bay, is a pros-

perous youugracing dub with a fieet of over fifty flue boats, nearly
all catvigged. We are indebted to the secretaiy for a copy of the
lub book.

The other day we Corinthians, of San Francisco, gave a sort 9!

"al fresco sworry" to the Encmals of Alameda, mviting them to .]om

us in a little mild outdoor dissipation. As it is somethmg near mi-

possible for us to beat the Encinals on their own ground, the idea of

a reception at the club house was abandoned—we're not in it with

the Encmals there—and an all-night excursion to Corte Madera Creek,

about seven miles from our headquarters, organized in its stead.

A good -sized craft was provided to carry to the scene of trouble aU

those whose friends had forgotten to invite them to sail the ocean

blue with them. Tents, camp-fires, chowder, coffee, hard-tack, beans

and one or two other things in kegs were provided "agm anybody

got cross-" and there being no commodore on hand Cone had gone to

the Fair and the other to Japan) an efficient substitute was found m
a gentleman who would long ere this have had a flag of his own if it

had not been for his reprehensible conduct in abstaining from owning

anything to fly it on; anyhow, as a land commodore he was an

eminent success.
, ^ ^ j, ^, j *

Owhig to the fact that a very important part of the supplies had to

be sent up in the White Wings, and that the noble craft got confused

in the darkness and lost the wind, afterward being towed aground m
a masterlv manner by the tug Cyretta, some of the yachtsmen were a

good deafincommoded by thirst (chronic), but in course of time their

sufterings were assuaged and by 11 P. M. there was hardly a dry

whistle in the congregation. We were grouped in a gracefiilly-

abandoned manner by the side of a road which—not appropriately, I

liope—led down to the State prison, reclining under some more or

less spreading oaks or laurels ( it was too dark to see which) on a

number of tons of hay provided for the purpose by the thoughtful

care of the committee, and with the smoke of the camp-fires generally

blowing away to leeward we listened to stories so good that ifs a

pity I can't repeat them, and music galore, both vocal and otherwise.

Our craft having a character for sobriety to sustain, we left about 1

A M. to turn in, but a good many, I think, saved the trouble of get-

ting up in the morning by staying up all night. At any rate, it

sounded a good deal that way.
^, , ^ , j , v. j

On our way down stream we were startled by a loud splash, and

thinking some one might have come to grief in the darkness rowed in

the direction of the sound, to be informed by a gentleman aboard one

of the fleet that their blanked skiff had gone adrift and his shipmate

had gone overboard after her. We kept on m the direction we sup-

posed boat and swimmer to have taken, for as the poet remarks, it

was '-A naughty night to swim in," until we judged by the sounds

that he had overtaken the derelict, pushed her to the shore, waded
through the mud and scrambled in. It was pitch dark barrmg the

stars and the riding hghts of the twenty-five boats in the fleet, but we
were soon aware of a white object advancing rapidly but not sUently

through the gloom. It proved to be a gentleman, hke Eve before the

fall, "mitnodinks on," who was rowing lustilyand swearing even as

did our army in Flanders, doubtless with the design of avoiding a cold,

Concluding from the vigor of both performances that he was in no

need of our assistance we resumed our journey.

Some time was spent next morning in paying visits, but as this was
an essentiaUy free and easy pic-nic everybody got out kiUick when to

him seemed best, some of the smaller Encinals starting bright and
early to get across the Channel before the regulation forty-mile zephyr

got its boots on; some delayed too long and had to wait for high wa-
ter that night; the majority, however, got away in good style, though

the channel of Corte Madera Creek is laid out on the most economical

principles and there is no more of it than is absolutely reqtured.

Barring a little too close an acquaintance with the bottom there

were no drawbacks, nobody got hurt, and everything, I believe, passed

off to the satisfaction of our guests. W, B.

San Francisco, Cal.

Excelsior Y. C. Club Race.
MINNEAPOLIS—lake SIINNETONKA.

Saturday, June 2U.

The first regatta of the recently reorganized Excelsior Y. C. of Lake
Minnetonka was sailed on June 24 in a strong S.E. breeze, the course

being 10 miles and times as follows:

Waterwitch.

The judges were Col. Puokett, W. E. Wilbur and H. A. Kent.

YACHT NEWS NOTES.
Owing to the American Model Y. C, of Brooklyn, N. Y., having

offered a handsome challenge cup as an inter-club trophy under cer-

tain conditions, the model yachtsmen of Philadelphia have been put
upon their mettle. The conditions are that boats must sail under the

length and sail area ride. Hitherto the majority of the clubs in this

city have sailed under the length-over-aU rule, without any restric-

tions as to saU area. In order to compete with the Brooklyn club a

series of experiments have been made with new boats designed with
a view to meet the Brooklyn club rules. On July 4 the Manayunk
Model Y. C. sailed a race for a clock presented by Dr. Evans. The
contestants were: Navahoe, Dr. Evans; Zip, J. Hart, and Quickstep,

J. G. Rosenbaum. The two last named are exaggerations of what
can be done under the waterlme and sail area rule, being about 68in.

over all with a waterline of about 42in. The wind was shifty from the

W.S.W. when they started at 11:10 A.M., with Navahoe leading. The
course was from the boathouse to Glen Willows and return, off East
Manayunk. The two "lead pipes." as they were named, could not
hold a steady course and were soon left astern. The times at the
turnmg buoy were: Navahoe 11:52:30, Quickstep 12:06:08, Zip 12:12.

There was a" shift, of wind on the homestretch and again the com-
plicated steering gear of the new boats proved a source of trouble.

Finally both gave up and Navahoe went in a winner at 12:34:06. The
clock will be sailed for agam by the regidar yachts of the club on
July 16, as, of course. Dr. Evans cannot take his own prize. The
steam yacht race, held under the auspices of the Philadelphia Model
Yacht and Cruising Club, on July 4, on the Schuylldll River, re.sulted

in a victory for the Minnie, which craft proved herself a veritable

flyer. The start was made from Girard avenue bridge at 3:05 P. M.,

the following obeying the judge's signal: Paragon, C. Dulen; Gush-
ing, W. F. Payne; Minnie, F. MitcheL. The latter at once took the

lead and, steaming along very steadily, was several lengths in advance
off the point. Here the Paragon gave up, her steering gear having

fiven out. Cushing held on but was left further and further astern,

linnie crossed the line off Turtle Rock a winner at 3:17:37, with Cush-
ing second at 3:19:37. The crowd was somewhat nonplussed at the
result, as every one believed that the Paragon would prove the win-

ner. They nevertheless heartUy cheered the Minnie and her owner.
The Minnie would have made better time only she was driven out of

her course by a heavy westerly squall and had to battle against a
head w'md.—Fhiladelj^hia Times, July 5.

The boats of the Bilge Water Y. C. were gathered in a fleet at Fish-

ermen's Wharf at 9 o'clock yesterday morning, and at about 10 o'clock

started for a trip around the bay. The fleet stood away from Arch
Rock and afterward proceeded to Sausalito and Angel Island. A land-

ing was made at the island and all hands participated in a clambake.
There was plenty of breeze on the bay on the home trip and the Bilge

Water boats presented a pretty appearance as they stood in toward
Meiggs Wharf. About a dozen sloops, a number of plungers and a

whole fleet of smaller craft took part in the regatta, which was a great
success from start to flnish. The Bilge Water Club is composed of
members of the boating fraternity along the front, and has proven to

be a very successful organization. It would have been hard work to

hire a boat on the front yesterday, as nearly all of the knights of the
oar and who cater to the boating trade were off with the Bilge Waters'
picnic.

—

San FS-ancisco Call.

The Bufltalo Y. C. sailed a race on July 4, the times being:
40ft. class.

Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.
Merle 12 00 25 2 42 30 2 42 30 2 41 45

Cricket 12 00 00 Did not flnish.

Cypress 13 01 30 Did not flnish.

30pt. class.

Kathleen 12 03 00 1 36 00 1 33 00 1 31 42

Alcyone 12 02 00 1 40 00 .1 38 00 1 38 00

25ft. class.
Winona 12 02 00 1 54 00 1 52 00 1 52 00

Hmdoo 13 02 45 2 01 00 1 58 15 1 58 10

Referee, Edward Vai lan. Judges, Chas. Aldinger and A. F. Read.
Time-keepers, Howard D. Ptdsifer and W. W. Read.

At the suggestion of Mr. August Belmont, steam yacht Ituna, the
Long Island Railroad Company has kindly established a yacht landing
at Long Island City for the convenience of yachtsmen using the
anchorage at Twenty-sixth street. East River; or who may desire to

land at Long Island City, direct from their yachts. The float is a
good one, and the surroundings have been made attractive as well as

convenient. It is beheved tuat this landing will be of special service

to members of the club, whether lauding from tbeu- own yachts o

from those of then- friends, when on their way to any point on Long
Island: as more than half an hour can be saved, as agamst going by
way of Twenty-sixth street and the ferry.

The postponed race of the Massachusetts T. C. for catboats was
sailed on July 6, in Dorchester Bay, with but two starters, the wind
being N W. and so puffy thatArab turned in a single reef and Magpie
a double one, Arab carrying fuU sail on the second round. The times

Length. Elapsed Corrected

Magpie, H G Otis 32 4 1 07 50 0 41 25

Arib, I E Olmstead 20 8 1 10 25 0 42 55

First prize—Magpie, $10.
•

, 1, ,.1 u*.
Arab lost a man overboard, but he was picked up by another yacht.

The Yac/iisTOO.?!. has pubhshed its second annual midsummer num-
ber, a special number double the size of the regular weekly edition.

The present one for 1893 is a very creditable production, containing

several readable vachting and sea stories and a number of excellent

illustrations. The latter include pictures of Volunteer, Calluna and
Satanita and four large collotype reproductions, one a very good pic-

ture of Mayflower in her original cutter rig.

The Shelter Island Y. C, has elected the following officers: Com. R.

B. Lynch, sloop Gavilan; Vice Com., R. B. Roosevelt, Jr., cat Olga:

Rear Com., J. B. Edson, steamer Palos; Sec. and Ti'eas., C. Plmy Brig-

ham, sloop Narona; Meas., Charles Olmstead. Trustees: R. B. Lynch,
W. H. Bradley, D. P. Hathaway, F, A. Schroeder, T. A. Howell, J. A.

AspmwaU, H. E. Nitchie, J. B. Edson, C. H. Otis, H. L. Coe and Dr.

J. L. Keep. House committee: J. B. Keep, E. O. Hamilton and C.

Pliny Brigham.

The Pine LakeY. C, of Oconomowoc, Wis., re-elected Com. Fred
Rletbrock, Sec. A. C. Rietbrock and Treas. August H. Vogel. John
Barth was elected vice com., and the executive committee now in-

cludes O. C. Hansen, Henry L. Atkins and Henry Niedecken. The
annual meeting decided on July 15 as the date for holding the annual
regatta for sloops. The corresponding event for cat-rigged yachts
will not occur until Aug. 28. In the meantime bi-weekly contests for

the commodore's cup are quite sure to occm-.

Eben Holmes, of Marion, Mass.. on Buzzards Bay, has just com-
pleted for H. R. Reed a centerboard sloop with an extreme deck length,

her dimensions being: Over aU 49ft. 3 in.; l.w.l. 29ft. 6in ; beam 14ft.

and draft 5ft. The forward overhang is the longer. With such ex-

treme dimension the yacht naturally has ample room below. Her
name is Isem.

The annual regatta of the Hempstead Harbor Club will be sailed on
July 15, starting at 1 P. M. off the club house. Glen Cove, L. I. The
race wiU be open to yachts of the New York, Seawanhaka Corinthian,

Stamford, Marine and Field, Douglaston, Riverside, Corinthian of

New York. American, New Rochelle, New Haven, Atlantic, Indian
Harbor, Knickerbocker, Horseshoe Harbor, Cedar Point, Columbia
and Sea Cliff" yacht clubs. The yachts wUl be classed by 1. w. 1. and
measured by the Seawanhaka rule.

Fleur de Lys, schr., buUt in 1890 for George Trotter, sailed fi-om New
York on .July 3 on a cruise to England and Norway. The yacht was
originaUy designed by Mr. Burgess for a cnuse around the world,

which was postponed at the time of her completion; but she is off now
for a long trip, and may make the round passage before she sees New
York again.

It may not be generally known but the James McGiehan, who was
killed some days ago at Parkville, L. I., was the oldest.son of the well-

known bmlder P. McGiehan, of Pamrapo. Yovmg McGiehan was a
good boatman and sailed many races. He leaves a widow and five

children. _

The Gas Engine and Power Co. has lately issued a very artistic and
attractive pamphlet describing the naphtha launch made by them.
Another of their advertisements is a small pamphlet in the shape of a
shell.

Carmita, the 46ft. fin-keel, has been hauled out at Lawley's, where
some two tons of lead will be removed from her keel and a longer
bowsprit will be shipped. Her bottom was very foul when hauled out.

The wreck of the steam yacht Alva has been flnaUy removed by the
contractors, Kelly & Van Sandt, of Atlantic City, and there is now
24ft. over the middle and 30ft. over the ends. Upward of $7,500 of ex-

plosives has been used.

The "Who Won" Publishing Co. has in preparation an immense pen-
nant 54x36ft., made up of the burgees of American yacht clubs, each
burgee being 36in. hoist. The pennant wfll be hoisted at the World's
Fair some time this week.

The fln-keel Polly which started for New York under sail, met with
such bad weather that it was not deemed advisable to force her
around the Cape, and as she is wanted at Oyster Bay she has been
shipped by steamer to New York.

The fleet of the Corinthian Y. C. of Philadelphia, after a rendezvous
at Larchmont on Jidy 4, is now on the annual cruise through Long
Island Sound to Newport. Com. Wilkinson is in command in the flag-

ship Speranza.

"Yachting in Southern California" is the title of an attractive

article by Walter Mayhew in the June number of the California Illus-

trated Magazine.

Au Revoir, steam yacht, Wm. Dupont, was in collision on July 3 with
the tug James McFadden, striking her twice and nearly capsizing her.

The yacht lost her bowsprit.

Iroquois, schr., has been laid up in Wintringham's Basin, her charter
to the owners of Vigilant having expired, and Mr. Ellis being still

abroad.

The Philadelphia Y. 0. sailed on June 30 on its annual cruise down
the Delaw^are and through Ohesepeake Bay. Com. Brown is in com-
mand.
The American Y. C. gave its second lawn party on July 8, a large

number of members and guests being present.

White Layde, steam yacht, has been chartered by Mrs. Langtry toan
American owner with the privilege of purchase.

Secretaries of canoe clubs are requested to send to Forest and
Stream their addresses, with name, membership, signal, etc . of their

clubs, and also notices in advance of meetings and races, and report of
the same. Canoeists and all interested m canoeing are requested to
forward to b'oRKST and Stream their addresses, with logs of cruises,

maps, and information concerning their local w^aters, drawings or
descriptions of boats and flttings, and all items relating to the sport.

FIXTURES.
JULY,

15-30. W. C. A. Meet, Ballast Island. 33. Toronto, International Pad-
39. Red Dragon, Delaware River. diing Trophy Race.

AUQUST.
U-36. A. C. A. Meet, St. Lawrence River.

SEPTEMBER.
2. Orange An., Arlington, N. J. 1. Holvoke, Pa 11. Holyoke, Mass.
4. lanthe. An., Passaic River. 16. Red Dragon, Delaware River.

It is not a little discouraging to men who visit the general or divi-

sion meets every year to find the same blunders of location and
transportation repeated annually, and to undergo the same tu-esome

and disagreeable experience of a night in some country hotel instead

of the anticipated pleasures of the arrival in camp, and then to sit

for half a day on some sunny dock waiting for the boat that never

comes. The worst part is that no committee ever proflts by the ex-

periences of previous ones, but each starts out in subUme self confi-

dence, to meet with the same failures as the inevitable results of the

same natural causes. In the matters of location and transportation

the division officers this year have profited nothing by the fruitful

experience of the A. C. A. officers in 1890, and the consequence is that

the division camp on Chimmon'a Island is but a miniature of Jessup'a

Neck, a good place when one gets there, but a terrible place to

get to.

It is all right for those who have a couple of weeks to spare for the

entire term of the meet, and who can afford to waste a day or two in

getting to camp vrith their duffle and as much in returning; but for

the majority of the membeVs, to whom time is precious, and who
need quick and sure transportation for tents and canoes, or who wish

to run out to the camp for a few days during the meet, the Norwalk
Islands might also as well be in Lake Champlain or the St. Lawrence
Riveras in the Sound. The general location is poor; apart from the

sentimental objection that Norwalk, Conn., is well outside the Atlan
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tic Division, it is a long way from Uew York and very far, indeed,

from the geographical center of the division. What is worse, on
reaching South Norwalk one is by no means at the camp, and he is

very lucTsy if he can find any method of getting there. The committee
has made several futile experiments, one in the way of a naphtha
launch, another with the small steamer that runs past the camp to

Roton Point, and the third by a small open sailboat, but each of the

three has proved a failure, and the only reliable means of reaching

camp is to hire one of the small flat bateaux to be had at South
Norwalk and to row the three miles. Those who came up on Satur-

night for the annual meeting and to spend a Sunday in camp were
unable to get to the island at all uutil a lafce hour Sunday, and as the

Connecticut blue laws tie up nearly all of the trains in the State on
Sunday, those who were compelled to be in New York that night were
limited to an hour or two in camp.

Had the camp site possessed any special advantages that could not

have been found elsewhere, there might have been some reason for

going to a spot that was practically inaccessible, but on the contrary

the viosquitoes, the many oyster stakes and the great rise and fall of

the tide made it anything but an ideal camp site, and justified the un.

favorable opinion of the committee which visited the Norwalk Islands

in search for a site in 1890. The comfort and enj ment of those who
attend the meets depend so much on the getting to and from camp
easily, quickly and surely, that a failure in this direction is more
serious than in any other of the camp arrangements.

Those who were luckj^ enough to get to camp for the full time re-

port that the meet has passed off most pleasantly, with a large num-
ber of men and tents and a specially pleasant ladies' camp. The Nor-
vraik 0. C. has worked from first to last to aid the visitors from the

sister division.

The races of the Eoyal C. C. thus far, including the noted challenge

cup race, have been very tame, and with few entries, and it is plainly

evident that the club made a most serious blunder in prohibiting sUding

seats at the last annual meeting, as well as in continuing the absurd
and obsolete regulations for the second class. The canoe yawl is con-

stantly gaining in favor among British canoeists, and these craft are

found in many races in competition with the narrow canoes. The un-

Umited use of the sliding seat, and probably the removal of the re-

striction on sail as well would give a certain stimulus to British canoe-

ing which is very badly needed, and in any event could do no harm,
as canoeing is now in a most tmsatisfactory condition in the Royal
C. C, if not throughout England.

Western Canoe Association.
The ninth annual meet of the Western Canoe Association will begin

on Saturday at the original camp site. Ballast Island, Lake Erie, and
will continue for two weeks. Camp wiU be opened Saturday July 15;
the first week will be devoted to racing, beginning Tuesday, July 18,
and continuing until Saturday, July 28, under the direction of the re-
gatta committee. The races for each day will be posted ujion the
bulletin board at 8:30 A. M. and 1 P. M. Special sports and the carni-
val will be announced in the camp. The date of the annual business
meeting will be announced by the commodore at the meet. A camp
postoffice will be established at headquarters.

CAMP BULBS.

I. A member of the executive committee will be appointed daily by
the commodore to act as officer of the day.

3. Tents may be pitched to the lUdng of each individual or club,
under the supervision of the commodore.

3. The occupants of each tent are requested to put their tent and the
surrounding space in order each day before 9 A. M.

4. No visitors will be allowed in camp before 10 A. M.
GKNEBAL INFORMATION.

Ballast Island can be reached by daily steamers from Cleveland,
Sandusky, Toledo and Detroit, leaving each city about 8:30 A. M.
Canoes and duffle will be carried free of cost on the steamers, pro-

vided the owners are with them.
Mail should be addressed to Canoe Camp, Ballast Island, via Put-in-

Bay, Ohio. A branch postoffice wfil be established at headquarters.
Camp supplies can be obtained at Put-in-Bay at moderate prices.
Those who do not desire to cook in camp may procure meals at the

dining hall of the Ballast Island Club, which, during the coming sea-
son, will be under the management of Mr. C. H. Kelso.
A dark room and conveniences for the use of photographers will be

provided by the Association.
Headquarters and bulletin board at commodore's tent.
A canoe hop will be given at Wehrle's Pavihon, Middle Bass Island,

on Thursday evening, July 37. The invitations will of necessity be
limited and restricted to members of the Association and their imme-
diate friends. It is especially requested that all who expect to attend
wiU procure tickets from the secretary before noon of the day of the
ball.

The night for the carnival and illumination will be announced in
camp by the executive committee, and all canoers are requested to
bring a supply of Chinese lanterns and fireworks for the occasion.
The programme of the races is as follows:
1. Paddling—Class I—One half mile.
2. Paddling—Class II—One half mile. Record event.
3. Paddling—Class III—One half mile. Record event.
4. Paddling—Tandem, all classes, one-half mile.
5. PaddUng—Upset.
6 Hurry-scurry—Run fifty yards, swim fifty yards and paddle one

hundred yards.
7. Sailing and paddling—Classes A and B—One and one-half miles.

Sail first half mile, paddle second and sail third. Record event.
8. Sailing for Gardner cup—Free for all classes—^Best two heats in

three. Each heat to be two turns of the course, or three miles.
Record event for A and B.

9. SaiUng for the W. C. A. trophy—Classes A and B—Best two heats
in three. Each heat to be two turns of the course, or three miles.
Record event.

10. Sailing for Longworth cup—Class C—Best two heats in tliree.
Each heat two turns of the course, or three miles.

II. Sailing (man overboard !)—Free for all classes—At a given signal,
crew to throw a paddle overboard to leeward, pick it up and continue
on course across the line.

12. Sailing—(Passenger race)—Free for all classes—Three miles.
All races will be governed by theW C. A. rules.
13. SaUing—Columbian melee—Three miles within one hour of start-

ing, sides to be chosen by two canoeists, the latter to be designated
by the regatta committee till all available canoeists present are chosen.
Points to be counted by the committee at the finish, and the side hav-
ing the greatest number of points to be declared the winner.

14. Consolation race.
Q. P. Mathes, G. G. Case, J. H. Ware, M. C. Smith, regatta commitee.

CANOE NEWS NOTES.
The Grand Rapids (Mich.) Boat and Canoe Club is busy training its

men for the rowing races on July 26-27, and for the rowing regatta at
Detroit in August.

Winnipeg.jManitoba, has a canoe club which has latelyinstalled itself

in a new club house, and is rapidly filling its membership to the
limit, which is 100.

The Shrewsbury C. C, of Red Bank, N. J., held a race for the com-
modore's cup on July 4, a paddling race of one mile. William Allaire
won, for the second time, with Louis Frick second and William
Rudolph last. The cup must be won three times to become the
property of the winner.

The Rochester C. C. held the first of a series of trophy races on July
1, the course being two rounds of a mile and a half triangle. The
times were:
Nan, F. L. Smith 0 53 00 Massawippi, W. H. Martin..! 06 00
GuU, Henry McYean 0 54 30 PoUywiggle, C. D. Martin. .1 13 00
A paddUng race for the new trophy was set for July 8, and the next

sailing race wiU take place on July S3.

Mr. Poultney Bigelow, of the New York C. C, writes from Gmiinden
on the Traun Sea, Austria, that he has just cruised the Moldau, the
chief rivei' of Bohemia, from Budweis to the Elbe; and the Elbe on
to Torgau. He reports canoeing as growing rapidly in Germany,
Caribee is the first American canoe on the Moldau. Mr. Bigelow 'is

planning another canoe to succeed her, a purely cruising canoe, some-
thing after the early Nautilus type, with both ends well rockered up,
no rudder and small sails.

The A. C. A. Meet.
PuRSEE MoKendrick. has sent out the following characteristic invi-

tation to the members of the Northern Division:
ToBOKTO, June 34.—Gentlemen—As the canoeing season is now in

full swing we wish to turn your thoughts down the St. Lawrence to
where our annual camp is to be held, on Wolfe Island, a few miles
from Kingston.
Previous camp grounds have been good, but this one surpasses

the best of them. Commodore Cotton and Secretary Burns, knowing
that the World's Fair would be in competition with them, have
entered the lists and promise the best outing the Association ever
had. For full particulars consult your year book.
The ladies' camp is especially well adapted for the purpose; so

bring your wives, chaperones and sweethearts along with you. There
are no mosquitoes, centipedes, sand flies, burglars or stray goslings
around the premises. There are good race courses and race pro-
gramme, plenty of shade trees, grass sod to pitch tents on, sloping
beaches to bathe from, clean store to buy provisions from, a dark
room provided for photographers, large ice-house flUed with ice free
from cholera microbes, and the air is so filled with ozone that the
A. C. A. physican (Dr. Winne) declares we wiU eat the caterer bank-
rupt inside of two weeks. Special rates have been secured for mem-
bers on the railroads, so arrange to spend your two weeks' hoUday
with us among the prettiest of tbe Thousand Islands.
Don't forget that your fees of $1 were due Jan. 1. If you haven't

paid them yet please do so and save me wasting postage collecting it.

As it will be four years before we can have the general meet in our
territory again we would like to make it a huge success by ijringing
in as many new members as possible. Fill in the inclosed form and
inclose $2 for fees for a new member.
Remember the date, Aug. 11 to 26.

W. G. MacBIendricb;, Purser Northern Div. A. O. A.

International Columbian Prize Shooting.
The following shooters from the Independent Rifle Club of New

York and others were present July 2 and 3: Gebhard Kruse, Herman
Weber, Wm. F. Baab, Reinhold Busse, .Tacob Bittschier, Geo. Leower,
Bernhard Walther, Alexander Stein, John Eusner, Wm. Soil, Geo.
Bauer, Michael Heuman, Ambros Stolt«nburger, Henry Weiler, Gustav
Zimmermann, F. C. Halbe, John Bodenstab, Friedrich Haas, Capt. W.
B. Weber, New York; Edward Maas, Brooklyn; Aug. Begeron, Wm.
Hayes, Newark; Ernst Fisher, Hoboken; Carl Graeff, Bingen-on-
Rhein, Germany; Max Rosenthal, Milwaukee, Wis.; Dr. Julius Wirth,
Highland, Dl. To all the shooters the Columbian medal was awarded.
The following scores on the different targets were made:
Columbia Target.—A. Busse 66 rings. Dr. J. Wu'th 58, B.Walther 55,

Max Rosenthal 67, G. Krause 64, A. Begeron 58, E. Fisher 57, A. Stein
51, W. Hayes 60, F. Schwickert 57, Gus Zknmermann 63.

King Target.—T. Bittschier 170, G. Leower 123, Dr. J. Wirth 184, B.
Walther 302, M. Rosenthal 195, E. Fisher 181, R. Basse 192, G. Krause
190, A. Begeron 187, Wm. Hayes 198, F. Schwickert 188, Gus Zimmer-
mann 214.

Man Target.—Wm. Hayes 94, G. Zimmermann 93, M. Rosenthal 91,
E. Fisher 90, A. Stein 90, R. Busse 90, B.Walther 87, G. Krause 88, Geo.
Reitzhaupt 86, A. Begeron 83, F. Schwickert 83.

Standard Target.-Gus. Zimmermann 45, W. Hayes 45, E. Fisher 45,
A.Stein 43, R. Busse 43, F. Schwickert 39, M. Rosenthal 36, G. Kraus83.
People's Target.—Gus Zimmermann 71, E. Fisher 71, Wm. Hayes 71,

G. Krause 69, A. Stein 69, R. Busse 68. T. Martin 68, B. Walther 68, M.
Rosenthal 67, F. Schwickert 63, J. Bodenstab 62.

Bullseye Target.—Wm. Hayes 34 out of 100 shots, E. Fisher 21, R.
Busse 30, Gus. Zimmermann 16, B. Walther 16, J. Rittschier 16, Alex
Stem 15, G. Krause 14, A. Begeron 11, F. Schwickert 10.

Greenville Rifle Club.
Weekly gallery shoot for class medals, July 17: Capt. Robidoux

with 243 is now only 4 points behind Purkess in the race for first.

Plaisted and C. Boag are both close up to the two leaders. Score, 10
shots, possible 250, distance 25yds. : Robidoux 242. Plaisted 340, Pur-
kess 238, Colhns236, J. Boag 236, C. Boag 231, Chavant 230, Gotthardt
227, Dodds 315, Lembeck,200, Gassman 197.
The Saturday outing of the Greenville Club in Armbruster's Park on

July 8 was well attended and many good scores were made. A 50 shot
race between Messrs. Ross, Dorrler and Plaisted developed the follow-
ing totals: Ross 1,089, Dorrler 1,058, Plaisted 1,015.
The following 10-shot scores were made by the members present:

Ross 234, Chavant 233, Plaisted 817, Dorrler 217, Spahn 208, Pfeffer 200,
Colhns 196, Purkess 195.

Cincinnati.
Cincinnati, O.j July 2.—The Cincinnati Rifle Assooiation h^d its

regular practice shoot at its range to-day and made the scores as
appended below. 200yds., off-hand, at the standard target:
Gindele 80 87 93 Martin 78 74 64 Drube.... 69.. ..

Payne 79 77 83 Stegner 63 63 63 Puthofif 56.55 50
Weinheuner. . 74 72 71 RandaU 76 74 87 Nagel 49 37 39
Topf 69 54 59 See 74 71 70

Revolver Shooting in England.
The National Rifle Association of England have decided to reintro-

duce the rapid firing competition for target revolvers, which they had
intended to omit this year. They will also allow bead front sights in
the militarj' revolver competitions, which seems a pitj^, as, though it

will lead to improved scores, it will do away with the distinctly mil-
itary character of these competitions, and in fact competitors will be
able to use the same revolver that they use as a target revolver,

Harlem Rifle Club.
The following scores were made July 7 by members of the Harlem

Rifle Club, at 75ft., off-hand: J. A. Boyken 243, C. Hutch 341, E. W.
Bubby 241, W. H. Cochran 388. J. Bodenstab, Sec'y.

Turtle Bay Rifle Club.
The club keep up the interest of its members in shooting matters

during the hot weather by the introduction of team matches. This
week the teams were Ochs and Krampert vs. Walter and Oberle. The
scores are ajjpended:
J Ochs, Jr. . .345 240 345—730 H Walter. . . .242 236 241—719
J Krampert..337 334 241—712—1443 J F Oberle. . .230 3.38 239-697—1416

Excelsior Rifle Club.

WBEKiiT shoot in Armbruster's Park, Greenville, N. J,, July 7. Ten
shots. German ring target, 300yds.: L. P. Hansen 208, C. Ward 200, J.
HugHes 173, J. Speicher 189.

New York Rifle Club.

Cyphess Hills Park, L. I., July 8.—Six members met for competi-
tion for club trophies; 10-shot scores, standard American target: E.
R. Chadbourne, 93, 92, S3, 90; M. Harrmgton, 89, 89, 85, 84; Thos. Floyd,
87, 83, 83; Hamilton, 78, 76; Major Shorkley, 82, 82: Geo. W. Downs, 70,
72, 80.

The MiUers.
The following scores were made July 5 by the members of the Miller

Rifle Club, Capt. E. Fisher, at headquarters, 423 Washington street,
Hoboken: Miller 340, Schlicht 239, Kloepping 238. Meyers 336. Rogers
230, Meyer 332, Caragher 339. Liele 235, Murphy 33S', Sohl 230, Bach 239,
Vogel 3.33.

^

RIFLE NOTES.
On Friday, July 14, the New York Schuetzen Corps will hold its reg-

ular monthly outing and practice shoot in the Union Hill Park, Union
HUl, N. J.

On Wednesday, July 19, the Independent New York Schuetzen Corps
will hold its monthly shoot in Washington Park.

The members of the Independent New York Corps arrived home
from Chicago on Friday, July 7. All report having experienced a very
IDleasant time. Several of the members of the corps distinguished them-
selves at the Columbia international shoot by their fine shooting. The
report of our Chicago representative gives a full report of the indi-
vidual scores of the members of the corps. Gus Zimmerman adds new
luster to his reputation as a rifleman by his fine score of 214 on the
King target. This score will be hard to beat and may stand high to
the close of the festival.

A team shoot for S500 a side, 100 shots per man, takes place at the
Glendale Park, Long Island, Friday the 14th. The teams are Walther,
Krauss and Busse vs. Zimmerman, Martin and Bittschier.

The New York riflemen should not forget the shooting festival of
the South New England Bund, which takes iJlace in Hartford, Conn.,
on .July 24 and 25. The prizes on the ring target range from ?45 for
the first down to 81, the twentieth, or last prize. The bullseye target
will have many attractions for the steady holder, where with 10 shots
for %l he can get 50 cents in return for everv red flag (3i,(ijn. center)
made. The tickets are limited only to the extent of tlie shooter's
pocketbook.

Many of our riflemen are diligently seeking for relief from the
onerous labors attached to shooting the patched bullet. When in
the shooting house at Greenville on Saturday last we met that old
veteran of the butts M. Dorrler, who was shooting his Ballard from
the machine rest, using the lubricated bullet. We applied our rule to
one of his 10-shot strings and found that it measured onlv lO'^jgin.
from center to center; many of our patched bullet devotees would
consider that good work with their favorite. Barney Zettler has
promised to let us in on a ground floor basis on the theory and prac-
tice of the lubricated bullet. Should we succeed in connecting our
syphon to his well of information on these matters the patrons of
Forest and Stream shall have a draught of it.

In last week's issue there was an open-bore chiiUenge fired by the
Paterson fraternity in the direction of New York. Some of the scat-
tering pelletsrieochetted in the vicinity of the Greenville Rifle Club, at
Greenville, N. J. Now the Greenville boys would like to have the
Paterson folk try another shot full-choked and aimed dii-ectly for
Greenville. The Greenville contingent wdl make good game for the
Patterson riflemen to practice upon before crossing the Hudson. As
the New Yorkers are said to be more tenacious than the celebrated
Chicago hard bird, the Paterson men will profit by the preliminary
practice. The Greenvilles are well feathered at "the present time.
Get your gun, Paterson.

The Fourth at Iiynchburg.
Ltnchbukg, Va., July 5.—The Lyuchbm-g Gun Club held its sixth an-

nual picnic on the 4th. This time it was a family occasion and a gen-
eral gathering of friends. It was a most enjoyable affair and was fuUy
appreciated by the five hundred or more visitors. At 1 o'clock a great
lunch was spread, one of the kind that runs into a feast. Just right
here is where happiness actually commenced and the enjoyment of the
day reached the highest point. Out under the big oaks for one hour
there was a most contented and happy gathering. We aU missed oiu-
dear old Arthur Du Bray. While we hope he is having a large time at
Chicago, we should have liked to have hun here on this event. Below
are the principal scores of the day:
No. 1, team shoot, 10 singles:

Nelson 6
Terry 8
Dornin

, ,10
Moorman 6
Stearns,..,., 3

Smith. . .

,

Miller....
Withers .

Hamlet
Chambers 7

J Cleland 5—38 Jennings 4—33
No. 2, 5 pairs for a lap robe: Domin 7, J. Cleland 4, Moorman 7, Nel-

son 7, Stearns 6, F. Christian 5, T. Christian 3, Miller 4, Terry 7. E, Clel-
and 5, Adams 6. T. S. Jennings 4, Edmonds 0, Smith 4, Durphy 6, Empie
8, Jenkins 5, Hamner 4, Withers 5.

No. 3, team shoot, 10 singles:
Nelson
Terry 9
Dornin 10
Moorman 8
J Cleland 8
Jenkins 5

—

i'

Stearns 8 P Christian 7
Adams... 5 T Christian 6
Jennings 2 Empie 7
Smith 4 AVithers 6
Edmonds 4 Hamner 1

- Averett 5—28 Durphy 8—36
No. 4, 9 singles and 3 pairs, for SUverthorn badge: Nelson 10, J.

Cleland 10, Terry 14, Wren 9, Spencer 13, Empiell, G. Langhorne 10,
Dornin 13, Moorman 10, Stearns 11, Old 6, Averett 6, Jenkins'lO.
No. 5. 10 singles, for hunting vest; Nelson 10, Dornin 8, Cleland 9,

Hamlet 6, Stearns 9, Payne 4, Terry 8, Moorman S, Empie 9, Wren 8,
Chambers 8.

No. 6, team race, 10 singles, unknown angles:
Terry 6 C Wormley 7
Nelson 10 Stearns 7
Dornin 9 Wren 3
Moorman 8 Chambers 8
J Cleland 8 Hamlet 4
Empie 6—47 H Langhorne 5—34
No. 7, 5 pairs: Nelson 9, Dornin 9, J. Cleland 3, Empie 8, Terry 4,

Moorman 7, Stearns 3, Wren 3.

No. 8, team shoot, 10 singles:
Nelson 10
Dornin

, , . 9
Durphy 5
Wormley 5
Moorman 8

J Cleland 9
Hamlet 3
Empie (re-entry) 6
Terry 8
Stearns.,

Empie 7—44 CWermley 0—36
Extra event, 10 singles: Nelson 9, Stearns 9, Dornin 9, Terry 10, Em-

pie S, Chambers 4,

W. W. Dornin made greatest average during the day's shoot. J.
Cleland won the Field shoot on a clean score. D.

Pelhamville Sweeps.
Pelhamville, N. Y., July 5.—Inclosed please find full scores of

sweepstakes shot here yesterday. Owing to scarcity of pigeons main
event had to be reduced to 7 birds. Pigeons good, taldng season in
consideration; weather all that could "be desired. The gentlemen
shooting belonged to the following organizations: W. H. Brickner, L.
E. Miner, F. Knot, Wauresan Giiu Club of New Vork; McKenna,
Codey, Dr. V. G. Hudson, Emerald Gun Club of Brooldyn; H. G, Eff,
not attached to any club. M. F. Bhiokner.
No. 1, 3 birds, 3 moneys, birds extra, entry gl, Hurlingham rules,

60yds. botmdary, 26yd8. rise:WH Brickner ,.2»1—2 ... Dr Little 001—1 ...
DrVG Hudson 131—3 131 Codey 133—3 0
Osterhout 111-3 112 L E Miner 231-3 232
McKenna 123—3 130
No. 2, 5 birds, 3 moneys, bh-ds extra, entry $3; otherwise as in pre-

vious event:WH Brickner 12111—5 Dr Little 11022—4
Osterhout 92311—5 L E Miner 02311-4
Codey 11133—5 McKenna 20001—3
Dr Hudson 33101—4
No. 3, miss and out, with privilege of re-entry if missing on first

round, entry $1, rules as before: Dr. Hudson 4, Osterhout 3, L. E.
Miner 4, W. H. Brickner 3, Dr. Little 1.

No. 5, 7 birds. 3 moneys, entry $4, rules as before, winner of first
money to take nandsome gun case given by Mr. M. F. Brickner:W H Brickner 1231112—7 Osterhout 0101221—5
Dr Hudson 233.113—6 H P Eff .SSIOSI—

5

F Knof 131131.—6 L E Miner 00«1210—

3

Dr Little 3013013-5 McKenna 0200000—1
Match for the price of the pigeons Long Island rules:

Dr Hudson 312-3 HPECC 1»0—

1

No. 7, 10 keystones, 2 moneys, entry $1, A. A, rules, 16 and 18yds.
rise:

Dr Little 1111111111—10 Codey 1011111101— 8
Osterhout lllllllOU— 9 HP Eff 0110001101— 5
No. 8, same as No. 7:

Dr Little llllllllll—10 Spencer 1110111110— 8
Codey 1111111111—10 H P Eff 0111111011— 8
Osterhout 1111101111— 9
Referee, Mr. Jacob Pentz.

Rochester Rod and Gun Club.
The following scores were made at the Fourth of Jtdy shoot of the

Rochester Rod and Gun Club:
No. 1, 15 smgles: Worth 9, Meyer 9, Hadley 9, Fletcher 4, Lewis 6,

Borst 7, Rogei-s 8, Mann S.

No. 2, 15 singles: Hadley 15, Lewis 10, Worth 11, Meyer 15, Fletcher
9, Borst 13, Rogers 12, Hicks 10, Lane 14, Van Ostrand 8, Gardner 12,
Mann 14.

No. 3, 10 singles: Lewis 4, Hadley 8, Fletcher 7, Weiler 7, Borst 6,
Van Ostrand 6, Meyer 10, Worth 7, Rogers 4, Gardner 7, Hicks 9, Lane
5, Mann 5.

No. 4, 10 singles: Hadley 9, Lewis 4, Fletcher 3, Van Ostrand 1, Wei-
ler 4, Borst 3, Rogers 3, Meyer 8, Worth 4, Gardner 4.

No. 5, 5 pairs and 5 singles: Van Ostrand 8, Meyer 13, Hicks 8, Borst
10. Rogers 10, Lewis 8, Lane 10, Gardner 7, Hadley 8, Weiler 8, Worth
is; Mann 11.

No. 6, 10 singles: Borst 7, Lewis 6. Van Ostrand 3, Meyer 8, Hadley
4, Hicks 6, Harvey 0, Worth 3, Lane 4, Weiler 7, Mann 10.

No. 9, 15 singles: Lane 13, Worth 11, Borst 9, Van Ostrand 11,
Hadley 8, Weiler 14, Marble 9, Meyer 11, Kay 7, Gardner 10, McCarthy
9, Hicks 15, L. T. Meyer 4, Mann 14.

No. 10, 10 singles: Van Ostrand 7, Meyer 8, Worth 6, Hicks 6, Kay 8,
Fulton 6, Hadley 8, Weiler 5, Borst 6, Mazm 6, McCarthy 6, Lane 5,
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Eastern New York Iieague Tournament.
Ahsteedam, N. Y., July 4.—The Riverview Gun Club was certainly

favored with a cool and pleasant day for their mid-summer tourna-
ment. During the morning a stiff west wind made the shooting quite

difficult The tournament was held on the club's gi'ounds which are
conveniently located on the highlands, on the south side of theMohawk
River, overlooking the city; and is not three minutes walk from the
West Shore or N. Y. C. R.R. depots. The club have expended a con-
siderable amount of money this summer in grading and have erected
a commodious and very convenient club house, cashier's office, and
have one of the most convenient and best trapper's screen we have
ever ssen. They certainly had everything in excellent shape for a
large gathering of shooters. The shooting was done at Cruttenden &
Card's kingbird targets, which worked perfectly in the expert traps,

not more than 25 birds were broken by the traps all day.
The fine programme ought to have caUed out fuU Usts of entries,

biit just why there were not more shooters present it is hard to say.

The club had reasonable expectations of a fair attendance, as some of
its members had attended all the league shoots this year—but one.
The visiting shooters were Frank Northrup, Johnstown, N. Y. ; J.

D. Banta, Springfield, Mass. ("also a member of Johnstown Gun Club);
W. N. Armstrong, Little Falls, N. Y. ; Chas. W. Scharff, Oanajoharie
Gtin Club, came at 4 o'clock, having been detained at home on account
of a death; Mr. Geisel, Charles Beckford ("Rock") and Horace B.
Darby, secretary of the Eastern New York Trap-Shooters' League, all

of Albany; Mr. Scowden, Coeyman's Junction, N. Y., and Frank Hall,

of Ridereiield, N. J. Mr. Hall is a member of the Riverview Gun Club,
and came up to spend the "Fourth" and to call on his many friends
here. He is an excellent shot when in practice, but has scarcely fired

a shot since he was here last September. However, he carried over
to New Jersey the handsome gold-lined silver shaving cup and brush
which the club put up in the miss-and-out event; he also won second
average, breaking 87}4% of his birds. The rest of the shooters present
were members of the home club, and if they had not entered as they
did the tournament would have been a grand fizzle. The cashier's
box was in charge of Messrs. D. S. Pierce and Elmer Trull, who did
their work quickly and very efficiently. President Hartley and Captain
Briggs did the hustling. Z. R. Jacoby and Horace B. Darby scorers.
Frank Linnebecker had charge of the pull. Everything passed off in

excellent shape—with no kicking. All present got all the shooting
they wanted. Some of the shooters fired nearly 300 shots during the

Snthe whole, notwithstanding the small attendance, it was the
most pleasant meet, taking everything into consideration, we have
attended this season. Following are the scores:

No. 1, 10 kingbirds, "Jack Rabbit," American Shooting Association
rules, entrance |I,30:
Northrup 1111111111—10 Rock 0111110011— 7
Armstrong 1001110000— 4 Trull 0010010100— 3
RM Hartley 1111011011— 8 Briggs 1111011111- 9

Linnebecker 0101011111— 7 iniler OOlOlOOllO— 4
Geisel 0100010100— 3 Pierce 0101110011—

'

Banta 1101111010— 7 Warring 0111101111—
G V Hartley OllOllOlll— 7 Scowden IIOIOIIOII— 7
In this event those breaking 60% of their birds got 10 cents for each

target broken. The surplus divided 60 and 40,^.

No. 2, 15 kingbirds, entrance 81.95:

Northrup lOOinilOUllll—12 Warring 110111101111111—13
Armstrong. lOOlOllOlllOiOO— 8 G V Hartley. . . . 10110111 1001110—10
RM Hartley.. . .OllllOinmill—13 Scowden OOllOlOlOlllOll— 9

Rock 100110111111111—11 Briggs 111111101101111—13
Geisel IIIOOOOOIOIOIOI— 7 Young 000011011011010— 7
Banta 111000100111111—10

No. 3, 10 kingbirds, entrance 81.30:
Northrup 1111111111—10 Warring 1101100111— 7
Armstrong lOOllllllO— 7 G V Hartley IIOOOOIOII— 5

RM Hartley 1111111101— 9 Briggs 1011110111— 8
Rock 0101010011— 5 Young 1001011111—
Geisel 0011111111— 8 HaU 1100111111-
Banta OlOOUOllO— 5

No. 4, 16 kingbirds, unkjiown angles, entrance §1.95:
Northrup 111111111111111—15 Warring 010111011100111—10
Armstrong 000100111011110— 7 G V Hartley. . . .101100110010111— 9

R M Hartley. . ..llllOCJOlllOlllO—10 Briggs 010011010101111— 9

Rock 001010011101100— 8 Scowden 111011110011111-12
Geisel llOlOllllllIOOO—10 Young 100111101111111-13
Banta 111101001111100—10 Hall 111001011100111—10

No. 5, SO kingbirds, entry $2.60:
Northrup..lllll]110n011111111—18 Brickbat. ..11111111110101110111—17
ArmstronginmOlOlllllOllllO—16 G Hartley.. 10001111100111111010—13
R Hartley.llllOlllUlllOOllllO—16 Briggs 10110111110111100110—14
Rock 10101011001010111111—13 Scowden. . .001101 lnniOOllOlOO—12
Warring. . .10011111111101111101—10 Young 10110111111101010111—15
Banta 00111011111011110111—15 Hall 01111111111101111111—18

No. 6, 10 kingbirds, unknown angles, entrance SI .80:

Northrup ^ .1110111111—9 G V Hartley 1111101111—9
Armstrong 1110111011—8 Briggs 1100000110—4
RM Hartley 0110111111—8 Scowden 1110110000—5
Rock 1110011010-6 Young 0101010011—5
Warring 1101110100—6 HaU 1110111111—9
Banta 0011011011—6 TruU 0010100010-3

No. 7, 15 kingbu-ds, $1.95 entry:
Northrup 111111111011111—14 G V Hartley. . . .111111110111111—14
Armstrong 011001101110000— 7 Briggs 111101110111011—13
R M Hartley. . .110110111111111-13 Scowden 010011100110111— 9

Rock 010010111110101— 9 Miller 000100000001000— 2
Warring 111111011110101—12 Hall 111111111111101—14
Banta. :. lllllOlllOOlllO-ll Showerman . . . .101111110010010— 9

No. 8, 15 kingbirds, unknown anglers, $1.95 entry:
Northrup 111110111111111—14 Banta OOlllOllllllOll—11
Showerman OlllOlOlOlOOlll— 9 G V Hartley. .. .100111111111110-12

Scowden 111100110011100— 9 RW Hartley. . .011101111011110—li
Rock 110101111011101—11 Hall 111011111111110-18
Warring IIUOIOIOOIOOOO— 7 Young 111101101001010— 9

No. 9, 20 kingbirds, $3.60 entry:
Northrup. .10111111111111101111—18 Young . . . .11111011110100101011—14
Rock 11111111101110111111-18 ArmstrongllOl 0110110110111111—15
Warring... 11011000010110111111—13 G Hartley. 10011101001100111011—12
Banta 01110111110100001011—12 Linneb'ker llOUOlOlllllOllllll-lG
R Hartley.lOllllllllOlllOlOlll—16 Briggs. . . . 11111111111010110101—16
HaU 11110111111111111111—19 Scharff. . . .01011111101111111010-15

No. 10, 15 kingbirds, entry SI .95:

Northrup 111111111111111-15 Young 111111111111111—15
Rock 011011111111110—12 G V Hartley. . . .111100111111110-12
Warrmg 011101110110111—11 Linnebecker.. ..111101111001111—12
R V Hartley. . . .111100111111111—13 Briggs 101101000101111—10

HuU 111011111111111-14 Scharff 110111101011101—11
Banta IIOOIOIOIIOIIII—10 Pierce OOIOIOIOIUOUO— 8
No. 11, miss and out, 3 merchandise prizes, entry 81:

Northrup 10 Rock 10
Scharff lllO R M Hartley 0

HaU 11111 Briggs 10
Ties on third: Northrup 8, Briggs 3, Rock 4.

The club offered for best averages in aggi-egate scores in Events No.
3 to 10 inclusive, as follows: First average, 85, won by Frank North-
rup, Johnstown, N. Y., 113, 120, 90'ia^. Second average, $4, won by
Frank HaU, Ridgefield, N, J., 105, 120, 87VS?. TMrd average, year's
subscription to Forkst and Stream, won by R. M. Hartley. Amster-
dam, N. Y., 96, 120, 80^. Fourth average, 82, won by G. V. Hartley,
Amsterdam, N. Y., 86. 120, 70' ^^J.

Extra No. 1, 10 kingbirds, divided 60 and 40 per cent.:

HaU 1111001101— 7 Rock llOOOlllOO— 5
Scharff 1011111100— 8 Bnggs OlllOOOlOO— 4
R M Hartley 1111111011— 9 G V Hartley 0111001001— 5

Extra No. 2, unknown angles, same:
Hall 1111011001— 7 Briggs 1111010110— 8
Scharff 11110(X)110— 6 Young OOOllUOOO— 4
R M Hartley 1111111111—10 G V Hartley 1110111011— 9
Extra No. 3, unknown trags, same:

Linnebecker UOlllllOl— S GV Hartley 1001111110—7
Scharff" 1111111010— 8 Young OOUlOllll— 7
R M Hartley lllllOlOlO— 7 Warruag OlOOlOOUl— 5
HaU 0001111101— 6

Extra No. 4, 5 pairs:

RM Hartley 10 01 00 10 01—4 Warring 10 00 10 01 11—5
HaU 01 10 10 10 01—5 Scharff 00 00 10 10 01—3
Extra No. 5, 5 pairs:

Hartley 11 10 01 11 11—8 Scharff ,„„..ll 00 10 00 01—4
HaU 10 10 11 10 01-6 Young 10 10 00 11 00-4
Warring 00 00 00 00 11—2
Extra No. 6, 10 birds, gun below elbow, unknown traps:

Briggs 1111100111—S GVH 1001000000-2
HaU 1101110011—7 Linnebecker 1011010110-6
TruU 1001101110—6 Young 0010100000—2
RM Hartley 1110111111—9
Extra No. 7, same as last:

Briggs 0010111011- 7 Hall 0111111111— 9
TriSl. llOlllOOlO— 6 Young 1110101100— 6

G V H 0011111111— 8 Scharff 1010111011— 7

R M Hartley 1111111111—10
Extra No. 9, 10 kingbirds, entrance 50 cents:

Briggs 1111110111- 9 R M Hartley 1001111111— 8
TriflT mOllOOOO— 5 Linnebecker CKXjlOlOlll— 5
GYHttraey....... .0111100011— 6 HaU 1111111111—10

Extra No. 9, 10 kingbirds, entrance 50 cents:
Briggs 1111010110-7 Hall 1111100110—7
Trull. 1000001010—3 Degraff 1111111101—

f

R M Hartley 1101101111—8 Young 1101001100—5
Chuctenunda.

Cold-water Gun Club.
No. 1, 10 singles, Parker handicap:

FUck 1111111111—10
Tui-ner 1011110110— 7
Burnell 1111011010— 7
R Preston 1101110111— 8
Pherman 0101101000— 4W Preston 0001010110— 4
No. 3, 10 singles:

Flick 1111111001— 8
Stacy 1111101101— 8
R Preston 1111111111—10
Homing 0010000111— 4
Turner IIOIIOOIIO— 6
BurneU

, 1110100000— 4
No. 3, 10 singles:

R Preston 1011000001— 4
Holt 0101111111— 7
Bai-ker 1101111110— 8
Flick 1111111101— 9
Stacy 1111111111—10
No. 4, 15 singles:

Stacy 001110100101110- 8
Flick 111011111111101—13
Holt 101011111111111—13
Barker 111101110011111—12
R Preston 101101110110111—11W Preston 101010000110111— 8
Pherman OlllOOOOlOOlOlO— 6
No. 5, 25 singles:

Nixon
Holt
Flick
Bai-ker
Henning
BurneU
Stacy
Neve

,

Stacy 0111111111—9
Holt 0110111011—7
Nixon 0011011111—'
Barker 1001010110-5
Homing 1110101111—

f

Bair 0110001110—5

Holt llllllIlOl—

!

Nixon 1011110111—8
Bah- 1000001001—3
W Preston 0111001100-5
Pherman 0110011010—5
Barker 1111101111—9

Nixon 1101111111-8
W Preston lOOlllllll-l
Pherman lOOllOOlll—

(

Burnell 1110010001—5

Neve 110101110011101—10
Wilcox 101100110011110— 9

Juckett OOOOOOOlOlOOOOl— 3

Nixon 111111111111101-14
Chandler 000001010000010— 3

BurneU 101100100001110—
Harding 1 1 1111111111101—14

1101111111110111011101101—20
1100000111111101100011101—15
1011110111111111111111110—22
1110111111111101111011111—21
1111011100000110110011111—16
0111101001111111001111011—18
1111101101111111111111111—28
0011001111110111101100111—

r

W. N, LOW.

President Illinois State Sportsmen's Association, \ms-i.

No. 6, 10 singles:

Stacy : OOllltllOll— 5 Leroy 0000000000— 0
Harding 1111100101— 7 Nixon 1111110110— 8
Flick 1111111101— 9 Wilcox 1001010001— 4
Neve 1111101111— 9 R Preston 1110100011— 6
Holt 1111111101— 9
Burnell 1101011011— 7
Bair 0001001111— 5
Pherman 0011100101— 6

No. 7, 15 singles, 3-man team race:
Stacy 111000011001100- 7
WUcox 110001001101001— 7

Holt 111011110011111—12-26
Pherman... .101011000000001— 5W Preston. .110110011100110— 9

W. Preston 0001111101—
Barker 0101111111— 8
Juckett 0010000101— 3

Burnell 101001101010011— 8
R Preston.. 111111111111110—14
Nixon llOniOllllOOll—11—:33

Neve 111001111111011—12
Barker 110111111111111—14

Fhck 111101110111111—13—S7 Harding. . . .111111111001110—12—38
No. 8, 25 singles:

Flick , 0011101110101111011111000—16
Holt 1100101011010111101101110—16
NLson 1111111111111101111001111—22
Barker 1111111011111111111100111—22
Stacy 0111001011011101111001110-16
R Preston 1101110011111111100110010—17
BruneU 1011110011111101001100111—17
No. 9, 10 singles:

Nixon 1000110101— 5 Clark 1101001001— 5
Barker 1011111111— 9 Baker 0101011110— 6
BruneU OlOllllOOl— 0 Nichols 1100010100— 4W Preston OOOOOlllOl— 4 Wheeler 0000010110— 8
Holt 0111011111— 8 Burr 0100000000— 1

RSwafiield lOOOlOllOO— 4 Benedict 1001010110— 5
Stacy 1111101111— 9 Henning llOIOOOlll— 6

R Preston 0111111011— 7 Juckett 0001100110— 3
Ban- 0001011111— 6 Warren 1100011110— 6
Sherman 0000011110— 4 Cleveland 0001001110— 4
Neve 1101101111— 8 Atwater OOOOOlllOl— 4
Leroy 1101100100— 5 FUck 1111111111—10
Harding 1111111111—10
No. 10, 20 singles:

Barker .... 11111110111111111111—19 Nixon 01110011111111111101—16
Flick 11111111111111111011—19 Stacy 11110111101111000111—15
Holt 10101111110011111111—16 R Preston..llllllllll0111110111—18
Neve 01111010100111101111—14 BnmeU. . . .10111110111111111011—16
Harding. . .11111111111111111101—19 W Preston.lllOOlOlOllOOllOlOOl—11
No. 11, 10 singles:

Harding lllOllllll— 9 Holt llOOllllll— 8
Flick 1101111111— 9 R Preston 0110111111— 8
Stacy 1111010111— 8 BruneU 1111001101— 7
Barker 1111111101— 9 Clark 1111001011—7
Neve 1011111110— 9 WPi-eston 1110110010— 6
Nixon 1111111111—10 Henning 1110001011— 6
De Corn 0011111111— 7

Maplewood's Monthly.
Orange, N. J., July 31.—The monthly cup shoot of the Maplewood

Gun Club was held on Saturday, July 1. Conditions were 50 single
bluerocks. Keystone system; scores appended:W N Drake 1111111101011111111111111—23

1111111111111100111111101—22—45
J Warren Smith 1101111111110111111101111—22

llOllllllllOlllllllllllll—23—45
A A Sickley lOOOlOlOlllllllllOlOIOllO—16

1111110100111111101011010-18—34
0 L Yeomans 1111111000111001111111111—20

0110111111111111111111111—23—13
Van Idestkie 1101111001110001111010101—16

1101100110110110110101011—16—32
Dr Fisher .1001111001101001110111111—17

1110010111111100111011110—18—35
MOHEQAN.

Union Hill Gun Club.
JiTLY 4.—Capt. Hayes, referee; Wm. Papart, scorer. Medal shoot,

10 live birds: M. Lindsley 7, F. W. Bender 7, John Woolmington 3,
W. Bermes 5, H. Untereiner 7, J. Berkerv 9, F. Denehy 7, G. Wool-
mington 8, J. Worth 2, J. WeUing 6, J. Waller 7. H. Lange 6, P. SuUi-
van 6, A. J. Volk 5, C. Woolmingtx>n 10, J. Hughes 5, J. Moylan 5.

Sweepstakes, 5 birds each: J. WaUer 2. P. SulUvan 4, J. WeUing 5.

M. Lindsley 5, A. J. Volk 4, W. Burnes 2, C. Woolmington 5, F, W. Ben-
der 3, J. Hughes 1, J. Moylad 5, J.Worth 1, H.Lange2. H. Unteremer 1,

The Maplewood's Fourth.

No. 1, 10 birds, entry 50 cents:

C M Hedden 1000010111— 5 W Van Idestine 0011010101—• .5

RH BreintnaU 0111101111— SOL Yeomans. ......1111111111—10

J W Smith lllOllllll— 9 Proctor 0101000011— 4
E A Geoffery 1001111111— 8 N Money 0111101011— 7

DrFisher 1010111101—7 Crevelling 1111111100—8
W N Drake 1111111111—10 Streator 0001010100— 3

A Parry 0100001110— 4 R Streator 0010000000— 1

No. 2', io birds, entry $1:
Hedden 1111111110— 9 Geoffery 0111101000— 5

Yeomans lllOllllll— 9 A Streator 0100001000— 2

BreintnaU 1111010011— 7 Drake 1111011101— 8

Smith 1011111100— 7 Money 1111111101— 9

CreveUing 1110011111—8 R Streator 1010001000—3
Fisher 1010011100— 5
No. 3, 10 birds, entry 50 cents:

Hedden 0100110110— 5 Fisher 1110110111— 8
Money 0011111111— 8 CreveUing 1101100101— 6

Yeomans 0011011100— 5 Proctor 0011101011— 6

BreintnaU 1111101111— 9 Parry 1110011010— 6

Geoffery 1111111111—10 Drake 1111111111—10

Smith 1111111111-10 R Streator 0100001110— 4

A Streator lOlOllOlOO— 5 W Jackson 0111001110— 6

Van Idestme 1000001011— 4
No. 4, 15 bu-ds, entry $1.

Hedden lllOIOllllllOOl—11 Fisher 100100010001001— 5

BreintnaU 110111111101110—12 Geoffery 111011111011111—13

Money 001100101111111—10 Van Idestine. . ..111010111110011—11

Yeomans 111111111111101—14 Drake 111111111111111—15

Crevelling 111111011111110—13 Smith 111111011111111—14

Streator OOlOOOOOOOlOOOO— 2 Proctor 011010110110100— 8

No. 5, 15 bu-ds, entry $1.50.

Hedden 011111101111011—12 Streator 001111011000000— 6

BremtnaU 111101101101011—11 Geoffery 111111111111111—15

Fisher 110011110110011—10 Smith 111111111101111-14

Drake 111111111111011—14 Yeomans 111111111111111—15

Money 101110101111011—11 Hoffman 110111111101101-12

Van Idestine. . ..111001111011011—11
No. 6, 10 birds, 50c.

CreveUing 1011101111— 8 Hoffman 1110011011— 7

Hedden lllllllllO— 8 Geoffery 1111111111—10
BreintnaU 1111111111—10 Fisher 0111111111— 9

Van Idestine llOOllllll— 8 Sopher 0110001100— 4
Money llllllUll—10 Sickley lllllllllO— 9

Proctor 0000101110— 4 Smith 1110101111— 8

Yeomans 1101111110— 8 Drake 1000100000— 2
Streator 1100011011— 6 MUler 1011111101— 8

No. 7, 10 birds, entrance $1:
Smith.. 1111111101— 9 Geoffery ...1111111111—10

BremtnaU 1111111111—10 Drake 1110111100— 7

Hedden .1111110111— 9 Hoffman 1111010111— 8

Yeomans 1111111111—10 Fisher 0101101111— 7
Crevelling 1010001101— 5 Van Idestine 0111010010—5
Sopher 1111001111—8 E Streator 1010010000—3
Siclley 1111111111—10 Miller 1111111011— 9

Streator 1100111001— 6 Thomas 0011011100— 5

Money 1111111111—10
No. 8, 20 birds, entrance 82:

Smith. ....11111110111111111111-19 Drake 11101110011111111111-17

Yeomans. .10011111110111101111—16 Hoffman . .11111000111111111111—17

BreintnaU..11111111111110111111—19 Jackson . . .00111011011101000010—10

Hedden. . .
.01111111110110111111—17 Sickley . . . .11111111101111111111—19

Miller 11111111111111111111-20 Hobart. .. .11101011110111111111—17
CreveUing.00111111111111111101—17 Morris 10010100010110001001- 8

Money 10111011111111011111—17 Thomas.. . .11111111111011111111—18

Geoffery... 11111111111101111011—18
No 9," 10 birds, entrance 50 cents:

Sickley 1111111111—10 Jackson 1110000110— 5

Smith.. 1111011111— 9 MUler 1111111111-10

Hedden 1011111100— 7 BremtnaU 1111111101— 9

Yeomans 1111111111—10 Terry 1001010011— 5

Streator 0101001010— 4 Eager 0101010001— 4
Crevelling 0100011111— 6 R Streator 0001110001—4
Money 1101111110— 8 Hobart 1110101101— 7

Sopher 1101111101— 8 Drake 0101101011— 6

Geoffrey 1101110111— 8 Parry lllOllllll— 9

Hoffman 1010110110— 6 Thomas 0001011011— 5

Nick Smith 1000110011— 5 Fisher 0011111011— 7

No. 10, 15 birds. $1 entry:

Sickley .111011011111111—13 Canfleld 000100010110001— 5

Smith.. ..011111011011111-12 Money 111111111101111-14

Hedden 110010110111011-10 Geoffery 111101111111111—14

Yeomans 111111101111111—14 Hoffman 011101111111111—13

Thomas 110101111001111—11 Siggins 000101111111011—10

CreveUing 101101011111111—12 Parry 110100011110011— 9

Breintnall 011111111011101—12 Drake 111101011111111-13

MUler 111111111110111—14 B Streator 001010010000011— 5

Hobart' 011010111001111—10

No. 11, 10 birds, $1.50 entry:

Sickley 1110110111— 8 MiUer 1111111111—10

Thomas 1111110111— 9 BrehatnaU 1101011111— 8

Smith.
' 1011111111— 9 Money 1111111111—10

Yeomans 1111111111—10 Geoffery 1111111111—10

CreveUing 0111011111—8 Van Idestine 0100111101—5

W Jackson 1110111001—7 Canfleld 0001110100—4
Sopher " 0111111101—8 Hobart 1111111011—9
Si^eins"" 0111111111—9 Hoffman 1111101111—9
Heckel 1000001000— 2 Drake 1001111100—6
Culberson .

.' 0001000001— 2 Morris 0100000010— 2

Hedden 1011001110— 6 Terry 0110111110— 7

Doctor.'. 1111000121— 7

No. 12, 15 birds. $1 entry:
Sickley ....010110110111111—11 Thomas 111111111111011—14

Smith 111111101111111—14 Drake 111111111111011—14

MUler .. ..111111101110111—13 Hedden 101101111001101—10

Crevelling ..110111101011100—10 BreintnaU 111011111111111—14

Yeomans 111111111111111-15 Geoffery 111101111110111—13

W Jackson . 000111111111101-11 Sopher 111101100111011—11

Money . 100111101111110—11 Hoffman 111011111111111—14

Hobart 110111100110110—10 Dr Jackson 001000111111101—9

Orange-ville.

Okahgeyille, Baltimore Co., Md.. July 4.—Wood Powder Gun Club,
seven contests at 10 Standard Keystone targets each, entry $1, A. A.
rules, 5 traps. No. 1:

Hartner ! 1111111111—10 J HUl 1111011010-7

Eire 1011101111—8 Gegner 1111110111—9
Catiz"! 1111111111—10 Hess 1101101111— 7

H^tnei- 1111111110—9 J Hill 1111111100-8
Catiz 1110111011—8 Gegner 1111111111—10

Eire 1100111101— 7 Hess 1100110011— 6

No. 3':

Hartner lllOllllll— 9 Gegner llOlllllll— 9

J HUl 1110011011— 7 Hess 1010101011— 6

Bu-e 1111111001— 8 Catiz llOlllOlll— 8

No.' 4:

J HiU 1101110111— 8 Wonder llOIlllOll— 8

Link 1000100101— 4 Fitch 1010110111— 7

Eire
' 1101010111— 7 Catiz 1111101110— 8

No.' 5:

Wm Hall 1110110111— 7 Gegner 1111101011— 8
Eire 1111011101— 8 Hortner 1111111111—10

Catiz 1111011111— 9 Catiz 1101110111— 8

No.'e:
J HUl 1101110011— 7 Gegner 1111111111—10

Link ' 1001010011— 5 Hartner 1111111111—10

Eire
" " 1111110101- 8 Hess 1101000111— 6

Catiz'" 1111101111—9 Wm HaU IIOOIOIOOO—

4

Shack'leford 1011011011— 7 Steever 1101111011— 8

-Wonder 1101101110— 7 Wahr 1001101101— 6

No. 7.

Wonder 1101011101— 7 Kimble 1001100111— 6

Gegner 1111101111—9 Catiz 1110111111—9
Steever 1011110111— 8 Shackleford 1101110110— 7
Hess 1010101011— 6 Wm HaU lOlOOOlOll— 5

Wahr 1010110111— 7

J. A. Hartner was backed to break 45 Standard Keystone targets
out of 50- he made the remarkable score of 50 straight:

J A Hartner 1111111111111111111111111—25
1111111111111111111111111-25—50

J. A. Hlll.

Port Chester Gun Club.

Poet Chester, N. Y., July 4:

EBLyon OOlllOOOOOlOOlOlOOOlOllll—10

J Anthes, Jr 0010001001110011101111111—15

S B Rice 1111111111011111101011101-31

H Klaus 1011001010111100011011101—15

F Place ' " 0100000010010011111111110— 5

FSlagts' 0010000000000100011100110—8
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Gateway City Sportsmen's Club.
IiA Ceossb, Wis., July 5—The following scores were made yester-

day at the tournament of the Gateway City Sportsmen's Club, Ameri-
can Association rules governing:
No. 1, 7 bluerocks, known angles, entry $1.25: West 7, Poze 6, Leh-

man 7, Dresden C, Hunt 7, Holcomb 7" Lalor 3, Artz 5, Schmltz 6,

Sibler 4, Keating 5, Toland 3, O. H. Clark 7, Kratchwil 7, Eusel 7, Boyd
2, W. H. Clark 3.

No. 2, 10 bluerocks, entry Sgl.SO: West 6, Poze 6, Lehman 9, Dresden
8, Hunt 8, Holcomb 7, Lalor 9, Artz 7, Schmitz 7, Sibler 7, Keating 7,

Toland 5, O. H. Clark 9, Kratchwil 7, Eusel 8, Boyd 8, W. H. Clark 8,

Singer 8. Pair of ladies' satin slippers to winner, won by A. L. Leh-
man.
No. 3, 10 bluerocks, unknown angles, entry $1.35; West 6, Poze 7,

Lehman 7. Dresden 8, Hunt 9, Holcomb 9, Lalor 6, Artz 4, Schmitz 8,

Sibler 6, Keating 8, Toland 7, O. H. Clark 7, Krutchwil 6, Eusel 6, Boyd
3, W. H. Clark 8, Singer 8. Silk umbrella to winner; won by A. O.
Hunt.
No. 4, 15 bluerocks, entry $1.7.5, !flO added by club:

West 011010111101111-11 Keating 101111101110110—11
Page 111110111111011—13 Toland 010111000010101— 7
Lehman 111111111111111—1.5 O H Clark 011100111110011—10
Dresden 101111110110010— 9 Kratchwil 111011111110010—11
Hunt llOlllllOJlllll—13 Ensel 111111001111111—18
Holcomb 111010110111011-10 Boyd 111010101100111—10
Lalor .111111110111110-13 W H Clark, , . .. .011001111111011—11
Artz 111111010111111-18 Singer 111111101011111—12
Schmitz... 111011011011111—12 Strout 100011011111111-11
Sibler, 110010111110101 -10
No. 5, 10 bluerocks, entry $1 : West 9, Poze 7, Lehman 9, Dresden 6,

Hunt 10, Holcombe 9, Lalor 8, Artz 9, Schmitz 8, Keating 7, Toland 6,

O. H. Clark 6, Kratchwil 6, Ensel 9, Boyd 7, W. H. Clark 5, Singer 8,

Strout 8, Petrick 7. Split-bamboo fishing rod won by A. O. Hunt.
No. 6, team shoot, 20 bluerocks, entry $1

:

Gateway City iSportsman's Club.
West 11011111111001111111—17
Hunt lIOllOllOOllllllllll—16
Lehman 10110011010101111111—14
Basel... 11111110111111101100—16
Keating 10101111111111110100—15—78

Winona Sportsman's Club.
Lalor 11111111011111111101—18
Schmitz 11111101111111101000—15
Poze OllinilllllllOOllOl—16
Artz 11111110110110110111—16
O H Clarke 11111111101011111111—18—83

La Crosse Team No. 2.

Dresden 01100111111111111111—17
H H Clark 01010111110111111100-J4
Ki-atchwil 11111111110111110101—17
Boyd 01111111111111011010—16
Holcomb 11111111111101011111—18 -82

No. 7, 5 pairs and 5 singles, entrif $1.50:

West 01 10 00 11 10—01111— 9 Schmitz. . 00 11 00 00 00—00101— 4

Poze 11 00 10 11 10—11111—11 Keating.. .10 01 00 10 10-10000— 5

Lehman.. 11 10 00 10 10-11111—10 OH Clark 11 11 10 11 01—10111—12
Dresden.. 10 10 10 10 10—01011- 8 Kratchwilll 11 11 10 11_10]11—14
Hunt 10 10 11 10 11-00111—10 En.sel 10 00 10 10 00-10100— 5

Holcomb. 10 11 10 10 10—11111—11 Bovd 10 10 10 11 lO-lUlO—10
Lalor 11 00 10 11 00—11101— 9 HH ClarklO 10 01 10 10—10000— 6

Artz 10 00 10 10 10—11101— 8 Singer,... 10 01 11 00 00—11011— 8

No. 8, 15 bluerocks, .^10 added by club, entry $1.50:

West 111111111111111—15 A H Clark 110101110101011—10
Page 110001010111011— 9 Kiatchwil 011110111111111—13
Lehman 010011111111 111—12 Ensel .llllOllUOOlllO—11
Dresden 010001101001001— 6 Boyd OlOllllOllOOlOl— 9

Hunt 111011110111001—11 WH Clark 100011111111111—12
Holcomb 111111011111011—13 Singer 011111100111110—11
Later 111110101111111—13 Strout 111101111101010-11
Artz 110011111110101—11 Petrick 111110101111000—10
Schmitz 111110001100011— 9 Gi'igg 011010001000001— 5

Sibley 011010111101001- 9 Fav 011000100000001— 4

Keating 1 01100111111011—11
No. 9, 10 bluerocks, entry $1.25: West 9, Poze 9, Lehman 10, Dresden

5, Hunt 10, Holcomb 9, Lalor 9, Artz 10, Schmitz 6. Keating 3, O. H.
Clark 8, Kratchwil 9, Ensel 6, Boyd 9, W. H. Clark S, Sti-out 7, Petrick

9, Fay 7.

No. 10, 10 bluerocks, entry $1: West 9, Poze 9, Lehman 8, Dresden 8,

Hunt 9, Holcomb 6, Lalor 10, Artz 8. Keating 5, O. H. Clark 7, Kratch-
wil 9, Ensel 7, Boyd 5, W. H. Clark 9, Strout 4, Petrick 7, Fay 5.

Best average, gold medal and box cigars, H. O. Hunt; second aver-
age. Novelty dress pattern and 100 cigars, Lehman and Lalor; third
average, silk umbrella, dress shirt and slippers, W. W. Holcomb;
fourth average, buft'alo horn brush case and set Shakespeare's works,
M. Kratchwil; fifth average, stand lamp and pocket flask ^loadedj, H,
E. West.

The Fourth at Grand Rapids.
The first open tournament of the Valley City Gun Club was faii-ly

well attended by the home shooters, and Messrs. Wm. Watts, of .Jack-

son; S. A, Crowell, of Hastings; J. E. Nichols and H. Sweet, of Lan-
sing, and Ben. O. Bush and Wm. O'Byrne, of Kalamazoo, were also
participants in the various matches. The club has a large member-
ship, composed of influential spoi'tsmen, and the shooting grounds are
finely situated and easy of access, being but twelve minutes' ride over
an electric line of cars which lands you but a block distant from the
grounds. The club has a good shooting house, the traps are well

pitted and screened, while to-daj' an awnmg covers the entire length
of the firing points, and three tents, with chau'S. tables and gun racks
therein, have been placed to accommodate all visitors. A caterer
served a fine lunch at noontime, the same being duly appreciated by
every one who partook of same; and nothing marred the pleasure of

the day's sport until a thunder shower came up in the afternoon. In
a few minutes after it began to rain the electric pull refused to worii

on account of improper insulation as caused by the wet. Pour new
batteries were added to strengthen the electric curren^ which im-
proved matters somewhat, although the pull still worked imiieJ'fecL

and uncertain, causing much annoyance. In order that the shooting
public may know that Grand Rapids is alive, the club will giv e a big

tournament in 18C4, adding at least $500 to the purses. Scores:
No. 1, 10 singles, known traps and angles: Natton 9, Falcon 8,

Holcomb 10, Hughart 4, Nichols 9. Nessbaumer 7, Sweet 9, Kelsey 6,

Calkins 8, Frelhgh 7, Morse 6, Faulknei- 3.

No. 2, 10 singles: Frelligh 6, Morse 8, Kilsey S, Sweet 6. Hansen 2.

Coleman 6. Allen 3, Nessbaumer 6, Davidson 5, Calkins 8, Mactie 6.

Gould 8, Nichols 7, Walton 8, Holcomb 7, Faulkner 4, Wharton fi.

Hughart 5.

No^ 3, 15 singles, known traps and ensles:

Falcon 111111111010011—13 Nessbanmer. . ..001010010111110- 8

Walton 111111111011111—14 Maefie 101001 00 1 000010 - 5

Morse 110111111110011—12 South 010100111101011- 9

Kelsey 111011001111100—10 Davidson lllOllllOlllull— 12

Holcomb 111011111111111—14 Freligh 111110111110111—13

Nichols 111111101111111—14 Calkins 000101000111101- 7
Faulkner 001011011111100— 9 Hansen 101010000000101- 5

Coleman 111101111111111-14 Bush 111101111110111—13

Sweet 110101010111000- H O'Byrne 110111111111111—14

Hughart ....010011101001000— 6 Carpenter 011100110000101—7
Allen 001000110000000— 3 Crowell 101111011110111—12

No. 4, lO' singles, traps and angles unknown, one man up, 5 traps:

Hughart 0000110011—4 Davidson 0011110101-5
Kelsey 0101001111-6 Hansen 0011100000—3
Faulkner .....0111101011—7 Crowell 1100111111-8
Holcomb 1011100100-5 Bush 0011001010—4

Nichols 1110101001—6 Watts 1111101011-8
Nussbaumer 0100100101-4 O'Byrne 1111011000-6

Mouse . ......0011000110—4 Carpenter ..0101110010—5
Wharton. 0101110011—6 Norris 0001010000-2

Gould 1111101010—7 Calkins 0101110101-6
"Walton 11101 00011-6 Freeleigh 0110101001—5

Ma,cfle 1010011010-5 ThapShot.

Western Traps.

In a letter to the Western office of Forest and Stream, under date
of July 6, Mr. John Watson, who is famous as a provider of instan-

taneous birds, explains his plans for a fall tournament as follows:

"I have commenced arrangements for a big shoot, -World's Fair
International,' or anything you see fit to call it, but it will be a fact at
any rate. The probable dates will be October 2 to 7; in fact, will be,

unless something comes up to cause a change. I had thought of
September 25 to 30, but I see the Pennsylv.ania Association hold their

tournament September 26 to 29.

"The first two days will be given over to sweepstakes shooting at

live birds and targe'ts, in the ordinary fashion, and the third day will

open up with a great international sweep at hve pigeons, 100 birds,

entrance $135, including cost of .birds. The highest scores to win-
under five entries, one money—five to eight, two moneys. 60 and 40

per cent.—nine to twelve, three moneys, 50, 80 and 30 per cent.—over
twelve, four moneys, 40, 30, 20 and 10 per cent. The American
Shooting Association rules wiU govern, with a few exceptions—the
boundary, for instance, will be the Illinois horseshoe; no gun larger

thana 13g. 81bs. allowed; rise, 30yds.; charge of shot limited to IJ^oz ,

Dixon dipper. In order to get up some kind of a trophy to present

to the high winner or champion, tickets, good for the tournament,
will be sold at $1 each, and the entire proceeds of the tickets wUl be

devoted to the purchase of such trophy. I hope the purchasers of
tickets wiU come forward liberally so that something worthy of the
event may be produced. As for myself, I shall give the collecting and
care of birds my personal attention and use my best efforts to furnish
the finest and evenest lot of pigeons I ever trapped." B. Waters.

Mount Kisco Rod and Gun Club.
MoTJNT Kisco, N. Y., July 4:

No. 1, 10 bluerocks, 75 cents entry:
Birrell 1010000110— 4
Betti 0110001111— 6
Schortemeier OlOllllllI— 8
Paulding OlOllOOOOl— 4
Sent 0111111101— 8
No. 3, 10 bluerocks, $1 entry;

CLent 1111110111—9

Sutton 0111011010— 6
Ward 1.11111111—10
Woodruff 1110111001— 7
Capron 1111111101— 9

Sutton 1101001110-6
Schort. 1111111011—9 E Ward 1110110111-8
Woodruff . . , 0111010101—6 Betti 1011100110—6
Capron 1010111101—7 Birrell 001 1010011—5
Paulding 1011000011—5
No. 3, 15 bluerocks, $1.50 entry:

Lent 111010111111011-13 Capron 010111101111101-11
Schort 111101110111111—12 E Ward 111111111111111—15
Woodruff 111111011110101—12 Sutton 011010110111110—10

Ivo. 4, 10 bluerocks, $1 entry:
Capron llllllllll—10 E Ward Olllllllll— 9
Woodruff 1011111111— 9 CLent 1111110110- 7
Schort... llllllllll— 9
No. 5, 10 bluerocks, $1 entry:

Woodruff 0111011111— 8
E Ward 1111101111—
Short 1110110011—

Betti 0111110110— I

Lent 1111111110— 9
Dunn 0000001000— 1

_ . Sutton OlIOlOOlll— 6
Capron 1111111101— 9 Paulding 0000100110— 3
No. 6, 10 bluerocks, entry $1:

Lent 1011100111— 7 AVoodruff 1110110100- 6
Field 1000001000- 2 Capron 1111111111—10
Hoff 1001011010— 5 Odell 1011101011— 7
Short 1111101111— 9 Ward 1001010111— 6
No. 7, 15 bluerocks, 5 singles and 5 doubles, entry $1 50:

Capron.... mill 10 00 00 11 10— 8 Odell 00110 00 11 00 00 11— 6
Short 11011 11 00 00 10 10— 8 E Ward. . ..11111 00 10 10 11 10—10
Woodruff..10001 01 01 11 11 10— 9 G Sutton . .01010 10 10 10 10 00— 6
No. 8, 7 live birds, four moneys, entry $5:

C Lent 1211021—6 Woodruff 1111212—7
Short 1231122—7 Capron 1000112—4
E Ward 1110221—6 J T Hyland 1001201—4
Paulding 0100200-2 J Heuff 1102101—5
Odell 0201121-5 Wesley 3211010-5
No, 9, 10 bluerocks, entry $1:

EUard 0101101111—7 Hyland 1000100101—4
Short IIOIIIOIIO—7 Diehl 0110101000-4
Woodruff -...1100101100-5 Sherwood 0100110100—4
Capron JOllllllll-9 Huff 1001011100-5
Lent 0111011111-8 Sutton 1011010011—6
No. 10, 15 bluerocks, entry $1.50:

Capron 111111110111101-13 Odell 001011001111100— 8
Short 111111110111111—14 Lowden OOlOlOKWOOlOlO— 5
E Ward 010111111111111—13 Piatt 011010111100111—10
Woodj-uff 010011011111100- 9 Betti 110(X)1101011010— 8
No. 11, 10 bluerocks, entry $1:

Capron 1111111111—10
E Ward 1110111101— 8
Odell 1001110O10— 5

Piatt 1111111100—8
Schort 1011011110-7
Woodruff 1001101111—7
No. 12. 10 bluerocks, entry $1:

Piatt 0111101111— 8 Schort 1111111111—10
Capron 1111111111-10 Woodruff' 1100000111— 5
Ward Olllllllll— 9 Sutton 1101010110— 6
Live-bird miss-and-out, entry $1:

Piatt 0 Wesley 11110
EWard 11111 Ward 110
Schort 11110 Odell , 10

New London Gun Club.
Nbw Lokdon, July 7.—Inclosed please find scores made by the mem-

bers of the New London Gun Club at a regular weekly shoot held on
their grounds this day. The weather was fair and hot, with a soft,
gentle southwest breeze oft' the Sound which made life bearable, but
would not keep the gun barrels very cool. The attendance was light
for a club with a large membership; but people have to work in New
London during the summer months when the city folks are here in
order that they may lo"k to their dogs and guns when the close season
is off. The shooting was very difficult, the targets being thrown from
the new expert traps, which makes the amateur stop and wonder what
he was pointing at. But I tell you, boys, it is interesting and a gi-eat
deal of satisfaction when you do "smother them."
No. 1, 20 Keystones; Penrose 16, Strong 13, Bindlass 13, Bush 13,

Wetherell 8, Clinton 8.

No. 3, 10 singles; Penrose 8. Strong 6, Bindlass 6, Wetherell 1.

No. ,3. 15 singles: Penrose 15, Strong 11.

No. 4, 25 singles, Club Championship Race.
Penrose 1111111111111111111111111-25
Strong 1011100010101111010010101—14
Bindlass 1011100111110111011110101—18
Bush ,1100101001 1001 11100001100—12
Wetherell lOlOOOOlOOlOOOlOlOOOOOlll— 8
Chnton 0000100101101101011110010—12
No. 5, 25 Keystones; Penrose 19, Strong 30, Bindlass 17, Bush 17,

Chnton 18. Kldjt.

Takoma Gun Club.
Takoma, July 5.—^Below find winning scores made at the toumamen i

of the Takoma Gun Club yesterday:
No. 1, 10 targets: Carroll and Brasshears 10, Crenshaw and Hunter

9, Osborne 8.

No. 2, 10 targets; Osborne 9, Carroll, Brasshears and Ford 8, Hun-
ter and King 7.

No. 3, 15 targets; Hunter 13, Osborne, Carroll and Brasshears 13,
Stubbs and Crenshaw 11.

No. 4, 10 targets; Osborne 8, Carroll, Brasshears, Hunter, Crenshaw,
Stubbs 7, Ford 5.

No. 5, 30 targets: Steel 17, Osborne 16, Hunter and Carroll 15.
No. 6, 10 targets: CarroU 10, Steel 9, Hunter and Stubbs 8.

No, 7, 15 targets: Osborne 14, Carroll 13, Ford and Hunter 12.
No. 8, 10 targets; Stubbs 10, Carroll and Brasshears 9, Crenshaw

and Hunter 8.

No. 9, 15 targets: Carroll and Steel 14, Htmter 13, Brasshears and
Ford 12.

No. 10, 20 targets; Osborne 20, McKelden 19, Hunter 18.

No. 11, 10 targets: Stubbs, Ford, Carroll and Steel 9, Crenshaw,
Hunter, Brasshears and Mattingly 8, Osborne 7.

No. 13, 10 targets: Stubs 10, Hunter and' Osborne 9, McKelden 7.

No. 13, 10 targets: Lay 9, McKelden, Gibbs, Ford and Stubbs 7,
Brasshears 6.

No. 14, 10 targets; Crenshaw, McKelden and King 10, Stubs 8, Brass-
hears 7.

No. 15, 10 targets: Viers 10, Dawson 9, Hurley and Babbett 8.

No. 16, 10 targets: Peter 9, Brasshear and Gibbs 7, Hurley 6.

No. 17, 25 target team race, six men on each team, between Takoma
Park Gun club and Rockville rod and gun club:

Takoma team KockvUle team.
CarroU 24 Peter 34
McKelden 33 Rabbett 21
Brasshear 23 Hurley 20
Lay 21 Viers.. 19
Crenshaw 30 WarfleM 19
Ford 14—125 Dawson 14—117

Shooting at Ingersoll Park.
Des Moikes, la., .Tuly 5.—The following scores were made yesterday

at Ingersoll Park;
No. 1, 10 single targets: Bennett 3, Whitney 8, 'DlDeP lO^Hiattl,

Tawger 7, Thrailkill 2.

No. 2, 10 smgles; McCartneys, Hiatt 7, Hmkson 2, Wm Kessler 5, G.
H. Kesler 0, Daugherty 4, Ward 3,Yawger 4, ThraUkill 3, T. C. McCart
ney 3, Campbell 3, Whitney 7.

No. 3, 10 singles: McCartney 5, Hiatt 5, Ward 3, Daughei-ty 5. Thrall-
kill 1, Wm Kessler 6, C. H. Kessler 7, F. C. Mc<Ja rtne.y Sale 3,
Campbell 4, Hursh 2, Eustis 4, Whitney 6, P. Caiupijell 4, Switzer 0,
Younker 4.

No. 5, 10 singles; Bragg 3, C. H. Kessler 1, Oelke 0, Hursh 3. Whit-
ney 5, Smith 5, W. Kessler 5, Angleberger 5, Younker 5, Forbes 3,
Madden 1, Conger 6.

No. 6, 10 singles; Brown 0, Stewart 3, C. H. Kessler 1, Kinzie4, Smith
4, Forbes 5. Angleberger S, Madden 0, Kherw-<i(.(l 4, W. Kessler 6, Bragg
7, Hursh 0, Oelte 1, Buck 0. Wbitoey 0, fliuki-u r..

No. 7, 10 singles: Hursh i. Slewiirt ;i, Druvrn 5, Angleberger 6,
Younker 3, Sherwood 5, Hiukson 6, Haughtliug H, Forbes 6, Whitney?,
Bragg 7, Smith 7, Kinzie6, Kessler 7, Jones 3, Schuyler 3.

No. 8, 10 singles; Kes<5ler 6, Bragg 5, Angleberger 8, Hinkeson 5,
Brown 2, Schuyler 4, Forbe.s 7, Scott 3, Yawger 8. JMiluerO, Keyes 3,
Erwin 3. Smith 4, Godby 2, Hursh 3.

No. 9, 10 singles, .$1 equitable; Kiuzle 3, Gwiun 7, Bragg 4, Schuyler
I, Godby 3, W. Kessler 4, Y'awger 8, Angleberger 10, Cratn 1, Hiukson 6.

No. 10, 25 singleg, special: Hiatt 10, Mihier 23, Jones 5, Gwinn 24,
Angleberger 17, "Kessler 14.

Calumet Heights Gun Club.
Caldmkt Heights, Ind., July 5.—The members of the Calumet

Heights Club spent their Fourth of July at their shooting grounds,
the main attraction being the sliooting contest. The contest was be-
tween club members only, but there existed sufficient rivalry between
them to make the sport very interesting.
The first event was a sweepstakes, with 16 entries, at 5 live birds.

The following brought down 5 birds: W. M. Booth, G. C. Lamphere,
Dr. C. Carson, F. R. Bissell, Wells Isbell. A. C. Patterson, L. F- Lang,
Jas. T. Hall and Dr. F. A. Hodson killed 4 out of .5.

In the second event, at 10 live birds, Booth took first pi-ize, 100
loaded shells, and T. N. McCauley the second, a handsome leather aheU
box. Dr. Carson, R. A. Turtle and W. M. Booth won fii'st money, and
Lamphere, Bissell and Laiug took second.
Ten hve birds furnished the sport for the next event. Booth brought

down the full quota. Turtle and Dr. L. L. Davis t<jok second money.
Booth was given the gold medal for having made the most birds in all

the four contests. The medal is of gold, having a pigeon stamped in
the upper half.

The programme closed with a shoot at 25 bluerocks from uulcnown
traps. A great number of entries competed for the four prizes. The
results were: Bissell, first prize, casting rod, 20 birds; Lamphere,
second prize, shooting blouse, 17 birds; Patterson, third prize, set of
loading tools, 16 birds; Carson, fourth prize, pearl-handled knife in
case, 15 birds.
Many of the members brought their families and friends, and sev-

eral picnic parties were held along the sliore of the lake. The club
has a fine fleet of boats which were extensivel3' patronized. The
beach in front of the club house is unexcelled for bathing, and many
enjoyed themselves in the waters of Lake Michigan. Of the 90 mem-
bers enrolled, fully 60 were present T\ith theii- families yesterday.

A New Repeating Shotgun.

Tub Winchester Beiie.-iting Arms Co. are about to put on the market
a new repeating sholgun. which they designate as tin- model of 1893.
This new •'Winchestei- product" is manufactured to meet tlie demand
of sportsmen desu-ing a repeatmg shotgun with the shdinsr forearm
movement. The umnuracturers tell us that it is snfe, quick and easy

unlocks and opens the breech-block, ejects cartridge or fired shell and
replaces it with a fresh cartridge. The construction of the arm is

such that the hammer cannot fall, orthe bring |iiii st i ike tlm cartridge
until the breech block is in place and locked lam . VV hil" the nainmer
stands at the full cock notch, the gun is lockeil airam.^t ii|>eiiing. In
this position the firiug-iun must, be pushed tor\s aril id o\mmi the gun.
When the hammer stands at full cock, the gun is locked both against

\
\

of manipulation from the shoulder, simple in construction and sure in ; opening and pulling the trig

operation, easy to load and unload. Its moving parts are few and of the action slide carries tl

strong, and all parts are interchangeable. The AVinchester rolled steel
|
barrel. The magazine will ( jni

barrel will be used. the barrel, makes six at the
The arm is operated by a shding forearm below the barrel. When This gun can be furaislitd

the hammer is down the backward and forward motion of this slide 7?;Jlbs.
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I in I
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Towanda Gun Club.

ToWATiDA, Pa., July 5.—The traps are in place, trappers at their

posts, squads filled, the shooters line up facing the traps for the first

round, a voice that has heen out the night before celebrating the
glorious Fourth sings out "pull" and the tournament of the Towanda
Gun Club has opened for July 4, 1893. An object resembUng a black
saucer, with a yellow ring frescoed thereon, is seen flying through
the air, the gunner facing No. 1 trap takes careful aim as he sup-
poses, but the target lands among the reeds and willows along the
river margin, to be retrieved as referee calls out "lost bird." The
nest two flying disks are broken, the following five lost, and so con-
tinues the sport until all present are satisfied.

Owe grounds are situated on the banks of the Susquehanna Eiver.
many targets faUing in its waters, being low and shallow at thi f

point, and at this season of the year a number are retrieved. A large
gravel bar covered with dark green willows makes a dark green bacis-

groimd. piuerock traps, having the new Standard-Kej stone carrier

adjusted, with Keystone targets, were used, and being thrown ver

.

swift and hardj a stiff breeze often making them vary in flight, mad
the shooting difficult, as the scores wiU testify.

The following persons participated: Joe Adams, Waverly, N. Y.;
Wm. Von Wolfradt. J. H. Albert and F. Forbes, Athens, Pa.; Win
Meehan, Long Valley, Pa.; Fred Emery, Evergi-een, Pa.; Wallace
Dimock, Liberty Corners, Pa. ; Willard Shiner and Jay Ward, Towanda,
Pa.; Montanye, Eittenburg and Dittrich, also of Towanda.

AJ] events but Nos. 6 and 7 were 75 cents entrance, rapid-firing sys-
tem, under American Assocition rules.
No. 7. 10 singles, rapid firing system, 9 singles unknown angles and 3

pairs, American Association rules, for county and club badges, en-
trance $i.m:
Montanye 1110101111011111111 10 11 11--21

Albert.; 0100100101111111011 00 00 01—13
Dittrich 1100101101111000110 00 10 10—13
Ward lOOIlllllOlOOOOOlll 10 00 10—13
Von Wolfradt 1100001111000011111 10 00 00—12
Shiner 1011000100111101010 10 00 00—12
Adams, lOOOllOlOOOOlOOOOOl 00 10 01— 8

W. F. Dittrich, Sec'y.

Thanks from Knoxville.
Knosville, Tenn., June ZS—Editor Forest and Streavi: The Knox-

ville Gun Club feel it to be a duty as well as a pleasure to express to
their many friends among the sporting fraternity their sincere appre-
ciation of the numerous kind words of commendation we hear
expressed directly and indirectly relative to the success attendant
upon our meeting of May 23, 24, 25, 1893.

It is with pleasure and thanks we beg to assure the trap editors of
the Forest and Stream, and each and every shooter who was with us
upon that occasion, that we fully appreciate and are deeply gratified
for all such expressions as: "Largest attendance; best purses; less
kicking, smoothest run ; clock-work precision; best system of handi-
cap; nothing like the fine system of office work: gentlemanly patience
to all inquiries; in fact, the best all round shoot I ever attended."
We do not claim perfection, but we do claim business principles and

f'entlenianly assistance from the shooters themselves, combined with
he great aid of our editorial friends of the sporting papers is bound

to make a successful issue to any tournament.
Come again, boys. May, '94, and we will be glad to see you all and

promise you even a better shoot, and, we trust, just as pleasant a time.
Thanks to one and all for courtesies. Respectfully,

Knoxville Gdk Club,
Per E. Vaji Gilder, Sec'jn

Fourth at Red Hook.
Bed Hook, N. Y., July 5..—Inclosed I send you condensed scores of

our shoot of the Fourth. Bluerock targets and traps were used. Tlie
shooting was at known angles, excepting that a cross wind made the
flight of the targets very uncertain. R. J. Cabroll, SecY-
Fifteen targets in each of the following contests:

1 S 0 6 7 S 1 B d 6 7 8
I)rCooking'ml2 8 8 7 8,, il W S Smith. .. .11 10 13 11 10 13-67
OHaviland.. 7 7 8.0 11 ..—.39 Dewey 7 6 8 11 5 7—44
GeoH Cramerl3 10 12 11 11 ..—57 Hainor 7 5 (3 7 7 —3','

Wm Weston. .11 13 12 13 8 12-08 Dr B J Carroll.l4 15 12 13 15 ..—69
.lohn W Bain..l4 10 11 13 12 ..-59 HVSteenbu'h 9 C 10 —25
J H Decker... 10 9 9 9 8 6-.51 Lmk.... 5 5 5 —15
No. 3, 2 man team race, 34 targets, known angles:

Cramer , 16 Cookiugham 1

3

Bain 10—;32 Carroll 21—38
We.ston 18 Decker 11

Dewey 11—29 Smith 20—31
No. 4, 9 targets: Rev. O. Haviland 3, Rev. W. Philips 4.

Colt Gun Club Medal Shoot.
Hartfobd, Conn., July 1:

Willey Ill 111 11mill 11 111111111—25
Hotchldss 1111111111111101111111111—24
Melrose 1111111111111111011110111—23
Mauross lllllOllOllllllllllllini-2;3

Decker 1101 111 11 11 11 11 110] 110111-23
Williamson 1111110111111011110111111-32
Vibberts 11111 1001101 111 1111111111—22
Olmsted lllOnilOlOllllllllOl 1111—21
Cook oioiiiioiiiiiiiiiionini—31
Collins 01101011111111 lOUOlOUn—19
McMulleu 100010111 10010111 101llOU—16
Sexton 1001 11 lOlOl OllOl 101 0101 1 1—16
Colt 1000001010101 10101 1 000101—1

1

Peard 1100010000010010010101001—10

The Standard Gun Club.

The Standard Gun Club, of Baltimore, Md., gave an all-day shoot at
their shooting ground, Acton's l^ark, on July 4. The programme con-
sisted of four 10-target sweeps, two 15. target events and a .50-target

race for the individual championship of Maryland, the dub in this
race giving a handsome sUver cup to the winner. The race was won
by Mr. H. T. Ducker, of the Standard Club, after tying Mr. Hunt, our
last year's chamijion on 40 breaks out of 50, and then shooting him out
in the tie.

No 1, 10 singles: Franklin 10, Bond 7, Hunt 8, Willey 5, Smith 8,

DevaU 8, Claridge 0. Dj son 7, Bosly 5, Jory 8, Gross 8, Williams 5,

Kulter 0, Buckbee 9, Eihridge 5, Chase 6, Lotz 5, Storr 8, Lupus 9,

Clements 9.

No. 2. 10 singles: Franklin 9, Bond 8. Devall 6, Willey 8, Chase 4.

Smith 7, Clai idge ]0, Etliridge", Hunt 9, Bosley a, Lupus 9, Buckbee
5, .Tory 7. Clements f), Williams 7, Lotz 6, Ducker 9. Storr 9.

No. "3, 15 singles: Franklin 1:!. Dueker 14, Bond 11, Deval 14, Willey
11, Smith 13, Claridge 13, Tra.-y U. Jory lit, Ki.sley 7, Williams 8. Gross
13, Lupus 13, r-lemenrs 14, Ch:ise 10, l.otz il, Uuckbee 13, Stoi-r 12.

No. 4, 10 singles: Hunt 9, Stors 7, Bosley 7, Joy 6, Willey 10, Jack 10,

Clements 7, Claridge 6, Lupus 9, Bond 7, Lotz 8, WilJitoJS 8, Chase 7,

Tracy 7, Buckbee 8, Devall 10
Championship race, 50 singles:

Franklin 41 Storr 37 Claridge 41
Devall 41 Jory .37 W'illiams 37
Bosley 31 Edel 36 Lotz 29
Willey 39 Chase m Clements 48
Bond 42 Ducker 46 Gross -w
Smith 38 Ethridge 27 Kalter 35
Hunt 46 Lupus -39 Dyson w
Bucltbee 40
Tie shot off at 20 singles:

Hunt 17 Ducker 19

H. E. Lupus, Sec'y.

The Findlay Gun Club.

The following scores were made at the Fourth of July shoot of the
(Ohio) Gun Club;
No. l,35smgles: Ritter 22. Karg 21, Tritch 18, Yerger 14. Clark 13.

Stein 13, Nisely 9. Loomis 9. Guise 8 and Barton 6 The prizes were
awarded in the order named and were a deerfoot knife, a smoldng
set, a pair of Idd gloves, a neckrie, hamuK.ck and a roast of beef.

No. 3, ]0 singles; Evans 9, Boggs 8, Karg 7, Clark 6, Guise 5, Rosen-
bamn 4, Nisely 5, Stein 4, Eitter 4, Hibbet 8, Barton 1 and Triteh 9.

No. 3, 25 singles: Only persons who never shot were allowed to con-
tesl: Elsea 13 Coons 11, Gillespie 10, Thompson 8. Skinny 7, iMorrison
6, DufBeld 5, Gass 6, Jarbeau 5, Denuison 3 and Kimmons 3.

No. 4, 10 .singles: Guise 7, Rosenbaum 5, Evans 8, Spear 4. Clark 4
Johnson 7, Ritier 7. Dennis 6, BoggN 7, Duffleld 6, Gillespie 8, Barton
3, Stein 8, Yerger 5, Shaefer 5, Gallagher 6, Tritch 6, Thompson 5,

Coons 1, Denuison 4, Loomis 7.

No. 5, 35 singles: Evans 19, Boggs 23, Duffield 16, Dennis 16, Elsea
13, Gilleapie 17, Coons 13, Rosenbaum 13, Denuison 11, Barton 9, Clark
10, Niseley 4, Guise 14, Ritter IS. Wilcox 19, Steeu 17, Yerger 13 and
Spear 11.

No. 5, 10 singles: Guise 8, Yerger 7, Dennison 3, Evans 10, Clark 5,

Ritter 7, Roseubaum S, Grubb 1, Dennlson 7, Diiflield 3, Steen 3, Elsea
9, Graves 2, Thompson 5, Denuis 4, Gillespie 6, Loomis 4, Bartooi] 3,

No. r, 15 singles: Guise 10, Evans 11, Clark t), Ritter 11, Bartoon 11,

Dennis 7, Loomis 10, Duffleld 10, Elsea 12, Steen 13, Gillespie 10, Graves 3.

John Ritter got the silk umbrella for making the best average.
Charley Steen got the second best average. Clark had the lowest
average.

Paterson's First Live Bird Shoot.
Paterso.v, N. .J,, the great city of silk and locomotive manufac-

turies, boasts of over 60,000 population. This population is a mixed
one, as in aU manufacturing cities, and includes several thousand
Englishmen. Now Enghshmen, as a rule, are fond of hve pigeon
shooting from the trap, and it is rather strange that while hve bird
shooting has flourished in all the towns immediately contiguous to
the city, its inhabitants had never had an opportunity to witness an
open contest on their native heath previous to Thursday, Julj- 6.

Private matches were shot occasionally but as these were not adver-
tised the public knew nothing of them until they were by-gones. On
the above date, however, they were given an opportunity of witness-
ing the initial open contest, which was arranged by T. W. Morfej', of
Paterson, and C. H. Townsend, of Forest and Stream. About 300
availed themselves of the privilege thus accorded. Had the shoot
been held on the previous day, when all the factories were closed, the
attendance would have been heavy.

W' illiard's Park is situated on the Little Falls road, about three miles
by electric cars from the Erie depot. On the opposite side of the road
flows the Passaic River, the water at this point being as clear as
crystal. About 100yds. back from the mahi entrance, nesthng in a
pretty grove is the park hotel, and about 100yds. in the rear of this is

the baseball ground where the shoot was held. The grounds are in-

closed, and to the left of the entrance is a well built and commodious
grand stand. The traps were set on the diamond, the center trap be-
ing eastsoutheast from the score, toward the corner of the grounds.
The background was the green hills about a mile distant. The ground
was almost perfectly level. The boundary was the fence on three
sides and the dead line was marlred by lime from corner to corner of
the grand stand. Some of the old veterans present declared this to be
the finest ground on which they had ever shot. The weather was de-
lightful, the sun shining clear and bright and there being a brisk
southwesterlj; wind to take the edge off the heat of the sun and to as-
sist the birds in their flight.

The shoot was announced to begin at 10 A. M., but it was after the
dinner hour when the first shot was fired. At this time among those
present were M. F. Lindsley and his wife, "Wanda," of West Hoboken;
Mr. and Mrs. John Leonard and Mr. and 'ilTS. Frank Glass, of Morris-
town; J. H. Richmond and G. T. Hollister, of New York: Chas. Le-
none, of Passaic; Eddy Colhns, of W'est Hoboken; J. W. Hoffman, of
German Valley; W. S. Canon and Samuel Castle, of Newark; W. G.
"Holhs," of Harrison; "Dutchy" Smith, of Plainfield; T. W. Morfey,
of Paterson; C. H. Townsend. of Forest and Stream; Aug. C. Deit-
rich, Wm. Dutcher, F. E. Wolf a.nd John Eanson, of Paterson.

r'^ m

SAMUEL CASTLE. CHARLES SMITH.

Soon after noon it was proposed to have a "warmer" in the form of
a sweepstake at 5 birds, 85 entry, 3 moneys. The result of this will be
seen below, third money being shot off, miss and out, and finally

divided after kilhng 7 eacJi by Morfey and Canon. The birds used in

this sweep were a mixed lot, poor to medium, being the culls from thr

500 on hand:
Lindsley 12233—5 Lenone 10011—!
Morfey 2021»—3 Hoffman 33302—
Class 12121—5 Canon 2110O—

3

Richmond 13132—5 Castle 12111-5
Hofiister 33301—4 Green 13112—5
Collins 33321—5 Smith 1»101—

3

Here a half hour recess was taken for dinner, and in the meantime
several more shooters appeared, among them being Chas. M. Hedden,
of Newark; James L. Smith, of Hackettstown ; T. C. Wright, of Pater-
son; E. C. George, of Little Falls; R. S. Roche, of Kearney, and T.
Duncklee. of Paterson. Al Heritage, of Jersey City, also appeared,
and a little later came John Erb, of Newark, and Noel G. Money, of
Oakland.
At 1:.35P. M. the big event of the day was started, the conditions

being 30 live birds per man, $30 entry, modified Hurlmgham rules gov-
erning. Chas. M. Hedden, of the Newark Gun Club, was selected as
referee, and the scoring was done by the trap editor of Forest and
Stream.
The start was made with twelve entries, but with the consent of the

shooters five late comers were permitted to enter. According to the
rules this cut the money into five parts, first being 871.50, second
S59.50, third S47.50, fourth !$35.50, and fifth S24.
During the earlier part of the shoot the birds were a disappointing

lot, the majority being slow to take flight and clumsy on the wing.
They looked like a fair lot and the conditions were strongly in their
favor; but for some reason they felt lazy. A Uttle later they began to
get up quicker and fly better, but stiU when considered as a whole
they were not an extra good lot. There were some, of course, equal
to the best and others were fairly good.
Some of the finest work of the day was done by Wm. S. Canon,

New Jersey's one-armed expert, his second-barrel stops being equal
to those of any of the contestants. When it is considererl that Mr.
Canon is obliged to brace the butt of the gun in his armpit until a
bird rises, and that on firiue the first barrel the gun invariably leaves
his shoulder, his second-barrel,work can be described as phenome-
nal. On this day he was at his best and no bird seemed too fast for
him to stop with his Francotte.
On the fifth round there were five with straight scores, on the tenth

round the number was reduced to two, on the fourteenth round Rich-
mond alone had a close string, and on the nest round he too caught
his "Jonah" and fell back in a hole where there were already five

others. The story of the shoot, however, is best told by the follow-
ing table, showing by the use of Forest and Stream's great and ex-
elusive trap score type the direction of flight of every bird:

Tra.1) score type—Copyright isvs, by Forest and SIream Publishino Co.

3 3 3 12 4 4 112 5 5 1115 5 15 4
\/e'<-T'^i^'<-*-\S-i^T<-HtN«-i^

RK Roche 0 211202 S 11123211 11 1 1-18

3141515 5 311451514311

M F Lindsley 3 202123332011121103 0—16

1421351314 32 442232 3 3

J F Class 1 3 3 11331.131 121 1121 1-19

4 2 4 3 2 3 4 3 4 4 4 4 4 5 4 5 5 2 4 5

^/"H/<—>-»<-T^.\\tT\->T T-»N
T W Morfey 3 1 1 1 1 3 3 0 1 2 12 12 11111 0—18

34442415541151114144
E Collins S 312011212112121222 1—19

45314251 1155125 5 5551

9 3 111212»111001110» 2—15J W Hoffman

.

13133834 2 12424 2 11413
H^^\>^1Siy/^i-\\<^y^'iil t<

—

W S Canon 1 1 2 02121222 1 0382221 2-18

3321511453151113515 3

S Castle 1 130221111111112111 0—18

1435 2 2515151 12541115
«-H "N^-i*- ti^->-H-x<H<-<-''s'

J L Smith 3 10 1 1 13 111112111111 2—19

28132425444444154324

C Lenone 1 000022101112111002 •—IS

3 555455 5 415 134135151

G T Hall 3 233 1232 1 1 03»1 1 3012 1—17

434231112443334115 3 1

C Smith 1 110211130310111112 1-17

213354 2 4511311153123

HoUis 1 1011213111203 10231 3-17

5843211122 5 35541 5353
T i T i-^ i/^ \i vZ/^N \7>"^ N"^ 1^

C E George 2 3200120 3 113031121* 0—14

4843125143238443 3 425

T C Wright
,

3 0133201111121 3221. 2—17

12451451341551121521
J H Richmond 1 2132221111232»1112 ^-19

33443 3 42224432123413

T Duncklee 0 1112 1 1021113010210 0—14

First and second were shot off, miss-and-oufc, Class Collins and J. L
Smith dividing the former on the seventh round, and second being
divided by Morfey, Canon and Castle, after shooting eleven rounds
each, when the supply of birds gave out. Roche drew his pro rata of
second. Third was divided. Lindsley was fortunate in being alone
for fourth, as was Hoffman for fifth.

Thus ended the first open shoot for this town, but that it wUl not he
the last goes without the saying. If the management was not satis-

factory, the fact was not stated on the grounds, in fact the unanimous
opinion of aU was that they had spent a most enjoyable day, and would
be only too glad to pay another visit to WUliard's Park.

C. H. Townsend.

The Hollywood Columbia Jubilee.

A big crowd of spectators assembled at the Hollywood grormds on
July 7 to witness the Columbia JubUee contest at 50 live birds, 30yds.
rise, ties at 10 birds, SlOO entry, of which 60,"? to first, 30^ to second and
10% to third. The match resulted in a victory for L. S. Thompson on
47 kills, W^elch, Hoey and Murphy being tied for second. On the shoot-
off at 10 birds Hoey missed his second and fifth, Welch and Mnrphy
killing 10 each; and on the second run Welch won second, Murphy
taking third.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
Braddock, Pa., July 5.—The Eagle Gun Club, composed of some of

the best amateur shots in this vicinity, of which Superintendent Gay-
ley, of the Edgar Thomson Steel Works; Dr. Reed, of Camden; and
George Anderson, of the Seventh Avenue Hotel, are leading lights,

have delightful trap grounds on the topmost elevation on the hill

north of Braddock. They held an afl-day shoot there to-day, and had
many a good argument ' with the shells. Joe Anderson led in the
singles, breaking 109 bluerocks out of a possible 140, and Messrs. Kirk
and Charley Anderson got 107 each. There were none obtained less
than 95. In doubles C. A. Anderson hit 22 out of 24 and Joe got 30.

Both Mr. Gayley and A. M. Scott did remarkably well for marksmen
out of practice and are excellent wing shots. "A sumptuous spread
was ser . ed among the trees.

The International shoot to be given by Jack Parker on Aug. 33, 23,
24 and 25, on the famous Des-cliree-shos-ka Island, at the mouth of the
Detroit River, promises to be an exceptionally attractive affair. Mr.
Parker will have a shoot each day for a guaranteed f>urse of f200;
also a team race with S75 for first money, entrance iirice of targets
and a shoot for $100 purse with entrance price of targets only. There
will be two trophies shot for, one at Uve birds and one at targets, for
the championship of the United States and Canada. The tent and
exhibits of the Manufacturers' Trap-Shooting Association, wiU be on
the grounds during the entire shoot.

The MeadvOle and Franklin (Pa.) gun clubs shot a team race on the
Meadville grounds on July 4, five men per team, 25 targets per man.
The scores; Frankim: Frazier 33, Mallory 30, Crawford 18, Gray 12,

Wilson 35; total 97. Meadville: MiUer 19, Smith 22, Clark 16, Leber-
man 12, Gundaker 18; total 87. The score in the second shoot was not
qm"te as good for either team, the Franklin boys, however, holding up
nearly to their previous record. Result: MeadvOle; Kelso 16, Porter
16, Barrackman 16, Hotchldss 14, Winegar 18; total 81. Franklin:
Frazer 20, Mallory 13, Crawford 17, Gray 24, W^ilson 31; total 94.

A card from Henry Goodman and A. C. Dick ("Richard"), of Cincin-
nati states that at the request of numerous friends who took part in
the 1893 Coney Island shoot, they have decided to repeat the affair,

and have selected as the dates Aug. 16, 17 and 18. The shoot is sure to
be well attended, as the two gentlemanly managers have hosts of
friends all over tlie country. Cincinnati merchants will donate a large
sum of cash to be added to each event. Programmes will be ready m
a few days.

Frank Northrop of Johnstown, N. Y., was in great farm at the
Fourth of July shoot at Amsterdam, breaking an average of 94"

i,,^

of the targets he shot at. He took part in ten regular events, getting
in for first place eight times and for second place twice. He shot a
new Wilkesbarre gun, which was completed only a few days before
the shoot. His scores make a spIencUd showing for the gun as well as
for his holding.

The Arkansas State Sportsmen's Association will hold their third
annual shoot at Little Rock, on Aug. 7, 8, 9, 10 and 11, and it is the
intention of tlie committee to make this surpass any previous event
held in the State. The shoot wfll be open to the world. There
wUl be added money in a number of events.

"Uncle Dan" Lefever of the Lefever Arms Co., has presented to the
West Shore Gun Club of Sy racuse, a ig10 gold medal to be shot for by
members on the first and last Saturday of each month, and to become
the property of the member winning it five times.

The sixth annual tournament of the Standard Kej'stone Target and
Trap Co. will be held on Aug. 33, 23, 34 and 35. The Standard Key-
stone trophy will be shot for on the first day; L. C. Smith cup on the
second and the Peters Cartridge Co. trophy on the third. The fourth
day will be known as championshiji day. The Pequot House will be
the shooters' headquarters.

The Hollywood Independence Handicap was shot on July 5, the con-
ditions being 15 birds each. The entries were: E. L. Post, a8yds.; .1.

R. Ellison, S9yds. ; Captain Money, .30yds. ;
Edgar G, Murphy, 30yds.

and Phil Daly, Jr., 28yds. The entrance fee \vas $20. Money and
Ellison divided the stake, each kiUing 13 birds.

The Sigom-ney (la.) Gun Club issues an attractive programme for
its second annual tournament, to be held on Aug. 8, 9 and 10. The
programme shows both live bird and target events, and on the last

day there will be a special match shoot at 100 live birds each, between
C. W. Budd of DesMoines and C. M. Grimm of Clear Lake, for 8100 a
side.

The Continental Gun Club, of Reading, Pa., held a shoot on the
Black Bear Inn grounds on July 4, each man shooting at 35 targets.
The scores were: Abraham HeJman 32, A. Geyer 15, James Kidms 14,

Frank Kuhns 13, Harry Matz 14, Joseph Roi'ig 11.

Tacoma, June 30.—The final challenge match for the McNaughton
Gun Go's, trophy was shot last W^ednesday on the Tacoma Gun Club's
groimd, with the following result: A. McNaughton 43, E. E. Elhs 46.

Edgar G. Murphy, of New York, and Robert S. Welch, of Philadel-
phia, are to shoot a match at Hollywood on July 19, at 100 hve birds
each for S1,000 a side.

In our account of the State shoot at Rochester, we credited Gus. E.
Greift' with a residence in Carlstadt, N. J. This was an error as Mr.
Greiff is a resident of New York city,

T. W. Morfey, T. C. Wright and other Paterson enthusiastics, are
about to organize a gun club. They will probably arrange to hold
their shoots at WilUard's Park.

There will be a three days' tournament at Frank Class's Morristown
(N. J.) Driving Park this fall. The first two days will be devoted to
bluerock targets and third day to hve birds.

The 1894 grand American handicap of the Interstate Manufacturers'
and Dealers' Association wfll be held at Dexter Park, on April 4,

and 6.

The 50 target sweep which was to have been shot in Newark, N. J.,

on July 15, has been postponed. The date will be aunounced later.

The Michigan State League will hold a shoot at Coldwater on July
18 and 19.

The Essex Gun Club will hold its monthly shoot at Marion next
Thursday.

O. H. Townsend.

The best line to California from either Chicago or St. Louis is the
Burlington route. Takes you via Denver, Colorado Springs, LeadvQIe,
Salt Lake and Ggden. Daily vestibuled trains, with Pullman sleepei-f

.

chair cars (seats free) and Burlington route dining curs.—Adv.
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Flemington Gun Club.

Flbmington, N. J., July 4.—Inclosed find scores made at to-day's
shoot of the Flemmgton Gun Club. All shooting was at the new em-
pire tarf^et from three unknown traps, 16 and 18yds., American rules
Event No. 1 was the club shoot for three merchandise prizes, consist-mg of 100 loaded shells, sack of shot and one can E. C. powder. The
balance of the afternoon was taken up by sweepstake shootuag. The
boys all swear by Forest and Stream. Beaneb
No. 1:

J Chamberlin 1111101111111111111111110—23
Stout 0111110000101011001100111—14
Tott 0010110010010111010011111—14
Moore 0111011101111101111010101—18
Hyde 1111111111001111011000001—16
Henzler 1011100001110110101110111—16

g Boso 0001001110110111110111011—16
Eeadmg 0110101111001111100111110-17
Sheppard 1010010001001111111111011—16

AW Boss
Hulsiger
*Non member.
No. 2, 6 singles, entrance 25 cents;

Chamberlin 110101—4
Reading 101101-4
Henler 010100—2
Hyde 111011—5
Lott 011111—5
No. 3, same:

Chamberlin 111110—5
Reading 111011—5
Henzler 001111—4
Hyde 111111—6
Lott 111001—4
No. 4, same:

Chamberlin. 101101—4
Reading 111011—5
Hyde 110001-3
Hulsizer 001010—2

. .1011010100111001101101011—15
. .0001010011001111010011010—12

Stout 111011—5
Moore 100101—3
Sheppard 111110—5
Hulsizer 110100—3
DBoss 001000—1

Stout 001110-3
Moore 011111—5
Sheppard 011110—4
Hulsizer 011101—4
D Boss 011001—3

Stout 010001—2
Lott 110011—4
HGC 101001-3
Henzler 000100—1

Interstate Manufacturers* and Dealers* Ass*n.i
Editor Forest and Stream:

i

The fifth tournament of the Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers* i

Association will be given at Charlotte, N. C, Aug. 16, 17 and 18, under
'

the auspices of the Charlotte Gim Club.
_
Let me also announce, arrangements have been completed for hold-mg the second annual grand American handicap at live birds, at Dex-

ter Park, Brooklyn, N. Y., AprU 4, 5 and 6, 1894. The conditions are
2o live birds, $25 entrance, 50yds. boundary and $1,000 guaranteed.

Elmer E. Shaneh, Manager.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
S. H. G., Oneida, N. Y.—New York game laws say following birds

are not protected: "English sparrow, crow, hawk, crane, raven, crow '

blackbird, common blackbird and kingfisher." I very much want to
know whether the "redwing" blackbird is or is not protected? Ans. t

The red-winged is the "common blackbird," and as such is unprotected

.

in this State.

SAVE YOUR TROPHIES.
Write for Our Illustrated Catalogue

"HEADS AND HORNS."
It gives directions for preparing and preserving

SMns, Antlers, etc. Also prices for Heads and
Rugs, Birds and Fish, and all kinds of work in Taxi-
dermy.

WARD'S NATURAL SCIENCE ESTABLISHMENT.
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

NO, JOSIAH!
I don't bother to look
up the law. Any sea-

son '11 do me, if they're

bitin'. Don't catch me
paying no 35 cents for

no Game Laws inBrief.
I don't care anything
about the pretty pic-
tures in it. My own pic-
ture's good enough tor--y
me. See?

jp^ROM the first issue of this paper it has been;

used, and for nearly twenty years this particular'

space has been occupied by

ABBEY & IMBRIE,
who now say that they have given up advertising at least tor the present.

for
I am with, von again with, lower prices for Fishing Tackle. I find by experience that pntting down the

prices and not decreasing the qnality, it increases my bnsiness every year.
One lot of Split Bamboo My and Bass Rods will be sold at $1.58 untU all are sold. Rods are all nickel mounted, solid reel seats, silk wound, complete in wood form and will give satisfaction.

Length and weight of the Fly Rods are: 9ft., 6oz.
;
9|ft. 6Joz. ;

10ft., 7oz.
;
lO^ft., 7ioz. ;

lift., 8oz. Reel seats below hand.
Length and weight of the bass rods are: BJft., 9oz.

;
9ft., lOoz. ; 9Jft., lloz. ; 10ft., 13oz., lOJft., 14oz. Reel seats above hand.

A special lot of Hard Rubber and Nickel, Raised Pillar, Multiplying Reels with Balance Handle and Side Spring Click, 40yds., 90 cts.
;
60yds., $1.00; 80yds., $1.10; 100yds., $1.30.

Any of the above reels sent by mail for price and 10 cts. extra for postage.
Brass Click Reels, 40, 60, 80 or 100yds., 38 cts. each; 5 cts. extra for postage.
One lot of Multiplying Raised PUlar Reels with Balance Handles and Lifting Drag: 40yds., 88 cts.

; 60yds.. 48 cts. ; 80yds., .58 cts. ; 100yds., 68 cts. ; 150 yds., 78 cts.

A special lot of Trout Fhes at 80 cents per dozen assorted, sent by mail 1 cent per dozen extra for postage.
A special lot of Bass and Pickerel Spoons at 5 cents each sent by mail, 1 cent extra for postage.
All kinds of HoUow Point best quahty Hooks sneUed to single gut 10 cts. doz. ; double gut, 15cts. doz.

;
treble, 30 cts. doz. ; four ply, 35 cts. doz. 1 cent extra per dozen for postage

800ft. Braided Linen Reel Line on Block, 41 cts. ; 800ft. of Hand-Made Linen Reel Lines on Block, 9 thread, 38 cts., sent by mail 3 cts. extra for postage.
Brass Box Swivels, all sizes No. 1 to No. 13., 15 cts. per dozen, sent by mail 1 cent per dozen extra for postage.
Single Grut Leaders, 8ft., 4 cts., 45 cts. per dozen. Double G-ut Leaders, 40in., 5 cts. each. Treble Gut Leaders, 33in., 7 cts. each. Pour-ply Leaders, 33in., Sets.

Special lot of best quality 100ft. Linen Reel Lines, 8 cts., 300ft., 15 cts.
;
300ft., 33 cts. ; 3 cts. extra for postage.

Send 2-ceiit stamp for Illustrated Catalogrue.
Open E^venlnsrs nntll 8 o'clock.
Satnrcla^ l&venlnsrs tt o'clock. J. F. MARSTEHS. 51. 53 ^ 55 Court St.. Bpooklvn. N. Y,

FORCE,
ACCURACY, DURABILITY,

EXCELLENCE of MATERIAL and WORKMANSHIC
BEAUTY OF DESIGN and FINISH,

CONVENIENCE in LOADING,

SAFETY.
SUPERIOR AUTOMATIC
SHELL-EXTRACTING

REVOLVERS.

BEWARE
OF

IMITATIONS.

Safety

Hamraerlesa,

Single Action.

TRADE

Single Action.

SMITH & WESSON
MARK,
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Standard Works for the Sportsman's Library. |
ANY BOOK HERE NOTED WILL BE SENT POSTPAID ON RECEIPT OF PRICE BY THE FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., 318 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

I

ANQLINQ. SHOOTING. THE KENNEL.

The American Angler's Book.
Combining the natural history of sporting flsh, the art of

taking them, with instructions in fly-fishing, fly-making and

rod-making, and directions for flsh breeding. Description of

salmon runs, inland trout fishing, etc. By Thad. Norms,
80 illustrations. Cloth. Price, $5.50.

American Fishes.
A popular treatise upon the game and food fishes of North

America, with especial reference to habits and methods of

capture. By G. Brown Goodk. With numerous illustrations.

Cloth, 496 pages Price, 13.50. This is, by far, the most pop-

ular work which has ever been published on the fishes of

America, and is the book that no angler who takes pleasure

in knowing the fishes which afford him sport, can afford to

miss.

Book of the Black Bass.
Comprising its complete scientific and life history, together

with a practical treatise on angling and fly-fishing, and a full

description of tools, tackle and implements. By Jame.s A.

Henshall, M.D. Illustrated. Cloth, 470 pages. Price, $3.00.

Dr; -Henshairs monograph is the standard work.

flore About the Black Bass.
Being a supplement to the "Book of the Black Bass.'" By
James A Henshall, M.D. Fully illustrated. Cloth, 204 pages.

Price, $1.50. This is a supplement or sequel of Dr. Henshall's

first volume, in which the author's aim ia to bring the sub-

ject matter down to date.

Fly=Fishing and Fly=Making for Trout, etc.

By J. Harrington Keene. With plates of the actual material

for making flies of every variety. Illustrated. Cloth, 160

pages. Price, $1.50. The matter of the book embraces every-

thing which the fly-fisherman wants to know about the senses

of fish, practical fly-fishing, casting and fly-making; with list

of standard flies and their dressings; the feathers, silk and
other piaterial used in fly-making, there are samples of all,

attached to blank sheets like pictures by way of illustration.

Fishing Tackle.
Its Materials and Manufacture. A practical guide to the best

modes and methods of making every kind of appliance neces-

sary for taking fresh-water flsh and for 1 he equipment of the

angler and fly-fisher. With 454 illustrations and explanatory

diagrams. By J. Harrington Keene. Price, $1,50,

With FIy=Rod and Camera.
By Enw uiD A. Samuels, President of the Massachusetts Fish

cjQd Game Protective Association, author of ''The Ornithology
and Oology of New England and Adjacent States and Prov-

inces," "Among the Birds," Associate Editor of ' The Living

World," etc , etc. Cloth, 480 pages (j X9]4mO, 147 iUustra-

tions. Price, $5.00. The author is known as one of the most
devoted and expert salmon fishermen of America. The vol-

ume is likewise noteworthy as an example of the rare possi-

biliti'-s of amateur photography.

Fly^Rods and FIy=TackIe.
Suggestions as to their Manufacture and Use. By Henry P.

Wells. Illustrated. Cloth, 364 pages. Price, $2.50. The
most exhaustive work on the subject in print.

MANUALS.

Game Laws in Brief.

Laws of the United States and Canada Relating to Game and
Fish Seasons. For the guidance of sportsmen and anglers.

Compiled by Charles B. Revnolds, Editor of Forest and
Stream. Paper. Price, 25 cents. Gives all sections relative

to game and flsh seasons, limit of size or number, non-resi-

dents, transportation, etc. All iu brief, but full enough for

the practical guidance of sportsmen and anglers. Carefully

compiled, and shorn of verbiage. Handsomely illustrated

with numerous half-tone engravings from J'oresf and Stream.

Woodcraft.
By Nessmuk. Cloth, 160 pages. Illustrated. Price $1.00. A
book written for the instruction and guidance of those who
go for pleasure to the woods. Its author, having had a great

deal of experience in camp life, has succeeded admirably in

putting the wisdom so acquired into plain English.

Tricks of Trapping.
Camp Life in the Woods, and the Tricks of Trapping and
Trap :*Iaking. Containing hints on camp shelter, all the tricks

and bait receipts of the trapper, the use of the traps with in-

structions for the capture of all fur-bearing animals. By W.
Hamilton Gibson. Illustrated. Cloth, 300 pages. Price, §1.00.

Log Cabins.
How to BuUd and Furnish Them. By William S. Wicks. New
and enlarged edition. Price, SI 50. Mr. Wicks might have
called his book "Every Man His Own Log Cabin Builder,"

for he has set out to describe fully and particuhuly each de-

tail in the process of construction. Plans are given for

cabins, large and smaU, with details of exterior and interior.

Hints and Points for Sportsmen.
Compiled by " Seneca." Cloth. Illustrated, 234 pages. Price,

SI .50. This compilation comprises six hundred and odd hints,

helps, kinks, wrinkles, points and suggestions for the shooter,

the fisherman, the dog owner, the yachtsman, the canoeist,

the camper, the outer, in short for the field sportsman in all

the varied phases of his activity.

Names and Portraits of Birds

Which Interest Gunners, with Descriptions in Language Un-

derstanded of the People. By Gurdon Trcmbl-ll. Cloth, 222

pages. Price, S2. 50. The average gunner with this work at

hand would have little difficulty in identifying the contents

of his bag from the text alone. Identification is further facil-

itated by portraits of the birds.

Antelope and Deer of America.
A comprehensi^ e scientific treatise upon the natural history,

including the characteristics, habits, affinities and capacity

for domestication, of the Antilocapra and Cervidas of North

America. Second edition. By John Dean Caton, LL.D.

Cloth, 426 pages, 50 illustrations; steel portrait. Price, $2.50.

The Gun and Its Development.
With Notes on Shooting. By W. W. Greener. Breeehload-

ing Rifles, Sporting Rifles, Shotguns, Gunmaking, Choice of

Guns, Chokeboring, Gun Trials, Theories and Experiments.

Fully illustrated. Cloth, T70 pages. New edition. Price, $2 50-

The Art of Shooting.
An Illustrated Treatise on the Art of Shooting. With Ex-

tracts from the Best Authorities. Bj- Charles Lancaster.

Illustrated with numerous drawings from instantaneous)

photographs. Price, .*13.00. New edition.

Field, Cover and Trap=Shooting.
By Captain Adam H. Bogardis, Champion Wing Shot of the

World. Embracing Hints for Skilled Marksmen; Instruc-

tions for Young Sportsmen ; Haunts and Habits of Game
Birds; Flight and Resorts of Waterfowl; Breeding and Break-

ing of Dogs. With an appendix. Cloth, 493 pages. Price,

$2.00. There is no other man in this country—or in any
other, for that matter—better fitted to teach a novice the ar'.

The Still=Hunter.

A Practical Treatise on Deer-Stalking. By T. S. Van Dyke.

The information contained in "The Still-Hunter" is as ex-

haustive as it is possible to make it. 390 pages. Price, $2.

The Breech=Loader and How to Use It.

288 pages. Price, $1.00, A book for that numerous class of

sportsmen who delight in a day's shootmg, but have neither

the time nor the means to make the sport a life's study.

CAMP AND HOME.

Uncle Lisha's Shop.
Life in a Corner of Yankeeland. By Rowland E. Robinson.

Cloth, 187 pages. Price, $1.00. "Uncle Lisha's Shop" is

brimful of quaint humor and sentiment, and there is an

unmistakable touch of human nature in Uncle Lisha himself

and his good old wife. Aunt Jerushy; in Sam Love!, the

hunter, and in fact in all the other characters introduced.

Sam Lovel's Camps.
A sequel to "Uncle Lisha's Shop," by Rowland E. Robin.4on.

Cloth. Price, SI. When Uncle Lisha went West, Sam Lovel

took Antoine as his partner, and the fortunes and misfor-

tunes of the two as trappers are described with all the charm
of our author's quaint style, while their friends and <euemies,

and all with whom they are brought into contact, in the

course of the story, step on to the stage real living creatures.

Pawnee Hero Stories and Folk=Tales,

With Notes on the Origin, Customs and Character of the

Pawnee People. By George Bird Grinnell. Cloth, 417

pages. Illustrated. Price, $1.75. New edition, revised. Like

most Indian tribes, the Pawnees are story tellers. They have

a vast fand of folk-tales and tradition.s, which have been

handed down from father to son, and transmitted from gen-

eration to generation. Years ago, when the tribe lived in

Nebraska, the author of the present volume camped and
hunted with them, and joined in their village life. The nights

were given up to story telling, and many of the tales told

in the lodge and by the flickering camp-fire were carefully

translated and written down. When pubhshed they excited

great interest. They are tales of daring and adventure, weird

accounts of magic, mystery and the supernatural; relations

of the ways of hfein the old, wild days; stories of war and

the craft of war parties, the history of the tribe as treasured

by the very old men. There is mother-wit in these stories,

they are full of humor, sentiment, pathos and human nature.

Blackfoot Lodge Tales.

The Story of a Prairie People. By George Bird Grinnell.

Cr. Bvo., $1.75. In this volume the storj' of the Blackfoot

tribe is told by a friend, one who has hunted with them on the

prairies, slept in their lodges, lived in their camps, and shared

their daily life. The stories which constitute this history

have been taken down by the author from the lips of the

narrators, and are given without change as told to him.

There is a singular and charming freshness about the stories,

which give the history of renowned warriors of ancient and
modern times, show how ancient customs arose, and explain

natural phenomena. The account of the daily life, customs,

and history of the Blackfeet presents a series of graphic

pictures of savage life in peace and in war.

Our New Alaska ;

Or, The Seward Purchase ^'indicated. By Charles Hallock.
Cloth, 209 pages, illustrated. Price, $1.50. Mr. Hallock s

writings are always vivid and full of life.

Dogs: Their Management and Treatment
IN DISEASE. A Study of the Theory and Practice of Canine

Medicine. By Ashmont. Cloth, 208 pages. Price, $2.00. The
Forest and Stream says that this is one of the most valuable

treatises on canine management and therapeutics that has

appeared on this side of the water.

Kennel Record and Account Book.
Boards, $3. An indexed volume of 180 pages, consisting of a

series of carefully prepared blank entry forms suited to the

registration of all kennel events and transactions.

Dog Points and Standards.
First Lessons in Dog Training, with the Points and Standards
of all Bi-eeds of Dogs. Paper, new edition, 106 pages, revised

to date. Price, 50 cents.

Training vs. Breaking.
Practical Dog Training; or Training vs. Breaking. By S. T.

Hammond, Kennel Editor of Forest and Strea-n. Revised and
re-written. To which is added a chapter on training pet dogs,

by an amateur. Cloth, 165 pages. Price, $1. A book for dog
owners, who, by the instructions here plainly given, can suc-

cessfully train their hunting dogs.

flodern Training;
Handling and Kennel Management. By B. Waters. Illus-

trated. Cloth, 373 pages. Price, $2. This treatise is after the
modern professional system of training. It combines the
excellence of both the suasiveand force systems of education,

and contains an exhaustive description of the uses and abuses
of the spike collar.

House and Pet Dogs;
Their Selection, Care and Training. Paper,, price 50 cents.

Lee's Modern Dogs.
History, and Description of the Modern Dogs (Sporting Divis-

ion) of Great Britain and Ireland. By Rawdon B. Lee, ken^^el

editor London Field. Illustrated, 584 pages. Price, $7. This
is a standard work by an acknowledged authority, and is up
to date. It treats all sporting breeds exhaustively. The illus-

trations are ideaUzed portraits of typical specimens.

Kennel Secrets.
How to breed, exhibit and manage dogs. By A.shmont. The
dog from the time he is conceived to the time he curls himself

up for his last long sleep is treated from every standpoint that
could possibly occur to a man of wide experience with dogs.

Every Important subject that has engaged attention has been
fuUy. discussed, generalities being held practically valueless

and misleading. Illustrated, 344 pages. Price, $3.00.

The Spaniel and Its Training.
By F. H. F. Mercer. To which are added the Amei-ican and
English Spaniel Standards. Cloth. Illustrated. Price, $1.

Scientific Education of Dogs for the Gun.
ByH. H. Cloth. Price, S2..50. The instructions are the re-

sult of the author's amateur practical experience oi 37 years.

Forest and Stream setys: "This work is a very we 1 written

treatise upon the subject, containing some new ideas and
much that is interesting and instructive to the new beginner
as well as not a little that will be beneficial to even old

hands to study."

YACHT AND CANOE,

THE ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE OF FOREST AND STREAM BOOKS WILL BE SENT FREE.

Small Yachts.
Their Design and Construction, Exemplified by the Ruling
Types of Modern Practice. With nuraerous plates and illiis

trations. By C. P. Kunhardt. New ed., 470 pp. of tj'pe and
illustrations and 87 plates. Size of page, 14i^xl'3J^. Price,

$10. This book is intended to cover the field of small yachts,

with special regard to their design, construction, equipment
and keep.

Steam Yachts and Launches;
Their Machinery and Management. By C. P. Kunhardt.
With plates and many illustrations. New ed., 267 pp. Price,

$3.00. A complete review of the development and present
status of the marine engine and 1x)iler as applied to steam
yachting.

Canoe and Boat Building.
A Complete Manual for Amateurs. Containing plain and
comprehensive directions for the construction of Canoes,
Rowing and SaiUng Boats and Hunting Craft. By W. P.

Stephens, Canoeing Editor of Forest and Stream. Cloth.

Fourth and enlarged edition, 264 pages, numerous illustra-

tions, and fifty plates in envelope. Price, $2 00.

Canoe Handling.
The Canoe: History, Uses, Limitations and Varieties, Practi-

cal Management and Care, and Relative Facts. By C. Bowyer
A^AVTX ("Dot"). Illustrated. Cloth, 168 pages. Price, $1.00.

Yacht Architecture.
By DrsoN Kemp, Associate of the Institute of Naval Architects
and Member of Council. Second edition. Super-royal 8vo.

,

530 pages, numerous plans and designs. Price, $16.80.

A Manual of Yacht and Boat Sailing.
By Dixon Kesip, Associate Institute of Naval Architects (Mem-
ber of the Council). 7.50 pages, with numerous plans and
designs. Price, SlO.

%
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Forest and Stream Book List.
We are the largest publishers and iinpOrters in the United States of Books on Outdoor Sports. For fuller descriptions of many of these works send for th<i

(free) Forest and Stream Illustrated Catalogue. All books sent postpaid on receipt of price. Forest and Stream Publishing Co., 318 Broadway, N. Y.

No books exchanged. Registration, if desired, 10 cents extra. Our responsibility ceases after goods have been mailed.

AKGIilNG. Price.

American Angler's Book. Memorial edition. Norris $6.50
American Fish and How to Catcli Them I.OO
American Fishes. Large 4to, Goode. Illustrated 3.50
American Game Fishes. Shields 2.50
American Salmon Fishing^. Wells 1.00
Ang-ling and Trolling for Pike 50
Angling on Salt Water 50
Artificial Flies and How to Make Them. Shipley 1.00
Book of the Black Bass. (Fishing, tools, tackle.) Henshall 3.00
Book on Angling. Francis 5.25
Domesticated Trout. Livingston Stone 2.50
Favorite Flies and How to Tie Them 5.00
Fish Hatching and Fish Catching. Eoosevelt and Green 1.50
Fishing TacMe, Its Material, Etc. Keene. Illustrated 1.50
Fishing with the Fly. Orvis-Cheney Collection. Illustrated 2.50
Fishing on American Waters. Genio C. Scott 2.50
Fly-Fishing and Fly-Making for Trout. AVith plates 1.50
Fly-Fishing in Maine Lakes. Stevens. Illustrated 2.00
Fly-Rods and Fly-Tackle. Wells. Illustrated 2.50
Frank Forester's Fish and Fishing 2.50
More About the Black Bass. Henshall 1.50
Rod and Line in Colorado Waters 1.00
Salmon Fishing. Hallock 1.00
Superior Fishing, or the Sti-iped Bass, Trout, Etc. Eoosevelt. . . 2.00
The Practical Angler. Clark 1.00
The Game Fish of the Noi^thern States. Eoosevelt 2.00
Trout Culture. Slack. Illustrated 1.00
With Fly-Rod and Camera. Samuels. 147 plates 5.00

BOATIIfG AND YACHTING.
Art of Sailmaking. lUastrated. New edition 5.00
Amateur Sailing in Open and Half-Open Boats. Biddle. IUus. . . 1..50
Boat Building and Sailing. Neison and Kemp. Illustrated 3.00
Boat Sailing and Management. Prescott 25
Boat Sailor's Manual. Qualtrough 2.00
Canoe and Camp Cookery. "Senega" 1.00
Canoe and Boat Building for Amateurs. W. P. Stephens......^... 2.00
Canoe Handling and Sailing. C. B. Vaux. New edition ...>... 1.00
Canoe, Voyage of the Paper. Bishop 1.50
Canvas Canoes; How to Build Them. Parker B. Field 50
Corinthian Yachtsmen, or Hints on Yachting. Biddle . ,, 1.50
Cruises in Small Yachts and Big Canoes. Speed. Illustrated 2.50
Fore and Aft Seamanship for Yachtsmen 50
Forms of Ships and Boats. Bland 75
Four Months in a Sneaktoox. Bishop 1.50
Frazar's Practical Boat Sailing , 1.00
Hints on Boat Sailing and Racing. Fitzgerald 1.00
Manual of Naval Architecture. White 9.60
Masting and Rigging of Ships. Kipping. Illustrated 1.00
Marine Engines and Steam Vessels. Mltrray. Eighth edition 2.25
Model Yachts. 118 designs and working diagrams. Grosvenor 2.00
Practical Boat Sailing. Davies. Illustrated 2.00
Practical Boat Building. Neison. Illustrated l.OO
Rigger's Guide and Seaman's Assistant. Sixth edition. Illustrated. 1.25
Ropes, Their Knots and Splices 50
Sails and Sailmaking. Kipping, N.A. Twelfth edition. Illustrated 1.25
Sailor's Lianguage. W. Clark Eussell. Illustrated 1.25
Sailor's Manual and Handy Book. Qualtrough 3.50
Sailor's Sea Book. Eosser. New edition 1.25
Small Yachts. C. P. Kunhardt. Third edition, enlarged, 470 pages 10.00
Steam Yachts and Liaunches. Kunhardt. New edition 3.00
The Marine Steam Engine. Sennett. 244 illustrations (j.OO
Yacht Architecture, Designing and Building. Dixon Kemp 16.80
Yacht Building for Amateurs. Biddle 1.00
Yacht and Boat Sailing. Kemp. Illustrated, 2 vols 10.00
Yacht Designing, Hints to Beginners. Biddle. Illustrated l.OO
Yachts and Yachting. Cozzens. 135 illustrations 2.00
Yachtsman's Guide. Patterson. New edition 5.00
Yachtsman's Handy Book 1.50

HUNTING—SHOOTING.
Adventures on the Great Hunting Grounds of the World 1.00
American Spoi-tsman. Lewis 2..50
Art of Shooting. Lancaster 3.00
Big Game of North America. Shields 3.50
Breech-Lioader. Greener 1.00
Cruising in the Cascades. Shields 2.00
Field, Cover and Trap Shooting. Bogardus. New edition 2.00
Fi-ank Forester's Field Sports, 2 vols 4.00
Game iaws in Brief. With pictures from Forest and Stream 25
Gunsmith's Manual, A Practical Guide. Illustrated, 876 pages 2.00
Gun and Its Development, with Notes on Shooting. Greener. .. 2.50
How I Became a Crack Shot, with Hints to Beginners. Farrow 1.00
Hunting in the Great West. Shields 75
Hints and Points for Sportsmen 1.50
Hunting Trips of a Ranchman. Eoosevelt 3.00
Instructions in Rifle Firing. Capt. Blunt 2.00
Letters to Young Shooters. Gallway- 2.50
Modern American Rifles 2.00
Modern American Pistol and Revolver. Illustrated 1.00
Modern Shotguns. Greener 1.00
Pistol, The " 50
Shooting on the Wing 75
Shooting on Upland, Marsh and Stream. Leffingwell — 3.50
Shore Birds. Paper 15
Sport with Gxm and Rod. Cloth, handsomely illustrated 5.00
Sportsman's Paradise, or the Lakelands of Canada. Illustrated.. 3.50
Still-Hunter. Van Dyke 2.00
Trajectoi'y Tests of Hunting Rifles 50
Wing and Glass Ball Shooting with a Rifle. H. C. Bliss 50
Wild Fowl Shooting. Leffingwell. HaK morocco, $3.60; cloth 2.50

THE HORSE.
Diseases of Horses. Dalziel. Paper 75
Dadd's Modern Horse Doctor 1.50
klorse, The, and His Diseases, and Rarey's Method 1.25
Training the Trotting Horse 3.50
Horse Training Made Easy. Jenntngs. Illustrated 1.25
Horsemanship for Women. Mead. Illustrated by Parker 1.25
Mayhew's Horse Doctor. 400 illustrations 3.00
Mavhew's Horse Management 3.00
McClure's Stable Guide 1.00
Saddle Horse and Guide to Riding. Illustrated 1.00
Stonehenge on the Horse. English edition, 8vo 3.50
Stonehenge on tJie Horse, Amei-ican edition, ISrao 2,00

CA3IPING AND AD^^NTURE. pri.

Adventures in the Wilderness. Murray. Illustiated $1.1
Adirondack Tales. Murray^ Illustrated, 2 vols. . each l.t
Camps and Tramps in the Adii-ondacks. Northrup 1,5
Camping and Cruising in Florida. With map. Henshall. l.l

CAMPING AND TRAPPING.
Amateur Trapper. Paper, 50 cts.: cloth

Camping and Camp Outfits 1.:

Canoe and Camp Cookery. ' Seneca". l.C
Complete American Trapper. Gibson. Illustrated l.(

Gipsey Tents and How to Use Them 1.:

Hints on Camping. Henderson. Paper, 25 cts. ; clotli l.C
Hunter and Trapper. Thrasher •

Log Cabins and How to BuUd Them IJ
Trappers' Guide. Newhouse. New edition l.(

Woodcraft. "Nessmuk" 1.1

GUIDE BOOIvS AND MAPS.
Guide to Moosehead Lake. Farrar. Cloth l.<
Guide to Richardson and Rangeley Lakes. Farrar. Cloth l.(
Guide to Adirondack Region, Stoddard i

Guide to Androscoggin Region l.(
Guide to Lake George
Map of Lake George I

Map of St. Lawrence River 1,(
Map of the Adirondacks. Stoddard l.<
Map of the Thousand Islands £

Mountain Trails and Parks in Colorado l.l
Our New Alaska. Hallock l.l
Pocket Map of Moosehead Lake. Farrar , l.C
Pocket Map of Rangeley Lake Region. Farrar l,i

Southern California. T. S. Van Dyke , l.l

KENNEL.
American Book of the Dog. Shields 3.1
Book of the Dog. Vero Shaw. With portraits 8.<
Breaking and Training Dogs. Dalziel 2.f
Breeders' Kennel Record and Account Book. Large 4to 3.<
Diseases of the Dog. Dalziel (

Dog, Diseases of. Hill 2.i
Dog Breaking. Floyd t

Dog Breaking-. Hutchinson. Eighth edition . . 3.<
Dog in Health, Habits and Diseases. Landseer. Illustrated S

Dogs of Great Britain and America 2.4
Dogs of the British Isles. Stonehenge. With 50 plate portraits 6.4
Dog, The. Dinks, Mayhew and Hutchinson 3A
Dog Training vs. Breaking. HAaniOND l.i
Dog Training, First Lessons and Points of Judging. Paper I

Dogs, Management of. Mayhew. 16mo
Dogs, Management and Treatment in Disease. "Ashmont" 2.4
Field Trial Winners 5A'
House and Pet Dogs. Illustrated I

Modern Dogs of Gi*eat Britain and Ireland. Sporting Division. Lee 7A
Modern Training. Waters 2

A

Pedigree Record Book. 200 pages, fifth generation, and index 2.i

Pocket Kennel Record. Full leather U
Shaw's Illustrated Book of the Dog S.lf
Stonehenge on the Dog. With portraits S,.

The Greyhound, Coursing, Breeding and Training. Dalziel
The Mastiff, History of. M. B. Wynn
The Collie, History, Points, Etc. Dalziel. Colored portraits

The Collie. Lee. Illustrated l3|
The Scientific Education of the Dog for the Gun 2.ff

The Sheep Dog. Paper, 50 cts. ; cloth 1.^
The St. Bernard, History, Points, Etc. Dalziel l.;l
The Spaniel and Its Training. Mercer l.i||

The Fox-Terrier. Dalziel 1^
The Fox-Terrier. Lee. Illustrated. New edition..

Training Ti'ick Dogs. lUusti-ated, paper
Youatt on the Dog 2.1

NATURAL HISTORY.
Animal Life of Our Seashore i§
Antelope and Deer of America. Caton 2.^3

Baird's Bia-ds of North America: Land Birds, 3 vols.
, $30; colored,

$60. Water Birds, 2 vols.
, ,$24; colored , 60.^

Batty's Taxidermy and Home Decoration. 44 Ulus. , new edition 1^
Big Game of North America. Shields
Book of Pigeons. Illustrated 8l
Cage Birds and Sweet Warblers 2s
Cage and Singing Birds. Adams 1

Cones' Check List of North Amei'ican Birds. Illustrated 3il
Coues' Key to North American Birds. Illustrated 7.

a

Guide to the Study of Insects. Packard 5.^
Holden's Book of Bii-ds. Paper
Insects, How to Mount. Manton
Life on the Seashore. Emerton iJ
Manual of North American Birds. Eidgway 7:il
Names and Portraits of Birds. Trumbull. 90 illustrations 2.1]
Naturalist's Guide. Maynard l.jj

Nests and Eggs of Birds of the United States. Gentry 20.S
Nests and Eggs of Noi-th American Bii-ds. Davies l.j
Oiu- Common Birds and How to Know Them
Our Own Birds. New edition ,

Pheasant Keeping for the Amateur. Illustrated

Taxidermy and Zoological Collecting. Hornaday. Illustrated
Taxidermy Without a Teacher. SIanton
Taxidei'mists' Manual. Brown. Illustrated; $1; paper

MISCELLANEOUS.
Adventures on the Great Hunting Grounds of the World 1.<J
Blackfoot Lodge Tales. Grinnell 1 '

City Boys in the Woods. Wells
Ferrets, Their Breeding and Hunting
Mountain Trails and Parks in Colorado. Illustrated l3|
Old St. Augustine, Florida. Eeynold.s. Illustrated Ij
PawTiee Hero Stories and Folk-Tales. Grinnell ij
Poems of the Rod and Gun. McLellan
Poultry, Illustrated Book of ....

Practical Pigeon Keeper. Wright
Practical Poultry Keeping. Beals
Sam Level's Camps. Robinson
Uncle Lisha's Shop, Kobinson , ifl
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} Sportsmen's Goods. J

"CAMMEYEP
Stamped on a Shoe ^

Means Standard of Merit.

EaUESTRIAN FOOTWEAR.

MEH'S GRAIN LEATHER NAPOLEON RID- 0 E AA
ING BOOTS ) OiUU

MEN'S GRAIN LEG CALF FOX NAPOLEON 1 AA
RIDING Bf^OTS liUU

MEN'S CALF STIFF LEG RIDING BOOTS.. 9.00
MEN'S ENAMEL LEATHER STIFF LEG I A AA
RIDING BOOTS I UiUU

MEN'S RUSSIA CALF STfPP LEG RIDING | M AA
BOOTS lUiUU

MEN'S CANVAS RIDIVG L^GGINS
| RQ

MEN'S GRAIN WELLINGTON RIDING LEG- A'cA
GINS OiOD

MEN'S GRAIN WINDSOR RIDINGLEGGINS A QQ
MEN'S RUSSET CALF WELLINGTON RID- CAA
ING LEGGINS OiUU
ATHLETIC F00TWE4.K OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

Send for Catalogue. Mailed Free.

A. J. CAMM£Y£R,
Sixth Ave , oor. ISth St., N". Y.

Bo Tou Know?r^gUj
tliat tlie 1 t(»^

HANNAFORD l<^'P^^

VENTILATED RUBBER BOOTS
] MARK.

»re -worn at all seasons with.

Absolute Comfort.
NO SWEATrSG.

.&jsk your dealer for them,
or send for catalogue.

HANNAFORD
VENTILATED^
BOOT CO., 79 MILK ST., BOSTON.

BICYCLE
GOODS

AT THE LOWEST
POSSIBLE PRICES.

WE OFFER

Bicycle Suits,
stylish, sts'U made, nell fitting, handsomely
tfcri'mmed with braid, in all colors. Jersey and
eheviat dBr-oan $3.50 to |14.00 per suit.

Men's Sweaters,
In all eoista at $2.50, g3.0O, p.50.

Boys' Sweaters,
At $3.00, $2.50, S3.00.

ALSO A COMPLETE LINE OF

BICYCLE CAPS. BELTS AND
HOSIERY, ETC.

E. OCUMP&UGH & SONS.
83, 85 & 87 Main St., Eoehester,

Composite

Cork Wads.

THE VERY UTEST.

Our claim in "Patent Pending" covers the use of
cork in combination with any other substance in a
Gun Wad. We now offer in addition to our Reg-
ular Cork Wad, so favorably known and generally
used, a Composite Cork Wad. And in order to
enable sportsmen to test the qualities of both we
will send a full box 025) mixed or of either kind
post paid for 36 cents.

LANCASTER OOEK QUN WAD CO.,

Liancaster, Pa.

FOR SAI.E.

MEMEERSmP SHAEES
IN THE

Triton Fish and Game Club,
CANADA.

There has just been incorporated xmder the above
title the finest fishing and gunning association in

Canada. This preserve consists of 102,000 acres,
having within its borders over fifty lakes and a score
of rivers and mountain streams, all of which swarm
with trout ranging from 61bs. {Salmo fontinalis
only.) The virgin wilderness teems with small
game. Of the larger kinds the caribou aboimds.
Moose and black bear are fairly plentiful, as also
beaver, otter and other fur-bearing animals.
The Triton Club is situated 100 miles north of Que-

bec, on the Une of the Quebec & Lake St. John Rail-

way, and is reached in twenty-four hours easy
journey (by rail) from New York City. (See pros-
pectnis.)

A limited number of shares is offered to gentle-
men of unexceptionable references.
As a summer resort for both gentlemen and ladies

the Triton Club offers great attractions, in addition
to the best fishing and shooting to be had on this
continent, at a very low cost.
The shares are $250 each, and are an absolutely

safe investment. Intending purchasers should care-
fully examine Sec. 4 of constitution, also pages 12 and
34 of by-laws about membership certificates, agrents,

membership cards, route and mode of payments.
For Prospectus, By-Laws, Maps, etc., and fuU in-

formation address

Messrs. TOWNSEND & HOWARD,
928 TJBMPI.E COtlRT. NEW YORK CITY,

AND THIS PAPER.

diDiis GiDois, ni ioff ti BiUd Tin. SQg.

FOR SALE.
Camp Ground,

SARAUAC LAKE,
Adirondack Mountains.

Point of land just north of Sweeny Carry and

Hotel Wawbeek, well wooded, high elevation, large

water front, with a superb view of the country to

the north, east and south, easy of access, and one of

the finest camping spots in this whole country,

containing about 45 acres. Address P. O. Box 1,980,

Boston, Mass.. for further particulars.

Adirondack Preserve
FOR SAIlE.

Two gentlemen owning one of the finest fishing
and hunting preserves in the Adirondacks, would
sell one-half imei est in the property to a party of
two or four gentlemen. The lake, nearly a mile long,
surrounded by virgia forest, is rmowned for its fine

trout and as a resort for deer It can be reached in

nine hours from Utica. A comfortable furnished
house with six rooms, out-buildings, garden, artifi-

cial pond for fish fry. Five miles of road built.

Jiight different lakes can be visited from camp in
from one to three hours' wain. References ex-
changed. Address E. Z. WRIGHT, Ucica, N. Y. a

TROUT UKETFOR'SALE.
I offer for sale a portion of my Adirondack pre-

serve, from 1,000 to 2.000 acres of land, with four
lakes. Three log cabins on the property, good
road to two of the lakes, easy trail to the other two
This property is suitable for a club or tor private
resorts One lake is stocked with salmon trout, the
others with speckled trout, 30,000 planted last May.
and shall plant as many more this year. AViU sell

any one lake with a portion of the land. Address
DR. J. DE V, MOORE, 157 Park avenue, Utica, N. Y.

Hunting Grounds For Sale.
We offer for sale one farm, 600 acres, situate in

Warren county. North Carolina, six miles from
Macon, samefrom Littleton. Quail, deer, wild turkey,
ducks, geese and old hares on and near the farm.
Fine grain, cotton, tobacco and fruit farm. Fair
dwelling and outhouses. Hunting privilege on ad-
joining farms can be bought cheap. 14 hours from
New York via S. A. L. Apply to owners. Price. $6
per acre. EGERTON BROS., Macon, N. C.

ALBEMARLE AND PABCPLICO CRUISING AND
Hunting Association —Bear, Deer, Wild Tiu--

key, Quail, Swan, Geese, Brant, Duck, Cm-lew, Snipe.
Finest fishing; Bluefish, Striped Bass, Weakfish,
Drum, etc. Membership limited to 20. One more
subscriber wanted. H. A. Weeks, 74 Murray St., N.Y

FRUIT AND GAME FARM FOR SALE.—75 acres,

nice cottage, 1,000 fruit trees, health perfect,
taxes low, game plentiful. Price $2,000. Long time
privilege to shoot over 5,000 acres if desired. C. D.
EPES, Crewe, Nottoway Co., Va 38

The Adirondacks.
Map of the Adirondack Wilderness.
Pocket edition on map-bond paper. SI 0*3.

"It Is the most complete map of the Adirondacks
region ever published."—foresJ and Stream.

Pocket Map of Lake Champlain and Lake
George. May-bond paper, 50 cents.

Guide Books.-The Adlroudacks. illustrated,

IBmo., 272 pages, pseudo cloth cover, 25 ets.

liake Georareai d Lake Chauiplain, 25 ets.

Address S. R. STODDARD, Glens Falls, N. Y.

X Routes for Sportsmen. J

A BLANK DAY.
BUT IT WAS NOT ON THE

RAILROAD.
The Sportsman of the North often has a blank day.

Indeed, no Northern shooter knows much about
shooting until he has shot in the South, where the
superb natural conditions have left the game in un-
diminished plenty in the covers.

I>on't Go After Bear
to the Rockies. Go to the wide river bottoms of
Mississippi or Louisiana and you will get one.

Don't Go After Turkeys
to the Great West, but to the Great South, in Missis-

sippi and Louisiana, where the unbounded wood-
lands hold abundance of these noble birds.

Don't Go After Ducks
in the North, and work hard for days for a dozen
ducks. Go South, to Louisiana and Texas, and
learn what wildfowl shooting is.

The Quail, Woodcock and Snipe
shooting of the South is such as the Northern hunter
never dreamed of. A genial climat^e, a pleasant
people, a six months open season, and birds until

you want no more.

The Illinois Central Road runs direct to all this

country, and is the only road that does.

A. H. IIATXSO:^,
Gen. Pass. Agent, Illinois Central R. R., Chicago.

When planning your annual tour remember that
this company controls over 4,100 miles of railway
equipped in the most approved modern style, pass-
ing through a magnificent country noted for its un-
sm-passed facilities for sport.

A FEW OF THE PRINCIPAL RESORTS.
ANDROSCOGGIN LAKE5 (via Bryant's Pond or Bethel).
-Excellent trout fishing and game, large and small, of
every description.

THE WHITE MOtJNTAIMS (via Gorham, N. H.)—For
trout ami varieties of game.

THE SALMON RESORT of Quebec, New Brunswick
aud Nova Scotia (rfached via Quebec).

LAKE ST JOHN REGION (via Quebec)- For ouananiche
trout, carl lou, bear, moojC, beaver, otter, etc.

THE RIVER ST. LAWRENCE (in the neighborhood of
the line for 405 miles) —For mascalouge, pike, bass,
whlteflsh, picKerel, perch.

THE THOUSAND ISLA M r>S ( via Gananoque or Kingston)
—For pickerel, black bass, mascalonge, pike.

MUSKOKv LAIIB-*.—The best place on the continent
for tishine, shooting and camping. All varieties of fish

and game
PARRY SOXJNT^ -A-ND GEORGIAN EVY (rPached via
Penetang, Midland, coiliagwood, etc.) for black bass,
pickerel, deer, partridtie. bear, otter, etc.

AKES O.VTARIO, ERIE, HURON AND MICHIGAN (via
stations at all pr.ncipal ports-.

LAKE SUPERIOR (via CoUingwood, Wiarton, Sarnla in
connection with steamship llues).

The charges for hotels, guides and camping at
many of the fishing waters named above are ex-
tremely low. Full particulars of same are pubUshed
in a pamphlet descriptive of the "Fishing and Hunt
ing Resorts of the Grand Trunk Railway," which
will be forwarded free on application to the com-
pany's principal agents, or to the General Passenger
Agent at Montreal.

J. POWER,
General Passenger Agent,

li. J. SEABGEANT, General Manager.

Adirondack

Mountains,

Lakes George

<L Champlain,

Saratoga, Etc.
Illustrated guide to the Northern resorts issued by

the Delaware and Hudson Railroad will be mailed on

receipt of 6 cents postage. Addi-ess

J. ¥. BURDICK,
General Passenger Agent,

ALBANY, N. Y.

X Routes for Sportsmen.

Opening of the ChicoutUni Extension in July, 1893.

The New Eoute to the Far-Pamed Saguenay
and the only rail route to the delightful summer resorts
north of Quebec, throtigh the

CANADIAN * UIRONOACKS.
Parlor and Sleeping Cars. Magnificent scenf»ry. Beautiful
eUmate. Hotel Rbberval, Lake St. John, has first-class
acommodatioa for 300 guests, and is run In connection
with the "Island House" at Grand 'Hscharge of Lake St.
John, in t1 ecerterof the''Ouananlche" fishing grounds.
Daily conim'mieatioa by the new fast steamer across
the lake. The fishing rights of Lake St. John and tribu-
taries, an area of 20.000 square miles, are free to guests
of the hotPls In July trains will connect daUy at
Chicoutiml with Saguenay steamers for Quebec, Day-
light trip. A beautifully ill istrated guide book free on
application. For information as to hotels, apply to hotel
managers; for folders and giUde books to ticket agents
of all principal cities.

ALEX HARDY, J. G. SCOTT,
Gen. F. & P. Agt. Sec'y & Manager.

Quebec, Canada.

Alive with Grama.
IF YOU W^ANT GOOD SPORT, PLENTY OF

IT AND NO BLANK DAYS, SEND FOR THE
CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY COMPANY'S
PAMPHLET,

Fishing and Siiooting.
E. V. Skinner, 353 Broadway;

C. E. McPhkrson, 179 Washington st., Boston;

C. Sheehy, 11 Fort St., W. Detroit;

J. F. Lee, 232 S. Oark St., Chicago; or

D. McNIGOLL, Gen. Pass. Agent, Montreal.

FERGUSON'S PATENT REFLECTING LAMPS,
THOMAS J. CONK.OY, Sole Affenti

310 Broadway, New York.
Vlth SUv«r PUted Losomotive Reflettors

Adjust.

Attach-

ments.^

For Sportsmen s use. Combines
Head Jack^ (Front and Top), Boat
Jack, FishlLg, Camp, Belt and
Dash Lamp. Hand Lantern, etc.

exCEL^IOR I.Amp,
Por Night Driving, Hunting, Fish-
ing, etc. Is adjustable ^o any
kliid of dash or vehicle.
end stamp for [Has Catalogue,

\nd address all orders Lara p Dent

DUCK CALLS.
Grubb's Improved Illinois River Duck Call. The

most natural-toned call made; easy to blow; not
easy to get out of repair, havmg a fine tempered
reed; makes it so you can call teal, woodduck and
bluebiU, as well as mallard. This is the only call
you can do this with. Price 55 cents.
Same as above, made of red cedar, silver mounted,

with silver reed which gives it perfect tone, $1
Every one warranted. Address

CHAS. W. GRUBBS,
1537 Milwaukee Ave.,

Chicago, 111.

J. P. r>A»NI£FEJLSEK,
PRACTIOAt- GUNSMITH,

No. 9 Chambers St , New Yoik.
Guns, Rifles, etc., at lowest prices. Second-hand guns

bought, sold and exchaug.d. With my new adjustable
Try Gun I can take your exact flc for either new stock
or alreriig old stock to desired drop, cast-off or length.
Barrels bored to shrot close and hard, and all ether
kinos of repairing executed with despatch and war-
ranted Seiid 50 cents for buttle tf Pest bairel brown-
ing in America with airections.

THE TISDELL CAMERA.
Glas? Piutes or Films. Simp e, Light, H>»ndsome.

Be I CMC Guaranttedtoglveto I I-t IN O. PERFECT RES tXTS.
.-end six cents for Sample i^hoto. aud circular.

TISDSEX. CAMfcRA A: Mi<G. C O., Scranton.Pa

With Fly-Rod and Camera. S5.Q0.

Patented United States and Canada. The best tent in the
world for sportsmen. Lightest, most compact, best venti-

lated. Never blows down. Never leaks. Only one pole re-

quired, which can be furnished in three joints, and patent
hght iron tent pins: also patent pack sack with shoulder
straps, making a compact outfit which can be checked as

^'WJuft-cent stamp for 1893 catalogue.

A. S. COMSTOCK,
230 BiUge Avenue, - Eyanston, IlL
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Hotels for Sportsmen. J

Bromfield House, Boston.

BTJROPEAIf PLAN.
MESSBNGBK^ Proprietor.

HOUSE,
KEVEESHTK, SuUiYan Co., N. Y.

Aceommodations for 150 guests. Finest trout flsh-

iug in southern New York. Plenty of small game.

A cool and healthful summer resort, 1,700 feet above

the sea. At Fallsburg Station, SuU. Co., N. Y., hacks

meet all trains. Send for circular and terms.

EBNEY W. TEAM.

HOTEL WAWONDA
r,iberty, Sullivaii Co , N. Y.

One of the finest located and best equipped summer
resorts in New York State; opens June 1; e'evation
2,000ft.; all modern improvements

;
perfect sanitary

arrangements;- pure spring water; no malaria; no
mosquitoes; no flies; telegraph in house. For cir-

cular, giving description and reference, address
XT. S. MESSITER, Manager.

WIUDERMEEE HOTEL,
Greenwood Lake, Orange Co., N. Y.
For bass fishing why not try Greenwood Lake be-

fore gohag elsewhere. The best grounds are near the
above hotel, where you will find boats, bait and first

class guides, with good accommodations for sports-
men and families. Try the bass during June with a
fly. Watch fishing postal column for records. For
particulars, addi'ess

JOHN HAZEN, Proprietor.

HOTEL ALGONQUIN,
Tlx oxxsa-iicai Xisl^zi.ca.s»y

CAPiC VINCENT, NEW TOKK.
Black Bass FistalusT. Season opens

June 21.
Rates:—Transient, $3,00 to $3.00 per day; weekly,

112.00 to $31.00. Special rates to famihes.
For information address

F. D MIDDLETON,
182 Duane St., New York.

^7AI.L,EY HOUSE -C H TEN EYCK,Pi oi>.,
V Greenwood Lake, kt. Y. Open all the year. Large
and comfortable rooms, generous table, purest water.
This house is surrounded Ijy 100 ijcreg of land, garden
and lawn, well shaded and exttnding to and fronting
2,500ft. on handsomest part of the lake and best fishing
grounds. Oswego and small-mouth bass, pickerel,
perch, etc. Largest boat livery on the lake, and fast and
.staunch steam launch the Ten Eyck oonneetlog with all

traliis. Greenwood Lake is about 8 miles In length and
one of the most beautiful and picturesque as well as the
most noted black bass lakes on the continent. For cir-
cular, address C H. TEN EV'CK, Proprietor.

At the New Fishing and Hunting Resort

ATTEAN LAKE
You can get more game and larger trout than
anywhere else in northern Maine. No stage or buck-
boarding. First-class table, new camps, boats and
canoes. Only 19 hours from New York; 15 hours
from Boston. Write for circular giving rates, etc., to

ITHAMIR HOWE, Prop., Moose, River, Me.

CAMP PHENIX
At Garden of Eden, Nova Scotia,

will be open for sportsmen and hunters from May 1

till end of season. No better trout fishing or moose
hunting can be found la Canada. Forty lakes with
finest of trout fishing within a radius of five miles of
the camp. Write for circulars.

M. SJOSTEDT, Garden of Eden, Nova Scotia.

Brooklyn House,
on the west shore of Henderson Bay, is open to
guests for the season of 1893. Steamboat connection
daily with Sackets Harbor and the St. Lawrence.
Carriage express with mail from Henderson village.
The finest of bass fishing, with good boats and oai-s-

men.

A. WII-KINSON, Prop., Henderson. N. Y.

Ilttention Bass Fishermen!
* Gill House, Henderson Harbor, is the place you
have been looking for for years. This is a place
where you can take your families and have all the
pleasvu^es of country life and get the best black bass
fishing in New York. For circulars, address H. H.
GHjL, Proprietor, Henderson Harbor, N. Y.

Waterstone Cottage.
Open throughout the year. Good bass fishing,

boats and guides. For particulars, address
J. B. WATERSTONE, Proprietor,

Greenwood Lake, Orange County, N. Y.

BRANDON HOUSE,
Greenwood Xake, T.

hours from New York City. Excellent accom-
moaation. Good bass fishing.

Hotels for Sportsmen. $

DOLLINGER HOTEL,
REDWOOD, N. Y.

On the R. W. & O. R. R. , one of the best fishing
grounds in the State for bass, pickerel, pike and
trout. Hotel first class in every respect.

Rates, $2 Per Day.
The veteran guide John Dollinger with his boat

livery is connected with the house.

ZOLLER & SPRINGER, Proprietors.

FARLEY HOUSE,
REDWOOD. N. Y.

This hotel has been thoroughly overhauled and
newly furnished throughout. It is located in the
best of fishing grotmds, and is in first class condi-
tion to accommodate the public; is in easy reach of
five of the most beautiful lakes in Northern New
York. First-class oarsmen in attendance. Has hot
and cold baths. Itates, S» Per Day.

M. W. FARI^EV, Proprietor.

Pyramid Lake House
Is situated on one of the best fishing waters in the
Adiroudacks, controlled exclusively foi- the benefit
of its guests. Brook Tr. ut, Black Kass, Deer,
Pariridffe aii<l small game in abundance.
Approached from Ticonderoga, Crown Point, or via

Schroon Lake. For circular address
ORBIN HARRIS, Proprietor,

Paradox, Essex Co., N. Y.

Adirondacks. LELAND HOOSE.
Excellent bass fishing, deer hunting and partridge

shooting. Superior accommodations. Send for cir-

cular. L. R. & E. D. LOCKE, Schroon Lake, N.Y.

LAUREL HILL HOUSE,
Neversink, Sullivan County, N. Y.

The famous river runs by our farm ; best of ti'out

fishing; an elegant summer house. Terms very
moderate. Write for terms. JOHN TYLER, Prop.

GRAND VIEW HOUSE.
Liberty, Sullivan Co., N. Y.

Excellent trout fishing. Good family accommo-
dation; one-fourth mile from station. Tei'ms and
circuLars upon application. J. B. CARKXEK.

LIVINGSTON MANOR HOTEL,
Ijiviugston Manor, N. X.

The best trout fishing streams to be found in Sulli-

van Co. Terms, $2.00 per day. Bar supplied
with the choicest wines, hquors and cigars the mar-
ket affords. AA^ L. McPUerson, Prop.

i!wi:-<a-ixr!SiojNr hoxjse,
fllam ht.. Liberty, Stillivau Co , JS. y.

Good fishing io rear-by streams. Special attention
given to commercial travelers. .Bh-st-class livery
attached. Free l>us to and fi-om trains

J. MURPHY & SON, Proprietors.

WILLOWEMOC HOTEL,
Wllloweiiioc, SiiJlivan Co., N. Y.

Situated a few miles from Livingston Manor sta-

tion. Is the best trout fishing section in the county.
Livery from the House will jueet trains upon notice.

R. a. ROOSA.

Liberty, .Sullivan Vu., N. x.

Summer Resort. T. H. Houlibon, Prop.
Among the mouDtains; l.liOOft. above tne sea; U!)

miles from N. Y.; no malaria; excellent hunting and
fishing; Hvery accommodations; free bus to all trains.

Ontario &. Western Hotel,
.South Fallshurgli, Sullivan Co., N. Y.

(Opposite Depot.)
Accommodates 40. Good livery attached Terms

reasonable. ARCH. ». O'JTEIL, Prop

THE SCHAEEER HOUSE, Liherty, Sullivan
Co., N, Y. M. SCHAEEER, Prop.

Open all the year; special accommodation for
sportsmen and travelers; cuisine the best; close to
depot; livery; fishing; parties supplied; Brooklyn
reference; write^

'

STODDARD HOUSE,
Stevensvillo, N. Y.

The best pickerel fishing in the county five minutes
walk from the house. Partridge, rabbit and red fox
in season. H. M. STODDARlj.

YX700DB0URNE HOUSE, Wood bourne,
\\ N.Y. An unsurpassed summer resort:, recently
enlarged and refurnished. This locallt.v is uuenualleci.
For trout nshiiiK the Neversluk and its trlbutaj ie.s bave
long beeu and still are famous. The liunt i ng is also good.
The house is l.oOOil. above tide water, the atmosphere is
clear, pure and heaUhfui. Post-offlce, dail.v uiail,?, direct
telegraphic communication. Stages couueet with all
trains. Private conveyances furnished If deshed.

h. L. WALDORF, Proprietor.

EAEL HOUSE, Sackets HarToor, N.Y.
Accommodates 40. Excellent bass fishing. One of
the best points for duck shooting in season. Located
on line of Rome, Watertown & Ogdensburg R. R.

R. H. EARL, Proprietor.

BIG GAME AND TROUT IN WASHING-
ton.—A sportsmen's camp in a new country,

near Mt. St. Helens, Wash. Fly-flshlng on lake, open
season May 1. Elk, mountain goat, deer and bear,
open Aug. 15. Good guides.

LOUIS B. AKIN, Etna. Wash.

MITCHELL HOUSE,
(Formerly Eiting HouseX

W. E. I»xrxcMEt,l., Proprietor,
Ellenville, IV. Y.

Good trout fishing in near by streams.

FRONTIER HOUSE,
Morristo«n, JN. Y.

This house, located on the St. Lawrence River, is

but a short distance from Black Lake, so long known
for its celebrated bass and pickerel fishing.

JAIHES E. CULLIGAN, Proprietor.

Thousand Islands, River St Lawrence.

MARSDEN HOUSE.
Good bass, pickerel and mascalonge fishing, House

pleasantly located. Rates, S-S.OO per day.
G. A. MARSDEN. Proprietor.

THOTJI5AND ISLANS.-T HE CO LUM liIAN . l,aX)
Island Park, N . Y. Second season of the finest and

most thoroughly equipped hotel on the Elver St. Law-
rence. Special rates f^y the week or season. The flaest
bass and pickerel flshiug on the river are most easily
reached from this house. Send for pamphlet.

INGf^EHART & HADCOUK, Proprietors.

{ Hotels for Sportsmen. %

1,000 ISriAlSTDS.

St. Lawrence Hotels
ALEXANDRIA BAY, N. Y.

$2 per day. Special rates lay the week.

Also HOTEI. COI^XnUBIA in connection,
on European plan. Houses accommodate 150.

FEED. D. HOWELL, Prop.

Thousand Islands. River St. Lawrence.

IZAAK WALTON HOUSE,
T. M. ESSELSTYN, Manager.

CLAYTON. K, Y.

BASS AND PICKEREL IN ABUNDANCE.
The Largest and Best Located Hotel in Clayton.

1000 Lslands. St. Lawrence River.

FINE VIEW HOUSE,
One of the best points on the river for Bass and

Pickerel. Next dock below Thousand Island Park,
House newly furnished.

Terms, $2.00 Per Day.
Open until Oct. 1. Post office address, Fine View,

via Thousand Island Park.
G. W. BRET.SCJET, Proprietor.

IN THE ADIRONDACKS.
Taylor House and Cottages.

TAYLOR'S-ON-SCHROON, N. Y.-In a charming
location among the pines, on the high banks of
Schroon Lake. Fine mountain scenery, good fi.shing,

boatiug and driving. Table the be.sL and sujiplied
from hotel farms adjoining. ElecU ic lights in hotel
and on grounds. Billiards and bowling. Pure moun-
tain spring water. Sanitary arrangements perfect.
Send for circular. C. F. TAYLOR & SON,

Taylor's on-Schroon, N. Y.

THE PAVILION HOTEL,
Xslip,I<.I. (ou Great Soufli Bay).
Open until Oct. 1. Accommodates 250. South

Bay is now the best fishing resort on Long Island
for blueflsh, wealifish, bass and Hounders. After 15
years' experience at Elheron. N. .}., it is sufficient to
say that the best of care will be taken of famihes and
guests. I solicit the patronage of foi'mer patrons.

O. T. .JONES.

HOTEL WAWBEEK
and Cottages. (On Upper Saranac Lake.)
The most desirable and the most att)-actively

located of ail the Adirondack hotels. Fine hunting
and fishing. Open till Oct. 1. 8eud for circular.

HARLOW H. Cn.'VNDLER, Manager.
Wawbeek, Franklm county, N. Y.

HIAWATHA HOUSE.
Located on southerly end of the Indian Carry, on

the first of the three Ponds, sometimes called Specta-
cle Ponds, leading through Stony Creek to Racquette
River, on direct commtinication from Blue Mountain
and Tupper s Lakes, to Saranac Lakes. Unexcelled
fishing and hunting. Rates per dav. Per week,
$10 to $14, Correspondence solicited, W. W. HALE,
Proprietor, Post Oflice address, Axton, Fraukiin
county, N. Y.

Thousand Islands. River St. Lawrence.

Alexandria Ray, JS. >.
Enlarged and rt-furnished; everything new. Loca-

tion and hotel service first class. Bath room for
guests. Headquarters for fishermen. Ra»es,
per day J. A. JilOKELH AlIPT, Prop.

Tliouaand Islands. Rive*' St. bawronce.
THfc WEW WINDSOK

Sportsmen will find this hotel first class in every
partiettlai-. All modern improvements. Good boats
and experienced guides always in attendance. Send
for circulars W. P. H AWES, Clayton, N. Y.

THOU.SAND ISLANDS

Grand View Pai'k, N. Y.
In the midst of the far-famed fishing grounds. It

has the only bathing beach ou the river.

M. HoLKiNs, Manager. E. M. Childs, Prop.

Claytou, N. Y. '

Headquarters for fishermen. Located in the cen-
ter of the world renowned fishing grounds of the St.
Lawrence River. Bass, pickerel and mascalonge in
abundance. MRS. E. M. HUBBAItD, Prop.

A DIRONOACKS.JV CHE,STBR HOUSE. Chestertown, JT. Y,
Accommodates 150. Best bass fishing in the moun-

tains. Fine partridge shooting in season. Open all

the year. Send for circular.
H. S. DOWNS, Proprietor.

ROOT'S HOTEL.
Best of trout fishing in seven streams, incltid-

tng the Schroon River. Fine deer hunting in Sep-
tember and October. A large and roomy cottage to
rent. For particulars address A. O-'VRSON & CO.,
Proprietors, Schroon River, N. Y.

POTTERSVILLE HOTEL,
Pottersville, «. Y.

Located in the Village of Pottersville, on Trout
Brook, one-half mile from Schroon Lake. First class
loartridge shooting and fishing for trout and bass.

JOH^^ B. WELLS, Prop.

RUSTIC LODGE,
Upper Saranac Lake. Daily mails and telegraphic
communications. Superb huutmg and fishing. Rates
^10 to Sll per week; S3 50 per day. Now open for
guests. J. C. LOCKLIN, Proprietor.

Long Lake, Is. Y.
Situated on the borders of the wUdest and best

htmting and flshiug section in the Adirondacks.
Superior accommodatious. For circular, address

EDWARD BUTLER, Prop.

THE BAY SIDE HOUSE,
Amity ville, L. I.

Situated on Great South Bay. Capacity 200 guests.
Blueflsh, bass and other sea fish abundant.

GEO. W. HUSSEY, Proprietor.

••••••••••4
X Hotels for Sportsmen. %

Lake Hopatcoug-, N. J.

RACCOON ISLAND HOTEL, Raccoon Island,
Lake Hopatcong, N. J. Superb and romantic

scenery; view of lake from every room: fishing tm-
excelled; every modern convenience; .113 to SI6 per
week; 50 miles from N. Y. SCHERER & DIEFEN-
THALER, Landing, Morris County, N. J.

AOIRONDACKS.
THE ONDAWA HOTEL,

Schroon Lake, N. Y.
'

First class fishing and htmting For circtilars ad-
dress O'CONNOR BROS.

HUNTER'S HOME.
Best of trout fishing, partridge and rabbit shoot-

ing. Eleven deer kiUed last season. Good dogs and
experienced guides. For particttlars address ALLEN
& WILLIAM LA^'ERTY, New Russia, N. Y.

LAKE VIEW HOUSE, Edwardsville,
Jefferson Co., N. \. Situated on the beauti-

ful shores of Black Lake. No better spot for bass
and pickerel. Easily reached by stage from Ham-
mond. Boat livery connected with house.

B. E. CAPBON, Proprietor.

RAY BROOK HOUSE,
Ray Brook, Essex Co., N. Y.

Within ten minutes' walk of the best trout fi'shing

in the Adirondacks. Fine deer hunting and good
dogs. Send for circular. D. CAaiERON, Prop.

LAKE HOUSE,
Long Lake, N. Y, '

New mauagement. New furnittire throughout.
Rates from .fS lo S13 per week. Send for circular.

Best of fishing and hunting.
ANDERSON & MOYNEHAN, Proprietors.

SHEEMAIT HOUSE, Babylon, L. I.

Sea food a specialty. Splendid fishing, bathing
and boating. Permanent and transient guests ac-
commodated. Special rates by the week.

SHEKMAN TWEEBY, Prop.

HOTEL ST. ELMO, West Islip, L. L
p. O. and station, Babylon. N. Y. Good sailing,

fishing and rowing. Fine drives and walks well
shaded. Twenty three trains to N. Y. daily.

30 .J. J. SMITH, Prop.

PROSPFCT irOU.SE.—Ponotaiiuit Ihill and cot-
tages. Bay Sbore, Lour Island, one liom from Now

"Eork. BeaiUifullv ,=)it-uated, ..v.^i in : (ir (^r.-at

SonthEay,oi)po.sitetlielnlet;iiHl '
!

Is;

excellent buatl up, siU"e batl) in 11
1

1 it-

class orchestra; Incandescont .1.-.. m- .ii^i.t:: ••
: rlc

bells; batns, etc. For terms, arlflvi Hs

.lOUN >l. KOtSERS cfc SON.

St. AlbaiiB, Vermont.
"SAMSON'S" LAKE VIEW HOITSE, EisTi-

ing and Healtli Resort, opens Blay 15. tf

I For Sale. t

TROUT FOR SALE.
YEARLINGS ol the Broolf Troit, Late Trout, Brown

EGGS anh krv
of the same in season. For information Inquire
of J. ANNIN, JR.,

Caledonia, Livingston Co., N. Y.

Berkshire Trout Hatchery
have for sale healthy BROOK TROUT ranging!

size from young fry to four pounds weight, suitable

for stocking pubUc and private waters.

For information and price address

C. H. SAGE, Sec'y,
Great Barrington, Masa.

LIVE WHITE HARES (Lepus amtricanxtM)
captured and properly boxed and delivered

CO express in Bethel, Me., in good condition on
receipt of orders and remittances at $3 per pair.
Refer to Hon. H. O. Stanley, Disfleld. Mr., Fish
and Game Commissioner. I. G. RICH, Bethel, Me

FOR SALE.
10-ga. Colt hammerless, $80 grade for $50
lO-ga.hammerless, made to order, $125 grade " $75
8-ga. Parker, " " " S200 " " $140
'1-ga. single muzzleloader " $10

.2ii-cal. Remington rifle " $8
30 W. L. COLSON, 595 8th St., So. Boston, Mass.

FOR SALE.—New 12-bore Colts hammerless shot
gun and blue-blooded pointer dog. For descrip-

tion and pedigree, address W. H. CHAPIN, Falls
Village, Litchfield Co., Conn. 28

Diamond Daly hammerless, f)t41bs., 30in., 2% drop,
10-ga., good as new

;
costg225; will sell for .$150, Ad-

dress L., 909 Secm-itj BuUding, Chicago, 111. 3

Increasing Sales attest the Popularity of
THE GENTLEMEN'S CIGARETTE.

SPECIAL FAVOURS.
Manufactured only by

(KINNEY TOBACCO CO., Successors.) Also man
ufaeturers of the Old ReUable

SWEET CAPORAI..

W. 1'. HAKKISON &. C'0.,X-?,Colijmlrai,0.
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WHAT ABOUT THE ELK?
Not many weeks ago we printed a communication from

a Eocky Mountain hunter, who lives in an elk country,

urging that a stop should be put to the capture of live elk

for purposes of domestication. Our correspondent took

the ground that for each elk captured for this purpose

several others were kUled or driven away. We have just

received a private letter from another Eocky Mountain

hunter, who lives in an elk country, and this is what he

says: "Nothing can save the elk but domestication, and

unless measures are taken to capture a number and breed

them in confinement, before very long they wOl be as

scarce as the buffalo. When I was out this spring I cap-

tured one bull elk, for I needed meat, but I killed no more,

though I had many opportunities. The snow was from

6 to 10ft. deep, yet this elk was in good condition, living

on fir and willow branches. If I had the capital I would

stock the great plains with animals that will never suffer

from the hard winter."

Here then are two opposite views held by two men, each

of whom lives in a game country. Which is right?

The writer of the letter last quoted goes on to speak of

the destruction of elk in his country, instancing the kill-

ing of about thirty by one party for bear bait this spring,

and of seventy by another last autumn for the skins and
hide, and all this in the face of a very stringent game law

just passed by Montana.

We cannot but believe that unless public sentiment

shall soon manifest itself more strongly in favor of game
protection in the Eocky Mountain States, the large game
must ere long be practically exterminated everywhere

except in the National Parks and in the forest reserva-

tions.

We have frequently expressed the belief that elk could

be profitably reared in domestication. They are very

easily kept, but of course would have to be held under

fence to be protected fi"om himtei-s. We know of no
reason why an adult elk should not at the proper season

be worth as much money as a fat steer, and certainly it

coiild be reared to maturity with much less danger than a

steer.

We look forward to a time when many of our native

species of big game shall be domesticated, or at least

reared on farms and estates in a condition of semi-

domestication. The experiment has been successfully

tried with a number of species and we have not yet seen

the end of it.

GAME BIRD IMPORTATION.

Except in the case of two species, the discussion about

the introduction in America of foreign game birds has

thus far amounted to very little. Attempts have been

made to introduce Exiropean quail, several old world par-

tridges, pheasants of various species, black game and
capercailzie. Of these the pheasant alone have become
firmly established, and that chiefly on the Pacific slope.

Many will recall the interest that was felt in the

wholesale importation of European quail {Coturnix

communis) which took place in 1879, mainly through the

energy and public spirit of Mr. Horace P. Toby, of Bos-

ton, Mass. Some thousands of these little birds were

brought over from Sicily, and were distributed among
sportsmen and sportsmen's clubs in the United States.

The birds were hardy, bore the voyage weU, and when
turned out were in good condition. From time to time

they were seen, either singly or flocked, and it is certain

tliat they bred, for on one or more occasions very young

birds were sent to this office for identification. Not-

withstanding all this, in the course of a year or two the

birds all disappeared, and now it is long since we have

heard of the capture of an individual of this species. It

was believed by many people that when the winter ap-

proached and they began their migration, they flew out

to sea, and so perished. Whatever the cause, their intro-

duction was a complete failure from the point of view of

the gimner.

With the Asiatic pheasants the case was very different.

The birds introduced by Judge Denny on the Pacific

coast did wonderfully well, and have spread over all of

Oregon and Washington, and are now slowly making
their way southward into Cahfornia. Nineteen birds

turned loose near Victoria, Vancouver Island, having re-

ceived i)rotection for a few years increased to thousands,

multiplying to such an extent that they have furnished

good shooting near that city for years.

English pheasants were introduced some years ago at

Tuxedo, by Mr. Lorillard, and later at Jekyl Island, and
while they did fairly well and to some extent spread over

the surrounding country, they cannot be said to have

added greatly to the game supply. Within a year or two

past a number of gentlemen have experimented, chiefly

with Pliasianus torquatus, which has proved itself a most

hardy bird, and perfectly well able to withstand the rigors

of the winters of northern New York.

Only in the case of the migratory quail and the

pheasants have these experiments in acclimatization been

tried on such scale as to offer any hope of success. The
introduction of partridges, capercailzie and black game
has been by individuals, and these species have failed to

gain a foothold.

Besides the importation of foreign species, efforts have

been made to introduce in parts of the East various

grouse and quail of the West, and owe Bob White has

been taken to Utah, Idaho and California, and has done

fairly well.

With the gx-owth of the preserve system in this countrj'

comes the demand for greater abundance and variety of

game birds, such as exist in America, in Asia or in

Europe. There are enough different kinds of birds to be

experimented on, there is land enough on which tbey can

be protected, and there are enough people interested to

bear easily the expenses of such an importation.

We should be strongly inclined to recommend that

effoi-ts be made to introduce here black game and caper-

cailzie, hardy forest-inhabiting species which would not

fear the severity of our northern winters and which
would have to be protected only from the gunner. Such
experiments, if successful, would benefit not alone those

individuals who should conti'ol the preserve on which the

birds might be turned out. If the introduced species did

well and increased in numbers, the overflow from any

preserve would soon furnish sport to those who might

shoot near its borders; the preserve owners might soon

be in a position to distribute eggs or birds to other associa-

tions desiring to introduce these birds, and so in the

course of a few years a very large niunber of persons

might be benefited.

Of course, at first every thing must be experimental,

but in view of the enormous sums of money annually

spent by those who take their recreation with the gun,

and the importance of the matter if success were at-

tained, it seems well worth the while of shooting in-

dividuals and clubs to carefully consider this whole
subject of the introduction of exotic game birds.

SNAP SHOTS.

The salmon has not yet fairly been established in the

Hudson as a fish for anglers, but already there is bruited

a scheme to organize a club of fishermen for the pur-

pose of getting sole control of the fishing privileges at

MechanicviUe. The reasons given are that under exist-

ing conditions some of the salmon now killed are taken

in an illegal manner, and that the crowd of fishermen

is too great, while the fishermen lack the polish of cul-

tivated salmon anglers and fail to observe the ethics of

the craft. We suspect that the plan to gobble up the

fishing is prompted by some other motive than solicitude

concerning the law and the gospel. Both of these may
be maintained without sequestrating the fishing for the

benefit of a favored few. The Fish Commissioners have

an ample, able, efficient and intelligent force of protectors

at command, and President Huntington and Chief Pond
may be depended upon to see that the law is enforced.

The ethics of salmon angling may be inculcated by ad-

monition and example. The vast proportion of fisher-

men who go to MechanicviUe are now, no doubt, in

distressing ignorance of the proprieties, but they may be

educated to better things. If the State has spent its

money to stock the Hudson with salmon the citizens of

the State—and of other States, for that matter—should

have what benefit there may be in the result so far as

they afford opportunities for angling.

Attention is called anew to the changed press day.

This journal is now put to press on Tuesday instead of

Wednesday, of each week. Correspondents sending

communications intended for publication should mail

them so that they may reach this office by Monday at

the latest, and as much earlier as may be practicable.

The earlier publication day has been adopted in order

that the Forest and Stream's increased army of sub-

scribers in the West may receive the paper more promptly.

We mean not only to give the Western sportsman and
the Eastern sportsman, and the Northern sportsman and

the Southern sportsman, the best sportsman's journal,

but to give it to all in the week of publication.

The Scientific AUiEttice of New York—an association of

the different scientific societies and clubs which have

their headquarters here—has set on foot the project of

raising a fund to the memory of the late Dr. Newberry.

It is proposed that this be called the John Strong New-
berry fund, and that the income of it be used to promote

original scientific research in the departments of geology,

paleontology, botany and zoology. The fund is to be

administered under the direction of the Council of the

Alliance, and it is hoped that it may reach the sum of

$25,000.

The Commissioners of Fisheries of New York have been

inspecting Oneida Lake with reference to the establish-

ment of a fish hatchery; a report of their visit is given by
Gen. D. H. Bruce in our fishing columns. Should the

Commissioners decide to select a site on Oneida Lake, the

selection would not only be fully warranted by the

natural advantages, but would be a fitting recognition of

the public spirit, enterprise, generous effort and common,

sense methods of the anglers of Syracuse and vicinity.

The claim was made by our Florida contributor "Tar

pon" the other day, that John Gomez, of Panther Key,

whose porti'ait we published, was the oldest man in

America. Gomez was born in 1781, and is now 112 years

of age. But the editor of the Walker (la.) News sends us

a note of an older person still. Christian Conrad, of Man-
chester, Mich. , who reached the age of 114 in May of this

year. Of the two the Michigan man holds the record.

It is worthy of note as a sign of the times that the prize

essay at St. John's CoUege, Annapolis, Md., this year,

read by Mr. Chas. W. DuvaU, had for its theme the eco-

nomic importance of insectivorous birds—a much more
lively, timely, sensible and important topic than the

greatness of Jufius Csesar or the poetry of Gothe.
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THROUGH THE HEART OF PERU.

In Twd parts.—Part I.

AccOMPAKiED by two friends one May morning I sailed
for Colon, sometimes called Aspinwall, on the steamer
Crescent City. The aim of our journey was to cross South
America at its widest part, and to this we were impelled
by no motives geographical or scientific, but rather,
weary of the life of clubs, we wished for a change to en-
dure a certain amount of hardship and privation. As to
the gratification of our desii-es in this respect later on, we
had no reason to complain.
The idea of the trip had originated with one of my

friends, who had somewhere read an account of a journey
from the Argentine Republic to Chile, which, entaihng a
many days' ride across the pampas, is a monotonous but
no means dilficult undertaking. When at Limawe found
how widely our proposed journey differed from what we
had supposed it to be; but we were committed, and no
one suggested a change of programme.
Nine uneventful days took us to Colon where some of

our sailors, having become somewhat disorderly under the
influence of drink, were escorted on board by the local

police, colored men, barefooted, with tattered uniforms,
carrying in their hands drawn sabres, the nicked and rusty
appearance of which gave them anytliing but a formida-
ble look. The next morning we started for Panama. On
the train was a physician, who many years before had
served in his professional capacity during the building of
the road. According to him the number of deaths among
those employed in its construction had been grossly over-
estimated, some having put the number at no less than
70,000. The true figures, he stated, were fever 300, cholera
150, felo de se among the Chmese 800, other causes 250,
in aU 1,500.

At Panama we passed three days waiting for the de-
parture of our steamer, part of the time being employed
testing our firearms on the beach, where we saw num-
bers of crabs of a bright red color looking quite ready for
the table. The steamer upon which we took passage for
Lima was comfortable in the extreme, each of our party
havmg a large and airy deck-cabin. On the morning of
the third day we sighted the coast of South America,
having previously crossed the equator and later were able
to distinguish Plata Island, the former rendezvous of the
Buccaneers, and especially of the famous Morgan. The
next day we reached Guayaquil. This Ecuadorean port is

not very inviting and the walk through it (during which
we were asked to buy monkeys, parrots and bananas over
a foot in length) quite suflSiced to satisfy our curiosity.
"We left for Payta after taking on board a great number
of deck passengers, who occupied squares marked off in
chalk on the deck. With them were their goods and
chattels, consisting of pots and kettles, great quantities
of pineapples and bananas, with ant-eaters, monkeys,
paroquets and various gay-plumaged birds.

The next day we reached Payta and visited the
cathedral, where among the pictm-es of saints and other
devotional works of art we noticed a colored lithograph
of Washington at Trenton and the flags of aU nations.
At this place the cemetery is surrounded by a white-
washed wall, upon which a native artist, who, I was told,

had never seen any vegetation whatever, Payta lying in
a desert, had painted some blue trees. Oui- next stopping
place was Caliao, the seaport of Lima, our destination.
At Lima we passed eighteen days making preparation

for our journey and sight-seeing. Notable among the
sights of Lima are the cathedral, the bull fights of Caliao
and the amateur bull fights of Magdalena del Mar, where
ambitious novices face bulls wiiose horns are tipped
with ruboer. It is worthy of remark that in all Lima no
statue of Pizarro can be found, since even at the present
day any honor to the conqueror would give deep oft'ense

to the Indian population.
That which excites the greatest wonder and interest

aroimd Lima is beyond question the Oroya Railroad. This
wonderful road, begun by Henry Meiggs, an American
whose enormous wealth and stupendous enterprises once
excited the wonder of the world's ablest financiers, had
for its proposed terminus Oroya, 15,645ft. above the level
of the sea and 130 miles distant from Lima, It is related
of Don Henry, for so the Peruvians used to call him, that
on the afternoon of the day on which the contract was
awarded hand-bills caUing for laborers were circulated in

every part of Lima, and that on the succeeding morning
two thousand men were at work. The contract price of
the road was 37,000,000 soles, the silver sol being at that
time equal to our dollar, but the bad faith or poverty of
the Peruvian government virtually brought the work to a
standstill, it having been completed to Anchi, at an alti-

tude of between 12,000 and 13,000ft, Don Henry died
leaving his affairs much embarrassed, and with him ended
for many a long year all work of extension upon the
Oroya Railroad.
This wonderful road ascends the moimtain side by a

marvelous system of tunnels and inclined planes, the grade
sometimes reaching as much as 4^ft. in 100, a chasm at
one place being bridged by means of a pier a58ft. in
height, then the highest in the world.

It may not be out of place here to relate an anecdote
illustratmg the character of him who tmdertook so great
a work. After leaving San Francisco Henry Meiggs went
to Chile where he laid the foundation of his enormous
fortune by the construction of various railroads. It was
before his departure for Peru that he made this character-
istic proposition to the Chilean government. The Arau-
canian Indians had successfully defied the early Spanish
conquerors and even up to Don Henry's time the flower
of the Chilean army had been imable to accomplish more
than yearly to wrest from them about half a mile of the
territory, which was fortified and held. The lands of
these Indians were rich in the precious metals, and Don
Hemy proposed to the Congress of Chile to subjugate the
entire territory of the Araueanians at his own expense,
putting up $4,000,000 as a forfeit in case of failure and
asking no compensation for all this beyond ea^ch alternate
quarter section of the conquered land.

The Chilean ministry, desiring further information, in-
quired as to the methods of which he proposed to make
use. To this Don Henry replied that the matter was
simple enough. His plan was to visit California, to make
knovra the extreme metallic richness of the land, to

secure the services of 10,000 minej-s and to let them
loose upon the territory, Don Henry's offer was carefully
considered, and finally declined with thanks, it being
furthermore stated ' 'that the Chilean ministry preferred
the Araueanians." Had the proposition been accepted,
not Araucania alone but Chile would have been essen-
tially American to-day.
At 9 A. M. on the morning of the 3lst of June, accom-

panied by an oSicer of the Oroya Railroad, we started in
a private compartment to inspect this wonderful feat of
engineering. The upward course began at once, follow-
ing the valley toward the base of the distant Andes. At
10 we breakfasted in our compartment and about noon,
having reached the mountains, began the steep ascent
over terraces where looking out of the car windows one
could drop an orange hundreds of feet on portions of the
track below, through tunnels drilled into the solid rock,
and over bridges spanning yawning chasms, until at
about 3 P.M. our destination was reached at an altitude
of nearly 10,000 feet.

Beyond a slight quickening of the pulse none of our
party suffered from sorroche, an attack from which, how-
ever, the height attained could hardly have led us to ex-
pect. This malady, of which so much is heard among the
Andes, has for its symptoms palpitation of the heart,
blueness of the face and violent vomiting. As in the case
of sea-sickness, many are totally exempt from it, while
others are alwa.ys affected. That this affection is so much
better known in South America than in other moun-
tainous coimtries is probably accoxmted for by the fact
that greater altitudes are there more readily reached.
Monte Meiggs is comparatively not difficult of ascent, and
yet it cannot be far from 30,000 feet in height.
After a very substantial dinner, -which the keen moun-

tain air rendered doubly acceptable, we prepared for our
return. The descent was to be made in a hand-car and
by gravity, since a car started on any portion of the Oroj a
Railroad can, without any other motive power, run into
the station at Lima. This hand-car had been brought up
with us on the train, and upon putting it together it was
noticed that the fastenings of two of the wheels were
broken. After a hurried consultation, for it was growing
late, some telegraph wire was found by the men who were
to conduct the descent, and the broken portions were tied
together. They hoped this would answer, they said.

"And if it does not?" I asked. They shrugged their
shoulders.

I looked askance at my companions, but they stood by
in silence. Probably, like myself, they would willingly
have seconded a proposition" to return by the regular
train, but were too proud to make it. Without a word we
took our seats on the car. Silently one of the employees
opened a bag, from which he took three Colts revolvers,
and keeping one handed the others to his two companions.
These they cocked and placed between their feet.

"It is not uncommon," one thoughtfully explained,
"for desperadoes, since this car is used by the paymaster,
to throw it off the track and open fire with Winchesters
upon the survivors, I got a tumble and a bullet myself
not so very long ago."
Again I looked at my companions. It was perhaps

owing to the high altitude that each seemed to exhibit the
preliminary signs of sorroche. As for myself, my heart
was in my mouth; but it did not trouble me long, for of a
sudden the brakes were taken off and with a spring the
car shot forward, apparently leaving at the point of de-
parture my entire internal economy, Down we rashed
with ever increasing speed, the car swaying from side to
side, on one hand the mountain wall, on the other a drop
of perhaps a thousand feet, through tunnels of midnight
darkness, around sharp curves where the broken wheels
fairly creaked with the strain, whizzing across the Puente
del Infiernillo—the bridge of hell—while the shades of
evening were thickly gathering. The starless night closed
in aroimd us, shutting from our straining eyes all view of
the track in front. It was now simply a question of
chance as we plunged into the darkness.
"We ought to have started sooner," muttered one of

the men, "a stick or stone or even a dog on the track
would throw us into the valley." All talk, difficult

enough before on account of the rushing wind, now
ceased, and in silence we watched the sparks fly from the
wheels. Thoughts of the armed outlaws and of the
broken fastenings kept running through my mind, and
the journey seemed almost endless. At length the sudden
twists around the sharp curves ceased. We were in the
valley. Presently a big light burst upon us.

"Down brakes, Sykesey," cried one of the men. The
station was before us. Thank God!
Before leaving Lima we finally engaged a man speaking

Spanish and EngUsh to accompany us as interpreter, sev-
eral others who had been suggested having decided not to

make the journey with us. Each member of our party
had two small bags containing a change of clothing and
a few necessities. These bags were arranged to balance
on either side of the back of a mule. We had alto

ponchos* of rubber and wool, and om- arms consisted of

two shotguns, a Winchester carbine and four heavy re-

volvers. Our stores were packed in three small wooden
boxes with hinged tops and fastening with padlocks.
These boxes were mauily filled with canned meats to be
used only in case of necessity. Cooking utensils were
cai'ried in a bag and were supposed to balance one of the
boxes of provisions. Tents we had none, owing to the
great difficulty of transportation, though blankets of
course were taken. One member of the party in addition
started with a spring overcoat, a silk umbrella and a
bottle of cologne, but these outgrowths of civiUzation did
not form a portion of our outfit upon om- arrival at the
other side. About the heaviest part of our impedimenta
was our silver coin, carried in bags, since the paper money
of Peru circulated but a comparatively short distance be-
yond the coast.

From Lima to Pacasmayo is a two days' journey north
by sea. The steamer was bound for Payta, and was
crowded with passengers for the various intermediate
ports. The cax^tain of the steamer informed me that this

was called the "hog route," owing to the very uncleanly
habits of the local passengers, and added that he had
frequently seen Peruvians while leaning over the bul-
warks turn and eject tobacco juice upon the deck.
At Pacasmayo we remained three days the guests of

the olficials of the raUi-oad. The first day we visited on
horseback the adobe ruins of the Temple of the Sun at
Jecquetipec, now hardly more than immense mounds of

Poncho, a blanket with a slit in the center through which the head
passes; a garment much in vogue in South America,

earth. Near by was a hiU. which had served as a cemetery,
and on the surface in every direction lay skulls^ bones,
fragments of huacas* (clay vessels for food or water often
placed with the dead), shrouds and hair, while under
ground the relics of mortality were in such profusion that
the butt of a riding whip readily brought them to view.
The next day we went up the road about sixteen miles on
a special train, taking a couple of peons armed with
spades, and opened a burial mound. After half an hour's
digging we were rewarded by the discovery of two huacas
and a number of earthen potsj one still partly filled with
corn. Subsequently we unearthed a pau- of bronze
tweezers and later a skeleton, the teeth slightly green
from a bit of copper held in the mouth, perhaps to pay
toll over some sub-Peruvian styx. The next day was
passed at a large hacienda where hundreds of Chinese
were employed in the manufacture of sugar. IFour hours
by rail on the succeeding morning took us to Lavifla.
Here began a twenty-day journey on mule back, ex-

clusive of time spent in waiting at various points since
the arrieros or mule drivers declined to accompany the
traveler with their beasts for a period longer than five
or six days. Our route lay over the mountains to Caja-
marca, where Atahualpa, the Inca, was taken; from there
to Celendin, thence to Chachapoyas, the capital of the de-
partment of the Amazonas, where that delicious fruit,
the chirimoya, is found at its best; and on by way of
Molino Pampas to Moyabama. During this time we were
thrown with all sorts and conditions of arrieros or mule
drivers, some intelligent (compai'atively speaking) and
some of the densest ignorance. Upon one occasion an
Indian boy attached to the partj'', picked from the ground
a paper ring from a cigar which had been thi-own away.
This he strung around his neck for a talisman. Another
time we had an arriero, whose idea of Peru was of the
most exalted kind. According to him it produced every-
thing. "Any beai-s here?" we once asked. "Plenty," "Any
Uuiis'i'" "I'es indeed," Any elephants?" (After a long
pause during which his truthfulness was evidently strug-
gling with his patriotism) "No, but there are foxes."
The mules were at times more inteUigeht than the

arrieros who accompanied them. So steep were the
mountain paths that the saddle was fastened by a loop
under the tail to prevent its slipping over the animal^
head, Fhghts of steps on the mountain's side often re-
quured the wary beast first to plant the fore and then the
hind feet upon one flat stone, so that all four hoofs were
included in a space hardly larger than a man's handker-
chief, and this many times repeated at length achieved a
descent at first seemingly impossible. Again the path
lay over 20 or 30ft. of hmestone rock, down which trickled
a tiny stream, the descent being too steep and slippery to
walk, and accomplished only by the mule drawing aU
four feet together and sliding down. Once near Chacha-
poyas on a very narrow way, skirting the mountain wall,
our path led directly over an ugly rock having about 3ft.

of level earth on the outer side. Wishing if possible to
avoid passing over the slippery surface, I turned the ani-
mal's head toward the margin referred to. The mule
advanced very slowly, and keeping its weight mainly
upon three feet, pressed with the other upon the part
indicated; when all of a sudden the entire mass of earth
and stone fell crashing into the valley, 1,000ft. below.
The mule drew back its foot and stood trembling for full
a minute.
Our journey by mule-back, while arduous, had furnished

but Httle of real adventure, though once I got into a very
unpleasant position. While riding along the narrow path,
having on one side the moimtain wall and on the other a
precipice, my foot became entangled in a small bush
against which the mule had borne me in its efforts to keep
away from a sheer drop of 1,000ft. on the other side;
and the beast continuing to advance, my foot was carried
back and the rowels of the Mexican spur were driven deep
into its body. The animal, wild with pain, reared on its

hind feet and found little difficulty in throwing me off,

half unseated as I was. Fortunately I fell lengthwise, as
the path was too narrow to allow me to he in any other
position. There I lay with my foot jammed into the
stirrup, completely at the mercy of the mule. The vicious
animal was not slow to avail itself of its opportunity and
delivered kick after kick in rapid succession, fortunately
with unshod feet. I never before felt so helpless. Next the
beast started to run. dragging me a short distance over the
rocky path, when finally the rusty stirrup opened at the
top, cutting my boot completely across, but freeing my
foot. I jumped up and shook myself; no bones were
broken, and beyond some cuts and bruises I was unhurt.
I found my navy revolver at fuU cock, probably from
contact with a stone.

After our three weeks of muleback over roads often
differing in no way from inclined planes of stone, some-
times serving as water courses by way of variety, and
after days of weary waiting for lazy arrieros at wretched
Indian villages, we rode, my three companions and my-
self, into the level country around Moyabamba. We had
left behind us chain upon chain of the Peruvian Andes of
ever decreasing height; behind us the vampire bats, on
accoimt of which we had passed many a night booted
and with muffled throats, and to whose existence the
faint and bleeding mules bore ample witness in the morn-
ings; behind us the sorroche with its headache, palpitation
of the heart and bleeding from the nose; behmd us the
garapatas, small insects that bore into the skin, the cause
of never-ending sores and sometimes death, according to
the natives. We had left home "to rough it" and had
certainly succeeded to our hearts' desire and more, with
cold nights spent in moimtain tambosf or on the ground;
often so hungry that our dreams were of food, and we
awoke with jaws moving mechanically; at times drenched
with tropical rains, and occasionally with hardly enough
water to prepare our meals.
Everything in Peru, so far, with two exceptions, had

surpassed our expectations; the chasms bridged by trees
did not equal the blood-curdling wood cuts seen in geo-
graphies; and the buU fights, where the bull was by no
means as fierce and powerful as the gaudy pictures in
raisin boxes would lead us to beheve. At times the
scenery had been superb. Once halting our mules on a
mountain pass, with condors soaring aroimd and trains

* The huacas seen in collections in Lima are very interesting and of
various shapes and sizes. Some are modeled after men and women
and animals of all kinds, the chirimoya and other fruits. Curious
whistling huacas exist, iiaving been used to hold water. They are
so arranged that when their contents are poured out, the air rush-
mg in through a hole constructed for the piu-pose, gives a whistling
sound.
tHutS,
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of lla.inas* winding along the narrow path, we gazed
do\yn 3,000ft. on the green valley b:'low, where a tiny
stream, the Maranon, the headwaters of the mighty
Amazon, flowed Uke a silver thread. A horse could have
jumped it there. We had no thought to foUow it down,
however, a journey never then accomplished, for further
on its banks teemed with unseen warriors, whose air-

guns and poisoned darts sent traveler and trader alike on
a longer journej^ than the one they had undertaken. One
of these tribes, by an unknown process and without any
apparent incision after decapitation, removes all traces
of bone from the heads of the slain and allows the flesh

to dry. Of these heads, one seen by us was no larger
than an apple, and yet the features were perfectly pre-
served, and with the long hair had rather a ludicroiis
appearance.
Well, our mountain journey was over; if we had

danced we had also paid for the music. As we rode
through the plain the scenery became more tropical,

birds' nests 3 or 4ft. long hung from the trees, and swarms
of butterflies arose from the ground and hovered round
us, flitting to and fro in such dense masses of color that
they looked in places for all the world like the shifting
scenes of a kaleidoscope. At length we reached Moya-
bamba, the capital of the department of Loreto, the great
wooded district of Peru. It was the home of a Prefect to
whom we had letters and who took us in until we could
secure peons to carry our luggage, for here our journey
by mule-back terminated, since further over the low but
precipitous hills and across the fords and torrents not
even a dog could follow.
The Prefect was a bachelor and really seemed overjoyed

to have us with him, and over brandy and water urged
us to make a protracted stay and take a rest. But in those
days it made us tired to rest, and I counseled my friends
to give the Prefect no peace until our quota of peons was
secured, We passed a sleepless night, as is usually the
case when one first rests under cover after camping in the
open air. The population of Moyabamba is almost entirely
Indian. Many of the women are i-eally beautiful, plump,
with high color, and some with Madonna-like faces; in-

deed, Moyabamba is celebrated for two things—the beautj'
of its women and the excellence of its Panama hats.
These hats were the finest in the world until the more
enterprising inhabitants of Guayaquil bore off the palm;
for in all the seven thousand inhabitants of Moyabamba i

think there could hardly be found as much enterprise as
is possessed in one real live Yankee. The Limanians and
the people of the coast, Heaven knows, are indolent
enough, and to every request requiring action they in-

variably return tlie same reply, "Maiiana," to-morrow;
bat the residents of the chief town of Loreto surpass even
them, their answer under similar circumstances always
being "Passado manana," day after to-morrow. There is

nothing like leaving a good safe margin.
Moyabamba draws its supplies from Brazil, finding it

somewhat cheaper, though American flom- at the time of
our visit was worth forty dollars a quintal, about one
hundred pounds. We sold our saddles and bridles at
nearly their cost price in Lima, and also our heavy blank-
jsta, retaining ponchos of wool and rubber.

Clarence Bloomfield Moore.

* Llamas fproTJounced yamas) are ill-tempered beasts and spit
viciously wheu aroused. Llamas in Peru are all domesticated. The
buauaco, which much resemble them, is found wild, as is the now rare
vicuua, with long silken fleece in former times reserved for the gar
meats of the Incas alone.

LOS CLARINEROS.
A BROA0 veranda runs around three sides of the inner

court, the patio, which is entirely surrounded by the
house itself. On the red bricks, each nine inches square,
with which the corridor is paved, stands the table at which
we sat for our 11 o'clock breakfasts and our 5 o'clock din-
ners. Cafe at 7 in the morning each took in his or in her
own room, and chocolate about 9 in the evening we had
in whatever one or more of the rooms we happened to be
gathered in ^\'hen the girl appeared with tray balanced on
her head and cups and cakes and chocolate on the tray.
When at table on the corridor my back was to the wall

of the casa, which was as white as snow and as smooth
and hard as marble. Before me was a well-supplied table.
Beyond it an orange tree rose from a little circle in the
cobble-paved patio, and bore at times a profusion of
snowy blossoms most generous of their rich fragrance; at
other times a multitude of golden balls which one liad
only to reach, almost from the edge of the corridor itself,

to enjoy in all their fresh juiciness. The walks, laid with
thick flags sawn from soft gray talpatati quarried from
the side of the mountain which looks down upon the table
where we sat, were bordered by geraniums and holly-
hocks, by oleanders and jasmine, and pomegranate and
roses, that luilf hid the great circidar basin of concrete
wherein lilies forever bloomed in water which ever fell

from the fountain that rose from the center of the pool.
Beyond tliese, and on either hand, were the red roofs

of the casa, sloping far down from ridge toward the
court witliin. The tiles which covered the roof once
were red, but lichens now covered great spots, and in the
gutters formed by the tiles fuzzy, prickly cacti grew,
their rounded heads adorned by pretty blossoms above
the needle-like thorns. Over the roof we saw the ijines
that fringed the crest of the white cliffs of La Leona, a
thousand feot above the city it overlooks. High above
them the zopilotes floated among the sunlit clouds that
drifted southward before the never ceasing northeast
trades.
Whenever we sat at table in our ideal dining-room we

were sm-e to see strutting on the roof the veriest dandy
and braggart of all bird creation—a fellow filled to over-
flowing with deliglitful vanity, abounding impertinence
and limitless audacity. There was also no little music
and plenty of cheerfulness in his .soul. Somewhat of a
i-obber he was, too. but he disdained sneaking ways in
which the cunning or brain takes the place of courage
and of that might of muscle which so long made sole
right of man—in which ova- brave bird may possibly not
be much woi-se than some who imagine that they are
of higher type of creation.
Whenever we gathered at table some clarmero would

surely alight on the roof, strut mincingly about for a
moment, and stop expectantly to eye us. Then he would

trot down to the edge of the roof, cock Ms head aside and
survey the patio and the table. I would fillip a crumb of
bread or a bit of tortilla toward him. He would hop
straight up in the air as soon as he saw the flying bit of
food, then settle on the edge of the tiles and carefully
survey the ground. If he could see no sign of his im-
placable foe, the chachalacca, the sleek pheasant whose
duty it was to keep watch and ward over the young
chickens, and whose pleasm-e it was tyrannically to rule all

other birds about the place, if nothing could be seen of
that harsh-voiced enemy of peace and quiet, our glossy,

black-coated dandy would drop to the ground, seize the
crumb and in great haste fly back to safety on the roof.

There he would thresh the piece on the tiles until it was
broken into bits small enough for swallowing. That
done he saucily cocked his big white-rimmed eye at us,

lifted his wings and gave them a quick flirt, jerked his
trim tail up and down two or three times, pointed his bill

straight toward the heavens, turned his head around until

the lower part thereof was over his resplendent, metallic
green and black neck and shoulders, and opened his
throat. Out from his swelling breast poured a rich volume
of high, clear notes, sweet and pure—the song that has
given to him the name of el clarinero, the trumpeter.

It was a pleasure to go, early in the mornings, to the
ancient bridge of brick and stone and mortar that has
bound them together these centimes for resistance to the
attack of swift floods from the near mountains. There I

would lean on the smooth, rounded top of the parapet
and look down on the broad backs of dusky Indian girls

as they arose, glistening like seals, after a plunge in the
clear pool.

On the rocks and gravel near by, and in the shallow
water that rippled about them, the clarineros trotted
about. Now and then one would thrust his bill suddenly
into the water, then throw his head up. A gulp would
follow, and a minnow was forever lost to sight.

The clarinero is by no means an exclusive bird, nor is

inclined to confine himself to city life. He contributes to
the cheerfulness of every hamlet, and never neglects the
lonely hacienda. Indeed, he is often seen and heard
near the yet more lonely rancho, in which laborers sleep
and the herdsman rests from the arduous task of watch-
ing his cattle. If there should be staked on the ground to
dry in the bright sunshine the skin of a newly-slaughtered
goat or bullock, our clarinero will be by no means back-
ward about helping to pull off whatever shreds of flesh

or fat may be attached to the hide. Nor is he bashful
when he finds the flesh cut into long strips, himg on
poles and raised high on a frame in the open au-, to dry
into tassajo, but he promptly alights on the strips and
tug^ away at any bit of meat on which he can get a good
hold. E. W. P.

HONDXJRAS.

The Mourning Warbler in Niagara County, N. Y.
LOCKPORT, N. y., July 9.—In my list of birds of Niagara

county, N. Y.
,
published in Forest and Stream Septem-

ber, 1889, I intimated that the mourning warbler (Geoth-
lypis Philadelphia) breeds in this county, mentioning
that on .June 8, 1888, I saw a male of this species and
three days later a female at the same place, but did not
succeed in finding a nest.

June 13, 1891, I secured nest and three eggs, as well as
the female bird. This nest was in a small opening of a
dark, heavy timbered woods, and placed in the center of
a cowslip. This nest and eggs are now on exhibition at
the World's Fair, in Mr, Frank H. Lattin's exhibit of rare
nests and eggs.
In 1892 I searched these woods and others in the vicinity

thoroughly, but failed to find this species. On May 30
last I could not get into these woods on account of so
much waterj and concluded that it would be useless to
look for these birds there in June. I therefore have not
visited the vicinity until to-day.

I was gathering wild flowers when I noticed that some
small bird seemed very much excited, probably on account
of my presence there. On looking at it through my glass
I saw it was a female mourning warbler with a' small
worm in its bill. Soon the male bird came, and I had a
good view of them for some time, but did not succeed in
finding their nest or young, although convinced that they
were there.

An hour later, in another piece of woods, while watch-
ing three young screech owls sitting in a row about 10ft.

from the ground—which were also watching us, with
their heads turned nearly half way around—we saw an-
other pair of mom-ning warblers, which also seemed anx-
ious aoout the presence of ourselves or the owls. We
watched the warblers for some time, often being within
10ft. of them, but were again unable to find their nest or
young, although fully satisfied that they were there.
The mourning warbler is not a rare migrant in Niagara

coimty, as was formerly supposed, but it is an uncommon
summer resident. J. L. Davison.
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THE SOUTHERN CAMP HUNT.-Il.
[Concluded from last week,]

There are eight htmters, and a deploy of one himdred
yards apart will make a line a half mUe in extent, which
will cover a good belt. The irregular V, or crescent, is

the thing as nearly as can be maintained in a broken
country.

_
There is a right, a left and a center guide.

On this occasion my brother was selected as center
guide, as he rode a white pony and could be seen further
by the terminal guides, thus acting as a pivotal bearing
to all concerned, as all moved by the center guide, and
both right and left v/ings swung around him as the
com'se of the hunt and topography of the country in-
dicated.
The rules of the hunt are these; when a deer is sprimg,

or "jumped," the one who bounces him hollers "Look
out" or shoots, or both as the case may require, then all

hands immediately stop. The deer will usually run
ahead a short distance, then surely turn to the right or
left, when the guns will begin to play upon the flying

quarry and some one is apt to grass him before he gets
through the gantlet. If the deer is killed outright the
killer gives three long blasts of his horn, when all hands
assemble to him as soon as possible. The deer is quickly
skinned, cut in quarters, put in the wallets, with which
each one is provided, when the line is again deployed and
the "breasting" resumed. This is called "breasting," and
the most exciting and war-like of all the methods of deer
hunting, and when you have been on one of these hunts
with the right kind of men you will get enough to last a
year to the day; but you will want to do it some more
every year so long as you live. When the line encount-
ers a broken piece of country one guide gives two toots
of his horn, the other two guides reply with one long
blast each, thus enabling all to maintain a regular line in
the roughest country.
The dogs are kept in the rear as much as possible, never

allowed to follow false scent or break over imtil put after a
wounded deer. In open woods it is easy enough to con-
trol the dogs; but occasionally, when the line is traversing
a black-jack rough or morass, or reed brake, the dogs see
their chance for fun, and there's no use, no argument will
stop them—the loud yelp of an old hound will stir the
enthusiasm of the other hounds and "gush" of the half-
breeds; then the deer and hunters must look out. As the
hounds warm up, the half-breeds rush in with their yaf,
yaf! and the deer is up. Now a general cry ensues and a
wild pandemonium is turned loose in the jungle, and out
come the frightened deer in every direction without
regard to the order of running or the person or thing run
over, when a wild, reckless fusilade takes place among the
excited hunters.
There is great excitement in this way of hunting, nor is

there another place where it is so practiced as in the local-
ities I have mentioned, and in few other points in Florida,
Alabama and lower east Louisiana.
The face of the country is irregular; sometimes only

undulating, then quite broken, but universally covered
with a tall, rank grass, three to six feet high, interspersed
with an evergreen shrub, the gallberry, which forms in
dense patches from a few yards in extent to as many
acres, from two to eight feet high. In these patches the
deer often lie; but if not much htmted, they prefer the
open ground if the weather is warm, and lie in the tall

grass, and wfll so lie at times until the hunter rides right
upon them; then, like a bunch of quail, they suddenly
burst from under ybur horse's nose, and with keen snort,
great branching horns and flourish of white plumes are
up all axound you. You wonder whence they came or
why you did not see them before, and unlessVou have
the staimchest of horses, you will also wonder why you
are lying on the deer's bed, as I did on this memorable
trip.

The line had passed across a valley between two long
ridges, and as we rose upon an open plateau on the sum-
mit, Dan Miley was riding to my right, but with no one
else in sight, when four deer bounded up obliquely before
us to my right and to his left—two does and two year-
lings. I fired my shot barrel at one doe: my fool horse
wheeled and prevented another shot. Miley put in both
barrels. I saw a yeaiiing he had slightly crippled slip
into a treetop and squat. I dismounted and ran there as
quickly as I could, whereupon the deer sprang out, but
the first leap met my rifle ball through his shoulders and
he changed ends The doe wenc but a short distance and
was dead. Miley had drawn first blood from the fawn,
hence the claim was his. This was my first and only luck
on the hunt, as my horse, a borrowed one, was unman-
ageable. The two deer were soon disposed of and the
hunt resumed.
Having gone but a short distance I heard the crack of

Joe Miley's rifle very near me, across a ravine, then, the
ripity-rip-Hp of a heavy deer as he ran down a long point
of ridge through the black-jacks. I shouted, "Look out!
look out!" which was answered by the double discharge
of a gun, and a few minutes later there were other shots
at remote distances, then all was still. Three low toots
from the old man's horn and I appeared on the scene.
He had killed an immense buck by breaking his neck
with his rifle. Had ridden upon two big fellows as they
were "chawin' their cud, same as cows," he said, "and I
drawed er bead and broke that un's neck, see? T'other
tuck er tree on me only ter run over them 'tother fellers
whut couldn't hit the wheel-house uv er steamboat, Jes'
listen ter them dang fools er shootin', it's bang! bang! all

day an' kill nuthin'. I'd ruther be split'n' rails then be
bothered with sech derned fools."

"Well, Mr. Miley," I said, "all can't be good shots, and
you know the boys wiU have their fun."
"WeU, yas, I reckin yer right."
By this time my horn had attracted the other huntei-s,

and this monarch was soon dressed and divided into the
sacks, and in a little while all are in the saddle again.
The line had scarcely spread its length when the cry of

a dog broke upon the ear, and almost simultaneously, a
yell of "look out! look out !" bang, bang, "look out!"
bang, bang, look I bang, bang, bang. I stopped my
horse and held my breath, my heart set up a tattoo, then
a long pause, save for the mingled cry of the mongrel
pack that now had full sway, and were rasping the hills

and hollows with their wild demoniacal cries, up and
down, round and round the broken knobs, grassy gulches
and tangled reed brakes. Then a still remoter fusilade
broke upon the ear; bang, bang, bang. Then the scream-
ing pack seemed to swell into greater volume as they
crossed an elevation, now softening down into gentler
cadences as they passed beyond the distant hills; when
bang, bang, came again in subdued quavers, and all was
painfully still, like the calm when a storm has passed.
Not even the breathing of my horse could I hear, the
tumult had so subdued his nerves. But the suspense does
not last. Now comes the long, keen wail, in three notes,
from my brother's horn, another from Dan Miley's, then
a third from beyond the hills. Eiding quickly to the
horns I find ray brother with an immense buck and not
far from him Dan Miley with another siinilar one. They
were in a deep hollow when the main break was make,
and "a perfect band of old bucks burst upon them." My
brother shot one dead the first barrel, and his gun hung
fire on the second, hence a miss. ]\Iiley put both barrels
into one. One of the others got a fine doe.
Everybody, dogs and all, being now in, we proceed to

butcher the two big bucks to put into the wallets and take
the doe in whole, and it being now 3 o'clock, we must re-
turn to camp. We were all soon in the saddle and the
Une stretching out, not, however, to so remain.

I had just crossed a small branch or stream and gained
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the summit of a sharp ridge, when bang, bang, b-b-bang,

"Look out, boys, look outl" and a finer sight I had never
witnessed. A tremendous five-point buck had sprung
from the "branch" in the very midst of the deploying
line, making straight up a long open slant. Everybody
shoots, and nothing but a frightened old buck could run
like that. With his big horns laid back and plume spread
like a fan, he seemed to cleave the air. Somebody has
hit him, hut his gait is little retarded. His flag waved
defiance, as he gained the crest of the ridge and sank
from sight beyond, bound for a big reed brake a half mile
away. The whole pack of hounds and half-breeds are

now enjoying the result of their raising and simultane-

ously "break into song" as they spin along the quarry's

track.
Some of the men had gained the other side of the brake

by heading it. The old stag, having gained the morass,
began his tactics. The brake is several miles long and
from 100 to 300yds. wide—an oozy quagmire, covered
with reeds, bamboo brier and bay trees—and would bog
a bed quilt, so man nor horse would attempt a penetra-

tion, though deer and dogs have a secret about getting
through that has yet to be learned. But now the row is

in full progress, the cunning game plays his part Avell.

The yelling, yafiing, screaming of the mongrel pack,
mingled with the bang, bang! of the guns now and then,

and the excited "hollering" of the hunters, until now I

hear the keen pi-yo7V-ah! of old man Miley's rifle ring

out through the pine forest—then the closing in chorus of

the pack, and all is still again. The day's hunt is now
virtually ended. All rapidly close around the new quarry
and quarter him up and divide into sacks. It is now
growing bitter cold, and the dogs, black and wet with
ooze, are shivering until their teeth chatter with rigor.

We are soon snug in camp. The night has drawn around
us and all is dark, save the glorious fire; and then comes
the welcome annotmcement: "Supper ready, gen'lemen;
yer's had big luck ter-day, en' I reckon yer's tired an'

hongry , so I 'eluded to fix yer all up er more bigger supper
than las' night, en hopes as how yer'll do hit justis."

My brother, who has acted the part of clerk to the
party for years, calls the roll, the iDurpose of which is to

keep a correct account of the expenses of the camp, and
a diary of every day's proceedings and results, so there is

never a dispute after the camp adjourns.
When the roll is called each one is required to tell the

number of shots he made, and heads and character of

game killed, so that all claims are settled then and there.

After all this formality the general abandon begins and
goes on till all yield to the requirements of sleep: but
here is where the mii'th-provoking yarns, rej)artee and de-

tail, so characteristic of the "Mississippiau," crop out.

When each has narrated his experience for the day, and
all have pulled their heads mider and are dead asleep, it

may be midnight, or 2 A. M. , when suddenly some fel-

low has thought of something he has failed to tell in the
general parley, and uj) he gets with a voice that chills

your marrow. "Jim; oh, Jim; I forgot to tell you
'bout—" and out he gets, regardless of the discomfort he
is affording those next to him by the sudden exposure to

cold, rushes to the fire, builds up the smouldering chunks,
and, lighting his pipe, begins a fresh recitation of what
he failed to add in the general convention, thus awaking
another fellow who has "forgot something," and then the
smoking, shivering, talking and laughing crowd of ghosts
talk until chilled by the cold. At last the jargon ceases,

they crawl under the cover, and once more all are asleei).

But my rest is broken and there is no sleep for me. The
night has grown old, the gaunt forms of tall pines begin
to materialize in the new-forming light. Shimmering
stars one by one have quenched their spark amid the deep
blue ether of heaven. The frisky fox squirrel has perched
upon yonder pine knot to chaff the new invaders. The
big horned owl is "blowing his gourd" in that dense clump
of pine. The teams and hunting horses are pawing and
munching their morning fare. Wash is humming a dirge
as he feeds the stock and smokes his pipe. A heavy white
frost enshrouds the bosom of earth, and the dawn of day
is here.

Hello, fellows! and all are up. Everything is quiet,

pantomimic bustle, no shouting, blowing of horns or un-
necessary firing of guns here. The true hunter hates a
noise out of order. The timid game is ever on the alert

for unfavorable sounds, the slightest impression of danger
' may place a fine old buck miles away. Breakfast, and
then we are oft'. The more experienced heads have
planned the "beat," and the line is soon in motion, The
guides resume their original places to avoid confusion.
The line has scarcely deployed, when there comes the

sudden report of a gun that awakens the stillness of the
cold, frosty morning, and reverberates along the heavily
timbered slopes, and I see a white puff of smoke and a
couple of deer spinning acro.ss the open vale, until with
rapid strides they clear the ridges and are gone. A clean
miss, as no signal comes. The crowd moves slowly along,

with every nerve strung, and an eye and ear to every
moving grass blade or scraping leaf. Bang, bang, bang,
look out, fellows! look out! bang, bang, look out! here!

here! here! run here wifch the dogs! here! here! toot! toot!

too-t! run! b-bangl bang! "I told you so, I got 'im! I got
im!" All has hushed. Ah, there's the three long toots,

and old man Joe and I move slowly and watchfully to-

ward the signal, crossing some broken knobs covered with
rank grass above our horses' backs, and as we reached the
crest of a narrow ridge, and looked down a narrow valley
just in time to see my brother and white pony emerge
fi-om a tihicket, two powerful bucks got up right under his

horse, but on the wrong side to shoot, so he threw up his

feet, turned all hold loose and fell off. Springing to his

feet, he fired on the biggest buck, which was behind and
dropped him, then some seventy yai'ds, hut he was up in

an instant and going, he had fired the other barrel at the
smaller one too far, and missed him. The two bucks
passed along a portion of the line whose guns belabored
them terribly, but there was no other hit. The Scotch
half-breeds were near us, and I soon had them stretched
out after tlie big buck, which they overhauled, and it was
dispatched; but the others are not idle. The hounds hav-
ing taken vantage of tliis turmoil have each a deer or two
to himself, and the wild chaos that now pervaded that
region was simply overwhelming—the cry of the half-

breeds, the big bell notes of the hounds, mingled with the
incessant yaf, yaf, yaf of the terriers; bang! bang! bang!
yeov, yeow, yeow, bang! bang ! "Look out, boys! look out
over there, Jim! he's er comin'," bang, "run here, Sam,
and bring er dog. I've crippled a buck; shot aU. the load
into 'em. Fetch old Ring! Sick 'em, ^Ring, sick 'em!" I

Yaf, yaf, yaf; bang! bang! "I got 'em that pop, I told

you so." And the grand hurly-burly has hushed as stiU

as if there was no living creature in a himdred miles; but
what is the narrator doing the while? Let me tell you.

Down off his horse, frozen nearly to death from the com-
bined force of cold and excitement, trembling from head
to foot like a gristmill in action, a,nd never a deer, dog or

man in sight, but ha^dng a fine lot of shivering, and
listening to the racket. So much for one's luck.

Ere long the signals begin to wail out upon the crisp

morning air, one, two, three, or four, are sounding the

death knell of some unlucky deer, wliile I mount my
trembling steed and seek the nucleus of the convening
crowd.
Arriving, I find everybody talking, everybody assert-

ing claims and making much ado; three fine deer are

here, two grand old bucks and a fine doe. One of the

bucks to my brother's gun, the other between Miley and
Dukes. The doe to Per vis. The cold still intense, a pine
knot fire is built at once to warm up our benumbed hands
and feet.

These fine animals are soon dressed, quartered, put in

the sacks, pipes lighted, all remount, and the "breast"

again resumed. I had ridden but a short distance and
just as my horse had waded a clear running creek, bang!
came a sohtary rejiort scarce 100yds. from me, and a
rapid toot, toot, toot. I hastened quickly to the horn.

Dan Miley had jumped a large buck, and having slightly

woimded him, saw him lie down in the grass not a great

way off, so calling up some of the dogs, the men began to

deploy in a V-shape front and forward move. The dogs
are put on the trail, the deer being the nucleus of all

attention. The dogs had gone less than 200yds. when a
loud scream from the hounds prociaimed the hot scent,

and otit came the old fellow right amid the dogs and
equidistant from the enfilading fines of the hunters. I

am behind the dogs, and again out of range, but a grander
sight 1 never beheld, before or since, as he sped up the

open glade in front of both lines, and although gi-and and
thrilling, yet amusing, to see the old fellow with head
laid back, and great spreading tail waving as he cleared the

gauntlet of a dozen guns pouring into him, and to see the

dogs run him by sight, and everybody "hollering."

But the chase does not stop here, this being only initial.

All having gathered for consultation, Jim Dukes and my
brother agreed to follow the dogs, as they were good riders

and unencumbered with meat, and struck out in pursuit,

as the hounds were in full cry, still in hearing. After a

short parley, the rest of us turned about and resumed our
trend in the direction of camp, moving leisurely along,

jumping deer now and then, out of range—^then a "Look
out! look out!"—bang, bang, until some one kills another
deer. So now having all the "venison" we could con-

veniently pack, the day being far spent, and we fatigiied

and hungry, we strike square for camp, which we reach

a while before sundown. We had been in camp but a

short time, when my brother and Dukes came in with the

big buck. They had run this deer from near noon until

late afternoon, and when they killed him were ten miles

from camp.
This closed the second day's hunt with five more as

fine deer as man ever saw. Four of them big, fat bucks,

with splendid horns, and one fine doe, aggregating near
6001bs, of venison to pack down, for that day.

The undressed deer and the rest is all carefully salted

down in boxes and barrels brought with corn in them, to

be returned full of meat, as a foregone conclusion.

The next two days' hunt were a repetition of the first

two, and I will spare you the detail, although the scenes

were as glori us as those related. Nineteen fine deer being

the final bng, fourteen of which, immense bucks. Not a
povmd of this fine meat was lost or wasted. I ate of some
of the hams the following summer.
On the morning of the fifth day in camp the wind had

shifted to the east, the sky overcast^ and a cold drizzling

rain began to fall. The wagons are packed in snug order

and the teams started for home near ninety miles, where
we arrive in x)rime shape after three days more travel.

C. L. Jordan.

CAMP-HUNTING IN FLORIDA.
Florida is a good place for sport. Hunting and fishing

can be indulged in to one's heart's content, and though
the deer are gradually disappearing from the settlements,

there are still a few haunting the old favorite spots, while
by going a reasonable distance they are still to be found
in good numbers. Turkey, quail, snipe and duck also

abound to gladden the gunner's heart, though the close

season for turkey and quad commences March 1 and ends
Nov. 1. The game law has only been in force now for

two seasons, and it will be interesting to note how it

affects siDort. The deer are supposed to get eight months'
rest also, but as they vary their breeding time consider-

ably in different parts of the State; it isleft to the Com-
missioners of each county to say what four months shall

be the open season. This gives one a chance to get a

little more work in, as in this county (Polk) the close sea-

son ends Nov. 1, and in the adjoining one (De Soto) it ends
Oct. 1 ; so by crossing the county line one gets five months'
hunting in the place of four.

It is unquestionably a most delightful life one leads

when camping out in Florida. Personally, the distance

from a postoffice is by no means a small consideration;

but the perfect air of freedom, the charming sun-ound-
ings, the splendid climate, the jolly goodfellowship, the

strong feelmg of health, the success of the day, the glori-

ous uncex-tainty of the morrow, the sound, healthy sleep

resulting from healtliy exercise—a hundred things com-
bine to make it charming. The abundance of good water
and "liglitwood" rendera it a simple matter in selecting a
camp. Of course rain occasionally interferes with one's

comfort, but winter as a rule is a dry season, and the cold
is seldom severe enough to do more than make a good
fire acceptable. And oh, ^vhat an appetite one gets. Nice
juicy tenderloin or "backstrap" of venison , barbecued ribs

or backbone stew—^nothing comes amiss, and the cook has
to hump himself.

It is advisable to take a good supply of canned pro-

vi.sion.s, etc. on these trips, but it is hard to make be-

ginners believe this. Consequently things rim pretty fine

at times. Luck often hangs fire for some days, and,
moreover, it generally takes a few days in a new covmtry
to get fairly on the run of the deer. In company with
two good hunters (one a cracker who has killed hundreds
of deer) 1 started on a trip on the 13th of February, '89.

We were tantalized with occasional glimpses of game,

but the country had been disturbed a good deal and the .

grass recently burnt off, so the deer were very wary and
it was not till the 16th that we did any good. Of course

when luck came, it came in a htirry—as on the 15th we
bagged four deer and on the 17th two more. We had no
meat in camp except some of the most rancid bacon I

ever ate when the firet batch of deer came to hand, so iti

will be easily imagined how welcome they were.
Again, only last month (February) I, with two others,

started on the 6th for a camp-himt. One of the others, •

who was taking his first hunt, undertook to look after the

commissariat; accordingly I was more or less prepared to

find the supply slim, but when it was discovered that all'

our stock of bacon had been left behind, well ? A few

,

quail along the road helped matters along, but when by

'

the greatest good luck we bagged a fine fat doe on the
evening of the 8th, one small can of potted ham—not a
hmch for a hunter—was absolutely all the meat we had
in camp, and 43 miles to a store.

It is doubtful whether a himter could be induced for a
pecuniary consideration to do as hard a day's work as he
sometimes does for nothing. Let me quote a case where
I doubt if any one would have paid enough to make
either parties concerned tmdertake it knowingly.
In October last F. W. and myself were on a camp-hunt.

One evening it was decided to tiy some fresh country,
some miles from where we camped, and accordingly at

daylight next morning the wagon was hitched up and we'

drove about four miles to where we intended to hunt.

We were doing all our hunting on foot, as the deer were
lying out in thick palmettoes, where horses had great dif-

ficulty in getting about. After leaving the wagon we:
tramped for some distance—two or three miles—with no;

success, but at last a fine buck got up near F,, who was
about 200yds. to the left of W. and SOOyds. from myself.

F. and W. had Winchester rifles and I a shotgun. For
some reason F., who is really a fine shot, failed to touch
him. I fortunately stopped 'my dog, and we went on,

W. and I tm-ning to the right and F. following the.

buck in hopes of another chance. After another long

tramjj, up jumped a buck and doe about 40yds. from
myself , and the buck bit the dust, W. apparently wound-,
ing the doe sfightly.

We butchered the buck, hung him up and proceeded
to ti-ail the doe, but there were apparently so many trails

that the old dog got completely bothered, and we aban-
doned it, more especially as we cotdd find no traces of

blood on the doe's trail, and we feared the buzzards would
have found our buck. When we had got back within
sight of the dead deer we separated to go each side of a
high palmetto patch which skirted a pond, W. going on
the pond side onmy right, and Smiler—my dog—being off

some distance to my left. Almost immediately I heard
W. shoot and give a triumphant shout. Thereupon I

turned back round the patch into the pond to join him
and had got to where he had shot (he had walked on^

ahead), when the dog, who was coming up to the sliot

dashed into the palmettoes close to me, and the next
thing heard was a desperate struggle and the bellowing of

a deer. Naturally thinking it was W.'s cripple I drew
my knife to go in and finish it, when suddenly the deer

—

a large doe—struggled gamely clear of the palmettoes and
broke Smiler's hold, rushing close by me with a largei

gash in her throat and one side of her face peeled. Still

thinking it was the wounded deer, I expected Smiler tol

catch her, but seeing that she was gaining fast on him I

shot and broke her neck.
"Here she is," I cried. "Yes, all right—go on butchei^

ing—here's mine," shouted W., holding up the head of a
grand buck. The doe having the wind of me and heaiingi

W. down wind had evidently squatted, and Smiler must
have run on to her.

Well, here was a nice lookout and no mistake, five longi

and weary miles to the wagon and three large deer toi

carry! The country was quite an impossible one for a
wagon, besides which the time occupied in going for it

and returning would have kept us very late. Therefore;

there was nothing for it but to put our backs into it.

: Fortunately F. came up shortly and we dispatched him:

to keep the rapidly gathering buzzards away from our
first deer, and at length we started; W. being the stoutest,

carrying the big buck, and F. and I the other buck andi

the doe respectively. Stoppages occurred at every pond
for water, for it was hot, and we had to rest frequently as

well. I thought things nearly as bad as they could be,'

but I had to be enlightened yet.

When a Mttle more than a mile and a half from the:

wagon a buck ran across about 150yds. ahead. In spite!

of the deer on their backs F, and W. went to work at.'

once with their Winchesters, and W.'s third shot turned'

him over with a broken back. This made matters worse
than ever in the way of porterage, but they had to be
faced, and after the customary offices had been performed
W, took the two lightest deer, one on each shoulder, and
on we went wearily. The wagon was reached at last, and
just at dark we got to camp simply tired out. We had
taken nothing since daylight but a pint of whisky (and

lots of water), so F. went to work at once to prepare sup-:

per, while W. and I proceeded to skin and cut up the'

deer. As we were botmd to be home in two days it was,

absolutely necessary for the meat to be salted that night
preparatory to smoking it on the morrow, so that it was
about midnight when we finally washed ourselves,

changed our blood-stained garments and crawled to bed.

We did not start out at dayUght next morning. R. F. B.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
[JVom a Staff Oorrespondent.]

Took to the Woods.

Mr. Wm. C. Held, of Saginaw, E. S-, Mich., writes me
as follows to-day. It would seem that the season has been,

so wet that the snipe have taken to the woods. I have
known of several instances where snipe have perched

upon objects high above the groimd, and have seen the

upland plover perch upon a fence. Such cases are very

rare. Mr. Held's picture shows a hunter standing at the

edge of a wood and holding up a bunch of snipe. It is a
pretty little bit by itself. The letter reads:

"I herewith send you a Kodak view of one of the

places where we killed our snipe tliis spring—in the woods
and fields, where in this section of the cotmtry you wiU
always find the little rascals when the water in the

marshes is high. Have you ever seen a snipe sitting on an
object of any kind, such as a log fence or limb of tree? I

have seen them perched upon the a,bove-named objects on
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several occasions this spring. It looks terribly out of
place for them."

That Reminds Me.
On my desk the other day I found a card with the

following inscription: "Sorry I can't see you. Yours in
Foep:st akd Stream, O. O. Smith." I am sorry, too, that
I could not meet Mr. Smith. But is not "Yours in
Forest and Stream" a good thing? It is much better
than "Yours in F. O. B.," or "Yours in E. S. Q.," or in
about anything else? The fellowship, the freemasonry
and the comradeship of the friends of a good, big, clean
paper ai-e pleasant things, and "Yours in Forest and
Stream" just covers the whole situation accurately and
concisely.
But speaking of Mr. O. O. Smith reminds me of Mr. Bob

Smith, now or once a well-known attorney in Boston,
Mass. I never met Mr. Bob Smith, and do not know
whether or not he is still living, but I can tell a mighty
good story on him, just the same. The story came to me
through a shooter whom we will call Billy for short, who
was out on this hunt, years ago, when the incidents in
hand occurred. The parties on the hunt were Mr. Bob
Smith, Mr. Wirt Dexter and BiUy. Mr. Wirt Dexter died
not many years ago, and when he died one of the noblest
8poi"tsmen of Chicago passed away.
Mr. Dexter was a good shot, but Mr. Smith—well, he

Wasn't, according to BLUy. They were shooting prahie
chickens, out in Nebraska, and Mr. Smith's gait on these
easy birds was about one in thirty, according to Billy.

Moreover, he was troubled with a wild pointer dog, which
would persist in breaking in and chasing after the birds
which his master couldn't stop. "I guess the dog allowed
that was the only way he could get a mess," said Billy,

"but I knew the dog was spoiling Mr. Smith's fim, and I

told him how to break the dog of running in. I told him
to wait tiU he broke in the next time, and when he got off

about forty or fifty yards, to slap a load of shot into him.
I knew that a few doses of that sort of medicine would
stop almost any dog from chasing.

"Well, Mr. Smith went out the next day ^ith his dog,
and from the shooting we heard over liis way we thought
he must be having ratthng good sport, but he came in
after, lunch and didn't have a bird.

" 'Didn't you have any luck, Bob?' Mr. Dexter asked
him.

" 'Oh, no; no luck at all,' Mr. Smith said, 'I cawn't liit

Ithem. I cawn't hit them.'
'

' 'How about the dog? Have you got him broke from

I

running in?'
" 'Oh, no; he's bad as ever, just as bad as ever,' said

Mr. Smith, and he turned to go away.
" 'Well, why didn't you try shooting him, the way

Billy said?' says Mr. Dexter.
" 'I did tiy it,' says Mr. Smith, 'but it's no good.'
" 'Why, whafs the matter? That usually works,' Mr;

Dexter saysi
" 'Why, confound it, man,* says Mr. Smith, 'if you

niUst know it, I caion't Mt the dog!' "

Very Gun-Shy.
Speaking of unpleasant field dogs reminds me of a dog

we had out with us on a little snipe hunt over at Warsaw,
Ind. , not long ago. This dog was a setter of lofty parent-
age, and was a beautiful fellow, but so gun-shy he would
run if you spoke to a friend about going shooting. We
took him up in the country to trade him off, his owner, Mr.
Austin Funk, auditor of the coimty, having offered a
liberal commission to any one who would sell him or give
him away. Charlie Irvtn was auctioneer, and every
farmer we met got an interview on the subject of buying
a handsome dog^ worth $500, at the low sUm of $3.35. The
farmers all seemed to thirik, from Mr. Irvin's looks, that
he had stolen the dog; and so we couldn't make a sale.

We went on out to the shooting groundts, and after the
first shot our dog left us and went under the wagon,
wheie he stayed all day. When we started home we
decided to make a cut rate on dogs, and offered the re-
tiring canine to tlu-ee farmers at $1.50, $1.25 and $1
respectively. It wouldn't do. We passed a wayside
grocery, and resolved to sacrifice the dog for two
bottles of ginger ale. This was declined, and we
made it one bottle, but no takers. The man there knew
Mr, Irvin to our misfortime. "Why, Mr. Irvin," said he,
"you wouldn't have any dog along that wasn't a good one.
That dog is worth $300, and you're only fooling with me."
We couldn't say anything to shake this belief, and left
much discouraged. We were well nigh in despair after
we had tried four different times after that to give the
dog away, and throw in the collar and chain. No one
would take him, and we arrived in town with the dog
stiU in our possession.
At last late that evening we found a man who needed

a dog to chase the chickens out of his garden. He was
willing to stand a round of cigars if we Would give him
this dog. We joyfully agreed to this, and he led the dog
away. Next morning at 8 o'clock he was around trying
to get us to take him back. He said that when he struck
a match to light a fire in the morning the dog broke a
window tiying to get away. He couldn't afford any such
dog as that, and was satisfied something was wrong with
him, emotional insanity or something of that sort. We
told him the cigars were all smoked up, and we couldn't
think of robbing him by trading back. Then we all went
over to the auditor's office and claimed commission on
the sale of the dog. We allowed a round of cigars was
about right for the commission (there were five of us who
were trying to make the sale) and Mr. Fimk settled cheer-
fully, Suice then I hear that the present owner of this
useful property has been to Jfr. Funk a dozen times beg-
gmg hmi with tears in his eyes to take that dog back,
but Mr, Funk says he can't think of robbing him. "You
keep on shooting over him," says Mr. Funk, on each of
these occasions, "and maybe you'U break him of that gun-
shyness some day—^if the ammunition holds out."

About the City-

Mr. Merrill Funk, late of Warsaw, Ind., is now con-
nected with the great house of Montgomery Ward & Co.

,

going into the shell-loading department with Rolla Heikes
and Eddie Bingham. Mr. M. E. Moran by the way, one
of the gvmmakers in the same house, is a Warsaw man.
Mr. C. E. Irvin, of Warsaw, is in town to-day. and there
is a sort of a Warsaw reunion over on Michigan avenue.

Any Coyotes To-day, Lady?
Mr, Martin L. Cummins, of Georgetown College, Wash-

uigton, D. C, asks, "Where can I bu/ half a dozen coy-

otes, and at about what price apiece?" Most of the coy-
otes right around here are caught off, but can not some
Kansas or Montana friend call to mind some boy who has
dug out a litter? If Mr. Cummins will write to Mr. L. F.
Bartels, Denver, Col., he may be put in the way of getting
what he wants. Or perhaps Mr. E. Hofer, in charge of
the Hunter's Cabin, Jackson Park, Chicago, has the
address of Montana men who can suj)ply coyotes. Mr.
Hofer was in charge of the work of cajituring young
wild animals in the Yellowstone Park, for the Smith-
sonia.n Institution and other concerns, and if he were now
in. Montana could get the coyotes himself. Prices on
coyotes vary. I have bought a very good coyote for fifty
cents, and sold him for a can of tomatoes, but they may
be held at $5 or $10. The coyote is not staple.

At the Wild West.
Often as one sees Buffalo Bill's Wild West Show, it

gives him goose flesh to go there and see the boys ride.
Taking the cowboys, the Mexicans, the American Indians,
the Cossacks, the Arabs and the cavalrymen of England,
Germany, France and the United States, I presume one
would most fancy the riding of the cowboys, and then
perhaps that of the Mexicans. The U. S. cavalrymen ride
well, far- better, it seems to me, than the English troopers
now with the Hon.William's show. The seat of the Enghsh-
men seems clumsy and unsteady. The Cossacks and
Arabs ride all over a horse, and I should think would kiU
up a lot of stock.

"Probably you don't know where the best riders are to
be found," said Mr. Frank Butler, manager of the bright
little shooting specialist. Miss Annie Oakley, who does so
much to make the programme interesting. "The Ameri-
can cowboys are splendid horsemen, of course, but the
Italian cowboys of the Campagna can ride any bucking
horse that our boys can. The Australians are good riders
too, and can handle 'buck jumpers' aU. right."
Mr. Butler has been with the Wild West Show eight

year's. He says that accidents sometimes happen to the
most skillful riders. Harry Shannon, one of the best of
the cowboys, was nursing a sprained ankle while we were
there, and that same evening we saw one of the best Arab
riders thrown. His foot hanging in the stirrup he was
dragged and kicked by the horse, and finally helped out
of the arena with a broken rib, a most fortunate escape
from a helpless position and fi-om what seemed probable
death. E. Hoxjoh.

909 Sbourity Building, Chicago.

''Game Laws in Brief.'''' June, 1893, revised. Game and Msh laws

of all the States, Territories and Provinces. Correct, reliable, hand-
somely iltusiraied. Published by the "Forest and Stream.''^ Sold by
all dealers. Price 35 cents.

A CHOICE BUT CHEAP VACATION.
During a series of years in school and college and

afterward in professional life, I have tried all sorts of
plans for making my vacation pleasant and profitable. I
have camped at the sea-shore, tramped the Adirondacks,
fished the woods of Maine, traveled through Europe, visi-

ted the Catskills, the White Mountains and the various
watering places of New England, but for a complete
change, for solid rest, and for utter inexpensiveness, I
have never found anything equal to that of which I am
abotit to speak.
One Slimmer while ill Yale CoUegej my uncle said to

me, "Nephew, what are you going to do this Yacation?

"

I replied that I had formed no plans as yet. "Well," said
he, ' 'Let me tell you what to do. Select a congenial com-
panion, and take with you a suit of old clothes, a few
changes of flannel underwear and plenty of good reading
matter. Take the Shore Line Eoad from New Haven to
New London, Conn. Five miles beyond New London, on
the same railroad, is a httle village called Noank, from
which go out a great many fishing vessels during the
summer season. Some go to Block Island for bluefish,
making a voyage of about a week. Others visit Nantucket
or Martha's Vineyard, fishing for cod. These are gone
two weeks or mora. Others still go to the Banks of New
Foundland, and are absent some six weeks. These boats
are regular fishing smacks, staunchly built, and able to
ride the roughest weather. They have a crew of six or
eight men, with bertlis for one or two more. The crews
are chiefly of American birth, and for the most part are
as brave and manly a set of fellows as one would wisli to
meet. They are usually glad to take along one or two
passengers, giving them their board for the fish they
catch. The board is good and so is the fishing, and if you
want a right royal good time, take my advice and go to
Noank."
A few days after the term closed I was on my way to

Noank with a companion. We arrived about noon,
dined at a quaint httle restaurant, and in an hour's time
had found two smacks which were going out the next
morning. These boats had room only for one passenger
each, so we decided to separate. The captain and crew of
my boat were all Americans, except the cook, who was an
old Portugese sailor who had been all over the world.
During the afternoon we helped lay in the supphes, con-
sisting of fresh and salt meat, vegetables of all kinds and
canned goods of every variety. The next morning we
set sail, stopping at Block Island, to take in a supply of
ice and a quantity of whitefish for bait. Our destination
was Nantucket, and the trip outward was very delight-
ful. To a boy brought up on land, such an experience is

fuU of interest and novelty. To watch the working of the
ship, the mysteries of the cook room, and to ILsten to the
stories which old sailors know how to tell so well, affords
a never-ending variety, while the ever-changing scenery
as we gradually leave the land behind us, the flight of the
sea gulls, the rolling of porpoises and the occasional
spouting of a whale, all lend an enchantment to the scene
which makes the days very short.

Once on the fishing grounds the business begins. The
cod and haddock lie near the bottom in about twenty
fathoms of water. They are caught with a hook, and
though they are not a very gamiy fish, yet sometimes they
make a fierce fight, and coming up as they do with their
large mouth open, they feel much heavier than they
are. They run from 5 to 151bs. in weight, and occasion-
ally we took one weighing 20 or 251bs. Not unfrequently
a shark will swaUow cod, hook and a41, and if he is

hooked so that he cannot "bite the line, you are sure of
genuine sport. All hands are summoned to the line, and
then comes the tug of war. If the fine does not break,
the shark can be drawn to the surface, and shot, but the
very large ones usually get away.
At times the cod bite furiously and business is brisk,

and then again they are indifferent to the bait, and for
hom-s and perhaps days, one has nothing to do. At night
the fish are dressed and packed away in ice. There are
usually many boats on the fishing grounds, and at night
the crews visit each other, and vie with each other in tell-
ing yarns. The weather was good with one exception,
when we had a severe gale for two days, during which
time I could do nothing but lie on my stomach and blow
the fog horn. It was an experience, however, so gi-and
that I counted it the best part of the trip. In two weeks'
time we had loaded our vessel and sailed for New York,
where I remained with the ship for two days while they
were disposing of the fish, and then returned home by
rail. The two weeks' catch netted the crew $80 each,
after aU expenses had been paid. They offered to give
me a share of the proceeds if I would return with them,
but I had other plans for the balance of my vacation. It
was one of the most delightful outings I have ever had,
and it cost actually nothing except the railroad fare to
Noank, and from New York.

I trust that all the young Americans who read this
paper wQl not pounce upon Noank at once, for some of
them might be disappointed, but a reasonable number of
them could probably be accommodated. It might be well
to write to the postmaster or some one who lives in the
village for definite information before starting, as the
number of boats going out from there is somewhat limited.

N. W. P,

CANADIAN ANGLING NOTES.
Op American anglers the cry here is, "Still they come."

Never perhaps has there been before such a rush of fisher-
men from New York and the New England States into
northern Quebec. And never before have those who
fished here enjoyed sport equal to that reported from the
Lake St. John country this summer. Numbers are flock-
ing to the Grande Discharge after the ouananiche, and all
are catching lots of fish. I was almost saying that all
were enjoying lots of sport. But I recollect that Mr.
Robert C. Dowry finds no sport in catching thirty-two
ouananiche a day, though he a,dmits that some of them
weighed 3, 4 and even 5lbs. each. It would necessarily
be a very funny world, this one of ours, if everybody in
it thought alike. And if all men's tales were equal what
a poor chance some of us would have for the good things
of this life, or rather for what we in our blissful ignorance
choose to consider the good things of this life. There
would soon be very little angling left in most localities if

all the world were lovers of the gentle art; and perhaps it

is lucky for the future sport of noted flishermen of ouan-
aniche, like J. G. A. Creighton, Kit Clarke, E. J. Myers
and others who have sung so loudly and so enthusiastic-
ally the praises of the wily warrior of Lake St. John, that
aU who angle are not as enraptured as they are with the
sport afforded at the Grande Discharge, Still it must be
admitted that the majority of those who have fished for
ouananiche under most favorable conditions are decidedly
of the opinion that ouananiche is far away ahead of trout
fishing. But because of iSli. Dowry's reputation as an
angler and from the temper of his letter on the Lake St.
John ouananiche, Iam satisfiedthat he did not catch ouan-
aniche under the most favorable conditions, though in all

my experience I have never seen so little sport, as Mr.
Lowry describes it, in so splendid a catch of fish as he
reports. But anglers know that there are days and sea-
sons when the gamest fish are heavy and slow, and Mr.
Lowry imfortunately failed to hook any of athletic or
gymnastic temperament, such as those which have to be
sought in the revolving foam that covers the deep heav-
ing pools at the very foot of the heavy rapids. The
sport which these afford is no more to be compared with
that which is had from tired or lazy fish reposing in the
comparatively calm water about the rocks than the strug-
gles of a trout are to those of a chub or otutouche. And
as for the ouananiche that is hooked on a troll, I cannot
see what sport is to be expected of him. But ''Chacun a
son gout."

Three Quebecers, Hon. L. P. Pelletier, E. B. Garneau
and Frank Pennee, killed 62 salmon in one day this week
at the Grande Discharge, and many other such catches
might be reported.
Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Myers, of New York, who went to

Lake St. John a few days ago have passed through to the
river Mistassini, and intend to go as far as the Fifth
Falls.

Messrs. Brewer and Merx-iam, of Springfield, have gone
up to their preserve on the lower Metabetchouan, Mr.
Brewer being the president of the Amabalish Club there.
The new lessees of the Grand Cascapedia, Messrs. De

Forest, Dun, Vanderbflt and Dr, Mtchell, have taken
possession of their property, the Earl of Derby and party
having left it on the day of the expiry of the lease to the
Governor-General—July 3. It is Lord Derby's last fish-

ing in Canada, as he is about to return to England, and it

has been very poor. Only 23 fish were taken dur-
ing the party's stay upon the river. Mr. Walter Brackett
has killed a few fine fish upon the Marguerite, and Mr.
Blanchard is now with friends upon his branch of the
stream. Messrs. Edson Fitch and J. D. Gilmour have
had good sport upon their river, the Trinity, but upon
most of the south shore streams the fishing has been very
poor. Such is the report brought from the St. Ameedes
Mountains by IMr, Henry Hogan and from the Resti-

gouche by parties who have returned disappointed at the
small number of fish killed there up to present writing.
On the north shore streams a good season is anticipated
until the weather becomes too hot.

E. T. D. Chambers.
QraBEO, July 8.

A Babbit Fish.

John B. Willard of the WUlard Mirror& Frame Manu-
facturing Co. of NeAv York, caught a rabbit fish in Jamaica
Bay, July 13. The fish, which is now being mounted for
him by Fred Sauter, is extremely rare in waters so far
north, but is common about Cuba and the West Indies.

It has a peculiarly shaped mouth which in position and
' form bears a striking resemblance to that of a rabbit, and

I

from this feature it no doubt gets its name. Otherwise it •

is a Bcaleless fish about 20in. long and resembling in color
' the Spanish mackerel,
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AROUND MINNESOTA LAKES.
These notes are written, from Two Brothers Camp, on

the shore of Lake Melissa, where Jack and I have been
for two weeks. Fishing? Well, a little, just enough to
keep up our reputation. Why Two Brothers Camp ? Oh,
because everybody not acquainted with us always takes
us for brothers when they see us together. We are
nearly always together somehow, and I doubt if two
friends who lore to go a-fishing and have outings in
general ever had better times than we do.
There has not been such pike-perch fishing known in

years as the lakes of northern Minnesota have furnished
this season. It has been amazing, the strings which
have been brought in, and the large average size has been
a constant theme among the fisher folk. Several have
been caught weighing over Gibs. , and that is heavy for a
pike-perch in these lakes. Jack an d 1 have made some
fine catches this §uramer.
The black bass did not begin biting until very late. I

caught two in Lake Sally the middle of May, weighing 2
and 2-pbs. They were the first bass caught this season.
A. R. Stephens caught 8 fine small-mouth bass in Mon-
son Lake two weeks later, and about the same time Col.
Bartram and Caj). Day sneaked out of town one morning,
returning the next day with 79 large-mouth bass, which
they ca,ught in Lake No. 6. On this trip they saw a deer
near at hand and also a bear. The bear came to the
edge of a slight bluff and stood looking down at the fish-

ermen in the boat only a few rods away. The day Jack
and I went into camp here these same two men went to
Trobridge's Lake, and in two days caught over 90 pike-
perch and 50 large-mouth bass.

The other day I went over to Fan- Haven House on
Lake Sally, where genial landlord McNeil keeps a smile, a
hearty greeting, good beds and boats for all who come
during the summer. My errand was to get a boat for use
at our camp, and while at the pier selecting a boat Mac
showed me his new bath houses, eight in mmiber, of
which he is very proud, as well he may be. Miss May
McNeil came along and said, "Papa, have you shown Mr.
Cooley the fish?" "Oh, I nearly forgot; come here and
I'll show you something that will interest you much more
than new houses and things of that sort." I went along
and found the something to be four small-mouth black
bass weighing 5, 4^, 4^ and 41bs., also three pike-perch
weighing 6i, 6 and 51bs. They were a pretty sight and
excited me greatly. They were caught in Lake Sally by
a gentleman from Iowa.
This has been the worst season for winds ever known.

Last week for three days the wind blew a gale, and to-day
the lake is foaming and roaring at a great rate. In May
there was a heavy tliree days' blow that washed away a
rod or more of the beach for a mile each way from where
or tent stands. During his blow Mr. Rob Corbett, who
lives here, picked up out of a pool behind a log two black
bass, one weigliing 6i and the other 51bs. They had
washed in and were stranded there by the storm. A pike
was also caught, of size exceeding great, that came to
grief during the same storm.
Jack and I liave not caught the prize bass yet but we

soon expect to. Mr. H. E. Wilson, of Red Lake Reserva-
tion, is urging us to come up there in July and catch bass
imtilwe are tired of them, and last week I had a letter
from Dr. Mahaffey, of White Earth Agency, telling me to
come right up there and go bass fishing with him. A man
cannot be everywhere at once, so Jack and I have de-
clined these and other kind invitations and rest content
in Two Brothers Camp. Myron Cooley.
Detroit City, Minn.

MR. HARDING'S SALMON.
Boston, Jxily 15.—The season for shore bird shooting

in Massachusetts opened on Saturday, July 15. Some of
the gimners have their ammunition ready, but tlie

weather is hot and the marshes are generally worse by
reason of low water and dry weather than is usually the
case. No flights of birds are yet mentioned and it is

doubtful if much sport is enjoyed tUl the weather
changes. A few days of east wind and rain woxild doubt-
less bring down some flights of summer yellowlegs and
jacksnipe. There is a long stretch of coast in the Bay
State, with numerous bays and marshes. The locations
are numerous where summer shore bird shooting may
be enjoyed, but the g-unners have manifested little interest
up to date.

Reports indicate a plenty of bluefish off Nantucket and
Boston sportsmen are trying them occasionallj^ with good
results. It is also reported that bluefish are coming up
Buzzards Bay and that President Cleveland tries tbem
frequently. Mr. W. H. Caggin, with Dwinel, Hayward
& Co., and whom the readers of Forest and Stream will
remember as having made that most delightful trip into
northern Aroostook county, Me., last November, stopping
at the lumber camps, has a cottage at Falmouth, Mass.

,

for the summer, and with a friend he was to try the
bluefish in Buzzard's Bay early tliis week.

C. F. Goodwin and Ed. Weston report the taking of a
Gibs, landlocked salmon in Sebago Lake last week. They
took this fish when stiU-fishing with bait in deep water.
It has long been claimed that landlocked salmon could not
he taken otlierwise than by trolling in that lake in the
spring, but this is a case to the contrary. Two lOlbs.

salmon are reported as being lately taken inSunapee Lake
in New Hampshire, Occasional catches of a salmon or
two are reported from Rangeley Lake and Mooselucma-
guntic,
Boston salmon fishermen continue to fit out for the

Canadian and New Brunswick salmon rivers, and some
of these spare no expense in these outfits. The tackle
people here tell me that outfits costing ,f500, $600, $800,
andevenupto$900, are the good things of their experience
which sometimes come. Some of the salmon anglers are
also returning, but with i-eports of low water, hot weather
and rather poor success. Mr. Richard O. Harding, with
Appleton & Bassett, and secretary of the Massachusetts
Fish and Game Protective Association, came back on Sat-
lU'dayfrom a most delightful salmon trip to tlie Northeast
Branch of the St. Marguerite. He was absent a couple
of weeks and was the guest of David H. Blanchard
at his salmon preserve on that river.

The readers of Forest and Stream will remember Mr.
Blanchard as the champion of the celebrated petition for
the restriction of salmon netting in Canadian waters.
This petition, though not attaining its full object, has
resulted in much good, as salmon anglers will gladly
testify. Mr, Blanchard has been for some time deter-

mined that Mr, Harding should take a salmon. They
went to Mr. Blanchard's salmon preserve together last

season, but alas! Mr, Harding was obliged to leave before
he had caught a salmon. This year he is a happy angler.
He brings back to Boston a SOlbs. salmon, measuring 43in.

in length, and taken by himself on a Jock-Scott fly. This
elegant fish was shown in Appleton's window on Satur-
day, and Richard's many friends dropped in to congratu-
late him. He bears his honors easy, only hoping to go
again. The fishing was bad aU the first of his absence.
The weather was hot, and the water was low, and not a
salmon could they get to rise for several days, though
they tried them faithfully every day. At last thewelcome
rain came, bringing a rise of water. Then the fun begun.
The first day they got a couple of rises, and landed one
fish. The second day after the rain they got five rises

and landed four fish, including the big one taken by Mr.
Harding. It took over an hour to bring this feUow to the
gaff. He leaped out of the water six times, once clearing
the au- for fully 10ft. The catch of these gentlemen thus
far has weighed respectively IS^lbs., IGilbs., 2iJ*lbs. , 241bs.

and 291bs. Mr, Blanchard wiU remain a few weeks
longer, and sportsmen will wish him all the success he so
richly deserves.
One salmon gave Mr. Blanchard and Mr, Harding a

good deal of sport, and so severe did it become that it

ceased to be sport. One of the guides had been casting
out from the shore into a pool some feet from the bank,
near which the water was still. He had not had a rise,

and was leisurely reeling in his line, the fly dragging
across the pool and over the still water. Very near the
shore a salmon made a pass for the fly, but did not hit it.

He went over the line, however, and the guide struck.
The hook caught the fish in the deepest part of the belly.

Here was a chance for a tussle. The salmon, maddened
by the sting of the hook, started off. The rod was given
him as hard as the line would bear, and in this way he
could be checked a little. The first man played the fish

tiU he was exhausted, then the other would take it and
work the reel and the rod till his hands were ready to give
out. Mr. Harding says that he has had the privilege of
handhng a good rigging with a big salmon at the other
end tfll he could hold him no longer. They took turns in

ti-ying to siibdue the fish, till at last he was brought to the
gaff, after more than two hours of reeUng and running,
leaping and sulking, Mr, Blanchard was mightily pleased
with the sport, though he does not recommend hooking
salmon in the belly as a general practice. It takes too
long to subdue them.
Governor Russell is off for the waters of the Miramichi,

and with his friend A, H, Wood and possibly another
friend. They are after salmon, and are probably the
guests of the venerable actor Joseph Jefferson, at his
salmon preserve. Mr. Jefferson wiU be likely to follow
later, though at present he doubtless has his hands full in
salt-water fishing with President Cleveland at Buzzards
Bay.
W. H. Fox, G. W. M. Guild and Geo. D. Loud are off

for the fishing ranch of the Magaguadavic Club, on the
river of the same name in New Brmiswick, Mr. Silas D.
Dizer, of Prouty & Dizer, an enthusiast as to the Rangely
waters, has just retui-ned from a fishing trip to Kennebago,
W. B. Hastings, a Columbus avenue grocer, and L. Dana
Cliapman, of Dame, Stoddard & Kendall, had a good day
with the bluefish at Nantu.cket, July 4. They took nine
fish weighing 8i and 8Albs, each,
H. M. Burt of the Boston Globe, and Henry B. Calender

have gone to the Miramichi for salmon. Harry H. Crocker
has just returned from a trip to the Megantic preserve.
He had most remarkable luck with trout, making a big
catch, the real number of which may be published later.

He saw nearly 100 deer, one moose and two caribou, while
on the trip. Thomas W. Bryant of Torrington, Conn., is

at the Megantic Club preserve, with a couple of friends.

Gflbert Hodges, with his son and a friend, has just re-

turned from a two weeks' stay at the Megantic preserve.
W. A. Macloud and Dr. McConnell ai-e about starting on
a trip to Tim and the Seven Ponds, in Maine, Special,

BLACK BASS IN NEW HAMPSHIRE.
"Should you lure

From his darlt haunts above decaying brake
Or under rock, the monarch of the lake.

Behooves you then to ply your finest art."

The open season when black bass can be lawfully taken
is from June 15 to April 30, except Spofford Lake, in the
to^vn of Chesterfield, which is protected fifteen daj^s later,

leaving but about six weeks in the State at large in which
they are covered by the law, but as they feed only about
half of the year, abstaining during late fall and winter
months in this latitude, there remains but about four
months when they can be taken with hook and line.

They have been introduced into probably more than three-
fotirths of the 600 lakes and ponds and a large number of
the streams of the State, and there is a law and ifilOO pen-
alty, prohibiting the putting of them or their sy awn in
waters where they are not already found, without the
consent of the Fish Commissioners.
There is considerable difference of opinionamongsports-

men as to whether then- presence in our waters is desh-
able, manjf claiming that with their aggressive character-
istics they kill or drive away better fish than themselves,
but their" friends are gaining in numbers, and soon only
those who fish for something besides sport will be opposed
to them. As the true angler, the man who takes enjoy-
ment from the exercise of skill with rod and reel, knows
that the pleasure attending the capture of one fair-sized

bass is greater than results from the filling of a boat with
the small yellow perch, which appear to be the only vic-

tims of consequence the bass succeeds in destroying. Be-
fore they were put in Lake Sunapee, which claims to be
the black bass headquarters, only a few salmon or trout
were caught annually there, and the water swarmed with
small yellow perch. Now, with the large supply of bass
there, the catches of salmon and trout show great gains,

and the perch have mostly disappeared. I admit that if

a young salmon, shad, chub, sucker, any kind of perch,
minnow, or smelt, etc., should come in the way of a bass,

and he was hungry, he would take them in, and I believe
an Sin. bass would swallow another fish 5in. long, and
larger ones in the same ratio, but like the pike, pickerel,

or pike-perch, which are almost entu-ely piscivorous in
tlieir diet, as their teeth indicate, be will not make either

of them a special object of pursuit, and his food natu-
rally consists mostly of insect larv^, crustaceans, frogs,

crawfish a,nd the like.

They spawn from February to midsummer, each fuUi

grown female producing froni five thousand to ten thou-i
sand, which,with her self-reliant, pugnacious disposition,)

she succeeds in caring for until they can look out for
themselves. On good feeding grounds they will grow one
pound each year until matiu'ity. Assuming beef as thai

standard of 100 in nutritive qualities, the flesh of the black
bass stands at 86.5, brook trout 84.2, yeUow perch 80.9,

smelt 73.8, and salmon 107.9. When properly dressed,

which should be done very soon after taking from the
water, and should include skinning, on account of a,

strong, oily secretion imder the skin, with the exception
of brook trout and salmon it is the sweetest and best ofi

eating. For the tahle nothing is ahead of brook trout fotf

me. For sport, my experience with both shows bass to be
far in the lead for fighting and general game qualities,

weight being equal. And I think my experience coin-

cides with others in this particular, I have found, too<,

that, as they are harder to land after being hooked, it isi

much more of a lotteiy than with other fish as to whether
you will hook them at all or not. They seem to have off

days, when nothing will induce them to take a bait.

Another peculiarity of the bass is that their taste for dif-

ferent days varies, if it does not for each hour of the day?
the latter I have often thought was the case. At times
the angle worm is good enough, generally helgi'amites
capture them, artificial bait of a silvery hue for trolling,

the live minnow or small frogs are aU temptations they
do not resist—when their cranky spell is not on, but
shorfld the latter condition exist, after trying part or all

of the above without success, as I often have where %
knew there were thousands of bass within the soimd ot'

my voice, one might as well reel up and go huckleberry-'
ing, or home, till they are in better humor. With all

their imperfections as weighed from the standpoint ol

those who love fishing for the sport, more than the fishj

they have attractions to draw anglers to the State in ad-(

vance of any species of fish here, though perhaps not
among such as two men who went last Sunday to spend
the day fishing in a pond in Dunbarton, They derricked
in a fish weighing over two pounds and immediately went
into ecstacies oA^er their "black bass" and continued td
chuckle imtil an old lady came along and told them they
had a large sucker. Such Avill of course be happy when
eels, poute and suckers are plenty, and if they have hard
cider for sauce supremely so, but the intelligent fisher^

man, acquainted with black bass and their ways, wil]

always long for waters whose bottoms are as rocky and
rugged as the scenery of then- New Hampshu'e shores, the
paradise of the bass, and in which he knows those gamiesf
of denizens lurk and thrive to perfection. Payson.
Manohbstbu, N. H., July 13.

At a meeting of the Governor and Council, in Concord
yesterday, Mr, Wm. H. Shurtleff, of Lancaster, was ap

!

pointed Fish and Game Commissioner, as successor to Col.

EUiot B. Hodge, who retains his office of superintendent
of State fish hatcheries. Mr. Shurtleff is successfully en-

gaged in the insurance business. He is an enthusiastic,

hustling sportsman, thoroughly awake to the interests ol

that class in the State, and being possessed of large exec^

utive capacity and the tact for doing weU whatever hjl

undertakes, it is confidently expected that his appoint^
ment will result in a great change for the better protec-

tion and propagation of fish and game in the whole
State. Payson.

ANGLING NOTES.

The Spicier and the Salmon.

Only a short time ago while fishing in Sunapee Lake
New Hampshire, with Dr. John B. Quackenbos, th(i

doctor was reminded of an incident tliat occurred at aboui
the place we were fishing. The lake contains land-

locked salmon which are taken at the surface for a time
after the ice leaves the lake, but as the surface water gets

warm the salmon retire to the bottom and are caught
only by still-fishing with five bait. The favorite bait

the smelt, of which the lake has an abundance of th^
landlocked form, and the salmon, Sunapee saibhng,

brook trout and at times the black bass, all feed on them.
To attract the smelt a buoy is anchored in water from
50 to 75ft. deep and the place is baited by tying a piece oJ

meat in a bag to the buoy rope close to the bottom of the

lake. Alter the spot is baited for a few hours it is read;?

to be fished. The smelt cannot be kept aUve in the warm
surface water for any length of time, so you must catch
them as you need them. The angler takes with him ai

bucket of minnows and his salmon rod is baited with i

five minnow until a smelt is secured on a hand line

or smelt line as it is called, when the minnow if:

taken off and the smelt is put on. For salmon ii

is desirable to have a smelt of good size, for small Sunapef
saibling, smaller than one wishes to kill, may take thj

small smelts if the hook is baited with them. The latel

Fish Commissioner Powers and Dr, Quackenbos were fi,sh

ing on "the banks" where the water is fifty-five feet deej-

and where the Doctor and I were fishingwhen he told me
the story, Mr. Powere had put on a minnow on hit

salmon rod, then got his emelt fine in operation and
caught a smelt about nine inches long, which was quicklj
put on the hook in place of the minnow, and then fishing

for a big salmon fairly began. There was scarcely enou^E
breeze to ripple the water, but that made little difference

to the fishermen, for they were fishing for salmon mon
than fifty feet below the surface, A spider was noticed
on Mr, Powers's rod, and the anglers watched it as ill

crawled toward the tip and spoke about it. When tli«

spider reached the end of the rod Mr. Powers shook hii

rod gently, throwing the insect into the water, where i

struggled for a moment, and then a salmon, which both
observers estimated to weigh over ten pounds, swan
slowly up, sucked the spider into his mouth without
breaking the surface, and backed slowly away and disap-

peared.
An Escape and Capture.

The following curious incident happened to two fisher-

men only a short time ago, and as they related it to me 1

thought if ever a book is written about "Strange but
Ti-ue iVngling Tales" this should have a place in it. I onc«l

told in Forest an0 Stream of a somewhat similar inci'i

dent that occm-red in Lake George, and this, too, oq-

curred at the same lake, Mr. Alexander Canfield andi

Mr. C. H. Hitchcock, both of Glens Falls, were fishing toi
pike (the pickerel of this State) from a bridge over Dim-
ham's Bay Creek, which enters the lake on the east side

about four mfles from Caldwell. Mr. Hitchcock tells me^
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that he was watching a suspicious acting individual who
had a bag that looked

i
as if it might contain a net, and

stuck the end of the wood reel on which his line was
wound in a crack in the bridge floor, while his baited
hook remained in the water. He returned to his fishing

just as there was a splash in the water and a sharp noise
of wood strikiag wood on the bridge. The splash was
made by a big fish jumping in the creek below the bridge
with his hook in its jaw, and the other noise was the
wood reel striking the rail of the bridge as it went
overboard into the water below. Tlie next moment the
fish headed down the creek, dragging tlie float, line

and wood reel behind. Mr. Canfield watched the
rapidly disappearing float and reel, while Mr.
Hitchcock ran around by the road to the nearest
house on the bay for a boat at least a quarter of a
mile distant. As quickly as possible a boat was procured
and he rowed back to the place where the fish was sup-
posed to be. About eighty rods out in the bay he dis-

covered his float as it occasionally bobbed' to the surface,
and he chased it until he was tired. Once he got an oar
under the hne but the fish was olf like a flash before he
could get the line in his hand. At last quite by chance
be saw his wood reel fast in the weeds, and with his oar
secured it and pulled in the hne, only to find the fish gone
with a good portion of the line, including the cork iioat.

Mr. Hitchcock was about to retui-n the boat to the landing
'and give up the search, when Mr. Canfield, who was still

on the bridge, called to him that he could see his lost float

rjoming up the creek, and undoubtedly the fish was tow-
int: it. Mr. Hitchcock as quickly as possible rowed up
die creek until he saw a piece of his line trailing on the
txjttom, and fishing it up he found the fish on and played
n nd killed it in almost the same place where it was first

' ked, or rather hooked itself. That night when the
l inen returned home, the pike that was caught,
j)ed and recaptured, weighed 81bs. 2oz.

How to Make a Fishingr Wind.

1 was fishing at Stmapee Lake.last month, and day after
la V the wind came from the east, which is not considered
t good point for the vdnd to come from. Dr. Quackenbos
(las on one of his boat houses a carved and gilded Sunapee
^ail)ling (and it is an excellent representation of the fish
ioo), for a weather vane. One morning the doctor stepped
Jilt on the veranda before breakfast and looked at the
-;ilded fish which was pointing due east—away from the
lake, A colored servant, -John, was passing and the doc-

aid: "John, can you not make that fish look just the
r way, out over the lake, for we have got to have a
wind." A few moments later John was seen coming
ae beach with a rake in his hand, and the doctor
1 him where he had been. He said, ' 'Up on the
house to turn the fish around with the rake handle

v;> it will point over the lake." A. N, Cheney.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
[Prom a Staff Correspondent]

Fishing at the Trap,
It would have surprised the first inventor of an arti-

ficial target if he could have seen with a prophetic eye
|lie development which the sport of shooting at the trap
was destined to attain. At first no one thought well of
shooting at anything but five wild birds. At present no
one goes fishing for anything but live wild fish, and there
is no actual measure of skill in the art of angling except
as that may be determined in the highly artificial and
Qone too interesting, casting tournament with bait or fly-
rods. It would be a great thing, would it not, if some
one would invent a way of fishing at the trap?
Well, some one has done it. He is a Chicago man, and

his name is James Munn. Mr. Munn is also the inventor
of a weedless hook which has found favor. He is an em-
ployee in the County Clerk's oflice here, is an ardent
fisherman and of a highly inventive turn of mind. This
last invention of his is something unique, and shows weU
liow much thought and care are expended in matters of
m.odern sportsmanship, and to what perfection, albeit an
artificial one, our sportsmanship has attained. Shooting
at the trap is now recognized, admitted, acknowledged,
and no further discussion exists in regard to it. ShaU we
presently reach a time when fishing at the trap shall have
attained the same status? Mr. Munn thinks so, or at any
rate claims that he will furnish fishing where there are
QO fish, make possible an accm-ate test of skill at angling,
and furnish the dry sport of tournament casting with an
additional and vital zest.

I called on Mr. Munn, and after some talk induced him
to show me one of his traps. He brought out a box about
13 inches long, and 4 by 6 inches in end section. It was
innocent looking enough, and was indeed quite bare on
its outside, except that across the open top of the end
jection a flat piece of metal extended from side to side,
raised about an inch above the wood.
"This is my trap," t-aid Mr. Munn. "At tfie determined

distance, say 30 yards, I bury this box in the water, stand-
ing it the long way up. This flat piece of metal that you
see here will then be just at the surface of the water. It
will be invisible to the caster where he stands, as indeed
the whole top wiU be. He can't see a thing. It's all just
smooth water as when you're out fishing. If the casting
Is in a competition for accuracy, the position of the trap
can be indicated by a Utile flag. In any case, the trap
itself is concealed entirely,

"Now, here is my black bass," and Mr. Munn pro-
iuced a nice bass just 12 inches long, made of tin, and
luite reaUstic. "You see, I put this bass into the trap,
aU down. He stands on his tail, head up. waiting for a
Tog. You have noticed that bass come out of water
lead first, and as if shot up by a spring ? WeU, there is
i spring in rhe bottom of this trap, which you can't see.
When I put the bass down in the trap, I set the spring,
[t is just exactly the principle of the Jack-in-the-box,
which we used to see when we were boys.
"Two things remain to be done. We must make the

baas strike at the frog and we must make him take hold
of it. You are laugMng. Well, just wait.
'•You observe that this bass does not open his mouth.

Do you see these two steel wire jaws, one on each side
of his head'; We have to make believe these are his jaws,
only they have square-pointed hooks on the end of them,
and they open sidewise, instead of up and down, as the
bass mouth really does.

We put the bass down in the box, which sets the pro-
pelling spring. Then we pull his jaws apart, one on
each side of the trap, six inches wide say. We catch

each jaw in a trigger, the spring of the jaws holding the
trigger in place. The trigger, you will see, is governed
by this fiat piece of metal which crosses the end of the
trap, but which never covers up the aperture of the trap
where the bass has to come out. This piece of metal I

call the trip.

"The ti-ip, as I have said, is just at the surface of the
water. If you pull on the trip you spring the trigger,
which releases the jaws. You also at the same instant
loosen the propelling spring at the bottom of the ti-ap.

Now then, supposing you are casting a frog. You know
you must cast over or beyond the trap—bass, I mean

—

and that you must be accurate to within six inches. You
make your cast. Your frog goes 10ft. beyond this little

flat bar, or trip, but your line passes across the top of
the trip, and when you begin to reel in, your hook, or
frog, catches on this trip, which is level with the surface
of the water. At the first pull off goes the tiigger. Up
jumps Mr. Bass out of the box, three feet high, and look-
ing as much like a bass as if he were alive. As he goes
up his two wire jaws spring together, the hooks on the
ends of them crossing and clamping on the line in such
a way that it is impossible to pull a hook or even a sinker
through them. You now have had your rise and your
fish has been hooked. The trap wiU do this every time
you cast a line across this horizontal trip.

"But this is not all. It is only half the fun in striking
a fish. You've got to play him. You think there is no
play in a tin fish? There is where you are mistaken.
"You will see that this bass is ballasted with cork until

it has just about the specific gravity of water. After the
bass jumj)s out of the box and grabs the line he Ues still

a while, as any bass will do, swallowing the bait. You
wait till he has had about time to swallow your frog and
then you strike him—see? Ahal do you see his fins work?
The fact is the wire jaws are attached to springs inside
the bass which work the tail and fins. My model is not
yet quite complete in thisj but both tail and fins will work
and this will give the bass motion and resistance in the
water. You can have quite a lot of fun playing a tin bass
if it is only the right kind of a tin bass.

"AU these motions I claim for my trapped bass. It will
do these things every time. I am not quite ready to show
the thing in complete operation, but hope soon to be, and
believe it to be perfectly practical."
The rough working model shown me by Mr. Munn con-

vinced me thoroughly of the possibflity and practicability
of everything he claimed. The traj) will work for either
bait or fly-casting. It is the intention to have several of
the traps, set at intervals, as a "battery" in casting tour-
naments, and the Chicago Fly-Casting Club may use the
trap at their tournaments this summer. If so, the public
may have the chance of seeing in operation one of the
most unique ideas ever known in sportsmanship. But
angling at the trap, and professional fish shots—shades of
good anglers, what are we coming to!

Mr. Munn told me that he did not yet have his trap
ready for a club market, indeed not entirely completed in
aU its details, and added that several newspaper men were
waiting to write it up when he got it finished. Perhaps
this description may be of assistance to the other papers
in their subsequent handUng of what is really a very in-

teresting bit of news. Mr. Munn has done something new
under the sun, and I wish and beheve that he may make
a success out of his invention.

Alas! Santa Ana.

Mr. O. H. Hampton, well-known as a Forest and
Stream correspondent, is a traveling man. Under recent
date he writes me from MayviUe, Wis., near by
Kekoskee, and says:

"Santa Ana is dead. The bullhead habit was the cause
of his xmtimely departure. He had grown so fond of
them that he would eat nothing else, and when the supply
gave out he would eat nothing else, and starved himself
to death."
As the above was written from the hostlery of mine

host D. Puis, proprietor of the American House (wonder
why he calls it the American House?), there is every
reason to beheve it is correct, because Mr. Puis knew
Santa Ana weU. Alas! poor Santa Ana, that noble horse!
His death is a disgrace to the citizens of MayvUle and
Kekoskee. Unthmking men, was it then impossible, in
the past winter of plenty, when buUlieads were well nigh
copious as of yore, to lay up a store which would sustain
Santa Ana until another season of plenty? By such un-
reasoning want of care are nations ruined, homes de-
stroyed and cities brought into premature decay. Without
Santa Ana, MayviUe is doomed. It is anathema Mary-
anntha, in the words of the prophet. ^Und ach! dot
Santy Anny. It is a tausend pities.

Tarpon and Salmon.
The other day I met at the Forest axd Streasi ex-

hibit at the World's Fair a young gentleman who seemed
much interested in the big tarpon. He mentioned that
he was from England and was on a long trip of pleasure
m this country, his card declaring him to be "Henry
Craven, Smedley Lodge, Manchester."

"I should think a tarpon would make an ugly fight,"
said he, "though I don't fancy the sort of tackle it seems
one must use for them. They are heavier than any
salmon, to be sure, but I can't see how they can be much
hvelier. It's grand sport, salmon fishing. Last year I
kUled a salmon, up in Scotland, that weighed oOlbs. It
was a great fight. And, do you know, in Scotland one is

not aUowed to use a gaff in landing a salmon. The
opinion is that too many fish get away in an injured
condition when the gaff is in use. We have to land our
fish there in a vast landing net.

' 'I see you have here in the building the skin of a brook
trout that weighed 91bs. or better. It is a very handsome
fish. What would you say to a brook trout that weighed
401b3.? There was one taken of that weight in Wales. It
was a monster. You may see we have some fishing in
a way in the old country, but it is no such vast a region
as this. Last year I took some of your black bass in New
England, and hked the sport very much. A mascallonge
I have never kiUed, but I judge from the mounted speci-
mens I see here it must be a fighter, and as I am now not
so far from the mascaUonge countrr, I should be de-
Ughted to have a go with one, if possible."

Wants a Rough Trfp.

Mr. H. Ashbrook, of St. Louis, Mo., writes: "Where
can I find good bass fishing in northern Wisconsin or
Michigan, in lakes that have not been fished too much?

It does not matter how much of a wilderness I get into
or how rough the country is. If the readers of your
valuable paper would write me, some who are thoroughly
posted, I would thank them."

If Mr. Ashbrook wiU go to Trout Lake via Woodruff',
Wis. , cross the lake and portage a mile and a half over to

Rice Lake, he will find pleasant camping grounds and be
at hand to Crooked Lake, Boulder Lake and the Maui-
towish River. EspeciaUy in the river he will find all the
bass fishing he likes, and can take all the wall-eyes he
wants, and very likely have fine muscallonge fishing.

These are as good waters as lie in Wisconsin, but if they
are too easy, guides can be obtained at Trout Lake who
will take the adventurous hundreds of miles over the
inner waterways and lose him to his heart's content. Mr.
W. H. HaskeU, of this city, Mr. J. C. Cooper, Mr. J. M.
Clark or any of many others to whom I can forward mail,
wUl no doubt be glad to teU about that country to any one
who wants a pleasant trip there. E. Houqh.

909 SacuRiTY BixiLDiNG, Chicago.

ONEIDA LAKE.
Oneida Lake is situated northwest of Syracuse, the out-

let being 12 miles distant. It is some 30 miles long and
5 mUes wide, and shaUow in depth. Many streams empty
into it, the principal one being Fish Creek, which has its

head on the margin of the Wilderness. The feeding
grounds are everywhere, and the feed abundant. It is an
admitted fact that, to say the least, there are no better
breeding waters in New York State.

This lake is connected by rivers and streams with a vast
area of water. Cayuga, Seneca and Onondaga lakes are
the most important bodies of water connected with it,

except Lake Ontai'io, into which the Oswego River
empties. The Cayuga and Seneca flow through the
Seneca River via Montezuma and Baldwinsville to its

junction north of Sj^racuse with the Oneida River through
which Oneida Lake, twelve miles away, discharges its

water. At the place of this junction of the Seneca and
Oneida rivers the Oswego River begins and the place takes
the name of Three Rivers, although the Oswego is but a
continuance of the Seneca, the Oneida coming in from
the east at a right angle.

To show thfi fertility of Oneida Lake, I am able to pre-
sent a few facts given to me by Hon. H. B. Johnson,
Commissioner of Public Works of Syracuse. For many
years he was a dealer in fish at Brewerton, where the out-
let of the lake is, and the record of his transactions is

still preserved by Mm. He bought the greater part of the
product of the numerous nets for some fifteen years before
laws prohibiting netting were passed. Here is a statement
for four months in 1878, which, Mr. Johnson says, is a fah*

average of the business for fifteen years:

Pounds of Pounds of
sunflsh pike, pickerel

Months. Barrels. and perch. and bass.
August 417 55,198 28,321
September 527 66,912 38,488
October 578 73,433 41,470
November 511 70,107 33,0<)3

The largest shipment made by him in one day was 98

barrels, 19,1201bs. In the winter of 1876-77 he shipped 84
tons of pike which were caught through the ice.

These figures show the value of Oneida Lake for breed-
ing pm-poses. They are verified too, if verification were
necessary, by the rapid increase since netting was aliiioat

entirely stopped within the last two years. Nobody now
living ever knew such exceUent fishing as that lake now
affords. Mr. .Johnson, than whom none knows the lake
better, more inteUigently, says that "with the present
excellent protection continued and the help of a hatchery,
it can be made the most wonderful fish-producing water in

this country." For that matter nobody doubts this fact.

At the request of Mr. Henry Loftie, who in conjunction
with others has personaUy spent a large amount of both
time and money in a successful effort to increase the fish

food supply throughout central New York, the Commis-
sioners of Fisheries yesterday visited the lake, a few
friends of Mr. Loftie accompanying him and them. All
were guests of Mr. Loftie who ijrovided for them sump-
tuously. With the aid of a steam, yacht Constantia was
visited, where a stream comes into the lake from the trout
region on the north. It was at once apparent to all that
it was not only a choice place for hatching pike and some
other kinds of fish, but that trout could also be produced
as weU as at almost any other hatchery in this country.
The desirability and practicability of a hatchery at this

point cannot be questioned. In no manner can the watere
of central New York, Lake Ontario and the St. Lawrence
River be so weU aupphed with fish as from this lake. It

can be made a great and inexhaustible reservoir.

Without committing themselves in relation to the es-

tablishment of a hatchery, the Commissioner conceded
that as the waters of central New York were so well
protected central New York was entitled to have
reqiiests made of the Commissioner well considered. An
order was given to Munroe Green on the spot to send
50,000 muskalonge to the lake in the belief that such fish

would flotu-ish in this water even better than in the St.

Lawrence.
I append some particulars of the Commissioners' visit

and of their observations elsewhere, which, I assume, are
of general interest. D. H, HutiCK.

Syracuse, July 15.

Prom the Syruciiae Daily Journal, July ll„

The Xew York State Fishery Commissioa arrived in Syracuse last
night in a private car on the Central-Hudson road and registered at
the Yates. The ComniiHsioners are: L. D. Huntington, New liochelle.
President; Edward P. Doyle, New York, Secretary and Engineer; VV.
H. Bowman, Rochester; A. S. Josline, Tottenville; I). G. Ilaclfney,
Fort Plain, and Robert Hamlit^jn, Greenwich. Mr. Haclcney is not
with the CbmmiBslon, but they are accompanied by Munroe Green,
brother of the late Seth Green, originator of the uatchery aystem.
The Commissioners came liere as the guests of Henry Loftie and with
a view of examining the waters of Oneida Lake as U) their condition
for fish propagation. It has long been held that Oneida Lake is the
most favorable water in the State for a x^ike hatchery, and it is quite
likely that one will be established there. At 9 o'clock this morning
the Commissioners left the JYates and drove to South Bay, accom-
panied by Henry Loftie, R. w. Jones, Carroll E. Smith, Gen. L». il
Bruc« and J. X. Babcock. The party will return this evening.
The Commissioners came here from Baranac Lake. They began

their tour of inspection la-st Friday, and their first work was the in
vestigation of the flshways on the Huflson River at M.echanicvUle and
Northumberland . These had been rerKirt«d to them as In such bad
condition ajs to interfere seriously with the passing of the salmon to
thfar spawning ground. These flshways were ordered repaired and
plans ma/le for extending the aprons lOft, further Into the river.
While at MechanicvQLe the Comioissionfirs were ctn^tixcfid that the

Hudson could be made in time a good .salmon streain, for they re-
ceived the InformaCion on good authority that three large-fcl/.ed saunon
had been taken with a fly at Chat place. This will be welcome news to
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the lovers of this sport, as it will obviate the necessity of their going
to Canada after their flsh.
From the Hudson the Commissioners went to the Fulton Chain to

inspect the hatcheries. TNTille there plans for the new hatcheries were
approved, and the work of building them began to-day with the laying
of the foundations. Nothing was done at Saranac Inn, because the
title to this property is in dispute between Dr. 8. B. Ward and the
State. Theproperty will, therefore, remain unimpi-oved until the At-
torney-General, to whom the Commissioners have referred the matter,
gives some decision.
Edward P. Doyle, the Secretary of the Commission, said that the

location for the two new hatcheries for which the last Legislature
made an appropriation of $10,000, would be decided upon by the first
of next month. Mr. Doyle also said that the distribution of flsh for
this year had exceeded that of any preceding year by over 40,000,000.
For the first time in the history of the Commission, lobsters had been
successfully hatched on a large scale.
The car in which the Commission travels is fitted up in such a way

as to afford travehng accommodations for the Commissioners and
also provide room for the transportation and hatching of small shad
fry. After theu- inspection of Oneida Lake the Commissioners will
return to New York, and later in the season will make an inspection
Of the hatcheries in the western part of the State.

"FOREST AND STREAM" PISHIITG POSTALS
Send us a postal card report of your ovm luck, your partner's luck,

your neighbor's hick, your father-in-lato's luck, .^nd—her Zwcfc.

Clayton, N. Y., July 10.—Geo. S. Brownell. Albert
Ault, Cliff Ault and Chas. Schubert, of Cincinnati, O.,
stopping at the Columbian, Thousand Islands Park, caught
23 fine large pickerel on the 10th. This is a good start for
this season. O. P. Hadcock.

Little Rook, Ark., July 8.—Last Saturday, with m. J.
M. Pemberton, a shooting and fishing companion, I visited
Old River, fourteen miles from this city, and witli live
bait we took in two and a half hours upward of 60 bass,
averaging from li to S^lbs. I have since tried them very
successfully with the fly, the Johnson-fancy being the
most killing fly I have tried. Jos. W. Irwin.

Totten^^ille, Staten Island, N. Y., July 12.—Four weak-
. fish at half flood. One weighed 5flbs. one hour after
taken j the others were large fish. Prospects for the com-
ing week seem good. John T. Hawkins.

Henderson, N. Y.—Catch of C. F. Beatty, New York,
at Brooklyn House, Henderson: July 3, 18; July 4, 42;
July 5, rain; July 6, 47; July 7, dead calm, 9. All small-
mouth bass. Average weight, about Iflbs.

A, Wilkinson.

Mr. T. F. Secor, who has just returned from Chinco-
teague, Va., reports the fishing unusually poor for this
season of the year. Last year he had good sport previous
to July 10 in these waters, but this year he caught nothing
worth mentioning. He reports that there are some ' 'tx'ail-

ers" caught, but no large bluefish and no weakfish. No
doubt the fishing will improve as the season advances.

Merrill, Clinton County, N. Y.—A guest of the Indian
Point House, on Upper Chateaugay Lake, caught three
brook trout July 10 that weighed 41bs. One weighed
21bs., one lib. 7oz., and one 7oz. The fishing is faMy
good at present, and some nice troiit have been taken.

R. M. S.

Sayville, L. L, July 8.—There is good fishing in Great
South Bay at present." Bluefish and sea bass are biting
well. One boat reported a catch of forty bluefish this
week. Flounders are also caught in large numbers on
the "Cinders." Boats may be had at Sayville, Bay Shore
or IsUp. July 17.—The bluefish have gone; but flounders
and sea bass are taking the hooks.

Lake Ronkonkoma, L. L—The bass fishing in this lake
is unusually good this year. Since Mr. Wilson's capture
of a 7-pounder several other large fish have been taken,
including one of 6ilbs. weight. Bass take the fly well at
present, but the largest catches are made casting with the
frog.

DanYers, Mass., July 15, 1893.—Frank Brown caught a
brook trout here a while ago that weighed Iflbs. We
caU that a pretty good catch for this part of the country.

W. B. C.

July 15.-^Mr. Harry Crosby, of Chicago, while fishing
in Clayton waters for black bass on 8th inst. , hooked and
landed a 241b. muskallonge on an 8oz. rod and light
tackle, Mr. Crosby had just one hour's hard work before
the fish was finally captured and safely in the skiff.

J. G. Fraser.

Stevensville, N. Y., July 15.—Mr. Fred Sanford, of
Liberty Falls, caught one pickerel weight 41bs. lOoz., and
one pickerel, weight 31bs. 12oz. in Stevensville Lake, to-

day. He was out about three-quarters of an hour. Pros-
pects for next week good. H. M. Stoddard.

Three Lakes, Wis., July 13.—Mr. Walter Stager and
son, of Sterling, 111. caught in four days' fishing 483 black
bass largest 5ilbs. , and two maskallonge, largest 15ilbs.
Fishing is good For information address

F. R. French.

AWEONDACK, N. Y. (Riverside), July 13.—Watch Rock
Hotel, on Schroon Lake.—Bass are now running, some
good ones being taken. One of our guides landed a
121lbs. lake trout last week, and Judge Freedman, of the
New York Superior Court, caught one a few days ago
weighing 211bs. Brook trout fishing is good, one of the
guests having a 3-pounder in his catch Monday.

George Cecil.

Where to Go.

Anyone desiring information with regard to the hotels
advertised in Forest and Stream, such as rates, routes,
or fishing and hunting opportunities, should address
Forest .and Stream Information Bureau, where all

reasonable inquiries will receive prompt answers.

A Walton Celebration at Niagara.

Toronto, July 12.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: It is a
cm-ious fact that while the 300th anniversary of the birth
of the father of angliug and the chronicler thereof, Izaak
Walton, is being duly celebrated in various places in
England and the United States, as yet very few points
in Canada, the abundant- home of all the finny beau-
i es of ttie continent, the happy hxmting waters of so

many fishermen, have intimated their intention of doing
honors to the revered Izaak. There is, however, one
place which will celebrate the Walton tercentenary and
that is Niagara-on-the-Lake, the picturesque and liis-

toric old town (now known chiefly as a summer water-
ing place) situated at the mouth of the Niagara River,
where its waters go to make Lake Ontario. The waters
here have been famous for the excellence of the black
bass that are captured in large quantities every year.
The water is probably the purest of any in America, as
it comes aerated, crystallized and thoroughly ffltered by
its plunge over the Falls of Niagara and its rapid cleans-
ing career of thirty miles from Lake Erie to Lake On-
tario. This fact accounts for the black bass being as
fine if not finer than any game fish found elsewhere on
the continent. They are all large, small-mouthed, firm-
fleshed, none of your flabby large-mouthed fish, and are
magnificent eating, having a peculiarly delicious flavor.
They are caught at this season with hook and line, the
best bait being young minnows, but occasionally they
will rise to the trolling spoon.
At such a spot as this the three hundredth anniversary

of Izaak Walton will be celebrated on Aug. 9. A large
number of noted anglers from Toronto, Montreal and
other Canadian cities, and from Buffalo, Lockport,
Rochester and neighboring cities inNew York State, will
gather. The day wiU be spent in following the bass, and
in the evening the anglers' dinner will be held at the
Queen's Royal Hotel, in the spacious ball room of the
hotel. It will be a fish dinner, and the courses will be
the various fish found in the Niagara waters, such as
black bass, lake herring, the splendid whitefish, the tasty
perch, while such dehcacies as whitebait and brook trout
will add to the tastiness of the event. After dinner a
smoking concert wiU be held, at which there will be
speeches and aU the talk that makes fishermen so com-
panionable. It is likely that this occasion will be the be-
ginning of a series of annual gatherings at which anglers
from both sides of the border may meet in common
waters. Waltonian.

The Chicago Fly-Casting Club.

Mr. E. E. Wilkinson won all the events at the tourna-
ment at Washington Park on July 13. In the first con-
test, for accuracy fly-casting, distance 50ft., E. E. Wil-
kinson was flrst with an average of 19Ut. , J. E. Isgrigg
second. Second contest, long distance fly-casting, E, E.
Wilkinson was first, he casting 66ft. ; J. M. Clark was
second with 65ift. Third contest, long distance and
accm-acy bait-casting, E. E. Wilkinson was first with an
average of 99-i%, distance 135^ft. ; F. B. Davidson second,
average 99^, distance 128ft. B. Waters.

Plant ITearlings Where Needed.
BY WM. F. PAGE.

A paper read at the Twenty-second Meeting of the American Fish,
eries Society, Chicago, 111,, June 15, 1893.

(Concluded frovi page S2).

Is THE cost excessive? That is something every man must
work out for himself. In commercial fishcultui-e the prob-
lem is soon solved by reference to the cash account. In gov-
ernmental work it is a matter between the authorized agents
and the legislative body controlling. It depends upon so
many things that no one can say the cost is or is not excess-
ive except for a particular locaHfcy. A food ^\'hich we can
well afford to use in Missouri Is found too costly in the East.
Leaving then the qxiestion of expense, let us see wherein

does the planting of yearlings lack analogy to other pro-
cesses. Last year the attempt was made to draw a compari-
son between stocking a stream with fish and raising an
orchard, and with the parallel but half drawn it looked
rather adverse to the yearling idea; but had the parallel been
carried to its legitimate conclusion we would have seen that
the young trees to thrive were in constant need of attention
and protection. Food, water and protection from enemies
all yoimg trees must have or only the fittest survive. For-
getting or ignoring these fundamental principles of hus-
bandry, it was concluded that because one could raise large
trees from small ones, therefore one could to the best advan-
tage stock wUd waters with infant flsh. There is no true
simile at any point between the two processes. In the
former case we domesticate the trees and in the latter case
we natxiralize the fish. These are widely divergent processes,
in so much that in naturalization we omitj or at least do not
extend, the protection always accompanymg domestication.
A fair comparison cannot be di'awn between the two. A
fairer comparison might be found in the colonization by man
of new countries. Who among the advocates of infant fry
planting would support a scheme for colonizing a new
America by sending out a cargo of babies? Let us look at
this simile and see if it won't parallel better than that of the
orchard. The history of the early colonization of this conti-
nent and Australia contain accounts of the death from dis-

ease, enemies and murder by savages sometimes of entire
communities. Truly these were "lambs placed in the lion's

den for safekeeping" somewhat on the order recounted (page
83, twenty-first meeting) of planting two-pound lake trout ta
a lake infested by pickerel. The mcu'al s, if you will put
your lambs into lions' dens, don't think it strange if others
put their sheep into a sheepfold. But, further, we see that
wherever on proper lines colonization has been undertaken,
success has crowned the effort, and so it will eventually
prove in the naturalization of fish.

As a practical workman I wish to^entermy negation to the
doctrine advanced in this association in the past of the very
lai-ge percentage of loss unavoidable in raising fry to year-
lings. One member last year said if you have good luck "with
one million fry you may have 600,000 fi.?h at the end of the
year. In other words a loss of 40 per cent., and another
member placed the unavoidable loss at 50 to 75 per cent. I

prefer to look upon these statements as fancy born and not
as the expressions of experience. Twenty-five years ago they
might have held good. But to-day with proper appliances
and a proper understanding and knowledge of the work a
loss of 75, 50 or even 40 per cent, from fry to yearlings should
be considered inexcusable. (This be it under.stood to apply
only to the product of such eggs as have not been subject
to transportation.) As tottching this matter I ask your at-

tention to the followuig quotation from Mi-. Livingston
Stone's work, "Domesticated Trout" (third edition, page 190):

"I must, nevertheless, venture to disagee with them if they
mean that there is any necessary inherent cause of death
in the young fry which cannot be removed. Some will die,

say 5 per cent., though it ought to be less than this, of weak
constitutions. They are born into the world so weakly con-
stituted that they cannot stand the wear and tear of life,

and must die. I admit there maybe perhaps five per cent,

of ithese necessary, unavoidable deaths; but that the rest

come into being already doomed to prematm-e death, or that
young trout have any mysterious or peculiar inherent cause

of death in them, ainy more than young calves, or pigs, or
chickens, I do not believe. In the present state of infor-
mation of the art, young trout fry may be more liable to
accidents than other young domesticated creatures, and it
may be more difficult to guard against their diseases, but
this is another thing. Careless breeding may, and careless
hatching will, produce a progeny of young trout of which 90
per cent, will die; but this is also another thing. Careful
breeding and hatching will produce trout which are just as
Ukely to live, in my opinion, as the same number of lambs
or chickens; and if the young fry die it is not because of
any mysterious, innate cause peculiar to them because they
are trout, but it is because they were killed, deliberately
killed, by external causes, just as much as lambs or chick-
ens are killed by storms, or by parasites, or from starva-
tion or poison. It is true that they are killed from igno-
rance of their wants, and not from wilful neglect, but it is
the same thing abstractly—the cause of death is external
and removable, and not innate and necessary. Their wants
are peculiar, of course, and more occult and "intangible than
those of pigs and colts, and to a beginner it will sometimes
seem as if they died without being diseased. But if they
were as large as pigs and colts and could be studied as
easily, I do not thtuk their wants would be foimd to be
any more mysterious or peculiar; and if the cause of dis-
ease could be magnified, so as to be observed and studied
clearly, I think that no more trout would die when nothing
was the matter with them.

"I am further convinced that study and experience will
eventually clear this subject, notwithstanding the difficulties
which surround it, and that at some time it will be knowQ
how to raise trout and make them live, as well as is knowm
how to raise turkeys and chickens. I beUeve that there are
energy and intelligence enough now interested in the cause
to accomplish this end. I take this ground, partly because
any other is ujiphilosophical and uncomplimentary to the
intelligence of those who are studying the art, and partly
because the facts of experience confirm it."
On page 149 of the "History ofiHowietoun," Sir James

Maitland, speaking of a loss of 20 per cent, in a particular
lot of S. levensensis, says: "This is a very heavy percentage,
and is probably 8 per cent, too high," and in another place he
gives his losses as 11 per cent, and IB per cent. My own ex-
perience with healthy eggs and fry is that the loss should not
reach 10 per cent. These figures are not guesses. They are
founded on actital counts. My method is this: In the spring
about or a little before the average time of planting fi-y our
young trout are transferred from the hatchuig troughs to the
outdoor pools, We commence by taking out 500 of the most
advanced fry and putting them into a pool by themselves.
No other fry are added to them until they have been taught
to readily congregate in the pool for then- food. This train-
ing occupies two, three, four or five days, depending upon
the fish and the condition of the weather. When they are
thoroughly trained in this, a thousand more fry are added.
It is expected, and rarely fails, that the 500 trained fish teach
the 1,000 new fish to assemble at feeding times. Day by day
we add fry in lots of 1,000 until the pool receives its q'uota.
Now, the test of the Avhole matter comes in the succeeding
fall, when the messenger brings his orders for so many
yearling fish. Let us suppose his order calls for 5,830 fish.
Then, that is just the number which we give him. But how?
As a shipment of fry was formerly determined by counting a
pan of 500 and estimating the balance? By no means. The
fish are counted. At the Neosho Station three men ordinarily
require less than two hours from start to finish in counting
and loading an average carload of yearlhigs. The captain
of the car is at liberty to supervise and check the count. At
its completion he gives a receipt for the number of flsh. This
receipt is subject to a check in that the messenger must ob-
tain a receipt or receipts from the final recipient or recipients
of the fish for the like number, or stand the onus of haA'ing
lost the fish in transit. The total of the receipts given by
the messengers, subtracted from the total of the fry counted
into the pools represents the loss in raising fi-om fry to year-
fings. A little while back I made the statement that" this
loss need not exceed 10 per cent. Let us see what this loss
has been during the history of the Neosho Station. In 1890
on rainbow trotit, 9 per cent.; in 1891, on rainbow trout, 7 per
cent. ; on Von Behr trout, M per cent. ; on brook trout, 26 per
cent.; in 1892, on rainbow trout 6 per cent, and on brook
trout 8 per cent. The average of these six instances is 15 per
cent. This is 5 per cent, too high, and was occasioned by the
excessive loss of 34 per cent, and 36 per cent, respectively in
the Von Behr and brook trout of 1891. In the report of thes^

.

two lots of flsh, written before this loss occurred, it w^-,
stated that they were very inferior lots of flsh, with low ^e^".

gree of vitality, and tmlikely to reach maturity. But the

.

rainbow eggs of the seasons of 1890 and 1891 were stron§,and
,

healthy, and their fry suffered a loss of only 9 per ceijt. and
7 per cent, respectively. The lowest loss, 6 per cent., was in

'

the lot of rainbows raised from eggs spawned at Neosho

—

from eggs which had never tmdergone transportation. I

,

have a belief that the very bast re.sults in fishculture will be .'

attained by hatching from eggs which have not been subr.
jected to transportation.
The successes which have attended our methods of raising

;

trout fi-y to yearlings in pools are in the nature of a guaran- .

tee or proof that in principde it is very near correct. How
dift'eient it is from the practice of planting several thousand
fry at one time in one place. Some eighteen years ago when

,

we were getting ready a shipment of California salmon fry
an old gentleman who frequently visited the hatchery asked,

.

"Who's going to stay down at the river to care for those-
minnows and chop liver for them?" The question at that,
time provoked a smile; but to-day, in all sei-iousness, I ask
it of the advocates of fi-y planting. Who is to take care of
your fry after they are planted? In this connection it was
well pointed owt in the last meeting that the condition of
the fry when jjlanted was such that they must have food at
once or they perish. W^hile on the other hand the yearlings
are in condition to go without food for a considerable length
of time. It has frequently happened in the past, and will I
fear frequently happen in the future, that a plant of fry has
been dumped in a stream at some point instead of being
properly scattered in the smaller streams. Two of the best
writers on trout culture have hinted at the danger of this.
In the "History of Howietoun," this siguiflcaut passage
occurs (page 69): "It must never be forgotten that fry of
salmon and trout do not roam in search or food, but take up'
flxed positions, and snatch at particles carried past by the
current; and they do not forage like yearlings until they are
three or four months old. Many of the failures in fishcul-
ture are attributable to this habit" being overlooked, although
as eaiiy as 1873 it w^as noted by Livingston Stone, who says
("Domesticated Trout," page 171): 'As they continue to grow,
they increase their range^ and by the first of September or a
little later, they take their food like old trout. ' " Now, what^ •

are the consequences of these fi-y thus taking up a fixed
abode for several months? L^^nless the number be small or
the food be unusually abundant, some of those which escape
the thousand and one dangers of the fry stage will be stunted
and never attain any .size. But of the vast majority, what.^*
They simply go to join the vast majority on the other side of
trout life. Listen for a moment to a partial list of the de-
structive agencies which ai-e waiting, watching and search-
ing for them. But no, 1 won't inflict you. Their name is
legion. You all know some of them, but none of us know
them all. During the past four years we killed at Neosho
Station, 530 predatory birds, 239 piscivorous snakes, 2,5001bs.
of crayfish, besides very many other enemies. We try to
exemplify the motto tha"t "Eternal vigilance is the price of
fish." And yet we lose young carp, tench, bass and other
pond fish. Lose by the hundreds, yes, thousands. Not from
disease or inherent vreakness, but by enemies so insidious, so
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persistent, so minute, so numerous that we cannot totally

iradicate them. Gentlemen, you will find it an eaormons
bask to rear enough fry to counteract the destruction caused
by natural enemies, and especially so unless all your plants

are made under the best conditions with the greatest care,

you will find also that the cost of distribution when your fry

are thus planted to the best advantage will commence to ap-
proximate the cost of distributing yearlings. Stocking a
stream with yearling fish requires every degree of careful

forethought; but stocking a stream with fry dernands an
intimate knowledge of the stream and its inhabitants, a
more careful and wider distribution of the plant, and in
many cases an accompanying or prior depcsit of natural
food adapted to infant trout diet.

In the Trausactions of the Twenty-First Meeting of this

Society, on page 113, occurs the following quotation: "I
have seen it stated in some of the streams of the Yellow-
stone, or West, several attempts were made to plant with
fry, which failed, and other attempts made with yearlings
succeeded. Now, the question naturally arises, suppose
those yearlings do succeed and spawn there, what is to

become of their fry when they are hatched? * * * It

strikes me * * * if the fry cannot live in those streams,
and nothing but yearling can, you have got to put in year-

lings there every year." The foregoing remarks, no doubt,
had reference to the plants of yearling tro\it made in the
waters of the Yellowstone National Park by the United
States Fish Commission in the autumns of 1889 and 1890, a
concise history of which can be found in the Report of the
U. S. Commissioner of Fish and Fisheries on the Explora-
tions in Montana and Wyoming in the summer of 1891.

(Senate Mis. Doc. No. 65, pagesol, 53 and 53). I do not know
the authority for sajdng these streams had hitherto been
unsuccessfully tried with fry—though possibly they had.
But I have.the very beat authority for saying that in at least

one of these streams most unfavorable conditions prevailed
for stocking with fry, and in one other the conditions were
adverse for stocking with yearlings. One of the streams,
the Upper Gibson River, contained the blob, or miller's

thumb (Coitus bairdi punctulatus), and in the other, the
Yellowstone River, the native mountain trout (Salmo
mykisn) was abundant. The infernally destructive propen-
sities of the miller's thumb are too well known to need
remark here. The native trout of the Yellowstone has well
been called voracious, and to him has been credited the des-

:truction of at least one entire plant of fry. Professor Ever-
man, reporting on his reconnaissance of these waters, made
in the summer of 1891, says: "At least the brook and Loch
Leven trout, which were planted in 1889, spawned in 1890, as

we found young of these species that could not be over a
year old." Here is definite proof that yearlings planted in

a stream are capable of reproducing and rearing their young,
under conditions which would have, we may fairly say, been
detrimental if not destructive to a plant of fry. How this

was accomplished will, I think, show why it will not be
necessary to annually restock a stream -svith yearlings
because fry would not primarily live in it. That the trout
do not exercise any direct parental care (one of the most
potent and necessary factors in the reproductions of animals
m general) I freely concede, and yet more freely that the
young fry are under natural environments at all times the
prey of numberless enemies. It is not asking too much to

suppose that the yearlings would and do destroy, either as
food or from self-protection, and in some cases from
wantonness, very much of the animal life which would
otherwise find a ready and acceptable subsistence upon the
eggs and fry of the trout in the following year. It may be
too much to state, but at least it cannot be contra-proved,
that the adult trout destroys many of these enemies of their

young from a sense of the necessity of the case. The year-
ling and the adult fish when planted in new waters in their
subsistence on its animal life, and in their fight for survival,

in short, in their very liv^ing in these waters prepare them
for their progeny. It strikes me that in this they but
parallel the only lines mankind has found practicable in
colonizing new countries. The fact that a plant of trout fry
in a particular stream, presenting outwardly all the condi-

tions necessary for a happy trout life, has been barren of

results should not be considered as conclusive argument
that trout could not live and multiply in it. Try that stream
again with enough yearlings sufficiently large to war upon
the enemies of baby trout. And if the case is urgent and
the stream is worthy, try it with a few two or even three-
year-old veterans. Take the case of the Yellowstone waters
as an assurance that the fish will attend to their own multi-
plication and save you the trouble of annually replanting
yearlings.
The relative values of fry and yearlings for stocking pur-

poses will probably_ never be determined. It is certain that
they both have their uses and advantages. There are times
and places where fry can and will do all that is necessary
for stocking a given body of water, and there are places
where yearlings will be required to produce the desired re-

sult. For one I am far from denying that very much of the
magnificent result already achieved by fishculture is due to

plants of fry. But, gentlemen, fry exclusively were planted
when American fishculture was in its infancy; now that it

has reached its majority it should stand ready to do a man's
work of planting yearling fish inhere necessity demands, re-

serving its plants of fry for streams presenting favorable
conditions of water and animal life. In this broad country
of ours, with its diversified water systems and aquatic
fauna, there are streams where fry planting will prove all

sufficient, and others wherein only yearlings can succeed.
Food and cost of 28,000 rainbow trout raised at Neosho,

Mo., Station from fry to yearlings, on a mixed diet of beef
liver and mush, commencing when the fry were transferred
to the outdoor pools, April 1, 1892, ending January 31, 1S93:

Food and cost of 12,000 "vegetarian" rainbow trout raised

at Neosho, Mo., Station from fry to yearlings, commencing
when the fry was transferred to the outdoor pools, April 1,

"'^ and ending Jan. 31, 1893.

•

Period.

Daily Allowance. Total for the Month.

Lhs. of
Liver.

Lbs. of
Mush.

Lbs. of
Liver.

Lbs. of
Mush.

31 days of July
31 days of Aug
30 days of Sep

3.0
3.0
3.6
2.7

3.6
3.6

10.8
15.0
45.0
45.0
45.0
45.0
45.0
45.0

90.0
93.0
108.0
83.7

108.0
111.6
324.0
465.0

1,305.0
1,3.50.0

1,395.0
1,350.0
1,895.0
1,395.0

an.

7

9,288.6

30 days of April..
31 days of May. .

,

30 days of June. .

,

31 days of July..,
31 days of Aug...

,

30 days of Sep . .

,

31 days of Oct. ..

30 days of Nov...,
31 days of Dec...
31 days of Jan...

Daily Allowance.

Lbs. of
Liver,

7.0
7.0
8.4
8.3
12.0
12.0
12.0
12.0
15.0
15.0

Lbs. of
MuBh.

8.4
8.4

25.2
35.0
45.0
60.0
54.0
60.0
60.0
60.0

Total for the Month.

Lbs. of
Liver.

SIO.O
127.0
252.0
195.3
372.0
360.0
872.0
360.0
465.0
465.0

3,368.3

Lbs. of
Mush.

2.')2.0

260.4
755.0

1,085.0
1,395.0
1,800.0
1,674.0
1,800.0
1,860.0
1,860.0

12.742.

4

Immh

374.71bs. of Uver atm cents a pound cost ^l.?'!!
I,288.6ibs. of miish at M cent a pound cost ^^.^.i

Cost of food for 12,000 rainbow trout from AprU 1 to Jan. 31 ^36.33

Cost per 1;000 $3.03; or each fish cost a fraction

under J^ct. February 11, 1893, they were measured and
weighed: 13,000 averaged 4in. long, and 3r.olbs. per 1,000, or

3301bs. gross. A cost per pound of about 11 cents.

NEOSHO STATION, FEB. 11, 1893.

Measure and weight of yearling rainbow trout.

100 of the largest, mush and liver fed, 10.751bs 7 in. long

100 medium size " " " " 4.251bs S.oin. long

100 of those fed on mush only 2.751bs 4 m. long

NEOSHO STATION, FEB. 11, 1893.

Measure and loeight of yearling brook trout.

100 average size, fed on mush and liver 7.51bs 0 5in. long

NEOSHO STATION, JUNE 5, 1893.

Size and allowance of three-year-old rainboxo trout.

1000 three-year-old trout in Pond No. 1 are supported in perfect con-

dition on 21bs. of liver and 401bs of mush per day.
10 of the largest weigh 17.51bs.

15 of the medium weigh 19.5lbs.

25 of the three-year-olds weigh 37.01bs.

Or each flsh 2:!.68oz.. making the weight of the 1,000 l,480lbs. The al-

lowance per day is less tban Z% of their weight of the mixture (in pro-

portion of 1 of liver to 20 of much), costing now 19 cents, per day.

FEEDING AND GEOWTH OF RAi:SBOW TROUT IN THEIR
SECOND TEAR.

Feb. 20, 1893, counted 1,500 13-months-old extra select rain-

bow trout into Pond No. 3 to be raised for future brood
stock. Total weight, 140.51bs., an average of 93.6ribs. per

1,000. Average length of trout. Tin.

April 36, 1893 (65 days afterward) these trout were re-

weighed and found to average SOOlbs. per 1,000, and to meas-
ure^ from 8 to 9iQ., being an increase in weight of 178,^^.

3h
(after Feb. 20)

May 20, 1893, 90 davs after the flsh were first put into No. 3

Pond they were attain reweighed and found to average
3201bs. to the 1,000 fish, and to run from 9 to 9>pn. long,

being an increase in weight of about 341<4!. During these 90

days they had been given .30,51bs. of liver and 1,6371 bs. of

mush, costing SlT.Ol; or each pound of trout gained (after

Feb. 20) cost a fraction over 5 cents.

N. B.—^Prior to April 1, 1893, liver cost 31., cents a pound,
after that the price was i% cents a pound. The cost of mush
remained unchanged, namely one-quarter of a cent a pound.
Up to the time these fish were transferred to Pond No. 3

they had been all the time in a pool 8 x 32ft., among a lot of

6,000 other yearlings. The element of range so essential to

the growth of fish was entirely lackiue, as was also that of

space and natural pasturage. Pond No. 3, into which they
were transferred, supplied to a certain extent these requis-

ites. It has a water surface of about 6,000 square feet and a

reatest depth of 30in. AYhereas the pools had a greatest

-epth of only 2ft., wooden sides and bottom, and with a

constant change of 55 gallons of water per minute, the main-
tenance of pa.sture under these conditions being impossible.

Pond No. 2 is, for at least one-quarter of its area, less than
6in. in depth, containing considerable aquatic flora and
breeding no little natural food.

NEOSHO, MO., JAN. 25, 1892.

Specimens of trou t shipped from Neosho to Washington, D.
C., Jail, as, 1893, to bt cast for the World s Fair.

No. 1, Male fi.sh, rainbow trout, hatched from eggs re-

ceived from WythevUle Station in January, 1890, Weight,
30oz.; age, 3 years.
No. 3. Same as No. 1. Weight, 31o2:.

No. 3. Brook trout, hatched from eggs received from
Northville Station Jan. 25, 1891. Weight, 6oz.: age, 13

months.
No. 4. Same as No. 3. Weight, 6.5oz.

No. 5. Von Behr trout (S. lario), hatched from eggs re-

ceived from NorthvUle Station Feb. 5, 1891. Weight, 3.5oz.;

age, 11 months.
No. 6. Same as No. 5. Weight, 3.5oz.

No. 7. Rainbow trout, hatched from eggs received from
Wytheville Station Jan. 17, 1891. Weight, 3oz.; age, 12
months.
No. 8. Same as No. 7. Weight, 1.5oz.

FIXTURES.
DOG SHOWS.

Aug. 30 to Sept. 2.—Blue Grass Kennel Club, at Lexington, Ky. Mr
Roger Williams, Sec'y. _
Sept. 5 to 8.—Kingston (Ont.) K. C, at Kingston. H. C. Bates, Sec'y-

Sept. 11 to 15.—Toronto, Canada. C. A. Stone. Sec'y.

Sept. 19 to 22.—Rhode Island State Fair Ass'n at Narragansett Park.
D. C. Collins, Sec'y.
Sept. 19 to 22.—World's Tair, Chicago. W. I. Buchanan, Chief Dept.

of Agriculture.
Oct. 3 to 6.—Minneapolis K. 0., at Minneapolis. H. T.Van Duster, See.

Nov. 21 to 24.—New Jersey K. L.. at Newark. Dr. W. F. Seidler, Sec.

Dec. 12 to 15.—R. I. Poultry and Pet Stock Ass'n, at Providence.

FIELD TRIALS.

Sept. 4.—Northwestern Field Trial Club's second annual trials, Man-
itoba. Thos. Johnson, Sec'y, Winnipeg.
Sept. 12.—Manitoba Field Trials Club's Trials, Souris, Manitoba. E.

D. Adams, Sec'y, Winnipeg.
, ^ ,

Nov. 6.—United States Field Trials Club's Fall Trials, Bicknell, Ind.

P. T. Madison, Sec'y, Indianapolis.
Nov. ".—International Field Trial Club's Fourth Trials, Chatham,

Ont. W. B. WeUs, Sec'y, Chatham.
Nov. 15.—Ohio Field Trial Club's Second Trials. Canton, O. C. V.

Lellinger, Sec'v.
Nov. 15.—American Field Trial Club Trials, at Carlisle, Ind. W. J.

Beck, Sec'y, Columbus. Ind.

Nov. 20.—Fastei-n Field Trial Club's Trials, at Newton, N. C. Mem-
bers' Stake Nov. 16. W. A. Coster, Sec'y.

1894.

Jan. 29.—Southern Field Trial Club's Trials, New Albany, Miss. T.

M. Brumby, Sec'y, Marietta, Ga.
Feb. 19.—United States Field Trials Club's Sprmg Trials, Grand

Junction, Tenn. P. T. Madison, Sec'y, Indianapolis, Ind.

"Statistical Review of Fishculture."

In the valuable statistical review by Mr. N. Borodine,
printed in our issue of July 8, page 10, third column, forty-
first line, for "protection" read "propagation."

3,268. 31ba. of liver, at S!4 cents a pound, cost S114.39
18,742.41bs. of mush, at !4 cent a pound, cost 81.86

Cost of food for 28,000 rainbow trout from April 1 to Jan. 31. . S146.25

Cost per 1,000 So. 23; or each fish cost a fraction
over 3i'ct. Average cost per day per 1,000 was 1.707 cents.
Average allowance per day per 1,000 was l.S71b3, of the

mixture (in the proportion of 1 of liver to 3.79 of mush).
The fish were two sizes. On Feb. 11 '93, they were measured

and weighed:
4,000 averaged 7 in. long, and 107.51bs. per 1,000, or 4301b3. gross.

24,000 " 5J^ " " " 43.5 " 1,000, " 1,020 " "

28,000 yearlings weighed l,4521bs. gross.

A cost per pound of a fraotiou over 10 ceuta.

A NEW-SUBSCRIBER OFFER.
A bona fide new subscriber sending us 55 will receive for that sum

the FoKEST AND STREAM One year (price $4) and a set of Zimmerman's
famous "Ducking Scenes" (advertised on another page, price $5)—

a

$9 value for §5.

This offer is to new subscribers only. It does not apply to renewals.

For %Z a bona fide new subscriber for six months wiU receive tha

FoEEST AND Strkah during that time and a copy of Dr. Van Fleet's

handsome work, "Bird Portraits for the Yoimg" (the price of which

is 83).

Hannaford Ventilated Boot Co.:

The ventilated rubber boots I ordered from you la.st fall have given
great satisfaction. They do not sweat the feet. I have worn them
a great deal this winter duck and snipe shooting, wading la water knee
deep, and returned to camp at night with dry and warm feet, and I

would say that no sportsman should be without a pair of your rubber
ventilated waterproof hip boots. Very respectfully, A. H. Hanna,
Attorney at Law, Austin, Texas.—-4.(iy.

Minneapolis and St. Paul
Are reached most directly from either Chicago or St. Louis by the

Burlington Route. Daily vestibuled trains with Pullman sleepers,

chair cars (seats free) and Burlington Route dining cars.— .4dv.

Kennel Interests in Finland.

We received last week a pleasant call from Mr. Dan. Joh.
Wad6n, a resident of Helsingfors, Finland.^ This gentleman
was on his way home from a visit to the World's Fair. One
of his objects in coming so far was to attend the World's
Fair dog show, and he was naturally very disappointed at

the postponement. Surprising to relate Mr. Wad6n met no
dogmenin Chicago, but on his return to New York he lost

no time in seeking the FoKEST AXD Stream, which jonrnal,

he tells us, is known even in far off Finland "as one of the
most excellent in the world, through translations served for

the Finnish public in Swedish and German sporting jour-

nals." By the way, there is a sporting journal in Finland
called Sporten, l idskrijt fOr Jagare och Fisliare, edited by
Mr. Alex. Kintse.
Mr. Wad6n speaks English quite fluently and an hour's

pleasant chat ensued on sporting matters in the far north
country. The publicity given to shows and field trials in

England created an interest in well bred dogs, and three

dog shows have already been held in Finland. The first

two were international afiiairs for all breeds of dogs and
held in May, 1891-92 at Helsingfors. In December, 1892, a
specialty show was held for the Finnish "spitz" at Uleaborg,
in the north of Finland. This year, however, there will be
no show.
Mr. Wad6n is a sportsman and is very much interested

in field trials, and wishing to get every information as to

the manner in which they are conducted in this country,
we furnished him with copies of field trial rules and also

a W. K. C. marked catalogue of this year's dog show, so
that now our Finnish friends will have no excuse if their

bench shows and field trials are not conducted with all

modern impi'ovements. Mr. Waden tells us that the first

field trials held in Finland will take place Sept. 23 under
the auspices of the Finnish Kennel Club (Finska Kennel
Klubben). Of this club Mr. Waden is the president. As
may be imagined, there are no professional trainers in Fin-
land, and most of the owners will handle their own dogs
in the coming trials, and about a dozen entries are expected.
Mr. Wad6n has a kennel of about twenty dogs, chiefly

pointers, and they are from dogs selected for him by Mr.
Pooley. the late secretary of the English Pointer Club. The
most popular dogs in Finland are foxhounds and "hare-
hounds," but there are few kennels in our acceptance of the
term, most sportsmen owning one to three dogs. Among
"bird" dogs English and Irish setters are held in equal favor
with the pointer.
The game on which the trials will be run are ptarmigan

and black bird, which we presume is black cock, and the
country hunted over is not thickly covered; something like

the Scotch moors we should image from Mr. Waden's des- -

cription, the cover being low underbrush or heather. He
says that in passing through parts of Canada and New
England on his way from Chicago he saw a good deal of

country that would be suitable for the ptarmigan.
Mr. Waden was charmed with the Fair and said it was
rery beautiful," and quite consoled him for the disappoint-

ment in not seeing the dog show. He sailed last Wednesday
on the Aagusta Victoria for Southampton and from there
he goes to Hull, Yorkshire, Eng., where he takes the steamer
for Helsingfors, which is a four days steam. Helsingfors
is 300 miles from St. Petersburg, Russia, eight hours by
rail. Before he sailed Mr. Wad6n visited the Hempstead
Farm Kennels.

Btilldogs or Bull-Terriers?

Editor Forest and Stream:
Having read some of the articles in your paper in regard to

bulldogs, I would like to take up the cudgels in their favor.

Most of the prejudice against them arises from dogs kept by
half-gro\vn boys or vicious men, who seem to think that all

they are for is' to worry and tear other animals, and, there-

fore, do all they can to make them mean and vicious by set-

ting them on everything in sight and encotu-aging them to

fight at evei-y opportunity.
On the other hand, I claim that any one who will take a

well-bred bull-terrier puppy before he has had any chance to

get spoiled, and bring him up in the right way—that is, not
allow him to fight, except in self-defense, or worry other
animals—I will guarantee that they vrili lose all their preju-

dice (if they ever had any) and say he is the nicest dog m the
world. I also contend that he is the safest dog with children,

because he is never snappish; being naturally brave, he is not
easily aroused. He will stand more pounding from a child
than" any other dog. Will mind his own business better and
never fly at any one without cause, nor will he bark all night
at nothing and keep all the neighbors awake. I once owned
a dog such as this and have seen several others belonging to
different parties, who would be willing to testify with me.
One especially fine dog of this breed is (or was) ovmed by
Capt. Anson, of the Chicago Base Ball Club. He is said to

be one of the smartest dogs in this country of any breed.
H. C. Smith.

TH0MA.SVrLLE, Ga.

[Mr. Smith unconsciously bears us out in our contention
that a good deal of the bad reputation the bull-dog has in-

curred is due to the hazy conception most people have of the
difference between a pure bulldog, a bull and tei-rier and a
Eure-bred bull-terrier. While we admit all he claims for the
ull-terrier, we must remind him that the latter are not now
under disciission; they must take care of themselves—which
they are abundantly able to do—for the present the bulldog,
pure and simple, is on the defensive.]
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The American Kennel Club.

Editor Forest and St/ream:
He who would advocate changes in the constitution or the

regulations which bear on clubs or dog shows may confi-
dently expect to meet with the solemn assurance that "it is

dangerous to tinker with them." Accepting that the term
means "to mend," this well worn injunction has the ring of
superstition, and only when such peculiar structures are ab-
solutely perfect can it be wrong or dangerous to try to
strengthen their various parts, or build on and thus provide
for the natural increase and other demands of the times.
But of course the line must be drawn between meddlesome
interference and intents'^^nth well fixed purposes based on
careful study of the conditions, and after an experience that
is likely to beget understanding.
That the A. K. C. is not doing all that it might in the in-

terests of those for whom it was organized and by whom it

is now supported, is a conviction of mine—briefly expressed
and perhaps somewhat indefinite—that has been given quite
wide publicity, and very naturally I have been urged to go
fui'ther and as publicly consider the remedies which, in my
opinion, might rightly be applied with a good prospect of
clearing the atmosj^here of the existing discontent and favor-
ing advancement in our part of dogdom. But this I am
reluctant to attempt, for while convinced that the general
condition of things therein might be much improved by a
little judicious tinkering, I am not familiar with all weak
spots or requirements; therefore, I cannot suggest a distinct
line of action. However, physicians in these days are treat-
ing symptoms rather than disease, and if I keep in the same
line surely no harm can result if I fail to do good; for those
responsible for the welfare of the A. K. C. are not at all
likely to follow advice unless it seems timely and wise.
Reasoning thus, possibly there is no good excuse for declin-
ing the requests made; consequently I will hastily view the
situation from my own standpoint, and mark here and there
where there appear chances for improvement. And to favor
convenience, as Avell as ready appreciation of my meaning, I
will frame a few resolutions on the way. But in the very
beginning let me urge that these will be in the rough and
likely far from perfect, for there are but few constitutions or
rules which do not have sections that can be wrongly inter-
preted without stultification. However, errors vsddl be harm-
less, for they must soon be detected by dogmen.
Conservatism is certainly highly commendable where

large interests are at stake, yet the question suggests itself,

is not the A. K. C. carrying this principle a little too far and
thereby seriously obstructing its progress? If the answer is

in the affrmative, then the constitution and rules governing
clubs should be amended.
At the present time it is required of every association de-

siring to hold a show under the A.K.C. rules that it organize
as_a kennel club and become a member of the A.K.C, other-
wise its show will 7iot be recognized. To me this seems dis
tinctly wrong, and if so a resolution something as follows
deserves consideration:

Wliereas, It appears that the field of doe; shows is capable of en
largement through the medium of agricultural fairs, and possibly
other exhibitions of like character.
Whereas, Were more shows held by the associations formed for the

puriwses aforesaid,'the interest of dogs and their owners would be
greatly promoted, the attendance at them being usually very large.
Whereas, The interests of the breeders and exhibitors of this country,

either individually or collectively, cannot be advanced by the existing
rule that every association must be a member of this club before it can
hold a show under its rules, be it therefore
Resolved, That associations as aforesaid may be permitted to hold

shows under the rules of this club, provided they are of creditable
standing and guarantee to abide by Its rules. That such as.'jociations
shall not be required to organize as kennel clubs and become members
of this club. That it shall be the duty of the secretary to influence by
correspondence or personal interviews all associations that might
wisely do so to hold dog shows, and assure them of the warm interest
of this club in then' success.

At this point the pertinent fact suggests itself that at
some of the fall agricultural fairs tliere are not less than
250,000 visitors, and were a show held by one of these, more
people would examine the dogs than at all shows on the
present circuit.

If the foregoing resolution is tenable, then something like
this would be necessary:

Resolved, That in the first paragraph of the "Regulations Govern-
ing Clubs Holding Shows Under A. K. O. Rules," in the first and sec-
ond lines the following words be stricken out: "a member of the
American Kennel Club."

That paragraph will then read: "Any club or association
may hold a dog show under American Kennel Club rules,
provided it abides by the following regulations."

It is always easy for a club of great size and working over
a lar^e territory to entangle itself when legislating on rules.
And it would certainly seem that the A. K. C. had been as
unfortunate when handling Article 1, which is as follows:

"Applications for dates must be filed with the secretary
of the American Kennel Club for approval by the execu-
tive committee or such sub-committee as may be empowered
to grant dates.
"Such approval, however, shall be subject to the subse-

quent indorsement of the premium list as being in accord-
ance with the requirements of the American Kennel Club."
Shonld not this article be stricken out and the entire rule

abolished'' Very many will, I am sure, say "Yes." Cer-
tainly it has occasioned no little embarrassment, and espe-
cially to the A. K. C, against which there has been much ill

feeling excited by this direct and special clause. In my
opinion the A. K. C. should have nothing whatsoever to do
with the matter of dates, and if they conflict, the responsi-
bility should rest on the show managements; moreover if

this club is to extend the field and encourage a considerable
increase in the number of shows yearly, and that they be
held with fairs, etc., it simply could never handle the ques-
tion of dates. Finally, the club cannot handle it satisfac-
torily and judiciously even to-day, and with only a member-
ship of less than 60 clubs. If I am right in these assertions
then the following would be appropriate:

Resolved, That Article 1.—in its entiretj'—of the "Regulations Gov-
erning Clubs Holding Shows Under A. K. C. Rules " be stricken out.

It would seem right and proper to exact of each association
not a member of the A. K. C. a reasonable Hiim for permis-
sion to show under its rules. And this might without im-
propriety be termed a license fee. The question intrudes it-

self, should it be fixed and invariable, or might it not prop-
erly be made less for a small association with limited attend-
ance than for a large one sure to be attended by several
hundred thousand people? This does not deserve considera-
tion now, but it may in the future, and it would appear wise to
pave the way for it while we are "tinkering," for the work
would likely require several months, and the club might
wish to settle this question and all relating to it vdthout
delay. Consequently Article II., which reads as follows,
presents itself for consideration:

"Applications for dates must be accompanied by a fee of
$25, which will be forfeited in the event of the show not
being held, or failure to comply with the requirements of
the American Kennel Club as set forth herein."

If the club is to charge a "license fee" this seems a good
point at which to bring out the fact, and since to meet the
changed conditions the article would have to be patched,
convenience suggests that tnis remedy be applied:

Resolved. That Article 11., of the "Regulations Governing dubs
Holding Snows under A. K. C. Rules," be stricken out and the
following substituted:
Every application for permission to show under this club's rules

shall be accompanied by the regular license fee, and in addition
thereto by ^'35, which latter shall be forfeited in event the show is not

held, or of failure to comply with the requirements of the American
Kennel Club as herein set forth; but otherwise it may be returned.

This resolution is based on my interpretation of the exist-
ing rule, but, of course, I may not render it rightly.

It would be well to glance at Article V. , which runs as fol-

lows: "No show can be held under American Kennel Club
rules at which the prize money is leas than $500 "

This might prove obstructive, and just why the club
should fix it I fail to understand. Certainly if it is to en-
courage the holding of shows, assuming that "the more the
merrier," then this would likely have to come out. And
really if dog owners are willing to show for small prizes, all

else duly con.sidered, it is not easy to .see wherein it can con-
cern the A. K. C. If the matter appears to others in this
light then the following might be offered:

Resolved, That Article V. of the "Rules Governing Clubs Holding
Shows under A. K, C. Rules," be stricken out, and all articles
which follow be properly renumbered.

Among the rules for the government of dog shows there is

one which I have openly criticised. I refer to XIII. As it is

now it is suggestive of strabismus. But that is not its

serious fault.
There is no mistaking the fact that the frequent exhibitor

soon acquires preferences for judges, and oftentimes sends
his dogs on long journeys for the .simple reason that a
cei'tain man in whom he has implicit confidence is to judge
them. Now, is it right to confer upon show committees the
power to fill vacancies mthout saymg to the interested ex-
hibitors even "by your leave," and especially since in many
instances their selection cannot be favorable to the majority y

The fair and liberal minded will scarcely answer "yes" to
this question. Exhibitors enter their dogs with the under-
standing, fixed in black and white, that they are to be
judged by certain men, and in my opinion it would be clearly
wrong for show committees to foist on them whomever they
may choose; moreover, the exhibitors concerned would
rightly resent this unwarrantable assumption, so distinctly
antagonistic to accepted rights; and as a matter of fact they
have resented it, time and again, in the plainest possible
manner.
At the solicitation of several prominent exhibitors I intro-

duced at the last meeting of the A. K. C. a resolution to
cover this point, and thought that it was accepted and
passed after slight modification; but if so there is a serious
error in the newly printed rule, which is as follows:
"Should an appointed judge be unable to fill his engage-

ment the committee shall have the right to fill the vacancy.
All the separate classes of any breed of dogs must, however,
be adjudicated upon by the same judge, or judges acting in
conjunction."
Here is practically the resolution which I offered:

Resolved, That the "Rules for the Government of Dog Shows" be
changed as follows:
That Article XUL be stricken out and the following substituted:
"In event a chosen judge is unable to fill his engagement at a dog

show, and the fact cannot be duly published before the entries for it

have closed, his place shall not be filled by the show committee until
after the show has opened, and a meeting of the intere.sted exhibitors
been called, and a vote taken by them on the best available men
present, who shall have the indorsement of the committee. And the
man receiving the majority of the votes of said exhibitors shall on that
occasion act as judge for the absentee's classes."

If exhibitors wish this provision it should be made, and
without discussion, for it is clearly their right. I am im-
pelled to add a modest criticism, and since I made it in the
meeting of the A. K. C. I cannot justly be accused of lack of
good taste in repeating it here. It is a fact that a large
proportion of the most zealous delegates at this club's meet,-
mgs are members of show committees, and it is but natural
that when considering questions on which they may be said
to be arrayed against exhibitors, they will lean toward their
own side. Now on this they may oppose the resolution be-
cause it interferes with their convenience, but in my opinion
that should weigh not one jot; moreover, I am told by a
member of the committee of the largest show held this year
that he could not see wherein this resolution was unreason-
able, nor why it should not be passed. Furthermore, that
he thought it only fair, perfectly right and proper.
Any other construction of it does not seem possible. Some

have hitched over the word "available." In using it I mean
this: Assuming that the mastiff judge is absent, and as
soon as the fact was made known to the committee they had
a large card hastily painted and displayed in a conspicious
place; and that sign bore the place and hour of the pro-
posed meeting. Now, Avhen the exhibitors assemble, the
committee say Mr. A. is absent. Wehave here Messrs. B., C.
and D., who in our opinion are all capable, but if you do not
think so look around and pick your men, unless we have
serious objections to them we will agree to your choice, and
he shall judge your classes who receives the majority of your
votes.
Assuredly this would be easy, and who will say that it is

more than an act of courtesy which every well-meaning
committee will be pleased to show to the men to whom they
are so much indebted for their success. Some critics have
urged that it would be a troublesome matter to get the in-
terested exhibitors together, but that is absurd. A notice
that a judge is absent and the call for the meeting placed as
stated, the coinmittee is nearly relieved of responsibility, for
exhibitors who Avill not take the trouble to attend can have
no grounds for complaint if a judge against whom they are
prejudiced is selected by the other exhibitors who look to
their own interests.
Not impossibly the constitution would stand a bit of

"tinkering." The associate members are now entitled to
three delegates, and it is provided that for every one hun-
dred members over three hundred they shall have an addi-
tional delegate.
The question has been asked. Why should a little unim-

portant specialty or other club composed of three or four
members have one delegate, while a large important body
which is continually paying revenue to the A. K, C—that is,

the associate members—has but three delegates.^ The crit-

icism is made, and it will stand, that this is not fair and
equitable representation. Of course three small clubs of
three members each could have as much lagislative force as
the whole associate members when It comes to voting.
In truth the associate members have not increased very

much. As a matter of fact, at the time they were organized
there were 275 associates, while at present thei e are only 303.

But whereas when this branch was formed there were 36
clubs there are now 57. And since many of these are very
small, and doubtless the members of some can be counted on
the fingers of one hand, it is certainly not too much to ask
that the associate members have at least one delegate for
every fifty. Assuredly a club of this membership would be
a large one, and doubtless the average is not over fifteen or
twenty. Again the more associate members—whose mem-
bership is made up of our most prominent breeders and ex-
hibitors—there are in it the better it will be for the A. K, C.
And they would seem needed to balance the very large ele-
ment from show committees. If this view of the matter
meets wide acceptance, then the following might be offered:

Resolved, That Article SI. Section 5, of the Constitution of this
club be changed as follows:
That the words "one htmdred" in the eighth lineshall be stricken out

and the word "fifty" substituted. Also, in the next line, that thewoi-ds
"three hundred" be stricken out and the words "one hundred and
fifty" substituted.

The method of electing officers has been the subject of
much criticism and might properly engage attention. I am
under the impression that at yearly elections a committee is

appointed and a slate made up by it. I may be wrong here,

but no harm can be fdoue if so. At the last meeting when
the officers were elected there were about a dozen deTegates
present. Surely it is not too much to presume that two or
three influential men might in such case, did they choose to
do so, have elected an entire board to suit themselves. If
such opportunity exists, it should exist no longer, nor a peg
be left on which to hang a suspicion that the election rests
with a few. And under the circumstances some such resolu.^'
tion as the following might be advisable:

Resolved, That at the September meeting a committee of five be
elected by ballot for the purpose of nominating five men for each of
the offices of president, vice-president and secretary, also fifteen other
men from whom to choose three members of the advisory committee.
That said committee shall be officially notified of their election by the
secretary of this club within forty-eight hours of the same. That
their duty, as aforesaid, shall bH completed within six weeks of the
(lay of their notification, or earlier it' possible, and they shall report
without delay to the prfsident of this club, and at the same time send
copies of said report to not less than five of the most prominent ken-
nel papers of this country. Finally, that the list of nominees appear-
ing m that report shall contain names of men only who have formally
agreed to accept office in event of election.

Before going further let us briefly consider some of the
qualities of the average dogman, who is of much better ma-
terial than generally supposed. He is fairly well-to-do, in-
telligent, large-hearted and open-handed. In a word he is a
good fellow. Yet some might call him a bit "peculiar," and
they are right in so far as you can prevail on him, and you
cannot drive him. His individuality is quite pronounced.
He will meet you with hearty cordiality if you exhibit the
same spirit; but any considerable amount of dignity does
not "wash well with him." In fact, as the gamin would put
it, "he does not awe for a cent."

It would seem that one ingredient of the remedy which is
evidently required at this time to "keep peace in the family"
is an evident and strong desire to conciliate. Certainlj; Van-
derbilt's notorious expression can never be safely applied to
dogmen. They must be met fairly, courteou.sly and very
kindly always, and in fact as gentlemen. If their demands
are unreasonable, patience in large amount should bo exhib-
ited, and every eft'ort made to show them wherein they are so.

And not until they will not listen to reason and be convinced
when they are wrong, is it wise to tell them to seek his
Satanic Majesty ?

The impression is prevalent that the expenses of the
A. K. C. are too heavy. Whether or not this is so I cannot
testify, for I only know of the salary account, which is a
trifle over $3,100, yearly. Those who are in doubt might, of
course, wisely elect, by ballot, a committee, of say five, to
carefully look into the expenses a.ud recommend cutting if

it is indicated. Certainly the expenses should be as low as
possible consistent with good service, and the demands upon
dogmen scarcely more than sufficient to meet the actual re-

quirements or current expenses, for in no sense should the
club be a money-making organization.
The advisory committee have been accused of being med-

dlesome and considering cases in which they should not
have acted. There will be scai-cely any grounds for this
complaint after the next meeting, for tne committee have
put themselves on record and clearly defined the nature of
the cases which, in their opinion, they cau properly consider.
And this resolution once before the executive committee,
thereafter that committee must bear the entire responsi-
bility.

The present laws govei'uiug the importations of dogs are
said to be severe, and if this is true the following might,
possibly lead to better conditions:

Resolved, That a committee be appointed to carefully consider the
laws bearing upon the iiiiporraCions of dogs, and if" the sainn are
found unnecessarily sevei e or awkward to so report to ihe elnb at its

next meetiuK. and at the .same tune suggest the remedie.s and prepare
a petition to the proper authorities.

Express companies surely are fit subjects with which tO-

wrestle, foi- their charges are unjust, and if some of their
subordinates were stood on their heads occasionally not
nearly so many dogs would die on their hands, The chances
of a remedy are indeed very small, but still it would seem
that they were worth taking, and if others feel this way the
following might do for a beginning:

Whereas, The charges by express companies for transportation of
dogs are unreasonable and unjust, be it tnerefore
Resolved, That a committee be appoiuted to duly consider this sub-

ject and correspond with the heads of the various large express com-
panies whom they cannot personally intei view, with the purpose of
sectiriug a decrease in thedispropoi liou now existing between charges
for transportation of dogs and other li eisbts.

iJe it /ur</ier resoii;ed. That said eomiuittee sliall be empowered to
provide themselves with postage stamps aud suL-b statioaei v atid
printed matter as they may require in the liue of tljis diuy, aud the
bills for the same shall be paid by the treasurer of this club when pre-
sented with their approval,

Since it is very generally believed by dogmen, including
even delegates, that the A.K.C!. has a large surplus, and that
the same should be expended iu prizes or other ways to pro-
mote the interests of dogs and their owners, since, moreover,
the notion of a lai'ge surplus is highly prejudicial aud
creates dis.satisfaction, it would seem that this .subject de-
served attention, and if all the figures necessary to make the
actual facts clear were given, the present conditions would
be somewhat improved. And,- after all, it is only right that
the dogmen know exactly how their club stands, and the
statements furnished be in the matter of completeness and
simplicity within the understanding of all.

I have rambled far and wide, hut as intimated at first, this
is merely a chat with dogmen, yet I trust that here ami there
will appear some of the elements which can be properly in-
cluded iu the combination \vhicb seetas demanded at the
present time to quiet the i'eelings of uneasiness and discon-
tent. These by the way are cl<jiibilfcs:-j Liiicomforiabli; aud
disturbing.yet 1 am sure they are wh;it physicians would term
functional, and not evidences ot real disease. That the dog-
men have cause for complaint i have no doubt, aud in ac-
knowledging this I bear my share of the responsibility as
one of the executive committee of the A. K. G. and a mem-
ber of its advisory committee. But iu all honesty i say to
you who feel unkindly, I do not know, and I am sTire that
the A. K. C. does not know, all your reasons fur complaint,
In fairness, then, you should tell us wherein we have done
and are doing -wrong. This will be easy for you since the
kennel press is markedly liberal and never disposed to refuse
any logical and temperate criticism.

if i Have hit upon some of the causes of complaint I hope-
that dogmen individually and collectively will duly consider
the resolutions suggested, discuss them freely, right them
where wrong, fortify them by others, and finally inatruot
their delegates in the course to be pursued on each as it

comes up at the nest meeting. J. FRANK PeseikT-

BosTON, Mass.

Queen Vic.

The litter that the now celebrated Irish setter Queen Vic
has by Ch. Tim should prove of more than passing in-

terest to the "Bed" men. She whelped six dogs and three
bitches, and all of them are strong aud healthy. We all
know the good dog that Ch. Tim is and the many victories
of Queen Vic last spring stamped her as in the very front
rank. Through Kildare these pups get the blood of Ch. Biz,
owned by the late Mr, Mcintosh, of Pittsburgh, and there-
fore besides bench merit it is well to remember that dogs of
this strain are likely to be good field dogs, as Ch. Biz was
one of the best Irish setters that ever ran at public trialsfi

Had Mr. Mcintosh lived and been able to carry out his plans
the standing of the "red" in the field would probably b^
better than it is at this day.
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POINTS AND FLUSHES.
[By a Staff Correspondent]

The McLin Affair.

Chicago, July 15.—Sportsmen througliout the country will

deplore the miscarriage of justice in respect to the pariah, ^^^.^^^ ..^^^ „„.^ ..... -..-o —
George McLin, who so cruelly starved some of the dogs Lonsdale's dogs and run them in our trials, after which he
which were intrusted to him to train. When public indig- — t 1 — . tj.-^j „ <-„j „„ i,„..j„„

nation was aroused and prosecution started, the building in

which the dogs were confined was burned, and with it the
bodies of the dogs both live and dead, eight in all.

The legal prosecution of McLin began on the 6th inst. , and
early the next morning the kennel and inmates wereburned.
For cold-blooded, heartless cruelty, the act of McLin stands
alone. He appears to have had no moral responsibility or

honesty in fulfilling his contracts with his employers.

Wait, John M. Philips, John Lawrie, Eobert McTavish, John Mc-
Tavish, Joseph Hawksworth, Albert Allright, S. J. Callom, S. JIc-

Tavish, Wm, Micklejohn, James Connery and for the Mennonite
Settlement, D. G. Theisin. The above names represent the owners of
lands within a radius of nine miles of Morris."

"Sefton Hallam (a brother of Tom Hallam, now with T.

G-. Davey) leaves England this week and will bring Mr.
Lonsdale's dogs and run them in our trials, after which he
will have charge of my dogs. Birds are reported as having
nested well and are rery plentiful." B. Waters.

909 Security Building, Chicago.

jLafer.—McLin has been arrested and indicted for perjury.
Trial set for July 31 at Vincennea, Ind. B. W.

The Watson—Iiuse Protest.

New York, July 15.—Editor Forest and Stream: Three
Utterly devoid of manly sentiment, of kindness, of common meetings of 'the Board of Directors of the National Grey-
honesty, the dissipated loafer wound ud his business career ^onnd Club having been called for the purpose of hearing
in the dog Avorld with a succession of horrible cruelties.

Withal, there was a most vicious defiance of law in burning
building and dogs, aside from the inhumanity of the act.

In a letter, under date of July 11, Mr. J. M. Freeman, of

Bicknell, Ind., writes me concerning the affair, some parts of

which I quote. He says:
"McLin was acquitted before a Justice of the Peace yester-

day, because pi'oot enough could not be shown that on July

read the report of the committee appointed to decide the
appeal from the American Coursing Club's decision in the D.
C. Luse alleged wrong entry of the greyhound Laura or
Laura B., and no quorum being present at any of the meet-
ings, I have been instructed by the president of the National
Greyhound CIuId to send you the report of the case in ques-
tion for publication. H. W. HxJNTiNGTo:s', Sec'y.

TOSE, PGR ^aOLATION OF THE RULES OF THE AMERICAN COURSING
CLUB.

BnriE, 3Iont., March 20, 1893.—To the Hon. The Executive Com-
mittee of the National Greyhound Club: A review of the testimony
in the above entitled cause discloses the following facts: That a pro-
test was lodged by J. Herbert \Vatson against D. 0 Luse and the
greyhound Laura, or Laura B.. during tlie running of the Great Bend
Derby of 1892, on the groxmd that the said Laura was over age, and
therefore entered iti said stake m contravention of the rules of the
American Coursing Club. This protest was supported by the affi-

davit of Arthur Massey, and that of Richard Taylor. Mr. Luse had a
hearing before the two remaining members of the executive com-
mittee (he himself being the third member), at which testimony was
offered on each side, the judgment of which committee was that Mr.
Luse was guilty as charged. The American Coursing Club, upon the
report of said committee, failed to take any action to punish Mr.
Luse, and the matter was appealed to the National Greyhound Club
bv Mr. Luse.
The first afSdavit of Taylor is unsatisfactory in that he does not

state that he knew .Jessamine, or that he had any knowledge that the
pups he saw at Lorine's place were Jessamine's pups, except from
what Massey told him, which, of course, is incompetent testimony.
He further fails to state that he knew Laura to be one of the pups
that he saw on that occasion, but says that he -'verily believes" her

CHAS. TUCKER, S. C. BRADLET.

6, the dogs were not properly cared for. It's an awful thing jj, the matter op the protkst of j. Herbert watson against d. o.

to happen right here where the trials will be held. We have — — ,

not heard from Mr. F. H. Perry, of Des Moines, Iowa, who
owned three or more of the dogs. I think, if he could come
here, he might do something. A good lawyer could surely
get up a case that would send McLin to the pen."
After such a travesty of jtistice, as dealt out by this Justice

of the Peace. Bicknell would seem to be a good place for all

sportsmen to stay away from. If a community is so organ-
ized that it can find no Avroug in such a barbarous act as

"McLinizing" dogs, that community is not a good one for

sportsmen to encourage. No oneknows in what form it may
be repeated. I believe that a community ought to have some
strength of character, some individuality for good action,_as

well as the ordinary citizen should have. A community
whose legal machinery is such that it could find no proof of

gailt in such acts as McLin's, and acquitted him of them,
though the witnesses against him were sufficient in every
way, such community should be avoided by all dog owners
and handlers.
Under date of July 10, Mr. J. T. Mayfield, a trainer of dogs

himself at Bicknell, writes me as follows:

"They let the brute free. I wish the handlers were here to

help me. The brute swore that the four live dogs were all

he had. I had fifteen witnesses to swear that there were
four live dogs and four dead ones, but he and his father,

Ijrothers and uncle swore that four were all he had and that
they were in good condition. * * * If they allow that
brute to be free I will send my dogs home and quit the busi-

ness. I will not be in a place or a business where that
wretch is allowed."
As for Mr. McLin being in the business of training, he is

not nor will he ever again be in it. But Mr. Mayfleld's
letter shows that there are some hard swearers in Bicknell.

With such a justice and such McLins, Bicknell has a most
foul element in its population. It owes it to itself to see

that justice is done. If it is not done, sportsmen owe it to

themselves to hold aloof from it.

On July 11, Mr. Mayfield wrote me as follows: "I have a
little cooler head this morning and will try to give you the
particulars of the case as it now stands. I filed the com-
plaint oa the 6th day of July. McLin had a smart lawyer
who bulldozed the case from the start. The prosecutor not
being here, the deputy undertook it. No evidence was
allowed except what witness saw on July 6. I had six wit-

nesses to testify and they told facts, but they did not see Mc-
Lin feed the dogs on that day. He, with his father, swore
that he fed them a tobacco bucket full of mush and meat,
whereas he had bought no meat in the shop for weeks. I

had nine more witnesses, but the prosecutor stopped the
case. If 1 had had a good lawyer it would have been dif-

ferent. The people told me that the one I had was as good
as the prosecutor and that there could be but one ending to

the case.
"I attempted to prosecute him for arson, but found that

the building had to be worth at least S30 and insured, and
that the poor dumb brutes counted for nothing legally.

"» * -* The neighbors wanted to arrest him for nuisance,
but each said, 'I am afraid he will burn my house.' I told
them that they were a set of cowards. Have I not more than
a house to burn ? With twenty-five dogs and their lives to
protect, should not I be the one to be afraid? But I am not.

McLin is a coward . You know there is no fight in .such a
brute. I told him he was a brute, and that he would have
to take the dogs down and feed them that night, but the
constable ordered them left where they were till morning.
"He could not be found after the trial. I think the owners

of those dogs and the dogmen in general will not let such an
act pass unpunished.
"His lawyer asked me if I liked McLin. What could I

sav y I told him I did not consider him a man. He made me
repeat it again. What cared I when or where I said it!

There was a murmur of lynch running through the room,
it could be heard on street corners. If some one would have
led, every one would pull except his relatives."

The action of Mr. Mayfield deserves all praise. The own-
ers and handlers of this country owe Mr. Mayfield their gi'at-

itude and their indor.sement. It should never be said that
he made the struggle single-handed, or supported by a few
local adherents. There was a deal of moral and imysical
courage shown in struggling for what was right under such
circumstances. Were I an officer of a humane society xMr.

Mayfield would have the best medal within the society's

power of gift. Let us hope that Mr. Mayfield will not aban-
don dog training on account of the acts of McLin. It is the
good men who should stay in. Let the bad ones go. Proba-
bly never again will dogs beMcLinized.
In a letter dated July 9, from Mr. P. T. Madison, secretary

of the TJ. S. F. T. C, 1 learn that Mr. Charles Proctor, Union
City, Ind., owned one or more of the McLinized dogs, and
that some of the dogs were entered in Derby A, which is ar-

ranged to be run at Bicknell. He further and earnestly
says: "No punishment would be too severe for such a britte,

and I hope to see him landed in State's prison. The dogmen
of the counti-y should contribute to a fund for his prosecu-
tion."
The owners should never rest till every legal measure for

punishment is exhausted.

The Northwestern Trials.
Under date of July 10 Mr. Thos. Johnson, of Winnipeg,

secretary of the Northwestern Field Trial Club, writes me
as follows: "I had a number of letters from those who had
made Derby entries in the Northwestern Field Trial Club's
trials, mentioning therein that they would like to enter in
the All-Age Stake also, but would fiist like to know how
their puppies were developing. The club has decided to ex-
tend the date for receiving entries for the All-Age Slake until
Aug. 20.

1 "A report was circulated, from an unfriendly source, that
the farmers in the vicinity of Morris would not permit our
trials to be held on theii' lands. I wrote to Mr. McLovvrie if

any objection had been made to our holding the trials, to
which he sent me the following:

"MoaRis, July 1.—We the uudersigned, property owners of the
mimicipality of Morris, agree to prosecute atiy i>ae fouLid hunting or
running dogs over lauds imiU after the field trials of the North-
western Field Trials Club, to he held on September 4. ^Signed,)

James Lawrie, F. McKenzie, J. \X. Kastuer, Robeit A, Lawrie, Wm.

acter and demeanor, and in the absence of any imputation of fraud

or bias on their part, their decision is, under the circumstances, en-

titled to very great weight and respect. Necessarily a trial before this

committee, separated as the members of it are by a thousand mUes,
and based upon afttdavits of parties with whom the committee are not

familiar, with no opportunity for cross-examination, must be, to some
extent, unsatisfactory; but, as it is the only available means of deter-

mining the appeal, the testimony in the form of the affidavits fur-

nished me must be considered and the rules of the evidence applied to

In my opinion, the testimony of Eichard Taylor and Louie Wood-
burn should be entirely discarded as unworthy of behef . These wit-

nesses voluntarily, at the original trial, testified to one state of facts,

and now make affidavit to an entirely different state of facts. What
inducements, if any, have been offered to these parties, or what prom-
ises have been made to them, the testimony does not disclose; but the

evidence of witnesses of this character is entirely unworthy of serious

consideration.
The statements of D. C. Luse, in his afQdavit as to the iTumber of

stakes he had won, and his efforts in bringing coursing before the
American peple, savor of a great deal of self-adulation and egotism,

even if true, and are certainly irrelevant and incompetent in the issue

involved in this appeal, and the undersigned desires to say have had
no influence whatever in bringing him to his conclusion in this case.

Unssvorn written statements from D. C. Luse to outsiders very
abusive to -nitnesses were improperly submitted as testimony to this

committee.
The affidavits, however, of N. C. Ridenour, O. G. Newell, Elenora

Newell, Harrison Horine,' George Horine, William Horme, T. Lang-
ford, C. F. Wilkins and H. B. Byers, who state positively that Jessa-

mine had only two litters of pups, one in April, 1890, and one in June
of 1891; and the testimony of D. C. Luse. George Horine and William
Horine that Laura was one of the Utter whelped in June, 1891, must
necessarily outweigh the single affidavit of Arthur Massey, although
the similarity in form and language of the several affidavits makes it

probable that the affidavits were prepared by the same person, and
simply signed and sworn to by the different witnesses; but still, the

preponderance of the testimony is undoubtedly with D. 0. Luse, and,

much as the undersigned dislikes to disturb the finding of the execu-
tive committee of the American Coursing Club, as above stated, I am
compelled, according to the rules of evidence, to decide that their

decision was erroneous, and to concur in the finding of the other two
members of this committee. Roger Williams.

DOG CHAT.

Newfoundlands.
It is a great wonder that some of our new fanciers do not

take up Newfoundlands. We should think that puppies
properly advertised, and if the breed was well shown at our
shows, would bring remimerative prices. The outlay in

'NO PLUG HANDLERS, THESE."

J. M. AVENT, D. E. ROSE.

to be one of them. In his second affidavit Taylor says distiuctly that
he does not know the pups that he saw at Horine's to be Jess.i mine's
pups, and that he does not know whether he ever saw Laui a before
he saw her at the coursing meeting where this matter aro.si\ Summed
up, Taylor's testimony is simply that in November, 1890, he saw some
greyhound pups at Horine's.
Massey states in his affidavit that on the occasion of his visit to

Horme's, in November, 1890, he saw a litter of pups by Lord McPher-
son out of Jessamine, but does not state how he knew their breeding.
He does not state that he saw Jessamine with the pups, or that he
knew of her having been bred to Lord McPherson at a time which
would bring the pups to the ages at which he saw them at that date,
or anything of that kind; he simply makes the bare statement that he
saw a htter of pups by Lord McPherson out of Jessamine at the time
and place stated. It is true that he further states that he saw Jessa-
mine from time to time from November, 1890, until she was shipped to
Colorado, and that she had no other pups during that time, and that he
saw the pups from time to time from November, 1,W, up to the date
of the race, but on the other hand, we have the testimouy of ten wit-
nesses—D. C. Luse, N. C. Hidenour, C. G. Newell, Eleonora Ke ell,

Harrison Horine, George Horine, Wilham Horine, T. Langford, C. F.
Wilkins and H. B. Byers—who state positively that Jessamiae had
only two htters of pups, one in Ai^ril, 1890, and one in Juue, LS'.n; and
three of these witnesses—D. U. Luse, George Horiue aud William
Horkie—all testify positively that Laura was one of the litter whelped
in .Tune, 1,891, leaving out of consideration the affidavit of Louie Wood-
Duru. who states the same thing; but his testimony is open to some
doubt, as he testified to the contrary at the trial before the executive
committee. To me this testimony is more satisfactory than the
naked statement of Mr. Massey, as all these witnesses testify to mat-
ters within their immediate knowledge and observatiou, and it is more
likely that one man, Mr. Massey, should be mistaken as to a date than
that ten men should.
The report of the proceedings at the trial of Mr. Luse should not

be considered by this committee. In the first place, it is not before
them, aud in the second, bemg a newspaper report, it is entu-ely too
general, and the facts are too much mixed with the opinions and con-
clusions of the reporters.
To sum up: We have the statement of Mr. Alassey for the plaintiff,

unsupported by any corroborative evidence, while for the defendant
we have the testimony of ten witnesses as to the dates of Jessamine's
litters, and three that Laura was one of the litter of June. 1891. I
therefore have no hesitancy in finding for the defendant, and do so
find, and advise that the judgment of the executive commitee of the
Amei-ican Coursing Club be reversed, and that D. C. Luse be adjudged
not guilty of the charge preferred against him, of running an over-
aged dog in the Great Bend Derby of 1892. Louis P. Bartels.

1 concur in the above finding.— George Macdodgali.,

in THE MATTER OF THE PROTKST OF J. HERBERT WATSON AGAINST D. C.

LUSE FOR VIOLATION OF THE RULES OF THE AMERICAN COURSING
CLUB.

Lexington, Ky., April 4, 1893.—To the Honorable Executive Com-
mitiee of the National Greyhound Club: The undersigned, one of the
members of the committee to whom was referred the appeal of D. C.
"Luse from the decision of the executive committee of the American
Coursing Club, would respectfuUy report that he is compeUed to de-
cide that the judgment of the executive committee of the American
Coursing Club be reversed and that D. C. Luse be adjudged not guilty
of the charge preferred against him of running an over-aged dog ia
the Great Bead Derby of 1892. Ihe undersigned is of the opinion that
a decision which was rendered by gentlemen of the character and
standing of C G. Page and H. C. Lowe, who constituted the majoriiy
of the executive committee of the American Coursing Club, should not
be disturbed or rever.sfd without very clear and strong evidence of
error on their part. These gentlemen composuig the committee tried
the case at the time the prot-est was made by J H. Watson, had an
opportunity of orally examining the witnesaes and seeing their char-

founding a good team would not be nearly so great as for
St. Bernards, mastiffs, pointers, setters and other now popu-
lar breeds, and consequently the stock could be disseminated
at moderate prices and still afford good interest on the in-
vestment. Since Mayor of Bingley's importation, and he
was too old to do much good , even if there had been any-
thing to breed to him, the only fairly good ones have been
Prince George and his son, Prince Hal, though one or two
fair native dogs were shown about seven years since. Myro,
belonging to Mr. McCuen, was one. Still there has been no
decided effort to breed Newfoundlands by importing a good
class of females. Mr. Marshall, of Troy, has kept at it in a
desultory sort of way, but the dogs are not shown as they
should be, and thus probabljr do more harm than good. It
has been said that the breed is not patronized as well as it

might be in England, but the fact that the Newfoundland
bitch White Squall was sold last month for -SI, 125, shows
that there is little cause for complaint over there. Further-
more, it is said that §1,250 was refused for Master Jumbo,
from the same kennel. More noble dogs, or handsomer ani-
mals for either hearth or lawn it would he hard to find than
the well bred Newfoundland. The mongrel black dog that
passes as a Newfoundland with the general run of people in
this country has probably been the means of bringing the
breed into disrepute; many of these black dogs exhibited at
nearly every show are surly, and with danger signs up the

ters within their immediate knowledge and observation, and it is more I visitors hurry past and Newfoundlands drop another step in
iiu-eiv thRt ot>e man. Mr. Massev. shouldb«mist.<iken Hs foH ri«t«thnn popular favof. We trust there will be a Change soou. Sev-

eral people have been thinking of going in for them, but
that is as far as they have gone yet. Whoever does take the
breed up must be prepared to sp'end a little money at first in
exhibiting and properly keeping them before the public, the
dogs will do the rest, we feel assured.

How It's Done.
Mr. Freeman Lloyd, in his "Din of Dogdom," gives a

thrust at English fanciers over the manner in which they
take up a new breed: "The Timbucto terrier has yet to be
brought before their (the British public) gaze at our shows.
As soon as he appears on the bench a specialist club will be
formed for his benefit and the description of an Al speci-
men will be printed and sent to the fancy papers. The next
step will be to appoint a list of judges for this new and re-
markable variety, and the magnificent features of the breed
will be trumpeteti forth whei-ever the English language is
spoken. The natives of Timbuctoo will not be consulted
at all; for let it be known the Englishman is the finest man
in the world to instruct the foreigner as to the make and
shape and general characteristics of his (the foreigner's)
dogs."

Kingston K. C. Show.
There must be the material of which good fanciers are

made in those Kingston, Ont., dog lovers. In the face of
two heart-breaking failui-es to interest the public of this
pretty Canadian town in their commendable undertaking,
the Kingston Kennel Club, with Mr. C. H. Corbett at their
head, are determiaecl to try it again. This time they will
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hold the show the week before Toronto, and they are there-
fore pretty snre of a good entry. This, however, will avail
them nothing if their fellow-townspeople do not evince a
little livelier interest in their efforts than hitherto. At

»

meeting held July 10, the officers elected were: C. H. Corbett,
President; W. C. Darby, First Vice-President; T. A. Carson,
Second Vice-President; H. C. Bates, Secretary-Treasurer.
The dog show committee was formed with the above officers
and J. B. Walkem, Dr. Clark, Carl T. Ford, A. E, M. Los-
combe and John P. Oram,

Canadian Kennel Club Meeting.
An executive meeting of the Canadian Kennel Club was

held on Thursday last at the Queen's Hotel, Toronto. Dr.
Wesley Mills, the president, was in the chair; others present
were J. G. Michener, H, Bedlington, Dr. Niven and H. B.
Donovan, secretary. Several important questions came up
for discussion. One was the recent action of the A. K. C. in
abrogating the reciprocal relations hitherto existing between
the two clubs. The subject was earnestly considered and
resolutions finally drawn up and -the secretary instructed to
forward them to the A. K. C. These resolutions point out
the trouble which will ensue in discontinuing the old rela-
tions; extra expense and annoyance to exhibitors and the
necessity of registration with both clubs; the encouragement
it will give to dishonesty in dog show matters, owing to the
nullifying effect of disqualification by either club, etc.

It was decided to reopen the entry list and again choose 200
dogs for the Canadian exhibit at the World's"^ Pair. Mr. A.
D. Stewart having resigned the position of superintendent,
another one will have to be elected, and two candidates are
now in the field—Mr. J. G. Michener, of Toronto, and Alfred
Geddes, of Ottawa. A mail vote of the members of the C. K.
C. will be taken to decide who shall be elected. It was set-
tled that Messrs. Michener, Stone and Donovan shall pass on
the new entries. A charge of $1 is now to be made for each
dog to cover the cost of certificate and other incidental ex-
penses. Entries to close Aug. 15. If the Government grant
of $300 still holds good, exhibitors will be be apt to kick at
this; or was the original grant expended in preparing for the
June date? The constitution and rules of the C. K. C. came
In for a good deal of attention, and the committee was hard
at work until a late hour. Among other matters it was
moved by Mr. Bedlington, seconded by Dr, Mven, that rule
8 in the proposed constitution be amended as follows: The
annual dues shall be $2, payable in advance and afterward
on Sept. 1 of each year, members shall be entitled to register
five dogs each year; for all over this number a fee of 50 cents
shall be charged. Non-members shall be charged $1 per dog
for registering and 50 cents for listing. A list of names of
members in good standing was ordered to be printed in
August Oazette.

"No Plug Shooters These!"
We give this week the portraits of four noted handlers at

our field trials. They are all known as "high class" men.
These are the men who by kindness and proper methods of
training do so much to make field trials popular; and while
we have such men in the business, owners of valuable dogs
need not be afraid that "McLinism" will become rampant.
Mx. Tucker is well known as the man who piloted Mr. Pierre
Lorillard, Jr.'s dogs to victory in so many important stakes
last fall, and is one of the oldest hands at the business. Mr.
Simon C. Bradley, the "dwarf," is as big in heart as he is in
stature, and is a general favorite. His name is identified
with Rowdy Rod, the late Harry C. and other good perform-
ers. Mr. J. M. Avent is known to every one, and has turned
out more high-class performers than probably any other man
in the business. He is now in partnership with that all-
round sportsman, Bayard Thayer. Mr. D. B. Rose is a typi-
cal Southerner, but that he does not indulge much in the
dolce far niente is proved by the way in which he prepares
his dogs. The Blue Ridge Kennels are fortunate in having
first call on his services. His victorious season in 1S91 with
Wun Lung, Hope's Mark and Bob Cooper will long be
remembered. His dogs like him, too. Thepicturewas taken
at the Central Field Trials last year.

The Show at Cranston, R. I.

The building that has been made for the dog show on the
Rhode Lsland State Fair Grounds, by inclosing the cattle
sheds with a monitor roof, will accommodate 600 dogs, and
the benching will be made from cedar boards. There is an-
other building running parallel with it and the space be-
tween aflrords an alley-way 25ft. wide, in this the judging
and exercising rings will be placed and judging done thei*e,
weather permitting, if not, rings will be' set apart in the dog
building. Messrs. Mortimer and Davidson have both signi-
fied their intention of carrying out their promise to judge
there, the latter writing to the management, said: "I have
been asked to judge at the Rhode Island show in September
and I intend to do my part and with good health attending
me will be on hand bright and early"—as usual, we may
add. It is probable that Mr. A. H. Wakefield will be asked
to take the hounds and beagles, and those who remember
Mr. Wakefield in the palmy days of Little Duke and others
in this successful kennel should, if he judges, flatter him
with a bumper entry. Boston terriei-s will also probably
have a special judge.

Dogs Poisoned.
Mrs. A. Grinnell, of Greenpoint, L. I., who showed three

second prize winners at the late Pet Dog Club show, is in
sore trouble over the loss of four of her Mexican hairless
dogs; Pedro, also second, New York, 1887, Beauty and Dandy
are three that were shown. The death list also includes a
deerhound. On Sunday, July 9, Mrs. Grinnell took her dogs
out for a stroll, and passing a neighbor's house the dogs were
seen to pick up some meat. Shortly after they died", show-
ing every evidence of poisoning. Mrs. GrinneH returned to
the place where she saw the dogs feeding and picked up a
piece of meat, which, upon examination was found to be
covered with strychnine. Mrs. Giinnell had some trouble
with her neighbor and this person was heard to say that he
would poison the dogs. The matter will be brought to the
attention of the S. P. C. A.

Otter Hounds for America.
When we were at Mr. E. Brooks's place at Hyde Park,

Mass., last winter, he mentioned the fact that he intended
getting a brace of otter hounds over from England. Now
we hear that Spratts Company imported a brace for him per
S.S. Europe. In the country back of Mr. Brooks's place,
toward the Blue Mountains, otter have been seen in the
streams, and Mr. Brooks will doubtless enjoy a novel, to this
country, and very exciting sport this summer, as the Dandies
wHl probably be drafted in to make up a scratch pack.

Important.

Now that Forest and Stream comes out on Wednesday
instead of Thursday we ask our friends and readers to bear
this fact in mind and send ia all news of their kennels, ad-
vertisements, &c. by Monday at the latest, to insure inser-
tion in the current issue. Wego to press on Tuesday after-
noon.

Toronto Show.
Among the specials oflrered at the coming Ttflifdiito show

we find that Mr. A. W. Smith helps the black and -tan cause
along by donating $5 each for best dog and bitch. The

Pomter Club of America offers .$10 each for best dog and
bitch owned by a member of the club; also §10 each for best
dog and bitch in open classes. The Toronto Silver Plate Co.
give a trophy valued at $25 for the best cocker owned in To-
ronto. Mr. Geo. Bell gives $50 for the best spaniel sired by
one of his stud dogs. The Canadian Fox-Terrier Club's
specials, twelve in number, will also be competed for.

Death of Champion Dryad.
The celebrated bull bitch chatapion Dryad has followed

her whilom kennel mate British Monarch to the long rest.
Her dea+h is most unfortunate for Mr. Woodiwiss's kennel
interests, for besides being one of the most noted show
bitciies in England, having among other triumphs won the
Bulldog Club's fifty guinea challenge cup eight times, she
has proved herself an excellent matron. Among her progeny
that have won honors are Queen Rose, German Monarch and
Carrie, which we believe came over here. Dryad died in
whelping, British Pedro being the sire of the puppies. She
was by Don Pedro out of Ecrue.

A Field Trial Club at Los Angeles, Cal.
At a meeting recently held in Los Angeles, Cal., the

Southern California Field Trials Club was organized and
Jan. 1, 1894, was set as the date to hold the trials. The
officers are E. K. Benchley, Pres., and B. C. Hininan, Sec'y-
Treas. The judges are R. T. Vandevort, Pasadena; D. M.
Pyle, Bakersfield; J. C. Crenshaw, San Diego. The new
club starts with a membership of twenty-five and bids fair
to be a success.

National Beagle Club.

A quorum not being on hand at the proposed Beagle Club
quarterly meeting that was to have been held at M Broad-
way last Monday, Mr. Appleton moved the meeting adjourn,
and Mr. Schellhass, in the absence of the president, stated
that the meeting would be called for the same date on which
the field trial committee will be held, in about a fortnight.
Messrs. Schellhass, Appleton, Bateman, Tallman, Lewis and
Lacy were on hand.

The Bulldog Walking Match.
The bulldog match between Dockleaf and King Orry, to

walk ten miles, has been made more interesting by the ad-
dition of Don Solano, owned by Mr. Ford, and Guido, belong-
ing to Jack Ellis. The match was to take place last Monday
night at 7 P. M., on a road in the suburbs of London. It
was expected that the distance would be covered in two
hours and a quarter, but this we should say is a rather san-
guine view of the work that may not be borne out by the
result.

The Rhode Island Show.
The premium list of the Rhode Island State Fair Associa-

tion's dog show was received too late to give it extended
notice this week. We find that St. Bernards, mastiffs, point-
ers and all setters get challenge classes with .S12 prizes, open
S12 and $6, puppies .$8 and $4. Other breeds SIO in challenge,
$10 and .$5 in open and .$6 and $3 in puppy classes. The clas-
sification seems liberal and the association offers .815 kennel
prizes in the important breeds. Entries close Sept. 4 Avith
the association at Cranston, R. I. Dr. F. G. Sherwood is the
"vet."

Cribbage.
It is definitely settled, Mr. H. W. Smith writes, that the

crack wire hair fox-terrier Cribbage is now his property, but
he will remain in England until a noted bitch, Surrey Janet,
that Mr. Smith has also purchased, is bred, and tliey will
come out together.

An Appropriate Purchase.
Lieut. Peary, before he left, secured one of E. H. Moore's

St. Bernards to be the special protector of Mrs. Peary, during
his expedition to solve the North Pole problem.

°

Dog catchers in our large cities are more or less a necessary
pil, but when they exceed their authority, neither political

pulls not anything else should save them from just punish-
ment. We are pleased to see that the toughs who mal-
treated a woman in Williamsburg, N. Y., when she tried to
recover her dog after these fellows had stolen it from her
doorstep, got their deserts. One man will take a vacation
on the Island for ten days and another for twenty nine.

One of the striking figures in the Russian palace at Gat-
schina is Peter, the large Danish hound, that stretches his
powerful form in the hall leading to the private apartments
of the Czar. This dog is said to be one of the largest of his
kind and was presented to the Czarioa some years ago by her
father, the King of Denmark. It is said that the Czar took
a liking to the animal from the first, and never goes any long
journey without him.

One of our prominent dogmen when asked how he liked
Forest Akd Stream's change of publishing day, said:
"Good! but it upset my calculations altogether this week.
When the paper came before I knew it was Thursday and
always counted from that day, now I have another day's
work to put in before Sunday."

Pterodactyl, the noted dachshund, that should have come
to this country and that Mr. Manice has been angling for
some time, is now an inmate of Mr. Sydney Woodiwiss's
kennels at Upminster, Essex. The price was $750.

Mr. Pierpont Morgan's purchases in English colliedom
led to trouble over commission for sales that the Collie Club
claim as their due. The matter will shortly be settled by an
appeal to the courts.

According to Sioorting Mirror, Mr. Hopton, who will have
charge of Mr. Gillmore's Kennels, will bring the bulldogs
Cameron and Reve from England. By-the-way, this reminds
us that several Englishmen have come over recently with
the idea of getting places as kennel managers. We might as
well say that the demand is not very brisk just now, there
are so few kennels that need the services of an expert.

This journal also mentions a newhabitamongkenn el owners
of picking out a dog of a different variety for breeding pur-
poses and mentions an instance that has come under his
notice. The resulting litter of whatever breed, if fit for
show, may be registered and the keunel club has no means
of detecting the fraud, as they do not inquire into th^ ante-
cedents of sire and dam. He then goes on to say that a
certain kennel of St. Bernards had been greatly improved
by the introduction of mastiff blood, and for deepening and
shortening up the muzzle, securing the shadings, etc., the
excuse is evident and it would be interesting to know which
kennel had resorted to such means. We heard it said a year
or two ago whose mastiffs were used, but the St. Bernard
end of it has been well kept.

The Pointer Club will meet at Mr. John S, Wise's office,
44 Broad street, New York, July 31, at 3 P. M.

We learn that Mr. J. W. E. Clarke, the manager of
the Woodlawn Kennels, has resigned and that the kennel
will be dispersed. We sincerely hope this may not be the
case, especially in view of the important position the kennel

now holds. The Hiltons, however, we understand, are pay-
ing more attention to the equine than to the canine part of
their establishment.

Mr. Wixom has a pretty big farm at Covert, N. Y., but as
he cannot feed his beagles on fence rails and fresh air all the
time, he intends to clear out some of the 36 pups and 88 old
dogs that the Hornell-Harmonv Kennels now contain.
Among the recent additions to the kennel a litter of six
(three dogs) out of Velda (champion Royal Kraeger ex Baby
W.) by Sherry, is most welcome; the pups are laree and
strong, and. Mi-. Wixom says, the best marked ones he ever
bred. •

We acknowledge the receipt of a very good photograph of
Mr. M. B. Draper's (Grand Rapids, Mich.) English setter Sir
Ranger on a point.

The New York St. Bernard Kennels have not had very
notable good luck in their breeding operations hitherto, but
the lane has a turning at last. Miss Jerome, one of the
bitches Mr. Reick brought over with him from England a
month or two since, has whelped eight well-marked pups
(five dogs), by Duke of Maplecroft (Marvel—Princess Flor-
ence). The pups are doing well and are of good size. Mr.
Reick sailed for Europe again last Wednesday and will be
absent for a few weeks. It is not likely, however, that any
St. Bernard purchases will be made.

Mr. William Alder, secretary of Spratts Patent in England,
IS dead. Mr. Alder has been identified with the company
since its inception about twenty-three years ago.

Among the new "specials" this week we notice that G. O.
Smith offers some trained high class English setters; Joe
Lewis.trained English setter and pup, Thasmo Kennel, pointer
and other breeds; J. H. Lyke, St. Bernard pups, J. Feulner,
English setter pups, W. K. Purington, English setter pups
and pointer Kent; C. S. Wixom, some weirbred beagles; N.
Billings Gordon setter pups. In the stud, G. W. McNeil's
pointer Coronet.

KENNEL NOTES.
Kennel Notes are Inserted without cliarge ; and blanks

(fumislied free) will be sent to any address.

NAMES CLAIMED,
Prepared Blanks sent fi-ee on application.

Schmunzel, Pomponet, Ben, Capitaine, Muffy 11. and Pouffy. By
Count Rudolf Pslffy, Mahvvah, N. J., for silver fawn pus does.whelped
April 1, 1893, by My Boy (MuEEy I —Lady Flirt) out of Nana II. fBello
—Nana I.).

Rosi, JSTana lU. and Toy. By Count Rudolf PalfEy, Mahwah, N J ,

for silver fawn pug bitches, whelped April 1, 1893, by My Boy fMuflv I
•Lady Flirt) out of Nana II. (Bello—Nana I.).

^ '

Lucy Oath. By J. J. Thayer, Charleston, W. Va., for black, white
tan and ticked Kugiish setter bitch, whelped July 99, 1897, by Gath's
Mark (Gath—Gem) out of Lucy Lee (Eoderigo—Lee Gladstone).

BRED.
1^" Prepared Blanks seiit free on appUoatlon,
Nan—Regnald S. W. H. Worth's CChicago Lawn, 111.-) Gordon set-

ter bitch Nan (champion Argus- Laura) to his Regnald'H. (Leather-
stocUings—Smith's Rhoda), June 17.
Diane—Jack. S. D. Ripley's (Hempstead, L. I.) dachshund bitch

Diane to Hempstead Farm's Jack, April 35.
Hilda—Bendigo. H. F. de B. Cameron's (Detroit, Mich.) cocker

spaniel bitch Hilda to Jersey Cooker Kennels' Bendigo, May 19.
Grace Briant—Flash. Jas. Black's (Sheepshead Bay, L. L) grey-

hound bitch Grace Briant (Aberhriant-Grace Ridley) to his Flash
(Huic Halloa—Phebe Mayflower), May 25.
&race Albert—Flash, A. Voorhees's (Gravesend, L. I.) greyhound

bitch Grace Albert (Prince Albert-Grace Briant) to Jas. Black's Plash
(Huic Halloa—Phebe Mayflower), June 13.

Fancy—Flash. M. Murphy's (Brooklyn, N. Y.) greyhound bitch
Fancy (Gay City—Suppliant) to Jas. Black's Flash (Huic Halloa—
Phebe Mayflower), June 5.

Ormskirk Julia—Conrad U. Hempstead Farm's (Hempstead, LI)
collie bitch Ormskirk Julia to their Conrad II., May 8.
Duchess of Highlands—Sandford Di-uid. E. Smith's (New York

city) pointer bitch Duchess of Highlands to Hempstead Farm's Sand-
ford Druid, June 9.

Lady—Hempstead Zulu. W. W. Tucker's fNew York city) collie
bitch Lady to Hempstead Farm's Hemp.stead Zulu, June 10.
Marguerite //. -Duke of Hessen. John H. Dey's (Red Bank, N J )

pomter bitch Marguerite II. to Hempstead Farm's Duke of Hessen
April 13.—^ Woodmansteme Trefoil. Capt. Freeman's (Bensonhurst,
J. I.) collie bitch to Hempstead Farm's Woodmansteme Trefoil,
Api-U 2.

8x>ina%my IV.—Duke of Hessen. Philip Daly, Jr.'s (Long Branch,
N. J.) pomter bitch Spinaway IV. to Hempstead Farm's Duke of Hes-
sen, March 80.

Cireen Mountain Las.i—Woodmanstei-ne Trefoil. Hempstead Farm's
(Hempstead, L. I ) collie bitch Green Mountain Lass to their Wood-
mansteme Trefoil, March 19.

Lorna—Conrad 27. Hempstead Farm's (Hempstead, L. I.) collie
bitch Lorna to their Conrad II., March 26.
Hempstead Meg—Conrad U. Hemp.stead Farm's (Hempstead, L. .

)

collie bitch Hempstead Meg to their Conrad 11., April 9.
Woodmansteme Deborah—Woodmansteme Trefoil. Hempstead

Farm's (Hempstead, L. I.) collie bitch Woodmansterne Deborah to
their Woodmansterne Trefoil, April 27.
Meadoivbrook Meg—Woodmanstorne T)-efoil. Hempstead Farm's

(Hempstead, L. I.) colhe bitch Meadowbrook Meg to their Woodman-
sterne Trefoil, April 25.

WHELPS.
1^- Prepared Blanks sent fi-ee on application.
Nana U. Count R. Palffy's (Mahwah, N. J.) pug bitch Nana II.

(Bello—Nana I.), April 1, nine (six dogs), by his My Boy (Muffy L—
Lady Flirt).

Belle of Eltham. D. C. Luse's greyhound bitch Belle of Elthani
(Jester—Bit of Fashion), June 3, six (three dogs), by liis Living Yet
(Trales—Dick's Darling).
Dick''s Darling. D C. Luse's greyhound bitch Dick's Darling (Cole-

raine Diamond—Daylight), May 25, three (one dog), by his Norwegian
(Jester—Bit of Fashion).
Buenretiro. D. C. Luse's greyhound bitch Bueuretiro (Greentick—

Cosy), May 13, eight (five dogs), by his Norwegian (Jester—Bit of
Fashion).

Qiieen of the Valley. T. E. Baker's (Logan, O.) pointer bitch Queen
of the Valley (Bang Graphic—Dolly), June 24, six (three dogs), by F
C. Rochester's Friend Dave (King of Kent—Babe Graphic).

SALES.
Prepared Blanks'sent free on application.

Lucy Gath. Black, white and tan English setter bitch, whelped .July
29, 1892, by Gath's Mark out of Lucy Lee. by A. C. Shallenberger
Alma, Neb., to J. J. Thayer, Charleston, W. Va.

Gaiety. Fawn ItaUan greyhound dog, by F. H. Hoyt, Sharon, Pa
to J. C. Carter, Manchester, Conn. " '

Dolores. Fawn ItaUan greyhound bitch, by Winlcs out of Pansy
Blossom, by F. H. Hoyt, Sharon, Pa., to Mrs. Moore, same place.
Neula. Italian greyhound bitch, by Roma out of Pert, byF. H.

Hoyt, Sharon, Pa., to flirs. Moore, same place.
Goldie. Fawn Italian greyhound bitch, by Beauty out of Bessie, by

F. H. Hoyt, Sharon, Pa., to E. L. Chapman, Larned, Kan.
Indigo. Blue Italian greyhound dog, by Tiny out of Idiom, by F.

H. Hoyt, Sharon, Pa., to Dr. V. H. Sterm, St. Louis, Mo.
Bonny Boy. Fawn Italian greyhound dog, by F, H. Hoyt, Sharon,

Pa., to W. Moore, Terre Haute, Ind.
Kate. Fawn and white Italian greyhound bitch, by F. H. Hoyt

Sharon, Pa., to J. W. Mack, Newport, Ky.
Brunette. Fawn Italian greyhound bitch, by F. H. Hoyt. Sharon

Pa , to T. P. Owens, Old Fort, O. j . ,

Thasmo Peg. Fawn pug dog, whelped Sept. 3, 1892, by Pug Bailey
out of Thasmo Bell, by Thasmo Kennels, Catskill, N. Y., to Eugene
Waugh, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Thasmo Yiim and Thasmo Yum Turn. Fawn pugs, dog and bitch,

whelped June 4. 1892, by Pug Bailey out of Thasmo Midget, by Thasmo
Kennels, Catskill, N. Y„ to H. Schwarzwalder, New York city.
Dot. Black French jpoodle bitch, whelped March, 1892, by Brave

out of Folette, by E. H. Morris, Hackensack, N. J., to J. D. Brown,
New York city.

Harte's Sally. Red Irish setter bitch, whelped May 17, 1892, by Chief
pf Tara out of Shamrock Belle, by W. Harte, St, IiOuis, Mo^ to L. A,
Sohoenberg St. Peter's, Mo.
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ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
There is no charge for answering questions under this head. All

questions relating to ailments of dogs imll be answered by Dr. T. Q.
8herV!ood, a member of the Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons.
Communications referring to other matters contiected with Kennel
Management and dogs vnll also receive careful attention,

R. N. B., Ovid, Mich.—I have a young foxhound 14mos. old. About
six weeks ago he was taken with a twitching in his right foreleg and
shoulder. It did not make him lame at first, but seemed to be' very
painful; he would lie and cry and is very uneasy with it. I bathed it with
linaments, hut it did no good; he is quite lame and weak on it now;
acts as though his shoulder was stiff. He is very nervous also, and
the least ezcit^meat causes him to howl and act as though he was
foing to have a fit, and if not checked will start and rvm away and
ide himself in some out of the way place. He has a good appetite

and looks well. I have been giving him Fowler's solution, commenced
by giving him three drops twice a day and increased one di-op every
two or three days, until I was giving him seven drops twice a day,
when he got flighty and I discontinued it. I thought he had chorea.
Will you please prescribe? Ans. Treat for worms. Continue arsenic
and in addition give 5grs. of phosphate of iron twice a day.

Q-. E. C, Thoraaston, L. I.—Robert le Diable, by Croxteth out of
Spinaway, by Pilkington's Garnet out of Keswick ; Garnet, by Pilliing-

ton'sTory out of his Jessie; Keswick, by Pilkington's Faust out of
Faith; Croxteth, by Lowe's Young Bang out of J. C. Macdonna's
Jane; by Lord Sefton's Sam out of his 'Flirt; Young Bang, by S.

Price's champion Bang out of Davey's Luna. Mona, by Duke of
Bergen out of Dora, by Sensation out of Devonshire Lass; Duke of
Bergen, by Bang Bang out of Fan Fan, by champion Graphic out of
Lady Belle; Bang Bang, by Price's Bang out of Princess Kate. Naso
of Kippen, by Naso H. out of champion Maggie, by champion Bang
out of Leache's Belle, by champion Sancho out of Fan; Naso H., by
Naso out of Miranda, by Cotter (brother of General Prim) out of
Miranda; Naso, by Duke out of Fairy. Kate VHI., by Donald II. out
of Bell, by Dux out of Norah, by Riot out of Stattef's Sappho; Dux.
by Garth's Drake out of Sturgeon's Moll; Donald H., by Rock out of
Fan.

J. S. M., Marlboro, N. H.—Will you kindly give me the pedigree of
the pointer dog Bang Bang, by Pierce's champion Bang, for four gen-
erations, also owner of same? Ans. By Price's champion Bang out of
Princess Kate, by Ponto out of Sappho, by Bang 11. out of Juno, by
Sancho out of Juno; Bang H. by Bang out of Belle: Ponto by Don Juan
out of Juno, by Bang; Don Juan by Random; champion Bang by
Coham's Bang out of Price's Vesta, by Brockton's Bounce out of
Francis's Belle, by Old Sancho out of Dido; Bounce by Newcastle's
Bounce out of Juno; Coham's Bang by Whitehouse's Hamlet out of
Venus L, by Bird's Bob out of Gilbert's Bloomer; Hamlet by Bird's
Bob out of Juno. Bang Bang was owned by the Westminster Kennel
Club at the time of his deaOi several years ago.

J. O., New York City.—I have eight bull-terrier pups, seven weeks
old, four of them have shown considerable sweUing on each side of
the throat for the past week, and it seems to be increasing (the others
are perfectly well). They seem to have a sUght trouble in swallowing.
I can feel tliat the glands are swelled. Kindly advise me what to do.
They are kept in a dry place, and the mother had plenty of milk for
them. They look fat and well. Ans. Apply tincture of iodine to
Swelling daily.

H. E. S., Washington, D. C.—I have a cocker spaniel about seven
months old who has a small enlargement on his right forefoot. It is

red but does not seem painful to the touch. He is fed twice a day on
Spratts dog cakes, with mUk and sometimes a little meat. Kindly tell

me what it is and the remedy. Ans. Open the lump. Soak the foot
twice a day in a solution of creoUn (one to thh-ty).

J. W. P.
,
Wilkinsburgh, Pa.—You will find Rip Rap about the best

choice you could make.
New York, July 1^.—Editor Forest and Stream: In your issue of

July 12 appears a statement to the effect that but two cases of ascites
(abdominal dropsy) have been known to have been cured. We have
had numerous cases of the above-named trouble, many of which have
recovered. The latest recovery we bring to mind occurred in a pug
bitch last spring, owned by Mrs. Anderson, residing at 243 West
Thirty-eighth street, this city. This bitch entirely recovered and had
a litter of puppies during the summer. Another case was in a pointer
dog. In both instances the dogs were tapped three times.

Glover & Febnch.
[We are pleased to pubhsh the above correction.]

FIXTURES.
JUIiT.

94-30. Hempstead Bay, Cruise, L. 29-30. Cor., San Fran., Masquerade
I. Sound. and Cruise.

24. N.Y.Y.B.A. Cruise, L.L Sound. 29. HuU Cor., Cash Race, Hull.

sr. Fall River, Ladies' Day, Mount 29. Royal Can., Lansdowne Cup,
Hope Bay. 40, 35 and 30ft. Classes, Tor.

28. Savm HUl, Moonlight SaU. 29. Minnetonka, club race.
29. Sippicon, 1st Open Sweep, 29. Gt. South Bay, An., Bay Shore.

Marion. 29. Che.sapeake Bay, Special, St.

29. Buffalo, An. Ci'uise, Lake Brie Mchaels.
29. Indian Harbor, An., Green- 29. Royal Nova Scotia, 3-raters,

wich, Conn. Halifax.

& the reports in the daily papers are to be believed, the new Cup
defenders have attained a speed in their trial trips which is simply

phenomenal. Jubilee is credited with passing steamboats going at

fuU speed, and now comes the story of VigUant sailing easily across

the bows of a steamer which wa-s going 14 knots. There is no doubt

that the new quartette will surpass all previous records of speed,

but when they are really racing, and it is possible to measure their

act'i.al speeds, the figures will be a revelation to the scribes who are

now writing of 16 to 17 knots under lower sails and wi£h no com-

petitors.

Pilgrim, the last ready of the four 85-footer8, made her trial trip on
Saturday last, and from all reports behaved most satisfactorily. She
is said to steer easily, to carry her sail remarkably well, and to go
through the water very cleanly and easily.

Queen Mab.
So jiucH has been said about the inherent weakness of the shovel

bow and the exaggerated counter of the later racing yachts, as well
as of the faults of modern racing construction, that the recent ex-
perience of Queen Mab is of more than ordinary interest. In the
inquiry made by the Yacht Racing Association last fall, the probable
performances of this type of boat at sea were discussed at length, and
adverse opinions were expressed as to the forward overhang, and in

fact to the model as a whole. Later on, when Queen Mab started for
the Mediterranean and returned, it was stated by oneyachting journal
that those aboard were afraid ' to go to sea in her. If the long and
severe ijassage of six weeks across the Atlantic is to be taken as a test
of seagoing, It must be admitted that the little yacht has given a good
account of herself and has come throtxgh a very hard experience in

good shape.
As she laid on the dry-dock at Tebo's last week there was no external

signs of the battering she had gone through, and in spite of the loss of
her mainsail and .spars the hull itself was uninjured. While the bow
is not as long as that of Gloriana, it is at the same time long enough to
be classed with the Herreshoff boats, and the after overhang is long
and finely tapered. At the same time the copper and planlving from
stem head to taffrail showed no signs of wrenching or working, the
seams were close, and the putty unbroken, and though there were
evidences everywhere of rough handling by the sea, the hull had come
through with no outward signs of damage. The decks, bulwarks and

Mr. a. Cart Smith is noted, among those who know him well, as a
yachtsman who never goes out of his way to look at a yacht unless as

a matter of business. Last week he paid Mr. Watson a very high

compliment by breaking this rule and going over to Tebo's expressly

to look at Queen Mab in the dock. He characterized her as one of the

handsomest models he had ever seen.

Messrs. Ogden Goelbt and James Gordon Bennett have presented

to the Union des Yachtsmen de Cannes two cups to be raced for next

year by yachts of over 20 tons, by the French rule, and those of 5 to 20

tons. The races will be sailed at Cannes in March, 1894, open to yachts

of all nations.

Aquilo.
The steam yacht which was begun at Lawley's yard last February

with so much absurd mystery as to her ownership has been duly com-
pleted and delivered in New York to Mr. George A. Tbayer, "an old
member of the Atlantic Y. C, and former owner of the Herreshoff'
schooner Triton. Aquilo, as the new yacht is named, is one of the
largest and finest steam yachts built by the Lawley & Son Corpora-
tion, being designed by Mr. George F. Lawley. She is a composite
vessel, 103£t. over all, 85ft. Gin. l.w.l., loft, beam and 7ft. di-aft. The
huU is planked with yellow pine over the usual steel angles and strap-
ping of a composite yacht. The engine space is 17ft. long and con-
tains a triple expansion engine with cylinders 9, 14^ and 23}^ by 14in.

There are two Almy boilers set together, tested for a working pres-
sure of 2501bs. The stoke hole is closed, a 36in. fan driven by a 3%X
oin. engine furnishing the forced draft. A dynamo is provided tor
thirty 16 candle-power lamps throughout the yacht. The ownei-'s
quarters are forward of the engines, owner's room, saloon, guests'
rooms and toilet room, wardrobes, etc. Abaft the engines is the gal-
ley, then the ofScers' mess room, officers' quarters and forecastle.
There is one deck house, the forward end being arranged as the pilot
house and abaft it being the dining room and eompamon. The yacht
is well built throughout, the huU strongly put together and the cabins
handsomely finished and decorated. She is rigged as a two-masted
schooner.

what position it may he left in. A telltale in the passageway shows
the position of the board.
The main companion is narrow and spiral as in most English yachts,

opening below on a passage or steerage on the port side. Here is a
sofa, toilet room and various closets, and on the starboard side the
corresponding space is occupied by the owner's room. Abaft this
space are two staterooms in place of the usual ladies' cabin, but the
fore and aft partition is now being removed, making a single room of
the conventional proportions. Abaft this room is a second large toilet

room, and abaft all, the sail room In the counter.
Forward of the companion Is a large and wide saloon, the character-

istics of the type being Indicated In the moderate headroom, which,
though ample, is less than one would look for in a cutter of this size.

The floor is wide and the lockers as well. The next 7ft. of length is

given up to a captain's room to starboard, and a pantry, etc., to port,
the forecastle occupying the entire bow and being long and large,
with headroom over the after part and of course plenty of length for-
ward. The saloon and staterooms are neatly finished in mahogany
and white pine, or its British equivalent, the panels being light frames
covered with tapestry.
On deck the fittings and ironwork are very complete and elaborate.

There are no channels, but merely an angle bar to keep the chain
plates clear of the rail. The mast bands, pin rails, bitts, etc., are
small and neat and excellent examples of good smithwork. The bow-
spi'it, which is verj' short, houses in a steel box, the bitts proper being
on deck immediately aft the bowsprit, a steel casting with two clrcu-

"VALKYRIE."
Cutter, 8Gpt. l.w.l. Desisned by G. L. Watson for Lord Dunraven. Built by Henderson & Co., Glasgow, 1893.

hatches were in good condition, the iron work intact, and the damage
was confined to the rig. The mast and bowsprit were uninjured, but
the" mainsail and gaff' were entirely destroyed.
The reported total capsize of the yacht, she lying keel up for four

minutes, which some papers were gulhble enough to announce as a
fact, amounted to nothing more than a very severe knockdown when
the first force of the wind and sea struck, heaving her down until the
mast was level with the water, but the boom broke at once and the
mainsail split, allowing her to right. The disaster was a serious one
at best, endangering the fives of those on board and actually drowning
one poor fellow, others being swept overboard and regaining the
yacht with great difliculty; but so far as strength of form and the ex-
cellence of modern construction are involved, there is nothmg to
justify the opinions so freely expressed last winter.
The real weakness of the type at sea is in the rig, with the mast well

forward, mainn^ it impossible to lie to. Queen Mab started with a
cruising mainsau, the boom end just over the counter, and no trysail
aboard. With this sail It was impossible to fie to, and the serious part
of the voyage may be laid to this cause.
Queen Mab is a racing cutter designed last vear by Mr. Watson for

the 40-ratIng class, her length over all being about 90ft., l.w.l. 59ft. 2in.,

beam about 16ft. and draft about lift., the sail area by the Y. R. A.
rule, which includes a clubtopsail of tuoderate size, being 4,052sq. ft.

Above water she shows a l.iow not unlike the new HerresholT cutters,
but the after overhang i.s much fairer and finer, being carried out into
the usual Watson counter. The topsides flare aU over, giving a very
large out-of-water body. Below water the keel contour is much the
same as in the Fife boats iMinerva, Jessica and Yama, a triangle with
an excessive rake to the sternpost. From the fore end of the water-
line to the heel of the sternpost is almost a straight line. The mid-
ship section shows a very strong S curve, with round bUge and gi'eat
hollow underneath.
The centerboard is 20ft. long, of Delta metal, an alloy of tlie nature

of gun-metal, and used abroad as Tobin bronze is here. The weight
is stated as 3VS long tons. The lower edge is of course sharpened off',

but the plate is some Sin. thick. The board houses entirely within
the keel and deadwoods, and except the case for the pennant there is

no evidence of a centerboard boat on the inside. The hoistiag gear is

very powerful, to the board is shackled a wire rope sheave some lOin.
in diameter, fitted to slide up and down freely in the prolongation of
the trunk to the deck. The pennant of ^^In. diameter wire rope, is

made fast at the deck, leads down and around the sheave, and then
over a second leading sheave at the deck. From this it lead^ to a pow-
erful hoisting winch on the deck just abaft the main companion, a
combination of worm and bevel gears operated by double cranks. The
gear is self-locking, so that the board cannot run down no matter

lar heads. Abaft this is a Reld capstan and two compressors for the
chain. The forestay leads down, passing through a score In the bow-
sprit well inside the gammon strap, and then over a leading sheave
under the deck to a turnbuckle which is shackled to one of the angle
bars which serve as bilge clamps.
The construction is very elaborate, a steel frame of angle bars

sheer strakes and diagonal plates far in excess of what Is called com-
posite construction in this country, the whole sheathed with teak
planking 2in. thick. All the prlncljial fore and aft members, such as
the stringer plates and sheer plates, are perforated with holes 2 to 31n.

in diameter to save weight. The deck beams and gusset plates are
forged in one solid piece. The yacht is being thoroughly overhauled
after her voyage and new saUs and spars made, the work being imder
the supervision of Mr. J. Beavor Webb.

Owasco TT. C.

AUBURN, N. T.—OWASCO LAKE.

First race of the season, July 4. Course: Dolphin club house to
Edgewater (1% miles), to Long Point (4J^ mUes), to starting point
(3% miles); total, 9.25 statute miles (8 miles, naut.). Weather clear-
and bright. Wind about ten miles per hour. Summary:

Length. Start. Finish.
Bee, N. B. Burr ...17.04 1 15 00 3 24 50
Asp. Douglass Beardsley. 21 .lOJ^ 1 15 00 3 32 50
Mystery, H. B. Lewis 22.00 1 15 00 3 33 30
Idleways. Com. F. I. Alien 31.02 1 15 00 3 43 40
Tamapsa, C. E. Thorne 21.10 1 15 00 Did not finish
La Fiancee, J. M. Brainard 10.09 1 15 00 Did not finish
AUowances based on waterline length. Bee is a Herreshoff boat and

Asp Is the Hunt 21 -footer which raced about Boston last year. The
race was started from the gun. Five prizes were offered. First, Bee;
second. Asp; third, Mystery; fourth, Idleways: fifth, not given. Out
of 14 yachts enrolled only 6 started. Regatta committee—Com. Allen,
C. E. Thorne, W. R. Hopkins, N. B. Burr, C. N. ChedeU. Referee,
Judge John D. Teller.

A yacht club has just been organized at Mandeville, La,, near Ne^
Orleans, the members being mainly residents of that city. The ofiQcers
are: Com., Geo. Moorman; Vice-Com., J. Hawkins; Rear Com., F. A.
Cousin; Treas., Jos. Garcia; Sec, M. J. Guerin; Captain of the Fleet,
T. S. Allen; Governing Committee, W. J. Castell, T. M. Moorman, E.
L. Cousin, A, Tabary, R. Woeste. A regatta is proposed for Aug. 5 or
near that date.
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New Yachts on I^ake Minnetonka.
Whateveb. adverse opinions may be held in regard to the modern

"freak" designs, it must be admitted the present era of radical experi-
ments is at least conducive to progress; and that while the immediate
results may not be of the best, they are throwing a Light on designing
which is fatal to old time conservatism, and which is likely to lead in
time to far better types of yachts. Just now the tendency is dis-
tinctly toward the racing machine, but lessons are being learned
from all thenew departures which will enable the clubs to frame re-
strictions for the conservation of a moderate type of yacht if such a
course shall at any time be considered desirable.
There was a time when all progress was confined to the old yachting

centers on the coast, the out-classed racers being sold inland, but now
the West is doing its own experimenting and inventing, as is shown
by the following description, from an exchange, of some of the new
yachts of Lake Minnetonka. We may say incidentally that the use of
cypress for planking is well known in the East, though cedar is

usually preferred. The well alluded to for clearing the fin of ob-
structions was used last season by John B. Patae, in the 21ft. Freak.
"Among the most interesting of thelocal productions is certainlythe

boat designed by F. B. Long, and built under his instructions. She is

named the 0. L. C, a.nd is owned by Geo. Cook, Lou Long and
Charles Champion. The sailing length of this craft is 32ft. lOin.,

length over all 30ft., beam 8ft. and sail area 733sq. ft. She is built to
compete with the first class sloops, and will try conclusions with the
Alpha, A representative of the Journal saw the boat a few days ago
and looked her over carefully. Great credit is due Mr. Long for this
effort in yacht designing, for the result is a remarkable one. It is to
be questioned whether any boat built in the West is more skillfully
constructed than this one which is just now uateresting the yachting
gossips in this part of the world. Her planking and finishing is artistic
to a degree, and she has some distinctly odd features, the operation of
which will be watched with no little interest. The planking under
water is all of cypress, and there ai-e no known instances where this
wood has been used before for outside planking. The principal ad-
vantages claimed for it are that it is extremely light and impervious to
the action of water. The statement is also made that it will not
shrink or swell. The boat has also a peculiar arrangement for keeping
the fin keel—for she is a fin—clear of weeds. It is often a difficult
matter to dislodge weeds from this keel, and Mr. Long has invented a
sort of telescopic arrangement, coming up parallel with the forward
end of the keel through which he looks down into the deep, and is en-
abled to see any obstruction attaching itself to the fin. There is an
iron rod rigged in such a way as to be used in dislodging accurtdations

- of weeds. Differing from any other hoat on the lake, the C. L. C. is
flush decked, having no cockpit. There are two small man holes, one
for the helmsman and one for the jib tender, and the rest of the boat
is decked over air tight. In order to prevent the boat from filling in
case of knockdowns, Mr. Long has two canvas bag arrangements,
which are au' tight, and fit into the man holes. No more water can
get into the boat than these bags will hold, and the boat is therefore
nonsinkable as well as easy to right when upset. It will be a hard
matter for the crew not in the man holes to hang on the slippery
decks of this boat, but hfe lines have been rigged along both sides to
prevent accident.
In type, the C. L. C. is a compromise between the fln and the old

sloop type. Her forward lines are fine and easy, but she carries her
stern well aft, differing in this respect from the usual fln boat, which
has as long lines aft as forward. Mr. Long expects that this will give
her good bearings, and thus offset the additional dead water that so
much stern occasions. The sails are being made at Wayzata by a
well known and competent sailmaker, and the material for the sails
has been imported from Swedien. Mr. Long expects to have a well
trained crew, and in Will Raymond he will have a most skillful helms-
man to guide the new boat to victory. The craft is the result of
MinneapoUs inventiveness and enterprise, and it is to be hoped that
she will justify the expectations of her owners, and show the Alpha a
clean pair of heels.
Another new boat is the Alpha Phi, also designed b5' Mi-. Long. She

is built by Moore, of Wayzata. Mr. Long has a laudable ambition to
tackle not only the first class champions, nut also those of the second
class, and iu this pretty little boat, the Herreshoft' flyer Bird will have
a rival worthy of her metal. The length of the Alpha Phi is 18ft.,
beam 7ft. Those who have seen her say she has beautiful lines and
ought to prove speedy.
Ray Moore has,turned out many well known boats of the Minnetonka

Yacht Club fleet" and this latest of his will certainly be heard ffom
during the season. Another boat is being put up by the same builder
for that most enthusiastic of yachtsman, W. A. Ramsey. Mr .Ramsey
is patriotic as well as enterprising, and has accordingly named his new
craft the Columbia. She is built to compete with the first class cats.
Her classified length is 2<"ilt. Hin., beam yUft- and sail area 500ft. Iii

design she is very much Uke the catboats on the lake, though her
hues a re a trifle finer and gi^-e iiri juiise of great sjjeed. It is evident
that the old champion cats, Atlanta and Ida, will have to look to their
laurels when Columbia ci'osses the starting line. Moore thinks he has
improved a good deal on the fines of the Ventura, which boat did so
thoroughly weU last year. The advent of this new boat will i^romote
a healtJiy rivalry among the first class cats.

A new competitor in the special class of l6-footersis the Coquette,
owned by Louis B. Newell. Her length is Itift., beam 7ft. 6in. and
sail area 820ft. She wfil be cat rigged. This boat is certainly one of
the prettiest models old Cajjt. Brown ever turned out. Those who
have watched her construction say that she is sure to make them
wake up in hei- class, and that she is likely to give the Kestrel an d
Kingbird a hard tussel.

Lake Y. R. A. Round.
ROYAL HAMILTON—HAMILTON.

Lake Ontario, for all its fine weather, usually has one good blow in
store for the fortnight of the L. Y. R. A. races; m 1884 the fleet caught
it at Oswego, next year the wind was waiting at the west end of the
lake, and drove the yachts into all the ports on the north shore, the
battered fleet being some three days in making the rendezvous at
Oswego. In 1S90 the annual blow turned up in the middle of the re-
gatta at Kingston, sinking Volante, giving Vreda's steel side some
marks which she carries yet, and crippling others of the fleet. This
year the winds favored Hamilton with a visit, bringing disaster to a
number of the yachts.
The second regatta of the i-ound was set for July 8, under the man-

anement of the Royal Hamilton Y. C, the courses being off the piers
of Burlington Bay, the leeward mark being set four miles out iu the
lake, with a second mark at two miles. The first, 46 and 40ft. classes
sailed three times over this course, 24 mUes; the 35 and 30ft. classes
sailed two rounds, 16 miles, the 2.5ft. class sailed once around the four
mile mark and once around the two mUe; 12 miles in all, and the 21ft.
class was to saU twice around the short course, 8 miles. The rules of
the L. Y, K. A. class all yachts by sailing length, measured by Sea-
wanbake rule.

The wind was moderate S.W at the start, but in a little while it

went I'ound to N.W. and blew all day in a succession of violent squalls
that brought all the yachts down to one or two reefs at times, and
compelled some to give up entuely. The starters were:

First class, Vreda, Onward; 46ft. ciass, Condor; 40ft. class, Dinah,
Aggie, Zelraa; 35ft. class. Alert, Cyprus; 30ft. class, Nadia, Vedette,

footers at 10:40. the 40-footera 10:50, the 35-foot6rs 11, the 30-footers
11:10, 35-footers 11:20, 21-footera 11:30.

The wind was but moderate when the leaders crossed the line under
spinakers, but it soon increased so that all came down to lower sails.
The 21ft. class soon came to grief, Mr. Jarvis's new fin-keel Thistledown
carried away her mast near the head and withdrew, being towed in
by Psyche; Ethel fouled the mark, and I. C. U. capsized, I'll Away
and Eclipse going to her aid. The race in this class will be resailed.
The first round was timed:
Zelma 13 27 27 Nadia 2 00 00
Dinah 12 35 37 Erma 2 12 20
Aggie 12 40 40 Nox 1 50 40
Samoa 2 28 15 Salola .-. 1 57 00
Volante 1 30 45 Maud B 1 57 10
Vedette l 33 5,5

Onward is a centerboard sloop of 52ft. 1. w. 1., built at Islip, L. I., in
1875, and Vreda is the first of the British 20 raters, 45ft. J. w. 1., built
in 1888. The cutter was far ahead at the end of the round, the sloop
having two reefs down and withdrawing after completing the round.
The strong wind did a good deal of minor damages, halliards parting
and sails tearing, and some of the yachts withdrew. The leaders on
the second roimd were timed:
Vreda 1 57 20 Dinah 2 .37 10
Zelma 3 23 31

The race finished in a heavy thunder storm, Zelm \ coming down to
two i-eefs and Vreda parting her throat halliards at the finish. The
full times were:

FIRST class—START 10:30.
Finish, Elapsed, Corrected,

Vreda 3 38 20 4 4S 20
Onward , Witiidiew.

46ft. class—start 10:40.

Oondor Withdrew.
40ft. class—start 10:50,

ZieiXdB, 3 40 35 4 50 35 4 50 86

Dinah 3 48 45 4 58 45 4 55 16
Aggie

, Withdrew.
35ft. class—start 11:00.

Cyprus 3 54 40 4 54 40
Alert Withdrew.

•30ft. class—start 11:10.
Vedette 3 14 15 4 07 15 4 09 59
Samoa 3 25 44 4 15 44 4 15 37
Volante 3 :37 45 4 27 45 4 27 45
Nadia 4 00 35 4 50 .35 4 50 09

25ft. class—start 11:20.
Nox 3 00 40 3 40 40 3 40 13
Salola 3 04 15 3 44 15 3 44 06
Maud B 3 08 16 3 48 16 3 48 16
Wa Wa Disabled.
Chpper Withdrew.
Ripple, of the Rochester Y. C., was left at anchor in the bay, her

crew being on board of Onward for the race. She dragged her anchor
and went on to a sunken crib, her bottom being holed and her bows
sinking, causing serious damage to her cabins. The sloop yacht Isle
of Wight, owned by Wm. Jutten, of HamUton, was also sunk by a
Lake schooner which came in between the piers during the gale and
struck her, carrying away topmast and injuring the hull so that
the yacht sank. The races were under the management of W. Q.
Phihps, association timekeeper, assisted by W. J. Grant and Charles
Powis. The regatta committee of the R. H. Y. C. included Messrs. W.
J. Grant, E. H, Ambrose, Thomas W. Lester, J. H. Fearnside, J. F.
Monck and W, J, Wallace,

Royal Canadian Y. G.

TORONTO—lake ONTARIO.

Monday, July 10.

The annual regatta of the Royal Canadian Y. C. of Toronto, the
third and last race of the Lake round, was sailed in so light a breeze as
to rob it of all interest. This Is the fourth year that Toronto has pro-
vided such light and fluky weather for its share of the L. Y. R. A.
racing. The start was very jioor, the yachts being slow in working
out from the bay to the hne, off Exhibition Wharf, and some being
handicapped over half an hour. The usual coui-se was sailed, the 21-

footers sailing inside the bay. The olficial times were:
FIRST CLASS—START 10 A. M.

Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.
Vreda 8 03 20 5 03 20 4 55 59
Onward 3 01 05 5 01 05 5 01 05

46PT. CLASS—START 10 A. M.
Condor 3 53 03 5 53 03

40ft. class—start 10 A. M.
Zelma 3 03 30 5 03 30 5 03 30
Aggie 3 18 12 5 13 12 5 IS .56

Dinah 8 a2 30 5 22 .30 5 19 01
35ft. class—start 10:10 A. m.

Vision 2 06 30 3 56 30 3 56 30
Cyprus 2 13 17 3 03 17 4 03 03

30ft. class—start 10:10 A. m.
Vedette 1 57 20 3 47 20 3 47 20
Erma 2 04 43 3 54 43 3 .54 U
Nadia 2 15 32 4 05 .32 4 05 23

35ft. class—START 10:20 A. m.
Salola 1 53 12 2 43 13 3 4« 58
Lavolta 3 19 19 4 09 19 4 04 45
Maud B 2 15 33 4 05 13 4 05 13
Nox 2 23 00 4 12 00 4 11 29
Wa Wa 2 26 45 4 16 45 4 10 43

2lFT. CLASS—START 8 P. M.
Thistledown 8 .50 13 1 50 13 1 46 17
Gwendoline 3 59 38 1 59 .38 1 53 28
Kathleen 4 03 28 2 01 28 1 .58 58
ICU 4 04 18 2 04 13 2 00 20
Ethel 4 04 33 3 04 .33 1 50 22
Missularion 4 32 40 2 12 40 3 05 50
Viola , Not timed.
In the evening a dinner and smoking concert at the Royal Canadian

club house finished up the ceremonies and ended the circuit of 1893.
Compared with former years the fleet and the racing is decidedly
below the mark, the cruise was a short one with only three races, and
comparatively few yachts took part.

Beverly Y. C—2d Sweepstakes.
QUISSET—BUZZARDS BAY.

Saturday, July S.

The 198th regatta, 2d open sweepstakes, was sailed at Quisset on
Jidy 8 in a good reefing S.W. breeze. This is the first race sailed over
this course, and a rather unfortunate incident occurred. One member
of the regatta committee was unavoidably absent, another was looking
after the race at Marblehead, sailed at the same time, and this left the
club shorthanded.
The printed course told boats to round Wepecket Shoal buoy, some

question was raised as to depth of water there, and the regatta com-
mittee put a stakeboat a little beyond the buoy, making course round
stakeboat a trifle longer than round buoy. It was supposed that all

boats were notified to round the stakeboat in place ot the buoy, but
there were more entries than expected, and Doris and Gymnote were
not so notified. Both rounded the buoys, and Anonyma protests
Gymnote for not rounding the stakeboat, while Nobska and Doris
counter-protest each other, Nobska's protest being identical with
Anonyma's, whUe Doris protests Nobska for leaving the buoy on the
wrong side after rounding the stakeboat on the right side. These
protests vrill be decided next week, and this report is made subject to
decision of protests.
The times were:

SPECIAL SLOOP class.
Length. Elapsed. Corrected.

Nymph, H.W. Harris, Quissett 40.00 3 04 .53 3 04 53
Chapaquoit, C. H. Jones, B. Y. C 39.10 3 06 21 2 51 57
Reliance, N. H. Emmons, B. Y. C 37.00 3 19 35 3 15 49
Sistae, J. B. Rhodes, N. B. Y. C 28.05 Not taken.

second oijlbs cats.
Gymnote, W E. C. Eustis, B. Y. C 23.09 1 40 44
Anonyma, F. L. Dabney, B. Y. C 33.08 1 42 44
Agawam, J. G. Young, B. Y. C 23.08 1 45 .51

Ulula, S. E. Winship, B. Y. C 22.08 1 48 00
Lestris, J. Crane, Jr., B. Y. C 22.09 1 49 52
Orchid, — OsborSe, Cotuit 21.04 1 59 45
Helena, G. E. Phinney, Mon. Beach

, . . .23.09 Withdrawn.
THIRD CLASS CATS.

Nobska, A. A. Beebe, B. Y. C 19.09 1 .50 20
Doris, John Parkinson, B. Y. C 19.08 1 53 48
Gilt Edge, D. L. Whittemore, B. Y. 0. .19.07 1 55 47
Puzzle, Wm. Amory, 2d, B. Y. C 39.10 1 57 13
Tycoon, J. L. Stackpole, Jr., B. Y. C. . .19.08 1 58 24
Caprice, H. N. Emmons B. Y. C 19.06 2-01 18
Barbee, R. G. Morse, B. Y. C 2 02 15
Hermione, R. L. Banstoup, B. Y. C 19.10 2 06 21
Scud, J. W. Talmay, Osterville 30.00 2 06 42
Eina, John Parkinson, B. Y. C 19,04 Withdrew.
Phenomenon, D. L. Whittemore, B.Y.C 19.04 Withdrew.
Saunterer, J. D. Parker, B. Y. C Withdrew.

ForaiTH class oats.
Dawdle, R. S. Hardy, B. Y. C 16.08 3 50 25
Mai-ketta 2 03 51

Zora, J. D. Parker, B. Y. C Withdrew,
FIFTH CLASS JIB AND MAINSAL.

Raccoon, J. L. Stackpole, Jr., B. Y. C. .11 .06 1 02 01

Axe, Louis Bacon, B. Y. 0 33,08 1 05 59
P. D. Q., R. W. Emmons, B. Y. C Withdrew,
Courses: Special class 20 miles, second and third classes 834 miles,

fourth class 7 miles, fifth class 4 miles,
Special class, first prize, Chapaquoit; .second prize, Nymph, Second

class, first prize, Gymuote; secoud prize Anonyma; third prize, Aga-
wam. Third class, first prize, Nobska; second prize, Doris; third
prize. Gilt Edge. Fourth class, first prize, Dawdle Fiftti class, first
prize. Raccoon. Second and thu'd class prizes subject to decisiou of
protests.
Judges, L. M. Clark, H. W. Carruth.
In the Beverly Y. C. race No 197, the protest of Susie vs. Hiladee is

withdrawn and HUadee takes first and Susie second place.

1 29 45
1 31 40
1 34 48
1 35 .52

1 37 53
1 46 15

1 34 65
1 38 37
1 40 20
1 41 58
1 42 38
1 45 35

i .5i 09
3 53 39

1 30 49

We have received from Mr. Henry Gilbert, .Ir., of St. Johns, N. B.,
three photos of an enlarged "Scarecrow," built by him from the de-
signs published in the Forest and Stream last fall. The boat is 20ft.

8iu. all over, l.Sft. 9in. 1. w. 1., 6ft. beam, and witli a centerboard of
3501bs. and 4001bs. inside carried 375sq. ft. of sail, boom and gaff main-
saU and jib set on a short bowsprit. The photo.9 show every evidence
of good workmanship and Cl.ytie, as she is named, is quite a shapely
fittle craft. Another enlarged "Seaj-ecrow"' is Thistledown, built for
ISiv. JEmihus Jarvis, of Toronto, the design being enlarged and
adapted by him to fit the 21 ft. sailing length class of the Lake Y. R. A.
Tllistledo^^'n was in bad luck in her first race at Hamilton, losing her
mast, but she was ready again a couple of days later at Toronto,
beating her six competitors by a large margin. She is a veritable
bulb-fin, hke the original Scarecrow, but the fln is a fixture, not fitted

to bolfit.

American Model Y. C.
The second leg for the Pfeiffer cup was sailed on Saturday, July 15,

in a very strong southerly wind, the yachts making very good weather
of it, carrying their small topsEuls a.nd whole lower sails. Only two
yachts came to the fine for the first heat. Hornet arriving too late to
start, but eventually started in the second heat; Neola winning the
first heat from Marguerite by Im. .35s. elapsed, Im. 42W;s. corrected,
Neola being nursed a little too much for fair saiUng after roundingthe
stake for the finish.
In the second heat Hornet showed up and did some very fine sailing

with the rest. Great disappointment was felt as Marguerite met with
an accident to her steermg gear after getting under way for the finish
hne, throwing her out of the race. From all appearances she would
have made it very hot for Neola. Neola won the heat and race from
Hornet by Im. 57s. elapsed, Im. SSJ^s. corrected. Below is the sum-
mary:

first heat.
Start. Elapsed. Corrected.

Marguerite, H. Fisher 3 35 41 13 46 13 46
Neola, J. E. Pfeiffer 3 .35 25 12 21 12 0S}4

SECOND HEAT.
Marguerite 3 53 51 Disabled.
Neola ..3 52 47 11 18 11 OOU
Hornet, J. C. Meyer 3 58 05 13 15 12 34
The next regatta will be on Labor Day, Sept. 3. The club has de-

cided to hold a sweepstake race to windward only, the winner in each
class to meet in a final race, with time aUowance and 5s. tax for every
time an owner touches his boat while racing. This mode is very pop-
ular, and we expect a full list of entries. Franic Nichols.

Eighth Annual Chesapeake Bay Y. C. Race.
CLAIBORNE, MD.—CHESAPEAKE BAY.

Saturday, July 6.

The eighth annual open race of the club took place oft' Claiborne
July 6. The entries were Island Belle, 35ft. lin. long, of C. B. Y. C,
and Neptune Club of Baltimore, owner E. L. Woodside. Albatros,
37ft. long, of Tilghman's Island. Ma BeUe, .3.5ft. long, owner Mr. Crane,
of St. Michaels.
The wind was a fresh breeze from N.N.W. The course was from a

Ime drawn from stake boat to wharf at Claiborne, thence to Bodkin
buoy, a close reach, thence to Wade's Point buoy, wind abeam, thence
to stake boat dead off the wind. This course repeated three times,
making twelve nautical miles. There wiU be a special open race off
St. Michaels on Saturday, July 29. The following is a summary of
the race:

Start, Finish. Corrected.
Island Belle, E. L. Woodside. 11 55 30 1 42 00 1 42 00
Albatros, Jno. Harrison 11 56 00 1 59 00 2 00 48
Ma BeUe, Mr. Crane 11 .55 30 1 55 00 1 55 36

Manchester Y. C. Gup.
MANCHESTER—MASSACHUSETTS BAY.

Tuesday, July 11.

Courses from startmg line in W. Manchester Harbor to black buoy off
Baker's Island, leaving it to starboard to little Nast buoy, leaving It to
return; distance 8 miles; weather fair; wind S.W., blowing fresh.

Length. Start. Fmish. Elapsed. Cor.
Yankee Maid, B. P. Stanley. .18,6 2 00 00 3 42 47 1 43 47 1 42
Wraith, A. W. Higginson.",. .18.10 2 00 00 3 42 00 1 42 00 1 42
Hornet, Chas. Jackson 20.01 2 00 00 withdrew.
Albatros, A. W. Craigie 21 .00 2 00 00 withdrew.
The Wraith and "i ankee Maid sailed a very close race, the other

yachts were out of it from the start. Wraith and Yankee Maid tie for
first place.
Regatta committee: A. H. Higgmson, 0. A. Cooley, A. W. Craigie.
Judges: Max Saill, J. A. Burnham, Jr , S. L. Huidekopei'.

YACHT NEWS NOTES.
It is to be hoped, for the sake of English ship builders, that it will

not become fashionable to import American-built yachts in the small
classes. Last year Miss Sutton brought over the half-rater Wee Winn,
designed and built by Herreshoffa, and she won nearly everything she
sailed for. Nothing has been heard of the boat this year, though there
is nothing in the class that could hope successfully to compete against
her. Miss Sutton, however, imported the Morwena, designed and
built by the same firm, and this little boat is proving herself quite as
formidable an opponent as the Wee Winn. Then Mr. Hai'die Jackson,
who built and raced the 2f<3-rater Faugh-a-Ballagh last season with a
success that placed him at the top of the season's record, went in for
a "dark horse" this yeai-, which proved to be a boat of the same class,
also from Heresholf's yard, and she has proved to be a perfect dyer in
light winds. She has started in nine matches, and has been "placed"
every time. All her wins, however, are not first prizes, and taking the
general character of the matches in which she has raced, it does not
appear that she has done much, if anything, better than Faugh-a-Bal-
lagh had she been in commission. The last-named boat is the prop-
erty of Mr. Hussey, of the Abbey, Orewkerne, who bought her just
before the close of the racing season of 1891, but has made no show of
fitting her out, and she is, we hear, in the sale list.— TFester/i Morning
Neios, Plymouth, Eng.

A new hollow boom for Colonia has just been completed at Poillon'a
yai-d. South Brooklyn, under the direction of Mr. Drlscoll, the superin-
tendent of the yacht work of the yard. This "creation" is nothing
less than a barrel 97ft. 6ia. long and 22in. in diameter at the mid-
dle, tapering to llin. at the ends. The sldn is in two thicknesses and
is, of course, hoUow, except for the moulds or bulkheads of thin stuff,
spaced some 8ft. apart, on which it was built. These moulds, circular
in shape, and diminishing in size to fit the taper of the spai', are first
set up on stocks, like the moulds of a boat, and connected by a double
series of cross braces of IJ-^in. stufi'. The first layer of planking is of
matched spruce, iu long lengths, IJ^ijiu. thick, the joints laid in lime
and cheese cement, and the planks screwed to the moidds. After this
layer Is on the spar is rounded up and the outer layer, of li4in. Oregon
pine, also matched, is put on and screwed into the inner planking.
Each of the outer planks is hollowed on the inside and they break
seams with the inner ones. After the spar is finally planed up it is
seized at intei'vals with wire rope in place of solid hoops. It Is ex-
pected that the spar will be very stiff and decidedly lighter than a
soUd stick.

Capt. J. C. Summers, the founder and publisher of the yachting
annual "Who Won." has organized a stock company under the name
of the "Who Won Publishing Co.," of which he is vice-president and
general manager, J. A. Harruuan, president, and H. B. Thompson
secretary and treasurer. The new concern will continue the publica-
tion of the yacht list in four parts, issued quarterly every year, thus
including all additions and the many changes which are made after
the publication of most annual lists. It will also begin in September
the publication of a semi-monthly journal under the name of Burgee
and Pennant, devoted to the Naval Reserve and yachting.

The annual cruise of the Massachusetts Y. C. will begin on Satur-
day, July 29. The fleet will rendezvous oft' Thomp.son's Island at 2
P.M. At 2:30 o'clock a gun wid be fired or whistle bio vro from the
commodore's yacht as a signal to prepare to get under way. At 3
o''clocka second gun wOl be fired or whistle blown as a signal to pro-
ceed to Boothbay, which wfll be the first stop. The time of each
yacht will be taJcen uutU 3:30. A first and second prize will be
awarded to yachts making the best corrected time. On arrival at
Boothbay yachts wiU anchor inside Mouse Island, and the fli'st yacht
will take the time of the fleet

A new steam yacht named Emeline was launched at Boach''s ship-
yard, Chester, on July 6, -where she was built for John B, Roach, She
is 108ft. over aU, :6ft. 6in, beam. Oft. S^gin. hold. Her engines are OJ^,
14 and 24 by 14, and the screw is 5ft. diameter and 7ft. Sin. pitch. She
is of steel and schooner rigged.

In the Lake Geneva Y. 0. race on .luly 4 the noted eastern crack
Rival built and raced by Com. Burritt. was beaten by Vanadis, a boat
of the same type built by J. H. Corn well. Vanadis is owned by Messrs.
Billings & McOrea, and the Rival was recently purchased by Mr. Car-
penter, of Chicago.

Sagamore, steam yacht, is now refitting at Cowes after her voyage
across from Phfladelphia. and will soon start again on a long cruise
in foreign waters, hei- owner. K.lgar Scott, son of tUe late Thomas
Scott, of the Pennsylvania liailroad, lieing accompanied by his mother
and sister,

Messrs, Bishop, of 205 South st,, New York, request us to state that
Jeffries Marine Glue is no longer to be had at that number, the agency
having been removed, Messrs. Jeffries have lately shipped a large
invoice of glue to their Boston agents.

Newburyport, Mass.. has a new yacht club called the Merrimac Val-
ley Y. 0., the officers being: Com., .loseph Newell; Vice-Com,, Mor-
ton P. Goidd; Sec.-Treas., ,fohu W. Bartlett; Fleet Captain, Charles
Newell; Meaa., Edward A. Amend.
The Great South Bay Y. 0. has elected the following officers: Com.,

Aiden S, Swan, 7ice-Com., F G, Bourne; Rear-Com., H. S. Jewell;
Sec y, F. C, xJiss; Treas., Mfies Bergen, The annual regatta will be
sailed on July 39.

Art easurement of Huron and Katrine, shows that the former wins
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by 40 seconds in the Larchmont regatta of July 4; KatHna was origi-

nally reported as winning by 5 seconds.

The fifth annual regatta of the Indian Harbor T. C. will be sailed on
July 29 off Greenwich, Conn. The steamer Crystal Stream will leave
New York foot of TMrty-first street, East River, at 7:.30 A. M., follow-

ing the race.

Vivian, steam yacht, recentiv sold by J. L. Hutchinson to IVIr. Evans
of New York, has been re-named Toinette. She has received an elec-

tric light plant at Lawley's.

The championship race of the Minnetonka Y. C. on July 15 was won
by Jlr. Burton's Onawa.

§madng.

Two correspondents take exception to our comments last week on

the Atlantic Divi.sion meet, but there is nothing in t heir statements

which was not considered by us in writing as we did, after a very un-

pleasant personal experience, which we shared with a number of

others equally desirous of reaching camp. We were fully aware, as

Mr. Smith states, that the selection of the site was made hastily after

other plans had failed, but the conditions at OaiJtain'B Island would

probably have been much the same, a still greater distance from the

railroad to the shore, and then a mile or so of water with no means

provided by the committee for crossing it.

The trouble hes in selecting a site which can only be reached cer-

tainly and surely by a steam launch; when, either from lack of funds

or neglect on the part of the committee, no such means is provided.

It may be possible, as Mr. Smith states, to get from Chimmons

Island to New York in an hour and twenty minutes, but on the other

hand there are time.s when the only train during a whole long day

takes an hour and three-q\iarters. schedule time, from South Nor-

walk to New York. No doubt the islands are very beautiful and pos-

sess many advantages, but under the circumstances we still consider

the arrangements as very defective.

Our experience covers rf'longer time than Mr. Dorland's letter indi-

cates, we were unfortimate enough to be in South Norwalk from 5 P.

M. on Saturday until A. M. on Sunday, and during all this time

there was no means of reaching camp but by an open boat, starting in

the rain late at night, and with no reasonable certainty of getting

anywhere in the faint breeze. A boat was promised to leave for the

camp at 8 A. M. on Sunday, but up to 9 o'clock it was not visible, and

the necessity of reaching New Y"ork that night made it necessary to

take the only train during the day. There was ample time to have

reached camp on Saturday before the storm came up, but there was

no boat, and by the time one was ready the storm was about breaking.

If this were a solitai-y instance we should not have commented on it

at all, but it has been, and from all appearances is still likely to be,

the regular thing to blunder over the matters of location and trans-

portation. The exact cost of ttie present meet is not yet known, but

it is certain to prove a very expensive camp, and in any case, enough

money has been spent to have afforded, with judicious management,

suitable means of reaching and returning from it.

The B. C. A. Meet, Lough Erne.

The seventh annual meet of the British Canoe Asssociation will

begin on July 31 and terminate on Aug. SI, the camp being located at
Derrygore, near Enniskillen, on Lough Erne, Ireland. The general
regulations of the camp are as follows:

Friends of members and any one already a member of a recognized
canoe or sailing club may join the camp on payment of 10 shillings,

such subscription to be counted as the annual subscript!m to the
B. C. A. for 1893 in case of election, application to be made to the vice-

commodore not later than July 2Cto Elm View, Maple Road, Sm-biton,
and after that date at the camp.
Any gentleman thus attending the camp agrees to abide by the

rules and regulations which may be made by the camp officers.

"Married Quarters" will be arranged for near main camp if suffi-

cient names are sent in and will be in charge of the senior married
lady camping. The services of a camp attendant and a boy with
boat will he at the disposal of members. A large committee tent will

be erected, at which it is proposdto hold camp dinners each evem'ng,

and a piano will be provided for sing-songs, etc. There wdl be the
usual camp kitchen under the charge of camp attendant. A supply
of paraffin and methylated spirits will be on sale. Members must
make their own arrangements as to getting supplies at Enniskillen,

but probably some of the tradesmen will call at camp for orders

;

milk, eggs and water can be obtained close by camp. Very few, if

any. sailing boats can be hned at Enniskillen. All members attend-
ing this meet are specially requested to fly the burgee and wear the
badge of the association. Members are requested to bring an assort-

ment of flags and Chinese lanterns, etc., for the decoration of the
camp, and also for an illuminated procession of canoes if thought
desirable. All those who can contribute to the amusement of the
camp, either vocally or instrumentally, are requested to bring their
instruments and music for the purpose of holding "camp-fires" dur-
ing the meet. Lodgings can be obtained close by the lake, at Ennis-
kifien, at reasonable charges. There is excellent fishing to be obtained;
salmon and trout are preserved, but any one can fish for pike, jDerch,

etc. Although the camp is a fixed one, it is proposed to make several
excursions ui> and down the lake, camping out for the night and re-

turning the next or following day. Such arrangements will be dis-

cussed at the camp dinners and a programme posted on the camp
notice board, which members can avail themselves of or not as they
wish. During the meet a B. C. A. regatta will be arranged. Letters
or telegrams for members at the camp should be addressed—British
Canoe Association Camp, in care of J. Arthur Irwin, Esq., Derrygore,
Enn'skillen. The annual general meeting of the association will be
held on Aug. 10, preceded by dinner at 7 P.M., at Enniskillen. All

members are particularly requested to be present.

Peeci Nisbet, R. C. C, Vice Com., British Canoe Association.

The Atlantic Division Meet.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Kindly permit me to differ most decidedly with your comments on

the location of the Atlantic Division meet at Chimrnons Island. I

was one of those unfortunates who were not able to spend two weeks,
but did run ujj from New York oli two occasions to spend two or
three days in camp. On both occasions there was little delay in get-

ting to the island, and after arriving there, although we were con-
siderably bothered Saturdaj^ and Sunday, July 1 and 3, with mosqui-
toes (owing to the high grass at that time on the island and sultry
weather) I found the camp very pleasantly located, in good cruising
grounds and amid a group of islands that I for one should be
pleased to return to.

Your genial editor should bear in mind that his attempt to get to

camp wa.s imsuccessful very largely on account of the heavy rain and
wind storm of that evening. Had he arrived earlier in the day he
would have reached camp and formed very different ideas regarding
it; and after the storm the crew of the war canoe which went over
to Norwalk, unfortunately did not locate him. Irving T. Dobi<and.

Editor Forest and Stream;
Having just read yoiu- severe ariScle on the A.C. A. meet at Chim-

mons Island, I think I ought to, in justice to the hard working mem-
bers of the camp site committee say a few words in their behalt: First,

they had completed their arraugements to go to Captaici s Island off

Greenwich and at the last moment discovered some of tlie r.wners of
Captain's Island obiected to the camp being located th«re and the com-
mittee then had to look about for another site and accepted my offer

of Chimmons Island; I too was very sorry so few days iuteiwened
before the opening day, and the committee worked hard to make the
camj) what it should be and provide eomumnieation with the main
land, but for want of time no boat could be had for daiiy use to and
from the depot. If I may be permitted though the pleasure of having
the A.C.A. meet again at Chimmons Island, I assure you as well as the
members of the association a far pleasanter time, the gi-ass will be cut,

beaches cleared of sea-weed and the island will assume a ship-shape
look, and furthermore it will be easy of access, but this time please

consider the suddenness of the call and remember no other meet ever

had this sadden change of all their plans to contend with, and I tliiuk

you will agree with me that this was after all a pleasant camp—it is

reached fronj New York in an hour and twenty minutes with a proper
launch, and with time to secure one there need be no excuse for not
finding here a perfect camping site for the A.C.A. and they are always
welcomes Warren E. Smith.
Chimmons Isiant, Norwalk, Conn., July 14.

A. C. A. Notes.
Tke telegraph cable of the G. N. W. Co. crosses Wolfe Island at

Brophy"s Point, and the company's agent at Kingston has promised
to station an operator at the Point during the meet in Augtist, if re-
quested to do so. This will prove a great convenience to members
and will enable newspaper correspondents to send off reports more
readily than has hitherto been possible.

Mr. Brophy has sent a good piano down to the Point. As there is a
dancing floor on the ground this combination ought to prove a pleas-
ing one to members.

Sir. Carruthers, chairman of the regatta committee, is fitting out
his handsome steam yacht, the Marquis of Lome, and wiU have her on
hand in August to use in laying out courses, etc.

Negotiations are in progress regarding a boat between the camp
and Kingston. An efficient service wUl be provided.

Subscriptions to the Prize Fund have not come in as readily as
might have been expected. The list is stUl open.

A. C. A. Membership.
Northern D^\^SION: K. A. Cameron, H. Cartwright, R. B. Crombie,

R. W. Garrett, Cataraqui C. C, Kingston, Can.

CANOE NEWS NOTES.
A remarkable feat was performed on .lune 17 by Lieut. H. R. Sayce,

of Bristol, who succeeded in crossing the English Channel in a minia-
ture boat. The little craft has been patented -by him as the Midge
Pneumatic Collapside Lifeboat, and is designed to be serviceable for
flsliing, shooting or sailing. The weight is under 351bs., length S^^ft.

with only 32in. beam. It is entirely covered in with canvas, leaving
just room enough for a person's body to come through, and is in-

flated with air by means of tubing, so as to render it unsinkable. The
boat wa.s fitted with a little foresail about the size of a woman's apron,
and a still smaller mizzen, the boat when afloat having exactly the ap-
pearance of a large toy boat. Leaving the Waterloo Crescent, Dover,
at 3 A.M. on Saturdav morning, Mr. Sayce unfolded his boat and
flUed it up. which was the work of a very few minutes, and then
launched in it from the beach. He was accompanied by a small sail-

ing lugger, the Fottr Brothers, on board of which were two boatmen.
A small supply of refreshments were put aboard, consisting chiefly of
biscuits and lemonade. Daylight was just breaking, and there was a
Ught wind from N.N.E. A course was steered straight for Cape
Grisnez, the party being uncertain whether they would make Calais
or Boulogne. Saihng was very slow work, but the little craft be-
haved remarkably well. Mr. Sayce was provided wath a double
paddle, which he kept in constant use. The little craft entered
Boulogne Harbor at o o'clock, the voyage having occupied fourteen
hours. During this time Mr. Sayce did not once leave his remarkable
little craft, which was brought back by the lugger to-day. When a
breeze sprung up yesterday it did not look possible that such a toy
could remain afloat, btit it'raade not the slightest difference to her.
The remarkable part of it was that she shipped no water, and when
Boulogne was reached she was quite dry inside.—Western Morning
JS^eivs, Plymouth, Eag.

The Northwestern Amateur Rowing Association will, this summer,
for the first time in its history of 25 years, depart from a strictly row-
ing programme and add a tandem and single paddling race, each
under A. C. A. rules. The regatta of the N. A. R. A. wUl be held over
t:he BeUe Isle course, at Detroit, on Aug. 11, 12, the two days follow-
ing the regatta of the National Association of Amateur Oarsmen.

For an Universal Target.
Morgantown, W.Va., July 12.—Editor Forest and Strbam: I am

much pleased to see the letters in Forest and Stream relative to a
new target and for one that all can recognize as a standard target.
The German shooters have had a target, in which the circles are %iii.

apart; it has given the best of satisfaction for many years, and I have
througii au experience of fifteen years or more heard no complaints
as to its fairness of count or impracticabihtj'^ for the expert marks-
man. This is the target, the rifle of any weight, with double triggers
and a holder attached, is allowed to shoot on, and the "possible" of
2,50 in 10 successivp shots has never been made in a public match.
A target for a standard should be one that can be easily drawn or

manufactured at home or the club house, not for saving the item of
buying onlj% but in case through an oversight the supply of targets
becomes exhausted and the marksmen who go to the range on prac
tice day have to return home disgusted and disappointed, when if a
target of regular divisions in inches, instead of hundredths of an inch,
was the standard, it could be easily drawn with a string and lead
pencil and the shooters not lose the enjoyment of their practice. I

am pleased at the suggestion of a target with the rings one inch apart,
and if we can have and use such a target without paying for a copy-
right or being obliged to purchase of one particular maker, shaU vole
for such target. If I am correctly informed any club or individual
that should manufacture the Standard target now copyrighted by
Mr. Ilinmau, would infringe on the copyright and it would be unlaw-
ful for them to do so.

How is it, "Y'Ratilim," can we have the inch ring target without re-

strictions ? W. Milton Farrow.

Greenville Kifle Club.

The weekly outing, July 15, brought out the usual number of mem-
bers of the club. Capt. Mahlenbrock. of the Hudson Rifle Club, of
Marion, N. J., paid the Greenvilles a visit during the afternoon, and
helped to liven matters in the shooting house. Messrs. Dorrler and
Plaisted, in the absence of Ross, had a lively race between them.selves
in a series of .50 shots. The totals are as follows: Plaisted 1,067, Dorr-
ler 1.0G4. The following 10 shot scores are appended: Plaisted 22G,

Dorrler 219. Chavant 215, Mahlenbrock 310, Collins 208, Robidoux 198,

Spahn 189, Dodds 182. Purkess 178, Gassman 170.

The weekly competition of the members of the GreenviUe Rifle Club
on the gallery ranges continues to draw the usual quota from the sev-
eral classes to the club house on each ensuing shooting night. On
Friday, July 14, the following appended scores were made, 10 shots,
possible 250, distance 2.5yds.: J. Boag 242, Spahn 240, Purkess .339,

Plaisted 239, Collins 237. Chavant 236, C. Boag 235, Robidoux 235, Gott^
hardt 234, Dodds 328, Pfoffer 319.

Hartford Rifle Club.

Hartford, .Itily 10.—I enclose you scores made by the Hartford
Rifle Club at their regular shhot on Saturday. Standard targets, 200
yds., light good, but a brisk, changeable wind.
HMPnpe 10 10 8 9 10 8 10 7 8 (i—86

10 19 7 9 6 8 8 8 11 10-8678879969 10 9—82
FKRand 7 10 9 9 9 8 9 8 4 8—82

9 8 6 10 9 5 8 9 10 6—80
JMFoote,Jr 8 10 8 10 87778 7—80

6 10 9 6 10 6 9 10 6 8—79
F B Covel 5 JO 6 8 10 7 6 9 7 9—77897985887 7-77
W J Dunbar 79 10 4 10 9998 5-77

9 10 6 5 7 10 6 4 6 7—70
J Edwards 8 9 5 9 5 7 7 6 7 8—73

10 59786777 6—72
FSeaver 777958^94 6-69885576795 8-6S
J C Wiseman 6 10 4 10 4 9 4 4 7 6-64
Pope finished the series of medal matches to-day, winning a bronze

medal on 10 scores of TO oi- over with 89. 74, 80, 8O', 79, 75, 70. 77, 75 and
82—780; the silver medal on 10 scores of SO or better, with 83, 85, 81,

84, 8", 81, 81, 84. 80 and 82—821; and the gold medal on 10 scores of 85
or better, With 85, 92, 85, 86, 85, 88, 87, 87, 86 and 86- 867.

H. M. Pope, Sec'y,

New York Schuetzen Corps.
The monthly practice shoot of the New York Corps, Capt. Henry

Offerman, at Union Hill Schuetzen Park on Friday, July 14, was not
as well patronized by the members of the corps as lisual, still it

bi-ought out a sufficient number to make the shooting house very
livelv'duriug the afternoon.

n.' M. Pope, secretary of the Hartford Rifle Club, of Hartford,
Voua., was a visitor in the park .jurin j the afternoon.
Scores on the rii]>r target are aiipendeil, ]ii shots, German ring tar-

get: B. Zettler -,'1.5, John IJ. Sti-ahir,ana ;.']:.', Fr. Schmidt 208, H. B.
Miehaelsen --'Ol. .John U, Wilkens 199. H. Strate 197, Chas. Grosch 195,

John Btmz iri2. Pli. Feigel 190, John C, Guun 1.S9, Aug. J. Christen 188,

F. Facotapre 181. Wm. Hahn 180. F. Plump 1S(I. A. W. Lemclie 179, Jac.
Schmitt 173, H. Buthfer 165, B. Mavborg 165, N. O. B. Beversten 154, H.
Meyn 159, John G. ThoeIke 151, R. Ahrehs 151.

Point target. 10 shots, possible 30: Ph. Feigel 18, John C. Bonn IS,

Chas. Grosch 14, Fr. Schmidt 12, H. Buthfer 12, Aug. J. Christen 11, H .

Strate 10, H. Heinecke 10, Wm. Wessel 10, B. Zettler 9, Wm. Hahn 8 ,

Sam Galle 8. F. Plump 8, H. Lohden 8, John Bunz 7, F. Facompre 6 .

John G. Thbelke 6. A. W. Lemcke 6, John D. Strahmann 6, D. Buthfer
6, .L N. Herrmann 6, H. Offermann 6, Fr. Hoops 6.

Red flags: Fr. Schmidt 2, Ph. Feigel 2, H. Buthfer 2, F. Plump 1. D
Buthfer 1, H. Heinecke 1, John C. Bonn 1, Sam Galle 1, J. N, Herr
mann 1, Aug. J. Christen 1, H. Hanschen 1.

Zettler Rifle Club.

The bi-monthly shoot of the Zettler Rifle Club, at Cyprus Hills
Park, on July 16, was not as well attended as usual, only six members
were on hand to shoot out the programme.
Fred. Ross was in good form and made the following appended

scores: 229, 214, 219, 220, 232—1,104.
The scores of the members present are appended:

F C Ross 25 18 23 24 22 24 24 24 33 22—229
22 22 20 23 28 22 24 23 21 29-222

R Hamainn 23 25 23 20 23 21 23 23 22 23—225
25 17 23 24 23 24 21 17 21 .24-219

H Holges 17 23 23 20 24 23 23 24 23 23-231
23 30 22 23 18 24 21 23 23 35—320

GW Plaisted 22 22 21 21 21 21 12 24 95 24—223
21 19 20 20 23 20 25 28 24 23—217

Geb Kfauss 34 22 21 22 22 20 17 22 23 18- 909
18 22 21 15 22 34 13 25 10 23-199

J A Boyken 24 18 19 23 20 18 19 22 34 19—206
16 21 22 16 19 31 19 20 17 19-190

GeoW Downs 22 19 22 14 18 31 16 18 21 20-191
17 23 21 16 17 18 20 14 23 16- 185

Tui'tle Bay Rifle Club.
The weekly gaUery shoot of the Turtle Bay Club, at its headquar-

ters No. 156 East 42d Street, N. Y^. city, on Thursday night, July 13,
was the occasion for another lively race between the following teams.
The conditions were 10 shot scores on the 25 ring target, three score
to count, distance 20yds.:
J Ochs, Jr. . .244 241 242—737 G E Jantzer.246 245 242—733
J Krampert..241 238 243—722—1449 H Walter. . . .340 238 2.32—710—1443

New York Rifle Corps.
The Saturday outing of the New York Rifle Club at Cypress Hills

Park, .July 15, found only four members on hand ready for comi^eti-
tion for the club trophies. The following appended scores were made
by the members participating, standard American target: Jas. Duane.
86; Thos. Lloyd 83, 80, 80; M. Herrington 85, 85; E. B. Barker (rest)

,

106. 104, 103.

Excelsior Rifle Club.

Only three members of the Excelsior Club went out to the Green-
viUe Shooting Park on Fridav. July 14, to shoot in the competition for
club prizes. The scores: Chas. Thomas 311, O, C. Boyce 202, L. P
Hansen 182.

RIFLE NOTES.
We saw- an Ulustration last week of how one is helped along in his

efforts for a record. One of our riflemen started out with a. 10 shot
score, his first three shots were 24, 34, 34, this caused the other rifle-

men present to become interested in the individual, for here was an
opportunity. Should he keep up the gait the record of 239 would be a
thing of the past, in fact a back number. In consequence there was a
chorus of admonitions to be careful. The fourth shot was 24. This
last shot created a desire upon the part of some present to remove the
dust from the shooter's back, which was freely indulged in. The fifth

shot was a flag (25) with the marker's hat resting on the top of the
staff. This, of course, was an extra inducement to the shooter to
hold both his grip as well as his nerve. All hands present kept lock
step with the shooter from the stand to the loading table, and back to
the stand a.gain, accompanied with the usual back dusting and chorus
of "Be careful!" With the sixth shot all were helping to pull the
trigger (in their minds). The result was a 21. There was one unani-
mous "()h!" long drawn out. and then the chorus came, "Too bad!"
Then one individual relieves the monotony with the remark, "He's all

right yet; onlj' eight points off from a full score." But the spell was
broken. Then the tnost of the shooters returned to their individual
shooting and left the shooter to himself. His seventh shot was
another flag (25), and with the flag came every individual in the shoot-
ing house to see that flag. Then came out the pencfls and paper and
down went the figures. Seven shots in the target only 8 points off

from a full scoi-e, a possible 242; a new^ record in sight. Again the
chorus, "Now, old man, here's your chance; hold for all you're worth;
take yom- time; don't pull untU you are right." In fact all hands
were" pulling. Off goes the gun. The chorus, "What is it?" Up
comes the number, 16. The record is safe. Another ambition blasted
for the time being.

The captains from the several corps connected with the new
Schuetzen Bund, organized in New York last month, met in the head-
quarters of the German-American Society. No. 12 St. Marks Place,
July 14. The payment of the first installment of the initiation fee or
tax assessed upon each society was in order. A general discussion
over the question of the good and welfare of the association was
freely indulged in by many of the prominent leaders present. That
the carrying out of the proposed festival in 1893 will meet with a
hearty response from the shooting fraternit>' through the entire
country seems to be the unanimous feeling of all who have had an op-
portunity to post themselves by conference with riflemen outside of
New York. Just as soon as the Bund has become thoroughly organ-
ized and in working order, applications for entrance to membership
will come rolling in from all parts of the country.

The' proposed team match between Messrs. Zimmerman, Marten and
Pittschier on the one side and Messrs. Walther, Krauss and Busse on
the other, which was to have been decided at the Glendale Park, L. I.,

on Friday, July 14, has been postponed for the present. Mr. Zimmer-
mann's old rheumatic affliction is upon him again and necessitates his
laying aside his rifle for the time being.

We have seen among the riflemen, as in other kindred sports, many
occasions where individual effort has been made to make a record.
With the rifleman, to make a score a little higher than has been here-
tofore made. These ambitions are natural, and all riflemen like to see
a brother put up a big score, provided of course it is not going to spoil

his individual record or is not in a contest in which he is a contestant.

All ties divided unless otherwise reportea.

FIXTURES.
If you want your shoot to be announced here

send in notice like the following-:

Aug. 7-8.—Pier Gun CSub tournament, at Atlantic City, N. J.

Aug. 7-12.—Arkansas State Sportsmen's Association tournament at

Little Rock, Ark.
Aug. 9-11.—Missouri State Amateiu- Shooting Association, at Paris.

Mo.
Aug. 16-18.—Coney Island tournament at Cincinnati. Ohio.
Aug. 16-18.—Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Associfitlcn's

fifth tournament, at Charlotte, N. C.

Aug. 22-25.—Third international live bird and target tournauierit. at

Des-tmree-shos-ka Island, Detroit, Mich.
August.- Manui acturers' Trap-Shooting Association tournameul, at

Wheeling. W. Va.
August,—Ivey.stone Target Company, seventh annual toUrnajiieDi,

at New London, Conn.
S6pt. 4.—Frankfort (N. Y.) Game and Fish Protective Association

tournament.
Sept. 14-15.—Riverside Gun Club's second annual tournament, at

Red Bank, N. J. John P. Cooper, Sec'y.
Sept. 36-29.—Pennsylvania State Sportsmen's Association tournajueni

at Harrisburg, Pa. H. M. F. Worden, Cor. Sec'y.
Septetnber.—Manufacturers' Trap Shooting Association tourna-

ment, at Columbus, Ohio.
October.—Manufacturers' Trap-Shooting Association tournajnent.

at AJleutown and Bethlehem, Pa. (combined).
Oct. 19-20.—West Newburg Gun and Rifle Association fall tourna-

ment, at Newburg.
1894.

April 4-6.—Interstate Jlanufacturers' and Dealers' Association's
Grand American Handicap at Dexter Park, Long Island.

The third of the series of team matches between the Union Gun
Club, of Springfield, and the Boiling Springs Gun Club will take pJace
at Rutherford on Monday, Jifly 24. As each club has already won one
contest, the thu'd wiU be an interesting one.
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DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
Ohadwick's second midsummer shootine tournament will be held at

Culver Park, Marmont, Ind.. on Aug. 29, 30 and 31, and 8150 in cash
and merchandise will be added to the pm-ses. The events will be at
10, 20, 25 and 50 single targets. The programme speaks thus of the
spot where the shoot is to be held: Culver Park is located on the
north bank of Lake Maxinkuckee. one mile from Marmont Station on
the Vandalia Railway, 33 miles south of South Bend," 33 miles north of
Logansport, and 75 miles east of Chicago. It is one of the flnest sum-
mer resorts in the State, with its refreshing and health-giving mineral
waters, its shady nooks and cooling breezes, and its superb facilities
for rowing, fishing and sporting of any kind. All who wish rest,
health and comfort should attend the second annual midsummer tour-
nament. Mr. Culver has spent thousands of dollars in improvements
on these grounds, which consists of Culver Park Hotel, the big Taber-
nacle of Sam Jones and Talmage fame, inuumei-able pools, bowers,
walks, shrubs and flowers. Come prepared to stay a week or two at
the best summer resort in Indiana.

The second annual shoot of the' Crescent Park Gun Club was
held on July 4 at Sioux City, low^a, live birds and inanimate targets
being used. The results of the matches were as follows: Ten single
•clays, entrance $1, 8 moneys; Lyon 7, Pecaut 9, Sweet 7, Burgers,
Wards, Hardy 6, Atkins 4, Harrison 6, Bard 7. Myers 7. Ten single
clays, entrance $1, 3 moneys: Pecaut 8, Sweet 7, Harrison 3, Bard 8.

Hardy 5, Atkins 5, Myers 6, Hunter 3, Lyon 7. Burger 7. Fifteen sin-
gle clays, entrance $2. 3 monevs: Burger 18, Hardy 10, Myers 10, Har-
rison 12. Atkins 9, Himter9, Sweet 13, Pecaut 14, Scoville 11, Lyon 12.

Ten live birds, entrance $5. 3 moneys: Bard 6, Wilson 4, Harri.son 8,
Scoville7, Lyon 9. Pecaut 9, Sweet 8, Hardy 5. Miss-and-outat live
birds, entrance ."SI: Sweet 1, Harrison 2, Lyonl, ScovilleS; Scoville
and Harrison div. first money. Second miss-and-out. entrance $1:
Sweet $1, Harrison 4. Scoville 4, Lyon 5; Lyon won. Seven live birds,
entrance $2.50, 1 mone.y: Sweet 6, Lyon 7, Harrison 4, Scoville 4. Miss-
and-out at live birds, entrance $10: Sweet 6, Lyon 5.

Live bird shooters will be interested to know that during the second
or third week in September the,y will again have an opportunity to
test their skill and nerve on the splendid Paterson (N. J.) shoot-
ing grounds known as Williard's Park. The shoot will be at 25
live birds per man, $25 entry, Hurhngham rules to govern, the money
divisions to be as usual. As an additional incentive a trophy to cost
$50 will be put up, this to be shot down to a finish by the high guns.
It is hoped that this incentive will bring entries from a number of
Pennsylvania and New York experts as well as those in New Jersey.
Williard's Park, in the opinions of the seventeen men who tooli part
in the 20-bird sweep on July 6, has the finest shooting ground in the
East, the field being almost perfectly level, the background perfect
and with abundance of shade for contestants and spectators.

Detroit, Mich., July II.—Please change dates of the Manufacturers'
Trap-Shooting Association, at Wheeling, from Aug. 2 and 3 to Aug. 1

and 2. A large attendance is assured. The pleasant location and the
SlOO a day and trophy given by the association is sufficient assm-ance
of a good attendance. Mr. J. A. Penn writes that shooters are com-
ing from Parkersburg, Pittsburgh, Columbus and other neighboring
cities. The dates at AUentown, Pa., will be Sept. 12 and 13.— John
Pakkbr, Manager M. T. S. A.

The Hazleton Gun Club, of Hazleton, Pa., wUl hold a tournament on
Aug. 3 and 4, the programme to include both live bird and target
events. The club will oft"er IglOO to any two men 1n Philadelphia who
will defeat R. T. Clayton and partner in a race at 25 five birds per
man. Mrs. M, F. Lindsley ("Wanda") has been asked to give an exhi-
bition during the tournament. The shoot will be under the manage-
ment of Messrs. Clayton and Cooper. Hazleton is a town of 15,000 in-
habitants and is full of enthusiastic shooters.

By some unaccountable error a curious transposition of names took
place in our last issue. On page 43 were ijrinted, side by side, bait-tone
portraits of Charles Smith, the famous "Dutehy," of Plainfield, N. J.,
and of the 63-year-old field and trap shot. Samuel Castle, of Newark,
N. J. Mr. Castle's name appeared under the picture of Mr. Smith and
vice versa. We sincerely hope that no harm has been wrought by the
transposition.

There is a rumor that William Tell Mitchell, of Lynchburg, Va.. and
Neaf Apgar, of Plainfield, N. J., may soon come together as oppo-
nents in a match at 100 live birds each for ,8250 a side. Both of tlaese
men are shooting in fine form and a contest between them would be
worth traveling a long way to witness. So far as skill and nerve are
concerned there is little if any choice.

The North Parma Gun Club, of Rochester, N. Y.. has changed its
name to the Manitou Rod and Gun Club. The new officers are: Pres.,
John Louden; Vice-Pres , Theodore Lane; Sec'y-Treas., T. H. Mc-
Guire; Capt., Clai'ence Lane. The club is ready to receive challenges
from any in the State.

D. Nish has been elected secretary of the National Gun Club, of
Elgin, 111., in place of D. A. Riddle, who has removed to another town.

W. J. Mann has resigned the position of secretary of the Rochester
Rod and Gun Club and N. C. Fulton has been elected to fill the
vacancy.

Plainwbll, Mich., July 4.—The following scores were made to-day
by members of the Plain well Gun Club, shooting at 25 targets each-
S. B. Negus 20, O. F Burroughs 19, J. H. Madden 19, R. L. Sbule 14, S
Heath 13, F. Heath 12, C. Machemer 9, G. Gilkey 4.

PLAiNWELb, Mich., July 7.—Inclosed find scores of the last shoot of
the Plainwell Gun Club, which took place to-day. each man shooting
at 25 singles: O. F. Burroughs SO, N. A. Balch 19, R. L. Soul 19, J. H
Madden 18, F. Heath 15, S. Heath 14, J. W. Gilkey 14, S. B. Negus 13,

Geo. Gilkey 9, Wm. Cox 6.

The team match between the CUfton Gun Club, of Staten Island
and the Newark Gun Club has been psstponed until fall. By that time
the Newarkers will have thoroughly mastered the obsolete rules under
which the match will be shot.

Harry Matz wites us that the summer tournament of the Reading
Shooting Association will be held at the Three-Mile Hruse, on Aug. 15
16, 17 and 18, both targets and live birds to be used.

C. H. TOWNSEND.

Close Work in the Jersey League.
The members of the New Jersey State Trap-Shooters' League had

splendid weather for their sixth monthly team contest, held on the
grounds of the South Side Gun Club, in Newark, on Tuesdaj^ July 1

1

These grounds which are situated on the edge of the Newark meadows'
below the Em l ett street station of the Pennsylvania railroad, afford
a good background and on this day there was scarely any breeze to
Interfere with the flight of the bluerock targets. All the shooting was
done from one set of traps, this necessitating an entire stoiipage of'
sweepstake shooting while the team match was iu progress. Had
there been two sets of traps as announced, there would have been
many more targets thrown.
The South Side Gun Club had arranged a good programme of events,

all at 15 targets each, SI .50 entry, and these were well patronized froni
the commencement. I. D. Terrill and W. R. Hobart had charge of the
management and did their work in good shape. The club had pro-
vided a large marquee for shelter for the shooters and in one end was
a supply of soft drinks, sandwiches and ice cream. Dinner was eaten
at Brauer's Hotel, a couple of blocks from the grounds.
The attendance of State team shooters was good and quite a number

of spectators were on hand during the afternoon. Among the visitors
was the genial H. L. Edgarton, the well kuo^^Ti expert from WiUi-
mantic, Conn., who shot in his usual great form and received a warm
welcome from the Jerseymen.
The team race was for teams of fivemen each, at 25 bluerock targets

per man, and a hot race it was between three of the teams, the'Unions
of Springfield finally crossing the wire a bare break ahead of the
South Sides and Maplewoods. Major J. M. Taylor was referee and
"Uncle Jake" Pentz scorer of the team race. Below are the scores of
the day:

THE STATE TEAM HACE.

Passaic City Gun Club.
Bowes oouiioiiiniiiniiioini—21
Coman 1111011110111111111110311—22
JeUame 01 1 00111 1 1 1 01 01 1011100011—16
Beatty 00100010010001OOOOlllOlOO- 8
Abbott. 1011111111000111001101110—17— 84

Union Gun Club.
Chas Smith iniliiniiiiiiiiiiiooin_23
J L Smith 1111111111011111111111011-23
Brantingham llOlllOOllllllllllliiiill—23
Sigler 1111013111101111111111101-22
Mfller llllllllllllllllUOllUll—24—114

Boiling Springs Fish and Game Club.
Apgar 1111111111111111101111011—23
Greiff 01 01111 1 10101 lOlliniOlll—19
Elev 0011011000111010111100111—15
HoUister 1010101111111111110111111-21
Richmond 1111111111111111111111110-24—102

South Side Gun Club.
Breintnall 1111111111101111111110111—28
Hoffman llOlllUlllllllOOlllllOll—21
Geoffroy lllllllllllllllllllllllJO-24
Walters , , llllOllllllliii) luiUlll—24
Thomas , , . , ,.„,.01010011Hlllllliiixiim—SI—113

Maplewood Gun Club.
SicWey 1 1 1 11 lOll 01101 11 1 1 1 1 11111—22Wm Smith 1101101111111111111111111—23
Drake 1111111111111111111111011—24
F Van Dyke Ill 1113111111111011111111—24
Dean 1111111110101011101101111—20—113

Endeavor Gun Club.
FPost 1110111111111111111110111—23
T H Keller 1101110110311011011111100—38
E Collins 1111111111101110133311011-22
CW McPeek 3 1 01 1 01 3 3 3 3011111 01 1 10101—19
Heritage 33111 13101111111111111100-22—104

Myrtle Park Gun (!lub.
"Voung IIIUOOOIOIOIOIIIOIIIIIIO-17
Compton 1111111111111311133111311—25
Smith 1010111111111133333310110-20
McCallum 0101001000111111101111110—16
Terrill 1313033311111310O31111111—22—100
No. 3, entry S1.50: Breintnall 31, Creveling f), Hedden 9, Hoffman 13.

Edgarton 10, Dutchy 10, Miller 32, Stradei-, Jr. 6, Su+ton 2.

No. 2, entry §1.50; Breintnall 34, Edgarton 13, Hoffman 13, Hedden
12. J. L. Smith 10. Dutchy 12, Jliller 14.

No. 3, entry $1.50: Breintnall 12, Hollister 9, Geofltroy 18, Edgarton
12, Hoffman 12, Dutchy 11, J. L. Smith 10, Creveling 13, McCallum 6,
Miller 14, Hedden 18, D. Terrill 10, Richmond 14, Collins 13, Sutton 4,
Apgar 14.

No. 4, entry $]..50; Breintnall 14, GreifC 13, Hollistej- 13, Dutch 12,
Hoffman 14, Edgarton 12, Geoffroy 13, Apgar 12, Collins 13, Miller 13,
J. T. Smith 33, Walters 12, Keller 13, Hedden 11.

No. 5:

Edgarton 101100010110111- 9 Geoffroy 111111011111110-13
Dutchy 113033311011130—12 J I, Smith ..1111303030[0310—10
TH Keller 130300330011100— 8 Hollister.., llllllillOlllll—14
McCallum 000110011111111—10 Hoiriiiau 111011313033103—12
Mehl 111011011111110—12 Collius 111111100111110—12
Breintnall 111111111111333—35 Jelleme 110111011011101—11
Apgar 101100111333 111—12 Bowes lOOllOllOOlllOl— 9
Miller lllllionilllll—14 Coeman 111100111110111—12
Walters 111111113111111-15 War Smith 111111011110111—13
No. 6, SI.50 entry:

Breintnall OlillllOlllllll—13 Miller 110111111111111—14
T H Keller 111010011131111-13 Hedden 111111111111110-14
Hoffman 100113111111010—n J 1. Smith 111133311301111-14
Edgarton 101111100013111—11 Dutchy 1111101013 31011—12
Geoffroy 011111113 3 33111—14 Hollisfer lOlllOllOlOllll—11
Apgar 111111111130101—13 CoUins., 101111101011011—11
Walters 111130133331111—14 Wai- Smith llllllOllllOUl—13
Mehl 110111111111001—12 Young llOOlOOlOllOOOl— 7
No. 7. $1 .50 entry:

Thomas 111101011101111—12
Sunderman 101101191101111—11
J Drake 011111111001101—11
Hoffman . . . _ . .311110110111111—14

McPeck 111111003010011—10
Addison 000011111111111—11
Bowes 001111303010011— B

Miller llllllUlllllll—1.1

Walters 313110011111111-13 Risler. !nil1inil0ll00—12
Dutchy 110111110111111—13 Mehl 111111111011101—13

ON THB SOUTH SIDE GROUNDS.

Greiff Oil 10101111 1011—12 Post 1 1 3 1 01 1 1 1 03 1 1 1 1-]
Breintnall 13 11101 101001 1 1—11 McCuUun 3 30000003 1 10001-
Collins 010111001111111—11 Hedden 0U0iA)i3l n 1103—
.lellem OlllllOllllOnoi—10 J L Smith Ollliouoionill—
WarSmith 110111111111111—14 Brantingham.. .111011331 101311—

:

Geofi'roy 111010011111111—12 Eley lOlOlOOl 3000101—
Hollister OllllOllOlOllOO—10 Apgar lllOlOlllllllll—

:

Pane 111110131113 301—13 Abbott lllllOfllllllllO—
Edgerton 111111011110101—13 T Keller 111110011111111—;
No. 8, entry gl.50:

Breintnall 111111111001111—13 Coman OOllOOllOlOllll—
Geoffroy 111101111111111—14 Greiff 111113011110311-:
Hoffman 110111101110111—12 Dutchy OllllOll 3001111—
Collins 011011111101101—13 Creveling 1 01 1000001 01110—
Sunderman 101111011110111—13 Compton 101111331111111—;
Lemons 111011001000011— 8 Paul 001111000011011—
TH Keller 111011101111101—12 Post lOllOllOlllOlll—
Apgar 1111 1 1 1 101 1 11 1 1 —14 Hollister 011111 1 1 0011110—
Eley 101001110011001- 8 Addison OllOllOlllOllll—
Abbott 101110011110111-11 Sigler llOlllllUlllll-

;

Edgarton 111111111111111—15 JT Smith 111013131300111—;
Miller 011111111111111—14 Van Dyke 111111011131111—
Drake 011111101111101—12 Hedden 103011011111101—
Walters 111110111111113—14 Mehl 110111110111101—;
Thomas 111111011110100—11 Heritage OllllOlllllUll—
War Smith 111111110111011—13 Brantingham. ,.111111131010111—
Beatty 100100000000010— 3 McPeck lOlOlOOlOlOOlOl
No 9, 15 singles:

Apgar 101 1 1 113 3 11 0011—13 Lemon 001 Oil 1 1 0100001—
Sigler

1

1 101130133 1333—33 Brantingham ...03 3333 3 11001111-
Anderson 113311101111011—13 JL Smith lllllllOOlllllO-
Edgarton 111110111111111—14 T Keller 101010111111111—;
Thomas 111111111011110—13 Miller 101110111110111—;
War Smith 110101111111111—12 Creveling 011013 300010001—
Van Dyke 111103310111111—13 Drake 133313011111111—;
Hoffman lOlllOl 01131001—10 Dean 011103110111111—;
Geoffrey 30(il03 11 1111111-13 Mehl 110101 1 i 0111111—

;

Hedden OinilllOOllliU—31 Ei'eintnall 301] Kil 13 Oiiiioi—
Dutchy lllllOUUOOOni- 3(i Collius 0103 33 3 31111010—"
Walters nillllllluillO—13 Heritage 110113130110101—;
Sunderman 11011 1 111101101—12 Compton llllllillOlllll—;
Paul 111111010011100—10
No. 10, entry S1.50:

JL Smith 111111110100111—12 Dutchy 11011 1111333111
Thomas 010111111103310-13 Van Dvke 333330333303111 -

Breintnall 111111111101101—13 Geoffroy Ill I lllilllllll—
Hoffman 110113111011101—13 Sigler 133031311111111-
Walters 111101111101110—12 Mehl 011101100011010-
Addison 101011111111111—13 Collins 311101311110111—
Hedden 113030130300333—30 Compton 113 3 31011111111—;
Apgar 111111111111311—15 Heritage lOllOlOlOlOllll-

W Smith 110111111111101—13 Drake: lOllllllllllOll
No. 11,10 targets, entry $1: Breintnall 9. Thomas .5, Van Dyke

Watters 8, Dutchy 6, W. Smith 6, Hedden 8, Geoffroy 7, Collins
Compton 9, Apgar 8, Hoffman 8. 0. H. Towksknd.

Coney Island Rod and Gun Club.
The regular monthly shoot of the Coney Island Rod and Gun Club

was held on Wednesday, July 12, at Woodlawn Park, Gravesend, L. I.

Seventeen members competed for the State diamond badfre and
extraadded club prizes. The birds wexe not vi,-i-y good, hence the big
scores. Dr. Van Ord won the trophy .-ind fir.st mone.y, 'SV. Lah the
second, A. Rocl:feller third, T. Bucldey the fourth and F. McLaughlin
the fifth,

A sweepstake shoot followed but owing to the birds giWug out the
first money w^as divided sifter three killed fourteen straight. The
scores:
D Lynch OuoaiOl—3 H McLaughlin 2211111—7
C Plate lllrJlU—7 WSchulze 1100103—4
Dr Van Ord 1112131—7 M Elsasser 2110110—5
T Buckley 1120001-4 JSchlieman 1221211—7
H Dohrman 221031 1—6 F McLaughlin 1102000—3W Lair ....1011121—6 H Claus 0122232—6
F Pfaender 21 21 21 1—7 C L Mever 1211122—7
Z Pearsall 131.203 1—6 Dr Little 1220120—5
A RockfeUer.... 1813300-5

Central Gun Club Tournament.
DuLUTH, Minn., July 6.—The first annual tournament of the Central

Gun Club of Dilluth, Minn., was held on tlieir club grounds JUly 4
and 5, as per arrangements made but a short time previous. For the
information of those not acquainted with the head of the lakes as a
trap shooting field, where once one participates in a tournament they
will always cherish a desire to return, a brief history of our flourish-
ing young organization will not be out of place. This club was organ-
ized March 8, with 19 charter members, of whom, with but few excep-
tions, some never saw a trap and the others were never in trap shgot-
ing contests. To-day we have nearly 50 members, and additions are
being made at every monthly meeting.
Our club house and grounds, which can be reached by water in small

craft or large steamers or by rail, are located seven miles from the
city, in a pretty valley about four blocks from Spirit Lake, one of the
picturesque lakes for which Minnesota, in the vicinity of Lake Superior,
is noted, and here our members meet weekly to practice on the festive
bu-ds. How diligently they have labored and how well they have done
we will leave to the reader's good judgment, by the appended full
scores of otir tournament, in which three-quarters of the entries were
club members.
Those who took part and witnessed the shoot from otltside dubs

and cities were Mr. Genevey, wife and daughter, of Minneapolis;
Messrs. Duke, of St. Paul; Cameron of Owen Sound, Ont.; Heneage,Of
West Superior, Wiss. ; Mrs. Dr. Day and Messrs. MeClure and Coone,
of Duluth.
The first day dawned raining hard, but those who had previously

determined to take part were all on hand, and by 30:30 A. M. the rain
had stopped, the tourney opened, Genevey to the score, and from the
time the first shot was fired until the close ef the two-days' shoot the
noise would do credit to any Fourth of July demonstration ever held
in this city. It continued dark and threatening all day, but rain did not
interfere with the contestants uotil the end of the sixth event, and
only long enough then to give the boys, who were warmed up from a
f:ood day's work, a little rest and clearer sliy for the last event. The
eatures were Day and Dodge's straights and Genevey's quick actions
on doubles with his Spencer repeater. With a good night's rest and
dreams of all straights, the boys arose and faced an ideal sky for the
second closing day of the tournament. There were many more }5res-
ent than on the previous day.
During an intermission several different views of the grounds with

those present were photographed. The features of the day were
Day's straight In the last event, thus opening and closing his tourna-
ment with straights, and Proctor's double from one trap, killing his
bird and accidentally hitting a cow in the ear, doing no harm to the
animal, however, owing to the distance.
The excellent working of the bluerock traps^ which were operated

by the electric pull, was the admiration of everybody, not a moment's
delay was occasioned and but few birds broken, but through no defect
in them, and it was hot necessary to change traps during the two
days.
The rapid-firing system was the manner of hustUng the squads

through, and it was rapid, too, to which the event clerks and scorers
will testify. Too much praise cannot be given our president. Mr. J.
W. Nelson, and his committees for their hard work in making the
tournament such a grand success. Our visitors were profuse in their
compliments of their treatment while here, and the manner in which
every detail was carried out as i)er programme witbout a hitch.
Altogether it was a jolly and interesting meeting, which we hope will
result so annually.
Our first medal shoot, which occurred on the Thursday previous to

the tournament resulted as follows: Club medal 25 singles: Dodge 19,
Pearson 16, Nelson 15, Owen 14 Moore and Green 12. Day 11, Dewar
and McDonald 9, Proctor 8. Hulberg Brothers' medal, 15 singles, un-
known angles: Nelson and Dodge 9, Pearson 7, McDonald and Moore
5, Day and Owens 4. Dewar, Proctor and Green 2. Nelson won on
shoot off. These medals will be contested for on the last Thursday of
each month. The club medal, if won by the same marksman in three
successive shoots, becomes his property. The Hulberg Brothers'
medal wiU be worn by the holder only so long as he can defend it.

Both are very handsome sohdgold souvenu-s and will add much inter-
est to the club contests. H. L. Heisler, Si c.

No. 3, 15 singles, entry gl:
Day 011110011001111—10 McDonald 101110011111111-13
Duke 110101111110101—11 Cameron 100001000001100— 4
Genevey 111110111111111—14 Proctor OOlllllOOOOOOOO— 5
McOlure 110001001011011— 8 Nelson 100111010110111—10
Dodge 111111111111111—15 Alexander oiilllllOlOOlOO— B
Pearson IIOIOOIIIIOIOOO— 7 Coons lOOllOlOllOiOlO— 8
Bonehill 001000110111001— 7 Heneage UVKiflinooiiOlll— 7
Remington 110001010010000— 5 Eaton moiOiiOlldOoOO— 5
Porter OllOUOOOOiDllOO— 6

No. 5, 20 singles. 50c. entrj';

M. Donald. lOlloillllOlOllOllll—15 McClure. . .11011001100111111110—14
Moork 00100033330331130003-11 Proctor. ., .00010010110001111011—10
Genevey... 11111111031100111303—36 Atldns 10130113030030111000-11
Pearson . . .11000011101300U10330— 31 Eaton 03101030111110111100-1.5
Alexander. 00001133U0O0003I003 33— 7 Kelson 10111111013000101011—1:5
Duke 11111011111013333133-18 Coons 10100111103011010001-11
Bonehill... 011011 111 10000011 111-13 Day 10103300003311111101—13
Remington 11001113001003000001— 9 Dodge 1111011131010100K11— 14
Green 11111 1103333110(X)001—14 Larsen OlOlOllllOlOOOlOOlOl—10
Heneage.. .01111101101100000000— 9 Porter IIOIOOOOOIOOIOOIIOII— B
Cameron.. 10000110001000110000— ii

No. 7, 15 singles, 50c. entry:
Cameron 001000011001011— 6 Alexander OlllOlOOlllOOU— 0
Bonehill OllOOOlOOllOlOO— 7 Proctor 011001000011100— 6
Eaton 111011010311101—11 Duke 100001101001111— 8
McClure 101101111011030—30 Dodge 1133033 11111011—1,1
McDonald 110110010010110— 8 Nelson 111110111303100—11
Day 000101111111101—10 Moork 10101)1003303100— T
Genevey 111011101111113—13 Green 330311 1 1 10311 11—13
Coons 111000011111000— 8 Atkins 110301 101101010—

D

Pearson 111101010111111—12 Remington 100010110100101— 7
No. 9, 15 singles, £1 entry:

Duke lOOlOllOllOlllO— 9 Coons lOllOOlOlOOlOOl— 7
Genevey 011101111111111—13 Dodge 101131011013301—11
Larsen 111110010001100— 8 AleJcander 1010(K)0]1030111— 8
Huntoon 010001110011000— 6 Green OllllllJOiiOOOl—10
Kampaska 011100100011110— 8 Nelson 001010001101111— 8
Bonehill 111111011010110—11 Dav 111011110000010- 8
Proctor 110011100001010- 7 McDonald OlOOlllOOllOllO— 8
Remington 01 0010001001001— 5 Atkins 11 11 11000011011-10
Eaton 110001000100111— 7

No. 12, 20 singles, 50c. entry:
Day 01010011000100101011— 9 Pearson.. ..01101101111100011011—13
Alexander.lOlllllOOOOllOOl 1000—10 RemingtonllOllOlOllOOOlllllOO—12
McDonald. OlOlOlOOOlllOOOluOll— 9 Kampaska.lOOlOlOOUOOlOllOlOO— 9
Dodge 10011000111100131113-13 Coons 10001300000031110010— 8
Genevey... 10111111101111111111—18 Proctor. ..00101011101010101111—13
Duke 11111111011011110111—17 Nelson ... .10110011111111111111— It
Green 00111101110111111010—14 Moork 10110100111100010111-12
BonehiU. , .10111101110110110111-15

No. 14, merchandise. 15 singles:
lJuke 111110101111100—11 McDonald 111010010010101— 8
Genevey 111111110111111—14 Proctor 010110110110111—10
Green 110011011101101—10 Alexander 111111100011011—11
Coons llOllllllOOOlOO— 9 Bonehill 011111111013000-10
Moork 000100910110111— 7 Heneoye OCMXiOO 01111101— 6
Kampaska 001110011110101— 9 Atkins 133330103011111—12
Gunderson 001000011001001— 4 Remmgton 1 ool 3 0000001 1 10— 6
McClure 101111011111101—12 Nelson nioioil 11111101—11
Dodge 011111111110111—13 Pearson UOliillllHoiOl-

U

Day 101011011011111-11
Averages and prizes according to programme: 1, Genevey broke 169

2, Dodge, 160; 3, Duke, 153; 4, Nelson, 144; 8, Pearson, 138; 6, Day 127-
7, Bonehm, 124; 8. McDonald, 120; 9, Coons, 113; 10, Proctor 110- 11
Alexander, 206; 12, Remington, 88. ' .

>
i

Mr. Mitcbell Claims the Championship.
Lynch Station, Va., July 10.—Editor Fwest and Stream; Sometime

since in your presence at Charlotte, N. C, I challenged Mr W F
Summerson, of Staunton, Va., for the cup he held, emblematic of the
championship of Virginia at target shooting, which he accepted and
promised to name an early date for the race. On my return from
Knoxville I -wrote him, only to receive a special plea for timt- and as
the rules governing this cup said the holder must deff-nd it once a
month if challenged, I did not think he had any right to cbanKf them
and so informed Mr. Summerson, and also that I would expect him to
complj- with the rules or forfeit the cup, and thinking hnu nuld not
shoot, unless forced by pubUc opinion, I sent you the challenge that
was published iu your journal. After using every means in his power
to ]iORtpoue indefinitely the match he has'at last made a complete
backdown and forfeited the cup and title, but so far clings to the
cup with a death-like grip; hence I think the shooting shooters of our
State had better make him a present of the cup, retiring it from com-
petition, and inscribing on it: "Held by W, F. Summersbn by friendly
intervention and pleading the invaUd act until presented to him by the
shooters of Virginia, who recognized his worth as a man but not as
a shot."
Truly these champions are wonderful men, and were they to display

as much skill m handhng their guns as they do in shifting otit of
matches they would be invmcible, w. Tell Mitchjill.
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The Lafayette Tournament.
Latayette, Ind., July 8.—Inclosed are scores of shoot heldbere on

July 4, 5 and 6: No. 1, 10 bluerocks: Krause 10, Partington 9, Sey Gay
9. Park 8, Sam Gay 8. Levenguth 8. Bosa 8, Long 7, Elliott 7, White 7,

Boyer 7, Willard 7, Hickes 6, Williamson 5, John Gay 4,

No. 2, 15 bluerocks:
Elliott 100101010111110- 9 Grube 111111111111110-14

Partington 111011111101101—12 Gentle 111111111111011—14

White 111111111111111-15 Behm 001111110101010- 9

Levenguth 011111101011111—13 Wildback miOOlllOlOlOO- 9

Krauss 111111011100111—12 Williamson 110111111111111—14

Long 100111111111111—13 Willard 110111111111111-14

Hickes 111111111111111—15 Sey Gey 011101110111110—11

Sam Gay 101011111101101—11 Kosen 001000110000110— 5

Park 101101111011101—11 Boyer 111111100111101-10

Lockwood 111111111111111—15 Slow 111110101101111—12

No. 3, 15 bluerocks, |2 entry:
Experts.

Livenguth 101011011011100— 9 Sam Gay 111111011111001—12

Krause 110001100111111-11 Willard 011101111001111-11

Voris 011111011110110—12 Williamson 101001111100110— 9

Hickes OlOllllOllllllO—11 Lockwood 111111111111001—13
Partington 111010111111101—12 Gentle 111001101001101— 9

White llliniinillll-15 Grube 101111111111110—13
Elliott 111010011101110-10 Slow 111010110111111—12
Park 111111111111011—14

Amateurs.
Rosa 011110111111100-11 De Hart 111100111001111—11

Allen 111111011010111—13 Titus 001000001111101— 7

Sey Gay 010111001110000— 7
No. 4, 20 bluerocks, $2.50 entry:

Experts.
Livenguth.lllllOlOllllllllllll—18 Partmgton 01111 111101111111111—18

Long 11111010001011111111—15 Voris 11100111110111111111—17
Grube 11111111101110111111-18 WilliamsonllOlOOllllllOlllllll—16
Hickes 11111111111111011111-19 Willard. . . .11111111111111111111-20

Krause . . . .10111111111000111111-16 Rising 11100111111011111001—15

Park 11101111111111111111—19 Lockwood. 11011011111111111011—17
No. 5, 20 bluerocks, $2.50 entry:

Experts.
Hickes 11111011111110111110-17 White 10111000111111111111—16
Willard.... 01111110111111111101—17 Livenguth.lOllllllllOlllOllllO—16
Parks 11111100111101111111—17 Thompson.lOlOOlllOOllllllllll—15

Amateurs.
Krause... .11111111011111011101—17 Lockwood.lllOlOllllllllllllll—18
Long 11110101111110111111—17 WilliamsonlllllllllOllllllOOll—17
Partington 11111101111111111110—18 Grube 11111110101111110111—17
Wildback. .10111110111011011100—14 Allen 10011011011111011110—14
Voris 11110111011111100111-16 Sam Gay. ..11111101111011111111-18

No. 6, 10 bluerocks, $1.30 entry; Experts: Lockwood 7, Grube 5,

Krause 8, Hickes 8, Willai'd 9, Long 6, Williamson 4, Thompson 8, Par-
tington 10, LivenguthS, White 8, Park 9. Amateurs: T. Ruder 4, J.

Ruder 7, Voris 6, De Hart 5, Titus 6, Rosa 8, Johnson 6, Gushwa 7,

Behm 5, Sutton 6, String 8, Slow 9, Miller 9.

Twenty bluerocks, $2.60 entry, guaranteed purse 850:
Experts.

Partington 11111111111111011110-18 S Gay 11111110111001111111—17
ThompsoD.11110111111111111101-18 Livenguth. 11111111101011111111—18
Willard.... 00111101101110111111-15 White 11111110111101101011—16
Krause. . .

.11111110111111011110-17 Park 11001111101000111111—14
Hickes . . . .11111011111111101111—18

Amateurs.
Voris 11111111111101111111—19 Wildback. .00111111111110011010—14
Allen 11011010111111111110-10 J Ruder... .10111010111111000101—13
Lockwood. 11111110111111111111-19 Spring 11101101101010001001—11
De Hart. . .01011110011101101101— l:i Slow 10001101111111010001—12
Long 10111111111111111101-18 WilliamsonlOllllOllllOllOlllll—16
Grube 10111011111111011101-16 Thus 00110010101100111110—11
Gushwa.... 11111111100110010111—15 EUiott 11111110111011010011—15
Miller 10110011111111011111—16 Gentel 10110011110011011111—16
No. 8, 10 singles and 3 pairs bluerocks, $3 entry: Thompson 14,

Hickes 14, Partmgton 13, Voris 13, Lockwood 10, Willard 10. Amateurs
—Sam Gay 11, Ruder 6, Long 12, Miller 11, ElUott 9, Grube 11, Krause
12, Williamson 10, Livenguth 13, De Bang 10.

No. 9, 20 bluerocks, $2.60 entry, $50 guaranteed:
Experts.

Thompson.OlllllllllIlllOIllll—l.y Voris 11111111111110010111—17
Hickes ....11011111111111111111-19 White nillinillllioiini-19
Partington 10111111111110111111—18 Livenguth, llllllllllllOlOlllll—18

Amateurs.
Willard. , ..10111101011110111111—16 Grube 11101010111101111111-16
Elliott 01011111111111111111—18 Park 11111110111111011111-18
DeHan,...0111]]0nillllllllll—18 Krause .. ..111010)0111011111001—15
Titus 11110010010111111110—16 Sam Gay ..OlOllinilllllllllOl-17
Lockwood. 11111111111110111000—16 Long 10111111111111111111—19
No. 10, 15 singles, $2 entry: Expert: Partington 15. Thompson 12,

EUiott 12. Hickes 14, Livenguth 14, Williamson 7, Long 7, White 9,

Krause 10. Amateur: Sam Gay 11, .7. Ruder 6, Behm 10, Smith 11,

Gushwa 12, Voris 14, Willard IS, De Bang 12.

No. 11, 10 singles, $1.30 entrance: Experts; Park 7, White 8, Voris
4, Thompson iO. Partington 8, Willard 9, Livenguth 9, Hickes 9.

Amateurs: John Gay 7, De Hart 6, Williamson 0, Elliott 6, T. Ruder
6, J. Ruder 5, Hutton 6, Spring 6, Slow 6, Krause 7, Behm 3, Long 7,

Gushwa 4.

The Second Bay.

No. 1, 10 bluerocks, 81.80 entry: Partingtan 10, Willard 6, Hickes 8,

Voris 5. Shobe 8. Simmons 8, Livenguth 9, Washburn 7, Krause 7, Davy
5, Sam Gay 9, Elliott 7, Thomas 5, White 7, Fugate 7, Thompson 8, Sey
Gay 4, Long 6, Boyer 5, John Gay 6.

No. 15 bluerocks, lg2 entry:
Expert.

Thompson 011101110110111—11 Sam Gay 111111100110101—11
Partington 111101111011110—12 White 110111111010111—12
Livenguth 011111111001111—12 Park 011111111110111—13
Hickes 111111111111110—14

Amateur.
Petit IIOOUOOOIIOOOI— 7 Shobe 101001011110111—10
Voris 111011111111011—13 Long 101111111110111—13
EUiott 100101011111111—11 WUlard 100111111111011—12
Washburn 111111111111111—15 Willis 111111011111111—14
Krause 000111101001101— 8 Behm 001100100110011— 7
Davy 111011010111110—11
No. 3, 20 bluerocks, $2.60 entry:

Expert.
White 11011111111111111011—18 Washburn. 11101111011110111010—15
Partington 11111110111101111011—17 Willis 11111111101111111101—18
Hickes',....11101011111111111111—18 Park 10000111111101110110—13

Amateurs.
EUiott 11010011011100110101—12 Willard. . . .11111111111111111111—20
Voris 11011110100010110 —10 Davy 00010101011000001101—8
Livenguth. 01111011101111111111-17 Shobe 11111111111111010110-17
vSam Gay.. .11011111111110111111—18 Long 00111111111101111111—17
Thompson 11011111101100111010—13 ColdwalderOlOllllOllllOllOlOll—14
Krause . . . .OOllllllllOiiiiiiilO—16 J Gay 01010111110111001100—12
No. 4, 15 singles and 3 pairs bluerocks:

Experts.
WiUard 011111101011111 10 10 11—16
Partington llllOlOllOlllll 00 11 10—15
Weller 001011111111101 11 10 10—15
Hickes lllOOllllOlOlll 11 11 10-16
EUiott 110010111010110 00 10 10—11

Ainateurs.
Daw 111111111000111 11 10 10-16
Livenguth 111110011111001 11 10 10—15
Thompson 111100111011111 11 11 11—18
Krause 111111011101111 10 10 10—16
Washburn .• 111111111111111 10 00 11—17
Voris 001111111111011 10 01 11—16
Long 110111111110011 11 10 11—17
Park 110101001111010 01 10 00—11
No. 5, 15 bluerocks; Experts: Washburn 11, Partington 14. White 13,

Hickes 12, WiUard 13. Sam Gay 11. Amateurs: Behm 9, Willis 14, Voris
11, Krause 15, Coldwater 12, De Bang 13, Davy 14, Park 14, Shobe 14.

No. 6, 20 bluerocks:
Exj)ert.

Hickes 11111111111111111111-20 Park 11111111111111111110—19
WiUiard. . . 00(011010101101111011-12 Krause. . . . 10110110011010001011—11
Partmgton 11101110000111001110—13 Shobe 11111110111101111111—18
WilUs 10111111111110111111-18

Amat*ur.
Voris 10111111111100111110—16 Slow 10110101110011111111—15
EUiott 00110111101111001011—13 Livenguth. 11111111111101111111—19
Long 11110111101111111111-18 Coldwater. 11011111001111001110—14
No. 7, 50 bluerocks:

Park 11111101011111111011111111111111110011111111111111—45
Krause lOOlOlOlllOlOOlllllllllllllllOlllllOlllllOnilllll-41
Partington llllllllllllllllllllllllllOlllllllllllOlCWIlllIllO—45
Willis 11101111011111100111111111110111111011111101010110^10
Livenguth 11110111111110011111 11111110111111 lOllllllOlOOnil—42
Washburn OlOinilOlllllOnilOllllllllllllllllllllOlllllllll—44
Long 10110111111101101110111001111111011111110111110111—39
Thompson llllOilliOllllllOOOllllllllOlllllOllllOlOlOlllllll—40
Shobe 11111011111111010111111101111111111111111111111011—45
Davy llllllOlllllOlUlOlUlOOllOllllOlllllOOlllOlllilOl—39
Voris 1111111110101in0100lllll01]10010111iX)11110111110O-35

I Park, Parldngton and Shobe shot oflE at 15 targets, Park and Park-

ington again tying on 15 breaks each. Shobe breaking 14. The two
then shot oS again, this time at 5 pairs, Park winning by breaking 9 to
his opponent's 8.

No. 8, 30 bluerocks, $5 entry, $100 guaranteed:
Experts.

Wthite 111101111011111111011111111111—27
Washburn 111111110111111011110111011100—24
Heikes 111111110111111111111111111111-29
Livenguth 111110011001111011111011101111—23
Partington 111110111111101111011111011110-25
Sam Gay 111111110111111111110011111111-27

Amateiu-s.
Thompson 111111111011111111111111111111-29
Voris 101111110111111101111111111111—27
WUlis 111101111110111110111101111111—26
Park 111111111111101111111111111111-28
WUlard 001111111111011101111111111011—25
Krause 1110nill011111101100010<011101-21
Long 001011111010100001111111100111—19
Shobe 100111010111111111111111111110—25
Litteral 101011111101111111111110011100—23

The Third Day.

No. 1, 10 bluerocks, $1.30 entry: Experts, Park 9, Heikes 8, Thomp-
son 0, White 10; Amateurs, Willard 9, Livenguth 9, Krouse 10, ElUott

8, Long 8, Boyer 8.

No. 2, 15 bluerocks, $2 entryi Expert: Heikes 12, Willard 10,

Krause 11, White 12, Thompson 10, Livenguth 13, Park 12, Long 10,

Elliott 13. Boyer 8.

No. 3. 20 bluerocks, club guarantee $50; Expert: Heikes 17, Liven-
guth 20, Elliott 14, Park 18, White 19. Amatetu*: Krause 13, Long 12,

Willard 12, Thompson 12.

No. 4. 10 singles 3 pair doubles, $2 entry; Expert: Heikes 13, Liven-
guth 11, Park 12, White 14. Amateur: Thompson 6, WiUard 12, Long
12, Krause 12.

No. 5, 25 bluerocks, entrance $2.50; experts: Heikes 25, White 23,

Park 21, Livenguth 21. Amateurs: Thompson 17. Willard 24.

No. 6, 15 bluerocks, entrance $2; experts: Heikes 13, White 14, Wil-
lard 12, Livenguth 14. Amateurs: Long 15, Krause 10, Thompson 13,

Slow 9, Reed 6, Park 15.

No. 7, 30 bluerocks, entrance $3. club guaranteed purse, experts:
Heikes 27, Long 22, Livenguth 26, Park 25. Thompson 25. Amateurs:
WiUard 25, DeBang 27.

Shooting Affairs in Germany.
Berlin, Qerma,nj.—Editor Forest and Stream: Two great shoot-

ing tournaments have taken place at Cologne and Berlin respectively
this month. In both cases the rules of the German Shooting Associ-
tion—Deutscher Schiessverein—which has its headquarters in Berlin,

governed the shoot. Gunners had in both instances the opportunity
to demonstrate their skill at clay pigeons, at a running hare target
and—with the rifle-at a running wild boar target.

Pi-euss, the champion wing-shot of Germany, was especially lucky
at Cologne. He won the three highest prizes advertised for the clay
pigeon match, for the running bare and the running wild boar re-

spectively. Five traps were used at Cologne for throwing 100 single

and 10 pairs of clay pigeons at unknown angles. Preuss broke 110;

next to him came Geyget with 107 kiUs, and five other members of the
German Shooting Association carried off high prizes at Cologne.
The thii-d annual great shooting tournament of the German Shoot-

1. Herr Kurt KlUlsch von Horn, Chairman German Shooting Association'
2. Herr A. Tenner, Manager. 3. Herr Max Prehn, cnampion wing shot of
the Province of Brandenburg. 4. Herr Albert Preuss, champion wing shot
of Germany. 5. Herr H. Schuster, Secretary. 6. Herr Oakar Geyger.

ing Association foUowed immediately after the Cologne shooting com-
petition. Preuss had to defend the title ''German champion wing-
shot" the third time. The competition for the championship was
independent from the main shooting match, and only a comparatively
small number of shooters undertook the difficult task to beat Preuss,
who so far has not found his master in any public shooting match for
clay pigeons.
At the main shoot the same number of birds were thrown for each

competitor as in Cologne, but the traps used at Berlin were the best
of their Irind, and shooting was rendered very difficult. The targets
were thrown from five electric traps masked by the same number of
screens at 20yds. rise and in unknown angles. The targets had to be
broken at distances averaging 50j*ds. and over. Preuss again man-
aged to secure three first prizes and to win the championship for a
third time. He achieved the highest score at the main match with 109
breaks. Geyger coming next with 105, and Prehn third with 102, and
broke from 200 single targets at the shoot for the championship 183,
Prehn second with 173, Geyger third with 169. Preuss won the first

prize offered for the rtinning hare by scoring 38 kiUs out of the highest
possible of 40.

At the close of the exciting tournament a photogi'aph was taken on
the shooting grounds of the three best trap shots of Germany and the
principal officers of the German Shooting Association, from which the
accompanying cut is taken.
All 38 prizes shot for at Berlin were won by shooters using the Wals-

rode powder. Ahmin Tbkner.

Shooting Around "Wilmington.
WiLinsGTON, Del., July 17.—The much-talked-of live bird match

between David .7. Wilson, of the AVUmington Rod and Gun Club, and
Charles Buckmaster, of the Wawaset Gun Club, took place on Thurs-
day, July 6, in Goodley's Meadow. The match was at 20 birds for $25
a side, Rhode Island rules governing. The men trapped and handled
for each other. Wilson outshot Buckmaster in the eighteenth round
winning by a score of 15 to 13. The score:
Wilson 0«1111111011111111—15 Buckmaster. 101101110111111000—12
Charles Fehrenbach and David J. WUson. of the WUmington Rod

and Gun Club, defeated James White and L. Maul, of the Wawaset
Gun Club, in a friendly match at ZO singles and 10 doubles by a score
of 71 to 65 on the grounds of the Rod and Gun Club, on Tuesday, July
11. The losers are to pay for the targets and a supper for twelve.
The score:

Singles. D'bles. Total. Singles. D'bles. Total.
Fehrenbach....24 13 37 White 24 9 .37

Wilson 20 14 34 Maul 20 12 32

44 27 71 44 21 65
Out of this match sprang another between the same principals at

5 live birds each for $25 a side. The shoot took place at Pennsgrove,
N. J., on Friday, July 14. Fehrenbach and Wilson were defeated by a
score of 9 to 8.' The scores:
MauU 10111—4 Fehrenbach •1122-4
White ...12122—5—9 Wilson 1232»-4-8
Sweepstake at 6 birds, $2 entrance: White 4, Maull 6, Fehrenbach 6

Jabbert.

Waverly Gun Club.
Six members of the Waverlj^ Gun Club had a very pleasant after-

noon's shoot at bluerocks on Tuesday at Dexter Park. In the club
shoot the vetereji, H. Van Staden, won the medal and a special mem-
ber's prize with 8 out of 10. G. Helmstead t-ook the second. Several
sweepstakes were shot off, with G. Helmst«ad the principal winner.
Scores: H. Van Staden 8. 0. HUmer 6, J. FehUesen 4, J. Ruger 5, G.
Helmstead 7, L. Grade 5.

Niles Gun Club Tournament.
NiLBS, Ohio, July 8.—The shoot of the NUes Gun Club, which began

on the 5th and closed yesterday, was a pleasant affair throughout.
Among the visitors were J. A. Stinger of TJniontown, Pa. ; W. J. Pen-
berthy oC MassUlon, Ohio; Mr. Baumstiner of Cambridge, Ohio: E.

Jones of Steubenville, Ohio; H. 0. Fry of Youngstown, Ohio; E.
TuUy of Penza, Ohio; Wm. Jones of Mineral Ridge, Ohio; E. Sherman
of Pittsburg, Pa., and G. W. PhUips of North Benton, Ohio. The
scores:

The First Day.

No. 1, 10 singles, known angles and known traps, entry $1: Joe Rum
mel 9, J. O'Conell 8, J. Stinger 7, R. WUliams 3, H. Fry 6, E. S. Sherman
5, W. Turner 5, W. J. Penberthy 6, G. W. Phillips 6, J, Naylor 7, T.
TuUy 5, G. RummeU 7.

No. 2, 10 smgles, entry $1. $10 added: J. Stinger 8, J. O'ConeU 10, E.
TuUy 7, J. Rummel 7, W. Turner 8, R. WiUiams 4, W. J. Penberthy 8,

H. Fry 9, S. Sherman 4, G. W. PhUUps 3, J. Naylor 5, L. RummeU 7,

T. TuUy 8.

No. 3, 15 singles, entry $1.50, $20 guaranteed:
J Stmger 111100111111110—12 H Fry 111011111101000-10
J O'ConneU 110101111101011—11 J Naylor 011101011111110-11
Robuck 000011001100111— 7 J RummeU 111101010111111-12
Penberthy 100110111100111—10 S A Winfield. . ..011100010010001— 6
Sherman 110011010100101— 8 T TuUy 001111100111101-10
Williams 111101001010000— 7 Philips 101100000010000— 4

Turner 000101101111111—10 L RummeU 100100100010000— 4
No. 4, 10 singles, entry $1: J. Stinger 5, Penberthy 6. Robeck .5, J.

O'conneli 3, WUliams 5, Turner 7, PhUlips 4, J. RummeU 9, J. Naylor 7,

Fry 10, Sherman 7, E. TuUey 7, Winfield 6, L. Rummell 1.

No. 5, 15 singles, known traps and unknown angles, entry $1, $10
added:
J O'ConneU 101101001111111-11 Turner 001111111111111—13
Sherman 001111101110110—10 Roebuck llllOlOllOllill—12
Stinger 111111101111111—14 L RummeU 100101111010111—10
H Fry 110001111111111—12 R WiUiams 110100111011011-10
Pemberthy 111000000101111— 8 E.Jones 111111111001010—11
J RummeU 010111011111101—11 Winfield 001101111111011—11
Philhps 010111001010011— 8 J Naylor 000010111001101— 7
No. 6, 15 singles, known traps and angles, entry $1.50, $20 guar-

anteed:
J Naylor 111101100100111—10 Turner 110110100011111—10
H CFry 111110101100000— 8 Phillips 111101000000111— 8
Sherman 011111011101110—11 E .Jones ...110111010111111—12
O'ConneU 011001110101000— 7 G Naylor 111000111000111— 9
J JWitherspoonlOllOOOlllOOni— 9 Winfield 011110110111010—10
Stinger 101111101110111—12 Henicker 011000101100100— 6

Penberthy 100011100001100— 6 J RummeU 111000011111011—10
No. 7, team shoot, two-men teams, entry $2 per team:

J O'ConneU 1100000101— 4 Jones 1100000001—3
H Fry 1101011111— 8—12 J RummeU 0011111000—5— 8
Stenger 1111011111— 9 G Naylor 1110110101—7
W Turner 1111111111—10—19 T A Winfield 0111011111—8—15
Sherman 0101001111— 6 J Naylor 1001010010-4—10
No. 8, 15 singles, known traps and known angles, entry $1.50, $20

guaranteed:
Jones 10111110111110i>—11 Stenger 111111111111011—14
H Fry 101100111111011—11 Phillips 110001110100100— 7
Turner 011111111100111—12 Penberthy 010011110110011— 9
J RummeU 110111111111011—13 J Naylor lllOlOOOOOlOlOO— 6
J O'ConneU 001010111101001- 8 G Naylor 111111110011110-12
Robuck 001101101011000— 7 Winfield 101101110100111—10
Sherman 111101100000111— 9 L Rummel 101001011001010— 7
Extra event. $1 entrance: O'ConneU 6, J. Rummell 10, Stenger 7.

Turner 8, Honicker 3, Sherman 8, Penberthy 7, PhiUipps 5, Jones 8,
Winfield 7, J. Naylor 5, Wetherspoon 4, G. Naylor 9.

The Second Day.

No. 1, 10 singles, known traps and known angles: J. Rummell 9,

Stenger 5, Sherman 10, Grace 4, O'ConneU 6, Penberthy 6, W. Turner
WUson 5, S. A. Schairer 3, J. Naylor 7. Fry 8, WUUams 10.

No. 2, 10 singles, known traps and unknown angles. $10 added, en-
trance $1: Baumgartner 6, H. C. Fry 9, Stenger 8. O'ConneU 5. Pen-
berthy 8, Grace 5, G. RummeU 5, W. Turner 7, R. Williams 9, Wilson 7,
.1. Naylor C, Sherman 4.

No. 3, 15 singles, entrance $1.50, $20 guaranteed:
Sherman 101111011110111—13 Turner 011111011101110—11
O'ConneU 110111111101111—13 Frye 111111011111101—13
J RummeU 111101101110011—11 J Naylor 110110011001101— 9
Grace 111000100100100- 6 T Craimer 111011100111100—10
Stenger 011111111111011—13 R Williams 001011110011111—10
Penberthy 111010011111111—12 Baumgartner. . .111001000111111—10
Schairer 001010100101110— 7 H Miller 111101111111100—12
Wilson 010101111000110— 8
No. 4, 10 singles, entrance $1: J. Rummell 9, O'ConneU 6, Stenger 8,

Penberthy 6, W. Turner 9, Fry 10, Andrews 8, Grace 6, MiUer 10, Will-
iams 8, Sherman 6, J. Navlor 4.

No. 5, $1 entry, $10 added:
Grace 001100111010001— 7 Andrews 011111111111111—14
Baumgardner . .011011011111111—12 Naylor 100101011100111— 9
Rummel 111111101110110—12 J O'ConneU 111101111111111-14W Turner .111111111111111—15 HMiUer 000111011101011- 9
Stinger 001001101111001— 8 RW WUliams. .100111111111111—13
Penberthy 111111111111011—14 Schairer 001011011110101— B
H C Pry 111111111010111—13 Wilson 111111101110110-13
No. 6, $1.50 entry, S3 guaranteed:

Bumgardner....010100100110111— 8 W Turner 111111110111110^13
Stinger 111111110111110—13 J O'ConneU ... .111011111111111-14
J Rummel 011111111011111—13 Grace 011001110111101—10
Andrews 001011011111110—10 J Naylor 111011111111110—13
Schurman 111010111011110—11 H Fry 011110111111100—12
T Cramer 001111111111100—12 Wilson 011011100111100— 9
Penberthy 111111011011011—12 H MiUer 011101111011110—11
No. 7, team shoot, 2 men per team, 82 per team entry: Stenger 8,

Turner 10— 18, Penberthy 8, RummeU 8—16, H. C. Fry 10, O'ConneU 10
—20, MUler 7, Andrews 6—13, Naylor 6, Sherman 5—11.
No. 8, S30 guaranteed, entry $1.50:W Turner 111110011111111—13 Andrews 100001010100101- - 6

Baum 101011111111101—12 Stenger 111111101111111—14
Sherman 001101111110101—10 O'Connel 011110111111110—12
Penberty 101011010110100— 8 J Naylor 111111110100110—11
RummeU 111111001111111—13 Fry 001111111011110-11
Cramer 110010110001001— 7 H MUlar 010011100000011— 6
Grace 011110000111001— 8

The Third Day.
No. 1, entry 81 : J. RummeU 9 W. Turner 10, Baumgardner 7, J.

O'ConneU 9, H. C. Fry 8, J. Naylor 6, T. A. Winfield 6, R. WiUiams 7, J.
Witherspoon 4, T. Tulley 7, Sherman 8.

No. 3, $10 added, entry $1: H. C. Fry 8, Spooney 4, McDermont 5,
O'ConneU 10, Baum 5, RummeU 9, W. Turner 9, F. TuUey 3, T. A. Win-
field 7. J. Naylor 9, R. Williams 8.

No. 3, 15 singles, entrance $1.50, $20 guaranteed:
Baumgardner. ..111110100110100— 9 W Turner 011111111111100—12
J Naylor OlllllOOlOOOlOl— 8 O'ConneU 101111011111111—13
Sherman IIOIOOIIOOOIIII— 9 R William 000111111110111—11
Spooney 010110100101010— 7 Tulley 101101111110111—13
HC Fry 111001101111110—11 Winfield 001110011110111—10
T Cramer lOlllllllOlOlll-12 RummeU 111011111010110-11
McDermott 101100101001100— 7
No. 4, 10 singles, entrance $1: Winfield 8, Turner 9, RummeU 9, Fry

7, Sherman 4, Witherspoon 6, O'ConneU 8, Baumgardner 9, TuUey 10,
J. Naylor 6, WUliams 4.

No. 5, 15 singles, entry $1.50, $20 guaranteed:
Sherman 101011111111110—12 RummeU 110001110110111—10
Turner 110111111111111—14 Steveson 001110111111111—12
Spooney OOOOlllOOllOOll— 7 Fry 111111111111111—15
Baumgardner. ..101101101111111—12 Tully llllllliniOlOfr-12
O'ConneU 111001111111111—13 Naylor llOIOllOllllOOO— 9
T Cramer 101101111010110—10 Williams OOOlllOw
Winfield 101110011111111—12 Nickolis OOllOOlOw
No. 6, 15 singles, entry $1.50, $20 guaranteed:

Baumgardner. ..101100111101111—11 Sherman lOOlOOlllOOlOU— 8
O'ConneU 011111111111001-13 Stevenson OOlllllllOOllll—11
RummeU 111111111011111—14 Fry 111111111011110—13
Turner 111111111111111—15 Naylor lOUlllOlllOllO—11
TuUy 111011011111100—11 Spooner. 001111010000011— 7
Spooney 010111101101011—10 Cramer 111010111011101—11

Unkno-wn Gun Club.
Fifteen members of the Unknown Gun Club had a good day's sport

on Thursday, at Dext«r Park. It was the regular monthly shoot, also
the closing one of the season. Each member shot at seven birds,
under Long Island rules, H. and T. traps. The birds were so fast that
only C. Munch was able to make a straight score and took the first
money. P. Sweeny, a new member, took the second with six; the
third was divided.
After the regular shoot the ties for the yearly prize, a sUver cup,

were shot off, E. A. Vroome, H. Knebel, Sr. and C. Hubbell having
won it three times each during the year. The conditions were thi'ee
birds, then miss and out. A. Knebel, Sr. won on the seventh round.
The score:

J. Akhurst 5, H. Often 3, J. Flynn 4. H. Skidmore 4, J. Sampson 3,
H. Van Staden 3, J. Rankin 2, G. Marlborough 5, E. Vroome 5, H.
Knebel, Sr. 2, C. HubbeU 4, Dr. Little 4, P. Sweeny 6, C. Munch 7, H.
Schumaker 4.
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THE EAST LIVERPOOL TOURNAMENT.
The Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association tourna-

ment, held at East Liverpool, O., on July 12 and 13, was a pleasant and
successful affair, with a good attendance. A feature was the absence
of the experts, not one appearing. This of course gave more average
monej^ to the other classes.
On the first day first average money in each class wa.s 137.85 and sec-

ond was fsao.rO. In B Class G. E. Snyder won first on 74.04, N. E. Money
and 0. A. Young dividing second on 78.03. In Class C, W. J. Vance won
first with 74.04, H. C. Fry second with 65.0.5.

On the second day N . E. Money won first average in B Class on 81.01
G. E. Snyder taking second on 77.09. In C Class D. Ritchie and E.
Jones divided first on 75.09, H. C. Fry winning second on 74.04. First
money in each class was $10 25 and second S6.15.
On each day the Sportsmen^s Review offered one year's subscription

to the maker of the highest score in each event, and these were won
as follows;
First day: Event No. 1, A. H. King, Pittsburgh, Pa.; No. 2, D.

Richie, Beaver Palls, Pa.; No. 3, H. C. Fry, Youngstown, 0 ; No. 4, N.
E. Money, Oakland, N. J. ; No. 5, G. E. Snyder, Pittsburgh, Pa. ; No. 6,
W, J. Vance, Braddock, Pa.; No. 7, C. A. Young, Springtleld, O.: No. 8!
E. Jones, f^eaver Falls, Pa.; No. 9, "Jim Grow," Pittsburgh, Pa.; No.
10, E. H. McWhorter, Pittsburgh. Pa. - >

>

Second day: Event No. 1, W. M. 0. .lones, Pittsburgh, Pa. ; No. 2, B.
Bessemer, Bennett, Pa.; No. 3, "Old Hoss," Pittsburgh, Pa.; No. 4, J.
Myler, Beaver. Pa.; No. 5, J. N. Crable, East Liverpool, O.; No. 6, W.
M. Thomas, Bridgeport, Conn.; No. 7, W. S. King, Pittsburgh, Pa.; No.
8, D. C. Braden, Beaver Palls, Pa. ; No. 9, J. Edmundston. East Liver-
pool, 0.

No. 1, 10 targets;
Jun Crow 1111111100-8
Bessemer 1 001 100000—

3

Old Hoss 0011011101—6
Snyder 0001000110 3
Money 0001110111—6 „W M C Jones 0001101100—4 Griesinger 1011111000—6
Sands 0110100011—5 Burd 1 000100110—4
A H King 1111011111—9 E Jones 0011010011—5
Young 1001101111—7 J L M 0111110000—5W S King 1110011101-7 Wilflng 1010101001—5
Cochran 0101111100—6 Ritchie 1101001111—7
Johnston 0011001000—8 Ackerman 0101001101—5
Kelsey 1111010101—7 Crockett 0101110110—6
Bad Shot OlOOllOlOl—5 H C Fry 0101001011—5
J S Ross 0000111111—6 Burlingame 0101010011—5

Walters 0101010001—4
Mack 1111011110-8
McCord OinOOllOl—

6

S Shaner 0110011001—5
Modoc OlOOKXiOlO—

3

Thomas 0111011100—6
Vance 1110111011—8

No. 2, 10 targets:
Crow lOOlllOin— 7
Bessemer 1000101000— 3

Crable 0111111010—7
Edmundston 1010000101—4

Walters 1000101110— 5
- Mack OOll 101011— 6

Old Hoss OllllOOOOl— 5 Burlingame 0010100101— 4
Snyder 0111111011— 8 Crable 0011001010— 4
Money ,..1101110111— 8 Edmonston OOllllllll— 8WMC Jones OOOOOlllll— 5 Vance I. ......1100111000— 5
Sands 1000011011— 5 McCord 0011100111— 6
A H Ejng 1011111111- 9 Burd 1010000000— 2
Young 1110111110— 8 Chalis 0001100101— 4W S King 1010110010— 5 E Jones 1101100011— 6
Cochran 1110000001— 4 Greisinger IIOOIIOOOO— 4
Johnston 1011001110— 6 J C M 1010010011— 5
Bad Shot 1101011000— 5 Richie 1111111111—10
J S Ross 0010011001— 4 Crocket 0000110001— 8
Kelsey 1000110100— 4 Fry 0101001101— 5
Vance llllOllllO— 8 Ackerman lllllOllOO— 7
Thomas 1000010001— 3 Modoc 0100110010— 4

No. 3, 10 targets;
Crow 1011101110—7 Mack 1001111100—6
Bessemer 1011111101—8 Burlingame... 0001111111—7
Hoss 0111101011—7 Thomas 0110110001—5
Snyder ,1011111010—7 Crable 0111101111—8
Money 0101101111—7 Greisinger 1100010011—5
U M C Jones 0110001110—5 E .Tones 1111011001—7
Sands 1101100110-6 McCord 1000101011-5
A H King 1101111111—9 Richie

, , .0101110101—6
Young 11 101 1 0101—7 Burd 0000000000—0W S King 1 001 1 1 01 1 1—7 Shaner 1 1 1 1 100001—6
Cochran 01 101 01 111—7 Kingsbury 10000 1 0001 -4
.lohnston 1001001110-5 J L M 1110111000-6
Kelsey 0011001011—5 Ackerman 0100111011—6
Bad Shot 0111110101—7 Modock 1110001101—6
Ross 1100111110—7 Fry 1110111110—8W J Vance 1110001100—5 Edmonston 1010001011—5
G Walters 0100000011—3 Crockett 1001100011—6
No. 4, 10 targets:

Crow 1101101001— 6 Mack 1010100011— 5
Bessemer 0100011011— 5 Burlingame 1111010111— 8
Hoss 0001111001— 5 Thomas OOOOlOOloO— 2
Snyder 1001111110— 7 Crable 1010001111— 5
Money 1111111111—10 Edmonston 0100010110— 4UM C Jones 0111111101— 8 Crocket.... -.1010011111- 7
Sands 0010010011— 4 Greisinger 0010101101— 5
AHKing. 1110111010—7 Shaner 0101011110—6
Young 0011010111— 6 Richie OOlOOilOOO— 3
WSKing 0111111101— 8 Burd 0011101100- 3
Cochran 0000111110— 5 Ackerman llllllllOO- 8
Johnston 1111011110— 8
Kelsey.... OlOlOlllOO— 5
Bad Shot 0110100011— 5
Ross IIOIIOIOII—

Modoc 1011011001— 6
JLM 0100000111— 4
McCord 0001111100— 5
E Jones OlOOOlOOll— 4W J Vance 1110110110— 7 Fry 1001101111— 7

G Walters 1111001010— 6 Kingsbury. lUOllllOO— 7
No. 5, 15 targets:

Crow.. 011111101110111—12 Mack 0101 1100 llOOOU- 8
Bessemer 110111011001110—10 Burlingame ... .001001010111110 - 8
Hoss 110111011111110—11 Thomas 110010101000101— 7
Snyder 101111110111111—13 Crable lOlOOOOlllOOUl- 8
Money 111110010111011—12 Edmonston 110000010000101— 5
V M C Jones.. . .110011011110011—10
Sands 111010111101100-10
A H King 111110110110101—11
Young 110111111101101 -12

Richie IIIOOIIOIOIOIOI— 9
Shaner 101111000111111—11
Crocket lOOllOlOllllOll— 9
McCord 111001011110010— 9

WSKing 011111011100111—11 Greisinger 101111010010011— 9
Cockran.' 100010101100011— 7 Pry llllOOllOlllOlO—10
Johnston 001011 lOlOOOlOO— 6 Modoc •. . . .101011101111000— 9
Ross 101100010101001— 7 JLM 001010010010100— 5
BadSliot 100010010100100- 5 Ackerman lOOOlOOlOOlllll— 8W J Vance 111001111111110—12 Kingsbury 001101000001000— 4
G Walters 011011110111110—11
No. 6, 10 targets:

Jim Crow 1110011100-6
Bessemer 1001111011—7
Hart 0111010110-6

Mack 0010101001—4
Burlingame 0101101111—7
Thomas 1011010101—6

Snyder 1101111111-9 Crable 1000101001—4
Money 1011000110-5 Edmonston 1000001011—4
U M G Jones 1011000110-5 Greismger 1001101000—4
Sands 1011101010-6 Richie 0110111001-6
A H King 1000101001—5 Crocket lOOOlOOOll—

4

Young 0111010111-7 Shauer 0011100110—5W S King 1110011111—8 Ackerman 1110101110-7
Cockran 1011001100 - 5 Wilson 0011111000—5

E Jones 1011111111—9
Modoc 0110111100-6
Fry 0111011010—6
McCord 1001101111—7
J L M 1110001100—5

Johnsto n 111011111 1—9
Ross 1110110111—8
Bad Shot lOonillOO-6
W J Vance 1111111101—9
G Walters 0110100000—3
No. 7 10 targets:

Crow ;1100101111— 7 Mack 1110110110—7
Bessemer OOllllllll- 8 Burlingame 0101110000—4
Hoss 0000001101— .3 Thomas 10011 01110—6
Snyder 1111111110— 9 Crable 1100101100—5
Money 1011010111— 7 Edmonston lOOiiOOlOO—

4

U M C Jones .1011000110— 5 Griesinger 0111011110—7
Sands llOlllOnO- 7 Shaner 0001111111—7
AHKing 1110000110—
Young lllllOOlll— 8
WSKing 1001101011— 6

Cochran 0001101000— 3
Johnston 1111011100— 7
Ross 1010010000— 3
Bad Shot 0010111000— 4
N J Vance 1111111111—10

Crocket 11 01 11 Oil I. .

Richie 1010111011-7
Ackerman 1101011111—7
Modoc OlOiOOOilO—

4

JLM 1110001011—6
C J W 0001000111—4
E Jones 1011110100—6
McCord 1000101111—6

G Walters 0010000100— 2 Fry 0011101111-7
No. 8, 15 tacgets:

Crow lllOOOOOllllUO— 9 G Walters 000100001101Oil— 6
Bessemer 1 11011110001110-10 Mack lllOl 11 10000111—10
Hoss 111111110010101—11 Burlingame . . . .111111001010001— 9
Snyder OlOIOl 10101 1111—10 Thomas lOlOOOlOOlOlOll— 7
Money 1 01 111 1 1 1 01 1 01 1—12 Crable 00010101 1 101 1 11— 9

TJ MC .I.Hip-i. . ..(Xil 001 01 1100101— 7 Edmonston 000111 101OOllOl— 8
Sand.s llllOlllOllOOOO— 9 Ackerman 000010010111110— 7
AH King lOlOOOlllllUOO- 9 Richie 100111001110111-10
Youug lllllllOloiOlOO-11 Crocket OlOlOlOOOOllOll— 7
W S Kinii- 000101111111111—11 Greisinger OlOlOllOlllOOll— 9

Cochran OllllOOlimilO—11 JLM.... 1 0110001OOOOl00— 5
Johnson (11 Oi 01 111111100—10 Modoc lOllOlOllOlllOl—ID
Ross OOOOOw, E Jones 010111101111111—13

W J Vance 011100111111101-11 Pry 100100111101111-10
McCord 101001111100011— 9
No. 9, 10 targets;

Ci-ow 0111111111-9 W J Vance ...1011111900-6
Bessemer 0110001101—5 G Walters 1000000000—1
Hoss 1111011110-8 Mack 1110101011-7
Snyder 0011111011—7 Burlingame. OOlOlinoOl-4
Money 0111111011—8 Thomas 1101101111-SU M C Jones 0111101011—7 Crable 0111100001—5
Sand 0110001100-4 Edmonston 0101110100—5
A H King 1111101110—8 Modoc 1001111101—7
Young 1001111100-6 Shaner 1101000001—4W S King 1101110000—5 Challis 0100101000-4
Cocln-an 0001111101—6 Crocket 0110001100-4
.Iohn.ston 1111111010—8 C J W 00011(X)000-4
No. 10. 10 targets:

Crow 0O1111101O-6 Burlingame 0110110101—6
Bessemer 1111111001-8 Thomas 1011101010—6
Hoss 1 1 1 Oil0010-5 Crable 1001110111—7
Snyder 1010010101—5 Edmonston 1110110111—8
Money 0100100111—5 E .Tones 1110101011—7UMC Jones 0110100100-4 Modoc 1101101110-7
Sands 1 111] 01 01 1—8 Pry 1110100100—5
A H King 1111110111—9 Shaner 1010010111—6
Young 1111110111-9 Crocket 1110111010-7
WSKing 1001100000—3 CJ VV 0001101010—4
Cockran 0001 01 1 1 11—6 Richie 01000001 10—3
Johnston 01 11001 111—7 Ackerman 0010001001—3
Vance 0010111111—7 JLM 0001111111—7
Walters 0011101110-6 Griesinger 0010110011—5
Mack 1110111111—9

The Second Day.
No. 1, 10 targets; Money 7, Young 8, Jim Crow 7, Snyder 4. Hoss 6,

Sands 8, U. M. C. .Tones 9, Vance 7, Bessemer 4. King 7, Richie 5,
Thomas 5. Mack 6, Crable 9, Fry 7, E. Jones 7, Crocket 5.

No. 2, 10 targets: Money 5, Young 7, Crow 8. Snyder 7. Hobs 5. Sands
7, U. M. C. Jones 8, Vance 8. Bessemer 9, King 7. Richie 0, Thomas 8,
Mack H, Crable 7. Fry 8, E. Jones 6. Cmcket 6.

No. 3. 10 targets: Money 10, Young 8, Crow 7, Snyder 7, Hoss 8,
Sands 7, LT. M. C. Jones 7, Vance 6, Bessemer 8, King 7, Richie 6, Hart
5, Thomas 6, Mack 6, Crable 6, Fry 8, E. Jones 9, Crocket 5
No. 4, 10 targets: Money 8, Young 8, Crow 5, Snyder 8, Hoss 5, Sands

7, W. M. C. Jones 7, Vance 9. Bessemer 7, King 6, Ritchie 8, Hart 5,
Thomas 2, Mack 8, Crable 5, Fry 8, Crocket 5, E. .Tones 6, Myler 7.

No. 5, 15 targets:
Money 111111110101011—12 King OlllUailOllOOl— 9
Young 111111110111100—12 Richie 111011111111111-14
Crow 011010101011111—10 Myler 101110101101111—11
Snyder 111111011111111—14 Thomas lOlOOlOOUlllM— 8
Hoss lOOOOlOlOOlllOl— 7 Mack 101101101001111—10
Sands 101101001101111—10 Crable 111111111101101—13UMC Jones....111111111010111—13 Fry 100110100110110— 8
Vance 111111100001100— 9 Crocket 001001000111011— 7
Bessemer 110111100111111—12 E Jones 111001110101111—11
Team shoot, 25 targets:

Pittsburgh Gun Club.
Snyder 1 101 1 1 11101 1 1 111111100110-20
Crow 1101111110011010101111011—18
Bessemer , 1111011001111111111101011—20—,58

Herron Hill Gmi Club, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Vance 11101011001 10101 1 10010101—15
King 1111011010111011110111111-20
Jones 1111111001110100111111011—19— 5-1

No. 6, 10 targets: Money 9, Young 8, Crow 4, Snyder 6, Hoss 7,
Sands 8, U. M. C. Jones 9, Vance 9, Bessemer 4, King 6, Richie 9, Myler
5, Thomas 7. Mack 6, Crable 6, Pry 3, E. Jones 8, Crocket 7.

No. 7, 10 targets: Money 7, Y''oung 6, Crow 7, Snyder 8, Hoss 2. Sands
9. U. M. C. Jones 9, Vance 6, Bessemer 7, King 6, Richie 6, Myler 4,
Thomas 8, Mack 7, Crable 6, Fry 9, Crocket 4, E. Joups.
No. 8, 15 targets:

Money 111111110110111—13 King 110111111110101- 12
Young 110101101111011—11 Richie 111101111001000— 9
Crow 110111111011011—1'^ Myle- 111110111100111—12
Snyder 011101101101011—10 Thomas OOlOOOlOlOlOlOO— 5
Hoss 011011001001010— 7 Mack OlOOlilllOlllll—11
Sands 001011111111111—1 2 Crable 1 1 1 001 1 11 1 11 101—12UM C Jones.... 11 01 111 00110011—10 Pry 111110101011101—11
Vance 011101111111000—10 Crocket 001111111100101—10
Bessemer 111000111000111— 9 E Jones 111101110011011—11
No. 9, 10 targets: Money 8, Young 8, Crow 8, Snyder 8, Hoss 8, Sands

U. M. C. Jones 6, Vance 7, Bessemer 7, King '7. Richie 7, Myler 5,
Thomas 3, Mack 8, Crable 8, Fry 6, Crocket 6, E. Jones 9, Hart 3, John-
ston 7, Edmonston 9.

No. 10, 10 singles:
Money 1101101010— 6
Young 1110111101— 8
Crow 0001100111— 5
Snyder 1110111111— 9
Hoss OOOlOlOOll— 4

Richie 1111111110— 9
Myler 0101010111— 6
Thomas OOOlIOOOlO- 3
Mack 1101111100- 7
Crable 1011111110— 8

Sands 1111111111—10 Fry 1111111111—10
U M C Jones 1000101110- 5

Vance IIOIIIUII- 9
Bessemer lOOlUlOOl— 0
King 1101101110— 7

Crocket 1100000000-
E Jones 1010111011— 7
Edmonston llllOOOlU— 7

St. Louis Tournament.
The weather is very hot in St. Louis during the month of July for a

shooting tournament, but it did not deter the shooters in this vicinity
and surrounding country, from turning out in good shape, for the
two days' shoot of the .Manufacturers' Trap-Shooting Association.
Trap-shooting has been, comparatively speaking, dead in St. Louis
for the last year or so, but this tournament has given it a new impetus,
and better attendance is already assured at the different club shoots
in the future. The tournament was held on the grounds of the Inde-
pendent Gun Club, which are nicely adapted for a shooting tourna-
ment, being situated on a piece of high ground, on the edge of Forest
Park, one of the largest natural parks in the country, comprising
1,300 acres. The traps were arranged directly in front of club house
and grand stand, with association's tent on the left. Quite a number
of spectators were in attendance daily, and viewed the exhibits of
Parker Bros, Hunter Arms Co., American Wood Powder Co, and
Cleveland Target Co. with interest. A great deal of benefit is derived
from this practical form of advertising, as several persons present,
having no guns, used some of the exhiVjit guns, and several declared
their intention of purchasing in the near future, a gim similar to the
one they were using, others using some of the wood powder shells,
having never used anything but black powder before, improved their
shooting so much that they vowed they would shoot nothing else
in the future. John Parker, the association's manager, managed the
shoot to the satisfaction of all, and was ably assisted by Messrs. Jas.
E. Haggei-ty and Ed. Prendergast, who are the back bone of trap-
shooting interest in St. Louis. Mr. John Schaaf handled the office of
cashier in good shape. The tournament met with the approval of all,

on all sides satisfactory remarks were heard. The trap-shooter of to-
day has become quite a critic; herewith are some of their criticisms:
hi: H'', H. Cotton, St. Louis.—For the sport whose objects are to

thi'ow the most targets, shoot most rounds and win the most money,
the walk around system seems indispensable. For the sportsman
whose object is jjractice, recreation, and the satisfaction of knowing
he is improving his marksmanship, the new system so ably introduced
and managed by this association cannot be improved upon. By all
means let us adopt it.

Dr. M. C. Starkloff.—This tournament is doing a great deal of good;
trap-shooting was dead hereabouts. Why? Because the boys became
tired of the same old thing. This is the only way to shoot. If you can
shoot at all you cau win more than your entrance back. At the last
club shoot we had only four members in attendance; look at them
here to day.
Jas. E. Haggerii/, St. Louis.—This is what we needed—a shoot like

this. To be sure the shooting is hard, but if a man shoots any kind of
a gait he will quit winner. We will shoot that way in our club shoots
hereafter.

JSd. Prendergast. St. Louis.—I can't hit 'em, but I am off anyhow.
If I was at myself I would be a good winner in this kind of a shoot.

G. H. Ruiclings. St. Louis.—Best kind of a shoot I ever attended.
foing to liave the boys shoot that way in our club shoots in the future,
only shot 55 pei' cent, and was not much loser.
Will Crosby, O^Fallon, 111.—^I like it; nice way to shoot; could win

some money at that style of shooting, but have a new gun: ain't used
to it yet; besides, just got married.

G. Crosby, Sr.—Just the kind of a tournament; more like actual
shooting.

J. A. R. Elliott—IVs all right; that championship race is just the
thing; there ought to be something done toward putting up a trophv
for the target chaiupionship of the United States to keep up interest in
shooting: it is somewhat falling off.

ir. B. Cosby. Kansas C/ty—Where will the next; shoot be? "Will go
sure, if it's not too far.

.-I. L. Bennett, Kansas City—Nice way to run a tournament; am a
good winner: wish I was here yesterday.

./. Sieniinskie, St. Lojm's—Would not have missed this shoot for a
good deal; must get me a 13-gauge gun; will not shoot any more black
powder.

Cltas. Strawn, Jacksonville, i//.—Atl^c6Sllaot;l^lje^tfirat'l'^^te; wish
it was two days more; just getting on,

A. Harris, Woodbum, Ul.—l like that new way of shooting: am a
good winner.

J. P. Leiihardt, St. Louis—Am surprised at myself; had no idea I
would win trophy; It's a "beaut."

The First Day.
No. 1, 10 singles: Strawn 6, Bradley 10, Pendergast 10, Elliott 10,

Class 10, Brown 9, Meade 7, Hagerty 7, Crosby 6, Westus 7, Crosby 9,
Gimble 8, Edwards 7. Zed 7, Peaur 7, Harris 8, Fink H, Siemiskie 7,
No. 2, 10 singles: Bradley 5, Pendertjast 8, Elliott 6, Class 7, Brown

6, Cosby 7, Meade 7, Westus 9, Siemiskie 8, Pink 9, G. R.iwlings 8, G.
Pendergast 6, Cotton 5, Zed 7. Crosby 7, Gimble 9, E. L. Spencer 7,
Harris 10, Strawn 6, Hagerty 8, Peany 6, Edwards 7, Knowlton 8,
Kling 10.

No. 3, 15 singles:
Bradley 101111111110111-13 Cosby 111110111101000-10
Westus lllOOlllllllOl1—IS Zed 1 1 1100111000111—10
Brown 111111111101010—12 Gimble 111111111100011—12
E Prendergast..01OOlOlllOOOOlO- 6 Cotton lOlOOiOOOOOllll— 8
Elliott 111110111101011—12 Crosby 110111110011110—11
GRawlings 010011110000100— 6 Clas 111011001101110-10
G Prendergast..011100000011111— 8 Knowlton 011110111101111-12
Meade 111001011101100- 9 Harris 111011111111010-13
J Prendergast. .111111000110101—10 Edwards 101011010111110—10
Kling 000111101111010-10 Hagerty 001110010111110—10
Fink 110111111011111—18 Strawn OOOOOOOlO 110101— 5
Siemiskie 111011111110011-12 E L Spencer. .. ,110011101101111—11
No. 4. 5 pairs: Elliott 7, Bradley 7, Kling 7, Sieminsbie 7, E. Prender-

gast 8, G. Rawlings 4, J. Prendergast (i, Harris 6, Brown 6, Zed 7, G.
Prendergast 1, Fink 8, Cosby .'5, Clas 5, Prav 3, Edwards 6, Gimbel 7,
Cotton 3, Meade 6, E. L. Spencer 3. Haggerty 3, Westhus 6.

No. 5. 10 singles: Harris 7, KUng6. Westhus 7. Fink 10, Gimbel 10,
G. Rawlings 7, Hagerty 6, Brown 8, Elliott 8, Bradley 8, Zed 7, Siemin-
skielO, Clas 9, Strawns 6, E. L. Spencer 5, Crosby 10, Ed. Prendergast 6,
G. Prendergast 8, Edwards 7, Meade 9, J. Prendergast 10, Cotton 7.
No. 6, 15 singles:

Hagerty 111100000101101— 8 Fink 001011111000100—7
Elliott 111110111100101-11 Westhus 101101011000110— 8
Brown 1 IlOlOllOlOlOll—10 Ed PrendergastllOOll 110000111— 9
G Rawlings 010001001001000— 4 J Pendergast. . .001011011100110— 8
Zed 001011100010110- 7 Sieminskie 111000011101001— 8
Bradley 111111011111110-13 Cotton 111001100101111—10
Harris linOlllOllOllOl—10 Edwards 110011010000111— 8
Kling 010100111101000-7
Gimbel 111001011101111—11
Clas 11 1111111 101101 —1

3

Strawn OltXIlOOOOlOOllO— 5
Crosby OOllOOliOllllll—11
No. 7, 10 singles: Fink 6, Gimbel 10, Sieminskie 4, Cosby 6, J. Pren-

dergast 5, Meader 9, Clas 9, Brown 9. Bradley 7, Zed 9, Westhus 10,
Klin? 7, Harris 7, G. Rawlings 5, Crosby 5, Hagerty 4, Ed. Prendergast
8, Elliott 9, Strawn 9, G. Prendergast 7, Colton 9, E. L. Spencer 0,
Paide7.

s
. ,

i ,

No. 8, 20 singles:
Cosby 01111211001101011101—14 Hagerty. . .10001111111110112011—1.5
J Prender- Crosby . . . .11110011111011011110 -16
gast 10010212001020002201—10 Brown 00212220022022013111—14

Elliott 11102111021110190112—15 G Prender-

Meade 101111001110100— 9
Oosliy 001101111110011—10
E L Spencer. . . .110110110100110— 9
Geo Pond 011111111010001—10

Kling 11100120110212010111-14
Bradley. . . 01110000101202112011-12
Westhus . . . 01 022220221121 21 1 000—1

4

gast 00101010010002111311—11
Clas 1 1 10001 1003102103320-12
Fink 00020110000011 001210— 8

Meade 201001001 1 03221331 11—14 Colton 1 1 0001 1 1 1 21 0001 1 201 1—13
Harris 11110211122122232111—19
Zed 12021100001010021000— 9
Sieminski. .11112011001211002120-14

Rednn 30110120181010101320—1

3

Ed Prender-
gast 11110212111131113110—18

G Rawlings0301012l022102111101—14 Paide. . : . . .00010021020003110003— 8
Gimbel.... 01011111110322011101—15 E Spencer. 01113100001211011001—12
Strawn. . . .10101100202201112122—14
No. 9, 15 singles:

Brown 100111101111111-13 Bfadley 111110111011111—13
Cosby 111101101011111-12 J Prendergast. .101111101111110—13
Kling 111111110110111—13 Harris....: 111111111111111—15
Elliott llllionillllll—14 Jones 010110101101001— 8
Crosby 111111010111111—18 Strawn 110101111101111-13
EdPrendergastlllimoillOlll—13 Zed 100110111011111-11
Clas 111111101111011—13 Westhus 111101111111111-14
Hagerty 001 101 11 11 001 10— 9 G Prendergast. .111111011111101—13
EL Spencer.... 111011111111111 -13 Gimbel....: 101111111111111—14
Siemiskie 111111110110101 —12 Cotton 110111011110111—13
G RawUngs 111001111010110-10 Fink 111111111110111—14
Meade 011111011111111-13
Extra No. 1, 10 singles: Strawn 6. E. Prendergast 9, Redon 5. Sie-

miskie 10, Brown 10, Haggerty 9, G. Prendergast 8, Westhus 10, Cosby
10, Kling 9, Meade 9, G Rawlings G, Paide 8. E. L. Spencer 8, J. Pren-
dergast 9, Clas 9, Zed 6, Elliott 8, ILarris 9. Bradley 0, Fink 9, Cotton 9.

Extra No. 2, 15 singles: Ed Prendergast 15, Bradley 13, Haggerty 14,

Zed 13, Brown \3. J. Prendergast 12, Strawn 14, Q. Prendergast 14,
We^sthiis 14, Kling 15, Cotton 1 1 Elliott M, Clas 15, Mud 13, Siemiskie 13,
Cosby 14, Fink 13, G. Rawlings 10, Harris 15.

Extra No 3, 10 shigles: Brown 10. Hagerty 9, Ed. Prendergast 10,
Kling 10. Bradley 9, J. Prendergast 7, Geo. Prendergast 5, Strawn 8.

Zule 8, Westhus 10, Mud 10, Cotton 7.

Special shoot, 25 singles, known angles and traps:
Haserty 1111111101111111110111111—33
Ed Prendergast 1111111101111111111111111—84
Geo Prendergast 10001 10101011011011011 111—16
Westhus 1111111111111111111011111—34
Parker 1110111111111111110101111—23
J Prendergast 1111111111111111111111110—S4

The Second Day.

J. P. Lenhardt of St. Louis won the M. T. S. H. trophy, score 4.5. It

wns a popular winnintr. A good many stayed over unlit Saturday and
indulged in live bird sliooting, but the weatlier was so hot that the
birds would not fly well and everything dragged .so that everybody
became tired and went hack to target shooting ami sina.slied bluerock.s
iKitil dark. Ho: now for Wheeling, W. Va.. Aug. 1 and 2, fifth shoot
of the Manufacturers' Trap-.Shooting Association.
No. 1, 10 singles: Class 10, Lenhardt 8, Eilioic 10, Benneit 0, Brown

10. SteEEan 6. E. Prendergast 10, Hagerty 8. Sieminskie 0, Westfleld9,
Bradley 8, Westhus 10, G. Prendergast B, Fiuk Si, A. Rawlings 3, G.
Crosby 5, Strawn 9, Gimble 9, Harris 8, G. Harris 6.

No. 3. 10 singles: Brown G. Elliott 7, Clas K, E. Prendergast 7; West-
hus 8, Sieminskie 0, Weslfield 8, Fiuk ,S Strawn (1, Gimbel 8, Hagerty 7,

G. Prendergast 8, Bennett 10, A. Rawlings 3, Lenhardt 8, Cosby 10,
Bradley 5, N. Crosby 7, A. Harris 9, Steffan 7, G. Harris 6, J. Prender-
gast 7.

No. 3, 15 singles:
EPrendergast.. 100111111100011—10 Clas 111101001100101— 9
Brown 111110110010111—11 Lenhardt 111000111100010— 8
Cosby 001101111111111-IS

Hagerty lOOOiXlllllllOlO— 8
Westhus 010010001011000- 5
A Rawlings lOOlOKKXIOllOOl— 6

Bennett 111101111111011—13
G Crosby 111111011101111—13
St Clair IIIOIIIIOIOOIH—11
Bradley llTOlllllOlllOl—11

Sieminskie 101011111110111—13 StelTen IIOOOIOITOIIUO— 8
Elliott 111011011011111—13 Westfteld 00111O01O111110- 9
Gimbel 111111111101110-13 A Harris 111101011011011-11
Knowlton Oil 101101111010-10 Strawn 100110101111011—10
G Prendergast.. 001000111011001- 7 G Harris 011100010110110— 8
J Prendergast. .111000101011001- 8

No. 4, 5 pairs: Brown -l, Hagerty 7, Elliott 0, E. Prendergast 7, J.
Prendergast 7. Ski Ski 7. \\'estluis 6. Strawn 5, Clas 8, Bradley 5, Ben-
nett 8, A. Ra» lings 3, Cosby 5, G. Prendei-ga^t 5, Westfied 6, Lenhardt
5, Steffen .5, A. Hai'ris B, (4. CnmUy 7, Gimble 0, St. Clair .S, (4. Harris 7.

No. .5. 10 singles: Cosby y, Bennett 7. A. Harris ',. K I 'renderLcasl. 0,

Brown 8, Hagerty 10. J PrendeigasL 8, Strawn 7, Clas ',, Elliott '.), Ski
Ski 9, A. Rawlings 2, G. Prendergast 7, Zed 10, Westhus 6, LeJihardt
8, Westfield 8, Bradley 6, Gimble 7, Steffen 6, Selzer 6, Pink 8, G. Har-
ris 6.

No. 6, 15 singles:
Hagerty 101110011011111—11 G Prenderga.st..l]]Wiii0110ll0—10
E Prendergast . ,01 001 1 001 1 101 00— 7 Lenhardt . 1 o 1 1 • 1 1 1 ui n i ,i 1 1 1 1—10
Brown lOllUOOOIOllOl— 9 St Clair I lonnjiiiouuniO— 1

Clas 111111110110111—13
J Prendergflst, .OlnlOj liijOnilO— 9

We.sthus 1 liioiDllimiil]— 11

Elliott llIIMlinilllO—14

Ski Ski 1 lOlll UUlOOlO-ll
Zed 010101111101011—10
Steffen 1 1 1 1 1101 101 01 1 1 —13
Gimble 011110011111111— 12

A Rawlings OiOlOOlOOlOOlOO— 6 Strawn OlOOOlOoilllOll— 8
Bennett 111111110111111—14 Bradley nOllliilOi 1010-12
Cosby 111001111101100-10 O Crosby lOilOlliillOlll—13
Selzer rNji01011000<J110— 6 Charles oOOOll 100000000— 3
A Harris 011110100111111—11 Kling Iinniiiiioiio—13
Zed 110110010100110— 8 G Harris OlllOOOlllOllOl— 9
Westfield 11001011111110<1—10 Jones liiOonilOOllOIO- S
No. 7, 10 sin;^les: Experts' Hatrerly 7, Ved 0. Semi-Experts:

Elliott 8, Rl-:i-ld ',4. Amateurs: Brown In. Ed Petid 9. J Pend 8, West-
hus 9, Kling r, Bennett 9. Cosby h, II. KawlihgO, G. Harris 8. Lenhardt
10, Westfield l<i, Clas 0, G. Pend 9. H. Harris 10, Steffen 9, Red 8. Brad-
ley 9, Selzer 8. .Strawn 0, Charles 6, E. L Spencer 9, Jones 6. Gimbel 7.

No. 8, 20 singles, both barrels:
lla a-gerty ..11111122111 ~'l OOl 2121—18
E pj-eu'g\st010ni2021I022132IOI—15
Westhus. . . i2ni 1 1 1 101 1 21 1 13202 -17
Bennett.. . .1 olll 101 1 1 1011101210— I.t

Elliott 212l12lll210]n2m2 10

Ski Ski 13lr2110113120111210-17
Brown 11101111112121111100-17

A Rawlings300000002000I0000100— 4
G Pren 'g'sl 3110020001 1011121 130—13
G Hnrris.

.
.-Jl 100i'ij-.'ia-iOail2010UO—13

Charles 20(J0] 01 1 .2 1 1 1 1 0 1 01101—13
Selzer lllOOao0(.M 1 1 2 1 1 01 1 1 1 1— 1

3

W es tfield . . 001 1 1 (h 1 1 1 1 K2001 1 fO 1
0- 1

1

A Harris... 00111 112212000113111-15
Kling 11100111211110131110-16 Lenhardt. .10O0010I1U0O2313111—13
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St Clair. 11111110011002110211-15 Zed 10101010210021211131-14

J7ren^g^iimm2m2iumm2-U Red OJ200001210000010101- 8

Cosby 12111001210011011022-14 Gimble .. .22111011201100211011-15

cfi„ 00100111100111001001-10 Strawn. .. .11011101001012111210-14

Bradley.. .
.12221132211012000010-14 G Crosby. ,22111110101010102102-14

StefEen . . . .11110100110111111202—15

Crosby' ^. .^."^^.^.'linilllllllllllllOlllOllllllOlOllllin

Ed Pend .01011101111111111111111111000010110001110111100101-36

Red ... .11110010011111110011011101110011110011010010100110-31

Hamrty." ...11010010111101011111111011111011010110011111001110-35

Browa .11111111011110111111111111111000110011111111110001-^0

coiton' .
.". .

. .
.lllllliniOinillllllOlllOOlOOlllOlOlOllOOllllllOl-^

JPeud 11101000111011111111101111101011100001101101110010-32

Ved 01101101111101111110101111110100111101111110101110-35

ClW .
.01111101110111111111101111101111111101111011111111-43

Kline" iiooiooinaiiniiiiiiiiiiiioioioioiiiiiioiioniiii-ag

Selzer llllllllOlOOnilOllOllllllOOlOlOllinllllOOOllllll—38

Lenbardt" :nil011in011inill0111in011101111111111111111111-45
Schaaf .llOlllOinilllinOllllOllOOOllOllllllllOllOllOlOll-38

Skiski "
. . .llOllOlllim 1111111011111111110111100111111111101-42

Bennett: .
.11111111111111111111001111111111101111110110110110-43

Westhus .. .10111111101111100111111010011111111111111110111111—42

Elliott .
.OlllOllllllOOllIOlIOIlllllllllllllOniOllllUlllOl-^l

Steffeii""".'
'

.
lOlllOHllllllinOlOlllOllOllOOlllllOllllllllllUl-^l

GPendergast". '....1011110)0111111110(^1111311101111111101111110011011-39

Huckins.: 10111111101011110111111191011111110101111011111110-37

G Harris 11101001110010110111101011111110101111111111011110—37

Strawn 11111110111101111111110100111111111111101011101111-42

Weaver 00001001011100011000100011100111110101101001000100-22

ARawlings liilllllllllll001lOni0110U111111111011110010l011-40

The Third Day.

No. 1, 7 live birds, $5 entry: ^^^^ ^ ^
G Prendergast 0120112—5 Collenberger 1182221-7

Ward 2121103-6 Elliott 1101223-6

McBrown 1202112- " "
---- -

Burnett 1221022-

E Prendergast 1210111-
No. 2, 10 live birds, $10 entry:

Hagerty 2200111111—

1120100—4 1110111111—
1102221-6 0111101110-

0111011111—
0212111211— 9 0101111100—
2121211112—10 lOlOOOWll—

G Prendergast. ".".'.'.'.".1112121112—10 E Prendergast. 0211111110— 8

Brown 1111201321— 9

Parkersburg.
Pabkeesbues, W.Va., July 8.—I herewith hand you the score of the

shooting tournament, which was held July 5 and 6, on the grounds of

the ParkerKburg Gun Club, at Par-kersourg, W.Va. The principal fea-

ture of the tournament was a friendly team match between the Wheel-
ing Island and Parkersburg gun clubs, six men each, 50 bluerock

targets per man, under the American Association rules, 5 expert

traps. The race was lost by the home club, whose score perhaps
^ould have been better had not two of the members been considerably

handicapped on account of shooting a strange gun and sore eyes. The
weather was propitious excepting a hot sun and strong breeze which
marred the pleasure of the shooters to a cercain extent, otherwise the

affair was a pleasant one, and will be remembered as such by the

home club, who endeavored to make all things satis''actory to their

guest*. G. M. Co\UR, Sec'y P. G. C.

The First Day.

TKAM RACE.

Island City Gun Club.
1111001111111011111111111-22
1010111110111111111011011—20—42
1 1 1 1 a 1 101 1 10111101011101—20
0010111100100111111111111—38—38
mini 111010111111111110 -22
1011110110111110111110111—20—42

'Greener 1111111111101 111011110111—22
3111101101111111111111111—33—45

Dinger llllllllllllOUllllllllll—:M
0331111011111111111011111—22—46

Wright 1111111111111111311311111—25
1131131131111111311111111—25—50—263

Parkersburg Gun Club.
"Verges lllllOOlllUI 3011303303111—39

1333111101111100110111111—20—39
Oliver 1111131111110111133301131—23

1103110111113311113030101—30—43
•Clark 0110311111013111010010131—18

0111103111131111031133311-22—43

^Goodno 1113110113111111101111110—22
1131031031133111311113331—23—45

Stephens 10i010i3ili01lllll03inil—20
1111111011011311001101113—20—40

Cover. .
.'.

. ., , 1111131111100111111111111—23
1111111101111110111111310-22—45—253

No. 5, $2.50 entry:
Cover 11111331001111111111—38 St€phens..03011011131I11011001—14
Wright.... 111111 33311311313311—20 Scott 11111101333101301111—17
Verges.... 10111331 10313113113 1—18 Goodno. . ..11013331 101111 111101-17
Burt 111110333033330303 11—16 Clark 01131111001110101101—14
Lemon 10110011011011313311—15 Dinger 11311111111100011001—35
Oliver 11111111111111101111—19 Cole 1000111101 lOOlOilOll—12
Greener. . . 11111111111111111011—19
No. 6, 35 singles, $3 entry:

Cover 1001101101111011111111301-19
Wright 1113110311111011111111111—33
Verges lOOllOlllllOllllOlllllOll—19
Burt 1101111011033111111111110—21
Lemon 1101111001111111011111011—20
Oliver 1110110111111101111110101—20
Greener 1111110111111111111111111-24
Stephens Oiiiiiioiiiinniiiiillll—23
Scott 1111011111111110101111111—22
Goodno 1010033311101101111111111—20
Dmger n]133130llllllllllillllO—23
Cole 0010111031111101103111111—19
No. 7, 10 singles, $1 entry: Cover 9, Wright 9, Verges 8, Lemon 10,

Burt 10, Oliver 8, Greener 8, Stephens 7, Scott 9, Goodno 9, Dinger 10,

Cole 8, Schhcher 7, Bibbee 7.

No. 8, 35 singles, $ 50 entry: "Wright 15,Verges 12, Lemon 13, Schlicher
8, Cover 13, Bibbee 10, Stephens 11, Clark 8, Burt 14, Greener 14, Dinger
12, Scott 13.

No. 9, 15 singles, S2 entry:
Wright 111111011111111—14 Oliver 111110110111131—33
Lemon OlOlOlllllOlllO—10 Burt 111010100101111—10
Scott 301111111100111—12 Greener 111101111111011—18
Schlicher 011011010111010— 9 Stephens 111111110110010—11
Cover 1(11111311111011—13 Clark 011113011111303—12
Bibbee OOllOllllOOOlll— 9 Goodno 101103030113310—30
No. 10, 20 singles, $2.50 entry:

Wright . . . .11113313111101111111-19 Burt 11111111113011111111—19
Lemon 11111111111111111111—20 Clark 11111101011011111111—17
Scott 13311013101111111111-18 Greener.. ..01111111111111011111—38
Schlicher.. 13110111111110111111—18 Stephens. ..00011111111111111101—16
Cover UlOOllOlllllllOllll—16 Cole lllllOOOlUllOlJmi—16

The Ne-warb Gun Club's Monthly.
Erb's "Old Stone House" grounds in Newark were the scene of

some lively shooting on Thursday. July 13, when the Newark Gun
Club held its monthly outing. The heavy hail and rainfall which oc-
curred between one and two P. M. had no effect on the attendance,
nine members showing up for the sport. The weather, after the
shower, was warm and clear, with a hght breeze coming down from
the direction of the Orange Mountains. The birds were a good lot
throughout and few needed flushing. Lem and Duke, Mr. Erb's black
retrievers, alternated in the work of gathering and as usual did their
duty in fine form.
The opening events were two events at four birds each, $3 entry,

two moneys, which resulted as below:
No. 1. No. 2. No. 1. No. 2.

Breintnall 1111—4 0223-3 Hollis 2222- 4 3221-4
PJay 1121—4 1312-4 "Walters 1012^ 1112-4
Morfey 2211—4 1121—4 Erb 1111—4
Roche 2113—4 1122—4
The tie for first money in the second event was carried over to be

decided by the scores in the club shoot which was next on the list.

This was at ten birds pex man under the new system of point allow-
ance:
Breintaall 1103123313—9 Walters,,... ...0211121212— 9
P Jay 211010»122—7 Erb. lOOlOlllOl— 6
Mor fey 11022203 1 2-^S Hedden 122121221 1- 10
Roche 11100101 10—6 Griffen 2212120110— 8
Hollis 1221011111—9

Breintnall gained 2 pomts, P. Jay 1, Morfey 1, Hollis 2, Walters 2,
Hedden 3 and Griffen 1.

Then came No. 4, a 7-bird sweep, ^5 entry, S moneys:
BreintnaU 1111211—7 Hollis 1202120-5
Morfey 1112111—7 Erb 2111100—5
Boclie 01031i»-4 GrifEea 8818130-6

The final events, -whicli exhausted the supply of birds, were miss-

and-outs, SI entry:
No. 5. No. 6. No. 5. No. 6.

Blorfey 20 111111121 Griffen 20 210

Roche 1220 111210 Hollis 1120 112120

Erb 221120 0 Walters 112112 112122111

In No. 5 Walters captured the pot alone and in No. 6 he divided with
Morfey.
On the first round of event No. 6 Mr. Erb killed a bird which was

decided "no bird," it being claimed that the bird was shot on the

ground. This was not the case, as the bird was clear by at least 6in.

when the charge hit it. No change was made in the decision, how-
ever, and Mr. Erb, with the remark that if he could not get what
belonged to him he did not want anything, walked to the score and
shot himself out by a clean miss.
When there is a shadow of a doubt in regard to a bird being shot

on the ground the shooter is alwaj^s given the benefit, but in this

case there was not the slightest reason for calling "no bird."

; C. H. TOWNSKND.

Garfield Gun Club Shoot.

Chicago. HI., July 9.—Inclosed find scores of the tenth trophy con-

test of the Garfield Gun Club, which took place yesterday. The Class

A shoot was won by Boss and Class B by Lauterbach. I also send
scores of several other interesting events which took place during the

day:
Nos. 1 and 2, 15 and 10 singles, unknown angles:

Cop 111010111110111

Drake 100111001111101

Scott "..' 000010103101010

O'Brien 111001110130310

Northcott 101100111130011

Pilz 100111001100331

Bowers'. '.'.".".."."..".'.
'

1101 11 1 01001 3 1

3

Hicks 131111111111011

1111111111—22
0011101133—17
1110011031—33
1033303311—18
3310133101—18
1001100001—13
0101110110-17
1010101111—21

Tenth trophy shoot:
Cop 1111111131111113111100111-23

Drake " 10011111111113110303 1111-21

Scott 0110111111100011111011001—17

O'Brien ' 1111011111101111111101101—21

Bowers 0110010000011110001111110—13

Northcott ".'..'..."..'.'.'.' .'.'.' 1111110001011113331110001-18

p,lz 1001013303303010311111303—17

Hicks 101331133301111111 1301101-21

:Hott
" O10O11310OOO33OllO11101(X»-13

Patterson" ' mOIOllllllOOllllOOlUlO—18
S Palmer

'

'.. ](1001101011010001313(iOOOI—12

Young '

. .
.1111110011001111111100010-17

Ackerman ' '.'.'.'.' 1001110011001111000110010-12

Lauterbach".'..'.'.; ilOlOUllOllOOlllllllOOll—19

Tefft 1100011111011010111101113—18

Richards' '.".'.\'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'. 103 1 1 3 1 3 3 3 1 1003 1 13 001 1 01 1—3 9

Dr Meek 0031011111111011011101111—19

G Norfolk 0001011011111010110101100-14

Cooover "."'.".'.["".'.'.'..'. lOOlOlOlOOllOOOlOOl 111011—13

Bortree 0100111111011001001011111—16

O'Neil 1001101111110011111011101—18

No. 3, 15 singles, unknown angles:
Cop 111110111111131—14 Patterson 111111110111111—14

Drake 011101001101111—10 Palmer llllOOOOllOlOll— 9

Scott 010101110110331—10 Young lllllOllllOOOlO— 9

O'Brien 111111110011111—13 Ackerman OlllOOOllUOllO— 9

Bowers 011111110101301—11 Lauterbach 001301111100010— 8

Northcott 111001103011111-11 Teffts 011111301011133-12

Pilz 301111001111111—13 Richards 011110133311113—13

Hicks 130110113101111-12 Eivens 010111111011000— 9

Mort 1011 lUOl0113030— 9 Norfork 111011000100111— 9

No. 5, unknown traps, unknown angles:

"Cop" 1031033111—8 Patterson 1111101010—7

Drake 0100010133—5 Palmer 0011110131—7

Scott 0010100111-5 Young 1013301010-6

O'Brien 10o0100110-4 Ackerman 1010101110-6
Bowers Ill0000010-4 Lauterbach 01 1 1111010—7

Northcott 0000000011—2 Tefft 1010101111—7

Pilz 1100100100-4 Richards 1O1O1OO10O-4
..1100111011—7 O'Neil 0111011111—

S

Pray OOOOOIOIOI—

3

]own angles:
Hicks 110111111101330—32
Tefft 111010013331111—12
Pray 011010110<X)1101— 8

Patterson. ..101010111100111—10
Young 101110010011111—10
O'Neil 101010010030301— 7
Ackerman. .301111111111010—12
Norfolk 101101101011111—13

Hicks.

.

Mott 0300311101- „ _

No. 6, team shoot, 15 singles, unknown angles:
Richards ..111111111111111-15

'

Cop 111111111111111—35
Drake 111011101111011-12
Palmer 001010300033111— 8

Northcott. 100031110011011— 9

LauterbachOllOl 1 101 1 1 01 11—1

1

Bowers. . . .110011111011111—12
Bortree.... lOllOOUllllOOO- 9

Pilz 100110110111001— 9-100 Conover. . . .011101111011001-10—92
No. 7, b pairs:

Cop 10 11 11 11 11—9 Young 10 10 10 01 01

Drake 10 01 30 30 00-4 '
'

^"

Bowers 31 10 01 10 11—7
Northcott 11 11 10 00 11—7
Pilz 10 11 00 10 10—5
Mott 11 10 10 11 10—7

Ackerman 10 10 10 10 10—5
Lauterbach 11 10 00 00 00—3
Tefft 11 11 10 10 11—8
Richards 00 10 30 11 11—6
Conover 10 00 10 01 10—4

Patterson........ .10 11 10 11 11—8 O'Neil 10 10 10 10 10-5
Palmer 11 11 01 11 11—9
No. 8, sneak shoot:

Cop 11111—5 Palmer 10110—3
Drake w Young 01110—8
Bowers 01111—i Ackerman w
Northcott 00000—0 Lauterbach w
Pilz w Tefft..... 01010—2
Mott 00000—0 Richards 11100—3
Hicks 11111—5 Conover 10100-2
Patterson 11111-5 O'Neil 11111-5

Atlantic Trap-Shooting Association.

Lynn, Mass., July 5.—The Atlantic Trap-Shooting Association, an
organization recently organized in this city, and composed of some of
Lynn's prominent business and professional men, held their opening
tournament at the association's grounds at Lynnhurst yesterday.
The weather was magnificent for trap shooting, and some good scores
were made by local and visiting sportsmen. While this association
has recently been organized, it tends to be a promising club, and some
fine events will be offered to the shooting pubUe in the near future.

Our membership roll comprises some of the best experts in this sec-

tion of the comnaonwea.th, aud many amateurs and novices. We
charge no membership fee, and our contests are open to the world.
Parties desii'iug to become members of this association will please
send names to W. F. Brown, 48 Arhngton street, Lynn, Mass. The
following officers have been elected for the year: M. Sims, Pres. ; W.
A. Witherbee, Vice-Pres. ; W. F. Brown, Sec'y; S. S. Chandler, Treas.;
The first event was called to order with G. L. Baxter at the traps.

Lunch was served at 1 P. M. Following are the scores:

July U.

No. 2, 10 standards: W, P. Brown 10, Baxter 8, Wetherbee 8, Chand-
ler 8, Fairchild 6.

No. 3, 5 straightaway: Pinkham 4, Melntire 3, Bean 3, Chandler 4,

Fairchild 2, Baxter 3, Wetherbee 3, Brown 3, Bodv%eli 3.

No. 4. 6 standards: Brown 5, Baxter 4, Keuaud 4, Wetherbee 3,

Dodge 3.

No. 5, 10 standards: Renaud 6, Brown 8, Chandler 7, Dodge 4,

Wetherbee 4, Baxter 0, Bolby 5.

No. 6, 6 standards: Brown 6, Wetherbee 6, Baxter 4, Fairchild 3.

No 7, team race, 5 birds per man: Capt. Wetherbee—Wetherbee 4,

Fairchild 3, Chandler 4, total 11. Capt. Brown-Brown 4, Baxter 4,

Kenerson 2, total 10.

Second Shoot, July S.

No. 1, 20 standards, unknown angles, entrance gl:

G Chandlerlll01110ll0111lll311—17 S ChandlerllllOlOllllllOlllOll—16
W Brown .11111111110111111111—19 Larrabee. ..11110110110110111111—16
Stoddard...11111111110101101111—17 Vose 11110110110110110111—15
No. 2. 10 standards, entrance 50 cents: G. Chandler 8, Brown 10,

Stoddard 9, S. Chandler 7, Jones 7, Stearns 7, Vose 9.

No. 3, 25 standards, entrance $1:

W F Brown 1111111111111111033131111-24
S Chandler 1011111101111111010101100-18
Stoddard 1111111101111111111011111—23

G Chandler 1330131111011111111111111—23
Larrabee lli 111011011 101 1101011010—18
Jones 1111111111011110111111011-22
Stearns lllOlllOlllllOlOlOlOlllll—19
Parker 1101111101111011110101011—19
Vose 1111111111110111110111110-22
No. 4, 10 standards, unknown angles, entrance 50 cents: Brown 10,

B. Chandler 7, Stoddard 9, G, Chandler 9, Larrabee 7, Voss 7, Stearns
7, Parker 9.

Hamilton Gun Club.

Hamilton, Ont., July 12.—The Hamilton Gun Club held its annual
meeting last night, there being a large attendance and much interest

taken in the proceedings. Secretary A. Smyth presented his annual

report, showing the finances of the club to be in a healthy condition.

The election of oificers resulted as follows: Wm. Stroud, President-,

James Crooks, Vice-President; Harry Graham, Secretary; J. E. Over-

holt, Treasurer; J. H. Hamilton, John Stroud, A. Smyth, Executive
Committee; Capt. E. V. Spencer and F. Kaiser, Auditors.

Dr. J. E. Overholt, who has been president two years, declined re-

election and the club tendered him a hearty vote of thanks. He uas
made a most efficient presiding officer, air. A. Smyth, the retiring

secretary, was also given a vote of thanks. The election of Wm.
Stroud, who has been a hfelong enthusiast and one of the best live

and artificial bird shots in the country, to the presidency with a staff

of officers of experience and standing, insures ttie future success and
prosperity of the club. The annual tournament has become a fixture,

and is the means of drawing experts to the city of Hamilton from all

parts of Canada and the United States. " E. V. S.

Cowie cup, handicap:
Clifford (21) 10100011100 —5
Wilson (20) 01111101111111111111 —18
Bowman (21) lllOolllOOl 3013113011 —15
C Smith (21) 10101111011111031011 —16
W Stroud (24) 101111111301111110111101—20

HamUton (24) Ill 1 01111011 01001 11 00011-16
J Smyth (21) 111100101111103001011 —14
J Crooks (24) 111111101001111111001100—17

HGrayhen (21) 111011110010330031031 -13
J Stroud (26) 000001101110101101101101—12

Mopkins medal shoot, 21yds. rise, each to pull his own trap:

James 1100001111110011001—11 J Smyth OOOr.

C Sm'ith lllllOOr.

Bowman Ool0001 1010010 — 6

Wilson 110110110111111—12
Graham 1010111001 — 6

Crooks 110101110111111110 —14
W Stroud.. .101000011001111001 — 9

W Smith....0100001OOw.
Thomas OlOOOOOOr.
Ten-bird sweep, 81 entry:

Graham 1110011000-5 W Stroud 1111131110—9

J Crooks 1111111100-8 Bowman 0010001001—3
CSmith 1011111111—9 Wilson 1011111111—9
Hamilton 0111101101—7
Challenge medal, 15 singles and 5 pairs, unknown angles:
W Stroud 101100111011010— 9 10 11 00 10 10—5—14.
WUson 111010101111110—11 00 10 10 11 10—5—16;

Shooting Matches.
A THREE-HANDED sweepslake shoot was arranged to be shot off on

F idav, July 14, at the Atlantic Rod and Gun Club's grounds, at Coney
Is and, between B. T. Langcake, C. E. Morris and J. E. Collins, for $60-
e ch, the lowest to pay expenses and the highest to take the pool.

The first match was between Langcake and Morris, 25 birds each,

Collins not showing up. Morris won by one bird. The second, under
the same conditions, resulted in a tie with 22 each. Just as the third

match commenced Collins put in an appearance, and the originally

airanaed match was shot off. Morris and CoUins tied with 34 each
and Langcake was low man with 21. The score:
No. 1, 25 live birds, entry $50:

B P Langcake 2212121132102201211202121—^

C E Morris. . .

.' 0222222222212222012122220—23

No. 2, same conditions:
Langcake 0212211021221221220122231—22

Morris 1211202122132221212001223-^
No. 3, same conditions:

Langcake 1111021012111111111290011—21
Morris 2131 211 21 121 021 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 2 12—24
J Collins 2121123220221231321311312—24

West End Gun Club.

Ottumwa, Iowa, July 8. - Inclosed find scores made at the two last

shoots of toe West End Gun Club, at the club grounds, Friday, June
30, and Priday, July 7.

The shoot of June 30 was one of the best shoots since the club has
been organized and was a credit to all members: but the shoot of
July 7 capped the climax, every one shooting like an overgrown
school bov who had never seen clay pigeons in his life before, and a
badge shoot at that. There is a talk that bushel baskets will be
thrown at the next shoot.
Scores of June 30:

P C Eldredge 1111131111111110111111111—24

J F Powell 0111111111111111101111111—33
J R Young 0111111111111111101111110—22
Wm Heather 1010101111111111101111131-21

J W Hedrick 1110010111111111311111001—30
S E Ayres 0111131111101033001303111—19
K N Eldredge 0113311110011110111101011—18
J T Emerson lOOlOOlllOlllllllOUllOll—18
CRomes 1010101000111110001111111—16
SHardesty 1111001000111101101011011—16
A J Fairchild 1010100101011010010111110—15
Dick Price 0101110010111101001011110—14

C T McCarroll 1111000001111111001011000—15

C O Ta\lor 0100100100100010101101110—11

C A Sm'ith lOlOlOOlOlOOllOOOlOOlOOOl—11
Lee Podolski 0100101000110010010100010— 9

John Erbacher 0000101000000001010010000— 5

July 7.—Class A:
J W Hedrick 1111111011011011111000111—19
P C Eldredge 1011101111101010100311110—17
J F Powell 1110101300301100110110111—16.
Wm Heather 0101103310111100101101001—15.

C Romes 1001011001010011110031111—15.

J R Young 1011101010110101011011001—15,

A C Steck , 111001 1100111100000010001—la
N J Potter 0100010100111000111000010—10

N B Cole 1011001101101011111000011—15
Class B:

C T McCarroll 0001111110101011110011101—16,

F Fiedler llOOl 01 1 1 0110000000011111—13;

K N Eldredge lllOOOOlOllOlOOOlllllOlOO—IS
S E Ayres .

1000101010101010111010001—18

C O Taylor 1010100100001000011000101— 9

C A Smith IIOOIIIOOOOOIOOIOOOOOOOII— 9

J W Soule OOOllOOOOOOOOOlllOOllOOll— 9

J Erbacher lOOOOlOOlllOOOOOOOOOOllOl— 8

Hedrick won badge A and McCarroll won badge B. R. H. T.

The Eureka Gun Club.

Following are the scores of two shoots of the club, July 1 and
July 8:

No. 1. 30 singles and 10 pair, unknown traps: Bingham 37, WUlard
34, Heikes 43, Patterson 36, Lamphere 27.

No. 2, 25 singles: Bingham 21, Willard 18, Patterson 21, Lamphere
20, Heikes 23. Carson 9, Lewis 18. Steck 18, Goodrich 10.

No. 3, Medal shoot. 25 bluerocks: Binghcim 24, Willard 24, Patterson

19, Lamphere 20, Heikes 2:3. Carson 15, Lewis 19, Steck 23, Goodrich 16,

Ferguson 10, Maltby 12. Class A, Bingham and Willfu-d tie. B, Steck.

C, Goodrich.
No. 4, 25 bluerocks: Bingham 23, Willard 32. Patterson 19. Lam-

phere 18, Heikes 24, Carson 16, Lewis 10, Colvin 14, Ferguson 14,

Maltby 12.

No. 5, 25 bluerocks: Bingham 21, Willard 23, Patterson 23, Lam-
phere 13, Heikes 24, Carson 17, Colvin 14, Ferguson 16, Maltby 11.

No. 6, 25 bluerocks, unknown angles: Willard 19, Heikes 22, Patter-

son 17, Ferguson 16, Maltby 15.

July S.—No. 1, 95 bluerocks: Heikes 22, Steck 20, Glover 16, Marshall
11, Willard 21, DeWolf 5, Lamphere 17, Taylor 9, Goodrich 6, Young 9

Van Dusen 5, Ferguson 7.

No. 2, medal shoot:
Bingham 0111110011111111010111111—20

Heikes 1111111111111111111111111—25

Steck 1111111111111111111010110—23

(jlover 1 10001 01 01 0001 01 1 1 01 00100—1

1

MarshaU 100000001 01 0001 0001 111111—11

Willard 1100110011111101011111101-18

De Wolf OllOIOUHlOOllOOOOOOOllOlO— 9

T.amphere'".".! '..'. lllllOllllOOlllOlllllllO-SO

Taylor 1111011010111111111110100—19

Goodrich 1111110100001100100110010-18

Young Oil 1 1 0 1 001 1 0OOl 1 1 001 01 001—13
Van Diisen' OOllOlOOllOIOlllOfXJllOOOl—11

^ere-uson ."."'.'. 0001 1 01 00101101 1 1 (X)l Oil 1 1—11

Thomas 0001000101 0001 (KXXll 000101— 6

Frothingh'a'm
" ' ..1011110111111111111111001—31

Maltby
" 0011001111010010100011110—13

\V,-ari,
','.'.'.'.'.'.'.".' 1101011101131111301001110-18

Class a'. 'Heikes';' Class B. Steck; Class C. Goodrich and Maltby tie.

No. 3, 25 bluerocks: Heikes 22, WUlard 22, Glover 22, Marshall 17,

Ferguson 14, De Wolf 11. Taylor 17, Goodrich 13. Young 17, Lamphere
30, Calvin 14, Thomas 12. Frothingham 17, Maltby 14, Weart 13, Will-

man 19.

No. 4, 25 bluerocks: Heikes 23. Willard 24, Glover 17, Marshall 11,

Ferguson 17, De Wolf 7, Goodrich 12, Frothingham 80, Maltby 11, Will-
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Shooting' in Florida.
jACKSojmLLE, Fla., July 5.—The JacksoDville Gun Club celebrated

the Fourth with one of the most successful shoots in its history. The
exceeding: heat of the day did not defer the sharpshooters from firing
away at the clay pigeons with a persistency truly to be admired.
About a hundred people had gathered on the club grounds in Spring-
field where the contest began.
Quite a number of visiting sharpshooters entered in the contest,

and the Forest City Gun Club, of Savannah, was repi-esented by eleven
marksmen. They were E. J. Kieffer, F. G. Jangstetter, C. A. Lamotte,
John Rocker, John Ruderman, Geo. Lamphart, Geo. Shaffer, Geo.
Eberwine, Jack Monehan, H. Wanyen, Wm. Davidson. The others
from a distance were H. Lempki, E. W. Connors and J. F. Ulmer, of
Savannah; J. C. Phelps, of Chorlotte, N. C; S. Van Gilder, Knox-
ville, Tenn.; J. H. Mooney, Orlando; J. D. Kirkpatrick, W. R. De Witt,
5. Hendricks and W. Hendricks, Green Gove Springs; Dr. D. S. Smith,
of Jasper.
The scores made were as follows:
No. 1, 15 singles: J. L. Marvin 10, B. TaHaferro 9, B. H. Barnett 12,

Mooney 12. Monehan 12, Fairhead 10, Van Gilder 11, Wescott 11,
Rocker 1.3, Ulmer 13, Davidson 10, Lempke 8, Coachman 12, Reedeman
8, Kirkpatrick 2, Lamott 5, Jangstetter 11.

No. 2, 15 singles: Marvin 9, Taliaferro 14, Westcott 11, Davidson 8,

Lempke 8, Reedeman 11. Woeltzen 9. Smith 9, Connor 10, Jangstetter
14, Lamott 6, Ulmer 5, Rocker 5. Barnett 9, Mooney 9, Monaghan 6,

Fairhead 9. Coachman 12, Van Gilder 13.

No. 3: Barnett 14, Mooney 13, Davidson 12. Wescott 13, Ulmer 10,

Lempke 5, Taliaferro 12, Jangstetter 9, Van Gilder 11, Connor 7, Reede-
man 7, Marvin 12, Rocker 14, Lamott 6, Woeltzen 12, Smith 6, Eberwine
3, Coachman 14.

No. 4: Mooney 11, Wescott 12, Van Gilder 13, Lempke 11, Woeltzen
6, Ulmer 12, Connor 11, Taliaferro 14, Jangstetter 13, Davidson 14, Mon-
ahan 9, Fairhead 13, Marvin 13, Reedeman 9.

No. 6: TaUaferro 10, Coachman II, Monahan 10, Mooney 12, Woeltzen
5, Reedeman 12, Lempke 10, Ulmer 12, Connor 11, Wescott 11, Rocker
18, Barnett 13.

No. 7: Barnett 13, Ulmer 12, Taliaferro 15, Coachman 13, Van Gilder
14. Lempke 11, Wescott 11, Connor 13, Monahan 9, Davidson 14, Hen-
dricks 10, Jangstetter 11, Marvin 12, Fairhead 10.

No. 8: Taliaferro 12, Van Gilder 10, Davidson 13, Fairhead 13, Bar
nett 14, Monahan 12, Connors 10, Ulmer IS. Coachman 15, Marvin 11,
Rocker 14, Lamotte 11, Hendricks 4, Reedeman 10, Jangstetter 13,
Mooney 14.

No. 9: Coachman 12, Rocker 12, Barnett 12, Fairhead 9, Conner 11,

Lempke 10. Ulmer 13, Wescott 14, Van Gilder 11, Taliaferro 11, Marvin
12, Lamotte 11, Woeltzen 10. Davidson 14, Jangstetter 10.

No. 10: Westcott 10, Davidson 11, Ulmer 12, Barnett 12, TaUaferro
13, Jangstetter 11, Coachman 15, Marvin 8, Connor 10, Lempke 13, Fair-
head 10, Van Gilder 14, Mooney 11, Monahan 11, Rocker 11, Woeltzer
11, Lamotte 13.

North Side Gun Club.

The members of the North Side Gun Club turned out 11 strong on
Tuesday, July 11, at the club shoot at Queens County Driving Park,
Maspeth, L. I. Each one shot at 7 birds for the best averages of the
season. Four killed 7 straight and five killed 6 out of 7. Snroe good
miss and out sweepstake shoots followed; in the second one the birds
gave out and five divided with 9 each. The shooting of Charles Meyer
was very good, not scoring a miss during the shoot. C. M. Meyer also
shot well, making one miss. The scores:
M. C. Manning 5. J. Tiernan 7, G. Sieme 4, H. Heyer 6, Chas. Meyer 7,

C. M, Meyer 7, J. H. Menke 6, A. Duryea 6, J. H. Wahlen 6, H. Otten,
Jr., 7, E. Barlow 6.

Parkway Rod and Gun Club.
PoiiBTEBN members of the Parkway Rod and Gun Club shot for the

three class prizes and the club's gold medal at Dexter Park, on Wed-
nesday, July 12. Each shot at 7 birds, class handicap; three tied with
7 straight for the medal, which was won on the shoot-ofi by A. Botty,
who also won the Class A prize. H. Bramwell won the Class B prize
and A. Andrews that in Class C. The scores:
Class A, 28 and 30yds.: E. Helgans 6, D. Monsees 7, A. Botty 7, H.

Bookman 4, J. Young 2, A. Walding 4, J. Bennett 4. Class B, 25 and
27yd.: T. Short 5, H. Bramwell 5, M. Ellis 4. Class C, 23 and 25yds.:

A. Andrews 7, J. Woolly 5, H. LeMaire 6, H. Selover 3.

New Utrecht Rod and Gun Club.

The members of the New Utrecht Rod and Gun Club had a fine
afternoon's sport last Monday at Woodlawn Park. It was the regular
monthly shoot for the club prizes. Six entered at ten birds each, thea .

miss and out. Three tied with ten straight and fifteen more on th« s

shoot off, when the birds gave out and they threw the dice to decide
J

the winner of the prize. G. W. Cropsey was the lucky one. A. A.
Hegeman won the second prize after a good race and W. F. Sykes
toot the third prize with the only eight. The score: C BHirgueson, Jr.,
25, D. Deacon 25, G. W. Cropsey 25, C. A. Sykes 17, P. Adams 16, A. i

Squires 15, R. B. Sweet 15, W. F. Sykes 8, A. A. Hegeman 18.

Crescent Gim Club.

Six members of the Crescent Gun Club were present at the regular
monthly shoot at Dexter Park, on Monday, July 10. The birds were a
good lot and the shooting for the prize gim was very keen, no less
than three making full straight scores, the best to count at the close
of the season. In the sweepstake shootsthemoney was about equally
divided. The scores:
Club shoot for annual prizes: L. Hopkins 7, C. Mohi-man 4. C. Hub-

bell 7, W. Coulston 6, 0. HiUmer 5, W. GUman 7.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
A. M. M., New York.—^Will you kindly inform me through your next

issue the weight of largest pike recorded? Ans. The limit of size of
this species is involved in some uncertainty. By reference to Goode's
"American Fishes" we find that Continental Europe is credited bv one
author with an individual weighing 1451bs., which was caught at

j
Bregentz in 1862. A Scotch specimen weighing 731b3., and measuring
over 7ft., appears to be the largest of the monsters of Great Britain. '

The European pike is identical with the American pike, but no such
mammoth specimens as the above have been recorded from American
waters. From 16 to 171bs. seems here to be the maximum.

SAVE YOUR TROPHIES.
Write for Our Illustrated Catalegue

"HEADS AND HORNS."
It gives directions for preparing and preserving

Skins, Antlers, etc. Also prices for Heads and
Rugs, Birds and Fish, and all kinds of work in Taxi-
dermy.

WARD'S NATURAL SCIENCE ESTABLISHMENT,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

M^hen

Tou
Order

A gun or a rod or a

thousand shells or a

lot of flies, tell your
dealer to put in a copy
of Game Laws hi Brief.

It will only cost you
25 cents extra. All

dealers can supply it.

jp^ROM the first issue of this paper it has been

used, and for nearly twenty years this particular

space has been occupied by

ABBEY & IMBRIE,
who now say that they have given up advertising at least tor the present.

I am witli von ai^ain with lower prices for Fishing Tackle. I find by experience that putting down the
r>?ioes and not decreasing the quality, it increases my bnsmess every year.

One lot of Split Bamboo My Ind Bass Rods will be Bold at |1 58 until
f

1 -><i-,
.gf ^it^'L'TeelVaSteTot ha?d.^^

'""P'''' ^""^ ^ Batisfaction.

Length and weight of the Fly Rods are: 9ft., 6oz. ;
94£fc. 6ioz. ;

10ft., 7oz
;
lOift., 7|oz.

,
lift 8oz

R^pf®sea% a^^^^

Any of the above leels sent by mail for price and 10 cts. extra for postage.

&?:^V^n!S^f^^^ 40ydB.3Sets.;60y^.,48cts.

A special lot of Ti out Flies at 30 cents per dozen assorted, sent by mail 1 cent per dozen extra for postage.

Alfklnds i^H^fow Pott'^eS^^^^^^ gut'lO cts. ''IoIT^^ATX^^-- ^oz.
;
treble. 20 cts. doz. ;

four nly, 25 cts. doz. 1 cent extra per dozen for postage

s'^oSft Brlfieft^nrnS\t?oTbS^4? cts.r300ft!°o|'^^^ Linen feel Lines on Ble^ 9 ^re.6^^,Sots., sent by maU ^cts. extra for postage.

ipeffal loJ of best quSity lOoit. Linen ^eefLines, 8 cts ,
200ft., 15 cts. 300ft.'. 22 cts. ; 3 cts. extra for postage.

Send 2-ceut stamp for Illustrated CataloKue. .^.»«_rv.M ^ ^m, mm -mfr -w
open Kvenin^s until 8 O'clock. J p MA.RSTERS. 51. 53 Sl 55 Coupt St.. Brooklvii. N. Y.

Want Agents in Every Town & City
TO SELL GKKER'S

Pat. "LEVER" PISH HOOK.

The best Fish Hook on earth for Sea, Lake and
River fishing. ''JVo losing bait.''^ Nor coming home
without your largest fish. No breaking loose or
tearing out, but a dead sure thing on getting your
fish if It bites. No one can afford to fish without
one. No springs to get out of order. It is pimple
and strong; being a lever, the harder a ii^'h pulls the
stronger it will hold him. They are only made in

one size, using a 3-0 hook for the bait hook. Will be
sent postpaid to any address on receipt of price, 25c.

"I consider It the best and most complete patent fish

hook on the market."—C. L. Ruth, Montgomery, Ala.

M. GREER, JR., Knoxvilie, Tenn.
Write for circular and testimonials. Order a sam-

ple dozen by mail. A liberal discount to dealers. 30

"I SAY, ISAAC!
If you wish to listen to a little of that old time

racket in your creel, order the following reversed
wing trout flies. On receipt of $1.00 we will send
you "the chosen tw*elve," consisting of Coachman,
Scarlet Ibis, Black Hackle, Dark Montreal, Governor,
Red Hackle, Red Ant, Cow Dung, Jenny Spinner,
Seth Green, Blue Professor, Oak Fly, adding the
famous Little Big Horn, just for luck. Any where
on your old runways, fi-om April to July, they will

be found captivating companions, worthy of your
idolatry and skill. And if for solidity of construc-
tion and realistic beauty of finish they are not equal
to the best on earth, we will refund your ducats.
Send for revised price Ust.

JOHN B. MgHARG, Rome, N. Y.

:
Wants and Exchanges.

Advertisements under this head., strictlv

limited to Wants and Exchanges., will be

i7tserted at the special rate 0/ three cents a.

ward each itisertion. The money must ac-

mipany the order.

WANTED TO ORGANIZE A STOCK COMPANY
to establish a gunning and sporting club in

Kitty Hawk, Currituck co., N. C. Splendid duck
hunting, snipe and plover in abundance; close prox-

imity to post office, telegraph and good transporta-

tion; splendid bathing in summer, also healthful

place for summering. Address for particulars W.

J. TATE, Kitty Hawk, N. C. o

WANTED.—COPIES OF FOREST AND STREAM
of May 6, Sept. 23, 1886, and Sept. 25, 1890. Ad-

dress FoRBST AND Stream office.

FERGUSON'S PATENT REFLECTING LAMPS,
THOittAS J. CONRUV, Sole Aarentt

310 Broadway, New York.

With Silver Plated Loeomotlve ReBeator*

For Sportsmen's use. Combines
Head Jack (Front and Top), Boat
Jack, PlshiiiK, Camp, Belt and
Da.sh Lamp, Hand Lantern, etc.

For Night Driving, Hunting, Fish-
ing, etc. I8 adjustable any
kind of dash or vehicle.
Send stamp for lUus Catalogue,
and address all orders Lamp Pent.

WOODCRAFT

CYCLISTS
DO NOT FORGET

ANTr-STIFF

iTRENHTHEMS^; „,„

THiiMUSCLES
For Sale by Dealers In Sporting Goods.

E. FOVGCRA & CO.,
26-30 y. William Street, New Tork,

8OLK AGENTS.

Increasing Sales attest the Popularity of
THE GENTLEMEN'S CIGAKETTE.

SPECIAL FAVOURS.
Manufactiu-ed only by

(KINNEY TOBACCO CO., Successors.) Also man
ufacturers of the Old Reliable

SW£ET GAFORALi

For Sale.

TROUT FOR SALE.
TEAELm&S ol me Broot Trout,m Trout, Browi

;

Trout, CaliTomia Tront&l
EGGS AND EHY

of the same in season. For information inquire
of J. ANNIN, JR.,

Caledonia, Livingston Co., N. Y.

Berkshire Trout Hatchery
have for sale healthy BROOK TROUT ranging
size from young fry to four pounds weight, suitable

for stocking pubUc and private waters.

For information and price address

G. H. SAGE, Sec'y,
Great Barrington, ass.

LIVE WHITE BL(^RES (Lepxia amencanuB)
captured and properly boxed and delivered

to express in Bethel, Me., in good. Condition on
receipt of orders and remittances at S8 per pair.
Refer to Hon. H. O. Stanley, Dixfleld, Me., Fish "

and Game Commissioner. I. G. RICp. Bethel, Me

FOR SALE.
10-ga. Colt hammerless, $80 grade., for $50 ,

10-ga. hammerless, made to order, S125 grade " §75
8-ga. Parker, " " " S200 " " 8140
4-ga. single muzzleloader " $10

.22-cal. Remington rifle " $8
30 W. L. COLSON. 595 8th St., So. Boston, Mass.

For sale at a bargain, one Anthony 5X8 compact
camera, complete with exception of lens. In good
working order. Correspondence solicited.

3 W., care Forest and Stream.

Diamond Daly hammerless, 9i41b8., 30in., 2% drop,
1

10-ga., good as new ; costS"^; will sell for $150. Ad-
dress L., 909 Security Building, Chicago, Id. f

rwo 8-year old deer, buck and doe, for sale; very
tame. GEO. L. FBY, Qsakis, Minn. i
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CAMMEYEP
^^^r Stamped on a Shoe i »Stamped <

RIeana Standard of Merit.

EaUESTRIAN FOOTWEAR.

MEN'S GRAIN LEATHER NAPOLEON RID- # R HA
INQ BOOTS 9 OiUU

MEN'S GRAIN LEG CALF POX NAPOLEON 7 Mi
REDING BOOTS f lUU

MEN'S CALK STIFF LEG RIDING BOOTS.. 9,00
MEN'S ENAJEEL LEATHER STQ'P LEG in AA
RIDING BOOTS | 0.00

MEN'S RUSSIA CALF STIFF LEG RIDING | A AltBOOTS llliUU
MEN'S CANVAS RIDING LFGGINS T RQ
MEN'S GRAIN WELLINGTON RIDING LEG- i'eA
GINS 0101)

MEN'S GRAIN WINDSOR RIDINGLEGGINS A QQ
MEN'S RUSSET CALF WELLINGTON RID- e'aAING LEGGINS OiOO
ATHLETIC FOOTWE IK OP EVERY DESCRIPTION.

Send for Catalogue. Mailed Free.

A. J. CAMM£Y£R,
Sixtli Ave , oor. IStli St., N". Y.

Do Tou Know?
that the

HANNAFORD
VENTILATED RUBBER BOOTS

are worn at all seasons with

Absolute Comfort.
NO SWEATING.

Ask your dealer for them,
or aend for catalogue.

HANNAFORD
VENTILATED^
BOOT CO., 79 MILK ST., BOSTON.

B ICYCLE
GOODS

AT THE LOWEST
POSSIBLE PRICES.

WE OFFER

Bicycle Suits,
stylish, well made, well fitting, handsomely
trimmed with braid, in all colors. Jersey and
cheviot from $8.50 to $14.00 per suit.

Men's Sweaters,
In all colors at $2.50, §3.00, $4.50.

Boys' Sweaters,
At $3.00, $2.50, $3.00.

ALSO A COMPLETE LINE OF

BICYCLE CAPS. BELTS AND
HOSIERY, ETC.

E. GCUMPAUGH & SONS,
83, 85 & 87 Main St., Eochester, KY.

Composite

Cork Wads.

PATENT PENDING, "^"^ LATEST.

Our claim in "Patent Pending" covers the use of
cork in combination with any other substance in a
Oan Wad, We now offer in addition to our Reg-
ular Cork Wad, so favorably known and generally
used, a Composite Cork Wad. And in order to
enable sportsmen to test the qualities of both we
will send a full box (125) mixed or of either kind
post paid for 35 cents.

LANCASTEE COEK GUN "WAD CO.,

I^ancAster, Pa.

Suvis CiHis, Hd low ti lilld Till, f Oc.

FOR SALE.

MEMBERSHIP SHARES
m THE

Triton Fish and Game Club,
CANADA.

There has just been incorporated under the above
title the finest flbhing and gunning association in
Canada. This preserve consists of 102,000 acres,
having vrithin its borders over fifty lakes and a score
of rivers and mountain streams, all of which swarm
with trout ranging from 61bs. CSalmo ^ontinalis
only.) The virgin wilderness teems with small
game. Of the larger kinds the caribou abounds.
Moose and black bear are fairly plentiful, as also
beaver, otter and other fur-bearing animals.
The Triton Club is situat<jd 100 miles north of Que-

bec, on the line of the Quebec & Lake St. John Rail-
way, and is reached in twenty-fom* hours easy
journey (by rail) from New York City. (See pros-
pectus.)
A lunlted number of shares is offered to gentle-

men of unexceptionable references.
As a summer resort for both gentlemen and ladies

the Triton Club offers great attractions, in addition
to the best fishing and shooting to be had on this
continent, at a very low cost.
The shares are $250 each, and are an absolutely

safe investment. Intending piu-chasers should care-
fullyexamine Sec. 4 of constitution, also pages 12 and
34 of by-laws about membership certificates, agents,
membership cards, route and mode of payments.
For Prospectus, By-Laws, Maps, etc., and full in-

formation address

Messrs. TOWNSENI) & HOWAED,
928 TEBIPLE COTJKT, NEW YORK CITY,

AND THIS PAPER.

FOB SALE.
Camp Gronnd,

SAEAUAC LAKE,
Adirondack Mountains.

Point of land just north of Sweeny Carry and

Hotel Wawbeek, well wooded, high elevation, large

water front, with a superb view of the country to

the north, east and south, easy of access, and one of

the finest camping spots in this whole country,

containing about 45 acres. Address P. O. Box 1,980,

Boston, Mass., for further particulars.

TROUT LAKES FOR SALE.
I offer for sale a portion of my Adirondack pre-

serve, from 1,000 to 2,000 acres of land, with four
la.kes. Three log cabins on the property, good
road to two of the lakes, easy trail to the other two.
This property is suitable for a club or tor private
resorts. One lake is stocked with salmon trout, the
others with speclded trout, 30,000 planted last May,
and shall iJlant as many more this yesir. Will sell
any one lake with a portion of the land. Address
DR. J. DE V. MOORE, 157 Park avenue, Utica, N. Y.

ALBEMARLE AND PAMPLICO CRTnSING AND
Hunting Association —Bear, Deer, Wild Tur-

key. Quail, Swan, Geese, Brant, Duck, Curlew, Snipe.
Finest fishing; jBlueflish, Striped Bass, Weakflsh,
Drum, etc. Membership limited to 20. One more
subscriber wanted. H. A. Weeks, 74 Murray st., N.Y

DUCK CALLS.
Grubb's Improved Illinois River Duck Call. The

most natural-toned call made: easy to blow; not
easy to get out of repair, having a fine tempered
reed; makes it so you can call teal, woodduck and
bluebill, as well as mfdlard. This is the only caO
you can do this with. Price 55 cents.
Same as above, made of red cedar, silver mounted,

with silver reed which gives it perfect tone, $1
Every one warranted. Address

CHAS. W. GRtTBBS,
1537 Milwaukee Ave.,

Chicago, 111.

LYMAN'S RIFLE SIGHrSa.
fiend for 96 page Catalogue of Sights and Biflefc

ADnBESS,

J. p. OANNEFELSEB,
PRACTIOAI. GUNSMITH,

No. 9 Chambers St , New York.
Guns, Rifles, etc., at lowest prices. Second-hand gmis

boueht. sold and excbangpd. With my new ad.]'ustable
TRYGCTlcantakeyom-c.ractflt for eitlier new stock
or alifriiig old stock to desired di'op, cast-ofC or lengtti.
Barrels bored to shrot close and liurd, and all other
kinds of repairing executed with despatch and war-
ranted. Send 50 cents for bottle of best barrel brown-
ing In America with directions.

w w w w wW w w w^

X Routes for Snot
Xa.^a.^a.^a.^a.^a^.a
4 Routes for Sportsmen. J

A BLANK DAY.
BUT IT WAS NOT ON THE

BAILBOAD.
The sportsman of the North often has a blank day.
Indeed, no Northern shooter knows much about
shooting until he has shot in the South, where the
superb natural conditions have left the game in im-
diminished plenty in the covers.

Don't Go After Bear
to the Rockies. Go to the wide river bottoms of
Mississippi or Louisiana and you will get one.

Don't Go After Turkeys
to the Great West, but to the Great South, in Missis-

sippi and Louisiana, where the imbounded wood-
lands hold abundance of these noble birds.

Don't Go After Ducks
in the North, and work hard for days for a dozen
ducks. Qo South, to Louisiana and Texas, and
learn what wildfowl shooting is.

The Quail, Woodcock and Snipe
shooting of the South is such as the Northern himter
never dreamed of. A genial climate, a pleasant
people, a six months open season, and birds xmtil

you want no more.

The Illinois Central Road rims direct to all this

coimtry, and is the only road that does.

A. H. mATiSO^,
Gen. Pass. Agent, Illinois Central R. R., Chicago.

When planning yotir annual tour remember that
this company controls over 4,100 miles of railway
equipped in the most aj)proved modern style, pass-
ing through a magnificent country not«d for its un-
surpassed facfiities for sport.

A FEW OF THE PRINCIPAL RESORTS.
ANDRO'COGGIN LAKES (via Bryant's Pond or Bethel).
—Excellent trout fishing and game, large and small, of
every description.

THE WHITE MOUNTAINS (via Gorham, N. H.>-For
trout and varieties of game.

THE SALMON BESOETS of Quebec, New Brunswick
and Nova Scotia (reached via Quebec).

LAKE ST JOHN REGION (via Quebec)-Forouananlche
trout, carloou, bear, moote, beaver, otter, etc.

THE RIVER ST. LAWRENCE (In the neighborhood of
the line for 400 mllesl —For mascalonge, pike, bass,
whlteflsh, picfeerel, perch.

THE THOUSAND ISLANDS (via Gananoque or Kingston)
—For pickerel, black bass, mascalonge, pike.

MUSKOKA LAKES.—The best place on the continent
for flahing, shooting and camping. All varieties of flsh
and game.

PARRY SOUND AND GEORGIAN B\Y (reached via
Penetang, Midland, Coillngwood, etc.) for black bass,
pickerel, deer, partridge, bear, otter, etc.

AKES ONTARIO, ERIE, HURON AND MICHIGAN (via
stations at all principal portsi.

LAKE SUPERIOR (via Coillngwood, Wlarton, Sarnla In
connection with steamship lines).

The charges for hotels, guides and camping at
many of the fishing waters named above are ex-
tremely low. Full particulars of same are pubUshed
in a pamphlet descriptive of the "Fishing and Hunt-
ing Resorts of the Grand Trunk Railway," which
wul be forwarded free on application to the com-
pany's principal agents, or to the General Passenger
Agent at Montreal.

N. J. POWEK,
General Passenger Agent,

li. J. SEAKGEANT, General Manager.

Adirondack

Mountains,

Lakes George

(LChamplain,

Saratoga, Etc.
Illustrated guide to the Northern resorts issued by

the Delaware and Hudson RaQroad will be mailed on
receipt of 6 cents postage. Address

J. W. BURDICK,
General Passenger Agent,

ALBANY, N. Y.

••••••4
X Routes for Sportsmen.

U.4

Opening of the Chlcoutlmi Extension in .luly, 1893.

The New Route to the rar-Famed Saguenay
and the onlv rail route to the delightful summer resofct
north of Quebec, through the

OANADIAIN *DIROVDACKS.
Parlor and Sleeping Cars. Magnificent scenery. Beautlfu
climate. Hotel Roberval, Lake St. John, has first-class
accommodation for 300 guests, and Is run In connection
with the "Island House" at Grand I'lischarge of Lake St
John, In tvecer terof the "'Ouananiche" fishing grounds
Daily comm'mlcatioa by the new fast steamer across
the lake. The fishing rights of Lake St. John and trlbu
taries, an area of 20.000 square miles, are free to guests
of the hotels In July trains will connect dally a
Chlcoutlmi with Saguenay steamers for Quebec. Day
light trip. A beautifully 111 jstrated guide book free on
application. For information as to hotels, apply to bote
man-igers; for folders and guide books to ticket agents
of all principal cities.

ALES HARDY, J. G. SCOTT,
Gen. P. & P. Agt. Sec'y & Manager.

Quebec, Canada.

Alive with &ame.
IF YOU WANT GOOD SPORT, PLENTY OF

rr AND NO BLANK DAYS, SEND FOR THE
CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY COMPANY'S
PAMPHLET,

Fishing and Shooting.
E. V. Skinner, 353 Broadway;

C. E. McPherson, 179 Washington st., Boston;

C. Shkkht, 11 Fort st., W. Detroit;

J. F. Lee, 232 S. Clark st., Chicago; or

D. McNICQLL, Gen. Pass. Agent, Montreal.

THE TAXIDERMI'.TS.
before going on your

VACATION,
and arrange with them to receive
and mount the Game Bu-as, Ani-
mals and Fish you secure while
away. Their work is artistic,
life like and poisoned against
moth. Goods returned promptly

;

prices reasonable.

headquarters:
No. 5 West Third St., near Broadway,

Branch No. 16 North William St., New York.

J. KANNOFSKY,
Practical Glass Blower

And manufacturer of
Artificial eyes for birds, animals and manufacttiring
purposes a specialty. Send for prices. Please men-
tion Forest and Stream.

369 Canal street, New York.

gBIRDS BQQS

Ismu
3 #5

^1
. _ , STAMP f=b«

!llus^r^>TedCa^aIog,^

„ -....i.K.REED. f^c
ITzMainSt.WORCESTER.MASS^

WANTED AJL.1VB.
All kinds of

American Animals,
BIRDS «k aEPTII>E8;
For Sale—All kinds of

Foreign Animals, Birds
and Reptiles.

DONALD BURNS,
115Roosflvnltst,..N.V Oltv

The Adirondacks.
Map of the Adirondack Wilderness.
Pocket edition on map-bond paper. $1 00.
"It Is the most complete map of the Adtrondacka

region ever published."—j^loresJ and Stream.
Pocket Map of Lake Champlain and Lake
George. May-bond paper, 50 cents.

Guide Books.—The Adivoudackg, illustrated
16mo., 272 pages, pseudo cloth cover, 25 cts.

Lake George and LaUe Champlain, 25 cts.
Adch-ess S. R. STODDARD, Glens Falls, N. Y.

Patented United States and Canada. The best tent in the
world for sportsmen. Lightest, most compact, best venti-
lated. Never blows down. Never leaks. Only one pole re-

quired, which can be furnished in three joints, and patent
light iron tent pins; also pat«nt pack sack with shoulder
straps, making a compact outfit which can be checked as
baggage.
Send2-cent stamp for 1893 catalogue.

A. S. COMSTOCK,
280 Jftidge Aveune, - Eyanston, CI.
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Hotels for Sportsmen. J

Misceltaneoiis.

Bromfield House, Boston.

EUROPBAJS JPLAN

MESSENGER, Proprietor,

CAMP PHENIX
At Garden of Eden, Nova Scotia,

will be open for sportsmen and hunters from May 1

till end of season. No better trout fishing or moose
hunting can be found in Canada. Forty lakes with
finest of trout fishing wjthin a radius of five miles of
the catnp. Write for circulars.

M. SJOSTEDT, Garden of Eden, Nova Scotia.

ATTEAN CAMPS.
Maine, July 7, 1893.

On and after this date all p^-rsons not guests of
Attean Camps will be excluded from fishing or hunt-
ing in the territory leased by me, which includes the
townships of Attean, Uennis, Number Four and
Number Hive, also Holeb, Spencw and Attean F'alls,

Moose River. Any person trespassing on the above
territory will be prosecuted to thf' full extent of the
law. ITHAMAR HOWE,

P. O. Jackman, Me Lessee and Proprietor.

IG GAME AND TROUT IN WASHING-
ton.—A sportsmen's camp in a new country,

near Mt. St. Helens, Wash. .Fly-flshing on lake, open
season May 1. Elk, mountain goat, deer and bear,
open Aug. 15. Good guides.

LOUIS B. AKIN, Etna. Wash.

Long Island.

THE PAVILION HOTEL,
Islip, I<. I. (on Oreat Soutli Bay).
Open until Oct. 1. Accommodates a.50. South

Bay is now the t>est fishing resort on Long Island
for Wuefish, weakfish, bass and flounders After 15
years' experience at Elberon, N. J., it is sufficient to
say that the best of care will be talfen of families and
guests. I solicit the patronage of former patrons.

C. X. JONKS.

THE BAY SIDE HOUSE,
Amityville, L. I.

Situated on Great South Bay. Capacity 300 guests.
Blueflsh, bass and other sea fish abundant.

GE«». W. HUSSEY. Proprietor.

SHEHMAN HOUSE, Batylon, L. L
Sea food a specialty. Splendid fishing, bathing

and boating. Permanent and transient guests ac-

commodated. Special rates by the week.
SHEKMAN TWEEDY, Prop.

HOTEL ST. ELMO, West Islip, L. L
p. O. and station, Babylon, N. Y. Good sailing,

fishing and rowing Fine drives and walks well
shaded. Twenty three trains to N. Y. daily.

30 J. J. SIttlTH, Prop.

ROSPPCT HOUSE.—Penatagult Hall and cot-
tages, Bay Shore, Long Island, one houi from New

York. BeaurlfuUy situated, overlooking the Great
SouthBay, opposite the in i et and famous fishinggrounds;
excellent boating, safe batlilu^, interesting drives; fl^rst-

ciass orchestra; incandescent elociric lights, electric
bells; batiis, etc. For terras, address

JOHN M. ROGERS & SON.

Staten Island, N. Y.

Beasley's Fish ei-men's Ketreat,
HI GUENO I', s. r.

Boating, bathing and fishing. Patties desiring to re-
main over night will receive every attention. Stage at
station for conveyance of guests to hotel. Boats to let
for fishing or pleasure. ANDREW BEASLEY, Prop.

Greenwood Eake.

WIITDEEMERE HOTEL,
Greenwood Lake, Orange Co., N. Y.
For bass flsiiing why not ti'y Greenwood Lake be-

fore going elsewhere. The best grounds are near the
above hotel, where you will find boats, bait and first

class guides, with good accommodations for sports-
men and families. Try the bass during June with a
fly. Watch fishing postal column for records. For
particulars, address

JOHN HAZEN, Proprietor.

VALLEY HO USE -C H TEN EY^CK, Prop.,
Greenwood Laire, K Y. Open all the year. Large

and comfortable rooms, generous table, purest water.
This house Is siuwunded by 100 acres of land, garden
and lawn, well shaded a>ad exti ndlag to and frouring
2,500ft. on handsomest part of the lake and best fishing
grounds. Oswego and small-mouth bass, pickerel,
pel ch, etc. Largest boat livery on the lake, Hud fast and
Btailnch steam launch the Ten Eyck connectl. g with all

tralijB. Greenwood Lake is about 8 miles In length and
on^ of the most beautiful and picturesque as well as the
most noted black bass lakes on the continent. For cir-

cular, address O. H. TEN E'l'CK, Proprietor.

Waterstone Cottage.
Open throughout the year. Good bass fishing,

boats and guides. For particulars, address
J. E. WATERSTONE, Proprietor,

Greenwood Lake, Orange County, N. Y.

BRANDON HOUSE,
Greenwood Lake, N. Y.

hours from New York City. Excellent accom-
mndation Good bass flshiner.

Lake Hopatcong, N. J.

T>ACCOOIf ISLAND HOTEL, Raccoon Island,

±\i Lake Hopatcong, N, J. Superb and romantic
scenery; view of lake from every room; fishing un-
excelled; every modern convenience; $i2toSi5per
week; 50 miles from N. Y. SCHERER & DIEFEN-
THALEB, Landing, Morris County, N. J.

Hotels for Sportsmen. $
>{

Sullivan and Ulster Counties, N. Y.

HOUSE,
HEVEESIITK, Sullivan Co., N. Y.
Accommodations for 150 guests. Finest trout fish-

ing in southern New York. Plenty of small game.

A cool and healthful summer resort, 1,700 feet above

the sea. At Fallsburg Station, Sull. Co., N. Y., hacks

meet all trains. Send for circular and terms.

HBlTIir W. BEAM.

HOTEL WAWONDA
Liberty, Sullivan Co., N. Y.

One of the finest located and best equipped summer
resorts in New York State; opens June 1 ; elevation
•3 000ft.; all modern improvements; perfect sanitary
arrangements; pure spring water ; no malaria; no
mosquitoes; no flies; telegraph in house. For cir-

cular, giving description and reference, address
U. S. MESSITER, Manager.

LAUREL HILL HOUSE,
NeviTBink, Sullivan County, Y.

The famous river runs by our farm; best of trout
fishing; an elegant summer house. Terms very
moderate. Write for terms. JOHN TYLER, Prop.

GitAND ViEW HOUSE.
Liberty, Sullivan Co., N. Y.

Excellent trout fishing. Good family accommo-
dation; one-fourth mfie from station. Terms and
circulars upon application. J. B. CARKIEK.

""livingstoisTmanor hotel!!
Livingston Manor, N. Y.

The best trout fishing str eams to be found in Sulli-

van Co. Terms, $2 00 P^i" flay- Bar supplied
with the choicest wines, hquors and cigars the mar-
ket affords. W. L. McPlierson, Prop.

Main St., Liberty, Sullivan Co , JS. Y
Good fishing in near-by streams. Special attention
given to commercial travelers. First-class livery

attached. Free bus to and from trains

J. MURPHY & SON, Proprietors.

WILLOWEMOC HOTEL,
WHlowemoc, Sullivan Co., N. Y.

Situated a few miles from Livingston Manor sta-

tion. Is the best trout fishing section in the county.
Livery from the House will meet trains upon notice.

K. ti. UOOsA.

Liberiy, Sullivan «jo., N. V.

Summer Resort. T. H. Houlibon, Prop.
Among the mountains; 1,600ft. above the sea; 119

miles from N. Y. ; no malaria; excellent hunting and
fishing

;
livery accommodations ; free bus to all trains.

Ontario &, Western Hotel,
SoutU Fallsburgh, SuUivau Co., N. Y.

(Opposite Depot.)
Accommodates 40. Good hvery attached. Terms

reasonable. ARCH.. D, O'NEIL, Prop.

THE SCHAEEEB HOUSE, Liberty, Sullivan
Co., N. Y. M. SCHAEFER, Prop.

Open all the year; special accommodation for
sportsmen and travelers; cuisine the best; close to
depot; Uvery; fishing; parties supphed; Brooklyn
reference; write.

STODDARD HOUSE,
SteveusviUe, N. Y.

The best pickerel fishing in the county five minutes
walk from the house. Pai-tridge, rabbit and red fox
m season. H, M. STODDARD.

WOODBOURNE HOUSE, AVoodboiiriie,
N. V. An unsurpassed summer re.sort, recently

enlarged and refurnished. This localltj is unequalled.
For trout nshing the N> verslnk and its tributaries have
long been and still are famous. The hunting is also good
The house is 1,300' t. above tide water, the atmosphere is

clear, pm-e and healthful. Post-offlce, dall.v malls, direct
telegraphic communication Stagps connect with all

trains. Private conveyances furnished if desh-ed-
L. L. WALDOEF, Proprietor.

MITCHELL HOUSE,
(Formerly Elting House),

W. E. Mi rCHEI^L,, Proprietor,
EUenville, N. Y.

Good trout fishing in near by streams.

Adirondacks.

HOTEL WAWBEEK
and Cottages. (On Uppei- Saranac Lake.)

The most desirable and the roost attractively

located of all the Adirondack hotels. Fine hunting
and fishing. Open till Oct. 1. Send for circular.

HARLOW H. CHANDLER, Manager,
Wawbeek, Fi-ankUn county, N. Y.

HIAWATHA HOUSE.
Located on southerly end of the Indian Carry, on

the first of the three Ponds, sometimes called Specta-
cle Ponds, leading through Stony Creek to Bacquette
River, on direct communication from Blue Mountain
and Tupper's Lakes, to Saranac Lakes. Unexcelled
fishing and hunting. Rates per day, 82.50 Per week,
$10 to $14, Correspondence solicited. W. W. HALE,
Proprietor, Post Office address, Axton, Franklin
county, N. Y.

RUSTIC LODGE,
upper Saranac Lake. Daily mails and telegraphic
commuQications. Superb hunting and fishing. Rates
SlO to $14 per week; $3 50 per day. Now open for

guests. J, C, LOCKLIN, Proprietor.

Long; Lake, N. Y.
Situated on the borders of the wildest and best

hunting and fishing section in the Adirondacks.
Superior accommodations. For circular, address

EDWABD BUTIiER, Prop.

± Hotels for Sportsmen. |

Adirondacks—Continued

.

LAKE HOUSE,
Long Lake, N. Y. '

New management. New furniture throughout.
Rates from $8 to $13 per week. Send for circular.
Best of fishing and hunting.

ANDERSON & MOYNEHAN, Proprietors.

RAY BROOK HOUSE,
Kay Brook, Essex Co., N. Y.

Within ten minutes' walk of the best trout fishing
in the Adirondacks. Fine deer hunting and good
dogs. Send for circular. D. CAMERON, Prop.

IN TH» ADIRONDACKS.
Taylor House and Cottages.

TAYLOR'S-ON-SCHROON, N. \".-In a charming
location among the pines, on the high banks of
Schi-oon Lake. Fine mountain scenery, good fishing,
boating and driving. Table the best and supplied
from hotel farms adjoining. Electric fights in hotel
and on groimds. Billiards and bowling. Pure moun-
tain spring water. Sanitary arrangements perfect.
Send for cu-cular. C. F. TAYLOR & SON,

Taylor's-on-Schroon, N. Y.

ADIRONDACKS.

WATCH-ROCK HOTEL,
ADIRONDACK, Jf. Y.

Hotel delightfully situated on Schroon Lake. Ex
cellent cuisine, pure water, as good deer hunting,
brook and lake fishing as in the mountains. Experi-
enced guides, boats, outfits, etc. Send for circular.

GEO. CECIL. Prop.

Pyramid Lake House
Is situated on one of the best fishing waters in the
Adirondacks, controUed exclusively for the benefit
of its guests. Hrook Trout, Black Bass, Deer,
FanridKe and small game in abundance.
Approached from Ticonderoga, Crown Point, or via
Schroon Lake. For circular address

ORRIN HARRIS, Proprietor,
Paradox, Essex Co., N. Y.

Adirondacks. LELAND HOUSE.
Excellent bass fishing, deer hunting and partridge

shooting. Superior accommodations. Send for cir-

cular. L. R. & E. D. LOCKE, Schroon Lake, N.Y

ADIRONDACKS.
THE ONDAWA HOTEL,

Scbroon Lake, If. Y.
First class fishing and hunting For circulars ad-

dress O'COJiNOR BROS.

HUNTEK'S HOME.
Best of trout fishing, partridge and rabbit shoot-

ing. Eleven deer killed last season. Good dogs and
experienced guides. For particulars address AJLLEN
& WILLIAM LAVERTY, New Russia, N. Y.

ADIRONDACKS.CHKSTER HODSK, Chestertoivn, N, Y.
Accommodates 150. Best bass fishing in the moun-

tains. Fine partridge shooting in season. Open all

the year. Send for circular.

H. S. DOWNS, Proprietor.

ROOT'S HOTEL. . , ^
iiest of trout fishing in seven streams, mclud-

ing the Schroon River. Fine deer hunting in Sep-
tember and October. A large and roomy cottage to

rent. For particulars address A. CARSON & CO.,
Proprietors, Schroon River, N. Y-

TDOTTERSVILLE HOTEL,
X Potter,-.vUle, ». V.
Located in the Village of Pottersviile, on Trout

Brook, one-half mile from Schroon Lake. First class

partridge shooting and fishing for trout and bass.
JOHN B, WELLS, Prop.

St, Lawrence River and Neighboring Resorts.

HOTEL ALGONQUIN,
CAPie VINCENT, NEW YORB^

Black Bass Fistiinj?. Season opens
June 2r.

Rates:—Transient, $3.00 to $3.00 per day; weekly,

SI2.00 to $31.00. Special rates to famfiies.

For information address .

F. D MIDDLETON,
182 Duane St., New York.

1,000 ISLANDS.
St. Lawrence Hotel,

ALEXANDRIA BAY, N. Y.

$2 per day. Special rates "by the -week.

Also HOTEI^ COI^UMBIA m connection,

on Em-opean plan. Houses accommodate 150.

FEED. D. HOWELL, Prop.

Thousand Islands. River St. Lawrence.

IZAAK WALTON HOUSE,
T. M. ESSELSTYN, Manager.

CLAYTON, N. Y.

BASS AND PICKEREL IN ABUNDANCE.

The Largest and Best Located Hotel in Clayton.

1000 Islands. St. Lawrence River.

FINE VIEW HOOSE,
One of the best points on the river for Bass and

Pickerel. Next dock below Thousand Island Parlt.

House newly furnished.
Terms, #2.00 Per Day.

Open until Oct 1. Post oflice address, Fine View,
via Thousand Island Park,

G. W. BRETSCH, Proprietor.

Thousand Islands. River St. Lawrence.
iToffonsoxr Hoxiso,

Alexandria, Bay, N. \.

Enlarged and refurnished; everything new. Loca-
tion and hotel service first class. Bath room for

guestii. Headquarters for fishermen. Rates, !Sa

per day. J. A. BICKELHAUPT, Prop.

Hotels for Sportsmen. ^

St. Lawrence River Resorts—Continued.

DOLLINGER HOTEL,
REDWOOD, N. Y.

On the R. W. & O. R. R , one of the best fishing
grounds in the State for bass, pickerel, pike and
trout. Hotel first class in every respect.

Rates, $2 Per Day.
The veteran guide John Dollinger vpith his boat

fivery is connected with the house.

ZOLLER & SPRINGER, Proprietors.

FARLEY HOUSE,
REDWOOD. N. Y.

This hotel has been thoroughly overhauled and
newly furnished throughout. It is located in the
best of fishing grounds, and is in first class condi-
tion to accommodate the public; is in easy reach of
five of the most beautiful lakes in Northern New
York. First-class oarsmen in attendance. Has hot
and cold baths. Rates, « 3 Per Bay.

M. W. KAIH,EV, Proprietor.

Brooklyn House,
on the west shore of Henderson Bay, is open to
guests for the season of 189,3. Steamboat connection
daily with Sackets Harbor and the St. Lawrence.
Carriage express with mail from Henderson vUlage.
The finest of bass fishing, with good boats and oars-
men.

A. WILKINSON, Prop., Henderson. N. Y

Attention Bass Fishermen!
Gill House, Henderson Harbor, is the place you

have been looking for for years. This is a place
where you can take vour famihes and have all the
pleasures of country life and get the best black bass
fishing in New York. For circulars, address H. H.
GILL, Proprietor, Henderson Harbor, N. Y.

THOUSAND ISLANS.-THE <'OLUi*I BIAN. 1.000
Island Park, N. Y. Second season of the finest and

most thoroughly eqiUpped hotel on the River St. Law-
rence. .Special rates - y the week or season. The finest
bass and pickerel fishing on the river are most easily
reached from this bouse. Send for pnmphlet.

INGi.EHART & HiDCOuK, Proprietors.

Thousand Islands. River St, Lawrence.
THt<. NEW WINDSOR

Sportsmen wUl find this hotel first class in every
particular. AU modern improvements. Good boats
atjd experienced guides always in att;endance. Send
for circulars W. P. HAWKS, Clayton, N. Y.

THOUSANI> I<LANL>S

tirand View Park, N. T.
In the midst of the far-famed fishing grounds. It

has the only bathing beach on the river.

M. HoLKiNs, Manager. E. M. CHn.DS, Prop.

Clayton, N. Y.
Headquarters for fishermen. Located in the cen-

ter of the world renowned fishing grounds of the St.

Lawrence River. Bass, pickerel and mascalonge in

abundance. MRS. E. M. HDBHARD, Prop.

LAKE VIEW HOUSE, Eilwartlaville,
Jofleraou « o., N. Y. Situated on the beauti-

ful shores of Black Lake. No better spot for bass
and pickerel. Easily reached by stage from Ham-
mond. Boat livery connected with house.

R, E. CAPRON, Proprietor.

FRONTIER HOUSE,
Morristowii, N. Y.

This house, located on the St. Lawrence River, is

but a short distance from Black Lake, so long known
for its celebrated bass and pickerel fishing.

JAMES E. CULLIGAN, Proprietor.

Thousand Islands. River St Lawrence.

MARSDEN HOUSE.
Good bass, pickerel and raasealonge fishing. House

pleasantly located. Rates, iSli 00 per day.
O. A. MARSUEN, Prop ietor.

EAEL HOUSE, Sackets Harbor, N.T.
Accommodates 40. Excellent bass fishing. One of
the best points for duck shooting in season. Located
on line of Rome, Wat«rtown & Ogdensburg R. R.

R. H. EARL, Proprietor.

CORRESPONDENCE.
The Forest aad Stream is the recognized medium

of entertainment, instruction and information be-

tween American sportsmen. The editors invite

communicalions on the subjects to which its pages
are devoted. Anonymous communications wiU not
be regarded. The eaitors are not responsible for

the views of correspondents.

SXTBSCRIPTIONS
HubBcriptions may begin at any time. Terms:

For single copy $4 per year, $3 for six months.
Rates for clubs of annual subscribers:

Three Copies, SlO. Five Copies, $16.

Remit by express money-order, registered letter,

money-order, or draft, payable to the Forest and
Stream Publishing Company. The paper may be
obtamed of newsdealers throughout the United
States, Canada and Great Britain.

Foreign Subscription and Sales Agents—Londo 1

Davies & Co.; Brentano's; Sampson Low & Co.
Paris: Brentano's. Foreign terms: $5 per year,
$3.50 for six months.

ADVERTISEMENTS.
Inside pages, 30 cents per nonpareU line. Special

rates tor three, six and twelve months. Seven
words to the line, twelve lines to one inch. Adver-
tisements should be sent in by Saturday previous
to issue in which they are to be inserted. Tran.slent
advertisements must invariably be accompanied by
the money, or they will not be inserted. Reading
notices JJl.OO per line. Only advertisements of an
approved character iaserted.

Address all commimicatlons:

fOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.,

318 Broadway, New York City.

CBicAao, III,: 909 Security Building.
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Michigan. To disprove this and show that it was killed

elsewhere the owner must produce the testimony of the

person who actually killed it elsewhere.

Nor is this the end of the evil, for further the statute

reads that when the possessor has proved that his venison

was killed in another State, this again shall constitute

pririia-facie evidence that it was killed contrary to the

laws of that other State; the possession of such unlaw-
fully killed game is forbidden in Michigan; and the fresh

presumption may be overcome only by direct and positive

evidence to the contrary.

Just how this new iron-clad law is to be enforced, and
just what it is designed to accomplish, we confess we do

not clearly see, but we understand that it was suggested

by Game Warden Hampton, and as he is the practical

agent of game protection in Michigan, he no doubt had a

good reason for asking the Legislature to give him the

novel statute. All friends of Michigan game protection

will indulge the hope that he has over-weighted his ship.

TOO MUCH IRON.

When the Haytians were fighting the Haytians, last

time, they sent to New York for a war ship. The con-

tractor purchased a tramp steamer, grown old in com-
merce; ran her into dry-dock; fortified her with iron

armor to ward off the gun shots; and put to sea, bound for

^

Hayti. A violent storm was encountered; the steamship,

overladen with her armor, was wrenched and wracked by
the waves, and went to pieces; and of all the souls who
fsailed in her not one was ever seen again. The disaster

was due to too much iron.

When more effective game protection is demanded, not
infrequently those interested think to effect it by securing

a stronger statute, raising the prescribed fine of $50 to one
of $500—spiling on the armor, and with iron a-plenty con-

verting superannuated merchantmen into men-of-war.
Thus it has come about that in some parts we have game
laws which are commonly spoken of as iron-clad. Some
are of iron from the keelson up; but more have timber
frames with ^in iron sheathing to make them look formi-

dable. When these encounter stress of weather they go to

pieces.

Missouri's iron-clad law to regulate the sale of dyna-
mite and to prevent the destruction of fish by explosives

has been commented upon before. Put to test, the statute

has just been declared to be unconstitutional because of

a defective title. It is designated as an act for "the pro-

tection and preservation of fish," whereas, the court holds,

it is an act for the regulation of the sale of explosives.

The failm-e of the law, then, is not due to the iron-clad

nature of its provisions; the question yet remains to

be determined whether a statute of similar import
properly entitled would be a practicable and seiwiceable

law. If otherwise, no doubt the ingenuity and acumen
of Missouri legislators wiU be equal to the task of finding

I Bome other effective mode of putting an end to the fish
' dynamiter. The remedy must be devised in some way,

for the evil is one not to be tolerated.

WhQe Missouri has been studying how to get the better
of its fish murderers, Michigan has been engaged in an
endeavor to solve the problem of game marketing and
exportation. The latest move in this direction is the
adoption of an iron-clad statute, which, if ever enforced,
would cause no end of trouble for a game dealer who
might fall under suspicion and be brought up with a turn
by the energetic Mr. Hampton.
Following the example of some other States, and a

very sensible example it is, too, the law first provides
that no person shall at any time dr in any manner ac-

quire any property in any game, or subject it to his

I

dominion or control, but that under all circumstances
and conditions it shall be and remain the sole property
of the State. Game taken in the times and the modes
authorized by law, and for the purposes authorized by
law, may be used at such times and for those specified

purposes, but not otherwise.

One of the forbidden purposes is shipment out of the
State. If an exporter were to attempt to send out ven-
ison under a plea that it was not the meat of Michigan
deer, he would find himself estopped by the new statute,

for one of its further provisions is that possession of any
game shall be prima-facie evidence that it was killed in

NOTHING FOR A SPRAINED THUMB.

Telling of a fishing trip among the lakes of northern

Wisconsin, the other day, Dr. Tarleton H. Bean related

that the party put up at a hotel specially maintained for

fishermen, and designed to fill their every want. One
day, when Dr. Bean and his companions were fishing on

the lake there came up a tremendous thunder storm.

They went ashore, hauled out the boat, tm-ned it bottom

up, crawled under it to keep dry, and as usually is the

case, were all thoroughly drenched. In righting the

craft one of the party seriously sprained a thumb, and
on his return to the hotel asked for some whisky or

brandy to bind on the painful member. There was not a

drop of whisky to be had, nor of brandy, nor of rum, nor

a drop of anything of the kind, not even an empty bottle

in which there had been a drop. The host explained that

he kept a hotel for anglers, but that liquor was not in his

outfit. The man with the thumb turned wrong-side-before

partially forgot his pain in reflecting upon the character-

istics of angling in the year 1893, when an anglers' resort

was whiskyless.

After all there was nothing curious about the fact, nor

anything surprising in the principle illustrated. This

Wisconsin fishermen's inn is not unique among angling

resorts because devoid of bar appendages. Some people

drink whisky and other malt and distilled beverages, at

home and abroad, in or after business hours; and when
they go fishing they drink beforehand, in anticipation of

their luck; during, in its celebration; and after, in joyful

memory thereof. Other men do not drink whisky at

home but feel that they must carry a flask or a demijohn

with them when they go fishing. They constitute a less

numerous class than formerly. Then there is another

contingent of fishermen, and this we believe makes up

the great and growing army, which, unaccustomed to

the use of liquors at home, does not carry a bottle into

camp nor patronize the bars of fishing hotels. In short,

the average measure of the consumption of liquors by

fishermen on their fishing excursions corresponds with

the average measure of the consumption of liquor by

men going about their every day business. The day has

gone by when a fishing trip of necessity means a carouse.

The day has gone by, too, and for this the editors of at

least one angling journal thank heaven, when the chroni-

clers of fishing trips thought it essential to make an in-

ventory of every drink swallowed, and to record with

loving particularity how good it tasted. When we come
to think of it, even if a man does take his nip in camp
there is no special reason why he should expect an edi-

tor to perpetuate the momentous event in cold type.

The average world is not dying to learn that after land-

ing his big fish Tom Jones took a drink. As a matter of

fact, it is comparatively a rare libation that is recorded

in the Forest and Stream. Perusing its columns as

every good State Executive should, the Governor of North

Carolina might well remark to the Governor of South

Carolina upon the long time between drinks therein re-

corded. The future student of Nineteenth Century

social customs and development, who shall refer to these

files for data, wiU never conclude from what he finds

here, that the fisherman of this age was a guzzler beyond

others of his day and generation.

This is not to say that sportsmen as a class are temper-

ance cruaaders and preachers and prophets of prohibition,

Some may be. Others are not. There is a certain sports-

men's club house not far from this city, where provision

is made for members and their wives. Upon the approach

of a public holiday, the experienced member who hap-

pens to be sojourning at the club house with his wife,

knows enough to come with her to town to avoid th»

bacchanalian uproar impending. This is not to say that

sportsmen as a class are given to revels and racket. Som«
may be. Others are not.

Abundant opportunity for misconception lies wrapped
up in that term "class." With respect to their drinking

proclivities "sportsmen" are not a "class," anymore than
they are a "class" as to the color of their hair or a fond-

ness for baked beans or their religious faiths or political

opinions. It is a popular error to regard the men who
fish or the men who shoot as for that reason being set

apart from other men in a special class, marked by com-
mon likes and dislikes, virtues and shortcomings in other

things than shooting and fishing. Forty years ago, when
Frank Forester was picturing the doings of his heroes in

the field, the common error quite naturally instilled by
his writings was that sportsmen as a class were exces-

sively given to drink; and that Nimrod must be not only

a mighty hunter before the Lord but a mighty drinker as

well. Forester was not alone in ascribing to the sports-

man of that day valiant prowess with the bottle. The
Spirit of the Times was the accepted organ of the craft,

and many of the writers who contributed stories of shoot-

ing and fishing successfully emulated Herbert in their

chronicles of drinking achievements. An examination of

the files of the old Spirit would show that there was
abundant ground for this complaint of a correspondent

whose letter was published in one of the September num-
bers of 1855:

Another of your correspondents goes on a hunting expedition with

two or three gentlemen. His description of the sport is very excit-

ing and makes us wish that we were of the party, but from a perusal

of the introductory paragraphs you might suppose that he was about
establishing a wholesale liquor shop in the backwoods, where free

lunches were to be dispensed to all who might travel that way. After

the day's hunt is over he tells you how the party conducted them-
selves, and you certainly could not be censured for saying that our

friend is either given to exaggeration or else the party of gentlemen

have altogether forgotten what belongs to their character. The Rev.

Mr. Beecher can give us a "A Day's Fishing" without catching a

trout, and some of your correspondents have given "A Day's Hunt"
in most bewitching colors without killing a deer, or getting drunk.

Let your correspondents always remember that the hunt—the sport

—is the thing we want, not the quantity of liquor drank, the number
of cigars smoked or the amount of provender which one of the party

contrived to stuff into himself, (hi one case an individual is described

as eating for breakfast as much as would certainly serve half a dozen

laboring men for a whole day.)

In spite of an occcasional protest like this, the good

things to drink continued to be dwelt upon with

affectionate minuteness and prolixity by the Spirit

writers, and as the public drew from that journal its

notions of sport and sportsmen, it quite naturally put the

man of the gun and his companion of the rod in a

class specially addicted to the consumption of cocktails.

Long years ago the Spirit of the Times gave up its shooting

and fishing correspondence, and the Forest and Stream
stepped into favor as a substitute. Long years ago, too,

the Forest and Stream deliberately gave up shooting and

fishing correspondence in which the bottle played a con-

spicuous part; and by this time it should be commonly
understood by all intelligent people that the old order of

things has passed away. Nevertheless so tenacious has

been the popular association of the bottle with fishing

and shooting, that even in these days a fisherman is aston-

ished to find an anglers' hotel in the wilderness with

never an emergency drop of whisky for a sprained

thumb.

We publish a particularly interesting article on sal-

mon fishing in Monterey Bay, California, contributed by
our sometimes correspondent, Mr. J, Parker Whitney of

Boston, known among many of our fishing fraternity as

one of the most persistent and experienced anglers in

the country. In fact Mr. Whitney's experience with sal-

mon and trout in hundreds of waters, extending over a

period of the greater part of half a century, make him
eminently qualified to present and review the novel sub^

ject he has presented. Mr. Whitney's village of buildings

at the Richardson lakes, of the Rangeley waters, which

he has frequented for the last thirty-five years, are well

known to the visitors of that locality; and there he has

passed months yearly, and his record of trout and salinon

have been hardly equalled.



7^ FOREST ANiD STREAM:

THROUGH THE HEART OF PERU.
In Two Parts.—Part 11.

AS'TER a six days' wait in Moyabamba we discovered that
absolutely no efforts were being made to secui-e us peons,
and that this arose, not from the pleasure of oul- society,
but from the fact that one of our party was a physician,
and as the profession of medicine was unrepresented in
the place, it was thought well to allow him plenty of time
to remove numerous wens and other kinds of tumors,
which seemed to be prevalent in the town. By dint of
united effort we finally persuaded the Prefect to let us
have three soldiers, who, with an old Indian and his wife
and a resident of the town who volunteered to carry a
third of our load*, we hoped would enable us to transport
our luggage. The old lady was warranted to carry a stout
load herself, and certainly her garments could not impede
her movements, for all she wore was a single skirt reach-
ing from the waist to the knee. Just before starting we
were fortunate enough to secure the services of two more
peons, stout young fellows, one accompanied by his wife,
a plump girl of eighteen, with piquant face and retrousse
nose. Her costume was the same as the old lady's, but as
we had previously passed through a number of villages
where all the women were attired in this ^^ay, with the
addition of a quantity of blue paint on the face, we were
not as forcibly impressed by the lack of apparel as we
might otherwise have been.
On the afternoon of the seventh day of our stay we set

out, having first presented our pleasant host with a re-
volver. He gave us letters to the Governors of Yurima-
guas and Balsa Puerto, to the naval commander of Iquitos
and to Seflor Sisli^y, a prominent citizen of Yurimaguas,
also an official order on every Governor in the whole De-
partment of Lo'-eto, commanding them to forward us on
our journey with all due dispatch. The term "Governor"
in Peru is equivalent to our Mayor,, the official presiding
over a town simply.
A two hours' walk brought us to Guninge. The peons

and soldiers came straggling in later, the latter drunk
and having neglected to bring any food. They wanted
six reals (sixty cents) for plantains. We gave them. Next
they demanded a chicken. Our answer was negative,
couched in very forcUde language. Next morning we
made an early start after paying the Governor of the town
his very moderate charge of tliree pesos, $2.40, for our
room and food, consisting of chicken, coffee, yucas,
chocolate and eggs.
Our poor old Quichua f woman could hardly walk

owing to tertianas, a kind of chills and fever. A liberal
dose of quinine, however, enabled her to keep along. The
path was very muddy, but otherwise not bad. One of
the soldiers gave out. We lightened his load by degrees
until he carried nothing, but still he declined to pruceed.
Finally, with the aid of some native rum and threats of
violence, we got him to keep on his feet until our arrival
in the evening at the hacienda of Sefior Gomez, Jesus del
Monte, the last house on our journey before reaching
Salina. There we spent the nis^ht and replenished our
stock of provisions. We were also fortunate enough to
secure one more peon.
We made an early start next morning and found the

path extremely bad. Up and down hill, in mud and water
to the knees, over slippery logs and moss-covered rocks
we made our way, pulling ourselves up perpendicular
ascents by means of vines and projecting roots, fording
one stream nineteen times, now and then getting pretty
severe falls, and drenched to the skin by torrents of trop-
ical rain.

We were now in the heart of the virgin forest. On
every side were enormous trees overrun with trailing
vines and with orchids here and there growing on the
moss-covered limbs. In many places so thick was the
gi-owth above, that for long stretches we passed over
sodden ground where the rays of the sun never fell.

There was an absolute dearth of animal life; we saw no
snakes, a piece of good foi-tune probably, since parts of
this route are supposed to be infested by them, and a
peon shortly before, we were told, had died from the
bite of one. In fact between Jesus del Monte and Balsa
Puerto we saw no animal living or dead with the excep-
tion of a puma, which an Indian had just shot, using
a cheap Belgian grm looking like a toy, into which he
had put a round bullet. We pushed on and in the
evening reached a smalt hut called Tambo Pinquillo. The
tambo consisted of some upright sticks with boughs for
a roof. No fire would bum, and we spent a wretched
night with the rain dripping through the covering of the
tambo.
Next morning we learned that one of the soldiers had

not come in the night before. Among the things which
comprised his load were 300 silver soles, my letter of
credit and all of my tobacco. We sent back two peons
in search of him and spent our time lying in the tambo
in the dripping rain. In the afternoon, greatly to our
relief, the j)eons and the soldier with the luggage turned
up, but the rain was too heavy for us to proceed. The
old Indian with his wife sat at a distance from the
others and employed his time in making a wooden
comb. He never exchanged words with any one, and
he and his wife cooked plantains, their only article of
diet, entirely apart from the rest. It is worthy of re-
mark that all peons in this district, though carrying
heavy loads through long days' journeys, subsist on the
plantain alone, which they roast in the embers. Their
burdens are supported upon their shoulders and kept in
place by strips of bark or cloth which broadpn into a
band worn across the forehead, where comes the prin-
cipal strain. In walking they lean heavily upon a stout
stick,, and I have seen a number of places in ascents
and descents where holes from 3 to Gin. deep have been
cut into the soft and porous rock by the constant plac-
ing of these sticks on the same spot by great numbers
of peons through long periods of time.
The following day was clear. We walked four leagues

over a somewhat better traU, though we were obliged to
ford four streams in their various twists and turns a score
of times. We reached Tambo Chuclluyaco in the middle
of the afternoon and found the little tampo already occu-
pi' d by some Indians, who very graciously yielded it to

*A £ ill load sometimes exceeds lOOlbs,

t Native Indian.

US, and with their machetes or long, heavy knives, which
all Indians in the interior use in place of axes, they speed-
ily made another for themselv&s.

It is seldom that ovel- one or two Indians in the party
are wealthy enough to possess a machete. These precede
the others on the march, lopping off small branches,
hanging vines; etc. The Indians \s?ill accept only Ameri-
can steel for the blades, aid I have been told that savages
up the Marafion who cannot even count, know how to
detect an Alnerican trade mark.
We made an early start the next morning and ascended

an interminable hiU for four hours. Twice we mounted
rocks 40ft. long almost at an angle of 45°, down which ran
small streams of water; nextwe came to a waterfall loOi t.

high and 50ft. in breadth. The river was too deep to ford
and too rapid to swim, and could be crossed at but one
place only 3ft. above the edge of the fall, where the water
became shallower, reaching half way between the knees
and the waist, and where a ledge of rock running across
the stream served as a brace for one foot and the walking
stick, while with the other foot the traveler would have

A TROPHY OF WAR.

One of these tribes, by an unknown pj-ocess and without any appar-
ent incision after decapitation, removes all traces of bone from the
heads of the slain and allows the flesh to dry. Of these heads, one
seen by us was no larger than an apple, and yet the features were
perfectly preserved, and with the long hair bad rather a ludicrous
appearance.—Pari I, page 61.

to work his way over. The position was a very trying:

one. A number of peons had been drowned at this

place.
Prior to crossing, an incident occurred which might have

brought my journey to an abrupt conclusion. The stream
ran between high banks, and at the fall between a mass
of rock on either side. This rock sloped toward the stream
but at a still greater angle toward the fall, an angle so

acute that a body must roll or slide into the falling water
unless in some way enabled to check its progress by out-

side means. I reached the rock first and proceeded to de-

scend the wet and slippery side, when suddenly my foot
shot from under me and down I rolled over and over to-

ward the middle of the cataract. At this stage, when
death seemed certain, I managed to seize a projecting
root of a small bush which grew in a cleft about 20ft.

down, the only green thing on the rock, and by this good

ROUTE OF THB EXPEDITION.

fortune I succeeded in checking my progress. The
descent was too steep to permit me to rise to ray feet, yet
not steep enough to throw very much of my weight on
the bush as I lay extended. My companions, thunder-
struck for an instant, quickly let down a long piece of
tough vine and pulled me up.
With nerves somewhat shaken we made the dangerous

crossing and pushed on to Salina, a descent of six miles,
so steep in pla'^es that we could scarcely keep our feet.

We arrived before dark, having ten times forded the
Cachiyaco.* At Salina that night I slept on a bed for the

Yaco is the Quichua for "water," and nearly all the names of
rivers to this sectionterminated in it; as Pumayaco, the tiger water.etc,

first time in man^ days. It boasted no mattre.ss, having
only slats, and my body the Dext morning somewhat re-
sembled the American flag, but still it was a bed, and
very much better than sleeping in a puddle of water.
The following day we reached Balsa Puerto early in th&

afternoon, two of us getting there somewhat ahead of the
rest and far in advance of the peons, one of whom had
my pantaloons which I had given him to carry on ac-
count of the numerous sti-eam.s to be forded. Attired in
my undergarments only, I walked into the presence of
the Governor and delivered our letter of introduction.
He seemed slightly suspicious of us, but became more
affable later on. He billeted us upon one family for Si

room and upon another for food. Shortly after our
arrival we were joined by a Frenchman, who had drifted
to the place and taken up his abode there. He was per-
fectly delighted to find that two of us spoke his language,
one very fluently. Taking us to his house he insisted
upon our joining him in drinking a couple of bottles of
wme. This wine was a kind of new port from Portugal,
via the Amazon, and from here on we found it where it

was possible to get anything. Upon the arrival of the
peons I resumed my trousers, which I think rather in-
creased the Governor's confidence in us. One peon did
not come in with the rest and we sent two men after him.
His continued absence with part of our luggage, and the
swollen streams, kept us three days at Balsa Puerto. At
the end of this time the peons who had been sent back
retm-ned with our baggage. They had found their com-
panion ill in the woods and had left him there, promising
to pick him up on their return. We never heard what
became of the poor fellow.
During om- stay at Balsa Puerto our friend, the French-

man, gave a fandango in our honor which we all attended,
although 1 had never danced a step in my life. The ball
was held in a log house with a floor of earth, and lighted
by tallow candles, stuck here and there on the walls.
Upon a table were numerous bottles of the rather lieady
port previously mentioned, and of ag-uardiente, the native
spirits.

Besides our party there were about fifteen Indian girls,

young and graceful, and as many men. The music con-
sisted of the beat of a drum and the voice of the drummer.
The dancing begins by two girls apj)roaching the men
with whom they wish to dance and slowly waving their
handkerchiefs; the men rise instantly, also handkerchief
in hand, which, dixring the dance, all wave in unison,
with graceful movements of the body, somewhat resemb-
Mng the motions of the East Indian Nautch girls. When,
the dance is completed the men select partners in a
manner similar to the girls and tlie figure begins again.
During all this time the girls who are not taking part in
the dance are filling tumblers of port, from which they
take perhaps a mouthful and then send them to the men
whom their choice dictates, the recipient being expected
to drink considerably mure than the lair one to whom he
is indebted for the wine. At first the young and supple
Indian girls let us severely alone, but at length the wine
began to have its effect and finally as many as three
glasses reached me at once, while six soft, dark eyes
looked at me ready to return my salute when the wine
touched my lips (I shall confine myself to my personal ex-
perience at the ball). I was having a most enjoyable
time drinking my port and watching the dancers when,
to my intense horror, a young girl advanced and waved
her handkerchief before me. I looked appealingly at the
Frenchman. "You must do it," he whispered, ''to refuse
would be a deadly insult, and would be pi-omptly re-

sented by her male friends." Oh horrors ! 1 have as
much ear for time and tune as a cow and can dance about
as gracefully, and the idea of making a spectacle of my-
self was simply appalling. I drained a glass of port and
arose to my feet and the dance began. It was justly
watched with intense interest by the -entire room and
lasted a veritable eternity. Finally it ended, and with a
long, deep sigh of relief. I returned to my seat beside the
Frenchman. The music stopped and tliere was an ex-
pectant pause. "Now, you must select a lady," said my
friend. Good gracious I was the agony to be endured
again ? "I'll take the same one," I said, "perhaps she has
learned my style." "Oh, no," repUed he, "that would
be too marked an attention; it wouldn't do." Nerved by
another glass of port I walked over to a beautiful girl of
about fifteen, who in the most embarrassed manner de-
clined. It was immediately explained, however, that no
insult was intended, and that timidity alone prevented
her from joining in the dance; my next attempt was
more successful, and at length I was free. I returned to
my bench and was watching the dancers, when suddenly
the larger part of those present ran pell mell out of the
room, and at the same time some one, as I thought,
lifted up the end of my bench and very nearly threw me
to the floor. I looked around to see who had taken this

liberty. I was alone. In a minute or two the guests
came straggling back, and to my inquiry as to what had
occurred, my French friend answered, "An earthquake."
This broke up the ball.

On the afternoon of the fourth day at Balsa Puerto we
made a start down the Cachiyaco. Two dugouts; one
35ft. long for ourselves, propelled by four Indians, and
one lOft. shorter, with thiee to handle the paddles, for

the luggage, fm*nislied our means of conveyance. We
reached Esperanza after dark and slept on the floor of a
little hut, our rest being somewhat troubled by swarms
of rats. In the morning we bought 2.51bs. of salt fish for
the men and an abundance of native rum; for whUe in
America "money makes the mare go," here in the heart
of Peru aguardiente is far more efficacious. The banks
of the rapid Cachiyaco are tropical in the extreme.
Bananas, towering pahus iind trees of hard wood, inter-

laced by a matted mass of vines, form an impenetrable
barrier of foliage. Flocks of screeching parrots and
gorgeously-plumed macaws, with here and there curious
looking birds of the heron family, hovered over us, all

contributing to make a scene never to be forgotten.

About mid-day we turned into the less swift Parana-
puras. Before dusk the scene fairly beggared description

as we lay in our canoe on piles of blankets, lazily gliding
down the stream in the blue and pink sunset. The half-

clad Indian paddhng at the bow, the steersman seated in

the stern, the air filled with flights of parrots, noisily

seeking their roosting place among the lofty palms. Long
after dark we reached Muniche, a town of six houses.

Making an early start next morning at about IP. M,

,

we turned into the Huallaga and an hour later reached
Yurimaguas. The principal houses of this town are
built in a square, the pavement being raised about a foot
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from the street and inclosed by a fence. Those wishing
to enter a house or a shop miost go to a gate at the end of
the street and walk up inside. The paling is put up to
keep out the cattle that frequent the plaza. In spite of
warnings as to poisonous Qsh, fever and other terrors,

we took a dip in the river. It seems there is some dan-
ger of pirafias,* a species of fish which bores through the
flesh to the bone. I have seen ugly scars from these
wounds.
In the evening we delivered our letter to the Governor,

who promised to have a "balsa" constructed for us. The
native balsa consists of a number of logs of wood so
Kght that nails will not hold, bound together with a species
of vine. In the center a house is built of poles covered
with plaited leaves and floored with cane, large enough to
accommodate the party. In the
rear a table with a layer of earth
on top serves as a fire-place for
all culinary needs.
The next morning we called

upon the Governor again, and
found that nothing had been
done. The procrastinating spirit

of these people can be best illus-

trated by a little incident. Early
in the day a woman called upon
us and explained that she was
suffering from a timior, that there
was no doctor in the place, and
that she had learned that there
was one in the party. Our phy-
sician examined the tumor and
found that a comparatively slight
operation would effect a cure.
This he explained to the woman,
who replied that she would call

round the next day. "But to-

morrow we shall have left," said
he. "That's too bad," answered
the woman; "I should like to
have it removed to-morrow." We
passed the day in idleness, smok-
ing cigarettes of Tarapota tobacco.
On the following morning we

discovered that no steps had been
taken toward the construction of
the balsa. We called upon the
supine Governor, and showing
our order from the Prefect of
Loreto, supplemented by another
from the Minister of War in Lima,
we peremptorily demanded that
something be speedily done. The
orders worked liked a charm,
and the Governor, apparently
pretty weU aroused, went to work
at once. He got out the police
force and promptly seized four
Indians belonging to a neighboring tribe living on the
river's bank and confined them in jail. Next he set his
policemen at work on the balsa, which was speedQy com-
pleted. Then the officers of the law escorted the four
Indians from the calaboose to the balsa, managing to lose
one.en route, who broke away and took to the woods.
The Governor assured us that when caught he would re-
ceive fifty blows and tmdergo imprisonment.
Our crew was nearly nude, having their faces covered

with achote, a crimson paint, and wearing tightly bound
aroimd their waists strips of snake skin, while suspended
from their neck were alligator teeth pierced through the
center. The skin and teeth are worn as charms against
snake bites and drowning. Nothing but the quintessence
of laziness could have caused these gentry to be averse to
making a short trip where liberal pay and abimdant food
were assured them. But such is

the Peruvian Indian; and such, I
may say with equal truth, is the
Peruvian.
About noon we took leave of

the Governor, and having prom-
ised not to report him, started on
our journey. Oh, what luxury
to have nothing to do! After our
long ride and the hardships of
the walk, how.delicious to recline
on the balsa in the moonlight and
blow clouds of smoke from our
cigarettes.

The succeeding day we spent
gliding down the Huallaga, every
now and then shooting at, and
uniformly missing, large cranes a
long distance away on the river's
bank. In the afternoon two of
us got into a small dug-out, that
.the Indians had brought along
for their return, and paddled
along the shore. The men seemed
much astonished to see me pad-
dle from one side, as the custom
in this region is to change at each
stroke when paddling singly. My
friend shot a few strange birds
looking like very small vultures
which the Indians cooked and
greedily ate. Our Indians did
very little paddling, but were ever ready to accept aguar-
diente and cigarettes. The next morning the sun rose
bright and clear upon the banks of the HuaUaga. I got
into our canoe with a companion and paddled along the
shore, which here and during the rest of our journey was
covered with trees, around and between which grew such
a dense mass of vegetation, such a solid tangle of vines
and parasitical plants that to effect an entrance would
have been impossible without hewing one's way step by
step. My companion shot two fine cranes, and a large
duck of a species imknown to us.
In the afternoonwe arrived at La Laguna. Our Indians

whose term of service ended here (having been paid in ad-
vance) took their canoes and promptly started home, per-
haps fearing another Governor with his poUce force. Wo
secured four Indians after about five hours' delay, myr-
iads of mosquitoes assailing us through the afternoon on
our trip down the river. During the night we entered the
Maranon, which we had seen as a tiny stream early in our
journey.

*Al80 caUed.caneros.

The following day my companion and I had an adven-
ture which might have terminated seriously. We pad-
dled away from the balsa in pursuit of a dtick which we
woimded and chased for some time. After securing our
game we looked for our raft. It was not in sight. We
paddled rapidly down stream and shortly came to a place
where the river divided into three branches. Still no
signs of the raft. We took the middle course, and after
a time were convinced by the diminished speed of the
current (about three miles an hour on the Maranon and
Amazon) that we had taken the wrong channel. To re-
turn against the current was not to be thought of, and
after two hours' hard paddling through slack water we
came to a small natural canal running through the woods.
This we followed for a time, and presently came out on

DOWN THE CACHIYACO.
Drawn by A. Tholey.

the open river. But where was the balsa, above or below
us? If above, we must wait. If below, every instant was
precious, as night was coming on and we were in a per-
fect wilderness. My companion was imskiUed in the use
of a paddle and I was worn out by long exertion, heat
and excitement. At length we pushed on, choosing a
point near the bank where the current was most swift,
but fiUed with the branches of trees and sharp-pointed
snags. One of the pointed stakes, through a miscalcula-
tion in steering, made an ugly rent in my nether gar-
ments, without, however, touching the skin. At length
far below we spied a speck on the surface of the water,
which might possibly be our balsa; and such it turned out
to be. We had been absent five hours and found the rest
of the party greatly relieved to see us.

The next day we'reached Parinari, from where our In-

ON A BALSA.
Painted from description of author by A. Tlioley.

dians, after receiving two dollars apiece for the joirrney,
were to return to La Laguna. It takes sis: or eight days
to paddle back against the current, and during this time
they live upon fish which they har^Doon. We foimd the
Governor away from home, but the chief citizen of the
place promised to procure us Indians and presented us
with two bunches of bananas, each banana being about
the size of one's finger and of the most delicious flavor.

The skin was so tender that it broke Hke the skin of a
peach.

After a wait of a number of hours four Indian boys of
not over fourteen years of age were shoved on board and
we started. The poor little fellows seemed frightened to
death, but their fears did not prevent them later on from
going soundly to sleep. Awakening them was of no
avail, and during the rest of the trip my companions and
myself kept regular watch at night. There was but one
danger to apprehend, that the raft drift among the snags
near shore, which pointing up stream at an acute angle,
could very readily inflict a serious wound.
From Parinari to Iquitos was a journey of three da^s

and nights, characterized by the same superb weather,
interspersed here and there with tropical rains of an
hour's duration. During this time we passed the town of
Nauta, where the Yucayali flows into the Maranon. We
often varied our diet by eating the flesh of fat parrots
made into a delicious soup. These birds flew in large
flocks above the balsa and it seemed a shame to kill

creatures of such gorgeous plumage.
Iquitos*, where to our great regret oxrr journey by

balsa ended, is the capital of the Department of the Bajo
Amazonas, which borders upon Brazil. It had 1,357 in-

habitants at the time of our visit, and was once quite an
important place, being the Peruvian Naval Station on the
Amazon. The only room we could secure had a puddle
of stagnant water in the middle and no window. This

was out of the question, and we
proceeded to deliver our letter to

Captain Smith, Sub-Prefect of

the Department, who took us all

in and gave us a room with look-

ing glass and table. Such mag-
nificence fairly turned our heads,
and to be in keeping we shaved
and donned our first linen shirts

in many weeks. Captain Smith
was of English descent, and was
married to a charming English
woman. During our nine days'

stay in Iquitos, they did for us
everything that lay in their
power, frankly teUing us that it

was impossible to procure such
food as they could wish, and that
we must content ourselves with
the dishes of the country; this of
course we were only too glad to

do The menu during our stay
consisted either of turtle steak,

tasting like veal, or the meat of
the manitee, or sea-cow; with
yucas, the native potato of very
delicate flavor, and turtle eggs,
in lieu of buttter. For dessert
we had plantains fried in sugar
and bananas with cheese, after

the BraziUan fashion. During
dinner a large parrot stood by
the captain's plate helping itself

to some dainty morsel from time
to time and thrusting its head
forward to be scratched. At des-

sert the first day, the bird paid
me a visit and rewarded my at-

tempts to be friendly by a sharp
bite on the finger.

Captain Smith lived in a cool,

airy house which was at aU times
comfortable, as the thermometer

at Iquitos stands within 5 degrees of 80° all the year round.
Mrs. Smith had as a maid a young girl about 17, with
dark blue, or rather violet eyes, and a superb head of
flaxen hair; her complexion was dazzling and the effect
produced was all the stronger, inasmuch as for months
we had seen nothing in the shape of women beyond sallow
Peruvians and the more swarthy Indian maidens. She
belonged to that mysterious tribe, fast decreasing in num-
bers, remnants of which are still found in the interior of
Peru; as fair as the fairest Saxons, all trace of their origin
is lost. Are they the last of the Incas, the race that ruled
the Indians when Pizarro came? Who can tell? This
young girl spoke some English, and I made many oppor-
tunities to talk with her and quite won her heart by giving
her a number of pictures of assorted saints that had been
left over from our trade with the Indians.

Everything in Iquitos was up-
side down. The town depended
wholly upon salaries from the
government, which for two years
had been paid in certiflcates of
indebtedness. There was not a
particle of specie in the place,

and all debts were allowed to
accrue rmtil they amoimted to a
good round snm, when they were
liquidated if at aU by the cer-
tificates (which usually were for
about one hundred soles each)
at fifty per cent, discoimt. The
town was in a ferment of discon-
tent.

One day our party with our
host, accompanied by John
Parker, an Englishman, fourteen
years resident in Iquitos, started
for the cabin of the latter, some
eight or ten miles up the river.

A large canoe paddled by four
stout peons carried us there in a
couple of hours. We killed a
good sized alligator en route.
These animals were very num-
erous, and apparently had never
before heard the sound of fire-

arms, as they lay perfectly still

imtil struck, while shot after
shot was fired. Upon om- arrival

we were welcomed by IMrs. Parker, a full-blooded Indian,
who took a good look at us and remarked in Spanish,
"Why, they are quite like Christians," her ideas of North
America being very vague.

It was here that I first drank masato, and I may add
that my first drink was the last. Neither Smith nor
Parker touched it, but I am ever ready to experiment.
After I had drained a glass (the taste resembled butter-
milk) they explained the process of manufacture. In the
evening women, as a rule old and ugly, since the
younger ones have usually something better to do, sit

around a tub and chew yucas. They expectorate into
the tub and the saliva, when fermented, constitutes
masato. What a powerful lever in the cause of tem-
perance were whisky manufactured in this way. None
slept that night, owing to the mosquitoes.
At 4.30 A. M. we started for a point where we had

some fine parrot shooting. Next our four peons with
machetes cut a pathway through the solid tangle of
vines into a small pond, which we poisoned with bay-

*490 miles from Yuramaguas.
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basco. Barbasco is a root, which pounded in water
causes the water to assume a milky appearance, and im-
parts to it the property to intoxicate fish, which then
skip around the surface of the pond and are readily
speared from canoes. We half fiUed a small dugout, the
fish being of various species unknown to us.

We returned to Parker's and breakfasted off a portion
of our spoils, and soon after started for Iquitos, taking a
short cut through a small creek. Never had I seen such
a sight before. Enormous trees rose on either side, while
graceful palms overhung the water's edge. Parrots,
macaws, toucans, herons and cranes flew in every direc-

tion; woodpeckers, with crimson breasts and greenish
backs, darted in and out among the trees, while king-
fishers as small as swallows with plumage like burnished
copper flashed here and there in th > sunshine. The vines
trailing in the water from overhan-^ing trees were alive

with little birds with heads of yellow and of scarlet, and
the whole air was noisy with the chattering and twitter-
ing of the feathered tribe. It was a scene never to be
forgotten.

Upon our return to Iquitos we found that the small
steamer which was to take iis down the Amazon had ar-

rived. It brought the news, via Brazil, that Captain
Smith's brother, Colonel Smith, whom we had met in

Lima, had been elected to represent the Bajo Amazonas
in the Peruvian Congress. The tidings had spread through
the town and a crowd soon surrounded the sub-prefecture,
and after three rousing cheers an Indian stepped forwal'd
and made the following speech, which was certainly brief
and to the point:

"Xiong life to our new Deputy. Long life to our Sub-
Prefect. Aguardiente for the boys."
Two days later, taking the steamer, we started on our

twenty days' journey down the Amazon.
Clarence Bloomfield Mooeb.

DANVIS FOLKS.-XIl.

Waiting for Tidings.

Notwithstanding the prolonged revels of the previous
night, several neighbors dropped in at the shop in the
Linter the evening of the following day to learn of any
news of the ravager of Joel Bartlett's flock. Sam had
not yet returned from his quest, and while they awaited
his coming with different degrees of patience, they fell

very naturally into the accustomed ways of the old shop.
Solon Briggs took his seat behind the stove. Joseph

Hill seated himself with laborious care on the chair of
most doubtful stability, Antoine sat on the floor with legs
crossed after the fashion of Turks and tailors. Pelatiah
perched uncomfortably, as became his state of mind, on
the corner of the shoe bench. With the autocrat of the
little realm on his leathern throne, the social pipes alight,
Pelatiah ruminating his innocuous cud, they could hardly
realize that the old familiar intercourse had suffered a
three years' hiatus.

Uncle Lisha yawned over his work till he pounded his
thumb with a misdirected stroke, and then while he
sucked the injured digit, impatiently cast aside hammer,
awl and lasted shoe.
"Consarn it all," he grumbled, "carummuxin don't

sarve so well wi' seventy odd as it does wi' twenty odd
year. Jest one night on 't hes made me sleepier 'n a
Quaker meetin', but wken I was Peltier's age I c'd go it

eight nights in a week an' work busy's a bee aU. day.
Dumbd if I try tu work. Seem's ef 'twas 'baout time for
Sam tu come hum."

"I should raly like to know what specie of savagarous
beast has been a deevastatia' Joel's sheep."

"Proberbly," said Joseph, venturing to tilt his chair on
its front legs to enable him to spit at the stove hearth,
"it's a wolf ersuthin'." The chair gave a creak ominous
of collapse, and he carefully readjusted it to its complete
if precarious support of his weight. "Seem's 'ough this
'ere chair was a leetle mite more weewaw'an it uster be,"
and he leaned ca,utiously to one side and the other to
inspect the spreading legs, "but I don't know as it is,"

slowly bending forward for a general survey of them,
between his spread knees, "I guess it'll stan' a spell."

"I wish 't you'd bust the tarnal ol' thing, Jozeff," said
Uncle Lisha, with nervous impatience. "It's squeaked
an' it's squoke till I am sick an' tired of it."

"It best was, you'll soet whereAh '11 was, Zhoseff, den it

ant da danger for fall off or broke up you sit, ant it?"

"Judgia' f'm what I hearn," said Uncle Lisha, after
watching the chair with a hope of the fulfillment of his
wish, "I s'pect it's a wolf. It's ben a good spell sen there's
ben one on 'em raound these parts. It's a massy the var-
mints ain't so thick as they used tu be. When I was a
boy you c'd hear 'em a yowlin' up on the maountain, most
any night, 'nough tu make yer back freeze. Naow an'
agin, they used tu kill folks, I s'pose. I never knowed o'

their kiUin' anybody fer sartain, but some on 'em 'lowed
* they killed Cephas Worth an' eat him clean up, an' then
agin, some cal'lated they didn't."
"Haow was 't?" Pelatiah asked agape, the swab where-

with he was greasing his boot, arrested half way between
it and the pot of neat's foot oil.

"If it wan't 'at I got feelin's for ye," said Uncle Lisha,
regarduig his employment with some severity of ex-
pression, "I wouldn't allow you tu waste that precious
intement on none o' Olapham's store boots. That aire
was made for honest boots, but it don't signify, ile away.
Why the way on 't was, ye see Cephas was sugarin' way
up on the aidge o' the maountain a mild f'm hum- He
hed him a shanty an' kerried up provisions tu last him
tew three days an' wouldn't go hum on'y abaout oncte in
so often, jest puttin' in his best licks makin' sugar, when
there was a big run o' sap. Well, it run all along one
spell, nigh enter a week, an' he didn't come hum, an' his
womern begun tu tew abaout him, 'cause it wan't no
gre't sugar weather an' she knoAved his victuals must be
all used up, 'cause he was hearty tu eat, an' bimeby she
raousted aout the neighbors tu go an' look him up. ' An-
other thing 'at made 'em oneasy abaout him was 'at the
wolves was turrible sassy that spring, an' they'd hearn
'em a yowlin' up in the neighborhood o' Cephas's camp
oncommon, so up they went, Beedy along wi' the rest on
'em. Obedience her name was, but they all called her
Beedy. When they come to 't, the shanty was hove
hither an' yon,_ an' tore tu flinders, an' not a sign o'
Cephas on'y a piece o' kwut, an' a dozen bones gnawed
clfean. Some was cock sure they was his'n, an' some hed
the' daoubts on 't, an' there was some sprinkle o' blood an'
wolf tracks all raound thicker 'n spatter, an' ev'rything

clawed and chewed, 'ceptin' the tub o' sugar. Beedy hed
it kerried hum an' sol' it off spry. I s'pose the' was a kin'
of a skeery flavor tu it, made folks hanker arter it.

"Wal, Beedy took on dreffly an' hed a tantrybogus fit

on 'caount o' Cephas bein' killed an' eat up by wolves so
't there wan't 'nough on him left fer a fun'al, scacely.
But she made 'em peek up the bones an' they took 'em
hum an' there wa' quite a respectable fun'al considerin'
the remains, wi' preachin' an' prayin' an' cryin'. An'
Beedy, she hed a grave stun sot up an', twixt hoin' an'
hayin', she pulled up stakes an' went off somewhere,
said she couldn't stan' it tu stay where she'd suffered
such a loss. But there was lots o' folks 'at didn't believe
the' was no 'casion fer a fun'al. Cephas was turribly in
debt an' his creditors a threatenin' tu jail him—the'iiseter
jail folks fer debt in them times—an' he was awful scared
o' bein' shet up, an' so they cal'lated he'd jest made a
show o' bein' clawed an' chawed an' eat up, an' had
cleared aout an' Beedy 'd gone tu fin' him. An' the' was
others at stuck to 't he'd raly been killed. I do know the
rights on 't, mebby he was an' mebby he wan't, but tew
three year arterward the' was a peddler, name o' Treu-
man Weeks, 'atuseter travel over three four States, come
raound here an' he tol' tu the tarvem 'baout a feller 't he
staid with way aout in York State 'at faound aout he'd
ben in these parts an' enquired turrible particler baout
everybody in Danvis. But the nub on 't was the feller

said he'd lived in Vermont forty year, a warrin' with God
and wild beasts till they beat him an' he'd gi'n up an' put
aout ther' tu 'scape 'em. The feller's name as he gin it

the' didn't nob'dy remember, but the peddler said he'd
allers remembered the name the feller called his wife, 't

was sech a odd saounding one, Beedy. Puttin' this an'
that together, folks s'mised 'twas Cephas Worth, but I d'

know. Why on airth," turning and peering out of the
broad, low window, "don't that Samwel t3ome along
hum?"
"Dat mek me rembler," cried Antoine, hastening to im-

prove the first opportunity offered him to speak, "baout
one mans in Canada—

"

"Consarn that everlastiu' man in Canady," Uncle Lisha
growled.

' 'But Ah '11 wan tol you baout it an' baout de loup garou

SM^ALL BOY AJJD BIG TROUT.

dat was be mans wen hee'll min' to an' wolfs wen hee'll
min' to."

' 'Antwine, shet yer head. Samwel's comin' an' he'll hev
suthin' wuth a tellin'."

The noise of stamping feet was heard on the doorstep
and Samuel entered. AU. eyes were turned inquiringly
upon him, for he wore the triumphant air of one who
bears important tidings.

"Wal?" Uncle Lisha laconically voiced the impatience
of the audience.

"Ai-ter a good deal o' sarchin', I faound the track an'
follered it tu a spreuce cobble a mild east o' Joel's, an' I
cal'late he'll lay up there till he gits hungry agin. I've
tol' ev'y body 'long my way hum, an' neow you fellers
want to start right straight aout an' pass raound word to
ev'ybody to rally in the mornin' an' meet at Joel Bart-
lett's. S'posin' Solen an' Joseph notify the folks up their
way an Antoine them up his'n, an' Peltier daown west,
an' as soon's I get a bite o' suthin' tu eat I'll go over to the
store where there'll be a lot a loafin' raound 'at I can send
word to heaps o' folks. It's airly ia the evenin' an' the's
time tu raoust aout a pai*ty 'at '11 make it lively for the ol'

wolf. Turn 'em aout, Uncle Lisher,"
The visitors arose to depart, Antonie sighing as he

went.
' 'Bah gosh, Ah '11 hope it aint one loup garoii. I'll goin'

tol' you 'baout dat, firs' chance Ah'll gat of it."
' 'Make it a p'int tu stop int' Varney's an' tell him 'baout

the wolf hont, Peltier," Lisha whispered, as he followed
his visitors to the door. He watched them depart their
several ways in the moonUght, and then looked up to the
star-bejeweled sky.

' 'It's clear as a Christian's conscience an' not a breath a
stirrin'. I s'pose I might go aout an' holler the news in
the doo' yard so't some on 'em c'ld hear it. But I might
skeer the wolf an' so I guess I'll go tu bed. It'll be a
good day for the hunt, Sam." Eowland E. Robinson.

"PODGERS'S" COMMENTARIES.
I SEE you have taken up the case of the alligators and

lament their gradual destruction. For the life of me I
can't see anything worth preserving in that ugly brute of
a saurian, nor ca,n I find any bond of sympathy in my
soul for him. Of coui-se he has a right to live if he can
manage it. Between the darkies hunting his hide and
the tourist who bangs away at him from the deck of a
steamboat he has a pretty lively time of it. It is the
darky that is most to be feared, as he creeps upon him
and shoots at close qxiarters, while the Florida tourist
seldom hits anything.

I think I have a latent prejudice against the aUigator
from my having lost many a duck by him when shooting
in the South, as he has a sly way of rising just under the
duck and absorbing him as you essay to pick up your bird.

If you can point out any redeeming qualities the beaatlyi

thing has I wdU in a spirit of justice give him due credit,'

but to my eyes he appears at his best converted into a
club bag, with nice gilt lock and trimmings. I think he
woiild be reconciled and proud to see himself m a show
window or the hands of a pretty woman. It is a very
rare case of such supreme ugliness converted into tilings

of such beauty.
On the whole, I think it justifiable to bag the alligator

to get the alfigator bag—and I shall not miagle any croco-i

dile tears with you over his extinction, inasmuch as I ami
already looking forward to the cheapening of the article

to acquire one.

Small Boy and Big Trout.

I notice you have stnick in on fish stories again with
illustrations of catches as confirmatory proof of the truth-
fulness of the statements; not a bad idea, and it suggestsi

sending you the photo of a big fish and a precocious small
boy. You will observe that it is a trout—a veritable trout,

-a veritable boy and a veritable pipe. It is merely a sam-
ple of many that have been and can be caught in a stream
Vay back, a private reserve and preserve, I ma.y say,'

simply because few fishermen will take the time and
trouble to go so far as a two days' journey by rail to get'

to it, so it is virtuaUy a preserve that few reach.
The fish exhibited ia not of my catching, but that of a

friend who is both a fisherman and a camera fiend, hence
backs up his fishing with the photos.

It is a mutifying and lamentable condition of things,

when fishermen have fallen into such a moral estimate as

to be required to back up their statements in this way;
but pot-fishermen have so demoralized the calling that it

seems to be necessary apparently.

Grizzly Bears in Callfof-hla

are almost things of the past, and nearly extinct, but
now and then an old fellow pops up to get popped at, as

was the case a few days since down ia Kern ooimty. An
old fellow that had been hanging around the locality for

several years, doing no little damage to sheep and young
stock, and cunningly eluding all attempts at capture, but
met his fate at the hands of a couple of huntera a few days
since. It was a running fight lasting many hours and re-

quired over thu'ty shots to kill him. The caliber of the
rifles was .33, showing that however effective that cahber'

may be for oi'dinary game it won't do for lai'ge. Old
grizzly scarcely minded the first dozen shots, although
some were found to have penetrated and even passed
through the heart, and also several through the head,

which fact shows the failure in effect of such a light ball

or the toughness of the grizzly. It, however, proves most
conclusively that if you are after grizzlies you had better

use a heavier arm, or the chances are the grizzly will be
after you, and it was in the present case very remarkable
that the one in question did not turn upon his assailant*!

as usual when Wounded. Possibly he did not consider

a .33 bullet a sufficiently serious matter to justify until

tdo late. PoDGERs.

1

SOME OF THE WAYS OF BEARS.
Very few people know that bears take to water i

naturally. They roam over the mountains and through

'

the forests, dig open rotten logs for ants and worms, and
secure all the hornets nests they can, tear them to pieces

and eat the yoimg grubs; pick and eat all the berries of

every kind they can find, and would seem to belong to .

the exclusively dry land animals.
The fact is otherwise. They love the water, not, per-

haps, as well as do the moose and deer, but better than
most dry land animals. They are very fond of fish. I

am not prepared to say they are epicurean, and choose,

what we esteem game fish, such as the salmon varieties, -

but as far as I know a fish is a fish to them large or small, I

and of wliatever kind, and they show more cunning and
instinct, if not reason, in capturing fish than many city

chaps I have seen about the lakes.

I once came suddenly upon a very large bear in a thick I

swamp, lying upon a hollow log across a brook. I found -

after he had left that tliei-e was a large knot hole through I

the shell of the log, and he had run his paw through the «

hole, holding it in the water until he felt a fish, when he
would close his paw on it. Thus he had secured quite a
string of fish. The old fellow had been so interested in

his sport that he did not notice me until I had got very
;

near him, so I could see just how he managed his sport.

After I had watched his movements awhile he finally dis-
,

covered me and made olT on a double quick into the

dense underbrush, and, as luck would have it, I had no
gun with me that day, and perhaps that may account for

my being here writing about it now.
This brook was fairly alive with little trout, red-side

suckers and black suckers, so our bear let himself out on
this sport—he did not eat their heads. There was quite a :

pile of the log. I suppose the oil on his pawa attracted I

the fish and baited them even better than a fly hook, and *

his toe nails were his hooks and sharp ones too, and once
j

grabbed the fish were sure to stay. '

Bears also catch frogs in these forest brooks and drink '

of the pure cold water in the hot summer days, and love

to lie and cool themselves in the cozy pools, so they fre-

quent the lowlands of the forest and follow the winding
brooklets for pleasure as well as for food, and make deej*

paths, which every bear happening to go that way will

follow. They often cross narrow places in lakes and
,

rivers. They are good swimmers and appear to love to

take a tium in the water. I once saw one swimming <

across from the main land to Students Island in the Moose- '

lucmaguntic Lake, jost a streak of his back showed above
!

the water, looking like a floating log on the water. Some
I have seen with the head only above the water 1

j

accoimt for this difference by the condition the bear is in .

—if he is fat he will more easily float, if lean he sinks

deeper in the water. Some bears when shot in the water
will sink at once to the bottom, and only rise when the

gases accumulate, which is generally in ten days or two ^

weeks. Othei-s float when dead. I cannot account for

these phenomena. We may all be allowed our opinion.

What do you think about it?

If you row your boat up to a bear in the lake he will

try to get hold of the boat or the oars and wiU capsize

you if you do not look out. There should be two persons

to capture bears in a boat—one to row and the other to
^
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shoot, ol- to keep the heav from the boat, for he will sutely
tty tt) get on board.

I have heard old bunterS say, if yoU place an oat across

the back of the bear's neck he would drown himself by
dtting both his forward paMrs up over the oai-, holding
Is head under, and being Unable to release himself, will

drown.
An old hunter by the name of Leverett shot a bear

swimming in Cupsuptic Lake from his boat, and rowed
up to him to take him into the boat, and as he took hold
of the fur of his back, the bear opened his mouth to bite.

Leverett then let go, snatching his arm away, when the

bear immediately sank out of sight and he lost him; but
going that way some ten days later, the bear had come
to the surface, and Leverett cut off the bear's nose and
secured the bounty, but the fur was spoiled. When a
boat a]3proaches a bear in the water, the bear ^dll open
his mouth very wide, gnash his teeth together and make
a loud mumbling, growling noise, enough to frighten

almost any one. When a bear gets caught in a trap, he
wiU. make for water if possible, and if it is deep enough
will drown, whether purposely or accidentally I cannot
teU.

I knew a party from Boston who were rowing up the
Magalloway River and had Joe West for guide. When
some seven miles up river they saw not far ahead an old

mother bear and three cubs s^vimming the river, and by
hard rowing cut them off before they reached the shore.

The party shot the old bear and the guide jumped over-

board and secured a cub alive before they got to shore,

the others they had to shoot, as in the melee they reached
the woods. They had quite a circus and like to have up-
set the boat. It is always b&'5t to keep a cool head, but
we may think what we should do in certain emergencies
with wUd beasts, but when the time actually arrives and
it becomes a reality, the thing looks differently and we
most likely become excited and use so little common sense
as to be ashamed of it afterward, J. G. Rich.

Bethel, Maine.

THE BABY CARIBOU.
I LEARN that the story of a baby caribou following up a

farmer's heifer, which I gave in the Forest and Stream
a couple of weeks ago, is really true. I have a letter from
Brother GUman, of the Aroostook Pioneer, declaring that
the story is true, and saying that two of his trusted men
—the photographers mentioned below—have seen the
caribou; that the little fellow is alive and well, and also

invitino me to come down, and he will take me to see the
natural wonder. I^fear I have done Brother Gilman an
injustice in presuming to doubt an item in so reliable a
paper. Later I have a letter from the farmer himself, a
respected citizen of Moro, who writes: "Yea, the caribou
story is true, or nearly true. The 29th day of last May my
son, while looking at om- cattle, saw a very queer looking
animal sucking our heifer, that never has had a calf. At
a distance it looked like a rabbit, and it was about the size

of a large rabbit when found. It was about a day old

from appearances. It seemed weak for want of food and
Could just stagger around. He brought it home and sent
for me. In the meantime my folks had sent the boy for

a rubber in order to feed it from a bottle, but before he
got back it had drank nearly a quart of milk with-
out a rubber and seemed much stronger. It fol-

lowed the boy around the yard and around the room.
It made a noise, a grunting sound, or something like a
duck

—

hmmk or mmk

!

—without using the lips, probably
using the tongue slightly, the noise being made in the
throat. We felt that we were in rather an awkward
situation, it being close time on such animals. Two ladies

called one evening, just as the cattle were being driven
into the yard. Among tliem was the heifer. Immedi-
ately the little cariboii went for her again and sucked I

should think five minutes, the two ladies clapping their

hands and laughing at the sight. They said; 'Keep itby
all means, and feed it.' This we have done. We thought
that if it sucked the heifer it might suck our old cow.
She is very gentle. T had killed her calf in the spring and
my little girl had got another and put on her. I had
killed that also. The cow let the little caribou suck about
a fortnight, but as the little fellow grew stronger it

would i>ut both feet against her bag and butt, caxising

the cow to look around in astonishment. I feared she
might hurt the little fellow, so we did not bother to let

it suck, as it toolc so much attention tlu-ee times a day.
We now feed it milk three times a day. It seems to be
all right and healthy. I lead him down into the woods,
and he will play and caper, but at the least noise he will

start for home. It is a buck caribou, the horns are just

coming through. Mr. Mansur and Mr. White, of Houlton,
called the other day and took his i)hotograph.

J. Francis Chase."
The letter is a, good one, and Mr. Chase will have the

gratitude of the readers of the Forest and Stream for it.

Later some more facts concerning the little fellow will be
very pleasing to sportsmen and lovers of natural history.

Special.

BIRD NOTES FROM FLORIDA.

Feeding Habits of Ospreys.

Atlantic, Fla.—^I have been very much interested
lately in observing a number of fish-hawks who come
over every day from the w^est bank and beyond of Indian
River, and after a long or shorter trip to the ocean, wing
their flight homeward, each bearing a fisli in his talons.

They cross two rivers, the Indian and Banana, each at
least two miles wide at this point, and the narrow strip

of land which forms the south end of Merritt's Island.
These rivers swarm with Jish far easier to obtain, it would
appear, than to catch them in the ocean. So it would
seem that the hawk prefers the flavor of a fish from the
sea to one pickerel out of the Indian or Banana rivers.

If this is not the reason, whac is? For he comes a long
distance and must shun many a tempting opportunity to

catch a fish on the way. It goes to show much of intelli-

gence and what may be called a cultivated appetite even
a fish-hawk can possess.

Disappointed Buzzards.

Another incident occurs to me, which at the tiuie

afforded a great deal of amusement to a friend of mine
and myself, who ^s^ere for nearly an hour witnesses of
how even a bird may be mistaken in his reasoning from
the results of his ordinary observation. It occurred last

winter neai' New Smyrna, on the Halifax. Among the
jiumerous islands that make the river so pictm-eeque was

one not far from the shore, which was in reality only a
sand bank, between which and the shore the water at

16w tide was vely shallow. Across this water a single

cow had strayed, looking for the few tufts of marsh grass

tllat were scattered over the otherwise barren surface of

the sand banks. Meantime the tide began to rise, and so

the cow having eaten all the grass in sight stood still, as

if waiting for the tide to fall that she might regain the
shore. Suddenly, from out the sky, a buzzard appeared;
and wheeling around, alighted close by the meditating
animal.
As all who have observed these birds know, the alight-

ing of one is the signal for all his far-sighted companions
sailing in the blue sky for miles around to accept this as

an evidence of a feast a,t hand to which no invitation to

join is needed, and so from every quarter they came until

more than fifty by actual count stood around that meek-
looking cow evidently waiting for her to die, or else aston-

ished that she should be in that place if not already dead.

And so they waited, and some of them slowly walked
around while the greater number stood perfectly still with
an air of patience comical to see. After a while, how-
ever, it seemed to dawn upon some of them that some-
thing was wrong, and after waiting and watching for

more than half an hour one or two, after taking a last ob-

servation, and concluding that the cow was not likely to

die very soon, took flight and disappeared. In a few min-
utes another and another followed, and so one by one, a
disappointed lot, they all left except four or five, who
were apparently determined to see the thing out, and we
finally left them to keep company with the cow until she
should conclude to wade the deep water to the shore. It

may have been a spot where the currents were accus-

tomed to float and strand dead animals, and so the buz-
zards reasoned that any animal appearing there alive or

dead was their meat. We were not able to find out about
it, but certainly no more ludicrous exhibition of disap-

pointed expectations was ever shown by a company of

birds. W.

'unie ^Hg md ^nij.

"Game Laws in Brief." June, 189S, revised. Game and Fish laws

of all the States, Territories and Provinces. Correct, reliable, hand-

somely illustrated. Published by the "Forest and Stream.'" Sold by

all dealers. Price $6 cents.

ADIRONDACK DEER LAW.
Whatever may be the differences of opinion with re-

gard to the deer hunting laws between the advocates of

hounding, jacking or still-hunting, and those opposed to

one or more of these methods, there is a remarkable uni-
formity of sentiment on one point, at least so far as those
most interested are concerned. All who are uninfluenced
by i)urely selfish considerations, agree that the season as at

present begins too soon and ends too soon. The general
oj)inion seems to be that hounding should be extended
through the month of October, and twenty days taken off

the beginning of the season to compensate.
Through the eastern Adirondacks, in Essex county, for

example, the writer has been accustomed to hear an al-

most universal condemnation of the present season ever
since the law has been in force. This sentiment has be-

come so strong in places that the native hunters of the
better class will not hunt during the first part of the sea-

son, unless to accommodate non-resident sportsmen.
Their reason for hunting, in addition to the sport, is to

obtain meat, and they do not believe in kilUng for the
mere pleasure of the sport. Experience has taught them
that a deer killed in the fore part of the season is as likely

as not to prove unfit for food. If it runs any distance
before the dogs it becomes heated, and is likely to spoil in

a few hours. Moreover, most of the hunting is done at a
distance from the settlements, and in warm weather it is

practically impossible to get the meat out untainted.
Mr. Carl Pickhardt of New York teUs me that a few

years ago thirteen dead and decaying deer were lying be-

side the road between Newcomb and Schroon River. They
had been killed in the early part of September by one
party, probably from Port Henry, who attempted to take
them out in their wagons, but the weather, which had
been cool, turned suddenly warm, and every deer they
had killed spoiled and had to be dropped by the way.
And this only represented a portion of the waste allowed
by a law ostensibly passed in the intei'ests of protection
and economy of the game supply, a law which allows the
deer to be killed but which does not allow them to be
eaten, which operates in the interests of the few and
against the needs of the many.
Taken alone the above is an unanswerable argument

against the present season. It cannot be answered and no
attempt is made to answer it. The only argument ever
advanced in favor of the law as it stands is the purely
selfish one of the hotel keeper or man who finds it most
convenient to be in the woods in August and September.
No one who cares for his game after he has got it, which
includes all true sportsmen, wants the season to open
when it does. The head, liide and carcass of the deer are
none of them prime till a month after the date of the
legalcommencement ofthe season, Aug. 15, and thesport of
hunting is not to be compared with that of the latter part.

In hounding, which for all intents and purposes is hunt-
ing in the Adirondacks, the early season is hard on the
starters, dogs and deer ahke. There is not the snap and
energy or the exciting chases of the October day.
Moreover, in many localities it is said that an early sea-

son lessens the future supply because the deer kUled are
almost entirely does. In the region of high mountainsjthe
does are said to be on the low lands and near water at the
commencement of the hounding season, while the bticks,

whose horns are not yet in condition, are on the very tops
of the mountains. The result is that the does are started
and killed while the bucks escape. And when the does
are killed their fawns either die or grow up stunted and
poorly.
Later the bucks come down from their retreat in search

of the does, and then the big deer are killed. But in parts
of the woods that are much hunted the injury done the
supply by the early hunting is irreparable.

There are few complaints against the length of the sea-
son, and the law as it stands is conceded to be vastly
better than no law at aU. The supply of deer all through
the mountains has undoubtedly increased of late years.

But while good in that it puts an effective check upon in-

discriminate slaughter, the present law is, to say the
least, open to improvement as regards the time of the
open season. Why is it that this faulty law is allowed to

stand when New York neither finds its acceptable to her
people nor after the precedent of neighboring States?

There is no State in the Union climatically or physically
similar where the season opens so early or closes so early

as in New York. In Maine the deer liunting season be-

gins Oct. 1 and lasts till Jan. 1. In New Hampshire the
season opens Sept. 1, is the same with the exception that
hounding is allowed only from Sept. 15 to Nov. 1. In
Pennsylvania, with the exception of Pike county, where
the season closes Dec. 1, deer may be killed from Oct. 1 to

Dec. 15. In Wisconsin the month of October is open sea-

son. Even throughout British America, including Quebec,
Ontario, Manitoba, Northwest Territories, etc., which are
as a rule much colder than New York, in no case does the
season open so soon. Only in some of the Southern and
Western States, where the game laws have never received
much attention, and where there are few restrictions

against kflling at any time, may a parallel be found to
New York's unseasonable season.

The reason generally given to explain why this faulty
law remains is that it is due to the political influence of
the hotel men in the Western Adirondacks, where they
have much water and jack-shooting. No doubt there is

something in this explanation, but on a recent journey
through the lake region, I was told that the hotel interests

were not to blame, and that hotel men and guides alike

strongly condemned the early season. The onus was
thrown upon either the ownere of private parks or the
ruling party in the State Legislature. Nine out of every
ten men I talked with wanted the season put later, and
these men included guides and hotel keepers aUke—the
most representative class of the native population. Un-
fortunately the Adirondack "back counties" send repre-

sentatives to the State Legislature who are of another
poUtical faith from the dominant party, and who conse-

quently cannot always have things as they want them.
There is a nigger in the woodpile somewhere, and the

present law is a disgrace to the State. J. B, BurnHAM.

MOOSE HUNTING IN 93.

Editor Forest and Stream:
A gentleman called here a few days since who is going

to Nova-Scotia moose hunting in September. He was
greatly interested in some heads I have here, particularly

one of a moose, and said: "I am going to stay in Nova
Scotia until I get one." I cautioned him against telling

his guide so, as the latter might make the trip a long and
expensive one. I found he was going to grounds which
I had previously hunted, and advised him to engage at

once a certain Indian whom I think is the best man he
could have for that section. Were I going to the same
region I should get this particular member of the Mic-

Mac family. He knows the ground thoroughly, is a keen
hunter, and, unlike most of his tribe, is a hard worker.
Heretofore I have had good luck with him, and feel

sure I could add another moose to my score should I go
with him. In a letter he says: "If you want to kill an-

other moose come here and take me. I can find them,
and I know you will kUl one if you get a chance; we kill

one sure."

I think, however, I have had enough of moose hunting,

during the last three years I have killed three and have
let others go without shooting at them. There are plenty

of sportsmen who have never killed a moose and who
want to. Moose are getting scarce in the places I have
been notwithstanding some of the reports of how they

are increasing. There are stUl some to be found, and if a
man will go where they are and is willing to rough it

and is not easily discouraged, his chances are good of

getting shots. I am willing to give sportsmen any infor-

mation I can about the grounds I have hunted. I will

say now that I do not know of a place where you are

perfectly sure of getting one or where you can find them
without some hard work.

I think there are now more moose in Nova Scotia thto
in any other place which can be reached in the same
amount of time. Large buUs, however, are getting

scarce, and those left are very wary, and it is very diffi-

cvdt to get shots at them either by calling or still-hunting.

Hunting parties are very numerous and often interfere

with each other when calling. On a still morning when
calling you are likely to hear others doing the same in

different directions. Calling is also overdone, and the

moose hear so much of it that they have become very

suspicious.
, ,

In the part of Queens coimty where I hunted the

country was almost entirely bogs and timber; the ground
was quite soft and a moose would leave a plain track

almost everywhere. I saw more tracks and signs of

yards than m any other part of the Province. In Digby
county, where the gentleman I speak of intends going,

the groimd consists of bogs, barrens and timber, and is

perhaps as good as can be found. You are liable to see

moose at any time traveling around the edges of the

bogs and barrens, and the latter are good places to look

for bears. I saw five in about a week when I was there.

Last fall I hunted in Shelburne county, near the head of

the Shelburne River. My reason for going to this part of

the Province was on account of its being more remote and
not oveiTun by so many hunting parties. True enough,

we were not troubled in this way as on previous trips, but

also we did not find the game we wanted. The ground
was almost entirely barren, with patches of small bushes;

in fact, tliere was not cover enough for moose to stay in.

Our guides said that moose did not stay in that region, but

traveled across it a good deal, and many were killed when
doing so. It was very evident they were not traveling in

that section when we were there. In fact, it was the

poorest moose hunt I ever had in Nova Scotia. There is

some satisfaction to me in seeing plenty of signs of the

game I am after, even if I cannot get a shot. I would
often say to myself last fall (after spending the night any-

where from two to five miles from the main camp and
turning out at daybreak on a frosty morning to listen to

my caller, when there w-ere no indications that there was
a moose witlun five miles of us), "What a fool you are to

travel so far and to work and expose yourself in this way
when you do not want another moose." After staying,

out twelve nights I got a shot, and killed what is prob-

iably
my last moose. Had I never kiUeda moose, I should

stick to it till I did, if it took five years. A it is, I am
satisfied to stop. C M, Star^,

DtjjJBARTON, N. H., July 17ii
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Connecticut Deer and Mongolian Pheasants.
Mr. Collins spoke especially of the law passed by the

last Legislature to protect deer in the State, Many had
laughed at this law as useless as there were no deer in the
State. He said that there were a number in Connecticut.
Tliey swim the Sound from the New York shore where
they are more plentiful. Not long ago a deer was shot
while swimming the river at Glastonbury, and it floated
down the stream. Deer are often seen in localities along
the Sound shore.
He also spoke especially of the Mongolian or Chinese

pheasants of which there are soon to be a considerable
number liberated by several gentlemen who have been
breeding them in this vicinity. A law was also passed by
the Legislature of '93 protecting these birds. They are
brought from China, are very hardy and are excellent
eating. Noah Wallace, of Farmington, now has four
cocks and eight hens. The eggs are hatched out by ban-
tam hens, and they are as easy to raise as are turkeys.
They take to the woods as easily as ducks to the water,
A number of men hereabouts have pooled issues, are
raising the birds and wiU liberate them as early as prac-
ticable.—jETar^/ord Post interview ivith Game and Fish
Warden A. C. Collins.

Washington Woodcock.
Washington, D. C, July 15.—A member of a certain

gun club here in Washington not long since took a dozen
half grown woodcock to a dealer in Center Market. He
was told never to bring such stuff (smaU-sizpd birds) there
again.
Can any of the oldest inhabitants remember a prosecu-

tion for the illegal killing and selling of game in this city?
The case referred to above is one of the worst we have
heard of recently, and the miscreant should be brought to
justice.

A full grown woodcock was caught a few days ago in a
yard on Sixth street Southeast, between A and B streets,
by a cat. This locality is an old portion of the city, fully
built up, and the presence of the bird there is a mystery.'

"Bart.

Winter-KiUed Quail.

Baltimore, July 20.—I have just returned from a trip
through eastern shore of Maryland and Virginia, also
portions of Delaware. While there I learned that quail
had fared quite badly during the past winter, many
coveys being found frozen. Rabbits met a like fate. It
appeared that the further south I went on the peninsula
the greater was the destruction, probably owing to the
rarity of such severe weather as visited them last winter.
Some of the farmers and resident sportsmen humanely
fed and sheltered the birds, enough being protected in
certain sections for "seed." Birds wintered fairly well in
the western and northern sections of the States mentioned,
being used to severe weather and better able to withstand
it. Mount Rotall.

Wisconsin Logging Camps and Deer.
!Feom: an eminently trustworthy source I learn that deer

are killed now in large numbers in northern Wisconsin
regardless of legal restrictions. The deer are now in the
red and frequent the waters to escape the annoyance of
the heat and dies, so that their slaughter is easy. The
great logging camps ignore the game law entirely. Their
isolation in the wilderness and common guilt make the
collection of evidence almost impossible. Deer are very
plentiful in northern Wisconsin, according to reports
from that section. Their destruction is also gi-eat. My
informant says that but a small part of a deer is used by
the loggers. The best part of the hindquarters is reserved
and the rest is thrown away. And thus is the deer fol-
lowing the wild pigeon and buffaloes. B. Waters.

"Forest and Stream- at the Fjir.

British Guiana.

British Guiana has a large space near the northwest
corner of the main floor of the Agricultural Building, and
is particularly novel and interesting. Large logs set on
end close together form an inclosure to the exhibit. The
logs make quite a forestly exhibit in themselves, being
specimens of the various wood grown in the forests of
British Guiana. Many kinds take a most beautiful pohsh,
are very dense and hard, and the gi-ain of some of them
is very beautiful. All the names of the woods are mean-
ingless to the average American. Here are some of
them: Letterwood, kakaralli, eta palm, cabucalli, tooro
palm, kantaballi, yeUow sanders, paddle-wood tree,

moraballi, towaranero, pakoorie, black greenheart,
monkey-pot, locust souari, tonka bean, purple heart hoo-
boobaUi, hackia, crabwood, yellow cironaballi, wamara,
wallaba, waibaima, siki-siki-danna, oolu, kooriky, togle-
kop, and dozens of other kinds.
Cassa bread, made of mandioc roat, rice of many varie-

ties in and out of the husk, coffee, cocoa beans, and canned
fruits of strange kinds—strange to the people of the Tem-
perate Zone at least—gave a fair idea of the food products
of the country.
Bark fibres, apparently of good quality and color, had

names no less strange than the different kinds of wood.
There were wadadura, wadara, kakarally, cocoanu*-, palm,
bamboo, wina and mahoe fibres, and silk grass and hemp,
the latter being a necessity wherever there are sheriffs or
vigilantes.

But the animals of the country wereno lessnumerous in
variety than the woods. An ant bear or young anteater and
the little an teater both apj^eared to have full ant eating
powers. Monkeys there were in more kinds and varieties
than could be imagined by the most delirious imaginer.
They were in size from that of a common squirrel to the
size of a big cat; and, in colors, they were yellow, black,
bruwn, mixed, long and shorthaired; but every one had
the same air of sober benevolence so characteristic of an
aboriginal ancestor.
An iguana, a monster lizard, a weird creature with a

lot of natural passamenterie growing down its back and
around its neck, is said to be a rare good tidbit for the
table. Its looks are against it, but probaMy the looks
could be corrected by proper cooking, as I imagine it looks
better cooked.
A tapir and jaguar formed a large centerpiece to the

exhibit, and a cayman or great alligator, with a mouth
which could speak volumes all at one time if it could but
speak, was a most impressive sight.

Here and there in vacant places between the upright
logs of the inclosure, were placed stuffed wildcats of
many varieties, though none of them were large. Rac-
coons of different kinds, jjec^aries, ocelot, wood deer,
manatee or water cow, armadilloes, hacka tiger, common
otter, broad-tailed otter and young opossum, spiny rat,

vampire bat (a vegfctable eater, and not a blood-sucker as
falsely represented) made a most interesting collection.

There were birds of many kinds, bright and duU plumage.
A few varieties of ducks were the only kind of interest to
the sportsman.
The fishes, too, were represented in variety, and most

of them had a most imcanny appearance. One kind, the
baghea, of the salmon family, had teeth fully an inch
long, shaped like canine teeth, yet the fish when alive
would not weigh over 51bs. or 61bs. The visitor will see
many oil ;er weird things. Bugs of monstrous size and
shape, crabs, forest rodents (some of them as large as an
average-sized Italian greyhound), tiny deer, etc. There
also are some beautiful specimens of handicraft, made of
feathers, fish scales worked into artificial flowers, delicate
rice and shell work. It is astonishing how many beauti-
ful thmgs can be made of such common material.
Domestic utensUs, primitive weapons, etc., are shown.

"The Wilderness Hunter."
It is satisfactory to be able to welcome in Mr. Theodore Roosevelt

"The Wilderness Hunter"' (Putnams) a noteworthy and valuable ar
dition to the very brief list of good books on American big game Iiud'

ing. Most books on this subject are marred by tv>^o Very seriou
faults. On the one hand the thirst for blood, the butcher spirit, appeo r

often upperrriostin the writer's mind, and he seems to rejoice in enun
erating the number of his victims and in describing their dying stnif
gles. More tiresome, though not so oflfensive, is the repetition in sik
a volume, of the camp jokes, which, however amusing they ma
be to those who hear them for the first time, and in the light of tli

circumstances and surroundings, enjoy them, fall drearily flat whe
they come under the eye of the reader, who knows only so much <

the people or the events as he can gather from a brief and often il

written sketch. Such offences against good taste and good literatu
are not to be found in Mr. Roosevelt's books.
The qualities which we hope for in the author of a book of this chai

acter are eyes open to see and a soul to appreciate na ture. If to tW,
we add the happy gift of telling what he has seen so that othersma
see and feel with him, we are likely to come very near to a perfec
book. The open eyes and the appreciative spirit are a large part o
the equipment of the real sportsman. To these qualities of brain an
heart add a good physique and experience and training in woodcraft
and we have the ideal sportsman, who, after all, is only a gentle mai
trained in a special way. He may not have the polish of the cities
nor wear good clothes, or, on the other hand, he may be in appearanc
the most exaggerated dude to be found on all the length or Fifth o
Commonwealth avenues, but if his heart is right, the gun, the rod, fch

rifle or the shaps will even all things up. for in camp in theWest clothe
don't count, and one man is just as good as another if he shows that hi

can do a man's work. Your true democracy is found on the plain
and in the mountains, A man such as this does not dwell with gust
on the blood he has spilled, the number of elk he killed out of on*
band, or the number of times he bad to shoot a wounded animal. H<
will talk to you rather of the curious shots he has made, of what tli(

bear or the sheep did during a half day w-hen he lay hidden behini
the rocks watching them, being unwilling to fire at them because hi

was so interested in the work or the play of the wild creatures befori
him that he would not disturb them.
Most of the blood and the killing may be left out of the books;

can get enough of that by interviewin.g an employee at a slaughte(
house. And, in fact, we believe that nowadays most men who havi
had some experience carry their .rifles with them more as a matter o
habit, and as an excuse for their trip, than because they want to kj
anything. Of course, they do kiU now and then, to keep the camp t
metit or to try and secure some unusually large or odd heads. Bu
the amount of meat that can be eaten in a given time—even by hungr
hunters—is limited, and to kill without an object is surely not sports
manlike. We recall the case of a friend who on a two months' hunt
ing trip In the mountains expended only nineteen cartridges.
In many cases then, the hunting trip is made and the rifle carriedi

nominally to get game, but really to furnish an excuse for the out
door life that we all so much long for. The inherited fetters d
civilization bind us all so fast that we"^ must have a definite object ii

view, even for our vacations. It may be nothing more serious thai
to catch trout out of some special stream, to go by canoe down i

particular river, to kill a few head of game or to climb a certail
mountain, but we must have an object, some end to be attained. Feti
young or middle-aged men, who have much energy, would cave t<

spend their vacations sitting on a hotel piazza. But given the object-
this certain thing to be accomplished— the young man of the preseu'
day is likely to throw himself into it heart and' soul and to carry v
through with the same earnestness which he usually devotes to tin
so-called serious pursuits of life.

Mr. Roosevelt is suflQciently known by his earlier writings as a keei
sportsman, and one who looks at sport of whatever description froil
the best standpoint. His first book on this subject, "Hunting Trips oi

a Ranchman," was a charming volume, and the same may be said ioi
the later "Ranch Life and the Hunting Trail." To the present worl)
he brings a riper hunting experience, and a literary style even mon
attractive than in his earlier works. There is a freshness and a breera
out-of-door flavor about it that calls up vividly to the mind the higt
dry country where the cattle range, and the lofty crags where tBe
white goat lies on the snowbanks in the shade. In imagination or Ji
memory we can see under the starlight the cattle bedded, with th«
night herders rldmg round them, the little clouds rising up out of the
north, hear the cow punchers singing and calling in the denser blacJr
ness, the rising of the uneasy herd, and then see the blinding flash an^
hear the rush and roar of the stampede. Or we lie in camp high up
on some mountain side, by the tumbling stream, and as we wait foi
sleep we listen drowsily to the rattle of the brook, the sighing of tlw
pines, the neai-by sounds of small night creatures, and the distant
whistle of the bull elk. As Mr. Roosevelt tells it, it all seems verj
real to us, and for the moment we forget all about the printer, th<
desk, the copy and the rattle of the carts in the streets outside, an(
mingle again in all the old scenes, with the good horse between the
thighs and the rifle under the leg. There is delight in having thest
scenes so vividly recalled, but there is pain too.

Ml'. Roosevelt has killed all the different varieties of big game coni'
monly found in the United States, and he devotes one or more chap
ters of his book to each species. From peccary to moose and froH
buffalo to big wolf, they are all described and many interesting detallf
given of their habits, and of the exciting times he has had when hunt
ing them. He also gives, incidentally, many graphic pictm-es of life

in the cattle country and in the mountains. He is as Keen to detect
the pomts of interest in a new type of man as in a new species oi
game, and has an eye too for the small creatures of the forest, thf
mountain and the plain, and tells us something of how they live, IB
fact the book is notable for its excellent proportion and balance. I(
is written throughout with real art, and yet so simply that in reading
it ive feel doubtful whether in writkig it art, balance or proportioi
were at all considered. '

Mr. Roosevelt's book is an admirable one, yet we do not agree with
all the views that he expresses. For example, on the first page of hiS
chapter on the whitetail deer we think thal^by implication atleaat—
he does that cunning animal very scanty justice. It is true that "it is
an inveterate skulker and fond of the thickest cover," but this, to ou<
mind, is only another way of saying that it is better able to take care
of itself than other game, and so, that a greater degree of skiU is re<
quired to hunt it successfully. To say that "it usually has to be killec
by stealth and stratagem and not by fair, manly hunting," is, to our
minds, to misstate the case. What is all stalking of large game*
but stealth and strategem— the successful matching of the
hunter's craft against the keen senses and inherited alertness
of a wild animal ever on the watch against danger? The whitetail it

"easily slain in any one of half a dozen unsportsmanlike ways," am
yet we think that there is no feat of hunting more creditable than tci

kill by the fair, manly stalking, that Mr, Roosevelt so heartily approves^
a cunning old whitetail buck. It is not easy to do this, for of all the
hoofed game on this continent the whitetail is the shrewdest, keenest
and most difficult to circumvent. But when it has been successfull.T
accomplished, there is more satisfaction in it than in the killiDC
of half a hundred stupid elk. We believe that Mr. Roosevelt thinks sc
too. Of course such methods as water-killing, crusting, jack-himting
and the like, do not enter into consideration by sportsmen.
There is abundant humor in this volume, and the chapter entitled

"In Cowboy Land" is full of good and characteristic tales of the cow
punchers. Of these perhaps the most amusing is the account of how
when a trail outfit struck a three-days-old town, the cowboys after i
night of revelry cut the court house (a tent) up into "pants."
"The Wilderness Hunter" presents a series of accurate pictui-es oi

outdoor life in the West, and these pictures are so cleverly drawl
that the book will be interesting to the reader whether he is familial
with such scenes or not. He who has taken part in such scenes and
adventure will, as he reads the volume, be stirred over and over agafC
by old-time memories.
The book is elaborately illustrated by twenty-four full-page engrav'

ings drawn by Remington, Frost, Sandham, Carter Beard and ISiton
and by a multitude of appropriate head and tail pieces. In paper
type and binding it is very handsome.
An edition de luxe of the volume is promised in the fall.

A NEW-SUBSCRIBER OFFER.
A bona fide new subscriber sending us $5 will receive for that sun

the FoKKST AND Stream one year (price S4) and a set of Zimmernmn'e

famous "Ducking Scenes" (advertised on another page, price ?5)—

a

S9 value for $5.

This offer is to 7i,ew subscribers only. It does not apply to renewals)

For 83 a bona fide new subscriber for six months will receive th^

Forest am) Stbeam during that time and a copy of Dr. Van Fleet'i

handsome worfe, "Bird Portjaits for the Young" (the price of whiijfi

New York Close Seasons.
Following are the close seasons for game as fixed by the law of 1892

and amended in 1893. The seasons are of general application except in
counties specified:
Deer.—Nov. 1-Aug. 15. Protected at all times in Ulster, Greene, Sul-

livan and Delaware counties. Hounding forbidden Oct. 11-Sept. 10;
and at all times in St. Lawrence, Delaware, Greene and Ulster coun-
ties. Only one carcass may be transported, accompanied by owner.
One person may kill only two deer in a season. Fawns may not be
kUled at any time
Black ana Gray Squirrels, Rabbits.—Jan. 1-Sept. 1.

Wi7d/owZ.—Web-footed wildfowl (except geese and brant), March
1-Sept. 1; may not be killed between sunset and daylight.
Quail.- Jan. 1-Nov. 1. Protected at all times in counties of Genesee.

AVyoming, Orleans, Livingston, Monroe, Cayuga, Seneca,Wayne,Tomp-
kins, Tioga, Onondaga, Ontario, Steuben, Cortland and Otsego for a
period of five years.
Woodcock, Buffed Grouse, Partridge, all Grouse.—Jan. 1-Aug 15
Snipe.—Wilson's or English snipe, plover, rail, mud hen, gallinu'le

grebe, bittern, surf bird, curlew, water chicken, bay snipe, shore bird.
May 1-Sept 1.

Wild Birds (except game birds named and English sparrow, crane,
hawk, crow, raven, crow-blackbird, common blackbird, kingfisher)
protected at all times.

JRobin.—Protected at all times.
Meadoio Larks.—Jan. 1-Nov. 1.

Local County Close Seasons.

Allegany.—R\\n.od. grouse (partridge) may not be hunted with a dog,
in Birdsall and Rushford, for 3 years.
Columbia,—y^ooAcock, ruffed grouse, partridge, any grouse, Dec

1-Sept. 1. Quail, Dec. 1-Nov. 1. Black and gray squirrels, rabbits.
Dec. 1-Oct. 1.

'

DMtc/iess.—Hare, rabbit, Jan. 1-Oct. 1. Woodcock:, partridge, Jan.
1-Sept. 1.

iiwngrstoii.—Mongolian ring-necked pheasant protected to Dec. 1,
1895. Ferrets for rabbits or hares forbidden for two years from May

Madison.—Woodcock, partridge, squirrel, Jan. 1-Oct. 1.
Oifseffo.—Forbidden to kiU woodcock or partridge with dog for five

years from May 1, 1893, in Burhngton or Pittsfield.
Putnam requires 110 license fee from non-residents to shoot game
SMZZwaw.—Woodcock, Jan, 1-Sept. 1. Ruffed grouse, partridge,

Jan. 1-Oct. 1. Hares, rabbits, Sept. 1-Oct. 1. Ferrets forbidden.
TFo-i/ne.-Woodcock, ruffed grouse, partridge, any grouse, Jan, 1-

Sept. 1. Plover, rail, mud hen, gaUinule, grebe, bittern, surf bird
curlew, water chicken, bay snipe, shore bu-d, March 1-Sept. 1.

Yaies.—Ruffed grouse, partridge, woodcock, Jan. 1-Oct, 1. Quail to
Nov. 1, 1897. Non-resident license fee, SIO.

ionflr JTston^?,.—Wildfowl (except geese and brant). May 1-Oct, 1
Snipe, plover, etc., Jan. 1-July 1. Quail, Jan. 1-Nov. 1. Woodcock,
Jan. i-Aug. 1. Ruffed grouse, partridge, hare, rabbit, black and gray
squirrels, Jan. 1-Nov. 1. Deer, except Nov, lO-Nov. 10 inclusive.

Week before last Forest Stream celebrated its twentieth bu-th-
day, and in doing so told the story of its birth and sub.sequent
development. As a paper it occupies a field all alone by itself, for it
is the only one in the world covering the several departments of the
forest, field and stream, and yet making each as complete as if a
publicatiop by ixs^.—Albwny Times-Union.

The Bowdish Manufacturinsr Co.

In Section E, near columns 27 and 28, Entresol Hall,
Transportation Building, I noticed two models of steam-
boats made by the Bowdish Manufacturing Co., one the
Robert Fulton, built in 1814. That steamboat was the first

one which ran on Long Island Sound, The other one, the
John W. Richmond, was built in 1838, and was a famous
Long Island steamer. These models are in the exhibit of
the Providence and Stonington Steamship Co.

Messrs. Stewart & Binney's Exhibit.

The exhibit of this firm (successors to Edward Burgess)
is in the gaUeiy, columns 36 and 38, Section E. It con-
sists of a number of models of famous yachts, among
which are the Jathniel. Fancy, Gossoon, Harpoon, Puri-
tan, Tomahawk, Constellation, Volunteer, Sirocco, May-
flower, Merlin, Shearwater, Papoose and Jamboree. To
the yachtsmen these beautiful models are both instructive
and interesting from association with great events,

Montgomery Ward & Co.'s Exhibit.

In my perambulations about in the World's Fair Build-
ings, I noticed exhibits of the firm of M. W. & Co. in the
Transportation Building, columns 11 and 12, aisles X and
Y, and in Sections 105 and 169 E in the annex of the
Agricultural Building. B. Waters.

Forest and Stream's
exhibit at the World's Fair will be

found in the Angling Pavilion of

the Fisheries Building. You and

your friends are invited to visit us.

Minneapolis and St. Paul
Are reached most directly from either Chicago or St. Ixiuis by the

Burlington Route. Daily vestibuled trains with Pullman sleepers,
chair cars (seats freej and Burlington Route dining cars,—,4dv, '
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*^6ame Laws in Brief."'' June, 1893, revised. Game and Fish laivs

if all the States, Territories and Provinces. Correct, reliable, hand-

lomely illustrated. Published by the "Forest and Stream." Sold by

id dealers. Price S5 cents.

SALMON FISHING WITH FISH BAIT.
Tms is a comparatively new method of fisbdng, and

me which salmon fishermen are almost entirely ignor-
mt of. ,

Little is known of the salmon after its exodus from
'resh water. We all know the habits of the salmon after

.t retiu-ns to the stream where it was hatched, and where
playfully disports itself in the pools and running waters,

it returns in its prime, fresh from the invigorating briny
Jepths, and from the time it reaches the fresh water it

goes without food, even for months, until it again returns
,0 the sea, when lean and lank from its long fasting, it

fopn recuperates and adds fresh weight.
Of the spawning habits of the female we are familiar,

iIbo of the young life of the smelt or parr, which, remain-
ng in the stream of incubation for from one to two years,

lakes to the sea, where it rapidly gains weight, and
cetums the following year to the fresh water as the grilse,

sleighing from 3 to 91bs.

But it has been a sealed book as to the life of the salmon
n the sea, its wanderings, its habitat, its methods of feed-

not too large, or over 6rn. in length, is put on whole,
otherwise it is cut diagonally, making two baits.

Some of the fishermen use a spread as followed in smelt
fishing, in this instance being of stout steel -wire, 4ft. long
with 5 or 6ft. of line on each end of the spread, two lines

and hooks. The salmon seizes the bait and hook and is

pulled in alongside the boat without ceremony, where it is

either yanked in or gaffed. FuUy half of the salmon
hooked are lost by the careless manner of handling, and
about two baits are stripped to a salmon hooked. About
once in twenty or thirty times two salmon are brought in

at one time. I have reason to believe that at times when
salmon first come in and in schools that the fishermen
catch doublets often in succession.
My first experience was in going out with two fisher-

men in their boat, and in witnessing their method. The
boat I was in secured three salmon by the hand-lines, the
other boats did better, some taking as high as eight or
ten, about a hundred salmon were taken by the fifteen
boats out that morning.

I could find no record of taking the salmon with rod,
excepting that of my friend, Sir. A. L. Tubbs, of San
Francisco, from whose information I was induced to look
up the fishing. His rod fishing is the only one I have
heard of as applied to the salmon in salt water, and I

have seen no other during my fishing except that of IMi".

Simj)kins, of Boston, who accompanied me on one of
my fishings, and who succeeded in catching one of the
largest salmon I have ever seen caught here, weighing
321bs. I equijoped myself in San Francisco with the
best I could get, two cheap bamboo trolling sea bass rods

MONTEREY SALMON.

Taken by Mr. J. Parker Whitney, of Boston, at Monterey, Cal., June 23, 1893, with a lOoz. rod. Seventeen fish.

Weight, 2741bs.

ng and vai-ieties of food. How far it wanders away from
ts native stream, and its sea life we know little of.

We know the tmerring instinct so-called, which guides
ihe salmon from his sea wanderings back through the
jathless ocean to the pleasant pools of its infancy. But
t may well be doubted if it is instinct which guides the
jalmon on his return, or if the sea is pathless. The scent
'jf tlie salmon family is keen, perhaps not surpassed by
the most favored of the canine tribe. That sense of smell,
which in animals so far surpasses that of the human race,
;hat it may almost be accounted a new sense with them,
J9 probably possessed by the varieties of salmon, trout and
jtber fishes in perfection; and it may reasonably be pre-
JUmed that the outreaching odors of streams, each
peculiar and distinctive, extend by the currents of the
ocean for perhaf)s hundreds of miles from the shores.
These currents, permeated more or less, constitute to the
denizens of the deep routes as familiar perhaps as land-
marks on the shore to the animal race.
To those interested in tlie king of fishes, the salmon,

f.he
liarbor of Monterey presents an opportunity of peculiar

iiterest. Here the salmon is found in pursuit of its natural
:'ood, and exhibiting many features which give an insight
Into the ways which have been so mysterious before.
As an old fisherman of many years experience with sal-

non and trout, I have become intensely interested. The
nethod of taking the fly by the salmon in fresh water is

lifferent from that of the trout, although the game quali-
iies are alike. I am, however, struck by the similarity of
ihe two fish in feeding, by the salmon in salt water, of the
nethod of striking the bait, and of following it up, and of
)ther featm-es which would have attracted my particular
ntevest, even if I had not known of the existing relation-
ship. Almost yearly the salmon come into the Bay of
Monterey, as well as that of Santa Cruz, and a few other
)laces on the coast, where they sometimes remain for
nonths, and pursue their feeding as other fish do, and
where they are readilj^ caught with fresh fish bait.

I have lately had the great pleasure of taking a few
icore, and for the benefit of those who, like myself, have
leen in the habit of taking these noble fish with the fly, I

vill give the result of my experience.
When tlie salmon strike in about the bay, and generally

lear the shore, which occurs here about the 10th of June,
vhey do so in the pursuit of squid, sardines, anchovies,
iiielts and other small fish, and their presence is first in-
licated to the fishermen by the occasional disturbance of
he sm-face water by the small fish in their efforts to

(iscape. This is a signal for the Italians, Portuguese and
sfJther market-fishermen to go out for them, which they do
,^in both sail and rowboata. These men all fish for" the
market and waste no time in sentiment. They are

*i equipped with stout cotton lines sufficiently strong to ptill

I

n salmon hand over hand. A stout sea hook is used with
J i sinker Aveighing half a pound. The line is about 200ft.

j n length, the sinker is attached a short distance above
f:he hook, and the fine is payed out about 100ft. from the
'jjoat, and in the slow sailing or rowing, wliich is about
''-•lie .same speed as followed in trolling for trout, the bait
'jinks down twenty odd feet, The sardine or small fish, if

of 14oz., and Oft. in length. My additions were light sea
bass linen lines No. 18, 600ft. long. No. 4-0 Kirby hooks,
the hooks I had soldered to a short link of strong brass
wire, to which were attached three more additional brass
wire links with swivels between, adding to the wire above
tlie shank of the hook a small brass whe projection with-
out barb, to hold the bait-fish head in position, long ^Ib.

lead sinkers with holes in each end. These with a mul-
tiplying reel completed my outfit.

I found my heavy sinker a great disturbance in play-
ing the salmon, so after my first salmon I attached the
sinker with a short cord to my line some Soft, from the
hook, tying with a peculiar bow knot, so that it could be
easily pulled off as I brouglit my salmon near the boat.
This I fotmd to answer admirably, being the same method
I have pursued for years when trolling in summer for
trout in deep water. The heavy sinker is necessary to
get the hook down 30 or 40ft. from the surface, and I
have frequently used for trout in troUing as heavy a
sinker as required for salmon in Monterey Bay. So I

brought into requisition the same method I have followed
in deep water trout trolling, of removing my sinker by a
simple pull, which reheves the line of all weight but that
of the salmon and gives complete opf)ortunity for play.
It is not difficult to fetch the salmon up where the sinker
can be reached from the boat side.

This is accomplished by allowing the fish to sink down
and play slowly about, rowing the boat over him, keep-
ing up a gentle pressure on the rod. The game com-
mences when the salmon is brought toward the surface.
Then the salmon will frequently strike off on the surface
in a straight fine several hundred feet. In two instances
I have trembled for my line, being compelled with all the
strain I dared to put on to aUovv the fish to take out
within 50 or 100ft. of all I had, although the boat was
being propelled as rapidly as two men could row toward
the fish. But it has been rarely that I have payed out
over 400ft.

Not so often as in fresh water does the salmon leap
out of water, and seldom more than two or three times.
My daily catch has averaged nearly 8 fish and given

most exciting sport. The carefifi weight of 69 salmon
caught I find to be l,1331bs, or almost IGlbs. each; the
smallest was a grilse of 51bs. and the largest of 301bs.

AU.my catches have been in the early morning, start-

ing out at 4 o'clock and getting back to the Hotel Del
Monte in each instance but one for lunch. The exception
was an aU-day fishing, when I secured 18 salmon, weigh-
ing 286lbs.

As with trout, I have fotmd the morning the best, and
after 10 o'clock the fishing faUs off. Two or three miles
of rowing has been required to reach the fishing ground
from the Monterey pier, and the fishing groimd I have
found, so far, to extend over an area of about two miles
long by a mile wide, although I have no doubt that the
salmon could have been found out two or three mUes
beyond that limit. I have caught in addition to the
salmon brought in. half a dozen rockfish, called bluefish

by the fishermen, but not bluefish as known East, weigh-
ing about 51bs. each; aJso two codfish of 5 or 61bs. and two

flounders of 5 and Bibs. In a dead calm the fishing about
ceases, as with trout in trolling; but with a rettirn of the
breeze the fishing takes on again. The method of taking
forcibly reminds me of the trout; Shyly at times, and
again boldly; sometimes striking several times at thebait-,

and with following up and striking at intervals of a few
seconds; at times biting off half the bait and in foliowing
up for the balance; and in one instance following up the
bait, with frequent half-decided action, until the bait was
within 10ft. of the boat, and then fiercely seizing it while
I had the line in my hand. It proved a close call in a
double sense, as the fish was a heavy one of 251bs., and
carried the line out of my hand and the sinker attached,
which rested in the boat, and very nearly got away with
my whole outfit. I fortunately stiU held my rod in hand,
and although I payed out nearly the whole of my 600ft. of

line, the fish was well hooked, and in fifteen minutes was
brought to gaff. In boldness and general action the
salmon have reminded me constantly of trout—paying but
little attention to the boat, occasionally passing in sight

within a few feet and striking on the surface at an occa-
sional small fish, and at times going entirely out of the
water in pursuit.

For experiment I tried the spoon, but fancied I did
not do as well as with bait, although I caught two salmon
with it. I also tried the spoon with fish bait, catching
one that way; but believe the fish bait alone to be the best.

The salmon upon being opened seem to have more squid
inside than other fish, although at times full of sardines,

and oftener with anchovies. Sardines are, however, the
best bait, and squid but indifferent, while I have had some
success with smelts and young shad. At one time out of

bait, I used a strip of salmon belly, which did weU enough
to catch two salmon.
As I have my salmon rods for fly-fishing, I shall later

on try a little surface work with the fly, but I do not an-
ticipate much success, still I believe they will take under
favorable circumstances, when they are as plentiful as I

am informed by the fishermen they are outside the harbor
at times in deeper water, when the fishermen have some-
times observed several salmon at a time, even up to a
dozen in number, following the bait up almost to the
boat's side.

The fishing in the harbor is in more or less turbid
water, with a depth of from 6 to 10 fathoms, while out-
side the bay, in deeper water, it is clearer, and the salmon
can be more distinctly observed. I am informed by the
fishermen that at times the salmon are so plentiful a few
miles beyond the harbor that they are enabled to fill their
boats in a few hoiu-s. These occasions, however, are rare,

and where the salmon are foimd plentiful one day they
may not be found the next. It has been usual, however,
for the salmon to remain about and in the harbor for
several weeks each year, although they skip their annual
visits occasionally. The small fish, which the salmon
foUow into the harbor, come in countless numbers, often
in large, moving masses, and their presence is indicated
to the fishermen by the hovering sea gulls, pelicans and
other predatory buds. These are seen busfiy at work on
the salmon gi-ounds, and often indicate the most favor-
able places for fishing. While the sahnon evidently come
in schools at first, it would appear that they scatter more
or less about, instead of remaining together, although
they mass more or less when in the vicinity of large
schools of small fish. The fishermen are more or less

guides for each other, and ma.y be scattered over a square
mile without doing much in catch. Presently one or two
commence hauling in, which congregates all the others in
the vicinity, and the fishing goes on merrily for a while.
Then a scattering takes place again, and a regathering
afterward. Still I have fouud about as good success in
passing up and down in certain localities, as in following
the fishing boats.

The average time I have found necessary to fetch my
salmon to gaff I should estimate at eight minutes, occa-
sionally less, and sometimes fifteen or sixteen minutes. I
believe, however, I am more rapid in landing salmon and
trout than the average fisherman, many of whom take
more than half an hour with a salmon and ten or fifteen
minutes with a two-pound trout. I have never, except
in very rare instances, been more than half an hour in
landing a salmon with a fly-rod, and though I have taken,
I may safely say, during over thirty-five years of annual
trout fishing, many thousands of trout weighing from two
to over eight pounds, I have never to my remembrance
been so long as fifteen minutes in landing a trout imless
from an outside hold.
My later fishing, however, has required a little more

time, as I have pursued it with a light ten-ounce steel rod
eight feet in length. I have found it, notwithstanding
the prejudice I had against steel rods, to be almost per-
fect for the fishing and altogether superior to the cheap
bamboo rods which were the only trolling rods I was able
to get. More than half of my catch has been done with
the steel rod, and while I have strained both of the bam-
boos the steel rod is as correct as at the commencement.
It is also much lighter and more flexible, and I would
have no hesitancy in taking a trial with it over a sixty-
pound salmon or a sea bass of the same weight. The
market-fishermen, as I have previously observed, lose

fully a half of the salmon they hook, it is a straight over-
hand puU and no give except that which is compelled by
want of strength. The fine and hooks are strong and the
fishermen have no time to wait. If the salmon are plenti-
ful they do not much mind the losses, which often occur
from neglect in using the gaff. With the light rod the
fish, if hooked, is seldom lost. I brought in several with
skin holds, which would not have held for a moment in
hand fishing. One salmon which I caught had been on
one of the market-fishermen's line, and had a torn out
hook mark in his mouth and a cruel gaff cut between his
ventral and anal fins. The giff cut was nearly three
inches long and had penetrated nearly to his other side,

and was too serious to have ever healed up again.
The fish was a large one, of about 211bs. in weight, and

in fine condition, although the gaff cut was e\T.dently two
or three days old. The womid had evidently made but a
slight impression on the appetite of the fish, as it struck
fiercely and fought hard. The cut is conspicuously shown
in the photograph accompanying this article, seen in
one of the front salmon. I found the salmon which ex-
hibited the most gamy qualities to do their fighting near
the surface, seemingly to disdain any depth after once
being brought up, and to often make an almost complete
circuit of the boat. Certainly a more beautiful sight than
a salmon exhibits with his briUiant colors, as he strokes

along with his powerful tail, near the surface in the clear
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water and bright light, never gladdened the heart of a
fisherman. We all know the dangers to which the salmon
is exposed in fresh water, and from which but few sur-

vive, as it is doubtful if but very few if any ever return
from the upper streams which they ascend after the
spawning season, at least when such upper waters are
far removed from the sea. If they have tlie exposures
in the deeper waters of the sea which follow them in the
shoal water of Monterey Bay, their lives are indeed beset
with constant risk. I saw daily in the bay on the fishing

grounds, the enemies and consumers of the salmon at

their deadly work in the form of seals, porpoises, sharks
and cow fish. One day when I was out, which was very
foggy, I was startled by the uprising of a curiously peaked
hump, two boat lengths ahead. • It seemed to me hke a.

boat's end elevated with a black cloth over it, but a
moment later revealed] the half of an enormous bewhis-
kered sea lion, which raising itself half out of the water,
revealed a form which must have weighed at least a ton.

In its mouth was a large salmon which it had evidently
just caught. The insatiable appetite of these monsters of

the deep, of which hundreds abound in the vicmity,
would indicate that they are not slow to avail themselves
of the salmon invasion. Well, I thought, the part which
man plays in the devastation of the salmon in the sea, is

but trifling compared with that which occurs from their

natural enemies beneath the waters. One of my oarsmen
told me that the sea lions at times made great havoc with
his fish nets, as well as aU the fish they contained.
He told me also that one day as he was hauling in his

salmon he found his haul temporarily checked, after

which, in completing his haul, he found half his salmon
bitten off by a seal, and shortly after saw the seal swim-
ming off with the half of a salmon in its mouth.
On the Pacific coast there are five distinct varieties of

salmon, some of which are not highly esteemed for food.

Of the latter it is probably because they are not of the
spring run, but autumnal fish, and deteriorated by being
out of condition.

Those of Monterey Bay are of the highest class, the
king salmon or quinnat {Oncm-liynclius tfichawytsclia).

These are of the Sacramento, San Joaquin and Columbia
rivers. As an article of food they are probably of more
inrportance than all the other fish of the Pacific coast.

In the Columbia River the average weight is 221bs. In
the Sacramento River the average is 16ibs. Occasional
instances are quoted of from 60 to lOOlbs. In addition to

the enormous quantities which are seined on the coast and
in the rivers for immediate eating, there are annual packs
from the Sacramento, Columbia and up the Yukon, of
fully 1,500,000 cases of 481bs. each, representing fully an
annual pack of more than 70,000,0001bs., or some 4,500,000

fish. There is no apparent diminution in quantity. The
other varieties of salmon are known as the blue back
(O. nerka), which weighs from 5 to 81bs. , which predomi-
nates in the Fraser and Yukon rivers; the silver salmon
(O. IdsuteK), weighing from 8 to Slbs. , which is found in
nearly aU of the salmon rivers of the coast; the dog sal-

mon (0. heta), from 8 to 121bs., fovmd in the Columbia
and Frazer rivers; the hump-backed salmon (0. gorbuscha),

found in the northern streams. The latter is the smallest

salmon^on the coast, seldom running over B or 41bs. The
salmon~of the Pacific coast differ but slightly from the
general salmon family, the difference being in an in-

creased number of gill rakers, as well as glands about the
stomach, and the nimiber of rays in the anal fin.

The quinnat or king salmon is as perfect in form, color

and activity as any salmon could i^ossibly be. Its silvery

gleaming is as brilliant as any of the salmon family. On
the sides of the head it has a distinctive coloring, a
pecuhar metallic lustre of a pale olive cast, that which
might arise from a mixtm-e of lead and silver highly
burnished. A feature which has strongly attracted my
attention has been the changing colors of the quinnat in

salt water. With every changing angle of the sunlight

the flasliing, iridescent hues have varied with kaleido-

scopic rapidity, from the deepest olive green to a light

green, and a gleaming white to a silvery, and from a dark
brown to black, and then so neutral as to be lost for a
moment from view. Changed indeed are the salmon, or

the few which sm-vive to retm-n from the spawning season

in fresh water to the sea. From the day of estuary
- passage a falling off in eveiy respect commences. Food

is no longer sought or taken. The silvery sheen and
iridescent hues slowly disappear. The stomach and its

aixxiliary glands shrink away to one tenth of the normal
size. The color gradually changes to black. The flesh

becomes dry and insipid, and if the fish ever returns to

the sea after a long passage to the headwaters of its

stream, it comes in a sadly demoralized condition, with
its fins and tail worn away, bruised, blotched, distorted

and often blind. It is not probable that the salmon is a
very deep water fish, or that it goes far from its native

stream, but seeks its food from the small fish which keep
tlie vicinity of the shores. The fact that they are seined

every month of the year on the Pacific coast, to a con-
siderable sense evidences this.

It is clear that the salmon of Monterey Bay are those
which belong to the Sacramento or San Joaquin River
group. Their average weight confirms this, and that

they are not of the Colmnbia River. The distance from
Monterey Bay to San Francisco Bay, into which the Sac-
ramento and San Joaquin rivers pour, is about ninety
miles. Monterey Bay and that of Santa Cruz, a few miles

north, and at some of the sounds and bays north on the
, coast, are the only j)laces known where the salmon is

found engaged in taking his food, and where it can be
caught with fresh-fish bait. It certainly presents a favor-

able oi)portunity for studying the salmon in its normal
condition, in its prime, engaged in seeking its natural
food. Here its manners and peculiarities can be exam-
ined with ease and some knowledge obtained of the class

of food upon which it best thrives. All this can be ob-

tained and the salmon brought to gaff in his superior con-
dition before the advanced condition of the organs of re-

production have reduced its delicious flavor or weakened
the vigor of its efforts.

It may be claimed hy those fishermen who are so wed-
ded to the artificial fly that trolling wath a spinning an-

choA^ or sardine is not the proper deceit for the king of

fish, but it may be a question if such a view is not of the

fanciful and fantastic order, rather than the resulting

conclusions of the experienced all-around fisherman, who
disdaining an tmfair advantage over his game, does not
decline the acceptance of a lure, which may to an extent
compensate his victim for the risk which it undergoes.

MoNTKEET, July IS, J. Pakker Whitney.

SALMON ANGLING IN THE HUDSON.
A GREAT many times during the past ten years I have

written in Forest and Stream about salmon in the Hud-
son, but it has been about planting salmon fry, or year-
lings, or the capture of salmon in shad nets, or something
of that sort, and never until this time have I been able to

use the caption that I do now, which means killing salmon
with the flj^. In former years a few, A^ery few, salmon
have been killed on spoon bait Avhen the fishermen were
seeking other fish below the dam at Mechanicville, but I

believe that until this year not a single salmon has been
killed by fair angling with a fly in the Hudson River.
There was an account—rather misty, to be sure—of one
being taken with a fly a few years ago in the tidal portion
of the river, but I think the story was never taken seri-

ously, and last year it was reported that three or four or
five salmon were killed with the fly at Mechanicville,
but I inquired about the details of the capture, and found
that the fish were taken by trolling a hook or hooks on
wliich a bunch of deer's hair was fastened to make what
is called in the South a "bob" or "mop," and this does
not properly come under the head of salmon flies. When
I was at Mechanicville with Mr. R. C. Lowry early in
June I know that he left with Mr. Pratt salmon leader
and flies (black-dose and Jock-Scott, I think), that he
might try the fish when the water was right. It was not
to be expected that the flshermen there would all of a
sudden understand fully about salmon fishing, and tliey

were not prepared with proper tackle, Mr. Pratt was
quick to avail himself of the opportunity to try the
salmon and was among the first to kill a salmon with a
fly. The following is the score of salmon killed at Me-
chanicville up to the date of writing. The fish marked
with an asterisk were killed on a fly, as Mr. Pratt assures
me, and those not so marked are said to have been killed

with a fly, with the addition of a piece of salt pork on the
hook.

Date, Fisherman. No. Lbs. Lbs.
June 20, W. H. Vandenburgh, Mechanicville 1 11^
June 23, T. L. Pratt and H. S. Miller, Mechanicville. .. 2 *9>4 *10?4
July 7, Louis Boucher, Mechanicville 1 9)^
July 1,3, Louis Boucher; MechanicviUe 1 8]^
July 14, Louis Boucher, Mechanicville 1 IGJ,^

July 14, Chas. H. Wilson, Troy I 1014
.July 18, Louis Boucher, MechanicviUe 2 17),^ 8
July 18, Dr. K. D, Bloss. Troy 1 *d)4
July 18, T. H. Diitcher, Troy 1 10

,July 18, Oscar Barnes, Mechanicville 1 8

July 18, T. L. Pratt, Mechanicville 1 *]2

,July 18, Albert Barnes, Mechanicville 1 10^
July 19, W. H. Vandenburgh, Mechanicville 1 *10!4
July 19, E. A. Starks, Mechanicville 1 10

July 20, Piatt Burk, Mechanicville 1 Si4
July 20, Oscar Barnes, Mechanicville 1 914
July 20, Name not given 1 13

July 21, F. J. Tompkins, Lanslngburgh 1 10^

Total 20 202M

I am not to blame because a salmon which has appeared
in several newspaper items as being captured by another
angler does not appear in the foregoing hst, or more cor-

rectly the fish is in the list although the angler's name is

not. This is explained in this extract from a Mechanicville
letter: "Mr. Blank is a thorough fisherman, and has
been here a number of times, but has not killed a fish yet,

though he tried faithfully to throw his fly over the back
of a rising fish on Friday and hook him, but was unsuc-
cessful. I saw him doing this and he also told me tliat

he tried it. The fish he took away with him, mentioned
in inclosed newspaper clipping, is one that Louis Boucher
killed."

Whatever others may do, there should be no excuse
for one who pretends to be a fly-fisherman and attempts
to foul-hook a rising salmon. Kill them fairly or let

them go for some one who wUl! Another gentleman
writing to me on this subject says: "You should come
down here and see how the salmon are caught, and
doubtless you would get points that would enable you to

write a chapter on 'pork-eating salmon.' If you should
bring a camera you might get something for Forest and
Stream to reproduce. You should have first a photo-
graph of the cast—a gang of three hooks and one or two
flies tied to the leader above them, and on the points of

the flies a small piece of salt pork. One piece of pork
goes a long way, for the salmon are taken on the gang."

Mr. Dutcher was credited in a Troy paper with killing

a .salmon of 201bs., and if this was so it was the largest

salmon killed at Mechanicville, and I sent there to make
sure before I included it in the score. My correspondent
writes under date of July al: "The 201bs. fish you have in

3-our list credited to Mr. Dutcher is the IT^lbs. fish caught
by Mr. Boucher. Mr. Dutcher bought it. The salmon
caught by Dr. Bloss was an honest catch. I saw the fish

rise to the fly, and as I landed the salmon I was in a way
to know. There is great excitement here over the fish-

ing, and I think there were at least fifty anglers here
yesterday from out of town. The majority fish at one
place, from the bank, and not less than seA'enty-five

people were fishing there yesterday in a space of about
300ft,, and this afternoon I will have them photographed.
E. A. Starks, of this place, hooked a fish yesterday morn-
ing below the bridge at 6:15 and lost him at 8:25 within
100ft. of the dam. The fish did not break water at all or

show himself in any way, and I am of the opinion that it

was a large sturgeon, for it did not act in the least like a
salmon. When they got to the dam the men were ex-

hausted, and the fish seemed to be on the bottom stirring

up the mud, and when they reached for him with the
gaff he broke away.

"Mr. Starks also hooked a salmon this morning early and
sent to the hotel for me to come and help him land the
fish. I came down and found Mr. Starks and his friend

and his boat on one side of a ledge and the salmon on the
other. I took Mr. Starks into my boat and then got the

fish into deep water, where he was played for 30 minutes
and lost. Mi-. Starks was using an Boz. rod, and the fish

had played the men out, but was as lively as ever when it

got away. There are a great many fishing to-day, but
not a fish has been killed yet." I had written so far when
I received a message stating that a lOjlbs. fish had been
taken on the 31st by Mr. F. J. Tompkins, of Lansingburgh,
and I have added it to the score.

The result at Mechanicville, as shown in the score,

demonstrates that Mr. Lowry, whom I quoted in Forest
AND Stream, June 29, was wrong in his theory, which was
acquiesced in by Mr. Ramsey, of Montreal, that salmon
would not rise to the fly so far from salt water. They
will rise, because they have risen and been killed in a
sportsmanlike manner, and I have no doubt that in a
short time, with tackle better suited for salmon fishing,

all who engage in the sport will abandon methods adopted
perhaps in the excitement of the moment, and adhei'e only
to legitimate fly-casting.

Last week the New York Fish Commissioners had the
fishway at Mechanicville cleaned out and put in working
order, so that the salmon can now proceed up stream
should there be a freshet in the river. The break in the
Troy dam undoubtedly permitted a hu ge number of fisli

to run up to Mechanicville, and now that the dam is about
repau-ed it is hoped that means may be found to place the
fishway in working order also,

Mr. Rogers, of Amherst, Nova Scotia, inventor of the
Rogers fishway, in use at Mechanicville and Thomson's
Mills, wrote me tha4: he would pay for cleaning the fisli-

way of drift, which should not have entered them if the
;

slats provided had been kept in place, but the Fish Com-
missioners have made a personal outlay by Mr. Rogers
tmnecessary. There are good pools above Mechanicville,
and another year anglers will have more room to display

their skill in tempting the king of game fishes to his de-

struction Avith rod, reel and fly, cast in an orthodox man-
ner, for if a salmon wfll rise to a fly baited with salt pork,
it will rise to the fly without the pork. Pork is not a
factor in fly-fishing for any kind of fish.

A. N. Cheney.

PORK BAIT FOR SALMON.
For those Avho are credulous as to what salmon eat and

what they take for bait, I beg to refer them to the follow-

ing statement contained in the Troy Times of July 1.5. It

is a bit of solid testimony which wipes out hypothesis and
conjectm-e at one stroke. It is to this effect: "Of the
four or five big salmon caught at Mechanicville piudson ,

River] this year, pork Avas the bait with which each was
captured."
Now, most anglers who are interested in the subject

actually believe that salmon in the rivers wiU. take no
lure but fly, and that they eat nothing at all in fresh
water. Doubtless they have gathered these notions from
irresponsible writers of angling books, or i)ossibly they
may have uiherited them from a goodly line of piscatorial

ancestors who had generations before them been ridiculed

hj dilettanti anglers who alT'ected to be "gentlemen sports-

men," into eschewing the vtdgar bait because it was "not
*

the correct thing." None of these, I dare say, have ever
thought of testing rising fish with bait of any kind, yet
bait-fishing was the primitive method, just as it was for

trout lang syne. We in America are beliind the times.

Let me quote from a Scottish journal which prints the •

comments of a resident observer. It says:
1

"More than ever is bait-fishing becoming the vogue now
in Scottish salmon rivers. Not so very long ago an angler
detected in the act of using any other lui-e than the fly

would, in most districts, have been looked upon as a pot-

hunter and poacher, and shunned by ti-ue sportsmen ac-

cordingly. Now, however, Avith the march of progress,

tenipora mutant ur, and the minnow, prawn or worm is

unblushingly motmted, and salmon and trout are killed

by men who know as much about fly-fishing as does a
jackass,"
These fishermen are merely reverting to original

methods. Reversion is always warring against progress,

and thus history repeats itself. For all who are credulous
as to what salmon eat, and what they accept for bait, I

beg to refer them to pages 37-42 of my last work, entitled

"The Salmon Fisher." Views of anglers on many points
will undergo a change as soon as ever popular errors are
controverted and corrected, Charles HAlluck.
Hat>lby, Mass.

Fishing in Ijake Champlain.

Westport, N. Y., July 19.—For the last few years, by-

adopting the St. Lawrence methods and using live bait, I
ha\'e had no ti'ouble in making good catches of black bass,

wall-eyed pike and pickerel. 1 have not the least doubt !

that anybody keeping rim of fisli as St, Lawrence boat-
|

men do would find the fishing compare very favorably h

with that out of Clayton, We run more to pike and less

to pickerel than they do there, and I find the black baas
,

about the same. Black bass Avill take a fly readily early s

in the season, and then go into deeper water and need live

minnows to tempt them. The yike and bass run about the 1.

same weight and feed on the same grounds. You are apt
to find them oft' any of the points along the New York \

shore in from 10 to 30ft, of water on the rocky ledges.

Seven miles from Westport, at the mouth of the creek '

on the sandbar known as the Drop-off", there is an excel-

'

lent ground for all fish, and from there south on the Ver-
mont shore there is always a good chance of taking good ,

pickerel and bass. A reef about a half mile south of But-
ton Bay Island on the Vermont shore four miles from
Westport is another fine ground, and Barber's Point, on
the New York shore two miles from Westport, a fine pike
ground with a good bass shore for several miles to the
south.

I have taken a bass of 6ilbs. , but they are not plenty .

over 21bs. Pike run about same weight. Pickerel up to

lOlbs. , but not common over 41bs. Chub minnows are
abundant in New York streams and a demand would in-

sure abundance of bait at reasonable figures.

There are few fishermen here who know the grounds, j

but there are one or two aA^ailable boatmen who do know <

them well, and I have no doubt that any one knowing the
habits of fish would find sport sufficiently good to repay
them well for breaking in a boatman and contending with
the difficulty of getting new men to understand Avhat is

wanted.
I regret to say that dynamite has been much too freely

used in these waters for a number of years, but with stop-

ping of blasting flux limestone on lake shore I hope car-

tridges Avill become less accessible and a method of fishing

so destructive to all interests be discontinued. Tliis is an
abuse our game protectors seem unable to cope with, and
wherever it occurs one may expect to find dead bottom

,

and the best of grounds ruined for several years, I saw '

no signs of dead fish last summer and hope we may soon
see the end of it. T, L,

Tarpon Weights.

St. AtrausTlNE, Fla,, July 16,—A letter from my friend,

Capt, John Smith, an old fisherman, of St, James City,

on the Gulf Coast, tells me that the largest tarpon caught
last month was 6ft. llin. long, and weighed ll.i,51bs.

John Veddbe,
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CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
[Prom a Staff Correspondent.]

Camp " Forest and Stream."

MuKWANAGO, Wis., July 11.—Three years ago J. B. H.
and myself blundered on Phantom Lake, about eighty-

flve miles north of Chicago, when we were purposing a
summer camping trip along the Upper Fox River. We
pitched the first "Camp Fokest a>jd Stream" on a high
knoll upon the east shore, and there abode in peace and
plenty for two weeks. Last year I sought for a new
place for J. B. H., in whose honor the yearly trip is

made, and who, being past three-score years and ten,

could hardly take a rough woods journey. Strive as I

might, I could not find in all this region so lovely a spot
as this bit of Waukesha county, with its pure springs, its

hardwood timber, its beautiful rolling hills. So we re-

turned and made a second camp upon the bluif adjoin-

ing om- first one, upon which, alas, a summer cottager
had cast his eye. Again we had our season of content,

and again poured libation of much coffee to the spirit of

Phantom Lake. Once more the year rolled around, and
J. B. H., who lives in placid Iowa, clamored for his

yearly trip to a country wilder at least in its look.

Again I sought for a new spot to please him, and sought
in vain for one to equal the old one. Not even the
famous Madison Lakes seemed fit in the eyes of the
Chief-with-Two-Stomachs, who was courier in our quest

for a time. Oconomowoc, Geneva, Delavan, Twin Lake
and all the Fox Lake system—none of these would do.

We sat in council and voted again for Phantom, where
we had good water and big bass.

Camp '93.

So here we are again, on the west shore this time, and
much dismayed, for out of the ashes of our last year's

camp-fire there has sprung a $30,000 summer hotel, and in

the tiny lake the whistle of a beastly little steamer shames
the crowding hills. We can forgive the hotel, for we
know Chicago must have breath in summer; but we can-
not forgive that absurd, asthmatic and utterly abominable
steamer. I fear we shall have to go further north next
year. Even the size of our little lake has proved no pro-
tection, and it has been nearly gobbled, as so many others
hereabout have been gobbled utterly, by the giii who gig-

gles and the young man ivho wears a sash.

Nevertheless we are here far from the sash and the
giggle on our side of the lake. Here it is still quiet and
untrodden. No hand has lopped a tree on the west shore
of Phantom, and the turf has never felt a spade. We have
dug us a new spring at the foot of the bluff. Great
oaks line the path we have worn up to the high top of our
hill. At the top there is a wide Druid circle, now clothed
in short blue grass and clover. Above this the oaks try to
touch hands, but cannot quite. Back of us more woods,
in front of us the water, the hated hotel quite out of sight,

the loathed steamer for the most part unheard—thus lies

Camp Forest and Stream for '93, the prettiest of all our
camps, and as sweet and clean a place as ever caused re-

belhon m the heart of a man who kicked at sitting down
to write copy when he wanted to go fishing. Our two
little tents front toward the morning sun, which cannot
reach them till it is mid-morning. We have hardwood
sidesticks to our little fire, a fine new table at least two
feet square, and—luxury almost too much—this year we
have two lazy-back camp chair's of the sort which fit any
figure. This morning at breakfast we saw two gray
squirrels foraging near by, and last night at supper we
watched a hungry bass wliich was pui-suing with murder-
ous intent a frog among the rushes near our landing. So
it is wild enough, and quiet enough, and good enough for

anybody.

The Choosing of the Coffee'.Stick.

The cookery of the camp should be no hap-hazard
matter, but should be, as all other camp economy, ordered
with all regularity and due observance of form. There
Bliould be a place for each utensil about the fireplace, and
it should never be left elsewhere. The table should never
be moved except in case the sun sliines upon it too
directly. The camp ax should have a local habitation. No
chips should scatter over the door-yard of the tents,

neither any straw Utter the floor of the canvas house.
Loose-ended camping is a perpetual disgust and there is

no comfort in it, but the camp proper is a constant de-

light.

In the camp proper there is always a coffee-stick, to be
used for no other purpose but in setting the coffee-pot on
and off the fire. Under no conditions can the coffee-stick

be used to poke the fire, nor must it be used about the fire

except sparingly, and only when there need be more
coals raked up against the coffee-pot. One coffee-stick

should last throughout the entire camping trip, and it

should never be destroyed or injured, nor should it be re-

placed by any other stick. It is the medicine stick of the
camp, potent for good or evil. Its choice shoxild there-

fore be made with care and due formality. In a cabinet

at home I have the coffee-sticks of our former camps,
gnai'led and charred it is true, but strong medicine still

to conjure up pleasant dreams. This year we have chosen
for the high function of coffee-stick a slender but tough
one, with knotty knob upon the end to catch the bail of

the cott'ee-pot. It makes excellent coffee, and since we
have installed it there has not been even a headache in

om- camp. True, during his fii-st evening in camp the
Chief-with-Two-Stomachs by mistake took the coft'ee-

stick to stir the fire and burned it nearly in two, but this

he did in ignorance of the fact that it was the colfee-stick.

This was a bad omen, but the Chief having made apology
for what was ignorance and not carelessness, we hope
that all may yet continue weU, and that the coft'ee-stick

of '93 may never bring up memories of aught but large
fish and pleasant days.

About the Fish.

As to the fish, we have plenty of them. The waters
hereabout are fished continually, but not expertly. Using
frogs we have always taken large bass here. In 1891 J.

B. H. took the largest bass I ever saw, and one which I

think must have weighed between 8 and lOlbs. Last
year the Chief caught one that weighed 6ilbs. , and three

that weighed over 51bs. each, all in one afternoon. This
year I kfiled one that weighed S^lbs. , and we have had
several already that have weighed over 31bs. These are
all large-mouths, and our big ones were until lately taken
in the creek and mill-pond near by, and not in Phantom
Lake proper, where the bass rim small, though very fine

:and sweet.

In our wanderings we fell upon a little lake back in the
woods, about 40 acres in size, a perfect gem of a lake,

and set handsomely deep down among hills robed in oak
and cedar in singular conti-ast. This lake we learned
was called Ciller's, or GUlar's or Gilliar's, or Gdlard's, or
Diller's, or Dillard's lake, we never could learn which. It

was bought last year by ]VIr. Asa Craig, of Mukwanago,
who keeps up the traditions of earlier owners, and did
not permit a boat to be put upon it. To us the lake looked
much like bass. We sought out Mr. Craig, stated the
case to him frankly, and received his assurance that the

lake did not only have bass in it, but mighty big ones.

He furthermore was so courteous as to tell us to take our
boat over and try it for a day. This to strangers was a
favor they had no right to expect, and we valued the
privilege highly.

liiesterday we made our trip to Mr. Craig's Lake, and to

this we owe one of om- most dehghtful experiences here.

We took seven bass, all good ones, and one of them
weighed 61bs. 2oz. The fish of this deep and cold lake
were all full of game and fight. They struck hard and
ran far, and gave us all we wished to do. As for the big
fellow, he afforded the most spectacular fight I ever saw
made by any bass, and was as Lively and full of ginger as

any youngster, while his great weight and strength made
him a dangerous customer indeed. He fell to the Chief's

rod, who seems imable to catch any hut big bass, and that

calm philosopher for the time seemed galvanized into a
state bordering upon excitement, though he handled his

rod with a coolness and skUl which alone could have
made him victor in the war. We struck the fish near the
lily pads, but a few strokes of the oars took us out into

deep water, and here we had the prettiest session ever
was. Even the stout casting rod could not kill the fish in

less than ten minutes, and I know there never was a
small-mouth that made a better fight or a longer. He
employed all the tactics known to the bass family, pull-

ing, yanking, sawing, sulking and running long and far.

Four times he went high out of water, mad as a hornet,

fins up and head shaking, and once he got under the boat
in spite of us, but the rod clung to him, and at last we got
him in. He was a beautiful, clean, bright fish, with
nothing of the dull rusty color usual in heavy big-mouth
bass. He was a regular bright bronze green, in all the
handsomest bass we ever took in this section, and by odds
the hardest fighting bass I ever saw. The Chief and I are

thinking that, with our two bass of Silbs. and 61bs. 2oz.,

we are apt to have a good comparison to offer the winner
of the prize offered by the Natchaug Silk Co. for the
heaviest bass caught on their lines, even should not our
top fish take the big-mouth prize. We are using the
Natchaug lines, and if they were not right we could not
have broken the bass record for this coimty twice in our
first week here this year, for the conditions of the fishing

here demand the most trustworthy tackle. At the hotel

(the Phantom Inn) our fish He in state on ice, and attract

the populace, who say they never knew before that there

were such big fish about here. They don't know how to

fish, that is what is the trouble with them. As for us,

we think we know where we can catch a bigger one yet.

The White Man's Buffalo.

The Indian utiUzed all parts of the buffalo. The white
man uses all paxts of the swine. Not the ox, but the plain

hog, is rightly to be called the white man's buffalo. The
camper-out rarely takes along too much bacon. Fish,

birds and game, fruits, soups and relishes may appeal and
later pall, but nothing can wither the charm of bacon,
not too brown but still just brown enough. It is good for

three meals a day—in camp, nowhere else—^just as buffalo

was always good to the Indian. They are cooking some
bacon now, about twelve feet from where I sit, and it

makes me mighty imeasy. * * *

How to Cook a Bass.

There are many ways to cook a big-mouth bass, and he
is more or less good in any one of them. You can, if you
are rather new yourself, try the brown paper, or green
leaves, or clay-bake method, or you can broil your bass,

or spoil it on a stick. At cooking a big-mouth bass J. B.

H. surpasses any Delmonico, whether of the city or the
wood, and this is the way lie does it. In the first place,

he will not cook any bass except those taken from pure,

cold water. We call the lower end of Phantom Lake our
ice box, and when we want fish for breakfast, to eat and
not to weigh, we go over there the evening j)revious and
catch two or three little fellows, about a pound and a half

each. These we keep alive on the stringer until we reach
the cool green bank by our spring. There J. B. H. kills

and carefully cleans the fish, and salts them in a covered
tin box, keeping them cold over night. In the morning
he washes them clean of salt and fries them till they are

brown in half a skiUetful of extract of bacon freshly pre-

pared thereto. The fish are cooked thoroughly, the test

being the easy admission of a fork tine through every
portion. They can not be hurried, and the fire must be
just hot enough. The fish are seasoned before cooking.
Prepared in this way we find that tlie bass have no musky
flavor and do not taste of grease in the least. They are

sweet, perfectly hard and firm, nutty, and not in any de-

gree of that unpleasant fishy taste which so often charac-
terizes the restaurant or domestic fish. This is a practical,

easy and good way to cook bass in camp. You can not
get so good results in town, perhaps, because there you
can not get so perfect fish. Nothing is more unpleasant
than a "fishy" taste, but these fish do not taste of fish at

all. I think perhaps the soaking in salt improves them,

A Half-Dozen a Day.

We have taken in all since our arrival here I presume
thirty or forty bass. Before I left town, I remember, I

heard of one sportsman who was killing sixty a day. We
cannot eat so many, and out of the six or eight bass we
take when we go out fishing, we find it necessary to give
away all but two or three. J. B. H., who is past 70, and
is active and vigorous yet, does well on the doctrine of

moderation. I cannot see that sportsmanship would suf-

fer under that doctrine. At any rate, J. B. H. says about
half a dozen bass a day are enough in a week's camp, and
what he says goes here. E. Hough,

909 Secthitt Building, Chicago.

LittIcE Rock, Ark,
,
July 30.—Bass fishing in Arkansas

is very fine just now, I took last evening in an hour's

time 13 beauties. On the trip I landed 24 black bass with
"Johnson's fancy" fly. JJos, Irwin,

BOSTON FISHERMEN.
Mr. L. R. Howe and Mr. E. C, Hodges, of Boston, went

after salmon to the northwest branch of the Miramichi a
few days ago, and it is rumored that they struck the fish

they were after the first day. If such is the case their

fortune is better than that of most of the sportsmen who
have been in that region of late. Mr. Joseph Jefferson,

the veteran actor, and Mr. A. H, Wood, own the south-

west branch of the same stream, and Mr, Jefferson visits

the stream every season for salmon fishing. It is now
imderstood and is no secret that a party of Boston gentle-

men are negotiating for the Northwest Branch, and doubt-

less their efforts will be successful.

It may be a sin to go sailing after bluefish on the day
between Saturday and Monday and it may not be; so a
number of my Boston friends cannot claim that I have
called them sinners, since I have not published their

names. But it may be added that a good many boats and
boatmen were chartered for that day (July 33) in Buz-
zards Bay, at Hyannis, at Martha's Vineyard and at Nan-
tucket.
Mr. John B. Drake, for a long time in the fruit business

in Boston, died on Tuesday, July 18. He has for many
years been a visitor to the Maine and New Hawpsire trout

waters, though of late years he has found it very hard to

get away from his business. But all the time he kept up
his interest in such matters.

Another member of the long-to-be-remembered Eugene
Clapp party, to the Rangeleys, is gone, Mr. Horace Has-
kins died at his residence in Sonierville, Sunday, June 16.

He was 64 years of age, and had been a member of the
firm of Haskins & Montagixe for 41 years. Rarely has he
missed his annual trouting trip with the Clapp party, and
a more genial gentleman and a gTeater lover of angling
never lived. Only Mr. Wadsworth and Mr, Paine are now
left of that party.

Sportsmen wHl also be pained to hear of the death of

Mr, Warren Rawson, of Arhngton, Mass. Mr. Rawson
was one of the pioneer gardners of that town, from which
biisiness he amassed a handsome fortune. He was one of

the most practical men of the stern New England type,

but he never forgot his annual trouting trip to the Range-
ley waters. At Camp Beamis was his favorite trouting

place, where he early became a warm friend of Capt.

Fred C. Barker. He dearly loved to spin his trout yarns,

among which was the one of taking three trout on one
cast, one morning at Bemis. This story was given in the

Forest and Stream two or three years ago. Mr. Rawson
was of the sturdy Rawson race of Oxford county, Maine,
having been born in Paris, in that county, 73 years ago.

It was one of the pleasm-es of his life, as well as his

annual fishing trip, to visit the humble home of his boy-
hood. He was never ashamed to acknowledge that he
had begun at the very bottom of the ladder; in fact, he
has often been heard to remark that he began in business

for himself not worth 50 cents. Later in life his charities

were many, often to poor widows and orphans of his

native town. He had hved in Arlington over .50 years, of

which town he was a prominent citizen. Special.

FISHING LIGHT IN CANADA.
Reports from almost all the Canadian salmon rivers

show a great falling off in the catch this year as compared
with previous seasons. Even the far-famed Restigouche
has failed to yield anything like its usual quota of sport,

while the various north shore salmon streams were
too low dming the whole of last month—the tem-
perature of the water having risen to nearly 70% that

few fish could be induced to rise. A number of both
American and Canadian anglers have already returned
disappointed with their season's sport. The Trinity was
almost the only exception to the general rule this year
among the north shore streams, Messrs. Edson, Fitch and
J. D. Gilmour having sUghtly exceeded their catch of last

year upon it. Mi-. Brackett took but five fish this year in

the Marguerite, one of which was over SOlbs. in weight,
however. About the largest fish killed in Canadian waters
this season so far was a salmon of 481bs., taken in the
Grand Cascapedia by air. C. B. Barnes, of Boston. It is

quite evident that the unfavorable character of the
weather, and not any diminution in the number of

salmon in Canadian waters, is responsible for the small
catches of fish by anglers. The net fishing in the mouths
of the streams was never more abundant than this year,

and large quantities of fish have been seen through the
all too clear water lying in the pools of the various rivers.-

Sea trout fishing is just now yielding good sport in the
Saguenay River in the vicinity of Tadousac.
In the various trout fishing preserves in this Province,

and especially in the w-aters of the Triton Club in the
Batiscan Valley, and in those of Lake Edward, large fish

continue to be taken despite the recent heated term, but
usually in the vicinity of cold springs. Mr. Eugene Mc-
Carthy, of Syracuse, and Mr. Curtis, of New York, have
since fisliing the Triton tract liad good sport with trout in

La Belle Riviere, near Lake St. John. Messrs. Brewer
and Men-iam, of Springfield; Bryan, of New York, and
Campbell, of Plattsbm-g, have been very successful in their

trout tishing upon the waters of the Amabalish Club, in
the Lower Metabetchouan, and Messrs. Bryan and Camp-
bell have followed up their sport there wiUi a day or two
among the ouananiche of the Grande Discharge. No less

than 300 ouananiche were taken last week in the Grande
Discharge by a party of thi-ee American anglers.

Some fine catches of large fish are also reported from
the vicinity of Isle Maleine, some seven miles below Lake
St. John. Mr. E. J. Myers, of New York, has just had
some magnificent fishing for ouananiche at the Fifth Falls
of the Mistassini, whence he returned to Hoberval on Sat-

urday to take Mrs. Myers up the river. Trout fishing is

now good both in the Ouiatchouan River above the falls,

and also in the Ouiatchouaniche, a day or two's journey
back from Roberval. The usual rush after heavy fish by
anglers ascending the large northern tributaries of Lake
St. John may be looked for early next month. As this

terxitory with its network of latkes and rivers becomes
better known, it is likely to become the favorite summer
and autumn iishing and camping gi-ound for both Ameri-
can and Canadian anglei-s. E. T. D. Chakbers.
QiTEBEC OiTY, Jxdy 17.

East Saginaw, Mich., July 31.—I spent two days at the
Pere Marquette Club waters last week. Black bass fish-

ing was good; trout were not taking the fly well but were
gorged with shrimp and caddis worm, so we did not get
many. M.
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THE CHICAGO FLY-CASTING CLUB.
The club held a regular meeting in tihe Grand Pacific

Hotel, Chicago, on the evening of July 18. The president,
Mr. Geo. W. StreU, presided. Seven members were pres-
ent. The minutes of the last meeting were read and
approved. Mr. W, H. Thurston's resignation was accepted.
The secretary reported ten or twelve inquiries in respect
to World's Fair tournaments of the club, from New York,
Vermont, Maine, Indiana, Michigan, Kentucky, Iowa and
lUinois. A balance of $226.09 was reported on hand, out
of which $101.54 is deducted for an overdraw on account
of the Walton House, which sum will be refmided. The
Walton House cost $594.54, and $30 additional for the pier.

Of this sum, $275 have been raised and $100 more sub-
scribed. The shortage is placed at $259.54. Some schemes
for raising the money to meet tliis shortage were proposed.
One was that each member should contribute 10 cents,
then each should write to two of his friends, those two to
two friends respectively, and so on in geometrical pro-
gression until the fourteenth series, when the debt would
be exceeded by the receipts. This was objected to on the
score of its charitable aspect. In the dog world, I do not
think it would be practicable for material reasons; first,

because after the third or fourth series had been
passed there might be some compound vicarious friend
who did not have two friends of his own, and in
any series there might be a good friend whose dimes
were not present, or whose giving was absent. Mr.
Clarke proposed that the members pay what they could
and trust to sportsmen's generosity to pay the balance.
Mr. Smith suggested that the club get what revenue it

could by renting space in the Walton House for adver-
tisements. He further made a motion that the chaii-man
of the executive committee draw up a statement of the
Walton House fund and learn from such members as
had offered contributions how much they would con-
tribute. By motion, the president and chairman of the
executive committee were appointed to select for the
house and place thereonjsuchsign and inscription as would
identify it and designate its purpose. The one informally
considered was as follows: "Chicago Fly-Casting Club's
Fishing House. A facsimile of the Izaak Walton and
Charles Cotton fishing box on the River Dove, England."

It was carried that a photograph of the club house be
made for the frontispiece of the constitution and by-laws,
rules, programmes, etc. It was carried that the four
hundredth birthday of Izaak Walton be honored by the
club with a picnic and banquet, at Momence, on the Kan-
kakee Eiver, $1 per plate and $1.50 for round trip railroad
ticket. Members are privileged to invite their gentle-
men friends.

Arrangements will be made if possible with dealers in
sportsmen's goods to secure exhibits to be placed in the
house, with Mr. WHkinson in charge to practically iUus-
trate as an expert the manner of using rods and tackle.

B. Waters.

OREGON NOTES.
Portland, Ore., July 18.—Editor Forest and Stream:

As anticipated by many, the arrest and prosecution of our
cold-storage game dealers by om- fish and game protector
proved a farce. The precedents suggested by Forest
AND Stream for consideration by the powers that be, if

ever presented or even considered at aU, seem to have
exercised little or no influence on the deliberations of
those whom our people have selected to construe the laws
and administer justice. Addison says: "There is no vir-

tue so tiTily great and god-like as justice;" and it may be
possible that justice in these particular cases is so god-like
and of such a transcendently superior quality, that not
only laymen but some lawyers may be excused for not
being able to apprehend the point or appreciate the
justice of the adjudication. Strange things are contin-
ually happening out here in Oregon; as for example, the
exhibition given by our last Legislative Assembly, which
so nearly upset the mental equilibrium of Editor Rey-
nolds, compiler of the Oame Laws in Brief, when he
undertook the job of reconciling its "Acts." The days of
miracles are past, and Mr. Reynolds cannot reconcile
these "Acts" any more than he can reconcile oil and
water. The best thing to do with them is to dispose of
them in job lots to the^highest bidder without guarantee
and without recom-se.

I would hke to ask "Podgers" to state the extent of his
observations on the matter of salmon feeding in fresh
water. I am satisfied from his published expressions that
he believes that they do feed; and probably there is no
other man in the United States, who has had better op-
portunities for observing. I believe that salmon feed
while in fresh water, notwithstanding the positive
assertions of the most eminent ichthyologists in the
country and the dicta of the U. S. Fish Commission, and
I have heretofore published some facts that seem to bear
me out in the assertion. To-day I received a letter from
Mr. W. H. Lewis, of eastern Oregon, something like 500
miles from the ocean, from which I quote regarding this
subject: "By the way, I told you I would keep my
weather eye open for proof of salmon taking food while
in fresh water. In the month of April last, in North Fork
of Meachem Creek, above WiUmr Station, Thos. Whitting-
ham shot and killed a 3ft. salmon; and when opened, in
its stomach was found a trout about 4in. long. This was
in presence of Charles Overly and D. Dickinson. Whit-
tingham is now working on section at Wilbur, and
Overly is section foreman at North Powder." Mr. Lewis
told me last spring, that he had seen the stomachs of
many salmon with food in them and then promised to
procure for me the afiidavits of men to the same effect.

When received I shall ask Forest and Stream to give me
a hearing.

This will probably go of record as the coldest year in
the history of Oregon. Most certainly will this be the
case unless the fij;eman soon begins to pile in his com-
bustibles and poke up his fires. So far it has been some-
thing more than five degrees below the coldest ever
before known. As a natural consequence the moimtain
streams have been full and cold all through the spring
and early summer so that now, when fly time proper is

upon us, we find the streams full'of fine fish. We hear
good reports from every direction. The pan-fisherman
(bad luck to him,) has not been "in it" this year, and for
once the fly-fisherman is happy. Next Saturday Mi'. J.

Robert Mead, Billy Newman (the "Billy" of happy

memories,) Mike, my wife and myself leave for a two
weeks' vacation in the Molalla counti-y. I'll bet that we
have a good time. S. H. Greene.

FLY-CASTING RULES.

Chicago Fly-Casting Club.
I.—AU competitors shall be members of the club. All competitions

shall be managed by the tournament committee, who shall elect a
captain to enforce its orders.

II.—All rods used by competitors must be singlehanded rods and
not exceed lift, in length, and all casting shall be done single-handed
only.

III.—Competitors may consult their own inclinations in the choice
of casting lines; but such lines must not be knotted or weighted; one
knot for fastening line and leader shall be allowed.
IV.—Competitors shall use a single gut leader of not less than 6ft.

in length.
v.—The flies used by competitors shall be furnished or approved by

the tournament committee. One fly only, of not larger than No. 5
size, shall be used,
VI.—The members of the tournament committee shall appoint a

timekeeper at each contest, whose duty it shall be to allot the contest-
ants their respective turns, time the 'duration of each competitor's
casting, and observe that the rods and tackle are at all times during
the contest in accordance with the rules and requirements of the
club, and that each competitor when casting does not advance beyond
the marked boundary.
Vn.—Three members of the club shall be appointed as judges by

the members of the tournament committee present, decide the merits
of the cast in accordance with the rules. Any member making re-
marks to the judges, or detracting their attention in any way whUe
the contests are in progress, or the attention of a member while cast-
ing, shall forfeit all rights and be suspended for .30 days. The decision
of the judges shall be final.

VIII.—The contests shall consist of three events, namely: 1, fly-
casting for distance and accuracy combined; 2, long distance fly-cast-
ing; .3," black bass bait-casting for distance and accuracy combined.
IX.—The judges shall suspend from the contests, for the day on

which it occurs, any member found guilty, in their opinion, of conduct
unbecoming a gentleman.

Events.
No. 1. Fly-Casting for Distance and Accuracy Combined —The cast-

ing shall be done at three Gin. buoys, 45, 50 and 55ft., 5 casts at each
buoy; ties, 3 casts at 55ft., and 5ft. further for every additional tie.

The distance of the fly from the buoys at each case shall be added
together and divided by 3; the total shall be deducted from 100, which
shall be the percentage. The one having the highest percentage shall
be declared the winner.
Each contestant shall be allowed not over 30 seconds in which to

extend his line. Time shall be called on the back cast.
Should any emergency arise not covered by these rules or the gen-

eral rules of event No. S, the judges shall be allowed to use their dis-
cretion in settling the matter.
No. 2. Fly-Casting for Long Distance.—Each contestant shall be

allowed 5 minutes in which to cast for distance. He shall stand upon a
given marked point and make his cast paralled with a line of buoys
placed in the water at measured intervals. The length of the casts shaU
be measured from the standpoint of the contestant to the spot reached
by his fly. The competitor who makes the longest cast shall be ad-
judged the winner. No other than fair overhead casting shall be per-
mitted. Switch or roll casting shall be barred. Should any competi-
tor whip off his fly he shall replace it with another one. No cast shall
count when the fly is missing. In case of a tie, the contestants whose
scores are tied shall contest 3 minutes more.
No. 3. Black Bass Bait-Casting for Distance and Accuracy Com-

bined.—The casting shall be done on land, in a straight court 30ft.
wide, a tape line running the full length equi-distant between the
boundaries.

(1) Only practical fishing tackle allowed, otherwise no restrictions.
(2) All casts shaU be made single handed, that is with one hand

only.
(3) The weight cast shall weigh i.^oz.

(4) Each contestant shall make five casts for record, three trial casts
bemg first allowed.

(5) The average of five casts shall constitute the record.
(6) Casts shall be measured as follows: If within 1ft. of either side

of the tape line full measure shall be counted; for every foot over 1ft.
awajf from the tape line, one point shall be deducted from the length
of distance cast; thus, if the weight lies 3ft. away from the tape Hne
at the 140ft. mark, then 138 shall be credited; if 15ft. away from the
140ft. mark, then 126 shall be credited, andso on, the foot to be counted
nearest which the weight lies; no fractions allowed.

(7) The general rules for fly-casting, where they do not conflict with
these rules, shall apply.
No. 4. Black Bass Casting for Distance.—Whenever the tournament

committee so decide, an event for record only may be added, to be
known as long distance black bass bait-casting.

Potomac Notes.

Washincton, D. C.—Black bass fishing has not been
so good between the city and the Great Falls. Further
up the river it has been better. A veteran angler says
that there is too much bait in the river in the way of live
minnows, making the fish independent of the half dead
offerings of the hook and hne fishermen.
One of our fishing clubs is about to erect an establish-

ment on the Potomac at Harper's Ferry.
Brother Mohler experienced a new kind of milk shake

last Sunday. He drank the milk first and had the shake
an horn- later. The can from which he had a glass of
milk was emptied and from the bottom there rolled out
an innocent little salamander some three or four inches
long, dead, and apparently not quite so fresh as the milk.
Then Brer M. experienced his shake, lost his supper and
the glass of milk.
This httle salamander {Spel&rpes ruber) is known as the

"spring-keeper" in Virginia, is protected by farmers as of
good to their springs, freeing them from insects, etc. , and
is generally common from Maine to Nebraska, east of the
Alleghanies south to the Carolinas. Bart.

The Fisherman's Delight.

The novel device consists of an attachment which can
be afl&xed to a fishing pole and which indicates or records
every nibble as well as a bite. The line runs over a dial
journal in such a manner as to raise or lower the dial,

thus pointing out not only the number of nibbles but the
variety of fish desiring to leave the water. All the fisher-

man needs to do is to look at the indicator when he hears
the alarm bell, and if the fish is of such A^ariety and size
as he desires he simply pulls it out and sets his hook
again. If the variety or size does not suit him he simply
"presses a button and the fish does the rest." The whole
is neatly inclosed in a glass case. On the opposite side is

another indicator showing the weight of the captive fish.

The device recorded 401bs. on the trial test as applied in
the presence of witnesses and in the Okaw's mm-ky
waters. The device may be seen at any time by calling
upon the inventor, Robt. Sattley. River rights for sale.

—

Bethany {lU.) Echo .

Fishing at "the Cape."
Here's a record of one day's fishing at the Cape, On

Thursday last, John Wallace, of New York, captm-ed 58
bass weighing 581bs; his son, Allen Wallace, caught 60
weighing 591bs. ; Winfield Brewster came in with 150 bass,
1201bs. in weight; John Fisher was the next man, with
102 in number, weight 931bs. ; Geo. W. Weeks, of New
York, was also lucky, taking 98 which weighed 981bs. ; E,
Bender also came in with 36 exceedingly fine ones. These
are only a few of the good catches that are made daily.
Surely we are correct when we say that for good bass
fishing come to the Cape.

—

Oape Vincent (N. Y.) Eagle,
July 13.

"FOEEST AND STEEAM" PISHING POSTALS
Send us a postal card report of your omn luck, your partner's luck,

your neighbor's luck, your father-in-l<iw''s luck, ^nd—her luck.

Fine View, Clayton. N. Y., July 18.—The largest fish of
the season was captured by John Young opposite Fine
View about 8 this morning, when a 30-pound muscaUonge
was landed after a hard battle with the gamy fish. John
Young is the captain of the Gad About, a yacht owned by
Hon. George N. Kennedy, of Syracuse, ex-Justice of the
Supreme Court of the Fifth Judicial Disti-ict. who is now
at his cottage at Thousand Island Park. The engineer of
the yacht is C. P. Knight. They started out along this
rnorning to get some ntiinnows. and the captain had his
hne out while they were opposite Fine View. A big mus-
callonge came along and gobbled the Gardner M. Skinner
bait, mistaking it for a breakfast feast of flies and angle-
worms, and then and there got himself into trouble. The
hook caught the old fellow firmly in the jaw, and his pres-
ence at the other end of the line was soon felt by the cap-
tain, who began to pull in on his line. He came along the
first 50ft. peacefully, but afterward he resisted and showed
fight, taking a plunge toward the bottom of the river.
The captain played with him for a long while and finally
got him up near enough to the surface of the water so that
they clubbed him over the head with an oar and stunned
the big fish. Just as they got him alongside the yacht the
hook became unfastened from his jaw and the fish was at
liberty to gUde away, but before he could collect his wits
he received a stunning blow from a club and was then
easily hauled into the yacht. The white flag was then
hoisted on the yacht, a signal that a muscaUonge had been
captured, and the Gad About steered away for Thousand
Island Pa,rk with her big fish and proud captors. The
yacht Ella, owned by J. W. Oliphant, of Brooklyn, sighted
the white fiag on the Gad About and ran alongside of her
to see the catch. One of the passengers on the Ella offered
Capt. Young $10 for his prize, but he refused. This mus-
caUonge tipped the scales at 301bs., is 4ft. Sin. long, and
has a girth of l9in.

—

Troy Times.

Sheldeake, N. Y., July 17,—Messrs. Peter Clark and
James O'Neil, of H. B. Claflin & Co., N. Y., caught forty
very iine pickerel and black bass. Largest weighing
4ilbs., mostly all run nice size. Ed. Misnkr.

Little Rook, Ark., July 17.—On the afternoon of 15th
inst., J. M. Pemberton in Old River, fourteen miles from
this city, took three bass at one cast. They weighed Si,

3, 3ilbs, How's that—Sflbs. at a cast? Jos. W. Irwin.

New Russia, N. Y., (Westport), Essex Coimty, July 19.

—Black bass and trout biting good. W. H. Scheper, of
New York, caught on July 17 forty-five brook ti'out in the
A. M. On July 18 twenty-one bass, weight from 1 to 31bs.

each. Fishing promises to continue good.
Laverty Bros. (Hunters' Home).

Me. J. L. MUNN, of the Saranac Club, Adirondacks,
caught three lake trout July 8 whose aggregate weight
was 481b3. Their respective weights were 121bs. lloz.,
161bs. 8oz., and 191bs. They were caught trolling off
Johnson's Island in the upper Saranac, IVIr. Mimn's
guide was Hi Benham,

Cortland, N. Y.—E. Robbins and a friend have just
returned from a short fishing venture in the Adirondacks,
near Mud Pond. Here is what they say concerning the
trip: "It's great work at the end of a fly-rod up there now.
The first afternoon we fished along a stream that was
fairly aUve with trout, the sport of pulling out the fine
gamy fellows soon got monotonous, and we went to
shooting at a mark. Fishing along that stream was just
like digging potatoes. There wasn't enough chance for
horse play and sizing up the scenery. We could have
caught wagon loads of trout had we cared to."

M, 0, H.

Cape Vincent, N. Y., July 21.—The bass fishing is as
good as ever, as you will see by the following:

July 18. July 19.

Mi-. Weekes, New York 123 Mr. Weekes, New York 101
Mr. A. Wallace, New York 101 Mr. A. Wallace, New York 71
Mt-. Mackev, New York 93 Mr. Mackey, New York 126
Mr. J. Wallace, New York 86 Mr. J. Wallace, New York 90
Mr. Thomson, New York 68 :ttr. Thomson. New York 91
Mr. McKinley, New York 70 Mr. McKinley, New York .100
Mr. Kerr, New York... 44 Mr. Kerr, New York 79
Ml-. Robinson, New York 23 Mr. Robinson, New York ,. 99
Mr. Esterbrook, New Jersey... 87 Mr. Esterbrook, New Jersey.'. . 41

C. T. Sacket,

Berthoud, Col., July 17.—Just returned from a trout
fishing trip up Big Thompson Canon. Fishing only fair.

Fishermen too plenty. In a day and a half I caught fifty-

three, largest ^Ib. In years past I have taken three to
four hundred in two to three days at same place, all nice
ones. Best fishing to be had now near here is on the Lit-

tle Sault Paudrie, some forty miles in the mountains.
A. A. Knott.

Lake JVIbmphremaqog.—^A friend writes me of the fish-

ing at Owl's Head, Lake Memphremagog: "The fishing
for lake and bi-ook trout is very good. Recently two lake
trout were caught weighing, respectively, 17 and ISflbs.

,

by stni-fishing, the grounds being previously baited. In
trolhng yeUow perch quite frequently take the spoon and
are of quite good size. The trout are in deep water and it

requires some little patience to catch them." S. T.

On Chippewa Point*

Messes. C. Herbert, Anthony and Charles Beebe, of
Gouverneur, N. Y.

, spent a week in camp last March upon
the banks of the St. Lawrence River, in quest of ducks,
which fly in great numbers at that season of the year,
when the ice is breaking up. With Ed. Senner and Eb.
Forrester as guides, they walked across the ice on Chip-
pewa Bay, hauling their "duSle" on sleds, two miles to
the "Point" on which the camp was pitched amid a grove
of trees, which protected them from the cold winds which
sweep along these shores. The bow-house was located on
Broad-BiU Island about fifty rods from camp, and was a
most natural one of rocks, needing only a few branches
of pine to make it a perfect bhnd. Chippewa Point com-
mands an uninterrupted view up and down the river.
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Ducks can be seen coming in a long distance, following
the open water, and few were the flocks that sailed by
unnoticed, most of them gracefully turning and settling

among the decoys. Many who escaped the contents of

the shotguns were brought down by the Winchester of

Ed. Denver, who, by the way, is known as the best wing
shot on the river, and Forrester is not far behind in his

line. The party secured a good variety of the birds,

among them being redheads, whistlers, broadbills and a
few sheUdrake. Wild geese were seen flying high and a
pair of bald eagles flew majestically down the river. The
accompanying illustration of the camp was taken by Mr.
Anthony, an amateur photographer of considerable merit.

Chippewa.

Immt

A New Indiana Association.

ElVEESlDE, Ind., July 17.—The following clipping from
a local paper wiU give the news this week. Lots of Jack
salmon (we so call them) are being caught. I wiU send
you photographs soon of several fish taken:

"State Fish Commissioner P. H. Hirsch, of Columbia
City, was in Attica Saturday, he having been called here
to look after some violations of the fish law, which have
been practiced on Pine Creek in the vicinity of Eainsville

and on the Wabash near Portland for the past two
months. Evidence has already been secm-ed suificient

to bring about several indictments at the next meeting
of the grand jury. At the suggestion of the Commis-
sioner a fish and game association has been organized in

this city within the last few days. The purpose of this

organization shall be to prosecute any persons violating

the fish laws of the State. Any person who assists the
organization by fm-nishing evidence which leads to con-
viction will receive a reward of $10 from the association.

It shall also be the purpose of the association to stock the
streams with fish, and have been assured the assistance

of the State Fish Commissioner in all matters necessary
to bring about the enforcement of the laws. Ai-rests

have recently been made at CrawfordsvUle by a similar

association, and wherever they have been organized they
have proven a valuable protection to the fish in the
streams." J. E. :^her.

The Missouri Dynamite I^aw Fails.

St. Louis, Mo., July Editor Forest and. Stream:
The Missouri djTiamite law proved so obnoxious that no at-

tention was paid to it except to bring a test case before one
of the circuit courts to have the law decided unconstitu-
tional, and it was very promptly decided so, on the ground
that its title did not properly describe its object; it being
entitled an act for the protection of fish, when it was in

fact an act to regulate the sale of dynamite. It has met
the fate predicted by your correspondent. Legislation of

so severe a character as this law can not be enforced.
From the tone of H. Clay Swing's letter it seems he

thinks me opposed to legislation protecting the fish, but
it is not the case. No one is fonder of landing bass with
rod and line, nor more opposed to their wanton destruc-

tion than I am, and the law was attacked solely because
its uselessness was foreseen.

It may be surmised that a business interest was the
cause of the attack on the law, but every one familiar
with the subject knows that the quantity of dynamite
used for killing fish is too small to be worth a moment's
consideration, and three-fourths of what is used for that
purpose Ls stolen from legitimate users of it.

O. H. Hampton.

Waban Notes.

Wellesley, Mass., July 20.—The fishing up our way
has been remarkably poor for the first part of the season,

but is now improving very much. I went up to the lake
last evening and caught a fine string of very large yeUow
perch. The big ones are away out in deep water.
Last summer I put a number of white perch m our

lake, but this fish must have been in there before, as sev-

eral large white perch were taken from the lake early this

season, and all I put in were small ones. I want to see

them plentiful there, for they are, to my thinking, one of

the best fishes we have, both for sport and for the table.

We had a good laugh at a friend's expense the other
day. He was sitting in a boat watching his little girl fish

with his new split-bamboo rod, when a large bass took
hold and pulled the rod from the child's hands and put off

with it to the bottom. The rod and reel being heavy did
not rise, and pater familias spent a half day dredging be-

fore he recovered the tackle. The bass had made his

escape.
After seeing the Fair we wiU meet in Arkansas, in

which State we mean to camp out and rough it until we
are tired of collecting and fishing. S. F. D.

FIXTURES.
DOa SHOWS.

Aug. 30 to Sept. 2,—Blue Grass Kennel Club, at Lexington, Ky. Mr.
Roger WiUiams, Sec'y-
Sept. 5 to 8.—Kingston (Ont.) K. C, at Kingston. H. C Bates, Sec'y.
Sept. 11 to 15.—Toronto, Canada. C. A. Stone. Sec'y.
Sept. 19 to 22.—Rhode Island State Fair Ass'n at Narragansett Park.

D. C. CoUins, Sec'y.
Sept. 19 to 23,—World's Fair, Chicago. W. I. Buchanan, Chief Dept.

of Agriculture.
Oct. 3 to 6.—MinneapohsK. C, at Jlinneapolis. H. T.Van Duster, Sec.
Nov. 21 to 34.—New Jersey K. L.. at Newark. Dr. W. F. Seidler, Sec.
Dec. 12 to 15.—R. I. Poultry and Pet Stock Ass'n, at Providence.

FIELD TRIALS.

Sept. 4.—Northwestern Field Trial Club's second annual trials, Man-
itoba. Thos. Johnson, Sec'y, Winnipeg.

Sept. 12.—Manitoba Field Trials Club's Trials, Souris, Manitoba. E.
D. Adams, Sec'y, Winnipeg.
Nov. 6.—United States Field Trials Club's Fall Trials, Bicknell, Ind.

P. T. Madison, Sec'y, Indianapolis.
Nov. 7.—International Field Trial Club's Fourth Trials, Chatham,

Ont. W. B. WeUs, Sec'y, Chatham.
Nov. 15.—Ohio Field Trial Club's Second Trials, Canton, O. C. V.

LelUnger, Sec'y.
Nov. 15.—American Field Trial Club Trials, at CarUsle, Ind. W. J.

Beck, Sec'y, Coltmibus, Ind.
Nov. 20.—Eastern Field Trial Club's Trials, at Newton, N. C. Mem-

bers' Stake Nov. 16. W. A. Coster, Sec'y.

1894.

Jan. 29.—Southern Field Trial Club's Trials, New Albany, Miss. T.

M. Brumby, Sec'y, Marietta, Ga.
Feb. 19,—United States Field Trials Club's Spring Trials, Grand

Junction, Tenn. P. T. Madison, Sec'y, Indianapofls, Ind.

Pennsylvania Fish Commission.
GovEENOR Pattison has appointed the following State

Commissioners of Fish and Fisheries: Henry C. Ford, of
Philadelphia; H. C. Demuth, Lancaster; .John Gay, of
Greensburg; Fred W. Ebel, of Harrisbiirg; S. B. Stillwell, of
Scranton, and Louis Streuber, of Erie.
Two changes are noted, Messrs. Welshons, of Pittsburg,

and Powell, of Harrisburg, retiring from the Commission,
and Messrs. Gay and Ebel taking their places.
The retiring officers were both active members of the board,

Mr. Welshons being corresponding secretary and Mr. Powell
treasurer, besides being especially energetic in a justifiable
crusade against the pollution of the Susquehanna and her
tributaries by coal culm and other refuse.

A Stray Shinplaster
Comes to us once in a while for a copy
of "Game Laws in .Brief;" but shin=

plasters nowadays are scarcer than Moose
in New York; and 25 cents in postage
stamps will do just as well.

Appointment of Substitute Judges.
IN THE CASE OF AU ADVERTISED JTTOGE NOT FULFILLING HIS ENSAGE-

JtfENT, SHALL THE COMMITTEE OR THE EXHIBITORS OHOOSB
THE SUBSTITUTE?

Editor Forest and Stream:
The A. K. C. has no member or friend who wishes it con-

tinued success more than myself, or one who better sees the
good it has done and the power it is in the kennel world
to-day.
There has been grumbling by meddlesome parties of no

weight; their writings filled so much space in the sporting
papers, nothing more. They generally originated from those
who wanted to run the club their own way, or their dislike
to some of its officers. The dire calamities which they pre-
dicted would happen to it only made themselves more open
to ridicule.
All dogmeu and friends of the A. K. C. will read Dr.

Perry's letter and say there is something in what he says.

It is the first time a letter has been given to the kennel
press criticising the A. K. C. honestly and freely. I am sure
the Kennel Club will accept the Doctor's wish "to mend" in
the same spirit as it was given. The Doctor rightly con-
siders the importance of the various country agricultural
societies. I am sure they could easily be induced to hold
regular yearly bench shows if it could be done without too
much red tape. I as well as others must perfectly agree
with him when he says:

Whereas, It appears that the field of dog shows is capable of en-
largement through the medium of agricultural fairs, and possibly
other exhibitions of like character.
Whereas, Were more shows held by the associations formed for the

purposes aforesaid, the interest of dogs and their owners would be
greatly promoted, the attendance at them being usually very large.

But I cannot quite agree with his third, though I may not
see it as he does:

Whereas, The interests of the breeders and exhibitors of this coun-
try, either individually or collectively, cannot be advanced by the
existing rule that every association must be a member of this club
before it can hold a show imder its rules.

My belief is, anything that is worth ha\'ing is worth asking
for. I think the rule requiring them to organize as a kennel
club might be modified in some way. I have had consider-
able experience at some of the county and State fairs. If

you establish a rule that they can hold a dog show under
the Kennel Club rules, then pay or make application after-

ward, it would be a mistake m my estimation. After ashow
is over it would be difficult to get anything done for the pro-
tection of the exhibitors; it is but just that they become mem-
bers of the Kennel Club and abide by its rtiles. Exhibitors
will not patronize them unless they are governed by the
Kennel Chib rules and these wins count.
Make the form of admission as easy as possible, encourage

them by every means in your power. I live in the neighbor-
hood of four large county fairs. At two the daily attendance
averaged 30,000 people. There is always a small show of

dogs of recognized and unrecognized breeds. The managers
are waking up to the fact that if they could give a first class
show it would add greatly to the attractions.

At my suggestion two of the largest societies proposed to
give a first class Kennel Club show this fall. One of them
applied to the Kennel Club for admission and dates for their
show, but the application for membership, not being made
out as required, it was returned for correction. But it re-

quu-ing possibly another meeting of the society to arrange
the details it was never returned to the Kennel Club. Besides,
as there were previous applications for the same dates claimed
in Canada as for both these societies, the agricultural societies

concluded to postpone their intended shows until another
fall, then I confidently expect to see two or three first-class

Kennel Club shows in this section. Had there been no ques-
tion about securing the dates there would have been at least
two first-class shows this fall. Country fairs should be
allowed to hold a show under Kennel Club rules on their
regular dates. First require them to join, then allow them
to hold the show whenever they choose, and do not require
them to make appUcation six months before the proposed
show.
All exhibitors will agree with me, I think, that the rule

allowing the committee to select whoever they choose for
judge, in case the one advertised could not serve, is unjust to
the exhibitors. They make their entries with the promise of
having a certain judge officiate, and it is but just that if an-
other "is to be appointed they have a word to say. Article
XIII. should be changed as proposed by Dr. Perry'
In regard to the present laws regarding importing dogs, if

I am not much mistaken it was enacted after several consul-
tations and by the recommendation of some of the leading
dog breeders, I cannot remember just who at present. Is it

not better as it stands than patched up so that mongrels
could slip through?
When the good Doctor attacks the express companies he

chooses a fit subject with which to wrestle. There is a uni-
versal feeling among all dogmen that they are unjustly
treated by the express companies. I am sure the feeUns
would not be so general was not justice with us. If you see
the officers I am sure you will find them jolly good fellows
and the committee will have a pleasant remembrance of their
visit. By all means let the Kennel Club foot the 'bill for
stamps, etc. The express companies will tell them they are
carrying dogs at a loss, which is true as far as the dogs go.

No reduction will be made. If the express companies would
only meet us half way and agree to discharge and never em-
ploy a messenger in whose care a dog was injured tiu-ough
his carelessness, it would erea,te a better feeling aa far as

the dogmen are concei'ned. If a complaint is made no atten-
tion is paid to it. If we pay double rates we have a right to
expect our dogs to at least receive hximane treatment. For
my part I do not so much object to the double rate if it

would insure proper care and attention. But it is not just,

after we have paid for extra care and dispatch, that we should
have our dogs set to one side, or smothered, by some careless
official.

Only last week I shipped a valuable mastiff bitch to Can-
ada. The trip should have occupied less than one day, but
instead it occupied two. She was somewhere, no one knows
where, and when she arrived she was taken from the box
seemingly breathing her last, in other words nearly smoth-
ered. Only by the best of care and attention did she recover.
Of course it will do a permanent injury to the bitch. Had
she been received by almost any other party she would not
have been brought round. As it stands now, the express
company received double rates for the care they gave her,
and the owner has besides a long bill to pay the veterinary.
The messenger or whoever was responsible still enjoys his
situation with the same chances to do the same thing again.
There have been cases where a dog was smothered through
the fault of the shipper, but this one was in splendid condi-
tion, nine months old and shipped in a light new box made
especially for hot weather, with one side open as far as pos-
sible. By all means appoint a standing committee for this
work, consisting of the most persuasive sort of fellows in the
club.' Instruct them to keep up the "wrestling" and to re-

port progress. J. L. WtNCHELL.
Fair Haven, Vt.

Editor Forest and Stream:
In regard to the substitution for Article XIH. of Bench

Show Rules of A. K. C. proposed by Dr. Perry, I beg leave
to submit Forest and Stream the folloAving considera-
tions: Above all, allow me to assu.re Dr. Perry of my hearty
indorsement of his proposal, it being equitable to both con-
tracting parties; exhibitors and bench show officials, pro-
tecting as it does either party against having an objection-
able judge foisted on them. With Dr. Perry I can say that I
believed such or similar proposed change had been accepted
at the last A. K. C, meeting, until I saw the printed report
to the contrary; but, on the whole, I cannot see how any
fairer way could be suggested to avoid futuxe trouble on this
point.

I am fully in accord with the best part of Dr. Perry's able
suggestion, especially as regards the representation of Asso-
ciate Members. I may except, perhaps, his ideas about
election, or rather, the making up of a slate for election, of
officers, it being simply impracticable, to my mind, as he
will find no fitting man for such offices willing to serve in
such lucrative ( ?) positions, where all is diligent and some-
times most unpleasant work, but very little honor, unless
that being "nagged" at is honor. I repeat, he will find no
man to lend his name for nomination under the proposed
conditions, at the same time be quite reconciled to being de-
feated, because only one can be elected.

I may be wrong, but I should decidedly object to being
nominated were I put in such a position. I give it, of course,
only as an illustration, ha^nng resigned from all clubs I be-
longed to; and I am convinced that you will find most fan-
ciers, who are in it for fancy's sake only, to hold the same
\iew.
There is one point on which I should like to hear the opin-

ion of such an able framer as Dr. Perry and also of others,
viz.: How to stop the discreditable jockeying by stuffing or
starving dogs up to or down to proper weisht in heavy or
light-weight classes? my own proposal—"To compel a dog
18 months and older to remain thereafter in its then declared
class"—having been rejected at the last A. K. C. meeting.
This is a very important point, and is conducive to much

funny business at every show just before judging, when
handlers and owners can see what they have to compete
against.
Everybody of course will indorse Dr. Perry's suggestions

concerning "importation" and "express charges," and if

future committees should be more successful than former
ones it will be a thing much wished for; but I am afraid it is

a matter of great doubt at present.
I do hope that Dr. Perry's logical and able proposals will

bring forth, as he desires, a fair and unbiassed discussion
without underlying personal motives, because the rules fair-

est to all will also be fairest for each individual honest exhib-
itor and fancier. G. Muss-Aenolt.
TucKAHOE, N. Y., July 22.

Editor Forest and Stream:
In regard to Dr. Perry's resolutions, I should like to say

that the A.K.C. will be sure to do the wrong thing; when-
ever they have the choice of two roads they always take the
wrong one. They have always been notorious for doing
foohsh things, and it would not do for them to pass any
laws that would benefit breeders and exhibitors. I see the
A.K C. has some thousands of dollars in the bank, but since
it was organized it never gave one cent to improve the dogs
of America. The A.K.C. should help the doggy interests
and not blow in our money for law suits. I used to pay $5,

but found it was like pouring water into a rat hole, the rats
got a drink and it did not hurt the hole.

If a club advertises a judge, m.auy will make then* entries
because they have confidence in the jtidge, and they expect
he will be there. We pick our judges and only show under
certain men, because we have triedl;hem all and found many
wanting. It is public talk that a judge got the stomach
ache just to give another man a chance to work oflt" a grudge
against exhibitors he did not like. Exhibitors should of
course vote on who present would be acceptable. Then if

any exhibitor did not like the one appointed, the show should
be made to return his entry fees. J. OTIS FELLOWS.
Hornellsville, N. Y,, July 22.

Editor Forest and Stream:
E,especting the appointment of a dog show judge to fill the

place of a judge who is absent from the show where he has
been advertised to act, in my opinion, the rule should be left

as it now stands, as very many of the large exhibitors do not
attend the shows, but send their kennel men. Even if all

the exhibitors did attend, and the choosing of the judge were
left to them, it would only give an additional opportunity
for rankling and ill-feeling, of which there is altogether too
much now.
The dog show committee appoint the judges in the first

place and have the show in charge. They make the different

classes and pay the pr^es, and if the judge fails them it is

their province to fill his place. H. W. SMITH.
Worcester, Mass., July 20.

At the meeting to be held by the Kenmore Coursing Club,
at Good]and, Kan., which we drew attention to recently,
there will be the Goodland Stakes, for 16 or more all-age
greyhounds, entrance fee §20 for members, S3.5 for non-mem-
bers; $100 of the citizens' cash and .50^ of entrance money to
the "winner; SoO cash and 50;ii of the remainder of entrance
fee to the runner up; balance of entrance money to be equally
divided between dogs equal at the finish. Then there is the
Kenmore Derby, for puppies under 18mos. Entrance SIO for
members and .sl2.50 for non-members; winner gets S.50 cash
and .50;J of entrance money, 50jJ of balance of entrance money
to runner up, and balance of entrance to those equal at the
finish. Entries close night of Oct. 16. Dr. Van Hummell
last fall told us that the country round Goodland was ex-
cellent for the purpose, and expected that a good meeting
could be brought off there.
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POINTS AND FLUSHES.
{By a Staff Correspondent.]

The Northwestern Field Trials.

Chicago, July 22.—In a letter to me dated July 15 Mr.
Thos. Johuscm, Winnipeg, Avrites as follows:
"Mr. BrailsEord cables me to enter in our All-Age and

Championship Cup, Mxisa, winner of the All-Age Pointer
Stake at the late Pointer Club trials. I expect that Hallam
has started with Mr. Lonsdale's dogs for Manitoba ere this."
Everything auspiciously points toward a successful trial

for the Northwestern Field Trial Club.

The Northwestern Beagle Club] of America.
In a letter from Mr. Louis Stelfen, secretar3^-treasurer of

the club, he writes, under date of July 17, that the prospects
for a successful trial are excellent. The date selected, No-
vember 1, is at a time of year when the rabbit crop and
grounds are at their best. l4r, Steffen, in behalf of the club,
invites all beagle fanciers to become members. The initia-
tion fee is but $5 and the annual dues $3. The secretary's
address is No. 781 Thirty-eighth st., Milwaukee, Wis.

McLin.

The young man who so recently distinguished himself by
coarse brutality to dogs in his charge, which he had nnder
pretense of training them, is in a fair way to meet the legal
punishment he so earnestly merits. It is most gratifying
that the people of Bicknell did not let the matter rest after a
farcical justice trial in which McLin was acquitted. I do
not know the attainments of the jiistice in question, but I
feel certain that he is possessed of an intellect of incandescent
brightness aad a sense of justice and humanity such as ap-
pertain to the demagogue.
The following excerpts from a letter dated Jiily 16, written

to me by Mr. J. T. Mayfield, explain themselves:
"I have made another attempt to secure punishment for

the wretch, and he is now in the county jail. His bond is

$500, and I think he will be unable to secure a bondsman.
The warrant for his arrest was based on the charge of per-
jury. The trial is set for July 31, before the Mayor of Viu-
cinnes. He will be bound over for trial. We (Joe F. Balmer
and I) thought best to hire an assistant prosecutor. We en-
gaged a good one.
"It will cost us not less than $300 to carry this case through

court, and may be more. What we want, if it is po.ssible'to
obtain, is a small contribution from each sportsman who feels
disposed to assist. We also urgently request the owners of
the dogs to be at the trial July 31. We want them to testify
to the number of dogs theyhad in McLin's charge, and hope
that they will be present.

"I promised the constable a fee if he would catch McLin.
He ran McLin fifteen miles across the river and brought him
back from where he was hidden in White River bottom.
It is a State case, and there are no fees for the officers."
Mr. J. M. Freeman, of Bicknell, who is also active in the

case, nnder date of July 18 writes as follows: "McLin is
now in jail where he will remain imtil the 31st inst., when
he will have his trial before Mayor Miller, of Vincennes,
The charge on which he is now held is pei'jury and cruelty
to animals. We have secured the best criminal lawyer in
southern Indiana to help the prosecutor. It will cost some
money to give the case xjroper attention, but I feel that the
dog owners will be willing to help us out. We have agreed
topa^rthe attorney $50 for the preliminary trial and |50
more'if it goes to the circuit court, and there will be other
expenses which will have to be met. Mr. Mayfield has just
received a letter from ]\Ir. F. H. Perry, in which he says he
will attend the trial."

That the people are aroused to earnest action, the follow-
ing letter from Mr. P. T. Madison, secretary of the U. S. F.
T. C, still further attests, He says;
"In his trial at Bicknell, Geo. McLin was acquitted of

cruelty to :inimals, the charge on which he was tried. He
swore that he only had four dogs in his hands this year. It
is positively known that eleven dogs were sent to him, and
only one has been takeu away. McLin is now in jail, having
been re-arrested last Saturday. The charges are cruelty to
animals, perjury and arson. There is no question about the
perjury, the penalty of which, in this State, is three to four-
teen years.
"McLin hired Lawyer Pritchett, of Vincennes, to defend

him in his Bicknell trial, promising to pay |20 for his ser-

vices. When McLin was acquitted he walked out and failed
to pay his lawyer.

"Pritchett is now employed to prosecute this case, and the
dogmen must pay it. Contributions are in order and should
be sent to J. M. Freeman, Bicknell, Ind.
"Mr. D. C. Bergundthal gave §10, I gave $5, J. M. Freeman

$5, John T. Mayfield $5, John Gude $5, Dr. J, McDowell |5,

J. A. Balmer $5.

"On my visit to the ruins of McLin's kennel I saw the
charred remains of eight dogs. It is sickening to think of."
The spoi"tsmen of this country .should not ignore the op-

portunity to contribute to the prosecution fund of such a
cause. Any sum, however small, will be a helj), and, if the
sportsmen respond numerously, small sums will make a
sufficient total. Those who are interested in dog training,
and more particularly trainers and handlers, should particu-
larly avail themselves of the opportunity to contribute to
the prosecution fund.
In view of recent developments I owe the people of Bick-

nell an apology for my remarks last week, and for the same
I tender an apology to them. When iu the justice trial Mc-
Lin was acquitted, there was nothing in the reports to indi-
cate that further action against him would be taken. It
seemed to me that sucli apathy and inaction as the reports
implied, by a town which had received so many material
benefits, and was to receive more next fall by the presence of
the U. S. F. T. CAuh, was in itself an olfense. I am heartily
glad that such is not the case. Had tiie matter rested with
the decision of the learned local cadi, there would have been
cause for complaint against the townspeople of Bicknell. As
it is, there is none, and I beg leave to withdraw my strictures
of last week on them.

Mr, C, 0. M. Hunt, of Palmyra, N. Y., has been in Chi-
cago some days recently doing the World's Fair. He sat in
the Vienna village, Midway Plaisance, one afternoon eating
Frankfurter sausage with a friend. The sausage was sup-
posed to be imported, hence cool and refreshing. After eat-

mg a few moiithfuls Mr. Hunt gravely said: "This tastes
too much like native. I do not believe it is registered in the
A.K. C." B. WATERS.
909 SeGubity Building, Chicago.

Flaps from the Beaver's Tail.

TOKONTO, Canada.—Mr. T. McKay Robertson writes me
that his recent cocker importation. Green Craft Nellie, is in

whelp to Red Obo. Something good should result from this

union, Nellie's breeding being of the best. Her winnings in
elude seconds at Pembroke, Carmarthen and Aberdeen, firsts

at Pontardulis, Naubeth, Cardigan, where she also won the
special against 67 competitors.

Mr. Hugh Falconer has added another of Mr. Wincbell's
mastiffs to his kennel, in H. R, H., a young bitch, by Beau-
fort's Black Prince out of Winchell's Bess,

A correspondent writes me asking if wins at Canadian
shows this year will count in the A. K. C. records, to which
I may say distinctly that they will not, the A, K. C. having

decided that in future that club will not recognize wins at
shows under C. K. C. rules. This of course does not refer to
any winnings iu the past, but dates from the date of dissolu-
tion of the then existing agreement. On the other hand,
winnings under A. K. C. rules will not count as records at
Canadian shows.

Dr, Wesley Mills has received letters from several of the
most prominent dogmen in Canada congratulating him on
his nomination to judge pointers at the World's Fair and
urging him to accept.

Some weeks ago I noticed the purchase of a new St. Bernard
dog, Refuge V., by the Bowmanville St. Bernard Kennels.
It appears the dog, an orange and white, with dark shadings,
was put on board an Allan liner in charge of the steward, a
deck cabin passage having been taken for the dog's accom-
modation. On the arrival of the steamer at Montreal the
dog was so sick that he had to be sent on a stretcher to the
Veterinary College. When he left England he was a typical
orange and white, but the sea voyage so metamorphosed him
that he arrived a mongrel with no white at all. Here is where
the extraordinary part of the tale comes in. It seems evident
that a worthless dog was exchanged for the original dog,
vvhen or by whom is unknown., and the former probably
given a soothing dose a short time previous to the arrival of
the boat in Montreal, as he died but a few hours after his re-
moval. I understand . the case is now in the hands of the
proper authoritias for investigation. H. B. Donovan.

CoTirsing at the Ck>lden Gate.

A MORE than ordinarily interesting cour.sing event took
place July 2 and 4, at the Ocean View Park, San Francisco,
Cal. The occasion was the meet of the GoldenWest Cours-
ing Club, and many well-known Californian greyhounds and
lovers of the leash took part in the sport. The interest taken
by the public out there in coursing is shown in the fact that
about 4,000 people were present on Sunday, the first day.
The well-known and able judge, Mr. John Grace, held the
fiags, and his no less able coadjutor, Mr. James Wren, han-
dled the slips and as usual gave satisfaction.
The first to the .slips was the crack Valley Queen and

Cleverness, the former owned by J. J. Edmond, and the latter
by J. M. Kelsly. The ground was ra good order and the hare
a strong one, and after a capital course the red flag went up,
showing Valley Queen the winner. The next brace were
P. Tiernan's Glen Farron, a past master ta the ga,me, and
W. Dalton's Blue Boy, Glen Farron proved himself easily
the best stalling oif some great spurts on Blue Boy's
part. T. ,1. Cronin's ^Hiite Rustic proved altogether too fast
for Mr. Lenahan's Meulo Lass in the next course, though the
latter ran a splendid course. J. O'Shea's Salvator had no
chance with T. J. Cronin's crack Depend On Me, who prac-
tically did all the work. After a short course between D. D.
Roche's Dolly A'^arden and H, J. Gerdes' Judge Morrow,
Dolly gained the verdict, and P. Tiernan's Long John and
T. J. McHugh's Maggie M. had a long course before the flag
went up for Long John. The rest of the first round resulted
as follows:
W. Ford's Pennyroyal beat Al Stead's Nattie.
D. D. Roche's Dan C. beat J. .J. Edmond's Vida Shaw.
T. J. Cronia's Dottle Dimple beat J, Perigo's Wee Lassie.
P. J. Canavan's Examiner beat D. D, Roche's John

Mitchell.
T. J. McHugh's Sculptor beat J. O, Shea's NeUie Get

There.
E. P. Kennel's Eureka beat J. Perigo's Longfellow.
T, D, Nolan's Dark Rustic beat James McCormack's Dash-

ing Wave,
James McCormack's Little Rose beat T. J, Cronin's Jack

Dempsey.
D. D. Rooche's Mountain Hare beat George Dougherty's

Peter Jackson.
T. J. Cronin's Fairy beat A. Stead's Stonewall Jackson.
E. P. Kennel's John W. beat W. E. Wadham's Twilight.
J. M. Kihsby's Billy the Masher beat P. I). ]N(j]an's Sting.
J. M, Kilsby's Plumas beat E. P. Kennel's Extra Pale.
The day was nearly spent when the first round was com-

pleted and it was found impossible to rim off more than a
few of the ties, which resulted as follows:
Valley Queen beat Glen Farron.
White Rustic beat Depend On Me.
Long John beat Dolly Varden.
Pennyroyal beat Dan S.

The rest of the ties were postponed till July 4, on which
day a Consolation Stake was also arranged for.

On Tuesday, Independence Day, the crowd was equally
large and there was considerable betting. Eventually in
the

Third Bound
Valley Queen beat White Rustic.
Long John beat Pennyroyal,
Wee Lassie beat Sir John,
Fairy a bye (with Valley Queen, and outpointing her).

Fourth Round.
Long John beat Paii-y.

Wee Lassie a bye.
Final.

Long John beat Wee Lassie.
The stake amounts were $100 and cup to first, $75 to

second, fourth and fifth §20 each, and the next five S5 each.
In the Consolation Stake Longfellow, after beating Glen

Farron, ran through the stake and gained the verdict over
Dottle Dimple in the final after a very exciting course, on
which a great amount of money changed hands on the
result.

The Toronto Show.
The premium lists for the Industiial Exhibition Associa-

tion's fifth annual international bench show of dogs, to be
held at the city of Toronto, Sept. 11 to 15 next, are now
ready for distribution and can be had by applying to the
secretary, G. A. Stone, 82 King street, East, Toronto. The
list contains 192 classes, over .JSjOOO are oft'ered in cash, be-
sides specials. Sweepstakes are provided for greyhoimds,
pointers, English, Irish and Gordon settei-s, collies, bull and
fox-terriers, field and cocker spaniels aud beagles, and are for
American-bred dogs, any age, which have not won public
money. Challenge classes are provided for mastiffs, rough
and smooth-coated St Bernards, great Danes, deerhounds,
greyhounds, foxhounds, pointers, all the setter classes, col-

lies, bulldogs, buU-teiTiers, Irish, Dandie Dinmont, Scotch,
Skye, black and tan, smooth, wire-haired, fox and York-
shire terriers, poodles, Clumber, field and cocker spaniels,
dachshunds, beagles (two classes) pugs aud Kiug Charles
spaniels. Thirty-three kennel prizes are oft'ered, ranging
from §20 to $10. A selling class is also provided for and a
rule which reads that in any class made for dogs and bitches,
should thei-e be any more than six entries the classes will be
divided and extra money given: C. A. Stone, Sec'y.

No Field Trials for New England.
Editor Forest and Stream:
At a meeting of the New England Field Trial Club, held

in Boston, it was voted not to run the field trials as adver-
tised next fall. This action was takeu because of the poor
conciition of the game and grounds of the club.

Wm, M, Lovering, Sec'y,
Taunton, Mass, July 17,

DOG CHAT.

Are Foxhounds Courageous When Alone?
The opinion is advanced by the London Spectator that the

courage of the foxhound in isolation is not shown to the
same extent as when in company, and that no hound will
attack a fox with the determination of a terrier. Yet the
passive coirrage of the foxhoimd is immense. To see, speak-
ing of English hunting, lagging hounds come up through a
field of horsemen, to watch the pace with which they charge
the thickest hedges and the endurance they show during a
long run, will convince most of this. An instance is related,
as shoMang that combination supplies courage, of a pack of
English foxhounds that were taken to Prance for wolf hunt-
ing. When a wolf was put up each hound cis he caught the
scent dropped his tail between his legs and refused to follow.
When, however, some French hounds, used to the game, had
been added to the pack, the foxhound hunted eagerly. But
now they ran with their bristles up—to kill, not to eat. The
fox they regard as a dinner; not so the wolf. The same may
be said of many dogs who have not been regularly entered to
the game they are expected to bring down. Old champion
Mac, the deerhonnd, made a sorry exhibition when he saw
his first wolf, but soon afterward became one of their fiercest

foes.
The English foxhound is the highest development of speed,

strength and endm-ance. Ten miles to the meet, an ordi-

nary experience, five hours' hunting at an average of ten
miles an hour, during which two foxes are run down, .ind

ten miles before supper, is but an ordinary day's work. It

is not an exaggeration to say that many a hound could
cover 100 miles in a day without being greatly distressed.
But for this he would need companionsuip. Alone he would
tire sooner than a slim-legged pointer or setter, whose
steady gallop over grass or heather is another marvel of
animal endurance. In this relatiou it would be interesting
to prove what the English hound, with his long train-
ing of association, would do if he had to go it alone, as so
many of the foxhounds of this country habitually hunt.
Marvelous tales have been told of the endurance, courage
and tenacity of purpose of the American hound when hunt-
ing alone, and if one could depend upon their authenticity
they would go some way to prove the greater ability of
the two breeds in this direction. Of course it is impossible
to compare the carefully bred, well nurtured, "packing"
hoiind of the old country with the hounds which pick up
a living in our mouutainous fox-huntiug districts. It coulcf,

however, we believe, be easily shown that the American
foxliound does not require company to show his best traits.

Some of our old fox-hunting readers could probably throw
further light on this interesting subject.

As Another Man Sees It.

Not every one is imbued with a love for dogs, and it is

sometimes good to turn from the fulsome praise that dog
lovers in general pour over their favorites in generous doses,

and hear the opinions of other, no less intelligent, people
who don't see things just as we do. A WTiter in the Dallas
(Tex.) News says that the dog if sufficiently civilized would
no doubt prove a transccndant blessing, but he is not pre-
pared to say that even in his unpolished state he is an un-
mitigated evil. In a great majority of in.stances—and this
is a country in which the majority rules—the dog could be
dispensed with and the world still move—with less noise,
hydrophobia and tamales, no doubt, but move nevertheless.
"Wherever a mau is or has been and blown six fingers ofl:

with giant powder, there has been the dog also to hearken unto
the seeming danger of the situation and flee unto a haven of
safety and there fulfil his mission us man's protector and
bark until the welkin rang. History would be incomplete
with the dog not in it—as incomplete as the household of the
poor man deeply involved in debt. But the dog is in histoi-y.

and that sharply, and to expunge him thereft'om would be
no le.ss difficult than to remove him from the living present
with the limited number of hoe han<IIes at our command.
There are many Iciuds of dogs, from the majestic St. Bernard
down to the plebeian brindle pup, all varying in minor de-
tail, but possessing certain indestructible and corresponding
attributes that teud to constitute them one homogeneous
family, among which are the acute sense of smell, the
capacity for sustaining eft'ort in a nocturnal barking match
and the propensity for smelling unlike crab-apple blossoms
when he gets wet. Man no doubt owes much to the dog for
his faithfulness and fidelity, but the fact should not cause
us to lose sleep, for he will ultimately collect the debt if his
appetite holds out and the doors .are not securely bolted.
But for the dog the flea would have been lost in the shuffle
and the bird hunter would have been an unknown quantity.
He has preserved the one through the vicissitudes of the
past, and promises to lead the other to loftier heights in the
future."

A Martial Dog.

One of the most interesting bits in the representation of
the defense of Rorke's Drift at Tattersalls, Chicago, is the
fox-terrier Paddy, belonging to Lieut. Rawson Turner.
Paddy marches in with the column and does not fail to pay
a visit to the commissariat tent as soon as it is pitched.
VVhen the bugle sounds the alarm, however, Paddy is on the
alert, and after one dismal howl at the bugler for disturbing
him, he joins the company and trots about inspecting every-
thing as if he knew all aboiit it. When the Zulus advance
and the firing Ijegins Paddy is in his element. He rushes on t

at the dusky warriors, barks at them and snaps viciously at
their heels, keeping this up until the "cease firing" is sound-
ed, and the Zulus retire in dismay. Paddy is quite to the
manor born. When the soldiers under Gen. Stewart were
marching across the desert in the land of the Nile to rescue*
Gen. Gordon, Paddy was born, .Ian. 15, 1885. His mother
was carried in a bucket, and though his eyes were closed his
ears soon became accustomed to the noise of conflict. The
fight at Abu Klea, in which poor Cant. Burnaby was killed,

took place the day after Paddy's birth. His next appearance
in action was at the battle of Gamazeh at Suakim. His
third engagement was at Torki, on the Nile, and he once
more came out of the fray unscaLhed. When he left the
regiment he was presented with a medal and three clasps for
the three actions, and the_ Khedive's star. He is a regular
attendant at parade, and in his owu way ius[iects the men.
He shares the antipathy which most soldiers feel for the
bugle at reveille, and whenever it sounds he answers with a
dismal howl.

Toronto Dog Show.
Although some time since Fokest and Steeam published

some particulars of the premium list of the above show, the
receipt of the regular premium list reminds us that it would
be well to draw attention again to the good things provided.
While the amount of prizes iu some breeds has been cur-
tailed, other classes have been added so that the list is about
on a par iu value with that of last year. Mastiffs and St,

Bernards get $15 and diploma in challenge classes and $15,

SIO, $5 and §3 in the open division, puppies 17 and $3, and
novice class SIO, $5 and diploma in mastiffs; St. Bernards $7,

IfS and diploma. Great Danes get a challenge prize of $15,

open classes $10, iS5, S3 and diploma, puppies $7, $3 and
diploma. Those breeds having challenge prizes of $10 and
diplomas are "Scotch staghounds" and greyhoimds, bull-
dogs, bull-teiriers, black and tan terriers, beagles, fox-ter-

riers, wire and smooth. Open classes in these breeds get $10,.
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6'5 and diploma, except fox-terriers, which have a third prize
of -SS. Pointers, all setters and collies get ^10 and diploma in
challenge and $15, ^?7, $3 and diploma in open classes.
Spaniels, always a great feature of this show, are pro-
vided -with classification No. 1 of the A. S. C. Iield
spaniels have in challenge SIO and diploma, open classes §10,

$5, S.3 and di))loma. Cockers get the same in challenge but
SIO, S7, .>3 and diploma in the open classes. Most of the re-
maining breeds get 85 challenge prizes and $7, .§3 and diploma
in the open. Kennel prizes are given by the association for best
Ivennels, ranging from.S20 to §10, and by a number of specialty
clubs, notably the Greyhound, Pointer, Spaniel and Fox-
lerrier cluVjs. The association also offers other inducements
such as -^30 to the agent or person having the largest number
>i{ entries in bis charge, and -§20 to the one having second
largest team. The largest Canadian entry in charge of one
exhibitor or agent gets SIO, and the association offers its
medal, val ue -SSO, to the owner or kennel showing the largest
number of dogs at the show. The rates and pri\'ileges on
the railroads we liave already drawn attention to. American
exhibitors sending dogs by express must fill out a certificate
that clears the customs, the dogs going in on bond of the
Association. All dogs from this side must now be listed in
the C. K. C, and this costs SOcts. a dog. The regular entry
fee is $2, and entries must be sent in by Aug. 31, to Mr. C. A.
Stone, 82 King st., Toronto. The judges are: C. H. Mason,
Philadelphia, Pa.: Mastiff's, St. Bernards, great Danes,
Newfoundlands, greyhounds, bulldogs, bull-terriers, fox-
terriers, collies, poodles, Scotch terriers, black and tan ter-
riers, pugs, King Charles, Blenheims, Prince Charles, ruby
and Japanese spaniels, and the miscellaneous and selling
classes. .John Davidson, Monroe, Mich.: Pointers, English,
Irish and Gordon setters, bloodhounds, Irish terriers, Dandie
Dinmont terriers, Bedlington terriers, Airedale terriers, Skve
terriers, Yorkshire terriers, toy terriers and Italian grey-
hounds. A. Clinton Wilmerding, New York city: Irish
water spaniels. Clumber spaniels, field and cocker spaniels,
retrievers. A. C. Krueger, Wrightsville, Pa.: Beagles, Eng-
lish and American foxhounds, harriei-s, Scotch staghounds,
wolfhotULds and dachshunds.

Pacific Coursing Club.

The Pacific Coursing Club is probably the largest coursing
club in the world, as it boasts upward of 7 00 active members,
which is expected to be materially increased this season.
They have sent a challenge to Australia to course 16 dogs
against those of the antipodes, and expect an answer every
mail. In the event of an acceptance arrangements have been
made, it is said, to distribute §3,000 in prizes. The club held
a meeting July 6 and elected the following officers: Presi-
dent, Henry Hull; Vice-President, P. D. Nolan; Second Yice-
1 'resident, J. Dean; Treasurer, M. W. Kerrigan: Secretary,
.lames W. Darragh; Executive Committee, P. E. Canavan,
O. W. Lewis, J. Cranston, P. Ryan, J. McCracken and Dan
Toland.

Wolves and Coyotes in Montana.
Mr, W. P. Turner, of lAicille, Mont., is doing good work

for the cattlemen in his district. He is a ranch owner him-
self and has a team of greyhounds and deerhounds, and with
them he is perceptibly diminishing the wolves and coyotes
that infest the Marias range. P^eceutly he had 22 wolf and
171 coyote skins punched, and iJiis represents the work of
his dogs so far this year. While there are hundi-eds of these
pests left yet, the cattlemen are gainers by Mr. Turner's
activity in this direction, and the effect will be apparent in
an increased calf crop hereafter.

Death of Donald.
The well-known St. Bernard Donald, owned by Miss H, E.

Cushman, Franklin Park, near New Brunswick. N. J., has
joined the great majority. The cause of death is not known.
Donald was an immense dog, and was one of those dogs that
really did touch the beam at 35in. or a little more, and
weighed over SOOlbs. His last appearance was at New York
in 1S92, when he won second to Sir Bedivere, beating Lord
Melrose. His size was his chief attraction, for he was defi-
cient in St. Bernard type and character. He was imported
about 1890, and was over five years old. A dispatch states
that a funeral service will be held over the dog when he is
buried.

Bull-Terriers Change Owners.
Mr, Chas. L. Symonds has purchased from Mr. H. A.

Harris, North Wilmington, Mass., the well-known bull-
terriers Prince Gully and Mermaid, and they will be in-
cluded in the coming sale of the Anglo-American Kennels.
Mermaid is now in whelp to White Wonder and the union
of these cwogcjod ones should prove exceptionally happv in
its result. Prince GuUy and Mermaid, it will "be remem-
bered, were brought over in the early spring, having been
purchased in England by Mr. Raper.

Death of Honor Bright.

We are sorry to hear of the death of such a good grey-
hound as Honor Bright, and so soon after his advent to this
country. He was run over on the railroad. Honor Bright
was imported by Messrs. Toon & Symonds before New York
show, this year, and won first and special for best in the show
under Mr. Raper. Then he was purchased at that show by
Mr. H. Nelson, owner of the Maybrook Kennels, who showed
him at Boston, winning first again. He was bred by Mr,
Skinner, whelped in August, 1890, and was by Stripes of
Honor otit of Beatrice.

McLin Prosecution Fund.
We trust that all field trial men, especially, although the

cause appeals to all (lofj; lo\ ei s, will help the Bicknell sports-
men, Messr.s. Mayuehl and I'reeman, in their efforts to put
McLin where he ju.si 1 y desoi N ks to be. Two hundred dollars
should be easily raised by those who wish to see such men
made deterreiu. examples of. Further pai-ticulars of this
Ijrutal affair are luuud in "Points and Flushes."

Transfer of Pet Dogs.
The King Charles spaniel Royal Roy, a winner of several

prizes in America, and who was imported from Mrs. Forder's
kennel, with his mate Twinkle, has been purchased fi-om
Mr. August Knoblauch by Mr. K. H. Morris, who has the
Union Pet Dog Kennel, at Hackensack, N. ,7. We understand
that Roy will in future be exhibited as Union Roy, taking
Mr. Morris's kennel prefix.

N. E. F. T. Club's Trials Off.

It is a most regrettable fact that the New England Field
Trial Club will not hold their trials i his fall. The abandon-
ment of the event will be a great disappointment to a large
number of New England sportsmen whose dogs have been
undergoing preparation. Mr. Lovering, the secretary, writes
tis that the club needs a little more tiine to turn itself and
then wiU put forth every effort for 1891:. The decision not to
have the trials this year is final.

Apropos of some of the bobtails now being shown in this
country as such, Mr, Freeman Lloyd, a well known authority
on the breed, in spe^^king of the old English sheepdog savs:
"But I must say in many instances of late I have seen priies
given to dogs of very indifferent texture of coat, and in type

far removed from what was originally intended. I do not
like to see these poodle-like dogs on the bench. Interested
in the breed as I have been for several years, I have always
been taught that the quality of coat was a considerable de-
sideratum. Some judges to-day entirely ignore this, and so
long as they have a frame with a lot of stuffy hair covering
it to look at they are pleased to make awards, and think they
are recognizing the qualities of true specimens of this breed.
I am aware that most of the bobtails of to-day have a poodle
appearance, but that does not alter the fact that it is the in-
correct type." We owned one of these dogs while living in
Monmouthshire, on the borders of Wales, and it was said to
be a capital specimen, though entirely different to those
shown at Wissahickon both in length of body and texture of
coat, and it was a real bobtail into the bargain. It resembled
in a great degree the picture of Sir Cavendish published in this
country some three years ago. A cleverer dog with cattle
and sheep a man could not wish to have, and he was smart
enough on his legs to keep his original owner's htunble larder
well supplied with ground game.

World's Fair Show.
One of Forest and Streaji's representatives in Chicago

called on Mr. Buchanan last week, and in his absence saw his
secretary. The latter stated, as his opinion, that the date for
the World's Fair show would not be changed. There had
been no action taken on the matter nor on judges to fill

vacancies.

National Beagle Club of America.
A field trial committee meeting will be held at A. K. C.

rooms, M Broadway, New York, Monday, July 31, at 3 P. M.
The classes, judges, prizes, etc., for the coming year will be
considered, and a full attendance is expected.

American Coursing Club IVIeeting.

It has been decided that this meeting will commence Oct.
24, at Great Bend, Kan. Mr. E, H. Mulcaster, who judged
last year, has again been invited to raise the flags.

English Setter Importation.

Mr. Geo. O. Smith, of Wheeling, V. Ya., has imported
through Spratts Co. the English setter Gambit.

Spratts Co. have imported for Mr. E. K. Austin, Platbush,
L. L, a winning bull bitch. Also a hutch of rabbits for Mr.
J. Bernard, of Utica, N. Y.

Mr. A. D. Stewart has arrived in England, and according
to British Fancier, is now inspecting kennels in "Bonnie
Scotland."

We note that Mr. McNeil offers liis pointer Coronet for
sale this week. This dog was broken by Mr. S. C. Bradley
and is said to be a capital all round dog. Mr. McNeil's
reason for selling is that he thinks him entirely out of place
in the city.

That is a queer case Mr. Donovan mentions in another
column in regard to Refuge Y., the St. Bernard. W^e have
often wondered that more cases of this sort do not occur, as
oppo7-tunities for such exchanges mtist be ample. It is to
be hoped this particular one will be thoroughly investigated.

Mr. McMahon, of Far Rockaway, L. I., is another stifferer

by the poison fiend, losing his pointer Duchess and St. Ber-
nard Rex, July 20. Whether it was the work of spiteful
persons or burglars is not known.

Another elephantine St. Bernard has been brought otit in
Scotland. Mr. W. S. Clarke is the Iticky owner. He showed
it at Carluke show and^calls him Gold Finder. "Segusian,"
in Scottifsh Fancier, says he is just about the best in the
United Kingdom at present. Mr. Reick is in Etirope now,
btit perhaps he Avill rest on this and let Col. Ruppert have
another go.

A rather shabby trick was played on a judge in Scotland
recently. A well-known man was asked to judge at a show
in place of the appointed judge, who was ill. He wired back
"Coming," and at considerable expense went to the show,
where he found he had been hoaxed. It seems certain people
had spotted him as the writer of a letter to the Scottisn
Fancier objecting to the appointed judge as incompetent,
and they wished to see if he would act himself if aslsed to
judge all classes. The matter has been placed in the hands
of the authorities and there is fttn ahead.

In our busineas columns Mr. -Joe Lewis places his well-
known English setters, champion Paul Gladstone and Yis-
cotmt, and Italian greyhound Spring at stud. Breeders in
Connecticut should avail themselves of this opportunity to
secure some of the best blood in English setterdom.

We have received the Constitution and By-Laws and Run-
ning Rules of the Nortwestern Beagle Club, lately formed.
They are practically the same as the National, and have
therefore been commented upon before. All beagle men will
be pleased to hear of the formation of this club and the pro-
gress it has already made.

It Is probable that Mr. Symonds will continue the North-
field Kennels with George Thomas still as manager. Mr.
Toon is the defatilting member of the combine. His business
interests in England require too much of his time.

We are again compelled to hold over the continuation of
"Type of Great Danes;" several letters on Dr. Perry's A. K.
C. resolutions must share the same fate.

The pointer bitch Abington Juno sold by Mr. Fred Inglis,
of Abington, to Mr. C. T. P. Smith, of Bristol, is intended
for exportation to America, so Stock-Keeper (Eng.) says.
This pointer won firsts at Glasgo\v and Ayr, Scotland, sho\Vs.

The Detroit dog Toledo Bee will run in the All-Age Stake
at the Manitoba trials. It wiU be remembered he won at the
International trials at Chatham. Ont., last year. Monk of
Furn ess Sting will run in the Derby. It seems to be be-
coming fashionable to send dogs up to Manitoba to get
in shape for the later trials. The season begins earlier in
that region than elsewhere, and as the country is good the
dogs are able to get into nice shape and develop speed for the
trials later on. Mr. J. M. Avent has gone up there with a
goodly string of new ones.

Mr, Albion L. Page's kennels at Stanley Park, N. J., look
almost deserted, he having sold off most of his kennel of
deerhounds. We saw, however, a capital-headed dog by
Bruar out of Lufra that will speak for himself when he is

shown. He is not quite two years old now. His name is

Lochiel. A bitch, Minna, was nursing a litter of five xi^oT-
ous pups by Lochiel, two days old.

A rather peculiar case came before the English Kennel
Club recently, and as a result an exhibitor at the late Pet
Dog show, H. Hartell, is disqualified for two years. He sent
insuitiug letters to the secretary of the show demanding the
return of his entry fees because of a judge's partial conduct
iu the ring, as he claims. He insists that Mr. Tom Ashton

awarded a prize to one of Mrs. Foster's dogs half an hour
before the class was judged. He sa,ys he saw Mr. Ashton
write something in his book when the dog was shown him in
the hamper, and then heard him say. "You are all right."
Unfortunately for this accitser he could not prove his charges,
having no witnesses, and for sending insulting letters and a
postal card he was disqualified^ In reading of this and other
cases passed tipon by the E. K. C, we are reminded that it

would be well if the letters, charges, etc., read and passed
upon by our advisory committee, should be made public in
the A. K. C. CrCiZ' ttc, so that thedogmenat large could judge
whether those whom they elect to office are doing their duty
properly.

Mr. Winchell, of mastiff and bloodhound fame, has ar-
ranged all the photographs of his noted dogs in a large frame
and this in turn has been photographed, making a very in-
teresting sort of pocket edition of celebrities.

KENNEL NOTES.
Kenuel Kotes are inserted without cliarge ; and blanRw

(furnished fi-ee) will be sent to any address.

NABIES CLAIMED.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Al De Bar Eclipse. By Al De Ber Collie Kennels, North Attleborov
Mass., for light sable and white rough collie dog, whelped June 9,1892,.
by Archie L. (Roderick of Ruthven—Aii-edale Duchess) out of Pansy-
Blossom (Maney Trefoil—Spoiled Miss).

BRED.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Queen of the Valley—FViend Dave. T. E. Baker's (Logan, O.) pointer-
bitch Queen of the Valley (Graphic's Bang—Dollv) to F. C. Rochester's.
Friend Dave (King of Kent—Babe Graphic). April 23.
Dot II.—Metchley Wonder, Jr. Maple Grove Kennels' (Logan. O.)'

collie bitch Dot II. (Christopher-Active) to their Metchley Wonder,
Jr. (Metchley Wonder—Barby Rose), June 18.

Flossie May—Metchley Wonder, Jr. Maple Grove Kennels' (Logan,.
O.) collie bitch Flossie May (Randolph—Maple Grove Luath) to their
Metchley Wonder, Jr., May 10.

Maple Grove Lady—Metchley Wonder, Jr. Maple Grove Kennels"
(Logan, O.) collie bitch Maple Grove Lady to their Metchley Wonder,.
Jr., May 12.

Patient—Bendigo. B. Alton Smith's (North Attleboro, Mass.) collie'
bitch Patient (Charlemagne—Patience) to J. Herpont Morgan's Ben-
digo (The Squire—Bertha), June 25.

2Iaritana—Al De Ber Eclipse. B. Alton Smith's (North Attleboro,.
Mass.) collie bitch Maritana (Scott—Robert's Fly) to Al De Ber Collie-
Kennels' Al De Ber Eclipse (Archie L.—Pansy Blossom), June 24.

Rose—Marengo II. B. Alton Smith's (North Attleboro, Mass.) Ches-
apeake Bay bitch Rose to his Marengo II. (Boatswain—Wheeler's;
Gladys), June 16.

Hilda—Bendigo. H. F. de B. Cameron's (Detroit, Mich.) cocker-
spaniel bitch Hilda to C. F. Backus's Bendigo, May 20.

Bochelle Sultana—Monarch. R. H. Erdman's black and tan terrier
bitch Rochelle Sultana (Broomfleld Sultana (Broomfield Sultan—Eng-
Hsh Lady) to Dr. H. T. Foote's Monarch (HaUfas Charlie—Nell),.
May 4.

Dora Dott—Kent Elgin. A. W. Bealer's (Atlanta, Ga.) pointer bitchi
Dora Dott (Meteor, Jr.—Belle S.) to T. T. Ashford's Kent Elgin (King;
of Kent—Vera Bang), July 18.

Jessica—Mainstay. G. W. Amory's (Boston, Mass.) pointer bitchi
Jessica (Beppo III,—Sal) to his Mainstay (Mainspring—Barmaid),
May 15.

WHELPS.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Pitti Sing. T. T. Ashford's (Birmingham, Ala.) pug bitch Pitti Sing
(imported Othello—Jule), June 18, six (five dogs), by A. F. German's
imported Drummer (Bruce—Patience).
Mack's Juno. T. T. Ashford's (Birmingham, Ala.) pointer bitch

Mack's Juno (Rex Morgan—Fleet), -.June 10, eleven (si.v dogs), by his
Kent Elgin (King of Kent—Vera Bang).
Luck of Baby. T. T. Hillman's (Birmingham, Ala.) pointer bitch

Luck of Raby (Brown Stout—Jaunty D.), June 17, six (four dogs), by
T. T. Ashford's Kent Elgin (King of Kent—Vera Bang).
Lassie Jean. T. W. Jewell's (Montgomery, Ala.) pointer bitch Las-

sie Jean (chamiJion Pommery Sec—champion Fan N.), June 34, twelve
(seven dogs), by T. T. Ashford's Kent Elgin (King of Kent—Vera
Bang).
Jessica. G. W. Amory's (Boston, Mass.) pointer bitch Jessica

(Beppo in. -Sal), July 17, eight (four dogs), by his Mainstay (Main-
spring—Barmaid).
Loita. R. H. Erdman's (Janesville, Wis ) black and tan terrier

bitch Lotta (champion Sir Wallace—Lively), May 16, four dogs, by his
Rochelle Sultan (Broomfield Sultan—Meersbrook Maiden).
Lulu Gladstone. H. C. DePuy's English setter bitch Lulu Gladstone

CDan Bryson—Grace Bryson), June 11, nine (three dogs), by his Da-
kota Chief (Qui Vive—Bettina Bondhu).

Whittle. Dr. H. T. Foote's fox-terrier bitch Whittle (Warren Rat-
tler—Warren Daytime), May 25, seven (six dogs), by R. F. Mayhew's
Brittle (Brick—Vamp).

Meer.ibi-ook Maiden. Rochelle Kennels' black and tan terrier bitch
champion Meersbrook Maiden (Meersbrook Chance—Meersbrook Em-
press), ,Tune 10, seven (five dogs), by their champion Broomfleld Sul-
tan (champion Broomfield Turk—Broomfleld Belle).

SALES.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Dazzle—Flurry IV. whelxis. Sable and white collie bitches, whelped
March 24, 1893, by B. Alton Smith, North Attleboro, Mass., one each to
Seminole Kennels, Chestnut Hill, Pa , and J. L. Lincoln, Jr., Chicago,
111.

Kent Elgin—Mack's .Tuno luhelps. Pointers, whelped June 10, 1893,
by T, T. Ashford, Birmingham, Ala., a liver and white dog to J. J.
Laughran and a black and white bitch to Thad. Mullins, both of same
place.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
'Uiere is no charge for ansioering questions under this he&d. All

questions relating to ailments of dugs will be answered by Dr. T. G.
Sherwood, a member of the Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons.
Cominunications referring to other matters co7inected with Kennel
Managem,ent and dogs will also receive careful attention.

C. B. C—Write to W. W. Titus, Waverley, Clay coimty, Miss.

R. B. D., South Bend, Wash.—Under the circumstances you could
not do better than feed the dog at noon. Evening is usually the best
time.

A Reader, Lenox, Mass —I have a pointer bitch 14 years old, that
was bred four times when she was young. 1 bred her last spring to a
pup about a year old, but she did not prove in whelp. She is very
healthy and lively. Is it possible for her to have pups at her age, and
should I try another dog? Ans. We fear she is too old. However,
you can try again, and see that she has four or five services.

T. B. G., Blacksburg. S. C—Will you kindly advise me what to do
for my Irish setter bitch. She has pups five weeks old, has been
doing well until the last ten days. She has no appetite, does not
seem to be sick, but wiU not eat. Ans. Give the following:

R Pot. bicarb 3 i

Tr. gent, co .' 3 ii

Aq. ad 5 vi
Mix. Give one tablespoonful three times a day.

R. E. M., Beliefontaine, O.—My pointer bitch was due to whelp May
13, but missed. She made milk as though for large litter. Her teats
are yet very large and fuU of milk. About two weeks before her time
was up she began to get very fat, and is so still, although she gets but
one feed of table scraps each day. How can I reduce her in weight,
as she weighs over "Olbs., though only of small build r WiU the milk
hurt her in any way? Ans. Feed once a day on lean meat (i-aw in
preference to cooked), with a little bread. Give more exercise, also
give an occasional purgative. No.

J. B., Jersey City.—I have a young cocker spaniel bitch, two years
old, which has, I believe, a slight attack of mange. The hair in the
neighborhood of the tail is coming out and a sort of scab has formed;
she is rolling and scratching all the time. Would you kindly pubUsh
in your next issue a remedy for this? Ans. Apply the following
dressing daily. Sulphur sublimed, 6oz.; oil of tar, 6oz; cottonseed
oil, 40oz. MLs together and apply. Also give this mixture:

5 Mag. sulph
, 51

Ferri sulph
, gi

Acid sulph. dil 3 i

Aq. ad fYiii
Mix. Give one tablespoonful twice a day.

T. E. D., New York City.—I have a fine Ii-ish setter dog, about two
and a half years old and very large, weighing 611bs., though very thin,
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He has not been -well for a year past and I do not know what the
trouble is. He frequently vomits up his food as soon as he eats it.

His mouth is always dripping with saliva and he will refuse food for a
day or two at a time. Eats grass often and seems trying to find a cer-
tain Mnd. Gets plenty of exercise, running loose. Gets little meat,
never raw, and plenty vegetables. Ans. Examine mouth and teeth;
see that they are all right. Treat for worms and then give this mix-
ture. Feed well, giving raw meat at least once a dayi You might
also give a little codliver oil twice a day.

Eerri. phosph
I

-- t?
Tr. nucis vom f

^

f:"^Aq. ad , | iv.

Mix. Give one tablespoonful three times a day.

G. M., Tuekahoe, N. Y.—Kindly offer in following cases advice as to
whether I should bother with the animals or if there is chance of re-
covery; 1. Pointer dog, 8mos., absolute paralysis, result of distem-
per. Have blistered whole length of spine from occiput to root of tail,

and administered medicine prescribed by you. Eats, has regular pas-
sage and urinates. No change whatsoever. 3. Four months' beagle
pup had excrutiating pain like rheumatism in right shoulder. Applied
camphor and chloroform, gave morphine and kept in hot bath for
three days, but did not help. Then got all at once chorea, and after
three days more Identically tbe same condition as pointer—paralyzed,
only aggravated by twitching. If the beagle had distemper it did not
show; but treated her for it about a month ago, and she seemed to be
all right till she commenced limping. Ans. 1. With regard to the
pointer, if there is no chorea present with the paralysis I think he will
recover. Blister the spine again and again if necessary—not the whole
length, about half. Give the following pills:

Strychnin sulph gr. i

Ferri phosph,, —
Ex. ergot aaj ss

Mix and make 30 pills. Give one three times a day. Should there
be any twitching of the muscles at any time, stop the pills for a few
days and then commence again. In addition to all this use galvanism.
2. The beagle will never completely recover. The paralysis may dis-
appear, but the chorea wUl always remain, though it may become less
in time.

FIXTURES.
JVhY.

29. Sippioan, 1st Open Sweep, 29. Royal Can., Lansdowne Cup,
Marion. 40, 3.5 and -SOft. Classes, Tor.

29. Buffalo An. Cruise, Lake Erie 29. Minnetonka, club race.
29. Indian Harbor. An., Green- 29. Gt. South Bay, An., Bay Shore,

wich, Conn. 29. Chesapeake Bay, Special, St.
29-30. Cor., San Fran., Masquerade Michaels.

and Cruise. 29. Royal Nova Scotia, 3-raters,
29. HuU Cor., Cash Race, HuU. Halifax.

AUGUST.
. Monatiquot, 1st Cham., Wey 14. New York Cruise, run to

mouth. New Bedford.
4. Savin Hill, 2d Cham., Dorches- 14-19. Cor., Marblehead, Midsum-

ter.

5. Cor., Marblehead, Sd Cham.
5. So. Boston,2dCham.,So.Boston
5. Beverlj% 2d Buzzard's Bay

Cham., Mon. Beach.
5. Knickerbocker, Club, Cabin

Cats, College Point.
5. Riverside, Pen. Regatta, River-

side, Conn.
5. Mos. Fleet, Cham., So. Boston.
5. Commonwealth, Ladies' Day,

Boston Harbor.
5. Quincy,ClubRace,Quincy,Mass
5. Lynn, Expert Cup, Lynn, Mass
5. Winthrop, Ladies' Day.
5. Royal Can., 21ft. Class and Mc-

Gaw Cup, Toronto.
5. Royal Nova Scotia, Lansdowne

Cup, Halifax.
7. Royal Nova Scotia, An. Cruise,

Halifax.

mer Series.
15. New York Cruise, run to New-

port.
16. Monatiquot, 2d Cham., Wey-

mouth.
19. Lynn, Expert Cup, Lynn, Mass
16. Savm HiU. Sail-off, Dorchester

Bay.
19. Mos. Fleet, Cham., So. Boston.
19. Riverside, Ladies' Day Race,

Riverside, Conn.
19. Quincy,ClubRace,Quincy,Mass
19. Beverly, 1st Open, Quissett.
19. So. Boston,3dOham.,So.Boston
19. Winthrop, 2d Cham.
19. Royal Can., Skiff Class, Tor.
19-20. Cor., San Fran., Cruise,

Goat Island.
19. Savin Hill, Union Open, Dor-

chester Bay.
21. Rhode Island, Open.

7. New York Cruise, Rendezvous 28. Massachusetts, Club, Dorches-
and Com.'s Cups, Glen Cove. ter Bay.

Massachusetts, Open, Under 82. Fall River, Open, Mount Hope
23ft., Dorchester Bay. Bay.

New York Ci'uise, run to Mor- 24. Rochester, Club, Charlotte.
24. Commonwealth, 2d Pen.Boston
25. Staten Island, Ladies' Day.
26. Buffalo, Ladies' Day.
26. Cor., Atlantic City, Annual.

ris Cove.
9. New York Cruise, run to New

London.
9. Sippican, 2d Champ, Marion.

10. Miramichi, Stewart Pen, Black 26. Cor., Mai'blehead, 3d Cham.
Brook.

10. Rochester, Ladies' Day, Chai"-
lotte, N. Y.

10. New York Cruise, run to New-
port.

11. New York Cruise, Qoelet Cups,
Newport,

12. Hull Cor., 2d Cham., Hull.
12. Beverly, Marblehead.
12. Winthrop, Cash Race.
12. Royal Can., Cruising Race, 1st,

26. Monatiquot, 3d Cham., Wey-
mouth.

26. Blinnetonka, sail off.

26. Larchmont, Oyster Boats,
Larchmont.

26. Sippican, Open, Marion.
26. Cor.Mos.FleetAn.NewRochelle
26. Royal Nova Scotia, Open,

Ladies' Prizes, Halifax.
26-27. Cor., San Fran., Cruise, Pet-

aluma Creek
30 and 25ft. Classes, Toronto. 26-28. Royal Canadian, Cruise.

12. Minnetonka, cup race.
12. New York Cruise, run to

Martha's Vineyard.
13. Cor. San Fran., Rowing Races,

Tiburon.
14. Hempstead Bay, third Club,

Hempstead Bay.

8KPTBMBER.
2. Savin Hill, 2d Cup, Dorchester

Bay.
2. Cor., Mai-blehead, Sail off.

2. Beverly, 4th Open
~

Mon. Beach.
3. Knickerbocker, Club, Open

Boats, CoUege Point.
2. Quincy,ClubRace,Quincy,Mass
2. Rochester, Cruise, Charlotte.
2. Lynn, Expert Cup, Lynn, Mass.
2. Winthrop, Consolation Race. ,

2. Royal Can., Cruising Race, 1st 14. Rochester, Review and Ladies

28. Eastern, Weld Cup, Marble-
head.

31. Atlantic, 85ft Class, New York
—. Cor., Sweeps, 85ft. Class, New-

port.—
. New York Cruise, Astor Cups,

Newport.—. Seawanhaka, 85ft. special.

9. Cor., San Francisco, Channel
Cruise and Race.

9. Commonwealth.Sd Pen,Boston
9. Buffalo, Cruising Sweepstakes,

AU Classes, Lake Erie.
9. Royal Can., Prince of Wales

Cup, Toronto.
9. Miramichi. Newcastle, triangle
9. Sippican, 3d Champ., Marion.

14. Beverly, 3d Buzzard's Bay
Cham., Mon. Beach.

Class, Toronto.
2, Larchmont, Fall

Larchmont.

Day, Charlotte, N. Y.
Regatta, 14. Mos. Fleet, Open, Cash, South

Boston.
2. Royal Nova Scotia, Open, Hal- 15. New York, autumn sweeps,

ifax.
4. Fall River, Club, Mount Hope

Bay.
4. Lynn, Open, Nahant.
4. Cor.. Marblehead, Club Reg.
4. N. Y. Y. R. A., An., N. Y. Bay.
4. Beverly, 2d Open, Mon. Beach.
6. Corinthian, Atlantic City.
9. Knickerbocker, Ladies' Day,

College Point.
9. Larchmont, Special, Schrs.

and 85ft. Class, Larchmont.
9. Beverly, Marblehead.

New York.
16. Royal Nova Scotia, Special

Class, Edwards Cup.
16. Ro^al Can., SOft. Class, Tor.
16. Phila.. Open, Delaware River.
16. Lynn, Expert Cup, Lynn, Mass.
21. Corinthian, Atlantic City.
23. Royal Can., Cosgrove Cup. 25ft.

Class, Toronto.
23-24. Cor., San Fran., Cruise and

Corinthian Games.
r-9-11-13. New York, Trial Races,

Sandy Hook.
OOTOBEH.

5-7-9. New York, America's Cup, 14. Buffalo, Closing Cruise.
Sandy Hook. 14. Commonwealth, Novelty Race,

7. Miramichi,Chatham-Newcastle Boston Harbor.
7-8. Cor., San Francisco, Cruise. — . Colt Cup, 85-footers, Long
14. Cor., San Fi-an., Closing Day. Island Sound.

Quite a stir has been created in New York, and especially within

the New York Y. C, by the receipt last week of a letter from some
source not yet announced, conveying the news that Viking (nee Wen.
dur), the holder of the Cape May Cup, had surrendered it to Valkyrie,

and that Navahoe would have to meet the challenger for the America
Cup in a battle for the less important trophy. In default of fuller

and more positive information it is hard to believe that Lord Dun-
raven has taken upon himself the defense of another trophy at a time

when every effort is required for the races on this side. Valkyrie has
apparently left the racing fleet, but whether to fit out for the Atlantic

passage or for the racing at Cowea is not yet known. The time is

getting short, however, for further racing in England, and if she is to

Bail against Navahoe the race must come oft" very soon.

The possibilities of such a race are numerous and perplexing. It

is quite likel}"^ that in any continued series of races iu British waters
Valkyrie would prove a winner, but only one race is to be sailed for

the Cape May cup, and it is quite hkely that fluky weather or an acci-

dent to one boat or the other may decide the result. Should Valkyrie
win, no great harm would be done, but should she be defeated, even
by an accident, the interest in the America's Cup races would at once
disappear, while if the race should show that she was really inferior

to the American boat, her defeat on this side would not only be as-

sured, but her owner and his crew would have a most disheartening

task ahead, to make a voyage of some 6,000 miles with the certainty

of defeat ahead.

The four American yachts are now in the hands of their owners
and skippers and sailing regularly daj' by day, but no two of them
have yet come together, and it will be several weeks yet before an
opinion can be formed as to their relative speeds- The British quar-

tette, however, has now been out for two months, during which time
many alterations and repairs have been made, and the yachts have
been worked up into pretty fair racing form. The two Watsjn boats

have fared best in that they have required less alteration than
Calluna and Satanita, but the latter two are now showing up much
better tlian at first. Satanita in particular has proved a very fast

boat. While it is impossible thus far to say which is the best, it is

certain that Valkyrie has won for herself a good record, and if she
has not proved herself incontestably the fastest no other of the four
has yet done so. The following summing up by The Yaclitsnmn is

very cIo.se to the mark:

"The conclusion of the Clyde meetings brings us to nearly the mid-
dle of the normal British racing season, and yet no very definite opin-
ion can be formed as to the respective merits of the four new first
class cutters. The Clyde matches have for the most part been devoid
of the interest attaching to fairly contested races, sailed in true winds,
yet enough has been seen to make it clear that the Satanita is a vastly
improved vessel, and it seems probable that before the season is over
she will have created an enviable record.
"Calluna has not, however, so far asserted what many believe to be

her real speed as to greatly modify the opinions formed of her on the
Thames. The open waters of Belfast Lough—one of the finest courses
in the United Kmgdom—may perhaps furnish a decisive test of speed.
"Valkyrie has, on the whole, been the most successful vessel of the

lot, her total winnings up to the present time being represented in
filthy lucre by the handsome sum of over £700. It may fairly be taken
that the Valkyrie, even if we had the hberty of selection, would be
chosen unanunously for the purpose of competing for the America's
Cup. She will possibly be called upon to meet a craft of quite a differ-
ent type in the States—i. e., if one of the bulb fin vessels be selected to
defend the Cup. If, however, the Herreshoffs have the honor of turn-
ing out the successful Yankee candidate, the Valkyrie will meet a craft
of very much her own pattern."

There Is a possibility that the looked for meeting of the quartette

of Cup defenders may not take place after all on the New York Y. C.

cruise, and that a bit of useless red tape may again stand in th,e way
of something which every one wishes to see. One of the four, Pilgrim,

is owned by a syndicate, several of whom are members of the New
York York Y, C, but she is at present in the name of Mr. Stewart, her

designer, who is not a member. By the rules of the club she cannot
compete in any of the cruise races, and from present appearances she
will have to wait until the Corinthian sweepstakes, after the New
York cruise, before she can race with the other three. Being built

practically for the use of the New York Y. C. in defending the Cup, it

will be a serious injustice if she is not admitted on equal terms to all

races in which her mates take part

The question of the mutual relations of new.spapers, reporters,

clubs and committees has been under discussion for some time in

New York, and a great deal of nonsense has been written on both
sides, prominent among which is a recent editorial in the Journalist.

An interesting phase of the question is involved in the recent reports

in a daily paper of the cruise of one of the larger clubs^ In these re-

ports the whole story of the cruise is centered in the performance of
one yacht, a craft possessing no pretensions to speed, but which has
led the fleet, on paper, from port to port. This method of newsgath-
ertng has not been entirely unknown in previous cruises of the club,

but this year it has been carried to an excess. There can be no ques-

tion of the folly, to say nothing of the unfairness, of such false re

ports; the only question is, who is most responsible for them, the re-

porter who writes them or the yachtsmen who indorse them, tacitly

or otherwise, when they might easily stop them. In the present case
it is quite possible that there may yet be a sequel to the lengthy yarns
which have amused outsiders by their absurdity ait^ ^^gei'Bdthe own-
ers of other yachts by their unfairness.

Golonia.
How MUCH has been lost to yachting through the stoppage of inter-

national races owing to the action of the New York Y. C. in 1887 will
nevei" be known, but it is probable that one ample and productive field
for experiment has been passed unheeded during the last six years,
and that many opportunities have been lost in tbe sudden jump to the
fin-keel that has characterized the present revival of racing in the
large class.
Although all of the Cup defenders from 1885 to 1887 were centerboard

boats, Mr. Burgess was a strong believer in the keel, and with the
rapid improvement of keel yachts which took place in 1889 and 1890
it is quite probable that he would have essayed a large keel yacht had
not the class been destroyed by the new deed of gift. In the ordinary
course of events, following the success of Minerva, Gloriana and Wasp,
the chief feature of the present revival of the 85ft. cutters would have
been the development of the American keel cutter of large size. The
introduction of the fln-keel, however, has changed all this, and the
building of an 85ft. keel cutter to defend the America's Cup has
attracted no special attention. Much has been written about Colonla,
but no more than would have been the case had she been a center-
board boat like Vigilant, and much less than if she had been a Herres-
hoff fin-keel.

It is now eight years since New Y'ork yachtsmen journeyed down to
the Erie Basin to inspect the first large keel cutter of recent times.
Genesta, which was docked there in the latter part of August. We,
in companjT with many others, sat on the coping stone of the big dry-
dock through nearly all of a hot day, and watched the successive
waterlines as they revealed themselves in the gradually falling water.
Con.sidering the rule and conditions under which she was built,
Genesta had much to recommend her model, and with ample lateral
plane, by virtue of depth all over, including the forefoot, a fiat side to
leeward and another to windward, it seems quite probable that she
could hang on, although of moderate draft in proportion to her length.
In spite of her failure in light -winds she made a very creditable show-
ing to windward in the last race as compared with a remarkably good
centerboard boat, Puritan.
The next representative of the keel class, Galatea, first seen out of

water on the balance dock at the foot of Pike street, in 1886, was much
Uke Genesta, but of greater displacement and inferior in model, as her
subsequent performances demonstrated.

Still a year later and we spent another day on the hot stones of the
Erie dry dock, watching the form of Thistle as she was slowly left by
the falling water and wondering, as we noted her cut away forefoot,
moderate draft and very round side, how she could hold to windward
as compared with Genesta. From the rail down the bilge, under the
floor and around the bottom of the keel, were round lines and sur-
faces that seemed meant to induce the easy how of water athwart
ship and to give a minimum of lateral resistance, as events lu'oved
to be the case.
The latest fashion of keel, exposed for several days last week on

Downing & Lawrence's railway, has nothing common with either
Genesta, Galatea or Thistle. It is urdike the plank-on-edge or the
wider cutter, and is far more on the bread tray order, the body of the
boat, which may be considered as apai-t from the keel, showing a
rather round section, very long ends, and long, clean and fair
diagonals. Below this hull is the deep fin, an integral pai-t of the hull
in construction, but nevertheless in effect a fin or appendage, Com-
pared with the older cutters named, Golonia rehes for stability on
much more beam, 24ft. extreme, and also on lower ballast, her draft
being under 16ft. as against 13ft. in Genesta and Thistle, while the

lead keel itself is of a bulb shape, disposing of the weight at the
lowest possible point.
As to lateral plane, a comparison is hardly possible with the older

boats; the hull proper is of a form that can be easily driven, in spite
of round and full waterlines, and the fln itself is effective to a degree
never approached In the flat-sided cutters, and certamlv not in Thistle.
That reduction of surface friction which was sought in Thistle
through the rounding off of all angles and flat places is attamed in
Coloma by the cutting away of the "deadwood at each end, leaving
only the deep fin amidship. That the yacht will be weatherly cannot
be doubted, but at the same time it is a question whether she wfll be
as weatherly as Vigilant with her big centerboard or the two fin keels,
and in looking at her and remembering the sail she must carry as com-
pared with other large keel boats, one instinctively wishes that the
keel could be dropped still lower. It is quite possible that the lead is
low enough for all purposes of stability, but when it comes to lateral
resistance the proportionate depth between her and Wasp, of half her
length, is very great.
While full in the waterUnes, Golonia is decidedly finer than Wasp at

each end, but still she may be described as an enlarged copy of that
famous boat. The forward overhang is long, especially as compared
with the stern, but by virtue of these long ends the fore and aft lines
are clean and easy. The stern itself is not handsome, the after end of
the deck is elliptical and the plating merely meets it; but it is i>robably
as serviceable as a fair tapering counter would be.
The deck is very roomy and attractive, a fine place to work on. The

planking stops about 6ft. from the stemhead, leaving the steel deck
exposed. To this steel deck are riveted two large steel rings or short
tubes, in which the bowsprit houses. The fid is of steel, held by two
heavy braces rivetted to the deck at the stern-head. Abaft the bowsprit
IS a Providence capstan. The deck is fitted with cleats in all places
where they can possibly be needed. Special forgings are fitted for the
main runners and preventers. There are two travelers for the main
sheets. On the starboard quarter is a quarter-bitt for the main sheet,
but opposite it on the port side is a Herreshoff capstan, of the pattern
used on their steam yachts, by which the sheet may be readily got in.
The main shrouds are five on a side, the two forward ones, which are
rattled down, leading to the spreaders and thence to the upper caps,
the next two leading to the hounds, and the after one leading straight
to the upper cap. Of course all are set up with turnbucbles. The
pin-rail around the mast is of steel tubing. On each side of the main
boom is a small winch for the topsail sheet, attached to the boom at
the strap of the gooseneck.
Below the yacht has good head room fore and aft, the forecastle is

light and roomy and the galle}^ and pantries are large and well ar-
ra.nged. The middle portion of the yacht is given up to one large
room, the sads being piled in the center whfle on the sides are ham-
mock cots for a dozen of the crew. One corner of this room is bulk-
headed off for the captain's room. Abaft this large room is a small
saloon at the foot of the main companion, with a state room on each
side, and further aft is the ordinary ladies' cabin, extending across the
yacut. The overhang is used as a boatswain's locker. The small
saloon and the staterooms will be used by Mr. Rogers and those in-
terested with him in the management of tbe vacht. The joiner work
is plain and light, and no elaborate finishing has been attempted. The
new boom has been completed at Poillon's and Mr. Low's riggers have
done some neat work in the wire seizings, which are spaced from 2 to
4ft, apart. The boom was shipped last week and the hull was painted
outside, white above and green below, by Mr. David Clark. The yacht
was launched on Friday, and returned to Newport on Saturday.
Poillon's have also made a new mast, in reserve, which is still at their
yard.

Capsizes.
The sloop .yacht Mary B., of the Pavonia YachtClub, of Jersey City,

was struck by a squall yesterday afternoon and capsized off Highland
Beach. On board the yacht were Mr. J. W. Bolen, Mrs. Bolen and
their young chUd. The accident was witnessed by a large crowd of
people on shore, and a party composed of Percy" McGonlgal, Harry
Mears, Wm. D. Emery and Philip Lynch, all connected with a bathing
house there, immediately went to the rescue of Mr. Bolen and family.
When thej; reached the capsized yacht they found Mr. Bolen and the
child cluiging to the side of the boat, but Mrs. Bolen was in the cabin.
With considerable trouble she was taken out and brought ashore in an
unconscious condition. A phy.sidan' was summoned, who, after ex-
amining her, pronounced her condition as not serious.—iVew Forfc
Herald, July 19.

The owner of yawl Alice, of Philadelphia, who is a summer resident
of Mattapoisett, recently had shipped to this port from Philadelphia
on schooner Mount Hope a smaU sloop yacht of the skimming dish
pattern commonly called a "skip jack." She is a pretty little yacht,
and was brought around this way, it is understood, to do some racing
in Buzzards Bay.
The little craft was rigged with spars by Johnson & Rowland and

was then taken down to Beetle's yard on French avenue and hauled
out on the railway. She was ready for a trial spin Saturday and her
owner made sail on her in the afternoon with a good southwest breeze
which came in puffs across Clark's Pomt, The yacht was tacked back
and forth and did quite well considering that several who saw her
start off thought she was not ballasted enough.
When off' Eleven Foot Bank Buoy the yacht got a heavier puff than

usual and she went over and sank, throwing the owner out. Several
small boats in the vicinity were quickly on the scene and rescued the
amateur yachtsman. The steamer C.vgnet also came upon the scene
just as the man was rescued.
The boat seemed to float a little at the bow and she was towed into

the beach at Beetle's and hauled out and made dry, and yesterday she
sailed for Mattapoisett in company with yawl Alice.—jVawj Bedford
Mercury, July 10.

With but an hour's warning a gale swept out of the northwest
yesterday afternoon near 5 o'clock and churned the sand from the
bottom of Lake Michigan. Over two dozen yachts were caught out
on the lake, and one was overturned, drowning four of its nine oc-
cupauts. Another yacht, the SeasheU, did not arrive up to a late
hour last night, and its owner said that he thought it had gone to the
bottom without doubt. The little lateen-rigged boat Chesapeake was
caught by the blow two miles out in the lake north of the water-
works crib. On board were a party of seven men and two women.
They had ample warning of the gale, and as they did not have time to
run for shelter they furled their sails and prepared to weather the
blow. Their boat was an open one, light in construction, but they
could pursue no different course. The heavy north wind struck the
boat, but under bare isoles it seemed likely to weather the storm.
Suddenly the ropes holding the saUs became tmfastened and the sails
spread out to the wind. The little craft gave a lurch and rolled over,
throwing the occupants into the water. Five of them managed to
get hold of then- boat, which was turned bottom side up, and clung to
the centerboard and wreckage until they were taken off by the tug
Robert Tarrant of the Dunham line. Four were imprisoned by the
capsized boat and drowned. Five were injured.—Cfticaoo Tribune,
July 10.

The yacht in question was a Chesapeake Bay buckeye, presumably
without baUast.

More Scarecrows.
DuBiKQ the past week we have heard from two more Scarecrows

buUt, one in England and the other in Port Townseud, Washington,
6,000 mUes apart, from the design in the Fohbst Am> Stkeam. The
former, named Picaroon, is a j^-rater, the design being reduced to
make a waterline of 16ft., which with a sail area of 188ft. gives the
required measurement. The little boat is owned by Capt. Henry E.
Bayly, of Exmouth, England, owner of Buccaneer, Spankadfllo, Scar-
amouch and Jack o'Lantern, and Mr. G. A. Passingham, and was built
by W. E. Hodge, of Dartmouth. The Yachtsman says of her: "The
Wrater Picaroon, buUthy Hodge, is just completed and looks a little
beauty. She made a trial trip on Saturday (July 1) and seemed to
beat out of the harbor well, though not properly canvassed, Her
sails are being made at Lauthorne's, and if they arrive in time, the
Picaroon wUl sail in Wednesday s match. It ought to be a good race
between her and Semibreve.

'

'

Picaroon is built specially for racing, and her construction is prob-
ably much lighter than any of the others of the model. Her keel is

41^X1}^, keelson of the same dimensions, frames of American elm
IXj^in. spaced 6in., oak floors, eight in number, 2x!^iu., planking Jr^in.

before finishing. The complete hull weighed before launching but
3151bs., and the fln and bulb 560, the boat trimming exactly to her
waterline with her crew of two on board. The fin has been cut away
on the fore side to reduce the surface, but the bulb is of the propor-
tionate size of the original. The sail plan has a lug mainsaU and a
jib, the latter set on a bowsprit about 18in. outboard. The lug main-
sail is very nearly identical in form with the leg-of-mutton of the first
Scarecrow. The mast is 15ft. dock to head, and the boom 14ft. 6in.
Owing to a delay in receiving the sails the boat missed some of the
early races, making her debut on July 5, her new sails being bent in
the morning before the start. She not only defeated the three boats
in her own class very easily, but beat the 1-rater Moharanee in the
next class.

The Washington boat was built by the Port Townsend Boat Factory
of Port Townsend, Wash., the manager, IVIi-. F. R. Perrot, eidarging
the design to make 21ft. l.w.l for the class, 20 to Soft. saUiug length.
She carries a fin 5ft. deep and with a bulb of :te01bs., and has a sail
plan of 5(X)sci- ft. The cockpit is but 4ft. long. The Ijoac is over-rigged,
but has proved fast m light weather, winning on May 25 by 9m. On
July 4, in a good breeze, she was overpowered, doing weU at first but
being unable to carry sail when the wind freshened.
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The New Yankee Doodle.

None of the later high-speed steamers have created more interest

than the Uttle Buzz, designed and built by C. D. Mosher in 1887; and
talven altogether, the achievements of this, the snaallest of such craft,

have hardly been surpassed. After making a record of a mile in 2m,
ISoS. in comparatively shoal water on the narrow Schuylkill River last

year under her new name of Yankee Doodle, she met with a rather

sudden and inglorious end. being set on fire by the dropping of a lan-

tern in her boiler space while at anchor down the Delaware River one
night last faJl. Her owners, who were off on a shooting trip, escaped

in the yawl, but the yacht was burned and sunk.

The original boiler was designed by IVIr. Mosher, of the locomotive

type used in torpedo boats; but at the time that Yankee Doodle made
her fast runs on the Schuylkill it had been replaced by a new pattern of

tubulous boiler patented by Messrs. McBride & Fisher, of Philadel-

phia, the McBride brothers being the owners of the yacht. The con-

struction is shown in the accompanying cuts, the dome lying athwart-

ships, instead of fore and aft, as in other boilers of the same general

^Whatever speed record the new Yankee Doodle may make in the

future, she will always be remarkable from the fact that her hull was
built In the short space of three weeks, and a very satisfactory trial

trip was made at the end of the fourth week. Last spring it was de-

cided to search for the wreck in order to use the engine and boiler in a

new boat, and it was finally located by a diver beneath a scow load of

mud which hadbeeu dumped uixm it. When fuially raised, the ma-

Thursday, Aug. 10—New London to'Newport.
Friday, Aug. 11—Race at Newport for cups^presented byiCaptain

Ogden Goelet.
Saturday, Aug. 13—Newport to Vineyard Haven.
Sunday, Aug. 1.3—The fleet will remain at anchor.
Monday, Aug. 14—Vineyard Haven to New Bedford
Tuesday, Aug. 15—New Bedford to Newport.
At Newport there will be a race for cups presented; by Captain^J.JJ.

Astor.
During the cruise there will be the usual races for the owl and game

cock colors, and a race for naphtha launches.
The regatta committee will furnish details for the races from port

to port, and other racing events. By order of the commodore,
GoirvERi.'KnR Korthight, Fleet Captain.

The leading feature of the cruise wiU be the meeting of the four
new 8.5-footers, Vigilant, Colonia, Jubilee and Pilgrim, the quartette
being united for the first time in the Goelet cup race on Aug. ll. It

would be a matter of gratification to many if the four were entered
in the opening race of the cruise, which this year, by way of novelty,
will take place off Glen Cove, Com. Morgan having presented the cups
and arranged the race so for the benefit of the members and friends
of the club who are unable to be present later at Newport. Vigilant
and Colonia will probably be with the fleet at the rendezvous, but the
two Eastern yachts will not be likely to come further west than New-
port, reaching there in good season for the Goelet cup race. It is

hardly Ukely that the big boats will accompany the fleet from Vine-
yard Haven to New Bedford and thence back to Newport, and it is

'YANKEE DOODLE" No. 2.

chinery was found in excellent condition, no changes being necessary;

hut the owners decided to replace the tubes, otherwise the engine and
boiler are the same as in the original boat. ^ ^
The huU was designed by Mr. Fisher and the Messrs. McBnde, and is

71ft 6in over all, 7ft. beam, 3ft. depth, and draws 6in. forward, 13in.

amidships and 19in. aft. The keel is a single stick of Oregon pine, TOft.

long- the ribs are of selected white oak, sided lin., moulded IJ^in. and

spaced 5i4in. The planking is of selected Oregon fir, ^m. thick, and

the fastenings are phosphor-bronze screws, of which 8,000 were used.

The deck is of Uin. Spanish cedar, tongued and grooved. The plank-

ing is carvel-laid, but in place of the usual cotton caulking a flat rib-

bon of copper is forced half into each plank, making a seam that is

very strong and stiff and perfectly watertight.
„

The small cut, from th^ PhiladelzjJiia Record, gives an idea of the

general appearance of the yacht. The model is entirely different from
the later Mosher-Gardner launches, being practically double-ended, or

canoe-shaped, instead of being carried out flat at the stern. The lines

are clean and fair, and from such trials as have been made thus far

under the disadvantages incident to all new yachts, the boat promises

to be very fast. The dimensions of the original Buzz were: Length

over all 50ft., beam 6ft. 6in.. depth 3ft., draft Sin. forward and 16in.

aft The engine, used alike in the old and new boats, 8x8, double

cylinder inverted vertical, with piston valves Sin. diameter and 7sq. in.

of port opening, the reversmg gear being a modification of the Porter-

Allen The piston rods are of l^'n- steel, and the total weight of the

reciprocating parts is 381bs., the entire engine weighing 7031bs., and

the total weight of engine, boiler and connections, including the

screw being under 4.7001bs. The displacement of Buzz was 3^4 tons.

The original Mosher boiler was 32in. diam., 5ft. long, with 250 brass

quite possible that none of them may go further than Newport, wait-

ing there for the return of the fleet and the special races which follow
for the Astor cups and that of the Corinthian Y. C. None of the four
are likely to try to visit New Haven with the fleet, and it now seems
likely that the racing runs of the cruise wiU be neglected by them, and
that their racing will be mainly about Newport.

If this is the case it will rob the cruise racing of its chief interest,

and wiU afford additional proof, if any is needed, of the desirabihty

of encouraging a smaller class, such as the 70ft., in which the absolute
draft, though proportionately great, shall still be within such limits as

to permit the racers to accompany the fleet.

It is hard to say at this time what the prospects are for the regular
cruise racing, but in the schooner classes, from the largest down,
there has been suflicient vitality and excitement, though of a mild
kind, to justify the hope of a general turnout of the various classes.

Dauntless, Ramona, Brunhilde, Coronet and the other big ones are
aU racing this year; the 90ft. class is fairly certain of a good fleet,

with Alceea, Emerald and the older boats, and the new boats Ariel,

Else Marie and others will keep alive the racing in the smaUer classes.

Iroquois is tied up and cannot be raced in the club during her owner's
absence, and Marguerite has been sold out of the club, which rather
cripples an important class.

The outlook among the single-stickers is by no means promising

;

there is not a class from the 70 down to the 40ft. which is not practi-

callv dead, but at the same time there is a chance that the owners of

the "many good but out'built boats, in the 40 and 46ft. classes especi-

allv, may appreciate the opportunity for good sport which the racing
runs afford, and avaU themselves of it. Apart from the racing, there
is every prospect of a large general turnout of yachts at Glen Cove to

Sanford'for the three 40-footers, Awa, Moccasin and'Choctaw, and one
by James Weir, Jr., for the larger sloops, Penguin. Athene and Eoamer.
As the 40ft. cup was given by Vice-Oom. Sanford, he entered his own
yacht, the 40ft. sloop Rival, with the larger boats, instead of with the
forties. The start was made at noon, but the three forties werehandi-
capped, the times being:
Athene. 12 00 03 Moccasin 12 05 00

Penguin 12-02 18 Choctaw IS 05 00

Roamer 12 02 22 Awa 12 05 00

Rival 13 03 40

The Moccasin was handicapped 37s., Choctaw 3m. 50s., and Awa
4m. 8s.

The course was to the Bug Light in Gardiner's Bay, the wind bemg
light S.W. Rival is the smallest and oldest boat of the lot, being built

bv John Munn in 1883 for Mr. John H. Dimon. a centerboard sloop of

verv good model for those days. She did good work from start to

finish, and beat the new forties as well as the larger boats of her own
type. She is but 38ft. Sin. l.w.l. The times were:

FOR VICK-COM. SANFORD'S CUP.
New London Bug Light,

Light. Gardiner's Bay. Elapsed.
Awa 12 05 00 4 18 20 4 13 20
Moccasin' 12 05 00 4 25 20 4 20 20

Choctaw.' 12 05 00 Not timed.
FOR THE JEMBS WBIR, JR.'?, OITP.

Rival 12 03 40 4 15 50 4 12 44

Pengum 12 02 18 4 19 54 4 17 37

Roamer 12 03 32 4 28 36 4 20 14

Athene 12 00 38 4 31 20 Disqualified
Athene went the wrong course and was disqualified. On Wednesday

the fleet ran across to Newport in a very Ught breeze and there dis-

banded.

The fleet of the Larchmont Y. C. sailed on Saturday, July 15 on
the annual cruise, reaching Ne-v Haven that night. On Sunday the
fleet sailed to New London and on Monday to Newport, arriving at
midnight in a fog and calm and being obliged to anchor outside the
harbor. The fleet numbered about 25 yachts, among them being:
Dauntless, Ramona, Katrina, Atlantic, Phantom, Victor, Gevalia,
Southern Cross, Tioga, Winona, Nonpareille, Peri, Mistral, Flash.
Ntsie and Vision. The others were not timed. The steam yachts
Jessie, Thyra and Ladoga.
Considerable rivalry exists between the big schooners Dauntless and

Ramona, and the former has recently had her canvas thoroughly
overhauled bo Sawyer with good results.
The fleet of the New Rocbelle Y C. started on the annual cruise

on July 15. with Com. Andrus in command in the flagship Sasqua.
The South Boston Y. C, also saUed on July 15, the destination of the
cruise, which will last two weeks, being Boothbay, Me.

A Liong Cruise.

The little steam yacht Niobe made fast to the dock in a slip at the
foot of Randolph street viaduct yesterday afternoon, and completed a
cruise of over 6,000 miles. She was buUt in St. Louis and is owned by
WUl D. Campbell. On board are Charles A. MacKnight, engineer; O.
H. Harpham, pUot; F. L. Mowder, Allie Cullnaine, and Frank Booth,
steward. The Niobe is a small boat to start on a cruise like the one
she has just completed, being only 38ft. long and 10ft. beam. She is

run by kerosene, having a water tube boiler and compound engines.
The Niobe left St. Louis last October and started for New Orleans.

Arriving there early in the winter, the party spent their entire time
cruising around the coast and visiting the smaller lakes which abound
in Louisiana. They lived aboard their boat all the time, and dined
sumptuously on the game, oysters and fish, which southern Louisiana
affords so plentifully. Arriving in New Orleans again early in May,
the Niobe was headed up the Mississippi River on May 11. The trip

up the Father of Waters was a leisurely one. Every town and city on
the route was visited and thoroughly inspected. The members of the
party have four pneumatic bicycles aboard, and at each stop these
were brought out, and the sight-seeing done with comfort. When the
mouth of the Illinois River was reached the Niobe was headed up this
tributary, as the party wished to visit the Woiid's Fair. When near

THE McBRlDE & FISHER STEAM GENERATOR, Patented November 29th. 1892.

tubes, thelheating'surface' being 357sq. ft. and the grate surface flsq.

ft., the working pressure being ISOlbs. A Sturtevant blower driven

from the main shaft was used in connection with a close ash pit for

the forced draft.
The McBride boiler has Ssq. ft. of grate surface, 300sq. ft. of heat-

ing surface and 204 seamless drawn steel tubes of lin. outside diam.

The boiler weighs 2.07.5lbs., the grate bars 741bs., and the total weight
with water in is about 2,5001bs. Only the tubes are exposed to the

Are, the steam drum, downflow pipes and waterings being outside

the casing. The makers claim that the boiler can make steam from
cold water in two minutes and that priming is impossible.

The propeller shaft is 2K>in. diam., and fitted with ball bearings for

the thrust and a very ingenious universal joint, the inboard section of

shaft being parallel with the keel, allowing the engine to be placed

low down, while the after section rakes IJ^in. to the foot, coming out
at the heel of the sternpost. The balanced rudder is hung forward
of the wheel, the rudder shaft being on one side of the propeUer
shaft. The propeller is 34in. diam., oft. lOin. pitch and has two
blades. It was designed by the Mes srs. McBride. The engine turns
up 500 to 550, at which speed it runs without material vibration, and
the boat does not rim out forward. The hull was launched on June
22. bemg carried down to the water by 150 men. The energy and push
which ha^ characterized the work thus far give promise of some
gratifying results when the yacht is in perfect running form.

Club Cruises.

The season of club cruises is now well under way, and most of the
ports between New York and Vineyard Haven are enjoying the visits

of the various club fleets. Among the cruises of the past week are
those of the Atlantic, Larchmont, New Rochelle, South Boston and
Corinthian of Philadelphia. The cruise of the New York Y. 0. wfll

begin early next, month and the following order has been issued by
the newly appointed fleet captain, Gouverneur Kortwright:
GENERAi Orders No. 2. Flagship May, July 15.

The squadron wfll rendezvous at Glen Cove Harbor on Monday,
Aug. 7.

On the same day a race will he sailed for cups presented by the
commodore.
In the evening the commodore will be pleased to see the captains

and their guests at an informal reception on boai'd the flagship at 9

o'clock.
The programme for the cruise, weather permitting, wiU be as

follows:
Tuesday, Aug. 8—Glen Cove to Morris Cove.
Wednesday, Aug. 9—Morris Cove to New London.

meet the new commodore, and of a very large fleet in the wake of the
May from port to port. The steam division of the fleet is likely to be
larger than ever.
There has been some talk in the East of an extension of the cruise to

Marblehead in order that the Eastern yachtsmen may enjoy a sight of
the four new boats; but such an event is hardly possible, as the time is

too short, and too many important races are to be sailed about New-
port and New York. It is very unfortunate that the new boats in this

country cannot be ready for racing before the middle of the season;
as matters are now some ,'S300,000 wil be expended in the construction
of four yachts whose racing life will begin on Aug. 11 and end about
Oct. 11, or barelj' two months; after this the four are practicUy use-
less, as in the event of the continuance of the class next year they
would undoubtedly be out-built. It is time that the clubs, the New
York in particular, took some steps toward the earlier arrangement of
all international races, so that buflding might begin as early here as in
England, the new yachts racing there in the last week in May, while
here they are hardly ready by August. The advantages which accom-
pany this earher preparation are too obvious to be overlooked any
longer.

The annual cruise of the Atlantic Y. C, which began on July 15

with a rendezvous at Cold Spring Harbor and ended on July 20 at
Newport, was a very pleasant and successful affair, the fleet meeting
fine weather and good breezes from first to last. The yachts of the
fleet were:
Schooners.-Water Witch, Com. David Banks; Grayling, Latham A.

Fish; Una. J. Fred Ackerman; Vidette, H. F. Munn; Lydia, Henry W.
Banks; Siren, J. K. Emmett; Loyal, B. Fronk Sutton.
Sloops.—Rival, Vice Com. P. G. Sandford; Saona, Rear Com. A. P.

Ketcham; Awa, C. E. Cameron; Choctaw, T. L.Arnold; Moccasin,
N. D. Lawton; Daffodil, James R. Whiting; Tigress, James Weir, Jr.;

Penguin, George E. Brightson; Daphne, A. W. Booth; Athene, Charles
A. Rich: Concord, H. C. Room; Rover, J. S. Manning; Eoamer,
S. D. McElvoy.
The first run was to Black Rock, the fleet getting under way at 10

A, M., and running before a nice S.W. breeze, passing the fleet of the
Larchmont Y. C, also jusc starting on its cruise. In getting under
way Loyal, schi'., was in collision with the steam yacht Trophy, dam-
aging the steamer's rail and stanchions, the schooner's bowsprit going
aboard without ceremony. The fleet anchored between 1 and 2 P. M.
The nest day. Sunday, divine service was held on board the flagship,

after which the fleet got under way for Morris Cove, 15 mUes distant,

anchoring at 3 P. M. The saU on Monday from Morris Cove to New
London was very slow, the wind being light, and the fleet reached
harbor late in the evening.
Two cups were offered for the run of Tuesday, one by Vice-Corn.

the canal the water was found so foul that it foamed in the boiler and
interfered with the smooth working of the machinery. So a cask was
put aboard and connected with the boiler and all water used for steam
was stored in this improvised tank. Mr. Campbell reports the water
aU the way down the canal as being in horrible shape.
The Niobe might be termed a cabinet, for she is full of drawers and

lockers from stem to stern. Not one square inch of space is wasted,
and in spite of so many lockers the cabins are large and comfortable.
The sides of the cabin are flush with the raU of the boat. The -(vindows
are fitted so as to be water tight and can be taken out in a few minutes
and stored away. The lockers along the sides of the cabin make com-
fortable bunks, and the lockers themselves hold the bed clothing.
The floor can be taken up, and under it can be stored supplies for a
long cruise. The kerosene burner does not make as much heat as a
coal fire would, and so the heavy bulkheads are left out. Along the
side of the engine-room are closets and lockers containing tools for
repairs in case of breaking, oil, and the other necessaries of an engine-
room. The absence of coal bunkers economizes space here. In the
forward cabin two bunks are arranged along the sides, while another
one can be made overhead, just under the eeihng. The floor of the
pilot-house is raised to a level with the deck, and this space is taken up
with a wardrobe. On the roof the canoe is lashed and also the bicycles.
Mr. Campbell has many mementos and souvenirs of his trip in

southern waters. Among them are several oyster shells, whose size
may be imagined from the fact that three of the bivalves made a meal
for the entire party. "Our trip has been very enjoyable," said Mr.
Campbell yesterday. "We have taken our time in coming up, so that
the time consmned can not be taken as a sample of what the Niobe
can do. We wiU remain in the city quite a whUe, and see the Fair.
Chicago Inter-Ocean.

Hull Y. C. Cruisers' Race.
HULL—BOSTON HARBOR.

Saturday, July IS.

The cruisers of the Hull Y. C. was sailed in a strong S.W. wind, that
was more than the little boats wanted. Course No. 6 was saUed, the
times being:

Corrected. Corrected.
Santa Maria, J. J. Souther. 1 19 20 Joker, B. TUton 1 28 15
Vandal, Friend Brothers. . .1 22 03 Wapiti, P. F. Folsom, Jr.l 32 10

The prizes were Santa Maria S15, Vandal SIO, Joker $5. Judge,
E. C. North.
Vandal unrove her mainsheet and was thus delayed. Santa Maria

is a new "knockabout," designed by Stewart Si Binney
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Savin Hill and Dorchester Clubs.
Saturday, July S2.

'On Saturday last the Savin Hill and Dorchester Yacht Clubs, located
'opposite each other on Dorchester Bay, sailed a union regatta in good
weather and with the classes well filled. The day was clear and warm
with a fine S.W. wind, which fell dead near the finish, an easterly
breeze coming in to bring the boats home. Some of the boats carried
two reefs at the start, wind was strong most of the time. Romance
sailed at 22ft. l.w.l., leaving only Exile and Thrush in the 21ft. class,
the former winning very easily. The times were:

SPECIAL CLASS.
Length Elapsed. Corrected.

Exile, J. F. Small 20 09 1 31 08 1 01 16
Thrush, C. E. Bockus, Jr 20 10 1 39 80 1 09 44

FIRST CLASS.
Adolph, W. F. Mocks 22 01 1 40 29 1 18 08
Romance, Loring Sears 22 01 1 42 31 1 15 05
Dorothy, F. C. Blanchard 22 01 1 44 01 1 15 34
Pioneer. J T Turner 21 00 1 47 17 1 17 42
Annie Maude, F. A. Vegehlan 23 03 Withdrew.
Mist, E. L. Pond 21 06 Withdrew.
Keewedin, G. V. Bacon 21 00 Withdrew.

SECOND CLASS.
Arab, W. F. Scott 19 01 1 32 32 1 04 40
Bgeria, L. F. Howard 19 09 1 32 38 1 05 29
Wasp, Woodsum & Ladd 19 06 1 87 81 1 10 01

THIRD CLASS.
Flora Lee, C. D. Lanning 16 05 1 83 08 1 02 (B
Jackdaw, R. B. Williams 17 08 1 37 88 1 06 52
Mallory, J. T. Roche 16 01 Withdrew.
Viento. G. W. Chesley 15 08 Withdrew.
Circe, P.N. Kenney 16 03 Withdrew.

FOURTH CLASS.
Tciu'ex. T. A. Walsh 13 10 0 52 40 0 30 36
Midget, W. H. Besarick 11 06 0 52 50 0 30 .36

Transit, S. N. Small 12 08 0 .53 20 0 32 09
Swash, C. E. Hodges 12 00 0 54 25 0 32 41
PHncess, C. E. Main 14 00 0 55 05 0 35 15
Baby, J. I. Carr 12 08 Withdrew.
•Crab, W. P. Whitmarsh .' 14 00 Withdrew.
Dorothy protests Romance, Icurez protests Midget and Egeria pro-

tests Arab, so the winners are not yet known.
The judges were Messrs. Rice, Davenport, Smith, Fox and Robinson.

H.P. Elapsed. Cor.
m. s. m. s.

10 38 07 38 07
10 88 47 38 47
4 40 20 38 08
10 37 44 34 04
10 38 21 34 41
6 38 43 83 11
2 50 28 87 56
2 did not finish.

Seawanhaka Corinthian Y. C.

OYSTER BAY—LONG ISLAND SOUND.

Saturday, July 22.

Two races took place on Saturday at Oyster Bay, one for naphtha
launches and one for the Roosevelt Memorial cup. The times being
as follows:
Naphtha launch race, cup presented by Colgate Hoyt. Inside har-

bor course, club float to Cold Spring Light, to Moses Point buoy and
to club float, 4 nautical miles; weather fair; wind moderate; tide^ ebb;
one-gun start at 10:59.

Lengt
ft.

Bedouin, C. W. Wetmore 30
Vixen, G. W. BuUock 30
Elsa, Jacob Smith 25
Jeannette, Girard Foster .35

Tide, Colgate Hoyt 35
Isis, C. R. Agnew 30
Underbill, F. T. UnderhiU 21
Mermaid, Sydney Chubb 21 ^
Elsa won. The race was a handicap. Bedouin and Vixen were

handicapped by a bad start and further by imperfect condition, Vixen
having a bent shaft and Bedouin a broken pin.
Alfred Roosevelt Memorial Cup, first annual race. Courses, Bell

Buoy triangle. Bell Buoy to Center Island Buoy (about 1 mile close
reach), to Lloyd's Neck Buoy (3-milft run), to Bell Buoy (2-mile beat),
repeat; 12 miles, naut. Weather fair. warm. Wind W., stiff breeze.
Tide, ebb, slack, flood. Start at 1:19:

Handicap.
min. Elapsed. Corrected.

Indolent, S. V. R. Cruger 05
Mirth, J. J. W. Beekman 00
Pilgrim, E. M. Townsend 04
Folly, Geo. Bullock 04
Beatrice, Wm. Osborne 09
Trinket, T. S. Young, Jr 09
Meteor, Wm. Trotter 12
Dodo, E. M. Townsend .12
Ola, H. 0. Rouse 23 ,„
Indolent won. Handicap race for small yachts, any type. Folly's

first sail, in very incomplete condition. She will do much better wlien
in trim. Judges, R. W. Gibson, W. T. Cox.

2 21 02
2 16 57
2 22 46
2 31 03
2 54 52
Withdrew.
Withdrew.
Withdrew.
2 53 .50

2 16 03
2 16 57
2 18 46
2 27 0t3

2 45 6-?

2 30 50

Hull Y. C. Third Club Race.
HULL—nOSTON HARBOR.
Saturday, July SS.

Thb third club race of the Hull Y. C. on Saturday w£
fresh breeze, with clear weather, over course No. 5. The

THIRD CLASS.
Elapsed.

Beatrice, .1. Cavanaugh 1 49 21
Hiladee, J. P. Small. .' 2 03 46
Posy, R. G. Hunt 3 06 17
Moondyne, A.J. Shaw 2 35 00

FOURTH CLASS.
Vanessa, A. Bigelow, Jr 1 29 21

SPECIAL OIASS.
Joker, Barclay Tilton 1 19 30
Santa Maria, J. J. Souther 1 21 20
Vandal, J. A. Stetson 1 23 06
Mabel D., J. Poster Clark 1 29 24
Wapiti, P. T. Folsom 1 30 03

FIFTH CLASS.
Magpie, H. G. Otis 1 29 20
Koorali, R. O. Bobbins 1 .32 05
Hagedorn, C. V. Souther 1 .32 41
Aurisa, H. M. Faxon 1 87 15
Opeechee, W. P. Barker 1 38 32

SIXTH CLASS.
Mab, John Shaw 1 16 20
Dandelion, A. Adams 1 23 22

IS sailed in a
times were:

Corrected.
1 25 32
1 .36 50
1 42 28

1 06 18

1 13 30
1 20 20
1 23 06
1 16 34

1 15 03

1 04 51
1 08 18
1 08 06
1 10 47
1 14 01

0 50 52
0 50 45

Commonwealth Y. C. First Championship Race.
SOUTH BOSTON—BOSTON HARBOR.

Saturday, Jidy 15.

The first championship race of the Commonwealth Y. C, of South
Boston was sailed on July 1.5, the wind blowing strong from S.W., so
that the yachts were glad to reef. The times were:

FIRST CLASS.
Length. Elapsed. Corrected.

Zadie, A. Shulz 25.01 1 46 00 1 06 49
Neflie, W. E. Harrington 1 46 30
Hope, Libby & Barry 1 58 UO 1 21 18

SECOND CLASS.
Wanita, smith & Cobb 21.17 1.36 20 1 03 45

THIRD CLASS.
Mina, C. F. White 16.05 1 22 28 0 51 26
Eda, H. Bueler 17.08 1 20 34 1 10 31

SPECIAL CLASS.
Helen, F. Pfund 19.08 1 35 10 1 00 10
Tike, J. Leveridge withdrew.
The judges were Messrs. C. W. Hiath, L. J. Lang and J. B. Smith.

Hempstead Harbor Club Annual Regatta.
GLEN COVE, LONG ISLAND SOUND.

Saturday, July 15.

The annual open regatta of the Hempstead Harbor Club was sailed
on July 15, in a strong southerly wind, and though many of the en-
tries did not start a good fleet turned out, and the race was a success.
The cabin boats sailed under the Seawanhaka rule and the open boats
under a measurement of length plus i^g overhang. LTnlimited crews
and shifting ballasts were allowed as usual in the open boats. The
courses were:

FOR ALL BOATS OVER 18fT.
Starting across a line drawn between two stake boats anchored off

the club house, thence around spar buoy on easterly end of Execution
Reef, leaving same on starboard hand: thence around spar buoy ofl"

Matinicock Point, leaving same on starboard hand; thence across
flnish line off club house, 12 miles.

FOR ALL BOATS 18fT. AND UNDM.
From starting line around spar buoy on easterly end of Execution

Reef, leaving same on starboard hand; thence across finishing line off
club house, 7 miles.

The strong wind brought a number of boats to gi-ief
; Lohengrin

capsized and Concho withdrew to help her> Giggle parted her halliards
and withdrew, and Tom Cod lost her rudder but was steered to a
flnish by an oar. The Clapham boat Chippewa made the best time,
beating the fleet very easily. The ofQcial times were:

CLASS A—CABIN SLOOPS, SOt'T. A^T) NQt OVER 35iT.
start. Finish. Elapsed.

Ilderan, W. Southwick. 1 10 00 3 49 34 S 39 34
Fantasie, R. C. Field v ....-..1 lO 00 4 10 00 3 00 0&

CLASS B—CABIN SLOOPS, SSbT-. AND NOT OXWB. -30.

Chippewa, Thos. Clapham 1 lO 00 3 29 42 2 14 82
lone, W. H. Woodcock 1 to 00 3 .38 00 2 43 00
Beatrice, W. F. Herbert, Jr , . .1 lo 00 Withdrew.

CLASS C—CABtN SLOnP.S, 22!?T. AND NOT OVER 25.
Susie W., A. T. Duryea

, .1 10 00 3 56 25 2 46 25
Wahneta, H. E. Doremus a 10 00 3 59 33 2 49 32

Class D—cAbIn cat boats, 25i?T. and not over .30.

Kittie, Hazen Moore , .i 10 00 3 42 IS i 82 l2
Almira, W. Hanan 1 lO 00 38 45 2 28 45

CLASS E—CABIN CATS, 22ft. AND NOT (IVER 25.
Oconee, C. T. Pierce 1 10 00 3 41 20 2 .31 20
Nellie, Samuel Stenson 1 10 OO 3 30 00 2 29 00
Myrtle, J. R. Maxwell, Jr. .1 10 00 Withdrew.

CLASS F—OPEN SLOOPS, 2oFT. ANb NOT OVER 80.
Fantasia, R. C. Field 1 20 00 4 10 00 3 00 00
Jennie Willets, Joseph Willets 1 20 00 3 87 24 2 27 24

tiLASS B—OPEN CATS, 22ft.
ElftUai A. S. Post 1 20 00 3 37 42 2 47 42
Fairy, F. W. Towie 1 20 OO 3 47 30 2 37 80

CLASS H—OPEN CATS, 20ft.
Giggle, Duncan Sterling 1 20 00 Withdrew

.

Concho, D. E. Smith 1 20 00 Withdrew.
Sadie, B. M.Wallace. 1 20 00 4 01 36 2 51 .36

Baby, G. A. Corry. 1 20 00 4 04 20 2 54 20
Lohengrin, C. M. Pratt 1 20 00 Capsized.

CKASS I—OPEN CAT, 18fT.
It, C. W. Sedgwick 1 20 00 2 54 06 1 34 06
Ida May, A. G. Freidrich 1 20 00 2 .59 05 1 39 05

CLASS J—OPEN CATS, ICft.
Lark, E. G. Unitt 1 20 00 2 54 00 1 34 00
Tom Cod, I. Cozzens 1 20 00 3 14 43 1 54 43
Presto, H. Watson 1 20 00 Withdrew.
Meadow Hen, W. Hicks 1 20 00 3 08 55 1 48 55
The regatta comoaittee included Messrs. I. R. Coles, chairman,

Ward DicKson, Samuel Hewlett.

Corinthian Y. C, First Championship Race.
MARBLEHEAD—MA.SSACHUSETTS BAY.

Saturday, July 15.

The seventy-first regatta of the Corinthian Y. C, of Marblehead,
was sailed on July 15, being the first championship race. The wind
was Strong S,W,, with a sea, and all the boats were reefed. The times
were:

SECOND CLASS.
Elapsed. Corrected.

Susie, W. W. Keith 2 .38 28 2 .38 28
Ariel, James Bennett Disabled.

THIRD CLASS.
Reaper, H. P. Benson 2 23 37 2 20 23
Freak, G. L. Cochrane 2 23 24 2 23 24

FOURTH CLASS.
Koorah. R. C. Robhis 1 14 10 1 14 10

SPECIAL CLASS A.
Kelpie, W. Bassett, Jr 1 SI SI 1 14 31
Keewaydin, J. A. Burnham 1 13 07 1 13 07

SPECIAL CLASS B—CRUISERS,
Moses, F. E. Peabody 1 29 49 1 29 49
Teal, C. F. Lee 1 .33 .30 1 21 80
Edith, T. M. Wood 1 21 13 1 13 13
Kraken, Percy Chase 1 19 00 1 19 00
Bonita, C. O. Hood 1 17 22 1 10 22

KNOCKABOUTS.
Betsy. Theodore Jones 1 17 52 1 11 52
Nina, E. Y. C 1 18 01 I 14 01
Pinta, E. Y. C 1 13 38 1 09 88
Susan, H. Taggard 1 13 07 1 09 07
O'afsu, F O. North 1 20 89 1 17 89
Frances, G. H. Wheeler 1 18 40 1 13 40
Jane, C. W. Parker 1 16 55 1 10 55
Bob, E. Harding 1 24 27 1 24 37
Carl, C. H. Foster 1 15 06 1 15 06
Ariel parted her peak halliards and withdrew. Freak parted her jib

tack just as she neared the finish line a short distance astern of
Reaper. The winners were: Second class, Susie, 810 and a leg in the
championship; third class. Reaper, $10 and a leg; fourth class, Koor-
ali, $10 and a leg; special class A, Keewaydiu. ,$15 and a leg; special
class B, Bonita, $10 and a leg; Edith, $7, and Kraken, $7.

Sippican Y. C. First Championship Race.
MARION—BUZZARDS BAY.

Saturday July 15.

The first championship race of the Sippican Y. C. was sailed at
Marion on July 15, in a strong W. S. W. breeze. There were entries in

only the flrst, second and third catboat classes. All the boats started
reefed. In the second class Gymnote gained from the start and Ven-
ture soon withdrew, leaving her to finish the course alone.
The best race was in the third class. Tycoon had a good lead at the

end of the flrst leg to windw'ard, and Doris was well up with Nobsca,
but running home Nobsca outran the fleet and won handily. Buzzard
did not seem to understand that the starting time was taken from the
gun and started three minutes late. With a good start she would have
beaten Puzzle.
In the fourth class Cat and Edith did not have full crews and Squall

had things all her own way. When Edith was about half way on the
second round, one of her crew lost his hat, and she withdrew to re-

cover it. Then she was about six minutes behind Squall and two min-
utes ahead of Cat. The scores were:

SECOND CLASS, COUR.SE FIFTEEN MILES.
Length. Elapsed. Corrected.

Gymnote, W. E. C. Eustis 23.3 2 21 32 2 00 39
Ventm-e, J. D. Jenney 23 .10 Withdrew.

THIRD CLASS, COURSE ElllHT MILE.S.

Nobsca, A. A. Beehe UI.IIM 1 28 22 1 18 42
Tycoon, J. L. Stackpole Jr 19.9 1 29 50 1 14 56
Doris, John Parkinson 19.8 1 131 25 1 16 26
Puzzle, G. G. Amory 19.8 1 38 10 1 18 11

Buzzard, A. B. Shepley 19.n% 1 '36 05 1 20 23
FOURTH CLASS. COURSE SEVEN MILES.

Squall, J. G. Palfrey 16.11% 1 33 40 1 06 25
Cat, H. W. Bellows 16.3 1 82 45 1 15 30
Edith. J. Whiting 17-0 Withdrew
Judges: J. C. Palfi'ey and F. W. Palb-ey. Legs for championship

won by Gymnote, Nobsca and Squall. E. F. 'Raymond has been
elected secretary in place of G. G. Van Rensselaer, resigned.

White Ladye.
Mr. Ogden Goelet, for some years owner of the schooner yacht

Norseman, has chartered for a period of five months, with privilege
of purchase, the steam yacht White Ladye, owned for the past year
by Mrs. Langtry, and the yacht is now in this country. Mr.
Goelet has already had her under charter during the spring in the
Mediterranean.
The Ladye Mabel, as she was originally named, was designed by W.

C. Storey of London and buUt hy Ramage & Ferguson of Leith, where
she was launched on Jan. 12, 1891. The owner was Lord Ashburton.
The hull is of steel, with five bulkheads, the scantling exceeding the
requirements of Lloyds, and extra strength being provided, as the
yacht was intended for long voyages. She is 204ft. extreme length,
27ft. 2in. beam, and 16.45ft. depth of hold. Her engines are triple com-
pound, 18, 27% and 47x33in., and she has one very large single ended
steel boiler with four furnaces, the working pressure being 160]bs.
The rig is that of a three-masted schooner, with pole masts. Her ton-
nage is 693, Thames measurement. There is one large deck house, and
forward the yacht is elaborately fitted up with the usual saloons and
staterooms, while in addition to the olScers' and crews' quarters aft
are other staterooms, the bachelors' quarters. The yacht is fitted with
every modern appliance, electric lights, steam steering gear and cap-
stans, ventilating fans, hot water pipes, etc. She was purchased by
Mrs. Langtry last year and made a trip to the Mediterranean last
winter, putting into Lisbon after some severe handling by the sea in
the Bay of Biscay.

Cypress Planking.
Editor Forest and Stream:
We have noticed an article in Forest and Stream of July 33 in re-

gard to cypress planking as follows: "The planking under water is

all of cypress and there are no known instances where this wood has
been used before for outside planking." The writer of that article is

mistaken for we have built from 150 to 200 boats planked with cypress,
the boats ranging from 34 to 88ft. in length, requiring about 500ft. to
each boat. Higgins <£ Gifford.
Gloucester, Mass., July 21.

Royal Nova Scotia Yacht Squadron.
fMOuGH boasting a pomparatively small r.acing fleet, the Roya

Nova Scotia Yacht Squadron ntimbers plenty of keen sailcJi;'. men, a'ncl
racing plays quite an important part in the season's work. The record
or the rating thus far is as follows':
Sdtilrday, June 10, Capt. L. G. Russell's bup and squadron pri^.es.

Rate sailed, but all yachts competing were disqualified for the non-
observance of club rules. The race to be resailed at a date not vet
fixed

.
.

g
June 17, 92](, miles, weather fair, wind nioderate south, starting gun

^ i ..i. „r ^„ i i
Length. Elapsed. Corrected.

Youla, cutter. H. M. Wylde 26!bo 1 54 33 4 2<1 08Wym, cutter, Wm. Young 26.00 1 57 15 4 27 15
Lenore, cutter, A. F. Buckley 37.00 1 59 13 4 29 13
Etienne, sloop, Rear Com. Butler :26.00 2 11 25 4 41 2,5
Valkyrie, schr., Lieut, H. E. Marsh. . . .28.10 2 19 00 4 43 00
Mentor, cutter, R. R. Kennedy 20.09 2 37 20 5 oa 19
Hildred, sloop, H. S. Jones 23.04 Did not stai-t.
Albatross, schr., F. K. Warren 32.06 Did not flnish
Youla wins Lord Alex. Russell's cup (final win) and $10, Wym glO

Etienne $5. Olflcers of the day, Vice-Corn. James W. Stairs and C. J.
Wylde
Race for the Ruth cup and Squadron prizes was started on Saturday.

June 24, at 1:.30 o'clock over course No. 2. The following yachts
started: Albatross, schr., P. K. Warren; Lenore, cutter, A. F. Buckley
Youla, cutter, H. M. Wylde; Etienne, sloop. Rear Com. J. E. Butler
Hildred, sloop, H. Y. Jones; Valkyrie, schr.. Lord H. E. Marsh. At
the outer mark the wind fell and the race had to be adandoned to be
resailed on Aug. 19.

Jidy 1. — Starting off Squadron Pier to Flag Buoy in Dart-
mouth Cove, to Litchfield Buoy, thence to Inner Automatic Buoy
thence to Thunn Cup Buoy, thence to Litchfield '<uoy. thence to
outer buoy off Squadron Pier, thence to Point Pleasant Buoy and
flnish off Squadron Pier. Weather fair; wind S.W. fight:

,
Length. Elapsed. Corrected.

\ oula, cutter, H. M. Wylde 20.00 4 02 12 4 02 12
Valkyrie, schr., Lord A. E. Marsh 28.10 5 02 47 4 52 14
Lenore, cutter, A. F. Buckley 37 . 00 Did not flnish.
Albatross, schr.. F. K. Warren 32.06 Did not finisn.
Winner of flrst prize, Youla, Wenonah challenge cup. Officers of

the day Rear Com. J. E. Butler and W. H Troop.
JuZ.!/ S.—Handicap race; weather fair, wind S.W. moderate:

- , ^ „ ,
Length. Elapsed. Corrected.

Valkyrie, sch., Lt. H. E. Marsh 28 10 2 23 00 4 29 00
Mentor, cutter, R. R Kennedy. 20 09 2 30 00 4 30 50
Hebe, cutter, Ci. E Prancldyn, Jr 25 04 2 15 40 4 33 40
Etienne, sloop. Rear Com. J. E. Butler.26 00 2 14 50 4 37 50
Lenore, cutter. A. F. Buckley 27 00 2 11 00 4 88 20
Youla, cutter. H. M. Wylde 26 00 2 09 20 4 39 20
Albatross, sch., F. K. Warren .32 08 3 41 05 4 41 05
Meda, cutter. Dr. May 34 00 3 54 40 4 54 40
Hildred, sloop, H. T. Jones Did not start.
The winners were: First, Valkyrie. Hesslein cup and SIO; second

Mentor. $10; third, Hebe, $5. '
'

Officers of the day, C. J. Wylde and W. H. Troop.
July J5.—Weather fair, wind S.W., strong:

Rating

AT 1 TT « -r,r
Y. R. A.rule. Elapsed. Corrected.

Youla, cutter, H. M. Wylde 3.0 2 00 06 4 »7 46
Lenore, cutter, A. F. Buckley 3.6 2 05 40 4 33 20
Hebe, cutter, G. E. Francklyn, Jr 4.8 2 17 10 4 47 10
Etienne, sloop. Rear Com. Butler 2.9 2 19 45 4 45 SO
Valkyrie, schr., Lt. H. E. Marsh 1.7 2 27 10 •' 4 47 55
Hildred, sloop, H. T. Jones 8.0 2 28 52 4 55 30
Mirda, cutter. Dr. May 2.7 2 57 20 5 22 26
Mentor, cutter. R. R. Kennedy 2.3 did not start
Irene, schr., Capts. Elliott & Hartley. .1.3 did not flnish,
The wmners were: First, Youla, Winsted Banks cup (final win) and

SIO; second, Lenore. $10; third, Etienne. $5.
Officers of the day: J. T. P. Knight and J. T. Lithgow.

American Model Y. C, Pfeiflfer Cup.
BROOKLYN—prospect PARK,

Saturday, July 22.

The third leg for the Pfeiffer Cup was sailed on Saturday, only two
yachts starting. Great credit is due the owner of Marguerite in keep-
ing up the interest and fighting Neola for the trophy, which is with-
out doubt, worth fighting for, and it would be more to the credit of
the owners of the other first class yachts, who are content to watch
the contest between these two crack boats, if they would enter their
yachts and thereby greatly increase the interest in model yachting.

first heat.

., „ ^. , ^^S^^\ Elapsed. Corrected.
Marguerite, II. Fisher 4 22 05 11 50 11 50
Neola, J. E. Pfeiffer 4 22 05 11 04 1 0 463^
Neola wins this heat from Marguerite by 46s. elapsed, Im. 3i^s cor-

rected.

SECOND HEAT.
Marguerite 4 31 ,05 12 04 12 04
Neola 4 :35 00 11 17 10 59V«;
Neola wins this heat and leg by 47s. elapsed, Im. corrected

Neivburyport Y. C. Opening Race.
newburyport, mass.

Saturday, .July 15.

The first race of the Newburyport Y. C. took place on July 15, the
times beipg: '

FIRST CLASS.

4. T Length. Elapsed.
Truant, N, N. Rodigrass 26,00 1 27 29
Augusta. Hersey Bros sz'.OH i S8 00
Vivian, J. E. Beekman 22,00 1 40 38

SECOND CLASS.
Spurt, D. B. Pierce. 1 9. 11 3 03 20
Vever, George Murphy 30. 00 3 04 33

third class.
Rodie, G. W. Rodigrass 14 n 1 19 gg
Wizard, C. E- Cartwright '.14" 04 1 09 SI

Mosquito Fleet Y. C. Third Championship Race.
SOOTH BOSTON—BO.STON HARJ30R.

Saturday, July 22.

Only three yachts of the South Boston Mosquito Fleet Y C were
ready on Saturday afternoon for the tbu-d championship race and
Tantrum, the winner of two leg:s was not among them. Tlie race was
sailed in a strong S.W. wind, shifting to thii east. The times were:

. .r, T,. ,

Length, Elapsed. Corrected.
Annie, E. H. Rich M.OS 1 01 29 1 oi 09
Nellie J. O'Leary 1.0. do 1 01 lo 1 01 10
Spook, Noonan i& Andrew 14.11 1 04 15 1 04 10
The judges were Messrs. ^V. T.Fisher, T. A. Maguire and J F

Barry.
.

'
'

Winthrop Y. C. Second Club Race.
GREAT NECK—BOSTON HARBOR.

Saturday, July 15.

The second club race of the Winthrop Y. C. for cash prizes was
sailed on July 15 in a strong S.W. wind and rough water for the little
fellows which competed, only three venturing out. The times were-

third class.

„ „ „ . v.-
E'PPsed. Cojrected,

Myth, Harry Hutchinson 24.03 1 24 15 1 oi 13
Maggie, C. P. Pike 20.03 1 36 05 1 09 2^'
Harriet, L. T. Harrington Withdrew.
The judges were Chas. Henney and Howard Gould.

anchor off the club house at 12:.30 o'clock in the afternoon. The cus-
tomary salute was fired and answered from the shore. A few minutes
later men in the club house were surprised to hear another report and
noticed that there was considerable excitement on board. The launch
was sent out at once and it was found that in tryiijc to extract a
eartridgefrom the gun with a knife the.=ailinK master had touched
the priming and the cartnd.Efe had exjjlocled. The. knife was buried in
the leg of Com. Sheridan and the sailing masti-r's hands and face were
badly burned. The wounded men were taken ashore and tlieir wounds
were bound up. Doctors were summont'd frr.m Oyster Bay at once

ujcovoi o w^u.' uo.uii cjjci,,i,c. cu. ciis laceaQQ necK were
severely burned. The two men were taken to Oyster Bay station on
the steamer Dunderberry, and then Hy- train to Sea Cliff, where Com
Sheridan is staying. He had his family physician aummoned from
Brooklyn to meet him at Sea CUff.—A'ew York Times
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Elapsed.
1 55 41
1 56 37
1 57 34
2 00 41
Disabled.
Withdrew.

1 47 14

1 47 53
1 49 34
Dismasted.

1 13 <

1 14 51

Corrected.
1 43 02
1 41 37
1 43 39
1 46 56

1 31 52
1 32 26
1 .34 07

1 01 59
1 03 07

Beverly Y. C.

The 199th regatta, third open sweepstakes, wa.s sailed July 22, at
Monument Beach in a strong two-reef S.W, wind.
In second class Gymnote started off with the lead and held it. At

windward mark Anonyma broke her boom in gybing, but kept on. All
but Gymnote shook out reefs and Mist tore her sail so badly that she
withdrew. Lestris parted mainsheet. Gymnote, with a long lead,

took things easy and did not shake out reefs. This proved a mistake,
as the difference in the time of start and allowance gave prize to Ulula,
subject to GjTnnote's protest on her measurement.
In third class Gilt Edge was dismasted soon after start, but the

other three made a very pretty race; Doris started 62s. ahead of
Nobska and gained a little in windward work, but lost running home,
completing first round n ith a lead of 45s. In beating back to Pines
she lengthened her lead to 80s., but in the 1J4 mile run home Kobska
reduced this to 83s. and won.
Nobska cannot point anywhere near the other boats, but reaches

through the water faster than any 20-footer ever seen in the bay.
SECOND GLASS.

Length.
Gymnote, W. E. C. Eustte, B. Y. C 23.09
UluJa, W. H. Winship, B. Y. C 22.08
Anonyma, F. L. Dabney. B. Y. C 23.08
Agawam, ,1. G. Young, Jr.. B. Y. C. . . .23.08
Mist, Geo. H, Lyman, B. Y. C 28.09
Lestris, .1. Crane, Jr, B, Y. C 22.08

THIRD CLASS.
Nobska, A. A. Beebe, B. Y. C 19.09
Doris, J. Parkinson, B. Y. C 19.08
Puzzle, Wm. Amony. B. Y. C 19.08
Gilt Edge, D. L. Whittemore, B. Y. C. .19.07

FOTJRTH CLASS.
Dawdle. R. S. Hardy, B. Y. C 16.08
Cygnet, R. B. Fenner, Falmouth Y. C. 16. 10 _

Winners in Class 3, Ulula first, Gymnote second, Anonyma third;
Class 3, Nobska first, Doris second; Class 3, Dawdle first. Prizes in
second class subject to remeasurement of tjlula. Judges, J. G. Pal-
frey, W. Lloyd Jeffries.
The x>i"Otests have been decided as follows: The buoy being the

tnark named In printed cruise, and only a portion of the boats told of
the intended substitution of stakeboat for buoy, remains the mark,
and prizes are awarded to Gymnote, Anonyma and Agawam in second
class, Doris, Gilt Edge and Puzzle in third class, Nobska being ruled
out. boris's second protest is disallowed. As, however, Nobska
Jvent roUnd boatby order of regatta committeeman in charge, sailed
lohger course and came home first, and is ruled out for an error of the
club and no fault of her own, a special prize of equal value with first

prize is awarded her. For similar reasons Anonyma's prize is made
equal with first prlzOj as it is possible the extra distance may have lost
her the race. W.L.J.

Manchester Y. C.

The Minot's Ledge cup race was sailed on July 22. Course, from
starting line in West Manchester Harbor to E^g Rock, leaving it to
port, thence to Graves Whistling Buoy, leaving it to port, thence to
Marblehead Rock, leaving it to starboard, thence to starting line;

29 miles. Weather, fair; wind S.W. and N.W. No time allowance-
yacht for yacht:

Length. Start. Turn. Finish.
Yankee Maid. E. P. Stanley 18.08 8 20 50 12 20 03 2 42 01
Albatross, A.'W. Craigir 21.00 8 30 02 12 24 03 3 49 69
Wraith, A. W. Higginson 18.10 8 30 01 12 40 11 2 50 01
Hornet, Chas. Fackson 19.11}^ 8 30 10 Withdrew.
Snipe, E. A. Boardmau 16.10 8 30 03 Withdrew.
A very good start was made, the Wraith and Albatross getting

away well ahead of the bunch. On the first leg of the course the race
was lost and won, and the winner has to ttiank the weather as when
5 miles of the first leg was over the Wraith was leaving the Yankee
Maid 2 miles or so. For a long pace Wraith and Albatross stood to-
gether. At last they split tacks, the Wraith going out after S.W. wind
svhile Albatross and Yankee Maid stood in shore after the N.W.,
which prevailed in the air. The yachts rounded the first mark as
follows: Yankee Maid, Albatross, Wraith. Snipe had carried away
her jib and Hornet her peak halliards, and both had withdrawn.
Balloon jibs were set and carried till the yachts rounded 3Iis©ry
Island when spinnakers were set to port.
Albatross protests Yankee Maid for not rounding Marblehead rock,

decision has not yet been given but race will probably be resailed.
Regatta committee: A. H. Higginson, A, W. Craigir, Chas. A. Cooiey.
Judges: Mas SouU, J. A. Burnam, Jr., P. T. CoUins.

Eastern Y. C.

On Aug. 28 the Eastern Y. C. proposes to hold at Marblehead a
special race for schooners of the first class Cover 75ft. l.w.l.) for a
handsome cup, to be called the Weld cup, given in memory of the late
commodore, by Mrs. Wm. F. Weld. Four yachts must start to make
a race.
At the same time, there will be prizes for second class schooners,

and for all classes of sloops, where three or more start; the amounts
and classes, with other details, to be fixexi at an early day.
The committee hopes to have a large list of entries in all classes, and

especially the first class schooners, in recognition of the liberality of
the gift.

On Sept. 2, the fleet will probably rendezvous at Marblehead for the
annual cruise, and sail to the westward.

A Prize for Model Yachts.
Editor Forest and Stream;
I am very much interested in model, or miniature, yachts and their

racing, as much can be learned from the little fellows that is of use
in designing larger craft. That hns been my experience, at any rate.
I wanted very much to see the regatta of the American Model Y. 0.
that was sailed on Prospect Park Lake on Decoration Day, but
another engagement prevented, and now I would like to make "a pro-
position to this club, if possible, to arrange another race. I have had
about nine years' experience building and modeling boats, and lately
have made several mmiature yachts, all fast. My last one, some 48in.

long on deck, made a %-mile run in a stiff wind and high sea in a little

less than 10m., close hauled. I would hke to offer to the American
Model Y, C. as a prize, to be sailed for some time during the month
of August, a miniature yacht 59in. long on deck; the model will be
fully rigged as a sloop, and to be finished very finely with bright deck
and mahogany trimmings. I huild my models from fines, and frame
and plank them the same as a large boat is built, using bent oak for
frames and i4in. cedar for planking, screws being used for all fasten-
ings. The . shape of boat is on the same principle as Bouncer or
Chippewa, but with round bilges, and more nearly resembles the fin-

keel boats, which are on much the same idea. I will guarantee that
the boat will be a good one in every way, in fact, as good as I can
buUd so far as work goes; I offer a boat I would not duplicate for
$60. I would fike to see an inter-club race sailed at Prospect Park,
with representative boats from some of the othex model yacht clubs
invited and competing, and should think it could be arranged.
Glbnwoou Landing, L. I., .July 18. G. G. Olapham.

YACHT NEWS NOTES.
A handsome naphtha launch belonging to C. H. Moss, a member of the

Stock Exchange and a re.sident of Perth Amboy. N. J., disappeared
on Wednesday night from her moorings at the Perth Amboy Y. C.
Mr. Moss informed Inspector McLaughlin of his loss, and Deteclive
Sergeants Hanley and Wade were sent out to look for the boat. After
investigation along the river front, they got a clew from James
Fleming, dock master at the foot of East Fiftieth street. Mi-. Fleming
was haned on Thursday by a man in a 'auneh, who wanted to sell the
boat. The man said it was a deserted launch which he had found
drifting, and he would like to sell it for S250. Seeing at once that the
boat was worth much more, Fleming accepted the offer, giving the
man a S2 bill to bind the bargain. On learning this, the ofiicers ex-
plored the river near there and found the launch tied up to the school
ship St. Mary's, olT the foot of East Fiftieth street. Asleep in the
stern was the young man. When arrested he described himself as
.Tames Morris, 31 years old, of Newark. He said at first that he had
owned the yacht for two years, but afterward broke down and ad-
mitted that he had stolen it from Perth Amboy and had been cruising
about in solitary grandeur since then. At Jefferson Market Court
yesterday he was remanded. The launch is valued at $1,000.—A'; Y.
Sun, July 10.

The annual regatta of the Indian Harbor Y. C on July '39 will be
open to yachts of the following clubs; New York, L.arclm'iont, Atlan-
tic, Seawanhaka Corinthian. American (of Rye). Coi-iuthian (of New
York), New Rochelle, New Haven, Riverside," Field and Marine, Stam-
ford, Douglaston. Knickerbocker, Hempstead Harbor, Sen Cliff,

Horseshoe Harbor, Corinthian Mosquito E'leet, Stateu Island, Cedar
Point, Bridgeport Boating Association and the clubs o£ the New York
Yacht Racing Association. It will be sailed in accordance with ths
racing rules of the Indiaji Harbor Y. C. under the direction of the re-

gatta committee. The yacht.s will be classed by waterlioe length, the
cabin yachts being measured by the Seawanhaka rule, and the open
boats sailing on l.w.l. plus one-third overhang. The start will be made
at 11 A.M. off Little Captain's Island. The regatta coramitcee in-

cludes Frederic S. Doremus (chairman, 20 Nassau street. New York),
Frank Bowne Jones, Richard Cutwater. The Steamer Crystal Stream
has been chartered for the use of the club members and their guests,
and wiU leave from pier foot of East Thirty-first street, New York, at
7:30 A. M. on the morning of the regatta. The steamer will land at
the steamboat dock, Greenwich, at 10:15, and the Indian Harbor Hotel
dock at 10:30, and will accompany the yachts over the course, return-
ing to New York after the race.

'

Lloyd's Yacht Register for 1893 has just been received in New York,
and is the same useful volume as usual. The list of yachts contains
the names and particulars of 6,817 vessels, of which 3,417 are owned in
Great Britain and 293 more in British colonies. Of the first number
2,603 are sailing vessels and 814 steam. The total tonnage of the sail-
ing vessels however is but 59,642 tons, while the steamers show a total
of 85,413 tons. The fist shows quite a large number of yachts built
this year in Great Britain, though many of them are of small size.

The book is compiled -with the usual care and the various tables are
very well arranged. The rules for building are published in a
separate smaller volxmae. The number of names of American owners
among the permanent subscribers shows the estimation in which the
register is held here. It is issued under the supervision of A. G.
Drydurst, the secretary of the society, and Mr. Thos. Congdon, of
No. 1 Whitehall street. New York, is still the principal surveyor for
the United States, and the New York agent of the society.

The Morgan boat shop at Noank has turned out to the last stage of
completion two lobster boats that are a novelty in their way and em-
brace some very clever ideas. The boats, named respectively Bo Peep
and Mizpah, look like the ordinary .30ft. jib and mainsail lobstermen
that sail from that place in pursuit of the palate-tickling shellfish, but
differ from them in the fact that they have a little boiler and engine in
the cabin attached to a screw. Smokestacks would be in the way, so
the mast is made of steel and hollow, and through that the smoke from
the fire finds its way up some 25ft. to the open air. Any one who has
tried knows that pulling lobster pots by hand is pretty hard work.
So the crew of this craft just connect the line attached to the pot to
the engine, then it is simply press the butt-on. the screw does the rest,
until about two miles of line come up and finally the ensnared lobsters.
The boats promise to be a big success.

—

New London Day.
At the dinner of the Imperial Yacht Club in Kiel on .July 9, Emperor

WiUiam announced his intention to found a Hohenzollern prize to be
awarded annually at the club's regatta. The conditions of entry will

be that every competing yacht shall be built within the year since the
last race in a German shipyard from German materials and after Ger-
man designs. Accoring to the size of the victorious yacht, the prize
would be 4,000, 3,000 or 3,500 marks. The Emperor has already founded
a Meteor Goblet prize for an annual race ijetween Kiel and Trave-
muende. The competitors will be yachts of the first and second
classes. The owner of a first or second class yacht can become o^vvner
of the goblet by winning three of these races. The two prizes take
their names from the imperial yacht HohenzoUern and the Emperor's
racing yacht Meteor.

The Royal Canadian Y. C. sailed a race on July 15 for its skiff class,
the wind being fresh S.W. at the start, fafiing during the race. The
times were:

Start.
Ole Girl 3 00 00
Viola 3 00 00
Lneasy 3 00 00

The Toronto Skiff Sailing Club sailed a race for the 19ft. class on
July 15, the tunes being:

Last Leg
1st Round. 2d Round, 3d Round, and Finish.

3 53 .50 4 44 15 5 24 20 5 45 06
3 55 50 4 46 45 5 31 50 6 03 15

. „ . _ 4 45 50 Withdrew.
The next race will be sailed on Saturday, July 29, and will be for 16-

footers.

Far up in the northwestern corner of the United States, in Port
Townsend, Washington, a yacht club has just been organized by the
name of the Key City Y C. The club starts with 00 members, the
ofiicers being: Commodore, John Barneson; Vice-Commodore, Frank
Perrott; Rear Commodore, P. A. Bartlett; Fleet Surgeon, C. M. Bald-
win; Measurer, C. .J. Leighton; President, .J. B. Libby; Vice Presi-
dent, B. A. Burnett; Secretary, J. W. Jones; Treasurer, A. G. PhiUips.
The Regatta Committee includes K, T. Mayo, F. L. Macondray and J.

R. Mason The club will hold races throughout the season.

The new Fife20-rater Zioita, which from all accounts was intended
for a fast cruiser rather than an out and out racer, is showing good
speed and is likely to take a foremost place in the 20 rating class.
Another new 20 is just completed, the Lady Honor, designed by C. E.
Nicholson for Lord Dudley and described as a bread tray. Mr. Nichol-
son has been very successful in the smaUer classes, making quite a
hit last year in the 5-rater Dacia, but the new boat is his first ven-
ture in the larger classes.

Yampa, schr., is now
,
under charter to Wm. C. Whitney, of New

York.

The ICnickerbocker Y. C. saOed a special race on July 15 for the
cabm cats of Class F which did not finish in the June regatta. The
wind was fresh from S.W. The times were:

Start.
Melita 3 24 00
Willanda 3 28 .30

Torino 2 25 tO

H. J. Gielow has completed the d'^signs for a cruising 25-footer for
Rev. Lindsay Parker, of St Peter's Church, Brooldyn. She will be
36ft. Gin. over all, 24ft. 8in. l.w.l., lift. 6in. beam, 10ft. 3in. beam at
l.w.l. and 3ft. Sin. draft. The interior will give a good deal of room,
being carefuUy arranged.

Mr. Edgar Scott, of the steam yacht Sagamore, has purchased of
Summers & Pajme a handsome new half-rater designed by Arthur E.
Payne and just completed. The boat will hang at the davits of the
steam j'achc and be used for .sailing and racing.

Mr. F. W. Fliut, of Larchmont Y. C, has given a cup costing $100
for cabin caiboats of 25ft. l.w.l. and under, with a second price of $50
if five start, the race to be sailed off Larchmont on July 29.

Wild Duck, steam yacht, J. M. Forbes, has returned to Boston from
her cruise to (;^'hicago. The trip occupied nineteen days, and two weeks
were spent at the Fair.

Whitewings, sip., of Toronto, was partly stove in while entering the
Tuscarora River on July 4, and is now at Buffalo for repairs.

Deshee, sip., has been chartered through Hughes's Agency to Edwin
B. Sears, of Buffalo.

Fmish.
4 35 39
4 40 27
4 43 34

Elapsed.
1 35 39
1 40 17
1 43 24

Start.
Ethel 3 10 00
Rambler.... 3 10 00
Zephyr 3 50 30

Finish.
5 00 20

Disabled
Withdrew

Secretaries of canoe clubs are requested to send to Forest and
Stream their addresses, with name, membership, signal, etc . of their
clubs, and also notices in advance of meetings and races, and report of
the same. Canoeists and all interested in canoeing are requested to
forward to Fobbst axd Stbeam their addrejsses, with logs of cruises,
maps, and information concerning their local waters, drawings or
descriptions of boats and fittings, and all items relating to the sport.

FIXTURES.
J0LY.

15-80. W. C. A. Meet, Ballast Island. 29-Aug. .5. Owanux, Camp, Mer-
29. Red Dragon, Delaware River. win's Point.

AUOUST.
11-12. N.W.A.R.A., Canoe Races, n-26. A. 0. A. Meet, St. Lawrence

Detroit. River.

SEPTEMBER.
2. Orange An., Arlington, N. J. * Holvoke. Fall. Holvokfl. Mass.
4. lanthe, An., Passaic River. 16. Red Dragon, Delaware River.

This is a world of trouble and sorrow, and now it is the editor's

turn; he has again come within range of Mr. Vaux's sarcastic pen.

Mr. "Vaux's opinions as to the infalhbility of the A. C. A. ofiicers are

well known to our readers; but as regards the facts which he men-
tions in support of them we must differ with him, having been pres-

ent at the early meets at Lake George. Through the earnest efforts

of Mx. Bishop and other ofiicers and members of committees the ar-

rangements in the first two years were specially good. As the Inter-

state Commerce law was not then in existence, much work was neces-

sary to obtain reduced rates and free carriage of canoes, but the

arrangements t hen madewiU compare favorably with any later ones.

Through Mr. Bishop the canoeists were boarded at Crosbyside for

the nominal charge of twenty-five cents per meal, and in the second

year, on Lorna Island, a jog house was built as headquarters, mess

shed built and run, with a fairly good table, the noon meal being

taken at Crosbyside. The Association fortunately bad not then ao-

quired a luxurious taste for tent floors, and none were provided, but

the general arrangements of mess, railroads, etc., were very satisfac-

tory.

One source of trouble in the ease of the late meet was that some of

the oflBcers and committeemen for whom Mr. Vaux speaks did little

and others did nothing, so that those who, including the Vice-Commo-

dore, really did work, had their labors doubled or trebled, and

even then much was badly done. Without attempting to argue

as to the exact responsibility of unpaid officers, we stfll maintain

that it is unfair to the members who attend the meets to start

them on their journey in the behef that certain arrangements

have been made, leaving them in the end to find that whether, for good

reasons or bad, the plans of the ofiBicers have miscarried, and that they

must get to camp as they can. This was done at Bow-Arrow Point in

1887, at Stave Island to a certain extent in 1889, at Jessup's Neck in

1890, at WiUsboro Pomt in 1891, and yet the Atlantic Division profited

nothing by the experience. If it is necessary or desirable to locate the

camp in a distant place that men must reach by their own efforts,

then they should be notified in good season of the exact state of the

case, and the phantom steam launch which none can ever find should

disappear from the programmes of the transportation committee,

where alone it has existed.

The latest announcement of the transportation arrangements from
the American side to the A. C. A. camp promise poorly, as the steamer

wiU only run five days a week, omitting the very days which are most
important, Sundaj^ and Monday. The Saturday night trains from
Boston, New York and Albany, carry more men to the meet than on
any other day, and naturally all will wish to go by way of Clayton, as:

the shortest and most convenient. This route is now out of the

question on two days of the week, both going and returning. The
route via Cape Vincent is slower and involves the waste of some
hom-s at Kingston, and a late arrival in camp. A man who leaves

New York at 7 P. M. can be in Clayton by 5:.30 the following morning,

and it ought to be possible for him to cover the remaining 15 miles in

a couple of hours and have his tent pitched by 10 A. M.

The sailing war canoe is a new departure, but the Crescent Athletic

Club has just purchased one with two sails.

After the very full and voluminous reports which our Western
correspondent has furnished for two years of the Western Canoe
Association meet, we were prepared for a glowing account of the glad

return to Ballast Island in the Columbian year. It was with some-

thing of a shock that we read the brief telegram from Mr. Hough,
which we print in full. Such a meet can do little good to the Associa-

tion, and it now remains for the new officers to set to work earnestly

to put matters on a better footing for the future. After the experi-

ence of last year in a ne'W location, many were opposed to the return

to Ballast this year, but the matter was forced by a few who threat-

ened that if the meet were held anywhere else they would not play.

As events have proved, it was unfortunate for the Association that

the majority submitted to this sort of argument. The West is a big

place, and the Western Canoe Association might be a great deal

bigger than it is if a wise and liberal policy had been followed from
the start.

The Atlantic Division Meet.
Editor Forest and Sirearn:
Two recent editorials in your paper have scored the officers of the

Atlantic Division for various offenses in connection with the division
meet, and I deem it a good chance, with your permission, to get in a
whack at them myself. Not being able to attend the meet, naturally I

was very anxious to hear all about it, and I turned eagerly to your
paper for the full detafis of the doings and races. Imagine my disgust
at not finding anything there but an editorial on bad management,
and the next week's issue carried on the managerical discussion and
omitted all news. Some officer is to blame for this, and I want the re-
sponsiWlity placed. Those who did not attend the meet, and many of
your canoeing readers did not, are vastly more interested in what the
olHcers and men did do at Chimmon's Island than in what they failed
to do.
Another point: In the army the officers are in command and are

obeyed. When any disciplining is to be done they do it. In the A. C.
A. the members discipline the officers, the members' wants and wills
are law and the officers are unpaid servants, I maj'' say slaves. This
is all wrong. We must get officers who can command and not make
excuses and ask for pardon and mercy. Can't a man be found 'who
will stand up and really govern the members, and not meekly do as he
is told, and if the task imposed is greater than he can bear, apologize
for not being superhuman.
The fault is all with the officers and always has been. They have

been indulgent parents and the child has been spoiled. What can you
expect under such circumstances? Even the editors have been in-
dulged to such an extent in former .years that if they are placed out
of reach of an electric button for a few hours at a local meet they
feel there is criminal negligence on the part of those in command, and
there is no hesitation about saying so.

Contrast what was expected by the members of the ofQcers in the
early days at Lake George. The dues were the same then that they
are now. There were no transportation committees, and each man
got to camp the best way he could—he generally paddled there.
There were no camp site committees to furnish tent floors and land-
ing skids at cost. There was no caterer and each man cooked his own
food—and procured supplies as best he could. There was no ladies'
camp, in fact, nothing but an island which three of the members
owned and allowed the A. C. A. to n.se. Did the members kick? Per-
haps they did, but not the ofBcers. If things went wrong they kicked
themselves. It is about time the abused ofiicers turn and do a fittle

kicking themselves, and I for one hope the first man they jump on
with both feet wUl be the one who is responsible for the lack of a re-
port of the'meet in the columns of Forest and Stream.
New York, .July 23. C. Bowyer Vatts.

Western Canoe Association Meet.
Ballast Island, Lake Erie, July 24.—There are 20 canoes here, but

the interest is not intense. Only one officer of the association, the
secretary, is here. The complaints over this are undisguised, The
racing has developed no very great interest. F. B. Huntington, of
Milwaukee, won the trophy race. Nat. Cook, of Chicago, won the
Longworth cup. EmU Hansen, of Milwaukee, won the Gardner cup.
The latter race concluded late Saturday. The weather is pleasant and
there is a good sailing wind. The attendance is from MUwaukee, De-
troit, Cincinnati and Dayton mainly. Chicago has only one canoe
here. This seems an off year and much discussion prevails as to
causes and remedies. At the annual meeting only 17 members were
present. O. A. Woodruff, of Dayton, O., was elected commodore, F.
B. Huntington, of Milwaukee, Vice-Commodore; L. K. Liggitt, of De-
troit, Rear Commodore; .Tames Gardner, of Cleveland, Secretary-
Treasurer; Executive Committee, T. .1. Kirkpatrick, of Springfield:
G. B. EUard, of Cincinnati; S. E. Mettler, of .Jackson, Mich. Mr. E.
Hough, of the Fdeest .4nd Stream, was elected an honorary member.
The question of allowing standing rig in Glass D received discussion.'

E. Hough.

A, C. A. Transportation.
According to the latest arrangements the Empire State does not

run from Clayton to Kingston on Sunday or Monday. Members com-
ing to camp via N. Y. C. or R. W. & 0, will therefore go via Cape
Vincent on those days.
The times of leaving New York and arrival at Clayton, Cape Vincent

and camp are as foUows: Via Clayton: Leave New Yoi'k 7.30 P. M.
Cexcept Saturday and Sunday), arrive Clayton 5.45 A. M. Leave
Clayton 9..50 A. M., arrive Brophy's Point 11.10 A. M. Via Cape
Vincent: Leave New York P. arrive Cape Vincent 9. 50 A. M.
Boat leaves Cape Vincent on arrival of train reaching Kingston about
12 M. Leave Kingston 4 P. M., arrive Brophy's Point 4..30 P. M.

A. C. A. Membership.
Eastern Division: Charles T. Rogers, Bo.stou, Mass. Northern Di-

vision: A. J. Watson, W. H. N. Taylor, A. F. Rooney, Catamqui C. C,
Kingston, Central Division: Wm. R. Nichols, James Burton, John C.
Hughson, Dr. Wm. Halles, Albany, Albany, N.Y.; Oolton \Voolwoi1,li,
Ca.stleton, N. y.
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Canoeing Among the Thousand Islands.

^^J^J^ T**'^
diffidence that I start to write up ouj- little cruise on

the St. Lawrence, because its beauties have been extolled by so many
pens in poem and in prose, so many able writer.s have painted pen
portraits of its winding channel.?, verdure-clad isles and picturesque
nooks and corners, but it ma3^ be that a crude description may induce
some reader to visit and see for himself that which cannot be ade-
quately described.
Leaving: the boat house in Kingston on Saturday afternoon, at i

o clock, Charlie and 1 turned the prow of our canoe eastward, and
with paddles moving in that rhythmic unison which comes of long
practice, started on our eighteen mile run to Gananoque. Soon the
harbor is past, Fort Henry frowns down upon us on the north and is
left behind, we pass Cartwright's Point, where several patient fisher-
men are tempting the wary bass, run inside Milton Island and seek
the shade afforded by the high shore at Kudd's quarry, for the sun
though getting down is still unpleasantly warm.
Gates Island conies next and then we enter the North Channel be-

tween Howe Island and the main shore. Following this with a rest
for supper at Kelly's dock, we reach the foot of the island as the
dusk creeps up the river in the wake of the now vanished sun.
A thunder storm coming up in the north warned us to seek a

shelter and, refreshed by the cool breeze from the east, which now
threatened to develop into something stronger than a breeze, we cut
across the river, pass the lighthouse at Petrie's Island, the head of
Lindsay's Island and Hay Island and drop paddles and spring ashore
on the platform of a boat house with "Kalaria" painted on its gable
and a board off, which admitted us and our canoe.
We don't know the gentleman who owns the cottage and boat

house with this musical name suggestive of old Ireland, but we are
none the less grateful for two nights' lodgings.
Spreading our blankets on the floor we prepared to retire for the

night, but before getting into bed we heard the sound of paddle-
wheels approaching, and curiosity kept us at the boat house door.
The sounds came closer and closer till in a few minutes in a blaze of
light the St. Lawrence appeared with a search-light excursion on
boat. Lighted throughout with electric lamps in many colored globes
and with the brilliant search light flashing here, there and everywhere,
seeking out pictm-esque bits of scenery and giving a weird and ghostly
look to places that by daylight might seem commonplace, she pre-
sented a very striking appearance.
About .5 o'clock on Sunday morning the boards got so very hard

under our blankets that we could stand it no longer, so crawled out,
had a dip, and started up the river again toward the head of Grind-
stone Island on oiu- way to Clayton. This well-known resort was
reached about 8:30, we reported at the Custom House and then went
up to visit some friends, who gave us breakfast—our second that
morning—and with them we stayed until noon.
Beluctantly refusing an invitation to stay to dinner, we hoisted the

sail in a rather desultory wind and slowly drifted down in the current
past Central Park, Thousand Island Park and many handsome and ex-
pensive cottages, till finally we were opposite Alexandria Bay and
thoug^ht it time to go ashore and do something for the inner man.
This being happily accomplished we pushed off again, and touching

for a few minutes at Westminster Park to have a look at the Lake of
the Thousand Islands, we sped on our way. and soon reached the foot
of Wells Island with Eockport in view on the Canadian shore.
After leaving Alexandria Bay we inspected the Devil's Oven, a cavem the otherwise solid granite, accessible only from the water, of

which there are traditions for those who care for old wives' tales.
The water was high enough to make an entrance with the canoe im-
possible, but looking in one was reminded of "The Toilers of the Sea,"
and almost expected to see the tentacles of the devilfish waving back
and forth in the still, dark water.
The contrast between the American and Canadian sides of the river

was most marked at this point on oui- cruise. Although the season
had hardly commenced, and most of the cottages—why these costly
habitations should be called cottages I don't know—were still unoccu-
pied. There was a bustle on the river, a life and motion ashore, on
the American side, which vanishes at once when j^ou get into the chan-
nel. Here the islands are, for the most part, as they were when turned
out of nature's workshop, and you could imagine that no boat more
noisy than the silent birch-bark ever disturbed the calm of its clear,
swift-running water.
But while we have been moralizing our paddles have not been idle,

and we are at the foot of the Lost Cliaunel, one of the prettiest spots
on a river that abounds in pleasing scenes. The current now makes
itself felt, and we take the eddies wherever possible, running from one
island to another in the swirling water that twists the canoe round in
spite of the most careful steering. Up through Fiddler's Elbow, past
the lighthouse, and we are again away from the httle islands, and
have a stretch of water before us that reaches to the foot of Wolfe
Island, ten miles or more up the river.
Keeping to the shore of Wells' Island we steadily paddled on, and

in due time reached its head. From here we crossed Eel Bay, passed
the foot of Grindstone, where the A. C. A. camps were held, and,
warned by a gray sunset that wet weather might be expected, deter-
mined to make for the same quarters we had occupied the previous
night.
Kalaria was reached about 9 o'clock, and after a consoling pipe

we again betook ourselves to the arms of Morpheus, well prepared by
our thirty miles' paddle for a good night's rest.
When we woke at 6 on Monday morning it was to find that the pre-

diction of rain was fulfilled. As the sky gave no promise of better
weather, we had a plunge, got into the canoe and paddled over to
Gananoque in time to catch the Pacheheu for Kingston.
The St. Lawrence is looking its best at this time of year, and I know

of no better way of seeing all its wealth of beauty than a cruise in a
canoe. The narrowest cuts afford a safe passage, the most sheltered
and best hidden recesses are reached and explored, and in coming up
the stream it is easier to take the eddies than in any other land of
oraft- Zebb.

CANOE NEWS NOTES.
The Owanux Canoe Association will hold its camp at Merwin's

Point, Woodmont, July 20 to Aug. 5. The regattas will be held on
Aug. 1 and 2. The camp committee is T. F. Vose, Albert Lanzettel,
Dr. Sydney Bishop; regatta committee, J. H. Rowland, G. H. Lang-
zettel, Henry L. Orters.

The A. 0. A. regatta committee acknowledge the contribution by
the Yonkers C. C. of $5 to the prize fund.
The Crescent Athletic Club, of Brooklyn, has just purchased from

the St. Lawrence River Skiff, Canoe & Steam Launch Co., of Clayton,
N. Y., a very fine war canoe, S5ft. long by 50in. beam, built of white
cedar, decked with mahogany and finished in quartered sycamore,
varnished natural color throughout; has water-tight bulkheads fore
and aft, and has two large "leg o' mutton" sails. The canoe is well
bmlt and very handsome, and will doubtless be heard from during the
season.

The sailing race of the Toronto C. C. took place on July 15, the wind
being southwest and squally. The times were:

„ , , „ „ ,
Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.

Kalula, H, Ford 4 10 00 5 20 30 1 11 m 1 05 00
Dixie, A. M. Rice 4 10 00 5 30 00 1 20 00 1 05 00
Rush, H. B. Tilley 4 10 00 5 31 00 1 11 00 1 11 00
Fritz, F. Rogers 4 10 00 41 00 1 31 00 1 IS 00
Kalula 2, A. E. Bell 4 10 00 5 .54 00 1 44 00 1 15 00
Eel, J. W. Sparrow 4 10 00 Did not finish.
Mr. Sparrow sailed a new canoe and withdrew in consequence of an

accident to her rigging.

San Francisco Banges.
San Francisco, California.—As the Fohkst and Stream seems of

late to aim at the revival of interest in rifie and pistol shooting, I ven-
ture to forward a few items regarding the present status of this
spoi't in and about San Francisco.
Two well-equipped 200-yard i-anges afford ample accommodations

for the riflemen, viz., one at Shell Mound, near Oakland, 45 minutes
from the city, under the direction of Capt. L. Siebe, who, with his
family, reside within Shell Mound Park. This range is resorted to by
several rifle clubs and militia companies on Sundays (for we have no
restrictive Sunday laws here). On week days any one by the pay-
ment of 50 cents per hour for marking may shoot ad libitum.
Adjoining is a 50 yard pistol range used by the recently organized
pistol club; also a 100-yard range.
The other prominent range is situated near San Rafael, one hour

from this city, and is owned by the California Schuetzen Club Build-
ing and Park Association, composed of members of the California
Schuetzen Club. This range has been i n existence for two years and is
well patronized by several shooting clubs. It is finely equipped with
conveniences for rifie shooting, but is dishked by some of our marks-
men on account of the frequent prevalence of fitful, gusty, fish-tail
winds caused by the situation of the range amid high hUls. Such a
thing as a whole day %\nthout wind on either range is a rarity, thus
giving our Eastern riflemen a great advantage over us during several
months af the year. As we never have snow or ice. however, we can
practice the year round, thus pragtically evening up the condition^

A very large majority of the membership of all the rifle clubs of this
vicinity are Germans, Swiss and other foreigners by bu-th, but several
of Che schuetzen clubs are open to any rifleman who wiU conform to
their rules and regulations. The %m. 35-ring target is in universal use
by all the civU clubs.
The chief organizations are the Cahfornia Schuetzen Club, with 200

odd members; the San Francisco Schuetzen Verem, with a somewhat
smaUer membership; the Germania, Eintracht, Turner, North Ger-
™^u' Griitli clubs, each having a membership of 50 to 100.

^u^^^^S'^^^^r'y^ ^^^^ embraces almost all of the expert riflemen of all
the other clubs. Prominent among these may be mentioned F O.
Young, Geo. Helm, D. McLaughlin, Dr. L. O. Eodgprs, E. Hovey, F.
Kuhnle, A Strecker, J. TJtschig, H. R. Brown, A. Johnson, C. Meyer,
C'apt. Kuh s, J. Stanton, A. Gehret. etc. This club is divided into five
shooting classes, viz., champion, fli-st, .second, third and fourth. Much
emulation exists among the members and a large turn out can always
be counted on dn the first Sunday of the month at the medal shoot.
All the clubs, as a rule, hold a shoot for cash prizes twice a year open
to all comers. In addition the California Club offers 100 merchandise
prizes at their semi-annual festivals, ranging in value from $75 to S2.50

The "boys in blue" of course conform to the usual shooting rules
and customs governing the militia. Among the experts at this style
of shooting are: H. R. Brown, F. R. Young, E. Hovey, C. Meyer S
I Kellogg, A. Johnson, Capt. Klein, the Heeth brothers, etc. There
IS much enthusiasm among the devotees of the big bore
The Pistol Club was organized three months ago with 25 charter

rnembers. In adopting regulations for its government it foUowed in
the mam the rules of the Massachusetts Rifle Association. This club
uses the standard American target at 50yds. in the open air, open
sights and :3lbs. pull of trigger.
Class medals are contested for in a string of 10 shots on the second

Sunday of the month, and on the same day and imder the same rules
the .30 shot State championship medal is shot for and is open to aU
comers.
The club is divided into three shooting classes, viz., champion, first

and second. A large majoriry of the members are beginners at this
style of shooting, though a number are experienced shots, e. g,, Col.
S. I. Kellogg, F. O. Young, E. Hovey, S. Carr, Mr. Barney, H. Heeth,
Capt. Klein, L. Barrere, etc. Some of the beginners also show promise
of developmg into successful shots, such as Mr. Dais. F. Gehret and
Dr. L. O. Rodders. The members are enthusiastic and hope to do
some creditable work m the future. The weapon most favored is the
Stevens .22cal., lOin. barrel; though a few Remingtons are used. The
appearance of the Smith & Wesson .22cal. target pistol is looked for
with interest, though the general impression is that it will prove too
hght for satisfactory work. The Stevens, while very accurate is un-
accountably high-priced. The ".22 long rifle" cartridge is most used,
although the ".22 short" is preferred by more than one careful shot.

I shall take pleasure in occasionally forwarding to you scores of
both rifie and pistol; and I think I but give voice to the general senti-
ment of all lovers of fine shooting when I say that if the various sport-
ing journals would give to the rifie and pistol but a little of the energy
and space expended in behalf of the "scatter gun," we would soon see
an encouraging revival of interest in a sport that fosters and develops
taculties and vu-tues which are possessed only by the man of true
manhood. ' " L. O. R.

The New Army Rifle.
Editor Forest mid Stream;
Now that the U- S. Government has adoiited the foreign rifle for its

service arm, and of a caliber small enough to satisfy the most exact-
ing expert, it seems to me the riflemen of the country ought to take
some notice of the fact, and let us have a discussion pro and con, why
there are no American inventors capable of producing a rifle the
equal if not superior to the "Krag-Jorgensen gun." The impression
we get from the papers is that it is a bolt rifle, with the fastening
device on the forward end of the bolt, and having a magazine holding
but five cartridges in reserve. When it is remembered how positively
it was put forth, and quite officially I beUeve, by other examuiing
boards and other expert army officers high in authority, that a "bolt
rifle" would never be adopted by the U. S. Government" the selection
is quite a surprise to one marksman to say the least. I can remember
how positively it was dwelt on and so certain was it given out, that a
friend of mine, an expert marksman and inventor, Mr. J. H. Brown,
of New York city, produced a magazine rifle with a straight fallmg
breech block, obviating any chance for a premature discharge in forc-
ing in a refractory cartridge, by the firing pin pressing on the primer,
as has been the case with many bolt rifles, as well as with the old
Springfield musket, to which the Government has clung so per-
sistently.

If I am rightly informed, American inventors of smaU firearms,
such as are under discussion, have never received much encourage-
ment or reward from the boards of experts appointed to represent
the Government of the United States, and make selections in such
matters, and it is rather humiliating to the rifle-shooting fraternity
and the National Guard as well that they must ere long learn to de-
fend themselves and perchance their country's honor with a rifle
which is the result of foreign brainwork, and is recognized- by the
Government of the United States as something superior to anything
Americans can produce.
When we speak of the Government of the United States how few

there are who know just what that in reality means; the ordinary
mind takes it as some invisible, just and perfect power that is sure to
grasp the right and never the wrong, to establish justice and never
make any mistakes, where Americans or American ideas are under
consideration. Seldom do they think the whole power is swayed and
even boards sometimes guided and their decisions moulded by the
will of some one man, whose peculiar aptitude and position is such
that he happens to be the "right man in the right place" for the ac-
complishment of that identical purpose. How many, many instances
can be quoted to support this fact, not that we would intimate that
the present selection is the result of such maneuvering, but that such
things do happen can be gleaned from those people whose wisdom
has been bought by their experience; and it is our opinion, despite the
unnecessary—and never experienced in actual warfare—sand tests
and rust tests, that just as serviceable and just as reliable American
inventions would answer for our national arm as any foreig-n inven-
tion- W. Milton Faerow.
MORSANTOWN, W. Va.

International Columbia Prize Shooting.
On Sunday and Monday, July 8 and 9, at Sharpshooters' Park, Chi-

cago (West Pullman), the following shooters were at the stand;
Henry Hoehn, Fr. Karlen, Monroe, Wis. ; William Ehrenpfort. Albwt
Ehrenpfort, San Francisco; C. B. Schmidt, J. D. Regennitter, C. W.
Ranyon, Eduard Berger, John F. Bredon and Emil Beag, Davenport,
la.; Eduard Richter, Milwaukee; John Zlnier, Chicago; F. A. Cook,
St. Louis, To all these the Columbian medal was given. Scores as
follow were made on the different targets:
Columbia, possible 75: Emil Berg 69, Albert Ehrenpfort 67, J F

Bredon 86, C. W. Rantzon 65, Eduard Berger 61, F. A. Cook (St. Louis)
56, Wm. Ehrenpfort 53, F. D. Regennitter 53, Henry Hoehn 50, C. B.
Schmidt 35, Fr. Karlen 41.

King target, possible 225: Emil Berg 216, J. F. Bredon 217, A. Ehren-
pfort 203, H. Hoehn 201, C. W. Rantzon 109, F. A. Cook 194. Edw. Rich-
ter 192, Edw. Berger 186, Fr. Karlen 171, J. D. Regennitter 155, WiiUam
Ehrenpfort 1.53, C. B. Schmidt 1.5B.

Man target: J. D. Regennitter 70, Edw. Berger 89, Emil Berg 89, J
P. Bredon 85, H. Hoehn 84, C. W. Benyon 84, Edw. Richter 83, P. A.
Cook 82, C. W. Rantzon 74.

Standard target: Emil Berg 46, Edw. Richter 44, Edw, Berger 42
Martin Grace 40, Henry Hoehn 40, J. D. Regennitter 39, F. A Cook 37
Geo. L. Reitzhaupt 35, Wm. Ehrenpfort .36, J. F. Rantzon .34

People's target; EmO Berg 71, Edw. Berger 68, Edw. Richter 68, H.
Hoehn 66, C. H. Rantzon 65, J. F. Bredon 65, J. D. Regennitter 65, G.
L. Reitzhaupt 64, P. A. Cook 63, Er. Karlen 61, Wm. Ehrenpfort 59 C
M. Weinberger 59, H. Thornearth 57.

Builseye target, 100 shots: Edw. Berger 26 buUseyes, Emil Berg 24
J. F. Bredon 23, J. D. Regennitter 17, C. B. Schmidt 1-3, C. W. Rantzon
14, Henry Hoehn 11, A. Ehrenpfort 9, G. L. Reitzhaupt 9, Edw. Richter
8, Fr. Karlen 6, Wm. Ehrenpfort 5, John Zimer 3.

The shooting Sunday and Monday was, on account of the extremely
warm weather, of no account. Only two shooters were fii-ing at the
Columbia target, and only for the medal. They were Q. F. Schmidt
and Dr. Harvey McVilejChicago.
Frd, PfelEer, of Chicago, made a good score on man target, 93.

A. BoKSB, Sec'y.

Independent New York Schuetzen Corps.
The regular monthly shoot at Washington Park, July 19, did not

draw the usual number. The hot weither, however, was no bar to
the making of good scores on the part of some of the shooters in
attendance. Gus Zimmerman made a fuU score of 60 on the man
target and Fred Simon the fine score of 116 points out of a possible
12o on the ring target. Conditions were 5 shots, possible 125: Simon

Geb Krauss 53, G. E. Jantzer 48, M. Kuhn 46.
Red flags; G. Zimmerman 15, F. Simon 12. G. E. Jantzer 6, Alex

Stein 6, Wm. Hayes 5, M. Gremer 5, F. Meyers 4, Geb Krauss 3, Kutzer
8, Dr. Herald 3, Herman 3, ?aab 3, Begerow 2, Pittsijhier 2, J, Lowie4.

Germans at the Target.
The annual festival of the German societie.s of New York, known

as the Badische Volksfest Verein, m Washington Park last week, was
a great success.

.
Durmg the three days of the festival the park was

filled to overflowmg with jolly German citizens, their wives and sweet
hearts, and between athletic sports, shooting and bowUng, our Ger-man friends had three days of solid enjoyment. Qus Zimmerman
who IS a native of Baden, was one of the many riflemen who partici-
pated in the shooting programme. His diligent work and good hold-
ing earned for him the kingship of the festival. The ceremony of
crowning the victorious shooter at one of these German festivaJs is
both unicpie and interestmg. Capt. Zimmerman gave himself up to
the occasion. Seated upon his carriage of state (a gun caisson) he
was drawn around the park amid the booming of cannon and the
strains of martial music. Following the crowning of the king came
the distribution of the prizes to the lucky winners, whose scores are
appended, three shot scores, possible 54, three best tickets for five
first prizes and the two best for balance of prizes.
Zimmerman 54 53 5.3—160 Plaisted 51 51—103
Holges 54 .53 52-159 Beyer 51 52—102
Wehlein 53 .53 54-159 Daab 52 50-108
Ro.ss 54 52 52-158 Steckler 51 .50-101
Grimm 52 52 52-156 W Buss 51 50-101
LBuss 52 52-104 Genseh 51 50-101
Nowak .52 .52—104 Steinel 52 49—101
Busse... .52 51-103 Falter 51 50-101
Schhcht ,52 51—103 Wenner 50 50—100
Thomas .53 .50-103 Hoefler 50 50-100
Lmdkloster .52 51—103 Schutz 51 49-100
Krampert .52 50—102 Weber 51 48— 99
Roll 51 51-102 Wagner 50 49- 99
Koeppler .,..51 51—102
Premiums for most tickets: First, Zimmerman, 188; second, Hoefler,

35; third, Wehlein, 35. .

i i

Flags: Falter, Hoefler, Zimmerman, Plaisted, Raiser, Falter.

Greenville Rifle Club.
The weekly practice shoot in Armbruster's Park July 22 had its

usual attendance of the members and friends of the club. Capt
Mahlenbrock, of the Hudson Club, was on hand again and devoted
the afternoon to rifle practice with the Greenville folk. The afternoon
was devoted to pool and team shooting on the German ring target 5
shots per man: ^ '

.aF'??'^ J"' Dorrler 107, Chavant 103, Spohn 102, Collins
101, PurkesH 99, Mahlenbrock 94. Boag 86.
Second pool; Dorrler 106, Collins 97, Spohn 97, Plaisted 95, Mahlen-

brock 92, Boag 83.
'

Team match. 10 shots, German target:
Chavant 189 Dorrler 214
Plaisted .209-398 Mahlenbrock. . .........;:.'l63-37(;
At the weekly gallery shoot for class medal July 21 the foUowmg

scores were made, 10 shots, possible 250, distance 25yds. : Purkess 242
Robidoux 241, C. Boag 239, J. Boag 2.37, Collins 235, Chavant 235, Dodds

Theclub will soon lose one of its best team men in the person of
D red. O. Ross, who contemplates returning to Brooklyn to reside.

Hartford Rifle Club.
Hartford, Conn., July 82.-The regular shoot of the Hartford Rifle

Club was held this afternoon, and owing to the heat of 93° in the
shade, was lightly attended. The scores averaged, for us, very hieh
Pope s 94 IS the highest ever shot in Hartford, and his second full
score. Standard target, 200yds.

; light, bright, wind, strong and re-
quiring careful watching: ' o

HMPope 1010 9 9 9 8 10 9 10 10-94

-r „ ^ ^ T
20 8 8 9 10 8 10 8 8 7-85JMFoote, Jr s 9 9 10 7 7 7 0 10 9-85

-r.ca 77975 10 5 10 9 10-79D S Seynriour 8 7 8* 8 9 9 7 10 10 8-84

w^I'rS^I'h^'' 9 9 7 7 8 8 10 10 7 7-82
1< K Rand 10 10 8 8 9 6 10 7 8 7-83
w T n.,„>,„^ 8 10 6886 10 89 7-80W J Dunbar 8677 10 9945 7—73
.rrrri 878 6 10 7867 5—73A H Tyler e 6 5 0 10 4 0 5 4 5-453508 10 4254 4-45

.
H. H. Pope, Secy,

Cincinnati Rifles.
Cincinnati, .Tuly 16.—The Cmcinnati Rifle Association held its regu-

ar practice shoot at its range to-day and made the scores as appended
below. Conditions 200yds., ofl-hand, at the standard target. Owing
to the extremely hot weather the attendance was rather small, as also
were the scores:
Gindele 8 9 9 10 10 10 6 8 9 7—86

6 6 9 5 9 10 10 10 8 8-81
10 6 10 10 6 8 8 6 8 8—80

Payne 8 10 10 10 6 8 5 7 6 10-80
8 5 8 10 8 10 5 8 8 10-80

„ „ 7 6 10 7 5 9 9 7 8 9—77
Randall....J 98960867 9 JO—780788888 10 7 6-75
_ _ 7 7 8 6 5 7 G 8 10 10-74
Tofl; 876565375 8-60664649954 7—6048754796 6 4-5»

The Alton Gun Club.
Lx a rifle contest recently on the grounds of the Rasa Club, Alton,

^ -V ^\?-.I^'J^il s.*^on the handsome silver cup of the Alton Gun
Club. This IS the thu-d time Mr. WiUs has won the trophy, which has
been contested for in the weekly shoots during the past season. It isnow his personal property. The cup shoot was at aOOyds., 100yd.s. and
25ydB., 10 shots to a string, 30 shots to the score. Mr.' Wills used a .23
rifle. There are 20 members in the club, some of whom are excellent
noarksmen. In a trial shoot recently, Mr. Wills placed 20 consecutive
shots m the buUseye at HMyds. The club varies its programme occas-
lonaUy by contests with the shotgun on bluerocks. The Western office
of FORE.5T AND STREAM Can testify to Ml- Wills's .skill with a rifle from
practical experience as competitors. He has a most discouraging
habit of making buUseyes in such unbroken succession that competing
agamst him is competing agamst a fixed quantity. A most generous
and affable gentleman, he is a host in himself as a competitor with the
rme. B. Waters.

Hudson and Paierson.
Jbrset City, N. J.. July 16.—To Paterson RilU Club, Paterson, N J •

GffiNTLEMEN-In the issue of July 8 it was noticed that your club is
ready to pit a team against any club in the Stete. In reply would say
that the Hudson Rifle Club, of Marion, N. J., is ready to accept the
offer, and would like to arrange a ten-men team mat«h for Labor
Day, Monday, Sept. 4, 1893. Distance 200yds. If this be accepted
please communicate with the secretary at once, giving location of
range and all necessary information. We remain, yours very truly
„ HtH)B0N RiBXE Club, C. E. Bird, Secretary.
H. Mahlenbrock, Captain.

The Hudson Rifle Club.
At the last meeting this club decided to close its club house during

the summer months, and open Sept. 1 with new life and vigor, and
get in good form for the winter months. The club is now ready to
make arrangements with the New Jersey clubs for a match or series
of matches to begin after Oct. 1. Who will be the first to accept?

The EIagle.

Excelsior Rifle Club.
The third annual prize shoot of the Excelsior Rifle Club, of Jersey

City, wUl be held at Greenville Schuetzen Park, corner Seaview and
Bergen aves., August 25 and 26. Shooting committee: L. P. Hansen,
first shooting master; Wm. Weber, second shooting master* O C
Boyce, John Speicher, J. Hughes, W. J. Channing.

Choice of Target.
Hartford, Conn., .July m.—Editor Fon-est and Stream; I note the

agitation in favor of the American champion target. The Hartford
Rifle Club would favor this target if it could be commonly used I
think this is the best target made. It could be used with the dial coiant
by usmg red. blue and white flags for 15, 14 and 13, thus making it
quickly handled. H. M. Pope, Sec'y

Harlem Rifle Club.
Friday, July 14.—Scores:

E Busby 345 C Hutch
J Bodenstab 243 H Cochran. .

.

JABoyken g4g W Weeks....
a Walsh m FBWazie

..243

.242
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Excelsior Bifie Club.

I Tms club is out with programmes for its third annual prize shoot,

>o he held is Ambruster's Park. GreentUle, J., on Friday and Satur-

ffiV August 25 and 26. Tliere are 15 (cash) prizes on the rmg target

row to »2; 10 prizes on bullseye target from $iO to |2.

J the regular weekly practice shoot the following scores were

22 19 22 15 22 25 24 21 23 21-214
- iT'inren" v. 21 25 24 17 20 19 20 20 19 12-200

, -veber 21 21 20 21 20 31 14 IV 19 24—198

i i lies.. 19 18 18 17 .2.3 20 16 19 22 16—181

Distance 2ddyds.; "German ring target.

[Bifle Notes.

The New York Central Corps, Capt. A. Richter, will hold a two

•lays" festival in Washington Park on Wednesday and Thursday, Aug.

I and 3.

fl The Kew .Jersey Schuetzen Association will hold a festival and prize

ijhoot in Ambruster's Park, Greenville, N. J., on Monday, Aug. 7.

The New York City Corps. Capt. C. Rehm, will hold its monthly out-

Dg and practice shoot in Washington Park on Friday, July 28.

Turtle Bay Bifle Club.

Thk weekly shoot July 21, was devoted to a team match between sis

oenibersof the club; 10 sb'>t scores, .3 to count:

J E Jautzer.247 244 24.3- 734 J Ochs, .Jr. . .246 244 24.-J-735

iwalter. . . .2^0 246 240-726 C H Plate. . , .239 239 235-71.3

rKrampert..232 240 241-713-2173 J F Cberle. . .234 236 2b9-699-2147

All ties divided unless otherwise reported.

FIXTURES. •

If you want your shoot to be announced here
|5end In notice like the following:

Aug. 7-8.-Pier Gun Club tonrnament, at Atlantic City, N. J.

Aug. 7 12.—Arknnsas State Sportsmen's Associat on tournament, at

"'Aug, 9 11.—Missouri State Amateur Shooting Association, at Paris,

"
up. 1618.—Coney Island tournament at Cincinnati. Ohio.

Aug iG-18 — Interstaie J:anuta< lurers' and Dealers' As80Ciation''s

1 11 iirurnament. at ( harlotte, N C.
- -a-'if).- Tl iid iiit«?rtiational live bird and target tournament, at

irpe-shnp la I^lalJd Delroit, Mich.

,1 list Miinu I acturers' Trap Shooting Association tournament, at

A iiti'liPg W Va.
AuKUst—Keystone Target Company, seventh annual tournament,

it > ew London, ( onn. . ^.

Sfpt. 4.- Frankfort (N. Y.) Game and Fish Protective Association

"bi' pt ".^Endeavor Gun Club tournament, on Al Heritage's grounds,

v'sept^ M-l^—Riverside Gun Club's second annual tournament, at

fRcd Bank, N. J. John P, Cooper, Pec'y. . . .
Sept 26 29,—Pennsylvania State Sportsmen's Association tournament

It Harrishurg, Pa. H ]VI F. \\ o) deu. Cor. Sec'y.
. .

Sepiember.—Manufacturers' Trap Shooting Association tourna-

ment, at Columbus. Ohio. „, . . . ^

October.—Manufacturers' Trap-Shootmg Association tournament,

at Allentown and Bethlehem. Pa. (combined).
Oct 19-20.- West Newbiu-g Gun and Rifle Association fall tourna-

ment, at Newburg.
^^^^

April 4-B.—Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association's

Grand American Handicap at Dexter Park, Long Island.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
The annual summer tournament of the Reading Shooting Associa-

'.lon fo be held at Harry Matz's Three Mile House, Sbillington, Pa.,

m August 15 to IB inclusive, should attract a large attendance, judging

from the programme of events. Each day there will be .six lU-target

jvents, gl entry; two 15-target events, gl.50 entry ; one20 target event,

S2 entry and one 25-target event, $3 entry. On Tuesday and Wedoes-

iay each there will also be an event at 50 targets, $5 entry. On Thurs-

day there will be an event for teams of three men, each at 25 targets

per man. S7.50 entrance per team, and on Friday one for teams of six

men each, 25 targets each. $10 entry per team. The new Keystone
expert trap and Keystone targets will be used. All shooting will be
rapid-fire, known traps and angles, two sets of traps to be used. The
team races will be open to teams fi-om any regularly organized gun
club in the country, all shooters to reside in the Slate where then- club

is located. In each team race $10 will be added to the puise and $5

will be added to the purse in each of the 50-target events. The shooter

making the longest run of breaks during the tournament wtU receive

$5, and $3 will be given for the second longest and §2 for the third

longest string.

The fourth annual tournament of the Union Rod and Gun Club to be
held at Milford Center, O., Aug. 9 and 10. promises to be a big success

Applications for programmes are coming in fast and we have every

reason to believe that there will be fully fifty shooters present. At
the last tournament there were over forty. The programme is now
ready for mailing and will be gladly n ailed to applicants. The pro-

gramme announces ten events each day, the entrance ranging from .|1

to S:i, Expert traps will be used, sprung by electric trap pull, and
North's handicap will be used, thus placing all shooters on an equal
footing. The grounds are among the finest in the State, with plenty
Of shade in rear of score and an open background. This shoot will

positively be held, rain or shine, as there will be ample covering to

protect shooters from sun or rain. Milford Center, O., is located on
the P. C. C. & St. L. and C. C. C. & St. L. R R., twenty-eight miles from
Columbus and Springfield. For programme and otiier uiformaiion
address C. W. Toony, Irwin, O., who has the management of the tour-

oameat.

The committee in charge of the Pier Gun Club tournament to be
held on Young & McShea's Pier, Atlantic City, N. J., on August 7 and
8, have anoouuced the following attractive programme: First day,

10 targets, Si entry ; 15 targets. SI.50; 10 targets. Si ; 20 targets, $2;

10 targets, §! ; 50 targets, 3^5; 10 targets. Si: 20 targets, S2; 15 targets,

,50; 5 pairs targets. 81. Second day, 10 targets, gl ; 15 targets. Sl.50;

targets, SI ; 20 targets, *3; 25 targets, $3.50; 10 targets, 81 ; 25 targets,

60; 90 targets, $2; 10 tai-gets. $1; 5 pairs, SI. Shooting will begin at

M., each day, one-half a cent per target will be paid 'or average
...ley each day in events 2 to 9 inclusive. "Old Father Time" Eaiii-

|w Thurman will be general manager and hustler.

Sheboygan O^'s-) Gun Club will nold a tournament on Aug. 4
id 6. The first day's programme includes five 10-target events,

je 15-target events and two at 20 targets each. In one of these lai-

a purse of §40 is guaranteed. On the second-day there will be four
•get events, three at 15 each and three at 20 each, one of them
a $50 guarantee On the third day there will be four events at 10

its, three at 15 targets, two at 20 and one at 25 targets. In one of
9-target events there will be S75 guaranteed.

,
le Myrtle Park CJuii Club, of Irvington, under whose auspices wiU

j-held the August tournament of the New Jersey Trap-Shooters'
•ngue, has fine grounds within ten minutes walk of the Irvington

'

d. On the day of the shoot they will have a stage running
. een the hotel and the grounds. The September shoot, which
end the series, vnW be held under the auspices of the Boiling
ings Fish and Gun Club, at Rutherford.

Wheeling. W. Va.. will be the center of attraction for target shooters
^ Aug-. 1 and 2, when the Manufaciurers' Trap-Shooting Association

II hold a tournament on the grounds of the Island City Guu Club,
Wheeling Island.

_ie Eighth Ward Shootine Association, of Reading. Pa , which has
lOting grounds on the north of tne city, has elected Hai-ry Schwartz
isident, Albert Yeager Secretary and Geo. M. Rhodes Treasurer.

The Climax Gun Club will hold a two-days' tournaraenc on its

grouDds ne,ar Fanwood station, N. J., in September. One day will be
devoted to targets and one to live birds.

The Lake Geneva (Wis.) Gun Club will hold an open to all tourna-
ment . a Aug. 11 and 12, during the annual regatta of the National
Association of Amateur Oarsmen.

The Charlotte (N. C.) Gun Club anticipates a big attendance at the
tournament of the Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Associa-
tion, on Aug. 17 and 18.

After the Hoffman-Canon match at Harion Mr. Canon offered to

inake another 50-bird match for §200 or more a side, but Mr. Hoffman
4«.Uined for the present.

The North Reading: (Pa.) Gun Club has elected the following tem-
porary officers: President, Daniel Smith; Secretary, Bert. Chadwick;
Treasurer, I, S. Clous.

The Yellowstone Gun Club, of Livingston, Mont., will hold a tour-
nament on Aug. 4 and 5, and on the 6th will run a fishing excursion up
the Yellowstone River.

Ttie Columbia Gun Club, of Lancaster, Pa., have secured new
grounds at Chickie's Park, where they will erect a club house."

Leavenworth. Eans., is to have a gun club, with finely equipped
shooting grounds and a modern club house.

C. H. TOWNSEND.

Hofifman Defeats Canon.
On Friday afternoon, July 21, about one hundred lovers of trap-

shooting gathered on Al Heritage's grounds in Marion to witness a
match at 50 live birds each between Wm. S. Canon, the one-armed
shooter of Newark, N. J., and John W. Hoffman, of German Valley, N.

J The match had been made several weeks before, Mr. Hoffman
being the challenging parly, the match being made through the trap
editor of Forest aud Stream, who acted also as stakeholder. Several
months previous to this the two principals had taken part in a live-bird

sweep on John Frb's grounds and pot into a tie, which Mr. Canon pro-

posed they should shoot off, miss-and-out Mr Hoffman declined to

do I his, whereupon Mr. Canon expressed dissatisfaction at being
obliged to divide the purse. Mr Hoffman did considerable thinking
over this, and being rather sensitive, he concluded that Mr. Canon had
cast a reflection upon his skill and nerve, and the challenge resulted.

The match nas under Hurlingham rules, for $100 a side, loser to pay
all expenses.
The start was announced for 1:30 P. M , but upon reaching the

ground and openine bis gun ca e Mr. Canon found, much to his disgust,

that he had left his fore-end at home. The only thing to do was to

send for it. so Mr Wm. G. Hollis, the well-kno«n Harrison member of
the Newark Gun Cluh, volunteered to tak" a trip to Newark to get it.

Now, the Pennsylvania Railroad is in the lower portion of New-ark,

while Mr. Canon'< domicile is in the extreme upper portion, so that

Mr Hollis did not get back to the grounds until close to 4 o'clock. In

the meantime ihe crowd had good naturedly passed the time without
murmuring at the delav. In the partv were J. L. Smith, of Hackeits-
town; Charles Stnith and Dan Terry, of Plainfield; E. 0. Geoffrey. W.
G Hollis, G. L. Freche and C. M. Hedden, of Newark; "Uncle Billy"

Hughes, of .Jersey City, and T- W. Morfey, of Patersnn. Alderman
Keoeh. of Marion, presided over the lunch and refreshment counter.

Al Heritage and J. 1.. Smith furnished the birds, which were, with a
few esceptinus, as floe a lot of summer birds as we have seen for many
a day. But few had to be flusbtd. and even these, once they caught
their win^s, proved to be strong flyers. The majority were prompt to

start, and a large number were possessed of the knack of doing some
ugly twisting.
The slai't was made a 3:42 P. 51., "Uncle Jake" Pentz being referee.

Major J. M. Taylor and C. H. Townsend scorers; Dan Terry was trap-

puller and Al Heritage, Jr., handled the birds.

Canon was first to the scnre and he opened by losing a fast right-

quartering incomer which put on all the curves known to science.

Hoffman opened by killing a hoverer. Canon went along and lost six

out of bis first ten birds, Hfift'man losing two. Canon .seemed to be
unable to get up on his birds. On the first seven rounds he killed

only one. while Hoffman killed six, this giving Canon a heavy handi-

cap. The first half of the race endfd with 20 kills for Hoffman
against 14 tor Canon. On the second half Hoffman got on a ragged
SI reak and killed only four out of hi.s first ten. Canon killed einht

and thus got within two b rds of Hotf man. The handicap, however,
was too heavy aud Hoffman pulled out a winner -with a score of 36 to

32. On the last 43 rounds Canon killed 31 birds and Hoffman :30,

Canon thus losiu^; ihe race on his first seven ounds.
Neither man was up to his usual form, ibis being particularly true

of Canon. H- ffraan is weakest on birds bearing to the ripht, the

score show ing that of the 14 birds he Inst 9 took i his flight. The dif-

ference in the style of the men is very marked. Hoffman leans far to

the front, with his right arm and shoulder drooped, brings the gun to

his shoulder for a sight drops the butt perhaps 3in., calls '-pull" and
in.stantiy bring-: the gun t • his shoulder. Canon, on the other hand,
stands erect, with the butt of the gun held between the right arm and
breast, and after calling "pull" does not throw the gun to hisshnulder
until the bird is on the wmg. Having only one arm with which to con-
trol the gun it mvariably leaves his shoulder upon the discharge of

the first barrel, rendering it extremely difficult to put in an effective

second. He does so, however, in great shape, and some of his second
barrel kills are phenomenal. In this race he not only had the handicap
in regard to arms and losing 6 out of his first 7 birds, but had as well

the hardest birds as a whole.
Both men did some fine killing, the particularly good ones being as

follows: Canon, 4th, fast bird, went to fence; 10th, 11th and 17th,

twisters and fast birds; 19th, very fast and a fire second barrel kill;

34th, fine first on fast bird; 45th, awfully fast bird, hit by second at

fullv 60vds.
Hoffman, 5th, a hot one and a flue first; 18th, elegant second on a

fast bird ; 30th, ditto.

The score of the shoot follows. Both men shot at 30yds. rise:

Trap score type—Copy right isos, by Forest and Stream Publishing Co.

13153223.3 534 3 131 5 53 3 41133

W S Canon 0 0020001121300222221100* 1—14

4231142 3 233524123543244 3 4

1 2 0 2 3 0 1 1 2 1 2 2 0 0 2 2 1 2 0 2 2 2 2 0 0-18-32

41342323254 3 2553344343515

J W Hoffman. .1 10211202120.10212111211 1-20

533132419144514324 3 444134

0 • 2 022200 •.12112202200222 2-16-36

A few birds were left after the match, and these were shot off in a
miss-and-out, S2 entry, the result being as follows, Geoffrey and Canon
dividing the pot:
Geoftroy....: 222122^ C Smith 1110

Hoffman 0 J L Smith 1110

Canon 1212220 Hollis 0
Morfey 110 C. H. Townsend.

The Climax Monthly Shoot.

The rapidly growing Climax Gun Club, of Union County N. J., held
its second monthly shoot on Tuesday, July 18, at Brenner's Grove,
South avenue, Fanwo'^d, a dozen members being on hand. The day
was intensely hot, and the splt^ndid shade trees which surround the
hotel were a boon to the shooters, as were the C' >mfortable hammocks.
Herr Brenner had his u.sual assortment of cooling lotions on hand,
beside which there was a supph of splendidly baked clams, to which
all hands did full justice. The club shoot was an interesting one, and
first place was tied for by thelimit man and one who shot at30 targets.

The scratch men shot at 25 each. The scores:

J Darby (I^.ishot at) 01110111101110101110111101001010011-23

A Frentz (33) OlOOlOOOllOllOOOOOIlllOOllllOOOOl —15
T Robuison (33) 1010011 11 IIIOIOIOI 101101 11111001 —33
S Terry (32J. 01 1011111 lOOOlOOOOOllllOl lllllll

W Squires (:30) lOlllUOlOlOOOOlllllOOllOlOOOl

W Terry (m 101001011110101111110101111000

A Trust (:jO) 111111111111011110011001111001

H Campbell (27) 10 1 1 1 1 1 01 1 1 1 1 1 101 1 1100 1 1 101

D Terry (25) IIIOIIOIOIIOIIIIOIIIIOIIO

C Smith (35) lOllllUlUlllOlllllOTlll
T HKeller (25) OlllOIIlOlllOllllllllUlI

T B-antingham (25) 1111111111111101011111110

Sweepstake at 15 targets, unknown angles;
Smith 111011111111111—14 A Frost 111111011110111-13
Frantmgham... 111111011011111—13 S Terry 111111101111101—13
KiUis 101111111111011—13 W Squires 110100111111111—11
D Terry 011011101101111—11 A Loper 111111011100111—12
T Darby OlOOllllOllllU—11 Frentz 011111101011110—11
Sweepstake at 10 targets:

Smith lOOlOOlllO—5 A Frost 0001111101-6
D Terry 1101010101-6 W Terry 1010010111—6
Killis 1111111101—9 S Terry 1010100111—6
J Darby ...0111111111-9

—21
—17
—19
-23
—21
—18
—22
—21
—22

Union Hill.

The summer monthly shoot of the Union Hill Gun Club was held at
their grounds at Gutenburg on Wednesday, July 19. 10 live birds
each for club medal of 1st and 2d class—won by M. Linsley, 1st class.

N. Crusius. 2d class. Mr. Crusius, the baby member, shot remarkably
well for the first time at live birds, and also the first time as a member
of a gun club. Messrs. Waller aud Volk, who were off in the shoot,
tied for the leather medal. Match at 26 and 28yds., 10 live birds:

C Woolmington 2011002211— 7 P Sullivan 0002111221— 7
V W Binder 1010101110— 6 J Berkiry 0012101011— 6

JW.dler OOOlOoum— 3 MLinsley lOnllllU— 9

J Woolmhagton IXI02]OOI02- 4 N Crusius 0100111120— •
A J Volk,,.. ,...0010200030- 8

Garfield Trophy Shoot.

Chicago, III., July 16.—The following scores were made at the

eleventh trophy shoot of the Garfield Gun Club yesterday. Cop win-

ning the trophy in A class, Dr. Meek that in B class and Scott that m

CoD^^^" .
1111111111101111111111111-24

Drake 1001111110000111111011110—17

S Palmer . .
niOlOllOllllllllOlllllll-21

Pilz lOlllOlOlOOOllOOlOOOlOOlO—11

Bowers llOOl 101 10110011 110010110—15

Tefft milOlllOlllOlinillllll-22
Hicks 1111110111001111111111111—23

Hodson 0111101101111101100110111—18

Blatherwick 0110111110001111011101111-18

Young ....0110000101111110101000111-14

Lauterbach 0101000011111111111011111-18

Richards.. llllOlOllllOlOinllllllll-81

J Northcott 101111111101 iOOOOOOnOlll-15
W Palmer lllOOOllOlOlOlUllOllllOlO—15

Scott.. ;

."!!...' 1110110101111011011111111-20

Robbins 1111101010111110111111111-21

Dr Meek 1111111111111011100111111-23

Bortree. .

.' 1101101101111001111110100-17

Crover.,
.' 10)1000101111111110111011—18

Adams.. noOllOOlOOUlOllllOlllll—17
Match for 5-xnen team, championship of Ifiinois, at 30 singles and 10

Cop^' 110001111011111111111101111011
10 10 11 n 11 10 11 11 11 10-40

Richards 101011011100111011110110110111
11 10 10 01 11 11 11 10 11 10—36

Tefft 101111111010101111111111111111
10 10 11 11 10 10 11 11 11 11-42

Hicks 111100011101111111100101111111
10 11 10 11 10 II 11 11 11 11—40

Palmer 10010001 1 01101 01 OOOllOOlOOUOOl
• 11 11 10 11 11 11 11 11 11 10-31—ISff

Jack Robins judge for competing team, F. E. Adams judge for

Shooting and Fishing Pub. Co.. Geo. Lauterbach referee.

No. 3, 15 singles, unknown angles:
Cop...! ...111111111111111-15 Richards 111111111110110-lS

Palmer 011111010110111-11 Robbins llUOOOOlOlllll—10*

Bowers 110101111101111-12 Gruber 11 01 11000000101- T
Tefft 111011011111111—13 Lauterbach 111111111111100—131

Hicks 100101010111111-10 Flanagan 000000110100000— 3;

Young 100000011111111— 9

Connecticut Ijeague.

Ansonia, July 19.—The Connecticut Trap Shooters League- field' its

sixth tournament on the grounds of the Ansonia Rod and Gun Club.

The scores in team race and merchandise events are as given below.

The next league tournament will be held at Bristol the first week in

August.
New Haven.

Lonzden 001111111111111001111011110111-24

Savage llOOIllllOllllOOlllllUllUl 11-25

Potter 111111111111111101111111111111-29-78
Willimantic.

Edgarton 101101111111111111011111111110-26

Mack 111101100110111100111110110110 -21

Card 111011110101111011111111110111—25—72
Bristol.

Dailey 100101011000101011101011110111-18

Hotchkis llllOi 110101001101111111111111—24

Rockwell 111111110111111111101111111111—28—70
Ansonia.

Currin 001010110110111101010111101001—18

Sperny
"

'
'.'.*.*.".'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'. llOUlOO I IIODIOIUIIIUIHOIOI—23

Hotchiss 10 1 10OU 10Jl 1 1 1 1 Ul 1 1 11moi 101 -2i -62

New London.
Penrose : 011111111110001110111110110010-21

Connor 1 10111001101 101010101001111111-20

Brown.. 011111011001011111111011111001—22—63
Bridgeport.

BlBkeslee 111111101111011010110001111000—20

Saunders lOllOUlOlllllllOllllOOlOOllllO-20

Thorpe. .
1000(X)100000n0001111000000110-10-50

Merchandise shoot at 15 targets:

Dailey 100001111111111-11 Savage 111111110111111—14

Phelps 000110111111001— 9 Penrose 111110110101011—11

Currie 011111111010010—10 Manross 011111111111111-14

Mills 001011111111101-11 Hill 100000011111101- 8

Sperry 111111111111111—15 Burbldge 011111001111111—13

Hotclikiss OI1"11110100111-10 G B Clark OOlllOOOlOOllll— 8

Blakeslee 100110110111001— 9 M Clark OOlllOllOOlOOOl— 7

W H Thomas. . .00<J00000100lOlO— 3 Albert 011110111111111—13

Rockwell 111111101111111—14 Brown 010001111111101—10

Saunders 111101111111111—14 Bristol IIUIOOIOIOIIII—11
Miles 100110110110111—10 Connor 010001101111111—10

Edgarton 111110111111111—14 Capron 010111111101111-13

Mack 111111110001111-12 Folsom lOOlOOlOlOOOOll— 6.

Thorpe 111100010010001— 7 Phelps lOllUlOOllOOOl— 9,

Longden 110111111001111—13 Pari-h OOOOOOllOOUlll— 7

Card OinilOlOlOUOl-10 Parmelee OlOlOOOOUOOllOO— 4.

Potter 011110111101111—13 Keef 100010100000011— 5,

Eureka Gim Club.

Pleasant weather prevailed Saturday July 15, this favoring the-

weekly shoot of the Eureka Gun Club.

No. 1, 5-men team championship.
Heikes 110111111111111111111111111111-29

11 11 11 11 01 11 01 11 11 10—17—4ff,

Paterson 10100101 11 1 Oil 00101 1 01 1 1010010—17
11 01 00 11 01 11 01 00 01 00-10-37-

Von Lengerke 100111110111111111111011101100—23
11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11—20-43!

W S McDonald 011101101110111110111111111110—24
11 01 11 01 01 01 11 11 11 01—15i-.8\))

Bingham 110111110110111111110111111111^.26-
^ 11 11 11 10 10 11 11 11 10 11—17-43

No. 2, medal shoot, 35 bluerocks:
Heikes 1111111111111111111011111—

Bingham 1111111111111111111111111—26.

Wi&rd •* linOlllOllllOlOllOlllllO—19i

Paterson 1011111111101111111111111—231

Von Lengerke 1110111110110010111111011—19)

Ferguson 1100001001110000100110111—12

McDonald 1111101111111111111111110—23

Maitbv IIIOIOOUIOOIIIIOIOIOIOOI—Ifi

Goodrich 1001001011110000000000111—10

eteck 1111111111010111111110111—22

Marshall
' 1011101110111111111101101—20

Funk 1111111111111101111111110—23

Moran 0011111110010111111111110—19

Morgan 1011011110101111110101110—18

Deitir V. 0011111110111110111011111-20

Frothingham.V.'.V.V.V.V. 1111111111101111110111111-23

Ellis OIIIOOIIIUOOOOOIOOIOIIOIO-II

Du Brav 1011010010111111110111111—19

Miles ." V V.V.V.'.V.V.' 1001010011001000100101111—12

Class"!",' Bingh'nm; ciass B, Paterson; Funk and Froihingham tie,

Fimk wins in shoot off. Class C, Maltby. ^ ^
No. :?, 25 bluerocks: Heikes 22, Wfilard 19, Paterson 31, Ferguson

17, McDonald 21, Steck 2.3, Maltby 8. Goodrich 14, Marshall 22, Funk 24,

Du Bray 19, Morgan 15, Deiter 20, Frothingham 20, Ellis 10, Moran 18,

^Ncf.' 4!' 25 bluerocks; Heikes 2:5, Willard 17, Paterson 20, Ferguson
17, McDonald 22. Maltby 4, Goodrich 14, Marshall 22, Miles 12.

No 4 10 bluerocks: Willard 9, McDonald 10, Paterson 9, Ferguson

8, Goodi-ich 3, MarshaU 7, Maltby 2. B. Waters.

T'wo Minnesota Shots.

St Cloud, Minn., July 18.—The first of the series of three events

between Mr. Wilham Thielman, of this city, and Mr. C. N. Lafond, of
Little Falls, the marksmen, took place at Little Falls yesterday. The
shoot was 100 singles each, unknown trap, the man who pulled the

traps pulling any one of the three he chose to. The shoot was won
easily by Thielman, he making a score of 91 to L^ond's 86. Quite a
crow'd witnessed the defeat of the Falls man. and the next event of

the three wfii take place in this city Thursday, July 27. Each is for

£25 a side. The followingis the score by innings:

Lafond llOOOiniO— 6 Thielman 1011111111— 9

1001111101-7 1111111011-9
1111111111-10 1111111111-10

1100111101- 7 1111111111-10
1011111111-8 1010111111-8
0111111111- 9 1111111111-10
1111111111-10 1111111111-10
1111111111-10 1111111011- 9

1111111111-10 111I0I0101-7
iionniu- 9-86 oiuniui- e-M
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Parkway Rod and Gun Club.
Thk members of the Parkway Rod and Gun Club held their third

annual outing and shooting festival at Dexter's Pa(k on Monday,
July 17. Tha attendance was not as large as expected, on account of
the hot weather; the eleven events as arranged vfere shot off with an
extra. The bluerock events did not fill very well, but the live bird
events drew a fair lot of shooters; tne birds were good flyers and were
shot under Association rules. Nearly all of the Long Island clubs were
represented on the grounds, but a good many did not shoot, the major-
ity complaining of the heat The shooting commenced at 10 o'clock
and was kept up until 6:30 with a slight intermission for lunch.
At the close of the shoot the members and friends adjourned to the

picnic park and spent the balance of the day in dancing, etc. The
scores of the shoot:
No. 1, 10 targets, 50 cents entrance:

T Short 0010111100-5 S Lyon 0111010111—7
C Stuetzle 0100100101—4 W L»vens 1111111011—9
R Wood llIlOnOll-8 ABrower 0110001010—4
No. 2, 10 birds, f1 entrance:

T Short 1010010100—4 R Woods 110111111 -9
J Schwaack lOOIlOIOIO-5 ABrower 0110000O10-3
S Lyon 1011001001—5 W Levens 1111111110—9
No. 3, 15 birds, $1 entrance:

T Short lUlOOllOlOnill- 10 C Stuetzle 100010010110111— 8
R Woods 111111101011011-12 S Lyons 101111111111110—13W Levens 101111111111110—13 J Bennett 10111001] 101111— 11
No. 4, 20 targets, $1.50 entrance: J. Bennett 16, E. Woods 18, W.

Levens 15, S. Lyon 15, T. Short 10, J. Schwaak 10.

No. 5, 15 targets, $1 entrance: J. Bennett 10, R. Woods 13, W. Levens
11, T. Short 10, A. Brower 10, S. Lyon 13, Dr. Little 13.

No. 6. 20 targets, $2 entrance: E Helgans 12, R. Woods 18,W. Levens
15, Dr. Little 19, S. Lyons 12. J. Bennett 18.

No. 7, 5 live birds, $3 entrance:
J Bennett 12111—5 R Woods 21121—5
S Lyon...- 11110—4 E Helgans 11211—5
ABrower 21110—4 T Short 02001—2
Dr Little 11102—4 F McLaughlin .21001-3
J N Meyer 12211-5 W" Levens 10012—3W Hartye 11122-5 P J Sweeny 01222—4
H Bookman 11100—3 H McLaughlin 12111—5W Lair 21211—5 C M Meyer 12203-4
No. 8, 7 birds, $5 entry:.W Sair. 1111121—7 A Botty 0011102-4

Dr Little. : 0020101—3 G Osterhout 1111010—5
F McLaughlin 2121111-7 E Helgans 2122023-6
J Bennett 2002211-5 R Woods 1311122—7
J N Meyer 2100220—4 H Bookman 0112111-6
P J Sweeny 1211000-3 W Harlye 1121110-6
A Brower 1112322—7 C M Meyer 2121110—6
S Lyon 2220220—5
No. 9, 5 birds, $4 entrance:

J Bennett 21111—5 E Helgans 11222-5
CM Meyer 00111—3 R Woods 21113-5
J Young 11300—3 Dr Little 20202—3
8 Lyon 11021-^ F McLaughlin 2211.-4
WLair 01111—4 G B Osterhout 10111-4
A Brower 22120—4 A Botty ....20121—4
H J Bookman 11101—4 H Le Maire 01023—3
No. 10, 8 birds, entry $6:

J Bennett 10011111— 6 CM Meyer 22223110— 7
E Helgans 22321100— 6
No. 11, miss and out, $3 entry:

E Helgans 112221 J Young 11112
C M Meyer 123211 Dr Little 1

J Bennett 1120
Extra, 10 targets, |l entry:

C M Meyer 1111100100- 6 J Bennett 1111011111— 9
Dr Little 1010100101— 5 R Woods 0011001111— 6
S Lyons 1111111011^ 9 E Helgans OIIOIOIIOI— 6
WLevenx 1100101110—6 H Bookman 1111110111—9

Tournament at Lake Geneva.
Lake Geneva, Wis., July 8.—Inclosed find scores made.during the

two days' tourna i.ent of the Lake Geneva Gun Club:

The First Day.
No. 1, 10 singles, entry $1.30:

McDonald 1111111110-9 B Wilson 1110000111—6
Dunnill 1111110110-8 Delziel 0100101011—5
D Wilson 1010011111—7 Stemley .....1001111011—7
Reynolds 1111111001—8 Lenon 1010100000 -3
Howard IIIIOOIIU—8 Conroy 0101111001-6
No. 2 12 singles, entry $1.;30: McDonald 12, Dunnill 9. D. WilKon 9,

Reynolds 8, Howard 8, B. Wilson 7, Delziel 6, Stemley 10, Lenon 2, Con-
roy 8, Paddock 11.

No. 3, 10 singles, entry $1 W: J. McDonald 10, Dunnill 9, D. Wilson
7, Reynolds 7, Howard 7, B. Wilson 8, Delziel 7, Stanly 8, Conroy 3,
Paddock 3. Kimball 5.

No. 4, 15 singles, 83.45 entry: McDonald 13, Dunnill 12, D. Wilson 13,
Reynolds 8, Howard 13, B. Wilson 10, Delziel 7, Stanly 7, Conroy 4,
Paddock 12.

No. 7, 15 singles. |3.45 entry: McDonald 15, Dunnill 13, D. Wilson
11, B. Wilson 9, Uelziel 11, Warner 8, Kimball 9, Conroy 6.

No. 8, 10 singles, $1.40 entry: McDonald 10. Dunnill 9, D Wilson 5,
B. Wilson 7, Delziel 8, Warner 6, Howard 8, Paddock 7, Rich 8, Con-
roy 6.

No. 5, 10 singles. Jack rabbit system, $1.30 entry: Rich 5, McDonald
9, Dunnill 8, D. Wilson 8, Reynolds 6, Howard 7, Warner 3, Paddock 3,
B. Wilson 7, Kimball 7.

No. 6, 20 singles. $3.60 entry: Rich 14, McDonald 20, Dunnill 15, D.

Wilson 15, B. Wilson 16, Howard 13. Conroy 6, Paddock 13, Warner 12
No. 9, 15 singles, entry $2.45: McDonald 14, Dunnill 11, Dad WUson

6, Bob Wilson 11. Conroy 8, Kimball 6 Lemon 7, Paddock 11.
No. 10, 10 singles, entry $1.30: McDonald 10, Dunnill 9, D. Wilson 7,

Howard 9, B. Wilson 8, Dalziel 6, Stanley 7.
This concluded first day's shoot.

Second Day.

No. 1, 10 singles, entry $1 30: Napper 7, Kimball 6, Rich 5. D. Wilson
7, McDonald 10, Dunnill 8, Stanley 0, Howard 9. Dalziel 7, B. Wilson 8.
No. 2. 12 singles, entry $1 60: Napper 9, Kimball 9. B. Wilson 7, Mc-

Donald 10, Dunnill 7, Stanley 6, Howard 8, Dalziel 6, D. Wilson 9.
No. 3. 10 singles, entry $1.30: Napper 8, Kimball 6, B. WUson 6, Mc-

Donald 9, Dunnill 7, Stanley 5, Howard 8, Dalziel 5, D. Wilson 8. Rich 4.
No. 4, 15 smgles, entry $2.45: Napper 12. Kimball 13, B. Wilson 8,

McDonald 13, Dunnill 14, Howard 12, Dalziel 9, D. VVilsoa 11.
No. 5. 10 singles, entry $1.30: Napper 8, Kimball 9, D. Wilson 9,

McDonald 10, Dunnill 9, B. Wilson 6, Howard 9, Rich 4, Konn 3.
No. 6, 10 singles, entry $1.30: Napper 8, Kimball 10, D. Wilson 8,

McDonnell 10, Dunnill 6, B. Wilson 7, Howard 8, Kohn 4, Lenon 4.
No. 7, VI singles, entry $1.60; Napper 10, Kimball 9- D. Wilson 8,

McDonald 13, DunnUl 8, Howard 10, Rich 7, B. Wilson 8. K-.hn 6.
No. 8, 10 smgles: Napper 6, Kunball 9 DunniU 6, B, Wilson 8, Rich 8,

McDonald 9, Howard 7, Kohn 8, Lenon 2, Delziel 3.
No. 9, 10 singles, entr^ $1:30: Napper 9, Kimball 9, B. Wilson 7, Rich

6, McDonald 8, Howard 4,

Shooting in Michigan.
Inclosed I send you the scores made by the Lansing Rod and Gun

Club, of Lansing, in their five-man team race in the State champion-
ship gotten up by the Shooting and Fishing Hublishing Co. This con-
test was at 30 singles, one man up, unknown traps but known angles,
and 10 pair of doubles, shot under the American Shooting Association
rules as revised. The Lansing Hod and Guu Club had sent the names
of their team to Shooting and Fishing before they had published the
rule that all that was necessary was for a shooter to reside inside of
the State in which he shot so that the club as entered by Lansing were
all members of the Lansing Rod and Gun Club and had been for years.
The scores are as follows;
CSchelling 111011110111111111011011011101

11 11 00 10 10 11 10 10 11 10—37
J E Nzchols 111111111110111111111111111111

11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 II 11—49
H Sweet 110110101111111111 1111111I00H

10 11 11 10 11 00 11 10 10 11-89
E F Cooley 000100010010111101111110111111

10 10 11 10 10 10 10 11 10 11—.32

Q Searles OllllllOlllllliillilOlllOlllH
11 11 11 11 11 01 11 11 11 11—45—202

J. E. N.

Emerald Gun Club.
The regular monthly shoot of the Emerald Gun Club was held at

Dexter Park on Tuesday, July 18. Twenty shot at 10 birds each under
the club rules and handicap, each class owing so many points on their
score. The birds were good. Gu« Grieff and P. J. Fitzgerald were
the only straight scores of 10. Sweepstake shooting closed the day's
sport, all ties being divided. The scores:
P Butz 2120301012- 7 J H Moore 1111101002- 7
N Maesel 2210O11102- 7 MPLindsley 0200222203—6
Dr Hudson .0012110112— 7 J Horn 0101111230— 7
J H Voss 1010210111— 7 J Maesel 0110112131- 8
L Schortemeier 12»-,il21211— 9 W Hogan 1012000100— 4
J Woefel 120^031022- 7 T Cody 33«12«0001— 5
Q Grieff 1111112121-10 H Thau 0110311100-6
O Maesel 2120303101— 7 S Lyon •300311221— 7
Q Nowak 2000130011— 5 P J Fitzgerald 2111111122—10
E Doenick 0322133121- 9 T F Russell 12210»2110- 7
Sweepstake, 15 bluerocks: S. Lyon 11, L. Schortemeier 14, J. H.Voss

10, E. Doeinck 10, J. Maesel 7, T. Cody 6, M Lindsley 13, N. Maesel 5,
E. Hogan 6. Woefel 6, Wanda 10, Fogariy 14.

South Chicago Gun Club.
Watson's Park, Burnside, III., July 12.—The following scores were

made yesterday at the shoot of the South Chicago Gun Club at 20 live
birds per man, for club medal:

, Ties V

LCWillard 22112202133102211123—18 22122 12210
Sibley 2030102333-'3O0103330-13
Larkln 11321211011310212122-18 11121 22321
Le«nning 2112O11O1OUO1210O11—14
Club medal shoot, 80 targets:

Sibley 0001000101 1 0w.
LCWiUard 111011111111101111111010111111—26 10111 11111
D Larkin 10001 1000101 Oil 100101110101010—15
I Watson 111111111101100011111111111011—26 11101 01111

John Watson.

PlainvlUe, Mich.
Plainvilus Gun Cldb, July 21, 25 targets, 15 known angles and 10

unknown angles:
Burroughs 10 6—16 Madden 8 3—11
Negus 10 4—14 F Heath 5 5—10
Soule 9 7-16 J W GUkay 11 5-16
Machemer 9 2-11 j. h. Madden.

Chicago Traps-
At a meeting of the special committee of the Illinois State Sports-

men's Association, July 30. an effort was made to fix the date of hold-
ing the national convention on Sept. 21, at the time the Exposition
dog show is held. It is also contemplated to have a Sportsmen's Day
in connection with the Exposition. Famous leading sportsmen of
every class of sport will be present to discuss matters of national in-
terest. Uniformity of game laws will be considered. The manage-
ment of the Exposition has given much encouragement to those hav-
ing the affair in charge.
Since accepting Capt. A. H. Bogardus's challenge to shoot a match

at 100 live birds im behalf of an unknown, Mr. Frank E. Butler, man-
ager of the winsome shooter Miss Annie Oakley, has had many inquir-
ies as to whether the unknown is Miss Oakley. During a conversa-
tion with him on Friday, July 21, he assured me that Miss Oakley was
not the one who would shoot the match mentioned. It will be remem-
bered that the match is somewhat novel in that the conditions are all
in favor of slow shooting. Briefly the^ are as follows: Guns 12-gauge
under 81bs., one or two traps, 15yds. rise. BOyds. boundary, use of one
barrel only, birds to be retrieved by a dog. A circle to be drawn
around the traps 20yds, in diameter, and any bird killed within the
circle to be scored a lost bird. If one trap is used the match to be a
trap and handle one; if two traps are used, choice of traps to be
tossed for, trap to be that known as the H and T trap. Position of the
gun to be any that the shooter chooses. The match will be shot be-
tween Sept. 2 and Oct. 1, B. Waters.

Match Shoots at Coney Island.
A SERIES of four matches was shot off at Coney Island on Friday

July 21, between C. E. Morris, B. T. Langcake and J. B. Collins. The
conditions were two matches under Hurliagham rales and two undfT
modified Long Island, 35 birds in each match, 38yds. rise, $100 each;
the highest to win and the lowest to pay for the birds and expenses.
Morris was the winner with 88 out 100, Langcake second with 83,
Collins 64, The score:

Hurlingham.
OE Morris 2212210222222311133202223-23
B T Langcake

, 1011211012101111113111111—32
J B Collins 1021031120021010001002110—14

Gun Below the Elbow.
C E Morris. ." 1231101110030132011222112—20
B T Langcake 1101101030010120111111111—18
J B Collins 1111001011303010011111011—17

Hurlingham.
C E Morris 2212321011122211113012211—23
B T Langcake 1322031211121211210111111—23
J B Collms 0110010020111000031131111—15

Gun Below the Elbow.
C E Morris 3122011111111211110113120—22
B T Langcake 1112110210011211111101111—20
J B Collins ...0100210012321211211111000—18

New York German Gun Club.
The members of the New York Gun Club had a very pleasant day's

outing at Dexter Park on Wednesday, July 19. It was their regular
monthly shoot at live birds. Each man had 8 at 25yds., the best two
scores to count for the two club medals. F. Huff won the first and
Capt. F. Sauter the second. Sevei-al sweepstake shoots followed at 8
biras each, all ties divided. The scores:

Club shoot, Hurlingham rules:
PGarms, Sr 00003011—3 FHuff 22211112—8
G Winter 00000001—1 P Garms, Jr 21102113—7
A Schmidt 03303001—4 J Klein 11220001—5
F Sauter 23133311-8 J P Dannefelser 10212111—7
J Schhcht 21011110—6 L C Edwards 01111211—7
M Bondon 20011032—6 J Eraser 10111002—5
H Thomford 10000030—3 J Steurnagel 11111102—7
J H Bosenecker 11110111—7 AV Muller 21131121—8
J Uarwein 21301011—6 A Lucas 10118110—6
H Nobel ......02031301—5 GHSmith 11111120—7
J Wellbrook 01010131—5 N Busch 22010100—4
J Goerlitz 11111110—7

Sweep, 3 birds, entrance 50 cents: A. Lucas 1, Edwards 1, Frazer 2,
Schmidt 1. Sauter 0, Busoh 2, Schlicht 3, Steurnagel 0, Bonden 0, Bose-
necker 3, G. Smith 3, P. Muller 1, Thomford 3, Carwem 3, WeUbroekZ,
Daimefelser 2.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
T. C. P,—You will find the information in our shooting columns.

F. M. B., Macomb, 111.—Will you kindly say whether the Legislature
of Arkansas passed a law requiring non residents to pay a license fee
to hunt or flsh in the State? Ans. No, but there is a law forbidding
the exportation of flsh. or game. This was enacted m 1889.

Pine Trbk, N. B., Canada.—I have recently observed a to me new
bird. Size and shape about that of the canary. Plumage, a dull ashy
brown. Its chief characteristic is its motions, which are identical
with those of the teter snipe; is a persistent searcher on the ground
for insects and larvte. Can you from this imperfect description iden-
tify it? Ans. It is impossible to say with certainty what the bird is.

However, we can guess, if that will do, and our guess is that it is a
warbler of the genus Sciurus, either the so-called golden-crowned
thrush or oven bird, or the water thrush.

SAVE YOUR TROPHIES.
Write for Our Illustrated Catalogue

"HEADS AND HORNS."
It gives directions for preparing and preserving

Skins, Antlers, etc. Also prices for Heads and
Rugs, Birds and Fish, and all kinds of work in Taxi-
dermy.

WARD'S NATURAL SCIENCE ESTARLISHMENT.
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Game Lawsl
in Brief, J

REWARD
offered for discovery
of errors in Brief
not claimed. Siill

holds. Safe guide.

Every one likes plan
and pictures. 25cts.

Your sporting goods
dealer. Us.

pROM the first issue of this paper it has been

used, and for nearly twenty years this particular

space has been occupied by

ABBEY & IMBRIE,
who now say that they have given up advertising at least for the present.

Notice to X-isls-ex-xxxen: Out
I am with, von again witli lower prices for Fisliing Tackle. I find by experience that pntting down the

prices and not decreasing the quality, it increases my business every year.
One lot of Split Bamboo Fly and Bass Rods will be sold at $1.5S until all are sold. Bods are all nickel mounted, solid reel seats, silk wound, complete in wood form and will gare satisfaction.

Length and weignt of the Fly Rods are: 9ft., 6oz. ; 9ift. BJoz
;
10ft., 7oz.

;
10|ft., 7Joz. ;

lift., 802;. Reel seats below litnd.
Length and weight of the bass rods are: ^lt., 9oz. ;

9ft., lOoz. : 95ft., lloz.
; 10ft., 12oz., lOift., 14oz. Reel seats above hand.

A special lot of Hard Rubber and Nickel, Raised Pillar, Multiplying Keels with Balance Handle and Side Spring Click, 40yds., 90 cts.
;
60yds., §1.00; 80yds., 81.10; 100yds., $1.20.

Any of tbe above leels sent by mail for price and 10 cts. extra for postage.
Brass Cli-.k Reels, 40, 60, 80 or lOOvds., 28 cts. each; 5 cts. extra for postage.
One lot >jf. Multiplying Raised Pillar Reels with Balance Handles and Liftiog Drag: 40yds., 38 cts. ; 60yds., 48 cts. ; SOyds., 58 cts.

;
lOOyds., 68 cts. ; 150 yds., 78 cts.

A special lot of Tiout Flies at 30 cents per dozen assorted, sent by mail 1 cent per dozen extra for postage.
A special lot of Buss and Pickerel Spoons at 5 (!ents each sent by mail, 1 cent extra for postage.
AU kinds of Hollow Point best quality Hooks snell»d to single gut 10 cts. doz. ; d.juble gut, I cts. doz.

;
treble, 20 cts. doz. ; four oly, 25 cts. doz. 1 cent extra per dozen for postage

SOOtt. Braided Linen Reel Line on Block, 41 cts. ; 300ft. of Hand-Made Linen Keel Lines on Block, 9 Dhread, 38 cts., sent by mail S cts. extra for postage.
Brass Box Swivels, all sizes JNo. 1 to No. 12., 15 cts. per dozen, sent by mail 1 cent per dozen extra for postage.
Single Gut Leaders, 3ft., 4 cts., 45 cts. per dozen. Double Gut Leaders, 40in., 5 cts. each. Treble Gut Leaders, 32in., 7 cts. each. Four-ply Leaders, 32in., Scte.
Special lot of best quality 100ft. Lmen Reel Lines, 8 cts., 20t>tt., 15 cts.

;
300ft., 22 cts. ; 3 cts. extra for postage.

Send a«cent stamp for Illustrated Catalosrue.

SS^'S^Xo^^t J. F. MABSIEBS. 51, 53 A 55 Court St., Brooklvn, N. Y.
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CAMMEYED
Stamped on a Shoe B ^

Dleans Standard of Merit.

EaUESTRIAN FOOTWEAR.

MEN'S GRAIN LEATHER WAPOLEOW BID- ft E AA
ING BOOTS « OiUU

MEN'S GRAIN LEG CALF POX NAPOLEON 1 AH
RIDING BOOTS liUU

MEN'S CALF STIFF LEG RIDING BOOTS.. 9,00
JIEN'S ENAIVIEL LEATHER STIFF LEG in AA
RIDING BOOTS I UiUU

MEN'S RUSSIA CALF STIFF LEG RIDING in AABOOTS I UlUU
MEN'S CANVAS RIDING LFGGINS I RQ
MEN'S GRAINWELLINGTON RIDING LEG- A'en
GINS OiOU

MEN'S GRAIN WINDSOR RIDING LEGGINS 4 00
MEN'S RUSSET CALF WELLINGTON RID- c'aAING LEGGINS OiUU
ATHLETIC FOOTWE4.R OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

Send for Oatalogne. Mailed Free.

A. J. CAMMEYER,
Sixth. Ave , cor. ISth. St., N". Y.

Do Toil Know?
that the

HANNAFORD
VENTILATED RUBBER BOOTS
&re worn at all seasons with

Absolute Comfort.
NO SWEATPNG.

Ask your dealer for them,
or send for catalogue.

HANNAFORD
VENTILATED^
BOOT CO., 79 MILK ST., BOSTON.

BICYCLE
GOODS

AT THE LOWEST
POSSIBLE PRICES.

WE OFFER

Bicycle Suits,
stylish, well made, well fitting, handsomely
trimmed with braid, in all colors. Jersey and
cheviot from $8.50 to 814.00 per suit.

Men's Sweaters,
In all colors at 52.50, $3.00, $4.50.

Boys' Sweaters,
At 82.00, $2.50, $3.00.

ALSO A C05IPLETE LINE OF
BICYCLE CAPS, BELTS AND

HOSIERY, ETC.

E. OCUMPAUGH & SONS,
83, 85 & 87 Main St., Eochester, N.Y.

larked Down.

CORK WADS.
By our improved method of manufacture we are

enabled to furnish the Cork Wads at a price which
will suit all classes of sportsmen. Dealers srnd for
latest price hst and discounts. Regular box by
mail on receipt of 30 cents.

LANCASTER COEK GUN WAD CO.,

I.aiicaster, Pa.

Sportsmen's Goods.

fiuvis Cuoit,m law ti lull Tkii. iSc.

DUCK CALLS.
Grubb's Improved Ulinois River Duck Call. The

most natural-toned call made; easy to blow; not
easy to get out of repair, having a fine tempered
reed; makes it so you can call teal, woodduck and
bluebill, as well as mallard. This is the only call

you can do this with. Price 55 cents.

Same as above, made of red cedar, silver mounted,
with silver reed which gives it perfect tone, $1
Every one warranted. Address

CHAS. W. GRUBBS,
1637 Milwaukee Ave.,

Ohloaffo, Til.

LYMAN'S RIFLE SIGHlSa.
Send for 96 page Catalogue of Sights and Rifles.

ADDRESS,

J. P. DA.JNNJiFELSEB,
PRACTICAI* GUNSMITH,

No. 9 Chambers St , New York.
Guns, Rifles, etc., at lowest prices. Second-hand guns

boueht, sold and exchang-d. With my new afljustable
Try Gun I can fane your exact fir, for either new stock
or alterii-g old stock to desired drop, caat-ofE or lengtti.

Barrels bored to shoot close and hai-d, and all other
kinus of repairing execu'ed with despatch and war-
ranted Send 50 cents for bottle of best bairel brown-
lag In America with directions.

[Wants and Exchanges.
Advertisements under this head, strictly

limited to IVants and Exchanges, 'will be

inserted at the special rate of three cents a
•word each insertion. The money tnust ac-

company the order.

SHOOTING WANTED.—A GENTLElilAN DE-
sires to secure a membership in an organization

controlling exclusive shootintj privileges in fine

quail country. Unexceptionable social and financial
references given. Address with particulars, G.,

care of Forest and Stream office. 5

WANTED —COPIES OF FOREST AND STREAM
of May 6, Sept. 33, 1886, and Sept. 25. 1890. Ad-

dress FORK.W ANTi Stream office.

TRODT FOR SALE.
YEAELffl&S ol tlie Broot Trout, Late Trout, Brown

Trout, California Trout & Landlocked Salmon.

of the same iu season. For intormation inquirf
of J. ANNIN, JB.,

Caledonia, Livingston Co., N. Y

Berkshire Trout Hatchery
have for sale healthy BROOK TROUT ranging

size from young fry to four jtounds weight, suitable

for stocking public and private waters.

For information and price address

C. H. Sec'y,
Great Barrington, asq.

LIVE WHITE HARES (I/eptts amtncanus
captured and properly boxed and deliverer

i,o express in Bethel, Me., in good condition oi
receipt of orders and remittances at 83 per pair
Refer to Hon. H. O. Stanley, Dixfleld, Mb., Fisl
and Game Commissioner. I. G. RICH, Bethel, Me

FOR SALE.
10-ga. Colt hammerless, SBO grade for $50
10-ga hammerless, made t-o order, $125 grade $75
8-ga. Parker, " " " $200 " " $140
4-ga. single muzzleloader " $10
.22-cal. Remington rifle " $8
30 W. L. COLSON, 595 8th St., So. Boston, Mass

FOR SALE-l'ARKER HAMMEliLEtJS, 7-12-28-

14-3 $100 grade; used two seasons; good as
new; right cylinder; left slight choke. First check
for $65. Parker hammerless, made to order last

season, never used, 10-34-13)4-3, weight 10%lbs.; full

choke; fli-st check for $75. Winchester Repeating
Rifle, new, never used, 15 shots, octagon bbl., 24-834,
.44 cal. First check for $12. or an offer $140 would
buy the lot. Address Box 441, Manchester. N. H. 6

For Sale.—Harrington & Richardson hammerless
shotgun, in perfect order, 10-gauge. 8lbs. lloz., 30in.

fuU choke. Will sell for one-thitd value. E. ROE,
Engine Co. No. 38, Amsterdam ave. andl54th St.,N.Y.

Forest & Stream Pile Binders
PRICE «1 00.

FOB SALE AT THIS OFFICE.

sx:z3
"KISTtoo.. tat. Xa.AX't ««9 Oo.y

THE TAXIDERWI TS,
before going on your

VACATION,
and arrange with them to receive
and mount the Game Bii-os, Ani-
mals and Fish you secure while
away. Their work is artistic,
hfe like and poisoned against
moth. Goods returned promptly

;

pricts reasonable.

headquarters:

No. 5 West Thlrrt St., near Broadway,
Branchi No. 16 North William St., New Turk.

J. KATOOFSKY,
Practical Glass Blower

And manufacturer of
Artificial eyes for birds, animals and manufacturing
purposes a specialty. Send for prices. Please men-
tion Forest akd Stream.

369 Canal street, New York.

Or^NA^MainSt.WORCESTER.MA5S^

WANTED ALIVE.
AU kinds of

American Animals,
BIRDS <fc REPTILES.
For Sale—All kinds ol

Foreign Animals, Birdf
and Reptiles.

DONALD BURNS,

CYCLISTS
DO NOT FORGET

ANTr-STIFF

iSTRENllHEMSt! „„,

For Sale by Dealers In Sporting Goods.

E, KOUGERA Sc CO.,
86-30 JV. WUliam Street, New TorJe,

BOLE AGENTS.

Increasing Sales attest the Popularity of
THE GENTLEMEN'S CIGABETTE.

SPECIAL FAVOURS.
Manufactured only by

(KINNEY TOBACCO CO., Successors.) Also man
•rfacturers of the Old Reliable

SWEET CAPORAL.

Hunting in tlie Great West.
CRustliagB in the SooMes.)

flnnttng and Fishing Sketches by Monntain
and Stream. By G. O. Shields, l&no., cloth, 300
pases lUnstrated. Price 75 eta. For sale by
FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CXI

When planning your annual tour remember that
this company controls over 4,100 miles of railway
equipped in the most approved modem style, pass-
ing through a magnificent country noted for its un-
surpassed faculties I or sport.

A FEW OF THE PRINCIPAL RESORTS.
ANDEO«COGGIN LAKE^ (via Bryant's Pond or Bethel)
—Excellent trout flsnlng and game, large and small, of
every description.

THE WHITE MOUNTAIMS (via Gorham, N. H.)—For
trout an<l vaiieties of game.

THE SALMON EESOBT-* of Quebec, New Brunswick.
and Nova Scotia (reached via Quebec).

LAKE ST JOHN REGION (via Quebec)-For ouananlche
trout, narlijou, bear, nioo»e, beaver, otter, etc.

THE RIVER ST. LAWRENCE (In the neighborhood of
the line for 400 mdes) —For mascalouge, pike, bass,
whiteflsh, picKerel, perch.

THE THOUSAND ISLAN PS ( vfa Gananoque or Kingston)
-For pickerel, black bass, mascalonge, pike.

SlUSKOK V LAKES.—The best place on the continent
for fl?hlnar, shooting and camping. All varieties of fish
and game.

PARRY SOUNT) AND GEORGIAN BAY (reached via
Penetang, Midland, CoiHngwood, etc.) for black bass,
pickerel, deer, partridge, bear, otter, etc.

AKES ONTARIO, ERIE, HURON AND MICHIGAN (via
stations at all pr.nclpal portsi.

LAKE SUPERIOR (via Collingwood, Wiarton, Sarnla In
connection with steamship Ilues).

The charges for hotels, guides and camping at
many of the fishing waters named above are ex-
tremely low. Full particulars of same are published
in a pamphlet descriptive of the "Fishing and Hunt-
ing Resorts of the Grand Trunk Railway," whieh
wul be forwarded free on application to the com-
pany's principal agents, or to the General Passenger
Agent at Montreal.

N. J. POWER,
General Passeng;er Agent,

L. J. SEAKGEANT, General Manager.

Adirondack

Mountains,

Lakes George

(StChamplain,

Saratoga, Etc.
Illustrated guide to the Northern resorts issued by

the Delaware and Hudson Railroad will be mailed on
receipt of 6 cents postage. Address

J.f.BUMCK,
General Passenger Agent,

ALBANY, N. Y,

Alive witli Game.
IF YOU WANT GOOD SPORT, PLENTY OF

rr AND NO BLANK DAYS, SEND FOR THE
CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY COMPANY'S
PAMPHLET,

Fishing and Shooting.
E. V. Skinner, 353 Broadway;

C. E. McPhkrson, 179 Washington st., Boston;

C. Shekhy, 11 Fort St., W. Detroit;

J. F. Lbk, 282 S. Clark st., Chicago; or

D. MgNIGOLL, Gen. Pass. Agent, Montreal.

The Adirondacks.
Map of the Adirondack Wilderness.
Pocket edition on map-bond paper. $1 00.

"It is the most complete map of the Adirondacks
region ever published."—fwest and Stream.

Pocket Map of Lake Champlain and Lake
George. May-bond paper, 50 cents.

Guide Books.—The Adirondacks. Illustrated
16mo., 272 pages, pseudo clotli cover, 25 cts.

Ijake George and Lai^e Chainplaiu, 25 cts.
Address S. R. STODDARD, Glens Palls, N. Y.

With Fly-Rod and Camera.
BT

EDWARD A. SAMUELS.

Price 85 00. For sale at tliis office.

Patented United States and Canada. The best tent in the
world for sportsmen. Lightest, most compact, best venti-
lated. Never blows down Never leaks. Only one pole re-

quired, which can be furnished in three joints, and patent
hght iron tent pins; also patent pack sack with shoulder
straps, making a compact outfit which can be checked as
baggage.
Bend 2-cent stamp for 1893 catalogue.

A. S. COMSTOCK,
280 Kidge Avenue, - EvaiUBton, HI.
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Hotels for Sportsmen.

Miscellaneous.

Bromfield House, Boston.

BDROFEAJS PLAN
MES8BNOEK. Prourietor.

CAMP PHENIX
At G-arden of Eden, Nova Scotia,

will be open for sportsmen and hunters from May 1

till end of season. No better trout fishing or moose
hunting can be found in Canada Forty lakes with
finest of trout Ashing within a radius of five miles of
the camp. Write for circulars

M. SJOSTEDT, Garden of Eden, Nova Scotia.

ATTEAN CAMPS.
iVlAiNK, July 7, 1833.

On and after this date all persons not guests of
Attean Camps will he excluded frou5 fishing or hunt-
ing in the territory leased by me, wnich includes thr
townships of Atteau, uenuis. Number Four aiid
Number Pive, also Holeb, Spencr and Attean i-alls.

Moose River. Any person irespassmg on the above
territory will be prosecuted to th' full extent of the
law. JThAMAK HOWK,

P. O. Jackman, Me Lessee and Proprietor.

BIG GAME AND TROUT IN WASHING-
ton.—A sp'irtsmen's camp in a new country,

near Mt St. Helens, Wash. Fly-fishing on lake, open
season May 1. Elk, mountain goat, deer and bear
open Aug. 15. Good guides.

LOUIS B. AKIN, Etna. Wash.

Long Island,

1 HE PAVILION HOTEL,
Islip, L. I. (on Great Souili Bay).
Open until Oct. I. Accommodates a.=>0. South

Bay is now the best fishing resort on Long Island
for bluefish, weakfish, bass and tlouuders After 15
years' experience at Elb^^on, N. J., it is sufficient to
say that the best of care will be taken of families and
guests. 1 solicit the patronage of former patrons.

C. T. JONliS.

THE BAY SIDE HOUSE,
Amitj'viile, L. I.

Situated on Great South Bay. Capacity 200 guests.
Bluefish, bass and other sea fish abimdant.

OEi». \\. HHSnEV, Proprietor.

SHEHMAIT HOUSE, Babylon, L. I.

Sea food a specialty. Splendid fishing, bathing
and boatiug. Permanent and transient guests ac
commodated. Special rates by the week.

SHEttfllAN TWKliJUr, Prop.

HOTEL ST. ELMO, West Islip, L. 1.

P. O. and station, B bylon. N. Y. Good sailing,
fishing and rowing, iiue drives and walks well
shaded. Twenty three trains to N. Y. daily.
30 J. J. SMITH, JProp.

PROSPECT HOIISE.-Penataquit Hall and'eot-
tages, Bay shore, Long Island, one houi fi'om Mew

YorK. Beautifully Situated, o^eilooklng the Great
South Bay , op posi ie the In et and famoas fishinggrounds;
excellent buittiUK. safe bathin.r, interesting drivts; flrst-
ciass orchestra; incaudeaeent eleciiic lights, electric
bells; batus, etc. For terms, add» ess

JOHN M. ROGERS «fc SON.

Staten Isiautl, N, Y.

Beaslev's Fishermeu'.s Retreat,
HI GUEXO I, s. I.

Boating, bathing anu fishing. Parties desiring to re-
ttialn over night will receive every attention. Stage at
station for conveyance of guests to hot^l. Boats to let
fcr fishing or pleasure. ANDREW BEASLEY, Prop.

Greenvi'ood Lake.

Greenwood l^ake, Orange Co., W. Y.
For bass flsliing why not try Greenwood Lake bo-

fore going elsewhere. Ihe best grounds are near the
above hotel, where you will find boats, bait and first

class guiaes, with gooa accommodations for sports
men and famUies. Try the bass during June with a
fly. Watch fishmg postal column for records. For
particulars, address

JOHN HAZEN, Proprietor.

VALLEY HOUSE -O U TEN EYCK, Prop.,
Greenwood LaKe, Y. Opi u all the .vear. Large

and comfortable rooms, genei ous table, purest water.
This house is surrounuea by 100 iien s of laud, garden
ano lawn, well shaded atd exti ntiing to and fron ring
2,5001 1. on handsomest part of the lake and best fishing
grounds. Oswego and smah-mouth bass, plckeiei,
peich, etc. Largest boat livery on tht lake, and fast and
staunch steam launch the Ten Eyck eonnecd g with aU
iralijs. Greenwood Lake is about 8 miles in lensth anu
oiie of the mosi beautiful and picturesque as weil asthe
most noted black bass lakes on the continent. For cii -

cular, addiess H. TEN EYCK, Proprietor.

Waterstone Cottage.
Open ttu-oughoui the jear. bood bass nshmg,

boats and guides. For pai-t culars. adiiress
J. E. WATERSTONE, Proprietor,

Greenwood Lake, Orange County, N. Y.

BRANDON HOUSE.
Greenwood Lake, Jf. Y.

834 hours from New York City. Excellent accom-
onndation Gnnd ha.is fishine.

Lake Hopatcong, N. J.

-pACOOON ISLAND HO I EL. Eaccoon Island.
Xlj Lake Hopatcong, N. J. Superb and romantic
Scenery; \iewof lakt from every room; fishing un-
excelled; every modern convenience; $12 to $15 per
week; 50 miles from N. Y. SCHEREB & DIEFEN-
THALEB, Landing, Morris County, N. J.

Hotels for Sportsmen.

Mmit Mil
HOUS£,

NEVEESIHK, Sullivan Co., IT. Y.

Accommodations for 150 guests. Finest trout fish-

ing in southern New York. Plenty of small game.

A cool and healthful siunmer resort, 1,700 feet above

the sea. At Fallsburg Station, Sull. Co., N. Y., hacks

meet all trains. Send for circular and terms.

HENEY BEAM.

HOTEL WAWONDA
Liberty, Sullivan Co , N. T.

One of the finest I'-cated and best equipped summer
resorts in New York S ate; opens June 1; e'evation
3 000 t.; all modern improvements; perff ct sanitary
arrangements; pure spring water; no malaria; no
mosquitoes; no flies; telegraph in house. For cir-

cular, giving description and reference, address

U. S. MESSITER, Manager.

LAUREL HILL HOUSE,
Newrsiuk, SuHlvan County, IS. Y.

The famous river runs by our farm; best of trout
fishing; an elegant summer house. Terms very
moderate. Write for terms. JOHN TYLER, Prop.

GiX.AND V EW HOU&E
Xiberty, Sullivan Co., Y.

Excellent trout fishing. Good family accommo-
dation; one-fourth mile from station. Terms and
circulars upon application. J. B. CARiiLElt.

l.ivingston~maWor" hotel^
LiviugSfJii Mauor, N. V.

The best trout fishing ft earns to be found in SuUi-
vHuCo. Terms, ^2 00 P^r day- Bar supplied
with the choicest wines, hquors and cigars the mar-
ket aSords. W, L. McJPlierson, Prop.

iU«iu St., Liuerty, SuUivau Co , IN. Y
Good fishing in rear-by streams. Special attention
given to conmaercial traveleis. First-class livery

attached. l!'ree bus to and from trains

J. MLBPHY & SON, Proprietors.

WILLOWEMOG HOTEL,
Wnloweuioe, Sullivan Co., N. Y.

Situated a few mfies from Livingston Manor sta-

tion. Is the best trout fishing section in the cotmty.
Livery from the House wfil meet trains iipon notice.

R. tx. ROOoA.

Libt^iiy, ftuJIivan co., N. i.

Summer Resort. T. H. Uoulihon, Prop.
Among the mountains; 1.600ft. above tae sea; ll9

mfies fromN Y.; no malaria; excellent hunting and
fishing; fi very accommodations; tree bus to aU trains.

Ontario &. Western Hotel,
Soutli FaUsbiirgli, Sullivan Co., N. Y.

(Opposite Depot.)
Accommodates 40. Good livery attached. Terms

reasonable.- ARCH. D. O'NEIL, Prop

I>HE SCHAEEER HOUSE, Liberty, Svillivan
Co., N. Y. M. SCHAEEER, Prop.

Open all the year; special accommodation for
sportsmen and travelers; cuisine the best; close to
depot; hvery; fishing; parties suppUed; Brooklyn
reterence; write^

STODDARD HOUSE,
Steveusville, N. Y.

The best pickerel fishing in the county five minutes
walk from the house. Partridge, rabbit and red fox
in season. H. M. STODDARD.

WOOOBOURNE HOUSE, Wooriboiirne,
N. Y. An unsurpassed summer resort, recently

enlargi'd and refurnished. This locality is unequalled.
For trout nsbing the N vcrslnk and its tributaries have
longbeeu and still are famotis. Thehuatingls also good
The house is 1,300 t. above tide wster, the atmosphere is

clear, piu-e and hpalthfui. Post-ofilee, daily malls, di'-ecl
telegraphic commuidcatlon Stages connect with' all
tialna. Private conveyances furnfetied if desired.

L. L. WALDORF, Proprietor.

MITCHELL HOUSE,
(Formerly Elting House),

W. E. MITCHEl,!., Proprietor,
EUenviile, N. Y.

Good trout fishing in near by streams.

Atlirondacks.

HOTEL WAWBEEK
ana Cottages. (On Upper Saranac Lake.)

The most desirable and the most attractively
located of all the Adirondack hotels. Fine hunting
and fishing. Open till Oct. 1. Send for circular.

HARLOW H. CHANDLER. Manager,
Wawbeek, Franklin eoimty, N. Y.

HIAWATHA HOUSE.
Located on southerly end of the Indian Carry, on

the first of the three Ponds, sometimes called Specta-
cle Ponds, leading through Stony Creek to Racquette
River, on direct communication from Blue Mountain
and Tupper's Lakes, to Saranac Lakes. LTnexceUed
fishing and hunting. Rates per day. ?3.50 Per week,
$llj to §14 Correspondence solicited. W. W. HALE,
Proprietor, Post Office addi-ess, Axton, Franklin
county, N. Y.

RUSTIC LODGE,
Upper Saranac Lake. Daily mails and telegraphic
communications. Superb hunting and fishing. Rates
SIO to f14 per week; $3 50 per day. Now open for
eruests. J. C. LOCKLIN, Proprietor.

Long Lake, N. Y.
Situated on the borders of the wildest and best

hunting and fishing section in the Adirondacka.
Superior accommodations. For circular, address

EDWABD BXJTLEB, Prop.

X Hotels for Sportsmen. X Hotels for Sportsmen.

LAKE HOUSE,
Long Lake, N. Y.

New management. New furniture thi'oughout.
Rates from $6 to SI 8 per week. Send for circular.
Best of fishing and hunting.

ANDERSON & MOYNEHAN, Proprietors.

RAY"~"BRdok HOUSE,
Ray Brook, Essex Co., N. T.

Within ten minutes' walk of the best trout fishing
in the Adirondacks. Fine deer htmting and good
dogs. Send for circular. D. CAaVIERON. Prop.

lOi THW aLDIRONDACKS.
Taylor House and Cottages.

TAYLOK'S-ON-SCHKOON, N. Y.-ln a charming
location among the pines, on the high banks or
Schi-oon Lake Fine mountain scenery, good fishing,
boating and driving. Table the best and suppUed
from hotel farms adjoining Electric lights in hotel
and on grounds Bhfiards and bowling. Pure moun-
tain spring water. Sanitary arrangements perfect.
Send for circular. 0. F. TAYLOR & SON,

Taylor"s-on-Schroon, N. Y.

ADIRONDACKS.

WATCH-ROCK HOfEl,
ADIRONDACK, N. Y.

Hotel delightfully situated on Schroon Lake. Ex
cellent cuisine, pure water, as good deer hunting,
brook and lake fishing as in the mountains. Experi-
enced guides, boats, outflls. etc. Send for circular.

GEO. CECIL. Prop.

Pyramid Lake House
Is situated on one of the best fishing waters in the
Adirondacks, controUed exclusively for the beneut
of its guests. Brook Tr at. Black Bass, Deer,
eariridue and small game in abundance.
Approached from Ticonderoga, Crown Point, or via
Scliroon Lake. For circular address

ORRIN HARRIS, rroprietor,
Paradox, Essex Co., N. Y.

Adirondacks. LELiND HOUSE.
Excellent ba-is fishing, deer hunting and partridge

shooting. Superior accommodations. Send for cu--
cular. L. R. & E. D. LOCKE, Schroon Lake, N.Y

AOIRONDA.CKS.
THE ONDAWA HOTEL,

Schroon Lake, N. Y.
First class fishing and himtirg For circulars ad-

dress O'CONNOR BROS.

aUNTJEK'S HOME.
Best of trout fishing, partridge and rabbit shoot-

ing. Eleven deer kiUed last season. Good dogs and
experienced guides. For particulars address AliLEN
& WILLIAM LAVERTY, New Russia, N. Y.

A DIRONOACKS.
Z\. CHlisTEK UOCSE, CUestertown, N. Y.
Accommodates 150. Best bass fishing in the motm-

tains. Fine partridge shootuig in season. Open all

the year. Send for circular.
H. S. DOWNS, Proprietor.

ROOT'S HOTEL.
Best of trout fishing in seven streams, includ-

mg the Schroon River. Fine deer hunting in Sep-
tember and October. A large and roomy cottage to
rent. For particulars address A. CARSON & CO.,
Proprietors, Sctu-oou River, N. Y.

POTTERSVILLE HOTEL,
Polter^ville, ft. 1.

Located in the Village of Pottersville, on Trout
Brook, one-half rmle from Schroon Lake. Ffi-st class
partridge shooting and fishing for trout and bass

JOHN B. WEIXS, Prop.

St. Lawrence Kiver and Neigliborlng Resorts.

CAPJfci VINCENT, NEW XORK.
Black Bass Finlilns:. Season opens

Jane 21.
Rates:—Transient, g2 00 to $3.00 per day; weekly,

§12.00 to $31.00 Special rates to families.
For information address

F. D MIDDLETON,
182 Duane St., New York.

1,000 ISLANDS.
St. Lawrence Hotel,

ALEXANDRIA BAY, N. Y.

$2 per day. Special rates Tjy the -weel:.

Also BrOT£IL, COLrUMBIA. in connection,
on European plan. Houses accommodate 150.

FEED. D. HOWELL, Prop.

thousand Islands. River St. Lawrence

IZAAK WALTON HOUSE,
T. M. ESSELSTYN, Manager.

CiAXTON, N. Y.

BASS AND PICKEREL IN ABUNDANCE.
The Largest and Best Located Hotel in Clayton.

1000 Islands. St. Xawrence River.

FINE VIEW HOUSE,
One of the best points on the river for Bass and

Pickerel. Next dock beliaw Thousand Island Park.
House newly furnished.

Terms, $2.00 Per Day.
Open untU Oct 1. Post office address, Fine View,

via Thousand Island Park.
G. W. BRETSCH, Proprietor.

Thousand Islands. River St. Lawrence.

Alexainlrl.1 Bay, N. I.

Enlarged and refurnished; everything new. Loca-
tion and hotel service first class. Bath room for
guests. Headquarters for fishermen. Rates, »2
per dajr. J. A. BICKKI.HAUPT, Prop.

DOLLINGER HOTEL,
REDWOOD, N. Y.

On the R. W. & O R. R , one of the best fishing
grounds in the State for bass, pickerel, pike and
trout. Hotel first class in every respect.

Rates, Per Day.
The veteran guide Joim Uollinger with his boat

livery is connected with the house.

ZOLLER & SPRINGER, Proprietors.

FARLEY HOUSE,
REDWOOD. N. Y,

This hotel has been thoroughly overhauled and
newly furnished throughout. It is located in the
best of fishing grounds, and is in first class condi-
tion to accommodate the public; is in easy reach of
five of the most beautiful lakes in Northern New
York. First-class oarsmen in attendance. Has hot
and cold baths. Rait-s, S » Per Day.

M. W. FARI^EV, Proprietor.

Brooklyn House,
on the west shore of Henderson Bay, is open to

tuests for the season of 1893 Steamboat connection
ally with Sackets Hai-bor and the St. Lawrence.

Carriage express with mail from Henderson vUlage.
The finest of bass fishing, with good boats and oars-
men.

A. WILKINSON, Prop., Henderson, N. Y

Attention Bass Fishermen!
Gill House, Henderson Harbor, is the place you

have been looking for for years. This is a place
where you can take your famUies and have all the
Eleasures of country life and get the best black bass
shlng in New York. For circulars, address H. H.

GILL, Proprietor, Henderson Harbor, N. Y.

THOUSAND ISLANS.-T HE ' O LU1>1 BTA V. l OOO
hdand Park, K. Y. Second season of the finest and

most thoroughly equipped hotel on the River St. Law-
rence, special rates y the wi ek or season. The finest
bass and pickerel fishing on the river are most easily
reached from this 1 ouse. Send for pHmphlet.

TNQf^EHART & HiDOO. if. Proprietors.

Thousand Islands. River St. Lawrence.
TMt NEW WINDSOR

Sportsmen will find this hotel first class in every
particular. All modern improvements. Good boats
and experienced guides always in attendance. Send
for circulars W. P. H V WES, Claj'ton, N. Y.

THOC>4AND IXLANI>S
G-X-A33.0I "V7"l©-\7\7- ZZo-use.

Grand View Park, N. Y.
In the midst of the far-famed fishing grounds. It

has the only bathing beach on the river.

M. HoiiKiNS, Manager. E. M, Childs, Prop.

Olayto.i, N. Y.
Headquarters for fishermen. Located in the cen-

ter of the world renowned fishing grounds of the St.

Lawrence River. Bass, pickerel and mascalonge in

abundance. MRS. E. M. HUB BAKU, Prop.

LAKE VIEW HOUSE, Edvyardsville,
Jefferson < o., N. Y. Situated on the beauti-

ful shores of Black Lake, No better spot for bass
and pickerel. Easily reached by stage from Ham-
mond. Boat Uvery connected with house.

K. E. CAPKON, Proprietor.

FRONTIER HOUSE,
Morrislovu, N. Y.

This house, located on the St. Lawrence River, is

but a short distance from Black Lake, so long known
for its celebrated bass and pickerel fishing.

JAIVLISS F. CCLLIGAN, Proprietor.

Thousand Islands. River St LawTenc&.

MARSDEN HOUSE.
Good bass, pickerel and mascalonge fishing. House

pleasantly located. Kates, sa.OO per day.
G. A. MAK^DEN, Prop letor.

EAEL HOUSE, Sackets Harbor, N.r.
Accommodates 40. ExceUent bass fishing. One of
the best points for duck shooting in season. Located
on line of Rome, Watertown & Ogdensburg R. B.

R. H. EARL, Proprietor.

COBBESPONBBNCE.
The Forest and Stream Is the recognized medium
f entertainment, instruction and Information be-
tween American sportsmen. The editors invite
communications on the .surjjects to which its pages
are devoted. Anonymous communicauons will not
oe regarded. The eoiiors are not responsible for
Che views of correspondents.

SUBSCRIPTIONS
Subscriptions may begin at any time. Terms:

For single copy $4 per year, $2 for six months.
Bates for clubs of annual subscribers:

Three Copies, $10. Five Copies, $16.

Remit by express money-order, registered letter,

money-order, or draft, payable to the Forest and
Stream Publishing Company. The paper may be
obtained of newsdealers throughout the United
States, Canada and Great Britain.

Foreign Subscription and Sales Agents—Londoi
Oavies & Co.; Brentano's; Sampson Low & Co.
Paris: Brentano's. Foreign terms: g5 per year,
$2.50 for six months.

ADVEBTISEMBNT8.
Inside pages, 30 cents per nonpareil line. Special

-ates for three, six and twelve months. Seven
ivords to the Ime, twelve lines to one inch. Adver-
.;isement8 should be sent in by Saturday previous
CO issue in which they are to be inserted, 'ft-ansient

idvertisements must invariably be accompanied by
he money, or they will not be inserted. Beading
notices rfl.OO per line. Only advertisements of an
Approved character inserted.

Address all communicatiors

FOREST AND STBEAM PUBIasHING CO.
818 Broadway, New York City.

Chioago, 111. ; 909 Seeuriiy Building.
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DOLLAHS AND CENTS.

The Yellowstone National Park is to-day the center of

large game abundance in the United States. If a circle

whose i-adius is 300 miles be drawn about a center

where the boundary lines between Idaho and Montana
meet the border of Wyoming, it will include more of

the great game of this country and in richer variety

than any other similar area within our borders. Nearly

a dozen species occur in more or less abundance here,

and if the integrity of the National Park is preserved

will continue to be abundant long after sportsmen of

the present generation have been gathered to their fathers.

Without considering the Park, which is useful as a source

of supply, there are still many localities within the terri-

tory referred to where game is sufficiently abundant to

afford hunting which will satisfy the most ardent rifle-

man; but that game is decreasing with shocking rapid-

ity on account of the absolute disregard of the game
laws which is shown by hunters who kill for hides and
horns, either for the general market or to supply taxi-

dermists. This matter is one which on sentimental

grounds touches aU sportsmen, but for the citizens of

Montana, Wyoming and Idaho it has a nearer interest.

It touches or soon will touch their pockets.

The hunter from the East who wishes to spend a month
or two hunting big game in the Rocky Mountains is well

aware that nowadays he cannot do this for nothing. He
knows that he must pay his guide, his packers, his cook;

that he must hire from five to ten saddle and pack horses;

that suppUes of food must be purchased from the stores of

the town from which he starts out. For all these things

coin of the realm or good greenbacks must be exchanged.
After the intending hunter has corresponded with the

man who proposes to furnish the outfit and has got his

prices, he tots up the figures and realizes that besides his

railroad fare, sleeping car and other expenses of reaching

his starting point, he will have to spend from $400 to

$1,000 for the trip.

Now the average man desires to receive some value for

his money. Just as if he pays a fair price for a pair of

shoes, he wants to feel sure that they will last a reasonable

time, so if he hires a guide and outfit for a hunt, he wants
to feel a certain confidence that he will see some game.
If he is after elk he will not spend his good money to go
into a country from which owing to the depredations of

illegal hunters the elk have aU been killed ofi:. If he cor-

responds with an honest guide, who will set before him a
fair statement of the game conditions, he is likely this

summer to find the prospects for game very much less

than they were a few years ago, very different from the

notions which he has gained from books and from news-
paper articles, most of which refer to the more or less dis-

tant past. Thus the intending excursionist is likely to be
discouraged and to turn his thoughts in other directions,

while the conscientious guide by his honesty loses the
work which might have yielded him a fair profit. People
who are thus discom-aged are likely to go to Canada or

else to some point where other guides promise great things

in the way of game.

It need hardly be said that it is a good thing for any
town to have a stranger come within its borders and

spend $500 or $600, which, but for this visit, would not

have been put in circulation there. It is not only the

railroad which brings the stranger, and the guide who
takes him out, that are benefitted, but the hotel where he

stops, the store where his provisions are bought, the sad-

dler where he purchases his spurs, and every other store

is benefitted. The money which he spends passes from
hand to hand, and helps each man in the community to

pay his debts or in some way add to his comfort. It is

a lubricant which makes the wheels of trade nm so much
the more easily in this particular place.

It might be thought that people like those dwelling in

the new States of the Rocky Mountains would realize all

this, and would see that it was for their interest to attract

within their borders as many people of this cla&s as pos-

sible; that it is more for the benefit of the State and of

the commimity to have a man spend several hundred
dollars for the sake of getting half a dozen elk, deer or

sheep, than it is to have one of their own citizens earn

and spend $15 or $20 in the same way, but in violation of

the law.

We have no doubt that every head of Maid game killed

by an outsider brings into these States $100, while the

illegally killed game brings in little or nothing.

The citizens of these States should look at this matter

pturely from a business point of view, from the standpoint

of dollars and cents. No people in the world are keener

business men than the citizens of these communities or

quicker to see a business point. Is it not worth their

while as business men carrying on affairs in the towns of

these new States to consider this question and to take an
active interest in having the game laws enforced, and in

frowning down all violations of it? The business men
can infiuence the newspapers, and in a short time public

opinion can be so altered that men who have been accus-

tomed to violate the law would no longer do so, finding

themselves in danger of prosecution on the one hand and
on the other Avithout a market for their skins.

Such a change would put an end to the violations of the

law encouraged by certain taxidermists who put a pre-

mium on illegal killing by purchasing specimens which
they know have been secured in violation of the statutes.

Although no statistics are at hand, it may be safely

said that the money spent by hunters in past years in

the three States named has mounted up into the hun-
dreds of thousands of dollars; but this wiU not continue

unless there is big game enough left to attract the hunter.

Nowadays we hear almost as much about men going to

Canada or Newfoundland for moose, deer and caribou, as

we used to about those who wanted elk, sheei? and ante-

lope in the Rockies.

The residents of the new States should not allow the

goose which has been supplying them with golden eggs

to be kiUed by theu- law-breaking fellow citizens.

SNAF SHOTS.

The correspondent who writes of the relations of farm-
mers and town sportsmen undoubtedly represents with
substantial accuracy the views of some people who are

not in sympathy with sportsmen nor with our fish and
game protection codes. Nevertheless, there is not room
for a wide difference of opuiion on most of the points

he makes. We will all agree that the sportsman's right

to trespass and to tear down fences is dubious,

and that a farmer has an unquestioned right to

save himself from ruin by destroying the game
that is eating him out of house and home. And we will

all agree that it is exceedingly unfortunate that game and
fish laws should be regarded with disfavor as being class

laws, intended for the sole benefit of the town sportsmen.

On the other hand, and there is abundant reason for

satisfaction here, this mistaken notion of "class" legisla-

tion is sorely on the decline. The farmer, the land owner,
the dweller in rural districts, the commimity at large

is coming to a clearer understanding of the truth that

game i^rotection is for the common good of all. The
country philosophers who hold the doctrines expressed by
om- correspondent are less numerous than formerly.

Their contentions have no basis in the principles of the pro-

tective system; but they do borrow some color from the

misdoings of arrogant sportsmen. The laws were never in-

tended to shield the ' 'hogs" who break down fences. They
were and are designed to save a game supply for the rea-

sonable benefit of decent people, who wish to shoot and
fish, whether those people live in town or in country, and
whetiier they are living now in 1893 or shall be living by

and by in 1950. The one end and design and aim and
purpose and object of the game laws is to keep alive a

stock of game. If farmers suffer from the raids of fence-

breakers, let them enforce the trespass laws. The rowdy-
ism of a few or of many should not condemn all.

A campaign against the all-swallowing pound nets of

the New Jersey coast has been entered upon by the rod

and line fishermen of Asbtiry Park and vicinity. At a
meeting on Wednesday of last week the New Jersey

Amateur Anglers' Association was formed, with the ex-

pressed purpose of suppressing pound fishing along the

coast resorts. Mr. C. S. Detre of Philadelphia was made
president, and Mr. W. E. Bedell of Asbury Park, secre-

tary. Just what measures will be adopted to secure the

abolition of pounds has not yet been determined. There
is nothing in the present law which in any way affects

pound fishing in ocean waters unless it be that the pro-

hibition against Sunday fishing might be applied. It is

not clear that the chapter containing a prohibition of

Sunday fishing would be held to apply to sea fishing, nor

that the maintaining of the pounds in position on Sunday
would be construed as fishing on that day within the

intent of the statute. If New Jersey coast resorts are to

be cleared of pounds, this must be accomplished by work
at Trenton, and before anything can ever be done there

the shore county members of the Legislature must have
been pledged to the support of a statute against pound
fishing. The new Asbury Park Association has taken

upon itself no child's play. The pound fishermen have

large capital invested; their interests are enormous; they

may be depended upon to defend these interests; and the

movement against them can be made successful only by
the expenditure of time and effort, and untiring, persist-

ent work.

One principle involved in this pound fishing discussion

is that of State control of sea coast watei-s. This principle

is clear and well defined. The State has territorial juris-

diction over its sea waters for a marine league from the

shore. This has been recognized as the law of nations;

and that the State control over such waters may apply to

their fisheries has been decided by the courts. Massachu-

setts enacted a law prohibiting the use of any ' 'drag, set

or gill-net, or purse or sweep seine," in Buzzard's Bay.

It was held by the Supreme Court of Massachusetts, and.

the decision was affirmed by the Suprenle Court of the

United States, that the State has control of its watei-s

within a marine league of the shore; that Buzzard's

Bay was properly included in such limits; that the

State could control the fisheries therein; and that the

law against nets was vahd. The statute was directed

against the menhaden fishermen. The law has been en-

forced; it is operative at this very moment. The press

dispatches of July 31 reported that on the day before the

fish and guano works of the Church Brothers at Ports-

mouth, R. I., had ceased operations; and their eight

fishing schooners were idle. The shut-down, it was
reported, was due to a scarcity of fish in waters where
fishing is permitted, although there are great hosts of

them in Buzzard's Bay where the Massachusetts prohib-

itory law is in force.

Ex-State Senator Donald McNaughton, of Rochester,

N. Y., who died in Chicago last Sunday, belonged to that

limited class of public men who take an intelligent, lively

and patriotic interest in fish and game protection. Mr.

McNaughton was an active member of the Cheaper Fish

Food Association of Rochester; he did much to promote

the international fish conferences of 1891 and 189.2; when
in the Senate at Albany his voice and his vote were always

on the side of protection; and by his death those who are

working in these fields have lost a respected and valued

aUy.

A suggestion that there was any relation between the

silver question and the game supply might at first blush

be considered fantastic, but it appears that the deprecia-

tion of silver and the shutting down of the silver mines

are ah-eady affecting the game near the mining camps. A
correspondent who writes us from Rico, Cal., reports

that as the miners are absolutely idle they are going out

in every direction in the mountains and hvmting game to

save expenses in the meat line. "I saw over twenty

start out this morning," he says. "If the mines had not

been closed not a man would now be after game. If this

camp is representative of the others in the West then

good-bye to the deer, elk and other game,

'
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DANVIS FOLKS.-X.

The Hunting- of the Wolf.

The morning sunlight had not touched the treetops of

the crest of the western Danvis hills, when half of the
arms-bearing population of the township were arriving at,

or tending toward, the appointed gathering place, some in

sleighs, some on foot, each bearing some sort of firearm.
The morning was not far spent, when a formidable force
had gathered about the premises of Joel Bartlett, a
strangely warlike ai'ray to be mustered in those peaceful
precincts, yet Joel beheld it with a kindly and approving
eye as he stood in the doorway, with Jemimah peering
timidly out behind him.

"It's a heavy weight on my mind to see so many men
bearin' carnal weepons," she said with a very audible
sigh; "it seems too much like the marshallin' of the hosts
for battle."

"But thee sees, Jemimy, it haint for no puppus of shed-
din' humern blood ner even for larnrn' an' practysein' the
weeked art o' war, but jest tu quell the ravenous beasts
of the wilderness, which can't be wrought upon by the
word nor by returnin' good for evil."

"Yes, I s'pose thee 's right, Joel; but I can't help my
mind a-dwelltn' on what guns was mostly made for, in
times formerly. Ah, me. But, Joel, won't thee teU these
good folks to come in an' get some nut cakes and cheese if

any on 'em has occasion. Some must have eat breakfast
tmcommon airly this mornin'."

Joel loosened the pucker of his lips, and loudly pro-
claimed the "invite,' which was ac-

cepted with great alacrity by many
who stood in no need of refreshment,
and with more diffidence by some who
already were reminded they had break-
fasted at an unwonted hour.

" Wal, I guess abaout ev'ybody's got
here 'at 's comin'," Sam Love! said,

after a careful survey of the roads
and cross-lot bypaths, "an' we h'd
better choose a captain an' be a-mog-
gin'. I move we hev Captain Peck
for aour captain. Half his comp'ny's
here an' '11 foUer his orders nat'rally."

"If they don't do better 'n they du
tu trainin', it'll take a coi-p'ral tu ev'ry

Erivate tu keep 'em in line," said John
>art, struggUng with a dry mouthful

of doughnuts and cheese. "Then,
agin, he haint no hunter. We want
you, Lovel."
"No, it'll look better tu hev Cap-

tain Peck," Sam insisted, "you secont
him, Dart."

" Wal, 1 don't care. I secont Cap'n
Peck, wi' Sam Lovel for leftenant."
"You hear the nommernation,"

Solon Briggs said, taking upon him-
self the office of moderator, "As'el
Peck for capting of this hunt, wi'
Sibawel Lovel for leftenant, sort of
aidycong to give advices and et
cetery. You that's in favor, say 'aye,'

contrary minded, say 'no.' The ayes
have it an' you cliose the above-men-
tioned to serve you as here to before
stated."
Captain Peck, a brisk little man,

somewhat swelled up with the im-
portance of his dual offices, held a
brief consultation with Sam, and then
in his biggest mihtary voice, usually
reserved tor trainings, gave the order,
•'Fall in, men," and, presently, 'Tor-
rid, march," and the motley company, numbering fifty

or more, went forward in disordeiiy ranks toward the
objective point.

"You must stop your gab, men," Sam continually in-

sisted, as he passed along the talkative line, "erless you'll
skeer that aire wolf clt-an tu N' Hampshire. You haint
got nothin' to say but what'Il keep till we git a Line
araouud the cobble, an' then you c'n shoot off your
maouths as much as you're a min' ter."
A half hour's march brought them to the foot of a

rocky hill densely clad with a black growth of spruce and
fir, whose blue shadows deepened into a twilight ob-
scurity, that the infrequent shafts of sunlight pierced but
to make the deeper. Three sides abutted on partially
cleai-ed fields, the other swep up with a long curve to the
steeper dechvities of the mountain.
Tne triple column, now separated in two single files,

one led by Captain Peck, the other by Sam, began to in-

close the hillock. "When the leaders met on the further
side, without discovering the outgoing track of the wolf,
word was passed that the circuit was completed, and the
order given for the men to take proper distances and
move toward the center. Gradually the circle narrowed.
The gloomy depths of thicket after thicket invaded and
passed. Each moment the more excitable hunters grew
neivous with expectation, the cooler more steadUy alert.

To some, every moving shadow took on a wolfish sem-
blance; steadfast rocks and stumps became endowed with
grim, alert life; now, a gun was leveled to an unsteady
aim and its useless discharge forestalled by the sharp,
peremptory caution of some clear-eyed and cool-headed
veteran, till at last the word came too late to prevent one
careless shot, which was the signal for a scattered fusilade
from various posts of the encircling Line.

The random filring aroused the wolf from his lair and
sent him sneaking from one border of his constricted
limits to find another as effectually guarded against his
passage. Then he swept around the circle, searching
with eager eyes some vulnerable point, disclosing fleeting

ghmpses of himself that drew upon him occasional shots,
which increased his long, regular lopes to a wild scurry-
ing flight, now, bounding from side to side of the cordon,
now, skirting it in an agony of fear, whimpering as he
ran, now, halting, half cowering, while he looked in vain
for some loophole of escape.

Once, as he thus crouched for an instant, Sam's quick
eye caught sight of him and taking an mstantaneous aim,
he saw ihe sight shinmg in bright refief against the dark
gray fvir of the wolf's side. As he felt the trigger yield-

ing to the pressure of his finger, his heart filled with an-
ticipated sur-cess, but with the dull click that was the
only response to the fall of the striker, it collapsed and
sank like a plummet.
"Cuss them caps o' Clapham's," he groaned wrath-

fuUy, "if one on 'em ever does go, I wish he might be
shot with it."

A shot from Captain Peck's gun cut loose a shower of
evergreen twigs above the wolf, who cringed beneath
their light downfall and then sprang away, vanishing
like the shadow of a wind-tossed branch in the gloom of
the thickft.

Pelatiah's post was on the valley side of the hill where
he had caught sight of the wolf several times, and once
had taken a hasty and ineffectual shot. It had all hap-
pened in a flash and he was confusedly trying to remem-
ber whether he fired at the wolf or into the treetops, and
to formulate an excuse for his miss that should be satis-
factory to himself as well as to othera, when he was
startled by a sudden crash of dry twigs on the crest of the
ledge just above him, and almost at the same instant he
saw the animal flying at full speed down the sharp de-
clivity directly behind him, so close upon him that he
could only think to shout lustily and brandish his gun to
scare the brute back into the woods, but it only swerved

i a little from its course and rushed madly on.
Not many paces to Pelatiah's left stood Beri Burton, as

gaunt and grim as the wolf himself, and so transfixed
with surprise at the sudden apparition that he stood stock
stfll, his large jaws agape till the wolf was within his
gun's length of him, and he stepped backward to make
way. His heel caught a fallen branch and he fell sprawl-
ing on his back. The wolf, snapping and gnashing his
white fangs, swept over his prostrate form, and clear at

for the last of several tours of observation which he made
into the back yard, where he could look across the fields

to the rendezvous and see the men already clustering in
knots in Joel Bartlett's yard, and hear the subdued jangle
of arriving bells.

'•Ho, hum, suzzy dayl I'm tew short-winded andstiff-
j'inted tu keep within hoUerin' distance of the oldest an'
laziest on 'em, an' I might jest as well seddaown an' go
to workin', but I wisht a feller's laigs wouldn't grow ol'

no faster 'n his speerits. Ho, hum, suzzy day!"' and set-

tling liimself into his seat, he picked up his board,
leather and knife, and endeavored to lose sight of age
and infirmities in the intricacies of his craft.

Aunt Jerusha looked in through the open kitchen door
and saw his hands resting idly on the board, his eyes
staring abstractedly out of the window, and she said in a
coaxing voice:
"What makes ye try to work, Lisher? I wouldn't ef I

was you. The' haint no men folks workin' to-day. Put
on yer kwut an' hat an' mittens an' go over to Joel's.

You c'n see 'em start an' git the fust news when they
come back. " Wouldn't you, Huldy?"

"Sartainly. It'll do you good an' I sh'd Hke to go
myself," Huldah said encom-agingly, as she looked in
over Aunt Jerusha's shoulder, and the baby, pushing
between their skirts, scrambled over to the old man,
bearing one of his mittens in his milk teeth.

"Well, I swan, ef bubby an' the hull kit on ye are sot
on gittin' red on me, I guess I'll hafter." And so smilmg
down upon the crowing child, as he donned his outdoor
gear, he trudged forth across the fields.
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last of the perilous cordon, sped away toward the hills.

Pelatiah vainly attempted to cover him with a potter-
ing aim for a moment, then took the track and presently
disappeared among the blue shadows and gray tree trunks.
Beri Burton slowly got upon his feet, sputtering and

mumbling, till having come to as intelligible speech as
was possible to him, he shouted loudly:
"Wolf gone. Wolf gone ter Jerooslum. Gol dumb

sech er wolf." Then as one and another of the party
came hastening up, he related again and again the inci-

dents of the wolf's escape, "Gol dumb sech erwolf.
Run kerchug right ergin me an' knocked me over, ker-
wollopp. Flopped one foot int' my maouth. Wisht I'd
bit foot off, "Yes, sir, flopped dumb foot right squeer in
my maouth."
"Can't blame him as I knows on," said John Dart.

"He'd got tu put his foot somewheres."
"By the gre't horn spoon! we're a smart lot o' men,"

said Sam, joining the gathering group, "to let that wolf
get away from us in that way. All Adams an' Pocock 'U

be pokin' fun at us fer a year to come."
"Why didn't some o' you smarties shoot him then?"

Beri growled, "hed chances 'nough, I reckon, by the
bang-whangin', Gol dumb sech shootin'."

"Don't seem's 'ough Adams an' Pocock hed no 'casion
to laugh," said Joseph Hill. "It wan't their wolf, least-

ways it haint got their ear-mark er brand o' any one o'

the towns, fer 's I c'n see."
"'Taint aour wolf nuther, fer 's appears," said Sara,

"But what way did he head? Where's Peltier? Someb'dy
said he seen him last."

"Dumb fool 's chasin' on him," Beri mtmibled, '"Spec
he's goin' tu ketch him, prob'ble,"

"Peltiet was mos' crazy in hees head," Antoine ex-
plained. "He was kanna he-widder, cos hees gal goin'
leff him 'fore he'U got marree togedder,"
"His head's straighter 'n aourn on this business," said

Sam, "an' we might as well mog along arter him. The
hunt is up for tu-day. But the critter may lay up on
Hawg Back to-nif;ht an' give us a chance to-morrer."
And so the dejected and disappointed wolf hunters

made their way into the clearing, each one loudly blam-
ing every one else and himself, silently and less satis-

factorily, for the barren result of the himt.

On the morning of the great hunt there were at least

two non-participants, who through being such were quite

as heavy-hearted as were now any of the baffled hunters,
Uude Lisha sighed heavily as he returned to the shop

"It's mighty pooty idee 'at I aint a goin' tu turn aout
along wi' the rest on 'em. Tew ol'? Haint so spry's I

useter be? I'm younger an' spryer an'

you be, Joe Hill, ef I be risin' eighty-
seben." So Gran'ther Hill growled
and roared as he stamped to and fro

across the kitchen in his stocking
feet, glowering at his son's abashed
face as at each turn it was brought
within range of his angry eyes.

"Don't seem's 'ough it 'ould be
now^ays best, father," Joseph feebly
argued, "it's tew exposin'; you'd get
rheuraatiz an' neurology."
"Rheumatiz an' ol' roiogy more hke.

Ef I got 'em they wouldn't hurt me
none. A man 'at's marched to Canady
in the winter aint agoin' tu be skeered
aouten a wolf hunt by a pain in his

laigs er a tooth ache, 'specially wVien
he haint got no teeth. Noaw, look
a-here, Joseph," turning before his son
and assuming a less aggressive tone,

"I've got to go an' show 'em haow.
The' haint a man jack on 'em 'at

knows beans about wolf huntin', never
see a wolf an' wouldn't know one if

they did see him. 'Taint no ways
hkely the' is a wolf, but ef there is,

he'd orter be hunted as he'd ortu be."

"Jes' so, father," said Joseph, catch^

ing hopefully at the veteran's skepti-

cism, "I don't b'Ueve th' is no wolf,

an' the' haint no need o' you er

nob'dy else's goin', 'taint nothin' on'y
dawgs."
"You must be a idjit, Jozeff HiU,

tu tliink 'at dawgs 'ould kill sheep in
the way them was killed. I tell yer
it's a wolf, an' by the Lord Harry I'm
goin' tu help kill the cussed varmint.
Gi' me that aire gun."

"The' haint a ball er a spoo'fid o'

shot in the haouse, father."

"That's almighty puoty haousekeep-
in'; no shot ner ball? You'd a tarnal

sight better be ketched wi'out tea an' sugar, yes, or
rum, an' wi'out ammeraition. Bub, where's yer fish

lines? Fetch me ev'y sinker you got."

The younger Josiah obeyed the order with an alacrity

stimulated by a desire to further his grandfathers pur-

poses, which, if carried out, might make him his neces-

sary attendant.
"I wouldn't go if I was you, father," pleaded his

daughter in-law, "it's tew hard fer you, an' then again, I

want you tu stay an' ta' care o' me."
"You don't need nob'dy. The wolf aint a-goin' tu come

in the haouse an' eat you. Jozeff c'n stay."

"But you see, father, I sorter promised to go an' I've

got tu."

"So hev I got tu. Gimme my boots."

"Father," said the son, playing his last card, Avith an
air of deep dejection, "I'm turrible sorry, but I took 'em
over to Uncle Lisher's las' night tu git 'em mended," and
he breathed a silent prayer, ''The Lord forgive me fer

lyin' an' keep me from gettin' ketched at it,"

"Y'ou etamel, iiifernel, meddlin' idjit," his father
roared, his voice shaken with anger, "haow dast ye send
my boots to get mended? Haow'd you know I wanted
'em mended, say? It does beat heU amazingly, what
tarnal luck I did hev, a bringin' on ye up. I don't wisht
you was dead, but I swaar, I wisht I hadn't never hed
ye. Clear aout. Go an' himt ye tarnal wolf, but ye
shan't take my gun. Not a step aouten this haouse does
that aire gun go, w'thout me a kerryin' on't. You c'n

take Bob's bow-arrer, it's good 'nough for you, Er borry
Joel Bartlett 'ol britch-burnt, hang-fire, Quaker gun.
Yeou shoot a wolf, Lordermighty !

"

Joseph fled in dismay from the ratthng volley of his

father's wrath, nor stayed his steps till they brought him
to the meeting place, whUe his wife, with all the children
but the eldest boy, retreated into the fastnesses of the
pantry. Little Josiah, secure in his position as his grand-
father's favorite, remained, the sole and undismayed
spectator of the old man's rage.

"Blast 'em. Kerryin' off my boots," the veteran fumed,
still pacing the rounds of the kitchen. "I'm a good
Uiineter go in my stofkin' feet, jes tu spite 'em. I hope
the Lord it haint nothin' but a dawg. The id jits wouldn't
know the diffunce."
The boy held out two plummets of hammered lead and

one half buUet. "What was you goin' to do wi' 'em? "

"Load this ere gun wi' 'em," was the hoarsely whispered
reply. "I've made kfllin' shots at two-legged and four-

legged varmints wi' wus slugs an' these. Gimme a holt oa
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'em an' I'll load her jest fer the fun on 't." He took the :

big gun from its hooks and carefully measured in his

f)alm a charge of powder from the great ox-horn, poured
;

t into the barrel and wadded it .with tow, dropped the
sinker? in one by one, wadded them and primed the
piece, i^Mle the boy'e eyes cli^sely followed every move-
toeht..

Maria heatd the clang and thud of the ifon tamfod and
;

jJeeted anxiously tiiroilgh the pantry dpof;
"Why, fatlier, what be you a-duin'?"
"I'm gittin' ready tu ta' keer ofii yte agin the wolf tackles

ye, M'rier," he chuckled scornfully. "Shet the door, -

M'rier, an' tend tu yer cookin' ; me an' bub's stan'in' guatd.

"

He fondled the gun and wiped the dust from the barrel
with his coat sleeve.

"Du ye wanter go awfle, gran'ther?" whispered .Josiah.

. The olcl mah nodded his head repeatedly without with- i

drawing his aim froni the Center of the oloek face.
•' 'Sh-h-h , I know where your boots be. Ih thfe paoundin'

berrel in the back shed. I'll fetch 'em when ma goes down
sillier arter the taters."

The grandsire's slow, senile stare gradually gave way to
;

a look of intelligence, and the two conspirators, in panto-
;

mime; enjnined secrecy.
:

Wondering at tlie sudden sileiide, Maria peeped through
a cranny of the door and saw the old man quietly seated
in his chair, and called to him as she bustled about her
work

;

"I'm tiirrible glad you gin it up so sensible, father."
"Sho, I hadn't no idee a-goin'. I was jest a-foolin'

JozefT. Ketch me a-goin' dawg huntin' along wi' that
mess o' idjits," and he winked hard at hla grandeon, who, '

Under cover of the stove, was growing red with smothered
hlirth. _ . .

"My sakes," said Maria, comihg otlt ahd Iddking at the
clock, "I mus' get the pei-taters and put that fish

a-fresh'nin'."

As her step was heard on the last cellar stair, Josiah
stole out to the back shed and presently appeared with the
boots, which his grandfather drew on in tremulous haste,

while the boy, after driving the small children back into
the pantry and closing the door upon them, brought the
old mall's hat and Cahe.
"Haint it lUcky Ruby's oVet to Bl'iggses? Hhrry'iipj

gtan'ther. Ma '11 be up in a minute," he whispered as he
hovered about the ancestral chair in a fever of excitement.
Then he opened the door and the old man passed out as
faoiseiessly aS his sthf jdints Woilld let hinij with his long
gun trailed in careftll avoidailce of lihtel ahd f)0§t§j jUst' as

the muffled thud of the last potato anhouhced the feUirlg of !

the pan.
"Can't I go with yoti, gran'ther?" Josiah asked eagerly;

but his heart sank as he read refusal written in the stern ^

hali: regretful, fatie beUt upon him;
^

"Uouldh t, nohow, sonhy,- 't-<^buldn't dh ^hf good an'
might du hurt. Them idjits '11 shoot awful keerless an'

might hit you. You gwup an' look aouten the saouth
garret winder, an' you c'n see Haidge Hawg Cobble
Ayhere they say the wolf's lyin' up. Naow go an' tell 'em
I've gone aOht tu th»? barn, an so I hev, an' mebby, a

'

leetle beyehd. tie gave the boy an apprbvihg p&i on the
head that gave some comfort, though it drove the coarse
seal-skin cap over his eyes.

The veteran's departure was covered by the barn, from
the ohset'vation of the intiiatea of the hoiiie. As he
blodded aer-bsa the snowy fields his thoughts went back to
the old days of humble; lirtreUuited hefOlShl; Vvhm he
hiarclied -With Wai'nel' and his i3^reen Mountain boys to
dfthada. In a liiisty day dreani he saAv the frozen level
of Champlain stretchmg ill lifeless iotifeLlnesB bekitid tjle

rangers' march, the Wintty gloijm And desolatioii of th^
forest opening to iheni the only path beyond. He heard
h,^ain the click and swish of snowshoes, the low caUtioUs
word of command drifting back alon^ the triplfe files;

For a httle space it quickened his pHl«e aild |jaCe, and for
a moment he was yoUhg again, till tired by climbing a
high rail fence, he leaned against the nearest stump to
i^est, and realized that he was but a feeble old man, the
superannuated, sole survivor of the band, to follow whom
he lingered a little on the verge of the eternal mystery.
"A goo' for nothin' ol' critter as orter stay tu hum wi'

womern an' younguns," he sighed, half minded to turn
back, when his eye was caught by a moving speck far
away toward Hedge Hog Cobble. Something familiar in
the movements of the distant object drew upon it the
veteran's closest scrutiny.

'•Tiiat haint no dawg, it's tew big for a fux. By the
Lord Harry, it's a wolf, an' he's a comin' stret tu me."
"He sank stitHy behind the stump and cocked his gun

while he steadfastly watched the beast's swift approach.
Now he could see the wild, cunning eyes, now the red
tongue hanging slavering from the white-fanged jaws,
and now he aimed, witli all the skill that eye and nerve
could command, just before the pointed nose, and with a
prayer as devout as he ever uttered, pulled the trigger, as

with swift, long lopes the wolf ran past, fifty j'ards away.
With a snarling yelp, a long, floundering fall and a
^quicker recovery of his feet, with a broken foreleg help-

lessly dangling, the wolf charged wildly at the fence,

clung a luoiiiont to the top rail, feU back, and then
plunged at the nearest but too narrow interstice between
the rails. Tiie impetus of the leap drove him half way
through, but there he was caught at the hips. He jiushed

desperately with the uninjured foreleg and clawed vainly
with his hindfeet for a hold on the nether rail and was
slowly worming his way through when Gran'ther Hill

pounced upon him, seizing him by both hindlegs, and
bracing his own feet against the fence he held on and
shouted lustily for help at the top of his high-pitched,
tracked voice.

The wolf writhed from side to side, and snapped his

^wicked jaws within two feet of his captor's hands, with-
.out being able to harm liim, but his struggles were fast

lexiiausting the strength of the old man, who, almost in

.despair, saw the prize slipping, inch by inch, through the
fence.
Then he heard rapid steps, and tiirnuig his head hp saw

Pelatiah's lank figure close beside him.
"Ketch a holt here, quick," he gasped.
Pelatiah lent one strong hand to his relief and the old

man loosed his hold, and snatching the gun from Pela-
tiali staggered to the fence, and with a cruelly deliberate
aim at three feet range bored the wolf's skull with the
heavy charge of buckshot. "There," lie panted, as with
a grim smile he regarded the last struggles of his victim
-when Pejatiali had drawn it forth from the fence, "he
know? Hapw what he get^ by ruaain' agin a feal oV-fash-

ioned huutef. g'pose he cal'lated the' want none left an'
the' haint on'y olie< But I'm almighty glad you come,
young Goove, fer 1 was tilgh abaout tuckered, an' ef I

bed tu let go, the critter might ha' flummised along a
good piece afore I c'ld ha' loaded up. Good lord," he
gasped aghast at the sudden recollection that he had no
ammimition, "I hedn't another charge. Wal, I be ^lad
you come, young Gove. Where's the rest of the idjits?

Git up outer the fence an' holler like a loon."
Pelatiah's triumphant shouts soon brought in the fore-

most of the straggling pursuers, who, as they beheld the
dead wolf and heard the stofy of his death were variously
moved with admiration of his slayef'a prowess and chagrin
for their own lack of it.

"By the gre't horn spoon!" cried Sam, stroking the
wolf's gaunt side almost tenderly and looking up at the
old man's serenely happy face, "I'd ha' gi'n the ol' Ore
Bed tu ha' shot the critter myself, but I do' know but I'm
gladder you done it, Cap'n Hill."

' '1 reckon 'at my chances is gettin' a leetle scaaer 'n

yourn, Sammy. But you might profit more by them 'at

you git ef I'd bed the bringin' on you up. I consait
you hed the makin's of a hunter in ye ef ye'd on'y bed
me er even Peleg Sunderland ta edicate your nat'ral

gifts."

"Hooray for Danvis!" roared John Dart as he came
upon the sceue. "Adams, ner Pocock, ner nary other
town can twit us at losih' aoUT wolf naow, Lovel. I was
growin' shameder an' shameder tU meet any on 'en, an'

was studyin' more lies tu tell 'em 'an I c'ld ever ben for-

give for under any circumstances. You've saved the
credit of your taown, Cap'n Hill, an' mebby my soul."

"Gol dumb sech savin'," Beri Burton growled. "Danvis
haint got much tu brag on when it's got tu ressureck the
dead a'most, tU kill a wolf."
"Shet yer head," Dart growled, savagely.
"An' ball aout the infants," Beri persisted. "He

wouldn't er shot et trolf if that aire shimble-shanked Gove
boy hedn't er hel' his laigs."

"He'd waounded him, so 't he couldn't but jest go, an'

he'd got him e'en a'most killed when I come Up," Pelatiah
magnanimously protested.

"It was some prooty good lucky, dat wolf's ant be one
loUp gafoU, You'll can' keel dat kan o' wolfs 'less you'E
shot it widsiltei- ball."

"Well, I swan that was lUcky," said Dart, "I don't be-

lieve you could rake up a charge o' silvet atnoug^t the
hull bilin' of us, I don't s'pose copper change '11 pass wi'

them aire thingumbobs, would it, Antwine? Wal,3 le's

stdp oltf gab an start aour caravan. We've got tu show
tu the i'illage this attetnoon. Where's Captain Peck?"
"Skinned it fer hUril,- half ah hout ago," some one

answered.
"Wal, let him go. I was goin' tu propose 'at We fifed

a e'lute, but nev' mind. Who's got a gun 's long 's Caf/n
Hill's? ,

Fetch it here. Lay it daown 'longside o' his'n.

Naow, lay tne ^olf top en 'em. Naow, Cap'n Hill, you
set top o' the wolf."

"Yes, du." "Yes, du," other voices sKotited With Dart.

The hero of the day rather reluctantly complied.
"Ketch a holt o' the muzzles, Lovel, an' I'll take the

butts. Up he goes," and the veteran hunter and his grim
quarry were lifted aloft and borne forward, amid the

chorus of the party.
"What's up?" Joseph HiU panted, breathless with his

exertions to overtake his comrades.
"Your superannual ancient sire is, Jozeflf," said Solon,

"him an' the wolf. Haint you beam haow he slewed

him?"
"f*0od Lofd," Joseph groaned; recognizing the elevated

countehanfce of his fatbel-, his eye§ anxiously sought his

feet.

Catching sight . of him the old man bent upon him a

fl-dwh; thfe sevel-ity df which Was spmewhn.'; softened by
the pride of his achieverhent, and laUghed down at him
scornfully, "You ondutiful leetle cuss, you hid my boots,

did you? Did you s'pose a man 'at had took Ticonderogue

an' fit tu Ben'nt'n an' went tu Canady 'long wi' Seth

Warner an' hunted Tories Avi' Peleg Sunderland, couldn't

smell aout his own boots? You must be an almighty smart

boy."
Though conscious that his artifice was justified by his

headstrong father's infirmities, Joseph feU to the rear in

confusion, and the procession continued its triumphal

progress to Joel.Bartlett's.

Uncle Lisha had waddled forth to meet it, roarmg a

welcome that was heard at every house in the neighbor-

hood. When Joel beheld the grim trophy he was startled

trom his accustomed propriety by the whistle that escaped

unwittingly from the long puckered lips.

"Friends," he said, chanting in the monotonous tone

in which his sermons were set, "I feel to thank you, one

an' all, for a-girdin' on your swords an' a-goin' forth tu

battle against the beasts of the field which they ravage

aour folds, an' as it ware, spile our barnyards. I thank

you, friends, for a-stretchin' forth your carnal weepons in

behalf of a man whose ways has been more led mitu the

plowshare an' the prunin'^hook 'an tu the sword an' the

spear. There's suthin' due more 'n thanks tu mortal man,
an' I feel it bore in on me tu ask you, one an' all, tu enter

my haouse" (as he paused and ran his eye over the com-
pany, as if making a mental computation of its numbers
and capacity, more than one hungry stomach yearned for

the anticipated offering of doughnuts and cheese) "an' get

intu the quiet an' render silent thanks tu Him 'at has been

pleased to reward your indivors with victory. Arter

which," Joel continued after a solemn pause, "Jemimy,
my wife, will pervide some sustenance for your carnal

bodies, tu which you will be most welcome."
Few were inclined to accept the invitation to a repast

the first course whereof was likely to be long and unsatis-

fying to their present need, and so with thanks and ex-

cuses almost all hastened to avail themselves of the more
exhilarating and substantial refreshments that were to be

found at the tavern and store.

Gran'ther Hill's crown of laurels was further weighted
with fresh contributions, some sprigs of which he gener-

ously permitted to adorn the youthful brow of Pelatiah,

and" was more content to enrobe himself in the misty

glories of the past alone, than to share these present

flimsy honors with another. ,
R. E. Robinson.

Forest axd Stream in its issue of June 29, records its high apprecia-

tion of ]\lr. Charles HalJoclr, the founder of tliat journal. Anglers
throughout the land will heartily concur in this by no means too florid

estimate of the exceptional gifts which have elevated Mr. Halloek to

the distinguished position which he occupies in all that relates lo pis-

' catorial accomplishment, whether as skilled in the craft, or as a lucid

and l98fiie^ writer on topics pertaifljng thereto.—iVeu; York Sw, J^lly 0.

A STORM.
Out of the sky to the westward
Came rolling the ordnance of God,

Snow white, ink black,

Like a demon pack,

Leading a host of souls long lost

Through a land no man hath trod.

Never a leaf in the treetops

Stirred in the awful quiet.

Nor voice of bird

Or of beast was heard,

But only the moan and the undertone
Of heaven's great powers run riot.

Moved as by some dread foreseeing,

A trembling falls on the forest,

Then a nearer flash,

A swift, sharp dash

Of wind-tossed rain through the ripened grain,

And the charge rushes breast to breast.

Trees hold up their arms in pleading,

But the wind smites them down at a breath.

No pity knowns he
For man or tree,

In crazy revels with legions of devils

He whirls in his fierce dance of death.

A horror sweeps over nature,

And the heart is deep burdened with glodm;
While the great gun crash

And the wild lights flash,

And a cry uprolls, like a shriek of souls

At the sound of the trumpet of doom.

Out of that Stygian blackness,

As swift as the fall of a star,

Speeds down white hot

One fatal- shot.

And a life all bright goes out with the light

To stand at the judgment bar.

Grows silent the din of the battle.

The smoke di-ifts away overhead,

Sweet flowers look up,

A gem in each cup,

A bird song floats from a thousand throats

—

And I am here alone with my dead.

J, H. La Koche.

"PODGERS" TELLS A TALE OF WOE.
San Francisco, July 6.—The only possible merit I can

see in a noisy Fourth of July, with its nuisance of small

boy and firecrackers, is the holiday it brings, and the

possibilities of a fishing trip. This year we were particu-

larly fortunate, Saturday being a half-holiday, then
Sunday and the Fourth on Tuesday. Monday was declared

a holiday also, thrown in as it were, giving four good
square days for an outing. What a blessing to the hard-

worked young men, although for that matter holidays are

not scarce with us. What with the New Year, February
•M, Labor Day, Decoration Day, July 4 and Christmas we
are almost as bad as the Mexicans, who it is said use up
about 260 out of the 365 days of the year in fiestas and
saints' days. Their saints are very numerous, and are

well remembered.
1 always leave some one else behind me to celebrate.

My patriotism oozed out years ago, having been slightly

discouraged by the unparliamentary proceeding on the

part of another youth of about my size dropping a portion

of a lighted pack of firecrackers down the slack of

a pair of rather loose-fitting trousers converted over

from my older brother's. This, by the way, is, or was in

my time, one of the trials of the soul of the small boy,

and a perpetual burning indignity in his estimation, to be

thus relegated to his older brother's outgrown clothes.
•

In my opinion this being obliged to wear older brothers'

clothes, warmed over as it were, has caused a great loss

to the world of able men, who were thus nipped in the

bud, and failed in the promise of greatness, caused by the

depressing influence of made-over clothes upon the mind
and character of the small boy. In these days of cheap

clothing for boys there is less of that sort of thmg, and
boys are emancipated from this discouraging feature, and
hence there is more manhness.
But pardon the digression. The trousers I wore on the

occasion referred to had slack enough behind and around

the waist to accommodate several packs of firecrackers.

The chap that exhibited the dancing turkeys (a great

wonder, until it was discovered that a hot stove top cov-

ered with sand caused the dancing) would have engaged me
at a large salary if he had seen me dance. It requires but

a dull imagination to see the effect naturally resulting.

It was what might truly be called "a warmer," and the

famfly cat had unlimited and undisputed possession of

my special chair, for the next two weeks. I took no in-

terest in chairs, and dined from the bottom of an inverted

wash tub in the kitchen.

What of the small boy who struck out for an original

exhibition of patriotism? Well, we will draw the curtain

over events that followed immediately, while the subject

was fresh in my mind and trousers. There was another

boy missing from school for the next two weeks, during

which time there was an unusual demand for raw beef

and flaxseed poultices. I never see a small boy on the

Fourth very industriously doing his level best to blow

himself up and blmd aU those sm-rounding him that my
mind does not run back to my juvenile experience, and I

at once wish myself out of town, and generaUy get there,

as I did on this occasion, which I am going to tell you all

about as soon as I get to it, which you are hoping will be

soon. I suppose so. There are two things that are ever

a diawback on the inclination of scribblers to be garru-

lous, one is the everlasting nuisance of having to think

how much space am I going to occupy and to be obhged

to write to measure, as your clothes are made, and the

other is the proneness of the leathery conscience
_
of the

editor, who cuts you down and cuts you up as if your

article was a piece of cheese.

But to my story. Meeting a friend in the street a few

days before' the Fourth, we mutually deprecated the idea

of remaining in town on that noisy day, and the confer-

ence finally resulted in an agreement to go for a raid on

the tro^t. My friend had been told of a stream away
back in the mountains in Sonoma cotmty—far enough

away we thought, to be out of reach of the pot-fishermen.

So on Saturday two men whose fishing outfit proclaimed

them Ij^aaks, could havf? beefi se^n (had any one car^d tq
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look) duly ensconced in the smoking car of the North Pacific
R.R. with a very boisterous crowd of those young men who
try to show their manliness by getting drunk and noisy on
the outset of a holiday. These cubs made it very unpleas-
ant for half the joiirney, but finally left the train much to
our relief.

It is a peculiarity of California to name places and
towns from something that never existed on that particu-
lar spot. For instance, we have a Sti-awberry Valley up
in the mountains, but no one ever heard of a strawberry
within forty miles of the place. There is a legend, how-
ever, that it was named after a man who kept a roadside
inn; he was named Berry, and advertised good spring
beds, which proved to be of curled straw, hence Straw
Berry.

Cloverdale is charming, being surrounded by vineyards
and fruit orchards in every variety. It is in a beautiful
valley, or rather at the termination of the one through
which the railroad runs, and here are villages with
cottages hidden and almost buried from sight in rose
bushes and every kind of flowers. In one of these lovely

spots resides your correspondent "Marion," on whom 1

should have been greatly pleased to call, only that rail-

road trains are obdurate and like the tide wait for no man.
I found in the train a resident of her village who knew
her, and in that way heard late news of her.

Arriving at Cloverdale we secured our rooms at the neat
Uttle hostlery, ate our welcome supper, and then pro-
c eded to a stable to engage our horses for our next morn-
ing's long ride over the hills and dales that intei-vened be-
tween us and our fishing ground

.

We then settled down to the social comfort to be had
out of an arm cliair on the piazza and the little brier
wood pipes, the solace of the sportsman, where we sat in

the moonlight, smoked and planned oiu- morning work

,

until that delightfully sleepy feeling that one feels only
in the country sent us off to b< d, and oh, how we did
sleep. The next morning in good season we mounted our
horses and set out. For four hours we climbed steep
grades up and tlien steep grades down, generally dis-

mounting and walking down tiie worst, though the'roads
were good, until we finallj^ struck off from the main road
iato a private trail that took us do%vn, down into one of
the beautiful vallej's so characteristic of California.
As neither my friend nor myself had ever peregrinated

in the direction we were traveling, although familiar
with the country in almost every other, we stopped every
man we met to inquire our way to our rather obscure
destination. The last wagon we overtook, in which two
young men were driving, jsroved to contain the very
parties we were in quest of, owners of the ranch where
we hoped to stop. Our proposition was very heartily as-

sented to by our to be hosts, and much to our relief, as
otherwise we would have been obliged to camp for the
night or return without having any chance at the trout.

"We arrived at the ranch about noon, and after a hearty
lunch our two young hosts laid aside their ranch work
and accompanied us to the creek we had such high hopes
of. A walk of a mile brought us to the water, to be
dreadfully disappointed, for it proA^ed to be a mere rivu-
let, too low to promise good fishing, as proved to be the
case. It was rough fishing, a muchness of big boulders
and I'ocks, with a good deal of underbrush, that abomi-
nation and great annoyance in fly-fishing, and more
especially unless one is using a very short rod. In the
present case a six-footer would have been ample length.
It is needless to say we found virtually no fishing. Those
we caught were mere fingerlings, and all not injured
were thrown back. We had a healthy tramp and re-
turned with hearty appetites to supper, and after a smoke
were tired enough to tui-n in early.
Our friends told us of another creek that emptied into

the one we had tried, about two miles below our previous
day's tramp; and they thought the additional waters of
this creek would give the one we had tried sufllcient water
to furnish better fish. So mounting our hoi-ses, after an
early breakfast the next morning, we started down, fol-
lowing a faint and by no means smooth trail along the
creek, with many ups and downs, through brush and over
fallen trees, which none but a California-bred liorse coifid
ever be pei-suaded to face; and we finally had to dismount
and lead ours, not being able to ride under the obstruc-
tions. At one obstacle, a largo tree that had fallen and
extended entirely across the creek, we dismounted; and
my friend essayed to lead his horse under, but made a
miscalculation as to the height of horse and saddle. The
pommel caught on the tree. The moment the horse felt
the strain, he sprang forward, as California horses trained
to the lasso are wont to do. As the California saddle
never gives away, and a big tree is not likely to. the next
thing was for the saddle to be carried back until the cinch
came under the loins of the horse, and then there iras
music. The horse whirled and phmged down the steep
bank an d " bucked" as only a California horse can buck. In
his first plunge he struck my friend, knocking him about
ten feet, landing him in a pile of limbs and rubbish left by
the freshet at the roots of an overturned tree; and fol-
loAved on himself until brought up by the same obstruc-
tion, and pranced and kicked over the prostrate body of
my friend, who lay flat on his back directly under'the
horse. I tried to drag him out, but that horse seemed to
have a dozen legs, and all M ere in motion, flying in every
direction. At last at the word "Whoa!" the animal sub-
sided, all in a tremble. It was not viciousness, but pure
and unadulterated fright that was the matter witli him.
My friend crawled out from under the horse, and to my

hurried inquiry how many legs and arms he had left in a
sound state, he replied that he thought he had enough left
to wag along with, and wonderful to relate, he had
escaped any serious damage.

I offered a wager at odds that he could not do it again
under same conditions and come ovit as well. He said it

was not his betting day, and declined.
Having adjusted the saddle and gathered up the scat-

tered impedimenta, we made a fresh start, but encounter-
ing another fallen tree which shut us off the trail, we
essayed to cross the creek and scale the opposite bank to
get around it. We did get part way up, but the under-
growth was too dense, and our horses having scarce a
foothold we tried to get back again, but there was no
room for the horses to turn around. They were getting
excited and threatened a second catastrophe, but bysooth-
ing them we managed at the risk of all going down in a
heap in the creek to extricate oiu-selves from the unpleas-
ant predicament, and finding a level spot on the opposite
side of the creek, we tied up the horses and hoofed it the
remaining distance, to find the creek we were in quest of

at so low a stage as to add but little volume to the main
creek, and the fish no larger. So we concluded to throw
u]3 the sponge and return to our horses, mount and retrace
our steps to the ranch. After a light lunch we set out on
our homeward ride, reaching our liotel at dark somewhat
tired and sore after our experiences and long ride. We
turned in, with a mutual agreement to take the early
ti-ain home the next morning, which we did.
My last trouting had been in Canada, at the outlet of

Lake Edward, where I dealt with two and three-pounders,
and the contrast caused the painful consciousness that the
good old days when I was wont to fill my basket with
good-sized trout from Sulphur Creek and other California
streams had passed; and I determined that my next essay
would be next fall after Navara River salmon.

I had been spoiling like the Irishman for a fight, i. e.

,

a try at the trout, and I had it, with results as described ;-

and as the Frenchman, who was also spoiling for a fight
and got licked, "I am sati-sfy." I wdll have it out with
the salmon next October though, to make amends. No
fingerlings then, but ten and fifteen-pounders.
My yarn is not very interesting, I admit, but just you

wait until I go up to Navara, and I will tell you of fishing
that will make your mouth water, and will take out of
mine the taste of this failure. But as for any more
Fourth of July excursions after fingerlings—in the words
of the poet, I am not in it. Podgers.

MICHIGAN, MY MICHIGAN.—11.

Lansing, July 20.—Like the summer girl, everybody
in Michigan goes to the forest in hot weather. Some go
camping, others go fishing for a day or two, other take a
boating trip down some of the rivers to the Great Lakes,
but as a rule everybody who can go is bound to go, and
get into the outing swim in some way. A few days ago I

had a pleasant visit with ex-Representative Watson, of
Caro, Tuscola county. He had just returned from the
upper lake region, brown as a berry, and tanned like an
Indian. The skin on the back of his hands and wrists
was peeling off in flakes an inch or two square, and his
face was hke well-tanned sheepskin. He had not got
enough of it yet, and he and a friend were having a boat
made at Grayling for a trip down the Sauble. They were
to start Thursday last. I may, perhaps, find out some of
their doings, and if I do I will give them to you in detail.

One of the jolliest, best feeling and all day sportsmen of
Lansing is A. H. Whitehead. He is a hunter and fisher-

man "from 'way back." Just when, or where, his sport-
ing days began, memory runneth to naught. He is a
member of tlie Rod and Gun Club and active in its affairs.

He can break a clay-pigeon with the best of men and as
a field shot he gets the game every time. He is well to do
and nicely fixed in worldly matters, and no man enjoys
his friends to a greater extent than Mr. Whitehead. ' He
has two nice cottages on Pine Lake, and owns entirely
tlie onlj' island in the lake. His cottages are nicely fur-
nished throughout and they are kept in shipshape the
year around. About every Saturday afternoon he takes
the train for the lake and returns eai-ly Monday morning.
He very seldom goes alone; more often he takes a few
choice friends with him. He has ample accommodation
for the entire part3^ and what he has goes free as water.
He reads Forest and Stream regularly and has done so
for the past twenty years. His jiilace of business is gaily
decorated with pictures of animals which have come
from time to time with Forest and Stream, and one feels
quite like being at Barnum's menagerie when inside of his
sanctum.
Mr. Wir t head is the champion fisherman of Pine Lake,

and he holds the post of honor against all comers. Last
spring he invited Burt Robson, Dr. Dickson and Flart Far-
rand to take a trip to the lake after frogs, and the stor)^

goes that they caught more frogs than a big wash boiler
could hold; it was a great day for frogs, so they said. Mr.
Whitehead has guns and tackle enough to equip a whole
regiment of men, and few men can handle the goods to
better advantage than he. To go hunting or fishing and not
ha,ve Cornie along, is like Hannlet with Hamlet not in it.

Pension Examiner Maxwell is at Lansing for the sum-
mer. Maxwell is the kind of a fisherman who can go out
with hts rod almost anywhere, be gone a couple of hours
and return with a half dozen nice fish. He is a born fish-

erinan, and if there is a fish in the river he seems to
understand when Maxwell is aroimd, and to save all par-
ties time and trouble the best fish in the neighborhood
tumble into Maxwell's basket as promptly as good breed-
ing will admit.
Mr. Frank E, Briggs, executive clerk in the office of

the State Treasurer, and Mr. Chas. E. Baxter, Deputy
State Treasurer, are arranging for a tfouting excursion
to northern Michigan. Last spring Mr. Briggs visited
Mr,. Frank Hershler at Alba, Mich., and while there he
did nothing but catch trout. He was so delighted with
his experience that he is fully determined to try it again,
Frank has a fine outfit, and takes more comfort sorting
his tackle and laying in supplies than most men can enjoy
in a long lifetime of actual exiierience. Mr. Clif Foster, of
Pine Lake, is the sometime hunting partner of Mi-. Briggs
and it is pretty well understood in this section that what
Clif

,
don't know about fishmg and himting is hardly

worth knowing. Clif and his great friend Hammond are
a team hard to beat. Clif has a flue farm on Pine Lake,
and liis home is open to his friends at all times. He is a
prince of good fellows, and his good wife is never so
happy as when assisting Clif to entertain his sporting
friends. A day at Foster's home is a pleasant one long to
be remembered.
Mr. Bassett, of Chicago, and Mr. C. P. Downey, of

Lansing, caught the largest and finest string of bass and
pickerel at Pine Lake, one day last week, that ever was
brought to our city. The string was at least ten feet long
and it was all a strong man could do to take it out of the
wagon. Mr. Baesett has fished in many of the lakes in
the West, but he says that he never saw such a string of
fish before. It was a great sight. The same day Mr.
RoUo Fillmore and Frank HollLster caught at the "same
lake fourteen nice bass. The largest one weighed ilbs.

andl4oz. Jack Gary, .lim Price and Charles Clippinger
are in camp in Clare county, about three miles from
Dover. Mr. Gary, Mr. Price and their wives Avent over-
land by wagon, and sent their camp equipage by rail to
<_'lare and from tliere by wagon to the camp ground.
Mr. Clippinger went up by rail next day. They are after
trout. The next morning after they went into camp
they caught 47 fine trout before breakfast. They are
haA'ing great luck. Mr. Howard Sweet and Mj-. J, E,

Nichols are arranging to take a run out to Iowa in Sep-
tember and try their hands at chickens. These gentle-
men are both great shots, and it is a good chicken that
gets away from them when they once get located.

Capt. R. M. Fillmore, Dr. "Dickson, Dr. Hyatt, Jim
Edmonds and WiU Grove, of Lansing, and Fred Hyne,
Chas. Gushing, Peter Locke, Robt. Serteis, and two or
three other gentlemen of Brighton, have been in camp at
Oar Lake for about two weeks. They have just broken
camp and returned home, and they report one of the
most enjoyable outings that they ever had. Before leaving
Lansing they laid in a good sup'ply of eatables and fishing
tackle, and ncessities for camp life.

Oar Lake is a charming little body of water in Oakland
county, about three miles southv/est of Brighton. Suky
Lake, Strawberry Lake, Bass Lake and several other
small lakes are all connected with each other, and with
Hm-on River, and they form a system of water commu-
nication in central Mchigan which makes that section
one of the finest camping regions in the State. People
from Ann Arbor, Jackson, Ypsilanti and other near-by
towns have built many cottages at the lakes, and many
business men with their families spend the summer there.
At Oar Lake the Brighton boys leased a tract of land
some ten years ago of Luther Moon, and they have built

a nice cottage 18x26, with a lean-to, for sleeping I'ooms.
They have a good barn, ice house, three boat houses and
plenty of boats and tackle. The house is comfortably
furnished, has beds, tables, crockeiy and everything that
is needed in camp life. If the number of campers is too
great for the cottage to accommodate nicely, Mr. Moon
opens his house, that all may be comfortable. The ten-
year lease of the ground will expire next season, but the
boys hope to be able to get another lease, and as Mr.
Moon is one of the best of good fellows, and enjoys the
visits of the campers quite as much as the campers like
Mr. Moon, it Avould seem that there was nothing in the
way to prevent the camp being a permanent one for some
years to come. The fishing at Oar Lake is excellent, bass,
pickerel, bluegills and perch abound.

If one tires of Oar Lake a little pull of a few miles will
take him to any one of the half a dozen lakes which are
joined together by Httle outlets, which empty into Huron
Rivei*. Mr. Bilding, the Brighton livery man, in driving
the luggage wagon, had the misfortime' to lose the three
loaves of bread which had been taken along as a base of
supplies; so that the old-time staff of life was just a little

scarce. A fine spring of water bubbles out of the gromid
near the camp, and makes a beautiful little brooklet,
which is one of the attractive features of the camp.
Peter Lake officiated as cook during the outing. Capt.
Fillmore dressed the fish. The captain is quite an expert
fish dresser. His method is to cut a deep cut along the
back and belly, cutting well around the fins, and to strip

off the skin from either side. He never scales a, fish, and
he claims that no one who wfil take the ti'ouble to learn
how to skin a fish will ever dress a fish in any other way.

I was amused at their story of float-fishing. They took
a couple of dozen three-pound cans that had been used
for canning corn, took the cans to a tinsmith and
had him cut off one end of the can and solder a long
funnel-shaped tin cup on the end, which made the entire
arrangement air-tight. At the tip of the fimnel part they
set in a hook and swivel, and to tlie swivel tied about 10ft.

of stout line, put on a large hook baited with a good big
sunfish, and threw the entire rigging overboard and let

it go. They had twenty or thirty of these arrangements
floating around the lake most of the time. The cans were
all painted white, and when a fish took the minnow and
started away with the can, the can could be plainly seen
and followed up and the fish captured. When a big
pickerel takes a can it is said to be great fun to watch the
can bob up and down. A fish soon tires out and gives up
the fight much quicker when he gets hitched to a can than
when he is caught by rod and line. Dr. Dickson and
Charlie Gushing did the frog act and kept the camp well
supplied Avith frogs. The mail came over every evening,
so that the boys kept weU uj) on World's Fair matters and
the doings of the outside world. Mr. Prout and Will
Grove took the largest fish, and a happier man ncA^er lived
than Will Grrove when he unloaded .six pickerel that
weighed 36lbs. and distributed them among his Lansing-
friends. The return of the campers has set the whole
town almost Avild on the camping way of taking an out-
ing, and other jolly parties are sure to try their luck.
Some years ago Mr. E. W. Sparrow, of Lansing, Avith

Peter White, John M. Longyear and Horatio Seymour, of
Marquette, Mich., organized the Hm-on Jlountain Hunting
and Fishing Club. The new club house at the mouth of
Pine River on Huron Bay was formally opened last Mon-
day. The club house is built of selected Norway pine logs
Avith a frontage of 104ft. and Avith Avails 22ft. high. The
club was incorporated in 18S9 and OAvn and control the
hunting and fishing rights of over 10,000 acres of land.
This pi-opierty includes six lakes in the heart of the Huron
Mountains, the most boautiful spot on the soutli sliore of
Lake Superior. These lakes are easily accessible from the
Avaters of Lake Superior, and contain salmon trout, black
bass, great northern pickerel and Avall-eyed pike, while
the streams have an abimdant supply of brook trout.

Deer and bear, also ruft'ed grouse, are found upon the lands
of the club more plentifully than any other grounds
within a number of miles.

It is proposed to make this region a himting and fishing

park, to build a club house and keep up the supply of fish

by restocking the streams and lakes. The grounds of the
club can be approached by Avater by Lake Superior, by
road from Marquette, and also by a road winch is about
constructed from Huron Bay—the Iron Range & Huron
Bay road—Avhich will greatly shorten the distance by rail.

This road will be completed from Champion, on the
Duluth, South Shore & Atlantic Railroad, to the foot of
Huron Bay during the prerent season.
The membership of this organization is Limited to 100,

and it is a stock corporation, the par value of the stock
being $100. No one is allowed to subscribe to more than
five shares of stock. A number of shares of this corpora-
tion are for sale; $50 to be paid upon the delivery of the
stock and the balance when called for.

The club association is strictly a private one. The
membership is limited to the immediate friends of the
gentlemen Avho were instrumental in organizing the club.

It is desired to make the club a homelike retreat, not open
to tlie public, where the members can go for rest and to
enjoy good shooting and fishing. The club is destined to

be one of the most popular and influential clubs in Michi-
gan, Julian.
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Visitors to our Exhibit in the Angiing: Pavilion at
the World's Fair should not fail to examine the
stock of "Forest and Stream" books which will

be shown by the attendant.

THE ARCHER FISH OF SIAM.
DwELi.ERS along the seashores have become familiar

with several types of fishes which have the mouth and
adjacent parts curiously modified to adapt them for some
peculiar habits in obtaining food. The pipe fish, sea
horse and flute-mouths will readily occur to mind in this
connection.
An equally remarkable instance is recalled by Mr.

Baldwin's accompanymg illustration of the archer fish.

In this genus the bones of the jaws ai'e greatly elongated
ahd are connected laterally by membrane, while the
mouth opening is small. The result of this structure is

a slender tube capable of being employed, and very
effectively employed, as a blow pipe for the capture of
insects by the discharge of globules of water. The jaws,
moreover, are provided with tine brush-like teeth.

The archer fish, jaculator fish, or enceladus, inhabits
the east coast of Africa and the seas of India, the Malay
Archipelago and China. It appears from the published
accounts that the fish is not confined exclusively to salt
water but occurs also in brackish water and, probably, in
fresh water ponds.
The same habit of ejecting drops of water from the

mouth with sufiicient force to dislodge insects and pre-
cipitate them into the water has been attributed to other
.Javanese fish, but, in the opinion of recent writers, the
subject of our present sketch is the one to
which this singular power is rightfully
ascribed. Travelers have long known about
this peculiar method of capturing insects,

although observations have been compara-
tively infrequent and some doubts have
arisen as to the identification of the actual
archer. The following account is an ab-
stract by Dr. Francis Day from Schlosser's
article in the Philosophical Transactions of
the Royal Society for 1764:
"The jaculator fish frequents shores and

sides of rivers near the sea in Asia in search
of food. When it sees a fly sitting on the
plants which grow in shallow water, it

swims to the distance of 4, 5, or 6ft., and
then, with surprising dexterity, it ejects
out of its long and tubular mouth a single
drop of water, which never fails striking
the fly into the sea, when it becomes its

prey. This aroused Governor Hommel'a
curiosity, and he had a large tub filled with
sea water, in which he placed some of
these fish. When they were reconciled to
their situation a slender stick with a fly

pinned on its end was placed in such a
direction on the side of the vessel that the
fish could strike it. It was with inexpress-
ible delight that he daily saw these fish

exercising their skill in shooting at a fly

;

and they never missed their mark. Pallas
continued this account from Governor
Hommel's letters two years subsequently,
remarking that when the jaculator fish
intends to catch a fly or any other insect
which is seen at a distance, it approaches
very slowly and cautiously, and conies as
much as possible perpendicularly under the
object; then the body being put in an
oblique situation, and the mouth and eyes being near the
surface of the water, the jaculator stays a moment quite
immovable, having its eyes fixed directly on the insect,
and then begins to shoot without ever showing its mouth
above the surface of the water, out of which the single
drop shot at the object seems to rise. With the closest
attention. Governor Honimel never could see any part of
the mouth out of water, though he has very often seen
the jaculator fish shoot a great many drops one after
another without leaving its place and fixed situation."
When about to leave Washington to install the Fish

Commission exhibit at Chicago I learned that two ofiicers
of the U. S. Navy had seen the archer fish feeding in
Siam and obtained from them a- promise to lay before the
readers of Forest and Streajm the recollection of their
experience in this connection. The following letters
were kindly sent me with permission to publish them:
"Civil Ekgineer's Office, United States Navy Yard,

Washington, D. C, April 10, lSm.~Dr. Tarleton H.Bean:
Dear Sir—Your favor of the 2d inst. asking for my expe-
rience with the archer fish in Siam was duly received. It
gives me much pleasiu-e to relate to you that in February,
1873, I was serving on board the U. S. S. Monocacy when
we made a visit to Bangkok, the capital of Siam.
"While there we were invited by one who was then

called the Second King of Siam to visit his palace. He
took VIS into his firivate garden and stopped by a small
fish pond. In a few moments a man appeared with a
small twig which was completely covered with some kind
of small insect. The butt of this twig or branch was stuck
into the ground just at the edge of the pond and slightlv
tnchned over the water.
"Immediately a small school of fish came to the surface

near the twig and began shooting drops of water from
then- noses at the insects. As the insects were struck with
a drop of water they fell into the pond and were devoured
by the fish. In a very short time the twig was cleared of
the insects, and, as I recollect, there seemed to be more
than one hundred of them.
"I also noticed that when a fly tried to cross the pond

it would be chased by the fish, all of them sending drops
of water after it, and the fly was usually captured. The
drop of water seemed to go about six feet.

"Tlie fish looked, as I remember, something like our
yellow perch, but darker, and about 5in. long. The water
they were in was, I think, fresh. The performance of
these fish on that occasion was one of the most interesting
things I have ever seen.

"I have told this incident occasionally, but it seems to.

be skeptically received, probably being ponsidered a

saflor's yarn, but it is absolutely true. Very truly yours,
F. W. DiOKiNS, Commander, U. S. Navy."

"United States National Musetjm, Washington,
April 7.—Dr, Tarleton H. Bean: Dear Sir—In reply to
your letter of the 2d inst. , I send you the following brief
account of the archer fish, I regret I cannot give you a
more definite descripjtion of the physical proportions and
markings of this fish, but nineteen years has dulled my
memory.
"The U. S. S. Monocacy was at Bangkok, the capitol

Of Siam, in February, 1874. During a reception given to
the officers of the ship by the Second or A^'ice King, His
Majesty conducted us through his palace and the exten-
sive garden surroimding it. In this garden was a pool of
clear water, but whether it was fresh, brackish or salt I

am unable to say, and in the pool was a large number of
the archer fish. When we arrived at the pool, one of the
King's attendants brought a bushy limb, two feet or more
long, and set one end of it in the groimd so that tlie

bushy portion overhung the water. Immediately from
aU parts o£ the pool came the fish, and on arriving near

baby bird into a cage, and at whatever window we place
it the watchful parent quickly finds it. Day after day
she comes, sometimes with a wriggling and unhappy
worm or a buzzing horse-fly, then by way of dessert, as
we say, dainty white moths or slender mosquitoes are
brought.
When I take the little one from the cage, as I some-

times do, and let it perch on my hand, it seems quite fear-

less, and often tucks its head under its wing in apparent
content. All night it is as quiet as a mouse, but early in
the morning wc hear sounds which tell us that parent and
child are giving each other greeting. In fact, as day by
day the faithful little ministrant flutters like a streak of
sunshine at our window, we feel our hearts gladdened,
and we remember that some have entertained angels un-
awares. B. T.

FOX AND DEER PETS.
I SAW the other day a statement that a certain person

had a tame fox and a fcajne deer, and the writer said this

J- J, , —„ was a remai'kable fact, as these animals were the most
the bush they commenced to bombard it by ejecting each ; difficult to be reduced to the dominion of man. Now, I
a drop of water among the branches. We soon discovered
that this bombardment had a definite purpose, for the
branch was peopled by a great number of small ants, and
nearly every drop of water shot by the archer hit an ant
and knocked it off the l5ranch into the water where it was
instantly snapx^ed up by the expectant fish. As long as
any ants remained on the limb the firing was incessant;
but in a very few minutes aRcommotion ceased. The last

ant had fallen with the last drop of water.
"To show that the fish were sharpshooters and not firing

at random, the King caused some flies to be let loose over
the pool. This was an afl:air of wing shooting Avith a
bullet, and so well was it done that few of the flies reached
the shore safely. I do not mean to say that every fish

hit a fly every time he fired his drop, but he always came

have seen several foxes as gentle as kittens, though I

think all were under the restraint of a chain.
While driving in Allegany county, N. Y. , last summer,

I saw two little boys playing with a fox which was fast-

ened to a stake. The boys were clothed' very much as
the Lady Godiva, of fragrant memory, and were lying on
their bellies literally, rubbing the belly of Eeynard with
their hands, just as one plays with a kitten. The fox lay
on his back and permitted, and even invited, this human
attention, showing signs of satisfaction, licking the boys'
hands and nibbling their fingers and squirming about
with all four legs limp in the air. He would then jump
up and spring away to the length of his tether, but would
shortly return to the boys, who had not moved, and the
same performance would be repeated. It was a hot day

and the horse was permitted to enjoy the
shade, standing in the cool stream, while
the fox and the boys disported for my en-
joyment.
When I was a boy of 12 living in western

Pennsylvania, my elder brother caught a
fawn about the time of wheat harvest.
There were no game laws then , and pre-
cious little game in consequence.
Some one had killed a doe, and the little

spotted daughter, deprived of the maternal
font, came out of the woods into a wheat
field, where our old dog, Eover, found and
chased it.

Rover, I suppose, was a mongrel, but he
was a close friend of mine, and I love his

memory still. He would chase anything
as long as it would run, but I don't think
he ever bit a living thing except a flea or
an unruly pig. WeU, he found the poor
fawn and chased it through the wheat,
and perhaps you can surmise what the
cradlers said on the morrow. There were
no reaping machines in those days. My
brother followed and found the dog lying
down, with tongue out, guarding the
corner of the fence, where the fawn had
lain down from sheer exhaustion. The
fence was too high to be jumped, and the
space between the rails too narrow to be
passed. When brother came up the fawn
tried to do both alternately, but was caught
by the tyrant man and brought home.
My brother's clothing Avas not worth

mentioning when he got to the house, the
sharp hoofs of the frightened fawn having
stripped his raiment into ribbons.

She was put in the barn, and by my
father's direction I went there, and opening

the door very softly, stepped in and set clown a basin
containing half a pint of milk, and looked at the animal
a few minutes without trying to approach her; but even
then she was so frightened she tried to get through the
cracks on the further side of the barn.

I came away quietly and in about an hour father told

me to go out again with a little milk; to stand still and
look at the deer a short time, and if she had drank the
milk in the basin to replenish it and withdraw. Well,
the milk was gone, but the deer was frightened at sight

of me, though not so frantic as before. I poured in the
milk and came away.
About an hour afterward father told me to repeat the

feeding in same manner. When I opened the door this

third time she came up and laid her httle nose confidingly

in my hand, and that is all the taming she ever had.
Thereafter she Avould follow me as faithfully as Rover
did; and dog and deer became fast friends. I was very
proud of her companionship, for she preferred mine to

any other human society, doubtless remembering the
liand that first fed her.

Father, Avho was an old deer slayer, said that a deer,

especiaUy a young one, could be very easily tamed by
gentle kindness, and my limited experience shows that

he Avas right.

I will not tell you of Fanny's tragic death, for even at

this distance of time it is painful to recall.

AuousTA, Me. KENN E. BeC.

THE ARCHER FISH. ^Nattoai. Sizb.

veiy near the mark, and as several wei-e usually after the
me fly the chanc s of escape for the latter were limited.

I

"The fisb, as I remember it, was about 4in. long, flat,

(and of brilliant coloring. When he ejected the liquid at
his prey his mouth appeared to be slightly abovt^ the sux'-

face of the water. As the bush with the ants upon it was
jjlaced about a foot and a half above the surface of the
pool, I judge that was about the distance at which eft'ec-

tive shooting could be done by this fish, for if he were
able to hit at longer range Ave would probably have had a
further exhibition of his skUl. The ease with which an
ant was dislodged from the branch to which he was cling-
ing suggests the possibility that the drop that disabled
him might not be water, but a secretion from the mouth
or throat of the fish and of a viscous character. From
the personal interest taken by the King in giving us this
exhibition, it is probable that the archer fish is rare in
Siam. I have never seen it elsewhere. Very respect-
fully, C. H. White.

Medical Inspector U. S. Navy.

There remains to be said about the archer fish that it

is small, seldom exceeding 5 or 6in. in length. It is

brightly colored and bears hve dark bands, one of which
passes above and below the eye, Avhile the soft dorsal fin

is ornamented with an ocellated black spot encircled by a
narroxA- Avhite ring. Cantor states that the Malays con-
sider its llesh exceUent, and eat it both fresh and dried.

T. H. B.

Mother Love.

What seemed to our household a curious and beautiful
thing happened one day last week. A tiny baby bird fell

with piercing shrieks into our kitchen doorway, and with-
out Avaiting for an invitation, hopped across the room and
perched on the wash-tubs.

Its cries, which never ceased, and which seemed mar-
velous coming from such a tiny throat, Avere so penetrat-
ing that soon tlie family were assembled in the kitchen.
I put out my liand to the fluffy little creature, when to
my surprise it hopped on my finger and perched there.
A cry from the cook made us turn, and in through

the window flew a beautiful yeUowbird. She circled
round above our heads, all the time uttering the shrillest

cries. We sat motionless, watching. AU at once she The depictions of form assumed by varieties of fish with-
darted toward me, alighted on my shoulder, ran down out any ascertained purpose being gained thereby seems
my arm, hopped to my hand and poked asquirming worm wonderful. Instance the starfish, the pipefish, the dog-
down the httle one's throat. Then aAvay she flew out of fish, the eyed torpedo, the skate. The egg cases of the
the window. skate are popularly caUed skate barrows, being Avonder-
That wQ^ a week ago. Since then we have putj^the ' fully formed like a common, band barrow . Fishy.

Curious Cullings.

A run of salmon in the Nehalem River, Wash. , last fall

was so extensive that thousands were speared by the resi-

dents.

The climbing perch is a native of Asia and possesses the
peculiar power of walking over dry land. The Anabas is

another fish remarkable for this.

The sea hoi-se, another monstrositj'-, is gi-eatly like the
quadruped from which it takes its name, and the hkeness
is heightened by two apparent ears that project from the

sides of its head. And so on without hmit from the
wriggler in a mite of water to the mighty wriggler of the
deep.
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Visitors to our Exhibit in the Angrlingr Pavilion at

the World's Fair should not fail to examine the
stock of "Forest and Stream" books which will

be shown by the attendant.

GOLDEN DAYS IN NORTH DAKOTA.
Chicago, 111.—On a golden autumn morning, with four

others, I found myself pulling out of Grand Rapids,
North Dakota, behind horse-flesh of well known quali-
ties, and all of us hopefully bound for tlie Missouri at a
point near Fort Yates. Our motto was "Missouri or
bust;" and as we never reached our destination, self-con-
victed, we must have certainly been in that interesting
state of "bust." We were a gay party as we started out
that auspicious morning for the long line of hills which
ever seemed just a. little way ahead, but over which in
reality we were traveling from the very start.

This part of Dakota—western part of La Motire, Logan
and Emmons counties, in one continuous panorama of
rolling land and low hillB; the hills getting higher and
rougher as you go west, being more or less covered with
stones and bouldei-s.

The first day was uneventful. We stopped at noon for
dinner and a game of cards under the wagon. Our water
was carried in a barrel in the wagon. We also carried a
supply ot wood and some oats for the horses. Our stove
was a very simple affair. It consisted of a small square
hole dug in the ground covered over with an iron grate.
On this you can set your kettles and pots, and have din-
ner in no time. This arrangement takes very little wood—^a^big item where it has to be carried—and does not roast
a person along with the victuals. After dinner we care-
fully replaced our utensils in the wagon, piled in our-
selves and resumed om- jolting, joyous journey; telling
stories, smoking and reading, for we had not yet reached
the game region. At night, however, we were beyond
all signs of civilization and from then on we traveled by
compass. Our tent was pitched at night on top a high
knoll. We cut some grass in the slough for the horses,
ate supper, put the horses in the tent (this was the idea
of the owners, who owned most of the outfit, and who
were anxious that the horses be saved from the carnivo-
rous mosquitoes), and went to bed in and under the
wagon, with a gentle breeze stirring the canvas and
countless stars nodding us good-night. A tremendous
crash awoke us all with a start; the stai's had gone to
bed and the cover which nature had drawn was belching
forth torrents of water, while jagged hghtning was play-
ing everywhere. But I was so weary that I went into
the tent and lay down on a pile of harness and was imme-
diately in the land of nod.
The morning was bright and sunny, and the breeze

was inexpressibly fresh and invigorating. After break-
fast we threw our tent, wood, cooking utensils, ourselves,
etc. into the wagon, and away we went westward. We
shot some ducks and plover a* we journeyed. The water
for the horses had given out, and as we were desirous of
a small guzzle we stopped at an inviting slough; w^aded
in three abreast, with much noise, in order to drive the
wigglers to other shores, and strained out a barrel of nice,
yellow, warm water; and we could now look the horaes
in the face. Incidentally we drank a little ourselves.
As we jom-neyed we noticed long, winding, deep,

parallel paths stretching far away across the hills. They
were melancholy reminders of happy days long passed,
made by countless buffalo, and all around lay bleached
skulls and bones. The tops of the hills hereabouts were
covered with small circles of stones. I was at a loss to
account for this, but afterward learned that they were
23laced there by the Indians to hold down the bottom of
their wigwams.
Night again found us at another encampment. We sat

late around the camp-fire that night, conjuring up the
past. We were in the heart of tlie past, as it were, and
om- gi-oup was no less silent than the spirits of those
who were once encamped on the very spot occupied now
by ourselves. I slept that night in the tent with the
horses and dog, and my lullaby was the swish, swish of
the horses' tails as they caressed the joyous mosquito

After breakfast we put our guns in the wagon, carefully
covered them with the tent, wood and cooking utensils,
and jogged toward our destination. One of my colleagues
was reading aloud for the edification of the horses, when
our schooner came to a sudden halt. Right in front of us,
on the opposite side of the knoll, there stood looking at us
about twenty beautiful antelope. I carefuUj^ dug down
into the bottom of the wagon, upset the barrel of water
as gently as possible, sat down in the box of crackers, and
at last found my rifle. Strange to relate, the cuiious
creatures had not moved, but stood watching us with
great calmness. The horses would not stand still enough
for me to shoot from the wagon, and so I accommodated
them by jumping out. Standing on the ground I could
only see the heads of my poor victims. I selected a head
with a nice pair of horns, and shot just to see if I could
satisfy then- curiosity, and I found myself entirely suc-
cessful. Away they went. By this time my companions
got out their long range shotguns, and after waiting until
the antelope were far enough away to shoot without being
too badly mangled, began a Fort Sumter bombardment.
Meanwhile I was pumping the Winchester. I must have
overshot. Let me advise whoever goes after antelope not
to overshoot. It is also very bad not to shoot quick enough.
The dog became disgusted and took a hand." He made a
dive from the wagon, to which he was chained. Some-
thing gave way and away went the dog in hot pursuit. If
he hadn't been distanced he would have been running vet.
He was a Newfoundland, a fine dog on skunks, but a'ht-
tle rusty in this line. The same owner who owned the
korses, tent, wood, cooking utensils, etc., owned the dog.
That night our camp was by a deep, wild-looking"

wooded ravine. A most romantic spot. After dai-k I
went a short distance from camp, and sat me down on a
boulder to view the effect made by the tent, wagon,
horses, camp-fire, moving figures and the dog. set off to
good effect by the gloomy ravine as a background. Tra-
ditions and stories of frontier tales began to flit across
my mind, and were made all the more real as I viewed
our own camp.
In the morning I found an eagle's nest, and appropri-

at<-'d two young birds which I found i;^ it. I was verj^

proud of them. We carefully put the dog in the wagon,
threw in the tent, wood, eagles and cooking utensils, and
toddled along. All day, ever and anon, deer and ante-
lope were sighted on adjoining hiUs. We kiUed ducks,
plover and snipe on this day, as we did on every day of
our trip, but we did not exert ourselves sufficiently to kill

any larger game. We preferred to loll in the wagon and
shoot what got in our way, rather than undergo the
trouble of much walking. One member of our party,
who rode the only saddle horse in the party, rode down
into the bed of a slough prospecting for fresh water. As
he got among tiie long grass up jumped a big buck not
10ft. away. The deer removed to an adjacent knoU and
looked the situation in the face. Charlie, who was the
one looking for the water, did not have his gun with him.
Of course not. What does a person, who is looking for
water, want of a gun? O, no; his gun was in the wagon
under the various paraphernaha. We were not far off in
the wagon. I grabbed my rifle and the others their long-
distance shotguns, and the skunk dog grabbed his voice
and let out an imearthly howl. Forgetting that he was a
captive he shut his eyes and jumped. His chain tightened
and his hindlegs only touched the earth. He gave up
another wail at this juncture. The disease was infectious,
and the horses took a hand and stampeded, showing great
speed. The dog dangled 'twixt heaven and earth. I sent
up a fervent prayer that he would be strangled. Vain
request. The devil was with him; his collar broke, and
he was as free as Monte Cristo. In the meantime Charlie
had run the horses down, and we were in running order
agaiti. One of us, Biurt by name, a light, graceful youth,
jumped lightly into the wagon and sat himself doVn on
my young eagles. Their graves are near that spot.

I will not weary you any longer. The grain which we
brought along for the horses finally gave out, and as the
grass was too meager and dry to 'sustain them we were
obliged to turn homeward. As it turned out one of the
horses gave out just as we reached home; and it was only
by an effort that he was saved. We only got about
half-way across Emmons county. From a hunting stand-
point so far as large game was concerned, the trip was a
failure; from a healthful, happy, romantice standpoint it

was a great success. The days were fresh and sunny;
golden gems as they come to my memory now. This was
five years ago. Game must be scarcer' there now. But
in those days that part of Dakota was a paradise. If we
had made the effort, undoubtedly with the assistance of
the dog, we would have killed much game. But as we
had a destination in view, and a limited time to make the
trip, I will leave those as my excuses.
We arrived home brown, healthy and with a wonder-

fully developed faculty for sleep. Old Avalaijcsble.

DUCK SHOOTING IN NEBRASKA.
The spring of 1892 was an exceptionally rainy one for

Nebraska, causing numerous wet weather lakes in por-
tions of the State, thereby making splendid lays for
ducks and geese, more especially ducks. Purchasing a
team of ponies, wagon, etc., the writer, in company with
his brother Nate, loaded camping outfit and were off for
a trial at ducks.
Having had very rainy weather for three weeks past

we naturally figured on a let up soon. The roads were
very heavy, nevertheless we pushed on en route for
Boone Lake. Needless to recount in detail our flounder in
a niire hole. Suffice it to state that we landed on the op-
posite side, mud and water being the principal part of om-
make-up. However, we were repaid shortly by running
right into some fine jacksnipe ehoctting, and mud and
water were soon forgotten. I scored some good shots
which had a tendency to rattle Nate, but he redeemed his
record on the outcome by returning to the wagon with a
goodly number of jacksnipe.
Resuming our journey, a few miles further brought us

to Boone Lake. A good-sized patch of timber . standing
about 100yds. from the lake afforded an excellent location
to pitch camp, which we did in short order. Nate had
caught sight of 200 or 300 ducks collected in good-sized
flocks, quietly feeding here and there on the lake, but the
agreement was that camp should be made before any
hunting was allowed, as it was still early in the da.y, and
wehoped to obtain even better shooting by waiting till

toward evening and catch the ducks coming in for the
night. Nevertheless the sight of those ducks gave Nate
an iinpulse that I had never seen exhibited in him before
(barring a movement he once readily assumed on a bear
hunt with me), and the way things moved for a while
would have done credit to amuch more pretentious person
than Nate. Tent up, a hasty meal, ponies hobbled and
tm-ned loose, a good supplj'^ of loaded shells, and om-
"wadei-s" on and away we went.
Did the reader ever experience trying to hold an excited

sportsman within bounds as you were making a sneak
upon a bunch of ducks? If so, you can appreciate the
part I played in covering that 100yds. between timber and
lake. Withal we made a very good sneak, and succeeded
in emptying four shells of No. 4s at long range among a
flock of mallardB, six being secured. On the rise several
good shots were scored by both.
The ducks began rising all around the lake, but kept

circhng, and seemed decided in staying for the night.
The truly fine sport then opened. Wading out into the
water, where I was partly concealed by the tall weeds
and rushes, I had excellent shooting, which lasted about
an hour; and for the gather I was obliged to make several
trips into the lake, coming out loaded, while Nate put in
a goodly portion of his time inventing excuses as to his
jxjsition, action of his gun, etc.

Gathering our shoot, we retm-ned to camp, had supper,
enjoyed a smoke, built up a good fixe in the tent stove,
and lay around commenting on each other's shots of the
evening's sport. Confidentially between the reader and
myself, Nate is a better wing-shot than I myself; but it

takes a dandy to beat me around the camp-fire. After
making a programme for the morning's hunt, a game or
two at cards to decide who would be elected to build fires

and prepare breakfast, which as usual resulted in Nate's
election, we turned in.

Five o'clock A. M, Rain, rain; will it never stop?
Nevertheless as soon as breakfast is over, dishes washed
(an unusual action in the average camp), we put off for
the lake. Shooting similar to that of evening previous,
except that Nate put the writei- to shame by more than
doubling his record. The score now stood two to one in
Nate's favor. Something must be done on the morrow.
How I worised md did olQ§e sh^otang, taking twut few

chance shots. But the result of the previous day repeated
itself. Before starting to gather what ducks I had shot
I was carefid to get the exact location of Nate, so as to

aUow him time to gather and start for camp and not come
into contact with him, as I did not wish him to see what
I had killed. Upon reaching camp with our game, we
usually tied the ducks on a heavy cord and himg them on
a tree near by. In relating this special i)art of the hunt,
I am obliged to divulge a secret thus far kept to myself,
which, should this come before the notice of Nate, will

explain something which heretofore has been a mystery
and a source of joking at his expense. As before stated,

I had allowed time for Nate to gather hie ducks and re-

turn to camp, then gathering what few belonged to nay
credit, I started for camp also. As expected, Nate was
in the tent starting a fire in the tent stove. tJpoli com"
ing up to the tree where hung the trophies of previous
shooting, I quickly severed a string containing twenty of
more ducks, and as it was raining and blowing, and Nate
was busy at the fire, my movement was not noticed by
him, and I had no difficulty in adding my morning's
shoot to this string; and walking into the tent I indiffer-

ently remarked that we had had pretty good shooting.
Nate said, "You must have had it then, because I did
poor enough. " About that time he caught sight of the
string I had carelessly tossed on the floor. It was a stand
off between his mouth and eyes as to which opened wid-
est. A hasty coimt, a long breath, and then "You are
the luckiest man that ever puUod ti-igger. Every duck
that raised off of that lake kept circhng until some stray
shot from yom- gun accidentaBy hit him."

I took in the cot, and attempted no answer. That
string of dead ducks filled the pxurpose. "Never mind,
my boy," continued he, "I'll rub you on this evening's
shooting." And I could readily 'see a. determination,
which would call for closer shooting on my part than I

had done that morning. Often since have I hstened
(with secret dehght) to 'Nate recounting this same duck
hunt, with the result of the score (about ten in my favor),

and have felt that he ought to be rightly informed. But
fearing to spoil a good story have remained quiet until
now. Should this come before hiin, as I expect it wiU,
as he is a close reader of Forest and Ste.ea-M, I have a
brother's ti-ust that he will pardon me, even though he
did come from Chicago to outshoot a Nebraskan. The
following day we broke camp, being obliged to secure a
large team of horses to pull us out of the mud; for the
continuous rain had made extremely bad roads, which
necessitated our giving up further hunting, although our
intention was to travel northwest to be absent three weeks
or more, as ducks and geese were vei-y plentiful. I shall

some time give an account of one or two of Nate's and
mj experiences in the Rockies of Colorado on a recent
deer and bear hunt. If there is any one place where
Nate does loom up it is on a bear hunt. J- S. O.

FARMERS AND TOWN SPORTSMEN.
Wilmington, Delaware.

—

Harnng read your publication
from its inception, and as a subscriber after the first and
second year, and having had much pleasure from the
perusal, as weU as information, listening to the pros and
cons, I feel it onl}'- fair to A^entilate my views.
Your columns have been loaded with the views of city

sportsmen and flj^-fishers to such an extent that it might
be inferred that it was a crime to live in the comatr}^, and
own land and farm the same. City sportsmen legislate

to pass certain laws prohibiting this, that and the other,

upon lands they have no right or title upon, then haul up
the son of a farmer and fine or imprison him for violation

of law for killing or trapping, while they themselves pro-
pose to go scot free for trespass on property of farmers,
regardless of breaking fences and other damage. To a
fair-minded man this seems a little one-sided. As a fair

man I see no reason why a farmer, owning or not owning
the land, is compelled or stayed by the law from killing,

taking or trapping any quail, pheasants, or rabbits (as

they may become a nuisance) upon his property , or having
such right, cannot delegate it to others.

The law as enacted says (virtually) you may not kill or
destroy. Suppose quail become a plague, am I compelled
to keep them to the extent of being driven from my farm
(if I had one) for the benefit of others who have enacted
a law for their benefit, leaving me in the cold?

Again, the law says that traps and snares are illegal.

Suppose I owned 500 acres of land which belongs to my-
self and children. Quail, rabbit, pheasants, etc. , are cost-

ing me in a year ten times their value. Am I debarred
from getting them out of the way? Well, I would risk it

with a game warden at my side and doubt whether he
would not better be out of the way than in it. SuppoBe
the faz-mer had children and was too poor to buy the boy
or boys a gun. Farmer, wife and family like quail,

pheasant, rabbit. Why should they who have fed the

game not have it? They have fed the game; the game
lived off of them. Supix>se the farmer and family axe not
wealthy, have no time to learn to shoot on the whig, no
$50 dog and no gun. Why sliould they not trap and
snare (as they like quail) upon their own premises? And if

thoy did, who would know it but a trespasser, who is

equally breaking the law by being upon premises he has
no right upon?
Having upon the soil of New Jersey, Pennsylvania,

New Y'ork, Delaware, Iowa, Colorado, New Mexico, Ari-

zona, Kansas, Illinois, Oregon and Washington, and
many other States, kicked and torn down snares set by
the ownere and inheritors of the soil upon which tlie

snares were set for quail, pheasants, etc., I have often and
frequently wondered whether I did right in so doing.

Why, were I a farmer's boy, with no money to buy a
gun, no money for cartridges, no dog to show the game,
and no time to be an expert wing shot with a gun. yet

liking game as well as my city brothers, why should I not
have it? Surely the end justifies the meajis.

How many of us would starve to death in a deer country
in a close season, close season or not? and where would
the man come from to prosecute us?

I am aware that the above sentiment would, or will,

open the flood gates of controversy, but to me it seems
that the so-called city sportsman has laws passed too

entirely for his own benefit and does not sufficiently look

at the other end of the stick. Fairness and equity look

at both sides. How many city sportsmen (gunneis and
fishermen) obtain permission to trespass? I will plainly

say, with them I have broken (in climbing over) more
panels of fence in on,% day than a mechanic's wages for

@ week would rebuild^ Being modest ajad uaassuaung I
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did not wait and ask for the bill. In Iowa once, when three

of us were prairie chicken shooting, one man at each
post pressing the wire fence down and the other driving

over it, I have often wondered wha,t in equity we owed
for fence. In these parts there are many panels of fence

down to my debt, and with the elastic conscience of the

city sportsman, all I have so far to say is the fence was
too weak (to carry a 180-pound man).
Now, I am not a growler, but, honestly, I have gunned

with sportsmen who would let on that they would rather

be shot than take any advantage of the birds. I have
started with such but never returned with them, a few
honorable exceptions excepted. I am a fisherman also.

Fly-fishers nearly invariably use bait and catch the
largest fish with it; so while I start with them I rarely

return with the Al fly-fisher. They become demoralized
and when nothing else is effective use bait.

Shoiild this be of sufficient importance it may be taken
exception to, and as I do not desire controversy, I will

say that I am not a country boy. I own no land except in

a city. I am not sufficiently poor to be compelled to trap
or snare game. I would, if the reverse were the case,

upon my own place, and would fight any one who med-
dled. While blessed with more of this world's goods than
the average country boy, I see no reason why you compel
him and his parents to do without the toothsome quail,

pheasant, rabbit and trout, which are as sweet to him
even when not taken by your standards. Living in a city

where the taxes are very high, as I do, how would 1 hke
the countryman and his family to step in and further in-

crease our taxes, with no corresponding advantages to
me? Is not the case parallel? Let us be a httle more kind
to those who feed the game. Ask for permission to hunt,
and, like men, pay for broken fences and such damages
as are committed. For years I have thought that the
country boy and farmer, with a good taste and love of
sport, have been living under the rule of hogs, by which
title sportsmen designate all who do not agree witti them,
and just kill sufficient game to keep within the limit

which each self-stjded sportsman sets up for himself, out-

side of which one is a hog. Having lived over half a cen-
tury, having dwelt in handsome civilization, and having
camijed out in the Rockies and southern California, Ari-
zona and New Mexico for a year, having been hungry and
thirsty, and as age creeps on, I hope, growing more chari-

table, I would speak for those who, as many of us, like

game, but cannot, or, at least, can ill afford, to kill it by a
standard which many of us have legislated for. I ques-
tion whether our legislation or the farmer's boy is right.

M. U. Skrat.

Quite Rightly Dubbed "Cattle."

Saginaw, East Side, Mich., July 26. Editor Forest and
Stream: When the Michigan Game W^arden Bill was
first passed a number of the sportsmen here in Saginaw
raised a fund by private subscription to put a game
warden in the field, as our board of supervisors would not
pay for any services of this kind. We employed Henry
Connor, who did good work for us as long as we were
able to keep him in the field. Since then he has been on
the police force, and still retained his interest in game pro-
tection matters. He is a thorough sportsman and a pot-
hunter that violotes the law is liable to get into trouble if

Henry knows it. Last night he came to my house with a
little box in which were the bills of five freshly killed
woodcock. They had been sent him by some law-breaker
who gloried in shooting out of season and took this means
of rubbing it into the ex-deputy game warden. It is a
shame that the guilty party cannot be ferreted out and
given a dose of justice. Evidently was not hunting for
the market or he would not have cut the bills off from
them, neither did he know enough to have them properly
cooked or he would not have mutilated them. He was
probably one of the kind that took them home and had
them boiled, and could not tell by the flavor whether he
was eating blackbirds or pork. It is too bad that this kind
of cattle exist and thrive on this green earth of ours, but
they do just the same. W. B. Mebshon.

A Miss and a Hit.

Among the most singtdar shots in the experience of the
sportsman was that made by Edward Douthet of Hunt-
ington, W. Va. Near the Ches. and Ohio R. R. shoiw is

a swampy ground, the resort of snipe in the spring and
occasionally ducks. While hunting in this place a snipe
rose before him, flying low. He fired and missed it. Im-
mediately a number of teals flew out of the weeds and
grass. He then heard splashing ahead, and going to the
place from which the noise came he saw, to his great
astonishment, that he had killed four of the ducks. His
sm-prise was a double one, that he killed ducks of whose
presence he was not aware, and missed a snipe in plain
view; for our friend Douthet is a formidable competitor
in the field of any of our wing shots. N. D. Elting.

Bad, but Funny.
It happened many years ago, but is worth relating.

Some parties living near Highland, on the Hudson, were
out sailing in a rowboat one night when they discovered
a flock of ducks swimming in the mouth of a small
stream that empties into the river. "Ha! a prize." They
had settled it in their minds that wild ducks would not
fly by the hght of the moon, and they accordingly tested
their faith by their good works and killed every web-foot
with their oars. The next morning, when doubtless one
of the party was debating on the comparative utility of
gun and oar as a ' 'persuader" of ducks, he found that his
call of "peely, peely," had not its usual effect, for no
ducks responded; they laid dead in his own house.

N, D. Elting.

Sheathing Paper for Camping.
Little Falls, N. Y.—"Up North" last week I ran

across a new idea in the camping line. One of my custo-
mers takes in a roll of heavy sheathing paper, puts up a
frame and covers with paper. The idea to me seems
good and I would hke, through the Forest and Stream,
some of the brethren's ideas and plans for frames for^this,
say a portable form, L. S. ' S.

Cresson Springs on the Pennsylvania Railroad.
The PennsyJvauia Eailroad announces that all through trains will

stop, until I'ui-ther notice, at Oresson. on the Summit of the Allegheny-
Mountains. This will afford passengers to and from the World's Fair
an opportunity to breali the journey and enjoy a few days at this
delightful resort.—^<.( CI

Visitors to our Exhibit in the Angling- Pavilion at
the World's Fair should not fail to examine the
stock of "Forest and Stream" books which will

be shown by the attendant.

ANGLING NOTES.
Sunapee Lake.

Returning home after an absence of two weeks at Sun-
apee Lake, N. H., I veiy naturally looked over Forest
AND Stream to see what had occurred while I had been
away, and read Payson's letter in the issue of July 8. One
sentence struck me withpecuhar force, under the circum-
stances. It is this: "Lake Sunapee, the alleged home of
the black bass, and Newfound Lake, where trout are said
to abound, are extending less attraction to our fishermen
at this tune than they have in years gone by." The par-
ticular expression that caught me is that Sunapee is the
"alleged home" of the black bass. Possibly I do not un-
derstand what constitutes really the home of this fish, but
my experience has taught me that this is what Sunapee
Lake actually is. It is not hke waters that I have fished
in Canada,where one could catch 2001bs. of black bass per
day and salt them down by the barrel if so incHned; nor
hke Glen Lake, in New York, where I have caught small-
mouth black bass of Sjlbs. in weight; nor hke Lake Cham-
plain, where I have caught 501bs. , on occasion, before
breakfast; nor like some other waters that I might men-
tion where I have made large scores of bass, but it is a
place where one can go out and by casting a fly take a
dozen or two bass that will afford all the sport that a
reasonable man should desire. I took with a fly, by cast-
ing, eighteen bass one day; they were not large, 2Ubs.
being the largest, but they were more than could berised,
so I putback all that could not be used at once. A man who
fished nearly all one day in one place with live bait, said
he caught forty bass. Why he did so I do not know, for he
could not use them. I might have equalled this nvuuber,
but I had no use for the fish and I never waste fish
simply to make a score. I have been about the country
quite a bit seeking fish, but I do not know of a pond or
lake, large or small, that affords prettier fly-fishing for
black bass than Sunapee Lake. I have never made a
business of fishing for black bass at Sunapee for the reason
given, but I have seen enough bass on the shores and
shoals to know that they are very plentiful in the lake,
and very much at home. Quoting from the journal of
my first visit to Simapee in 1890: "Monday and Tuesday
while I was catching trout and hoping to catch a salmon,
Mr. Cleveland devoted himself to black bass fishing. One
could scarcely go amiss of good fishing grounds for bass
of the small-mouth species, the only kind that Simapee
contains. Monday he brought to the hotel fourteen bass
and returned far more than that number to the water.
Tuesday he brought in twenty-three, and again returned
many to the water to grow. The bass were not large, the
largest being 2|lbs.; but every rocky point and every
shoal furnished its quota of bass." This year I found
young bass in large numbers along the shores, showing
that they are breeding rapidly. Some of the bass that I
caught the last of June had not spawned, but on July 1 I
saw a brood of young bass just hatched. There has been
one trouble with the bass fishing in Sunapee which is now
corrected. The bass went down the outlet stream and
escaped forever from the lake. A screen is now in
position at the outlet which keep the bass in the lake, and
the bass fishing must improve, although it is good enough
now for splendid sport, and any fair fisherman can catch
more than he can use.

IVIoths.

Every man who possesses a fly-book containing flies

knows that moths are fatal to the well-being of the flies,

and one must be constantly on guard to prevent the rav-
ages of these pests. The moths, like Bill Arp's pills, work
night and day, and if one has three or four fly-books and
does not wish to put them in a bank vault behind a time
lock, or in some other similar place, where they cannot
be easily got at, they require as much cai'e as so many
babies in their second year.

I had a big chest made to hold my rods, with trays flush
with the top of the chest for reels, fly-hooks, landing-nets
and the thousand and one things that go to make up an
angler's outfit. In one of the trays was a wooden box,
the cover held down by a brass hook, and in it I kept a
lot of spoon hooks. I opened the spoon box one day and
fotmd that moths had eaten the feathers of one of the
spoons, and had left the skin of a moth larvae on the
feather. One feather only was eaten and nothing left of
the moth but the skin of the case. Both the cover of the
chest and the cover of the spoon box were fitted so closely
that I did not think it possible for a moth miller to get
even into the chest. I have held that instance up for
several years as evidence of what moths can do when
they try. I hold it up no longer. One evening this sum-
mer Mr. F. F. Gunn, of the faculty of Indiana University
when Prof. Jordan was president, came in to see me.
Mr. Gunn said he was going out bu-d hunting, not to kiU
them but to study them, and that hLs field glasses were
not at hand. I offered him mine and went to a closet
where tliey M-^ere hanging on a hook by the strap and got
them. I remarked that I had not used them for a long
time, but presumed they were in order, and at the same
time took the glasses from the case, the cover being held
down by a strap and buckle. I turned the glasses in my
hand and noticed something which in the uncertain hght
appeared to be on one of the object glasses, but it was in-
side the lense. Unscrewing the object glass a dead moth
miller was found inside the tube on the glass. Mr. Gunn
and his wife and my wife were watching me as I un-
screwed the glass and saw the dead miller as I have de-
scribed. If any one wiU teU me how that miller got in-
side the tube of a pah- of field glasses I will be greatly
obhged.

Two Kings at IVIechanicville.

The Troy Times of July 22 stated briefly that on the
morning of that day a bald eagle was seen to fly down to
the surface of the water at the salmon pool in Mechanic-
viUe, and then moujit slowly as if woimded, and fly to the
shore, where it was found that the eagle had taken a
saknon from the pool. Mr. T. L. Pratt, of MechanicviUe,
vouches to me for the truth of the story, and gives the

details as follows: "It was not quite as stated in the paper.
Tlie eagle seized the salmon at the surface, and twice the
fish carried the bird under water, the second time the
eagle lost the salmon, but in a moment captured it again.
The bird did not rise from the water, but kept ttp a rapid
motion with its wings, and fairly towed the fish ashore,
and dragged it up about 80ft. on the beach of the first

island below the bridge." The salmon weighed about Bibs,

and was taken away from the bird by EockweU JeweU.
The question in my mind is, was it an eagle? Two kings
and three pork-bait fishermen would be hard to beat.
Since my last letter the following salmon have been

killed at MechanicviUe;
July 22, E. a. Starlss, Mechanicville 1, UUlbs.
•July 22, D. Bnrk, Mechanicville 1, 14 lbs.
July 23, J. E. Bunce, Mechanicville 1, ll^lbs.

The rains of the past few days have raised the water in
the Hudson to a pitch which has enabled the salmon to
proceed up stream, which they did, passing through the
fishway and leaving the pork pool deserted. Large num-
bers of salmon were seen at the mouth of the Hoosick
River, at Mechanicville, leaping from the water. When
the flood came down and the salmon started up the river
the wheel pit at the pulp mill just below the fishway was
literally filled with rushing, struggling salmon. If the
fishway at Thomson's miUs is in order, as I presume it

is by this time, the salmon can now go up as far as Fort
Edward, where there is a dam that they cannot pass.
There are several branch streams of last resort that the
fish wfll probably go into and spawn. Unless all signs
fail there will be a big run of salmon next year, the result
of planting 450,000 fry and 12,000 fingerlings in 1890.
A friend, a veteran salmon angler, who has killed

salmon with the fly in Scotland, Canada and the United
States, after reading the account of catching salmon with
the pork bait, wrote me: "Had Dr. Johnson been ahve
to-day he probably would have amended his famous say-
ing to read, 'Angling is a line with a piece of hog at one
end and a whole hog at the other.' It is a grand thing
to give the people free salmon fishing, at the same time
it is a pity that the king of all game fishes should be
made to suft'er such an ignominious death."

A^N. Cheney.

SALMON ANGLING AT MECHANICVILLE.
The time has arrived when, to the satisfaction of every

one, it has been proven that salmon can be taken in the
Hudson on a fly. During the last week many salmon
have been taken at this place, and though the catch has
fallen off at present, the excitement still keeps up. The
register of the Hotel Tallmadge, kept by J. H. CampbeU,
formerly chief detective of the city of Troy, shows that
many fishermen arrive daily. As this is the first season
that salmon have been taken with the rod, the fishermen
are not yet acquainted with many pools where they may
be taken. The best ones discovered so far are at the
mouth of the creek that flows from Round Lake and dis-

charges into the Hudson in the middle of this village, and
another one directly in the rear of Hotel Tallmadge at
lowest part of village. In the river bank in the rear of
the hotel are many cold springs which overflow into the
river, and in the cold water within twenty feet of the
shore are salmon which no man can number. The river
banks are lined morning and night with anxious fisher-
men with every description of tackle yet discovered.
Others secure boats and cast their flies from them with
more or less success. Among the lucky ones are the fol-

lowing. The list is not complete, but as far as given is

correct. Louis Boucher has taken the greatest number,
also the largest one, which was taken last Tuesday and .

weighed 17^1bs. The same day T. H. Dutcher, of Troy,
took one of lOlbs on a Jock-Scott; Dr. Richard Bloss, of
Tro)', one, 10+lbs ; Thos. Pratt, of Mechanicville, one,
121bs. ; C. O. Barnes, of Mechanicville, one, 81bs. ; Louis
Boucher, of Mechanicville, one, 81bs,

After 8 o'clock in the evening one was hooked by Fred
Shears and was not landed till after 9 o'clock, which was
found to weigh IS^lbs. On Wednesday John Burke and
Oscar Barnes each took one weighing 8^ and 9ilbs. On
Friday morning a large salmon was hooked by E, A.
Starks of this village, and after playing it for two hours
broke loose and was lost. On Saturday Mr. Starks lost
another, and hooked and landed another weighing lOlba.

Mr. Starks is an experienced fly-fisherman. On Friday
Wni. Vandenbrog took one of about lOlbs., also Geo.
Satterly one of Qllhs. It is expected that the fishing will
be better after a smart shower. Dr. Bloss and family are
registered at Hotel Tallmadge, to stay until the season
closes. State Game Protector Barber takes a hand in fly-

casting from time to time, and sees that the law is

observed. While many of these fishermen cast the fly,

and will take their fish in no other way, it is not true of
all wl3o have taken salmon. The daily papers all over
the State have been ftdl of accounts of salmon being taken
on pork. The pork dodge is simply bosh and is worked
in this manner: On the end of the line is a gang of three
large hooks like those used on a spoon, and above them
on the same fine are strung from three to five hooks with
or without flies, and on one or more are placed a small
piece of salt pork. The salmon are so plentiful and so
near to the riv-er bank, that these persons fish from the
banks, and by casting ont and jerking the hooks in the
water many salmon have been hooked, and in all parts of
body, one being hooked in the tafl.

The story has gone abroad that salmon are taken on
pork, but I find that the hook which has the pork does
not hook the fish. Sportsmen disdain this method and
have taken several honestly on flies, either on the Jock-
Scott or silver-doctor. Some who claim to be sportsmen,
after casting the fly for a while without success, have
worked the pork racket with the rest, and not being suc-
cessful in that have bought them at from S5 to $8 each,
and the next day their names would appear in some daily
paper with a full account of the capture. It would hardly
be fair to give their names to the public, but there are fish,

hogs at Mechanicville who should be served up for salmon
bait. The true sportsmen are also known and respected
and will always be welcomed to our village. If these
practices above mentioned are continued by some of those
who claim kinship with old Izaak, but who are a reproach
to his name, they wQl be exposed in a manner which will
pluck their pinions and cause them to "take a tumble."
MECHJjncvrLLB, N. Y. JOCK-SCOTT.

Anglers' Association of the St. Lawrence.
The tenth annual meeting of the Anglers' Association

of the St. Lawrence River was held at the Walton House,
Clayton, N, Y,, last Wednesday.
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OLD CONNECTICUT SALMON SWIMS.
My summer home is under the Hadley elms; old elms

bending with the weight of two centuries, but still heavy
with frondage, thanks to beneficent nature, and harbor-
ing innumerable birds which continually flit, chatter or
sing, according to their moods and the time of day. It is

within easj' walking distance of what was once one of the
most abounding salmon swims on the continent, none in
Canada excepted, though now, alas ! as bare and empty
as a worn-out circus ring and twice as sad to contem-
plate. Few fish have been caught there since 1800.

That was the year when my father was born.
Of course he never wet a line or dipped a net at that

epoch, but my grandfather, I dare say, often stopped on
his evangelical circuit, in the latter part of the century,
after the Revolutionary War was over and he had laid
down his musket and bandolees, to watch the fishing
operations of the farmers and market netters during the
height of the salmon run in May, gathering as they did
from all j)arts of the Connecticut valley. The experience,
therefore, is quite within my ancestral lines, and being
only two removes back, genealogically, seems almost
within my day—^for I remember my grandfa,ther very weU;
and when I pass my trailing fly over the familiar face of
the pool I incontinently expect to move a fish. But,
alack ! it is like gazing into vacuous eyes from which
the sight has departed, yearning for telepathic responses
which never come. One may flail the emj)ty air with
equal chances of evoking arise as to whip those tenantless
waters for salmon now.
One morning last June I put a St. Lawrence skiff into

the river at the north end of old Hadley street and took a
six-mile pull around the great horseshoe bend which
incloses the town site and meadow, and came out at the
south end, rather less than a mile by land from the start-

ing point. [There are three parallel streets in Hadley
which cross the peninsula, each sixteen rods broad, lined
with stately elms and maples, and carpeted with lawn,
and there are no avenues to compare with them in all the
land.] It was a phenomenal boat ride through a purely
pastoral landscape, with no up-stream current, and
capable of indefinite repetition by simply hauling the
skifi^ across the neck back to the place of beginning—^one
of those few and fluent passages of a chequered life so
often longed for but seldom realized. In the bucolic
stretch of river there were at least three notable salmon
swims in the olden time. One was below the mouth of
Mill River, on the Hatfield side, and it is a reputable
place even now for black bass and pickerel, and an occa-
sional mascalonge. A still more important swim was a
little east of the lower end of old Hadley street, at a
period when the river flowed close up to the bank, instead
of being separated by a wide alluvial flat as at present;
and a third was in Hockanum MeadoAV, right under the
brow of 5It. Holyoke, near the Northampton Ferry. AU
of these are long sweeping reaches with gently moving
current, where the salmon loved to disport and rest after
the ascent of the arduous falls below, an ascent so difli-

cult, indeed, as to effectually bar the upward passage of
shad. The depth of these swims varies from 6 to 20ft.

,

and in no respect whatever do they resemble the tumul-
tous Laurentian pools, or even the Connecticut above
Bellows Falls.

Looking off from the commanding summit of Momit
Holyoke over the extended landscape which verges on
four States, it is a grand sight to survey the expansive
river plain, with its circumvallant mountain ridges, and,
tracing out the sinuous coru'se of the majestic stream,
note the lackadaisical w^ay it has of meandering through
the meadow after it has chafed and elbowed its impetuous
exit from the rugged gateway of the New Hampshire
Notch. It is a vivid expression of the moods and vicissi-

tudes of human life. The Indians called this region Nor-
wottuk, signifying "the midst of the river," which is ap-
propriate. Elbridge Kingsley, the inimitable artist who
has his home and birth-place here, has transferred some
wondrous sweeps of this grand scenery to broad canvases,
every line of which, and bit of color, is full of inspira-
tion. Kaleidoscopes the like of this do not offer them-
selves at every odd corner of the earth, and happy is the
man who can revel in the phantasmagoria. Mr, Kingsley
has made good use of his opportunities, and I commend
his studies to such lovers of nature as are fortunate enough
to have access to them. One may spend hours of pleasure
in his quaint studio.

Sylvester Judd, the historian, of Hadley, says that Elihu
Warner (who hved until 1850, or later) remembered when
forty salmon were caught in a day near the lower end of
old Hadley street, about the year 1773, the largest of which
weighed between 30 and 401bs. Josiah Pierce and six
others operated a seine in Hadley in 1766, from which
they derived considerable joint income, and Northampton
men had fishing places on the river at Hockanum. In
South Hadley there was a noted salmon stand near the
mouth of Stony Brook, and another above Bachelor's
Brook against Cook's Mill. Many salmon were taken at
those places. Twenty-four were caught at one haul of a
seine near Stony Brook which ran from 6 or 8 to 401bs. in
weight. Falls, wherever occurring, were always choice
fishing stands for both Indians and settlei-s, who caught
thejn in pens and scoop nets. South Hadley Falls, called
Patucket in the aboriginal vernacular, was the favorite
place of all. Dipping salmon was arduous but exciting
work. I have seen it practiced on the Columbia and on
the rivers of Nova Scotia. Men stood in mid-stream in
boats and skiffs, or on the margin on eligible rocks,
and with a down stream sweep of the deep, long-
handled scoop bagged the salmonheaded up current.
In like manner they dipped for shad in after years,
when it had come to be no longer regarded as a dis-
reputable fish; but up to the year 1700 those who dipped
for salmon threw the shad away, when they happened
into the meshes. So numerous were the fishermen along
the Connecticut during the season that they and the
lumbermen together sufficed to support a goodly inn kept
for many years by one John Stickney, whose house, a
brown, gambrel-roofed one-story building, stood near the
mouth of Stony Brook for more than a century.
Quoting Sylvester Judd: "Salmon were seldom noticed

in records of the seventeenth century. Salmon nets
began to appear in 1700, and some salmon were salted in
casks by families before and after 1700. They were
seldom sold, and the price in Hartfoi'd in 1700 was less
than one penny per pound. Fish Avere so plenty in the
Connecticut and its branches that laws were not necessary
to regulate fLshing for a long time. There waa a law in

Massachusetts against erecting weirs or fish dams in
rivers without permission from the Court of Sessions.
Petitions for liberty to erect weirs to catch fish in the
Hampshire streams began in 1729, and there were several
after 1760, In Northampton salmon were sold from 1730
to 1740 at one penny per poimd 'ih lawful money.' The
price in 1742 was a penny ha'penny, and from 1750 to
1775 it was commonly two pence per pound. The price
was from two to three pence in 1781 to 1787, four pence
in 1794, and it advanced to seven or eight pence in 1798.
The first dam at South Hadley, about 1795, impeded the
salmon, and the da.m at Montague was a much greater
obstruction, and salmon soon ceased to ascend the river.''

This curt record is enough to make anglers weep.
Dammed for 100 years, the Connecticut has been a fruit-

less stream. Recently reports have become current that
salmon have been taken in its upper Avaters. Let us pray
that this noblest of New England rivers -will be speedily
rehabilitated, then we can all swing the two-handed rod,
and perchance even dip, as our forefathers did. And
what if the price of those regal fish would once more
drop to a pemiy a pound! Wouldn't it be gay?

.
Hadley, Mass. CHARLES HaLLOCK.

BOSTON ANGLERS.
The salmon fishermen are returning, some of them,

while the more fortunate men of leisure will stay another
month. The reports from the Canadian and New Bruns-
wick waters are conflicting. Generally they mention
poor fishing for the season, but of late these reports are
better. More salmon have been taken, but the size runs
rather small. Mr. H. M. Howes, of Boston, is back from
the Southwest Branch of the Miramichi. He was absent
but a feAv days, yet he took two salmon, one weighing
ISlbs. and the other lOUbs. He also took a number of
grilse. Mr. I. W. Adams and .John Fottler, Jr., have been
fishing the St. John, Gaspe, as usual, and they have had
good sport. Mr. Adams has been trying an exjDeriment
and keeping a careful note of the temperature of the
water. He has fished almost altogether with the Jock-
Scot't, though using different sizes. He is convinced that
any good fly will take a salmon, if of sufficient size, when
the temj^erature of the water is between 40° and 60°.

When the water is warmer, he concludes that it is of little

use to fish. The salmon then seem to be sluggish and
will not rise, no matter what the fly is. The largest
salmon taken this year on the St, John weighed 281bs.

Mr. L. Stackpole has had good success on the Nepisquit.
Mr. Daniel Gunn, the veteran Boston printer, as well as

lover of angling, has again made a trip down to the
Provinces for sea trout. He is just back to business, and
he says: "I have done it again." It must not be forgot-
ten that it was Mr. Gunn who was making a speech be-

fore the Massachusetts House of Representatives on some
fisheries subject, when the speech was so good that the
old wooden codfish that has ornamented the house for so
many years, "turned and winked his eye." This time he
has been down to Prince Edward's Island. Landing at
Summerside he tried the trout in that section for a day or
two without much success; there were too many Amer-
icans there for the same purpose. He next went over to
Souris. Here he found a number of American fishermen
also and they were getting some good trout. But they
were jigging them and taking them with bait—any way
to get them—and this Mr. Gunn did not like. The land-
lord at the hotel where he stopped suggested that he fish

with the other guests, but when he objected he said that
he had a boat and w^ould go himself. So he rigged a boat
on wheels, fixed a nice cushioned seat for Mr. Gunn, and
they drove off each day where they pleased. They fished
Eagle Lake and Black Pond, both arms of the sea—or
regularly filled wth tidewater. Mr. Gunn says he never
saw better fishing, when the tide was right. The trout
were particularly beautiful and silvery. He took up to
over Bibs, in weight, but generaUy they were smaller,
from Hlbs. to 21bs. The other sportsmen at the hotel be-
came interested. Mr. Gunn was beating them, in spite

of jigs and bait. The evening before he came away he
took 36 trout—a most beautiful string. As he brought
them to the hotel the sportsmen all gathered around, ad-
miring the fish. They desired Mr. Gunn to give them the
name of the fly he used, particularly as it was his last

time fishing. But that gentleman is not naming his flies

to jiggers and bait fishers, though I have not the slightest

doubt but what it woifld gi^'e him pleasure to post any
reader of the Forest and Stream desiring to fish fairly.

Fishing for cod is popular at this time with Boston
sportsmen who cannot get away for something better.

The other day the employes of the Boston Chamber of
Commerce chartered a tug and went over to the fishing-

grounds after cod, Mr. E, M. Gillam, commercial editor
of the Boston Advertiser, and J. Carlton O'Brien, who
holds the same position on the Boston Journal, were in-

vited guests. They caught a number of fish. They made
up a pool, each putting in a small sum, the man taking
the largest fish taking the money. As usual, Mr, Gillam
was high line, taking the greatest number of cod, with a
sculpin or two, but the largest fish fell to the hook of Mr.
Burgess, of the ship news department of the Chamber.
Later in the day the wind blew a gale, with a shower,
which, put a stop t<o the fishing.

Mr. Harry B. Moore, already known to the readers of
the Forest and Strbaii for his good stories, and some-
times practical jokes, has just retm-ned from a most en-
joyable trip where codfishing came in as the chief incen-
tive to him. He was the guest of Mr. Robert S. Gardinerj
pi-esident of the Rand & Avery Supply Co., also the pub-
lishers of the Pathfinder, at the Algonquin. Hotel, at St.

Andrews, New Brunswick, of which hotel Mr. Gardiner
is part owner. The entertainment was perfect, and
among other features was fishing for cod from a
little steamer in Passamaquoddy Bay. The bay-

is
i

beautiful, with the finest of scenery. But
Harry was scarcely pleased with the want of enthu-
siasm evinced by the other membex-s of the party. They
would sit and fish almost stupidly over the side of the
boat with scarcely interest enough to occasionally draw
up their lines to see whether their hooks were baited.
Mr. Moore was getting about all the fish taken. He re-

solved that he would interest them in the scenery, if they
did not care for fishing. "What a beautifnl view!" he re-

marked, at the same time turning his head away from the
fishing. The gentleman next to him turned around to
look. Harry gave his line a tremendous tug, but his hand
was away before the owner could turn his head. "Good-
ness!" he exclaimed, jumping to his feet. ''What a bite I

had!" Then he was interested and fished in good earnest.
"What do you suppose it was? A whale, a big cod or a
shark?" Harry did not know, AIL hands fislied then in
good earnest, bound to catch the big one, "Mr. Moore
will please not call our attention to the view again," one
gentleman remarked. But Avhen he said view all eyes
were turned voluntarilj'^ to look. The view was truly
beautiful. That gentleman felt a sharp jerk at his Une,
but Harry was fishing earnestly. Again all hands tried
for the big fish that had nearly jerked the line out of the
hands of two of them. In the meantime Mr. Moore had
caught 12 cod, a couple of haddock and a sculpin or two.
He was high line, in fact the others had caught very few
fish from sheer lack of interest till the big bites came.
They wondered over and talked of the big bites tiU reach-
ing the hotel. Sir. IMoore explained that it was his own
hand that had given their fines the jerks. Special.

THOUGHTS ABOUT FISHING.
Walton wrote :

' 'We may say of angling as Boetler said
of strawberries; 'Doubtless God could have made a better
berry, but doubtless God never did;' and so, if I might be
judge, God never did make a more calm, quiet, innocent
recreation than angling." This in a mild way tells a
plain truth, as many a^ humble disciple of its famous
author will testify. Where would the angler look for the
amusement now furnished by his search for the finny
tribe? Where would he look for any apology of a substi-
tute for it? How could he spend his day afield in mid-
summer without it? Furnishing, as it does, enjoyment
for all classes, rich and poor, high and low and inter-
mediate, bait being the same, the man with his millions
or the boy with his dimes, are on the same level, with the
chances in favor of the boy getting the most fish, and
both enjoying themselves equally well. There are num-
berless sports, such as baseball, tennis, tai'get ipractice,
horse racing and the like, all good in their places for cer-
tain classes, but no thoroughbred angler would agree to
substitute either of them for his favorite sport for recrea-
tion, any more than the average man would visit coimtry
cousins for a month, or attend an ordinary church
sociable and caU it enjoyment, though he might enjoy
either of them for a brief change—like castor oil, a little

is good for a purpose, but that little wfll go a long way.

There are fishermen and fishermen, most of them good
fellows, none of them angels, all of them with their own
ideas of the sport and favorite ways of enjoying it; and a
jealous set I have found them to be when plying their
art, always afraid the otiier chap or party will get the
first, most, or largest fish, yet generous to a fault when
another has had bad luck, loses or lacks anything needed
during his outing.

The ways of a flshermaji as he applies them to sport. I
have found a good criterion of his ways of doing business
in the everyday walks of life. The man who has a day's
sport arranged and agrees to be at a certain place at an
appointed time for a start, and is late, it is safe to set
down as a laggard and drone among his associates, and
not to be depended upon in anything that requires
promptness and nerve. The best company on an outing
is he who is on time at the start, and -will tell you if the
start is an early one, that he has "looked at the clock
every hour during the night," being afraid his alarm clock
would not work and the start delayed. Such a man can
be counted on as an enthusiast, and will not complain
school-girl like, nor A\-ish he liad remained at home sliould
the fish not bite the first hour, the sun prove a little
warm, or tlie day be a trifle cold or wet. Of all the dis-
agreeable company to encoimter, the gi-uinbler, the man
never satisfied with the day's sport, continually remind-
ing you that he is wasting "his time, disliking to pay his
share of the expense, etc., is the worst and mc>st uncom-
fortable. Such are not sportsmen, and for the sake of
peace of mind should be avoided. I well remember hear-
ing an eminent sportsman say that "game is secured by
being game yourself and staying tUl you w^in," As per-
seA'erance is necessary for success in hunting, business, or
anything with a goal worth reaching, so it is essential in
its fuUest sense with the fisherman, supplemented with
pluck and skill, if he would make a showing.

The fishing interests of the State are not all a matter of
sport. As an investment by the State they pay
handsomely. One of our best law^-ers and legislators
recently said :

''We receive back ten doll ars into the State
to every doUar paid out. The first question a man look-
ing for a place to spend a vacation nearly always is—
What is tlie fishing in the locality?" Such being the fact
it behooves the State to stock our waters so that they will
teem with all desirable kinds of fish, particularly the
streams witli trout and other bodies with bass. Much ia

expected of our new Fish and Grame Commissioner, W.
H. Slmrtleff', as with his known abilities and intense love
for sport it is natural to expect a boom in this long
neglected matter. Prohfic, and cheaply handled as fish
are, there is no excuse for poor fishing in any nart of the
State.

The lai-gest string of brook trout brought into the city
this season was by Frank Lamper and weighed 91bs. He
is a speciahst in that fine and stands without a peer.

The closing of the mfilg in the city and throwing the
15,000 people out of employment, I predict will increase
the number of anglers here for a time and have a tendency
to decrease the number of fish in this vicinity. Payson.
MANCHEsrait, N. H., July.

The Kingfishers in Camp.
The Kingfishers have gone into camp again, "Old

Hickory" writes, on Platte Lake, Michigan. They have
laid out a programme of fishing, exploring and yarning,
to last until Aug. 25.

Monterey Salmon.
Monterey, Cal., July 30.—The largest salmon caught,

mine, as mentioned in my article, was given at 30 or
Sllbs. Since then I have caught one of^lUbs., and the
total catch up to date is 85 salmon, weigiiing 1.41Slbs.

J. Parker Whitney.
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SEA FISHING FOR SEA BASS.

Fishing for sea bass may be made a gentle art or a bois-

terous sport, as the angler chooses. He can fish for the
dark, sharp-finned fellows in quiet channels and creeks,

where the sweep of the sea wind is broken by lonely,

peaceful sti-etches of sedge and grass, and where the
waters lie still and glassy day after day; or he can pass the
sandy gates that separate the bay from the big rollers of

the open sea and cast bis line in the Atlantic Ocean, where
the fishing is a struggle not with the bass alone, but with
every force of marine nature. Each method has its pleas-

ures and its triumphs. But while the fisliing in the open
sea is invigorating and exhilarating fun, it does not
requu-e a knowledge of angling as an art; and it is of sea
bass fishing as an art that this article will treat. In the
quiet waters of the bays and creeks the sea bass are wily
and sly, and as changeable in appetite and temper as a
woman. Sometimes they will bite furiously at the most
ordinary bait, however inartistically offered; again, they
will scorn almost everything and evade the most cimning
and tempting lure. Then the catching of the bass de-

mands the exercise of every art learned in years of com-
munion with the sea.

Tlie sea bass is not a game fish like the gorgeous
squeteague or the piratical bluefish. But he is a fighter

from his bulldog head to his stout chunky tail, and when
he feeLs the hook and the strain of the fine he wiU test

the tackle well before he is brought to the boat. The
first rush of a hump-backed bass as he takes the hook is

often so much hke the savage strike of a weakfish or a
bluefish that it deceives even practiced anglers. After
that first rush, the bass does not run off or leap clear of

the water as the game fish do, but he gives a good honest
fight that makes him a
prize to be proud of, pro-

viding he has been hon-
estly caught with light

rod and line that gave
him a fair chance for his

life.

The best i-od for bass
fishing is one about 10

or 12ft. long, with a tip

just stifl: enough to sup-
port the lightest lead that

can possibly be used.

How light that lead may
be depends, of course, on
the varying strength of

the currents in different

localities. As a rule salt

water anglers err by using
leads that are much too

heavy. With a thin line

a surprisingly small
amount of lead will suf-

fice to hold bottom. A
very slight decrease in

the thickness of the Line

will make possible a re-

markable decrease in the
weight of the lead, for

the thinner the line the
less influence will the
current have on it. For
ordinary sea bass lishing

the line used for black

bass casting is just right.

The hooks should be large,

from 1-0 to 3-0, for the
sea bass has a wide mouth
and takes generous bites

when he feeds. When
live bait is used, the
Aberdeen hooks, being
thin and almost invisible

in the water on account
of their blue color, are
perfection. But many anglers prefer a stouter hook and
use sproats. Few hooks of other shapes are equal to

these for sea bass fishing, For the smaller sea bass, like

those that come in the spring, there is no need of gat
leaders to fasten the hook to the line. But when the
big yellow bass come late in the summer, the leaders
will be found useful. A double-strand gut, 1 or 3ft.

long, is best.

There are three "runs" of sea bass. The first comes in

the latter part of May or early in June. These fish are
small, dark bass, rarely weighing more than a quarter of

a pound. The best bait for them is hard clam or sand
worm, but they are not very particular about their die^
and shrimp, big sea clams called skimmers, killies, the
salt water minnows, and the little queer fiddler crabs wiU
all prove kilhng baits at times. Sometimes when nothing
else will tempt them, the soft part of that marine house-
holder, the hermit crab, will catch them. But to all ex-
cept experienced baymen the hermit crab is harder to find
than bass, consequently . A tiny bit of red feather
tied to the shank of the hook will often attract the early
bass.

The fii-st run lasts till well in July. Then a second run
comes from the sea. It consists of larger bass, with
deeper bodies, and instead of being dark brown the fish

ai'e of a deep bluish tinge. They bite sharply, as a rule,

like their predecessors, but the}' are much more lively on
the hook. They are a little different, also, in the matter
of food. They stiU take all the baits that the early bass
did, but they are often much more eager for live bait,

and the kiUie will frequently entice them when they will

touch nothing else. Toward the middle of August,
perhaps later if the weather be very warm, these dark
blue fellows disappear and go back to their mysterious
homes in the ocean. There is a lull in sea bass fish-

ing for a week or two. And then come the big sea bass
that make bass fishing a joy. Great savage fellows they
are, with sturdy shoulders and big humps that are aimed
with stout fins, sharp as a saw. They are different in

every way from their predecessors. Instead of being
dark in color, they are yellow and indigo, their heads are
longer, tlieir jaws larger and firmer, and the cm'ious
hump on their backs adds to their warrior-like appear-
ance. Fresh run from the sea they are as savagely
hungry as wolves and as supple and powerful as athletes.

They are mostly old fellows, wary as a fox, quick as a
flash, and experienced in all the wiles of an angler. They
know a hook when they see it, and it is a well-concealed

hook that they can't see. That kind of bass is the only
kind that a real angler ought to care for. And the right

way to learn how to catch them is to consider the prob-
lem in a boat at the end of a rod with one of the sly old

rascals stealing the fattest kilhes as fast as they can be
put on the hook.
The proper way to put the kUUe on the hook is through

the lips. That doesn't hurt the killie and allows it to

swim around and look cheerful. When the bass are bit-

ing well they wiU always snap at the head of live bait.

Then they usually hook themselves. But when they aren't

biting well, and approach the hook in a critical mood,
they dawdle along carelessly and approach the killie from
behind and nose it rather gingerly, with their big tails

bent, ready to flirt them instantly out of harm's way. If

they find nothing suspicious, they take the kilUe's tail

end tenderly into their mouths and tug ever so gently.

And now, if the angler is a fool, he wiU strike sharplj^,

and that bass will let go in a hurry, or at the most, bite

off the killie's tail and flee far away from the man's hue.
Then the man will go ashore and teU lies about the whop-
per that nearly puUed him out of the boat.

If the angler is not a fool he -will let the old bass tug
away, and instead of restraining him he will carefully,

ever so carefully, give him inch after inch of line.

When the old fellow meets with this courtesy he appre-

ciates it, and instead of taking alarm and spitting the

kiUie out of his mouth, he will begin to gorge it slowly.

First he works it around until he holds it crosswise in his

big jaws. Then he gi-adually gets its head into his

mouth, and about the time this happens he makes up his

mind to move off. After a good many weeks of study
with a rod an angler begins to tell by the "feel of it"

when the bass does aU these things, and he will learn to

AN Ai'IEKNOON IN THE WOODS.

From the Boston Jouraal of Health. By courtesy of Dr. J. ^'rank Perry.

know that they tug and distinguish it from other tugs.

When your bass thus begins to gorge the killife your hand
is the stronger in the game, but you need not give up all

hope of losing your fish. AU you need do is to strike

sharply and savagely. Then the hook wiU almost always
be jerked out of the bass's mouth and you will escape

catching him. If, on the contrary, you simply increase

the tension of the line suddenly but gently, and only to a
slight degree, you ought to hook your bass.

For these big bass there is only one bait, the live

killie. Other baits they will take, but that is what they
appreciate most, and that is the only bait that is worthy
of the sturdy fish. It is not every killie either that will

suit the big yellow bass. There are kilhes and killies.

There is the big delusive night killie, white with black

stripes, like a Uttle striped bass. It is of no more use

than a white and black rag, which it resembles after it is

on the hook for a few minutes, for the night killies have
a delicate constitution and cannot survive capture. No
self-respecting fish would touch them. Even old hardened
sea spiders, real old tramps of the sea, have been known
to resent the offer of one of these killies as an insult.

Better, from a bait collector's standpoint, is the beautiful

little killie with a Hght green back, and fins and tail mot-
tled with orange. If no other killie can be had these will

often do very well. But the killie is the dark green, white-

bellied fellow. That is the kind that the bass will take

ravenously when they will take no other. It is the

hardiest of salt water minnows and thrives on misfortune.

It will live for houi-s with a hook through its upper Hp,

and apparently enjoys the experience. It can be kept

out of water for half a day if it is kept in a cool shady
place; and it is as plentiful, if not more so, as any other

kilUe.

While in recent years the value of live bait has led

most boatmen at fishing resorts to keep live killies for

their patrons, still there are many places where they are

not to be had unless the angler catches them himself.

And as the necessary appliance for doing so is only a

common minnow net with a long handle, it would pay
the angler who goes to strange waters to take one along.

The method of captm-e is so simple that even the fool who
Johnson said is at one end of a fish line, can get the knack
of it easily. He must only remember that the kilhes fre-

quent shallow places only, preferring si^ots near over-

hanging banks. Also, as a rule, more are to be found
under the windward shore, as they run to the bank that

breaks the wind, They have a keen scent for food, and

shy as they are ordinarily, they are thoroughly reckless
when they find something good to eat. So all that it is

necessary to do is to put the net into the water, letting it

lie flat on the bottom, care being taken that no part of it

waves to and fro in the current. Then droj) a broken
clam into the center of the net. Let the shell adhere to
the meat so that it will sink to the bottom. Soon one kil-

lie will swim slowly to the clam, smelj. of it, and dart off

like lightning. Then he will come again. If he finds

nothing suspicious he will attack the bait. As soon as he
begins to pull at it all the kilhes in the neighborhood seem
to find it out and they will swarm into the net, forgetting
all shyness in their anxiety to share the feast. What the
fool mentioned before now has to do, he ought to know
without being told, unless -old Johnson overestimated him.

Killies are generally kept in a bait car, a small wooden
boxwith aperforated bottom, which is tied alongside of the
boat. But when the tide runs very swiftly, it is better to
haul the car in, for a swift cm-rent swirling through it will

drown them.
In sea or bay fishing the sea bass is found almost always

in deep water over rocky or "cinder" bottoms. The "cin-
ders" particularly are favorite places, and where such
bottom is found there is a fair chance for catching bass.

"Cinders" are curious coral-like formations, of brittle

material, and they are the homes of small marine worms.
Small Crustacea and minnows also frequent such bottom,
offering inducements to all fish. In bay fishing the best
bass grounds as a rule are in water from 15 to 30ft. deep
at mean low tide. Sea bass not being game fish, do not
usually run into shallow water in pursuit of their prey,
like weakfish and bluefish. They seek their food in the
deeper water, and the best plan is to anchor just at the
edge of a channel. Old wrecks, after they get covered

with barnacles and shell-

fish, are always famous
places for sea bass, and
wreck fishing is the kind
most practiced by the
fishermen who go out to
the deep sea.

For bay fishing, Ja-
maica Bay has more good
sj)ots than any resort
within a few miles of
this city. There are the
"Cellars," long reaches of
cinder bottom, in Deep or
Irish Creek, which con-
nects the western part of
Jamaica Bay with Sheeps-
head Bay. The fishing
here is about 10 or 12ft.

of water, is done within
2 or 3ft. of the bank and
as there is little tide and
no danger from storms
in the creek, the fishing-

is delightful, though un-
certain, as the bass some-
times forsake the place
for weeks. A quarter of
a mile from the Jamaica
Bay outlet of the creek is

another good place, in the
Island CUiannel. Follow-
ing this and approaching
Barren Island, the angler
will find water 40 and
50ft. deep, about half a
mile from that unsavory
island, near the Slop
Meadows. The crib dock
at Barren Island is some-
times a good place for
very big fish, but the
smells and sights are
nauseating. Across from
Bai-ren Island, and within

a quarter of a mile of the Life Saving Station, on Rock-
away Beach, is the "Blockhouse wreck," a good place,

though it is better for blackfish than bass.

Following the Beach Channel eastward, one may fish

on the famous Neptune wreck, opposite the old Neptune
House. Then comes Broad Channel, with its fishing along
the spiles of the Long Island Eaih-oad bridge. Further on
come the Pot and Silver Hole. Following the railroad

bridge northward are Goose Channel and Goose Creek,

both excellent places. Thence the angler can move on
into the deep, long channel called The Raunt. The Black
AVall, Yellow Bar, Pumpkin Patch, Steamboat Channel
and Canarsie Breakwater are all good places at times.

In Gravesend Bay there are two wrecks near Norton's

Point in Coney Island which have furnished grand sport

in past years' Off Norton's Point is a good place also.

Staten'island offers Prince's Bay and Huguenot as sea

bass grounds. The numerous other resorts there are better

for weakfish and bluefish, as a rule.

Sea fishing is done abnost entirely by parties who hire

a steamer, or preferably a sloop, with a captain who
knows all the good places along the coast. Off Rockaway,
the favorite place is the famous wreck of the old steam-
ship Black Warrior, which was lost there many years

ago. Southeast of this is the Spanish wreck. Then comes
the "Stone Pile," a big granite breakwater in front of the

Oj-ieiital Hotel on Manhattan Beach. Out toward Sandy
Hook is the "Monument," a rock which bears a beacon at

the tail of the Romer Shoals. Flynn's KnoU, just inside

of the Horseshoe, is another favorite place. Then along
the Jersey coast are innumerable places, where the Sea-

bright fishermen fish for market. In another direction

lie the Cholera Banks, where a fleet of fishing boats may
be found daily.

For sea fishing the tackle must be very strong. There
is no time, and the heavy swell of the ocean allows no
chance, for playing the fish. When he is hooked he must
be reeled in at once. The rod should be stout, stiff and
short, the Une thick and the hooks large and strong.

Treble and quadruple gut should be on the hooks. The
sinkers mu.st be heavy enough to take the fine to the bot-

tom as swiftly as possible and to keep it there, no matter
how the waves may roll or the winds may blow. When
the fish bites, it is the hard pull and the strong pull that

lands him. The fish are huge ones, and though it isn't

true sport, it is very good fun, and a pleasant Aaj of such
fishing, almost or entirely out of sight of land, is worth
remembering, if the angler doesn't get seasick, M,
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ANGLING TALK.
Charlestowh, N. H., July 21.—Let me add my con-

gratulations to those of many of yom- other readers on
the change of date of going to press.

I got my copy of the dear old paper last week and this

on Thursday morning instead of waiting, as I often have
of late, till Saturday noon or evening. What numbers
your late ones have been too! I can say as Shakespeare
said of Cleopatra:

"Age cannot wither nor can custom stale, j^our infinite variety !"

My attention is caught this morning by your answer to
"A. M. M.," as to the size of pike, which I indorse, 191bs.

being the heaviest I have ever seen, though the great
Northwest may furnisli larger ones.

I had been intending to refer before to the capital
photo of fish from Black Lake, on page 516, of June 15,

which shows the light, oblong spots of the true pike
very clearly, and ought to help those who persist in call-

ing them all pickerel.

The 47-pound pike from Lake Tschotagama, on page
519 of the same number, is to mj eye an imquestionable
mascalonge, though the photograph may deceive me. To
be sure, they all belong to the pike family, but a little

more accuracy in writing of them would render the read-
ing less confusing. I would advise those of your corres-
pondents who are ransacking the world for 'mascalonge
to try that unspeakable Canadian lake.

The pleasant letter of yournew correspondent "Payson"
requires a little comment. I am inclined to agree with
him on the whole as to the small danger from putting
black bass in trout waters, but am not fully satisfied yet.
There were no salmon in Sunapee when the bass were

put in, and none were introduced until ten years later,

and the brook trout had been nearly exterminated by
spearing, clubbing and shooting in the fall when on the
way up Pike Brook, where the State hatchery now stands,
to their spawning beds, and tlie Commissioners of that
date, instead of trying to stop tlie destruction, put in black
bass to help it!

It was not until 1876, when the board of which I was a
member came into office, that measures were taken to
stop this slaughter and restore the Salmonidce, for which
the lake was admirably fitted, and I cannot help thinking
that the great plants of brook and Loch Leven trout and
"winninish" which have been put in since then would
have afforded still better fishing, if the bass had not been
there. I was instrumental in getting the law passed pro-
hibiting the introduction of bass in trout waters without
the consent of the Fish Commissioners, and it was done
thus. Commissioner Stilwell, of Maine, wrote me that a
certain wi-iter of guide books to the Eangeley Lakes had
been refused permission to put bass in those lakes, and had
defied the Maine Commissioners with a tlireat to put them
in Umbagog Lake, the lowest of the chain, which is in
New Hampshire, and I immediately "blocked his game"
by getting that law passed, imposing a heavy penalty for
any such act.

Although Dr. Quackenbos and Com. Hodge think the
bass do not destroy the trout and salmon to any great ex-
tent from their dift'erent habitats, I am not fully convinced
of the fact, and had rather see them kept out of the chance
of danger. StiU ' 'Payson's" comments on the favorite
food of the bass are decidedly sound.

I am very much disappointed that Commissioner (not
Colonel) Hodge was not reappointed, for he has done
more to carry out the fish and game laws than any man
in the State ever did, unless it was the late A. H. Powers,
who broke up the slaughter at Sunapee.

StiU, with ten hatclieries to superintend, I think he
must have his hands full, and if he had to give way to
the favorite New Hampshire dogma, of "rotation in
of&ce," I know of no better man in the State for Commis-
sioner than my good friend Judge Shurtleff , who is a true
sportsman in every sense of the word, "with all that that
implies." I should like to meet him at Diamond Ponds
again. Von W.

FISHING ON THE LONG ISLAND COAST.
In the ocean bordering Long Island fishing has been

unusually good for the past week, and large catches of
bluefish and weakfish have been taken by boats from Say-
ville, Islip, Babylon and points on Jamaica Bay. Capt.
B. L. Dunbar's boat, from Oceanus, caught 86 weakfish
July 24 ranging in weight from 8^ to Slba., and other
boats have since reported even better catches. The
method pursued in catching weakfish ' 'outside" is to sail

through a school and jig the fish by means of an adroitly
thrown squid.
July 26 one boat from Eockaway brought in 64 bluefisl

of lai-ge size. Good luck is reported on all sides, and fish-

ermen are able to substantiate their stories by tlie exhibi-
tion of chafed and bleeding hands, wliich biar good wit-
ness to struggles with the gamy blues.

A large school of bluefish are now in the Great South
Bay. Large numbers of heavy fish were taken last week
and the prospects are good for some days to come. Om
fish was taken weighing 121bs., and several 81bs. A few
weakfish have been caught by squids. Monday large
bluefish were caught off the inlet. Boats and men can be
had at SayviUe, Islip, Bay Shore and Babylon.

The following cHpping is taken from a New York news-
paper;- "Spanish Mackerel on Tap Ofi: Long Island's
South Shore.—Immense schools of Spanish mackerel
ruffle the waters off the south side of the Long Island
coast from Fii-e Island to Montauk Point. Old fishermen
say they have never before been so plentiful. Sunday a
school of them ran into the breakers opposite Sayvdle,
and for a time the beach resembled Fulton Market on
fish day. Thousands were strewn along the sand, and a
party out bluefishing gathered a two-horse w^agon load
before the stranded fish got to sea again on the high tide."

This note is wholly unrehable and misleading, and on a
par with much of the so-called fishing news published in
the New York daihes. The Sunday in question a gale was
blowing ashore, and no boat could have lived to have
landed through the surf as the bluefishing party is said to
have done. The narrow strip of land opposite Sayville on
which the ocean beats is composed of sand dunes, and if

the clipping is taken to mean that the ' 'two-horse wagon
load" was carried oii hi a two-hoi-se wagon, it is again

highly improbable. Probably no two-horse wagon was
ever on this strip of land—certainly not last Sunday week.

The fishing in Jamaica Bay has been nothing to boast
of lately. It will improve very much as the season ad-
vances, but good fishing can hardly be expected before
the middle of August. A few nice blackfish and fluke
have been caught in the neighborhood of the breakwater,
and some fair catches of weakfish running from 2 to 41bs.

at other points in the bay. July 27 a party fishing off the
Shell Bank caught fourteen. The upper part of the bay
near Far Eockaway seems to be the best point at present
for weakfish. For fluke the Point of Beach at the Inlet is

perhaps the best. One boat from Seaside (Boerum's)
caught twelve fluke July 27 at Euffle Bar.

A great many bluefishing parties start from Canarsie,
which is easily reached from New York or Brooklyn, and
where there are a great number of fine fishing boats.
These boats can be had for from $8 to $10 for ordinary
days, and from |12 to $15 for holidays. The prices vary
according to the style of boat and accommodation. The
parties often sleep overnight on the boats so as to get an
early start the following day. The hours just after sun-
rise are the best for bluefishing, and after 11 o'clock very
little fishing is attempted. If the blues cannot be found
the captain often takes the party to fluke pormds and
drifting for the big flat fish is indulged in. As these boats
will accommodate 8 to 10 persons easily the individual
expense of such a trip is not great.

July 33 a party consisting among others of Hon. John
Zeller, of Guttenberg; Lewis Braun, of Paterson, and
Wm. Eckhardt, of West New York, N. J, , fished outside
off Eockaway. They made a large haul of fluke and caught
also a few nice bluefish. They reported hundreds of
weakfish to have been caught by jigging. Michael Hain
of the Eomet captained their boat.
Mr. Eckhardt is the gentleman who holds the record

for the largest black bass caught at Greenwood Lake this
season. It was a large-mouth caught trolling with spoon
early in June and weighed 8.Vlbs. It was caught in the
evening near the island and opposite Coojier.

THE WININNISH.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I want to smile a smile born of a letter printed in the
Forest and Stream, dated June 29, and written by Mr.
Eobert C. Lowry, in which he laments the deficiency
of game qualities in the "much-wi-itten-about-and-largely-
advertised" wininnish of Lake St. John. Mr. Lowry pays
"It makes me smile now when I read the high-flown ac-
counts of the far-famed ouananiche."
Imprimis I do not propose to take up the battle on be-

half of the wininnish, for a long and varied experience
with the fish has convinced me that it is eminently fit to
do so for itself, but I cannot conceive how an angler can
begin to estimate the game qualities of any fish taken on
the murderous spoon, as Mr. Lowry says he did. It is

one of the deadhest and most merciless devices ever in-
vented for destroying fish life, and its use is justified only
in the case of the unprincipled mascalonge and its flat-
nosed relatives.

However, in spite of a mouthful of relentless and san-
guinary hooks, the fish made "one or two leaps out of
the water," says Mr. Lowry. Well, imder the conditions
I think the fish did remarkably well, and like a chosen
few of the angling fraternity, clearly exhibited a marked
repugnance toward the treacherous spoon and its deadly
gang of hooks.
Mr. Lo^v-ry says frankly that he was "crurious to see

this renowned fish," and without stopping to ask whence
came its world-wide celebrity, I must confess I do not
blame him, as it is w^ell worth a week's journey to look
upon this cross-bespangled salmon, with its glistening
silvery back and sides, but he adds, "He had the head,
the mouth and the shape of a trout."
Your correspondent adds that he killed a pickerel "of

81bs. weight which gave us almost as much of a fight as
the ouananiche." To this proposition I can add nothing
because it all depends upon wiiat one considers "a fight,"
yet it forces me to laugh right out loud when I read the
comparison between such game fish.

After this Mr. Lowry went at them like a good, honest
democrat, and cast flies, wasting his energies in the foam,
and then, moving to a "large rock that jutted out from
the shore, around the end of which a heavy current was
flowing." Here, with a "silver-doctor" he hooked a 51bs.
wininnish that "came to the net in the most placid
manner." You can fasten a dead weight of 51bs. to a
fly-rod and it will never come to the net "placidly" when
drawn through a heavy current, more especially the
powerful water at the Grande Discharge which I know
so well. Furthermore, you can take the meekest and
lowliest sucker extant, give him olbs. of weight, hitch
him to a fly-rod and try to pull him through a heavy
ciu-rent "placidly," and the chances are that you wiU lo.se
time, and possibly sucker and tackle. Question: Don't
the wnnmnish fight a Uttle bit harder than the Lake St.
John sucker? Mr. Lowry states that he has killed the
l eal landlocked salmon in Maine and it is "almost iden-
tical in appearance with the regular salmon that comes
up from the sea." If this statement "goes" then the

CHAINED TO BUSINESS?
Can't go fishing? Do the next best thing. Read about It in th.

"Forest and Stream."

pigeon and the grouse are twins, the poodle and the
mastiff are "birds of a feather," and dragging 5-pounders
with a fly-rod through a heavy current "placidly" be-
comes an undeniable fact, especially w^hen that heavy
current is like "the rush of the waters of the Niagara."
Mr. Lowry says that he woxild rather "kiU. a Bibs, bass

than an ouananiche of double that weight," and would
get more fight and more sport out of him. Does he
mean with the spoon or with the fly? Ejt Clarke.

''FOREST AND STREAM" PISHING POSTALS
Send us a postal card report of your own luck, your partner^s luck,

your neighbor's luck, your father-in-law's luck. And—her luck.

Hell Gate, New York, July 26.—Mr. George E. Bird
and friend caught 12 striped bass yesterday while trolling
about Hell Gate; none were under lib. and the laxgest
weighed 31bs. Wm. H. Eockwood.

Clayton, N. Y., July 27.—Mr. Lasselle, of Fine View,
and Oarsman J. Nulty, caught 13 pickerel and 3 bass, the
largest weighing lOlb's., within sight of Fine View Hotel,
40 being caught within two days. Fishing is good.

Geo. W. Brutsch.

Ebdw-ood, N. Y., July 27.—The guests of the Dallhiger
Hotel have been fishing with these rewards: A. C. Salis-
bury and wife (Mr. S. is superintendent of the D., L. &
W. E. E.), 45 bass, 16 pickerel. E. M. Smith (proprietor
St. James Hotel) and John Pifferfe, of Utica, 87 bass
(largest 5|lbs.), 9 pike, 14 pickerel. F. L. Mould, of San-
quoit, and W. C. Truman, of Arizona, three days' fishing,
175 bass, 12 pike, 16 pickerel; last day's fishing, 55 bass,
largest 611bs., smallest 21bs. Dr. Laird, of Watertown,
and Dr. Eyan, of Eedwood, one day's fishing, 11 bass
(largest 6Mbs.), 5 pike (largest 41bs.) and 6 pickerel. Fish-
ing is of the best; bait abundant. Z. S,

Highgate, Vt., July 21.—So far fishing has been very
poor here and at the springs. The seine fishing in the bay
near the springs cleaned out the waters in that vicinity,
and the sawdust has choked out the fish here in the river.
It is fast making our once beautiful stream a stinking,
reeking mass of filth. A few good bass and maskinonge
are, however, ca-ught here, but imless there is a change soon
they wUl be extinct. We receive with pleasure the new
variety of trout {S. marstoni). I was, I beheve, the first

to call attention to a fish that was in some of the Canadian
lakes, which, while called the fontinalis, was a different
variety (see page 193 in "Game and Fishing Eesorts" of
HaUock's "Sportsman's Gazetteer," which information
was furnished by me). Yesterday, in company of Eev.
Horace Jones, I visited an old fishing ground up the Black
Creek bottoms through the Newton meadows, and had
but indifferent sport. It was the old story. Persistent
fishing in and out of season has nearly spoiled that once
noted locality. The only way to save our game and fish
is for the sportsmen in every town to form themsels^es
into a club and then rent for preserves the best localities
and then post and protect them thoroughly. Stanstead.

Atlantic City, N. J., July 29.—Under the guidance of
the best boatmen obtainable, and over grounds which in
days gone by have yielded abundant catches, I have
fished in vain so far this season. True, a goodly numbei-
of drum and a few bluefish have been caught outside, but
shrimp, crab, clam and minnows fail to lure weakfisii,
seabass or kingfish. Flormdcrs are caught to some ex-
tent. Have all the others gone to Buzzards Bay?

E. M. M.

Long Lake, N. Y., July 27.—Jas. Hammer caught in a
half day, 82ibs. of lake trout. Hai-ry Williams caught in
a half day, lOlbs. of brook trout. Both of Long Lake, and
both fished for me. Anderson and Moynehan.

Tottenville, Staten Island, July 29.—The weakfish
have been running well this week, and were worthy of
attention—from 16 in an hour and a half, to 20 for the
tide to a boat. John T. Hawkins.

Barnegat, N. J., July 25.—The fishing is very poor in
our bay yet. Not over 150 weakfish were caught last
week, but sea fishing is good. Peterson, Cox, More and
Boilers caught big lots of sea bass and porgies, etc., out-
side last week. Eight sheepshead were caught in bay last
week. Wm. C. Inman, Jr.

Fort Dodge, la., July 26.—Fishing in the Des Moines
Eiver near this place is fair. The fish taken are black
bass, wall-eyed pike, pickerel and blue or channel catfish.
Messrs. Sackett, Burnham, Loomis, Eobertson and Holrn
have just returned from a trip up the river. They were
gone nine days and had a very nice trip. The camp was
two cars side-tracked at the junction of the east and west
forks of the Des Moines, at the bridge of the M. & St. L.
E. E..over the east fork. Some very fine bass and pike
were caught by the party, some of the pike weighing over
71bs. Frogs proved to be the best bait for both pike and
bass. The Des Moines Eiver is one of the best streams in
the country for small-mouthed black bass. But there is

a lawless element who destroy the fish by dynamite,
spears and such other devilish contrivances, that a fine
bass stream is nearly spoiled by their infernal work. If

—

alas for the if—there were no fish taken from the Des
Moines except those taken lawfully with hook an4 line,

the fishermen of this vicinity would soon have a stream
to be proud of. Convis.

Bass of Dallas Club Lake.
Mayor W. C. Connor, of Dallas, Tex. , sends us a pho-

tograph of a catch of fine fish made by him at the Dallas
Fishing and Hunting Club Lake, situated 12 miles from
that city. The lake contains some 500 acres, is well
stocked and owned by some thirty of the citizens of
Dallas. The Mayor writes: "I left Dallas alone at 1.30
P. M. with a bucket of live minnows, reached the lake
about 3.30 and was fishing by 4 o'clock. I fished until
good dark and my catch up to that hour was 06. I went
out after supper with a torch and fiished for an horn- and
a half and landed 17. Next morning about 6 I was out
again and by 3 P. M. my enthe catch was 147 calico bass
(or white perch) and big-mouth black bass. The calico
bass would average 21b8. each, and the black bass ranged
from fib. to 71bs., which is the largest ever landed out of
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the lake. I cau^lit them until my liands were sore, and
when, strung together thpy measured 10ft. long, and it

was all that three men could do to put them in the wagon.
I used a iSTo. 11 Bristol steel-jointed rod, 8£t. 6in, in length,
and 3-0 snell hooks. With a Taried experience I can
truthfully say it was the hest angling I ever had. If any
of the readers of the Foeest and Stream ever come
down in this country 'out under the setting sun,' and will
give me a call, T will arrange to spen 1 a few days with
them at the lake and promise good sport.

"W. C. CONNOE."

F IXTU RES.

WALTON TER-CENTENARY.
A CONGRESS of anglers will be held at Niagara-on-the-

Lake, Canada, on Wednesday and Thursday, Aug. 9 and
10, 1893, to celebrate the three hundredth anniversary
of the father of angling. It is proposed that the gather-
ing should be of both a piscatorial and convivial charac-
ter. The convenient situation of Niagara-on-the-Lake, its

easy accessibility by railway or steamboat to cities on both
sides of the border, the excellent accommodation fur-

nished at the Queen's Eoyal Hotel, the high quality of the
black bass at the mouth of the Niagara River, the historic

natm-e of the fishing grounds, and the picturesque scenery
of the surroundings, mark Niagara as a most appropriate
jjlace for the celebration of an occasion of this kind. A
programme ha-s bean marked out as follows:
Wednesday, Aug. 9, the morning and afternoon will be

devoted to fishing and to the other amusements afforded
at the watering j)lace. In the evening a fish dinner wiU
be held in the ball room of the Queen's Royal Hotel, fol-

lowed by a smoking concert. Fish stories will be asked
for from the assembled anglers, and a committee will
award a prize to the teller of the best story, without limi-

tation as to its verity or oi'iginality.

Thursday, Aug. 10, a fly-casting competition will be
held, for which valuable prizes have been kindly presented
by Mr. Henry Winnett, of the Queen's Royal Hotel, En-
tries for the competition close on Aug. 9, at 9 P. M.

It is believed that a gathering of this kind, in addition
to being attended with nnich enjoyment, will lead to a
fruitful discussion on the best interests of the sport, and
it is suggested that an anglers' association should be
formed,

It is requested that those who intend to be present will
send their names to the secretary of the committee of
arrangements, who will also be glad to receive any sugges-
tions.

All anglers are invited to attend. Reduced rates will
be given to them and their families at the Queen's Royal
Hotel. For those at a distance special rates to.Niagara
Falls are given by railway companies. The secretary may
be addressed care of the Standard Life Assurance Com-
pany, Toronto, or Niagara-on-the-Lake, Canada.

CHAJiLES HuNTEE, Sec'y.

The Chicago Fly-Casting Club.

There was a fair attendance of members at the club's
tournament held on Saturday, July 29, on the Lagoon,
close by the Walton House, on the exposition grounds.
Messrs. Strell and Goodsell judged the different events.
The first event was for accuracy and distance combined.

Following are the scores: B. W. Goodsell 86;;!, F. Smith
T^%, J. E. Lsgrig- ,si>;. F. B Davidson 87;'?, J. M. Clarke
80;^, W. H. Babeock SU . G. W. MurreU 84;^', E. E. Wilkin-
son 86;*. Ties at 5yf t. , 3 casts, .J. E. Isgrigg 99,^, W. H.
Babeock 93%. Isgrigg won the medal.
The second event Vas long distance fly-casting. The

scores are as follows: Goodsell 65ft., Smith 51, Isgrigg ~
\

Davidson 56, Clarke 61, Murrell 48, Wilkinson 63. Isgrigg
won.
The third event was bait-casting for accuracy and dis-

tance. Following are the averages: Wilkinson 106,
Babeock 105|. Mr. Babeock was a very close copipetitor
in each event,
The open to the world tournament will be held in Sep-

tember between the 19th and 31st, while the sportsmen's
convention is held in Chicago. Only a club tournament
will be held on Aug, 9, when the Walton House is dedi-
cated. B. Waters.

EDWARD B. OSBORNE.
Anothkr siiieer-e lover of camp life passed quietly away on the

moi'iiiug oC ^\i\y 20, alter having reached the ripe age of seventy-eight
years aud eleven uioiiths.

Few men in active business life have spent more time among the
woods, lakes and streams of om- diversified country than Hon. Edward
B. Osl3orne, and none have more thoroughly enjoyed tlie lonely camp
than did he.
He was liiud and genial to all and a capital story teller, manj^ tales

being of incidenls in his own experience in his various outings. He
was also a good singer, and his songs often added much interest and
lielped to whde away the hours spent around the cheerful evening
blaze or the lonely, stoi'uiy days in camiJ. He was ever ready to take
his full share of toil on the tramp, in the tent or bark shanty. In
short, be was a most desirable outing companion, as all who have been
with him will readily and cheerfully admit. It ha.s passed into a
proverb that "really to know a man's true character you must camp
out with him." This test he bore admirably, as the writer has abuncf-
ant reasons to remember.
His first visit to the North Woods—as they were then, generally

called—was in the fall of 185G, and very few yeai-s since then have
passed that he did not visit some portion of them. He never stopped
long at any of the numerous hotels on the more traveled routes, much
preferring the lonely tent to the crowded places of more fashionable
resort. Being owner and editor of a daily aud weekly paper, he sent
home occasional sketche.s for publication from his various tenting
places, fai' and near, including che Adirondacks, St. Lawrence River,
Upper Canada, eastern shore of Maryland, aud a lOO-mile canoe triij,

with Indian guides, on the Michigama and Jlenominee rivers. Some of
these letters, with various poetical articles, he has very recently put
into book form at the request of personal friends—a fitting close to his
varied life.

Thus, one by one the older devotees of rod and gun, and lovers of
forest and stream and of camp life, are passing off the stage; but new
ones ai'e taking their places, who, although they will never have the
rough paths of their predecessors, will reap health and real enjoyment
from theu' more showy and fashionable outings. J. H. D,
PouGHKBEPSiE, .July 24.

Popular Excursions to the World's Fair by the
Pennsylvania Railroad.

Special train of newest aud best standard passenger coaches con-
taining all modern conveniences, will leave Hew York at 9:CK3 A. M.
Julj' Sist via Pennsylvania EaUroad for Chicago. Pare for the round
trip, gau. Tickets good ten days. Other excursions fixed for August
liih and mh.—Adc.

Omaha and Kansas City
Are reached most directly from either Chicago or St. Louis by the

Burlington Route. Daily vestibuled trains with Pullman sleepers,
chair cars (seats freej and Burhngton Route dining cars.

—

Adv.

What It Has Done for the Old Gentleman.
Have kept and sold Hires' Rootbeer several years. I have drunk it

exclusively this summer. Am T8 years old and feel like a boy. It is
Bhe*d of sarsaparillaj H, Vak Waqbnkn, M.D., Dai-Ungton, Wis.—.dcZi;.

DOG SHOWS.
Aug. .30 to Sept. 2.—Blue Grass Kennel Club, at Lexington, Ky.. Mr.

Roger Williams, Sec'y.
Sept. 5 to 8.—Kingston (Ont.) K. C, at Kingston. H. 0. Bat«s, Sec'y.
Sept. 11 to 15.—Toronto, Canada. C. A. Stone. Sec'y.
Sept. 19 to 23.—Rhode Island State Fair Ass'n at Narragansett Park.

D. C. CoUins, Sec'y.
Sept. 19 to 22.—World's Fair, Chicago. W. 1. Buchanan, Chief Dept.

of Agriculture.
Oct. 3 to 6.—Minneapolis K. C, at Minneapolis.. H. T.VauDuster, Sec.
Nov. 21 to 24,—New .Jersey K. L.. at Newark. Dr. W. F. Seidler, Sec,
Dec. 12 to l.?,-R. I. PoiUtry and Pet Stock Ass'n, at Providence,

FIELD TRIALS.
Sept. 4.—Northwestern Field Trial Club's second annual trials, Man-

itoba. Thos. Johnson, Sec'y. AVinnipeg.
Sept. 12.—Manitoba Field Trials Club's Trials, Souris, Manitoba. E.

D. Adams, Sec'y, Winnipeg.
Oct. 30.—National Beagle Club trials, at Nanuet, N. T. Geo. Laick,

Tarrytown, N. Y., Secretary.
Nov. 6.—United States Field Trials Club's Fall Trials, Bicknell, Ind,

P. T. Madison, Sec'y, Indianapolis.
Nov. 6.—New England Beagle Club trials. W. S. Clark, Linden^

Mass., Secretary.
Nov. 7.—International Field Trial Club's Fourth Trials, Chatham,

Ont. W. B. Wells, Sec'y, Chatham.
Nov. 15.—Ohio Field Trial Club's Second Trials, Canton, O. C. V.

LeUuiger, Sec'y.
Nov. 15.—American Field Trial Club Trials, at Carlisle, Ind. W. J.

Be^k, Sec'y, Colmnbus, Ind.
Nov. 20.—Eastern Field Trial Club's Trials, at Newton, N, C. Mem-

bers' Stake Nov. 16. W. A. Coster, Sec'y.

POINTS AND FLUSHES.
[By a Staff Correspondent.}

Express Charges on Dogs.

Among many good things so kindly, yet forcibly, presented
by Dr. J. Frank Perry in his article entitled "The American
Kennel Club," in FoPvEST and Stream of July 22, there is

one in which all sportsmen should take special active interest
at all times. Not that this one thing, the exorbitant express
rate, is in respect to its consideration by the A. K. C, supe-
rior and more worthy of consideration than the other im-
portant matters which Dr. Perry wisely suggests for reform,
but that it is a matter near and dear to the pocket of every
dog owner, inasmiich as all shippers of dogs are required to
pay the exorbitant charges of the express companies.

It is a matter affecting canine interests at large, and not
as an A. K. C. measure, that 1 consider it most important.
But being a matter of common interest, all sportsmen should
give energetic support to any movement whose aim is relief
from the unjust and unnecessary exactions of the express
companies.
The plea made by the express companies many years ago,

nameLv, that there were greater risks, greater troubles and
annoyances in transporting dogs, was good at that time.
Dogs' were then presented for shipment in some rickety old
box, which had already served its purpose in holding mer-
chandise; or, more simple yet, the dog might be sent with an
old rope or chain to his collar, which, when fastened to the
car stove or a trunk handle, was a complete arrangement
for shipment. Or an empty flour barrel, with chunks cut
otit of the side for ventilation, both heads in, was not infre-
quently used. In short, any makeshift, however flimsy or
humble, was considered good enough to put a dog in for
shipment, and there was little protection from death, injury
or escape. With all the risks entailed by the shipper's care-
less and slovenly methods of shipment it is not surprising
that express companies made their rates commensurate with
the risks. If there was loss on one hand the high rate reim-
bursed them on the other.
But during many years the manner of shipping dogs has

been greatly improved. They now are shipped in expensive
crates, this being secure from any injtiry incident to proper
handling in transit, nor can they escape. Arrangements are
also made in the mechanical construction of the crate that
the dog can be fed and watered without opening the crate
door. Many crates have receptacles for carrying a supply of
food stiiiicient for a journey. With all these modern perfec-
tions which insure as easy and rapid handling of the dog as
any ordinary box of merchandise, impossibility of escape,
etc., the old rates made for entirely different conditions, are
still in force. The rates which were made to jneet risky
ventures years ago are in force now when there is compara-
tively no risk at all.

To illustrate this more fully, I present herewith a bona fide
contract between myself and the Southern Express Co. The
sum of §6..50 was double first class rates, and also included a
preixdum for insurance by said companj^ yet, notwithstand-
ing their liability both as insurers and common carriers, they
absolutely refused to accept the dogs unless the shipper
signed that contract. It was not done at the shipper's re-

quest, but was a compulsory demand of the company. The
dogs were in a good crate, but the agent refused to accept
them unless each dog was securely chained within the crate.
They were so chained.
Of course, in law, such a contract is not good, for no com-

pany can release itself from the obligations it a.sj3umes to
perform. This contract, however, will show the absurdity
of the present tariff rates. It is as follows:

Agents will use this form for Uve stock, etc., in lieu of the regular
form of freight receipts.
Agents will fill up two copies of these receipts, both of which must

be signed by the agent aud by the shipper.
One copy will be delivered to the shipper, and the other will be re-

tained aud filed away by the agent.

SOUTHERN EXPRESS CQMPAJTY.
SPECIAL. CONTRACT FOB THE TRANSPORTATION OF LIVE STOCK OB OTHER

ANIMALB.

In consideration of SG.50, which is a special rate, given at the ship-

per's request, the Southern Express Company has received the follow-

ing articles, viz.: One box with two dogs, consigned to W. B. Stafford,

at Trenton, Tenn.

"Valued by Shipper at three hundred dollars per head, it being un-

derstood and agreed between the parties hereto, that in no event is

this company to be liable for a greater valuation per head, for the

above property than is here by the shipper fixed." To be carried by
the said express company at the exclusive risk of the owner, to its

office or place of business nearest destination, and then forwarded by
a connecting Hue of transportation to the above address.

In consideration of the above rate, it is expressly agreed that the
owner of said property has insured the same elsewhere in a non-as-
signable policy of instu-ance for his indemnity alone, or has assumed
as an insm-er himself, in consideration of the above special rate, all

the risk of loss or injury thereto, by death, escape, detention, accident,
bruises or injuries of any kind, accident to, or occurring dui-ing trans-
portation whatever, and the said Southern Express Company shall not
be liable for any injury whatever occurring to said property. And the
ownei' thereof hereby releases the said express company and the rail-

road companies over whose roads said property may be transported,
from all habilty for injuries, loss or damage to the same from any
cause whatever. And the shipper and owner hereby severally agree
that all the stipulations and conditions in this receipt contained, shall
extend to and inure to the benefit of each and every company or per-
son to whom the Soutliern Express Company may intrust or deUver
tlie above-described property for transportation, and shall define and
limit the fiability therefor of such other company or person.

It is further agreed that the receipD in good order of a connecting
line of carriers to which said property may be deUvered to complete
transportation, shall terminate the liability of this company, and estop

the owner of the saine from making any demand upon this company
for loss or injury occurring thereto thereafter.
Signed in duplicate at ) For the Southern Express Company,

New Orleans this third V Ellis.
day of February, 1893. ) B. Waters, Shipper.

If any company could be induced to make a just tariff
sportsmen throughout the country, by patronizing such
company exclusively, could bring the other companies to a-
more reasonable view of the matter.

The World's Fair Dog Show.
I venture on this subject with a feeling of reluctance. It

in its way has been heard in season and out of season so
much that it is almost as tiresome as "Ta-ra-ra Boom-de-
ay" and other tunes one hears from early morn to dewy eve.
On Monday, the 24:th inst., I asked Mr. Buchanan if the

dates of the Exposition show would be changed so as not
to conflict with the Rhode Island event, and in accordance
with the prayer of the A. K. C. He said: "The World's
Fair dog show will be held on the dates advertised, if it is
held at all."

In regard to judges, Mr. Buchanan said he had no know-
ledge that there were any vacancies in the list selected

—

that is, no official knowledge. He had seen in the papers
that some would not act, but they have not so informed
him. He says entries are coming in. That is all the news
of the World's Fair show at this end of the line, though
World's Fair dog show news has about reached the thirtieth
attenuation. I would not be at all surprised if there was a
World's Fair show or if there was not.

Good Ideas.

The following is from an eminent trainer, of whose writings
I have to complain that they are too short and too infrequent,
they being founded on sound practical knowledge and pre-
sented in a clear, gracious manner. These are excerpts. He
says:

"I was glad to see your remarks about the gentleman who
wanted to select judges for the Northwestern trials. I believe
with you that if trials are run perfectly fairly to all, and that
more care is taken to have plenty of bii-ds on the grounds, so
that every dog shall have ample opportunities of showing
how he can perform in finding and pointing, as well as how
he can go at that killing pace (which no level-headed dog
ever does go at except when chasing a rabbit), then will field
trials increase in popularity.
"Can you tell me why the Eastern and other clubs' rules

say, 'A dog should be thoroughly trained?' Why not 'must
be?' I think that a thoroughly trained dog may misbehave
once in a way, and the judges should make allowances for
what may be called accidents; but it is unfair to let any dog,
which does not show that he is thoroughly broken, beat one
which is thoroughly broken; for who knows that he has not
some shyness or fault in his disposition, that makes it impos-
sible to break him without reducing his dash.

' 'From a letter in a contemporary, there seems to be an idea
of having pointers, Iri.sh setters and Gordons in one class.
Now I don't think that would be a bad plan, because there
are so few men who are breeding pointers fit for trials at
present.

"I have had spaniels on the brain a little lately. After
having read most of the letters on the subject which have
recently been published, I am forced to the conclusion that
the trtie specimens of the breed must be very scarce. The
real use of a cocker is to do what a setter or pointer cannot
do, certainly not with proprietey, viz.

,
worry out game in any

kind of wet or rough ground. I believe that the introduc-
tion by dog show men of the black ones some years ago has
had much to do with it. I know one, an imported one,
which was sent to me to train, and he was quite as much
terrier as spaniel in his ways; I could see an outcross in his
appearance. I remember very well, when looking at a very
handsome one at a show, making the remark that it did not
look as if it could be any good, and a great dog show judge
and fine sportsman replied, 'Of course not.' "

From all .sides come earnest denunciation of McLin for his
grievous cruelty. Mr. H. B. Anderson, well known as a
gentleman and handler, writes me as follows on the matter.
He says: "I did not stippose that there was a human being
on earth who had so much brutality and such total depravity.
His indeed must be a depraved nature, to starve and burn
dogs who were his friends. Law is not severe enough for
such a brute, nor is language comprehen.sive enough to
express the loathing in which he ought to be held. I am
sure that the conscientious handlers of the country will con-
demn such an act for its extreme inhumanity.
"However, it ought to teach a lesson to those owners who

are always looking for a cheap trainer. There are handlers
who haven't a particle of honesty in their dealings -with their
customers, and who do not care a rap for the customer so
long as they get their money. Of course, there are many
who are honest, conscientious and capable in every direction,
who seek by hard work to give entire satisfaction. Such
men deserve the confidence and patronage of owners. But
such handlers cannot handle dogs cheaply, because they
bring intelligence, experience and hard work to bear in their
dog training,"
Mr. C. AV. Tway, Irwin, O., asks me for a good place to

locate in Illinois or adjacent States for the purpose of giving
his string of dogs some work on chickens. I do not know of
such place. Perhaps some one of the large family of Forest
AND Stream readers can give him the information he seeks,
he being a most amiable and obliging gentleman himself,
one who would gladly do as much for others. He writes
that he has a line string of dogs for the Manitoba trials and
Northwestern trials, among which are Graphic's Juno and
Graphic's Queen, and Mr. G. O. Smith's imported English
setter Gambit.
In respect to the forthcomi ug trials of the new club in Cal-

ifornia, Mr. H. M. Tonner, proprietor of the Solana Kennels,
North Ontario, Cal., writes as follows:
"The Southern California Field Trials Club recently organ-

ized in Los Angeles, it is hoped will prove an efficient factor
in the developing of the field setter and pointer. With pei-
fect grounds at its command and quail in almost unlimited
numbers, coupled with the rapidly growing interest in sport-
ing dogs, the outlook certainly is encouraging.
"The rules adopted by the club are practically the same as

those of the E. F. T. Club and U. S. F. T. Club and others,
and it is the intention to, as far as possible, have the best
dogs put to the fore, regai-dless of the luck which is supposed
to be inseparable from field competitions. It is possible that
the judges may err, but the men selected to act in this
capacity, Messrs. Pyle, Vandevort and Crenshaw, are men of
known honesty of purpose, and there is no doubt but what
the best dog will win. The officers of the club, who will act
until our meeting in January, are: President, E. K. Bench-
ley; Vice-President, J. H. Kiefer; Secretary, B. P. Hinnman,
The membership, while not large, is composed of ardent
.sportsmen who will take a keen interest in the affairs of the
club. The stakes, while not unusually large, will be suf-
ficiently so as to offer good inducements to handlers to have
thfck dogs mider perfect control and to give them work
enough to fit them for the trials.

"In adopting the spotting system we hope to save time
consumed in running dogs that have no possible show
to win, and who detract from the interest in the trials. This
being an organization of sportsmen, we desire the typical
sportsman's dog to win, or, in other words, the dog who does
the best average work on coveys, singles and retrieving.
While some favor the abolishing of retrieving, a dog that
wUl not retrieve will not win in the AU-Age Stake."

B. Watehs.
909 Secdkity BtJiLDiNG, Chicago,
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The Bulldog' Pedestrian Match.

Whatever may be said to the contrary, there is no place
on this earth where more interest is taken in the bulldog,
his general properties and capabilities, than in London town,
and Monday last, Jnly 17, was a memorable day and will be
never forgotten by those who had the pleasure of being

Eresent at the walkingmatch between the celebrated Dock-
^af, owned by Mr. S. Woodiwiss, of East Fiuchley, London,

and the great-headed King Orry, the property of Mr. George
Murrell, of Deptford.

I need hardly tell you across the water that several have
objected to the manner in which the first mentioned has
from time to time moved in the ring, and some have gone
so far as to call him nothing more or less than a cripple.
This Dockleaf's breeder and backer, Mr. J. S. Pybus-Sellon,
resolved to contest, and obtaining the loan of the dog frorn
the East Finchley Kennels he was matched to walk the
heavier and leggier dog on Monday evening last from the
R.oebuck Inn, at Lewisham, to Bromley Town Hall and
back, a distance of ten miles.

I have now been knocking about dog shows and matches
in the neighborhood of London for some years and I con-
fess I never knew such excitement over a competition as
this. By 6 o'clock all sorts of vehicles were driven up to
the Roebuck filled with dogmen who have made their names
in the canine world. All were on pleasure bent, and as the
start was not to take place till 7 o'clock they enjoyed them-
selves at the billiard tables in the capacious saloon of the
Roebuck.
Lewisham, I ought to tell you, is just a few miles out of

London and immediately on the outskirts of the country.
At about half a mile from the starting place you enter a
well kept quiet road, where you are comparatively free from
the traffic.

A huge crowd had collected by 7 o'clock, and from what
a policeman told me, I gathered that although they have
from time to time all parts and sizes of matches -and com-
petitions down that way, never was more excitement than
on the occasion of this first bulldog walking match on record.
The referees agreed on were Messrs. George Krehl, the ken-
nel editor of the Stock-Keeper, and Mr, Edgar Tarman, a
well known owner of bulldogs and popular all round with
his fellow club men, who by-the-way mustered on this
evening as they never had before. The first to appear on the
scene was King Orry, and he had been trained down to a
nicety; and if ever a dog looked fit for a ten mile walk it was
Mr. Murrell's representative. Although the writer, among
others, had a bet on as soon as possible, I found that the
odds were on King Orry—he started at G to 4 on—although
there was a lot of money about for Dockleaf last week.
But I confess I never had an idea that Dockleaf would win,
and greedily got all that was offered, for knowing that one
was longer in the leg, a superior mover and better trained
than the other, I never but thought it was quite 10 to 1 on
one, and that King Orry.
Punctually at seven o'clock they started, and with a cheer

the men and dogs taking the center of the road, when the
great crowd cleared away, and it was one of the most amus-
mg sights that ever dogmen witnessed. Cheer after cheer
arose from a large number of the Deptford water side men
who had been attracted to the spot to give a good send off
to their representative dog, for King Orry's owner resides at
Deptford Green. These fellows cheered to the echq., but the
Dockleaf party were not so encouraging in their cries, in fact
they kept more or less quiet and being of a respectable turn
of mind, they did not give way to their feelings. Away the
bulldogs traveled along the road, but King Orry immediately
showed to the front, and it was at once seen that Fred.
Milledge, who had hold of him, was an athlete, and Jack
Harrison, his kennelman, who carried the bottle and sponge,
also knew his business.

As was expected, Dockleaf .soon commenced to crouch,
and I regret to say that before he had gone a mile the
match was practically over, for Harry Smith and Tom
Bundle, Mr. Woodiwiss's head kennelman and greyhound
trainer respectively, did all they could to urge on the son of
Dandelion, but the dog would not continue his journey. At
a mile from the starting point the Deptford dog was out of
sight, but Dockleaf, who seemed to be pulling away from his
leader (who was on the near side) and going extremely lame
on his off shoulder, was humanely picked up at Sloper's
Island, between two and three miles out, and was sent back
in a conveyance in attendance.
There were some dozen well-filled vehicles following King

Orry, and the cheers that enlivened the air when the Dept-
ford men heard that the other dog had failed must have
been heard by the villagers and the people for miles around.
As it was, at every cross road there congregated men,women
and children with open mouths watching agog the peculiar
sight of a man and dog walking as it were for dear life.

Soon we got to Bromley, rather a quaint old place, and
here if the town hall had been on fire more excitement could
not have been'caused, for the fresh cheers of the Deptfordites
had evidently awakened the inhabitants to a sense that
something wonderful was on. From Lewisham to Bromley
is five miles, and King Orry covered the ground in just one
hour and a couple of minutes.
Bromley was emptied as quickly as it was filled, and like

a snowball, the company swelled the further it went; we
were not only waited on by ladies and cyclists, but the little

gypsey boys from an encampment ga.ve us an exhibition of
their tumbling powers and greedily picked up and fought
for the coppers that were thrown to them. A sort of half-
way house was the Tiger's Head; here we stopped on the
outward and homeward journeys, and every man Jack re
freshed himself at this quaint old place. One bulldog went
out with his owner for a run to see how he could manage the
distance, took occasion at this trysting place to make the ac-
quaintance of a well-known dogman who resides at West-
bourne Park. Although it is not very pleasing to have the
jaws of a bulldog round your hand, the incident on Monday
evening was the most laughable one I ever witnessed. If

Mr. Hoppett carries to his grave the teeth marks of Baby
Bacchus I am sure he will have no cause to forget the occa-
sion on which it happened.

But this by the way, we were soon again on the road back
to Lewisham, the weather holding up beaiitifuUy until we
were just about a mile from home, when a slight shower fell

which appeared to make the dog more faster than ever, and
he kept up a continual gait of five miles per hour, and if he
WBB wanted, I think he could have kept on at this pace for
twenty miles. When at 9:24, P. M. a tremendous cheer arose,
it was known that King Orry had passed the winning post
outside the Roebuck, and here there was indescribable
excitement, for although as soon as it was known Dockleaf
had been picked up, it was a foregone conclusion. Yet very
few thought King Orry would accomplish the distance in
two hours and seven minutes, and appear as fresh as a daisy
and as strong as a lion.

I do not wish to be harsh on any dog, but I really think
that not only can King Orry beat at this game twenty Dock-
leafs, but he coiild give a good start and a beating to any
show dog of his weight.
At one time it was thought that that most active dog

Guide, the property of Mr, Jack Ellis, would have started,
but last week the Hackney Road dog cut his foot and was
withdrawn from the contest.
After the walk on Monday night Mr. Murrell offered to

give Guido one mile start in ten miles, but Mr. Ellis was not
having any, and he as good as remarked that he knew what
King Orry was, and that his number was a size too great to
take down.
The utmost good feeling existed notwithstanding that

some money changed hands, and it did not go into the
pockets of the Dockleaf party.
The only sad and regretable incident about the whole mat.-

ter was, that the breeder and backer of Mr. Woodiwiss's dog
was unable to be present because of the death of his brother,
Mr. Reggie Pybus-Sellon. The greatest sympathy was felt
for Mr. John Pybus-Sellon, who has always done so much for
the bulldog men of England, and is so greatly respected.
In conclusion I ought to say, many were the remarks in

reference to the match, one being, "What is the use of such
a match as this?" Well, I think it had its lessons. Firstly,
it demonstrated conclusively that a leggy dog can travel
better than a short-legged one; secondly, that the show bull-
dog can do his five miles an hour with ease, and, thirdly, that
the formation of King Orry's .shoulders is correct. That
these three facts will be of the greatest benefit to bulldog
breeders I have no doubt, and I am sure that the good-
humored company who enjoyed themselves in the charming
lanes of Kent on Monday evening will never regret being
present at a match which caused far more excitement than
any other that has been known to dog show men in my
time.
The two chief items to remember in this competition are,

that King Orry walked ten miles in two hours and seven
minutes, and that he started at 6 to 4 on.

Feeeman Lloyd.
London, July 18.

Appointment of Substitute Judges.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Regarding the question as to what action bench show com-

mittees shall take where an announced judge is unable to
officiate, I would most strongly protest against canvassing
among the exhibitors present as to who should fill the
vacancy. It would open the way to too much junketing.
Some folks have made a great hue and cry about bench show
committees asking prominent exhibitors as to judges that
would be acceptable to them. This I regard as all moon-
shine. I have been a constant exhibitor since 1879 and have
won probably two hundred prizes, if not more, yet I do not
recall ever having been asked in these fourteen" years what
judge would be acceptable to me. Where a judge is not
able to act it strikes me very forcibly that the proper way
is for the bench .show committee to appoint another judge
in his stead without consulting exhibitors or any one else,

advise the exhibitors by telegram at their expense, if the
time is short, that a change has been made, and what the
change is. This enables the exhibitor to withdraw his dogs
if he^'wishes to do so, or show them if it .so pleases him.
If the time be so short that they cannot write, a telegram
as well as postponing the judging one day will overcome
all difficulties. Canvassing among exhibitors is only open-
ing a loophole by which a distasteful judge can be slipped
in simply because some one large kennel knows his prefer-

ence and so exerts its influence regardless of the others.

Let the bench show committee appoint some one to fill the
vacancy and the rest will take care of itself.

H. W. HUNTINGTO^f.
Brooklyn, N. Y., July 24.

Editor Forest and Stream,:
I think that most of Dr. Perry's amendments are desir-

able Certainly the one giving exhibitors the right to choose
a substitute when the advertised judge fails to appear, is

just and reasonable. I canot a gree with Mr. H. W. Smith
when he says that the committee choose their own j udges in
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the first place, make the classes and pay the prizes, and
therefore should appoint substitutes in case of vacancies.

It is true they select their own judges, which is perfectly
right and proper, and we can stay at home if we are not
pleased with the judge, and nobody is hurt but the show
committee, who lose entries. But, if the judge is acceptable
and a large number of entries are made on that account, it

is not right for the committee to substitute some one who is

not acceptable to the exhibitors who have paid their entrance
fees and express charges to the show. If the owners are not
there themselves to vote, it can safely be left to the handler
having the dogs in charge. I would be willing to have Ben
Lewis, for instance, vote for me if he had my dogs in charge.
He woiild not be likely to vote for Mills in preference to
Mason, Mortimer and other good judges, whil,e some com-
mittees would.
Ask a man to promise entries for your show. The first

question he a.sks is. Who will judge" my class? When he
sends his entrance fee he expects the advertised judge to act,

and it is as mitch a part of the contract as it is to pay the
prize money, and when it is impossible to have him act, the
exhibitors should choose a substitute. A. W. Smith.
Bttffalo, N. Y.. July 28.

Editor Forest and Stream:
I wish to record myself as most emphatically against the

proposed modification of the rule regarding the election of
substitute judges. Firstly on the principle that the A. K. C.
is now ruling too much and is becoming meddlesome; sec-

ondly because the rule is to no purpose, as long as the
judge can be refused by the bench show committee.

_
There

is just as much propriety in the A. K. C. describing the
manner of election of a substitute, as there would be in the
appointment of the original judge. A bench show^ is a
business undertaking, and the show committee will naturally
strive to please, in order to make a .success. By all means
keep the A. K. C. out of the judge question. Let this thing
regulate itself. If a rule must be made, then I would j)ro-

pose, that in the event of the substitute judge not being
satisfactory to him, that the exhibitor is entitled to withdraw
his dog and to get his entry fee back. That will make a
bench show committee think twice before acting against the
majority. In adopting the rule with the proviso that the
bench show committee may approve or reject the elected
judge (which by the way is a correct proviso), the rule will

have no effect, except having drawn the A, K. C. into more
trouble, and causing rows between an elected judge who is

refused and the bench show committee.
A. H. BCeppner.

Editor Forest and Stream:
In regard to Dr. Perry's resolutions, I believe that in case

of an advertised judge'failing to act, the exhibitors present
should have the privilege of appointing a judge to fill the
vacancy. Also an exhibitor should have the privilege o

withdrawing his entries in case of the advertised judge no

t

acting. All exhibitors of any experience have their favorit e
judges, and I do not believe it is treating them fairly to com-
pel them to show under a judge they do not fancy.
Mr. G. Muss-Arnolt's remarks on the jockeying of dogs

from light weight to heavy weight classes'and uice-uersa, are
timely. Still I can hardly agree to his proposition, viz., "To
compel a dog 18 months ' old or over to remain thereafter in
his then declared class." As most of this jockeying is done
at the show and just before judging, and after the expert
handler has ".sized up" the classes, I suggest that a dog
should be shown in the class he is entered in. If the owner
has made any mistake in making his entry let him stand or
fall thereby. Wsf. H. Hyland,
NoBTH Tarbttown, July 28,

EdAtor Forest and. Stream:
T think Dr. Perry's suggestion a good one in some respects,

still I am of the opinion that the calling together of the ex-
hibitors for a meeting to get individual views in the matter
an arduous and impracticable undertaking, fraught with
delays and long discussions that, as a rule^ will prove un-
profitable and unsatisfactory both to the dog show committee
and to the exhibitors themselves. Any live committee can
see at once how matters stand in resard to the selection of a
judge, and in five minutes can select a substitute for the ab-
sentee, whereas if a meeting is called and some of our doggy
friends get possession of the flooi", it will take five days, in-
stead of five minutes, to place the other poor fellow in that
privileged position where he can subsequently taste the
sweets of getting his hair pulled.

A. Clinton Wilmerding.
New York City, July 3<1.

Editor Forest and Stream:
The letter of Dr. Perry, published in your last issue, sug-

gesting the modification of the rule governing the appointing
of judges to fill vacancies at our dog shows I think is a very
wise sugge.stion, and believe it would give perfect satisfac-
tion to all exhibitors if adopted by the A. K. C. I also think
the Forest asd Stre.ui is deserving of the thanks of our
breeders and exhibitors for the trouble they have taken to
ascertain the opinions of their patrons on such an important
subject. Mrs. J. M. Nxciiolson.
Albany, N. Y.. July 24.

Editor Forest and, Stream,:
Referring to the rule regarding dog .show judges, itappear**

to me that in case the judge advertised to judge a breed of
dogs is not present that the exhibitors should by a two-third -s

vote decide upon some one present.
RlNADA rolSTER KENNELS.

New York City, July 2'}.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Respecting the appointment of substitute judges, I think

that in case a judge fails to keep tiis appointment the matter
of selecting a substitute should be entirely left to the e."chib-

itors or their representatives. Edwaud Booth.
Nbw York, July 80.

Boston, July 28.—Editor Forest and. Stream: I am hardly
in sympathy with my friend, Dr. Perry, on the question of
filling vacancies in the list of iudces at dog shows. I would
rather suggest that the A. K. C. iiualify a list of judges
which they recommend to the various kennel clubs, and that
each club from this list choose whom they want, with a sec-

ondary list or alternate judge in case of the inability of the
first-named jud^e to serve. I would never for an instant
take the authority or responsibility of the conduct of the
dog show away from the committee and place it in other
hands. Let us have judges qualified by the A. K. C. and let

exhibitors show under them. If one cannot serve, take the
next. The Doctor's scheme would, I am sure, lead to a
wrangle among the exhibitors, and it provides for no one to
straighten it out. Edward BkooivS.

Toronto Show.
Eilltnr r'M-f.st and Strcn.m:

II I

I -u-: leceived notice that the Michigan Central Rall-
ruad wiil i Jirry over their lines one dog free on chain, and
when crated they can be checked and 1.501bs. will be allowed
free, all over will be charged at the same rate as excess bag-
gage. This is a special rate granted to dogs going to and
from the Toronto Industrial Dog Show. Mr. H. Brooks,
of West Medford, Mass., donates the following specials
for Scotch terriers: Slo for best kennel of four, $10 for best
dog, American or Canadian bred, and $10 for best bitch,
American or Canadian bred. C. A. Stone, Sec'y.

Hos Crone.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Ten days ago my lemon and white setter dog Report, by

Breeze Gladstone—List Noble, was stolen from Wallingford,
Delaware county. Pa. The dog has an evenly-marked lemon
and white head," dark eyes and nose, with a lemon patch on
back, well feathered, cobby built, of about 401 bs. weight.
Any information, concerning a dog an.swering the above de-
scription, from brother sportsmen that may aid me in re-

covering my dog wUl be thankfully received.
Francis G. Taylor.

PmLADELPHIA, Pa.

The Ohio Field Trials Club.

Canton, 0., July 26.—Persons who have made entries or
received entry blanks will please notice that the Ohio field

trials will commence Nov. 22, and the All-Age Stake entries
will close Nov. 18; Derby Stake entries close Sept. 1.

G. V. L, Mellingbr, Sec.

A Mitchell Club Meet.

Mitchell, S. D., July 21.— Editor Forest and St/ream: It

has been suggested by several outside coursing men that the
Mitchell Coursing Club should hold a meeting following the
International at Huron. A move is now being made here to

this effect, and doubtless a meeting will be held Oct. 10.

H, G. Nichols.

Lexington (Ky.) Dogr Show.
The Blue Grass Kennel Club is getting together numerous

specials for their show that takes place the end of this
month. For the best dog or bitch, owned in Louisville, Ky.,
SlOis offered. The Collie Club of America offers the club
medal for best collie in open classes, exhibited by a member
of the club. The following additional classes have been
added: Class A, novice fi. C. St. Bernard dog or bitch, S5,

first; medal, second. Class B, Dandie Dinmonts, open class,

dogs or liitches, $5, first; medal, second. Class 129, chal-
lenge pug dogs, $10, first. Cla.ss C, challenge pug bitches,
•510, first. Class D, black pugs, open class dogs or bitches,
SIO, first; medal, second. Cla.sses 111 to 114, inclusive,
should read Irish terriers. The committee also say that
present indications point to a very large entry. On the back
of the entry form will be found a very good plan of the dog
show building, showing rings, benching, etc. The ground
floor is SOOft. by 100, and ventilation and light is said to be
perfect. The exercising facilities are unsurpassed, as across
the electric road there is a covered track and the inside space
IS two acres of grass.
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The Type of Great Danes.
BY A. H. HEPPKEK.

(Continuedfrom x>age So.')

First we will take the Hatzriide—called in England boar-
hound. This strain was inclined to be savage, rather de-
voted, as indicated by the English name, to chasing and
fighting a bear or a boar than to be the pet of a family; and
his general make up corresponded with these facts. Stand-
ing on powerful legs, with well let down stifles, with a
houndy-curved back, flank tucked up, deep, narrow chest,
rather long, coarse coat, abundance of loose skin on all parts
of the body, especially over the shoulders and under the
throat; colored generally brindle and harlequin; weight, by
virtue of bone and muscle, over 1.501bs. The head of the
Hatzrtlde is a peculiar characteristic; very wide and flat;

skull round, cheeks prominent, eyes bulging, no chiseling
whatever, as shown in the following illustrations:
This shows how far a Great Dane can go toward a mongrel

and explains why there was once a movement to expell this
breed from the show bench.
Ulmer Dogge.—This dog is rather more on the order of the

German dogge only not as racily built. There is a marked
difference in texture of coat in favor of the Ulmer dogge,
while at the same time the head may be big and the throat
coarse. There was more character about them and it was
this strain that guided the Germans in their taste for a
modern great Dane. The head of the Ulmer, compared with
the Hatzrude, was better chiseled and showed more breed-
ing. This dog was more adapted as a pet than as a sporting
dog, and was bred more for the eye than for usefulness.

_
Daniscue Dogge.—This .showed the extreme to the other

side, something we would call to-day "weedy," weighing
possibly lOOlbs; a nice, upstanding dog on the greyhound
order; similar in feet and way of standing, and, like the grey-
hound, having an appearance of gracefulness and activity.
This strain was generally of different shades of blue. Clean
cut, well chiseled, narrow head, lacking depth of muzzle.
German Dogge.—Mr. G. Lang, of Stuttgart, who acted as

judge at Hamburg in 1880, then and there formed about him-
self a cii-cle of doggy men and advocated the plan of taking
the best qualities of these three strains and combine them in
a whole under the above name. They took the gracefulness
of the Danische dogge; with its fine breeding qualifications,
and the Ulmer (of course, quality as to breeding and type at
that time does not mean a Hannibal of eleven years later)
and the substance and constitution principally of the coarse
Hatzriide, and strove to breed in this combination a dog best
described now as Hannibal the Great. If in the meantime
some headstrong aiid one-sided breeder leaned toward one or
the other strain in his breeding manipulations, of course, one
cannot blame him, because tastes will differ. But this differ-
erence of object among breeders explains the differences
among the representatives of our present German dogge,
here called great Dane. The difference of type among them
here or in Germany to-day, Avhere it exists, means simply the
fact that the particular strain has not been sufiiciently aud
desirably blended, as it should be. We may get from Ger-
many to-day, as well as we could in 1880, if we look for it, a
Hatzriide, an Ulmer dogge, or a Danische dogge, just as you
wish, and undoubtedly and very likely any one of these will
cpme under the name of German dogge, and with explana
tions, affidavits and everything desirable in regard to proof
of thorough breeding, pedigrees a yard long, consisting of a
half a dozen Cesars, Paschas, Mincas and so forth. On
receipt of which the American exhibitor swears high and
low that his dog is right and typical, and that somebody
else's is not.
Now, gentlemen of the fancy, decide what you wish to

have—a Hatzriide (boarhound), an Ulmer dogge or a Danishe
dogge. I, for one, want a German dogge (great Dane), i. e.,

a combination of the better qualities of each of these strains,
in a degree. The graceful movement of the Danishe dogge
in a measure, the substance of the Halzriide to a degree and
the breeding merits of the Ulmer in a dog like the illustra-
tion called "Ideal Great Dane Dog." If I were a profe.s.sional
breeder I would rather strive to get a larger and heavier
ideal than a lighter one, but by all means a typical, finely
bred dog.
Now we have incidentally arrived at the conclusion of this

part of our article and have, I thiuk, explained the existence
of a Melac and a Weiizel, both under one name, that of great
Dane. I do not believe Wenzel to be a representative of the
medium between a mastiff and a greyhound. I think he was
as much of the greyhound order (see Danishe dogge) as Melac

is of the mastiff (boarhound) order. Were we well supplied
in this country with greyhoundy Danes, the selection of
Wenzel as head of affairs in New York in a strong class of
fair specimens would have been a serious mistake, but we are
well supplied vrith dogs of the other extreme—boarhounds—
and while we are in danger of going too far toward the boar-
hound, I think the decision of Mr. G. Muss-Aruolt was only
justifiable as a protest against a wrong policy of breeding,
though I should have liked to see a real great Dane and not
a Danische do»ge beat the boarhound-Ulmer combination
which produced Melac.

[TO BE CON'TJNUED.]

Brunswick Fur Club.
The Brunswick Fur Club has issued a new edition of its

constitution and running rules. The new rules are radically
different from the old ones, the club having fallen into line
and adopted the spotting system. This club now boasts of a
membership of over eighty men interested in foxhunting, ex-
clu.sive of a list of twenty-seven honorary members. The
new rules were re^'ised by vote of the club last April. We
cannot print the new rules, but those interested are referred
to the secretary, Mr. Bradford S. Turpin, Cottage street,
Dorchester, Mass., who will forward a copy on request.

DOG CHAT,

The Rhode Island Show.
The Rhode Island Fair Association seems to be in touch

with this progressive age. On the entry form is printed A
K. C. Rule XXVIII., referring to closing of entries and the
pains and penalties which that body will inflict on the club
that transgresses. This is a gentle hint to the intending ex-
hibitor not to lead the Association into temptation by sending
in late entries. It is a hint that might be embodied in every
dog show entry form. On the back of the form, in addition
to particulars relating to the coming show, the following
sentence will strike exhibitors as particularly grateful and
soothing: "It is the policy of the Association to make all
entrance fees as low as practicable, believing that exhibitors'
expenses are quite enough without their being obliged to
form a sweepstake and compete for their own money."
Those associations which charge a $3 or $3 entry fee for a -$5

prize, should frame that sentence and hang it up in a con-
spicuous place in the club room.

Death of Fascination.

Mr. George Bell has had such a phenomenal run of luck
for some years past in showing dogs and picking up veritable
bargains in cocker flesh that we almost thought he was im-
pervious to the misfortunes that overtake kennel owners
sooner or later. At Wissahickon show in the sudden death
of Troublesome he realized how it feels, and now that he has

HATZBtoB CDIPBOVED DtPE).

lost the apple of his kennel eye. Fascination, he experiences
the full meaning of the dog man's term, "hard luck." Fas-
cination died in the early part of last week, but from what
cause we have not yet been informed. This handsome cocker
has filled a conspicuous place on the bench lately and his
winning career is too well known to the fancy to need repeti-
tion here. He was by Mr. Bell's Obadiah out of his well
known bitch Amazement, and was whelped July 39, 1891.
Mr. Bell has our .sincere sympathy in his loss. The Toronto
.show is near at hand, but the Toronto man will scarcely be
caught napping on his own doorstep.

" Dandies."

It is peculiar that the Dandle Dinmont does not become
more popular over here. Game, not quarrelsome, a merry
companion and one that can be depended on to take its part
in almost any canine emergency, his merits should meet with
more attention than is now the case. Our principal breeder,
Mr. E. Brooks, feels quite discouraged that his efforts to
bring the breed into prominence bear so little fruit. Still,

we trust that he will keep the fight up and eventually pre-
vail upon others to go into the fancy. Perhaps if more of the
blue dogs were shown they would catch on quicker.

Foxhunt by Moonlight.

The secretary of the Brunswick Pur Club, Mr. B, S. Turpin,
contrives to get a good deal of sport out of this life. He vsrrites

us that on the night of lJuly 27 he with a number of friends
went to Waltham, Mass. They took six hounds just outside
the town and starting a fox had a fine run. The music could
be heard most of the time, the fox not going more than a
mile from the party, and frequently within a hundred yards.
He sums it up this way, "Full moon, fine hounds, good com-
pany, perfect night, splendid lunch. What more do you
want?" Nothing, unless it be the brush.

A Show at Newcastle, Pa.

The Lawrence County Agricultural Society, at Newcastle,
Pa. , will hold a dog show Aug. 39 to Sept. 1. Mr. W. L.
Washington is the judge for .sporting classes and Dr. A.
Lewis for non sporting. The prizes are §3, $2 and -Si. Entry
fee, 50 cents, There are other "miscellaneous" classes pro-
•vided, with prizes of $1, entry to which is 35 cents. The show
is given under the auspices of the Newcastle Kennel Clitb,
organized last year.

The Rinada Kennels have issued a couple of very interest-
ing catalogues of the breeding stock and the dogs for sale in
these kennels. To a student of pointer form the one treating
of the breeding stock is especially interesting, as Mr. Pick-
hardt, the owner, has set forth their merits of breeding in a
manner that convinces any one who knows of the stock his
dogs are bred from, that he is on the right track. Such well
known sires as King of Kent, Duke of Hessen, Lad of Kent,
Ridgeview Panic, Pontiac, etc. have been used. Among the
stock for sale are some broken dogs that should find ready
sale. A synopsis of the breeding is not the least important
part of these neat catalogues. Mr. Pickhardt's kennels are
at Massapeuqa, L. I.

The noted Scotch terriers KUroy and Kilcree do not spend
all their time "fettling" up for the bench. They have been
taken to Brockton, Mass, , where they will have some rough
and tumbles with the woochucks.

It does seem rather hard lines that a man cannot enjoy the
society of his dog without being subject to loss of liberty on
the mere word of any passer-by. An Englishman was sitting
in the park, one day last week, with his St, Bernard, when
two men came up and one claimed the dog as his property.
Despite the protests of the Englishman that the dog was his
and had been sent to him from Australia three years ago,
and the growls of the animal when the men tried to coax
him away, they complained to a policeman, and dog and
owner were taken to the station house and locked up for the

night. Next morning when brought before the justice, the
Englishman was able to prove by papers and letters received
from the former owner in Australia who asked after the
dog that the dog was really his, and was duly released. Ac-
cording to the published accounts of the affair there seems
to have been considerable injustice done in the case and some
ignorance of his rights on the young man's part.

We learn with regret that the well-known beagle breeder
andlate President of the Beagle Club, Mr. F.W.Chapman, has
been seriously ill with rhetimatism and is still confined to his
home. We trust this enthusiastic beagle man will shortly
be on his feet again. The beagle trials will soon be on and
without the "Chapman lope" one half of the fun will be lost.

Mr. C. A. Loud, owner of the Shenandoah Kennels, in
California, is selling out. He will locate at Antioch, Cal.,
and give up breeding as soon as his stock is disposed of. Mr.
Loud is the setter man that Mr. Raper got into controversy
with over the kennel prize award and the decisions at the
late San Francisco show.

Mr. C. D. Bernheimer, part owner of the Hepburn Kennels
of great Danes, having lost his father recently, finds his busi-
ness responsibilities too great to admit of giving further
attention to the kennel, and he reluctantly gives up his dog
breeding interests for the present.

Nurse (as she puts Robert to bed)—And what would you
say if your mamma should have a little baby brother or sister
for you when you woke up in the morning?
Robert—Tell her I'd rather have a dog.—Puck.

At the meeting of the Pointer Club of America, held July
31 at 44 Broadway, the following officers were elected: John
S. Wise, president; Fred'k S. Webster, vice-president;
Adrian C. Pickhardt, secretary and treasurer. Mr. George
Jarvis was elected a delegate to the A. K. C. Messrs. Chas..
Heath and B. F. Seitner were elected to the executive
committee. Mr. R. A. de Russy and Mr. George W. La Rue
were elected members of the club. Everything looks bright
and prosperous for the club.

The Pacific Fox-Terrier Club, according to Breeder and
Sportsman, must be in a flourishing state. They expect to
have -$150 on hand for prizes at the next show. Two new
members were elected at the last meeting.

Trivvet—"Is this your advertisement in the paper for a
lost dog?" Dicer—"Yes." Trivvet—"Why you never had
a dog to lose." Dicer—"I know; but I want one now, and I
think I can make a satisfactory selection from the animals
the advertisement will bring in."—Harper's Bazar.

The foxhounds of this country are being rapidly increased.
Mr. J. W. Sloan, of Temple, Ind., now writes us that his
American foxhound bitch Spark whelped July 33 16 living
pups, sexes evenly divided, sired by Rowdy Prank.

STitten (dancing and singing)—"Papa wouldn't buy me a
bow-wow."
Old Cat (severely)—Stop, my child. Don't you know that

a bow-wow is the very worst thing that you could have?

—

Harper's Young People.

In the "up to date" dictionary that Punk & Wagnalls will
shortly publish, considerable space is given to the dog.
Argoss will represent a Russian wolfhound, champion Spin-
away, a greyhound, and Carney, a bull-terrier.

Bicknell, Ind., Aug, 1.— [Special to Forest and Stream):
The preliminary hearing of Geo. McLin was set for to-
day before the Mayor of Vincennes. He waived examination
and was sent to jail in default of 1500 bail to wait action of
grand jury which meets in September. J. M. Freema^t.

KENNEL NOTES.
Kennel Notes are inserted witliout charge ; and blanks

(furnished free) will be sent to any address.

NAMES CLAniED.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Mirth and Glee. By F. B. Zimmer, Gloversville, N. Y., for white,
black and tan beagle bitches, whelped June 10, 1893, by Stormy out of
Myrtle the Mouse.
Sweet Fern. By F. B. Zimmer, Gloversville, N. Y., for black, white

dXnisohe dogqe.

and tan beagle bitch, whelped June 16, 1893, by Ransack out of Gua-
sie D.

£^arl of Deboniar, Songster, Trinliet II., The Qu.een and Her Grace.
By F B. Zimmer, Gloversville, N. Y., for white, black and tan beagles,
two dog-s and three bitches, whelped June 3, 1893, by Ransack out of
champion Twinkle.

BRED.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

PTee Millie—Frank Forest. F. B. Zimmer's (Gloversville, N. Y.)
beagle bitch Wee Millie to Rockland Kennels' champion Frank Forest,
July 19.

'

Bennett's Flirt—DuJce of Kent II. Gienrock Kennels' (leased) pointer
bitch Bennett s Flirt (Grandee—Daisy) to their Duke of Kent II. (Tem
pest—Nadjy of Naso), March 8.

Ridgeview Patch—I>uke of Kent II. Gienrock Kennels' pointer
bitch Ridgeview Patch (Beppo UL—Lady Norrish II.) to their Duke of
Kent II., July 20.

Bessie Kakas—Dash. Gienrock Kennels' (leased) pointer bitch Bes-
sie Kakas (Sancho of Auburn—Ino H.) to Dash (litter brother to Duke
of Kent n.), March 25.

WHELPS.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Hilda. H. F. de B. Cameron's (Detroit, Mich.) cocker spaniel bitch
Hilda, July 34, six (four dogs), by C. F. Backus's Bendigo.
Little Girl. C. T. Brownell's (New Bedford, Mass.) Gordon setter

bitch Little Girl (Ben Butler—Nell), July 20, seven (four dogs), by hia
Murkland Ranger II. (Murkland Ranger—Beaulah).
Blossom. C. T. Brownell's (New Bedford, Mass.) Gordoa setter bite J
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Blossom (Ben Butler—Maud), July 18, ten (nine dogs), by his Murk-
land Ranger 11. (Murkland Ranger—Beaulah).

, , ,

Buby. Dr. G. W. Dizon''s (Worcester, Mass.) ruby spaniel bitch

Ruby (Carter's Blenheim—Carter's Lady), July 30, three (two dogs),

by- Merryview Kennels' Philadelphia Boy).

SALES.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Bob White. Silver fawn pug dog, whelped July 11, 1893, by Bradford
Ruby n. out of Sara Bernhardt, by Eberhart Pug Kennels, Cincinnati,

O., to M. M. White, same place.
, „ „ ,

Loris. Siver fawn pug dog, whelped May 5, 1893, by Happy Toby-

out of Midget Nellie, by Eberhart Pug Kennels, Cinemnati, O., to M.

M. White, same place.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
There is no charge for answering questions under this head. All

questions relating to ailments of dogs will be answered by Dr. T. G.

Shenoood, a member of the Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons.

Communications referring to other matters connected with Kennel
Management and dogs will also receive careful attention.

M. A. F.—Write to W. W. Titus, Waverley, Clay county, Miss. Also

consult advertising columns.

W. S. B.. Rochester, N. Y.—I have a Scotch terrier bitch who
whelped two pups and both were dead. Since then she has been in

more or less pain owing, I suppose, to her not being suckled. Her
teats are caked and somewhat inflamed. What treatment would you
recommend to relieve hsr? Will the milk dry up in her bag gradually

and nature thus relieve her? Ans. Give a dose of castor oil and re-

peat in a few days. If teats are very hard, milk suflciently to relieve

pressure. Foment teats with hot water twice a day and rub with
camphorated oil.

W. P. D.—1. Can a beagle be O. K. that is tan and white and ticked,

but minus the black? 2. What should the spread of ears measure?
3. Should dew claws on pups be removed, and should they have them?
4. What should be limit of height of adult bitch? 5. How can I find

out all about registering dogs? Ans. 1. Yes. 2. A good length of

ear is to reach the tip of the nose when pulled forward; too long is

not desirable for working beagle. 3. They are of no use and should be
removed. 4. Fifteen inches. 5. Write the secretary of American
Kennel Club, 44 Broadway, New York, for blanks. Fee $1 each dog.

W. E. R., Reading, Pa.—Would you please tell me what is wrong
with my dog, an English setter, Si^yrs. old? Seems to be constipated
all the time. I gave him a few worm lozenges to move his bowels and
a few small worms came from him. He seems to have trouble in his

throat, as if something was there. He makes a funny noise, as if he
was hacking at his throat. Ans. Give a sharp purgative and then the
following mixture:

^ Morphia sulph grs. ii

Tr. nucis vom 31
Tr. rhei 5i

Aq. ad 5vi
Mix. Give one tablespoonful three times a day.

C. B., Providence, R. I.—What treatment is my dog in need of? The
dog in question is an English setter, about 3yrs. old, and for the past
year or so has been troubled with an eruption on the skin which seems
to shift from place to place, and is more apparent from time to time;
sometimes going away almost entirely. It first appears in small
bunches from }4m. to i^in. in diameter, which gradually matterate and
come to a head, causing more or less uneasiness and discomfort to the

dog. I have given the dog Fowler's solution of arsenic and a low diet,

but with little apparent effect. There is and has been periodically a
discharge from the eyes, but I supposed this was due to a cold. Ans.
Treat for worms. For a dressing, see mixture for "J. B.," issue of

July 29.

G. L. S., East Foxboro, Mass.—Will you kindly tell me what ails my
cocker spaniel, and how to treat him? He is six years old, has a dis-

tressing cough, each attack ending with an attempt to vomit. He
raises a yeUow colored phlegm which he cannot seem to eject from
his mouth. If he runs any he falls over as if in a faint, which lasts

about a minute. He has a breaking out on the flaps of his ears and
under his legs, has a good appetite and keeps m good condition; have
treated for worms but without effect. Ans. Give a purgative and
then the following mixture:

^ Mag. sulph 3vi
Pot. bom 3ii

Morphia sulph grs. ii

Aq.ad 5vi
Mix. Give one dessertspoonful three times a day.

J. H. G., MiddletoAv^n, Orange county, N. Y.—A pointer puppy nine
months old had a slight cough or rather a sneeze, moderate ajspetite,

eyes and nose in good condition, would at times lie down on his belly

as if distressed. This he kept up for about three or four weeks, then
began to grow poor and became quite thin. Three weeks ago I took
him for a walk, he seemed a little weak in hind quarters. During the
walk of about one mile, while playing in a pond of shallow water, he
gave a sudden start, sprang out on the bank, and in spite of my effort

to whistle him back, ran away from me and ran in a circle, when about
300yds. from me. When I got to him I found him lying on the ground
struggling and frothing at the mouth, and he died in about ten minutes.
His litter brother, in good condition and a much heavier dog, began to

show weakness in all his Umbs; was playful and had fairly good appe-
tite. He would run to me to play, when all his legs would give out,

and he would fall over sideways; would recover at once and repeat the
same, falling over and over again. This continued five days, and he
too died in a convulsion. If he had worms we could not discover any
signs. These dogs had, as their breeder said, distemper while quite
young. I had had them about five months. Please give your opinion
as to the cause of their death. Ans. The convulsions (fits) w^hich
caused death may have been due to weakness and poverty of blood-
anemia, this could come on without worms.

H. B. N., Brooklyn, N. Y.—I have a St. Bernard bitch and two male
whelps, of which she is the mother, each 3mos. old. In the early part
of June I had the bitch clipped, as she has a very rough coat, think-
ing to make her comfortable for the hot months. A day or two later

she began to cough, a long wheezy, yet hoarse cough, followed by a
guttural sound like the clearing of the thi-oat of phlegm. As she was
at the same time a little costive I gave her a dose of castor oil, buck-
thorn and white poppy mixed in equal parts, each morning, together
with a cough pill recommended by Dalziel. Also two or three out-
ward apphcations of turpentine, etc. The cough left her about two
weeks since, but almost immediately after one of the whelps began to
cough in the same manner as the mother, the cough bemg accom-
panied by looseness of the bowels. I gave him cough pills, one in the
morning, another in the evening, but while the bowels are now all

right the cough remains. About a week ago the other whelp began to
cough, and at the present time both cough. Will you kindly tell me
whether this is simply a cold or a form of distemper, and what treat-

ment would you recommend? None of the ordinary symptoms of
distemper are present except that the dogs have lost flesh. Ans.
From your description it looks like distemper. Keep the puppies
quiet, continue the cough pills as long as necessai-y and also give them
one grain of quinine three times a day.

J. H. M., Harrisburg, Pa.—What is the matter with my St. Bernard
dog, smooth coat, 3i-^yrs. old? When I take him out for a walk and
after going a square or two he gets so weak in the hindlegs that he
can hardly drag them along. He becomes so tired that he falls down
oa his haunches and can go no further and must take him home. He
can't stand any length of time, his legs get so weak, and has a dry
cough as if something was in his throat. A horse doctor has been
doctoring him for three weeks, but he does not seem to help him.
Sunday I saw some sticky stuff on his back and found it came from a
hole in the middle of his back, big enough to stick your finger in, and
coming our of and around the hole were worms. I put some carbolic
acid mixed with water on it, and the worms that were in the hole and
near it went in and out of sight. The -worms were as big as a rotten
chestnut worm. Ans. It is very probable the dog has distemper and
the loss of power in the hindlegs is the result. Give the following
mixture:

;E Syr. hj'pophos. co 5 iv.

Tr. nucis vom ,, 3 i

Liq. arseniealis 3 ss.

Aq. ad I viii.

Mix. Give one tablespoonful three times a day. To the spine apply
some stimulating linament. The dog must have had a sore on the
back, in which the flies have deposited their eggs, which accounts for
the maggots in it. The sore is "fly-blown." Syringe the wound out
well with a strong solution of common salt and water, or a solution
of creoliu and water (1 to 30).

A Necessary Visitor.

The Forest and Streaji has reached and celebrated, by an appro-
priate issue, its twentieth anniversary. It has long since become a
necessary visitor to every well-informed sportsman in this country,
and as a reliable and able journal is highly prized by the entu'e body
of sportsmen. It has recorded aU of the more notable advancements
made in field sports, and as a link between the old and new presents a
fund of interest not to be found in any other publication in the entire

country.—Sacramento Record-Union,

FIXTURES.
AueusT.

r.^Royal Nova Scotia, An. Cruise, 19. Riverside, Ladies' Day Race,
Halifax. Riverside, Conn.

7. New York Cruise, Rendezvous 19. Quincy,ClubRace,Quincy,Mass
and Com.'s Cups, Glen Cove. 19. Beverly, 1st Open, Quissett.

8. Massachusetts, Open, Under 13. So. Boston,3dCham.,So.Boston
23ft., Dorchester Bay. 19 Winthrop, 2d Cham.

8. New York Cruise, run to Mor- 19. Royal Can., Skiff Class, Tor.
risCove. 19-20. Cor,, San Fran., Cruise,

9. New York Cruise, run to New Goat Island.
London. 19. Savin Hill, Union Open, Dor-

9. Sippican, 2d Champ, Marlon. Chester Bay.
10. Miramichi, Stewart Pen. Black 21, Rhode Island, Open.

Brook. 22. Massachusetts, Club, Dorches-
10. Rochester, Ladies' Day, Char- _ ter^Bay.

lotte, N. Y.
10. New York Cruise, run to New-

port.

82. Fall River, Open, Mount Hope
Bay.

24. Rochester, Club, Charlotte,

11. New York Cruise, Goelet Cups, 24. Commonwealth, Sd Pen,Boston
Newport. 25. Staten Island, Ladies' Day.

13, Hull Cor., 2d Cham., Hull. 26. Buffalo, Ladies' Day.
12. Beverly, Marblehead. 26. Cor., Atlantic City, Annual.
IS. Winthrop, Cash Race. 26. Cor., Marblehead, 3d Cham.
18. Royal Can., Cruising Race, 1st, 26. Monatiquot, 3d Cham., Wey-

.30 and 25ft. Classes, Toronto. mouth.
12. Minnetonka, cup race. 26. Minnetonka, sail off.

12. New York Cruise, run to 26. Larchmont, Oyster Boats,
Martha's Vineyard. Larchmont.

13. Cor., San Fran., Rovring Races, 26. Sippican, Open, Marion.
Tiburon. 26. Cor.Mos.Fleet An.NewBochelle

14. Hempstead Bay. third Club, 26. Royal Nova Scotia, Open,
Hempstead Bay, Ladies' Prizes, Halifax,

14. New York Cruise, run to 26-27. Cor., San Fran., Cruise, Pet-

New Bedford. aluma Creek.
14-19. Cor., Marblehead, Midsum- 26-28. Royal Canadian, Cruise.

mer Series. 28. Eastern, Weld Cup, Marble-
15. New York Cruise, run to New- head.

port. 31. Atlantic, 85ft. Class, New York
16. Monatiquot, 2d Cham., Wey- — . Cor., Sweeps, 85ft. Class, New-

mouth, port.
16, Savin Hill, Sail-off, Dorchester — . New York Cruise, Astor Cups,

Bay. Newport.
19. Mos, Fleet, Cham., So. Boston. —. Seawanhaka, 85ft. special.

19. Lynn, Expert Cup, Lynn, Mass
SEPTEMBER.

2. Savin HiU, 2d Cup, Dorchester 9. Cor., San Francisco, Channel
Bay.

2. Cor., Marblehead, Sail off.

2. Beverly, 4th Open Sweeps,
Mon. Beach.

2. Knickerbocker, Club, Open
Boats, College Point.

Cruise and Race.
9. Commonwealtli,3d Pen,Boston
9. Buffalo, Cruising Sweepstakes,

All Classes, Lake Erie.

9. Royal Can.,' Prince of Wales
Cup, Toronto.

2. Quincy,CIubRace,Quincy,Mass 9. Miramichi, Newcastle, triangle

2. Rochester, Cruise, Charlotte. 9. Sippican, 3d Champ., Marion,
a. Lynn, Expert Cup, Lynn, Mass. 14. Beverly, .3d Buzzard's B.iy

2. Winthrop, Consolation Race. Cham., Mon. Beach.
2. Royal Can., Cruismg Race, 1st 14. Rochester, Review and Ladies

Class, Toronto. Day, Charlotte, N. Y.
2. Larchmont, Fall Regatta, 14. Mos. Fleet, Open^ Cash, South

Larchmont. Boston.
2. Royal Nova Scotia, Open, Hal- 15 New York, autumn sweeps,

ifax. New York,
4. Fall Eiver, Club, Mount Hope 16. Royal Nova Scotia, Special

Bay. Class, Edwards Cup.
4. Lynn, Open, Nahant. 16. Royal Can., 30ft Class, Tor.
4. Cor.. Marblehead, Club Reg. 16. PhUa.. Open, Delaware River.
4. N. Y. Y. R. A., An., N. Y. Bay. 16. Lynn, Expert Cup. Lynn, Mass.
4. Beverly, 2d Open, Mon. Beach. 21. Corinthian, Atlantic City.

6. Corinthian, Atlantic City. S3. Royal Can., Cosgrove Cup, 25ft.

9. Knickerbocker, Ladies' Day, Class, Toronto.
College Point. 2.3-24. Cor., San Fran., Cruise and

9. Larchmont, Special, Schrs. (Dorinthian Games.
and 85ft. aass, Larchmont. 7-9-11-13. New York, Trial Races,

9. Beverly, Marblehead. Sandy Hook.

OCTOBER.
5-7-9. New York, America's Cup, 14. Buffalo, Closing Cruise.

Sandy Hook. 14. Commonwealth, Novelty Race,
7. Miramichi,Chatham-Newcastle Boston Harbor.

7-8. Cor., San Francisco, Cruise. — , Colt Cup, 85-footers, Long
14. Cor., San Fran., Closing Day. Island Sound.

DmiiNG the past week a good deal has been said about a recent

alteration of that article of the New York Y. O. mles relating to the

method of measurement, some claiming that the rule as now -ivorded

calls for the presence on board of the full crew of the yacht. W^e

have not been favored with a look at the new year book of the chib,

but from all we can learn the old rule has not been altered in this

particular, and the rule must be interpreted as it has been in the past,

that those who may bo on board must remain admidship while the

measurement is being taken. The whole matter is a trifling one, and

has received much more attention than it deserves.

CoLONiA has gratified her owners and friends by a fast run from

New York to Newport, leaving Bay Ridge at 8 A. M. and anchoring at

Newport at G P. M., the distance being nearly J40 miles, naut. The

run was made under favorable conditions, a strong breeze on the port

quarter.

Nothing has yet been done toward barring the fin-keel. It has raced

without interruption in England for several years, and on this side

yachtsmen generally are rejoicing over the fact that two large fins

have been buflt to defend the America's Cup. The yachtsmen of St.

John, N. B., have, however, taken alarm at a new fin-keel in their

waters, and the proposal has been made to ijrohibit her entry in a

race soon to take place.

It is quite possible that the New York Y. C. is taking too deeply to

heart the possibility of Valkyrie defending the Cape May cup, as it

now appears that she and Navahoe were certain to meet in the ordin-

ary course of events. The question of superiority between them is

likely to be settled within the coming week through their meetings in

the ordinary races, and after that it makes very little difference

whether they meet for the Cape May cup. It would of course be very

hard on Mr. Carroll if he should win it from Valkyrie and then lose it

through a later challenge from Britannia or Satanita, and we hope

that should he be lucky enough to win it on the merits of his yacht he

will be aUowed to bring it home with him unchallenged.

The news of Navahoe's first performance in foreign waters, and also

of her first race, is most gratifying, as she has sailed practically even

with two yachts which have raced steadily since the end of May, and

after thorough working up are presumably in first-class racing form.

All things considered, the first race, in foreign waters and among a

strange fleet, the performance was a remarkable one; and while no

final conclusions can be based on it, the prospects of Navahoe's suc-

cess are far more encouraging to-day than they have been since the

yacht was launched.

The present month has been marked by the unusual prevalence of

strong westerly winds about New York and Boston, making it a pity

that therehas not been more racing. The conditions on Long Island

Sound for the last three or four Saturdays have been of the finest for

yacht racing, clear bright weather vrith whole sail or even single-reef

breezes fi'om the southwest. The Saturday races about Boston have

also been favored in the same way. It is a curious question whether

the same weather last year would have materially affected the per-

foi'manues of Alpha as compared with the fin-keels; andif so whatthe

effect on designing in the small classes would have been.

One result of the strong and often squally winds is seen in the large

number of capsizes, many of them -with fatal consequences, whiclj

have been reported in the daily papers. While some of these disasters

are due to carelessness or ignorance in handling, the main cause Ueai

in the type of boat which is used in all weathei- and by persons ol

only ordinary skiU. Whatever good reasons may exist for the use oil

wide, shoal boats, partly decked, over canvassed and badly ballasted,:

such use should be confined to experienced hands, and for ordinary

pleasure purposes, especially where women, children and landsmen

are among the passengers, safety should be the first considei-ation

,

and speed should give way to it.

The following advice, from the Marine Journal, is very timely in

this connection: "There is just one practical caution for those in

charge of pleasure craft that will prevent disaster if heeded; keep

your eyes wide open, your head clear, hand steady and main-,

tain a sharp lookout. U you can't tell by the look of the clouds and'

the sea when a squall is coming, and prepare to meet it, then you
ought not to assume the responsibility of taking other people out in a-

boat. Disasters occur to sailing craft because the man in charge has

been careless or negligent, or, not infrequently, because there is no'

one man in charge, and in the moment of emergency all hands get

rattled. Keep one hand on your tiller, the other on your mainsheeti

and your eyes always on the lookout."

Corinthian Y. C.—2d Championship Race.
MARBLEHEAD—MASSACHUSETTS BAT.

Saturday, July 29.

The second championship race of the Corinthian Y. C. , on July 2(1,

was sailed in connection with a special invitation race for the 81-

footers, which, however, brought out only the two fins. Reaper andi
Freak. There was a strong S.AV. wind in the morning, but by 3 P. M.
it had fallen, and reefs were shaken out just after the start. The
times were:

SECOND CLASS—21 TO 25BT?. START 2.10. _
Elapsed. CJorreotedJ

Susie, Keith 28 06 2 10 16
Ariel, Barrett 8 21 33

THIRD CLASS-16 TO 31fT. W.L. l£EEr.S, START 2.15.

Freak, Cochrane 25 10 3 03 04 2 03 04
Reaper, Benson ; 24 00 8 06 08 2 04 06

pODRTH CLASS—18 TO SlM. W.L., START 2.80.

Koorali, Bobbins 23 04 1 29 40
Bonita, Hood 1 42 46

CRDl.SING, CLASS A—^1 tO 35fT. W.L., START 2.21.

Allowance m. s.

Keewaydin, Burnhara... 08 00 1 20 15 1 12 15

Gladys, Fowle 1 23 55 1 23 55
Marena. Taylor 11 00 1 36 SO 1 85 30

CRinslNG, CLASS B—16 TO 21irr. W.L., START 330.

Carl, Foster 07 00 1 37 52 1 20 52
Jane, Parker 06 00 1 28 15 1 32 15

Otatsu, North 00 00 1 31 50 1 85 50
Susan, Taggard 1 28 30 1 28 .30

.

Frances, Wheeler 10 00 1 39 54 1 29 54
Edith, Wood 08 00 1 41 03 1 33 03
Betsy, Jones 06 00 1 39 33 1 33 33
Nina, E. Y. C 08 00 1 42 43 1 34 42
Teal, Lee 15 00 3 00 ,56 1 45 .56

Kraken, Chase 1 47 04 1 47 04

The winners were: Second class, Susie, first prize, $10; third class,

Freak, first prize, 885; class A, Keewaydin, Jirst prize. 3fl5. Class B,
Knockabouts, Carl, first prize, SIO; Jane, second prize, S7; Otatsu,
third prize, $5. Others, Edith, first prize, $10; Teal, second prize, %7.

Koorali. cat. wins a leg of the championship, Bonita, jib and main-
sail, sailed with her.

Great So-uth Bay T. C. Annual Regatta.
BAV SHORE—GREAT'sorTH BAT.

Saturday, July $9.

The flfth annual regatta of the Great South Bay Y. C. was sailed Iri

a heavy rain acJ a sti-ong S.W. wind on July 29, a very good race re-

sultiDg. The i.-hiel: interest was in the sloop class, in which were en-"

tered, beside the new Bonnie Doon, the old sloop Berkley, a local boat
renowned for her speed, and the Herreshofl 30-footer Edith M., buQt
last year. Edith M won but was disqualified as not being a cabin
boat. Bonnie Doon defeated Berkley, but as neither was measure^
the corrected times are not known. The official times were:

CATBOATS—CLASS 1.

Elapsed. Corrected.'
3 09 28 3 09 28 !

3 15 32 Not meas.
3 13 40 Not meas.

2 19 33 3 13 23
2 10 24 1

3 42 11 2 43 n
3 37 42 2 35 23
3 32 48 2 39 10

2 36 .35 2 3(! 35
2 46 14 2 46 14
2 35 07 2 33 ,53

a 43 03 2 42 14 (

3 .•i4 10 2 52 47
2 44 54 2 42 43 :

2 44 09 2 40 36 .

3 47 31 2 47 31 '

2 44 41 3 42 11 1

Barnstable Y. C, First Regatta.
BARNSTABLE, MASS.-CAPE COD HAY.

Saturday, JzUy 39.

The first regatta of the Barnstable Y. C. was sailed on July 29 in s

vai-iable breeze, the yachts carrying two reefs at times. The course
was 9 miles. The times were:

1T1RST CLASS.
Length Elapsed. Correetedj

Eclipse, H. H. Sears 25.11 1 50 06 1 .50 06
SECOND CLAS.S.

Borgie, V. D. Bacon 21.a3 1 22 33 1 20 16
Shark, Dr G. Bacon

23.01

1 22 30 1 31 17|
Greyhound, L. W. Mortimer 23.03 1 82 55 1 :i3 36

THIRD CLASS.
Attempt, G. Shiverick 18.06 1 23 25 1 21 l!5

Sequid, Watson & Lorty 17.10 1 26 25 1 23 25
Ii-is. J. CroweU 17. Oil 1 31 24 1 38 17
Sea GuU, D, Nickerson

19.08

1 85 15 1 35 55
Silver Spray, F. M. Hinckley 19.11 1 35 00 1 35 00

fifth CLASS—SHARPIES.
Lena C, W. Hinckley 1 18 26
No Name, L. Mortimer 1 19 50
Banner, J. H. Beal Capsized.
Banner capsized, her crew being rescued by another boat. Tbi

judges were E. B. Crocker, Freeman Taylor and W. Parker, Jr.

Hull Corinthian Y. C. Club Race.
BULL—BOSTON HARBOR.

Saturday, July ^9.

The first race of the Hull Corinthian Y. C. for cash prizes, on Julj
89, had very few starters, and two classes sailed over for half nioneyt
The wind was strong S. W., the boats carrying two reefs. The times
were:

FIRiST CLASS— SIX MILES.
Length, Elapsed, Correctedi

Vanessa, Homer Bigelow 24.03 1 55 00 1 55 00
third CLASS—six MILES.

Helen. R. M. Sawtell 31.00 2 04 38
Hegedorn, C. V. Souther 20.05 Disabled.
Marjorie, G. W. Bouve. 30.07 Withdrew.

fourth CLASS— six MILES.
Mab, John Shaw 18.06 3 33 00 3 33 00

FIFTH CLASS—THREE MILES.
Marion, H. E. Yerxa 14.08 11113 ....
No Name, J. R. Hooper 11.11 11150 ....
Phyllis, W. A, Cooney... Iv'.CO 1 33 03 , ., .

The judges were H. O. Stetson, C. E. North and F. H, Smith, Ji-.
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Owasco V. C, Second Race.
ATIBURN, V. v.—OWASCO LAKE.

Friday, July S8.

The course was from Dolphin Club house to Edgewater, to Long
Point and finish at Dolphin club house; distance 91.4 mUes, weather

dear, wind strong from north.
Length. Start.

Bee, N. B. Burr 17.4 1 10 43

Idlewavs, F. J. Allen. . . .31 .3 1 10 15

Mystery. H. B. Lewis. . . 22.00 1 11 27

Asp, D. Beardsley 21.101.^ 1 14 15

La Fiancee, J. Brainard 16.9 1 12 28

Elapsed.
3 06 07
3 22 53
3 34 52
3 42 04
Did not finish.

Corrected.
1 55 24
2 12 38
2 23 25

27 49

The winners were: First prize, Bee; second, Idleways; third, Mystery.

Out of fourteen boats in the club only five started. Part of the

boats sailed with one reef, and the balance with two. _ _ ^
Regatta committee; C. E. Thorn, F. J. Allen, W. R. Hopkms, N. B.

Burr, C. U. ChedeU.
Judge: W. P. Allen. Timekeeper: H. .1. Case.

International Racing.

Thjl rollowiug letters settle the dates for the Cup races, and also the

time when Valkyrie and her owner may be expected here. The tune

of crossing is co'nsiderably later than in the cases of previous chal-

lengers, but Lord Dunraven is naturally un-

willing to throw away the very good chances
of wiuning in the many important races of

the Cowes week:
New Yohk. July 27, 1893.

Dear Mr. Smith: I have a letter to-day

from Lord Dunraven, in which he says that,

as he has heard nothing from the Cup com-
mittee with regard to the date for theracps,
he is now assuming that they are definitely

settled for Oct. 5, and that he intends to

race the Valkyrie over there until Aug. 13,

sailing her thence about Aug. 20 or 22, and
leaving himself about the middle of Septem-
ber. I understood the desire of everybody
to be that the date should be Sept. 23 or 25.

I merely mention this, as it is absolutely
necessary to let Lord Dunraven know at

once when you are determined to have
them, as otherwise the Valkyrie will not be
here in time to race by the 23d or 25th. It is

most essential that he should be advised
immediately as he has a good many arrange-
ments to make. Yours very sincerely,

H. Maitlakd Kebsey.
To James D, Smith.
Ex-Commodore Smith's reply was as fol-

lows:
New York, July 27, 1893.

Dear Mh. Kersey: I have yours of even
date. It has l)eeu the desire of the America
Cup committee to make the date earUer than
Oct. 5 in compliance with the suggestion of

Lord Dunraven, but they have been unable
to make the arrangements to change the
date. Your intimation that he desires to

know at once the decision of the committee,
and if the date is not changed it will per-

mit him to race the Valkyrie in England
gives me the opportunity to say, in con-

firmation of oiu' previous correspondence
and to make the date positive, that the date
for the races is definitely settled for Oct. 5

next, as per our agreement, unless changed
by mutual consent, and I infer from your
letter you will advise Lord Dunraven by
cable. Yours sincerely, James D. Smith.

To H. Maitland Kersey.

Navahoe has been docked at Southampton
and her bottom has been coated with Cra-
mond's composition, the topsides being
painted. The size of her spars and the
lightness of her rigging have excited con-
siderable comment among yachtsmen, and
she has been compared to Satanita in ap-

pearance, while her bow is likened to Ven-
detta. Fay & Co. have done the painting

and other work on the vessel, and her racing
spars being shipped and everything put in

complete order.
The Yachtsman describes Navahoe as fol-

lows:
"The chief yachting event of the week

here has been the arrival of the American
yacht Navahoe, which came up from Cowes
on Wednesday afternoon, and dropped
anchor at the Itchen buoys off Crosshouse.
Here she at once commenced divesting her-

self of her jury rig, which consisted of a
stump bowsjirit and topmast and short
boom, preparatory to shipping her huge
racing spars, which have been waiting here
for about three weeks, having been brought
over by the Inman liner Berlin. The pass-

age from Boston to Cowes is reckoned to

have been made in 18 days 19 hours. The
Navahoe, which is built of steel, has of
course been an object of great curiosity to
Itchen-siders. Her huge mast is a marvel
in the way of sticks. Standing on deck one
cannot but be struck with her enormous
beam, yet elegance oE form, and a glance
up her enormous mast to hounds is some-
thing to take one's breath away, and to lead

to a feeling of wonder as to what the ship

will look like when fully rigged. The saloon
and cabins, [access to which is gained by
a mahogany brass-railed staircase—not an
ordinai-y companion ladder—are elegantly,

but not ejcpensively, fitted, white being the
prevailing color, with delicate cretonne up-
holstery and electro-plated fittings. She has
a bathroom which would do credit to a small
ocean liner. Her main cabin is a noble
apartment, and has ample headroom for
even a tall man. The ladies' cabin, which is

on the starboard side, is also a fine room.
She has staterooms right aft, and these
were cram-fuU of canvas in the voyage
across the Atlantic. Her forecastle makes up sixteen berth.s, and
looked at from a short distance, Navahoe appears above the waterline
perhaps more Uke Satanita than any other of the English quartette.

On her arrival at Cowes, Navahoe was at once joined by Captain T.

Diaper, who will be her pUot in English waters."
Mr. Carroll has taken a house at Cowes, the "Rosetfca," for four

months.
The first race of the Cowes meeting was sailed on Monday, the

regatta of the Royal London Y. C. the course being from off Cowes,
eastward along the north shore of the Isle of Wight past Ryde, and
around the Warner Lightship, then back past Cowes and to the west-

ward around Iht^ Lepe buoy, and back to the starting line, two rounds,
50 milea, naut. The course is a crescent of moderate curvature, and
with the wind N.W., the first leg to the Warner was free, the second
to Lepe buoy was to windwai-d for about 8 miles, with a reach of 4

miles, then nearly before the wind back to the Warner. The starters

were Valkyrie, Britannia, Navahoe, Iverna, Satanita and Calluna.
The wind was fresh and puffy from the N.W., all carrying club top-

sails. The start was made at fo A. 3[. The order over the line was
Valkyrie, Iverna, Britannia. Satauitn, Navahoe and Calluna. Britannia
raw ahead, but a little later sj

Valkyrie passed her. Valk_\-

though she did not enter. On Tuesday the race of the Royal Yachi
Squadron, for the Queen's Cup, was sailed, Navahoe not being allowec

to start, as she is not enrolled in the souadron.

YACHT NEWS NOTES.
Iroquois, schr., has been chartered again by Mr. Ellis, and has fitted

out at Wintrmgham's yard.

Nu-vana, steam yacht, designed and built by Dr. C. D. MiUer for

W R. Sands, of New Hamburg, was successfully launched at Pough-
keepsie on July 22. She is lOfift. over all, 80ft. l.w.l.. 16ft. be.am and
5ft. 6in. draft.

The regidar meeting of the New York Y. C. on July 20 was held in

ihe large haU of the Equitable Bufiduig, Vice-Corn. W. Butler Duncan
presiding in the absence of Com. Morgan. The most important busi-

ness transacted was the election of the following members: James R.

Whitmg, W. E. Duryea, G. B. French, Thos. Perry, U. S. N.; George
H Mairs, Casper F. Goodrich, U. S. N. ; M. Ogden Jones, J. Hayward
Ford. John H. Hall, John L. Purcell. TJ. S. N- ;

Henry W. Lamb, Otis

C. Tiffany, U. S. N.; John Hubbard, U. S. N.; Arthur B. Speyers, V.
S N ; N. James De Blois. Adam W. C. Cochrane, Bradford B. Mc-
Gregor, P. M. Smith, J. Andrew Swan, AVilliam H. Everett, U. S. N.;

Leonard J. Busby, Charles Gould, Francis G. Landon, Whham Hester,

T Bailev Myers Mason, U. S. N. ; WUliam Trenholm. James Laughlin,

Jr Harrison B. Moore. Thomas (W. PearsaU, Jr. Edward H. Harri-

" CALLUNA," CUTTER. Designed by Wm. Fife, Jr., 1893.

From a photo by West & Son.

man, John Nichols Brown, Marcus L. Miller, U. S. N.; F. F. Fletcher,

U. S. N., and Edward S. CaldweU. Treasurer F. W. J. Hurst reported
that the club's assets were $40,477.10 in cash and registered bonds.
Mr. Frank T. Robinson reported that the silver cup for the cruiser

New York, purchased by the club at a cost of £1,000, was ready for

presentation. A letter from Lord Dtmi'aven was not read, as the
America's Cup committee was not present.

We are indebted to the Lake Champlain Y. C. for a copy of the new
club book for 1893.

Although St. John, N. B., has no yacht club, it boasts quite a fleet of

yachts, and the aldermen of the city have presented a very handsome
cup to be sailed for on Aug. 8, at which tune the cruiser Blake is ex-

pected in port. The racing fleet includes some fifteen yachts from
19 to 31ft. l.w.l., mostly of local build, though two, Piqua and Irex,

were designed by Mr. Burgess. Messrs. Temple and others have just

completed a very handsome steam yacht, 56ft. long and 9ft. beam.
She is fitted with a Roberts boUer and a triple expansion engine of 160

horse power, and on her trip made some very fast miles. Messrs.

Fairweathei- and others have also launched their new steam launch,

v^ve set and both NaN ahoe and ,

long 7ft. 6m. beam. She is also fitted with Roberts hoUer and

was lij st around the AVarner, but with compound engmes.

the other"two very close. Navahoe, tbougrh not standing as straight ' On Saturday afternoon, durmg a thimder storm, the yacht Goose-

as the others, made a good showing: in ibt- windward work, taking berry, containing a party of Utica and Syracuse young people from
the lead and gaining a little in the reai;h which followed, the time at Thousand Island Park, was struck by lightning and its occupants pros-

Lepe buoy being Navahoe 12:34:4:i, Valkyrie 12:35:12. Britannia trated by the shock. The boat is rowed and siUed by Edward P. Lyon,
12:35:22. With spinakers set the fleet ran past Cowes, the tu-st round
being timed:
Navahoe 12 48 34 Satanita 12 55 35

Valkyrie 12 48 42 Calluna 12 59 50
Britannia 12 49 36 Iverua , 1 00 58

Navahoe held first place to the Warner, where the times were:
Navahoe 2.04.30. Valkj rie 2.04.:K, Britannia 2.04.48, and Satanita 2.09.45.

In the windward work Valkyi'ie soon passed Navahoe, and then
Britannia worked by the two, making a lead of about im. before the
reachins began, and holding it to the finish, where the times were:
Britannia 3 46 16 Navahoe 3 47 12

Valkyrie 3 47 19

Iverna gave up and the times of Satanita and Calluna were not re-

son of Captain Lyon, of Ogdensburg, and in the boat were also Miss
Grace Butterworth, of Utica, and Miss Lina Atwell and Frank An-
drews of Syracuse. Mr. Andrews was rendered unconscious by the
shock and so remained untU energetic measures were taken for his

some the other. On this account the officials in charge of the race
reserved their decision until to-day. but it is altogether probable that

they will decide that it shall be sa:iled over again.—Toronto Empire,
July SU.

The new book of the Seawanhaka Corinthian Y. C, is decidedly the
finest book of the kind yet published, the work of the De Vinne Press..

It is very handsomely printed on a thin paper, the cover being of

Union sUk. such as is used for fight sails, with the club emblem in gold.

The club has a membership of 413, and a fleet of 190 yachts; 51

steamers, 31 schooners, 66 cutters, sloops and yawls, and 42 open
yachts.

We have received a very neat programme of the season from the
Tacoma Y. 0., of Tacoma, Wash. This young club is now well estab-

lished and in a flourishing condition.

The challenge of Zelma for the Fisher cup, held by Onward, of
Rochester, was accepted some time ago, and Saturday was fixed as
the date of the race. Mr. N. B. Dick of Zelma is now informed by
Onward's owners that the sloop will he away cruising and he is in-

vited to cross the lake and sail over the course for the cup, Mr. Dick
wants the trophy.but hewants to win it in a race, and he has offered to
alter the date to suit the convenience of Onward's owners.—rorowto
Globe, July %e.

Columbia, schr., has been chartered by J. T. Perkins to Mr. Sloane,
of New York.

The Watertown (N. Y.) Times is responsible for the statement that
a flash of Ughtning struck the "sail pole" of
a yacht.

Akny, steam yacht, Frederic Gallatin, sails
- . this week from New York on a cruise to

Greenland, caUing first at Quebec and Mon-
treal.

The rumor of a new steel yacht for Wm.
A. Slater, former owner of the steam yacht
Sagamore, has taken definite form, and the
Bath Iron Works is credited with an order
for a steam yacht 227ft. over all and fitted

for ocean cruising.

Mr. Sears's 21-footer (?) Romance was
measured last evening by the official meas-
urer of the Dorchester Y. C. and was found
to be 22ft. Sin. on the waterline. She there-

fore had a right to sail in the class Cor boats
over 22ft. in the regatta last Saturday. Per-
haps there are some other pretty long 21-

footers in this harbor.—-Bosto?i Herald.

The cruise of the New York Y. R. A. has
failed to come up to expectations, only
about twenty yachts taking part. The fleet

sailed from New Rochelle to the Thimble
Islands, where the cruise ended.

Carmita, fin-keel, has been put in shape at
Lawley's, and is now complete, with all her
new sails. Harpoon has been laid up, Glor-
iana is still tied up at Beverly Bridges, and
her yawl has been decked and rigged for
Mr. Hopkins's use about Newport, so that
only Wasp is left in the 46ft. class, and
neither she nor Carmita will start in the
Goelet cup race.

The regatta committee of the Seawanhaka
Corinthian Y. C, is actively at work over
the race for the $1,000 cup offered for the
four cup defenders. The question of a date
is somewhat difficult, there being so many
events already scheduled, while more or less

wfll be required for docking and preparation
for the trial races Two very good courses
have been laid out on the Sound between
Lloyds Neck, Penfield Reef and Crane Neck,
each buoy a minimum depth of nearly 10

fathoms.

From the latest reports, the Herreshoff
21^-rater Meneen, is doing better than at
first, taking a number of fii'st prizes. The
Yachtsman reports that her boom and gaff
mainsail has been replaced by an English
lugsail with good results. Momena is doing
very well.

One of the features of Cowes week is the
yachting exhibition on board the schooner
yacht Daphne, under the management of
SVest & Son, the yacht photographers. The
yacht will cruise from port to port during
August and September, with an exhibit of
yachting goods, models, photos, hooks and
all kinds of boats, instruments, etc.

Emperor WUliam is at Cowes this week
with the imperial yacht Hohenzollern and
Meteor (Thistle). The latter wUl enter
against Navahoe and the British cutters.

The report is current that the Eastern Y.
C. proposes to establish a club station sim-
ilar to those of the New York Y. C, the
location being on Long Neck, Great Harbor,
Vineyard Sound.

Vashti, cutter, built by Lawley in 1888 for
Chas. A. Welch, Jr., has just been repur-
chased by that gentleman from John A.
Stetson, who has owned her for some time.

Fleur de Lys schr., G. A. Trotter, arrived
at Plymouth, Eng., on .July 22, having sailed
from New York on July 2.

The catboat Gypsy, of the Audubon Y.
C, when on her way to Sandy Hook on a
fishing trip late on July 22, was struck by
a heavy squall off Bay Ridge, and John
Drexler was knocked overboard by the boom
in jibing. In spite of every effort his com-
panions were unable to pick him up. The
young man was a carpenter, living in

Harlem, and a member of the club.

Indria, cutter, was reported ashore on the
morning of July 23 at the mouth of Edgar-
town Harbor, Martha's Vineyard, but was
hauled off with little damage. There is no
yacht of the name iu the American Yacht
List, and the yacht is probably the Indra,
formerly Melusina.

Palmer, schr., is fitting out, her owner,
Mr. Rutherford Stuyvesant. having returned

from Europe last week. Drusilla, owned by Mr. Louis Rutherford, is

stiU laid up at Wintringham's yard.

The regatta of the Indian Harbor Y. C. was sailed on July 29 in a
strong wind and rain. Loyal, schr., ran on the reef off Little Captain's
Island before the start, and laid there untU hauled off by the Chap-
man Wrecking Co. She very luckily sustained little damage.

Ballymena, steam yacht, built in 1888 by the Herreshoff Mfg. Co.

for the late George S. Brown, of Baltimore, has been sold by Alexander
Brown to J. N. Brown, of Providence, R. I,, for $55,000. She was the
first steel yacht built by the firm.

Aida, steam yacht, Messrs. F. A. and George Homer, ofNew Bedford,
went aground in a fog on Cedar Tree Neck, Vineyard Sound, on July
19, and was holed and sunk. She was raised and taken to Vineyard
Haven on July 24. She is not the well known Aida, formerly the
Permelia, owned by W. P. Douglas.

Embla, steam yacht, designed and built by Seabury & Co., for J. H.
Hanan, made a very successful trial trip on July 21 ;

making, as re-

ported, 18-M miles in one hour's run and 36 miles in two hours. Her
contract speed was 17 miles.

Marguerite, schr., will be eligible to saU again in the New York Y. C.

fleet, her new owner, Henry w. Lamb, having been elected a member
of the club at the last meeting.

The sailing committee of the Royal HamUton Y. C, has decided that
the race for the 21-footers, in connection with the L. Y. R. A. regatta,

on July 8, wUl have to be re-saUed early in August, over a course in

the bay.

The capsize of the Eastern Shore canoe in Lake Michigan, by which
four fives were lost, has created a prejudice in some quarters against

relief. AU the occupants of the boat were pai'tiaUy paralyzed by the
| ,-,ne of tt,e fleetest and most seaworthy of crafts. This canoe, known

lightning and were unable to manage theu- vessel. A fishing skiff near , the Chesapeake, was built for the World's Fair at St. Michael's,
afhand went to their reUef. All have now recovered.—iio?ne (A'. Y.) ' - " — ^- "---^ ' =- *v--t„i j „ „^„.-„

Sentinel, Jxily fi.

In the 21ft. race of the R. C. Y. C. on Saturday the Thistledown,
with a good breeze, again demonstrated her ability to walkaway from
the others of her clafes. Mr. ^Emfllus Jarvis's fin-keel was in the lead
right from the start. The starting buoy was unfortunately displaced
ihortly after the start and another was put in its position. The two

Talbot county. The boat was out in the Lake and a storm arose. _ _

it approached, the navigator furled the safl around the mast. The
violent wind loosened and filled the sail and upset the boat. If the
boat had been managed by an Eastern Shoreman, as one of our East-
em Shore contemporaries points out, the disaster would not have
happened, because he would have taken the mast down, or "unstep-

iverna save up auu vue uuje« i.i oammiu «uu v.a.uuu.. v. o ..... xo- ....... .^^,.^.c.^^^^— ..^ .
,

ped" it, as it is ttrmed. The Chesapeake canoe or "kunner as it is

ported, puring the race the German Emperor was vul u« Meteor, buoys, however, confused the yachts, some of tbera roynding one and ' popularly known on the Eastern Shore, is, as we have already ra'-", a
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most seaworthy craft. But it must be handled by those who under-
stand it. Under the management of an inesperienced person it is
dangerous and liable to capsize in the most sudden and unexpected
manner. It is as liable to turn over as a bicycle ridden by one who
has had no practice. But under the command of an Eastern Shore-
man they can weather almost any ordinary storm in the Chesapeake.
They can sail "close to the wind" and gUde through the water at an
astonishing speed. The Eastern Shore waterman takes to his "kun-
ner" as the duck takes to water. It comes nest after the cradle and
lasts through life. It is his carriage and horses, his pleasure yacht,
his workshop, his farm. The fleet of canoes coming in at evening to
a Chesapeake fishing town is as beautifal a sight as one can hope to
witness.

—

Baltimore Sun, July M.
A new steam yacht, named Claymore, was launched at the Seabury

works at Nyack, on July 26, in the presence of the owner, Mr. j.
Kennedy Tod and a party of his friends. Mrs. Todd christened the
yacht. The Claymore is intended for daily service between New York
andMr. Tod's home at South Beach, Conn., and is of the torpedo boat
type, with a flush deck and turtle back sides, her speed being 19 miles.
She is 80ft. over all, 10ft, beam, 3ft. 6in. draft, and has Seabury
engines and boiler, the former being triple compoimd. The working
pressure is STSlbs. The frame is of oak. the planking of yellow pine,
in two thickness, and she is copper fastened and rivetted throughout.
On deck is a mahogany pilot house and smeJl bridge, and below she
has a large cabin, state room, dining room, toilet room and quarters
for crew.

The Herreshoff Mfg. Co. has received an order for a steel steam
yacht for F.L.Osgood, of New London, osrner of Cosette, steam
yacht. The new craft will be 130ft. over all, with a speed of 18 miles.

Nokomis, schr., has been sold by H. Putnam, ,Tr., to G. W. Hunt.
Cora, steam yacht, owned by J. A. Morris, was in collision with a

working sloop off the Battery, New York. The yacht had her owner
and a party on board, bound from Throgg's Neck to the races at
Monmouth Park. The sloop struck her on the quarter, but did no
serious damage to the hull.

Shearwater, steam yacht, Henry R. Wolcott, rescued the captain and
crew of a capsized vessel in Long Island Sound, off Saybrook, on July
23, landing the shipwrecked men at Westbrook, Conn., after supply-
ing them with clothes and money.
Britannia has been selected by the Royal Victoria Y. 0. to defend its

gold cup, and the races will take place the second week in September.
It is possible that Valkj-rie may not defend the Cape May cup, as

Navahoe will be in the Royal Southampton regatta on Aug. 5, the day
suggested by Lord Dunraven. In this event there is some talk of
Satanita being chosen, but the great difference in length of the two
would make the race less interesting, Satanita being 98ft. l.w.l. or 1.3ft.

longer than Navahoe. Calluna now holds the Brenton's Reef cup, but
nothing has been decided about the race.

Colonia has been at Newport for a week, making a very fast run
from New York, but she has returned to Bay Ridge. Her new hollow
boom has not proved satisfactory, and she is again using the solid one.
In preparation for the cruise next week, on Tuesday she was docked
at Downing & Lawrences's railway, next to Poillon's yard. Vigilant
has been sailing about the Sound, but on Tuesday she was hauled out
on Piepgrass' railway. City Island.

Pilgrim has been sailing regularly of late and is now in very good
shape. Secretary Herbert has given Messrs. Stewart & Binney per-
mission to use the drydock of the Boston Navy Yard, and the yacht
was to go out there on Tuesday of this week in place of coming to the
Erie Basin as at first proposed. It is still doubtful whether she will be
allowed to join the New York Y. C. fleet on the cruise. Jubilee is

nearly ready for the cruise, though her sails are not yet in good shape.
She will haul out at Simpson's drydock. East Boston, this week. In
any event neither she nor Pilgrim will come west of Newport, and the
first real race of the class wOI be for the Goelet cups on Aug. 11.

American and Britisli Models on the Pacific.

Editor Forest and Stream:
In your issue of June 29 a correspondent speaks of the yachting

enthusiasm^which exists in the extreme Northwest, and of the rivalry
between the British and American yachtsmen, and refers to the cut.-

ter of English design as being the prevaiUng type of British Colmnbia
yacht, a type which has proved unsuccessful in racing against the
American centerboarders. The fact is that the spirit of enthusiasm he
speaks of is so lacking among my fellow countrymen that the Victoria
Y. C, young, small and not remarkable for wealthy members, is the
only club belonging to the International Association. The enthusiasm
of this small body does not suflJciently compensate for lack of capital
to enable it to build the cutters spoken of. The reason of our boats
being beaten by the American centerboarders is easily explained. The
boat of British Columbia is the common or garden sloop. The only
cutter (not counting a little toy of 19ft.) which has taken part in the
international regattas was designed here in Victoria for a cruiser, and
had neither form, rigging nor sails suitable for racing. The only
racing machine in our club is of the smallest class and belongs to the
bulb-fin tribe. She was designed for the English Y. R. A. rule of
rating, which we use in our club, and could hardly be e.xpected to
compete successfully with sandbaggers of unlimited sail spread. Our
rule—Length multipUed by Sail Area, divided by 6,000—is a bad one,
but not so bad as the remarkable rule under which the interna-
tional races are saUed— l.w.l. plus half overhang, divided by il—
with shifting ballast in all but tne A class. This method of measure-
ment for time allowance was recommended to the association by the
committee formed to report, as having afforded great satisfaction
about New York and in the East generaUy. The result of this formula
is called "corrected length." I have heard of corrected length rules,
but never of corrected length arrived at in this way, as being in use by
yacht clubs of note. Moreover, the type of boat which has proved, as
your correspondent says, most successful under it. cannot properly
be called a yacht.
Fortunately for the cutter, which if she be slow is also safe, a reso-

lution was adopted at a meeting of international delegates at Port
Townsend creating a class below the A class for boats with fixed bal-
last, so that when we can afford to do so we may build a boat wliich
will not turn turtle, and still have a chance of prize winning. Our
seas are deep, cold and apt to be tru-bulent, whereas our American
friends sail most of theu- races in comparatively smooth, landlocked
waters, and are welcome to the agile skimmer.

H. Hardet Simpson.
[Mean length and shifting ballast, so far from giving general satis-

faction about New York, have almost entirely disappeared, nearly all
clubs racing under the length and sail area rule.]

Quincy Y. C. Pennant Race.
QUINCY—BOSTON HARBOR.

Thursday, My SO.

The Quincy Y. C. sailed a pennant race on July 30, in a fresh S.W.
wind and with a good lot of boats in each of the three classes. Since
last season the old Secret has received a new shovel bow and other
alterations, and made her first appearance in this race. The little
Herreshoff cat Mab sailed a fine race, beating her class easily. She is
lightly canvassed, but the wind was strong enough to bring her down
to a smgle reef. The times were:

FIRST CI^ASS.

Elapsed. Corrected.
Vanessa, A. Bigelow, Jr 22.11 1 31 15 1 03 40
Beatrice, .1. Cavanaugh 26.00 1 39 CO 1 04 12
Hiladee, J. F. Small 1 33 45
Moondyne, A. J. Shaw 24.10 1 35 30 i 09 42
Gipsy, H. R. Drinkwater 24.07 1 36 00 1 09 58
Adolph, H. Moebs 23.05 1 39 55 1 11 49

SECOND CLASS.
Magpie, H. G. Otis 19.08 1 38 15 21 07
Opeechee. W. P. Barter 19.08 3 30 20 1 03 12
Aurisa, H. M. Faxon 19.08 1 31 55 1 04 47
Secret, E. F. Linton 13620

THIRD CIASS.
Mab, John Shaw 17.05 1 28 SO 0 58 41
Imp, G. Maybury 16.03 1 33 13 1 01 53
Primrose, H. M. Faxon 17.11 1 32 45 1 03 38
Dandelion, A. Adams 17.06 1 37 30 1 07 48
Sunbeam, H. E. Faxon 18.02 1 88 40 1 09 45
Flora Lee, C, D. Lanning 1 37 30

Mattapoisett Y. C.

The Mattapoisett Y. C. sailed a sweepstake race on July 26, the
times being:

THIRD class:
Start. Finish.

Algul, J. K. Bullard, Jr 2 05 06 4 41 38
Nobska, A. A. Beebe 2 03 05 disabled
Tycoon, J. L. Staekpole 2 02 25 4 48 20
Hermine, R. L. Barstow 2 31 10 withdrew

FIEtB CLASS.
Raccoon, J. L. Staekpole, Jr , . , , . 3 13 56 3 14 06
Nameless, none given 2 14 33 3 53 06
Axe, Lewis D. Bacon , , , , .3 13 05 3 13 00
The winners are Algul and Raccoon,

Capsizes.
On July 23, a 20ft. sloop owned by Thomas W. Johnson was

capsized in a squall off Fawn Bar, and sank, her ballast shifting. Of
the five persons on board three were drowned, .Joseph Murphy. Albert
T. Scott and a boy, J. W. Johnston. The other two, T. W. Johnston
and C. K. Skimming, held on to the masthead, which was above the
water, until rescued by the sloop Wren, Chas. N. Anderson. Young
Johnson held on for a time, but was washed away finally, the sea
being bad during the .squall.

The sloop yacht AUie comma nded bv Captain Nathaniel Price, with
a party numbermg eight, of which three were women, was capsized
yesterday just at the point of the inlet of Far Rockaway. Those on
board were thrown into the water. Fortunately all the men could
swim, and at once went to the aid of their companions. The women
were placed alongside the upturned yacht, where thev remained hold-
ing on until relief came from shore. Several rowboats put off to the
place of the accident, and soon had the unfortunate people safe on
land. The accident was caused by the sail jibing.—TrifritTie, ,7'ily IS.

Ellis Atwood. Otto Kallusch. Ned Ailing, Mr. McKay and 3IIss
Stevenson started from Forest Lawn Saturday afternoon in a yacht
for Charlotte, and their craft was upset by the wind a long distance
out. The lookout at the hfe-saving station saw the accident, gave an
alarm and Captain Doyle and his men reached the partv in time to
save them. They were cUnging to the hosit.—Post-Express] Rochester,
Jidy n.

Saturday, William Goggins of this city, accompanied by his son
Miles, a young man named Noble and two boys, started in a sailboat
for Quahaug Bay for a Sunday outing. While between Pumpkin
Knob and Long Island a gale struck them, and every minute the
occupants of the boat expected she would be capsized. All control of
the craft was lost, and the anchor was thrown overboard. The rope
attached to the anchor parted, and one of the boys jumped overboard
and secured it; the craft being aground on the ledge. Thev stayed on
the ledge all Saturday night, and had a narrow escape from death.—
Boston Herald, Jidy 9Jj.

The schooner Lizzie Raymond, of Port Jefferson, N. .1., owned and
commanded by Captain D. S. Davis and loaded with shells for oyster
beds off Norwalk. was struck by a squall off Westbrook this afternoon
and capsized. The cook, William PhUips, was- lost. The schooner is
still afloat and she will be towed into this port. (New London.)—iVeto
York Herald, July 24.

The high wind which prevailed yesterdeay afternoon played sad
havoc with numerous small craft which were so unfortunate as to get
caught in it. Five different capsizes and several narrow escapes
were reported in Jamaica Baj-. The large sloop yacht Lucille, Cap-
tain James Ruland, of Canarsie, left shore early in the morning with a
party of twelve on board. The day was spent fishing in the ocean.
About 3 o'clock the yacht started for home. She was under a double-
reefed mainsail and had just left the breakwater opposite the Canarsie
landing, when a squall struck her, and in a second the boat capsized.
The entire party were thrown overboard. Captain Charles Cuddy,
who had witnessed the accident, put out from the shore in his yacht
Grover Cleveland, and rescued aU. The small catboat, owned and
sailed by Edward Masters, of Canarsie, was capsized. After anchor-
ing the boat Masters swam to the shore. The yacht Happy Thought,
Capt. John McAdam, of Bay Ridge, left the Old Mfil Creek early in the
morning with five, including the captain, on board. While at anclior
in the Pumpkin Patch the heavy sea caused a leak. The sail was
hastily hoisted to take the yacht into shallow water, but the wind
caught it and the little boat capsized. The party were rescued and
taken to Canarsie. Two little boys, Samuel Avery, twelve years old,
and Edward McAvoy, fourteen years old, were sailing aroimd the
landing in a small sldffl late in tlie afternoon. The boat was capsized
and the boys thrown into the water. McAvoy could swim, but his
companion couldn't, and was in danger of drowning when Captain
Alfred Posey, of Canarsie, put out from the shore in a ro\t'boat and
rescued him.— World, July 31,.

Bridgeport, Conn., July 23.—The tug Zouave, of New York, Captain
J. S. Williams, towed into this harbor this evening the 30-ton sloop
Agent, which was capsized off Penfleld Reef, four miles from this city
at a quarter to 12 o'clock this morning. The Agent was bound from
Branford, Conn, to South Amboy, N. J., and had reached the reef
when she was struck by a squall which overturned her. Captain J. C.
Prout and two hands were nearly drowned, but Prout succeeded in
keeping afloat by cUnging to the edge of the boat, which showed above
the water. At the expiration of three-quarters of an hour the Zouave
was hailed, and Captain WiUiams anchored his tow of barges at the
reef and brought the Agent to this city. For more than a mile the
Agent dragged on the hard bottom, and the loss will be a large part of
the cost of the boat. Captain Prout feai-s a chest in the cabin contain-
ing $500 has gone to the bottom. The Agent will be righted to-morrow
mormng.—iVeto YorTc Herald, July HI,.

Buzzards Bay, Mass., July 24.—A report was received here this
morning that a large cat-boat, painted black, was capsized in Buzzards
Bay, off AVest Falmouth, yesterday afternoon, with several men and
women on board. The boat was seen some distance from the shore,
when a violent squall came up and capsized her. 3Ir. Dennison. the
tag manufacturer of Boston, who is summering there, immediately
put out in his steam launch, and another boat put out from Cotuit,
but nothing could be seen of the boat or its occupants. Word has
been received from West Falmouth practically confirming the report,
but the identity of the boat and those on board cannot be ascertained.—Evening Post, July SI,.

A catboat sailed by Dr. N. Kenney, of New York, was capsized m a
squall on Niantic River, off the Oswegatchee House yesterday. Dr.
Kenney was rescued by a boatmen.—A'ew York Herald, July 25.

Salem, Mass., Julj' 24.—There is little doubt that the men reported
drowned in Salem Harbor by the capsizing of a yacht yesterday were
Anton Liebsch, about fifty years old; Andria Liebsch, his sixteen-year-
old son, and James E. Dixon, foreman of the Salem Gazette oflice,

about thirty years old. An oar and a hat found have been identified
as belonging to Liebsch, and they were in a boat answering a descrip-
tion of the one known to have capsized and sunk.

—

Tribune, July .3 '. The
yacht has since been raised with the bodies aboard.

A smaU boat in which a man was sailing off Revere Beach, near the
Narrow Gauge Hotel, about 5 o'clock yesterday afternoon, was cap-
sized and the man was drowned. The accident was observed by
persons from the shore, but there were no means at hand for render-
ing assistance. The police were notified and an effort was made by
them to recover the body by grappling, which proved successful about
11:30 o'clock last night. From the description given by Fred Locke,
who rented the boat, the man Is supposed to be Mr. R. C. Dickey, a
building contractor of Maplewood.—Boston. Herald, July 22.

Minnetonka Y. C.

A RACE was sailed on July 15, in which Onawa was again
beating Katie; Alpha did not start. The times were:

FIRST CLASS SLOOPS.
Elapsed.

Onawa, Ward Burton '. 1 52 05
Kite,Wm. Peet 2 01 09
C. L. C, Cook, Champion and Long 2 03 21
Waterwitch, Anson and Gillette 2 13 39
AureJia, C. S. Langdon 2 08 54
Ida, George Brackett 3 10 33
Apukwa, E. T. Teft 2 15 01

Aurora, T. E. Gaty 3 13 08
SECOND CLASS SLOOPS.

Omega, 0. J. Bintliff 8 3j8 35
FIRST CLASS CATS.

Pearl, C. McC. Reeve 3 23 35
Mabel, Nickels and Peckham 2 33 32
Columbia, W. A. Ramsey 2 35 19
Bonita, 0. T. Thompson and W. S. Harris 3 23 .52

Curlew, Eustis and Young 3 25 33
SECOND OLA.SS OAT.S.

Kestrel, Roy Wyman 2 29 33
Kingbu-d, A. McMuUan 2 31 25
Coquette, L. Newell 2 3? 37

SPECIAL GLASS.
The Kid, D. D. Tenney 2 41 18

Coquina, W. G. HoUis 2 53 23
Hermes, M. D. Ridgewad 2 57 43

Oak Point Y. C.

The Oak Point Y. 0. sailed a sweepstake race foe jib and mainsail
boats on July 23, the course being from off Oak Point around the
Stepping Stones, 12 miles. The wind was strong N.W., andPaula cap-
sized, Mignon lost her mast and Laura lost her jib, which blew out of
the boltropes, leaving Fanny to finish alone as follows:

Finish. Elapsed.
Fanny, James Grant ,' J.'i dO 3 45 00
Laura, Freeman, Frazer & fioz i t'^ 00 4 07 00
Mgnon, George Gent Withdrew.
Paula, Otto Buschow Capsized.

Steam Yacht Racing.
The owners of the new Yankee Doodle are out with a challenge to

the other high speed steam yachts for a race, the course to be from
one t-o thirty miles, on smooth or rough water, for 31,000 per side^ The

Corrected.
1 40 03
1 ,56 54
2 01 ;»
2 05 64
2 06 32
2 07 02
3 09 43
2 10 29

2 27 29

2 13 04
3 14 11

3 16 58
2 17 17
2 17 39

2 14 38
2 15 45
2 21 45

2 22 21
2 27 15
3 33 35

following letter has resulted from a meeting between Vamoose and
Javelin some short time since, in which both claimed the victory:

Tebo's Dock, South Brooklyn, July 20, 1893
Capt. Brady, Steam Yacht Javelin:
Dear Sir—I understand your people are not satisfied that the

Vamoose can beat the Javelin in a speed contest. I am authorized by
Mr. FoUansbee, who is now using the Vamoose, to make a match race
with the Javelin for eighty knots, giving you five knots start, for fun
or for any part of ,915,000 a side. Hoping for an earlv reply, I remain
sincerely yours, Theodore Heilbron.A good deal has appeared in the New York papers of late about
another new steam yacht, the Rex, but so far from being a new yacht
she is the old Dandy lengthened and rebuilt.

Riverside Y. C. Annual Regatta.
EIYERStDE, CONN.—LONG ISLAND SOUND.

Saturday, Jidy 22.

The Riverside Y, C. was unfortunate in its aimual pennant regatta
on July 22 m having few entries, and those of all sizes, so that out of
eight classes seven sailed over. The Sound was in perfect condition
for racmg, as has been the case very frequently during the present
month, with a strong S,W, wind. The times were;

SCH00N15R.S

—

70ft. class.

„ _ „ Elapsed. Corrected,
Niryana, G. I. Tyson i 44 56 1 44 56
„, . , SLOOPK—60PT. CLASS.
Whitby, H. H. Tyson 1 61 01 1 51 01

SLOOPS—50pt. class.
Alcedo, W. A. Hamilton Weht wrong colirse.

SLOOPS—35ft. OliASS.
Vorant, G. G. Tysyu 2 10 03 2 10 03

SLOOPS—25ft. class.
Alma, C. E. Diefenthalen .1 57 54 1 57 54

. , . 20pT. oats.
Almu-a, H. W. Hanan 2 01 46 2 01 46

35ft. oats.
Pearl, Gilbert Potter ,..2 12 54 3 12 34
Nahma, Walter Luke Withdrew.
White Cap, John B. Lord .2 18 2 18 07
„, . . 30ft. open cats.
Chippie, H. R. Hatfield Withdre\v.

Greenville Y. C.
The Greenville Y. C. sailed the first of a series of championship

races m a strong westerly wind on July 22, the course being around
Oyster Island, three turns. The times were:

Siart. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.
Ahda 2 54 00 Disabled.
Yankee Boy 3 55 (W 5 27 47 2 33 48 3 33 47
Lizzie B 3 53 10 Upset.
Arrow 3 53 45 Cracked her mast.
Eureka Withdrew.
Maggie P 3 54 10 Disabled.
Torment 3 53 40 5 39 38 3 35 48 3 33 03

FIXTURES.
AUGUST.

11-12. N.W.A.R.A., Canoe Races, 11-26. A. C. A. Meet, St. Lawrencu
Detroit. River,

SEPTEMBER.
2. Orange An., Arlmgton, N. J. 4. Holyoke, Fall. Holyoke. Mas8.
4. lanthe, An., Passaic River. 16. Red Dragon, Delaware River.

Our Weatern correspondent has ventured to criticise the recent
meet of the Western Canoe Association, and from our experience in

similar cases we can sympathize in advance with him over the recep.
tion which his comments are likely to meet with from some canoeista
So far as we have been able to learn, his criticism is fair, unprejudiced
and honest, but there are not a few who contend that in a case of this

kind, where the officers are not paid for their services, all faults and
blunders should be ignored, and only a deliglitful oouUv/r rose
should pervade all reports.

As a rule it is best in reporting events of this kind to show only the
bright side, making the best of everything, perfection being seldom
attained in this world, and the most perfect plans being liable to de-
rangement. There are, however, cases, and we believe this to be one,
where the blunders and mistakes are all perfectly avoidable, and
where it is the duty of the honest writer to report things as they are,
and not as he and all friends of the parties would have them. In the
present case, as our correspondent points out, the trouble is due to
several causes, most of them being involved in the issue of Ballast
Island as a new camp, which was decided last winter in deference to

the wishes, or rather the threat, of a few members.

One cause of the failure of the meet appears to be the apathy of the
officers, only one of whom was present during the entu-e time, It has
been repeatedly urged by some of oiu- correspondents that as the
officers are not paid in any way they should not be held to account
for their mistakes or omissions, but however much there nmybeia
this view, there is another side to the question. The officers, in ac-

cepting a nomination and election, assume certain obligations toward
the members, and are bound to exercise all diligence in providing for

the wants of those visiting the camp. The questions of just what
the members may rightly expect, and whether they do not often

expect too much, have nothing to do with this phase of the case;
the officers and committees assume office with the understand
ing that these are to perform certain work neces.sary to the suc-
cessful carrying out of a meet, and when this work is neglected, or
even badly done, they must expect to shoulder the blame.

Eastern canoeists will be interested in knowing that the new canoe
Electra, which figures so prominently in the W, 0. A, races, is the
well-known Gleenwood, sailed so well by Mr, Oxholm last year at the
A. C. A. meet.

The Columbian Regatta at Lake Geneva.
The Chicago Navy, which includes the rowing clubs of Chicago is

now preparing for a grand Columbian international regatta, to take
place at Lake Geneva, Wis., on Aug. 14, 15, 16, 17, IK, 19. A special
feature of the racing wifl he the canoe races, as given in the pro-
gramme. Very handsome medals have been prepared for aU the
events, and the committee of the navy is desirous of securing good
entries from members of the American Canoe Association, both from
the States and Canada. Invitations have been sent to the A. C. A. and
the Atlantic Division. The canoeing portion of the programme is as
foUows:
Canoe Events.—Smgle paddlmg, half mile straightaway; upset canoe

race; tandem paddling, half mile straightaway; water polo; tub race-
swimming race, for oarsmen only ' '

Entry Fees.—Single shells .S.3, pair oars glO, double shells $10, four
oars $10, six oars .Slu, eight oars $15, ten oars Sl5, smgle paddle S".
tandem paddle $10, water polo ?10.
Regatta Rules.—Afl races 134 miles with a turn, excepting the eight-

oared shell races and "special event" races. Two or more entries re-
quired in each class to insure a race. Entrance fee must in every case
accompany the original entry. Same will be returned after crews en-
tered participate in theu- respective races. No entry wiU be accepted
unless signed by an officer of the club.
There shall be sent to the secretary in all cases of entries for eights

a list of not more than twelve names; for fours not more than sii
names; for double sculls nor moi-c. thau four names; for single sculls,
not more than one. name; and from these the actual crews shall be
Selected.
Races at this regatta are to be rowed under therulefrof the National

Association of Amateur Oarsmen.
Entries close Aug. 7. Entries mailed on Aug. 7, bearing that post-

mark, wiU be received. All entries must be addressed to B V John
son, 508 Chamber of Commerce, Chicago, 111., U. S. A.

A. C. A. Prize Flag Fund.
The regatta committee beg to acknowledge the receipt of $5 from

the Mohican C. C. and flags from 0. V. Winne and Miss Mackerras.
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THE W. C. A. MEET.
BALLiST Island, Lake Erie, July 25.—The earth is composed of laud

acrl w ater, of which one-fourth is land and three-fourths water. This
arrangement redounds to the rouvenience of canoeists, who being
amphibious seek an amphibious home. Ballast Island delights in the
name of the ''Home of the W. A. C," it'ielf being one-fourth land and
three-fourths water. There are only about nine acres of the land, and
all of it would not support one Kew Hampshire sheep in a year of

plenty, but the large preponderance of water near about it renders it

attractive to beings of the nature of sailormen.
Ballast Island is owned and controlled by a half dozen gentlemen,

who kindly give permission to the members to infest it annually.
Ballast Island, being in-ovided by the owners with some summer
cottages, has come now to be inhabited very largely by that interest-

ing creature known as summer girl.

THE SUSOIER GIRT..

The summer girl existing here in such quantity and in such state of

high efflorescence, so to speak, is in the opinion of many the reason
why a great many members of the association think that Ballast Island
should always remain the home of the W. C. A. Where, they ask,

shall we find such a spot as Ballast, where the wyndes are soft and
steady, the waters always of proper consistency, where the taU and
spreading oaks offer so grateful an umbrageous canopy, where the
evenings are without dew and without mosquitoes, and where the
Summer Girl is to be found m such high state of evolution? Indeed
(say these), Ballast Island is the true home of the W. C. A.
Upon the other hand, there be some older and sedater souls, per

haps hardier, perhaps more thoughtful ones, who see in the trail

which the summer girl has left on Ballast the mark of the serpent which
rejoiceth in ruins, which stalketh about at mid-day and saith, Ha!
hal Rome (say these) fell because of the ladies, God bless them, and
so will the once virile and adventurous body of the W. C. A. pass to its

decline and fall if it thus drift into ways of house tents, permanent
and easy fixtures, and of places set apart for congregatioB of these
same ladies, whom may Providence continue always nevertheless to

look upon with favor.
Herein lies the only division, if division it may be called, in the well-

knit body of the W. C. A., and herein grounds the only question now
asked—although it is asked this year anxiously. It is Ballast or no
Ballast, a permanent camp or one not permanent, an easy meet or a
hustEng meet, big tents or smaller tents, permanent docks or new
docks, old scenes or new scenes; and, we might as well add in candor,
summer girls or no girls. Toward the first half of these questions,
there are many here this year who lean vehemently, not to say vio-

lently. Others support the latter alternative. It certainly is matter
for serious thouglat for the newly-elected executive committee, who
will decide upon the spot for next j;ear's meet. Their decision should
not be made w ith any personal bias whatever. The convenience of
themselves or of their clubs should not be consulted for a moment, nor
should they act solely of their own motion. They should endeavor to
get, as nearly as possible, the sober opinions of the majority of the
members of the Association. The convenience and personal prefer-
ences of the Cincinnati club, the Detroit club, the Chicago club
or any other club should not be allowed to weigh beyond their
natural share. When all is in, it will be found that tbe questions
of interest will be pretty much as above cited. It wiU be found also
that they are serious beyond all mere trifling import. My own opinion
is worth no more than that of any other man, and certaialy the asso-
ciation should handle its own affairs; yet being old and passing wise,
and having looked upon that ruin which has in history universally fol-

lowed hard upon the heels of luxury, and having in my own heart
more admiration for a Viking than for a gondolier, for a trumpet than
for a guitar, for an earnest man than for a dilettante, I cannot help
saying that it seems to me better to support the second half of the
bracket in the above list of questions, and to Jean toward the side of
hardier if more troublesome reunions. To be sure, to even such re-

unions the cruisers would nnt come, and to be sure there would, even
at such reunions, gradually go on the inevitable development of that
competitive ideA which has in its result of practical professionalism,
ruined the sport of bicycling, of trap shooting and many other sports,
not sjiiaring perhaps even yachting, and not to spare in the end even
the one clean amateur sport left us, that of canoeing. But such
meets as these, a bit outside the lap of luxury and ease, would in one
humble opinion, be more nearly in keeping with the virile, independent
and rugged genius of canoeing, and they would, if they did no more,
postpone that evil day of dismtegration and disorganization which
careful observation will show to be to-day threatening nearly all

branches of sport.
Translated, then, this opinion is that Ballast should not be the only

home of the W. C. A.; that no narrow spot should circumscribe its

ambitions or its accomplishments; that ease and laziness, little racing,
less cruising and much of that noble i)astime known in the parlance
as "girling"' should not be the controlling features of a canoe meet,
and that when age and enervation have taught easy belief to the op-
posite, it is high time for the association to have new blood, since it is

approaching senility, decay, slippers, cofflus and the grave.

ONE YEAR NOT CONCLUSIVE,

The above is written at the close of a meet brought prematurely to;an
end at the close of the first week, a meet where the total camp registry
only shows twenty seven names, whexe the racing, though good, at-
tracted little interest, where, in short, everything was at low ebb, and
even the most sanguine could not call tlie affair all that was to be
wished. Yet this should by no means be taken as criticism of the
status of the W. C. A., and certainly it should not be attributed solely
to the fact that the meet was held on Ballast Island. One year is not
conclusive, least of all this year, which was planned to be the greatest
of all American sporting years, and which is in reality the poorest, a
year marked throughout by scant attendance at all sorts of conven-
tions, association meetings and events of sport. Among the causes
which have hurt the whole season of sport, in the West at least, we
must seek the real causes for the hurt done this year to the W. C. A.
It may be that the World's Fair is resiDousible. It is probably even
more likely that the panicky state of business matters in the West has
most to do with it. Thus on Monday, yesterday, the total Milwaukee
contingent started home, called there by bank failures, complications
that needed personal attendance, and several other members explain
their absence on purely business grounds. Such reasons as these, we
may safely say, will not obtain every year, and a year marked by light
attendance from such causes should not be taken as the index of all

time in the history of the W. O. A. That body is destined to better
things and bigger meets in the future, we need not doubt.

PHASES OF THE MEET.

We may be good-natured, however, yet must still be accurate, and
candor compels criticism on one feature of this meet. There was only
one ofQcer of the association present, the active j'oung secretary, Mr.
Huntington. The commodore of '92-'93 was not present, nor was he
represented by any active effort. As much could be said foi' some of
the others. It is not right to take the honor of an ofBce from a bodv,
and then not fjive that body the e<]uivalcnt of either honest work or"a
swift resignation. The work must be done, imd it is not right to leave
it all to one juau, as it was left to Mr. Huntington this year. The fact
that no one else was here to assist in the task of rausteriug tbe diiticult
class of men enjoying a vacation led to a general laxity of interest.
The races as sailed were good, but it was bard to get entries. The
programme was not run through, the paddling race necessary to com-
plete the record events being brought olf yesterday, and marking the
cessation of all hostilities in the racing line. This paddling race was
won with perfect ease by Leggett, of the Detroit Tigers, in a 321b. red-
wood shell of his own make. Huntington of the Mahn a wauks was
second. On tbe meet's record, Huntington was tirst. with a total of
170 points; Legget was second, 1:30 points, and Emil Hansen, Mahn-a-
wauk C. C, third. 80 points.
The Cincinnati boys bad a large and commodious tent and a mess

of their own. The rest of the members messed at the island club
house. There was a very good representation of able seamen from
Jackson, Mich., the sort of men that help a camp on wonderfully, and
Detroit's young and promising club had a good showing. The Deti-oit
V. C. sent three boats, including the big war canoe lately purchased
by that body from the Chicago C. C. The latter comfortable ship
gave a pleasant evening to an extempore crew, who paddled her over
to Put-m-Bay and back in a stiftish sea. which she took beautifuUv,

It was the iutention to keep the camp up two weeks at least, but
to-day, Tuesday, one week from the start, marks the practical close
of the meet. The Jackson, Milwaukee and Detroit men all left yester-
day, and the Cincinnati tent falls this afternoon, as does also the
neat canvas domicile of Col. Bartlett, of Fremont. Col. Bartlett
intended to stay here two weeks and then go on to the A. C. A. meet,
but instead, as this now alters his plans, he goes to Chicago on the
yacht Wasp, Com. G. W. Gardner, of Cleveland, who will cruise
through the Lakes to the Fair. Grandpa Gates and Commodore
Woodruff, with the faithful Nat Cook, of Chicago C. C, will act as
the Old Guard, which dies but never surrenders, and may remain for
24 hours longer.
The meet had few camp-flres, little music and no midnight alarms.

It was quiet, very quiet, a veritable Y. M. C. A. assembly, indeed, and
a good place to eat. sleep and be torpidly peaceful.
The election of the new Commodore, Mr. O. A. Woodruff, of Day-

ton, Ohio, is a popular one and will prove itself wise action. Mr.
Woodruff is not afraid of work, and has still the working enthusiasm
of the good canoe man. If next year s meet is not a success the fault
will not be attributable to lack ot patient effort on his part. As much
may be said for others of the new board of officers, whose members
are well distributed and representative. The results of the election 1

were sent by wire last week, at which time also report of the races
was submitted.
The camp registry was as follows; N. H. Cook and J. F. Turrill,

Chicago C. U.; F. B. Huntington, Emil Hansen and A. W. Friese,
Mahnawauk C. C, WUwaukee, Wis.; Louis K. Liggett, C. F. Penne-
well, Detroit C. C, Tigers,; Chas. J. Steadman. H. D. Crane. Geo. B.
EUard, E. W. Murphy. H. G. Gmssbeck, C. M. Weeks. Longworth C.
C, Cincinnati; Thos. S. Gates. Columbus, O. ; .Sam. B. Mettler, Harry
E. Chapin, Gaylord G. Case, W. W. Todd and Frank M. Yerick. Jack-
son fMich.) C. C. ; J. R. Bartlett, Fremont. O.; G. Harry Gardner and
J. O. Gardner. Cleveland; J. W. Hepburn and C. A. Armstrong,
Toledo C. C. ; T. J. Kirpatrick, Jabberwock C. C. Springfield, O.; O.
A- Woodruff. Ruckawa C. C, Dayton, O. There are 18 less names
than appeared on last year's registry at the Lake Winnebago meet.

POLITICAL VIEWS OF ME5IBER.S.

Commodore Woodruff.—Once more we meet to confirm the scien-
tific discovery that man has a laminated nose, resembling the tender
onion plant. This is the only thing we may safely call estabUshed.

J. F. Turrill.—When time calls for my epitaph, write me as the
friend of the summer girl.

Nat. Cook.—I don't see how we can beat Ballast, and it seems wrong
to leave this charming spot, where I have already learned to say
"Gesundheit" and "Du Kauber.schone."

T. J. KirJc2]atricl-.~Yes, I invented the Kirkpatrick sheet-clutch
and other canoe jewelri\ I also invented Ballast Island.
Grandpa Gates—'}ily new canoe is to be called the Kittle. She is a

bird.
Geo. B. Ellard—l used to write in Forest a>-d Stream years ago

over the name of "Kelpie." After that I found another man, tbe
Kingfisher, Michigan, Kelpie, using the same nom de plime. Then I
built a canoe I called the Kelpie, and blamed if I didn't find another
man at the A. C. A. meet who had a canoe he had named Kelpie, and
what's more, he was six months ahead of me vrith the name, too. But
I was the original Kelpie man.

Col. Bartlett—How could the meet be a great success? The first
night in camp I heard an owl hoot, and at the very first meal there
were 1-3 at the table,

L. K. Liggett—Out Detroit club has 35 members and will soon have
50 We will be one of the most active clubs in the country, and we
mean to work and keep on working.

C. T. Fermewell—ln my capacity as commodore of Lost Island, I
command peace. Let the next year's meet be where it will, we will be
there.

JSniil Hansen—The fin-keels may not be handsome, but they took
two cups here.
A. W. JViese—Nothing would please me so much as to see my new

Electra go east to the A. C. A. If she is as fast as we think, it would
be a pleasure to see her beaten by an eastern boat.
Secretary J. 0. Gardner—The Cleveland Canoe Club is no longer a

powerful body, but it will be a long time before canoeing dies in waters
such as these.

G. Harry Gardner—1 do not think you should criticise this meet
harshly in the least. The next year's meet might be twice as large.

THE TNTERESTFNG PROPELLER.

Invented by a Clnclnuatl Coaoelst.

and for no apparent reason. Times are hard, and everything is against
us this year. The slim attendance is not due to the location alone this
year.
Sam B. Meitler—The Jackson boys will take hold and heave hearty,

whether next, year's meet goes to MuUett Lake, Ballast Island or the
Fiji Islands.
The Summer Girl—Good-bye, you darling boys. Come and see us

again.
The Boys—^'e wUl, we will: either here or somewhere else.

The Future Canoe Song?
"They'll spike the keelson sheet.
They'll reef the boom and cleat,

And comport themselves like sailors all so handy, oh,
And at the summer meet.
They'll rig in flannels sweet.

Though they can't tell a mains'le from a dandy, oh!"

THE RAGING.

The first heat in the Longworth cup race was not called until
Wednesday morning. N. H. Cook in Lotus, got away across the line
first, and Bartlett in Nereid second, with Armstrong, "Weeks, Leggett,
Grosbeck, Crane and Hepburn following in the order named. On the
reach Cook gradually increased his lead to the first buoy, with Bartlptt
and Anderson tailing behind. The run to the second buoy lessened
his advantage, however, as Anderson and Bartlett gained somewhat,
but at the third buoy Bartlett's stearing gear broke and he retired
from the race with Weeks, Grosbeck and Crane, who had also met
with accidents. Cook and Armstrong made a pretty race over the
balance of the course, finishing in the order named, with Leggett
third. The second heat was a red-hot race from start to finish. Arm-
strong's shding seat broke before the starting gun was fired and he
was obliged to withdraw. Cook and Leggett crossed the line together,
with Bartlett onlj' one second behind. " Running to the first buoy
Bartlett passed Cook, but the latter made the second 30s. ahead of
Nereid, Leggett following 10s. later. Sailing free to the home buoy,
Bartlett ana Cook made" a pretty race, coming in winged out, Cook
reaching it only 15s. ahead of Bartlett. The windward on the second
round was very prettj', Nereid reducing Lotus advantage 14s. At this
juncture Anderson, who was cruising about in Friese's Electra, started
after the class C racers, crossing the line 3m. .308. behind Cook. At the
first buoy Electra had reduced the lead 2m. 40s., making the half mile
in 4m. 10s.. and catching Lotus and Nereid at second buoy. Down the
last stretch the three racers came with canoes winged out, making a
fast exciting finish that axcited the applause and admiration of the
spectators. Lotus crossed the line first, making the course in 46m.
28s., Bartlett second, 46m. 24s. Electra's time for the one turn of the
course was Sim. 10s.

The next event was the race for the Gardner cup, open to all classes,
two turns of the course. The entries included Cook in Lotus, Bartlett
in Nerlid, Friese in Electra, Leggett in Dorothy, Armstrong in Jlira,

Hepburn in Gypsey, Huntington in 'Mtlwaukee, Hansen in Avis, EUard
in Kelpie, Weeks in Bessie and Crane. Milwaukee started firsti Lotus
second. Avis third, Nerlid fourth, Dorothy fifth, Mira sixth, Gypsey
seventh. Kelpie eighth, Bessie ninth and Electra tenth, Lotus rounded
buoy first, WUwaukee second. Avis third, Electra fourth, Nereid fifth,

Mira sixth, Dorothy seventh, Bessie eight, Kelpie ninth, Gypsey
tenth. In jibing Electra capsized, but was righted after some delay.
MUwaukee caught Lotus at home buoy and in the second time around
securedagoodlead. winning the first heat, with Lotus second, Mira
third, Avis fourth, Electra fifth, Dorothy sixth, Kelpie seventh and
Bessie eighth.
In the first heat of the trophy contest, eUgibleonly to Class B canoes,

the entries included Huntington, Hansen, Friese, Mettler and Case.
Huntington crossed the hne first 20s. ahead of Hansen and Im. ahead
of Friese and Case, and made the first buoy far in advance of the
others, who stood out too far in working to the wmdward and were
becalmed, while a shift in the wind enabled Huntington to gain a big
advantage, which the others could not make up, finishing first in Ih,

31m., Friese second, Hansen third and Case fourth. The wind was
very light. In the second heat Friese did not sail the Electra, the
use of a standing rig ruling her out of the contest, and Armstrong
handled the sheets. Huntington crossed the line 3s. in advance of
Hansen, Armstrong third and Case fourth. Electra passed the
first buoy, however, 2^s. ahead of Milwaukee, Hansen thu'd and
Case fourth, Armstrong capsized and Milwaukee went to the front,

Down the stretch MUwaukee had a lead of 7s. over Electra, when the
latter, in jibing, went over again, Huntington winning in t7m. 49s.,

Armstrong second, Hansen third and Case fourth.
The man-overboard race had six starters—Cook, Huntington,

Hansen. Friese, Leggett and Armstrong. Huntington did not throw
paddle off to leeward and come about for it. and was ruled out. Cook
won, with Friese second, Hansen third, Leggett fourth and Armstrong
fifth.

The half-mile paddling race was won by Leggett.
A stiff breeze was blowing when the starting gun was fired, late Sat-

urday afternoon, for the next heat in the Gardner cup. The qualified

Starters were only two—Emil Hansen, canoe Avis. Class B, Matm-a-

wauk C. C, and L. K. Leggett, canoe Dorothy. Class C. Detroit O. C.
There were three others who took the course, viz., F. B. Huntington,
canne Milwaukee, Class B, Mahn-a-wauk C. C. ; G. Harry Gardner, in

Col. Bartlett's Nereid, Class C; Nat Cook, in Mr. A. W. Friese's canoe
Electra, Class B. Mr. Huntington was not eligible through having
won a previous cup at the meet. Mr, Gardner saUed a canoe not his

own, and Mr. Cook was not only in another member's canoe, but in a
canoe which sported a standing rig, the latter fact being disqualifica-

tion under the rules of the W. C. A. First heat for special prize, steer-
ing gear, donated by A. W Friese.
Under such conditions it might be thought that the heat would

show smaU interest, but so far from this being the case, it proved to

be one of the most eventful races in the history of the Association,
not from its relations to the cup winning, but from a single incidental
feature. In brief, this was the saUing of the canoe Electra by her
pseudo -captain Nat Cook. This boat is not the wUd and erratic
lateen Electra of last year's meet, but a second boat made by the
Davis Boat and Oar Co. of Detroit, for Mr. Friese, who bestowed the
same name upon a craft entirely different from the-old one. The new
Electra is the fastest canoe here this year, and it is thought that in

the event now in question she undeniably made a record for this As-
sociation, if not for all associations. Nat Cook took her twice around
the course, supposed to be 3 miles in alL in 8~m. 10s. It is almost a
certainty that the entire distance is nearer 5 miles than 3 miles,

though the course has not yet been logged out properly. At any rate
the speed of the new Electra was so strikingly superior to that of her
competitor in the race that the latter fell out of all consideratinn, the
attention of aU being centered on the flying craft which showed so far
in front at every buoy. The race was reaching or free aU the way,
not a skipper making" a tack, and the wind continued stiff and steady
throughout. Electra was first away, and led from the start, making
the so-called half-mile handUy in advance. Then she flew foot to inch
for the others, and thence around was about the only thing observed.
The total time, 3 mUes, was as foUows: Electra 37m. 10s., Milwaukee
43m, 2:3s,, Nereid 43m. 3os., Avis 43m, 7s., Dorothy 45m. 38. Avis of
course took the heat for the cup, but the great difference between
Electra's time and that of the other good boats, sailed by such able
skippers, wUl strike any one as being one of the most remarkable
things ever known even in the freaky performances of themost freaky
of all craft.

The run home was free and aU the skippers winged out excepting
Nat Cook on his first round. The boats made a pretty sight as they
came down, especiaUy; as they steadied to round the home stake,
where it was all the -skippers could do to hold them up. Nat Cook,
not especiaUy familiar with the standing rig, seemed to take to it

handily, getting his dandy out of the road by flirting it up and wr^5-

Eing it, boom and all, about the mast, thus giving him easier Itnesas
e rounded the stake close in. At the close of the race Electra grew

sportive, and as Nat was cooling her out previous to docking, broke a
sheet and threw him five feet up into the air as she lay down. He
swam after and easily righted her, the modern bathtub cockpit hardly
taking up enough' water to wash a handkerchief.
Mr. Huntington's new Gardner fin-keel Milwaukee showed herself

very clever and got her quota of applause from the dock as she swept
around with her youthful captain using all his board. Mr. Gardner
also got a hand as he came about and was honored with a gtm, at
which he tried to bow and lost his cap in the drink.

GARDNER CUP—FINAL HEAT.

The breeze stiU held when the fleet went for the final in the Gardner
cup. In this only Avis and Dorothy were eUgible, of course, though
MUwaiikee again saUed, Mr. Huntington being after the Gardner
special prize for second in this event—a steering gear. Again the
double round was made without a tack, all wing and wing on the run
home, and aU for a mUe and a half the three were so well bunched as
to leave a guess for first. Then Milwaukee drew ahead. Avis a good
second, Dorothy gradually dropping back. They finished in this
order, Huntington flagrantly taking it easy the last half, though he
rounded the stake ahead of Hansen^ Time from the gun for the total,

3 miles: Huntington 46,02, EmU Hansen 45.29, L. K. Leggett 47.00.

Emil Hansen, Mahn-a-wauk C. C. MUwaukee, thus won for the
second year in succession the Gardner cup, using this year the same
boat as last, the fin-keel Avis, B class. E. Houoh.

Toronto C. C.

The annual regatta of the Toronto C, C. was held on Toronto Bay
on Saturday, July 32, and in spite of a very strong northwest gale was
a decided success, some very fast time being made. The officers of
the day were; Referee, James S. Wallace; Judges, Fred. Rogers and
Fred. Woodland; Starter, George Sparrow; Clerk of Course, Robert
B. Elgie.
The first race was called at 3 o'clock, the novice being won by Bert.

Smith in 5.09, T. C. Kemp second, W. Armstrong thii-d.

Juniors, single blade, was the most uninteresting of the day, H.
Ford winning it easUy, with B. Smith second, BaiUie third.
Senior singles had two starters. M. F. Johnston and A. E. Bell.

Johnston led at the tm-n by two lengths, but on the return BeU over-
took him, and in passing was run into and fouled by Johnston. Bell
in his excitement put his hand on the gtmwEde of Johnston's canoe,
thereby fouling him. Bell finished first in 4.46, Johuston a length and
a half behind. A foul has been claimed and the race wiU have to be
paddled again.
In the handicap tandem four crews started weU together, no advan-

tage being gained by any until the turn, when Ford and BaiUie drew
ahead and won by one length and a half from EUis and Kemp, Dale and
Purdy third. Rice and Armstrong in the rear.
Only two crews faced the starter in the club tandem. Stewart and

Bell appeared to be in the best form and won by three lengths from
Johnston and T. G. Elgie. Time, 4.01.

The fours was won by Bell, Ford, WUkie and Stewart in 4.05, defeat-
ing a crew composed of EUis, Smith, TUley and Brown.
The gunwale race was won by one length by Johnston, BeU second,

TUiey 3ft. behind.
The lady passenger race was the closest of the day, M. F. Johnston

managing to paddle his lady across the winning hne first, R. B. Elgie
3ft. behind him and 1ft. ahead of H. R. TiUey for second, Major E.
Leigh bringing up the rear.
Johnston also won the upset race in 39s., with BeU and Ford second

and third.
In the hurry-scurry, swim, paddle and carry canoe, T. G. Elgie and

Johnston first. Rice and Kemp second. Bell and Sparrow last.

The race for the Toronto Canoe Club international paddUng trophy
has been postponed on account of the few entries until September,
also with the object of getting aU the winners of the A. 0. A.'s pad-
dling trophy to come to Toronto and try conclusions with R. G. Muntz,
the present holder, Johnston, Tilley and others.

If any American paddlers decide to come they will be treated like
princes by the Toronto boys. Notice of the exact date will be pub-
lished in the next issue.

A. C. A. Transportation.
A COMMITTEE has been organized by the clubs about New York for

the arrangement of all details of transportation, and the following
circular has been sent out:
As has been announced the general camp of the association wiU be

held Aug. 11 to tiU, 1893, at Brophy s Point in the Thousand Islands,
and an exceUent site has been selected.
Train time tables, expense, mess arrangements, etc, have been sent

you, and now we have only to arrange transportation.
We have secured a special car for our canoes, duffle, etc., which wUI

be at the K. C. C. house, foot 152d St., N. Y., on or about Aug. 7.

The Knickerbocker.s have generously offered the hospitality of their
bouse, and aU we want now is to ascertain how many are going, so as
to provide accommodations.
The N. Y. C. & H. R. R. Co. have made a special rate of $14.25 for

round trip, but to secm-e this fare and car, tickets must be bought at
No. 413 Broadway, N. Y. city

If you expect to go please do these things, viz.:

3. Notify undersigned chairrnan of committee.
2. Have your canoe dntlle at K. C. C. house on Aug. 6.

;1. Buy your tickets at No. 413 Broadwa.y, F. Y., and get so many
others as you can to go, so as to enable them also to have a good
summer outing.
Commiitee: James K. Hand, F. C. Moore, D. B. GoodseU, C. V.

Schuyler, W. W. Howard, R. J. Willdn, chairman, 170 Montague St.,

Brooklyn.
Members reaching Clayton on Sunday or Monday can take boat to

Cape Vincent the same morning, arriving at the Cape in time to catch
the steamer for Kingston, If in sufficient numbers, the Cape boat will

take members directly to camp. On Sunday the R. & O. (mail line)
steamers leave Clayton at 11:30 A. M., arriving at Kingston 1:30 P. M.
A service is being arranged between camp and Kingston which wUl
prove satisfactory. Particulars will be published later. No extra
charge wUl be made for going from Clayton to Cape Vincent on Sunday
or Monday.

CANOE NEWS NOTES.
Kirk Munroe, of the New York C. C, is now on a long trip to Alaska

and then south to Mexico, his purpose being to gather material for
future books.

Mr. Tac Hussey. one of the old canoeists of the West, has just made
an interesting cruise with a friend down the Des Moines River.
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New Jersey State Rifle Association.
The programme of the third annual meeting at Sea Girt, N. J."

Aus;. 14 to 19, is as foUowsi
No. 1. Members' Match.—200yds., open only to members of the New

Jersey Stale- Bifle Association. Bounds, five. Position, standing.
Weapon, any military rifle. Entrance fee SI; re-entries allowed.
Prize, the members' championship gold badge, shot for annually and
lield by the (vinner during the year, to be shot at any time during the
taeeting.

No. S. I'he Kuser Match.—Seven shots at 500yds. Position, prone,
^ead toward target. Eifle, any military. Open to all comers. Entries
^H.'ftach, or three for $8, if taken at one time; re-entries allowed.
.

No. 3. All Comers' Military Match.—Open to everybody. Distances,
200 and 500yds. Position, standing at 200; prone with head toward the
target at 500. Five shots at each distance. Entrance fee $1, or three
ticlrets for $2, if taken at one time.
No. 4. The Schuetzen Match.—All comers' continuous match. Dis-

tance 200yds. Position, standing. Number of shots, seven on the
standard American target, with llin. bullseye (the bullseye including
tihe 7 ring). Any weight rifle with any trigger ijull, palm or other rest
'allowed. When firing the muzzle of the rifle must be kept outside the
9oopho!e of the shelter. The allowance for military rifles will be 4
l)Oints on each string. Cleaning allowed between shots. The aggre-
.^ate of three scores to count for all prizes.

No. 5. Ne* Jersey National Guard Match,—Open to teams of six
'from each 'regiment of the National Guard of New Jersey. (As fully
t)rovi<9*l for m circular, Department of Rifle Practice, dated July 11,
5898)-.

'

•Sp. 6. Eegimental Team Match.—Open to teams af six from the
^gimental, battalion and separate . company organizations of the
following States: New York, Pennsylvania, Connecticut, i:)elaware,
Maryland, Maine, Massachusetts, District of Columbia, New Jersey.
CAs fully provided for in circular, Department of Rifle Practice, dated
.July 11, 1893).

No, 7, The Columbia Trophy Match.—Presented by the District of
Columbia National Guard to the National Guard of New Jersey. The
competition therefor will be between teams of six men each from the
regiments of the National Guard of New Jersey.
No. 8. The Perrine Memorial Match.—Open to officers and enlisted

men, National Guard of New Jersey. Distances, 200 and 500yds., five
shots at each distance. Position, standing at 200yds.

; prone, with head
toward target, at 500yds. Entrance fee 50 cents, re-entries allowed,
To bo shot at any time during the meeting. Rifles, those in use by the
National Gnard.
Matches of the National Rifle Association, under the following

terms and conditions imposed by the N. R. A.

:

No. 9. Wimbledon Cup Match.—Open to all citizens and residents of
the United States; distance, 1,000yds.: 30 shots; weapon, any rifle
within the rules; cleaning allowed; position, any without artificial
rest; entrance fee. $2. First prize is the AVimbledon cup; presented
by the National Rifle Association of Great Britain to the National Rifle
Association of America, to be competed for on conditions to be
decided upon by the National Bifle Association of America, and to be
held by the winner till the next fall meeting, when it will be shot for
<on the same conditions; value, 8500, Match on Aug. 19 at 8 A.M.

No. l<i. Hilton Trophy Match.—Open to teams of twelve from the
toUowSng: 1 The United States of America. A—The Army of the
Xjnited States, one team from the troops stationed within each of the
tiUfee military divisions—Atlantic, Pacific and Missouri (three teams
*Ii all). B—The United States Navy one team. C—The National
Guard, or uniformed militia of the several States and Territories,
including the District of Columbia (one from each State or Territory).
2. Other countries. England, Ireland, Scotland and each of the
Provinces of Great Britain, and all other countries, one team each
from the following: A—The regular army. B—The militia. C—The
volunteers. D—The navy of any country. Distances, 200, 500 and
600yds.; rounds. 7 at each di.stance; position, standing at 200yds. and
any at 500 and 600yds.

;
weapons, any military rifle which has been

adopted, authorized or issued as an ofllcial arm by any State or
(Jovernment; ammunition, any; entrance fee, S2 each man. Prize.—
A trophy presented by Hon. Henry Hilton, of New York, to be shot
for annually at Creedmoor or such other range as the National Rifle
Association of America shall select, to be held during the year by the
head of the corps or organization whose t-^am may win it, to be
returned to the N. R. A. at the expiration thereof; value $3,000. Also
a medal to each member of the winning team. Match on Aug. IS.
No. 11, Inter-State Military Match.—Open to one team from each

State or Territory in the United States consisting of twelve members
of the regularly organized and uniformed national guard or militia of
such State or Territor}', including the District of Columbia, chosen in
such manner as shall be prescribed by the military authorities thereof.
They shall appear m the uniform of their corps. Distances, 200 and
600yds. Position at 200yds., standing; at 500yds., prone. Weapon, any
military rifle which has been adopted, authorized or issued as an
official arm by any State or government. Amiiaunition. any. In cases
where the State has adopted no particular model ( which must be cer-
tified to by the adjutant-general), the team will be. allowed to use the
rifle in use by the regular army of the United States, or by the
uniformed militia of any other State. Rounds, ten at each distance.
Entrance fee, $2 each man. Prize.—To the team making the highest
aggregate score, a large bronze "Soldier of Marathon," presented by
the Commander-in-Chief, on behalf of the State of New York, to be
shot for annually, and to be held during the year by the adjutant-gen-
eral of the State whose team may win it; value $350. Also a medal to
each member of the winning team.
Bullseye Targets.—1. Bullseye target will be open all the timedur ing

the annual meeting. 2. Tickets, entitling the holder to one shot at any
bullseye target; range, 10 cents each, or 12 for $1. 3. Each competitor
making a bullseye will receive a bullseye ticket, provided he fires in
the position authorized at tliat range. 4. At the close of the firing
each evening, the pool n-ceipts fless one-half retained for expeuses)
will be divided pro rata among those maldng bullseyes, on presenta-
tion of their tickets. 5. No person will be allowed to fire more than
three shots consecutively at any bullseye target, provided others are
waiting to fire.

The State of New Jersey will supply tents, cots and blankets to all
teams. Restaurant on camp grounds—Gleason & Co., of Newark.

International Columbian Tournament.
Sharpshooters' Pakk, West Pclljwn. Chicago, July 2;-i, 24.—The

Columbian medal was awarded to the toUowiug: Edward Rugger
Monroe, Wis. Martin Grau, Chicago. L. J. Kretzschtuer. Detroit'
Charles J. Wallich, Detioit. Julius Helmold, Chicago. Rudolph Grim
Chicago . Albert Boese, Chicago. '

'

Bullseye target—1.. J. Kretzschmer 15 out of 100 shots. Ed. Rugger
Monroe 13, Chas. J. Wallich 12.

'

Cohimbia.—Chas. J. AVallich 48. L. J. Kretzschmer 88. Edward
Rugger 47.

People's terjfei.—Edward Rugger 08, Fr. Toggenburger 68. Dr H.
Merkelti3. M. Grau 57. L J. Kretzschmer 53. Chas. Wallich 52 A
Rensch, Toledo. 50.

Standard.—Wm. Ehrenpfort, San Francisco, 39. Dr. H. Merkel 35
Edw. Rugger 32. Chas. Wallich 31. L, J. Kretzschmer 20 F. Toggenl
burger 27.

^

A'Mifif iar.gci.—Chas, J. Wallick 165. L. J. Kretzschmer 185. Edw
Rugger 186,

Man target.—T>i: Merkel 82. F. Toggenburger 80. A. Rensch,
Toledo, 80. L. F. Ingersoll 72. M. Grau 76. E. Rugger 70. Wm
Ehrenpfort 57. A. Boesjs, Secy.

South New England Riflemen.
The twenty-fourth annual festival of the united shooting societies

Monday brought a legion of riflemen, accompanied by their famiUes
and invited guests. Germania Hall was the headquarters of the Bund
and it was at this point that all the societies rendezvoused for the
opening ceremonies preceding the parade to the park,
The ladies' committee of the Hartford Shooting Society prepared a

substantial lunch for the visitors. That their efforts were appreciated
goes without staying. At the close of the lunch illayor Hyde addressed
the visitors and extended to them the freedom of the city during the
festival.

It was expected that there would be a large delegation of New York
riflemen present to take part in the festival, but only six representa-
tives from the Empire City put in an appearance. These were Messrs.
F. C. Ross, B. Zettler, H. Holges, G, W. Plaisted, M. Krumsieckand F.
Fracompfre. Among the many shooters engaged in the coutt-sts were
to be seen T. J. Lyon, Collin.sville, Conn.; Geo. Stelze, New Haven-
Capt. Bucholtz, Springfield; Capt. Molter, Providence; Z C Talbot
Springfield; H. F. Bardwell. Amherst. Of the Hartford folk there were
Geo. Schiller, chairman of the general committee of the Hartford So-
ciety; Herr Staub, the Slate Comptroller, a member of the society
Capt. Julius Huebler. Cuno Helfricht, Chas. Groenke, F, K. Rand and
H. M. Pope, anil a ho.st of others whose nauies we could not catch-
Tho Bu Td \v a- i ejiiv.-i i.tcd by societies fiMiii .i.nsoiiia, Meriden, New

Haven, Neu- ijriimu, B iJ^jeport and Ruukvilie, Conn., Holyoke and
Springfield, Mass., and Providence. R, I. The honor of kingship on

the king or honor target fell to the home society (Hartford) in the
person of Harry M. Pope, with a score of 69 out of a possible 75.

^
The second prize over the honor target was also captured by one of

the Hartford society members, Mr. P. K, Rand, with a score of 62
oomts. The premium for the best three tickets shot on Monday was
contested for by Messrs, H, M. Pope, F. 0. Ross and T. .T. Lyon, and
at the close of the shoot Monday night the result was a tie between
Messrs. Ross and Lyon, with Pope close up.
With the opening of the range on Tuesday morning came a renewal

of the struggle for first place on the prize Hst between the above
mentioned shooters. By good holding and a Uttle eletnent of luck
Mr. Pope succeeded in putting up a score of 73, this score wltii 71 aUd
66 gave him a grood comfortable lead for first place.
From this pomt on to the close Messrs. Ross and Lyon had a nip and

tuck race for the second place, and when the last shot was in the tar-
get and the shoot brought to a close, the two contestants found them-
selves a tie, with scores of 71 70—141 points.
The scores on the prize target are appended, best fhi-ee tickets to

count for first prize, two best tickets for next three prizes and best
single ticket for remainder of prizes:
HMPope 73 71 69 Hy Holges 68 W W Tuciier 63
F CROSS 7170 G Stelzele 67 W Lieberman 63

T U^'^^. 71 70 F Eichel 66 A Jannekin .62
A F Bardwell.. 70 69 GW Plaisted 66 FCWinnewisser. ..62
^^KRand 69 B Jahn 61 J Glaissnapp BlET Stevens... 69 J M Foot 64
B Zettler 68 S Stele , U
Premium for most flags, lil'st, F. feichle; second, F. K. Rand.

The Zettler Club Bi-Monthly Shoot.
The usual quota of regulars from the ranks of the Zettler Rifle Club

met in Wissel's C.yress Hills Park, on July 30, for competition in the
season practice shoot. A bright sun and a cool north rest wind made
the day a most enjoyable one for outdoor sport. The st3ores wUl be
found appended, 10-shot scores, German target'
Dr J A Boyken 88 18 19 2.3 21 23 25 22 22 20-215

18 23 20 23 25 21 24 24 21 22—220
FCBOSS 24 24 24 22 19 22 21 25 12 22-215

25 22 21 28 23 21 18 18 24 25-220
RHamann 24 35 24 24 16 21 18 11 23 24—210
„ ^ „ . ,

19 21 24 21 20 23 18 22 24 21—213
P F Smith 21 20 24 17 24 23 22 19 22 19-211

„ „ ,
21 23 25 20 2:i 17 23 19 24 16-211

B Zettler 24 23 18 22 21 10 21 22 20 24-211

„ ^ , 22 2;^ 22 22 22 19 19 22 23 25—219
Hy Holges 22 24 28 22 24 10 24 20 24 12—211

,^ „ „ ,
18 19 23 22 24 18 23 28 21 21-211

MBEngel 28 24 19 15 21 15 38 20 IB 18—196
„ „ ^ ,

22 19 20 20 20 20 22 24 24 22-313
C GZettler 19 18 17 13 20 22 23 20 18 19-180
, 10 22 16 23 22 20 21 17 22 20—202
Jos Gunther 16 24 19 18 11 19 17 12 19 18—178

17 19 19 17 21 19 19 18 20 0—169

Smith & Wesson Pistol Club.
Springfield, Mass., July 29 —At the weekly practice shoot last night

the following scores were made in the revolver competition-
At 20vds.

Z C Talbot 8 9 9 10 10 9 9 8 8 9—89
CL Smith 7 8 10 10 7 4 5 9 9 7—76

6 ^ " 8 8 9 10 10 10 10-85
H D Banks 5 8 4 0 5 0 5 5 3 3-38
JRBuchauan 5 5 r 7 7 7 g 8 10 8—72W H Stodden 4 5 5 5 6 7 7 8 10 10-67
Orrin Hodskins 6 6 9 10 9 10 9 7 6 8-80
D W AVare 6 6 6 6 10 4 6 6 8 8-66
J W Bus.sell 8 10 10 9 6 10 5 7 10 7-82
A C Southall r 7 8 9 7 7 9 8 7 9—78

At 50yds.
Z C Talbot 7 7 8 9 9 10 10 10 10 10—90
ACSonthaa 7 78 8 88665 9—72
C S AxteU 9 9 10 7 9 9 8 10 10 3—90
O E Hodskins 10 10 10 10 9 9 5 8 8 8-87

Z. C. Talbot.

Greenville Rifle Club.
At the weekly gallery shoot of the Greenville Club for class medals

at headquarters on Friday, July 28, the following appended scores
were made, 10 shots, possible 2.50, distance 25yds : Geo. Purkess 242
C. Boag 240, Plaisted 239, J. Boag 238, Robidoux 237, Collins 287, Spohn
236, Gotthardt 284, Chavant 235.

^

GREENvrLLE, N. .1., July 29.—The members of the Greenville Rifle
Club bad theii- usual Saturday outing at Schuetzen Park this after-
noon. Messrs. Mahlenbrook and Brown, of the Hudson Rifle Club
were the guests of the Greenville Club. The scores are appended 10
shots, German target: W. C. Collins 210, C. H. Chavant 210 G W
Plaisted 208, H. Brown 204, J. Spohn 200, II. Mahlenbrock 200, George
Purkess 191. ^ *'

New Yoi'k City Corps.
The monthly shoot of the New York City Schuetzen Corps, in Wash-

ington Park, on Friday, July 29, had its usual attendance of club
members. Messrs. Zettler and Busse tied with S03 on the ring target
J. Facklam carried oft the honors on the man target with a score of
58. The scores on the ring target are appended, 10 shots • German
target.
Ring Target.—C. G. Zettler 203, R. Busse 203, H. RadlofiE 180 Otto

Uihlein 169, Wm. N. Stern kopf 158, H. Munz 152, John Facklam 152
Otto Urnstein 152.

'

Man Target, 3 shots, possible 60: John Facklam 58, R, Busse 55
Otto Uihlein 52, Christ Rehm 52, H. Radloff 51, C. G. Zettler 48
Bullseye.—R. Busse 5, H. Radloff 2, Wm. Sternkopf 2, 0, G Zettler

1. A. Range 1, H, Munz 1, John F. Gerdes 1, Christ Rehm 1, Adam
Keller 1.

'

Flags.—John Facklam 0, H. Radloff 4, R. Busse 3, 0. G. Zeteler 1.

Excelsior Rifle Club.
The weekly shoot of the Excelsior Club of Jersey City at Armbru's-

ter's Park on Frida}% July 28, had more than its usual attendance
Messrs. Hess and Bachinan, of the Portchester rN. Y.) Rifle Club'
visited the park during the afternoon. C. Thomas, the "Juvenile
of tlie E.xoelsior, is developing good shooting quaUties. The scores
are [appended, 10 shots, German target: L P. Hansen 219, J. Spicher
214, C. Thomas 212, O. C. Boyce204, C. Ward 194, Wm. Weber 180.

Hartford Notes.
Among the many interesting features of the Hartford shoot was the

shooting of Mr. A. F. BardweU, of the Arnherst (Mass.) Gun Club
This gentleman shot a .45-70 Marhn with 70 grains of powder and a
fiOO grain lubricated bullet. We witnessed his making the scores of 69
and 70 on the prize target, which gave him fourth position on the prize
list. That such shooting could be done ^ith this style of a rifle filled
us with amazement, which was followed by a desire to interview the
shooter and examine his gun and ammiiuition. Upon introducing
ourself and expressing a desire to examine his rifle and ammunition
the worthy shooter met our advances with the best of grace and pro-
ceeded to give us all the information desired both as to his rifle, and
himself. Mr. Bardwell is an ex-member of the Massachusetts National
Guard, with a record for two years as champion in individual marks-
manship. He also holds the record for the best 10 shot (off-hand)
score ou the standard American target at 200yds., viz.: 10 10 10 10 10
10 10 10 10 9-99. Mr. Bardwell informs us that the above scorp was
shot on the Amherst Gun Club range on Decoration Day of the present
year, using the repeating rifle and ammunition mentioned.
Hartford is a city of cyclists. The Hartford shooters have adopted

the bicycle as a means of conveyance to and from their range Even
the farmers from the outlying districts seem to have adopted this
mode of conveyance to and from the city.

W. W. Tucker, one of the old timers of the days of Hans Becker and
others of his class, was a prominent figure in the shooting house dur-
ing the festival. M'^hile his holding abflity is not as it used to be, his
wit is as keen as ever.

n. M Pope, of shooting and cycle fame, set out from Hartford on
Thursday of last week to take in the World's Fair, and incidentally the
International Shooting Festival.

A snap shot in the direction of the Nathan Hale monument at an
early hour on Tuesday morning, would have caught two of the New
York riflemen lu the act of drawing inspiration from the shades of
Connecticut's heroic son.

Mine host W. E. Smith, in his new uniform, was just immense. The
dinners gotten up by his better-half more so.

The individual who got away with our gun cover in the shooting
house on Tuesday afternoon was considerate in not taking the whole
outfit.

(Pt would he well for the Hartford Rifle Club to enlarge their shoot-
ing hoijse ip ordfr to give better accommortat/iongt to visiting rifle

men. It is a loss to the society and a matter of much annoyance to
the shooter to have to whfle away his time in idleness waiting for an
opportunity to get bis turn at the target.

RIFLE NOTES.
W. MiLTOK Farrow's letter in last week's issue, ih which he hii-

mourns the fact that the American soldier must submit to he arinlil
with a foreign made rifle is all rlftht from .H patrioiitJ point of VfeH-.
But the Soldier ih active service cares but little wHbrfc his guu fiohi.fc^.S

frdm so long as it is as good or bettei- thaa that in tlie haneiii of llie
mhh on the other picket line. To find your rifle action choked with
sand and unfit for use after a long and tedious maneuver over a series
of sand hills, for an advantageous position, jjlays havoc with one's
sentiment.
An old shooter, of German extraction, informs us that the German

ring target of the past consisted of 2iu. center and lin. rings, but that
the improvement in the shooting ability of the riflemen, led to the re-
ducing of the rings to and "cjia. This being a fact, W. Milton Far-
row need not submit to the moiioi 'ol_\- of a copyright,

The future success of John li. Ilrowu. and his wire gtin, is a mattel'
of mtich interest td the nlatiy friends of this olcf time riflemaii.

The shooting oi Bmfl Berg at the Columbia International Fe.stival
at Chicago is proof that this bid veteran of the butts is in the s\vimyet'

Thos. Maier, a San Francisco rifleman, was a guest of the New York
City Corps, at Washington Park, on Fi-iday last^

AVe hear that experiments are to Ije made by some of our local rifle-
men, with smokeless povvder in the near futm-e. The results will be
a matter of interest to our rifle shooting patrons.

Don't forget the prize shoot of the NfJwr York Oehtral Ool-ps in
Washington Pafk oh Wednesday and Thursday of this week. There
will be $400 ih cash prizes for those who make the best scores.

At a practice shoot of the Hohoken, N. J., riflemen at Union Hill
Park last week, 10 shot scores, German target, the following good
scores were made: F. Simon 22.5, Emit Berckm'an 214.

All ties divldfed UhlfeSs othtek-Wlse reported.

FIXTURES.
If you want your shoot to be announced here

send in notice like the following:

Aug. 7-8.—Pier Gun Club tournament, at Atlantic City, N. J.
Aug. 7-12.-Arkansas State Sportsmen's Association tournament, at

Little Rock, Ark.
Aug. 9-11.—Missotiri State Amateur ShoDting Association, at tarls,

Mo.
Aug. 16-18.—Coney Island tournament at CSncinnafci, Ohio.
Aug. 16-18,—Interstate Manufacturer.s' and Dealers' Association's

fifth tournament, at Charlotte, N. C.
Aug. 22-25.—Third international live bird and target tournamerit, at

Des-chree-shos-ka Island, Detroit, Mich.
August.- Manulacturers' Trap Shooting Associatioh tpurnamenti at

Wheeling. W. Va.
August.—Keystone Target Company, fiBventh ahtiUal totxrfaaliiehb,

at New London, Conn.
Sept, 4,—Frankfort (N. Y.) Game and Irish Protective Association

tournament.
Sept. 4.—Endeavor Gun Club tournament, on Al Heritage's grounds,

Marion, N.J, g g ,

Sept. 6-8.—The Veteran Tournament, Indianapolis, Ind
, during

National G. A. R. Encampment, under the management of the oHlcets
of the North End Shooting Club. H. 8. Humphrey, Preaident,

Sept. 14-15.—Riverside Uun Club's second nhn'ual tournament, at
Red Bank, N. J. John P. Cooper, Sec'y.
Sept. 26-29.—Pennsylvania State Sportsmen's Association tournament

at Harrisburg, Pa. H. M. F. Worden, Cor. Sec'y.
September.—Manufacturers' Trap Shooting A.ssociation tourna-

ment, at Columbus, Ohio.
October.—Manufacturers' Trap Shooting Association tournamentv

at Allentown and Bethlehejn, Pa, (combined).
Oct. 19-20.—West Newburg Gun and Rifle Assodlation faU tourna-

ment, at Newhurg.
1894.

April 4-K.—Interstate >[anufacturers' and Dealers' Association's
Grand American Handicap at Dexter Park, Long Island.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
The Arkansas State Sportsmen's Association is out with a iihte

programme for its third annual tournament to Ije held at Little Rock
on August 7 to n, mchisive. The guaranteed money is estimated at
S4,000, and the contests are open to the world. r)n tlie flvst \^ay tliefB
will be contests for Herman K.ilin r.'o.',s, Little ,t L'ottou-H, Charles S.
Stiff's, George Little's, Mutual Life, Dickinsoh Arms Co. 's and Wolf
&Bro.'8gold medals, .six medals in all, t^iese being the only contests
opeJ} only to members of theassociatloh. On the third day there will be
a contest for the State Association medal, open to club teams of fou"
men each, 25 targets each, .§10 entry per team. On the fourth day a
3-men team race will occur, open to all clubs in the St Up I.", s)ii>'1»^8
per man, ,p entry per team, for the Keeley silver cup iind thr.»e 1 nonevk
The main attraction on the fifth day will be a at) target race ?f2"5t)
entry, S50 added by the Capital Gun Club. There, will ai.so be four five
bird contests during the week, one at 5 birds, entry, $21) added; one
one at 7 birds, S4 entry $20 added; one at 10 birds, .fii; entry, $25 added,
and one at 15 birds, $8 entry, 840 added. One-and-one-third .single
fares have been secured for round trips on aU railroads entering the
city. The officers of the club are J. A. Woodson, president; J. W.
Irwin, vice-president; E. L. Reaves, treasurer, and VV. H. Oroxson,
secretary. '

The Richmond & DanviUe railroad has granted a special rate of one
and one-third single fares for the round trip between Washington and
Charlotte, N. C, for the benefit of those who attend the shoot of the
Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association to beheld nn Au"
10 17 and 18, under the auspices of fheCbarl ,tte Oun Club. This shoot
is likely to be one of the most successful of the season, as the whole-
souled sportsmen who constitute the membership of the Charlotte
Gun Club are well and favorably known wherever there ar etrap-
shooters. We can personally vouch for their hospitality, having
been the guest of the club during their May tournament. They should
receive good support from Knoxville, Baltimore, AUooua and other
places where their club has been well repi'eseutcd at past tourna-
ments. It IS almost sure that the entire shofaiut: strength of the
Greensboro Gun Club will be present. Npw .lersev will send a jollv
contingent comprising Noel Money, EDoeli Miller, iMidie ("'oliins F.-rd
Van Dyke, Tom Morfey, John Hoffaiao, Neat Apgar, "Diitchy" Smitli
and several others. They will leave home together on Au^. 15, and
while there will endeavor to master the novelty rule so as to make big
records at New London the following week.
The sixth annnal tournament of the Standard Keystone Target and

Trap Co.. to be held at New London, Conn., on Aug' 21 and following'
days, will attract all the boys who can possibh ",.tfn\ ay from hoin.-'
and some great work may be looked for. Every alternate event on
the regular programme wiU be shot under the novelty rule, which is
ijecoming immensely popular. The first day will be known as Stan-
dard Keystone day, the second as L. C. Smith dav, third as Peters
Cartridge Co, day, £ourth as championship dav. If the champion-
ships are not ended on Friday the shoot will be oontinned on Saturday
Over Sl,200 in prizes and §675 in guaranteed purses will the incen-
tives. In addition to the popular match between leyins from the
East and West and the one between Now Jer.sevand noimecfieut there
will be a contest for teams of six men from iuv State. The Periuot
House, on Long Island Sound, will be the hea(lfni.urter,< foi- ihootV'rs
Busses will run to the grounds every half horn-. New London mav Ijo
reached either by the Norwich Line of steamers or by the Shore Line
trams from the Grand Central Depot, Forty-second street, New York.
The Atlantic Trap Shootmg Association's grand tournament, open

to the world, no handicap, American Association rules adopted, will
be held on the associatiou grounds at Lynnhurst, Mass., Aug 18 and
19. Shooting will commence at 9 A. M. Shooting on the regularprogramme will commence promptly at 10 o'clock. Secretaries will
please notify VV. F. Brown, 48 Arlington street, Lynn. Mass., as soon
as possible the number of men they e.xpcet to send.
On Aug. 17 Ferdinand Hilfers, of the West Side Gun Club, and Cha^^

Neigert, ot the West End Rod and Gun Club, both of Newark will
shoot a match on the grounds of the hitter club, each man to shoot at
oO bluerock target.'; for a stake of pA) a side and the expenses of a
dinner.

The programme of the fifth annual tournament ot the Standard Gun
Club, Baltimore, Md., Aug. 8 and 9, shooting grounds, Acton's Park,
Md., oners an intere.sting series of matches.
Harry Thurman is confident of a big attendance at the Pier Gun Club

BhooD at Atlantic City, qb Aug. T and 8. A goodly number of Jersey.
UHjp will be on band. a . /
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The summer tournament of the Reading Shooting Association, at
Harry Matz's Three-Mile House on Aug. 15, 16, 17 and 18, is sure to at-

tract a bisT turnout.

Don't forget tliat during the tournament at Charlotte, N. C, the
Charlotte Gun Club wiU add SlOO to each day's purses.

The Endeavor Gun Club, of .Jersey City, will hold a tournament on
its grounds at Marion on Sept. 4.

C. H. TOWNSEND.

Coney Island Athletic Club Tourney.

The seventh and last shoot for the championship cup given by the
Coney Island Athletic Club for competition by the Kings Qounty Gun
Club was held at the Atlantic Rod and Gun Club's grounds at West
End, Coney Island, on Tuesday. July 25. Only four of the original
eight clubs entered put in an appearance for the final contest. At the
start it was generally concedea that the New Utrechts would win the
$500 trophy, they having a lead of 7 birds on the aggregate total
score, with the Atlantics next and the Coney Island third. On the
third round of 15 birds the Atlantics caught up and made a tie, with
the New Utrechts having a case of rattles. This was soon changed.
I he two best shots on the Atlantic team, W. F. Quimby and H. Balzer.
tailing to be on band at the stipulated time, and the captain having
put in two substitutes, they lost the cup by 7 birds, the Coney Island
team beiog third and the Parkways fourth. The latter team' led the
day's score with fi6 out of 75, the New Utrechts and Atlantics with 64,

aud the Coney Islands with 63. The following table gives the standing
of the teams at the close:

STANDING OF TEAMS.

1 2 S U 5 li 7
New Utrecht 58 66 63 67 64 72 64—453
Atlantic 65 64 50 62 68 73 64-446
Coney laland 58 6--i 60 64 61 71 63—439
Vernon 46 65 61 60 64 69 W-.365
Parkway 56 60 54 61 58 68 66-4'23
Glenmore 54 58 59 67 51 w —289
Crescent 49 55 £8 55* 55 w —irJ.
North Side 54 55 54 38* lOf w —211

* Only 70 birds shot at. t Only 10 birds shot at.

Score of last week:
Coney Island Rod and Gun Club—No. 1.

FPfaender 001121]0v!122l01—11 Ur Van Ziie... .111111121112121-15
S Norihridge...22iai2ni2n]a2-15 I Hyde 110021101011201—10
C Plate 12210121 1 l»l 101—12 —

63
New Utrecht Rod and Gun Club—No. 3.

D C Bennett.... 121011011001111-11 G E Nostrand. .1010-22nill]212—13
G W Oropsey...2lll»u0lli21-210-ll CFurguesen Jr.23<;illll2102an—14
D Deacon Illl5illll2l2]12—15

Atlantic Rod and Gun Club.
JBVoorhees...2111«l 101210211—12 G Morris 010111011112110—11
0 E Mori is 22122U1 12..2122—15 A A Hegeman..012011110111211—12
D Monsees 1122»12lllll:il2—14 —

64
Parkway Rod and Gun Club.

EHelgans 12-2221321211112—15 A BoUy 1121211022022.1—12
W Hartye 11100^121201202—11 H J Seiover ]121122«122l222—14
J Bennett 2123l»12<;112211-14
• Dead out of bouuds.
Referee, Mr. Hugh Goodwin. Scorer, C. A. Deller.
An iuiproiuptii shouting shooting match between two amateurs

with the .shot gun look place at Cnney Island on Tuesday after the
team shoot. The condition were 10 birds each for $25 and the birds,
the loser also to pay for a basket of wme. The score:
J Armstrong 0002010120—4 Kid Benson 1121010110—;

Sweep; 5 birds. 28yds rise, $2 entry: C. Furgueson, Jr., 5, C. M
Meyer 4, C. E. Morris 3, G. W. Cropsey 3, E. Helgans 5, C. Dellefsen 4,

C. A. Sykes 4, P. Hegemaa 5, A. Boity 3.

Hell Gate Gun Club.
Twenty-five members of the Hell Gate Gun Club were present at

Defter Park, Long Island ' n Tuesday, July 25. It was the reyulai
monthly shoot tor ihe best percentage of scores under club and clas,-
handicap, ten bii ds each, association rules. E Doelnck was the onlv
straight scorer with ten. The birds were a good lot and fast. The
members of this young club are rapidly improving and making fan
scores at such good birds. The score of shoot:
J Linck OlinOlllO— 7 R Under OOlOOOllIO— 4
J Sehm 0101110122- 7 H Petersen 110-2010020- 5
P V\oelfel 0221102111- 8 HKnodel lOlOOOOlll— 5
J Schubert 0]00l002.;i— 5 J P Dannefelser 0122U212I0- 7
C Webber 1212U12221— 9 E Doelnck... limillll—Id
J Brode 0100100210— 5 HThan 1110211122— 9
C Rabenstein 1211000211— 7 H Boonekamp 0000020220— 3
J H Voss 1111111103- 9 G Daniels 2102120002— 5
F MoUenbach 1100201202— 6 A liiechle 21212(11010- 7
FDrostel 2212101111— 9 W Hogan 0021230011— 6
J Siralman 0111003103— 6 C Beck 1210221000- 6
R Stadifeld 2101101121— 8 C Rieger 0220022102— 6H W Voss 00210020U- 5
Sweeps at 15 clay birds: Drostel 8, Riger 6, Schuber 6, Than 12, Fitz-

gerald 8, J. H. Voss 13, Doeinck 12, Hogan 5, Webber 6. Rabenstein 3
Brode 4, Dennis 4, Stralman 7, Woefel 3.

Linden Grove Gun Club.
The regular monthly shoot of the Linden Grove Gun Club was held

at Dexter Park on Friday, July 28. Only four shot at 10 birds each for
the club's gold medal. P. J. Eppig, the pn sident of the club, shot in
good form, winning the medal and three matches with Frank Ibert.
He also shot 22 out of '-ib picked birds. The score:
J Bermel 102aon2v;i— 8 HWisman 1210101112—8
P Eppig 1 2 13- fl F Ibert 1001222010-6
Shooting matches. SU) each and birds:

12 3 1 S 3
P Eppig 8 10 10 F Ibert 7 g 7

Atlantic Kod and Gun Club.
The regular monthly shoot of the Atlantic Rod and Gun Club was

poorly attended ou Thursday at Coney Island, only six entering for
the club's two cups. A. A. Hegeman won the first, and H Knebel
Jr., the second. A good match followed at fifty birds each wlilctl
T. B. Langcake won. The scores:

'

No. 1, club shoot, 10 birds:

M Van Brunt, . 1111121021—9 H Knebel, Jr 2311121010—8
A A Hegeman 1121201213—9 Ira McKane 0(i3002-2223-6
J B Voorhees 0112111221—9 M Bonder 0300210020—4
Sweepstake, $1 entry, 3 birds: M. Van Brtmt 2, A.'a. Hegeman 3

J, B. Voorhees 2.
'

Shooting match, §.50 each and the birds:
JB ColliuB 22111101111221010011011011210111111111001010021222—88
TB Langcake 121211011112l001011l2ini03101101ini02111lll0111l—41

Glentfood Rod and Gun Club.
OwiNO to the death of the wife of Assistant District Attorney Ma-

guire, of King county, the Glenmore Rod and Gun Club, of which he
is a member, had a very small attendance at their regular monthly
Shoot at Dexter Park, on Wednesday, July 26, only eight members
competing for the three monthly prizes at 7 birds each. Two small
njatches followed for $10 each and the birds, between J. Gastieger and
T. T. Edgerton. Honors were about even. The score:W Levens , 2121222—7 HKnowlton.. . 1111121—7TT Edgerton 1011111—6 W Sinnington ""212i;110-6
E Vroome.,, 1101112—6 J Gastieeer .... 1012031-5
R "Woods .,,..2111222—7 J ScWichtner .1001020—

3

Charlotte Interstate.
The programme of the Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' As-

sociation tournament, of Charlotte, N. C, Aug. 16-18. will be as fol-
lows: Aug. 16.—Event No. 1, 15 targets, entrance $2; No. 3, 15 targets
S2, $10 added; No. 3, 15 targets. $2. $10 added; No. 4, 15 targets. $2!
810 added; No. 5. 25 targets, five-man daily jeam race, enti-ance for
thrae days $10 $50 added; No. 6, 20 targets, $2.50, $10 adked; No 7 20
targets, three-man daily team race, entrance for three days.•> 15 $30
added; No. 8, 20 targets, $2.50, $10 added. Aug ir.-No 1 15 t^ro-ets
83; No. 2, 15 targets, $2, $15 added; No. 3. lo t.nJ i'ets, $2. $10 added"
No. 4, 15 targets. $2, $15 added; No. 5. 2,=. car gets, ri\ e-man dailv team
race; No. 6, 20 targets, $2.50, $10 added; No. 7, 30 targets three-man
daily team race; No. 8, 20 targets. $2..^6, $10 added Aug. 18.—No. 1,
l"i targets, $2; No. 2, 10 targets. $2. $10 added; No. 3, 15 Urgets, $3,
815 added; No. 4, 15 targets, $2, $10 added; No. 5, 25 targets five-man
daily team race; No. 6, 20 targets, $2.50, $15 added; No. 7, 20 targets,
three-man daily team race j No. 8, 20 targets, $2.50, $25 added.

The Summer Shoot of the Pot Covers.
Thk Pot Cover Trap Club, of Fredericton, N. B., held its midsummer

shoot on the twenty-sixth birthday of the Dominion, at Camp Comfort.
Hart's Island, about five miles above the city. The camp is the prop-
erty of an outing club, a number of whose members belong to the gun
club. The beauty of the location is only surpassed by the quality of
the hospitahty dispensed there, and fortunate indeed" is the outsider
whose lines fail in so pleasant a place. On tlie Saturday of the shoot,
and the day following, the club entertained about a dozen guests.
Among the ladies who honored the event with their presence were
Mrs. A. Moore, Mrs. W. H. Moore, Mrs. W. H. Lawrence and Miss
Bertie Cremin. .loe Raul, the Indian guide who named ihe bluerocks
'•pot covers," presided over the culinary department, and everything
passed off in good order and with considerable dispatch.
The day was one of those hot, grilling biisterers which are aU very

well to read of, but somewhat disagreeable to encounter. Early in the
morning the "lord of day" sent down a select assortment of "unmiti-
gated rays " After a startled pau.se the mercury went at a bound as
far up the tube as it could get without chartering a step-ladder. But
if at any place, and under any circumstances, such a day could be
passed agreeably, it would be under the shady groves of Hart's Island
in the company assembh d there.
The boys being out of practice, high scores were scarce. The heat

of the sun softened the targets to such an extent that they did not
break readily (this is not a joke), and some that lay on the ground an
hour or so after being thrown were warped to the shape of a floor
cloth. Two-thirds of the unbroken jbirds that were brought in from
in front of the traps were punched, and one with four shot-holes in it

preserved its original shape and w as scored a lost bird. This was not
so vexatious as it seems at first sight. Evidently some one did very
good shooting; and in his fond imagination each of us can be that
person.
Our Uncle Adam Moses was in the thick of it with his big 10-gauge

hammerless, and at first so good seemed his prospects for a straight
score that some one spoke of asking Chief Justice Allen, who was one
of the spectators, for an injustion to restrain our friend from beat-
ing the rest of us too badly; but he slipped up on the ' soft tar" and
merely puhed out a comfortable winner. It is said that he gained an
advantage over the rest of us by browning his gun barrel with iced
lemonade, thus neutralizing the glint that troubled the rest so sorely.
Harry Chestnut has still some of the healthy tan accumulated dur-

ing his five months' camp out in Florida last winter, in whicn he killed
a deer and a lot of ducks, and one day missed a whole lot of ducks.
He did not shoot in his last autumn form, fc r he actually missed a
60yds. incomer, and he never was known to do the like before. Bui
then how can a man shoot in his autumn form on a blistering day in
midsuumner?
David Cremin, sometimes known as "Second Trigger David," was

one of the fortunates who braced up and finished strong. For some
time it has been a standing joke that he can kill nothing except with
his second barrel; but on this occasion he showed his ability to pound

MK. bi".si::ham.

Winner Board of Trade Badge and Live Bu-d Championship of lUinolB, 189.S.

out four out of five at unknown angles with'his first. His critics ac-
count for this by gravely asserting that he has lately acquired the
habit of "pulling the second trigger first," David shoots a hammer
ijun, and 1 will back him against any other man in the universe to
cock both hammers with one hand and at one motion.
William Chestnut was on deck with a new Lefever. lie is always

ready for around wiih the target, ana if between times, any one
wishes to order a Lefever. he can accommodate on as favorable terms
as any other man. His house (R Chestnut & Sons) will import any
style of gun its customer era es; but William believes that in the
Lefever you get the best value for your outlay, and that is what many
are after. He has shown his faith by ordering still another of that
make for field shooting.
He says that it is all nonsense for any one to get the idea in his head

that it costs $5 a day to enjoy one's self in Florida, for if a man is

willing to camp out and rough it, he can get along comfortably on $2
a week. Although a young man. he has hunted in nearly every quarter
of Nortn America, and is now planning to revisit Dakota after geese.
The majority of the shooters suffered from the severe punishment

inflicted on them by their guns, and W. H. Lawrence was one of those
who had to pull out before" the shoot closed, for this reason. He says,
ihat hereafter he w iU shoot a half dram less powder in hot weather.
W. H. Moore has been recently "hitched double," as the metaphor

goes, and his "other half" was among the spectators. It is needless,
therefore, to say that he was especially desirous of showing off his
best clip, which would have been a much easier feat had he been less
anxious. Many of us know how to sympathize with him.
Mr. Stewart Campbell made his maiden attempt at target smashing

and the congratulations show ered on him when he broke his first

bird seemed to lack nothing in heartliness. Mr. Barter was especially
demonstrative, and paid an eloquent tribute to the patience and per-
severance of his friend. But when Mr. P. was cleaning his gun. Mr
Campbell cotdd detect a pit in the barrel, where no one else could see
a speck. Thus does one good turn beget another.
Mr. Byron Phair shot the oldest, the best fitted and the nicest

feehng gun on the gi ounds. He loads his cartridges on the "average
system." Some are regular canned earthquakes, and must contain a
small shovelful of powder. When one of these gets after a target, it

is all day with it. But others sound like a loosely tamped firecracker
and cannot have more than a pinch of the explosive. These were
probably intended for use on inc mers, His spaniel pup Mag was one
of the regular institutions around camp, and as a mascot divided the
honors with Harry Chestnut's Gordon, Pedro, which same Mr. Camp-
bell persisted in calling McGinnis.
Mr. Adam Jackson is well up on everything pertaining to shooting;

but there are other matters on which he seems to be not so well posted.
For instance, when he takes a seat in the war canoe, by the side of
and to the left of an attractive younglady, he should nottiold his right
band above his head in a stiff and constrained posiuou- He ought to
reach boldly out and grasp firmly the opposite gunwale. Irlmeet
him this fall at the annual hunt of the Caiawampus Club, I hooe to
direct his feet in the proper path.

Mr. Arthur Porter tried a new Lefever at this shoot and found it not
wanting. BiUy Chestnut says it was a ten-bore originallv. but was an
eight when he got done cleaning it after the shoot. Mr. Porter fore-
swore the use of black powder and evinced his faith in the nitro by
ordering five pounds of S. S. For the first time in the history of the club
the spiteful crack of the nitro mingled with the roar of the "soft coal.".
The Messrs. Chestnut and the writer had some shells loaded with
American wood, and our Uncle Adam pulverized them withS. S.

The programme included nearly every form of shooting that the in-

genuity of man could invent. There was a team race, the sides being
captained by A. Moore and W. Chestnut. Moore's team won by three
targets. It was in this match that Cremin got in his finest work.
At the close of the shoot the traps were loaded and a "flock" of in-

comers thrown at a line of shooters ranged 60yds. from the trap, each
firing in turn from right to left.

Mr. Phau- fired the last shot of the meet. The event was not on the
programme. About 10 P. M. the word was passed around that a por-
cupine had treed right over the camp-fire. Nearly everybodj' rushed
to verify the report, and Mr, Phair did not forget to take his gun. In
a couple of seconds there was one "hedgehog" le^^s. Phair did not
want "Mag" to contract the vain habit of wearmg feathers at so tender
an age.
Mr, Porter protested that the visitor had met scurvy treatment.

The incident, he said, could be so construed as to be a severe reflection
on the hospitality of the club. He thought, when Mr. Phair saw it in
its proper light, his conscience would trouble him for many days to
come, "I have in my time," said he, "done many wicked acts, out I

was never so base as to slay a poor, innocent, confiding porcupine
that merely came to pay me a friendly call." Phair thought the an
mal could not reasonably find fault with the warmth of his reception

L. I. Flower.

Chicago Trap News.
At Watson's Park, Burnside, 111., the open sweepstakes on liv

birds and targets will continue Thursday and Saturday of each week
till Sept. 23 inclusive; Aug. 5 and 10 the sweepstakes will be on live

birds, the following "Thursday and Saturday on targets; so on each
week alternately five birds and targets. Shooting commences at 1

o'clock P. M. each day. The Watson instantaneous live birds are
interesting phantoms to watch with a charge of shot in hot pursuit
of them. They afford great tests of skill These events wiU afford
visiting sportsmen a fine opportunity to test their capabilities against
each other and against the local shooters, under the best of conditions
fair play, good grounds and the best of birds.
In a conver.sation with Capt. A. H. Bogardus. at his shooting schoo

6.068 Stony Island avenue, close by the Exposition grounds, he assured
me that the match with the unknown would suiely come off in Sep
tember. He has not the sligh est idea who the unknown is, but he
suspects it is some Englishman. He w-ould prefer in this mate
some one of the young shooters who have sprung into prominence a
skilful performers, so that there might be a test between the o
school and the new.
The Captain deplores the action of the Fair management in refusin

him space for performances inside the grounds, before the Exposi
tion opened, their refusal being' for the reason, as they said, that
nothing would be allowed in the Exposition to which an extra admis-
sion fee would be demanded, yet. the Captain justly observes, "There
are now admission fees charged from one end of Midway Plaisance to
the other."
The match, the Captain says, under the conditions governing it,

will as near as possible resemble actual fieid shooting and will be a
far greater test of skill and good judgment than simply snapping a
bird the moment it op^ns its wings from a trap. He preoicts a most
interesting competition. B. Waters.

The Keystone Sixth Annual.
New London, Conn.. J\i]y 39 —Posters announcing our sixth annual

tournament to be held during the fourth week in August, 21st to 26th,
have been mailed to gun clybs and the trade throughour the country
du'-iug the past few da) s the famous Pequot House, which is beauti-
fully located at the juTiction of the Thames River and Long Island
Sound, will be headquarters this year, and as the managers of the
hotel are enthusiastic sportsmen nothing will be left undone for the
comfort and entertainment of visiting shooters. The score at the
shoi ting grounds will bi- covered with canvas to protect participants
from the sun aud every detail that will add to the pleasure and com-
fort of our visitors will receive our careful attention aud we will be in
readiness to receive as many of the trap-shooters of the country as
may favor us with theii- presence on the 21st of August. From all in-

dications this will be the largest tournauient ever held here. W e have
purcbased a very handsome diamond ring, which wid become the
prope'ty of the shooter winning the Individual Championship for 1891
A trophy race will be sh. t each day, as m previous years. The

national team race between the East aud West for the championship
will be the event of the season, as usual. Mr. M. F. Liudsley, of
Hobok-pn, N. J., will captain the Western team, and Mr. H. L. Eilgarton,
of Willimantic, Conn., will captain the Eastern team. Both captains
are confident, of winning the ace, and the teams will consist of the
l3est trap shooters in the" country. The State team race this year is

attracting a great deal of attention. The following Slates have
entered tr-ams: Massachusetts, O. R. Dickey, Captain; Connecticut,
J B. Sava<e, Captain; New Jersey, Noel E. Money, Captiin; New
York, Gus. Grietfe. Captain; Pennsylvania, Wm. E. Wulsteocraft,
Captain; Maryland, J. A. Uarin<-r, Captain. Any State is at liberty to
enter one or more teams. Entries wiJ be . eceived up to the day of
the race.

Thi-re will be a team race between the New Jersey and Connecticut
Trap-Shoot<=rs Leagues. The former will be captained by E. D. Miller,
of Springfield, N. J., and the latter by C. E. Longden, of New
Haven, Conn.

I will personally manage this tournament and have an efficient

corps of assistants. H. A. Penrose, j

Utica Sweepstake.
The O. C. S. A. will give a grand sweepstake shoot on Saturday,

Aug 5. at Utica, N. Y. The principal feature will be a sweepstake at
100 kingbirds each man, known traps, unknown angles, entrance $12.50
per man for the 100 bird champion.sh!p of central New York, and
money divided as follows: 50 .' to be di\idi-d 30. 25, 20, 15 and 10. the
remaining bO% to be divided into four pui ses as follows: Each 25 birds
laj^^of the %vhole purse, which will lie divided into 3 moneys, To
illustrate suppose there are 30 entries, this m-^kes $'20o in the pool,
50^ of this or $100 goes on the 100 birds m>. S'^o, .520, .fi5, $10. The
remaining $100 is divided into 4 purses of $3.^ each; eacii $35 goes on
each 25 birds in the 100 bird race and is divided $13, ,S8 and $5, this
prevents all dropping and really makes 17 moneys. Other sweeps
during the day. Called at 1 P. M. W. S. French, Sec.

A Dupont Smokeless Powdor-
Editor Forest and Stream:

It may interest your readers to learn that there is a new nitro pow-
der offered trap and wing-shooters, manufactured by the well-known

Chicago, by Messrs W. L. Shepard and M. J. Eich, both of whom have
an extensive acquaintance among shooters and are known to be com-
petent to make the t' st. The ne.v smokeless powder was tried for
penetration with a 12-gauge gun, 3drs. struck, IJ^oz. No. 7 Tatham's
chilled shot. The results obtained were superior to all previous tests
with other nitro powders and under identical ci'-cumstances and con-
ditions. For pattern the result was absolutely perfect, regular and
evenly distributed. Recoil was scarcely percepUble. As to smoke, it

proved what is claimed for it— smokeless. As to quickness, the test

was made on live buds. King's traps, 30yds. houndarj% same load
as for penetration. Results were most perfect and satisfactory.

A. Hyndman.

Watson's Park.
Jm.Y 18.—Chicago Shooting Club, miss and out for diamond ring:

R B Wadsworth 111120—5 L M flamliue 211211—6
Julii j;/.—Audubon Gun Club, handicap shoot:

Chas Kern 022210110102112- ll-H-15
Chas Morris 022000200001210 - 64-5—11
C S Wilcox 000110002021212— 84-3-11
R B Wadsworth 22222102w
L M Hamline 3302222lll22111-14-|-3-15

McAuley 2-222l2l33311102-M-|-2-15

M L Shepard 112201 2212112!0-1.3-(-:3-15

F R BisseU 032011221102121—13-f3—15
Ravklrigq.

Team Shoot.

A TEAM shoot between members of the Ridgewood Gun Club was held
at Deckeiman's Ridgewood Park, on Friday, July 28. The eondiiioua
being $10 a side and a win« supper— ten birds each, Long Island rules.
Kramer's side won bv four bii ds. Tlie score:

J Kramer IIIIOOOIOI— 6 CLagger 0101110010— 5
0 Nicols llOnimi— 9 I Mariin lOlOOlOlU- 6

J Welz 0110111110— 7 G Durst 1110111111— 9

A Schneider llllllllOl— 9-31 J Wiegold lllOOllOll— 7—27

Stray Carrier Pigeon.
Bradley Beach. N. J., July 27,—On Sunday, July 16, at half past

7 P. M., a carrier pigeon came to my pigeon coop, it had been shot and
was fagged out. I have it caged, and as it is pretty near well, if you
know w ho it belongs to, they may have it by seuding me their address.
There is a band on its leg marked "W. 8686." I would like to know
where it came from. H. D. Green.

A NEW-SUBSCRIBER OFFER.
A bona fide new subscriber sending us $5 will receive for that aimi

the Forest aio) Stream one year (price $4) and a set of Zimmerman's
famous "Ducking Scenes" (advertised on another page, price 85)—

a

$9 value for $5.

This offer is to neio subscribers only. . It does not apply to renewals.

For $3 a borui fide new subscriber for six months wiU receive the
Forest akd Stream during that time and a copy of Dr. Van Fleet's

handsome work, "Bird Portraits for the Young" (the price of wiiich

»»3).
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Maplewood Monthly.
Maplewood, N. J., July 23.—Inclosed find scores of the last monthly

cup shoot of the Maplewood Club. Conditions, 50 single bluerocks,
Keystone system:
J w Smith iiiniiininiiiominoo—22

iimiuoniiiniiiiinii—24—46
O L Teomans 0111011 1n 1011 1 1 1 1 1 101 1 il—21

1011011111 111111111111111—23-44
H Quad oionoonoioiiioiioioono—14

OnillOllllOIOOUlOOIOOOI—15—29
E Reeves .- liooioniioooiooillioioii—15

1110001111011111101011100—17—32WN Drake in 1111110001 inilOl 11101—20
1111111111111111111011111—24-44W Vanldestine OilOiOliliOli ill 11111 1101—20
oiioioiioiinoiiinooiiio-17—37

Dr Fisher 0011 1 1101111111 lOlOll 1010—18
ioiioiiooiiimimiiion-20-38

MOHEGAN.

Valley City Gun Club.
Grand Rapids, Mich.. July 28.—The Valley City Gun Club, of Grand

Rapids, Mich., is in a flourishing condition, the membership being at
present about 60. The c ub holds semi-weekly shoots. The regular
days being Tupsdays and Saturdays. To make it of special interest
and to promote good shootine the club has adopted a monthly prize
contest for its members, and have up a championship trophy which
must be won three times in succession in order to be owned, and shot
for at unknown traps and angles; 5 traps, one man up. Also an

ownership prize, which is owned by the winner on the day of the shoot.
This being shot for under a handicap.
At a prize shoot given Monday, July 24, the championship trophy

was won (for the second time) by W."S. Coleman, who will own it if
he succeeds in winning in the August shoot. After this event some
remarkable shooting was done for tbe ownership prize, which was a
silver flask. Shooting was at known traps and unknown angles. It
being a little late only six entered this contest; 25 birds were thrown
for each man; 150 birds were thrown and 119 of them were broken in
fifteen minutes. Mr, Gould and Coleman each scoring a2, it was
necessary to shoot off the tie in which the former won.
T S White 1111110100011111100101100-16
"VV S Coleman 1111111011111011111111110-22W H Calkins .,.1111010111110111111011110-20
C B Kelsey 1101101111111101110011111—20
M K Walton 0111110011011011101111111—19
Geo Gould 1111111111111101111111001—22—119

Central Gun Club of Dulnth.
DuLUTH. Minn., July 27.—Monthly medal shoot, American Shooting

Association rules. But few of the regulars who were expected to con-
test put in an appearance at the second monthly medal shoot, owing,
no doubt, to the warm weather and winds which have prevailed the
past week. The appended full score shows the result and winners of
medals.
Club medal, 35 singles:

Dodge 0111101111101101011111111-20
Nelson.. . .

." 1101111100110111110011110-18
Moore 0111111111111001001101011—18

Green 1111001101001110101111101—17
Owen. 1001001111011111111001110—17
McDonald 1110111110111101000100110—16
Day 1111001000001010111111100—14
Hulberg Brothers' medal, 15 singles:

McDonald 011001110101111—10 Nelson 101101111110111—13
Owen 110111101101111—12 Dodge OOlOOOw
Day 101110011106111—10 Moore OOOOw
Green 010110111101111—11

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
J. E. W., New York.—Greenwood Lake for black bass.

J. T. C ,
Lima, N. Y.—1. Can deer be hunted with hounds in St.

Lawrence county this year? 2. What time does the hounding sea'ion
open in New York State? Ans. 1. No. 2. Sept. 10. Send for Game
Laws in Brief, 25 cents.

J. T, H., Baltimore.—^Will you kindly let me know in your Answers
to Correspondents a good remedy for poison oak. Ans. Paint the
affected parts with tincture of iodine, whioh will prevent the poison
spreading. Prick the poison blisters and dust with face powder.
This process will effect a speedy cure in bad cases of poisoning.

NEW PUBLICATIONS.
Nada the Lily.—By H. Rider Haggard. Longman, Green Sc Oo,.

New York. Paper, 50 cents.

SAVE YOUR TROPHIES.
Write for Our Illustrated Catalogue

"HEADS AND HORNS."
It gives directions for preparing and preserving

Skins, Antlers, etc. Also prices for Heads and
Rugs, Birds and Fish, and all kinds of work in Taxi-
dermy.

WARD'S NATURAL SCIENCE ESTARLISHMENT,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

France
May war with

Siam,
But the citizens of this blessed country may go fl.sh-

ing unperturbed by war's alarums. The Game Lrmts
in Brief (illustrated) will tell him when he may cast
his bait. Your dealer sells it, or F. and S. Pub. Co.
will send it. Price, 25 cents.

jp^ROM the first issue of this paper it has been

used, and for nearly twenty years this particular

space has been occupied by

ABBEY & IMBRIE,
who now say that they have given up advertising at least tor the present.

tice to F&sl:i.ei7i33.exxS Cut Prices
I am with von again with lower prices for Fishing Tackle. I find by experience that putting down the

prices and not decreasing the quality, it increases my business every year.
One lot of Split Bamboo Fly and Bass Rods will be sold at $1.58 until all are sold. Bods are all nickel mounted, solid reel seats, silk wound, complete in wood form and will give satisfaction.

Length and weight of the Fly Rods are: 9ft., 6oz. ; 9Jft. 6|oz,
;

10ft., 7oz. ; lOift., 7Joz. ;
lift., 8oz. Reel seats below hiind.

Length and weight of the bass rods are: 8Jft., 9oz.
;
9ft., lOoz.

; 9Jft., lloz. ; 10ft., 13oz., lOJft., 14oz. Reel seats above hand.
A special lot of Hard Rubber aud Nickel, Raised PilJar Multiplying Reels with Balance Handle and Side Spring Click, 40yds., 90 cts.; 60yds., $1.00; 80yds., $1.10; lOOyda., $1.30.

Any of the above leels sent by mail for price and 10 cts. extra for postage.
Brass Cl'^k Reels, 40, 60, So or lOOvds., 28 cts. each; 5 cts. extra for postage.
One lot of Multiplying Raised Pillar Reels with Balance Handles and Lifting Drag: 40yds., 38 cts.

;
60yds., 48 cts. ; 80yds., 58 cts. ; 100yds., 68 cts. ; 150 yds., 78 eta.

A special lot of Ti out Plies at SO cents per dozen assorted, sent by mail 1 cent per dozen extra fox* postage.

A special lot of Bass and Pickerel Spoons at 5 cents each sent by mail, 1 cent extra for postage.
All kinds of Hollow Point best quality Hoous sneU«d to single gui 10 cts. doz. ; double gut, I >cts. doz.

;
treble, 20 cts. doz. ; four oly, 25 cts. doz. 1 cent extra per dozen for postage

800ft. Braided Linen Reel Line on Block, 41 cts. ; 300ft. of Hand-Made Linen Reel Lines on Block, 9 thread, 38 cts., sent by mail S cts. extra for postage.

JBrass Box Swivels, all sizes JNo. 1 to No. 13., 15 cts. per dozen, sent by mail 1 cent per dozen extra for postage.
;Sing1e Gut Leaders, 3ft., 4 cts., 45 cts. per dozen. Double Gut Leaders, 40in., 5 cts. each. Treble Gut Leaders, 33in., 7 cts. each. Four-ply Leaders, 33in., Sets.

sSpecial lot of best quality 100ft. L'nen Reel Lines, 8 cts., 200ft., 15 cts.
;
300ft., 22 cts. ; 3 cts. extra for postage.

Send z-cent stamp for lUnstratedl Catalogrne.

X F. MARSTERS. 51. 53 ife 55 Court. St.. Brooklvn. N. Y.Open HvenlngrB until 8 o'clock.

CYCLISTS
DO NOT FORGET

ANTf-STIFF

iTREN^THENS^rW'

For Sale by Dealers In Sporting Goods.

E. FOIJGBRA & CO.,
^6-80 N. WUHam Street, JUTew Tork.

SOLE AGENTS.

Publications

Increasing Sales attest tlie Popularity of
THE GENTLEMEN'S CIGAKETTE.

SPECIAL FAVOURS.
Manufactured only by

fKINNEY TOBACCO CO., Succdssors.) Also man
ufacturers of thp Old Rol'able

(SWEET CAPORAI..

Two WorthyWorks.
iVortby of 1 lie subj ect.

Worthy of ilie author.

Huntirg Trips of a Ranchman.
Sketches uf Sport on the Northern Cattle Plains.
By Thkodokk Roosbvblt. Illustrated with -46

lul -page illustrations. Cloth, 350 pp. Price glOO.

In this work Mr. Thec'cre Roosevelt has given a
spirited and vivid description or the great Northern
. attle plains, and of the ranchman's lite in the bad
landd of tne West.

fhe WildernFss Hunter.
By Theodore Roosevelt. Illustrated. Price 53.50.

"Mr. Ronsevelt is s iffieiently known by tdi earlier
writings as a keen sportsinau, and one who looks at
aocrt of whatever description trom the best stand-
point. His first book on th s subject, '•Hunting
I'nps of a Kanchnaan," was a charming volume, and
the Sime may tje said for the later, '•Ranch Life and
the Hunting Trad." To the present work he brmgs
a riper nunting experience, and a literary style even
more attc active than iu i.is ea. lier works, ifi^-re is

a freshness and a breezy out-of-door flavor abjut it

that caus up vividly to the mind the nigh dry coun-
try where the cattle range, aid the lofty crags
wliere the white goat lies on the snowoanks in the
shade. 'The Wilderness Hunter' presents a series
of accurate pictures of outdoor life in the VV^est. and
these pictures are so cleverly drawn that the book
v>ih be interesting to the reader whether he is fam'l-
iar with sueti sce'ies or not. He who has taKen part
In such scenes add adventure will, as he reads the
volume, oe stirred over and over again by old-time
iKcmories."

—

Foiesi and Stream

The Adipondacks.
Map of the Adirondack Wilderness.
Pocket edition on map-bond paper. $1 00.

"It Is the most eoiiiplete map of the Adirondacks
region ever published."—J'orcsi and Stream.

Pocket Map of Lake Champlain and Lake
George. May-bond paper, 50 cents.

Guide Books.—Tlie Adirondaclts. Illustrated

With Fly-Rod and Camera. S5.00.

I For Sale. t

I

TROUT FOR SALE.
YEARLINfiS ol tie Broolc Trout, Laie Trout, Browi

Trout, California Trom & UiMM Salmon.

SGGS AND FRV
of the same in season. For Intormation inquire
of J. ANNIN, JR.,

Caledonia, Livingston Co., N. Y.

Berkshire Trout Hatchery
have for sale healthy BBOOK TBOUT ranging

size from young fry to four pounds weight, suitable

for stocking public and private waters.

For information and price address

C. H. SA.OE, Sec'y,
Great Barrington, as^.

••••••••4
t Taxidermists.

LIVE WHITE HARES {L&pm americanus)
capttired and properly boxed and delivered

to express In Bethel, Me., in good condition on
receipt of orders and remittances at S3 per pair.
Refer to Hon. H. O. Stanley, Dixfield, Mh., Flsb
and G-ame Commissioner. I. G. Ri CH, Bethel, Me

FOR SALE—PARKER HAMMERLESS, 7-13-28-

14-3 $100 grade; used two seasons; good as
new; right cylinder; left shyht choke. Fu-st check
for $65. Parker hammerless, made to order last

season, never used, 10-34-133^-3, weight lOJglbs.; ftUl

choke; first check for $75. Winchester Repeating
Rifle, new, never used, 15 shots, octagon bbl., 24-8>6,

44 cal. First check for or an offer $140 would
buy the lot. Address Bos 441, Manchester. N. H. 6

Buy Directand Savej
All riders saj-ihej- cannot bm how
we CM do it for the monej: g20

\ buys an elegant Oiford nnely Sn-
Ijijhed and nickel plated BiojeU,
Jlwarriuitea lo be first olasj, simpl.
Vineonitmotion, strong, dur«ble
and acuratel; atted.Kblob makei

^riding on our Wheel a pleajuro
instead of bard work; material we nse is of tbe highest grade, eaoll 'VhHl
guaranteed. Write to-day for our illnslrated FREE catalogue. t

DEPT-B--OXFOBD MFC CO. 338 WABASH AVE. CHICAOQ.

THE TISDELL CAMERA.
I A TCreT Haiiil, Detctive. Vi-w.
L.M I CO I . A new SELF-SETTING SHUTTER.

Glass Plutes or Films. Simp e, Llglit, Handsnme.

Send sis cents tor Sample '"hoto. and circular,

Tiej)B£JL CAAlii.RA «fe M* «. CO., Scraiiton,Pa

SEE
A/l/xxx. . X3LAX"t cfc Co.f

THE TAXIDEBMIsTS.
before going on your

VACATION,
and arrange with them to receive
and mount the Game Bu-ds, Ani-
mals and Fish you secure while
away. Their work is artistic,
lifelike and poisoned against
moth. Goods returned promptly;
prices reasonable.

HEADQUARTERS

:

No. 5 West Third St., near Broadway,
Branch No. 16 North William St.. New York.

J. KANNOFSKY,
Practical Glass Blower

And manufacturer of
Artificial eyes for birds, animals and manufacturing
purposes a specialty. Send for prices. Pleaae men-
tion Forest and Stream.

369 Canal street, New Tork.

WANTBD AL.ITB.
AH kinds of

American Animals,
BIRDS <fc R.EPTII.ES;
For Sale—AU kinds of

Foreign Animals, Birds
and Reptiles.

DONALD BUKNS.
115 Ro<lMV«lt St., tl.T. Olty
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Routes for Sportsmen. sportsmen's Goods.

'. 'V^Tien planning your annual tour remember that
;his comijany controls over 4,100 miles of railway
Iisquipped in the most approved modem style, pass-
ing through a magnificent country noted for its un-

I
surpassed facilities for sport.

ii FEW OF THE PRINCIPAL RESORTS.
JiNDEOSCOGGIN LAKES (via Bryant's Pond or Bethel)
I —Excellent trout fishing and game, large and small, of
' every deiorlption.

IrHE WHITE MOUNTAIMS (via Gorham, N. H.)-For
) trout and varieties of game.
I THE SALMON RESORT-i of Quebec, New Brunswick
I

and Xova Scotia (reached via Quebec).

|[jAKEST JOHN REGION (via Quebec)- Forouananlche
I trout, earloou, bear, moo»e, beaver, oner, etc.

I
THE RIVER ST. LAWRENCE (In the neighborhood of

I
the line for 400 nillesl —For mascaloige, pike, bass,
whlteflsh, pickerel, perch.

1 THE THOUSAND ISLAN PS (via Gananoque or Kingston)
i"
—For pickerel, black bass, maecalonge, pike.

I ilUSKOK 4. LAKES.—The best place on the continent
I for fi^hino:, shooting and camping. All varieties of fish

1 and game.

I
^ARRY SOUNTi AND GEORGIAN B \Y (reached via
Penetang, Midland, CoiUngwood, etc.) for black bass,
pickerel, deer, partridge, bear, otter, etc.

AKES ONTARIO, ERIE, HURON AND MICHIGAN (via
stations at all pr.nclpal portsi.

jAKE SUPERIOR (via Colling^vood, Wiarton, Sarnla In
connection with steamship lines).

The charges for hotels, guides and camping at
nany of the fishing waters named above are ex-
remely low. Full particulars of same are published
n a pamphlet descriptive of the "Fishing and Hunt
ng Resorts of the Grand Trunk Railway," which
rill be forwarded free on application to the com-
jany's principal agents, or to the General Passenger
Lgent at Montreal.

N. J. POWER,
xeneral Passenger Agent,

Ii. J. SEARGEANT, General Manager

Opening of the Chlcoutlmi Extension.

Jhe Ne-w Route to the Far-Famed Saguenay
nd the onlv rail route to the delightful summer resorts
orth of Quebec, through the

CANADIAN AIHROVDACKS.
'arlor and Sleeping Cars. MagnificentscenTy. Peautlful
limate. Hotel Roberval, Lake St John, has flrst-cJass
commodatloH for 300 guests, and is run in connection
nth the "Island House" at Grand i >lscharge of Lake St.
bhn, In tl ecer terof the -Ouananiche" fishing grounds,
latly eomm'micatloa by the new fast steamer across
he lake. The fishing rights of Lake St. John and trlbu-
arles, an area of 20.000 square miles, are free to guests
f the hotels. Trains connect daily at Chicnutlml with
aguenay steamers for Quebec. Daylight trip, a beau-
fully 111 ;strated guide book free on application. For
uorrnatlon as to hotels, apply to hotel mmagers; fcr
alders and guide books to ticket agents of all principal
Itles.

ALEX HARDY, J. 6. SCOTT,
(Jen. P. & P. Agt. Sec'y & Manager.

Quebec, Canada.

Adirondack

[
Mountains,

Lakes George

(StChamplain,

Saratoga, Etc.
Illustrated guide to the Northern resorts issued by
le Delaware and Hudson Railroad will be mailed on
jceipt of 6 cents postaga Address

J. f. BURDICK,
General Passenger Agent,

ALBANY, H. T.

ilive with Game.
IF TOD WANT GOOD SPORT, PLENTY OF
7 AND NO BLANK DAYS, SEND FOR THE
ANADLAJI PACIFIC RAILWAY COMPANY'S
AJBPHLET,

-ishing and Shooting.
E. V. Skinneb, 353 Broadway;

0. E. McPherson, 179 Washington at., Boston;

C. Shekhy, 11 Fort St., W. Detroit;

J. F. Lkk, 232 S. caark St., Chicago; or

McNIGOLL, Gen. Pass. Agent, Montreal,

.'''crest & Stream File Binders
PRICK 81 00.

FOB 8ALK AT IHia OFFIOB.

FERGUSON'S PATENT REFLECTING LAMPS,
TauiUA8 J. CONROY, Bole Aareni,

3t0 Broadway, New ¥ork.

With Silver Plated Loaomotive ReBeetors

For Sportsmen s use. Combines
Head Jack (Front and Top), Boat
Jack, Fishing, Camp, Belt and
Dash Lamp, Hand Lantern, etc.

For Night Driving, Hunting, Fish-
ing, etc. Is adjustable to any
kind of dash or vehicle.
S end st»mp for rilus. Catalogue,
and afiriffisa all orrien) Lamn DPiit

DUCK CALLS.
Grubb's Improved Ulinois River Duck Call. The

most natural-toned call made; easy to blow; not
easy to get out of repair, having a fine tempered
reed; makes it so you can call teal, woodduck and
bluebUl, as well as mallard. This is the only call
you can do this with. Price 55 cents.
Same as above, made of red cedar, silver mounted,

with silver reed which gives it perfect tone, $1
Every one warranted. Address

CHAS* W. GRUBBS,
1537 Milwaukee Ave.,

Chicasro, Til.

Marked Down.

CORK WADS.
By our Improved method of manufacture we are

enabled to furnish the Cork Wads at a price which
will suit all classes of sportsmen. Dealers Sc-nd for
latest price list and discounts. Regular box by
mail on receipt of 30 cents.

LANCASTER COEK GUN WAD CO.,

Iian caster. Pa.

LYMAN'S RIFLE SIGH I is.

8ead for 96 page Catalogue of Sights and Bi&BSc

ADDEESS,

J. P. DA.liNEFEL.8EK,
PRACTICAt. GUKTSMITH,

No. 9 Cliaiubers Rt . New York.
Guns, Rifles, etc, at lowest prl-'es. Second-hand guns

bouaht, sold and exciiang'd. With my new adjustable
Try Qux lean tateyom- e.i;a<!f flc for either new stock
or alterii.g old stock to desired drop, cast-off or lengta.
Barrels bored to sh'ot close and ha'-d, and all other
klnas of repairing execured with despatch and war-
rante^l Se..d f>0 cents for brttle of best bairel brown-
ing In America with alrections.

THAYER'S
MOSQUITO GUARD.
Not Greasy Will not stain the clothing

Prire, 35 Ct-nts a Boitle.

For sale by druggists and dealers in Sporting Goods.

HENRif 1HAYER & CO., GambMi jport, Mass.

lodem Training,
Handling and Kennel Management.

By B. WATERS.

A comprehensive and practical gru'de to the
training, care, management and breedinf of eld
dogs. Cloth, 373 pages. Price *2.00

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO..
318 Broadwav. Now York.

Small Y&chts. 470 p. $10

\ Wants and Exchanges, f J Sportsmen's Goods.
Advertisemenis under this head, strictly

limited to Wants and Exchanges^ "will be
inserted at the special rate of three cents a.

word each insertion. The money must ac~
C07nj>any the order.

SHOOTINO WANTED. — A GENTLEMAN
sires to secure a membership in an organization

controlling exclusive shooting p-ivUfges in fine
quail country. Unexceptionable social and financial
references given. Address with particulars, G.,
care of Forest and Stream office. 5

WANT TO EXCHANGE 12-GAUGE COLT'S
hammerless, S80 grade, T^lb^!., 26in

,
right

cylinder, lett modified, for Feather" eight, FraLCt^t e
preferred. Want the name and address of party that
sold a poin er pup to E Roe, of New Haven, Conn,
in 1882. S. TRIPP, MUlerton, N. Y. 5

WANTED.—AN 18FT. CANOE-iAWL IN GOOD
condition. Adelanta model preferred. Price

must be moderate. Address L. F. L., 1373 Pacific
street, Brooklyn, N. Y. 5

WANTED.—AN INDOOR EXERCISING SLID-
Ing seat rotvboat. Address, stating price,

C. T., 115 Elm street, N. Y. 6

WANTED —COPIES OF FOREST AND STREAM
of May 6, Sept. 23, 1886, and Sept. 25. 1890. Ad-

dress Forest and Strkam offlee

W ANTED.- 28IN. FIELD GUN, HAMMERLESS.
CASH, Box 10, Wyalusing. Pa. 5

Property For Sale.

'WWW VW^wVw

FOR SALE.
Camp Ground,

SARANAC LAKE,
AdlrondacU Mountains.

Point of land just north of Sweeny Carry and

Hotel Wawbeek, well wooded, high elevation, large

water front, with a superb view of the cotmtry to

the north, east and south, easy of access, and one of

the finest camping spots in this whole country,

containing about 45 acres. Address P. O. Box 1,980,

Boston, Mass., for further particulars.

TROUT LAKES FOR SALE.
I offer for sale a portion of my Adirondack pre-

serve, from 1,000 to 2,000 acres of land, with four
lakes. Three log cabins on the property, good
road to two of the lakes, easy trail to the other two
This property is suitable for a club or tor private
resorts One lake is stocked with salmon trout, the
others witQ speckled trout, 30,000 planted last May.
and shall plant as many more this year. Will sell
any one lake with a portion of the land. Address
DR. J. DE V. MOORE, 157 Park avenue, Utica, N. Y

ALBEJIARLE AND PAMPLICO CRUISING AND
Hunting Association —Bear, Deer, Wild Tur-

key, QuaO, Swan, Geese, Brant, Duck, Curlew, Snipe.
Finest fishing; Blueflsh, Striped Bass, Weakfish
Drum, etc. Membership limited to 20. One mort
subscriber wanted. H. A. Weeks, 74 Miuray St., N.Y

IQame Laws
in Brief.

United 5t.ates and Canada.

HALF =TONE ILLUSTRATIONS.

Sold by dealers in Sportsmen's Supplies, ^
or sent by the Publishers. Price 25c. ^
Forest and Stream Publishing Co. 4^

$25 to $50
per wcefc,
to Aeent«,

. ladlea or
eentlemen, n>!n» or Hllln?
"Old ReUable Plater." Onlj
practical way to replate nuty and
worn knWea, forks, ipoons, efr.f
quickly done by dipping in melted
metal. No experience, polishing,
or machinery. Thick plate at one
operation; lasta 6 to 10 yeara; flno
finiab when taken from the plater.
Every family baa plating to do-
Plater lelH readily. Prr.flw large, i

n'.r.Uarrls<inACo.Co!uiBliiu,(k

"CAMMEYEP"
^^^F Stamped on a Shoe I ^

Means Standard of Merit.

EaUESTRIAN. FOOTWEAR.

HEN'S GRAIN LEATHER NAPOLEOW RID- * R AA
INQ BOOTS .. . $ DiUU

HEN' 5 KiAA I ;x LEG CALF FOX NAPOLEON - - -
RIDING B<"OTS

MEN'S CALF STIPE LEG RIDING BOOTS..
MEN'S ENAMEL LEATHER STIFF LEG
RIDING BOOTS

MEN'S RUSSIA CALF STIFF LEG RIDYnQ
BOOTS

MEN'S CANTAS RIDING LI^GGINS
MEN^IGRAIN WELLINGTON RIDING LEG-

MEN'S GRAIN WINDSOR RIDING LEGGINS
MEN'S RUSSET CALF WELLINGTON RID-
ING LEGGINS
ATHLETIC POOTVVE4.R OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

Send for Catalogue. Mailed Free.

A. J. CAMMEYER,
Sixtti A.ve , cor. ISth. St., N. Y.

7,00
9.00
10.00
10.00
1.50
3.50
4.00
5.00

Black=Fly Cream.
(Prepared in Zinc Tubes, very convenient for the pocket)

For repelling Blaok Flies, Moequitos, Midges, etc.
It is also one of the finest healing preparations for the
sting of insects, cuts, wounds, etc. Easily applied,
and washes off readily, leaving the skin soft and
smooth.

PRICE, 25 CENTS, BY MAIL POSTPAID.

Sold by Dealers in Sportsmen's Goods.

TUDOR CHEMICAL CO.,
No. 79 Milk Street,

BOSTON, MASS.

BICYCLE
GOODS

AT THE LOWEST
POSSIBLE PRICES.

WE OFFER

Bicycle Suits,
stylish, well made, well fitting, handsomely
trimmed with braid, in all colors. Jersey and
cheviot from $8.50 to $14.00 per suit.

Blen's Sweaters,
In all colors at $2.50, $3.00, $4.50.

Boys' Sweaters,
At $2.50, $3.00.

ALSO A COMPLETE LINE OF
BICYCLE CAPS, BELTS AND

HOSIERY, ETC.

E. OCUMPAUGH & SONS,
83, 85 k 87 Main St., Rochester, N.Y.

Hunting in tne Great West.
CRustlings in the Rookies.)

flunting and Fishing Sketches by Mountain
and Stream. By G. O. Shields. 12ino., cloth, 800
pages illnBtrated. Price 75 cts. For sale by
FOREST AND STREAM PUBldSHIN© CO

Patented United States and Canada. The best tent In the
•world for sportsmen. lightest, most compact, best venti-

lated. Never blows down. Never leaks. Only one pole re-

quired, which can be furnished in three joints, and patent
hght iron tent pins; also patent pack sack with shoulder
straps, making a compact outfit which can be checked as

^Mi(faccent stamp for 1893 catalogue.

A. S. COMSTOCK,
aSO £U<l«e ATenae, - Bvanston, HI.
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Miscellaneous.

Bromfield House, Boston.

BUROPBAH PLAN.
MES8BNGEK. Proprietor.

CAMP PHENIX
At Garden of Eden, Nova Scotia,

•will be open for sportsmen and hunters from May 1

till end of season. No better trout fishing or moose
himting can be found in Canada Forty lakes with
finest of trout Hshing within a radius of five miles of
the camp. Write for circulars.

M. 8J0STEDT, Garden of Eden, Nova Scotia.

ATTEAN CAMPS.
Maine, July 7, 1893.

On and after this date all p-^rsoDS not guests of
Attean Camps will be excluded fi-om fishing or hunt-
ing in the territory leased by me, wnich includes the
township3 of Attean, Dennis, Number Pour and
Number Hive, also Holeb, Spencr and Attean Halls.
Moose River. Any person \ra«passing on the above
territory will be prosecuted to th- full extent of the
law. ITUAMAK HOWK,

P. O, Jackman, Me Lessee and Proprietor.

BIG GAME AND TROUT IN WASHING-
ton.—A sportsmen's camp in a new country,

near Mt St. Helens, W ash Fly-fishing on lake, open
season May 1. Elk, mountain goat, deer aad bear
open Aug. 15. Good guides.

LOUIS B. AKIN, Etna, Wash.

liong Island.

islip, 1^. I. con Great Souili Bay).
Open until Oct. 1. Accommodates 2.50. South

Bay is now the best fishing resort on Long Island
for hluefish, weakflsh, bass and flounders After 15
years' experience at Elbt-ron, N, J., it is sufficient to
say that the best of care will betaken of families and
guests. 1 solicit the patronage of former patrou.s.

C. X. JUNES.

THE BAY SIDE HOUSE,
Amityville, Li. I.

Situated on Great South Bay. Capacity 200 guests.
Blueflsh, bass and other sea fish abundant.

(iE^i. W. HCS.SKy. Proprietor.

SHEHMAN HOUSE, Babylon, L. 1.

Sea food a specialty. Splendid fishing, bathing
and boating. Permanent and transient guests ac
commodated. Special rates by the week.

SHfcttMAJS TWlii.JL>Y, Prop.

PRl»SPPCT HOUSE.-Penataquit Hall and cot-
tages. Bay shore, Loag Island, Cue houi from New

YorK. Beauiifully situated, oveilooking the Great
South Bay , opposite the iii et andfamuiis flshbig grounds;
excellent boating, safe bathhij-, hiteresting diive ; tirst-
ciass orchestra; iucaudescent eluciric lights, electric
bells; batuB, etc. For terms, addiess

JOHN »1. RotiERS & SON.

Staten Island, IN. Y.

Beaslev's Flshermeu's Retreat,
HI GCESO I , s. I.

Boating, bathing auu flihing. Parties desiring to re-
main over night will receive every attention. Stage at
station foi" conveyance of guests to hotel. Boats to let
fcr flshJng or pleasure. aSDREW BEASLEY, Prop.

Greenwood Lake,

Greenwood JL<a.ke, Orange Co., JN. Y.
For bass fishing why not try Greenwood Lake be-

fore going elsewhere. The best grounds are near the
above hotel, where you will find boats, bait and first

class guides, with good accommodations for sports
men and famlUes. Try the bass during June with a
fly. Watch fishing postal column for records. For
particulars, address

JOHN HAZEN, Proprietor.

VALLEY HOUSE -C H TEN KYCK.Prop.,
Greenwood Udne, fi. Y. Open all the year. Large

and conifoi table rooms, generous table, purest watei\
This house is surrounuett by lOU acres ot laud, gai'uen
and lawn, well shaded aod Kxltnalug to and fronting
2,500tt. ou handsomest part of the laKe aad best fishing
grounds. Oswego ana smah-mouth bass, luckerei,
pei ch, etc. Largest boat livery on the lake, n nd tast and
staimch steam launch the Tea Eyck counecii. g with aU
irali-B. Greenwood Lake is aVjout S miles lu length anu
one of the mo&i beautiful and picturesque as weJl as the
most noted ulack bass lakts on tne coniinent, For di -

cular, addiefes C H. TEN EYCK, Proprietor.

Waterstone Cottage.
Open throughout the year, biood bass ustimg,

boats and guides. For part culars, adiiress
J. E. WATERSTONE, Proprietor,

Greenwood Lake, Orange Cotmty, N. Y,

BRANDON HOUSE,
Greenwood Lake, Jf. Y,

2J4 hours from New York City. Excellent accom-
modation. Good bass ftshinsr.

Lake Hopatcongr, N. J.

RACCOON ISLAN1> HOTEL. Kaccoon Island,
Lake Hopatcong, N. J. Superb and romantic

scenery; view of lake from every room; fishing im-
excelled; every modern convenience; S12toKl5per
week; 50 mfles from N. Y. SCHERER & DIEFEN-
THALER. Landing, Morris County. N J

WOODCRAFT
By "STRSSWriTK." Prtc« SSl.no.

yOREST AND STREAM PUBLIirHING 00.
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Sullivan and Ulster Counties, . Y.

HOUSE,
NEVEESIHK, Sullivan Co., K. Y.

Accommodations for 150 guests. Finest trout fish-

ing in southern New York. Plenty of small game.

A cool and healthful summer resort, 1,700 feet above

the sea. At Fallsburg Station, SuU. Co., N. Y., hacks

meet all trains. Send for circular and terms.

HENEY Vr. EEAM.

HOTEL WAWONDA
Liberty, Sullivan Co-, N. Y.

One of the finest located and best equipped summer
resorts in New York Siate; opens June 1; e'evation
2 000rt. ; all modern improvements; perff-ct sanitary
arrangements; pure spring water; no malaria; no
mosquitoes; no fUes; telegraph in house. For cir-

cular, giving description and reference, address
U. S. MESSITER, Manager.

LAUREL HILL HOUSE,
Nev'Tsink, Sullivan County, N. Y.

The famous river runs hy our farm ; best of trout
fishing; an elegant summer house. Terms vei'y

moderate. Write fnr terms. JOHN TYLEK, Prop

G^tAND V EW HOU&E
Liberty, Sullivan Co., N. Y.

Excellent trout fishing. Good famOy accommo-
dation; one-fourth mile from station. Terms and
circulars upon application. J. B. CARRIER.

"lIVINGSTON^MANOR HOTELr""
Liviiigsmn J>lanor, N. V.

The best trout fishing ?t earns to be found in Sulli-

van Co. Terms, $2 00 P*"' Bar supplied
with the choicest wines, hquors and cigars the mar-
ket affords. W L. M.«;Plierson, Prop.

JVl«iu St., Lioerty, SuUivau Co , .N. Y
Good fishing in tear-by streams. Special attention
given to commercial traveleis. First-class Uvery
attached, f ree bus to and from trains

J. MURPHY & SON, Proprietors.

WiLLOWEMoC HOTEL,
Wiiloweiiioc, .Sullivan Co., N. V,

Situated a few mfies from Livingston ilanor sta-
tion. Is the best trout fishing section in the county.
Livery from the House wiU meet trains upon notice.

R. U. ROOsA.

Libciiy, buliivau Hyo., N. *,

Summer Resort. T. H. Uouiihon, Prop.
Among the mouutains; l.GUOft. above cue sea; U!)

miles from N Y.; no malaria; excellent hunting and
fishing; livery accommodations ; free bus to all trains.

Ontario So Western Hotel,
Soutlx JFallsburgli, Sullivan Co., N. Y.

(Opposite Depot.)
Accommodates 40. Good Uvery attached. Terms

reasonable. ARCH. D. O'NEIL, Prop

T"^E SCHAErERlHOtJSE,'Liberty, SullT^
Co., N. ¥. M. SCHAEFER, ProiJ,

Open all the year; sptcial accommodation ''tor

sf>ortsmen and travelers; cuisine the best; close to
depot; fivery; fishing; parties suppbed; Brooklyn
reference; wri te.

^STODDARD HOUSE,
Stevensville, N. Y.

The best pickerel fishing in the county five minutes
walk from the house. Pwtridge, rabbit and red fox
in season. H. M. STODDARD.

TirOODBOURNE HOCSE, Woodbouiue,
\\ N, Y. An unsurpassed summer resort, receutly
eulargfd and refurnlslied. This locality is unequalled.
For trout nsbing the jST v^rsink and its tributaries have
long bee u and still are famous. The hui itliig is also good
The house is 1,300 t. abovt tide water, tlie atmo,sphere is

clear, pure ancJ hcalihfui. Post^offlce, dall.v mails, direct
telegraphic commu ication StagPS connect with all
Ci aius. Private conveyances f ui'iiished if desired

L. h. WALDOEF, Froprietor.

MITCHELL HOUSE,
(Formerly Elting House),

W. E. MITCMEU,, JProprietor,
EllenviUe, N. Y.

Good trout fishing in near by streams.

Adirondacks,

HOTEL WAWBEEK
ana Cottages. (On Upper Saranac Lake.)
The most desirable and the most attractively

located of aU the Adirondack hotels. Fine hunting
and fishing. Open till Oct, 1. Send for circular.

HARLOW H. CHANDLER, Manager,
Wawbeek, Franklin county, N. Y.

HIAWATHA HOUSE.
Located on southerly end of the Indian Cai ry, on

the first of the three Ponds, sometimes called Specta-
cle Ponds, leadingthrough Stony Creek to Racquette
Kiver, ou direct communication from Blue Mountain
and Tupper's Lakes, to Saranac Lakes. Unexcelled
fishing and hunting. Rates per day, ^2,50 Per week,
$ly to $14, Correspondence solicited. W. W. HALE,
Proprietor, Post Office address, Aston, Franklin
cotmty, N. Y.

RUSTIC LODGE,
Upper Saranac Lake. Daily mails and telegraphic
communications. Superb hunting and fishing. Rates
.BIO to S14 per week; S3 50 per day. Now open for

J. C. LOCKLIN, Proprietor.

Long LakeTN. Y. '

Situated on the borders of the wildest and best
bunting and fishing section in the Adirondacks.
Superior accommodations. For circular, address

EDWABD BUTLER, Prop.

X Hotels for Sportsmen. J

Adirondacks—Continued.

LAKE HOUS E,
Long Lake, N. Y. '

New management. New furniture throughout.
Rates from |8 to $12 per week. Send for circular.
Best of fishing and hunting.

ANDERSON & MOYNEHAN, Proprietors.

RAY BROOK HOUSE,
Ray Brook, Essex Co., N. Y.

Within ten minutes"' walk of the best trout fishing
in the Adirondacks. Fine deer hunting and good
dogs. Send for circular. D. CAMERON, Prop.

IN THK ADIRONDACKS.
Taylor House and Cottages.

TAYLOR\S-ON-SCHROON, N. Y.—In a charming
location among the pines, on the Ifigh banks of
Sclu-oon Lake. Fine mountain scenery, good fishing,
boating and driving. Table the best and supphed
from hotel farms adjoining. Electric Ughts in hotel
and on grounds Billiards and bowling. Pure moun-
tain sprmg water. Sanitary arrangements perfect.
Send for cu-cular. C. F. TAYLOK & SON,

Taylor's-on-Schroon, N. Y.

ADIRONDACKS.

WATCH-ROCK HOrEl,
ADIRONDACK, Y.

Hotel delightfully situated on Schroon Lake. Ex
cellent cuisine, pure water, as good deer hunting,
brook and lake fishing as in the mountains. Experi-
enced guides, boats, outfils. etc. Send for circular.

GEO. CECIL. Prop.

Pyramid Lake House
Is situated on one of the best fishing waters in the
Adirondack.s, controfied exclusively for the benefit
of its guests. Brook Tr ut, Black Bass, Det^r,
Pariridee and small game in abundance.
Approached from Ticonderoga, Crown Point, or via
Scbroon Lake. For circular address

ORRIN HARRIS, t-roprietor,
Paradox, Essex Co., N. Y.

AdirDndacks. LEUND KOOSE.
Excellent bass fishing, deer hunting and partridgt-

shooting. Superior accommodations. Send for cir-
cular. L. R. & E. D. LOCKE, Schroon Lake, N.Y

AniRONDA-CKS.
THE ONDAWA HOTEL,

Schroon Lake, N. Y.
First class fishing and hunting For circulars ad-

dress O'CONNOR BROS.

HUNTEK'S HOME.
Best of trout fishing, partridge and rabbit shoot-

ing. Eleven deer killed last season. Good dogs and
experienced guides. For particulars address ALLEN
& VVILLIABI LAVERTY, New Russia, N. Y.

A DIRONr»ACKS.
il CHEhTEll HOUSE, Cliestertown, N. Y.
Accommodates 150. Best bass fishin.g in the moun-

tains. Fine partridge shooting in season. Open all
the year. Send for circular.

H. S. DOWNS, Proprietor.

ROOT'S HOTEL.
Best of trout fishing in seven streams, includ-

ing the Schroon River. Fine deer hunting in Sep
tember and October. A large and roomy cottage to
rent. For particulars address A. CARSON & CO.,
Proprietors, Schroon River, N. Y.

POriERSVILLE HOTEL,
Potttrsviile, p.. V.

Located in the Village of Pottersville, on Trout
Brook, one-half mfie from Schroon Lake. First class
partridge shooting and fishing for trout and bass

JOHN B, WELLS, Prop.

St. Lawrence River and Neighboring Resorts.

HOTEL ALGONQuiN,
CAPii; VINCENT, NKVV YORK.

Black JBass Fislilns:. Season opens
June 2x.

Rates:—Transient, p.OO to jfS.OO per day; weekly,
$ia.00 to $21 .00 Special rates to famUies.
For information address

F. D MIDDLETON,
188 Duane St., New York.

1,000 ISIjANDS.
St. Lawrence Hotel,

ALEXANDRIA BAY, N. Y.

$2 per day. Special rates "by the week.

Also HOXEIL, COI^UMBIA in connection,
on European plan. Houses accommodate 150.

FEED. D. HOWELL, Prop.

Thousand Islands. River St. Lawrence.

IZAAK WALTON HOUSE,
T. M. ESSELSTYN, Manager.

CLAIXON, N. Y.

BASS AND PICKEREL IN ABUNDANCE.

The Largest and Best Located Hotel in Clayton.

1000 Islands. St. Lawrence River.

FINE VIEW HOOSE,
One of the best points on the river for Bass and

Pickerel, Nest dock betow Thousand Island Park.
House newly furnished.

Terms, $2.00 Per Day.
Open until Oct. 1. Post office address, Fine View,

via Thousand Island Park.
G. W. BRETSCH, Proprietor.

Thousand Islands. Piver St. Lawrence.
tTofCex-iSion. XXooxse.

Alexandria Bay, N. 1,
Enlarged and refurnished; everything new. Loca-

tion and hotel service fii'st class. Bath room for
guests. Headquarters for fishermen. Rates, ®8
per day. J. A. BICK£IJaAITPX, Prop.

t
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St. Lawrence River Resorts—Continued.

DOLLINGER HOTEL,
REDWOOD, N. Y.

On the R. W. & O R. R , one of the best fishing
grounds in the State for bass, pickerel, pike anfi
trout. Hotel first class in every respect.

Rates, $a JPer Day.
The veteran guide John DoUinger with his boS^!

livery is connected with the house.

ZOLLER & SPRINGER. Proprietors.

FARLEY HOUSE,
REDWOOD, N. Y.

This hotel has been thoroughly overhauled anfl;
newly furnished throughout. It is located in the.'
best of fishing grounds, and is in first class condi.

I

tion to accommodate the public; is in easy reach 0*;
five of the most beautiful lakes in Northern New

I

York. First-class oarsmen in attendance. Has hot;
and cold baths. Rates, iS 4 Per Day.

ai. W. KAHH^EV, Proprietor.

Brooklyn House,
on the west shore of Henderson Bay, is open to

'

guests for the season of 1893. Steamboat connection
;

daily with Sackets Harbor and the St. Lawrence.
Carriage express with mail from Henderson village. 1

The finest of bass fishing, with good boats and oarS:
men.

A. WILKINSON, Prop., Henderson, N. Y

Attention Bass Fishermen!
Gill House, Henderson Harbor, is the place you

have been looking for for years. This is a place
where you can take your famUies and have all the
pleasures of coimtry life and get the best black baas
fishing in New York. For circulars, address H. H.
GILL, Proprietor, Henderson Harbor, N. Y.

THOUSAND ISLANS.—THE I'O LUiyiBIA X". l.M)
Island Park, N. Y. Second season of the flne,9t and

most thoroughly equipped hotel on the River St. 1 .uv-
renee. bpeclai rates • y the Week or season. The hutist
bass and pickerel fishing on the river are most easily
reached from tula i.ouse. Send for pamphlet.

INGi/BHABT & HaDUOcK, Proprietors.

Thousand Islands. River St. Lawrence.

'

TUr. NEW WINDSOR
Sportsmen will find this hotel first class in every

:

particular. All modem improvements. Good boate'i
and experienced guides always in attendance. Sendi
for circulars W . P. H \ W ES, Clayton, N. Y.

THOUSAND I"<LA>1>S
C3rx-«ixxoL XT'! ox?c^ ZZouise.

Orand View Park, N. Y.
In the naidst of the far-famed fishing grounds. It

has the only bathing beach on the river.

M. HoLKiNS, Manager, E. M. Childs, Prop.

CJaytOa, N. Y. '

,

Headquarters for fishermen. Located in the ceitt-

ter of the world renowned fishing grounds of the St. c

Lawrence River. Bass, pickerel and mascalonge itt

abundance. MRS. E. M. HUBBARD, Prop,

LAKE VIEW HOUSE, Kdwardsville.
JeUerson < o., N. Y. Situated on the beauti-

1

f'ul shores of Black Lake. No better spot for buss
and pickerel. Easily reached by stage from Ham-
mond. Boat livery connected with house.

R. E. CAPRON, Proprietor.

FRONTIER HOUSE,
Morristovvu, N, Y.

This house, located ou the St. Lawrence Eivc,
but a short distance from Black Lake, so long ktii ,. 1

for its celebrated bass and pickerel fishing.
JAMES E. CULLIGAN, Proprietor.

Thousand Islands. River St Lawrence,

MARSDEN HOUSE.
Good bass, pickerel and mascalonge fishing. House

pleasantly located. Rates, !g>2 00 per day.
G. A. MARSDEN, Prop-ietor.

EAEL HOUSE, Sackets Harbor, N.Y.
Accommodates 40. Excellent bass fishing. One of
the best points for duck shooting in season. Located
on line of Rome, Watertown & Ogdensburg R. E.

R. H. EARL, Proprietor.

CORKESPONDENCB.
The Forest a,>d Stream is the recognized medium

t£ entertainment, instruction and information be-

tween American sportsmen. The editors Invite
communications on the subjects to which its pages
are devoted. Anonymous comniunicatlona will not
be regarded. Tbe eoitors are not responsible for
the views of correspondents.

SUBSCBIPXION8<
Subscriptions may begin ai any time. Terms:

For single copy $4 per year, $2 for six months.
Races for dubs of annual subscribers:

Three Copies, $10. Five Copies, $16.

Remit by express money-order, re^stered letter,
money-order, or draft, payable to the Forest and
Stream PubhshuiK Company. The paper may be
obtained of newsdealers tbroughout the United
States, Canada and Great Britain.
Foreign Subscription and Sales Agents—Londoi

Davies & Co.; Brentano's; Sampson Low & Go^
Paris: Brentano's. Foreign terms: $5 per year^
$2.50 for six months.

ADVERTISEMENTS.
Inside pages, 30 cents per nonpareil line. SpeciaJ

rates for three, six and twelve months. Seven
words to the line, twelve lines to one inch. Adver-
tisements should be sent in by Saturday previous
to issue in which they are to be inserted. Transient
advertisements must invariably be accompanied by
the money, or they will not be inserted. Reading
notices 81.00 per line. Only advertiBemen';8 of aa
approved character inserted.
Address all communicatlors:

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLisHING OO.
318 Broadway, New York City

Chicago, liih. : S»09 Security Building.
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SIQm OF THE SEASON.

The early warnings of approaching autumn are upon

us. Already, a month ago, the tops of the chestnut trees

had begun to be patched with masses of long feathery fila-

ments, shining white against the dark green leaves. Slowly

the clusters of whiteness yellowed and turned brown, a.nd

when their work was done they fell to earth to carpet the

green grass with slender shriveled stems. Now on the

tips of the great trees' twigs hang the tiny rough balls,

which, after nature shall have completed the changes,

wrought by her mysterious alchemy, will, at the coming

of the early frosts, open their prickly fingers and shower

down on the withering grass the shining nuts, dearest to

the vagrant small boy and the hungry squirrel, but valued

also by nutters of larger size.

mutterings, confidentially exchanged between a few

speakers who are far apart, but later rising to a shrill

chorus from the contentious multitude who with angry

contradiction give each other the lie all through the

lengthening night. Six weeks before the first frost, we
are told, the first katydids are heard—and the time for

them is almost here.

The fall of the chestnut blossoms is no great event in

nature, but it is full of suggestion. No sudden change

follows it, for a time. The weather is only a little hotter,

the air only a little more lifeless, the dust in the roads a

little deeper and drier, the leaves of the trees a little

duller and dirtier. But we know that a change is going

on. The half-hour of the year has struck. Since mid-

winter all the wonderful forces of nature, those mysteri-

ous old but ever new processes which have been working

under our eyes, have been tending toward life, growth,

increase. The long hand has been moving away from

the twelve. But with the falling of the chestnut blos-

soms begins that other opposite change, not less beautiful

when rightly seen and not less important in the economy

of nature, which we call maturity, death, decay; and when
we see the chestnut blossoms fallingwe are reminded that

soon the ripened chestnuts and the ripened leaves of the

year will fall together, and return to the earth which

gave them birth.

As we sit out of doors in the evening, longing for some

movement in the heavy air, we hear now-a-days the

cheerful trill of the cricket, who, standing at the door

of his home, keeps up his monotonoiis cadence all through

the night. He is good company for the tired man, and

though slirill, his voice has power to soothe. He may
seem to be within a foot or two of where we sit, yet it is

not easy to place him. Though he ventures close to us,

the cricket is shy, and at the least alarm he is silent, and

at a movement he vanishes backward into his hole. Now,
too, begins nightly the drowsy undertone of some dweller

in the treetops, sounding as a faint distant bass to the

cricket's high pitched treble; and we begin to hear the

sharp rattle of the locust—quaintly marked according to

boyish legend for St. John the Baptist, or dreadful threat-

ener of wars to be declared during the coming year—and
as the scorching days go by, the children wiU bring us

dead ones, and insist on knowing what they are and all

about them. Only a little time will pass before we hear

the voices of the earliest katydids, at first only sleepy

In the ways of the birds we now begin to see another

sign of the passing of the year. The mellow voice of the

robin sounds but seldom, and rarely in the twUight do

we catch the liquid note of the belated woodthrush.

Most of the birds have finished their nesting and turned

their broods adrift, though families of spotted-vested

robins as large as their parents may still be seen on the

lawn tagging about after an industrious mother, too

tender-hearted to force her lazy offspring to forage for

themselves. The melancholy call of the rain-crow may
yet be heard as she tends her tardy brood, and some-

times the turtle-dove complaining from the edge of the

wood, and nightly the quivering cry of the little screech

owl. But most bird songs are silent now, for the birds

are resting and beginning to renew their plumage for

their coming journey.

And now along the seashore sands, or above the wide

salt marshes, or over the pastures where the cattle feed,

the swallows are gathering by thousands, AU day long

they play about, swinging here and there in wide circles,

now high in air, then low along the ground, sometimes

sweeping close to the resting cows or again disappearing

in the cloudless blue. Already they have begun to

gather on the telegraph wires and twitter and chatter

to one another, and in little companies to take short

flights into the air. The annual swallow parliament is

being held. Not all are there, but of barn and cliff and

bank swallows there is a fuK contingent, anti there are

some rough-wings and tree swallows. The chimney swifts

are absent. After all have come, speeches are made,

ways and means discussed, and soon a decision is reached.

The company flies away to the south, not to return for

nearly nine months.

Now the few ducks that breed with us are leading

their broods to the best feeding grounds, and the young

are getting strong and their feathers cover them. A few

beach birds are seen along the shore. Close-flying flocks

of blackbirds shoot across the wet meadows, bobolinks

that have laid aside their gorgeous springtime livery of

buff, black and white, and become now simple reedbirds,

modestly colored like the ripened grass, swing on the

stems of the rushes and call to each other in unmusical

notes. The blossoms are showing on tine stalks of the

wild rice, and the filling heads begin to nod. The flags

in the marshes have attained their growth, and the stiff

brown cat-tail spikes—their flowers—show above the

green masses of ribbons yielding before the passing

breeze. Soon the rail will be in season.

It is almost time to get out the gun.

hunting than for^giving them July and June hunting as

well. The deer season should be fixed for the benefit of

deer hunters, not of trout fishermen. Nor would the

hotel-keepers lose anything by the change. For the

patronage of such August guests as visit the woods purely

for the purpose of deer hunting, they would have full

compensation in the patronage of other sportsmen who
would visit the woods later in the year. The communica-
tion alluded to represented the hotel men as now being in

favor of a later date.

The Adirondack deer question long ago ceased to be a

consideration of game protection proper or of sportsman-

ship proper. It has been made a question of the personal

interests of individuals and classes. These considerations

will rule. The hunting season will always be determined

by them. We would like an expression of opinion, then,

on the part of those who may be interested in the deer of

the Adirondaoks, as to what season would best serve their

interests.

SNAP SHOTS.

The work of the Anglers' Association of the St. Law-
rence River is an object lesson of what may be accom-

plished in a practical way to protect the fishing for

public advantage. The Association began its work at a

time when there was much prejudice to be overcome

among certain classes of dwellers in the vicinity. Not

the least noteworthy among its achievements has been

the education of large numbers of its opponents, and

their convei'sion to a hearty support of the work. The

Association has worked hand in hand with the local

district protector, and the result has been just what has

rewarded such a course everywhere.

What is the rule about shooting into wildfowl sitting

on the water? There are two schools of partridge or

grouse shooters, one which maintains that it is sportsman-

like only to shoot the bird on the wing, and one which

goes in for potting it on a limb. All are agreed that quail

may not be shot on the ground. What is the principle,

and what is the practice, with respect to ducks? There

are professors of sportsmanship, those who set up to give

instruction, guidance and counsel in the art, who write

books for the benefit of the novice, and who tell us that a

duck is a lawful target whenever and wherever and how*

ever it may be covered. In a company of ten duck

shooters, how many would subscribe to such a ruling?

THE ADIRONDACK DEER SEASON.

The present law defining the period for hunting deer in

the Adirondaoks opens tlie season on Aug. 15. This date

was not chosen because any one believed that the game
was then fit to be hunted, or that at that time might

be hunted in a decent way. Aug. 15 was selected because

the personal convenience of a handful of individuals

demanded it; and this handful had enough influence to

make their demand heard. Besides these individuals, there

were some fishermen, going into camp in August, who
himgered for venison, and claimed the privilege of kiUing

it for camp supply; and some hotel keepers, who vocif-

erously declaimed that without August deer killing their

business would go to the bow-wows.

In a communication printed the other day it was stated

that the law has not given satisfaction to Adirondack deer

hunters, the great majority of whom would favor a

change. Those opposed to August deer hunting are resi-

dent sportsmen and guides, and many of the hotel keepers.

It is probable that a canvass to determine local feeling

would show a sentiment strongly in support of changing

the beginning of the season to a later date.

Such a change would work no hardship anywhere.

With the improved transportation facilities of the present,

trout fishermen may supply themselves with provisions

without killing August venison; and for that matter, there

is no more reason for giving the fishermeA August deer

A citizen of Newark, N. J,, who has refused to comply

with the ordinance which requires him to pay a $5 license

fee for a terrier, bases his refusal on the contention that

the tax is unconstitutional ; and he has obtained from the

Supreme Court a writ to carry the new law to that body

for review. Prevailing systems of dog taxing, licensing,

impounding and destruction, are the gradual outgrowth

of loose legislation ; and there is hardly room for doubt

that some of their requirements and practices would not

stand the test of the higher courts. The dog license laws

are enforced year after year chiefly because the average

person prefers to pay the fee or the fine, however con-

siderable it may be, and so to have done with it, rather

than to vex himself with a fight about it in the courts.

The ohained-to-business philosopher, who makes the

best of it, by perusing the fishing columns of Forest and

Stream, may find here in these days a store of reading
^

for the equal of which in extent, variety and quality one

might search the world in vain. The fact is that the

Forest and Stream gives an amount of material weekly

in its several departments which has no equal; it is not

only the largest journal of its class in America but the

largest printed anywhere.

Mr. Armin Tenner*s proposal to establish a proof house

for the testing of guns is hkely to be well received. Such

an institution would prove of decided advantage to indi-

vidual shooters by determining the most effective charges

for their guns.

At the Izaak Walton celebration at Niagara-on-the-Lake

;

last Wednesday, there was a go-as-you-please competition

in fish stories. Had the Keekoskee fish story man been

there he would have been first, with no second.

The vivacious and original "O. O. S." appears to be

laboring under the delusion that this is a journal of food

and feeding.
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DANVIS FOLKS.—XI.
Hasty Puddin*.

Desbrtioit by its men folts had not brought complete
tjuiet to the Lovel homestead, any more than to others
that day similarly deserted in Danvis, for the women's
tongues enjoyed unrestrained freedom to wag at will.

Atint Jerusha fully realized the privilege, when, after

stooping at the shop window to watch her husband's slow
progress across the fields, she re-entered the kitchen, and
seating herself restfully in her favorite chair, she took out
her snulJbox and regaled herself with along-inhaled pinch
of the fragrant powder, to which she in turn invited each
nostril with impartial twists of her mouth from side to

side. When she had returned the box to the deep pocket
and fumbled forth her copperas-checked, homespun hand-
kerchief , she settled back in her chair and made declara-
tion:

"I will say, Huldy, twixt you an' me an' the whippin'
pos', 'at it's a raal comfort oncte in a while tu be clean red
o' men folks. Not tu say but what I set store by weU-be-
haved men folks sech as aourn be, an' consider 'em a
necessary blessin', but you du git cl'yed o' the best o' things
arter tew long spells."

Huldah picked up the baby from the floor, seated him
on her lap, wiped his chubby cheeks with a moistened cor-
ner of her apron, and kissed them with long inhalations
of their subtle fragrance that only a mother can catch,
before she answered.
"I spect 'at th' was a time when you couldn't hev tew

much of Uncle Lisher, an' begun to hanker arter him the
minute he was out of sight."
The russet of the wrinkled cheeks was tinged with a

faint blush, that kindled a responsive glow in Huldah's
conscious face, and both laughed an acknowledgment of
the touch of nature that makes youth and age akin.

"I haint denyin' young folkse's foolishness, but that
don't signify. What I du say is, 'at when folks gets set-

tled daown tu the tussle o' livin' there be times when it's

restin' tu hev men folks aouten the way. Women wants
a chance tu talk about consarns, an' argy their own way.
Somehaow men can't argy, but keep a-giv"n' their reasons
an' their whys an' wherefores. Women know a thing is

so, an' jest steck tu it, an' thet's argyin' 'at gin'ally fetches
men araound er shets 'em up, which answers the pup-
pus."

"Yes," Huldah concluded, as she trotted her boy at
arm's length and looked at him in absorbed admiration

,

"I s'pose the common run o' men folks is sot an' onreason-
able, but it doesn't seem 's 'ough Sam was, on'y mebby a
leetle grain 'baout goin' buntin' an' sech."
"Wal, I can't say 'at father is nuther, not in a gin'ral

way, ner yet yer father Lovel. Semanthy argyed him
aouten that. But all men folks ain't like aourn, an' I
like tu get shet of even them oncte in a while, an' have a
raal ri' daown women's talk. I do' know as I enj'yed it

much wi' George's wife, 'cause she was everlastingly
blamin' George, which went again my gizzard; for if

there ever was a commerdatin', clever man, George is, if

he is my son, an' she'd orter know it. But ^vith you,
Huldy, I enj'y talkin'." So they fell into comforting dis-
course, which continued till Huldah became aware that
the fire was burning low, and a glance at the clock
apprised her that it was drawing toward noon.
"My sakes," she cried, hastily setting the baby on the

floor and rismg with the same movement, "ef it haint j»-st

warnin' fer 'leven an' 1 haint done a stroke 'baout din-
ner."
"Wal, Huldy, it don't signify. Le's don't git a reg'lar

dinner, but jest make us a cup o' tea an' hev a col' bite;
the' haint no men folks tu be p'tic'lar."

"I tell ye what," said Huldy, moved with a sudden in-
spiration, "le's liev some hasty puddin'. I ben hankerin'
arter some this ever so long, but Sam says it's dog-robbin'
an' father Lovel he don't like it. You like it, don't you?"
"Good land, I guess I du. The' haint no hulsomer ner

cleaner-tasted victuals, ner cheaper ner easier got. Lisher
likes it, tu, but he says it don't stay by him none, an' ef
he's goin' tu eat puddin' an' milk fer supper he wants tu
ondress him fust an' sit on the aidge o' the bed an' swaller
as quick as he can an' then tumble in and go tu sleep
afore he gets hungry. My land, these ere apples is a
dryin' complete," as she ran her hand along the tawny
festoons and critically pinched some of the lower quar-
ters, "they feel real iuthery a'ready. Be you goin' tu sell

'em tu Clapham er trade 'em off tu peddlers? I spose you
can't git cash nary way."
"They say they pay cash for 'em tu V'gennes an' I'm

, goin' tu coax Sam tu take 'em down there when he sells

his fur," Huldah said, amid the clatter of setting the ket-
tle of wa er on the stove.

"Wal, so I would, the' haint no sense in lettin' Clapham
er peddlers makin' tew profits on sech barter. Du you wet
up your meal in col' water fust er stir it right in when the
water biles?"

"Oh, I stir it right int' the kettle as soon as it biles,"

said Huldah, bringing the pudding stick and the basin of
meal, "an' I salt it well when it's about as thick as gruel."
"Sodu I," and the old woman nodded emphatic approval

of tlie dry meal method. "It's more partic'lar work and
there's more danger of it's bein' lumpy; but it needn't be
if you're keerful tu sprinkle in slow an' keep a-stirrin' the
same way all the time. I think it's tastier made so. Old
ways is best ways as a gin'ral thing. But law sakes, I du
despise lumpy puddin'. Crumbles o' dry meal breakin' up
in your maouih an' cliokin' you when you're expectin'
nourishment!"
She critically watched Huldah as she sifted the meal

into the seething kettle with one hand and stirred it with
rapid turns of the other, while the wholesome fragrance
of the boiled meal and the parching of the few grains
scattered on the stove began to diffuse itself through the
room. Then when the stick was lifted and dripped its

burden in an even stream, her face relaxed to an expres-
sion of satisfaction.

"It's as smooth as 'lasses, Huldy. Naow be you goin'
tu make a lawful puddin'?"

"I never heard abaout no law fer puddin'."
"Wal, there was in Connect'cut in an airly day. Ye see

most ev'ybody 'at was anyways forehanded, useter hev
printice boys an' gals bound tu 'em till they come of age,
an' some on 'em useter keep the' printices on hasty pud-
din', an' made it so thin 'at it wau't much more 'n gruel

an' starved the poor creetm-es so 't they wouldn't sca'cely
make a shadder; an' so the Leegislatur passed a law
'at they got tu make hasty puddin' so thick 'at the
puddin' stick 'ould stan' right up in the middle of
the kittle. But I'd ruther not have it quite so thick
fer me tu eat bein' 'at I haint a printice gal. You've
got it thick 'nough. Naow set it on the back o' the stove
an' let it blubber a spell. Oh, hum suzzy day ! Heow that
blubberin' kittle o' b'ilin' hot puddin' does kerry me back
tu ol' times, when the bear come right int' the haouse an'
tipped over aour kettle o' puddin'. Didn't I ever tell ye
on't? Wal, 'twas when I was a gal an' we lived in a lawg
haouse, an' father an' mother 'd gone off tu see a sick
neighbor an' left us younguns tu keep haouse. But we
let the haouse keep itself pooty much, an' bed high jinks
tillitgottu be'longinthe arternoon, an' the children begin
tu git hungry, an' I sot tu an' made a kittle o' puddin fer
'em. Wal, I'd took it off 'n the trammel an' sot it on the
hatrth tu cool, an' the children was stan'in' raound wi' th'
maouths a-waterin' an' the' wooden bowls an' pewter
spoons in the' hands when I ketched a glimpse of a shad-
der tu the open door, an' lookin' raound what did I see but
a gret, monst'ous bear a-lookin' iu at us. My, if I didn't
hustle them younguns up the ladder iut' the chamber an'
I up arter 'em an' pulled the ladder up arter, quicker'n
scat. We c'ld hear the critter's claws chcken' along the
floor towards the fireplace, an' when we got over bein'
scairt a leetle, we peeked daown through the cracks an'
seen him go up tu the kittle an' smell on't. Then he poked
his nose in an' lapped a mou'ful, an' he kinder squealed
aout an' lapped his chops. He made at it agin an'
got burnt agin, an' that made him mad an' he hit
the kittle a whack 'at sent it clean across the floor an' sent
the puddin' flyin' fer it wan't lawful puddin' an' he got
some on't on tu his feet, an', of course, it scalt him, an'
you'd orter seen that creetur dance araound an' whine an'
suck his paws, julluk a boy wi' his finger pinched, an' we
lay there an' snickered. He got a taste o' tlie puddin' an'
took a sensible view o' the case, an' sot tu an' eat up ev'y
smitch on 't an' arter awhile went a-shoolin' off. We lost

aour puddin' but we cal'lated we bed fun 'nough tu pay
for 't. Ho, hum! Folks was thankful tu git hasty puddin'
an' samp them times. Father an' mother nome here jest

afore the 'Sca'ce Year' when lots o' folks bed tu bile beech
an' basswood leaA'es tu live on. Aour folks bed one caow
'at they fed on browse 'nough tu keep her givin' a leetle

mess o' milk, an' father 'd ketch traout an' mianies an'
mother 'd kinder stew 'em in the milk an' they kep' soul
an' body tugether on sech livin' till things took n turn,
More'n oncte next winter father went forty miled on his
snowshoes tu git a bushel o' Injin meal an' lelt mother
an' my oldcvst brother, not so ol' as bubby here, wi' the
wolves a haowlin' all araound the lawg haouse. I wonder
'f aour men folks wfll git that aire wolf. Haow Gran'ther
Hill will tew 'cause he can't go. Course they won't let

hkn, but I don't wanter be in M'rier's shoes this day. In
course I'll draw up," and Aunt Jerusha hitched her rock-
ing chair to the table and tasted her first mouthful of pud-
ding and maple sugar, and still continued to discourse of
the old pioneer days.

"Folks was glad an' thankful tu git hasty puddin' an'
milk an' johnny cake in them times, er even no-cake.
You never hearn o' no-cake? Wal, that was parched corn
paounded up in a mortar an' eat wi' milk ef they bed it,

an' ef they hedn't, jest mixed up wi' water. They I'arnt
that of the Injins, an' they lowed it 'ould stan' by a
man longer 'n any other Injin corn fixin's. TJien they
uster make samp in the Plumpin' mill, big mortars they
was, 'at went wi' a spring pole, an' they'd change off ontu
samp when they got sick o' no-cake. Hasty puddin' an'
jolmny cake they couldn't hev, 'thout gittin' the corn
graound tu a reg'lar mill, an' them was mebby forty
miled off. Bimeby they got tu raisin' wheat, an' tlien
some folks begin tu stick up the' noses at Injin. But
aour folks didn't 'cause they come f'm Rho' Dislan' an'
allers sot gret store by all sorts o' Injin victuals. Father
allers would hev his johnny cake fer breakfus' an' hev it

baked on a board, long arter they bed' em a stove. You
never eat a johnny cake baked on a board? You don't
say. Wal, then, you do' know what johnny cake is,

Huldy. Haow did they make 'em? Wal, jest stirred up
the meal wi' b'ilin' water an' salt not tew tliick ner tew
thin, an' then spread it ontu a oak board 'at was jnade a
puppus an' sot it up afore the fire, tilted a leetle mite at
fust agin a flat iron, an' kep' a-settin' it up stretter an'
stretter till that side was done an' then turn it

over an' bake t'other side an' all the time keep
a-bastin' on 't wi' sweet cream an' then eat it

an' be thankful 't the Lord made Injin corn tu grow an'
give his creeturs the knowledge tu use it- proper. But as
I was sayin', the' was folks 'at got 'shamed o' eatin' Injin,
'cause onee they'd ben obleeged tu, an' they just turned
the' backs on the' ol' friend, they was so much beholden
tu jest as folks allers has, an' will. The's folks here now
'at won't tech Injin. They say Cap'n Peck lies got some
three-pronged forks, an' they're jest a-starA'in' 'emselves
tryin' tu eat their victuals wi' 'em, but I d' know. Haow
father did uster laugh," she continued meditatively,
stirring the maple syrup into her saucer of pudding,
"a-teJlin' 'baout onct when he went intu a neigbor's, an'
they sot tu the table eatin' breakfus', an' he seen the
womern ketch up suthin' an' hide it imder her apron.
Of course they ast him tu set by, an' he did, for aU he'd
jest eat, an' fust thing arter he'd set daown, he says,
'Molly Hackstaff, take that aire johnny cake outen your
apron, fer I want some,' an' she did. Most o' folks hes
got over sech foolishness, but there's some 'at haint an'
denies 'emselves good hulsome victuals outen pride. But
my land sakes, Bubby haint a-goin' tu,, du jest see that
chfl' reachin' fer the spoon faster 'n you give it tu him,"
and she looked intense approval of the baby's assaults
upon the pudding, "an' his cheeks is all daubed wi' lasses,

but it can't make 'em no sweeter, no, it can't. No, thank
ye, I can't eat another maou'ful."
"Then, I guess," said Huldah, beginning hurriedly to

clear away the few dishes, "I'll get the things washed up
an' the puddin' kettle aout o' sight fore—

"

"Why, Huldy Lovel," Aunt Jerusha laughed, "I du
b'lieve you're afeared the men folks '11 come hum an' find
aout vre ben hevin' hasty puddin'. Why, there's puddin'
'nough left for Drive's supper, ef you don't fry it fer
breakfus, an' it is propper good fried."

The men did not return from the village tiU the even-
ing chores called them. Huldah could scarcely share her
husband's satisfaction in the achievement of Gran'ther
Hill, for it seemed to her that the honor should rightfully
have fallen to tlie mightiest hunter of Dauvis. The

supper table talk and the later conversation around the
glowing fire were all of the day's events, nor was the
subject exhausted when some of the tired hunters, fte-
quenters of the shop, began to drop in.

ROWLA.ND B. ROBINSOl^.

A DISCIPLE OF OLD PY.
My vacation has come and g6ne. the annual outing

week of my chum and myself is a memory. Only a week
can we spare, for we are very busy men, but that week is

like an oasis in the desert, a rift in the clouds; a let Up
from the tootliache, a zephyr from Araby; one balm from
Gilead or the 1st of September when your wife's relatives
go back to town. We need all of this, for the mental
worry of a whole 3'ear after we return as to where we
shall go next time is iveai-ing in the extreme.

I won't bother you with the minutiaj of the trip. You
can get these most anywhere and how. There is only
one artist in this line and that's "Kingfisher," and I am
nnt going to try to imitate him. I'll just give you the
principal incidents, "boil it down," and let your imagi-
nation supply the rest.

Monday—Started early, but not before breakfast, please
don't forget that. A royal breakfast it was, fit to set a
man at peace with all the world and his neighbor's hens.
Ben, my chum, (he's a bach.) came over and helped me
get away with it. Well! You ought to have been there
and seen us. I remember Monday chiefly on account of
that breakfast. There's a halo all over it. Broke away
at last. Duffle, duds and bric-a-brac to the train. AU.
day ride. Lunch at noon from the basket filled with
wife's goodies fit for epicures. We lingered fondly just
thirty miles or one hour over that assoi-tment, and when
we finally abandoned it there was ample reason, there
was no assortment left. And my wife said as she put it

up, "There, that'll do for supper too, for you'll be tired
when you get there, and won't want to cook anything,"
Welasco, our railroad destination; was there at half-past

.5—also Tim HoUit, the man with the team. Bundled in.

Off through the odorous pine woods. After five or six
mdes Lake Wawkasum. "A gem of purest ray serene,"
set in a wreath of darker green. I drop off that way
sometimes. Unloaded. Tim turns his back on us and
disappears in the darksomeness. Tents up on a liltle

knoll. Trees around. Lake in front. Unpacked. Fire.
Then supper. Ben was cook and I was rustler or wrestler,
rustling for wood and water and wrestling with the dishes
after meals, though I could boil a pot of water on a pinch
first-rate, or cook the nose or handle off a cofl'ee-pot. It
didn't take long to get that supper. Just a pot of tea to
boil, the re.st cold. Luncheon beef, sliced ham, jellies,

light rolls, Saratoga chips and cake did very well to begin
camp life on; and as the shadows came down and the
moon came up, the fire flickered and the katydids did, we
lolled on our blankets, poured down the fragrant decoc-
tion, sampled the savory supyjer, talked, ate, drank and
planned for the morrow, until cloyed nature, replete to
repletion, would no more. Then we pulled the pipes, and
for an hour the smoke arose in a voluptuous swell ;'nd
puckered lips sucked smoke through lips that puffed again.
Then the cots were unfolded, blankets spread, and as the
lonesome loon awoke hysterics from the sleeping lake and
a derisive owl sent cold shivers down the back of a blasted
pine, we slept.

Next morning we were out early, and after a delicious
plunge in the wash basin, I evoked caloric from the ma-
terial thereto collected and Ben laid himself out on break-
fast while I made suggestions, and between ns there was
as fine a spread as heart could wish. Ahl The aroma of
that Mocha. It lingers around my nostrils now. It min-
gles its odor with the perfumes of the morning, floating
far and wide upon the dewy air, imtil the twittering
birds flitting from bough to bough, gather expectant.
Long we fingered, tickling the palate with the savory
food until the rising sun warned us to "ciat it short."
Next thing we put the Osgood together, and with trolhng
lines out pulled along shore a mile or two without a strike.
Came to a creek; beached the boat, caught some minnows
and frogs; off again. Fished up and down and across and
went back to camp with two bass and a small muscal-
longe. Dressed them and set about dinner. Fish fried
brown. Ah! There is nothing like fish right out of the
water and into the pan and out of it into you—or me.
Firm, white and toothsome, with a dash of sauce, it hits
the spot. No week-old occupant of a refrigerator, this,

hmp and flabby, served with an apology, gingerly tasted
and put by; but picked to the last glistening bone before
we leave it, wishing for more, it sends a soul-satisfying
swash of bliss from center to circumference, and soothes to
rest. Pigs in clover! Cows in the cornfield! Indian^ at
a beef issue! Bears in a bee tree! How we did eat! Grim
havoc cut loose and red-handed destruction got there with
both feet. But there is a limit to some things, more's the
pity, and acknowledging defeat, reluctantly we drew off
m some disorder, and leaning up against a friendly tree
with pipes aglow we s^^ent the fragrant smoke in circling
wreaths aloft.

When we were well rested we took the canvas again,
and rowing over to a fittle bay in the lower end of the
lake, where the grass in some five feet of water gave
promise of lurking bass or pike, we stojiped outside within
good casting distance, and by sundown, moving easily
from place to place, had a nice string of smaU-mouths
playing gracefully on the string at the boat side. Then
easfly campward we went in the light canoe that scarce
touched, and ere the gloaming gloamed one single gloam,
Ben had outdone himself again, and we fell to. Shades of
yomr grandmother! Hot fight biscuit right from the
Dutch oven, and maple syrup! I was a boy again in Yer-
mont, trudging over the snow crust across the fields to my
uncle's sugar camp, and in the evening at the supper table
feasting on hot biscuit and syrup.

"Ben," said 1, "you're a trump, two trumps, a whole
handful. Let us to the fray."

And we went, company front, double quick, ch-a-r-r-g-e!

Um-m-ml What a supper. Tea that titillated the utmost
nerve in the system,' flushing the entire being with
a carmine flush that was a revelation of Nirvana; chipped
beef, tender, transparent and tasteful; cheese that fur-
nished a taste of dissolution as sudden as it was easy and
brief. But wliat's the use? No description fm-nishes any
idea of that spread and its disappearance. We never
could have had such appetites anywhere else. That's
what we came for. Once a year it's good to feel '

' wolfish"
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and "ravenous," and to tell about it. But why wasn't a
man's x^alate given twice the power and the duration of
sensation quadrupled? We cleared away the debris after
a while, smoked, discussed to-morrow, listened to the
frogs and crickefeg and nature's lullaby, and by and by
went to bed.

We had agreed to go away up the lake several miles the
following day. So we rose eariy, or I did, and built the
fire, brought the water, got some fish itom the fl^h box
and dressed them, put the coffee on and woke Ben, who
jumped into his clothed and to business, and the way raw
material was worked up inty attractive and useful goods
was pleasant for to see. The coffee pushed the hd off it

was so imi^atient. The fish, done brown, peeped over the
edge of the pan imploringly. Crisp fried potatoes leered
at us, while flai)jacks flipped into the air and turned som-
ersaults kersmack! The scene was tumultuously sugges-
tive and inspiring. Resultant incapacity, expansion and
regret. We tore ourselves loose iu time,' and with a nice
lunch crept aboard the canoe and sailed away into un-
known seas.

But fortmie frowned upon us, when she didn't grin, and
the fiah that came to hand were small and seldom. The
only entirely satisfactory event of the day was the landing
at noon in a little cove where shade and a bubbhng spring
enticed to rest, and there contributing with alacrity to the
pleasui-e of our palates. *Ti3 not all of fishing to fish.

There's a good deal in the lunch basket. We lay there an
hom- or so idly enjoying life, while the fleecy clouds
drifted lazily aloft, a sleepy sigh from u3^olus gently
crinkled the surface of the lake and curious pismires ex-
plored om- trousers legs as we burned Lone Jack without
a stake and wished there were nevermore trial balances
with an odd cent or two which refused to show up. We
knew the way back without a guide, and without undue
exertion the buoyant Osgood bore us safely to the landing.

I had thought in the morniag that my appetite had gone
glimmering, galley west, all to pieces," was knocked out
beyond resuscitation; but a few hours at the oars brought
it back as clamorous as ever, and after a deft manipula-
tion of pots, pans fand contents we struck our gait once
more and thought of many a poor fellow in town who
hadn't any. Ben is a phenomenon. He can get more
tempting dishes out of a grub box than any man you ever
Baw. IVI as soon think of going to the Columbian Exhi-
bition without a penny as on an outing without Ben. I

love to fish, of course, but there a,re other enjoyments too.
The food went in and the stars came out. A great big
filll-grown hush settled down silently and stifled noise;
even the derisive loon forgot to laUgh and the owl to hoot,
and imdei the spell of a 480-grain peace we softly stole to
bed.

Next morning was on time to a dot—^not so we. My
hands were sore and some of my bones ached. The sun
had kissed the di-owsy pines several times and the pro-
verbial squu-rel was skijDping around the dooryard ere we
rolled out.

"The dew lay flittering on tbe grass,

The mist lay over the brook"

Some time ere the fishers their bunks forsook. We
didn't have l40 bass and half of them dead, in the fish
box, but we had enough for breakfast, and preparations
began and leism-ely proceeded. Appetite waited on them
and grew impatient and complained. But the buglf-
Bounded at last, and we moved to the attack with no doubt
m to the victory. There was the ever satisfying coffee
WithHighland cream i spuds with bUrsted jackets, grinning
with their mealy mouths; hot cakes, light and flufl'y, with
maple syrup; golden butter, hard and cool from the lake,
where we had anchored it; fish fried with one soup^;on
of salt pork and several of excellent judgment. It was
lovely. You have no doubt heard of zest. Lusty, gusty
zest. It was there. It burst from the bushes with a skip
and a hop and proceeded to work things. It hovered o'er
the board. It prilled in the lead. It got behind and
ljushed. It lent a hand at the bow oar, starboard and
stroke, and acted as coxwain. It stimulated the elbows
and fingers. Likewise the saUvary apparatus. It was
chief factotum at the feast, whooping in its glee and raising
a very revel of a row, until tired out with its antics and
labors it glid off on a fainting zephyr to recuperate in the
solitude of sylvan shades, while we lay back exhausted.

Subsequently we took the canoe, put out the spoons and
cruised along shore to the creek for bait. Had a strike
near the creek mouth. Big fish. Battle royal. Got him
nearly ia. Flap, swish, splash—gone! "Put out again,
quick," quoth Ben. "No," said I. "We won't get back
in time for dinner," for we had to catch bait, and one of
ua had agreed to go up to a farmhouse on the hill and see
if we couldn't augment the commissary department. So
we landed and I went for bait, while Ben betook himself
to the house where the day before he had seen what ap-
peared to be a young and comely woman on the porch.
By the time I had got some minnows and a few frogs he
returned with a couple of dozen of eggs, some butter-
milk, sweet ditto, and some luscious early harvest apples.
"Well! If I didn't split the welkin at sight of this rein-
forcement. I fractured it. Ben said he'd have brought
a chicken or two but he only had two hands. However,
as lie would have to return the basket and pails he'd get
them next time. Fish didn't get a chance to bite
much going back. What do you s'pose Ben did with the
apples? Built up some of the most mouth-watering
dumplings that ever pursed up their li^js at you, sweetened
with sauce freckled with nutmeg. The eggs were boiled
soft. Hot biscuit again. Milk to drink. Tapped a jar
of honey to keep the biscuit from being lonesome. Ah—hi
What an array! Biscuit and bliss, eggs and eggstacy.
dumplings and delights, honey and hai^piness, praties and
pleasure, gravy, glory and gratitude. The "creaking
board," laden with the "delicious viands."' groanfd with
the weight thereof, and so did we later, when satiety,
having seen the load completed, jumped on top and
tramped it down. As I lay back so that the burden
might adjust itself easier, I said as I dozed off: "Ben.
lez go fishin"'—and Ben replied faintly, "lyemme "lone."

The sun was about 45° high when we "came to,'" and
quoth Ben:

"I have an idea."
•'\ entilate it."

We'U go up where we saw those big batrachians yes-
terday and catch some fpr gupper."

"Bless your dear heart," I murmured, "what a treasure
you are!"

So we salhed and frogged and came back in the gloam-
ing.

Did you ever eat frogs' legs by moonlight, with a dash of
Worcestershire and crisp fried potatoes, and currant jelly
and flaky biscuits so light you had to put something on top
of 'em to keep 'em down, and a cup of tea so cheerful it
set the loon a-laughing? If not you've got a heap to learn.
We didn't wash any dishes that night. We just went to
bed.

We had breakfast next morning just the same, and how
we did enjoy the good things, over which we lingered
long and lovingly, rolling the delicious morsels upon our
tongues or discoursing the while on the delights of camp
life. Ben had to take the basket and pails to the farm-
house, so we took the canvas and started. I handled the
oars and Ben put out a spoon, and before we got half-way
he hooked a whopper, a perfect monster, that towed that
canoe as a healthy dog would tow a tin can. How he
yanked and cavorted and tore up the vasty deep! I set
the oars and so checked somewhat his rushes; if I hadn't,
I believe he'd have spilled us. As it was we had to trim
ship pretty lively now and then. But a muscallonge can't
last forever, and after awhile he began to lead, coming-
after a break away or two quietly alongside, when with
a desperate surge and sweep of his tail he tore the hooks
out, threw a shower of water all over us and went.
Great Scott! What a fish and what a pity! You ought

to have seen Ben's face. It lengthened so that it came
near pushing the rest of him overboard. It took the
heart clean out of him so that he took it up to the farm
house with the basket and pails soon afterward. When
he returned in the course of time I had two or
three bass and he had two as nice plump chickens as ever
went to roost. Pure young things they were, just in the
morning of life, in the heyday of youth, uncontaminated
as yet by the viles of the tempter "and the seductions of a
gay world, just budding into usefulness with two buds
and with a lovely look of tiustfulness into their liquid
hazel eyes. Then we went to camp. Ben had a half
dozen cucumbers and some weak onions, too. How
do you cook your chickens generally? We didn't
cook ours that way. We stewed the rawness out of them
and then put them into a mighty hot skillet with some
butter, and when they came out they had not only budded
but bloomed, now I tell you. Talk about LucuUus and
nightingale's livers and those things, they weren't in it.

Didn't seem as though we could fill up. Worse than
guinea pigs, but maybe you don't know about them.
Can't fill 'em up. Just tiy it once. Well, we had it all

over again. Zest was there again renewed and exuberant.
And tliere was the usual "rich efliuvia," and "reeking
fumes," and "redolence," and "sumptuousness," and "fes-
tal board," and "libations," and "wolfish appetites," and
"luscious viands," and "steaming Mocha," and "buzz-saw
appetites" that you've read about so often.

I won't enumerate further. It ran along about this way
until Saturday morning when we packed up, Tim came
for us and away we went. We had had a royal time.
We are no pot-hunters or bass hogs but we do love to eat,

Pythagoras said once that "we eat to live, not live to
eat," I agree with Old Py on that, and as the highest
sort of Kfe should be our ambition, we have got to eat
correspondingly—stands to reason, I notice tliat many
of your correspondents are on the same side the fence, so
I thought I'd add my voice to the general sentiment,

0, O, S.

"PODGERS'S" COMMENTARIES.
San FRiiJJCTSCO, Cal., July 24,—-I am in receipt of an

advance copy of your reproduction of the small boy and
big fish I sent you. In your pei-sonal criticism of the
photo, you insinuate that both boy and fish have a very
much blown up or stuffed appearance. As to the fish, he
is or was, au naturel. The boy, I grant you, is swelling
with impatience, and so you woiild have "swelled" to
have had at this time of life the handling of a fish of such
dimensions. He was a very proud boy; and add to that
the dignity of having arrived at the pijie stage, a step
probably in advance of all the other boys. No wonder he
was fairly bursting with impatience.
Speaking of the fish in question, "reminds me" that the

same gentleman who caught that one has just returned
from a camping expedition to the same river with two or
three friends; and had even better luck than on the last

occasion. Their fishing was simply superb; they landed
many large fish, one nine and one ten-poimder, AU were
caught with the fly and light tackle. Now, a lOlbs, brook
trout is something of a fish, considering that we seldom
hear of one being caught with fly weighing over 5 or 61bs,

But of course that is in the East, where things are on a
small scale (except stories), California, you know, does
things on a more liberal standard. Such fish as I am
writing of, are not within close reach; to get them, in-

volves a three days' jom-ney into the wilds outside of
ordinary civflization and going into camp,

I am glad to see that Forest and Stream is making
fishing news a feature of the jjaper; being a wool-dyed
lover of the sport, I read all that is to be found on that
head with great interest, I am wiUing to surrender my
interest in bear stories in favor of fishing yarns. There
is not so much of the hair standing straight up feature in
fish stories, and more or fewer hair-breadth escapes. By
the way, did it ever occur to you that the breadth of a
hair is very limited, and makes a very close call as a
margin for an escape? What a lot of impossibilities we
weave into our expressions and similes in our descriptions
of things and occun-ences! "Miraculous" will do in
speaking of an escape, but the hair-breadth business is

getting down very fine—very. Exaggeration and imagina-
tion give color and point to the subject, season it, as it

were, to interest the reader or listener, but is this not
taking liberties with truth and veracity? I admit a plain,
unvarnished tale is like a piece of furniture—a good deal
better for the varnishing. This is not a prelude to any
"plain tail from the HUls" that I am going to tell, for I

have no designs on you. I am innocent of guile on this

occasion, I had nothing to write when I sat down and I

have written it.

I was much interested in reading in the last number of
Forest and Stream the accoimt by Mr. Clarence Bloom-
field Moore of his trip over the Andes, having made the

same trip myself and recognizing much of what he de-
scribes. His reference to the monkey and banana market
at Guyaquil I can indorse, for I was rash enough to invest
a dollar in the stock and trade of an. old lady with a trad-
ing establishment under a tree, giving an open order as
it were for the money's worth to be sent aboard the ship,
and was seriously embarrassed, when, as the ship was
getting under way, the old lady came alongside and
dumped my purchases on deck, consisting of a monkey,
a parrot, a bushel of oranges and half a dozen bunches of
bananas, AU were loose and rolling around deck, and
a soft banana gave the first officer a fall, which
brought forth such a torrent of profanity and fierce in-
quiry for the owner of the garden sass and menagerie as
to lead me to join the other passengers in a general dis-
claimer of all ownership, I never bought so much nor
such an assortment of worldly goods for a dollar before
in my life—nor since. Things are cheap in Guyaquil,
and I imagine the old lady never had such an unlimited
order or made any one transaction of that magnitude
during her life experience in the fruit, monkey and parrot
line.

While on the subject of fishing I forgot to teU you about
the salmon fishing at Santa Cruz, a fashionable seaside
resort on the coast, a matter of 50 miles from town. Even
the ladies are enjoying the sport, and go off early in the
morning in the Italian fishing boats in front of town and
troll with feathered spoon and hand lines. During the
last week the run of sahnon has been large, and parties
have taken as many as a dozen before breakfast, some of
them very large, running tip to 30 or 40lbs, Two gentle-
men, a day or two since, took over 2501bs. in one morn-
ing's fishing with rod and reel. The fishing is broad out
on the ocean a mUe from shore and in the bay, almost
within hail of the hotel piazzas. It is a feature of salmon
fishing heretofore unknown, I think, I have never heard
of a similar instance, at least, of salmon taiing the hook
at sea; but CaUfornia salmon partake of the character-
istics of the country and strike out original methods for
themselves and scorn to be imitators.

California is not what it once was for fish and game.
Too' much civilization, which means law breaking, pot-
hunting and indiscriminating slaughter. But it does
pretty well considering. You can't turn out many
Eastern States where there is such a variety of game and
fish, especially trout and salmon, of the size referred to,
I do not remember ever to have known of a 101b, brook
trout being caught with fly in any Eastern waters. Have
you? Let us hear from the cow coimties on that ques-
tion. PODGERS,

Visitors to our Exhibit in the Angling Pavilion at
the World's Fair should not fail to examine the
stock of "Forest and Stream" books which will

be shown by the attendant.

PEARLS IN THE UNITED STATES.
A paper read by George Frederic Kunz before the American Fisheries

Society, Chicago, 1893,

Pearls are lustrous concretions, consisting essentially

of carbonate of lime interlaminated with animal matter,
found in the shells of certain mollusks. They are evi-

dently a result of an abnormal secretory process caused
by an irritation of the mantle of the mollusk consequent
on the intrusion into the shell of some foreign body, as a
grain of sand , an egg of the mollusk itself, or perhaps a
cercarian parasite. It has also been suggested that an ex-
cess of carbonate of lime in the water may cause the
development of the pearl. Accepting the former theory
as the more probable one, it is easy to understand how a
foreign body, which the mollusk is unable to expel,
becomes encysted or covered as by a capsule, which grad-
ually thickens and assumes various forms—round, elon-
gated, maUet-shaped, and sometimes as regular as though
it had been turned in a lathe. It is suggested that tlie

mollusk continuaUy revolves the inclosed particle in its

efforts to rid itseK of the irritation, or possibly that its

formation is due to natural motion, which is accelerated
by the intruding body.
In regard to the formation of pearls the foUowing gen-

eral statements may be made: Whatever may be the
cause or the process of their production, these interior
concretions may occur in almost any moUuscan shells,

though they are confined to certain groups, and their

color and lustre depend upon those of the sheU interior,

adjacent to which they are formed. Thus the pink conch
of the West Indies yields beautiful rose-colored pearl
shells consisting of three strata: first, the outer yellow or
brown conchioline (cuticula or epidermis); second, the
prism stratum, consisting of layers formed of minute
prisms arranged vertically to the layers and the shell sur-

face; and third, the interior nacreous layer, composed of
finely folded leaves parallel to the surface of the shell.

The last two strata consist chiefly of carbonate of Ume.
These formations were illustrated by transverse cuttings
and microscopic sections. When a wound has been re-

ceived by the animal in any soft part the tissues become
moistened with a lime-like material and especiaUy with
the nacre substance. This often happens m the muscles
which serve to close the sheU, and the irregular concre-
tions thus formed are caUed "sand pearls," When the
growth of the pearl is abnormaUy strong the pressure
which it exerts on the outer wall of this tissue pocket
becomes so powerful that the pocket is absorbed
on the side toward the shell, bringing the hard
pearl directly against the latter. It then becomes
impossible for the pearl to grow any more at the point of

contact, for there is no tissue to secrete the Ume substance;
but it grows on the rest of the surface, and the thicken-
ing layers, as they are formed, pass directly into the
nacre layers on the inside of the shell, and thicken the
shell itself. Through these over-layers the pearl is con-
nected with the shell as thoitgh by a succession of cover-
ing-clothes. At first it clings to the sheU at one point
only, afterward enlarging the area of its adhesion. In
this manner twin or united pearls are formed. Whatever
be the method of their formation, it would seem that
pearls can be formed only at the expense of the shell, for
every substance necessary to their growth is drawn from

1
sources which normaUy secrete the shell. Normal appear-
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ing shells rarely contain pearls, wliile on the other hand
those that are" deformed often contain pearls of great

beauty. There are three indications on which pearl

fishers rely for detecting from the outer aspect of the

shell the presence of pearls. These are, first, the thread,

that is, the recess of elevation extending from the vertex

to the edge; second, the kidney-shape of the shell, that is,

an indentation on the ventral side; and third, the contor-

tion of both shells toward the middle plane of the animal.

The families with iridescent interior layers are the fol-

lowing: Among cephalopods, the Nautilus and Ammo-
nite groups, the latter wholly fossil, and among gastero-

pods, the Turbo and Haliotis families. In all these forms,

the removal of the outer layers of the shell reveals the

splendid pearly surface beneath. Such shells, thus

"cleaned" with dilute acid, are familiar as ornamental
objects, while those of the common oyster and clam are

dead white or dark pm-ple, according to their proximity

to the part of the mantle which secretes the white or the

dark material of the shell. The true pearly or nacreous
(iridescent) interior belongs to only a few families of

moUusks, and in these alone can pearls proper be formed
at all; while in point of fact they are obtained only from
a very few genera of shells.

None of the air-breathing moUusks (the land snails) pro-

duce a nacreous shell; and among fresh-w^ater moUusks
none are pearl-bearers except certain of the bivalves,

notably those belonging to the group appropriately called

the Naiades, of which the common river mussel (Unio) is

a typical example. The soft internal parts of these mol-
lusks are covered by a thin, delicate membrane called the

mantle, from the surface of which and particularly from
its outer edge, material is excreted to form the inner
layers of the shell. The shell consists of two parts, the

epidermis and the shell proper, the latter composed of

numerous layers. The epidermis, which resembles horn

,

is chiefly composed of a substance called "conchioline"

and is soluble in caustic alkalies.

The pearls of commerce, however, are almost wholly
obtained from bivalve (lamellibranch) shells, of which
the following families have a nacreous lining: Aviculidte,

Mytilidag and Unionidas, the latter being wholly fresh-

water shells, also known as the Naiades. A few families

of other genera are also brilliantly pearly, but need not
be here discussed. The true pearl oyster (Meleagrina) of

the Pacific and Indian oceans belongs to the first of these

groups, and has from time immemorial yielded the bulk
of commercial pearls, while its large and thick shell

fm-nishes the mother-of-pearl for countless ornamental
purposes.

The Naiades are of particular interest in this country,

as it is in North America that this group is the most
a,bundant, and it is only of the occm-rence of pearls, and
the preservation of the fisheries of the United States that
my paper wiU treat. Many hundred species of Unio,
Anodon, etc. , ha,ve been found in our great rivers and
lakes; the Mississippi basin teems with them; for the most
part in forms quite distinct from those of the Atlantic
watershed and of the Old World. The Unios, while all

iridescent, vary greatly in tint, exhibiting all the delicate

shades of pink, brown, purple, etc., as well as white.
The rivers of Europe, of Mesopotamia, and of China also

yield large numbers of Unios; while the allied genera
Hyria and Castalia are found in the rivers of South
America,
The same causes and operations that result in the pro-

duction of pearls or free nacreous concretions m the soft

animal substance of the pearl oysters or mother-of-pearl
shells, also produce in a modified way the tuberculous or
knoblike protuberances and irregularities of surface that
are frequently seen on the pearly inner surface of the
valves and projecting therefrom. The flatter or less pro-
notmced forms of these nacreous excrescences are often
called "blister pearls," beca,use of their resemblance to

vesicular eruptions, or water blister caused by burns.
Fresh-water pearls are found, as before stated, in various

species of Unios, more frequently, according to Dr. Isaac
Lea, in the Unio complanatus, but also in the following:
U. blandianus, U. buddianus, U. costatus, U, elliotti,

U. fragUis, U. globulus, U. gracilis, U. mortoni, U. nodo-
sus, U. orbiculatus, U. ovatus, U. torsus, U. undulatus
and U. virginianus. Not one pearl in a hundred from
the Unios is of good shape, and probably not more than
one in a hundred is really fine; therefore, as the worth of
a pearl depends on lusti"e and form, the greater number
obtained from this source are of slight value.

A hundred pearls have been found in a single shell; but
as a rule, these have little or no value. Very curious
nacreous groups made of many small pieces are at times
found attached to the hinge, but these are generally with-
out sufficient lustre to be of value, and are rarely collected.

These groups are caused by the aggregation of many small
ones cemented by a deposit of nacre, and are often half an
inch across.

In color, the Unio pearl presents an extended series of
shades, from dead opaque white, having but little value,
through various tints of pink, yellow and salmon, passing
through a more decided form of these colors, or a faint
purple, into a bright red, so closely resembling a drop of
molten copper as almost to deceive the eye. Some are
very light green and brown, others rose color, and still

others are pale steel blue or russet and purplish brown.
The white and the pink j)earls are exceedingly beautiful,
and the finest, owing to their delicate sheen or layers, are
at times more lustrous than even the best Oriental pearls.
This lustre is increased by their greater transparency, and
a really fine white, pink, yellow or iridescent pearl is often
found quite translucent. In addition to their color and
lustre they are beautifully iridescent. They are foimd in
many odd and remai'kable shapes.
Elongated fishlike forms, formed and found near the

hinge of the shell, and called hinge baroque pearls, are
abundant. Others, with but a slight addition of gold and
enamel, seem to represent human and animal heads, bat
and bird wings, and similar objects. Mallet-shaped pearls
ai"e found with fine color and lustre at each end, but gen-
erally with opaque sides; also grouped or bunched masses
of pearly nacre, made up of from one to over one hundred
distinct pearls in fanciful shaj)es, are of occasional occur-
rence. FeatherUke forms, with curiously raised points,
and an odd, rounded variety, wdth raised, pitted mark-
ings, are quite abundant. A pearl was mounted in this
country that strikingly resembles the bust of Michael
Angelo, and a number of unique designs have been made
of baroques, similar to those moimted by Dinglinger and
exhibited in the Green Vaxilts at Dresden. Although the
pearls iised here have not been as large as those shown in

Dresden, greater taste has been employed in mounting
them. The variety of the forms being so great, an artist

has a wide field for imagination. The pearls, however,
have but slight value unless they are beautiful and lus-

trous.

Frequently pearls have an opaque appearance and seem
to be worthless, but upon the removal of then- outer layer

are found to be clear and iridescent. This outer layer

m ay be removed by dipping them in a weak solution of

acid, which dissolves the opaque coating, or it may be
peeled with a knife, although sometimes the pearl is not

of the same material throughout and cannot be.

That conchologists make so few references to pearls is

probably accounted for by the fact that the pearls are

contained in old, distorted and diseased shells, which are

not so desirable for collections as the finer specimens.

Coflectors who have opened many thousands of Unios
have never observed a pearl of value.

Large and valuable XJnio j)earls have been obtained in

New Jersey. In 1857 a pearl of fine lustre, weighing 93

grains, was found at Notch Brook, near Paterson. It be-

came known as the "Queen Pearl," and was sold by Tif-

fany & Co. to the Empress Eugenie of France for ,$2,500.

It is to-day worth more than four times that amount, and
is finer than any pearl shown at the 1893 World's
Columbian Exjjosition. The news of this sale created the

first great pearl excitement that led to the search for

pearls which spread westward throughout the country.

TJ-ie Unios at Notch Brook and elsewhere were gathered

by milUons and destroyed, often with httle or no result.

A large round pearl weighing 400 grains, which would
doubtless have been the finest pearl of modern times, was
ruined by boiling open the shell.

Within one year pearls were sent to the New York
market from nearly every State, In 1857 fully |15,000

worth, in 1858 about $2,000, in 1859 about $2,000, in

1860 about $1,500, in 1868, when there was a shght re-

vival of interest, and since then many Little Miami
Eiver pearls have been found. Since 1860 pearls have
come from a comparatively new district, the supply
from which is ajjparently on the increase. At first few
were found, or rather, few were looked for, west of Ohio,

but gradually the line has extended to Kentucky, Tennes-
see and Texas, and now Wisconsin is the principal pearl-

producing State, while some pearls are sent from Florida,

Nebraska and Washington State.

Some of the earliest American pearls that were foimd
came from near Waynesville, O., $3,000 worth having
been collected in that vicinity during the pearl excite-

ment of 1878. At that time Israel H. Harris, of Waynes-
ville, began what has since become one of the finest and
best known collections of Unio pearls in this country, pur-
chasing, durmg many years, every specimen of value that

he could find in that part of the State. Among his pearls

was one button-shaped on the back and weighing 38grs.

,

also several almost transparent pink ones, and an inter-

esting specimen showing where a pearl had grown almost
entirely through the Unio shell. His collection contained
more than 2,000 pearls, weighing over 3,000grs., and is in

all probability the last collection that will be made from
that district. It was exhibited in the jewelry department
at the World's Fair in Paris in 1889.

A pearl from Montpelier, Vt., was sold for $300; one
from Waynesville, O., valued at .$200; one from Boston,
Tex., valued at $250; one pink pearl, lOigrs., from Mur-
freesborough, Tenn., valued at $80, another at $150; one
from Llano, Tex. , valued at |95, have been sold in New
York.
The production during recent years has been a follows:

S.-ptember, 1881 to 1883 210 lots worth S7,500
September, 1883 to 1883 72 lots worth S5,000
September, 1883 to August, 1884 71 lots worth §5,000

American pearls until within the past few years were
generally sold at a figure below their real value, and the
values of the above to-day would be fully two or three
times those amounts, and at present the local value is

often exaggerated several times above theu' true value.

Since 1889 jjearl fishing in Wisconsin has been exten-
sively carried on along the Pecatonica River and the
creeks emptying into it, principally between Darlington
and Ai-gyle, Lafayette county, as w^ell as on Apple Piver.
Many fine pearls, remarkable for brilliancy and lustre,

have been obtained, among them some of the finest

copper-colored, russet, purple and rich pink tints ever
found. Some simple pearls weigh over 50 grains, and the
finest ones command from $500 to over $1,000 each. It

has been estimated that over $300,000 worth of pearls
have been found in the course of the past few years; the
pearls frequently commanding higher prices here than
the Oriental pearls, and as a result, pearls sent abroad
were returned, the prices being abnormally higher than
the foreign markets would pay.
Some of the finest pieces of jewelry shown at the

World's Cohmibian Exposition were made of American
pearls and American precious stones. A fine collection

was on exhition in the Wisconsin Exhibit of the Mines
and Mining Building, World's Columbian Exposition; the
value of this collection was estimated at over $100,000,
but the prices were somewhat fancy ones induced by
local demand. During the summer of 1890 the pearl ex-
citement extended to Manitowoc county, Wisconsin, and
numerous small lakes that lie in Calmnet coitnty. From
one to fifty pearls have been found in a single Unio.
When numerous, they were usually hinge pearls. As in

the former times of excitement, hundreds of men, women
and children made trips to these creeks, the men and
lioys removing the shells from the river while the women
and girls opened them.
In the same year the pearl-hunting fever extended

along the Mackinaw River and the creeks running into it

in McLean, Tazewell and Woodford coimties, Illinois.

Pearls have also been found in the vicinity of Traer
and Geneseo, on Wolf Creek, Iowa. A fine pink pearl
was found near WaMa Walla, Washington State, and a
number have been sold at Seattle, Wash.
One of the most singular circmnstances connected with

the New Jersey "pearl fever" of 1856 was the discovery of
several shells which proved that the local savants had ex-
perimented on the pearl-bearingUnios by droppiugmother-
of-pearl buttons inside the shell, hoping that the mussel
woixld cover them with its secretions. The specimens
found had apparently been experimented on over 30 years
before, at a time when European scientists were interested
in shells received from China, containing small images of
Buddha. These images were moulded in tin and placed
between the mantle and the shell. The mussels were then
retwned to then- natural environment, and after several

months the layer of mother-of-pearl became of sufficient

thickness, and the images were removed.
In a shell of the Lea Collection of Unionidas, which has

lately been presented to the United States National

Museum, an oval piece of white wax, flat on the lower

side and rounded on the upper, which had been inserted

in the valve near the hinge, is entirely coated with a pink

nacre. It has been broken out of the shell, the pearly

nacre of the lower or flat side remaining in the shell

whereas the dome-shaped piece is covered with this

material.
The writer knew a New York lady who purchased n

button-shaped Unio pearl that had a black, diseased ap-

pearance on one side. It was so set that the imperfection

was all below- the mounting. When applauding a,t thr

opera one evening the pearl was broken, and upon exam-
ination it was found to consist of a very thin nacreou?

layer, inside of which was nothing but a hard, white

greasy clay.

[to be conolcded.]

Another Infant Caribou.

I TOO have seen a domesticated caribou baby. Lasi,

September, w^hile being towed in a canoe up the St.

Maurice River, in the Province of Quebec (alas, that I
cannot repeat the trip this year!) one of our guides sug-

gested that if we cared to see "a leetle caribou—Zot/ifj

jjetite—in a barn," we might do so by pausing a,t a farm
house on the bank of the river. We did so and fotmd the

little fellow apparently enjoying himself in the company
of one or two calves. He was fairly tame, and greeted n&
with a peculiar note of welcome, soimding like a combine
ation of a snort and a cough. The owner was absent, set-

we could obtain no particulars as to his capture.
Truthful James.

•^wf^ ^ttd ^ntf.

Visitors to our Exhibit in the Angrling Pavilion at

the World's Fair should not fail to examine thej

stock of "Forest and Stream" books which will

be shown by the attendant.

A CLOSE CALL.
Bethel, Me.—A pond about one mile long and one-

half mile wide in the town of Hanover, adjoining Bethel,

has always been a noted place for brook trout and beai-s.

A cottage camp near its shores is named " Camp Bruin,"
suggested by the number of bears that are yearly trapped
and otherwise captured in that vicinity. The pond is

named Howard's Pond.
About two months ago a party from the town of Nor-

way, on a fishing trip, occupied. Camp Bruin for a week's
outing. In this party was an energetic young fellow,

Fred H. Cummings, whose father has a small menagerie
of wild and domestic animals. Fred took his dog Her-
cules along with the party. Hercides is a very brave dog
for his size, for he weighs less than eight pounds and is

nicknamed by his neighbors " Slim Jim," he has such an
inferior look ; but he is a very courageous little cur, as

the people of Oxford county wdU testify, for at the races

in Riverside Trotting Park in Bethel, Hercules made
much sport by persistently sticking to the track, even,

when many horses were doing their best to win the race:

on the Fourth.
One pleasant day Fred, with Hercules, went about a

mile to an old pasture in the woods to pick some sti'aw-

berries ; and after filling his dish, started for the camp.
He had not gone far when he saw three cub bears just-

starting to climb a tree. Fred took in the situation at

once—if he could only captm-e one of those cubs for his

father's menagerie—and acting on the impulse seized one.i

Although the cub screamed, scratched and bit, yet he got
him under his arm, back toward him, and started for

camp on a double quick, stfll holding on to his dish of

strawberries.
After getting on the last half of the distance to the:

camp he heard, as he thought, one of his party coming
behind him in the woods, and he called to him, but re-

ceiving no reply he looked around, when, to his horror,

there within a short distance, and making fearful leaps,

was the old mother bear, with open mouth and blood in

her eyes. Young Cummings very well knew he could <

not carry that cub and escape the ravening beast,whicJi was
gaining on him at every leap, so he dropped the cub and

,

called to Hercules.
As he looked behind to see if the dog was coming, sfciU

,

keeping up his race, nip and tuck with the bear, he saw
that the old mother bear took no notice of the cub he had
dropped, but was rapidly gaining on him. Again he
called to his dog with a loud voice, and had the satisfac-

tion of hearing him yij) very near. The bear was now so

near that he imagined he could feel her hot breath on his

back, and the dog, bear and young man were then all do-
^

ing their best in the free-for-all race. ,

Now comes in the interesting ending of this singular

'

race for life. Hercules nipped the bear's hind legs and
detained her, while Cummings made the most of it and

,

arrived at camp out of breath but still holding on to his i

strawberries.
Bears are very plenty in the vicinity of Bethel. There

is no better place on earth for hunting bears than Bethel.

We have four passenger trains each way, east and west,
.

on the Grand Trunk R. R. of Canada, and the officers of

this road are very obliging to sportsmen. Bethel is within
five hours' travel of the foot of the Rangeley Lakes, the

Paradise of big game hunting. J. G. Rich.

Mongolian Pheasants on Long Island.

The Wyandanch Club, whose headquarters axe afci.

Smithtown, and who control the shooting privileges of a
very large tract of land in the towns of Huntington and
Smithtown, have recently liberated on their grounds
about 200 Mongolian phe'asants. The club oflEicers im-
ported four pairs of the birds, and hatched out 300 young
ones under chickens. Now the young pheasants have
been turned loose, and wiU, it is presumed, increase

largely each year.

The Forest axd Stream tspui to press each week on Tiies-

day. Correspondence intended for publication should reach
|

us at the lutest by Monday, and ot-s much earlier as practicabliK
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THE GAME OF VENTURA.
Ventura, Cal.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: Possibly
very few of youi- readers have ever heard of this county,
situated in one comer of California, and off from the
great lines of travel, still it is one of the most fertile and
productive counties in the State, and an important factor
in the economy of this great commonwealth. The county
has a gi-eat future before it, with a variety of climate and
resources unequalled in this or any other State. It far
exceeds any other county in the amount of beans pro-
duced, raises oranges in some portions that rival the
famous fruit of Rivereide; the apricot crop each year
amoimts to thousands of tons; four different dryers are
required to cure the immense yield, and fortunes are
made every year by the fortunate owners of orchards.
The honey crop represents thousands of dollars. Not
least among its resources are the minerals contained
within its hills; its quarries of red sandstone are equal to
any in the State, it has mines of gold and silver, and most
important of all is its oil, for this is the leading oil-pro-

ducing county of the West, more oil being produced
here than in any county west of Pittsburgh; the Cali-
fornia Oil Co., at Santa Paula, is one of the great institu-

tions of the State. With over fifty mUes of sea, coast on
the west and the great coast range on the eastern portion,
any climate desirable may be obtained in a few hours'
travel, from the hot summers and moderately sharp, cool
winters of the foothills to the even, unvariable and pleas-
ant climate of the coast.

In times past Ventura county has been the sportsman's
paradise, all kinds of game could be found here, grizzly
bear (it was in this county that the San Francisco Ex-
aminer captured the grizzly now on exhibition at Golden
Gate Park), deer, rabbits, quail, squirrels, doves, wild
ducks, geese and cranes. The ponds and sloughs along
the coast were filled with thou-
sands of ducks and geese, and a
wagon load as the result of a
day's hunt was not considered
an extraordinary large return.

Along the eastern portion of the
county is the Simi country, a
stretch of rolling valley land and
low foothills, covered with short

sage brush not much higher than
the knees; here were thousands
of quail, in bands of hundreds,
where capital fine sport could be
had with a good dog. Then came
the boom of '87; the great ranches
were bought by syndicates, and
subdivided into small ti'acts; set-

tlers flocked in; stretches of wild
land that had been filled with
quail and rabbits, were trans-

formed into orchards and wheat
fi.elds, the country became more
settled, and the territory in which
game coiild find room and shelter

grew more restricted; Los Ange-
les in the meantime became a
large city, and then the market-
hunter appeared uy^on the scene,

the hotels and restaurants wanted
game; here was his opportunity,
he availed himself of it, and after

exterminating tlie game of Los
Angeles county, he turned his

attention to this countj^ with the
result that he has almost done
for us what he has done for

other counties and other States—
nearly wiped the game from off

the face of the earth. Where
once quail and ducks could be
foimd in almost unnumbered
thousands, now only a few lone
stragglers can occasionally be
met with, awaiting the day of
doom. But there are still portions of the county remote
from the railroad, and distant from the centers of popu-
lation where game is as plentiful as ever, and it is with
the purpose of preserving what game we have left and of
agaia restocking other portions of the county, that the
sportsmen's club of this place have induced the board of
supervisors to pass the following ordinance:

Ordinance No. 71.—Section 3. Any person hunting quail, partridge,
•mid duck, or doves, in the county of Veniura, for market, shall be
guilty of a misdemeanor: hunting for market as used in this section,
IS the taking or kilhng of game at any time, with the intent to sell or
ship the same: provided, however, that the sale or shipment of less
than two dozen quail, partridge, wild duck, or doves, in any one week,
shall not be a violation of this section.
Section 4. Any person found guilty of a violation of any of the pro-

visions of this ordmance shall be fined in a sum not l&ss than twenty
dollars nor more than two himdred dollars, or be imprisoned in the
county jail for not less than five nor more than thirty days, or be
punished by both such fine and imprisonment.

If we had a iState law of similar import, the wholesale
and wanton slaughter of game would cease, and thegame
would be preserved for those who hunt for sport, recrea-
tion and amusement.
The game law of the State is at present in a very un-

satisfactory condition, having been "monkeyed with'' by
the lust Ijegislature, apparently in the interests of the
game dealers. A biU was presented at the last session,
which, while it contained some very excellent provisions,
was at the same time weighted down with two very
obnoxious clauses, especially to the San Francisco sports-
men, who claimed that it was gotten \ip in the interests
of the wealthy clubs. The clauses referred to was one
compelhng non-resident sportsmen to procure either a
written invitation or a countj^ hcense costing $35, and the
other was a clause with regard to notices posted on unin-
closed land. The sportsmen of San Francisco sent a
couple of gentlemen to Sacramento to lobby against the
biU, who. while they might have been splendid lawyers
or have rmderstood the rec[uirements of the hat ti-ade,
and may have been a howling success as lobbyists, were
certainly ignorant of the requhements of a law for the
protection of game, even in counties adjacent to San
Francisco, not to mention the more distant counties. For
illustration, they placed the open season for quail on
Sept. 1, when any one at all posted with regard to the
habits of quail weU knows that in most all the northern
and centi-al counties the quail are not more than half-
grown by Sept. 1, and besides the month of September is

too^hot in this State to work a dog on quail. They ex-

tended the season for doves to Aug. 1, which is from one
month to six weeks too late all over the State, as in a
great many counties the doves begin to leave by the
middle of July. The deer law they placed at Sept. 1, a
time when the deer are running and not fit to eat. The
result has been that the boards of supervisors of the dif-
ferent counties have been compelled to pass county
ordinances to suit the climatic conditions, and the gentle-
men who mutilated and butchered the Emeric bill have
come in for no small share of censure.

If we had a State law to suppress market-hunting, pos-
sibly we would have game in California in greater or less
quantity for all time, as the conditions here are favorable
for the preservation and even increase of game, for we
have no severe winters, and in southern California it is

almost perpetual summer as compared with Eastern
winters, and the game has merely its natural enemies to
contend with.
Whether or not, in obedience to the law of the survival

of the fittest, the game of the world is doomed, whether
man can by artificial propagation and stringent laws re-
pair the ravages that he has wrought and maintain the
balance of nature, or whether all our other game wiU
share the fate of the buffalo, the wild pigeon and the great
auk, and eventually disappear, is an open question. But
effort ought to be made by carefully framed laws to post-
pone the evil day and protect the game that in every State
is getting too scarce. A. P.

AN AMERICAN PROOF HOUSE.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I herewith beg leave to submit to the readers of your
esteemed paper the following prospectus for the estab-
lishment of an American Proof House for systematically
testing firearms and ammunition. In several European

CAMP ON CHIPPEWA POINT.

From an amateur photo by Mr, Anthony.

See issue of July 29, page 80.

countries every sporting gun, rifle, etc., prior to its being
offered for sale, passes the proof house once or twice for
the purpose of being tested as to strength of its barrels
and its action.
The management of these proof houses rests in some

cases directly in the hands of the State authorities or in
the hands of private corporations, organized and operated
under the rules and regulations established by statute.
Independently.of , and in addition to these proof houses,

a number of European States have also established insti-
tutions for the purpose of testing the shooting quahties
and determining the ballistic merits of sporting arms,
gtmpowder and ammunition.
The work of these institutions is conducted on a

thoroughly scientific principle, and with the aid of
various instnunents and apparatuses. Their main
object consists in serving the gunners at large, as weU as
the manufacturers of and dealers in the class of goods in
question, and it is now generally admitted that the object
sought in establishing these institiitions has been fully
realized.

They are, without exception, purely private enterprises
founded and maintained with the aid of the shooting
fraternities of the various States.

In spite of the fact that the shooting sport in America
is followed by a much greater number of men than in
any other country on the globe, and that as a class the
xlmerican gunners watch and are anxious to avail them-
selves of every progressive step made in the production of
sporting arms and ammunition, our coimtry still is with-
out either of the above sources of information and
guidance. We are in both respects dependent upon
Europe, and this fact is certainly not agreeable to our
national pride, nor in accordance with the highly
developed state of our home industiy.
While the question whether we are in need of a law

governing the strength and trials of gim barrels, and
whether all our home-made gims should be tested and
stamped before going into the market, may still be re-
garded as one open for discussion, there can on the other
hand be no doubt that an institution devoted to a system-
atic and impartial testing of sporting arms and ammuni-
tion from a gunner's point of view, and for the benefit of
both the sportsman and manufacturer, is not only a
matter of desire, but of extreme necessity.

Experiments made by single individuals have, as a rule,
only a very limited beneficial effect for the gunners in

general. No matter how much time and pains may be
devoted to them, they can rarely, if ever, be brought to a
satisfactory issue for the simple reason that they lack a
uniform method of comparing the results and because the
latter, in the absence of the requisite scientific instru-
ments, are frequently misleading.
To conduct such trials, experience and practical knowl-

edge must co-operate with the agents of science, namely,
the necessary instruments and apparatuses.
As the result of experiments carried out systematically,

it has been proved in Em-ope that often a gun is blamed,
when, in fact, the cause for an unsatisfactory pattern or
peneti-ation, or both, really rests with the inferior quality
of the powder. Again, the powder is often pronounced
wanting in ballistic merits, when the real source of the
trouble is to be sought in the wadding, the method of
crimping or the primer. In a similar manner mistakes
will occur in determining the cause for damages
apparently done by the powder to the gun.
These institutions have achieved a gratifying result in

another direction: Exhaustive tests have shown that the
shooting quality of a gun is governed largely by a proper
relation between the powder and shot charges, and to
some extent by the diameter of the^wad, and that these re-
lations must be established for every kind of powder.
One of the objects of such an institution is to ascertain

for every gun the most advantageous method of loading
the shell, for which a standard rule cannot be established
as long as the boring of gim barrels is not uniform; as
long as they are made of different material and the ex-
pansive conditions vary; as long as the cartridge cham-
bers in gun barrels are of different length and the taper
of the barrel from the cartridge chamber to the bore
proper vary in sha,pe and sizes; and as long as the com-
bustion and the development of the gases of one powder
charge takes place under different conditions from that of

another charge from a differen
propulsive compound.
The gunner can further be

taught by such an institution to
what an extent a particular
powder is affected by heat, cold
or dampness, and how these
detrimental effects can be neu-
trahzed. In short, the working
sphere of such an institution is
manifold and broad and of con-
stant and lasting benefit to the
mteUigent gunner and manufac-
turer.

A few of the aims of the proof
house may be specified as follows:

1, To ascertain the merits and
ballistic qualities of American-
made sporting arms, powder,
ammunition, shot, etc., as com-
pared with similar products of
foreign origin, and to distinguish
between foreign rubbish and
meritorious goods.

a. To enlighten the shooting
fraternity of this country on the
real value and merits of all new
improvements pertaining to sport-
ing arms and on the baUistic
qualities of all powders offered in
the market.

3. By publishing and publicly
discussmg the results of all tests
mvolving a general interest to
advance among American sports-
men a better and broader under-
sta.nding and knowledge on all
points pertaining to grmnery or
of a baUistic nature as far as
hand firearms are concerned. No
decision has, of course, so far
been arrived at as to where the
contemplated American proof
house should be located.

In view of the) large territory of this country, it will
most Ukely be found expedient to establish and maintain
at least two places where gunners can send their guns
and ammunition for trial, one in the East and one in the
West, both, of course to be conducted on precisely simUar
principles, and serving the same end.
These proof houses are to be established with the aid

and for the benefit of American gunners and manufac-
turers and are to serve alike the gunners at lai-ge and the
interested trade. For this purpose an American Proof
House Association is to be formed, of which every pei-son
of reputable character can become a member. The mem-
bers of the association are to be divided in two classes
ordinary and life members. The annual fee for the
ordinary member is intended to be fixed at |5. Life
membership can be secured by those contributing $25 and
upward at one and the same time to the association fund.
Membership in the association will entitle the sportsman

to have his gun or guns tested at the proof house for the
purpose of estabhshing its shooting qualities and for
determining the most advantageous loading of the car-
tridge to obtain the best results for each particular gun.
The only charge for such tests would be the cost of the
ammunition consumed. The charge for non-members to
be fixed hereafter by the board of directors, will be gov-
erned by the nature of the test desired and the amount of
time involved.
Each member shaU be entitled to one vote only in aU

meetings of the association, and this vote can be exercised
by proxy.

All gunners favoring the object herein set fortii are
herewith invited to have their names enrolled on the
membership list of the association.
The organization of the association wiU be effected as

soon as the membership list numbers 100 names, or when
$1,000 have been subscribed to the association's fund.
Notice will be served on aU persons applying for member-
ship as to the place and date of the first general meeting
caUed to frame and adopt a constitution and by-laws and
to elect a board of directors.

Unless and until the board of directors decide other-
wise, the technical management of the proof house will
rest m the hands of Sir. Armin Tenner, an American
citizen and late manager of the German Shooting
Association at Berlin, Germany, and for several years
past superintendent of the above na.med association's
department for tegtwg firearms and ammimition. Mr,
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Tenner, who came to this country upon the solicitation of

a number of his American friends and fellow-sportsmen,
not only possesses the necessary experience for such an
ofSEice, but he also broiight over with him a full set of in-

struments of the most improved and approved construc-

tion, among them an apparatus for ascertaining the gas
pressure or bursting strain in gmi barrels as pi-oduced by
the various powders, a new force gauge for determining
the penetrative force of the pellets, two chronographs le

Bouleng6 for measuring the velocities of shot and biillets,

etc-

All sportsmen desirous of placing America on a level

with the European States as regards a better knowledge
on all questions pertaining to gunnery, gun powder and
sporting ammunition, are invited to ommunicate with
the undersigned temporary secretary of the American
Proof House Association.

It should be borne in mind that a proof house will not
only serve as a som-ce of valuable information, but it

should, and unquestionably will, also prove a beneficial

agent to the manufacturer who frequently is too much
pressed for time by his regular business engagement as to

allow of his devothig the necessary attention to all the
details of ballistic laws. Albert Stetson.

50 Broadway, Tower Building, New York city.

Another Camp Material.

Essex, N. Y., Aug. 4.—In current issue I notice a sug-
gestion by "L. S. S." for sheathing paper for covering
camps. What is in m_y opinion far better than sheathing
paper is Neponset red-rope roofing paper. It is practically
indestructible, not being affected by cold, heat, rain, or
snow, is tough, and unlike sheathing paper, which when
wet is easily punched through by faUing limbs. It is

cheap, being Ic. per sq. ft.
,
easily transported and easily

apphed, and with a small supply of perforated tin or zinc
caps, which may be home-made (I cut out mine) a roof
may be put on a cam}) in half an hour that will last at
least two years unpainted, and if put on a good smooth
roof and painted will last years. The tin caps should be
nailed on the lap of the joints and scattered through body
of roof. The Neponset red-rope roofing paper is manu-
factured by F. W. Bird & Sons, East Walpole, Mass., and
sold also Vjy Williams & Monogue, Troy. Kin.

Mississippi Game.
Pelahatchee, Miss., July 31.—The wet weather has

not afi'ected the production and rearing of quail in this
section of Mississippi, judging from the large coveys of
well grown birds that may be seen along the line of the
A. & V. R. R. Turkeys growing scarce, owing to "bait-
ing" and shooting from blinds; and deer owing to the
hounding in and out of season. If these nefarious prac-
tices were stopped, this country would soon fill up with
all kinds of game, for the reason that most of the negroes
having left here, the country is growing up in timber,
afi;ording better cover for game than before clearing and
better resource for food; but as the old, school sportsmen
fade away, the imitation has little sentiment about selfish

greed, and less esteem for the public interest, hence their
j)rogeny will in two decades not know a turkey from a
vulture or a deer from a cane hare. Chas. L. Jordan.

The Adirondack Deer Season.
SaeAnac Lake, N. Y., Aug. 1.—Editor Forefit and

Stream: The opinions of Mr. Burnham respecting the
Adirondack deer season, as set forth in your issue of July
33, are those held by us here. We would like to see the
proposed change to later dates. H. Benham,

Visitors to our Exliibit in the Angling Pavilion at
the World's Fair should not fail to examine the
stock of "Forest and Stream" books which will

be shown by the attendant

SALMON IN SALT WATER.
In continuation of my article in Forest and Stream

of July 39, relative to features which I have observed of
the salmon in salt water, I make some additions, which,
although uninteresting to some, will I am sure be attrac-
tive to others, who Hke myself have pursued the pastime
of fly-fishing for the noble fish in fresh water. To myself,
the spectacle of the salmon in the salt water in the normal
condition, feeding upon its accustomed food, with its
methods of taking, pursuit, action and habits, so far as I
have been able to observe, lias been of most absorbing in-
terest. At the presenttime the salmon are stretched over
an extent of about 37 miles along the coast, commencino-
11 miles south of Monterey Bay and extending north of
the bay toward San Francisco for 17 or 18 miles more to
the watering place of Santa Cruz, where the salmon seem
to be as plentiful as about Monterey. I have not gone
north of Monterey Bay, although I have fished over the
11 miles south, which comprises an open sea of exposure,
without the protection which is given inside the bay!
Out from the land as far as three miles I have found the
salmon in quantity, and in water of over ahundred fathoms
depth, although the average of fishing water is compara-
tively shoal, and I have caught the salmon in not over
lf)ft, of water.

It is probable that salmon have frequented the coast as
now witnessed from an ancient period, although the atten-
tion of fishermen was not attracted until late years, first
of the market-fishermen some twenty-five years ago. I
learned of the fishing a decade ago, from my friend, and
that all-around accomphshed sportsman Mr. Austin C
Tubbs, of San Francisco, who at my fishing home on the
Raugeley Lakes in Maine, told me of his rod trolhng experi-
ences with the salmon in Monterev Bay in the year 1800
when he with a few friends engaged in the spoi-t, and cap-
tured over fifty salmon.

• This I believe was the first attention given by sportsmen
to the capturing of the salmon on the coast by a proper
and artistic method. The hand line as used by the mar-
ket-men is a base and plebian method, excusable among
those who fish for a liveliliood, but unworthy of a sports-man who can avail himself of a higher and more skillful
aj)pliance.

The King salmon of the Pacific coast, the Quinnat or
Chinook, which is the salmon of Monterey Bay, has a red
or orange colored flesh, and for delicious flavor at this

season is unsurpassed by any. It is an extremely full-

blooded fish, and at times from the gail cut will bleed
profusely. It is not uncommon when fresh cut, to see a
stream of the red fluid spurt up to the height of four
inches, and to the extent of a teacupful. I have looked
in vain for one of those hooked bill males of large size,

which are so familiar to the fresh-water fisherman, but
have not seen one, or any approach toward that iDeculiar-

ity, which leads me to believe that none of the fish which
I have taken or seen, have ever ascended the fresh-water
streams.
In fact I am led to befieve that the opinion of Professor

Jordan of the Leland Stanford University Junior, to
whom I am indebted for information regarding the
Pacific salmon, is correct. That few if any of the salmon
which ascend the fresh-waters treams of the Pacific coast
ever smwive to return to the sea. In fact none do which
ascend to the higher tributaries. They all perish ig-

nobly, at least the latter, the milters as well as the
spawners, and if any do return it may be questionable
if they are in a condition to survive the hardships
they have imdergone. Those of the autumnal run, or
some who do not ascend far may perhaps return and put
on a vigorous aspect again, and make the phenomenally
large fish which are sometimes caught.
The ascent of the Pacific coast salmon extends in some

streams for several hundred miles, distances which re-

quire several months to complete, more than six months
in some instances, and the sadly worn out condition of
the fish at the upper waters makes it an easy prey to the
prowling animals, and millions annually are left to die
by the retreating waters. I have personally witnessed
the dying condition of thousands, huddled up, whipped
out, worn out and exhausted, and half blind, struggling
vainly in confined pools, where the shores were white
with their bones and skins, left by wild animals which
had dragged the salmon to shore.
None of the Pacific coast salmon take the fly, this is un-

usual and unfortimate. There may be isolated cases of
their taking the fly, but few and far between. Grilse are
taken readily in San Francisco Bay with shrimp and
other bait, and a few salmon are taken with roe bait in
the rivers, and the fly-fisherman's labor is lost with the
salmon of the Pacific, but the sea is open to their taking
when the salmon is in a higher condition than he is ever
found in the fresh-water streams, and when his game
qualities are at the best.

The best fishing I have had has been at the Bay of Car-
melo, eleven miles south, where there has been but little

fishing, and where no accommodations exist for getting
boats or fish bait or putting up over night, which has
compelled me to send down my boat and two men the
night before. After the first trip down and back I sent
down the boat again and kept it there for two days, going
down myself by the road early in the morning, starting
as early by team as half past three, which brought me to
the fishing grounds as early as five o'clock. In fact the
early fishing is far better than that of any other part of
the day, unless it be that of the late evening, and upon
aU the excursions I have now made, about a score, 1 have
not in any instance commenced fishing later than five
o'clock, and almost always have quit at half past ten,
although in two instances I have lished straight through
the day, having been encouraged by the holding on of the
fish. Upon these two occasions 1 made notable catches.
How distinctly the salmon in the sea is a nocturnal feeder
I cannot say, but from what 1 have seen from its food-
seeking before night, and what I have leal-ned from the
experience of the market-fishermen as regards the success
they have sometimes had far into the twilight, I am led
to believe that, like the trout, the salmoh is a nocturnal
prowler and feeder. An hour before sUnrise is better tlian
any two after> and the salmon commence feeding earlier
than I have been able to ^et after them, and I have sev-
eral times commenced fishing when daylight had hardly
commenced.
On my last trip to Oarmelo Bay I witnessed a condition

which I had heard of from the market men, and was
fortunate enough to see. It was scarcely dawn after my
drive of ten miles in the dark from the Del Monte Hotel
to my boat, wliere my men were waiting. The morning
was warm and breezeless, and the glassy sea was without
a ripple. The long green waves in their weary passage
from the Asiatic coast were about to feel their first check
on the California shore, and in those moderate swells were
thousands upon thousands of salmon, full of lusty
strength and silvery glistening, eagerly pursuilig ah im-
mense mass of anchovies, which, scattered and demotal-
ized, were vainly seeking escape. A few pulls at the
oars brought the boat from its rough sheltering rocky
wharf into the midst of active life. The water was clear
and attractive in its bluish green hue. Down mahy feet
could be seen the silvery anchovies scattered here and
there, and easily followed by theu- slight but flashing
brightness. Among the anchovies were the salmon seem-
ing at play, but with a play as xvahton as that of the tiger
with its victim well in the thorny clasp. Within an area
of a few acres were half a dozen breaks and swirls at tlie

instant, and this continued for the space of half an hour
or more, until the anchovies had passed away from the
immediate vicinity of the boat, chased on toward the
combing waves of the beach to the right. Blue fiashing
streaks occasionally passed near the boat a few feet below
the surface, which were salmon in passage, and now and
then a salmon broke fairly out of water, not with the
playful leap as seen in the fresh-water salmon pools, but
as the trout breaks from one wave to another in headlong
pursuing flight. Only once did I see a salmon come up
vertically, head on, and that occurred within two
feet of the boat. It was bold and vigorous. He
came up with a rush from below, undoulitedly for
anchovies above. It was an exciting moment, for
I had a salmon on at the time, which was wild
with fight, and it seem.s to me that the leaping salmon
would come into the boat. As I fought my salmon to
g:afit, which had struck my bait as I was bending on my
sinker line 40ft. from the hook, which, however, was
fully completed, and which carried out my line fully
300ft. on the first rush, but which I brought around in ten
or twelve minutes, my sinker was caught by another
salmon as I was lifting it clear from the water to detach
as usual from the boat aide, and carried it off. This was
within 6ft. of the. boat, and I plainly saw the rush, the
open mouth, the strike and the tear away. The sinker

i

ine fortunately broke, leaving my half exhausted salmotl

on my hook line, which I safely after brought in. Strik-

;

ing at the sinker is by no means rare with the salmon,
this being the third I have had carried aWay, and 1 havB
several times seen the salmon strike the sinker within 6'

or lOft. of the boat and strike at it several times in rapid:

succession, and am quite sure that with a hook bent on
the sinker end I would occasionally hold a salmon, but
the rush of fishing has been on ao strong that I have had
little time to experiment, and I h.ave been quite satisfied

to hold a single salmon with its vigorous life and game
fight. I am confident I could get doublets and even trip-

lets if I chose, but when the salmon are as yilentiful as I

found them on the occasion I am referring to at Caimelo.
Bay, I am sure that by having my leading line sufficiently

strong witli its hooks to play the salmon oft' against each
other until exhaustion occurred, that I would be enabled
to bring them to gaff, I am sure they could not run so

far as a single salmon, and it would, with proper care, be
but a question of time in fetching them up to the surface
and boat. I am sure also they could be brought around
with the light steel rod of lO^oz. which I am using,

slowly but surely, by right management of the
boat, and when I get toned down to the normal
condition and over the stirring excitement which
the catching of over six score of salmon has not
yet abated, and have the time and the proper occas-

ion, I shall experiment with it. LTpon the occasion
referred to, I dispensed with my sinker after tlie first fish,

and had my bait of fresh sardine taken about as fast as I

could get it out. I have always considered the plajdng of

the salmon as a period of great satisfaction, but tliis time
with the salmon so plentiful about, I could not but be-

grudge the enduring vitality of my fish. 1 saw what I

had heard tlie market-fishermen speak about, the follow-

ing in the cleat water of several salmon at a time after

the bait, when the envied and successful striker left his

comrades to seek other and less dangerous lures. There
was no difficulty in following the school, although the
rufiled water made tlie surface breaks leas conspicuous,

for the friendly shags, muirs and gulls came in for the

harvest also, following up the salmon breaks for the de-

moralized anchovies, which, driven to the surface, fell

readily to the bills of the birds.

So on to the combing beach went the anchovies, the
salmon and the birds, and less slowly my boat, impeded
by the necessity of fighting hooked salmon. But we fol-

lowed on, finally into the jaws of the ground swell, where
for half a mile in length, on the shore, the salmon held
the anchovies for at least two hours. Back probably
from the advancing file of pursuers, were other contin-

gents of breakfasting salmon, and no cessation of quick
biting occurred until the sun was an hour high. Then the
salmon fell back into deeper water, but in fact large

numbers had been tliere all the time, and by noon I had
seventeen salmon in the boat. For an hour or two after

eleven, I trolled with but little succese, getting? quiet

strikes and bait strippers> and losing several good ifah. At
one o'clock more vigorous striking commenced, and by
five I had twelve more salmon in the boat, making a. total

catch of twenty-seven, which after weighing, I found to

be 482 pounds. 1 was satisfied and had my glut, and a
carnival of ilshing I am sure 1 shall not soon see again.

My largest flsli of the day was SBlbs. alid the smallest
131bs., and the average 17 Jibs.; somewhat larger than the
usual average of ray whole fishing, of wh ich the average
weight has been about Itlbs. The s&imOn came in about
June 10, and my fishing has been from the 30th of June to

the 35th of July-j during Which period I have been out six^

teen times, taking 139 salmon; weighing a total of S,3831b8.

My largest salmon was one of 411bs. , which required 2fl

minutes to bting to gaff. One of 541bs. has been taken by
the miliiiet-flshetmen, slnd seVetal of from 40 to 48lbS.

On the day o£ the iatge catbh, I lost twelve fish which had
been hooked and played from five to fifteen minutes. Ten
I lost from the liook; one, and the only instance I have
had occur, ran all of my line and parted it, despite all my
greatest exertion, and another sprang out of the boat, a
30-pounder, after being gaffed and brought in, before

receiving the usual quietus of a blow on the head.

A singular result occurred twice on that day, that of

fetching in two salmon IV1th broken hooks. In each in-

stance the hook had first entered the inside of the mouth,
coming out at the eye hole, a firm hold, tlie hook and two
finks of the htam wire had followed to the outside of the

head, and the two lihks had thrown over the fh'st and re-

maining link, there being a large brass swivel between
each fink, and there locked, leaving the hook dangling,

and in each instance broken at the hook bend I have
puzzled myself to aCcoUht for the occurrence happening
twice exactly alike, and I cannot tirrive at any other con-

clusion than that the dangling hooks were broken by tiie

powerful mouths of the fish.

A

1

1 salmon fishermen have observed the powerful head-
shaking force of the fish, of which a common illustration

is given in the black bass, Which terrier-dog-like motion
shakes out the hook. It has seemed to me that this force

is intensified by the salmon in the sea oVer that eschibited

in fresh water. In the fresh water the first exertions of

the salmon are indicated by a rim; in the saltwater, aftef

the first hook set, the characteristic and almost invariable

action is the violent vibration resulting from head shaking,
which indicates the strike as that of a salmon as against

another fish. Its runs donot generally occur until the fish

approaches tlie surface. After the first shaking it almost
invariably works down, sometimes over 1.50 and some-
times 300ft. As the strain continues it allows itsi If to be
gradually brought up, when the sinker can almost always
be taken c ff -without difificulty, attached as it is by the
slip bow 40 to 6Uft, Irom the hook. When within 1.5 or
20tt. of the surface it starts off, but with nothing like the
rush it does wlien it gets to the toiJ. There, unimpeded by
the dragging line and sinker, it goes off witli a flash which
gives warning against allowing an overrunning of the
line, or a handle catch. It may be one hundred, it may
be three hundred feet without a stop, it may be more, but
generaUy not over two hundred feet. At the stoj), the
violent head shaking occurs, and that is the great moment
of anxiety, and the spells of head shaking seldom cease
until the' white belly turns. 1 have watched this head
shaking close at the boat before exhaustion had occurred,

when no run of consequence had happened, and of all the
wfld fierce working of a fish in its flurry, never saw it

equalled.
Time and time again have I seen the hook seemingly

well set in the somen's head, ^t and 3.boyg the water
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surface, thrown out with its links twenty or thirty feet,

and brought in before the salmon, yet conscious of its

liberation, quit its head shaking. So I account for the sin-

gular situation of my links in the cases referred to, as re-

sulting from the lack of strong flesh hold in the eye,

although it could not retrograde, and of its being thrown
through with the following links during the head shak-

ing, and so locking together, while the hook danghngwas
crossed by the powerful jaws of the fish, resulting in the

snappmg of the hooks at the bottom of the bends.

I have observed at times large masses of shrimps in the

water which are probably much more plentiful on the

Pacific coast than elsewhere, and I have seen the salmon
with 0])en mouth passing through them, and have in the

examination which I have made of the stomachs of the

fish, found them at times fidl of shrimps. I have found in

the stomachs a great variety of small fish, more squid than
anything else, next sardines and anchovies, with smelts,

tomcods, shad, and varieties of small rock fish, and my
opinion is that the salmon is an indiscriminate feeder on
any small fish which he can swallow without mastication.

That in the salt water it is a bold, fearless and active

feeder, full of life and affording a sport imequalled in any
other fish.

New runs seem to be continually coming in, and un-
doubtedly a large number have started on the way to

Sacramento, as I have lately observed a rapid growth in

the roe, which a month ago was scarcely larger tha,n

mustard seed shot, but which now in some is as large as

goose shot, and even larger. From what I can learn, I

believe the salmon more or less wdl remain about for a
month or even longer. Following them wUl come the
bonita, the barricuta, the yellowtails, and the sea bass,

the latter running up to sixty pounds in weight, all after

the swarms of small fish which come along the coast.

J. Pabkee Whitney.
MoNTEBEY, Cal., July 30.

LAKE WENTWORTH BASS.
Manchester, N. H., July 28.

—

Editor Forest and
Stream: Before a man can enjoy an outing there are
three essential points to be met—expense, and when and
where to go. There are plenty other matters of detail to

arrange, but when these three are overcome all else is

easy, and the outing is a.ssured. Mr. Arthur P. Spiller and
myself met the trio of difficulties satisfactorily, andWed-
nesday morning, the 19th, found us on our way to Went-
worth Lake for a few days' bass fishing.

The lake is situated in the town of Wolfeborough and
was formerly called Smith's pond, the present name being
given it in honor of Gov. John Wentworth . who was ap-
pointed to the office by King George III. in 1766, and
served tUl the Revolution, when, attaching himself to

British intei-ests, he was obliged to leave the Province.
He once lived on the shores of that lake, and the location
of liis once magnificent house and fertile acres, and also a
large boulder in the water near by that is named for him
are pointed out to visitors as matters of interest. We
reached our destination by way of Weirs' Landing, across
Lake Winnipesaukee, a name of Indian origin given to a
beautiful sheet of water, and meaning "the Smile of the
Great Spirit." I heartily concur with what Edward
Everett once said of it, "My eye has yet to rest on a loveHer
scene than that which smiles around you as you sail from
Weirs' Landing," and what will apply to that particular
spot will also properly describe a large part of the lake.

The shores are not as abrupt as on some of our lakes, but
in the background many grand views of mountains can be
seen, notably those of Sandwich, Ossipee, Whiteface,
Chocorua, and the White Mountains. I also noticed the
white tents of the boys from the Rindge, Mass., Manual
Training School, on a very pleasant and elevated field neai-

the lake, and the lai-ge, elegant, castle-shaped residence of
Dr. Greene, of "Nervura" fame, on Long Island, where
he has a very large farm.
Our 30 miles' ride on the steamer Lady of the Lake was

thoroughly enjoyed, heightened by the courtesies shown
us by her able captain, J. S. Wadleigh, and his obliging
clerk. Porter Hughes, who is a wide-awake, good-natm-ed
encyclopedia of lake lore, answering questions continu-
ally, silly and sensible, with the same genial smde. Ar-
riving at Wolfeborough Falls, one mile from the steamer
landing, we found quarters at the substantial and roomy
house of Mr. Dearborn Hersey, who has at times enter-
tained 85 boarders and whose wife knows how to make
things comfortable and home-like for strangers, as well as
to also serve meals that cannot be excelled. Our guide
had been arranged for in advance, Mr. John H. Lowd, a
relative of Mr. Spiller, a veteran of the war, jovial,
whole-souled, accommodating, and withal an excellent
fisherman, who knows the 20 square miles of Lake Went-
worth and its numberless ledges, both alaove and below
the surface, and its 15 small Lslands thoroughly, and also
owns a good, safe rowboat.
Supper over, 6:50 o'clock that evening found us with

artificial bait trolling on Crooked Pond, situated near the
lake and connected with a small sti-eam. It was also
close to our boarding house. Before dark we had taken
7 nice bass and retired that night with visions of other
and larger fish we were to conquer in the lake that day.
With our guide, lunch baskets, and a variety of bait,

an early hour the next morning found us on our way to
the lake, a first gUmpse of which was anxiously awaited.
The morning was a glorious one—sun shining bright, air
clear and pure, and a gentle ripple on the surface of the
water presaged a perfect day for our sport with comfort
and safety. We had heard of the strings of two, three,
four and five-pounders previously taken there, and like
most castles built in the air, our anticipations had bi en
gauged at an excessively high ijitch and were doomed to
disapijouitment at the start, and as it proved, revived
afterward. ]\Ir. Spiller caught the first bass, a small one,
using a helgramite for bait, and nothing further broke
the monotony, except our persevering guide's labors in
handling the anchor and oai-s as we changed from ledge
to ledge, till noon, when we put in to a small island aud
ate lunch. During the whole afternoon our work con-
tinued, all being resigned to the eccenti-icities of the
species of fish we were after, and the result was twenty-
one that we had kept, ranging in weight from ^Ib. to
li-lbs. each.
The second day was practically a repetition of the first,

except that the wind was more brisk and the fish num-
bered twenty-three.

Satiu-day, the day of the gale, was one to be remem-
bered. We had watched, the rising clouds, noted their
brassy and threatening appearance, and guided our ac-

tions accordingly. A few minutes before the storm burst
we landed on Loon Island, about one-fourth acre in ex-
tent, two miles from the main land, composed of rock,
with sufficient soil on its top to support few pine and
oak trees, small but sturdy specimens, also a small house
occupied the lee side of the rocks, buUt there six years ago
by Mr. John Estes, for the use and entertainment of
sportsmen and boarders. A few moments after we
landed the storm burst with tremendous fury, sweeping
everything movable before it. The water from the lake
and rain seemed to go in sheets about ten feet high across
the lake at a frightful pace, and we fully expected to see
our place of refuge accompanying those sheets, particu-
larly an imfinished addition Mr. Estes is erecting. The
building rocked and swayed, boards, shingles, etc. , took
their departure, but we "held the fort," and within an
hour were out sailing again, soon to return a second time
to wait till there was less breeze and a pleasant moon to
light us villageward. After the cyclonic disturbance of
the water the current past Loon Island was very strong,
caused by its return to a normal state of rest. Other
fishermen were less fortunate than ourselves. One boat
with a Dover party of four men was abandoned as it

came on the rocks near shore. Another was overturned
and three men thrown into the water, afterward being
rescued. Many trees, some a foot in diameter, were
broken off or torn out by the roots, on the main land,
near us. Mr. Estes's place, when completed, will contain
oflice, kitchen, dining room and thirteen sleeping rooms,
besides awell-fiUed ice house, making an ideal place
for a party to spend a few days bass fishing, being
right on the grounds, hence doing away with the long
pulls and waste of time incident to boarding at the
village.

The last day we spent at the lake did not produce any
tornadoes, but the wind blew nearly a gale the entire day.
Our guide induced his brother, Charles Lowd, to accom-
pany us. He is spoken of by all his many village acquaint-
ances whom I met as the best bass fisherman of that
locality. It was my good fortune to occupy a seat in the
boat with him: Mr. Spiller and our "old rehable" guide
using another boat. We worked near together during the
forenoon, the rivalry between the two crews being intense

;

but Charles and I soon took the lead of our adveraaries,
and at 11:30, when camped under our boat to escape a
ducking from a shower, we coiild show nearly two to their
one. After disposing of our lunch and starting for the
afternoon's and final effort, the wind steadily increasing
in force, our companions suddenly weakened and started
for an island to avoid it. But with the pecuhar, distinc-
tive quaUties of a successful fisherman, my partner de-
cided to take Ms chances with the elements, and I was no
ways averse to the decision if the chances were even for
landing more bass. Accordingly the boat's bow was
headed down the lake for a place one and one-half miles
away.
By the time we reached our ledge it required extreme

care to prevent the water from breaking into the boat con-
tinually, and we shipped a large quantity directly over
the bow despite our efforts. ' 'If bass like rough water
they ought to bite now," said Charles, and I was agreed.
It was wild work for a land lubber like myself, but as
long as my partner seemed at ease, and continued to bait
his hook, I would not show timidity, by following his ex-
ample. I kept drowning the worms, which our experi-
ence of the week had taught us was the most killing bait,
and taking in each unfortunate that molested them. The
sun at last nearing the horizon, and the breeze dying
down, the anchor was put in the boat for the last time,
and om- boat headed for the boarding house, which we
reached at 9:30, cold, wet and hungry. On counting up
we found we had brought in forty-seven and the other
boat thirty-one, making the day's catch seventy-eight
ba&s, ranging in weight from A to l^lbs. each.

Regretfully bidding our friends good-by, we started for
home much pleased with our friends throughout, and theWolfeborough people in particular, Mr. SpiUer declaring
that he was going to bring fish enough to back up some of
the stories he should tell—and he did, barely. Payson.

ANGLING NOTES.
Black Bass and Trout in Conjunction.

I THINK it is fair to say that it is within twenty years
last past that the black bass has become famous as a game
fish. By this I do not mean to be understood that the
fish was previously unknown, or that its game qualities
were not recognized and valued in local waters, but its

history had not been written and published; its fame had
not become national, and it had not been recognized in
the countries of the Old World, and the fish itself intro-
duced into their waters. There was good reason for this

in the fact that the anglmg hterature of this country, the
home of the black bfiss, was young and apparently not of
the stm-diest growth, and gave no promise of the luxuri-
ant fruitage of the present day. With the growth of
angling literature the fame of the black bass and the fish

itself spread from one end of the land to the other, and
across the sea. Forest and Stiieam; played an active part
in diffusing accurate knowledge concerning the fish, for
the first imj)ortant articles regarding species, habits, etc.,

were printed in its columns more than seventeen years
ago, and gave an impetus to black bass fishing, blaok bass
transplanting, etc. , that has been continued to this day.
With all the valuable information that has been given
there has ci-ept into jjrint other information, misleading
and valueless, in consec|uenoe of which the black bass has
received a very bad name as a fish destructive of nearly
aU other species of fresh-water fishes. This comes largely,
I think, from planting black bass injudiciously in waters
tmfitted for them, and because they do destroy other fish

in a small, shallow pond, it is given out that they wiU de-
stroy other fish in a large lake or stream. This is not the
natural sequence, as there is ample evidence to prove.
Black bass have even been charged with kiUing fish, not
for food, but for the love of killing, but no satisfactory
evidence i)ointing in this direction has been produced.
The black bass is a fighter, an agressive fighter when its

stontach is to be filled, but I have often had cause to won-
der if, after all, the black bass is more destructive, the
conditions being equal, than the brook trout so long
idealized and glorified by tlie artist's brush, the poet's pen
and the angfing writer's pocket pencil. This matter was
brought freshly to my mind by what my friend Von W.
says in last issue of Forest a_nd Stream, that he is not
fully satisfied of the advisability of putting black bass in

waters inhabited by trout and salmon. It certainly is not
advisable to put them in all waters so inhabited, but he
refers specially to Sunapee Lake, N. H. During several
visits to Sunapee Lake I have made diligent inquiry among
the fishermen to find if black bass were ever caught that
had any of the salmon family, excluding smelts, in their
stomachs. So far I have not found a single instance of
this sort; but only this summer I did find a man who in
the spring caught a 2+lbs. brook trout while, fishing from
the Newbury dock at the south end of the lake, that had
in its stomach seven black bass from two to three inches
long each. Another fisherman caught a landlocked sal-
mon with two small black bass in its stomach. Last yeaCr
when it was proposed to introduce black bass into an
Adu'ondack lake to destroy the pike that had found their
way into the water inhabited chiefly by lake trout, it came
out that a lake trout had been taken with a whole brood
of small pike that it had safely pouched. Herr Von dem
Borne wrote me from Germany that the young black bass
in one of his ponds were nearly aU destroyed by a few
pike of the same age that had found their way into the
pond, and that a German prince who »had stocked his
waters extensively with black bass had lost them all in the
maws of his pike. So there are two sides to this question,
and conditions that obtain in our case may fail utterly in
another.

From a Veteran Salmon Angler.
Mr. John Mowat of Campbellton, New Brunswick, who

for fifty-five years has been intimately associated with
salmon fishing in Canada, and who was selected years
ago by the Dominion Government to accompany H. R. H.
the Princess Louise as an expert angler on her salmon
fishing expeditions, and also to accompany the American
commissioners sent to settle our fishing complications
when the Dominion wished to entertain them with sal-
mon fishing, has read about fishing for salmon in the
Hudson with pork bait, and in a personal letter refers to
it, although he did not at the time understand that the
pork bait was simply a blind for jigging the salmon. He
says :

'

' Salt pork bait might be taken by a spent fish on
its way down to sea, but my experience is entu-ely at
faidt when it comes to a fresh-run salmon in this country
touching anything but a fiy. True, a fish may go so near
a spinner out of curiosity as to get caught, but never in
the mouth."
Mr. Mowat gives a poor account of the salmon fishing

in Canada this year except in rare instances, because of
low water and lack of rain. This state of affairs applies
particularly to the early run of fish, for a later run of
salmon has given some good fi,shing in the upper pools of
some of the rivers A few days ago, I had a talk with
an old friend, Mr. Edson Fitch of Quebec, who leases a
river on the north shore, and he gave me an account of
the North Shore rivers similar to that related by Mr.
Mowat of the New Brimswick streams. Mr. Fitch told
me, however, that he was fortunate enough to kill thirty-
three bright fish in his own river. For a number of years
I have been trying to get specimens of trout from the
lower St. Lawrence, about which there seems to be a
mystery. Twice it seemed as though I had their fish in
hand, but they evaded me and I began to think there were
no such fish. While talking with Mr. Fitch he said:
"We have a fish in our river tha,t I would like you to see,

and I do not believe that any one knows i^ositivelj^ what
they are, for there are various oijinions held b}^ anglers
about them." Then followed the description of the
mysterious fish which I have heretofore chased imsuccess-
fiUl5% but which I now have a good i^rospect of getting
my hands on. Among other things that Mr. Fitch said
to me was that in buying some article of a fishing tackle
dealer in the United States, the dealer to make change
sent him a silver-doctor salmon fly. As he was accus-
tomed to use Scotch salmon flies he put the silver-doctor
in his fly-book, rather than on his leader, but one day he
was obliged to use it, and in one day he killed eleven
salmon on it, and the fly was then good for other flsh.

Salmon at Thomson's Mills.

Since the salmon in the Hudson River left the pool at
Mechanicville and went up through the fishway on the
freshet, which only lasted a few days, I have not been
able to hear anything about them except that they were
seen jumping at one or two places above the Mechanic-
viUe dam. Mr. F. H. Parks, vice-president and general
manager of the Glens Falls Paper Company, has instructed
the men at the Fort Edward mill to watch for the ap
pearance of the fish at that place, but at noon to-day
Aug. 5, he told me not a flsh had been seen, and that the
water was very low and clear, and if the flsh were thei-e

they wotdd make their presence known. This evening I
saw Mr. John A. Dix, of Thomson & Dix, who own the
mill at Thomson's Mills (Fort Miller), and he tells me that
three salmon were kiUed in the river below the mill by
one man yesterday, Aug. 4. Mr. Dix also informs me
that the fishway in his dam is repaired and in workuig
order, as I have surmised in Forest and Stream that it

would be, but that the water is so extremely low that no
fish can pass it. The freshet that brought the salmon
over the Mechanicville dam came chiefly from the Hoosick
River, and the Thomson Mills fishway did not get the
benefit of it. A. N. Cheney.

Greenwood Lake.
The bass fi.sliing in this lake is better this suiumer fclian

in any time during the last ten years. Guest:-; ;i,t thii

Brandon House have had good sport with Geo. W. Gar-
rison as guide. Monday last Mr. Oakley caught twenty-
four, and on Thursday thirteen, running from lib. to over
21bs. Still-fishing with minnow and helgramite is the
game just now. L.

A Striped Bass Haul.

A GREAT school of Striped bass made its appearance at
Carpenter's Point, near Havre de Grace, Md., on July 25.

Perry K. Barnes caught nine tons at one haul of his seine.

The mmiber of fish taken must have been fully 4,000.

What an opportunity this school would liave furnished to

anglers!

The Anti'Poond Association.

The officers of the Amatem- Anglers" A.ssociation of
Monmouth County, of Asbury Park, N. J., are as follows:
President, Mayor Frank L.' Tenbroeck; Vice-President,
Leonard Hidit; Treasurer, John L. Schneider; Secretary,
William E. Bedell.
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Wildwoods Extortion.

MUKWONAGO,Wis.
,
July 8.—It is often matter of wonder

to the man of average honesty of purpose why it is that,

when a human being has established an inn for his feUow
being's comfort in the wilderness, he so generally by that
same token takes leave of aU conscientiousness, of all

charitableness of purpose and of all those kinship touches
which should bind the body general of humanity into one
harmonious whole whose sole thought should be a gradual
and concerted progress toward the stars. The wildwoods
hotel man bethinks him not of the stars. He remembers
only that his season is scant three months, and he governs
himself accordingly. He is never behind the door when
the time comes to charge for things. He values not the
stars, but to him unstreaked pork, sad beans and shame-
less coffee are pearls of great price.
Long acquaintance with sportsmen has taught me to

believe that as a class they are free with their money,
good wanters and good buyers. Still more liberal than
usual are they, and still more liberal also is even the man
not to be called a sportsman, when the time comes to meet
the expenses of an outing trip. The most penurious man
becomes careless of cost when the vacation fever has
assailed him. The smell of the woods is in his nostril, the
miisic of the trees sings in advance upon his ear, and
while this is so he cares not whether breakfast bacon be
18 or 19cts. a pound. He is eager only that the market
man shall pack these things in his bag, and get them
down to the depot quickly. He asks for no prices and for
no bill until all is piled in a heap upon the counter, and
when the grocer asks what sort of coffee it shall be he
conditions only that it shall be the best. A trifle close
with his own family this same man may be at home in
the humdrum, but now that the day of liberty has come
he is liberal, even though his family be going with him to
the woods.

This liberality of the buying sportsman is one great rea-
son why FOKEST AND Stbeam is, thousand for thousand,
so much more valuable than the ordinary journal to its

advertisers. Without doubt this journal sells more goods
for its customers than could a daily paper of ten times
higher rates and many times the circulation. The latter
goes to a mixed class. The class of sportsmen is not a
mixed one, and there is no other like it to be reached in
any line of trade. It is a class by reason of the personal
characteristics of the men who make it up. The sporting
journal sorts out of all humanity the liberal minded men.
It has its sifting done when it offei-s its columns to a
customer.
The truth of the latter statement being well fixed in

my mind,, a connected idea occurred to me not long ago.
In view of the fact that a great many men go on camping
trips each year, and hence must necessarily use a large
amount of provisions, it seemed to me strange that no
firm in this entire country had ever gone in for that line
of sportsmen's outfitting which has to do with the purely
culinary side of camp life. Thousands of dollars are for
instance spent in Chicago every summer for camp supplies.
This score is scattered among grocers, butchers, bakers
or candlstickmakei-s, any one of whom might, by reach-
ing out his hand through Forest and Stbeam, centrahze
a large position of the trade and make a good thing of it
—far better than he could of a non-vacation, household,
dollar for dollar trade. It would be a great comfort to
many a tent dweller if he knew of some place where he
could give his order for everything he needed for his trip,
where he could get bacon, eggs, bread, coffee in canisters
for safe keeping, sugar in tins, canned goods, preserves,
fruits, and all those things which the camper of the usual
sort is bound to take with him. It would be a great con-
venience to the camper say, in Wisconsin, if he could
wire down the outfit man to send him up a fresh supply
of any article which had run short, resting sure that it
Avould come promptly as ordered, and sent by one under-
standing the needs of the customer. To the dweller in a
small town this would seem a needless attempt at differ-
entiation in the gTocery trade, but to the man who has
outfitted in a big city and spent a day in getting together
the stuff he needed for a week's trip, these wiU seem
words of wisdom.

I was tradesman enough to see an opportimity in this,
and an opportunity not yet embraced by any one in Chi-
cago or any other city, and not having any shop of my
own, I resolved to let another man into the idea. I went
to the shrewd young man who manages a market where
they sell fish, beef, bacon, young radishes, sugar, tea and
all sorts of things good and bad to eat, tinned, in bulk, in
big or little, and I told him that, if he cared to work for
it by means of Forest and Stream, he could develop a
line of trade unique and valuable. The shrewd yoimg
man, not knowmg what the sportsmanship of even one
city signifies in these days, said ha! ha! and laughed me
to scorn. Him I rebuked by spending some doubloons
for sundry goods (which he delivered a day too late, after
the fashion of his kind), and him I shall some day further
rebuke by sending him the doubloons of some of my
friends, for his bacon, albeit tardy, was exceedingly good.

The Gist of It.

This is apparently to Wander from the original idea,
about the extortion of wilderness and summer resort
hotels, but really the idea has only ramified and is lost
What I wished to say is first, that the sportsman on his
pleasure trip is careless of money and does not mind pay-
ing the biU of the resort keeper provided that the robbery
be not too fiagrant; second, that this robbery often is so
flagrant that the sportsman should not submit to it As
corollary to this I submit that sportsmen rather than be
robbed by inn keepers of the unscrupulous class should
become their own inn-keepers and camp out.

An Instancelof Extortion.
Forest and Stream carries the largest assortment of

advertisements of sportsmen's resorts probably ever col-
lected in any one journal. These stopping places are nm
by reputable men, and deserve the patronage of sports-
men. Should that patronage prove to ;be abused by the
owner of any resort advertised, it is hardly likely that
particular advertisement would have a very long life.
But these men are business men and follow business
methods. They expect to be in business at the same place
next year, and they are not so crowded for money that
they feel disposed to treat a man as though they neither
hoped nor wished to see l:im again. Such resorts there-

fore, do not come within the scope of what I am saying,
and are not, indeed, what I mean when I speak of the
wildwood inn.

I mean the one-armed coimtry hotel, with no conven-
iences and no cuisine, with no cleanliness and no godli-
ness, with no excuse, indeed, for being, except the acci-
dent of situation in some sporting locality, where a lazy
and unwholesome ' 'landlord" presides, unwilling to do a
favor to any one outside his own community, and eager
to bleed to the last penny the stranger from the city whom
chance has brought within his gates. A city man is the
prized prey of such a "landlord," and a city man is his
own ti-ue delight. For this sort of landlord, and this sort
of inn, I have got it in, now, to-morrow and forever-
more.
There are many "hotels" of this sort in our northwoods

coimtry here which has, indeed, hardly a single sports-
men's resort worthy of the name—but I have in mind one
which will do as the type for the class. It is now some
weeks since I saw the letters, painted in red paint on the
rough pine boards, which indicated that the shanty on
the right of the railroad track at Basswood, north penin-
sula of Michigan, was johnSon's hoTel; yet the game put
up by the said Johnson at the said hotel was such as to
linger long in my mind, and indeed to form the reason
and impelling cause for the remarks above on wildwood
hotel rates.

There were in our little trouting party who visited the
Brule and the Paint Rivers on that trip five members:
Messrs. C. W. Norris, C. E. Corrigan, A. L. Hough and
Ole Petersen, of Florence, Mich. We had with us abmid-
ant supplies for camping, but concluded to put up in town.
The lower-case Mr. Jolmson lodged us in a shed across
the railway track, five in a room, and a small room too.
We gave him the only meal we had served us, also butter,
bread and other supplies to the value of far more than our
hotel bUl. This was fortunate, else we had had httle to
eat, for Mr. Johnson was not always successful in the
trout fishing, which seemed to form the main pursuit of
his life, his wife, a very pleasant and obliging young
woman, being apparently the mainstay of the family.
In view of om- own supplies being in use we got along
very well as to fife in a doUar-and-a-half hotel, for such
the local men informed us was the rate. We were catch-
ing plenty of ti'out and having a good time, and thinking
not at all of finances. When we came to depart, however,
we discovered the ti-ue function of the lower-case Johnson.
It was to do the charging. He charged us just $2 a day
straight, and 50cts. for cleaning one lot of trout. This he
didiin an easy, off-hand way, which showed no twinge of
conscience, whatever.
"You only charge $1.50 a day as a usual thing, don't

you, IVIr. Johnson?" we asked, "Yes," he replied, naively,
"I can't charge these here lumbermen no more'n a doUar'n
half. They wouldn't pay it."

We paid it, but we didn't like it. We paid him $20
and gave him $20 of provisions for two days ' 'entertain-
ment," in which he gave us the use of a board shed and
little else. Not one of us would have objected to paying
$5 a day for the sport we had, but we allknew thoroughly
that the charge was extoition and imposition, and we
felt the resentment any man feels when he knows he has
been imposed upon deliberately. Decent ti-eatment would
have made us disposed to send om- friends to Basswood
and to Mr. Johnson. As it is now, what could we say,
except to advise aU sportsmen to give the place a wide
berth unless they go prepared to camp out?
This is what I call wildwood extortion. If my friends

know of other ' 'landlords" who raise their rates for city
sportsmen, I should be glad to give those gentlemen a bit

of advertising which shall not cost them a cent.

Larger Trout Thian Ever.

There have been more large trout taken on Castalia
Cold Creek stream (that of the so-called ' 'upper club")
this year than ever before, most of the fish being brown
trout. On May 9 Andrew Englert, the club keeper, took
a 5flbs. fish, a fine specimen, in the inlet of the meadow
stream. This fish was intended for display at the World's
Fan-, alive, but unfortunately it got out of the live box one
day when the lid had been left open. The old fellow has
been seen since, but has gained wisdom.
On Jime 20 Sir. H. L. Cross took a 2lbs. 5oz. brown

trout. On July 4 Mr, G. W. Oswald, of Toledo, took
one which weighed 31bs., together with a splendid lot of
others. On July 19 Andrew Englert, the keeper, was
again fortunate, and in "Robinson's Curve," at 9 P. M.,
raised and killed a brown trout scaling 51bs. 4oz. This
was on a Jock-Scott No. 4 fly. On July 18, not counting
in this last fish, the total record for the season to date was
2,725 trout, weighing l,0941bs. There was not the least
apparent diminution in the abundance of fish.

The King of Castalia.

But I have kept to the last the mention of the fish which
has made the club prouder than anj'thiag else—the largest
trout taken in sport out of any preserved water of the
country so far as is known. This fish was a monster
brown trout, taken by Andrew Englert at 9 P. M. of Jime
16. It weighed 71b8. 6oz., and received the title "King of
CastaUa," being the largest fish ever taken in the stream
to date by either club,
Andrew took this fish on an imitation Jock-Scott fly,

No. 4 hook, in the big pool between the raflroad bridges,
a deep water about 60x100ft. in extent. He was alone
when the fisli struck, and had no landing net. He did
not at first know he had on so large a fish, but left the
bridge and went to the bank, where he had to fight the
old fellow for over an hour. The fish never broke water
once during the whole fight, but just lugged down.
There are some more old lunkers in that pool, and the
members wish tliey were out of the pool and out of the
stream, for they have driven all its brook trout from their
habitat, or have eaten them up.

Where to See the King.

Fit end for so royal a fish, the Eang of CastaUa has gone
direct to the place of aU others, which the anglei-s of the
countiy would name for him—^to wit, the Forest and
Stream exhibit at the World's Fair. For this comtesy of
the members of the Cold Creek Sporting Club the thanks of
Forest and Stream, as well as those of the anglerswho ^osit
the Fail', are certainly due. The fish has been handsomely
mounted imder the supervision of Mr. J. W. Oswald, of
Toledo, who made excellent fife-size photographs of it.

There is no more prized featm-eof the FORESTAND Stream
installation, and it ^viU give pleasure to very many who

have read with the greatest interest of the wonderful
Castalia stream. This is the best the stream has ever done
—the King of Castalia. E. Hough.

909 Seoubitt BtOLDiNG, Chicago.

TROUT FISHING IN THE SKAGIT.
Mount Vernon, Wash,, July 15.—The Skagit, a noble

river, flowing majestically from near the British line in a
southwesterly curve for a distance of about two himdred
miles, springs into life at the foot of one of ttie great
glaciers of the Cascades, and fed by innumera.ble mountain
streams and other rivers, empties into Puget Sound about
twelve miles below Mount Vernon, the county seat of
Skagit county, and a cheerful, bustling town, with a host
of good fellows in it.

When the river passes there it is a little turbid, but cold
as ice, and abounding in three varieties of trout, with
plenty of salmon at different times of the year. The
salmon you can catch only occasionally with hook and
luie, and it is not often that the water is clear enough to
make a fly available for trout; but with bait you may take
the rainbow, cut-throat and DoUy Varden to your heart's
content. Fishing with salmon eggs is not artistic, but
when the salmon are ninning the trout scorn eveiy other
food, and if you care to hear an experience with that
sticky stuff I wiU tell it in my blundering way.
One afternoon in the early part of this week four ardent

anglers strung themselves along a log that juts out into
the river, a few minutes' walk above the town, armed
only with the hghtest tackle, with no ga,ff or landing net,
and not at all prepared for the difficulties that followed.
The fishermen were John Munch, who knows aU about
chemistry; Dr. Henderson, whose surgical instincts are so
strong, he thinks the way to remove a fish hook from your
finger is to amputate your arm and then cut out the barb;
Key Pittman and your relator, lawyers in name, who show
their iDrofessional traits by their unwillingness to throw
away even the infernal buUhead.
Well, these fellows were out as much to doze on a log

in a shady place as anytliing, but they had hardly swung
then- legs over the water before M.s reel went off Uke an
alarm clock and scai'ed him so he could'nt move. We
scrambled to our feet and gave him all the room we could—^he was on the inside and there was no way to get off.

The way that fish tore up and down, round ."and round,
made our hair stand on end. The rod was a light steel

one, and it stayed doubled up just for one hour, while M.
chased us up and down the log. It was the same old
story but ever new to the actor. Nearer and nearer he
came to the surface : more and more he fell under control
of the rod. At the end of an hour and five minutes a man
paddled up to the log in an Indian dugout, and into it

carefully cKmbed M. and the Doctor; skillfully they guided
the big fish up to the sloping bank and into a little channel

;

he was played out ; four hands grabbed him and bore him
in triumph out on to the grass. He was a DoUy Varden
and weighed six poimds and foiu oimces.
While this was going on and B, was watehing the per-

formance in the canoe, his rod was nearly jerked out of
his hand, and the line sped out at a Stamboul gait ; it

was red hot for about ten minutes^—too hoi;—at the end of
that time the tip of the rod flew up with a broken hook at
the end of the leader. The log trembled with rage in
sympathy, and B. wept scalding tears. Then P, hooked
one just as M. and the Doctor were getting back on the
log and his rod made a complete loop, but it was managed
in good shape : then the Doctor gave M. his rod to hold
while he went into the canoe business again

;
immediately

M. gave an Indian yeU for some one to take his rod ; an-
other whale had seized the Doctor's hook. That did settle

it. How in the mischief were we to keep those fish apart ?

It was settled in this wise ; M.s fish made a break while
he was trying to get as far away as possible ; the rod and
tackle got into that straight Une that gives the fish a dead
puU and off' went the trout with part of the leader. But
P. exhausted his fish, and getting into the canoe, the cap-
tive was piloted ashore, B. hooked another and hooked
him fast, and in due time he lay alongside of the others.

Then the Doctor had his turn and braced himself for the
struggle, which resulted in bringing up a quarter pound
rainbow trout caught in the belly, at which the Doctor
was disgusted. P.s hook was swallowed by one that be-
longed to the 400 and he was rescued. B. thought he had
one, but he only stayed a moment and then we saw him
skipping out toward the middle of the river. The Doctor
fastened himself to another of high lineage and after a des-
perate struggle conquered him.
By that time we were getting exhausted. Suddenly

the Doctor's line shot up stream; the reel sang like a knot
saw, but the fish was too swift; he got a staraight line and
away he went with hook and leader, and the Doctor
nearly fell overboard; we all assisted with expressions
forcible and appropriate to the occasion. We concluded
we had had enough. The sawmill whistles proclaimed
the supper hoiu-, but the proclamation wasn't needed. We
hung 28lbs. of trout to a pole and there were only seven of
them. The photograph is not a very good one but will
show you how they looked. The five we lost must have
weighed twice as much; they always do.
Later in the summer we will go up the river about forty

miles, where we will find lakes and streams in every direc-
tion; where silver and rainbow trout lie with then- heads
out of the water waiting for us. We wUl fish for them
with flies, and they know their business; they'll give u&
all the sport we want. No mosquitoes, gnats, moose fliea

or anything else that is objectionable, except that the
underbrush is a little too thick for a good cast sometimes.
Snow-capped moimtains will tower above us, and a
solemn stillness fill the woods that are too dense to harbor
feathered songsters. Still, if we want music very much,
the Doctor will cheerfully break out; but up to this time
we have never wanted it enough for that.

C. K. Bonestill.

A Fish Parasite.

An infusorian parasite made its appearance in the fresh-
water aquaria at the World's Fair, and during the month
of July caused the death of many fish. The catfish were
first affected and afterward the grayling and trout. The
afflicted fish were covered with minute white specks, and
as soon as their giUs were attacked death resulted. The
only practicable remedy was found to be salt, but this
killed only the adult parasites, and not the free-swimming
young stages.
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WHAT ANGLERS IN CANADA ARE DOING.
It takes some little time now to ascertain what anglers

are doing in Canada, for many of them are ti'aveling

such distances back from civiLiiiation in search of new
fishing grounds, that it is often only after they have
finished their outings and returned to Lake St. John or
Quebec, that the outer world knows what they have been
doing. Messrs. E. J. Myers and H. O. Wilbur, of New
York, have returned home after a stay of nearly three
weeks in the Lake St. .John country. After fishing for
some weeks for salmon last month in Newfoundland and
then renewing his acquaintance with the ouananiche, Mr.
Myers declares that salmon and ouananiche are his favor-
ite game fishes. Up the Mistassini Messrs. Myers and
Wilbur found the water much lower than it was last year,
and the fish were not taken at first so plentifully in the
same pools in which they were found last year. But
when theii' habitat for the time being was finally discov-
ered, war was carried on in vigorous style, and there
were struggles to the death in both air and water. Many
doughty finny warriore were laid low beside the famous
pools of the Fifth Falls. After fishing the Mistassini Mr.
and Mrs. Myers and Mr. Wilbur enjoyed very fair sport
at Isle Maleine in the Grande Discharge, where they
camped for a day or two. The water was rather low for
heavy fish at the time, but about a week previously excel-
lent sport was enjoyed there by Mr. R. M. Stocking, of
Quebec, and myself; and Paul Savard, one of the guides,
who had taken up my rod while I was resting, hooked
and lost a magnificent specimen that certainly measured
30in. in length, and must have weighed 8 or lOlbs., and
treated us to a couple of beautiful somersaults before
saying his final adieu. We ran all the navigable waters
of the Grande Discharge between Lake St. John and
Chicoutimi, and it is one of the most magnificent canoe
trips imaginable, with just enough of the perilous to
make it sensational, while it is well worth the trouble of
the entire journey to enjoy the visual contemplation of
either the rapids of Vache Caille or of Gervais, or the
whirlpool and rapids of Isle Maleine. But on no accoimt
should the tourist permit himself to be cajoled by the
guides into taking the easier and less exciting descent by
way of the Little Discharge.
Mr. Myers purposes retimiing here next season to make

an extended tour through a number of rivers and lakes in
the wild country north of Lake St. John.
Mr. Brewer, president of the Amabalish Fish and Game

Club, has followed Mr. Merriam, of Springfield, home.
Both gentlemen had splendid sport on the club waters in
the lower Metabetchouan.
The Ouiatchouan River, above the falls, has afforded

splendid trout fishing within the last ten days to a number
of Quebec anglers.
Mr. Eugene McCarthy of Syracuse passed through here

on Satm'day on his way home from his angling excursion
to Lake St. John, In a letter I received from him some
days before his return he said :

' 'I never had a better
time. The fishing is improving each year, I beheve, and
I think more of the Lake St. John country each year that
I come. It can never be fished out. I believe that I know
less about ouananiche each year. They are the finest
fighting fish extant and never alike." In ten hours' fish-

ing on the Triton tract, Mr. McCai-thy, with his friends,
Messrs. Curtis and Dean, took 282 trout. After Mr. Dean's
return home Messrs. Curtis and McCarthy put in a week
at Lac de Belle Riviere, southeast of Lake St. John, and
took 102 and 123 fish respectively, the first catch Aveighing
GBJlbs. and the second 52|lbs. They only fished for three
days, and then for but two hours, two and one-half hours
and six hours respectively. Then they put in a week at
the Fifth Falls of the Mistassini, where in two and a half
days' fishing their catch was 72 ouananiche with an aver-
a,ge weight of over Slbs. each, and here some of their
finest rods were broken and leaders and flies innumerable
smashed. Mr. McCarthy has with him photographs of
each day's catch, right through.
A Boston angler who was recently fishing in the Grande

Discharge reports that a 21bs. ouananiche in one of its

leaps to endeavor to clear himself of the hook, landed
safely into his canoe.
Mr. Byrd and his family, of Brooklyn, returned from

Lake St. John on Saturday with Mr. McCarthy, and on
the same day Chief Justice Andrews of the New York
State Court of Appeals left, with a couple of members of
his family, for Roberval with Attorney-General and Mrs.
Casgrain of Quebec. E. T. D. Chambers.
Quebec, July 81.

FISHING ABOUT CAPE MAY PENINSULA
The season for fishing about Cape May county, New

Jersey, in the ocean and in the Delaware Bay, begins the
latter part of May, and ends early in November. First
come the black drum fi-om May to July, then weakfish
and the otlier small fish of the region ; in August the rock
or striped bass, and in September the channel bass or red
drum. Sheepshead have been so rare within the past
three years as to be inconsiderable. Bluefish have been
micertain, but there are some to be taken, and croakers
axe eiTatic.

My experience up to this time has been peculiar. Every-
where the complaint is made of no fish. The crabs were
laxgely destroyed the past winter by extraordinary cold,
and to this is ascribed their present scarcity. No crabs,
few fish. Shrimp also have suffered. Razor clams and
manninoes are almost extinct.
Drumfish have been abtmdant in the surf. I despise

this fishing, Avith the constant undermining of the surge
retreating over the loose sand, and giving the fisherman
the supposed sensation of a horse on a threshing machine.
It is weai'isome work, and after the fish is fastened, or
"snagged,'' as the natives have it, there is no play in the
shallow water, but a steady puU, as of a piece of drift-
wood, into the breakers. Within the past month large
numbers of sm-face drimi (which never bite) were taken
at Atlantic City by dragging gangs of hooks swiftly
through the sm-f . One man took twenty-five in one day
in this fashion.
Decoration Day, with three companions, I took my

annual, and this year only, drum trip. We four fished
from 8 A. M. imtil 5 P. M. at Pierce's Point, on the Dela-
ware Bay, before there was a single strike, which hap-
pened to fall to me and brought a drum of 651bs. Last
year tAvo of us, on the same day, took 15, the largest
weighing lOllbs.

Weakfishing has been also discouraging. Last year the
run was very fine and of extraordinary fish as to size.

The few fish taken this year have been large; but with the
exception of a veiy few days, numbers have been small.
I fished with five companions three days at Crosse Ledge
and Ship John Lights, and the party took four weakfish
and one rock. The largest weakfish, however, weighed
81bs. One of my companions—Norris—returned and took
53 at the Ledge; all large fish. Ten of them weighed
901bs. But this day was exceptional. The fishing has
been very bad, even with the very best of bait.
The only redeeming feature of the season is the return

of the bluefish, off Cape May, Avithin the last three weeks.
There has been a very good rim off Cape May and Angle-
sea, and the Swedes at the latter place are reaping a
rich harvest. Also, the non-professionals are obtaining
belated sport.

From the abundance of drum and of bluefish, I infer
that my favorite, the channel bass or red drum, will
answer to his name the latter part of August or first of
September, when, if any of your readers enjoy pursuit of
him, it will be AveU for them to engage quarters and boat-
man at Anglesea.
The best plan is to engage a sloop or schooner suitable

for fishing in the ocean for one's exclusive use, and take
what companions he likes, resolutely declining all re-
quests of the skipper to allow other persons to go along.
This merelj' means that the boatman gets a dollar or more
a head for the extras, who are sometimes good fellows,
but almost invariably clumsy fishermen, and occasionally
disagreeably in the way. Let the employer harden his
heart and keep his monopoly. The cost of the boat and
bait is $10 per diem.
The fishing is usually very fine. There is reasonable

assurance of one or more large channel bass, and proces-
sions of large weakfish, croakers and bluefish from which
toU can be taken. Abundance of foul fish, sharks, robins,
skates and stingrays. An. occasional flounder of large
size. At the same season, directly across the Cape from
Anglesea, in the Delaware Bay, the channel bass are
equally abundant, and, I think, of larger size. The only
variant is the shark, of great size, and abundant and an-
noying. Board can be obtained—very comfortable—with
Nathaniel Holmes, Dias Creek, railroad station Cape May
Court House, at §1 per day, and boat and bait, Avith boat-
man's services cost -$3 more. Two persons, therefore, can
fish at Holmes' for §2.50 per diem, and they will find their
stay in the old Holmes farm house Yevy agreeable.
The Cape May coast fishing is no limited trout brook or

bass lake to be exhausted upon publicity being given to
its location. There is room for every fisherman in the
land, without sensible depletion of the splendid horde
which swarms along the shore at the beginning of autumn

.

F. S. J. C.

BOSTON NOTES.
There seems to be less interest among Boston gunners

than usual this season in shore bird shooting. The
weather has been hot and dry, till of late, and that may
account, in part, for the few that have taken to the shore
after summer yellowleg and other eai-ly shore birds. But
the abundant rain of Saturday will doubtless bring in
some flights of birds, and then there Avill be more interest
among the gunuprs. A couple of hunters went down to
Chatham the other day, but decided not to stop, finding
that there were already some 15 gunners there and part
stopping at the hotel. These gunners were getting some
birds, the report being that they had been taking some 60
or 70 a day to a gun, though the number was made up too
largely of peep to please the two gunners mentioned.

It is only a little over three weeks to the opening day on
ruffed grouse in Maine, Sept. 1st, but if reports of birds
continue as discouraging as they have so far, the opening
Avill amount to little. Rod and line sportsmen, who have
returned from the Maine woods, report no partridges
seen of any account, and I am led to believe that there
are not three birds Avhere tiiei'e should be dozens. The
season of 1892 Avas a very hard one for ruffed grouse,
though the winter, last winter, was not especially hard.
Ticiis, foxes or bad weather, kdled off the broods, and
the result was that there Avas little breeding stock left at
the opening of 1893. Again the mistaken Maine law that
fiermits of shooting ruffed grouse on and after Sept. 1 is

surely destroying that noble game. The broods are to-

gether till far into September, the chicks not having
grown, and it is an easy matter for any country boy to
pick off every one of a flock. Then the increased and in-

creasing influx of Sf)ortsmen into that State, each eager to
shoot, reduces the ruffed grouse each season to not enough
for breeding. This is a common complaint from many
localities, where formerly partridge shooting was
excellent,
The Bangor (.Me.) gunners are reported to be discouraged

about upland plover this year. Some of them have been
out as usual, but getting no birds they have come to the
conclusion that the broods are not yet reared, or else the
game is remarkably scarce. It is understood that the up-
land ploA^er seek the open fields as soon as the young are
able to fly Avell, and there they flock together, feeding
upon grasshoppei-s and crickets till nearly time for the
frosts to cut off' these insects. The big hayfields of Brewer

CHAINED TO BUSINESS?
Can't go fishing? Do tlie next best thing. Read about it in th

"Forest and Stream."

have been visited by a number of Bangor gunners, with
the result of few birds or none. They have not even heard
piping as usual. -

Mr. W. B. Garfield, watchmaker, with Kettel & Blake
of Boston, is going to Umbagog Lake, in Maine, where he
will camp, fish and hunt for a couple of months. He is

well known in Waltham as a great lover of the rod and
line and the shotgun. Several of his friends wish they
were to be with him. They count him as an adept at mat-
ters pertaining to camping and one of the most genial
men.

Salt-water fishing is more in vogue at the Massachusetts
seashore resorts than ever this season. At Nantasket it is

understood that the guests Avho OAvn or can hire boats and
yachts, spend nearly every pleasant afternoon in fishing
for cod, perch, etc. Among the devotees of the sport are
jMr. Michael J. Moore, a School street lawyer: Mr. Frank
C. Marshall, of Sagamore Terrace: Mr. W. F. Taylor and

0. W. Bradbury, of Atlantic avenue: Mr. Geo. F. Hall,
Nantasket avenue: Messrs. C. S. Jeffries, S. F. Moore, W.
M. Draper, J. J. Brownlowand Edward F. Anderson, of
Nantasket avenue. The above are all lovers of codfisliing
and they have already brought in many a good haul, the
fish being distributed among their friends. Mr. Lewis E,
Hubbard and his son Lewis, Stephen Porter, .Jr. and E. E.
Angell are lovers of mackerel fishing, and they have had
some good sport of late. Mr. J. H. Edwards, of the Went-
worth, Mr. A. B. French, Miss French and Mr. J. B. Cook
are ardent lovers of perch fishing. There might also be
added to this list of perch fishermen Messrs.W. F. Worthen,
J. W. Huntress and Fred Wilson. Mr. Frank Bennett, the
rifle and revolver expert, is also mentioned as very fond of
fishing. Among the Stony Beach fishermen are Mr. Geo.
Barnard, Lawyer Coogan, W. W. Leach, Wm. T. Brown
and Bartlett Holmes. They spend all the time they can
afford on the fishing groimds when the weather is suit-
able.

A party from Brockton, consisting of Messrs. E. E.
Dunbar, F. S. Osborne, E. J. Edgar, John S. Holmes, F.
W. Keith, Charles W. Douglass, Henry D. Wade and S.

W. Caldwell, was out after cod the other day. They took
over forty fish of good size. These they divided liberally
among tbeir friends. A Avell known Weymouth party is

also frequently out fishing in a staunch little yacht. In
the party are seen Messrs. A. M. Bachelder, E. T. Jordan,
C. D. HarloAv, F. H. Mason, W. H. Cunningham, with
Capt. Freeman Wliitmarsli, the owner of the yacht, the
Mettle. Several Atlantic Hill people are frequently seen
fishing. Among these may be mentioned Messrs. Thomas
Grimes, J. H. Wfiliams, George O. Baker, Henry T. Clapp,
Alfred S. Thompson, Charles F. Warren, J. S. Abercrom-
bie, George B. Judson and Lee Hammond. They are all
lovers of any kind of fishing almost, and their catches are
often the wonder of their friends. They are noted for
fishing and "sticking to it," and that is the way they get
the fish.

Almost Aveekly trips to the beach are made by severa
Whitman lovers of salt-water angling. Among these
gentlemen may be mentioned M. W. Foster, John H.
Fenton, L. S. Benedict, Henry Marks, S. J. Parmalee, M.
F. Tobias and .James S. Foster. They make good fares
frequently, and their friends are generously remembered.

Special.

"FOEEST AND STREAM" PISHING POSTALS
Send us a postal card report of your own luck, your partn-er's luck,

your neighbor's luck, your father-in-law's luck. And—iier Iwk.

Clayton, Thousand Islands, Aug. 2.—Dr. J. Livingston
Reese and nephew, Mr. T. Irving Reese, both of New
York city, yesterday landed 135 fine black bass in less
than four hours, at Reed's Bay, above Clayton. Fisliing
here is exceedmgly good just now, a large number of good
catches being made daily. Mr. Frank W. Emery, of New
York, last Monday landed a 251bs. mtiskallonge off Clayton
on an Soz. rod. Besides this beauty, Mr. Emery's catcli

for the day included 21 black bass, weighing together
294^1b8., and one wall-eyed pike of 6|lbs.

Cayuga Lake, July 31.—Union Springs, famous for
perch and pickerel fishing, is not giving a A'ery good
showing at present. Myriads of grasshoppers cover tiie

lake, which accounts for the black bass not taking the fly

as they have heretofore. D. D. W.

CuTCHOGUE, L. I., Aug. 1.—Young Anglers' Club
scores for past week, on Long Island Sound, for black
fish: T. Shed 7, Aveight 61bs.: J. O'Neil 12, 181bs.; Robt.
Lang 9, 8flbs.; J. Carr 10, 161bs.: J. Smith 41,' 321bs.
Largest caught by Mr. Carr weighed Tibs. 9oz. All fisher-

men are residents of Brooklyn. Fishing for coming week
is expected to be about the same. Little -Jim.

Keene Valley, N. Y., Aug. 8.—Mr. Oliver Hewitt, of
Burlington, N. J., caught three nice ti-out in the Au Sable
River, near St. Hubert's Inn, last week, one of which
weighed 2^1bs. An unusually large number of big trout
have been caught in the Au Sable River recently owing to
the careful stocking of its upper waters by the Adiron-
dock Reserve. J. B. B.

Plainwell, Mich., Aug. 5.—Wm. Crispe took four
trout of lib. apiece from the Chart Creek yesterday; this
is the same creek that he got the prize winner from last

year. J. H. M.

Aug. 4.—Mr, T. D. Jordan, of New York city, who is

staying at the Hubbard House, landed 79 black bass yes-
terday. Their average weight was Iflbs. Though rather
above the average catch for one rod this is not con-
sidered an extraordinary lot.

Staten ISLAiro, N. Y.—Tottenville, N. Y., Aug, 7.—
During the last seven days weakfish have been plenty on
last hour of flood and first hour of ebb; 1 to 31bs. fish;

crab not so eagerly taken as in former seasons ; fish

seemed to have been feeding on small fry.

John T. Haavkins.

Where to Go.

Anybody desiring information with regard to the hotels
a-dvertised in Forest and Stream, such as rates, routes,
fishing and himting oxjportunities, should address Forest
AND Stream Information Bm-eau, where all reasonable
inquiries will receive prompt answers
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Anglers* Association of the St. Lawrence.
The ninth annual convention of the Anglers' Associa-

tion of the St. Lawrence River was held at Alexandria
Bay last Thursday. Thirty-five members were present.

In the absence of President H. H. Warner, whose re-

grets were presented by Secretary Thompson, the first

vice-president, W. C. Browning, took the chair. Super-
visor Holmes of Redwood was chosen secretary pro tern.

The minutes of the last session were read and approved,
followed by a list of applications for membership, all of

whom were approved and duly elected members of the
association. The treasurer's report was then audited and
approved, and as it ever has been, found strictly correct.

Treasurer Grant is a model.
Letters were read from various parties regretting that

they could not attend the meeting, notably one from Gen.
Bruce of Syracuse, and a telegram from the editor of the
Forest and Stream, both complimentary and encour-
aging.

Secretary W. H. Thompson broached the question of

frost fish, a species of ciscoe which infests Mill Site Lake
to the detriment of the salmon trout.

The discussion was to devise some means by which
authority could be had to net the cisc.oes and preserve the
trout. A beautiful specimen of salmon trout was shown

,

and it is claimed that if the ciscoes can be kept out,

salmon trout to the weight even of 301bs. will be the
result. The secretary was instructed to correspond with
the Fish Commissioners to the end that some plan may be
devised.

A brief report was made by Game Protector Northrup,
showing conckisively that while thousands of dollars in

value of illegal fisliing apjpliances have been destroyed in
the last two years, that the amoimt has this year materi-
ally decreased, and that public sentiment has undergone
a great change. His report was very interesting and
brought a hearty vote of thanks, together with a resolu-
tion that the substances of his report be sent to the
members of the association and to aU interested as convin-
cing proof that the efforts of the Anglers' Association
toward the protection of game fish had not been without
their legitimate fruits for good.
Major Durham, of Cape Viacent, introduced the

question of the exempt-waters of Lake Ontario, as
embraced in the towns of Lyme and BowenviUe, and a
brief speech outlined the situation, exposing the fact that
the netters had tried through the efforts of a Watertown
lawyer to get even the waters of Cape Vincent exempted
from the action of the law. On motion of Mr. Grant, it

was left to the executive committee to appoint a sub-
committee who should look after this matter at the
proper time, and also to the size and weight of fish,

which should be the hmit.
A hearty vote of thanks was accorded to Manager

Esseltyn, of the Walton House, for his courtesy- to the
members of the Association. The election of officers re-
sulted as follows: President, H. H. Warner; First Vice-
President, W. C. Browning; Second Vice-President, H.
R. Heath; Secretary, W. H. Thomson; Treasm-er, R. P.
Grant; Executive Committee: Chairman, A. C. Cornwall;
J. H. Quimby, G. H. Strough, James T. Story, O. T.
Mackay.
The attendance was larger than that of last year, and

the meeting was not only an interesting but instructive
one. After the adjournment the members were invited
to board Mr. Browning's beautiful yacht Indienne for a
ride to Alex Bay, and on the way a hearty and enthusias-
tic vote of thanks was accorded the generous owner.

—

On
the St. Lawrence.

A Dark Colored Fluke.
Narragansett Pier, R. I., July 31.—I have just sent

you (per Adams Express) a flounder which I caught while
bass fishing this morning. It is peculiar on account of
being black on both sides with a white head. AU the men
to whom I have shown it say that they never saw one
like it before, and Mr. R. G. Dun, who was fishing on the
adjoining stand said that it was the first one he had ever
seen and advised me to send it to you. As far as I know
it may by very common, but if it is worth preserving, I
should be glad to give it to "om* jsaper." I have had very
good fishing of all kinds, both in fresh and salt water,
and hope soon to open up with the gun.

Theakston de Coppet,
[This fish (which is the common fluke, a variety of the

floxmder or Pleiironectida family) exhibits a freak of
having both sides colored, instead of one side being dark
brown and the other white. Mr. E. G. Blackford tells us
that such idiosyncrasies of coloring are often found.]

A Blind Hybrid Salmon.
Some years ago, at Clackamas, Oregon, Mr. Waldo F.

Hubbard fertilized some eggs of the blueback salmon (C.
nerka) with milt of the quinnat (0. eliouieha). The eggs
hatched in about the same time as those of the quinnat
salmon and the fry lived until the sac was absorbed, but
none of them had a trace of an eye.
Mr. Hubbard has crossed siiversides (0. hiSutch) with

the quinnat both ways. The eggs hatched and the fry
appeared to be as healthy as young quinnat.
The blueback salmon, according to lili-. Hubbard, does

not run into the Clackamas River; the female which lie
found there and crossed with the quinnat was the only
one he has seen in the stream. It was a small fish and
very red. Dog salmon and humpbaciis are absent also
from the river.

The Bass Run Small.
Athenian Club, Oakland, Cal., July 24.--A shooting

and fishing club of which I am a member has a lake of
ten or twelve acres preserved. It was made by damming
a canon and is very deep at the lower end, gradually shoal-
ing to its inlet at the upper end. A small stream supphes
it and the water is used to supply this city. Some ten
years since it was stocked with black bass, and on favor-
able afternoons a catch of 50 or 60 may easily be taken
with the fly; but they are aU small, running about 6in.
long. One Sin. long is a rarity. Can you inform us how
to improve their condition, or what the reason is they do
not grow larger? Two years since one weighing 2flbB.
was taken vpith a spoon—but only one. If you can assist
us in this matter, you will confer a great favor on a num-
ber of sportsmen here, and especially C. B. G.

The Forest and Streajx is put to press each iveek on Tues-
day. Correspondence intended for piiblication should reach
us at the latest by Monday, and as much earlier aspracticable.

Forest and Stream in the World's Fair.

Seen by Our Staff Correspondents.

A Few Visitors.

Tliere are now some thousands of names on the Forest
AND Stream register at the Fair, and among these thou-
sands are very many wdiom one would be glad to meet
face to face. Many write their names and pass on, some
leave cards, and some appear in proper person. That one
can not sec-every one of these friends is a matter for
sincere regret. Out of an enveloj)e full of cards I take a
handful.

All Sorts.

They are all sorts, and I imagine that if you rounded
them all up together and shot into the flock you would
get some pretty decent people.
Mr. Roger D. Williams, of Lexington, Ky., leaves two

cards. He would have been twice and thrice welcome,
no one more so, and I am sorry he got back to his blue
grass home without his path crossing ours in the mazy
ways of business and pleasure. No one ought to come to
the Fair for less than a two weeks' stay, and three or four
days makes a preposterous limit.

Mr. Townsend Whelen is another who came in the
darkness and we saw him not. Encore, please.
Sakaye SawatF.ri, Commissioner of Japanese Fisheries

Society to the World's Columbian Exposition, called and
left his card. He had heard of Forest and Stream in
Japan, and wanted some copies to post himself up a little

in regard to the habits of American fishes. He is a
very courteous and pleasant gentleman.
Mr. Robert J. Mix, of New York city, is a gentleman of

great ability, critical judgment and rare good taste, not
to mention acute perception and plenty of sense. Mr.
Mix ought not to be kejit back, and I hope to see lutu
President of the United States. On the back of his card
he says: "One of the chief objects I had in mind in visit-

ing Chicago was to meet Mr. Hough, whose writings I

FOREST AKD stream's LOCATION IN AKGLlNG PAVILION.

have so much admired," I wish there were more men in
the world like Mr. i>iix.

Mr. Claude King, editor of Sftorffi Afield, Denver, was
looking for some one, but not with a gun or razor. Mr.
King is a clean editor and has a clean publication. All
such are in easy touch with Forest and Stream.
Mr. J. Vom Hofe, of New York, who has made so many

reels that he might well be expected to have wheels in his
head, but who has not, has tarried here a moment, so says
his card.
Mr. H. W. DeLong, of Dansville, N. Y., who once upon

a time took second prize in the "Camp-Fire Fhckerings"
in Forest and Stream, flickered in and blew out, and we
saw him not.

Mr. E. L. Carney, of Leavenworth, Kan., came in on
the other road, and him I later caught, causing him to
stand and deliver many reminiscences of the country of
large 'hoppers.

IVIi-. A. Allison, representing Missouri at the Fair, strayed
over and swung on the Forest and Stream gate a while,
I know it by his card.
Mr. L. W. Feighner, of the Neivs, Nashville, Mich., has

lately been hollering down the Forest and Stream rain,
barrel. I know it by his card.
Mr. Eugene Lahee, an enthusiastic rifleman of Alton,

111., tarried here all too briefly, and left before the Western
end of Forest and Stream could arrange a team to beat
him shooting.

The Army Also.

Lieutenant H. L. Scott, Seventh Cavalry, now at Ft,
SUl, registers and vanishes all too soon. I always like the
army men. So does everybody else.

Lieutenant W. C. Brown, First Cavalry, temporarily in
Chicago, also leaves brief word, but not the wanted
address.
James Huber, in charge of the Maxim-Nordenfeldt gun,

British section, leaves an invitation to call around and
see the thing work. It is tried on a dog at 3 P. M.,
Thursdays,

Authors, Too.

I have just said some nice things about Mr. Robert J.
Mix, because I thought he deserved it, but maybe I ought
to divide some of this with Mr. Kirk Munroe, a popular
writer and one known even more widely than the circle
reached by Forest and Stream, in which he writes as
"O K. CJiobee." Mr, Munroe is on his way to Alaska

after material for some stories. He writes on liis card
here, "The Fair loses all its anticipated charm in the
absence of the hero of Kekoskee. I have made a. dafly
call on you during the past week and been as often dis-

appointed." In view of the great scarcity of gentlemen of
intellectual scope and profound insight into human nature
like this, I am a good deal disappornteder than Mr. Mim-
roe is that I did not see him. I have been cautioned by
the authorities about endangering the Fair by a careless
absence out of town, and will henceforth try to do better.
As it is. I am always away at just the wrong time, Tliere
may be another Fair. There can not be another O. K.
Chobee.
And now comes "Amphibian," the same being Mr.Wm.

Manatt, Jr., of Poughkeepsie, N. Y., and avers that he
tried to see the Western end of Forest and Stream, and
could not. Dear sir, the Western end of Forest and
Stream sticks far, far out over the Pacific Ocean, and you
would catch it quicker if you went round the other way.
Rival journalists have tried to see it and couldn't, and Jis

for raising it—nay, nay.
Mr. Jas. Crow, of Crystal Lake, lU., leaves the word

that he was one of the very first of the Forest and
Stream subscribers. I wish I could have seen him, and I
wish that, since tliis could not be, Mr. Crow would teU
the paper what he remembers of those early days, and
what he thinks of the paper as it is to-day, World's Fair
and all. The change in the twenty years must have im-
pressed a reader who has had the paper before him all

that time
And so I could go on, for these are but a few cards out

of very many, and taken almost at random. But I save
the best till the last. I found two boys in the Forest and
Stream space the other day, and they were such bright,
manly little fellows, so interested in what there was to be
seen, that I fell to talking with them. "I will not register
my own name," said tlie elder, as I came while he was
writing, "I'm not a man yet, but I'fl sign my uncle's
name. He reads Forest and Stream, and I've read it for
a good while myself.'' So he signed first the name of H,
S. Lang, Hoi-nellsville, N. Y. I asked him for his own
name, and he said it was Harold B. Rose, stated that he
was 12 years old, and remarked that he was going to the
Adirondacks with his uncle in the fall. He liked to read
books about camping out, he said, and he thought the
' 'little boat" (the Sairey Gamp) was pretty small. ' 'What
do you want to know all about tliis for?" he asked, curi-
ously, as he saw me writing. Bless the boy! it was be-
cause I liked this more than anything I have seen about
the Forest and Stream place, I wish liim and his young
friend a pleasant trip and many after it. They are going
the right way to stay young a long while, and to know
some of the keenest and pirrest pleasm-es fife will hold for
them. It's clean out of doors. If these boys grow to be
old in years I want them to remember their visit to Forest
AND Stream, for someway, out of all the thousands I
have seen go by or stop there, I believe these fresh young
faces, with only eagerness and joy refiected in them, re-
main more distinct than any others. E, HouGH.

Milwaukee Tack and Nail Co.'s Exhibit.

The exhibit of this company is in Section O, Block 3,

No. 34. One, however, might look for it long and fruit-
lessly, for over it is not the firm title as given above, but
the sign BLizzacott's Standard Army Field Ovens. Those
in search of the exhibit under consideration should bear
this information in mind. The exhibit comprises a lot of
camp cookers for outdoor cooking only. They are made
in sizes to meet the wants of from two to fifty men.
They are very compact, and it is claimed for them that
they can be heated or cooled in a few moments' time, a
most important consideration when time is precious.
They contain every utensil needed in cooking. This com-
pany also has an exhibit in the Government Building,

E. & H. T. Anthony &, Co.'s Exhibit.

This is in the North Gallery of the Manufactures
Building, E, Q, 103. The exhibit is most neatly and artis-
tically arranged for effective and pleasing display in a
space 26ft. front by 201t. in depth. In the center of the
rear is a pyramid of cameras of various sizes, from a 4x5
to a 25x30, all fine in workmanship. In the front are
cases containing different sizes and kinds of lenses, and
shutters in great variety. In short, there is a complete
line of photographic material, chemical and mechanical.
The inner walls are covered with beautiful American
"Ai-isto" photographs, the "Aristo" being a new collodion
paper. The photographs are wonderfiffly good. Much
merit is claimed for the Aristo paper. In the rear is a
dark room devoted to the use of amatem-s free of cost.
The front has a couple of bronze statuettes, and a bit of
coarse grasses and foliage in the upper corners of the
walls give a most pleasing effect. There is a delightfully
pleasant, bright air pervading that photographic bower.
It is in charge of l^Ir. Fenton M. Armstrong, a most pohte
and attentive gentleman. No one can converse with him
on photogi-aphy without being a gainer in knowledge,
knowledge most graciously imparted.
August 1.—The popular corner of the Exposition which

holds the American gun exhibits has been brightened by
the addition to its ranks of the stable figure and pleasant
countenanceof Colonel A. G. Courtney, in charge of the
Lefever Arm s Co. Colonel Courtney has an arm chair
and a fan in active service these days, and fans with
one hand whfie he sells ejector Lefevers with the other.
"The only American ejector shown at the Fair," says
he, and he hangs on a gun another card with " Sold"
written on it in large letters. Spain, India, Russia and
other foreign lands are going to have Lefevers after the
Fair is over. The Lefever exhibit, however, wfil not be
broken, nor any guns dehvered from it. The many vis-
iting shooters who have looked with interest at the fine
cases of the Lefever goods will get a double run for their
money now that Colonel Courtney has came. It is quite
a lively group of gun men, this now assembled over in
the "American corner" of the Manufactures Building
and they dwell together in peace, harmony and jolfity.

B. Waters.
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Trout and Trout Waters.
Owen Sound, Ont., Editor Forest and Stream: A few

months ago I purchased 10,000 trout fry with the intention
of feeding them in a large tank until they are twelve months
old and then placing them in a larger body of water which I
will endeavor to preserve. I have my choice of two different
places, but neither of them is quite free from objections, and
perhaps you or some of your readers will be kind enough to
give me your opinion and advice on the subject.
The fir.st piece of water is a mill-dam which was well

stocked with trout at one time and still contains a few, but
has beeD fished out. The trout cannot leave the dam at the
upper eud as it is just below another dam, but at the lower
end the water falls a distance of 10 feet, and the ice and
flood in spring would prevent the use of a screen. The ques-
tion in this case is : would the trout be able to leave the dam
in any cont,iderable numbers by going over the falls, and
would yoa consider this a safe place in which to deposit the
young trout.
The other place I refer to is a lake once famous for its

large trout, but which was almost cleared out by netting,
and to make matters worse, perch was introduced, which
have multiplied enormouslJ^ and have taken possession of
the lake. So far as 1 have been able to ascertain, not a single
trout has been seen in it for years. The lake is about 500yds.
long by 100yds. wide; a strong spring of ice cold water enters
one end, which is gravelly for perhaps 50yds.; the remainder
is mud bottom with several large springs at various other
parts of the lake.
The questions I wish to ask with regard to this- are: (1) Do

you kuow of any means of exterminating the perch? (3)
Will perch kill a trout Lsay 6iQ. in length? (3) Would it be
safe after I have kept the 10,000 fry I mention for twelve
months to put them in this lake?
One theory held here about the extermination of the trout

in this lake is that the large trout have swallowed young
perch and that the spines in the back of the perch kill the
trout. Is this correct? By answering the abo^'e questions
you will much oblige A Constant Reader

[The mill dam appears to offer the more favorable condi-
tions for your trout, wldcli are assumed to be speckled trout.
There is uo practicable method of exterminating yellow perch
except by t he use of nets, explosives and fish narcotics and
the removal of their ribbons of eggs from the spawning
grounds. The introduction of black bass for the destruction
of the perch would not help matter, since the bass in a small
lake would soon kill all the brook trout you may plant.
The perch will probably not kill 6-rnch trout, but they are
very destructive to eggs and fry. The spines of young perch
may sometimes cause inflammation of the stomach of brook
trout, but this can scarcely cut much of a figure. Lake
trout feed ravenously on yellow perch and thrive on such
diet The cod fi'equently has its stomach walls pierced by
the .sharp pubic s];)ines of flounders and suffers no apparent
inconvenience from the injury. You will observe that the
spines of a perch after death are folded down close to the
back, and that trout as well as bass take theirprey headfirst.
Thus the spines are depressed before swallowing is completed
The trout's intestine is short and straight, and its digestion
is rapid, thereby making the removal of waste matter prompt
and easy. The fact that the mill dam was well stocked with
trout at one time appears to show that spring freshets do not
sweep out many of the fish. Perhaps netting had most to do
with the disappearance of the trout.]

imnel

FIXTU RES.
DOG SHOWS.

Aug. 30 to Sept. 2.—Blue Grass Kennel Club, at Lexington, Ky. Mr.
Ro^er Williams, Sec^y.
Sepf . 5 to 8.—Kingston fOnt.) K. C, at Kingston. H. C Bates. Sec'y.
Sepr. I] to l.").—Toronto, Canada. 0. A. Stone. Sec'y.
Sept. 19 to 2d.—Rhode Island State Fair Ass'n at Narragansett Park.

D. C. Collins, Sec'y.
Seiit. 19 t o ;i2.—World's Fair, Chicago. \V. I. Buchanan, Chief Dept

of Agriculture.
Sejit. 2(5 1(3 29.—Ottawa, Canada. Alfred Qeddes, Sec'y.
Oct. 3 to t).—Minneapolis K. C, at Minneapolis. H. T.Van Duster, Sec.
Nov. 31 to 24.—New Jersey K. L.. at Newai-k. Dr. W. F. Seidler, See.
Dec. 12 to 1.5.—R. I. Poultry and Pet Stock Ass'n, at Providence.

FIELD TRIALS.
Sept. 4.—Northwestern Field Trial Clab's second annual trials, Man-

itoba. Thos. .John.son, Sec\v, Winnipeg.
Se]it. i'..'.-:\laiiitob;i Fioi.l Trials Club's Trials, Souris, Manitoba. E

Oci. Natioual Kea};lc Club trials, atNanuet, N. Y. Geo. Laick,
Tarrytowu, N. V'., Secretai-y.
Nov. 6.—United State s Field Trials Club's Fall Trials, Bicknell, Ind.

P. T. Madison, Sec'y, Indianapolis.
Nov. 6.—New England Beagle Club trials. W. S. Clark, Linden,

Mass., Secretary.
Nov. 7-—International Field Trial Club's Fourth Trials, Chatham,

Ont. W, B. Wells. Sec'y, Chatham.
Nov. 15.—Ohio Field Trial Club's Second Trials, Canton, O. C. V.

Le.llluger. Sec'y.
Nov. 1.5.—American Field Trial Club Trials, at Carlisle, Ind. W. J.

Beck, Sec'y, Columbus. Ind.
Nov. 20.—Eastern Field Trial Club's Ti-ials, at Newton, N. 0. Mem-

bers' Stake Nov. IG. W. A. Coster, Sec'y.

1894.

Jan. 29.—Southern Field Trial Club's Trials, New Albany, Miss. T.
M. Brumby, Sec'y, Marietta, Ga.
Feb, 1!).—United States Field Trials Club's Spring Trials, Grand

Junction, Tenn, P. T, Madison, Sec'y, Indianapolis, Ind.

POINTS AND FLUSHES.
[By a Staff Correspondent.]

The McLin Matter.

In a letter dated July 31, Mr. J. M. Freeman, Bicknell,
Ind., gives me the following information:
'McLin waived examination and was bound over in the

.sum of ^)0Q to appear in coiat. He can not give bail, and
will have to await the action of the grand jury in September.
His trial will very likely occur about November, Mr. Perry
attended the trial and says that he intends to stay w^ith the
case. We have had subscriptions as follows to date; P. T.
Madison, §3; D. C. Bergundthal, ^^10; J. A. Balmer, ^Ti; W.
A. Thompson, ^5; L. Rousch, St. Louis, §5; Geo. H. Kunkle,
Mexico, Mo., $3; Gail W. Hamilton, Centreville, Kan., SlO;
S. E. Corbett, of Wycholf, N. J., siJ. This is not enough to
properly prosecute the case, as we will have to see that some
of the witnesses are gotten before the grand jury. Some of
tliem can not afford to pay car fare and board)"
Contributions can be sent to Mr. Freeman. Every dollar

couti-ibuted will add just so much to the resources of the
prosecution. The sportsmen at a distance can manifest
their support and good will by sending a dollar, more or
less, to the ])roseculion fund, and thus give the necessary
means to those who are so actively giving the matter their
personal attention, Ordinary wrong doiug is entitled to the
greatest leniency ami charity, but this particular case is

marked by such gross inhumanity, covering a period of
many weeks, ending iu the cold-blooded burning of the entire
kennel of dogs dead and alive, and the whole rounded out
with such reckless perjury that leniency has no place in con-

sidering tbe matter. The case will be most earnestly prose-
cuted to a finish. Every lover of a setter or pointer, every
dog fancier, and every one who believes in humanity, should
contribute something to help the case along.

Mr. Thomas Johnson writes me, under date of Aug. 1,
that Mr. Hallam, who is in charge of Mr. Heywood-Lons-
dale's dogs, was expected to arrive on the 2d inst.
Also, that Mr, Avent had arrived in Manitoba with a

string of dogs to train. Pv,ev. Mr. Spence and Mr. John
Davidson have accepted the invitation to judge the club's
trials.

While walking along Jackson street, near the postoffice, a
few days since, I saw a man, plainly dressed, leaning against
a building at the corner of an alley. At his feet was a bas-
ket of puppies which were about five or six weeks old, jet
black in color and healthy and bright in looks. They were
quite contented and did not mind the constant handling to
which they were subject. There were always a few people
looking at them and asking questions. I stopped and asked
the man if the puppies were for sale. He said, "Thim pups
is for sale. They be worth S25 apiece, but I asks only $5.
They know more than a man. Look at their coats—fine as
silk. Genuine cocker spaniels, and only -$.5." No person
need be without man's best friend, at -SSper friend, delivered
at the door, express paid, to fill a long-felt want.

A constant source of gratification is the common ptiblic
sentiment in favor of Forest and Stream. Out here we
hear it constantly. The praise is so uniform and spontane-
ous that there is no doubt of its sincerity. Its high literary
grade, its dignity, fearlessness and freedom from vulgar con-
troversies, and the wonderful scope and variety of matter in
every issue justly excite praise and admiration. It is, there-
fore, not to be wondered at that Forest and Stream is
uniformly and steadily growing on its merits in every sec-
tion of this broad land. B. Waters.

Appointment of Substitute Judges.
Editor Forest a,nd Stream:
Such a number of the proposed amendments recommended

by Dr. Perry are, in my judgment, not only for the best in-
terests of the dog men, but absolutely necessary for the life
of the A. K. C.-, that it is with reluctance I object to any
one, but the rule allowing exhiljitors to select by a vote their
own judge, in the absence of the regularly appointed one
will, I fear, cause as much ill feeltug, as much wire pulling
and as many undesirable effects among exhibitors as any-
thing we now have.
More than this, how is the judge to be elected? What is

his majority to be, and might we not find a case of "dead-
lock" whereby no judge would be elected?
Would not the avenue for professional wdre pullers be

opened wide?
Would there not be a chance for owners who feared their

dogs would be beaten to head off the election by a "dead-
lock?"

1 fear such might be the case. I consider it bad policy on
the part of the management of any competition to allow ex-
hibitors to have a direct or indirect "say" on the judges.

Chas. E. Btjnn.
Peoria, 111.

Editor Forcbt and Stream:
In Europe every jockey or kennel club has the right to sub-

stitute judges, and I dare say that this is the correct thing,
for if I or anybody has a really good horse or dog we need
not fear the judge. Count U. Palfft.
JVUhwau, N. J.

Editor Forest and Stream:
I most heartily concur in Dr. Perry's idea of changing the

A. K. C. rule so that exhibitors may choose their own judges
in case the regularly appointed judge is absent instead of
having the appointment left entirely in the hand of the show
committee. During my experience as an exhibitor such an
event has occurred but once in my classes, and at that show
the matter was very pleasantly arranged i)etween committee
and exhibitors. Still I can easily imagine several show com-
mittees who would not be as agreeable about such matters.

^ ..... ,
C. S. WISOM.

Covert, N. Y,, July 31.

Editor Forest and Stream:
I do not altogether agree with Dr. Perry in his proposed

resolution regarding substitute judges. I think the com-
mittee should appoint the substitute but at the same time
notify all the exhibitors by wire or otherwise of the fact, al-
lowing them to withdraw entries if the judge selected is not
agreeable to them, and in that case to also have their entry
fee returned. L. C. Whiton.
New Yoiuc Crry, Aug. 7.

Canine Incongruities.

Editor Forest and Stream:
The peculiarities of beasts are not less interesting and in-

ex[3licable than those of men. I owned a Sliye terrier of un-
doubted courage, for he would run from no dog, big or little,
and would fight with wonderful pugnacity, though I never
knew him to take the aggressive. He was peaceful, but if
he had been labeled with the inscription that ornamented the
flag of Paul Jones, "Don't tread on me," no one could say
the motto would have been misapplied. But that dog had a
mortal dread of thunder. The least rumble along the horizon
sent him scratching for ingress at the door, and the bed be-
came his hiding place.

I had a pointer named Mack whose courage no one could
dispute when it came face to face with dogs of the largest
size, but this very dog was one ;;day thoroughly discomfited
by a turkey hen that must have had a nest in the field where
I was hunting. She Hew at the dog and pounded him right
and left, drove him to the fence and through an opening*
As he got through the hen made a final charge against the
fence, but missed the opeuiug. The dog made not one effort
at self-defense.

I once owned a fine bull-terrier of great courage, yet I
never knew him to assume the aggressive but was as gentle
as a lamb toward his fellows and man. I never knew him
to growl or bark at or show any signs of menace toward per-
sons coming into the yard. N. D. BLTrN&.

Toronto Shotv.

Toronto, Out.. Aug. 3.—The foUowmg extra classes have
been added to the premium list of the Toronto Indus-
trial Exhibition Association's bench show of dogs, to be
held at Toronto. Canada, Sept. 11 to 15: Russian wolf-
hounds, class ^}4, challenge dogs and bitches, .•JIO and
diploma; class 283t', novice dogs and bitchs, $7, S3 and
diploma. Dr. Perry has kindly donated the Ashmont trophy
to be competed for at our coming show, the same being for
the best dog in the show and to be judged by Mr. C. H.
Mason. The Fanciers' J ou/'vtai donates twelve subscriptions
to be competed for in the puppy classes, and Mr. W. Wade,
of Hulton, Pa., donates *10 cash for best specimen of Ameri-
can foxhound. Exhibitors will kindly remember that entries
close Thursday, Aug. 21. C. A. Stone, Sec'y and Supt.

Flaps from tlie Beaver's Tail.

Toronto, Canada.—A recent paragraph in the Toronto
Criobe is misleading, and as it may be copied by the kennel
press I may say that as yet the vacancy caused by tbe resig-
nation of Mr. Stewart as superintendent for Canada at the
World's Fair Dog Show has not been filled. The appoint-
ment lies in the hands of the Minister of Agriculture for the
Dominion, and the C. K. C. merely have the privilege of
recommending a nominee. Mr. Geddes having received a
majority of one of the executive he of course ^vill receive this
recommendation and will doubtless be appohited to the po-
sition. It is as well to be clear on these points.

Mr. R. M. Wanless, Sarnia, has had the misfortune to
lose by poison (laid for rats) his imported Dandie Dinmont
dog Rodger, third at the last Toronto show. Mr. Wanless
has sent a good puppy by this dog out of Kirsly to Mr. J. D.
McColl, St. Louis.

The Mount Royal Kennels have a litter of promising Bed-
lington terriers out of their bitch Tibbie, a winner at To-
ronto, sired by the well-known champion. Tick Tack, owned
by Mr. W. H. Russsell of New York. One of this litter was
kindly donated by Dr. Wesley Mills to the Hamilton Ken-
nel Club for its drawing, and was won by a local man and
who, by the way, by rare good fortune happens to be an old
breeder of this variety.

Fascination was not poisoned, as was at first suspected.
This was plainly proved by an examination of the stomach
by Dr. Pyne, the official analyst.

Local breeders of the merry and useful beagle are endeav-
oring to form a club devoted to the interests of the breed in
Canada, and something on the lines of the National
Beagle Club. It is proposed to hold an inaugural meeting
in about two weeks, and in the meantime Mr. John Smillie,
Queen street. West, Toronto, will be glad to receive names
and suggestions.

I had the pleasure of taking part in the most successful
drawtng of the Hamilton Kennel Club held last Friday
night. Some four hundred tickets were disposed of and in
consequence the old debt of the cliib will be decreased by
some three hundred dollars, quite a nice little sum to receive
from such a source. The drawing was conducted by Dr. H.
S. Gritiin, the genial president of the club, Mr. W. P, SYaser,
of Toronto, and myself, Mr. Laidlaw being unable to be
present. The details w^ere carried out most systematically
and correctly, a,nd everything was strictly impartial in every
sense. Among other dog men present I noticed Messrs. Tins-
ley, Close (Treasurer, with a big " wad "), Tulk (Secretary),
Palmer Tocher, Harris, who drew the "plum" Tocate, in
whelp to imported Darkeye, Murdock, Hood, Maybee,
Toronto, and many others. The following gives the details
of the drawing : Cocker Canada Triss, G. P. Tinsley, Toron-
to, ticket .351. Dachshund Vixen, E. Collins, Dundas. Collie
Marionette, Spratts Patent, A^ew York, ticket No. 1. Fox-
terrier Tocaste, J. Hood, Hamilton, ticket 898. St. Bernard
Noble Regent, H, P, Mullen, Cobourg, ticket 81. Bull-ter-
rier Wentworth Thora, Miss Hendrie, Hamilton, ticket 772.
Pointer Bright Light, R. Hobson, Hamilton, ticket 770.
Cocker Bene Silk, J. A. McCloud, Guelph, ticket 339. Fox-
terrier Miss Coronet, J. H. Herbertson, Detroit, ticket 401.
Dachshund Combat, F. R, Close, Hamilton, ticket 88, Field
spaniel Black Pete II. , J. J. Biggs, London, ticket 51. Cocker
Florence G., J. H. Herbertson, Detroit, ticket 410. Bedling-
ton terrier puppy (not in catalogue), Alex. Watt, Hamilton,
ticket 736.

While in Hamilton, the Toronto contingent were the guests
of Dr. Griffin and are deeply in his debt for the many cour-
tesies he extended. I had a brief visit to his range kennels,
which, though not extensive, are neat and scrupulously
clean. The floors are of brick, cemented over, as is also the
exercising yard with small grass lawn adjacent. The doors
are double, the inside one of iron bars, open night and day in
warm weather, the outer of heavy wood work. Champion
Principio was looking in grand fettle with skin beautifully
clean and feeling as hard as can be, A young bitch out o'f

Kathleen Mavourneen looks like making a winner. Dr. Griffin
told me he feeds nothing whatever but Spratts biscuits, dry
to the old dogs and soaked for the puppies, and he considers
them a standard feed. H. B. Donovan.

The Forest and Stream is put to press each week on T«e,s-

day. Correspondence intruded for publication should reach
us at the latest by Monday, andas much earlier aspracticable.

The New A. E. C. Rules.
The following letter sent by President Belmont to the sec-

retary of the A. K. C. regarding the new rules appears in
last month's Kennel Gazette:

New York, July 34, 1893.
Secretary American Kennel Cluh, No. Broadway, Vity:
Dear Sir—I beg to acknowledge receipt of your favor of

June 28, advising me of the result of the vote upon the
amended rules passed at the meeting of May IS, 1893, under
Article XIV. of the Constitution.
The total number of clubs entitled to vote you state to be

fifty-five; but this is after striking out all the clubs dropped
for being in arrears for the annual dues of 1893; also the
clubs elected at the meeting of May 18, 1893, and, in addition,
the name of Mr. James L, Anthony, who resigned as an as-
sociate delegate at that meeting.

It would appear, therefore, that the thirty-seven votes you
report as cast constitute the necessary two-thirds, ratifying
the adoption of the rules.
However, as the matter is of serious import, and the pro-

visions of the Constitution are not clear tome as to the right
of new clubs to vote, I have decided to declare the rules iiot
carried, pending the final decision of the American Kennel
Club on the subject, at its September meeting, when you
will please bring the matter to the attention of the club, I
remain. Yours truly, (Signed) August Belmont,

President A. K. C.

Tortoise-Pointing Dogs.
Editor Forebt and Stream

:

I suppose I am not the only shooter whose dogs have come
to a point on the land tortoise. I had a yeUow setter in New
York that did so several times ; but as soon as he got sight
of it he turned from it at once. In West Virginia I had a
pointer that would, on getting scent, steal up as cautiously
toward a tortoise as toward a quail. The moment he .saw
it, however, he seenied to think, O, pshaw ! and then turn
away in disgust. How did he know that the tortoise, hav-
ing the scent of game, would not fly as a bird or run as a
rabbit, for both these dogs accepted rabbit as game ?

N. D. Elting.

Dogs and Express Companies.
HORNELLSVIULE, N. Y,, July 3L—Editor Forest and

Stream: If the express companies should follow Mr. Win-
chell's suggestion and discharge messengers who are careless,
then they would bounce the whole gang of United States Ex-
press messengers that had charge of my dogs from Provi-
dence, R. I., here. I bought all of Mr. H. S. Babcock's
pointers. Flash of Hessen and Thanksgiving Roxie were
shipped in one large crate; they should have come through m
from 12 to 15 hours, but it took uccirly SO hours. When de-
livered to me both dogs were nearly dead. By careful nurs-
ing the bitch recovered, but the dog died yesterday.

J. Otis Fellows.
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DOG CHAT.

Description of a Fox-Terrier.

The tliird number of the Fox-Terrier Chronicle, since it

made its appearance under new management, is the first we
have seen, and is in many ways an improvement on the old
go-as-you-please editions. The contest for a drawing of the
new heading for the cover proved a triumph for Maud Earle,
the noted English animal artist, and the decision that pre-

ferred her work to that of Mr. Moore is a just one, both are
good, but Miss Earle's smacks a little more of the furze
bushes and terrier life. The new management gave a prize
of $25 for the best description of a fox-tei-rier, and out of the
many papers sent in Mr. E. Welbum's idea was considered
the best. He is an old fox-terrier man, exhibitor, owner and
breeder, and this is how he would like to see them turn out:

"The fox-terriers are in two varieties, viz., smooth-coated
and wire-coated, and mth this exception, they are one and the
same dog. The head should be long, with level, narrow
skull; the under jaw deep, flat and of sufficient length, so
that the teeth are level in the mouth; the eyes well set and of

deep hazel color, with a keen determined expression; the face
should be well filled in under the eyes, and carrying the
strength fairly well to the muzzle end; fctrs small, V-shaped
and of fair strength, set well on the head and dropping down
forward, with the points in a direct line to the eye; the necfc

should be of fair length, clean under throat, gradually
strengthening and gracefully set into the shoulders, which
should be long and well laid" back, finishing clean and fine on
the top; the.c/iestnarrow andbrisketdeep, vnth. elbows placed
under; the' forelegs should be absolutely straight, with
good strong round bone carried right down to the foot which
should be short with well raised toes- the hack short with
strong loin, the ribs should go well back, be deep and well
sprung, the set on of stern should be rather high, and gaily
carried, the full strength of the tail to be carried out from
the set on, to the end, and not curl or come too much over
the back; the hindquarters strong and miiscular, free from
droop; thighs long and of fair breadth, with stifles not too
straight and hocks near the ground; the movement of the
dog should be level and straight all round, and free from
swing on the elbows, or twirl of the hocks; the character of
the dog greatly depending on his aijpearance, which must be
smart and sprightly, full of determination, at the same time
clean in finish with a workman and gentlemanly appear-
ance combined; the coat of the smooth variety should be
straight and flat, lying very close, dense and hard, while the
wires should have one under coat and an overt;oat of strong
wiry hair which should handle like bristles; the weight of
dogs should not exceed ISJ^lbs. and bitches 16J^lbs. ; the coior
most desirable being black'and tan marked head, with white
body, this color gives the dog a more hardy look than either
tan or lemon markings." The fox-terrier men on the other
side have evidently a strong journal behind them, and the
existence and support of such a journal proves that the fox-
terrier is the most popular breed extant.

No Show for Kingston.

Sentiment is all very well in its way, but there are a good
many stern business obstacles to overcome in connection
with the successful conduct of a bench show, and these
alfairs cannot very well be run on the enthusiasm of a few
local fanciers. The Kingston Kennel Club of Canada ex-
pected to hold a show this fall, and in the face of two signal
failures the intention ^A'as a plucky one, and we so .stated at
the time of the amiouncement. Mr. H. C. Bates, however,
writes us that owing to the inability of the club to raise the
necessary funds to guarantee the successful holding of its

fourth annual bench show, he regrets to say that there will
consequently be no show held this year. Exhibitors will
miss the pretty Kingston fixture—and the fishing.

The Purchase of Signal.

Dr. Jarvis seems fully alive to the interests of Irish setters
in this country and his importation of such a dog as Signal
proves that the Doctor is as ready with his purse as his pen
when the "reds" are concerned." The importation of such
accomplished field dogs will go far to help the Irish setter
trials along, of which, by the way, we hear very little these
days. Of bench show dogs and "good lookers" we have a
plenty, but trained stock to breed from for field work is in
the minority. Spasmodic elforts and training a dog here
and there will not effect any good permanent result, it is

only by sustained effort as in the case of English setters and
pointers that good results will accrue. Dr. Jarvis deserves
every congratulation for his plucky venture and we trust
that"such signal efforts will meet with their reward.

Yacht Races and Field Trials.

The yacht races now being sailed off the Isle of Wight
should prove of more than passing interest to such land lub-
bers as our field trial men. Mr. Royal Phelps Carroll, the
owner of the Navahoe, is a familiar name in the entry lists of
the different field trial stakes. His friend, Mr. "Hei-mie"
Duryea, though it is not generally known, sailed with Mr.
Carroll in the Navahoe when she crossed the Atlantic. An
Eastern field trial without INIr. Duryea as judge will seem an
anomaly indeed.

Canada's Exhibit.

Mr. Alfred Geddes, of Ottawa, Canada, has been chosen
superintendent of the Canadian exhibit at the World's Fail-

Show. Mr. Geddes is well and favorably Imown to Canadian
exhibitors and we have no doubt that the choice is a good
one. Mr. Geddes will probably have an up-hill task in bring-
ing things into shape again after the June postponement,
but as most of the best Canadian dogs will probably appear
at the Toronto show no extra preparation will be needed, as
was the case before.

Appointment of Substitute Judges.
The opirdons of prominent exhibitors expressed in recent

issues of the Forest and Steeam show that Dr. Perry's pro-
posed alteration of the rule regarding the appointment of
substitute judges does not meet with unqualified approval.
We should like to hear from other dog men what they think
of it, 60 that when the resolution is proposed iu meeting the
delegates may have some idea of the feeling of exhibitors in
general on the subject.

A Novel Match.
Mr. Freeman Lloyd is authority in the Sporting Mirror,

for the statement that another sporting challenge is soon
to be made. A certain well-lcnown exhibitor will back six
dogs from his kennel against any other half-dozen in Eng-
land, to be drawn from any quarters. English exhibitors
seem to be tiring of the endless round of shows judging by
the paucity of entries and appealing ^vhips of the different
secretaries. Match making affords a novel distraction and
this latest offer seems a very sportsmanlike idea but a diffi-

cult task for any judge.

A capital article entitled "Champion D'Orsay Inter-
viewed," gives his life in his own "words." One bit is
especially good, where D'Orsay tells about his brother and
ister's, Russley Joker and Russley iSTettle, return from their
rst show. D'Orsay, being the ugly duckling, is not thought

much of at that time, and consequently is a bit jealous. This
is how he expresses his feelings: "The tales they told, too,
how they met a great swell at the shows called Venio, and a
beautiful sister of his called Vesuvienne, then how a villain-
ous old gentleman called Digby something (Digby Grand)
nearly got hold of Joker, and how two great American dogs
had come over to win some of the prizes, how they were
taken oft' their benches, led about on the chain and pulled up
on their toes, how they heard people say they were 'Clarke
type,' and many other remarks which none of us could then-
understand, they were so conceited that I really was not
sorry when two or three days after their return they were
both taken ill from the effects of their first outing."

St. Bernard Emigrants.

Spratts Patent have shipped from England by s. s.

Spain to this city the St. Bernard Erin-Go-Bragh for Mr. P.
Scanlin, of St. Louis. The British Fancier also says that
the St. Bernard Gay Lad is also coming over on the s. s.

France for some one in New York.

New Jersey Kennel League.

A regular meeting of the executive committee will be held
at the Molten Hotel, 146 Market street, Newark, N. J., Aug.
11', at 8:15 P. M. W. F. Seidler, M, D., is the secretary.

Mr. C. A. Sumner, the popular secretary of the Southern
California Kennel Club, resorts to no half measures when he
loses a dog. On July 18 his fox-terrier Bess was stolen and
he now otters, through the chief of police, $100 for the arrest
and conviction of the thief and return of the dog, and a suit-
able reward for the return of the dog, should it be proved
that the present possessor is an innocent person. A few in-
centives of this sort for the conviction of those who steal
dogs would have a deterring effect in many quarters.

F( iREST AND Stream of -June 29 publishes an instantaneous
photograph of two pointers at work that is a real pleasure to
contemplate.—Sfoc/c-ivecpe?", Englan d.

We hear through Mr. Washinston that the noted Irish set-

ter matron Red Rose whelped last month one dog and one
bitch to Kildare Beverley. This bitch is getting on in yea,rs

now and this may be her last litter. Bella of Kildare has
seven healthy reds and Swivelette has also increased the
canine classes with ten by Kildare Beverley. Mr. Washing-
ton has repurchased champion Winnie II. from Mr. Bishop.

Mr. E. A. Manice, the well-known dachshund exhibitor,
has decided to call his kennels "The Windrush Kennels,"
having decided to give his first champion, Windrush Rioter,
the honor of having the kennel and stock farm named after
him, and the dogs will henceforth be known tmder that
name. By the way, Mr. Manice had given up all idea of buy-
ing Pterodactyl before the New York show. Windrush
Rioter has defeated the classical dog three or four times,
and his owner is quite content with those he has. Janet has
just Aveaned three future tan "champions," by Jay, and
IPrincess is nursing seven by the same dog, all liver and
tans. Mr. Manice would like to meet Mr. Woodiwiss's dog
at the World's Fair show.

Foxhiounds in the South.

Louisville, Ky., Aug. 1.—Editor Forest and Stream: In
the last issue of FOREST AND Stream, the Do^ Chat writer
in a small space com passes a large amount of misinformation
anent the foxhound. He says; "The English foxhound is

the highest development of speed, strength and endurance."
With the ardor of an Anglo-maniac he disparages the Amer-
ican hound. "Of course it is impossible to compare the care-
fully bred, well nurtured packing hound of the old country
with the hounds which pick up a living in our mountainous
fox hunting districts."
In selecting this animal as typical of the American fox-

hound the Dog Chat writer displays a woeful obliquity of
vision. He should extend his horizon. In the South he will
find fox hunting districts that are not mountainous, and
hounds that do not pick up a living, but that are as carefully
bred and as well nurtured* as any that all England can boast.
I know of some well bred, well kept packs in your own State
of New York, notably Mr. Wordsworth's, of the Genesee
'Valley Hunt, but they are all of recent origin, are largely of
English blood, and have no pretensions to the title of the
American hound. The Southern foxhound is the typical
American hound. Not one drop of Engli.sh blood defiled his
fountain source. He was of Irish origin. Now, for more
than a century the Southern hounds have been bred pure
and true, and all their training has been dii-ected to produce
dogs that could catch the cunning red fox. To face him in a
fail' fight, to beat him at his own game, to pit speed fairly
against his speed—that has been the endeavor of the South-
ern fox hunter. The result is an animal pre-eminent in
those qualities which make the perfect red fox dog. In Eng-
land the reverse of these conditions prevails.
Fox hunting in England almost from its inception has been

in the highly artificial .state which characterizes it at present.
There the constant endeavor is to preserve rather than kill

the foxes, and to produce a pack of dogs that look pretty,
give good tongue, run evenly and well together, and not too
fast to follow. Before fox hunting was hare hunting; before
the foxhound was his progenitor, the harrier. Hare hunting
long antedated fox hunting, packs were kept and the chase
followed just as fox hunting is now conducted, The decline
of this sport was coeval with the advance of agriculture.
The day of high farming came. Population increased and
under its pressing needs the farm began to appear like a
large garden. Then the visit of a pack of harriers was some-
thing to be dreaded. A day spent in running rings "round
the groimds with their horse and foot attendants meant dis-
aster to the crops, and to-day the harrier has been banished
to the countries where thereis yet some wild land .such as the
moorlands around the ancient town of Penistone where the
oldest pack of harriers in the kingdom is still preserved.
Upon fox hunting the farmer looks with more favor.

The fixture only comes around to him a couple of times in
the season, and then most likely they find and go away, the
last "bit of pink" disappears in the distance, and in the
course of a few minutes his men and maids and startled
"Dobbins" ha\-e settled down to work again.
But there was a still more important reason for the

decline of the harrier and the evolution of the fox-
hound. The hunter came to care less for hunting than for
riding. A good straight burst was wanted. This the hare
seldom furnished, the fox invariably. So the Englishman
hunted to ride. A gallop was the desideratum. But if the
Squire Westerns of old, those bluff four-bottle fellows, with
their long coats and their stout bob-tailed horses, who sang,

"Before the sun rises away we fly,

To sleep in the downy beds scorning-,"

could only return, they would find their- hours too early for
the Jin de siecle foxes of to-day. Their degenerate descend-
ants go to the meet at ten, and there feed and gossip with
milady before going out to hunt, which is really to take their
after-breakfast gallop. At ten! Think of it, you American
hunters of wild foxes!
Read the dull, verbose reports of the many meets in the

English journals and you wiU ascertain, if you keep awake,
that Lord Looney was there on a chestnut cob, and Lady
Lunkhead on a bay one, etc., ad nauseam, but never a word
will you see about the dogs, what they were or what they
did. It is as intensely interesting as reading a few pages out

of a city directory. As a matter of fact the performance of
the dogs is a matter of supreme indifference so long as they
follow the trail fast enough to keep out of the way of the
horses' hoofs.
The American fox hunter finds his keenest delight in the

work of the dogs. There is never a moment wMle iu hearing
tliat he cannot tell the position of each in the pads;. In Ken-
tucky the wonderful limestone soil, the climate or blue grass,
or whatever it is that makes her horses the fastest and her
women the handsomest, has had its potent effect upon the
foxhound; and this State has produced the fastest and most
enduring foxhounds that ever picked up a red fox. Trans-
planted to far distant climes their supremacy has been estab-
lished in the field.

The Kentuckian may be selected as a typical American fox
hunter. Every citizen of the Blue Grass State is sui generis
a lover of that great product of the blue grass—the horse.
But he is not engrossed in horse. He does not hunt to ride;
he rides to be in the hunt. He does not regard fences as
opportunities; he avoids them as obstacles. He simply draws
the line between steeplechasing and hunting. He takes his
sport like his liquor—straight. He does not believe in mixing
drinks. His rule is to jump anything you must, but nothing
that you can help.
The Dog Chat writer could with more justice have drawn

his invidious comparison between the American fox who
picks up a living and the "carefully bred, well nurtured"
English fox. A^'ith his ample and luxurious fare, his board
and lodging both provided, and an army of retainers to look
after his welfare, T fear the fat, sleek, tame fox of England
is too often, in racing jjarlauce, "short of work." Under the
conditions prevailing m America, just one week would suf-
fice to wipe out the foxes of that little island. They would
be as extinct as the dinotherm.
In America the fox survives solely through his superior

•fitness. A perpetual vendetta exists between him and the
lord of the soil. To-day ki the midst of our nineteenth
century civilization from which has l^een banished his more
powerful congener the wolf and every other animal inimical
to man, he alone, the unmitigated enemy, the vulpine Ish-
maelite fares gaily forth to levy his tribute upon the barn-
yard. He has circumvented every .snare, met superior force
with superior cunning, and to-day he is the last link which
connects us with that primeval nature which our progenitors
extirpated. It is a case of the survival of the fittest.

To you my brethren who stand withoiit the pale of the fox-
hunting fraternity, who have not learned the lore in the
bitter school of experience, the anomalous fact of his exist-
ence amid his inimical surrouudiugs, should convince you
that the red fox is a foe worthy of our steel. For the ruth-
less methods of the skin-hunter, who lays in wait with a
shotgun, the gentleman sportsman has but one designation,
the most dastardly of crimes, assJissinaticm, But to breed
and break a pack of hounds able to run faster than the fox
and carry his trail too, to surpass his endurance, and to cir-

cumvent his wiles, that is the endeavor of the Southern fox
hunter, and the Southern foxhound of to-day represents the
culmination of a century of such endeavor. F. J. H.

Advisory Committee Meeting.
In addition to the resohxtion of this meeting regarding the

World's Fair show postponement, the following business
was done at the meeting held July 6.

In the matter of Dr. Kenny vs. Rhode Island Poultry As-
sociation.

Sesolved. That the Rhode Island Poultry Association was in error,
as claimed by the plaintiff, and the winnings involved are hereby de-
clared forfeited. It is further resolved that while the defendants
were Kuilty, as charged, the fact that there was no precBdent to guide
them is considered extenuating, therefore no penalty is affixed.

Attention of associate members in arreai's for dues is called
to the following resolution:

Ordered, That the secretary be directed to notify all iiHsociates in
arrears that their names have been posted in the club foi- non-payment
of dues, and unless said dues are paid on or before Oct. I, they will be
dropped from membership.

The following resolution was offered by Dr. J. Frank
Perry:

Tl^ereas, After some three years' experience in the trial of cases of
alleged misconduct, this committee has come to the conclusion and
belief that the American Kennel Club shoiUd not consider and render
judgment in cases of complaint based on monetary transaction unless
fraud, deceit, trickery or the like is obvious, and that in complaints
where legal redress is possible, and these elements do not appear,
this club should not act; be it therefore
Resolved, That a resolution he presented at the next executive com-

mittee meeting for action by the American Kennel Club, as a hody,
defining its jurisdiction more specifically. In accordance with the
above oi)inion.

There were present at the meeting, Messrs. August Bel-
mont, W. C. Reick, J. Frank Perry, H. B. Cromwell, T. H,
Terry, the latter for a short time.

Signal Coming Over.

Editor Forest a/nd Stream:
After a winter's sport over Blue Rock in South Carolina, I

made up my mind that the more we have of such field stock
in America the better, and have purchased his full brother
Signal. This dog has won six field trial prizes and proven
his ability to compete with the greatest field trial winning
English setters and pointers in Europe, and withal, is said to
be a good looking one.
His breeder, who has bred the winner of the Puppy Stakes

for foiu- years at the Irish trials, writes me: "I consider him
one of the best of any breed living to-day. He is a bold
ranger, carries a most beautiful head and has a good nose, he
has great style and besides is iu every sense of the word a
show dog."
The London Field has said of him; "A big, good-looking

dow, an untiring worker, his nose is good, he ranges fi-eely, is

well broken, and under very fair command. There have
been few better red .setters than Signal, and his performance
at the Irish trials will long be remembered hy those who saw
him run there.

"

The report of American Field stated "A handsome, up-
standing dog who will make a show winner. He goes a
great pace, carries his head well, ranges well into the wind,
and is altogether a grand dog."
Mr. Cooper, who owns so many Irish setter winners at the

Irish and English trials, writes me: "Signal is a grand look-
ing dog, up to .show form and a clinker in the field, very
clever and very fast."
With such impartial opinions in his favor Signal must be

worthy of importation. MONT Clahe.

Northwestern Field Trials.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Handlers or owners, in the States, who are bringing dogs

to compete in our trials, will save themselves much annoy-
ance by sending me particulai-s. That is, the number, sexes
and colors of dogs, also date and route they are tra\'eling by.
If they do this a few days beforehand, I will give bonds for
the free entry of the dogs at the port of entry. If they fail to
do this, they will require to come on to 'VVinmpeg, which
means considerable delay, inconvenience and expense.
Birds are very numerous this year, but, having had more

rain than usual this season, mosquitoes have in conseiiuence
been very troublesome, so much so in fact that I have never
had a dog in the field since last fall. Thos. Johnson,

Hon. Sec. Treas, Northwestern F. T. C
'WiSMiPEG, Manitoba.
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National Beagle Club.

Taeeytown, N. Y., Aug. 3.—The adjourned meeting of
the National Beagle Club of America was held at the A. K.
C. rooms, 44 Boardway, New York, N. Y., on July 31. Pres-
ent were President Kreuder, Messrs. 8cheUhass, Laick, Bate-
man, Koberts, A. D. Lewis, Geo. W. Ilogers.
Messrs. James T. Flanuelly and O. W. Brooking offered

their resignations from the club, which were accepted. Mr.
W. H. Child offered his resignation and Mr. Schellhass was
appointed a committee to ascertain the reason of his resigna-
tion.
The Blue G^rass E. C. of Lexington, Ky., the Saratoga

Poultry and Kennel Club and the Toronto Industrial Exposi-
tion K. C. asked the N. B. C. of America to donate special
prizes to their respective shows, but as the N. B. C. of Amer-
ica will devote all its energy toward the coming field trials,
the above asked for specials were not granted. Mr. Pottinger
Dorsey stated in a letter to the club that the .special prize
won by Lee II. as absolute winner of 1892 had not been paid
by last year's management of the club. It was voted that a
suitable piece of silver plate be purchased by the committee
appointed, the same to be presented to Mr. Pottinger Dorsey
as a special won by Lee II. at 1892 field trials. Meeting ad-
journed at 4 P. M.
A meeting of the field trial committee was then held.

PreseDt: Kreuder, Laick, Bateman, Schellhass, A. D. Lewis,
E. G. Roberts, H. W. Lacy, by proxy.
It was voted that A. D. Lewis be added to the field trial

committee.
A^'oted that there be no absolute winner class. Voted that

the classes be as follows:
Class A for dogs and bitches, all ages, loin, and over 13in.,

that have not been placed first in any class at field trials
held by N. B. C.
Open class B for dogs and bitches, all ages, 13in. and under,

that have not been placed first in any class at field trials
held by N. B. C.
Derby class C for dogs and. bitches, 15in. and under, whelped

on or after Jan. 1, 1892.

Champion class D for dogs and bitches, all ages, 15in. and
over 13in., having been placed first in any class at field trials
held by N. B. C.
Champion class D for dogs and bitches, all ages, 13in. and

Tinder, having been placed first in any class at field trials
held by N. B. C.

CONDITIONS.

Class A—Entries close Oct. 5, 1893. Fee to start, $10, of
which amount S3 forfeit must accomj)any entry and balance
to be paid prior to starting the class. First prize, S60; second
prize, $40. third prize, §20.

Class B—Entries close Oct. 5, 1893. Fee to start, S7, of
which $3 forfeit must accompany entry. First prize, $30: sec-
ond prize, $20; third prize, $10.

Class C—Entries close Oct. 5, 1893. Fee to start, $5, of
which §2 forfeit must accompany entry and balance to be
paid prior to starting in class. First prize, $20; second prize,

Class D—Entries close Oct. 5, 1893. For dogs and bitches
having been placed first at trials of 1890, 1891, 1892 and 1893,
held by N. B. C. Fee to start, §10, of which S5 forfeit must
accompany entry, balance to be paid before starting Class A.
First prize winners of Classes A and C. Entries close dur-
ing trials and before starting of class. Fee to start, $10,
which must be paid prior to starting class. First prize, 60
per cent. ; second prize, 30 per cent.

Class E—Entries close Oct. 5, 1893. For dogs and bitches
having been placed fir.st at trials of 1890, 1891, 1892 and 1893,
held by the N. B. C. Fee to start, $10, of wluch $5 forfeit
must accompany entry, balance to be paid before starting
Classes B and ,C.

First prize winners of Class B or C entries close during
trials, fee to start, $10, which must be paid before starting
class. First prize 60 per cent., second 30 per cent.

Trials to begin October 80, 1893.
Mr. Joe Lewis was selected to act as one of the field trial

judges and to be asked to state his terms. Mr. William
TaJlman was also selected as one of the judges, provided his
terms will be acceptable to the club.
Voted that we hold no bench show. Voted that a brace

stake be made for dogs and bitches under 15in., fee to start
$10, which must be paid before starting class. First prize 60
per cent. , second 30 per cent.
Voted that a pack .stake be made for dogs and bitches

under 15ia. Fee to start $15. First prize, 60 per cent., second
prize, 30 per cent.
Note: All dogs are eligible for brace .and pack stake

whether running in regular trials or not.
Geo. Laick, Sec'y.

Coursing.

_

"^'infield, Kan.—The Cowley County Coursing Associa-
tion's open meeting will occur this year on Nov. 7 and suc-
ceeding days, Mr. E. H. Mulcaster has been invited to
judge and Mr. J. R. Cochran -will slip.

J. R. Ballard, Sec'y.

KENNEL NOTES.
Kenuel Notes are insei'ted without cliarge ; and blanks

Cfumished free) will be sent to any address.

NAMES CLAIMED.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

BeoM Noble. By Inwood Kennels, Providence, R. L, for black and
tan Gordon setter dog, whelped April 27, 1893, by Count Noble (Ben-
Belle) out of Fenmont (Beaumout—Belle Stephens).

BRED.
1^" Prepared Blanks sent free on application.
Oky—Eberharrs Cashier. W. F. Harn's ("Oklahoma City, O. T.) pug

bitch Oky (champion Kash—Lady Clover) to Eberhart Pug Kennels'
Eberhart's Cashier (champion Kash—Lady Thora), JiUy 27.
Countess—Ebor Larchmont. W. L. Davidson's smooth fox-terrier

bitch Countess to S. J. Rogers's Ebor Larchmont, July 29.
Miss v.—Blemtori Stipend. Leinster Kennels' (New Orleans, La.)

fox-terrier bitch Miss V. (Mux—BeverwyckRhoda) to Kempton Park's
Blemton Stipend (Stipendiary— Spinster), May 11.'

Leinster Baby—Shelby y^w Forrest. Leinster Kennels' (New Or-
leans, La.) fox-terrier bitch Leinster Baby (Rabv Jim—Hillside Rue)
to their Shelby New Forrest (New Forrest^Holcombe Jill), July 31.

Wilton Leah—Shelby New Forrest. Leinster Kennels' (New Orleans,
La.) fox-terrier bitch Wilton Leah (Regent Vox—Royal Dart) to their
Shelby New Forrest (New Forrest^Holcombe Jill), July 19.

Shamrock—Shelby Neiv Forrest. Leinster Kennels''(New Orleans,

leans. La.) fox-teixier bitch Hurstbom-ne Vic (Luke— Oriole Vic) to
their Shelby New Forrest (New Forrest^Holcombe JiiJ'i, July 5.

To7ia Wanda—King of Lynn. F. H. Nash's ( Great Falls, N. H.)
pointer bitch Tona \Vanda (Bang Bang-Underbill's Jane) to Robert
Leslie's Khig of LjTin (Tempest—Nadjy of Naso), July 18.

WHELPS.
t^°° Prepared Blanks sent free on application.
Miss V. Leinster Kennels" (New Orleans, La.) fox-terrier bitch Miss

V. (Max—Beverwyck Rhoda), July 11, four (one dog), by Kempton
Park's Blemton Stipend (Stipendiary—Spinster).
Bessie Girl. T. E. Roberts's (.White Plains, N. Y.) pointer bitch

Bessie Girl (Voltaire— Renie), ,July 16, seven (three does), by Bronx
Valley Kennels" Axtel King Don (King Don-Meteor's Del)

.

Juliette. D. S. Bennett's (^Vrentham, Mass.) Gordon setter bitch
Juliette (Captain Dan—Molhe Piieher), July 5, eight (four dogs), by
Inwood Kennels' Count Noble (Ben-Belle).'

Blossom. H. B. Murchie's (Calais, Jle.) St. Bernard bitch Blossom
(Albert Pttnlimmon—bitch by V ictor Joseph), Aug. ;3, eight (five dogs),
by New York St, Bernard Kennels' Sir Bedivere.
Shamrock. Leinster Kennels' (New Orleans, La.) fox-terrier bitdh

Shamrock (Beverwyck Trap—Tulip). Feb. S3, seven (one dog), by their
Shelby New Forrest (New Forrest^Holcombe JiU).
Rosalind. C. J. Mischler's (New Orleans, La.) fox-terrier bitch

Rosalind (Lythan Crack—Lythan Belle), Feb. 14, four rthreedogs),by
Leinster Kennels' Dixie Tartar (Raby Mixer—Hillside Rue).

Gipsey. W. "W. Gang's (Baton Rouge, La.) fox-terrier bitcJi Gipsey
(Sport—Gipsey). Feb. 1, seven (four dogs), by Leinster Kennels' Dixie
Tartar (Raby Mixer—HiUside Rue).
Leinster Baby. Leinster Kennels' (New Orleans. La.) fox-terrier

bitch Leinster Baby (Raby Jim—Hillside Rue). Feb. 35, three bitches,
by their Shelby New Forrest (New Forrest—Holcombe Jill).

SALES.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Kent II.—Countess Addie whelp. Black, white and ticked English
setter dog, whelped Feb 9, 1893, by A. D. Fiske, Worcester, Mass., to
Frank Grant, Torrington, Conn.
Dixie Tartar—Gipsey whelp. White and black fox-terrier bitch,

whelped Dec. 12, 1898, by Leinster Kennels, New Orleans, La., to W. G.
Jones, Temple, "Tex.

Don Noble. Black and tan Gordon setter dog, whelped April 29,

189-3, by Count Noble out of Fenmont, by Inwood Kennels, Providence,
R. I., to G. H. Lomas, Pawtucket, R. I.

Leinster Folly. Black, white and tan fox-terrier dog, whelped Jan.
29, 1893, by Raby Jim out of Hillside Rue, by Leinster Kennels, New
Orleans, La , to W. E. Stauffer, same place.
Thasmo Sport. Liver and white pointer dog, whelped Sept. 3, 1891,

by Frank Smith out of Bell Swift, by F. M. Thomas, Catskill, N. Y., to
G. P. Matteson, Oswego, N. Y.
Thasmo Ned. Red Irish setter dog, whelped June 16, 1891, by Charles

W. out of Lady Learnerd, by F. M. Thomas, Catskill, N. Y., to G. A.
Kenken. New York city.

Sporty Tliasnio. Black, white and tan beagle dog, whelped Sept. 10,

1891, by Athens out of Belle, by F. M. Thomas, CatskiU, N. Y., to Jas.
Porter, Davenport, la.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Then-e is no charge for answering qv^tions under this head. All

Questions relating to ailments of dogs will be answered by Dr. T. G.
Slierwood, a member of the Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons.
Communications referring to other matters connected with Kennel
Management and dogs will also receive careful attention.

H. B. N., Brooklyn, N. Y.—Could a dog be poisoned by eating the
vomit of a nian taken with a violent attack of colic? Ans. No, pro-
viding the colic in the man was not caused by a poison.

J. J. C, Detroit, Mich.—W'ill you kindly give the pedigree of the Eng-
hsh setter No. 18,i'46? Ans. We cannot find an English setter with
that number in the Stud Book. Can you give the name of the dog?

C. S. W. Covert, N. Y.—There is nothing in the game laws of New
York in reference to using ferrets on rabbits in the open season.

Business.
Results of a Small "Adv."—Catskills, N. Y., Aug. 4.—The Forest

and Stream Pub. Co. : Find inclosed three sales blanks which kin(ily
insert under their head. They are the result of my adv. (smaU) in
your July §2. 1893, number. The other dogs there advertised are now
subject to many probable pm-chasers. F. M. Thomas.

FIXTURES.
AUGUST.

13. Cor., San Fi-an., Rowing Races, 22. Fall River, Open, Mount Hope
Tiburon. Bay.

14. Hempstead Bay, third dub, 24. Rochester, Club, Charlotte.
Hempstead Bay. 24. Commonwealth, 2d Pen,Boston

14. New York Cruise, run to 25. Staten Island, Ladies' Day.
New Bedford. 26. Buffalo, Ladies' Day.

14-19. Cor., Marblehead, Midsum- 26. Cor., Atlantic City, Annual,
mer Series. 26. Cor., Marblehead. 3d Cham.

15. New York Cruise, run to New- 26. Monatiquot, 3d Cham., Wey-
port. mouth.

16. Monatiquot, 2d Cham., Wey- 26. Minnetonka, sad off.

moutn. 26. Larchm ont, Oyster Boats,
16. Savin Hill. Sail-off, Dorchester Larchmont.

Bay. 26. Sipirican, Open, Marion.
19. Mos. Fleet, Cham., So. Boston. 26. Cor.Mos.Fleet Au.NewRochelle
19. Lynn, Expert Cup, Lynn, Mass 26. Royal Nova Scotia, Open,
19. Riverside, Ladies' Day Race, Ladies' Prizes, Halifax.

Riverside, Conn. 26-27. Cor., San Fran., Ci-ulse, Pet-
19. Quincy,ClubRace,Quincy,Mass
19. Beverly, 1st Open, Quissett.

\$. So. Boston,3dCham., So.Boston
19. Wintlirop, 2d Cham.
19. Royal Can., Skiff Class, Tor.

alvuna Creek
26-28. Royal Canadian, Cruise.
28. Eastern, Weld Cup, Marble-

head.
31. Atlantic, 85ft. Class, New York

19-20. Cor., San Fran., Cruise, — . Cor., Sweeps, S5ft. Class, New-
Goat Island. port.

19. Savin Hill, Union Open, Dor- — . New York Cruise, Astor Cups,
Chester Bay. Newport.

21. Rhode Lsland, Open. —. Seawanhaka, 85ft. special,
22. Massachusetts, Club, Dorches-

ter Bay.
SEPTEMBER.

2. Savin Hill, 2d Cup, Dorchester 9. Cor., San Francisco, Channel
Bay.

2. Cor., Marblehead, Sail off.

2. Beverly, 4th Open Sweeps,
Mon. Beach.

2. Knickerbocker, Club, Open
Boats, College Point.

2. Quincy,ClubRace,Quincy,Mass
2. Rochester, Cruise, Charlotte.

CJruise and Race.
9. Commonwealth,3d Pen,Boston
9. Buffalo, Cruising Sweepstakes,

AU Classes, Lake Erie.
9. Royal Can.. Prince of Wales

Cup, Toronto.
9. Miramichi, Newcastle, triangle
9. Sippican, 3d Champ., Marion.

2. Lynn, Expert Cup, Lynn, Mass. 14. Beverly, ' 3d Buzzard's Bay
2. W^inttu'op, Consolation Race. Clham., Mon. Beach.
2. Royal Can., Cruising Race, 1st 14. Rochester, Review and Ladies

Class, Toronto. Day, Charlotte, N. Y.
2. Larchmont, Fall Regatta, 14 Mos. Fleet, Open, Cash, South

Larchmont. Boston.
2. Royal Nova Scotia, Open, Hal- 15, New York, autumn sweeps,

ifax. New York.
4. Fall River, dub, Mount Hope 16, Royal Nova Scotia, Special

Bay. Class, Edwards Cup.
4. Lynn, Open, Nahant. 16. Royal Can., 30ft Class, Tor.
4. Cor.. MiU-blehead, Club Reg. 16. Phila.. Open, Delaware River.
4. N. Y. Y. R. A., An., N. Y. Bay. 16. Lynn, Expei-t Cup, Lynn, Mass.
4. Beverly, 2d Open, Mon. Beach. 21. Corinthian, Atlantic City.
6. Corinthian, Atlantic City. 23. Royal Can., Cosgrove Cup, 23ft.
9. Knickerbocker, Ladies' Day, Class, Toronto.

College Pomt. 33-24. Cor., San Fran., Cruise and
9. Larchmont, Special, Schrs. Corinthian Games.

and 85ft. dass, Larchmont. 7-9-11-13. New York, Trial Races,
9. Beverly, Marblehead. Sandy Hook.

OCTOBER.
5-7-9. New York. America's Cup, 14. Buffalo, Closing Cruise.

Sandy Hook. 14. Commonwe.alth, Novelty Race,
7. Mii-amichi,Chatham-Newcastle Boston Harbor.

7-8. Cor., San Francisco, Cruise. —. Colt Cup, 85-footers, Long
14. Cor., San Fran., Closing Day. Islsmd Sound.

CoNsiDEEiNG the fleet gathered at Cowes for the week of the Royal
Yacht Squadron, that great and august body began its racing with

something very much akin to a farce. The race for the Queen's cup,

the principal prize of the year, was in the first place made a handi-

cap, thus robbing it of aU interest. Handicaps ai-e all very well in

their way, but with five new racing craft sailing regularly under the

Y. R. A. allowances, few yachtsmen would care to waste time over

a handicap for such outbudt craft as Thistle and Wendur, with the

little Mohawk thrown in. In addition to being a handicap the race

was limited to yachts enrolled in the Squadron, thus shutting out
Satanita, CaUuna and Navahoe, aU new craft. What little interest

attached to the race between Valkyrie and Britannia under such con-

ditions disappeared entirely when it was learned that the former,

after beating Britannia by a safe margin, and Meteor (Thistle) by a
quarter of an hour, was disqualified for passing a mark on the wrong
hand. By a fortunate chance Meteor was just within her handicap

time of Britannia, and so won the cup, to the great gratification of

her Imperial owner, who, as one di^pat<lh says, was seriously dis-

appointed last year when he was beaten by the 40-rater Corsair. It

is also stated that the captain and crew of Valkyrie, who doubtless

worked hard enough to win, were disgusted and indignant at the

final result. The race nest day for the Meteor shield was a similar

failure, only two yachts, Britannia and Satanita, starting. An open
race for each of these trophies would have brought out the finest

fleet that has started in England for many yeai-s, and night have
helped yachting as much as these two absurd contests have re-

tarded it.

Last week the daily papers were full of a sensational story, origi-

nating in New York, to the effect that the new Paine fin-keel Jubilee

had turned out a complete failure, and would not start in the trial

races, some adding the important intelligence that General Paine was
about to fit out the Volunteer. The only foundation for the story
seems to be that General Paine has neglected to make a formal entry
for the trial races before August 1, the date set by the committee.
Jubilee is to all appearances doing fully as well as most new boats,

and she will be in the races this week with the others of her class.

Opinions as to Navahoe have traversed the whole range, from high
est to lowest, and the anxious yachtsman may, according to his sym-
pathies, American or British, read with dehght that she is far and
away superior to the four new British yachts, or that she is unman-
ageable and has nearly capsized. The most reasonable supposition
from the races saded up to this time is that she met her best weathep
in her first race, a good breeze, in which she could carry her large

topsail easily ; and that in heavier weather she is still lacking in

power, and is likely to be defeated by the home boats. Considering
the many disadvantages under which she labors as compared with
the others, in strange waters, racing against a foreign fleet, and her
fh-st race virtually a trial trip, the result was remarkably good, in

fact an agreeable surprise. That she has been beaten in strong
winds is in no way surprising from what has been suspected from the
fli-st, of her lack of power, even with the outside lead. With a few
more trials a marked improvement may be looked for, and it now
seems likely that with moderate weather to aid her she will do no dis-

credit to America, even though she should fail to bring back the
three cups she has gone for.

The comments of the English papers, the Times in particular, on
Navahoe are very amusing, and quite on a par with similai- expert
opinions printed on this side. Among other comments the Times says:
" The Navahoe's behavior during the week certainly supports Brit

isn yachtsmen in the opinion that the centerboard yacht, as developed
by American designers, is only fit for fine weather." Although Nava,
hoe has a centerboard, she has absolutely nothing else in common with
the national type of centerboard yacht, in fact she draws just about
the same water as Genesta, Galatea and Thistle, with as low or lower
ballast. The centerboard has suffered in the past from being foimd in

very bad company, great beam, shoal draft and poor construction ;

but there is nothing in the board itself which makes a vessel unsea"
worthy apart from its model. There was a time when the centerboard
was found only in vessels of a dangerous type ; but that time has
passed; the Times must be a long way astern if it has not heard of the
sailing of Puritan and Thetis in hard weather, not to mention Volun-
teer and the many other modern eentei-boai-d cutters.

We venture the prediction now, looldng to the end of the season to

justify it, that designers on both sides, and especially in America,
have been hurried by circumstances into a size of hull which they do
not yet know how to spar or canvas properly; and that the highest

speeds of the new boats will not be reached imtil very marked ad-

vances have been made in spar making and sail maldng. It would
seem that in the mast or boom of 100ft. the limit of strength of a
single grown stick had been exceeded, and that to stand properly

such spai-s must be in effect built trusses of wood or steel. It is

doubtful as well whether the best of the new sails are strong enough
to stand as sails have stood in the past, and whether stronger

materials and new methods of roping are not necessary. In all the

races of 1885-'86 and '87, we fail to recall a single accident to any of

the big boats more serious than the carrying away of a topmast—not
a mast or bowsprit was lost, or a lower sail torn. The record of the

British racing this year shows one succession of new spars, and we
look for the same experience in the still more powerful boats on this

side.

Two reports have come this week by cable, one of a 90-footer for the
Emperor of Germany, and one of a challenge for the America Cup
next year in the event of Valkyrie's failm-e. It is rather soon yet to

talk of a challenge from a real 90-footer, but in view of the mechanical

difficulties yet unsolved in the new 86ft. boats, of the immense outlay

Involved, and of the j)robable after effects of the present financial

depression, it would be an unfortunate thing if the Cup racing should

be moved up to a still larger class. The question is worthy of con-

sideration whether it is not desirable and at the same time possible for

the two yachting nations to unite in estabUshing a limit of size for

single stick yachts in international competition for such trophies as

the America and Royal Victoria C!ups. Such a course would prevent
all outbuilding and would be manifestly to the advantage of both
sides.

Chesapeake Bay Y. C. Special Open Race.
OsviNG to a difference of opinion as to the speed of the yachts In the

annual open regatta of the club off Claiburu on July 6, it was ar-
ranged to hold a special open race to start from the harbor of St.
Jliehaels on Tuesday, August 1. Owing to want of wind this race
was postponed to 2d inst.

Wind moderate N. but very baffling. Course from line drawn frora
Tyler's Wharf, St. Michael's harbor, to judges' boat, thence to Wye-
town buoy and back to a stake boat at mouth of harbor and repeat.
CJom'se of second class from same imaginary fine to Wyetown buoy,
thence to stake boat at mouth of harbor, thence to Long Point buoy
and back to stai-ting line. Distance for first class, thirteen and one-
qusu'ter (nautical) miles ; second class, eleven and one-half (nautical)
miles.
The champion tdass sailed without restrictions as to sails or ballast;

this allows the use of outriggers which are always used unless
specially restricted. In the second class outriggers were barred,
and no shifting dead ballast allowed, and not more than si.x men in
any boat. The gun for championship class was fired at 9:55 o'lock,
and starting gun at 10 o'clock.

CHAMPIONSHIP CLASS—31 TO 38ft.
Length. Elapsed. Corrected.

Island Belle 35.01 4 05 30 4 05 27
Island Bride 35.02 <1 17 30 4 17 20
Golden Rod 35.05 4 20 30 4 20 30
Ma BeUe 35.04 3 20 30 4 20 23
Harkaway 34.10 4 39 50 4 39 10

SECOKD CLASS—24 TO 31FT.
Island Bud 27.00 3 45 10 3 43 15
Lucy Lee 29.10 4 10 03 4 10 03
Sam and Charley 28.11 4 10 30 4 09 54
Samuel H 28.05 4 17 20 4 15 45
The performance of Island Bird was a wonderful one, considering

she sailed the race with only her three sails, mainsail, foresail and
jib, while in the champion class immense light sails were used off the
wind, and owing to the fact that outriggers were barred, the Island
Bird only used a comparatively small suit of sails to wintlward, yet
her time over the course, eleven and one- half nautical miles, was
3h. 45m. 10s., which compares well with that of the world beater.
Island Belle, viz.: 4h. 5m. 30s. over a thirteen and one-quarter naut-
ical mile course. . J. G. Moaais, Sec.

The Stamford Y. C. has offered a silver cup costing §200 for a special
race for sloops, cutters and yawls between 36 and 43ft. racing length,
to be sailed off Stamford on Saturday, Aug. 26.
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NEW YORK Y. C. CRUISE, 1893.
It is rather a. strange turn of affairs that lias gradually taken place

of late years, the virtual opening of the racing season in August in-

stead of June ; but it is more and more apparent each year that the
life has gone out of eai-ly racing, and that the real sport only begins
with the New York Yacht Club's annual cruise. Important as this

grand gathering of the fleet has become, there is much lost by the
very late beginning of the season, especially when new yachts built

for international races are to be tried and worked up ; and it would
be in every way better if the old-time June racing could be restored.

With the racing fleet in readiness about the middle of June there
would not only be several weeks of good racing then, but the boats
would be in better condition for the races of the cruise, and the latter

would gain rather than lose.

This year the spring races are not worth considering, the results,

such as they are, may be entirely disregarded ; and the race of Tues-
day last may be considered as the first of the season.
The programme this year is much the same as in 1891-2, the rendez-

vous being at Glen Cove, at the west end of Long Island Sound, and
the regular squadron runs being made as follows : August 8, Glen
Cove to Morris Cove (New Haven) ; 9, Morris Cove to New London

;

10, New London to Newport
; 12, Newport to Vineyard Haven

; 14,

Vineyard Haven to New Bedford
; 15, New Bedford to Newport. This

year there has been no talk of prolonging the cruise around rhe
Cape, such a coxu-se being manifestly impossible on account of the
many races of the 85-footers which must be sailed.

The official programme of the cruise is as follows:
By invitation of the commodore, the regatta committe will make the

cruise on the flagship. Y^achts entered for any racing event will dis-

play their numbers and private signals, Rule X., Section 3. Numbers
can be obtained at the club house, 67 Madison ave., or on board the
May. Club rules and time allowances will govern all races unless
otherwise directed. Entries must be made in writing and addressed
to the committee. Race records can be obtained on board the May.
Racing events—Sailing directions will be mailed later. They can

also be obtained at the club house and on board the May.
Off the rendezvous, Aug. 7. The Commodore's Cups.—The commo-

dore offers a cup for scliooners and a cup for sloops, cutters and
yawls, to be sailed for on the day of rendezvous by yachts belonging
to the club, in racing trim. Start. 11:30 A. M. Entries will be received
at the club house up to 10 P. M., Aug. 5, and on board the May up to
10:30 A. M., Aug. 7. Course, triangular, from off Glen Cove to the
eastward and return, 30 miles.
Newport, Aug. 11. The Goelet Cups, 13th series.—For schooners a

$1,000 cup. For sloops, cutters and yawls a $500 cup. Offered by
Capt. Og<len Goelet, N. Y^ Y. C, and open to yachts belonging to the
club that have not hauled out to clean since the commencement of the
cruise. Capt. Goelet reserves the privilege of inviting foreign yachts
that may be in American waters, to enter the race. Start, 11:30 A. M.
Entries will be received at the club house up to 10 P. M., Aug. 5, and
on noard the May up to 8 A. M., Aug. 11. Course No. 4 or No. 5 (By-
Laws, Chap. XVI.) as maj' be signalled.
On the squadron's return from the eastward—The Astor Cups —

Capt. J. J. Astor, N. Y. Y. C„ off'ers two f600 cups to be sailed tor off
Newport by sloops, cutters and yawls belonging to the club. Capt.
Astor reserves the right to admit foreign yachts in American waters.
Time limit, 6 hours. Start, 11 A. M. Entries will be received at the
club house up to 10 P. M., Aug. 5, and on the May up to 10 A. M.. Aug.
16. Course, a triangle, 10 miles to a leg, the first leg to windward, if

possible. The winner of the first day's race is to take one cup, and
the winner, second and third and fourth boats shall compete in the
second race for the other cup. In the event of the second cup being
won by the boat which was second or third in the first day's race,
there shall be a third race between these two boats, and the winner of
the third race shall take both cups.
Squadron runs.—There will be the customary runs from port to

port, in cruising trim. In each class there will be a prize for first if

two, or more, start; and a prize for second if four, or more, start.
When the commodore has ordered the squadron under way, the May
will establish the starting line, and yachts wishing to be timed will
Cross displaying their numbers and private signals. They will finish
between the May and the i:)oLnts indicated. Water can be taken into,
and started from, the tanks up to 8 o'clock each morning.
Steamboats for members. Aug. 7.—The CJpmmodore's Cup.—The

Taurus (Iron Steamhoat Co.) will leave the foot of East Seth st. at
9:45 A. M. ;

Long Island City (annex of L. I. R. R.) at 10, and will make
a landing at Roslyn. She will touch at these points returning. Mem-
bers can obtain their tickets, which will not be transferable and will
admit one lady each—and extra tickets S3 each—from the superin-
tendent at the club house, 07 Madison ave.
Aug. 11. The Goelet Cups.—The Gay Head (New England and Nan-

tucket Line) will leave the foot of Long AVharf, Newport, at 10 A. M.
Members can obtain tickets, .S3 each, and extra tickets at the same
price, from the superintendent, 07 Madison ave., or Capt. F. J. Sands,
N. Y'. Y. C, station No. G, Newport. Should the race be postponed,
the arrangements wOl hold good on the 12th.

The Astor Cups.—The sea-going tug Luckenbach will leave the foot
of Long Wharf at 10:15 on the morning of each race. Members can
obtain their tickets, $3 each, and extra tickets at the same price, from
Capt. Sands, at the Newport station.
Tickets for each of these events will include lunch, exclusive of

wines.
S. Nicholson Kank, 1

Chester Griswold, V Regatta Committee.
Irving Grinnell,

)

With ordinarily good weather there is every good prospect of the
programme being carried out and of the fleet being back at Newport
by Aug. 15 and disbanding on that date. These runs will, as usual, be
races for aU to choose to start, in cruising trim, with a first prize' for
two starters and a second prize for four, in each class and each run.
Apart from the racing rims three races will be sailed, the first on

the day of rendezvous, Aug. 7, off Glen Cove, for two cups, one for
schooners and one for single-stickers, presented by Com. Morgan, all
yachts being in cruising trim. This race will give to the many mem-
bers about New York an opportunity to see the fleet under way and
the racing division in a race. The second race of the cruise will be for
the Goelet cups, sailed off Newport on Aug. 11, over one of the two
regular courses. Sow and Pigs or Block Island, and wall be notable as
the first meeting of the four cup defenders. The third contest will be
a series of two or three races, to be sailed off Newport at the return
of the fleet, for two $600 cups, presented by Mr. Astor; this race being
practically limited to the four big boats, aa in the event of the start-
ing of two or three of them it would be idle for a 46-footer to start.
Yachts entering for any of the races must not have hauled out to
clean after Monday.
For the past two weeks the yachts have been busy over the flnal

preparations, most of them bemg docked as late as possible. Colonia
came down from Newport and hauled out at Downing & Lawrence's
railway, Gowanus, on Aug. 1, where she was held until the morning
tide of Monday, going over at 3 A. 31. and towing to the start for the
first race. Her new hollow boom proved entirely too limber on trial
and was at once discarded temporarily for the former solid one; the
boom buckled badly and drew the mainsafl out of shape. Another
hollow boom has been made for her at Bristol, 34in. diameter in the
slings and 20in. at each end. It is built of two thicknesses Oregon
pine, wooden hoops being used inside, with bracing between them.
Being much larger than the first hollow boom, it is expected to be
stiffer. A similar boom 100ft. long has also been made for Vigilant.
The latter boat went out early in the week at Hawkins's ways, City
Island, lying there only a couple of days, hut during this time she was
inspected by a large number of yachtsmen. Her bronze bottom was
carefully polished and the topsides painted, and a new boom and gaff
made by Piepgrass were shipped.
Jubilee was hauled out at the Atlantic Works. East Boston, on

Aug. 2, in the presence of Gen. Paine and Mr. John B. Paine. She has
had a solid topmast made to replace the hoUow one first used, and one
of the three shrouds of the hounds has been shifted to the masthead,
making two to each point. Her mainsail has been cut down, as it had
stretched considerably. Pilgrim was docked on Aug, 1, at the Boston
Navy Yard, where a cradle of heavy timbers, simflar to the one used
in New York, was built for her by Mr. Jaa. Mclatyre, the yacht
buUder. She was scraped and painted and the small forward center-
board, which has never been required in saihng, was removed and the
slot filled with wood- She and Jubfleewill join the fieet at Newport,
or possibly the latter may run to New London.

Monday, August 7, Commodore's Cups.
Glen Cove, Long Island Sound.

Monday was a perfect racing day, clear, warm and bright, and with
a rattling northwest wind, strong and steady, save for the hard puffs
that are always met from that quarter. The water was perfectly
smooth and the bi eeze tempered the heat of the sun, so that the mem-
bers and guests, for whom this race was specially planned by the
Commodore, had everything to their liking In the matter of weather.
The h-on steamer Taurus was waiting early, with a band on board and
the usual complement of edibles, but strange to say the tm-nout was
much smaller than one would expect, in fact, the members were slow
to avail themselves of the good things provided by the club.
The course for the race was a 26 mile triangle, between Matinnicock

Point, a markboat off Green's Ledge, Norwalk Islands, and a mark-
boat off Lloyd's Neck and home. With the wiud N.W it was impossi-
ble to obtain any beating, and the signals from the May caUed for the
course sailed with all marks to starboard, as above, making a free
reach to the first mark, 12J4 miles, naut., a reach across to Lloyd's
Neck. 4 miles, and a single long leg closehauled of 9)^ miles to 'the

As the race was mainly intended for those on the Taurus, the start
was delayed as long as possible for the arrival of that vessel ; but after
leaving New York late and waiting for the usual laggards, she reached
Glen Cove, where a large party was waiting, only to find that the ebb
tide would prevent her getting into the dock. A long time was
wasted in ferrying the ladies out in launches, and the race had stated
before the steamer left Glen Cove. With such a wind no steamboat in
the Iron fleet could overtake the yachts; so the members lost all of the
first half of the race.
May, with Com. Morgan and the regatta committee aboard, was

anchored about 1]4 miles off JIatinnicock Point, with a sloop carrying
the club flag an eighth of a mile inshore of her, marking the line.

When the preparatory gun was fired at 18:15, the Sound and Hemp-
stead Bay was covered with a fleet of yachts, saU and steam, down to
canoes and catboats.
The racing division included Vigilant, Colonia, Queen Mab and Ililde-

garde, and the schooners Lasca, Alcsea, Constellation, Coronet, Em-
erald, Dagmar, Ariel, Ramona and Marguerite. The starting gun for
the single-stickers was fired at 12:25, the first over being Queen Mab,
with Vigilant just to leeward and Colonia and Hildegarde about a
minute astern. The schooners started five minutes later, the official
times of the start being :

Queen Mab 13 26 13 Constellation 12 :i2 56
Vigilant 13 26 43 Lasca 12 .3-3 23
Colonia 32 27 57 Dagmar 12 33 32
Hildegarde 12 28 03 Ramona 12 34 02
Alcasa 12 31 14 Marguerite 12 .39 00
Ariel 12 31 29 Coronet IS 35 00
Emerald 12 32 14

All carried jibheaded topsails and small jibtopsails, the two big cut-
ters setting baUoon foresails. With a strong quartering wind Vigilant
set a high pace from the start, soon passing Queen Mab, but her race
was a short one; when hardly a dozen minutes from the start her bow-
sprit and topmast went, the former a few feet outside the stem, and
the latter at the cap; she dropped anchor, cleared the wreck and ran
into Glen Cove, towing over to Piepgrass's yard later in the day for
new spars before the (joelet Cup race of Friday. Coronet was also in
trouble, her maintofisail getting adrift and blowing out to leeward for
a time, finally breaking away and sailing hke a white cloud through
space before it dropped into the drink. Soon after her jibtopsail burst
and fiew far out to leeward.
Colonia was now in the lead, driving fast for the outer mark and

holding her own at this work with ConsteUation, of 20ft. more water-
line. The puffs came hard at times, and oft" Greenwich two or three of
the schooners were luffing out and heeling to a dangerous angle. The
times at the first mark were:
Colonia 1 26 30 Ariel 1 33 05
Constellation 1 31 20 Lasca .'...1 34 16
Alcasa 1 m SO Ramona 1 34 40
After a jibe came a short reach across the Sound to Lloyd's Neck.

The clew of Oolonia's staysail burst and the sail was stowed, this leg

COLONIA ON THE RAILWAY.

being covered under mainsail, jib and working topsail. She came for
the mark with a big wave under her lee bow, the weather side of the
deck wet with the flying spray and quite a heel on. .Just to leeward
and ahead of her was 5lr. Rogers's old Bedouin, now flying the colors
of Mr. C. W. Wetmore, out for a sail with ladies on board. With
Colonia's huge spars towering high above Bedouin's httle ones, it

seemed as though the new boat should walk quickly by, but the old
cutter held her place well until the mark was passed and sheets
trimmed in, when Colonia soon left her. The second mark was timed:
Colonia 1 47 50 Lasca 1 .56 06
Constellation 1 51 11 Ramona 1 56 57
Alcffia 1 53 55 Emerald 1 59 40
Ariel 1 55 03 Coronet 2 01 :39

After a quick luff and a pull at the sheets all were off for the finish,
close-hauled on starboard tack. All weathered the luie on this tack
save Lasca, who fetched just to leeward of the mai k-boat and had to
make two short tacks to get across. The full times were :

SCHOONERS.
Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.

Ariel 12 31 29 2 48 14 2 10 45 not me.
Constellation 13 32 .56 2 43 01 2 10 05 2 07 32
Lasca 13 33 23 2 49 56 3 16 33 3 08 33
Alcaia 13 31 14 2 47 10 2 15 56 not me.
Dagmar 13 33 32 3 01 55 3 28 23 2 11 31
Emerald 13 33 14 2 57 21 2 35 07 2 14 54
Ramona 13 34 03 2 50 20 3 16 18 2 13 IG
Marguerite 12 35 00 3 03 43 2 28 43 2 16 09
Coronet 13 35 00 3 58 33 2 23 33 3 23 23

3 00 OO

Dauntless, Mayflower and Loyal were entered, but did not start.
COTTERS AND SLOOPS.

Colonia 12 37 .57 3 34 86 3 06 39
Queen Mab 13 26 13 3 04 15 3 .38 02
HUdegard 12 28 03 3 18 63 3 50 49
VigUant IS 36 43 Disabled.
Ariel probably wins the schooner cup, but she has not been meas-

ured. Colonia wins the single-stick cup. Not a few who ^vitnessed
the race were really looking to see Queen Mab make a bid for the prize
against Colonia and Vigilant, and many expressions of surprise were
heard at the way Vigilant walked by the little Watson boat. There Is
something very inconsistent in the contempt generally expressed for
Valkyrie and Britannia and the general idea thjit the little Queen Mab
may really save her time from the new Cup defenders. Even in a
breeze there is nothing very wonderful In ll,0(Kift. of saU running away
from 4,000ft. A better gauge of Queen Mab's ability may be had by
the way she defeated Hildegarde, of her own length, once among the
fastest of the eenterboard sloops. After the race Colonia started at
once in tow of the tug Dalzell for Newport. The fleet laid at anchor
over night and saUed on Tuesday morning for Morris Cove.

Royal Nova Scotia Yacht Squadron.
HALIFAX—HALIFAX HARBOR.

Saturday, July 29.

Race No. 7, open to .S-raters, course No, 4. Starting oft" Squadron
wharf to flag buoy in Dartmouth Cove, leaving it on starboard hand,
thence passing to west\vard of George's Island, to Point Pleasant Buoy,
thence to buoy off! Woodside refinery, thence to outer Hag buoy o'ff

Squadron wharf, leaving these marks on port hand, thence to Point
Pleasant buoy, leaving it on starboard hand, and finish olf Squadron
wharf, 9'^jo miles. Time limit, 4 hours; weather, unsettled; wind,
south to southwest; starting gun fired at 2:35.

Rating, Elapsed. Corrected.
Hildred, sloop, H. T. Jones 3 8 43 45 3 43 45
Thetis, cutter, A. A. McKay 2.3 3 43 34 3 40 09
Mentor, cutter, R. R. Kennedy 2.3 3 43 25 3 41 00
Tortoise, sloop, A. E. Jones Did not finish.
Valkyrie, sch., Lt. H. E. Blai-sh 1.7 3 17 30 3 13 00
Irene, sch., Capts. Elliott and Hartley. ..1.3 Did not finish.
Winner first prize, Valkyrie; second, Thetis. Officers of the day, C.

J. Wyhle and F. H. Belh

Indian Harbor Y. C, Annual Reg-atta.
GRERNWICH—LONB ISLAND SOCNB.

Saturday, July 29.

The annual regatta of the Indian Harbor Y. C. wassaUedon July 29,
the day opening unfavorably for the large party on the club steamer,
the rain falling steadily and a .strong S. W. wind blowing. Later on the
weather improved from the spectators' standpoint, and at the same
time there was wind enough for the race to finish. The courses were,
for aU yachts not over ;iuft., the l:j-mil(5 triangle between Little
Captain's Island, Matinnicock and Center Island." and for the larger
boats around the Matinnicock mai t, then around the Ct^uier Island
buoy and home again by Matinnicock. The chief incident of the dav
was the grounding of the schooner Loyal on the Hen and Chickens
reef as she was working for the starting line. She ran hard on the
rocks, and with a faUing tide nothing could be done by the steamers
toward towing her off. 'Legs were rigged and a message sent to the

Chapman WrecMng Co., whose derrick came up and hauled her off
at high water that night, she going to Cold Spring to haul out. No
serious damage was done. When the start was made at 12:45 P. M.
the skies were clearing and the wind had fallen a httle, the rest o£ the
day being pleasant. The times were:

CLASS A—SCHOONERS.
"T^ Start. Finish. Elapsed. Correcte«.
Viator 12 47 05 5 23 11 4 36 06 4 14 4P
Windward 12 49 23 Withdrew.
PrisciUa 12 48 21 Withdrew.
Loyal Ran on a shoal.

CLASS B—SLOOPS 35PT. TO 40irT.

Crocodfle 12 47 .39 Not timed.
CLASS C—SLOOPS 30ft. TO 35ft.

Daffodfl 12 46 09 5 34 10 4 48 01 4 06
Viking 12 47 55 Withdrew.

CLASS D—SLOOPS 25FT. TO SOPT.
Kathleen 12 55 48 4 14 48 8 19 00 2 44 53
Alice 13 56 16 Not timed.
Forsyth 12 56 54 Not timed.

GLASS E—SLOOPS 31ft. TO 25PT.
Chippewa 12 55 20 4 32 07 3 26 47 3 38 00
Alma 13 57 26 4 38 45 3 41 19 3 .50 47
Beatrix 13 55 13 4 43 15 3 47 03 n't m.

CLASS F—SLOOPS DNDBR 31FT.
Wahneta 13 57 34 5 07 16 4 09 53 8 19 53
Julie 1 02 30 Withdrew.

CLASS G

—

YAWLS.
Kittle 13 56 50 4 50 07 3 53 17 3 09 37
Bessie 12 58 45 4 40 24 3 41 39 n't m.

CLASS H—CABIN CATBOATS 35 TO 30FT.
Almira 13 58 19 4 36 59 :^ ;38 40 n'tm.
Mary 12 .59 52 4 39 03 3 39 11 n'tm.

CLASS I—CABIN CATBOATS 31 TO 25PT.
Oconee 12 57 55 4 41 49 3 43 54 3 55 07
Anemone 12 59 55 4 30 45 3 30 .50 3 45 06
Tigress 1 00 03 4 34 11 3 84 03 n't m.

CLASS J—CABIN CATBOATS UNDER 31fT.
Water Witch 13 56 10 4 49 35 3 53 35 n't m.
Melita l 03 34 Not timed.
Willada 13 58 39 Not timed

CLASS K.—OPEN CATBOATS 33 TO 35PT.
Gold Dust 1 03 47 4 33 27 3 29 40 3 37 39
ElftiVft 1 00 47 4 57 38 3 56 51 3 00 53
Sii-en 12 57 40 4 42 47 3 45 07 2 53 51

cIjAss L—OPEN OATBOA-:s 30 TO 32ft.
Lassie 1 02 00 5 39 00 4 37 00 3 29 25

CLASS SI—OPEN CATnOATS CNUER 301.1'.

Jewel 1 00 51 Withdrew.
Phyllis 1 01 07 4 :^.l 17 3 :« 30 2 29 Hi
Duet 1 01 13 4 53 10 3 .53 27 2 50 47

American Y. C. Annual Regatta.
Newdurypobt, Ma.ss.

Wednesday, Aug. S.

The seventh annual open regatta of the American Y. C. of New-
buryport, Mass., was sailed on Aug. 3 in a reefing breeze from N. W.,
a very fine race resulting. A number of yachts came over from South
.Bpston, several of them taking part. The times were :

FIRST CLASS -33 TO 39ft. W. L.

Elapsed. Corrected,
Wapiti, J. Bertram S.l.i):', 3 :i] 17 1 40 23
Cirrus, Turner Bros 39.07 2 33 26 1 48 08
Agusta, George Hersey 33. (m 3 35 37 1 54 31
Truant, N. D. Rodigrass 26.00 3 33 30 I 55 08
Viola, D. W. Frazier 33.00 2 37 06 1 ,55 50
Annie E. C. Decosta 35 03 2 m 47 2 00 31
Eulalie, P. M. Wheeler 38.00 Withdrew.

SECOND CLASS—18 TO 23fT. W. ij.

Spurt, D. B. Pierce 19,11 1 43 53 1 09 11
A'Bxer, G. Murphy 19.10 1 49 15 1 14 28
Good Luck, J. B. Fai-rell 31,08 1 48 33 1 16 08
Live Yankee. H. T. Moody 18.00 1 51 13 1 13 46
Ustane, W. P. Karshick 21.00 1 52 26 1 19 09
Promenade, W. McKay 19.00 1 57 45 1 21 49
Puzzler, Blach & Hubbard 19.04 Withdrew.
Vivian, C. E. Becknian 23,00 Withdrew.

THIRD CLASS—14 TO 18ft. W. L.
Rodie, Q. W. Rodigrass 15.01 1 39 49 1 03 00
Wizard, C. E. Cartwnght 14.04 1 43 01 1 03 59
Alpine, C. J. Blethen 15.06 1 41 43 1 03 41
Fhrt, W. J. Hitchcock 16.06 1 44 07 1 08 42
Weasel, C W. Wilson 15.06 1 45 47 1 08 46
Golu, W. P Kenney 15.00 1 48 45 1 09 54
Pert, W. P. Knight 17.03 1 44 .35 1 10 17
Trifle, L Besse 14.00 1 56 31 1 10 15
Fawn, P. S. Howland 15.00 1 56 36 1 17 ?5

FOURTH CLASS-DORIES UNDER 16PT. W.L.
Gondola, J. H. Kenney 14.00 1 06 03
Sadie, M. L Poor, Jr 16.00 1 08 35
Kansas Coon, G. Harding 16.00 1 09 51
Bee, A. S. Dyer 14,00 1 17 88
Marvel. G. Welch 14.00 1 25 41
Beatrice, E. N. Follansbee 14.05 1 30 00
Gertrude. E. B. AUi.n 15.00 Withdrew.
Pointer, W. M. Cures 15.00 Withdrew.
Recreation, N. Magulre 14.00 Withdrew.
Elsie, J. Hersey : 13.00 Withdrew.
Witch. J. Connely 15.00 Withdrew.
Mary L., A. H. Batcheller 00 00 Withdrew.
The owner of the Vexter reported that he had left one of the river

buoys on the wrong side. The judges were N. D. Rodigrass, M. Kim-
ball, J. H. Higgins, W. J. Creasy, J. W. Seavers and G. Noyes.

Plymouth Y. C, Ladies' Day.
PLYWOUTH, MASS.

Thursday, Aug. S.

The ladies' day race of the Plymouth Y. C. on Aug. 3 was by no
means what its name would indicate, being sailedin a reefing breeze
from S. W. The times were ;

FIRST CLASS.
Length. Elapsed. Corrected.

Future, W. J. Whitman 21.08 1 51 .30 1 19 02
Bogie, J. D. Bacon 31.03 1 55 26 1 83 37

SECOND CLASS.
Amie, E. Hartford 16.06 2 03 40 1 23 50
Sigred. Watson & Lootz 17.10 2 02 06 1 24 20
White Swallow, E. W. Watsoa 18.09 2 01 57 1 35 39
Leda, P. Plim 17.10 Withdrew.

THIRD CLASS.
Spray, C. F. Bradford 16.00 2 07 27 1 26 44
Cazique, E. W. Howland 17.08 . 2 07 11 1 28 35
Sachem, Prothingham IG.IO 3 08 34 1 ao .34

Gipsy Girl, W. Steel 17.04 3 09 45 1 31 17
Mystery, T. S. Dunon 14.11 3 14 80 1 .31 44
Old Honesty, W. McDowell 16.10 2 13 51 1.34 35
Pilgrim, A. Bartlett 16.03 8 15 89 1 35 04
E. B. Weston, L. Symmes 16,10 3 16 14 1 30 58

FOURTH CLASS.
Aphrodite, A. S. Fay 16.08 2 07 40 1 28 07
Two Stars, H. M. Jones 16.06 3 09 12 1 29 321

1

Abby D., G. Mentor 17.11 Withdrew.

Monatiquot Y. C. Third Championship Race.
WBYMOOTH—BOSTON HARBOR.

Wednesday Aug. 2.

The Monatiquot Y. 0. sailed its third championship race on Aug. g
in a fresh N.W. wind, the times being: -

•

FIRST CLASS.
Length.

Beatrice, J. Cavanagh 35.06
Gipsy, H;. R. Driukwater 33.08
Moondyne, A. J. Shaw 34.10

SECOND CLASS.
Eulalie, E. S. Hunt 21.06
Opeechee. W. P Barker. 19.06
Aurisa, H. M. Faxon , 19.06
Diadem. L. A. Haywoood. 18.03
Secret, E. F. Linton.... 30.00

THIRD CLASS,
Inip, G. Maybury 15.08 1 39 40 1 06 31
Mab, John .Shaw 16.03 1 40 15 1 OS 55
Eulalie is a new boat, sailing her first race. As a result of the race

Beatrice wins a leg in the championship cup for the first class, and
the Gypsy takes the cash prize; the Eulalie a leg in the second and
] he Opeechee the cash; the Imp a leg in the third and the .Mab the
cash. Judges, Henry Gardner, Dana Smith, T. Bagley and Secretary
Sheppard,

Elapsed. Corrected.
1 35 15 1 06 53
1 41 20 1 10 01
1 50 63 1 31 53

1 26 15 1 00 50
1 39 38 1 03 13
1 33 50 1 03 25
1 36 18 1 07 23
1 37 09 1 10 15
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The Isle of Wight Races.
DtjRCNO the past week the attention of the yachting world has been

concentrated on the small pieee of water about the Isle of Wight,
*here the historic "Cowes Week'' has assembled the entire British

fleet and the American ohallenger Navahoe. Although a number of

races have been sailed, the result is disappointing, thanks to the con-
Statit riiishajJS which attend the colossal racers, and also to the
antiquated conditions surrounding some of the principle prizes, there
haS beeti but obe race in which the five new yachts all sailed.

The accompanyibg chart, reproduced from "Our Silver Streak, " by
Mr. Arthur Underbill, shows the Isle of Wight and the waters on
which the races are sailed. The central point is the Royal Yacht
Squadron castle at West Cowes. most of the races starting here. The
old "Queen's course" is from off Cowes, around a flagboat between
Yarmouth and Lyniington, around Hill Head buoy, then around the
]^ab Lightship, ,^50 miles. Another course is from off Cowes ai-ound
the Lepe buoy, then eastward and around the Warner, back to Cowes,
two rounds making 50 miles, naut. Still another course is around the
Isle of Wight, the course sailed in 18.51 , when America won the Royal
Yacht Squadron, since the America Cup, The races of the Royal
Southampton Y. C. and Royal Southern Y. C. start up Southampton
water, those of the Royal London Y. C. start at Cowes, near the R.
Y. S. house, those of tlie Royal Victoria start off Ryde, those of the
Royal Albert 'V . C. off Southsea, and those of the Ro^al Portsmouth
Corinthian Y. C. off Spithead. The principal marks, the Warner,
Nab, Lepe buoy, Hill Head buoy, Neman, Spithead, Brambles and
Needles are given on the chart.
The regular fixtures for the remainder of the season are as follows:

Tuesday, Aug. 8, Royal Victoria Y. C, four days' racing off Ryde.
Beginning Monday Aug 14, the Royal Albert Y. C. has three days'
racing off Southsea, after which the fleet sails to the westward, racing
at Weymouth, the Royal Dorset Y. C, on Aug. 18-19. Then follows

the Toi-bay Royal Y. C. on Aug. 21, the Royal Torbay Y. C. on Aug.
22, and the Royal Dart Y. C. at Dartmouth, on Aug. 25, followed bj^

the Slart Bay Y. C. next day, also at Dartmouth, On Tuesday, Aug.
at), the Royal Western Y. C. regatta is sailed at Plymouth, and next
day the Port of Plymouth regatta. This ends the regular races of the
season, leaving the Royal Victoria Y. C. cup and the two American
cups to be sailed for early in September. Valkyi-ie will sail few more
races, the last bemg on Aug. 11, as she must begin to fitout very soon,

but the other three, Britannia., Satanita and Calluna, with probably
make the full round of races, as above, Navahoe accompanying them.
The reports cabled from Cowes and London of the races last week

are very incomplete and unsatisfactory, and pending fuller reports by
mail it is imp'^ssible to say just how Navahote has acted. The first

race; bf the Royal Lohdon Y. C; was sailed on Monday, July 31, the
course being from o& Cowes arotmd the WarHer, then around the Cal-

shot Light and the Lepe Buoy and back to the start, two roundSj .50

raUes. naut. The starters were

:

Navahoe, Royal Phelps Carroll, Capt. Charles Barr 163

Satanita, A. D. Clarke, Capt. Tom Jay 161.49

Britannia, The Prince of Wales, Capt. John Carter 151.00

Valkyrie, Lord Duuraven, Capt. Wm. Cranfleld 147,70

Calluna, P. Donaldson, et als, Capt. A. Hogarth 140. T5

Iverna, J. Jameson, Capt Wm. O'Neill 114.00

Satanita and Navahoe sail on even terms, both allowing Britannia
Im. 3s., Valkyrie Sm. .3s., Calluna 3m. 10s., and Ivema 7m. 9s.

The tides about the Isle of Wight are very swdft and uneven, but
Navahoe carried one of the best or the local pilots, Capt. Tom Diaper,
an old racing skipper. The wind was N. N. W., making a rua over the
first leg, a beat to Calshot, a reach to the Lepe Buoy and a free reach
and a run to the Warner again. All carried club topsails, Navahoe
standing up well. As stated last week, Navahoe sailed a very good
race, but was Im. 23s. astern Britannia and 20s. astern of Valkyrie at
the finish, or 2m. 26s. and 8m. 25s. respectively corrected time. For her
first race, and with five yachts to beat, this is a very good showing, as
she was well ahead of Satanita and Calluna, Iverna giving up. Had
she been defeated in this race it would have caused little surprise.
The next day the Queen's Cup race took place, the course being

from otr Cowes around the Bullock Patch Buoy, to the eastward of
the Nab Light, then back and around a markboat off Yarmouth and
home, 50 miles naut. The starters were Valkyrie, Britannia, Meteor
<TL'hi8tle), the j'awl Viking (Wendur) and the 40 rater Mohawk. Meteor
received about 15m. handicap from the two racing yachts. The wind
was light from the west, maldng a run to the Bullock Buoy, Meteor
holding Britannia and Valltyrie. On the next leg, reaching. Meteor
fell astern, and on the beat to the Yarmouth mark Valkyrie dropped
her some 1,5m., besides leading Britannia. On the final run home
against the tide Meteor gained on the newer boats, the finishing being
timed : Valkyrie, 3 57.55, Britannia, 3.56.25, Meteor, 4.12.25. Valkyrie
would have won but it was discovered that she had passed a mark on
the wrong side, so the Queen's Cup went to Meteor, Britannia failing
to make up her handicap.
At the same time that this race was being sailed Navahoe was hav-

ing it out with Satanita and Calluna iu the regatta of the Royal South-

carry her present outfit. Yesterday she shaped worse than any yacht
ever did that we can remember. With the first strong puff she fell

down, filled her decks and ran off against her helm in a fearful and
dangerous way. She came to just as wildly. Her masthead was
sprung, but the true cause of her giving up was that she had become
unmanageable and was in a dangerous condition."
The report that the mast was sprung proved incorrect. Mr. Carroll

has ordered a new mainsail of Wilson & Silsby, to be shipped as soon
as completed.
The torn mainsail was ready and bent on late at night, and on Fri-

day Navahoe was ready at the' line, with Valkyrie, Calluna and Satan-
ita, for the R. Y. S. race over the same course as on the previous day.

"SATviNiTA," CUTTER.

Designed by J. M. Soper, 1893.

Ptom a photo by West & Son.

The wind was light S.W. at the start, but breezed up, with rain squalls,

blowing very hard at times. Satanita led all daj', finally beating Val-

kyrie by 4s. corrected time. Navahoe sailed fast at times, but laid

down on her side to a degree unknown in other American yachts. The
times were:

FIEST ROUND.
Satanita 12 25 44 CaUuna 12 28 00

Valkyrie 12 26 05 Navahoe 12 29 35
FINISH,

Satanita 2 31 36 Calluna 2 .35 56
Vallcyrie 2 33 45 Navahoe 2 38 10

On Saturday the second race of the Royal Southampton Y. C. found
only Calluna and Navahoe at the line. The course was from off Net-
ley'. just below Southampton, arOund a mark boat between Lymington
and Yarmouth, then around the Warner and home, 42 nautical miles.

With a good N.W. wind, each turned in a reef and set jib headers.
Calluna was over the line too soon and lost some time in recrossing.

They ran off under spinakers, then came by the wind, the breeze fall-

ing until each shook out a reef. The times at the Lymington mark
were:
Navahoe 12 35 30 CaUuna 12 39 18

There was a long reach and run to the Warner, the wind falling so that
each shook out her reef. Spinakers were set when they passed Cowes,
the wind freshening a little. The times at the Warner were:
Navahoe 2 .35 35 Calluna 2 40 00

The finish was timed:
Navahoe 4 31 .39 Calluna 4 42 54
Navahoe allows Calluna 2m. .S4s.

The Field of July 29 comments as follows on Navahoe and Valkj'rie:

"Valkyrie has been entered and will sail in all available matches up
to the end of the Royal Victoria week at Ryde, Aug. II, after which
date she will prepare for her voyage across the Atlantic. Up to the

Satanita.

One of the important points of modern yacht racing is that it is ex-

pected to instruct as well as to amuse; yachtsmen are not content as

of old merely to see good races and close finishes, but they as a rule

look further, and expect that a season's racing will furnish substan-

tial results in the way of proving or disproving certain theories of

design The equality of size which maintains in the smaller classes,

such as the 40 and 46ft., the 21ft., and the British 21^, 5, 20 and 40 rat-

ing, tends to this end; and a boat which wins is almost certain in

doing so to prove the success of some expei-iment or another. In the
case of the new racing class of this year, the same is true as regards

the five American boats, all being of nearly the same length and meas-
urement; and any marked superiorty or inferiority is quite Ukely to

be ascribed to its true cause.
With the four British boats however, such is not the case, and the

results at the end of the season are likely to be far less definite. Two
I of these boats, Valkyrie and Britannia, are within a reasonable excess
of the stated Umit of 85ft., in fact, it is probable that a difference of
3ft. of length would include Navahoe, Valkyrie, Britannia, Colonia,

Jubilee, Pilgrim and Vigilant, and taking the performances of Nava-
hoe and Valkyrie, it should be possible to gauge quite closely the rel-

ative merits of the seven. It happens, however, unfortunately, that
two important boats are so far from standard dimensions that their

good or bad performances must be largely discounted as due to mere
difference of size. What makes this matter of more importance is

that each of these is the first venture of a successful designer in a
larger class than he has before dealt with.
The Fife cutter. Calluna, whose photo appeared last week in the

Forest and Stream, is but 81.95ft. on the waterline, which with
10,305sq. ft. of sail makes her rating 140.75, so that she is from 5 to 6ft.

shorter than Britannia and Valkyrie, and also the American boats.

This difference is enough to interfere with a close estimate of her
merits, and to make the inequalities of the allowance tables and the
weather important factors m her losing or winning prizes. In the
case of the other new boat, Satanita, the difference is much greater,

but in the other direction, her waterline being 97.65ft., or 10ft. longer
than the longest of the others. With this waterline she has a small
sail plan of but 9,923ft.. a little less actually than the others, and much
less relatively. Her rating at the same time is 181.49, or about equal
to Navahoe.
The work of Mr. Watson has been so thoroughly accepted as the

standard in the largest class that the first efforts of other designers to
excel him are of more that ordinary interest, and had Satanita been
anywhere near the size of Britannia and Valkyrie, the racing would
have been far more exciting than it has proved and at the same time
of more real value.
As compared with the two Watson boats. Satanita began the season

in poor condition, being ready too late for the opening races and after

she begun being delayed by alterations and repairs, so that it is only
within the past month that she has been in fairly good form. Of late

she has done some good work, but under conditions which make it

diflScult to say whether it is due to merit of design or to favoring
circumstances connected with her size. With her smaller rig she fails

to hold the Watson boats in moderate weather, but in a strong breeze
the length and reduced ^11 plan take her to the front very fast.

Mr. J. M. Soper, her designer, has been for many years associated

with the firm of Fay & Co., of Southampton, having charge of the de-

signing and building, one of his earlier boats being the little 25ft.

cutter Daisy, once known about New York. Mr. Soper designed the

two racmg cutters Castanet and Reverie, both for Mr. A. D. Clarke,

owner of Satanita, and a number of smaller cmft; and Iverna, Lethe
and the first Valkyrie were built under his suTftrintendence.
Only the approximate dimensions of Satanita have been published,

but she is about 130ft. over all, 24ft. beam, and carries some 90 tons of
lead in her keel. As the photo shows, she has the modern bow- and usual
cutter counter, her underwater body is triangular in its fore and aft

outline with a great rake of sternpost, and the midship section shows
a good bilge, a strong hollow in the floors, and a wide lead keel. She
is sailed by Tom Jay, a sailorman of repute who has done very good
work in the races in spite of a discouraging start to the season. Her
owner, Mr. A. D. Clarke, is a well-known yachtsman. It ia probable
that Satanita instead of Valkyrie will be called on to defend the Cape
May cup, in which case the chances for a good race are rather un-

promising; she and Navahoe will sail on nearly even terms as regards
time allowance, but in a moderate breeze the big rig of the latter is

likely to set her far ahead, while if it blows hard Satanita, with 10 or

12ft. of extra length and a small sail plan, will be at her best, while
Navahoe will probably be overpowered.

Model Tacht Kacing.
Glenwood L.w^ding, July 31.—Editor Forest and Stream: Even at

this early date I have received letters from members of two model
yacht clubs in relation to my offer of model yacht as a prize for (if

^ 2 Lights m ont.dUn «A# XWiiiu

ampton Y. C, the course being from off Netley. in Southampton
water, down and around the Brambles, then around the Lepe Buoy
and home, two rounds. The wind light westerly at the start,

freshening later. After a rather poor start Navahoe soon ran ahead,

the fleet being under spinakers. She was once headed by Satanita in

the first round, but finally beat her by 12m. Iverna gave up and
Calluna burst her bobstay and also withdrew.
On Aug. 2, Wednesday, the race for the Meteor Shield was sailed,

around the Isle of Wight, only BritAnnia and Satanita starting and the
former winning by about half an hour. After this race Britannia

went into dock at Southampton for a new mast, having spriing hers.

On Thursday the race for the town prize was sailed, the course
being twice around the Warner and Lepe marks. The starters were
Satanita, Navahoe. Calluna and Valkyrie. There was a strong
westerly wind, soon increasing to a very stiff blow. Valkyrie housing
her topmast while the others reefed. Beating out to the Lepe Buoy,
Navahoe payed off and took a knockdown under the heavy puffs, re-

fusing to answer her helm. Finally the jaws of her gaff broke and
the mainsail tore, so that she was compelled to give up and run for

Southampton. CaUuna was in collision with the steam yacht Cleopa-

tra, at anchor in Cowes Roads, breaking her gaff and tearhigher main-
sail, so that she too gave up, leaving Satanita and VaUcyrie to fight

out the long race alone. Under the foregoing conditions Satanita

won by 8m., the 46 mile course heing covered in 3h. 42m.
In running for Southampton, Navahoe passed the Massachusetts

schoolship Enterprise, and in answer to her isignals a steain launch was
sent out, the men from the Enterprise aiding iu unbending the torn

mainsail and hurrying it ashore, where a force of sailmakers set to

work to make repairs 'in time for the next morning, her other sails

being carefuUy examined. It is impossible to tell from the cabled re-

ports what reaUy happened to Navahoe, but it seems to have been a

bad knockdown, the main sheet beuig rim out and the gaff broken.

It is also stated that she was tmmanageable in the strong wind, and a
good deal of nonsense has been uttered about her nearly capsizing.

The Timeif'g report is as follows, but it must be taken with some allow-

ance:
••probably her spars-wiU_have to be dipped, as she cannot safely

COUBSES ABOUT THE ISLE OF WIGHT.

present she has started in twenty matches, and won eleven first prizes

and three second prizes, of the total value of £930. The Cape May cup,

which was attached to the Earl of Caledon's yawl Viking Clate Wen-
dur), has been handed over to Lord Dunraven to defend it with Val-

kyrie, and he wished the match for the cup to be sailed Aug. 5. Mr.

Royal Phelps CarroU, however, foimd this date unsuitable, as Navahoe
is entered for the Royal Southampton match on that day, and, more-
over, he probably wishes the matcli to be sailed at a later date, as, if

he won the cup in a match started on Aug. 5 it is pretty certain that

he would have to accept a challehge from Mr. A. D. Clarke, owner of

Satanita, by Sept. 4. Probably, as the match cannot be sailed on Aug.
5, the cup will be handed over to Satanita to defend.
"The Navahoe has been sailing about the Solent since Tuesday, and,

on the whole, has made a favorable impression on the cognoscenti.

She certainly carries her canvas well in the moderate whole-saU
breezes prevaUing, and passes pretty cleanly through the water.

About her speed httle could be judged and guesses would be wide of

the mark. Her mainsail did not appear to sit as well as Britannia's or
Valkyrie's, but apparently it had not half done 'growing,' and when
properly stretched it may have quite a different appearance. While
the Navahoe was in dock at Southampton she was photographed by
Messrs. West & Son of Southsea, and the photographs convery a cap-

ital idea of the form of the yacht. The bow view shows a form some-
thing like our 'sraaU raters,' there being considerable hoUow from the

toe of the lead keel to the stem up to the load waterUne, where the

contrary flexure is well commenced, and ends in a rounded-up cut-

water like Britannia's and Valkyrie's. The stern view shows a pretty

fiat buttock line and full waterline, and in this respect she appeared to

us to somewhat resemble CaUuna Everybody hopes she will give a
good account of herself on Monday, and if there is anything to be
learned from her the sooner we know it the better."

The first of the Royal Victoria races on Tuesday was for the Rear-

Commodore the Earl of Desart's cup, value £60, for yachts over 40

rating belonging to a royal yacht dub. The course was from off

Ryde around the Warner, a ma.k-boatoff Cowes, and a third mark,
two rounds 50 mites. Britannia finished first, Navahoe second. Satanita

third and Calluna fourth.

possible) an inter-club race between representative yachts; from the
different model yacht clubs, and am encouraged to believe such a race
can be arranged. In a letter from a member of the Connecticut
Model Yacht Club, there are suggestions I would hive to quote for

perusal and possible discussion of any of your readers interested in

model yachting or my offer pubhshed in the Forest and Stream of
July 29.

Suggestion 1. I quote: "1. The Brookyln Lake is too smaU, winds
uncertain from hills and trees. It wotdd be a fairer race if a good
water could be secured elsewhere on neutral ground.

"2. The best test of speed is secured in a windward race. The
triangular course is a matter of luck, or good oarmanship in getting
around buoys. The race to windward is most easily managed and
gives less occasion to be handling and helping the boats."
Now, I entirely agree with my correspondent in both his sugges-

tions. In regard to the first, 1 would second it and propose for a
course. Cor waters on which course is laid out) Hempstead Harbor.
A good race could be sailed oft' Sea Chff, which is a flourishing

summer resort and has every accommodation in the way of floats,

boats, etc. The winds are usually much more true and steady than on
a landlocked lake, and so far as location goes it is about half-way
'oetween Brooklyn and the Connecticut Model Y. C. headquarters. It

is also easy of access, both by rail and water, there being a daily boat
which is due there about 1 P. M. and trains arriving about every hour.
As to a windward course, I think a dead beat to windward the fairest

test always, as it brings out the valuable merits of a boat more
decidedly and does not make the handling of the boats quite such an
intricate matter so far as steering goes. These are only suggestions,
of course, for as the offer was made to the American Model Y. O. ; if

they accept the offer they will, I suppose, arrange a race in whatever
seems to them the fairest way. My correspondent from Connecticut
Model Y. C. states that "he has a model yacht 39aiin, on l.w.l., which
he would like to enter in case terms are arranged that will be satis-

factory to non-Brooklynites. I hope the race will be arranged with
a good fleet competing. G. G. Clapham.

The kind offer to the American Model Y. C. by Sir. G-. G. Clapham.
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Glenwood Landing, L. I., of a model yacht as a prize to be raced for
under management of above club, was kindly acknowledged and
accepted at their meeting Aug. 4, they deciding that the race for same
will be sailed on the large lake at Prospect Park, Brooklyn. Saturdajr,
Aug. 26, at 3 P. M. sharp. Races to be to windward, as near as practi-
cable. Prize open to all model yacht clubs. Yachts will be divided
into three classes: First class, 4Sin. and under aim. Iw.l. : second
class, 42in and under 48in.; third class, ySin. and under 42iD. Each
class will sail in heats, best two in tliree. ^Vinners in l lieir respective
classes to start in a final best two in three in heats. Winner to take
prize. Entries from model yacht clubs to be accompanied by yacht
and owner's name, also length on l.w.l. and actual sail area, and ad-
dressed to Frank Nichols, 249 South Fourth street. Brooklyn, E. D.
Mr. DeWolff, Park Superintendent, has offered a prize, for Labor

Day, Sept. 4. Frank Nichols.

On My Inclined Deck.

FIR13T CRUISE OF THF. DAW.

HE Daw, Mr. G. D. Giddeon's new
yacht, of the P. Y. 0., has at last
made her debut on the Delaware,

f^and, being the onlj' boat of her size
representing the combined qualities
of that noble craft Gloriana, her
performance is watched with
double interest. Although the tra-
ditional corn crackers that infest

. these shores when out of a job pre-
dicted all kinds of inconveniences
while she was still in frame are now
satisfied to smile with us and are
willing to offer any apologj' for
thej^ their too previous gossip.
This narrow, contracted single-

hander was designed by Mr. H. E.
McCormick, the industrious Quaker

City amateur, and she has no doubt added another feather to not
only his hat, also a fringed quill to the cap of her builder, Mr. W. G.
Van Deussen. Her dimensions are 29ft. over all, 21ft. l.w.l., Gft. 6in.
beam and 4ft. 6in. draft, with some TOOsq. ft. of canvas spht up into jib
and main.sail, and outside ballast of 4,2001bs.

It wasunfortunatelynot until .July 1 that she was put in commission.
The Daw left her builder's basin, skippered by her owner, for a short
spin on the river, going as far as Cooper's Point, where Mr. Giddeon
was obliged to go ashore, for he said his train was awaiting him. The
favor was granted and then came a wild scene of excitement. The
task of stowing aboard the numerous cubic feet and gallons of neces-
sary maintenance, which, when placed aboard reduced the ship's free-
board several inches, and finally bringing her down to her designed
waterline.

Sail was made at .5 P. M. Saturday with a good breeze and the falter-
ing influence of the ebb tide being at our disposal.

It was now getting dark and as the shore in this locality offers no
special attraction, we decided to keep right on our course, which was
by this time on the Newcastle range.
But now only was the difficulty experienced, that of plank-on-edge

sailing, a feeling quite different to that of the broad horizontal deck
contrivance, for it obliged all hands to belay or go below and lash
their shifting humanity to the leeside of the boat, which under these
circumstances assumed a more friendly position, and when turning
in time arrived lots were drawn as to who should enjoy the misery
of the night first.

Those less fortunate in securing the prize bunk sUps remained on
deck and passed the night rather pleasantly, with nothing to break
the monotony save that we escaped the numerous shoals that aboundm this latitude. Twilight was now on its way westward, and as soon
as there was sufficient daylight for us to make an observation we
discovered a rather gay place and soon anchored off Augu.stine pier.
The time at Augustine pier was spent in quiet rest and by Tuesday

we were ready for our homeward journey. At Penn's Grove we
anchored for a change of tide, in the meantime going ashore. Finally
bidding this favorite watering place good-bye all hands made for the
ship, but when within almost 100yds. or so our frail craft and it
interior capacity were intercepted by a load of shot fired from the
shore by lovers of the gun, and who had no doubt mistaken us for a
flock of decoys.
.= SaiI was made at 11 P. M. and speeding up the river the surround-

Valiant, steam yacht, budt at Laird's yard for W. K. Vanderbilt,
made her trial trip on Auk. 3.

Almy, steam yacht, F. Gallatin, has sailed on a long trip to Green-
land.

The Forest and Stream is put to press each week on Tues-

day. Correspondence intended for xnihlicaMon should reach
us at the latest by Monday, and as much earlier as praoticable.

Secretaries of canoe clubs are requested to send to Forest and
Stream their addresses, with name, membership, signal, etc . of their
clubs, and also notices in advance of meetings and races, and report of
the same. Canoeists and all interested in canoeing are requested to
forward to Forest and Stream their addi-esses, with logs of cruises,
maps, and information concerning their local waters, drawings or
descriptions of boats and fittings, and all items relating to the sport.

FIXTURES.
AtJGU.ST.

11-12. N.W.A.R.A., Canoe Races, 11-36. A. C. A. Meet, St. Lawrence
Detroit. River.

SEPTEMBER.
2. Orange An., Arlington, N. J. 4. Holyoke, Fall. Holvoke. Mass.
4. lanthe. An., Passaic River. 16. Red Dragon, Delaware River.

TAKEN FROM NATURE."

ing heaven appeared like a kaleidoscope, with fireworks in all quarters.
As the hours sped on old Boreas evidently put a reef in his jaw

tackle, for nothing more than a zephyr wafted us homeward, but it

happily lasted until the Daw was safely moored at Cooper's Point.
Thus ended a satisfactory trial spin and also a jolly initiatory

cruise of Mr. Gideon's new clipper. W. c. L.

YACHT NEWS NOTES.
On Aug. 8 there arrived off Bay Ridge the Italian yawl Corsaro,

owned and commanded by C'apt. Enrico Alberto D'Albertis, of the
Royal Italian Y. C, of Genoa, a retired naval offteer. The yacht was
built tu Italy in 1832, and is about 75ft. over all, 68ft. l.w.l.. IGft. beam
and lift, draft, with a crew of nine. She left Genoa on June 3 and
Cadiz on June 32, following closely the track of Columbus and finally
reaching San Salvador on July 22. Among her outfit she carries
copies of the ancient nautical instruments used by Columbus. Captain
D'Albertis left the yacht at Bay Ridge, while he makes a trip to
Chicago, and will sail for Italy on his return. He is accompaniecf by
a friend, Mr. A. Justin.

The postponed race of the Royal Canadian Y. C. for the 21ft. class
was sailed on July 29, the time being as follows; start 3 P. M.

:

Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.
Thistledown 4 42 15 1 42 15 1 40 59
Ethel 4 47 00 1 47 00 1 44 19
GwendoUne 4 48 25 1 48 25 1 44 45
Caprice Not timed.
Recruit Withdraw.
L C. U Capsized.
Syngamma Disabled.

The clubhouse of the Chelsea Y. C., in the suburbs of Boston, was
the scene of a terrible accident on the evening of Aug. 3. The house
was crowded with members and their families and guests, the occa-
sion being the second annual illumination and concert, when the upper
balcony gave way under the unusual weight, throwing a number of
persons down to the lower balcony and the club float, nearly 40ft. be-
neath. Two ladies were Idlled, and also two members of the band,
and 16 persons were more or less injured.

The Rochester, N. Y., papers comment quit-e severely on the failure
of the owners of the sloop Onward, of Rochester, to meet Zelma, in
answer to Mr. Dick's challenge for the Fisher cup, won by Onward
from Norah last fall. From the accounts, the owners of Onward have
avoided a meeting with Zelma, and have offered to surrender the cup
without a race, which action Mr. Dick has very properly refused to be
a party to.

Syngamma is a new fin-keel with a fin rigged hke Scarecrow, in a
trunk. Two of the pins holding the fin were dislodged by grounding
before the start, and she sailed for a time with the fin partl.y down, but
finally withdrew for repairs. J. C. U. was second to Tliistlsdown when
she capsized early in the second round.

If reports are true Mr. W. W. Astor has ordered a very large steam
yacht to be designed and built in England,

The report of the Western Canoe Association meet and races by our
correspondent shows pretty conclusively that the canoe Electra,
formerly Glenwood, is a far superior boat for sailing races to any
other thus far raced in the West, Glenwood's measure is well known
here; last year Mr. Oxholm won the international cup in her and many
other races. He defeated both Bee and Wasp and was defeated by
them, Butler and Goddard sailing the canoes. Bee has hoisting saOs
and Glenwood a standing rig. Taking Bee as a basis of comparison
a fair idea of the relative merits of the various racing canoes can be
obtained—those which have appeared in the races thus far this year,
and some of which will sail in the A. C. A. races.

3Ir. Whitlock's new double centerboard Gardner-Stevens canoe
Damosel, will require a deal of tuning up before she becomes dan-
gerous. Barrington's Toltec is a hopeless wreck, so far as her racing
powers go, as she leaks badly and cannot be made tight. Von Nard-
roff's rebuilt Bonnie has done some very fast sailing, but has broken
down in every race she has entered. Her owner has shown, however,
that he can carry 160 sq. ft. of sail m one sail on one mast in a 28in'

canoe, but has not developed details sufficiently to be able to handle
it comfortably and as quickly as is necessary for racing purposes.
Howard's rebuilt Aztec has beaten Be« and most of the fl.yers, and

been beaten by Torment, Pioneer and Bee. Howard uses standing
sails. Aztec was built by MacWhirter.
Mr. Moore's Torment has standing sails and is fitted -with a plate

board having a bulb of lead at its lower extremity. Her work thus
far in different hands has shown that the lead is certainly not disad-
vantageous. She is a Ruggles boat.

Mr. Ward's Pioneer is also a Ruggles boat, using standing sails, and
she has a cigar of lead hung by a pivot to the centerboard, and so bal-
anced that it always retains a horizontal position. Pioneer has sailed
only one race under anything like favorable conditions, a long race
with Aztec, and proved a winner, doing even better than Aztec on all

points of the wind.

To seem up: Bee, Aztec, Torment and Pioneer seem to be on about
even terms; all are apparently as good as Glenwood, and far ahead of
any other racing canoes in sight. Canada may have a surprise in store
for us at the meet, but it is not Ukely. Pioneer will not be at the A. C-
A. races, and it would seem as though the remaining three would have
all the fun to themselves. •

It is perhaps needless to add that all of these canoes have big rigs

long sliding seats and very small watertight cockpits. All were built

previous to 1893.

The Clucago Navy is very desirous of securing good entries of
canoes at its coming regatta on August 14 to 19, and if a sufficient at-

tendance of saihng canoes can be assured, special gold medals will

be provided. Lake Geneva is so near to Chicago, two hours by rail

that every opportunity is offered to visit both the regatU and the
World's Fair. Mr. B. V. Johnson, secretary of the Chicago Navy, has
the matter in charge, and canoeists desiring to compete will do well

to address him. •

A Day's Sailing-.

The Forest and Stream of Aug. 5 gives over half a column of small
paragraphs recording capsizes and various disasters to small sailing
craft on July 2.3. It blew hard in the afternoon, about fort.y miles an
hour the weather reporter said next day, and during the heavy piiffs
the pressiu-e went up to forty-five miles. One does not often start out
for a pleasure sail in such a gale; yet there is no law against having
all the fim you can if you are out when the gale comes up and want to
get home—and so it was with us.

We had planned to take a run across the Lower Bay to Cheesequake
Creek and select a spot there for a camp site to be inhabited the fol-

lowing week by a party of canoe men and women ju»t for a three
days' outing on the beach.
Scarecrow looked safe enough as she lay moored to the float that

morning, There were the watertight bulkheads at each end of the
cockpit in sight, and they seemed to give strength to the hull just
where it needed it. The cockpit floor is above the waterline and the
open centerboard (or rather fin; slot carries away aU the water that
runs into it. The hatches in the compartments fore and aft on deck I

observed fitted snugly, and it did not seem as though mtich water
could find its way around their edges even if the deck should be awash.
Then I glanced at the rig. I must admit it did look light, but English
linen line is strong, as I Icnow from personal experience, and so is

phosphor-bronze wire, used for the shrouds.
In spite of the ntimerous unfavorable comments by owners of other

boats I concluded to accept Scarecrow's skipper's invitation for a day
of sailing. You have observed, no doubt, that no one rigs a boat just
as you would rig it—not so well, of course. The leg o' mutton main-
sail, too, had been severely handled in discussion by all the owners of
gaff-headed saUs. Still, it did not look to me dangerous.
We dumped in our duds and drifted off at 8:20 A. M. with a gentle

northwester on oiu" quartei', and a 301bs. open canoe towing astern.
Then we made out Margaret jtist leaving the Marine and Field Club
with Ward of our crew aboard piloting the owner across the Lower
Bay, as he wanted his boat on the Shrewsbtu'y and did not care to
venture across the "'open" alone.
The breeze freshened when we were well clear of the land in the

main channel, and the little ship bowled merrily along, with a bright
sky overhead and sparkling water between us and the sun.

It was luxurious lying down to leeward, with one's head resting on
the coaming, the right hand on the tiller and all clear under the boom
for a good look ahead, taking in the trim of the jib on the way. The
owner busied himself in putting everjiihtng in order, coiling tip loose
ends of line, and stowng what we did not immediately need below
hatches.
The breeze steadily freshened and Scarecrow responded by going

faster and faster. Margaret was dropping astern, though still in sight.

The mainsail was lowered when we were a mile off Port Monmouth,
and we ran in under jib as close to the beach as the chart showed us it

was safe to go. Then we anchored and awaited Ward's arrival.

Margaret soon came alongside and dropped anchor The large
sails were lowered and a small dandy set forward for the run down
the beach. Then Ward came aboard with ug and Margaret squared
away and left tis.

It was blowuig hard. One reef was turned in the mainsail and then
we hoisted sail, pulled up the hook, and started in for a five mUe
thrash to windward. The spray began to fly and oilers had to be put
on. Ward sailed, and kept the little ship to her work without a let
up, though he eased her over the big seas now and then.
Not a yacht was in sight, only a few big coasting schooners under

lower sails, The wind liad a clear sweep of eight or ten mjles across

Raritan Bay, and it kicked up a very lively sea-. No solid water came
aboard, but the spray was flying half way up our mainsaU.
A sense of comfort and relief was imparted every time a vicious puff

hit us by the thought that all the ballast was at' the bottom of that
fln, and the further the boat heeled over the more the lead came into
play to right the little ship. Nothing parted, though the strain on rig
and hull was becoming severe. It was curious that the heavy wind
and sea, and the surprising rate we wer« traveling had no apparent
effect on the rudder, and it required no effort at all to steer at any
time.

It was low tide, and a glance at the chart showed us very shallow
water off Cheesequake Creek and a very exposed anchorage in that
wind, therefore we abandoned the idea of going there and sailed for
a sheltered anchorage under the bluffs at Princess Bay.
A small sloop hove in sight off Keyport with a three reefed main-

sail and only a corner of the jib set. She was going our way and was
half a mile ahead. It took about fifteen minutes for us to catch her,
and then we parted company, she going south on starboard tack and
we west on port.
We came to anchor under the leo of the bluffs, near a fishing resort,

put on dry clothes and went ashore in the canoe to dinner. The wind
increased in force and blew a heavy summer gale. No pleasure boats
were in sight on the bay from the bluff, but there was plenty of life
along shore, and it was apparent that the wind alone kept the many
pleasure seekers on land.

It was a beam reach on the way home as far as Great Hills, close
hauled from there to the Narrows and then a broad reach to our
anchorage.
The .start was made at 3:50, with three reefs in mainsail and a No. 2

jib set. Scarecrow fairly flew along over the smooth water imder tha
lee of the beach. The shaUow water forced us to give the shore a
wide berth and the spray began to fly once more.
A large 30ft. sloop yacht came out of Great Kills just ahead of us

and headed up the beach our way, with a close-reefed mainsail and a
small jib. We noticed that the skipper luffed her into the wind now
and then when the hardest puffs struck her. Scarecrow was kept-
down to her work, and it was really astonishing how our little 18-footer
overhauled and passed to windward of the big feUow, and it surprised
the crew aboard the sloop even more than it did us.
Then we headed her up and took our punishment of spray good-

naturedly. It was fairly blinding at times and came into our faces in
buckets full, but little or none of it dropped into the cockpit, as the
angle of keel left little of the opening exposed. That was where we
got the fuU force of the wind, and it seemed at times that something
must part, the strain was so severe, but nothing gave way and Scare-
crow kept down to her work in fine shape.
Exciting ? WeU. the word hardly expressed it. Every nerve keyed

up to top notch, the wind screaming and whistling through the rig-
ging, the boat plunging along at a fearful rate, and showers of wat«r
pouring over the deck forward, and the mainsail wet with spray more
than half way up—it was simpl.v glorious.
The run across the Narrows put the last touch on our day of excite-

ment. The wind blowing directly down the Upper Bay against a
strong flood tide kicked up a sea such as is rarely seen inside of Sandy
Hook. Right across it we plunged, and the only way to give an idea
of how that boat sailed is to call it tobogganing.
The little canoe towing asti^rn met with no accident and shipped less

than a gallon of water, though there were times when it seemed as
though it must break away or plunge under and fill.

One does not want to sail for fun in a forty-mile breeze every day,
nor is it pleasant to get wet always when one goes sailing: but it is
mighty comforting to know that the boat one owns is safe, can stand
a heavy sea and breeze, and, when the occasion comes, wiU do flrst-
rate work on all points of the wind in a heavy sea and with a gale
blowing—such a boat is Scarecrow. C. Bowyer Vaxjx.

The A. C. A. Meet.
On Friday of this week wUl begin the fourteenth annual meet of the

American Canoe Association, the third meet held under the manage-
ment of the Northern Division, and the fifth meet held among the
Thousands Islands. Members of the A. C. A. do not need to be told
of the beauties of the St. Lawrence River and its islands, as nearly all
have visited Grindstone or at least passed down the river; and the
present site is in no way inferior in beauty and natural advantages to
others previously visited. The arrangements are very complete, and
everything promi':es a pleasant meet to aU who attend. After the
record made by Com. Winne last year the present officers have had a
very difficulttask before them, as comparisons will naturally be made
with what is justly considered one of the best managed meets ever

SHORE OB" MAIN CAMP—BROPHT'S POINT

held by the Association. Every effort has been made, however, to
provide for the comfort and amusement of the members. The hitch
in the transportation arrangements from Clayton, of which we gave
notice two weeks since, has been adjusted, with some trouble on the
part of the officers, and nothing more coifld well be asked than is now
provided, the service as now arranged being as follows:

J^-oni Clayton.

Sundays and Mondays boats will leave Clayton on arrival of 5:45
A. M. train; arrive Brophy's Point, 8 A. M. Other days leave Clayton
9:45 A. M.; arrive Brophy's Point 11:10 A. M.

Service to Clayton.

Sundays and Mondays leave Brophy's Point 4:30 P. M.; arrive Clay-
ton (via Gananoquo on 3Ionday} 8 P M. Other days leave camp 3:35
P. M.; arrive Clayton (direct; 4:45 P. M.

Service via Cape Vincent.

Leave Cape Vincent every day on arrival of New York train; arrive
Kingston 12 M. Return, leave Kingston 5 A. M. and 2:45 P. M.; arrive
Cape Vincent 7 A, M. and 4:45 P. M.

Service betiueen Camp and Kingston ^Sundays and Mondays excepted)
Leave camp 8 A. M., 10:30 A. M., 11:15 A, M., 1:30 P. M.: leave King-
;on 10 A. M., 1 P. M., 3:15 P. M., 6 P. M.
On Sundays boats will leave for camp at hour to suit members ar-

riving by night trains.
The wharf and mess shed are now ready, Mr. Jackman has V>een on

the ground for some time, and canoeists arriving will And everything
at hand. The best recognition which the members can make of the
efforts of Com. Cotton, Sec'y Burns and the various committees, is to
turn out in good numbers and make the meet a success. The picture
at the head of this article shows one view of the main camp east of
the whai-f, the tents being pitched in and about the grove which ex-
tends to the water. The picture is from a photo taken by Dr. Parretfc
and sent us by Mr. Btirns.
Jas. .Jackman of Lakefield is now engaged in building tent floors,

canoe floats, etc. Members requiring floors -mil oblige the camp site
committee by ordering at once, as there wiU be a big rush at the last
moment.

A. C. A. Prize Flag Fund.
The regatta committee acknowledge the receipt of the following

imounts: Gen. Oliver .?.5, W. ft. Huntington S5, Hartford C. C. $5.
Com. Cotton has presented a very handsome set of signal flags in

silk, 19 flags in all. They are contained in a polished box of red cedar,
and make a reaUy handsome prize.

A. C. A. Membership.
NoiiTnBRN Division : T. N. Shfinnon, H. W. Gaudet, Dr. J. R. SIUUi-

non, E. A. Moore, Sanford C. Calvin, Kingston ; Dr. George H. Cobb,
New York

;
i3reorge H. Napier, Montreal; B. Batson, J. A. Jackson,

Ottawa, Ont.; John Harty, John H. Sutherland, A. J. McBride, H. C.
Walkem, Dr. F. Bermingham, H. S. Dupreis, E. S. Sears Geo. E. Low
Kingston, Ont.
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Chicago C. C. Calamity.

Chicago, III., Aug. 4.—Calamity of the most serious sort befel the

Chicago C. C. last night, and one from which it can arise only with

difficulty. Its boat house and contents, including 14 individual canoes,

their fittings, and much clothing and belongings of members, were
utterly destroyed by fire. Moreover, the lease of the club to Its site

not having been renewed, and the site being now vacant in a manner,
it is thought perhaps that there will be difficulty in holding the site

in tenure undisturbed by the owner of the ground, the Illinois Central

BaUway. The club should at once fence in its site on the old lines and
put up a building of some sort as soon as possible. The sympathy of

the craft over the country will readily be extended the Chicago boys
in their hard luck. It tates more than flre to kill Chicago or Chicago
enterprise, however, and the logical influence after all is that the

Chicago C. C. will put up a bigger building than before and fill it

with better boats than ever. Their main concern is about their build-

ing site. The railroad companv surely should extend them every

courtesy in this matter, as the responsibility for its fire rests solely

on the corporation's carelessness.
"During the whole of the day the railroad company had been burn-

ing old ties on the bank of the lake not far from the boat house. At
night there remained a huge bed of embers which the breeze fre-

quently fanned into flame. Sparks from the blazing pile set fire to the

boat house, and at 10:33 o'clock a citizen who saw the boat house burn-

ing ran to the fire alarm box and turned in an alarm. Several pieces

of the apparatus approached the scene of the fire on Thirty-sixth

street. "When they reached the Illinois Company's right of way their

progress was barred by an iron fence recentlj' put up by the com-
pany. The engines and firemen could not get across the ti-acks and
stood helplessly by watching the destruction of the building. A great

crowd of people gathered arid soon realized the situation.
" 'Pull down the fence,' called out some one.
"The call was repeated with emphasis from a hundred or more per-

sons, and in a few moments a crowd of 2,000 people were at work,
tooth and nail, pulling down the fence. The task was not a difficult one
for a big crowd and the fence soon came down. The apparatus was
driven across the tracks and one line of hose for each engine com-
pany was laid. The first lead of hose was cut by a World's Fair ex-

press train going in one direction and the second was cut by another
world's Fair train going in opposite direction. The crowd of 2,000

people grew excited a.vd threats of violence to the trainmen were
heard on every aide. They succeeded in stopping the World's Fair

express trains both ways, however A stray freight train came along
next- and cut the third lead of hose, and the crowd again became angry
and demonstrative.
"By this time a number of police officials were on the scene and

further trouble was prevented. It was too late for the flre depart-
ment to perform effective work, however, for the boat house, with its

contents, was effectually destroyed. The loss is probably $2,000."
E. Hough.

The Elliott Trophy.
The cut represents the handsome copper trophy presented by Mr.

W. S. Elliott to the Atlantic Division, and raced for at the recent

lELLIOTT TROPECY.

meet. The trophy was won by Mr. Barrington, of the New York
C. C, in Torment, the other two competitors being Wm. Whitlock, in
Hornet, and F. W. Noyes, in Fineen.

The Forest and Stream /.<t put to press each iveek on Tues-

day. Correspondence intended for publication should reach

us at the latest by Monday, and as much earlier aspracticable.

Cincinnati.

CiNCnos'ATi, O., July 30.—The Cincinnati Rifle Association held its

regular practice shoot at its range to-day, and made the scores as
appended below: Oonditions: 200yds. off hand at the standard target:
Gmdele 10 7 10 6 10 10 9 8 8 7—85

9 7978 10 989 10-86
98 JO 99 10 677 8—84

Weinheimer 67669696 5 9-69
5 10 7497784 8—69555487888 7—66

Payne 569769876 6-69S5874S795 8-6958697 10 665 6-68
Martin 798368575 9—67678452859 7—61556757556 9—5S
Topf 9 7 8 7 4 3 6 3 6 9—62

3 4 7 10 4 4 5 8 5 5-.55.786324874 .5—.54
See 10 5 6 7 8 9 6 9 10 9—76

8 8 8 6 10 6 7 10 10 4—77
874 976 10 8 10 6—75

Randall 58865965 10 9-71747887896 10—74797767896 5-71
Puthoff, 7 6 5 8 6 5 8 0 0 0—15
Nagels 0 0 5 5 A 8 2 0 6 1—31

New York Central Corps Prize Shoot.
The annual festival and prize sboot of the New York Central

Schuetzen Corps at Washington Park, on Wednesday and Thursday
of last week, was a grand success. The parade of the corps oh
Wednesday under the command of Captain A. Richter. brought out
a larger number of members in full uniform than has been seen since
the days of Captain Geo. Sieburg, who of the many prominent New
York Schuetzen commanders was par excellence as an executive.
The Central Corps is composed of a membership that has been promi-
nent for a generation among the shooting fraternity of New York
and vicinity, and at the pi"esent time the corps has many members
prominent in the ranks of the New York Schuetzen, among whom
may be mentioned, ex-Captain C. F. Gennerich, ex-Captain Jacob
Dax, Fred Barfaman, John Eisenhardt, W. Seppenfeldt, Jas. Jordan,
Pliilip Sciimidt, Wm. A. Roos, Gus Zimmerman, Aug. Luck, Fred
Schmidt, Emil Berckman, and a host of others of the lesser lights in

the shooting fraternity. Of the many prominent riflemen of New
York, none have a greater circle of acquaintance than Gus Zimmer-
tnan, who among the German shootej-8 is styled "IJnser Gus."
The constitution and by-laws of the Central Corps says that when

a member has been king once he is debarred from further competition
for kingship for five years. Gus Zimmerman having been crowned in

JSS6, has been as it were, laid on the shelf until this year, when he

again became eligible for the honors. His well-known liberality and
social qualities give him a large following of enthusiastic admirers,
and when it became known in the shooting house during this festival

that Gus was eligible for the kingship for 1893, there was a strong
element of partisanship evinced in his favor.

It is customary in this corps for the members to draw numbers for
their turn to shoot on the target of honor. Zimmerman's number
proved to be one of the highest or last on the list, and as a consequence
his many friends were kept on the ragged edge untU his number was
called for. Philip Schmidt, the king of last year, had put up 63 out of
a possible 75. He was followed latter on by the shooting master, John
Eisenhardt, with 64. When Zimmerman's number was called there
was a general movement of all present in the direction of the Honor
target. His first shot was 20, his second 21, the third 23, a total of 64,

and a tie with Eisenhardt on the total. But Zimmerman's last shot
outranking that of Eisenhardt, "Unser Gus" was declared to be the
king of the New York Central Schuetzen Corps for the year 1893-4.

The readers of Forest and Stream, being familiar with the modus
operandi of crowning the Schuetzen king, we will omit further descrip-
tion and proceed to give our readers a list of the prize winners on the
several targets. On the ring target there were 25 prizes, ranging from
S25 to .'$1. Tickets 3 shots, German ring target, ties to be decided by
the best last shot. Scores:

LP Hansen 71 R Busse 67 HRadloff 62

F CROSS 67 GebKrauss 61

RFlierdl,.. 67 MSchneeweis 61

Wm Hayes 67 M Tonjes 61

John Dietz; 64 J Jordan 61

B Zettler 64 E Berckman 60

Jacob Dux 64 J Eisenhardt 60

L Vogel 63 M Ficken 60

On the man target there were twenty prizes ranging from §20 to gl,

3 shots, possible 60:
RFlierdl 60 Geo Schlicht 54 P Schmidt .51

G Zimmerman 58 L Flach 54 E Berckman 51

R Busse 57 M Ficken 53 M Reitenweis 51

WSeppenfeldt 56 W A Ross 52 JJordan 51

LP Hansen 55 C G Zettler 52 GebKrauss 50
AVm Hayes 55

BuUseye target. For the most flags, ten prizes, $10 to SI

:

G Zimmerman 44 L Flach 10 Wm Hayes 7
P Schmidt 22 L P Hansen 9 F Jutjens 4
G Schlicht 19 F Schraeder 8 J Eisenhardt 4

L Flach
G Zimmerman 70
Geo Schlicht 69
F Schraeder 69
P Schmidt 68
GWPlaisted 67
CG Zettler 67

Greenville Rifle Club.

The weekly rifle shoot of the GreenvUle Rifle Club, of Greenville,
N. J., on Friday, Aug. 4, had Its usual attendance. The scores are ap-
pended, 10 shots, possible 250, distance 25yds.: Purkess 241, C. Boag
239, CoUins 237. Robidoux 237, Spahn 236, J. Boag 233, Dodds 2.32, Gass-
man 215, Hill 212. •

There was not the usual attendance of members of the Greenville
(N. J.) Rifle Club, in Armbruster's Park, on Saturday, Aug. 5. A
game of baseball is said to have been the counter attraction. H.
Mehlenbrock, of the Hudson ulub, was again a visitor. Henry Mang,
one of the new members of the club, tried his hand at the "targets.

The following appended scores were made by the members participat-
ing; 10 shots, German target:
Plaisted 22 23 23 22 24 20 24 21 24 83-226
Dorrler 23 21 23 24 23 24 21 22 21 84-225
Chavant 22 23 25 24 21 23 21 20 21 20—219
Spahn 20 21 14 21 21 23 11 25 83 19—197
Dodds 21 20 18 25 35 0 17 19 28 19—186
Mehlenbrock 22 18 18 22 10 21 9 18 16 80—174

International Columbian Prize Shooting.
Chicago Shooting Park, West Pullman, July .30-31.—The wind blew

pretty fresh on Monday, therefore some scores were left unfinished,
shooters waiting for a fair wind.
The following shooters were decorated with the Columbian medal:

A. J. Vandusen, Winona, Minn.: T. E. Vandusen. Winona, Minn.; C.
A. Johnson, Elgin, 111.: J. J. Seewer, Stanford, Ky. : H. Armbruster,
Ann Arbor, Mich.; H. M. Pope, Hartford, Conn.; Hans Egh, Munchen,
Bavaria; Fred Reichenbach, Mt. Kenney, Ky. ; Robert Hendrichs,
Chicago, and Wm. Ott, Chicago. The scores were:
CoZumftta.—Hans EgU 57, J. Seewer 53, H. Armbruster 53.

King Target.—Tl. M. Pope 20, Hans Egli 201, J. J. Seewer 174, H.
Armbruster 178.

Standard.—K. M. Pope 45, H. Armbruster 43, J. J. Seewer 38, J. T.
Delahunty 32.

People's Target.—^. M. Pope 70. A. J. Vandusen 65, H. Armbruster
63, J. J. Seewer 51, Hans Egli 59, J. T. Delahimty 57.

Man Target.—TP. Ingersoll 89, H. Armbruster 89, H. M. Pope 85, J. J.
Seewer 78, J. T. Delahunty 82.

Bullseye Target.—Q. F. Schmidt, Chicago, 19 flags out of 100 shot,
H. Armbruster 16, J. J. Seewer 16, Hans Egli 13. A. Boese, Sec.

Turtle Bay Club.

The outing of the Turtle Bay Rifle Club at Woodside, L. I., on July
.30 was highly enjoyed by.every one present. AJl worked hard to bring
their scores up to the gold medal series (230) but try as they would,
not one succeeded in getting there. The scores are appended, 10 shots!
distance 50yds., gallery targets: J. Krampert 229, J. F. Oberle 238.

Jantzer 228, Walter 224, J. Ochs. Jr., 219.

A Bisley Interview.

THE CHAMPION REVOL^'ER SHOT AT Bl.SLEY.

To THOSE with any acquaintance of revolver shooting in this country
information will not be needed as to the name of the individual who
forms the subject of this week's article. It is Walter Winans, Esq.,
whose ingeniously constructed Bungalow forms, with the Bungalows
of Capt. Foulkes and that of the Irish team, quite a unique feature in

camp life at Bisley. Mr.Winans's Bungalow, though similar in appear-
ance to those of the others named, is of American construction and
portable, talcing to pieces and folding up when the main support is

removed, with the greatest ease.

On calling on Monday afternoon I was courteously received by
Mrs. Winans, whose conspicuous grace and beauty are more than
sufficient to account for the numerous callers partaking of'5 o'clock
tea at the time of my visit, the coronets on one or two of the carriages
waiting outside being an index of the calibre of the guests. On learn-

ing that 5Ir. Winans was shooting at the ranges I hied me thither,

after duly admiring the brilliant flowers in the improvised garden
which surrounds the luxurious camp dwelling house.
As he stands at the butts, revolver in hand, attired in an ordinary

looking brown shooting suit with soft felt hat dented in at the top,

Alpine fashion, which is, in reality, the United States Cavalry hat,
Walter Winans has the appearance of a bronzed and bearded traveler
to be approached with some degree of reverence, if not positive awe.
After a minute or two"s conversation, however, you are soon at your
ease, and you find yourself In the presence of an extremely mild
spoken amiable gentleman, without the faintest ostentation or indi-

cation of wealth whatever, whose sole desire appears to be to show
you anything Ukely to be of interest to you in the camp, rather than
to talk about himself. He shows you the exhibition tent wherein all

the Association prizes, including a very handsome gilt vase, presented
by Henry Whitehead, Esq., for revolver gi-and aggregate shooting,

which you know your host is bound to win, although he saj-s nothing
on the subject. He accompanies you to witne.ss the shooting for the
Queen's prize, and descants upon the merits of the men, which is very
nice and kind of him, but you say to yourself, "it isn't Winans,"' and
at last you take the bull Cor rather "lion") by the horns and ask him
whether he is an American, for so far there has been nothing trans-
atlantic in accent or phraseology. His reply is: "My parents are
Americans, but I was born and bred in St. Petersburg, where my
father was contractor for the Russian Government and built the rail-

way there."
"You are an enthusiast in the matter of revolver shooting. I believe? '

"I take the greatest possible interest in it. but if by enthusiast you
mean I take no interest in anything else you are wrong, for I am very
fond of music, as I am also of sculpture and painting."
"As an amateur?" 1 asked.
"Well. I neither sketch nor play for a living,"" he remarked dryly,

"but some stag sket<;hes of mine have been adopted by the Field for
shooting scores, and my sculpture, which I exhibited this year at
Sheffield, has been awarded the medal, and some of it already sold."

After this informarion 1 thought I saw my way to a feeble joke, and
an opportunity to get back to the subject of revolver shooting.

"You will pardon m.y being personal," I said, "but are you left-

handed?'" For I had noticed he fired this afternoon with his left.

"No; I shot with that hand to-day because the pistol 1 was using
kicked so."
"And vou shoot equally well with the right?"

"Yes."
"I thought so."
"Why?"
"Because a man of your attainments must obviously be more than

dexterous—must be ambidexterous."

After apologizing for my levity I asked him with what kind of revol-

ver he usually shot, and this question brought out the fact that he
has not only invented a patent revolver, but a patent side-saddle, to

prevent ladies being dragged in case of accident when riding or hunt^

ing. On the merits of these, however, he was modestly dumb, and
after finding out that he had been champion revolver shot ever since

the establishment of the South London Club in 1886, is champion of

the North London Club for the present year (the only one of its exist-

ence), had taken a hundred first prizes at Wimbledon and Bisley, is

equaUj- good at the running deer, and has killed forty-four pigeons
out of eighty from the trap with a pistol, I took my leave, explaining

that I was not accustomed to interview a veritable admirable Crichton
at a moment's notice and without some previous preparation.—Cowrf
Circular, London.

RIFLE NOTES.
C. H. Chavant, of the Greenville Rifle Club, who is an expert

chemist and an enthusiastic rifleman as well, went out with the mem-
bers of his club on Saturday last, devoted the afternoon to experi-

menting with nitro powder in his .38.55 Winchester. He informs us
that if the manufacturers will make a shell which will take the No. 3

primer used in the shotgun shells, he believes that good work can be
done with nitro powder in the rifle. Our manufacturers have devoted
a good deal of time and money in developing the shotgun shell for the
use of the nitro powders, now why not cater a little to the interests of
the rifle shooters. Outside of the tests made by the Government for
the new army rifle, riflemen have begn left to plod along with the
old-time black powder and its mulish eccentricities. Who of our
many manufacturers wUl be the Moses to lead us out of this wilder-

ness of smoke and recoil?

L. P. Hansen, of the Excelsior Club, of Jersey City, is coming to the
front as one of our experts in off-hand shooting. At the Greenville

Park two weeks since, during the festival of the New Jersey Schutzen
Association, Mr. Hansen put up the winning score, 71 points out of a
possible 75, on his first effort. At the festival of the New York Central
(Jorps at Washington Park, on Thursday last, he again put up the
same score on his first entry and 55 out of 60 on the man. We have in

mind some of our old experts with reputations dating from way
back, who at the same shoot had tickets sufficient for double pinocle,

and could not get beyond 67 on the ring target.

The Zettler Rifle Club is out with programmes for its fall festival

to be held at Wissel's Cypress HUls Park, on the 10th and 11th of Sep-
tember. Cash prizes to the amount of $550 will be put up for all

comers to compete for. It has been remarked that the Zettler Club
has a habit of supplying all unfortunate out of town riflemen visiting

its festival with a supper and a return ticket home. The shooter who
went from New York to St. Paul to attend a Bundesfest and won an
order for a ton of coal can appreciate the thoughtfulness of the
Zettlers in looking after the interests of their guests.

Our New York riflemen, who attended the Columbia International
Shooting Festival at Chicago last month, say that a rifleman of fair

ability can attend the fair and make his expenses out of the Columbia
shoot.

MB. winans's position.

From a photograph.

All ties divided unless otherwise reported.

FIXTURES.
If you want your shoot to be announced here

send In notice like the following:

Aug. 15-16.—Coliunbus (Neb.) Gun CSub tournament.
Aug. 15-16.—Big Four Gun Club tournament, Burlington. Iowa.
Aug. 15-18.—Reading Shooting Association, Shillington, Pa.
Aug. 16-18.—Coney Island tournament at Cincinnati, Ohio.
Aug. 16-18.—Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers'- Association's

fifth tournament, at Charlotte, N. C.
Aug. 22-25.—Third international Uve bu-d and target tournament, at

Des-chree-shos-ka Island, Detroit, Mich.
Aug. 22-25.—Keystone Tai-get Company, seventh annual tournament,

at New London, Conn.
Aug. 23-31.—Chadwick's tournament, Marmont, Ind.
Sept. 4.—Frankfort (N. Y.) Game and Fish Protective Association

tournament.
Sept. 4.—Endeavor Gun Club tournament, on Al Hei-itage's grounds,

Marion, N. J.

Sept. 6-8.—The Veteran Tournament, Indianapolis, Ind , during
National G. A. R. Encampment, under the management of the officers
of the North End Shooting Club. H. S. Humphrey, President.
Sept. 14-15.—Riverside Gun Club's second annual tournament, at

Red Bank, N. J. John P. Cooper, Sec'y.
Sept. 26-29.—Pennsylvania State Sportsmen's Association tournament

at Harrisburg, Pa. H. M. F. Worden, Cov. Sec'y.
September.—Manufacturers' Trap Shooting Association tourna-

ment, at Columbus, Ohio.
September.—Manufacturers' Trap-Shooting Association tournament,

at AUentown and Bethlehem, Pa. (combined).
Oct. 2-7.—John Watson's tournament, Burnside, 111.

Oct. 19-20.—West Newburg Gun and Rifle Association fall tourna-
ment, at Newburg.

1894.

April 4-fi.—Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association's
Grand American Handicap at Dexter Park, Long Island.
May 23-24.—Knox^rille (Tenn.) Gun Club tournament, $1,000 added

money.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
The coming week will be a lively one for trap-shooters, and thou-

sands of targets wiU be sent scaling through the air in various parts
of the country. The shooters will have their choice of territory com-
prising Cincinnati, O., Charlotte, N. C, Burlington, la., Columbus,
Neb., and Reading, Pa. Eacli of these toui-naments is to be under the
management of reh'able parties, and each of them will be a first-class
affair, which shooters need have no hesitancy in attending. The day
has about passed, in fact, when parties can run tournaments with the
sole intention of filling their own pockets by putting up "padded"
purses and fleecing the shooters, The tournaments of to-day are run
by reputable, established clubs, and invariably the management is

placed in the hands of men who have not only a substantial stetnding
in their communities, but who stand well with shooters at large.

The Baltimore (Md.) Gun Club held its first shoot on its new grounds
in Grason's Park, Pimlico road, on July 27'. The Pimlico Gun Club
have consoUdated with the Baltimores. The best work was done by
Milton Hunt, who broke 60 targets straight. The officers of the con-
solidated clubs are as follows: J. Henry Keene, President; J, A.
Wilhar, Vice-President; John Hartner, Secretary and J, R. Malone,
Treasurer.

The Mecca for those shooters who like to combine a pleasant rail-
road trip with a pleasant time at tbe trap, will be Charlotte, N. C,
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•where the International Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association will
hold a tournament in conjunction with the Charlotte Gun Club on
Aug. 16, 17 and 18. The programme, which reached us too late for
t)ublication in our last is.sue, is one that cannot fail to attract a big at-
tendance. The novelty rule, one of the most popular ever devised,
will be tried for the first time in that section, and if it does not cap-
ture the fancy of the Southern sportsmen the projectors will be sur-
prised. One of the premier attractions will be the great race for
teams of five men each at 75 targets per man, $25 entry per team, one-
third of the match to be shot each day. Shooters must be bona flde
members of the club they shoot with. The purse will be divided 50,
30 and 20 per cent. New Jersey will send down a team, there will be
yjne from Washington, D. C, probably one from Philadelphia, one
from Wheeling, W. Va., Knoxville and Bristol, Tenn.. and from Char-
lotte and 'Greensboro, N. C. Savannah, Ga., may also come to the
front, as may Jacksonville, Fla. There will also tie a contest for club
teams of threemen each, 60 targets per man, one-third of the match to
be shot each day, JilS entrance, otherwise conditions remain as five-
men race. Both events will be shot under the novelty rule with no
liiandicaps. Tne Charlotte Gun Club will add §50 to the purse in the
five-men team race and S30 to that of the three-men team race. There
will be six other events each day, four at 15 targets each, $2 entry,
and two at 20 targets each, $3.,50 entry, and in each of these the Char-
lotte Gun Club will add sums varying from SlO to |25. In addition to
this the club will award $10, $8, $6, $4 and $2 for the best five aver-
ages during the three days. Altogether they add poo, which is ex-
ceedingly liberal. The usual distance handicaps will be enforced in
the sweepstakes.

Ikdianapolis, Ind., July 28.—The Veteran tournament wUl beheld at
Indianapolis during the National G. A. E.. Encampment, Sept. 6, 7 and
8, 1893. It will be under the direction of J. A. Martin, H. S. Humphrey,
G. M. Sanborn and Chas. E. Field, officers of the Korth End Shooting
Club. The verj' low railroad rates which will be offered at this time
on all the roads of the country, the Fair handicap and the large
and attractive programmes should go to make this a grand event
The Fair handicap should induce (he amateurs to come as well as the
-esfjerts, as it protects them fully, still allowing the experts a good
show. This handicap was used at the Knoxville tournament and met
with the approval of all shooters. The groiujds selected could not be
Biore perfect, being situated on one of our electric Hnes and but a
short distance from the Union Station. Electric trap-pull, inanimate
targets and live sparrows will be used. No pains or expense will be
spared to show every shooter a good time Lunch and loaded shells
can be procured on the grounds. The management has made arrange-
ments tor several large tents and other conveniences for the comfort of
shooters. The merchants of our city and sportmg goods dealers are
expected to assist in making this shoot one of interest. All of the
local talent have signified their intention of supporting this shoot in
every way, and many shooters from adjoining cities have announced
their intention of being with us. J. A. Martin, 410 Ash street, will be
glad to procure rooms in advance for any shooters so desiring. For
programmes or other information address Chas. E. Field, 77 Lombard
Building, or H. S Humphrey, 433 Broadway, Indianapolis.

Stamford, Conn., July 31.—At the meeting of the East Side Rod and
Gun Club held at their club house Saturday evening, July 89, for the
purpose of re-organizing under their charter (which was granted by
the General Assembly of Connecticut at its January session, 1893, ap-
proved June 7, 1893) and electing officers and directors under the same,
the following gentlemen were elected: Walter M. Smith, President;
Dwight Waugh, Vice-President: Walter D. Daskam, Treasurer; John
R. Kinsey, Secretary; A. W. Sibley, Chas. E. Thompson and Nathan
Olmstead, Directors. The club was organized last November and has
over eighty members, among whom are many prominent professional
and business men of Stamford and New York. They have a com-
fortable club house situated in a grove east of Shippan Point, on the
Sound. Their kitchen is equipped with all the modern conveniences
for cookmg and preparing shore dinners, etc. They have a large shed
erected for sheltermg teams. The grounds are arranged for artificial
target shootmg. This is the youngest and most prosperous club in
Stamford.—J. R. K.

It is unfortunate that our good friends of the Reading Shooting As-
sociation should have selected for their summer tournament dates
which make it impossible for many of their old reliable attendants to
be present, owing to the big attractions offered by their North Caro-
lina brethren, but this is not likely to detract one iota from the inter-
est of the shoot to be held at Harry Matz's Three-Mile House on Aug.
15 to 18. inclusive. The association by its straightforward dealing and
hospitahty shown at past shoots has the confidence of thousands of
shooters who are not going South, and from these a goodly attendance
can be depended upon. The shooting will all be at artificial targets,
with no handicaps. In our last issue we published details in regard to
the programme. The shooters will be served with dinner at the Three-
Mile House.

One of the Washington, D. C. clubs intends to hold a tournament in
May, 1894, just previous to the Knoxville shoot and will put up big
added moneys for each event. The Capitol City is an excellent place
for a shoot and with care in arranging the programme a big attend-
ance should be secured. It would be well for the projectors to claim
their dates as soon as possible to avoid conflicting with other tourna-
ments.

The Leavenworth fKan.) Gun Club has been re-organized with a
dozen members and the following officers: President, James W. Sex-
ton; Vice-President, C. B. Gunn; Secretary and Treasurer, H. W.
Koohler; Executive Committee, Dr. J. A. Lane, W. F. Keller and
Judge Laurens Hawn; Committee on Membership, Dr. J. A. Lane,
Dr. 0. B. Gunn, H. W. Koohler and John R. Garrett.
The tournament of the Big Four Gun Club at Burlington, la.,

Aug. 15 and 16, will attract a big turnout of shooters from Ohio, Dli-
noisand Michigan, who will be strongly reinforced by the local experts.
Their programme as usual is an attractive one, and the man who can
hold a stiff pace should quit even.

The Wessner Gun Clnb held its monthly shoot near Tamaqua, on
July 25, and the medal competition was won by Frank Deach, on a
score of 23 breaks out of a possible 25.

The Knoxville Gun Club has decided upon March 22, 23 and 24 as the
dates for its 1894 tournament. This will be their thirteenth tourna-
ment, with not a failure thus far.
Nebraska trap shots will have a chance to try their nerve on Aug. 16

and 16, when the Columbus Gun Club will engineer a target tourna-
ment.

At the medal shoot of the White Plains Gun Club on July 28, the
medal was won by Lewis C. Piatt, who broke 24 out of 35 targets.
The Essex Gun Club of Newark will shoot on Al. Heritage's Marion

grounds on Aug. 17.

O. H. TOWNSBND.

Coney Island Athletic Club Tourney.
New Utrecht Rod and Gun Club, Aug. Z.~Editor Forest and

Stream: Your correspondent, Mr. C. A. Dellar, in his report of con-
cluding shoot in this tourney, is in error when he states that "at end
of tihird round of 15 birds the Atlantics had caught up and made a tie
with the New Utrechts, who had a case of rattles."
At the end of third round the New Utrechts led by three birds, which

he must have known full well, being official scorekeeper.
It was not a case of "rattles," but discrimination in the birds, that

altected the New Utrechts. The head trapper, who had a bet of $5 on
the Atlantics versus the New Utrechts with a member of the former
club, was using his persuasive powers ,so well with the other boys,
that the New Utrechts had to put m a protest Cduring the second
round ) against his having anything further to do with the shoot.
The success of the New Utrechts was fairly won; they acted as

sportsmen and gentlemen throughout the seven shoots. Had a fud
team with reserves always on hand, who did not --celebrate" until
their scores were shot out.

[t is a poor excuse to offer for any club, that their two best shots
did not put m an appearance, etc. ; more especially as, in this instance,
the shoot took place on their own ground.
The Parkways did not lead in the day's shoot. They only had twomen on the ground, and of these Mr. Helgans shot three scores besides

his own for amusement.
In conclusion, if any club that shot in this tournament thinks they

can outshoot a team of the New Utrechts, thev can be accommodated
with a race, fixing the date at such a time as they can be sure of a-ath-
enng all their best shots together, the New Utrechts only making a
condition that no sportsman can object to; Each club handles the
birds for the other side. O. A. S«iEs.

The Virginia State Championship.
Staunton, Va., July 28.—This afternoon on the grounds of the

Staunton Gun Club, Mr. Wm. F. Summerson, holder of the silver cup
representing the trap-shooting championship of Virginia, was defeated
in a match for the trophy by Mr. C. P. Bowman of the same club
The match was at 50 Keyi^tone targets, thrown from the new Key-
stone expert trap, with the North pull and the shooting was diffiouit
The results follow, each man shooting at 18 singles, known traps and
angles; 20 singles, unknown angles and 6 pairs:
Bowman 17 17 9—43 Summerson 15 15 10 -40
Mr. Summerson has defended the cup successfully three consecutive

times, but under the rules it must be won five times consecutively to
become the property of the winner.) W G M

MANUFACTURERS AT WHEELING.
WHEELrNG, W. Va.. Aug. 3.—On Wheeling Island, between Wheeling

and Bridgeport, on the Ohio River, the fifth touj-nament of the Man-
ufactiirers' Trap-Shooting Association openeii up to-dav under favor-
abie_circumstances as regards weather and r.ffiendance. The Wheel-
ing Gun Club has not a very large membershir), and therefore has to
depend upon outside shooters to have any number of entrle.s. but what
they lackm number they make up In enthusiasm. The WheelinErteam,
composed of J. A. Penn, E. J. Wright, R, A. Lemnions, .J. F, Bell and
Dr. Meyers, have a record to be proud of, having never lost a team
race, and besides being top notch shooters, are perfect gentlemen.Among the outside shooters in attendance were H. McJIurchy of the
Hunter Arms Co., Fulton, N. Y., who, though he only came to see the
boj'8 and shoot, very ably assisted Mr. .John Parker, the manager, in
running the shoot; W. S. King, S. V. D. Huntington: D. Creelman, E.

.^Ml^'i/',,^-
England, of Pittsburg; J.O. Hoffman ami Geo. Cochrane.

Of Gill Hall, Pa.; H. C. Fr.y, Youngstown, O. ; G. M. Cf.ver, R. Clark,
H. H. McVeigh, Parkersburg. W. Va.: M. Cowen, Bellaire, 0.; J. B.
Meyer. A. C. Darrah and N. K. Cannon, St. Clairsville; T. S. Bibber,
Elba, O.; W. J. Penberthy. Massillon, O.: J. N. Crable, East Liverpool,
h. H. Boruf, A. W. Kennon and W. N. Darbv. St. Clairsville.
The shoot was held on the fair grounds and as usual the exhibits of

Hunters Arms Co., Parker Bros., American AVood Powder Co. and
Montgomery Ward & Co. attracted a good deal of attention, the
other members of the Association, Lefever Arms Co H C Squires
W. F. Quimby Co., United States Cartridge Co. not having any, the
Cle-veland Tareet Co.'s exhibit being lost in tran.sit. The hand-loaded
shells given away by the American Wood Powder Co. and Mont-
gomery Ward & Co. went like hot cakes. Blue rock traps and targets
and Paul North's electric pull were used and gave the best of satis-
faction, asusualeverybody was highly pleased with tournament and
murmurs of satisfaction and approval were heard on all sides The
^^lowing resolutions were adopted as expressing the general senti-

"As members of the Island Gun C!lub of Wheeling, AV, Va,, we desire
to express our high appreciation for the splendid two days tourna-
ment given by the Manufacturers' Trap Shooting AsBodiatbh at this
place, under the management of Mr. John Parker, of Detroit, on Aug.
1 and 2. It is the best tournament we have ever had, the visiting
sportsmen were thoroughly pleased and went home satisfied, and we
desire to vote our unanimous thanks to Mr. John Parker and Harvey
McMurchy for their perfect management and courteous behavior, and
long live the Manufacturers' Trap Shooting Association. (Siened) G
?.r'?'^l'I''^/';?-^'*^®°*'j-,'^w'^V^®°°'"'''^-0- ^y"^' B- Burt, J. E.'
Wright, M. Dinger, Q. W. Lemmon,''

No. 1, 10 targets:
The First Day.

Parke
Wright ..1111111111—10 J S M
iohnson

C J W
Penn

Penberthy
Besser

Burt f,... ..1101101111— 8 Fry
Crane

Scott .,1011111111 9 Dinger
No 2, 1 targets.

Wright.
Lemmon
C JW

Experts.
. .1101101111— 8
. .1111100101— 7
looioonoi F,

Dinger

Johnson
Semi-Experts.

..1111101111 9 Re.ssp.r

Scott ,1111101101 8 Fry
Penn 1111111111 in

Penberthy
Amateurs.

1111111110— 9 Rnrt,
Parke SS
Creelman
J L M

M Cowen
Flick

McMurchy Crane

1111111111—10

No. 3, 15 targets:
Lemmon 101111110110111-12 C J W OlllllllDlloaOO- 9
Fleck lOOllllllOOOlOO— 8 Burt 10011 1101101010—

9

Johnson 110111111110011-12 Hoffman OOlllllOIOOlllO- 9
Scott 111111011111110—13 O Summers . . . .011101111100110—10
Penn.. 111111110011111-13 Mike 111000101000001- G
Penberthy 1 111001 OOIllOlO— 9 Shaner 111100110000100- 7
Creelman 101010010111011-10 Cochran OOllOOOOOlllOOO- 5McMurchy 011111111100010—10 Wright 111111010111110-1^
King 101011100111011-10 Dinger OOOlllOUllllll-ii
Fry 101111000111011-10 S S.. 000101101011000- G
Besser 110111111011111—13 M Cowen... 111111000101111—11
Park 101101001011001- 8 Duffey IIIOOOIOIOIIIOI- 9
J L V 000011001011011- 7 Crane OllOOllOlOOlOlO— 7
No. 4, 5 pairs targets:

Penberthy 11 01 11 11 01-8 Shaner 01 10 11 10 01—

G

Penn 01 01 11 11 01-7 Lemmons 10 10 11 11 11-8
Wright 11 10 11 11 11—9 Johnson 10 11 11 H 10-8
Fry 00 11 10 10 10-5 S S 01 10 00 10 10-4
Bessemer 11 10 11 10 10—7 Crane 10 10 00 11 01—5
King 11 11 11 10 11-9 McMurchy. 11 li H 1] 00-8
Creelman H 10 10 10 11—7 Scott 10 10 11 11 lO—

7

Hoffman 11 10 10 11 10—7 M Cowen lO 11 10 01 11—7
Burt 11 10 10 11 10-7 Dinger 11 10 10 01 11-7
Summers 10 11 11 11 10-8
No. 5, 10 targets. Experts:

Penn 1111110011—8
Semi Experts.

Penberthy 0111110111-8 Burt ....1111011111—9
Johnson 1010110111—7 M Cowen 11 11 110110-8
McMurchy 0111111011—8

Amateurs.
Hoffman 1110100111— 7 Scott 1111111111—10
Parke 1100011101- 6 Fry 1111110111— 9
Bessemer 1111111111—10 Cochran llllioiui— 9
J LN 0101110010- 5 Crane OOlOlllOli- 6
Creelman 1111111111—10 Dinger lllllllill—10
Shaner 0111011011— 7 C J W 1101010010— 5
King 1111111111—10 Lemmon lllllllllO— 9
S S 0100111011- 6 Duffy OlOlOOllll— 6
Wright 1111111111—10 Wallace lOOlOOllOO— 4
No. 6, 15 targets:

Penn 111010111111111-12 Wright 1011Ollllll]lll_13
Lemmons lOlOlOlOlOOOlOl— 7 Burt OOlllOOiOllOili- 9
Penberthy 111101010111010—11 Crane 011111110000011— 9
Hoffman IllllOOOlllllOl—11 WFU 01 00001 OlOOOOll— 5
Johnson 111101111110110—12 C JW 001011000111000— 6
Scott 101011011110111—11 Dinger OOlOllinilllli—la
Parke 011011100101000— 7 Cochran OOlOUOOOniOiO- 7
J S N OOOllOOlOOlOOlO- 5 Fry lllllOlOOiniOO—10
Shaner 11 1001 0001 11000— 7 King 110011111011111—12
M Cowen OlllllOIOOllllO-lO Flick Ol 1 lolOOll 11111—

n

Creelman lOlOOOlOOOOtloll- 5 Suumier.s 101 nonOOUllO—10
s s 101111110110111—12 DuiTv iniioonoiiioo-10
Bessemer 111011111101111—13 Wallace 000011100000100- 4
McMurchy 1101 1 010110011 1 -10
No. 7, 10 targets. Experts:

Wright 1111111011- 9 Creelman 1100111000—5
Scott llOlllllU- 9 King 1111111111-10
Bessemer lOlllllOll— 8 Danger 1101001000— 4

Semi-Experts
Burt 1101110111— 8 Cochran 1010111111— S
Fry 1010111011— 7 Lemmon 1011100111— 7

Amateurs.
Penberthy 0011111111— 8 I\lcMurchy llllllluil- 9
Hoffman 0111111101-8 Crane ,

, .lioninoii— r
Parke 0110111101—7 Flick Uillinoiii—

7

M Cowen 0110110111—7 Penn 1111111111—10
SS 0110101000- 4 Duffy 1011101001- 6

Forest and Stream's
exhibit at tlie World's Fair will be

found in tlie Angling Pavilion of

the Fisheries Building. You and

your friends are inVited'to visit us.

Johnson 0101011111— 7
Shaner 1111111011— 9
JL N..: nOlOllllO— 7
No. 8, 20 targets:

Bessemer .. 00121 1 1 11 1 1 00'2012021—14
Lemmon ..11010112000201311111—14
Hoffman . .01011002220202003113—12
M Cowen. .01111101001101121111—14
PenberthV. 1 120021 1 1 1 221 000311 1- 1

5

Johnston.. 21200012120301021011-13
Scott ..011011.22101121001111—15
Danger. . . .01010101011211012011—13
Creelman

. .0010010121 1020101210—11
Parke 00112010202210201002—11
Burt 01111212020121111101—16
Shaner . . . .01201020001121011111—13
Wright 22110021112111111111-18
No. 9, 15 targets, surplus:

M Cowen 111111101011011—12
Shaner .011011101100011— 9
Bessemer 111111101111111—14
.lohnston 111011111111111—14
Dinger 011111111111111—1.3
Penberthy 111111110111110-13
Fry 111011110111101—12
Cochran 011111100010111—10
Duffy 101101010111101—10
Burt 111111111111111—15
Lemmon 011111011111111—13
Wright 011111101111101—13

Wallace lOlOOlOlOl— 5
GJW....i 0011111101—7

J L N 1121iM1-?i i'i>-vi-ini,i2n-14

Summers. ,111
1

ii
1

,
iiiO—14

Cochran.,. 01 n-; niiii- 8
Duffey 100;' -'< - 110—12
Wallace.;. .2101

1 1
:

1,
1

,

: iMO-lO
Crane Oi'Ji"

: '11—10
King OlUMi.-j |- iii0i_l2
s s 020^aai)ieuie2-j:mi)200—10
Penn ...... .101 1 0 1 1 1 1201 1 101 1 1 12—16
McMurchy.21001 1 1 0012211 221 01 1—15
Fry 11211111221211101022-13
C J W 0101011 1210111121020—14
Mike OOOOlOOliJOlOOOlOw — 8

Parke 1 01 1 1 1 101 01 1 1 1 1—12
JLN 1111011:1011111—12
Creelman 1 1 lOOinonoill—11
Hoffman OlOlOllOIOOlllO— 8
McMurchy 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1m 111 1—15
King 111111111111111-15
S S.^ 11 10001 01 11 0011— 9
Soott 111111111111101—14
Crane 111111100111101—12
Peun 111111011111100-12
0 J W 111111010111111—13

Second Day.
Weather still continued fine. Paul North arrived to-day. The at-

tendance was the same as iirst day, everybody staying to the laSt with
one or two exceptions. This is one ot the features of these toUrntt-
mehts, the attendance does not fall off any, there being just fls mahy
entries and sometimes more on second day as there are are on first
day. In the trophy race for M. T. S. A. trophv Penn. Lpininons. Wriglit
and Burt, all of Wheehng, tied on 45; in shoot oil .J. A. Penn won,
breaking 24 out of 25. Next shoot of Association is at Allentown. Pa
Sept. 12 and i;^.

'

No. 1, 10 targets:

'

Burt 1010111111- 8 WO 0101011100- 5
Penberthy llllinnil-g m Cowen lOlliilili— !)

Penn 1111111111—10 Scott 1111111011— 9
Wright 1111101111— 9 King 1111110110- 8
North 1111111110- 9 Hoffman 0010110010- 4
Lemmons 1111111101—9 Eessempr . .1111101111—9
S S 1101101010—6 MeMurchv 1111111111—10
Miller 0101011111— 7 Creelman' lOlIllOUl- 8HHM 0111111011— 8 Cochrane 1111101011— 8
Dinger 1110111111— 9 Crane 1101001100— 5
Joe 1111111111—10 Fi-y iniilOllU— 8
No. 2. 10 targets. Experts:

Penn 1111111111—10 McMurchy 1011110111— 8
Joe 1100000000— 2

Semi-Experts.
*

North 1111111111—10 Bessemer 0111110011— t
Amateurs.

Penberthy 0111111111- 9 Ci-ane 0111111101- 6
Wright 1011111111— 0 S S lOllOlOOlO- hM Cowen oiiJOinillO— 5 WO OOOiimoO— ft

Scott 110111 1010- 7 Wood lirillOUO— S
Dinger 1111111111-10 HUM DlinillllO- t
Lemmons lllllllill—10 Creelman ..lllioillll— 9
Burt 1110111111- 0 Hoffniati llOllrHll- 9
Bell OOOOOOOIOD- 1 Cochrane illllllOlO- S
Miller 0110100100— 4 King lOllllOlU- 8
No. 8, lo targets:

Joe 11011 101 lDIOOll-10 ikck OOllOllOlOllOlO— 8
Scott 0111111000100111— 8 W O OllOlOlliniWOO- 8
Penn 111111110101011-12 H il M OOKillOlOOOOlOO- 5
North IIIII1JOIOIIOIOI—10 Cri'clLiian. I I ml 1110111000—10
Penberthy 11111001 1 110011—11 lU.n r.i;ui Ill HKKIOOlllllO— 9
McMurchy niimuilllOOl-ia (i Summers 111110111110001-11
Bessemer 1 01 1 1001 1111111—12 US 1 101010101 1 01 1 1—10
Wright 111111111111111-15 King 101100101111010- 9
Fry 1 01 1 1 1 01 001 01 1 1—1 0 1 )inger 1 01 11 01 1 1 1 0 1 010—10
McCowen lOlllOlUOlOOll-lO ' ,Jay iniiiniirHiirifloO— 7
Burt (11101 111 1111110-12 I .oioiiriiil 1(11011—10
Flick liiloioniiiloo—11 0 Mum^mnm— 3
S S 0O0(«jO00UCa')1000— 1 Etc

, 10010101 1 111100- 9
Miller .100101111110010- 8 Ex 001011000111001— 7Lemmons OOlOllllllinOl—11
No. 4, 5 pairs targets:

Penberthy 01 11 11 10 00— 6 Lemmons 11 10 10 11 10— 1
Joe 10 00 10 11 11- (i Jack 10 10 10 10 01- 5
Scott 11 0 11 10 10- 7 S S 00 00 01 00 00- 1
Hoffman 10 11 10 10 11— 7 Burt 10 11 10 10 10- 0
Wright 10 10 11 11 11- 8 O Summers 11 10 10 00 II— 5
Crane 10 10 10 10 II— 6 G S 11 10 10 00 11- 6
Penn 11 10 11 11 11- 9 WO 10 00 10 00 00- a
Flick 00 11 11 01 01— 6 North 11 10 ll 11 10- 8M Cowen 10 11 10 10 11— 7 Miller 00 10 11 10 10- 5
Creelman 10 00 1 0 1 0 10— 4 IClng 1] 01 11 11 11— 9
Bessemer 11 10 10 11 10— 7 McMurchy 11 00 11 11 10— 7
Woods 10 10 00 10 10- 4 Duager 10 11 11 11 10- 8
No. 5, 10 targets. Experts:

Worth 1011100111— 7 Lemmons 0111111111— 9
Dinger 1100011111— 7 Penn. llOlOlllll— 8

Semi-Experts.
Hoffman IIIOIOIOOI— 6 Wright 1011100111— 7
Penberthy 1111111111—10 Burt ' OiOlilliOl— 7
Creelman OlllOlllll— 8

'

King 1111111111-10 "^Crane 1111011001— Y
Scott 1110111111— 9 Miller 0101011111— 7
Bessemer 1111110111— 9 McMurchy 1111111111—10M Cowan 1101111111- 9 Duane 1110111011— 8
Joe 1111111011— 9
No. G. 15 targets:

Penn... 110111110111111-13 SS IIIIUOQIOOIIIO-IO
Hodman; 111000001111100- 8 Miller 110100110111100— 9
Penberthy 110111101111101-12 McMurchy 111110000111110-10
Creelman 110001111111001-10 Fry liUlllOl ill 10111—11
Burt 111111011111010-12 North .111011011010011-10
Lemmons 010111001100110- 8 Joe 111110000111111—11
Bessemer 110111111011111—13 I (innnnininii-12
King 111011110110001-10 E ;.".(,HNH)l(linO(il001- 6H H M 010001101111100- 8 Jack KJUiiOiniiioioO- 8
Wright 111011111111100-12 Woods ookmioi nii'iiOOl- 7M Cowen 111001111111100—12 FUck iiuioioin nooil- 9
«cott 011001111100111—10 O Summers luuniiioiiiioii—10
Duane 110011111111111—13 GS 011010011100011— 8
Dinger 011111110001100— 9
No 7, 10 targets. Experts.

Penberthy OlOlOOlOll— 5 McMurchy 1111110111— 9
King 1011111111— 9

Semi-Experts.
Lemmon 1111111001— 8 Scott 1100111111— 8
Bessemer 1110111110—8 Joe 1111101111-9M Cowen 10111 Hill— 9

Amateurs.
Creelman 1111011111— 9 Jack 0010100100—8
Hoffman 1110101000- 5 Paul 0000100000—1
Penn 1111110111— 9 Miller 1001111111— 8
B^iu-t 1111111111-10 Wright 1101111111- 9
i^orth 0010111110—6 Crane 1111111110—9
Wood OOOlOIlOOl— 4 Dinger lOlUllOll— 8
No. 8, 20 tarjrets:

M Cowen
.
.21 1 11 lOOuOOOOl 111111-13 North 11120110101101010111—14

Joe 112fX)2 1200200 1000012- 10 Scott 1011O12OI1O11O1101-21-M
Wright. ... 01 1 1 1 11222202121 1 1 1 1 - 1 s Ci-h^I man . .202000100102221021100- 9
Flick OOOI1101"21000lOOUti2- !l Caup 0012001 lOOOUool 1 121-1

1

Bessemer. .1 10101221 l-.'ninn]:J(j2-].-, Lejumou.. Illlll]0lil2ll0u00]l-15
Fry ... ...11121 :in McMurcby.l01111lilOOli026oill-14
Penberthy.1001

: ; ni-ii; Linger 11011200101111111111-16
Summers.. 2l(-Ji

. .1 \-:jj-it; Kin- 00100100002202010121—9
G b OiXliilvM.'iii

1 ,1 H Milltr 10112010100200201021—11
Hoffman. .IOOOO0

i 1 1 lo221 1 10120-12 1 12000101 1 1 1 1 12000012 -11
Burt 10120-WOll 1201011121-15 J 10020000020010010101- 7
Penn 1211211111110111H1I-19
No. 9, medal nee, 00 targets:

Wright 1110111111111111101111111—33

„ ^ 1111111111111110110011111-23-45
Penberthy 01100101 1 lOllOlOll 1 111110-17

1111111111111011111110110-32 89M Cowen 1 1 Oil 1 1 01 1 1 1 1 001 1 1 1 1 01011—19
„ ^ iiiioiiioiiiiionniioijii—90—39
Burt IIIl]l]lllll1]()ioiiii]iii_23

10111111)1 101 11111111 01 1 1-22—45
Penn 01 1 ill ] 1 101 liun 1 1 lOl ill -22

,
1011111)11011111111111111—23—45

Jack lOOOOOuOOl 100101001001100- 8
OOOi()ooi(XK)l0110110000000— 7-15

Fry lllluilloniHOOOllllllll-20
loiioionioioiioiiiiiiiii-19—39



FOMST AND STREAM.

JliUer 10001 1 0101 10001101001 1911—1

3

Oiioiioinniiiioiuniii—21—34
King..;.,!,.,.!.;.; lllllilliniDlllllllOlllO—23

imiioinoiiiiiioliinii-22-44
t/emmotis. lllllOOOlllUlllllOllllll-Sl

niniiiiniiiiniiinuo—24-45
Scott iioooioiiiinininiKino-39

1111111111100110111101010-19—.38
North inilOlllllOllOllllllOllOl—19

1101111111101011101110111—20—39
McMllrchy 1111111111111100011011111—21

1111111111111101111111111—24—45
Bessemer 1010111111111111101101111—21

1111111111101111111111111—24—45
Mikij ..0110111111101000101011001—15

1001011000100011001101000—10—25
iJinget ; ;. ..1110111111111011011011111—21

1101101010111011011101110—17—38
0 Siunmfers .0111101110011010111111111—19

0001110011100000110111111—14—33
. Ties on medal race, 25 targets:
Venn 1111111111110111111111111—24
Wright ; . .1111110111111100101111010—20
Lemmons 1011110111111111111111111-23
Burt 0111111111111110111011101—21
No. 10, 15 targets:

Penberthy 111111111111111—15 North 011111111111111—14
Wright 111111111111111-15 King ....111111011100111—12
Lemmons 111101111111111—14 Fry 011110111111001—11
Flick 111000010000101— 6 Dinger 110111110111100—11
Scott 111111110111111—13 Bessemer 111111111110110—13
McMurchy 111111111111111—15 Burt 111111011111010—12

Davey .0101000110— 4 Burnell .

.

Mac 0112100110— 6 Carp. . .

.

BarLo. 1002011211— 7 Turner;

.

.0010100010— 3
,,0100101001- 4
. .0001112010— 5

ililler 101101111111111—13
M Cowen 111111111101101—13

Creelman 111110101111110—12
Penn 111011111111111—14

Highland Gun Club, Aug. 2 and 3.

Elkhart, Lnd.—The tournament of the Highland Gun Ulub began
this morning with a fair attendance of out of town shooters. There is

Harry Burnell, of Coldwater, Mich.; Gaskill and McCourt, of South
Bend. Ind.; Kolb and Simmons, of Goshen, Ind.; Carpenter, Allison
and Behlers, of Union Mills, Ind. B. Barto and the old- time shooting
pirate John Ruble, of Chicago, and Ben 0. Bush, of Kalamazoo, Mich.
The editor of "the Weasel Catcher" is here too, who says, by the way,
that "he could copy from the Forest and Stream,'" but, of course,
never did, that Is, never gave credit for matter purloined from Forest
AND Stream and that modesty compelled him to ignore himself in the
enhancing of sportsmen's interests and welfare. But now and from
hence forward he casts that gentle attribute to the dogs, and he the
great and ignorant is doing more than any person in this United States
to perpetuate those interests seeing as he did secure for nothing a
round five dozen of pheasants' eggs and then peddled them out at
thirty-five cents each.
The club here is composed of gentlemen who are influential citizens.

Mr. E. R. Kerstetter is President; Dr. A. L. Fisher, Vice-Presideat; P
J. Goldman, Secretary and Treasurer; E. A. Carpenter, Captain. Their
grounds are nicely situated, traps are well screened, the club house is

commodious and their electric trap pulls which were invented by a
member of the club, are the quickest, most satisfactory and best
working pull as yet invented, making no balks. The reason of this
being that the trap arm is freed with the passage of the electric cur-
rent instead of a spring lever which in turn must release the catch

Second Day.
B singles, 21yds., 2 barrels;

Smoke. ; OOOlO— 1 Barto ... 10010— 2
Turner 10000— 1 Mac 12021— 4
White 11111—5 KUstet ter 1 0020— 2
Carpenter 00000— 0 Goldman. lOKXl— S
Davison. 00111— 3 Bush .10002— 2

No. 2, 10 singles:
Davey 0101101010— 5 White .1111111111—10
Mac lllOllIlll- 9 Smoke 1101111110— 8
Carpenter 0010110111— 6 Kerstetter; 1111110111— 8
Warner 1111101010— 7 Fisher ....1101001111— 7
Barto. 1110111111— 9

No, 3. 8 singles, unknown traps:
Barto 00110101—4 Kerstetter. 10001101—4
White ^ 01111111—7 Davey illlOlll—

7

Smoke 01110110—5 Carpenter 01110111—6
Mac 00011111—5 Bush 01010111—5
No. 4. 15 singles:

Barto 010111111111111—18 White ; . . .010011101110111—10
Mac IIOIIIIOICHIIIU- 11 Smoke llllllillllOlll- 14
Davey ...111110010111101—11 Bush 110110001101111—10
Carpenter 110011111110111—12 Kerstetter 110101011111110—10
Turner ....101010600100101—6

25 targets, 10 known, 10 unknown traps, 5 with 2 barrels:
Turner 0101110001000010010100101—ll
Kinney 0100101111010100010111101-14
Barto 1101110111111011010110010—17
Bush 1011111101101010010010011-15
Martin 0010100100010001000011001— 8
Kolb 1011111111000110000120211—16
Ellis 1101001011000100001001211—13
Smoke 1111111111001001110020010—17
Mac 1111111111101101001110010—18
Pounder 01 01 1 1 101 1001 01 10001 01001—1

2

Davy 1011111111110111110112001—19
White lOllllllllUlIlllOOOllOllO-18
Kerstetter 01 1 1 11001 1001 1 101 00010021—14
Goldman OUOlllOOllUOlOOlOOOOlOOO—11
Carpenter .1111111101000100010120000—13

Bks O. Bush,

Tournament at Niles, Mich.
The club here held its fifth annual tournament on August 1, which

called together a fair number of shooters. Messrs. W. S Howard of
St, Joseph, Mich.; B n 0. Bush of Kalamazoo, H. V.Rockwell of
Benton Harbor, J. Smith, Mishawaka. Ind. ; H. L. Gaskill and W. F.
M'^Combs, Soutii Bend, Ind . participated in the events. The shoot
was held on the fair grounds, and the boys kept banging away, al-

though the day was most fearfully hot. Among the interested' spec-
tators* there was none more so than Mrs. George W. DouRan, the ac-
complished better half of the Hon. George W. Dougan, banker, mer-
chant and ex-mayor of the city. With a sportsman's keen interest,
she m\ist know, and did know, why the targets flew in different direc-
tions, why some guns made loud reports and others not, and why -a

tar saucer daubed with yellow paiuu was called a pigeon. She has a

The Central New York Champion.
TJtica, N. Y., Aug. 5.—The contest to determine the 100-bird cham-

pionship of central New York occurred here to-day and was won by
Frank Northrop, of Johnstown. The following were present: C. W.
Tuttle, J. J. Carr and I. E. Brigden, of Auburn; E. C. Meyer, of Roeih-
ester; W. P. Royland, of Newburgh; Frank Notthrop. of Johnstown;
and A. S. Hunter, J. G Kilbourn and H. L. Gates, of Utica. Because
oC there being only three entries from Utica, the home team reduced
the pricie of targets to 2 cents and added $25 to the purse. IE the home
club cannot turn out but three members who are willing to shoot in
fast company, it ought to quit holding tournaments. The conditions
were 100 kmgbirds, known trap and unknown angle, $12.50 entrances
and money divided as follows: 50 per cent, to go on t^e 100 birds and
divided 30, 25; 20, 15 and 10 per cent., and the remairing 50 per cent,
divided into four purses, each purse to go on each 25 birds and divided
50, 30 and 20 per cent. The traps were set to throw harder than was
ever before seen in this part of the country and the angles were very
sharp. The winner, Frank Northrop, used 38grs. of E. C. and IJ^oz.
No. 8 chilled shot in smokeless sheU. The winner of second, H, L.
Gates, used 42grs. of E. C. and l}4oz. No. 8)4 chilled shot, smokeless
shell, and both loaded by Cruttenden & Card. They ai'S veritabl*?
"snuffers." Appended are the scores:

Northi-op . .1111111111011111111011111—23
1111111101111111111101101—23
1111111111111111111111111—25
0111111111111111011111111—23—93

Hunter. . , ^ ; 1111111111101101011111111—22
lllllllunillllllllOIllO—23
0111111111111111111101111-23
1111111110111111011110111—22—90

Kilbourn .llllllllOlllllllllllllOll—23
0011110111111110111111101—20
0110111111111111101111101—31
1111111111111111111111111—25-89

Brigden 0111111011011100011101111—18
0111111110101111111111111—22
101101000110011111 1100000-13
1111101101111000111011111-19-72

Tuttle 1111111001111111111111111—23
1111110110101111111111111—22
1111011111110111111011111—23
1101111111111101111111011—23—89

Meyer 0110101111101101111111111—20
0111111011111011111011110—20
1111011110011111111111111—22
1111111111110111111111111—24—86

Gates 1101111111111111111111111—24
01 [1011111101111111111111-22
1011111111111111001111011—21
1111111111111111011111111—24—91

Carr 0111111111100111111111111—22
1111101111110111111111111—23
1111101111111111111011011—23
1011111111011111111111101—22—89

Bayland 1110111111111111111101111—23
1111111111101111111110111—23
1111110110111111111111011—22
1101111111011011111111111—32-90

Sweep No. 1, SI. 50, 15 singles:
Carr 111111111110111—14 Brigden 011110011110110—10
Meyer 111111111110111—14 Northrop 011111111101111—13

SCENE AT THE KNOXVILLE SHOUT. l.S9:i.

Photographed by Stewart & Dubbs, Knoxville, Tenn.

holding the trap arm. The shooting was very good considering that
the targets were thrown low and exceedingly swift. Some of the
ma'ches were shot from eight unknown traps under the novelty sys-

tem as used by the Inter-State Manufacturers' and Dealers' Associa-
tion, and the style of shooting was i eartily commended by all, as it

eave an agreeable relief to the shooters from the monotony of the
known trap and angle events. Scores:
No. 1, 10 singles:

Wyatt 0110001111— 6 Burnell 0111111101— 8

Smoke 1111111111—10 Carpenter 1111100111— 8

Mac UlininO- 9 Davy 1011101110— 7

Behler 0001111101— 6 Goldman 1000010000— 2

Corp 1001001110— 5 AUison 1000101011— 6

Pettit 0100100100— 3 Bush 1110111110— 8
No. 2, 10 singles:

Smoke 1110010001—5
Mac 0111111101—8
Wyatt 0000000110-2
CaVp 0111011111—8
Warren 1101111111—9

Carpenter 1111101101—8
Allison 0010111100-5
Bush 1110111011—8
Davy 1111111001—8
Kustetter 1110010011—6

Pettit 0011101000—7 Kazoo 0001100011—4
BurneU 0101111111—8
No. 3, 8 singles, unknown trails:

Smoke 10011101—5 Burnell 01000001—2
Mac 10101011—5 Corp 00011100—3
Carpenter 0110001 1—4 Warmen 00101010—3
Davy 00111000—3 Bush .10011111—6
Wyatt 10011100—4 Goldman 10111000—4
Kustetter 01100001—3 Kazoo 00111101—5
No. 4, 15 singles:

Warren 000100101111100— 7 Smoke 111011110111011—12
Mac 010110111011011—10 Kerstetter 111010111100001— 9

Carp 0111(0111011110—10 Behler 101011110110100- 9

Burnell OOllllllOIOlOtU— 9 Allison 101111101111010—11
Carpenter 110101110111110—11 Goldman lOlOOlOlllOOlll— 9

Kazoo 110010000111101— 8
- -pen _

Bush 011011011110011—10
Dacy 111000101110111—10
No. 6, 20 singles:

Barto 10001111011101001010—11 Carpenter .11011100011111111111—16
Davey 11111101100010000111—12 Mac 11111111111011011110—17
While 11111111111111011100—17 Carp lOOllllOOlOlOOlllOlO—11
Smoke .,..11111111111111011111—19 Bush 0111111 llUOOllOlllO—15
Burnell. , ..00100001111101111111—13
Twenty singles, merchandise:

Gillraore...01110000100001010001— 7 Carpenter.10111101011011111101—15
Barto 01100001111111111111—15 Allison . . . .10101101010111110111—14
White 11111111111111011101—18 Barney. .. .n01000(X)111000001000— 5

Kerstetter. 11111101101111110001—15 Kolb 10111111011011011111-16
Manning. ..11110111111100110101-15 Goldman . .10011101100101001100—10
Petit 11011110010101010000—10 Davy 11111111011111011111—18
Mac 11111101111111111111—19 Burnell.... 10110110011011111111—15
Smoke 01111111111011111011—17 Wyatt 11101100111001110110—14

T' mgles, 8 unknown traps:

Smok • 1100111100011101—10 Carpenter 0110100010101101— 8
Wnae 1111001111111111—14 Mac 1110011111101100—11
Bush 1101111001110111—12 BurneU OlllOlllOOlOOllO— 9

Barto 0101011011110101—10 Kolb OOOllomiOUOll-lO
Manuing 0111101110001110-10 Carp 1011001001101111-10
Davey 1010000111011111—10

10 targets, use of 2 barrels:
Ku8t«tter la 1002001— 6 Wvatt 0000000022— 2
Smoke 1111201011— 8 Kolb. 0010300212— 5

Manning 1002300101— 5 Bush 2110011010— 6

White , 1011011001— 6 Can*eater OlUOHlOl— 7

great reputation as a flsh-lady, and many are the bass which suc-

cumb each season to her dexterous skill. Scores : No. 1, 10 singles:

Smoke, 8
;
Bing, 6 ;

Howard, 6 ; L. A. Smith, 7 ; Mac, 9 ;
Rowley, 9.

No. 2, 10 singrles : Smoke, 8 ; Rowley. 8 ; Bing, 8 ; L. A. Smith, 8 ;

Howard, 8 ; Mac, 9 ; Rockwell, 6 ; F. C. Cmith, 5
;
Julius, 5; Rough, 5

No. 3, 10 singles:
Smoke 1111111011— 9 Julius 1110111110-8
Rowley 1111101011— 8 Howard 0011010111—6
LA Smith 1111111101— 9 Bradbury 1101000111—

B

Mac 1111111111—10 Mest 0111011101—7
FC Smith 1001001110— 5 Bing lllOllllTl—

9

No. 4, 10 singles: Smoke 6. Julius 9, P. C. Smith .5, Bradbury 10, Car-
penter 3, Rowley 9, Howard 8, Mac 10, Mest 7, Rockwell 3, Bing 6,

Rough 9.

No. 5, 15 singles:
Smoke llOOll'XnilOlll—10 Howard 111111011010111—12
Juhus 111101111011101—12 Bradbury 111111111111111—15
Rowley 011111110111010—11 Rough 101101110100111-10
Mac 111110011111111—13 Bing 111110101011100—10
LA Smith 001110101100111— 9 Mest 101111111010101—11

No. 6. 10 singles: Smoke 7, Rowley 6, Howard 6, Julius 8, Bradbury
5, Mac 10. F. C. Smith 7. Mest 7, Rockwell 3, Clark 3.

No. 7, 10 singles: Smoke 7, Mac 6, Rowley 6, W. S. Howard 9. T.
Howard 4, Juhus 7, Bradbury 7, Bush 9, Bevier 4, Vanderbeck 2,

Macomber 9.

No. 8. 10 singles: Smoke 9, Bradbury 9, F. Smith 4, Rowley 7, Julius
6, Mac 9, Bush 8, T. Howard 7, W. S. Howard 10, Mest 7, Macomber 5.

No. 9, 10 sing-les: Smoke 10, Mac 9. Rowley 4, Julius 7. McComber 8,

Bradley 8, F. Smith 6, T. Howard 6. W. S. Howard 8, Bush 10, Mest 6.

No, 10. 10 singles: Smoke 9. Bradbury 5, Mack 8, Mest 3. P. Howard
5, Macomber 7, Julius 8, W. S. Howard 7, Woodcock 6, T. Howard 7,

Bush 8, F. Smith 4.

No. 11, 10 singles: Smoke 10, Julius 7, Bradbury 8, Macomber 7,

Woodcock 7, W. S. Howard 7, Mac 7, Bush 9.

No. 12, 10 singles:
Smoke 1111011101— 8 T Howard lOllIOllOO— 6

Bradbury 1101111101— 8 Dean 1001010001— 4
Juhus 1011CXJ1010— 5 Walker 0001000101— 3

Woodcock 0101111111— 8 Rockwell lllOOlllOl— 7

Macomber O0111O00<'il— 4 Rough IIOIIOOIOO— 5

Mac Ollllinil— 9 Rowley 0011101011— 6

W S Howard 0111111111— 9 Bush OOllllllU— 8
Carpenter OOlOlUllO— 6 Vanderbeck 1111100111— 6
Mest 1111111111—10 Clark 0000000000— 0

Works on Sunday

—

Talks business seven days in the

'week—a " Forest and Stream " Kennel

Special advertisement.

Gates 111111111111111-15 Eayland OllllOllOllOOlO— 9
Tuttle 111011111111011—13
Sweep No. 2, 10 singles, $1: i

Ravland 1011111111— 9 Tuttle 1001111111— 8
MeVer 1111111101— 9 Brigden IIIOOIOIOI— 6
Hunter 1111111111—10 Carr 1111111010— 8
Kilbourn 1111111111—10 Northrop 1111111111—10
Gates 1111111111—10

1 Sweep No. 3, 10 singles, SI:
Gates 1110111111— 9 Meyer 1111111111—10
Carr 1111111101— 9 Bayland 1110011101— 7
Tuttle 1111111110— 9 Brigden 1111100111— 8
Northrop 1111111111—10
' Sweep No. 4, 15 singles, §2:
Tuttle 111110110110111—12 Knowlton 011111111111111--14
Kdbourn 111111111111110—14 Gates 111111111110111-^14
Carr 101111101111111—13 Hunter 111111111011111—14
Meyer 111111111111111—15
Sweep No. 5, entrance $1:

Kilboiu-n 0101111011— 7 Hayes 1100111001— 6
Gates 1011111101— 8 Davidson 1110111000— 6
Knowlton 0111111101— 8 Rayland 0110110101— 6
Hunter 1101110100— 6
Sweep No. 6, entrance SJ.25, 10 singles:

Carr 1111011111- 9 Northrop llllllllll—10
Rayland 1011111111— 1

Gates llllllllOO— f

Meyer 1111111111—10
Tuttle 1111111111-10
Brigden 0111101011— 7
Sweep No. 7, 15 singles, $1.50:

Kilbourn 111111111111111—15 Hunter 101111111111101—13
Gates 111111111111110—14 Knowlton 111111111101011—13
Special race between Gates and Rayland. 20 singles, unknown trap

and angle, gun below elbow until bird is on the wing, S5 per side:

Gates, . , , . .10111111111101111111—18 Rayland. , , ,1111111110101111010—16
Beau K.

The Acme Gun Club.

Six members of the Acme Gun Club had a good afternoon's sport at
Dexter Park, on Tuesday, Aug. 1. The principal event was the club
shoot at 20 bluerocks for the best average. F. Pfaender was the
highest scorer with 16. Several matches and sweepstakes were shot
off. The scores:

Club Shoot—Best average:
Pfaender . .10111111001011111011-16 C Horney, 11001011101100101110—12

C Stuetzle 11001011101011011110—13 Von Horn ,11111000100101101110—12
ABolby. . .lOulOOnilOOniOOlll-13 CMunk..., 01110010101100001110—10

1st sweep, 6 birds:

F W Pfaender 011111— 5 C Horney 110000— 2
C Stuetzle lOOlll— 4 G Von Horn. 011001— 3
A Botty 110110— 4 CMunk 001001— 2
2d sweep, 5 live birds, 81 entry.

F W Pfaender 12110— 4 C Horney 12000— 2
r S'uetzle 22001— 3 CMunk 21100— 2
A Botty ^13— 5

1st match, 50 bluerocks, glOand birds:

F W Pfaender 0C0010110111011011110110O—14 •

1111101111110101001100001—16—30

C Stuetzle 1101101101111101100101100—16
0011000101011110101000111—13—29

2d match, 25 bluerocte; S5.

O St uetzle 0101100100101001100001100—10

A Botty 1001101111111010011011010-16
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Coney Island A. G. Tourney.
The following resume of the contests in the Coney Island Athletic

Club's shooting tournament for the Kings County Gun Club's cham-
pionship cup, may prove to be interesting to the members of the
several clubs as well as to the participants in the struggle for the
trophy.
On the second of December, 1892, the Coney Island Athletic Club

issued a letter addressed to the several Kings county gun clubs invit-

ing them to join in a competition for a silver trophy valued at not less

than $500, to be shot for in a series of monthly shoots commencing in

January, 1893. Each club team to consist of five men, to shoot at 15

birds each under Hurlingham rules, 28 and 30yds. rise according to
gauge of gun. Eight clubs entered a team, and the first contest took
place on the Atlantic Rod and Gun Club grounds at Coney Island, on
Tuesday, Jan. 34, when the Atlantics won with a score of 65. The
next was held at Dexter Park on Tuesday, Feb. 88, when the New
Utrechts won with 66. The third took place at Woodlawn Park on
March 28, when the New Utrechts won with 62. The fourth was on
April 35 on the Atlantic's grounds at Coney Island, when the New
Utrechts and Glenmores tied with a score of 67 each. On May 23 Dex-
ter Park was the scene of the fifth, when the Atlantics won with a
score of 68. They also won the sixth contest at Woodlawn Park on
June 27, but only five of the original eight teams competed, the score
being 73, the best made in the tournament The last shoot was held
at Coney island on Tuesday, July 25, which the New Utrechts won
with 72, and winning the trophy with an aggregate score of 453;
Atlantics second, 446; Coney Island third, 4.39; Parkways fourth with
423. The other four clubs withdrew when they found out that they
did not have a chance t-o win or get near tbe leaders.

The following tables show the results of the shooting in the tourna-
ment by the teams, with their averages, percentage, also the work of
individual members that participated in five or more shoots, with a
percentage of 70 and over. It will be seen that C. E. Morris, the presi-
dent of the Atlantics, and G. E. Nostrand, of the New Utrechts, tied
for first honors with an average of 14 and a percentage of 93^. D.
Deacon, of the New Utrechts averaged in three shoots 93.

TEAM SOOEBS, AVBRAQES AND PERCENTAGES.

Shoot. Shot at. Killed. Missed. Avge. Per Ct.
New Utrecht ....7 525 453 72 65 86
Atlantic 7 525 446 79 64 85
Coney Island 7 525 439 86 68 84
Parkway 7 525 423 103 603^ 80]4
Vernon 6 450 365 85 61 81
Glenmore 5 375 289 86 58 77
Crescent 5 370 273 98 54)^ 73i^

Northside 5 310 211 99 42 68
Exta-as called by referee . . 36

INDIVIDUAL SCORES, AVERAGES AND PBRCBNTASES.

Shoots. Killed. Missed. Avge. Pr.Cent.
0 E Morris, Atlantic 7 98 7 14 93>^
G E Nostrand, New Utrecht 7 98 7 14 93i^

H Balzer, Atlantic 6 83 8 13.4 91

E Helgans, Parkway 7 95 10 13.4 90
Ct^irguesen, Jr., New Utrecht... 7 92 13 13.1 88
D Detlefsen, Coney Island 6 78 12 13 87

S Northridge, Coney Island 6 78 13 13 87
J Blake, Parkway 5 65 10 13 87
G Osterhont, Vernon 6 78 12 13 87
Gus Griff, Vernon 6 77 13 12.5 86

C M Meyer, New Utrecht 6 76 14 12.4 a5

D Monsees, Atlantic 7 89 16 12 5 85
J B Voorhees, Atlantic 7 87 18 12.3 84
W Thompson, Vernon 6 76 14 12.4 85
C Engelbrecht, Glenmore 5 63 12 12.3 84
C Plate, Coney Island 6 75 15 12.3 8S
D C Bennet, New Utrecht 5 63 13 12.2 83
F Pfaender, Coney Island 7 86 19 13.2 82
W Hartye, Glenmore 5 61 14 12.1 81

1 Hyde, Coney Island 7 84 21 12 80
J Bennett, Parkway 6 72 18 12 80
JSchlieman, Glenmore 5 59 16 11.4 79
Dr Little, Vernon 6 69 21 11.3 77
A Botty, Parkway 6 68 22 11.2 76
L Hopkins, Crescent 5 56 20 11 75W Thompson, Vernon 6 65 25 10.5 73
J A Eppig, Glenmore 5 54 21 10.4 73
T Short, Parkway 5 61 24 10.1 70
Dr Van Zile, Coney Island 2 30 0 15
Sixty-six members of clubs competed out of the 158 entered as eUgi-

ble.

Crack Shooting in India.

There was an exposition during the visit of H. I. and R. H. the
Archduke of Austria, of a somewhat novel form of sport which is

much practiced in Hyderabad now. H H. the Nizam has of late taken
a great fancy to rifle shooting at moving objects, and on the S6th
ultimo, sports, inchiding shooting competitions, were organized on
the Mulkapett Race Course in honor of the Archduke. The events
in which both the Archduke and the Nizam with others competed
were:
Shooting at a bottle.—A quart bottle being thrown up 20ft. or njore

high, and having to be broken by a bullet before it approaches to
within 10ft. of the ground, the shooter standing at a distance of 10yds.
from the thrower.
This was well contested and resulted in a tie between ilr. Arbutnnot,

A.D.C. to the Resident, and Nawab Nadu- Jung, A.D.C. to the Nizam,
with a score of 5 broken out of 6 bottles. On shooting off the tie the

pair could not be separated with a further score of 4 breaks to the
credit of each. Principal scores:

Mr Arbuthnot 111101—5 H I and RH the Archduke
Nawab Nadir Jung 111110—5 Franz Ferdinand 010110—3
H H the Nizam 101101—4

Shooting at Glass Balls.—This was won by the Nizam with a score of
five breaks out of six, while Nawab Nadir Jung and Mr. Arbuthnot
again tied for second honors with a hit less each. Principal scores:

HH the Nizam 110111—5 Mr Arbuthot lOOlll—

4

Nawab Nadir Jung 101011—4 H I & R H the Archduke. 001101—

3

Shooting at a rupee at a distance of 6yds., thrown 20ft. into the air.

This was won by Mr. Ai-buthnot with a score of three hits out of six,
while the Nizam and Nawab Nadir tied for second place with two hits
each, and the Archduke scored one:

Mr Arbuthnot 100101—3 Nawab Nadir Jung 010010—2
H H the Nizam 001010-3 H I & R H the Archduke. 001000 -1

Shooting at a swinging bottle at 15yds. This proved a very interest-
ing competition, for their Highnesses the Archduke and the Nizam
tied for first honors with four hits apiece out of six shots, and the
shooting off the tie was watched with tremendous interest and bursts
of applause, as each successive bottle was broken. Eventually the
Archduke failed at his fourth shot, while the Nizam followed with a
hit and won the competition amid great excitement. It was a most
interesting afternoon's sport to see these two high personages meet-
ing in friendly rivalry and showing such proficiency with their weap-
ons. The rifles used were in all cases .360 rook rifles. The other events
comprised tent-pegging and obstacle and screen races for ponies,
wrestUng on horseback, elephant and camel races.

—

The Asian.

Team Shoot at Westfield.
A SPLENDIDLY Contested match at a hard-flying lot of live pigeons

took place on the grounds of the Climax Gun Club, at Westfield, N. J.,
on Monday, July 31, in the presence of a select company. The day
was in favor of the birds, especially toward the last half of the match,
or when a stiff southwest wind made twisting towerers of a large
percentage. The contestants were John Rothaker, of Philadelphia,
and Charles Smith, of Plainfield, on the one side, opposed to Captain
Alfred W. Money, of Oakland, and Milton F. Lindsley, of Hoboken.
The conditions were 50 live pigeons per man, the losing team to pay
for the 300 birds and a wine supper. Neaf Apgar was referee, Al.
Heritage trap-puller, and T. H. Keller scorer. The results are ap-
pended:

J Rothaker 2201in«11122ni021221211—

^

131333.I2.21221 1.3U.1022—21—43
C Smith 23101213001 1 223221203«31 1—30

33101313001] 3333313031211—24-^4^7
Capt Money 1120121221113122310011111—32

I«1113n2l2l2l3313332301»—33—45
M F Lindsley 22233322232222221223.2023—23

1233032333223033333.33322—23—45—90
The wine supper was partaken of at "Dutchy's" place in Plainfield,

the genial host giving it his personal supervision.
During the dinner it was suggested that those present perfect a

permanent organization to be known as the CosmopoUtan Gun Club,
which should devote itself exclusively to live bird shooting. The sug-
gestion was at once acted upon, and the club formed with Captain A.
VV. Money, President; Milton F. Lindsley, Vice-President; Al. Heri-
tage, Treasurer; Jacob Pentz, Secretary, and John Rothaker, Cap-
tain. The club already stands to shoot any ten-men team match for
money or marbles.

Crescent Gun Club.
I 'Only three members of the Crescent Gun Club attended the regular
monthly shoot at Dexter Park on Thursday, Aug. 3. Each shot at 7
bird-), modified Hurlingham rules, for the best averages for the annual
prizes and added club money. W. Coulson and L. Hopkins tied for the
first, and the best score in the sweep that followed decided Hopkins to
be the winner.

Club shoot:
Pickett ^310011—6 Hopkins 0121121—6
Coulson 2310113—6
Sweepstake, Si entrance:

Pickett 01112—4 Hopkins 10110—3
Coulson 00100—1
Sweepstake shoots, 10 bluerocks each, $1 entrance, followed.

Marlin—Sylvester.
Messrs. Marlin and Sylvester, respectively of the Marlin Fire Arms|

Co. and the Winchester Repeating Arms Co., of New Haven, Conn.j'
were conversing a few days ago in a general way on trap-shootin^J
As puch will happen, the conversation took an amicable turn on then
individual capabilities at the trap. Neither one professed great skill,

but each one was of precisely the same opinion in respect to the other,:

that is, that he could be the victor in a match at the trap. Out of!

good natured generalizlation, the matter began to assume tangiblej
shape. Mr. Marlin mildly proposed a 100 bird match, §100 a side. Mr,
Sylvester thought that a 100 bird match, $10 a side, would comportt
better with the occasion, and was so arranged, the event to occur atj

Watson's Park. It is said that, while neither one was afraid of th^
other, both were not , so certain of the result as their manner wouldin-i
dicate. When the day arrived—one day this week—Mr. Marlin wasl
present duly prepared for the match, but Mr. Sylvester did not;

appear. Messrs. Courtney, Heikes and others were present. A shoot^
was arranged. Mr. Marlui averaged about 80 per cent., about as well!
as the best could do on that day. He jumped at once into prominence'
as a trap-shooter, and now is honored with many challenges. It is to
be hoped tuat Mr. Sylvester can demonstrate that he too can shoot inf

the first flight and that the friendly match will yet come off.

'.The Eureka Gun Club.
Following are the scores made July 29 at the regular weekly shoot:

of the club:
No. 1, 25 bluerocks: Heikes 33, Bingham 18, Willard 19, Burgess 21,!

Patterson 17, D. G. Turnicliff 11, Funk 22, BisseU 15, Steck 6, De Wolf!
11, Maltby 10, Glover 11, Frothingham 18, Robbins 21, Goodrich 10,;
Turnicliff 15, Burr 18.

No. 2, medal shoots, 25 bluerocks : Heikes 23. Bmgham 31, Willard
23, Burgess 34, Patterson 26, D. G. Turnicliff 9, Funk 20, BisseU 16,;

Steck 21. De Wolf 11, Maltby 17, Glover 24, Frothmgham 19, Turnicliffi
16, Von Lengerke 23, Weart 12.

No. 3, 25 bluerocks : Heikes 21, Bingham 23, WlUard 21, Burgess 19,!

Frothingham 21, Punk 22. BisseU 16, D. G. Turnicliff 15, De Wolf 18,,

Maltby 14, Robbins 17. Glover 14, Turnicliff 16, Weart 13.

No. 4, s!5 bluerocks : Heikes 23, Bingham 33, D. G. TurnicUff 13,
Burgess 18, Funk 33, BisseU 17. WiUard 20 De Wolf 12, Maltby 16,,

Robbins 21. B. Waters.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Constant Reader, New York.—Try StevensviUe, SuUivan countv,

N. Y.

W. C. J., Duluth, Minn.—Will you be so kind as to inform me what It

can use to take away the animal odor of furs, such as goatskin ruga:
and skunk skins, so that the udor wiU not be objectionable. Ans. We
know of nothing, except beating them in the open air.

Colt Hammerless Gun Club.
Hartford, Conn., July 29.—The foUowmg scores were made by

members of the Colt Hammerless Gun Club to-day, 25 Keystones, 5
traps:
A "Wood" 1111111111111111111111111—25
A Willey lionillllllllllllinilll—34
"MoGlnty" 1111311111111111111010111—24
C H Bm-bidge 1001111111111111111111111-23
E Decker 1111110111111111111111110—23
J Melrose 1111111111111101110011111—22
F N Mam-OSS 1111111111111110101111011—22
M E White 0110111110111111111111110—21
E Sexton 1110111111110111001111101—20
C Williamson 1111010111111111110111001—20
S T Colt 1100111011001101111110101—17
A C CoUins 0011011101110010101100011—14

A. C. Collins.

A NEW-SUBSCRIBER OFFER.
A bona fide new subscriber sending us $5 wiU receive for that 8uiH|

the Forest and Stream one year (price 84) and a set of Zimmerman's
famous "Ducking Scenes" (advertised on another page, price $5)—

»

S9 value for $5.

This offer is to new subscribers only. It does not apply to renewals,t

For $3 a bona fide new subscriber for six months wiU receive the
Forest and Stkkam during that time and a copy of Dr. Van Fleet's

handsome work, "Bird Portraits for the Young" (the price of whicb,

8 83).

Yachting' on Kansas Prairies.
Cimarron, Kan., June 27.—Editor Forest and Stream: Don't say

when you read this, "I don't care for the appreciation of an ignorant
Kansan." Take it as heartfelt admu-atton and thanks for malring sucK
a good hunting and fishing paper. Your paper is clean morally, and;
1 1*661 better for it, and when I read such gems as "Peccaries" andj
"With Mr. Al. Foster" in one paper, I must say, "Thank you." I read
the whole paper and enjoy it, from your editorial—that is so much:
a photograph of some bit of home in the woods that it always makes
me stop and dream-to the last advertisement, and enjoy it aU, even;
the yachting, and I haven't seen a sailboat for ten years. My paper
gets worn out by being read by men who cannot afford to buy it, so I
am never able to keep a copy. God bless the forest and the stream
and the papei- that reproduces them! W. J. D.

The Zimmerman Pictures.
New Orleans, La., July 21.Sditor Forest and Stream; The pic-,

tm-es have come to hand and they are beauties. Phil Schumacher.

The Forest and Stream is put to press each week on Tues-
day. Correspondence intended for publication should reach
'US at the latest by Monday, and as much earlier aspracticable:

The best line to California from either Chicago or St. Louis is the
Burlington route. Takes you via Denver, Colorado Springs, Leadville,'
Salt Lake and Ogden. Daily vestibuled trains, with PuUman sleepers!
chair cars (seats free) and Burlington route dining cars.

—

Adv.

SAVE YOUR TROPHIES.
Write (or Our Illustrated Gatalogui

"HEADS AND HORNS."
It gives directions for preparing and preserving

Skins, Antlers, etc. Also prices for Heads and
Rugs, Birds and Pish, and all kinds of work in Taxi-
dermy.

WARD'S NATURAL SCIENCE ESTABLISHMENT,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

No Schoolmaster
need ever look like tliis

if he'll read his Forest
and Stream and go
fishing when the Game
Laws in Brie/tells him
the season is open.
Every pedagogue in
the land should have a
Brief. Its pictures can
be studied on the sly
while little Stupid is

making his daUy flunk.
Costs 25 cents. F. and S. Pub. Co.

jpROM the first issue of this paper it has been)

used, and for nearly twenty years this particular

space has been occupied by

ABBEY & IMBRIE,
who now say that they have given up advertising at least tor the present.

>tioe to nsl:xerrrren t Cut Pxrioes for
I am with vou again with, lower prices for Fishing TacklQ., I find by experience that putting down the

prices and not decreasing the quality, it increases my business every year.
One lot of SpUt Bamboo Fly aiid Bass Rods wOl be sold at 11.58 until all are sold. Eods are all nickel mounted, solid reel seats, silk -vFound, complete in wood form and wfll give satisfactionLength and weight of the Fly Rods are: 9ft., 6oz. ; 9J£t. 64oz.

;
10ft., 7oz.

; lOJft., TJoz.
;
lift., 802. Reelleats below hand ^ aa.biisiB,i.wuu

Length and weight of the bass rods are: SJlt., 9oz.
; 9£t., lOoz.

; 9Jft., lloz, ; 10ft., 12oz., lO^ft., 14oz. Reel seats above hand.A special lot of Hard Rubber and Nickel, Raised Pillar Multiplymg Reels with Balance Handle and Side Spring Click, 40yds., 90 ots. : 60vds.. Sl.OO- SOvda SI 10- lOOvda. *1 20Any of the above I eels sent by mail for price and 10 cts. extra for postage.
jjw .j,-?.,

Brass Cliok Reels, 40, 60, 80 or lOOyds., 28 ots. each; 5 cts. extra for postage.
One lot uf Multiplying Raised Pillar Reels with Balance Handles and Lifting Drag; 40yds., 38 cts. ; 60yds.. 48 cts. ; 80yds., 58 cts. ; 100yds.. 68 cts • 150 vda 78 etaA special lot of Trout Fhes at 30 cents per dozen assorted, sent by mail 1 cent per dozen extra for postage. ' j » > j ,

A special lot of Bass and Pickerel Spoons at 5 cents each sent by mail, 1 cent extra for postage.
All kinds of Hollow Point best quality Hooks sneUed to single gut 10 cts. doz. ; double gut, 1 .cts. doz. ; treble, 30 cts. doz. ; four ply, 25 cts. doz. 1 cent extra uer dozen for oostaea300tt. Braided Linen Reel Line on Block, 41 cts. ; 300ft. of Hand-Made Linen Reel Lines on Block, 9 thi-ead, 38 cts., sent by mail 3 cts. extra for postaee

^ postage

Brass Box Swivels, all sizes JSo. 1 to No. 12., 15 cts. per dozen, sent by mail 1 cent per dozen extra for postage.
f ^

•

Single Gut Leaders, 3ft 4 cts 45 cts. per dozen. Double Gut Leaders, 40in. , 5 cts. each. Ti-eble Gut Leaders, 32in. , 7 cts. each. Pour-ply Leaders. 82m. . SetsSpecial lot of best quality 100ft. Linen Reel Lines, 8 cts., 200ft., 15 cts.
;
300ft., 33 cts. ; 8 cts. extra for postage.

J^e»ue«, oam., acts.

Send a-cent atamii for Illnstratea Cataloipne.
f ^

SSSSSi'^'&iS'l.'^SlSS- J. F. MABSTEBS. 61, 53 61 55 Court St, Brooklvn, N.
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When planning your annual tour remember that
this comi)any controls over 4,100 mUes of railway
equipped in the most approved modern style, pass-
ing through a magnificent country noted for its un-
surpassed faclUtiea for sport.

A FEW OF THE PRINCIPAL RESORTS.
ANDROSCOGGIN LAKES (via Bryant's Pond or Bethel)
—Excellent trout fishing and game, large and small, of
every description.

THE WHITE MOCNTAIMS (via Gorham, N. H.>-For
trout and varieties of game.

THE SALMON RESORTS of Quebec, New Brunswick
and Nova Scotia (reached via Quebec).

LAKE ST JOHN REGION (via Quebec)—For ouananiche
trout, caribou, bear, moose, beaver, otter, etc.

THE RIVER ST. LAWRENCE (in the neighborhood of
the line for 400 mdes).—For mascalonge, pike, bass,
whiteflsh, pickerel, perch.

THE THOUSAND ISLANDS (via Gananoque or Kingston)
—For pickerel, black bass, mascalonge, pike.

M.USKOKA. LAKES.—The best place on the continent
for fishing:, shooting and campmg. All Varieties of flsh
Bind game.

PABBY SOUND AND GEORGIAN B A.Y (reached via
Penetang, Midland, ColHngwood, etc.) for black bass,
pickerel, deer, partridge, bear, otter, etc.

AKES ONTARIO, ERIE, HURON AND MICHIGAN (via
Stations at all principal ports).

LAKE SUPERIOR (via Collingwood, Wlarton, Sarnia in
connection with steamship lines).

The charges for hotels, guides and camping at
majiy of the fishing waters named above are ex-
tremely low. Full particulars of same are published
in a pamphlet descriptive of the "Fishing and Hunt-
ing Resorts of the Grand Trunk Railway," which
wUl be forwarded free on application to the com-
pany's principal agents, or to the General Passenger
Agent at Montreal.

N. J. POWER,
Genyeral Passenger Agent,

I.. J. SEAEGEANT, General Manager.

Opening of the Chlcouitml Extension.

The Ne-w Route to the Far-Pamed Saguenay
and the only rail route to the delightful simimer resorts
north of Quebec, through the

„ , CANADIAN ADIROVDACKS.
Parlor and Sleeping Cars. Magnificent sconprv. Beautiful
climate. Hotel Roberval, Lake St. John, has flrst-class
accoitunod.'itioa for 300 guests, and is run in connection
with the "Island House" at Grand niacharge of Lake St.
John, ta thecerterof the "Ouananiche" fishing grounds.
Daily communicatiou by the new fast steamer across
the lake. The fishing rights of Lake St. John and tribu-
taries, an area of 20.000 square miles, are free to guests
of the hotels. Trains connect dally at Chieoutimi with
Saguenay steamers for Quebec. Daylight trip, a beau-
tifully III astrated guide book free on application. For
Information as to hotels, apply to hotel managers; for
folders and guide books to ticliet agents of all principal
cities.

ALEX HARDY, J. G. SCOTT,
Gen. F. & P. Agt. Sec'y & Manager.

Quebec, Canada.

Adirondack

Mountains,

Lakes George

(LChamplain,

Saratoga, Etc.
Illustrated guide to the Northern resorts issued by

the Delaware and Hudson Railroad wiU be mailed on
receipt of C cents postage. Address

J.f.BURDICK,
General Passenger Agent,

ALBANr, N. T.

Aliye witli &ame.
IF YOU WANT GOOD SPORT, PLENTY OF

IT AND NO BLANK DAYS, SEND FOR THE
CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY COMPANY'S
PAMPHLET,

Fishing and Shooting.
E. v. Skbwer, 353 Broadway;
C. E. McPhkrson, 179 Washington St., Boston;
C. Shkehy, 11 Fort St., W. Detroit;

J. F. Lee, 232 S. Clark St., Chicago; or

D. MgNICOLL, Gan. Pass. Agent, Montreal.

Forest & Stream File Binders
PBXCK SI. 00.

FOB BALK AT THIS OFFIOB.

i Property For Sale.

FOB SALE.
Camp Ground,

SAEAMC LAKE,
Adirondack Monntaius.

Point of land just north of Sweeny Carry and

Hotel Wawbeek, well wooded, high elevation, large

water front, with a superb view of the cotmtry to

the north, east and south, easy of access, and one of

the finest camping spots in this whole country,

containing about 45 acres. Address P. O. Box 1,980,

Boston, Mass., for further particulars.

TROUT LAKES FOR SALE.
I offer for sale a portion of my Adirondack pre-

serve, from 1,000 to 2,000 acres of land, with four
lakes. Three log cabins on the property, good
road to two of the lakes, easy traU to the other two.
This property is suitable for a club or for private
resorts. One lake is stocked with salmon trout, the
others with speckled trout, 30,000 planted last May,
and shall plant as many more this year. Will sell

any one lake with a portion of the land. Address
DR. J. DE V. MOORE, 157 Park avenue, Utica, N. Y.

ALBEMARLE AND PAMPLICO CRUISING AND
Hunting Association —Bear, Deer, Wild Tur-

key, Quail, Swan, Geese, Brant, Duck, Curlew, Snipe.
Fmest fishing; Blueflsh, Striped Bass, Weakflsh,
Drum, etc. Membership limited to 20. One more
subscriber wanted. H. A. Weeks, 74 Murray st., N.Y.

FERGUSON'S PATENT REFLECTING LAMPS,
THUMA8 J. CONB.OY, Mole Atrenc.

310 Broadway, Mew York.
With Silver PUted Looomotive ReBestors

ments.

For Sportsmen's use. Combines
Head Jack (Front and Top), Boat
Jack, FishinK, Camp, Belt and
Dash Lamp, Hand Lantern, etc.

For Night Driving, Hunting, Fish-
ing, etc. Is adjustable ^o any
kind of dash or vehicle.
8 end stamp for lllus. Catalogue,
and address all orders Lamp Pept

DUCK CALLS.
Grubb's Improved Illinois River Duck CalL The

most naturai-toned call made: easy to blow; not
easy to get out of repair, havmg a fine tempered
reed; makes it so you can call teal, woodduck and
bluebill, as well as mallard. This is the only call
you can do this with. Price 55 cents.
Same as above, made of red cedar, silver moimted,

with silver reed which gives it perfect tone, $1
Every one warranted. Address

CHAS. W. GRUBBS,
1537 Milwaukee Ave.,

Chicagro, 111.

larked Down

CORK WADS.
By our improved method of manufacture we are

enabled to furnish the Cork Wads at a price which
will suit all classes of sportsmen. Dealers send for
latest price hst and discounts. Regular box by
mail on receipt of 30 cents.

LANOASTEE OOEK GUN WAD CO.,

I^ncaster, Pa.

Pocket Kennel Record,
ror BeoordlnK Pedlsreea, Produce, Sales

and other memoranda.
New edition- New forma. Fnllleather. 60 cents.

f Wants and Exchanges.
5 Advertisements under this head, strictly

X limited ta Wants and Exchanges, -will be

J inserted at the special rate of three cents a.

S word each insertion. The money must ac~

5 company the order.

WANTED. — I HAVE OPENING FOR TWO
dogs to thoroughly train on Quail. Birds in

abundance and nearly full grown now. Can take
dogs at once. Satisfaction guaranteed or no charge.
Also one of the best quad dogs in United States, 4
yrs. old, price SlOO; dirt cheap; or will exchange for
light 13, 16 or 20-bore gun, hammerless or hammer.
Address S. J. M'CARTNEY, Fernwood, Pike Co.,

WANTED.^OFT. SLOOP C. B. YACHT, 4PT.
draft, Gft. head room. C. PEMBERTON, JR.,

Drexel Building, Philadelphia. 7

SMOOTH ST, BERNARD DOG, 73^ MOS. OLD.
Price $35. or will exchange for sewing machine,

dry or leather goods. J. CAMPBELL, WestvUle,
N.J. 6

WANTED. —A POSITION BY AN EXPERI-
enced himter. Address K. F. O., 154 Marion

St., Brooklyn, N. Y. 6

WANTED.—AN INDOOR EXERCISING SLtD-
ing seat rowboat. Address, stating price,

C. T., 115 Ehn street, N. Y. 6

WANTED.—COPIES OF FOREST AND STREAM
of May 6, Sept. 23, 1886, and Sept. 25, 1890. Ad-

dress Forest and Stream ofBce

X For Sale

TROUT FOa SALE.
YEARLIN&S ol tlie BrooJf Tr ont, Late Trout, Brown

of the same in season. For information inquire
of J. ANNIN, JK.,

Caledonia, Livingston Co., N. Y.

Berkshire Trout Hatchery
have for sale healthy BROOK TROUT ranging
size from young fry to four pounds weight, suitable

for stocking pubhc and private waters.

For information and price address

C. H. SAGH, Sec'y,
Great Barring^on, ass.

LIVE WHITE HARES (iefms amervcanm)
captured and properly boxed and delivered

to express in Bethel, Me., in goo4 condition on
receipt of orders and remittances at $3 per pair,
Refer to Hon. H. O. Stanley, Dixfield, Me., Fish
and Game Commissioner. I. G. RICH, Bethel, Me

FOR SALE.—PARKER HAMMERLESS, 7-12-28-
14-3. §100 grade; used two seasons; good as

new
;
right cylinder ; left slight choke. First check

for S55. Parker hammerless, made to order last
season, never used, 10-34-183^-3, weight 10%lbs. ; full
choke; first check for §65. Winchester Repeating
Rifle, new, never used, 15 shots, octagon bbl., 24-83^o,

.44 eal. First check for $12, or an offer $125 wouio
buy the lot. Address Box 441, Manchester. N. H. 6

FOR SALE.--GREENER HAMMERLESS, 7-12-30.

right modified left full-choke; cost $150; almost
new; want 5^0. Sent, C.O.D. upon receipt of $5 lo
cover express charges. JAS. Y. WHEELER, Box
519, Reading, Pa. 6

LIVE QUAIL FOR SALE—W. VA. BIRDS—GAME
a specialty. E. B. WOODWARD, Commission

Merchant, 174 Chambers st., New York.

FOR SALE.—WINCHESTER REPEATING SHOT-
gun, little used and in perfect condition, will be

sold cheap. J. M. MARKOE, 1 Broadway, N. Y. U

GREENER HAMMERRLESS EJECTOR, 12-30-7^,
original cost g250; price S85 if purchased early.

Perfect condition. H. GASPER, Eastport, L. I. 6

LYMAN'S RIFLE SIGHrsi.
Send for 96 page Catalogue of Sights and Rifles.

ADBRESS,

J. P. DAIiMFELiSEK,
PRACTICAI. GUXSMITH,

No. 9 Chambers St , New York.
Guns, Rifles, etc., at lowest prices. Second-hand guns

bought, sold and exchanged. With my new adjustable
Tby Glti I can take your exact fit for either new stock
or alterir g old stock to desired drop, cast-oft or length.
Barrels bored to .shoot close and hard, and all other
kinds of repairing execured with despatch and war-
ranted .Send 50 cents for bottle of best barrel brown-
ing in America with directions.

THAT£R'S
MOSQUITO GUARD.
Not Greasy Will not stain the clothing

Price, 35 Cents a Bottle.
For sale by druggists and dealers in Sporting Goods.

HENRir TH&YER & CO., Gambridgeport, Mass.

CAMMEYEP
Stamped on a Shoe ^

MeanR Standard of Merit.

EQUESTRIAN FOOTWEAR.

MEN'S GRAIN LEATHER NAPOLEON RID- * B flAING BOOTS A OiUU
MEN'S GRAIN LEG CALF FOX NAPOLEON 7 nilRIDING BOOTS _ . . . fiDO
MEN'S CALF STIFF LEG RIDING BOOTS ! . 9,00
MEN'S ENAMEL LEATHER STIFF LEG I A AARIDING BOOTS I OiOOMEN^S^RUSSIA CALF STIFF LEG RIDING

| Q QQ
MEN'S CANVAS RIDING LEGOINS.".'. ....

.'.
I EA:

MEN^IGRAIN WELLINGTON RIDING LEG-
J JQ

MEN'S GRAIN WINDSOR RIDING LEGGINS k QQ
MEN'S RUSSET CALF WELLINGTON RID- b'mm
ING LEGGINS 5i00
ATHLETIC FOOTWE4.R OF EVERY DESCRIPTION

Send for Catalogue. Mailed Free.

A. J. CAMMEITER,
Sixth. Ave., oor. 13th St., l<r. Y.

TUDOR'S
BIack=Fly Cream.
'Prepared in Zinc Tubes, very convenient for the pocket.)

For repelling Blaok Flies, MosquitOB, Midges, etc.
it IS also one of the finest healing preparations for the
sting of insects, cuts, wounds, etc. Easily applied,
and washes off readily, leaving the skin soft and
smooth.

PRICE, 25 CENTS, BV MAIL POSTPAID.

Sold by Dealers In Sportsmen's Goods.

TUDOR CHEMICAL CO.,
No. 79 Milk Street,

BOSTON, MASS.

BICYCLE
GOODS

AT THE LOWEST
POSSIBLE PRICES.

WE OFFEE

Bicycle Suits,
Stylish, well made, well fitting, handsomely
trimmed with braid, in all colors. Jersey and
cheviot from $8.50 to $14.00 per suit.

Men's Sweaters,
In aU colors at 82.50, §3.00, 54.50.

Boys' Sweaters,
At 82.00, $2.50, S3.0O.

ALSO A COMPLETE LINE OF
BICYCLE CAPS, BELTS AND

HOSIERY, ETC.

E. OCUMPAUGH & SONS,
83, 85 & 87 Main St., Eochester, N.Y.

Detective Cameras,
LENSES, TRIPODS, OUTFITS,
STEREOPTICONS, LANTERNS
Magnesium Fla.sh Lamp, postpaid, sSl .1 0. Send 6 cts

for Sample Photo and Circular.
TISDEL.L OA lUERA it MFG. CO., Scranton,Pa.

Patented United States and Canada. The best tent in the
world for sportsmen. Lightest, most compact, best venti-
lated. Never blows down. Never leaks. Only one pole re-
quired, which can be ftu-nished in three joints, and patent
hght iron t«nt pins; also patent pack sack with shoulder
straps, making a compact outfit which can be checked as

[end 2-cent stamp for 1893 catalogue.

A. S. COMSTOCK,
880 Bidge ATeuae» > BvfknBton» HI.
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Hotels for Sportsmen.

Miscellaneous.

Bromfield House, Boston.

EUROPBAU PLAN.
MESSENGER, Proprietor.

CAMP PHENIX
At Qarden of Eden, Nova Scotia,

will be open for sportsmen and hunters from May 1

till end of season. No better trout fishing or moose
hunting can be found in Canada. Forty lakes with
finest of trout fishing within a radius of five miles of
the camp. Write for circulars.

M. SJOSTEDT, Garden of Eden, Nova Scotia.

ATTEAN CAMPS.
Maine, July 7, 1893.

On and after this date all persons not guests of
Attean Camps will be excluded from fishing or bunt-
ng in the territory leased by me, which includes the
ownships of Attean, Dennis, Number Pour aod
Number C ive, also Holeb, Spencpr and Attean P'alls.

Moose Elver. Any person trespassing on the above
territory will be prosecuted to tbp full extent of the
aw. ITaAMAR HOWE,
P. O. Jackman, Me Lessee and Proprietor.

BIG GAME AND TROUT IN WASHING-
ton.—A sportsmen's camp in a new country,

near Mt. St. Helens, Wash. Fly-fishing on lake, open
season May 1. Elk, mountain goat, deer anji bear
open Aug. 15. Good guides.

LOUIS B. AKIN, Etna, Wash.

liong Island.

tTeIMIOotel;
Islip, L,. I. (on Great Soutli Bay).
Open until Oct. 1. Accommodates S350. South

Bay is now the best fishing resort on Long Island
for bluefish, weakflsh, bass and flounders After 15
years' experience at Elberon, N. J., it is sufficient to
say that the best of care wiU be taken of families and
guests. I soUcit the patronage of former patrons.

C. T. JONKS.

THE BAY SIDE HOUSE,
Amityville, Jj. I.

Situated on Great South Bay. CapacitySOO guests.
Bluefish, bass and othdr sea fish abundant.

GEO. W. HUSSEY, Proprietor.

SHERMAN HOUSE, Babylon, L. I.

Sea food a specialty. Splendid fishing, bathing
and boating. Permanent and transient guests ac-
commodated. Special rates by the week,

SHEttMAN TWEEDY, Prop.

PROSPECT HOUSE.-Penataquit Hall and cot-
tages, Bay Shore, Long Island, one houi from New

York. Beautifully situated, overlooking the Great
South Bay, opposite them etandfamous fishinggrounds;
excellent boating, safe bathlnar, interesting drives; first-
ciass orchestra; incaudescent electric lights, electric
bella; batus, etc. JFor terms, address

JOHN M. ROGERS & SON.

Staten Island, N. T.

Beaslev's Fishermeu's Retreat,
HI GUENO I , s. I.

Boating, bathing and fishing. Parties desiring to re-
main over night will receive every attention. Stage at
."Station for conveyance of guests to hotel. Boats to let
for Ashing or pleasure. ANDREW BEASLEY, Prop.

Greenwood liake.

wiiTDERMm lorn
Greenwood. Lake, Orange Co., N. Y.
For bass fishing why not try Greenwood Lake be-

fore going elsewhere. The best grounds are near the
above hotel, whei-e you w^Ul find boats, bait and first
class guides, with good accommodations for sports-
men and families. Try the bass during June with a
fly. Watch fishing postal column for records. For
particulars, address

JOHN HAJZEN, Proprietor.

VAJLLEY HOUSE -C H TEN £ YCK,Prop.,
> ijreenwood LaBe, K. y. Open all the year. Large
and comfortable rooms, generous table, purest water.
This house is surrounded by 100 acres or land, garden
and lawn, well shaded and extfndlug to and fronting
2,500ft. on handsomest part of the lake and best fishing
grounds. Oswego and smali-mouth oass, pickerel,
perch, etc. Largest boat livery on the lake, and fast and
staimch steam launch the Ten Eyck conneccii^g with all
iraiiis. Greenwood Lake is about 8 miles in length and
one of the most beautiful and picturesque as well as the
most noted black bass lakes on the continent. For cir-
cular, address 0. H. TEN EYCK, Proprietor.

Waterstone Cottage.
Open throughout the year, wood bass fishmg,

boats and guides. For pai-ticulars, address
J. E. WATERSTONE, Proprietor,

Greenwood Lake, Orange County, N. Y.

BRANDON HOUSE,
Greenwood Lake, N. Y.

2J4 hours from New York City. Excellent accom-
modlation. Good bass flshiner.

Iiake JHopatcong, N. J.

RACCOON ISIuANO HOTEL, Eaccoon Island,
Lake Hopatcong, N. J. Superb and romantic

scenery; view of lake from every room; fishing un-
excelled; every modern convenience; $18 to SI 5 per
week; 50 miles from N. Y. SCHEREB & DEEFEN-
THALER, Landing. Morris County, N. J.

WOODCRAFT
By ••mtCSSMtTK," Vrits» Wl.OO.

JPORBSST AND STREAM PUBLISHIN& 00

% Hotels for Sportsmen.

Sullivan and Ulster Counties, N. T.

HOUSE,
NEVEESINK, Sullivan Co., IT. Y.

Accommodations for 150 guests. Finest trout fish-

ing in southern New York. Plenty of small game.

A cool and healthful summer resort, 1,700 feet above

the sea. At Fallsburg Station, SuU. Co., N. Y., hacks

meet all trains. Send for circular and terms.

HENEY W. BEAM.

HOTEL WAWONDA
Liberty, Sullivan Co., N. Y.

One of the finest located and best equipped summer
resorts in New York State; opens June 1; elevation
•2 000ft. ; all modern improvements; perfect sanitary
arrangements; pure spring water; no malaria; no
mosquitoes; no flies; telegraph in house. For cir-

cular, giving description and reference, address

U. S. MESSITER, Manager.

LAUREL HILL HOUSE,
Nevprsink, Sullivan County, N. Y.

The famous river runs by our farm ; best of trout

fishing; an elegant summer house. Tei-ms very
moderate. Write for terms. JOHN TYLEB, Prop

GRAND V^EW HOUSE
Liberty, Sullivan Co., N. Y.

Excellent trout fishing. Good family accommo-
dation; one-fourth mile from station. Terms and
circulars upon application. J. B. CAKKIER.

LIVINGSTON MANOR HOTEL,
Liviiigston Manor, N. Y.

The best trout fishing i^treams to be found in Sulli-

vnnCo. Terms, $S.OO Per day. Bar supplied
with the choicest wines, Uquors and cigars the mar-
ket affords. W. L. M«-.Pher8on, Prop.

Miiiu at.. Liberty, Sullivan Co , N. Y.
Good fishing in near-by streams. Special attention
given to commercial travelers. First-class livery

attached. Free bus to and from trains

J. MVKPHY^ & SON, Proprietors.

Liberiy. Sullivan Kju., N. *.

Summer Resort. T. H. aouJihon, Prop.
Among the mountains; 1,600ft. above the sea; 119

miles from N. Y.; no malaria; excellent hxmttng and
fiishing; livery accommodations ; free bus to all trains.

Ontario &, Western Hotel,
South Eallsburgli, SuUivan Co.,, N. Y.

(Opposite Depot.)
Accommodates 40. Good livery attached. Terms

reasonable. AKCH. D. O'JilfilL, Prop

THE SCHAEFER HOUSE, Liberty, SulUvan
Co., N. Y. M. SCHAEFER, Prop.

Open all the year; special accommodation for
sportsmen and travelers; cuisine the best; close to
depot; hvery; fishing; parties supplied; Brooklyn
reference; write^

STODDARD HOUSE,
Stevensville, N. Y.

The best pickerel fishing in the county five minutes
walk from the house. Partridge, rabbit and red fox
m season. H. M. STODDARD,

WOODBOURNE HOUSE, Woodbourne,
N. Y. An unsurpassed summer resort, recently

enlarged and refurnished. This locality is unequalled.
For trout nshliig the vcrsink and its tributaries have
long been and still are famous. The huQtlng is also good
The house is 1,300. t. above tide water, the atmosphere Is

clear, pure and hpalthfui. Post-offlce, daJl.v mails, direct
telegraphic commuulcallon. Stagps connect with all
trains. Private conveyances furnished if desired-

L. h. WALDORF, Proprietor.

MITCHELL HOUSE,
(I'ormerly Elting House),

W. E. MIXCMEtrt,, Proprietor,
Ellenville, N. Y.

Good trout fishing in near by streams.

Adirondacks.

HOTEL WAWBEEK
ana Cottages. (On Upper Saranac Lake.)
The most desirable and the most attractively

located of all the Adirondack hotels. Fine htmting
and fishing. Open till Oct. 1. Send for circular.

HARLOW H. CHANDLER, Manager,
Wawbeek, Frankhn county, N. Y.

HIAWATHA HOUSE.
Located on southerly end of the Indian Carry, on

the first of the three Ponds, sometimes called Specta-
cle Ponds, leading through Stony Creek to Racquette
Biver, ou direct commimicatioo from Blue Mountain
and Tupper's Lakes, to Saranac Lakes. Unexcelled
fishmg and hunting. Rates per day, S3.50 Per week,
$10 to 814. Correspondence solicited. W. W. HALE,
Proprietor, Post Office address, Axton, Franklin
county, N. Y.

RUSTIC LODGE,
Upper Saranac Lake. Daily mails and telegraphic
communications. Superb hunting and fishing. Rates
$10 to $14 per week; $3 50 per day. Now open for
guests. J. C. LOCHLIN, Proprietor.

Hotel S« ssuaOiorG,
Long' Lake, S. Y.

Situated on the borders of the wildest and best
himting and fishing section in the Adirondacks.
Superior accommodations. For circular, address

EDWARD BUTLER. Prop.

LAKE HOUSE,
Long Lake, N. Y.

'

New management. New furniture throughout.
Rates from $ti to ^12 per week. Send for circular.
Best of fishing and hunting.

ANDERSON & MOYNEHAN, PiropristOTB.

Hotels for Sportsmen.

Adirondacks—Continued.

RAY BROOK HOUSE,
Bay Brook, Essex Co., N. T.

Within ten minutes' walk of the best trout fishing
in the Adirondacks. Fine deer hunting and good
dogs. Send for circular. D, CA5IER0N, Prop.

IN THti; ADIRONDACKS.
Taylor House and Cottages.

TAYLOR'S-ON-SCHROON, N. Y.-In a charming
location among the pines, on the high banks of
Schroon Lake. Fine mountain scenery, good fishing,
boating and driving. Table the best and supplied
from hotel farms adjoining. Electric lights in hotel
and on groimds. Bilhards and bowling. Pure moun-
tain sprmg water. Sanitary arrangements perfect.
Send for circular. C. F. TAYLOK & SON,

Taylor's-on-Schroon, N. Y.

ADIRONDACKS.

WATCH-ROCK HOTEL,
ADIRONDACK, Y.

Hotel delightfully situated on Schroon Lake. Ex
ceUent cuisine, pure water, as good deer hunting,
brook and lake fishing as in the mountains. Experi-
enced guides, boats, outfits, etc. Send for circular.

GEO. CECIL.. Prop.

Pyramid Lake House
[s situated on one of the best fishing waters in the
Adirondacks, controUed exclusively for the benefit
of Its guests. Brook Tr. ut. Black Bass, Deer,
Pariridsje and small game in abundance.
Approached from Ticonderoga, Crown Point, or via
Schroon Lake. For circular address

ORRIN HARRIS, Proprietor,
Paradox, Essex Co., N. Y.

Adirondacks. L£LilND HOUSE.
Excellent bass fishing, deer hunting and partridge

shooting. Superior accommodations. Send for cir.

cular. L. R. & E. D. LOCKE, Schroon Lake, N.Y

ADIRONDACKS.
THE ONDAWA HOTEL,

Schroon Lake, N. Y.
First class fishing and hunting For circu'nrq ad-

dress O'CONNOR BKOS.

HUNTER'S HOME.
Best of trout fishing, partridge and rabbit shoot-

ing. Eleven deer killed last season. Good dogs and
experienced guides. For particulars address .AXLEN

H LAVERTY; New Russia, N. Y.& WILUAJM

ADIRON r>ACKS.
CHKSTEK HOUSE, Cbestertown, N. Y.

Accommodates 1 50. Be.st bass fishing in the moim-
tains. Fine partridge shooting in season. Open all

the year. Send for circular.
H. S. DOWNS, Proprietor.

ROOT'S HOTEL.
Best of trout fishing in seven streams, includ-

mg the Schroon River. Fine deer hunting in Sep
tember and October. A large and roomy cottage to
rent. For particulars address A. CARSON.& CO.,
Proprietors, Schroon Biver, N. Y.

POTTERSVILLE HOTEL,
Pottersville, ». V.

Located in the Village of Pottersville, on Trout
Brook, one-half mUe from Schroon Lake. First class
partridge shooting and fishing for trout and bass.

JOHN B. WELLS, Prop.

St. Lawrence Biver and Neighboring' Resorts,

CAPjK VINCKNT, NJBW YOKjK.
Black Bass FiMblnsr. Season opens

June 2x.
Rat«s:—Transient, $2.00 to $3.00 per day; weekly,

$12.00 to $21.00. Special rates to families.
For Information address

F. D MIDDLETON,
182 Duane St., New York.

1,000 ISX^ANDS.
St. Lawrence Hotel,

ALEXANDRIA BAY, N. Y.

$2 per day. ^ Special rates the week.

Also HOTEI^ COr,UMBIA in connection,
on European plan. Houses accommodate 150.

FRED. D. HOWELL, Prop.

Thousand Islands. River St. Lawrence.

IZAAK WALTON HOUSE.
T. M. ESSELSTYN, Manager.

CLAYTON, N. Y.

BASS AND PICKEREL IN ABUNDANCE.

The Largest and Best Located Hotel in Clayton.

1000 Islands. St. Lavpreuce Rlvex.

FINE VIEW HOOSE,
One of the best points on the river for Bass and

Pickerel. Next dock betow Thousand Island Park,
House newly fm-nished.

Terms, 92.00 Per Day.
Open until Oct. 1. Post office address, Fme View,

via Thousand Island Park.
G. W. BBETSCH, Proprietor.

Thousand Islands. River St. Lawrence.

Alexandria Bay, N. ».
Enlarged and refurnished

;
everything new. Loca-

tion ana hotel service fli'st class, Bath room for
gueste. Headquarters for fishermen. Kates, JS8
per day. J. A. BICKELHAtTPT, Prop.

THOUSAND ISLANS.—THE rOLUMBIAN. 1,000

Island Park, K. Y. Second season of the finest and
most thoroughly equipped hotel ou the River St. haw-
reace. special rates i.y the week or season. The flnest
bass and plcJcerel fishing on the river are most easily
reached from tnis uouse. Send for pamphlet.

INaUSHAST & HADUOUK, Proprietors,

J Hotels for Sportsmen. J

St. Lawrence River Resorts—Continued.

DOLLINGER HOTEL,
REDWOOD, N. Y.

On the R. W. & O R. R , one of the best fishing
grounds in the State for bass, pickerel, pike and
trout. Hotel first class in every respect.

Rates, $2 Per Bay.
The veteran guide John DoUinger with his boat

livery is connected with the house.

ZOLLER & SPRINGER, Proprietors.

FARLEY HOUSE,
REDWOOD. N. Y.

This hotel has been thoroughly overhauled and
newly furnished throughout. It is located in the
best of fishing grounds, and is in fli'st class condi-
tion to accommodate the public; is in easy reach o£
five of the most beautiful lakes in Northern New
York. First-class oarsmen in attendance. Has hot
and cold baths. Kate's, » « Per I>ay.

M. W. KAHUEY, Proprietor.

Brooklyn House,
on the west shore of Henderson Bay, is open to
guests for the season of 1893. Steamboat connection
daily with Sackets Harbor and the St. Lawrence.
Carriage express with mail from Henderson village.

The finest of bass fishing, with good boats and oars-
men.

A. WILKINSON, Prop., Hendexson. N. Y

Attention Bass Fishermen!
GUI House, Henderson Harbor, is the place you

tiave been looking for for years. This is a place
where you can take your famihes and have all the
pleasures of country life and get the best black bass
fishing in New York. For circulars, address H. H.
OILL, Proprietor, Henderson Hartwr, N. Y.

Thousand Islands. River St. Lawrtmee.
TUti- NEW WI]S1>80K

Sportsmen will find this hotel first class in every
particular. All modern improvements. Good boats
and experienced guides always in attendance. Send
for cu-culars W. P. H .4\VES, Clayton, N. Y.

THOUSANO I«iLANI>S

tirand View Park, N. Y.
In the midst of the far-famed fishing grounds. It

has the only bathing beach on the river.

M. Hoi^iNS, Manager. E. M. Ohilds, Prop.

Claytou, N. Y. '

Headquarters for fishermen. Located in the cen-
ter of the world renowned fishing grounds of the St.

LawTence River. Bass, pickerel and mascalonge in
abundance. MBS. E- M. HIIBBARO, Prop.

LAKE VIEW HOUSE, Edwardsville,
Jefferson t o., N. Y. Situated on the beauti-

ful shores of Black Lake. No better spot for bass
and pickerel. Easily reached by stage from Ham-
mond. Boat Uvery connected with house.

B. E. CAPRON, Proprietor,

FRONTIER HOUSE,
Morristown, N. Y.

This house, located on the dt. Lawrence River, is

but a short distance from Black Lake, so long known
for its celebrated bass and pickerel fishing.

JABIES P. CULLIOAN, Proprietor.

Thousand Islands. River St Lawrence.

MARSDEN HOUSE.
Good bass, pickerel and mascalonge fishing. House

pleasantly located, Bates, )B8.00 per day.
6. A. MAKSDEN, Propiletor.

EARL HOUSE, Sackets Hartor, N.Y.
Accommodates 40. Excellent bass fishing. One of
the best points for duck shooting in season. Located
on line of Rome, Watertown & Ogdensburg R. R.

R. H. EARL, Proprietor.

CYCLISTS
DO NOT FORGET

ANTf-STIFF

>TRENCTHENS<
THPMUSCtES

For Sale by Dealers In Sporting Goods.

KOUGKRA & CO.,

g6-30 y. William Street, IfevB TorTc,

8OXE AGKNTS.

The Adirondacks.
Map of the Adirondack Wilderness.
Pocket edition on map-bond paper. $1 .00.

"It is the most complete map of the Adlrondaeka
region ever published."—foresi and Stream,

Pocket Map of Lake Champlaln and liOke
George. May-bond paper, 50 cents.

Guide Books.—The Adirondacks, Illustrated
Itimo., 272 yages, pseudo eloth cover, 35 eta.

Lake (^eovgeaud Lake Chaniplaiu, 2o cts.

Address S. R. STOD0ABD, Glens Fails, N. Y.
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INDIAN AND THE BIG GAME.

From the upper waters of the Green River in Wyoming
comes a complaint of same destruction by Indians wliich

calls for attention by the Federal authorities. The abtise

referred to is not a new one. We have often alluded to

it, and past volumes of Forest and Stream contain a mass

of correspondence and testimony on the subject.

Our correspondent tells us that, as occurs each year, the

Fort Hall and Pocatello Indians of Idaho have this season

come into the Green River country in large numbers and

are destroying the big game for their hides, and as usual

in their hunting expeditions, are firing the timber in all

directions. Fortunately a recent rain put out the.se fires

for the time. Our correspondent inquires whether by the

laws of the United States these Indians are allowed to

leave their reservation at all times, to hunt game where

they please and to kill for hides in direct violation of the

State laws, or to go from their reservation in one State

into another State without restriction. Has the Indian

agent a right to give them a permit to hunt off their reser-

vation when he knows they are killing game for hides?

or has lie the right to give them a permit to leave one

State and go into another to hunt?

By the last treaty made by these Indians with the

United States Government, it was especially agreed that

they should forever have the right to hunt on unoccu-

pied lands of the United States. This right they have

always enjoyed in the section referred to, and it is under

this right that they invade the Green River country.

That country now contains many settlers, and it is per-

haps a question whether it is stiU to be considered "unoc-

cupied lands" within the meaning of the language of the

treaty. At all events, since the Indians make a practice

of firing the timber, thus doing irreparable damage to

the forests and so seriously threatening the water supply

of a great territory, it is the duty of the Interior Depart-

ment, which controls the Indians, the timber lands and

Che Yellowstone Park, which is endangered by these for-

est fires, to see that the red men are kept on their reserva-

tion and not allowed to violate the State laws.

Indians have the right to take game by lawful meth-

ods and at lawful times, just as white men have. Both
classes are subject to the laws of the State in which
they find themselves. Neither has the right to kill game
out of season nor to fire the forests. The rights of an

Indian should be precisely those of a white man. When
the act of either is against the general good his liberty

of action should be curtailed. It must be remembered,

however, that when he kills game out of season, or

when he fires the forests to help him in hunting game,

the Indian does not know that he is violating the law

of the land. He is doing only what his ancestors have

always done, what he has always been taught was the

proper way to secure game. But even though his offense

be committed in ignorance, it is still a violation of the

statute and should subject him to a penalty. But it

would be much wiser and much more for his interest to

restrain him of his liberty by keeping him on his reser-

vation rather than to allow him to be exposed to this

danger. The Interior Department, acting through the

Indian agent, has the power so to restrain him, and

ahould exercise this power.

At the same time it is a matter of common knowledge

that whites kill game out of season and for hides, and are

seldom or never punished for it, nor in any way interfered

with, in the new Rocky Mountain States. The successful

prosecutions for violating the game laws in Wyoming,
Montana and Idaho—except in one limited section—could,

we imagine, be counted on the fingers of one right hand,

and the counter would still have his trigger finger left for

use. It is popular to make a great fuss about the harm
done to game and forests by the Indians and to say noth-

ing about that done by whites, who, by virtue of the color

of their skms, are supposed to have the right to burn and

destroy at will.

It is absurd to ignore the offenses of either race. Such

offenses should be punished. Both classes should be made
to keep within the law, and it is just such men as our cor-

respondent, who might, by a little work in their own
locality, arouse the public sentiment which would enforce

respect for and obedience to the statutes now so lightly

regarded.

WHEN THE HUDSON WAS HUDSON'S.

There are several claimants for the credit of having

suggested the enterprise now in progress of stocking the

Hudson River with salmon; and he woidd be rash indeed

who should have the temerity to determine the justice of

thek conflicting claims. It is interesting to note, how-

ever, that the original sugeestion of putting salmon into

tlie Hudson was made years before the present generation

of fishermen and fishculturists came upon the stage.

The project is one which has allured the fancy and

engaged the attention of public-spirited citizens, and

challenged their efforts for more than a century. The

scheme had its origin when the dwellers on the river

banks were as yet loyal subjects of George III., and fish

protective laws were enacted by a Governor and council

who derived their authority from the Crown, and when

the Hudson River was Hudson's River. It was two

years before the fateful destruction of the taxed tea in

New York and Boston, that certain residents of Alban^v,

moved thereto by a desire to increase the food supply of

the Colony and fired with an ambition to add to the noble

river a game fish worthy a British angler's skill, deter-

mined to try the experiment of stocking its waters with

salmon.

The history of such entei-prises in America must be

written in large measure from the records of the protec-

tive legislation relating to them; so far as we know the

only available data respecting this salmon stocking

scheme of colonial days is contained in the statute pro-

mulgated for the protection of the fish. It was adopted

on Feb. 16, 1771, and it will commend itself to the reader

of to-day as a very sensible piece of legislation, in spirit

and specification not widely different from our own
statute for the protection of Hudson River salmon:

•'ir/iereas. It is thought that if the fisli called salmon, whifh are

very plenty in some of the rivers and lakes in this and the neighboi ing

Colonies, wi re brought into Hudson's River, that they would by

spawning become numerous, to the great advantage of the public; and,

" Whereas, a number of persons in the county of Albany propose

to make the experiment and defray the expenses attending the same,

in order that the good design may be carried into more effectual exe-

cution, it is conceived necessary that a law should be passed for pro-

hibiting the taking and destroying the said flsh for a term of years.

"Be it therefore enacted by his excellency the Glovernor, the Council

of the General Assembly, and it is hereby enacted by the authority of

the same, that if any person or persons after the publication of ihis

act, and for and during the term of five years nest to come, shall take

any salmon in Hudson's River, creek or brook emptying itself into the

same, and kill or destroy the same, every such person shall for every

salmon he or she shall so take and kill or destroy, forfeit the sum of

£10, to be recovered with costs of suit by any person who shall sue for

the same before any one of His Majesty's justices of the peace in any
of the counties within this Colony, who is hereby impowered and re-

quired to hear and determine the same.

John, Eakl of Dunmork, Governor."

Among those whose names should be remembered in

connection with the history of Hudson River salmon was
Mr. Robert L. Pell, of Ulster county, N. Y., who in 1857

offered to stock all the waters of the State with salmon

at his own expense if the Legislature would enact a law

for the protection of the fish until they should become
established. Mr. Pell took a lively interest in the arti-

ficial breeding of fish, then in its primitive stage, and
in the introduction of foreign species into American
waters. A shipment of fecundated ova of the English

sole, white bait, tench, carp and oth r fish, consigned

to him and intended for planting in the little bays formed

by the Hudson River R. R. .was lost in the ill-fated Arctic.

He experimented successfully with the artificial breeding

of shad, demonstrated its entire feasibility, and endeav-

ored to secure the enactment of a statute making it

incumbent upon the fishermen to plant the spawn of a

certain number of fish annually—a principle which has

since been adopted with respect to the whitefish fisheries

of the Great Lakes. But the scheme most cherished was

to see the salmon in the Hudson; and although nothing

ever came of his offer to undertake the work at his own
expense, the discussion of the project, with the interest it

aroused in the subject, entitle him to an honored place in

the records of fishculture in this State.

SNAP SHOTS,

Here is an interesting coincidence. Nearly twenty years

ago there was published in our columns an account of

the "Pet Birds of St. Augustine." The story was of a

kindly woman, dwelling on the outskirts of the town,

who had won the confidence of the birds in the adjoining

woods—mockingbirds, bluebirds and sparrows—so that

at her call they would fly from the trees and perch on

hand and head and shoulder for crumbs and raisins. It

was a charming instance of the trust and familiarity

which sometimes reward one's sociable advances toward

the wild songsters. In our Natural History columns

to-day is reprodticed a photograph sent us by ''Didymus,"

of a St. Augustine pet hummingbird, confidingly sipping

sweets from a bottle held in hand. The story of how the

shyness of these little creatures may be overcome, and

how they may be won as charming pets, has already been

told by "Didymus." The coincidence is that the spot in

St. Augustine where the birds of twenty years ago were

tamed is practically the spot where "Didymus" has tamed

his hummingbirds. There must be some potent influ-

ence surrounding the place.

The Waltonian celebration planned by the anglers of

Great Britain for the tercentenary of Izaak Walton last

Wednesday appears not to have brought together a large

number of participants. In America the chief celebra-

tion was at Niagara-on-the-Lake, Ontario. Some seventy-

five anglers were in attendance from the United States

and Canada. There were fly-casting competitions, and

competitive story telling. The first prize for longest and

best cast went to Mr. C. Hunter, of Toronto, the second

to Mr. J. Pringle, of Toronto, who also won the distinc-

tion of being the best story-teller. Hon. J. G. Edj ar, of

Toronto, took the prize for long distance and accuracy cf

cast. Steps were taken to establish a permanent organiza-

tion. The committee named for the purpope is made up

of Theodore Roosevelt, H. G, Wells and J. S. Kennedy,

New York; S S. Spalding, J. D. Sage and J. W. Aldrich,

Buffalo; J. Hill and S. B. Coleman, Detroit; J. C. Kemp,

C. Hunter, R. L. Patterson, M. Baldwin. Dr. J. B. Howe,

J. Pringle and P. Jamison, Toronto; Judge Chadwick,

Guelph; F. Stancliffe, William Ramsay and C. R.

J. Johnston, Montreal; Sheriff" Mercer and W. B. WeUa,

Chatham.

Jack up your wheel and put on some axle grease. Take

a rest. Go fishing. Then you'll spin along at a faster

clip than ever. _
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MR. RASTUS'S EXPERIENCES.—III.
Editor Forest and Stream.:
Something mOre than a year ago I sent j^ou the story of the experi-

ences in Onnadian woods of Mr. E. Eastus, of a49th street, New Yorls:.
It occurred to me lately to write to my friend Judge Factum, to know
whether he had heard anything further from Mr. Rastus. The Judge
wrote to Major O'Glory and tie to Dr. Pilule, with the result that the
inclosed letter has come into my hands.—G. dk Montauba>',

Dr. Tugrane Pilule:
Deaji Sir—In compliance with the request contained in

your letter I will say that you were rightly informed and
that I did make a second visit to my brother-in-law's
brother's fishing camp, and in further compliance with
your request I will proceed to relate my experiences.
And, first, for I lilie to be concise, I will let you know

how it came about. I told you before that the green of the
woods and the gray of the rocks did my eyes a great deal
of good, and I also escaped my usual attack of hay fever.
So, my general health being imf>roved, I was able to un-
dertake the preparation of an almanac for a celebrated
firm of patent medicine manufacturers, with entirely new
and original predictions of the weather and a great deal
of .other interesting and amusing matter, for which I was
paid a very liberal price.

Therefore I know that the medicines are good, and if
any one asks me about them I shall recommend them ac-
cordingly. I never took any of them, being a homeopa-
thist myself, although Bess professes to hold the views of
that school in the greatest contempt. But I notice that iu
the case of her baby she favors that treatment, giving
medicine in the smallest possible quantities. In regard to
food and fresh air I admit she is an allopathist of what I
might call a high degree. Perhaps you will allow me to
add that the youngster grows immensely and has come to
be much less of a nuisance to me than he was at first. He
delights to sit on my knee when I am writing, and as he
usually goes to sleep with his little head in the hollow of
my left arm he is not much trouble to me. The other day
I heard Bess say to Tom, "It is strange how fond Erastus
is of that little nephew of his." But that is not so. It is
only that I am fond of peace and tranquillity, and the boy
is much more quiet when- he is asleep in my arms than
when he Is wide awake.
But never mind about that, when it came toward the

end of June I began to feel tired. Tom said I was pining
for the Canadian woods, which I stoutly denied. I had
been there once and remembered the miseries I suffered.
I had to admit that I was none the worse for them, but
on the contrary, had felt better, done more and better
work and earned much more money than I had for
several years before.

It happened that just while we were discussing the
matter a letter came from Bill (my brother-in-law's
brother, as you may remember), inviting me to make
him another visit.

That settled the matter. To make a long story short,
the invitation was acct^jpted by first mail, although cir-
cumstances prevented my starting until late in August.
Tom said that would be an advantage, for there would be
no flies, which I found to be true. However, I immedi-
ately began to make preparations. Profiting by my ex-
periences of the year before I determined to provide my-
self with whatever would conduce to my comfort.

I began to read the advertisements in Forest and
Stream, and sent for catalogues of nearly all the things
mentioned in them except dogs and guns, neither of
which I like. As I had to buy a dollar's worth at each
place m order to get back the 10 or 25 cents that I Imd
paid for the catalogues, I received a good many articles
from the diflferent firms, some that might be useful ana
some that I didn't even know the names of.
Tom went with me to buy a rod and he got me a nice

one from the firm whose advertisement you wiU find on
page—(the number escapes me at this moment) of Forest
AND Stream, But when it came to reels, lines, flies, etc.,Tom shirked and left me to supply myself. I bought two
reels, six lines and about ten dozen flies, some of them
very wonderful. I looked in the natural history books in
the Astor Library in vain for insects having the names
given those flies.

I bought a tent and some camp stools, an air bed and
pillow, a rubber blanket and coat, and a box full of
crockery ware, so that I might not have to eat out of those
dreadful tm dishes. I took a fine large pair of blankets,
and I may as well say here that these were the only things
out of all my supplips that Bdl could be induced to pay
any attention to, except the tent, and that he said was too
big.

As I had used up all my old clothes on the fdrmer ti ip
I procured an entirely new outfit from head to foot. My
wading boots, that came up to my thighs, delighted the
baby, and Tom's two puppies slept in them every night
Ben would not let me tiy on my boots with spikes in the
soles in the house, so I had to take them into the back
yard. Tom said it would develop my muscle to walk in
them.
But what amused Tom most—and Bess too for that mat-

ter—was to see me in my new suit of corduroys, knicker-
bockers and aU. Indeed I think my appearance pleased
everybody who saw me in that rig. I didn't really think
the style was becoming to rne, as my form is quite spai-e
and long, but the clerk in the store said it was the only
truly suitable costume for the woods, and that all trout
fishermen wore it.

I put it on when about starting on my journey, but
Bess thought I had better wear my usual clothing and
not put on knickerbockers until I got pretty well into the
torest. lorn said they were a very neat fit and that I re-
minded him of Don Quixote. Don Quixote is a favorite of
mine, and Tom knows it, but he has a habit of saying
things m such a way that I can't always tell what he
means. So 1 don't know whether he hked my suit or not
I occasionally wonder what there is about that youno- man
tha,t niakes Bess so fond of him. I admit he is very goodand kind to her, and I don't know hut she is just as happynow as she was before she married him. He is quite,
^elptul and polite to me also, but I sometimes feel as if
he didn t quite synipathize with me at aU times. I have never got over my dislike to bark canoes, big or

iiowever, lie and Bess both lent a hand to help me to ( little, and never intend to. They put me in one of the
get ready. Tom s mother came round with some bottles ' '

" ••' ^

of medicine and a package of court plaster, and his maiden
sister sent a neat little basket with some pins and needles

two pieces of tape, soine yarn and a little round wooden
ball such as Bess uses to darn stockings on.
Tom went down to Forty-second street station with

me, bought my ticket, got my baggage checked, and, I

suspect, paid the conduetor of the parlor car to look after
me and see that I didn't get left anywhere.
Having been over the roufe once, I got on tolerably

well, and arrived at that four-o'clock-in-the-morning sta-
tion just as I had done the other time. The same man
was waiting for me, and we went over the same road an
stopppd at the same house as before. As I was in better
health and felt much easier in my mind, I enjoyed the
scenery and noticed a good many pretty things that I had
not felt like paying attention to the other time. And
besides, Bess had scolded me so much about not seeing
nice things so as to tell about them afterward, that

"

looked about all I could and tried to remember tliem.
noted a good many places that I thought would delight
Bess's heart if she could only come there and sketch them.
Last year I took her home a lot of Bill's photographs and
she made no end of fuss over them.

I had so much baggage this time that when we came to
the end of the road, just at the edge of the woods, the
men put it on a sled and the horse dragged it.

When we got to the edge of the lake I expected to have
to cross in that same liorrid old hog trough, and I only
hoped it would be drier in the bottom that it was last
year; but the men chattered a few minutes and said
something to me about Bill that I couldn't understand
and then peacefully sat down and lighted their pipes.
That is the way with those Frenchmen; they light their
pipes when they start and when they stop, and if any-
thing happens or anybody speaks to them on the road.

I understood it all quickly, for in a few minutes I saw
a big barge rowed by four oars and loaded with ladies
and gentlemen, with BUI standing up and steering it, just
coming round a point. It was a pretty sight. When
Bill saw me he gave a shout, the rowers pulled harder
and the boat was soon at the shore, I was introduced to
the people, they got me and my traps on board and the
crossing was made in a few minutes and in very jolly
fashion, It was a great contrast to my former arrival,
when I crossed in that beastly old dugout in mortal terror
all the time and sitting in 3in. of ice-cold water.

I found the camp very much as I had left it, some few
comforts added, but no great change. This time, how-
ever, there was a number of people, and it seemed they
were waiting for me to come in order to go on what they
called "a cruise." Why they should have waited for me
I don't know. Last year I know I avoided all "cruises,'
as soon as I found what they were. 1 didn't like them.
The two or three that I had with Bill I considered enough
for a lifetime. But the people at the camp whom I had
met before were determined not to go without me, and
they made the others wait.
They allowed me one day to rest, and I passed it in eat

ing and sleeping. The log camp and the tin dishes did
not disgust me as much as before, and I found the trout
and the baked beans very good. Bess gives us baked
beans at home once in a while, but somehow they don't
taste just right, although we were originally Boston
people, and she ought to know how to cook them. And
once I paid ever so much money down at Fulton Market
for some trout, but when they were cooked they didn't
seem to be the right thing at all.

In the evening we sat around a bonfire and sang and
told stories, but, everj'body went to bed early in order to
be ready for the next day's excursion. I slept tolerably
well in my new blankets. In the morning I even went
out and took a bath in the lake with the other gentlemen.
It did me no harm, although it was the first time I had
dared to bathe out of doors for several years. I rather
liked it in spite of the inconveniences of dressing on the
rocks and getting leaves and little sticks insidemy clothing.
After the bath I surprised the party by appearing in my
knickerbocker suit, which was received with great ap-
plause. I felt a little queer in it at first, not being accus-
tomed to having my legs undraped. Most of the other
gentlemen wore knickerbockers also, but they were
stouter than I and their stockings staid up better. Mine
gave me a good deal of trouble by sliding down. The
oldest of the married ladies noticed the difficulty I was in
and with entire calmness offered me some things to keep
them up with, which I blushingly accepted and used suc-
cessfully after I had made them somewhat smaller.
Breakfast being over, preparations for the excursion

began in earnest. I did not want to go and would have
preferred to stay, but when I found that the cruise would
last three days and that nobody would remain at the camp
but a guardian wliose language I could not understand, 1
decided to risk joining the party.

I wanted to take along my air bed and pillow, my rub-
ber coat and blanket, my wading boots and nailed shoes,
besides two or three changes of clothing, but when I found
that there would be several portages where every man
was expected to carry his own .personal belongings, I re-
duced my pack till it consisted of my woolen blankets, a
tooth brush, a piece of soap and a towel. The married
men had to carry their wives' tilings as well as their own,
for which I jeered at them, loudly boasting of my inde-
pendence of such incumbrances. I fear this was impru-
dent on my part, and am almost sure that one of the
gentlemen tipped the wink to his daughter, for when it

came to carrying things one lady or another asked if I
wouldn't be kind enough to take along some satchel or
other small article for her until I found I had the heaviest
and most unhandy load of aU. This did not happen , how-
ever, until later in the day, and then only once. The
ladies let up on me.
We crassed the lake in the barge and then went down

that horrid clilf I told you about before. I remembered
it well, for it was very near being the death of me. I
hoped I should never see it again. Some of the people
went down easily, especially the younger ones, but one
of the ladies had to be helped by her husband a good deal
and even then she had to stop and sit down a good many
times. Sometimes she sat down purposely but other
times I think against her inclination, the same as I did.
By exercising great care we all got safely to the bottom.
There we found canoes enough to carry the whole party,
two large ones, to carry six persons each, and a small one
to carry four.

large ones and sat me beside the stout lady. I don't
doubt it was a good canoe, Bill said it was a "buster"

—

but I didn't like it. The lady being heavy and I being

hght she had to sit a good deal over on my side of the
canoe in order to keep the balance, I know I do not
take up much room, widthwise, but I do require some
space, and if I should say I was crowded I should be
putting it altogether too mildly. I ought by rights to say
that I was squeezed into about the proportions of a lead
pencil. At first I wiggled as much as I dared, but I found
that every wiggle 1 madei-esulted in my being compressed
more and more, and there was a bundle of fishing rods
between me and the side of the boat that made a very
uncomfortable seat. The la'ly was pleasant and enter-
taining and I was thankful to her for the stocking
fasteners, but her avoirdupois was considerable.
We paddled up the lake for about an hour and a half

till we came to a place where Bill called out and said we
could stop and straighten out om- legs. My legs needed
to be bent up rather than straightened out, except that
my knees felt as if they were being bent the wrong way.
The stocking afliairs also seemed to have stopped my cir-
culation and my feet had been asleep for half a hour. If
there is anything that I detest u^ore than another about
going to the woods it is this riding in bark canoes. It was
not so bad this time as when I went ahme with Bill, but
I resolved never to get into one again if I got back safely
from this trip.

After resting awhile we re-embarked and I took occa-
sion to place that bundle of rods between my neighbor
and myself, so that she would liave to sit on them if she
was inclined to come too far to my side of tlie canoe.
She seemed much better adapted to sitting on rough and
uneven surfaces than I was.
We paddled on a mile or two and then had to get out

and walk a short distance. The path had been disused a
long time and was overgrown with raspberry bushes and
fallen trees. There was also a kind of thorn brush that
was extremely disagreeable. I found that knickerbockers
and stockings gave less protection than my ordinaiy
trousers. I got my limbs pricked and scratched to a con-
siderable extent. I was, with my usual gallantry, tiying
to help my stout companion over a fallen log, when her
foot slipped, she let go of my hand and both of us sat
down, I in a mud puddle and she in a thorn bush. Not-
withstanding her size she seemed to be an active woman,
for she got up with great promptness and celerity. I was
unable to move so quickly and before I got fairly on my
feet I became aware of a good deal of general moisture
and of two streams of water gently trickling down my
legs. Neither of us said anything but continued on our
way without making any remarks. I found myself very
uncomfortable in the canoe and the lady also seemed to
have difliculty in finding a position that suited her.
Arrived across a small lake at a place where we were

to take our lunch. I called Bill's attention to the plight
I was in and he detailed one of his men to take me to a
sequestered spot and help me to wash and dry my clothes.
This was some improvement, although the quickly dried
corduroy felt rather like a suit of tin armor when I first

got into it.

After lunch we had quite a long stretch of shallow
water to go up. Most of us walked through the woods,
where there was a nice path, but some of the young ladies
staid behind, took off their shoes and stockings and
waded and splashed in the water and had a jolly time.
We could hear them laughing and shouting and having
no end of fun, but we couldn't see them. The men got
the canoes and baggage up the stream somehow and were
in great good humor, though I noticed that some of them
were wet from head to foot. Bill set the wettest ones to
work and they were none the worse for their dousing.

I must say this for Bill, that although he paid very
ittle attention t<:) the minor miseries of his guests or his
men, he took good care that they should all be made as
comfortable as possible under the circumstances. What
he saw to be inevitable he made no attempt to escape, but
took good care to avoid accidents and dangers to the
health of his parties. I myself endured untold miberies,
but by following his advice I never even took a bad cold.
I took this life in the woods instead of other disagreeable
medicines, and I admit that it did me more good than all
my doctors and their drugs.

Well, we crossed more lakes and scrambled over more
rocks, logs and treetops that made the stout lady puff a
good deal and get very red in the face, but did not inter-
fere with her good humor. I got my shins barked a good
deal, but it was of no use to complain, so I said nothing.
The young ladies laughed and joked as if getting over
logs and dams was the greatest fun in the world.

It had got to be the middle of the afternoon when Bill
itopped paddhng, stood up in his canoe, looked about and
then headed for a point of land and went ashore. The
rest of us followed, and Bill said: "We'll sleep here to-
night, boys." I didn't think it was a good place to sleep
in at all. I saw nothing but trees and bushes, and felt a
good deal discouraged. But I had learned to trust to
Providence—and Bill—so I looked on and said nothing.
Bill went back a few yards into the woods and set his
men at work. Some things they cut down and some they
pulled up by the roots, and in five minutes they had quite
a large space cleared up and leveled. One man cut some
IJoles, and before I had done wondering what was to be
done next they had two tents set up and a kettle boiling.

We each took a cui) of the ready made cofl'ee that Bill al-

ways cari-ies, and then they went to breaking off branches
that Bill said were what we were to he on. I devoutly
wished I had jjersisted in bringing my air bed.

One of the gentlemen put his fishing rod together and
then volunteered to help me with mine. I was very glad,
for I was making pretty bad work of it. He went to fish-

ing from the rocks, and one of the young ladies invited
me to go out in a canoe with her and try my luck. The
idea of going out in a bark canoe with only a girl to
manage it startled me, but they all said she was perfectly
able, and they talked so much that I was ashamed to re-

fuse any longer, so I consented. Bill left his work and
came to see us all right and showed me how to handle
my rod. He was very nice about it.

The girl paddled away and I began to fish, with great
fear and trembling at first, but more confidence later on.
Somehow I didu't seem to have much luck. The fish

came but I didu't get anj', though the gentlemen on the
rocks caught several. Alter a while, when I wasn't look-
ing, I suddenly felt a prodigious tug that almost took the
rod out of my hands. I gave a jerk and a jump that
nearly tipped the canoe over. Bill was watching and
shouted out, "He's hooked, keep a taut line, but handle
him easy. He's a good one. Take your time. Let him
run. Now reel him in slowly. Let him go again. Steady
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now. Not too hard. Take your time, old man. Don't
hm-rj," and a lot of other things that I did not fully
understand. But I tried to do as I had seen Bill do, and
'after what seemed half an hour the fish came up to the
canoe on his side, the girl slipped the landing net under
him and we had him in the boat. Then everybody began
to shout and the ladies screamed, waved their handker-
chiefs, and set up a general Imlla-buUoo over my first

trout.

The girl paddled to the shore, shouting back and ap-
parently as pleased as I was. Bill pulled the bow of the
canoe onto the bank and I lauded with my j^rize. "Very
weU done, old man," he said, "you'll learn. Don't check
him so quickly next time. If your tackle hadn't been
first-rate you'd have lost him. He's a nice one. A good
pound and a half I should say. You shall eat him for
your supper." He tossed the fish to one of the men to be
dressed. Every one had to shake hands with me and
offer me as much congratulation as if I had just secured a
fat office under the new administration.
The young lady was the most excited of the lot. She and

I divided that trout between us at supper. No one else

would taste it. They said we deserved it all.

I found that Bill had had some bushes cut away in
front of the tents so that we had a lovely view over the
lake at sunset. Bess would have gone into raptures over
it. I wish she could have painted that trout when it first

came out of the water.
Afterward we had a big fire and all hands sat round

and talked, laughed and told stories. The canoe men
sang more songs and one of them told an interminable
yarn that caused greatmerriment among those who could
understand French. But Bill and I spread out our blankets
on the boughs and went to sleep, he because he had heard
the story a hundred times before and I because I was not
interested in it.

By and by the ladies retired to their tent and the gen-
tlemen coming into ours roused me up. I wa.s kept awake
a long time by the shouts and laughter from tlie ladies'

tent, which was alongside of om-s. Finally these sub-
sided, with the exception of an occasional ci-escendo and
diminuendo of giggle that seemed to flow from one side
of the apartment to the other.

I think the stout lady was the cause of a good deal of it.

I found my new blankets very comfortable, although I

did not sleep much more. I seldom do sleep well in
strange places, and what with thinking about that trout
and wondering whether I should get any more and
whether I couldn't get up in time to try and take just one
for breakfast, I was rather wakeful. I had agreed with
the young lady that we would go out at half past four in
the morning, but when I waked up at that hour and found
nobody stirring I went to sleep and did not awake till

somebody called me to breakfast.
It wasn't in our progi-amme to stop at that place, so we

had to pack up and be off, much to my regret, for I
wanted to try for more trout.

We went up a liiU and then down, along by a little

stream—very prettj' it was—and then canoed across an-
other lake, and alter still another walk we came to a
river, not very big but swift. About noon, after a good
many little walks and one longish one around the falls

and bad places, we found another and larger stream.
Here the tents were set up, as before, and everybody went
fishing, some one way and some another. The young
lady paddled her father aud myself out to a little island
and we fished. I felt fatigued and loaued my rod to the
lady, who proved to be quite an expert. I contented my-
self with scooping up the trout that the others caught. I

asked the girl to paddle me ashore, where Bill gave me a
glass of wine and a biscuit, and I had a refreshing nap
before supper. Afterward the people sang and told
stories again, but went to bed earlier than the other time,
and I imagine slept better.

In the morning we packed up and started to go further
up the river, but the water was too high or too low or
sometliing, and I was glad of it. I was glad to see the
canoes headed down stream. I wanted to get back to
Bill's camp, where I could be tolerably comfortable.

It may be all very well for young and active people to
go on camping expeditions and the like, but for a man
nearing middle age and of somewhat sedentary habits like
myself—well, tliose can go who like it; I have been once.
I think the stout lady felt the same way, though her hus-
band and daughter were otherwise minded.
"We went down the stream very smoothly and quietly,

and I confess it was pleasant gliding between the shady
banks and slipping rapidly over some nice little rapids,
where the water was swift but not dangerous. On tlae

whole, I enjoyed it very much.
A little after noon we reached a vUlage, and Bill got

some horses and men and had the stout lady and the
canoes and baggage carted through the woods across
country to one of the lakes we had iirst crossed. All but
the lady walked. Bill said the distance was about two
miles, but I am sure it was ten. The horses got stuck in
the mire, the carts broke down, the harness gave out and
the stout lady was bumped about a good deal when the
wheels banged over rocks, roots and stumps. The Cana-
dians mended the carts with withes and the harnesses
with strings, and yelled at their horses, so that they got
out of their scrapes somehow, and we eventually arrived
at the edge of the lake.

Much as I hate bark canoes I was glad to get into one
this time. As a mode of locomotion they woxild suit me
very well if I were not in sucli constant fear of getting
capsized.

I like sitting down; we paddled five or six miles and
then had to climb that cliff again. I have nothing more
to say about it, except that I reached the top alive. But
I am almost ashamed to admit that I shirked and left the
stout lady to the care of her husband instead of offering
my assistance. Perhaps she was glad of it, for her
husband is a very strong man and I am not.
After that time, when people wanted to go on excur-

sions down that cliff we let them go. She and I stayed
at the camp and played cribbage.

I remained at the lake until pretty late in the season,
and until I had broken my rod and used up all my flies.

There are a good aiany of them in the branches of some
trees on the banks of a river where I went to try my
wading boots. I only fell down twice.
My health at present is very good, and if I can get

some kind of a canoe made on the life-boat principle, so
it will not upset, I am not sure but I shall go up there
again. Yours truly, E. Rastus.

DANVIS FOLKS.-XII.

Loup Garou.
"I don't see," Joseph began, as he fortified the unstable

chair by setting its back against the wall, ''haow father
ever got a holt o' his boots when I'd hid 'em in the paound-
in' berril, an' made him b'lieve they was over here a-bein'
mended."

"It was a jedgment on ye fer lyin'," said Uncle Lisha.
"It wan't exactly lyin', 'cause I was cal'latin' tu fetch

'em over."
"Proberbly they was revealed tu him in a pro-vision,"

Solon remarked.
"However he got 'em, I'm glad he did," said Sam with

an emphatic squeak of the roll of sole leather on which he
sat. ' 'If he hedn't, we'd lost the wolf.

"

"Wal, he's ticMeder 'an ef he'd hed his pension doubled
an' was promisin' Jcsier five dollars o' the baounty fer his
sinkers an' fer you knows what bub," says he. "By gee-
whitteker," he ejaculated, his mind suddenly illumined,
"I'll bet fo'pence ha'penny that aire boy ramshacked
raound an' faound 'em for him."

"I was kinder runnin' things over in mymindarter you
was here t'other night," said Uncle Lisha, rolhng a length
of shoe thread on his aproned knee and then carefuUy
splicing it to a split bristle, "au' I got tu thinkin' 'baout
ol' Bart Johnson's scrape wi' the wolves up on Tater Hill.
He was a kinder half cracked ol' critter 'at uster come
a-wanderin' 'raound here abaout oncte a year when I was
a yoimg feUer, an' uster stop tu aour haouse off an' on fer
a week or two at a time, an' poke 'raoun' on the maoun-
tain days, a-lookin' fer his treasure, as, he called it. He'd
ben a soger in the ol' French war, an' durin' which he
went on a, expedition agin the Canady Injins under a
Major Rodgis, I b'heve his name was. Wal, they s'prised
the Injins an' destroyed the village an' fetched away lots

o' stuft" 'at they'd got from aour folks, trinkets an' silver
an' goold an' money an' a silver idolatry imidge 'at weighed
more 'n twenty paounds—jest clean silver. Wal, off they
started back, a-luggin' the' booty, wi' a fresh lot o' Injins
arter 'em, so 'tthey headed off" toward the Connect'cut River.
Pooty soon they begun tu git short o' provision an' they
divided up inter small parties, each one shiftin' fer him-
self, an' they come tu terrible straits, grubbin' fer rhuts
an' gnawin' bark, an' most on 'em hove away their
plunder an' hedn't no thought o' nothin' on'y savin' the'
mis'able lives, which was more 'n some on 'em done.
But ol' Bart himg tu what he'd got, a lot o' money an' I
do' know but the silver imidge, an' he wandered" off by
himself till he come tu the top of a high maountain, an'
seen the lake an' knowed where Crown Pint was. An'
he came daown this side a piece an' bairied his stuff, an'
arter a spell he got tu Crown Pint, nigher dead 'an he
was alive. When the war was eended he begin tu look
for his plunder an' he consaited Tater Hill was the
maountain he'd left it on, an' so year arter year, as long
as he lived, he'd come an' sarch an' sarch fer the stuff 'at

was going tu make a rich man on him. Some cal'lated
it wan't but a crazy notion he'd got intu his head when
he was a wanderin' in the woods, and some thought he
raly hed hed suthin' of vally. One day he'd ben a sarch-
in' way up toward the haith o' land till eenamost dark,
an' fore he goddaown half way tu a clearin' it was
darker 'n a stack o' black cats wi' the' eyes put aout, an'
then the wolves begin a-callin', an' a-screamin' oicooo
here and owooo there, drawin' in cluster on him, till he
begin tu feel his hair a liftin' on him, an' he clawed
raound fer a tree he c'd climb, an' he run agin one he c'ld

git his arms around, an' he scrabbled an' buckled tu like

a good feller, till he was clean aout o' breath an' kinder
settled back onter a big hmb 'at ketched him, an' there
he sot a-huggin' the tree fer dear life, his toes a ticklui'

an' his skelp a crawlin' ev'y yowl the wolves gin. An'
so he sot the hrd endurin' night, oncte in a while jest savin'
himself fr'm goin' tu sleep an' tumblin' off an' breakin'
his neck, tUl bombye, arter abaout a week he thought,
it come light, an" the wolves clearn aout an' he started tu
climb down, but he couldn't get daown no furder, fer lo

an' behol' ! he was a settln" lught on the rhuts o' the tree.

Bart uster teU on 't an' laugh jest as hearty as any on us.
Poor ol' critter, ho died on the town daown tu Lakefield
an' his bairied riches never done him no good, 'thout it

was in expectin' on 'em, which is abaout all the sati'fac-

tion any on us gets."

"I should admire tu know if he ever tried the myracu-
lous paower of a witch hazel crotch," said Solon. I c'n
find veins of water with 'em onfahble, an' the' haint no
daoubt 'at they hev jest as paowei-ful distraction tow-ards
gold and silver, hid artificial, or growin' nat'ral in the
baowels of the eai-th. Mebhy he did find it an' spoke
afore he got his hand on't an' it moved. It sartainly will,

ef you speak a audible laoud word. The' is aUers a sperit
a-guardin' bairied treasm-e, an' ef you speak afore you lay
your hand on't, it gives the sperit paower to move it, the's
no tellin' haow fur."

"0, shaw, Solon," Uncle Lisha snorted, "that's jest an'
ol' granny notiern. Ef I struck a chest o' money 1 should
holler, I know I should, an' I'd resk even my hoUerin' a-
startin' on't. I don't make no gret'caount o' sperits guard-
in' nothin'. The nighest I ever knowed one come tu duin
anythin' good was—

"

'•0, bah gosh,"cried Antoine, who had just entered and
was prancing about in a burning fever of impatience,
"Ah 'fl ben hoi' dat storeez 'baout de woLfs so long he
mos' bust mah inside off. Ah '11 gat for be delliv'r of it

'fore Ah '11 died or fregit."

"It's aither a lie erno'caount, but let's hev it ef it '11

save yer life, Ann Twine."
Antoine dropped to nis favorite seat on the floor and

began cutting a charge of tobacco with frequent inter-
ruptions of gesticulations, now with his knife, now with
his handful of tobacco, and many emphatic jerks of his
head. "Wal, seh, boy^ one tarn, mah fader's broder-
law

—

"

"Must ha' come pooty nigh bein' your uncle," Sam re-

marked.
"Mah fader's broder-law," Antoine repeated.
"Wal, I s'pose havin' brother-in-laws run in the fam'ly

then, as naow."
"Sam, you shet up you beesinees. You Yankee tink it

was be awily beeg, forfeefty mans keel one wolf, but
Ah goin' tol' you what mah fader's broder-law was be do
one tam. One naght, he'll load off hees gaun wid four,
prob'ly tree ball an' han'ful of shot-buck an' he'll took
twenty-fav foot rope, an' he'll rrrubby, rrrrubby all wid
hawg blood, he jes be keel, an' he'll jomp on hees traine,
hees cutters, you know, an' he'll drove off on de hwood.

wid mah fader for drove, an' drag dat ropes behin' de
traine of it. An' bambye de wolfs beegin for feel smeU
of it, an' he'll scratter togedder an' foiler dat traine, more
as twenty, t'irty of it an' den he'll touch hoi' dat ropes,
one, two, tree, ten, feefteen, so many, de hoss hemoscan
pull it. Wal, sah, den mahi fader's broder-law, he pant
hees gaim raght long dat ropes an' he'U shot pooom, an,
sah, haow many you s'pose he'll keel, ten of it, an' fave,
he'll go off flap, flap, guer-a-ouou, wid hees laig broke off
an' hees jaw spile up for bit some more. Dat was de way
in Canada, two mens keel ten wolfs, not feefty for keel
one, an' hoi' mos'-dead-mans do it den."
"Ef it wan't fer spilin' this last." said Uncle Lisha,

breakina: the silence which followed this recital, "I'd
knock yer lyin' head off with 't."

"One' Lasha, dat head can' lied," Antoine protested,
between laborious puffs of his pipe. "Noaw wait tiU
Ah '11 goin' tol' yon baout de loup garou. Ah dat was so
bad ting, it mek me scare for tink of it ever since Ah 'U
leetly boy an' de hoi mans an' de hoi whomaus tol of it.

Den we'll seet an' squeeze de fire, an' be scare for look
behin' of us, for see de shadder creep, creep on de floor
an' jomp on de wall, for fred it be de loup garou."

"What specie of predarious animal is these ere loose
garooses. Antwine"? Be they anything of the humaji
nater of a or'nary wolf or a loosevee, or a woollyneeg, or
what?"
"Ah, Solem, dey was dev' more as anyting," said the

Canadian in an awe-stricken voice. "Dev', dev'. Some-
tam dey was mans jes' lak anybodee, an den dey was be
wolfs, oh, more wusser as wolfs. Dey ketch dead mans
in grave yards an' heat it, dey ketch live mans, an' heat
it. Oh, (ley was awfuls. Ah b'heve dey ant gat some
more in Canada, neow, but in de hoi tam dey had it. One
tam, mah gran' gran' mudder, he'U gat so hoi' he'll mek
off hees min's hee'll die an' mah gran'fader he'll was go
for pries" in de naght an long, long way trough de hwood,
an' he drivin' long on hees traine, can' hear no nowse cep
de sno%v scroonch, scroonch under de ranner an' de hoss
feet of it. Wal, seh, mah gran'pere was drovin' long, ant
tink for much cep for hurry fas'. He'll was goin' on
smooze road through de hwood wen hees hoss was beegin
for go slow an' he'U can' mek it go fas' all he'U wheep it.

De hoss jes" pull hard lak he'll draw more as two ton load
an' sweat so he'll smoke lak stimboat an' melt de snow on
de road wid de drop of de sweat.
"Bambye mah gi-an"ppre look behin' of it, an' seh, he'U

see great big, big black dawg, mebby wolf, he do' know if

it ant probly, wid hees forefoots on de hin' en' of traine,
an' he pull laack more harder as de dev'.

"Mah gran'pere was mad an" scare more as he'U was
mad, an' he stroke dat ting wid hees whip, an' dat ting
jomp raght on de traine an' put hees before feet on mah
gran'pere shoulder of it, so heavy he mos' squeeze him.
Mah gran'pere feel of hees knife for cut at it, cause if you
drew bleed of de loup garou he'll turn mans raght off an'
go way.
"But he can' fin' hees knife an' he'U ant know what

he'll do. De hoss was scare an' run lak hoi hurricanes,
'cause de loup garou gat hees behin' foots off de graound
an' can' piUl back some more.
"Mah grandpei'e feel dat heU ting hot bress froze hees

neck, an' hees hairs bresh hees face lak needle, an' he'U
shut off hees hye, so he can' see dat awfulls yaUer heye
clost hees hown, an' he give up for tink he dead jes' as de
hoss run in the pries' gate, an' he hoUer an' de pries' run
aout an' say some word quick an' laoud an' de loup garou
be mans raght off so quicker as you mek some wink an'
run off in the hwood.

' 'Mah- gran'fader was so scare it was took more as mos'
half pant of de pries' whiskey-en-esprit to brought it too."

"1 snum,"' said Joseph, going to the stove hearth to
light his pipe, "seem's 'ough I'm most willin' tube skeered
by one o' the creeturs, a leetle mite."
Giving no heed to the interruption, Antoine went on in

the same awed voice: "An' seh, dey Avas mans leave neigh-
bor of mah gran'fader, was carry mai-k of wheep on hees
face of it for good many day."
"Did it put an end tu his uselessness, so tu speak?" asked

Solon.
"Which o' them stories is true, Antoine, an' which is

a lie?"

Antoine's scared face gave evidence of his implicit faith
in the story of the loup garou, but he did not hesitate
to testify to the equal truth of the other tale, though it

was but just improvised in his fertUe brain.
"Bose of it. One' Lasha, sem always Ah '11 tol' you."
"Wal, wal, mebbe so, but wolf himtin' isjiooty strainin'

work, an' I guess we'd aU better be a-gettin' tu bed."
And so desertion and darkness presently pervaded the

shop, while the guests went plodding homeward over the
snowy fields. R. E. Robinson.
Fekbisburgh, Vt.

The Danvis Folks.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I wish to express my thanks to Mr. Eobinson for his very interest-

ing description of the sayings and doings of "Danvis Folks." He
certainly shows an intimate acquaintance with the manners and
customs of the old-time residents of the back to^vns of New England,

a class of people who are fast disappearing.

In this region some of the old residents still cling to the old-fash-

ioned ways, and many of theii- sayings are equal to Uncle Lisha or

Gran'ther Hill. It is interesting to me to talk with one of these old-

timers.

I sincerely hope Mr. Robinson has many chapters stiU unprinted of

the doing of our friends in Danvis. C. M. Stark.

DuNBARToy, N. H., Aug. 7.

Forest and Stream's
f-^j exhibit at the World's Fair will be

7^1 ^ound in the Angling Pavilion of

the Fisheries Building. You and

your friends are invited to visit us.
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AMID THE PEAKS OF IDAHO.
Shotgun Creek, Idalio, July 27.

—

Editor Forest and
Stream: Y oui- whilom correspondent of Medicine Brook
desires to record her experiences once more in a far
strange country. After a journey of about 2,000 miles by
rail from Indiana to Beaver, Idaho, behold us on a moun-
tain plateau 6,000ft. above the sea. By "us," is meant
the Chief of the Medicine Brook expedition, M. of the
same, and the Matron.
The roUing plains, gray-green with sage brush, is in-

closed on three sides by mountains of various altitudes.

To the northeast they rise sharply in rocky peaks, and to
the west gradually declme to foothills, covered with
sombre pines; all are beautiful with trailing shadows and
sunshine, and above their summits, clouds rest in soft
fullness. To the northwest can be seen three ranges, sink-
ing away in deepest violet near, to palest opaline blue
against the sky; and before the swelling hills in the south-
west, runs through many shades of green, clear as crystal,

and cold as clear, welMng up from snow fed springs-
Shotgun Creek. But it is at sunset that the mountains
are most beautiful. If as is often the case, there are
clouds above, their gray lights up with an inner crimson,
rimmed with silver, or hquid gold, magnificent to behold.
And over all burns, to the very zenith, a deep golden
glow, with the evening star trembUng through, and last-

ing long after day has passed. On the opposite side is a
curious refraction, often sending up streams of pale light
not unlike an aurora. Since coming here, we have wit-
nessed an auroral display also, with a perfect arch and
dancing streamers. In a feAv nights more now, the full
moon will pour broad and bright over silent plains and
solemn mountains, and touch with silver the wandering
streams.

It is almost a iifty-mile ride from Beaver Cafion to this
place. We came in a wagon with the "plunder" neces-
sary for making a camp, and found considerable difficulty
in locating. Four or five miles away are wooded hills,

through which winds a beautiful wide stream- Snake
River—free from fallen timber, and with its trap rock
banks often fallen in picturesque confusion, as lovely a
spot as could be found for camping. Butwe were told by
the natives that mosquitoes filled the land in legions, and
after seeing for ourselves, decided to return and camp in
the open plain, near a fine spring boiling up in a small ra-
vine near, and from which ran a considerable stream.
There, on a windy knoll among odorous sage brush, we
startled the "picket pins," as gophers are called here, by
lifting our tents, and bestowing our housebold gods. It
did not require long to discover that we were in a curious
coimtry, very different from any we had ever seen before
" in our goings to and fro on the earth." We are prettj'
far north, and the great altitude added to this, gives a
long, long day, with direct rays from a blazing sun,
almost tropical in intensity. With the heat began boister-
ous wind, which flapped everything loose, and unless they
were securely fastened, sent many of our possessions flying
over the pla,tn. Indeed, it was sometimes as much as we
could do ourselves to avoid being blown from a foothold.

The Chief fotmd pleasure, however, in whipping Snake
River for trout, and daily brought back a creel fiUed with
fish, each of several pounds weight. We all looked envi-
ously at the sage hens, with which the plains are alive,
but recently a game law has been passed prohibiting the
slaughter of nearly everything but fish, to continue until
Aug. 15. Curlews and plover, called here jacksnipe, how-
ever, were exempted, and as they make a good soup, or
stew, we were not without game. During our evening
strolls over the plain or beside the streams we have been
astonished by the quantities of birds. Flocks of sage hens,
which are as large when full grown as young turkeys two-
thirds grown, and others with numerous broods, half size,

constantly flew up or ran before us, and on the water we
saw wild ducks swimming with their young ones, seem-
ingly with very little fear. At every few steps plover,
quite a large bird, curlews and killdees rose with startling
whirr and scream. I have twice seen antelopes, and once
small red deer, on the plains, and am told that deer are on
the mountains. As yet the game has not been destroyed
by hunters who plume themselves on the number of lives
taken rather than legitimate sport, and it is to be hoped
the game law is in time to forestall such vandalism, much
as it and its ofiicers are hated.

There has been almost no rain here this summer, and
the_ wild grass and flowers, of which there is a great
variety—often very pretty though invariably scentless

—

are almost dried up. Natives say the season is excep-
tional, and showers fall in summer frequently, usually.
On May 23 last, two feet of snow remained on the
ground, and snowshoes and toboggans (a kind of dog sled)
were in order, I have several mornings seen white frost,
and once ice crystals in the water bucket. It is patent
that farming can never succeed, owing to tlie very short
growing season and white frosts at night—save, perhaps,
as a grazing countiy—but there is no doubt that notwith-
standing its fierce winds and sunshine it is at present a
paradise for hunters.

Besides sun and winds, there is yet another drawback to
perfect enjoyment on the plains. As soon as the chill of
morning begins to dissipate, swarms of buffalo flies—enor-
mous green-headed things like gad flies—assail tents and
awnings with a venomous buzz and roar, and their bite is

as keen as a bee sting. In the shacks and ranches they
blacken ceilings and windows to such an extent that, 1
have been told by a native, a cup flill can be killed in a
short time. These pests last from about July 1 \mtil
August wanes, I have been informed, and mosquitoes also
make life a burden, mornings and evenings, for the same
length of time. But the nights are delightful, and two
or three double blankets only ai-e needed to insm-e sweet
sleep and pleasant dreams.

To sum up. For men accustomed to roughing it, who
desire plenty of game and sport, with a minimum of labor,
there are left in our rapidly filhng country few places
as wild. Women I would counsel to go elsewhere, xinless
cabins can be secured. Wind and sun blister the skin as
by fire, and other discomforts from these causes are very
great. Michigan or Wisconsin, the Adirondacks, Maine,
or Tennessee and Carolina mountains all afford much
pleasanter places for an outing, and as the variations in
temperature are fax less trying, they are infinitely better
for nervous or feeble women. Mrs. M. E. Banta,

PEARLS IN THE UNITED STATES.
A paper read by George Frederic Kunz before the American FisliPries

Society, Chicago, 1893.

[Concluded from page US.}

At the Intel-national Fisheries Exhibition held in Berlin
during 1880 there were shown results of experiments un-
dertaken in Germany toward the production of artificial

pearls from TJnios, in a manner similar to that practiced
by the Chinese. Flat tin figures, usually of fish, were in-

troduced between the mantle and the shell. Similar ex-
periments were conducted in the Royal Saxon pearl fish-

eries. Either small foreign bodies were introduced into
the mantle, in order to furnish the nucleus for the free
pearl formation, or the Chinese method of inserting such
bodies between the mantle and the shell was followed.
From the second method successful results were shown.
The foreign bodies that had been introduced were poor
pearls from other mussels, pieces of grain, or china but-
tons, and were entirely covered with nacreous substance.
The shape of these objects makes it unpossible for the
mantle to fit closely around them, and hence the nacre
covers them so irregularly that little or no use can be
made of them, and ornamental devices coated with a
beautiful nacre would probobly find ready purchasers at a
fair price. From specimens exhibited, it was shown that
German oysters could be made to cover a plain reUef with
nacre, as well as those of China. Tlie cultivation of such
forms in this country might lead to considerable income,
and the brooks coifld be as easily protected as trout brooks
or ponds are.

Efforts to make the river peai'l mussel available in an-
other way met with no better success, and are worthy

A ST. AUGUSTINE PET HUMMINGBIRD,

Photographtu from life.

o f consideration in the United States, and may lead to
a new industry. In 1850 Moritz Schmerler conceived
the idea of making small fancy articles of the shells
themselves, and succeeded so well that the German
Government allowed him to take from the royal beds
the shells needed for his manufacturing business. Large
numbers of pearl shell pocket books and hand satchels
have been made since then. The almost faultless white
and reddish-tinted "rose-pearl mussels" are specially
prized for this purpose, as the material may be cut so thin
that a photograph pasted on the inside can be seen through
the shell, conveying the appearance of being produced on
the shell itself. Other manufacturers engaged in the
business a:; soon as its success became api^arent, and many
hundred thousands of pearl mussels are now annually
used at Aldorf , where the business is chiefly carried on.
The principal sources of supply are brooks in Bavaria
and Bohemia that are owned by private persons. Why
not Tennessee, AVisconsin and Texas?

Pearls are usually found either by farmers, who devote
their spare time to this industry, and, if no result is ob-
tained, suffer no loss, or by persons in country villages
who are without regular occupations, but are ever seek-
ing means for rapid increase of fortune. Many shells

that do not contain pearls are destroyed. In order to
obviate this wholesale destruction, it would be well to
give the industries a legal protection, making it punish-
able by fine to kill a Unio, and requiring all pearl fishers
to use instruments Uke those that are employed in Saxony
and Bavai-ia.*
In the former country a thin flat iron tool with a bent

end is inserted into the shell. The handle is then turned
90 degrees and the shell is opened without injury to the
animal. Another instrument is a pair of pliers with
sharp-pointed jaws, and a screw between the arms, which
is turned by the hand until the valves of the shell are
sufliciently distended to see whether it contains a pearl.
If it does not, the animal is returned to its former haunts,
perhaps to propagate more valuable progeny. In gather-
ing the shells, only those that are full grown, old and dis-

torted by disease should be taken, and these only opened
and not destroyed, so that the fisheries may be preserved;
and the shells should be opened as soon as taken from the
water, and not allowed to open by decay, for this discoloi-s

the pearls; and particularly they must never be opened
by boiling water, as this dims the lusti-e and lessens the
value of the pearl. Many lakes and rivers, among them
the Olentang at Delaware, Ohio, and a number of streams
near Columbus, have been completely raked and scraped,
often in a reckless manner, and consequently with very

*See illustration "Gems and Precious Stones pf Forth Ajmerica "

New York, 1898. Figs. 10 and 11, page 238.

little result. The general method of collecting shells was
for a number of boys and men to wade into the mill-race
or into the river to theu- necks, feehng for the sharp ends
of the Unio, which always project. When one was dis-

covered in this manner, the finder would either dive after
it or lift it with his feet. It was the custom at that time
to open the shells in the water, and once during the pro-
cess a pearl the size of a pigeon egg is said to have been
dropped into the water and never recovered.
The wholesale destruction, together with the depreda-

tions of hogs, which have exterminated whole shoals of
Unios, when the water in the brooks was low, and the
substances introduced into the water by manufacturing
industries, besides sewerage and refuse from factories, are
rapidly causing the disappearance of animal life from
many of ou^' water courses.

It is probable that the existence of carbonate of lime in
excess, where mussels abound, influences the secretion
that causes the growth of the pearls. In limestone
regions, if the waters are polluted by products of decom-
position that are acid, these unite with the lime and form
other compounds, which are either precipitated or carried
away with the impurities of the water. There can be no
doubt that this cause would tend to decrease the
amount of lime which the shell would receive, thus not
only retarding the growth of the pearls, but often event-
ually leading to the extermination of the Unios them-
selves. At nearly all the marine pearl fisheries coral-
banks abound; branches of coral frequently forming on
the shells themselves, sometimes three or four species on
a single shell; and it may be that these have more or less

influence on the development of the pearl in the shell.

In Vermont, New Jersey and Ohio, where pearls were
formerly found, a fine one is now rarely obtained.
A unique method of collecting Unios is that practiced

by the kimbermen, who. while sailing down the Canadian
rivers on their rafts, collect Unios for food, by fastening
bushes to the rear of the raft, so that when they pass
through mussel shoals, where the rivers are shallow, the
bushes touch, the unios close on the leaves and thin
branches, holding them securely; and at intervals the
bushes are taken out and the Unios removed.
In regard to these pearl excitements which appear from

time to time, and as to where best to search for pearls, it

may be well to state that it is advisable to search every
creek and river where limestone is the country rock, since
in nearly all instances the Unios secrete pearls when this
favorable condition exists.

The great qiiantities of Unio pearls that existed in pre-
historic times is evidenced by the Little Miami Valley,
explored by Prof. Frederick W. Putnam and JVIr. Charles
L. Metz, and more recently by Warren K. Moorehead,
who carried on operations for Prof. Putnam. The former
procured over 60,000 pearls, nearly two bushels, drilled,

undoubtedly of Unio origin, all of them, however decayed
or much altered, and of no commercial value. In 1884,
the former scientists examined the Marriott Mound,
where they foimd nearly 100 Unio shells, and among
other objects of special interest six canine teeth of bears,
that were perforated by a lateral hole near the edge at the
point of the greatest curvature of the root, and by passing
a cord through this the tooth could be fastened to any ob-
ject or worn as an ornament. Two of these teeth had a
hole bored through near the end of the root on the side
opposite the lateral perforation, and the whole counter-
sunk in order to receive a large spherical pearl about fin.
in diameter. When the teeth were fotmd the pearls were
in place although chalky from decay. Upward of 250
jjearl beads were found, concerning which they say: "The
pearl beads found in the several positions mentioned are
natural pearl, probably obtained from the several species
of Unios in the Ohio River. In size they vary from -^in,
to ^in. in diameter, and many are spherical. They are
neatly drilled, and the larger from opposite sides. These
pearls are now chalky and crumble on handling, but when
fresh they would have formed brilliant necklaces and
pendants." The find of Mr. Moorehead is exhibited in
the Anthropology Buildings of the World's Fail-, and be-
longs to the collection that is to be made the permanent
one of the city of Chicago to be shown ultimately in the
Fine Arts Building, Jackson Park.
Among marine shells of the United States the common

clam (Venus mercenaria) secretes pure white pearls,

scarcely distinguishable from ivory Ijuttons, as well as
others faintly tinted with a purplish blue, passing at times
to a reddish purple and purplish black. The white pearls
are worthless, the tinted ones arc of little value, but those
of a dai'ker color are often from 4- to fin. in diameter, and
the finest ones bring from $20 to $100. The supply is lim-
ited and there is very little demand, for unless the color is

exceptionally good they possess httle beauty, lacking the
lustre peculiar to other pearls; still, when mounted with
diamonds, the appearance of darker ones is much im-
proved.
The making of wampum from these shells and from

the conch has been carried on by a family of Campbells,
at Pascack, New Jersey, from 1770 to the present time.
The last four brothers were over 80 years old in 1889.

(See "Gems and Precious Stones of North America," pages
233-234.)

The common oysters (Ostrea borealis and Ostrea vir-

ginica) occasionally secrete one or more pearly bodies, al-

ways dead-white in color. The reflections produced by
their fibrous, radiated structure are similar to those ob-
served in the common conch. The "skin" of these pearls
is never smooth or lustrous, and consequently they have
no value.

Conch pearls—^the concretions found in the common
conch of the West Indies (Strombus gigas) are not nacre-
ous, and therefore cannot be considered true pearls.

They are usually a little elongated or oblong in form,
rarely round, and most of them are very beautiful, owing
to the reflections produced by the fibrous stellated struc-
ture causing the light to play over the sui-face, but giving
a different effect from the cat's-eye or that of satin-spar.

They are almost pink in color and the fine ones are won-
derfully lustrous.

The Abalone (Haliotis or ear-shell), the principal species
of which are HaUotis splendens and Haliotis mfescens
(called ormer in the Channel Island, fuh-yu in China,
awabi in Japan, and abalone in California) also secretes
pearls. The nacreous portion of the shell itself is used
for ornamental purposes, such as buttons, etc. , and sur-
face ornamentation in lacquer work, papier-mache, etc.

The mollusk itself, called "mutton-fish" by the New Zea-
landers, has long been knovm to the Indians of the
Pacific Coast as a valuable article of food, and it is much
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sought after by the Japanese and Chinese for the same
purpose. The former take only the very smallest fish

,

and eat them when freshly caught, with cayenne pepper
and vinegar, while the Chinese seek out the largest and
eat them only after they have been dried.

The trade in this dried meat is considerable. In 1866
there were exported from San Francisco by steamer 1,697
sacks, valued at $14,440, and in 1867 the exports had risen
to 3,713 sacks, valued at .$83,090. At present there are ex-
ported upward of 200 tons a year, which at §175 a ton
would amount to $35,000. At San Diego, Cal., the dried
meat is quoted at $110 a ton. The shells vary from almost
microscopic size to 8 or lOin. in diameter. Before they
were found to have marketable value they were thrown
away. One heap a little south of San Diego, containing
over a hundred tons of shells, from exposure to the rain
and the sun was converted into lime on the outside; but
this was broken into and many fine shells were found.
The Pueblo, Zuni and Navajo Indians and aU the Indians
of the Pacific Coast as far north as Alaska, have made the
abalone shell into charms and have used it for ornamen-
tation with remarkable taste for ages. It was used with
great success by Messrs. Tiffany& Co. as an apphed decor-
ation on silver objects, and was exhibited at;;|the World's
Fair held in Paris during 1889.

The Collector of Customs at San Francisco furnishes the
information that for the fiscal year 1887-1888 the export of
abalone shell amounted to $185,414, which, together with
$35,0000, the value of the dried meat annually exported,
makes this quite an imj)ortant industry. These shells

secrete very curious pearly masses, sometimes of fine
lustre and choice enough to deserve a place among pearls.
A pearl measuring 2in. in length and from J to iin. in
width has been found. A necklace made in California,

from the finest specimens was valued at $2,000. A pearl
over half an inch long and of good color cost $80, and was
used as the body of a jeweled fly. The abalone pearls
from the coasts of Korea and Japan are often very beau-
tiful. In a lot of about one hundred shells only five were
found bearing pearls, two with three pearls each, two
with two pearls each, and one with a single pearl.

Capt. J. W. Collins—I have been very much interested
in the valuable paper read by Mr. Kunz. It is timely and
important, and is worthy of careful consideration by those
of om- citizens living in the interior, who are interested in
the collection of fresh-water pearls. As most of you
know, many pearls have been gathered in the Central
States, and especially in some of the States bordering the
Great Lakes. I fear, however, that lack of information
on the part of those who have been engaged in this effort
has resulted in the practical extermination of peai-l-bear-
ing shells in certain regions, since I believe it to be true
that, practically in all cases, the animals have been killed
in order to ascertain whether they contained pearls or
not. If the people who sought the pearls had known
that it was perfectly feasible to obtain them without in-
juring the animals, by the use of a simple tool, such as
has been mentioned by Mr. Kunz, and had they realized
the importance to them in future years of conserving the
supply of these wealth-producing bivalves, there is reason
to believe that quite a large collection of pearls could
have been made at intervals of every few years. Now,
however, because of a lack of this knowledge the pearl-
producing shells in the sections referred to are practically
annihilated and it will probably be many years before it

is possible to reap another harvest. I know of nothing
which bears upon the fisheries of interior States which
could be of more service to those interested in the indus-
try, than the widespread publication of the paper that
Mr. Kunz has favored us with. Whatever tends to im-
prove the knowledge of our fishermen, and enables them
to conserve the supply of those animals which constitute
objects of fishery, while seeking aquatic wealth, adds
materially to the welfare and prosperity of our country
and the comfort of our people.
Among the fishery subjects that demand the intelligent

consideration of State legislators, none, perhaps, should
receive more prompt attention than thLs matter of gather-
ing pearls. No State can afford to neglect legislation on
a subject so important, imless there is legislative restric-
tion, we may look for a repetition of what has been done
in. the States referred to by Mr. Kunz.

A Pet Hummingbird.
St. Augustine, Fla.—Editor Forest and Stream: I in-

close you a photograph of my wife's pet hummingbird

—

probably the first live one ever photographed.
A little patience is required to tame them," for they are

startled at the slightest movement, but when once
brought under management they are utterly fearless.

I tame them nearly every summer for my wife's enter-
tainment, though I confess to as great a weakness for the
Uttle pets as she has.
She suggested having this one photographed, and though

he was a very uncertain customer to make an engagement,
I sent for the photographer to come at a certain time of
day; by refusing to feed the bird aU he wanted, we kejjt
him hovering around us on the lawn for hours. My wife
has a very small bottle with a bow fastened to the neck
80 he can sit and sip his sugar and water comfortably,
though I make him sit on my finger. The photograph
shows the bird perched on the bow of the bottle.
The great trouble is that after we have become much

attached to the pets a stronger bird is hable to come along
and drive them away, and oftentimes they never return.

DiDTMUS.
St. Augubtinb, Fla.

Northwestern Iowa Game Notes.
Matlock;, la., August.—The present indications point

toward good shooting tins fall. Quail are more plentiful
than ever known here before. Have not seen any young
ones yet, but old ones are "Boh Whiting" everywhere.
Have seen several coveys of young chickens of from ten
to fifteen in a covey, some nearly full-gi-own. Rabbits,
both cottontails and jacks, are very abundant. Whistling
snipe or plover are not as plentiful as during past years.A few ducks have bred on tlie Otter Creek near here.
Season opens on ducks Aug. 15, chickens Sept. 1, and
quail Oct. 1. Some illegal hunting is ah-eady being done,
tliough not as much as in former years. Longfellow.

Forest and Stream in the World's Fair.

Seen by Our Staff Correspondents, ^

Th e FOEEST AOT) Stkeam isp ut to press each week on Tues-
day. Correspondence intended for publication should reach
MS cft thp. If^t^tby Monday, and as tmich earlier asxiracUeabU

The Gas Engine and Power Co.
The exhibit of this well known company, the Gas

Engine and Power Co., of Morris Heights on the Harlem,
New York city, is situated in Section D, Block 5, near
columns 22 and 23, in the Transportation Building. The
company has a large and important display of its boats,
six in aU, and from one-horse to ten-horse power. They
were not specially prepared for exhibition, but were
taken out of the stock which the company makes for the
trade regularly. Besides the exhibit in the Transporta-
tion Building (which, by the way, is on the main floor)
the company has two boats on the lake, one the Geo. R.
Davis, a 30-footer, and the Chicago, a 35-footer. The
company would have taken the whole of Block 5, could it
have been secured, for a still larger display of its boats.
As it is, the company has utilized its space to the utmost.
The boats shown were nicely finished, each one having in
place a naphtha engine appropriate to the size of the boat
and the motor power required. For their naphtha launches
the company makes special claims of moderate cost with
a maximum of utility, safety, ease, comfort and pleasure.
Also that its boats have special good features in maneuver-
ing, in that they can be gotten under headway in five min-
utes and stopped in less than oyds. Economy in space is

also claimed for the naphtha engine, and that all the com-
bined useful qualities have won the adoption of the
company's productions for commercial work, and by
oystermen, by the U. S. Government for the work of the
hospital, quarantine, and coast survey department and
by transportation companies. Close by the exhibit is a
section of a steamship showing the inside arrangements
for the comfort and transportation of passengers, etc., by
the American Line of steamships, and from this high
point of vantage spectators often gaze many minutes at
the beautiful laimches of the Gas Engine and Power Co.
The exhibit is in charge of a most affable and intelligent
gentleman, Mr. P. S. Townsend, who takes pleasure in
giving all necessary information.

The American Net and Twine Co.
Any one in search of knowledge appertaining to nets

and their uses, have unlimited opportunities at the ex-
hibit of the American Net and Twine Co., in the Fisheries
Building. To attempt anything like a description would
fill columns of FOREST and Stream. A mere list of the
articles exhibited would would fill a catalogue. The
company has about 5,000 square feet of space, the larger
part of which is on the main floor. There are nets and
seines, from a small hand n(5t to a large mackerel purse
seine 1,200ft. long and lOOft. deep, barked and fitted for
use. Numerous models of different pounds are set up to
illustrate the manner of using nets in inland lakes, in the
deep sea, in rivers and in different sections of the coun-
try to conform to the local peculiarities affecting the use
of nets. The intention of the company was to show
every variety of nets used in aU kinds of fishing from
Labrador along the coast into the Gulf of Mexico and in
the waters of the Pacific Coast, and in inland watei-s.
Some of the nets are full size, others are illustrated by
working models faithfully reproduced. The nets are in
astonishing variety and in all sizes of mesh and twine.
Of the latter the company manufactures its own supply.
Some idea of the outpiit can be gained when it is men-
tioned that the company employs 700 hands in its manu-
factory; quite a pleasant contrast to fiifty years ago when
it only employed five or six hands. The exhibit is in
charge of Mr. A. A. Adams, who is most thoroughly in-
formed in all that appertains to fishing and who takes
pleasure in imparting information to others. B, Waters.

All About the New Baker Gun.

In response to a note of inquiry from Forest and
Stream Pub. Co., the Baker Gun and Forging Co., of
Batavia, N. Y., sent the following advice:
"We have no regular exhibit, but at the request of the

Government we made a small model of our new hammer-
less gun, and this your correspondent wiU find in the
Patent Ofl3.ce exhibit. We think it is the smallest gun on
the grounds. It is in complete working order and weighs
something lite l^lbs."

I went on a still-hunt after this gim, over in the Patent
Office section of the Government Building, and asked for
it of several attendants who were strenuously holding
down athletic armchairs and giving the corrugations in
their brain tissues a chance to cool out.

"Is it a cannon?" asked one duke with whom I had
parley.
"No, my dear sir," I said unto him, "It isn't a cannon,

but I reckon it's a corker."
"Ah?" said he, meditatively. "In that case, you'd

better look on the side of the wall along that next aisle."

[ looked, and actually got lost in a Avilderness of models,
showing all sorts of things in the past and present of
American firearms. This really is a most interesting
study, and well worth the time of any one in the least
concerned with guns. All sorts of ideas, some worthless,
some good, some forgotten and some of world-wide use,
are filed away here in the solid, respectable, formal and
musty Government fashion, and there was an embarrass-
ment of riches. At length, while engaged in watching
the development of the American revolver with one eye
and listening to the growth of the repeater with the other
ear, I fell upon the object of my search, duly cut, dried
and labeled, Government fashion, as follows: "Breech-
loading and magazine guns. W. H. Baker. U. S. Patent
No. 248,249, Oct. 11, 1881. Alever ontop of the stock, just
at rear of the breech, is rigidly attached to a vertical
shaft, which has bearings an the top and bottom of the
frame. This shaft is held in its normal position by a spring.
On the shaft, and inside the gun frame, is a lug to which
is pivotedalink which connectsthe shaft to a locking slide

passing through the lever part of the breech iron and en-
gaging a lug on the bottom of the barrels, when the gun
is closed. A push-pin on the top lever revolves the
shaft, withdrawing the slide and permitttng the gun to be
•broken do\vn,' or opened for loading. When the lever is

released it is returned by its spring to its normal position."

The above will, I trust, make it perfectly plain to any
body just how a Baker gun works. I could not get the
model out of the case to examine it as I wished, but I
know the Baker gun is worth a much more thorough
exarnination by any gun lover than was possible for me
to give the original model, this young gun which had
not had time to grow yet. But with this number on its
first patent, how could the gun fail to succeed? No.
248, 249. Come seven, come 'leven! What a gig for Mr.
Johnsing! Now, I know why Billy Baker Crosby wins at
tournaments. He has an invincible combination up his
sleeve. No. 248, 249; 7—11; 4-11-44. The broad policy of
the Baker people is easily understood.

Came from Maine.
In the American gun group, just over the way from the

case of Lefever ejectors over which Col. Courtney watches
with eagle eye, is the modest display of the C. C. Brooks
Arm & Tool Co., all the way from Portland, Maine. The
output of this firm includes single and double shotguns,
three-barreled guns, single-shot magazine rifles and tar-
get pistols. All the guns and rifles work by an under
lever action, which cocks the gun and locks the trigger
up on the scears. All have automatic ejector action, the
ejector returning flush home after the expulsion of the
shells. The locks of all these guns are certainly simple
and few of parts, though the guns shown are rough from
the file and not finished for the trade. The magazine
rifle carries its magazine in its stock, as all newsdealers
carry Forest ajs^d Stream.
In this exhibit are to be seen what are probably the two

finest mountfd moose heads that ever came to Chicago,
one of them simply magnificent. They are all the way
from Maine.

A Bad Dispensation.
Mr. Lewis, secretary of the Brooks Company, and Mr.

Winslow, his assistant in attendance, mourn the fact that
the authorities that be have placed them so far back under
the gallery that nobody can find them, and that nobody
can see them after they have found them. All this is
true in similar measure of the whole American shotgun
display, and it is a disgrace that the oflacials had no better
ideas of values than to place these grand ' displays of
American gun makers, such as the Parkers, the Marlins,
the Lefevers, and those above mentioned, in the secluded,
ill-lighted and niggardly-dispensed space allotted them.
But by all means, gentlemen, let us have room for the
man with the patent farm gate and the new lightning
protector.

Some Callers.

Mr. Thos. J. Storr, gathering material for Bancroft's
History of the World's Fair, stopped for information and
a chat at the Forest and Stream corner this week.
Mr. E. S. Osgood, of the Eastern end of A. G. Spalding

& Bros,, was at the paviUon this week, and at command
stood and delivered the story of how he caught the big
Rangeley trout, which is shown in the Spalding case.
Mr. Osgood naturally thinks there is no place like the
Rangeleys.
Mr. C. P. Hubbard, of Broken Bow, Nebraska, a Forest

AND Stream man,, missed me in his call, and I am sorry,
for I should have liked to talk about chickens and things.

.

E. Hough.

In "Forest and Stream's" Corner.
During my recent visit to the World's Fair, the first day of my

visit, before my legs had lost their elasticity and my feet become
tender through much tramping, I made my way toward the brown
tower of the Fisheries Building, and once inside, instead of wasting
time looking about, obtained a pointer from a Columbian guard and
soon stood before the rail of the Forest and Stream exhibit. A very
pleasant young lady was on duty at the deslr, and upon my intro-
ducing myself as an humble correspondent of the paper I was in-
vited in, introduced to the register and made to feel perfectly at
home.

I don't think I enjoyed a more dehghtful half hour during my
week's sojourn at the Fair than the one vcithin the raU at the For-
est AKD Stream corner. The priceless files were placed at ray dis-
posal, and I confess that it was with great delight that I pointed
out to the young lady some of my own work away back in the 70s,
when Forest and Stream and I were both younger.
The Sairy Gamp, with its accompanying "pudden stick," was ex-

ammed with great interest, as were also the other curiosities, and
we had quite a discussion touching the merits of "Nessmuk" as a
writer of prose and poetry, the young lady holding that it was as a
poet the old hunter shone conspicuously, while I argued that his
chief hterary merit lay in his delineation of camp life and sports-
man's hints. In defense of her opinion she tm'ned to a copy of
'Forest Runes" and bade me read an extract, and I was almost
persuaded, for the beauty of the poetry combined with the earnest J
ness of "Nessmuk's" fair advocate made a combination hard to re*
slst. It was a pathetic sight to me, that little, tenantless old boat"
lying there so far from its native waters, while the gi-eat, soulless,
sightseemg throng rushed madly by not a paddle's length away.
The fisheries exhibit is a wonderful aggregation, and as a study iS

one of the most mteresting on the grounds. It is weU patronized,
too. I noticed that the visitors simply viewed it as a show, there
is a fascination about those glass tanks and their scaly occupants
sunilar to a cage of monkeys or the lion's den on the Slidway Plais-
ance. Somehow I could not help feeling for those little captives as
they clustered about the aerating pomts in the tanks as though try-
ing to get a breath of fresh air ; it positively made me gasp, and I
vowed that the sight of half a dozen trout m a pool in my own mill
creek was better than the whole poor scored-backed display. But I
did enjoy the technical exhibits of the capture of food fishes, and
the methods of propagation, the boats and apparatus and specimens;
but I couldn't help feeling sorry for the captives in the tanks.
The young lady in charge also showed me Mr. Hough's medaJ,

honestly won as the champion teller of true fish stories. Unfortunr
ately the owner was absent, for being something of a liar myself I
should have been pleased to meet him. I noticed that the Fore's^
AND Stream Register was UberaUy patronized, indicating that the
paper's large constituency is visiting the Fah- in goodly numbers,

i My advice to all is, first. Don't miss the Fair, and second, don't miss
the Forest ajtd Stream exhibit. You wiU not only be welcome, but

I jovL will find much to interest you. H. W. D. L.
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A PAGE FROM OTHER DAYS.

DIAMOND VALLEY.

Often have I been requested, and as often have I tried

to make up my mind, to furnish for the benefit of brain
workers my experience in outdoor sports in tlie pursuit of
fish, game and healthful exercise. Several factors have
thus fax- stood gua-rd and succeeded .n holding my pur-
pose at bay. The first and must imi^ortant obstacle vras
want of time. While I always managed to find time to
get away to the mountains and plains for six weeks in
every year, and during that time to keep my diary up to
date, and the loved ones at home informed of my where-
abouts, I never felt that I could spare the time to tell my
fellow workers what pleasure I have enjoyed, what satis-

faction I have had and what a vast amount of good I de-
rived from my rod, gun and camera.
Now that I have begun, here goes: I know you will

follow me, and if all who can wiflf take my advice, many
lives might be lengihened and premature old age averted.
The principal excuse I have to offer for now taking the
time to write up my journals, while engaged in a busy
professional life, is the fact that I was bom fifty-four
years ago in the mountains of central Pennsylvania,
where game of all kinds was then plenty, and where on
this very day my father is celebrating his seventy-eighth
birthday, and he is still an ardent hunter and fisherman.
He taught me to handle a gun when I was scarcely able
to carry the weapon.

Some of my first recollections come vividly, how I used
to toddle off to the neighboring woods at the heels of my
father in quest of the nimble gray squirrel. I yet hear
him say: " Now Sammy, do you see that fine fellow up
there sitting on that limb with his tail over his back ?

No, the other side of the tree—here, look over the gun
barrel," as he would level it in the direction of the game:
"Now, I will just snuff the end of his nose off; watch him
drop." With his trusty, long muzzle-loading rifle, 120
bullets to the pound, he would deliberately take aim, and
I can yet feel and hear the throbbing of my heart as I
held my breath and awaited the report. He seldom
missed doing just what he said, "Snuff the nose." When
Clip, the old half-hound and half-cur, would tackle the
squirrel, I would run to join the melee, claim the prize,
string him up, and by this time my father would have
another charge safely rammed homo in the old rifle,

when father. Clip and I would further investigate the
neighboring hickory trees for the nut-gatherers. Usually
it required but half or three-quarters of an hour to shoot
a "mess" of squirrels, and it mattered not whether we
got one or a dozen, their skins were whole, except what
covered the head. All this happened long ago, and just
up in the bottom not five hundred yards from the old log
house, close by the bank of the creek, where over fifty
years ago I first saw light. Yes, the same bottom where
in the fall we hunted squirrels, coon, possum, butternuts
and shellbarks, and in the spring time, when the sap
rose, we held high carnival making maple sugar.
In the happy days of my boyhood shotguns were almost

an unknown quantity in our neck of woods—Shaver's
Creek Valley, Huntingdon county, Pa. Men and boys
used either the rifle, straight-cut or smooth-bore gun.
Tlie two last named were of larger caliber than the rifles,

and were used for either shot or ball. I can well remem-
ber how important I felt when but a small boy I was
allowed to take one of the inferior guns from the corner
in the kitchen, where always stood half a dozen or more,
and practice on the red squirrels along the creek. I also
well remember one of my most important exploits as a
hunter. It all happened in the clump of trees just above
old Dan Stevens's house, against the side of the hill, where
more than once I lay for hours watching for a ground hog
to stick his snout and fat cheeks up out of his hole. One
day the old gentleman put in an appearance; I plugged
him square under the chin with a BOO-grain round ball
from the old smooth-bore. That old fellow I had watched
for often, and as often been disappointed; but this time I
caught him square. He was as much as I could lug, and
I could hardly wait until I got home to exhibit ray game.
I think now that a few such exjjeriences during my boy-
hood made impressions upon me which in after years
stimulated me to fuller enjoyment and appreciation of the
benefits of the pursuit of fish and game in search of the
recreation so imi)ortant for brain workers.

It was not long after the above event until all the boys
in the neighborhood knew that I had killed a hog, and a
ground hog at that; and I soon began to think I was a
veiitable hunter, and most of my time was sj)ent lugging
the old gun around, shooting at eveiything animate, and
soon my hunting proclivities had to be curbed. I was
always on hand \\ hen a coon hunt -was on the tapis, and
one, if not the first, to notify Dan Stover, the Lightner.
Y^okum and Longeuecker boys; when, together with
Ilncle Sam, father and the dogs, we scoured the neighbor-
ing country and always succeeded in gathering in one, or
sometimes three in one night. When the coons were
hibernating, or out of the usual season, we always had
something on hand—gigging, setting outhnes or dipping
for suckers when the water was right during the freshets.
When I was fourteen I had an idea that I was old

enough to kUl a deer. Squirrels, robins, sapsuckers. and
even groundhogs failed to be sport enough for m&. In
those days father and my old bachelor uncle could go up
over the hill and on the leading ridge, not over three miles
from home, and kill a deer in the winter season, when
there was a good tracking snow, just about whenever they
wanted fresh venison. The deer hunting fever had been
troubling my dreams for some time, and soon an oppor-
timity offered. A deer hunt composed of several of the
neighbors was on hand, information of Avhich I got by
standing around the blacksmith shop, both hands in my
pockets and both eai-s open. As 1 considered myself a
hunter, I insisted upon being one of the party. I well
remember I slept but httle the pre^dous night and was up
long before daylight, scouring out the old smooth-bore,
which no one else would take to hunt deer. We were all
to assemble at break of day at a certain point on the lead-
ing ridge, which forms the southern boundary of Diamond
Valley, and there on time we joined Sam Striker. Adan
Lightner, Harry Lightner, Hen Longenecker, ' John

Decker and Dan Stover. The hunt was planned from that
point. It was to be a breast hunt on the south side of
Tussey Mountain, which formed the northern boundary
of Diamond Valley, The valley being but about one and
a half miles wide, it was not long until we were strung
about lOOyds. apart, ready to hunt against the wind.
As this was my first deer hunt it may be imagined how

I looked, and peeped, and stepped on tiptoe, ostensibly for
deer, but most likely as often trying to discern the where-
abouts of the hunters above and below me, for I have got
a faint recollection that I was afraid of being lost. We
had not gone over half or three-quartei-s of a mfle, when
hearing a rustle to my right I caught sight of a fine deer
coming loping toward me and not more than 40yds. be-
low. I stopped stone still, cocked the old gun, brought it

to my face, and by this time the deer was immediately
below me. I bleated; the deer stopped; I aimed and fired
and the buck dropped in his tracks. Of course I yelled
like a Comanche for Stryker, who, I knew, was below
me, and who soon appeared on the scene. I had shot the
deer too high and too far back, and the consequence was
that by the time Stryker came the deer was making down
the mountain, dragging his hind parts. I had forgotten
to reload, and when Stryker came he shot at the buck's
head, the ball passing through his snout, which only ac-
celerated his passage down the mountain. While he Avas
reloading I did the same, and as there was no snow on the
gi'ound the deer got away, and although the whole party
hunted for him a long while we were unable to find him,
until some time afterward the carcass was found in the
thickets several hundred yards below where I had shot
him. The pain I experienced in not getting possession of
the first noble game I had the satisfaction of bringing
down, was the first great disappointment of my life, anc.
the one which, as years roll by, still clings to memory;
and I never yet hunt deer but the first hunt comes up;
and ever after that, when the deer stands broadside to me,
the bullet hole is sure to be through the shoulder blades.
The recollection of those boyhood days are the most

fascinating I could dwell upon, and might be indefinitely
extended, hnt space forbids; though I was very forcibly
reminded of them but a half dozen years ago, when,
jjublic duties preventing me from taking my usual six
weeks' vacation, I spent a week at the old homestead.
Father, mother and uncle were still there; the two old
shot-pouches covered Avith spotted fawn skin, and several
old powder horns, were in the same drawer in the same
old .side-board, which stood in what was then used as
kitchen and dining room. In the same corner stood the
guns, but tliey were of a different style Jrom those of
forty years ago. Many changes had taken place since I
was a bag-hunter and fisher. The old log house wherein
I was born over fifty years ago, still stood across the
creek. The site of the old school-house was a pile of
rubbish, and the new one occupied a more eligible place.
The old grandfather had fallen dead with a trap in his
hand in 1863, but his gun still stood in the corner. Where
hickory and maple trees had covered the creek bottom in
sight of the house, and furnished good shooting in season,
scarcely a stump was left to mark the spot or tell where
I had spent many happy hours hunting squii-rels, gather-
ing nuts, angling for the gamy fall fish, or gathering the
sweet sap for the sugar camp, which was always a gala
time in season. The two-barreled revolving' muzzle-
loading Schuler guns had given \\'ay to repeaters. One a
Spencer carbine, used during tlie war by one of my
brothers, had been loaded up, with an additional supply of
iron attached to the under surface of the barrel to balance
her up, and was used by the eighty year old uncle for
hunting deer. He had removed the original trigger-
plate, and instead the part was supplied with the good
old-fashioned double on-sett ti'igger.

Again I find I have wandered from noting the events
of my week's outing in the same locality where I had
killed the big buck and didn't get him after all.

All being in readiness, father took me out to Diamond
Valley, to the cabin which was occupied by a party of
old hunters who were boy hunters when I was—Tommy
Montgomery, Bill Conrad, John Eberle, Mead Barst, Sara
Steele and Joe Carman—and Uncle Sam, with his
Spencer carbine .50-caliber, was to join us on the foUoAv-
ing day, preferring to hunt from home to the cabin. On
the second day in camp we had a good tracking snoAv,
and the following morning Ave Avr re all up early and had
the old cook stove piping hot, and breakfast over before
a glimmer of daylight Ut up the eastern horizon. The
farmers in the adjoining Shaver's Creek Valley used Dia-
mond Valley (wliich is about fifteen miles long and an
average of one and a half miles M'ide, weU wooded and
watered) as a cattle range during the summer, and each
herd had one of its number adorned with a bell. Once or
twice a month the farmers Avould go out to salt and look
after their herds. The deer became accustomed to the
tingling of the cow bells, and so the practice has been
for one of a party of hunters to take a bell and follow the
track, AA'hile the others were all posted at the Avell knowji
runways or crossings Avhere the game crossed from the
mountain to the ridge, or vica versa. The sound of the
bell aided the Avatchers in determining the direction
taken by the deer, and ofttimes enabled them to obtain
advantage by changing their location Adhere there were
not hunters enough to cover all the ground.
On this occasion, Sam Steele, a royal good fellow and a

quick, sure shot, acted as the bell Avether. I was assigned
a place at the edge of a small open space near Avhere
there had been an old saAv-mill. I sat in the edge of the
scrub oak thicket, with my back against an old stump
and my W^inchester lying across my left knee. From
where I sat I had a good view of the smalt open space to
my right. Directly in front of me, and just 21ft., stood
a small bunch of scrub oak not more than 6ft. high and
about 6 or 8ft. in diameter. I took in the situation, and
had not long to Avait, for in a few minutes I saw a fine
large buck and fawn jump out of the timber into the
open space to my right. In less time than I can write it

he landed about four feet in front of the scrub oak clump.
I bleated just as he lit, and stone still he stopped, at the
same time throwing his head to his right in the direction
of Steele and his bell. He fell pierced through both
shoulders, and I had killed a specimen of the noble game
of the AUeghenies Avithin 31 miles from where I Avas
born half a century before. Before the week was up we
had three hanging against a gum tree which stood just
north of the cabin.
Since that little hunt time has brought some changes.

Uncle Sam passed peacefully away at a ripe old age, and
we laid him in the little churchyard, leaving behind him

a host of sorrowing friends and acquaintances. The
autumn leaves had yellowed and fallen; his fox beds were
located and baited for the AAunter's sport; but the traps
were never set, and sly reynard held high carnival over
what Avould have been dangerous ground had he not been
called away. Conrad has also passed to the great beyond.
The rest of the party are all living and hunted over the
same ground last fall, but with poor success. Since 1885
a railroad has been built through the hunting ground, the
timber cut out and the game driven oft'; and another of
my old stamj)ing grounds has given way to civilization,

The inevitable must come—so be it. SnoNao.
Lancaster, Pa,

AN ILL'FATED SHOT.

It was in the month of October, 1856, when N. L. Han-
scom arrived in the town of Orland, Hancock county,
Maine, for a hunt. Having somewhat of a reputation as
a hunter among the boys of that town, I was selected to
go with him and lead the Avay to the best himting ground.
It was a beautiful October day and the leaves of the
Maine forest liad just commenced to put on then- golden
hue, and the lofty hills all aroimd presented a grand
scene. One of these hills AA^as known as Mason's Moun-
tains, at East Orland, Avhich we selected as our hunting
ground. This moimtain is north of Mason's Mills, be-
tween Toddy Pond and Craigg's and Hart ponds, and
Avas noted in those days as a liiding place for bears, deer,
foxes, rabbits and pai-tridges on account of it being
covefed Avith a thick young growth of white birch and
pine trees.

After getting an early breakfast Capt. Hanscom, my-
self and brother started for the top of this mountain with
great expectations, thinking we would get a deer or two,
and perhaps a bear. We gradually worked our way up
this steep mountain throhgh the undefbrush, and some^
times we had to take hold of the limbs of the tfeed and
pifll ourselves up, and at last we reached the summit. The
sun was .shining very bright and there was not a cloud to
be seen in the sky, and the scenery around us Avas grand
beyond description. Looking in a northwest direction
we could see a chain of tall mountains as far as the eye
could extend, and in an easterly dil-ectioh we coifld see
the Mt. Desert hills, the tops of them looked as -white aa
if they Avere capped Avith snoAv. Tiu-ning our faces to the
soiith A\ e could see the broad ocean, dotted with vessels,
Avith their white sails passing and i-epassing. After rest-

ing ourseh-es for a Avhile we concluded we would pass
doAvn the rjTountain in the direction of Craigg's I'ond
Brook. 1 told Capt. Ilanscotti I would take the outside
course to the right, while he shotild take the left side and
my brother the center; and Ave would walk alonjj care-
fully and keep sight of each other so as to avoid any acci?
dent in shooting. The young white birch and the small
pine growth Avas very thick, and we had gone but a short
distance when 1 saw a rabbit, Avhich I shot; and in a
moment 1 heard a faint voice ahead of me "I am shot."

I ran in the direction of the voire, and saw Cai)t. Hans-
com lianging on to a hmb Avith one hand, but before I
could reach him he fell to the ground prostrated, and it

looked for a, few minutes as if he were dead. The shock
was so gi eat that he fainted, but in a short time he re-

vived so as to speak and requested me to take a flask of
brandy out of his pocket and give him some. This I did,

and it seemed to restore him quite rapidly; and as soon as
he could talk I asked him AVhere he Avas shot. He said he
did not knoAv, but his right leg was very painful. On
examination I found that the ball had passed into the leg
just aboA'c tlie knee, In a nliort time he Avas suffering
most excruciating pain and coUld not stand a moment.
After looking the situation over we came to the conclu-
sion there Avas no other thing to do but to carry him
down that steep mountain into the valley below where
we could reach him with a conveyance; so we put owt
shoulders under his arms and walked along a piece with
him, and all at once he asked me if I had killed the rabbit.

I assured him 1 did; he then said, "Lay me down and go
back and get it, for I want to take it' home with me to
shoAv that you are a good shot."
So I went back and got the rabbit, and we continued

our journey down, over the roughest place I ever saw,
until Ave reached the low land below. Here we laid him
down oji the grass and placed my coat under his head,
while my brother went l or a horse and buggy to take him
to his old friend, S. P. BroAvn, at Orland Vdlage, After
arriving there several physicians were called and eA'ery
means known to the profession was used to extract the
ball, but all pro\'ed a failure.

He knew I felt very badly over the accldentf and he
told his friends that 1 Avas not to blame; but that had
he obeyed my request and kept his place on the left and
not got in ahead of ine on the right he never would have
been shot.

The next day he Avas taken to Bucksport and put on the
boat and taken to Boston to the best surgeon there, who
found the ball had struck the bone and glanced up the leg
and lodged near the groin. The ball was never taken out,
but after several months of confinement to his house the
Captain recovered.
Soon after this I moved to the Far West and heard

nothing of Capt. Hanscom till 1873, when I saw he had
been stationed at the Navy Yard in New York. I saw a
very fine wild turkey in our market. I bought it and
sent it to him, and wrote him a letter and asked him if

h.e remembered the boy who had shot him in Maine.
The folloA\'iug letter was the reply from him:

Naval Constructok's Okfice, Navy Yard, New York, Dec. 2, 1873.
—Dr. AV. O. Blaisdell, Macomb, 111.: My Dear Sir-I have often won-
dered Avliat had become of you, and until thf- n of your kind
note of the 26th ult. thought you might be il l >

h the dead. I
am very glad, however, to know that yoii aiv . <: v • lud I hope en-
joying iife. The ball in my knee troubles rue but lir i li-—only when I
take a A'lolent cold, which happened for the first time in tlu-ei- or four
years about three weeks ago; and now I am sound. t'utlha"se tO'

thank you a thousand tijnes, for the sjulendid wild turkey just arrived!
in excellent coudidon. It is a noble one and I wis-b you could be here:

to attend the post-mortem soon to be held on the bocLv. 1 am tQ of-
ficiate as surgeon, my wife being coroner, hence you .see, a.s the weight
of either of us being over 3001b,s., the examination bids fair to be a
thorough one. You will have our olessing at the most critical lime

—

the commencement of the dissection. If you should come this way I

hope you will come and see us. You will liiid the latch string out.

Come and see. Thanking you again for your kindness, I rpmain truly

yours, W. S. HaJi-scom.

Capt. Hanscom was placed on the retired list in 1876.

He was a brave oflicer and a genuine companion. He died-

at Maiden, Mass., about 1878, May peace rest over his

ashes. W. O. Blaisdell.

Macomb, 11^ _
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THE ADIRONDACK LEAGUE'S HUNT.
The first annual deer hunt of the Adirondack League

Club will be held duriag the last week in September,
beginning on Monday, Sept. 25, and ending Saturday,
Sept. 30. Mr. A. D. Barber, manager of the Forest Lodge
club house, wiU be the master of the hunt, assisted by the

managers of the other two club lodges. The occasion

will be one of the greatest interest, even to non-partici-

pants in the hunt, and special arrangements Avill be made
at all the club lodges for the accommodation of members.
The preserve of the club, embracing as it does over

200,000 acres of primeval forest, and protected, as it has
been for three years, by the enforcement of the game
laws and the stricter club regulations, has become prob-

ably the finest deer park in the country, as well as the

largest. Probably at no time in twenty years have the

deer been so numerous as now on the League's preserve.

A clerical member of the club reports having seen five in

an hour's trout fishing on Lime Kiln Creek, near Little

Moose Lake, one noble buck refusing to leave the water
until literally soared away by shouts and cries.

The League has enforced on its preserve regulations

much more strict than the provisions of the game law.

For instance, it prohibits entirely jacking or floating, and
earnestly endeavored last winter to secure the enactment
of a law prohibiting it throughout the Adirondacks. It

also forbids the killing of does, and in the club hunt it is

probable that a rule will be made that bucks shall not be
killed when swimming in the water, thus giving the

animal a reasonable chance of escape.

In this connection is given a photograph of a buck
swimming for his hfe in Little Moose Lake. Seldom, if

ever, has a photographer secured such a shot as this.

Mr. George H. Johnson, of Bridgeport, Conn., a member
of the Adirondack League Club, drove over twenty bucks
to water before he secured an ex-
posure to his satisfaction, and this is

the result of his perseverance.
It is the intention to start the

hounds in the mountains to the east-

erly side of the preserve, the partici-

pants in the hunt being stationed at

the various runways and watch
points where the deer would be most
likely to come within the huntsman's
range. AppUcations for assignment,
or for the entry of private hounds,
should be made to Mr. Barber, at

the Forest Lodge (Honnedaga, Herk-
imer comity, N. Y.) at least a Aveek
before the beginning of the hunt.
The Adirondack League Club is the

largest and most prosperous of the
Adirondack proprietary clubs. It

has over 200 members, each one of

whom has a proprietary interest of

one-five-hundredth of all the club
property for each membership share
he holds; the property being esti-

mated at $1,200,000. The club owns
104,000 acres in Herkimer and Ham-
ilton counties, from which it derives

an income of $30,000 a year, thvis ob-

viating any annual dues or assess-

ments on the members. The mem-
bership shares are now sold at $1,200
each.
There are three handsome and

well-equipped club houses, the most
recent. Mountain Lodge, having
recently been completed at a cost

of $80,000. Bisby Lodge, on First

Bisby Lake, was acquired by the
League on the consolidation with
it last May of the old established

Bisby Club. Forest Lodge, on Honnedaga Lake, is the

oldest and best known of tlie club lodges. Besides this

chain of club houses, which extend for twenty-five miles
through the preserve, there are numerous club camps
scattered through the preserve at the most popular fish-

ing and hunting resorts.

socks, then moccasins, then overshoes, then lace leggings,
then a light duck hunting coat. When daylight came I
started for a mountain to the north with the intention of
being back by noon.

I walked pretty Uvely until I got to the base of the first
hills, where there is good hunting grotmd, and soon I
struck a very fresh track, which I followed for a short
distance and determined it was the trail of a buck. I
passed on, for I have no use for a buck this time of the
year. I had not gone far when I struck another fresh
track, which I also knew from its size was that a buck.
This I left. Then I crossed through a fir flat, the wind
coming from my right and the snow falling fast.

I had crossed the flat, and was nearing the base of the
last mountain, when my dog Frank struck a scent; and
from his actions I knew that it was either a hot track
near by or a deer not very far off. I followed him very
carefully and thoroughly looked the ground over. We
had gone about 200yds. when I saw a deer's head. The
deer was lying down, and had not yet seen me. I care-
fully measured the distance with my eyes, pronounced it

135yds. or so close to it that if I raised my peep sight to
three notches and did not dodge or wiggle just before I
shot, I could kill that deer dead in its bed. I raised my
rifle and could see the deer's head through the aperture
disc very plainly; after holding on for a second or two
I fired. The deer stretched out in its bed. I expected to
see another one or two get up but it was alone; it was
very fat. I hung it up out of the reach of the coyotes.
As I hang a deer up differently from any one I have ever
been out with, it might interest some of your numerous
readers to know how. For a small deer, anything under
801bs., I take a stick 9 or 10ft. long, place one end near a
tree, and the other end in the neck, where I cut the wind
pipe off from the tongue, then I up-end it. The deer will
hang straight; the birds can't peck out the hams; its hair

SHOT IN LITTLE MOOSE LAKE ^WITH A KODAK.
By Geo. H. JohDson, A, L. C.

turns off the storm and rain; and it looks nice when you
drag it in on the snow.
We started back with the storm, intending to follow

down the gulch that puts into Mill Creek about one mile
below the miU.

A COLD WEATHER STORY FOR AUGUST
READING.

Ix was in December. I had been sitting by the table

reading Forest and Stream, and after reading "Cumber-
land's" experience about our down grade from forty, I

laid down the paper, took my glasses off, and as I laid

them on the table noticed another pair I had discarded
only a few days before. They had grown too young for
my eyes, at least, I had to hold the paper too far from me,
and then I had to get a pair two numbers stronger. I

took a look in the glass. Sure enough, instead of being
gray, my hah is almost white. Yet I could not expect it

to be otherwise, for I have passed fifty-three of old Father
Time's milestones, and am rapidly approaching the fifty-

fourth. While I know I have crossed the summit and am
a long way down on the opposite side, yet my love for
sport has not even passed the summit, and i^robably never
will,

I opened the door and looked out. It was snowing.
The ground was white, and from the general outlook
there was going to be a snowstorm. After getting a
breath of the storm I again seated myself, picked up the
paper and read until I was aroused by the clock striking
9. I laid away my paper and went to bed, but before
going to sleep I made up my mind that to-morrow I would
go and try an experiment—I would see if I could find a
deer and kill one if found. With this determination I

fell asleep and was lost to all cares until I heard the clock
strike one stroke. As the clock sti'ikes the half-hom-s I

could not teU which one it was, but one thing I was sure
of, I was not going to lie in bed and risk staying awake
until the clock should strike again. I jumped up, lit a
match and saw that it was half-past 4, a very good time
to get up. After making a rousing fii-e in both stoves, I

took a peep out to see liow things looked. The snow was
about -lin., weather mild, stfll snowing.

"Well," I thought, "if I do not kill a deer to-day I

might as well dispose of my little .44 and confine the rest
of my hunting to the scatter-gim."
After breakfast came the question of foot-gear. The

snow was too shallow and moist for moccasins, and boots
would be too heavy and alick; so I put on two pairs of

I had not gone far when I saw where a
deer had been running; it had got scent of me and cared
nothing about sight. I follow on down the gulch, which
at some seasons is a great place for deer to feed and lie,

but I did not see a track until I had got within a hundred
yards of the mill creek canon ; here I saw where two had
come up out of the canon and had kept up towai-d the
mill. I followed them a short distance when I thought
I saw a deer lying under a fir tree not more than 60yds.
away . I stepped back a few steps to see if I could get
a better sight of it, when up jumped two and bounded off

d©wn into the canon. That disturbed me but very little,

for the canon here was very steep and from 400 to 500
yards across. I stood still and began to turn up my
peep-sight for 400yds. , as that was the point at which "l

thought they would first come in sight. After waiting a
little while one stepped out and stood broadside, and I

raised my rifle and fired. At the crack of the rifle the
deer gave a big jump and went into a small tlucket and
stopped; I did not see the other, it kept down along the
creek in the brush. After waiting a little while I moved
down the brmk of the canon and soon could see the one
I had shot at standing in the brush humped up. I knew
then I had shot it too far back. I shot again, when out
it went and started up the hiU. I shot a number of
times but could not get the right elevation. Pretty soon
I saw the other come out of the brush lower down and
go quartering up toward the woimded one, which was
near the top of the liill.

I went up to the house, got my dinner and waited
until 3 o'clock, then I went down on the opposite side of
the caiion to where the deer came up the hfll. Here I

found some blood. I followed on and looked the groxmd
over well; and soon saw the wounded deer lying in a
small canon about 400yds. away. I slipped back and went
down a small gulch, and soon saw I could get no nearer,
so I raised my rifle and shot at her head and struck her
in the ear. She straightened out. I then looked for the
other one to get up, but it did not. I went back up the
gulch a short distance and went around to where I could
have a better view of the httle caiaon in which the deer
was lying, and soon I spotted the little fellow lying in the
brush. I shot at its neck, as there was some brush between
me and its head, and broke its neck. I went down,
dragged the httle one near the old doe and hung them up
high, thinking it might be four or five days before I should
drag them in.

I had shot the old doe through the middle. The bullet
had torn her Uver very badly, yet she had traveled nearly
one mile; and had I kept on after her she could have
traveled for five miles. When I wound a deer, unless it

is getting very late in the day, I do not follow them for a
few hours, but give them time to get weak and to quit
watching on their back track; it always pays.

Lew WiiiMOT.
Loosiis, Wash.

SPORTSMEN AND FARMERS.
Editor Forest and Stream:
As you well know, anything pertaining to the preser-

vation or protection of our game birds or fishes is of
more than passing interest to me, I cannot refrain from
penning a few lines thanking you for your views as ex-
pressed from time to time in your editorials. It has been
my constant aim and desu-e to bring about a mutual good
feeling between the sportsman and the farmer, believing,
as I do, without a proper understanding between them
the protection of our game and enforcement of laws be-
comes a difiScult task. We in America are fortunate in
having as a class sportsmen who are generally enhght-
ened and reasonable men, who, while they go to forests,

field, and streams in quest of game, always find pleasure
in such surroimdtngs as nature gives. These very sm--
roundings tend to keep their heart in the right place and
perpetuate a fellow feeling always conducive to good.
As a rule they respect their neighbors' rights and property,
whether it be in city or country. Should they be the so-
called city sportsmen, they are as loth to injure the farm-
er's crops, fences, or other j)ossessions as the farmer
would be to commit a depredation were he in the city.

We all know full well when on pleasure bent there goes"a
certain amount of license, still the sportsman rarely ever
takes the benefit of it. The nature of his pleasure or

sport requiring coolness and con-
sideration, he is careful to do no
wrong.
This fact I find is becoming bet-

ter understood by the farmer, who
himself begins to take an interest in
preserving the game hi close season.
Where I am now summering, not
fifty miles from a large city, several
of the farmers, to oblige me_, had
their field hands plant stakes in the
growing grain near partridge (quail)

nests as a warning to drivers of reap-
ing machines not to disturb the nests.
This I think they wfll do again, as
some of them, though men well ad-
vanced in years and rusty with the
gun, take quite an interest in the
occasional target matches I givethem

,

which tends to make them proficient
wing shots, and engenders a spirit

of friendly rivalrj'-. With such in-

terest once aroused, I am satisfied

will come their attention to the pro-
tection of game.
We want more farmer sportsmen,

and should do all in our power to
secure their help and cooperation.
By placing FOREST AND Stream and
similar papers in their hands much
good can be accomphshed. I send
my papers to a certain Grange in this
State, and am told they show almost
as much thumb marking as the agri-
cultural sheets.

I appeal to the sportsmen generally
to pay Tnore attention to the farmer,
use yom- persuasive powers and get
him interested in this matter so dear
to us. Once have him espouse the

cause, our Legislature will not only grant om- request
for good game laws, but what is better stiU, the far-
mer will help us see that they are enforced. This
once accomplished, greater still will be the pleasures of a
day's outing with rod or gun. The suggestion I make, if

worth working upon, would entaO neither great expense
nor labor, and should soon show results. Of course we
must expect occasionally to come across a flinty feUow,
headstrong and obstinate, who sees no good in game laws,
beheves in trapping and snaring game, and takes pleasure
in ordering you off his few poor acres. Brother, pass
him by with sorrowing contempt, he's unworthy of your
notice, and fortunately such are few and far between; he
has not the respect of the community in which he Uvea,
and is no more to be likened to the average farmer than
the market-gunner or pot-hunter is to yourself. I have
enjoyed many pleasant trips afield in the Eastern, Middle
and Southern States, rarely ever receiving other than
courteous treatment at the hands of the farmers of whom
as a class I think more than well. Moifnt Eoyall,

Criticised the Alligator.

An amusing incident occurred on Main street one day
last week in front of the aquarium in the window of E.
P. Wonson's lunch room and cigar store. Three yoimg
ladies, one from New York, the other from Kansas and
the third from Florida, were interested spectators of the
yoimg alligator, which, as immovable as the sphinx, lay
on the window ledge basking in the sun.
After watching the saurian for some minutes the young

lady from the South spoke up, saying: ' 'The man who
stuffed that alligator did not know his business. Why, I
have seen thousands of alligators, and none of them in
hfe ever carry their tail or curve their leg in that ridicu-
lous fashion."
Just "then the aUigator gave a quiver, opened his capa-

cious jaws, snapped at a fly, and as he slid into his tank
the young lady from Kansas is quite positive he winked
an eye. The young lady from Florida subsided.

—

Glouces-
ter (Mass.) Daily Times.

Lake Grove Club.

The Lake Grove Gun Club, of Suffolk coimty, L. I.,

has been incorporated. The ti-ustees for the fi^rst year are
William Imhauser and John E. Rayner, of Ronkonkoma,
and Daniel B. Hawkins and Henry L. Gould, of Lake
Grove, L. I. The club intends to maintain a hrmting and
fisliing preserve and also to enforce the game and fish

laws,
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CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
[From a Staff Corre^ondentl

Early Snipe Affain.

Chicaoo, 111,, Aug. 9.—This year, as was the case last
year, the jacksnipe are down very early again. They are
abundant this week on the Kankakee bottoms. The cause
of their early migration is doubtless dry weather in the
North.

Horicon Club.

Advices from Horicon Marsh, Wisconsin, state that the
redheads, spoonbills and teal have bred in such numbers
that the prospect for good sport on opening day is very
flattering indeed. On the upper club grounds Mr. Percy
Stone, the hustling manager who has had both clubs in
charge, has put up a substantial club house and made
many improvements. The upper club is now in far better
shape than it ever was before, and is as good as the lower
club in all respects and qualities, so far as one can see. It
has taken rapid work to get everything in shape, but the
buildings will all be up and finished by Sept. 1. A goodly
Chicago crowd will attend at both the lower and upper
clubs.

Utes Are Out.

This morning's Durango dispatches say the Colorado
Utes are out and are willfully destroying quantities of
game.

Louisiana Deer.

Advices from Opelousas, La., to the Western office of
Forest and Stream state that several deer have recently
been killed in the eastern part of St. Landry Parish. This
is in the close season and citizens object to it.

The Idaho Law.
Idaho swings away into line with her game law, a copy

of which is mailed me by Mr. M. L. Twogood, secretary of
the Boise Rod and Gun Club. Moose, caribou, mountain
sheep, mountain goat and elk are protected absolutely
until Sept. 1, 1897, a close season of a term of years.
Hide or head hunting, solely, of any sort is prohibited.
The hides of moose, caribou, elk, deer, antelope, mountain
sheep or goat are prohibited to be bought or transported,
at any time of the year. The open season on deer and
antelope is Sept. 1 to Dec. 1.. Certainly Idaho must be
feeling the loss of her game. The wilderness is nearly
gone.

Unexpected Find of Wood Buffalo.

My Winnipeg friend, Mr. Thomas Johnson, writes me
in regard to„^ most interesting piece of game news as
follows;

"I send you a cutting from to-day's Free Press (July 35)
which may interest you. Mi-. Mvmdie is a personal friend
and neighbor and the information is thoroughly reliable.
The Mr. Secord referred to gets his supplies from us, and
I shall see him in a few days and get fuU particulars. I
expect to get a musk ox head from him."
The article from the Free Press will create the liveliest

surprise in the minds of those best posted on the total
buffalo supply. It seems that the Peace River herd was
not yet exterminated, after all. The cutting reads:

Mr. James Mundie, a representative of the firm of Carscaden &
Peck, who has just returned to the city from a business trip in the
West, brings an interesting bit of intelligence concerning the wood
buffalo of the Korth. Three years ago when Mr. Mundie was at Ed-
monton, on a trip similar to the one just completed, he purchased the
head of a wood buffalo, and it was thought at the time that it was the
last one that would ever be seen, as the species was supposed to have
become practically extinct. Imagine, then, Mr. Mundie's surprise a
week ago on agam visiting Edmonton to find there one trader with
ten heads and another with twenty robes, and to learn that over 200
of the animals had been killed by Indians this season in the Slave Lake
and Peace Biver districts. In the- lot which Mr. Mundie saw at Ed-
monton was the largest head he had ever seen, and the robes were of
an exceptionally good quaUty, the hair being very dark and grizzly
The traders told him that some of the animals killed were of such a
great size that the Indians were unable to turn them over, and had to
split the carcasses in two in order to remove the robes. This is a
point worthy of note, as it has always been stated by those supposed
to know that the wood buffalo are smaller than the plain buffalo
Mr. Secord, the trader, who brought in the robes from the North

had also in his pack 200 musk ox robes from the barren lands east of
the McKenzie River. Another trader brought in 100 ox robes Mr
Secord is authority for the statement that 200 wood buffalo robes will
reach Edmonton this summer from Slave Lake and Peace River
The (luestion, where did those wood buffalo so suddenly come from'

now naturally suggests itself. The Indians and traders had long ago
given up hope of ever seeing any again. The theory, and a plaus-
ible one it is, which is advanced by the traders, is that the remnant of
the large herds that once roamed through the prau-ies and forests of
the far Northwest foimd a feeding ground secluded from the cus-
tomary haunts of the Indians, and safe from the Winchesters of the
hunters, and rapidly repleted theu- decimated numbers. Last wmter
the weather was unusually severe, and in addition to the terrible cold
heavy snowstorms prevailed, and thus the animals were driven south-
ward in seach of food, and wandered into the track of the Indians who
only too eagerly rushed among them and slaughtered them right and
left. The heavy catch of musk ox is accounted for in the same way
they having been driven south from theu- feeding grounds in the bar-
ren lands by hunger. Raw musk ox robes are seUing this year for S40
apiece at Edmonton.
Mr. Mundie states that Mr. Secord's pack of furs was worth SIO 000He had in the lot no less than 600 beaver skms, the finest that has

ever been seen in this country. In fact, all the fur that is coming
from the North this season is far better than ordinarily.

Wild Celery.

Mr. Arthur G. Baumgartel, of Holland, Mich., writes
me:
"Would you kindly let me know through Forest and

Stream where I could get some wild celery seed, what it
would cost and about how much I should need to plant
an acre or two as an experiment. Ducks are getting
scarce here, and we want to do something to attract
them. We are feeding them corn this fall. Have some
wild rice here, but blackbirds get most of that.

"I think planting hemp for the quaU a splendid thing,
and several of us here will try it,

"We are trying to introduce the Mongohan pheasant
here. Received six bu-ds last week and they are doing
weU. •

"If you could tell us where we can procure the celery
seed we would be very much indebted to you. I saw an
article on the wild celery by you in Forest and Stream
several years ago, but cannot find it now."

If Mr. Baumgartel will write to ex-State Warden J. Y.
Wentworth, Fort Atkinson, Wis., or to Mr. Duane Starin,
Whitewater, Wis., he can perhaps get the information
he wants. These were the two I mentioned as gatherers
of the seed. I do not know of any one else who seUs the
wild celery seed, and am not sure that either of the above
is doing so now. Corn will be found a good feed for the
marsh ducks.

I hope the Mongolian pheasants will do well. Our wise
'overnor here, John P. Atgeld, has decreed them a dan-
gerous bird, and vetoed a law protecting them. Hardly

any other governor will do likewise. Idaho has passed a
law protecting the Mongohan pheasant.

The Cost of Camping:.
An odd advertisement is that of the Hudson's Bay Com-

pany (incorporated 1670, the advertisement says), which
offers to outfit camping parties as below:

We will provide you with sufttcient tea. coffee, bacon, ham, biscuits,
bread, sugar, salt, mustard, vinegar, butter, eggs, pepper, corned
beef, brawn, tongue, sardines, pork and beans, milk, tomatoes, mar-
malade, jams, rice, oatmeal, pickles, syrup, flour, lime juice, soap
and matches to last one man for one week at p.75, for a party of four
or more. We will furnish this, with the use of a camping outfit,
including a tent, a canoe or boat, an axe, lantern, can o); ofl, small
sheet iron stove, towels, corkscrew, can opener, teapot, coffeepot,
saucepans, frying-pan, spoons, forks, knives, plates and cups for
lour men, at a rate of $S per week, per man. This delivered at the
stations and with lowest possible transportation rates.

Certainly cheap enough.

Where to Get Coyotes.
Some time ago' I pubhshed the inquiry of Mr. Martin L.

Cummins, of Washington, D. C, for some coyotes, stat-
ing that I had none on hand just now. The mail of July
22 brought me two letters about coyotes which I ought to
have mentioned sooner. The first is from G. R. Rucker,
M.D., surgeon to the M. K. & T. Railroad , Eufaula, Indian
Territory, and reads as follows: "Mr. Martin L. Cummins,
of Georgetown College, Washington, D. C, can probably
get two half-grown coyote wolves from Hon. Sam. Gray-
son, Eufaula, Indian Territory. They are gentle, but
make short work of all chickens in reach, and can make
more noise than half a dozen dogs."
My other letter was from Mr. W. J. Dixon, of Cimar-

ron, Kas., very well known to the Forest and Stream
readers. It says:
"Cimarron, Gray County, Kas.—I have written to Mi-.

Cummins. Can get him an assorted lot of two coyote
pups, tame, at $5 each.

' 'Don't give away such snaps as this in future. I can at
any time get skunks, rattlesnakes or such produce on short
notice, with neatness and dispatch, and will give you 25
per cent, commission on sales. I fear that Mr. Cummins
will have 8,000 coyotes offered him at 50 cents each, and
this win ruin Gray county industries.

"P. S.—Tell us about the new Winchester shotgun."
The new Winchester shotgun is aU. right. Mighty good

gun for a lazy man, and I think our friend Dixon would
like it. But about the coyotes, 1 trust Mr. Cummins is

satisfied. If any gentleman wants coyotes, or anything
else. Forest and Stream can get it for him, if it isn't in
stock.

It is There.
Mr. Ezra E. Howard, of Edgar, Neb., writes:
"Hope you are having a successful campaign for the

Forest and Stream at the Fair, for the paper ought to be
in the hands of every man who shoots."
The campaign at the Fan- is in the nature of a boom. The

paper is aheady in the hands of about every man who
shoots. There is one man down in Texas somewhere, I

believe, who does not read it, but he is known.

Marked Personal.

Mr. Wilbur DuBois, of Cincinnati, whom his intro-
ducing friend in his letter tersely describes as "one of our
sort," paid Forest and Stre.ajh a very pleasant visit this
week while on a flying trip to the Fair. "Mr. DuBois
would stay longer at the Fair," said Mrs. DuBois, who
accomf anted him, "but he doesn't want to subtract any
time from his fall duck hunt."
The Fair is a great thing, and at first thought one would

think its wonders would attract strongly all classes. But
there are other things, and perhaps more useful things.
For some time 1 have been saving a Uttle poem taken from
the Atlanta Gonstitution, and it seems to come in so pat
here that I can't help subjoining it, with its lesson as to
what and where one may learn some things he maybe
couldn't learn even in the White City.

WHEN A FELLER TAKES A DAT OFF.

"When a feller takes a day off—set his soul to loafln' roimd
Where the hills climb up to heaven an' the rapid rivers sound,
'Pears like the world is newer, with its loveliness and light,
An' his eyes are seein' truer, and his heart a-beatin' right.

"When a feller takes a day off there is lots o' things to see;
I kin hear the winds away off, jes' a-welcomin' of me;
An' the violets peep so purty I an' the rose I useter miss,
Feels the red a-rushin' round it, an' comes climbui' for a kiss.

"When a feller takes a day off—O he learns a lot o' things
From the very doves a-flyin' with the music in their wings;
From the hills an' from the valleys, where the dreams and dews is

found-
When a feller takes a day oft', an' his soul is loafln' round!

"
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A Minnesota Conviction.

Sioux City, Iowa, Aug. 8.—Editor Forest and Stream:
In these days of disregard of game laws it is refreshing to
hear occasionally of the conviction of some of the numer-
ous offenders, and thinking that my fellow readers of
your paper would like to hear of a successful prosecu-
tion, I give you the particulars as they recently hap-
pened at my home at Washington, Minn.
One of our town butchers recently took it into his

head that a few prairie chickens would be a good ad-
dition to his stock of meats, and acting on that iaipulse
shot a few in the usual pot-hunter style, I presume. Our
local game warden, Mr. H. M. TwitcheU, however, got
wind of it, and a search revealed three plump chickens
hidden in a tub of brine, their feathers removed to conceal
their identity. Mr. Butcher claimed that they were tame
chickens, but as we boast of many oldtime hunters and
others as well who are thoroughly acquainted with the
bird we had no difficulty in proving what they were, par-
ticularly as our warden purchased them. The result was
a conviction and fine of §15 for each bird, which with the
costs amounted to over $50—rather an expensive hunt,
when you take into consideration the fact that some of
our lady experts ate the birds. But it did not end there.
Sir Pot-Himter undertook to get $50 worth of satisfaction
out of the warden on the court room floor, but after mak-
ing the sudden acquaintance of Warden TwitcheU's iist,

which by the way is a few sizes larger than a fuU-grown
ham, he concluded to postpone the luxury. The next
move will be a prosecution for resisting an officer while
in the discharge of his duty, and by the time it is all
settled it will, 1 think, prove a salutaiy lesson not only to
tliis particular offender, but to othei-s as well. This by
the way makes the second conviction this yeai-, the first

having been of five parties for spearing game fish this
spring.
The evil effects of the blunder in the Minnesota game

laws as regards ducks, geese, etc., are just cropping out;
you may be aware that the omission of the word "ex-
cept" reverses the law entirely, and now all day long we
hear a fusilade on every lake and slough within hearing
distance. We are quietly spotting the offenders, how-
ever, and several wiU receive a rude shock after Sept. 1,
for we intend to prosecute every one of themunder the law
as it reads; those who respect the intention of the law,
however, will not be interfered with. W. R. HALii,

California Deer.
San Franoesoo, July 31.—I have been on my annual

fishing and deer hunting trip about 200 miles distant. I
got a fair share of trout and three deer to my rifle. It has
been illegal to kill deer in this State for two years last past.
As a consequence the game is more abundant than I have
seen it for over twenty years. No skins nor venison can
be sold under our present statute, and the open season in
most coimties extends only six weeks. Under these con-
ditions deer hunting ought to be good for many years.

L. O. R.

Chenango County Law.
In our issue of July 29 we printed the New York State law and the

local county laws which up to that date had been filed with the Secre-
tary of State. Two days later, July .31, Chenango county laws were
filed, providing close seasons as follows: Skunk, mink, coon, March 1-
Nov. 1 ; muskrat. May 1-Oct. I. Partridge, squirrel, woodcock, Jan. 1-
Sept. 15. Brook trout and brown trout, April 15-Aug. 1. Fishing is
forbidden for five years in inlet and outlet of Genegantslet Lake. Ice
fishing is forbidden in Guilford Lake and North Pond in GuUford.

Visitors to our Exhibit In the Angling Pavilion at
the World's Fair should not fail to examine the
stock of "Forest and Stream" books which will

be shown by the attendant.

The Fop.EsT AND Stream is put to press each week on Tues-
day. Correspondence intended for publication should reach
us at the latest by Monday, and as much earlier aspracticable.

OFF-SHORE AT CAPE MAY.
Out at Sea, Aug. 1.—Cape May is a veritable happy

valley for women and children and for the retired syba-
rite or the broker whose clientele "go broke! " This city
by the sea goeth like the friend of Charles Lamb, "lame
but lovely."

The Franco-German poet, Heine, that sad, bad, glad,
quaint poet of Paris says that when the Persian armies
had darkened the sky and Xenophon's 10,000 world-weary
Greeks saw the sea, whose waves whispered to them of
home, and the tired soldiers shouted in concert:

"Greeting to thee, thou infinite sea

!

Like the tongue of my country ripples thy watw;
like dreams of my childhood seems the glimmer
Of thy wild, wavering, watery realm."

And in some such spirit did I welcome the Favonian
breezes which bore Dan Dawson, the poet; the writer of
this screed at sea, and Dr. W. B. E. MUler on a morning
in August, in the cat yacht, the Dauntless, over the
bounding billows and away to the banks, where failingto
strike an east wind, the throbbing heart of the sea is sure
to give up its piscatorial treasures in generous fashion.

"Polky" Schellenger is a character, and as he trod the
quarter deck of the Dauntless he felt every inch a sailor,
and he boasted, as is his habit, of how he had robbed the
sea of every kind of a fish that wears a fin, as he had
' 'scooped" on land every bird that flies with feathers, and
had destroyed with his good double-barreled Parker all
fur-bearing animals from a catamoxmt to the big elk of the'
Yosemite Valley, Polky is nothing if not picturesque,,
and with his jaunty cap inscribed Dauntless, this nimble-
witted piscator looked like a mild-mannered freebooter
who had descended from the pirate kings. J. K. Polk
Schellenger is a talker from Wayback in Talkerville. He
told us what the great Democratic party had done for the
country, and J. M. S. replied that he himself had once
had an attack of that malady but beHeved it was not in-
curable, save in the case of Schellenger, who would never
give up his faith unless a hole was knocked in his occiput,
democracy taken out with a pair of pincers, and the skull
carefully trephined. Polky consented to this view of the
case and insisted that he "imbibed his present views polit-
ical with his mother's milk."

Dr. Miller asked Polky what politics had to do with so
many "busted" banks. Schellenger said that subject was
a trifle too deep for a hot day, and he "must go and man
the tiller and take a bird's eye view of the piscatorial sit-

uation," giving as a j)arting shot to Dawson his opinion
that the Almighty made his commimications only through
a Democratic "medium." "Thas being the case.," said the
poet of lAjppincott's Magazine, sotto voce, "I think the
Almighty has been very quiet since the fourth of last.

March."
But it was agreed on all hands that poHtics should be

tabooed, for as Polky expressed it, "we had come out for-
to fish."

Dawson is nothing if not poetical, and he chanted us:

some beautiful rhymes of his own, from "The Seeker in
the Marshes and Other Poems," just published in Philadel-
phia, which seemed strangely in accord with the spirit of
the day, which was a "very bridal of the earth and sky."
Dawson was quoting from Byron, when "Hist!" cried
Polky Schellenger, dancing about the yacht like a
Cold Spring fiddler at a country dance. "See them white-
winged gulls a-diving off yonder, they're eating the little

mossbunker^ that have been cut to pieces by the voracious
jaws of the mackerel."
The Dauntless was headed for the slow-flying gulls and

soon we saw a sight that thrilled the fisherman's pulses
like the strains of sweet music at night, when Polky takes
his Sunday girl to hear the opera of "Martha," on the Iron
Pier. The swift-moving mackerel made the briny deep
boil as they chased and cut up the inoffending flying moss-
bunkers. One line was out astern and two out-riggers,
with their shining squids, leaping out of water like a live
bait minnow, This bait would deceive "the elect,"
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much more a greedy mackerel. As Polky, in the voice of

Stentor, shouted "hard-a-lee," and the good catboat

swung around obediently, each of us three pulled in a big

mackerel, in spite of our three lines getting badly tangled.

Then the fun begun in earnest.

Wherever we saw a flock of gulls we gave chase and
soon had fifteen rousinggood bluefish. Polky was j ubilant.

He said, "Boys, I can catch more fish, dire down deeper,

stay under water longer and come up muddier than any
man in Cape May county."
"We dined while with sail down, and with cordage

mildly creaking drifted on the throbbing, pulsing bosom
of the sea, till there seemed a kind of human tenderness

in the sympathetic air. It was a day glorious and fresh

from the Maker's hand; such a day as the eye of faith first

saw when the poet sings:

"The stars forever singing as tliey shine,

The hand that made us is divine."

Tired of pulling in the mackerel, we turned our boat's

prow toward the home of the black bass, off Anglesea,
where we found a dozen boats yanking the toothsome sea

bass galore.

It did not take long to fill a barrel with bass, and no
good sportsman ever catches more fisli or shoots more
game than he can use. Polky was loth to leave. He en-

joyed the scene and was wild over our good lunch, for

Polky is an emotional animal. With a strong Cuttyhunk
line out, with staunch Limerick hook on it, . Polky swore
he'd catch a 15ft, shark or the first red drum of the season.

While idly lounging on the deck admiring the big catch

of the day, Schellengers line began to whizz through his

fingers like greased lightning.
"Hold him tight," said Doc. Miller.

"No, play him for all he's worth," said the poet Dan
Dawson.
But presto, as Polky leaned too far over the rail he fell

into the briny deep, in thirty fathom water.
"Throw me a line," said the scared Polky, "I'll save

this fish or drown," and he hung on to his hand line like

grim death to a defunct Scipio Africanus. The fish w^as

rapidly towing J. K. P. S., who is a good swimmer, off

toward the bell-buoy. The sea was full of sharks, but we
douljted whether they would bite a tough sinner like

Polkyr
A Swede boy and the writer jumped in the little boat

and by hard pulling reached the swimmer in two min-
utes, still hanging on to his red drum, which proved to

be a sixty-pounder.
We hauled Polky in by main force. He was dripping

like a drowned rat. "I've eaten lots of fish," he ex-

claimed, "but I thought these fish would eat me this

time."
All's well that ends well, and five happy and hungi-y

fishermen came sailing home, after a jolly day's sport,

whUe the harbor bar went moaning.
James Matlack Scovel.

ANGLING NOTES.

Of Interest to Fishculturists.

A FEW days ago I received a letter from an engineer in

Austrian Silesia fi-om which I am led to believe that
something of vital interest to fishculture in this country
may result. I give an extract from a translation of the
letter, and it is quite likely that later I will have more to

say about it in detail: "In an Austrian journal was pub-
lished by Herr Max von dem Borne, a renowned German
pisciculturist, an article entitled 'Results of Artificial Fish-

culture in the United States of North America,' in the
form of a letter to which your name was signed. * * *

The first and most important question to be raised in the
artificial culture of all fish is as to the proper food with
refexence to theu* kind, stage of growth and the purpose
they are to subserve. This question so long unsolved,
except in part, by all nations, 1, by following further on
in the line of the Frenchman Lugrin, have solved, and
have tested the solution as being good, cheap and practi-

cally feasible, and I desire to intrust it unreservedly to

you' For America, with her extensive inland-water
fishculture and her great interest in this subject, which
has as yet not been developed to such a point upon the
Continent, my method would have a priceless value."
M. Lugrin's method, in connection Avith M. du Roveray,
as practiced at Gremaz, in the Department of Aix, , in

esBtern France, is, in brief, a system of breeding daphnia,
Cyclops, fresh-water shrimps, etc., in countless myriads
at merely nominal cost.

Friends.

I do not know that I am blessed above other men in the
number and steadfastness of my friends, but certainly I

have a large number of Yevy dear friends and very
thoughtful friends. If anything comes to them in rela-

tion to fishing or fish that can be conveyed to me, I am
quite sure to get it.

The president of one of our solid insurance companies
once met me with the greeting, "I have been keeping
something good for you for weeks, It is so good that I

was strongly temptc^d to tell it at a public dinner at which
I was a speaker, but I have kept it locked up for you."
It was a fishing story, and I afterward told it in Forest
AND Stream.
A staid banker in New York city, who looks when in

his oflice as though he never heard of such an amusement
as fishing, has been known to turn from the contempla-
tion of stocks going skyward or downward out of sight,

and send me a fishing item about a certain species of fish.

He says it relieves the pressure for a time that seems to be
driving him mad, and he knows that sucli items are
always grist in my mill. These little attentions on the
part of my friends are always appreciated, and I speak of
the matter more because one of these good friends of mine
has just sent me a page of the Christian f7«io>i containing
an article by the "Spectator.'' My friend says: "Here is

some word painting that will delight your soul and take
you on the wings of thou:i:ht away from the heat and
worry of town to the balsam-scented woods and the wave-
lapped shores of a trout lake." Why is it that we are criti-

cal? Why not take what the gods send, and not kick
because of one or two false notes?
Now the "Spectator" has given us a most charming bit of

word painting, as my friend says, and I enjoyed it, en-
joyed it greatly, and thought that the man who writes so
fascinatingly about fishing should at once set about be-

coming a fisherman himself, for it is very apparent that

he haa it in him to become one. How do I know that

one who writes so feelingly of angling is not an angler?

Because of the earmarks, "One afternoon early in July
the 'Spectator' asked leave to accompany a fiy-fisherman

on his trip along the shores of an Adirondack lake. Permis-
sion was granted, but not till he had been duly warned
that those in a fisherman's boat must have patience, and
must be skilled in the diflicult art of sitting still. Trout
cannot be treated Uke bullheads or chubs." That alone is

a confession that the writer is not skilled as an angler,

but the following extracts are just as convincing; "We
were moving slowly along the shore, and as we went the

fisherman threw his long line and catgut leader toward
the bank. * * * At regular intervals the long, slen-

der fly-pole sawed the air with deliberate and stately

motion and the flies fell close to the boulders and into

water that lay cool beneath the shade of overhanging
branches. Several times the trout rose to the bait and
one nearly a foot long was hooked. * * * Finally

(the boatman) would reach forward with the landing net
and slip it behind the trout with so dexterous and smooth
a motion that the shy fish attempted no struggle till all

struggles were too late."

Where the idea originated that the silkworm gut leaders

used by anglers were made of catgut I never knew, but I

liave seen it so stated on one or two previous occasions.

The mere fact that a man called a fly-rod a fly-pole would
be to most fly-fishermen conclusive evidence that he who
used the term was not a fly-fisherman, and I would not
require the further evidence that rising to a fly was
called rising to the bait. To be sure a fly is a lure, but in

the nomenclature of the fly-fisher a fly is a., fly, simply,

and never under any circumstances is it a bait, for in this

country we do not practice "dapping," "bibbing," or

"daping" with the natural fly, as is done on the other

side of the big water. A fly is a counterfeit; a bait, as a
rule, is real. If a trout is netted from "behind" it must
be netted tail first, and while small trout may be safely

netted tail first it is not a practice to be commended, for

from habit an angler might try to put a big fish tail first

into a landing net and so lose the fish.

A fish moves forwar.l in its efforts to escape, not back-
ward, and many good fish have been lost through trying

to net them tail first. When the tail touclies the bottom
of the landing net, if the fish has life left, it wfll spring

forward, and, aided by the purchase obtained by the tail

against the net, the chances for escape are increased.

Head down in the net the action of the powerful propeller

tail only drives the fish more cert-iinly to its fate My
friend who sent me the page from which I have taken
the extracts that I have criticised, did not see what I did

in the article, for he is not a fly-fisherman, and perhaps it

would be as well had I seen nothing to criticise, for the

article in its entirety is excellent and written by one who,
as "Nessmuk" used to saj'', evidently "loves the blessed

woods," and I am sure that he ]-equires only practice to

become a fly-fisherman, and then he will say nothing
more about "catgut leaders," "fly-poles," "netting trout

from behind," and an artidcial fly will not then be a

"bait." . A^ N. Cheney.

NEW HAMPSHIRE FISH AND GAME.
Manchester, N. H,, Aug. 9.—Editor Forest and

Stream: Noticing that your correspondent, A. N. Cheney,
stumbled over the words "alleged," used in one of my
communications in connection with Lake Sunapee as the

home of bass, and Newfound Lake where trout are

"said" to abound, I will say to our new friend that in

neither instance are the words used in a slurring sense, or

to sully the reputation of either sheet of water as fishing

grounds. From my personal experience, and from any-

thing I had ever seen, I could not refer to them other-

wise, whereas if my luck had been like Mr. Cheney's, or

the man of whom he speaks as taking forty in a day from
Sunapee, or I had ever ssen samples of the above-named
fish that had been taken from the waters in question, the
words as quoted would not have occurred. Two years ago
last month a friend and myself visited Sunapee Lake,
stopping at the Forest House, Blodgetta Landing, arriving

there Tuesday morning, with the intention of spending
the balance of the week bass fishing. We fished tfll dark
in a pouring rain the first day, begun again Wednesday,
at daybreak, having one of the best of guides, and with
the exception of lunch time did not stop a moment till

dark, when our catch for the two days amounted to one
bass, too small to evade the law, and I presume he is there

yet Nothing else troubled our bait, which consisted, in

tm*n, of helgramites, shiners, crickets, grasshoppers, angle
worms and frogs. Thursday we shook Blodgett's dust
from the first boat. My experience at Newfound is

practically the same, without the one small fish, A friend

of mine in the city spent eigiit days constant fishing at the
latter place, at the opening of the trout season, without a
sti-ike. Yet I have no doubt the two places are good
grounds for the kinds of fisli with which they have been
stocked, that pleasing results can usually be obtained at

any of them, and good sport also, but that they are as

good as theu' most interested friends claim them to be,

unfortunately ray limited experience, and that of my
acquaintances, has not prepared me to affirm, hence I

spoke of them in my letter as I knew them.
Fish and Game Commissioners W, H, Shurtleff, W. H.

Griflm and Nathaniel Wentworth visited this city the 4th
inst. to make arrangements toward forwarding the new
fish hatchery, the production from which is to be used
for the benefit of this county, and is expected to reach a
million or more young trout each year. The preserve is

to be located on Hon. Perry H, Dow's place, has an excel-

lent water supply for the purpose, and brook trout fisher-

men are looking for happy results from this new enter-

prise by the State in the near future. They promise to

produce from six to eight million fish per year for distri-

bution in the brooks of the entire State. Another thing

the Commissioners propose to do, quoting from Colonel
Shurtleff. " is to colonize some game birds here. Ruffed
grouse are becoming very scarce, as some msect is de-

stroying them. We are going to secure a few Chinese
gi-ouse, and put them where we can watch them. They
are a beautiful bird, larger than a prairie chicken, and
are extremely gamy. They are secured from Oregon, and
thrive finely on the Pacific coast, and I don't see why
they shouldn't here."
Reports from all parts of the State indicate that game

birds and gray squirrels are imosuaUy plentiful, thus as-

sm-ing the gunner plenty of spore dicer September 1,

when most sportsmen wui gladl/ lay aside rods and take
up their guns, which have Deen qoiecly resting in hot at-

tics or dai'k and remote closets, remove the rust prevent-

ive, and limber them up ready for use. The fishing sea-

son, heartily welcome as it is, furnishes intense enjoy-

ment, and filling in for sportsmen a segment in the circle

of the year which, without it, would be an entire blank
in their line, can never be more than aweak substitue for

the pursuit of game. The two branches of sport compare
very much as a beggar and landlord do. If by using aU
the' coaxing, bait, allurements, etc., at your command
the fish chooses to become your prey, it is your good luck,

while on the other hand he may as easily, and often more
likely will turn up his nose and bid you and your entice-

ments " good day," which is luck of another character.

Whereas, after September 1, ff with gun in hand you get
your eye on a choice piece of game and it does not come
to your call when properly extended, you have only your-
self to blame, unless you can shoulder the failure off, as it

is sometimes a relief to do, on to your innocent gun or its

fll-prepared contents, which in either case is productive
of more satisfaction than is experienced in seeing a nice
fish swim away with a look of disdain in his eye. The
all-round sportsman who does not very much prefer gun
to rod, I think, is a rarity.

I have often wondered why it is that in visiting an un-
familiar pond, lake, etc., whoever is guiding or directing
you, from whatever point of the compass you approach,
the good fishing grounds are on the opposite side, neces-
sitating a long puU in a boat, and the boat, my experi-
ence dictates, mymemory suggests, is not always bmltlike
a duck, as though intended for use on the water, but more
like a dump-cart; sits on the water like a washtub, keeps
its course as easfly, is just about as sensible a thing to
puU, and usually has a porous bottom. This seems to be
the inexplicable fate at times of some fishermen, but being
an uncomplaining class such things all pass for sport.
W. C. Hubbell hooked a 14lbs, female landlocked

salmon at Lake Sunapee the 4th inst. Said to be the
largest female salmon ever taken there. Sylvanus In-
galls assisted in landing it. George Woodward a short
time previous took two of the same species weighing 81bs.
and lOlbs. respectively.

Dr. George H. Fowler, of Bristol, is still at his old
tricks. In five days at Newfound Lake last week he cap-
tured five trout, one each day, the two largest weighing
loUhs. and 201bs. The latter went to Boston friends.
The man has not yet appeared who can touch the Doctor's
success on Newfound, His position is secure at the head.

I wish to doff my hat to "Von W.," of Chaiiestown,
for his kind hints and criticism on Sunapee salmon and
bass. Payson.

ESCAPE AND CAPTURE.
Editor Forest and Stream:
A late article m your paper entitled "Escape and Cap-

ture" puts me in mind of a rather remarkable experience
I had this summer.

AVhile fishing on the waters of the Culasagee River, in
Macon county, N. C, durmg a blinding rain storm' I
made a cast close under a fall and hooked what promised
to be a very fine fish. The pool at the foot of the fall was
about 40yds. long, but was partially divided into two,
near the foot, by a ridge of rock that came within 6iu.
of the surface. The volume of water passing over the
falls made a very strong current the whole length of the
pool, and the very narrow ledge of rock, close up under
the falls, from which I struck my fish, made it a very
difficult matter for me to handle him to my notion. After
a very tierce fight, in which my mam object was to keep
the fish from getting over the ridge that divided the
pool, 1 found tltat the strength of the water added to
that of the trout was too much for my fight tackle, and I
was forced to aUow him to cross the bar. During the
fight he had leaped cleai' of the water two or three times
when I discovered that he was hooked on my top or
"bob" fiy, which I knew to be a brown hackle that had
done a good deal of service and could not be relied upon;
Just as I expected, as soon as he got over the ridge he
made a dive for the bottom, when the sudden slackening
of the line told me the sad truth that he was gone. It is
useless for me to tell fishermen what my thoughts were
at that moment.

I had hardly time, however, to formulate an address to
him before a savage tug at my line told me the father
of the trout family had taken a notion to sample my flies.

It soon became evident to me that I had now hooked no
common fi&h, and that if I was successful in capturing
him I would have something to brag about round the
camp-fire. Now commenced a fight the equal of which I
have never experienced in fishing for trout. For about
half an horn- he surged back and forward in the depths of
the pool, but very strangely never coming to the surface
so that I could get a ghmpse of him. By slow degrees I
worked my way along the ledge of rock on which I was
standing down to the ledge that divided the pool, gaining
line inch by inch. At last my labors, aided by my tough
little rod, appeared as if they were to be rewarded.
Slowly but very reluctantly the fish began to come toward
me, and at last a flash of silvery light under the water
gave me my first sight of him. With a sweep of the
landing net I had him safe.

But what was my surprise when a glance revealed the
fact that, instead of the monster that I had fondly thought
him to be, be proved to be a rainbow trout that would not
weigh more than Iflbs. The mystery was soon explained
by my discovery that he was firmly hooked close to the
tail, hence the fierce fighting he put up. But surprises
were not at an end, for when I looked closer I found from
the fresh scar on his mouth that he was the same fish I had
lost shortly before. I suppose that when he broke loose,
m diving to the bottom, the released line, meeting him
with a sudden jerk, had planted the tail-fly in him. Any-
how, if I did not get the father of the family, I had
had about three-quarters of an horn- of as wild sport as
any angler need want.
This stream was j)lanted with the rainbow trout some

5 years ago through the enterprise of Mr. Henry Stewart
of Highlands, N. C, and they have thrived so weU that
now about 75 per cent, of the fish caught for 10 miles
below where tney were planted belong to this breed.
Some very fine fish have been caught, weighing as high
as S^lbs., and that was two or three years ago. I have
noticed, however, that as the rainbows increase in num-
bers, the native speckled trout seem to decrease, and I
would like to know if the one is destroying the other.
Probably some of your correspondents might be able to
answer this.

The fishing has been very fine in western North Caro-
lina this summer. W. M. Beown,
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CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
[Fi-om a Staff Cot-respondent.]

The Chicago Fly-Casting Club.

Chicago, 111., Aug. 11.—^Last Wednesdaj^ afternoon
Mr. "Waters ajid myself were trying to get even with the
world by taking a cup of coffee at the Guatemala build-
ing, on the south shore of the "north pond" of the lagoon
a.t the World's Fair. This is just opposite the Walton
lodge, and as we sat we could see the members at work
in their casting, this being the tenth club contest. It was
Waltonian day, but the Waltonian tournament was post-
poned. From our position we saw the best of the work
done. The first caster, Mr. Isgrigg, we mentioned to
each other as being of pretty good form in his work, and
we liked his rod, which seemed quick and steelly. Foot
by foot his fly crawled out, and we saw it go past the 70ft.

float, and we knew, even at our distance, that he had
done good work.
Next we recognized Mr. Babcock at the score, and if he

will forgive us, we thought he had a little too much arm
push to just suit us, though he seemed to get out some
line. Then we recognized also Mr. Goodsell, and we
criticised him some, and thought his rod was too slow in
its action, and allowed he couldn't cast a little bit.

Then we went over to the club house and found that
Mr. B. W. GoodseU, who we thought couldn't cast, had
won first for distance, retaining the club medal for dis-

tance he won last week. Mr. Goodsell cast 75ft., and we
foimd the slow rod he was using was a heavy tournament
Kosmic, which wasn't particular how far it cast. Mr.
Isgrigg had out 75ft. with his rod (the make of which I
could not learn), but he failed to recover his line. Mr.
Isgrigg, however, won the club medal for accuracy and
delicacy, taken last week by Mr. W. H. Babcock. Last
week was Mr. Babcock's busy day, for he also won then
the medal for accuracy and distance in bait-casting. Mr.
W. E. Wilkinson won the latter this time.

A Congress of Fisheries.

On the grounds we met Capt. Collins, Chief of Fisheries,
who said, in regard to the proposed meeting of anglers
and fishermen next month:

' 'I can now announce definitely the dates of Sept. 19
and 20 as established for the Congress of Fisheries. This
I have called in the interest of all sorts of legitimate fish-

ing, fish protection and fish jiropagation. We hope to
have it not only a collection of scientific men, fishcultur-
ists, etc., but also a collection of anglers. I hope all

clashing interests may be united for that date and this
purpose, and trust that harmony and good fellowship will
prevail to make the occasion one long to be remembered
by all taking part in it. This is a season of congresses of
all sorts, and we want to have one right here as good as
any. In view of the probable importance of this meeting,
the opening tournament of the Chicago Fly-Casting Club
wiU be held then."

Possible Looseness of a Screw
By the way, Forest and Stream had received no notifi-

cation of this club meeting, althougli its representative is

a duly paid up member of the club. My friend, Mr.
Davidson, the secretary, however, tells me the notice was
mailed, and I believe him.
There was a toui-nament committee meeting last week,

however, of which Forest and Stream of course received
no notice. That would be asking too much courtesy. In
regard to some of these things I am inclined to think there
may be a screw loose. Let us see.

Last week's committee meeting was called by the
president. The president had no notice sent Forest and
Stream or its representative, though the latter is a regu-
lar paid member. All members were excluded. It was
a star session meeting. But it leaked.
The president is Mr, Strell. Mr. StreU is employed on

a Chicago sporting paper. That paper goes to press
Tuesdays, By calhng meetings for Monday evening or
Tuesday before evening the president, in his capacity as
employe of the Chicago paper, coidd (if Forest and
Stream had no more resources than the Chicago paper
has) either come out a week ahead of Forest and Stream
with each club report or cause the latter and better paper
a little trouble. The records of the club will show that
the president, in his capacity as employe of the Chicago
paper, has always caUed his meetings with one eye on
Forest and Stream's publication day. In other words,
he has constantly used an ofiicial position for busiaess
purposes. In journalism this is considered unpro-
fessional. I do not know of any other paper which would
do that. I do not now happen to have among my friends
a newspaper man who would do tliat. It is out of form.

Couldn't Beat Her.

But beat Forest and Stream? Oh, no, not in a thous-
and yeai-s. Not even by a specially guarded star chamber
session.

Forest and Stream, neither East nor West, can be or
will be beaten on any matter of news it wants to get.
There is no concern about that. It takes newspaper work
to do that. You can't beat her. But that isn't it.

Can Beat the Club,

You can't beat Forest and Stream, but you can hurt
the Chicago Fly-Castmg Club, You can hurt it, damage
it, practically destroy it, make it a by-word and a term
of scorn among gentlemen. This can be done easily. It
can be done by conduct such as the above by any one of
its oflicers. It can be done by prostituting the ioterests
of the club to individual interests.
Now, I have the story of this last committee meeting,

which belonged of right not only to me, but to each and
every member of the club. It would only harm the club
to publish it verbatim. I would rather not revert to it at
all, but fear I must. In brief, the president, for what
reason I do not learn and cannot imagine, took occasion
to state, from his position in the chair (though whether
ia his capacity as club ofiicer or paper employe I cannot
say), that he "did not wish to be compared ia any way to
the Forest and Stream representative; there was no
comparison; he did not compare himself in any way with
the Forest and Streajm representative."
Thanks. But now, after all, when one calmly thinks

the thing over, isn't that one of the things one would
rather have left unsaid? For the sake of the club, isn't
that one of the things far better left unsaid? Even if it
had been the case—which it never was—that the Forest
AND Stream had ever begun the odious game of compari-

sons personal, would it not have been far better, for the
club's sake, to leave such boyish foolishness rmsaid,
whether in regard to this member or any other member,
whether at a star chamber or any other session? Would
it not have been better, if the president in his personal
capacity felt that he could not lick the Forest and Stream
man in a news way or any other way, to wait till the
latter came under the window, and then pour water on
him, or call him real mean?
Forest and Stream will not scrabble in the dirt for

pennies with any one. It will get what news it wants to
get, and cut out news it does not think useful for its

purposes. It will be always a newspaper more than able
to hold its own, but it will be a newspaper conducted in a
gentlemanly way. If I should set about it, I could, per-
haps, in my journalistic capacity, say as unkind and
harsh things as the president of the Chicago Fly-Casting
Clvib did in his presidentio-journalistic way. But I do
not think it right to do so. One of the worst results of
that would be still further damage to the best interests of
the Chicago Fly-Casting Club, an organization which,
while its late mistakes and misfoi'tunes have been numer-
ous enough, is still a body potential for usefulness in a
worthy line of sport. The club numbers- over fifty mem-
bers. Perhaps among these a wider interest could be
created if a. wider and less jealous disposition were shown
on the part of a few. This club, in common with all

other sportsmen's clubs in this day of dignity and worth
in sport, owes to itself a dignified purpose and a living up
to it. It owes to itself dignified and parhamentary meet-
ings, not egotistic and wholly unparliamentary ramblings
from the chair. It owes itself a dignified and hearty
comradery, not bickerings and jealousies, at its field

meets. It owes to itself the keeping of every promise it

makes. First of all, it should make to itself the promise
of generous and chivalrous fellowship, indoors or out of
doors, ia competition or out of competition. The woiid is

old, and will grow older. It is not all on our shoulders.
Let the other fellow live—especially if he's going to do it

anyhoM^.
That's the way to make a good club, a club whose news

the public will like to read.

What They Read.
Meantime, the members of the club, and everybody else

who wants the angling news, here and all over the cotin-
try, and also the literature of the kindly sport treated in
an intelligent and modern way, continue to read Forest
AND Stream, which has set its standard high, and which
keeps the promises it has made itself.

Forest and Stream has a larger circulation in Chicago
than any sporting paper published. It is more quoted. It
is more read. It is more respected. It is more believed.

"Along the Line."

Aug. 1£.—The Wisconsin Central Eailway has this sea-
son issued a neat and useful angling hand book, which it

calls "Along the Line." The information is brief, but is

based on actual knowledge of the spots named. AH the
old favorites of the Fox Lake system are named, and then
the scene shifts to the far North and the pine woods coun-
try. The hardly known chain of lakes near Fifield are
mentioned. To read the little book makes one a bit un-
easy for a fish. It is thought to be more reliable than the
ordinary railway flamer.

Low Waters.
The Illinois, Kankakee, Fox and other rivers hereabout

are at exceptionally low stage of water. Fishing has,
however, been good of late. Mr. E. B. Organ took seven-
teen fine bass on the Kankakee last Saturday, near Mak-
saw-ba club. The small-mouths are just beginning their
campaign in Fox Eiver district, so says our friend Mr.
Kenyon, lately back from a week's trip, E. Hough.

90D Secdbitt Building, Chicago.

MICHIGAN, MY MICHIGAN.— III.

"Birds of Michigan."

Lansing, Aug. 1,—Prof. Cook, of the Michigan Agricul-
tural College, has just published a most excellent little

book entitled "The Birds of Michigan." The book is well
worth a place in the library of any of our bird-loving
people. It is the only work that has been published for
many years upon this subject that especially interests
Michigan ornithologists.
The bird fauna of Michigan seems to be constantly

changing, and it requires close application and abundant
opportunity for the study of bii'd life to keep fairly well
posted upon the subject. Prof. Cook has been an enthu-
siastic student of ornithology for many years. He is a
lifelong resident of our State, has been a close and accu-
rate observer of bird life since boyhood, and in his work
at the State college has probably had better opportunities
for the study and investigation of our birds than any otlier
ornithologist in Michigan. The book is published as Bul-
letin No. 94 of the Michigan Agricultural College, and is

creditable alike to its able author and to the State. As I
understand it, the book is not for sale; but a few copies
have been published, and they are intended for purely
scientific work. It is to be hoped that Prof. Cook may
see his way clearly to publish an edition that will be
placed on sale. Such a work is of great value and the
demand for it would be large.

At Niagara River.

Mr. A. H. Whitehead has just returned from a fishing
tour to the mouth of Niagara Eiver. His fishing partner
was Mr. Charles Clark, of Buft'alo, N. Y. Mr. Clark often
visits Lansing and when he is here the feasting and fes-
tivities at the Whitehead cottage, at Pine Lake, are some-
thing to be long remembered. The two lone fishermen
first caught their minnows, or chubs, in the rapids in the
river above the falls, and they claim that the minnow
fishing is the most exciting part of the entire business.
The water runs so swift that it is all one's life is worth to
anchor the boat in the stream and fish for minnows. The
smalL-mouth bass were plenty and bit well. They are
more gamy than our Michigan smaU-mouth and fight the
battle to the end. Lake trout of five to ten pounds weight
would now and then jump out of water near the boat, but
they refused to take the bait. The smaU-mouth bass were
taken in forty or fifty feet of water, and when they took
the bait they started for the surface and would often turn
a summersault in the air before striking the water again.
The two, fishing from the same boat, caught twenty-three
smaU-mouth bass Monday evening. Ducks, locally known
as cowiaes, were jjlenty on the river. The ducks seemed

to be well contented and at home, and quite tame, Mr.
' Whitehead shot a cormorant, or water tm-key, at Pine
Lake this spring.

Fishing with Floats.

I
Pap Fillmore had it put to him rather strong that his

fishing Avith tin can floats was a direct violation of the

j

Michigan fish law. Pap don't like to be known as a law-
breaking fisherman, so he called upon Attorney-General
Ellis for authority in the matter. The attorney-general
has had occasion to look up the law very carefully, and
he gives it as his opinion, that there is no law that pro-
hibits fishing with fioats or bobs, in any of the waters of
Michigan. Tlie last act of the fish law of this State, in
no way applies to fishing with floats or bobs, which are
not in any way connected as set lines. The attorney-gen-
eral has published an opinion upon this point, in the case
of Major Winans, who was arrested for fishing through
the ice with bobs, in a small lake in Livingston county,
and that method of fishing was held to be strictly legal.
Game Warden Hampton is an attorney, and according
to his views of the fish law, the fishing with any line
fastened, or set, or tied, and not constantly held in the
hand, whether attached to a rod fastened to a boat, or
stuck in the mud, or fastened between stones on the banks
of a stream, would be legally understood to be set lines.
It was decided that the game Avarden was not correct,
and Major Winans was declared not guilty. A set line
as the Jaw intends, is a line with a number of baited
hooks attachtd, and the fine then placed in the water
and fastened at each end, and intended to be left in the
water for some length of time and not requiring the im-
mediate attention of the fisherman. It was held that to
fish with a tin can, or a bottle, or coi-k, or with any other
floating substance, whether fastened to a line or left to
float in the water by itself, was not a violation of the
law. With the attorney-general as his backer. Pap Fill-
more feels that his case is fully vindicated, and that he is

not liable to be arrested as a law-breaker, for fishing
with tin can floats. Julian.

SOME MICHIGAN FISHING.
Bass fishing around Lansing just at present is like a

faded flower; and he is a lucky man who can catch a
string of the beauties. Pine Lake, where such large
catches were made during April and May, has yielded
very few up to date, but they are biting a Uttle freer at
present than the past eight weeks; and in two or three
weeks, bass fishing will be good again.
At Grand Ledge, fly-fishing for bass is all the go, and

there large strings are caught thus in that manner.
Pefhaps the most lucky among them is Geo. Coryell,

who may be seen any day with rod and flies whii^pingthe
river below the Seven Islands; it is t-aid by those who
know him that he would rather fish than eat; it certainly
looks that way.
There are fishermen who fish in reality and others who

fish at home. Lansing has one of these in the shape of a
doctor, who, by the way, has everything a sportsman
wants, and who is as fond of talking and showing his
tackle and guns as one who spends his time in camping.
He is a great lover of all kinds of outdoor sports and
never tires of talking about them; he reads all the papi rs
that treat of sporting life, and Forest and Stream is his
favorite. A camp that could have the doctor as one of
the party would never be lonesome, for he is one of the
jolUest of the jolly,

Mr. B. Sumner and the writer have made several trips
in a folding canvas boat from this city to Grand Ledge,
which by water is about twenty-five miles; and success on
the road was very good , but as the water is rather low,
there wfll be no more tvips until fall, wlien the river will
have risen so as to allow the boat to float without taking
off the canvas from the ribs. There is no fun in carrying
a boat fifteen out of twenty-five miles, even if it does fold
up.

Many Lansing people are camping at the World's.
Fair or at Park and Pine lakes; many others who would
like to, cannot, for then." cash is camping in banks which
have closed their doors to the public.
Pike (or as known here, pickerel) fisliing is very good;

and it is the only fish that is fit to eat caught in Grand
Eiver around Lansing, for now the bass are grubby.
Since aU the sewerage from the cities above Lansing and
of Lansing empties into the Grand, and the water is

filthy, it is a wonder that the people on the river below
Lansing are alive, for the filth lies half the length of the
dam, is a foot thick in places, and the stench is awful.
Whether it is this or the use of bombs to kill fish is not
known, but there is any amount of dead fish along the
banks above Delta. Jason Nichols says he is going to
enforce the law in regard to illegal fishing; and that is

just what the sportsmen want done. Monte Christo,

Salmon in the Connecticut.

HOLYOKE, Mass., Aug. 13,-1 think the dream of Mr.
Charles Hallock, of salmon once more rujining uj) to their
old beds on the Connecticut can in a measure be realized,
if he will do the writing and you the printing, and help,
as you so well know how, with the voice of i'oREST and
Stream, It is a fact which seems unknown to the public
at large, that there has been a large number of salmon in
the pool below the Holyoke dam every summer for several
yeai-s. Three years that I know of they have been there.
This year they seemed as j)lenty as ever—nice large ones.
Now, what is wanted is a way for the fish—not a "fish-
way," for we have that now. The Water Power Co, are
to buUd a new stone dam here, I think, if a few of the
many able writers for the Forest and Stream will ask,
and keep on asking, and then ask some more, that we will
have a way for the salmon to get to the old bed at Hadley.
Once get them over the dam here and all dams above will
soon be fixed. I think it worth trying for. Raymond.

Canadian Salmon Fishing.

Tadousac, p. Q,, Canada, Aug, 2,—Salmon fishing with
me this season has been a failure, all on account of such a
heated term such as 1 never experienced ia Canada.
Thermometer from 80° to 90

', temj)erature of water 7;^°,

at which point or even much below salmon wiU not take
a fly, Walter M. Beackett.

The. Forest and Stream is put to press each week on Tues
day. Coi-resporulcnee intended foi- pvAjlicndon shmld reach
un at the latest hy Monday, and as much curlier asxiracticahla
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BOSTON AND MAINE.
Boston, Aug. 14.—It is not veryiDleasingtothe genuine

fisherman, the angler who loves angling in re&Uty, to re-

flect that his favorite trout waters are to-day the lounging
place of the vacationist, the daAvcUing fisherman, who
fishes only because it is fashionable. But such is the case.

Nearly all of the celebrated trout waters of Maine and
the Provinces, not under the control of anglers' clubs, are
to-day overloaded with vacationists and would-be sports-

men. This sort of vacation is becoming more pojjular
every year. Even the more distant and inaccessible re-

sorts are crowded with visitors of the vacation stamp this

year. They fish a lil tie because it is the thing to do. The
most of the men are armed with rifles and shotgims, and
alas for the fate of some of the game birds and game
animals! There is far too much shooting out of season.
The hotel and camp keepers wink at this. Their guests
shoot, and because they are their guests they are not com-
plained of. The guides make no complaint, if they are
employed, and it is only by the employing of guides
that these vacation sportsmen can mjure the game
much. Deer are moi-e plenty than ever in Maine
this year, but it is a fact that they are not
as jilenty around these resorts even though in the
depths of the forests and far from settleuaents, as
they are nearer the settlements, and in localities

where these vacationists do not go. Deer are being
seen in the fields and in the near vicinity of settlements
to a most remarkable extent this season. The only condi-
tions seem to be that there are woods and mountains in
the near vicinity, and that the residents have not killed
them off or dogged them out of the country. The usual
silly items are beginning to appear in the Maine papers,
about Mr, So-and-So's beans being destroyed by deer, or
that the oats of Mr. Thus-and-So are all eaten up by deer.
Usually these items are followed by the suggestion that
the local game warden be called upon to take care of liis

deer. Such nonsense does not have much weight, be-
yond the showing of the sentiment that jDrevails against
one of the most wonderful game supplies that exists in the
world—wonderful because it has sprung up where there
was next to nothing only a few years ago, for the simple
reason that dogging and crusting and shooting in the
midst of the breeding has been partially stoioped by a code
of wholesome game laws.
Ex-Governor John D. Long.of Massachusetts, and party

is at the Rangeleys for a short vacation. The G-overnor
was reared in Oxford county, in that State, and the love
of the line and rod was a part of his early education. He
takes a fishing trip or two every year. Governor Russell,
of Massachusetts has been taking a yachting trip with
Mr. Bayard Thayer, the owner of the beautiful Birch
Lodge camps at the liead of Richardson Lake, in Maine.
Mr. Thayer has been in Japan all of the season till of
late. Doubtless he, with his friends, the Governor and
Mr. Herbert Leeds, will make a faU trip to the old sport-
ing grounds. Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Kennard, Master Ralph
Kenna,rd and Miss Edith Kennard, with Mrs. Col. Mat-
thews, all of Boston, are on a trip to Eustis, Me., where
they wUl take in Tim Pond and Round Mountain Lake.
Mr. and Mi-s. F. S. Dexterand Miss Addie Schirmerare about
startingon their annual trip toKennebago. They have spent
several weeks of August and September at that lake for a
number of years, ilr. Dexter is now a resident of Dix-
field. Me., but was formerly well known in the paint and
oil trade of Boston. Mr. Hal. Haskell, son of E. B. Has-
kell, one of the senior proprietors of tlie Boston Herald,
with some of his friends will soon start on a trip of some
weeks to Camp AUerton Lodge, on Mooselucmaguntic
Lake.
A funny story of a big trout comes from the Maine

papers, and whether true or not, it is too good for the
FoKEST AND STREAM to lose. It is about a Canadian
Frenchman who has lately taken a big trout at the Upper
Darn. In telling the story the Frenchman said: "O
sacre! He was a dinger. When me cut his head out and
his gut off, and throwed the rest away, he weighed lOlbs.

and 13in. He'll nearly broke me back off!" Special.

and silver seen for a single instant as the whirling waters are cut by
one of these trout as he makes a rush from his lurking place for some
chance morsel which is being borne past him. The western trout are
rai-ely as shy as their relati': es of eastern waters, and because of their
numbers and the consequent scarcity of food are apt to be less fas-
tidious; yet, even when most abundant, due caution must be used if

one would be successful, and not every one can catch trout, even in
the west. With the proper care in concealing one's self, a pool may
be almost decimated ere the alarm will be taken, and I have seen
fifteen fair-sized trout taken from a single small pool in quick
succession.

Spokane Waters.
Spokane, Wash., Aug. 4.—Some of our fishermen,

notably among them Mr. V. H. Brown, make good catches.
The Spokane River has been, and is now, a splendid

stream for what is known in this section as rainbow trout.
In fact I have never seen any other of the trout species
caught in the river above Spokane, trout weighing 12 and
141bs. are frequently taken, while those from 1 to 51bs.

are of common occurrence. The great mystery is how it

is possible that a stream fished so thoroughly could have
so many big fish. One theory is that it is supplied from
Lake Coeur d'Alene, about 30 miles above Spokane, but
this can hardly be the fact, as they must come over Post
Falls, which is about 30ft. high. The fishing in Lake CcBur
d'Alene is good at all times, and the tributaries of the
lake, St. Joe River and the Coeur d'Alene River afford
splendid sport. Below Spokane salmon are taken; early
in the season they rim up the small tributaries to the
springs. I have seen them in shoal water so they could
be shot with a rifle At the mouth of the Little Spokane
they will rise to a spoon hook, 15 and 201bs. fellows.
The lakes within a short distance of Spokane, Fish

Lake, Hayden Lake, Lake Pend d'OreiUe, etc., offer
sport which cannot be equalled for those fond of lishing.

A. B. Keeler.

Given A Niche.

This note, with the sketch, was sent
to us by the late Dr. E. Sterling, of
Cleveland

:

Looking over an old scrap-book
to-day I came across the inclosed
character, having varied it a little

by adding to the creel and "string"
a few more fingerlings and placing
our hero in a niche. It is the work
of some correspondent of a New
York daily, who, as a tenderfoor,
undoubtedly was describing for his

paper what to him was a veritable
"Leather Stocking" of the trout
streams, lauding him for skill in
these words: "This evening I no-
ticed his stalwart form as he passed
the veranda of the hotel. Going up
to him we carefully examined his
outfit, which was truly original, but
more particularly did we regard the
large string of speckled beauties
that hung by his side and filled his
basket, making, as he informed us,

the last of his catch of fourteen
hundred within the last two weeks.
We immediately hu-ed him as our
g-uide for the next day,"

NEW CALIFORNIA FISHES.
A SPINY box fish was captured near San Pedro and has

been described by Prof. Carl H. Eigenmann in the Ameri-
can Naturalist, and afterward, in the Proceedings of the
National Museum. The specimen is now preserved inWashington.

Dr. Jordan has described in the Proceedings mentioned,
a new variety of the red-throated trout which he calls
Saliiio inykiss aguu-bunita, tlie golden trout of Kern
River. The name agiia-honita is derived from that of the
Agua Bonita Falls, near which the tyjie sjiecimens were
found.
The golden ti-out is a very handsome black-spotted form

with a broad scarlet band along the side, the back olive,
and the belly light golden. There is no crimson blotch
between the branches of the lower Jaw as in other varie-
ties of the rcd-tliroated trout. The dark spots are limited
cliiefly to the tail and the hinder part of the body.

Dr. Jordan believes this is the same trout described by
Mr-. Henshaw in the following extract:

This is the common "brook trout" of the small mountain streams
of the Pacific slope, and up to an altitude of 9,0U0ft. it is the rare ex-
ception to find a suitable stream that is not well stocked with it. Upon
many of them, as the tributaries of the South Fork of the Kern River,
these trout are found in very great abundance, each pool and rapid
numbering its finny denizens by the score. They may be taken in any
sort of weather, at any hour of the day, by almost any kind of bait.
During the heat of the day they frequent almost entirely the deeper
pools, lying under overshadowing rocks or in the shade of some con-
venient log. Id early morning or late afternoon they come out and
run more into the shallows and rapids, under which circumstances
they bite best and furnish the finest sport. Like the average brook

kmd, and has been w ell called the "Golden Trout." In this respect,
however, it is subject to the usual variations obtaining in the family,
the change of color notonly accompanying a difference in locality,
but being plamly discernible in individuals taken in different parts of
the same stream not far distant. In fact, as a specific character,
color in this family seeius to be at its lowest value. The character of
the bottom and water itself has much to do with this, and 1 remem-
ber to have fished in a small rivulet on one ot the subalpine
meadows not far from Mount AVhiluey, whose sluggish waters flowed
over a bottom of dark mud, in which the color ol: the trout simulated
very closely its hue; they had lost nearly all the Hashing iridescent
lints characterizing, the same species caught hut a re\\' hoius before
in another stream, and had ijecome dull aud sorubre hiicJ. Accom-
panying tliis change of color uasa correspdiidirigly noticeable differ-
ence in habit s and motions, and the several dozen tr.;.ut can gbi that

- evening for supper were taken out w uh tiie huoU with the display of
very little more gameuess lUan u ould be noticed in so many horne^
pout. On the contrary, Ld ilic clear rapid current of the iuoimtai"
Stream, a dash of suuhght is seai cels qmcker than the gleam of goP

d
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"TROUT HOGS."

Cleaning Out Skaneateles Lake.
Special State Game Protector E. D. Crossley, of Scott,

and his assistant, Jeff J. Brown, of Glen Haven, made a
trip down the Skaneateles Lake, Tuesday. Within two
miles of Glen Haven, on the east shore, they captured
two square dii) nets; at Pray's Point they found a sum-
mer sojourner, whose home is in IMichigan, shooting bass;
at Mandana, a new 25-rod gill-net was captured, which
was burned by Brown when' the men arrived in this vil-

lege. Crossley and Brown also allege that at the Skane-
ateles end of the lake they found two parties catching
perch, suckers and other fish with nets, contrary to law.
Warrants were sworn out agiiinst all the parties found
fishing illegally, and suits for penalties will follow. Two
villagers against whom charges are made say they_ were
only catching bait, which they claim they have a right to
do.

—

Skaneateles (iV. Y.) Free Press, Aug. 4.

Namingf tbe Day.
Omaha, Neb., Aug. 2.—A man who loves the sport of

fishing, has the means of reaching in one night the
"happy fishing groimds" of four States and has his busi-
ness in such shape that he cannot leave, is not to be
blamed if semi-occasionally he loses conti-ol of himself
and declares life to be a delusion and work abominable,
prefixing and affixing to these declarations sundry words
not used in polite society or a first-class journal like ours.
From the 15th of May up to the present time, various

dates have been fixed for our start, but as the time has

CHAINED TO BUSINESS?
Can't go fishing? Do the next best thing. Read about it In th

" Forest and Stream."

drawn near we have been compelled to lay aside all hope
of being in readiness, until at last the partner|of our hopes
and joys, and likewise our outing trips, had packed tackle
boxes, rods, nets and all the other impedimenta imder a
lot of winter underclothing in the bottom of the deepest
chest.

E. Hough's letter of July 11 (may he enjoy many, many
more such camps and write of them) when read to the
mistress must have touched her, for I foimd the chest un-
locked and a sightly little split-bamboo where it could
easily be reached. Perhaps a box of toothsome pike
shipped by express from Spirit Lake had a httle to do
with it; at any rate my trusty lancewood is where I can
see it a dozen times a day; and it is a fact that another
date is actually set.

Our ten-yeax-old, under the guidance and tuition of his
grandsire, is finding a goodly number of the largest pike
in Spirit Lake, and his letters setting forth his achieve-
ments are—well, I am happy to say he will make a first-

rate fisherman if he keeps on.
Three in a boat one day last week, on the north shore of

Spirit Lake, in pa,rt of the forenoon hooked 50 large fish,

mostly pike, but with a sprinkling of croppy, rock and
silver bass, and one or two nice pickerel; and the
beauty of it is that a catch of this kind can be .taken to
the lodge and not a bone wasted, all being prepared for
the table or shipped to distant friends.
Such tales from our friends there and in FOKEST AND

Stream set us to dreaming and yoit may say wailing, for
this wail is from the heart of one who longs to leave
sooty, dusty air and hot, paved streets for the crisp, brac-
ing wind froQi ten miles of water and a soft rocking in a
good cedar boat, with an occasional, only an occasional,
bite, just to remind him that his hooks are outboard—and
he is pretty near heavenly bhss. John Peabody.

Washington Notes.

A SUNFISH, or mola, has attracted much attention^in
Center Market. It was shipped from Washington, North
Carolina, by Mr. J. D. Cordon, who, in announcing its
capture, described it as having the appearance of a black
bear. The specimen measures 3ft. lOin. in length, and
probably weighs more than 1501bs. Mola is from the
latin, meaning millstone. Headfish is another name
appilied to the species in allusion to the all-head appear-
ance of the creature.
The ocean sunfish is found in aU temperate and^tropical

seas, and takes this last name from its habit of coming to
the surface of the sea in calm weather, lying there on one
side, sleeping or basking in the sun, and lazily floating
with the tide. Dr. Goode observes that they feed upon
jelly-fish or sun-squalls found floating at the surface.
The flesh of the mola is not used as food, but an oil, good
for sprains and bruises, is extracted from it. The fish is
easily approached and many are harpooned by the
fishermen on our East Atlantic coast in summer, when
they appear more or less numerouslj^ The size attamed
by the mola is something enormous. About one year ago
one was received at the National Museum, from the New
Jersey coast, which weighed fuUy 4:001bs. , and more have
been frequently recorded. The skeleton of the mola is

composed of non-ossified bone, which is soft like cartilage,
making it one of the most difficult subjects for the
osteologist.

Mr. C. C. Nutting of the Iowa State University, with a
party of students recently passed through Washington on
their way to Iowa City. Mr. Nutting and a party had a
three months cruise in the West Indies, sailing from
Baltimore, where they made collections in natural
history. An unusually pleasant time was had and many
interesting forms of marine animals were secured for the
museum.

Several members of the Washington Anglers' Club
have been catching bass. Frogs, small ones, are the baiit

used. The fish will not look at a minnow. Lots of bass
are to be seen in the river and good sport is predicted for
September. Bart,

Long Island Bluefish.

Large schools of bluefish are reported off Eockaway
and Fire Island Beach. A boat from Sayville caught 64
on Saturday troUing. Weight from (3 to lOlbs. each.

"POEEST AND STEEAM" FISHING POSTALS
Send us a postal card report of your oion luck, your partiier's luck,

your neighbor's luck, your father-in-law's luck. And—her luck.

On THE Al Foster.—New York, Aug. 12.—All this
week passengers on steamer Al Foster and Angler caught
plenty of large flukes, 1 to iilbs. , sea bass from ^ to 71bs.

;

many individual catches of 20 to 30.

Catt. Al Foster.

Staten Island.—Tottenville, N, Y., Aug. 12,—No fish
to be reported, except at Sandy Hook, where fluke and
bluefish are taken in large quantities by casting from the
beach. John T, Hawkins.

East Branch, N. Y., Aug. 11.—Trout fishing in this
vicinity very poor, but the bass fishing is very good. Mr.
Frank Hermes caught six this morning in two hours
fishing, the average weight being l:J:lbs.

John E. O'Mara.

Washington, Aug. 11.—The weakfish, or salt water
trout, are biting splendidly now in the lower Potomac
and Chesapeake Bay. Some good strings have been
caught. Several camping parties from Washington and
Baltimore are at Point Lookout, Md., taking advantage
of the fine sport. E. O. D.

Greenwood Lake (Lakeside Hotel), N. J., Aug. 11.

—

Fishing has been fine this last week. Dr. E. Vanden-
henden caught an Oswego bass on the 9th that weighed
6.Hbs. heavy, besides bringing in 4 or 5 others. Mr.
Harry Barry, of Passaic, N. J., caught k!3 bass, casting a
frog, on the night of Aug. 9, largest weighing 4Hbs.,
average 24-lbs. Messrs. Eogers, Dmkleberg and Foi-bes
have also made some fine catches. E, L, Patterson.

Florissant, Col., Aug. 10.—Sheriff" BeU and Conductor
J. J. Wilber, of this jjlace, have arrived home from a
three days' fishing trip on Goose Creek. They brought in
512 fine trout. S. T. 8.
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F IXTU RES.
DOG SHOWS,

Aug. 80 to Sept. 2.—Blue Grass Kennel Club, at Lexington, Ky. Mr.
Roger Williams, Sec'y- Entries close Aug. 2,3.

Sept. 11 to 15,—Toronto, Canada. C. A. Stone. Sec'y- Entries close

Aug. ,31.

—Sept. 19 to 22.—Mount Holly, N. J. H. I. Budd, SecY. Entries close

Sept. 11.

Sept. 19 to 23.—Rhode Island State Fair Ass'n at Narragansett Park.
D. C. Collins, Sec'y. Entries close Sept. 4.

Sept. 19 to ^.—World's Fair, Chicago. W. I. Buchanan, Chief Dept
of Agriculture.

Sept. 26 to 29.—Ottawa, Canada, Alfred Geddes, Sec'y.

Oct, 3 to 6.—Minneapolis K. C, at Minneapolis. H. T.Van Duster, Sec.

FIELD TRIALS.

Sept. 4.—Northwestern Field Trial Club's second annual trials, Man-
itoba. Thos. Johnson, Sec'y, Winnipeg.
Sept. 12.—Manitoba Field Trials Club's Trials, Souris, Manitoba. R.

J, Gallaugher, Sec'y, Winnipeg.
Oct, 30,—National Beagle Club trials, at Nanuet, N. Y. Geo. Laick,

Tarrytown, N. Y., Secretary.
Nov. 6.—United States Field Trials aub's Pall Trials, Bicknell, Ind.

P. T. Madison, Sec'y, Indianapolis.
Nov. 6.—New England Beagle Club triaJa. W. S. Clark, Linden,

Mass., Secretary.
Nov. 7.—International Field Trial Club's Fourth Trials, Ciiatham,

Ont. W. B. AVells, Sec'y, Chatham.
Nov. 15.—Ohio Field Trial Club's Second Trials, Canton, O. 0. "V.

Lellinger, Sec'y.
Nov. 15.—American Field Trial Club Trials, at Carlisle, Ind. W. J.

Beck, Sec'y, Columbus. Ind.
Nov. 20.—Eastern Field Trial Club's Trials, at Newton, N, C. Mem-

bers' Stake Nov, 16, W. A. Coster, Sec'y.

1894.

Jan. 29,—Southern Field Trial Club's Trials, New Albany, Miss. T.

M. Brumby, Sec'y, Marietta, Ga.
Feb. 19.—United States Field Trials Club's Spring Trials, Grand

Junction, Tenn. P. T. Madison, Sec'y, Indianapolis, Ind,

The Type of Great Danes.
BY A. H. HEPPNEK.

iContinuedfrom page lOSd

It is to be regretted that Mr. Mii,ss-Arnolt never foTind
the time to fully explain his decisions, because being an artist

he has the advantage of illustrating what he desires and
why he puts type first. I decline to state here what I would
have done as a Judge in a competition between Melac and
Wenzel. But I do not believe that there was any necessity
for the competition of these two dogs at the New York and
Baltimore shows. I thiuk that possibly a better representa-
tive of Mr. Arnolt's conception of a great Dane might have
been selected in a diiferent dog than Wenzel. Undoubtedly,
there are times when extreme measures are justifiable, such
as T consider were required in 1891 at Chicago, when among
53 dogs shown only a half dozen great Danes could be
picked, the balance being indifferent, short-coated big dogs.
On such occasions I believe the judges justified in going
rather to the extreme and selecting typical dogs, though
small, in preference to big dogs that have apparently no
breeding.
In New York in 1893 there was a good class, possibly a re-

action on the condition in Chicago, and I do not believe that
extreme measures were judicious.
There has been no occasion on which different German

and English ideas in regard to dogs have clashed more in-

tensely than at the show at Barn Elms, in 1887, to which I
heard one of our best all-around judges refer as being
present. He will know best whether the following critique
taken from a German paper as to that show is correct.
"Long before my report," says the German critic, "is in

your po.ssession you will have heard 07i dit about the judging
or rather misjudging of great Danes by the English judge,
Mr. Groom. In Germany, as you know, we do not prize size,

but we prize the dog that combines quality with size, if

possible. But you. prize quality flr.stand look for a specimen
as large as possible with that quality. With you a dog hav-
ing a thick, curled stern with a round head, could not, if

ever so large, ever so graceful and ever so symmetrically
built, get a first prize. I hope you will adhere to that modus
operandi, only thus can Germany keep the lead and achieve
grand results, while England, thanks to her present system,
will remain a good customer in buying your second-rate
dogs and making champions of them. Another reason for
great disappointment to German exhibitors is the positive
neglect as to clean color. A yellow dog with brown mark-
ings and red nose, by the name of Diego, received a fourth
prize and second special. Breeders do not seem to under
stand here that you have to keep solid color, brindles and
harlequins separate. Even if vou do not judge them in
special classes you must keep them separate in breeding so
as to avoid dirty colors by mixing whole-colored dogs of
different kinds among each other. A black and tan dog is
not alone useless for breeding but a positive damage to our
purpose, which is to breed typical dogs of size, with clear,
well defined colors. In the challenge class for dogs and-
bitches Vendetta received a first prize. Her head is too long,
snipy, she is not clean enough in throat, and her stern is

carried too high. She may be the best of her class, but she
is not a dog of the first order. After her comes Cedric the
Saxon and third Cid Campeador, vnth too thick a stern and
long hair at that, he is too short in body and stands on the
joint of his toes like a greyhound. In the open class, first
prize went to a brindle dog, Paramount, second and two
specials to Leon, a. yellow dog with an abundance of dewlap,
badly carried tail and snipy and cheeky; third prize to Sea
King, a harlequin who stands straight behind, has a thick
tail, but is good in head and color; fourth, Diego, with
wrong colors, red nose, abundance of throat, thick tail badly
carried. After him was put Achille, a very good yellow
specimen of Herr Messter's. He gets an he, and special for
best dog owned by a foreigner. All other dogs of Messter's
had to be contented with he. and c."
I will omit the balance, which are described in about the

same manner as the former dogs, and take only, as the worst
part of the judging, the award of second prize to Countess
VYarwick. She is very cheeky, and her hak- at least 2in.
long, of wrong texture, and has a thick tail. She is a mon-
grel and yet she received a special prize, while Messter's EUy
got a vhc. The article closes with the advice to send to Eng-
land only flesh, bone and .sinew. In a different journal I find
another critique on Barn Elms, from which I infer that Ger-
man exhibitors should take to England only big dogs of the
lowest order of quality.

I quote from a German critique of the Kennel Club Show
at Crystal Palace in 1887 as follows: "The two most cele-
brated champions of England are Cid Campeador and Cedric
the Saxon, in whom we can find nothing but size, which
merit helped him to beat several bitches of real quality. Cid
is better in our opinion than Cedric, but his stern has been
operated on, in spite of a certificate from an English veteri-
narian denying this. His tail curves like a snake as he moves
and can be detected as tampered with at first sight. He is
very snipy and short in muzzle. His figure is graceful but
too straight behind. Cedric the Saxon, bred by Herr Messter,
is also very large, bwt his head is altogether too light and
short. He beats Cid, we think, justly. A champion, Nello,
is small and bad in head, cheeky and ring-tailed. Better
than dogs are the bitches, with three good specimens: First,
Ortrud; she beat Vendetta. Ortrud was bred by Herr Essig;
Yendetta is from Wtlrtemburg, by Harras I. ex Flora. Both

are nice specimens. Ortrud's head should be heavier. She
is good in body, very clean in neck and has a good stern.
Vendetta is graceful, as large as Ortrud, but snipy and very
throaty. Beaut6 is a highly graceful bitch, a wee bit
snipy. Had we been judging we would have reversed
judgment and placed as first Beaut6, second Ortrud
and third Vendetta." I omit the description of the other
bitches because according to German ideas they should not
have a mention, and the translation of what is being said
may appear a one-sided criticism inspired by jealousy.

I would consider the Germans unjustified in criticising
English ideas on other dogs because I believe that German
breeders cannot "open the shoestrings" to their English
competitors. But the proof of the pudding is in the eating.
If English ideas as to great Danes were correct and could
prevail, then Germa,ny would be compelled to buy EnglLsh-
bred great Danes as well as America. But how is it that we
all have to go to Germany to get these dogs? Must not the
German ideas of breeding and judging be correct? ^Tio has
ever seen a great Dane imported to this country, bought
from a reliable German breeder, with a bad color? I would
not object to a great Dane having all colors if these colors
were pure and clean. But I have, as a result in faulty color
breeding, seen dogs here of a dirty gray color, with white
spots and a brindle ground. If at present you take a great
Dane and breed him to his own color you will positively get
a clean color of the same tint as the parent.
It is much easier to breed long-coated dogs, for instance a

St. Bernard, for size only, and yet retain typical heads than
short-coated ones. The slightest exaggerations of coarse
blood will shoM' itself in a bad coat and a bushy tail. Coarse
blood should be added to type with proper caution or the
result will be a boarhound of former times.

If you want a great Dane as big as possible, you must,
firstly, settle the question, What is desired, height or heavy
structure, or both? If bred for height only, he will soon
:et too narrow in chest, light in bone and .snipy in head.
Jreeding for heavy bone and a wide chest primarily, you will
naturally get a Dane that is likely to stand crooked on his
legs, or whose legs are simjjly able to carry weight, but not
to move it as desired in a great Dane. He will be very
throaty, have a short, thick head and neck, and will likely
be cheeky. If you desire the combination of both, i. e.,

height and substance, content yourself with at the utmost,
say33in., or you invite rachitis. This is not touching the
question of type at all. Let us breed slowly as to increase of
size and weight, and let us be contented with a height of 33
to 33in. and a weight of 1601bs. Let us, however, breed for
these dimensions after we get the type, because without type
they are of no value. We must breed for type, pure colors
and beauty, and within these limits get the dogs as big and
heavy as type will permit. If I had to-day a typical dog, a
beauty of 1201bs., I M-^ould be as little contented as if I had
the heaviest and tallest common dog in existence, because,
in order to be satisfied I desire above all a thoroughbred dog,
which means in this breed type, clean color and sub.stance.

If on one side Mr, G. Muss-Arnolt selects Wenzel, on the
other Mr. James Mortimer selects Melac, and both j'udges
give us their reasons for their decisions, the breeders will
split and a portion will follow Mr. Arnolt, the others Mr,
Mortimer. We will always have two camps with a general
to each. After every show a council of war will decide how
the re,spective judge is to be attacked most effectually, and
the poor dogs will suffer. If the great Dane is to be a fancy
and companionable breed, let the public decide which of the
two extremes are most desired. I believe that a strain like
Wenzel will find more friends than Melac's Major McKinley.

POINTS AND FLUSHES.
[By a Staff Correspondent.]

St. Bernards and the Fair.

NeaK the Fifty-ninth street entrance of the World's Pair
is a dog show of St. Bernards which is not restricted by a
four-day limit, or by by-laws and other things which may
mean a great deal or nothing at all, according to the caprice
or interest of the powers that be.

Mr. Adolph Thommen, of Waldenburg, Switzerland, has a
team of six St. Bernards which he brought over to this coun-
try for exhibition at the World's Fair dog .show, but, as the
reader knows, that show was f)Ostponed. Then the idea of a
private show occurred to Mr. Thommen. He (milt a most
comfortable, well-ventilated building, sub-divided it into
stalls, to each of which an abundance of water is carried by
pipes. It is the pink of neatness. He will continue his show
till the World's Fair dog show begins, so he says.
We often hear of great financial nerve and enterprise, but

to me there is no greater nerve than starting a do^ show of
well-conditioned dogs within three blocks of Buffalo Bill's
camp of Sioux Indians. Keep an eye on those Indians, Mi'.

Thommen. A dance is good cause for suspicion, a fire is

good cause for fear, and a big kettle is good cause for lock-
ing the dog show hand and foot. For the Indian, a fat dog
fills a long felt want.
His star attraction is Barry of Hauenstein, which is valued

at 130,000. His attendant, a bright young man, informed me
earnestly that a California lady had offered Sl.5,000 for Barry,
but that the ofl'er was declined. I intimated that she should
have shown more courtesy to her paternal ancestor by re-

spectfully asking him to buy her a bow-wow, and the said
paternal ancestor might have favorably considered her ap-
plication.
There appears to be, therefore, a strong bull market in dogs

at present, notwithstanding the fluctuations and destruction
in other branches of the stock market, as shown in this in-

stance where the seller and buyer are $.5,000 apart, and the
former making no concession.
The flinty-hearted wretch, the daddy of our folk lore, who

wouldn't purchase for his dear offspring a bow-wow, prob-
ably did not care to mortgage his broad estate to qualify for
a bow-wow gift.

Such absurd figures do much harm to canine interests. If
it were but one instance it would be of small consequence,
but unfortunately the dog show catalogues contain many of
them. Of cour.se dogmen as a rule imderstand that .?30,000

may mean a pi'ohibitory price, but the term "Not for sale"
means much the same thmg and carries with it no implica-
tion of a purpose to deceive,

California Field Trial Matters.

From a correspondent in California the prospects of the
inaugural trials of the Southern California Field Trials Club
are most encouraging. He says:
"We are receiving entries for our first annual Derby, and

from present indications the Southern California Field Trial
Club will be more than a success. The sportsmen of this
section are awakening to the fact that talk don't go, and as
there will be an opportunity to test their dogs in open com-
petition, they are taking advantage of it. In adopting our
rules it vvas the desire of most of the members that they
should be worded so as to have the typical sportsman's dog
win, and in this I think the club has acted wisely. A dog
that has to be -ivhipped continually is not a pleasant com-
ganion afield, and the same will hold with the timid ones,
heerful obedience and good work will be the chief features,

and they are good ones."

The Manitoba Trials.

In a letter dated Aug. 5, Mr. R. J. Gallaugher informs me
of the resignation of Mr. E. D. Adams from the secretary-
ship of the Manitoba Field Trials Club, and his removal
from Winnipeg to Calgary, Alberta, Northwest Territory.
Mr. Gallaugher further says: "You can imagine what a

loss that is to us just at present, wben he had been working
up the affairs of the cluo in connection Avith our trials in
September, and had the whole business at his fingers' ends.
I have succeeded him and find that I have got a lot of work
to do with which I am in a measure imacquainted. How-
ever, I am getting along in a fairly satisfactory manner.
The prospects of a successful meeting in September are good.
Eastern sportsmen are taking advantage of oiu- early trials
by sending their dogs here now to train on chickens pre-
paratory to running in the trials. To those who propose
sending their dogs to the Manitoba trials, I will say that it
is advisable to notify the secretary-treasurer, giving descrip-
tion and value of their dogs, the date on which they will be
coming and the road on which they will come, in order that
satisfactory arraugpments can be made for them with the
customs officials and thus avoid umiecessary delay. Avent
got here on Monday with a string of 18, and L. W. Smith,
of Morrison, 111., arrived last night with 11."

The address of Mr. Gallaugher is P. O. Box 1224, Winnipeg,
Man.
Sportsmen who visit Manitoba wiU find it a most delight-

ful country. The trials afford a thorough and fair trial of
the competitors.
The two trials on chickens in Manitoba, growing con-

stantly in importance, make a competition worthy of the
consideration of all field trial men, both in respect to the
honor of winning and the value of the money prizes.

The McLin Affair.

The following letter to me, under date of Aug. 9, from Mr.
Freeman, is deserving of the earnest consideration of every
dog fancier. He says:
"I am a little surprised that the handlers have been so slow

in making their contributions to help prosecute McLin. As
for Mr. Mayfield and myself, we have received only S5 from
that source, and that was from Capt. C. E. McMurdo, of
Charlottesville, Va.
"I am very much afraid that we will not get funds enough

to carry the thing through succe.ssfully, unless contributions
are sent in more liberally. I am very much surprised, as I
had thought that an affair of that kind would have brought
out a greater expression from the sportsmen than it has.
Can it be possible that all the boasted love for the dog is all

gush? It looks that way at present to me. I have about
come to the conclusion that Mayfield and I were somewhat
hasty in having McLin's second arrest made, and guarantee-
ing the cost of prosecution, but we are into it and will get
out the best way we can. It looks now as if we will have to
go down pretty deep into our own pockets and pay out.
"There has been a good hatch of young birds, and they are

now about half grown. The prospects are good for plenty of
birds for this year's trials."

The World's Fair Dog Show.
On Friday, August 11, 1 called on Mr. Buchanan, chief of

the Agricultural Department, and asked him if there was
any news in connection with the bench show. He replied
that there was no news.
"Is it true," I asked, "that the dates of the World's Fair

show, Sept. 19 to 23, have been cancelled, or expunged, as
mentioned in a contemporary?"
"No, sir," he exclaimed, "the dates have not been can-

celled. We hold the same dates now. The statement is

wrong. The matter, however, is now under consideration,
and will be definitely settled by next Wednesday. If the ad-
vertised dates are cancelled, there will probably not be any
dog show. All this will be settled in the near future."
There are hints from those who are close to the powers

which, be that the board of control will give the matter of
holding or not holding a dog show, more consideration than
the matter of changing the dates.
The Western esteemed contemporary is deserving a great

deal of praise for its irrepressible pencliant and enterprise for
publishing "true facts" a week or two before they occur. It

then has but to wait for the news to fit the facts or the facts
to fit the news. B. Waters.
909 Skoority Buildins, Chicago.

The Rhode Island Show.
The long-looked-for premium list of the Rhode Island

State Fair Association's dog show to be held Sept. 19 to 33,

is now before us. The first thing that. strikes us is that the
entry fee is only $1, and on turning to the list we find that
liberal challenge prizes of §13 are given to mastiffs, St, Ber-
nards, pointers, setters and collies. These have open classes
with prizes of $12 and W. Deerhounds, Russian wolfhounds,
greyhounds, foxhounds, beagles, field spaniels and cockers,
too, bulldogs, bull-terriers, fox-terriers, Irish terriers, Bos-
ton terriers and pugs have challenge classes of -^10; open
classes in these breeds get .$10 and $5. In the first named
breeds puppy classes are pi-ovided, and $8 and S4 given, other
breeds get $6 and -SS in their divisions. The more popular
breeds are offered kennel prizes of §15 by the Association for
best four or more. Entries close Sept. 4 and should be ad-
dressed Rhode Island State Fair Association, Cranston, R. I.

Mr. Walter J. Comstock, the well-known Irish terrier
breeder and exhibitor, is chairman of the bench .show com-
mittee, and that means that exhibitors will find a friendly
face who will see that they are not neglected. The judges
so far selected, as stated before, are Messi's. John Davidson
and James Mortimer, others may yet be appointed for spe-
cial breeds.
The "vet" is Dr. T. G. Sherwood and Mr. John Read will

see that the show is properly superintended. We may add
that the premiums will be paid the last day of the show.
When dogs and bitches compete together, if there are five of
either sex entered the class will be divided, and when no
regular class is made for a breed, if there are five or more
entries, classes will be provided. If exhibitors do not care
for the money prize their dogs may win, a medal will be
given instead. The U. S. Express Co. will return dogs free
under the usual conditions. In looking through the general
instructions to Judges contained in the premium list we find
one or two remarks that might well be considered in dog
judging.
"No animal will be allowed a premium tmless sound.

[The judges are required to give special attention to the fore-
going clause.]"
"A premium card or ribbon is a mark of merit and in no

case should it be attached to an article or animal where
meritorious qualities are lacking."
With good prizes, popular judges and a pleasant outing

in view for exhibitors, it will be matter for surprise if "Little
Rhody" does not make a record.

Ottawa Show.
Editor Forest and Stream:
The premium list of the Ottawa show is no doubt in the

hands of nearly all dogmen by this time, unfortunately a
few were sent out before the changes relating_ to our Ameri-
can cousins were made. I would therefore like to call the
attention of those who have received such to the faetthat all

American dogs shown at the Canadian shows this year must
first be entered or listed with the Canadian Kennel Club.
There is another important point to which I would like to
call the attention of American exhibitors. Challenge or
champion dogs will not under any consideration be allowed
to compete in open classes, as was done last year at all the
Canadian shows. Our judges have not yet been appointed,
but will be announced shortly.

Alfred Geddes, Sec'y and Snpt,
Ottawa, Can., Aug. 9.
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DOG CHAT.

Brittle Changes His Quarters.

We can now comfirm the rumor we heard a week or two
since that Mr. H. W. Smith, of Worcester, Ma«s., had pur-
chased Brittle, the well known English champion -wire-

haired fox-terrier, from Mr. R. P. Mayhew. Brittle has been-
kept in seclusion, with one oj: two exceptions, since his im-
portation in the spring of 1892. and when shown has been
anything but fit. In proper shape he is without doubt the
best wire on this side. Brittle won many prizes in England,
and was shown when the wires were a grand lot. He has
beaten all the cracks, Carlisle Tack, Jack's Yarn, Tees Hap,
Briggs, Bruiser and Carlisle Tick, and was selected as one of
the 6 rough terriers to compete against 6 smooths at York
show in 1888, when the wires won. He Is the sire of The Re-
claimed, winner of the fifty guinea cup at Barn Elms in 1888;
First Attempt, Brittle's Mixture, Brittany, Brunette, Banter,
Busy Brittle, Dawning and Mr. Smith's late crack Saint
Brittle, who were all winners in England, and Sister Grit,
bred by Mr. Smith and a winner at the late New York show
in two classes. Mr. Smith is one of the few American
exhibitors who shows his purchases under his own name in
England before bringing them here, and he has just been
advised by his English representative that at Leicester his
Surrey Janet won first in her class and then beat Jack
St. Le^er for the cup for the best in the show, and again
repeatmg his victory at Darlington. Cribbage was beaten
by Prompter, a decision which has generally been the other
way and was not indorsed kt the ring side. Surrey Janet
won in her class and then beat Prompter for the cup, so in
four days she bowled over the three crack wires in England.
The English Stock-Keeper speaks ofthefact and congratulates
Mr, Smith on the success of his bitch, and she must indeed be
a flyer to win under such judges as Messrs. Vicary and Clear.
Mr. Smith has asked Mr. Carrick, of Carlisle, to ad\ise him
which dog to put to Janet before sailing, and when she has
been mated both Cribbage and Janet will be sent over in
charge of Spratts Patent.

Toronto Dog SIiow.

The following railways will carry dogs over their lines
going to and from Toronto dog show, Sept. 11 to 15. at the
following rates: Grand Trank Railway, of Canada, will
return dogs free, charging excess baggage going; the Can-
adian Atlantic Railway will do the same as the Grand
Trunk; the Minneapolis, St. Paul and Sault Ste. Marie and
Duluth, South Shore and Atlantic Railway, will return dogs
free, charging excess baggage rates going, estimating the
weight at lOOlbs. per dog. Mr. C. A. Stone says in his letter:
"I am having the buildings thoroughly cleaned up and
painted, and will erect some hundred more kennels, and by
my new arrangements will have two judging rings down
and two up stairs. The feeding will be done by myself,
using Spratts biscuits, and the disinfecting will be done by
the Canadian Sanitary Company, u.sing Jeyes's fluids and
powders. Remember, the entries close Aug. 31." It was
our duty last year to criticise the superintendent over the
unclean state of the show building at Toronto, and exhibit-
ors will be pleased to hear that there will be a change for the
better this year. If Mr. Stone will be just a little more in-
dependent, not bother so much with the red tape and go
ahead on his own lines, for he knows how these things should
be done, and remember that Toronto is looked upon as an
international affair almost and demands more careful man-
agement than a local event, he will be sure to come out
with flying colors this time. Our friend must remember
also that in criticising the management of this show we
recognize simply the official Mr. Stone, not the Stone that
we knew—say at the Spaniel Club dinner—free from the
cares and trammels of an important office.

Show/s Under A. K. C. Rules.

There are three A. K. C. rule shows held during the Sept.
19 to 23 week—World's Fair, Rhode Island and Mt. Holly.
This probably makes little diflEerence, but we simply draw the
attention of exhibitors to the fact. As so many of these fairs
hold shows on the same dates, and as the increase of interest
in the dog will doubtless create more of them in the future,
the A. K. C. should make some special legislation in their
favor. Most of these fair associations think it incumbent to
join the A. K. C, and something must be done by the latter
body unless they allow the rule referring to clashing dates to
become a dead letter. It would be too bad if this rule should
militate in anyway against these associations holding shows.
Although not very popular with the regular exhibitor who
wishes to dispose of stock, still the amount of benefit Fair
shows do in disseminating an idea of what good dogs are like
among people who have the best opportunities to keep dogs,
is inestimable, and should be encouraged in every way.

Mount Holly Dog Show.
In the piremium list issued by the Burlington County Agri-

cultural Society we find 106 classes provided. The prizes may
be considered fairly liberal and an improvement on last year.
Challenge classes with prizes of §8 are given in mastiffs, St.
Bernards, deerhounds, greyhounds, pointers, setters, spaniels
(for field and coclier each), collies, bulldogs, bull-terriers,
beagles, fox-terriers and pugs. In the open classes mastiflrs,
St. Bernards, pointers and setters have -SS and §4, with -S-l and
$S in puppy classes. IMost of the other breeds have -Sd and .§3

in open and §4 and $3 in puppies. Great Danes get $8 and $3
in open classes. At the end of the list the judges given are
Mr. James Mortimer and Major J. M. Taylor for non-sporting
and sporting dogs respectively. This must be a mistake, as
we have seen it stated that Mr. C. H. Mason judges all classes.
As Mr. Mortimer is down for the Rhode Island fixture the
same week, it is not probable that he will judge at Mt. Holly.
The show commences Sept. 19 and lasts four days. The entry
fee is $2, and entries close Sept. 11 with J. Holmes Longstreet,
the superintendent, Bordentown, N. J. In any class where
five or more entries are received the classes will be divided for
Bex. The Mount Holly show is popular with the Quaker City
fanciers, and no doubt will score a good entry in spite of
other attractions during the same week. The society offers
$o for the best in each variety, §10 for best four by one exhibi-
tor in all the leading varieties, §30 to the handler with largest
exhibit, and §20 for exhibitor with largest entry. The Ash-
mont trophy will be put up here if Tiree does not win it at
Toronto the week before.

Appreciation by Sportsmen.
The fanciers and sportsmen of Leamington, Ont., to the

number of about 25, met at the Deming House July 31, to
show their apnreciation in a tangible form of the honors won
by Mr. H. Milkins's well known pointer. Count Graphic.
After partaking of an elaborate supper an address was read
to Mi\ Milkins, which embodied all the virtues and records
that pertain to this well known pointer. Afterward Count
was presented with a silver collar. Count Graphic is the
sire of Prince Graphic, Count Grosvenor, Duke Graphic,
Baron Fritz, the latter a field trial winner and the others
winners on the bench.

Kennel Specials.

Wise fanciers know the value of these line "ads." They
mean quick sales because the class of people who read Foe-
EST AND Stream are well able to pay for a good dog, and
advertisers tell that when they get an answer to an ad.

in this journal it means business and not endless and useless
letter vn-iting. Geo. Bell, we see this week, proposes to sell

his fine kennel in one lot or separately. It's a great chance
for some one, when one reads the names of well-known dogs
contained therein. W. M. Woten seems to have some valu-
able field stock to dispose of, entered in the field trials, too;

W. S. Dixon, of England, draws attention to any one want-
ing bulldogs; W. K. Purington offers English setter pups;
P. O. Box 18, beagles; Standard Kennels, dachshunds and
beagles; Ed. Marshall, beagles; F. L. Colley, Angora cats,
etc. ; Oakview Kennels, great Danes; Albany Pointer Ken-
nels, well bred pointers; Glenrose Beagle Kennels, beagles;
Edgewood Kennels, well bred pointers and English setters.

Another Crack St. Bernard.
It is now the turn of Mr. J. F. Smith, of Sheffield, to aston-

ish the St. Bernard world with the sensational d^but of a
smooth dog. At Darlington, Eng., he brought out an eleven-
months-old pup, by champion Keeper, called Marengo, over
which the critics go into ecstacies. British Fancier, the
only English paper to hand this week, remarks that for an
eleven-months pup, after careful scrutiny, they felt it ina-

pos.sible to find ojny fault with him. Of course, this is an
opinion with a .string to it; but further they quote such a
well-known man as the Rev. Mr. Carter as saying "Maz'engo
was the grandest St. Bernard that had ever existed in Eng-
land." There must be something wonderful about this
young dog when we remember that Sir Bedivere came from
England. Marengo's head is said to be much better and
more massive than Keeper's, his equal in symmetry, better
bone and exquisite markings.

National Foxhunters' Association.

At the coming Lexington, Ky., show there will be a more
than ordinarily large gathering of foxhound men. At this
show the National Foxhunters' Association will be launched.
It begins, we are told, with a membership truly national, as
the most prominent foxhunters of the North as well as the

"numbers wrong."

Wlssahlckoa Show, 1893.

South being at the back of it. Its object is to improve the
foxhound by the crucial test of the field trial, and arrange-
ments will be perfected to hold a national meet in November
in one of the Central States, at which purses will be hung up
that will prove an incentive for dogs to compete from all
parts of the country. Those who remember the interesting
gathering of foxhound men at the last Lexington show may
be sure that there will be fun ahead and plenty of music in
the air at the coming meet.

Heavy Loss in St. Bernards.
Mr. Arthur Ritter, owner of the Ravenswood Kennels

Long Island, has indeed met with a severe loss. During the
past week he has strangely lo.st by sudden death seven of his
St. Bernards, the symptoms showing plainly, according to
their owner, those of arsenical poisoning. Among the dead
are Coquette and Merchant Hesper. The former died Satur-
day week, and Hesper the day following. Three others died
on'Tuesday, one the next day and another on Thursday last.
The dogs were all affected by a dry cough, which was fol-
lowed by weakness and enlargement of the pupils of the eyes.
The weakness increased until the dogs could not hold up
their heads. Every effort was made to save them, but in
vain. Mr. Ritter has three dogs left, but one of them, Flora,
was at last accounts dying and another may go. Mr. Ritter
has our sincere sympathy.

Empress of Contoocook.
Every St. Bernard lover knows this lovely animal, and

those who lean to type will be pleased to hear that she has
whelped two bitch puppies. A peculiarity about this event,
however, was that they came seven days behind time. Mr.
Booth says he has known a bitch that was three days over-
due, but never a week. Empress has missed three times.
The last time she threw one pup, but this time she goes one
better, and besides, has plenty of milk, when before .she
hadn't enough to raise a pup. These crack bitches. Princess
Florence, for instance, seem as erratic as a prima donna.
Empress's pups are by Alton, Jr., and should therefore turn
out well, bigna has a litter three weeks old, by Marvel.

A New Blenheim.

Mr. Geo. W. Wambach, of Baltimore, has received per
steamer Queensmore, and shipped from Halifax, England,
Halifax General, a Blenheim dog 2 years old, weight 81bs.,
which he describes as a little beauty. The new dog is by
Jolly Country Squire out of Dianah, and is registered in the
E. K. C. S. B. He will be placed in stud and will be ex-
hibited later on at the shows.

worth the living these days, anyhow, now that his pointer
bitch champion Revelation has increased his kennel stock by
three dogs and five bitches, which she threw to. his West-
minster Drake. Drake is a good dog both on bench and field,

but Revelation is a better as far as looks go, and the pups
should prove worth owning, even if they are not all champi-
ons.

The Nev^^ England Beagle Club Trials.

In all probability Messrs. Geo. F. Reed and A. C. Krueger
will be chosen to judge at these trials which will be held at
Oxford, Mass., a place which, we are informed, is by far the
best yet used for the purpose. The dogs can be followed on
horse or afoot, the grounds being immense berry pastures,
500 or 1,000 acres in extent and rabbits plentiful. An execu-
tive meeting of the club will be held Aug. 17 at Boston.

Mr, W. Hawkins, of Monterey, Mass., feels that life is

Grand Master Sold.

Mr. W. Stewart Diffenderffer, of Baltimore, is dropping
St. Bernards and has sold that good young dog Grand Mas-
ter, third at New York and Baltimore last spring, to Mrs.
Adele W. Lee, of Toledo, O. We do not know the price
given, but know that Mr. Diffenderffer held the dog at
about S700. This gentleman is thinking seriously of owning
a field dog or two, and will buy one or two shortly. Grand
Master, as one of Hesper's best sons, should prove a valuable
dog at stud, as he is an all-round good dog himself—and
sound too.

Mr. John Coles, of Boston, Mass., has evidently made a
good purchase in the bull bitch Haphazard, which comes
from Mr. A. M. Hodgson's kennels. This bitch is a light
weight, and that she must be a good one is proved by the
following list of good wins: Gloucester, Birmingham, Bath,
Manchester, Preston and Bristol also; a number of specials,
among them Capt. Piddocke's cup three times.

Two thoitsand five hundred dollars have been refused by
Mr. Stephens for the noted fox-terrier sire Stipendiary, the
offer coming from this side, so Stock-Keeper leads us to sup-
pose. Stipendiary has earned $1,500 during the year, so that it

will be seen that neither the offer nor the refusal were at all
out of the way.

The bull-terrier Cordona is said to have been purchased for
a fancier in this coitntry from Mr. Pegg, her English owner.

We regret to hear that Mr. R. Dudley Winthrop is down
with concussion of the brain as the result of injuries re-
ceived at polo. Mr. Winthrop is known among the bulldog
fancy as the owner of the noted dogs Leonidas, Stanley and
several others. Mr. Winthrop was thrown violently to the
ground during a practice game, his pony falling and rolling
over him. His case is serious and the criisis will not be
passed for several days, though we trust he will eventually
have a speedy recovery.

Mr. F. W. Chapman goes up to his Maine kennels on the
20th to stay for a week or two and will then choose his
entries for the National and New England club trials. He
expects to run half a dozen in each, so we shall see the
"Chapman lope" after all.

Mr. A. S. Dixon, of West Derby, Liverpool, Eng., intends
to bring some bulldogs to New York next October, and is
also prepared to execute commissions for intending pur-
chasers.

Mr. .James Robinson has been appointed manager of the
Woodlawn Park Kennels in place of Mr. Clark.

The valuable Kentucky foxhound bitch Star, owned by Mr.
O. F. Joselin, of Oxford, died recently. She was to have run
in the Brunswick Fur Club trials this fall.

Mr. Henry Jarrett took a trip down to Chester, Pa., the
other day, and Mr. Byrnes next day shipped him a pair of
collie pups. One of these quiet trails of the Chestnut Hill
man that will lead to something in the near future.

Mr. Charles Myers, East Boston, Mass., has purchased the
St. Bernard Prince Draco (champion Plinlimmon, Jr.—
Maude).

"Dick" Morgan, as he is known to his friends, has killed
this season, up to last week, 123 woodcock, three-fourths of
which were shot over his Roderigo bitch, Maygirl, one of
the setters he offers for sale in our business columns this
week. Mr. Morgan starts South Oct. 1, and will remain
till April 1, 1894 In the section of country (which he does
not tell us the name of) where he will locate he says he has
found upward of thirty bevies of quail in a day's hunt, and
from what he can learn, he says the quail crop is the largest
known for many a year, owing to the extremely drv sea.son.
He will be pleased to see his patrons this winter come South
and see their dogs work and have some good shooting when
game is plenty.

Owing to our absence from the office the past two weeks,
correspondence has accumulated to such an extent that we
must claim the indulgence of our friends till we can get
things straightened out.

Mr. A. Russell Crowell, who for some time has had charge
of the Pacific Sports kennel columns, has now taken Mr. C.
W. Kyle's place as kennel editor of the Breeder and SpoHs-
man. He thinks he will have more time for his kennel now.
He has "only"_22 cockers, and he thinks some are pretty
good. Our California contemporary has made a good move.
Mr. Crowell is a hustler, and will be sure to make its pagas
newsy.

Has Any One Lost a Pointer?
Editor Forest and Stream:
There is in this vicinity a very handsome lemon and white

pointer dog, about two and a half years old, and as the party
who has him can give no account of his breeding, from hints
dropped at certain times I feel sure he is a stolen dog. He
has been in this man's possession about a year or more, and
seems to be fairly broken. The man tells people the dog is
from Sensation stock. If this should meet the eye of the right-
ful owner, I feel sure he would be very glad to regain pos-
session of him, John Rider, detective of London, Ont., says
he has information from a party that the dog was stolen
from one of the New York shows. This I know nothing
about, but if you will publish this in your widely circulated
journal you may, if the above is correct, find the thief who
stole him. The dog goes by the name of Dick.

John Hammon.
Niagara Falls, Ont., Aug. 10.

Flaps from the Beaver's Tail.

TOROOTO, Canada.—The next issue of the official organ of
the Canadian Kennel Club will contain a card from Dr. Wes-
ley Mills, stating that owing to his time being now so fully
occupied with his scientific, professional and ottier work that
next year he will be unable to accept any office in the gift of
the club. Dr. Mills, I understand, expects to be away from
home a good deal on a professional tour.

I was surpinsed to learn from Mr. George Bell that he in-
tended dropping out of dogs for a year or two, and was offer-
ing all his kennel for sale. The loss of Troublesome and
Fascination was a big blow to him, but not this, but "the
cloudy state of the camne atmosphere," as he says, is his rea-
son for retiring. H. B. DONOVAN,
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Spauiel Field Trials.

Editor Forest and Stream:
What a pleasure it is to read "Uncle Dick's" frank and

candid communication in answer to mine. I cannot agree
with the statement that my argument, that a square muzzle
means a good nose, is weak. "Uncle Dick" adduces only
one dog, a mastiff, to support the reverse theory, this dog,
for iastance, 1 have always been led to believe had a very
fair nose. I am glad all my other arguments stand good,
and no one has dared challenge them. I heartily apologize

to Mr. Fellows for speaking of the weeds and lap-dogs as his

type. I am glad to see he likes a bit of stamina, and that
he has a genuine interest in the breed aside from a pecuniary
one. I think all gentlemen will unite with me in saying it

would be better for all concerned if people would sign their

names under their letters in a manly and straightforward
manner.
Regarding the much-talked-of trials, I think the records

of the sporting papers will bear me out when I say I was the
first to publicly recommend them. We lovers of the work-
ing spaniel hope to see the matter threshed out and brought
to a head. Let every one make some suggestion, then we
can take the whole collectively and make use of what is

practical. Of course after the first trial we can more easily

eliminate bad points, improve on good ones and add new
features that are wanting. Let us outline what a spaniel
ought to be tested for; first, scenting powers—this might
be done by letting a bird with a clipped wing run across
pasture and from that into scrub, remarking carefully the
time the dog takes to retrieve, whether he keeps the line

and if he handles it tenderly. Birds alive or dead might
also be hidden by the judges in places unknown to handlers,
then compare the action and celerity of the different entries
in finding.
Obedience should nest come on the list, I think; coming

to heel, paying attention to orders immediately the dog is

spoken to, breaking shot, etc. Retrieving from water should
most certainly be gone into, which could be easily done by
throwing in a bird and firing a gun. Endurance ought to
be tried for but would consume too much time. There is

one thing certain, that all the tests must be made arti-

ficially. 1 don't think the judge should be tied down to any
set principles, because a clever man who thoroughly under-
stands it can soon pick out the best all-round worker.
Neither must we overlook a spaniel's pluck in facing the
briers, he ought to do so without hesitation, game or no
game; mine do so or they get punished, but as I go in for a
plucky and willing dog I seldom or never use whip-cord.
As a means of testing their pluck the handler should be
made to hunt his dog in a specified piece of thick brush.
Regarding the World's Fair show, as a correspondent of

Forest and Stream, while mingling with English dogmen
at trials and shows during my stay here in England, I felt it

my duty to apprise them of it and extend them a cordial in-
vitation to come over and compete. I did the same thing
among the shooters for the tournament for which America
was too poor to hang up a few extra dollars (in London alone
an immense sum is shot for annually), and as they both up
to the present time have fallen through (not on account of
any fault of FOREST and Stream, which should have the
credit of doing all that was done by the press of any sort to
promote it), 1 have had to bear the hurt of some good-
natured banter, and en passant it makes it more difficult to
advance the interests of the greates\t sportsman's journal in
the world, a paper that doesn't diverge into such extraneous
matters as agriculture, gardening or the apiary, it is strictly
a sportsman's paper from cover to cover. It isn't the chaff
we mind so much as the fact that such failures give English-
men very little faith in their cousins' ability to engineer a
big thing, when Americans out of all the earth, really and
truly know best how to run a gigantic and colossal tourna-
ment. Hoping the Forest and Stream may some day be
the great connecting link between the Old and New World
sportsmen, as well as the channel for keeping one another in
touch with the latest developments in sporting science.

Cecil Cox.
TrvKETON, Devon, Eng., July 25.

FIXTURES.
AtJGL'ST.

Rhode Island, Open. 26. Sippican, Open, Marion.
Massachusetts, Club, Dorches- 26. Cor.Mos.Fleet An.NewRochelle

ter Bay. 26. Royal Nova Scotia, Open,
Fall River, Open, Mount Hope Ladies' Prizes. Halifax.

Bay. 20-27. Cor., San Fran., Cruise, Pet-
Rochester, Club, Charlotte. aluma Creek
Commonwealth, 3d Pen,Boston 26-28. Royal Canadian, Cruise.
Staten Island, Ladies' Day. 28. Eastern, Weld Cup, Marble-
Buffalo, Ladies' Day. head.
Cor., Atlantic City, Annual, 31. Atlantic, 85ft. Claar?, New Tork
Cor., Marblehead, 3d Cham. — . Cor., Sweeps, 8.5ft. Class, New-

port'.
— . New York Criiise, Astor Cups,

Newport,
— . Seawanhaka, 85ft. special.

KENNEL NOTES.
Kennel Notes are inserted without charge ; and blanls

(furnished fi-ee) will be sent to any address.

NAMES CLAMED.
Pi epared Blanks sent free on application.

Major Ji'ox. By Jas. Jeffries, Westfleld. Westfield, Mass., for black,
white and tan foxhound dog, whelped March, 1893, by imported Boy
out of Bess,

BRED.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application,

Eubie—Bend'or, Jr. Gr. W. Wambach's ruby spaniel bitch Rubie to
Bend'or, Jr. (King Charles), May 18.

Veracity—Holster. G. Collison's ("Wilmington, Del.) fox-terrier
bitch Veracity (Bacchanal—Dewdrop) to R. G. Stewart's Holster,
July 5.

Fan—Holster. P. Caress's (Washington, D. C.) fox-terrier bitch Fan
to R. G. Stewart's Holster, May 31.

Flora—Holster. R. T. Douglas's (Washington, D. C.) fox-terrier
bitch Flora (Regent Vox ^) to R. G. Stewart's Holster (Ker-
mincham Lancei—Qui Vive). May 28.

Jack's Darling—Holster. R. T. Douglas's (Washington, D, 0.) fox-
terrier bitch Jack's Darling (champion Raby Mixer—Suffolk Riot) to
R, G. Stewart's Holster, June 5.

WHELPS.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Ruble. Q. "vV. Wambach's rubj' sjianiel bitch Rubie, July 18, four
King Charles bitches, one ruby dog, by Bend'or, Jr.
Maid ofliippen. J. O. Gabriel's (Westover, Pa.) pointer bitch Maid

of Kippen (Pontiac—Lass of Kippen), July 31, eight (four dogs), by hia
Ben Hessen, (Duke of Dessen—Hedge Rose).
NoraM. Jas. JefCers's (Westfield, Mass.) pointer bitch NoraBI.,

Aug. 1, ten (seven dogs), by Auctioneer (Royal Clip—Fan Bow).
Jack's Darling. R. T. Douglas's (Washington, D. C.) fox-terrier

bitch Jack's Dai-ling (champion Raby Mixer-Suffolk Riot), Aug. 1,
three dogs, by R, G. Stewart's Holster.
Frisk. P. A. Plant's (Washington, D. C.) fox-terrier bitch Frisk,

July 80, seven (three dogs), by R. G. Stewart's Holster.
Flora. R. T. Douglas's (Washington, D. C.) fox-terrier bitch Flora

(Regent Vox ), July 27, six (thi-ee dogs), by R. G. Stewart's
Holster.
Fan. F. Caress's (Washington, D. 0.) fox-terrier bitch Fan, July 27,

four (two dogs), by R. G, Stewart's Holster.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
27iere is no charge for ansivering questions under this head. All

questiorts relating to aihnenis of dogs will be ansioered by Dr. T. O.
Sherwood, a member of the Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons.
Communications refe^-ring to other matters connected with Kennel
Matiagement and dogs luill also receive careful attenticm.

Mouatiquot, 3d Cham., Wey-
mouth.

Minnetonka, sail off.

Larchmont, Oyster
Larchmont.

SEPTEMBER.
2. Savin Hill, 2d Cup, Dorchester 9, Cor., San Francisco, Channel

Cruise and Race.
9. Commonwealth.Sd Pen,Boston
9. Buft'alo, Cruising Sweepstakes,

All Classes, Lake Erie.
9. Royal Can., Prince of Wales

Cup, Toronto.
9. Miramichi, Newcastle, tTiaugle
9. Sippican, 3d Champ., Marion.

Cor., Marblehead, SaU off.

Beverly, 4th Open
Mon. Beach.

Knickerbocker, Club, Open
Boats, College Point,

Quincy,ClubRace,Quincy,Mass
Rochester, Cruise, Charlotte, - .

»

Lynn, Expert Cup, Lynn, Mass, 14, Beverly, 3d Buzzard's
Winttirop, Consolation Race, Cham., Mon, Beach.
Royal Can., Cruising Race, 1st 14, Rochester, Review and Ladies

Class, Toronto, Day, Charlotte, N. Y.
Larchmont, Fall Regatta, 14, Mos. Fleet, Open, Cash, South
Larchmont. Boston.

Royal Nova Scotia, Open, Hal- 15 New York, autumn sweeps,
ifax. New York.

Fall River, Club, Mount Hope 16. Royal Nova Scotia, Special
Bay. Class, Edwards Cup.

Lynn, Open, Nahant. 16. Royal Can., 30ft Class, Tor.
Cor.. Marblehead, Club Reg. 16. Phila,. Open, Delaware River.
N. Y. Y. R. A., An., N. Y. Bay. 16. Lynn, Expert Cup, Lynn, Mass.
Beverly, 2d Open, Mon. Beach. 21. Corinthian, Atlantic City.
Corinthian, Atlantic City. 23. Royal Can., Cosgrove Cup, 25ft.

Knickerbocker, Ladies' Day, Class, Toronto.
College Point. 23-24. Cor., San Fran., Cruise and

Larciunont, Special, Schrs. Corinthian Games.
and 85ft, Class, Larchmont. 7-9-11-13. New York, Trial Races,

Beverly, Marblehead. Sandy Hook.
OCTOBER.

9. New York, America's Cup, 14. Buffalo, Closing Cruise,
Sandy Hook. 14. Commonwealth, Novelty Race,

Miramichi,Chatham-Newcastle Boston Harbor.
, Cor., San Francisco, Cruise. —.Colt Cup, 85-footers, Long
Cor., San Fran., Closing Day. Island Sound.

The Boston Herald is responsible for a story which is funny enough
to be true, as it probably is, to the effect that Mr. Herman B, Duryea,

who is with Mr, Carroll on Navahoe, cabled to friends on this side after

the second race, "We've got them sure; bet." Later cables from Mr.

Duryea have said nothing more about betting, and we understand that

they confirm the newspaper reports of Navahoe's bad steering in a
breeze.

Wb have several times commented on the limited knowledge of geo-

graphy which some yachtsmen possess, apropos of which is a recent

remark of the Scotch correspondent of the Boston Herald that

Wenonah's success on the Clyde has led to ademandfor "TheBostonian

type of craft." The suburbs of Boston are extensive and elastic, but

they do not yet include Bristol, Rhode Island. Should Navahoe fail to

retrieve her reputation and one of the fin boats win in the trial races,

it is probable that the distance of Boston from Bristol will be increased

by several thousand miles; in fact, the little Rhode Island town may
be forced entirely out of Yankeedom. Another curious geographical

paradox exists among some New York yachtsmen, who are lauding

the local pride and patriotism of the men who have sent their money
to Bristol to build New York boats, and at the same time decrying

those who have put theu- money in a fourth cup defender; and for no
better reason that the boat was designed in Boston, seventy miles from
Bristol.

,

The case of Navahoe's defeat seems to be one in which the least

said the soonest mended, but unfortunately two of the parties chiefly

interested have rushed into print, and with unfortunate results. There
is but one opinion among yachtsmen as to the bad taste of the attempt

of Navahoe's builder to throw all the blame on her owner and sailing

master, and whUe no one seriously beUeves BIr. Carroll's statement

that the yacht is all right, there is a general feeling that the responsi-

bility for what from all appearances is a complete failure, lies further

back than the ownership or handling.

It is quite probable that Mr. Carroll stipulated that the yacht should

not exceed the limits of 84ft. l.w.l. and 13ft. 6in. draft, and that she

should be capable of crossing the Atlantic in safety, in fact it is the

owner and not the designer who must decide on such general limita-

tions. There is no reason to believe, however, that Mr. Carroll went
any fuiher and attempted to meddle with the proper functions of

the designer in proportioning power to a given limit of waterlLne

and draft. If, as Mr. Herreshoff states, the yacht was in a measure
intended for a fast cruiser rather than an out and out racer, there is

all the more reason why she should be primarily a ship, carrying

her sail and answering her helm, and not a tender and unmanageable
machine. The limit of draft stated, 12ft. 6in,, is at least 2ft. greater

than in Volunteer; the lead, di.sposed after new methods, is much
lower in proportion, and there is nothing in these conditions to pre-

vent a designer turning out a fast and able yacht. As a matter of

fact Navahoe is far beyond the limits, being 87ft. instead of 84 on the

waterline and considerably over 12f b. Gin. draft, and yet she fails to

carry her sail,

Mr. CarroU's recent assertions that the yacht is all right, carrying

her sail well and answering her helm, must be very gratifying to her

builders, but they will hardly convince yachtsmen in the face of the

evidence that has been steadily accumulating since the first trial trip

and all pointing in one direction, Mr. Carroll has insisted from the

first that the yacht was all right, although the very expensive alter-

ations to her keel gave good evidence to the contrary. In view of all

that has been said on both sides of the ocean it would have been fai"

better if no attempts had been made to disguise or conceal a thing

that is of necessity evident to every observer.

J. R. J., Westfleld, Blass.—Write to Mr. Calvin S. McChesney, Troy,
N, Y., about the foxhounds.

H. S., Pittsburg, Pa,—You need not worry about your terrier's nose.
The white will more than likely disappear before it is six months old.
You cau tell nothing much about his ears yet, they may be carried
beautifully this week and be semi-prick next.

J. H. W., Brooklyn, N. Y.—My collie bitch has four imppies and
they seem to be troubled bj some disease of the eyes and nose. They
are all the time snuffling at the nose, and their eyes look gray and
dull. Sometimes their eyes will be stuck fast in the morning. The
puppies are between three and four weeks old. Ans. It looks very
much like distemper. Keep the eyes clean and apply the following
lotion:

Acid boracic. , . , , , , . . . 3 i

Aq. ad ,,.,.|viii
IiOtio, Apply to eyes four or five times a daj?-.

Now THAT all the new yachts have been hauled out, and the inner-

most secrets of the designer have been laid bare before the profane

and vulgar eyes of the yachting laity, to their wonder more than their

edification, the question again arises whether it really pays, and what
has been gained by the secrecy maintained at so much expense and
trouble. Taking Navahoe's case, the most extreme of all, it does not

now seem hkely that there are any special features in the design or

dimensions which other designers could have profited by copying.

Early in the winter Mr. Carroll made the statement, by way of justifl-

cation for the refusal to allow any one to see the yacht, that she

would be fitted with new and important devices, any or all of which

might be easily applied to British yachts should they become known.

Looking back now it is easy to see what a humbug the whole secrecy

business has been; how little of importance there really was to con- S

ceal, and how very little has been concealed at all in spite of the
'

efforts of owners and builders in this or the other Herreshoff boats.

While rival designers have lost nothing, on the other hand it is quite

possible that had the true dimensions of Navahoe been generally i

known from the start, the serious defects of the design would have '

been pointed out in time to have been remedied.

Just at tlus time Mr. Carroll is coming in for a good deal of hard
criticism on all hands, and even some of the New York Y. G. are not

'

wearing very deep mourning over Navahoe's defeat. 'Whatever may (

be said now over the folly of crossing with an untried boat, it must be
remembered that Mr. Carroll has at least made a bold and sportsman-
like attempt to maintain the honor of American yachting abroad, at
a very heavy personal expense, and that whatever the outcome may
be, it should be a matter of pride for American yachtsmen to stand

(

by him.

NEW YORK Y/ C. ANNUAL CRUISE.
At the end of the first week of the long-looked-for cruise of the New '

York Y, C. it is impossible to avoid the conclusion that for several
reasons the cruise had been a disappointment to most of those con-
cerned. The central feature of the cruise was to be the racing of the
four new Cup defenders, although the schooner division is particu- '

larly large and strong this year there is comparatively Uttle interest
in its racing, and as for the squadron runs, they are less popular

,|

than two or three years ago, The fleet has become so large that the
close intimacy and social intercourse of the old times has to a cer-
tain extent disappeared. i

So much has been printed about the big single-stickers that their
'

meeting in a few good races would have given life and excitement to
the cruise, apart from all other features, but with no wind there
could be no racing, and one day of disappointment has followed '

another tlu-ough the whole week.
On Monday at tlie rendezvous there was wind in plenty and to

spare, but the breaking down of Vigilant spoUed completely a very •

fine race, and the good race of the schooners attracted less attention
than it deserved. On Tuesday and Wednesday none of the four Cup
defenders were entered, and on the first day the run to Morris Cove •

was a tedious drift, while on the second it was little better.
'

On Thursday two of the new boats, Vigilant and Jubilee, were .{

present, but the other two wgre at Newport instead of New London,
,

so a good opportunity was wasted. There was wind enough for a
race, though not much of a test, and a very close finish was marred f

by the fact that it has not been possible to measure the boats, so that i

no corrected times could be calculated, and it is not yet known
whether Vigilant or Jubilee won.
= Friday's race, the great event of the season, for the Goelet cups,
was in every way a disappointment; one of the four big yachts was
disabled at the line, crippling her to a great extent, the wind was .so
light all day that the race could hardly be called a test of sailing, and
the finish was made after midnight, the result not being known until
noon next day,
Saturday, the usual day for the run to Vineyard Haven, was ushered i

in by a light southerly air and a dense fog outside the harbor, a few
yachts working out beyond the Dumplings and returning at once. The <i

run to the Vineyard was reluctantly abandoned after noon time, cans*
ing a derangement of the latter half of the cruise. i

The fleet of 1893 is a very large one, probably larger than ever be- i

fore. Among the recent additions are the big steam yachts May and
White Layde, both handsome craft, and the new auxiliary, Intrepid,
Other notable steam yachts are the big Nourmahal, seldom seen with
the fleet of late years, the old Ibis, once a schooner yacht, then a '

steam yacht of modest rig, and now cballengiiig admiration with a
brigautine rig. The new Seabury yacht Eiabla is with the fleet, and
also the 30 knot "Dark Secret" Fiseen, a hfnidsomp piece of wood-
work. The oddest of the steam, craft is tlie d\s arfed and misshapen
Hattie Palmer, which puffs about in the wake of the Vigilant, loaded :

down with extra spars, gear, sails, racing hatches and other parts of
'

the yacht's equipment. The Palmer is merely a rough experiment,
,

but if she does her work successfully it is quite possible that in a few
years each racing yacht may be convoyed by a steam craft specially
designed for the service, which will carry everything not actually in
use on the yacht. It would certainly be a great convenience if instead
of lowering and stopping up a spinaker or balloon-jibtopsail on deck,
it could be dropped overboard to be picked up by the tender, dried,
ironed and stopped up and passed aboard again when needed. In the >

same way the decks of the racer might be kept clear of topsail yards
'

and spinaker booms, merely signaling for them from the tender when '

ihey are needed, and the customary sandwiches and cold prog could (

be replaced by a hot meal passed aboard. Following out the same
'

line of improvement, it would be a great convenience to have a floating :

repair shop, sail loft and spar yard to accompany the fleet, similar to '

the floating machine shop Vulcan, of the British Navy. Yachting is t

nothing if not progressive, and there is no teUing what degree of per-
!

fection may be reached in the near future.
i

This year the rage for white paint is almost universal, and a black "

yacht, either steam or sail, is the exception. From the late flagship
j

Electra to the smallest 30-footer everything is white. The worst case •

of white in the fleet is the cutter Clara, once as trim and styUsh a
yacht as any in the fleet, in spite of her narrow beam, by virtue of
shining copper and a glossy coat of black. Painted white from copper '

to rail, she is now as homely and commonplace in appearance as any '

craft that ever hailed from Gowanus or the Bronx.
This year the newspapers have tried again the experiment hiaugu-

rated on Vamoose last season, and the steam yacht Harriet, a tnm
craft built in Providence a couple of years since, has been chai-tered <

for the cruise by the Suii, Herald, vrorZd, Tivies, Tribune, Recorder
and the Boston Globe and Herald. Thus the yacht has doue very •

good service, being able to follow the fleet easily in ordinary weather,
,

and the reporting nas been very well done.
Another vessel that has accompanied the fleet is the tug N. P. Doane,

,

with Mr. N, L. Stebbins, the Boston photographer, on board.

First Squadron Run.
GLEN COVE TO MORRIS GOVE.

Tuesday, Aug. S.

For the third .successive year the fleet has made its rendezvous at
Glen Cove, near the west end of the Sound, instead of at New London, i

some 75 mUes to the eastward, and after many opinions for one place:
or the other, the westerly rendezvous seems to be generally accept-
able. After Monday's race the fleet lay in Glen Cove Harbor over
night, the orders being for a very early start, for New London if the
westerly breeze held, and for Mor/ is Cove, New Haven, in the event of
a head wind or light airs.

The morning broke with no wind at all, a clear, bright summer day,
,

but only a shade better than a fog from a yachtsman's standpoint.
Colonia had laid at anchor all night, but with no competitor she did,

'

not wait to race, but was under way early, with a very ligiit air from
the north. The flagship lay at anchor until nearly noon, when she
took her place off Matinicock Point, firing the preparatory gun at 13
o'clock and the gun for the ab.sent Class 1 at 12: 10, the other single-
stickers starting at 12:15, and the schooners, all handicapped, at
12:35,

There was a faint easterly air and an ebb tide, the yachts drifting •

slowly on their way with hardly a semblance of racing. Later the
wind went to the south'ard, and as the sun declined it went far enough .

to the west to coax out some sjanakers to starboard. Slowly the lleet
drifted on, each class scattered, and slowly it found its way'into Mor-
ris Cove long after dark. As a race the times are of no monient; buta»
jjrizes are given on the result, it has a certain interest. The official

record is as follows, the course being 37 miles:
Preparatory gun, 12 M.; first class sloops, 12:10; other sloops, 12:15;

handicap for sloops, 12:20; handicap for schooners, 12:25.

SCHOONERS—CLASS 1.

Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.
Coronet 12 25 00 not timed.
Dauntless 12 23 00 11 31 34 11 06 34 11 04 48
Constellation 12 25 00 9 58 03 9 33 03 9 m 26
Yampa ,12 25 00 not timed.
Ramona 12 25 00 not timed.
Palmer 12 25 00 not timed.
Fleetwing 12 25 00 not timed.
BrimhUde 12 25 00 not timed.

SCHOONERS—CLASS 3.

Fortuna 12 25 00 not timed.
SCHOONERS— CLASS 3.

Lasca 12 25 00 7 49 58 7 24 ,5S 7 34 58
Alcaja 12 25 00 7 40 07 7 15 07 notm.
Mayflower 13 25 00 11 36 05 11 11 05 11 09 11
Emerald 12 25 00 11 09 40 10 44 40 10 41 :31

Atlantic 12 25 00 11 35 37 11 10 ;i!r 11 06 OT
SCHOONERS-CLASS 4.

Marguerite 12 25 00 II 34 50 11 09 50 11 09 50
Ari^ 13 25 00 8 58 02 8 33 03 not m.
Dagma 13 35 00 11 06 04 10 41 04 10 34 43
Shamrock... 12 35 00 11 33 17 11 07 17 10 59 01
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Viator 12

Loyal 12
Gevalia 12
Neaera 12

Katrina 12
Gracie 12
Bedouin 12
Huron 12

Hildegarde 12
Queen Mab 12
Ventura 12

Eclipse .12

Clara 12

Waep 12

Jessica 12
Mariquita 12
TJvira 12

Croccodile 12
Nymph 12
Rosalind... 12

SCHOONERS—CLASS 5.

25 00 not timed.
25 00 11 46 08
25 00 11 04 26
25 00 10 00 50

SLOOPS—CLASS 3.

20 00 11 08 07
30 00 11 19 45
18 56 11 36 15
20 00 10 37 27

SLOOPS—CLASS 4.

20 00 11 07 15
16 55 11 31 45
20 00 not timed.

SLOOPS—CLASS 5.

20 00 11 53 57
20 00

SLOOPS—CLASS 6.

20 00 10 56 47
18 55 11 47 46

20 00 11 46 20
20 00 11 34 45

SLOOPS— CLASS 7.

20 00 not timed,
20 00 not timed.
20 00 not timed.

11 21 08
10 39 26
9 85 51

10 48 07
10 59 45
11 17 19
10 17 27

10 47 15
11 14 50

10 36 47
11 28 51

11 26 20
11 14 45

10 35 03
9 28 27

10 48 07
10 .57 57
11 14 44
10 10 29

10 47 15
11 10 26

10 36 47
11 21 52
11 15 58
11 02 41

Second Squadron Run.

MORRIS GOVE TO NEW LONDON.

Wednesday, Aug. 9.

The flagship was ready in good season, having laid at the finish all

night to time the late arrivals, and at 9:40 the preparatory gun was
flred. A light S.W. wind called all the kites out of the sail locker, and
some spinakers were broken out, but before long the light and fickle

breeze had dropped to a calm which lasted for some time, finally

coming in more ahead. So far as any close work is concerned the fleet

was too widely scattered, some on one shore and some on the other,

to make the details of any importance; boats hi the same class were
an hour apart at the finish, and the whole story of the nm of forty

miles is told in the oSicial table as follows:

Preparatory, 9:40, sloops; start, Class 1, 9:50; all other sloops, 9:65;

schooners, 10 o'clock.
SCHOONERS—CLASS 1.

Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.
10 05 00 6 12 23 8 07 23 8 07 23
10 05 00 5 10 45 7 05 45 7 03 56

10 05 00 4 04 48 5 .59 48 5 56 05

10 02 09 5 34 35 7 32 26 7 28 22

10 05 00 6 17 13 8 12 13 8 05 01

SCHO0NER.S—CLASS 2.

10 05 00 4 56 12 6 51 12 6 40 23

SCHOONERS—CLASS 3.

10 05 00 4 16 40 6 11 40 6 11 40

10 05 00 5 43 21 7 38 21 Not meas.
10 05 00 5 31 34 7 26 34 7 24 37

10 05 00 5 03 28 6 58 28 6 55 14

10 05 00 5 16 28 7 11 28 7 06 50

SCHOONERS—CI.ASS 4.

10 05 00 5 04 22 6 59 22 6 59 22

10 04 12 5 54 03 6 49 51 Not meas.
.10 05 00 5 42 45 7 37 45 7 29 15

10 05 00 5 02 52 6 57 52 6 51 19

SCHOONERS—CL.4.SS 5.

10 05 00 5 51 47 7 46 47 7 46 47

,10 05 00 5 30 40 7 25 40 7 21 32

SLOOPS--CLASS 3.

, 9 69 55 5 35 32 7 35 37 7 35 37

10 00 00 7 01 53 9 01 53 9 00 02

0 .57 53 5 54 58 7 57 05 7 54 26

, 9 58 31 5 49 08 7 50 37 7 43 28

SLOOPS--CLASS 4.

9 59 13 6 37 01 8 37 48 8 37 48

10 00 00 Not timed.
SLOOPS—CLASS 5.

9 11 1410 00 00 7 19 20 9 19 20
SLOOPS

-

-CLASS 6.

6 54 469 57 56 4 33 42 6 i54 46

9 58 09 6 57 41 8 59 32 8 48 57
SLOOPS

-

CLASS 7.

9 59 45 Not timed.
10 00 00 Not timed.

The winners are: Constellation, Fortuna C2d). Lasca, Emerald C2d;,

Ariel, Dagmar (2d), Neaera, Katrina, Huron C2d)i Queen Mab, Wasp.
There was little expextation of a meetkig of the big cutters short of

Newport, .as Coloma was not seen after starting on Tuesday mornmg,
Vigilant was at City Island with much to do to make her ready for

racing, and neither of the Boston fins was looked for at New London.
There was both surprise and disappointment throughout tbe fleet

when the tall spars and double masthead spreaders of a Cup defender
were visible at the moutli of the Thames, and many saw for the first

time the fourth Paine boat, .Jubilee. While all were glad to see her
with the fleet, there was general regret that all the others were absent
when they might well have been there. In the harbor were many
waiting yachts, among them the curious fin-keel Carmita.
There may have been a time when the yachtsman's hop at the

Pequot, over which so much ink is annually expended, was more thau

a tradition, but of late years it has dropped to a display of Chinese
lanterns abotit the veranda and three or four pieces of music in the
parlors, with a mixed throng of people from the town, the cottages
and partly from the yachts. As a distinctive yachting function the
night at New London has lost all its old character, and would hardly
be missed if it was omitted entirely.

Third Squadron Run.
NEW LONDON TO NEWPORT.

Tliursday, Aug. 10.

The fh-st look over the big fleet on Thursday morning showed a

second big single spar outside where the larger yachts were lying, and
she was quickly identified by her queer looking consort, the morfydite
steam vessel before mentioned. Vigilant had completed her repairs

by Wednesday and hurried on to rejoin the fleet. The cause of her
mishap is laid to ber bowsprit shrewd, of ^^in. diameter wire rope,

which had already been condemned by some as too light; but it is

furthex stated that the real cause of the mishap of Monday was the
strippmgof the thread on a turnbuckle, and not the strandmg of the

^The prospect of a race between Vigilant and Jubilee excited more
interest through the fleet than that of Monday bet ween the former
and Colonia, as it renewed the old rivalry between Boston and New
York.
Like the three preceding days, Thursday was fair and bright, with

smooth water and blue skies, but unlike Tuesday and Wednesday,
there was enough breeze to get the fleet under way. Not a few made
an early start by way of Fisher's Island Sound, but the fleet was so

large tliat there was still left a large racing contingent. The start

was made at 10:10, the two big cutters working cautiously about the

hne in a hght southerly wind, alert to make the most of a '-one gun"
start. Such a start is unusual in the New York Y. C, but as it is to

be used in the Cup races it is fikely to be tried in some of the earher

meetings of the boats. At the wheel of Jubilee, with General Paine

near b\\ was the stalwart figure of Captain John Barr, and with his

old-time skill he took tbe start and the weather berth from his rival,

leading over the hne by 58s, The two had only 5m. start of the smaller

cutters and sloops, and lOm. of the schooners, but they had soon spun
this slight handicap out to a good lead and were by Race Rock without

a tacif. Jubilee gained slightly all the while, whatever advantage
there was in the ligljt wind. As they bore off for the new course

Jubilee had a good lead of Vigilant. The rest of the fleet were not so

lucky, as the wind headed them a little and several tacks were needed
to get by.

Alter Race Rock was passed sheets were trimmed for a long reach

to Point Judith, and the fleet strung out in one long line, at the head
being Jubilee and Vigilant, Lasca, Ariel and Wasp. The t« o big fel-

lows were close together. Jubilee holding her lead, but the other

classes were so broken up that there was no close work, eaeli merely
trying to reach the finish as soon as possible, with httle regard to

class competitors.
Tbe wind held light, dropping at tunes and then comuig m strong

enough for a httle while to raise hopes of a quick run hi to the fiuish

off Dumplings. Jubilee and Vigilant were giving and talking, the fin

boat still with a clear lead. They rounded Point ,Judith in ttds posi-

tion, both with spinakers in stops aloft to ntarb(jarcl. Jubilee ran

dose in and broke hers out, but Vigilant was sharp eiiougli to keej^ ofl'

shore and come upon Jubilee s weatijev. not ^eUin.iT lier spinaker

until about five minutes later, liy wliich time slie ei'vefej tbe

other boat. They ran very evenly for ses^eral miles, bur \ igilant

finally drew ahead and crossed the line with a lead of less than a min-

ute. The performance all day showed little more than that the two
were very closely matched in a light wind. The windward work at the

start was too short to Kive any true gauge of the superiority of either

boat, ond in both running and reaching they held very close logethfr.

As the rest of the fleet came in by Karragansett Ker another big

stnglesticker came out and stood ofl' to the eastwai-d and was recog-

nized as tbe other fin-keel. Pilgrim. She had made Newport at 5 P.M.
on Wednesday, after a quick run around the Cape.

SCHOONERS—CLASS 1.

Start. Finish. JijiapseQ

10 25 00 4 12 27 5 47 27
10 i;5 00 3 47 54 5 22 54
10 25 00 4 19 44 5 34 41

10 25 00 4 05 31 5 40 31

10 25 00 4 43 50 6 18 .50

10 25 00 4 10 12 5 51 12
10 25 00 4 40 08 6 15 08
SCHOONERS—CLASS 2.

10 25 00 4 10 34 5 45 34

10 21 00 3 34 11 5 13 11

10 25 00 4 25 23 6 10 23

10 22 40 3 51 43 - 5 29 03
10 23 02 4 10 58
10 2.') 00 4 25 40 6 00 40

10 24 52 4 21 01

10 21 35 3 45 56
10 23 37 4 20 25 6 02 25

10 S5 00 4 20 18 6 OO 18
SCHOONERS—CLASS 5.

10 25 00 4 53 58 6 33 56
10 25 00 4 57 58 6 32 58
10 24 21 4 50 15 6 25 54

SLOOPS--CLASS 1.

10 10 00 3 12 52 5 02 52
10 10 00 3 11 41 5 01 41

SLOOPS—CLASS 3.

10 16 42 3 51 51 5 35 09
10 19 10 4 33 13 6 14 03
10 17 27 4 19 21 ^ ^1 ^
10 16 35 4 02 46 5 46 08

SLOOPS--CLASS 4,

10 10 00 4 44 21 6 24 21

10 16 24 4 17 13 6 00 49
10 18 54 4 23 24 6 04 30

SLOOPS—CLASS 5.

10 20 00 5 01 56 6 41 56
10 20 00 5 04 44 6 44 44

SLOOPS--CLASS G.

10 18 00 3 63 19 3 25 19

10 18 49 4 46 57 6 28 02

10 20 00 4 44 31 6 24 21

10 16 08 4 31 14 6 15 06
SLOOPS—CLASS 7.

10 18 40 4 40 08 6 21 28
10 18 34
10 20 10
10 18 54 4 57 44 6 38 .50

The finish off the Dumphngs was much like that of last year, all

with spinakers to starboard and a large attendant fleet of yachts and
small craft. The offlcial times were:

Signals, preparatory, 10:00: first class sloops, 10:10; other sloops,

10:15; schooners, 10:20.
SCHOONERS—CLASS 1.

Correcte*
5 47 37
5 20 54
5 52 18

5 37 45

6 13 09
5 51 12 i

5 11 48

5 2.5 37
5 43 09
5 .54 85
5 56 09
5 24 18
5 55 35
5 52 22

6 83 56

5 35 09

6 12 06

5 59 06
5 38 36

6 24 21
6 00 35
5 59 31

6 41 56
6 44 35

5 35 1 9
6 20 29

The winners were: Constellation, Ramona (Sd); Fortuna; Lasca,
Mayflower C2dV, Ariel, Emerald (2d}; Neaera: ?; Katrina, Huron
(2d): Queen Mab; EcUpse; Wasp, Uvira (2d); Mariquita, Nymph (2d).

As Vigilant and Jubilee are not measured it is not known which wins.

The new fin-keel Carmita sailed first race, making but a poor showing
and being beaten by Uvira and Jessica,

The generaUy fiuky character of the race is shown in the wide differ-

ences at the finish in most classes.

There was a very large fieet in Newport harbor, and many of the
larger yachts laid in Brenton's Cove, or even outside Goat Island.

Colonia was resting at her anchor about the island, awaiting the fleet;

the two days having been passed in alterations. Her mainsail had
been cut down on the head, and her bowsprit shrouds, of %ixi. steel

wire, were replaced by new ones of Hn. wire. Pilgrim anchored off the
middle of Goat Island, while Jubilee and Vigilant went into Brenton's
Cove with the big steam yachts, Thursday evening brought a thick
fog from the sea, penetrating the town and harbor. Com. Morgan's
residence at Brenton Point was illuminated, and a reception was given
to the riiembers and their guests. ,

Goelet Cup Race.
OFF NEWPORT.

Friday, Aug. 11.

The first real meeting between New York and Boston in the
contest for supremacy in yachting was in the Goelet cup race of 1885,

on a day still remembered with pleasure for the strong breeze and fine

race, in which Puritan and Prlscilla sailed over the Sow and Pigs

course, and the former scored a complete victory. In the following

vears important races were sailed earlier in the season, off Marblehead
and New York, but the yachts were never in their best form before

the cruise, and the Goelet cup race has been eagerly awaited as giving

the first thorough test of the season's new boats. This year, with a
new fleet of Cup defenders afloat, the interest in this race has been
intensified by the fact that it is the first meeting of the four, and the

speed of each is an unknown quantity, the uncertainty being in no
wav decreased by the two races of Monday and Thursday.
The sight of four great singlestickers with clubtopsatls aloft carries

one back halt a dozen years to the time of the last race for the Cup in

1887, and to the many changes which have taken place in that short

time. General Paine is still the central figure among the defenders of

the Cup, and around him on the deck of the new boat are seen some
famihar faces. Messrs. Richards, Bryant and Fay are still with him,

but the kindly, pleasant face and slight, stooping figure of the designer

of Puritan, Mayflower and Volunteer is missed and mourned by all

The designer rf the new boat is aboard, however, a bright, active

young fellow, whom no one would suspect of such a task, the son of

the Greneral, Mr. John B. Paine. One of General Paine's old heuten-

ants is missing from his side this year, Mr. E. A, WiUai-d, of New York,
who had shipped aboard of Vigilant at a time when there was no
thought of a fourth Paine boat, and whose skill and energy is now
directed entirely to the success of the '-bronze-bottom." Another
famfiiar face that is missing from the Paine boat is that of Capt.

•'Hank" Half, all his life a strong centerboard man, winning his repu-

tation in the flat old Fanny, and now using his utmost efforts to prove
that the keel Colonia is faster than her centerboai-d sister and the fin-

keels as well. Perhaps the strangest freak of all that time has played

on the fleet is that which placed Capt. John Earr on the deck of a
Paine Cup defender, the skipper of Thistle and Clara; the tall, sturdy

flgm-e which swung the long tiller to and fro, now standing gravely

beside the wheel of Jubilee,

In 18.37 Mr, George Stewart was reporting the races for the Boston
Globe, now he is the principal in a Cup defender designed by himself

and his associate. Mr. Binney, another young man and unknown at

that time. In the same year the Burgess 70-footer Titania was just

begitining a remarkable record, now she is completely lost in the

schooner Dagmar, with a grotesque modern snout. At that day
w^hite was ultra-fashionable, and a -clipper stem," as on Sachem and
Volunteer, a novelty; now a black boat is the e.Nception and a shovel

snout a mark of distinction. In ]S87 Cythera made her last cruise

with the fleet, Capt. Cbas. Barr was in command of the diminutive

Shoua, Pappooise was considered a wonder, the 40ft, class was not
even suggested, the Herreshoffs were buUding steam yacht«, appar-

ently without anv thou^rhl of sailing craft. Grayling, with her plumb
stem, was the leading schooner, old Capt. Coffin was teUing and writ-

ing yarns that all were t;lad to listen to or read, the fln-keel was not

even a suggestion, and Neils Olsen wore a waistcoat several sizes

smaller than in the present day of grace. Taken all together, the

changes have been many and important, and opinions may easily differ

as lolhe degree of advancement made by yachting in six years.

The cups presented by Mr. Ogden Goelet this year are the same in

value as in the past, $1,000 for schooners and ,8500 for cutters and
sloops, to be sailed for without time limit over one of tbe two usual

courses from Brenton's Reef Lightsh-p, the Block Island or the .Sow

and Pigs, each a triangle of about 38 mdes,
Friday morning was cloudy and sultry, with a hght breeze shifting

between north and east. Clubtopsatls were set on the racing yachts,

and everythuig about Newport that could sail or steam headed out for

the start ofl the hghtship. The yachts carried gay parties of guests

and several large steamers were crowded with people from Boston
and even New York, who came just for the day. The steamer Gay
Head carried the members of the New York Y C,

About the line at 11 o'clock were tlie four Cup defenders. Jubilee,

Colonia, Vigilant and Pilgrim, the latter nominally owned by Mr.

Bayard Thaver and entered in tbe dub under his name. The schoon-

ers were Ariel, Lasca. Emerald, Constellation, Dagmar, Loyal, Mar-
guerite, Mavtlower and Alca?a, The 46 footer Ilderim was entered,

this being her first race, though she was built in 1891, Large as they
looked in their day, the old fleet of singlestickers of 1885-87 would have
been dwarfed beside the new quartette, the smaUest of the latter hav-

ing a larger rig than Volunteer,
Just before the start an accident happened to Pilgrim, the wire top-

saU halliard chafed through and the yard fell, breaking ihe jaekyard.

There was no wind at the time, but a long, easy roll, which was noth-

ing to stop the boats, but was hard on the gear at such immense
heights. The sail was quickly lowered and a jibheader set m its

place.
With the lightest of airs from S E, the four were sent away at 1 1 ::35,

the flagship lying north of the Bi'enton's Reef Lightship. All were
slow in- crassing. Pilgrim coming first to the line in good time, but
Bearing and going back for a late start. Jubilee came first for the

line on starboard tack from the south end, near the lightship, with
Ilderim astern. Vigilant crossed on the port tack from the north end,

crossing Jubilee's wake, and Colonia foUowed Ilderim and Jubilee

HUgrim was at the line almost becalmed when the handicap gun fli-ed.

With all eyes on the cutters, the schooner start received little atten-

tion, Lasca. Ariel and Volunteer came over the line on starboard 2i.^m.

after the gun. Emerald, Loyal and Dagmar following them later,

while Marguerite, Mayflow^er. and Alcaea crossed from the north.

Several were handicapped. Constellation being the last.

Baby jibtopsails were set on the cutters. Jubilee held on starboard

tack with Colonia and Pilgrim in her wake, the latter moving very

slowlv with her working topsaU in place of a club and with her way
killed" on the line. Vigilant stood on for a tune on the port or offshore

tack and then w-ent about. JubUee crossing her bows. Vigilant tacked

to wmdwwd of Jubilee's wake and about on Colonia's beam. Volun-

teer was the leading schooner from the start, being more than a
quarter mile to leeward of Jubilee, whUe Emerald and Ariel were
beam on to each other astern of Volunteer,

_

Pflgrim was still doing very poorly, the others dropping her though
they were moving slowly enough. She finally made a tack to the north

and left the fleet to hunt for flukes.

The two leaders were saUlng very closely toKether, Vigdant a httle

too far from Jubilee's weather quarter to hold her back any, but what
slight difference existed was in Jubilee's favor. For nearly two hours

they held the port tack in a very hght air, Jubilee pointing a httle

higher and opening the distance, though the gam and loss m all this

time was very small. At times the whole fleet was lost in a belt of

fog, which would Uft as suddenly as it had shut in.

Colonia failed to hold the other two, and after dropping half a mUe
astern left them and stood to the south for more wind. Volunteer,

when seen through the fog, was^far ahead of the schooners, with Ariel

second and Lasca third.
, , „

At 2:15 P, M,, when withui sight of the vineyard Sound or Sow and
Pigs Lightship, seventeen miles from the start, the fog shut in very
thick and nothing was visible for a quarter of an hour, when two
ghostlv topsails appeared over the fog bank, showing that Jubilee was
still ahead and within a quarter of a mile of Vigilant, A httle later

and a third safl appeared weU to the south; Colonia, with a good lift

up on the leaders and within dangerous distance as all came for the

A couple of short tacks were made, Jubilee sending down her bahy
and setting the ballooner in stops, and then she broke it out as she
passed the Lightship at 3:57:00, VigUant went by at 4:00:35 and
Colonia at 4:05:45.

, , ..

The wind had picked up for a time, but as they neared the mark it

fell very light. Jubilee had a turn in the head of her balloon jibtop-

sail and she hurried to set a spinaker before attempting to clear it,

but the safl would hardly draw.
The fog had now cleared and showed Pilgrim far astern after a

fruitless hunt for flukes. Volunteer was coming for the mark, with

Ariel under her lee and Lasca a long way further to leeward, Ilderim

being with the schooners.
The run of four miles to the Hen and Chickens Lightship was very

slow and could hardly be called racing. Jubilee turned at 5:01:15 and
Vigflant at 5:03:15, the two being very close together, while Coloiiia,

but a short distance astern, lay completely becalmed. The wind
came in very lifrht from the north and then died completely, a wan-
dering puff "in Vigilant's big ballooner setting her ahead of Jubflee.

The three lay idle until evening, the attendant fleet leaving them
about 6 o'clock to get in out of the fog. Both Vigilant and Jubilee

anchored, but Colonia held her way as best she could. After return-

ing to Newport May ran out and anchored off Brenton's Reef to

await the finish. Colonia pa«sed by the hghtship at 1:28:00, not see-

ing the flagship and taking their own time. Just 10m. later VigUant
passed tbe May and her crew- cheered in honor of their victory, the

sound brineing Colonia to the spot to report that she had already

finished. The official times of the race are as follows, the yachts not
named having given up:

SCHOONERS,
Friday A,M. Saturday A.M.

Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.

Volunteer 11 42 32 5 14 22 17 31 .50 17 25 10

Lasca 11 42 .38 5 20 29 17 37 .51 17 29 23

Alcasa 11 45 00 6 40 45 18 55 45 Notmeas.
CUTTERS.

Colonia 11 38 11 1 28 00 13 49 49 Notmeaa.
Vigilant' ...11 37 29 1 38 00 14 00 31 Notmeas.
Jubilee 11 36 49 1 18 35 14 41 46 Not meas.
Pile-rim .,11 40 00 Withdrew.
Volunteer wins a Goelet Cup for the fifth time, three times as a cut-

ter and twice as a schooner, and Colonia wins the singlestick cup, but
as a test of sailing the race was a failure and a disappointment to all

concernfed, „

In following the stated programme of the cruise a postponement
always causes trouble, but if the Goelet cups are to retain their values

as tlie chief prizes of the season either a time limit or an agreemen t

for shortening the course is necessary.

The programme, as in previous years, caUed for a run to Vineyard
Haven on Saturday, Sunday at Cottage City, and a run to New Bed-
ford on Monday, and had the fleet started with favorable weather, it

is probable that the four big boats would have made a race. As it

happened, however, Saturday opened with little wind and a dense fog,

the sky being clear over Newport and the harbor, but everything out-

side being hidden. Many yachts were under way running out to the
Dumplings, but tew cared to venture further, and after running out
once or twice the May returned to Brenton's CoVe, and at 3 P.M.
signalled that tbe fleet would remain at anchor. The schooner Mar-
guerite was out at the line for an early start, but in working in she
took the ground on Kettlebottom Rock, being hauled off as the tide .

rose by the tug Sylvester Ward, the amount of damage being un-
known. During the afternoon the yachts that had ventured out re-

turned and anchored, and before sunset the fog cleared before a
northwest wind. Through the night the wind blew hard and a light

rain feU, but the morning was dehghtfully bright and clear, with the
same strong N. W. wind.

Vigilant Leads to Vineyard Haven.
Vineyard Haven, Mass., Aug. 4.—In the runup here there was no

windward work, simply running and reaching. The cup defenders
Vi..ilant, Jubilee and Colonia, Pilgrim being absent, made an interest-

i»g race in which Vigilant proved superior with Jubilee second. In
the schooner classes Constollation, Lasca and Shamrock are the win-
ners Kati ina and Queen Mab are also winners and Harpoon heat
Wa'p hi tLe fifth class. Summary

:

SCHOONERS—FIRST CLASS.
Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.

Dauntless 10 21 40 4 46 35 6 24 55 6 24 55

nonstellation 10 22 :36 4 08 26 5 45 50 5 43 59

Yampa 10 23 35 4 59 33 6 35 58 6 33 46
RamonA' 10 21 30 4 15 50 5 54 30 5 51 46

Palmer 10 22 08 Did not finish.

SECOND CLASS,

Volunteer 10 21 21 4 20 19 0 04 58 6 04 58

Alcffia 10 30 57 4 14 34 5 53 37 6 53 00

Lasca
" 10 21 03 3 54 55 5 53 58 5 83 36

Mayflower 10 24 45 4 44 47 C 20 02 6 16 52

Miranda 10 25 00 Did not finish.

THIRD Ot>ABS.

Ariel 10 20 18 4.35 47 6 15 29 6 15 29

Shamrock...' 10 24 10 4 47 21 6 32 11 6 14 55
SLOOPS—FIRST cr^ss.

Vigilant 10 35 00 4 05 52 5 30 53 Not meas.
Jubilee

" " 10 35 00 4 16 31 5 41 34 Not meas.
Colonia..'.*.'.',.' 10 35 00 4 16 45 5 41 45 Not meas,

THIRD CLASS,

Katrina 10 16 29 4 15 20 5 58 51 5 58 51

Bedouin 10 10 21 4 50 28 6 34 07 6 31 33

Huron 10 10 10 4 38 53 6 22 43 6 15 45
FOtTRTH CLASS,

Wayward 10 19 05 4 46 03 6 26 58 6 26 58

Hildegarde 10 15 43 4 47 10 6 31 27 6 31 14

Queen Mab 10 16 32 4 41 50 6 35 28 6 30 51

FIFTH CL.ASS,

Wasp 10 10 13 4 .3>i 47 6 23 34 6 23 34

Harpoon 10 18 :33 4 36 53 6 18 SO 6 18 12

Jessica 30 20 00 4 59 45 6 :39 45 6 32 46

Carmita 10 16 35 Did not finish.

CLASS 8- YACHTS RACING ALO.NE IN THEIR CLASS.

Edipse, sloop 10 17 03 5 13 33 6 .56 31 6 .56 .31

Neaera schooner 10 23 05 4 58 27 6 ;15 23 6 28 35

New York Y. R. A. Regatta.
The regatta committee of th^ New York Y. R, A, has is,?ued the

programme for the fifth annual regatta, to be sailed on Labor Day,
Mondav, Sept. 4. and open to the 85 clubs comprising the Association:
Audubon, Bavonne, Bayswa'er. Brooklyn, Canarsie, Columbia, Green-
ville, Harlem" Hudson River. Indian Harbor. Jersey City, Kill von
Kull. Newark, Newark Bay. New Jersey, North Shrewsbury, Oceanic,
Pavonia, Sbi ewsbury, Sing SiuK. Staten Island, Athletic, Tappan Zee,

Tower RidEre. M'iliiaiusburtrh and Yonkers Corinthian, The classes

are: Sdiooners, 40ft. and "over, cabin sloops and cutters, not over
63ft., not O'.'er 53ft,. not over 45l^t., not over 38ft,, not over 32ft., not
over 27ft. Yawls in a separate class. Open jib and mainsails not
over 32ft., not over :i7ft., not over S3ft. Cabin cats, over 23ft., not
over 23ft. Open cats, not over ;i2ft,, not over 37ft., not over 23ft.,

not over 20ft.. not over 17ft.

The start will be made at 11 A. M. off Oyster Island, and the time
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mit wUl be seven hours. The usual courses will be sailed, asTper
chart on the programme.
Entries must be made in writing and delivered to or sent in time to

be received by Mr. Geor^re E. Gartland, chairman regatta committee,
No. 11 Wall street, New York, not later than Monday, Aug. 28, at IS

o'clock, midnight. The entries must specify the exact sailing length,
name and rig of the yacht, and the owner and club to which she be-

J^mbers and programmes can be obtained on the day preceding the
race and until 10 o'clock on the morning of the race, from the man in

charge of the stake boat, anchored at the starting line, to the east of
buoy 13. No yacht's time will be taken that is not provided with a
number placed above the reef points, as provided in the sailing, rules

of the Association. Numbers must be returned to the regatta'com
mittee after the race.

All protests must he made in writing, twenty-four hours after the
close of the race, to the regatta committee.
The iron steamer Oygnus, provided for the guests of the Associa-

tion, will accompany the yachts over the course and make the follow-
ing landings: Foot W. 22d street. N. R., N. Y., 9 A, M. ; Foot of 15th
street. Hoboken, 9.30 A. M.; Foot of iVIorris street, Jersey City, N. J.,

10 A. M.; Pier 1. N. E.. N. Y., 10.30 A. M.
The committee specially requests that yachts not sailing the entire

course will not cross the finish line, and that yachts having finished
will not cross the line again.

Beverly Y. C.

Thk two hundredth regatta and Buzzard's Bay championship was
sailed at Monument Beach Aug. 5, The day opened with a pouring
rain and a very Ught northeasterly air. About as poor weather as
could be found, but by noon the wind went round the compass to N
W., and at starting time blew a strong whole-sail northwester, which
during race backed into N. E. and increased in force till all but the
first and second class boats and P. D. Q. were forced to tie down two
or three reefs
First and second classes ran down to Scraggy Neck buoy, beat back

to Dry Ledge, ran back to Scragg}' Neck, beat back to Dry Ledge, had
a beam wind to Pines and a beat home, fourteen and one-half knots,
Third class sailed same course, omitting the second run back to

Scraggy Neck, nine and one-half miles.
Fourth class sailed a seven and one-half mile course with plenty of

beating, and fifth class a three ard three-quarter mUe course.
In second class Mist led off close pressed by Gj'mnote and Anonyma;

Gymnote took the lead, but soon after hauling on the wind her mast
went at the deck. Agawam drew out of the race and towed her home,
In third class Nobska sailed a most remarkable race. For the first

time she pointed well and kept up her remarkable speed; she led the
class ten minutes.
Fourth class, as usual, was led by Fin, with Dawelle first of the

catboats, while in fifth class the little P. D. Q, designed by her owner,
did exceedingly well.

In the race to Scraggy Neck and beat to Dry, about seven knots,
Nobska gained two minutes on the second boats, 20 per cent longer
than she is.

FIRST CI-ASS CATS.
Length. Elapsed. Corrected.

Violet, Tobey Club.. 24.05 3 12 68 3 54 46
SECOND CLASS CATS.

Anonyma, F. L. Dabney 23.08 2 47 37 2 28 00
Mi=t, G. H. Lyman 28.09 2 51 40 2 33 31
Ulula, W. H. Winsbip 23.08 2 53 06 2 31 53
Gymnote, W. E. 0. Eustis 23.09 Dismasted.
Agawam, .J. G. Young, Jr 23.08 Withdrew.

THIRD CLASS CATS.
Nob.ska, A. A. Beebe 19.08 1 48 05 1 30 17
Gilt Edge, D. L. Whittemore 19.07 1 55 52 1 37 57
Kaloola, H. F. Richards 19.08 1 58 29 • 1 40 41
Doris, John Parkinson 19.08 1 58 50 1 40 52
Puzzle, Wm. Amory-ad 19.10 2 01 45 1 44 11
Eina, J. Parkinson 19.11 2 04 40 1 47 13
Oolymbus, Henry Winsor 19.11 Withdrew.

FOirRTH CLASS CATS.
Fin Cj. and m.), L. M. Stockton 16.11 1 21 05 1 03 36
Dawdle, R. S. Hardy 16.08 1 .31 50 1 13 00
Squall, J. G. Palfrey 17.00 1 31 44 1 14 30
Markatta, N. Haywood 16.09 1 34 29 1 16 45
Charmion, J. Crane, Jr 16.09 Withdrew.

FIFTH CLASS CATS.
p. D. Q. (j. and m.), R. W. Emmons 0 ,^j8 40
Kid Q. and m.), W. R. Peabody 1 04 32 .....
Weona, H. Ware... 1 06 03
Winners: Second clas.s—Anonyma first, Ulula second ; third class

—

Nobska first. Gilt Edge second; fourth class—Fin first, Dawdle second;
fifth class—P. D. Q. first. Violet wins leg for pennant. Nobska, Fin
and Dawdle win and hold pennants. Anonyma and P. D. Q. win legs,
tieing Gymnote and SVeona. Judge, W. Lloyd Jeffries.

Navahoe.
The news of Navahoe during the week has been of a very discour-

aging character, as she is not only sailing badly, but there are reports
of dissensions within the ship, one being to the effect that Capt. Barr
has left her to return home, his place being taken by Capt. Diaper for
the present, and further that Capt, Aubrey Crocker, the skipper of
Shadow and Puritan, will go out to saU her in the remaining matches.
Seven tons of lead have been added inside, increasing her rating. On
Aug. 10 slie sailed in the regatta of the Royal Victoria Y. 0. for the
town cup, the course being from off Ryde around the Warner, back
and around a markboat off Cowes, and home, two rounds, making 40
miles. The day was fair, with smooth water and a light west wind, in
which Navahoe was expected to show her best.

She made a good start, Satanita being first, then NaTahoe, Britannia,
Calluna, Lais and Columbine. Britannia soon passed her and Satan-
ita, but Navahoe held second place through most of the first round,
the times being:
Britannia 12 32 07 Calluna 13 28 50
Navahoe 12 28 50 Lais 12 42 26
Satanita 12 28 53 Columbine 12 46 23
On the second round she lost considerably, the finish being timed:

Britannia 2 21 26 Navahoe 2 36 38
Satanita a 21 33 Lais 8 04 19
Calluna 3 36 03 Columbine 3 08 57
I After this race Navahoe went into dock and did not sail in the race
around the Isle of Wight on Friday in which Britannia won as fol-

lows;
Britannia 3 21 11 Calluna 8 37 28
Satanita 3 24 33 Lais
Valkyrie has not sailed during the week, but has been fitted out, and

wUl saU for New York the last of this week, which, with a good pass-
age, should bring her over by the second week in September.
During the week an interview with Mr. John B. Herreshofl has been

pubUshed in a number of papers, and the New York Herald, of Aug.
8, publishes an interwiew with Mr. Carroll by one of its foreign cor-
respondents. Mr. Herresholls statement is as follows:
The statement of the London Knies," he said, "chat Navahoe is un-

manageable, not able to carry her present outfit, and that her sails

must be clipped, sounds absurd in view of the fact that the yacht was
sailed across the Atlantic, 3,000 mUes of rough water, in sixteen days.
At no time during that trip across was she unmanageable. It is not
likely that she will prove so, or has proved so, in the sheltered waters
where the English yachtsmen sail their races. In the Royal Yacht
Squadron to-day, Navahoe finished last, it is true, but according to the
dispatches, she did so because her skipper made two tacks while the
other three boats made but one. The fault was certainly with the
sailing ability of the captain, and not with the racing qualities of the
boat. The owner, air. Carroll, is properly the captain of the craft,
according to the ethics of boat saUing. and is to be held responsible for
her action. Everybody knows that Mr. Carroll is not altogether an
expert yachting officer, and then his skipper, Capt. Bai-r, is a young
man, accustomed only to much smaller boats than Navahoe, and he is

competing with the oldest and most experienced j'achtsmen of Eng-
land.
"As for yesterday's race for the Town Prize, the mishap which

befell Navahoe was to her mainsafi. The canvas was not strong enough
for the stiffness of the boat in the increasing breeze and the skipper
was not equal to the emergency when he allowed a squall to strike his
boat in such a way as to keel her over. So much for the English criti-

cism.
"Now, as to Navahoe herself. She is not an ideal racing boat by any

means. Mr. Carroll called for a craft which he might use for cruising
purposes as well as racing, two objects which must of necessity con-
flict. He required that she should not draw more than ISJ^ft., and
much against the will of the Herreshoffs, she was built accordingly,
instead of with a draft of 16 or 17ft., the proper depth for a racer.
They dislike now, as designers and builders to be held responsible for
the whim of the owner ot Navahoe. Mr. Carroll was told when he re-
ceived the boat that he must not expect to have the old-time English
yacht to contend with, but new and faster ones which would require
the sacrifice of everything to speed. Before Navahoe went to England
Mr. Herreshoff told her owners that he would uot all her to leave this
side until she had been carried down three or four feet."
The interview with Mr. Carroll, which was probably called out by

the above, is as follows:

Jfr. Carroll said; "I think some of the newspaper reports regarding

the Navahoe" are grotesque misrepresentations. I have in mind es-

pecially the London Times'' leader on Saturday,
"The Navahoe was not unmanageable, nor did she get any serious

injury in the accident during Thursday's race, I discovered, however,
soon after the start, that the after cloth of the mainsail was splitting

across just under the first reef cringle.
"As it was probable that the split would go right across the sail

from leech to luff, I considered it prudent to give up and sailed for
Southampton to have the sail repaired in time for the next day's race.
"The mishap was discovered just as the Navahoe was hit hard off

shore by a squall, and she was thrown up in the wind while the dam-
age was being examined.
"Then she got in ii-ons, which is not an unusual result of stopping a

vessel with her head to the wind when coming to; in fact, the Calluna
got in irons in Friday's race.
"The report about the Navahoe nearly capsizing and narrowly es-

caping foundering, as published in the Times, was absurd."
"Yes," said Mrs. Carroll, as her husband concluded, "and there was

not a word of truth in the report that the Navahoe gave up Thurs-
day's race because I was thrown across the cabin from one sofa to
another when the Navahoe was heeled over by the squall. I was on
deck the whole time and did not consider that anything unusual oc-
curred, except the splitting of the leech of the mainsail."

London, Aug. 14.—The regatta of the Royal Albert Y. C, of South-
sea, took place to-day. The Albert cup was the prize for yachts above
40 rating. Navahoe, Britannia, Satanita and Calluna started.
The course was from a markboat oft Southsea to and around Nab

Beacon, then to and around the West Middle Buoy and back to the
mark boat, sailed over twice. There was a good sailing breeze.
Satanita was first away, followed by Isav.ahoe, Calluna and Britannia

in the order given. Tfiis order was maintained without material
change until the Nab Beacon was rounded. The yachts then set their
spinakers and Britannia soon took the lead, with Navahoe following
close behind.
Britannia sailed the first round in 2h. 6m. Is., Navahoe in 2h. 11m.

17s., Satanita in 3h. 23m. 4s., and Calluna in 2h. 3am. 9s.

In the middle of the second round Satanita took first place, but
Britannia soon caught up. Navahoe, which had lagged far behind,
gave up the race before reaching the West Middle Buoy. Calluna went
ashore near Osborne Bay. Toward the finish the wind was very light.

Britannia won in 6h. 41m. 34s. Satanita's time was 6h. 43m. 40s.

YACHT NEWS NOTES.
There are a large number of nautical novelties which will certainly

arouse great interest among those who have a taste for sea life. The
exhibition is arranged on the schooner Daphne which is a yacht past
her sailing days, but she is a commodious craft, and her spacious deck
and roomy saloon afford facilities for displaying a collection of
curiosities very rarely brought together at one time. Paintings,
models, ships' tackle, photographs, inventions and numberless other
things worth seeing are displayed on the deck and below, and the
whole is covered in with a water-tight roof affording a capital light.

Among the coimtless exhibits is a model of the famous yacht Arrow,
kindly lent by the Royal Southampton Y. C, and a painting of the
same"yacht winning the cup of the Royal Clinque Ports Y. C. in 1,876,

and carrying away her spinnaker boom with Florinda and Cuckoo
astern. Very convenient arrangements are made for reaching the
Daphne from the shore, as a steam laimch runs to and fro from the
steps opposite the Gloster 'B.otel.—Field.

The Seawanhaka Corinthian Y. C. hns arranged the following pro-
gramme for the remaining races of the season: Saturday, Aug. 19,

two cups, value S50 and $85, handicap, two classes. Class I., yachts
42ft. and not under 28ft. l.w.l. Class IL, yachts under 28ft. l.w.l.

Course: Starting from north to south of line between two marks south
of Moses Point, thence to Cold Spring Light, keeping it on xJort; thence
to Center Island Buoy, keeping it on starboard, thence to Lloyd's
Point Buoy, keeping it on starboard; thence to Cold Spring Light,
keeping it on starboard; thence to finish, crossing line from north to
south, keeping to north of black buoy at mouth of harbor going and
coming. Saturday. Aug. 26, Bullock cup, handicap, for yachts 33ft.

waterUne and under. Bell Buoy course. Saturday, Sept. 2, third Rouse
& Wetmore cup. time allowance, for yachts 32ft. waterline and under.
Bell Buoy course, postponed July 15. All these races will be started
as near 10:30 A. M. as practicable from one-gun start.

"Sketches of Yachting Life" is the title of a clever little book by Mr.
Julius Gabe, who assuming the role of a landsman on a yachting
cruise narrates a number of amusing incidents and occurrences con-
nected with yachting. Mr. Gabe writes in a light, pleasing vein, with
no attempt to do more than amuse, and in this he is quite' successful.
The scene is laid aboard a cruising schooner yacht, whose owner has
a fondness for company which brings aboard a varied assortment of
odd characters. The book is veiy neatly made up and is published by
the Yachtsman, London.

The new 60ft. double-engine naphtha yacht Truant, has just been
delivered to her owner, Jlr. H. L. Terrell, who will use her on the
Shrewsbury during the balance of the season, and send her to Florida
later on. She is a marvel of comfort and elegance, and completely
fitted for extended cruises. Her builders, the Gas Engine & Power
Co., claim she made over ten miles per hour on a long trip. Her
power is two 12 H.P, naphtha motors.

Commodore Starbuck's steam yacht TUlie, American Y. C, is laid

up at the Gas Engine & Power Co.'s basin, Morris Heights. Mr.
Starbuck will use the steam yacht Shearwater for the balance of the
season.

On the night of Aug. 4 the steam yacht Aida, W. P. Douglas, broke
her shaft off North Hill, Fisher's Island, and was to'ved into New
London by the steamer Munnatawket.

Secretaries of canoe clubs are requested to send to Forest and
Stream then- addresses, with name, membership, signal, etc . of their
clubs, and also notices in advance of meetings and races, and report of
the same. Canoeists and all interested in canoeing are requested to
forward to Forest and Stream their addresses, with logs of cruises,
maps, and information concerning their local, waters, drawings or
descriptions of boats and fittings, and all items relattog to the sport.

FIXTURES.
AirausT.

11-26. A. C. A. Meet, St. Lawrence River.

SEPTEMBKB.
2. Orange An., Arlington, N. J, 4. Holyoke. FalL Holyoke. Mass.
4. lanthe. An., Passaic River, 16. Red Dragon, Delaware River.

TsB American Canoe Association is at a standstill. Some of the

divisions have increased their membership a little, others have sus-

tained a slight loss. The racing interest is not nearly as keen as it was
five years ago, nor are there as many racing men as there were then.

The same thing is true of the Western Canoe Association.

Many of the men who made the A. C. A. what it is have retired from
the field, and others as public spirited have not taken their places.

The W. C. A. shows a Uke record.

There never was any good reason for the existence of two such or-

ganizxitions—at any rate since the A. C. A. was separated into divi-

sions. Is it not therefore a good time to talk over the formation of an A.

C. A. Western Division? Would not such an outcome solve some of the

problems that the W. U. A. are now trying to work out? Are there

any good reasons why such a union should not be formed? The
A. C. A., as an association, has nothing to gain thereby except greater

usefulness, and the W. C. A. would lose nothing and gain much. It

would retain its cups, itsidentitj^ its history, and would come in for

its share of all the A. C A. has to give. It is a good time now to

think the matter over, and for some of the members to say what they

think.

Associations may come and go, but canoeing cannot wither or fade

away. Racing may stop, the meets be discontinued, but you can^t kilj

the canoe. Therefore cherish it, and get all the fun and health you
can out of, or rather in it.

The a. C. A. meet Is now being held, the fourteenth camp and
regatta, and the racing will begin next Monday. The rule in the Year

Book which defines what shall constitute a canoe eUgible to enter the

A. C. A. races is incorrectly printed, and was so printed in the 1893

Year Book. A literal reading of it as printed would rule out all, or

nearly all, of the canoeg that will enter, and consequently no attention

will be paid to it. We earnestly urge upon those who will enter the
races to bring this error forcibly to the attention of the regatta com-
mittee, and so irnpress them with it that they will take the trouble to

have it corrected and the correction called attention to in their annual
report, to the end that the secretary to be elected for 1894 will have
the data before him for a correct rendering of the rule in the 1894

Year Book. The rule (No. 1) as printed in the 1891 Year Book is cor-

rect. There are several typographical errors in the rules, and it

should be a part of the regatta committee's business to see that they
are marked for correction and the corrected copy given to the present
secretary to turn over to his successor. Of what value are rules if

they are allowed to be incorrectly printed in the official book? The
A. C. A. meet of 1894 comes to the Atlantic Division. The commodore
and secretary will be elected from this division, and it rests largely

n-ith those members who attend the meet from this quarter whether
capable men are chosen. There has been little talk as yet in regard
to this important subject, and no candidates are in the field, so far as

we know. The last meet held in this division was at Jessup's Neck in

1890, and, In spite of Bave's poor food and some slight transportation
difficulties, it was one of the most popular, largely attended and gen -

erally successful meets ever held. It "set the pace" for the 1894 event
and it depends upon the oflacers elected whether a success or failure

will be scored.

Glenwood—Electra.
Editor Forest and Stream.:
Some years ago you discussed. I believe, the propriety of giving

different canoes the same name; Nautilus for examjjle, and designat-
ing the succeeding boats by numbers; Nautilus No. 9 or 10, as the
case might be, and the conclusion reached was that it would be better
to give every canoe a name, different if possible from all others, and
let that canoe keep its name to the end of the chapter. The name of
a racing canoe identifies it, and confusion is avoided and endless ex-
planation when one name is given and retained. I see that yoti men-
tion editorially in your issue of Aug. 5, that the canoe Electra, which
sailed at the W. C. A. meet, is really the 1892 International cup winner
Glenwood. Your correspondent evidently did uot know this fact as
he credited a Detroit builder with the honor of producing this fast
boat, when every canoeman in the country knows that Capt. Ruggles
built the Glenwood. The new owner may have thought it a good joke
to palm off on his fellow club men as a new production of a Western
builder, a canoe having a world wide reputation and built by a New-
York man, but it seems to me to be a very questionable proceeding to
try to deceive the whole W. C. A. and the canoeing public as well.
This matter would not have attracted my attention had your cor-
respondent omitted his most flattering account of th» qualities of this
canoe, and suggested that she had probably made a record for not
only the W. C. A., but all associations. She has. C. Bowyer Vai-x.

rin justice to Mr. Hough, we can state that he is responsible for
only a portion of last week's report. The statement was made in the
FoRBST AND Stream last spring, by a We.stern correspondent, that
Electra was a new canoe, just completed for a member o( the Mahn-
a-wauk C. C, and Mr. Hough like many others has probably been
misled by it.]

Ked Dragon C. C.

Philadelphia, Aug. 13.—The summer races of the Red Dragon C
G. were held on July 29 off the club house at MissuiomiDg. A feature
in the imlimited sailing was a chanp;e in the course from a mile and a
half triangular to a mile and a half straightaway and return. The
entries and order of finish were:
Pirate, H. E. McCormick, sharpie

, ,j
Smuggler, A. S. Fenimore, sharpie 2
Nacoochee, D. A. McCormick

!
,'8

Kie Loe, F. W. Noyes
] iDiskbled

Hername, M. D. WUt Withdrew
Jack Pot, L. Titus Withdrew
In the maneuvering race th»re were two entries, Smuggler, A. S.

Fenimore, and Pirate, D. A. McCormick, and they finished in the order
named.
In the swimming race the entries numbered about eight. Mr. John

Van Dusen was the successful competitor. The absence of a number
of the canoeists to Chicago and the mid-summer cruises accounted
for the small entry list.

On the 5th an unfinished race between the Pirate. H. E. McCormick,
Smuggler, A. S. Fenimore, and Kie Loe, F. W. Noyes, took place.
There was a whole sail breeze, the course being to Bridesburg,
miles, and return. The canoes finished, Kie Loe a good first. Smug-
gler second and Pirate third. F. O. G.

A. C. A. Membership.
Northern Dfyision: Conway Cartwright, C. Garnet Rothwell, Frank

Upper, O. H. Hooper, R. J. Hooper, John B. Cochrane, C. S. Kirkpat-
rick, D. Allan Black. Kingston, Ont. Atjcantic Division: H. K.
Schuyler, Arlington, N. J.

CANOE NEWS NOTES.
The following report of a recent gathering of canoeists is from the

Trenton Oazette. It is not intended to be funny: "The Park Island
C. C. have bean entertaining prominent officers of the National Canoe
Association and representatives of the Philadelphia and New York
canoe clubs, at their club house on Park Island. On Saturday night
the island was illuminated and made brilliant by a liberal display of
fireworks. Among those present were C. V. Winnis, commander of
the American C. C. ; William Wackerhagen, of the Boston C. C. ; Phil.
Butler, Brooklyn C. C. ; Robert Wilken, M. Brokaw and Harry Ward,
Knickerbocker C. C. of New York; James K.Hand, Jerome Simpson
and John Moflett, ArHngton CC of New Jersey; J. C. Dorian, of New-
ark; Barron Fredericks, S. Farmer, H. Farmer and George Lockwood,
Bayonne C. C. ; a delegation from the Red Dragon C. C, of Philadel-
phia, and Harry Fenmore, of Albany. Commander E. C. Hill, of Al-
gonquin Club, of Trenton, gave the visitors a reception at his residence
on Saturday night, after which there was 'a smoke' at the Algonquin
club house and the party proceeded to the island."

New Jersey Schuetzen.
The ninth annual prize shoot and festival of the New Jersey

Schuetzen Gesellschaft of Hudson county, N. J., was held in Arm-
bruster's Park, Greenville, on Monday, Aug. 7. There was a large
gathering of shooters, both Germans and others, in fact, it was a reg-
ular family affair, and everybody seemed bent upon extracting his fiul
share of pleasure from the day's outing. Among the prominent rifle-
men we noticed M. Dorrler, L. P. Hansen, John Rebhan, A. Brown,
Wm. C. Collins, Jos. Dodds, C. H, Chavant, Aug. Meyns, David Miller
and Wm. Weber.
On the prize target, open to the public, there were 14 prizes, from

£15 to $1, three shots per ticket. Scores: M, Dorrler 73, W. 0 Collins
70, Geo. Schlicht 70, L. P. Hansen 09, G. W. Plaisted 67, D. MUler 64,
Jas. Dodds 64, J. Rebhan 64, Aug. Mevns 62, Wm. Weber 62, Fred
Zeugner 61, C. H. Chavant 60, Laughagen 59, Peck 56.

Medal target, open only to members of the association, three shots:
Wm. Weber 68, L. P. Hansen 67, Aug. Meyns 63, Peck 61, L. Haas 57,
M. Lutjen 56, H. Benechke 56, D. Neebe 55.

San Francisco Rifle Shots.
San 'Francisco, July 31.—Editor Forest and Stream: One of our

oldest local rifle-shooting organizations has appointed a committee to
consider the advisabflity of holding a somewhat comprehensive shoot-
ing festival in this city during the continuance of the California Mid-
winter Fair next winter and spring. This organization is a responsi-
ble one, and while I think the affair should be undertaken by conjoint
action of all our local rifle clubs, stUl if the aforesaid club undertakes
the enterprise it will be a success, as the club has a plethoric treasury
and contains many enthusiastic and experienced rifleroen.
The second series of contests for the Siebe State champiou.ship

medals for the year 1893 was completed yesterday at the Shell Mound
Park. The entries were not so numerous as at the first contest nor
were the scores as high as was expected. Sevei-al competitors are
holding back for the October and December dates, as a competitor is
aUowed to choose any three out of four dates, viz., the last Simday in
March, July, October and December.
So far Mr. Meyer is first with Springfield rifle. Dr. L. O. Rodgers

leads with "any" rifle, and Col. S. I. Kellogg with the pistol.
Following are some of the scores of the second and first series of

contests. Number of entries about 16. Conditions: Pistol, distance
.50yds., 50 shots, German 35-3^n. ring target. "Any" rifle and Spring-
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field riae, 200yds., ofE-hand, 50 shots, German Zo-Uin. ring target.

Each competitor allowed two hours in which to fire his score. No sight-

ing shots allowed and every shot to count:
Springfield Rifle.

2d. 1st. 2d. 1st.

C Meyer,,. 1,006 1,01.3—2,019 HR Brown 958 986—1,944
"Any" Rifle.

LORodgers 1,024 1,082—2.106 Geo Helm 1,065 ....

D McLaughlin . . . 1,052 1,042—2,094
Pistol.

Col S I Kellogg.. 1,116 1,117—2,283 Capt Klein 1,039 ....

Mr Daiss 1,058 .... Rqbel.

The Army Rifle.

MORGANTOWN, W. Va., Aug. 5.—Editor Forest and Stream: The
writer of "Rifle Notes" in the last issue of Forest and Stream ex-

hibits a trifle Of carelessness along with his lack of patriotism; it

surely must be bo, or he would not imply that I wrote the new miU-
tary rifles for the Army and National Guard were to be viade in for-

eign lands. The point I make in this may be immaterial, but it is not
pleasant to be misquoted. I know, as probably does he, that the

United States Government manufactures rifles for its own use, and it

may be presumed for the retail trade also, because the Springfield

musket with the Government stamps on it, as well as the BufQngton
sight, can be purchased in the market in direct competition with rifles

of private manufacture. Some one may say these are parts sold for

old junk, and then reassembled by the purchasers, but it would take
more than the simple assertion to make people of a thiakuig turn of

mind believe it. and if it were so, how is it that such perfect junk can
be sold privately in such quantities. But we are getting away from
the question. Let me ask "Rifle Notes" does the soldier, in his

"maneuver over a series of sand hills for an advantageous position,"

always carry his rifle with the action open and unloaded during such
maneuver? or is it probable that the rifle is loaded and carefully

closed to exclude the sand, and the chances for a choking of any rifle

action under sncli circumstances are very remote? But the sand
teat, referred to in our former letter as having been practiced at the
trials of submitted arms, consists in opening the action of an un-

loaded rifle, placing it in a drum partly fiUed with sand, and then re-

volving the drum for a space of time; this is the kind of sand test that
"never occurs in actual warfare," I believe "Rifle Notes" will agree
with me in this, after careful thought.
In the matter of the inch-ring target reported to have been used by

the "old shooter of German extraction," I must inquire if the highest
count on that target was 15, the same as on the "champion target"
under discussion. If so, then nerhaps any copyright would not stand
the test of trial in the courts. It would be a graceful act, though, if

the late inventor would in a friendly way present the right to use the
target to the marksmen of the United States. W, Milton Fabrow.

St. Liouis King Shoot.

St. Louis, Aug. 7.—The king shoot of the St. Louis Sharpshooters
was held to-day at their range at Creve Cceur Lake. The day was an
ideal one for the sport and there was a large crowd of shooters and
many of their lady friends in attendance. On the king target Mr. C.

K. Dunkerly, by placing his bullet inside of a J^in. center, captured
the king medal and also the privilege of kissing the prettiest young
lady on the grounds, which I can truthfully say he was not slow in

taking advantage of. How a man that doesn't speak German could
understand it so well, I won't try to explain. Several of the local

clubs were well represented and the shooting was good, as the follow-

ing scores will show. On the king target 20 prizes were given in the
following order: First, C. K. Dunkerly; second, Wm. Koopinan; third,

Wm. Bauer; fourth, L. Priester; fifth, Sam 6. Dorman; sixth, Wra.
Bauer, Jr.: seventh, Herman Black; eighth, A. Schottlander; nmth, C.

Mueller; tenth.Wm. Mackwitz; eleventh, L. Sicher; twelfth, F. Knapp;
thirteenth, A. McBean; fourteenth, A. Miesbach; fifteenth, Henry
Black; sixteenth, .J. M. Gruen; seventeenth, G. W. Alexander; eight-

teenth, L. Schweighoefer ;
nineteenth, H. Koehler; twentieth, D. Dela-

bar.
Ring Targetr-Dunkerlv 71, Dorman 70. L. Sicher 69, L. Frank 67,

McBean 64, Schweighoefer 64, J. Morf 63, Bethmann 68, Kurka 02, Alex-
ander 02. M. Kaur 61, L, Priester 61, D. Wiget 61, V. Rapp 01, Miesbach
60, Bauer 60, Mueller 60, Yunge 60, Knapp 60, Burchel 00, H. Black 60,

Schottlander 60. Gruen 60. H. Pius 60, D. Delabar 60.

Man Target—L. Frank 90, J. Morf 89, Yunge 87, McBean 85, Schweig-
hoefer 84, Kurka 82, Priester 81, Bethmann 80, L. Sicher 80, A. Nunde
79.

Point Target—The prize winners on the point target were in the fol-

lowing order: Dorman, Bauer, McBean, Schweighoefer, Priester,

Wiget, Dunkerly.
In two weeks the boys wiU take in the Omaha and Chicago shoots,

and meet many of their.old friends who were here two years ago. The
jolliest crowd on earth—the German sharpshooters. Namrod.

Zettler Rifle Club.

Thk bi-monthly shoot of the Zettler Rifle Club, at Wlssel's Cypress
Hills Park on Aug. 18. did not have its usual attendance. But when
the absentees hear what the weather conditions were on that

day they will no doubt congratulate themselves that the fates

kept them at home. Father Dunn had the day before promised to

send us a strong northwest gale on the ojiening of the 13th, and for

once at legist he kept his promise, the measure of the gale was full

beyond a doubt. To hear one of the experts exclaim after a well held
shot had gone down the range, "That's home!" and then see the
marking slick of the scorer go wandpring off into the right or left

hand corner of the target, according as the eccentricities of the wind
should carry the shot, was amusing to the spectator. What a world
of expression tliere is in the features of our experts on an occasion
like this. Sometimes the spectator will venture the advice that the
wind probably carried the ouUet out of its course. Our experience
has been that such advice is impolitic. There is no such term as wind-
gauge in theencyclopasdia of the average rifle expert, and any allusion

to such a condition only tends to exasperate him. The appended
scores give another iUustration of the saying that it is only the unex-
pected that happens. Messrs. Schmidt and Plaist«d, two of the lay
members of the club, by the force of the gale or otherwise, are found
at the head of the list, with scores that would be considered fairly

creditable to the average expert. But then "it's an ill wind," etc.

Scores:
Ten shots, German ring-target:

G W Plaisted, .38-55-266, lub., Bal 21 22 18 25 22 23 23 23 28 22-222
22 23 2,3 21 25 22 21 21 25 19—221

P F Schmidt, .88-55-255, lub., Win 22 18 22 23 25 25 22 21 17 25-220
21 23 17 24 22 20 2-1 22 21 25-219

H Holges, .32-40-165, Shalk 18 25 19 24 25 21 22 18 23 19-217
18 19 25 21 22 22 22 19 24 20-212

R Hamann. .38-55, Bal 22 17 24 21 18 17 23 25 24 24-215
31 24 20 24 19 35 24 23 18 25—213

F C Ross, .33-40-165, Shalk 24 2i 19 20 24 20 15 25 20 24-213
22 21 19 20 20 19 20 24 22 31—208

Dr J A Boyken, ,32-30, Bal 22 25 21 18 26 22 20 14 23 20—210
30 21 21 21 22 22 22 18 22 20-309

Ignatz Martin, .38-55-266, Bal 34 19 33 20 22 19 21 22 19 20-309
31 17 22 23 24 20 17 19 23 17—203

G W Downs, ..32-40-165, Shalt 23 17 19 22 19 20 21 22 19 31 -199
8 23 23 16 21 20 17 20 23 19—190

Jos Gunther, .38-65 355. Rem 17 19 17 21 22 20 21 23 21 17—198
S3 22 13 31 6 19 13 15 19 23—174

New York Rifle Club,

The monthly practice shoot of the New York Schuetzen Corps, at

Union HiU Park, on Friday, Aug. 11, did not have its usual attendance,
hot weather and other causes kept many of the regulars away. Capt.
Offerman, the corps' energetic executive, was on hand as usual and
was one of the last to leave. Messrs BUnz and Buthfer led the list on
the ring target, each with scores of 214. The scores are appended, 10

shots, German target: J. Bunz 214, D. Buthfer 214, B. Zettler 210, D.
Malchow 199, W. Krumsick 198. F. Schmidt 197, C. Grosch 196, H.
Peters I. 196, W. Hahn 195, J. C. Bonn 192, A. J. Christen 190, F. Fa-
comprS 180, H. Meyn 180, J. Schmitt. 170, P. Feigel 168, J. D. Strahmann
164, J. N. Hermann 160, J. H. Klee 158, G.Wehrenberg 152, J. D.Wilkens
152, J. G. TboelkelSl.
Point target, 10 shots, possible 30 points: ,7. C. Bonn 14, D, Buthfer

12, B. Zettler 11, F. Schmidt 11, C. Grosch 10, P. Feigel 10, W. Habn 9,

A. J. Christen 9, J. D. Wilkins 8, F. Hoops 8. H. Hanschen 6, J. H. Klee
7, J. D. Strahmann 7, J. Mohrmann 7. J. Wilkins 7, M. von Druingelo 7,

J. Biinz 7. H. Meyn 7, H. B. Michaelsen 7. C. H. Wierk 6, N. Volkmann
6, W. Schinults 6, J. G. Thoelke 6.

Bed Flags—W. Krumsick 1, C. H. Wierk 1, ,T. Schmitt 1, J.WUkens 1,

J. C. Bonn 3, F. Hoops 1, E. Meyn 1, N. Volkmann 1, D. Buthfer 2, G.
Welirenherg 1, A. J. Christen 1, J. Biuiz 1, H. Hanschen 1,

Harlem Rifle Club.

At the weeklv gallery shoot of the Harlem Rifle Club held at head-
quarters No. 2072 Thir<i ave.. New York, Aug. 11, the following scores
were made: 10 shots, possible 2,50, distance 25yds: J Bodenstab 245,

C. Hutch 244, J, A. Boyken 242, E. Busby 242, W. Weeks 340, Moore 223,

McGee 221. J. Bodenstab, Sec'y.

International Columbian Prize Shooting.
Sharp-shooters' Park, \Vest Pullman, Aug. 6 and 7.—The weather

was fine but the wind not favor.dble on Sunday, but Monday the best
shooting day. The following shot for the Columbian medal and it was
awarded to them: J. C. Berger, Jackson, Mich. C. T. Jacobs, Chicago.
F. B. Hayungs, H-jnry Haage and Detlef Sivers, Lyons. R. D. Carroll,
Elgin. John Muench, Sandwich, Ifl. W. H. Klauer, Dubuque. Rich-
ard Helmold, Chicago. Otto Freyer, Chicago. .John C. Kelley, Cam-
bridge, Mass. Henry Graf, South Omaha, Neb. Edward Meurer,
Stapleton, Staten Island, N, Y. Scores:
Columbia Target ~-W. H. Klauer 67. H. M. Pope, Hartford, Conn.,

63; Detlef Sivers 62, J. C, Berger 56, J. B, Hayungs 53, Henry Haage
50, FredReichenbach. Mr, Kinney, Ky., 32.

King Target.—W. H. Klauer 207, J. B. Hayungs 186, J. C. Berger 170,

Detlef Sivers 166.

Man Target.—B.. M. Pope, Hartford, Conn,, 89; F. O. Young, San
Francisco, 86, T. T. Dalahunty, Pittston, Pa., 81, J. B. Hayungs 80, J. C.
Bergen 79, Fred. Toggenburger 79.

People's Target—H. M. Pope 69, F. O. Young 59, Fred Pfeifer 65, W.
H. Klauer 59. J. P. Dalahuntz 56.

Standard Target.—W. H. Klauer 46, J. B. Hayungs 40. Fred Pfeifer
40, J. P. Dalahunty 38, J. C. Berger 36.

Bullseye Target.—H. M. Pope 37 flags out of 100 shoots, J. B.
Hayungs 19, Dr. H. Merkle 15, W. H. Klauer 15, Richard Helmold 11,

J. P, Dalahunty 13, Detlef Sivers 10, J. F. Helmold 8, F. Reichenbach 8,

Fred Roth 8, F. Munch 4.

From Aug, 28 to Sept. 3 every day will he a shooting day.
A. BoESE, Sec'y-

Greenville Rifle Club.
The Saturday outing of the Greenville Rifle Club, in Armbruster's

Schuetzen Park, Greenville, N. J., on Aug. 12, had its usual attend-
ance. Among the visiting riflemen were Geo. Sehlicht, of Guttenberg,
N. J., and Henry Mahlenbrock, of Marion, N. J. The weather con-
ditions were not such as the rifle crank desires for putting up high
scores, but nevertheless there were a few good scores made during the
afternoon. Messrs. Sehlicht and Chavant divided the honors, each
with 223 to their credit. The scores are appended, 10 shots, German
target:
C H Chavant 24 23 24 19 23 24 22 23 19 22-323
Geo Sehlicht 23 20 24 20 24 25 32 23 31 21—223
Geo W Plaisted 24 20 14 25 33 20 25 23 32 22-217
W C Collins 23 14 20 22 18 22 16 33 25 21—214
CoHn Boag 25 19 15 18 21 22 24 8 17 22—191
H Mahlenbrock 21 16 21 10 18 22 17 21 16 20—188
Jas Dodds 22 20 20 15 20 33 12 19 16 18—184
Geo Purkess 21 16 18 23 13 20 19 17 17 19—183
W H Robidoux 19 25 17 9 16 15 17 23 7 19—167
John Spahn 15 3 19 16 13 24 13 18 23 1—145

Tlie weekly gallery shoot for class medals, on Friday night, Aug. 1
1

,

brought out the usual quota of club members. Gallery shooting in

these August days is of a torrid nature, but the GreenviUe shooters
are much given to shooting and their enthusiasm seems to keep pace
with the thermometer. Plaisted made the bast score of the evening—
247. This is the second highest score made on this range up to date.
The scores are appended, 10 shots, possible 250, distance 25yds. Scores:
Plaisted 247, Purkess 243, J. Boag 238. Robidoux 238, Collins 236, C.

Boag 233, Chavant 233, Spabn 280, Gotthardt 225, Dodds 220, HiU 208.

Hartford Rifle Club.
Hartford, Conn., Aug. 12.—The regular shoot of the Hartford Rifle

Club was held this afternoon, but the extreme heat kept the attend-
ance small and scores low, except with Pope, who, as one of the boys
i-emarked, "Don't mind any kind of weather, but just keeps plugging
along," 20Uyds., hmited target, condition good, except for the heat,
about 94°.

H M Pope (.50 shots) 7 9 9 9 10 10 8 6 9 10—84
10 9 9 8 8 10 8 10 7 8-87
10 9 10 9 9 8 7 10 9 9—90987889 10 79 8-83
10 97998778 7-81—425

J M Foote, Jr 8 7 8 10 10 6 7 8 7 7—78978557898 7—73
F K Rand 10 77959789 6-77

998 10 69963 7—76
W J Dunbar 5 4 10 7 6 8 7 10 8 7—73
A H Tyler 9 7 10 3 4 6 6 4 7 6-63

H. M. PoPic, Sec'y.

RIFLE NOTES.
The writer of "Rifle Notes," who by the way is somewhat of a rifle

crank, in lieu of using tin to harden his bullets, has struck upon the
plan of dropping them into cold water as they come from the mould;
this practice seems to give them the proper hardness for satisfactory
work at the 200yds. range. He thinks a hard-bodied lubricant gives
less liabiUty to the leading of the barrel. In his practice at Cypress
Hills Park with the Zettlers last week he made the following scores on
the ring target, using bullets chilled in this manner, viz: 216, 315, 232,

231, 220—1,094.

Teams of ten men each from the Hudson Rifle Club, of Marion, N.
J , and the Greenville Rifle Club, will shoot a match on the Marion
range, on Labor Day, Sept. 4.

We hear that some of our local riflemen, among whom are Messrs.
L. P. Hansen, F. C. Ross, A. Braun, and M. Dorrler, contemplate visit-

ing the Columbia International Shooting Festival at Chicago next
week. Their ability with the rifle is such as to warrant the belief that
the.y wUl come home with a fair share of the prize money.
The Plattdeutscbe Ynlksfest, which wiU be held in Washington Park,

New York city, on Aug. -0, 21 and 22, .should be patronized by all of
our riflemen. There is a large list of prizes open to the public, and the
fact that the surplus ftmds will be divided among our city hospitals,

should be an inducement to all lovers of rifle shooting to lend their as-

sistance in making the festival a success.

The New York City Cops will hold its monthly practice shoot in

Washington Park on Friday, Aug. 25.

The Independent New York Corps wUl hold its monthly practice
shoot in Washington Park on Friday, Aug. 18.

The Ne ,v York Central Corps. Capt. A. Richter, will hold its monthly
practice shoot in Washington Park on Tlmrsday, Aug. 17.

The third annual prize shoot of the Excelsior Rifle Club of Jersey
City will be held in Armbruster's Park, Greenville, on Friday and Sat-
urdaj', Aug. 25 and 26. The programme calls for fifteen cash prizes on
the German ring-target, ranging from $.50 to S2. On the bulls»ye tar-

get there are ten prizes ranging from $20 to $3. There are premiums
for the best tickets on the ring-target, as well as for the most bullseyes
made. Our experts wUl no doubt all be on hand to compete for fir.st

places on the list.

All ties divided unless otherwise reported.

FIXTURES.
If you want your shoot to be announced here

send in notice like the foilowing:

Aug. 15-16.—Colmnbus (Neb.) Gun Club toiu-nament.

Aug. 15-16.—Big Four Gun Club tournament, Biu-lington. Iowa.
Aug. 15-18,—Reading Shooting As.sociat ion, Shlllington, Pa.
Aug. 16-18.—Coney Island tournament at Cincinnati, Ohio. .

Aug. 16-18.—Interstate Manufacturers" and Dealers' Asgociation'B
fifth tournament, at Charlotte, N. C.

Aug 22-23.—Michigan Ti'ap-Shooters' League tournament, at Jack-
son, Mich.
Aug. 22-25.—Keystone Target Company, seventh annual toiu-nament,

at New London, Conn.
Aug." 23-31.—Chadwick's tournament, Marmont, Ind.

Sept. 4.—Frankfort (N. Y.~) Game and Fish Protective Association
tournament.
Sept. 4.—Endeavor Gim Club tournament, on Al Heritage's grounds,

Marion, N. J.

Sept. 5-8.—Third international live bird and target tournament, at
Des-chree-shos-ka Island, Detroit, lOch.
Sept. 6-8.—The Veteran Tournament, Indianapolis, Ind . during

National G. A. R. Encampment, under the management of the officers

of the North End Shooiing Club. H. S. Humphrey, President.

Sept. 12-13.—Maiuifacturers'Trap ShootinK Association tournament,
at Allentown and Bethlehem, Pa, (combined).

Sept. 14-15.—Riverside Gun Club's second annual tournament, at
Red Bank, N. J. John P. Cooper, Sec'y.

Sept. 26-29.—Pennsylvania State sportsmen's Associationtournament
at Harrisbiu-g, Pa. H. 31. F. Worden, C-or. Sec'y.

September.—Manufactm-ers' Trap-Shooting Association tourna-
ment, at Columbus, Ohio

Oct. 8-7.—John Watson's tournament, Burnside, HI.

Oct. 19-20.—West Newburg Gun and Rifle Association fali tourna-

ment, at Newbiu-g.
1894.

AprU 4-6.—Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association's

Grand American Handicap at Dexter Park. Long Island.

May 22-24.—KnoxvUle (Tenn.) Gun Club tournament, $1,000 added
money.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
Worcester, Mass., Aug. 9.—The prize s°ries of shoots of the Sports-

men's Club closed yesterday at Coal Mine Range. The open wore a
lively appearance, the attendance being larger than at any other shoot
of the series. Indeed the range presented some of its old-time life.

Maynard P. Roach is the winner of the series, with B. C. Walls close in

second. In order to close the series, two races were shot oil. A purse
of 886 is to be divided among the winners. The series was of 20 shoots.

A shooter comrieting in 12 was eligible to win. The shooters were
arranged in classes according to the percentage of birds broken by
them in their work previous to this season. The shooter showing the
greatest gain over the percentage limit of his class was the winner.
Though the novel idea, which was the creation of the mind of Secre-

tary Walls, has not met with great favor, the result shows that the
men were intelligently classified. Only 10 men have competed in 12 of
the shoots, and the order in which they have finished is as follows:

Roach, R. C. Wafls, Davis. Gabeler, Kinney, A. W.Walls, Oilman,
Forehand, Colvin, C. W. "Walls, Harris. W. L. Davis wins best five

shoojs with an aggregate score of 138. an average of 92 per cent. M.
D. Oilman wins second with a score of 133, an average of 88% percent.
A purse of $25 will be divided, Davis winning $15 and Oilman $10. Next
Thursday the high men of each class will shoot against their own
average fDr a purse of S35. The eligible men to the race are Davis,
Kinney, Roach and C. W. Walls. The man showing the greatest ad-
vance over his percentage for the series just closed will win.

The contest of the New Jersey Trap Shooters' League, which takes
place to-day on the Irvington grounds of theMj'rtle Avenue Gun Club,
is the seventh of the present series. The final contest will take place
on the grounds of the Boiling Springs Fish and Gun Club at Ruther-
ford. At present the South Sides are first with 015 breaks in six con-
tests, but they are by no means safe, as the Maplewoods have 616
"breaks to their credit. The Boiling Springs have broken 573, Endeavors
571 and the Myrtle Avenues 519 in six contests. In five contests the
Unions have broken 537 and the Passaic Citys 442. The prizes wiU be
awarded for the highest aggregate number of breaks in five contests.

Counting the best five scores to date the clubs stand thus: South
Side 544, Maplewood 538. Unions 5.87, BoHing Springs 510, Endeavors
495, Myrtle Avenues 463, Passaic Citys 442. The race for the honors is

a close one, and may the best club win. During the series clean scores
in the team races have been made by Compton (2), Van Dyke, Hoff-
man, Geofl:'roy, Thomas and Miller. Scores of 24 have been made by
Sigler, Brantingham (2), Drake (2), Yeomans, Quimby, T. Smith,
McPeek, Hoffman, Hoff, Ely, Sickley, Miller, Richmond. Geoffrey,
Walters and Van Dyke.

The seventh annual tournament of the Standard Keystone Target
and Trap Company will draw an army of target breakers to New
London, Conn., on Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday of
next week and some great shooting is looked for. The popular
novelty rule will be used and H. A. Penrose will personally direct the
management, this being a guarantee that there wUl be no tedious de-
lays. The piogram has already been outlined in these columns. The
grounds are beautifully situated in a position from which can be ob-
tained a magnificent view of Long Island Sound and New London
Harbor, one of the finest in the world. The trip to New London by
boat is a pleasant one, far preferable to a dusty ride on the cars at
this season.

The Roseville Gun Club, of Newark, N. J., which has been rather
inactive since last season, intends to make a new start and have
decided to hold their monthly shoots on .John Erb's "Old Stone House'""
grounds. Bloomfleld avenue, on the last Saturday of each month. At
this month's shoot (Aug. 26), they will offer a special attraction in the
form of a series of 10 and 15 target events. The big event of the day
will be at 50 targets, S3 entry, $10 added by the club. All contests
wiU be open to all comers.

Lancaster,. Pa., Aug. 7—On Saturday the Fairview Gun Club held
their annual election at their headquarters near the Three Mill House
on the Columbia turnpike. The following were elected: President,
Andrew Hershey; Vice-President, Christ. Frantz; Secretary. E. L.
Hambright; Treasurer, Al Kready; Captain. John Kready. Prior to
the election their monthly shoot was held and nearly 1,000 clay pigeons
were shot at by the members of the club.

At the August medal shoot of the O. K. Gun Club, at Kansas City,

Mo., at 10 live birds each, W. Williams, A. L. Bennett, .1. Keene, F. J.

Smith, D. S. Mclntyre and F, Blouse tied on 10 each; J. B. Burrell, J.

Thompson, R. D. Mize and H. B. Preston killed 9 each; E. Hickman,
Dan Quinn, Chas. Ross and G. Carter 8 each; Dr. Jones 7; W. V.
Baker 0 and H. P. Stewart 5. On the shoot off for the medal Keene
won bj^ killing 15 straight.

Jack Parker has decided to postpone his International tournament
at Des-chree-shos-ka Island to Sept. 5, 6, 7 and 8, in order not to con-
flict with the dates of the grand tournament at New London. This is

a courteous act on Mr. Parker's part, as his dates were claimed far in

advance of the other. This will give all the Eastern cracks a chance
to attend both tournaments.

The Oak Park Rod and Gun Clnb was organized at Crafton, Pa., on
Aug. 5. Dr. W. R. Foster was elected President; F. R. C. Perrin, Sec-
retary, and W. W Prince, Treasurer. The membership for this sea-
son wfll be hmited, but during the winter it will be increased. The club
shoots at Oak Park evejy other Saturday.

The Fernhill Gun Club, of Philadelphia, shot on Aug. 5, each mem-
ber shot at 21 targets and the leaders were: Kuhlman 18, Harman 18,

Curran 18, Smithcourse 17, Carey 17, Doyle 16, Serfuss 1.5, Dm-kin 15,

Darlin 14, Dalton 14, Gertz 14, Sterling 13.

For New London Itake the Norwich Line steamer at 6 P M. from
Pier 40 (old number), North River. This is the first pier above Des-
brosses street ferry. The boat reaches New London at 5 A. M. the
following day.

The new and useful switch sight of R. T. Clayton is attracting at-
tention from amateurs all over the country. It is a great invention
and bound to make good aU the inventor clauns for it.

The big sweepstake at 25 Uve birds announced for September at
Williard's Park, Paterson, wiU not be held until October as the manage-
ment desire to be assured of getting good birds.

John Watson is booming his world's tournament, to be held at Burn-
side Crossing, Chicago, on Oct. 2 to 7 inclusive. The race at 100 live

birds, .$135 entry, should attract a big entry list.

Don't forget that the 1894 shoot at KnoxvUle will be held in May,
not March as erroneously stated. Begin to put aside all your spare
pennies for this big event.

A gun club has been organized at Hackensack, N. J., with 0. E.
Fisher, President; Wm. Edsall, Secretary, and Frank Tallman, Treas-
urer.

The Bedford City (Va.) Gun Club has been organized with the fol-

lowing officers: W. J. Hubard, President; Dr. A. B. Clayton, Secretai-y
and Treasurer.

There will be some taU hustling to win the individual trophies at
New London next week. The diamond ring wUl make the boys shoot
hard.

The next shoot of the Manufacturers' Trap Shooting Association
will be held at Allentown, Pa., Sept. 12 and 13.

Parker's third international tournament at Des-chree-shos-ka Island,
Detroit, has been set for Sept. 5 to 8.

There will be a nun.ber of tournaments in various sections on Labor
Day.

The Reading Gun Club wiU hereafter shoot at Spring Valley.

0. H. TOWNSEND.

Arlington Gun Club.
CLEVELANn, O., Aug. 5.—Please find scores made at the Arlington

Gun Club traps to-pay at the regular monthly handicap shoot for the
Parker gun; 30 bluerocks, 5 traps, unknoA'u angles:
Hinde 111110011110111101011001111110—22-6—28
Mccracken 111111111 00001 111111111110111 1—25—4—29
Flick 111111110111111111110111101111—27—0—27
Kirby 011110110111000111111111010101—21—8—29
Bissett 011101111111101111111111010100—23-6—29
Allen 1111111 101 101 1 1111001110110001—22—4—26
Louis lOlOOOOOOUlllOOOlOlllllOOllll—17—8—35
Packard lllOlllllllllllllllllllllUlll—'39-0—39
Tie shot off at 15 targets, one-half handicap allowed:

Mac om01]nO<M101— 9—3—11
Kirby 101111011000110— 9—4—18
Bissett 001011101111011—10—3—13
Packard 111111111111111—15-0—15
This is Packard's third win, his scores being 39, 38, 38.

R. J. BiBSgTT, Secretary,
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SHOOTING ON THE ATLANTIC COAST.
Atlantic City, Aug. 8.—The flr.st day of the Pier Gun Club Tourna-

ment opened with a beautiful morning, a light westerly wind and the
old ocean calm and smooth as glass. The grounds (or boards) of the
club, that is where they shoot, is at the end of Young & McShae's
celebrated pier which extends out from the board walk (Atlantic City
Boulevard) about 1,.'300ft. into the ocean, and right on the end of this
same pier the five bluerock traps were .set and' threw bluerocks out
into the water (none were retrieved for shot marks). The fine
weather and gentle breeze made the shooting just about as pleasant
as it could be and some very good scores were made.
The start was made about half an hour after the time advertised for

starting, but after a start was made the banging went merrily along
until late in the evening.
Among the first to arrive on the grounds were E. Davis, C. Lane, F.

Henry, ,T. Treadway, .Jaa. Learning, E. D. Miller, Mack and A. C.
Chase, of Baltimore and several others.
The programme of this day started with a 10-target event and was

followed by a 15, 10, 20, 10, 50, 10, 20, 15 and the last event was changed
to expert rules instead of 5 pairs. Of course, most of the interest was
centered in the 50-target race and as the shooting was so good as a
general thing that those that were good for about 80 per cent, would
not take part in it, but 13 faced the traps in this, the No. 6 event and
a fine contest it was, fiercely fought to the end, and fii-st money was
won by W. Thomas with the fine score of 49 out of the possible 50,
closely followed by ,J. Schmeck with 48, Budd coming next with 47.and
H. Landis taking fourth money with 46. It was a s:ame shoot.
The averages for this day were won by. E. D. Miller, first, 95U^; J.

Schmeck, second, 9.3i.g^; H. Landis, third, 923.^; W. Thomas, ^1^%.
The scores are as follows;
No. 1,10 birds, $1 : H. Thurman 9, Edwards 8. Minner 8, Smeck 8, J.

Yost 8, Thomas 9, Harrison 7, Ritter 7, Thompson 8, Treadway 8,
Henry 9, J. Thurman 7, David 9, Cassell 7, Kerper 8, Budd 8, Lane 10,
Mack 8, P. Yost 5, Learning 8. Landis 6, Whitcomb 7, Albert 8.

No. 2, 15 bird.s, $1.50: H. Thurman 15, Thomas 33, Smeck 14,
Edwards 5, Treadway 12, Kitter 1.3, Harrison 13, David 13, Budd 14,
Minner 11, Lane 11, Thompson 13. Landis 14, P. Y^ost 13. Learning 14,
Albert 12, Kerper 10, Harry 14. Mack 11, J. Thurman H, J. Yost 14,
Miller 15.

No. 3, 10 birds, $1: Smeck 9, Bitter 6, H. Thurman 9, Treadway 8,
Thomas 6, Lane 7, Landis 8, Thompson 9, Whitcomb 8, Learning S,

Carlisle 8, Albert 9, Hari-ison 8, Bisbing 8, Sander 9, Miller 10, Budd 9,
David 7, .1. Thurman 8, Mack 9, J. Yost 7, Henry 10, P. Yost 6,
Minner 6.

No. 4, 20 birds, §2: H. Thurman 19, Thomas 20, Laue 18, Landis 18,
Carlisle 17, Treadway 18. Smeck 18, Bisbing 17, Ritter 18. Harrison 18,
J. "iost 18, David 16, Budd 18, J. Thurman 17, Mack 17, Miller 19, Henry
19, Sander 14.

No. 5, 10 birds, $1 entry: H. Thurman 9, Ritter 8. Smeck 8, Landis 10,
P. Yost 9, Thomas 7, David S, Harrison 9, Heiney 8. Sanders 8, J. Thur-
man 9, J . Yost 8, Miller 10, Evans 6.

No. 6, hO birds, $5: H. Thurman 43, Schmeck 48, Landis 46, Mc-
Murchey 45, Miller 45, Thomas 49. Green 41, Lane 40, Henry 43, Albert
40. Budd 47, CarUsle 43, Treadivay 37.
No. 7, 10 birds, gl entry: H. Thurman 8. Smeck 10. Bisbing 9, Cair 6,

Landis 9, Miller 10. McCann 7, Leigh 6. Bitter 8, Harrison 9. Alberts 8,
Whitcome 5, Carhsle 7, Green 7. J. Thurman 8. Learning 8, Budd 7,
Thomas 10, Evans 8, Sander 6, Kerper 8, McMurchy 10, Adams 10,
David 10, Lane 9, Treadway 8.

No. 8, 20 birds, $2 entry: H. Thurman 17, Landis 20, Harrison 16,
Ritter 18, Schmeck 19, Miller 18. Albert 15, David 18, Learning 16, Bis-
bing 15, Cowlits 16, Green 15, McMurchy 19, Cair l7, J. Thurman 18.
Thomas 17, Budd 13, Evans 15.

No. 9, 15 birds, §1.50 entry: H. Thurman 13, Landis 14, Schmeck 14,
Thomas 15, Miller 15, Evans 15, Ritter 13, David 13, Young 10, Budd 13,
J Thurman 15, Harrison 14, Learning 10, l\IcMurchy 14.
No. 10, expert rules: Landis 9, McMurchy 10, H. Thurman 9,

Thomas w., Schmeck 8, Learning 8, J. Thurman 8, David 7. Budd 8,
Miller 10, Ritter 8, Harrison 8.

. .

>

The Second Day

was a duphcate of the first, elegant weather, and the gentle breeze
so pleasant at the seashore. Although some that were down on the
first day went home, a lot of new ones came to take their places, and
the shooting was better to-day than yesterday, E. D. Miller again win-
ning fli-st average with 90i^; H. Landis, second, 923^^; J. Schmeck,
third, 91 i^^-i

; H. McMurchy, fourth, 90J^. A singular feature of this
shoot was that nine out of every ten shells used were loaded with
American wood powder, and most of them loaded by J. T. Bailey &
Co., of Philadelphia. McJilurchy says that he was not aware till he
came here that the L. C. Smith gun was such a favorite.
This morning's train brought on it J. A. Mills and Theo. Mitchner.

two of a kind and as jolly, whole-souled fellows as you can find any-
where, and both ot them shooting in great form; Ben Wissler, the
druggist from Germantown, who is always happy when facing the
traps or out in the field with gun and dog, and Frank Willard, another
happy shooter. The boys were also glad to see Mr. T. E. Gorman, the
Boniface at the Mansion House of Mahanoy City, Pa.
A very pleasant party were located at the Hotel Berkley on Ken-

tucky avenue, close to the beach and a number of the shooters had
their wives along. Among the ladies were Mrs H. Landis David,
Mrs. H Thurman, Mrs. E. David. Mrs. ,Tos. Thurman, Mrs. A. G. Col-
lom, Mrs. Jos. Leaming, Mrs. H. Febiger, Mrs. G. W. Paddock, Mrs.
Morris Bisbing, Miss Maggie Porter and the Misses Haywood.
On the pier there were over a thousand spectators, and along the

board walk the people were stopping in their morning and afternoon
walk to watch the shooting.
The Forest and Stream, the American Field and the Philadelphia

Item all had a representative on hand
Chestnut Hill, Pa., was well represented by Alex. Cair, M. Bisbing,

T. Carlisle, and Philadelphia by J. A. Mills, T. Mitchner, E David, J.
Tredway, H. Landis, W. Garvin. Geo. Minner, C. Laue, G. Whitcom
H. Febiger, J. Thurman, F. Willard, H. Thurman, Ben Wissler, and
Atlaatic City by J. Young, H. McCann, .Jas. Alberts, Lew Adams, J.
Leigh, 0. and A. Griscom. Camden, Del., by J. Evans, and Camden,
N. J ,

by Jos. Leaming and W. Griscom. Ambler, Pa., by VV. Thomas.
Woodburjr, N. J., by .T. W. Budd.
All the time during the shoot the sea around the pier was hterally

filled with menhaden, or mossbunkers, as they are better known
around here, and the factory flsn-hawks made some very good hauls
within sight of the pier. They put out their large seines and scoop in
a whole school at a haul. Their steamboats have been running up and
down the beach continually for the last few days. Bluefishing is very
good when there is wind enough to sail for them. Lots of them here,
and weakfish are being caught right from the pier.
The boys from Readmg turned out well, as they always do; there

was Hen Matz, the president of the Reading Shooting Association; the
same old Hen talking about the good shoot they are going to give
next week; Jim Schmeck, always in a good humor and hard to beat as
a shooter- . , ....

of
the . . ^ , , , ^. ^ , „
J. U. Cassell, Geo. Kerper, all just came down to see what we were
doing, not to shoot, but they shot right along just as if that was what
they came for.

No. 1, 10 birds. Si entry: H. Thurman 9, Thomas 7, Miller 10, Hay-
wood 7, J. Thurman 8. McMurchy 8, Landis 7, Schmeck 8. Matz 10,
Evans 6, Bisbing 9. David 9, Budd 8. Green 8, Taylor 7, Mills 6,
No. 2, 15 bh-ds, §1.50 entry: H. Thurman 15, Miller 15. Schmeck 14.

Thomas 14, McMurchy 13, Matz 12, Landis 12, Evans 12. Mills 11, J.
Thurman 14, David 13, Mitchner 2, Gorman 10, Willard 11.
No. 3, 10 birds, $1 entry: H. Thurman 8, Thomas 9, Schmeck 10,

Miller 10, McMurchy 10, Matz 7, Landis 10, Evans 9, David 9, Mills 6,
Budd 30. P. Yosts, Willard 8, Michner 7, Wisler 8. J. Thurman 9, Bis-
bing 9, Carlisle 10.

No. 4, 20 birds, 82 entry: H. Thurman 18, Miller 17, Thomas 17, Mills
16, McMurchy 17, Wissler 12. Landis 18, David 18, Evans 19, S. Thur-
man 18, Matz 17, Schmeck 16, Willard 14, Bisbing 15. Carlisle 16.
No. 5, 25 birds, $2,50; II, Thurman 19, Thomas 23, Miller 25. McMur-

chy 32, Matz 20, Schmeck 24, Mills 24, David 33, Wfilard 15, J. Thurman
S2, Landis 24.

No. 6, 10 birds, $1: H. Thurman 9, Matz 7, Schmeck 8, Gorman 8,
McMurchy 10, MiUer 30. J. Thurman 8, Mills 9, Landis 8, Slitchner 10,
Wisler 10, Thomas 9. David 9, Carshsle 8.

No. 7, 35 birds, g2 50: H. Thurman 33, McMurchy 23, Schmeck 23,
Miller 25, Matz 21, Thomas 20, Landis 24.
No. 8, SO birds, 5?2; H. Thurman 37, Mills 16, McMurchy 18, Schmeck

18, Matz 18, David 15, Landis 20, Thomas 17, Miller 18.
No. 9, 10 birds, $1; H. Thurman 9, ftlitchner 3, Matz 7, Adams 9,

Thomas 8, Mills 8, Landis 9, Schmeck 10, Miller 10, McMurchy 9, Wissler
6, David 8.

No. 10, 10 birds. Si : H. Thurman 8, Mitchner 6, Landis 8, Matz 10,
Leaming 10, Wissel 8, Mills 5, Gaylor 10. Carl 8, Adams 9, Thomas 9.
McMurchy 9, Davis 7.

No. 11, 15 birds: H, Thurman 31, Thomas IS, Matz 14, Schmeck 14,
David 1.3, Wissler 9, Landis 15, Adams 14, P. Yost 12, Can- 15, Youngll,
Evans 13, Mills 9, Mitchner 13, Green 7. Leaming 14.
No. 13, 15 birds, $1.50: H. Thurman 11. Matz 7. Thomas 13, Schmeck

13, Learning 14, Mills 11, Cair 10, AVissler 6, Landis 15, McMurchy 15,
Adams 13, David IS. H. T.

Stray Carrier Pigeons.
We have notes of two dead carrier- pigeons. N—2,583—4,270, and F, B.—62—456.

The Hazleton Tournament.
Hazleton, Pa., Aug. 4.—The newly organized Hazleton Gun Clnb

held a tournament on Aug. 2 and 3, with rather a light attendance, but
P'enty of sport. This town, which has 1,500 population, is situated on
the highest elevation in the State, and has a fine electric railroad. The
shooting grounds are 10 minutes' ride from the center of the city and
are absolutely perfect, the background being the clear sky. Bluerock
targets and expert traps were used, the management being in the
capable hands of Fen Cooper and Rene Clayton. There were from 300
to 500 spectators on the gi-ounds each day.

'

Among the shooters were Spice- of Danville, Abercrombie and
Millspaugh of Williamsport, Cooper and Gorman of Mahanoy City,
and Eddie Collins of West Hoboken. N. J. Valuable assistance was
rendered the club by Mr. McMillan. The scores foUow:

First Day.
No. 1, 10 birds, $1:

Spicer 1111111011— 9 Dr Nyer 0000001001- 2
Collins 1101110111— 8 Kane 1110111011— 8
Clayton 1110110111— 8 Barnes 1101010101— 6
Brown 0101011011— 6 Harris 1011111111— 9
Cooper 1111111111—10 Landmasser OlOOlOOlOO— 3
Freas OOlOOOlOOO— 2 Rilev 0100100101— 4
Meyers 1001101101—6
No. 2, 10 birds, $1: E. Smith 6, Stroh 8. Williamson 9, Collins 9,

Landmasser 5, Riley 6, Cooper 8, Ferry 4, Treas 7, Leach 7. Snyder 5.
No. 3, 15 birds, $1.50:

Spicer 111111111011111—14 Harrison 111111011111111—14
Meyers..,. 110111011011011—11 Rilev OIOIOOIOOIOOIOO- 5
Gorman 110101011011010- 9 Dr Nver 011010011030101— 8
Clayton 111011110111101—12 Harris 110111010011110—10
Brown 101010010101010— 7 Cooper 111111111111111—15
Collins 311011111011111—13 Freas 110110101101110—10
No. 4, 20 birds, $3, $10 added:

Freas 11030330111011011010—13 Brown 00100000100001000000— 3
Meyers... 01011011011011011010-12 Hall 11011011111111101111-17
Cooke 11111013111111011111—18 Dr Smith. .11111011111101111111-18
Harris 11110111111011111011-17
No. 5, 10 birds, SI:

Clayton 1110101111-8 Spicer 0111111011—8
Freas 0111011101-7 Williamson 1011011111—

R

Riley 0011111100—6 Cooper 1101111111—9
Landmasser Ill 001 11 11—8 Stroh 1 01 111 1 1 1 1-9
Feeley 'X)01110000-3 Collins 1111101111-9
Deach OOlOlOOOOl—5 E Smith 0101011001-5
No. 6, 15 birds, SI .50, $5 added:

Collins 111011111011111—13 Stroh 010011111111111—13
Freas 100111010111111—11 Spicer 100111111101101—11
Dr Myer 100101001011001— 7 Cooper 111101101111111—13
Clayton 011111111131111—14 Wfiliamson 111011011101111—12
Landmasser. . ..010101010113111—10
No. 7. 25 birds, $3:

Hall nilOllllOllllOllllOlllll—31
Smith 1130111101110110111101111—20
Freas 1013011103001101110110101—16
Collins lllOllllllllllllIllllllll—?4
Spicer 1103310110111110111011111—20
Clayton 1110011111110131110111111-21
Harrison 1111111111111111111111110-24
Riley 1100010110110110110011111-14
Cooper 1111111110111111133311011—23
Harris 1111111111111011111111011—23
Gorman 0133100101111010101100100-14
No. 8, 10 live birds, entrance gl: Clayton 8, Spicer 7, WiUiamson 8,

Stroh 6. Gorman 5, Landmasser 7, Cooper 8, Freas 6.

No. 9, 5 live birds, Hurlingham rules, $3:
Gorman 11110—4 Spicer 11111—5
Clayton 11111—5 Brehm 11110—4
Cooper 11111—5 Trasize 01111-4
Hall 10110—3 Brown 10111—4
Collins 10111—4 Patton 10001—3
Myer 10011—3

Tfie Second Day.
Cooper 1010101111— 7 Myer 1110000101— 5
Collins 1111111111—10 Freas llliOlOlll- 8
Williamson 1111111100— 8 Clayton llllOlllll— 9
Landmasser 0000110101— 4 Ferry 0000100100— 2
Stroh 0000111010— 4 Deach 0011100010 - 4
Riley 1000131010— 5
No. 2, 10 birds, $1:

Gorman 1001303100— 5 Deach 1100001000— 9
Freas 0111103111- 8 Jones 1101011011— 7
Dr Nyer 0101100101— 5 Spicer lllOlOllll— 8
Collins 1113111111—10 Cooper 1111111111—10
Smith 1101111011— 8 Riley 1001001001— 4
Hall 1113311011— 9 Feeley 1010101101— 6
No. 3, 15 birds, %l.!yQ. $5 added monev:

Stroh 001111111101101—11 Riley 110101011030101— 9
Collins 111111100110111—12 Landmasser, .. .100101010103010- 7
Williamson 111111011011011—12 Deach lOOOlOOlOlOlOOO- 6
Clayton 111110111011101—12 Freas 111111011110.101—32
Smith lOOOOllOlOOOlOl— 6 Rossa 130001011110010— g
Cooper 111111110111111—34 Clark 110010011101010— 8
No. 4, 20 b*rds, $2 entrance, glO added money:

Gorman.. ..11011010110110111111—35 Harrison . .11010111301110111011—15
Spicer, 11131113311111111331—20 Dr Never. .11011101303001101103-33
Clayton. ...11011011111111111111—18 Collins 1111110111113301313 1—18
No. 5, 10 birds $1 entrance: Collins 8, Gorman 7, Clayton 8, Spicer

8, Hall 7. Smith 9.

No. 6, 35 birds, 81.50 entrance, $5 added:
Stroh 0011003 30011111— 9 Clayton 111111010101111—13
Williamson 103330301111111—33 Cooper 111110111101111—13
Spicer 111111110111111—14 Freas 101 1100 UOOlOOl— 8
Collms 111011101111011—33 Neyer lOlllOOllOOlOOl— 8
No. 7, 5 live birds, $Z, Schuylkill rules, use of one barrel, aiyds rise:

Spicer 31111—5 Landmasser 10011—3
Dr Neyer 11110-4 Riley 33001—3
Gorman 11101—4 Clayton 31311—5
Ferry 00011—2 Freas lOOtXI—

1

Cooper 11111—5 Deach. 01001—2
No. 8, 25 birds, S2.50:

Clayton 0111111110111111113111111—28
Deach 1111011111111111101311111—23
Sbaffer 1101011011011011101101010-16
Brown 11 1 lOlllOl 1 )01 10011010110—17
Hestan 1101001010101010101101010—12
Smitk 1011101101101031110111110—18
Johnson 1101103101300311011101110—17
Clark 1011011010011011101011011-16

The Standard Gun Club.
Baltimore, Aug. 10.—The Standard Gun Club gave a two-days' tour-

nament at their shooting grounds, Acton's Park, Aug. 8 and 9. The
first day's atttendance was very small, owing to a great many
shooters being out of town and away on vacations. The shooting did
not begin until 2 P. M. and some eight or nine events were shot off.
Among those from out of town present were Mr. Lindsley, of the
American W. P. Co. ; H. T. Ducker, of Reistertown; Chas. E." Bonday,
Owings Mills; R. B. Bond, Jessup, and Dr. Geo. E. Bangham, West-
minster. The second dav was more a success in attendance, but
should have been better. In the club team race the Capitol City, of
Washington, was really expected, but due to some member tailing
sick ^vas unable to attend. The Standards then made up two teams,
Messrs. Lupus and Clements choosing sides. The traps worked
nicely and with very few breaks, but the weather was extremely hot.
Refreshments in the way of claret, lemonade and cake was given to
the shooters and all present. The following are the scores in detail-
No. 1, 10 singles:

Clements ..1111111011— 9 Bonday 1111111111—10
Lindsley lOOUlllll— 8 Buckbee 1111111011— 9
Franklin 1111111111—10 King 1111111110— 9
Jory 0110011011— 6 Dankmyer 1010110111— 7
Ducker 1001111110— 7 Hunt 1101111001— 7
Lupus 0010010111— 6
No. 8, 10 singles:

Lindsley 0111011111—8 Buckbee 1101101111— 8
Bonday 1110111111—9 Franklin 1011011111— 8
Ducker..... 1011111101—8 Hunt 1001111100— 6
Clements 1100011011—6 King 1111111111-10
Jory 1011011011—7 Dankmyer.,.. 1000100100- 3
No. 3, 10 singles:

landsley 1011111011—8 Hunt 0111110111— 8
Clements 1010011111—6 King... 1010101111—7
Franklin 0011000011— 4 Jory 1111111011— 9
Ducker 1101111111— 9 Smith 1111111111—10
Bonday 1111111011— 9 Dankmyer 1111111011— 9
Buckbee 0111110111— 8
No. 4, 10 singles:

Lindsley IIOIIIUOI— 8 Anderson 1111111111—lO
Ducker, 1111111:01— 9 Jory 1101111111— 9
Bonday 0111111101— 8 Smich , OlllOllllO— 7
Franklin 0111111111— 9 King llOlOOlOll— 6
Clements llllllOlOO— 7 Dankmyer 10<J10100ll— 5
Buf'kbep 1101111101— 8 Hunt 1101313111— 9
No. 5, 10 singles:

Lindsley 1011101111— 8 Buckbee lOlllllOll— 9
Bonday 1110111111— 9 Clements OlOOllOlll— 6
Ducker 1111111011— 9 Jory llliiOOlll— 8
Franklin 0111110111— 8 Dankmyer 1101101100— 6
Smith 1111111111—10 King, .

." 0101101101— 6
Anderson 1111111111—30 Hunt 1011100101— 6
No. 6, merchandise race, 15 sineles:

Lindsley 133031111101111-13 Buckbee 111101101101110—11
Hunt 110131111111111—11 Dbson 011011110011101-10
Franklin 333131110111110—13 Bonday 301111101100111—11
Ducker 1 01 1 1 1 110111 1 1 0—12 Lupus lllOlllOOOlllll—11
Anderson 13 33 1111010101 1—12 Storr 0111010111 0111 0—1

0

Clements 111011111111011—33 Hunter 103000110010011— 7
Jory 3 1 3 03 1011100101—10 King 110101110011101—10
Dankmyer 101000111001011— 8 Brown 111100011111100—10
Smith .111111 111111100—13

Second Day.
No. 1, 10 singles:

Bonday. 1011110111—8 Anderson 1111111111—10
Willey 1011101111—8 Baughmau 1011101111— 8
Dixon

, ,1131111010-8 Evans 1111101011— 8
Franklin 1011111110-8 Bailey. 1111111100— 8
Hunt 1011111110-8
No. 2, 15 singles:

Bonday 111011111011101—12 Franklin 110110110111111—IS
Anderson 131110111101311—13 Hunt 111111131111013—14
Lindsley 00111001133000(1— 7 Willpv 330111 111133011—33
Deval 111111111100101— 1-2 Kvans 300011310111101—10
No. 3, Von Len,gp-rke & Detmold race:

Baughmau 0110111111111i:-i:3 Franklin 110301310100011— 9
Bonday ...111111111301111—14 Smith 031011131111111—13
Lindsley 011111001103010- 9 Hunt 1 30131131113311—14
Ward 0101-11300313303—10 Bond 110111100111101—11
Anderson OlOllOllllllOOO— 9 Dick 001000111101101— ft

Dixon 101111111110101-12 Ducker 111111101110110-13
Clements 113011111110011—12 Bailey 101011111000111—10
Evans 111111101010011—12 Lupus 101101111011111-13
Willey 100111001001010— 7 Buckbee 011010011100010— 7
No 4, three-man team race:

Franklin 01111111101111000101—14
Evans 01110111111111111300—16
Bond ) 3 301i3130in0311110—16—46
Bonday 3 3 1 3 31 111 01 1 31111111—19
Ducker 1 1 1 1 kjoi 1 1 1101101111—16
Hunt U 1 1 1m 11 1 101111111—19—54
Dick 10101110110100010101—11
Lindsley 10110011111111111111—17
Buckbee in 3 1 110011000011010—12—40
Clements 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 13 13 1 11111111—20
Lupus (Ill 11 100111111111101-16
Dixon Oni0llll3ln]330110—16—52
Smith 11111111110111111311-19
Anderson 01111111011111111110-17
Baughmau 11111111111100111111—18-54
No. 5. 20 singles, S4 entry;

Bonday. ...11111011111111111111—19 Hunt .11111111111111111111-20
Ducker. . . .lllllOllllilOOllllll—17 Dixon 01011101111101111110—15
Bond 11110111011001110111—15 Lupu.? 11101011101111011111—16
Willey 10001030111111000100—10 Jory 10111101000011111111—14
Evans lOOlllOllllllllllOll—10 Rice 11110030010011113000-11
Lindsley. ..11101 11 1100011110111—15 George. ...IIOIOII ill 11 10101110-15
AnderaoD.. 11111001111110100111—15 Hawkins ..00011100100011111111—18
Smit h 1 Ul 10(101 1 1 nil 1 11111—16 Storr 11 1 1 1 1 1 1 001 10001 1001—12
Franklin

, ,
.01110011 111111011111—16 Brown 11113 110001011110010—13

No. 6:

Lindsley 01110133 3000110— 9 Rice 011110111111011—12
Ward 010111010101111—10 Bonday 111101111110110—18
Dick OOlOOOOOOOllOll— 5 Clements llonilioioilll—12
Anderson 033111111111111—14 Hunt i n noilmono—12
Baughmau 011111110011110—11 Buckbee noimoioioioil— 9
Willey 101111111111111—14 Dixon 101111011101110—11
Lupus 101001111011111—11 Franklin 101 11 1013111 111—13
Bond 011101000110010— 7 Evans 111011101111011—13
Ducker 110110111111111—13 Lotz 011011100100111— 9
George 011101010111000— 8 Hawkins OOllllliniini—13
•Torv 101001101001111— 9 Tracey 011001111111111—12
No. 7, club team race, first prize Smitli hammerless gun. second

prize New Baker gun;
Team No. 1.

Lupus 1111110111011111111111101—33
Ducker llllllllOlinillllOlllOU—22
Di-xon 1111111111111111100111111-23
Evans 1111113301111111011110111—23
Smith 1011011111001111111111011—20
Rice oiiiioninoonioiooinii—18
Lotz iininoonniniiiniiii—33
Willey on 1 inn noonon 1110110—19
Tracy loll 11 01 llooilDOi 1 1 1 1 1011—18—187

Team No. 2.

Clements , 11111 iin noil ninninni-22
Bondav Ill 101101 mnnnnniii-23
Frankhn 1101 111 11111111111111 1011—23
Hnwkins 1111111101111101011111111—22
Claridge 1101111011110011111110010-18
Jory 1001111111101011011131000—17
Storr OOl 013 001 103 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 3 1 1—3 9
Buckbee 1 11 lOllllOlon 1001 1011101—18
Bailey .1001110110011010101000110—13—175
No. 8, merchandise race, 15 singles: Jory 9, Duckei- 10, John 8, Willey

11, Claridge 12, Bonday 14, Hunt 13, Lindsley 30. Ward 10. Evans 11,
Anderson 14, Buckbee 13, Franklin 11, Dixon 7, Hawkins 13, Smith 14,
Malone IS, Lupus 13.

No. 9, 10 singles, entrance $2: Claridge 9, Lindsley 8, Smith 9, Ander-
son 9, Willey 7, Dixon 7, Bonday 7, Ducker S, Malone 5, Jorg 6, Storr 5,
Lupus 8, Clements 8, Hunt 9, Buckbee 8.

Eureka Gun Club.
Chicago, Aug. 5.—The weekly shoot of the Eureka Gun Club to-day

resulted as follows:
No. 1, 50 singles, 25 pairs: Von Lengerke 84, Frothingham 77.
No. 2, 27 bluerocks: Bingham 21, Willard 21, Frothingham 19, Lam-

phere 15, Glover 22, D. G. Tunnicliff 13, De Wolf 14, Mathevv 17, Good-
rich 10, G. Tunnicliff 18, Steck 21, Du Bray 16, Courtney 22, Marlin 12,
Burgess 23.

No. :3, medal shoot, 25 blue rocks: Frothingham 20, Lamphere 16,
Steck 23. Glover 31, D. G. Tunnicliff 11, De Wolf 17, Mathews 16, Good-
rice 15, G. Tunnichff 19, DuBray 32, Courtney 30, Marhn 12, Willard 24,
Funk 25 Ferguson 22, Burgess 24. Class A. Willard; class B, Funk;
class C, DeWolf.
No. 4, 27 bluerocks: Frothingham 18, Lampbere 19, Glover -20, D. G.

Tunnicliff 15, DeWolf 16, Mathews 11, G. Tunnicliff 10, DuBray lO,
Courtney 24, Marhn 13, Willard 22, Funk 21, Ferguson 19, Morgan 31,
Burgess 24.

No. 5, 25 bluerocks: Funk 2.3, Lamphere 18, Glover 20, D. G. Tunni-
cliff 22, DeWolf 8, Courtney 23, DuBray 20, Marlin 23, Willard 23, Mor-
gan 19, Furgerson 21, Burgess 11.

The weekly shoot on Aug. 12 was well attended. Considering I hat
an irregular, stiff wind blew from the rear diagonally across the traps,
the scores are excellent. This club is one of the strongest in the
AVest. Itnuiiibers in its membership some of the most skillful trap
shooters. Followiiig are the scores:
No. 1, 15 singles and 5 doubles: Heikes 24, Von Lengerke 19, Mc-

Donald 11, Bingham 22, Patterson 16, Frothingham 33.

No. 2, medal shoot, 25 bluerocks: Heikes 24, Biogham 30 Willard
22, Marlin 15. P'unk32, Ferguson 22, McDonald Patier.sr,!, 31, Eicli
23, De Wolf 12, Glover 18, Morgan 20, Coe 11, Maltby ly, Froihinghani
2-3, Steck -21, Lewis i:^, Tunnicliff 14, Burr 18, Goodrich 15, Taylor 18,
Moran 20, Waters 16, Norton 22. Class A, Heikes; Class B, Funk;
Class C, Makby.
No. 3, 25 bliierocks: Binsrham 23, Willard 18. Marlin 12, Funk 23,

Ferguson 20, Patterson 19, De Wolf l.n, niover 20, Morgan Co ('06 19,
Maltby 19, Tunnicliff 30. Burr 22, .Moran 22, Waters 10. Norton 21.
Following is the score of the Eureka team in tlie .sect ioujl cham-

pionship contest, 50 singles and 25 doubles; Heilies 17 singles, 44
doubles; Von Lengerke 45 singles, -ii doubles: McDonald 29 singles, 41
doubles; Frothingham 46 singles, 4:5 doubles; Bingham 46 smgles, 45
doubles. B. AVater.s.

"Watson's Park.
Aug. 9.—South Chicago Gun Club, .30 five birds for club medal:

LC VVniard02l0l2211-?(.)li0322211—10 Sibley 200103-31 10(D30003-2022 -11
P Miller.. . . 001 1013<;i 12212101132—16
Ties on 16 for medal:

LC Willard 21110-4 21221-5 11211—5
PMUIer ,,13103-4 lllU-S 21001-5
Thirty targets, for medal:

L C Willard lOllllllllllllllllllOlllllOlll—27
Sibley 1 0 1 00 1 1 1 1 0( m 1 1 1 ( ( 1

(
1 1 ( h)0(i: Ool (JO 1

1—1

4

Miller 01 1 1 1 3 03 3 1 1 1 0n 01 (ji (join n 1n 1- 32
Ike Watson llllini ill 1111111111111011111-29
Capt. A. H. Bogardus shot at 25 live birds, one trap, one barrel, birds

to fall not less than 10yds. from trap to be .scored, and >iC)yds. bound-
ary, his firist practice shoot for his coming mair-h:

'

A H Bogardus .'.lllll»«1111111011«l»imi—SO
JoHn Watson,
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One Hundred Guns at Oakland.
< San Frakcisco, Aug. 8, 1893. Editor Forest and Stream : In
closed please find score of our last tournament, held on July 30 at
our shooting grounds in Oakland. It was one of the most successluJ
events of the season, bringing together a larger number of sportsmen
than have ever been present at an e^^ent of this k nd in Cal fornis
The entry list speaks for itself, tliere being no less than 100 shooters
in the main event. The program opened at 10 ©"clock a m., and
clobed at 6 p. ii. In that time the schedule matches and ties were all
shot off. Clabrough, Golcher & Cj.

2.5 birds, for 13 prizes, entry, price of birds, American Association
Eules:
Allison 1111111011111101011111101—21
Bruner llOlllllinilllllllOOinO—"21

Eobmson 1111111110111100101111111—21
Allen lonniiioiomiiiiiiioii—21
El.iott iiiiioiiiniiiionoiooiii—20
Slade 1111111111110100011101011—19
Bolander 1111001110110111101111001—18
Gate 0110111101101111010111011-18
Forster llllllllllllOlOlOl 1000110—18
Fisher 1010111101111111 111110000-18
Drennan 1110111100111111010111100—18
Bruns 1001111001 10111011111 1011-18
Kamey OllIIllOllOIllOlOllllIOlO-lS
Burston 01 1 lOl 1 1 11 OOOl 01 1 1 1 1 001 11—17
Scott 1111111010110110101000111-17
Venker lllOOllOllOOlOllOOlllllll-17
Webb 0111110111010010011111001—16
Uhl lOlOlOol 01 1101 11 101 1 1001 1 -1

6

Levi OlllllOOinilOlOllOOinOO—16
Stewart lllOlllOlOlOOlOOllli'lIlOl—16
Eeed IIOUOIOIOIOOIIIOIII 10011—16
Daniels 1110101011111000111100011—16
Morrison 1100001 1 1 1 001 1 0101 01 1 01 11—15
Quinton 1 1 01111 01 1 01 001 010101 1 001-15
Ulsen 1 1 01001 1 1 Oul 11 01 1 1 00 11 010— 1

5

Hare 1101101010101011001010111-15
Whitney llOlllOlOlllOnOllOlOIllOO—15
Baum 11 1000] 1 101 1 111000001 1 101—15
Cull 0011111011010011010010111—15
Spenser OlllOllOOlOOlllllOlOlOOll—15
Rosetta OllOlllOlllinoilOlOlOOllO-15
McCain OOOllOlOllllllOOlOlIOll'il—15
Oolcher OOlllOOlllOllliOOlllOlOOl—15
Depue lOilOlOlllOOOOOllOniOllO-14
Cook 0010001 111 111001100101011-14
Heines 000101 1 OOOOOU 1011 01 1 1 1 1 1 -14
Atherton 1100111100001101101100011—14
Helms.. 0110110110010001101101011—14
Newbert 1100110011000100011111110-14
Newson 001 01 0001 1001 111 10011 1 1 1 0-14
"Vernon 0111011101000100001101111-14
Zin tgraff 1 01 Ool 1 11 01 01 1 01 1 0001 0110—14
Richerson 101 10101 1 Oil 00000 1 1 1 001 1 1—14
Roher OlUOlOlllOlOlOlOOOOOllll-14
Rice 1 1 01 1 001001 1001 1 1 1 00001 11—14
Keane :. .IIIOIIIOIOOOOIIOOIOIOIOII -14
Adams, Q. A. McDougall. Chapman, Baker, Parks, .^lurdock, Hoxie

Dick, Nelson, Wenzel, E. Gate, 13 each; Varney, Potter, Ostrander
Jamieson, Evans. Zeiner, 12 each; Peterson, Cronan, Bennett, Walton
Thorn, Staples, Ashcroft, 11 each; Wagner, Liddle. McEvoy, Patchell.
10 each; Beidei heimer. Kigney, Johnson, C. U. Robinson. C. Staples,
Cord. Condon, 9 each; R. McDougall. Mason, Doc, Ca.'sey, Dwyer, Lar-
son, 8 each; Andrews, Wagner, 7 each; Gordon, Steigerman. Anson,
Bower, Melletz, Boland, 6 each; Fitzsimmous 5, Barrett 4, Taylor 3
Hustler 2. Legall 1.

< j ,

Allison fir.st, S80 gun; Elliott second, Slade third, Bolander fourth,
Burston fifth, Webb sixth, Morrison seventh, Depue eighth, Adams
ninth. Varney tenth; Cronan and Staples divided eleventh and
twelfth; Rigney thirteenth.

Sheboygan Shots.

Sheboygan Falls, Wis.. Aug. 10.—I inclose herewith some of the
score" made at the second annual tournament of the Sheboygan Gun
and Rod Club, on Aus. 4, 5 ai d 6. There were several crack shots
from outside who took part in the tournameat, two or three of whom
we understand, are not recorded by their ri^fht names, which ought
not to be. The local gunners were not left in the rear every time,
and many of them made good records, as the following scores will
show:
No. 1. 10 bluerocks, entrance 81, 50, 30 and 20 percent.: Keller 8,

Neumelster 8, Kroos 7, Warren 5. W^nfleld 9, H"ikes iO, Davis 6, Lad-
wig 9. Brazelton 5.

No. 2, in bluerocks: Kroos 4, Keller 9, Neumeister 8, Davis 9, Heikes
8, Wiofield 10, Warren 7, Ladwi^ 5, Brazelton 7.

No. 3. 15 bluerocks: Heikes 15, Davis 12, Keller 15, Warren 10, Neu-
meister 12, Winfleld 13.

No. 4, 20 bluerocks: Heike.« 19. Neumeister 10, Keller 11, Davis 17.
Kroos 12, Wiiifield 16, Zurheide 14, Ladivig 18.

No. 5, 10 bluerocks. Zurheide 4, \\ ari en 5, Kroos 8, Davis 8, Heikes
10, Winfleld 9, Ladwig 7, Keller 9. Neumeister 7, Shadb'»li 9.

No. 6, 15 bluerocks: Davis 11. Warren II, Kroos 10, Heike.«: 12, Zur-
heide 8. Winfleld 13. Keller 11, Neumeister 18, Ladwig 8. Snadholt 10
No 7. 10 bluerocks: Keller 10, Warren 8, Neumeister 6. Zurheide 6

Buminele6, WinfielaS, Barrett.3, Brazelton 10. Heikes 10, Ladwig 7.
No. 8, 340 guarantee purse, 20 bluerocks, $2 entry, SO, 25, 20, 15, 1

per cent.: Heicks 20. Keller 16. Zurheide 14. Brazelton 15, S. W^arren 13'
Bandman 20^Baldwein 10. Barrett 15, Rummele 17, Winfleld 16, Neu-
meister 11. Buck 12, M. Kroos 13. Ladw ig 14

,J^°-
15 bluerocks: Kaufmann 10. Winfleld 11, Keller 14, Bandman

13, Heicks 15, Barrett 9. Brazelton 8. Bock 9.
No. 19, S50 guarantee purse, 20 bluerocks, 82.50 entry. 30, 25, 20, 15,

10 per cent.
:
W infield 18, Barrett 13, M. Kroos 10, Ladwig 17 Zurheide

10, Brazelton 14, Heicks 19, Keller 19. Kaufmann 15, Bandmann 13,Bock lo, H. Gruebner 12.

^ No. 20, team shoot, any three men to constitute a team, 10 bluerocks.

u entry per team 50, .30, 20 per cent: Keller 8, Ladwig 5. Brazelton 6,Heicks 10, VVinfield 10, H. Gruebner 6, \ orgey 2, Bock 7, Bandmann 8

M Kroos 9
'^^'^^ ^' Barrett 8, A. Kaufmann o, C. Kerskamp 3,

}P
bluerocks: Barrett 14. J. Kroo=i 12, Brazelton 11, Band-

^^r'^'^if' ?^ ^""ei' 1^. Heicks 15, Winfleld 14, Ladwig 11.
No. 22 20 bluerocks: Heicks 20, W^infield 16, Keller 18, J. Kroos 17,Barrett 12, M. Kroos 10.

^ Na. 23, 10 bluerocks: Ladwig 10, Trester 5, Traudt 4. Keller 6, Bock
I, Kaufmann 5, Barrett 5. Brazelton 8, Meixner 4. S. Meunier 4, Yorgey
7, H. S. Laehle 5, J. Kroos 5, Winfleld 9, Hicks 8 >

s J

No. 24, 10 bluerocks: Barrett 7, Heicks 19, Yorgey 6, Trester 3, S.Meumer 8, Keller 8, Kaufmann 7, Meixner 6, Winfleld 10, Ladwig 8,Traudt 0, Henry 4, Kroos 4.
i & .

No. 25, 15 bluerocks: Heicks 15, Winfleld 14, Meixner 13. Traudt 8,Kaufmann 13, Henry 8, Bandmann 11, Barrett 12, J. KroOS 13, S. M«u-
nierl3, Ladwig 11, Trester 11, Keller 14.
No. 26, 10 bluerocks: Meunier 8, Barrett 8, Ladwig 8, Winfleld

,Bock 9. J. Kr.ios 7, Kaufmann 8, Heicks 10, Meixner 9, Bandmann 9,
Trester^4,^Traudt 6, Keller 8, Schiffender 6.

13!

Brazelt , ^ . ^
No. 28. 10 bluerocks: Heicks 9^ J. Kroos 10,' Keller 10, Markham 3,Rummele 10, Meunier 10, Heury 6, Winfleld 8, Meixner 9, Kaufmann 9

Barrett 9, R Neumeister 4, Staehle Bock 8
No 29, 15 bluerocks: Winfleld 14, Meixner 15, Barrett 1.3, Bandmann

15, Keller 14, J. Kroos 11, Heicks 15, Rummele 13, Henry 9, S. Meu-
nier 7. 1 .1 1

No. 30, S75 guarantee purse, SO bluerocks. entrance S3, .30, 25, 20, 15,
10 per cent.: Heicks 20, Kroos 12, Keller 16, Barrett 18, Rummele 17,
R. Iseumeister 9, Schiffeneder 12, Brazelton 13, Dillingham 13, Winfleld
18. Meixner 17, Bandmann 18, Muenier 17, Bock 14, Kaufmann 17, Lad-
-•wig 15. Henry 12, J. Bitter 10.

No. 31, team shoot, any three men to constitute a team, lObluerocks,
entrance per team $3. 50, 30, 20 per cent.: Bandmann 10, Heicks 10
Barrett 8, Rummele 8, Kroos 8, Kaufmann 9, Bitner 6, Bock 6, A. Kauf-mann 6, Schififeneder 6, Winfleld 10, Keller 6. Meunier 6, Meixner 10,Ladwig 9, Trester 6, Dillingham 6, Brazelton 9, R. Neumeister 4Henry 9.

citizens' purse, 25 bluerocks. entrance S2: Barrett25, J. Kroos
1^, Meixner 24 Trester 16, Henry 12, Guenther 9, Meunier 21, Traudt21,
Heicks 24, Keller 20, W^infleld 23, Rummele 16, Bandman 25, Ladwig 16,
Brazelton 17. > 6 i

No 33, 15 bluerocks: Barrett 14, Heicks 15, Keller 15, Meixner 13,
Lingelbach 3, Koehn 1, J. Kroos 14, Traudt 13. Kehl 4. R. Neumeister 8Guenther 9, Bandmann 13. W' infield 14, Schlvter 8, Fritzlaff 4, Kauf-mann 14, Trester 12, Meunier 12, Blust 11, Ladwig 13. W. C. T.

Wauregan Gun Club.
The Wauregan Gun Olub held their monthly shoot at their club

grounds, Pelhamville, N. Y'., Aug. 11, 1892, in w'hich twelve members
competed tor prizes. The birds were a fine lot of flyers:LE Minor 0222121210-8 F Lyon 1311.22122-9W H Brickner 1001210122-7 R Darling 201D10111.-6G W Silberhorn 2222110111-9 M F Brickner ll«1101111-8
E Knof 12111.3212—9 J N Mills 21120.2113-8
D Volenti 2122020010—6 F Kerker .212010211-7
EBornhoeft 1111200212-8 J W Spencer. . . . 111200111.-7
Sweepstakes, §2.50 entry, first and second money:

F Knof . . 1.202-3 R Darling. 20201-3WH Brickner 12111—5 J Spencer 11111—5LE Minor 10121—4
Miss and out, .3 bird limit, same conditions: Vf. H Brickner 3, J

Spencer 0. L. E Minor 0, R. Darling 2, F Knof 2, F. Kerker 1
Miss and out, 3 bird limit: W. Brickner 2. R Darling 2, F Kerker 2

D. Volenti 0, E. L. Minor 0, J. Spencer 0, F. Knof 2.

- J. H. Mills, Referee.

Nickel Plates.
Chicago.—At the annual meeting of the Nickel Plate Gun Club, held

Aug. 10 at Chamber of Commerce Building, the following gentlemen
we' e elected officers for the ensuing year: President, E Baegot; Vice-
President, H. O. Perry, re-elected second term; Treasurer and Secre-
tary. E Colby, Jr., re-elected fourth term; Board of Directors, E. P
Arnold, V. F. Sivore, W F. Harrison, being newly elected; S. 8. Kim-
Dell and A. H. Brinkman holding ov>.r (j. ji_

The New Burgess.
The new Burgess repeating shotgun has been put upon the market

and may now be seen in sporting g- ods stores It has many features
« Inch will commend it to sportsmen. It is symmetrical in appear-
an<'e, well finished and well balanced, and is provided with a simple
device for separating the barrel from the stock for convenience in
ca mping. The mechanism of the gun is based on a new principle,
differing from anything which has yet appear>-d in the line of repeat-
ers, and possessing novel features. The advertisement of this gun
will be found in our columns nest week.

Manufacturers' at Allentown.
Detroit, Aug. 10.—The sixth shoot of the Manufacturers' Trap-

Shooting Association will be held at Allentown, Pa , Sept. 12 and 13, on
the grounds of the John F. Weiler Gun Cl'ib, There are five railroails
running: into Allentown, ^iz : the Lehigh Vallev. P. & R , Nor. Penn.
C'-ntral R. R. of N. J , Lehigh & S. R. R. and Perkiomen R. R , and,
iherefore, it is easily reached. The grounds are a bout fiftei-n minutes'
ride by electric car from city, and are inclosed and contain a cozy club
house, with a large hotel at entrance, where meals can be procured at
aU hours at mclerate prices. The electric cars pass all the depots,
and if shooters cl oose they can go direct to grounds All shooters are
invited to visit club rooms on North Seventh street. There is no doubt
that this shoot will be well attended on account of the novel, interest-
ing and liberal programme presented by the Association. The trophy
race will attract a good deal of interest, as it proves beyond a doubt
who is the champion target shot of Pennsylvania.

John Parker, Manager M. T. S. A.

Douglas Gun Club-
Chicago. Aug. 5.—In the medal shoot to-day Eich won A medal,

Sherman B medal, and Hart C medal. Scores for A medal:
J Church 1111110100111010111011111—19
M J Eich 1111010111011111011111111—21
For B medal:

E Essig 1010011110110100111001101—16
J Sherman 1111111111111110111011101—23
For G Medal:

E ITart 1111110011101110111110101—19
C Eich 1111111011011010010111101—18
Previous scores:

Eich OlllllOlllOIOllllllOlOOlO—ir
Sherman 1010111111110111111110111-31
Hart 0111111001111110010111111—19

Sec.

Des-chree-shos-ka.
Detroit, Aug. 10.—The third international tournament to be held on

Des-chree-shos-ka Island, Detroit, Sept. 5,6,7 and 8, will be a very
interesting one. There will be two $200 guaranteed" events and one
$100 guaranteed purse, a $100 purse entrance free, a two-man team
race, fcSO first money entrance free; two trophy races for the interna-
tional championship of U. S. and Canrda. one on hve birds and one on
targets There will be one big sweep on live birds, $25 entrance, 25
live birds, 4 moneys; the Parker sliding handicap will be used, but will
not apply on the guaranteed events. Programmes will be out next
'''eek. John Parker, Manager.

Harrisburg Shooting Association.
Harrisburg, Pa., Aug. -i.—Forest and Stream: At a meeting of the

Harnsburg Shoeing Association the following officers were elected
to serve for ensuing year: Jas. H. Worden, president; W. R, Fifties,
vice-president; H. B. Shoop, sec; D. M. M. Connlck, treas.; H. M. F.
W^orden, captain. V\'e are now busy as nailers arranging for the State
shoot in September, which will be the largest and grandest shoot ever
held in Harrisburg Trap shooters should write for the finest pro-
gramme ever provided by a shooting association. W. B. Shoop.

Capt. Bogardus and the Unknown.
Capt. a. H. Bogardus writes of his forthcoming match: "It will be

a more skillful match than has been shot for years. We are to shoot
at 100 live pigeons each, 15yds. rise, with a circle of 10yds. drawn
around the trap, all birds must be killed inside the circle, and must be
retrieved by a dog. Use of one barrel only. The conditions approach
clo.sely field shooting. The match will be shot some time between
Sept. 20 and Oct 1. I shall name the day in a week or two. The man
who is to shoot against me is unknown. I do not care who he is; I
think I can win. a. H. Bogardus."

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

was
Laius
remains the same.

H. E. S., Columbia. S. C—Our goggle-eye is a poor fish aboundingln
lakes and streams, generally frequenting deep water and going in
schools. Is it the Pomoxys spnrnides. elsewhere known as calico bass?
An.s Yes. In Lake Erie it is the strawberry bass or grass bass, and
in Illinois th calico bass. It is also in various parts called goggle-eyed
per ch, bank lick bass, bitter-head and lamplighter.

E M. S , Lansing. Mich.—Would you please advise how English carp
can be taken out of a small pond with muddy bottom? You ci naot
eaten more than one or two at a time with a hook and line, and ic is
impossible to catch them with a net, as tney bury themselves in the
mud. Ans. If you wish the fish for use persevere with the hook or
dram the pond and scoop them out. If you regard them as pests to
be gotten rid of, yuu may drain and scoop, or if there are no other fish
in the pond, and if the pond is not connected with other waters, use
lime or an explosive.

The BE.ST LINE TO CALiFORmA from either Chicago or St. Louis is the
Burhnglun route Takes you via Denver, Colorado Springs I.ea U flle.
Salt Lake and Ogden. Daily vestibuled trains, with Pulliran sleepers
chair cars (seats free) and Burlington route dining cars.—

SAVE YOUR TROPHIES.
Write for Our Illustrated Catalogue

"HEADS AND HORNS."
It gives directions for preparing and preserving

Skins, Antlers, etc. Also prices for Heads and
Bugs, Birds and Fish, and all kinds of work in Taxi-
dermy.

WARD'S NATURAL SCIENCE ESTABLISHMENT.
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Most sensible people who realize how complex and
variable the game and fish laws are, do not try to

REMEMBER
.
ihem, but depend for reference upon the standard
compilation, in fact the only comprehensive and
correct compendium—the Oaiiie Laws in Brief. It
oovers the United States and Couada. and has
QUmerous haif-tone jiicui es. It may be had of your
dealer, or will be sent postpaid by the Fork.st and
Stream. Price, 25 cents.

17ROM the first issue of this paper it has been

used, and for nearly twenty years this particular

space has been occupied by

ABBEY & IMBRIE,
who now say tJiat they have given up advertising at least tor the present.

tic5e to IF'isslrxerrxxonL I Out JE^rtoes
r am with von again with lower prices for Fishing Tackle. I find by experience that putting down the
^ 1 . PC v.T, V. ^^o^®? decreasing the quality, it increases my business every year.

Length and weight of the ba^s rods are: SJlt., 9oz. : 9ft., lOoz.
; 9ift., lloz. ; idft., 12oz., LOifc, 14oz. Reel seats abave hand.

^ speciai lot of Hard Rubber and Nickel, Raised Rillar jialt.plyino Reels with Balance Handle and Side Spring CUcb, 40yds., 90 cts.
;
60yds., §1.00; SOyds., §1.10; lOOyds., $1.23.Any ot the above 1 eels sent by mail tor price and 10 cts. extra for postage.

.j> , j ,^ , j
,v

,
jvxo.,

Jrass Cli";k Reels, 40, 60, 8ii or lOtiyds., 28 cts." e'a'ch"; 5 cts. extra for postag-e
lot of Multiplying Raised Pillar Reels with Bali " '}De 1v =T.«r.i«i .f p.-r^ii^Pi, -i^ir

" 7^^^ Balance Handles and Lifting Drag: 40yds., 38 cts. ; 60yds.. 48 cts.< 80yds., .58 cts.
; lOOyds., 68 cts. ; 1.50 yds., 78 cts.special 01 of l i out Fhe.s at ,30 cents per dozen assorted, sent by mail 1 cent per dozen extra for postage.
i J-

. . j- •.
<

special lot of Bass and Pickerel Spoons at 5 .-ents each sent by mail, 1 cent extra for postage.

il^r^iln °r!!.t^n'^?i?^^tl':l^^ti^ S^^'l -'f- ^^iH^' '^P
^^z.

;
four ply, 25 cts. doz. 1 cent extra per dozen for postage

extra for postage.

Four-ply Leaders, 33in., Sets.Jpecial lot^ot best quality lOOtt. Linen Reel Lines, 8 cts., 200fb., 15 cts. 86oft.V'22 ctsT -""s cta.'eitra foTpoaiaee?Send a>cent stamp for Illnstrated Cataloi^ne. '
>

i y "S"-

KKS£?°g%S^"ix''.^^- J. F. MABSTEBS. 51, 53 A 55 Court St^ Brooklvn, N.Y
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Steam Launch, Yacht, Boat and Canoe Builders.

Naphthajaunch.
Over 1000 now iu successful opera-

tion. Practically demonstrated to toe
absolutely safe. Impossible to explode
boiler, engine or any part ol the mech-
anism under conditions subjected to
in usage.

Tbe Naphtha Launcli is thp SIMPLEST, SAFEST and
SPEFDIEST power boat built. No special kDowledge
of machinery required. Can be handled by anyone.

No Steam, No Heat, No Dust, Ko Dirt, No

Smoke, No Grease, No Ashes.
Cleanly, li&ht in weight and draft, and tindei

way in three minntes. Economir-al to run.

"Blue Book" contains hundreds of testimonials. Pend
5-eeDt stamp for catalogue, containing prices and otner
pai'ticulars.

'

GAS ENGINE & POWER CO., Morris Heights on the Harlem, N.YCity.

THE ROBERTS SAFETY LAUNCH AND TACHT BOILER.
Over five hundred in use. 860 pounds of Steam. Hundsome eatalogne free.

Vorks: Red N J 'TWB F'n]?FT5T^= SAFETY WATER TUBE BOILER CO., 18 Cortlandt St„ New York.

CHARLES L SEABURY & CO..
52 Broadway, New York City,

Steam Yachis and Launches.
Sole MannfactiiTers of the

SEABUEI Patent Safety Water-Tnbe Boiler.
Builders of Simple, Compound and Triple Expansion Engines.

HIGH SPEED YACHTS A SPECIALTY.
WORKS and YARDS, Foot of Main St., Nyack-on-Hudson. H.Y.

Send 5c. stamp for new Illustrated Catalogue.

Qfeldfs Improved Launches
Kerosene, Naphtha-Gas, Ooal or Wood as fuel.

InterchaDgeahle within fhr^e -m'TDures. Manu-
factured solely by F. W. OFKLDT, The sole in-
ventor of automatic fUf 1 fiit pl> power plant for
iannches. No atom'zing or expansion of fuel; no
odor; no danger. Cari be run b\ any one aftar an
hour's insiiuotiOTi. Simplest and moat power-
ful motors yet devifed, and most economical to
run. Send 4 een+o in stamps for catalogue con-
taining all particulars and price list. Builder also
of the lightesi and most economical Coal or Wood
burnine boilers for all purnosps. Works and
yards fooi Jersey avenue. O mmuripaw, N. J.,

via C. B E. of N J., foot L'liert> St., N. Y.

CLAY & TORBENSEN,
GliOUCESTER CITY, N. J.

Desigrners and Bnildera oi

Steam Yachts and Launches.
ATJXILIASY CSVISESS AND HOUSE BOATS.

Compotind and Triple Expansion Engines.

The Lightest, Most Oompact and Economical Marine Outfit Made.

Send 8 cents for Illusirated Catalogue.

THE OSGOOD FOLDM CMYAS BOAT. rr.'-f^/jrh.V'lL'^lli^f;
Idle, 25 lbs. With stretcher, side-boards, gontrale

and paddle, 32 lbs. With strctoher,slde-boarde,gan>
wale, stools and oars, 40 lbs. With bottom board,

side-boards, gnnnale, stools and
""lbs. This CDt shows

twelre-foot boat.

THE
STANCHEST
AND MOST Dl/RABLE'
PORTABLE BOAT MADE!
Impossible to tip It oter by Rocking!

Easr to Roirl SafcHt and ISest Uonting and Fishing Boat made.

Onr. I,...! -.-H j)„ n.". i"l"<oH . nn-l nix-i; In rhsst with boat wlthonteitraeharge.
of Chest, 38 in. long,

17 In. A7ide, 18 in. deep.

You will Find Us
At the World's Commbian Exposition In ttie

Fish and Fisheries Building;. You will

there have an opportunity to com-
pare our boats with others

of similar character.

There is Water Close by;
It wlli not take long' for yon to ascertain whether
we can substantiate our claim of making; the only
practical, safe Portable Boat for Sportmen's use.

OSGOOD POBTiiBLE BOAT CO., Battle Creek, Mich

TREGURTHA SAFETY WATERTUBE BOILER
Steam Yachts and Launches. S'-s^^- IM»=feFrst?.°

^-^mes.

MURRAY & TREGURTHA, West First Street, Foot of E Street, South Boston, Mass.

Patent Pump Water Closet

FOB ABOVE OB BELOW WATEB LINE.

lavatories, Pumps, Tanks, Etc
Mannfactuced by

Alfred B. Sands & Son,i
YACHT PLUMBERS,

134 Beekman Street, New Vorlc

GardnerJ^S-Rater.

SCAEECROW,
LA GLOEIA.

Sailboats, as desi.snied by
Mh. W. p. Stephens.

Famous St. Lawrence River Skiffs.;

YACHT TENDEES. CANOES.
All kinds of high class FLEA.SUKE BOATS.

NEW YORK CITY AGENTS:
Messrs. A. G. Spalding & Bros., 492 Broome Street.

Look out for our exhibit of eight boats at World's
Fair (Fisheries Department).
Send 5c. for 1893 lUustrated Catalogrue.

St. Lawrence River SM. Canoe & Steam Lamcli Co.,i

CLAVTO"k (Jellenton Co.), N. V.

I CARRY
A I.ARGE STOCKl

OF

Boats,

Canoes
AND

Fittings,
Send for lUastrated Catalogue.

J. H. RU^HTHN. Canion. N Y.1

SPRAGUE S PATENT

Rubber- Packed Boats'
Have stood the test four seasons, and have been

pronounced as good as new.
Wo now have ready for delivery a large stock of

flne PLEASURE BOATS, SAILBOATS, OPEN
PADDLING 0AKOE8, SOME UVERY BOATS
We build to order Sneak Boxes. Cruisers, St. Law
rence River Skitfs, and all kinds of Small Craft
under our method of construction. Write for price,
stating what is desired. Enclose 2-cent stamp for
catalogue.

H. mi. SPRAGUE ParishvillB.St. Law.Co.H.y.
L. W. Perdinanij & Co., 2(i7 Fed-^ral St., Boston, AKfeot*.

Boats, Skiffs,

Canoes & Launches.
High .grade Sporting, Athletic, (Jymnastic and

Boatmg supplies. My prices are from 15 to 25 per
cent, lower than other reliable dealers. Send for
complete catalogue Cl^ree).

WM. WOOD,
26 West 125th Btri^et, New York.

Builder of Hlnh-Gra-le r*PiVA!<rA NOBS for f'lsh
Inti, HuDtlriK and Plefisure. Seud stamp for Catalogue
which siT'es fIfscr lDtioiia and prices

"DON'T CUSS THE LUCK"
you didn't win a race with your yacht rigged as she was last season, but send

for our 212-page catalogue. It contains 450 illustrations of all the best

and latest Yacht, Boat and Canoe fittings up to date.

L. W. FRRDrNAND & DO.. 267 Fp«d«ral St., Bo^^ton. Masf.

It Is not praising our FOLDING CANVAW
BOAT much to say they are the best at the World's
Fair. You wiU understand this when you have ex
ammed the two or three exhibits there; but you wili

be siu'prised to see how well tliev bear comparison witli

the handsome wooden craft shown there and how c"D)
pact they are folded. Our exhibit in Fisheries Building'

comprising 15 boats and oa 'oes of different sizes and stylf-a has been favorably mentioned by Ohicagc
press and illustrated by fall pag. engravings in Chicago (Jhxtiphic. Send for catalogue and read up.

ACME FOLDING BOAT CO., Miamisburg, Ohio.

Send tor our fllust'd Catalogue L
of FoldingBoatsand Canoos.B

THOMAS KANE & COMPANY,
LAUNCH BUILDERS:
oal oil or wood burners.

BOAT BUILDERS: .

Pleasure Boats, Row-
^oata. Canoe", Hunting
ind FHshlng Boats.

MANUFACTURERS:
Rai Ine Auiomatu OU-

^nrnlng Outfits, Roilera
rith combiaation base to
.ise either oil, coal or
70od. Kane's Vapor Elec-
'0 Englaes and Pump-
ng Ontflis.

iendfor catalogue, speoUy
ISKUna desired.
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I Routes for Sportsmen. J
Z.

When planning: your annual tour remember that
this company controls over 4,100 mUes of railwaj
equipped in the most approved modern style, pass-
ing through a magnificent country noted for its un-
surpassed faciUties for sport.

A FEW OF THE PRINCIPAL RESORTS.
ANDROSCOGGIN LAKE < (via Bryant's Pond or Bethel)
—Excellent trout flslilug and game, large and small, oi

every descriptlun.

THE ^VHITE M'>TJNTArN!S (via Gorham, N. H.)-For
trout anil vatleties of game.

THE SA.LMON RESORT < of Quebec, New Brunswick
and Nova Scotia tr-ached via QUf^bec).

LAKE ST JOHN REGION (via Quebec) - For ouananlche
trout, far! ou, beai, moo>e, beaver, oi'cr, etc.

THE RIVER ST. LAWRB.NrE(in the neighboriiood of
the line for 4(iO milesl —For mascalonge, pike, bass,
whlteflsh, picKerel, perch.

THE THOUSAND I.SL A M 'S i via Gananoque or Kingston)
—For uiclierel, black boss, iLia?cnlonge, pike.

MUSKOK V LAKE^.—Tiie best place on the continent
for fl-hlnif, shooting and campmg All varieties of fish
and game

PARRY SOUND AND GEOR6I4N B»Y (reached via
Penetang, Midland, Co lingwood, etc.) for black has-,
pickerel, deer, partridKe. bear, otter, etc.

AKES ONTARIO, ERIR, HURON AND MICHIGAN (via
Stations at all pr.nclpai ports-.

LAKE SUPERIOR (via Colli ngwood, Wlarton, Sarnla hi
connection with steatuship lines).

The charges for hotels, guides and camping at

many of the fishing waters named above are ex
tremely low. Full particulars of same are pubhsheci
in a pamphlet descriptive of the "Fishing and Hunt
ing Resorts of the Grand Trunk Railway," whicli
will be forwarded free on application l i the com-
pany's principal agents, or to the General Passengei
Agent at Montreal.

N. J. POWER,
General Passenger Agent,

J. SEARGEANT, General Manager

Opening of the Chlcoutimi Extension.

The New Route to the Far-Pamed Saguenay
and the onlv mil route to rlie dellghtfid summer resorts
north of Quebec, thi ough the

CAN AIM A > AlMUOfnACKS.
Parlor and Sleeping Cars. Magnificentpcen-^ry. Peautlful
climate Hotel RobPrval, Like St John, has flrst-i las«
ac'ommodatlon for 3(X) guests, and is --un In co-'nectlon
with the "Island House" at, Grand i 'ischa'ge 'if Lake St.
John, In • ecer terof the -'Ouananlche" tlshtng ground.'.
Dally comm iTiioatlon by the new fast ste impr across
the lake. J he fishing rights < if L« k" St. John and tribu-
taries, an area "if 2u (XK) square miles, are free to guests
of the hotPis Trains connect dally at i hlc utlml - 1th
Saguenay fte.imers for Quebec Daylight trip, a bei-u-
tlfuUy 111 strated guide book free on application For
Inf- in nation as to hotels, apply to hoielm inHners; for
folders and gidde booKS to ticket agents of all principal
cities.

ALEX HARDY, J. G. SCOTT,
Gen. P. & P. Agt. Sec'y & Manager.

Quebec, Canada.

Adirondack

Mountains,

Lakes George

(StChamplain,

Saratoga, Etc.
Illustrated guide to the Northern resorts issued by

the Delaware and Hudson Eailroad wiU be mailed on
receipt of 6 cents postage. Address

J. f. BURDICK,
General Pa.ssenger Agent,

ALBANY, IT. Y.

Alive with Game.
IF YOU WAKT GOOD SPORT, PLENTY OF

IT AND NO BLANK DAYS, SEND FOR THE
CANADIAN PACOFIC RAILWAY COMPANY'S
PAMPHLET, •

Fishing and Shooting.
E. V. Skdsn-er, 353 Broadway;

O. E. McPhekson, 179 Washington St., Boston;

0. Shkehy. 11 Fort at., W. Detroit;

J. P. Leb, 332 S. Clark St., Chicago; or

D. McNIGOLL, Gen. Pass. Agent, Montreal.

Forest & Stream File Binders
PKICE »1 00.

FOE SALE AT THIS OFFICE.

FOB SALE.
Camp Ground,

SARANAC LAKE,
Adirondack Mountains.

Point of land just north of Sweeny Carry and

Hotel Wawbeek, well wooded, high elevation, large

water front, with a superb view of the coimtry to

the north, east and south, easy of access, and one of

ttie finest camping spots in this whole coimtry,

containing about 45 acres. Address P. O. Box 1,980,

Boston, Maas., for further particulars.

TROUT LAKES FOR SALE.
I offer for sale a portion of my Adirondack pre-

serve, from 1,000 to 3,000 acres of land, with four
lakes. Three log cabins on the properly, good
i-oad to two of the lakes, easy traO to the other two.
This property is suitable for a club or tor private
resorts One lake is stocked with salmon trout, the
jthers witia speckled trout, 30,000 planted last May,
ind shall plant as many more this year. Will sell

any one lake with a portion of the land. Address
DR. J. DE V. MOORE, 157 Park avenue, Dtica, N. Y.

ALBEMARLE AND PAIMPLICO CRUISING AND
Hunting Association —Bear, Deer, Wild Tur-

key, Quah, Swan, Geese, Brant, Duck, Curlew, Snipe.
Finest Ashing; Blueflsh, Striped Bass, Weakflsh.
Drum, etc. Membership limited to 20. One more
subscriber wanted. H. A. Weeks, 74 Murray st. , N.Y

iOR SALE.—A SHARE IN THE MEGANTIC FISH
and Game Club. L. F. HALE, Caniou, N. Y.F

X sportsmen's Goods. J

FERGUSON'S PATENT REFLEGTINB LAMPS,
THO.UAS J COSiROV, sole Xgeni,

310 Broadway, Mew York.

Vlth Silver PUted Losomotlve ReflMton

Attach-

ments.

f'nr Sportsmen s use. romblnes
Head Jaci iPront and Top), Boat
rack, FlshhR, Camp, Belt aud
iJash Lamp, Hand Lantern, etc.

eXCIiL.8IOR I^AMP,
"or Night Driving, Hunting, Pish-
ing, etc. Is adjustable to any
kind of dash or vehicle.

. end stimD for [llus '^ata'ogue,
nrt ailrtrfiSR aU ordero LamoT>ppt

OUCK CALLS.
Grubb's Improved Illinois River Duck Call. The

most natural-toned call made; easy to blow; not
easy to get out of repair, having a fine tempered
reed; makes it so you can call teal, woodduck and
bluebill, as well as mallard. This is the only caU
you can do this with. Price 55 cents.
Same as above, made of red cedar, silver mounted,

with silver reed which gives it perfect tone, $1
Every one warranted. Address

OHAS. W. GRUBBS,
1537 Milwaukee Ave.,

Chiftaffo, Til.

larked Down.

CORK WADS.
By our improved method of manufacture we are

enabled to furnish the Cork Wads at a price which
will suit all classes of sportsmen. Dealers Send for
latest price hst and discounts. Regular box by
mail on receipt of 30 cents.

LANCASTER OOEK GUN WAD CO.,

11.ftncaster. Pa.

THAYER'S
MOSQUITO GUARD.
Not Greasy Will not stain the clothing

Prire, 25 C^-nts a Boitle.

For sale by druggists and dealers in Sporting Goods.

HEKRf IHAtER & CO., Cambr.d^eport, Mass.

LENSES, TRIPODS. OUTFITS.
STEREO PTICONS, LAN TfcRNS
Slagneslum Flash Lamp, pohtpaid, 81 . 1 »». Send 6 e s.

for Sample Photo lUd Circular.
TIS0KL.lL. CAiUJSltA &:MFG. t!U.,Scranton,Pa.

JSIEIE

THE TAXIDERvjI TS.
before going on your

VACATION,
and arrange w ith them to receive
and mount the Game Biros, Ani-
mals and Fish you secure while
away. Their work is artistic,
life like and poisoned against
moth Goods returned promptly;
pricts reasonable.

HEADQUAHTERS:
No. 5 West Thlr.i >t., near Broadway,

Branch. No. IG North William St.. JNew York.

J. KANNOFSKY,
Practical Glass Blower

And manufacturer of
Artificial eyes for birds, animals and manufacturing
purposes a specialty. Send for prices. Please men-
tion Forest and Stream.

369 Canal street, New York.

-BIRDS EGQS

I

. P fod

IlusTraTed Catalog.

^ -....i.K.REED.
IkMainSt. WORCESTER. Mass)

WANTED ALIVB.
AU kinds of

American Animals
BIRD8 dc REPT1L.E<*
For Sale—All kinds o

Foreign Animals, Bird
and Reptiles.

DONALD BURNS,
'IR RnnQOTTolf at .

V V ni'

TROOT FOR SALE,
YEARLra&S ol tie Brook Troit, Late Trout, Browi

EGGS AP»D FRY
of the same in season. For in'ormation inatiir'

J. ANNIN, JR.,
Caledonia, Livinetroii Co., N. Y

of

Berkshire Trout Hatchery
have for sale healthy BROOK TROUT ranging
size from young fry to four pounds weight, suitabli

for stocking pubUc and private waters.

For information and price address

C. B. SAGE, Sec'y,
Great Barrington, asa.

LIVE WHITE HARES (L^.pus amerwanm
captured and properly boxed and deliverer

o express in Bethel, Me., in good condition oi
receipt of orders and remittances at S3 per paii
Refer to Hon. H. O. Stanley, Dixfield, Me., 'S'lsi

ind Game Commissioner. I. G. Ri CH. Bet hel. Mi

T IVE QUAIL FOR SALE-W. VA. BIRDS-GAME
JU a specialty. E. B. VVOOuWaRD, Commission
Merchant, 174 Chambers st.. New York..

LYMAN'S RIFLE SIGHi5>.
Send for 96 page Catalogue of Sights and Bifleft-

ADDRESS,

J. p. DA.JNNKFELSEK,
PRACTIO GUPTSMITH

No. 9 Chambers St . New York.
Guns, Rifles, et**., at lowest prices. Second hand gims

bousrht, sold and excnang d. With my new ailjustabh
Tar Gun I can ta e your ea;ac* fl. for either mw stock
or aUerhg old stools; to desired iirop, c.ist-off or lengt i

Bairelo bored to ?h< ot close and ha'd, and all other
kini.s of repalimg executed with de-patch and war-
ranted Se..d ^0 cents for b' ttle Lf best bairel brown-
ing In America with directions.

Black=FIy Cream.
fPrepared In Zinc Tubes, very convenient for the pocket.)

For repelling lilack Flies, Moflquifos, Midges, etc.
It is also one of the tino.^t healinir prepHi Mtioiis for the
sting of iDsects, cuu, woniitU, etc. Eauily applied,
and washes off readily, leaving the skin sort and
fimooth.

PRISE, 25 CENTS, BY iVIfllL POSTPAID,

Sold by Dealers in Sportsmen's Goods.

TUDOR CHEMICAL CO.,
No. 79 Milk Street,

BOSTON, MASS.

CAMMEYEP'
Stamped on a Shoe I ^

Meana Stanuard of merit.

EaUESTRIAN FOOTWEAR.

OEJS'S GRAIN LEATHEE WAPOLEON RID- 0 R AA
ING BOOTS 9 OiUU

ttEN'SGBAIM LEG CALF FOX NAPoLKON 7 AA
RIDING B'-'OTS fiUU

MEN'S CALF sriFF LEG RlDIMG BOOTS.. 9i00
MEN'S E SAMEL LEATHER STIFF LEG in AARIDING BO0T8 | 0,00
MEN'S RUSSIA CALF STIFF LEG RIDING I A AA
BOOTS lOiOO

UKN'S CANVAS RLDINTG L^GGINS I RQ
MEN'S GRAIN WELLINGTON RIDING LEG- A'eA
GINS OiOU

MEN'S GRAIN WINDSOR RIDING LEGGINS 4 QQ
MEN'S RUSSET CAl F WELLINGTON RID- e'aA
ING LEQGINS OiOO
A.THLETIC FOOTWE \K OF EVERY DESCRIPTION

Send for Catalogue. Mailed Free.

A. J. CAMM£Y£R,
•?ixth. Ave , oor. ISth St., N". Y.

ICYCLE
GOODS

AT THE LOWEST
POSSIBLE PRICES.

WE OFFER

Bicycle Suits,
stylish, well made, well fitting, handsomely
trimmed with braid, in all colors. Jersey and
cheviot from $8.50 to $14.00 per suit.

men's Sweaters,
In aU colors at $^.50, $3.00, $4.50.

Boys' Sweaters,
At $a.00, $2.50, $3.00.

ALSO A COMPLETE LINE OF
BICYCLE CAPS, BELTS AND

HOSIERY, ETC.

E. OCUMPAUGH & SONS.
83, 85 & 87 Ksin St., Bochestei, 17.7.

ALL

.COMFORTS_ OF HOME
includes the great temperance drink

Hires'K

Buy Directand Save PerCeU.
.ill riders saj ihej cannot ae» ho»
we can do it for the money: f20
bujs an elegant Oiford Snelj Bn-
[ished and nickel plated Biojclt,
tarranled to be aistoIam.simpU

^
Q cooitruciion, strong, durable
and acurately fllted,-»hloh raakai

^ riding on our Wheel a pleasure
instead of bard -worfc; material we use !b of tlie highest parade, each »beel
puaranteed. Write to-day for our Illustrated FREE cataloifue. ^

ncoT p—rKFORD Mf(!. HO, wARAt'i Kvc. nuinsRD.

Mith Fly-Rod and Cameia. SS.OO.
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X Hotels for Sportsmen. %

Miscellaneous.

Bromfield House, Boston

BUROPBAH PLAH.
,

MI:SSE:nG£:k. Proprietor.

CAMP PHENIX
At G-arden of Eden, Nova Sootia,

will be open for sportsmen and hunters from May 1

till end of season. No better trout flshiuR or moose
hunting can be found in Canada Forty lakes with
finest of trout fishing within a radius of five miles of
the camp. Write for circulars.

M. SJOSTEDT, Garden of Eden, Nova Scotia.

ATTEAN CAMPS.
AUiMB, July 7, 189.3.

Oji and after this date all persons not guests of
Att«an Camps will be excluded from fishing or hunt-
ng in the territory leased by me, which includes the
ownships of Attean, Uennis, Number Four and
Number Hive, also Holeb, Spencpr and Attean Falls,
Moose River. Any person trespassing on the above
erritory will be prosecuted to th^ fuU extent of the
aw. IXaAMAR HOWE,
P. O. Jackman, Me Lessee and Proprietor.

liong Island.

THE PAYTliON HOTEL,
islip, 1. (on Oreat Soutb Bay).
Open until Oct. 1. Accommodates 250. South

Bay is now the best fishing resort on Long Island
for bluefish, weakflsh, bass and flounders After 15
years' experience at Elbtron, N. J., it is sufficient to
say that the best of care will be taken of families and
guests. 1 solicit the patronage of former patrons.

C. T. JONKS.

THE BAY SIDE HOUSE,
Amity vixle, L. I.

Situated on Great South Bay. Capacity 200 guests.
Bluefish, bass and other sea fish abundant.

fiEo. VV. HUSSEV. Proprietor.

SHERMAN HOUSE, Babylon, L. I.

Sea food a specialty. Splendid fishing, Outhing
and boating. Permanent and transient guests ac
commodated. bpecial rates by tl e week.

,SJlEtifllA^ TWnEUY, Prop.

PROSF CT HOUSE.-Penataquit Hall and cot-
tages, Bay shore, Lojig Islauu, o..e houi from New

YOfK. BeaiKlfuUy giiuated, o-seiluoking the tJreat
South Bay, oppositd thelii etandfamuusflshhiggrouiids;
excelleut boatiug) safe batiiin

, interesting di lv^Js; first-
ciass orchestra; incandescent elecirlc lights, electric
bells; baCub, etc. For terms, addiess

JOHN lU. ROGERS & SON.

^taten iK'aud, K. T.

JieasleA's I- isiieruieu's Ketreat,
Ht GttKNO . , s. I.

Boating, bathing auu aching. Parties desiring to re-
main over night will receive eve. y attention. Stage at
."Station for couve.> ance of guests to hotel. Boats to let
fcr fishing or pleasui e. ANDREW BEASLEY, Prop.

Greenwood Lake.

Greenwood l^ake. Orange Co., W. Y.
For bass fishing why not try Greenwood Lake be-

fore going elsewhere. Ihe best grounds are near the
above hotel, where you will find boats, bait and first
class guides, with gooa accommoaations for sports
men and fainihes. Try ihe bass during June with a
fly. Watch fishing postal column for records. For
particulars, address

JOHN HAZEN, Proprietor.

VALrLEYHOUSsK-C H TEN l!.¥CK,Prop.,
Greenwood Lase, ^r. Y. Opm all the year. Large

ana comfortable rooms, geiieious table, purest water.
This house is surrouuilou t^y lOyacrts ot land, garUeij
ano lawn, well shaded a^ d i^xti uoiiig to and fronciug
2,5(X)tt. on handsomest part of the lajxe and best fishing
grounds. Oswego ana gmali-moiith Lias's, pickerei,
pei eh, etc Largest boat livery on tht lake, . nd last anu
staunch steam launch the Ten Eyck counectl ,g with all
trali^s. Greenwt.od Lake is ahoui 8 miles in length auo
One of the most beautiful and picturesque as weil isthe
most noted black bass lakts on the coniineut. For t ii -

cular, addteos C H. TEN EYCK, Proprietor.

Waterstone Cottage.
Open throughout the >ear. laood basis nshmg,

boats and guides. For particulars, address
J. E. WATERSTONE, Proprietor,

Greenwood Lake, Orange Coimty, N. Y

BRANDON HOUSE,
Oreenwood Lake, N. T.

2U hours from New York City. Excellent aceom-
mndatinn Good bass fishine

Lake Hopatcong, J.

EAOCOON ISLAND HO I EL. Raccoon Island.
Lake Hopatcong, N. J. Superb and romantii

scenery; view of lake from every room; fishing un
excelled; every modern convenicince; $12 to Slo pei
week; 50 miles from N. Y. SCHERER & DIEFE^
THALER. Landing. Morris County, N J

$25fo$50i
per weehi
to Asenta,

or
Crentlemen. using or Hlllnf
"Old KoUable Plater." Only
practical way to replat« mBtjr an.l
worn knifes, forks, spoons, ett.5

quickly done by dipping in melted
metal. No experience, polishing,
or maohlnery, Tlilck plate at one
operation; last! 5 to 10 years; One
finishwhen taken from the plater.
Every family has plating to do.
riater sells readily, ProHii large,

W, g,BuTkga* Co. UiIhbIili^ Qf

Hotels for Sportsmen. |

Sullivan and XJlsfcer Conntleg, N, T.

HOUSE,
NEVEESINK, Sullivan Co., K. 7.

Accommodations for 150 guests. Finest trout fish-

ing in southern New York. Plenty of small game.

A cool and healthful summer resort, 1,700 feet above

the sea. At Fallsburg Station, Sull. Co., N. Y., hacks

meet all trains. Send for circular and terms.

HENEY Vr. EEAM,

HOTEL WAWONDA
Liberty, Snllivan Co , N. T.

One of the finest located and best equipped summer
resorts in New York Stat«; opens June 1; elevation
3 000;'t. ; all modern improvements; perfect sanitary
arrangements; pure spring water; no malaria; no
mosquitoes; no ilies; telegraph in house. For cir-

cular, giving description and reference, address
U. S. MESSITER. Manager.

LAUREL HILL HOUSE,
Nev'Tsink, Sullivan Connty, K. Y.

The famous river runs by our farm ; best of trout
fishing; an elegant summer house. Terms very
moderate. Write for terms. JOHN TYLEE, Prop

GitAND V EW HOUSE
Liberty, Sullivan Co., N. Y.

Excellent trout fishing. Good family accommo-
dation; one-fourth mile from station. Terms and
circulars upon appfication. J. B. CARKIEK.

^LIVINGSTON MANOR~HOTEL^
Livingston Manor, N. V.

The best trout fishing ^t' earns to be found in SulU-
von Co. Terms, $2 00 P*"^ d^y Bar supplied
with the choicest wines, liquors and cigars the mar-
ket affords. W L. M«^Pherson, Prop.

2VI^3XrSIO iXI HOXTSOB,
jVlaiu at., Lihi-rty, SuUivan Co , N. Y.

Good fishing in near-by streams. Special attention
given to commercial traveleis. First-class Uvery
attached. l<'ree bus to and from trains

J. MURPHY & SON, Proprietors.

Libmiy Sullivan i^o., N. ».

Summer Resort. T. H. Uoulibon, Prop.
Among the mouutains; 1.600ft. above tue sea; 1 lij

miles from N Y.; no malaria; excellent hunting ana
fishing

;
livery accommodations ; tree bus to all trains

Ontario 8c Western Hotel,
Soutli Fallsburgli, SuUivan Co., N. Y.

COpposite Depot.)
Accommodates 40. Gooa hvery attached. Terms

reasonable. AJJCH. D. O'NEIL, Prop

T""~ilE SCHAEFER HOUSETLibertyTsuUivan
Co., N. Y. M. SCHAEFER, Prop.

Open all the year; special accommodation for
sportsmen and travelers; cuisine the best; close to
depot; Uvery; fistiing; parties supplied; Brooklyn
relerence; write.

"STODDARD HOUSE,
Steveusville, N, Y.

The best pickerd fishing m the county five minutes
walk from the house. Partridge, rabbit and red fOA
in season. H. M. STODDARD.

WOODBOLRNE HOL'SE, Woo.lbourne,
N. V. An uns !u-passeil summer resort, receuilj

enlarged and refurnisticd. This locality Is unequalled
For trout nshliig the N v> rsink ana its tributaries have
lougbeeu and still are fami lus. ThehuutiiigisaLsogood
The houpe is j,300 t. above tide water, the atmosphere is
clear, pure and hpallhfui. Post-offlce, dall.y malls, direct
telegraphic eommu icatlon StaK^s connect » 1th all
tialns. frivate conveyances faniisiied if desired

L,. h. WAliDORF, Proprietor.

MITCHELL HOUSE,
(Formerly Elting House),

W. E. MX»C«e;l,1„ rroprietor,
ElleuviJle, N. S.

Good trout fishing in near by streams.

Adirondacks.

HOTEL WAWBEEK
ana Cottages. (On Upper Sarauac Lake.)
The most desirable and the most attractively

located of all the Adirondack hotels. Fine hunting
and fishing Open tih Oct. 1. Send for circular.

HARLOW H. CHANDLER, Manager,
Wawbeek, Franldin county, N. Y.

HIAWATHA HOUSE.
Locatea on suuoherly end of the Indian Cai ry, oi

Che first of the thred Ponds, sometimes called Specta •

cle Ponds, leading through Stony Creek to Racquette
ctiver, on direct communication from Blue Mountau
dnd Tupper's Lakes, to Saranac Lakes Unexcelled
fishing and hunting. Rates per day, 82.50 Per week
$lu to $14 Correspondence sohcited. \V. W. HALE
proprietor, Post office address, Axton, Frankliu
county, N. Y.

RUSTIC LODGE,
Upper Saranac Lake. Daily mails and telegraphii
communications. Superb hunting and fishing. Rate*
$10 to $14 per week; $2 50 per day. Now open foi
guests. J. 0. LOCJiLIN, Proprietor.

Long LakeTN. Y. '

Situated on the borders of the wildest and best
bimttng and fishing section in the Adirondacks
Superior accommodations. For circular, address

EDWARD BUTLER, Prop

LAKE HOUSE,
Long Lake, JJ. Y.

New management. New furniture throughout.
Rates from §8 to $12 per week. Bend for circular.
Best of fishing and hunting.

ANDEH80N & MOYNEHAN, Proprietors.

J Hotels for Sportsmen. J

Adirondacks—Continued

.

RAY BROOK HOUSE,
Bay Brook, Essex Co.. N. Y.

Within ten minutes' walk of the best trout fishing
in the Adirondacks. Fine deer hunting and good
dogs. Send for circular. D CAMERON. Prop.

IN TH*^: ADIRONDACKS.
Taylor House and Cottages.

TAYLOH-S-ON-SCHHOON, N. Y.-ln a charming
location among the pines, on the high banks of
Schroon Lake. Fine mountain scenery, goOd fishing,
boating and driving. Table the best and supplied
from hotel farms adjoining Electric Ughts in hotel
and on grounds BiUiards and bowling. Puremotm-
tain spring water. Sanitary arrangements perfect.
Send for cu-cular. C. F TAYLOK & SON,

Taylor's-on-Schroon, N. Y.

ADIRONDACKS.

WATCH-ROCK HOTEL,
ADIRONDACK, N. Y.

Hot«l delightfully situated on Schroon Lake. Ex
celicnt cuisine, pure water, as good deer hunting,
brook and lake fishing as in the mountains. Experi-
enced guides, boats, outfits, etc. Send for circular.

GEO. CECIL. Prop.

Pyramid Lake House
Is situated on one of the best fishing waters in the
Adirondacks, controlled exclusively for the benefit
of its guests. Brook Tr ut, Black Bass, Detr,
Pariridee and small game in abundance
Approached from Ticonderoga, Crown Point, or via
Schroon Lake. For circular address

ORRIN HARRIS, Proprietor,
Paradox, Essex Co., N. Y.

Adirondacks. LELAND HQOSL
Excellent bass fishing, deer hunting and partridgt

shooting. Superior accommodations. Send for cir
cular. L. R, & B. D. LOCKE, Sclu-oon Lake, N.Y.

AOIRONDACKS.
THE ONDAWA HOTEL,

Sclrroon Lake, N. Y. '

First class fishing and huntii g For circulars ad-
dress O'CONNOR BROS.

aUNTEK'S HOME.
Best of trout fishing, partridge and rabbit shoot-

ing. Eleven deer killed last season. Good dogs ano
experienced guides. For particulai-s address A T ,T

& WILLIAM LAVERTY, New Russia, N. Y.

ADIRON r>ACKS.
CHKsTER HOL'SE,-Cliestertown, N. Y.

Accommodates 150. Best bass fishing in the moun-
tains. Fine partridge shooting in season. Open all

the year. Send for circular.
H. S. DOWNS, Proprietor.

EOOT'S HOTEL.
Best of trout fishing in seven streams, includ-

lUg the Schroon Kiver. Fine deer hunting in Sep
tember and October. A large and roomy cottage to
rent. For particulars addiess A. CARSON & CO.,
froprietors, bchroon River, N. Y

POriERSVILLE HOTEL,
PolicrRvijle, A. i.

Located in the Village of Pottersville, on Trout
Brook, one-haif mile from Schroon Lake. First class
partridge shooting and fishing for trout and bass

JOHN B. WJfiLLS, Prop.

St. Lawrence River and Neighboring Resorts,

HOTE L ALG^N Q^^ N

,

X'lxo-u.sAXXcaL Isl/Micls,
CAPj!. VLNCHJiM', NliVV VuKJbL.

Black uass l^'loJiingr. Season opens
June 2x.

Rates:—Transient, jf2.uo to *3.00 per day; weekly,
$12.00 to $21.00 Special rates to families.
For information addi-ess

F. D MIDDLETON,
ltj2 Duane St., New York.

1,000 ISJLiANDS.

St. Lawrence Motel,
ALEXANDRIA BAT, N. Y.

$2 per day. Special rates ty the week.

Also HOTEL, COL,XJI»lBIA in connection,
on European plan. Houses accommodate 150.

FRED. D. HOWELL, Prop.

Thousand Islands. River St. Lawrence.

IZAAK WALTON HOUSE.
T. M. ESSBLSTYN, Manager.

CLAYTON, N. Y.

BASS AND PICKEREL IN ABUNDANCE.
The Largest and Best Located Hotel in Clayton.

lOUO Islands. St. Lawrence River.

FINE VIEW HOUSE,
One of the best points on the river for Bass and

Pickerel. Next dock below Thousand Island Park,
douse newly lurnished.

Terms, $2.00 Per Day.
Open until Oct 1. Post ofdee address, ijlne View,

via Thousand Island Park.
ti. \V. BKETSCH, Proprietor.

Thousand Islands. River St. Lawrence,

.iklexaudric* Bay, N. 1.
Enlarged and rotmnished; everything new. Loca-

tion and hotel service first class. Bath room for
'ueats. Headquarters for fishermen. Raies, *3
..er day. J. A. BICK.Jb;LH.AUPT, Prop.

'pHOUSAND ISLAJSS.-THE TO LUOIBIAS. 1.000X Island Park, S. Y. Second season of the finest aad
most thoroughly equlppeu hotel on the Kiver 5St. ),aw-
reace. speoiai rates y the week or sea^ion. The fluest
bass and pickerel fishing on the river are moat easily
reached from tnis i^ouse. Send for punphlet.
. INOIjEHART & HA-DCOuK, Proprietors.

} Hotels for Sportsmen, t

St, Lawrence River Resorts-Continued.

MOngeOotel,
REDWOOD, N. Y.

On the R, W. & O R. R , one of the best fishing
grounds in the State for bass, pickerel, pike ana
trout. Hotel first class in every respect.

Rates, $2 I»er Day.
The veteran guide John Dollinger with his boat

livery is connected with the house.

ZOLLEB & SPRINGER, Proprietors.

FARLEY HOUSE,
REDWOOD. N. Y.

This hotel has been thoroughly overhauled and
newly furnished throughout. It is located in the
best of fishing grounds, and is in first class condi-
tion to accommodate the public; is in easy reach of
live of the most beautiful lakes in Northern New
York. First-class oarsmen in attendance. Has hot
and cold baths Rai«-8, S Per Day.

M. W. Proprietor.

Brooklyn House,
on the west shore of Henderson Bay, is open to
guests for the season of 18G3 Steamboat connection
Jaily with Sackets Harbor and the St. Lawrence.
Carriage express with mail from Henderson village.
The finest of bass fishing, with good boats and oars-
men.

A. WILKINSON, Prop., Henderson. N. Y

ftttention Bass Fishermen!
GUI House, Henderson Harbor, is the place you

tiave been looking for for years. This is a place
ivhere you can take yoitr families and have all the
pleasures of coimtry life and get the best black bass
Bshing in New York. For circulars, address H. H.
GULL, Proprietor, Henderson Harbor, N. Y.

Ttaonsand Islands. River St. Lawi-ence.

TH. NEW WIlSDSoR
Sportsmen will find this hotel first class in every

particular. All modern improvements. Good boats
aod experienced guides always in attendance. Send
for circulars W. P. H V WES, Claytou, N. Y.

THOUSAND I>LANDS

Grand View Park, N. V.
In the midst of the far-famed ttsbing grounds. It

has the only bathing beach on the river.

M. HoLKiNS, Manager. E. M. Childs, Prop.

Clayio... N, Y.
'

Headquarters for fishermen. Located in the cen-
ter of the world renowned fishing groimds of the St.
Lawrence River. Bass, pickerel and mascalonge in
abundance. MBS. E. M. HUB HARD, Prop.

LAKE VIEW HOUSE, EdwardsvlUe,
J efl'erson • o., N. Y. Situated on the beauti-

I lU shores of Black Lake. No better spot for bass
and pickerel. Easily reached by stage from Ham-
mond. Boat Uvery connected with house.

R. E. CAPRON, Proprietor.

Cj>RONTIER HOUSE,
r Morristovn, N. T.
Tills house, located on the .-^t. Lawrence River, is

but a short distance from Black Lake, so long known
for its celebrated bass and pickerel fishing.

JAMi!.S h\ CtlLLlGAN, Proprietor.

Thousand Islands. River St Lawrence.

MARSDEN HOUSE.
Good bass, pickerel and mascalonge fishing. House

pleasantly located Rates, SSa 00 pt-r day.
U. A. MAKsUEN, Prop ietor.

EAEL HOUSE, Sickets Harbor, N.Y.
Accommodates 40 ExcelleJit bass fishing. One of
the best points for duck shooting in season. Located
on line of Rome, Watertown & Ogdensbtirg R. R.

B. H. EARL, Proprietor.

CYCLISTS
DO NOT FORGET

ANTr-STIFF

Strekhthems , ^
thb muscles

For Sale by Dealers In Sporting Goods.

E. FOXJGERA & CO.,
JY. William Street, New YofTt,

eOLE AGEJIT8.

The Adirondacks.
Map of the Adirondack Wilderness.
Pocket edition on map-bond paper. $1 00.

"It is the most complete map ot the Adirondacks
region ever published."—i^orM< and Stream.

Pocket Map of Lake Champlain and Lake
Creorge. May-bond paper, 50 cents.

Guide Books.—The Adirondack^, llluatrated
i6mo., '-TS pages, pseudo cloth cover, 35 eta.

Lalie George and I/ake Champlain, 25 cts
Address S. B.. STOSBAai) Glena Fal)^
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WE HAVE LOST A BEAR.

The Forest and Stream grizzly died last Saturday. She

was the survivor of the pair of cubs sent to us in 1885

from Montana, where, in the wilds of Cut-Bank, Piegan

Indian John had taken the scalp of the maternal grizzly

in fair and open set-to. The cubs were placed by us in the

Central Park of this city. The male died in 1888, having

succumbed to a pulmonary complaint contracted in the

great bUzzard of that year. The female in turn died of

consumption. Each met an imtimely death. Amid the

higher altitudes of the Rockies they might have lived to

a green and grizzly old. age.

We should not do our grizzly justice, if we permitted

her to pass into oblivion without adverting to those lovely

and unbearish traits which were conspicuous in her char-

acter and endeared her to the populace. She was, as

bears go—or more truly, as bears do not go—a creature of

sweetness and light—sweetness not wasted on tlie desert air

nor light hidden amid the gloom of the thick timber.

She exhibited a side of bear nature not revealed to those

who study the race with traps and clogs and guns. All

that a savage and ferocious bear of the wilderness should

be, she was not. All that a civilized and polished bear of

the town should be, she was. Her life was a beautiful

demonstration of the great truth that the children of the

tribe of Ephraim are after all but the creatures of their

surroundings.

Snatched in a tender stage of ursine infancy from the

rugged and roughening scenes of her native lair in the

wilderness, she was removed from the companionship,

the influence and the teachings of grizzly exemplars, and

was brought to dwell am.ong mea in the metropolis.

Here, amid the beauties of landscape gardening, the

monuments and statues of poets, painters, patriots, phil-

osophers and divines, within hearing of the hum of the

concom"se where the equipages of fashion roll their cease-

less course, surroimded by art galleries and libraries,

churches, synagogues, hospitals, colleges, vast apartment

houses and hotels towering in the air, here, in a word, in

a center of civilization and culture and refinement, she

curbed her savage instincts, took on the graces of an
amiable sociability, and as she grew in years and bulk

and length of claw, and her disposition mellowed, she

proved herself worthy of the exalted station to whit h
destiny had called her. She renounced the immemorial
traditions of her race with respect to human kind. She
was a stranger to fear of humanity, and felt no infuriate

animosity toward it. Man the death-dealer and exterm-

inator of grizzlies she knew not, and knowing not hated

not. Man the purveyor of peanuts and confectionery

she knew, and knowing loved.

Her life was one continuous levee. It is with bears as

with men

—

Stone waUs do not a prison make,
Nor iron bars a cage.

During the years, of her sojourn in the bear pit of Cen-

tral Park, she furnished a spectacle for the curious gaze

of millions of visitors. Some of them she amused with

her antics; others she entertained with her winsome ways;

and the thoughtful among them she baffled with her eyes.

Those eyes were mild, luminous with intelligence, now
twinkling with humor, then quizzical, on occasion con-

temptuous and scornful, in the distress of her last days

appealing and pathetic, mysterious and uncanny with

something of the human in them—so wonderfully human
that looking into them one might well imderstand why
the I'ed Indian ascribed supernatural power to his brother

the bear, and might know how the doctrine of the trans-

migration of souls came into the world.

THE BERING SEA DECISION.

The arbitrators chosen to decide the points in dis-

pute between the United States and Great Britain, in con-

nection with fur sealing in Bering Sea, rendered their

decision on Tuesday, Aug. 15.

Not very many years ago there arose in the North Pacific

Ocean the practice of killing the fur seals for commercial

purposes during their migrations to their breeding grounds.

Later, the seals were followed into Bering Sea, and
vessels hovered about the Pribylov Islands killing the

q,nimals on their journeys between the islands and their

feeding grounds 60 or 100 miles away. A large proportion

of the seals so killed were breeding females, and about

three-quarters of those killed were lost by sinking before

they could be secured. Thus the destruction was very

great and very wasteful. The industry of pelagic sealing

at length assumed such proportions that the United States,

claiming that the seals Avere its property, took active

measures to put an end to the slaughter, and captured

and confiscated certain vessels engaged in it, which

were flying the British flag. Much diplomatic correspon-

dence ensued, and a treaty was at length made between

the United States and Great Britain, which provided that

the whole subject of the jurisdiction of the United States

over the waters of Bering Sea, the preservation of the fur

seals which habitually resort to that sea to breed, and the

right of citizens and subjects of either country to take the

fur seals in the open sea, should be submitted to a tribunal

composed of seven arbitrators, two to be named by Great

Britain, two by the United States, one by France, one by

Italy and one by Sweden and Norway.

The arbitrator chosen were, for the United States,

Justice John M. Harlan and Senator John T. Morgan; for

Great Britain, Lord Hannen and Sir John S. D. Thomp-
son; for France, Baron de Courcel, who was subsequently

chosen president of the tribunal; for Italy, Marquis

Emilio Visconti-Venosta, and for Sweden and Norway,
Judge Gram.
The various questions in dispute were embodied in

Article VI. of the treaty of arbitration, which will be

found in another column. A brilliant array of counsel

appeared before the arbitrators, some of the best lawyers

of England and the United States being represented.

For the United States it was contended (1) that the

Bering Sea was not included in the Pacific Ocean, as

that term was used in the treaty of 1825 between Great

Britain and Russia; (3) that being a body of water nearly

surroimded by land, Bering Sea belonged to Russia

when that surrounding land was Russian territory; (3)

that whatever rights Russia had to Bering Sea and in the

seal fisheries passed unimpaired to the United States

under the treaty of March 80, 1867, by which the territory

of Alaska was purchased; (4) that one of those rights so

passing to the United States was the right of protection of

and property in fur seals frequenting islands of the United

States in Bering Sea, wherever such seals might be found,

whether on shore or in the open sea outside the ordinary

three-mile limit.

Great Britain held that the United States had no juris-

diction in the waters of Bering Sea outside the three-mile

limit, and that the seals in the open sea were ferce natures

and belonged to whomever might take them.

On aU of these questions the decision of the arbitrators

is adverse to the United States. In other words, on all

points of law the arbitrators decided against this country.

The contention of the United States was for the estabhsh-

ment of new principles of international law, and it was

the duty of the arbitrators who listened to the arguments

made by the counsel of the two Governments to announce

what the law was. Their declaration agrees in ail respects

with well established principles of international law, and

thus is against the United States.

On the other hand, the arbitrators have formulated a

series of regulations for seal fishing by citizens of the

I United States and Great Britain which gives to the seals

a large measure of protection, almost as much, indeed, as

the United States contended for. By these reg-ulations:

(1) It is forbidden to kill seals within a zone of sixty

miles around the Pribylov Islands.

(2) A close season is established from May 1 to July 31

inclusive for fur seals on the high seas in the Pacific

Ocean north of the 35th parallel of north latitude and
east of the 180th degree of longitude from Greenwich.

(3) Only sailing vessels shall be permitted to take part

in fur sealing operations.

(4) Each sailing vessel must be licensed and carry a

distinguishing flag prescribed by its Government.

(5) Masters of vessels shall keep a tally of the number
and sex of seals captured each day, and these records

shall be communicated to the two Governments at the

end of the season.

(6) The use of nets, firearms or explosives is forbidden

in fur sealing at any time in the Bering Sea, but shot-

guns may be used in fishing outside of Bering Sea during

the open season.

(7) The two Governments shall take measures to control

the fitness of men engaged in fur sealing.

(8) Indians may be engaged in fur sealing, provided

they are not employed by other persons and provided they

do not hunt fur seals outside of territorial waters under

contract to deliver skins to anybody.

(9) These regulations shall remain in force until they

have been fully or in part abolished by a common agree-

ment between the United States and Great Britain.

The establishment of the close season, the sixty-mile zone

about the Pribylov Islands and the prohibition against

steam vessels, firearms and nets will if rigorously enforced

be likely to result in the serious crippling of pelagic sealing,

if not in its actual abolition. There is still a number
of details which will come up for settlement, and it will

be necessary for some agreement to be made between the

two Governments for enforcing the regulations an-

nounced.

It is unfortunate that other nations, whose territory is

washed by waters frequented by the fur seal, were not

represented at the arbitration conference at Paris, and
are not bound by its decisions. The regulations should

govern citizens of Russia, Japan, China and other less

important nations, if the seals are effectively to be pre-

served. These regulations will be law for the citizens of

the United States and Great Britain, but not for vessels

flying the flags of other nations. Heretofore, almost all

pelagic sealers have been either Americans, Englishmen

or Canadians, but it will not be diflicult for an American

or a Canadian who wishes to engage in fur sealing, to

obtain a registry from another coimtry and to pursue his

trade. Since, however. Great Britain, Russia and the

United States seem to be of one mind on the question of

seal preservation, it should be possible to induce other

nations to conform to the regulations laid down last week

by the arbitrators at Paris.

Although the United States did not by any means ob-

tain what was desired in this arbitration, it is yet a matter

for congratulation that through the efforts of this Govern-

ment the fur seals wiU now have a much greater chance

for life than at any time since pelagic sealing has been

practiced. And the civilized world may rejoice that a dis-

pute between two of the greatest nations of the earth,

which at one time threatened to become serious, has been

amicably settled in this way. It is another triumph for

arbitration; the world has advanced one step further

along toward the time when armies and wars shall be

abolished.

The reappointment of Mr. James Gayler as First

Assistant Postmaster gives general and deserved satis-

faction to all who have dealings with the New York
post-office. Mr, Gayler has been in the service for thirty-

eight years, and has held his present position since 1880.

He is highly esteemed both by the department and by
the pilbhc as an eflicient and valuable official. He is an
enthusiastic fisherman, and it is quite clear to us that

the success of his career is due to the fact that he has

had the good sense to go fishing whenever he could

break his chains and get away, and when he could not has

made the best of the situation by reading Forest and
Stream. The weekly copy of this journal bearing the

First Assistant Postmaster's address label is one piece

of second class mafl matter deposited in the New York
post-office which the clerks take good care to see shall

reach its destination.
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MIDSUMMER ON THE MOLALLA.
"Lazyin' long the grassy bank,

Wher' the crick has made
.

Turnin's in an' out agMn,

Huntin' fer the shade;

All the sunny afternoon,

Ef I had my wish,

I would never do a lick

'Cept ter fish."

— TT'. J. Lampion in Detroit Free Press.

The pleasure of absolute indolence is appreciated by
none more than by the angler who, for a fortnight of the
heated term, lives in llie foj-ests of remote mountains
where trout are plenty and where the rules of camp for-
bid catching more than can be used.

My friend Judge Cheney, in a receJit letter, writing of
hig outing at Sunapee Lake, said: "I fished, loafed and
rested. Did not read a newspaper or write a letter except
to my daughter in Europe, and it was as near paradise as.

one gets in this world." Kow, the whole angling world
knows that Judge Cheney is absolute authority on all

mattere pertaining to true angling, and that if there is an
anglers' heaven on earth, he can come about as near
describing it as the next fellow. These outings are for
reci-eation, and if one expects recreation pure and unal-
loyed he must d iainiss business, forget his troubles and
throw all care to the winds. Artistic fly-casting may, by
the exercise of too much energy, shade into a sort of
scientific labor, and thereby lose much of its poetry and
many of its charms. There's little poetry in perspii-ation
and no sentiment in wet stockings.
Imbued with tliese sentiments our crowd went to the

Molalla—the men for trout, the women for berries, and
all for a season of quiet camp life and listless inactivity,
spiced with just enough trout and berries to keep us good-
natured. Tiiere was to be no labor except that which
might be necessaiy to meet the demands and fill the re-
quirements of a well-regulated mountain camp. We have
returned. And now, impartially reviewing the trip, its

incidents and results, I feel constrained to say that, as a
whole, it was a brilliant illustration of the superiority of
man's will power over that of woman's.
We men, particularly Billy, scarcely deviated a hair's

breadth from the original programme, while my wife and
her mother gathered and preserved over sixty quarts of
berries, besides those necessary for camp, "whicli were no
small item, for both Billy and Mead dearly love fresh ber-
ries wnth cream and sugar, as well as berry pies. Such an
exhibition of energy on such a trip, in the face of those
solemn af?severations about rest and recuperation, is dis-
agreeable and offensive and should be rebuked. My
reason for reproaching her through the columns of FOREST
AND Stream, instead of speaking to her privately about
the matter, emanate from a philantlii'opic desire to avoid
renewing some of 'the scenes in camp which transpired
when she returned from the hot berry patch to find us of
the sterner sex asleep in the liammocks under the whis-
pering firs by the murmuring stream, with no wood in
camp.

I have said that we men kept our lazy lines weU, but
that I may not be misunderstood, I would like to add
that, of all men of ray acquaintance, Mr. J. Roberts Mead,
my accomplice on this occasion, loves to fish the best.
As Judge Cheney once said, it is a mild sort of mania
with him. The Molalla was never in better condition,
the trout were never finer, nor were the environments
ever more pleasing and encouraging. Under these cir-
cumstances it is an easy matter to imagine how difficult
it was for Mead to behave himself and stay in camp after
securing all the trout we could use or give away. I wish
that "Podgers" could have been with us instead of out on
that dry stream "away back in the mountains" in Sonoma
county, California, about which he has manifested so
much distress in your issue of Aug. 5. "Podgers" is en-
titled to better treatment, and I shall never be satisfied
until I take him a-Hshin' on some of the pretty mountain
streams of Oregon, notwithstanding his prejudices.
Well, as I was saying, the Molalla was just lovely. Its

riffles were barely passable, with a two to one chance that
the tumultuous waters would take one's feet from under
him, which said condition of said river occasioned many
mishaps and ludicrous incidents, very pleasing and enter-
taining to him who Avitnessed but did not suffer them.
For but three or four days did we fish for all there was

in it. Even so, and although everybody in camp was re-
quired to eat fish, and all the neighboring ranchers were
made to feel our generosity to a nauseating extent, we
were forced to feed a few nice trout to the hogs. You
anglers all know how hard it is to listen to the admo-
nitions of conscience when the trout are rising well to the
fly. Billy abhors long, tedious trips, and, as a natural
consequence, the circumstances afforded him ample op-
portunity for berating us for our prodigality, while excus-
ing his own indolence and claiming credit for a frugality
born of constitutional inertia and consummate laziness.
But William is pretty smooth just the same. He would
sneak out of camp silently, just as the sun was sinking
behind the. western mountains, and then bob up serenely
after dark with a half dozen or more 12 or 15in. mountain
trout, and as many more 18in. yarns about bloody battles
with certain other mountain trout that still remained in
certain neighboring pools. But then it takes all this and
these to make a happy camp.
However, in justice to Billy, I must confess that on

several occasions we actually caught him in the truth
about some of the monsters of the Molalla depths. One
night in particular his earnestness and apparent chagrin
about the loss of the larger of two giants hooked at one
and the same time in the deep pool just below camp,
induced Mead to agree to go at dusk the succeeding
evening and assist in the capture. The contract, as I
remember it, was that Mead should do the fancy work,
while Billy was to be the reserve force, supporting the
landing net. Imagine my surprise, when on the follow-
ing evening they returned to camp just as I was about to re-
tire, with a genuine mountain trout weighing nearly Slbs.

,

besides several other fine fish. My surprise vexed Bill.

Billy had ten good reasons for not taking any long
trips. I remember but two of them; first, it wasn't'neces-
sary; tenth, he didn't want to. So it devolved upon Mead
and myself to do the artistic work and suffer those hard
ships necessary to a proper recognition of the require
ments of a camp on the Molalla, while BiUy got up Avood
and water-and left the dignity and reputation of the camp
to take care of themselves,
Wednesday of the last week of July Mead and I took a

tramp up the South Fork, fished diligently, were re-
warded with ten dozen beautiful trout, and were back at
camp in time for an early supper. Of course this was no
great catch, but the trout were of fair size for mountain
trout, and w^efe of -extremely fine quality. There is a
dullness and languor about the trout of lakes and sluggish
streams, which is never observable in the fish of these cold
mountain streams. This is certainly ti'ue with the trout
of this west coast. The fish we caught that day would
probably average something more than lOin. in length,
many of them over a foot; and they all seemed to be
bundles of muscle and nerve, affording as good sport and
as fine play as any of double the size in sluggish waters.
We were forced on several occasions to follow our fish
to the second and even the third pool before attempting
to land them. The Molalla trout are energy personified,
and they are always very hard-meated and most beautiful
in color and proportion.
As an instance of their strength and vigor I must tell

one on Mead. He had hooked a 15in. trout, played him
out af the pool and back again, felt that he had him,
and felt that he had lost him a half dozen times (we were
not bothering with landmg nets), and finally got him up
on the rocks safely. We measured him, admired him,
and Mearl put him in the basket without taking the pre-
caution to break his neck.
Knowing the Molalla ti-out pretty well, I had frequently

admonished him to look out for the hole in the top of the
basket and keep his elbow over it if nothing more. Well,
he proudly put his trout in the basket and stooped down
to wash his hands. Presently I observed a sort of spotted
agitation on the rocks, over a"t his basket side. "Look at
your fish," I yelled. He turned just in time to see Mr.
Blackspot on the last rock near the water's edge, and
made a vicious grab for him. The trout slipped through
his fingers, of couree, and made another flop. As Mead
made a lunge for him the trout made another lunge for
the deepest part of the pool, and for a moment it was a
question in my mind which would get there first. In a
twinkling the trout was lost to sight, and presently
Mead emerged from the pool, a wetter and a wiser man.
He looked at me with a ghastly sort of smile and remarked,
"Well I'll be darned." That was the only time lever
heard him swear, and I felt that, under the circumstances,
he was excusable.
But the circumstance proved a hoodoo to him. He had

no more luck that day. It was one continued string of
misfortunes for him until he got back to camp. He be-
came morose and a bit ugly. He declined to talk and made
his casts in a mechanical sort of way that was offensive to
even the fingerlings. Presently he" came to two boulders
sitting well out in the turbulent .stream with their bases
close together and their crests wide apart, the interspace
forming an exaggerated letter V, and the wdiole nearly
buried in the foaming w-aters. Nothing would do but that
he must perch himself on one of these boulders. Doubtless
it was foreordained that he should, for he was out of luck.
No sooner had he planted his feet on the smooth, slippery
top than his heels flew up and down he went between the
two pretty boulders, with his heels on one and his head on
the other.

I was out on the bank and enjoyed the exhibition as
much as was consistent with the solemnity of the occa-
sion, and without giving vent to any undue hilarity. No
one could help him; he couldn't help himself to any great
extent. All he could do was to work himself around
lengthwise in the trough, turn over on his face and get up
as a man should, head first. His six-shootegr, hunting-
knife and fly-book were all "in it" along with him, and
doubtless the romance of the situation was all lost to him.
He had several falls before we reached tbe horses, and
then, to add to his misery, his wet clothes proved offensive
to his bare-backed cayuse and she was skittish all theway
to camp and galled him badly. On this trip we started a
bear and saw innumerable tracks of deer and other game
but made no attempt to get any.
Saturday afternoon before our return to Portland we

took a trip up the North Fork and captured about eight
dozen very fine trout. They were nearly all black-spotted
or mountain trout with a sprinkling of rainbows, and
would probably .average nearly or quite a foot in length.
They were as fine a lot for the number and kind as it has
ever been my pleasure to participate in catching. The
caddis-worms in both Forks had not yet hatched and
were very plentiful, which condition undoubtedly had
much to do with the trout abstemiously dechning our
pretty flies and seductive casts. They gorge themselves
and grow very fat on these case-worms, liusk and all.

But we had our baskets full to overflowing, and more,
for this afternoon's work. The North Fork is the smaller
of the two streams, and the trout had evidently com-
menced to drop back from their mountain retreats to the
deeper waters of the main stream. We took our outing
this year nearly a month too early, for the spring and
early summer were very backward and cold, and the
Molalla was yet rather full and almost icy cold. How-
ever, I have never known its waters to be warm enough
to bathe in. Whether in midsummer or midwinter, I
have never observed any material variation in its temper-
ature. Nevertheless we had a delightful time and saw-
more grouse, pheasant and quail than I have ever seen
any season heretofore for ten years.
Circumstances over which we had no control required

our return to Portland just as the shooting season opened.
We had only part of one day's shooting, but, as far as it

went, it was eminently satisfactory. By the way, I must
record a very neat double made' by my wife with her
little 16-gauge on a brace of superb gi-ouse that gave her
a quartering shot. And by the way too, I must tell yoti
that she potted three young raccoons out of a tree, where
Fritz, our German friend's small boy, had treed them;
and almost cried because the old ones escaped.
Befoi-e closing this rambling letter I would like you to

ington for a dozen years or more. The Molalla River is

the prettiest stream I ever saw. Many beautiful streams
have been spoiled by the logger. The Molalla will prob-
ably never be logged. A log, started down either Fork,
would be converted into match-wood before it could
reach the main river. There is a wild recklessness about
its rapids that is fascinating; a weird ghostliness about its

pools that is enchanting. The gloomy mountains, the
rushing waters, the solemn boulders, the ghastly fissm-es,

the dreamy caiions, the tilted strata and the all-pervad-
ing loneliness charm the beholder—hypnotize him as it

were. One seems to lose his personality and become only
an inert factor of the charming phantasmagoria which
nature here wantonly exhibits; the plaything: of some
occult, unintelligible power.
But to the incident. The side of a moimtain had fallen

into the river, w^hich in seeking its way had divided into
four good sized streams; three of which had gone out
through the forest on their own hook, to join the parent
stream again a mile or more below. One of these seemed
particularly attractive to Brother Mead and me. Its
course was dark and shadowy, and oh! such lovely, deep
pools and foaming rapids. Well, we fished that branch
part of the way, and neither of us seem yet fully to
undei-stand why we did not fish it clear through. I was
just below an abrupt bend of a deep, lovely pool. Mead
was just above. Neither could see the other and neither
was armed. I was busily engaged with flies and fish
when a suspicious sound in the brush behind me caused
me to turn. The noise ceased, and I fished again. Pres-
ently I heard it again, but could see nothing. Somehow
the shadows seemed to become deeper and the loneliness
more intensified; and I thought I would quietly move up
and join Mead, just to be sociable, you know. There was
nothing about the snapping of a few twigs to alarm any
body, but the ghostly surroundings made a fellow feel
that he would like company, particularly when good
society could be had just around the bend," where fishing
was just as good. Mead had moved on and I moved after
him about half a mile, rather rapidly and without wetting
a fly, before I overtook him on the open river. We both
proceeded to fish along up the stream just as if we had
not skipped a half mile of good water. Nobody let on, for
neither had any idea that the other fellow was "on to"
anything in particular.

'xhat night by the camp-fire Mead suddenly broke the
silence by asking me point-blank whether I noticed any-
thing peculiar that afternoon in the brush back of that
dark pool. I looked him in the eye and answered him
Yankee fashion with the querie: "Did you?" "Yes," said
he, "I did; and I saw a thundering big bear track be-
sides, and thinking that, possibly, you had cut across to
the main river I thought I would move along-and catch
up with you just to be sociable, you know." So it seems
that we both concluded to be sociable about the same
time; and that tiie promptings were so strong that we
actually chased each other like two jack-o'-lanterns, while
Mr. Bruin, or whoever or -whatever his royal nibs may
have been, is probably even yet in blissful ignorance of
the fact that he was at any time in such close proximity
to so much of a social nature. While we sat there by the
smouldering camp-fire thinking about the circumstance
and silently estimating each other's characteristics and
noble attributes, I imagined I heard a plaintive murmur
from the direction of Billy's tent that sounded something
like: "The wicked flee when no man pursueth, but the
righteous are bold as a lion." But someway those dismal
canons of the upper Molalla do set a fellow to thinking
solemn thoughts; and often, I presume, remind a fellow
of more mean things than he has really been guilty of.

Portland, Oregon, Aug, 10. S. H. GJiEENE,

IN THE ROCKIES.

for had he not told us almost the exact size and dimen-
|
accord me space for the relation of a little North Fork

sions of the trout the previous evening? Of course my , incident illustrative of some men's innate cowardice,
humiliation was complete when he reproachfully called ; The upper Molalla is a weird sort of place. I have seenmy attention to his Reuben-Wood still in the trout s mouth many streams in many countries. I have hunted the
from the previous evening's experience.

I mountains and fished the streams of Oregon and Wash-

Readino a recent article on ruffed grouse in the Forest
AND Stream recalled to mind many pleasant days spent
in the New England woods, and in strong contrast to
those green shades and babbling brooks arise the scenes
of later years.
Here in the heart of the Rockies, at an altitude of 7,000

jfeet, one may easily reach the two extremes, the high
lands and the low.
Going up the valley, facing the snow-covered peaks

which rise to an altitude of nearly 14,000ft. and close in

the valley, both to the north and east, one quickly passes
through the pinones and sage brush and reaches the
timber lands. Here is the primeval forest, as yet
untouched by man's devastating liand, grand and solenm,
but different in every way from the woods of the East.
Here are only towering pines, with no deciduons trees
intermixed to lend varietj' to trunk and shade. Free
from undergrowth, these trees stand far apart, upon a
carpet of mountain bunch graes, no intertwining of
branches, no loving embrace of trunks; but each—suffi-

cient unto himst if—-stands aloof from his fellows, and
drawing about him a mantle of pride lives out his solitary
life unapproached by any of his kind.
And yet, lacking all those graceful elements of under-

growth and changing greens, these forests, or parks—^for

they are more like parks, are very beautiful—stretching
away for miles and miles along some flat table-liie
plateau.
Ht re wanders the black-tailed deer and now and then

a stately elk in parks of royal dimensions, but the elk are
few and yearly becoming fewer, ruthlessly slaughtered
b}' our "red brother." Soon they will be gone, for though
it is an offense for a white man to kill one of these noble
creatures the Indians are free to slay as many as they
please and go unpunished. As one moves on through
this park-like expanse, he may occasionally hear the
quit, quit of that grandest of all feathered game birds,

the wild turkey. Moving cautiously along to the rise of
ground ahead you see a flock of these large birds running
swiftly; and then with a thunder of wings they safl. away
across the deep canon that yawns before you.
Going on, always up and up, one passes out from under

the pines and into the quaking asps—always shivering
wnth some unknown dread, their leaves ever restless and
continually rustling. Intermingled is the tail tapering
spruce.
Here is the summer home of the deer; they live on the

luxuriant mountam grass and wild oats during the warm
months, I'anging clear up to timber line. Here too one
finds the blue grouse, the snow-shoe rabbit and the ptar-

migan, now dull in color; but when the winter's snowB
fill the gorges they array themselves in spotless white.

Here one may find the mountain lion, the lynx and the
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bear._ The bears are none of the "little fellows for a
dime" which one finds in the Eastern woods, but a ver-
itable full-grown bruin with "blood in his eye" and chip
always on shoulder.
A week in these high altitudes is a week of pure de-

light. Far from aU signs of civilization, in the depths of
nature's wildest solitudes one throws away the cares of
life and the busy world and lives.

High above tower the rugged mountain peaks, their
scarred and wrinkled faces showing plainly the ravages of
time. Below deep caiions and gorges with steep, precipi-
tous sides to which cling the sturdy spruce. Far, far
below one catches the murmur of the distant stream as it
tumbles along over rocks and fallen timber, and from be-
tween the dense growth of cottonwoods which fringe its
banks it flashes like a ribbon of silver.

Such are a few of the attractions the moimtains con-
tinually hold forth to the lover of nature, and dull indeed
must be he who feels the cool, inviting wind from above
and does not respond to its prompting, or at least feel the
desire to do so.

Let us now turn toward the lower lands to the south.
How different! How unlike the same country! Mount-
ing your good horse, you start out along a well traveled
highway bounded on both sides by ranches whose fair
level fields stretch out from hill to hill, covering the
entire bottom of the broad valley. Gradually these
ranches grow fewer, leaving spans of rough land un-
fenced, and as you advance they become more and more
primitive. Then the valley draws together and the till-

able land narrows down to a small strip along the banks
of the stream. Finally you pass one shabby little cabin,
the fences disappear, you no longer travel a well-worn
road, but only a trail marks your w-ay, the last sign of
civilization is passed and you are entering a deep narrow
canon, with only the rocks and trees for landmarks. You

FIG. 1. WILD TnBKES.

Meleagris gallopavo.

are on the Indian Reservation and beyond the land of the
white man
The trail is grandly picturesque, now winding in among

the-heavy growth of cottonwoods upon the river's bank,
and now mounting the sides of the canon climbing over
huge blocks of rock dropped ages ago from the towering
cliffs above. Then again the trail leads out on to some
little flat of land covered with the pinon and sage brush,
the latter silvery green and throwing out its strong^
aromatic odor, bringing to vou a realization that you are
in a different land from old New England—that land of
your boyish dreams, the wild West. From the fancies
which thoughts of home bring up you are aroused by a
call from one of your companions, and you see. by
following the direction of their pointing arms, a
little wall of rock way up under some overhanging
cliff. Only a little wall of masonry, with one or two
square holes left therein, but it brings a feeling of awe
as you realize that you are looking upon the handiwork
of a race which passed away hundreds of years ago,
dead and gone, leaving no record of their living ex-
cept the si>ecimens of then- cunning workmanship. It
is an ancient cliff dwelMng hundreds of feet above the
present level of the stream. Leaving your horses tied
to some pinon trees, you climb and scramble up, up,
tUl exhausted and dizzy, you reach the narrow ledge
upon which this home of long ago is perched. Naught
there repays the climb, only some pieces of broken pot-
tery and the dwellmg itself, simplv a square wall of
masonry, built upon the narrow ledge of rock with the
overhanging cliff for a roof. After gazing for a time,
first at the house and then at the scene spread out before
you, and conjecturing again and again upon the kind
of beings these ancient people must have been, you
make the descent, how, you know not, only that breath-
less and scratched, you finally reach your horse, and with
a sigh of relief regain a seat in the saddle.
For many miles the trail leads through tne cafion till

the great cliffs drop lower and lower, and it spreads out
into a broad plain. Vegetation is almost entirely gone.
Small clumps of white sage, an occasional bimch of blue
grass, some grease weed and the sharp spikes of the yucca
are aU.
A jack rabbit jumps up seemingly from the ground,

makes a few leaps, stops, flicks his ears, a quiver passes
over his body, and the spot where he was is vacant and
only a streak of gray marks his flight.
Just on the little rise of ground ahead a skulking form

is seen; it is the coyote, and the pistols are quickly brought
into action. You knock the dirt up about his feet, too
close for bis ppnifort; and he, too, vanishes from view.

For miles m all directions stretches the plain, hot and arid,
till it melts into the distant blue of the mountain ranges
far to the southward. The sun sinks toward the horizon
and you hasten to a fringe of trees ahead, which marks
the course of the Rio San Juan. Entering a grove, you
make camp, and after a supper eaten with the relish that
days m the saddle bring, light the pipes and gather around
the blazing fire; for the warmth is grateful at night when,
the sun gone, the cool breeze comes down from the snow-
clad hills above; so you talk of the day's sights, and grad-
ually they drift into the reminiscences of other days. The
fire burns low, only now and then some ember, fanned by
the breeze, grlows with renewed life; a feeble blaze flickers
for a moment, lighting up the gloom for a small space
and showing the white branches of the cottonwoods over-
head like spectral arms stretching out, vainly trying to
grasp the fantastic shadows that dance about on the edge
of the lighted space. The distant howl of the wolf is
heard, answered by others from many sides. Reluctantly
you leave the glowing bed of coals and crawl between the
blankets, tired and sleepy and ready for the deep sleep
sure to follow. Jorge.

MOUNTED GAME BIRDS IN THE U. S.
NATIONAL MUSEUM.

BY DR. R. W. SHT7FELDT.

With the view of submitting a general report upon the
subject, I have for several months past been making a
very careful study of the collection of mounted animals
of all kinds, on exhibition at the Smithsonian Institution
and the United States National Museum at Washington,
D. C. It is now a well recognized fact to students of
taxidermy in this country that within very recent time
the progress of that art has been so substantial that it now
stands quite co-equal with its sister arts of painting and
sculpture. My studies have carried me into a considera-
tion of the various methods employed to preserve and
prepare for exhibition the groups which constitute the
great kingdom of the Invertebrata, and the accomplish-
ments along those lines have been especially satisfactory.
But this progress has been none the less gratifying in
respect to the fishes, the reptiles and batrachians, the
birds, the mammals, even including man himself. So
broad is this field, however, that it will be impossible
within the limits of this article to touch upon more than
a very limited part of it, and in selecting that part I have
endeavored to choose a subject of the widest interest, and
I believe it will be admitted that our game birds studied
from any point of view interest a host of readers among
us. I have not been actuated altogether by this, how-
ever, for in studying the exhibit of the ornithological
department of the U. S. National Museum, I find that it
is among the so-called game birds that progress is perhaps
the best shown. This is largely due to the fact that the
game birds were the kind which were being mounted at
the time the museum added to its taxidermical depart-
ment at least one or two artists of great skill and talent,
and so it was here that improvement was first evident.
Now the game birds I propose to allude to here are such

of the sub-order GaUince, as include the family of grouse
and partidges (Tetraonidce), and the turkeys, which be-
long to the sub-family Meleagrince, of the family Phasi-
anidce, which in a broad sense includes the pheasants and
their kin. This to the exclusion of the water game birds
of any kind whatsoever, and the guans {Cracidce) and
pigeons, etc.

When we come to study the old collections of the orni-
thological department of the Smithsonian we are con-
fronted with a most remarkable series of avian effigies.
There are wild turkeys that are wild in more senses than
one. Prepared by some unskilled taxidermist, a quarter
of a century or more ago, they are at this writing a sorry
lot to behold, with plumage all awry, wires exposed,
body distorted, and, worst of all, such heads! One speci-
men, which I particularly have in mind, has had, by way
of a change, all the feathers on the back of his neck
drawn round to the front, and the skin of his head
stretched so tight that every character has been oblit-
erated from it by its drum-head tenseness. Then the
somewhat over-patriotic taxidermist, to add insult to in-
jury, has blotched this part of the poor bird's body all
over with small isolated patches of red, white and blue
paint, to imitate, I presume, the beautiful, varying colors
of an old gobbler's head. But the turkeys were not the
only sufferers among the game birds at the hands of those
early taxidermists, for we find in the cases some miser-
able-looking moor cocks, a motley lot of fantastic pheas-
ants, some queer-looking quail and a host of their kin. all
pretty much in the same shape.
Of recent years, however, taxidermy has taken a great

stride in advance, and has passed from the stage °of a
botch trade of bu-d-stuffing into the realm of an art, quite
on the same plane with that of painting and of sculpture.
This progress has been most beneficially felt at the
Government museums at Washington, and for several
years past, by the wise appointment of young and talented
men at the institution, a great change has been wrought,
and it is not at all likely that we shall ever see there
again any backsliding on the lines indicated. So far as
the ornithological department is concerned, some of tlie
best work put in is to be noticed, perhaps, among the
group we have here imder consideration. A moment ago
I was speaking of the sorry lot of mounted turkeys there
were in the exhibition cases, and now these doleful-look-
ing specimens are made to look more disreputable by the
appearance among them of one or two pieces preserved
according to the most improved methods known to the
art. Turkeys' heads nowadays, instead of being simply
skinned and allowed to dry, as formerly, are modeled in
clay, over which the parts are most perfectly restored in
wax. This latter is so naturally tinted and' besprinkled
with the hair-like feathers which normally occur in that
region, that the effect is the most life-Uke that can possi^
bly be imagined. They look for all the world the counter-
parts of the living birds, and I especially admire one old
gobbler recently mounted for the museum by Mr. Henry
Denslow, who has also done some admirable work in the
American Museum of Natural History, at Central Park,
New York city.

Another very fine turkey has been mounted for the
National Museum by Mr. Nelson R. Wood, of the museum's

workshops, and I am permitted to give an excellent
figure of it here in illustration, taken from a photograph
made for me at the gallery of the institution in question
(Fig. 1). This old male bird has been preserved in a.n
attitude of having just completed, or being just about to
complete, a "strut." His elegant plumage is naturally
elevated, the wings are lowered to the ground, the tail is
spread and held obliquely, and, indeed, not a single point
overlooked that characterizes this grand fowl when he
assumes the position of strutting. It is one of the most
artistic and withal the most successful pieces of bird
taxidermy that I have ever seen, or with which I am
acquainted.

All the other si^ecimens of game birds figured in this
article were preserved by Mr. Denslow, to whom I have
already referred above—with the single exception, I be-
lieve, of the dusky grouse, which I think is the work of
Mr. Wood. Another very fine thing we have to notice is
the specimen of the English pheasant shown in Fig, 2, It
is an old male bird in full spring plumage, and he has
been most artistically mounted in a i^osition very com-
monly assumed by that species. Standing upon one foot,
he gracefully surmounts a high perch, much as he would
some elevated point in his native haunts, from which, as
he is shown doing here, he can survey at his leisure such
objects as may attract his attention in the surrounding
country spread out beneath him. The poise; the evident
feeling of security; the observing look, and, in fact, every-
thing pertaining to this pheasant have most admirahly
and artistically been wrought out. As in the case of the
turkey just described, it is the accomplishment of a close

Fig. 3. Enolish Pheasant.

student in the art, and the work of a master-hand—and
so, a master-piece. To obtain the proper attitudes and pos-
tures for all birds of this kind, and indeed for any kind
that is to be scientifically mounted for museum exhibition,
constitutes one of the chief aims of the taxidermist, and
one of the most important parts of his professional labors.
There are several main lines of research from which he
derives his hints of this natm-e. He may depend upon a
close study of the positions assumed by birds that he has
from time to time the opportunity to observe, either in
their natural haunts or in zoological gardens or in cages,
and all such observations can be preserved and the memory
materially assisted by the aid of sketches made upon the
spot. Then again the taxidermist can resort to the use of
the photographic camera armed with an instantaneous
and time shutter. Good photographs of living birds in
natural positions and bereft of all superflous surroundings,
stand, in my opinion, head and shoulders above any other
kind of aid in this direction that the taxidermic artist can
obtain.
To this subject the present writer has given some Uttle

attention, and the chief requisite demanded, next to a
thorough knowledge of the use of the camera in all its

varied departments, is a familiarity of birds' habits, and
a stock of tact and patience sufficient to supply a thoasand
men with that quality in the ordinary pursuits of life..

Finally the taxidermist in some cases may rely upon the
figures and plates that illustrate our larger and standard
works upon ornithology. Audubon, for example, gives a
great number that are good; Wilson not nearly so many;
Brehm's superb figures, and those in Wood's Popular
Natural History, with a gi-eat many others, are all useful
for the purpose indicated. But it must ever be borne in
mind that with respect to all manner of prints, sketclies
and photographs, they represent the bird on the flat, and
not the round, and to be above all criticism, a well-
mounted specimen of a bird must show normal contours
of every part of its body, from whatever point of view we
may select to regard it.

[TO BE CONTINUED.]

A Happy Event.
Forest and Stream last week celebiated the completion of its

fortieth volume, the rormding out of twenty years of sturdy and virile
growth. In the press of America our esteemed con ten ipoiary occu-
pies ac enviable position, and the lovor of all manly outdoor sport,
from yachting and canoeing to the company of rod, ^nn and dog, can
find among its pages jusiwhat he wants to read about, written by
men whom he involuntarily feels a friendship for, tliout;h he may not
know them. The paper is worthy of its success, and .Mr. Charles Hal-
lock, whose genial portrait adorns last week's issue, is to be heartily
congratulated on he development of his conception in founding it,-~
Marine Journal, *
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Forest and Stream in the World's Fair.

As Seen by Our Staff Correspondents,

The Last "Forest and Stream" Big Fish.

CmcAao, Aug. 11.—Tlie Forest and Stream tarpon,

is by tliis time pretty generally known, is the largest ever

taken on rod and 'reel. The Forest and Stream big-

mouth bass is the largest specimen known to have been
taken in the North. The Forest and Stream brown
trout, the "King of Castalia," mentioned last week as the

loan of the Upper Castalia Club, is the largest trout of

that species known to have been taken in sport in this

country. (In a recent issue I was made to credit a gen-

tleman with the statement that a "401bs. brook trout"

was once taken in Wales. The types should have read

"brown trout.") This week comes yet another big iish

for the adornment and betterment of the ever-improving

Forest and Stream corner in the Anglers' Pavilion.

This time it is a magnificent specimen of the (Dolly Var-
den) trout of the Northwest country, thought to be the

largest one ever sent East.

This last big fish ha.s a curious history. It came here

in the vNdnter time to the great game and fish market of

F. M. Smith, at the corner of Dearborn and South "Water

streets, and the daily press and certain anglers here pro-

nounced it "the largest brook trout ever taken." (Its

weight was IS^lbs., and in length it was 33ia.) The local

sporting press here, not being very well up in such
things, also called it a brook trout. Mr. Smith therefore

thought it was a brook trout, and it went at that, and was
so labeled until this week, when it started for the Forest
AND Stream exhibit.

This summer the owner of the big fish, Mr. F. M.
Smith, out of the goodness of his heart presented it to

his friend, Mr. Geo. "W. LaRue, formerly of New York,
later of Chicaoo, and now of New York again. Mr. La
Rue is very well known in the sporting world, especially

as owner of fine pointers, and is sincerely devoted to the

sports of the field. On receiving the fish Mr. LaRue at

once wished his friends and others to see it, and he wrote
asking whether Forest and Stream would not like to

place it in its exhibit. There being nothing in the world
which Forest and Stream would rather do than just

that, he was not long in getting reply, and soon the big

fish was with the others of the interesting group near the

door of the pavilion.

Mr. LaRue, in common with Mi-. Smith, thought he
had a brook trout. The case was labeled "Brook trout,

caught in Montana by an Indian girl," together with
weight, dimensions, etc. Dr. Henshall, who never saw
the fish, was credited by a morning paper here as saying

that it was a "brook trout over 200 years old," which was
not at all a bad story for the local boy to work up. But a
brook trout, more's the pity, our celebrated fish can no
longer continue to be, as Dr. Henshall's appended state-

ment will show. There are no brook trout in Montana.
The Dolly "Varden trout (Salvelimis malma) is, accord-

ing to the authorities of the Forest and Stream office, ex-

pressed in record of personal experience, sometimes of

even heavier weight than this, though this one, 13Jibs. , is a
fine specimen. Confined chiefly to the Cascades, it is taken
in streams east of the Rockies flowing into Hudson's Bay
(I quote stni from the Forest and Stream letter). Its

mountain name is "bull ti'out."

There is a fine specimen of Salvelinus malma, moimted,
shown in the dining hall of the Castalia Upper Club. It

was taken in the Coeur D'Alene River, Idaho, by Mr.
Beebe, of Columbus, 0. Though large, weighing, if mem-
ory serves me, 131bs., itisnot so handsome as Mr. LaRue's
fish, which now forms one of the most attractive features

of Forest and Stream's gallery of notable things at the

Fair.

This DoUy Yarden trout was mounted by Mr. R. A.
Turtle of Chicago, who also reworked the record tarpon
kindly furnished to Forest and Stream through the joint

courtesy of the owner, Mrs. Stagg, and Dr. Henshall, who
had it in charge for exhibition at the Fair.

p: have just seen this trout for the first time, and examined it as
well as I could through its glass case. It is apparently a "buU trout,"

or Dolly Varden (S. malma), as stated above by Mr. Hough.
J. A. Henshall.]

Aug. 12,—The newly appointed Illinois Fish Commis-
sioners, Col. Geo. E. Langford of Havana, Richard Roe of

Bast St. Louis, and O. B. Sickles of Geneva, met to-day at

the Fish Commission office in the Illinois Building,World's
Fair. Col. S. P. Bartlett of Quincy, late secretary of the

Commission, outlined their work to the new Commis-
sioners. Ml'. Roe was chosen president and Col. Langford
secretary. The Colonel's headquarters wiU be at Havana,
where he will have charge of the steamer Lotus, and wiU
direct the gathering of the native fishes from the bayous
of the Mississippi.

A Sight to Be Seen.

Everybody knows about the Lyman patent rifle and
shotgun sights, that is, eveiybody thinks he does, and
doesn't ; but perhaps not everybody knows where he can
see a complete line of them on exhibition. This he can
do at the Marlin Firearms Co. exhibition, Section Q,
Manufactm-es Building, Mr. Lyman not having any
separate exhibit of his own. Arrived there he will find

more sights to be seen than he had thought. There are
Lyman's patent combination rear sight, and his patent
wind-gauge sight, and his patent leaf sight, and his ivory
bead front sight, and his ivory hunting front sight, and
his patent ivory revolver sight (the latter, by the way, I

believe was made on the suggestion of Mr, Harry Marlin.

It is pinned in the rib, is cut to easy cmwes, with the eye-

back corrugated to break the light, and with the old Ly-
man principle of an ivoiy bead). The "new system" shot-

gun sights axe of course on hand. Last perhaps, or

most interesting, because it is the latest Lyman produc-
tion, is the new Lyman patent ivoiy combination front

sight. This sight, excellent for all aroimd himting and
target shooting, is really a combination beach and ivory

sight, the ivory bead coming into use when the shading
"globe" or ring is turned down. There are a whole lot

of things that plenty of people don't know a whole lot

about, some of whom Mr. Lyman's sights are which.

Any gentleman who has seen a deer disappear behind a
Jlind sight|can get Ms deer rectified by calling at Sectioq.

Q, at any time when the American gun contingent is not
out drinking cocoa at the free cocoa stand not far away.

Something New Under the Sun.

In the "America,n gun corner," as Section Q of the

Manufactures Building is coming to be called, and just

across the aisle from the dais on which stand the mag-
nificent Parker and Marltn exhibits, the investigat-

ing visitor may find a new sort of shotgun, under the

guidon of the Burgess Gun Co., of Buffalo, N. Y. The
exhibit is not large, holding only about two dozen guns,

rifles and all, but it is full of interest, and for its main
feature we almost claim the distinction of something
new under the sun. As the descriptive handbook tersely

says:
"As a result of thirty years of experiment and inven-

tion, there has been known to the public but two systems

of rapid-firing arms, viz. : the left hand sliding motion,

and the right hand lever motion. It has been reserved

for the Burgess Gtm Co. to produce an entirely new and
improved system."
In this new invention the action does not consist in an

underhand lever nor in a trombone slide, and probably

no one could guess how to work the gun if he saw it, and
had no one to show him how. In short, you work this

gun by the pistol grip! The handbook again says: "The
handle consists of a sleeve arotmd the neck of the stock,

a pistol grip, a trigger and a ti'igger guard. When the

right hand grasps the liandle, the forefinger is always in

position in tlie guard on the trigger, and an easy back-

ward and forward motion is all that is required to oper-

ate the gun. The trigger may be pulled to fire continu-

ously or deliberately, at wiU. "SYhen the gun is supported

against the shoulder, the left hand holds the barrel by the

checkered forestock, and as is usual in all guns, the right

hand pulls backward on the neck of stock and pistol grip,

to hold the butt firmly against the shoulder. The recoil

from the discharge gives the right hand an impulse for-

ward, but the counter recoil immediately throws the

bodj^ of the gun forward, and the right hand, imcon-
sciously recovering its normal backward tendency, re-

ceives a greater impulse, and thereby slides back the

handle to open the breech, without effort. Tlie hand
will then instinctively rettirn to the firing position, carry-

ing handle forward and closing the breech; and if the

forefinger continues its pressure on the trigger, it will

again fire the gun, and repeat in the same manner."
A very pleasant feature of this gun is its detachable

barrel. The barrel does not screw into the frame, but

slips into it along vertical threads, being taken off or re-

turned with ease.

I wonder if everybody in the world knows who invents

all the guns? You can't tell by looking at the name on a

gun who first designed its interior mechanism, any more
than you can look at the door plate on a man's house and
tell what he ate for dinner Sunday. Mr. Andrew Burgess,

the inventor of this new gun, has taken out some 600

patents in all. The handbook calmly, but rather start-

lingly, I imagine, remarks: "Among the claims in his

patents, the Kennedy, Marlin, Colt, Hotchkiss, Schuloff,

Blannlicher, etc.
,
may be noted as some of the steps by

which his later results have been reached," Did eveiy-

body know all that?

The Burgess exhibit is in charge of Mr. W. H. Skinner,

late of Montgomery Ward & Co., well known among
shooters, and now with the Burgess Gun Co.

W. & C. Scott & Son Gun Exhibit.

One of the best features of the British section of the

Manufactures and Liberal Arts building is the fine collec-

tion of firearms displayed by English makers. Prominent
among these one naturally would expect to find, as he

does find, the exhibit of Messrs. W. & C. Scott & Son, of

Birmingham and London, than which none is more per-

fect in its way or more tastefully arranged. Among
many other testimonials youmay see the following recent

one:

Feb. 5, 1893.—Messrs. "W. & C. Scott & Son: On my return from
Monte Carlo, I hasten to advise vou of the brilUant result obtained by
me in the International shooting with the last gun you made for me,

and which I used in the shooting for the Grand Prix du Casino, where
1 won the chief prize of the year. Your gun was praised by everybody.

1 roust express my satisfaction with this truly exceptional gun. I

have had a gold plate fitted to it, with inscription of the victory. In a

short time I will send you a photograph of the objet d'art.

Giuseppe Guidicini.

The Monte Carlo objet d'art as displayed is of singular

beauty, and its value, .$4,000, shows well enough the degree

of interest to which shooting matters may attain, and the

care necessary to be employed in the making of weapons
for use in such competitions. Such trophies are well

housed in the handsome case of this display, for the one

is the excuse for the existence of the other.

Briefly speaking, the Scott exhibit is simxjle, elegant and
complete for its purpose. The black and crysta,l case is in

effect upright, .and contains in aU 35 guns, among which
are to be found magnificent specimens of workmanship.
In value the hammerless run from $130 up to |5G5, the

latter being the price of the Premier Imperial, hardly

better than the $400 Premier, which, elegantly bedded,

lies fast asleep at the bottom of the case, a central point

of much interest to critical observers.

The arrangement of the case suggests a tlu-ee-fold hand-

ling. At the lower oblong rests the Premier in case, sur-

rounded with suitable adornment of material pertinent.

In the second story there are racks with hooks holding

guns, among these a few useful looking hammer guns at

$90 up. The third story hes above the great swinging

glass sheK, on which stand in state 25 more guns, in all a

noble group indeed, and one showing as artistic treatment

by the maker, as is in evidence among the vases, the fine

pottery, the ornate textile fabrics of other lines of manu-
facturing display.

The crossed guns which adorned the front of the case at

the time of my visit, a Premier and an Imperial, do well

enough as text for the brief commentary possible. In

these days the excellence of shooting of any high grade

gua goes without saying, and I suppose that many readers

know of the value of the Scott cross bolt and block safety

system as well as if one should spend columns in describ-

ing them. It is only a question beyond that of perfection

of outline, of svmmetry and balance, of artistic ornamen-
tation. The point I make then is, and the reason Forest
AND Stream gives up so much space to what might seem
mere trade mention, is that it is not possible in the local

shops of most communities to see specimens of the high-

est development of the gun. It is wise and useful, then,

for Forest and Stream to call the attention of its readei-s

to such worthy exhibits as these, so that sportsmen visit-

ing the Fair will know at once where to go to see that

which they naturally wont to see. A half hour spent

actually examining the guns themselves is worth much
writing and reading. So much is true for this or any
other exhibit. »
The visitor, then, who stands in front of our two crossed

guns may admire them fully and understandingly (though
not all Americans may yet fancy the straight-cut English

pigeon g-un stocks, quite devoid of pistol grip. The out-

lines, the proportions, the ornamentation, all ai"e complete.

It seems that nowadays mere engraving is not good
enough. Your artist comes to embossing, to chasing—on
the Premier and Imperial really to hand carving. Or ho
may deliver you an etching on this Damascus fabric whose
cimningness is such that age does not wither it, and time
but makes more beautiful its intricate tracery of dreamy
lines. Happy indeed the sportsman of to-day, for his

every requirement and his every longing can alike be
filled.

In the chinks and corners of the Scott gun display axe

to be seen the customary models and working parts,

sectionals, etc. A fully engraved gun left "in the bright"

is shown, also barrels in the rough, showing the making
of the three-stripe Damascus. A few Webley_ English
revolvers are also shown, though after leaving it occurs

to me that I did not see the Scott double rifle which is

mentioned in the circular I took away with me.
The entire collection of these handsome guns wiU be

sold, at the close of the exposition, by Messrs. Hartley &
Graham, of New York, The display is in charge of Mr.
William J. Scott, a young but able representative of the

firm.

The Lancaster Gun Exhibit.

Across an aisle or so from the Scott exhibit is that of

Chas. Lancaster, very similar in general scheme of ar-

rangement. The case is upright and contains in all

thirty-eight guns, representing a value of $8,000. Here
we have a considerable range of interest, for besides the

grand specimens of ejectors which Miss Annie Oakley
and other well known shooters have made familiar at

the pigeon traps of this and other countries, there are

other sorts of arms displayed, which to an American
seem odd and new. There are twelve rifles shown, rang-

ing from the English rook or rabbit rifle (a tidy arm
which would make an excellent squirrel gun for this

countiy), to the heavy double express. There are four
four-barreled pistols also, for use at short range on big

game, effective, perhaps, but enormously ugly enough to

quite frighten any but a stout-hearted bear or tiger

merely to look at them. Again one may see a unique
looking four-barreled 20-gauge, oval-bored, for use with
either shot or ball—something which we have been
wrongly educated to be an impossibility, but which is not

an impossibility, but an assured fact, and that in a very
handsome and well-balanced form. This odd gun will,

I fancy, attract much curious attention from visitors who
are not accustomed to seeing guns look just that way.
The uses of a world's exposition are to broaden our ideas

on such things.
Still another strange arm is the "Colindian gun," which

the maker de-scribes as follows: "A combination ball and
shot gun, a non-fouhng, smooth, oval-bore, rifled gun,

from which can be fired conical-shaped, solid or express

bullets, with the accuracy of an express rifle, to 100yds.,

and shot of aU sizes, with the exceUent pa.ttern of a shot

gun."
A handsome double express, $300, impressed us as being

a pretty decent gun for our Rocky Mountain shooting,

and I rather fancied it. The double rifle has never at-

tained popularity in America, though those who have
used them say they are just the right compromise be-

tween the slow single shot and the rapid repeater. Other
rifles besides the small bores (which the maker singu-

larly enotigh describes as suitable for rook, rabbit and
antelope shooting—he can not mean our prong-horn, cer-

tainly) are the heavy oval bores and the Colonial .450

double rifle, at $180, with hammers and safety, a gun yet

foreign to American eyes.

Tlie ostensible piece rZe re'sistece of the display is the

gun case at the bottom of the cabinet, containing two
elegant hammer guns, straight grip, pigeon model, hand-

somely inlaid with gold and marked $750. In these

hammerless days the American shooter would not under-

stand the wherefore of these guns, were he not advised

that they show the style of gun supplied to "Her Im-
perial Majesty's Government of India and the Native

Princes, etc." It is a long way to India, and one can
take privileges as to hammers on $750 guns which go over

the "road to Mandalay."
A prettv feature of the Lancaster case is a specimen of

the genuine English tin bluerock pigeon, mounted with

wings outstretched and suspended in the upper part of

the cabinet. Much toil, much money and much art are

these days expended in encompassing the taking off of

this little bird. It seems about two-thirds the size of our

typical traj) pigeon.
The Chas. Lancaster exhibit has no regular attendant,

but is m charge of Messi-s. Pitt & Scott, shipping agents,

of London, Liverpool, Paris and New York, who have

forty-five different exhibits under their care at the ex-

position, this being their only gun display. Mr. Herman
Scott was good enough to show the FOREST and Stream
representative thi-ough. E. HouGH,

FoBEST ASD Stream, the best sportsman's paper published, has an

exhibit at the World's Fair, and in every issue publishes the foUow-

ing invitation: "Forest and Stream's exhibit at the World's Fair

will be found in the Angling Pavilion of the Fisheries Building. You

and your friends are invited to visit us." Let every cue who visits

the Fair remember it.—Sbftejieciadj/ Union.

The Forest and Stream is put to23ress each tveek oji Tues-

day. Correspondence intended for publication slioxdd reach

m at tlm latest by Monday, and asmmh earlier aspracMoable
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A MEMORY OF THE FRONTIER.
I WAS raised on the frontier, where we always kept a

Uttle ahead of the schools. Whenever we Hved long
enough in a place for there to be scholars enough to start

a school, our family would move a little further west. I

have been in the mountains since June 10, 1860, Looking
over some of the Forest akd Stream letters has carried
me back to those boyhood days.
Many a day and night did I put in after wild turkeys.

In 1854 we moved to Kansas, where father bought a
piece of timberland over in the Missouri bottom, aad put
up a shingle mill; and when I was not working on the
farm I would haul shingles to Atchison or blocks to the
mill. One day in the early part of December as I was
returning from the Atchison landing, I noticed where a
flock of wild turkeys had crossed the road since I had
been down in the morning. The snow was about 4in.

deep, and while it was not so very cold, yet it was cold
enough after dark to make any one who was out keep
moving. After supper I took down my httle rifle. The
arm carried 180 balls to the poimd; it was a splendid little

gun, made in the county, and cost $14.

I started down the road and traveled as fast as I could,
until I reached the track, keej^ing my dog near me. I
had no difficulty in following the track. The moon shone
very brightly and I had to travel very carefully, for the
wild turkey is veiy shy, even if it is night, and sometimes
they will begin to fly when the hunter is 300yds. off. I

followed those turkeys all around through our cornfield,
along an old slough, through dogwood thickets, and
wherever they would chance to go. I knew I should
soon start them and was looking very carefully, yet with
all my caution. I was startled by that put, jDUt; and sure
enough, out of a very tall sycamore tree flew one, which
from the noise he made on the still night air, I thought
would weigh a ton. I stood motionless for at least fifteen
minutes; and finally saw one, then another, and then an-
other, imtil I counted seven. Then I told the dog to hunt
them up, knowing that they would watch the dog and
would not fly nearly so quick. As soon as the dog began
running around under the tree, I moved around to get
the turkeys between me and the moon. I located one
out about '4ft. from the body of the tree and near the top.
I moved very cautiously, and finaUy got him just right
and raised my rifle. As the sharp repoit rang out on the
clear, cold aii- out rolled a gobbler, and out flew the rest.
I listened and heard a number of them ahght. I had
killed a, nice fat gobbler, which Aveighed 141bs.^ dressed. I
reloaded my rifle, and shouldering my turkey, started
quartering toward home, not caring veiy much whether
I killed any more or not; and as I was not using much
care I flushed another. Then I made straight for home,
which I reached about 1 o'clock, tired, I caji tell you.

Lew WHiMOT.

"SHOOTING WITHOUT A GUN."
Editor Forest and Stream:

It may be without question that the bow and arrow are
the earliest weapons known, unless, perhaps, we except
the club with which Cain killed his brother Abel. As a
means of amusement the bow and arrow have been
handed down to the present day and are now usually the
boy's first weapons. With them, I have seen boys so
skillful that it was considered a feat of ordinary marks-
manship to hit a robin at twenty paces, and when I was
a boy, too small to use a gun, I had a hickory bow with
which I could more easily send an arrow through an
apple hanging in the top of a tree than I could bring it

down with a club, and many a ground squu-rel, and
sometimes a black squirrel (there were no gray squirrels
in that part of the country then) feU to my aim, if it can
be said that one aims with a bow. It is an instinctive kind
of shooting, but when one acquires the knack, and if his
arrows are well made, of the right weight and length,
and as straight as is possible to make them, it is not so
difficult as one would suppose. I used no feathers or
other means of guiding them except to have the head
heavier than the "heel," so that it would balance on the
finger a little more than two-thirds of its length toward
the head, which was about Sin. long and Jrin. thick,
pointed, sometimes by burning, for a burnt point was
considered better and harder than any other. The stem
was smaller and gi-adually tapered toward the heel, where
it ended in a small knob for grasping with the thumb and
finger, and a notch cut precisely in the center. With a
bow of such strength and elasticity that any youngster
could draw a 3ft. arrow to its head, I have seen an arrow
diiven through a soft pine board.
We knew nothing of the shng shot used by the boys of

the present day, a crotched stick fitted with a rubber band
and a piece of leather in the middle to hold a pebble, or
sometimes a kind of cup filled with shot that, in the hands
of an expert, is death to sparrows, frogs, and, I am sorry
to say, a good many of our song bu-ds. But sometimes we
used a conti-ivance that would throw a pebble or buckshot
with more force and as much precision, and was easier
to make. This consisted simply of a piece of hickoiy or
other elastic wood about ISia. long, tapering from a
handle for the hand, flat or oval, to the smaller end of
which was fastened a stout leathern cord a httle longer
than the stick, which ended with a loop to hold a pebble
or shot. When drawn and let go with the proper flourish
which practice alone would acquire, this weapon would
tlirow a buckshot with almost as much force as a rifle.We are all familiar with the old-fashioned slingshot
made of a strong cord and a piece of leather in the mid-
dle which, circled around the head a few times and one
end of the cord let go, would throw a pebble "out of
sight."

The blow gun is stiU used, as many a bald-pate will
testify. "Shootin' off his mouth" is' a practice with
which some are more familiar than shooting with a gim,
and "drawing the long bow" may be classed with this
kind of shooting. This can be practiced at short or long
range, but if the shooter happens to be practicing on
some absent one whom he fears to meet in fair and open
competition the longer the range the better for him. It
is not always a harmless amusement and many an inno-
cent pei-son has been seriously injured by a careless or
spiteful mai-ksman, whose shots were too well directed
Corner groceries and other favorite loafing places of

long winter evenings are the galleries in which this kind
of shooting is mostly done. Sometimes, though, one can
find a great deal of amusement in joining a party of con-
genial "mouth shooters", whose lies, if harmless, make
merry the time and hghten the heart of the man whose
business cares prevent him from indulging in any other
kind of shooting.
"Shoot the hat" is not unfamiliar to those who happen

to be caught out with a straw hat long after the leaves
have fallen and when a warmer head covering is more
appropriate, if not more comfortable.

"Shootin' craps" is said to be a kind of gambhng much
practiced, and "shootin' snipes," attended by some excite-
ment and earnest competition, was a regular morning
practice in our city until the police put a stop to it. When
the day began to break and the shooters could see well
enough, Italians by the score could be seen in the streets
with a bag thrown over their shoulders gathering up cigar
stumps and half-smoked "tobies," which were taken home
and after a cleansing process made into "dude sticks" and
mould "tobies "

"Snap shooting" with the camera is probably the most
delightful as well as the most expensive recreation in
which both sexes, old and young, may take part, and as
there is no close season, there is perhaps more of this kind
of shooting done than any other. That there is no cer-
tainty of hitting the mark many a beginner, and expert,
too, will readily testify, but when a successful shot is

made the beautiful result more than compensates for the
misses. I am glad the Forest and Streaji has added this
to its many excellent features. There are so many varie-
ties of game for the camera shooter that one is at a loss to
know what to go hunting for.

If one may be said to shoot without a gun while he
dreams, I have made a most wonderful record—what bears

BABT CARIBOU,

Photo by E. B. White.

I have killed and what wonderful shots I have made in
dreamland.
July 4 is an interesting day with us. The boys inherit

the family patriotism, and with their firecrackers and
little cannon create more din than ever sportsmen heard
at trap or afield. A jolly lot they are. I hope they may
five to celebrate many an anniversary of hberty and inde-
pendence. God bless the boy, and if he fives to the age
of a htmdred years may he retain some of his boyish
hilarity, for I think that the most miserable of all God's
creatures is the man from whom all the boy has departed;
and there are too many who know more about shooting
without a gun than with a gun. J. H. B.

MoKbe3 Rooks, Pa.

THE DUTY OF SPORTSMEN.
In thirty-eight States and Territories laws have been

framed calling for close seasons for game. In many
States, after the laws have been passed, the people very
complacently sit down with their arms folded, and ap-
parently imagine that the laws are automatic and will
enforce themselves. This is a great error and an "irides-
cent dream" that should be quickly dispeUed.
The sportsmen are the ones who make the sentiment in

their locality in favor or against game protection; they
ought to devote some of their energies toward the sup-
pression of poaching by others. I must confess to having
some impatience with those sportsmen who, while game
law violations are going on all about them by their neigh-
bors, wiU do not the first thing to put an end to such a
disgracefifi state of affairs, but are always ready to write
to some paper j)erhaps a thousand miles away and signing
their articles "A Sportsman," accusing outsiders, without
any particular care whether theii' charges can be actually
substantiated by facts or not. Sometimes they profess to
have abundant evidence to convict the violators. When
called upon to furnish evidence they say, "we presume"
or "general rumor" says "that John Jones is shootiag out
of season."

If the law-abiding citizen wiU do nothing but talk, the
game laws wfil be openly violated. But if he sees that
every person who violates the law and whom he can get
evidence against is prosecuted, infractions will be few in-
deed. One ounce of action is worth more than ten car-
loads of talk. What does the poacher care if some one in
the close season says to him: '^'"ou ought not to kiU
game birds now." By bringing the gufity poacher before
some justice of the peace, and making sm-e that he gets a
fine with the costs added, you will find that a sudden
change has come over his clouded brain.

The exceeding exceUence of this method is a crucial
test, and the problem to solve it is not of such an intricate
nature as was at first supposed. It is the dignity of the
court, the significance of the fine, the undesired notoriety,
the dehberation of the complainant, that brings the recal-
citi-ant man to his senses, and he wfil resolve that there
will be no more foolishness on his part. Let sportsmen
tiy tills method, and I know from personal experience
that the violations wfil be few. It is hardly necessary at
this time to say what everybody clearly understands,
that those who pretend to desire the protection of game,
but will not turn then- hand over to do the least thing to
help moraUy or financiaUy, are making false pretenses.
Blow and bluster and idle talk will not protect game.

Talk is a cheap commodity, but to protect game means
work. It is far better to do some work in behalf of game
protection, and then ta,lk. Work is something more efii-

cient for the purpose named. It is quite true there are
some black sheep in the fiock of sportsmen, and it would
be strange indeed if among the many hundreds Avho pro-
fess to be sportsmen there were not found some unworthy
to be called such.
The poacher's votaries and apologists recognize the seK-

sacrificing patriotism of the weak-kneed-afaid-of-his-own-
shadow sportsmen, who dare not be known as being in
sympathy with the proper, equitable a.nd just enforcement
of the game laws.
The overmastering sense of duty ought to prompt every

one in the interest of game protection to throw his weight
of influence against the filegal capture of game. We do
not have one law for the rich and another for the poor.
The laws are for all classes equally. Men with a large
bank account should not be spared on the ground of their
wealth or connections. Those men of legitimate tastes
for legitimate sport should awaken with a good degree of
interest toward secui-ing an efficient enforcement of the
game laws.
The annual ' 'tinkering" of the game laws is an insid-

uous and baneful practice, especially in changing dates.
Sometimes, however, when a law is defective or uieffec-
tual it is advisable to secure the passage of new laws
to avoid the objections which have been found in the
old ones. As a rule the annual "tinkering" of the law
win not prevent the people from looking askance at the
statutes instead of helping enforce them. Let the sports-
men all unite for one purpose—the better enforcement
of the game laws, such as they find on the statutes. Ill
many cases the laws are changed before any prosecu-
tions have been brought imder them. There is not so
much in the law as there is ui enforcing it. Now, when
the danger of a total extermination of game has grown
to be real, and not mythical, it is time for action. It
is therefore especially incumbent upon the body of sport-
men to practice a prudent and wise economy in kiUing
game, but to see every filegal infraction of the law pun-
ished. A. C. Collins.
Hartford, Conn.

PHEASANTS FOR MICHIGAN.
Holland, Mch., Aug. 8.—After considerable trouble

and much delay, we have at last secured our pheasants.We sent at first to Oregon, but owing to the non-export
law were unable to obtain them there. We then wrote to
Mr. Yerner De Guise, Mahwah, IST. J., for both English
and Mongolian pheasants, but could get no pure bred
birds and had to be content with a cross between the two
a cross which Mr. DeG. says is more called for than the
pure bred birds. Nevertheless, I shaU endeavor to obtain
both kind in the spring.

W"e bought six: birds, four hens and two cocks. The
males have a green head, a white ring around the neck
the middle of the breast reddish. Sides of breast more
golden, looking especially so in the sunlight; the rest of
body and the tafi gray, each feather barred with light
brown. The females are gray, pure on the breast, rest of
the body barred like the male.
We intend to breed them in confinement and put out

the young each fall. Pheasants are protected by law in
this State, for five years. We have them in an inclosure
of wire netting 6ft. high and boards 6in. imder and lift
above ground, making the entire height 7m It is
covered with wire netting also. This run is 12x36ft with
an addition of 6X 14ft., besides which is abasement under
a barn and 6ft. high, 10x 14ft. in size. They have a grass
plot and plenty of gravel m the run. We feed thenisoft
feed, corn meal, wheat bran, etc., in the morning and
grain in the evening-, and plenty of cold water at aU times.
They are very light feeders, a handful of grain lasting one
bird a couple of days. °

The birds were very wfid when first taken from the
crate, but are comparatively tame now. The pheasants
show their wild nature, even in confinement, for whenmy pointer or any person comes upon them suddenly
they drop m the grass and one can barely distinenfish
them. They wiU fie still longer than my dog cares to
point them. There is one thing in their favor they do
not stay together in a bunch like quail, so the boys can-
not get a pot shot at them. I have gone out to look at
them nearly every night for the last two weeks but only
once did I see two of them near together. Each one
seems to look out for itself. They prefer to roost on
the ground rather than on a perch. They can beat a
quafi in runmng and sneaWng away, and for this reason
I think that one without a good dog would see but few of
them in a day's tramp, even in a country where they were
very plentiful.

The people here are very much interested in the pheas-
ants, and I have many callers to see them. I can ^wavs
get my dog to make a nice point on them, a novel sisht
to many. I shall watch them carefuUy and learn all I
can in regard to their habits. I hope to report success in
rearing the young next spring.
We were very favorably impressed with JVIr. Houeh's

item on feeding quail. Some of us sportsmen here will
sow hemp seed on our shootmg grounds this fall and next
spring.
The prospects for shooting here this faU ai-e exceedinelv

sfim. Quafi were nearly externunated by the deep snow-
ruffed grouse scarce; but few ducks. A. G B

'

The Baby Caribou.
HOULTON, Me., Aug. 7.—Editor Forest and Stream- In

a late number of Forest and Streaji I notice that'voii
publish a letter from Mr. Chase in relation to the babv
caribou, m which he mentions that "Mr. Mansur and Mr
White were up from Houlton and photographed him '"'

ThinMng one of the photos might be acceptable. I mailyou one. We caUed there on our return from a fishing
trip, and Mr. Mansur held hun while I made a snap shotHe is as ' 'tame as a kitten." Sir. Mansur had hard work tokeep hun from chmbmg aU over hun. As shown in thp
photogi-aph, Mr. Chase had just pushed him off at arm's
length when 1 made the snap. Had I waited a quarterofa second I might have got him in the act of strikine- TTa
wfil raise himself slightly on his hind feet and strike nnf
"straight from the shoulder," sometunes with one a3
sometimes with both feet, "quicker than fio-htnine-

T

should not care to have an old buU stand wfthui 50ft nfme and get a notion m his head that he could "knock mp
out,' for if he^ nearly so quick as the little fellow nomortal man could dodge hun. Mr. Chase was in town thp
other day and said that the little chap was fivelv anddomgweU. E.B.WHim
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SHOOTING DUCKS ON THE WATER.
OSKA.LOOSA, la., Aug. 11.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
You ask, "Is it lawful to shoot a duck on the water?" I
vote no, though I have done it when I knew less than I do
now.
Duck shooting is the grandest of sport and should be

grandly followed.
It may be pure selfishness, but somehow I have got to

the point where I feel very little temptation to shoot on
the water. I go for fun more than for ducks, and cer-
tainly one duck "all broke up" at a dizzy height is worth
a. dozen wilted down on the water as if they were vermin.
No other game bird that flies is so much master of the air
as the wild duck, and ideal sportsmanship surely should
discountenance taking any unfair advantage of it.

A bird which, besides ha^dng the most gorgeous plumage
and sujierb edible qualities, is also so much an aristocrat
that he must have a summer and a winter residence
thousands of miles apart, deserves to be given the one
chance for life that his strong, brave wings afford.

I wish that in hunting, as in fishing, we could give the
beauties back to freedom again uninjured after having
tasted the joy of possession. In fishing you can have your
cake and eat it, too, by i-eturning to water those fish not
needed. Not so in duck hunting, where we shoot to kill.

Wildfowl shooters generally agree that a duck on the
wing presents a larger and better mark than one on the
water. I practiced what I am preaching when last fall I
"shooed" my first wild goose out of an ice hole and killed
him on the M^ng. Many a duck have I likewise "shooed."

Tliis shooting, or shooting at, ducks on the water is

often prompted by the same "break-the-record" spirit
that catches a string of bass or shoots a bunch of ducks
in one day so large that three men can haxdly lift it.

The shooter is afraid to go home empty-handed and face
the gibes of friends, and so argues that a duck is a duck,
on the water or in the air. Oh, how sadly do many of
our sportsmen need to read to themselves each day a
lesson on the doctrine of moderation. These men who
break the records must have a lot of friends and they
must be very active in distributing among them their
fishes and ducks before they spoil. Many who write,
otherwise most entertainingly, of sporting events, mar it

all by recounting the excessive amount of game destroyed.
Young sportsmen read these accounts and are led to

believe that the great end to be sought in fishing and
hunting is the destruction of countless lives.

Mr. Hough, "Kingfisher" and others, who so delight-
fully entertain us, are shining representatives of those
who know the noble qualities of moderation. It seems
to me that Forest and Stream might properly put a
limit upon the size of the game bag or creel that it will
give publicity to. This summer I fished in Minnesota
with moderate success, where a few years ago it was a
very usual thing for two or three men to go out in a boat,
fish all day. and at night throw nearly a boatload of fine
fish upon the shore to rot. If this thing keeps up what
will tlie future be? J. E. Seevers.

Matlock, la., Aug. n.—Editor Forest and Stream: In
reply to your query as to rule of shooting ducks on the
water, it is the genaral practice to shoot a duck where-
ever, whenever and however one has the chance. I do
not believe more than five out of every hundi'ed sports-
men would flush a duck before shooting (provided they
could get a pot-shot at it sitting). My rule has always
been to shoot no bird sitting that I can get a fair shot at
flying. Why should a duck be shot at sitting (provided
the surroundings are such as to offer a shot flying) any
more tlian a grouse or partridge or other bird? If there
are no good reasons for this, let us abandon it and flush
our duck as we do our quail and grouse. Longfellow.

MOOSE CALLING IN NOVA SCOTIA.
I HAD planned to take my usual yearly holiday by

means of a hunting trip down the Liverpool Lakes, to last
about a fortnight, and under the guidance of my old com-
panion, Jim Charles, a Micmac in habits, but of French
extraction on his father's side. He was a skilled woods-
man and hunter, and capital fellow in every way. His
wife Lisbethwas a full-blooded Indian and kept his little
house as clean as hands could make it. Between them
they cultivated quite a little farm, keeping several head
of cattle and a horse. She for many years spent each
summer in Newport, E, I., where she was well known as
an Indian doctor. She has often told me how kind the
Mayor was to her, taking charge of her money and in
many ways showing her much courtesy. She once got
into trouble by adopting a white child, a destitute orphan,
and he seemed to have taken much pains to get it returned
to her when some over-oflicious friends took it from her.
I have seen the little girl at her house frequently. She
several times brought home several hundred dollars as
her professional earnings. I did not think it wrong to give
her many hints, showing her our native herbs and ex-
plaining their medicinal virtues.
At this particular time Jim had also two tame moose

which he and his wife had caught when only a few hours
old and reared on cow's milk. Tlie female fell and broke
her neck playing with a bttle dog. The male was sold to
the King of Sardinia, and may, for aught I know, be now
in the zoological garden of that monarch, at any rate he
arrived there safe and sound. On asking Jim what so
young a moose was like he aiiswered, "Well, 'bout as big
as a wabbit, but my, what legs! go so," waving his hands
about m illustration of their uncertain movements. He
and his wife had been paddling home in the dusk of the
evening wlien they spied a moose swimming to one of the
islands. Judging it was seeking a safe retreat for calving
they visited it early next morning. The cow rushed away
on their approach without the least attempt to defend her
young, which lay coiled up among the tall grass, unable
to stand. Lisbeth had brought with her some milk which
she warmed and fed to them, and, toward evening, wrap-
ping the little things in a blanket they brought them
home. They were not confined, but ran among the cattle
and were not at aU afraid of strangers.
( ,Our party consisted of five, myself and two friends
and another guide, Dave Lewis, a lumberman and hunter
from his boyhood, a capital fellow, powerful, hardy and
fuU of fun. He and Jim were to be our pilots, having
charge of the stern paddle, either of us feeling capa-
ble to manage the bow. We had two fine birch bark
hunting canoes, each one intended for two persons and
their dunnage, and with thi.s load quite safe to go any-

where, but three make them rather too deep when the
lakes are rough.
The lakes about which we planned to spend our fort-

night are on the Liverpool River, which is a succeasion ol
stream, lake, rapids and stiU waters extending nearly
across Nova Scotia from north to south, the lakes pre-
dominating.

It was resolved that we should make at once for head-
quarters and from there organize expeditions as circum-
stances should require, calling for moose whenever a favox'-
able chance should offer.

The call can be heard on a still night, and no other
suitable, two or three miles, if j'-ou are on elevated
ground, or if near a lake, much further, and a moose will
come that distance, if he is .of mature age, answering
every few rods as he advances. A young one rarely an-
swers often or loudly from fear of an older and strong^
rival.

Should two well matched in size meet there always fol-

lows a fierce encounter. When the caller imitates the
bull it is to arouse the combativeness of the coming
moose, and I have seen two heads with the horns so firmly
interlocked that the poor creatures could not disengage
them, and so perished miserably from hunger. I one
night heard a battle of this kind from the opposite side of
a small lake. It lasted more than an hour. We A^ited
the spot in the morning, where the trampled undergrowth
over a half-acre of ground, the broken branches of trees
and the upturned moss and stones stained with blood tes-
tified to the enormous strength of the combatants and the
obstinate nature of the battle. But even when they are
in their lustiest pride and strength they rarely attack
man.
We camped that night in the barn among the sweety

newly cut hay. The only incident of the night was due to
the untimely ci'owing of a cock from one of the beams.
Presently there was a rustle in the hay; I heard some one
groping about and using words more emphatic than ele-

gant; then a rush of wings, a dull thud on the barn floor,
followed by a dismal "squaak," then with a self-satisfied
grunt some one seemed to return to his lair, and we had
no more of Chanticleer's joyous notes. In the cheery
mprn no one would own up to tlie undignified display of
temper, and it remains an unexplained mystery to this
day.

It was a lovely morning. Breakfast over, we reached
the canoes and started, Dave and my two companions
with then- guns, rods and a few packs in one, Jim and I
with the greater proportion of dunnage in the other. It
was a sight to see the ease with which the two hunters
threw the canoes over their heads and deftly picked their
way over the rough track; road there was none. A canoe
is carried by running the paddles under and over the
three middle thwarts; these rest on the shoulders of the
carrier, his head being entirely inside. The canoe slopes
backward so that he can use his eyes.
Numerous flocks of ducks were to be seen in distant

bays, some quietly feeding, others splashing the water into
showers of diamonds as they pursued each other, half
flying, half swimming in circling sport; or if frightened
by our approach, just flitting in long lines to some more
sequestered spot. Promising oui-selves some goood sport
in the evening from these unsophisticated birds, we
pushed on to the further end, where the final carry of a
few rods would bring us to our camping ground on
another lake—the "Home of the Loon"—a favorite breed-
ing place for these large birds. It is nearly circular, about
a mile across, with excellent calling ground all about.
The spot we selected for our camp was a smooth slope on

the north side, facing to the southward, within a rod of
the shore and with a little brook emptying into the lake
close at hand. Tall hemlocks sheltered it on the three
other sides, bu.t were placed back from the lake some three
or four hundred yards. This inclosed space was thickly
covered with a j^oung growth of hardwood ten or twelve
feet high, with quantities of blackberry and huckleberry
bushes laden with fruit, now in perfection. A more
lovely and suitable spot for our pm-pose could not be im-
agined. It had been from time immemorial a favorite
camping ground of the Micmacs. To ai-range our home
was our first care, for if the wind fell we were to call
this evening. Om- tent, a lean-to with wide flaps, was
pitched back to the lake to secure us from the cold draught
that always comes off a lake at night; a few stones piled
in front made our fireplace. It was up hill, so that at
night the warmth of our fire would radiate directly upon
us and reflected from the sloping tent make blankets a
superfluity.

A more elaborate structure of stones, crotches and
hooks, erected a few paces to om- right to avoid the nuis-
ance of smoke in camp, comprised our kitchen, and when
a plentiful supply of wood had been chopped and piled
up at a convenient distance, we looked around with much
complacency on the spot that was to be our abiding place
for the few weeks that would all too soon glide away.
About an hour before sunset, the wind still being too high
for calling, we determined to divide our forces, Dave with
his canoe and party going in quest of trout and ducks on
the lower lake; Jim and I taking the other canoe on the
upper lake to see what we might discover, to prospect in
fact. This arrangement we adhered to for nearly the
whole trip, which will explain Avhatever in this sketch
may seem egotistical, for I narrate mostly what of the fun
fell to my lot. We first skirted the shore looking for
beaver sign. They eat only the bark and smaller twigs,
and have a habit of putting the barked wood on the top
of the house. One can generally tell at a glance that a
beaver house thus added to has inhabitants, the white
wood being conspicuous from a distance, so what one
looks for on the banks is fresh cut stumps or chips. I
have seen these chips fully an inch wide, and stumps of
poplar trees 15in. in diameter felled by beaver. We soon
found sign in plenty. As we silently stole along in the
shade of the bank I heard Jim tap the side of the canoe,
a signal that game was in sight; and on tiu-ning my eyes
from the shore that I had been closely scanning, I saw
out in the lake about two gunshots oflf, a beaver towing
his stick. We watched in silence till suddenly he dived,
"House close by," said Jim, "find him to-morrow," and
again we quietly shpped along.
How lovely it aU was. The tops of the taU hemlocks

bowed gently and sighed to the passing gusts; but our
little lake was so sheltered that it was smooth as glass.
Two or three loons were to be seen near the outlet; and
occasionally the hoarse clatter of a kiugfisber was heard,
as after a plunge he returned to his branch with his cap-
tive trout or perch, But the silence was generally 59, ua-

broken that the musical tiakling of the drops of water
falling back from the steersman's paddlewas allwe heard.

I had laid aside my paddle, and was enjoying the out-
look with the deepest and purest pleasure, when again
Jim's tapping reached my ear. This time I caught sight
of two little black objects 100yds. or so outside of us. They
dived. Jim put the back of his hand to his mouth and
made a sort of kissing, smacking sound. I had my gun
ready, in a minute they reappeared about 5()yds. off. I
sent a bullet from my left barrc.'l at the one nearest me.
It splashed right on the little spot and then went skipping
along the surface of the water far away. It seemed to
require but one sweep of the paddle to put us alongside of
the thing kicking out there, and then I pulled in my first

otter. My ball had carried away the end of liis nose, so
his beautifid skin was uninjured. It was not quite ih
season. When skinned an otter is seeti to be a most mus-
cular creature about the neck, shoulders aUd chestj made
still more conspicuous by the meagte develophient of liis

hiuder parts. A full grown otter can catch and llold a
salmon. The otter's odor is very much like that of a very
doggy dog. We completed our circuit, finding ample
promise of sport; got a sheldrake at long range by hap-
pening to have in an Eley's wire cartridge; and joined the
other section of our party. They had had fine sport among
the trout, two dozen, aver.aging a pound each, being the
result. They also had bagged three black or dusky ducks.
Pork was soon frizzling in the frying-pan, and presently
a dozen trout minus their skins were lying on a sheet of
birch-bark cooked to a turn.

If any one wishes to taste trout in perfection, he shotdd
eat them as we did that evening. They lose much of
their fine flavor if out of the water even for a short time.
The stronger the stream in which you catch them the
finer they are. Trout caught in streams that empty into
the Atlantic are more gamy and of flavor superior to
those in the rivers emptying into the Bay of Fundy

;
they

are also thicker, deeper fish, and more brightly colored.
In the waters where we now were they rarely exceed
lilbs. in weight; but in the larger lakes Kedge-ah-ma-
kougie and Rosignol, I have taken them weighing 41bs.
I have frequently had three, each over a pound, on my
line at once. During this trip my companions in one
afternoon actually loaded the canoe, the Indian refusing
to let them catch'any more, as they had to cross the lake,
I was not one of the party, but I saw the catch. I do not
think there were a dozen in the lot of le&s than half a
poimd weight, and none over 2lbs.

,
certainly a handsomer

basket of fish could hardly be caught anywhere, The
largest we lightly salted and smoked; they were then
very delicate eating.
The next morning early we all tried our rods with good

success. We were relying altogether on our guns and
rods for food, having in our knapsacks only flour and bis-
cuit, with a few pounds of pork. Some of us walked back
to camp by the edge of the lake and shot several part-
ridges; in the groves of hackmatack we looked for spruce
partridges. The male spruce partridge is one of the hand-
somest birds we have in our woods. They are so tame
and stupid that an Indian can generally get all he wants
with stones or by noosing them. Jim cut a long-, slender,
straight spruce and trimmed it close; then pulling up the
small roots of the same he peeled them and made a slip-

noose which he fastened to the end of his pole. Then
stealing up to the tree where the birds were sitting, he
from behind put the noose carefully above the head of
the bird, slowly lowered it and then with a sudden twitch
brought his game down. If you touch a twig the birdL

wiU fly, and you must catch your lowest bird first.

My space will not allow me to go into the details of each
day's sport—om- duck shooting; loon hunts, when we rah
thera down with a canoe; om- visits to the beaver houses
and dam. I shot one beaver only, for their skins were
not yet in season. Nor were the young ones nearly fuU
grown. But I watched their curious ways closely, sev-
eral times having them within three or four feet of me.
Our object in coming to the woods was certainly not to
slaughter uselessly such inott'ensive creatures. As they
gazed at me, so near that I could touch them with the
muzzle of my gun, then- beautiful soft, lustrous black eyes
were so human in their expression that I had no desire or
wish to harm them.

I asked J im so many questions, to him silly, as to theix
habits that at last he turned to me with a laugh and said,
"Ha! you read book that not so," and I found that many
of the "truths" told us by naturalists were, as Jim said,
'not so."

I must hurry on to our call. It was several days
before we got an evening still enough for the pur-
30se, but at last it came. Dividing as usual, Dave and
lis party, crossed the lake to ground on that side about a
mile back, while Jipi and I packed a small store of
provisions in our blankets and started on foot for Cedar
lake, situated a mile to the northwest of our camp. This

would put three or four miles between the parties, so
that one caller could not hear the other. When we
arrived at the desired spot the sun was still an hour from
setting; we stood on a smaU knoll of granite rock.
Looking to the west, before us was an extensive barren
of rocks and bushes, in the far distance a meadow and
Stillwater, on our right was the lake with a broad edging
of meadow and bog. On the left, but not in sight, a dry
bog sprinkled with hackmatack extended for several
miles. Behind was the barren we had crossed, swept by
fire, the naked pine ram pikes standing all about or piled
in confused heaps as they had fallen before the wind, a
desolate scene, excepting that on the far side of the lake
a ridge of green hard wood ran east and west as far as
the eye could see. But the small bushes were pasture for
the moose, the greenwood a shelter from the suuj and
the lake afforded them a change of diet iu the way of
lily pads and a capacious bath.
Jim called as soon as the sun was out of sight, whenthe

full harvest moon was rising in the east as the sun de-
clined. In half an hoiu- he called again. "Too much call
bad."
Night had now fairly set in. We were posted so that

one could overlook the upper marshy end of the lake, the
other the big meadow, both listening with all our powers
for an answer. Listen anywhere on a perfectly still night-
and the listener will hear many curious sounds; but a
novice who is so situated in the woods, if he have any
imagination, will certainly find food for wonder. Some
sounds may be famihar, as the dismal wlio-hu-hu of an
owl, the melancholy cry of a loon, the drumming of a
partridge, the rustle of a mouse in the leaves at your el-

jqwj which to your excited senses is gome large creature
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at a distance. But others are heard, weird and mysterious,
not to be explained by anything on the earth or above it.

Among them a sudden solemn boom like the vibration of
a big bell after the clapper has struck, but not continuous
like it. Voices and whisperings, perhaps the bay of a dog,
whether conveyed to the sensorium from without or
whether originating in the brain itself, 'tis hard at the
time to say. After what seemed a long time I heard
something different from all these. After a pause, again.
Looking at Jim, I saw from his uplifted hand and the
turn of his head that he, too, had heard. A moose had
answered. But we heard no more of it. After what
seemed an hour of suspense, Jim crept to me and whis-
pered that it was a little one, a "sneak," and advLsed no
more calling till morning. A "sneak" will come up
making no more noise than a cat, and the chances are
that he will see or smell you and be off, giving the hunter
no intimation of his presence. Nor in the deceitful shad-
ows of the moonlight is it at all easy to see him. In day-
light the hunter is not at this disadvantage.
Creeping into a little shelter we had built under the lee

of a big rock we went to sleep. At early dawn we were
up and the first call was answered loud and full from the
ridge of greenwood. Jim's eager whisper, "He big fel-
low, he come," tingled in my ear. One more call and we
could hear his rush, his horns rattling against the
branches, as he forced his way through the thickets, and
at almost every step his hoarse answer shook the air. On
he came to his fate. He crossed the bog at the top of the
lake in full sight of us, a huge, ungainly creature, his
large antlers tossing backward and forward as he swung
his head, his mane erect, pride, strength and vigor dis-
played in every movement. Once in a while he would
stop, arch his back and hook savagely at some little bush
as if it were an antagonist, then, belching out his loud,
fierce cry, trot on. He came within less than a hundred
yards of where we were crouched behind a large rock,
stoppted and raised his head to give another defiant snort.
A shot from each of us blending almost into a single re-
port stretched him lifeless on the moss. His race had run.
On reuniting with our party that evening we found to

our great joy that Dave had been equally successful, and
our friends had secured a handsome set of horns.

I cannot say that I particularly care for calling. The
waiting for an answer, and the approach of the moose are
exciting enough, but it lacks tlie free swing, the fierce
imsh and keen rivalry of a snowshoe cliase, as well as
the endurance, skill in woodcraft and patience needed in
still-hunting or creeping. It seems a sneaking piece of
business, to allure a poor brute to its death by means of
the "tender passion" all for our sport—and it is a test of
skill on the part of the "caller" alone. G. T. B.
Wbstport, Nova Scotia.

THE BEHRING SEA DECISION.
In the treaty between the United States and Great

Britain which provided for the arbitration of the points at
issue between the two Governments, these questions were
grouped in Article VI., which was as follows:

In deciding the matters submitted to the arbitrators it is agreed that
the following five poins shall be submitted to them in order that their
award shall embrace a distinct decision upon each of said five points
to wit:

'

1. What exclusive jurisdiction in the sea now known as the Behring
Bea, and what exclusive rights in the seal fisheries therein did Russia
assert and exercise prior and up to the time of the cession of Alaslca to
the United States?

2. How far were these claims of jurisdiction as to the seal fisheries
recognized and conceded by Great Britain?

3. Was the body of water now known as the Behring Sea included in
the "Pacific Ocean" as used in the treaty of 1825 between Great Britain
and Russia, and what rights, if any, in the Behring Sea were held and
exclusively exei-cised by Russia after said treaty?

4. Did not all the rights of Russia as to jurisdiction and as tn the seal
fisheries in Behring Sea east of the water boundary in the treaty be-
tween the United States and Russia of March .30, 1864, pass unimpaired
to the United States under that treaty ?

5. Has the United States any right, and, if so, what right of protec-
tion or property in the fur seals frequenting the islands of the United
States in Behring Sea when such seals are found outside the ordinary
three-mile Umit?

At 11 o'clock on the morning of Tttgsd'ay, A'tig. 15, Baron
de Courcel delivered to the representatives of the two

' Governments tlie original copies of the decision signed by
.all the arbitrators. After a short preamble the decision
reads as follows:

"We decide and determine as to the five points mentioned in Article
VI., as to which our award is to embrace a distinct decision upon
each of them
"As to the first of said five points, we. Baron de Courcel, John M.

Harlan, Lord Hannen, Sir John S. D. Thompson, Marquis Emilio Vis-
. contl-Veuosta, and Gregero W. W. Gram, being a majority of said
arbitrators, do decide as follows:
"By the ukase of 1831 Russia claimed jurisdiction in the sea now

known as Behring Sea, to the extent of JOO Italian miles from the
coasts and islaads belonging to her, but in the course of the negotia-
tions which led to the conclusion of the treatv of 1834 with the United
States and the treaty of 183.5 with Great Britain, Russia admitted that
her jurisdiction in said sea should be restricted so as to reach a cannon
shot from shore.

"It appears that from that time up to the time of the cession of
Alaska to the United States, Russia never asserted in fact or exercised
any exclusive jurisdiction in Behring Sea or any exclusive rights to
the seal fishei-ies therein, beyond the ordinary limit of territorial
\waters.

"As to the second of the five points, we, Baron de Courcel, John M.
^Harlan, Lord Hannen, Sir John S. D. Thompson, Marquis EmUio Vis-
•conti-Venosta, and Gregero W. W, Gram, being a majority of said
:arbitrators, decide and determine that Great Britain did not recognize
lor concede any claim upon the part of Russia to exclusive jurisdiction
as to the seal fisheries in Behring Sea outside the ordinary territorial
waters.
"As to the thu-d point, as to so much thexeof as requu-es us to decide

whether the body of water now Iniown as Behring Sea was included in
the phrase 'Pacific Ocean' as used in the treaty of 1835 between Great
Britain and Russia, we unanimously decide to determine that the b6dy
of water now known as Behring Sea was included in the phi^ase
'Pacific Ocean as used in said treaty.
"On the fourth pomt we decide and determme that all the rights of

Russia to jurisdiction and to the seal fisheries passed to the United
States, limited by the cession.
"On the fifth pomt we, l^aron de Courcel, Lord Hannen, Sir John S.

D. Thompson, Marquis iJmilio Visconti-Venosta and Gregero W. W.
Gram, being the majoi ity of said arbitrators, decide and determine that
the United States have no right to the protection of or property in the
seals frequenting the islands of the LTnited States m Behring Sea
when the same are found outside the ordinary three-mile limit.
"Aud whereas the aforesaid determination of the foregoing ques-

tions as to the exclusive jurisdiction of the United States leaves the
subject in such a position that the concurrence of Great Britain is
necessary to the establisliment of regulations for the proper protec-
tion and preservation of fur seals habitually resorting to Behring
Sea, we, Baron de Courcel, Lord Hannen, Marquis Emiho Visconii-
Venosta and Gregero W. W, Gram, heiuK a majority of the arbitra-
tors, assent to the whole of the nine articles of the following regula-
tions as necessai-y outside of the jurisdiction limits of the respective
Governments, and that they should e:stend over the waters 'herem-
after mentioned

:

'lArticlel. The United States and Great Britain shall forbid their
citizens and subjects respectively to kill, capture or pursue at any
time or in any manner whatever the animals commonly called fur
seals wirJiin a zone of sixty miles around the Prybylofl Islands, inclu-
sive of the territorial waters, the miles being geographical miles, sixty
to a degree of latitude.

• A^i"**?^,?'
"^^^ Governments shall forbid their citizens or sub

jects to kill, capture, or pursue in any manner whatever during a sea-
son extending In pach year from May 1 to July 31, uiclusive, fur seals
on the high sea m that part of the Pacific Ocean, inclusive of Behring
Sea, situated north of the thirty-fifth degree of north latitude from
Greenwich until it strikes the water boundary described in Article 1 of
treaty of 1867 between the United States and Russia, following thatline
up the Behring Sea.
"Article .3. During the period of time in the waters in which fur

sealing is allowed only sailing vessels shall be permitted to carry on or
take part m fur sealkig operations. They will, how^ever, be at liberty
to avail themselves of the use of such canoes or undecked boats pro-
pelled by paddles, oars or sails as are in common use as fishing
boats. ^

"-^rticlei. Each sailing vessel authorized to carry on fur sealmg
must be provided with a special hcense issued for the purpose by its
Government. Each vessel so employed shall be required to carry a
distinguishing flag prescribed by its Government.
"Article 5. The masters of vessels engaged in fur sealing shall enter

accurately in an official log book the date and place of each operation,
the number and sex of the seals captured daily. These entries shall
be communicated by each of the two Governments to each other at the
end of each season,

"Article 6. The use of nets, firearms or explosives is forbidden m
tur sealing. This restriction shall not apply to shotguns when such
are used in fishing outside of Behring Sea during the season when such
may lawfully be carried on.
"Article 7. The two Governments shall take measures to control the

fitness of the men authorized to engage in sealing. These men shall
have been proved fit to handle with sufQcient skill the weapons by
means of which seal fishing is carried on.
"Article 8. The preceding regulations shall not apply to Indians

dwelling on the coast of the territories of the United States or Great
Britain carrying on fur seahng in canoes or undecked boats not trans-
ported by or used in connection with other vessels and propelled
wholly by paddles, oars or sails, and manned by not more than five
persons, in the way hitherto practiced by the Indians, provided that
such Indians are not employed by other persons, and provided that
when so hunting in canoes or undecked boats the Indians shaU not
hunt for seals outside the territorial waters under contract to dehver
skins to anybody.
"This exemption is not to be construed to affect the municipal law

of either country, nor shall it extend to the waters of Behring Sea or
the waters around the Aleutian Islands.
"Nothing herein contained is intended to interfere with the employ-

ment of Indians as hunters or otherwise in connection with sealing
vessels as heretofore.

"Article 9. The concurrent regulations hereby determined with a
view to the protection and preservation of the fur seals shall remain
in force until they have been wholly or in part abolished or modified
by a common agreement between the United States and Great Britain.
"Said concurrent regulations shall be submitted every five years to

a new examination in order to enable both Governments to consider
whether, in the light of past experiences, there is occasion to make
any modification thereof."

A special finding was made by the arbitrators on the
facts agreed upon by representatives of both governments
as to the seizures of vessels in the Behring Sea in 1887 and
1889, Further, the arbitrators after making certain other
suggestions to the two governments, recommend that
they come to an understanding to prohibit the killing of
seals on land or sea for a period of from one to three
years, and should enact regulations to carry out the find-
ings of the arbitrators.

AMERICAN PROOF HOUSE.
Proposed Gunpowder Test.

Ecldtor Forest and Stream:
In conformity with the request as expre.ssed by a large

number of American sportsmen, to establish the real and
relative merits of the various nitro powders on the market
in this country, I have concluded to arrange a public trial
during September next of the folloAving powders: Ameri-
can wood, S. S., Schultze, E. C, Sportsmen's Pet, Wals-
rode, Curtis & Harvey Diamond No. 4, Dupont's Eagle
ducking and Crystal grain, Laflin Rand's Oranee special
and Orange Lightning, American Powder Mills' Dead Shot.
The experiments will be carried out either in the vicinity
of New York or Chicago, and all interested parties will
have the opporbunity to witness the trial.

The different powders will be tested for bursting strain,
velocity, penetration, pattern, recoil, fouling of gun bar-
rels, regularity of gas pressure, velocity, penetration and
pattern, susceptibility toward moisture and dry lieat, the
greater or lesser quantity of smoke developed. All po^v-
ders will be treated precisely alike and tested under simi-
lar conditions. For this purpose one shot will be fired at
the time from one kind of powder, the second from an-
other, and so on, and the .same gun and barrel—12-bore

—

will be used throughout the trial. The shells wall be used
as loaded by the manufacturers, or loaded according to
directions, btit tlie shot charge will be the same for all

powders, Hoz
The result of the test when completed will be made

public in the columns of Forest and Stream. Time and
place will be announced hereafter. Parties having any
suggestions to make pertaining to the proposed trial will
please address Armin Tenner.

50 Broadway, Room 103, New York.

The Opening of the Rail Season.
MiLFORD, Conn., Aug, 21.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
The rail season in Connecticut opened to-day, and I vis-
ited the meadows to see how the birds Avere both as to
condition and numbers.
The tide served early in the morning. A northeast

storm was in progress, with wind and rain. Four boats
went up the river. There seemed to be a number of
native birds, but the tides are poor now, the moon being
in Apogee, and it was impossible to "get anywhere." The
scores were 21, 15, 13, 8. I saw a flock of 10 black ducks,
one wood duck, one loon and an albino blackbir'l. The
grass is heading out, but very little is ripe. The birds are
in good condition, and a good many reed bu-ds are about.

MORT.

Mississippi Quail.

Fernwood, Pike County, Miss
,
Aug. 10.—The quail

crop in this section will be the largest known for years,
and with the shooting privilege of over 10,000 acres I

think I can give my dogs sufficient experience to make
bu-d dogs out of them; and if any of our narthern breth-
ren (of the right stiipe) come my way I'll make an effort
to give them a quad hunt, if they will just leave a few
for seed. , Mc.

A New Florida Liine.

The Richmond & Danville K. R. in connection with the Florida Cen-
tral and Peninsula R. R. announces a through train and sleeping car
service between New York. Washington, Savannah, Jacksonville, St.
Augustine, Tampa and all points in Florida, to take effect about Oct.
15. This extension of the Richmond X- Danville's service has been
made possible by the completion of the Florida Central <i Peuuisula
new line between Jacksonville and Savannah, wliich will be open for
traflic about Oct. 1 and the "South Bound" between Savannah and
Columbia, S. C., where connections will be made with the Richmond &
Danville. The new fine promises the shortest route, quickest schedules
and best service New York, Savannah, and all points in Florida. For
rates, time cards, etc., address the General Passenger Agent, Wash-
ington, D. C, or ilex. S, Thweatt. E. P. A., 3-39 B'way, New Yor^.—Adv. '

Visitors to our Exhibit in the Angling- Pavilion at
the World's hair should not fail to examine the
stock of "f-orest and Stream" books which will

be shown by the attendant

GAME QUALITIES OF OUANANICHE.
Syracuse, N. Y., Aug. 16.—With astonishment and

genuine regret I have just read the article in your issue
of .June 29, entitled "Lake St. John Ouananiche," from
the pen of Mr. R. C. Dowry. I cannot let such an unfair
article pass without a reply, and should have answered at
an earlier date, bttt that I have just returned from a
month's outing at Lake St. John, and only saw the
article within a few days.
For five years past, and with an experience of from

four to five weeks each year in catching ouananiche. I
can truthfully pronounce it, with the exception of the
salmon, to be the gamiest fish I have yet found. This
fish, named by the Montagnais Indians, the habitans of
Lake St. John, the ouananiche, from ouanan (salmon),
and iehe (the diminutive)—the little salmon—is properly
named, since who better than they know its derivation
and nature?
In the past, the salmon went from the sea far up the

Sagtienay to Lake St. John to spawn. Some convulsion
of natiire occurred and raised an impossible barrier at
Chicoutimi, a sheer fall of 60 or 70ft. Thus the salmon
imprisoned above became landlocked, and in the inter-
vening years they have deteriorated only in size. They
have every mark of their progenitor, and have kept the
figbtmg qualities intact. Added to this is the fact that
they are generally caught in rapid flowing or eddying
water: thus one has to contend with the water as weU as
the fish, making a strong combination for a 7oz. rod.
In his criticism, Mr. Lowry says that the fish is yellow.

In this I must differ with him. When first caught, the
color in every instance is a shade of peacock blue, which
in a few moments changes to the natural salmon gray.
The belly is grayish w-hite, gray predominating, and I
have never seen one of any other color or shade. I have
compared the salmon and the ouananiche side by side,
point by point. The head in all its pouats is identical,
with no more resemblance to a trout than a salmon has;
the small solid fin anterior to the tail on the top. peculiar
to the salmon family, it has in a marked degree; the dorsal
fin in shape and textiu-e is the same; the scales, crosses

—

not spots—tail, color, and general contour do not vary in
the slighest degree. The flesh is pink, varying from light
to dark in different fish, firm and tender, and properly
cooked, equal to salmon.

Frequently, in the brou or foam, covering an eddy,
their dorsal fins can be seen as they circle about. Cast
immediately in front and the fly is quickly taken. But
for uniformly good fishing, the best success is obtained in
swift, running water at the foot of a rapid or faU. Shore
fishing is preferable, as a canoe seems to frighten them
away. The width of a ouananiche tad is larger in pro-
portion than any fish I have ever seen. Their strength is
wonderful, and I have frequently seen them ascend
rapids and jump falls impassable by any fish but a
salmon.

It was my good fortime last year to make some short
fishing trips from Lake St. John, with the late Dr. Lundy
of Philadelphia—a man who had fished all the waters of
our own continent, as well as the most noted of other
countries, an able writer on fishing and forestiy. and a
recognized authority. He came to try the ouananiche
for a week and remained during the entire season. I wiU^
quote his opinion of ouananiche, as expressed to me:
"I have, in the seventy years of my life, fished the trout

and bass waters from Maine to Alaska. I have fished in
England and Scotland, and even caught fish in the River
Jordan; but I never met with, or believed there could be,
a fish with such fighting qualities as the ouananiche pos-
sesses. As long as my fife is spared, I shall never go
elsewhere or seek other fish."

Here is the authority of an expert, and it cannot be
gainsaid. I have induced many friends, ardent fisher-
men, to try this fishing, and they did so, prepared to meet
with more or less disappointment, attributing my "'fish
stories" to over-erathusiasm. They returned fidly as en-
tliusiastic, and invariably remarked, "You did not say
half enough in favor of the ouananiche." If necessary, I
can refer, with permission, to any of the gentlemen.
Of the many fishermen I have met, who have caught

this land locked .salt! ion at Lake St. John '(and the number
is large), I have yet to meet one who has not claimed that
it was a far gi-eater fighter than a trout or bass. There-
fore was ]Mr. Lowry's letter a great surprise to me, and I
could not take up the cudgels in defense quick enough.
All kinds of fish have their good and bad days, and
ouananiche are no exception; consequently, one day with
such an entirely new fish is not sufficient experience to
condemn them.
A 6ft. heavy leader with two flies is in my experience

the proper thing. My best success is with a brown-hackle
or cow-dung for the trail fly. and a Jock-Scott or silver-
doctor for the dropper. The dropper should be placed at
the last knot on the leader next to the line, so that in
drawing the cast it will skip the water and constantly
swing a few inches above. The greater part of the catch
will be taken on this fly. In smooth, swift, running
water, the fish can be seen to strike, and it is easy to
strike him in return. But in seething, white water, the
first intimation is generally to see the fish jump from the
water in the vicinity of the flies, immediately followed
by a hard jerk. If this occurs when the rod is being
carried back finishing drawing the cast, there is rarely
time to give the fish the tip, and the quick hard jerk
breaks the rod, leader or hook, generally the latter.
Flies for ouananiche should always be tied on a No. 4
hook. Smaller than that wfll be easily broken, the break
always occuring on the strike.

After July 1, the fishing in the Grand Discharge dimin-
ishes, as the fish are en route up the large rivers emptying
into Lake St. John, to the spawning beds 300 or 400 miles
north. This makes the best fishing in July and August
in the pools at the higher falls along the rivers, where the
fish congregate in their efforts to ascend. The fifth falls
of the Mistassini offers a beautiful camping place, and a
particularly fine pool for fishing. Located some forty
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miles from Lake St. John, the distance is covered by-

canoe in a day and a half. Here the river drops about
soft, in a beautiful fall about 200ft. in length. To the
right is a small rocky island on which we camp, and still

to the i-ight is another fall 20ft. wide. The smaller fall

is divided into four or five leaps, and here it is that the
ouananiche ascend. From the rocks jutting into the
pools at the foot of both falls, the fishing is done. In the
white, boiUng water, the fish seem to He, an average cast
of about 80ft. reaching them.
Mr, H. N. Cm-tis of New York accompanied me to this

point in July, andjiti two and a half days' fishing we
secured eighty-two fish, with an average of SJlbs. One
morning in particular, a dark showery day, I secured
fourteen fish and lost seventeen, in four hours and a half.

This I did at the expense of both rods, several leaders and
a number of flies broken. In fact, one may always
expect to lose more ouananiche than are saved, their
fighting and leaping being so tremendous that something
must occasionally break. Nine out of ten of these fish

will plunge, jump and sulk, as I have never seen another
fish do. The first action in betag hooked is to leap from
the water, then a mad running from side to side with an
elfort to run under the falls. I find the most successful
way to handle them is to stop the line running out and
play them with about 20ft. Draw sufficient line into the
left hand to ease the jumps; a.nd hold them perfectly
tight, and more will be saved than any other way. If

poorly hooked, they are reasonably sure to get away, but
if fairly hooked, a tight Kne will save them. They do
not but rarely take the fly into the throut, but are hooked
through the hp. I find a fair-sized ouananiche of 21bs. or
more will make, a fight from fifteen to twenty mimites.
They will shake violently both in and out of water to get
rid of the fly, then plunge 8 or 10ft. down and sulk and
pull. They are in constant motion in or out of water,
and only when tired out can they be safely led to the net.
On two occasions I have seen an ouananiche when
hooked, jump entirely across a canoe of the fisherman in
a mad leap. I saw Mr. Curtis hook one in a pool at the
head of a 12ft. fall in the Mistassini, and saw the fish go
over the fall with fly and fine; and in a moment jump up
the fall to the pool again. It was well hooked fortu-
nately, and saved. I have yet to learn of a trout or bass
doing this.

lu fact, enough cannot be said in favor of the ouana-
niche, and as far as I can see nothing detrimental to his
fighting qualities or to the fish itself. The best proof is

to catch the fish in his native waters (Lake St. John), and
I trust that others wiU try it and have the same un-
equalled sport that I have had. Eugene McCakthy.

THE WAYS OF THE SALMON.
San FB.ANCISCO, Aug. 9.—^I see I am called upon by om-

mutual friend Judge Greene to give my experience and
observations on the question of whether salmon feed after
entering fresh waters en route to their sources to deposit
spawn.
The Judge evidently beheves they do; but I am sorry

to be obhged to differ with him, so far as my observations
have gone in that direction.

The only instance wherein I have given the subject any
special attention was on the last occasion when I fished in
Navarro River, when I was led to investigate by the
remark of a seedy old party sitting on a saw log watching
my fishing, who, after expectorating, said, "What pesky
creetures these sammen are to live so long without eatin'
nuthin' and be so pe-ert and lively."

I said, "Are you sure they do not feed while in the
river?"

He replied, "Waal, I reckon I have seined nigh on to
fifty tons on 'em outen this liver, and neverfound a derned
thing in any on 'em."
After that and during the time I was fishing there I

opened every fish I caught, some thu-ty-five or fortj^ all

told, but found nothing in their stomachs. Subsequently
I fished at the headwaters of the Sacramento River with
the same results, with the exception of two instances.
In opening these two fish I foimd fresh salmon roe; but

as several parties were fishing with roe for bait, and this
being difficult to retain on the hook, the fish sfiecified may
have taken the roe in that way.
On another occasion, when fishing for rainbow trout in

the McCloud River, a tributaxy of the Sacramento, I
caught a salmon with salmon roe for bait, and found quite
a quantity in its stomach, accounting, as I supposed, for
tlie several baits lost from my hook.
One theory I have heard advanced was that the salmon

being a fish remarkable for its rajjid digestion, never bites
or takes the fly until what it may have previoiisly swal-
lowed is entirely digested, when it begins to think about
its next meal.' If such is the case its habits are enth-ely
different from our experience with all other varieties of
fish, and again, as a case in point is related in an article I

saw in the Forest and Stream, I think, where it is stated
that a whole trout was foimd in the stomach of the
salmon caught, aU of which leaves the question as unset-
tled as before. The waters of the Navarro River for two
or three miles from its mouth are brackish, in fact quite
salt at flood tide, and I noticed, when standing on the
rocks at the entrance—which is quite deep and narrow, the
water rushing in and out with considerable force between
rocks—^that the salmon came in with the tide and at the
ebb went out, playing in and out as it were, and not re-
maining in the river permanently until the first rise after
a heavy rain, after which they ran up, and few were
again seen at the mouth. Their time for business had
arrived, after which they would not bite at anything and
fishing was over for that year. Hence it may be consid-
ered a settled fact that saiman cannot be caught with the
rod when running, imless they meet with obstacles in the
way of dams that check theii' progress, when they ac-
cumulate and occasionally take the hook.
That salmon do not always return to salt water after

depositing their spawn is proven by the fact that they are
taken diiring the subsequent months at the headwater's
of the Sacramento River in passable condition, having re-
cuperated from the effects of their long run uj) the river
and presumably must have fed on smaU fish, there being
no other food obtainable. All of which proves that all

theories as to any fixed rule in regai-d to the habits of this
fish are imrehable.

In driving along the road lying close to the banks of the
headwaters of the Sacramento, I have seen whole schools
of very large salmon lying close to the bottom, using just

enough force of fin and tail to stem the not over rapid
current; but although I have stopped and essayed with
my most tempting flies and also bait, could never get a
rise. It is only in deep pools and rapid water of this river

that they can be taken, and then only with salmon roe for
bait.

My theory is, that having deposited theu- spawn a cer-

tain percentage of them remain to recuperate, and do not
return to salt water, probably reasoning that it is a saving
of labor to remain until the subsequent spawning season,
instead of making the several hundi-ed miles trip over
again. At any rate, it is an established fact that many
do remain all summer in those waters and recover their
condition.
In the deep swift pools of the McCloud River, the home

of the rainbow trout, a tributary to the Sacramento,
salmon are caught all through the summer with roe for
bait, and also in Eel River, another deep and rapid stream
north of us.

The conclusion I have arrived at is that no fixed rule
can be applied to the habits of salmon covering aU waters.
Their methods are quite at varia.nce in different locations.

Their habits in Canada waters, for instance, are entirely
different from those in the rivers of the Pacific coast,

where they do not take the fly as readily as in Canadian
and Maine rivers; but still, it is an error to say that they
do not take the fly at all on this coast, as has been, and is,

constantly asserted. See, for instance, the statement
made in the August number of the Century by Mr. Heniy
A. Herbert, who writes a charming article on salmon
fishing. Speaking of the rivers flowing into the Pacific,

he says, "The salmon in these rivers have never been
known to rise to or take any known description of fly."

Presumingly an artificial fly is meant. That this is an
ei-ror I am able to say from my own personal experience,
for on several occasions on the Navarro River (my favorite
fishing groimd) I have caught sahnon of from 12 to 201bs.

with the ordinary-sized trout fly. It is true that on oc-

casions I have failed to get a rise to the fly when they
would greedily take the feathered spoon. Why they will

take the fly one day and refuse to do so the next is one of
the commdrums I have never been able to solve. I re-

member that on one occasion particularly I caught twelve
fine fish in succession, using the common brown-hackle,
peacock body.
Mr. J. Pai-ker WTiitney, who writes a very interesting

description of his fishing in Monterey Bay, in FoptEST
and Stream of Jxfly 29, describes the method he adopted
pecuUar to that locality, of sinking his bait 30 or 40ft.

below the surface. We troll with a sinker in Lake
Tahoe for the large trout of that locahty for the reason
that the water is so clear and limpid that a ten-cent
piece can be seen at a depth of 60ft. , hence the fish will
not rise to a surface bait. Mr. Whitney's method sug-
gests the experiment of trying the sunken fly for salmon
when next I visit NavaiTo River. I have used a sunken
fly with gi-eat success in Lake Edward, Canada.

There is one thing that surprises me, and that is, that
skilled fishermen persist in usuig that rehc of barbarism,
the gaff", which is uncertain and disfigures the fish so
dreadfully, when a large oblong landing net is so much
more certain and lands your fish in perfect oi'der.

The net should be of a size specially adapted to the size

of the fish taken. For salmon it should be of oblong shape,
say 20 or 24in. wide and 36in. long, with a stiff shaft or
handle 7ft. long, which will reach your fish before he can
strike the boat and get loose. I have yet to lose a fish

with a skillful man in the boat with me to handle the
net. Whereas, before I conceived the idea of using such
a landing net, I lost many a fine feUow in futile efforts to

gaff him in his struggles. It is Little less than butchery
to gash and mar the beauty of your fish as the gaff does,
and I enter my earnest protest against its use.

I have wondered why manrffacturers of fishing tackle
have not long ere this turned their attention to manufac-
tming such a landing net adapted to the handling of
large fish. To the best of my knowledge you cannot at
the present moment find in any fishing tackle store in
New York a landing net suitable for landing a fish over
2 or 41bs. weight.

I am sorry I cannot bring comfort and solace to the
soul of our friend. Judge Greene, in indorsing his views
that salmon do feed in fresh waters; and yet I do not
assert that they do not. I merely give my own personal
experience and leave the question for wiser men to settle

;

it is about as much of a muddle as that of whether rattlers

do or do not spit.

Hereafter, inasmuch as we are aU interested in getting
at the facts of the case, I shall make a point to hold a
post-mortem on every salmon I land in my subsequent
fishings, and if I find any groimd to do so I will cheer-
fully go over to the Judge's side. Let us hear his views
and reasons for his belief. The Judge has the floor.

PODGERS.

A Tale of a Tailboard.

Manchester, N. H.—^The approach of the opening of

the himting season calls to mind my last experience in
that line. It was last March, a snowy day, when Old
Probabihties said the morrow would be clearing, that
Warren F. Wheeler, Henry Parsons and I got together
and arranged a rabbit hunt for the following day. War-
ren was to furnish dogs, of which he had two of the best;

Henry was to be guide, being acquainted with the locahty
where "they haven't been hunted and are thick," and I

was to put uj) transportation. The morning dawned
bright, and the recent storm had given us six inches of

snow; in fact, it was an ideal morning for our sport. An
early hour found me with a team and two-seated pung
sleigh at the engine house, from whichWarren and Henry
"run with the machine," and with a complete outfit for

the purpose of our hunt we were soon started on om- long
drive in high spirits. Everything necessary was in our
favor—dogs, snow for excellent running, sleighing, team,
aU were to om- liking. Not a stop or scarcely a thought
of else but rabbits occm-red imtiiwe pulled apat t lie house
of Henry's friend, in Candia, where the team was to be
left while we slaughtered our game.
Warren led the horse to the stable, Henry showed him

the way, and I was supposed to carry along the halter
which I was sure I had taken from the livery stable, but
could not then find. "Never mind," said Henry, "we
wfll borrow from our friends." Om- horse having been

comfortably quartered, shooting jackets and guns wen-
our next needed ai'ticles, and they proved to be our weak
point. We ransacked the pimg in vain, and were at our

wits' end to account for their absence, when my eye fell

on the taflboard of the pimg swinging loose beneath the

end, when we were all immediately dumbfounded, too

much disappointed to say anything, and we aU saw there

was but one thing to do—not shoot rabbits. All we
possessed of the full equipment was one lunch basket and
the dogs. Four hundred dollars worth of the balance
had been sti-ewn between us and home.
With a solemn funereal mien we began retracing oiu'

route so recently and so light-heartedly covered, and
luckily when within one mile of home, then 11 o'clock, dis-

covered the whereabouts of the last missing gun, but havo
never seen the other things. Suflice it to say, we did not

find another day during the remainder of the season for

rabbit himting; ff we had, the taflboard of the sleigh

woifld have been firmly in its proper place when we ar-

rived on the grounds. As the joke was solidly on us, we
have never refused to ' 'settle" when the matter has been
mentioned by our knowing friends.

Sportsmen hereabouts seem to be keeping very quiet,

doing but httle fishing—simply waiting for the open sea-

son for game, Sept. 1. Payson.

SALMON AND PORK BAIT.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Like most sportsmen who read the papere I was

wrought up to a high pitch of excitement by frt

quent reports of the large number of salmon bein^
"caught on the fly" during June and July in tht

Hudson River at MechanicviUe. The first article oi

the kind which came to my notice was printed in tlu

Times, and the "sporting" editor of that paper told oi

how a local fisherman had taken two "speckled beauties'

of large size on a silver-doctor. Then foUowed at regiilai

intervals article after article in other metropoUtan daihes
until I finally got into such a state that my slumber-
were nightly disturbed by visions of speckled salmoi
bobbing up all around me, and whfle standing on theii

tafls begging me to come up to MechanicviUe and brio
^

some silver-doctors, Jock-Scotts and such other daintie;

as salmon are poprdarly supposed to hanker after.

Along about July 20 I could stand the strain no longer
so borrowing a brand new 15ft. salmon rod from mj
friend A. D. Higham, Esq. , than whom no finer sports

man fives, and providing myself with a supply of im
ported flies and leaders, I took the Exposition Flyer at

;

o'clock one day, doing the luO mUes to Albany in exacth
165 minutes. At Albany I changed cars for Mechanic
viUe, arriving at my destination in time for late supper
I was met at the station by a fine turnout which Captaix

Campbell, of the Hotel Tallmadge, had sent for me. Mt
Clute, the assistant postmaster, had kindly made ai

arrangements for me, including securing a guide an
boat, so that I had nothing to do after supper but list

to the wonderful stories of the large salmon that wt J

taken the week previous. My spirits began to fall whei
I was informed that no salmon had been taken for fom
or five days; and they kept going down, when by degree^

the facts came out that whfle flies had been used, so alsi

had pork!
I went early to bed and had visions of salmon as largi

as taii)on sitting at the table with napkins tucked imdei

their chins, dining on pork. Before daybreak my guidi

cafled for me, and by the time it was light I had begm
whipping the pool with a silver-doctor; and although i

fished every square rod of water from fifty rods belosv

the State dam to two miles below, never a rise did I gel

I tried it a few hours next day, but with no better sue

cess.

From aU the information I could gather, twenty-eigli

of the twenty-nine salmon kflled at MechanicviUe tliij

season were taken on hooks baited with small pieces o

salt pork. The only exception was one taken by a Dr
Bloss, of Troy. The Doctor claims to have taken hi;

salmon in sportsmanlike manner, with a fly and withou
the superior inducement of pork. The local "Kanuck
(he claims to be a Frenchman from the banks of the Seine

between St. Cloud and Sevres, in which stream he used
when a boy, to see Kjiights of the Legion d'Honneur catcl

salmon), says that Dr. Bloss admitted to him that he hac

also used pork. The weight of evidence, as between tht

Doctor and the Kanuck, is decidedly on the side of tin

former; but circumstantial evidence is as strongly again-;

him, as he had been known to use pork as bait on a pr.-

vious occasion, and it is oven said that he had a supply oi

pork with him when he made the capture.

The subjoined ai-ticle is from the Albany Telegram. Tlw

"fish editor" of that paper, it wiU be noted, caUs then
"golden sahnon," getting his idea as to their outward ap
pearance presumably from a can of Columbia River sal

mon. I heai'd nothing whatever about gang hooks, am
the Telegram is evidently mistaken in saying that sue!

tackle had been used. The bottom of the river, where thi

salmon were taken, is covered with a dense growth of ee

grass, and the use of gang hooks would have been an ini

possibility. The Telegram is also mistaken in asserting

that the fish were taken in the deepest water. On th(

contrary, the water was nowhere deeper than ten o

twelve feet at the point where the salmon were taken
Just there the river is as sluggish as a miU pond, and thi

water is duU and lifeless, as imhke a typical home of sal

mon as one cordd imagine. The small volume of wate:

injected into the warm water of the river by the smal
spring which empties into it there has no appreciabb
effect upon the color, but doubtless does lower the tern

perature, or the fish would not congregate at that particu

lar j)oint.

For fear that some one wiU accuse me of inconsistenc}

I may as weU admit that I also put a piece of pork on mj
hook, and sinking it to the bottom tried my luck with tht

other pot-huntei-s, but only once, and then for a few min
utes only. I corddn't conscientiously continue such a rep

rehensible practice, particularly as the salmon were no'

himgry for pork and files just then. Hear what the

Albany Telegram has to say. Noah Paljier.

XVom the Albany Telegram.

On Salmon Sand-Bagging.
The salmon have been seen In a pool in the river at MechanicviUe

just back of Captain Campbell's Hotel Tallmadge. All along that sidi

of the. rivex are numerous Hprings from which flows cold aud sparklini

water. Near the hotel the overllow from various springs have be«
brought together aud piped to the river. The spring water florti

through a large pipe and enters the Hudson in a BoUd stream, ai

bright as crystal and as cool as can be. A few feet from the shore Vai
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riishing spring water forms a smaU pool, and on the bottom the
golden salmon congregate to spawn. The coolest water is nearest
the bottom and here the noble fish refesh Themselves. It is at this
spot that 26 of the 89 salmon were caught, not by casting the fly, but
by trapping the salmon or sfcriljing them foul by the use of snatch
hooks or a rake hook combination. The MechanicvUle fishermen have
caught the salmon In a crooked way in this jjoqI, and in a way that
would be ludicrous if it was not so foul and intamous. They take an
ordinary rod and line and equip the line with an array of hooks, one
hook being placed above auotbeJ'. Sometimes several groups of
hooks are fastened on the line. Each group of hooks is called a gang,
and a gang embraces from 6 to 18 hooks, all in a group. Several of
these gangs are attached to a single hne. The tops of the hooks are
covered with a piece of fat pork. Then the hne thus ecjulpped is

thrown into the pool and it smks to the bottom. Into this pool the
lish come to spawn, or to refesh themselves, and they move close to
the bottom, where they throw theur spawn or where they get the
coolest spring water. The big salmon, when moving about close to
the bottom, strike the hooks or gang hooks, and jar or stir the line.

Just as soon as the salmon sand-bagger at the end of the rod feels the
jar, he jerks on his hook-laden line, and with his hooks and gangs of
hooks, catches the golden salmon in the beUy. One hook or a dozen
hooks may thus strike the salmon foul in the belly, but the noble fish

at once makes a great struggle for life. The salmon sand-baggers
have often been an hour landing fish t'nxis foully impaled.

If this method of fishing is nocin violation of law we are greatly in

error. At ah events it is an infamous way. Some devoted sports-
men who love fishing visited the Jlechauicville pools last week, and 1

when they learned of the crooked fishing done there they were simply
dumb-founded and left the river in disgust. We found dead large
salmon floating in the river, having been fatally hooked by the rake
lines, but not Urnily enough to land the salmon. The fish escaped
only to die. So far as we can ascertain but three salmon have been
fairly caught at Mechanicville this season, and they were landed by
W. E. Hagen and Dr. Bloss, of Troy. About all the others taken were
murdered by the sand-baggers. On some of the hooks used by these
malefactors flies are used, but one of the sand-baggers on Wednesday
last bragged that the flies were a fake, that the pork as bait was a
humbug, but the real scheme was to hook the salmon foul on the
belly as they moved about in the pool. The salmon hooked by the
sand-baggers has no chance for his life, something that every true
sportsman is wiUing to give a fish, be it the lordly sahnon or the insig-
nificant "pumpkin seed." The salmon murderers do not fish from a
boat as a rule. They stand or lay beside or over the bed of the spring
that flows into the river, and after casting their line to the bottom of
the pool hold then- '-pole" until a salmon runs on to the hook. Then
the sand-bagger rakes the salmon's belly with his aggregation of hooks
and if the strike is effective he jumps in a boat, is rowed out into the
river and In open water the salmon struggles for his life, with evexy
chance closed against the salmon.
A couple of days ago a Telegram man went to MechanicvUle to see

the sahnon sandbaggers at work. The sight he witnessed at the pool
just in the rear of the Hotel Tallmadge was comical and Indicrous, at
least the sight would have been of that kind if it was not so awfully
brutal. About forty alleged fishermen congregated there, thirty of
them being La a space about fifteen feet long, and all waiting for
sahnon to enter the pool; but the salmon came not. The cackles were
of a curious and varied descrijjtion. There were aU sorts of arrange-
ments baited with pork, and frequently flies were noticed constructed
of hen's feathers with a body of tin foil taken from a package of
chewing tobacco, Wu-e lines were also in use, being stronger, and
some poles were equipped with lines that could almost be used for bed
cord or a clothes line. There were poles of every description. It was
a motley crowd of people, sitting in the hot sun waiting for the fish
which never came. Mot a strike did the sandbaggers get. Even the
salmon must have, by intuition, become acquainted with the brutal
methods in vogue, because they deserted the pool. In an entire day
only one salmon was seen to jump for air. Ten days ago the price of
fat pork was way up in Mechanicvdle, but now it is very cheap. Flies,
however, which the sandbaggers have no use for, came high, costing
about four times as much as they do in Albany.

BOSTON AND MAINE.
Boston, Aug. 19.—Fish Commissioner Henry O. Stan-

ley, of Maine, was in Boston last week, at tlie St. Margret
Hospital, where he has had a morbid growth successfully
removed from his lip. He is much pleased with the suc-
cess of the operation. Concerning the game in Maine, Mr.
Stanley says that the deer have increased wonderfully,
even during the past year. At his own town, Dixfield,
scarcely a day passes but what somebody sees a deer. The
same good report comes from all the towns where dogging
and illegal hunting is not practiced. There is less Uunt-
ing this year out of season than has been the case for sev-
eral seasons. The more the people become informed and
the more they look rationally into the work of the Com-
mission, the more willing and anxioius they are that the
game laws shall be respected. The Commission has
brought a number of visitors from out of the State to jus-

tice for killing game in May and June. These have been
glad to walk up quietly and pay their lines, and request
the wardens to "say nothing."

D. H. Blanchard returned from his salmon river last

week. Since Mr. Richard O. Harding came out with his
j

29-pound salmon, an account of which has aiijeady been
I

published in the Forest and Stream, Mr. Blanchard has
taken 26 salmon, the largest weigliing 271bs. This is a

|

very good score, indeed, and Mr. Blanchard's friends are
congratulating laim. This catch, with the five that were
taken during Mr. Harding's visit, makes -31 salmon for
Mr. Blanchard's river, the northwest branch of the St.

Mai'gueritte, this year.

Mr. Henry C. Litchfield, with Dame, Stoddard & Ken-
dall, a gentleman very well known in the fishing tackle
trade, went Saturday on his vacation. He goes to an
island in Lake Champiain, where he will doubtless do
some fishing and a good deal of resting.

Mr. Herman T. Stranger, a boatman at Wareham, has
had some good luck with squiteague this season. He
took the other day, oil Four Buoys, eight big fish.

Dr. Bradbury has returned to Boston after an absence
of five weeks in the Maine woods. He spent a good part
of the time in the neighborhood of Eustis and the lakes
and ponds further back. Dr. E. B. Kellogg, of Boston,
who intends to take a fishing trip every year, has just re-

turned from a trip to the World's Columbian Exposition,
where he has spent his vacation with his family. Mr,
George T. Freeman has also given up his annual fishing
trip to Richardson Lake this, season, for a trip with his
family to the World's Fair. He returned last week, much
pleased with what he had seen, but after all, the old
longing for a trip to the woods is there. Mr. G. N.
Sniaily, of Boston, has recently made a second trip to the
Rangeleys with a party of friends. He made his usual
spring trip with his friend Bassett, of Appleton& Bassett,
and had the excellent sport already reported in the For-
est AND Stream. On his second trip he found only
moderately fail' fly-fishing.

The pet deer belonging to Mrs. President Cleveland got
away on Sunday a week ago. It was at their beautiful
home at Buzzard's Bay. It ran down the road at first and
then took to the woods, with about all the dogs in town
after it. Though fahly tame, it was so frightened by the
dogs that it was given up for lost in the woods of Bourne.
But later a dispatch to the daily papers says that it has
been secured. This is the deer that was given to Mrs.
Cleveland as a little fawn three or four years ago, I be-
Ueve. Special.

The Forest ajjd Stream is put to press each week on Tues-

day, CoiTespondtnce intended for jniblication should reach

us at the latest Monday, and as much earlier aspracticable

CANADIAN ANGLING NOTES.
Those salmon fishermen who remained on then- streams

until the end of the season are now returning. Mr. David
H. Blanchard, of Boston, passed through here last week
on his way home from fishing his pools on the northeast
branch of the Marguerite, weU satisfied with his season's
sport. He took twenty-sis salmon in twenty-eight days,
or an average of rather better than a sahnon a day for
every day he fished.

Dr. H. F. Hamilton and ]\Ir. J. S. Mason, of Boston, re-

turned some days ago from Lake St. John, having made
a magnificent round tour in the country north of the
lake. They descended the Grand Discharge to the River
des Aulnaies, which enters into the Saguenay over very
high falls, some twelve miles above St. Anne, opposite
Chicoutimi. This river they ascended as far as Lac des
Isles, driving the first fifteen miles on buckboard in con-
sequence of the wild character of the falls and rapids, of
which the stream is here composed. Lac des Isles they
found just swarming with small trout, and then passed
by various short portages into and through Lake Ray and
Bear Lake, and by way of the River Blanche into Tschot-
agama. In Lac Broohet, which they also visited, they
took red trout up to 3+lbs, in weight. From Tschotagama
they retm-ned to Lake St. John by way of the Peribonca
River.
A party of six Buiialo sportsmen passed through Quebec

on Thursday last on their way to Lake St. John, whence
they take six canoes, with twelve guides, tents, provisions,
etc., for a three wrecks' camping tour. It was their inten-
tion to ascend the Peribonca to Lake Tschotagama, and
perhaps somewhat higher stiU. in search of bears and
ouananiche, and they will probably also visit the fifth

falls of the Mistassini. The party consists of Messrs. C. M.
Daniels, M.D., M. Benson, C. A. Brunn, superintendent
of the Erie Railway; C. T. Sloan, N. C, Recktenwalt,
Prof. A. Jttiller.

Chief Justice C. "W. Andrews, of the Coiu't of Appeals
of New York State, has recently retui-ned home to Syra-
cuse, charmed with the sport enjoyed in his ascent of the
Mistassini with his wife and son. At the fifth falls the
Judge took forty ouananiche in one day. At the same
locality Mr. R. R. McCormick, stock broker, of Lake
"Worth, Florida, and his son Wm. F. McCormick had also
.splendid sport last %veek with the ouananiche, and have
made arrangements to retm-n next year.
The Messrs. Bruce, of Scotland and Philadelphia, re-

tm-ned last w^eek from a magnificent fishing trip of some
ten days' duration. From Roberval they ascended the
Ashuajjmouchouan River to Lake Jimme, and thence
portaged through intervenmg country into a chain of
small lakes that led to the Mistassini River. They had
good fishing at the Fifth FaUs, but experienced the best
sport of the trip at Lake Jimme, where one of the jjarty,

among other fish, took two 6-pound ouananiche in one
morning. They also took several good-sized dore.
There has been good fly-fishing on the larger streams

up the Lake St. John cotmtry within the last few days,
notably on the Triton tract and the Ouiatchouan, some of
the best waters on the latter being now controlled by a
Quebec club. Last week a speckled trout weighing 51bs.

when it reached the city was taken there. Among those
who have enjoyed splendid sjjort on this river within the
last few days are A. J. Turcotte, M.P., C. Panet-Angers,
L. Stafford and JVlartel.

By next week the fall fishing for trout in the larger
lakes ought to be almost at its best. The water is

aheady growing cooler in consequence of the decreasing
temperature and increasing length of the nights. The
guardians of the various American fishing clubs in the
territory north of Quebec are preparing for the visits of
several of their members.
In the St. Lawrence, below Quebec, the fishing for

striped bass, locally caUed "bar," has commenced, and
good catches of fish 12 to 20in. long are reported from the
vicinity of Madam Island. E. T. D. Chambers.
Quebec, Aug. 15.

CHICAGO FLY-CASTING CLUB.
The first annual scientific angling tournament for the

World's championship, open to aU, will be held at the
World's Columbian Exposition, Chicago, Sept. 31.

The tournament will be held at the Walton House, on
the North Lagoon, commencing at 9:30 A. M. Thursday,
and continuing tmtil all events are finished.

Entries to ah events close Sept. 16.

Tlu-ee gold medals, emblematic of the World's cham-
pionship, wfll be awarded in the expert class, and the
same in the amateur class, and one gold and one sflver

medal in the Ught rod competition. The medals are made
from original designs by Mr. Geo. W. StreU, president of
the club, and represent a trout and creel for the fly-

casting, and a bass and creel for the bait-castmg events,
in gold, connected with sflver sti-aps and suitably in-

scribed.
In addition to the championship medals in the amateur

and light rod classes, merchandise prizes wiU be awarded.
Others than those mentioned here will be announced pub-
licly in the programme on the day of the contests.
Three judges shall be appointed and their decision shaU

be final. The captain, who wifl be the executive field

officer of the day, shall start and close aU events. He
shall signal the judges with a flag, and caU time to the
contestants.

EXPERT CLASS.

Conditions.—Open to all. All casting shall be single-handed; rods
over lift, long barred, and rods shall be unconflned in casting. Three
iiies, of a size not larger than No. 5, allowed. Leaders shall be single
gut and not longer than 9 nor less than 6ft. Kjiotting of lines, or any
device to lend weight to the cast, prohibited.
Event No. 1.—Long-Distance Flj'-Castlng—Entrance fee $10. Prize,

gold medal emblematic of the World's Columbian Exijosition Expert
Eong-Distauce Fly-Casting Championship.
Rule to Govern Contest.—Five minutes shall be allowed each con-

testant. No cast shall count when the stretcher fly is missing yo
time aUowance shaU be granted to replace ally; it must be done within
the five minutes. The length of the cast shall be measured from the

;
score line on the pier to the spot reacbed by the stretcher fly. Con-
testants whose scores are tied shall compete three minutes longer.

I

Event No. 3.—Fly-Casting for Dtstaijce and Accuracy Combined

—

Entrance fee §10. frize, gold medal emblematic of the World's Col-
umbian Exposition Expert Championship for Distance and Accuracy
Fly-Castiug Combined.
Rule to Govern Contest.—Three buoys shall be placed as follows:

The tirst. :5ft. from the score hne, but 5ft. to the left of a direct line;

the second, 60rt. distant, but oft to the right of a direct hne; the ildrd.
Soft, di.scant, but in a dh-ect line from the pier stake. Any part of the
leader fading across the object buoy shall be counted perfect, viz.,

100 per cent.; one point shall be deducted for every foot distant the
leader or near&st tly shall be from the buoy. Five easts shah be made
at each buoy; inhty becouos sliail be aUowed at the start to extend
line, and cast one shall be called on tiie back cast at the expiration of

the thirty seconds, or sooner if the contestant calls time. The dis -

tance of the leader from the buoys at each cast shall be added together
and divided by three (3) ; the total shall be deducted from 100, which
shall be the percentage. The one having the highest percentage shall

be declared the winner. Ties shaU be cast ofl: at the 8oft. buoy, Ave
casts, thirty seconds to extend line, time called on back cast.

Event No. :3.—Black Bass BaitCasting for Distance and Accuracy
Combined.—Entrance fee, $10; prize, gold medal emblematic of the
World's Columbian Exposition's Expert Championship for Black Bass
Bait-Casting for Distance and Accuracy Combined.
Eule to Govern Contest.—The casting shah be done on land, in a

straight court 30ft. wide, a tape line rtmnmg the full length eqtudistant
between the boundaries. All casts shall be made single-handed, and
the weight cast shall weigh J^oz. ;

weights shaU be ftu-nished by the
tournament committee. Eacn contestaat shall make five casts, three
trial casts being first .allowed; if the contestant desires he may caU
time on any one of the three casts, after which the fom* foUowing
casts shaU be coimted. The average of the five casts shaU constitute
the record, to be determined as follows: If the weight falls within 1ft.

of either side of the tape hne fuh measm-e shall be counted; for every
foot over 1ft. away from the tape line one point shaU be deducted
from the length of distance cast: thus, if tne weight hes 3ft. away
from the tape hne at the 140ft. mark, then 138 shaU be credited; if 15ft.

away from the 140ft. mark, then 126 shall be credited, and so on, the
foot to be counted nearest which the weight hes; no fractions allowed.
The longest single distance cast shall be entei-ed as a matter of world's
record, recognised by the award of a silver medal, with the distance
inscribed on it.

AUATEUR CLASS.

Conditions.—The amateur class shall be open to all who have a
known fly-casting distance record of not over B5ft., or bait-casting, not
over 140ft., with a }^oz. weight, or who have never won a medal in any
open event. The conditions and rules of the expert class shall govern
all amatem' events, except where otherwise provided. AU merchandise
prizes wiU be announced in the completed progamme.
Event No. 1.—Long-Distance Fly-Oastmg—Entrance fee $2. Prize,

gold medal, emblematic of the World's Columbian Exposition Ama-
tem- Long-Distance Fly-Casting Championship and merchandise prizes
as per programme.
Event No. 3.—Fly-Casting for Distance and Accm-acy Combined—En-

trance fee §2. Prize, gold medal, emblematic of the World's Colum-
bian Exposition Amateur Championship for Distance and Accuracy
Fly-Casting Combined, and merchandise i^rizes as per programme.
Event Mo. 3.—Bait-Casting for Distance and Accuracy Combined-

Entrance fee $2. Prize, gold medal, emblematic of the World's Colum-
bian Exposition Amateur Championship for Bait-Casting and Accuracy
Combmed, and merchandise prizes as per ijrogramme.

LIGHT ROD COMPETITION.

This competition shaU be for 6oz. rods and tmder, open to ah
amateurs who have never won a prize or had a known record of over
85ft. This event shall be for accuracy, delicacy and distance com-
bined, the accuracy and distance to be decided according to rules
governing this event in the amateur class, only that the buoys shah
be placed at 35, 40 and 4.5ft. The delicacy of delivery shall be decided
by points, 10 to be considered perfect. The contestant making the
highest score, when the total per cent, and points are added, to be
declared the winner. Entrance fee 12. Prizes, gold medal emblema-
tic of the World's Columbian Exposition Light Rod Championship and
a light spht bamboo rod; second prize, Columbian souvenir silver
coin, mounted and inscribed, "Second Prize, World's Columbian
Exposition Light Kod Championship," and merchandise prizes as per
programme.

AMATEUR CLUB TEAM CONTEST.

Conditions.—Five entries from any recognized club to constitute a
team. At least three teams must be entered or no competition, en-
trance $3 per man. Prize, if five teams ai-e entered, the prize wiU be
§50 cash. If four teams enter^ the cash prize wiU be $40; if three teams
enter, the cash prize w ill be 530. A bait-casting rod second prize in

bait-casting event, and fly-rod in fly-casting event.
Event No. 1.—Bait-casting team distance and accm'acy combined.
Event No. 2.—^Fly-casting team distance and accm-acy combined.

ORDER OF CONTESTS.

Amateur club team contests wUl begin at 8:30 A. M., Thursday,
Sept. 21.

Amateur class events wUl begin at 10 A.M., Thm-sday, Sept. 21.

Any events unfinished at 1 P. M., wiU be continued Friday at ti:6u A.M.
Expert class events will begin at 2 P.M., Thm-sday, Sept. 21, and con-

tinued, if unfinished, Friday at 2 P. M.
Light rod competition wUl occm- Triaay upon the completion of the

expert class events.
PROTESTS.

The tournament committee will entertain protests bearing on the
ineligibihty of competitors in the classes in which they are entered, if

put m writing, and presented not later than one hour before the con-
test, and if any one is found to have entered himself wrongly, the
tournament committee shall transfer the entry to the proper class.

The hst of entries wiU be posted in the Walton House Monday, Sept. 20.

There must be tlu'ee entries in each event or no competition, and the
event will be declared of!:.

There shaU be no appeal from the decision of the judges.
Entries to all events close positively Sept. 16.

The judges will be announced later in the sportsmen's press and
programmes. Programmes, entry blanks and other information may
be obtained of Frank. B. Davidson, Sec-Ti eas.

12r W. Washington Street, Chicago.
Gbo. W. StrkiJj, Chairman Tom-nament Committee.
Chas. F. Johnson, Captain Tournament Committee.

Nova Scotia Trout.

Upper Musquodoboit, Halifax County, N. S. ,
Aug. 7.

—Trout fishing has not been so good as in former years
owing to the lateness of tbe season, so there are no wonder-
fifl fish stories to relate. I made four trips to Lakes
Diamond, Henry and Pot Hole—catches, 89, 58, 31 and 11.

My friend, Geo. W. Stuarc, of gold mine fame, accom-
panied by Messrs. H. Dixon and J. P. Eobtnson, went to

the Tangier Waters (East Halifax) about five weeks ago,

and returned after an absence of three days with 350
trout varying from 3i to 21b3. each.
There are no sea truut up to speak of, owing to lack of

water. As I write it is raining and wiU stai'C the lish

running. I am stopping at Riversitie House, Upper Mus-
quodoboit, kept by Kaymond FLske. There are lakes on
afl sides and good fishmg in the river close by. To any
one visiting Nova Scotia in seai'ch of good trout fi.-jhtng

I would say, by all means visit Halifax coimty, east and
north.

J

A few days ago a blue-winged duck flew against the
house and killed itself; it was in fine condition of flesh

and feather. J. In, S. J.

Cholera-Scorged Hindostan.

Loogootee, Ind.—I shah send you in a few days a
photo of 38 bass caught by me in two hom-s at natural
falls in White Eiver, five miles from my home. This
place (Hindostan) was the first county seat of our county
and when the cholera came the inhabitants were almoot
entkely removed by the scourge and the bufldings

burned, and the town was never rebuilt. This was a
half century ago and now everything is grown up witii

imderbrash and the site of the flourishing town of su

long ago is the favorite resort of anglers, etc. P'ishiug

has been very good here this season, the greatest number
of iish taken being white bass, next black bass, large and
small-mouth, with some rock bass; and early m tlus

spring I was successful in taking two salmon weighing
12 and 6flbs. each. The salmon were taken witfi five

chub bait, whfle the bass were all taken with minnows
and would not take the fly at afl until July 15, but smce
that time have taken it freely. R. R. B.

Where to Go.

Anybody desiring information with regard to the hotels
advertised in Forest and Stream, such as rates, routes,
fishing and hunting opportunities, should address Forest
AND Stream Information Bureau, where all reasonable
inquii-ies wifl receive prompt answers.
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"POEEST AND STREAM" TISHING POSTALS

Send ws a postal curd report of your ovnv luck, your partner^s luck,

your neighbor''s luck, your faiher-in-laio's hick. And—her luck.

Clayton, N. Y,, Aug. 16.—On the llth inst,, a party
from tlie Hubbard House, Clavton, viz., Messrs. T. G.
Jordan, J. W. Gibson. S. W. Pickering, G. A. ]\mine, J.

R. (iarside, S. G. Hopkins and Dr. J. L. Reese, landed 250
• black bass weighing over lib. each. This party who fish

daily, make it a rule to throw back every bass they catch
less than a pound in Aveight. J. G. Fkaser.

Huguenot, Staten Island, Aug, 15.—Mr. Andrew Beas-
ley and Gus Wichman caught 17 weakfish which weighed
45^1bs,; caught on the last two hours of the flood tide.

Gus Wichman,

Three Lakes, Wis.
,
Aug. 16.—Mr. J. R. Albrint and

Clias. French of Three Lakes, caught 436 black bass at
Butternut Lake. Largest S^lbs., total 8701bs; 23 'lunge
have been caught at my place during the week, largest

381bs. F. R. French.

Staten Island.—Tottenville, Aug. 18.—No fish during
the last week. A few were taken on ebb tide yesterday.

John T. Hawkins.

Cayuga Lake.
Cortland, N. Y.—Editor Forest and Stream: I was

about Cayuga Lake a good share of last week and while
at the present time angling isn't a rose-colored success on
that beautiful sheet of limpid blue, the season up to a few
weeks ago has afforded better fishing than for several
years past. In the vicinity of Union Springs a great
many fine pickerel have been taken. The same statement
would apply also to Kidder's Ferry and Sheldrake, with
the esception that a good many very gamy black bass
have been caught in the neighborhood of the two latter
named resorts. At Lagoda Park, on the east shore, bass
fishermen have had great sport The fish have not aver-
aged large, ljut they have been great fighters. North of
the Park, at the mouth of Salmon Creek, the visiting
angler will find some nice bass. On the west shore from
Frontenac Beach to Glenwood and for a couple of miles
beyond, bass may be taken. A number of carp, some of
them 7 and 8-pounders, were caught in the overflow
waters on the Tompkins county fair grounds, at Ithaca,
early the present season. Local fishermen say it's a great
season. M. C. H.

A Bass for a Prize.

Bridgeport, 111.
,
Aug. 17.—I send you a note from the

Vincennes Commercial. It is one that will set the anglers
to thinking:

"Treasurer Moorhouse, of White county, while bass
fishing at Oak Dale, lauded a black bass weighing 7ilbs.
It took two hours and twenty-seven minutes to tire out
the fish, and Moorhouse himself was exhausted when the
work was done. The bass has been sent to the Cincin-
nati Fishing Club, which has a standing reward of llOO
for a black bass weighing 61bs. or more." W. McB.

Imnet

F IXTU RES.
DOG SHOWS.

Aug. 80 to Pept. 2.—Blue Grass Kennel Club, at Lexinsrton Kv Mr
Roger Williams, Sec'y.

a
,

j-

Sept. 11 to 13.—Toronto, Canada. C. A. Stone. Sec'y. Entries close
Aug. 31.

Sept. 19 to 22.—Mount Holly, N. J. H. I. Budd, Sec'y. Entries close
Sept. 11.

Sept. 19 to 22.—Rhode Island State Fair Ass'n at Narragansett Park-
Cranston, R. I. D. C. Collins, Sec'y. Entries close Sent. 4
Sept. 25-30.—Kansas City, Mo.
Sept. 26 to 29.—Ottawa, Canada. Alfred Geddes, Sec'y
Oct. 3 to 6.—Minneapolis K. C, at Minneapolis. H. T.Van Duster Sec
Nov. 21 to 24.—New Jersey K. L.. at Newark. Dr. W. F Seidler' Sec'
Dec. 12 to 15.—R. I. Poultry and Pet Stock Ass'n, at Providence'.

FIELD TRIALS.

...
1-—Northwestern Field Trial Club's second annual trials. Man

itoba. Thos. Johnson. Sec'y, Winnipeg.
Sept. 13.—Manitoba Field Trials Club's Trials, Souris, Manitoba R

J. Gallaugher, Sec'y, Winnipeg. -
'

Oct. 30.—National Beagle Club trials, at Nanuet, N. Y Geo T aiok
Tarrytown, N. Y., Secretary. ' '

Nov. 6.—United States Field Trials Club's Fall Trials, Bicknell Ind
P. T. Madison, Sec'y, Indianapolis.

'

Nov.7.-New England Beagle Club trials. W. S. Clark, Linden
Mass., Secretary. ' '

^Nov.7.-International Field Trial Club's Fourth Trials, Chatham.
Ont. W. B. Wells, Sec y, Chatham. '

Nov. 15.—Ohio Field Trial Club's Second Trials, Canton, O C V
Lellmger, Sec'v.

'

Nov 20 —Eastern Field Trial Club's Trials, at Newton, N. C. Mem-
bers' Stake Nov. 16. W. A. Coster, Sec'y.

1894.

Jan. 29 —Southern Field Trial Club's Trials, New Albany, Miss TM. Brumby, Sec'y, Marietta, Ga.
"y, -uibb. x.

Feb 19.—United States Field Trials Club's Spring Trials, Grand
JunctioD, Tenn. P. T. Madison, Sec'y, Indianapolis, Ind.

THE TRAINER'S MASTERPIECE;
OB,

The Wonderful High-Class Dog,

( With apologies to Dr. Oliver Wendell Holmes.)

A PRACTICAL STORY.

Have you heard of the high-class dog, I say,
That -was trained in such a practical way?
He won every trial till he grew gray
And kept on winning, but "alack-a-daj^"
I'll describe his performance In my poor way—
Turning poor Avent with envy green
Rose and Barker were sight unseen
Have you ever heard the story, hey?

BUghteen hundred and umpsty-eight
Johannes Davidyson was on the slate

(«aUus old boy from Michigan State)
That was the year when Elizabethtown
Saw birds as plenty as thistle down,
And Avent's dogs were done so brown
By the boys from a Virginia town.
The great Futufity entries closed
As this high-class dog was "flnished" by Mose.

In training trial dogs. I tell you what,

There is always somewhere a weakest spot—
In range, or pace, or nose, or style.

Bird sense, obedience (well, I should smile),

In pointing or backing—willy nil,

Some fault is discovered by John or Bill

In head or in body, in legs or in tail.

The handlers chaff and reporters rail.

Your dog gets beat when he should not fail.

But Closes swore (as trainers must,
AVith a "Blame your eyes, I'll make you dust.")

He would train one dog to win every stake,

From Derby to Champion, and all they'd make;
If he didn't do it, "by gum," he'd break.
" 'Cause," said Moses, " 'tis mighty plain

That the w^eakest point is whar I must train

;

An' the way to work him so he will gain

In this particular, is only jest

Never to give his weak p'ints a rest."

So Moses looked the authorities up
As to where he could find the most likely pup.
With natural qualities for winning the cup;
That wouldn't be gun-shy or blink or bolt,

Range Uke a coyote and run like a colt,

Beautiful action and elegant style.

Nor run to a standstill in deuce of a while;

Strong in the pasterns and strong in the loin.

Shoulders well sloped till the blades nearly join.

Hocks well let down and stifles well bent.

Wide, roomy chest and short ribs to rent,

Elbows low and feet closely kniD,

Head carried high and neck that looks fit.

Tail never carried above Ime of back,

(To a dog with his tail up Mose sure'd give the sack)

Courage and character without a ilavv,

Fine disposition as you ever saw

;

That was the kind of a purp Moses found.

"Tell ye," said Moses, ' he ain't no hound.
Had him a week and put him through,
WeU," thought Moses, "this purp will do."

Do ! I should think so. I tell yuu what,

He was the "Joe" of the whole blessed lot,

Won his first Derby, and got there to stay,

Won the AU-Age Stake the very next day.

Ran in each trial held dming that fall,

Entered each stake and won them all.

Eighteen hundred and umpsty-nine,

Moses and Clinker still in the line.

Eighteen hundred and imapty came.
Got there, the winners, just the same.
Eighteen hundred and umpty-two,
Mose and old Chnker ran her through.

Umpty-three, four, five and six,

Moses and Chnker stiU taking the tricks.

Eighteen hundi'ed and umpty-seven,
Avent said "Clinker should be in heaven.

Very few dogs that we hold dear
Win at the trials in their tenth year
Without folks thinking it's rather queer.
"Strange fatahty," it has been said,

'That most great winners so soon go dead—
Their records forgotten, life's short span spetl."

Fu-st of December. Champion da3-,

"There are traces of age in Clinker," they say,

"The old dog soon will pass away."
Moses, too, is turning gray,

But Mose and Clinker are just as per
As when in the Derby they made iheir spurt
In eighteen hundred and umpsty-eiglit.

When Chnker's fame first grew so great.

He still is perfect in every part;

He must be, surely, for Moses's art

In training the youngster had mad" him true
In running gear and bird sense, too;

So never a fault to find had you.

His "back" was just as staunch as his "point,"
His body was strong in every joint.

His range and speed \\ ere equally good,
He'd find more birds than other dogs rould.

He'd find the coveys, and point 'em, too,

To his scattered bii ds he would stick like glue—
With never an error, never a fiush.

Ovei- the crowd fell a solemn hush.
As champion Clinker led the way
On this, his hundredth, field trial day.

First of December in umpty-seven.
This time the stai-ters number eleven.

Now, small pumpkins, get out of the way,
Hei-e comes Clinker to win the day,
Braced with a roached-back, cow-hocked jay<
"Let her rip," said Mos°s. Off went they.

To a standstill Clinker had run his foes.

He won by superior pace and nose;
And 10 he third series by rule he goes.
All at once the dog stands still.

Close by the snake fence up on the hill;

First a shiver and then a thrill

Runs over the crowd and all is still.

For poor old Chnker, alack-a-day

!

Had sjirouted wings and flown away
To a field trial higher than this, they say.
AVhere competition would be more gay.

What do you think that Clinker found
When he got there and looked around?
Field trial handlers in spotless white
Huntmg the stars through clouds at night.
Field trial dogs with blue belton wings.
Judges and handlers Uving like kings.

End of the wonderful high-class dog.
If nobody wants one, no one's a hog. Hub

Broken Bow, Nebraska.

The Forest and Stream is put to press each iveeh on Tues-
day. Correspondence intended for publication should reach
us at the latest by Monday, and as much earlier aspracticable.

POINTS AND FLUSHES.
[By a Staff Correspondent.]

The Kansas City Bench Show.
Chicago, Aug. 19.—Mr. James H. Whitfield, of the Kansas

City Star, made a pleasant call on the Western olHce of
Forest and Stream this week. He informed us that there
would be a bench show at Kansas City, from Sept. 2-5 to 30,
in connection with the fair, and that about S2,000 in prizes
would be offered for competition. Application for member-
ship has been made to the A. K. C. The matter of judges is
now receiving the club's attention.

In Memoriam.
For some weeks Forest and Stream has forecast the fizzle

of ]\Ir. Buchanan's show.
The World's Fair dog (?)' show, after a most fitful linger-

ing has breathed its last. Too many accoucheurs, who were
eacli intent on advancing their selfish interests at the expense
of the national bantling, hastened its demise. There was too
much willingness on the part of the accoucheurs ior the pub-
lic to furnish the expense, while they personally reaped
directly and indirectly all the matei-ial benefits possible.
Forest and Stream, from the inception of the World's

Fair show, frankly and fully pointed out errors of manage-
ment and errors of policy. It in no manner sought to make
the World's Fair show an advertising billboard, as did some
others. It asked for no discrimination in its favor in a jour-
nalistic way, for the best of all reasons, namely, it did not
need it, nor does it ask for any unfair advantages.
The mismanagement from the start was against the success

of the show, but the "fake list" of judges published by a
contemporary was what aroused the most widespread and
indignant resentment among the dog fanciers. That a dog
show of international scope should be confined to the narrow
channel of favoring the private business interests of one
journal was bad enough, but when that paper in its nervous
haste to publish news in advance of its facts, pitblished a
fake list, its "news" was met by an indignant and vigorous
protest, such as was never before known in the kennel world,
it got Mr. Buchanan into tangles, from which he never
could extricate himself.
Nor have the managers of the dog show been quite candid

in the matter. In June there were not entries enough to
hold a respectable dog show, hence, perforce, it was neces-
isary to make a postponement. In my opinion, there was a
very wide lack of interest since the "fake list" event, and a
most serious though silent resentment engendered.
The A. K. C. fee for a certificate of registration was most

unpopular. The qtiestion in this connection has been di-
verted in a manner from its real purport. The A. K. 0. says
it was but meeting the requirements of the World's Fair
show in furnishing the certificate of registration. The
World's Fair show said it had nothing to do with the price
charged by the A. K. C. The fee of fifty cents for a certifi-
cate of registration is the real grind. That Is the point.
There was nothing to justify .such exaction. The mere tilling
out a blank form with the statement that such and such a
dog is registered in the stud book is not worth fifty cents. It
was particularly objectionable Avhen said dog had already
been registered at a fee of one dollar. Ten cents for a certifi-
cate would have covered all clerical efl'ort and the expense
of blanks. A few years ago fifty cents paid the fee for regis-
tration, postage, clerk hire, composition, presswork and
binding.

Is there any cause for wonderment that the World's Fair
dog show had so few entries?
The management was ill advised by its advisers, and was

awkward in itself. It is useless to go into minor details now,
such as appointing judges without consultiug them, etc.
The failure of the show, however, ought to carry some

wholesome lessons with it. The sycophant and the parasite
are not the wisest advisers, nor are they the most trust-
worthy in their friendships. It is well sometimes to heed
the wishes of the public, particularly in matters in which it
is concerned. The day has gone by when any one man holds
the world or part of it in his hand. The day has gone by
when a man can take what belongs to the public and hold it
as his private possession. In respect to news of the World's
Fair show, news which should have been given alike to every
journal throughout the land, it was demonstrated that the
press of the land is too powerful to permit selfish per.soufd
interest to corner it. It demonstrated, too, that there are
forces in action in journalism which cannot be ignored. The
modern demand, judging from the signs of the times, is for
men who are equal to their pretensions, and can get what
they want in fair, open competition. The man who By energy
and alertness can furnish news to the public at the earliest
possible moment is justly deserving of praise. The man who
furnishes the public news by prostituting his own or some
one's else official position, is not deserving of any praise
w^hatever. The time is steadily coming when the public will
demand fairness in its news matters as well as in all other
matters. This is not advanced in a pleading spirit. Forest
AND Stream is perfectly able to get what news it deems
worthy of effort. But on the basis of fair play to the public,
one can justly question the fairness of running a pubhc affair
to subserve a private interest.
It is a source of much regret that the World's Fair show

was killed. Under proper conditions it could have accom-
plished immeasm-able good for the canine interests of Amer-
ica. As for its international character, that was largely
fictitious from the start except in the narrowest and rao.st
limited sense. But -RUth the large variety of breeds of real
merit which are owned in this country and could be entered
in the competition, and with the throngs of visitors in at-
tendance at the World's Fair, whose interest would be en-
gaged more or less permanently, the advancement of canine
interest wotdd have been great. But it was meddled to death
by selfish interests. Mr. Buchanan in a contemporary says:
'T am mortified that all my work goes for naught, and that
yours is also in the soup with mine: but such is fame and
fickle fortune."

It is consoling, that even at this late day, the two gentle-
men have a true perception of "where they are at." They
have tmconsciously been in the "soup" some weeks.
In the circular Mr. Buchanan i.ssues announcing the aban-

donment of the show the matter could have been more con-
cisely and frankly stated by saying that mismanagemeu t

had killed the interest in the show, and that one of si3ficient
importance therefore could not be held for lack of entries
and judges.

Field Trial Matters.
Mr. Thomas Johnson, Winnipeg, Man., under date of Aug.

14, writes me, in regard to chicken prospects, as follows: "I
went out on Saturday evening with a few dogs and found
three bevies within two miles of the city. This means lots
of birds for the trials. I leave for Edmonton to-day, a little
over a thousand miles northwest of here.
"On my return, in a week's time, I will take a holiday and

do sotne dog breaking by way of exercise. I saw three
splendid butt"alo heads a few days ago from Peace River
district, so that all the buffaloes are not killed yet. Ducks
are fairly plentiful this year, and snipe will be thick if Mr.
Hough will put up his gun in the spring."

In the St. Landry Clarion, of Aug. 13, there is mention of
the presence of Judge Perrault, Messrs. Laurent Dupr^,
Arthur D6jean, J. J. Perrodin, Allen Delame, of Opelousas,
and Dr. J. H. Parker, of ViUe Platte, La., at the Columbian
Exposition. No land can boast truly of a better game sec-
tion or finer sportsmen than those of Louisiana.
Field trial men have suffered a material loss in tlie action
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of the American Field Trial Club in declaring its trials oflE

for this year, a loss which is due to the lack of support of
the aforesaid. It cannot justly be said that any one is to
blame in the matter, but it can justly be said that field trial
men are neglecting their own interests when thev neglect
such opportunities as those offered by the American Field
Trials Club. The membership is made up of enthusiastic
sportsmen. There was no desire to make the trials a
money-making affair. A keen love of sport was the impel-
ling motive. Their earnest efforts should have met better
appreciation. It is not right that, in addition to their
personal efforts, they should be called on to pay a club
deficit out of their pockets. Let us earnestly hope that they
have but suspended their interest for this 'year only. It is
by such organizations and such membership that field trial
interests have true and good advancement.
The following interesting news item was received from

Mr. Thos. Johnson, Winnipeg, Man. He says: "We have
always had to suffer delay in starting trials on Monday. We
shall have the draw on Monday evening, and the first brace
must go down at 7 A. M., sharp. There is quite a lot of dogs
in training here. Tom Sheldon is at La Salle with a dozen
including King of Manitoba, bought by Manitoba's dry
goods king, K. J. Whittaker Speanly, for a nomination in
these trials. Tom Hallam is at Dominion City with a string
of over a dozen owned by T. G. Davev; J. Spracklin is also
at Dominion City with eight owned by W. B. Wells and
four by Eddy D. Armstrong, of Detroit, which includes the
International Derby winner. J. M. Avent is at Manitou
with about sixteen. Sefton Hallam is at Union Point with a
Heywood-Lonsdale's dogs which arrived here last week from
England; L. W. Smith, of Morrison, 111., with eight, is
located about ten miles from Winnipeg. W. Pickering is at
his old stamping grounds, near La Salle, with quite a
number. Besides the above professional trainers there must
be at least a hundred dogs undergoing preparation by
amateurs. Capt. McMurdo is expected here in a day or two
and will locate at Union Point. Mr. Tway and the three
Richards brothers are also expected, so with such an array
it would be hard to pick the winner." B. Waters.
909 SECUHmr BuiiiDiNG. Chicago.

The Fox-Terrier.

ET THE TYKE.

_
Few breeds of dogs have grown so rapidly in public estima-

tion as fox-terriers. Twenty-five years since a dog of this breed
was only known as an adjunct to a pack of hounds, and at
the present time there is no more fashionable breed. It is a
most difficult thing to ti-ace the precise origin of the fox-ter-
rier, but there can be very little doubt that they .sprang
originally from the old English terrier, in which the black
and tan predominated. Many people will say that the modern
fox-terrier is a manufactured article; now, to a certain extent
this is true, and that many of the show, aye, and even of the
big prize winners, have a stain in their pedigree, is a fact
greatly to be regretted. However, these happily are the ex-
ceptions which prove the rule, and in fox-teniers, as in every
other animal, man not excepted, the bar sinister is always
observable and the old adage that "breeding will tell" is veri-
fied again and again. Many examples of this could be proved,
but if I mention Trap, Buffer and Rattler I think that will
suffice.

Trap's pedigree was shrouded in mystery, but the belief
was that he was descended from a black and tan, and most
assuredly many of his puppies bore this theory out, as his
Euppies were all colors. Buffer's stock were characterized
y the beagle ear, %vhich descended to the third and fourth

generation, and as for Battler, my candid opinion is that no
one (not even Bill Hulse or Jack Terry, to say nothing of the
astute "Garge" of Sheffield) actually knew how he was bred,
no dog had a better chance than he had, but he was a total
failure, Mr. J. S Shepherd's Young Rattler, out of old Lill,
being the best he ever got.
Almost the first mention of the terrier is in Dr. Keys' book,

in which he describes "Terrarii as small dogs used for chas-
ing the leper kind of vermin, and pursuing them under-
ground." Mr. H. G. Gibson (one of the best judges of fox-
terriers that ever walketdj has often told the writer that he
remembered quite as good-looking fox-terriers thirty years
ago as exist now, and I well remember a couple of bitches
the late Capt. Percy Williams gave my father twenty-five
years ago, that could have held their own with the best at
the present day. Fury and Wasp, as these two were named,
were white with black ticks on theii- ears, which were per-
fect, beautiful legs and feet, and really good coats, and as
game as pebbles, as they would sooner fight than eat any
day.
The first era in the history of show fox-terriers was the

old Jock era, in which may be included Old Tartar, Trap
Grove Nettle, Hornet, Grove Trimmer, Gadfly, Ruby, etc.
Much might be said for and against many of those men-
tioned, and although they might not be up to the present
show standard, they were, vnth few exceptions, thorough
workmen. Now, it is a well-known fact that old Jock was
not a really game dog, and it was averred that when owned
and exhibited by the Hon. Thomas Fitzwilliam he used to
be allowed to have a rough up with Old Tartar, you could
hardly say a fight,

"If that's a fight indeed.

Where you fight on and I stand still and bleed,"

to give the appearance of having been at work; this, of
course, may be taken with a large pinch of salt, though my
authority was very good. Tartar was a white dog, with a
black spot or two on his head, and was bred by Mr. Domville
Poole, a well-known hunting man, in Cheshire, and a rare
good man with hounds, he was one of the sort immortalized
in Edgerton Warburton's hunting songs, as a man

"To whom naught comes amiss,

One horse or another, one country or this,

Spites bad falls and bad horses, undauntedly still

Bides up to the motto, be with them I will."

Mr, Poole sold Tartar to Stephenson, of Chester, and he
was after this owned by Mr. Fred. Sale, of Derby, Mr. Woot-
ton of Mapperley, the Hon, Thos. Fitzwilliam (for whom he
begot Tyke) and Mr. Cropper. Tartar was as game a dog as
ever went to ground, in fact, he was too game, as he would
sooner murder a fox than bolt him, and he was very chary of
throwing his tongue. Tartai-'s best son was undoubtedly
Tyke, who, however, showed the bull-terrier cross unmistak-
ably in his fine coat and stern. Poor Tyke met with a sad
end, as after Mr. H. Gibson had purchased htm for $600
he was killed one night in the kennel at Brokenhurst by the
writer's Boxer. Old Trap's pedigree could never be ascer-
tained, but thei-e was no doubt that he had a large admix-
ture of black and tan blood in his veins, and it is my opinion
that breeders should be most careful about using this blood
indiscriminately; murder will out. When Trap was put to
Violet (by Old Jock) she had, I think, five puppies. Three of
them had more black and tan than white, and the only do"-
in the litter worth rearing was an all white dog named
Tyrant. Now, this dog's stock were all noted for their long,
lean heads, and as a rule for their very ordinary legs and
feet. Grove Jvettle was a big, long-backed bitch, but withal
» goodish stamp, and was the dam of some good terriers, her
daughter, Cottuigham Nettle, taking perhaps more after her
than any other, (irove Trimmer was from the same strain
and when I knew him, as the property of my fi-iend, the
Rev. De Castro, was a rare good stamp and as game as a
pebble. Hornet was bred by the Hon. Thos. Fitzwilliam,
and was a corky, nice sort of dog, but his actual pedigree is

shrouded m mystery, as it was always said that he was out
of a common kennel terrier, and put on to old Grove Nettle
as a puppy, and sent out to the world as her reputed son.
How far this may be correct I do not know, but my authority
was old Cross, who was at Wentworth at the time looking
after the terriers, and who was afterward with Mr. F. Sale
at Derby. Certain it is, however, that, although he had all
the chance in the world he was a total failure at the stud.
After the old Jock dynasty came the Trimmer era, which

included Trimmer, Belloua. Pincers, Fermosa, Celt and sev-
eral more of the same ilk, all of which were tarred with the
same brush, viz., no legs, feet or substance to speak of and
very little coat. Then came a very different stamp of terrier
that erred on the other side, inasmuch that thev were too
big, with lots of bone, but bad shoulders. Among others
that may be mentioned were Vandal, Diver, Jester, etc. The
two former were dogs that weighed 24 or 351bs. , and were
dogs that were as capable of running with hounds or going
to ground to a fox, as a pig is capable of flying. Vandal was,
if I am not much mistaken, shown under more than one ped-
igree and never got one worth its salt. Diver was also a fail-
ure, although when Mr. Wm. Allison had him and also Mr.
Hopkinson, he had every chance. Diver's sister, however.
Mr. J. S. Shepherd's Patch, produced champion Lille, Guilty
and Careless, all big prize \vinners. Jester was sold by Crop-
per to John Holmes, of Beverley, and resold by him to Mr.
Allison; with a parti-colored nose, he was a coarse, common
dog, btit undeniably game, and few dogs were tried as he
was; his stock were never really first-class and his pedigree
more than doubtful. To .speak of Buffer, is to speak of the
sire of possibly the best terrier that ever looked through a
collar—Buffet. This dog was sold by his breeder, Mr. H, G,
Gibson, to Chas. Littleworth, huntsman to the Hon. Mark
RoUe, for SIO, on the understanding that he was not
to be sold. When the dog was about fifteen months old
Littleworth sho\ved him at Nottingham and, as he thought
put a prohibitory price on him, viz., -5125. The writer on
seeing the dog at once made up his mind to buy him,
although he was in awful condition, covered with mange
and full of worms, and on going to the secretary's oflice met
Mr. Joseph Shepherd coming out. "Hello, Shepherd, been
buying?" "Yes sir," was the answer, "the best poor dog I
ever saw." "Who is he?" I asked. "Littleworth's, come
and see him." "^Yhat will you take for buying him?" was
my next question. "A hundred to you," was the reply, but
as money was not as plentifitl as it might have been I very
reluctantly had to miss the opportunity that I had waited
for for years—that of owning the best fox-terrier in the
world. Shepherd kept Buffet for some time, and after a
most successful show career sold him to Mr. Gillett, of
Hull, for .$500, who in his turn sold him to Mr. Hyde, of
Warwick, for $1,250, being the largest price ever paid for a
fox-terrier. Bttffet was as nearly perfection as it is possi-
ble for a dog to be. his only defect being that his ears,
although carried perfectly, were ju.st a shade large and his
feet were, perhaps, not as good as they might have been,
but take him all in all I very much doubt whether "I e'er
shall look upon his like again." His stock were disappoint-
ing, as they one and all took after old Buffer, especially in
the ear, and this has been shown even to the fourth and fifth
generations.

Just about this time Mr. H. Gibson bought Foiler of
Mr. T. Wootton, and he was a nailer in every way, and if I
were to commence breeding fox-terriers again, would get all
the Foiler blood I could lay my hands on, as I consider it
almost the most valuable blood that is to be got. After
these cracks mentioned above came a rage for the Belvoir
blood, but although they have as a rule great bone and good
coats, are apt to be thick in their shoulders and too broad in
the chest, two very essential points in a terrier, although
Brokenhurst Joe, who was imported to this country by Mr.
Prescott Lawrence, was remarkably good in these respects.
Mr. Luke Turner, of Richmond House; Leicester, who is one
of the oldest exhibitors and breeders m England, has done
more for the Belvoir blood than any one else, and such
animals as Brokenhurst Joe, Belvoir Joe, Richmond Joe,
Burbidge's Nettle and Olive ai-e among some of the cracks
from his kemiels.

And now to come to what a true fox-terrier should be.
Authorities differ very much as to size, for my own part I
think that the best .size for dogs is from 17 to 191bs., and for
bitches from 15 to ITlbs., but there can be no hard and fast
rule, as so much depends on the conformation of the dog
himself; for instance, I have seen terriers of only IGlbs!
weight, that had thick, clumsy shoulders, that could not go
to ground, whereas one weighing 19 or 201bs,, with really
good shoulders, could do so with ease. The head of a fox-
terrier may be divided into three parts, viz: Skull, jaw
including mouth, and ears. The skull should be flat and
not too narrow, no stop or indentation being visible be-
tween the eyes, the jaw should be long and powerful, the
lips perfectly tight, nose as black as ebony, the teeth
perfectly level, neither one that is undershot, or pig-jawed
being allowable, the eyes should be small, dark, and if I may
be allowed to use the term (and it probably expre,sses it
better than any other) full of devil; ears small and V-shaped,
and of such texture as to stand thick coverts, thorns, etc.;
a fox-terrier's neck and shoulders should be like a' race
horse's, the latter being oblique and well into the back, and
the former a good length witli no "neckcloth" at the .setting
on of the head and neck; back strong as a castle, with lon^-
quarters; the legs should be as straight as arrows, no devif^
tion being permissible either at shoulders, elbows or knees
and hocks very near the ground. With regard to feet, the
round cat-like foot is the most in favor, and it certainly gives
the dog the most taking appearance, but from experience I
am inclined to think that a foot of this descriiition is the
most liable to give way, and many huntsmen have told me
that hounds toes' are more liable to go down when they have
the cat foot so much prized, than when the foot is more of
the hare shape. Tlie stern should not be fine but of a fair
thickness and carried gaily, but not curled over the back.
The coat is a most important item, and one that for lon-^
was sadly neglected. It should be strong and harsh, though
perfectly smooth, and when a terrier has a coat of this tex-
ture, he can 1 think stand more wet and exposure than bis
wiie-hatred congener, as when a smooth-haired terrier gets
wet, he dries himself in a brace of shakes, whereas let a
wire-haired one get thoroughly soaked, it takes him a long
time to get dry, and in the meantime if in winter his coat
probably fi-eezes. As to color, white should predominate,
with markings of black, and various shades of tan; liver
red or brindle markings being decidedly objectionable.

'

Few breeds of dogs alter more from piippyhood to maturity
than the fox-terrier. Therefore, I .sUoula strongly advise
breeders, whenever practicable, never to part with puppies
until it can be ascertained what they are really likely to grow
into. I have frequently seen as many as forty and Ufty^puj)-
piea from seven to thirteen months old at Mr. H. Gib-
son's, at Brokenhurst, during the months of April and May,
having just come in from the various cottagers and small
farmers. He was then in the habit of publishing his sale
list and had a good idea of the value to put on each.
Now, one word on entering fox terriers .to their work.

Never begin too early: let them take their time, as verv often
puppies are utterly spoilt by being entered too young, as
many never really tackle to work until they ai-e a year or a
year and a half old. One notable instance may'be given,
viz., that of old Cottingham -Vettle, as when John Holmes
had her prior to selling her to Gibson she would not look at
a rat, although eighteen months old; but about a month
afterward went to ground to an old badger of her own accord
in the New Forest, and ever afterward was as game as a
pebble.

The writer owned her grandson Boxer (by Bitters out of
Brokenhurst Nettle, by Hornet out of Cottingham Nettle),
who always seemed to be more inclined to play with rats
than to kill them, but when any big game was on foot he
was all there, whether it was badger, fox, cat or a bit of
scrapping. The best way is to let puppies see an old dog kill
a few rats, and they will soon follow the good example. One
of the worst faults a terrier can show is indecision, because
as sure as ever he does, be it a badger, cat or a martin, he
will get more than he bargains for. To give an instance of
really game terriers, an intimate clerical friend of mine put
two of his to ground to a badger about 7 o'clock one morn-
ing, and as it was a most difficult earth to dig, on account of
old tree roots and rocks, it was after dark before they were
got out, with one dead badger, another just alive and two
young ones dead. Of course both dogs were fearfully pun-
ished and could barely stand. However, they were carried
home through the woods, it was a beautiful moonlight night
and almost as light as day, and as they were crossing a ride
two badgers were seen and the terriers put down; they
tackled one and after some hard fighting held him until
secured. Venom never got over this, and died shortly after-
ward from the effects, but Pickle, although his jaws were
literally laid bare, lived to fight many a good battle. About
this time Pickle's owner was at Magdalen College,
Cambridge, and - the Ma.rquis of Huntley was there at the
same time. Now, the latter had just given 1300 for Tyrant,
to Wootton of Nottingham, and after some talk about the
fighting qualities of Tyrant and Pickle, a match was made
for $bOO a side, half forfeit; however, two or three days before
the match was to have been fought the Marquis paid forfeit,
and it was a lucky thing for Tyrant he did so. The follow-
ing is rather apropos of gameness, or rather the want of it.
When Belloua was shown at Portsmouth she was awarded
the champion prize. The bitch happened to be chained at
the end of the bench, and in close proximity were the prize rab-
bits; one of the lop-eared ones escaped from his pen and came
hopping along among the dogs. Belloua catching sight of
this monstrosity, attempted to commit suicide by hanging
herself, and when Mr. S. W. Smith (alias Big Smith) found
her, she was nearly dead. There is little doubt that fox-
terriers are growing in favor in this coimtry, mainly owing
to the enterprise of the Messrs. Rutherford, Belmont and
Thayer, who have spared neither trouble nor expense in pro-
curing the best blood obtainable. I sincerely hope that they
may have the success they so richly deserve, and that their
good example be followed by others, and that the hardy,
game, companionable and beautiful little dog may ere long
be as fashionable as the wretched little toy dogs that com-
mand such large figures.

Field Trials of 1893.
Peedictions were rife last field trial season that the nota-

ble boom in field trials during last year would be even ex-
celled in 1893. All signs pointed that way, but the best laid
plans of mice and dogmen "aft runaglee." The default of
the Gen1 ral Field Trial Club, owing to the lamentable fact of
Mr. Tracy's death, seems to have started the decline. Then
the New England men went short on birds and now the
American Field Trial Club are short on entries, and with the
cold prospect of a "squeeze" in the financial department cry
Hold, enough 1 before they are hurt. This is good policy.
Some fellows might say "It were better to have loved and
lost than never to have loved at all," but these are the menwho haven't had the grim experience of pulling out their
cold dollars to pay for the other people's fun. The American
Field Trial Club can still live in anticipation that they may
yet hold trials in the future that may be a credit and a
pleasure to all concerned, and this is much more pleasant
than the memory of a dead failure. The energetic secretary,
Mr. Beck, is to be sympathized with, but we trust he will
still hold on to the rudder.
With the diminishing entry in the Eastern field trials, the

present collapse of the Central, the abandonment of the
American and the New England trials, it behooves the field
trial men to draw up closer and support those clubs which
are still willing to take the risks. One important fact these
clubs should bear in mind, the avoidance of any postpone-
ment of announced datesfor closing of entries. As we pointed
out some weeks since, this will be prejudicial to therr inteiv
ests if persisted in.

World's Fair Dog Show Abandoned.
Office of the Dieector General, World's Coltjmbian

Exposition, Chicago, 111., Aug. U.—Uduor Forest and
Stremn: Referring to the Exposition kennel exhibit, which
was postponed from June to Sept. 19, 20, 21 and 22, 1 beg to
advise you that in view of the fact that the dates assigned for
this exhibit in September come in conflict with dates assigned
for the Providence, R. I., show, and the fact that in trying to
meet the request of the American Kennel Club, olficially re-
questing this department to change the dates named, as they
did not desire dates to conflict with shows held under their
rules, I have endeavored in every way to find some time other
than the dates mentioned that would be available in which
to make the exhibit, but have been unable to do so owing to
other exhibits arranged that cannot be moved. In presenting
the matter fully to the Du-ector-General and to the Council
of Administration, I have to inform you that in view of all
the circumstances, the executive committee, acting on the
recommendation of the Council of Administration, has
decided to entirely abandon the kennel exhibit. Very
respectfully yours, W. I. Buchanan,

Chief Dep. of Agriculture (in charge. Dep. of Live Stock.)

The Primitive American T»og.
Editor Forest and Stream:
"When they had ordered themselves in the order of a

single File, and marched about the space of a myle, by the
Sea they espyed five or .sixs people with a Dogge, comming
towards them, who were Savages, who when they saw them
ran into the Wood and whisled the Dogge after them, etc "
The foregoing from "Monet's Relations" of the pilgrims of

the Mayflower at Provincetown, Mass. (1620), would seem to
establish the fact of the presence of dogs in America before
the white settlements. C. Hallock.
Hadley, Mass.
[This must have been a Boston terrier.]

Hamilton Kennel Club.
Editor Forest and Stream:
At the last meeting of the executive committee of the

Hamilton Kennel Club the following resolution was unani-
mously carried: "That the hea,rtiest thanks of the com-
mittee be tendered to the editor of Forest and Steeaj^i for
his great kindness in publishing notices of the club's draw-
ing-" Wm. J. TULK, Asst. Sec'y.

American Field Trial Club Trials Declared Off.

Mr. W. J. Beck, the secretary of the American Field Trials
Club, tells us that the board of governors, at a meeting held
Aug. 14, declare the trials of this fall off'. But a few more
than one-third of the Derby dogs nominated are now in with
second forfeit. Even should two-thirds (a good proportion)
of these and the same proportion of the All-Age nominations
pay starting fee, the club could not possibly meet the purses,
to say nothing of the expenses of running the trials. The
board saw nothing but disaster ahead and adopted the only
course which to it seemed wise.
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DOG CHAT.

Lexington CKy.) Dog Show.
The Blue Grass Kennel Chib ask us to announce the fol-

lowing additional classes for their coming show; although
the information arrives too late for our issue before entries

close. Shaggy foxhounds, pack of not less than 10, $25. Open
dogs, $10 first, medal second; open bitches, $10 first, medal
second; novice class, dogs, medal; novice class, bitches, medal;
puppies, dogs, medal; puppies, bitches, medal. Black and
tans, kennel not less than 4, 110; open dogs, $5 first, medal
second; open bitches, $5 first, medal second; puppies, dogs,

medal; puppies, bitches, medal. Maple Grove Kennel offer

service of Metchley Wonder, Jr., to best collie bitch in open
class.

. „
The indications are that there will be over 500 entries. All

espress companies will return dogs free. All railroads will

sell round trip tickets for single fare from any point in the

State of Kentucky, and the Chesapeake & Ohio and Louis-

ville and Xashville railroads will sell round trip tickets at

one and one-third fare from all points on their road. The ex-

hibition hall has perfect ventilation, with fresh earth floors,

the benches and cages are new, never having been used, and
there will be less danger of dogs suffering from heat or sick-

ness. The exercising ground is an inclosed two acre plot of

blue grass, where dogs can run at will. They also inform us
that dogs arriving either during the day or night will be
taken direct from the trains to the exhibition hall and not
delayed as is usual in depots and express offices. It would
not be a Kentucky show if the comfort of visitors were not
made a special feature, smoking, writing, lunch and storage
rooms being provided.
"A private room for reporters furnished with desks, chairs,

writing material and a stu-ecure for rabies will also be anew
feature." We are doubtful as to the efficacy of the "sure
cure," and although the information is "straight" it must
be taken with a certain amount of "pepper."

The World's "Fake" Show.

Exhibitors and every one else remotely connected with this

show in anticipation must heave a sigh of relief that the
agony is over. At the same time, it is lamentable that an
undertaking so fraught with pleasurable and important pos-

sibilities should have fallen to the ground through lack of

proper and even ordinary common sense methods of manage-
ment. There has been altogether too much vrire-pulling, and
it is better that things have turned out as they have. The
show, if held on the dates advertised, would not have been a
representative one in the least sense, and what should have
been an international gathering would have been little more
than a good local show. Through the fearless expression of

opinion in FoEEST AND Stream the causes of failure have
been made plain. The "fake" list of judges started the lack
of confidence; listening to the advice of self-interested people
and ignoring that of practical dogmen familiar with the
working of these events did the rest. In its conduct toward
the affair FoKEST and Stream finds nothing to regret; it has
consistently upheld the rights of the dogman. Again we
advance the opinion that the certificate of registration
which, in the interest of dogs and dogmen, should have been

fiven free by the A. K. C, instead of mulcting their friends
alf a dollar for something already paid for, is responsible for

a fair share of the lack of interest and the paucity of entries.

It was a mistake—and the A. K. C. retains the only memento
of this gigantic farce in the shape of a book containing
about 1550 blank certificates. This volume should be framed
and set among the archives of the club and labeled—"What
might have been. '

'

The Rhode Island Show.
The Rhode Island State Fair Association has an energetic

secretary in Mr. Collins, and if the coming dog show and
fair is not a success it will not be the fault of the man who
pulls the ropes. The fau" promises to be attractive in other
ways than the mere collection of good dogs that is sure to be
there, as Charles Kinzer, of Wocster, O. , is coming with his
four trotting dogs, and in addition a number of whippets
mil provide some exciting racing. We are pleased to find
that this branch of sport is becoming recognized by fair man-
agers. In the few instances where they were held the races
have been looked forward to by_ the visitors with, in many
cases, more interest than the ordinary trotting events. It is

something new, and the average American dearly loves a
change, be it in sport or diet. All is plain sailing now for
the Cranston event, and though it will be a "scurry" to get
down from Toronto we trust that the weather conditions
vsdll be favorable and that exhibitors will use a little com-
mon sense in crating their dogs. It is easy enough to have
shipping crates made which even the most inveterate dog-
hating baggage smasher cannot possibly render dangerous.

Rustic Beauty.

Mr. Reick, the owner of the New York St. Bernard Ken-
nels, returns from his visit to Europe with another good St.

Bernard. As usual, he has made a wise purchase, and it

would seem as if he had thought better of his intention to
restrict his kennel to stud dogs. The present importation,
Rustic Beauty, is well calculated to help the breed along. We
have good dogs enough, but are sadly in want of good breed-
ing winners. This bitch is by Scottish Prince out of Hepsey,
both of which it will be remembered found their way to this
country, and indeed we believe there are some bitches of
their breeding owned here already, Mr. Diffenderft'er having
imported Hepsey in whelp to Scottish Prince before Col.
Ruppert bought the latter; Mrs. Smyth, if we mistake not,
having bought one Princess Hepsey. Rustic Beauty was
whelped Sept. 24, 1890, Mr. Sidney W. Smith is the breeder
and she was purchased from Messrs. Smith & Baker, of
Leeds, England. Mr. Reick's new purchase has won numer-
ous prizes including first and special at Edinburgh in 1892,
and will make a pleasing and valuable addition to his show
team.

Dogs for the Trials.

Mr. John Lewis, of Ramseys, N. J., well known as a popu-
lar man in field trial circles and a good handler, has a nice
string for the Eastern Field Trials this year. He will run
three English setters in the Eastern All-Age Stake. For Mr.
Gardner, of Mt. Vernon, N. Y., he vpill run Roger's Spark,
as its name denotes, one of the celebrated Roger's progeny.
Mecca will run in the interests of Mr. E. Shrieve, of Wash-
ington, D. C, and for Mr. Fuller of New York city, the
pointer Pasco. For the Philadelphia Kennel Club Trials he
takes down two jDointers for Mr. Baker, the architect, of New
York; Zoe by King of Kent out of Westminster Ina, and
another, a recent purchase, by Lad of Kent out of Juno, we
believe. With this lot we trust our Ramseys friend will
bring back some of the plums.

Bedgebury Lion.

The air around Morristown seems to have agreed vrith the
bulldog Bedgebury Lion. He is now, we understand, in
excellent condition, and can negotiate a 3ft. fence with ease.
Mr. Mortimer will probably have the pleasure of running
his hands over him at Cranston, R. I.

The St. Bernard Marengo.
This is what the Meld (London) has to say of the new St.

Bernard, Mr. J. F. Smith's Marengo, whose sensational
debut we mentioned last week: "And then came Mr. J. F.
Smith's new puppy Marengo, competing in the division for
non-winners of a first prize. He is a fine, well grown young
dog with rice markings and an immense head; at present the
latter seems a little long and hound-like in muzzle, but this
appearance will no doubt disapj^ear vsdth age; at any rate,
St. Bernard breeders say such will be the case. He moves
well, is of full size, has nice bone, and his debut could not
have been more favorable." This may be taken as a rather
more conservative view. Stock-Keeper (Eng.) in its report
says: ' 'In the open class the good-bodied Marengo won from
the heavily marked white Don Giovanni." Certainly a
rather curt and ordinary criticism on a dog that the Rev.
Mr. Carter spoke so enthusiastically about. In "Whispers,"
however, we find a little more warmth.

Kennel "Specials."

It will be hard if a man on the lookout for a canine bar-
gain cannot find it in our "specials" this week. H. North-
wood offers some very good English setter stock; C. G.
Stoddard some cracking bred pointers; H. L. Kreuder over
fifty grown beagles, not a cull in the lot; E. E. Truitt,
English setters and beagles; .James McAleer, pointers at
panic prices; T. L. Tinsley, thi-ee pointers-jDr. E. L. Spen-
cer, pointer broken on chicken; W. H. Hubbard, Toledo
Blade pups; T. Willis, beagle pups; W. Kirby, Irish setters;
C. F. Kent, trained fox and rabbit hounds; J. Feulner,
Breeze Gladstone pups; .James Wx-inkle, The Corsair pups;
W. B. Palmer, cocker pups. H. W. Smith wants a clever
coon dog; H. Anderson will train dogs for field.

An Otter Wanted.
Now that Mr. Brooks has his otter hounds, the question is,

Where's an otter? Mr. Brooks would like to know so that
he can put thehounds on, you know. If any of our readers
in the New England States have come across an otter this
summer and will inform us of the exact locality, Mr. Brooks
will soon be in the \ucinity. His hounds have been entered
and know their business.

Cribbage.

We give this week a picture of Mr. Smith's new wire. His
late owner. Mr. Clare, was down to judge this breed at Dar-
lington, but finding Cribbage in the competition he declined

MR. smith's NBV WIBE-HATR CRIBBAGE.

to make the awards and Mr. Maxwell was called upon to do
it, and put champion Prompter over Cribbage, the latter
being drawn too fine. Until he comes over Cribbage will
stand at stud in London.

Spaniel Club IVIeetlng.

An executive committee meeting was held at 874 Broad-
w&j, New York, Aug. 16, President A. C. Wilmerding in the
chair. Others present were E. M. Oldham, P. W. KitcheU,
A. E. Poster and R. P. Keasbey, secretary. In regard to
offering specials at Newark show, it was decided that if the
N. J. K. L. adopted an oflicial judge and one of their classi-
fications the club would offer the usual money prizes
accompanying such classification. The field trial committee
reported progress. The World's Fair show being abandoned
the W. F. trophy is laid on the shelf.

"Mr. J. F. Smith is in luck with, his favorite breed. His
Darlington pup is calculated to turn the head of the fancy.
This pup is bv Keeper, and actually beat his sire for the
special. In the opinion of many good judges who saw the
dog in the North, he is the best St. Bernard that ever his
owner accorded kennel room."

—

StoclirKcepcr. Though the
daj for sensational prices for St. Bernards from buyers in
this country is past, and no doubt just now it would be a
long figure that would tempt the owner of this smooth; we
know our St. Bernard men are anxious for every particular re-

garding the new star. Now that this new dog has come out,
Mr. Reick, who has always had a longing to own champion
Keeper, may find it easier to get him if he still feels that
way.

Dr. Mulcahey is earnest in his fight against the new
dog ordinance in Newark, N. J. The other day he obtained
a writ of certiorari. Through his counsel the Doctor con-
tended that discrimination in the tax between male and
female dogs is unjust; that the ordinance does not conform
to a law passed by the last Legislature; that the creation of
the office of dog warden is unwarranted, and that in other
respects the ordinance is bad. The judge in allowing the
writ stated that it did not operate as a stay, as he did not
want to interfere with the city government in their efforts to
decrease the worthless curs that infested the streets. The
fight has begun and will be watched with interest by many
anxious owners. We understand that Mr. Peshall is also
interesting himself in the protection of dogs in Jersey City,
where they can be shot at sight if unmuzzled.

Those who attended the Brooklyn show last November
will remember the performing dogs owned hj Professor
Fred Weissman. We are sorry to say that the "Professor"
has been playing a role that has landed him behind the
bars. He is supposed to have been one of a gang of burglars
that had been doing a thriving business in Brooklyn and
vicinity, using Weissman's store as a shelter and blind.
The gang is now in jail and attention was again drawn to
the fact by a daring attempt of their friends the other night
to rescue them from durance vile.

Mr. McEowen, of the Retnor Kennels, placed a poodle
vnth Weissman to be trained, and when he heard of the
trouble felt anxious about his dog. He went to Weissman's
former home and luckily found the dog there, but the whole
concern being in charge of the authorities he had consider-
able difficulty in recovering his poodle. He eventually suc-

ceeded in this, only to find his dog was as ignorant as the
day he sent him away.

The bull-terrier Cordona, mention of whose purchase wag

,

made last week, will enter the Royal Bull-Terrier Kennels,
over whose destiny Mr. Frank F, Dole presides.

John Stokes, so long with Mr. Hearne when his invincible
St. Bernard kennel was at its zenith, has cast in his fortune
with Mr. Huntington, owner of the Marlborough Kennels,
Lawrence, L. I. "Andy" McGregor has been" tempted to:

return to Mr. N. Q. Pope's big kennel at Poland Springs,
Me., by a five years' conti-act and greatly increased emolu-
ments. Both kennels are fortunate. All who knew John
Stokes in the old days know that his dogs were generally
in the pink of condition and he was not afraid of work,
while "Andy," though he doesn't say much, keeps up a lot
of thinking, and it's about the dogs most of the time, too.

Mr. William Philips, well known in toy spaniel circles and
who has a store on Broadway, has had a notable increase to
his charges. Lieut. Petich, Italian Minister to Peru, Bolivia
and Ecuador, did not know what to do with his ten Chihua-
huas while paying a visit to the World's Fair. The hotels
would not have them, but they are in good hands now. It is
very unusual to find such a mimber of these delicate canines
owned by one person, and Mr. Philips will doubtless have his
hands full during the next three months.

Mr. PhU Daly, Jr., it is said, wiU now seU his kennel of
setters at auction. The only reply he received from his ad-
vertisements was au ofl'er from a man to sell him a New-
foundland. Mr. Daly .should "bank" on the Forest and
Stream another time.

The "eminent St. Bernard king, Col. Reick," is the way
British Fancier refers to the modest owner of the New York
St. Bernard Kennels. By the way, his Young Bate and the
new purchase. Rustic Beauty, are the ijarents of a notable
litter, which includes La Prince and La Prtncesse, and the no
less celebrated Goldflnder, just sold for a large price.

Mr. H. W. Smith, owner of Cribbage, advertises this week
for a "coon" dog and says he will give $100 for the right one.
We do not envy our Worcester friend for the next week or
two. While coon dogs at $100 a piece will be like flies in
summer, $100 "coon seekers" will be scarce, we fancy.

It is stated in Tan interesting article on Mr. Stretch and
his coUiekennels iiiBritish Fancier, thatlast year 236 bitches
visited his kennels.

The only black and tan that could beat Rhodes's Oban,
Prince Eric, from the same kennels, Lieut.-Col. Dean's, of
Birkenhead, England, is dead. Good specimens of this breed
are scarce, and now that the crack has passed away perhaps
Oban will receive a little more attention, as, according to re-

port, he is not at all in the shape he used to be shown.

Mr. Rawdon B. Lee, of the Field (London), and the well-
known author of several books on dogs, has a versatile pen.
He is now contributing some very interesting articles on the
"gentle" art in the Sporfi'/ig MiTTor, but we fancy our Mr.
Cneney will question the statement that Americans call
their rods "poles," and their flies "bugs." This isn't Dog
Chat, we know, but one likes to cast a line in other waters
sometimes.

The National Greyhotmd Club would hold a show in
Brooklyn this fall if some one would come forward to attend
to the preliminary work and guarantors were more plentiful.

KENNEL NOTES.
Kennel Notes are inserted without charge ; and blanks

(furnished free) will he sent to any address.

BRED.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Lama—Tt-iton. Lausdowne Keunels' (Lfinsdowne, Pa.) fox-tei'rier
bitch Lorna to their Triton, ilarch 5.

Venom.—Triton. Lausdowne Kennels' (Lansdowne, Pa.) fox-terrier
bitch Venom (Dusky Trap—Belgrave Viola) to their Triton, March 21.

Tenny—Triton. Lausdowne Kennels' (Lansdowue, Pa.) fox-terrier
bitch Tenny to their Triton (Raffle—Wai-ren Dainty), March 9.

Florence—Gem. M. J. flaherty's (Providence, R. I.) English setter
bitch FJorence (Roi d'Or—Nellie Bly) to T. M. Aldrich's Gem (Druid-
Ruby), July 31.

Lady Lomond—Alto^i, Jr. G. W. Patterson's (Lake View, Mass.)
St. Bernard bitch Lady Lomond (Alexander—Bessie) Lo E. H. Moore's
Alton, Jr. (Alton^udith), July 9.

Clara Barton—Altoneer. &. W. Patterson's (Lake View, Mass.) St. i

Bernard bitch Clara Barton (Sir Bedivere—Judith) to E. H. Moore's
Altoneer (Alton—Hera), July 3.

WHELPS.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Dimity. Lansdowne Kennels' (Lausdowne, Pa.) fox-terrier bitch
Dimity, July 21, six (four dogs) by theii- Triton.

Tenvny. Lansdowne Kennels' (Lansdowne, Pa.) fox-terrier bitch
Tenny, May 5, five (three dogs), by their Triton (Raffle—Warren
Dainty).

Loi-TUi. Lansdowne Kennels' (Lansdowne, Pa.) fox-terrier bitch
Lorna, May 7, six (three dogs), by their Triton (Raffle—Warren
Dainty).
Venom. Lansdowne Kennels' (Lansdowne, Pa.) fox-terrier bitch

Venom (Dusky Trap-Belgrave Viola), May 18, four dogs, by their
Triton (R&ffle—Warren Dainty).
Philadelphia Belle. A. E. Cook's (Germantown, Pa.) fox-terrier

bitch Philadelphia Belle (Dobbin—Blemton Bedlam), May 28, three
bitches, by Lansdowne Kennels' Despei'ado (Eosador—Desperate).

SALES.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Boscoe—Lady Velma luhelp. White bull-terrier bitch, whelped July
16, 1892, by Lansdowne Kennels, Lansdowne, Pa., to W. E. Shallington.
Columbia, N. C.
TritoTV—Lorna whelp. Eox-terrier bitch, whelped May 7, 1892, by

Lansdowne Kennels, Lansdowne, Pa., to T. W. McGill, Philadelphia,
Pa.
Lansdovme Pepper. Tan ear, body white, fox-terrier dog, whelped'

Jxme 30, 1892, by Triton out of Dimity, by Lansdowne Kennels, Lans-
downe, Pa., to T. 0. Steehnan, Germantown, Pa.
Desperado. Black and tan head, body white, fox-terrier dog,whelped

March 15, 1891, by Eosador out of Desperate, by Lansdowne Kennels,
Lansdowne, Pa., to H. H. Carlton, San Francisco, Cal.
Miss Miggs. Fox-terrier bitch, whelped June SO, 1892, by Triton out

of Dimity, by Lansdowne Kennels, Lansdowne, Pa., to Dr. W. G. A.
Bonwill, Philadelphia, Pa.
Lick and Siisie. White bull-terrier dog and bitch, whelped July 16,

1892, by Roscoe out of Lady Velma, by Lansdowne Kennels, Lans-
downe, Pa., to D. W. Kolbe, Jr., Philadelphia, Pa.

,

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
There is no charge for answerinq questions under this head. Al\

questions relating to ailments of dogs will be ansnoered by Dr. T. Q-i

Sherwood, a member of the Royal College of Veterinary Surqeon»
Communications referring to other matters connected with Kennet
Management and dogs will also receive careful attention.

DixiB.—Lady Dixie's number is 5748 (Vol. IV., Part L), whelper
April 4, 1886, by Pride of Dixie (3497, Vol. Dl) out of Fairy Bellf

(3854, VoL Uf.).

W. L. H., Flatbush, L. L—You have the pedigree twisted. Youj
cocker bitch Beauty Bell is by Nigger out of Nell, and they are b;

Hollis Wildair out of Nellie. Nigger took vhc. and Nell c. at th'

Brooklyn show of 1892. We cannot help you to trace the pedigree at

neither are registered. Ask Mr. Rodger.
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FIXTURES.
Oct. 3.—^International Coursing Meeting at Huron, S. D. IJ. Herbert

Watson, 26 Court street, Broolilyn, N. T. Ccliairman).
Oct. 17.—Kenmore Cliib meeting at Goodland, Kan. Frank L. Web-

ster, See'y. Entries close Oct. 10.

Oct. 24.—American Coursing Club. Ii-a D. Brougher, Secy.
Nov. 7.—The Cowley County Coursing Association, Winfleld, Kan.

J. R. Ballard, Secretary.

New England Beagle Club Trials.

Editor Forest and Stream:
As I have received several communications from various

parties relating to the so-called "string" attached to the
prizes offered by the New England Beagle Cluh, I beg leave
to inform all concerned that at our next executive meeting,
to be held on Aug. 17, there is every likelihood that the
clause, requiring that at least ten entries be received before a
class is started and the cash prizes previously olfered awarded,
will be repealed, and that the prizes will stand as voted, viz.,

$75 to first, S50 to second and $25 to third in the 15-iach class;
the same prizes in the 13-inch class, and S50 to first, $30 to
second and SSO to third in the Derby.
Inasmuch as our cash prizes are double those ofliered by

any other club devoted to the breed, and as the best judges
obtainable will be secured, as well as .superior grounds and
hotel accommodations, we hope to receive the un.stiuted sup-
port of every owner of a fine beagle and to make the compe-
tition at these trials the keenest of the keen, in which the
North, South, East and West shall meet and strive for the
title of field trial champion, which will be awarded the win-
ners of first in the champion classes. These stakes will con-
sist only of those dogs which have won first at the trials of
the National Beagle Club in previous trials and the winners
of first in the trials of the New England Beagle Club this
year. The champion classes will be run after the other
classes, and the winner in the lo-rach and the winner in the
13-inch stakes will represent the best field dogs, large and
small, in America—-yes, or in the world, as these trials are
open to all.

A special feature of these trials will be the class for basset
hounds and dachshunds, which, although the prizes will be
on the percentage plan, will give the owners of these breeds
an opportunity to show whether theti- dogs are fielders or fit

only to be classed as lapdogs. There are many of these dogs
owned in New England, and their owners should now come
forward and second with entries the effort being made in
their behalf. Pull particulars of the trials, together with
running rules, entry blanks, etc., can be obtained of the sec-
retary, Mr. Winfleld S. Clark, of Linden, Mass., or the presi-
dent, F. Willis Chapman, Maiden, Mass. F. W. C.
Maldkn, Mass. Aug. 16.

• • • •

N. E. B. C. Meeting.
Editor Forest and Stream,

:

A meeting of the executive committee of the N. E, B. C.
Avas held at 266 Washiagton street, Boston, Aug. 17, and
called to order at 2:15 P. M., the following members being

• present: F. W. Chapman, H. S. Joslin, Henry Hanson, F.
W. Cielfeld and W. S. Clark. President Chapman in the
chair. Minutes of last meeting read and approved. Com-
munications were read from several in regard to judging the
comiDg field trials, and Mr. A. C. Krueger, of Wrightsville,
Pa,, and Greo. F. Reed, of Bartow, Vt., were unanimously
chosen. In regard to place for holding the trials Mr. Chap-
man reported Oxford, Mass., the best place he had seen, and
it was voted the trials be held at Oxford. The vote passed
at last meeting, where a certain number of entries were re-
quired or the money would be divided on the percentage plan
was I'econsidered and it was unanimously voted to oiler the
prize mone;^ as follows in the open classes: Dogs and bitches,
15 to 13in., first prize, $75; second, $50; third, §25. Dogs and
bitches, 13in. and under, first prize, $50; second, §30; third, §20.
It was voted the Derby entries close Sept. 16 and the All-
Age Oct. 14. Mr, Joslin was chosen a committee of one to
see after hotel accommodations, kenneling of dogs and
barges to carry those present to and from the grounds.
Voted that basset hounds and dachshunds be run together.
The secretary was instructed to correspond with railroad
and steamboat companies in regard to carrying dogs to and
from the place of trials. The following gentlemen were
elected field trial committee: P. W. Chapman, H S Joslin
Henry Hanson, F. W. Cielfeld, B. S. Turpin, H. V. Jamieson
and W. S. Clark. It was moved the club apply for admis-
sion to the A. K. C. After some little discussion it was voted
to postpone application till the next regular meeting. It was
voted to change date of trials from Nov. 6 to Nov. 7 Ad-
journed 3:50 P. M. W. S. CLARKE, Sec'y-Treas.

• • •

The Beagle Field Trials at Nanuet.
Editor Forest and, Stream-
As many inquiries are being made relative to coming field

trials of National Beagle Club of America, I ask for a little
space in your reliable news distributor.
The trials will be held at Nanuet, N. Y., beginning Oct. 30.

The earliest date for closing entries for any class will be Oct.
5. A meeting of the executive and field trial committees wili
be held in New York, Aug. 28, and as soon thereafter as pos-
sible the premium books and entry blanks will be ready for
distribution. In addition to regular class prizes, which are
clearly fixed, there will be an interesting lot of special prizes.
It is also expected that a Consolation Stake for non-winners
in regular classes will be created during week of trials.

Parties desiring to enter their dogs in trials of New Eng-
land Beagle Clab, which are to take place at Oxford, Mass.,
in the week following, wiU find ample time and easy facili-
ties for reaching the second ti-ial in due season.
As these trials are open to all comers and everybody is wel-

comed, it is hoped that the many thi-oughout the country
who have heretofore had it on their mind to see the ''merry
little hound" on the chase in trial races, will avail them-
selves this year and help to make it the large.st gathering of
"beagle lovers" ever seen together. H. L. Keetoer,

President N^ational Beagle Club of America.
Na>tjet, N. Y., Aug. 19.

• • • •

Beagles.
Mr. Krehl, one of the judges at Spa (Belgium) show, says

that the beagles were worth a journey to see, and in his re-
port wi-ites: "Beagles were such a grand entry that the
judges asked to have the sexes divided. Reader is a sweet
little hound of the purest beagle type, and stands on legs and
feet that would make a foxhound envious. He did not win
too easily from Mandai-in, a grand little compact hound of
much character. Lonely II, won in bitches, a smaUer and
even better edition of her brother. Reader," etc. Mr, E.
Gerry Roberts wrote over to England for something to beat
Lonely and the other stars on tins side, but nothing could be
had at the time. According to this report there would seem
to be a chance for Mi-. Roberts to get what he requires, if he
is wiUiug to go the pace.

• • • •

The International Coursing Meeting.
There are probably several men who, while not owning

good greyhotmds themselves, would like to take a "flyer" in
a coursing meeting. There is just such a chance now for the

International Coursing Meeting at Huron, S, D. Any one
can nominate a dog before Sept. 1 for $25, even if the dog be
not just at hand; he can be found afterward, Mr. James H,
Watson, of Brooklyn, has one or two that he is keeping for
late meetings but would allow to be run at Huron. Then
Mr. Whiton. we know, has a fast one, and Mr. Lowe, of
Lawrence, Kan., has a few in his kennel that he would allow
run at a fair figure. The prizes in the Columbus Cup Stake
are well worth winning, besides the Purse and the Plate for
those who are beaten in the first rounds and ties of the Cup.
The winner in the Gup gets •?2,000, second -31,000, third and
fourth $250 each, four dogs §80 each, eight dogs SoO each.

• • • •

National Beagle Club Meeting.
A FIELD trial and executive committee meeting of the Na-

tional Beagle Club of America will be held at the A. K. C.
rooms, 44 Broadway, New York, Monday, Aug. 28, at 3 P. M.
sharp. Members of the committee are earnestly requested to
attend.

• • • •

Mr. Harry L. Means, secretary pro tern of the proposed
National FoxHtmters' Association, sends out the following
circular: "On Ausr. 81, at Lexington, Ky., a meeting will be
held to organize the National Fox Hunters' Association, It
is especially desired that you be present, but should your
business be such as to prevent it, you will confer a favor by
sending in your name and that of any other sportsman of
your acquaintance for membership. The dues will not ex-
ceed -So per annum, which will be collected later. The meet-
ing will be held at the building of the Blue Grass Kennel
Club.

• • • •

For some time past our readers have now and again urged
PoEEST A>{D Stream to add a hunting and coursing depart-
ment to its other features. Recognizing the great interest
that is taken by a large number of sportsmen in fox hunting,
hare hunting and coursing, we have concluded to devote
space to the doings of these branches of sport in a de-
partment to follow the Kennel. As our friends have repeat-
edly promised sxtpport in this event we trust that they will
bear this in mind when matters of interest occur.

• • • •

Mr. A. C. Bradbury, manager of the Maybrook Kennels,
Dover Plains, N. Y.,will start about Sept. 1 for Huron, South
Dakota, with a team of greyhounds to prepare for the Inter-
national Coursing Meeting. This is a wise move on his part,
and as, we believe, he is willing to take other greyhounds for
those who wish to enter, the opportunity is one that should
be taken advantage of. Mr. BradToury says his dogs are all
well and in good shape.

• • • •

Mr. L. C. Whiton has entered his well known greyhound
Lord Neverstill and will, perhaps, enter another. Mr. Lowe
reports Neverstill as a much improved dog on his spring
form.

• • • •

Those who intend nominating dogs for the International
Coursing Meeting at Huron, S. Dak., should bear in mind
that they must do so by Sept. 1 vdth J. Herbert Watson, 75
Downing street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

• • • •

At the Ballard, Kan., coursing meeting Mr. E. H. Mul-
caster will handle the fiags and Mr. J. R. Cochran will slip.

• • • •

The judge at the Goodland, Kan., meeting will be Mr.
Wm. Greene Hastings, Colorado.

Rochester, Club, Cliarlotte.
Commonwealth, 2d Pen,Boston
Staten Island, Ladies' Day.
Buttalo, Ladies' Day.
Cor., Atlantic City, Annual.
Cor., Marblehead, 3d Cham.

FIXTURES.
AUGUST.

Massachusetts, Club, Dorches- 26. Sippican, Open, Marion.
ter Bay. 26. Cor.Mos.FIeet An.NewRoehelle

Fall River, Open, Mount Hope 26. Royal Nova Scotia, Open,
Ladies' Prizes, Halifax.

26-27. Cor., San Fran., Cruise, Pet-
aluma Creeli,

26-28. Royal Canadian, Cruise.
28. Eastern, Weld Cup, Marble-

head.
31. Atlantic. 85ft. Class, New York

Monatiquot, 3d Cham., Way- — . Cor., Sweeps, S5ft. Class, New-
mouth, port.

Minnetonka, sail off. —
. New York Cruise, Aster Cups,

Larchmont, Oyster Boats, Newport.
Larchmont. —

. Seawanhaka, 85ft. special.
SEPTKMBKR.

Savin Hill, 2d Cup, Dorchester 9. Cor., San Francisco, Channel
Cruise and Race.

9. Commonwealth,8d Pen,Boston
9. Buffalo. Crmsing Sweepstakes,

All Classes, Lake Erie.
9. Royal Can., Prince of Wales

Cup, Toronto.
9. Miranuchi, Newcastle, triangle
9. Sippican, Sd Champ., Marion.

Bay.
Cor., Marblehead, Sail off.

Beverly, 4th Open Sweeps,
Mon. Beach.

Knickerbocker, Club, Open
Boats, College Point.

Quincy, ClubRace,Quincy ,Mass
Rochester, Cruise, Charlotte. ^ ^ _

Lynn, Expert Cup, Lynn, Mass. 14. Beverly,' 3d Buzzard's
Wintlu-op, Consolation Race. Cham., Mon. Beach.
Royal Can., Cruising Race, 1st 14. Rochester, Review and Ladles

Class, Toronto. Day, Charlotte, N. Y.
Larchmont, Fall Regatta, 14. Mos. Fleet, Open, Cash, South

Larchmont. Boston.
Royal Nova Scotia, Open, Hal- 15. New York, autumn sweeps,

ifax. New York.
FaU River, Club, Mount Hope 16. Royal Nova Scotia, Special

Bay. Class, Edwards Cup.
Lynn, Open, Nahant. 16. Royal Can.. 30ft Class, Tor.
Cor.. Mai-blehead, Club Reg. 16. Phila.. Open, Delaware HiveJ.
N. Y. Y. R. A., An., N. Y. Bay. 16. Lynn. Es:i)ert Cup, Lvnn, Mass.
Beverly, 2d Open, Mon. Beach. 31. Corinthian. Atlantic City.
Corinthian, Atlantic City. 2-3. RoyalCan.^Cosgrove Cup, 25ft.
Knickerbocker, Ladies' Day, Class, Toronto.
CoUege Point. 33-24. Cor.. San Fran., Cruise and

Larchmont, Special, Sehrs. Corinthian Games.
and 85ft. Class, Larchmont. 7-9-11-13. New York, Trial Races,

Beverly, Marblehead. Sandy Hook.
OCTOBER.

9. New York, America's Cup, 14. Bufifalo, Closing Cruise.
Sandy Hook. 14. Commonwealth, Novelty Race,

Miramichi,Chatham-Newcastle Boston Harbor.
Cor,, San Francisco, Cruise. — . Colt Cup, 85-footers, Long
Cor., San Fran., Closing Day, Island Sound.

Newark Bay Boat Club.
The Newark Bay Boat Club of Bayonne, N. J., held its annual re-

gatta on Aug. 19, the programme including sailing, rowing and swim-
ming races. The sailing race was over a ten-mile course on Newark
Bay, sailed in a fresh N\ E. wind, the times being as below. The cor-
rected times of Duett and Our Own tied, and me two will probably
sail off at a date not yet decided.

SLOOPS.
Length. Elapsed. Corrected.

Orestes, T. F. Roche 36.06
Coquette, Hobbs and Wieland 34.06 1 50 47 i 50 47
Lakme, A. C. Longyear 21.05 3 13 12 2 00 07

CABIN CATS.
Annie. A.Johnson 24.00 3 13 02 2 13 02
Hilda, L. A. Barritt 31.06 3 21 30 3 19 30

OPEN CATS.
Our Own. W. H. Wesland 24.00 2 02 57 2 02 57
Duett. McAlpin 19.10 3 07 07 2 03 57
NadijT F. C. Deney 19.04 3 13 08 3 08 38
Franke, W. Moore 18,06 2 20 00 2 14 40
MaiUda, F. L. Field 14.05 3 24 03 8 14 W

Mattapoisett Annual Begatta.
Saturday, Aug. IS.

The open annual regatta for prizes presented by the summer
residents of Mattapoisett took place on Aug. 13. The classes were as
follows: First class, cats between 24 and 30ft, waterline: second class,
eats between 20 and 24ft. waterUne; third class, eats between 17 and
20ft. waterUne; fourth class, cats between 14 and 17ft. waterline; fifth
class, yachts under 14ft. The courses were 13]4 mOes for first and
second classes; 11 miles for the third class, 6 miles for fourth and fifth
classes. As there was only one entry in the first classl Fhght decided
not to go over the com-se. In the second class 6 boats entered: Mist,
Myrtle, Anonyma, Rustler and Gymnote. They started in the order
named; Gertrude was handicapped and withdrew. Myrtle, the new
boat buUt by Crosby Bros, of OstervUIe, soon took the lead and finished
first, a minute ahead of the Mist; Gymnote third.
In the third class 11 boats started; the Gilt Edge and Mizpah leading,

the others following in a bimch. The run between Gut Edge, Nobska
and Tycoon to the windward buoy was very close, but on the run
home Nobska increased her lead, finishing first, with GUt Edge second
and Tycoon third.
In the fourth class S boats started, their course was three times

around the harbor and made a pretty sight. Guest finished first, fol-
lowed by Mariana, SquaU and Charmian in the order named. Guest's
measurement was protested, and on remeasiu-ement she was found
too large for her class, giving Mariana first prize.
In the fifth class there were 4 jib and mainsaU boats and one cat-

boat. Axe and Raccoon drew away rapidly from the others. It was
a very close race between the two, but unfortunately on the third
round. Axe lost her centerboard whUe only one length astern of Rac-
coon, she consequently won the race by five minutes, with Kid second
and Waskite third. A protest was entered against Raccoon by Kid
for fouling the judges' boat. Konungo, the oniy catboat, was saUed by
Miss AUce Stackpole and made the course in good shape. The times
were:

SBCONI) CLASS.
Length. Elapsed. Corrected.

Myrtle, D. Crosby 23.02 2 49 48 2 80 43
Mist, G. H. Lyman 23.09 2 53 43 2 34 54
Gymnote, W. E. C. Eustis 23.09 2 57 50 2 39 35
Rustler, C. H. Crosby 21.01 3 08 46 2 46 16
Anonyma, F. L. Dabney 23.08 Did not finish.
Gertrude, W. E. P. Weeks 21 .00 Did not finish.

THIRD CLASS.
Nobska, A. A. Beebe 19.09 2 43 22 3 33 53
GUt Edge, D. L. Whittemore 19.0" 2 46 33 2 25 48
Tycoon, J. L. Stackpole, Jr 19.09 2 50 05 2 29 36
Vivian, N. Huchms, Jr 19.05 2 51 44 2 30 42
Kaloola, H. Richards 19.08 2 51 35 3 30 59
Colymbus, Winsor 19.09 3 53 40 3 33 11
Hermione, R. L. Barstow 19.09 3 54 13 3 33 43
Aucoot, E. BatteUe 19.09 2 59 19 2 38 50
Mizpah, Brower 19.03 3 00 29 2 39 10
Eina, .1. Parkinson 19.09 Didnot finish.
Scintilla, G. S. Fiske J 9 . 1 0 Did not finish.

FOURTH CLASS.
Guess, R. W. Crosby 16.10 59 2S 45 18
Marianna, T. E. AVood 15.10 1 01 46 46 31
Squall, J. G. Palfrey 16.11 1 01 05 47 06
Charmian, J. Crane 16.06}4 1 05 56 51 31
Noname, J. Dexter 14.02 1 09 03 51 38
Gladys, J. T. Sherratt 15.07 1 07 16 51 43
Aloha, Prescott 16.10 1 08 01 53 56
Pig Nose, L HUler 15.00 Did not finish.

FIKTH CLASS.
Raccoon, J. L. Stackpole, Jr 11.06 1 06 27 44 16
Kid, R. Peabody 12.00 1 09 59 49 11
Waskite, T. Parsons 12.00 1 13 10 53 .S3

Konungo, AUce Stockpole 11.00 1 29 45 1 05 21
Axe, L. Bacon 11.08 Lost centerboard
Judges, R. Cunningham, Ellis Mendel and Abner Harlow. Regatta

Committee, E. C. Stetson, J. L. Stackpole, Jr., and R. L. Barstow Jr
L. Bacon, Measurer.

Tacoma Y. C, Regatta.
TAOOMA—PUGHT SOUITD,

Saturday, August 5.

The Tacoma Y, C, of Tacoma, Wash., saUed a race on Aug. 5 under
the rules of the Northwestern international Yachting Association, the
classes being: Class 1. Over 35ft. and not exceeding 60ft. corrected
measurement, standing baUast. Class 3. Not over 35ft. corrected
measurement, standing baUast. Class 3. Over 25ft. and not over 45ft.
corrected measurement, shifting ballast. Class 4. Not over 35ft. cor-
rected measurement, shifting baUast.
The prizes were: Class 1. First, brass binnacle; second, brass baro-

meter. Class 2. First, brass cannon; second, ship's clock. Class 3.
First, galvanized anchor and chain; second, brass side fights. Class 4.

First, silver tankard; second, marine glasses.
The general conditions were by Rule 11 (N. W. I. Y.A.): The meas-

urement of yachts shall be their load waterlme, with one-half of aU over-
hang, fore and aft, added. The time aUowance for each class shall be
3 seconds per foot of corrected measurement per nautical mile. By
rule 5 (N. W. I. Y. A.): Sec. 1. Yaciits m classes 1 and 2 shall during
a race keep their floors down and bulkheads standing, and trimming
by dead weight shall be aUowed up to time of the starting signal but
not after. Sec. 2. Yachts in classes 3 and 4 may use shifting ballast,
but no ballast shall be shipped or unshipped during the race, or after
the meastu-ement has been taken. Sec. 3. Each yacht, m all classes,
shall bring back aU persons she started with, and no outrigger baUast
shall be aUowed on any yacht in any class.

The weather was fair, with a southwest wind and ebb tide.
FIRST CLASS.

Length. Elapsed. Corrected.
Grace FeUtz, A. M. Towie 38.11 2 40 23 2 39 57
Mai-gery, G. H. HeUbron .36.07 3 04 00 3 02 15
Rainier, W. C. HeUoron 39.06 Did not round buoy.

SECOND CLASS.
Xora, J. Wall 33.11 2 55 40 2 55 40
Venture, E. G. Griggs 18.02 3 07 46 2 55 58
Dores, J. Nelson 26.10 3 14 12 3 08 53
Bremerton, W. Hensel 15.03 3 23 39 3 09 39
Prancel, J. Leach 30.04 3 21 07 3 18 26
Constance, F. W. Snow 23.11 3 28 31 3 21 01
BeUe, E. S. HaU 19.00 3 34 12 3 331

J

Rose Henley, N. Henley 27.00 3 44 58 3 29tr
Mermaid, W. E. Farr 14.08 3 53 13 3 37 42
Winner in class 1, Gracie FeUtz and Mai'gery; class 2, Xora, Ventiira

and Dores.
AU yachts entered are standing ballast.
Regatta committee, H. Hurley, E. Irving Halstead and F. M. Oald-

weU. Judges, Stephen Holbrooke, Geo. W. Delamater and W. F,
Sheppard.

Jamaica Bay Y. C. Annual Regatta.
The annual regatta of the Jamaica Bay Y. C. was saUed on Aug, 13

in a fresh N.E. breeze. LiUie S. carried away her maststep, and Teaser
saUed wrong course. The times were:

CLASS A—SLOOPS.
Start. Finish.

Rheingold, Louis Bossert 13 17 15 5 03 45
Doctor, Com. Hewlett 13 19 00 Didnot finish.
Pavonia, Mr. Sper ,13 17 30 Did not finish,

CLASS B—CATBOATS.
Leisure, Wm. Scheer 13 28 30 2 21 00
LUlie S., O. L. Schwenke 13 28 45
Typhone, H. BuUwinkle ., ..13 38 30 2 19 45

CLASS C—OATBOATS.
Mosquito, F.H. Hagler 13 31 25 2 30 00
FUrt, C. W. Sunmons 12 28 30 2.35 00
Mary Jane, Geo. W. Brown 12 28 50 Broke rudder.

CLASS D—OATBOATS.
ilattie, S. G. Landmann 13 30 30 2 46 00
Teaser. J. C. Fitzmaurice 12 31 00

liavahoe.
Navahoe has saUed in several races lately, but with no better suc-

cess than in those before reported. Capt. Charles Barr has left her,
and Capt. Toin Diaper, her pilot, has temporarUy taken his place, Mr.
CarroU cabling for Capt. Aubrey Crocker, who sailed Puritan in 1885
in the Cup races. Capt. Crocker, who has been for years in the employ
of Dr. John Bryant, in the old Shadow, was very unwilling to go, but
the whole matter was discussed aboard the flagship at Vineyard"Haven
by the officers and members of the New York Y. C, and as the result
he saUed on the Majestic on Aug. 16. The task that he has undertaken
in succeeding Capt. Barr is a difflcult and by no means a pleasant one.
A very unpleasant story has been cabled from the other side of a

quarrel between Mr. CarroU and one of his crew during a race, in the
course of which Mr. Carroll struck the man and ordered him m irons,
which order, however, was not executed. After the race the man left
the vessel and threatened to prosecute the owner, who, as the story
foes, flnaUy compromised the matter by paying £74 and his passage
ome. WUson & SUsby are making a new mainsail, fully as mrge aa

the present one, for Navahoe.
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NEW YORK Y. C. ANNUAL CRUISE.^
Although the fleet tMs year has been a large one, and has kept

together longer than usual, the annual cruise can hardly be set down
as & success. Under ordinary circumstances the weather might have
been considered fairly good; bright sunny days, not too hot or
stdtry for comfort, and with wind enough to make all passages from
port to port. This year, however, the main feature of the cruise was
the racing, that of the four new yachts in particular, and this part of
the programme has proved a failure through the vagaries of the
weather. The Goelet cup race was a mere waste of time that gave
pleasure to no one, the cup defenders played but a small part in the
runs, and two of the most important of the special races were spoiled
by light weather. The one bright spot of the whole cruise is the grand
battle for the first Astor cup on Thursday List: the sight of such a
light to windward went a long way toward consoling all who were
fortunate enough to see it for the many disappointments of the
cruise.
Apart from the racing the cruise was a. pleas,ant one, and so far as

the management goes the only fault to be found is in the delays at
the start, which were always annoying to the sailing men, and in
several cases interfered with the successful finish of the races. While
there are always a few laggards in the racing fleet, the sailing men as
a rule are out early and ready to start with the first appearance of
wind, but early hours are not to the liking either of the guests ashore
or the members of the steam fleet; and as a consequence the racing is

often sacrificed to the picnic features of the cruise.
The matter of carrying out a fixed programme in which so much

depends on the wind and Foe is a very difOcult one; and the very first

consideration is to use the Avind when it is to be had. The first thing
toward carrying out the programme punctually is to start as parly as
possible in the morning provided there is any* wind, as the middle of
the day in August about Long Island Sound is likely to be almost
calm. Both in the runs and races the rule should be for a start at
9 A. M. when there is a breeze at that hour which gives little promise
of holding; a very frequent case in summer.
Instead of this, it was sometimes well on to noon before the flag-

ship was in position and the starting gun fired. "With a start at
9 A. M. instead of 11:3.5, the Goelet cup race would have been finished
before dark, and though it would have been a slow race, the yachts
might have been back at the finish instead of ofl: Hen and Chickens
when the wind died out. In the same way an early start from the
Vineyard on Monday would have brought the fleet well into Vineyard
Sound before the breeze fell, giving them the advantage of the tide
over the latter part of the course.
Our story last week carried the fleet down to the Goelet cup race of

Friday and the fog of Saturday, merely the summary of Monday's
run beiug given. Early on Sunday morning the steam yacht Cosette,
Mr. 0. H. Osgood, dragged under the bows of a large coasting
schooner and only came off with the loss of a topmast and both
gaffs, her awning and a laige portion of the port rail and nettings.
The orders in the morning were to lie at anchor and to dress ship at

noon, but a large number of yachts were tempted out by the fine
breeze and clear weather, and left the fleet for Vineyard Haven or for
a sail up Narragansett Bay. Of the racing boats only Pilgrim went
out, starting in the morning and sailing for several hours. In
contrast with its crowded condition on the previous davs, tbe harbor
looked almost deserted by night. The orders caUed for an early start
for Vineyard Haven

;
returning on Tuesday to Newport and saUing

the first race for the Astor cup on Wednesday.

Fourth Squadron Run.
NEWPORT TO VINEYARD HAVEN.

Monday
^
Aug. lU-

After two idle days all were rested, and ample time had been af-
forded for preparation before Monday niorning, but by dint of the
usual avoidable and unnecessary delays, the most valuable part of the
day was wasted, and a good race partly spoiled. The wind in the
early morning was fresh from the north, a good clubtopsail breeze,
though only jibheaders were allowed for the race in "cruising trim."
With two days to make ready, the fleet might have been off' Brenton's
Reef Lightship by 8 o'clock, but it was 9:40 before the May anchored
N. E. of the ship aud made the starting line, and it was half an hour
later when tbe last laggard was deemed near enough, and the starting
gun was fired.

In the morning an oi'der was distributed, changing the mode of
starting; instead of starting ahead, the four big cutters were to start
last, from the gun; the smaller cutters and sloops starting from the
fii'st gun, a time start; the schooners from the second also a time start,
and tbe cup defenders last, with a one gun start.
Pilgrim aloTie remained at anchor, the other three being out in good

season under Jower sails and with jibheaders set in stops; Vigilant
was attended by the ever faithful Hattie Palmer, which was about the
line for a time and then started off to jog over the 87 miles to West
Chop. Many safling yachts came out and started at once, and the
three steam yachts Intrepid, Golden Fleece and Barraeouta started
under canvas, the former in particular presenting a fine sight. The
other steaiuyachts waited at the line to see what promised to be a fine
start—Conqueror, Sapphire, Clermont, Jean, Monitta, Rival, Susque-
hanna, Katrina, AUegra, Wliite Layde and many others.
The start of the thi'ee divisions was the first stirring sight of the

cruise. The whole fleet lay to windward of the Hne, the wind being
then N.N.E. ; the smaller singlestickers were near the flagship, on the
weather end of the line, with jibheaders sheeted home aud second jib
topsails in stops, and when the gun fired Hildegarde rushed over
smartly, followed hy Bedouin and Wasp. Queen Mab came next,
under the lee of this pair, and with Huron on her weather quarter,
then Oai-mita and Katrina. Harpoon and Wayward were very late,
and Jessica managed to get in with the leaders of the schooners.
With the second gun Ariel went over close to May, with Jessica just

to windward, Lasca was close on Ariel's weather quarter, then came
Volunteer a little distance astern, with Rauiona hanging close to her
weather. Alc;ea had a clear space to cross in near the middle of the
line, and Dauntless followed her, but Palmer crossed close to the May,
with Constellation, Yanipa and Neaera after her. The first group of
schooners were all close together, but the last half dozen were more
scattered, Shamrock and Mayflower bringing up the rear.
As the time for their start approached the three big yachts neared

the line, Colonia and Vigilant from the westward, while Jubilee, after
running to leeward, came up over the line, meeting Vigilant near the
flagship aud tacking under her lee. Jubilee had started her jibtopsail
up the stay, but was obliged to lower it and hoist it a second time.
She was at the line a little too soon, and Vigilant ran by and ci-ossed
the line on Vigilant's weather quarter, while Jubilee was a little slower
in starting, and fell in a hundred yards astern and nearly in Vigilant's
wake.
The start was timed:

Start 10 15 00 AJcasa 10 20 57
Hildegarde 10 15 43 Lasca 10 21 02
Huron 10 16 10 Volunteer 10 21 21
Wasp 10 16 13 Ramona 10 21 30
Bedouin , lo 10 SI Dauntless 10 21 40
Queen Mab 10 16 3:3 Palmer 10 22 08
Katrina 10 10 29 Constellation 10 22 86
Carmita 10 10 35 Neaera 10 23 05
Eclipse 10 17 02 Yampa 10 23 05
Harpoon 10 IS 38 Mayflower 10 24 45
'Wayward 10 19 05 Miranda 10 25 00
Handicap 10 20 00 Vigilant 10 35 00
Jessica 10 20 00 Colonia , 10-35 00
Ariel.... 10 20 IS Jubilee 10 :35 00
With a good breeze the first two divisions were well away before the

start of the Cup defenders, with large jibtopsails and maintopmast
staysaU drawing on the schooners. As the three big boats crossed the
attendant fleet of steamers opened out to follow, and everj' one was
pushed to the utmost, a number of incidental brushes resulting.
Dlose to Vigilant's quarter was the little steamc Katrina, with John
B. Herreshoff on board, the designer, N. G. Herreshoff, sailing on
VigUant.
From the start Vigilant moved the fastest, springing away a httle,

but unable to work clear of Colonia, perched in an advantageous posi-
tion on her weather quarter. Jubilee was hardly holding the others,
but soon began to luff out across Colonia's wake, her jibtopsail
shaking.
There was now wind enough to test the stabifityof the three, though

they were only under jibheaders; but none displayed any special ten-
derness, Jubilee had a trifle more heel than the other two, hut still
carried her sail easily. Tliere was little to be seen of the fl et ahead,
tout plenty to entertain the spectator in the work of this trio.
To judge from the steam fleet, the racers were doing over 13 knots

in smooth water and with a fresh breeze just before the beam. The
first half hour brought them up with West Island, with little change
in the original positions, except that Jubilee had worked well out to
windward and was doing better than at first, while Vigilant had got
out slightly from under Colonia. Palmer was passed here, having
gl-ven up the race and headed westward.
At n;30, when the tail of the fleet was picked up well bevond West

Island, the wind iiad fallen, and the steamers which had been left be-
hind were now able to overtake and keep up with the fleet. Harpoon.
•Carmita, aud Wasp yvere. close togethei-, the former soma 200yds. in
the lead, having more t.ljau rnuUe up a very bad start. Wasp soon
drew ahead of Carmita and left her. the lin-keel finally faUing to finish.
At noon Lasca was leading the fleei . having passed Sow and Pigs

liightship. Ramona was some distance astern of her, then Alceea and
Constellation, Dauntless, Volimteer and Huron, with Queen Mab,
Ariel and Hildegarde astern, The wind fell until a little after noon tbe

main body of the fleet was becalmed off the lightship, Volunteer and
Dauntless being close abeam beside the ship. Ahead under the Cutty-
hunk shore were Lasca, Ramona, Constellation, Alcasa, Katrina and
Intrepid, all with little way on, and the latter stowing her canvas.
Nearingthe hghtship was Vigilant, now well clear of Colonia for the
first time. Jubilee and Colonia were stUl close together a few hun-
dred yards astern of Vigilant, and with them were Bedouin, Huron and
Queen Mab. All racing had stopped for the time, but Vigilant was
slowly increasing her distance from the others, passing Dauntless and
Volunteer, whUe they lay almost motionless.

It was nearly 1 o'clock before the new breeze came in fi-om S.W., in-

ducing some of the smaUer boats astern to set spioakers to starboard.
The leaders after jibing set their spinakers in stops, but none were
broken out. Light as the breeze was, Vigilant was sailing, and when
near Gay Head she had worked out a lead of some two miles over the
others. Colonia worked by JubUee and was about half a mile in the
lead of her, all having now lowered their working headsails and set
ballooners, the spinakers being taken in while still in stops.
, Lasca still held a good lead, and at 2:45 was inshore just beyond Tar-
paulin Cove, Ramona being out in Vineyard Sound, with Constellation
and Alcaja following Lasca inshore.
VigUant, working along the Vineyard Haven shore with spinaker set,

was now the second boat of the fleet, and astern of her was Katrina.
Colonia and Jubilee were stUl a couple of miles astern.
There was a good breeze blowing by this time, but a bad head tide.

Constellation began to wake up and went by Ramona and Vigilant
into second place. The fleet, spread out over the length and breadtli
of Vineyard Sound, with the green wooded shores on either hand,
bright blue skies and clear water, made a beautiful sight.
When Lasca passed the buoy oft" West Chop it was tossing and boil-

ing in a furious tide, but with kites drawing before the breeze, now
fresh and steady from S.S.W., she went by like a .steamer. Vigilant
went by a little later, having run through Constellation's lee. She
carried spinaker and balloon jibtopsail, both bellying and tugging at
the sheets, while the green water rolled along in front of her big bows.
Katrina, looking diminutive in comparison, had pegged along close in
Vigilant's wake from the time, the breeze struck in off Cuttyhunk, and
was making a very good showing for her size.
The finest part of the race was the finish of Jubflee and Colonia,

after a neck and neck race for several miles, both pushing fast under
ballooners, first one ia the lead by a few feet and then the other.
Within a length or two of the line Colonia led, but when they crossed
Jubilee was a little ahead, being tiined 11 seconds before Colonia. The
official times were:

SCHOONER.S—FIRST CLASS.
Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.

Dauntless , ...10 21 40 4 46 35 6 24 55 6 24 65
Constellation 10 22 36 4 08 26 5 45 50 5 43 59
Yampa 10 23 35 4 59 33 6 35 58 6 ;33 46
Ramona.. ..10 21 30 4 15 50 5 54 20 5 .51 46
Palmer 10 22 08 Did not finish.

THIRD CLASS.
Volvmteer 10 21 21 4 26 19 6 04 ,58 6 04 58
Alca;a 10 20 57 4 14 34 5 53 37 5 53 00
Lasca 10 21 02 3 54 55 5 38 .53 5 .32 36
Mayflower 10 24 45 4 44 47 6 20 02 6 16 32
Miranda 10 25 00 Did not finish.

POURTH CLASS.
Ariel 10 20 18 4 ,35 47 6 15 29 6 15 29
Shamrock 10 24 10 4 47 21 6 23 11 6 14 55

SLOOPS—FIRST CLASS.
Vigflant 10 35 00 4 05 52 5 30 52 Not meas.
Jubilee 10 35 00 4 16 34 5 41 34 Not meas.
Colonia 10 35 00 4 16 45 5 41 45 Not meas.

THIRD CLASS.
Katrina 10 16 29 4 15 20 5 58 51 5 .58 .51

Bedouin 10 16 31 4 50 28 6 34 07 6 31 32
Huron 10 16 10 4 38 58 6 22 43 6 15 45

FOURTH CLASS.
Wayward 10 19 05 4 46 03 6 26 58 6 26 58
Hildegai-de 10 15 43 4 47 10 6 31 27 6 31 14
Queen Mab 10 16 32 4 41 50 G 25 28 6 20 51

SrSTH CLASS.
Wasp 10 16 13 4 38 47 6 22 34 6 22 32
Harpoon 10 18 33 4 .36 53 6 18 20 6 18 12
Jessica 10 20 00 4 59 45 6 39 45 6 32 46
Carmita 10 16 35 Did not finish.

CLASS 8—YACHTS WITH NO COMPETITORS IN THEIR GLASS.
Eclipse, sloop 10 17 02 5 13 33 6 50 31 6 56 31
Neaera, schooner 10 23 05 4 58 27 6 35 22 6 28 25

The run really included two races, the first of some 15 miles in a
fresh reaching breeze which gradually dropped; the second in a very
light breeze, increasing at the end. In the stronger breezes the three
big boats sailed very evenly, at the end of the first hour their posi-
tions had changed but little. In the lighter weather, however, Vigi-
lant easily went away from the others, .Tubilee and Colonia being very
evenly matched.
The drift and consequent shift of positions throughout the fleet off

Sow aud Pigs greatly livened the interest in the race, Constellation
led her class easily, Ramona being second after good work all day.
Lasca easily outsailed the fleet in the strong wind and held all she
gained. Mayflower after a bad start made a very late finish. Ariel
was well ahead of Shamrock in the early part of the day, but the lit-

tle white boat finally saved her time. Katrina did good work all day,
holding a leading place at the finish. Queen Mab beat her two com-
petitors, Hildegarde and the Burgess cutter Wayward. The race in
the 46ft. class attracted little attention, but was at the same time the
best yet sailed this year, with Harpoon, Wasp, Carmita and Jessica
starting. Harpoon had a very poor start and Wasp a good one, but
at the end of an hour's sharp sailing Harpoon was ahead, holding
her lead to the finish. Carmita gave up after a poor showing. The
little schooner Neaera and the sloop Eclipse had no class competi-
tors and so raced together.
With the many steam yachts and the sailing yachts which had run

over on Sunday there was a large fleet anchored in Vineyard Haven.
As soon as hooks were down the yachtsmen were on shore at the club
station No. 7 and off for Cottage City. The place was hardly the
same, however, without the accustomed rendezvous at the Sea View
House, which was burned last fall aud is now a deserted heap of
ruins. During the evening a reception was given by Mr. Ogden
Goelet on board the White Layde.

Fifth Squadron Run,
VISBYARD HAVEN TO KEW BEDFORD.

Tuesday, Aug. 15.

Tuesday was as fair and bright as every fireceding day of the cruise,
with smooth wa' er, warm sun and a moderate westerly wind. The
signals from the flagship called for a harbor start at 9:30; and all

hands were busy early, hoisting mainsails aud preparinEj for the run
of 37 miles to New Bedford, through Quick's Hole. May went out at
10 o'clock and anchored off West Chop, and the fleet began to follow.
All hands were looking for some sharp windward work between
Vigilant, Colonia and Jubilee. The former was ready, but lay in the
harbor, Colonia and Jubilee standing outside and across toward
Falmouth.
The start for the small classes were given at 10:20, Katrina and

Queen Mab going over together, the smaller boat under the lee of the
larger, Jessica came alone, well astern of the pair, then Mariquita,
Huron, Wayward and Eclipse. Harpoon started to windward of
Wasp.
The schooner start was a fively one, Lasca well inside, to windward,

then Dauntless, Ramona, Fortima and Yampa. The rest were strung
out at intervals: Shamrock, Constellation and Mayflower, Volunteer'
Neaera, Alca;a and Ariel last. It was now nearly time for the big;

singlestickers, but though Vigilant was inside the Haven and near the
line, Colonia and Jubilee were a mile away across the Sound in the
direction of Falmouth, and it was quite evident that they could not
reach the line iu time. Before the gun fired at 1:40 it was also evident
that they had no intention of crossing, but had started ahead of the
fleet, and were not Id the race. To the surprise and disappointment
of all, Vigilant had no competitor, and the first, opijortuuity for a
match to windward between the three was wasted. I'he st'art was
timed:

First gun 10 20 00 Fortuna 10 26 13
Queen Mab 10 21 29 Yampa 10 26 43
Katrina 10 21 36 Shamrock 10 27 34
Jessica 10 22 38 Constellation 10 28 10
Huron 10 23 02 Mayflower 10 28 31
Eclipse 10 23 09 Volunteer 10 S9 31
Mariquita 10 23 18 Atlantic 10 29 43
Wayward 10 23 28 Alcsea 10 S9 46
Harpoon 10 ,24 23 Neaera 10 29 56
Wasp 10 24 29 Handicap 10 30 00
Second gun 10 25 00 Ariel 10 .30 00
Daimtless 10 26 07 Start .-. .10 40 00
Ramona 10 26 10 Vigilant 10 40 46
Lasca 10 26 10

With jibheadei'S and jibtopsails set the fleet stood across the Sound
on one long port lack, Katrina just to windward of Queen Mab, but
quite unable to get lay her. Wasp soon tacked inshore to getaway
from Harpoon, but the latter followed. Mariquifcii kept company with
these two as they tackt d inshore under the We,st, t'bop, and after only
a minute or so stood out agam with the miiiu divisiou of the fleet.
Vigilant from the start worked close iu to the Vineyard shore, going
to the southward of the Middle Ground, and Alcaea followed tie same

course for a time, but all the others crossed, heading up for Nobska

Queen Mab, having got from under Katrina's lee, was head of the
fleet when she reached the middle of the sound, but the strong ebb
tide carried her to leeward as she neared the northern shore, Lasca
had taken second place, she, too, feeling the tide in turn. Constella-
tion, the second schooner, was to leeward of Katrina, and Ariel came
next, the leaders being well strung out.
Wasp and Harpoon were making a good fight, both to windward of

tlie fleet, but Wa.sp was weathering fast on Harpoon, though the lat-
ter was ahead.
Queen Mab was just about at 11 :00;00, Lasca tacking 2m. later on

Mab's weather, the two being weU in under Nobska Head. Constella-
tion came about a minute later, then Katrina at 11:06:00, and 4m. later
.\riel crossed the wakes of both, preparatory to tacking.
The larger boats were now closing in with the two 46-footei-s, and

Harpoon, having out-footed Wasp, crossed ahead of Queen Mab and
Lasca before tacking offshore. At 11:15, when Queen Mab went on
starboard tack just under Nobska Light, Wasp was to leeward and
tacked under her lee.

Alcana, followed by the little Mariquita, had held to the middle of the
Sound while the others worked clear across, and when at noon she fell
in with them she had a leading position, all being off Tarpaulm Cove.
The order of the leaders was Alcffia, Wasp, Harpoon, Lasca, Jessica,
Volunteer, Queen Mab, with the others scattered astern. Ariel was
sailing a course of her own far out in the Sound, and Vigilant, still
making the Vmeyard shore, was gaining on Colonia and Jubilee, %vho
had been cross-tacking in the middle of the Sound. About 12:20 Jubi-
lee took the ground on the Vineyard shore just Inside of the Luca.s
Shoal Buoy, getting off unaided before help could reach her, and, so
far as known, without injury.
Vigilant caught the steam fleet at Quick's Hole, and with large jib-

topsail set went along at a great pace on a reach for the finish off
Clark's Point. The fleet came up Buzzards Bay in fine style, all New
Bedford being out in rowboats and catboats, or i'n carriages along the
shore, to enjoy the spectacle. The last boats were in hard luck, a shift
of wind breaking them off and causing them to make a poorer showing
than they deserved. The full times were:

FIRST CLASS SCHOONERS.
Start. Finish. Elapsed. Correcte*

ConsteUation 10 28 10 2 31 34 4 03 24 4 02 21
Ramona 10 26 10 3 00 55 4 34 25 4 32 58
Yampa 10 26 43 4 03 02 4 36 19 4 35 04
Dauntless 10 26 07 3 :38 13 5 12 06 5 12 06

THIRD CLASS.
Volunteer 10 29 31 2 31 27 4 01 56 4 01 56
Alcaja 10 29 46 2 43 57 4 14 11 4 iS 50
Lasca 10 26 10 2 42 37 4 16 27 4 15 '44
Mayflower 10 28 31 3 05 31 4 37 00 4 36 12
Atlantic 10 29 48 3 41 27 5 11 44 -§•.0837

FOURTH CLASS.
Ariel 10 30 00 2 30 88 4 00 33 4W 38
Shamrock 10 27 34 3 03 38 4 36 04 4 31 82

THIRD CLASS SLOOPS.
Huron 10 33 02 2 157 25 4 34 23 i SO 36
Katrina .10 21 36 3 01 03 4 39 27 '4 39' 37

FOURTH CLASS
Queen Mab 10 21 29 3 39 47 4 18 05 4 16 '31
Wayward 10 33 28 3 02 10 4 38 43 4 38 42

SIXTH CLASS.
Wasp 10 24 29 2 31 19 4 06 41 4 06 41
Harpoon 10 24 23 2 35 39 4 11 10 4 11 11
Jessica 19 22 28 8 14 57 4 53 29 4 48 31

CLASS S—MIXED.
Vigilant 10 40 46 1 55 22 3 14 36 Notmeas.
Eclipse 10 21 09 Not timed.
Neaera 10 29 50 3 09 57 4 40 01 4 25 82
Mariquita 10 23 18 3 19 18 4 56 00 4 36 25
Fortuna 10 26 18 8 10 15 4 44 03 4 44 03
Constellation has been credited with fast reaching and running, but

she did good work to windward for her length, beating her class
easily. Volunteer was astern in the earlv part of the race, but came
to the front on the latter part of the windward work. Ariel beat
Shamrock and Huron came iu weU ahead of Katrina. Queen Mab
beat both of them, however, and Wayward as well, but was beaten by
Wasp and Hai-poon. Wasp beat Harpoon by 5m. Five classes were
represented in the new class 8, yachts sailing with no competitors iu
their classes.
The visit of the yachts is one of the great annual events in New Bed-

ford, and the town turned out to do honor to the occasion. In the
afternoon a meeting was held aboard the flapshio, at which Com
Morgan presented to ex ( Join. Gerry a very handsome silver cup as a
testimony of the club's appreciation of his services as commodore.
In the evening the New Bedford Y. C. held a reception at its club
house, a band being in attendance and supper being served. Invita-
tions were sent to the entire fleet, and a very large number was
present to enjoy the hospitality of the New Bedford yachtsmen.

Sixth Squadron Run.
NEW BEDFORD TO NEWPORT.

Wedncfsday, Aiig. IG.

Wednesday morning broke with a moderate N.E. breeze and a clear
sky, but by colors it was cloudy and overcast. The Heet in harbor
was considerably smaller than at Vineyard Haven, and wXiea the
cruising division liad left at an early hour the racei-s sbou'ed up iu
slim numbers, M'ben Vigilant anchored on Tuesday evening the ever
faithful Hattie Palmer, carryiuK ever.ything aboard'frorn a spare bow-
sprit to Mr. Iselin's hatbox, was at her side in a moment, the mainsail
was unbent and a new one taken from the fender. Early nest morn--
ing the pair started for Newport, the yacht under sail.
The May made the line off Clarkes Point at 9:40, the fleet lying'above

it with spinaker booms ready, and when the gun fired at 10:50 Wasp
went over with Queen Blab close astern, then Fredonia, a small sloop,
Jessica and Huron. Wayward was handicapped and Harpoon was
even astei'n of her, Katrina also being late. Lasca led the scliooners,
with Daunless to windward, then Ariel and Atlanta. Buncbefl astern
of them were Mayflower, Yampa, Shamrock, Marguerite and Con-
stellation, Alcasa was to leeward alone, and Ramona was handicapped.
Balloon jibtopsails were set and some broke out spinakers, but took

them iu. With a fresh quartering breeze the schooners wakened into
life, and some pretty brushes followed as the fleet reached down Buz-
zards Bay for the Hen and Chickens Lightship. Ramona showed the
best speed at the start, passing Yampa and Katrina, and chasing after
Mayflower. Lasca, AVasp and Queen Mab had the lead, and astern in
a long line were Artel, Dauntless, Ma.yflower, Ramona and Yampa.
The latter was iu trouble, first splitting her balloon jibtopsail and a
little later dropping her spinaker and its boom into the water, break-
ing the spar and causing delay while the huge wet sail was hauled in
over the quarter. Katrina too tore her balloon jibtopsail, and Har-
poon split her spinaker at attempting to set it. Ramona passed May-
flower and Ariel in turn, steering off shore to the eastward of the fleet,
and finally drew \ip abeam of Daunt!e.ss, the second schooner, (^ueen
Mab was just asiern of Lasca, the first boat, and between these two
schooners. Constellation, aiarguerite. Shamrock and Aleaja were
astern with Eclipse, Jessica, Katrina and Wasp, Huron and Harpoon
were in the middle of the fleet; Huron slit her spinaker on the latter
part of the run.
As each reached the Lightship she jibed over, setting spinaker to

starboard. AlciEa was the only exception, rimning by the lee for
15m. until she was far off her course. She had picked up and taken a
good position just before reaching the Lightship, but by this maneu-
ver she put herself astern agaiu.
The wind was now lighter than at the start, but the fleet was under

good headway and doing some pretty racing. Dauntless and Ramona
had been chasing each other aU day, and by a little luffing they came
together, Ramona touching the lee side of Dauntless, but they cleared
without damage.
About half an hour after passing the Lightship the wind fell and the-

fleet began to drift, and short of West Island at about 12:15, all day
becalmed. Mayflower came up and passed the leaders, and was about,
one-eighth of a mile ahead of Lasca, Ariel, Ramona and Dauntless,
Constellation was nearly abeam of Mayflower, but a quarter mile or
more to leeward off .shore. Mab was near Constellation; W^asp and
Jessica a little inshore of them, while Harpoon and Fredonia were
close in to the beach. Katrina and AJcu>a, both becalmed, were well
off'shore astern, and the rest of the fleet were scattered along tbe
shore.
Huron caught a breeze ofl the land aud began to move, and then Har-

poon took a sister puff and walked ahead of the fleet, standing close
under the beach, while Wasp lay idle off shore a half mile.
A little after noon a good puff" struck the fleet, ixit left Mayflower

becalmed, while the others were .speeding along with kites bellying
out. This breeze soon di-opped, only Harpoon holdmg on to it, being
close in shore.
Off West Island at 12:30 what little wind there was came in streaks

aud puffs, favoring one boat or another by turn. At one time Ariel
la\- becalmed while Mayflower, Lasca, Ramona and Dauntless ran by
her witliin a liundred yards or so, each carrying a strong breeze. The
shifts and change.? of this sort in the last sis miles, by which a boat
from the rear was suddenly thrown to the front and one of the leaders
left astern, were too many to foflow in detail, the one great jaece of
luck being that which befel Alcsea. After throwing ai\ ay at the Hen
and Chickens what she had made, and running far aw.ay ft'om the wind
and the fleet, she caught a breeze finally that brought lier to the hne,
abreast of Huron and Ivati'ina. ahead of all the schooners.
The finish was a remarkable one, the fleet had been scattered wide
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apart and vexed by alternate flnkes and calms, and yet the nineteen
yachts crossed the line within barely five minutes; the three leaders
crossed at almost the same moment, and about two minutes later the
others came down in a close bunch from inshore and crossed the line
together. The olflcial times were:

SCHOONEES—FIRST CLASS.
start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.

Dauntless 10 12 41 l 56 38 3 ^ 52 3 43 58
Constellation 10 15 OO 1 55 48 3 40 48 3 39 27
Yampa, 10 14 83 1 5? 30 8 4a 5r 3 41 31
Eamona. 10 15 00 1 56 09 3 41 09 3 39 17

TBrR.D CIiASS.
Alcroa 10 15 00 1 52 53 3 37 52 3 87 52
Lasca 10 13 45 1 55 52 8 48 07 3 42 3S
Mayflower 10 14 05 1 56 43 3 42 .38 3 40 40
Atlantic 10 14 28 1 58 05 8 43 87 3 39 50

WOttRTH CIiASS,
Artel , . ...10 13 06 1 .57 12 8 44 06 3 44 06
Marguerite 10 14 83 1 .57 10 3 42 87 3 43 37
Shamrock 10 1.5 0(1 1 55 04 9 40 04 3 34 02

Stobps—thIrd class.
Katritta iO 10 00 1 93 52 3 43 5^ 3 43 52
Hui-oh; . ; lO 10 00 1 5S 03 3 49 OS! S 37 57

\yaywat-d.; . ; 10 10 00 1 56 20 3 46 20 3 46 20
Queen Mab 10 08 ()§ 1 54 48 8 46 88 3 43 16

FIFTH CLASS.
Fredonia 10 08 46 1 56 ll 3 4?^ Not timed.

SIXTH CLASS.
Wasp 10 08 00 1 55 28 3 47 24 3 47 58
HOTpoon... 10 10 00 1 54 02 3 44 02 3 43.56
Jessica 10 10 00 1 56 25 3 46 29 3 41 19

So far as the real merits of the yachts are concerned, the times show
nothing, the race being practically over when the fluking began be-
tween the Hen and Chickens and West Island.
The fleet, increased by a number of sailing and steam yachts which

had run out from Newport to seethe finish, worked into the harbor,
and though there was nothing like the muster of the preceding week,
there was still a goodly assembly for the end of the cruise. JIany
yachtsmen waited over longer than they intended in the hope of see-
ing one fair trial between the Cup defenders, the interest being in-

creased instead of diminished by the various meetings since the cruise
began, not one of which was at all conclusive as to the merits of the
boats in good sailing weather.
Vigilant was at anchor in Breuton's Cove, having arrived early in

the day. A very handsome new hollow boom made by her builders
was shipijed, and another mainsail bent, being taken from the tender
and the old one sent aboard in its place. Mi-.' Gilbert Wilson, of Wil-
son & Criffln, who made her sails, was on board duriag the day and
stayed with her for the first race. Jubilee was anchored near Vigi-
lant, none the worse, from all accounts, for the grounding off the
Vineyard. She was completely stripped, a large .shore boat being used
to lighter oil the stuff', some eight tons being taken out, representing
the difference between her racing and cruising trim. Her canvas was
not at its best, but the same sails were used throughout the cruise.
Outgide of Goat Island lay Mgrim, in fine condition, the slight acci-
dent of Thutsday being repaired, anew hollow footyard made by Law-
ley, and of suitable length, being obtained of the Thetis. Colonia,
lying just above the harbor, was also in readiness.
Thames street and the wharves were lively during the evening,

yachtsmen, skippers and jack tars gathering in little groups and dis-

cussing the work of their favorite boats and the probabihties of the
morrow. The amount of feeling involved in the whole series of races
of the new boats is evidenced by the excitement over each meeting;
on the attendant steamers and club boats excited groups would
gather and watch every move closely, a shout going up from one
group as Vigilant or Jubilee gained a sUght advantage, the demon-
stration being received with a cold silence from the partisans of the
other three, each of whom awaited the time when it would be his
turn to shout.
The divisions and sub divisions of the various factions ran into the

most complicated ramiflcations; New York, although represented by
Eastern buUt boats, is flghtiug Boston with a revival of tlie old feel-

ing Which rather prematurely dubbed Puritan a ''brick sloop,'" and led
to the painting, months in advance, of a picture of the New York
yacht leading Puritan around the Lightship in the trial races of 1885.
Stoplied for a time by the prominence of the East in the defense of
the (Jup, this local feeling has again awakened.
Opposed to it, however, is a" widespread sympathy, by no means

coniineii to Boston or the East, with Gen. Paine, as representing more
than any other one person the success of America in the contests of
188B-6-7. This feeling is found everywhere, regardless alike of local
jealousies and technical points.
As a mere matter of local pride, the whole north shore of Long

Island Sound, from Hell Gate to New Haven, swears by Vigilant;
while another class of her adherents profess to regard her as the
legitimate representative of the national centerboard type; whoUy
ignoring the patent fact that though having a centerboard she is a
cutter of greater draft than many large British racers, such as
Genesta and Galatea.
Among Colonla's adherents are a large part of the Herreshoff fol-

lowilig who believe in Wasp and Gloriana, and also many who have no
deeper motive than personal friendship or admiration for Mr. Rogers
and Captain Haff, each of whom holds an enviable place among
Amerieati yachtsmen, amateur and professional. Bear Com. Rogers'
reputation In the old Bedouin, and the promptness with which he had
a Cup defender under way on the first acceptance of the challenge,
have won much sympathy for Colonia, even from those unknown to
him personally ; while the work of Captain HaflE in Volunteer, to say
nothing of his skUlful handling of Fanny and Titania, have made his
name familiar to all American yachtsmen.
One broad line of division shading into many minor ones is drawn at

the bulb fln-keel; this innovation, as represented by Pilgrim and .lubi-

lee, is praised by many as a substantial advance in designing, and as
heartily denounced by many others as a mischievous machine com-
pared with the two Herreshoff boats. Some there are who stand by
the deep fin, while others uphold the more moderate draft and in-

creased range of use of the centerboard flu.

NaturaUy the Herreshoft'Sj after Gloriana, Wasp and Dilemma, have
a very large personal following, divided into keel and centerboard, but
all looking to see Bristol beat Boston. The pluck and enterprise dis-

played by the two young Bost,on designers, Stewart & Binney, in not
only providing a foiu-th defender for the Cup, but in carrying the fin

experiment to a practical test has won them many friends" throughout
the country, while those who have seen the result of their work as
displayed in their drydock have nothing but praise for it. Taken alto-
gether, the issues this year, national, local and technical, are infinitely

more comijlicated and no less sharply contested than in the old cutter
and sloop controvery.

Astor Cups, First Race.
NEWPORT, WtNUWARD AND LKBWAKD.

Thursday, Aug. 17.

The official announcement of the conditions of the Astor cu])s was
as follows, some slight changes having been made from the original
announcement earlier in the season:
Capt. J. J. Astor, N. Y. Y. C . offers two cups, $600 each, to be sailed

for by sloops, cutters and yawls belonging to the club, under the fol-

lowing conditions:
The w inner of the first day's race is to take one cup, and the winner,

second, third and fourth boats shah compete in the second race for
the other cup. In the event of the second cup being won by the boat
which was second, third or fourth in the first day's race, tliere shall be
a third race between these two boats, and the winner of the third race
shall take both cups.
Time limit for each race is six liours, HauJing out to clean not

allowed after commencement of the cruise. Wind and weather per-
iuittiug, the races will be sailed on consecutive days Entries must be
made in writing. They will be received on board the fiagship up to 8
A. M. Aug. 17.

Sailing directions for Aug. 17.—The start will be made at 11 A, M.
Should a signal gun miss fire, a prolonged blast of the whi.stle will be
given. Starting signals ('one gun start): Preparatory, a gun will be
fired and the cJub signal lowered and the blue peter set in its place; 10
minutes later a second gun will be fired, the blue pet;er lowered and a
red baU hoisted on the friatic stay, and this will be the starting time
for nil contestants. Wlien the\- hiive crossed the line the club signal
wUl be reset and the ball will couie down.
Course: From au imaginary fine between the May and Brenton's

Reef Lightship, to and around a float displaying a large red flag 15
miles 10 windward or to leeward, and return, finishing over a line
drawn as for the start. The float must be left on the starboard band
in rounding. It will be marked by a tug, a short distance beyond, dis-

playing a large club top signal. The compass course wifl be signalled
before the prepai-atory signal is made.
The fact was not generally know to the spectators until after the

race, but shortly before the start the regatta committee gave notice to
each of the four yachts that the one-gun start would be replaced by a
time start, with an interval of two mmutes, in which the yachts might
cross before being handicapped. As it was, every one was looking for
a one-gun start, and the opening maneuver^ werp genecaUy misunder-
stood by the onlookers. '

"

Thursday was the first approach to a stormy day encountered on the
cruise. Tuesday had been cool and cloudy, and during the night the
wind came in fresh from S.E., hght in the harbor but a good working
breeze outside. The racing contingent was awake and on deck by 5 A.
M., and the eager yachtsmen who flocked in by train from Boston and
other points had turned out quite as early, and so far as the yachting
side of the race was concerned, the start might have been made by
9:30. There was much more than this to be considered, however.
Newport society had deigned to take an interest in the races for the
Astor cup, and so the early hour of 11 A. M. had been set for the start.

It was well on to that time before the last launch load had been landed
aboard the Newport division of the steam yacht fleet—May, Nour-
mahal, Reva, Eleetra, Intrepid, White Layde, Conqueror, Ituna and
Magnolia.
The four racers, with a large attendant fleet, were at the Lightship

by 10 A. M., saUing and steam yachts, tugs, catboats, launches, and
the monitor Miantonomah and the torpedo boat Gushing. On board
of Pilgrim were Messrs. Geo. A. Stewart, Arthur Binney and Captain
Edward Sherlock, Jlessrs. Adams, of Harpoon; B. Palmer, Bayard
Thayer, of Constellation. Mr. Otis was still ill ashore after his acci-
dent on Thursday. On board of Colonia were Uv. Rogers, Capt. Hank
Haff and his son Harry, mate; Capt. Rhodes, of Lasca, and Berry, of
Wasp, Mr. N. G. Herreshoff, the designer of the yacht, was this time
on board, having sailed on Vigilant in most of the previous races. On
Jubilant were Gen. Paine and Mr. John B. Paine, Capt. John Barr,
Messrs. Richards, Fay, Bryant and Wood. Mr. Adrian Wilson of
Wilson & Silsby, the Boston sailmakers who have canvassed .lubUee,
Colonia and Pilgrim was also on board. Vigilant carried Vice-Com. W.
Butler Duncan. C. Oliver Iselin, E. A. Willard, Herbert C. Leeds, Ran-
dolph Hurry. Mr. Wilson, the sailmaker, was also on board, and Capt.
Hansen was in command.
On the wind as they worked about the line the racers were about

planksheer to under clubtopsails. Jubilee had trouble with hers,
resetting it; Vigilant was carrying her smaller clubtopsail.
The starting line lay about N.K and S. W., the May lying N. E. of

the Breutoh's Reef Lightship, in line with Brenton's Point. The
preparatory gun was fired at 11:25, and the four soon began to work
for positions. While Jubilee ran over the line the other three lay to
west of the lightship. About four minutes before the gun Jubilee
stood back over the hue to the starting side, and tacked between the
lightship and Colonia, Pilgrim being under the latter's lee while
Vigilant was hanging back, astern of all. Pilgrim came for the line a
little before the ^un, and bore away, so that she was in the leeward
berth near the middle when she crossed. .JubUee went over promptly
on the weather end, close by the lightship, with Colonia just astern,
Vigilant waited until all the' others had gone and then shaved by the
lightship and made a shoot to windward to get well clear of Colonia's
wind. She luffed a h'ttle too high, the headsails flatting, but filled

away, and for the first time the four cup defenders were fairly started
in a good race. The times of the start were: JubUoe 11:35:2], Pilgrim
11:.35:26, Colonia 11:35:58, Vigilant 11:36:19.

As they settled down to real windward work all carried clubtop-
sails and baby jibtopsails, though Jubilee did not break hers out at
first. In the matter of canvas, JubUee was at a disadvantage, her
clubtopsail sitting badly and the mainsail being inferior to the others.
Her sails, with those of Colonia and Pfigrim, were made by Messrs.
Wilson & Silsby, of Boston, whfle those of Vigilant were made by
Messrs. Wilson & Qrhfin, of New York. Colonia and Pilgrim showed
better sitting sails, especially the club topsails. The lacing on
Jubilee's topsaU parted before the start, but the damage had been
repaired.
The fir.st quarter of an hour served to place the boats, such saihng

as has since been done in this and later races merelj' confirming the
almost unanimous conclusions of those who watched the fleet care-
fully. Though to leeward, Pilgrim sprang away at first, and opened a
little from under Jubilee and'then even ran clear. Colonia in the
latter's wake was about holding her, while Vigilant was not footing
with the others.
The friends of the fin-keel were jubilant, but only for a minute or

two; she was carrying sail well, though heeling a little more than any
of the others, and she pointed up, but Jubfiee began to foot by her,
while the distance between them, beam and beam, widened percepti-
bly, the deep fin sUdiug off. Colonia and JubUee were making a fine

race, the latter a himdred yards astern, but neither losing nor
gaining.
Five minutes had hardly gone before Jubilee pulled up and then

slipped clear of Pilgrim; then Colonia drew across the fin boat's vrind
and stood to pass her as Jubilee had just done. At ten minutes from
the start, when Colonia was on her weather quarter, PUgrim made a
tack to starboard, heading off shore to the southward and passing
just under Colonia's stern.

All this time Vigilant had been steadily weathering out to windward,
pointing high and holding where she looked, and though further astern
than at the start measured as the boats were heading, she was well to
windward of the other two.
At noon, all three were in a strai.ght line. Colonia midway between

Jubilee and VigUant, the former well ahead of her lee bow and the
latter weU to windward of her weather quarter. The steam fleet ran
but a short distance to leeward of the racers, holding abreast of them,
and it was possible to note every slight gain or loss. The wind held
fresh, and .JubUee was now heeling the most, she had footed well
ahead, but was not getting to windward with Vigilant, Colonia being
between the two in footing and holding on. Pilgrim was standing olf

at some distance from the others, but in about the same wind.
C!olonia was the first to go on port tack after Pilgrim at 12:10;

Vigilant cast aljout at once and found herself well placed on Colonia's
weather bow. When Jubilee went about a couple of minutes later,

she was to windward of the others, but a long distance astern.
VigUant was carrying her baby jibtopsail, the others having stowed
theirs, and hers came in at 12:30. At this hour Colonia was a quarter
of a mUe from VigUant's lee quarter, while JubUee was about half a
mile from her weather quarter and not holding this place. Pilgrim,
off to the S. W., was visible indistinctly, a light rain beginning to fall,

she having just gone on starboard tack to close in with the others.
She had certainly improved her position since leaving the fleet, for

as she and Colonia neared it was clear that she would go by easily, and
at 12:47 she crossed Colonia's bows. When she tacked, three minutes
later, she was second boat, weU astern of Vigilant, but ahead of
Colonia and Jubilee. Her gain was of short duration. Colonia went
on starboard tack, and when they met after another twenty minutes.
Pilgrim, on the wrong tack, was compelled to go under her stern.

Colonia stood across and weathered Jubilee, tacking at 1:15 on the
latter's weather bow. Again PUgrim came in with the others, and this

time, about 1:30, she crossed Jubilee's wake.
VigUant's superiority was by this time demonstrated beyond ques-

tion, and the interest now centered on the second position, Jubilee and
Colonia making an obstinate and very even fight. At 1:40 the two
were close together. Jubfiee under Colonia's bow. Colonia set her
baby jibtopsail again, the others showing only four sails. The wind
stiU held strong and true, in fact there were no fiukes throughout the
race. The rain fell lightly at times, and the sea was smooth, only a
fight roll on.
Gratifying as it would be to see the four stripped, with topmasts

housed, or in a sea with a working topsaU breeze, the conditions in

this race were of the best for a test of those (lualities which tell in the
majority of races saUed under a time limit, speed to T^dndward under
clubtopsails.
VigUant was now nearing the outer mark, where the Scandinavian

and Luckenbach and a number of steam yachts were awaiting her.

She was making a steady gain on the fleet, and Pilgrim, on the other
hand, was losing, while JubUee and Colonia, now separated on oppo-
site tacks, showed nearly the same relative positions. Vigilant came
for the mark on port tack, rounded, making a rather wide sweep, and
was timed 2:0(i:.S7. Her spinaker boom was on deck, and it was over
four minutes after she had squared away before the saU was broken
out, to starboard. JubUee came next, having overstood a little; she
swung about like a top and was away in VigUant's wake. Colonia
made her last ta ck just under Jubilee's lee, and followed her closely
around the marlr. As she squared ofl' she heeled considerably rolling,

until her boom dragged in the water, and recaUed that hard bang out
the lightship in the New York Y. C. regatta of 1884 when Ileen put her
mainljoomin the water so far that the late Capt. Jake Schmidt, on
one of the mark boats, suggested that she should have potleaded it.

The notable incident of the day was the rounding of Pilgrim; every
one was looking, after Jubilee's maneuver to see her turn even more
rapidly; but when she passed the mark and her wheel was rolled hard
over she refused to pay orf, and ran along swiftly almost at right
angles to her true course home. The Scandinavian and another tug
lay at a safe distance from the mark, leaving ample room for turning,
but Pilgrim headed straight for the manly form of Neils Olsen, on the
after deck of the Scandinavian, and as the tug started ahead out of the
way, PUgrim passed the spot where she had laid. The yacht was soon
under control, and after the others with spinaker set. Balloon jibtop-

saUs were set and broken out as soon as the spinakers were tacked
down, and the race for home began. The official times at the turn
were: VigUant 3:06:37, Jubilee 2:12:30, Colonia2:l3;ll, PUgrim 3:16:43.

The run home was under the same even conditions as the beat out,

the wind holding steady in force and direction and favoring no one
boat. When an hour's run from the turn PUgrim, with her boom weU
off, broke her gaff just outside the arms of the jaw forging, and of
course \vithdrew, lowering her mainsail and towing in astern of the
Scandinavian. She also sprung her topsaU club. Vigilant's compasses
were not adiusted properly, and took her to leeward of her true
course. Rather than to lose time ia jibing her kites, she ran by the
lee for a while after the Lightship was sighted, carrying her in under
the shore and lengthening the distance sailed. When well in to the
line she stowed her light sails and jibed her mainsaU, reaching in and

flniahing at 3:39;11 witb eome 4 minutes' lead, the official times being:
Start. Finish. Elapsed.

Vigilant 11 36 19 3 38 11 4 03 52
JubUee 11 33 31 3 43 34 4 08 13
Colonia 11 35 58 3 44 10 4 08 21

Pilgruu 11 35 26 Did not finish.

VigUant beats .JubUee 7m. 31s. and Colonia 7m. 39s.

As Jubilee was running in after the finish with boom iDroad oft', the
gaff sw^ung too far forward and bent one of the iron jaws; the damage
was not serious, however, and by hard work during the night it was
repaired in time for the start next day. On the way in the press yacht
Harriet, that had been pushed to keep up with the racers, laurned out
a tube m her boiler, scalding the engineer and fireman quite seriously.
The tug N. L. Doane took the yacht in tow and the injured men were
taken ashore for treatment.
The corrected times were of course not computed, as none of the

yachts have been measured, but they would not affect the ownership
of the prize or the merits and demerits of the work.

Astor Cups, Second and Third Days.
Aug. IS~19.

Pilgrim was unable to make repairs for the morrow, having to send
to Lawleys for new ironwork, while a new gaff and topsail club were
ordered in Newport. Jubilee was ready at the last moment, and
Colonia and Vigilant had little to do outside of the ordinary racing
routine. Vigilant, Colonia and Jubilee were at the line on Friday
morning, finding a very hght N.E. wind. The course signals displayed
from the May called for the first leg, of 10 mUes. S. by E., the second
N.E.J^E., the third W.N.W. The Scandinavian started oft' at 11 :40 and
just at noon the preparatory gun was fired, with the starting gun at
12:10 and the handicap gun at 12:13.
VigUant was over first at 12:11:39, with Jubilee to leeward at 13:12:03

and Colonia, further to leeward, at 1^:12:06. All carried baUoon fore-
sails and balloon jibtopsails. The wind dropped almost as soon as the
yachts were over, and then came in patches from all quarters, but
always light, such weather is only too often met oft' Newport, with a
S. W. breeze hanging around Point Judith and two or thi-ee other
breezes trying to blow from other quarters, the neutral zone of calms
and fiukes covering the open water between Brenton's Reef aad Block
Island on which the Newport courses are laid out. Colonia soon
stood over toward the west shore, where a breeze was visible, and
when the fieet, after nearly two tedious hours came together, all
having been on the wind, she had a long lead of Jubilee, the second
boat, VigUant, being well to leeward.
They had worked on slowly, the ten mile mark being turned:

Colonia 3:08:40, JubUee 3:14:30, VigUant 3:20:04. With spinakers and
balloon jibtopsaUs set they ran for the second mark m light and
baffling airs. Vigilant passing Jubilee. At 5:45 they were stiU sliort of
the second mark and with no wind, so each was taken in tow by a tug
or steam yacht, and the race abandoned.
The first event of Saturday was a meeting aboard the flagship at 10

A. M,, at which the cruise was formally disbanded, for once without
the races for the Owl and Gamecock colors and for naphtha launches,
no opportunity having been found on the entire cruise for these
events. Many yachts left the fleet, but the large steamers were all
out at the start to see another trial for the Astor cups. The weather
was no more promising than on Friday, cloudy and daraj) \vith a light;

N.E. wind. The course laid out n-as: E. ^ S., 10 mUes, W. by S. J.^ S.,
and N. by E. The start was given at 13:20. The Scandinavian mis-
took the course, and was chased and set straight by the Luckenbach.
Vigilant had the weather gauge, crossing at 13:20:52, with JubUee to
leeward at 13:21:14. Colonia was a little late but out to windward of
Vigilant, at 12:21:35. Starting for a reach, within a very few minutes
the wind headed, and the three were trying to beat out to the first
mark, as on Friday, with a light S.W. wind. In a light and fluky air
the windward work was tedious and inconclusive. Jubilee wa.s in
luck for a time and held the lead, but Vigilant finally passed her and
rounded the mark first, the times being: VigUant 3:02:07, Jubilee
3:03:44, Colonia 3:21 :05. The next leg was made slowdy with baUoon
jibtopsails set, the wind being on the beam. Vigilant gained, the
times at the second mark being: Vigilant 4:28:43, Jubilee 4:34:16, and
Colonia 4:49:53. It was now a run before the wind, spinakers being
quickly set, but the fleet merely drifted, and in the end the leader
failed to finish by ten minutes, the oflicial times being:

Start. Finish. Elapsed.
Vigilant 12 20 53 6 31 01 6 10 09
Jubilee 12 21 14 6 38 55 6 17 41
Colonia 12 21 -35 6 47 54 6 26 19

Monday being set for the Corinthian Y. C. sweepstakes, the next
trial for the Astor cups will be sailed on Wednesday. Jubilee wUl not
sail in any more races at present, but has returned to Boston, where
she will be hauled out for alterations and her canvas will be taken in
hand. Pilgrim will probably sail in the remaining race or races for
the Astor cup.
The sailing of Friday and Saturday was in no way a test, and save

for odd bits of work may be thrown out entirely, with the general
conclusion, that VigUant is first bj- a large margin and tliat Jubilee is
a little better than Colonia. The saUing in tJie Goelet cup race and
the runs of the cruise does little more than to confirm this conclusion,
and we must look to the first race for the Astor cups for a fair and
conclusive test.

On their form up to the present time, after all the preliminary pre-
paration and ten days of desultory sailing and racing with the fleet,

Vigilant has proved herself the fastest of the lot in very light airs,

and what is of far more importance, the ablest and most w'eatherly
under good racing conditions. Barring the chances of breakdowns,
which are possiblj' a little greater with her than with the others, there
is no reason to believe that she is in any sense a light-weather boat,
and that even though she may be relatively inferior to Colonia or
JubUee in hard weather and a sea, she would not be fast, able and sea-
worthy under any conditions ordinarUy met in racing. In the way
that she carries her sail she shows no lack of stability, and no
evidence of the faults attributed to her sister boat, Navahoe, the
nearest to her in type of ah the five new yachts.
While there is every probability of Vigilant retaining the first place

in subsequent meetings, the indications now are that PUgrim will be
at the other end of the fleet. Her designers and skipper have not lost
heart, and are working very pluckily to improve the boat now that
her defects are apparent, but the showing of the boat in this race was
very discouraging, and the chances are decidedly against such a great
improvement as would place her beside Vigilant.
The fln-keel is as yet a crude experiment. There are many problems

which can only be solved by hard practical experience, the calculations
of the naval architect lending veryj little aid to their solution, and thus
far the work of the designer in this type must be largely a gue.ss. It
is not yet even clear where the faults he, and the matter of remedying
them in the short time remaining before the trial races is a difficult

one. As she now is. Pilgrim has little chance with either of the others
under ordinary conditions.
Between Jubilee and Colonia the issue is very close; the former has

a good margin for improvement in her canvas, and witti it in good shape
she must do much better work to windward. Colonia is fast enough
in the footing, but fails in pointing and holding on, as would naturally
be the case in a keel vessel of her draft. Her exact dimension.s are
not known, but it is stated positively by tho.se who do know that her
draft is less than 16ft. on a waterline of about 86ffc.

All past experience on both sides of the Atlantic goes to show that
a keel boat, even of moderate beam and limited saU plan, cannot be
taken to windward with a centerboard boat on such a draft as this.

Wasp, the successful 46-footer of which Colonia is to a great extent
an enlargement, has upward of lift, draft, but with the same propor-
tion of draft to length as in Colonia she would draw only about 8ft.

Gin. ; and on the other hand. Wasp enlarged to 8Bft. I.w.l. would draw
20ft. instead of under 16. AVhile in doubling the length tlie draf t woiUd
not increase in the same proportion, it would seem that tiie difference
now existing is entirely too great.
The possibility of an 85-footer of the extreme narrow t.ype has been

frequently discussed in connection with the failure of Genesta and
Thistle, and the general opinion of designers and experienced yachts-
men abroad and on this side has been thrit at least IT ft. draft w as the
minimum from w^hich good results miglit be expected. This was in
boats of moderate beam and power, and when it eomes to a sail spread
of ll,000sq. ft. a still greater draft is needed, not for stability, the very
wide modern keels providing that, but for a thoroughly eft'ective

lateral plane, that will compare to advantage with the centerboard.
There are rumors now of radical changes to be made iti Colonia, as
there is little hope for any great imjjrovemetu in her pre.seut forni;
one rumor mentions a centerboard, but the meebauieal difficulties in
the way of this are serious, considering the limited time, and what is

more likely is that the keel may be materially deepened.

Tuesday.
Newport, Aug. 21.—The northeaster kickedup such a sea to-day that

the captains of the markboats refused to go outside, and though the
yachtsmen were ready to sail the Corinthian Y. C. annual sweepstake
race, scheduled for the day, it was necessarily postponed.

Barbara, cutter, Joseph S. Bass, of New London, went ashore in a
squall on the night of Aug. 12 on West Clump, Fisher's Lsland, when
bound home from Newport. The crew landed in the yaw], and a tu^
was sent for, the yacht lieing hauled off next day and towed to New
London, She was leaking badly, but the full extent of the damage
was not known.
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Hobbs Hole T. C. Annual Regatta.
PLYMOUTH—MASS.

Tuesday, Aug. Ih.

This Hobbs Hole T. C, of Plymouth, sailed its annual regatta on
Aug. 15 over a 6-mile course inside the harbor in a light N. E. -wind.

The elapsed times were:
FIRST CLASS.

Sigrid, Watson & Lootse 1 51 51

Future, William F. Whitman .....1 51 56

Amie E., Hartford 1 54 54

SECOND CLASS..

Sachem, Frothingham 1 45 48

Old Honesty, Melbourne McDowell 1 50 22

Puritan, 0. D. Craig 1 51 17

Gypsy Girl, W. Steele 1 52 26

Mystery, T. S. Dimon ..1 55 18

Maj. D., S. Drew 1 55 08

Spray, C. F. Bradford 1 59 09

Alice, Horace Drew 2 02 54

Hozer, Besse 3 05 27
THIRD CLASS.

Aggie, Frank Eogers 2 01 51

Jessie, I. Morton 2 07 51

Pilgrim, A. Bartlett 2 09 32

Grace Weston, Henry Jordan 2 09 -35

S. B., S. B. Holmes 2 13 18

aytie, A. B. Rogers 2 19 80

Cock Robin, S. L. Thurston 2 20 02

Hustler, Nathan Burgess 2 22 10

Vigilant, Charles Rogers 2 22 54
FOURTH CLASS.

Aphrodite, A. G. Fay 1 50 55

Two Stars, Henry Jones 2 00 23
Mignon, Damon Bros 2 01 36
Gertrude, I. S. Brewster withdrew.

Mobile Y. C.

MOBILE! BAY.

Saturday, July ».

The Mobile Y. C. sailed a race over a 15 knot triangular course, with
fair weather, S. E. wind and flood tide. The times were:

FIRST CLASS SCHOONERS.
Length. Start. Finish. Elapsed.

Native 2 08 24 5 30 42 3 22 18

Mexican Gulf, W. Mickle 2 07 43 5 .58 50 3 57 01

Sam Jones, T. Mitchell 2 11 20 6 11 03 3 59 43

Gertie 2 09 21 Withdrew.

SECOND CaASS CABIN SLOOPS.
Agnes, A. Mehle 30.07 2 09 11

Zephine. W. B. Curran. .. .27.10 2 07 09 5 19 93 3 10 12

Ocean, Jno. Wallack 36.06 2 15 20 5 37 55 3 30 46

Siren, H. L. Pettus 31.00 2 11 50 5 40 20 3 25 00

Nellie, G. H. Fonde 30.00 2 11 45 5 44 35 3 32 45

Maud, C. B. Vincent 33.00 2 05 23 5 46 10 3 40 42

THIRD CLASS OPEN SLOOPS.
Maggie P 18.00 2 08 30 5 35 00

Clara D 16 06 2 12 52 5 43 05

Sissie 17.03 2 09 21 5 45 30
Teaser 15.03 2 09 00 5 49 11

Frank L 19.00 Withdrew.
FOURTH CLASS CATS.

Phantom 22.00 2 16 00 5 47 03 3 31 03

Falcon 18.00 2 11 05 6 02 30 3 51 25
Winona 17.06 2 08 45 6 09 15 4 00 30

Winners— Class one: First, Native; second, Mexican Gulf. Class
two: First, Agnes; second, Zephine. Class three: First, Maggie P.;

second. Teaser. Class four: First, Phantom; second, Winona. Re-

fatta committee: Ted Hodgson, C. A. Hall and Thos. Blltchell.

udges, Ghas. O. Fulton, W. A. Gates. •

Oriole Y. C. Annual Regatta.
CANARSIE—JAMAICA BAY.

Saturday, Aug. IS.

The Oriole Y. C, of Canarsie, sailed its annual regatta
in a fresh northeast breeze, the times being:

CLASS A—CATBOATS OVER 20PT.
Elapsed.

Oalla 1 09 50

Maggie 1 10 45

Farewell 1 09 50

Lottie Tudie 1 09 10

Aggie M 1 10 05

Hebe 1 10 30

Hurry 1 10 25

PeU 1 09 55

Sea Gull 1 lO 10

Quack 1 10 50

CLASS B—CATBOATS UNDER 20FT.

Catac 1 19 30

Duck 1 23 50
Fly ..1 28 20

Bee 1 28 20
1 28 10

on Aug. 12

Corrected.
1 10 50
1 10 55
1 10 00
1 09 00
1 11 20
1 11 10
1 11 05
1 11 05
1 11 10
1 11 30

1 20 30
1 22 50
1 28 00
1 29 00
1 28 10

Seawanhaka Corinthian Y. C.

OYSTER BAY.

Saturday, Aug, 19.

HANDICAP Race.—The course: Starting from south to north of line

between two marks south of Moses Point, thence to Gold Spring Light,
keeping it on the port hand, thence to Center Island Buoy, keeping it

on the starboard hand, thence to Lloyd's Point Buoy, keeping it on
the starboard hand, thence to Cold Spring Light, keeping it on the
starboard hand, thence to finish, crossing line from north ^to south,

keeping to north of Black Buoy at mouth of haxbor going and coming.
Start at 11:.35:

Finished. Elapsed. Corrected.
Trinket, T. S. Young, Jr 2 31 45 2 56 45 2 45 45
Folly, Geo. Bullock 2 26 42 2 51 42 2 51 42
Meteor, Wm. Trotter 2 32 20 2 57 20 2 52 20
Dodo, E. M. Townsend, Jr 2 .33 24 2 58 24 2 51 24
Nameless, C. W. Wetmore did not finish.

Nadjy, A. P. Montaut did not finish.
Scarecrow, C. J. Stevens 2 42 50 3 07 50 2 54 50
Pilgrim, E. M. Townsend 2 24 50 2 49 .50 2 43 50
First prize, Pilgrim; second prize, Trinket. Judge, W. Emlein

Roosevelt.

Patchogue Annual.
Patchogue, , Aug. 19.—The first annual regatta of the Patchogue

Y. C. was sailed this afternoon. Twelve of the fastest boats in the
club started, and much interest centered in the sailing qualities of the
lately built narrow-waisted boats as compared with the old broad-
beamers. In the sloop class the Charles F. Dayton, an oldtimer, and
nearly as broad as she is long, was the favorite. She led to the turn,
but was afterward compelled to draw out on account of an accident
to her topsail. The Rose Silsbee then took the lead, and won by five

minutes over the Twin Brothers. In the second class for sloops, the
little Southern yacht Alice M. Newton ought to have won, but she
fouled the stake boat, and the race was awarded to the OdeU.
In the class for first-class catboats the Carola won easily. She was

sailed by her owner's son, Fred Thurber, who is under 20 years old.

The Dolphin, winner of many races in New York harbor, was easily
beaten by the Beulah, a new narrow boat. The course was a twenty-
mile angular one. The Patchogue boats ran nearly to the stakeboat
of the Sayville Club, whose regatta was sailing at the same time, and
they gave a long line of canvas as pleasing as it was unusual.

Meteor-Thistle.
Wassersport, the enterprising and wide awake yachting journal

of Germany, has placed yachtsmen under great obligations by the
publication in the issue of July 27 of the last competitor for the
America cup, which we here reproduce. Whatever defects Thistle,

now Meteor, may have possessed, there is much about her to admire
in beauty of form and harmony of design. We are not able at present
to discuss at length the points of the design, but it is clearly evident
that Thistle is in model a centerboard boat, and that only with the aid
of a centerboard could she compare to windward with the American
centerboard craft.

Sayville Y, C. Annual.
The second annual regatta of the Sayville Y. 0. took place in Great

South Bay, Long Island, Aug. 19, with a fresh S.E. breeze'.' The special
race between the sloops Bonnie Doon and Berkley occasioned a great
deal of interest on account of the Berkley having been queen of the
bay until the Bonnie Doon defeated her in a recent race at Bayshore.
Bonnie Doon won easily, her time being 3.02.35. Berkley was" nearly
10m. behind. The Sayville Club has bought a club house, and the
future of the organization is bright. The races to-day were timed as
follows:
Special class, sloops: Bonnie Doon Arthur Gibb, 3:03:35.

Class 1: Berkley, Alden S. Swan, 3:13:21; Annie Florence, E. Tuttle,

did not finish; Louisa, Edmund Terry, did not finish; Flyaway, Bert
Rogers, 3:21:55; Triton, S. V. Rogers, 3:17:17; Edna B., Daniel Bishop,
8:21:09; Willard Hall, Charles Rogers, did not finish; 3Iargie Brown,
George Anderson, did not finish.

Catboats, Class 1: Dom Pedro, E. Ketcham. did not finish; Loretta,
Otto Kahler, 2:12:58; Edward Preston, Syms Baker, 2:17:28; Lottie
Throckmorton, Percy ColUns, 2:21:41; Reliance, Westlake Brothers,
2:15:03.

Catboats, Class 2: Undula, John L. Lawrence, 2:34:.34; Lisa, John
R. Suydam, 2:27:05; Edith, W. K. Post, 2:.37:24; Mennie, Edward E.
Winters, 2:40:42; Emelie Isabel, Elmer Murdock, 2:;38:03; Sparks, F. G.
Bourne, 2:85:46; Columbia, John Cassidy, 2:47:25; Whiff, Arthur K.
Bourne, did not finish.

YACHT NEWS NOTES.
The special race of the Atlantic Y. C. for the Banks cup, for yachts

built this year to defend the America''s Cup. will be sailed on Aug. 31,

starting off Sandy Hook. The tug Mutual will follow the race.

The Seawanhaka Corinthian Y. C. has offered prizes to the amount
of $250 for a race of oyster boats on Labor Day. The course will be a
triangle of eleven miles, off Oyster Bay. There will be two classes,

over 28ft. and not over 28ft.

The nmeteenth open regatta of the South Boston Y. C. will be held
off club house. Marine Park, City Point, South Boston, Saturday, Sept.

9, 1893. Classes, 28 to 85ft., 34 to 28ft., 21 to 24ft., 15 to 18ft., and under
15ft. saihng length. Special class under 23ft. waterline. Cash prizes
approximate $200. A cordial invitation to all.

Secretaries of canoe clubs are requested to send to Forest and
Stream their addresses, with name, membership, signal, et«.. of their
clubs, and also notices in advance of meetings and races, and report of
the same. Canoeists and all interested in canoeing are requested to
forward to Forest and Stream their addresses, with logs of cruises,
maps, and information concerning their local waters, drawings or
descriptions of boats and fittings, and all items relating to the sport.

FIXTURES.
AUGUST.

U-26. A. C. A. Meet, St. Lawrence River.

SEPTEMBER.
2. Orange An., Arlington, N. J. 16. Red Dragon, Delaware River.
4. lanthe. An., Passaic River. 16. Toronto.International Paddling
4. Holyoke, Fall, Holyoke, Mass. Trophy Race.

Glenwood—"Electra."
Canoeing has always been regarded as a particularly clean sport,

free not only from all taint of professionalism and mercenary con-

siderations, but in particular from all unfair and dishonest practices.

It is then with great regret that we are obliged to borrow from the

vocabulary of the turf a fitting term to describe a recent occiu'rence,

which has already been alluded to in our columns. In racing parlance

a "ringer" is a horse of known reputation, which for dishonest pur-

poses is disguised in some way and entered under a false name,

usually in a distant locality where he is little likely to be recognized^

The canoe Glenwood is one of the best known of American canoes and
is unquestionably one of the fastest racing canoes ever built. She was
built last year to the special order of Mr. T. S. Oxholm, of the Yonkers

C. C, her designer and builder being Capt. George W. Ruggles, of

Rochester, N. Y. Glenwood was sailed through the entire season by
Mr. Oxholm, and with great success, winning many prizes. At the

end of the season, Mr. Oxholm being about to give up racing, she

was advertised for sale, and during the winter she was sold, one of the

conditions of the sale being that the name of the purchaser should not

be made public, and to this Mr. Oxholm agreed, as such a stipulation

is in no way unusual.

Our readers may remember during the spring several communica-
tions from a special Western correspondent in regard to the Mahn-a-

wauk C. C, in each of which a new canoe, to be named Electra^

was mentioned as building by the Davis Boat and Oar Company for

Mr. A. W. Friese, of that club, and also a member of the Western
Canoe Association. The canoe was present at the recent W. C. A-

meet, as reported in the Forest and Stream, and sailed very fast.

Since the report was published the rumor reached us that the so-called

Electra, built by the Davis Boat and Oar Co., of which firm, by the

way, Mr. Friese is the Milwaukee agent, was no other than the Glen-

wood, having^been shipped to Milwaukee and the name plates re-

moved and a new name painted.

We have been at some trouble to verify this report, and find that it

is unquestionably correct. At the same time we find that the entire

matter was from the first fully known to the special correspondent

who sent us the different reports from SUlwaukee already mentioned,

and who has imposed both upon us and our readers. In justice to our

Chicago correspondent, Mr. E. Hough, we may say that though pres-

ent for a short time at the W. C. A. meet, he was imposed on by the

perfectly plausible reports there circulated concerning the origin of

the canoe, and further, in his absence a portion of the report was

written by the special correspondent before referred to. These are

the facts. Further comments are unnecessary, as all gentlemen

sportsmen will draw their own conclusions from them.

The racing of the new yachts has monopolized so much of our space

during the past two weeks that we have been able to give no atten.

tionto the A. C. A. meet, which is progressing very successfully at

Long Island Park. Next week, however, we hope to give very full

reports of the camp and the racing.

We must ask the indulgence of our correspondents just now, as ab-

sence from New York with the yachts and canoes has prevented the

acknowledgment of a number of communications and the answering

of various inquiries.

The Original "Kelpie."
Camp of the King:pishers (in a rain), Platte Lake, Mich., Aug. 16.

—

Editor Fm-est and Stream: My attention has been called to a state-

ment by Mr. George B. Ellard, made at a meeting of the W. 0. A. and
published in your issue of Aug. 5, in which that gentlemen claims
originality in the use of the word "Kelpie" as a norn de plume. He
seems to attach a good deal of importance to this, and as I had heard
something of the sort before through friends of his (from whom I got
the impression that he had given up his idea of original proprietor-
ship), I think that it can do no harm if I state the following facts.

In the simimer of 1859 my friend Mr. S. C. Hatheway, a lawyer long
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resident in Boston, made with me a cruise in a canvas canoe, starting

at Lancaster, Mass., on tlie Nashua River, and followng that stream
to the Merrimac, thence dOT\Ti this river to Newburyport, or until the
water became decidedly salt. This canoe vras the Kelpie, the name
having been painted on her the previous winter, when I had con-

structed her without assistance or previous knowledgeof such matters
except what I could gather from birch canoes or common boats.

I have never used a canoe which suitedme as well, and she was in good
order when stolen from me five or sis years later. Since this my
favorite boat for the time has always been called Kelpie.

"When I first wrote for the Forest and STREAjr I signed my articles

with an "X." but as some one else afterward did the same, I changed
my pen name to "Kelpie," naturally enough, as she figured in most of
my screeds published in those days. I cannot say when this change
took place (though the editor could, if he chose), but if Mr. aeo. B.

EUard's use of the name antedates my own, it must have been begun
some dozen years ago. If the editor thinks him better entitled to use
this signature than myself I am quite ready to substitute another
whenever the condition of my eyes shall permit me to write for the
papers with comfort to myself.
In 1860 I was accompanied in some of the long cruises which I made

on Lakes Squam, Winnepesaukee and other New Hampshu-e waters in

the Kelpie, by Prof. E. H. Kussell, of Worcester, Mass., and in no
case did Mr. Russell, Mr. Hatheway or myself, while on these trips,

behold a canoe of any sort, except one heavy birch, which was chained
to the dock at Lowell, Mass.
I may add in conclusion that I cannot feel that any apology for my

use of the name "Kelpie" is due from me to Mr. George B. Ellard. He
is, however, at Uberty to offer one if he chooses to. Kelpie.

A. C. A. Membership.
Northern DmsioN: Geo. A. Schofield, W. J. Montgomery, Peter-

boro; John n. Berkett, Arthur Irwin, Kingston.

San Francisco Pistol Club.

San Francisco, Aug. 18.—I herewith send scores made by the Pistol

Club of San Francisco at its monthly shoot to-day. Conditions: dis-

tance 50yds., open range, no re-entry, every shot to count, 31b. puU of

trigger, standard American target.

Club medal contest, 10 shots:

SI Kellogg 10 10 9 10 10 7 10 10 9 7—92
EHovey. 10 10 9 9 9 8 7 8 10 9-89
F O Young 10 8 9 9 8 6 10 19 9 9-88
FGehret. ......9 9 9 7 10 7 9 6 10 8-82
Dr L O RodgefB 10 6 10 7 10 5 7 8 8 9—80
AHeath 10 69687698 0—78
CM Daiss 779778897 9-78
CaptJEKlein 78 10 10 87766 8-77
Thirty shot State championship match, open to all comers, condi-

tions same as above:
E Hovey 7 8 10 10 8 9 9 8 10 9-88

99 10 859899 9-85
10 8 10 10 10 10 10 8 10 8-94-267

S I Kellogg 9 8 7 8 10 7 8 10 6 8-81
10 7 8 7 10 9 8 8 10 10—87
10 7 9 10 8 10 10 9 10 10-93-261

FOToune 10 10 8 9 9 8 8 9 9 8—88
7 9 10 889999 10-88
7 7 9 10 10 7 8 9 6 9—85—261

CM Daiss... 8 9 8 7 8 9 10 6 8 8-8199998999 10 10-91
8 10 7 9 10 9 8 9 10 8—88—260

F Gehret

9

9 7 8 9 7 8 10 9 7-83988878878 8—79
8 10 10 8 10 8 9 9 10 8—88—252

DrLGRodgers 9 79977696 6-75
® 10 7 10 989867 8-82

7968 10 5879 10-79-236
At the adjoining range the Germania Schuetzen Club held its

monthly medal shoot with following winners in various classes. Con-
ditions: 200yds., off-hand, no re-entry, every shot flred to count, after

beginning score. 25^m. ring target, 20 shots: Champion class. Dr. L.

O. Rodgers. 413; first class, C. Thierbach, 420; second class, D. Faktor,
413.

Dr. Rodgers spoilt his score by accidentally scoring a clean miss on
his 16th shot. The club, howeveJ-, enjoyed a potation at his expense
when he made the following nm in his 9th, 10th, 11th, 12th and 13th

shots: 24 25 25 24 25—123, out of possible 125. Boell.

Cincinnati.

Cincinnati, O., Aug. 13.—The Cincinnati Rifle Association held its

regular practice shoot at its range to-day and made the scores as ap-
nended. Conditions 200yds. off-hand at the standard target:

5indele

799976986

6-76796859698 10-7778987839 10 8-77
Payne 10 7 9 10 9 6 7 10 8 9-a5868986698 8-7698766776 10 9—75
Weinheimer

954594

10 77 7—67878574477 8—6884757445 10 8—62
Brumback

6

8 7 9 7 8 3 7 9 8-735995 10 10 955 6—73
10 74885876 9—72

Topf 4 8 7 4 7 4 8 2 6 10—60
7 10 4762555 8—59556G54939 5-67

Randal!

89

10 756876 7-73879779567 8—73676767925 10—72
See 9 8 8 8 6 6 8 6 5 6—70986693 10 54 6—71

7 10 8667656 7-68
Drube

495778

7 59 9-70
55 10 77676 10 5—71
7 7 7698968 6—73

Buthoff

2

6 4 0 5 8 4 5 5 9-434165 3 0 5 65 5—40
46 10 24 6 744 3—49

Nagel 0 2 3 4 3 3 6 5 7 3—8528550340 5 4—36805732557 4—46

Greenville Bifle Club.

The weekly gallery shoot of the Greenville Rifle Club at headquai^
ters, No. 112 Cator avenue, Greenville. N. J., on Friday night. Aug. 18,

had its usual attendance. The following scores were made by the
members present, 10 shots, possible 250. distance 25yds.: Plaisted 240,

C. Boag 339, Collins 238, Chavant 237, Purkess 236, Dodds 238, Robi-
doux 2.33, Spahn 230. Hill 215, Becker 211. The weekly outing on Sat-
urday, Aug. 19, had its usual atendance of regulars. The weather con-
ditions were favorable for good scores. That old veteran of the butts,

Mr. Dorrler. gave the boys an exhibition of good holding by making a
score of 2.32 points in ten shots on the German ring-target,

In an individual march of 20 shots between Messrs Dorrler and Plais-

ted the following scores were made:
Plaisted (.38-55 Bal., 3.30 lub.).,..25 25 31 'ii 18 25 25 31 19 33-255

22 24 22 23 19 30 22 20 24 2.3—219—444
Dorrler (.38-55 Bal., 225patoh). ...25 30 20 33 19 21 21 24 23 19-215

21 34 1 9 23 33 33 33 22 17 21—215-^.30
In regular practice the foUo^Tng scores were made, 10 shots, Ger-

man ring-target., etc.:

M Dorrler (.38-55 Bal.. 325 patch) 25 23 24 21 22 2:3 25 33 24 33-233
C H Chavant (.38-55 Winch., 320 lub) . .21 23 24 33 21 35 20 21 22 21—221
Plaisted (.38.55 Bal.. 266 lub) 21 23 21 24 18 23 32 24 23 33—231
W C Collins (.32-20 Bal., 125 lub.) 15 17 24 20 21 14 18 21 24 22—206
0 " ~ " ' ^~

J
J

3isley Bifle Club Meeting, 1893.
Editor Forest and Strejam:
The Bisley revolver competitions were a great success, there were

more entries than ever betore and the shooting of a much higher class
than formerly, a Dutch revolver shot competed but did not get up
into the prize list. Duriug the second week, when Mr. Walter Winans
was leading in all the fourteen revolver competitions, he heard that
there was an opinion among the other revolver shots that the reason
he was ahead was because he could have several tries for each series

(they being unlimited entry competition.s), and that he could not
slioot a match straight out. To dispel this idea he told the champion
revolver shot of Ireland. Mr. Joynt. that he was willing to shoot him
a revolver match on any terms Mr, Joynt preferred. Mr. Joynt said

he preferred 30 shots at a stationary target at 60yds. The terms
agreed to were S50, Mr. Winans leaving that also to Mr. Joynt to
decide. It was shot before a large crowd of spectators, the betting
ruling in Mr, Joynt's favor. He shot a Webley and Mr. Winans a
Smith & Wesson. The match can be described in a few words, Mr.
Winans took the lead in the first few shots and gradually adding to
his advantage, finishing 5 points ahead, his backers making a good
thing on the odds offered against him. The shot for shot score is as
follows on a 4ki. bullseye, counting 7 points, the next ring counting 6,

being 6in. in diameter. Mr. Winans, except for an accidental "let off,"
did not get outside the "4" ring.
Walter Winans 655657765476763757464674464766—168
W Joynt 567757455557345573456657554467—163
The next day the return match was shot, the same distance and

number of shots, only Walsrode smokeless powder and military re-
volvers were used. 3Ir. Winans had two bad cartridges for his first

two shots, and Mr. Joynt getting on the bullseye his first shot he got a
lead of 11 points when the match was half over, and it looked as if it

was hopeless for Winans to continue. He shot very carefully, how-
ever, and Mr. Joynt missing the target in one of his last shots, Mr.
Winans won by two points.
The revolver competitions resulted as follows:
Military revolvers, Series 1 (shding target): First, Walter Winans,

38; second, Green (professional), a worse 38.

Military revolvers, Series 2 (disappearing target): First divided by
Walter Winans and Haig with an equal 40.

Military revolvers. Series 3 (rapid-firing): First, Walter Winans, 38;
second, Haig, 38 (a worse 38).
Military revolvers. Series 4 (50yds.): First, Walter Winans, 38; sec-

ond, W. Joynt, 38 (a worse 38).
MilitaiT Revolver aggregate: First, Walter Winans, 153; second,

Haig, 147.

Target revolvers, Series 1 (sliding target) : First, Walter Winans, 39;
second, Capt. Lamb, 88.

Target revolvers. Series 2 (disappearing target): Walter Winans
and Green (professional) divided first with 41 points.
Target revolvers. Series 3 (rapid-firing): First, Walter Winans, -38;

second. Major MacKerrell, 34.

Target revolver. Series 4, 50yds.: 1st, Walter Winans 40 (the best on
record score for 50yds.) ; 2d, Lieut. Heath 39.

Target revolver aggregate: 1st, Walter Winans 157.

Revolver grand aggregate and gold vase: Walter Winans 313 (no-
body else within 30 points of him). Smith & Wesson revolver prize:
A "walk over" for Walter Winans with a score of 40.

Walsrode, for smokeless powder in a revolver at a disappearing
target: 1st, Walter Winans 38, 2d, Andrews (professional) 36.

Walsrode, 50yds. : Walter Winans and Lowe 37 points each, the 5
being at the end of Winans'' score and in the middle of Lowe's score,
the latter took first prize on what was really a divide.

It wiU be noticed that :Mj. Winans won in each by only as much as
was necessary to do so, except in the gold cup which represents the
revolver championship of Great Britain, and which he therefore was
not inclined to play with. At the prize distribution he therefore went
up for 13 first prizes, which is the best on record, the former best
being the 10 he went up for last year.

It IS a great pity that M. Jornu did not appear at the ranges, as the
Enghsh daily papers m&de remarks about it, he having expressed his
determination to compete this year. London.

International Columbian Prize Shooting.
Sharpshooters' Park, West Pullman, 111., Aug. 13 and 14.—It was

very hvely on the range. The youngest shooter who ever appeared
at the range was Master Clarence Long, from Lafayette. Ind., 10 years
old; in passing 14 shots he made his first bullseye for the Columbian
medal; he was in care of his father.
The following shooters shot for the medal at different targets: Jas.

Braun, Jr., Joliet; F. W. Burk, Davenport; Alois Woerner, Indianapo-
lis; W. H. Korn, Davenport; Frank Bedaro, Davenport; Dr. C. Mathey,
Davenport; Aug Mende, St. Louis; N. Burk, St. Louis; H. Black, St.

Louis; L. J. Sehring, JoUet; John Spelter, Johet; H. Oehring, Joliet;

G. A. MarUn, Joliet; Anton Wagner, Joliet^ T. BentemuUer. Joliet;

H. F. Piepenbrink, Joliet; W. C. Braun, JoUet; Ezra Gould. Elgin; F.
Kai'len, Jr., Monroe, Wis. ; H. Berg, Sr., Davenport; Anton Kaiser, Chi-

cago; N. M. Platke, Chicago; H. Miller, Chicago, and Master Clarence
Long, Lafayette.
King Target—Tred. IngersoU 206, H. Berg 204, J. Karlen, 203, P. H.

Dalahuntv, Pittston, 197, H. F. Piepenbrink 197, R. Helmold, Chicago,
195, Anton Wagner 191, F. Helmold 189, A. Woerner 189, Jas. Braun,
Jr., 187, Dr. C. Mathey 186. Prank Bedaro 184, Wm. Boehmer 176, F.

A. Martin 174, Wm. Ott 172, N. M. Platke 169, H. Sehring 164, F. W.
Burk 151. W. H. Korn 1.51, Aug. Mende 150.

Columbia Target.—V. Bredaro 66, F. Karlen 65, Aug. Mende 64, W.
Boehmer 64, Alois Woerner 64, Jas. Braun 61, J. H. Burk 61, N. M.
Platke 59, J Helmold 59, B. Richter 58, P. J. Dalahunty 57, F. A. Mar-
tin 52, H. Berg 51, N. Bui-k 50, H. F. Piepenbrmk 47, A. Wagner 46, H.
Sehring 44, Dr. C. Mathey 44, H. Black 41, W. H. Korn 36, W. C.
Braun 19.

Bullseye Target—C A. Johnson 29 flags out of 100 shots, John Spelter
26, F. BentenmuUer 24, L. J. Sehring 22, J. A. Kelley 22, Frank Bedaro
22, Jas. Braun, Jr., 20, F. IngersoU 18, E. Richter 15, A. Wagner 14, R.
D. Carroll 13, F. A. Martin 13, H. Berg 11, A. Woerner 11, J. Karlen 11,

Dr. C. Mathey 10, H. Sehring 7, F. W. Burk 7, N. Burk 6, H. F. Piepen-
brink 5, A. Mende 4, H. Haagen 3, W. E. Koran 2 and Master Clarence
Long 2.

People's Target—Jas. Braun, Jr. 71, L. J. Sehring 70, R. D. Carroll

68, F. A. Martin 67. E. Richter 67, A. Woerner 66, 0. A. Johnson 65, H.
Sehring 62, F. BentemuUer 62, J. Karlen 61, F. IngersoU 59, N. M.
Platke 59, H. Berg 56, J. Spelter 53, W. E. Korn 54, A. Mende 47, Clar-

ence Long 42.

Man Target.—J. P. Dalahunty 89, J. Spelter 91, W. H. Korn 89, Jas.
Braim, Jr. 87, W. Boehmer 85, L. J. Sehring 85, W. Haagen 82, H. F.
Piepenbrmk 81, E. Richter 81, H. Miller 76, N. M. Platke 72, Wm.
Haagen 66, H. Black 64, A. Mende 56, Clarence Long 48.

Standard.—JSiS. Braun, Jr, 44, L. J. Sehring 42, J. Spelter 41, P. D.
CarroU 39, Wm. Ott 36, C. M. Weinberger 36. A. Mende 33, N.M. Platke
32, E. Richter 33, H. MUler 39. A. Boesb.

Independent New York Corps.

The monthly shoot of the Independent New York Corps, in Wash-
ington Park, on Friday, Aug. IS, did not receive its usual attendance.
The cracks of the corps were on hand as usual and entered into the
competition with vim.
On the ring target the honors for high score feU to Wm. Hayes, with

a total of 117 for 5 shots out of a possible 125. On the man target Gus
Zimmerman was high with a score of 59 out of a possible 60. On the
the point target Zimmerman also was in the lead for the best ticket
vrith 19 out of a possible 20 points.

Ring target, 5 shots, possible 125: Wm. Hayes 117, Geb Krauss 108,

Ignatz Marten 106, Fred Simon 105. F. Bittschier 105, M. Qriner 101,

M. Hermann 77, M. Kuhn 58.

Man target, 3 shots, possible 60: Gus Zimmerman 59, Alex Stein 58,

Wm. Hayes 58, Geb Krauss 5S, Ignatz Martin 54, F. Simon 51, F. Bitt-

schier 51, M. Kuhn 50, M. Herman 42.

Point target, 5 shots, possible 20: Gus Zimmerman 19, Aug. Begerow
18, F. Bittschier 17, Geb Krauss 17, Ignatz Martin 16, Alex Stein 15,

M. Bauer 15, Dr. Herald 14, F. Simon 14, Wm. Hayes 13, M. Greiner 13,

M. Baab 12, M. Kranzberg 13, H. Weiler 10, M. Kuhn 10, M. Kurtzer 10.

RIFLE NOTES.
Some of our riflemen have signified a strong desire to see an indi-

vidual match or sei'ies of matches between those two experts Messrs.
M. Dorrler and F. C. Ross. These two men are considered to be the
best in the country and a match between them would create a great
deal of interest in rifle circles. After these two have decided the
issue between them jjerhaps some of our other would be champions
wUl enter the Usts and help to keep the ball in motion.

While a visitor to the practice shoot of the Independent New York
Corps, at Washington Park, last week, we had the pleasure of meet-
ing that veteran rifleman and inventor of the champion American
target. Wm, Hayes, calling his attention to Mr. Farrow's remarks
concerning the above target. Mr. Hayes requested us to say to the
shooting fraternity that they were at liberty to make whatever use
of the target they saw fit. Now if the riflemen of the country want
to adopt this target here is their opportunity. Those who are too
poverty stricken to pay for the cost of printing have only to restore
the lead pencU and string, the corner grocery will, no doubt, donate
the paper. The price of powder and lead is at ebb tide, now why not
have a boom in rifle shooting?

That the management of the International Columbia shooting festi-

val in C!hicago would extend the festival for a week continuous was
hoped for, but hardly expected by the fraternity throughout the
coimtry. The notification of the extension has come at such a late

period that many of our Eastern riflemen And themselves unprepared
to take advantage of the situation, and the consequence is that many
of our riflemen wUl lose the opportunity of visiting the Fair and the
honor of competing for the many prizes at the International shooting
festival. Bui we would caution all our experts to keep their rifles in

good trim for 1895, when New York wUl give them a festival the equal
of which has never been seen in America. Its coming siu-el

The club house of the Hudson Rifle Club is about to undergo an ex
tensive change and several new additions are to be made for the oom-

fort of the visitors and members. The house committee who have it

in charge promise a satisfactory showing. The shooting committee,
consisting of Messrs. Hansen, Boddey, Sliddleson, Steuber and Bird,
htjve a large and elaborate programme ready to submit to the club at
the September meeting. It will probably take place in October. All
arrangements have been completed for the great "Hudson vs. Green-
ville" match at 200vds.. at Marion, Labor Day, Sept. f. at 3 o'clock,

for a purse of §50, the team wiU consist of 10 men, and already several
large amounts have been wagered. The favor seems to be with the
Hudsons, but the farmers think they can do the trick once more.
Wait and see. t

The post ofiQce address of many of the New York experts on Friday
and Satm-day of this week will be Greenville, N. J. The thu-d annual
festival of the Excelsior Rifle Club is said to be the cause of the
exodus.

We hear rumors of extraordinary results made with the new_ Ameri-
can (smokeless) powder (Leonard's), and the Smith Brown vrire gim,
at the government proving grounds, Sandy Hook, last week. It is re-

ported that with201bs. of^ Leonard powder, a velocity of 2,865ft. per
second was given to a 621b. Ohot. If this report is true it is certainly
wonderful, and aU Americans whose raiment of patriotism is properly
adjusted wUl extend a happy greeting to oiu- American inventors,
over the result of their labors.

In la.st week's issue Mr. Milton Farrow comes to the front agafo
with another letter under the heading of the "New Army Rifle." In
his last communication he accuses the writer of "Rifle Notes" of care-
lessness and lack of patriotism. To his charge of carelessnes we are
constrained to plead guUty. In the winter of 1863-4 we became some-
what intoxicated with a desire to do a little soldiering and forthwith
proceeded to enlist, and on the morning of May 6, 1864, we found our-
selves mixed up with the mob that was trying to drive Lee out of the
wUderness. From this time to the following AprO, when Lee gave up
the struggle, we were more or less "in it" in the many arguments
that occurred from time to time between Grant and Lee. It is from
this experience that we made the assertion that the soldier in active
service cares but little where his rifle was manufactured or who was
the inventor, provided it was the equal of that in the hands of the
soldier on the other picket line. Ml-. Farrow's query as to whether
the soldier in active service would carry his rifle open and empty,
leads us to infer that he has never been in such a situation himself.
Under extreme excitement the best drilled soldier wUl handle his rifle

with the sure care and forethought that Mr. Farrow handles his with
when facing the butts at a shooting festival. And speaking of excite-
ment, can Mr. Farrow recaU the many instances wherein he has faced
the target without any bullet in his rifle? The modern breachloading
rifle in its simplest form is very liable to get out of order, and when
one takes into consideration the fact that the average soldier is any-
thing but a mechanic, it is no wonder that our ordinance boards re-

sort to the most extreme tests before adopting a rifle for army use.

To Mr. Farrow's charge of lack of patriotism, we are compeUed to
plead a lack of understanding the significance of the term. Looking
back through the vista of years to the times ('61-5) when patriotism
was a garment of everyday use by the a verage citizen, we are prone
to associate the term with something elastic, easily fitted to a volun-
teer or Government contractor. P.

All ties divided unless otherwise reported.

FIXTURES.
If you want your shoot to be announced here

send in notice like the following:

Aug. 23-23.—Michigan Trap-Shooters' League tournament, at Jack-
son, Mich.
Aug. 22-25.—Keystone Target Company, seventh annual tournament,

at New London, Conn.
Aug. 23-31.—Chadwick's tournament, Marmont, Ind.
Sept. 2.—New Jersey Trap-Shooters' League and Boiling Springs

Gun Club, Rutherford, N. J.

Sept. 4.—Frankfort (N. Y.) Game and Fish Protective Association
tournament.
Sept. 4.—Endeavor Qim Club tournament, on Al Heritage's grounds,

Marion, N. J.

Sept. 5-8.—Third international Uve bird and target tournament, at
Des-chree-shos-ka Island, Detroit, Mich.
Sept. 6-8 —Schuylkill County Shooting Association, at Tamaqua, Pa.

Targets, sparrows and pigeons.
Sept. 6-8.—The Veteran Tournament, Indianapolis, Ind, during

National G. A. R. Encampment, under the management of the officers

of the North End ShooLing Club. H. S. Humphrey, President.
Sept. 12-13.—Manufacturers' Trap-Shooting Association tournament,

at AUentown and Bethlehem, Pa. (combined).
Sept. 26-29.—Pennsylvania State Sportsmen's Association tournament

at Harrisbiu-g, Pa. H. M. F. Worden, Cor. Sec'y.
September.—Manufacturers' Trap-Shooting Association tourna-

ment, at Columbus, Ohio.
Oct. 2-7.—John Watson's tournament, Burnside, HI.

Oct. 19-20.—West Newburg Gim and Rifle Association faU tourna-
ment, at Newburg.

1894.

April 4-6.—Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association's
Grand American Handicap at Dexter Park, Long Island.

May 23-34.—KnoxviUe (Tenn.) Gun Club tournament, $1,000 added
money.

-21
-24
-30
—16
—31
-18-

—21

Climax Gun Club.

Plainpiexj), N. J. Ang. 14.—Reeular club handicap:
C Smith 1001111101111110111111111
TBrantingham 1111111111111111111111110
T H KeUer 1010111110011111111111101

D Terry 0111111000011111011000111

N Apgar 11 101 11110101101111111 111

S Terry (32) 0011000101011111001101100 1111010
A Trust (.30) 0111111011111110111111110 11101
G Voehl (3.3) 1111111110111011111111101 11110110
R Manning (29) 0111111111000011011111011 1101
J Darby (§5) 0100110101000110110010110 0101100100—16
D Darby (30) 1100110011011011011110101 11110 —30
W Terry (32) 1110011101111111111110111 1101110 —26
J Goodman (35) 1110000000011011000111111 1101111111—2S
McGiDty (32) 1110100011011001111011110 OlHllO —21

No. 1, 10 targets, one man up, 5 traps, unknown angles:
Smith 1111011011— 8 Keller 0100111111— 7
Apgar 1001110111- 7 S Terry 1111000101— 6
Brantingham llllllOlll— 9 D Terry IIOOIIOOOI- 5
Craft 1110111111— 9 A Trust 1111011110— 8
Mannmg 1111101001— 7 G Voehl OOUOlIllO— 6

No. 2, 10 targets, known trap, unknown angles:
Apgar lllllOIOlO- 7 Smith 1111111111—10
Craft 1110111101— 8 KeUer 1110010011— 6
Trust 0110001101— 5 D Darby OlOOlOIlOl— 5
D Terry llllUllOl— 9 S Terry 1111010111— 8
Voehl 0110111001— 6 McGmty 0000000110— 2

No. 8, same conditions, 15 targets:
Smith 111111111111110—14 D Terry 111111111111011—14
Apgar 111111111111111—15 Goodman llKWOOtXlOOlOll— 6
KeUer 111111111111110—14 W Terry 111001110111111— 9
Slanning 100111111010111-11 Craft 110111101010111—11
Brantingham. ..011111111110111—13 Trust 111111111111111—15
Voehl 100011101101101— 9

No. 4, same conditions:
Keller 1110011111—8 D Terry 1111111110—9
Apgar lOOlllOlOO—5 McGlnty 1001010010—4
Craft Ill 1110101—9 W Terry 1101011110—7
Trust 1110111111-9 S Terry 1101110111—8
Voehl 1000001110-^ J Darby 0011111111-«
Smith 1101110111—8

Fran^ort Second Annual.
The Frankfort Game and Fish Protective Association will give their

second annual tournament Monday, Sept. 4, on the club grounds,
Frankfort, N. Y. The shooting wlU be at kingbirds, rapid fli-ing

system, American Association rules to govern. Any shooter tying on
purses can draw his share. Prices of birds deducted from purses
For best averages, in aggregate scores in events Nos. 2 to 11 inclus-

ive, the club offer $15 for average money. Divided S5 to first, 34 to
second, S3 to third, g2 to fourth 81 to fifth. Money will be divided as
follows: In the 10 bird events, 50, .30 and 30; in the 15 and 20 bird events,
40, 30, 20 and 10. Shooting wiU commence directly upon arrival of the
morning trains from east and west. No postponement on account of
weather. Awning covers firing points. SheUs and limch on the
grounds. For further particulars address 0. M. Rich, Sec.
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THE CHARLOTTE INTERSTATE.
With an average attendance of about twenty-five tbe grand tourna-

ment of the Cha.rlotte Gun Club, assisted by the Interstate Manufac-
turers' and Dealers' Association, wMch opened on Wednesday arid

closed this evening, was a successful affair.
Charlotte is one of the most flourishing towns on the line of the R.

& D. and Seaboard roads, having a population of 15,000, and being sit-

uated in one of the most healthful sections of North Carolina. This is

the very center of the game region, and in season thousands of North-
ern sportsmen come here to hunt for quail and turkey. The knowing
ones say that the coming season is likely to be a phenomenally good
one, especially for quail, which have increased and multiplied at a
great rate during the hot and dry summer. One party who spent a
few days twenty miles west of this town says he saw sixteen coveys in

less than a tliree-mile drive. Nearly every man in town owns a gun
and quail dog, and they are always ready to put jn a few days hunting
with visiting sportsmen. Farmers in the outlying districts will board
visitors at nominal rates and feed them well. One party in Hender.gon
county has an established rate of §2 a week for board and lodging, and
he sets a good, substantial table at that.

i^The fox hunting season opens this week, and for the next month the
baying of the hounds will make sweet music on all the mountain
ridges between here and Greensboro, wheae the sport is the best in the
country. The Northerner who comes down to indulge in this sport
must be an accomplished and well-seasoned rough rider, else he is

likely to be left far in the rear by the natives, who being practically
reared in the saddle, never think any pace too hot nor run too long.
Besides offering unexcelled advantages to the sportsman, Charlotte

is undoutedly the most attractive residence place in this section of
the State. It is considerably above the storm area with a climate that
is remarkably equable. Its people are of the hustling style, and
deeply interested in the prosperity of the city. It has large and
varied manufacturing interests and is steadily increasing in wealth.
It has a web of railroads, sis lines now running into the city, and two
more being projected. It is a leading cotton market, and has sis large
cotton factories, two immense compresses, two iron foundries, two
cotton seed oil mills (one of which is the largest in the world), a large
hosiery factory, sash', blind and door factory, an immense miU for the
manufacture of gingham, and other establishments. A ,150,000 city
hall has just been completed, as have a new Presbyterian and a
Methodist church.
Nearly all the roads are macadamized and there is an excellently

equipped line of electric cars running out to Latta Park, one of the
town's most attractive spots. Latta Park comprises 90 acres of wood-
land, shrubs and flowers, and has three lakes within its confines.
This is the pleasure ground of the city, where all the picnics are held,
and baseball games played.
During the week the Second and Fourth Regiments, N. G. N. C,

along with four independent companies of South Carolina troops have
been encamped close by the above park. The North Carolinians have
adopted the new drill regulations, but their brethi-on from South
Carolina still adhere to "Upton's."
The tournament was held on a plateau near Latta Park, and the

rear of the score line presented the appearance of a camp, there being
a score of tents pitched there. These were the advertising tents of
the members of the Association. On the extreme right the first post
of honor was the tent of Forkst and Stream, on the front of which
showed plainly, ''Come in and sit down," an invitation accepted by
many people. Forest and Stream was represented by its trap editor,
and all the shooters commented on the fact that it is the only paper
ever represented at a Southern tournament.
There were also the tents of the American E. C. Powder Co., repre-

sented by Noel G. Money ; L nion MetaUic Cartridge Co.
,
represented

by Wm. M. Thomas; Tatham & Bros., shot manufactui'ers: LeRoy
Shot and Lead Works; Smokeless Powder Co.; Colt Patent Fire Arms
Co. ; Von Lengerke & Detmold; Standard Keystone Target & Trap Co.
and one belonging to a paper published in Chicago. There was also a
restaurant tent, one for the cashier and several for the use of specta-
tors and shooters.
Among those present were Dr. J. Dixon, "Jim Crow," of Pittsburgh,

Pa. ; Noel G. Money, Oakland, N. J. ; W. H. Wagner, Washington. D.
C; J. L. Osborne, Washington, D. C; Wm. M. Thomas, Bridgeport,
Conn.; Thomas W. Morfey, Paterson, N. J.; John W. Hoffman, Orange
Valley, N. J.; William Tell Mitchell, Lynches, Va.; J. L Gilmer, J. R.
Jordan. J. W. Joyce, J. L. Fonda and Garland Daniels of Greensboro,
N. C, and lastly, but by no means least, Elmer E. Shaner. of Pitts-
burgh, Pa., the hustling and efficient manager of the Association, who
is not only making many friends for himself but for the Association
as well by his rigid adherence to all the conditions advertised for the
various tournaments. Mr. Shaner is always the first man to reach the
grounds and the last one to leave, and all day long he is flitting here,
there and all over, assuring himself that everything is running
smoothly, and still ready to stop for a chat, to answer questions,
smile at "kicks" and put everybody in a good humor. There can be
no doubt of his being the right man in the right place.
The local club turned out in force, as it always does, being repre-

sented by Messrs. Todd, Anthony, Stokes, Dodge, Floyd, C. E. Thomas,
Brehm, Cresswell, Carson, Dowd, Howell, Justice and Gilliland. Col.
Anthony and Messrs. Todd, Stokes and Howell rendered valuable as-
sistance to Manager Shaner throughout the tournament.
The Charlotte Gun Club was extremely hberal to the shooters, add-

ing $300 in cash to the purses, and they should have bad a much larger
attendance. Season after season members of this club have been in
the habit of attending shoots in various parts of the South and put-
ting out their money for every event, and the clubs whom they have
patronized should certainly have sent representatives to Charlotte.
Knoxvflle, Spartansburg, Ashevfile, Johnson City, AVinchester and any
number of other towns have been patronized by Charlotte shooters,
but never a man did any of them send to Charlotte.
The members of the club are all prosperoms business men with large

interests to look after, but business is put aside from the tima the tour-
nament opens uptil the last visitor has departed from town. The store
which, used jointly by Mr. Justice, Mr. Brehm and Mr. Stokes, is head-
quarters for the club members and visitors, and the key is not turned
until a late hour. Each evening a seance was held here and many w-ere
the iueas advanced in regard to how guns, ammunition and traps
should be made andj how trap tournaments should be run. Some of
the ideas if followed out would be O. K., but as concerns
others—oh, my:;

It was nearly 10 A. M. on Wednesday when the first gun was fired
and shortly after 4 P. M. the regular programme was shot out. It
must be remembered that this programme was not arranged by the
Interstate Association, the Charlotte Gun Club insisting that if they
added 8300 to the purses they should be entitled to the privilege of
arranging the programme of events. This was reasonable, and the
association granted the privflege as well as allowing them to throw
I he targets to suit them.-elves. The arranging of the programme
showed good judgment on the part of the club, and the association
membi-rs present were compelled to ackuo\vledge that it was superior
lo any of their previous programmes.
Event No. 5 each day called for a match for club teams of five men

eu.;]j, 25 targets each day, 835 entry per team for the three days, $50
ail led by the Charlotte Gun Club, thi-ee moneys to be awarded on the
as^rt-gate nmnber of breaks per team for the three days. This shoot
tiieclnl) declared off as New Jersy had only three shooters present
ana Greensboro had only four. Charlotte could have put in a team
and shot a "walkover" for the purse, but this they were too generous
to ilo, so an individual contest was substituted, each man to shoot at
a,5 targets each day, $5 entry for the three daj's, $.50 added, 4 moneys
for aggregate number of breaks during the three days. This turned
out well, there being ;J1 entries and close work for the pot.
The throwing of the targets on the first day was the means of loud

and long complaints, and the "falling down" in average of a number
of the boys. It is understood of course, that at all the shoots of this
Association aU the events are shot under the Novelty rule, from eight
traps. The local club managers insisted upon throwing the targets
extremely hard and low, a method of which the shooters approve
when shooting at unknown angles from known traps, but one which is
pretty certain to ou''-gun a man when traps and angles are unknown.
The projectors discovered the error early in the day, but as a matter
of coui-se they could not change the traps then. On Thursday morn-
ing the targets were thrown differently, in fact they went almost to
the opposite in changing the traps?, some of the targets.going from 20
to 30l:t. in the air. The complaints and changes of cottrse onlv ap-
plied to the five inside u-aps, the three outside traps bemg set accord-
mg to rule.

In j-egard to the impression made by the Novelty rule, used for the
fl rst ti tne in the South, it is difficult to express an opinion. Some of
the shooters declared that never again would they shoot under a rule
by which "the element of skill was eliminated and the element of luck
substituted." Others thought the principle was good, but the chances
of luck too groat, while some were heartily in favor' of the rule as it
stood. This is the first time that any complaints have been heard
against this rule, which has at once caught the. fancy of the shooters
wherever uwd. But here, as has been stated, opinions are divided.
The main cause for complaint seemed to be the irregularity with

which the incomers would laU to the lot of a shooter. On Wednesday
In one squad of si.^ shooting in the 25 target event one of the shooters
got 14 incomers and the man next to him" got -3. On Thursday in the
same event one man got no less than 18 incomers out of 85, while, an-
other man got 16 and another got two. It would seem as though some
sy-tem might be devised for throwing the incomers in a utore reason-
able jjroportion.
Th • shooting was all at Keystone targets thrown from the new ex-

pert Keystone trap. In tran.sportiuK the Association's goods from
East Liverpool to Charlotte the trap hox got sni.ashed, the result being

a lot of bent arms, carriers, etc. Manager Shaner, however, soon put
them in working shape and they held out weU.
About 8 P. M. on Thursday a heavy rain started and for a time the

wetither was considerably cooler than on the previous days and the
change was appreciated by aU, The traps were arranged to throw
targets strictly according to regular rules and no complaints were
made. The scores averaged better than on either of the previous
days.
The events of the day were the shooting of the finishing scores

in the 25 target individual race and the race for three-man teams, both
of which were hotly contested. In the individual contests first honors
went to "Jim Crow," whose score for the three davs aggregated 5~
breaks out of a possible 75. Ward won second money on 56, Stokes
anf|_ HovveU divided third on 55 each and fourth money went to Money

In the three-men team race the team of the Union Gun Club, of New
Jersey, came out first best with an aggregate for the three davs of 1.35

breaks, the Charlotte Team No. 1 being second. The Charlotte Team
No. 2 retired from the race. Greensboro won third money.
In the competition for the prizes for first to fifth average offered by

the Charlotte Gun Club for the three davs, Noel G. Money won first,
iBlO, on 79 per cent. ; Todd second, SS, 78.33; "Jun Crow" third, S6, 75.50;
Mitchell fourth, $4, 71; Anthony and Hoffman fifth, .'52. on 70 each.
The American E. C. Powder Co. offered on each day a 10-pound drum of
powder for the leading average. Money winning on Wednesday with78
per cent., on Thursday Money and Todd tied on 88 per cent., and on
Friday Todd won with 78 per cent.
The tournament closed soon after 4 o'clock on Fi idiiy afternoon, and

an hour later Manager Shaner made the scene of the shoot look like a
deserted camp, aU the tents being struclr and ready to box for ship-
ment, the majority to New London. |

The majority of the Northern visitors left for New York on the
Soil thwestern Vestibule Limited of theRichmond & Danville line, the
finest train running through that section. They were given a
hearty send-off by the Charlotte boys and oue and all vowed that the
next time the local club held a tournament they would all be on hand
bright and early and stay until the last target was thrown.
Below are full scores for the three days, as well as tables summariz-

ing the individual 75-t.arget race and the team race:

First Day's Scores.
No. 1, 15 smgles, $2:

Wagner llllOliOOlOinO-lO .Joyce 001000001000100— 3
Fonda OOOllOllOOOOOlO— 5 Dodge 000110001001111—7
Todd lllioionoiuio—11 Osborne 111001001010101— 8
Jim Crow 101111111111011—13 How ell 110100110110011—9
Anthony 011001011111101—10 Carson 111110010110101—10
MitCheU 011111101011111—12 Gilmer 000011101100111— 8
Money 110011101111111—12 Justice 10(X)11011001111— 9
Jordan OIIOIOIOOIOHOO— 7 Floyd 101111101011101—11
Stokes 010101010100101— 7 Gflliland 011011111000010— 8
Morfey 001110100010111— 8 O E Thomas. . . ,010111010011010— 8Wm Thomas..,.OUOUOOllOllll—10 Creswell 101100111001101— 9
Hoffman 000101010011110— V
No. 2, 15 singles, $2. $10 added, 4 moneys:

Todd lOOOOOlOOlOlOll— 6 .Joyce 100010111011101— 9
Jim Crow 110100011111111—11 Dodge 100001100101011— 7
Anthony lOOllOllOlUlOOO- 7 Justice 011010001110111— 9
Mitchell 110101010110011— 9
Money 011001110311111—11
Jordan 01 101101 001 1110— 9

Gilmer IIOOOOOOOOOOIOI— 4
Floyd .010010100110001— 6
Creswell 100011010011001-

"

Wagner lOlUOiniOOlll—ll Osborne 111010000110101 - 8
Fonda, lOllOnOOOlOOll- 8 Carson OIllOOllUOOOll— 9
Stokes OOOilloninmiO— 8 Howefl 011111110110100-10
Morfey (UlllionifMnoo- 9 Gilliland lOOlOlOlOlUlOO- 8Wm Thom as . . . . 1 1 01lioiom 101—1 1 C E Thomas . . . . 1 1 0011 00001 1 001— 7
Hoffman lOlOlKUlllllOl—11 Dowd 101010110010111— 9
No. 3, 15 singles. $1 entry, glO added. 4 moneys:

Todd lOOOllOlOlOlIlO— 8 Joyce 001101111101110-10
Jim Crow 111011010001100— 9 Dodge 010110111011110—10
Anthony lOllOllllHOlOl-11 Justice 010101110101010— 8
Mitchell 110111010111101—10 Gflmer 101111111011100-11
Money llllllllOllllll-14 Erem lOIOlOlOlOIOlOl- 8
Jordan lOOlOlllllin 11-12 CresweU OMOlOlOOUOlOO— 5
Wagener llllioiillinu—14 Floyd 111101100110110—10
Fonda OlOOOlOOll 10001— 5 Oifliland 100010101100111— 8
Stokes 010111111101010— 7 C E Thomas. . . .OIOllOKWOOOlOl— 6
Morfey OOOllOOOOlllOU— 6 Osborne 000011111001110— 8Wm Thomas... OlOOlOlOOllini— 9 Howell 111110100100011— 9
Hoft'man 111111111011000—11 Carson lOOllOlllOlllOl—10
No. 4, 15 singles, S2 entry. .$10 added, 4 moneys:

Todd lOllOOOllmilO—10 Dodge OlOOimillOOllO— 7
Jim Crow 111011101111111—13 .Justice 110111111010111-12
Anthony 111111011111010—12 Gilmer 101101010011101- 9
Mitchell llOolOOinilllO—10 Floyd 100011100101010— 7
Money 110010111010111—10 Gilliland 110010011010011— 8
Jordan 110111in0110(»—10 Howefl OlllOOOOOllOOOl— 6
Wagner 111100011111)11—13 Carson 111001101011010— 9
Fonda 111010000001010— 6 CresweU 011111010010001— 8
Stokes 100110110111100— 9 Brem 011011101111111—12
Morfey lOiOOllOOlOllU— 9 Osborne 010100111001100 - 7Wm Thomas. ..1100111111)1100—11 Dowd 101101011111111—12
Hoffman 101111101110111—12 C E Thomas.. . .001001010110011— 7
Joyce 011110001110101— 9 Ward OOOOOOIOOl 10011— 5
No 5, 75 targets, 25 to be shot each day, $5 entry, $50 added, 4

moneys:
Fonda : „ 1101010100010110010010011-12
Wagner, '. 0010111110110100100111110-15
Todd 0110101011100111001010001-13
Money 1 00111 0001 1 1 01001 1 1 1 1 101 1—16
Anthony 1010100101 101001 100001111—13
Jordan 001 miOi 1011 111000110110—16
Osborne 0110111010011001011011110—15
Jim Crow 11 1110111 101 1 101111011001—19
G ilmer 1 01001 1001 1 11 101 00001 1010—13
Morfey 0000111101000110101111111—15
Hoffman 00010101010100100100*10101— 9
Stpkes lOllOlllttXllOlllOlllllllO—17
Joyce 1 10101 1 lOiOOllOI 10001 1001—14
Cresswell 01 lllOOOOiiilOl0010001100—12Wm Thomas UOlOOOOOi 111011010110001—13
Justin lOOlOlOlOI 1110101111 10001—15
Dodge 01 OOUU 1 1 1 1 01 1 1001 1 1 1 0001 0—1

3

Howefl lllUllOCllOlUlOlKKKmilOl—15
Ward 1110101011111101110110110-18
MitcheU 1011011011101001111011011—17
Carfjon 1101010101101111001011111—17
No. 0, 20 smgles, $2.50, $10 added, 4 moneys:

Todd 11111011111111111111—19 W Thomas IIOOOUOIOIOOOOIIIOI—10
Jim Crow. .11011111111010101010—14 Hoffman ..00100011111111110001—12
Anthony... 001 00010010101111010— 9 .Toyce 101011111)01100111011—13
MitcheU. .. .11111111011101110101—16 Dodge 10101101011010010111—12
Money 00110111101011111111—15 .lustice ... .101 10110113011010100-13
Jordan . . . .11001111110110001110—13 Osborne. . .10010011111110111010-13
Wagner, .. .11000011100111111011—13 HoweU . . . .11001110110010101001—11
Fonda 10001001101111111000—11 Gilmer 11111011111110000101—14
Stokes 00001110111110000110— 9 Ward 01111001111111110110-13
Morfey 01110110100100001111—11
No 7, three-men club teams, 30 targets per man, one-third shot each

day, $15 entry, $30 added. 4 moneys:
Greensboro.

Jordan 10111111000110111110—14
Gflmer 10011010000101011111—13
Joyce lllUOlOlllllllOOaDO-i:a—39

Union of Springfield.
Money

. ..10111111011101111111—17
Morfey. 000111 01(XI1111111110-13
Holfman 10101100111011101101-13-43

No. 1 Charlotte. •

Todd 1010111010111001111 1—14
Anthony 001101001 1001 11 1 1 1 10—12
Justice 00011101011011001101—11—37

No. S Charlotte.
Howell 00001010110001010101— 8
Dodge 10001001010000011111— 9
Creswell,

, , OOOlOOlOOOlOlOllllOO— 8—35
No. 8, 30 singles, $3.50, SIO added, 4 moneys:

Todd 11010111111111010111—le Morfey 10010100011001101101— 9
JimCrow..llU10111001010]1010—13 WThomas.OOlllllU 11001110101—14
Anthony... 00101100111111110010-12 Hoffman . .31010011111111100111—14
MitchalL...11)10011011000111011—13 Joyce lOlOKKllU 11013 10110—13
Money uili 111001111110101—16 Dodge Oioininioonoonuiii-lo
Jordan . . . .011110111131111011.11—16 Justice. . . . ipiOiipiioooilOOllll—12
Wagner... 01101011110010011101—13 Duane OllOiuiOOOinioilOlll—12
Fonda 10111010011010010101—11 Ward 11111000110101001111—14
Gflmer 01111001001110001110-11 Howell ... .1110031110001 1110001—11
Slokes 11111130103310110110-15
Extra No. 1,15 singles: Todd 13, Jim Crow 13, Anthony 11, Mitchell

13, Money 13, Jordan 14. Osborne 8, Wagner 8, Stokes 8, Bunn 9, Duval
0, Hoffman 13, Morfey 8.

Extra No. 3, 15 singles: Todd 8. Money 12. Anthony 13, Juu Crow 15,
Mit,cheU 13, Jordan 11, Bunn 8, Duval 9, Wagner 33, Hoffman 13.

Second Dai/^e Scores.
No. 1, 35 targets, 4 moneys:

Todd 111101111111110-13 Joyce lOllllllUlOllO-^lS
Jim Crow 111101111111110-13 Osborne.. . . , . . ..110113101111010—11
Anthony, , 111111100111111-13 Stokes,. , OOHlllOlUOUl—11

Mitchell 010011001111100- 8 Morfey 111110010101011—10
Money 100011111110011—10 Hoffman 111101100111111—13
Jordan 111111111001111—13 Ward 100101010100010— 6
Wagner 011001100101110— 8 W M Thomas. . ,0011011 11101111—11
Gflmer 000110101011100— 7 Dodge 111110010111101—11
Fonda 111111101100011—11 Floyd 101111100010010— 8
Daniels Oil llOlIOlOOOOl— 8 0 E' Thomas. . , . 000010010110001— 5
No. 2. 15 targets:

Todd. . ; 011111111111111—14 Stokes 011000111001110- 8
.Jim Crow 111111111001111-13 Morfey OOOOOOOOOOOOlll— 3
Anthony 111111111110111—14 Hoffman 001110101111110-10
Mitchefl 101110111110110—11 Ward 000011110010100- 6
Money 111110111100101—11 Wm Thomas....OlOlOlOlOOlIllO— 8
Jordan 010101111000110— 8 Dodge 311110111111111—14
Wagner 001101101111111—11 Carson 100101100010110— 7
Gilmer 111111011011111—13 Floyd 011110101111101—11
Fonda 111111000111111—12 C E Thomas. . . .010100001111010— 7
Daniels 111111011011111—13 Justice lOOlllOllllOOll -10
Joyce 101011101001111—10 Gflliland, 011100011010011— 8
Osborne 001101111010101— 9
No. 3. 15 targets:

Todd 111011101011111—12 Stokes., 111110101100111-i-ll
Jim Crow 001011111101111—11 Morfey OllOOllOlllOOlO— 8
Anthony 011101101111111-13 Hoffman 301110110111111—13
MitcheU 111101110111111—13 Ward 111111001111111—13
Money 110111110101111-13 Wm Thomas, , ..101111110101011—11
Jordan 111100011111111—12 Dodge 111111111111101—14
AVagner IIOOOIOIUOOOOO— 6 Floyd 111000110111110—10
Gilmer 111110001111111—12 Justice 111111111011001^12
Fonda 011001011111110—10 Gflliland 101110111110100—10
Daniels 111111111100111—13 C E Thomas. . . .110001001101110— 8
Joyce 110000000001001— 4 Dowd 011111110101000— 9
Osborne lOllOllOiillOll—11
No. 4, 15 targets:

Todd 111100001111111-11 Osborne 101011100101111—10
Jim Crow 111011111111100-12 Stokes 011010131111111—12
Anthony 111100111111011-12 Morfey 111011011001000- 8
Mitchell 010011111111010^10 Hoffman 011111110011111—13
Money 111111011111011—13 Ward 111000011011011— 9
Jordan 001111100100000— 6 Wm Thompson, 111011110111001—11
Wagner 000101110111111—10 Dodge OlOOOlllOIOllil— 9
Gflmer 111101111111111—14 Floyd 110111011001011—10
^onda 100111101110011—10 Justice 111101111111001—12
Daniels 110101111111111—13 Gilliland 010011101010001— 7
Joyce 111110111010111—32 Dowd ,.101011001110101— 9
No. 5, 25 targets:

Todd 1100001111011111111011111—19
Jim Crow lOOOllOIlliiOOliminill-li)
Anthony 1 1 1 3 31111011111 11001 1 1100^30
MitcheU 0101001011100111010010011—13
Money 1001110101110111101110101—17
Jordan 0111111111011111011101101—20
Wagner lOllOOOllllllOlOOiilUiii—18
Gflmer 1111111111011101111001001—19
Fonda 1110111111001011110101101—18
Osborne 1011111101111001111110111—20
Carson 1100010000110111 1 11 001 110—14
Stokes 1101111110110111011011101—19
Morfey 01110111001110101 1 1110110—17
Hojffman 1110011100100011001111100—14
Ward ....1101111111101011111111111—22W M Thomas 100111U11111110111110110-20
Dodge 01111010010.11111011111101—18W Creswell 1101111101101110110111101—19
HoweU 1111111101011111111111111—23
Justice 1101111111111010001110110^18
Joyce 1010001011100110001010011-12
No. 6, 20 targets:

Todd 01111011011111111111-17 Stokes lOllOOOOOlOlOOiilOOl— 9
•Jim Crow.,11111010111111 111101—17 Morfey 11011111111101130031—16
Anthony. .00101011110101110111—13 Hoffman. 11111110000010110111—13
Mitchell .... 1 01 01 1001 001 1 1 1 1 1 101—13 Ward 1 1 1 001 1 1 1 1 1 1 01 1 10110—1

5

Money 11111113131111111101—19 W Thomastl 1 10030000010030311—10
Jordan .. ..11101111)111 1100(fllO—35 Dodge OiOiOOOOl 131 IIOIIOIO—11
Wagner. ...11333100111111010111—17 .Joyce lOOOlOuoiOliUOlOllO-lO
Gilmer .,..11101010111010111110—14 Floyd 01300011010010111011—11
Fonda 00111111001111110011-14 Justice.. . ,01101313011110100010^13
Daniels,,.. 10001111111011111101-15 C Thomas. 11100110111101101100-13
Osborne. . .01010111111111101100—14

No. 7, teamBiOtS, 2ft targets^each:
Greensborfr Gun Club.

Jordan 01110010111001111111—14
Gilmer ininoioiiiioiimi—17
Joyce 00100111011111101111—14-45

Union .Gun Club.
Money 01111011011111111011—16
Morfey .00110011111101111101—14
Hoffman 11111111011111111110—18-48

Charlotte Gun. Club.
Todd 11111111111111101101—18
Anthonys, 01011111111111001111-16
Justice. 10101111111110000110—13—47
No. 8, 20 targets:

Todd 11101110111011111101—16 Osborne, , .011101031111111011101—14
Jim Crow..01011011lin010101ll—14 Joyce 10110010110033000110—10
Anthony,, .0011011101001 1011110—12 Stokes 01110113003033001101—12
MitcheU, ...10111111101110011111—15 Morfey. , . .10110110101101100111—14
Money 11110111)11101111111—18 Hoffman. .10101101311110130101—14
Jordan ....00101110111111001110—13 Ward OlllOlIOOllOOllllllO—15
Wagner.. ..111011101)1011011011—15 WThomas.lUllOOOIllllllllOlO—16
Gilmer IIIIOOIIOIIOOIIIIIOI—14 Dodge 11100100110111111100—14
Fonda 1)011010100111101111—14 Justice.. ..01011101110100000011—10
Daniels.... )))11111]11111111111—30
Extra No. 1, 15 targets; Todd 11, Jim Crow 10, Anthony 8, Mitchell

12, Money 11, Hoffman 9, Wagner 11. Stokes 9, Dodge 12, Thomas 10,
Morfey 11.

'

Third Day's Scores.

No. 1, 15 targets:
Todd 111011011010011—10 Fonda 101111111111010-12
Jim Crow 011111110101000— 9 Daniel lOOIOllOl 110100— 8
Jordan ,

111111001110101-11 Joyce 1011 1 110101 1001—10
MitcheU 101111110111111—13 Gilmer 011103330111001—10
Money 000011011110101— 8 Stokes lOOli lOOlllllll—11
Anthony lOOOllllOlllllO—10 W Thomas 111101101111110-10
Wagner 111111111101110—13 Dodge 011001101013101— 9
Hoffman 110000010101110— 7 Morfey 110111011100101—10
No. 2, 15 singles:

Todd 011011110111101-11 Daniel 001001000111001— 6
Jim Crow 110011111101111—13 Joyce 100101333101011—10
Jordan 113111011111111—14 Gilmer 111001111010110—10
MitcheU 110100100111101— 9 Stokes 101001111113311—12
Money 110110110111111—12 W Thomas..,. 111100100111111—11
Anthony 011101011011111—11 Dodge 110111001111111-12
Wagner 000101111111101-10 Ward 110110110110110-10
Hoffman 011111100111101—11 Morfey 110101101010130— 9
Fonda 1000101001.11010— 7 Justice 110101111111100—11
No. 3, 15 targets:

Todd 011011111111110-12 Gflmer 111111110111011—13
Jim Crow 011110111110111—13 Osborne lllllOllOlllOOO— 10
Jordan 000100030011111— 7 Stokes 111111111101111—34
MitcheU 101011001111101—10 Wm Thomas.. .00OinoO(X)lllll—

8

Money 101111111111111—14 Dodge lhJli'm33iimil—il
Anthony 111111111101111—34 Ward OlliiiuOOii! 30010- 6
Wagner 101101011010010— 8 Morfey OlOi]iOii303311—11
Hoffman 111010110011111—11 Joyce 000133000030100— 0
Fonda OllOllOlllOOlOO- 8 Justice 001110111101111—13
Daniels 101111111010000- 9 HoweU lOllOllOlllllOO-lO
No. 4, 15 targets:

Todd 111101111101131—13 Daniels 101111111010111-12
Jim Crow. 010111111111111—1:3 Gflmer OlOlOlllOlOOOll— 8
Jordan 011101110111100-10 Joyce 110111010011110-30
MitcheU 111110011011111—13 Stokes 101110111111110—12
Money 011111101110111—12 Wm Thomas,...lOlllOlOl011011—10
Anthony 0)1111113303100—11 Dodge 110111111111110—13
Wagner OKMlllllllOIll—11 Ward llOUOllOllllOl-ll
Hoffman 111011011011101—11 Morfey 100110101100110-8
Fonda 01)111010111000— 9 Justice 101110101111111—12
No. 5, 25 targets:

Todd 1011) 11110011101 1 11011111—20
J Crow 1111100110110101111011111—19
Jordan 1 1 0101 101 OlOOOKXlOOl01011—12
.MitcheU 0111101110111311301111111—21
Money niU3111303031O011111111—21
ilnthony 1000001301011001111100110-13
Wagner 0113100110101130111011111—18
Hoffman 0010011011111110110101110-15
Fonda 0110101013001131101101101—10
CarsoB Ill 111 11001001 11111011100—18
Joyce.. 0000111111110001111110011—16
Gilmer oooioouoioinoinoiniii— if,

Justice 1111101110011111011010101—16
Stokt« 001 1 1 100111101 01 1 1 1 1 11111— 1

9

Wm.Th0Bia8, 010001)101111011010011101—35
Dodge , ,..010011111010)131111110111—19
Ward.^. ,^,„ 1, 01101lJ1011010i>01110U031-ie
Morfajr^-. . , . „,^.„ ..m .... .......10H1010111UI01101111101-^19
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Osborne 0110111111101101100111110—18
Howell 1 0101011101 1 1 1 01 1 1 101 1100—1 r
No. 6, 20 targets:

Todd 11110111111111111111—19 Daniels... .10001111111111100010-13

Jim Crow.. 10001101001011110111—12 Gilmer ... .10111110111111111111—18
Jordan . . . .11111001110110111111—16 Joyce 01111010101111000110—13

Mitchell.. ..10111101110011100111—14 Stokes 11111011011111011111—1':'

Money.... 11110111111111111001—17 "W Thomas.lOlllllllllOllllOllO—

r

Anthony...11001011111111100100-13 Dodge OlOOOlOOOOlOlOllllll—10
Wagner... .01110111111111100011—14 Ward 10001111111111011111-15

Hoffman.. 011110111101 10011111—15 Morfey... 01110111110101011111—15

Fonda 01101111100110111010-13 Justice. . . .11111011001011111000-13

No. 7, 3-mau teams, 20 targets each:
Union G. C.

Money 11101101101101101111—15

Morfey 1101010101 10111 1 1001—13
Hoffman lOllOllllllllllllOOl—16—44

Greenboro G. C.
Jordan 01110101111110001111—14

Gilmer 10011111110111111110—16

Joyce ; 11101110000100010101— 9—89
Charlotte No. 1.

Todd 11111111100111110111-17

Anthony 01011000110100111111—14

Justice.' 11101110110100110111—14—45
No. 8, 20 tarpetR:

Todd llOOinilUllllOllll-ir Gilmer 11111001010111000111-13

J Crow.... 11110101111111110010-15 Jo.vce 10101011111100101100—12

Jordan ....01011110110111111110-15 Stokes llllOlllllllOllOt'Jlll—16

Mitchell... .11100101111111000111—14 W Thoma.slinil010111111010(J0—14
Money. . . .OllllOlllllUlOOllllO—13 Dodfre llOOlllllOOUlinill-16
Anthony. ..10110101111011101110—14 Ward 00111100101011011111—13

Wagner.. ..OOOOllOlOOOlOOOlOlOO— 6 Morfey. . .
.00100011110101101011-11

Hoflfman . .10111110101101101111—15 Osborne. . .11100111111111111111—18

Fonda 11110001010111101111-14 Justice.... 11 110010101111000110—12
Daniel 001 001 11 0 1 1001 1 OOOl 1—1

0

Individual contest at 25 targets:
Mitchell 17 13 21-51 Gilmer ....13 19 16—48
Carson 17 14 18-49 Morfey
Ward 18 22 16—56 Hoffman
Anthony 16 20 13—49 Stokes

19-.51

_ 1!)— .5;

Todd 13 19 20-53 Joyce 14 13 16—42
.Jordan 16 20 12- 48 Creswell 12w
Money 16 1 7 21—54 Wm Thomas 13 20 15—48
Wagner ..15 18 18-51 Justice 15 18 18—51
Fonda 12 20 16-48 Dodge 13 18 19-50
Osborne 15 20 18-53 HoweU 15 23 17—55
Crow 19 19 19—.57

Three-men team race:
New Jersey Team.

Money 17 16 15

Morfey.... 13 14 13
48 43

45

Greensboro Team.
Jordan.. ..14 14 14
Gilmer 12 17 16

Hoffman . .13-43 )B-48 lG-44 47-135 Joyce :]3-.S9 14-45 9-39 36-123

Charlotte No. 1. Charlotte No. 2.

Todd. 14 18 17 49 Howell.... 8 Withdrew.
Anthony.. 12 16 14 42 Dodge 9

Justice 11-37 18-47 14-45 38-129 Creswell... 8-25
C. H. TOWNSEND.

READING SUMMER TOURNANENT.
Reading, Pa., Aug. 15.—The summer tourunnient of the Reading

Shooting Association started to-day at Shillington, three miies out
from Reafiing, at the Three-Mile House, where President H^ C. W.
Matz of the association, who keeps the hotel and race track, holds forth.

He gave all the hoys a hearty welcome and did everything in his

power to make their visit pleasant, as did his exceUent wife and
family.
The shooting grounds of the club are in the field surrounded by a

half mile track known as the Reading Driving Park. The traps face
to the east and the ground is perfectl}' level, inclosed with a high
board fence; and unlike the spring shoot when the field was all mud
and slush, it is now covered with a good sod. To the left and back of
the club house are several large trees which afford shade for the
shooters and spectators, of which there were from two to three hun-
dred each day, both ladies and gentlemen.
The weather was all one could wish although a trifle hot in the

middle of the day, the morning.s and evenings were cool. The country
around here is suffering very much for rain, the SchTiylkill River is

very low. The low water has made good bass fishing for those who
know where to go for them. One day last week H. 1,. David better
known to the shooting fraternity by his middle name (Landisl, caught
in the Peskiomen Creek (which empties into the Schuylkill River a
short distance below here), 21 fine bass ranging from % to 4 lbs. loz.

in weight. I.andis is an expert fisherman as well as a trap shot.

This shoot of four days showed that the time is too long. Tourna-
ments of not over two days have larger entries, and had this been only-

two days their entries instead of running from 10 to 20 would have
gone up to double that number, as each day saw new faces, and had
they been bunched into half the time it would have made a great dif-

ference. Clubs in getting up shoots should remember that to go all

around they should pick their time accordiug to the fixtures in the
Forest and Stream, so as not to get too close to one another and not
to make them 100 long, as many a fellow would like to attend all that
are within a reasonable distance of his home, and shoot all through
the tournament; but when they are too long they cannot .leave their
business for the whole shoot, and if they do the chances are that they
cannot arrange things to give the next club more than a day, if that.

The programme of this shoot was very nicely arranged, the regular
events for each day consisting of five 10 target events at $1 entrance;
one 10, S1.50 entrance; two 15, $1.50 entrance: one 20, S2 entrance, and
one 25 ,

$S entrance, and on Tuesday and Wednesday a 50 target event
each day at $5 entrance, to which the club added $5 each; and on
Thursday a three-man team race, $7.50 entrance, SIO added by the
club. On Friday a si.^-man team race, $10 entrance, $10 added.
The team races were open to teams from any organized gun club in

America. Shooters must reside in the State where the club that en-
ters the team is located. Purses divided if five teams, 50. 30 and 20
per cent. ; if less 60 and 40 per cent. Aa a special premium the associ-
ation gave $5 to the shooter making the largest straight score, at any
time during the shoot, f3 to the one making the second largest and S2
to the one making the third largest; also S5 to any shooter residing in

Buck or Lancaster, county who makes the best average out of any
consecutive 100 shots during the tournament.
The new Keystone expert traps and Keystone targets gave general

satisfaction The new traps of this company make a great deal more
difficult shooting than theu- old traps did, and that is something that
it will have to come to. as on the old way too many straight scores
were being made. Give us more expert shootmg, unknown traps and
unknown angles or kijown traps and unknown angles, and vary the
height of the flight of target, not try to see how many targets j'ou
can make a trap throw into a space of a yard square. Ties in all

events were divided. Purses divided, if 20 shooters, 30, 25, 20, 15 and
10 per cent., between 20 and 1" shooters 40, 30, 20 and 10 per cent., and
if less than 10 shooters 60 and 40 per cent.

The following men were on the grounds the first day; Of the Read-
ing Shooting Association, J. Schmeck, A. 3Iatz, E. Coldron, Jack
Shaaber and Brook Harrison; from Royersford L. Weinert. H. Buck-
waiter, shooting under the name of Davis, and Jake Johnson, the
proprietor and editor of the Royersford Advertiser: Wm. M(jrr ison
from Philadelphia. Waltei- Thomas from Ambler, A. Jlazurie from
Dillersville and Gus Grieff, the popular young salesman for Von
Lengerke & Detmold, of New York. The only sporting papers repre-
sented were the Forest and Stream and the Philadelphia Item. The
scores are:
No. 1, 10 targets, ea trance SI: Schmeck 1, Coldron 9, Davis 7, Mor-

rison 3, Johnson 8, Ritter 8, Matz 7, Duston 0, Mazurie 8, QreifE 6.

Fieles 10.

No. 2. 15 targets, entrance $1.50: Duston 9, Schmeck 15. Coldron 12,

Mazurie 13, Ritter 11, Davis 10, Matz 11, Grieff 12, Fieles l.S. Johnson 23.

No. 3, 20 targets, entrance §2:
Duston . , ..11011111110011110111—16 Mazurie . . .111 lOlOlOUXIlllll 110—14
Davis 01111111111111111010-17 Ritter 01110101111010011010-12
Schmeck.. 111111111 11111011 11 1-19 Greiff OlllOllllOliXnillUll-14
Matz 11110110111111110111— ir Johnson. . .11111011110111111111—18
Coldron.... lOllllinilirilOlOl 1—17 Fieles 11111111:11011111110-18
No. 4, 10 targets, entrance $1; Duston 8, Schmeck 8, Coldron 9, VVei-

uert 9. Harrison 5. Grieff 8, Mazurie 9, Davis 8, 3Iatz 7. Morrison 8,

Johnson 7, Fieles 10.

No. 5, 10 targets, entrance §1: Duston 8, Schmeck 7, Weiuert 10,

Johnson 9. Mazurie 7, Fieles 0, Grieff 9, Davis 9, Harrison 7, Coldron 9,

Harrison 8.

No. 6, 10 targets, entrance $1 50: Duston 9. Thoma-S 8, Davis 9, Mor-
rison 7, Harrison S, Weinert Si, Schmeck 8, Johnson 10, Fieles 9, Coldron
7, Mazurie 6, Grieff 8.

No. 7, 15 targets, entrance 81.50:

Daston 111111110111111-14 Fieles 111001111111111-13
Schaieck 111011111111111—14 Weinert 111011111111110—13
Davis OllllUllllCKnO-11 Grieff 111101101111111-13
Harrison OOlllOllilloni-n Mazurie 111101111110111-13
Johnson 111111111110111—14 Coldron lUllOOlllllin—13
Morrison 110011111111111-13 Shaaber 111111 101101011-12
Thomas 011111101101000- 9 Matz 111111111111111-15
No. 8, 10 targets, entrance $1: Dust >n 7, Schmeck 7, Fieles 10,

Thomas 7, Davis 9, Johnson 7, Shaaber 6, Matz 6, Mazurie 9, Grieff 9,

Ooldron 8, Harrison 8, Weinert 9, Morrison 3,

No, 9. 23 targets, entrance S3:
Duston

; 0101111111111110111111111-21
Schmeck 1110110111101111111111111—22
Johnson 1111011110111110111111101-21
Davis 1110111011111111111111111—23
Shaaber 1101111111101111111111111—23
Thomas OOnillllllllllllOllllOll—21
Fieles 1111110111101110011111111—21
Matz 1100111111111111100111111—21
Harrison 1111111111111101101111110—22
Grieff 1111101110111111011111110-21
Coldron 0100111111111111111000001—17
Mazurie 000lllOllllllllOlOOOOlll1—16
Weinert 1111101111011101111111111—22
Morrison 1111111101111101111111001—21
No. 10. entrance $1: Duston 8, Schmeck 7, Fieles 7, Matz 5, Shaaber

7, Davis 9. Johnson 8, Harrison 8, Grieff 10, Weinert 8, Mazurie 5, Mor-
rison 7, Thomas 0.

No. 11, 50 targets, entrance So:
Duston ilOlllllllOlllllllllOllOlOlllOlllllllOlllllllOllll—42
Schmeck 11111110110111111011111101001100111110111111111011—40
Fieles llllllimilllllllllllUllllllllllllOlOlllllinill—48
Matz 11011100011110111010110111110110101111010101001000—31
Davis nilllllllllllOlOUllll 11 1110101111110111011111111—44
Shaaber OniOOlIlOllllllllllllllllllOOllOlllOlOllOllllllll-40
Filer lllllOlOllllQWllllllllllOlOllOOOlOl 11111110101101—38
No. 12, 15 targets, entrance i6l,.50: Duston 11, Schmeck 14, Johnson

13, Davis 12, Mazurie 10, Matz 8, Grieff 8, Fieles 13, Harrison 13, Davis
10, Shaaber 13, Thomas 12, Weinei t ,8.

No. 13, 15 targets, entrance SI. 50: Duston 14, Fieles 12. Johnson 15.
Harrison 13, Matz 7. Schmeck 12, Morrison 8, Mazurie 12, Thomas 12,

Shaaber 14.

No. 14, 10 targets, $1 entpy: Duston 8, Fieles 10, Mazurie 9, Davy 5,

Johnson 6, Shaaber 7, Schmeck 9, Morrison 7. Davis 10, Harrison 9,
Thomas 10.

No. 15, 15 targets, $1,50 entry: Duston 13, Fieles 12, Davis 13, Harri-
son 12, Shaaber 14, Schmeck 10, Morrison 9, Mazurie 13, Thomas 14,
Johnson 13.

No, 16, 10 targets, $1 entry: Fieles 8, Shaaber 8, Harrison 7, Duston
8, Thomas 9, Matz 8, Schmeck 7.

The Second Day
was like the first, very warm and dry; the boys a little lazy this morn-
ing and not inclined to go to shootiog, but to wait for the arrival of
the early morning train from Philadelphia, which arrives at Reading
about 10 o'clock and brings J. Wolstencroft, the popular brother of
W. H., the noted trap-shot, and James is shooting in great shape; he
certainly has his shooting clothes on. H. L. David CLandis), J. Thur-
man, H. Thurman, and among the new ones on the grounds to-day
are J, Melot, from Lniontown; G. Zellers, from Birdsboro; H. Keller,
from Kellersville. John Duston, of Harrisburg, is also here; every
one knows Duston as his picture has appeared m Forest and Stream
in connection with the great Brewer and Fulford pigeon match for the
championship of the U. S. Also Billy Fieles, the genial landlord of
the Christ iania House at the town of that name; every one has some
fun with Billy who IS always on the lookout either i.o buy or sell a
good dog, a good gun, a good horse, or. In fact, anything that is good,
rhas irviu, of Philadelphia, is here looking after ihe interest of

John T. Bailey & Co., the enterprismg sporting goods house of Phila-
delphia, and they have made a great reputation in a short time on
their American wood powder hand loaded shells. The scores of the
day are generally fair, none extra, except Fieles, who makes one
straight riin of 57.

No. 1, 10 target-s, entrance $1 : Schmeck 8. Ritter 8, Thurman 8, Melot
8, Irvin 4, J. Thurman 7, Matz 9, Thomas 10, Duston 6, Wolstencroft 6,

Grieff 9, Fieles 7, Landis 9.

No 2. 15 targets, entrance$1..50: Schmeck 13, Wolstencroft 13, Fieles
9, Landis 12, Ritter n, J Thurman 11, Tliomas 12, Melot 10, Duston 11,

H, Thurman 10, Johnson 9, Grieff 13, Matz 11.

No, 3, 10 targets, entrance $1: Schmeck 7, Wolstencroft 9, H. Thur-
man 8. Duston 9, Matz 9, J. Thurman 7, Johnson 10, Melot 7, Fieles 8,

Landis 8, Ritter 9, Thomas 5, Grieff 8.

No. 4, 20 targeis, entrance
Sehmeck...ll]01ll01 mill 11111—18 .Johnson, , ,10011011111101111111—16
Melot 10111101101000111110—13 Grieff 11111001001101111110—14
Wolsfnc'ftllllOllllll nil 11111—19 . Duston.... 11011010111011 111! 11—16
Fieles llOOgilllllllOlllOll—15 Matz 10111110011111101111—Hi
H Thurm'nllllllllOllOlllllOll—17 J ThurmanOlOOlllllllOlllOllll—15
Landis 11011011111110011111—IC Thomas . ,,11111101011011110111—16
Ritter 11111110010110111111—16
No. 5, 10 targets, $1 entry: Schmeck 7, Fieles 7, H. Thurman 8,

Landis 8, Jos. Thurman 5, Ritter 5, Grieff 6, Melot 5, Wolstencroft 7,

Matz 9, Duston 5, Thomas 9, Johnson 8.

No, 6, 10 targets, $1,50 entry; Schmeck 10, Thomas 8, Landis 6,

Duston 6, Wolstencroft 9, Matz 9, Fieles 9, H. Thurman 7, Melot 8,

Harrison 8, Grieff 9, Ritter 6.

No. 7, 15 targets, £1,50 entry:
Schmeck 111111111111111—15 Landis IIIIOIIMIOOIII—12
Melot 110111110110010—10 Harrison 111111111111101—14
H Thurman, . . , 011111111011110—12 Grieff 111111111011111—14
Fieles Ill 1 11 110111110—i;j Duston 01101 OlllOllOll—1

0

Thomas 111111111011101—13 Shaaber 111011111111001-12
Matz 111001011111110—11 Wolstencroft. . ,111111111111111—15
No. 8, 10 targets, $1 entry: Schmeck 8, Fieles 9, Wolstencroft 8, H.

Thurman 7, Harrison 10, Johnson 9, Landis 9, Thomas 8, Melot 8, Matz
6, Shaaber 7, Grieff 8, Duston 6, J. Thurman 7.

No. 9, •^a targets, S3 entry:
Schmeck 1110111110110101111111111—21
Melot 1110111100111111011111111-21
Fieles lllOlOllilllinniililliO—22
WoLstencroft 0111101111111111011111101—22
Thomas 1010111111111111111111111-23
Landis 1111111111)11111110111010-22
A Thurman 1111111110101111111111111-23
Grieff 1111100111111011000111011-19
Matz 1111100101111101111100011—18
Harrison Onilllllllllllllllllllll-24
Duston 1011111111111111111111111—24
Shaaber 1111111111111111110111110—23
No. 10, 10 'argests, entrance $1: Melot 4, Wolstencroft 7, Thomas 9,

Zellers 0, Shaaber 8, Landis 8. Grieff 8, Duston 5, Keller 3, Fieles 6.

Matz 9, Harrison 9, H. Thurman 9, Schmeck 9, Ritter 9, Johnson 7, J.

Thurman 7.

No. 11, 50 birds, entrance $5:
Schmeck 11111111111111111111111111111011111011111011111111-47
Fiele.s 11111111011111111111110111111111101111111111101111—46
H Thurman 11111101011111111100111111111111111111111111101111—45
Landis 1101111 111111001 1 lOIllllllOOl 10101 1111 1100111 11111—40
Wolstencroft 11111011111001011111101110111011101001101010111110-30
Shaaber 1111011 lOllOllOlllllllllllllllOlOllUlllllli mill—43
Matz llOlllllimOlllOlllllllOOlOllOOll 1000011101111110-36
Duston 1110(Jlllll0110111110001111110000100110ll01imil01-34
Thomas lllllllllOimoiOllllllllOllllllllllOOlllllimill-43
No. 12, 10 targets, entrance $1: Fieles 10, H. Thurman 7, Ritter 8,

Wolstencroft 8, Thomas 10, Zel rs .5, Shaaber 6, Han-ison 7, Landis 7,

Matz 6. Schmeck 9, J. Thurman 8. Duston 10.

No. 13. 15 targets, entrance SI 50: H. Thurman 8, Fieles 13, Duston
14. Shaaber 12, Johnson 12, Harrison 13, Landis 13, W'olstencroft 14,

Schmeck 14, Thomas 14, J, Thurman 13, Matz 10.

.No. 14,15 targets, entrance SI. 50: Duston 3. Landis 14, Matz 12,

Thomas 13. Ritter 19, Shaaber 15, H. Thurman 13, Wolstencroft 11,

Fieles 15, Schmeck 13, Harris' n 13.

No. 15, 15 targets, entrance Sl-oO: H. Thurman 11, Fieles 15, Schmeck
14, Shaaber 15, Landis 13, Thomas 14, Wolstencroft 15, Matz 8.

No. 16, 15 birds, entrance §1.50: Fieles 1.5, Wolstencroft 15, Landis
13, Schmeck 13, H. Thurman 13, Shaaber 12.

No, 17. 10 targets, entrance .51: Fieles 9, Zellers 8. H, Thurman 7,

Schmeck 10, Wolstencroft 9, Irwin 6, Landis 8, Matz 6. Grieff 7,

No, 18, 10 targets, entrance $1: Schmeck 10. Ritter 7, Johnson
Fieles 9, Thomas 8, Matz 10, Duston 9, Irwin 6.

Tlie Third Day
of the shoot opened with a light and very welcome shower. Just
enough ^vater fell to lay the dust and cool the atmosphere, which
made a very pleasant morning up here near the mountains, and
everj^hing freshened up. But the sun coming out by 9 o'clock and in
half an hour you would not know it had been raining. The morning
train brouk'iit in some new sliooterp, among i hem Eeiie CUi vLoii, of
Tamaqua, wiio will manag-e ' he Schuylkill Shooting .Association tour-
nament, to be held at Tamaqua Sept ti, 7 and S; hesays ihey will have
at their shoot abnul a thousand pi^reons and the same number of
sparrows. Feun Cooper a'ld W. McMillan came from Mahanoy City,
two as good men as any one would want to call his friends, staunch
and true and both good shooters. From Allentown came John F.
Weiler, the head and front of the shooting affairs of that city, and
very much interested in the Manulaciurers' Trap-Shooting .\ssocia-
tion tournament to be held on the club grounds of the John F,
Weilers, of Allentown, and Wyandottes, of Betblehem: both clubs
will join hands in this shoot, and expect to make a i^-reat success of it,

Along with Weiler were several other members ot the club. From
Hazelton came BartFi'eas, and from Norristowu Peter Vost, M, Mack
and ,T. Seheetz—a good trio; they came to shoot, win or lose, thi-ee as
tiappy men as can be found. ,John Rehrig, of WeiSport, is shooting
just as if he had nothing else to bother him.
The shooting started at about 9:30 A.. M. and was kept up until the

supper bell rang at the Three-MUe House, when all tired and hungry

repaired to the house in answer to the welcome sound, and were soon
engaged making 10 straight at the table.
No. 1, 10 targets, entrance $1: Schmeck 10, Thomas 8, Landis 10,

Snap 8, Ctooper 7, Fieles 8, H. Thtu-man 8, Matz 9, Macbeth 6, Freas 5.

No. 2, 15 targets, entrance $1.50;

Schmeck 101111111011111-14 Macbeth, ,111101110011101—11
Fieles -,111111111011111—14 P Yost 101001111100110— 9
H Thurman .,,.101111110110110—11 Snap 111111111111111—15
Landis 110111111111110—13 Rehrig 101111111111011—18
Mat z Ill 1 1 1 1001 1 10 1 1—12 Cooper 1 01 1 1 1 1 01 1 00101—10
Grieff OOOIOl 110111111—10 Gaylor 011011101111101—11
Mack 001111111111101—12 Freas. , . , lllOOlOlOOllOOl— 8
No 3, 10 targets, entrance $1: Schmeck 10, Landis 7, Matz 10, Mac-

beth 8, Cooper 10, Freas 6, P, Yost 8, H. Thurman 9, Fieles 9, Ritter 9,

Thomas 7. Grieff 10, Mack 10, Gaylor 5.

No, 4, 20 targets, entrance §2:
Schmeck . .111110110010)0101101-13 Macbeth. . .11111101111011011111—If
Thurman. .11111111101111111110—18 Cooper. . . .10111001101101101111—14
Landis....,11111010111)11)01111—17 Rehrig 11101111111101111111—16
Fieles 01011101111101111101—15 Snap 11011101111011111111—17
Matz 11011111111111111100-17 Grieff 11101101111101101111—16
Ritter 0111101111)100110101—14 Mack 11111101110111111110—17
No. 5, 10 targets, entrance ,$1: Schmeck 9, Landis 5, Freas 7, Mac-

beth 8, Ritter 7, Grieff 7, Thurman 9, Fieles 8, Matz 8, Cooper 9, Mack
8, Snap 8.

No. 6, 10 targets, entrance $1.50; Schmeck 8, Freas 8, Fieles 10, Hai--
rison 9. Landis 9, Rehrig 9, Matz 9, Macbeth 7, Cooper 9, Snap 7, Thur-
man 7, Shaaber 10, Zellers 5,

No, 7, 15 targets, entrance S1.50:
Schmeck 111111011111111—14 Matz 001011011011011— S
Macbeth llOOlllOllllOll -11 Harrison 111111100011111-12
Thurman 111111111111111—15 Mack llOOllllOllOlOl—10
Landis 111111111110010—12 Cooper 111111011110111—13
Freas OOOOllOOllOOOll— 6 Spatz 110111010010010— 9
Shaaber ,101111111111110—13 Rehrig ..111010011111111—12
Fieles 1 1 10101111 11111—1 3 Snap 1 lllllll 1 010101—12
No. 8. 10 targets, entrance gl; Schmeck 10, Macbeth 6 LaodislO,

Mal7, I , Shaaber 8, Mack 9, Harrison 9, Snap 4, Yost 10, Freas 7, S. G.
Spatz 5, Thurman 8, Essick 6, Zellers 7, Gaylor 8, Cooper 10, Fieles 9,
Ritter 9. Grieff 9.

No. 9. 25 targets, entrance $3:
Schmeck 1101111111101011111111111—22
Thurman lllUlll 10110111101111011—21
Landis 1101111111111111111011111-23
Fieles 1111111111111111111111110—24
Harrison mill 100111 001111 1111 111—21
Shaaber 1111111111011111111111011—23

No, 10, 10 targets, entrance $1 : Freas 6, Shaaber 9, Y'ost 9, Mack 9,
Schmeck 8, Landis 9, Spatz 6, Ritter 8, Rehrig, 8, Macbeth 6, Harrison
8, Zellers 4, Gaylor 6, Denglei- 7, Thurman 10, Fieles 9, Jenks 9, Cooper
10, Snap 7. Matz 7.

No 11, 3-men team, entrance $7.50 per team:
Landis 1011110111111111011111001—20
Fieles 1111111111011111111111111—24
H Thurman OnilOOllOOOOOllOUOlOlll—14—58
Clayton 1111111110111010111110111-21
Rehrig 1 100101101111111111111111-21
Cooper mimmmoimiimii—.24—66
Schmeck illmm 1111111111011111—24
Harrison 1111111110111011111111111—23
Shaaber milllllllOlllllllllOlll—2.3—70
No. 12, 15 targets, entrance 81.50:

Jenks ;111101110110011—10 Schmeck 111111111111111—15
Ritter lllimiOlimi—14 Cooper 011011111111111—18
Spatz 110111111101001-11 Fieles 110111111111111—14
Mack 111001111011011—11 Matz 110111111010101—11
Thurman 1100111)0111)01-11 Shaaber 111111111011111 14
Landis milDimoiill—14 Grieff 101111011100011—10
No. 14, 10 targets, entrance $1: Spatz 6, Landis 10, Snap 8, Cooper 8,

Shaaber 7, Fieles 7, Giaylor 7, Harrison 9. Schmeck 10, Zellers, Ritter 7,
Matz 7.

No. 14, 10 targets, entrance $1 : Snap 7, Fieles 8, Harrison 8, Cooper 8,
Ritter 6, Landis 8. Schmeck 7, Matz 5, Shaaber 9, Thurman 7.

No. 15, 10 targets, semi-expert rules, entrance 81; Fieles 7, Jenks 4,
Thurman 8, Cooper 9, Shaaber 4, Snap 4, Ritter 6, Landis 10, Matz 6,
Sclimeck 9,

No, 16, 5 pairs, entrance $1;
Fieles .,11 10 10 00 01—5 Matz 00 10 00 11 11—5
Snap 10 10 1 0 00 10-4 Landis .11 10 11 01 10—7
Cooper .10 11 11 00 10-6 Thurman 11 11 01 11 11—9
Schmeck 01 01 11 10 10-6
No, 17, 5 pairs, entrance $1

:

Fieles,,,' 11 10 11 10 11-8 Matz 10 11 11 10 10—7
Snap 10 10 10 10 10-5 Landis 11 10 10 10 10-6
Cooper 10 11 10 00 10-5 Thurman 10 11 10 10 11—7
Schmeck 10 01 10 10 10—5
No, 18, 10 targets, expert rules, entrance $1 : Matz 7, Landis 5, Fieles

5, Schmeck 6, Thurman 8, Grieff 3.

No, 19, 10 targets, expert rules, entrance $1: Schmeck 4, Matz 4, Lan-
dis 0, Filer 2, Fieles 5, Thurman 3, Thomas 5.

Emerald Gun Club.
The Emerald Gun Club of New York held its regular monthly shoot

at Dexter Park on Tuesday. Aug, 15, There was a good attendance
and a flue afternoon's sport was had, the birds being a fair lot of fly-
ers. Dr. Hudson officiated in his usual style as reieree and scorer.
Twenty-one went to the traps and each shot at ten birds, class handi-
cap, American Association rules, for the best averages in theh- several -

clas.sses for the annual prizes. J. Maesel, of class A, was the only
straight scorer with ten. E. Doeinck of the same class and Dr. Klein
of class C scored nine each and tied for the second place. .1. H, Voss
and Louis Schortemeier of class A, with Dr. Hudson of class A and P,
J Fitzgerald of class B tied for third place with eight each, all exceed-
ing their handicap. The scores:
J Maesel 1111111221-10 J Horn 0011012021— 6
Dr Klein 2222022112— 9 T P McKenua 1201000200— 4
E Ooeinck 11)1201112—9 H Than 1200122011—7
P Butz 1022001201— 9 Dr Pearson ni0O21110O— 5
Dr Hudson 0101112212- 8 W E Hogan 0200000111— 4
J Woelfel 0102002021— 5 P J Fitzgerald 1111001212— 8
J H Voss 1111»0221I— 9 R Reagan 1100211101- 7
M Quinn 1002220021— 6 N Maesel 2000100120— 4
Thos Cody 2021220100— 6 L Schortemeier 2»12011222— 8
G Nowak ,111»101101— 7 F Russell 0100102211— 6
J H Moore 0101021200— 5
Sweepstake, 15 bluerocks, 50 cents entry: E, Doeinck 7, Dr, Hudson

12, J, H. Voss 9, M, Quinn 4, Thos. Cody 9, J. H. Jloore 3, H. Thau 3,
Dr. Pearson 8, W. E. Hogan 4, P. J. Fitzgerald 7, N. Maesel 8, L.
Schortemeier 11.

New York German Gun Club.
Thtj regular monthly outin,g of the New Y''ork German Gun Club was

held at De.tter Park on Wednesday, Aug. 16. The weather was all

that could be wished for, birds good fast flyers, and the seventeen
members were in fine sliootiug form. Each member shot at 8 birds
under modified Hurlinghain rules, which have recently been adopted
by the club, S. C, Edwards was the only straight scorer with 8, and
won the club's first medal. Seven tied with 7 each, but as P, Garme,
Jr,, and A, Schniitt had previously won the second medal, they with-
drew and let the other five shoot for it, Thomford was the winner on
the second round. The members then adjourned for dinner, aftei
which sweepstake shooting was indulged in until darkness closed an
excellent day's sport.
Club shoot, 8 live birds, modified Hurlingham rules:

P Garme, Sr 00001 100—2 G Winter 201110«2—

5

F Sauter 1«110112—6 S C Edwards , . .22112111—8
M Bonden 11111201—7 J Frazer 1»111212—

7

J WeUbrook 21102t)21-6 J Schlicht 211»1222—

7

J Goerlitz 21011010—5 P Garme, Jr 11021112—7
H Thomford 2202221 1—7 J F Dannefelser 02210000-3
D Schrecke... OOfiOOlOO— 1 J Steuernagel 01101111—6
A Schmitt 2)) 11)0)—7 GH Smith 01100122—5
J Carwein 12021111—7

Coney Island Rod and Gun Club.
FiPTEEN members of the Coney I.sland Rod and Gun Club were pres-

ent at the regular monthly shoot held at Woodlawn Park, L. 1 , on
Wednesday. The bird.s furnished were a first-class lot, the best the
club has shot at during the season and straight scores, of course,
were not so plentiful. Each member shot at seven birds, club handi-
cap. American Association rules, for the Plate diamond badge and
extra club money prizes. W. Scheeljes, Ike Hyde, J, Voorhees and
Dr. Van Ord killed seven straight and tied. On the shoot off the
Doctor won, ourshooting Hyde on the seventh round. 0. Plate « on
the second money alone with six. W. Lair outshot three others for
third H. McLaughlin and W. Schumacher divided tne fourth, and
D Little took the fifih with three. The scores:
W Lair 1120:21-5 C Plate 1112012—6W Scheeljes 11)22)1-7 Dr Van Ord 2111211—7
W Schumacher 1001)02-4 11 McLaughlm 1110011—4
D Lynch liyiOOO—4 F Greiff 1101021—5
I Hyde 1113121—7 H Dohrman 1110021—5
M Hayden . . . •. 1^11 10-6 Dr Little 1100002—3
F McLaughlin 12U202-5 0 Wyman 1S12000-4
J Voorhees 1128181-7
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Hobart 1111101111— 9

Whitehead llllllOOlO— 7
1'oung 0100100101— 4

New Jersey Trap-Shooters' League.
The seventh monthly contest took place on the grounds of the

Myrtle Park Gun Club at Irvington on Saturday, Aug. 19. The attend-

ance was light during the morning, although the weather was almost
perfect for shootmg. In the afternoon, however, a bigger crowd as-

sembled, although there were only two dozen entries in the largest

event. This was no doubt caused by the failure of the home club to

send a larger delegati'^n to the previous tournaments. Perhaps no
people have a better idea of quid %)ro quo than trap shooters, and
clubs which send a large delegation a-visiting generally have a good
crowd to visit them. The principal event was of course the team
match, in which only five clubs of the eight were represented, Passaic

City of Passaic, Endeavor of Jersey City, and Independent of Plain-

field being the absentees. The first place was captured by the South
Side of Newark with the low score of lOfi, followed by the Union of
Springfield, a good second, with 105, and Maplewood third with 100.

The members of the home club, principally Dr. English, J. B. Allen,

Harry Sherman and Tom Osborn. assisted by the League secretary
and Capt. Breintnall of the South Side, worked hard to make the tour-

nament a success, and about 3.000 targets were thrown. The sport

was somewhat hindered by the greenness of the trappers, who needed
constant watching by Capt. Allen, who, however, finally worked this

department into good shape by his efforts. The final tournament of

the League will take place on the grounds of the Boiling Springs Fish-

ing and G-un Club at Rutherford on Saturday. Sept. 2, in connection
with which will be held an all-day meeting with an attractive pro
gramme. W. R. Hobart, Sec'y N. J. Trap-Shooters' League.

The scores follow. Fifteen targets, $1

:

Breintnall llllOOlllllllU—13 Walters 111111111111111—1.5

Hobart 111111110111011-13 Strader 001100101011111- 9

Van Dyke 111111111111111-15 Compten 110110111111101-12

Ten targets, $5:
Van Dyke 1111111111-10
Collins 1111110101— 8
Breintnall 1010111111— 8
Fifteen targets. $1.50:

Van Dyke 110111111111111-14 Drake 111101111111111—14

CoUins oniOlllllOOlll-11 Whitehead llllOllOllOlllO—11
BreintnaU 110111111111111—14 Apgar .111011111101111-13
Hobart lllUlllUlOlll—14 Paul 110111011111110-12

Ten targets, 81:
Drake. 1101101011— 7 Creveling OOOOOlllll— 5
Van Dyke llllllOlll— 9 McCallum 0111111101- 8
Hobart.. 1111111111—10 Paul OlllllOlll— 8
Collins 1111100110— 7 Whitehead inillllOO— 8

Breintnall 1111111111—10 W Smith llIlOlllll- 9

Apgar 1111011111— 9 Walters 0112111101— 8

Ten targets, %1:
Van Dyke 1111111111-10 Drake lUi 111110-10
Collins 1111111111—10 Addison 0011111111— 8

Youngs 1101110011- 7 Paul 1110101111- 8

Breintnall 1111111111-10 W Smith lllllOllll- 9

Apgar lllllOllll— 9 Walters lOOlllllOl— 7

Hobart 1011111101— 8 McCoUum lllOllllOl— 8

Fifteen targets, S1.50;
Breintnall 111111111101111—14 Walters 111011111101111—18

Hobart llOUiniUOlll—13 McCullum llOOIOllllOlUl—11
Apgar 111111110011111—13 Drake 10001010

Collins 111111111111111-15 Hedden OOOOlUOllllOlO— 8

Van Dyke .•111010111101111—12 Lindsley OOllOOllllOOlOl— 8

Compton lOllOOOllinill—11 Lenone .....110100110000111- 8

Paul . . .100110011111101—10 Heritage 110111011111110-12

WSmith. .111111111111111—15 Straber 010001001100000—4
Addison 111111111111111-15
Ten targets:

Breintnall 1110111101— 8 Walters ....1111010011- 7

Whitehead lllOlOllOO- 7 W Smith lllliniOl— 9

Hobart 1111111111-10 T Smith 1111111011—9
Van Dyke 1111110101— 8 Drake llllOUllO- 8

Apgar 1111111101— 9 Geoffrey 0111011011- 7

Hedden 1011011110— 8 Lindsley 1111011110— 8

Lenone. 0110011110—6 Brantingham 1111011110—8
Collins 1111111110— 9 Gerry OOUIOIOOO— 4

Howard 1000001101— 4 Hoffman lllllllOll— 9

Mehl OlOOnOllO- 5 Sigler 0111111100— 7

Youngs 1101010111— 7 Ely 1001110111— 7

Paul.:. 0111001101— 6 Heritage llllOOlllO- 7

Fifteen targets. 'SI.50:
Lindsley .001110111010101—9 W Hunter 111111110110111-13

Geoffrey 110101110101111—11 Apgar 111111111011111-14

Hedden ....011111101001111—11 Tneil 100000001101011—6
Van Dyke llOUilOOllOlll—11 Siegler 111111111011111-14

Walters 111001011111110—11 Drake 111111111011110-13

Addison. . .111101111011101-12 J L Smith 111011111011111—13

Hoffman 111111011111011-13 Brant 111101110111101—12

Collins . ....110111111110010—11 Giifroy 111111111111111—15

Dean 100111110111111—12 Dr .Jackson 01 10011 lOOOOlOO— 6

Twenty targets, $2:
Hoffman.. 11111111111111111111—20 Apgar 11111111111111111011-19

War Smithlllllll 1111111111111—20 Drake ....10001011111111011011—14

Sigler 11001111111111111011—17 Hedden. ...11101111011110001000-12

Fisher ... 11011110111011101111—16 Hobert... .10111111111111101110-17

Lindsley. .'.11111011111010100110—14 Breintnall. lllllOOlllOllOttllU—15

Collins 11111111111111111101—19 Walters....11111111111011110101—17

Ten targets, SI:
Apgar 1111111111—10 Whitehead 1111110101— 8

McCollum 1101000110— 5 English OlllllOlll— 7

C Horn lOllllOlll— 8 T Smith 1101111111— 9

Tyrill lllOOroOU— 6 Collins 1111101111—9
Howard 0011110011- 6 Mehl 1110f>10101— 6

Youngs 1100011111— 7 Sigler 1111010111— 8
W Smith 1111.111011— 9 F Compton 1100010111— 6

Fisher 1101111111— 9 Prockter 0010111010— 6

Hoflfman 1100111011— 7 Howard 0101110000— 4

Ten targets. SI:
Collins ; 1100111111—8 Fletcher 0100000000—1
Hoffman 1111101111—9 Mehl 1010001010—4
Prockter 1100111100-6
Team shoot:

South Side G. C.
Breintnall 1111111111011111111111111—24
Hobart 1111010100111011111111111—20
Geoffroy 1111101101101111101011011-19
Walters llllllllllllllllllOUllll-S4
Hoffman 1000111111101111100111111—19—106

Boiling Springs F. and G C.
Apgar 1111111111111111111111111—25

Lindsley 1111111111100111001111010-19
Paul 1110111000111100111111)011—17

E Collins 1011101111111101111111111-22
Ely 0000101110110101011000010—11— 94

Myrtle Park G. C.

Compton 1011111111111111110111100-21
Smith 1110110101111011111111110—20

Allen ... .
1110000010101100110001011—12

Young 1 IIOIOI 01001 1 11 01 1011 11 1 1—17
Osborne 1111010110101001101011111—17— 87

Union G. C.

Brantingham 1001011111111101110111111—20
Dan Terry 1111111111110111011011010—20
Sigler 1111111111111111110111101—23

J L Smith 1110111111111111111111111-24

C M Hedden 0001011101111001011111111—17—105
Maplewood G. C.

C Dean 1111110110111001110110101—18
Van Dyke 1110110111111111111111111-32

W Smith 1111110011111111101001111-20
Drake .

1100001111111111110110100—17

Sicklev 1110111111111110111111111—24-ino

The Garfield Gun Club.

The weekly shoot of the club, Aug. 19 was not so well attended as
usual, some of the members being at the Glen Ellen pic-nic. It was,
however, a pleasant gathering. A stifftsh wind added to the difflculty

of the shooting.
There is an intention to have some live bird shooting at the next

weekly shoot.
No. 1, 25 bluerocks: Northcott 17, Bowers 16, Richards 20, Copper-

noil 17.

No. 2, 10 bluerocks: Mott 8, Northcott 8, Bowers 8, Coppernoll 9,

Young 8, O'Neil 8, Patterson 6, Dr. Hodgson 6.

No. 3, 5 pairs: Mott 7, Northcott 9, Bowers 7, Richards 4, Copper-
noil 6, Young 8. O'Neil 6, Patterson 6, Hodgson 5, Baird 6.

No. 4, 10 bluerocks: W. Northcott 7, Bowers 6, Richards 7. Copper-
noll 7, Young 5, O'Neil 9, Patterson 7, Hodgson 7, Baird 8. Ties on 7s

won by Northcott.
No 5, medal shoot, 25 bluerocks: Mott CO, W. Northcott 19, Bowers

20. Young 20, O'Neil 20, Patterson 20, Hodgson 17, Baird 18, Pils: 13.

O'Neil in ties on 20 broke 5 straight. Class A, C. P. Richards; class B,

T. O'Neil; class C, R F. Mott.
No. 6, sweepstakes, 10 bluerocks. 5 unknown traps: Mott 3. North-

cott 8, Bowers 8, Richards 7, Coppernoll 5, Young 6, O'Neil 8, Patterson

8, Hodgson 3, Baird 4, Pilz 4, Ei'^h 6.

No. 7, 15 bluerocks, rapid fire: Mott 11, Northcott 10, Bowers 9,

Richards 11. Coppernoll 12, Young 12, O'Neil 14, Patterson 12, Hodgson
7, Pilz 8, Eich 13.

No. 8. sneak up, 5 bluerocks: Mott 2, Bowers 1, Richards 5, Copper-
noll 3, Young 8, Patterson 4, Hudson 2.

No. 9, 10 bluerocks: Mott 8, Bowers 7, Hudson 6, Coppernoll 8,

You ng 9, Patterson 10, Eich 10.

Burgess Repeating: Shotgun.
The Burgess Gun Co., Buffalo, N. Y., are just introducing a 12-

gauKe repeating shotgun. Aanouncement is also made that as soon
as the necessary tools are ready, now nearly so, a sporting rifle, a
repeating automatic pistol and military arms embodying the same
and other new principles will be manufactured.
The cuts in advertising columns show the barrel and magazine

detached from the stock for convenience in carrying; the gun ready
for use, and with the breech open in the act of ejecting an empty
shnll. Regarding the action of the gun a distinguishing feature of the

movement is a right hand sliding handle which is connected to the

reciprocating bolt, and consists of a sleeve and pistil grip, which
shdes on the small of the stock obliquely to the path of the movement
of the bolt. There is a straight pull bolt and brace similar to the
Mannlicher, but much s ronger, a handle that fills the hand which
con-tantly grasps it, requiring no change from the trigger to handle
and back, or necessitating the taking of the gun from: tlie shoulder in

rapid firing. The trigger finger is always in positioji in the guard,

and a back and forward sifting motion of the right hand, in direct line

between the points of support, operates the gun. In firing dehber-

ately the trigger is only pulled at will. An inertia safety piet^e is

provided by which the shock of discharge unlocks the handle, and the

counter recoil which gives the body of the gun an impulse forivard,

when resisted by the natural pu l backward of the hand, will start

open the breech" and extract the shell; this automatic action (only

produced by the shock of firing) insures safety from -'hang fires."

The breech Is opened by the "jump forward" of the gun, only after

the discharge and rearward recoil have taken place. It will be seen

that this occurs very quickly, as two shots can be fired in one-eighth
of a second, and into the same pattern. The trigger being carried by
the handle, is not in position to operate, and the firing pin cannot be
driven forward except when the breech is closed and locked. By
pressing a spring catch and a blow of the hand, the barrel can be
detached in a moment and the magazine may remain charged with
entire safety.
The frame and working parts are all forged steel; Damascus barrels

and imported walnut stocks are used in all the grades offered.

Special merit is claimed in this gun for its sj^mmetrical form, perfect
balance and distribution of strength, lightness with freedom from
violent recoil and great closeness and power of shooting.
The various features of the gun are referred to minutely in an illus-

trated pamphlet recently issued by the company, which they will

furnish upon application.^

Watson's Park.
Aug. 5.—Chicago Shooting Club, miss and out shoot for.the diamond

ring:
L Hamline.21223220w
Wadsw'th .llOw
Kleinman . .22111 2121222222121 12221

0

A Thomas .222222222222^22222222222

*Tunnecliff2001000002.
*HUlis 2121221021
*Patterson.2003211012112210
*Not members.

Aug. 16.—Audubon Gun Club handicap shoot, allowing birds, 15 live

birds, new lUinois State rules: -
.

p A Place 002211111111102-18,-f 2—14
VV L Shepard 000122221210010-10 .-f 2-12
R B VVadsworth 0222220

w

C Morris 02012i;3:;02()2021— 11 4- 6 -17

L M Hamline 220I-,'e:ill;?iil i |-,>-K! 4- 1-14
C S Wilcox lOKXiieiAWUIOI-lO + 4—14
J W McCauley 2^2221111221201—14 + 3—16
F L Bi.«sell. 00211222000011 1— 9 -f 2—11
Ties in this club shoot are shot off in the next club shoot. McCauley

won medal for last shoot.
Swef p at 10 birds, 3f5 entrance, new Illinois State rules, 2 moneys:

L M Hamliue 1101211221—9 A B Critzer 2211122112—10

F R Bissell 1 121222201 —9 J W McCauley ni02\l22221— 8

H M Dyer 2121122201—9 B V Jackson 0:222221111— 9

A. B. Critzer shot a 24-ga"ge gun and shot at 28yds.
Aiig. IS.—Second practice shoot for the coming match of Capt. A.

H. Bogardus, 25 live birds. 1.5yds. rise, birds mu^t fall 10yds. from
trap to score, 80yds. boundary:
Capt A H Bogardus Ol.llllllllllOlIOlllllUl-21

John Watson.

Charter Oak.
Charter Oak, la., Aug. 15.—A match at 50 live pigeons was shot at

this place to-day by W. Saul and E. G. Abbott for S50 a side. Below is

the score:
Saul ... .20121012111201101002101121212021221011211222111220 -40

Abbott 11211221202100011110121212112221221121211122011021-43

Another match for $25 is arranged, Abbott to shoot 50 liye birds,

Saul Brothers 25 apiece, for next Tuesday P. M. H. F. Arpf, Sec'y.

Boiling Springs.

The Boiling Springs Fishiner and Gun Club will hold a one-day's
tournament at targets on thwir grounds at Rutherford, N J , Satur-

day, Sept. 2, 1893, in connection with the eighth contest of the New
Jersey I'rap-Shooters' League Two separate sets of five traps will be

'

in operation all day. Shooting will begin at 9::?0 A. M. sharp. Dinner
will be served on tne grounds at 12:30 P. M. All kinds of shells Will be
on hand. Trains leave New York toot of Chambers street, Erie R. R.,

for Rutherford, at 8:30, 9 15. 10:30, 11 A. M , 12 M., 1, 1:.50, 2:40 P. M.
To New York from Rutherford every 45 minutes.

P. A. Jeanneret, Secretary.

Endeavor Grxn. Club.

IwisH to announce on behalf of the Endeavor Gun Club, of Jersey
City, N. J., that at their shoot to beheld on Labor Day, Sept. 4, at the
close of the regular iirogramme there will be Hve-bird shooting. It is

confidently expected that a goodly number of birds will be on hand to

be disposed of. Z. P- Fi^etcher, Pres. E. G. C.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
E. S., Carp Lake, Mich.—Will you kindly explain clearly and dis-

tinctly so that we landsmen can easily understand it, what is meant
by a "lee shore?" For instance. If a man is fishing from a boat idoug
the shore upon which the wind is blowing, is he fishing on a lee shore?
If a vessel in a storm is driven ashore by the wind— is she on a lee

shore? Please advise us also of the best practical book on fly-fishing

with especial reference to bass flshmg w th the fly. Aus. A lee shore
is a shore against which the wind is blowing; the man in position

named would be fishing on a lee shore: the ship is driven upon a lee

shore. The best bass fishing book is Dr. Henshall's '-Book of the Black
Bass," price .?3. We can supply it.

Minneapolis and St. Paul
Are reached most directly from either Chicago or St. Louis by the

Burlington Route. Daily vestibuled trains with Pullman sleepers,

chair cars (seats free) and Burlington Route dining cars.— idv.

SAVE YOUR TROPHIES.
Writs for Our lllustratgd Gatalogui

"HEADS AND HORNS."

Rugs,
dermy.

WARD'S NATURAL SCIENCE ESTABLISHMENT,
ROCHESTEE, N. Y.

Most sensible people who realize how complex and
yariable the game and fish laws are, do not try to

REMEMBER
them, but depend for reference upon the standard
compilation, in fact the only c miprehensive and
correct compendium—the Game Laws in Brief. It

covers the United States and Canada, and has
numerous half-tone pictures. It may be had of your
dealer, or will be sent postpaid by the Forest and
Stream. Price, 25 cents.

the first issue of this paper it has been

used, and for nearly twenty years this particular

space has been occupied by

ABBEY & IMBRIE,
who now say that they have given up advertising at least tor the present.

>ttoe to ^'islxerxxxeix Z Cut t^rioess for
I am with von again witli lower prices for Fisking Tackle. I find by experience that pntting down the

prices and not decreasing the quality, it increases my bnsmess every year.
One lot of SpUt Bamboo Fly Bass Rods will be sold at $1.58 until aD are sold. Eods are aU nickel motinted, solid reel seats silk wound, complete in wood form and will gi^e satisfaction

Length and weight of the Fly Rods are: 9ft., 6oz. ; 9ift. 6ioz. ;
10ft., 7oz.

;
lO^ft., 74oz. ;

lift., Soz. Reel seats below hand.

. Length and weight of the bass rods are: SJltv 9oz. ;
9ft., lOoz.

;
94ft., lloz.: 10ft., 12o2.10Jft 1^^^ nn- so^rt, ^1 10- lOOvda. «1 20

A special lot of Hard Rubber and Nickel, Raised Pillar, Midtiplyino Reels with Balance Handle and Side Sprmg Chck. 40yds., 90 ets.
;
bOyds., $1.00; 80yds., &1.10, 100yds., ?1.30.

Any of the above leels sent by mail for price and 10 cts. extra for postage.

Brass Cli-Jk Reels, 40, 60, 80 or 100yds., 28 cts. each; 5 cts. extra for postage.
, inn^j^ ca „fo . i^^n Tr,in 7« ^ta

One lot A Multipiytog Raised Pillkr I^eels with Balance Handles and Lifting Drag: 40yds., 38 cts.
;
60yds.. 48 cts. : 80yds., 58 cts. ;

lOOyds., 68 cts.
;
150 yds., 78 eta.

A special lot of Tiout Plies at 30 cents per dozen assorted, sent by mail 1 cent per dozen extra for postage.

A RTippial lot of Bass and Pickerel Snoons at 5 cents each sent by mail, I cent extra for postage.
, , h ^ ^ j i>

AuSs of ^ifow Pomt best qaaX to single gul 10 cts. doz. ; double gut, I Sts. doz ;
treble, 20 cts. doz.; tour ply, 35 cts doz 1 cent extra per dozen tor postage

^ft Braided Linen Reel Line on BlocH, 41 cts. ; 300ft. of Hand-Made Linen Reel Lmes on Block, 9 thread, 3b cts., sent by mail 3 cts. extra for postage.

Brass Box Swivels, all sizes JSo. i. to No. 12., 15 cts. per dozen, sent by mail 1 cent per dozen extra for postage.
t.^o^«.«: ^o,-,. s«f<.

Single Gut Leaders, 3ft., 4 cts., 45 cts. per dozen. 6ouble Gut Leaders, 40in., 5 cts. each. Treble Gut Leaders, 33m.. 7 cts. each. Four-ply Leaders, 33m., Seta.

Special lot of best quality lOOtt. Linen Reel Lmes, 8 cts., 200ft., 15 cts. ;
300ft., 22 eta. ; 3 cts. extra for postage.

Send a-eent stamp for lllnstrated Catalottrne*

f£'v;«^'S¥153Sf'i.V;sJS£ J. F. HARSTEBS. 51, 53 6i 65 Court St., Brooklvn, N. T
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X Routes for Sportsmen.

When planning your annual tour remember that
this company controls over 4,100 miles of railway
equipped in the most approved modern style, pass-
ing tJtu-ough a magnificent countty noted for its un-
surpassed facilities for sport.

A FEW OF THE PRINCIPAL RESORTS.
ANDROSCOGGIN LAKES (via Bryant's Pond or Bethel)
—Excellent trout fishing and game, large and small, of
every description.

THE WHITE MOtTNTAINS (via Gorham, N. H.)-For
trout and varieties of game.

THE SALMON RESOBTS of Quebec, New Brunswick
and Nova Scotia (reached via Quebec).

LAKE ST JOHN REGION (via Quebec)-Forouananiche
trout, carloou, bear, moose, beaver, otter, etc.

THE RIVER ST. LAWRENCE (in the neighborhood of
the line for 400 miles) —For mascalonge, pike, bass,
whlteflsh, picKerel, perch.

THE THOUSAND ISLANDS (via Gananoque or Kingston)
—For pickerel, black bass, mascalonge, pike.

MUSKOK A LAKES.—The beat place on the continent
for flshtng, shooting and camping. All varieties of fish
and game.

PARRY SOUND AND GEORGIAN BiY (reached via
Penetang, Midland, Colllngwood, etc.) for black bass,
pickerel, deer, partridge, bear, otter, etc.

AKES ONTARIO, ERIE, HURON AND MICHIGAN (via
stations at all principal ports).

LAKE SUPERIOR (via CoUingwood, Wiarton, Sarnla in
connection with steamship lines).

The charges for hotels, guides and camping at
many of the fishing waters named above are ex-
tremely low. Full particulars of same are published
in a pamphlet descriptive of the "Fishing and Hunt
ing Resorts of the Grand Trunk Eailway," which
mil be forwarded free on application to the com-
pany's principal agents, or to the General Passenger
Agent at Montreal.

N. J, POWER,
General Passenger Agent,

li. J. SEARGEANT, General Manager.

Adirondack

Mountains,

Lakes George

(LChamplain,

Saratoga, Etc.
Dluatrated guide to the Northern resorts issued by

the Delaware and Hudson Bailroad will be mailed on
receipt of 6 cents postage. Address

J. f . BURDICK,
General Passenger Agent,

ALBANY, N. T.

Alive with &ame.
IF YOU WANT GOOD SPORT, PLENTY OF

IT AND NO BLANK DAYS, SEND FOR THE
CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY COMPANY'S
PAMPHLET,

Fishing and Shooting.
E. V. Skinnkr, 353 Broadway;

C. E. MoPhkbson, 179 Washington st., Boston;

C. Shkehy, 11 Fort St., W. Detroit;

J. F. Lkk, 232 S. Clark st., Chicago; or

D. McNIGOLL, Gen. Pass. Agent, Montreal.

LYMAN'S RIFLE SIGH rs>.

Boia for S6 page Catalogue of Sights and lUflei.

ADDRESS,

WJtL LYUAKT, 1vrrnr>T.i?.iiTWT.D OOKS,

J. P. DAJSNiliFEJLSEK,
PRACTIO GUirSMITH,

No. 9 Chambers St . New York.
Guns, Rifles, etc., at lowest prices. Second-hand guns

bouKht, sold and exchanged. With my new adjustable
TET Gttn I can talte youi- eojact fit for either new stock
or altering old stock to desired drop, cast-off or length.
Barrels bored to shrot close and hard, and all ether
kinds of repairing executed with despatch and war-
ranted Send 50 cents for bottle of Pest barrel brown-
ing In America with directions.

$12 $12
RkE TELESCOPES.

The Duplex Telescope Sight is warranted to be the
best device ever offered for directing rifle shots in
dark woods and at the target. Can be used on any
rifle. Perfect range can be obtained with one shot,
catalogue free.
8 L. C. CUMMINS, Montpelier, Vt.

Book of the Black Bass. S3.00.

FOB SALE.
Camp Ground,

SARAUAC LAKE,
Adirondack Mountains.

Point of land just north of Sweeny Carry and

Hotel Wawbeek, well wooded, high elevation, large

water front, with a superb view of the country to

the north, east and south, easy of access, and one of

the finest camping spots in this whole country,

containing about 45 acres. Addi-ess P. O. Box 1,980,

Boston, Mass., for further particular's.

TROUT LAKES FOR SALE.
I offer for sale a portion of my Adirondack pre-

serve, from 1,000 to 3,000 acres of land, with four
lakes. Three log cabins on the property, good
road to two of the lakes, easy trail to the other two.
This property is suitable for a club or Tor private
resorts. One lake is stocked with salmon trout, the
others with speckled trout, 30,000 planted last May,
and shall plant as many more this year. Will sell

any one lake with a portion of the land. Address
DR. J. DE V. MOORE, 157 Park avenue, Utica, N. Y.

ALBEMARLE AND PAMPLICO CRUISING AND
Hunting Association —Bear, Deer, Wild Tur-

key, Quail, Swan, Geese, Brant, Duck, Curlew, Snipe.
Finest fishing; Blueflsh, Striped Bass, Weakflsh,
Drum, etc. Membership limited to 20. One more
subscriber wanted. H. A. Weeks, 74 Murray st. , N.Y

FlOR SALE.-A SHARE IN THE MEGANTIC FISH
and Game Club. L. P. HALE, Canton, N. Y. 8

THE BACON FARM, SITUATED ON THE
Machias River, in the heart of the gunning and

fishing region, will be open to receive guests on
Sept. 1. The house is commodious and the services
of an excellent cook having been engaged patrons
may be assured of considerate attention. Particu-
lars, apply to S. M. HuLWAY. Machias. Me. 15

Of

FOR THE GUN.
A new work by an English writer,

"H. H."
The instructions here given are the result of
the author's amateur practicil experience
of thirty-seven years. A review in Forest
AND Stream says:

"This work Is a very well written treatise upoB
Che subject, containing some new ideas and much
that IS interesting and instructive to the new be-
ginner as well as not a little that will be beneficial
to even old hands to study. The chapter devoted
to kennel management is a short one, but it is

very nearly complete, and is alone worth many
times the price of the work to any one that will
heed its teachings."

Price $3.50, postpaid, by the

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.,
318 Rrnadwav. Mow VnrV

For Sale. t

TROUT FOR SALE.
YEARLraes ol tie Brooi Trout, Late Trout, Brown

Tront, California Trout & UiMM Salion.

EGGS AI<*I> PRV
of the same in season. For information inquire
of J. ANNIN, JK.,

Caledonia, Livingston Co., N. Y

Berkshire Trout Hatchery
have for sale healthy BROOK TROUT ranging

size from young fry to foiu" pounds weight, suitable

for stocking pubUc and private waters.

For Information and price address

C, H. SAGE, Sec'y,
Great Barrington, asa.

WANTED AL.IVE.
AU kinds of

American Animals,
BIRDER «Sc REPTILES.
For Sale—All kinds ol

Foreign Anunals, Birdf
and Reptiles.

DONALD BURNS,
nfiRoo««voltBt.. V V nit-.

WILD EICE SEED POU SALE.
tf R. VALENTINE, Janes n.le, Wis.

IpOR SALE.-TWO SEVEN MONTHS OLD BUCK
moose. Just ready to train to harness. Price for

the pair, 8200. Thos. JonusoN, Winnipeg, Man. 9

rRAINED FERRETS CHEAP; FERRET
J. Book, len cents; ferret muzzles, 20 ts. ; catalogue

free. WALLACE & SuN, Lucas, Ohio.

F OR SALE.—FRESH RICE SEED. CHAS. GIL-
CHRIST, Port Hope, Ont., Canada. tf

LIVE WHITE HARES {Lipm amencanus)
captured and properly boxed and deliverec

to express in Bethel, Sle., in good condition on
receipt of orders and remittances at $3 per pair
Refer to Hon. H. O. Stanley, Dixfleld, Me., Flsl
and Game Commissioner. I. G. Rl CH, Bethel, Me

LIVE QUAIL FOR SALE—W. VA. BIRDS—GAfllE
a specialty. E. B. WOODWARD, Commission

Merchant, 174 Chambers St., New York.

Detective Cameras,
LENSES, TRIPODS, OUTFITS.
STEREOPTICONS, LAN TERNS
Magnesium Flasb Lamp, postpaid, SI • I Send 6 C's.

for Sample Photo and Circular.
TISDEL.L. UAiUERA «fcMFGt. CO.,Scranton,Pa.

The Adirondacki!
Map of the Adirondack Wilderness.
Pocket edition on map-bond paper. Jl 00.
"It Is the most complete map of the Adhondacke

region ever published."—fores* and Stream.

Pocket Map of Lake Champlain and Lake
George. May-bond paper, 50 cents.

Guide Books.—The Adirondacks, illustrated,
16mo., 272 pages, pseudo clotti cover, 25 cts.

Lake fcieorgea d Lake Ckaiiiplaln, 25 cts.
AddiessS. R. 8TOUUARU Glena FaUs. N. Y.

Mr. Grinneirs Indian Books.

BLACKFOOT AND PAWNEE.
These two volumes treating of two difEerent tribes of Indians are full of fascination for

lovers of outdoor life. Each contains a number of the stories current in the tribe to which
it relates, and these are followed by a series of graphic pictures of the old wild life which is

now only a memory. The stories deal with hunting, war, love, ghosts, magic and natural
phenomena. They are given just as related by the old men who told them to the author,
and show Indian life from the Indian point of view.

BLACKFOOT LODGE TALtS;
THE STORY OF A PRACRIE PEOPLE.

By GEO. BIKD GBIlOrEIX.

pp.360, aoth. Price, *1.75.

Pawiee Hero Stories aDOolt Tales,
WITH NOTES ON THE ORIGIN, CUSTOMS AND

CHARACTER OF THE PAWNEE PEOPLE.
By GEO. BIRD GRINNEIiL.

Illustrated, pp. 446. Cloth. Price, $L75.

FOREST ANT> STREAM PTTBliTSHrNG CO.. 318 Broadway. Y. N.

NEW EDITION.

Lancaster's Famous Book,

THE ART OF SHOOTING.
LONDON, FOtJRTH EDITION, 1892. PRICE S3. 00.

AUTHOR'S PREFACE.
At the special request of many gentlemen who have placed themselves in my hands for

instruction in the Art of Shooting, 1 have written this treatise. I bave endeavored to meet
the special rf quirements of those who are arxious to Ijecome proficient in the art, and who
have hitherto been unable to obtain, in a precise form, the information necessary for study-
ing the first principles of shooting at moving objects.

I have had the honor of coaching many gentlemen, and have carefully studied the
points especially requiring attention that have crooped up from time to time while giving
instruction. I "hope that those who favor me by studying this treatise may quickly gain
the knowledge so essential for the making of an average if not brilliant shot.

I have purposely refrained from touching on the several merits of any class of gun-
being a gun-maker myself; and, indeed, so many good works on the subject have been
written, that it is really unnecessary.

I trust that authors from whose writings I have made extracts vrill pardon me when
they recollect that I have at heart one ohj-'ct, viz., the advancement of a manly sport
which gives pleasure, health and occupation to many, and to the patronage of whose fol-
lowers I am indebted for many pleasant days.

Forest and Stream Publishing Co., 318 Broadwa7, N.7.

CAMMEYEP
Stamped on a Shoe

Meana Standard of Merit.

EaUESTRIAN POOTWEAjR.

MEN'S GRAIN LEATHER NAPOLEON RID- • C AA
ING BOOTS $ DiUU

MEN'S GRAIN LEG CALF FOX NAPOLEON 7 All
RIDING BfiOTS fiUU

MEN'S CALF SPIFF LEG RIDING BOOTS.. 9,00
MEN-'S ENAMEL LEATHER STIFF LEG I A (lA
RIDING BOOTS | 0.00

MEN'S RUSSIA CALF STIFF LEG RIDING | A AABOOTS lUiUU
ittEN'S CANVAS RIDINTG L^GGINS I Rf)
MEN'S GRAIN WELLINGTON RIDING LEG- A'cA
GINS wiwU

WEN'S GRAIN WINDSOR RIDING LEGGINS A Qfl
MEN'S RUSSET CALF WELLINGTON RID- e'aAING LEGGINS OiOO
ATHLETIC FOOTWEiR OF EVERY DESCRIPTION

Send for Catalogue. Mailed Free.

A. J. CAMMEYER,
Sixth. Ave , oor. ISth St., N. Y.

ICYCLE
GOODS

AT THE LOWEST
POSSIBLE PRICES.

WE OFFER

Bicycle Suits,
stilish, well made, well fitting, hancl|tomely
trimmed with braid, in all colors. Jersey and
cheviot from $8.50 to $14.00 per suit.

Men's Sweaters,
In aU colors at $2.50, $3.00, $4.50.

Boys' Sweaters,
At $2.00, $2.50, $3.00.

ALSO A COMPLETE LINE OF
BICYCLE CAPS, BELTS AND

HOSIERY, ETC.

E. OCUMPAUGH & SONS,
83, 85 & 87 Main St., Rochester, N.Y.

DUCK CALLS.
Grubh's Improved Illinois River Duck Call. The

most natural-toned call made: easy to blow; not
easy to get out of repair, havmg a fine tempered
reed; makes it so you can call teal, woodduck and
bluebill, as well as maUard. This is the only call
you can do this with. Price 55 cents.
Same as above, made of red cedar, sUver mounted,

with silver reed which gives it perfect tone, SI
Every one warranted. Address

CHAS. W. GRUBBS,
1537 Milwaukee Ave.,

flhicaeo. Til.

CORK WADS.
Reduced Price List.

12. 16 and 20 gauges, $2.00 per 1000
10 gauge 2.40per 1000

DI COUNTS TO DEALERS AND CLUBS.
If your dealer does not keep these wads, remit us

$•3 2o and we will send you l.UOO wads, in boxes, by
mail, postpaid. FuU box of 125 wads by mail, post-
paid, for 30 cents.

LANCASTER GOES GUN WAD CO.,

liancaster. Pa.

With Fly-Rod and Camera. S5.00.
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Bromfield House, Boston.

EUROPEAN PLAN.
MESSENGflU. PruprietOT.

CAMP PHENIX
At Garden of Eden, Nova Scotia,

will be open for sportsmen and hunters from May 1

till end of season. No better trout fishing or moose
hunting can be found in Canada. Forty lakes with
finest of trout fishing within a radius or five mUes of
the camp. Write for circulars.

M. SJOSTEDT, Garden of Eden, Nova Scotia.

ATTEAN CAMPS.
MaWE. July T, 1893.

On and after this date all persons not guests of
Attean Camps will be excluded from fishing or hunt-
ng in the territory leased by me. which includes the
ownshipg of Attean, Dennis, Number Four and
Number Five, also Holeb, Spencer and Attean Falls,
Moose River. Any person trespassing on the above
errltory will be prosecuted to th^ full extent of the
aw. ITtlAMAR UOWE,
P. O. Jackman, Me Lessee and Proprietor.

CATMAUIAN NORTHWRST. - EXOEL-
lent shooLiug quarters, delightful climate, steam

launch, punts, teams, guides, abundance of game,
ducks, geese, brant, sand hill cranes, etc. in myriads,
plover, prairie chickeu, snipe, etc. Address C.
BENJIFIELD, Lilton, Long Lake, Assa., N.W.T. 12

Long Island.

thepavTlionkotel,
Islip, I.. I. (on Great Soulli Bay).
Open until Oct. 1. Accommodates 2.50. South

Bay is now the best fishing resort on Long Island
for bluefish, weakflsb, bass and flounders After 15
years' experience at Elberon, N. J., it is sufficient to
say that the best of care will be taken of families and
guests. I solicit the patronage of former pati-on.s.

C. T. JONKS.

THE BAY SIDE HOUSE,
Amityville, L. I.

Situated on Great South Bay. Capacity 200 guests.
Bluefish, bass and other sea fish abundant.

GEO. VV. HUSSEV. Proprietor.

SHEEMAIT HOUSE, Babylon, L. I.

Sea food a specialty. Splendid fishing, bathing
and boating. Permanent and transient guests ac-
commodated. Special rates bv the week.

SHEttMAN TWEEBT, Prop.

PROSPPCT HOUSE.-Penataquit HaU and cot-
tages, Bay Shore, Long Island, oue houi from New

YorR. BeauiifuUy situated, oveiiooking the Great
South Bay

,
opposite the i u • et and famousAshinggrounds;

excellent boating, safe lmthin>f, interesting drives; fli'St-

ciass orchestra; incandescent elecirlc lights, electric
bells; batus, etc. For terms, address

JOHN lU. RUt^ERS & SON.

Staten island, N. Y.

JBeaslej's i'lshermeu'.s Ketreat,
HI GUEN4) « , s. I.

Boating, bathing anu fi.shing. Parties desiring to re-
main over night will receive every attention. Stage at
station for conveyance of guests to hotel. Boats to let
for fishing or pleasure. ANDREW BEASLEY, Prop.

Greenwood Lake.

WINDERMEfiE HOTEL,
Grreenwood. Lake, Orange Co., N. Y.

I have leased over 1,000 acres of shooting ground.
AH patrons can be supplied with good guide's, dogs,
etc. Bass fishing through August and September is
at its best. First class accommodations for sports-
men and fan«ilies. For particulars, address

JOHN HAZEN, Proprietor.

V7AI.,JLEY HOUSE -O H TEN EYCK.Prop.,
T Greenwood Lafire, N. Y. Open all the year. Large

and comfortable rooms, generous table, purest water.
This house is surrounded by lOOucres of land, garden
and lawn, well shaded aod extending to and fronting
2,S00f t. on handsomest part of the lalie and best fishing
grounds. Oswego and small-mouth oass, pickerel,
pei eh, etc. Largest boat livery on the lake, and fasfantl
staunch steam launch the Tea Eyck connectii.g with aU
traii^s. Greenwood Lake is about 8 miles in length and
one of the mo,st beautiful and picturesque as well as the
most noted black bass lakes on the continent. For cir-
cular, address C. H. TEN EYCK. Proprietor.

Waterstone Cottage.
Open throughout the year, uood bass lishmg,

boats and guides. For particulars, address
J. E. WATERSTONE, Proprietor,

Greenwood Lake, Orange Coimty, N. Y.

BRANDON HOUSE,
Greenwood I.ake, N. Y.

2M hours from New York City. Excellent accom-
mndation Good bass fiRhing

Lake Hopatcong:, M. J.

RACCOON ISLAND HOTEL, Raccoon Island,
Lake Hopatcong, N. J. Superb and romantic

scenery; view of lake from ever^ room; fishing im-
excelled; every modern convenience; $12 to 815 per
week; 50 miles from N. Y. SCHERER & DIEFEN-
THALER. Landing. Morris County, N. J.

Forest & Stream File Binders
PBici: SI. 00.
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HOUSE,
NEVEESINK, Sullivan Co., N. Y.

Accommodations for 150 guests. Finest trout fish-

ing in southern New York. Plenty of small game.

A cool and healthful summer resort, 1,700 feet above

the sea. At Fallsburg Station, Sull. Co., N. Y., hacks

meet all trains. Send for circular and terms.

HENEY ISr. EEAM.

HOTEL WAVVONDA
Liberty, Sullivan Co., N. Y.

One of the finest located and best equipped summer
resorts in New York State; opens June 1; elevation
2 000ft. ; all modern improvements; perfect sanitary
arrangements; pure spring water; no malaria; no
mosquitoes; no files; telegraph in house. For cir-

cular, giving description and reference, address
U. S. MESSITER, Manager.

LAUREL HILL HOUSE,
NevtTsink, Sullivan County, N. Y.

The famous river runs by our farm; best of trout
fishing; an elegant summer house. Terms very
moderate. Write for terms. JOHN TYLEK, Prop.

GRAND V«EW HOUSE.
Liberty, Sullivan Co., N. Y.

Excellent trout fishing. Good family accommo-
dation; one-fourth mile from station. Terms and
circulars upon appUcation. J. B. CAKKIEB.

'Livingston manor hotelT"
Llviugston Manor, N. Y.

The best trout fishing ^ti earns to be found in Sulli-

van Co. Terms, $3.00 Per day. Bar supplied
with the choicest wines, Uquors and cigars the mar-
ket affords. W L. McPherson, Prop.

Miiiu .-it., Liberty, SuUivan Co , JS. Y.
Good fishing in near-by streams. Special attention
given to commercial traveleis. First-class livery
attached. J'ree bus to and from trains

J. MURPHY & SON, Proprietors.

LilBEH-TY XIOTJS-fc!,
Liberty, hullivan i^o., N. \.

Summer Resort. T. H. Houlihon, Prop.
Among the mountains; 1,600ft. above the sea; 119

miles from N. Y.; no malaria; excellent hunting and
fishing ; iivery accommodations ; free bus to all trains.

Ontario So Western Hotel,
Soutli FallsburgU, Sullivan Co., N. Y.

(Opposite Depot.)
Accommodates 40. Good Uvery attached. Terms

reasonable. ARCH. D. O'NEIL, Prop

THE SCHAEFER HOUSE, Liberty, Sullivan
Co., N. Y. M. SCHAEEER, Prop.

Open all the year; special accommodation for
sportsmen and travelers; cuisine the best; close to
depot; livery; flushing; parties suppUed; Brooklyn
reference; write.

STODDARD HOUSE,
Steveusville, N. Y.

The best pickerel fishing in the county five minutes
walk from the house. Partridge, rabbit and red fox

H. M. STODDARD.m season.

WOODBOURNE HOUSE, Wooilbourne,
N. Y. An unsurpassed summer resort, recently

enlarged and refmnished. This locality is unequalled.
For trout nsbitig the N verslnk and its tributaries have
longbeeu and still are famous. The hunting is also goocL
The house is 1,300 t. above tide water, the atmosphere is
clear, pure and healthful. Po8^o£ace, dailj malls, direct
telegraphic commuuicaiion Stagps connect with all
trains. Private conveyances furnished it deshed.

L. L. WAT.DOBF. i^roprletor.

MITCHELL HOUSE,
(Formerly Elttng House),

W. E. MIXCHEJLI^, I»roprietor,
EUenville, N. Y.

Good trout fishing in near by streams.

Adirondacks.

HOTEL WAWBEEK
ana Cottages. (On Upper Sai-anac Lake.)

The most desirable and the most attractively
located of all the Adirondack hotels. Fine hunting
and fishing Open tih Oct. 1. Send for cu-cular.

HARLOW H. CHANDLER, Manager,
Wawbeek, FrankUn county, N. Y.

HIAWATHA HOUSE.
Located on southerly end of the Indian Carry, on

the first of the three Ponds, sometimes called Specta-
cle Ponds, leading through Stony Creek to Racquette
River, on direct communication from Blue Mountain
and Tupper's Lakes, to Saranac Lakes. Unexcelled
fishing and hunting. Rates per day, 83.50 Per week,
SIO to $14. Correspondence solicited. W. W. HALE,
Proprietor, Post Office address, Axton, Franklin
county, N. Y.

RUSTIC LODGE,
Upper Saranac Lake. Daily mails and telegraphic
communications. Superb hunting and fishing. Rates
$10 to S14 per week; g2 50 per day. Now open for
guests. J. C. LOCKLIN, Proprietor.

Long' Lake, N. Y.
Situated on the borders of the wildest and best

hunting and fishing section in the Adirondacks.
Superior accommodations. For circular, address

EDWARD BUTLER, Prop.

LAKE HOUSE,
Long Lake, N. V.

'

New management. New furniture throughout.
Rates from $8 to gl2 per week. Send for cu-cular.
Best of fishing and hunting.

ANDEBSON & MOTNEHAN, Froprletora,

{ Hotels for Sportsmen. J

Adirondacks—Continued,

RAY BROOK HOUSE,
Ray Brook, Sssex Co., N. Y.

Within ten minutes' walk of the be.st trout fishing
in the Adirondacks. Fine deer htmting and good
dogs. Send for circular. D. CAMERON, Prop.

IN THi^: ADIRONDACKS.
Taylor House and Cottages.

TAYLOR'S-ON-8CHKOON, N. Y.—In a charming
location among the pines, on the high banks of
Schroon Lake. Fine mountain scenery, good fishing
boating and driviug. Table the best and supphed
from hotel farms adjoining. Electric fights in hotel
and on groimds Billiards and bowling. Puremoun-
tam spring water. Sanitary ai-rangements perfect.
Send for cheular. C. F. TAYLOR & SON,

Taylor's-on-Schroon, N. Y.

ADIRONDACKS.

WATCH-ROCK HOTEL,
ADIRONDACK, N. Y.

Hotel delightfully situated on Schroon Lake. Ex
cellent cuisine; pure water, as good deer hunting,
brook and lake fishing as in the mountains. Experi-
enced guides, boats, outfits, etc. Send for circular.

GEO. CECIL. Prop.

Pyramid Lake House
Is situated on one of the best fishing waters in the
Adirondacks, controlled exclusively for the beneut
of its guests. Brook Tr ut. Black Bass, Deer,
Pariridse and small game in abundance.
Approached from Ticonderoga, Crown Point, or via
Scliroon Lake. For circular address

ORRIN HARRIS, Proprietor,
Paradox, Essex Co., N. Y.

Adirondacks. LELAND HOUSE.
ExceUent bass fishing, deer hunting and partridge

shooting. Superior accommodations. Send for cir.
cular. L. R. & E. D. LOCKE, Schroon Lake, N.Y.

ADIRONDACKS.
THE ONDAWA HOTEL,

Schroon Lake, N. Y. '

First class fishiug and hunting For circulars ad-
dress O'CONNOR BKOS.

HUNTER'S HOME.
Best of trout fishing, partridge and rabbit shoot-

ing. Eleven deer kUled last season. Good dogs and
experienced guides. For particulars siSdress ALLEN
& WILLIAM LAVERTY, New Russia, N. Y.

ABIRON rvACKS.
CMiisTEK MOUSE, CliestertOAvn, N. Y.

Accommodates 150. Best bass fishing in the moun-
tains. Fine partridge shooting in season. Open all
the year. Send for circular.

H. S. DOWNS, Proprietor.

ROOT'S HOTEL.
Beat of trout fisliing in seven streams, includ-

ing the Schroon River. Fine deer hunting in Sep-
tember and October. A large and roomy cottage to
rent. For paiticulars addiess A. CARSON & CO.,
Proprietors, Schroon River, N. Y.

POTTERSVILLE HOTEL,
PollersviJle, A. V.

Located in the Village of PottersviUe, on Trout
Brook, one-half nule from Schroon Lake. First class
parti-idge shooting and fishing for trout and bass.

JOHN B. WELLS, Prop.

St. Lawrence River and Neighboring Resorts.

HOTEL ALGONQU IN,

CAPJi VLNCENX, NEW XOKK.
Black Bass Fislilusr. Season opens

June 2X.
Bates:—Transient, $2.00 to iS3.00 per day; weekly,

812.00 to $21.00. Special rates to famfiies.
For information address

F. D MIDDLETON,
1S2 Duane St., New York.

1,000 ISX.ANDS.
St. Lawrence Motel,

ALEXANDRIA BAY, N. Y.

$2 per day. Special rates lay the "week.

Also IIOT£I< COI<U9IBIA in connection,
on Em-opean plan. Houses accommodate 150,

FRED. D. HOWELL, PROP.

Thousand Islands. River St. Lawrence.

IZAAK WALTON HOUSE,
T. M. ESSELSTYN, Manager.

CLAITON, N. Y.

BASS AND PICKEREL IN ABUNDANCE.

The Largest and Best Located Hotel ia Clayton.

1000 Islands. St. Lawrence River.

FINE VIEW HODSE,
One of the best points on the river for Bass and

Pickerel. Next dock below Thousand Island Park.
House newly furnished.

Xerms, $2.00 Per Day.
Open until Oct 1. Post ofElce address, Fine View,

via Thousand Island Park.
G. W. BRETSCH, Proprietor.

Thousand Islands. Kiver St. Lawrence.
iToffoi-soix XZo-u.se,

Ale-vauUria Bay, N. 1.

Enlarged and refurnished; everything new. Loca-
tion and hot«l service fii'st class. Bath room for
guests. Headquarters for fishermen. Rates, .^3
per day. J. A. BICKJELHaUPT, Prop.

rPHOUSAND ISLANS.—THE CO LUMBIAN. 1.000
_L Islai'd Park, N. Y. Second seas<jn of the finest a ad
most thoroughly equipped hotel on the River St. i.aw-
reuce. v^poclal rates '^y the wtek or season. The finest
bass and pickerel fishing on the river are most easUy
reached from this ouse. Send for pamphlet.

INGfiEHART & HA.DCOCK, Proprietors,

X Hotels for Sportsmen. J

St. Lavrrence River Resorts—Continued.

DOLLINGER HOTEL,
REDWOOD, N. Y.

On the R. W. & O. R. R , one of the best fishing
grounds in the State for bass, pickerel, pike and
trout. Hotel first class in every respect.

Rates, $2 rer Day.
The veteran guide John DoUinger with his boat

fivery is connected with the house.

ZOLLER & SPRINGER, Proprietors.

FARLEY HOUSE,
REDWOOD. N. Y.

This hotel has been thoroughly overhauled and
newly furnished throughout, it is located in the
best of fishing grounds, and is in first class condi-
tion to accommodate the public; is in easy reach of
five of the most beautiful lakes in Northern New
York. First-class oarsmen in attendance. Has hot
and cold baths. Rai.»-s, .« ^ Per Day.

M. W. KARL,EV, I^rbprietor.

Tkousand Islands. River St. Lawrence.
THr NEW WII^D8oK

Sportsmen will find this hotel first class in every
particular. All modern improvements. Good boats
and experienced guides always in attendance. Send
for circulars _ VV. P. H A WES, Clayton, N. Y.

THOUSAND INLANDS

Orand View Park, N. V.
'

In the midst of the far-famed fishing grounds. It
has the only bathing beach on the river.

M. HoLKiNS, Manager. E. M. Chxlds, Prop.

Claytou, N. Y.
'

Headquarters for fishermen. Located in the cen-
ter of the world renowned fishing grounds of the Bt.
Lawrence River. Bass, pickerel and mascalonge in
abimdance. MRS. E M. HUBBARD, Prop,

LAKE VIEW HOUSE. Edwardsville,
Jeff'erson » o., N. Y. Situated on the beauti-

ful shores of Black Lake. No better spot for bass
and pickerel. Easily reached by stage from Ham-
mond. Boat livery connected with house.

K. E. CAPKON, Proiwietor.

pRONTIER HOUSE,r MoiTi«to«n, N. Y,
This house, located on the 6t. Lawrence River, is

but a short distance from Black Lake, so long known
for its celebrated bass and pickerel fishing.

JAMES E. CULLIOAN, Proprietor.

Thousand Islands. River St Lawrence.

MARSDEN HOUSE.
Good bass, pickerel and mascalonge fishing. House

pleasantly located Rates, #3.00 per day.
G. A. MAK.>*DEN, Prop letor.

EAEL HOUSE, Sackets Hartor, N.Y.
Accommodates 40. Excellent bass fishing. One of
the best points for duck shooting in season. Located
on line of Rome, Watertown & Ogdensburg R. R.

R. U. EARL, Proprietor.

CYCLISTS
DO NOT FORGET

ANTr-STIFF

>TRENCTHENS»! ^ .

TKrMUSCLES
For Sale by Dealers In Sporting Coeds.

E. KOUGERA & CO.,

S6-30 J^. William. Street, New Torh,

SOM AGENTS,

CAMAS CANOES;
AND

HOW TO BUILD THEM.
By PARKER B. FIELD.

The directions are as plain and explicit as pos-
sible for the construction of a canoe 13ft. 6in. X
37in. at an expense of not to exceed $7, while the
simple operations are within reach of the skill of
any careful amateur, No technical terms are
tised and the successive operations are earefnlly
described in detail, each step being made clear
before procepding;to the next. UluBtrated; paper
18 pages.

Frioe, 50 Cents.

FOREST AND STREABI PUBUSHING CO.,'
318 Broadway, New York.

Canoe and Boat Building
FOR AMATEURS.

Price, SS.OO.

FOR SALE AT THIS OyFIOK*
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CUP DEFENDERS FROM A BUSINESS ASPECT.

The popular verdict as to the success or failure of the

new class of yachts, indefinitely spoken of as the "90-

footers," "85-footers" and "Cup defenders," is likely to

hinge solely on the one issue of the retention or loss of

the trophy, as decided by the coming races with the

British boat Valkyrie. As these boats were built solely

for this purpose, such a test may be the true one; but

there is a much broader aspect of the question, and one

that is worthy of serious consideration at this time, when
yacht racing in the larger clubs is in a very unsatisfactory

condition.

The new class rej^resents a larger outlay of money than

has ever before been spent in any one year, in round

numbers upward of half a million dollars, for construc-

tion, alterations and running exjienses up to the end of

the season; and the deduction which may be made from

this sum for the future value of the boats will be com-

paratively small. Whether the difference is or is not

too much to pay for the probable successful defense of

the Cuj) is a question that each of the members of the

various syndicates can decide for himself after the races

are over; but so far as the general advancement of

yachting is concerned, the results thus far are so dis-

appointing that even the defeat of Valkj^rie can hardly

make the class as a whole anything but a failure.

With the races of the present week the yachting season

in the large clubs is practically over, the only remaining

events being the trial and Cup races and one or two

minor club races. The racing in the standard classes, as

shown in the regular regattas, has been dull and lifeless

in the extreme, a fact due to several other causes, but in

part to the centering of all interest in the Cup defenders.

Even without these new boats the season would have been

a dull one, the main feature being the schooners; but

with the Cup defenders to absorb the entire attention of

yachtsmen the other racing classes have fallen very flat.

With such racing of the big singlestickers as was seen in

1886 for instance, this would be a small matter; but the

sad fact is that while the new boats are larger, more pre-

tentious and far more costly than Puritan or Volunteer,

they have really done no racing throughout the whole of

the regular season; and now that the season is over yachts-

men must wait for the trial races and the Cup races to

know exactly how good or bad they both are.

True, the public has been regaled by stories, now proved

largely fabulous, of the tremendous speed of each of the

four boats, but it was not until Aug. 7 that any attempt

at racing was made by them, and in the time that has

since intervened there has been just one race which was
worth the trouble of going out to see, the other abortive

attempts being merely disappointing. The possibilities

of the trial races are hardly more promising, and it is

now uncertain whether two, three or four boats will

start, and whether any thorough and conclusive test of

the merits of the whole four will result.

In contrast to the empty results of the season on this

side, the racing abroad stands out in bright colors. Be-

ginning in the latter part of May, the quartette of big

new racers which parallel the Cup defenders has raced

steadily and persistently, from the Thames around the

south coast to the Mersey and the Clyde, across St. George's

Channel, and back for a month's hard racing off the Isle

of Wight. True, there have been mishaps and break-

downs in abundance; in many cases only two of the four

have been able to face the line at gmi-fire, the others

being in the dock or at the spar yard; but taken from
first to last, the British racing season of lS93not onlyj)uts

to shame the work done here this season, but surpasses in

number and importance the races in all previous seasons

in America.

There would be no justification for pointing out so

prominently such unpleasant facts if no conclusions were

to follow and nothing could be learned; but in our opin-

ion there is one important conclusion that is indisputable,

namely, that American yachtsmen, in the confidence be-

gotten by past ti-iumphs, and with the national ambition

to excel aU creation, have lately gone ahead far too fast.

The material evidence of this fact is found in the many

delays attending the new boats in construction, fitting out

and working up. Not only has the demand for material

exceeded the supply in many cases, but a very large part

of the work has been of an experimental nature, involv-

ing delay and an expense hitherto unheard of, as in the

case of the main boons.
As all yachtsmen know, the mythical and nebulous

"90ft. class" had its excuse in the length of Genesta, the

challenger of 1885, necessitating the construction of a

defender of the same waterline. Contrary to the views
of many experienced yachtsmen, we have from the first

held that the class was too large for the best interests of

American yachting, even from the standpoint of inter-

national competition, and we have repeatedly urged the

acceptance of the various opportunities offered for scaling

down the size to 80, 75 or even 70ft. Again and again

we have been met with the answer that the "90ft. class"

was the finest ever produced, and that it was destined to

become a permanent fixture in American yachting.

Thus far the facts have borne out the truth of our pre-

dictions—the old Cup defenders have disappeared in the

schooner class, no new ones have been built in five suc-

cessive seasons; the boats built this year are produced to

meet a special emergency rather than to meet a legiti-

mate demand of yacht racing; so far from realizing the

long promised limit of 90ft. they are but 85ft., and even
at this size they have obviously overtaxed the abilities of

designei-s and artisans.

Should the Cup be lost, the class must rank on all hands
as an utter failure, and even should it be retained by the

one yacht which now seems the inevitable choice of the

committee, it must be classed as a brilliant and partially

successful spurt rather than as a steady advance in design

and construction.

In the estimation of those foremost in the Cup defense

of recent years, the larger size of yacht has always been
considered to give an advantage to America. We have
never fully agreed with this view in the past, and at the

present time we are convinced that if the Cup should be
lost it would be mainly because of the ambitious attempts

to do too much, to advance too rapidly. The opportunity

which has been so fully utilized abroad for thorough trial,

working up and alteration, has been entirely lost here,

and now, with the Cup races barely a month off, the Cup
defenders are hardly where they should have been by the

end of June.

There is a fruitful field for thought in the enormously
increased expenses of yachting due to bronze bottoms,

built spars, steam tenders and other costly items which
will be essential to success in the future; and also in the

development of the syndicate in place of the individual

owner; but passing them by for the present we would
point out that yacht racing can never be totally disassoci-

ated from the plain common sense principles of ordinary

business, and that extravagance or unwise expenditure

at one time involves certain unpleasant consequences

sooner or later.

While it may be presumptuous for outsiders to criticise

the manner in which the many owners of the present

boats have spent their money, with a full appreciation of

the spirit they have displayed, we venture the opinion

that the final good to national yachting, the end presum-

ably in view, will be by no means proportionate to the

unprecedented outlay. The standard of size and quahty
set this year, is so high that the attendant expense must
debar all but the wealthiest yachtsman from building in

the future, and must encourage the syndicate at the

expense of the individual owner. This is bad enough,

but in view of the certain disappointment which awaits

three out of every four boats built for Cup defense, it is

possible that the difficulty of making up new syndicates

may be materially increased, and that, especially in view
of the present business depression men will be unwilling

to repeat next year the vast outlay of this.

At the present time it is impossible to forecast the

course of yachting next year, whether assuming that the

Cup will be kept or lost; but so far from the prospect of

any marked revival in yachting there are good groimds

for the belief that the legitimate growth and progress of

the next two or three years have been heavily mortgaged

to produce a special class of boats, several of which must
be classed as utter failures, and the best of which will be
practically worthless after the Cup races are over.

The year has been prolific of game and fish legislation,

the current issue of the Garne Laics in Brief noting

changes in tweniy-fi.ve States, Territories and Provinces,

AN OLD STORY IN MAINE WOODS.
In the Neivs of Bangor the other day was printed the

diaiy of a man who had made a canoe trip from that city

to the Northwest Carry, and in the eleven days of the trip

claimed to have seen no less than twenty dead deer and
one dead moose which had been killed by August
butchers. We have been at some pains to learn the

authenticity of the diary, which is printed in another

column, and as a result of our inquiries we are disposed

to accept the report as a truthful picture of what may be
found in summer in some parts of the Maine woods. The
author of the diary, we have ascertained, was Benj.

Atwood, a game warden, of Winterport, and in addition

to the details given in the Netvs, we are told that he dis-

covered the identity of some of the butchers and has war-
rants for their arrest.

Such a report as this of the midsummer destruction of

game in Maine, of moose and deer shot down in pure
wantonness, and of carcasses abandoned to rot at the

water's edge, has come to be an old story. It has been
told by a host of witnesses summer after summer for

years; and recently, as the supply of deer has increased,

as greater provocation has been offered, and as it has be-

come easy to commit such outrages, they have increased

in number and flagrance. There are more of them to-day

than ever before. The game commissioners have not
begun effectively to cope with the evil.

SNAP SHOTS.

In old times the gunners who followed the shore for

bay-birds used to look about the last of August for an
easterly storm, which should bring along the flight, and
usually they were not disappointed. Sometimes an east

erly wind with a dense fog and heavy spatters of rain

would visit the coasts of New England and New York
and land on those shores many thousands of dough birds,

golden plover and dowitchers and other shore birds,

and for two or three days the shooting would be wonder-
fully good. Often at the end of a few mild still days the

wind would shift to the northwest and blow hard, and
then the birds would disappear, but from that time on
they would be found scattered along the coast from Long
Island to Virginia, in such numbers as to make the shoot-

ing good. Within the last two weeks we have had two
easterly storms of great violence, causing many wrecks

and great loss of life at sea and much damage on the

land. Such storms in old times would have been thought

likely to bring great flights of shore birds, but in these

two cases we know that the storms, instead of coming
from the northeast where the birds have been summer-
ing, were tropical cyclones which came from the south-

east, and thus we should not expect to find beach birds

coming with the storms, or following in their wakes. It

would be interesting to learn from gunners who have
been out since August 24 whether they have found any
considerable number of shore birds, what their bags have
been and what kinds of birds were most plenty. We
hope that our readers will report to us on these points.

Salmon fishermen the world over owe a debt of grati'

tude to ]\Ir, J. Parker Whitney for his extremely interest*

ing accounts of sea fishing for salmon on the Pacific coast.

Though that fishing has been known for years to a
limited number of anglers, and though the Forest and
Stream has in past years given mention of the taking of

salmon by trolling in the Pacific, Mr. Whitney, as the

first one to exploit the sport in an adequate description

for the benefit of the guild, may fairly lay claim to its

discovery. Others may have known of it as the Norse-

men knew of America; Mr, Whitney has been the

Columbus to proclaim his discovery to the world, and to

command for it the attention it deserves. Another sea'

son will see a host of salmon anglers at Santa Cruz and
other points; and in time the Pacific coast devotees of

salt-water fishing for salmon may outnumber the neces^

sarily restricted company of those Avho have opportunity

to seek the fish in the fresh waters of the East.

The congress of fishculturists, fishermen and anglerS)

which is to convene in Chicago next month, gives prom-
ise of bringing together a notable assembly of men from
aU parts of the world. The scope of the discussionsj as

planned, is wide and comprehensive; leaders in the re-

spective fields have been invited to participate; and it is

probable that the conference wiU give a decided impulse

to tishculture in this country and abroad.
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IN THE HEART OF THE SIERRA.

My outing for 1893 is a tiling of the past. Its incidents

are duly labeled and pigeon-holed in memory's safe, along
with those of the many, many by-gone years. Just how
many years outings are thus stored away I dare not ac-

knowledge, even to myself, lest I grow melancholy. I

only know that to take them out, brush the dust off, and
overhaul their contents, constitutes a pleasure that never
palls upon repetition. And I also know that when the
y&ar comes, as come it must, when increasing age and in-

firmity shall prohibit the usual summer holiday, that upon
these past memories must philosophy depend to argue me
into reconcilement.

This was my eleventh consecutive annual trip to Echo
Lake, in the heart of the Sierra, where every mountain
peak and valley, tree and shrub, rock and chff , lake and
cliff, lake and stream, pleasure and hardship, have be-

come doubly dear by force of association. My old part-

ner B and two friends from Sacramento composed our
party; and from the day we joined foi-ces on the train,

on the way to Truckee, till we parted, we had a royal,

roaring good time, albeit we caught but few fish, and
drank no whisky.
We went in too early, for such a cold, backward spring

has not been experienced in the Sierra for years, and too
much snow and too cold water spoiled the fishing. Our
boatmen, who ]3receded us by several days, said that the
ice did not break up until June 27, and as we started on
July 9 the water had not lost its icy chill, and no fly-

fishing was to be had. And be it known that our party
were all fly-fishermen and despised the catching of trout

by trolling. Of course we caught some, enough to keep
our table supplied by the latter method, as it was a case of

"groundhog or no meat," but it "went agin the grain."
I am going to give no detailed account of our trip, but

just some disjointed notes upon that, and other subjects,

that have occurred to my mind since my return.

Lake Tahoe is considered one of the most beautiful of

the whole world's most beautiful lakes. Its waters are
as placid and sparkling as the diamond, as purple as the
amethyst, as blue as the sapphire and as green as the
emerald—just as you may chance to view it. But no
tongue can tell or pen describe its glories. It is like a
beautiful woman, its charms must be seen in order to be
realized. Its devotees this season did not let hard times
or Chicago's "big show" deter them from their annual
visit, but instead came themselves and brought their
friends. And as a reward the lake has never yielded such
an abundance of trout for the past fifteen years as it has
done this season. Tons upon tons of trout have been
shipped away to the cities by professional fishermen, be-
sides those catight by tourists, and stUl they continue to
bite as freely as ever, even up to this present writing, as
I am informed.
A Tahoe trout cannot be caught upon the fly, however,

and so I have never taken one from its waters. I prefer
Echo, where, if the angler is lucky and strikes it just
right, he can have some of the finest sport in the world.
One.or two such occasions I will mention.

In the summer of 1888 my friend B. and myself went
out on Upper Echo Lake, during a thunder shower, and
caught 76 trout that weighed, in all, 481bs. They were
all caught upon the fly, with 8-ounce rods, and the work
was all done in one hour and a half. Two, three, and on
one occasion four trout were secured at one cast. The
occasion was worth waiting a month for. In the summer
of '91 my friend had to leave three days before I was win-
ing to go out, and on the morning of his departure I went
down the lake early to see him off. After he had bid. me
good-bye I returned to the boat, and as a nice ripple was
upon the water, requested my boatman to row me slowly
around the outlet (this was in Lower, or Big Echo) while
I made a few casts. My flies had scarcely touched the
surface ere I had hooked a a-pound trout, and in just one
hour and twenty minutes I had captured 21 trout that
weighed 451bs, and then I quit—had to, in fact, because I
could not get another bite. That was the fastest and
most furious fishing that I ever did in the same length of
time in forty years of fly-fishing—and I never expect to
equal it. TJie fish were all about the same average size

—

a little over 21bs.—and Avere fighters from the word "go;"
and when the fray was over I sat down exhausted fi-om
the strain and excitement, and was glad the fight was
encled.

I have a sad tale to tell about the doings of a chipmimk.
I had always held a very high opinion of a chipmimk's
morality and general good behavior, but now I suspect
the whole tribe. I caught one of the race in flagrante
delictu, and all his kin must suffer suspicion on account
of his disgraceful crime.
One day while walking across the strip of land separat-

ing Upper and Lower Echo, while our boatman jjulled
the boat up through the shallow connecting stream, B.
and I came upon a couple of jimcos in sore distress.
Their chirps of grief and anger were loud and incessant,
while they made constant threatening descents among
some low brush by the lake shore. We suspected snakes
and went to the rescue, when, much to our amazement,
a large red-headed chipmunk, of the kind known as
Towusend's chipmunk {Tamias Icmnsendii) ran out of the
juncos' nest with a half-grown bird in its mouth. We
gave active chase and the little scamp was very loth to
drop his prey. We got too hot upon his trail, however,
and he had to leave it behind. The bird was dead, bitten
through the brain. We hunted out the nest and found
that he had eaten one or two of the others, and there was
still one left in the nest imtouched. The next day the
nest was empty and the old birds had left the vicinity, so
I suppose the little bloodthirsty scoundrel had returned
and completed his murderous work. I did not think it of
"little stripy!" I did not, indeed.

Owing to the prohibitory law upon the killing of deer
during the past two years, this game has greatly increased

(

since the destructive winter of '88-9. I noted .at that

}

time in Forest akd Stream the fearful loss of life in the
Sierra Nevada among the deer and plumed quail. They I

have both recuperated considerably, but the prohibition

on deer shooting ought to have been extended another
two years at least. Of course the law was continually

broken by campers and residents in the mountains, but
still it stopped the slaughter by the despicable skin
butchers, which was decimating our deer at a fearful

ra,te. Even for the respite they have had, the deer might
say to the California Legislature of '91:

'Tor this relief much thanks; 'tis bitter cold,

And I am sick at heart."—IJaHiZef.

After spending two weeks at Echo our San Francisco
friends returned home, and B, and I remained for another
week. The fishing improved a little, but still the trout did
not rise freely, and we gave it up for this year and came
down to Sugar Loaf, on the old PlacerviUe and Carson
grade. Here we had some excellent stream fishing on
South Fork of the American and its branches, and spent
another very pleasant week. The trout had just begun to

rise freely in the streams, and we made fine catches every
day.

I know that it takes considerable hardihood for any man
to ofi:er a new fly to the fraternity in this age of fly-fishing,

and yet I have had such success with one of my own
device that I feel as though I must describe it. Prelimi-
nary to that, though, I must tell how I came to think of

it. It was in the summer of 1886 that I found myself,
along with my friend B., on the headwaters of the
American. We had both whipped and whipped in vain,
and were sitting by the water eating lunch and discussing
the "cussedness" of the ways of trout, when I saw a good
one rise and gather in some floating object. Several times
I noted a like occurrence while we sat there, and I won-
dered what bait he was rising at, but could not determine.
I noted, however, that it was a reddish brown object with
a hint of gold in it. I tried cow-dungs, brown-backles,
cock-y-bondhus, red-ants and everything else of Hke
nature that I had in my book, but without much success.

At last I secured one of the floating objects, and found it

to be a somewhat hairy caterpillar, with a salmon-colored
body, black head, and brownish hairs. This I placed upon
my hook e.nd immediately caught a trout. "Aha! my
dainty beauties, that is what you want, eh?" said I. ' 'Well,
I'll try and accommodate you another year if I can study
up a combination to vsuit." Now, I am" not much of a fly-

tyer myself, but when forced can make a stagger at it. I

therefore kept the matter in mind, and was on the look-
out for suitable material, and at last struck it.

This I found in the outer vane or web of the primaries
of the red-shafted woodpecker or flicker {Colapfes cafer).

This I stripped off the feather, wound it upon the hook,
put on a head of peacock herl, and there was my "bug."
I made two or three in my rough way, and the next sea-
son found the composition very killing, I then sent to
J. S. Benn, of San Francisco, our crack fly-tier of the
coast, for a supply, and have kept them in stock ever
since, and have supplied many of my friends with sam-
ples, and have almost always received good accoimts of
them.

I call the fly the golden caterpillar, but think the name
of "flicker" would be better. Benn calls it the bug,
putting my name in the blank space, but I don't like it

and object.

A laughable thing occurred at my expense, in procur-
ing the first supply of feathers to send to Benn, which I
think I must relate.

After testing the flies of my own manufacture and
finding them successful, I determined to secure some
flickers on my return from the mountains. It was late
in the summer, and but a few of the birds were to be
found round my house, and I hired a boy, who was quite
a dove hunter, to procure me two or three, promising
him half a dollar for them.
One day I had been absent on professional business,

and on my return in the evening I sat down to dinner.
There was a covered dish placed in front of me, and upon
raising its cover I found seven dark-colored, scrawny-
looking birds of some unknown species lying thei'ein.

"Great Scott, Avife, what are those creatures?" I ex-
claimed.
"Why, they are the birds Jo. S, shot for you," she

answered, "and I paid him half a dollar for them, which
he said you promised him."
Comment was unnecessary. It was my own fault. I

had not thought to mention it to my wife, and when the
birds came she jjaid for without seeing them and the
servant cooked them for dinner, having first carefully
scalded the feathers off and thrown them into the refuse
bam-el, where the bodies soon followed.

For the last five years I have observed a pair of even-
ing grosbeaks at a point on the Carson and PlacerviUe
grade, at an elevation of about 5,500ft. They were
always to be seen around the same locality, in the month
of July, and I was satisfied they were breeding there. I
had no opportunity of stopping to investigate, so paid no
particidar attention to the fact. This summer, upon my
retm-n, I saw the birds in the same place, accompanied
by two of their young, which were just out of their nest
and scarcely able to fly. The locality where they breed
is on the north side of the canon of the American in a
heavy growth of pines and firs. If the nest and eggs of
this species still remain unknown, as I believe they are,
1 am satisfied that specimens could be procured in that
locality next summer.

On ray return home I found my accumulated numbers
of Forest and Stream awaiting me. In them I note
some articles upon salmon fishing in Monterey Bay which
are very interesting. I was informed of this fishing ten
years ago by the late W. P. Willard of San Francisco, a
gentleman who was well known on this coast during his
lifetime, but who has now joined the great majority. Mr.
Willard was an enthusiastic fisherman, and a true'friend
to all brothers of the angle, and when he had found a
good thing was free to impart it to his friends. He in-
formed me of this fishing and advised me to go there if I
wanted some exciting sport. I have never availed myself
of his advice, I am sorry to say.

It was in the latter days of June, 1888, that Mr. Willard.
caught his salmon at Monterey, and he caught them on
his lOoz. Leonard rod, with an ivory squid bait.

Every year since that I have intended to go there and
try the king of the Salmonida?, but then 'tis said that
"Hell is paved with good intentions." I suppose mine
form part of the pavement, Arefak.
Auburn, Aug. 15.

WAYS OF THE RUFFED GROUSE.
"Partridge they call him by our Northern streams and pheasant by

the Delaware."—jBr(/a7ii.

There is not in existence perhaps a bird that knows
more of the surroundings ki the places he inliabits than
the ruffed grouse. He hears, he sees everything. Noth-
ing escapes his notice. This is his home; he Lives about
here through all the seasons of the rolling year. Seed
time and harvest, winter and summer. He knows well
also every wood, every covert, thicket and stream in the
vicinity. When compelled to leave this Y)\ace he has
several select spots to which he flies for refuge. One of

these retreats may be in a dark and gloomy nook under
the umbrageous foliage of the woods, or it may be in a
clump of dense and impenetrable evergreens or among
the witch hazels or amid the innumerable and inacces-
sible saplings of the gentle sloping woodland, or it may be
in the open wood. The sportsman will soon come to learn
the location of these spots by carefully watching the
flight of the bird, but the grouse also will soon become
aware of that fact after he has been disturbed a few
times and will go no more there, but direct his flight else-

where. The grouse never flies without knowing exactly
where he is going; and when he starts on his vpay nothing
will turn him from his course, for in my experience I have
seen but one bird change his line of flight. I once saw a
grouse crossing a field fly directly over a man and a team
of oxen plowing.
But the ruffed grouse practices at times a mode of

flight that is extremely deceptive as to his destination.
In the hollows he will fly straight ahead through the mid-
dle of them for 200 to 300yds. and then take a wide turn
of about 40yds., and coming back the same distance,
alight on the brow of the hill. He is now in a position
where he can see the sportsman approach and can watch
his movements, and where he would scarcely be looked
for. If discovered, however, he flies along the top of the
hill, keeping well out of gunshot. Such birds are hard to
find again, and the mystery is where they go-
As the grouse resorts to strategy to escape from man, he

is also compeUed to do the same to save himself from his
other enemies. I recollect being in the woods one morn-
ing on a pleasant day in October and seeing a hawk sail-

ing above a large hemlock tree. Approaching the spot, I

discovered near the top on a limb, about four feet from
the body of the tree, a ruffed grouse. The hawk con-
tinued for some time his circling movements, when he
began gradually to descend. The grouse seemed lost,

when as the hawk passed near, and to the opposite side of
the tree, the grouse like a bolt shot from the limb, and
flying only as a grouse can fly, made for the dense cover,
which he reached in safety. When the hawk came round
and found that the bird had flown, he rapidly ascended
and was soon lost to sight.

.

" Dorp.
Schenectady, N. Y.

DANVIS FOLKS.—XIII.

The Shoemaker's Ghost.

SolonBrIGQS heaved a contented sighwhen hehad estab-
lished himself in his favorite seat, with his back against
the wall and his left kneenmrsed in his locked hands.
"What was 't you was a-goin' tu tell t'other night,

Uncle Lisher, when we was discoursin' consarnin' speerite
an' apperagotions an' Antwine come a-protrudin' in his
Canady stories?"

"Lemme see," said Uncle Lisha, stimulating his brain
with the point of an awl. "Oh, yes, I've got a holt
on 't."

There was an expectant lull in the conversation, while
Uncle Lisha meditatively splashed a tap in the little tub
beside him. At last he said:

"I scase ever wet a piece o' luther in that aire tub
'thaout thinkin' o' ol' Uncle Ebenezer Hill, Jozeff's uncle,
'at it nseter belong tu. He was a shoemaker, an' a
turrible hones' man, as shoemakers mos' gen'ally is, Ann
Twine."
"Sometam dey was be," Antoine laGOnicftUy com-

mented.
"Most allers, an' he wan't no exception tu the rule.

When he died an' his things was sol' oft' tu vandue, I bid
off his kit an' this aire tub 'mongst 'em, an' it most allers

makes me think o' Uncle Eben." He let the tap soak
while he scraped out the heel of his pipe with a crooked
awl and filled it with a fresh charge of tobacco, with a
deliberation painful to his audience.
"Wal, tliere was a man 'at ondertook tu cheat him arter

he was dead. Ye see, the way on 't was. Uncle Ebenezer
had got tu be tollable well off when he died, an' when his
'state come tu be settled Bijer Johns begun tu sarch
raound tu see 'f he couldn't bring some claim agin Uncle
Ebenezer fer hides 'at he'd sol' him.
"Wal, when the commissioners sot, he kerried it in 'a

prompt 's a major an' the commissioners said they guessed
they'd hafter 'low it. AVhen he come hum, his womern
wanted tu know where he'd been an' what arter, an' he
bed tu tell her. 'Why,' s' she, 'I didn't 'spose Eben owed
younothin'.' But he said women didn't remember nothin'
an' didn't allers know all 'baout eVything though they
consaited they did, an' he went off tu feed his hawg, a
shooin' the hens off'm the swill barril an' a-dippin' aout
the swill an' a-puttin' on the kiver kinder keerlesa, bein'
'at he wan't althogether easy in his mind.
"Bimeby it come dinner time an' he soddaown an' eat

his dinner 'thaout no gret of a appetite t' eat, an' then he
went an' lay daown on the settee clus tu the open winder,
but he couldn't git a nap on 'caount o' them hides that
wa'n't never raal ones, a risin' up continual afore his eyes
when they was shet er open.
"Bimeby he heard a n'ise, juUuk sloshin' luther in a

tub, kerslosh, kerslosh, kerslosh, an' then whack, whack,
whack, julluk hammerin' a tap on a lapstun.

" 'Hopy Ann,' says he tu his wife, a Jiftiu' up his head
an' harkin' juUiik a hawg in a cornfiel. 'wliat's that aire
n'ise'r" 'I don't hear nothin',' says she, a stoppin' clatterin'
the dishes an' lis'nin', 'what is 't'/'

" 'It's a shoemaker tu work,' says he, 'an' there it comes
agin.' An' up he got, scairt 's a strange cat. 'Hopy Ann,'
says he, 'hev you ever hearn tell o' spirits walkin' in broad
daylight?'

" 'Bijer, are you clean aouten your head?' says she.
" 'No, I hatnt. But if ever I heard LTncle Eben Hill a

sozzlin' a tap an' hammerin' on 't, I hear it naow.' "

"Haow can he do dat, One' Lasha? Dat liol' shoemaket
don't keep for do beesiness w'en hee'll be dead, ant it?''

interrupted Antoine,
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"Wal," the old man continued, "he put on his hat an'
kwut an' off he went up tu Uncle Eben's haouse where
the commissioners hedn't goddone a settin' an' tol' 'em
'at he'd made a mistake, which he'd faound aout the
'state didn't owe him nothin', an' his 'caount must be
hove aout, which the commissioners did heave aout, an'
he went home turribly relieved in his feelin's.

"He sot tu duin' up some o' his chores 'fore supper, an'
the fust thing he done was tu feed his hawg, an' as he
got nigh the swill barril he heard that same kerslosh,
kerslosh, whack, whack, agin, on'y not so laoud as afore,
an' all kinder muffled as ef it come aouten the airth
ondeneath, an' he groaned aout laoud, 'Ebenezer Hill,

can't you lemme 'lone when I ben an' ondon,e what I

done?' An' he was so scairt he couldn't scacely take the
kiver off'm the s^vill barril, an' jest as soon as he did, ker-
slash, kerslash, kerwhack, whack, come the same ol'

n'ise laouder'n ever, an' right under his nose. An' what ye
s'pose it was?"
Uncle Lisha swept a slow inquiring glance around his

audience. Only Antoine ventured an answer.
"Ah do' know 'f he ant prob'ly dat hoi' shoemaket come

back for get col' off in de barril swiU, hein?"
The old man glowered upon him a moment between his

bushy eyebrows and the upper rim of his spectacles before
he said:

"It wan't nob'dy ner nothin' but a hen 'at had tumbled
int' the bai-ril an' th' not bein' swill 'nough in 't tu draound
her, she kept a-sloshin' an' a-floppin' the hull endvirin'
time."

"Bijer h'isted her aout an' hove her away so spiteful 'at

he nigh abaout killed her, an' went a-mumpin' raound
feelin' wus 'n he did when he thought Uncle Eben's ghost
was a-hauntin' on him."
"He'd withdrawed his 'caount an' the' wa'n't no help

for 't naow. 'Seben dollars,' says he, 'an' fifty cents in
money 'at I might jest 's well had 's not, gone to thunder.
I wisht that dumbed ol' hen had died 'fore ever she
tumbled int' that swill barril, con-sarn her.' An that's
haow thankful lie was tu hev her savin' him f'm commit-
tin' a sin."

"He had certingly ortu ha' ben thankful that it was a
mortal hen stid o' the apperagotion of a defuncted man
'at come tu save him from committin' a grevious crime,"
Solon Briggs commented as he dropped his right leg from
across the left and with both hands lifted the left to the
uppermost place.

"Dat mek me tink rembler," said Anboine, who had for
some time been impatiently awaiting an opportunity to
speak, " 'baout one man Canady—

"

"One man Canady," cried Uncle Lisha, "I wish't the'
hedn't never ben but one man in Canady, an' he ha' staid
there."
"O, One' Lisha," said Antoine, in a grieved voice,

"spose dat was me, haow lonesick you'll was be some tam
an' what troublesome Ah 'U was gat for ta' care all dat beeg
country all of mahsef."
"Wal, wal, go ahead an' tell yer story, Ann Twine,"

said Uncle Lisha. "It 'U be a lie, but you '11 have tu tell

it."

"It was 'baout a man dat was gat save hees laf by one
hoi' hen. Yas, sah, prob'ly two of it, one for be keel,
tudder for be hang up for keel de man. 'P you '11 ant
b'lieved it Ah can' tol' you hees nam, bose of it, but 'f

you '11 ant goin' b'lieved it. Ah '11 ant goin' tol' you."
"I guess we c'n stan' it. Go ahead."
"Wal, sah, boy," Antoine rapped the ashes from his

pipe and laid it upon the stove, ' 'dar was one hoi' man
Canady, nem Pieri"e Gautier, Ah guess so, an' he'll get more
as liondred acre Ian' an' he pooty good up. An' he leeve
all 'lone wid hees waf. Wal, sah, one tam he'll go on de
wood market to La Prairie an' sol' up hees wheat an'
tree, four, prob'ly sax fat hoi' peeg, an' he'll brought
home lots o' money for it, prob'ly more as mos' two hon-
derd dollar.

"Wal, sah, dar was fellar, nem of Gabriel Sa' Michel,
was veree bad, do-noting feUar was be on de market an'
see hoi' man Gautier gat all dat money, an' he '11 mek off

hees min' he 'U goin' gat dat heesef 'f he '11 had to keel Bon
Homme Gautier."
"Good airth an' seas, Ann Twine, you jest said his name

was Peair, an' neow you're a callin' on him Burnham."
"O, bah gosh, dat ant be hees nem of it, more as One'

was you nem. Dat mean jes' de sem lak'Onc', honly it

mean good man; dey too polite for call it you, hein?"
"Wal, wal, go on wi' yer Gaushy, er yer Burnham, er

yer Gauby Ciamshell," cried the old cobbler, prodding the
air with his awl in Antoine's direction.
"Wal, seh, dat hugly-ant-lit-for-be-decent Gabriel, he '11

went dat naght for robber Bon Homme Gautier, stinkin'
long in de darks jes' lak skonk goia' for robber some negg
on a hen rouse."

"Sneakin' 'long, you mean tu say, Ann Twine, skunks
don't go stinkin' 'long on sech business."

"Sneakin' den, ef dat was please yon more better, but
Ah b'lieve Ah '11 was tol' dis storee, me. Wal, le' me see
where Ah 'II was be.

"Gabiiel was goin' long caffly aU stoop daown close up
bah hoi' Pierre hees haouse, an', seh, fus' ting he know it

he walk almos' top of a skonk. An', seh, zhweetz, dat
leetly caiiss preffume heem raght on bose hees heye of it,

an' mek it so bline he was mos' can' see for swear, an'
hurt heem so for crazy heem.
"He '11 can' tink for robber, he can' see for robber, all

he tink was for fan' brook for wash off hees heye, an'
den go home. An' den he go stinkin'. Ah bet you head.
One' Lasha,"

"Proberbly."

"An' he '11 tink le Bon Dieu was sen' dat skonk, for
kept him from robber poor hoi' Bonhomme Gautier, an'
dat was de true. An' dat was de way a skonk keep one
man from be keel, an' one man from be hang up."
Antoine waited for applause in a blank silence, wherein
his audience waited for the conclusion of his story.
"Why, Ann Twine," Uncle Lisha said at last, '•ef that's

the hull on't, I don't see 's there was no hen had nothin'
tu du with 't."

"O, bah gosh," cried Antoine in vmwonted confusion,
clutching his head with both hands.

"You'll mek me so bodder wid tol' me haow Ah '11 tol'

it, Ah '11 gat two story all twis' up. Ah b'lieve Ah 'II tol'

wi-ong story."
"I haint no doubt you've tol' a wrong story, Ann Twine,

you're allers a-teUin' wrong stories."
"Antwine's juUuk a haoun' pup," said Sam, "'at goes

oflE on the fust scent he comes tu 'at crosses the track he's

"Ho, Sam," cried Antoine, tumingtoward him, "Ah '11

glad for he heard you spoke. You '11 ant say noting but
smoke all de evelin'. Ah, Ah '11 be 'fred you loss you
vowse."

"I do' know as that was the way on't," Joseph Hill said
as he came to the stove to light his pipe with a splinter,
"but mebby the skunk eat the hen 'fore Antwine could
git to 't."

"An' Zhozeff can spoke," cried Antoine in feigned sur-
prise, "Ah '11 aint tink he was mek off hees mine so quick."
"WeU, go on, Ann Twine. You promised us a story

Fig. 3. Rltfed Grouse.

(Bonasa umbeUus.)

wi' a hen in 't, an' a hen we've got tu hev. Naow patch
up your lie an' go ahead."
"Ah tol' you 'f you '11 ant trouble me all up an' mek

me fregit for rembler de story Ah '11 was beegin," said the
Canadian when the laughter of his companions subsided,
and as they promised no further interruption, he began:
"Wal, seh, dat Gabriel S' Michel, he '11 goin' 'long jes'

sem Ah 'II say, honly he '11 ant walk on top of skonk. He
was very fon' of cheekin hesef . An' gret many tam de
folkses loss dey hen an' lay it to skonk an' wezil an' chat
sauvage, w'en dey '11 ant to blem.

"Dis tam he feel inside of hesef, he was be dreffle hon-

FiG. 4. Blackcock.

(Tetrao tetrixd

gry, an' he tink haow good was tase one of hoi' Pierre fat
chickens, w'en he '11 gat finish hees job of robber de
money.

• 'He '11 tink it was bes' way for gat hees chicken fus, so
he be aU. ready for go wen he do dat job. So he crept in

de hen rouse an' beegin felt raoun' in de darks, and de
firs' hen he touch hoi' of it was de beeg hoi' rouster.

"He be hurry, so he pull de hoi' rouster oft" de rouse, an'

'fore he can stop off hees win' dat hoi' rouster holler lak
eve'yting, 'keraaw, keraaw, keraaiv, keraaw-uk, wen
Gabriel shut hees neck.

' 'De nowse wakin' up de hoi' whomans of her sleep an'
he '11 punch hoF mans of hees rib an' holler, 'Woke up.
Skonk on de hen rouse.' An' hoi' mans jump off de
bed an' gat hees gaun an' shove de winder an' look on de
darks.

"It was be darks, but no so very darks, for he can see
mans creep it off de hen-raouse, an' hoi' Pierre he'll shot
off hees gaun over hees head of it, an' Gabriel so scare

he t'row de rouster an' run. more as free mUe, probly

wo, fore he '11 stop for gat hees breeze, an' den he give up
all hees plan for robber.
"Den he very glad for tink he 'U ant do so weeked an'

every year dat sem day he take de pries' beeg fat chicken,
an' hoi' Pierre eve'y year dat sem day he took de pries' a
beeg fat chickin, so you see dat hoi' rouster he '11 do great
many good. He 'U save hoi' Pierre from be keel, he'll
save GalDriel from be hang up, prob'ly. On he '11 mek de
pries' more fatter as he was."
"Why, Ann Twine," cried Uncle Lisha, while the

story-teller looked from one to another in expectation of
approval, "your hen's turned aout tu be a ruster arter
all. Haow be you goin' tu fix that up?"
"O, One' Lasha," cried Antoine as a tritunphant grin

swept the shadow of perplexity from his face, "haowyr u
spose dat Gabriel was goin' tol' what he touch hoi' of in
de darks. Ah '11 ant to blem 'f he '11 touch hoi' of rouster
wen he '11 meant for git hen, ant it?"

"Wal, Ann Twine, you got aout on't pooty well," said
the old man, laying aside his tools and the boot he was
at work upon, "an' naow it's gittin' toward 9 o'clock, an'
I move we close the meetin' afore the critter thinks up
another lie tu tell or abaout another man in Canady."

EowLAND E. Robinson.

MOUNTED GAME BIRDS IN THE U. S.
NATIONAL MUSEUM.

BY DR. K. W. SHUFELDT.

(Continuedfrovi page ISld

Europe possesses in its avifauna a magnificent game
bird, which I believe has not as yet been successfully
introduced into the United States; I refer to the famous
blackcock or moorcock

—

Tetrao tetrix of Linnajus and
naturalists generally. Until very recently the museums
have had no first-class mounted specimen of this bird, at
least no male, which is a very different- appearing bird
from the female. This is the case no longer, however,
for a most beautiful example has been obtained and
preserved in the manner shown in Figure 4, which is a
photograph of the specimen itself. This gives its form
most perfectly, but no photograph or reproduction of the
same can ever convey any idea of the superb plumage of
this the truest of all the grouse in the world. Black to
be sure, but so glossy and iridescent, that the reflections
of the same have actually taken white in his picture.
There is nevertheless a pure white bar across either wing,
while the remarkable recurved feathers of the tail are
almost a dead pure black. Female blackcocks are known
in Great Britain as "grayhens," and the species has a
wide range on the continent. It is more or less nearly
related to that giant of the grouse family, the capercailzie,

a live pair of which have just for the first time been
successfully brought to this country for the purpose of
breeding and introducing them to our own avifauna.
The family to which it belongs is extensive enough with
us, for any one at all interested in our birds knows that
we have a great many species of the Tetraonidce, but it is

certainly well to introduce this desirable stranger for
spoi-tsmen and other purposes.

Occasionally the taxidermist instils more or less activ-
ity into one of his subjects, and in large scientific

museums that can be done with advantage in three or
four per cent, of the specimens on exhibition. It should
be confined, however, to those birds which are given to
assuming peculiar attitudes, or to performing odd antics
in nature. Grouse during the courting season, when in
the presence of the hens, behave, as do othere of the same
family, in a most remarkable manner sometimes. They
have also a very animated appearance when anything
specially attracts their attention, which may cause them
more or less alarm. Wolf, the famous animal portrayer
and painter thus drew our ruffed grouse {Bonasa umbeUus).
He is made to stand upon a slightly inclined bough,
lateral aspect on, and from his appearance something in
his neighborhood has evidently startled him, and the
object is either being looked for or else closely surveyed
by the bird. The attitude of a specimen of this species in
the collections of the National Museum has been very
successfully copied after this figure of Wolf's, but in hav-
ing it photographed for illustration here, I had it taken
direct front view on, and the result has given us the
pleasing figure seen in Figure 3. No severer test for the
work of the artist than this could have been made, but it

meets it most successfully.

The bird is seen to be all inquisitiveness, and yet has a
thorough look about him of possessing ample means in his
powers of flight to escape the danger, whatever it may
prove to be, just so soon as he makes up his mind to go.
His tail is widely and horizontally spread; his "ruffs" are
extended to their fullest extent, and stand out from his
neck; his body is horizontally disposed, and, finally, to
keep his balance, he has instinctively lowered the wing of
that side which, on account of the inclination of the
bough, requires it.

Eepresentatives of this genus, by one species or sub-
species or another, are found distributed pretty much all

over the United States, and are great favorites with sports-

men everywhere. According to the Check List of the
American Ornithologists' Union, the type species or Bon-
asa umbellus proper, is found throughout eastern United
States, south to North Carolina, Georgia, Mississippi and
Arkansas. In the densely timbered portions of northern
Maine and the British provinces, west to eastern Oregon
and Washington, its place is taken by the Canadian ruffed
grouse (B. u. togata), but on Bendire's authority I learn
that in the New England States north of Massachusetts it

intergrades with Bonasa umbellus proper, "the majority
of the specimens found throughout southern Maine, New
Hampshire, Vermont and northern New York being
scarcely referable to either form, birds found in the high
lands approaching the Canadian ruffed grouse, while those
in the valleys are nearer typical Bonasa umbeUus."
Then in the Rocky Mountain region of the United States

and British America north to Alaska, we meet with a
third form, the gray mffed grouse (B. n. umbelloides), and
lastly, throughout the coast mountains of Oregon, Wash-
ington and British Columbia, we have the Oi-egon ruffed
grouse or the Bonasa umbellus sabini of naturalists. This
is the darkest and handsomest sub-species of the entire
genus, while the gray laiffed grouse represents the palest

of them aU, and the one, in so far as coloration goes, the
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least to be admired. Specimens of all of these varieties

are in the collection of the Museum, many of them being

made up into skins, and a select number of mounted ones

in the exhibition cases. In the department of oology also,

there exist in the same institution a fine series of their

eggs, which are highly instructive and interesting to the

student of that subject.
[TO BE CONTINUED.]

Mammals of Iiower California.

An interesting paper, by Dr. J. A. Alien, taken from
the Bulletin of the American Museum of Natural History,

has just been issued. It treats of a collection of about

250 specimens of mammals collected in Lower Califor-

nia, chiefly during the month of May, 1893, by Messrs. E.

C. Thurber and A. W. Anthony. The gi-eater part of the

specimens were collected in the San Pedro Martir Moun-
tains, but some were taken at various points between
San Diego, California and San Pedro Martir. This last

locality is about 150 miles south of the United States

boundary. Much of the region is very arid, but about
midway between the Pacific Ocean and the Gulf of Cali-

fornia is a territory about 60 by 20 miles in extent, which
consists of an elevated mesa rising to a height of 8,000ft.,

from which spring low mountain ranges to a height of

more than 11,000ft.

Tlie collection embraces twenty species and sub-

species, several of which are new. A very large propor-
tion of the specimens belong to the genus Sitomys, and
this is treated as a whole, several northern forms iDeing

considered. The paper is one of unusual interest.

'mii^ §Hg md §uij.

Visitors to our Exhibit in tine Angiingf Pavilion at

the World's Fair should not fail to examine the

stock of "Forest and Stream" books which will

be shown by the attendant,

SHOOTING OUTLOOK IN MAINE.
Editor Forest and Stream:

Tourists, vacationists, fishermen and business men who
have lately returned from northern Penobscot county and
from protracted visits in Aroostook, Washington and
Hancock counties all unite in saying that deer are very
plentiful and tame this year-, and that the hunters will

have fine sport and plenty of it when open season begins.
During the past three weeks more than a htmdred resi-

dents of the backwoods towns have called at my office

and all tell the same story—deer and plenty of them
everywhere. That wise old hunter from the wilds of
Patten, Greenleaf Davis, says deer are more abundant
around his camp than they have been before in ten years.
"Sock" Darling dropped in last week and said Nicatous is

alive with them. His mild-eyed and handsome brother
"Jed" Darling, the Izaak Walton of Maine, tells the same
story about Enfield, and George Archer, of Amherst,
trump their tales with the biggest yarn of all. Right here
in Bangor deer have been seen in the fields often, and out
in Holden, four miles away, I have a patch of peons that
is badly damaged by a pair of deer that have i-emained
near by all summer. Only yesterday I saw a pair of
hounds chase a small buck across the Bar Harbor rail-

road track, less than three miles from Bangor. So on the
whole you can safely wager that the "woods are full of
them."
Of caribou and moose no such hopeful forecasts can be

made. Deep in the woods beyond Katahdin Iron Works
and thence up around the head of Moosehead Lake Game
Warden Atwood tells me he finds traces of moose. In
fact, he saw several while on his journeyings, bu^t they
were not so plentiful as they were three or four yeats
ago, and the chances are that the monarch of Maine
forests is dying out. Maine still has a vast expanse of
wildernes to patrol and protect which would take all the
time of a thousand watchful men. Indians, Canadians
and not a few Yankees make an annual practice of crust
hunting them winters for their hides. It is illegal to be
sure, but few, if any, are caught. So the moose is going.
Regarding caribou reports are more conflicting. Matz
Sjorsted, who for years kept a sporting camp beyond
Katahdin Iron Works, says that caribou are ijractically
extinct. He is a thorough woodsman and the soul of
truth. From northern Washington and Hancock counties
report comes that caribou are fairly plentiful. Jack Tay-
lor, the crack sliot of the Boston Olobe, says so, and a
half a dozen equally truthful men agree with him. Jack
Darling has seen one or two around Nicatous; Smiley, of
Patten, also finds a few, and Harlow, of Greenville, says
he can shoot caribou enough in open season to keep the
Kineo House supplied. My own opinion is that caribou
are both scarce and shy. If a man wants to shoot one
he must go deep into the woods and hunt long and
patiently.

Thomas D. Wentworth, the new fish and game com-
missioner, appointed to fill the vacancy caused by the
death of E. M. Stillwell. is a jewel. Every day shows
that he is the right man in the right place. But the
poachers and expressmen hold him in mortal terror, and
that several poachers who have been running their deer
meat through to Boston in close trim, have gone out of
the business, all on account of Commissioner Wentworth's
"pernicious activity." This is said to cast no slur upon
Mr. Stilwell of blessed memory, or upon Commissioner
Stanley, who lives in Dixfield and seldom comes to
Eastern Maine except to care for trout and salmon fry.
Early this week two leading men of Eastern Maine

were pulled up for illegal killing. They pleaded guilty to
the arresting oflicer and promised to settle out of court if
their names were "kept out of the papers." One of
these men is a member of tiie newly organized Fish and
Game Protective Association of IMaine, so the warden
who makes the complaint assures me. Last week a
guide who lives in Greenville received a letter from
Boston parties, saying they would arrive at Moosehead
early in September, and asked him to hire two other
good guides, one of whom must know how to call moose.
Why they want to call moose in close time does not ap-
pear on the face of the returns. Those parties show as
little knowledge of Maine game laws as another Boston
shooter did who /came to Moosehead last year, and having
heard about moose calling, went out and began in his

most persuasive tones to call :
" Moosey, Moosey, Moosey."

Of Maine birds, partridges or ruffled grouse are not
over plenty and very shy, snipe and woodcock are about
the same as usual, while upland plover are very scarce, so

that the crows are actually getting fat upon the grass-

hoppers that belong to the plover. Tom Foed,

Bangor, Me., August 26.

PENNSYLVANIA DEER HUNTING.
BxjSHKiLL, Pa.—^As the weU intended effort of the Fish

and Game Association in Pennsylvania to pass new and
much needed laws has utterly failed in its object, the

thought arises in the mind of old sportsmen, can or will

there be any steps taken this fall to have the present law
enforced?
My remarks are intended to apply directly to the

hounding of deer. The law is clear on this point, and
yet is a dead letter. Those engaged in this business can
be counted on the fingers of one hand, as far as Pike
county is concerned. They are well known in this sec-

tion, have no fear of the law—boast of the fact, brag of

their exploits and take to the market each fall 10 to 15

deer each. No less than 80 deer were killed last fall by
this gang of pot-hunters in Pike and Monroe counties.

The facts ca,n be proven. One can find these men on
the stands every day in the week, and no one seems ready
to act.

What do the sportsmen of this gi'eat State intend to do?

Judging from the past, one word would seem to give the
answer—nothing. In my recent driving tour through a
large part of this county I took much trouble to ascertain

any facts regai-ding the prospects of game for fall shoot-

ing.

The heavy fall of snow last winter did not seem to have
any direct effect disastrous to grouse; in fact the snow
holed the foxes for much of the winter, thus preventing
one cause of decrease; a dry spring and summer, with
few forest fires until very late, has been of gfeat benefit

to the birds, which seem plenty, the young being well

gl'own and healthy. By one of the best woodcock hunt-
ers I was infoi'med that few birds were found this year.

The extreme drought lasting for four months had driven
them into the bog meadows, where the rattlesnakes had
gathered, and hunting was decidedly impleasant in con-
sequence.
Passing along the turnpikemy driver informed me that

the man in the road ahead of us was one of the best fish-

ermen, belonging to one of the large associations in this

coimty, and as he was at the head of the fish department
he would no doubt show a iine creel of trout. I must
confess my astonishment at the contents of the creel.

Thirteen trout, the size such as I never saw taken from a
stream in this State. It was indeed a sight, a healthy
looking man carrying a large creel containing such fish,

which I later on was told weighed undressed lOoz. to the
lot, less than loz. per fish. Oh, ye gods and little fishes!

Let us hope that there are few such among us, i.e., fishes.

EBGECmiB.

AN EARLY MOFJNINQ EF>IS0DE.
In the gl'ay Octobet dawn, when the gaunt body of the

dead cottohwood was penciled against the eastern sky, I

rolled my blankets round me "injun fashion" and sat
motionless as a carved image amid the rocks and bluffs of
the creek bank. Benie, my partner, had another niche
on the other side of the trail; and we were waiting and
watching for deer. There is nothing in the whole sport-
ing calendar M'hich makes a man's nerves tingle, nor
lends the excitement to deer shooting, like this lying in
wait, where you can see and not be seeh, and vvatch your
game leisurely approach. If you ate the least bit excitable
then look out for "buckfever,'* for yoU will silrely have it.

The chill air of the morhihg made our position uncom-
fortably cool, but We had to remain or perhaps expose
ourselves to the vigilant eye of the game. The day was
still too young for steady shooting, when we took our
position, but the even tone of gray was soon broken by a
faint pink flush on the mist overhead, and a crimson
gleam shot athwart the sky, giving us plenty of light for
good aim and lighting the monumental peak of grand
old Kara with a flood of color long before the valley
knew it was yet day, A few late birds began to chirp
and flutter among the willows, a "camp robber" jay
splattered the shallow water of the creek into spray and
started little rings across the pool in ever widening circles.

A belated muskrat rasped among the cat tails and tules
of a little spring pond across the stream^ dived and reap-
pearing swam to a half sunken branch of driftwood and
combed and oiled his silken coat to his entire satisfaction
before taking the water again for home. A coujjle of
coyotes sneaked along the hillside, looking back with
their pecuUar sidelong glance, or stopped to listen to the
grouse that clucked and hooted above us on the hillside.

A fresh, new smell was in the air, and the little creek
droned its rippling song in a quiet monotone which
furnished a fitting melody for the birth of a new day.
A black spot on the trail! Yes. No. Y-e-s, it is a

deer. Two. Now we move a little, drop our blankets
and "clear for action." They do not appear to be in
much of a hurry, but come slowly down the trail, nip a
bunch of grass here, taste a kiUikinick bush there, stop a
bit to look and listen, then come on. Our eyes see noth-
ing save the noble pair, whose antlers we fain would win
to grace our halls. Every nerve is tense, every muscle
strained, as we wait their coming. The sweat beads
gather on the forehead and still we wait. Oh, how sIoav
they come! Don't they know the sun is up? Why don't
they scud for the timber instead of munching among the
tules? Ah! Out of the pond; on the trail; among the
willows. In a moment now. Behind the shoulder "where
the red and the white meet." The first one is down.
Away goes the other with great leaps that are the poetry
of motion, his white flag waving defiance as he clears a
little plum thicket at a single bound. In a minute he is

clear of the fringe of willows and running like the wind
up the long slope of prairie foot-hill toward the mountain.
Two Winchesters commence to throw lead with clock-like
regularity. Ounce balls purr and hum all around him,
throwing little dust patches up in front, behind and at his
sides, and stiU he ruus. The hills echo back the reports
until the sound is like a volley of musketry. Buzzl
Hum! Pm--r-r! Thud! Down goes the flag; he stumbles,
stops, staggers a little and braces his feet far apart. His
head sinks lower and lower, his body sways a little, then
a spasmodic leap and he goes to gi'ass all in a heap

—

dead!

Away we rush like Indians, Benie for one and I for the

other. Our keen blades have bled them and we leave

them where they lie and go after the pack horses to bi-ing

them in. Soon we have them hanging in camp dressed,

and sit down to a hunter's bi-eakfast which Harry has
prepared, and have to then tell aU about the whole thing

for his benefit.

Every time I hang up my hat I gaze into the glass eyes

of one of these same bucks and I see a bird making rings

on a quiet pool, a muskrat smoothe his shining fur and an
old whitetail buck racing for life up a long prairie hillside

with the Winchester singing his death chant, and feel

again the breath of morning, pine-scented, on my cheek.

A thrill of keen enjoyment and self-satisfaction pervades
my animal being, and the thought crosses my mind that

it is well to have lived for that morning among the
gypsum buttes of the Black Hills. What a flood of mem-
ories these things bring, ransacked from the cobwebbed
pigeon-holes of our minds! El ComancHO.

MY FIRST WING SHOT.
Editor Forest and Stream:
The accounte of notable shots In several recent

numbers of your valuable journal impels me to write an
account of my first "wing shot."

When I was a boy, almost no wing shooting Was done
in our section of northern Ohio, and the ambition of

most boys was to become good rifle shots. This 1 suc-

ceeded in, and was very proud of my skill. 1 also Used A
shotgun a little, a single gim with a very long barrel

with which very good shooting was done, but my pride

was the rifle. Sometime in the late '50s we had sonle

visitors from the South, who were sportsmen, full of

stories of wing shooting; and the ambition of some of the

boys—myself among the number, was excited to a high
pitch. We were determined to try wing shooting. When
our visitors went away, they left a double-baiTeled shot-

gim, muzzleloader, cylinder bore, 10-gauge, what would
now be called a cheap gun, then a very fine one. This
was loaned around, and kept pretty warm for a time.

A custom Avith the boys of our neighborhood then was,
to club together on Christmas and other holidays and
liave a grand hunt or rather a grand frolic, as usually

very little was obtained, because of the noise we made.
However, we enjoyed it. On the Christmas of which I

write, I planned to get possession of the double-barrel

shotgun. When we started in the morning I killed a
squirrel with my rifle, then exchanged it for the shotgun,

and my first shot with it wjis at a rabbit on the run, this

I killed, but that was not thought much of. Wing shoot-

ing was what we wanted. After our noonday lunch, we
went to a dense thicket, known to be a favorite resort of

partridges (pheasants we called them) and rabbits, but
the noise made by boys and dogs was enough to frighten

most of the game away. However, I passed thi-ough the

thicket as much in advance as possible, and took a
position in a corner of a field that was cleared down into

the thicket, partially dividing it. I stood back from the

corner a good shotgiln range from each fence. The doga

were giving tongue to my left. I turned facing the

sound when I heard the whu-r of a parti'idge's wings and
the sound of alighting on the fence on the other angle,

now behind me. I turned to the right as quickly as

possible but the bird did not wait for me, it started across

the corner of the field, I kept on turning until I was
facing the same way I was when I started, having tm-ned

clear around before I got sight of the bird; fired, and it

fell dead against the fence. I have made many wing
shots since—some very good ones—many poor ones, have
killed turksys, geese, ducks and grouse, but never since

have 1 made a wing shot that I was so proud of as that

my fli-st one, and I doubt if I ever made a better shot

after years of practice. ' E. B.

Ottawa, Kan.

BOSTON NOTES-
IT has come to be almost an axiom that when Qovemor

Russell goes on an outing he goes a-fishing. The Gover^

nor last went to Buzzard's Bay, where he was met by Sen-

ator John Simpkins, himself a fisherman, and is the guest

of Joseph Jefferson. The party was made up of President

Cleveland, Governor Russell, Joseph Jefferson, Senator

Simpkins, Dr. Bryant, Dr. McBurnv, of New York, and
A. H, Woods, of Boston. It is reported that they tried

the fishing in Peter's Pond, in Sandwich, near Marah-

pee, as well as the ealt-water fishing.

Mr. Harry Whitmore, of the Boston Herald news staff,

with his wife, al'e the guests of Mr, Hal Haskell, son of

E, B. Haskell, of the Boston Herald, at Allerton Lodge,

on the shores of Mooselucmaguntic Lake. There are also

some other people in the camp, including a Mr. and Mrs.

Webb, of Portcand, I am told. This is Mr. Whitmore's
first visit to the Rangeleys, and it is expected that,_ with
Mrs. Whitemore, they will be charmed with the region.

The easterly storm of ]\Ionday, a week ago, di'ove in

large flocks of shore birds, and the grmners were thei-e ia

meet them. Some good bags were made at Chatham,
where there are a number of Boston and other gunners.

A. H. Smith is reported to have killed 40 birds in a short

tune Monday morning. The sudden and peculiar disap-

pearance of Capt. Gould fi-om the hotel at Chatham is

StiU the subject of conversation among the sportsmen who
have so many times stopped at his house. He was a
favorite with the sportsmen who have visited Chatham,
He is is reported to have sent some letters since his disap-

pearance stating that he shall never return. His friends

are satisfied that he is suffering under some mental
trouble,

Mr. Claude H, Tarbox, with A. P. Aldrich & Sons,

grain merchants, of the Boston Chamber of Commerce,
lias had great success with shore buds. He is living in a
cottage at Plum Island, oft' Ipswich Bay, with his wife,

and they delight in entertaining their friends. He was
on hand after the storm of Monday. He was satisfied

that there would be a big fiight of birds in the morning^,

and with his gun he took to the meadows about as early

as he could see. He did not bother for decoys, but some-
how he enjoyed the benefit of the decoys of another

gunner, who reached the meadows at about the samC'

time. His friend had placed his decoys in a likely spot

and was hidden behind a stack of marsh hay, whistling,

for the birds, when our friends cautiously approached
within reasonable distance, hoping to get a shot as soon

as the owner of the decoys had emptied both barrels. Mr.

Tarbox ambushed behind another stack of hay. Soon a.

big flock of birds hove in sight and ma-de dii-ectly for the
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whistler and the decoys. They went straight on until
within easy gunshot, when they wheeled, making a hand-
some poise in the air, almost in a bunch. Mr. Tarbox ex-
pected to hear his friend's double shots in quick succes-
sion, and to see a dozen at least of the birds fall. But
much tr> his sm-prise the other gun did not speak at all.

The birds came pretty close to Blr. Tarbox's ambush, but
not in so good a clump as they had appeared to the otber
gunner. He let them have both barrels and secured
seven. Then he shouted to the other fellow: "Why, in
the name of aU that is great, didn't you shoot? You had
a beautiful chancel" The other man rather sorrowfully
replied: '*! was expecting them to light! " Mr. Tarbox
kept on shooting that morning with a result of 53 birds.
The bag was mostly summer yellowlegs, though there
was a sprinkling of ringnecks and black breasts. Only a
few peep were in the number.
On friday morning, after the great storm and blow of

Thursday, Mr. Tarbox was on the shooting grounds again.
But the wind was still so severe that he got no birds.
The sportsmen will many of them spend Labor Day, a
legal holiday in Massachusets, September 4, among the
shore birds.

Black bass fishing is i-eported to be good in Maine,
The best report come from Maranocook, Annabessacook.
Cobbessee Contee and the lakes around Winthrop, Mon-
mouth and Augusta. .Judge W. P. PhUbrook, of Water-
ville, is reported to have had some excellent black bass
fisliing at Maranocook one day last week. With his
friend, Mr. Ryder, he took 40 bass, the largest weighing
4Ibs. They are said to have hooked three on one line,

and to haA-e landed them all, the three weighing 81bs.
Mr. Eugene E. Patridge, of Patridge & Macullar, has
been at his camp in Annabessacook, where he has been
enjoying the black bass fishing. But old associations are
strong. Mr. Patridge has visited the Rangeleys annually
for many years. This year, through the advice of his
physician, he decided early in the spring to give up his
Ilangely fishing. But Friday his Boston partner had a
letter from him saying that he was off for the Rangeleys.
Ml'. Edwin C. Stevens, of Btillman Kelley & Co., and well
known in the New England molasses trade, is spending a
a couple of weeks fishing in the vicinity of Saulsbury, Vt.
He sends home an account of a handsome string of 200
trout in one day, and mentions the taking of pickerel
weighing 41bs. SpBOIAL.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
[From a Staff Correspondent]

Chicago's New Warden,
Aug. 10.—Mr. M. R. Bortree, late game warden of Chi-

cago, has been supplanted, under order of Gov. Altgeld,
by Mr. Chas. H. Blow, who has entered upon the duties
of his ofiice witli a disposition for results which atigurs
well for his future. Mr. Blow has already made several
seizures, notably one of eleven prairie chickens of the
Mayer IPoultry Co., who have quarters in the A. Booth
Building, State and Lake streets. For these he collected
a fine of $70. He also has a case set for next Monday be-
fore Justice White. This past week I gave him the names
of two restaurants report^ed to me as selling prairie chick-
ens, and he said he would go search them at once. That
reminds me that I must telephone him again, for to-day,
when I stepped into a certain restaurant near here, I saw
prairie chickens openly and brazenly ofliered on the bill of
fare.

Mr. Blow's addi'ess is 1,178 Milwaukee avenue, Chicago,
and his teleplione is West 476. He requests that any one
knowing of or suspecting the presence of illegal game
shall telephone him, giving him the street number of tlie

suspected place, which he will search at once and without
parley.

Nebraska Chickens.

Dr. H. S. West, of Council Bluffs, la., a long time
reader of Forest ajs^d SxREAjii, made this office a pleasant
call this week. Dr. West says tliat the chicken crop in
Nebraska this year is good and tliat there will be plenty
of birds in certain sections, even though the market-
shooters ai'e now at work. He lately was out with some
puppies which his handler was breaking for him and
found numbers of coveys, in fact, an abundance of birds
if they were treated rightly at all. This was not far
from Neeley, Neb., in Wheeler, Holt and Antelope coim-
ties, about 150 miles west of Omaha, I believe. The birds
were the pinnated grouse. The sharpies have not
migrated into that country for two or three years, as they
formerly did. They used to come along about frost time
in the fall.

Dr. West also says that if I have a friend who wants
elk or mule deer he can give the address of ranchmen
who have taken him to a fine big game country last year
and before. He thinks elk would be a certainly.

E, Hough.
909 SBCURinr Building, CMcago.

Notes from Rochester.

Rochester, N. Y., Aug. 27.—Editor Forest and Stream:
Notwithstanding the stringency of the money market,
many residents of Rochester have been enjoying their
annual outings duriog July and August.

Dr. E. M. Scranton has lately returned from the Mus-
koka region, and John Barnhite, with two friends, is now
there. Geo. W. Aldridge, prominent in the city govern-
ment, returned last Friday from the Adirondacks, where
he enjoyed the trout fishing and also killed a fine buck.
J. B. Davis put in fom- days last week on the Niagara
River with tlie black bass.

Fedor Willimack and party lately returned from Clear
Lake, Canada, where they enjoyed two weeks with the
bass and muscalonge.

Earlier in the season Mr. Willimack and Mr. Judson
spent part of two days at Clear Lake and brought home
68 ba.ss. Such a trip as they make covers only three days
and costs only $6.50, and stfil some of us are "chained to
business" so closely that we have to read it in Forest and
Streajc.
Dr. Brownell and party enjoyed a ten days' outing at

Rice Lake, Canada, last month, and although the resi-

dents of that section declared that the fishing was very
poor they caught all the fisii they had lost and a few more.
Supervisor Edward Englchart caught a wall-eyed pike
that weighed 4ilbs. in Irondequoit Bay last month, these
fish are rare in that water.
Local fishing has not yielded good results this season,

very few catches of game fish being reported The htmt-

ers have been out in full force since the season opened,
but birds are very scarce, grounds dry, but heavy, how-
ever, yesterday, and to-day will freshen things some.

C. C. M. Hunt told me the other day that he had killed
more partridge than woodcock this season, but both were
scarce in his section.
The bird question is about settled in this vicinity, rab-

bits are all there isMeft, and in a few years, if one must own
a dog, we might as well own a pug as a hunting dog.
However, I will take that back, as I prefer the beagle or
cocker, even as kept as a pet. 0. S. Bee.

DEAD DEER IN MAINE WOODS.
It is very certain that the headwaters of the Penobscot

are again infested with outlaws and poachers, who wan-
tonly kill deer and moose for the sake of seeing them die,
and who care no more for the laws and the game wardens
than they do for the winds that blow.
A prominent citizen of Waldo county, a man who is a

dead shot with the rifle, and a man who has killed many
deer and moose in his day and who now has many
ti'ophies of his hunting at his home, was in Bangor Wed-
nesday. He has just returned from a trip with canoe and
camera. He camped in many placas, went into the deep
woods and saw the scenes of which he tells. To a re-
porter who saw him he gave the following extracts from
his diary that make excellent reading. Here it is:

Aug. 2.—Left Bangor, and went by raU and water to North East
Carrj'.

Aug:. 3.—Went up to Lobster Lake outlet. Passed three dead deer
on the shore and saw two Mve ones In the stream. On the shore saw
six live deer and one caribou, all very tame.
Aug, 4.—Started at 5 o'clock A. M. In the forenoon saw five deer on

shore of Lobster Lake and one deer carcass on North Lake. Also saw
signs of bear and several moose tracks. It began to rain at 3 o'clock
and I returned to camp. While in camp I heard the report of a rifle
near the outlet.
Aug. .5.—Saw sis deer on west shore and outlet. Got back to camp

at 3 o'clock, having seen four dead deer and the legs of another and
the disemboweled carcass of yet another which had just been killed.
Left carnp again at .3 P. M. for Blood Pond stream, getting back at
8:45, having seen signs of moose, caribou and bear. Saw four deer, allm easv short range, so a man could shoot at least 90 per cent, of them.
Aug. 6.—Sunday.
Aug. 7.—Went to Russell's Pond. On my way saw three deer and

found one carcass. Also found one moose hide and part of the body
newly killed and sunk in the water half a mile from the West Branch.
Then traveled up toward North West Carry. Saw three deer on the
road above Seboomook Falls. On Russell stream saw two famiUes of
beavers.
Aug. 8.—Broke camp and came down to North East Carry; from

here went to Moose Brook. Saw one deer. Also found a small party
that had no guns.
Aug. 9.—Went to Caribou Pond. Saw one moose, one caribou and

three deer on ray way. Also saw two carcasses of deer untouched,
and intestines of a third. Camped at Moose Horn.
Aug. 10 —AVent to Pine Stream Pond and from there to Ragged Lake.

Raw six deer on Moosehorn and Pine streams. Also saw bull moose.
Found five dead deer between Lobster Lake and Moosehorn.
Aue. 11.—Back to Lobster Lake, and passed two parties camping

with ladies. Left Lob.ster Lake for Russell Stream, and camped at 8.30
p. M. Saw eight deer. No dead ones.
Aug. 13.—Canoed up to Russell's Falls. Here took the Caucomago-

mac tote road and traveled eight miles to Jackson camp, where I
found there had lately been a terrible slaughter of deer and moose.
Could not tell how many. There were certainlfcr five; perhaps ten.
The camp site smelled so bad of carrion that I had to gather it up and
burn it before I could stop in the camp. Saw a big bull moose and
two deer near the camp, and one cow moose and calf and three deer
coming down. Caught a few fine trout near Jackson camp.
Aug. 13.—Sunday.
Having used up all my plates, left for Northeast Carry and Kineo,

and thence for home.—Sanger News, Aug. m.

Mississippi Quail.

Mr. S. N. Ayres, of Blue Mountain, Miss., in a letter to
me dated Aug. 14, writes as follows:
"Ten weeks to-day since we have had rain. Upland

corn is ruined. Bottom com is sorry. Cotton is about
one-third ordinary size and poor. I think that the quail
have done well this dry time, though some people tliink

that they have perished for want of water in some sec-

tions. I have seen several bevies about full grown, num-
bering each from fifteen to twenty.

"I made a discovery of which I never saw nor read. A
friend and myself saw a leech swallow a fishing woz-m as
long as itself. After it had swallowed the woi'm, my
friend switched it with a twig and it disgorged two worms,
and the worms crawled off. Is it known that leeches eat
worms?

"I wUl some time write you a plan I have adopted to
keep negroes on my place from molesting quail nests. I

think it will work to great advantage. I think your ref-

erence in Forest and Stream to the negroes and their
dogs was sound and without exaggeration." B.Waters.

Adirondack Notes.

Keene Valley, N. Y., Aug. 28.—Owing to the Adiron-
dack Reserve's prohibition of hunting on its .30,000 acres,
deer are very abundant in the neighborhood of Keene
Valley at present. During the warm nights of June this

year, it was no unusual thing for parties formed for that
purpose to see from twenty to thirty deer feeding on the
lily pads around the Upper Au Sable Lake and Inlet. It

is not probable that in any other part of the Adirondacks
could so many wild deer be seen at one time.
Aug. 20 a deer was seen in a cornfield between Beede's

and Keene Flats, and a few days before that one crossed
the road near the "River Bridge." Still another was
seen by one of the servants of Dr. Adler, of New York,
who lives at the foot of Noon Mark.
Louis Tiffany, of New York, and Dr. Roosevelt, came

on a bear while in the neighborhood of Chapel Pond.
The meeting was wholly unexpected, and neither party
stopped to exchange greetings. J. R.

Connecticut Otters.'

Hartford, Conn., Aug. 2.5.—Mjt' Brooks can find otters
at Chaplin, Conn., 10 miles from Willimantic on the New
York and New England Railroad, judging from the in-

closed clipping from the Hartford (Conn.) Post. It reads:
"Samuel Chappell, Jr., of ChapUn, has captured an otter
in a steel trap and wiU endeavor to keep it aUve. The
animal is thought to be about six months old , and more
of them are in this vicinity." A. C. Collins,

New Hampshire Bigr Game.
Manchester, N. H., Aug. 23.—Mr. Samuel Ann is says

he saw a young moose, much bewildered, in the adjoin-
ing southerly town of Londonderry the 18th; it was also
seen by a Mi-s. Jones. Deer have been seen during the
summer in Goffstown , on our western boundary. Why
should we go to northern Maine hunting when moose
and deer stalk almost at our very doors? Payson.

A JNEW YORK GAME LAW MUDDLE.
There appears to be widespread misinformation respect

ing the New York season for woodcock and ruffed grouse
shooting.

The Game Code of 1892 contains a chapter relating to
Long Island, for which seasons are provided difi'ering

from those which prevail in the rest of the State. Thus,
while the close season for woodcock and grouse in the
State at large is prescribed in Sec. 74, the close sea-

son for these species on Long Island is prescribed in Sec.

164. In the Code as originally enacted the general State
law (Sec. 74) made the close season between Jan. 1 and
Aug. 15; and the Long Island law (Sec. 164) made the
close season between Jan. 1 and Nov. 1.

In the 1893 session of the Legislature the State law on
woodcock and grouse (Sec. 74) was not changed. The
close season still remains between Jan. 1 and Aug. 15.

Both grouse and woodcock are now in season in the State
at large, except where supervisors' ordinances prevail in
the counties of Chenango, Columbia, Dutchess, Madison,
Otsego, Sullivan, Wayne and Yates. These were given in
our issues of July 29 and Aug, 9.

Tlie Long Island law (Sec. 164) was so changed by the
last Legislature as to make the close season for woodcock
between Jan. 1 and Aug. 1, and for grouse between Jan.
1 and Nov. 1. The amendment was promulgated as
"Chap. 547—An act to amend the game law, relating to

woodcock and grouse," and it reads: "Section 164 of the
game law is hereby amended, etc." The section applies
only to Long Island. Amending Sec. 164 only, it did not
affect the season elsewhere.

Prairie Chickens in South Dakota.
Mitchell, S. D., Aug. 18.—Editor Forest and Stream:

County Judge John T. Kean of Woonsocket county, this
season declared that the game law of this State was null
and void, and says that prairie chickens (which are so
plentiful this year) may be shot and killed at any time of
the year without trespassing on the law. The last Legis-
lature while attempting to amend the law, repealed all
law on the subject.
To show the manner in which the birds have been

slaughtered this season, two Eastern hunters are reported
to have bagged thirty-five dozen prairie chickens in one
day's time, in the fine game land in the neighborhood of
Mitchell.

In a few years our Eastern hunters wiU be complaining
of the scarcity of this game which has held its own so
long in this section of the country, and of which this
year there is said to be a great increase.

This style of extermination will soon cause our Eastern
sportsmen to be less and less kindly treated by our farmers
and local sportsmen every year.
Our law will evidently be remedied at the next meeting

of the Legislature. Yet this butchery cannot be shut off
until after next season. H. G. Nichols.
[We do not understand how the situation can be as

described. The law as amended by act of Feb. 21, 1893,
forbids killing prairie chickens and other grouse between
Jan. 1 and Sept. 1.]

Not Much Encouragement for a Conscientious
Sportsman.

Vermillion, S. D., Aug. 12.—Inclosed please find 25
cents in postage stamps for Game Laws in Brief. I want
to keep posted on the game laws. I never hunt until the
law is out, and the result is that I never get any game
near home. By the time the law is out there is not a full
covey of chickens to be found within twenty miles of
VermiUion. There are a good many chickens here this
fall, and the quail are thick, but not many ducks; it is too
dry. I think that if more of the hunters would take
Forest and Stream and read it there would be less law-
breaking, but I can not get them to read it. It shows
them up too much. VERanLLlON.

New Hampshire's Foolish Hawk Law.
Manchester, N. H., Aug. 23.—The State pays a bounty

of 25 cents on dead hawks. For the first time this year,
in this city, advantage was taken of it last week by Alice
Roby, the little daughter of Frank Roby, and who was
the center of considerable interest among the city ofiicials
while making the collection. The law is sadly abused by
boys and gunners of near boundary towns in Massachu-
setts, on the sea coast especially, they bringing many
hawks over the line for the bounty, their State not pay-
ing any, One party smuggled in sixteen and got his
money, then telling of it has probably injm-ed the busi-
ness for his imitators. Payson.

West Virginia Quail.

I CANNOT say as regards the plentifulness of quail in
West Virginia, but during the summer the mrusic of his
whistle was heard as usual, and I think I flushed in my
walks about as many as formerly. Thus I think the shoot-
ing will not be altogether poor. West Virginian.

Fairmont, W. Ya,., Aug. 20.—In this vicinity quail will
be very scarce during the coming season in consequence
of the extremely Kjugh winter, but there wiU be a goodly
number of ruft'ed grouse. C. W. W.

New York Woodcock Season.
Frontenac, Jefferson County, N. Y., Aug. 22.—Editor

Forest and Stream: It is the universal opinion of sports-
men all over New York State, so far as my acquaintance
extends, that our season opens at least a month too early.
Have not been out myself, but have seen birds only about
half-grown brought in. H. W. B.

Fulton Chain Bucks.
Bald Mottntain House, Old Forge, Herkimer County,

N. Y., Aug. 19.—Our guests killed 8 large bucks last week
within two miles of our camp, floating on Third Lake,
which is one of the best salmon trout lakes on the justly-
celebrated Fulton Chain. Chas. E. Thompson.
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Forest and Stream in the World's Fair.

As Seen by Our Staff Correspondents,

The Alaska Exhibit.

In the northwest comer of the United States, extending
through about 1,200 miles of latitude and 2,000 miles of lon-

gitude lies the province which Seward purchased, and on
account of which we have recently survived an attack of

arbitration. Similarly, in the northwest gallery of the

Interior Department space in the U. S. Government Build-

ing, is displayed the unique exhibit from Alaska, arranged
by and in large measure belonging to Lieut. G. S. Emmons,
li. S. Navy.

Lieut. Emmons has lived in southeastern Alaska long

enough to have become thoroughly acquainted with the

Indian tribes, their mode' of life, methods of making
clothes and ornaments, implements of hunting and fish-

ing, artists' materials, medicines, and in general every-

thing pertaining to their domestic economy. Among the

results of his patient and intelligent research are the 2,700

objects shown in the Alaskan exhibit.

these include articles made of wood, grasses, fibers,

animal substances, stone, minerals and various metals.

The museum idea has never been forgotten in forming the

collection, so that one sees, not a heterogeneous mass of

curiosities, but a scientific representation of the arts and
indtistries of the people, beginning with theraw materials

and carried through the various stages of preparation to

the finished products. Having been on a friendly foot-

ing with the natives, Mr. Emmons has enjoyed their con-

fidence and profited by their assistance with great advan-
tage to his undertakings.
The dugout canoes, implements of stone and copper,

devices for games, wood carvings, household utensils,

articles of bone and horn, and the engraved silver orna-

ments are conspicuous for their number and quality.

The Eskimo collections were obtained chiefly by Capt.

Healy, of the steamer Corwin, and his associates. A
fine series of water color paintings of Alaskan landscapes,

natives and their dwellings, and glaciers was lent for

exhibition by Artist Eichardson. The wild flowers of the

Sitkan district are illustrated by the color paintings of

Miss Jackson.
One of the trading companies sent a case of furs of sea

otter, fur seal, foxes, mink, wolf, wolverine and bear.

The minerals and ores of the territory are well repre-

sented in the collection, and also some of the oils and
fertilizers derived from herring and other fish.

Visitors are universally surprised by the display of

forest trees and their applications. The skill of the

Indians in canoe building and wood carving is well

brought out by the many fine products of their hands.
Alaska is, perhaps, the best known through its fish and

game, and it was to be expected that Lieut. Emmons
would bring together a striking assortment of species, and
particularly of the fish, because he is an enthusiastic fish-

erman. On account of the difficulty and expense of

preservation in alcohol the collection includes chiefly

mounted skins. These were prepared by Mr. F. E. Frobese
of Sitka.

They represent nearly forty kinds and most of them are

edible. There are the five species of salmon, Gairdner's

trout, red-throated trout, Dolly Varden trout, capelin, cod,

pollock, halibut, skate, dogfish, several kinds of "rock
trout" or "sea trout" {Hexagrammus), a large number of

so-called "rock trout" (Sebastiehthys), one of which is the
"black bass" at Sitka, three forms of sculpin {Cottus, Aspi-
cottus and JSeviilepidotus), the sand launce, two blennies
{Lumpenus and Delolepis), several flounders, a "miniature
sturgeon" {PodotJiecus acipenserimis), the cultus cod and
the beshowe or "black cod," known in Sitka as the "can-
dle-fish."

The invertebrate series contains heart shells, scallops,

abalones, mussels, clams, barnacles, ship worms, rock
crab, kelp crab, spider crab, hermit crab, sea urchins, star-

fish, sea cucumbers and a sponge.
A remarkable blenny {Delolepis virgatus) is called "eel"

at Sitka; it grows to the length of 3ft., and is pronounced
by Mr. Emmons delicious for the table. He says it is

found at Edgecombe and can be caught there at any
time.
The trout fishing in southeastern Alaska ought to satisfy

the most exacting angler. During a morning's fishing in
a mainland stream seven miles from Wrangel, Mr. Em-
mons caught 78 black-spotted trout ranging from fib. to

l^lbs. in weight. This was in May. The bait was a strip

of salmon belly showing silver on the under part and red
flesh above.
The common trout of Alaska are the red-throated or

black-spotted, the Dolly Varden and the Gairdner's trout,

sometimes styled "steelhead," The redthroat is the same
form so widely distributed in the Eocky Monntain region,
extending as far south as the Sierra Madre of Mexico.

T. H. B.

Fair Visitors.

Aug. 17.—No one will every know just whose mind
conceived or whose hand executed this or that beautiful
view, or vista, or group, or decorative bit of the glori-

ously and perfectly beautiful White City. See it at any
hour, especially after dark, when you will only see a little

at a time, you feel a thrill of delight at the beauty of any
of a himdred views or ornamentations. You know it is

beautiful, but you never will know who made it so. Of
course you know that prominent in the great corps of
master artists of all kinds was F. D. Mllet, journalist,
war correspondent and artist, who was chief in the color
decorations and did much besides that. One day this

week Dr. C. S. Millet, of Eockland, Mass., came into the
Forest and Stream exhibit and told me he was a brother
of F. D. Mfllet and a reader of Forest and Stream. He
was accompanied by his wife and also by his mother, who
seemed very proud of her boys and also of the grandson,
Ealph, who added his name to the Forest and Streajvi

register. Mr. W. P. Whitman, of Campello, Mass. , who
perhaps g<uided them to the Forest and Stream corner
of the world, Avas also present with his wife. The ladies

insisted that if Forest and Stream were not made so
good they would have more time with their husbands.
The entire party above are stopping at the cottage on the
Wooded Island aud having an enormously good time at

the Fair. They borrow firewood and garden sauce of

Billy Hofer at the Hunters' Cabin.
This reminds me that I slept two nights this week at

the cabin myself. The first night Billy was away and it

really seemed hke old times in the mountains to find an
unoccupied cabin, belonging to I didn't know or care

whom, to go in and to throw downmy blankets and make
myself at home until the owner came or until I gob ready
to leave. The owner didn't come that night and I slept

alone in the very heart of the White City. It was appar-

ently also the heart of the wilderness. The fire flickered

on the log rafters, and all night the wild geese honked,
and in the morning the birds sang, and there was the pat-

tering of srnaU. feet of some kind on the roof. At 7 o'clock

or earlier a countryman and his wife, getting an early

run for their money, opened the door, which I had left

unpegged for Billy. "Oh!" said he, spying my form on
Billy's rawhide sofa, "the gentleman in charge hasn't got

up yet." "Sir," I said, "I am not in the least certain that

I am a gentleman, and I know I am not in charge, but if

you will shut that door I will get up." He shut the door
then. The Fair can wait when it comes to the spoiling of

a morning reverie; and besides, there should be reaUsm
when it comes to showing the life and customs of a tired

hunter.
Dr. E. E. Braxton, of Loogootee, Ind., leaves his foot-

print on the sands of the Forest and Stream register this

week. So does Mr. Irving D. Haskell, news editor of the

Daily Signal, of Ashland, Ky. Both of these gentlemen
I should have liked much to see.

Mr. J. Hervey Stout, of Stoutsburg, N. J., I was fortu-

nate enough to meet, and we had a pleasant chat. You
know there is a great deal of discussion over the question

whether or not New Jersey is in the United States. I

asked Mr. Stout about this,' and he assured me that New
Jersey is not only in part but wholly within the United
States. This matter can therefore now be regarded as

settled. I am glad I met TMr. Stout, not only for this rea-

son, but also because he is a very pleasant gentleman.
Mr. Jas. H. Whitfield, of the Kansas City /Star staff, and

one of the best known sporting editors of the daily_ press,

is in the city this week and next enjoying the Fair, and
looks as though it was agreeing with him.

Come Now.
Come now to the Fair. Do not wait. Do not wait for

special attractions. The attractions are far more now
than any one can convey. An attraction which seems big

away from the Fan- is very small at the Fair. The Fair is

now at its height. The nights will soon be so cool that

some of the pleasure of the pleasantest and most beautiful

part of the day will be lost. Come now to the Fair.

Norway's Exhibit.

Aug. Commissioner Chr. Eavn, of Norway, is very
much pleased. Norway, it seems, withdrew her exhibit

from aU competition, not being satisfied with the system
of awards. Her display, however, is so complete and ad-

mirable that Dr. Henshall, of the jury, moved for Norway
a special complimentary award, which was given her on
full vote. The Norwegian display I have mentioned often.

It is perhaps the best in the main Fisheries.

Military.

A%ig. 19.—The entire corps of the U. S. Cadets arrived

from West Point yesterday, about 800 strong, with the

post band of 40 pieces and a field corps of 15 pieces. The
boys will remain ten days. In driU they are a relief after

the numberless militia bodies of this summer, and by the

time they are through West Point they will, I trust, have
a better style in the saddle than the lumbering Enghsh
cavalry seat which has been so much in evidence all sum-
mer at the so-called English military tournament. The
latter disbands to-day.
A very neat body of soldierly looking fellows are the

Louisiana cadets, militia, who have been in cainp for

some days on the green near the head of the Midway.
They lark a little more than the French marines, or the

quiet United States troops, who are encamped at different

points on the ground, or the crews of the Spanish cara-

vels. The latter complain of ennui, and want to get

ashore and have some high jinks.

Fishermen's Day.
Aug. The authorities promulgate the following in

regard to Fishermen's Days. The dates have had earlier

mention in Forest and Stream :

" September 19 and 20 have been set apart as "Fisher-

men's Days " with the object of affording to all the fish-

ing interasts of the world a special opportunity to assem-

ble in a congress at the World's Fair. A special pro-

gramme of entertainment will be provided, one feature

of which .will be a procession of fishing boats of all kinds,

from the skin cayak of the Eskimo and the dugout and
catamaran, to the whaleboat and New England dory.

An important feature of the occasion will be the reading

of papers concerning fish, fishing, and fishculture."
E. Hou&H.

In the Angler's Pavilion.

The Anglers' Pavilion was gotten into complete finish

for public inspection when the installation of the Brazil

exhibit was completed, some weeks ago. It is now one
of the chief attractions.

The exhibit of the St. Lawrence Eiver Skiff, Canoe and
Steam Launch Co., in the Anglers' Pavilion, is a most in-

teresting one. There are seven boats all told, the largest

of which is the Vol-au-Vent, sloop rig. It is fixed fin-

keel, non-capsizable, graceful in design. There is also a
racing canoe, a pleasiore boat, a saiUng canoe and oars of

fine workmanship.
Close by is one exhibit of Thomas Kane & Co., consist-

ing of g. duck boat, a combination row and sail boat,

staunchly built and handsome; a racing canoe, a livery

row and sail boat, and a linenoid seamless canoe, 16ft.

long and 27in. beam, weight SOlbs. For the linenoid (a

material made of linen threads, canvas, etc.) the manu-
facturers claim that it cannot be broken, that it is light,

tough, waterproof, durable and takes a nice finish. This

compajiy also has three boats in the extern gallery of

the Fisheries Building, one of which is a fishing boat, one
a Lake Michigan row boat and the remaining one a St.

Lawrence skiff. As mentioned in a previous issue, the

company has also a large exhibit in the Transportation

Building.
In the latter building wfll be found many interest-

ing illustrations of transportation besides those enume-
rated in previous issues. Mr. Edward Bedloe, U. S.

Consul, Amoy, China, has a very complete lot of models
showing the peculiar makes of Chinese large and small

craft, for river and ocean transportation, and their man-
ner of use.

Messrs. DeGrau, Aymar & Co. have on exhibition a
variety of oars of different kinds.

The Essex Institute and Peabody Academy of Science

exhibit a variety of marine and other pictures Avhich com-
prehensively illusti-ate different kinds of transportation,

from the most primitive to the most modern. Those por-

traying transportation in the early days of the Far West
are specially interesting.

The Maine Board of World's Fair Management has

utilized its space by exhibiting numerous models of ships,

which are placed on the wall. Two canoes are placed in

the foreground. An old cannon, wrinkled with age and
apparently as dangerous as a big frog sitting on end, had
a place of honor in the middle of the exhibit. A placard

informed the curious that the cannon was used on the

British man-of-war, the brig Boxer, in the war of 1812,

in an engagement in which both commanders and nearly

two-thirds of each crew were killed. That showed a fair

degree of fighting vivacity, but with better cannons they

could have done much more execution in less time.

A most novel exhibit is that illustrating the different

kinds of craft used in India. The models are numerous,
comprising all the vessels from a crude, small dugout to

the largest freight boats. One model showed a number
of men on either shore of a river towing the bulky boat

while the rest of the crew was rowing.
But the most primitive of all was that where a native

was shown Ijang on his stomach across an air-tight

vessel, his feet and head projecting over the sides. The
vessel was much the same shape as would be two large

saucers placed face to face. On such romantic craft the

native rested prone on his stomach and fished or paddled

accross rivers with his hands.
The Truscott Boat Manufacturing Co. has a large ex-

hibit on the main floor consisting of a skimmer catboat,

an oil-burning launch and about a dozen rowboats of

dift"erent kinds.

In the Canadian department, main floor, is a large ex-

hibit of canoes, about 17 in all.

This covers in the main all the features in the Trans-

portation Building of transportation pertaining to water,

but there is an endless array of models, pictures, motor
power, machinery, steering apparatus, tackle blocks,

anchors, pyrotechnics for vessels' use, etc. Hours can

be profitably spent in studying such a great collection of

object lessons.

Gillott's Pen Exhibit.

"The pen is mightier than the sword" is an old and true

saying in its figurative sense, that is, the power of mind
over matter, but the World's Fair visitor can see, in the

exhibit of Joseph Gillott, in the Department of Groat
Britain in the Manufactures Building, a pen and holder

of majestic proportions, fit literally to do battle with
warrior bold. It is a finely finished piece of workman-
ship, and set perpendicularly forms the center piece in

the upper part of the large case, which is itself a heavy
piece, tall and wide, of quiet elegance; for either side of

the mammoth pen, clearly seen through the plate glass,

are numerous cunningly worked designs, on the cloth

backgroimd, in pens of different styles, sizes and colors.

The colors are more numerous than one would suppose

—

gold, white, red, brown and nimierous metallic shades.

The effects were most artistic. In the lower case in infin-

ite profusion are pens in gold and steel, large and small,

wide and narrow, with every imaginable shape of point

and most delicate finish. There were pen holders in

elegant pearl, and in ebony and rare woods, beautiful in

design and workmanship. In another case were a bushel

or so of pens in boxes, showing them ready for market,

and also loose in bulk. It is said to be the largest pen
exhibit ever made.
The chief motive power at the World's Fair, in the

launches which ply to and fro on the lagoon, is electricity,

but a few boats have steam power, I notice that Capt,

Symonds's official boat, the Aloha, is propelled by steam

and is furnished with a boilermade by the Eoberta Safety

Water Tube Boiler Co., of New York. I was informed

that that company had fitted with boilers the steam yachts

Oneida and Okoboji, which run between the naval pier

and Chicago. The different motive powers are quite a

study in themselves, comj^rising all the different mechan-
isms pertaining to naphtha, steam and electricity.

Aug. 1*-^.—The committee of judges of awards of tlie

Fisheries Department of the Exposition were tendered a
banquet this week at the Victoria Hotel by Andrew
Weber, of the committee. An address on the fisheries

industry was made by Capt. J. W. Collins, Professor L.

Whittman, of Berlin, and Dr. J. A. Henshall talked about

angling. B. Waters.

Some Who Found the "Forest and Stream" Corner.
Toledo, 0.. Aug. 81.—I visited your exhibit at the "World's Fair the

other day, and must say that nothing in the White City interested Die

more. ^' ^- ^

LOT7ISVILLE, Ky., Aug. 31.—I have just returned from Chicago. 1^
was delighted with your exhibit and hope the photograph which was

taken while I was there will do it justice. It will be of incalculable

advantage to the paper. My only regret was at not meeting Mr,

Hough, to whose department I always turn wheai I open the paper,

F. J. H.

Boston, Mass., Aug. 11.—I called twice at the Forest and StkeAjc

office in the Fisheries Exhibit in Chicago, and duly admired and ex-

amined everything at your exhibit, though my tune for it was short

C. H. A.

Visitors to our Exhibit In the Angling Pavilion at

the World's Fair should not fail to examine the

stock of "Forest and Stream" books which will

be shown by the attendant.

The Forest and Stream is put to press each iveek on Tues-

day. Correspondence intended for publication should reach

%is at the latest by Monday, and as much earlier aspractioabl«.
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m difd ^iv^r fishing.

Visitors to our Exhibit ih the Ahgrllhg Pavilion at

the World's Fair should not fail to examine the

stock of "Forest and Stream" books which vvill

be shown by the attendant.

SALMON IN SALT WATER.
Monterey, Cal., Aug. 20—Respice flnem. The salmon

have gone. The tens of thousands of salmon which have
frequented the coast for several weeks, from Santa Cruz
to Carmelo Bay, 27 miles in extent, have taken their
departure for the Sacramento River, where they appeared
almost simultaneously with their disapiDearance from the
coast, showing quite conclusively they are those of that
locality, and where they are now being seined in the
usual manner. Prior to their departure, notably at Santa
Cruz and about Monterey Bay, large schools of grilse

came in, making fine sport, being from 5 to lOlbs. in
weight and in numbers far exceeding the salmon.
On July 30 the salmon almost entirely left Monterey

Bay, although still plentiful at Santa Cruz and Cai-melo.
On the 31st, I visited Santa Cruz, where I found the tak-
ing to be almost wholly grilse; this continued for several
days, until the 5th, when the fishing about ceased. After
tliat I visited Carmelo Bay, twenty-seven miles south,
where the fishing still remained good, the fish running
larger than at any time during the season, averaging fully
201b8, without any grilse. Numbers were taken running
from 25 to 301bs.

,
evidently representing the school of

autumnal fish. Tliis prime fishing continued until the
morning of Aug. 9, when a large school of killers came
in {Orca gladiator), which put an immediate stop to all

fishing, and there has. been none since. It was 6 o'clock
and I had taken four salmon, and was trolling with the
several boats containing Monterey market fishermen , who
had come down for fish, and who had all taken more or
less salmon, when in came a prodigious pack of killers, I
should say i'uUy 200 or more, wild and frantic as a pack
of wolves, leaping from the water as porpoises, and going
down for salmon and other fish and effectually putting
an end to further strikes, for although I fished industri-
ously and so did the other boats for several hours, not a
salmon was caught, nor has there been since up to date,
excepting an odd one or two caught at Carmelo Bay.
They may come in again, but probably will not.
These killers, although given as frequenters of the

northern seas, are most plentiful on this coast, and are in-
deed the terrors of the sea. They come fearlessly about with
their enormous dorsal fins projecting from 4 to 5ft. above
the water, and slashing about with their most powerful
tails in a most thi-eatening manner, and I felt rather
nervous at times as they came within short distances of
my boat, although they have never been known to attack
boats or men, although they could easily flop a boat over
with their tails or rend it into pieces with then- frightful
jaws. Theae killers run from 15 to 30ft. in length, and
from 2,000 to 6,0001bs. in weight. They have a large and
most capacious mouth, set with sharp tusks closely set,

from 2 to 3in. long, and from lin. to 2^iQ. in diameter,
24 in lower jaw, and 26 in the upper. When one con-
siders the immense amount of food ^vhich a pack of 200
or 300 killers reqmres, each one capable of cutting a
porpoise apart at a single bite, and swallowing in two
mouthfuls, some idea may be formed of the devastation
which is continually going on in the sea. These killers will
take an ordinary seal at a mouthful, with scarcely an
effort at mastication, and one lately taken here was
secured when almost choked to death with an extra large
seal stuck in its throat and with five other seals in its

stomach. They will rend a sea lion into pieces in short
order, and have no hesitancy in attacking any Hving
creature in the sea, save the sperm whale, which boldly
attacks in tm-n. The ordinary whales of the coast, the
right, bowhead and gray, most timid animals, which are
often driven frantic by the playful chase of the porpoises,
are pursued by the killers until exhausted, when their
tongues are literally eaten out of the huge leviathans
while alive. I have the statements of sevei'iil old whalers,
now reduced to the position of market fishermen in the
bay, Capt. M. Gonzales and Capt. Freitas, who for years
pursued the business of whalemen in the harbor before
the decay of the business, that they have each in several
instances secured the whale bodies, for blubber, off' the
harbor, which had been destroyed by killers, and Mr.
Michael Noon, a most trustworthy old whaler, now in
charge of the only whai-f used in Monterey, assures me
that he has in iwo instances secured whales alive, but
dying with their tongues eaten out by killers.

Mr, Noon also says that upon one occasion, when with
his comrades he had made a large raft of blubber cut
from a whale near the harbor, and was engaged in tow-
ing with two boats, the raft was suddenly attacked by a
pack of killers and the whole of the blubber stolen away
in quick order, alHiough with his men he prodded them
with lances to their utmost.
The disappearance of the salmon in sections from the

coast would seem to show that they do not act as a
whole, but in separate schools, and I have noticed in the
fishing that the runs were not similar in size of fish, on
some days running large and on others smaller, which
would indicate that schools of varying size of fish came
and left, most likely working north toward the Sacra-
mento River, ninety miles distant. The canning pack of
the season^ from the various rivers on the coast, which
was expected to be less than the average, tm-ns out to
have been larger than any, amounting to about 1,700.000
cases of 48lbs. each, or over 80,000,u001bs., representing
over 6,000,000 salmon, in fact more, for a large portion of
the pack from the upper waters were of bluebacks (O.
nerka), which average but Slbs., perfect salmon, and of
the desu'ed deep pink color.

I find it difficult to estimate satisfactorily the age of the
salmon which have been about this locaUty, for if but few
return from the Sacramento and San Joaquin rivers after
spawning, where have the salmon which we have been
catching passed their fives and of what age are they? If
as parr they remain in their native streams a year, or pos-
sibly two, and after a year in salt water as grilse, grow
up to a weight of from 5 to lOlbs. , did they in a following
year grow to the average of lOlbs., and in extreme cases
up to the exceptionally large fish of 401bs. and even over?
Or were the large fish those which had survived the fresh-

water spawning season? And if so, why have they not
shown the usual features so characteristic of river fish

—

the deformities of jaw or head, body or fins? I have seen
none but fresh and perfectly formed. The yotmg salmon
show equally with the gi'own the fuU development of the
f:eneratuig organs, and in this respect are fully matured,
t may be that the bulk of yoimg salmon do not ascend

far in the spawning season, and thev are found in San
Francisco Bay about the whole of the year. There are
those who claim that all the salmon do not ascend the
rivers at all, although there is nothing in experience or
reason to substantiate such a conclusion.
That a grilse will grow, from one year in salt water,

from 9 to 201bs. is not at all improbable, but it is improb-
able that it will gain 20 or 301bs in a year. Again, if
young salmon run to milt and spawn, as they undoubt-
edly do, and ascend rivers, why will not a few excep-
tional salmon show the river life features which are so
evident? or do those features disappear after the return to
salt water? These questions are not yet settled. I find
among the canners a general belief that all salmon do not
spawn annually. They claim that they do not get an-
nually the same rims in quantity, but every third or
fourth year an exceptionally large run. That this feature is

regular and uniform. It may be that all salmon do not
annually conform to the reproduction stage, but have
periods of irregularity in this respect. We have yet to
gain information upon this point. W^e all know the black
salmon, the left-over fish, sometimes blind and always
worthless. These fish, exhausted by the prolonged fast-
ing incidental to river life and reproduction, are compara-
tively helpless in conchtion. If examined, the stomach
and auxiliary glands {Pyloric coeca) and all internal
organs wiU be foimd so diminished, compared with the
usual normal conditions when fresh from the sea, that it

may well be conjectm-al if the stomach, so reduced will
it be found and not of suflicient size to hold the smallest
minnow, may ever resume its normal condition?

It is questionable if the blind black salmon ever re-
vives in the sea, although it may succeed in reaching it.

It is questionable if it has sufficient power, or acquires it,

to successfully hold its own again. It is also evident that
the average salmon returning to the sea from the spawn-
ing river, must to an ahnost complete extent discard the
features which it has acquired in the reproduction period.
Upon entering the fresh water the salmon steacUly de-
teriorates, not essentially from the fresh water contact,
but as the season of generation advances the distinction
becomes more marked as the season goes on. The pre-
maxillaries and lower jaws of the males become length-
ened and often extravagantly hooked, and often the
mouth cannot be closed; the teeth on the vomer and
tongue fall out, and the front teeth grow abnormally
long. The body faUs in and thickens at the shoulders,
and the scales fall off along the back, and a spongy skin
appears. Red and black blotches follow, and the curdy
flavor between the flakes is wanting, and the flesh be-
comes worthless for food. The fins and tail wear away,
and complete blindness often results. The stomach and
digestive organs shrink almost away, and the once royal
and gamy fish becomes a hfeless and pitiable object.
From the upper waters of the Pacific Coast, I am
sure it never becomes again the bold denizen of the sea.
The salmon of this summer's visitation about here, I
should estimate to be of three, and in some instances,
four years of age. I do not believe that any of them have
had any experience excepting possibly limited, of fresh
water life, beyond that of their ea,rlier fingerling exist-
ence. Nor do I beheve that any of the adult growth
which have been about this year, excepting in a few
Umited instances, will ever return, but will be succeeded
by the fresh growth from the grilse. It would seem
almost that there had been an omission in those provisions
of nature, which are so perfect, in the instance of the
salmon, and that the period of generation to the adult
salmon was one from which there was only an excep-
tional survival. From the large salmon which I have
seen, and the casts in museums and collections of large
fish, and particularly in the large collection of casts of
large salmon made by the late Frank Buckland, and in
the casts shown at the Fishei-ies Exhibition in London a
few years ago, I have observed that the large salmon
were invariably marked by the distortions incidental to
those shown in the fresh water spawning life. Among
the millions secured at the Columbia River for canning,
an occasional hundred-pounder has been found, and one
of 821bs. has lately been forwarded frozen in ice, to the
Columbian Exhibition,

One thing is evident, that the salmon are yearly present
on this coast, extending over an extent of thirty miles,
from Santa Cruz down to Carmelo Bay, in full life and
high condition, and wfil afford to the sportsman and
fairly good angler an average of half a dozen salmon a
day dm-ing the season. The season may fairly be com-
puted at six weeks, so far as my observation has extended,
and should place it from June 10 to Sept. 1. Last year the
fishing continued fairly good from Jime 10 to the middle
of September. There are a few lost salmon still about
but not plentiful enough to inspire exertions. I have been
out several times, without a catch, although an occasional
salmon is secured in the fishermen's nets. I have re-

ceived quite a number of inquu-ing letters from fishermen
since my articles in your paper, but I cannot add much
more than was contained in the articles, excepting that
I would suggest Santa Ci-uz in preference to any other
place. It is an open sea resort, and supplied with fairly

good hotels, straight on the sea, where boats can be ob-
tained more readily and more cheaply than at Monterey,
and nearer to the fishing grounds, which are, in fact,

directly adjoining the front, and where the sea is quieter
than at Monterey or Carmelo. The tisliing has been as

good there this year as elsewhere, although the
fish have not run as large as further south.
The salmon have been there yearly, most un-
doubtedly, but it has not been a yearly fishing
station of any importance imtn this year, compared with
Monterey and other places, and in fact, excepting the
rod-fishing of fill". Tubbs, referred to in my previous letter,

there has not been any rod-fishing for salmon anywhere
on the coast, until my fishing in June, which receiving
considerable notice, occasioned a good deal of fishing at

Santa Cruz during July, more than had altogether before
been done on the coast. Not more than two or three rod-
fishermen have wet lines here this season, while perhaps
a dozen or more have at Santa Cruz, but it is likely that
next year will witness a great deal more salmon fishing,

as it is destined to receive an attention hardly estimated

at the present time, for it unmistakably presents a field

for the highest class of fishing, all things considered, that
is presented anywhere in the world—that of taking
salmon in salt water, in the highest possible condition
in which the royal fish is ever found, with the open sea for
its vantage ground, on a tackle even lighter than can
safely be used over a river pool, and where the fighting
qualities of the salmon are more keenly evinced than can
be exhibited in any stream, and where the surroundings
are of the highest possible cast, those of the yielding
weaves, tinted with the reflecting hues of the varying
light, the open sky, and at home with the sea birds and
many strange fish, and with the consciousness that a
myriad of bold, unrestricted salmon are cleaving the
translucent waters below.
Dm-ing the whole past fishing season there has not been

storm or gale on the coast about, which is the usual con-
dition; and the sea, although at times accompanied with
something of a swell, has not at any time been so rough
but a small boat could take the outside fishing, although
at such times one sensitive to seasickness would experi-
ence the iUs, which, however, I am not afiiicted with.
At Santa Cruz there has hardly been a day when the sea
has been troubled, and ladies have gone out to the fishing
with impimity. For experiment, in one of the late day's
fishing I brought my trout hexagonal of 7oz. in play with
a fight, almost thread, silk line of 600ft. , with a Hght hook,
and brought in after a protracted play a salmon of 201bs.

;

but the tackle is too light and the rod impracticable for
bringing to gaff. In fact, no bamboo is efficient com-
pared with the 10-ounce steel, two of which have an-
swered for over a ton of salmon, and which are in good
order for another year.
One can have a variety of fishing at Monterey, and

north and south of it, for the Pacific waters teem with
hfe. Mackerel and sea bass have come in, but are not
yet striking freely, as the bay- is literally crowded with
bait in the form of squid, anchovies and saxdines. The
sardines are apparently identical with those used in tin-
ning, but large, weighing from i to ilb. and in schools of
acres in extent. With Mr. Noon and two assistants I

shot and harpooned a large grampus, of half a ton in
weight, a few days ago, and brought it to beach in a few
hours, but it seemed dull sport compared with salmon
fishing and I pitied the poor animal in its wearisome
efforts to escape, dragging the boat aimlessly about while
exhausting from the bullet and harpoon wounds, and
vowed I would have no more of it.

J, Pabker Whitney.

HEART LAKES.
Boston, Mass., Aug. 24.—Fifteen miles by trail up Bear

Creek Cafion from Colorado Springs, Col., and five miles
from the summit of Pike's Peak, are a series of lakes at the
summit of Bald Mountain, known to the dwellers of that
section of the country as The Seven Lakes. Heart Lake,
or the largest of these lakes, covers, as I was told when
there eight years ago, about forty acres, and has been
plumbed 80ft. in the center and no bottom touched. There
are seven of these lakes, the smaller being a good-sized
pond.
A most beautiful stream empties out of these lakes and

courses its way down Beaver Canon, I have traveled all

over this country from the Atlantic to the Pacific Coast,
and to my fancy no place has ever proved so grand for
scenery and health. Now the point I am getting at isthis:
In these lakes and in the stream emptying out of them
there does not exist a single trout, at least during the time
I spent a summer there, or fish of any description, but
there is in the lakes a pecuharly-looking animal or possi-
bly a fish, which is black, has four legs, a head similar to
that of a catfish, and tail like a hzard and no fins.

The name it goes by there is "devilfish" and there are
great numbers there, especially in the two larger lakes.
The water seems to be of the purest, is clear as crystal and
cold reaUy as ice; and the lake is said to be 11,800ft. above
the sea level. • What I would like to know is, why are
there no trout in such a grand smaU body of lakes? Is it

on account of the altitude or is it because they possibly
have never inhabited the waters?
The Seven Lakes are also reached by wagon going by

toU road entering the mountain at Cheyenne Canon, The
distance by toll road is said to be twenty-five mfies and
difficult to travel; accidents such as buggies tipping over
often occur. Tourists often leave Colorado Springs in the
morning by carriage or light wagon for Seven Lakes, ar-

riving about five o'clock in the evening, where they stay
over night, take an early start on horseback, or burro-
back, for Pike's Peak, and see sun-rise, which is a sight
long to be remembered.
What I have written may be of interest to some of

your readers who might have something to say regarding
the inhabitants of these lakes, L. D.

Rainbow Trout in North Carolina.

Highlands, N. C.—Editor Forest and Stream: The
communication of my friend to Mr. Brown in regard to
the capture of the rainbow trout impels me to defend the
u-ridescent beauties against all aspersion of cannibalism.
The fact is that these fish are so enterprising that they
wont stay where they are put, as the fontinalis will, but
go meandering over aU creation. I put 2,000 fry in Rich-
land Creek seven years ago, and they have gone down the
French Broad River and have been caught below Asher-
viUe, where the natives call them salmon. They have
gone down the Tennessee many miles from my waters,
and some put in the Tuckaseye have gone the same way.
This explains why a few only are found in the head-
waters of the Culaseye, where some thousand eggs have
been planted by me. For gameness they surpass every
kind of fish 1 have tackled, and a two-pounder gave me
an houi-'s work this summer with a 7oz, rod, and then I
got him only by his leaping into my skiff. The fontinalis
have been fished out by poachers, but this kind of piscatora
cannot get the rainbows, and thus the former are so
scarce. By protecting the fish, however, they are be-
coming more plentiful. Two years netting the streams
has done the mischief. I am gladto know that my state-
ment of the earlier spawning of the rainbows made itt

Forest and Stream three years ago has been corrobor-
ated, as I was the first to notice and mention the fact, as
well as their crossing with the fontinalis. This, however,
has not been seen of late because of the migration of the
former H. Stewart.
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HARDSHIP OF THE MACKEREL LINERS.
Mackerel fishing with band line and jig is exciting

sport if one gets fish, and to professional fishermen it is

lucrative, too. But if a boat comes back empty, it is

more than hardship—it is misery. If one gets no fish
throughout the entire season, penury is involved, if not
absolute starvation.

I have just returned from a brief cruise off the Atlantic
shore of IMartha's Vineyard in a mackerel slonp, and as
we returned witli liarely two barrels of fish, when we
ought to have had twenty, while the seiniag vessels at the
same time picked up from 80 to 150 barrels each, my sym-
pathies are with the liners.

Seven or eight large schooners are constantly quartering
the mackerel grounds day and night, and they scoop up
all the fish, so that the seventy or eighty smaller craft
which comprise the hook and line fleet are left absolutely
destitute. Occasionally one of these will pick up a barrel
or so, but all invariably come back fight, and many of
them utterly empty; and inasmuch as they are obliged to
return to port every afternoon their labor and hardship are
enhanced.

So serious has the stress become at length, that the fish-
ermen are conspiring now to arm their centerboards with
scythes and so destroy the seines by crossing them, just
as they did some years ago in Jamaica Bay. As most ol
them depend upon this vocation for a livelihood, it is a
groundhog case of a desperate character obviously.

It is a grand sight, indeed, to see these many white-
winged craft swooping down into port together, like a
flock of guUs, of a sunny afternoon, with their canvas
flashing in the light. Every day about 12 o'clock they
appear in the offing and by 3 o'clock they run into Edgar-
town Harbor, in time to split and salt their catch and ship
by the little narrow gauge railroad which runs to Cottage
City and there connects with the New Bedford boat for a
market. The wind is generally fair from the southward
at this season, and the trim little catboats and sloops look
gallant and jaunty as they bunch up in the narrows be-
tween Katamu and Chappuquiddic Island, in close sailing
order, each one with a bone in its teeth and the foam
piled high under its forefoot.

I was fortunate enough to see the vessels of the New
York y. C. bear down into Vineyard Haven the other
day, but no more beautiful sight was presented than the
incoming fishing fleet of Edgartown affords every day.
Scores of cottagers and summer visitors flock to the
wharves always to view them as they come in. Some-
times they bring a swordfish, and perhaps a sawfish,
mighty with their armatures, which have been harpooued
from the sm'face of the deep when the sea was smooth;
and strangers as well as friends are always interested
in their commercial success. One of these quaint mon-
sters is esteemed a goodly prize to its captor.
To go mackerel fishing on one of these craft one has

only to go down to the wharf and pick out the skipper he
fancies best, make his arrangement and be on board at 3m tlie morning. Any one of them vnll be pleased to have
help to handle the fishkig lines and will charge nothing.
The trip, however, involves a rusty suit of clothes, or
better yet, "an ile suit," for fishing is wet and somewhat
dii-ty work. When the fish bite smartly one has all he
can do to tend three or four lines and slap off the fish as
they come aboard, and much sea water comes up with
the lines into the sleeves. The early rising before day-
break, the unwonted phenomena of the dawn, tlie exhila-
rating salt sea breeze, the run out into the ocean, and
the continuous "bait, heave and haul," as the metal gigs
go out and the mackerel come in, comprise about all there
is to the trip. But the experience is invigorating to such
as enjoy this sort of thing, and it is one of the stated
sports of the Vineyard.
There are few jjlaces which afford more novelty or

surer relief from summer heats than Martha's Vineyard
and I could perhaps indite a letter more in the spirit' of a
seaboard yarn, but there is a moral to my fishing story
which I fain would point, and that is contained in the
caption of niy contribution. It is the hardship of the
liners resulting from the operations of the seiners. There
is an economic consideration, too, which should be le-
garded in this connection, for the fish are diminishing^
rapidly m numbers. Besides being conspicuously unlair
to methods which it handicaps so seriously, seining terror-
izes the mackerel and drives them from suitable spawning
places which are accessible to remote regions which are
unnatural to reproduction, so that tlie spawn does not
mature and the results are lost. One observer here who
is employed in mackerel fishing declares that the fish have
become so sagacious that they not only svek locafities
where seines cannot be used except with difficulty but
they actuaUy sink out of reach of the seines when' the
least noise is made, whereas, before seines came into
vogue they came alongside of vessels without fear and
boldly, and were taken with hues no more than 10ft
long. The immense quantities of bait, comprising
minced fish and clams, which were thrown overboard to
attract them, taking the place of food which they were
obliged to forage for, helped to improve their size and
flavor. Not only had the hook-and-liners no terrors for
the mackerel, but on Sundays, when fishing and baiting
were suspended, as was the early pious custom, the fish
persistently followed the vessels, expecting to be fed as
on the ordinai-y week days!
One serious objection to the use of seines is that they

capture large quantit les ofbabymackerel whicl i are thrown
back mto the sea when dead, and wasted. And besides
the unfairness of monopoly and the detriment to the fisli-mg interests, seining gluts the market at times whenmany vessels arrive together. Use of hook and line alone
as m the old time, equalizes the catching of fish, render-
ing supply and demand more even, which is more com-
fortable and in the end more profitable to both the con-
sumer and producer. Vet, in spite of obvious detriment
and injustice, men not only persist in employmg seines
aad fast sailing vessels to facilitate destruction, but there
have recently been put afloat two steamers! Cui hono^
Business has its limits to be profitable. Devices cannot
go beyond thein without confronting the laws of cause
and effect. Consequently when causes and effect areknown it is wisdom to obviate folly. A national law
yphich would afford a system of equalization in the catch-
ing ot fish would not only preserve the fisheries but in-
crease the supply a hundred fold faster than artificial
methods of propagation, and that without cost.

ate the fish supply should be supplanted by a conservative
and rational system whereby all may profit and be made
glad. This question will soon become as serious to the
dwellers of Massachusetts shores as it has become to the
natives of western Alaska.

It is gratif.ying to know that the U. S. Fish Commission
under Col. McDonald is now engaged in a systematic in-
vestigation of the life history of both the mackerel and
menhaden, and that facts are being obtained which will
have an important bearing upon the protection and regu-
lation of these fisheries. I have it direct from the Chief
Commissioner, who is now in the vicinity, that he hopes
soon to present for the consideration of the States in
vrhich the power of regulation inheres, the plan of a na-
tional code based upon a knowledge of the food, spawn-
ing habits and conditions of environment of the two
species referred to. Cha:rles Hallock.

ANGLING NOTES.
Puffer Pond of Long Ago.

Puffer Pond in the Adirondack wilderness will always
have a place in my affections, for in it, twenty-six years
ago last June, I had the best day's fishing for trout that I

time, fishing with a fly, and saved them without a landing
net. My guide at that time has since become demented,
and on the rare occasion that I meet him now he does
not know me. He comes out of the woods once in a
wlule and walks the streets of the town in fantastic dress,
attracting the attention of men, women and children by
his harmless antics, but his mind is blank. The fly that
I used had no name when I cast it on the waters of
Puffer Pond, but it was the one fly that my book contained
that the trout were eager for above aU the others. 1

saved one of the half dozen that I possessed and when
new ones were tied from it the fly was christened "The
Puffer." From that day to this the "Puffer" fly has been
of no earthly or watery use to catch fish. These two facts
have caused me to think in my later and maturer years
that if I had not taken so many trout in the two hours
that I had to fish before leaving the pond, poor Frank
Harris would not have gone crazy and the Puffer fly
might have proved kilUug for trout in otiier waters.
Nearly a dozen years after that bright particular June
day I was wading the upper Pludson, just below the
mouth of the Boreas River, fly-fishing for trout with Dick
Birch, a well known Adirondack guide, and when we
went on to the bank for our noon lunch and smoke we
talked over the fishing and shooting of the past. I said

:

"Dick, how is the fishing in Puffer Pond?" "There is no
fishing in Puffer now, but you can walk across the pond
dry shod on the backs of the bullheads that have filled
up the pond since the trout were fished out." This
was another reproach to my conscience, although every
one of the trout that went to make up the 351bs. that I
took out of the pond was taken Avith the set pm-pose of
taking them home to friends. Still other years, later, I
learned that there was good trout fishing in Putter Pond.
Having had a long rest in consequence of the bad name
given to it the fish had increased in the water. Puffer
Pond is so easily reached that on several occasions 1 have
recommended that particular region to angler friends.
One of these friends, Mr. J. E. McDonald of Troy, N. Y.,
fished in the pond very lately, and the following is an
extract from his letter, telUng me about his visit and the
hshiug.

Puffer Pond of To-Day.
"1 have just had a little outing which did me a great

deal of good. Frank Church and 1 spent a weeJi at
Moxam's, on Thirteenth Lake, and there I had niy first
experience in fisliingwith the fly, and 1 now probably
have as supreme a contempt for bait-fishing as you have.
We ari ived at Moxam's at 6 o'clock P. M., Monday, June
26. After eating supper we walked over to the lake and
tished at the inlet and caught seven nice trout, averaging
about j-lb. each. Tuesday morning we again tried the
inlet, but got only six trout, as they were not rising well.
In the afternoon we tried deep water for lake trout, and
did not get a bite; and then went to the inlet for speckled
trout and got about as many as in the morning. Wed-
nesday we tramped five miles through the woods to the
Sacandaga River, but as we got a late start we did not
fish untU nearly 12 o'clock. It was a very hot and very
still day, not at all favorable for fly-fishing, but we caught
thirty-six trout—good ones—the largest being Ijlbs. after
it was dressed. 1 think Ave would have had a fine catch
if the day had been cloudy or if we had had a little Avind,
fur on Monday (a very cloudy day) a gentleman of the
name of Steele, from Rutland, Vt., with his guide, caught
sixty-eight trout at this place, and one of them Aveighed
2ibs. lOoz. Thursday we planned to go to Puffer Pond
and camp. This is six miles from Moxam's, but our plans
were knocked in the head by the failure of our guide to
appear. Friday we started for Puffer with team and
sledge to carry provisions, blankets, etc., and reached the
camp at 1 o'clock. Dr. Spencer, of Rutland, went on to
Puffer Avith us. In the afternoon Av'e three fished.
Spencer and Church from a boat along the shore and I
from a raft. We got about 121bs. of the handsomest trout
I ever saw; no very large ones, but the average weight
was aiiout ^Ib. Satm-day morning, Church, Moxam and
1 started at 4 o'clock to see the famous Twin Lake trout.
This lake is literally alive with trout, and the largest
ones m the Adirondacks, so they claim, but they
will not take a fly. We whipped the lake for three
hours and got but three trout, and then gave up in
disgust and returned to camp. We remamed at camp
until late on Sunday afternoon and then A\'alked into
Moxam's and left there at 4 o'clock Monday morning for
home. We could only bring out lOlbs. or so of the trout
last caught, as Ave had no ice in camp," Twin Lake
mentioned in Mr. McDonald's letter, is a new name to me
for an old lake. On Stoddard's map it wfll be found as
one of the Siamese ponds, and so these ponds have been
called as long as I can remember, and they are on middle
groimd between "Thirteenth" and the Ktmjamuck. One
of the charms of the Thirteenth region, which includes
Puffer Pond, is that it is so accessible, and that sportsmen
pass it by to go further into the woods and perhaps fare
Avorse. To reach the Thirteenth take the D. & H. R. R.
from Albany to Saratoga and then the Adirondack Rail-

5 miles, and from there it is only a few miles to Thirteenth.
Moxam's is the farm of the Freeman Lumber Company,
and this is the same company that operates on the Kunja-
muck, the camp on the latter being Scheflin's head-
quarters.

"It Beats the Record."
On the eleventh of this month I received a telegram

from a brother, Geo. A. Cheney, dated at the Vancouver
Hotel, Vancouver, British Columbia, Avhich read: "Sent
you to-day largest salmon ever caught in British Colum-
bia." The fish came last Friday and proved to be a red
salmon (0. nerJea) from the Fraser River, that Aveighed
Solbs. It was a magnificent fish, in splendid condition,
and by magnificent I mean it was finely formed, every
scale in jilace, a shapely head and a bright fish. From a
Vancouver neAvspa,per Avhich followed the iish to me I
learn that even in Vancouver this big salmon when ex-
hibited at Winch & BoAvers's it attracted widespread in-
terest. I exhibited the fish in one of the home markets,
but was obhged to leave toAvn that day. The next day
the marketman told me that he thought 2,000 people had
been in to see the salmon. A, N. Cheney.

AN IDYL OF BARNEGAT.
Barneoat City, N. J., Aug. 25.—I have found a place

which fills a quiet corner in my heart, where I can take
my household gods and leave them in restful ease, so
that when business cares permit, I can in tAvo hours, by
ran, rejoin them; and when the northeast wind does not
vex my soul and Skipper Paderew^ski-Peckworth's spirit
(because Avhen a northavester makes Barnegat shoals Avhite
with the breaking billows, no sane fisherman ventm-es out
of the inlet while the harbor bar goes moaning), in plainer
words, Avhen the condition that confronts us means a
south wind, a wind sou'west—then I feel sure of a reason-
able day's sport; otherwise not.
The place I have disported myself in for two siunmera

is Barnegat City, N. J., where a dress coat is imknoAvn;
at least I have never seen one; and Avhere the real joys of
summer for a tired man can be fotmd, living in a cottage
and taking one's meals at the Oceanic Hotel across the
street. If I Avake up at 6 A, M, and see the cold gray
Avaves of the sea cfimbtag and combing over each other
and dashing their white crests high in the air, I know
that my friend, the Skipper Paderewski, who OAvns the
JMinnie, a pretty cat-rigged yacht, at my service, will
"not wake and call me early." I confide in Ins judg-
ment implicitly as to the propriety of hunting bluefish
that day, and I quietly wait the incoming mail, which
brings me the New York Sun and mayhap my Aveekly de-
light, Forest and Stre.\m. Ennui is a Avord never men-
tioned at our cedar "palace" by the sea.
My little cottage has eight rooms all neatly furnished,

but we are only three—my daughter, J. M, S. and "Bebee,"
my little grandchild and one serA^ant. We miss sadly
one gentle pure spirit, who sanctified our home one year
ago. She left this earth for the heavenly when the "May
sun shed her amber light the neA\'-leaved Avoods and
lawns between," and, like Dante's Beatrice, so great was
her virtue and her humility and her truth, that life was
not worthy anything so pure or so excellent. And now
our children, her constant companions; and Love and I,
alas! are left alone.

The two best known fisliernien here are Paderewski
Peckworth (so called for his skill on the fiddle at country
dances) and Captain Morse, and as I have a iieAv name
for all the skippers, I call him Cap Mossbunker, and it is
only a week ago Ave made a friendly bantering match
Avhether Cap Mossbunker or Cap PadereAvski could bag
the most bluefish on a given morning, each boat to carry
three bluefish lines and no more. As to weakfishing it is
a lost art; where I used to catch, four of us, 400 a day,
in Barnegat Bay, it is noAv good luck to bag 10 in five
hours, and the fish pounds and the menhaden pirates are
to blame for it. The bluefish match came off, and we
fished side by side after Paderewski had sailed doAvn to
the bell buoy where the tintinnabulation of the bell can
be heard aU day and all night, sounding like the cry of a
lost soul in pain. By the bell buoy we caught 200 sea
bass, and when.the four houi-s' contest was over Pader-
ewski had 90 big mackerel and Cap Mossbunker 118. The
time we lost after the "logy" black bass was put to use
by Captain Mossbunker, but the battle Avaa a draw, for
Peter Seidel, of the Oceanic, decided that Paderewski
had the most fish in nimiber and in weight; that as Cap
Mossbunker had thirteen more mackerel than Paderewski
the battle must be fought over again. This was agreed to.
Y^oung Patterson, of the Record, recently criticised

some of my late letters to the Fokest and Stream on the
ground that they lacked "a briUiant thread of connection,"
and were not "compact enough." 1 replied to Mi-. Pat-
terson that I was not reporting facts for the Record, that
in August a nation of fishermen from Buzzard's Bay to
the great White City Avere not clamoring to any appre-
ciable extent like Dickens's Mr. Gradgrind, who said,
"What we want is facts." And I finally silenced my
briUiant young feuilletonist and critic by reminding him
that when that genial and kincUy essayist, Montaigne, was
tracing the annals of chivalry back to Charlemagne, he
injected the information in that essay that most of tlie
Montaigne family had, at one time or another, suffered
from gravel. Pfimmer did to Dixon Avhat this did for
critic Patterson.
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Civilization runs riot at the fashionable seaside resorts.
Not so at Barnegat City, where Ave take our ease at our
inn. I owe my magnificent health to hving twelve of
the best years of my life, till I Avas 22, in the woods,
riding forty miles on horseback, or, rifle in hand, with
half a pound of crackers in a school satchel for lunch,
roaming over tAventy miles of beech woods in pursuit of
the fugitive gray squirrel. It was a bad day when I didn't
bring home twenty-five gray rodents with their scalps on—mostly hit in the head with a rifle ball at lOU yards, up
a big oak or beech tree, and lying very much " perdu " on
a hmb.
My plea is not so much against the Jeimesse dorm of

sweU civilization sucking Manhattan cocktafis with a dash
of absinthe in them—that's their idea of enjoyment. But
I plead for nature in her various moods, the early morn-
ing bath in old ocean "in the buffV regardless of flannel.
Take the biUows' kisses as they come, stay in ten or fifteen
minutes, tlien go to bed and sleep until 8 o'clock, and
even if an invalid you will find healing underneath the
wings of the sea.
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My day at Bamegat City is something like this. Out of
my cottage window I can liit the sea with a stone, and
like the gleam of my childhood's joys seem the pulsations
or heart-beats in this wild watery realm. I joy at the
sight of the sea as little " Bebee," my much loving, much-
beloved little baby grandchild, does, when, night-tu-ed,
she crawls into my lap and says :

" Babab, 'oo put me to
seep," and I do,

The sea puts me to sleep with some sweet, invisible,

restful spirit, that drives away creditors and care, as the
Arab folds his tent at daybreak and silently steals away.
But how I put in the Barnegat day is the question

before the house. It is -5 a. x. Bathing "in the buff" is

allowed at that hour. I catch up httle Bebee in her silk

night shirt, and half asleep, throwing on my own bathing
robe, loose, a morning study wrapper, I skip to the beach
—a half dozen steps. Bebee is wild with happiness and
claps her hands with joy as every little billow, kissing its

mate, breaks into white sea foam.
In ten minutes we are out and in the cottage. Bebee,

rubbed down with a coarse towel, is asleep in one minute.
Then I turn over and dream of scooping in big fees.

At 8 o'clock I eat a good breakfast and saunter down to
Paderewski's wharf, near the Sunset House. Herr Pade-
rewski always offers me a "whack" at his never-full, half-

empty gin bottle, but as I have joined Ben Archer's Tem-
perance Society, William T. Bailey, Secretary, I mildly
but firmly refuse.

This morning I saw a fight between a 14ft. shark and a
he dolphin. The sea was incarnadined with blood. The
equal battle raged because each scavenger of the sea had
been preda.torily feeding or poacliing on the other's moss-
bunker preserves. It takes four bushel baskets of moss-
bunkers for one he dolphin's breakfast. The fight raged
15 minutes. The shark has to turn over to use iiis mouth.
I know some lawyers who make profitable and golden use
of the mouth in debate and don't turn over at all. When
the shark was trying to get in its fine work the dolphin
eviscerated the sea scavenger and that ended the fight,

and the porpoise danced up and down and leaped over the
body of its dead foe, as a New York la^vyer does when he
gets an extra $250 allowance for costs or counsel fees!
We read the Sun or Forest and Stream till dinner

time, when the Oceanic cuisine teaches us the truth of
the aphorism that "there are many sweethearts and only
one dinner." After dinner we take a nap one horn-, write
some blood-curdling fishing experience for Forest and
Stream and then go down and tell Paderewski to saddle
his yacht, and then for two hours all alone we sail the
ocean blue and with a single shining squid and a cotton-
laid twine line 100yds. long trailing behind us we hook 20
blueflsh before the gentle god of day has taken his bath
behind the western star, the fish ranging from 3 to 151bs.
Then supper of Spanish mackerel and frogs' legs and
young mud hens.
Then I discuss the cause of temperance with Brothers

Archer and Bailey; then come the glorious nights on the
piazza of the cottage. The young and sickle moon looks
down on you softly as a maiden's prayer, and overhead
the stars look like "patines of bright gold," and the very
balm of Gilead seems to be coming in with the soft,
healtli-bearing south wind, and as dear little Bebee lies

asleep in my arms I softly murmur, "Alabama! here we
rest." Jajvies jVIatlock Soovel.

FISHING TACKLE AND TACKLING FISH.
Manchester, N. H., Aug. 23.—Suggested by a criti-

cism which Mr. Cheney pays to another of your corre-
spondents for a teclmical error in naming a rod, and
thereupon proceeds to, schoolma'am-like, give him a
"pointer" on the propriety of titles, is a train of homely
thought, supported by personal ©bservation and living
examples respectLtig the matter of tackle.
"A rose by any other name would smell as sweet," so a

rod, call it what you please, will handle the fish just as
successfully as though properly named, and a man is not
obhged to be an adept in tackle knowledge, nor to have a
well-stocked retail establishment at his elbow to enjoy
fishing. I have often noticed that the man with the most
tinsel, extensive and expensive outfit, including a wagon
load of fancy flies, leaders, etc., etc., as though a drum-
mer for some wholesale house, elaborate suit of newest
design, drinks the best brandy, and tells the loudest
stories of his exploits, is not always most heavily loaded
(with fish) when he returns from a trip. On the contrary,
the simpler the rig, mattering nob whether he knows a
fly-rod, teclmically, from a pump handle, the more satis-
factory the result.

Understand, I admit that sport is one thing and filHng
a creel often another. The latter is the subject nearest
this thought. The old deacon told his son in reference to
getting money, "Get it honestly, if you can, but get it,"

so I would suggest to sportsmen—use as good and showy
a rig as you can afford or care for, that will do the busi-
ness as near to your liking as pussible, and expert manipu-
lation of what you select will easil}' do the rest.

I have in mind a man whose superior in the art of
brook trout fishing I never saw, who never owned a reel
or fly-rod in his Ufe, and the four-jointed bamboo he uses
has the appearance of having served three generations,
and the 8 or 10ft. of fine would hold a shark, but his hook
always has just such a bend to it, accomplished witla a
pair of pincers by himself, and each angle-worm goes on
it by exact rule, and what probably is of fully as much
consequence, he has an easy, stealthy, Indian-like step,
that makes no jar, always approaching tlie stream from the
shady side in a low, stooping posture, in the dress of an ordi-
nary farmer, reducing the likelihood of notice by the trout
to a minimum, and I have often watched him with inter-
est and pleasure, not failing to notice the tension of his
nerve, and the strict attention he pays to the ijursuit,
always finding him as hard to "call off" for home as
though to leave was death. Another man of the same
class is a bait-fisherman specialist from a boat. He never
uses any rod, and his line looks suited for a clothes reel,
but he is also a crank on design of hooks and mode of
adjusting bait. The rapidity with which he takes an un-
lucky fish into the boat, whether weighing 5oz. or 51bs.

,

would astonish any of Edison's inventions. A large
black bass, for instance, is imparted such a tremendous
momentum while in the water that he fairly flies,

as though throvra from a catapult, above the water
and into the boat, And anotlxer, very successful
at casting flies and bait, who never had a reel,

uses a pole about 20ft. long which perhaps will

weigh as many pounds, made from some sapling, cut,
peeled and dried, a line two-thirds as long as the pole,
large and of linen, making a derrick-shaped arrangement
that no snag is likely to break, and fi-om which fish of
any nature or size land on shore or in a boat "without
ceremony.
Such is catching fish, pure and simple, but the pro-

cesses practiced wfll not, in my opinion, allow it to
properly come under the heading of "sport," but it only
goes to show the practical and utter uselessness of much
of the so-called "fishing tackle," for anything but show
and pleasure; and the latter being the oiae aim of a large
majority of anglers, we shall all continue to use the class
of rig that will require an encyclopedia or a Cheney
properly to enumerate. Payson.

MICHIGAN, MY MICHIGAN.-IV.
Lansing, Aug. 26.—Prof. Cook tells me, that the first

edition of 8,000 copies of his book, "Birds of Mchigan,"
is fully exhausted, and that the secretary reports over
1,000 applications for a copy of the book have been re-
ceived and placed on file. The Board of Agriculture will
quite likely order an extra edition. Prof. Cook has ac-
cepted a professorship in the College of Agriculture of
California, and he has resigned his position in the Mchi-
gan Agricultural College, to take effect at the close of the
coUege year. We deeply regret that he is to leave us, as
his entire fife work has been intimately connected with
the educational interests of Michigan, and with us he
can do great good, but—money is mighty, and wfil pre-
vail.

Mr. Frank E. Briggs and Mr. Sedina have just re-
turned from a two weeks trouting excursion to the Little
Manistee in northern Michigan. They have had lots of
fine sport and great luck. They have remembered several
of their Lansing friends by presenting each of them with
a nice string of extra fine trout averaging about l^lbs.
each. Mr. Elton Essylstine sjjent a couple of weeks early
in the season at the same place where the Briggs-
Sedina party have so successfully laid siege to the trout
family, and Mr. Essylsttne's good luck was the inspiration
responsible for the sojourn of the Lansing fishermen on
the charming Manistee. Mr. Briggs is a sportsmen to the
manor born. This is his second trouting trip to northern
Michigan this season, and this together with his regular
weekly outings at Pine Lake, Park Lake, and at his great
friend Cliff Foster's, ought to keep him in good shape to
handle his Parker hammerless to good advantage a little

later among the quail and ruffed grouse. He is a good
judge of guns and tackle, and nothing in the way of
sporting goods is too good for his use or too good for him
to buy. The woods and lakes, and streams of Michigan
are as familiar to him as his own cozy room at the State
Treasurer's Otiice. The big trout in his far away home,
the covey of ruffed grouse in the tangled thicket, the
bevy of quail in the stubbie, are all well known to him,
and when he touches the button at the front door he is

siu-e to find the whole family at home.

A friend of mine at Lansing wished to got a .22cal. re-
peater, and as he desired to know exactly what to expect
of the gun he addressed a letter to the Wmchester people,
and I inclose their reply, which is sirfficiently plain so
that any person can understand fully what was asked.
The inquiry related to the .22 Ion ^, .22 short and .22-7-45

repeating rifle, model 1890. They write:

Your favor of Jime 29 relating to the .22cal. rifle is received and con-
tents Boted. All of those guns weigh very nearly alike. They are
sighted to shoot center at 100ft. The term "point blank" does not in-
dicate anything to us. In old brass field pieces, where the line of the
metal bore a large angle to thehne of the r>ore, there were two points
blank, first where the projectile coming out of the gun passed the line
of the metal in rising, and again in falling. Such a state of things can-
not be said to exist in small arms, although this term is often used.
We are at a loss to know what people mean by it. We have, therefore,
stated generally that the guns are sighted to shoot center at 100ft. In
going that distance the bullet may rise an inch above the line of sight;
It is intended to touch the line of sight again at the target point.
Touching your last question, these .32 guns, lired at the height of the
shoulder and exactly level, will probably carry 75yds.

He ordered a .22-7-45 Winchester repeater model 1890.
When the gim came Mr. C. J. Davis, one of the best rifle

shots in Michigan, took it to try at a mark. At 50yds. the
ball went true to the center. At 80yds. it did not fall be-
low the center more than lin., the ball penetratmg a lin.
board and a 4 in. board, and then went on its way. I am
satisfied from this simple test that the Winchester people
do not know what the shooting ability of the .a2-7-45 re-
peater really is. It certainly has a far greater range and
a much greater penetration than one would exjject after
reading the above letter. It would seem that the Win-
chester people would ascertain accurately just what their
rifles woifld do before putting them on the market. In a
thickly settled country like Michigan one must know
exactly where a ball wiU go in order to avoid unpleasant
complications. I will try to give you actual results at the
target of the shooting ability of the .22-7-45 Winchester
repeater as soon as a favorable opportunity presents.
While speaking of the .22cal. gun I am reminded of a

circumstance that happened at Lansing two years ago
that fatally illustrated the penetrating ability of an ordin-
ary BB shot. A small lad and his sister were shooting
with a breakdown wooden gun, with one BB shot in the
magazine. The gun accidentaUy went off, sending the
shot into the chest of the little girl, and she died in a few
hours. Another circumstance, equally as remarkable,
occurred the same season. A gentleman with the same
style of a wooden gun and one BB shot fii-ed at a yearling
Jersey heifer. The shot struck the Jersey near the eye
and killed it on the spot. It is qmte essential that one
who is to shoot so powerful a gtm, even as the .22cal.

rifle, should know exactly what the gun is going to do.

This morning as I was riding through a swampy piece
of ground bordering a shallow pond, I noticed that the
blackbirds, of the crow variety, were flocking together
preparatory to their faU southern journey. It recalled an
amusing fishing scene at the same place last spring. One
morning early I was just nearing this same little pond,
when I noticed a large flock of crow blackbirds busfly
engaged about something that seemed to interest them
greatly. I stopped my horse, and after waiting a whfie
to feel assured that I was not going to disturb them the
bu'ds began to dive into the water and were soon catch-
ing tadpoles by the score. The water was 5 or Gin. deep
and the bottom of the pond was covered with tadpoles.
The birds would dive into the water, in many cases going
in all over, and they would come out with a tadpole in

their claws or beak almost every time. I have often seen
blackbirds steal young sparrows|from their nest and tear
them to pieces and eat them, _but I never before saw
blackbirds fish for tadpoles. By" the way, did you know
that a nice broiled crow blackbird, on a well-browned bit

of toast, was a mighty dainty dish?

Yes, we have quite a crop of rattlesnakes this year.
Mr, Philo T. Daniels killed a couple of dozen nice fat fel-^

lows last week while cutting hay on the Chandler Marsh.
One day last spring, a lady who fives in the edge of our
city put her milk pans out in the sun to dry. In a little

while she thought she heard something di-umming on the
pans, and on looking out she discovered a big rattler

cofied up on one of the pans and apparently amusing him-
self by rattling. One of Mr. Daniels's fellows had ten rat-

tles, but the milk-pan rattler had only seven. We have
a rattlesnake catcher who lives at the big marsh. He
seems to have a faciflty of getting along with the snakes
without trouble, and usually has half a dozen quite tame
rattlers as pets.

The new law creating the Michigan Naval Reserve is to
include aU yacht clubs, vessel men, sailors, tug owners,
and all men who are employed about harbors and such as
from their familiarity with our lakes and rivers can be of
service in case of war. The bfil was gotten up by mem-
bers of the Detroit Yacht Club, and quite likely the State
organization wiU be more or less controlled by the club.
Col, McComas, of Lansing, is an ex-commodore of the
yacht club, and he is greatly in favor of the organization.
The Navy Department has sent the Governor the neces-
sary blanks and instructions for the enrollment, and the
work will be begun at an early date. Julian.

[The rifleman appears to have misinterpreted the manu-
facturers' statement respecting the range of the Winches-
ter. A gun sighted to shoot center at lOOft. will of course
carry its ball further than the 80yds. , and when aimed at
the mark at that distance, the barrel of a gim so sighted
is by no means "held exactly leveL"]

ON TILEFISH GROUNDS.
The U. S. Fish Commission schooner Grampus returned

to Wood's HoU yesterday noon after having survived the
recent hurricane which caused so many disasters to vessels
off om- coast. She was on the tilefish ground, 95 miles
S.E. by S. from Sandy Hook, during the storms of last

Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday, lying to an anchor
with 165 fathoms of hawser out.

On Monday morning it began to blow, increasing to a
gale N.E. to N., from 19 A. M. to 1 P. M., and moderating
about 3 P. M. On the evening of the 23d it breezed fi-om
7 to 9, when it blew a gale and increased to a hurricane
by midnight. This continued until 5 A. M. on the 24th,
when it gradually decreased during the forenoon.
The Grampus was anchored, but struck adrift early in

the evening of the 23d. Between 10 and 11 P. M. a Col-
lins drag was put out by a new 4-inch manila warp, and
this parted at once, with the loss of drag and line. She
was then dragging her anchor, which brought her up to
the wind occasionally until 3 A. M. on the 24th. Then she
shoaled the water and came head to it. Oil had been used
freely both forward and aft with good results in breaking
the force of the seas.

At 4:30 A. M. a heavy sea broke high over the bow and
swept the deck, breaking the main rail, smashing hatch
covei"8, wrecking the wheel-box and cariying away the
stern boat; it actually stripped the brass from the after
part of the rail. Water poured into the companionways
as big as a barrel and stood in the cabin and forecastle
more than a foot deep.
The hawser parted with a snap and this saved the vessel.

The first officer, Mr. Hand, was fleetmg the hawser when
the sea came aboard, and the second mate, Mr. Conley,
was tending the oil bags. Mr. Hand saw the sea coming
and jumjied into the rigging as high as he could, but the
sea broke 5ft. over him, loosened his hold and carried him
back to the house stunned and bruised. Mr. Conley
stooped under the rail and escaped the force of the blow,
but was washed back and forth, bringing up finally

against the break of the quarterdeck.
The men on watch jumped into the main rigging and

saved themselves from injury. The Grampus was de-
scribed by Capt. Adams as all in a tremble, and she must
be badly strained. On Thursday morning she was kept
off before the wind under a reefed storm trysaU. and fore-
staysail, and sail was gradually increased on the run
home. The vessel Uved in the very heart of the storm,
and, considering that she is small and heavily sparred, it

is wonderful that she came out of it so bravely.
The tUefish ground has been visited twice by the

Grampus during August. The depth ranges from 70 to
75 fathoms, and the bottom temperature is about 52°F.
The fish were taken on trawl fines baited with menhaden.
On the first trip, in two and a half days' fishing, 24 fish

were caught weighing from 7 to 351bs. Three of the
females had their ovaries partly developed. The eggs are
said to be about as large as those of the cod.
Other fish taken in company with the tfiefish were

skates, little dogfish, conger eels and hake. The hooka
also brought up sea anemones and starfish. On the Sxst
trip a shark and a smaU swordfish took the hooks while
the men were hauling the trawl. A large squid was
taken nearly in perfect condition from the stomach of
one of these fish and a slender species of eel. The fish as
a rule come up with the stomachs tm-ned inside out.
The second trip was broken up by storms and the trawl

was set only parts of two days. Twenty fish were taken,
the smaUest about Iflbs, and the largest 351bs.

On the fishing ground were seen a few phalaropes and
porpoises at the surface. During the first trip eight or
ten large swordfish were seen and a school of supposed
bonitos.
The tilefish was tried as a food fish at Woods Holl and

found exceUent either baked or broiled. The flesh tastes
very much like crab meat. Specimens in alcohol will be
sent to the National Museum, the Museum of Compara-
tive Zoology and to various universities. The species is

graduaUy increasing in numbers and wiU doubtless re-
establish itself on the coast. T. H. B.

IVie Forest and Stream isput to press each iveek on Tues-

day. Oorres2}ondtnce intended for publication should reach
us at the latest by Monday, and asiinuch earlier as practicable
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THE CHAMPION TARPON.
Visiting the Columbian Exposition in May last I saw

for the first time the great tarpon which was taken by
Mrs. Geo. T. Stagg, and which is the most pT-ominent at-

traction of the Forest and Streaii exhibit. This mag-
nificent fish, weighing 2051bs., and 7ft. 3in. in length, has
held pre-eminence among captives of his species since

May, 1891. Prior to that date Mr. J. G-. Hecksher, with
hi8l841bs. fish, held the cliampionship of tarpon taken
with rod and reel, Mr. A. M. McG-regor nearly broke the
record last spring with a fish of 1961bs. Mrs. Stagg, how-
ever, still holds the belt, or cestus, or girdle, or whatever
should be the appropriate decoration for her sex. The
fish was a surprise to me, who have seen very many speci-

mens of this grandest of game fishes, and who have struck

and played at least fifty of them. An extract from a
letter received by me from Mrs. Stagg soon after the cap-
ture of this fish may interest the readers of Forest and
Stream as briefly describing its captvu-e:

"We certainly had wonderful success for the time we
fished at Myers. Twenty tarpon in two weeks. Every
day that Dode (the colored boatman) was out with us we
caught fish, and had bait been plenteous, we would have
caught more. We hooked twenty-five, lost five, three
by breaking lines and two by faulty rods. The river was
full of tarpon, the weather splendid, convincing us that
May is the month, and it appears that the Caloosahatchie
is tlie place. A prettier spot could not be found to angle
for and play them. I inclose a scale from The Tarpon;
I wish you could see him. He is grand! The first run
took out nearly 300ft. of line, when Dode told me to
strike him, not knowing what it was. On striking, he
came out of the water, and then made another run, tak-
ing nearly all my line. The fight was a stubborn one,
with few jumps, but a steady pnll. When we got him in
we found the snood nearly in two. It was the oulj one
of the twenty which showed any wear to speak of. We
had no idea that we had broken the record until the fish

was put on the scales, though Dode said he was longer
and larger than my first one which weighed 1751bs."

F. S. J. C.

POTOMAC NOTES.
Sajlt-water fishing at the mouth of the Potomac River

has been fine for two weeks. At Colonial Beach Shannon
reports fishing for young bluefish (Tailors) very good.
Quite a large number of Washingtonians are stopping at
this beach, and not a few enjoy the fishing. Shrimps are
used for bait, and there is no trouble to obtain all one
wants. The fish, of course, run small for the kind, but
they are game and eat well.

Colonial Beach is a good point for woodcock also, one
pa,rty bagged 16 of these birds in a single day's outing.
Piney Point is having good fishing this season. Rock-

fish are jjlentiful and are biting well. As a matter course,
spots, croakers and other fish are abundant at the mouth
of the river. Much fun has been derived from fishing
the creeks at night, when they are found full of fishes.

Mr. Mohler made a trip to Farnham, Richmond county,
V a., recently and while there went over to the Union Mill
pond, which is full of large-mouthed black bass. This
pond is near the Chesapeake, between the Potomac and
Rappahannock rivers, and at tlie time of M.'s visit was
low and roily, the water having been swashed up on the
banks by high winds.
Union Mill Pond is one of a hundred of ponds which

teem with large-mouthed black bass in the lower counties
of Virginia. .Along the Rappahannock are ponds, one at
Urbana, so well stocked with bass as to satisfy the crav-
ings of hosts of anglers. They are game fish, too. It is

a delightful trip to the Rappahannock by steamer from
Baltimore.
In the upper Potomac bass fishing has improved, and

from the Great Falls to the headwaters of the river the fish
are biting.

Mr. Tom Marion reports a bunch of young willets on
flats of the Eastern Branch above the navy yard. One
was shot by a boy and taken to the Smithsonian for iden-
tification. Tae occurrence of these birds at this time
(Aug. 13) is unusual, as they are rarely seen here during
the summer.
A few yellow-shanks have.also been seen. BtrjBT.

Channel Cat on the Fly.

Fairmont, W. Va., Aug. 20.—At this place, in the Mon-
ongahela River, about the 1st of August, A. B. McDonald
caught a catfish—one of the kind known as a channel cat
in this neighborhood—upon an old-judge fly while fishing
for bass. A few days after he caught another upon a
Montreal. I received the story of these two catches with
something of a mental resexvation, as I could easily imag-
ine a fisherman scratching for bait who had failed to
entice the wily bass with the fly. A few days after that,
however, a friend returned from a camp uj) the river with
the report that a channel cat had been caught there on a
set line, having in its mouth a fly which had been lost by
one of the party the day before. This is the flrst time I
have heard of a catfish striking a fly, and I would like to
know if any of your readers have experienced a similar
circumstance. C. W. W.

Chicago Fly-Casting Tournament.
Secretary F. B. Davidson, of the Chicago Fly-Casting

Club, writes of the club's angling tournament, which will
be held Sept. 21: "We announce as two of the judges Dr.
Jas. A. Henshall, in charge of AngUng Pavflion, World's
Columbian Exposition, and ]\Ir. Wm. C. Harris. Mr.
Geo. W. Strell consents to act as the other judge, provided
we cannot find some one else who will be acceptable, and
we may announce a change later. Since programmes
were printed we have secured several valuable additions
to our prize list, and many more are promised, which we
will announce later.

He Woke Them Up.
Manchester, N. H., Aug. 23.—A shot from a Kodak

pointed at Mr. Frank J. Clark, one of our best anglers, at
the time he woke up the nest of hornets while brook
trout fishing in the southern part of the State last week
would make an interesting pictm-e and one gotten up
without regard for etiquette on his part. The hot-footed
"birds" are still guarding his rod and several imcomfort-
able spots on as many dift'erent parts of his anatomy he
still retains as souvenirs of his sport. He reports but
little water in the str. ams and very feir trout. Payson.

|

"POUEST AND STREAM" FISHING POSTALS
Send us a postal card report of your own luck, your partner''s luck,

your neighbor's luck, your father-in-law's luck, ^nd—her ittcfc.

Oregon, Long Island (Cutchogue), Aug. 6.—Fishing
has been good during the past few days, and large strings
of blackfish are being caught. J, Carr 27, J. O'Neil 46,

R. Lang 15, F. Shell 17, J. Smith 21. Mr. O'Nefl caught
largest, Sflbs. All Brooklyn residents. With
weather fishing will be fine for a long time to come.

James J. Smith.

Three Lakes, Aug. 22.—Mr. Albert Young, of Kansas
City, caught in two days' fishing, at Butternut Lake, 94
bass, average 2ilbs., largest 4|lbs. Mrs. S. E. Young, of

Chicago, caught a 26i^lb. Itmge. Fishing is good.
F. R. French.

Driven Out by Black Flies.

Albany, N. Y., Aug. 19.—Our party of three have just
returned from the Q'riton tract, the other side of Quebec,
Canada, and we had a rough and tougli experience.
Weather very hot; water very warm. We caught no big
lake trout, as they kept in deep water. Only the moun-
tain trout would rise to the liy, and then only in the
rapids in the cool of the morning. The most taliing bait
was a yellow^ fly, a Parmachenee-belle. The black flies

were out in swarms and so tormented us that we had to
leave or be eaten alive. Three days were enough for us.

This experience taught me that fishing in Canada is like
anything else. It has its drawbacks as well as its advan-
tages.

To-morrow my brother and myself start for Jerry's
Ferry in the Maine woods. Will notify you later of our
luck. Silver Doctor.

Bass at Alexandria Bay.
Alexandria Bay, N. Y., Aug. 22.—The fishing here is

good as illustrated by the catch to-day of F. W. Emery
and A. E. Clark off Point JoUy Oaks. The day was fine,

and after baiting for wall-eyed pilje and waiting a short
time for a bite, they had a pull on the rod, and in landing
the fish fotmd it to be a wall-eyed pike weighing S^lbs.

In one hour's fishing they caught six more weighing 6,

5, 5i, Gi, 7 and Slbs. We find the fishing greatly im-
proved this season. We have had a photo of some of the
largest, and will send you a print. While in Redwood
to-day I saw a black bass taken from Butterfield Lake,
which weighed 4rJ-lbs. ; and several others of varying
weights, 3 to 3^- and 2ilbs. Fishing there is good.

W. H. Thompson, Sec. Anglers' Ass.

Big Basswood Lake.
SowERBY, Can., Aug. 6.—^We were mduced to come

here by the letters and description in Forest and Stream
last fall by the "Kingfishers." We find their account in
every description regarding fishing up to the mark. In
fact, we find it over and above their statement. There
are four of us in camp, Paul Zagelmeyer, Alexander
Zagelmeyer, Jack Zedar and the subscriber, aU from Bay
City, Mich. We find Mr. Dyer a disciple of Izaak Walton,
a lover of the gun and a good . judge of a dog. He is

expecting some of the "Kingfishei-s" back again this
week, for they are not satisfied with the sport they
expected at Piatt Lake, where they are at present. Any
gentleman wishing good fishing may safely be advised to
locate her. Trout are just making their appearance.

H. WOGEL.

Set-Iiines in Massachusetts.

Fitghburg, Mass., Aug. 24.—Six men have just been
arrested here, tried and fined §14.20 each for using set-

lines in Whalom Pond, not fa«r from this city. The prose-
cution was pushed by the fish and game committee of the
Fitchburg Rifle and Gun Club. The club proposes to
stop the illegal taking of fish and game, both out of sea-
son and on Simdays. It is high time that these abuses re-
ceived attention.

The Whalom set-fine fishermen had about SOlbs, of fish,

including pouts, perch, bass and pickerel. They had three
log trawls out. To these trawls were fastened about a
thousand fish lines. B.

The Game Channel Cat.

Beatrice, Nebraska, Aug. 20.—I shall send you an article
on channel catfish some time when I can spare the time,
and will describe a truly game fish, which is unknown
east of the Missouri River, for the benefit of the wielders
of the split bamboo "buggy whip." Last week I was out
one evening and got nine; and had a four-pounder run
out nearly 125yds. of line, three times in succession,
before I brought him to the net. El Comancho.

The Goggle Eye.
Columbia, S. C, Aug. 21—In "Answers to Corres-

pondents" in last issue you make me say, "Our goggle
eye is a poor fish, etc." If you will refer to my letter
you will see that I said pan fish. It is considered a fine
fish here, weighing from 1 to Slbs. . and esteemed very
highly. H. E,

Where to Go.

Anybody desiring information with regard to the hotels
advertised in Forest and Stream, such as rates, routes,
fishing and hunting opportunities, should addr-ess Forest
and Stream Information Bureau, where aU reasonable
inquu-ies wiU receive prompt answers.

No Rattler, But a Rattling Good Paper.
Henderson CoraTy, N. C, Aug. 18.—Editor Forest and Stream: I

have not been able to secure another rattler to send you, but have
people on the lookout for one. Ihe change of date of publication of
your valued paper is very acceptable to such as live so far off as this.
I can now enjoy it the same week as published, which is a boon I
could not before realize. Thanking you. for the alteration, I am sin-
cerely yours, Geoege Holmes.

The Forest and Stkiiam is^-nU to press Mich iveekon Tues-
day, CoiTBspondence intunded fur publication should reach
lis at the latest by Monday, and as }nuch earlier aspracticable.

"CAMP-FIRES OF A NATURALIST."
PmisoKS who have visited the Kansas State Buildmg at the great fairm Chicago, cannot fail to have noticed there the large and effectively

niounted collection of North American mammals which forms a part
of the exhibit of the Kansas State University. There may be seen
buffalo and elk wild sheep and white goats, fighting moose and snarl-mg wildcats, playful panthers and sneaking coyotes, besides many
smaller species. In the collection most of our important North Ameri^-
can manimals are represented and the groups are of unusual interest.A book which te s how these anunals were collected has just been
written, and, as t,ti]1 be evident to any one who looks at the collection,
such a story covers huntmg in many fields in the western portions of
this continent. Practically, all the animals here on exhibition, besidesmany more which are not shown, were secured by Mr. L. L. Dyche,who is the Professor of Zoology and the Curator of Birds and Mam-mals m the Kansas State University

nn'wS^hr^°! Naturalist," wfitten by aarence E. Edwords. andpubhshed by D. Appletou & Co., gives the story of 14 collecting expedi-
tions made in search of North American mammals for the KansasMuseum, and IS compiled from the field notes and diaries of Prof.
Dyche. The book is simply and well written and gives a carefully ac-
curate picture of one phase of outdoor life. It deals wholly with
tacts which are tre.ated in a matter of fact way, and in the relation
there is no striving for effect. No effort is made to tell exciting hunt-
ing stones, but the volume gives a very faithful picture of the laborswhich must be undergone by the hunter, and especially by the hunterwho IS trying to collect museum specimens.
Usually a book of this kind suffers when it is written at second

hand. However well the work may be done, no story of what a man
has accomphshed can be told as completely by another as by the chief
actor or an eyewitness; no recital made up from note books and
diaries alone can present a picture as vivid as that given by memory
assisted by dairies and note books. The facts which are the body of
the story may all be set down, but the feelings and impressions of themen who saw and acted.are needed to breathe life into that body, before
the reader can see the pictures drawn, as they Avere seen by him who
took part in the events related. Mr, Edwords', however, has succeeded
in putting real life and spirit into the story of these hunts, and his work
is quite remarkable for its fidelity.

"

Prof. Dyche is a good specimen of a self-made Western man. From
nfancy his days were passed in Kansas, and from his earliest years
necessity made hun a worker. At the age of twelve he could read a
httle, and by sixteen had saved enough money to enable liim to go to
sehool. After three years spent in the State Normal School he entered
Kansas University, then in its infancy, and after five years work grad-
uated at the head of his class, obtaining two degrees. During the
course of his studies Prof. Snow became interested in young Dyche
and after his graduation offered him the position of assistant in his
department. Later, the chair of Anatomy and Physiology was created
and given to Dyche, and again still later, he was made Curator of
Birds and Mammals.

It now became Dyche's ambition to make the collection of mounted
mammals m the Kansas State University as complete as possible, and
in securing specimens for this collection he traveled over a great por-
tion of the Western country. The book teUs of killing antelope in
Kansas, bears m New Mexico, wildcats and turkeys in the Indian Ter-
ritory, white goats in the Cascade Mountains, mountain sheep in the
coaiit range, moose in the Northwest Territories, and elk in Colorado,
and mmgled with the travel and the hunting adventure which consti-
tute the main portion of the book, is a great deal of useful informa-
tion about the habits of the animals which the hunter was in uur-
suit of.

^

The volume is illustrated by thirteen full-page half tone engravings,
which are reproduced from photographs of mounted specimens.Among the species so figured are the white goat, prong-horned ante-
lope, two species of deer, grizzly beai-, moose and elk. Many of these
half-tones are made more efl'ective by vignetting, the hack ground of
sky having been cut away. We notice that the titles of the illustra-
tions facing page ~'l and 97 have been in part transposed. The figure
of a white tad buck is called a mule deer buck, while the plate of a
male and female mule deer is called a group of Virginia deer
The book contains a great deal of information which is worth put-

ting on record m popular and attractive form, as this has been put
on record, and it ought to be in the library of every big game hunter
and of every one interested in the mammals of the United States

Imnel

FIXTURES.
DOG SHOWS.

wVh^S Sec^^'"'
^'^^°'

^Sept.^11 to 15.—Toronto, Canada. C. A. Stone. Sec'y. Entries close

gSept. W to 23.-Moimt HoUy, N. J. H. I. Budd, Sec'y. Entries dose

Sept. 19 to 22.—Rhode Island State Eair Ass'n at Narraeansett Part
Cranston, K. I. D. C. Cofiins, Sec'y. Entries close Sept 4
Sept. 25-30.—Kansas City, Mo. '

'

Sept. 26 to 29.—Ottawa, Canada. Alfred Geddes, SecV
Oct. 3 to 6.-]\Iinneapolis K. C, at Minneapolis. H. T.Y&k Duster. Sec.Nov. 21 to 24.—New Jersey K. L., at Newark. Dr. W. F Seidler Sec
Dec. 12 to 15.—R. 1. Poultry and Pet Stock Ass'n, at Providence'.

FIELD TRIALS.
Sept 4.—Northwestern Field Trial Oub's second annual trials, Man-

itoba. Thos. Johnson, Sec'y, Winnipeg.
Sept. 12.—Manitoba Field Trials Club's Trials, Souris, Manitoba R

J. Gallaugher, Sec'y, Winnipeg. > i ^v.

Oct. 30.—National Beagle Club trials, at Nanuet, N. Y, Geo Laick
Tarrytown, N. Y., Secretaiy. '

'

Nov. 6.—United States Field Trials Club's Fall Trials, Bicknell Ind
P. T. Madison, Sec'y, Indianapohs.
Nov. 7.—New England Beagle Club trials. W. S. Clark, Linden,

Mass., Secretary.
Nov. 7.—Intei-national Field Trial Club's Fourth Trials. Chatham

Ont. W. B. WeUs, Sec'y, Chatham. '

Nov. 15.—Ohio Field Trial Club's Second Trials, Canton, O. C. V,
Lellinger, Sec'y.
Nov. 20.—Eastern Field Trial Club's Trials, at Newton, N. C. Mem-

bers' Stake Nov. 16. W. A. Coster, Sec'y.

1894.

Jan. 29.—Southern Field Trial Club's Trials, New Albany, Miss. T
M. Brumby, Sec'y, Marietta, Ga.
Feb. 19.—United States Field Trials Club's Spring Trials, Grand

Jimction, Tenn. P. T. Madison, Sec'y, Indianapolis, Ind.

Don't forget that Toronto entries close Thursday,
Aug. 31, with C. A. Stone, 82 King street, Toronto.

Toronto Dog Show.
Mr. Stone says the entries ai-e coming in in good shape

and the prospects are that the Toronto show which opens
Sept. 11 will be the most .successful one ever held. They
have accommodations for something like 8,000 dogs, and
everything will be done to secure the comfort of exhibi-
tors and their dogs. Judging will commence promptly on
Monday, Sept. 11, at 3 P. M. E.xhibitors from a distance can
send their dogs to arrive on Saturday, the 9th, which will
give them all Sunday to rest.

Acknowledgment for the amount of the entries will be
issued immediately upon receipt, and the identification
papers and numbers of dogs will follow later. By these
means exhibitors will be made aware that then- entries have
been received and their dogs entered.
The following additional .special prizes have been offered;

The association offers a bronze medal for the best skye ter-
rier in the show, and Mr. A. B. Foster, of New York, donates
an Obrig Camera Co.'s Kodak for best brace of field spaniel
bitches.
The exhibition outside of the dog show will be the grand

est ever held at Toronto. Over $100,000 has been expended
on new buildings, and the ring attractions will be the best
that money can procure.
Remember that the dog show entries close Thursday,

Aug. 31. Premium lists can beprocured at S3 King street, iC
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THE DOG IN THE ART PALACE.
I must say that I found many beautiful paintings and

sculptures in the Art Palace which had no reference to dog
and gun or fish and rod. Still, heie and there were marine,
river, field and forest views. The dog apiDeared oftener in
scenes of domestic life than in shooting or hunting, presum-
ably so because artists are generally not familiar with the
dogs and his uses other than as seen in everyday life. The
dog, too, were not intended, in most instances, to be faithful
representations of a breed or type, but merely to produce an
effect, to complete an impression of home' life or to give
animation or action to some scene.
The shepherd and his dog, watching his floct in the soli-

tudes of the wilderness, or gathering them in to an inclosure
for the night, appeared to be a favorite theme. One painting
depicts the shepherd clad in a heavy fur coat, sitting on the
ground cutting a loaf of bread, which he is cutting the
wrong way. The flock of sheep is gathered around him,
each one looking at him |in wonderment. The dog sits by,
with head hanging contemplatively, and gazing intently on
the loaf with a gra\aty which denotes more than a speculative
interest. He seems to wonder whether any of that loaf wiU
drop for place.

" Reauiescat."
A painting which attracted a great deal of attention has

the above name, "Requiescat," and is numbered 411, in the
section set off to Great Britain. It portrays a knight in full
armor lying rigid in death upon a bed richly furnished with
a delicately worked counterpane, which hangs irregularly
over the side to the floor. The raised visor shows a manly
face set in the fixed hard lines of death. The figitre is that
of a symmetrical yet powerful man who probably had fought
once too often. The hand of the dead warrior rests close by
the bedside. His dog, a bloodhound, sits with his side to the
bed, his head pressed close to his dead master's hand. The
dog is the only watcher. In his eyes are a depth of unutter-
able mournfulness and grief. Rejection marks every linea-
ment. Sitting by the bedside of his dead master with his
cheek pressed lovingly to the still hand, he is an embodiment
of fidelity, unselfish grief and love. There is a deal of pathos
in the picture. The picture itself is most artistically execu-
ted. The texture is wonderfully good. The armor shows
the blue smooth polish of burnished steel with its reflections
of lights. The woven chain at the joints at the shoulders
and elbows looks like real chain. The bedpost is hard dried
of fine grain wood, with a season crack in it, and it is rich in
color. The counterpane had all the softness and fineness of
cloth in its look, and the embroidery on it seemed as real as
if done with silk by the deft hand of woman. Its coloring is

excellent. The coloring of the dog, too, is good. His figure
is not bad either, though the anatomy might be better. But
the expre.ssion of mournfulness and affection which the artist
put into the attitude and expression are admirable.

" The New Whip."
This picture, too, is quite good. It is No. 71, in the British

section. A four-year old youngster, clad in the too plentiful
folds of his father's scarlet cloak and hunting cap, holds a
hunting whip awkwardly in his hands. His face shows all
the importance of childish authority as he stands in the
center of a pack of hounds. The dogs are good-naturedly
fawning on him or gazing on him with affectionate looks,
utterly ignoring his assumption of authority. They are
quite faithfully drawn and colored. The texture of the coats
is also well shown.

" Stag Hunting- in a Sea Fog-."

This picture^ No. 307, in the British section, was intended
to be a spirited portrayal of dashing action in horses and
dogs, in foggy weather, at a deer hunt, but the most robust
feature of it, after a horse or two and riders in the fore-
ground, and a hound or two of weird figtire, followed by a
procession of goblin dogs, is the fog itself. The scene and
the ears of the dogs would suggest that they were intended
to be hounds. But the procession of dogs can be seen far
into the fog, though the second or third dog, close in the
foreground, has lost his distinctness of outline. So, too,
with the horses and riders. Each horse and dog has about
the same action, legs extended fore and aft. It is a funny
fog, too, for while it is thick in the foreground the dogs are
lost to view chiefly by the distance. It is a poor portrayal of
a pack, this string of dogs following by one and twos clear
into the distance. It seems to me it is a mistake to attempt
to show more in a fog than the fog will|perrait. There also

"attention !"

Judge Mason at the Wlssahlchon Show.

may be hounds somewhere like the ones pictured, but they
probably were hid in a fog. With such hounds and such
fog and horses—great sport.
In the British section. No. 406, entitled " Maternity," is a

good painting of a lioness and cubs. The figures and
anatomy are excellent, and the color and texttire is equally
good.

Oliver Twist.
No. 419 is called "He Walks to London." It shows Oliver

Twist, one of Dickens's charactei-s, walking along a country
highway. A lithe, slender boy is he, weU made, though
with some of the sharp angles of boyhood in his figure, and
legs and arms fully 3in. too long for the clothes, which he
has outgrown. A collie of the kind which seldom takes a
prize nowadays is frolicking with sheep close by. The boy is
so intent on his journey that he gazes not on either dog or
sheep.

Daniel.

No. 413 is a good painting of a group of lions, large and
small. They gaze on Daniel, some kindly, some fiercely, who
s in their den. Daniel appears calmly indifferent.

Herder Assembling His Flock.
No. 90, in the Belgian exhibit, in the gaUery, is a pastoral

scene, showing a herder with a prick-eared dog at work tn a
half-hearted manner. No. 91, another picture, is sheep, shep-
herd and a long-legged, smooth-coated, bushy-tailed dog

with a strong family resemblance to an exaggerated fox.
Very few of the portraits of collies in the Art Palace look
like the dog show collie, or vice versa. Also each artist ap-
pears to have his own inspii-ation of color and type.
In the German exhibit, No. .573, in the gallery, are four

panels, paintings of guns of old pattern, crossbows, armor,
swords, daggers, gamebags, etc., wonderful in carvings and
jewels. The paintings look so real that not infrequently the
visitor takes a side view across the surface to see if he is not
deceived. The many kinds of jewels on the handles seem
real. The metal with its color, hardness of surface and
polish appears to be genuine. On the scabbards are pictures
of battles, delicate car\nngs in elaborately fine detail.

"A-fzinc cast of a life-size hunter and dog called "In the
Shooting Stand" is a most spirited portrayal of a hunting
scene. Dog and hunter seem to have just heard the approach-
ing game. The hunter rests on one knee. With his left
hand he firmly holds down his dog. In his right hand he
holds a double rifle by the grip of the stock, his finger on the

"iN AKXIOTJS MOMENT."
Wlssahickon Show.

trigger ready for instant action. The figure is that of a man
in the prime of life, handsome and athletic, clad in full hunt-
ing costume, and full of the spirit of the chase. Opposite
this is a zinc cast, life size, of an older man in a plainer
costume. He is on both knees on the ground, near a bad-
ger's burrow. In one hand, he holds in check a dachshund
by the loose skin of its back. This cast isj called "At the
Kennel of a Badger." It is well proportioned and life like.

A bronze eagle from Japan is a masterpiece of fine work.
The figure is perfect, and the feathers, corrugations on the
feet, etc., are worked out in patient and accurate detail. It
is numbered 14.

Breaking the Home Ties.

This picture, from its homely pathos, is never without a
group of admirers. It all centers in the common, everyday
family life of the people who make a country—the workers.
A home, plain in itself and plainly furnished, has become
too small for the family, or other places lure the oldest boy
away with promise of fame and profit. The boy is an ordin-
ary one. They are all homely, earnest people. The moment
of separation has come. The mother, homely of feature and
cheaply clothed, but with the love for her son and fortitude
to bear the ordeal of separation showing in her face, is giving
her boy parting advice, which like many thousands before,
is imdoubtedly largely wasted. The driver stands by wait-
ing till the final farewells are said. A filled carpet bag de-
notes that with its contents the boy must begin his life's
battle. The father is thoughtful, the grandmother sits at
the humble breakfast table in apathy, and the sister sits on
a chair with a hand gently resting on the head of the family
dog, the latter gazing curiously at his young master a§ if
unable to solve the emotional outbreak in the humdrum life
of the home.
The dog, too, is a marvel. It is too bad to find fault

with anything, even the dog, so well conceived and ar-
ranged is the picture, and with a pathetic story so plain
that words are not needed to tell it. It appeals to every
visitor, for evei-y man and woman has felt the force of
breaking home ties some time in life.

But that dog is a marvel. He has a frank, honest ex-
pression, as becomes a dog of good associations, and he is
not ungrateful, as shown by his deep and solemn interest
in the proceedings; but he is the wearer of a coat beside
which that of Jacob would be commonplace. The dog is
rough-haired, and in contemplation was a collie. An in-
finity of tints in his color are used to produce the proper
effect. Blue, yellow, brown, black, white, green, orange
and some others I could not determine, were mixed in spots
around the head, neck, shoulders and hips, probably to pro-
duce correct markings, but they made the poor dog look too
dudish for 'his surroundings. The sooner that dog can shed
that coat, the better. No man can object to it for want of
markings, but, somehow, it is wrong.

Training the Dog.
No. 311 in the U. S. exhibit is a charmingly executed

picture of a group of bootblacks, each clad in the tattered,
odd garments peculiar to them, and each had his box slung
to his shoulder. They are gathered about one of their
number, who is giving a command to a small cur which he
has placed on the head of a barrel. A frayed cord hanging
loosely on the dog's neck suggests how the boys led him to
the secluded corner where they would be free from inter-
ference. The boy holds forth his hand, and the expression
of his face denotes that he expects his order to be obeyed.
The dog does not understand, looks cowed and apprehensive
of harm, holds up one paw and appears so -svilling to obey
did he but know how. The faces of the boys are a study.
All have the sturdy look of health and self-reliance, but
each one expresses a different emotion. One looks eagerly
as if he expected the command obeyed at once; another
looks on compassionately; and yet another looks cold and
wise as if he knew just how it would all be. The faces are
all interesttag and Intelligent. The artist succeeded admir-
ably in bringing out so many expressions and emotions in so
natural a manner. Still, it is hard for the dog.

B. Waters.
909 Skcurtty Buildino, Chicago.

Field trial entries which close Sept. 1 are the Ohio Field
Trial Club's Derby, with G. L. Melliager, Canton, O., and
the United States Field Trial Club's winter Derbys, with P.
T. Madison, Indianapolis, Ind.

Puppies at Walk.
How many kennels send their puppies out to walk ? Com-

paratively few in this country. The average dogman thinks
he has done the right thing when he has built himself a
kennel—ornate or just in the rough—with runs, they must
all have runs, where the dogs exercise themselves just about
as much as a New York alderman. Many of our kennels
are run on too-confined principles. Put a dog of the larger
breeds in a run, however large, and spare enough time
from your other pursuit to judge for yourself how much
exercise that dog will tate and you will learn a few things.
When the dog turns out in the morning he may take a
scamper to the limits of his domain a.nd greet some kennel
acquaintance through the railing, but with courtesies ex-
changed be walks leisurely to a favorite corner and there
curls up for a snooze or a loaf, till excited by some passing
object or noise he tears round for a minute or so and all is
quiet again. This, in many kennels, is kept up day after
day, week in and week out. Then the owner wonders how
it is that his dogs don't thrive, that the knee joints are
enlarged and cow hocks so prevalent, hair falls out and
sores appear. Put yourself in the dog's place. What
inducement is there to move about, what object in life has
the dog, what anticipation, except feeding time? His lot is
worse, or as bad, as any prisoner of the old Bastile. Show
time comes around and the dog is "fattened up," but little,
if any, more attention is paid to proper exercising, the dog
isrbenched and what wonder, when he finds himself one of
several himdred other dogs, he becomes so excited that he
puts himself into temporary sicknes.s—diarrhoea and other
ills the show dog handler is familiar with. We are speaking
now of young dogs, tenderfeet in every sense of the word.
After the stuffing process, with little exercise and rich
food, after being accustomed to plain tack, comes skin
diseases, indigestion and their attendant annoyance and
horror.
This is roughly the average life of an American dog in a

kennel with others. There are good kennel men and bad,
the former we have nothing to do with here, they know their
business and are scarce—very. It is to the men who hav-
ing charge of kennels take to the work because it is easy, or
they think it is, and do not try to undeceive themselves by
making it otherwise, that we draw attention. The owner
is a business man and perhaps sees his dogs for a short time
in the evening or the morning before he goes "down town,"
and must therefore depend altogether on his kennel man's
inclination and veracity. Orders are no good unless they
are carried out. Many a time we hear an owner in speaking
of his kennel say: "My dogs get so many miles' walking
exercise every day." Do they? Not in nine cases out of ten,
unless some member of his family is interested enough to see
that this is done, and few owners are so happily situated.
This brings us to our first question. The future of Amer-

ican dog breeding depends upon more attention being paid
to the "walking" of young stock, whether it be fox-terriers
or St. Bernards. Most of our large kennels are in country
towns or the suburbs of large cities and so accessible to
farming districts. Though it will be probably more difficult
here to find farmers or country people willing to take dogs
to walk than it would be in England, where the foxhound
and fox-terrier element has made this custom so well known
and familiar to the country people, still, by judicious selec-
tion aided by liberal inducements in the way of cold cash,
good results may be obtained. There are many small
farmers in every district whose women folk would be glad
to walk a puppy or two for the extra pin-money they would
derive from it.

There is always something going on at a farm, and the
puppies, free from restraint and innocent of collar and chain
and with bellies well filled, feel free to take an interest in any-
thing that comes along fi-om following the cows to pasture
to chasing the chickens. If only one puppy can be walked,
this one will generally find a companion or two in the
farmer's dogs, with whom he can have a rough and tumble
and a scamper. Then when he is brought in, though his
coat may be dirty and in the rough, still ten to one his limbs
will be sound, his health good, and he will need no kennel
drugs or appetizers. The kennel man then has a rough
diamond, that with a little refining is ready for the bench.
The dog being vigorous and healthy, other things being
equal, he or she will be far more likely to produce sound
ott'spring th.an kennel-reared stock. The cost of walking .

puppies, all things considered, is little more than the expense

"hard to tell.-"

Judge Davison at the 'Wlssahickoii Show.

of raising at home, and depend upon it it pays double in the
end. The simple absence of risk from distemper, when a
lot of puppies are kept and reared year after year on the
same ground, should alone induce kennel owners to make
an effort to get their pups away.
Columns might be written on .this subject, but the advan-

tages of the system are so apparent that it is unnecessary. If
you cannot find "walks" for all your pups, pick out the best
and sell the rest—at any price, you will find this the best
plan in the long run. Keeping a pup that you really do not
want, because a standard price is required for it, is a penny-
wise policy, for you may keep the dog a year and in the end
get no better price. Among those we know of who walk
their puppies are the Biemton, Rutherford and Hillside
kennels, all fox-terrier breeders.

A NEW-SUBSCRIBER OFFER.
A boiui fide ne-vr subscriber sending us $5 will receive for that sum

the Forest and Stream one year (price 84) and a set of Zinimerman'a
famous "Ducking Scenes" (advertised on another page, price ?5)—a •

89 value for $5.

This ofter is to new subscribers only. It does not apply to renewals.
For ^ & bona fide new subscriber for six months will receive the

FoRasT AND Stream during that time and a copy o£ Dr. Van Fleet's
handsome work, "Bird Portraits for the Young" (the price of which
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Binada Pointer Kennels.

Pointers ! Yes, it was all pointer. We had pointer on
the train, pointer for lunch, pointer during the afternoon

with our pump water, and then dinner with pointer as the

pUcede resistance. And when after hurried good-byes we
took our seats in the train for Newtown Creek, the rival of

the setter was trotted out again--figuratively speaking-
there wasn't room to do it properly. If there is a pointer in

this country that has a reputation to swear by and that did

not come in for discussion at one time or other during the

day we would like to meet him and congratulate him. Sex
was no protection, the points of a Lady G-ay Spanker were as

ruthlessly discussed as Graphic's latest escapade with a mas-
tiff, in which the latter had dispoiled the great champion of

several lumps of proud flesh.

The reason of it all was that Mr. Adrian C. Pickhardt, of

New York city, having for some time past devoted his spare

time and cash to breeding pointers, felt so well satisfied with
the result that he thought he would like some of his friends

to participate in the general felicity.

A party of several gentlemen more or less interested in

pointers accepted the invitation and trusted their livesito the

tender mercies of the L. I. K. R. Co. on Saturday last as

far as Massapequa, L. I., where Mr. Pickhardt'a kennels
are situated on a farm about a mile from the station, and
after lunch at the famed Massapequa Hotel, not far away,
the dogs were visited and we were introduced to Mr, Edward
F. Verity who has them in charge. The party consisted of

Messrs. James L. Anthony, Jas. Mortimer, who had driven

over from Hempstead behind a cracking pair of horses which
are said to be equally as clever over the fences as they are
good-looking to the pole, Geo. .Tarvis, G. Muss-Arnolt, .James
Johnson, W. Tallman, Major J. M. Taylor, and the Forest
AND Stream representative.
The first dog we were shown was a nice-looking pup by

Ridgeview Donald out of Miss Arkon. Thenwe strolled into

the barn, where in a stall eleven very young youngsters
gamboled round Westminster Ina. One of these belonged to

Bloomo II., or rather used to, and two to Dauntless, by
Chancellor. There are several future champions in this lot,

as many of there were visitors, and of course as they were
still in their very earliest maturity it was easy enough to

predict their future, even to the extent of sundry rash bets.

Joking .aside, they were a nice lot, and there were three or
four that really looked like keeping their heads, though
whether they will do as well on their legs is a matter of dim
future treatment. One, by Duke of Hessen out of Bloomo
II., seemed a general favorite. Moving into a two-acre field,

where the kennels proper are, a crowd of pointers greeted us
through the wires. The first shown was Solitaire, a 13-

months-old bitch by Ridgeview Panic out of Revelation, and
she takes a good deal after her dam, a nice stylish-actioned

bitch. Then came a rather coarse but active dog. Lad of

Beppo, by Ridgeview Dazzle out of Daisy Wooster, showing
Naso of Kippen and Beppo III. blood.

After him came Spendthrift, a young dog of which his
owner has fond hopes. He is by Pointiac out of Bloom, has
a nice head and would be likely dog all round if his hind legs
were just a bit stronger. Chancellor was another nice one,

by Lad of Kent out of Ridgeview Lass, the very essence of

food pointer blood. A bitch we liked was Ridgeview Stella,

y Beppo III. out of Bloomo II., 12mos. old, very pleasing
head and expression. Jingle Bell, who was seen in New
York is barring her rather coarse short head, one of the best
made in the kennel, capital legs and fair body. Then there
was Lady Scaron, a heavy liver and white bitch whelped
Dee. 1, 1891, broken and looks a useful sort. Miss Arkos, by
Arkos II. out Lorle, is a useful breeder, a black and white
bitch; Bloomo 11. ,

by Lad of Bow out of Bloomo, shows her
breeding, and though she was hog fat and bag down, Ave

could see what she is. Mr. Anthony kept his eye on her.

There were several other bitches, but they need not be men-
tioned here, well bred but not show dogs.
The kennels are built of pine and are divided. There is

one large room where the dogs sleep on benches arranged
round the sides a la foxhound kennel. The floor slopes to a
drain in the center. A smaller room at the end is used for
chains, collars and the other necessaries of a kennel. There
are three runs surrounded by wire in an inclosure 150x60ft.

wide. The kennel building is about 40xl3ft. Mr. Verity
evidently knows how to keep his dogs, as there were no sores
visible and dogs were in good condition.
By this time a move was made to the orchard, where the

pump handle was brought into use to mix things and help
along the pointer arguments that were being discussed. Mr.
Pickhardt is a genial host and it was unanimously agreed
that every one had spent a pleasant afternoon.
The owner of the Rinada Kennels has succeeded in getting

some of the most fashionable blood, and with care and judg-
ment he should make his mark still deeper in the pointer
world. We wish him the success he deserves.

Dog News from the Old North State.

Editor Forest and SPrearn:
We have had a most favorable year in this section for the

hatching and rearing of quail. The crop may be considered
safe and it brings joy to the heart of the trainer as well as
to the man who shoots for sport. I at one time belonged to
the latter class myself.
News from my training grounds, which embrace an area of

12 to 15 miles in every direction, are most flattering; the
farmers sa,y the fields are alive with young quail, and the
biggest coveys they "ever seed."

I make it a rule to stand in with the farmers (I am one
myself). I xjraise the babies and the old lady's cooking and
shake hands all around when I leave. The farmers as a
general thing are a peculiar lot of individuals, honest and
hard-working, but with a special antipathy for the average
town and city sportsman, and often with good cause.
Men go out for a day's hunt, they go on a farm without

permission, use no discretion as to where and when they
shoot, they sting up a plowing mule with No. 8, or perhaps
put a shot through the farmer's ear or scatter them around
the house. If the owner protests against such usage they
swear at him and threaten him with a full load if he says
much. This has been done to my knowledge—and one such
act will cause a prejudice in a neighborhood that will extend
for miles.
But let me tell you what it is that gets clear down to their

"innards," and that is to see a man walk ofl" with his hunt-
ing coat bulging out with birds. He wants some of the
meat, a luxury to which he is unknown, except what few he
gets in a trap occasionally. I always made it a rule to give
them some, and since I have been training I give away nearly
all I shoot.
The best quail shooting is often found eight or ten miles

out from town, and one must give up all idea of luxury and
even comfort in many places. I stopped at one place last

winter, and being much fatigued, slept soundly. When I

awoke next morning I beheld a sight which greatly amused
me—the old folks being short of bed room, had piled about
half a dozen children in with me, and it has always been a
mystery to me how we all slept so well.

On another occasion a friend and I went for two days
shooting on foot. The first night we stayed with an old
farmer whom we knew. It was one of the coldest nights I

ever felt—the wind blowing bitterly. After getting supper
I made it known that I wished to retire, when I was con-
ducted to the shed room, just lai-ge enough to hold a bed
and a chair or so, and I found a plank clear off on a line with
the bed. I decided to sleep in front that night, and my
companion being rather corpulent served as a good wind
breaK for me, aad 1 passed the night in perfect comfort.

The training season is nearly here, and Sept. 1, will find me
hard at work yard-training my dogs. I have quite a nice
string, and a more promising lot I never saw. Two English
setter bitches by Roderigo ex Topsy, belonging to Mr. D, G-.

Rowland, of LouisAulle, Ky., are perfect beauties and full of
quality. Mr. A. T. Latta, of Denver, Col., is the possessor
of a most promising pointer. I will handle these three in
the Eastern, Southern and United States trials B.
|,l|Mr. F. L. Cheney will come in with several for the Irish
setter trials, as he always does. I look for them some time
in September, headed by that grand dog Henmore Sham-
rock. "Rock" bad never seen a quail till a few weeks
before I ran him in the trials last year; he made a remark-
able good showing and it was owing to one of those "oif
days" when he was in the second series or he would have
cleaned the field up, as he was fully capable of doing it. He
is as full of quality as a dog can be, chock full of vim, go
and dash, has an exquisite nose, endurance in the highest
degree and a strong will of his own. I have seen that dog
run the most perfect heats while in training, pointing covey
after covey, single after single, without an error.

I have another promising Irish setter for the Derby, owned
by Mr. C. C. Nutting, of Blacksburg, S. C.

I have trained many Irish setters and I find them to be as
easily managed as other breeds, yet the prevailing idea is

that they are hard-headed and need a great deal of whipping.
Individual dogs of all breeds have their peculiarities.
Teaching a dog to drop to shot and wing, and quarter his

ground, is, I am glad to see, growing obsolete; both are use-
less and an actual detriment to the dog.

I have a pointer that has always hunted on his own judg-
ment, and any one aeeingjhim hunt out a field would never
want a quartering dog. His judgment is better than any
man's living, he knows just how to take advantage of the
wind and where the birds are likely to be. I have found
him on as many points in out-of-the-way places, brier
patches and thickets, as X ever did in what I thought likely
places.
When the fact is recognized that the dog knows more

about finding game than the man, a decided step will be
made toward his improvement. HORACE Smith.
MoNnoB, N. C, Aug. 12.

A New Jersey Pointer Kennel.

Editor Foref't and Stream:
On Aug. 20 I paid a visit to "The Elms" kennels, owned

and conducted by Mr. Cyrus P. Wilcox, situated about one
and a half miles west of Westfield, N. J. , and a more lovely
spot for a kennel could not be found anywhere. Plenty of
shade, good water, and the kind of care and attention that
keeps dogs on edge all o£ the time.

I thoroughly examined my latest purchase. Cadet, a beau-
tiful black, white and tan setter by the grand old chamt)ion
Gath's Mark ex Blue Ridge Belle, to my great satisfaction,

and her litter sister, Minnie's Girl's, I jDresented to Mr. Wil-
cox as a slight expression of my appreciation of his splendid
care of the many dogs he has boarded for me. I then pro-
ceeded to look through his kennels and found about fifty of
the best looking pointers that I ever have seen, among
which might be mentioned the well-known Ridge \'iew
Faust, by Beppo III. ex Lady Norrish II., a very useful look-
ing liver and white dog; also a brother of Faust, who should
make a splendid field dog, judging from his actions about
the place. Then there was the liver and white Peggy, by
Go Bang ex Meteor's Madge, with eight beautiful puppies
by Ridge View Faust. This litter I have never seen equaled
for beauty, symmetry and pointer character throughout.
Miss Lancashire, by Ridge View Faust ex Bess of Lanca-
shire, has seven handsome liver and white puppies by Lad's
Boy, by Lad of Bow ex Bloomo; Frivolity 11. , who is very
proud of her five handsome puppies by Lad's Boy; Beryl, by
champion Graphic ex Frivolity II,, Avith seven liver and
white puppies by Ridge View Faust, and two well-grown
puppies by champion Graphic ex Meally's Baby. By way
of diverson, I also saw a litter of good-looking Gordon set-

ter puppies out of Queen Bess.
All of the above pointers, with the exception of one, I

believe, are the property of Mr. Wilcox, and taken as a
whole I doubt if there is a finer lot of young pointers in

America to-day. I could not resist the temptation to invest
in a liver and white pointer that suited me very well.

If any one who visits "The Elms" kennels cannot please
themselves with a pointer, Mr. Wilcox has several dozens of

the most fashionable strains of pit games, and it is no
trouble to have a little "matinee" while waiting for a train,

as Cy is not averse to exercising the young cocks.
George W. La Rue.

New Haven, Conn., Aug. 24.

Irish Setter Field Trials.

Editor Forest and Stnam:
The Irish Setter Club claims the dates Nov. 27, 38 and 39

next on which to hold their fothcoming field trials. Mr. W.
S. Bell, of Pittsburgh, is to judge them. The exact location

has not yet been decided on, but one will probably be .secured

in North Carolina. Now that the Irish setter men know-
when the trials will be held, who will judge, and their proba-
ble location, they should at once begin to prepare their

entries. The entry blanks cannot be gotten out until we
have .secured grovmds. As to exactly what prizes will be
offered it is impossible to tell, but we expect to hold the
trials at the above time and trust the Irish setter men will

support them. The withdrawal of Mr. Bishop owing to bad
health, and the losses suffered by Messrs. Perry and Hamil-
ton through McLin's cruelty, will cripple the club somewhat
and renders it more necessary that those who ha\'e heretofore

not run their dogs should now come forward and help us to

make a satisfactory showing. The contest between the native
bred and foreign dogs is not yet settled. The latter will re-

ceive a valuable addition through the importation of Dr.

-Jarvis of the famous dog Signal. We will then have Blue
Rock, Tearaway, Henmore Shamrock and Signal represent-

ing the Muskerry blood, Pinglas, Coleraine, Inchiquin and
Claremont Patsy representing the Frisco strain, and various
natives to uphold the home stock. 1 shall again endeavor to

worry the foreigners with a daughter of old Tim. My two
Derby entries are dead. One was a fifteen-months old bitch;

she was by Adonis (a brother to my bitch) out of Silk, who
was by Chief out of a Tim bitch which was inbred to Rod-
man's Dash. This pup had plenty of "go." I brought her
to the city and the first time I let her loose she bolted, and
after chasing her for about a mile she finally distanced me,
and I afterward found out she had been run over and killed.

The other pup was a Blue Rock one out of Spinavvay. Fits

was the cause of his untimely decease at the age of eleven

months. He was promising, not being afraid even of fire-

crackers, certainly a good test, and had a nice, lean, long
head. To provide against future contingencies 1 have now
three pups by Pinglas out of my Currer Bell IV., and if these

all die I have two more which I can fall back on, so I live in

hopes I still believe that the Irish .setter is the equal of any
of the other breeds and trust to see it publicly demon-
strated. G. G. Davis, Sec'y I. S. G.

Philadelphia, Pa., Aug. 26.

Gets There Every Time.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Through my -'ad " iu Forest and Stream I have sold the pointer

bitch Christine (Shenango Chief—Prairie Belle) in whelp to Rip Bap,
.Jr. She goes to Mr. J. D. Bush, Peoria, III. I have also sold a dog
pup by Breckenridge's Nod, to same party I find an "ad" in Fobest
AND Stream gets there in good shape
EuswoRTH, Pa,

^ . ary time.
FKASKLliV POINTEH KeNNELS.

Northwestern Field Trials Entries.

The following are the entries for the All-Age Stake of the
Northwestern Field Trials Club—English setters 16, pointers
13:

ENCrLISH setters.

Matatste—W. B. Wells's black, white and tan dog (Mark
I.—Cambria).
Luke—W. B. Wells's black, white and tan dog (Toledo

Blade—Cambriana).
Chloe—W. B. Wells's black, white and tan bitch (Toledo

Blade—Cambriana).
aSDtJFF—W. T.. Hunter's black bitch (Manitoba Toss—Pibti
Sing).
Pet—W. T, Hunter's black, white and tan bitch (Roderigo

—Florence Gladstone)
Kenwood—Chas, Proctor's black, white and tan dog (Cinch

—Steven's Ruby).
Dick Bo^tdhu II.—John Woolton's black and white dog

(Dick Bondhu—Manitoba Belle).
Gambit—G, O. Smith's black and white dog.
Brighton Tobe—T. G. Davey's dog (Lockisley—Ledders-

dale).
Toledo Bee—Eddy & Armstrong's black, white and tan

dog (Toledo Blade—Maggie Bee).
Swab—H. A. Greely's black, tan and white bitch (Manitoba

Toss—Pitti Sing).
Winnipeg—Thos. Johnson's black dog (Manitoba Toss—

Pitti Sing).
PsrcHE—Thos. Johnson's black bitch (Manitoba Toss—

Pitti Sing).
SlTT-Thos. .Johnson's black bitch (Manitoba Tos.s—Pitti

Sing).
Manitoba Patti—Thos. Johnson's blue belton Jbitch (Duke

of Gloster—Flora).
Atalanta—S. W. Smith's black, white and tan bitch

(Jean Yal Jean—Sheena Van),

Sam—Thomas Stone's liver and white dog (Coton—Psyche).
Dogwood—A. P. Hevwood Lon.sdale's liver and white dog

(Ightfield Dick- Cowslip).
King of Man itoha— R. I. Whitlas's liver and white ticked

dog (Upton—Blithe).
Spotted Boy—Chas. Proctor's liver and white dog (Trin-

ket's Bang—Nellie Bow).
Gem—Thomas Johnson's liver and white ticked bitch

(Upton—Blithe).
Dia?,iond—Thomas Johnson's liver and white ticked bitch

(Upton—Blithe).
Sal—Thomas Johnson's liver, white and tan bitch (Coton

—Psyche).
JoNE—T G. Davey's liveivwhite and tan dog (Lord Graphic

-Devonshire Fan).
Victor—J. B. Kelly's liver, white and tan dog (Coton

—

Psyche).
BUNTY-Thomas A. Montgomery's liver and white bitch

(Ightfield Dick—Polly Peachem).
Coton—J. C. Philips's Uver and white dog (Ponto—

Dainty).
Lonsdale—J. C. Philips's liver, white and tan dog (Coton

—Psyche).
TiORD Gratiiic's Juno—G. O. Smith's liverand white bitch

(Lord Graphic—Patti lona).
The following have entered for the championship cup,

(The winners of the Derby and All-Aged are eligible for bUisi

stake).
pointers.

Musa (A. P. Heywood Lonsdale's) winner of English
Kennel Club's All-Aged stake.
Spotted Boy (Chas. Proctor's) winner Central Field Trial

Club's Derby.
Manitoba Shot (Thos. Johnson's) winner Northwestern

Club's All-Aged stake.
Alberta Joe (John Sharpie's) winner Northwestern Club's

Derby.
SETTERS.

Toledo Bee (Armstrong & Eddy's) winner International
Club's Derby.
Dick Bondhu II. (John Wootton'a) winner ManitobaCIub's

Derby.
Pitti Sing (Thos. Johnson's) winner International Club's

All-Age Stake.
Paul Bo (Chas. Merrill's) winner Southern Field Club's

Derby.

Influence of a Previous Sire.

Editor Forest and, Stream-:
As doubtless a large number of the readers of the Forest

AND Stream are intere.sted in the above question, especially
any scientific treatment of it, I point to what may have
escaped many, that the subject is discussed in its scientific
aspects by no less a luau thau Herbert .Spencer, the great
philosopher and biologist in a paper in the August Populfrr
Science Monthly, entitled "Professor Weismann's Theories."
He does not himself lean to the theory, with which among
cynologists the name of Everett Millais has been connected,
but expresses his own conviction that, "We must take it as
a demonstrated fact that, during gestation, traits of consti-
tution inherited from the father produce effects upon the
constitution of the mother, and that these communicated
effects are trausmitted by lier to subsequent offspring."
I do not know who first put forward this view; but it is the
one that I myself suggested in discussing the subject some
time since in another kennel journal, as it .seemed to me,
though not without its difliculties, less open to objection in
the present state of knowledge than any other. But the hus-t

word of science has by no means been spoken; and there is

no room for a positive opinion, much less of cock-sure dog-
matism. I trust that out of the vast number of researches
now being prosecuted by biologists on cells, including the
germinal cells, some new and more certain light may appear.

Wesley Mills, M. D.
Physiological Laboratory, Mc&ill LTniversity, Montreal, Canada.

Cruelty to Dogs.

Frank ScitREtBENSTocK, of Newark, N. J., is not making
a very pleasing record for himself these "dog day.s." For
some time past he has been in the habit (he is an engineer)
of throwing stray dogs, which he finds near his place, into
his furnace, where all trace of them is soon lost. A sum-
mons against him has been granted the owner of one of the
cremated dogs. In the meanwhile he has been convicted of
cruelty to another dog, Justice Rapp, of Newark, N. J.,

fining him ^30 and costs.

The case raises an interesting point of which many peoplp
are in ignorance. It seems Schreibenstock shot a dog and
wounded it badly. The animal managed to get out on South
Orange avenue, Newark, where it fell aud died in about half
an hour. Its howls excited the entire neighborhood. Com-
plaint was lodged with Colonel E. S. Edvvards, secretary of
the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals, and
he prosecuted the accused ou behalf of the .society. William
B. Guild appeared for the defendant. The right of the de-
fendant to kill the dog on i he property of his employer was
not denied, but to satisfy the law he was required to kill it

in short order. It was urged by Colonel Edwards that al-

though the defendant had every opportunity to kill the dog,
having gone out on the avenue while the dog lay howling m
the glitter, he did not put it out of its misery. The defend-
ant testified that when he went to look for the dog after hav-
ing wounded it, he could not find it. Several witnesses testi-

fied, however, that the dog lay howling in the street for
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from thirty to thirty-five mimites within 200 feet of the front
of the slaughter house, aud Colonel Edwards contended that
it was impoi^sitale for the defendant not to have seen it or
heard it if he had inade any effort so to do.
Mr. Guild contended that the dog was a sheep-killing cur

that had gone on to the property of. Mr. Maybaum to kill his
sheep, and that the engineer had done his duty in the prem-
ises, and that he had made every consistent effort to kill it

at once. He coiild not help it if the dog escaped. The point
in the case, Mr. Gould said, was, had Schreibenstock tried
all he could to kill the dog. He thought the evidence showed
that be had.
Justice Rapp thought that if the defendant had looked

for the dog at the time he said he did, eight or ten minutes
after he shot it, he could certainly have found it on the
street, and he thought the law required him to kill it if he
could. As it was the doe had been mutilated and left to
die, .so the Ju.stice gave judgment as stated above.

POINTS AND FLUSHES.
[By a Staff Correspondent.]

Field Trial Judging.

From a gentleman who is thoroughly familiar with field

trial matters I have received a letter from which I take the
following:

"1 expect to see a big change this season in the awards
with the new list of judges which have been appointed. I
do not think the bolting dog, which knows nothing but to
nan in a wild condition, selecting his own course and doing
almost anything he pleases and little that he is wanted to
do, will find as much favor as formerly.
"In company with two excellent and practical field sports-

men lately both assiu-ed me that unless the practical gentle-
man's shooting companion was preferred to the wild, uncon-
trolable, nervous, flighty animal the days of field trials were
numbered, or, at least, the general interest in them. Not
that thej' want plugs, but they want the dog with the most
qualities for game finding. Not one which pos.se.sses speed
and range, and is lacking in other more essential qualities,
but one which will adapt himself to the work required, fast
and intelligent in the open, and hunting to the gun in cover
just as lively and quickly, all with the least po.ssible noise or
interference by the handler, so that a day's shooting can be
a pleasure and enjoyment rather than a day of irritation
and dissatisfaction. I often hear that Forest and Stream
has a clear lead now."
In respect to the last clause, one hears the same every-

where.
As Handler's Feel.

The following letter shows a sentiment from the handler's
standpoint. It will explain itself. Coming as it does from
one of the most noted handlers in the country, it is worthy
of consideration;
"I want to talk a little on a subject uppermost in my

mind, if, as the boys say, it is only 'through my hat.' I
refer to the reference in your notes to a letter received from
Mr. J. M. Freeman, in which he says he is a little surprised
that the handlers are so slow in contributing toward prose-
cuting MciJn, the dog burner. I do notknow how the other
handlers feel in the premises, but, speaking for myself, will
say I feel no obligation to contribute a cent.

"There seems to be a feeling among some that there is an
unwritten law liy which the entire body of handlers may be
held responsible for the acts of any individual who may feel
inclined to advertise as a competent handler and by offering
to do first-class work at one-third what it is actually worth,
secure the patronage (jf a class of small breeders who are
breeding wholly for profit, and only have a dog trained that
they may more readily sell the inferior animal they breed.
I consider the. reputable handlers iu no way responsible for
the inhuman act of this person McLin. So long as there are
men ready to patronize this class of trainers, so long there
will be men to solicit their patronage. I received a letter
(which I inclose) from a gentleman that wrote me last .Janu-
ary, asking me what I could train his dog for. I gave him
my usual fee. I'or while solicited constantly to give my
lowest price, I have found it is just as much Avork to train
one man's dog as another, and in working for the public
there is only one honest fair treatment of all, and that is one
price to all.

"I get letters from parties who, as a special inducement for
me to lower my price, offer to give me a good send off
through the sporting papers. They evidently over-value
their influence and forget that the same reputation for
honest, fair dealing that brought my name to their notice
will cotinue to bring me patronage on my own merits as a
trainer without their newspaper iiuffs. This practice is as
pernicious as it is common. But 1 will venture to say that
these articles always bring to the public notice some obscure
iaidividual whose advertisement Avill follow it shortly.

"In my own personal experience figure several individuals
who had never trained or attempted to train a dog until they
put in an advertisement for dogs to train. One I laave in
mind got six or eight dogs the first year and the distemper
got among them and all died. The next year he got one, and
how he has made it siuce I don't know. Truer words were
never printed than what I quote from 'Modern Training,
Handling and Kennel Management.' It says: 'A proper
training is the result of honest, diligent etfortaud skill. Any
system, professed to be a short, certain system, by which a
dog can be taught in a few weeks, by unusual methods, is

either the result of a very imperfect knowledge of training,
or an utter disregard of facts Assuming the most favorable
conditions, four to eight months at least will be required to
complete the education, although as a matter of course every
day of that time is not devoted to it. Overwork is as incor-
rect and as useless as any other erroneous method. Occa-
sionally a dog performs well with a less period of instruc-
tion. On the other hand there are dogs that require too full
seasons. However, six mouths can be safely estimated as
the average, if the last three months of the training are in
the open season.

'

" This is a good thing for those who want a dog trained for
§2.') or §35 to ponder over, If they will figure the cost of
building a kennel in which dogs can be kept comfortable
and healthy (a 9x18 shed, without windows, would not
answer the purpose). And feed the dogs good healthy food
(a " kettle of bones" once a week would not be sufficient),
and theu put in all one's time training and personally look-
iug after the dogs, and I fancy if the handler who attempts
it at any less than the usual rates, the figures would soon
put him where the boy who attempted to figure how long it

would require the cat to get out of the well got the cat.
" My opinion of this McLiu matter is that if the State in

which the crime was committe{i, and the men who owned
the poor brutes offered up iu sacrifice cannot prosecute the
man who committed the crime without pecuniary help from
outside pai'ties, McLin will have to go without the punish-
meat he deserves. But as for me, poor as I am, if a party
tortxired my do^s in .such a way. I would have manhood
enough and siilhcient sentiment to put my hand in my
pocket for a larger bill than that subscribed by the owner of
sonic of the dead dogs. Charity begins at home, and iu this
instance tlie leading parties in the prosecution ought to be
those most interested; but from Mr. Freeman's story they
have left him in capacity of ' bag holder.' According "to the
munificent sum they subscribed toward the prosecution
fund, it appeai-s that, if they put their own valuation on
the dogs in proportion to the amount subscribed, the only
thing to deplore is the suffering the poor brutes underwent,
as the owners' loss was someone's gain." B. Watebs,

DOG CHAT.

Toronto Show.
The following communication has been received from iSr.

Stone: "I would like to call the attention of intending ex-
hibitors at the coming Toronto show to the different sweep-
stakes to be competed for at that time. These sweeps are
entirely in the hands of exhibitors, and if understood by
them should fill well and make them worth winning. The
association does not receive anything, only compelling those
competing to enter in the regular classes. The entrance fee
is 82 and are for Canadian or American bred dogs and
bitches who have never won public money previous to the
show. All moneys so received are divided among those com-
peting, 40, 30, 20 and 10 per cent." The following special has
been received from a member of the National Beagle Club:
S5 for best beagle in the show, -So for best dog over 13in. and
$5 for best bitch in the show. Last year exhibitors who had
shipped their dogs by express, which were unaccompanied by
owners had some trouble with the American Customs on re-
turning their dogs from Toronto show, the customs authori-
ties demanding a certificate of ownership. This has now
been overcome by making arrangements with the American
Customs through the expjress companies, and with these
identification papers exhibitors will find form of certificate
with full instructions which will pass and return their dogs
without any trouble.

Important Cocker Transfers.
The Brant Cocker Kennels, of which Mr. Charles M.

Nelles is the manager, will reappear on the show firmament
with added attractions. From being a strong black cocker
man Mr. Nelles is turning his attention to the "Beds." No one
can deny that cockers of this color are very preposses.sing, and
we do not wonder there is a good sale for them. It will be
seen by the information Mr. Nelles conveys below that his
kennel will make a strong showing in this color. He writes:
"As an item of news I beg to notify your valuable paper of
one of the largest deals in cockers that has taken place in
Canada for some time. It is the purchase by our keimels of
eight red cockers from Mi-. Andrew Laidlaw. They include
Challenge Red Roland; the good new dog Golden Rod, by
Red Roland ex Dutchess; Red Vic, by Champion Cherry
Boy ex Vic; Robina, a red bitch by Roland ex Ula; and four
red pups, also by Red Roland. Red Roland was bred by the
Brant Cocker Kennels, so he only comes to his own again.
We now have largest and best kennel of red cockers in the
world, and will make a good showing at the fall exhibi-
tions."

The Chasers Chased.
John Dunn, of Pittsburgh, Pa., finds there is a difference

between hunting wildcats and cats that are tame, and Agent
O'Brien, of the S. P. C. A., demonstrated this to him by caus-
ing his arrest for cruelty. -John had heard of fox chases, and
concluded that puss would do instead of reynard at a pinch.
He owns two hounds, and securing a cat he' hied himself to
the grounds of the Eagle Gun Club, where he turned puss
loose. The hounds went for the cat. which never ujoved, but
shortly after turned the tables and chased the hounds round
the field, till finally they sought shelter behind their master.
The latter, disappointed with such a termination of his plea.s-

ure, it is alleged, beat the cat unmercifully and left it half
dead on the field. A spectator put the animal out of its
misery and then informed Agent O'Brien. Dunn, it was ex-
pected, would meet with his reward on Saturday last, when
the case was set for trial.

Sale of Desdemona.
Mr. D. E. Packard, Behnond, Iowa, informs us that he has

just .sold the English setter, Desdemona, by Roderigo, out of
Lady Glendesse, to Pugh & Withey, of Grand Rapids, Mich.
He adds :

" Mr. Pugh writes me fie will breed her to Guths
Mark. I look for grand results from this union, as I con-
sider Desdemona one of the finest brood bitches in the
United States."

Probably a Show at Harrisburg.
There is a movement on foot among the local fanciers of

Harri.sburg, Pa., that may resttlt in a dog show. The idea
at present is to hold the event in the Kelker Street Hall, the
latter part of September. There is a number of good dogs
in Harrisburg and vicinity, field dogs especially. Prizes will
be offered and it is expected that the affair will create more
than local interest.

Pointer Arthur Changes Quarters.
The pointer Arthur, illustrated recently with champion

Graphic in a field scene in Forest and S i'keam, has been
sold by Mr. Chas. Heath to Mr. Fred Hodgman, Tiickahoe,
N. Y., who will use him for private shooting. Arthur is well
known to pointer men, winnings at New York and Boston
being found in his record.

Death of Lora.
It is with regret we annoxmce the death of Mr. Pierre

Lorillard, Jr.'s Lora, whose sensational run through the
trials last fall is in the memory of all interested in field
trials and field work. Lora died of blood poisoning after
having had a litter of puppies. She was by Gladstone Boy
out of Ruby D.

The Blue Grass Kennel Club entries closed with a total of
561. Foxhoimds led with 151.

A new journal devoted to poultry, pigeons, dogs and pet
.stock will be started eai'ly in SepTeiuher under the joint
ownership of Messrs. Blank and Drrvensteiit. Mr. Bluuk
is well known to both dog and poultrymeu, being presiilent
of the association that gave the shows" at (ilover.s\ illt-, . Y.
Mr. Drevenstedt, who did so much for the i>'aiicur's
Joiirnal as editor of the poultry department, will be the
editor of the new journal, which will be styled Tlie Ameri-
can Fancier, and piiblished fi'om Johnstown, N. Y.

Anew building has been erected by the Lawrence, Pa
,

County Fair Association at Newa.stle, Pa., for the dog show
which "is to take place. The Imilding is 3.50ft, long, open at
both sides and along the center pas.-es a tier of benches. A
number of entries have been promised and the show is ex-
pected to be a great improvement over that of last year.

The Boston Terrier Club will hold an important meeting
Sept. 3, at Yoimg's Hotel, Boston, commencing at 7 P. M.

The Mount Holly show promises well, and we hear of a
number of probable entries. It is a pity the show clashes
vrith the Rhode Island fixture, but as wins count many ex-
hibitors will no doubt take advantage of the probable ab-
sence of rivals and count one iu on the A. K. C. Frank P.
Smith, we are pleased to see, will, have charge of the kennel
department of the fair. The fair itself is always an interest-
ing one and well worth visiting.

An interesting point in the dog licensing question has just
been decided in Bridgeport. Conn., by Judge Kane. The
question raised was whether the person was liable on retain-
ing a dog in one town on the license procured in another. It
seems a Mr. Hurlburt was brought to court for having iu his
possession a dog for which he had not taken out a license in
Bridgeport. His defense was that the dog belonged to his
sister, who had already paid for a license, but m another

town, and he was merely keeping it for her for a few days.
As he offered to procure the license the judge continued his
case for a few days, at the expiration of which time Hurlburt
presented the license granted in the other town, and the
judge ordered that a record of it be left in the town clerk's
office.

Binghamton, N. 1^, will hold a show September 19 to 33,
in connection with the exposition. Mr. Henry S. Martin is

the secretary.

A number of puppies have been lost to futurity lately.
Somerset Kennels mourn about a dozen, and H. W. Hunt-
ington and Mr, Whiton have had several sudden deaths
among the young stock. In Mr. Huntington's case bad
drinking water is said to be the cause, dead toads and
so forth being found in the well.

Mr. A. D. Stewart is fairly in it, according to an "If you
see it in the Stnck-Kceper it's so" paragraph. He has dined
at the Kennel Club, which puts the hall mark on him, and
has visited several important London kennels.

We see that American Stocl;-Kec]Jcr falls into the error of
saying that Messrs. Mortimer and Taylor will judge at Mount
Holly. In.stead of this Mr. Mason will take all classes. The
management should make that correction.

A movement is on foot to have the Pacific Kennel Club
hold a show in connection with the Midwinter Fair in San
Francisco, Cal. The idea seems a good one, for it would be
a better date than the May fixture.

Mr. J. B. Martin, well-known in San Francisco, has taken
the opportunity of a visit to the World's Fair to see some of
the Eastern kennels. Mr. Martin is one of the principal ex-
hibitors on the Pacific Coast, fox-terriers, we believe, being
his specialty. Mr. INIartin stands well in his community
and we bespeak a welcome to him. Communichtions to him
can be addressed care of Forest And Stream.

Bright Anticipations in Beag^les.

Editor Forest and Stream:
While reading Forest and Stream to-day I noticed your

remarks in regard to the beagles at the Spa show, and your
gentle reminder that I could now probably get suited if I
still wanted a "world beater" for a stud.
Allow me to reply to this article by stating that I have met

with the greatest success Avith the puppies I have bred this
spring. In contradiction to what the dog press said about my
Prudence, together with Gypsie A. and others, being too long
cast, sway-backed, etc, last spring, just after the Boston
show, and that they should be "weeded" out without delay,
I would say that I purchased Prudence on the strength of
the fact that she was litter sister to challenge Forest Hunter,
champion Butterfly, etc., and is the only one of the litter
that is over 13in. high. By this purchase I got a good bitch
to breed from at a much less price than I could have obtained
her litter sister Butterfly, and circumstances have proven
that to such an extent that I would not place a price on her.

I bred her to champion Royal Krueger and I obtained a
litter of four bitch pups with which I hope to win first
money. Two of these puppies are an exact duplicate of their
sire as far as outline, coat, head, muzzle, tail, legs,
ears, etc., go, and one of these two is a "dead
ringer" for Royal Krueger, color and all, with the ex-
ception of her ears, which I think are longer, considering
difference in age, than his. Her ears are 14in, from tip to
tip; .she was whelped June 21, and when drinking her ears
are in the \vater nearly a quarter of an inch. My Romp 0.
whelped Aug. 4, six pups (four dogs), to my champion Racer,
Jr.—of course they are too youthftil yet to foretell their
career. My Miss Rogers (champion Royal Krueger ex Veiva),
whelped five puppies (two dogs), to my champion Racer, Jr.,
Aug. 17; one bitch was since smothered by its mother; I ex-
pect some good ones out of this litter, as Mr. C. S. Wixom
says his Royal Krueger bitches (and Miss Rogers can get in
the money too) always have winners by my Ray (Racer,
Jr.).

As I am having such good luck with the beagles that I
have, I think I will "let well enough alone" for the present,
I expect to enter a beagle in the large and small dog classes,
one in the small bitch class and possibly one in arge bitch
class both at Nanuet and Oxford this fall.

Please accept my thanks for keeping the Shrewsbury
Beagle Kennels "po-sted" in regard to the "good things."

E. Gerry Roberts.
Red Bank, N. J., Aug. 24.

Rhode Island Dog Show.
The judges and the breeds they pass upon are officially an-

nounced this week: Mr. John Davidson, of Munroe, Mich.,
takes pointers, English setters, Irish setters, Gordon setters,
bloodhounds, greyhounds, deerhounds and barzois; Mr. A.
Wakefield, Providence, R. I., foxhounds and beagles; Mr. J.
A, Bouttelle, Providence, R. I., Boston terriers, and Mr. Jas.
Mortimer, Hempstead, L. I., all other classes.
This arrangement, with Mr. John Read, of New York, as

superintendent, and a strong dog shovr committee with Wal-
ter J. Comstock, of Providence, of chairman, ought to be a
sufficient guarantee to owners that the management make
every effort to have their show first class in every particular.
The new building, ISO by 90, is admirably adapted for hold-
ing a dog show. It can accommodate COO dogs. It is well
lighted and ventilated, supplied with wooden benches, and
adjoining there are fifteen arc lights.
Entries close Monday, Sept. 4, and should be addressed

Rhode Island State Fair Association, Cranston, R. I. The
entrance fee is only -^l and the premiums fairly liberal.
Exhibitors .should not feel disappointed that there is not a

show at Chicago this fall, for though they may not have the
opportunity of breaking the monotony by a .stroll through the
Midway Plaisance, they will find iuNarragansett Park much
besides the dog show that will be interesting There is abig
trotting meeting, the association having offered §37,000 in
stakes. There are to be twenty-two races, ranging from a
free for all to 3:4& class. This is the largest number of races
e\'er trotted in one week on any track in the world.
The fair is comprised of twenty-six departments, each one

organized and officered separately, and taken together makes
one of the most complete fairs in America.

KENNEL NOTES.
Kennel Notes are Inserted witliout charge ; and blanks

(fumislied free) will be sent to any address.

BRED.
Prepared Blanks sent fi-ee on ai>plication.

Princeufi Avo/i—Milton. Grand View Kennels' (Danbury, Conn.)
roufcli St. l^ernard bitch Princess Avoa (Prince Barry Countess
Sequa) to their Milton (Tartai—Lady Gair), Aug. 10.

WHEUPS.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Heather Bee. J, B. Blossom's (New York) imported Gordon setter
bitch champion Heather Bee, July 12, seven (six dogs), by his Comus
(Doy—Dott)
MMe. 3. B. Blossom's CNew York) Gordon setter bitch Elsie (cham-

pion Argus—Laura), July 13, two dogs, by his challenge Heather York
(Heather Harold—Bellmont),

SALES,
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Cawnt Vernoii^Fan C. whelpa. Pointers, whelped April 18, 1893, by
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Avondale Kennels, McAlester, I. T., a lemon and white dog to A.

B. Snodgrass and a liver and white bitch to Geo. Stephenson, both of

Krebs, I. T., and a lemon and white bitch to Bichard Gutterman,
Louisville. Ky.
Count Vernon—Fan C. whelps. Liver. wMte and ticked pomter

dogs, whelped April 18, 1898, by Avondale Kennels, McAlester, I. T.,

one each to J. B. Riley, J. J. Clelland and Campbell Dutchburn, all of
Krebs, I. T., and one to Richard Gutterman, Louisvaie, Ky.
Farr's Rex. Liver and white ticked pointer dog, whelped Apm 18,

1893, by Count Vernon out of Fan C, by Avondale Kennels, McAl-
ester, I. T., to D. S. Lytle, Krebs, I. T. , „
Lady Peyton. Lemon and white pointer bitch, whelped May 2, 1891,

by Brown Stout out of Bessie Beyton, by A. F. Hockwalt, Dayton, O.,

to Avondale Kennels, McAlester, I. T.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
There is no charge for answering questions under this head. All

questions relating to ailments of dogs will be answered by Dr. T. &.

Sherwood, a member of the Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons.
Communications referring to other matters connected with Kennel
Management and dogs wiU also receive careful attention.

J K., Providence, R, I.—Spiona is not registered, so we cannot help

you. Better write to Mr. S. C. Bradley, Greenfield Hill, Conn. There
is a Sprionia registered, by Sir Roger out of Dashing Daisy.

BiRsiiNOHAM, Ala.—Kindly give me pedigree of the pugs Prince and
Doddles. They are said to be registered in E. K. 0. S. B. They are
the sire and dam of Patience. Patience is dam of Drummer (B. K. C.

S. B. 38,593). Ans. Neither dogs mentioned is registered in Enghsh
stud book.

H. G. W., Bethlehem, Pa.—Sir Bedivere's pedigree is as follows: By
Nero m. out of Bena, by Bayard out of Freda, by St. Nicholas out of
Juno IL; Bayard by Bosco out of .Juno; Nero III. by Boniface out of
Bessie II.. by Bayard out of Hebi; Boniface by Bayard out of Luna.
Kingston Regent is by Prince Regent out of Lady St. Gothard, by
St. Gothard III. out of Saffron; Prince Regent by Plinhmmon out of
Miss Meg, by Duke of Leeds out of Lady Nell; Plinhmmon by Pilgrim
out of Bessie II.

J. O. T., New York.—I have a fox-terrier dog three years old and
apparently in the best of health; skin does not itch nor seem un-
healthy, but his hair comes out very badly. He is washed every week.
What can I do to keep him from shedding his hair? Ans. Treat for

worms. Wash in a solution of creoUne (1 to 60) once or twice a week
and give the following mixture:

Maj. sulph 3iii.

Ferri. sulph grs. xv.

Acid sulph. dil , 3SS.

Aq. ad 5iii.

Mix. Give one teaspoonful twice a day.

S. L. W.,.Windsor, Vt.—I think my brown water spaniel dog may
have canker of the ear. He is always scratching his right ear, and at

night he is very feverish, especially about the head. There is also a
bad odor about him. He eats well, is well exercised and is playful. I

ought to be able to treat him for canker, but unfortunately have not
your paper to refer to, as I am not here for the summer, and my
copies of Forest and Stream are In Chicago. Ans. Give a purgative
and use the following drops for the eBr:

^ Liq. plumbi sub. acet 3 iv.

Acid carbolic inx.
Glycerine 3 i-

AcL. ad , 5i^-

Mix. Lotio. A little to be poured into the ears twice a day. You
might also wash the dog in a solution of creoline (\ to 60). Repeat
purgative in a week.

W. C. G., Bath Beach, L. I.—A gordon setter puppy after sleeping or
while asleep suddenly breaks out howling as though being severely
whipped. This lasts only a mimite or two. WhUe in this condition
his urine flows freely. After bis howls cease he hangs his head and
gives short yelps if he turns his head or moves about. Takes some-
times an hour to get him completely over it. He then comes out as
bright as a dollar. Rushes round and apparently is as good as new.
Pup 3mos. old. I might add that about six weeks ago he fell off a
step, but showed no signs of injiu-y at the time. Ans. Treat for worms
and give the following mixture:

IJ Pot. bromid 3i8S.

Chloral hydras
Liq. arsenicalis aa 3 i.

Aq. ad 5 vi.

Mix. Give two teaspoonfuls twice a day.

FIXTURES.
Oct. 3.—International Coursing Meeting at Huron, S. D. J. Herbert

Watson, S6 Court street, Brooklyn, N. Y. (chairman).
Oct. 17.—Kenmore Club meeting at Goodland, Kan. Frank L. Web-

ster, Sec'y. Entries close Oct. 16.

Oct. 24.—American Coursing Club. Ira D. Brougher, Sec'y-
Nov. 7.—The Cowley County Cour.sing Association, Winfleld, Kan.

J. R. Ballard, Secretary.

The Festive Fox.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Having been a reader of your paper for a long time and

having perused the sporting notes from different parts, I

thought perliaps some ardent hunter would like a fox hunt
at home as well as I do a bird or deer hunt from your paper,
for when I cannot leave my work I have to fall back on the
Forest akd Stream to help me out.

I have hunted the fox in many parts, but I think that old
New England takes the "brush" of them all for fun and
sport. Now, the hunt I am about to relate took place in
Winchendon, on the northern line of Massachusetts, near
Gardner, and any one that loves sport will find no better
place in the State, for there are many more foxes this year
than have been for a long time.
So to Winchester we went on Dec, 27. The party consisted

of my friends and my old hound Ned, who has put m several
years for me. Well, we made plans to be up and off by sun-
rise. My friends I shall call Sam and Will. Sam is in his

infancy and a fox looks as large to him as a deer, but many
are the "brushes" Will has taken.
Now it was not the best sort of a day, but it was then or

never more. What is more exciting than to start out on a
hunt at sunrise, with everything covered with frost, which
spai-kles like diamonds, and your noble dogs waiting to be
released. Well, we are oft", and late too, as it is every time,
and we have not yet arrived on the ground and it is almost
sunrise. Where shall we go to? We must get a fresh track
and so we try the old stands, the Nineteen Hill, and start
him in the swamp, for they mu.st be there by this time, as it

is getting late. We are on the hill and a very good trail is

there, and old Ned is off like a shot.
Now, the track is fresh, and judging by his baying he will

not be long in starting the fox. Will tells Sam to stand by
the knolls and ledge, and he will take the lone pine, while 1

take the road to the north of the hill. Presently Will said
the dog had started reynard and is off for his stand, and I

place Sam. Sam asks: "How near will the dog be to the
tox'i "VSTiere will he go? How long will he run, and how
lon§ will I have to stand up here alone?" And as I went out
of sight he lit his pipe and the expression on his face denoted
what he thought—that a fox never could come there.
Well, in a very short time Ned was a mile to the north, but

he soon tui-ned the fox back, but he went south and it made
me feel blue, for he had as good a chance to run my way as
any other. In a very short time, however, he was on the
hill, and I held my breath, for he would soon pass by Sam,
but nothing happened. In a very short time I had all my
nerves strained, as I saw him emerge from the spruce trees

in my road on his way north once more. Shortly afterward
i heard bang! bang! 1 have heard a man shout fire! but if

you can imagine how Sam called that dog any one would
have thought he had a dozen or more.

I had not heard the dog for a long time so I went to see
after him, and as I came in sight of him I saw Sam with
his gun up, and he had Will down by a small i)ine, and I
thought he wanted Will to take a run and see if he could

hit him. "Well, Sam, did you see him?" "Guess I did,

the first time my gun was on that rock and he was right
in my face. He was larger than any sheep you ever saw,
and I wish you could have seen his tail; it was a yard long
or nothing. Then I got my Parker and I talked to it like

a father to his son. If Ned would only bring him back

—

andbackhe came, and he had lost more than 7.51bs. of flesh."

"Did you hit him?" I asked Sam. "Can a man hit a delu-
sion? If so, I hit him." It was almost noon now and the
fox was playing on top of Line Hill, so over we went, and
we had not arrived on the hill when Will said he would
cross by Cooks, and down he went, and we waited only a
short time before—bang I Then we waited for the dog to

come up. He came and in a short time he was still. I

told Sam we would soon see his fox, and he told me we
might, but he would never make a fox hunter. He thought
rabbit or bird hunting was good enough far him. We
walked down the road and found Will, and the fox near
by. "Well, Sam, is that the one you saw?" "No, that is

the third, and the first would weigh 751bs., the next one
21bs., and this one 201bs." It was 2 P. M. now, and home
we went to think of the pleasant time we had, and Sam
said he would have given §10 if his gun had got the brush.
Then back to our work we must go, but many a time shall

we think of " Sam's first fox hunt on old Nineteen Hill,

Winchendon. C. E. Bailet.
• • • •

National Fox Hunters' Association.

The proposed organization of the National Foxhunters'
Association at Lexington, Ky., this week, marks an import-
ant era in field sport and one fraught with great opportu-
nities to the foxhound breeder and foxhunter. The scope of

the organization, it is said, will know no State limit, and is

to be representative and national in every respect. The ben-
efits that should accrue to foxhounds from such an organiza-
tion are manifold. The spirit of rivalry that exists among
the owners of different strains of hounds will, under the
guidance of this association, find a more practical way of ex-

ploiting itself than by "paper" cases. Trials are to be held
in which it is certain that hounds from the most noted packs
will take part, and thus the rank and file of foxhound breed-
ers may be able to judge for themselves and profit by the in-

formation thus gained, as to which are the most suitable for
work, and the fittest will survive.
In another way we trust that the association will be able

to wield powerful influence in arri^nng at a greater uni-
formity of type than exists at present. It cannot be denied
that as far as type goes the foxhounds of America are of all

shapes and sizes. This is probably owing to the limited
facilities which the average foxhound breeder has for secur-
ing desirable outcrosses and the devoting every energy to

breeding an animal that would do the work required in time
honored fashion. Type and uniformity, as exemplified in
English packs, is in too many cases paid little attention to.

If the new association can succeed in bringing owners of

foxhounds together from time to time, thus afiiording oppor-
tunities for personal intercourse and exchange of ideas
regarding their dogs, much will be accomplished in reality

that a few have tried to do by newspaper wrangling.
A standard of points should be drawn up so that those

who judge at bench shows would be able to give decisions

that would in time bring forward a better and more uniform
class of hounds than has been seen heretofore. American
breeders say thej^ do not want so much lumber as the Eng-
lish hound carries, at the same time in the fi-aming of a
standard no better one can be used than that for the English
foxhound altered only to admit of a lighter build. The
points Lived up to in this standard have by careful work on
the part of foxhound breeders in England evolved an animal
that is considered the epitome of breeding for type and the
purpose for which it is required,
Forest and STiiEAM has always had a tender spot for the

foxhound and its owner, and devoted space to reports of all

the trials for years past. It is our purpose in future to give
the greater attention to this branch of sport which circum-
stances demand, and in this we trust we shall gain the con-
fidence and friendship of every foxhunter in the country.
This journal will be represented at the Lexington meeting
by one of its staff editors, and a full report will appear in
next week's issue.

• • • •

National Beagle Club Meeting.

An excellent committee meeting was held Aug. 28 at the
A. K. C. rooms, 44 Broadway, New York. Meeting called to

order at 3:30 P.M. Present, H. L. Kreuder, in the chair; H.
F. Schellhass, J. W. Appleton, John Bateman, Geo. W.
Rogers and secretary Geo. W. Laick. Mr. Schellhass re-

ported that Mr. W. H. Child would not continue as a mem-
ber. The committee on special for Mr. Dorsey's Lee II., as
absolute winner of trials of 1893, presented a very nice piece

of plate which the president was requested to forward to Mr.
Pottinger Dorsey. The executive committee then divided
into two parties to choose officers for election, and the slates

chosen will be forwarded to members for vote. Meeting ad-
journed at 5:10. A meeting of the field trial committee was
then called to order. Voted to have premium list and entry
forms printed and sent out to beagle owners. Mi-.Wm. Tall-

man thought it to be to the best interest of the club to de-

cline to act as judge at the field trials, and he strongly advo-
cated Mr. B. S. Turpin. Moved by Mr. Tallman and sec-

onded by ]\Ir. Laick that Mr. B S. Turpin be invited to judge
at our trials. Voted that Mr. Joe Lewis be accepted as judge.
Mr. H. L. Kreuder was appointed a committee to see Mr.
Turpin in relation to acting as judge. Adjourned at 6:20

P.M. Geo. Laick, Sec'y.
• • • •

Foxes Shot and Foxes Bun Into.

Editor Forest and Stream:
I see that "F. J. H." in a a late issue of your paper accuses

those who shoot the fox of assassination. I think "F. J. H."
must belong to that class of sportsmenwho think their sport
the right one and their way of carrying it out the only one
to be recognized. It is one of the privileges of li\dng in this

grand country that there is always room for those who are
not satisfied with their environment to move on. Because,
through traditional as.sociations, the manner of hunting the
fox in many parts of the South when country is open and
the hounds can be followed in the good old way, is by run-
ning into it. It is no reason why we sportsmen of the North
may not shoot the fox when it is impossible to get him other-

wise. I would like to know how "F. J. H." would circum-
vent sly reynard in the hill country of New England_ States

—

the country where the last Brunswick Fur Club trials were
held, for instance? A lot of fun he would have in following
his hounds with a horse or in letting the hotmds kill alone.

The man who follows the hounds on horseback is often in-

spired to deeds of derring do by the excitement of compan-
ionship and the close proximity to the hounds. It does not
prove that he is a genuine sportsman at heart. There
is no mistaking the spirit of sport when a man will get up
some morningwhen the snow lies on the ground and the wind
whistles coldlmd raw through the bleak hills. As soon as
there is daylight and breakfast has been disposed of the
tramp commences and several miles over very rough country
may be traversed before a start is made. Then taking our
stand, the chilliest and most trying part of the hunt com-
mences. Alone on the stand, sheltered as best you may be
by a friendly boulder or tree stump, you await your chance
for a shot at the "dog" that stole your wife's chickens. You
may stand there for hours with nothing to cheer you or in-

spire your flagging energies but an occasional bar or two of

hound music conveyed on the blast chat chills you to the

marrow, or the echoing report of a gun in the hands of a
luckier aim a mile away to your right.

It reminds me of the man in the trench under fire and the
charge of the cavalryman, and there is just as much differ-

ence in the bravery of the two styles of fighting as in the
true sportsmanship of the other.
Under these circumstances why should we not shoot the

game we himt on sight? If foxes were scarce there might be
some argument against their extermination by shooting. If

we New Englanders chose to shoot our foxes in the fair chase
we have every right to do so, and there is no more right to
call this assassination than it would be had we shot a quaU.
It is the custom of the country where we hunt and its pur-
suance will produce as hardy a class of genuine sportsmen as
if they had followed the hounds on horseback, jumping only
those places we were forced to and skipping the rest.

F. W. H.
Worcester, Mass.

• • • •

The abandonment of the Merced meet in California this
fall in favor of the International Coursing meeting at Huron,
S. D., is bringing the Californiaus to a better feeling toward
the latter, and it is now probable that a number of the best
ones will be nominated. Nominations close Sept. 1.

The correspondent of The Yachtsman, whose letter we publish in

another column, is one of the closest observers as well as the cleverest

of yachting writers on this side of the water; and now that he has

been fortunate enough to witness some of the races on the other side,

his comments are of special interest to Americans. From his close

familiarity with American yachts, he is far better qualified to judge

than those writers who, though of long experience at home, are really

at sea as regards American yachts.

One of the many groundless stories which are .just now passing for

news is to the effect that one of the Cup defenders had been ofiQcially

measured and found to be so far over length that the measurement

had been suppressed and the other boats induced to refrain from

being measured, so that the question of excess might not be raised.

We understand on reliable authority that no official measurement has

been made of any of the four, and that the story is entirely without

foundation,

American Model Yacht Club.
Brooklyn, N. Y.

Clapham Prize, August ae.

The races for the Clapham prize, under the management of the
A. M. Y. C, was sailed in a light southwest wind, the result being that

the final race was postponed until Labor Day, September 4, when the

three winners in their respective classes of to-day will come together
to dispute the ownership of a handsome and appropriate prize in the
shape of a model yacht 59in. over all and about 40in. 1. w. 1., 32in.

beam, a representation of the Bouncer boat biiilt by Mr. T. Clapham,
of Roslyn, L. I., Mr. G. C5. Clapham, his son, being the donor. This
model is now at the well house. Prospect Park,. Two Connecticut
model yachtsmen showed their stamina by entering their yachts and
bringing them from their respective .o\vnships, namely, Bridgeport
and Greenwich. Mr. Pullman, representing the Connecticut M. . C.

and Mr. Charles Mallory, of steamship tame, representing Green-
which, the last named gentleman's yacht, the Maria, giving the
Brooklyn boats a very close shave, she being very ably sailed by Mr.
Thomas Clapham, pushing Mr. Townley's Star very close in the third

class.

The boats were sailed to windward, the winner in each of their

classes to meet iu the final as aforesaid. Remarkably good time was
made considering tho light airs, as the summary will show, the Neola
showing that she is invincible in any kind of wind iu her class. Mr.

De Wolf has offered a handsome prize to be sailed for on September 4.

Fm.sT Class—FiiiST Heat.
Yacht and Owner. Length S. A. Elapsed Cor.

Neola, J. E. PfeiHer 53.9 3,63:3.3 9 41 9 2334
Ohyesia, C. Van Ness 53.8 3,263.1 10 37 10 39

Marguerite, Herbert Fisher.... 52 4,670.9 10 10 10 40

Second Heat.
Neola 8 09 8 40M
Ohyesia Withdrew.
Marguerite 8 39 8 50

Second Class—First Heat.
8 42 8.57
9 45 9 54M

Girofle^ H. H, Michalles 47.3 1,892.1 10 05 10 29J4

Second Heat,
Shoolly 10 07 10 22

Florence » 43 11 23?i
Girotle " 47 9 43i4

Thied Heat.
Shoolly : 114? ^12 09

Florence... ..»,.... i Did not finish.

Girofle 11 44 11 33M
THIRD CLASS—FIRST HEAT.

Dolphm, -L Smith 40.7 2.385 13 17 13 47

Star, George W. Townley 40.7 1,991.3 12 02 12 31^^

Star Dr. PuUman 3,165 13 15 13 45

Maria. Charles MaUory 1,700 Outside flag.

SECOND HEAT.
Dolphin 13 39 18 59

Star. 1107 1131-%
Star 14 09 14 34

Maria " 25 11 25^
THIRD HEAT.

Dolphin- 11 26 11 41

Staf 9 14 9 33M
Star.; 10 08 10 09>g

Maria Withdrew.
Winners of Prizes: First class, Neola; second class, Girofle; third

class, Star. Regatta committee: Fi-ank Nichols, Truman V . Brown.
Judge: Commodore W. V. Hanson.

Shoofly. George W. Lyon 44 3,809.7

Florence, B. W . Rogers 47 . 5 2,286 .7

Owasco Y. C.

The third race was sailed on Aug. 16, on Owasco Lake, from Dolphin
club house to Edgewater, to Long Point, finish at Dolphin club house;
distance, 934 miles. Weather fair. Wind N.E., Ught.

Length. Start. Finish. Elapsed.
La Fiance, .L M. Brainard 16.09 1 53 15 5 59 04 3 56 49

Bee, N. B. Burr 17.0<1 1 53 18 5 32 14 3 29 56

Asp, D. Beardsley Sl.lOJ^ 1 52 26 5 16 05 3 83 .39

Iddeways, F. L Allen 31.02 1 54 10 5 48 28 3 54 10

Mystery, H. B. Lewis 22.00 1 52 55 5 33 57 3 41 08

Tamapsa, I. E. Thorne 21.10 1 51 45 Did not finish.

Spar Hawk, P. Letchworth 31.06)^ 1 53 23 5 21 35 3 29 13

Bird, W. R. Hopkins 1 53 30 Did not finish.

Undine, W. R. Hopkins 1 51 50 Did not finish.

Winners: First, Asp; second, Bee; third. Spar Hawk. The Asp was
awarded first prize by the committee for the reason that the Long
Point Buoy was set so near to shore that she grounded and lost %\im.
in getting off. Regatta committee—C. E. Thome, F. I. Allen, NV B.

Burr, W. R. Hopkins, 0. U. ChedelL Judge, W. P. Allen. Timekeeper,
H. Jay Case.

MobUe Y. C.

The cup race was saUed on Aug. 20 in Mobile Bay. Com-ses; W,
N. (mag.), \% miles; S.S E. % E. (mag.), 1% miles; xV.N.E. % E. (mag.),

\% miles; total distance, 15 miles. Weather cloudy to clear, with occa-
sional rain squalls. Wind N. to N.W., force 3-5. Tide ebb.

Length. Start. Finish. Elapsed.
Mineola, A. E. White 30.06 2 04 55 4 85 56 2 31 01

Zephine, W. Bluwan 87.10 2 05 46 4 05 12 1 58 26

Siren, H. L. Pettus 31 .00 Did not start.

Commodore, W. E. Vincent..., 2 09 31 Did not finish.

During the first lap, when between the last turn and the judges
boat, the Zephine became becalmed, and at the end of second lap gave
up the race. The Commodore, for some unknown reason, gave up the
race before making the first lap.

Judges—H. D. Smith, G. M. Daniels, John R. DaUy.
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3 05 59
Lost in f oer'.

""
""

Lost in fog.
Lost in fog.

3 12 43 3 01 27
3 14 02 3 01 00

2 88 14 1 54 23
2 07 52 1 59 34
2 11 55

2 02 51

2 06 59

2 09 39
2 12 03
2 15 06
2 17 25

Beverly Y. C.

The SOlst race second championship prizes, open to other"clubs,
was sailed at Marblehead, Aug 12, in a moderate E. by S. wind and a
dense fog. Not over half the entries were on hand, owing to the fog,

and all but Ariel of the second class lost their way and withdrew.
Third class sloops apparently did not read their sailing rules, as

they saile-i the second class course. This race must be resailed. The
times were:

SECOND CLASS.
Length, saapsed. Corrected.

Ariel, J. Barrett, C. Y. C
Black Cloud, Taylor & Armistead, L.Y.C. .29.05

Sibyl, E. P. Sharpe, M. Y. C 26.05

Keewardin, S. A. Burnham, Jr., C. Y. C
THIRD CLASS SLOOPS.

Freak, E. D. Cochrane, B. Y. C 25.07

Reaper, Com. Benson, B. Y. C 24.00
THIRD CLASS CATS.

Magpie, H. G. Otis, B. Y. C 22.04
Koorali, R. C. Robbins. B. Y. C 33.04

Arab, W. F. Scott, S. B. Y. C
FOURTH CLASS.

BoDita, C. O. Hood, C. Y. C .20.08

Madcap, C. A. ElweU, C. A. Y. C
KNOCKABOUT CLASS.

Otatsu. F. D. North, E. Y. C...
Jane, C. S. Parker, 0. Y. C
Nancy, John Saltonstall, B Y. C
Susan, Henry Taggard, E. Y. C ,, v
Freak and Reaper sailed wrong course; race called off, will be re-

sailed later. Mapgie ties KooaU for championship. F. EUiot Cabot,

judge.
The 202d Regatta, first open race, was sailed at "West Falmouth Aug.

19. The list of entries was exceptionally good, but race was marred
by the hght and streaky breeze, N. by W. shifting to N.W.
The special class of sloops, 24 to 40ft., sailed a 13->| mile course,

first and second classes 12 miles, third class 7]4 miles, fourth class 6

mOes, and fifth class 4 miles.
In second class the new Myrtle upheld her reputation as a light

weather boat, whOe Defiance and Come On surprised the fleet. In

third class Gilt Edge did exceedingly well, as did Sippican, which
arrived late and was handicapped over 7 minutes. Nobska did not

show up well.
, , ., „

In fourth class Fin had it all her own way, as usual, while Psyche
easily led all the catboats. it is to be regretted that the absence of

other sloops forces her into the catboat class.

The start of second class was greatly damaged by an outside sloop,

which, apparently from pure maUciousness, insisted on sailing across

the line before the wind close to judges' boat, just as five of the racing
boats came round her stern close hauled for the line. The times were:

SLOOP CLASS.
Length,

Chapaquoit, C. H. Jones, B. Y. C 29.10

Sistare. J. B. Rhodes, N. B. Y. C 28.05

FIRST CLASS.
Hector, R. C. Stehbins, Matapoisett 24.07
Flight, L HiUer, Marion 26.08

.SECOND CIxASS.

Myrtle, D. Crosby, Osterville 23.01

Come On, W. W. Phinney, Mon. Beach. . . .23.06

Defiance, H. F. Perry, Mon. Beach 22.11

Agawam. J. G. Young, Jr., B. Y. C 23.08
Ufula. H. Winship, B. Y. C 23.08
Gymnote, W. E. C. Eustis, B. Y. C 23.09
Bonlta, R. Lincoln, Jr., Wareham 23.02

Barber, R. M. Morse, Jr., B. Y. C 20.01
Anonyma, F. L. Dabney. B. Y. C 23.08
Lestris, J. Crane, Jr., B. Y. C 22.08

Sea Mew, R. E. Tileston, B. Y. C 22.08
Winona, E. B. Robinson, Jr., Oataumet... .23,11

THIRD CLASS.
Gilt Edge, B. Y. C, D. L. Whittemore 19.07
Vivian, Marine, Wm. Cox 19.05
Sippican, B. Y. C, W. H, Davis 20.00

Tycoon, B. Y. C, J. L. Stackjwle, Jr 19.08
Daisy, B. Y. C, H. Stockton 18.02

Colymbus, B. Y. C, Henry Winsor 19.11

Phenomenon, B. Y. C, D. L. Whittemore.. 19. 04

Nobsca, B. Y. C, A. A. Beebe 19.09
Dorris, B. Y. C, J. Parkinson 19.08
Santilla, B. Y. C, Geo. S. Fiske 19.00
Saunteree, B. Y. C, F. D. Parker 19.09
Kaloola, B. Y. C, H. Richards 19.08

FOURTH CLASS.

Elapsed. Corrected.
2 35 32 2 25 48
Withdrew.

2 57 85
3 08 05

2 56 59
3 04 29
3 08 01

3 10 09
3 12 41

3 14 12
3 15 54
3 16 18
Withdrew.
Withdrew.
Withdrew.
Withdrew.

1 51 80
2 00 36
2 01 31

2 04 00
2 04 04
2 06 03
2 08 55
2 10 39
2 13 11

2 21 OG
Withdrew.
Withdrew.

2 43 45
2 55 53

2 40 08
2 48 09
2 .50 50
2 54 03
2 55 09
2 58 13
2 59 05
2 54 34

1 37 51
1 46 44
1 48 20
1 50 27
1 48 13
1 52 46
1 54 23
1 57 11

1 59 38
2 06 46

1 23 57
1 34 26
1 37 05
1 38 57
1 37 35
1 40 43
1 41 29

Fin, B. Y. C , L. W. Stock-ton 16.11 1 37 56

Psyche, B. Y. C, S. King 16.11 1 48 25

Dawdle, B. Y. C, R. S. Hardy 16.03 1 51 21

Squall, B. Y. C, J. G. Palfrey 17.00 1 52 47

Zora, B. Y. C, J. D. Parker 15.05 1 53 21

Markatta, B. Y. C, HHay\vard 16.06 1 55 11

Cygnet, B. Y. C, R. B. Fenno 16.10 1 55 34
FnrrH class.

Coxe, B. Y. C, L. Bacon, Jr 11.08 1 17 25
P. D. Q., B. Y. C, R. W. Emmons 12.00 1 18 47
Raccoon, B. Y. C. J, L. Stackpole, Jr 11.06 1 20 52
Kid, B. Y. C, W. R. Peabody 12.00 1 22 06

Weona, B. Y. C, HeJiry Ware 14.00 Withdrew,
Mab, B. Y. C, F. B. Beaumont 12.04 Withdrew.

Class one, first. Hector. Class two, fii-st, Myrtle; second, Come On;
third. Defiance. Class three, first. Gilt Edge; second, Vivian; third,

Daisy. Class four, first. Fin ; second, Psyche ; third. Dawdle. Class
five, first, Coxe; second, P. D. Q.; third, Raccoon. Sloop class, first,

Chapoquoit.
Judges, N. W. Emmons, H. S. Carrutb, W. Lloyd Jeffries.

1 04 37
1 05 46
1 07 56

Races of the Cup Defenders.

It now appears that the first race for the Astor cups is likely to be
the only satisfactory meeting of the four Cup defenders prior to the
trial races; while it is even possible that this may prove to be the only
race of the year in which all four took part. Vigilant is likely to start

in the two races at Larchmont this week, one on Thursday for Com.
Colt's cup, and one on Saturday for a special $600 cup in the fall

regatta. Colonia will probably enter, but Jubilee and Pilgrim will be
absent. The Atlantic Y. C. has been compelled to abandon its race set

for Thursday for the Bank's cup, as the yachts would not race, and
the Seawauhaka Cor. Y. C. has been unable to get more than two
entries for its 81,000 cup. Pilgrim declining, while one of the four
yachts has paid no attention to the letters of the committee. The race
has consequently been abandoned.
The annual Newport sweepstakes of the Corinthian Y. C. was set for

Monday, Aug. 21, and though Jubilee had left for Boston the other
three were ready, Pilgrim having secured a new gaff. On Monday
morning a very heavy N.E. gale was blowing along the coast, and
after consultation with the respective managers of the yachts the
committee of the club decided to postpone the race until the middle of
the week. Afler the second Astor cup race, on Tuesday, all hopes of
a race were abandoned, and the event was declared ofl".

On Monday afternoon the gale moderated and the wind shifted to

N.W. and later to W.
Pilgrim, not havmg finished m the first race, was not elegible to start

in the subsequent races under the original conditions, but Mr. Astor
wiUingly assented to the proposal to admit her in this race, and she
was out at the line in good season. Vigilant was also ready, but
Colonia was absent, having gone to Bristol, so that there were but two
starters.
The wind was Ught S.S.W. at noon, and Messrs. A. Cass Canfleld and

F P. Sands, representing the regatta committee on the May, laid out a
30-mile triangle, the first leg S.S.W., 10 miles, naut.

'P^igUant crossed on the starboard tack, headed inshore, and Pilgrim
crossed on the port tack, the two sailing away from each other After
a long leg Vigilant tacked and finally crossed Pilgrim with a big lead.

After a time both stood in along the Narragansett shore, and down to
Point Judith, each carrying clubtopsails easily in the light air, and
Vigilant gainmg with every tack. The first mark was timed:
Vigilant 2 17 33 Pilgrim, 2 29 25
With spinaker set to starboard and braced well forward. Vigilant

started for the second mark, but when half the leg was covered the
spinaker was taken in and only the balloon jibtopsail carried to the
mark, where a jibe was made. The times were:
VigUant 3 43 54 Pilgrim 4 00 17

The last leg, a reach, was made with more wind and a favoring tide,

the finish being timed:
Vigilant 4 41 39 Pilgrim ; 5 06 57

The full times were:
Start. Finish. Elapsed.

Vigilant 12 35 56 4 41 39 4 05 43
PUgrim 12 36 27 5 06 57 4 30 30

Time made on each leg:
Fh-stleg. Second leg. Third leg. Whole

10-mile beat. lO-mile reach. lO-mile run. course.
Vigilant 1 41 37 1 26 21 0 of 45 4 05 43
Pilgrim 1 52 G8 1 30 53 1 06 40 4 80 SO
Vigilant thus wins the two Astor cups. It is uncertain when the

Corinthian sweepstakes will be held, as no date will be open for a long

Manchester Regatta.
Manchester, Aug. 15.—At the regatta to-day the weather was fau-,

wind northwest, fairly strong.
firt class—sloops.

Length. Elapsed. Corrected.
*Kewayden, J. A. Bumham 25.00 1 22 08 1 22 08
Marguerite, Paramour 24.04 1 25 07 1 23 31

SECOND OLASS-^lB AND MAINSAIL SLOOPS.
*Albatross, A. W. Craiger 21.00 1 .35 01 1 35 01
*Nancy, Saltonstall 20.06 1 37 08 1 36 09
Wraith, A. H. Higglnson 18.10 1 .39 06 1 36 11
Hornet, Chas. Jackson 19.11 1 44 07 1 43 08
Yankee Maid, E. P. Stanly 18.06 1 48 08 1 42 03
*Freak, D. Cochrane 20.10 1 25 01 1 25 01

THIRD CLASS— .TIB AND MAINSAIL SLOOPS.
Bonita, A. M. Jones 18.00 1 .SO 06 1 30 06
Alice, E. Stanwood 16.01 1 32 03 1 30 07
Tiny, F. L. Huidekoper 18,00
Teal, T. Lee 17.03 1 .32 08 1 30 52

FOITRTH CLASS—CATS.
Pyxie, G. H. Scull 19.08 1 18 04 1 18 04
Marion, Tucker 20.08 1 16 09 1 18 07
Surprise, Crocker 21.03 1 15 10 1 18 00
Koorali Disabled.
Winners: First class, Kewayden first; second class. Albatross first,

Nancy second. Wraith third; third class, Bonita first, AHce second.
Teal third; fourth class. Pyxie first.
*In first class Kewayden and Marguerite each protested the other

;

protest given to Kewayden. In second class Wraith protested Alba-
tross and Yankee Maid protested Nancy; neither protest was allowed.
Pyxie's protest against Surprise was aUowed. Freak ruled out for
not crossing starting fine.

Regatta committee—A. W. Craige, A. Amory, J. Curtis. Judges—
A. N. Rantoul, Gordon Dexter, F. M. Stanwood.

FIFTH CLASS—NAPHTHA LAUNCHES.
Start. Turn. Finish.

Agnes, J. B. Booth 4 20 00 4 35 01 4 50 02
Algeria, A. L. Jackson 4 20 00 4 .35 08 4 50 09
Nameless, D. Smith., 4 20 00 4 85 05 4 50 02
The naphtha launch race was, as usual, uninteresting, the Agnes

winning by allowance.
Courses: Class I, from starting line in West Manchester Harbor to

Black Buoy off Little Harte, leaving it to port, thence to Buoy No. 5
off Baker's Island, leaving it to port, thence to finish line. "Class 3
same as No. 1. Class 3, from starting line to Bowditch's Ledge, leav-
ing it to port, thence to Buoy No. 6 off Baker's Island, thence to finish
line. Class 4, same as Nos. 1 and 2. Class 5, to Pride's Rock and re-
turn.
The day for the town of Manchester regatta opened with a strong,

puf^y northwest breeze. In the first class Kewayden took the lead and

in force in this country (England) is held to blame for the defeat of the
British sea-going vessel. As to what led to the defeat of the English
yacht in the several contests for the cup, authorities disagree; but no
matter how divergent the many opinions are at the outset, if allowed
to the end it wUl be found that they ultimately converge to a common
point. The late Captain Cofiin, a man of rare experience, keen obser-
vation and no tainting prejudices, has written it, that the model of
the Cambria was superior to that of any of the American vessels

entered in the races against her, and that had she carried a modern
suit of racing saUs she would undoubtedly have beaten the New York
fleet. The most intelligent and skillful seaman of our pleasure navy,
a gentleman who has witnessed every race of note that has been sailed

in American waters during the last tiiirty years, told me that the
overwhelming defeat inflicted upon the Thistle was largely due to the
bad treatment which her sails received at the hands of her crew.
Familiar with the recoverable powers of British canvas, the captain
of the Scotch clipper treated the American cotton to a shaping
process that linen may stand, but cotton most unquestionally wlU not.

Consequently, the Thistle went over the line with about as poor a
spread of canvas for windward as ever hampered a first-class racing
boat.

The unvarying success of our yachts in the races that were sailed

against the "Livonia and Cambria, led to an acute attack of over-

confidence—a disease to which the American is peculiarly suspectible
—and, in consequence, for several years the designer, rigger and
sailmaker stood with their hands in their pockets, and a smile of self-

appreciation on their countenances. We believed we had nothing to

learn, and nothing to forget. Suddenly the Madge dropped in upon
us, and the smile vanished at the moment when the first prize went
into her locker. Those who saw the races between the little cutter
and our crack Schemer, will be willing to back me up in the statement
that the cut and sit of the Madge's canvas had more to do with the
cutter's success than the superior modelling of the hull. If the
defeat of the Schemer woke up the designer, it also gave our sail-

makers a rude shaking, and they settled down to regain the lost

gi'ound with a wUl, and to-day, after two weeks' close observation of
the canvas spread on some twenty of Britain's crack boats, I must
insist that our sailmakers have recovered the enviable position they
held in the past, and that in some respects their sails are superior to
any that I saw at Cowes. A New "i ork designer, who spent several

years in England, said in a lecture a year or two ago, that the reason
why the EngUsh used the lugsail on tbeir small yachts was owing to
their being unable to cut a gaff-sail so as to sit flat. I doubted the
statement at the time, although we had proved in several instances
that our gaff-sails were superior to the imported lugs, but I am now
convinced that there is trutli in what he said.
The conclusion that I have arrived at after reading and hearing the

opinions of many men more experienced and skilled than myself, and
by close observation during a period of some twenty years is, that in

almost every case where the vessels of the two nationalities hare

kept it all round the course, beating Marguerite easily. In the second
class Nancy and Hornet took the lead and held it in the first leg;

Wraith and Albatross had a luffing match, in which Albatross got the

best of things. Freak, which had started last, came up on the fleet

very fast and overtook them just after the first mark. The order at

the second mark was Freak, Nancy, Albatross, Hornet, Wraith and
Yankee Maid. On the last leg Albatross passed Nancy, Wraith and
Hornet, and as Freak was disqualified for not crossing Une, Albatross
won, with Nancy second and Wraith a very close third. In the third

class Bonita easily shook off her competitors and won fii'st. Alice and
Teal had a close push for second, but the very fine way in which Alice

was sailed won her the place. The fourth class was the surprise of the

day, for the way in which Pyxie, an old and a small boat, came out
was a wonder. She finished within 3s. of the Marion on corrected

time, and had the race been one-half a mUe longer she would surely

have beaten her. This was due to the wonderful cleverness of her
skipper, Mr. Richard Boardman, who outsailed his rivals on every
point.

Foross.

We are indebted to Le Yacht for the accompanying picture of the
steam yacht Foross, the largest private yacht built up to the launch-
ing of the new Vanderbilt yacht Vahant this year. The yacht was
designed by Mr. G. L. Watson for Alexander Kousnetzoff, of Sevasto-
pol, Russia, and was built in 1891, being launched on June 9 of that

year. She is 248ft. over all, 2.36ft. 1. w. 1.. 30ft. Sin. beam and 19ft. 3m.
m depth, her Thames tonnage being 1,086. The yacht was built by
Scott & Co., of Greenock; the hull of steel. The engiaes are 24. 40 and
64x39in,, the working pressure being 1601bs. The rig is a barken-
tine. She carries a crew of 40.

The Cup Races.
Valkyrie, after completing her fitting out, sailed from Southamp-

ton for New York on Aug. 23, weighiiig anchor at 5;30 A. M. Capt.
Wm. Cranfleld is in command, with WiUiam Harvey, of Wivenhoe,
as navigator. We believe this is the same Capt. Harvey who
sailed .lessica out here in 1891. The crew numbers 22, while ten more
will come out by steamer. All are East coastmen from the neighbor-
hood of Wivenhoe. Lord Dimraven will sail about Sept. 20. Mr. Wat-
son and Mr. T. W. Ratsey will also come out by steamer. Mr. Ratsey
was here ^vith Thistle to look after her canvas, and will perform the
same service for Valkyrie. With good luck the yacht may be expected
about the middle of September, but it will require a quick passage and
very lively work in fitting out to have her at the line off Sandy Hook
by Sept. 28.' In deference to the express wish of Lord Dunraven the
Cup committee recently decided to change the date of the first race
from Oct. 5 to Sept. 28, and Lord Dunraven has been notified and
accepted the change. The first trial race will take place on Sept. 7, and
the races will be continued on alternate days, the intention being to

sail five if necessary. It is quite likely, however, that two or thi-ee

wUl give grounds for the selection of a defender. The cup races will

also be five in number, sailed on alternate days, Sept. 7, 9, 11, 12 and 15.

All of the races will be sailed off Sandy Hook.

American and British Tachts.
Now, then, to sum up and answer, to the best of my ability and in

all fairness, the question you are about to ask! Will Valkyrie get the
cup? Before answering allow me to go back into the past for a spell,

and out of the old iron at hand shape a new marlingspike wherewith
to open the hard knot. During an unpleasantness known as the 1812

war, the Yankee fir-built frigates and privateers outsailed the speedi-

est oaken fabrics that England's builders put afloat; thirty years after

the American ship outsailed the English square-rigger on every point;

forty years ago the America won the great trophy with ease; in the
seventies the Cambria met with a crushing defeat in her attempt to

regain it; and the last battle, with the most advanced spechmen of
British yacht architecture, ended in what I hope the Clyde men will

excuse me for calling a miserable exhibition of misplaced confidence.

The historian tells us that the superiority of the early American men-
of-war was due to their designers beinguntrammeled by the traditions

and usages of an ancient naval estahlisnment. The absurd tonnage laws

come together, the contest has been more decidedly a battle of sails
than of hulls. The primary object of the i\jnerican builder and de-
signer has been, and is, to construct a vessel that will go to windward.
The powers of reaching and running are not considered, it being
believed that a craft which excels in windward work, will be able to
attain a speed on aU other points that will bring her average up to the
maximum. I think the victories achieved by our vessels show that
this object has been secured.
The Vallfyrie and Britannia are splendid vessels; the former the

best all-round vessel that has ever challenged for the cup. Her bull
is a magnificently-developed structure, and is capable of attaining a
speed far in excess of anything I supposed x'ossible in a yacht of the
length; but she is disappointing in her windward work. She does not
excel on that point. Why? Is it in the hull or in the sails? In the
saUs, undoubtedly! Give Lord Dunraven's cutter a first class suit of
American sails and she will make a grand race of it; send her out with
a suit like those she uses here, and defeat awaits her. Unless she is

the closest-winded boat, that it is possible to turn out at this day (for
the American defender will be this), her chances of capturing the
trophy are, permit me to remark—a httle better than those of Tliistle.—Thos. Fleming Day, in the Yachtsman.

The Cup Defenders.
Pending the trial races next week, the four Cup defenders have

been busy with the final preparations. Vigilant and Colonia have been
at Bristol, the former coming west and hauling out at City Island this
week. Colonia has received no radical alterations, contrary to cur-
rent reports, but has shipped a new hollow boom of elaborate con-
struction, one of two made by the Herreshoff Mfg. Co., the other
going to Vigilant. Colonia's is 98ft. long and Vigilant's is 101ft., each
30in. in extreme diameter, 18in. at the outer end and 15in. at the fore
end. Gen. Paine has contemplated some immediate alterations to
Jubilee, but his plans have been interfered with by a strike of her
crew, who have left the yacht in a body, the sole cause of complaint
being that they did not like the mate, "Lun" Miller. Miller is consid-
ered a good officer and easy with the men, and they offered no reason
for their objection to him, but threatened to leave thQ yacht unless he
was at once discharged. Gen, Paine very properly declined to make
any terms with them, and has shipped a new crew. Wilson & Silsby
are at work on the sails, making alterations.
The members of the Pilgrim syndicate have decided to put up the

money for alterations in the way of more lead on the bulb and larger
spars and sails, and she wiU be in the trial races. It is reported that
the auxiliary centexboard which was removed wiU be replaced.

YACHT NEWS NOTES.
A very absurd report has been in circulation to the effect that Mr.

Forbes was putting Puritan in commission for the trial races, but it is
thus disposed of by that gentleman in an interview, as follows:

"I object most strongly to being placed in a false position, in a
matter by any one who has no authority to speak for me, and who
evidently does not understand the matter of which he speaks. To
those who know me and my views on cup defense matters, the ab-
surdity of my bringing forward the Puritan for cup defense at this
late date is perfectly apparent.

"I recognized long ago the fact that she was outclassed by the Vol-
unteer, and I have no doubt that the present cup defense fleet would
go stUl further in this direction. Certainly, if I wished to come into
cup defense competition it would be more reasonable for me to do so
with the Volunteer, changing her to a sloop, than to come in with a
boat acknowledgedly her inferior. I have had the Puritan in com-
mission all the season, and have used her for sailing about Naushon,
simply transferring the crew from the Volunteer.

"I like the Puritan, and so do many others; but those who think her
fit for cup defense belong to the same school that would not admit the
superiority of the present American sloops over the old-time skimming
dish. They have apparently stuck to the Puritan as their first love,
but she was outbuilt long ago."

On Wednesday of last week a cyclone of unusual strength passed
up the Atlantic coast, its force being concentrated between Cape Hat-
teras and Montauk Point. A large seagoing tug was swamped and
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sunk off Long Island, thirteen being drowned, and many other fatal
disasters are reported, the New York fishing fleet being the chief suf-
ferer. Several fishing smacks were lost with their crews, and others
weres o badly damaged that they are temporarily out of use. The
yacht fleet suffered severe damage, the large yawl Nonpareil, owned
by Vice Com. Sanderson, Larchmont Y. C, went ashore early Thurs-
day morning on Pagoda Point, Larchmont Harbor, and was badly
wrecked. She was temporarily repaired and floated for towing to a
shipyard. The schooner Telfer and the yawl lone were wrecked at
the Horseshoe, Sandy Hook, and dozens of smaller yachts about the
Horseshoe and the Highlands were blown ashore or sunk. Tlie shores
of Communipaw and Greenville were swept by the storm, and many
small yachts wrecked. At Black Kock the sloops Stella, Amita, Ginita
and Hazel, with the schooner Meta were wrecked. At New Rochelle
the schooner Vision was a total wreck. All along the Sound, New
Jersey and Long Island shores the smaller craft were sunk and
wrecked, the total loss to yachtsmen being very heavy. The Fall
Eiver Line steamer Puritan put into New Haven and lay there all
night and all day Thursday, which is good evidence of the strength of
the gale.

During the severe N.E. gale of Aug. 81 the yacht Volunteer parted
her mooring and went ashore on the rocks in Hadley's Harbor,
Naushon. near Mr. Forbes's home. She was lying at Merlin's moor-
ings, with a heavy chain cable out. but the cable parted and nothing
could be done in time to save her from the rocks. She pounded for
some hours in a heavy sea, but was finally hauled off by the wrecking
tug Right Ann, and towed to Wood's Hole. She was leaking badly
and a steam .syphon was placed on board. She was teTtiporarily re-
paired and towed to Boston, reaching Lawley's yard on Wednesday.
After hauling out the damage was found to be less serious than at
first supposed. Several plates were removed and straightened. The
rudder was badly bent and some rivets are started. The first reports
tliat the yacht went ashore with no anchor watch set are contradicted
by Capt. Norton. The yacht was launched in time for the race on
Monday, but a leak was found, and she had to haul out again.

"LAIS," 40-KATING CUTTER.

Designed by Wm. Fife, Jr., 1893.

From a photo by West & Son.

The fifth annual regatta of the New York Yacht Racing Association
will be sailed next Monday, Labor Day, Sept. 4, entries for which
closed with George E. Gartland last Monday. It is e.'i;pected that
this regatta, while it may not surpass the number of starters of la.st

year, when 101 started, will come very near it. Several of the yachts
entered met with mishaps in last Wednesday's storm and the'slorm
will undoubtedly prevent many more from entering their boats. The
iron steamer Cygnus, chartered to accompany tlie yachts over the
course, will leave West Twenty-second street, N. Y., at 9 A. M.,
Fifteenth street, Hoboken, at 9:30, Morris street. Jersey Cii y, at 10
and Pier 1 North River, New York, at 10:30. The committee boat,
Henry Hoelm, will leave Pier 4 East River at 9:45 A, M.
The steam yacht Columbia, J. H. Ladew, of New York, by Cramp

& Sons, was launched from the yard of the sub-contractors, the Chas.
Hillman Co., at Philadelphia, on Aug. 33, being christened by Jlrs. E.
R. Ladew. Her dimensions are 1 w.l 180ft., beam 22ft., depth 15ft. and
draft 10ft., with a displacement of 436 tons. Her engines are triple
compound, of 1,800 H. P., and her builders have guaranteed a speed of
18 knots over the American Y. C course from Wilton Point to New
London, 80 miles nautical.

Valiant, Mr. W. K. Vanderbilt's new steam yacht, reached New
York on Aug. 25, making the trip in 9 days and 3 hours ia heavy
weather most of the way. She is commanded bj^ Cnpt. Mori ison with
a crew of 73 men.

Secretaries of canoe clubs are requested to send to Fobkst and
Stream their addresses, with name, membership, signal, etc . of their
clubs, and also notices in advance of meetings and races, and report of
the same. Canoeists and all interested in canoeing are requested to
forward to Forest and Stream their addresses, with logs of cruises,
maps, and information concerning their local waters, di'awings or
descriptions of boats and fittings, and aU items relating to the sport.

FIXTURES.
SEPTEMBER.

2. Orange An., Arhngton, N. J. 1 fi. Red Dragon, Delaware River
4. lanthe. An., Passaic River. 16. Toronto.InternationalPaddling
4. Holyoke, Fall, Holyoke, Mass. Trophy Race.

Me. O. E. Archbald of Montreal, the successor of Mr. Ford Jones as

the champion Canadian canoe sailor, has under consideration a chal

lenge for the New York C. C. Cup, and may visit New York in October
with his new Mab.

AMERICAN CANOE ASSOCIATION.

Fourteenth Annual Meet. Aug. 11-25, 1893.
LONG ISLAND PATIK. WOLFE ISLAND. ST. LAWBBNCE RIVER.

1880—Crosbyside. Lake George, organized by N. H Bishop.
1881 —Lorna Isle, Lake George—W. L. Alden, Com. N. H. Bishop,

Sec.-Treas.
1882—Lorna Isle, Lake George—N. Longworth, Com. 0. A. Nelde.

Sec.-Treas.
1883—Stony Lake, Ontario—E. B. Edwards, Com. C. A. Neide, See.*

Treas.
1884—Grindstone I.sland, St, Lawrence River—F. A. Nickerson, Com

C. A. Neide, Sec.-Treas.
1885—Grindstone Island, St. Lawrence River—R. S. Oliver. Com. O.

A. Neide. Sec.-Treas.
1886—Grindstone Island, St. Lawrence River—F S. Ratbbun, Com.

C. A. Neide, Sec.-Treas.
1887—Bow-Arrow Point, Lake Champlain—R. J. Wilkin, Com. W.

M. Carter, See -Treas.
1888—Long Island, Lake George—E. W. Gibson, Com. F. L. Mix,

Sec.-Treas.
1889—Stave Island, St. Lawrence Eiver—H. G. Rogers, Com. G, W.

Hatton, Sec.-Treas.

1890—Jessup's Neck, Long Island—Henry Stanton, Com. F. L. Dun-
nell, Sec.-Treas.
1891—Willsborough Point, Lake Champlain—W. TJ. Lawson, Com.

R. F. Brazer, Sec.-Treas.
1893—AVillsborough Point, Lake Champlain—C. V. Winne, Com. W.

B. Waokerhagen, Sec.-Treas.
1893—Wolfe Island, St. Lawrence River—W. H. Cotton, Com. R.

Easton Burns, Sec -Treas.

Like all previous meets in the same locality, that of 1893, which
ended last week, will be set down among the pleasant and successful
ones; the camp ground and its surroundings were very good, the at-
tendance was about the average, and though very many old faces
were missed, a number of new members were added who are likely to
be seen at future meets. The transportation was reasonably good,
the mess was about up to the average, it might easily have been bet-
ter, but has frequently been worse, the weather was fine, excepting
for moderate rains on two or three occasions, and the camp was a
bright, lively and interesting one, with no great excitement, but plenty
to amuse and occupy one at all times. As m previous meets, there is
ample material for further description and criticism, but for this week
we can deal only with the races.
Com. Cotton and Sec.-Treas. Burns have worked hard under some-

what disadvantageous circumstances, and they deserve every credit
for the success of the meet. Com. Cotton has missed the experience
of the last three meets, while Mr. Burns is a new member, this being
his first meet, he taking the office of sec.-treas. only to fill a vacancy
caused by the resignation of the gentleman first elected. Under these
circumstances, with the World's Fair taking away many, and consid-
ering in addition that they went into office with a balance of 81 58 to
work on, they would be fairly entitled to indulgence for anj falling
short of the usual standard of the meets. The camp as a whole, how-
ever, met with the approval of all present, and only pleasant recollec-
tions will he associated with the meet of 1893.
The racing, with which we deal particularly this week, compares

very unfavorably with that of but afew^years since, the number of
competitors being small, as shown in the following entry list, while
many w^ere entered for but one raop, leaving a mere handful of men to
bear the brunt of the racing. Three years ago, for instance, there
were seventy-one entries, thirty-two men finished in the principal pad-
dling race, forty-eight entered and twenty-eight finished in the record
sailing race, while there were fifteen men on the record. At the last
meet on the St. Lawrence, in 1889, there were thirty-five men on the
record, and this year there were just five. Even last year the fuQ
programme was carried out, with a fair number of starters, though so
small as to excite general comment, but this year several races did not
fill at all, and others had but two starters.
The head of the regatta committee this year, Mr. ,1. B. Carruthers of

Kingston, was at a disadvantage in that, though a yachtsman, canoeist
and hunter, he had attended no meet since 1886, and was entirely un-
familiar with the usual routine of the meet races, with its many de-
tails. In spite of this, and of the absence of two members of the
committee, the races were runoff promptly and very satisfactorily
under his management. His steam yacht Marquis of Lorne was used
as the committee boat, the work being thus greatly facilitated. The
regatta committee and other officers were as follows:
Regatta Committee: J. B. Carruthers, T. S. Oxholra, E. B. Edwards,

R. .1. Wilkin. Clerk of Course, J. R. Kinghorn; Starter, B. Appollonio;
Time Keepers: J. B. Mowalt, G. E. Sparks.
Messrs. Edwards and Wilkin were appointed in the places of the two

ab.-<ent members of the committee, and Mr. Sparks took the place of
Mr. Stephens, who was unable to serve. The course for the sailing
was a triangle with half mile sides, the start being off the camp wharf,
and the easterly angle beinsr very near the Spectacles, two small
islands shown on the chart. The paddling courses were laid out from
starting points in McDonald's Bay, the finish being off the wharf.

A. C. A. REGATTA PROGRAMME.
REGULAR EVENTS.

No. 1. Paddlincj and Sailino Combined-}^ mile alternately, total 3
miles. Time limit l^g hours.
No. 8. Paddling—14 mile, straightway.
No. 3. Sailing— 4i.y miles, same rig and ballast as in Race 1. Time 2

hours. These three races to constitute "Record" races.
No. 4. Trophy Paddling—1 mile straightaway. Exempt from one-

man-one canoe rule.
No. 5. Paddling—Open canoes, not under 55lbs. weight, minimum

beam 30in., minimum dexjth llin., single blade, 14 mile, straightaway.
For special prize presented by Secretary-Treasurer.
No. 6. Unlimited Sailing Rac;e—No limit to rig or ballast, 0 miles.

Time limit 214 hours. Starters in the trophy race to be selected from
this race. See Rule V.
No. 7. Trophy Sailing—No limit to rig or ballast, 9 miles. Time

limit 31^ hours. Starters to be selected as by Rule 5.

No. 8. Novice Sailing-No limit to rig or ballast, distance 3 miles.
Time limit 1^4 hours. Open only to members who have not sailed a
canoe prior to Sept. 1. '92.

No. 9 Cldb Sailing Race— IJ-n miles. Time limit 2 hours. First
three members of any one club to count. No club can be represented
unless it enters at least three men ; all men entered must have become
members of the club they represent before the first day of the A. C.
A. meet.
No. 10. Cruising Rack, Sailino—Commodore's prize. Open to

"general ijurpose" or "cruising" canoes, distance 3 miles. Time limit
2 "hours. Sail limit 55ft., ordinary single drop centerboard or lee-
boards for open canoes. Open canoes to be classed as cruisers.

OTHER EVENTS.

No. 11. Sailing—The Orillia cup. Open to members of the Northern
Division only, 7]4 miles, no limit to rig or ballast. Time limit 2J4
hours
No. 12. Paddling Tandem—Open canoes, .Single blades, J.^ mile,

straightaway.
No. 1.3 Paddling War Ca ok Rack—Conditions and details will be

published io the official organs of the Association.
No. 14 Paddling Clud Four.s—J.^ mile, straightaway.
No. 15. Sailing Upset and Maneuvering—No special appliances, no

limit to ballast, at signal throwpaddleover astern and recover; second
signal, canoe to be heeled over until top of foremast touches ;the
water; canoes to be righted and cross finish line under sail. Time
limit yi hour.
No. 16. Paddling Upset—Usual conditions, no special appliances
No. 17. Hurry Scurry—Run, swim and paddle, short distances.
No. 18. Gymnastics.
No. 19 Skiff Sailing—This race to be run under the management

of and conditions to be named by the St. Lawrence River Skiffl'^Sailing
Association. It is added as an additional attraction and will probably
come off on one of the open days.
No. 20. Paddling T.vndem-Decked canoes, J<; mile, straightaway.
No. 21. Jabbebwocr Trophy—Open only to members of the Central

Division, 2 rounds, 3 miles.

The list of entries for the races compares but poorly with previous
years, being as follows:

CANOES ENTERED AT A. C. A. MEET, 1893.

Wasp Paul Butler Vesper Lowell, IMnss.
Bee D. S. Goddard Vesper Lowell, JIass.
V Howard Gray Vesper Lowell, Mass,
Toi'meut ...F C.Moore Knickerbocker. ...New York.
Aztec W, W. Howard New York New York.
Myra H. W. Mott-Smlth Shuh-shuh-gah. ... Winchester, Mass.
Passaic H. B. Muckleston Roval Nil. Col Kingston, Ont.
Cricket G. P. Douglas larithe Newark, N. .1.

Eel tl. W. Sparrow Corinthian. .Toronto, Ont.
1893 K. Cameron Cataraqui Kingston, Ont,
Aztec T. W. Sbarmon Cataraqui Kingston, Ont.

C. G. Rothwe'l Cataraqui Kingston, Ont.
Zerb R. Easton-Burns Cataraqui Kingston, Ont.
Kismet II. Cartwright Cataraqui.., ,, ..Kingston, Ont,

J. M. Mowat Cataraqui...., Kingston, Ont,
Al-a la-la... M. de M. Marsellus.. .lanthe Newark, N.J,
Ghost M. T. Bennett New York New York.
Ocean h. G. Woodworth Gouverneur,N.Y
Kiowilla C. E. Cragge Bulwagga Port Henry N. Y

Enoch Aston... Troy Troy, N. Y.
,T. J. Burrage Newton Newton, Mass.

Banshee... .A. A. M. Adamson Ottawa Ottawa, Quebec.
Pert ,C. G. Belman Amsterdam Amsterdam, N.Y.
Mab C. E. Archbald Pointe Claire Montreal, Que.

H. M. Kinghorn Pointe Claire Montreal, Que.
George Napier Pointe Claire Montreal, Que.

Canuck ..Vincent Pelletier Point" Claire Montreal, Que.
Oora A. H. O'Brien Argonaut Toronto, Ont.
Kalulee H. Ford Corinthian Toronto, Ont.

The names and boats are all old and familiar with one or two
exceptions, and the old boats are unchanged from previous years
save in a few derails of fittings, such as longer slides to the deckseats.
Wasp, Bee and V. have been" raced so often that they are all %vell

known; and Cricket, Passaic, Aztec and the old Canuck need no des-
cription, all save Aztec having raced at previous meets, while she is

well known from her racing about New York. This spring .she was
altered, her centerboard trunk being moved forward and shortened,
and an after board added, the verj- large board formerly carried being
replaced by a much smaller one. The bucket cockpit was. of course,
rerained. but the larger sail was shifted forward instead of aft.

Canuck is precisely as Mr. Ford Jones last used her, no changes
being made, and she is consequently at a great disadvantage as
opposed to the more modern canoes HeJ" neyy OMjner, Mr. Pelletier,

of Montreal, though a young man, is a very clever boat sailer, but
new to a canoe, and lacks the necessary experience in canoe racing to
compete against old hands like Butler and Goddard, but he promises
to make a record at future meets. He has already done some very
skilful work in the combined race, standing on the bow and stepping
and unstopping his mainmast and large sail, and he very pluckily
sailed the full six rounds of the trophy race, though hopelessly dis-
tanced.
The only new additions to the sailing fleet are Mab, Eel, and " 1893."

The former canoe is, as the name indicates, owned by Mr. Archbald,
•vho has sailed very successfully at the last two meets in an older
canoe of the same name. The new Mab is a very handsome canoe,
designed and built by Nelson Gilbert, of Brockville, with quite an
amount of deadrise, a good bilge, and moderately lull ends; the whole
model being fair and well balanced. The construction is in narrow
strips, much like the Ruggles boats. The hull is very neatly flnisbed,
and the boat does credit to her builder. The mainmast la stepped as
far forward as possible, and the mizen ma.st well amidships, the sails
being of the skiff pattern, the hoist hardly longer than the boom,
with radiating battens. The main.sheet has two travelers, one for-
ward and one abaft the centerboard, a plate of hard brass, nickel-
plated, about i^in. thick. The well is small and watertight. The deck
seat is 5 feet long, and a thwartship tiller of very light construction is
used. None of the sails are fitted to lower or reef.
The new Eel is owned by Mr. J. W. Sparrow, atid is a neatly built

canoe of Spanish cedar, designed by Mr. W. A. Smith, of Toronto, an
amateur, and built by the new Peterborough Canoe Comparly, the
successor to the Ontario Canoe Company. The other new canoe was
interesting mainly from her immense sail plan, over 300 stluare feet,
and from the fact that she Was designed, partly built, and sailed by
a canoeist with but ohe arm. Mr. Kenneth Cameron, of Kingston,
lost his arm some yeats since in a hunting accident, but sails a canoe
very skillfully, This new boat, the "1893," was set up and planked
for him, but the decking and fitting was his own work.

The regular A. C. A. events were scheduled to begin on Monday of
the second week as usual, but on Saturday the first race of the meet
was called, the sailing race for the OriUia cup. open only to members
of the Northern Division. The wind was moderate from N.W., and
the course was five rounds of the triangle, 7^ miles, with a time limit
of 21/2 hours The start was a poor one, the fleet scattered all over
the lot. Eel. with the big rig belonging to Torment, carried away her
mainmast and was obliged to put in for a new sail, thus being a long
way astern at the start, fioally giving up a hopeless chase. Mab
reaUy had the race from the start, and gained steadily on every round.

Event No. 11.-Orillia cup. Aug. 19, Saturd.ay, Start 2:.52 P, M.:
1st 2d 3d 4th .5th

Round. Round. Round Round. Hound. Elapsed.
Viator,T.AV,Sharman.3 17 03 3 40 35 4 06 00 4 32 12 withd'w .

1893, K. Cameron 3 19 34 3 42 47 4 08 26 4 35 00 withd'w . ...
Kismet.H. Cartwright.3 M 31 3.36 2:5 3.58 18 4 20 59 4 43 10 1 51 10
Eel, .1. W. Sparrow. .. .5 23 13 withdrew.
Mab, C. E Archbald..3 11 00 3 30 46 3 50 85 411 38 4 33 sr 140 37

Monday morning brought a strong and puffy wind, the river being
covered with whitecaps. The first race called was the unlimited, with
13 starters, half of whom soon came to grief and withdrew, the jibe
at the second mark me.aning at least a capsize to many. Mab led at the
start, with Wasp in hot chase. Mab turned the buoy at the end of the
first round, but Wasp was struck by a puff and refused to pay oft',

running off her helm and passing inside the buoy. She was in a had
place, and before she could work back V, Cricket, Myra and Fly had
rounded. On the windward leg, however. Wasp made up a part of
the loss and was third at the first mark of the second round. The
second jibe was a hard one. and V and Wasp were knocked down flat.
Mab continued to lead through the rest of the race, Wasp working
into second place. Fly broke the solid cast sleeve of her deck tiller
and withdrew.

Event No. 6.—Aug. 21, Monday. Start 10:05. Wind strong and
squally:

1st 2d 3d
Round. Round. Round. Finish. Elapsed.

Mab, C. E. Archbald. ...10 21 06 10 39 42 10 ,50 56 It 14 23 1 09 3^
Wasp, Paul Butler 10 26 09 10 41 40 10 58 23 11 15 16 1 10 IG
V, Howard Gray 10 22 31 10 40 2.5 11 00 53 11 17 ;-iO 1 12 30
Cricket, Ci. P. Douglas.. lO 23 25 10 42 00 10 ,59 29 11 19 01 1 U 01
Canuck, V. Pelletier. . ..lO »} d8 10 '14 49 11 03 44 11 2a 14 1 17 14
Torment, F. 0. IVIoore. .10 27 14 10 45 14 11 03 23 11 24 00 1 19 00
Eel. J, W. Sparrow 10 48 54 withdrew.
Myra, H. AV. Mott Smith 10 43 51 withdrew.
Banshee, A M, Adamson withdrew.

The novice race followed the unlimited, but was uninteresting, there
being but two starters, one of whom withdrew,

Event No, 8.- Aug. 21, Wednesday, start 11:55, wind moderate:
1st Round. Finish. Elapsed

Canuck, V. Pelletier .. .12 16 30 12 86 30 1 41 30
"1893," K Cameron 12 19 15 Withdrew.

After dinner there was less wind and fewer puffs; the record sailing
race was called first with but Ave starters, the course being i}4 miles,
Blab winning easily.

Event No. 3.—Record saihng. Monday, Aug. 31. Start 3:3,5, Strong
wind, very puffy.

1st Round. 2d Round. Finish. Elapsed.
Mab, C. E. Archbald 2 50 10 3 05 58 3 24 48 0 49 48
V, H. Gray 2 50 25 3 07 IM 3 27 01 0 5S 01
Cricket, G. P. Douglas.. .2 52 37 3 09 57 3 31 .20 0 56 80
Canuck, V. Pelletier 2 56 43 3 15 18 3 33 55 0 58 55
Eel, J. W. Sparrow 2 01 37 3 51 00 1 16 00

The final race of the day was the cruising canoe race, for Com-
modoru Cotton's prize, a cedar box containing a handsome set of
silk signal flags made by Mrs. Cotton. Mab carried a staruling .sail

lashed to the mast, and though warned by the regatta committee that
he would be disquahfled. Mr. Archbald" started, subiect to protest,
ckiiiiiidK that he would fit the same sails to lower in another race.
Mab won easily, as was to be expected, but her owner afterward re-
quested to be dropped from the score.

Event No, 10.—Aug. 21, Monday, start 4 P. M., wind moderate:
Ist Round, Finish. Elapsed.

Mab, C. E. Archbald 4 35 20 4 57 00 0 57 00
Pert, C. G. Belman 4 35 .50 5 04 29 1 04 29
Kiowilla, C. E. Cragg 4 42 10 5.05 30 1 05 .80

Ocean, L. C. Woodworth 4 41 49 5 08 14 1 08 14
Al-a-la-la, M. deM. M.ircellus 4 49 20 Withdrew.
Ghost, M. T. Bennett 4 51 00 Withdrew.

Tuesday morning was clear and calm, so the paddling part of the
programme was taken up, the first race being the record paddling,
one-half mile vvith but five starters.

Event No. 2.—Record paddling. A. :g. 33, Tuesday. Start at 10:31.
Water smooth, light wind.

Elapsed.
Mab. C. E. Archbald f oi
Cricket, G, P. Douglas

, !4 07
Canuck, V. Pelletiei'

. . . . . .4 28
Eel. J. W. Sparrow

! ! ! .. 4 29
V, H. Gray 4 gg

The next race, open paddling, for a prize offered by Sec'y-Treas.
Burns, had but two competitors, though the whole beach was lined
with open canoes, and there were sturdy young paddlers by the score
about camp.
Event No. 5.—Aug. 5, Tuesday. Start 10:53:

« .J
Elapsed.

Harry Ford , ,...437
H. M. Kinghorn , ,.J S2

No. 20, tandem decked canoes, had but one crew to start, so was
combined with No. 12, open tandera, single blades, the two being run
together but with separate prizes.

Event No. 13.—Aug. 22, Tuesday, start 11:41:03:

M S
Mowatt and Rothwell. . u .^f . 4 03*

Archbald and Napier. . . ..^4 08
Kinglwrn a"d Pelletier. .4 171^
Burrage and Robertson

. . . . . [

'. '. A 17^
Event No. 20.—Aug. 23. Start 11:41:03.

Cricket, Douglas and Sparrow 4 oo

After dinner a light breeze sprung up, and the combined race was
called with the regular record quintette. Canuck and Mab were fitted
with standing sails, and the question of their eligibility arose, the two
being finally admitted by the committee on the condition that the sails
were unshipped and shipped in place of being lowered and hoisted at
the turns. These very difficult conditions lent a certain interest to
the race, as each man was obliged to walk forward and stand on the
extreme bow to «tep and unstep the maiuma>.t. The contest was a
wonderful exhibition of canoe jjymnastics, bat failed entirely of being
the test of an all-around rig which the conditions contemplated Mr
Pelletieytll off the bow at one time just as he had stepped the mast,
but quickly vaulted into the canoe and was out on the piazza, while
Mr. Archbald did some very clever balancing. On the sailing legs the
men with the lowering rigs simply safied away from the other two
while they wexe dancing about their decks.
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Event No. 1.—Combined race. Aug 28, Tuesday. Start2:43:30. Clear,
wind light.

IstKound. Finish. Elapsed.
Cricket, G. P. Douglas 8 07 57 3 29 00 0 45 30
V, H, Gray 3 15 20 3 46 48 1 03 18

Canuck, V. Pelletier 3 21 09 3 47 25 1 08 55
Mab, C. E. Archbald 3 18 25 3 54 57 1 11 27
Eel, J. W. Sparrow 3 19 1 5 4 01 05 1 17 35

The next event, the club race, lost all distinctive character from the
fact that the New York team was only made up by the entry of Ghost,
with two small cruising sails and her crew seated below, the canoe be-
ing an old Shadow model with no centerboard, jMr. Bennett entered
to makeup the required three, but was badly out-classed by the racing
canoes, and did not complet-e the course. The other two New York
men, Howard and Moore, made a good second and third, losing by only
one point. Mr. Butler won the personal prize for first boat, and the
V^esper B. C. won the club banner.

Event No. 9.—Aug. 22, Tuesday.—Start 4:.30, wind light:

1st Round. 2d Round. Finish. Elapsed.
Wasp, Paul Butler 4 57 47 5 16 28 5 33 22 0 54 22
Torment, F. C. Moore... 4 58 45 5 16.56 5 34 11 0.55 11

Aztec. W. W. Howard.. .4 59 15 5 17 .58 5 36 37 6 57 37
Bee. D. S. Goddard 5 00 27 5 18 26 5 38 31 0 51 31

v., Howard Gray 5 00 10 5 19 37 5 .39 31 1 00 81

Ghost, M. T. Bennett. . . .Withdrew.

Wednesday was another clear day, with a fresh and puffy S.W. wind
over the island, the course of six rounds, 9 miles, being sailed with all

marks to starboard. It is not so long ago that the honor of a place on
the list of 15 eh'gibles to the trophy race was eagerly sought for. and
not a few instances have been known of men who, after winning a
place, have generously given it up to others who were debarred by
some mishap in the trial races. This j'ear there were no foreign com-
petitors and only eight entries in all, Bee, Wasp, Mab, Aztec, V,
Cricket. Torment and Canuck. Mr. Dobglas was unwell and did not
start. The wind was so squally before the start that the Vesper men
turned in a reef each, Torment and Cricket carrying about 75ft. in

their standing sails and Wasp and Bee about the same. Mab, however,
had up 138ft. m two large standing sails, and was greatly over-canvased.
Goddard and hie friends of the Vesper B. C. had' repaired very neatly
i he break in his deck tiller, but a.s it proved the whole fitting was too
tvettk, and a second break resulted which soon threw him out of the
face The start was a fitie one, the boats going over close together on
the guiij Mab with a clear lead and Torment second. The first leg was
a reach, with a jibe at the end, then a run with a quartering wind and
a beat in.

Mab led over the fh-st leg, but she had more sail than she wanted
down tvlnd, and Waso passed her, while V also went by her at the sec-

ond mark, the Spectacle Island Buoy. Wasp and V had a pretty race
to windward, Wasp holding her own. Mab had a clean capsize at the
fend of the first roUnd, Mr. Archbald sliding or falhng off his deck seat
and going down on the lee side of his boat; he dove under, came up to
windward, and was quickly astride of his seat and away. Bee was
fourth, but cn the second round her deck tiller broke again and she
was forced to withdravf

.

At the end of the second round V led for a time, but Wasp soon re-

gained her lead and was never headed, in spite of several bad capsizes.
She finished just as Canuck was completing her fourth round, she be-
ing partly filled like Aztec, having the old open cockpit which brought
her to grief when Mr. Ford Jones sailed her at New York. Mab sailed

a good race, but on the last round her steering gear gave way and she
vrithdrew.
When Aztec started on the fifth round her stern was completely

under water, the rudder gear tearing up a wake like a propeller, while
her crew had sprung the third toe on the port foot in hiking out, and
was partly disabled. On the second leg as she neared the Spectaclf s

only the point of her stem was above water, and her crew was awash
to the waist. Running into shoal water Mr, Howard bailed out and
finally sailed the sixth round long after all others had finished. Mr.
Pelletier also himg on very pluckily, and sailed the race to a finish,

though hopelessly beaten early in the day.
Wasp ci'ossed the line in fine style, winning the trophy for the

second time. As V. came to the line she capsized, working across in

righting. While the race will not comisare in excitement with those
or previous years, it was well worth watching, and some fine exhibi-
tions of skill were afforded by the many puffs and the consequent
hiking. In connection with the unlimited race it demonstrated the
absolute necessity for a small bucket cockpit, a hull of exceptional
strength, a sliding seat of 5ft. length and a thwartship tiller of the
same length and able to bear the weight of a heavy man at times
without breaking. Compared with thb successful canoe of to-daj^,

the racing fleet, at Stave Island in 1889 has no more chance of winning
than the original Nautilus would have. The positions on the various
rounds were as follows:

Wasp .

,

1st.

...1

..2

Mab .

Aztec 4
Canuck ; 6

Torment 5
Fly 4

2d.
2
1

3
4

6
5

3d.

1

S
3
4
5

4th.
I

2
3
4
5

5th.

i

2
3

5
4

6th.
i

2
w
4
3

Event No. 7.—Aug. 23, Wednesday, start 10:50, wind moderate, water
smooth:

1st 3d , 3d 4th Bth
Round. Eound, Round. Round. Round. Finish. Elapsed.

Wasp, Paul Butler,
11 07 32 11 24 24 11 41 35 11 57 28 12 14 08 12 .30 15 1 40 15

v., Howard Gray,
11 07 45 11 24 11 11 42 01 11 58 32 12 15 00 12 31 20 1 41 20

Canuck, V. Pelletier,
11 10 .50 11 32 58 n 57 W 12 30 20 12 56 10 1 26 30not tini'd

Aztec, W. W. Howard,
11 09 10 11 37 22 11 45 20 12 :'5 20 Not timed.

Mab, C, E. Archbald.
11 08 06 11 24 57 11 42 58 12 01 07 12 17 50 Disabled.

Torment, F. C. Moore,
11 1015 Withdrew.

Bee, D. S. Goddard, Withdrew. Disabled.

The sailing upset and maneuvering had but three competitors,Wasp
winning easily.

After this race Mr. Butler turned his canoe completely over, the
masts describing a circle.

Event No. 15.—Aug. 23. Wednesday; start 3:69:
Elapsed.

Wasp. Paul Butler 4 03 35

Canuck, V. Pell'-tier 4 05 04

Mab, C. E. Archbald 4 05 20

Only three men started in the paddling upset, Mr. Douglas, in his

decked canoe, winning in the paddling part of the race, the other two
using open canoes.

Event No. 16.— Aug. 23; start 4:35:20:

Cricket, S. P. Douglas 4 38 00

, A. H. O'Brien 4 38 OOJ^
Canuck, V. Pelletier

The race for the Jabberwock trophy, open only to members of the
Central Division, was started after dinner, but was unintexesting from
the few stai'ters.

Event No. 21.—Jabberwock trophy. Start 2''46.

Istroimd. Finish. Elapsed.
Enoch Aston 2 58 33 3 20 59 44 59

Belman 2 59 02 3 24 30 48 30

L. G , Woodworth Withdrew.

During Wednesday night the camp was favored with an echo of the
great storm which wrought so much destruction on the Atlantic coast;

nothing more than a light rain, which held until noon Thursday, ac-

companied by a fresh N. E wind through the night and early morn-
ing. Two important events still remained on the programme, the

race for the paddling trophy and that for the St. Lawrence skiffs.

The latter craft, which are really enlarged canoes, have come into ex-

istence since the days of the Grindstone meets, and in order to show
to the canoeists what such big canoes could do, a special race was ar-

ranged by Com. Harlow Wiser, of the St. Lawrence Skiff Sailing Asso-
ciation, the prize being a silver cup offered by the Skiff Association.

The racing skiffs, though evolved from the old fishing skiffs of the
river, are totally different craft, the rule under which they are built is

merely length multiplied bv beam, the product not to exceed 88ft., the
dimensions' being from saft.X 4ft. up to 27ft.x3ft.3iu. Sail area and
crews are unlimited, the former ranging from 4(X)sq. ft. to 650sq. ft., in

two battened sails, hoisting with a guuter yard and with c^noe reef-

ing gear. From four to six men are carried. Three of these skiffs,

Akahe, La Volta and Bonita, were present during the whole meet, and
early on Thursday morning others appeared, making a lleet of seven
in all.

There is a strong local rivalry among the skiff men and their friends

along the river from Kingston to Ogdensburg, not alone between the

American and Canadian sides of the river, but between the various

towns, irrespective of nationality. Early in the morniDg the steamers
brought to camp partir-s froui Brockville, Ogdensburg. Preseott. (.ian-

anoque, Clayton and KiDfjston. and the merits of the respective favor-

ites were loudly discusied. The starters were:

L.w.l. S.A.
Skiff, ft. sq.ft. Owner Helmsman. Port.

Leprechaun. . .24.00. ,650, ,F. X. Laque. . . .Wm. O. Shea. . . .G^manoque
Bertha 25.06. .410. .L, K. Fry B. Bussell Clayton
St. Lawrence.. 24. 00. .360. ,W Nicholson, .Frank Jones Brockville
La Volta 25.00, .435, .Jock Harty. , , .Owner Kingston
Sunrise 25.00. .400. .E. Colon Thos. Pursell. ., .Clayton
Bonita 24.00, .360. .Chas, Hardie. .0, E, Archbald. . ,Montrea.l
Against the skiffs the two canoes. Wasp and Fly, started.
The wind, which had been strong and squally during the morning,

fell considerably by noon, and when the race was started at 3 P. M.,
six rounds of the triangle, it was but moderate from the north, making
a beat on the first leg. a reach on the second and a run on the third,
the boats at times being winged out.

St. Lawrence was at the line ahead of time and luffed along until the
gun flred, when she was at once over, the others making a good start,
the two canoes being last over but to windward. Even at the start
there was not enough wind for the canoes to do their best work, and
of course not enough for the skiffs. Wasp soon worked clear to wind-
ward of the fleet, St. Lawrence in the lead a good way. being further
to leeward, so that she had to tack finally to weather the Spectacle
Island Buoy, while Wasp and Bonita weathered it on the long port
tack, Wasp was bothered a little by the big sails of Bonita, but took
the lead on the reach and increased it to the end of the first round,
when the order was: Wasp, Leprechaun, La Volta, St. Lawrence,
Bertha, Bonita, Sunrise, Akahe, Bee.
On the next leg to windward, in a stiU lighter breeze, Wasp con-

tinued to gain, and had a good lead when she rounded the second
buoy. She winged out and started to finish the round, but just astern
of her was Leiirechaun, with hex huge rig, coming up in the light air,
with the other skiffs closing in, and the poor httle canoe with but 150ft.
stood no show. Leprechaun passed her just at the end of the round.
La Volta also being close to her.
The wind was now so light that the race was spoiled, and after the

third round it was merely a drift, some of the boats withdrawing on
each successive round, and only Leprechaun and La Volta finishing.
With a good breeze the race would have been the most interesting of
the meet, it is hardly probable that the 16x30 canoes sailed by one
man could compete with the skiffs, of just one and one-half times
their linear dimensions and with three times the sail area, with six
men to tend sheets and hike, but at the same time a thorough test
would have been very valuable:

1st 2d 3d 4th 5th 6th
Round. Round. Round. Round. Round. Round. Elapsed.

Leprechaun. . . 3 24 25 3 52 25 4 17 14 4 52 53 5 J 8 30 5 50 54 2 50 54
La Volta 3 24 43 3 52 .56 4 18 28 4 .54 55 5 20 09 5 53 50 2 53 50
Wasp 3 23.51 3.52 40 4 17 50 5 35 34 Not timed.
St.Lawreuce..3 24 42 3 54 00 4 20 14 5 03 06 Withdrew.
Bonito 3 25 03 3.56 11 4 25 47 5 10 22 Withdrew.
Bertha 3 25 00 3 55 27 4 24 46 Withdrew.
Sunrise 3 26 56 3.5614 4 25 25 Withdrew.
Bee 3 28 00 4 01 09 Withdrew.
Akahe 3 27 45 4 46 00 Withdrew.

The paddling trophy race yet remained, and when the wind died
down during the skiff race it was called about 4:30 P. M. This
race, in Canadian waters, the home of paddling racing, should
have brought out a fine field of entries, but all of the Canadian
cracks, Harry MacKendrick, Johnson, Muntz, Carnegie. Tilley, Leys,
as well as the Montreal paddlers were absent. The five starters were
mostly new men, Mr. Scott alone having raced for the trophy last
year. Mr. O'Brien, the second man as it proved, was from Toronto,
as was Mr. Ford. Sir. Rothwell paddled a famous old canoe, the Zulu,
once a prize winner when owned by Mr. Jack Weller in 18&4-5 at
Grindstone. Mr. Scott had a very good racing paddler, but none of
the canoes could compare with that used by ftlr. Kiiappe last year.
The race was well paddled, the latter half being between .Scott and
O'Brien, the latter spurting hard at the finish but coming in a good
second only.

Event No. 4.—Paddling trophy, Thursday, Aug. 24:

M. S.
R. dArcy Scott 7 35
A. H. O'Brien 7 37
Harry Ford...
J. M. Mowat .;

.1. Rothwell

Chicago Cruisers.
Chicago, 111., Aug. 18.—On Aug. 7 Mr. L. J. Marks, of the Chicago O.

C, accompanied by Mr. Wm. Wilde, left for a cruising trip around the
southern and eastern shore of Lake Michigan, with Muskegon as objec-
tive point. Their craft was an 18ft. St. Lawrence skiff. They are ex-
pected back next week, and should have an interesting log. E. H.

Excelsior Rifle Club.
The third annual prize shoot of the Excelsior Rifle Club, of Jersey

City, at the Greenville Scbuetzen Park, on Friday and Saturday of
last week, brought together many of our prominent riflemen. Among
the early arrivals on Friday morning were H. M. Pope, of Hartford;
Wm. Hayes, Newark; Louis Flach and A. Holges, New York, and C.
E. Gensch, New Jersey.
The weather was extremely hot and the shooting house during the

two days was a most uncomfortable place to abide in, so much so that
the shooters were compelled at frequent intervals to resort to the
cool spots in and about the park for relief from the excessive heat.
The first flag at the opening of the shoot was made by 3Ir. Gensch,
and as is usual in such aft'airs, all hands went out to see a man. Louis
Flach put up three scores of 71 each out of a possible 75 early in the
day on Friday, and the other contestants were kept on the ragged
edge all day trying to overcome this lead, but at the close of the shoot
on Friday night Flach still held his position with Messrs. Pope, Hayes
and Gensch each with only one or two points behind him.
With the opening of the shoot on Saturday morning there came a

host of riflemen from nortli, south, east and west of New York, it

seemed as though everybody had expected that everybody (else)
would remain home on account of the weather conditions, and each
individual came prepared to take advantage of the situation. From
Port Chester came Messrs. Bachraann, Hess and Rudd; from Pater-
son came Messrs. Dietrich, Duteher and Irons. Messrs. Begerow,
Watts and Hayes from Newark; Messrs. Bird, Antenreifh and Mehlen-
brock, from Marion

;
Barney Walther and Chas. G. Zettler of New

York. Among the local shooters were Messrs. L. P. Hansen, W. H.
Robidoux, John Hill, 0. H. Chavaut, C. Boag, W. Weber, Michael
Dorrler and Geo. Schlicht. In fact there were so many representative
riflemen present that to name them all in this article would require
enlarged space, and out of respect for the feelings of non-winners we
are compelled to draw the line at this point. All day Saturday the
shooting house was filled with as jolly a set of .shooters as ever came
together. Each in his turn was striving to out-shoot the other, and
as one individual would succeed in making a high ticket he became
for the time being the center of a sweltering group, anxious to see his
score and ready to extend their congratulations over his good luck,
and thus the day passed and at the close of the shoot after the prizes
had been distributed the greater part of the assembled shooters and
invited guests adjourned to the dinning hall of the Hotel Armbruster,
where several hours were devoted to social intercourse, feasting, etc.
Ring target, three shots per score, possible 75, three best scores to

count for first five prizes, and two scores to count for all others:
Geo Schlicht 73 71 69—213 DrAutenreith 69 68—137
M Dorrler 72 71
L Flach 71 71

^0-213
1—213

B Walther 68 66—134
J Speicher 69 64—1.S3

Wm Hayes 71 71 70-212 FC Watts 67 66—133

The final events were the hurry-scurry, with but two competitors,
won bj' Mr. Pelletier, a powerful swimmer, and the canoe gymnastics,
in which Mr. Douglas alone took part.

Event No. 17.—Aug. 24, Thursday:
V. Pelletier 1

A. H. O'Brien 3

Event No. 18.—G. P. Douglas.

Event No. 13.—No entries.

Event No. 14.—One entry, no race.

RECORD RACKS, 1893.

Paddling. Combined. SaiUng, Total.
G. P. Douglas 4 5 3 12
C. E. Archbald 5 2 5 12
H. Gray 1 4 4 9
V. Pelletier 3 3 3 8
J. W. Sparrow 3 1 1 4

Messrs. Douglas and Archbald tied in the second, and as there is no
provision in the rules for such an event a similar prize was given to
each.
One innovation introduced by the regatta committe this year,

was a meeting every evening at 7:30, to decide at once all protests and
disputes which had'come up duriner the day's racing.
The prizes were presented on Thursday evening at a meeting iu the

Peterborough Canoe Co.'s t«nt, the donors and winners being as
follows:

A. C. A. PRIZES, 1893.

Event. Prize. Donor. Winner.

1 ,
,

I
General Oliver. Geo. P. Douglas

^ '^^
) Miss Beatrice Winser C. E. Archbold

2 2d Miss Archbald Howard Gray
3..,.. 3d Mr. Bermingham V. Pelletier

4tb C. V. Winne J. W. Sparrow
No. 1 1st flag Mrs. G. J. Edwards G. P. Douglas

2d flag Miss Harty Howard Gray
No. 2 1st paddle Miss L. Scott C. E. Archbald

2d flag Miss M. Scott G. P. Douglas
No, 8 1st flag Hartford CO C. E. Archbald

2d flag Miss Richmond Howard Gray
No. 4 1st flag Mohican C. C R. d'.4.rcy Scott

2d flag Mrs. Leigh A. H. O'Brien
No, 5 Ist flag. . , , R, Easton Burns Harrv Ford
No. 6 1st flag Yonkers C. C C. E. Archbald

2d flag Miss M. Birmingham Paul Butler
No. 7 1st banner Miss G. Fredricks Paul Butler

2d flag Miss Macpherson Howard Gray
No. 8 1st flag C. V. Winne V. Pelletier

No. 9 Club prize E. H. Bai-ney. Vesper C. C.

1st flag A C.A Paul Butler
2d flag Ve.'^per B. C F. C. Moore
,1st flag Mt s, Com. Cotton C. G. Belman
3d flag A. C. A C. E. Cragg
OrilliaCup C. E. Archbald
/ Canoe I Misses Archbald and Hen-
( cushions. ( derson RothweU Mowat
1st flag Mrs. J, B. Carruthers Paul Butler
1st flag Miss A. Scott G P. Douglas
1st flag Miss Macpherson V. Pelletier

1st flag Mrs. W. H, Macnee. G. P. Douglas
Trophy cup.
\ ^ . a I Miss Mackenos G, P. Douglas
J

1st flags
(J) g .laques J. W. Sparrow

No. 2! . .Jobberwock Trophy E. Aston

Owing to the annoyance and trouble of the Customs regulations
the Jabberwork trophy was not present, while the paddling trophy
was tied up in some Custom House
The only important business transacted during the meet was the

e'ection of the commodore and secretary-treasurer, for 1 891. and of

the officers of the Northern and Central Divisions. The fourteenth
commodore of the .A. C. A. will be Mr. Irving V. Dorland. of the Ar-
lington, (N. J. ) C. C, ex-\'ice-commodore of the Atlantic Division,

Mr. Dorland is weU and favorably known throughout the association

as well as in his division, and there is no doubt that he will do honor
to the office. With him will be associated as Sec'y-Treas Mr. Geo. P.

Douglas, of thelanthe C. C, of Newark, well known at allot the
meets of late years, as a thorough canoeist and earnest racing man.
The division officers elected were as follows:

Northern Division: Elected Aug. 11 —Vice-Corn., H. M. Molson,
Montreal; Rear-Coin., George A. Schofleld, Peterboro; Purser, H. R,
Tilley. Toronto: Ex. Com., W. H. Macnee, Kingston; W. L. Scott,

Ottawa: C. E- Archbald. Montreal.
At the meetmg of the Northern Division the following was passed :

Resolved, That if meet be held in St, Lawrence, no other meet be
held- otherwise a division meet.
Central Division: Elected Aug 28.—Vice-Corn . AV. 0. Witherbee

Port Henry: Rear Com.. C, G. Belman, Amsterdam: Purser, C. E.

Cragg, Port Henry; Ex. Com., C. V. Winne, W. R. Huntington,

H M Pope

.

C E Gensch.

.

H Holges,...
L P Hansen.

71 70 69-210 O CBoyce 68 64—1:30
1 69—140 CG Zettler 65 6,3—128
'1 69—140 J Hess 60 58—118
1 68—139 Aug Begerow 61 57—118

Premiums for 5 best tickets: Wm. Hayes 352 points, L, Flach .351

points, M. Dorrler 351 points.
Bullseye target, 4in. disk, best center shot to count: L. P, Hansen

3]4 degrees, M. Dorrler 27)4, Wm. Hayes 29, Wm. Duteher 8214, B.
Walther 333^, L. Flach 39, C. G. Zettler 42, Geo. Schlicht 44, W. H.
Robidou.x 47, C. Boag 48. Premiums for most buUseyes, L. P. Hansen.

Columbian International Prize Shooting.
Sharpshooters' Park, West Pullman.—The following shooters

were present and decorated with the Columbian Medal: F. Gehrlich,
Fountain City. Wis. ; R. Tausher, La Crosse, Wis. ; Rob. Bethman, St.
Louis, Mo.; Wm. Ott, La Crosse, Wis.; C. Findeisen, Chicago; Mat
Gindele, Cincinnati, O.; Wm. Hasenzahl. Cincinnati, O.; F. M. Sec,
Cincinnati; Wm. Randall, Cincinnati; W. M. Farron, Morgantowu,
W. Va ; W. M. Hayser, Alma, Wis.; H. Rottiger, Fountain City, Wis.;
J. Sporri, Louisville; Henry Behrens, Grand Mound, La,; Gustav
Muhl, Toronto; A. F. W. Tester, Alma, Wis.; Geo. Kuehl, Chicago;
Wm. Fried, Fountain City; Fred. Graf, Chicago; F. Burkel, St. Louis:
John Meunier, Mflwaukee: HeniT Barfling, Chicago.
Columbia target; Mat Gindele 67, Wm. Hasenzahl 61, F. Ingersoll

64, W. Randall 63, F, Gehrlich 62, Wm, Hayser 60, Rich. Helmold 58,
J. W. Tester 56, C. A, Johnson 57, F, M. Sec 55. H. Rottinger 53, Fred
Pfeifer 44, R. Bethman 43, F. Burkel 41, W. Fried 37, H. Behrens 37,
R. Tausher ,35, John Sporri 21.

King target: Mat Gindele 215, Wm, Hasenzahr206, Frd. Pfeifer 200,
W. Ott 199; C. A. Johnson 198, Lohn Meunier 188. Gustav Muhl 187,
Wm. Hayser 183, Wm. Randall 180, F. M. Sev 178, S. W. Tester 176,
F. Gehrlich 169, F. Burkel 159, H. Behrens 144, R, Tausher 141, H.
Rottinger 129.

Bullseye target: W. M. Farron 30, M. Gindele 24, G. Muhl 20, W. Ott
19, W. Randall 13, W- Hasenzahl 16, T. W. Tester 13, R. Tausher IS,
F. Gehrlich 11, F. M. Sec 9, W. Hayser 9, H. Behrens 9. F. Pfeifer 8,"

U. Fried 8, H. Rottinger 7, C. M. Wemberger 6, R, Bethman 4, F.
Birrkel 4,

Man target: M, Gindele 91, AV. Hasenzahl 87, R. Bethman 85, G. F.
Schmidt 85, W. Hayser 82, W. Ott 82, R. Tausche 77, W. M. Farron 75,
W. Boehmer 73.

Standard target: W. Hasenzahl 46, Mat Gindele 45, W. M. Farron
45, W. Hayser 38, F. Pfeifer ,36. B. Tausche 34.

People's target: W. Hasenzahl 70, AV. M. Farron 70, M. Gindele 68,
W. Ott 67, F. Pfeifer 65. AV. Hayser 68, Wm. Randall 62, R. Bethman 63,
F. Burkel 60, G. F. Schmidt 60, F. Graf 60, Rich. Helmold 58, R. Beth-
man 57, H. Rottinger 52, AV. Fried 37, John Sporri 21.

All the time up to Sept. 3 the range will be open.

No. 10,

.

No, 11 .

.

No. 12...

No. 15.

,

No. 16..

No. 17.

.

No. 18.

.

No 19..,

No. 30...

Bi-Monthly Shoot of the Zettler Rifle Club.
TatiRH was hardly a corporal's guard of the members of the Zettler

Rifle Club present at the practice shoot of the club at Cypress Hills
Park on Aug 27. The hot weather and the many other counter
attractions in and about New York probably kept manj' of the regu-
lars away. Those who did put in an appearance found that shooting
under the extreme torrid weather conditions was anything but
pleasant. The scores are appended, 10-shot scores, 2 scores to count,
German ring target:
H Holges 22 22 23 2=1 21 21 24 22 20 24—224

20 32 23 23 22 30 22 23 33 25—221
Geo WPlaisted 23 21 31 24 32 21 20 22 22 39-215

22 21 21 25 25 22 23 22 18 33-222
R Hamann 23 22 24 20 18 21 22 24 21 20—215

19 23 25 23 20 24 32 23 23 18-220
C G Zettler 20 20 22 19 19 23 23 33 20 20-209

19 22 20 21 24 21 25 24 22 23-221
Geb Krauss 24 23 20 32 21 20 21 24 16 21—212

25 21 21 23 19 23 23 18 23 22—217
Philip F Schmidt 21 20 22 15 17 21 25 23 21 11—196

2:3 22 31 19 10 10 35 20 21 20—203
Joseph Gunther 14 19 21 13 20 1 9 17 25 17 20—185

18 21 15 17 10 32 13 10 17 18—167

New York City Corps.
The monthly practice of the New York City Corps, Capt. C. Rehm,

at AVashington Park, Friday, Aug. 25, had its usual attendance. R.
B'lsse made himself conspicuous by making the highest score on the
ring and man target, the most red flags and the most bullseyes. The
scores are appended:
Ring target: R Basse 205, 0. Rehm 198, H. Radloff' 18,5, John Faek-

lauim ISO, O. Urnstein 177, U. G ^Zeltler 174, Ad. Keller 170, O. Uihlein
Ifi.-., IT. Kiihlmann 1.58, H. Munz 1.58, W. H. Gerdes 151, J. F. Gerdes 142,

Man target: K. Basse 57, O. Uihlein .56, C. G. Zfttier 56, J. FacUlamm
5:3, H. Radloff 51, A. Range .50,

Red flags: R. Busse 3. O. Uihlein 3, IT. Radloff 3, H. Kuhlmann 2, C.
G, Zettler 2, .7. Facklamrn 2. A. Ratjge 1, Ad Keller 1,

Bullseye: O. Uihlein 3, 0. G. Zettler 3, Otto Urnstein 2, J. F. Gerdes
1. A. Range 1, H. Kuhlmann 1, J. Facklamrn 1, Christ. D. Rehu J, Wm.
a. Gerdes 1.

Western Shooting League.
OiUHA, Neb., Aug. 23.—At the eighth biennial tournament of the

Western Shooting League the highest number of points yesterday
was made by D. Schneidewind, Sam. G. Dorman and Andrew McBean,
all of St Louis, who made 386, 350 and 317 points respectively, F. Tag-
genburger. of Chicago, scoring 2.37 points. These marksmen received
gold-headed oanes, and in addition ivill be awarded a cash premium.
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Twelve additional riflemen were decorated with gold medals on this
target to-day. The highest scores on the king target were made by
M. Gra,w, of Chicago, and L. Seher, of St. Louis, the former making
97 out of a possible J35, and the latter QB.

RIFLE NOTES.
We want to call the attention of rifle shooting committees getting up

shooting programmes to the fact that in demanduig three best tickets
to count for the first three or Ave prizes is running to extremes. Bar-
ney Walther hit the mark when he remarked that they may as well
make it 50 shots. Try as you may, there is no handicap of this nature
placed upon the expert that does not bear doubly hard upon the ordin-
ary shooter. The programme of the German-Americau Society for
their shoot on Sept. 18 and 19 demands three best tickets for the first
ten prizes. To non-members the first ticket costs E2. What sort of a
chance has the lay shooter got on a programme like this? We are
much sm-prised that an old rifleman with the experience of C. G-. Zet-
tler should appear as one of a committee countenancing such a par-
ody. That he had anything to do with such a programme we can
hardly believe.

It was very kind of the Excelsior Rifle Club management to go
through the park and gather in the unfortunate shooters of the festi
val, and after shpping a supper ticket into his pocket (the unfortu-
nate's), Are him through the dining-room door, where he was left to
the murcies of mine host Armbruster.

On Monday (Labor Day) teams from the Greenville and Hudson rifle
clubs will contest for a $50 purse. The match takes place on the range
of the Fourth Regiment at Marion, N. J. Both teams are said to be
in win Ding form.

Chas. G. Zettler, the treasurer of the Zettler Club, is credited with
having introduced the idea for the new and handsome programme for
the fall shoot. To speak of these programmes within the hearing of
C. G. brings a smile to his countenance as expansive as an August
moon.
A programme for the sixteenth annual prize shoot of the German-

American Shooting Society, to be held in Washington Park on Mon-
day and Tuesday, Sept. 18 and 19, gives on the ring target 42 prizes,
ranging from $40 to SI. 80, with 5 premiums for the"most points raug-
ing from $10 to $3. Medal target, 16 gold medals, open to all comers.
Man target, 18 prizes, ranging from 15 to $1 ; 3 premiums for the most
red flags ranging from $5 to $2.

The Empire Rifle Club, with headquarters at No. St. Mark's place, is
out with a programme for its fall and winter gallery shoot. Ten
rinzes, rangmg from $13 to $1 are offered for the members to compete
for.

The programme of the Zettler Rifle Club for its twentieth annual
shooting festival, to be held in Wissel's Cypress Hills Park on Sept. 10
and 11, is creating a great deal of interst in rifle shooting circles. The
style of the programme is unique and a fine example of lithographic
art. The prize list is sure to be appreciated by the expert, while the
list is sufliciently extended to permit the lay shooter to gather in a
few crumbs. Programme:
Ring target.—Distance 300yds., Min. (25) Germah ring target, any

rifle, open to all comers, flrst ticket $3, each following $1, two best
tickets to count for the flrst five prizes, the best single ticket to count
for the following prizes, tickets unUmited, only one prize obtainable
by any shooter; twenty-one prizes from $50 to $1. Premiums—Best 5
tickets on ring target $10, second best $8. third best $4 and fourth $3.
Bullseye target.—Open to all comers. 10 shots $1. the best buUseve

to count by measurement; eighteen prizes from $20 to $1. Premiums—TTor the most bullseyes shot by one shooter during the festival:
First premium $12, second $8, third $6, fourth $4, fifth '$3. Premium
of $1 for first and last bullseyes.

Mr. V. C. Ross left New York on Thursday, Aug. 24, to participate
in the Columbian shooting festival at Chicago. He was accompanied
by .John Young, of Maspeth, L. I.

Dr. J. A. Boyken and Michael Dorrler turned their faces toward the
setting sun on Tuesday. Aug. 29. They did cot say where they were
going, but an observing Jerseyman who crossed the North River with
them heard some remarks dropped, among which was: "Yes, $500
first, divide; clean sweep." Here the banging of the boat against the
ferry slip on the Jersey side interrupted the conversation between
the two shooters; they were last seen hurrying toward the raUroad
depot. The observing Jerseyman jumped to the conclusion that
Chicago was their destination.

All ties divided unless otherwise reported.

FIXTURES.
If you want your shoot to be announced here

send In notice like the follov/ingr:

Sept. 3.—New Jersey Trap-Shooters' League and Boiling Sprines
Gun Club, Rutherford, N. J. = r e

Sept. 4.—Frankfort (N. Y.) Game and Fish Protective Association
tournament.
Sept. 4.—Endeavor Gun Club tournament, on Al Heritage's grounds,

Marion, N. J.

Sept. 4.—White Plains (N. Y.) Gun Club tournament. L. C. Piatt,
Sec'y.
Sept. 5-8.—Third international live bird and target tournament, at

Des-chree-shos-ka Island, Detroit, Mich.
Sept. 6-B —Schuylldll County Shooting Association, at Tamaqua, Pa.

Targets, sparrows and pigeons.
Sept. 6-8.—The Veteran Tournament, Indianapolis. Ind

, diu-ing
National G. A. R. Encampment, under the management of the offtcers
of the North End Shooting Club. H. S. Humphrey, President.
Sept. 6-8.—PimUco Gun Club tournament, Baltimore. Dr. Z. F

Frey, Sec'y.
Sept. 13-13.—Manufacturers' Trap-Shooting Association tournament,

at Allentown and Bethlehem, Pa, (combined).
Sept. 20-31.—Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association

sixth tournament, at Worcester, Blass.
Sept. 36-S9.—Pennsylvania State Sportsmen's Association tom-nament

at Harrisburg, Pa. H. M. F. Worden, Cor. Sec'y.
September.—Manufacturers' Trap Shooting Association tourna-

ment, at Columbus, Ohio.
Oct. 3-7.—John Watson's tournament, Burnside, III.

Oct. 19-20.—West Newburg Gun and Rifle Association fall tourna-
ment, at Newbm-g.

1894.

April 4r-6.—Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association's
Grand American Handicap at Dexter Park, Long Island.
May 22-34.—Knoxville (Tenn.) Gun Club tournament, $1,000 added

money.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
The Forest and Stream has become so much of an institution in

Chicago that folks have taken to dii-eeting their letters there. The
paper is stih published from 318 Broadway, New York, to which ofllce
all mail should be addressed unless it is to be delayed a week.
The Pimlico Gun Club, Baltimore, Sid., will hold theij- three days'

tournament shoot Sept. G, 7 and 8. Live birds and targets. Dr L. F
Frey, secretary ; Dr. H, Smith, assistant secretary.

The White Plains Gun Club will hold their monthly bluerock tourna-
ment for September at their grounds at White Plains, N. Y., on Mon-
day, Sept, 4 (Labor Day). The secretary is L. C. Piatt, Jr.

C. H. TOWNSEND.

The Garfield Gun Club.
There was a large attendance at the club's shoot on Saturday, Aug.

26. Some most excellent scores were made, that of Messrs. Copper-
noil and TefEt in the medal shoot, the former retaking 50 straight
being most remarkable.
No. 1, 15 bluerocks: Pilzer 8. Mott 13, Bowers 10, Erwln IS, Copper-

noil 18, Hicks 13, Dr. Hodson 10, Johns 1, O'Neil 12, Fleming 13 S Pal-
mer 11, Lauterbach 10, TefEt 14, Sparre 6, W. Palmer 12.
No. 3, 10 bluerocks: PUz 5, Mott 7, Bowers 7, Erwin 7, Coppernoll 8,

Hicks 8, Dr. Hodson 6, Johns 8, O'Neil 6, Fleming 7. S. Palmer 9 Lau-
terbach 5, Tefft 9, Richards 8. Sparre 5, W. Palmer 7. Sand 9 Dr
Meek 9,

. . , ,

No. 3, medal shoot, 25 bluerocks: Pilz 17, Mot' 16, Bowers 14 Cop-
pernoll 85, Hicks 20, Dr. Hodson 20, O'Neil 18, Fleming 24, S Palmer 24
Tefft 35, Richards 20, W. PahnerSl, Dr. Meek 21. In the ties between
Messrs. Coppernoll and TefiCt, the former broke 60 straight, while the
latter missed his 43d and 45th bird, truly a close competition. In classA Coppernoll was first; class B, Fleming; class C, Dr. Hodson.
No. 4, unknown traps and angles, 10 bluerocks; Pilze 6, Mott 5,

Bowers 9, Erwin 8, Coppernoll 3, Hicks 3, Hodson 5. Johns 1, O'Neil 6,
Fleming 6, S. Palmer 7, C. Sparre 6. Tefft 9, Richards 8, Sands 7.
No, 5, 15 bluerocks, rapid fire: Pilz 8, Tott 8, Bowers 7, Erwin 11

Coppernoll 13, Hicks 11, Dr. Hodson 10, O'Neil 11, Fleming 7 S Palmer
15, C. Sparre 6, Tefft 15. Richards 14, Eich 13, Berkland 4, Sands 15
Hodson 10. B. Waters.

KEYSTONE SIXTH ANNUAL.
New OjOndon, Conn., Aug. 27.—The sixth annual of the Standard

Keystone Company opened on Tuesday, the 22d, on the New London
Gun Club grounds. Sharp at 9 o'clock the battle began, and the entire
week was a contmual round of excitement, and taking the condition
°

, j
1^°°'^®^™*'"^®' '°''° the attendance was ah that

could be expected. Although the entrance in any one event was not
large, the attendance throughout the entire week was quite large, as
different ones kept dropping in from day to day, and the last day was
the best day. In the individual championship contests the entrance
was large, although there were a great many shooters on the ground
who did not enter, knowing that they would have no chance in such a
long race with so many experts. All fought hard in this event, and it
was a grand contest from beginning to end, Wolstencroft. Heikes,
McMurchy, Van Dyke, Bennett Bros., Dickey, E. D. Miller, Savage,
Longden, Edgarton, Col. Anthony, Major Todd, Conner and others,
struggled and stnved from start to finish, and would not give up until
the last gun was fired and Conner outshot the others with the wonder-
ful score of 98 out of a possible 100, He was declared the victor.
In team races there were three teams that competed, Connecticut,

New Jersey and Massachusetts. Noel Money, captam of the Jersey
team, selected for his team MiUer, Breintnall, Van Dyke, Dutchv and
Maj. Taylor; for Connecticut Capt. Savage, shot himself, Cady," Bur-
bridge, Edgarton and Potter; for Massachusetts, Capt. Dickey shot
himself and selected from his State, White, Davis, Jones, Cowee. As
usual each team thought they had a sure thing of winning, but Con-
necticut proved to be too fast for the others, and although she was
pushed hard by the Jersey team, as the scores will show, there
was only a difference of three birds between each team.
_
The race between the Eastern and Western teams was also a very

interesting contest, but as usual Capt. Lindsley came off victorious;
he had used excellent judgment in selecting his team; during the 100-
bird individual championship race he watched each and every shooter
and selected his team from those who proved to be in the best form,
without favoring any one in any way. His team consisted of Dutchv,
Heikes, McMurch}', Van Dyke, Col. Anthony and Conner. On the
other hand Edgarton had a hard time to decide whom
he would shoot on his Eastern team and finally selected
Dickey, the Bennett Bros., Rockwell Burbridge and himself; and it
happened through excitement or some cause that his men did not
make the scores that were expected of them.
On Wednesday night a terrific storm came up, the wind blowing at

the rate of fifty miles per hour, and the grounds were completely
demorahzed, so shooting was declared off for that day, except the
Trophy race, which was shot in the afternoon, and was followed by a
number of extra sweeps.
The tournament was conducted by Mr. H. A. Penrose, and, as usual,

ran without a hitch or a balk. It was acknowledged by those present
that they had never seen a better exhibition of target throwing. The
new Keystone trap was used, and there was no breakage whatever
from the trap. In the cashier's office was found James Clinton and
S. M. Crocker, who had been drilled so that they thoroughly under-
stood handling their work. On the blackboard rack were Bailey and
.lones; manifold scorer: Duchet. For refereeing Mr. Penrose had
Dunbar and Charles Tatham to assist him. Eighteen traps were
used, eight at each side of trap-pull and one at each end between the
screens, which are S5yds. apart, so in shooting the novelty rule
there was a combination of ten traps, as the shooter on either side of
centre could get either of the traps between the screens, which were
numbered 17 and IS, There were two continuous screens, ten traps be-
hind the inside screen, and six behind the outside screen, which threw
incomers. The inside traps threw right-quarter, left-quarter, straight-
away, right-quarter and left-quarter, the end traps placed between
the two screens threw direct cross birds. All traps during novelty
rule were pulled according to indicator, which consists of a ten trap
eight combination indicatoi-.
The grounds were arranged so that they looked very picturesque.

Over the entire score there was erected an enormous awning, which
was ]80Et. long and 14ft. wide, so the shooter was protected from the
sun whfle shooting. Directly back of this and arranged in a semi-circle
the following tents were erected: V. M. C, Forest and Stream E C
Powder Co., S. S. Powder Co., Standard Keystone Co., Tatham Bros,
and American Wood Powder.
In attendance were such well-laiown shots as the Wolstencroft

brothers, of Philadelphia; Ferd Van Dyke, of Newark; H. McMurchy
of Fulton; M. F. Lindsley, of West Hoboken; R. O. Heikes, of Chicago;
O. R. Dickey, of Boston; Bennett brothers, of Boston (who shot under
the nom de%>lum.e of Jones and Wliite) ; Prank Cowee, of Boston: Noel
Money, of Oakland ; W. Wagner, of Washington ; O. R. Hesse of Red
Bank; E. M. Cooper, of Red Bank; Armin Tenner, of Belgium; Col
Breintnall, of Newark; W. E. Ayer and L. L. Crosby, of Putney; J. B.
Bergue, of Red Bank; John W. Conner, of Knoxville; W. L. Davis of
Worcester; E. E. Shaner, of Pittsburgh; Frank Potter, Savage Long-
den, Bates, Clarke and Pop Folsom, of New Haven; Edgarton and
Webb, of WiUimantic; Buckwalter and WUl Park, of Wilkesbarre: Col
Anthony and Major Todd, of Charlotte; Burbridge, of Hartford-
Dutehy Smith, of Plainfleld; E. D. Miller, of Springfield; W. M. Thomas'
of U. M. C. Co., of Bridgeport; Mitchell and Robbins, of Norwich; Rock-
well and Mills, of Bristol, besides many others throughout the country
and local shooters. Following are the scores in full:

No.l: Experts."W Wolstencroft OlHlOOOOO-4 Van Dyke 1110110100-6
O R Dickey 0110100101—5 Heikes 0111111100—7

Semi-Experts.
Hesse 1111111101—9 N E Money 0011001101—5
Wagner OlOOllll01—6 Cady 0000110100—3
Dutchy 1001000011—4

Mizpath 1001111001—4 Clark 0010101000—3
Davis 0101111110—7 EM 0 0001000101—3
Orty 0010101110-5 Conner 1OI00O1O11-5
Strong 1110000000-3 Savage •, 10011 10101-6
Ayers 100)101100-5 Potter llOllOlOll-

7

Crosby 0101010110—5
No. 2:

Savage llOOlOOllllllll—n Wolstencroft. . .101110010100110— 8
Williams 000000111010011— 6 Dickey 101101100011111—10
Raven 001111010111101-10 Van Dyke 011101111111111-13
Cady 100001110011110- 8 Heikes 111111111111111-15
Conner 111111111111111—15 Hesse 110101111111110—12
Clark 101110111111110-12 Dutchy 011011111111110—12EMC 001101110011111-10 Wagner 111111111111111-15
Potter 111111111111111-15 Money 110101111111110—12
Davis 110111 1011 10111—12 Crosby 0011 11 101 01 01n—1

0

Ayer lOOlOllllOUlOO— 9 Orty 101011101010111—10
J White 111111111101111—14 Edgarton 111011110111111—13
No. 3: Experts.

Wolstencroft 1000010110-4 Heikes lOOlOlOOU—

5

Dickey 1001100100—4 Hesse 0111010011—7
Van Dyke 1111100101—7

Semi-Experts.
Edgarton 1010111110—7 Money 0111011110—7
Wagner 0000111100^

Amateurs.
Clark 1101111110—8 Davis 1011010111—7
Rockwell lllOOOQOOl—4 Conner 0111000110—7
J White 1111011011-S Cady 0101110111-7
R M C 1101100110—7 Crosby -1000001111—5
Ayer 0001001001—3 Savage lOOllllOll—

7

Potter 1110011101—6 Orty 1100100110-

5

Raven OlllOOOUO—5 Dutchy 1011001011—6
No. 4:

Heikes 111111111111111—15 Wagner 111111100110011—12
Dutchy 111101111111111-14 Conner lllOlOOlllllOOl—10
Wihiams 100010001010100— 5 Clark 111110011100111—11
Money 111110010111111—12 Raven liutllioilllll—14
Hesse 111111111010110—12 Davis 111110111101111—13
Van Dyke 111111101111111—14 Crosby 101111001011111—12
Savage 111111110111111—14 E MC 011111111111111—14
Wolstencroft... 1011111101 10111—13 J White .111011111111011—13
Dickey 111111101101111—13 Potter 111110100111110—11
Edgart^in 011111011110111—12 Orby 101111111110111—13
RockweU 111010110111010—10 Bergen 110111101011111—12
Crescent Oil C»001 11100001— 7 Borland .100111100010010— 7
Ayer 11001 11 lOOlllOfl— 9 Cady lllllOlllUllll—14
No. 5: Experts.

W'ls'ncr'ftOOOllOOllOllOlllllll—13 Hesse 11011110111111001011—15
Dickey ....11011111110001111111—15 Heikes 01011110000111110001—11
Van Dyke..l01000110001011111ll—12

Semi-Expert«.
Edgarton ..10110111101110101110-14 Wagner. ...lOillllllllOlllOllOl—16
Dutchy. . . .01000101111000011100— 9 Money 00111011110110110110—14
No, 5: Amateurs.

Savage . . . .00101111010111111111—15 EMC 01100100110111001001—10
Rockwell. .10100101111011011010—13 Conner. . . .llOllUOOOllOOnilll—14
Cady 01101111111110100111—15 Clark 11111101001011001101-13
Orosbj'.. . .

.OOlKKUlOOOUllOOOOl— 9 Potter 00111111111101110111—10
Ayer 01101110110010101111—13 Davis 010010101000011101 10-— 9
J White.

. .11110111101010111110—15
No. 6:

Borland 0011000011— 4 Wolstencroft 1111111111—10
Orty 1101111110- 8 Dickey 1101011111— 8
WilUams OlUniiOOi— 6 Van Dyke 1111011011— 8
Clark 1000111011— G Money 1101010100— 5
Dutchy lliiOlini— 9 Hesse , ...0111110110—7EMC lUliOlOll— 8 Savage lllllOllli— 9

Ayer 0011100111— 6 Edgarton 0010111110- 6
Crosby 0100100011- 4 Rockwell 1110100101- 6
Davis 1111100111- 8 Heikes 1101110111- 8
Conner 1111100011- 7 Raven 0011001111— 6
Wagner 1111111111-10 J White 1111111111-10
Potter 1011110111— 8
No. 7:

Wolstencroft.. . .101111101101111—12 Hesse 111011110101010—10
Dickey llllOIOOlIOOOOl— 8 Heikes 000111111111100-10
Van Dyke 110101101111011—11

Semi-Experts.
Edgarton 011110010111101—10 Raven 100010100010111— 7
Dutchy 011101010110111—10 Crosby oilllOllUOlOOO- 9
Wagner 111111110110001—11 J White 111110101010110-10
Money 110011111111101-13 Conner 110111101111111-13
Savage 101101100111111-11 Potter 010011111101101-10
Rockwell llOllllOOOllOlO— 9 Davis 101110110110110-10EM C 111000110111111-11 Clark OlOOlOlOlIlOllO- 8
Ayer 110110000010001— 6
No. 8. trophy contest:

Wolstencroft 11111111111111111111111111111110001111110010111111^4
D'ckey. lOOlllOllOllOlOlllllllllllllllOOlllllllllllllllOll—n
Van Dyke lllOllOlllOlllllllllOllllIllIlOlllllllllllllllllU-ll
Ufsse- llllllllllOllOllllllOlllllllIllllOlOlllllllllllllO-4'l
Edgarton 01101111001111111111110111010111111111111011001111—40
Savage. 1111111111111111110111ini1on00111111101101111111-44
Rockwell 111111111111110101 IlllilliilliHllllllOlOlOllllllO-44
Heikes 01111111111111111111111111111111111111110111111111-48
Diitehy 11011111011111111111111111111111111111101111111111-47
J White lllllllinOllOlllllllllllllOlllOllllllllllllOllIll- 45
Conner 11111111111111111111111111111111111011011111111110-47
Wagner 11111111000110111111111111111111111011111111101111-44
A.yer 10111111111011101101111111111111111111110100111111-43
Crosby 101111111111111011inillll10010010110nilllll01111-.34
gaven 11001011111110111101111100111101011110010011110000—35
E M C 11111101110011111111111110111111101111110110010111—41
Davis 1101111111011011011111101101li'llll]111101l11111111-43
<"'afk 11111111111111011000111111111111111110101110011111-42
Cady 11110101101001011111111111111101111111010111100111-89
Money 10111111011101011110111011111111110101101111111110-40
Borland 00111100001001010111011011001101000000111010110000—23
No. 9:

Wolstencroft.
. .101111111111001—13 Dutchy 111111010111111-13

Dickey lllllOllOiiinO—12 Ayer 000101111111101—10
Van Dyke lOlllllllOnni-14 Cady 111111111010111— P
Hesse 110011111111111—13 Clark 101110101111111-12
Edgarton OOllIlOlIllllll—12 Raven 100010110110111-9
Savage 111110010111101—13 Davis 011111010111111—12
Rockwell 111111111111111-15 Bergen 111000111111111—11
Orty 111110111101100-11 Potter 110111111111111-14
Money 101011111111110—12 Wagner 111111110111111-14
Conner 111101111110110-13 Heikes 111111111111111-15
J White 111110111111111—14 Crosby 111010111100101-10EM C 101111111111111—14
No. 10: Experts.

Wolstencroft 1111111010— 8 Hesse 1111101111— 9
Dickey 1111011111- 9 Heikes 1111100111- 8
Van Dyke 1110011111—8

Semi-Experts.
Edgarton 1111110110— 8 Wagner. 1111011111— 9
Dutchy UlOllllIl— 9 Money .1111111111—10

Amateurs.
J White 1110111111— 9 E M C 1111011000— 6
Conner 1110011110— 7 Clark OOlOlOllll— 5
Savage 1111111100— 8 AViUiams llllllOllO— 8
Rockwell 1011001111— 7 Davis 1101111111— 9
Raven 0111001010- 5 Ayer 1010111111 fi

Cady 1101011101— 7 Crosby 1101111110- 8
Potter UllllUOl— 8

The Second Day.

No. 1: Experts. '^
Wolstencroft 1011000111-6 Van Dyke 111^01011—8
Dickey 1111000010 -5 McMurchy 1111001110—7
Lindsley 1010011110-6 Heikes.. 0111110111—8

iSemi-Experts.
Edgarton 1111100111— 8 Dutchy 0010100011— 4
Wagner 0111011101— 7 Money 1111111111—10

Amateurs.
Rockwell 1011101110—7 MitcheU 0000000001-

1

Cowee 1110111110—8 Crane 1011 101 1 11—8
Clark 0111 101011—7 Davis 01 101 1 1001-6
Breintnall 1111011111—9 Webb 1110100100-5
J White 0011111111—9 Conner 0111001111—7
Savage 0011111111—8 McGinty 0110101011—5
Capron 0111111001—7 Crosby 1101111101—7
Longden 1011110111—8 Borland 0100010010-3
Shaner 1011111111—9 Raven 1101101101—7
Cady 1111010111-8
No. 2:

Edgarton 01 10 00 10 11—5 Davis 11 11 la 10 10-7
Wagner 00 01 10 11 11-G Ayer 01 10 11 10 10—

C

Heikes 01 00 11 11 11—7 Dotchy 11 10 11 10 01—7
McMurchy 11 10 11 10 10—7 Rockwell 10 01 11 U 10—7
Dickey 10 01 10 11 10-€ Cowee 10 11 10 11 01—7
Wolstencroft 10 11 11 10 00-7 Money 10 01 11 01 10-6
Bremtnall 10 10 11 10 10-6 Clark 11 11 10 10 10—7
J White 11 11 11 01 10—8 Crosby 10 10 01 10 0O-4
Savage 01 11 ll 10 11-8 Conner 10 01 10 10 11-6
Van Dyke 10 10 10 10 11-G
No. 3: Experts.

D Wolsten- Lindsley. . .01 lOIOllOOlOlOlOOlOl—10
croft . . . .10111101111011111101—16 McMurehy.Oll 110101111111101 10-15

Dickey llOOOOlllOlOlOlldOll—11 Heikes ... ,10110011100111101111—14
Van Dyke .11101111100000111111—14

Semi-Experts.
Edgarton. .10101111110101110111—15 AVagner . , .11111111101111111111—19
Dutchy. , . .10010111110111101111—15 Money . . . .01101101111111111101—16

Amateurs.
Rockwell.. 11110111101111000111—15 Crane 10001111111000111111—14
Cowee 11101111100111010000—13 Mitchell. ...10111001111101010111—14
Clark OlOllOOlOOOU 0001111—10 Conner . . . .noilllilliX)ll011010-14
BreintnaU .11111111011101111110-17 Longden. ,,00010110111111001111—13
J White. . .01111101111111111111—18 Raven OlOlOlllllOlinilllO—14
Savage . . . .01110111111111110111—17 Crosby . . . .11110011110110011000—12
Davis 11111110011110111001—15 Williams...OllllOOOOOlUOlOniO-ll
Shaner . . . .10110110111111111101—16
No. 4:

Wolstencroft. . .111111011011111-13 Heikes 111111111111111-15
Dickey 011011111111111—13 Moshier 111111000111111-12
Van Dyke llllllOllllllOl—13 White 111111011001110-11
Edgarton 111011011111111-13 Mitchell 10101 OllOll 1001- 9
Dutchy 101111101111111—13 Crane 011111010111111—13
Money OOlOlOlOOOiOlOi)— 5 Cro.sby lOOOIIlllOlOOOt— 8
RockweU llOlOlOlOnini— 11 McMurchy 110111011111011—13
Cowee 1X110111110110U—10 Lindsley 111110110111110-13
Clark 111110111111011-13 Longden 011000010110010- 6
Breintnall 111111011011111—13 Cady 001111111011111—12
Conner OIIIIIIOIIIIIII-13 Williams 110111101101101-11
Savage 111110111111111-14 McGinty 011111111110011—12
Davis 111110111001111—13 Capron 000010000111000— 4
Webb 101111110011101-11 Wagner 111111111011111-14
No. 5: Experts.

Wolst'nc'ftOllOnillllOOOnilll—15 McMurchy 10111110001001011111-13
Dickey . ...10111110101110010101-13 Lindsley. .,11100111100001100101-11
Van Dyke, .11111101101110110110-1.'-, Heikes ... .00110111111111111110-16

Semi-Experts.
Dutchy. , .

.10110001101000110101—10 Edgarton. .11111000111000100011—11
Wagner.... 01110111011111111111-18 Money 11111110011101111101—16

Amateurs.
Breintnall. 01100100011111101110—13 Shaner . . .01110111101111010111—15
Rockwell. ,11100111111111111011—17 Mitchell . ..00111111111001010101—13
Cowee 11101111101011001110-14 Cady 111000100<310001 11100- 9
Clark 11111101010101010001—13 Crane 01111101100001111011—13
J White. .,.00100011100111111101—12 Crosby. . . .11111101101010111100—14
Savage ....11111111000110111110—15 Raven OliinillOOiOlOmiO—14
Davis 11111111000110111110-14 Longden.. .lOlOOOlOlOlOOOOioooi- 7
Conner. . . .11010111111111101001—15
No. 6:

Wolstencroft 1111111011— 9 Longden llOOOlOOOl— 4
Dickey 1111011111— 9 Capron 0001010111— 5
Van Dyke 1011111111— 9 Lindsley 1111011111- 9
Dutchy 1111111111—10 McMurchy 1100011111- 7
Edgarton 1111111111—10 Heikes lliillUll-10
Money 0010011110— 5 Clark 1101110111- 8
J White 1101111101—8 Webb ".1001101011—6
Wagner 1111111111—10 Rockwell '...'.1111001110— 7
Cowee 1011111101— 8 Robbins OOOiOlllOO— 4
Mitchell 1111111101— 9 Cady lllllOlOll— 8
Davis 1011110110— 7 Conner llllllllll—10
Savage 0111111000— 6 Raven

, ..
"

" lllOllllll—

0

Breintnall 1111111010— 8 Crosby !

'.IIIIOIOIOI— 7
Mnsher oniiniOOO- 5 (Jrane .1111110100— 7
No. 7, trophy e jiitest:

Clark OOOlimiOillliiliiinOllllllllllliniOlOOlllOlOlO-39
Rockwell lUllin001110Illll(X)110U10011101imiJ1110110011-38
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Davis 11011110110001111103111111001101001101011110111011-35

Heikes 11111111111111111111111111101111111111111101111111—48
Liudsley 11111111100111100011110111111100011000101011111001—34

McMurchy 11110011101111111111111110110111111111111111111100—43

MitcheU 10100111111011100101 OlllOOlllOllllOiniOOnOOOllOO—31
Wagner 10111111111111101011011111111111111110111111111111—45

Cady lllOllOllllllllllliniOlllllllllOllllinOlOOlOllll-48

Conner lllOllIlllllllllllininilOnilllllllinilOlllOlll-45
Raven lllOlininiinllininOlllOlllllllllllllllOlllOlll—45
Wolstencroft iiiiiiinoiniiiinnimmiiiiiiiiiiiiiiioiiiiiii-47
Dickey iilliilliilinilimiHiillilllllillilllllliiOiiil—49
Van Dyke 10111111111011011111111100111111111101111111111111-44

Dutchy oiiinmoiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiioinooiioiiiiiiiiiiiii-44
Ddgarton OllllllllllllllllKJlllOinnillllOlOllllllllllllll-45
Ayer llllOlOllllllOlOllOlllllllllUllOOllOlllOllOOw

Crosby llllOOllllOOlOlOlOOOlOlOllOlOOllinilOOlllllOw
Savage 01111111111111111111101011111011111111101111111111-45

Cowee OllllllllOllOllllllinillOnilHOOllOUOOllllOllll—41
Breintnail iiiiioiiiionioioionoiiinniiiinioiiniiiooiiii-44
J White ; 11111111101111011100111111111111111111111110011111-40

No. 8: Experts.
Wolstencroft ..011101110101011—10 McMm-chy 100011100101111—9
Dickey llOllOOllllOOll—10 Llndsley 011000001001010— 5

Van Dyke 110111111011111-13 Heikes 111000111110011—10
Semi-Experts.

Dutchy 110111101111111—13 Money 101011010111110—10

J White OlllllllinOlll—13 Wagner 111101000111111—11

Edgarton 011111101110011—11 Col Anthony... .110101111111101-12
Amateurs.

BockweU 111101101011111—12 Shaner 110111111100111 - 13

Cowee OOlOlOllrlOllll—10 Raven 111110111101111—13

Breintnail lOlllOlOUllllO—11 MitcheU OlOOlOlOil 11000— 7

Savage 110111110011111—12 Conner 111101010101100— 9

Davis 111111010110110—11 Cady 101110110101010—9
Clark 131100010111111—11
No. 9:

Wolstencroft 1111111111—10 Clark 1111111111—10

Dickey 1111111101— 9 Rockwell OliniinoO— 6

Van Dyke 1011310111— 8 McMurchy nilllllOl— 9

Dutchy 1111111101— 9 Heikes lllUlllll-lO
Edgarton 1010111111— 8 Mosher 0111111111— 8

J White 1011111111— 9 Capron 1101001101— 8

Breintnail 1101011111— 8 Wagner 1113300010— 6

Monev 11 11011001- 7 Buckwalter 1333311111-30

Savage 1111111101— 9 Col Anthony 1333333301— 9

Davis 31)1301111— 9 Park 1110011111— 8

Cady llinillOl— 9 Conner 1101111101— 8

No. 10: Experts.
Wolstencroft . ..1111101111— 9 Van Dyke 1011110111— 8

Dickey 111113U33—10
Secfii-Experts.

Wagner 1000101111— 6 Money 1110010110— 6

Dutchy 0011110111- 7 J White 3110133000- 7

Edgarton 0101101101— 6 Colonel Anthony. . . .1111101110— 8

Amateurs.
Shaner 1131000333- 7 Breintnail 1110101111— 8

Mitchell 1111010011— 7 Davis 1011101111— 8

Mosher lOOlOIllOl— 6 Savage 1110011101— 7

Rockwell lllOllOnO— 7 Clark 1111110011— 8

The Third Day.
No. 1.

Breintnail 0111111010—7 White.
Heikes .1011111111—9
Edgarton 1011101101— 7
Joiies 1303011113

"

3011110111— 8
Todd 3101101133- 8
Van Dyke 1111111111-30
Buckwalter nnooillll-

~

Davis 1111110011— 8 Anthony .1001010101— 5

McMurchy 1011033333— 8

No. 2, novelty, §1.50:
Heikes 1110110111—7 White 1111001111—8
Anthony 0000011111—6 Jones 1101101010—6
Edgarton 303 3011010—1

Breintnail 1011110110-'
McMurchy 1111110110—

i

Todd 1110011Oil-
Dickey 1101011101—'

Thomas 1111001000—5
Cady 0010110101—5
Davis 1100111030—7
Clark 1111010010—6
Rockwell 1111011101—8

Van Dyke 1101003111-7 Conner 1111110111—9
Lindsley 1101010110—6 Dutchy 0131111111—9
Money 0110101111—7 W Wolstencroft 1001011001—5

No, 3: Experts and Semi-Exi^erts.
Heikes 111101111111111-14 Anthony 130010010111110— 9
McMurchy 111100111111101—12 Money 113311111111011—14
Dickey lOlllOOllOOllOO- 8 Edgarton 111110101111111—13
Van Dyke 011111113111110-13 Lindsley 111101010100100— 8
Todd 11001101011111 1—11 Dutchy 111111011110101—12

Amateurs.
Breintnail 001111010001011— 8 Clark 011000000101011— 6

Cady 110111111000001— 9 White 111111130033331—13
Cowee 011110333311101-12 Rockwell 011101111100111—11
Jones 111111000110010— 9 Williams 111111010101100—10
Thomas 001101111110113-11 Conner 101110111111111—13
Davis 111101111111111—14

No. 4. Amateur rule:

Heikes lOlilOllOllllllOllll—16 Jones 01011111001111111111—16
Anthony . .11111110111111001111—17 White 33333311113330111110—18
Todd 0111 1110111130113111—17 Thomas, ..11010110001111011011—13
Dickey lolllll 111 1111 111001-17 Clark 01011111011100110101—13
E(li.'arton..0101110111110]l]llll—16 Conner. .. .11100111111110011011—15
Dutchy.... 11101111111011001111—10 Rockwell. .11111101011110111111—17
Cady 10011110011110111111—15 Breintnail. 10111011111111101111—37
McMurchy.33311111110111110111—18 Davis 11111011011111111111-18
Van Dyke. 11110111111111111111—19 Williams. ..01011110011111001110—13
Cowee 10101 1 1 3 1 101 11 1 10013—15
No. 5. Trophy contest:

Cady 01 1 00111 0011 101 1010010011—14
Dickey 1111111110103111111133033-22
Edgarton 3310111101001111111111100—19
M.cMurchy 1111000011110110101110010—15
Todd 1111130113111111110111111—2;j
Heikes 1111133311111111110111101—23
Anthony lllllOllllllllinillOllOl—22
.Jones 1111011000101001011111111—37
Buckwalter llOCKllOOllllllllllOllOOOO—15
Van Dyke 1111111111111111011331111—24
Dutchy 1111000111110011011110111—18
Cowee 1110101111111111110111101-21
White 1110111111110111111011111—22
Breintnail 1111111111111101110111110-22
RockweU 1101111111110331111101101-22
Connor 0111111111011101111110111—21
Davis 0001110110011011111111111—38
Clinton 001001000010100000001 3000— 6
No. 6: Experts.

Dutchy 0303310111—7 Todd 1110110011—7
Edgarton 11010] 0101—6 Lindsley 1101001 101—6
Van Dyke 1111111010—8 Col Anthony 0100001003—3
McMurchy lOOlOlOlll—6 Money 0111333311—9

Amateurs.
Thomas 01 00011 300-4 White 1101001011—6
Cady 1000100101—4 Davis 1110111330—8
Jones i. 0111110111—8 Clark 0010110111—6
Cowee............ 1001100011—5

The Fourth Day.

No. 1: Experts.
Todd 0110111111— Miller niioiOlHO- 0
Van Dyke 1111101111—9 Dickey 1110111111—9
Anthony 1110101111—8 McMurchy 0101111033— 7
Monev 3100111011—7 Conner 0111011111— 8
Lindsley ..0101101111—7 Edgarton llOOllllOO— 6
Dutchy 0110100100—4 Heikes 1111111111-10

Amateurs.
Cowee 1101101111—8 Burbridge 1011111113— 9
Breintnail 1111110111—9 Longden 0013110011— 6
Raven 1011101011—7 Thomas 3111333333—30
Mitchell 0101111011—7 Clark IIIOIOIIIO— 7
White 1011110101—7 Wells 0000100001— 2
Jones llOlttOllU—7 Davis 1331030003— 6
Mills 3331010101—7 Potter 1113303310— 8
Rockwell 1011111111—9 Cady 1110111111— 9
Savage .1001101101—6 Buckwaiter 1111111101— 9
No. 2:

Heikes 110111111111011—14 Cowee 111111011111011—13
Conner 101111111011101—18 Cady inilllOlHOlOl—13
Edgarton 010111111333001—11 Burbridge 3333330133 30113—33
Anthony 333111111133333—35 Lindsley 330331010111111—12
McMurchy 011110111111111—13 Van Dyke 111111111111111—15
Miller 111011111001111-12 MitcheU 111111111111111—35
J White 01101111)111101—12 Raven 111111101011111-13
AVolstencroft ... 1 11 1 101 1 1 1 01 101—1 1 Savage 001111 1 1 11 10111—12
Todd 111111111111101-14 Thomas 100010101101011— 8
Br-'intnall 111130110010111—11
No. 3: Experts.

Todd 33111111110131111101—1!? Dutchy.... 01111100111011111011—15
Anthony.. ,01010100111110011001—U Heikes ....11111110101101111101—16

P White. . .10011111111011101110-15 Wolst«nc'tllll0111imi01111H—18

Money 10101101011111111111—16 Conner. . . .11110111101101111011—16
Lindsley...00101100111100101101—11 Edgarton.. 11111113310110110111—17
Van Dyke.,11131111013333303333—38 MiUer 11110011011011110111-15

Amateurs.
Cady 11011011111101131110—16 Potter 11113331000133033033—35
Cowee 31131333111110100011—16 Longden ..01100311111131111001—14
Mitchell. . .10010111101111010001—12 Wells 00110100110111111011—13
Savage.. ..01111111011110110111—16 Clark 00011111110111111111—16
Thomas... 10101111101111111111—17 Burbridge. 11111110011111111011-17
Breintnail. 10001100001111011000- 9 J White. . .11111111101111011111-18
Raven 11110010101000101110-11 Jones llOlllOlUUllllllll—18
Mills 01101001100111001011—11 Davis 13111101111010011111-16
Rockwell.. 11111111111110111111—19 McMurchy.lllllOllllllllOlilll—18

No. 4, team shoot:
New Jersey State Team.

Miller 0111111111101111111111111—23
BremtnaU 1111111110111110111111101-22
Van Dyke 111111111111CK311011111111—22
Dutchy

; 1111111011110111111011111—22
Maj Taylor 0101101110111111111111001—19—108

Connecticut State Team.
Savage OllllllllllOlllllllllllll—23
Cady 0110111111111101111001111-20
Burbridge 1111101111001131101111111-21
Edgarton 1131111111133111113333111—25
Potter 11111111 13333333303301110—22—111

Massachusetts State Team.
Dickey 3131101101011011111111111—21
Davis 1010111100101110011111111-18
B White 1111110111111111111111111-24
Jones 1111111111111333101111111—24
Cowee 01 101001 11 1 11 1 1 01 1 01 1 1 1 1 0—18—105

No. 5, individual championship:
J White lOlllllllllllllllllOlllllllllllllllllOllllllinill-46

11111111111011111130111011311111011111111133333111—46—92
Maj Todd 10311111011111111111111101113330010111101111111111—43

11111011111111111111111111111111111111111110111011-47—90
Buckwalt«r....10110111111111111101111111111111111111011111110111—45

10101111111111111113033033310111111111111111111111—45—90
Col Anthony . .illlllOllOlOllllllllllIlllllllOllllllllllllllllUl—46

111111011111011111101111111111111111110U0111111111—44—90
Conner lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllUlll-50

11111101111011111111133333333111111111111111111111-^8—98
Raven llOOlOlllllllllllOOlOlllllllOlllOlOOllllllllllOOU-38

11111111110110101110101110100111101010011111010011—35—73
Heikes 11111011111111111111111111111111111111101111111111—48

11111111111110110111110111110110111011111311111101—4.3—91
Wolstencroft.. 11111111111110110011111111110110111111111111111011—44

llllllllllOOllllOHlllllllOlllllllllllUllOlOOllll—4.3—87
McMurchy 11111111111111010111111111111111111111111111111111—48

10101111111111110111111111101111111111111111111101—46-94
Cady 11111111111110111101111101111111111111110111111111—46

11101101111111110111111111111011110111111111111110-44-90
Savage lllllllllllOllllllllilllllllllOOillillllllllllOOll-^6

10011110101110111111101011111101111110011111110111-36-82
Van Dyke 3311111111111131111111l011111111110101111111U1110-^6

33111111111111101113333333333333333330333311110333—47—93
Miller 11110111111133331110333031313301303333033333333301-43

11111111111101101111111111010101101010111110111111—41—84
RockweU 10111101110011111333310110111111110111011100111111—41

lOlllllllllOllllllllllUlllllllOllllUOIllllllllOl—45—86
Potter 11111111111111111111111011110111011111110011111111—45

11111011110110111111111111111110111111111101111110—44—89
Burbridge 11101111111111111111111111111013111101111111011101—44

10113133303333331111111111111111111101111111111011—45-89
Edgarton 11011111111111111111111110111010101113111111100101—42

10101111010110111111111101101111130131110111110113—40—82
Jones 333111331111111111111111111 11111111111111 11111111 1-50

11111011011111111111011111111111111111111011111111—46—96
Dickey OllllllllllOllllllOllllllOllllOlllllllllllllllllll—45

11111111111101110111111111111111111111111110111111-47-92
Frank IIOIIIIIIIOOOIOIIIIIOIIOIOIOIIIOIIOIOIOOIIIIIOIOII—:34

OOOOllOllllOOOOOlOllOOOlllOlllllOOllUlllOlOllOOlO-42—76
Dutchy 11111011111111111111111011110111111111011111111111—47

10111111111111011110111110133303033331113011111110—42—89
B White 11111111111111111111111111101111111111111111011011-47

11111110111111111111111111111111101111111111111110—46—93
Thomas 11111100100011111110110111111100111111101111111110—39

11110111011111111111111110111110111111111111111111—46—85
MiteheU 111010100110101100011010111111011111101110111111011—35

10110101011110111101110110011100111111111100111101—18—53
BreintnaU 11111011131101011111111111110030331111000110110111—39

101110010111111111110111010100001111111110111111111—3,5—74

No. 6: Eastern Team.
Jones,,, lOlllllOllOOinillOllOlll—19

'

1111111111111111111011111—24
Edgarton 111133333llll00llllllllll—23

0101101011111111110111111—20
Rockwell 1011011111101111110111011—30

1011011111110111110110001—18
Burbridge 1111111011111111110111111—23

1111110111111111111111111-34
Dickey llllOlllllOOlllOlllllllll-^l

1111111111111111101111111—24
B White 0111011011111111111111110—21

1111111110111111111111111—24—261
Western Team.

McMurchy :.. .1111111111111111111111111—25
11111111110111011 11111111—23

Heikes 1110111111011111111111111—23
1111111111111111111111111—35

Conner 1113111111111111011110111—23
1111111111111110111111111—34

Van Dyke llllinilllllllllOlllllll—24
1110111011111111111101111—22

Dutchy 1111101111111111011111111-23
1111110111111111011313011—22

Anthony 1111111111111111103311111—24
1111111111111111111001111—2.3-281

Pink.

Passaic Kiver Regattas.

Editor Forest and Stream:
It is to be hoped that all lovers of the paddle blade will attend the

canoe regattas of the Passaic River clubs, which will be held on Sept.
2 and on Labor Day. 1 sa.v aU lovers of the paddle blade, because on
the river the sail has aluiost disappeared and in sailing there is very
little interest shown : in fact, the Arlington C. C. has dispensed with
sailing races altogether, and the lantue C. C. will have only three sail-

ing races out of a total of twelve events. Manly, of the Orange C. C,
has won all of the sailing races this year, and will probably find Doug-
lass in Cricket to he his only dangerous competitor. In the paddling
events, however, if the record of the past few years is not broken,
there will be a line of entries that wiU stretch from one side of the
river to the other. The lanthe boys paddle, and they paddle well.

Douglass is probably better known than any of the others, and wiU
meet a strong field if he enters on Labor Day.
Marcus Freeman is favorite for first place in aU of the events, and,

judging from his past work, he will lead a fleet of such excellent men
as W. J. Stewart, Alex. Archibald, Brenton Boggs, Hamilton Braine,
George P. Douglass, James Duguid, Harry S. Farmer, Barron Fred-
ricks and Joseph Stewart.
Rutherford wiU enter two excellent paddlers, whose work will be

watched with interest—Frank McLees, in Golden Rod, and Geo. Petty,
in Scoot.
Waits and delays are unknown in the lanthe C. C. regattas. The

races are caUed in rapid succession, and each event is expected to
have from six to ten entries. Bat,

You are invited
to visit the " Forest and Stream's"

exhibit in the Angling Pavilion at

the entrance from the main hall

of the Fisheries Building, in the

World's Fair.

Des-chree-shos-ka.
Mr. John Parker sends us the programme of his third international

tournament, which will be held Sept. 5 to 8, on Des-chree-shos-ka
Island, near Detroit, Mich. Among the events will be the foUowing;
First day, Montgomery Ward & Co.'s 8200 guaranteed purse, at 20
bluerocks: 1st $60, 2d $40, 3d $80. 4th $25, 5th $20, 6th .$15, 7th $10,
surplus added Entrance $5.60. Second day (live bird day), Inter-
national Medal Race, for international medal (value $150), emble-
matic of the International Live Bird Championship of United States
and Canada, open to the world. Winner 1891—L. T. Duryea, Glen
Cove, Long Island; winner 1893—Rolla Heikes, Chicago; $25 sweep in
connection with medal race: 25 live birds, entrance for medal, price
o£ birds; entrance for sweep, 825 and birds. Third day, Cleveland
Target Co.'s guaranteed Spurse, $100. 20 bluerocks; 1st $30, 2d $25, 3d
$20. 4th $15, olh $30. International Target Championship Race, 15
bluerocks for International Target Championship of United States
and Canada, an elegant gold badge to be the property of the winner.
Entrance $2.45; also a guaranteed purse. $100, at 20 bluerocks, en^
trance $8.60. Fourth dav, a $100 purse (entrance, price of targets), at
25 bluerocks; 1st $28, 2d '$22, :3d $18, 4th $14, 5th $10, 6th .$8.

AUthe target events, except the guaranKed purses, free shoots,
trophy and team races, shot under the Parker handicap. Handicap Is

as foUows: Everybody starts each day shooting, in first event, at
known traps and known angles, at rapid fli-e system; those who win
or tie for first money shoot first m next event at unknown traps and
unknown angles, from Traps 1, 2 or 3. or 3, 4 or 5, according to where
he is standing as he walks down the score, he having three unknown
traps to shoot from always, indicator to be turned at each shot; those
who win (sr tie for second money shoot second in followhig event, at
known traps and unknown angles; those below second place are not
handicapped, thus a shooter is classified from one event to another,
according to the score he is making. American A ssociation rules, as
revised by C. W. Dimick, to govern. In target events all 10 bird races
divided 40, 30, 20 and 10 per cent. ; all others 30, 25, 20, 15 and 10 per
cent Entrance includes birds. Extra live bird sweeps can be shot at
any time to suit shooters. Plenty of good live birds on hand.
Conditions of. trophy events: International live bird medal is shot

for yearly, and the person winning same first three times it becomes
the property of the person winning it. Plenty of nitro-powder shells
on hand.
Take boat near foot of Woodward avenue for island. Leave number

of your gun with customs officer on dock foot of Woodward avenue,
and you will have no further trouble. Trophy, team and merchandise
events will be shot at known traps and angles, not subject to any
handicap. Bluerock traps and targets and Paul North's electric pulls
will be used. Boat will leave every morning at 8:.30, Detroit time, for
accommadation of shooters. Three pretty gold buttons will be given
to first, second and third best averages to those shooting through en-
tire programme. Two sets of bluerock traps will be used with North's
electric pull, so everybody can get all the shooting they want. Best of
hotel accommodations on Island, with special rates for shooters. The
prettiest shooting ground in the country. Eastern shooters can take
this opportunity of visiting the World's Fair and stop off at Detroit
for shoot, as Chicago is only eight hours' run from Detroit. Traps
will be in position and readj' for practice shooting on Monday, the
4th, in the afternoon. Address all communications to John Parker,
465 Junction avenue, Detroit, Mich.

Hamilton Gun Club.
Hamilton, Ont., Aug. 22.—The regular shoot of the Hamilton Gun

Club was held to-day, with fine weather and a good attendance. Our
new secretary, Mr. Graham, filled the position admirably and proved
himself a veteran before the traps, winning the Hopkins medal with
comparative ease and taking first money in a $1 sweep with 10
straight. Mr. Stroud, the new president, made everj^ one happy with
his ready wit and pleasant manner. A change in the location of the
club grounds is contemplated and the subject will, no doubt, be
taken up at our next meeting. Following are the scores:

Cowee cup handicap, rapid-firing:
Bowman ' 111110111101110011100 —15
J Stroud 110000100011101110011101—13
Crooks noon 110101000111 100010—13
A Smith 101110111111011011111 —17
Parker 00111101101 w.
Hamilton 100100110010100000010101- 9
Wilson 10111101110111111011 —16
J Smith 001101111110111111011 —16
H Graham 111101010111101100011 —14
CHunt lOlOlllllllllllOlOlU —17
Wm Stroud 111011011110111001001111—17
Ties: W. Stroud 10, C. Hunt 7, A. Smyth 5.

Challenge medal, Hunt challenge, 15 singles and 5 pairs, entrance
$1.50:
Wilson 101111110111011 11 01 11 10 10—19
Hunt 001110010111010 10 00 11 01 10—13

Stroud chaUenge:W Stroud. 011011111010111 10 11 00 10 10-16
Wilson 111010111011101 01 11 10 00 11—17

Hopkins medal, handicap, 21yds. rise, each puU his own trap:
W Stroud... .010011101001011 — 8 Stroud 01110111101000000—8
WUson 010001111111111 —11 Graham 101110101011111 -11
Crooks IIIOOOIOIIIOOOOOOO - 7 Hunt. .000111000110111 —8
Hamilton .. . .001010001100110100— 7 J Smyth OOOOlOret.
A Smyth....ll0100inOI0001 — 8 Wilson 11100 . —3
Parker OOOllOOOret. Graham 01111 —4

One-dollar sweep:
Wilson 1011110111— 8 Parker 1110010001— 5

Stroud OOllOllllO— 6 A Smyth 0110001011— 5
Crooks ,...1111001100— 6 Graham 1111111111—10
Hamilton 0011111110— 7

Watson's Park.
Aug. 22.—Lake County Gun Club's shoot for medal:
W J Edbrook 0102210102—6 Hy Koehler 1120020010—5
N A Ford 0200122000—4 R B Flershum 0120020111—6
W S Bond 0011002U1-6 C R Cave 0011022212—7
D WFlershum 0002220002—4 J T Hastings 0201120031—6

Aug. 2^.—Matches at 7 live birds,
No. 1:

Hardy 2111221—7
B V Jackson 1101011—5
Henrotten 1100112—5

No. 2:

Hardy 1001121—5
B V Jackson 1001021—4
Henrotten 1111220—6

No. 3:

Hardy 2101201—5
B V Jackson 0111200—4
Henrotten . .2230231—6

Same as above, only one money:
Jackson OOw
Henrotten. 1120112-6

Same, one money:
Henrotten 2311011—6
Jackson 1020w

Ten birds, $20 entrance:
Jackson 0111210210—7 0

$5 entrance, 2 moneys:

Sedam 0121021—5
Dyer 1121031—6

Sedam 2120010—4
Dyer. 0111102—5

Sedam 1111001—5
Dyer 2122221—7

Sedam 1110220-5

Sedam 2112010—5

Sedam 0203013113-7 1

John Watson.

Erie Gun Club.

The regular monthly shoot of the Erie Gun Club was held at Wood-
lawn Park, Gravesend, L. I., on Wednesday. Aug. aS. Fourteen mem-
bers competed for the annual class prizi-s at 7 birds each, class handi-
cap, modified Hurlinghani rules. Good scores were made, as the
birds were a good lot. Si-^c tied ^^^th 7 each and four with 6. A good
sweepstake at -i birds, then miss and out, followed. Scoreg:

F GrefT 0001000—1 J Schmedeke 2201112—6
W Law 1121131—7 H Dohrman 1211121—7
H Janskowsky 2211122—7 J Scharf 1001112—5
D Lynch 1120121—6 E Marryatt 1201221—6
J Plate 2112211—7 J Victor 3203333-6
C Plate 1221111-7 MElssasser 1010221—5
G Schufeldt 2232211—7 H Plate 1301020—4

Wyandotte (Stm Club.

A SHOOT will be held at Rittersville Park, South Bethlehem, Pa , on
Tuesday, Sept. 5. Bluerocks in the morning, and at 2 V. M. a three-
trophy shoot, valued at $75, $50 and $25, will be shot for, 10 hve birds,

$5 entrance. Ties to be shot off miss and out. Pennsylvania State
Sportsmen's Association rules govern all shoots. Other events wUl
follow. This will be one of the grandest shoots to be seen, and a cor-
dial invitation is extended to aU sportsmen.

W. H, GosxER, President.
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Atlantic Tournament.
Lynn, Mass., Aug. 20.—On the ISthand 19th insfc. the two days' tour-

nament of the Atlautic Ti-ap-Shooting Association took place at this
city regardless of tlie disagreeable weather, and while this acted as a
damper yet a good number of shooters were present. The weather
was anything but good and great clouds of fog hung to the ground,
making the shooting very difficult.

The Boston Shooting Association, Lowell Gun Club, Brocton Gun
Club. Hinghatn Gun Club, ilarblehead Gun Club, Androscoggin Gun
Club and Lynn Game and Fish Protective Association were repre-
sented by a corps of able experts both days, and regardless the
unfavorable conditions high scores were made by visiting and local
sportsmen. Mr. Will K. Park, representing the Wilkesbarre Gun
Company, was present, showing an excellent display of fine gims and
making a record worthy of praise.
The grounds of the Atlantic Shooting Association are located at

Lynnhurst, a distance of three miles from Lynn, and reached by the
electric cars, and a finer shooting park could not be asked for. The
scenery is very picturesque and the air exhilarating.
Shooting commenced at 10 o'clock each day and continued till dark.

Dinner was served on the grounds by Messrs. Day and Fairchilds.
Following are the scores: W. F. Brown, Sec'y.
No. 1, 10 targets:

Martin 1100011110— G Gore 1111011111— 9
Perry 1111010010— 6 Bowker 1111111111—10
Melcher 1111111111—10 Brown 1101110010— 6
No. 3, 10 targets, 50 cents:

Perry. 1101111111—9 Bowker 1111111011—9
Melcher 0111110111—8 Brown 1100100110-5
Gore 1111001111—8
No. 3, 5 targets. 50 cents:

Perry 10111—4 Bowker 11011—4
Gore 11110-4 Brown 10110—3
Melcher 01100-2 S Chandler 01001—8
No. 4, 3 pairs, 50 cents:

Perry 11 11 11—6 Bowker 11 11 11—6
Oore ....11 11 11—6 Brown 10 10 11—4
Melcher 10 10 10-3 S Chandler 10 10 10—3
No. 5, 20 targets, |2, known angles:

Perry 11111111100111111011-17 Melcher. ...11111111111111011111—19
Gore 01111011111111010111—16 Pray 10100111101111011111—15
Allison . , . .11011101111011111011—16 Bowker. ...11111111010111101111—17
Eogers.... 10101111111111110111—17
No. 6, 5 targets, 50 cents:

Melcher 11111—5 Parke 11111—5
Brown 10101—3 Bowker 10011—3
Gore 001 1 1—3 G Chandler 11 100-3
Perry 11111—5 Dodge 01100—2
No. 7, 5 targets, 50 cents:

Melcher 01101—3 Perry 11101—4
Brown 11111—5 Parke 10111—4
Gore 11111—5 Bowker 01111—4
No. 8, 15 targets, SI:

Perry 111111111111111—15 Melcher 111111111101111—14
Parke 010110100111111—10 Brown 111111111111101—14
Gore lilllilOOllllOl—1;J Pray 111110111101011—12
Bowker 111011111110110—12
No. 9, 10 targets, •$1:

Perry 1111111011—9 Brown 1111111011—9
Gore 1011111111—9 Pray 1110111111—9
Parke 1011111111—9 Melcher 1111110111—9
Bowker 1 111110111—9 Rogers 0111101111—8
No. 10, 5 targets, 50 cents:

Gore 10110—3 Melcher 11111—5
Perry 11010—3 Pray 01111—4
Brown 11100—3 Rogers 11111—5
Bowker 11011-4 Parke 10111-4

Second Day.
No. 1, 10 targets, $1:

AVorthing 1 1 1 1111011-9 Deacon 1 101001111—

7

Ames 1110110110—7 Benton 1101111010—7
Burt 1110111111—9 Pray 1111010001—6
Stoddard 0011101111—7 Brown OOllOlOlOl—

5

No. 20 targets, 75 cents:
Worthing 1111111111—10 Martin 0011010000— 3
Burt llIOlllOll— 8 Deacon 111111101"— 8
Pray 0011011101— 0 Rogers 1110011111— 8
Burton 1111111011— 9 Ames lOOllOlllO— 6
No. 3, 15 targets, $1

:

Worthing.. 111110111011111—13 Deacon 001111111110111—12
Burt 111111111111111—15 Ames 101111110010110-10
Pray 011110111111110—12 Brown 111111111110110-13
Benton 101011111101111—12
No. 4, 10 targets, $1

:

Burt 1111111111—10 Martin 0111110111— 8
Brown 1011110111— 8 Stoddard 0000111110— 5
Benton 1111111111—10 Pray 1111111111-10
Deacon lOlOllllll— 8 Worthing 1011111111— 9

Ames OOlOlOOw.
No. 5, 10 targets, 81:

Martin 1111111011— 9 Brown 1010111100— 6
Pray 1111011111— 9 Baxter 1110000100— 4
Thnrlow 0000000010— 1 Fairchilds 0010000001— 2
Eogers 1111111111—10 S Chandler 1010001010— 4
Ne. 6, 10 targets, %U

Martin 1101001111—7 S Chandler 1100010011—5
Pray 0011111111—8 Pinkham. 1101101111—8
Rogers 00 tlOl 1111—7 Dodge 0110000011—4
Brown 1010101001-5 Sanborn 1111110110—8
Baxter 1011111100—7

No. 7, 5 targets, 25c.:
Pray 11110—4
Brown 11011—4
Dodge 00110—2
Hayes 00010—1
Baxter 00101—2
No. 8, 10 targets, $1.75:

Pray..... 1101011111—8
Brown 1111101111—7
Warren 01011 1 1100—

6

Sanborn 1111011111—9
No. 9, 10 targets, 50c.

:

Baxter 0001010100— 3
Martin 1111111111—10
Rogers 0101110011— 6
Warren... ,0101111101— 7
Sanborn 1111101111— 9
No. 10, 10 targets, 50c.

:

Martin 1111011111—9
Pray........ 1111101111—9
Rogers 1110111010—7
Brown 1110110101—7
No. 11, 10 targets, 50c.:

Martin 1111111101—9
Pray 0011100110—5
Rogers 1110111010—7
G Chandler 1010110100—5

Worthing 11111—5
Ames OflOOO—

0

Deacon 11101—4
Berton 11111—5
Stoddard 01001-2

Prickham 0110111111—8
S Chandler 1010101001—5
Rogers 0111111111—9
Martin 1101111111—9

Pray 1111111111—10
Pinkham 1010011100— 5
S Chandler 1100010010— 4
Brown 0111110111— 8

Bugby 0001101000—

3

G Chandler 1010110100—5
S Chandler 1111010110—7
Baxter 1000001110—4

Baxter 0100100000—2
Thurlow 0011100100—4
Day 1110001000—4

Scores at Roxbury.
EoxBCRY, N. J., Aug. 19.—I send you scores of two days' shooting at

Pearson's Hotel, this place. All were shot under modified Hurling-
ham rules, except the first event of the second day, which was a go-as-
you please.
No. 1, 4 birds, entry $4, 2 moneys:

J Garner 0111—3 C M Hedden •Ill—

3

S Castle 1121—4 J Clinton 1112—4W Apgar 0111—3 G Qivens 3220—3
No. 2, 4 birds, entry ^4, 2 moneys:

3 Garner 2121—4 G Givens 1111—4
S Castle 1111—4 D Pearson 0212—3
C M Hedden 1111—4 H Breinger Ill1—4
Mack 1002—2 W Apgar 1111—4
.J Clinton 0111-3
No. 3, 6 birds, entry gfi, 3 moneys:

J Garner 122022—5 W Apgar 101111—5
S Castle 112101—5 C M Hedden 112211—6
G Givens 211101—5 J Mack •11110—4
J Clinton 1 1021 1—5 H Breinger 002200-2
No. 4, 6 birds, entry $6, 3 moneys:W Apgar 101111—5 C M Hedden 011111—5

G Givens 011111—5 S Castle 111111-6
D .Pearson 022.21—4 J Clinton 110011—4
J Mack 211111-6 J Garner 111021—5
No. 5. 6 birds, entry .$6, 3 moneys:

C M Hedden 112120-5 J Clinton 121021—5
S Castle 111111—6 Wm Apgar 111011—5
G Givens 101110-4 J Garner 111120-5
J Mack 111011—5 H Pearson 012102—4
No. 1, 7 birds, go as you please, entry ^10:

J Cipher 1001101—4 Dorry Pearson 0111111—6
No. 4 birds, entry $4, 2 moneys:

J Smith mi—4 D Pearson 0121-3Wm Apgar 0111—3 Bronnell.. 0111—3
C M Hedden Ill 1—4 J Garner 1110-3
S Castle 1211—4
No. 3, 4 birds, entry $4, 2 moneys:

Wm Apgar 1111-4 S Castle 1111—4
J Smith 1111-4 D Pearson 1120-3
CM Hedden 1111-4 Bronnell 1111—4
No. 4, 6 birds, entry 86, 3 moneys:

J Smith 111111—6 Bronnell 112121—6
Wm Apgar 111122-6 Mack 111010—4
C M Hedden 101021—4 H Colebaugh 1 1 1 021—

5

S Castle 111122-6 Quirk 101110-4
D Pearson 001101—3 J Clinton .211211—6
No. 5, 5 birds, entry $.5, 2 moneys:

J Smith 12121-5 D Pearson 11001—3
Wm Apgar 02101—3 Bronnell OIOIO—

2

C M Hedden 21101—4 Colbough 00100—1
S Castle 20201—3 Quirk 10001—2
No. 6, 4 birds, entry ^4, 2 moneys:

J Smith 1111—4 D Pearson 2000 -1
C M Hedden 1111—4 Colebaugh 0100—1
Wm Apgar 2021—3 Quirk 1111—4
S Castle 2211—4 Mack 1111—4
No. 7, 4 birds, entry $5, 2 moneys:

J Smith, 1111—4 J Mack 0010—1W Apgar 1005—2 Quirk -.2111—4
C M Hedden 1112—4 Shepard 0111—3
S Castle 1011—3

HeU Gate Gun Club.
Fourteen members of the Hell Gate Gun Club were present at

Dexter Park on Tuesday, Aug. 22. It was the regular monthlj' shoot
at targets for the annual prizes in classes as handicapped. Each mem-
ber shot at 20 birds, 20yds. rise, from 5 electric pull traps. J. Danne-
felser was first, J. Voss second, J. Trostel and J. Schortmeier tied for
third. Sweepstake shoots followed at 15 targets, same traps. J. Voss
was the principal winner in the three. He also took first in the five
bird sweepstake. The score:
C Webber. .11111010101100011000—12 J Voss 00001111010111111111—14
J Linck. . . .01000000000000000000— 1 A DeQraw.lllOOOOllOOlOlOlOOOl— 9
C Brode. . .00100000110000100001— 5 J Foerster. 11110111100011101000—12
J Reiger. . .01111000010010100010— 8 F Linder. ..10010111001110001101—11
E Doeinck.llOOOOOlOOOlllOOllOO— 8 J Trostel. .01111011110100101011—13
A Schin. . ..00000001011010100101- 7 H Knodel..00110000100111000001— 7
L Schort- J Danne-
meier. . . . 11010110100111111001—13 felser. . . .11011111010111101111—16
Sweepstakes, 15 targets, $1 entry, 3 moneys:

C Webber 9 9 5 A DeGraw 5 ..

J Voss 11 9 14 JDannefelser 12
J Foerster 8 10 10 J Linder 9
JRieger 5 6.. J Trostel 6
C Brode 3 5 7 L Schortmeier 7
E Doeinck 9 8 8
Live bird shoot, 28 and 30yds. rise, S3 entrance:

Webber 020112-4 Foerster 101022—4
Voss 111111—6 Doenick 012221—5
Trostel 121120-5 Dannefelser 022000-2
Linder 200000—1 Brode 100022—3
Knodel 020021—3 Eieger 020000—1

The Douglas Gun Club.
The afternoon of Saturday, Aug. 26, was sultry, cloudy and hazy.

There was hardly a breath of air stirring. The conditions were not
unfavorable for good scores. The fisst shoot was for the medal as
follows:
No. 1, medal shoot, 25 bluerocks:

J Church llOKKlllOlllUllllOllOlll-20
B Barto 1111111101111011111011111-22
M J Eich 1011101111111111111111111—23
J Sherman 0111101111111111101111101—21
N Johnson 1001111111111111100110111-20
EHart 1101011110111101111101111—20
C Eich 001001 001101 000101 1 100110—1

1

Back scores:
Church 1 1 1 1 10101 101 1 1 11 1 1 1 1 1 1011—21
Barto ; 1110111111111101011110101—20
Sherman 1010110111111110111011100—18
Hart 1101000001100101000100101—10
MEich 0101101011101010111011110-16
Johnson 1110111101111111110101111—21
C Eich 1111111111111111101111111—34
No. 2, quail shoot, 5 singles: Church 5, Barto 1, Sherman 2, Hart 5,

Johnson 4, M. J. Eich 3.

No. 3, snipe shoot, 5 singles, 3 men up, who walked up, as in the
quail shoot, till the trapper pulled, when the man on the right shot
first at the first bird, the second man at the second, the third man at
the third, a very difficult system: Church 2, Barto 3, Hart 3.

B. Waters.

Atlantic Rod and Gun Club.
On account of the severe storm on Wednesday night and Thursday

morning the Atlantic Rod and Gun Club was not able to hold its regu-
lar monthly shoot at Coney Island on Thursday, the shooting grounds
being covered with two feet of water. It was a great disappointment,
as a good attendance of members were present to have a fine afternoon's
sport. The shoot was postponed until next Thursday, Aug. 31.

Inter-State at Worcester.
Editor Forest and Stream:
The sixth tournament of the Inter-State Manufacturers' and Deal-

ers' Association wUl be given at Worcester, Mass., September 20
and 21, under the auspices of Worcester Sjjortsmen's Association.
Programmes will be ready September i.

The " Novelt.y Rule" wiU be used entirely, and will give satisfaction
to the New England shooters. Manager: EijMEr E. Shanbr.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
H. W. B., Frontenac, N. Y.—There was no change in Pennsylvania

game law this year.

W. F. J., Spring Lake.—The targets you describe are good and show
that you have an excellent arm. For pigeons use No. 8 shot.

J. A. B., Vincennes, Ind.—Seven members of the Yincennes Gun
Club shoot in a live bird contest 10 birds per man, 2 moneys, bO% to first
and 25,'« to second best score. A, B and C tied on 9 out of 10, D killed 7
out of 10. In shooting off the tie A and B outshoot C and divide flrsi
money. Now, what we want to know is, Who gets second money?
Ans. D.

G. T. S., Jr., Chicago, 111.—I being a constantreaderof your paper, de
sire you to please inform me where it would be most likely I could find
deer and big game nearest to Chicago, and whether the season opens
on Sept. 1. Any information you may be able to give me will be
greatly appreciated. Ans. Whitetail deer are still to be found in
numbers in the pine country along the AVisconsin Central, the Lake
Shore & Western, the Milwaukee & St. Paul or the Chicago & North-
western railways, at a distance of 200 to 300 miles north of Chicago,
in Wisconsin and Michigan. No State of this section opens the deer
season Sept. 1. Michigan, North Peninsula season opens Sept. 25. Get
a copy of (raiae Laics in Brief, 25 cents, at this olBce or any gun store.
It will give all seasons in all States and Territories. For big game :

other than deer you would have to go to the Rockies or other moun-
tainous country. We cannot advise more definitely on the premises .

you offer.

SAVE YOUR TEOPHIES.
Writs for Our Illustrated Catalogue

"HEADS AND HORNS."
It gives directions for preparing and preserving

Skins, Antlers, etc. Also prices for Heads ana
Rugs, Birds and Fish, and all kinds of work in Taxi-
dermy,

WARD'S HATURAL SCIENCE ESTABLISHMENT,

ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Bona fide extract from a letterUA received by the F. & S. Pub. Co.
flK Aug 23:
" " ^ "Please send copy Game Laws

in Brief. The Law Comm. willA arrest me soon. I heard that

I^ they arrested 40 men to-day. I
am afraid."

B M-.^'J If one wants to keep out of the
nT|'€||fl hands of the -'Law Comm." he
fl 1 1 QlU should buy his .Brje/ beforehand,

and keep on the safe side. It
costs 25 cents. We publish it. Forest and Stream
Publishing Company.

J^ROM the first issue of this paper it has beeni

used, and for nearly twenty years this particular

space has been occupied by

ABBEY & IMBRIE,
who now say that they have given up advertising at least tor the present.

>ti.oe to Flslxexricixen: Cut Pxr&oes for
I am with, von again with, lower prices for Fishing Tackle. I find by experience that pntting down the

prices and not decreasing the qnality, it increases my business every year.
One lot of Split Bamboo Fly and Bass Rods will be sold at |1.58 until all are sold. Rods are all nickel mounted, solid reel seats, silk wound, complete in wood form and will give satisfaction f

Length and weight of the Fly Rods are: 9ft., 6oz.
;
9Jft. 6Joz. ;

10ft., 7oz.
;
lOJft., 7Joz. ;

lift., 8oz. Reel seats below hand.
Length and weight of the bass rods are: Hiit., 9oz.

;
9ft., lOoz.

; 9Jft., lloz.
; 10ft., 12oz., lOJft., 14oz. Reel seats above hand.

A special lot of Hard Rubber and Nickel, Raised Pillar, Multiplying Reels with Balance Handle and Side Spring Click, 40yds., 90 cts.
;
60yd8., $1.00; SOyds., $1.10; lOOyds., $1.30.

Any of the above leels sent by mail for price and 10 cts. extra for postage.
Brass Cli-ik Reels, 40, 60, 80 or 100yds., 38 cts. each; 5 cts. extra for postage.
One lot of Mtiltiplying Raised Pillar Reels with Balance Handles and Lifting Drag: 40yds., 38 cts.

;
60yds., 48 cts. : 80yds., 58 cts. ; 100yds., 68 cts. ; 150 yds., 78 cts,

A special lot of Trout Flies at 30 cents per dozen assorted, sent by mail 1 cent per dozen extra for postage.
A special lot of Bass and Pickerel Spoons at 5 cents each sent by mail, 1 cent extra for postage.
All kinds of Hollow Point best qaaUty Hooks snelled to single gut 10 cts. doz. ; double gut, licts. doz.

;
treble, 20 cts. doz. ; tour ply, 35 cts. doz. 1 cent extra per dozen for postage

300ft. Braided Linen Reel Line on Block, 41 cts. ; 300ft. of Hand-Made Linen Reel Lines on Block, 9 thread, 38 cts., sent by maQ S cts. extra for postage.
Brass Box Swivels, all sizes No. 1 to No. 13., 15 cts. per dozen, sent by mail 1 cent per dozen extra for postage.
Single Gut Leaders, 3ft., 4 cts., 45 cts. per dozen. Double Gut Leaders, 40in., 5 cts. each. Treble Gut Leaders, 33in., 7 cts. each. Four-ply Leadere, 33in., Sets.
Special lot of best quahty 100ft. Linen Reel Lmes, 8 cts., 300ft., 15 cts.

;
300ft., 23 cts. ; 3 cts. extra for postage,

send a-ceut stamp for lllnstrated Catalog^ne.

Sl^/^^SSiSS'if^iS^- J. F. MABSTEBS. 61, 53 Sc 55 Court St^ Brooklyn, N. Y
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I Routes for Sportsmen, i

When plaxming your annual tour remember that
this company controls over 4,100 miles of railway
equipped in the most approved modern style, pass-
ing through a magnificent country noted for its un-
surpassed faciUties for sport.

A FEW OF THE PRINCIPAL RESORTS.
ANDROSCOGGIN LAKES (via Bryant's Pond or Bethel)
—Excellent trout flslaiug and game, large and small, of
every descriptlun.

THE WHITE MOUNTAINS (via Gorham, N. H.)—For
trout and varieties of game.

THE SALMON KESORTS of Quebec, New Brunswick
and Nova Scotia (reached via Quebec).

LAKE ST JOHN REGION (via Quebec)—For ouananlche
trout, carioou, bear, moose, beaver, oiter, etc.

THE RIVER ST. LAWRENCE (in the neighborhood of
the line for 400 miles).—For mascalonge, pike, bass,
whitefish, picKerel, perch.

THE THOUSAND ISLANDS (via Gauanoque or Kingston)
—For pickerel, black ba.ss, mascalonge, pike.

MUSKOKA LAKES.—The best place on the continent
for fishhig, shooting and camping. All varieties of fish

and game.
PARRY SOUND AND GEORGIAN BAY (reached via
Penetang, Midland, Collingwood, etc.) for black bass,
pickerel, deer, partridge, bear, otter, etc.

AKES ONTARIO, ERIE, HURON AND MICHIGAN via
Stations at all principal ports.i.

LAKE SUPERIOR (via Collingwood, Wiarton, Sarnla In
coanection with steamship lines).

The charges for hotels, guides and camping at
many of the fishing waters named above are ex-
tremely low. FuU particulars of same are pubUshed
in a pamphlet descriptive of the "Fishing and Hunt-
ing Resorts of the (Jrand Trunk Railway," which
wul be forwarded free on appMcation to the com-
pany's principal agents, or to the General Passenger
Agent at Montreal.

N. J. POWER,
General Passenger Agent,

L. J. SEARGEANT, General Manager

Adirondack

Mountains,

Lakes George

(LChampiain,

Saratoga, Etc.
Illustrated guide to the Northern resorts issued by

the Delaware and Hudson Railroad will be mailed on
receipt of 6 cents postage. Address

J. f . BURDICK,
General Passenge-r Agent,

ALBANY, IT. Y.

X sportsmen's Goods, j

FERGUSON'S PATENT REFLECTING LAMPS,
THOMAS J. CONROY, Hole Agent,

310 Broadway, New York.
With Silver Plated Loaomotlve BeBeetora

Adjust*

Attach-

tnents.

For Sportsmen's use. Combines
Head Jack (Front and Top), Boat
.lack. Fishing, Camp, Belt and
Dash Lamp, Hand Lantern, etc.

For Night Driving, Hunting, Fish-
ing, etc. Is adjustable '.o any
khid of dash or vehicle.
8 end stAmp tor lUus. f^atalogue,
and address all orders Lamp Dent

J. P. D\NNli:PEL«EK,
PRACTICAl. GUNSMITH.

No. 9 Chambers St , New York.
Guns, Rifles, etc., at lowest prices. Second-hand guns

bought, sold and exchanged. With my new adjustable
Thy Gun I i-aii take your ex-act tit for either new stock
or aUerltt,' old stuel^ to desired drop. CMt-off or leugtli.
Barrels lioreil to ,-hrot close and hard, and all r.ihev
kinds of u pairiutr executed with despatch and war-
ranted SciMl iU'outs for bottle of be.st barrel brown-
ng In America with directions.

LYMAN'S RIFLE SIGHTS*.
jBend for 96 page Catalogue of Sights and Eifles.

ADDBESS,

WX. MIDDLSFIBLD^ OOHM.

Property For Sale.

FOR SALE.
Camp Ground,

SAEANAC LAKE,
Adirondack Mountains.

Point of land just north of Sweeny Carry and

Hotel Wawbeek, well wooded, high elevation, large

water front, with a superb view of the country to

the north, east and south, easy of access, and one of

the iinest camping spots in this whole coimtry,

containing about 45 acres. Address P. O. Box 1,980,

Boston, Mass., for further particulars.

TROUT LAKES FOR SALE.
I ofiEer for sale a portion of my Adirondack pre-

serve, from 1,000 to 3,000 acres of land, with four
lakes. Three log cabins on the property, good
road to two of the lakes, easy trail to the other two.
This property is suitable for a club or for private
resorts. One lake is stocked with salmon trout, the
others with speckled trout, 30,000 planted last Mayj
and shall plant as many more this year. Will sell

any one lake with a portion of the land. Address
DR. J. DE V. MOORE, 157 Park avenue, Utica, N. Y.

ALBEMARLE AND PAMPLICO CRmSIN(5 AND
Hunting Association.—Bear, Deer, WUd Tur-

key, QuaU, Swan, Geese. Brant, Duck, Curlew, Snipe.
Finest fishing; Bluefisn, Striped Bass, Weakflsh,
Drum, etc. Membership limited to 20. One more
subscriber wanted. H. A. Weeks, 74 Murray St., N.Y

THE BACON FARM, SITUATED ON THE
Machias River, in the heart of the gunning and

fishing region, will be open to receive guests on
Sept. 1. The house is commodious and the services
of an excellent cook having been engaged patrons
may be assured of considerate attention. Particu-
lars, apply to S. M. HOLWAY, Machias, Me. 15

I
Wants and Exchanges.

Advertisements under this head^ strictly

limited to Wants and Exchanges^ will be
inserted at the special rate of three cents a.

word each insertion. The money jmtst ac-
company the order.

ALE OR EXCHANGE, — TWO HANDSOME
pointer pups. D W. COOK, Fulton, Mich. 9

WANTED — SITUATION BY FIRST - CLASS
launch and boat builder, oar and scull maker.

Can design and build to lines. Address CLINCHER,
care of Forest and Stream Office. 9

WANTED.-BULLARD REPEATING RIFE, SO-

US Express, for cash or exchange. Address
J. R. DEANE, care No. ii7 Calhoun street, Fort
Wayne, Ind. 9

DECOYS.—SEND FOR PRICE LIST OF THE
Standard Decoy Ducks, the finest in tlie world.

H. A. STEVENS, Manufacturer, Box 154, Weeds-
port, N. Y. 9

WANTED.—COPIES OF FOREST AND STREAM
of May 6, Sept. 23, 1886, and Sept. 25, 1890. Ad

drees Forkst and Stream office

KEEP COOL
iuside, outside, and all the way through,

by drinking .j-^

9 Root
Tin.'; great Temperance drink; n-^^^*
id as Ueiilthl'ul, as it is pleasant. Try it.

I For Sale.

TROUT FOR SALE.
YEARLIN&S ol tie Brook Trout, Laie Trout, Brown

&
KGGS AND FRY

of the same in season. For information inquire
of J. ANNIN, JK.,

Caledonia, Livingston Co., N. Y.

Berkshire Trout Hatchery
have for sale healthy BROOK TROUT ranging

size from young fry to four pounds weight, suitable

for stocking pubhc and private waters..

For information and price address

C. H. SAG£, Sec'y,
Great Barrington, ass.

WANTEB ALIVE.
All kinds of

American Animals,
BIRDS <k reptiles;
For Sale—All kinds of

Foreign Animals, Birdf
and Reptiles.

DONALD BURNS,
V15 Roosevelt at., N.Y. City

WILD EICE SEED ron SALE.
tf R. VALENTINE, Janes yille, Wis.

FOR SALE.-FRESH RICE SEED. CHAS. GIL-
CHRIST, Port Hope, Out., Canada. tf

FOR SALE.—TWO SEVEN MONTHS OLD BUCK
moose. Just ready to train to harness. Price for

the pair, $200. Thos. Johnson, Winnipeg, Man. 9

rRAINED FERRETS CHEAP; FERRET
Book, ten cents; ferret muzzles, SOjts.

;
catalogue

free. WALLACE & SON, Lucas, Ohio.

LIVE WHITE HARES (Lzpm amencamm)
captured and properly boxed and delivered

to express in Bethel, Me., in good condition on
receipt of orders and remittances at $3 per pair.
Refer to Hon. H. O. Stanley, Dixfleld. Me., Fish
ind Game Commissioner. I. G. RICH, Bethel, Me

LIVE QUAIL FOR SALE-W. VA. BIRDS—GAME
a specialty. E. B. WOODWARD, Commission

Merchant, 174 Chambers st.. New York.

FOR SALE.
1 Greener hammer gun with two sets of barrels

28 and 30in. long, 12ga. ;
stock, 1414 ;

drop, 2in.xi?.s;
weight, 7-M pounds. With short barrels a splendid
field gun; with long barrels one of the best and
hardest shooting guns made. Cost to order $400.
Price $200.

1 Greener 12ga. hammerless gun, "Ty, poutds;
1414, 2xl^g. Cost S250. With this gnu 1 broke the
world's record, beating Capt. Brewer in series of
matches at Marion, N. J., November 12 and 13, 1891,
making a run of 194 officially straight, makmg a
grand total of 421 without a skip, offlcialy and in

practice. Price $150.
1 Parker, with two sets of barrels, 28 and 32, with

short barrels; no better field gun made; with long
'-•irrels a splendid trap gun. Length stock, 141.4

;

dropSxi'ls- Cost to order $185 ; price $50.
All of the above guns are in good condition and

will warrant them every way. Will sell for cash only.
11 E. D. FULFORD, 59 Steuben St., Utica, N. Y.

FOR SALE.-RAGGED ISLAND GUNNING As-
sociation—one share. Situated on Back Bay,

Princess Anne county, Virginia. About fifteen miles
south of Virginia Beach. One of the best clubs on
the Atlantic coast for canvasbacks, red- heads and
other ducks; also swan and geese. Martin's Point
Gun Club—One share. Situated on Currituck Sound.
North Carolina, about twenty-five miles south of
Virginia Beach. Very fine shooting at yellow legs,
grass bh-ds, plover, willet, curlew and English snipe;
also ducks, swan and geese. JOHN S. LURMAN,
Catonsville, Baltimore County, Maryland. 9

WINCHESTER repeating rifle, .45-60 ; first class
condition; first igl2 takes it. F. M. THOMAS,

Catskill, N. Y. 9

DECOY DUCKS.
Send stamp for price hst of the best and latest im-
proved decoys made in the world. Address GEO. W\
STEVENS, Weedsport, N. Y. P. O. Box 114 11

J25to|§0Bf»£
eentlemen, lulnr or lalllnr

"Old Bellable Pbtter." On\j
pnudcal waj to npUt« nutj and
worn knlTea, forks, apooni, ate.|

quickly done dipping in melted
meul. No experience, polishing,
or maoblnery, Thick plate «t ono
operation; laeta S to 10 years; One
flnlBh when taken from the plater.
ETerjr family has plating to do.
riater sells readily. ProBn large.
W, r. HarriaoB * Co, C«iuiBbiu,<k

n THE n IS THE

Premier Camera
FOR

THE SPORTSMAN.

PREMIER CAMERAS for 1893 possess many important improvements, in-

cluding SWING-BACK AND ADJUSTABLE FRONT, and will bB found
especially adapted for all devotees of the FOREST AND STREAM.

See our new Catalogue for particulars, mailed free.

ROCHESTER OPTICAL CO., 22 S. Water St., Rochester, N. Y.

CAMMEYEP
Stamped on a Shoe I m.

Means Standard of Merit.

BaUESTRIAN FOOTWEAR.

SIEN'S GRAIN LEATHER NAPOLEON RID- • R Mi
ING BOOTS 9 OiUU

MEN'S GRAIN LEG CALP FOX NAPOLEON 7 AA
RIDING BOOTS liUU

MEN'S CALP STIFF LEG RIDING BOOTS.. 9i00
MEN'S ENAMEL LEATHER STIFF LEG I A flA
RIDING BOOTS I OiOO

MEN'S RUSSIA CALP STIFF LEG RIDING I A AABOOTS. IDiOO
MEN'S CANVAS RIDING LEGGINS T RQ
MEN'S GRAIN WELLINGTON RIDING LEG- A'eX
GINS OiOO

SIEN'S GRAIN WINDSOR RIDING LEGGINS A QQ
MEN'S RU.SSET CALF WELLINGTON RID- c'nX
ING LEGGINS OiOQ
ATHLETIC FOOTWEAR OF EVERY DESCRIPTION

Send for Catalogue. Mailed Free.

A. J. CAMMEYER,
Sixth. Ave., opr. lath St., N. Y.

ICYCLE
GOODS

AT THE LOWEST
POSSIBLE PRICES.

WE OFFER

Bicycle Suits,
Stylisli, well made, well fitting, handsomely
trimmed with braid, in all colors. Jersey and
cheviot from .§8.50 to §14.00 per suit.

Men's Sweaters,
In aU colors at $2.50, $3.00, S4.o0.

Boys' Sweaters,
At $2.00, $2.50, $3.00.

ALSO A COIIPLETE LINE OF
BICYCLE CAPS,' BELTS AND

HOSIERY, ETC.

E. OCUMPAUGH & SONS,
83, 85 Si 87 Main St., Rochester, N.Y.

DUCK CALLS.
Grubb's Improved Illinois River Duck Call. The

most natural-toned call made; easy to blow; not
easy to get out of repair, having a fine tempered
reed ; makes it so you can call teal, woodduck and
bluebiU, as well as mallard. This is the only caU
you can do this with. Price 55 cents.
Same as above, made of red cedar, silver mounted,

with silver reed which gives it perfect tone, $1
Every one warranted. Address

CHAS. W. GRUBBS,
1537 Milwaukee Ave.,

Chicasro, 111.

CORK WADS.
Reduced Price List.

12. 16 and 30 gauges. $3.00 per 1000
10 gauge 2.40perl000

DISCOUNTS TO DEALEKS AND CLUBS.
If your dealer does not l;eep these wads, remit us

$2 25 and we will send you 1.000 wads, in boxes, by
mall, postpaid. Full box of 135 wads by mail, post-
paid, for 30 cents.

LANCASTER COEK GUN WAD CO.,

I.ancaater, Pa.

With Fly-Rod and Camera. S5.00.
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Miscellaneous.

Bromfield House, Boston.

BUROPBAJSf PLAN.
MESSUNGGB, Proprietor.

CAMP PHENIX
At Garden of Eden, Nova Scotia,

will be open for sportsmen and hunters from May 1

till end of season. No better trout fishing or moose
hunting can be found in Canada. Forty lakes with
finest of trout fishing within a radius of five miles of
the camp. Write for circulars.

M. SJOSTEDT, Garden of Eden, Nova Scotia.

ATTEAN CAMPS.
Matnb, July 7, 1893.

On and after this date aU persons not guests of
Attean Camps will be excluded from fishing or hunt-
ng in the territory leased by me, which includes the
ownships of Attean, Dennis, Number Four and
Number Five, also Holeb, Spencer and Attean Falls,
Moose Kiver. Any person trespassing on the above
erritory wiU be prosecuted to the full extent of the
aw. ITHAMAR HOWE,
P. O. Jackman, Me Lessee and Proprietor.

PANADIAN NORTHWEST. - EXCEL-
\J lent shooimg quarters, delightful climate, steam
launch, punts, teams, guides, abundance of game,
ducks, geese, brant, sand hill cranes, etc. in myria'ds,
plover, prairie chicken, snipe, etc. Address C.
BENJIFIELD, Lilton, Long Lake, Assa., N.W.T. 12

Xtong Island,

THE FMlON HOTEL.
islip, I,. 1. (on Great Soutb Bay).

'

Open until Oct. 1. Accommodates 250. South
Bay is now the best fishing resort on Long Island
for bluefish, weakfish, bass and flounders. After 15
years' experience at Elberon, N. J., it is sufficient to
say that the best of care will be taken of families and
guests. I solicit the patronage of former patrons.

C. T. JONES.

THE BAY SIDE HOUSE,
Amityville, Jj. I.

Situated on Great South Bay. Capacity 200 guests.
Bluefish, bass and other sea fish abundant.

GEO. W. HOSSEY, Vroprietor.

SHEEMAIT HOUSE, Babylon, L. I.

Sea food a specialty. Splendid fishing, bathing
and boating. Permanent and transient guests ac-
commodated. Special rates by the week.

SKEKMAN TWEEDY, Prop.

PIIOSPFCT HOUSE.—Penataquit Hall and cot-
tages, Bay Shore, Long Island, one houi from New

York. Beautifully situated, overlooking the Great
SouthBay , opposite the imetandfamous fishinggi'oimds;
excellent boating, safe hathiner, interesting drives; tlrst-

eiass orchestra; incandescent electric lights, electric
bells; battis, etc. For terms, address

JOHN M. ROGERS & SON.

Staten Island, N. Y,

JJeasley's Fisbermen's Retreat,
Hl GUENO l', s. I.

Boating, bathing anu flshUig. Parties desiring to re-
main over night will receive every attention. Stage at
.«.tation for conveyance of guests to hotel. Boats to let
for fishing or pleasure. ANDREW BEASLEY, Prop.

Greenwood Lake,

WINDERMERE HOTEL,
Greenwood Lake, Orange Co., N. Y.

I have leased over 1,000 acres of shooting ground.
All patrons can be sapiJlied witli good guides, dogs,
etc. Bass fishing through August and September is

at its best. First class accommodations for sports-
men and families. For particulars, address

JOHN HAZEN, Proprietor.

\7AL,L,EY HOUSE -O H TEN EYCK,Prop.,
V Greenwood LaKc, N. Y'. Open all the year. Large
and comfortable rooms, generous table, purest water.
This house is sm'rounded Uy 100 acres of land, garden
and lawn, well shaded and extending toandfronrmg
a,500f t. on handsomest part of the lake and best fishing
grounds. Oswego and small-mouth bass, pickeiei,
perch, etc. Largest boat livery on the lake, and fast ajid
staunch steam launch the Ten Eyck connecting with aU
iraliis. Greenwood Lake Is about 8 miles in length and
one of the most beautiful and picturesque as well as the
most noted black bass lakes on the continent. For cir-
cular, address C H. TEN EYCK, Proprietor.

Waterstone Cottage.
Open throughout the year. Good bass nshmg,

boats and guides. For particulars, address
J. E. WATERSTONE, Proprietor,

Greenwood Lake, Orange County, N. Y,

BRANDON HOUSE,
Greenwood LaJke, N. Y,

2M hours from New York City. Excellent accom-
modation. Good bass flahine.

Eake Hopatcong, W. J.

RACCOON ISIiAND HOTEL, Raccoon Island,
Lake Hopatcong, N. J. Superb and romantic

scenery; view of lake from every room; fishing un-
excelled; every modern convenience; f12 to Sl5 ijer

week; 50 mUes from N. Y. SCHERER & DIEFEN-
THALER. Landing. Morris County, N. J.

Forest & Stream File Binders
PRICE 81.00.

FOB SALE AT THIS OFFICE.

•••••••••••••a
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Sullivan and Ulster Coimties, N. T.

HOUSE,
NEVEESINK, Sullivan Co., IT. Y.

Accommodations for 150 guests. Finest trout fish-

ing in southern New York. Plenty of small game.

A cool and healthful summer resort, 1,700 feet above

the sea. At Fallsburg Station, Sull. Co., N. Y., hacks

meet all trains. Send for circular and terms.

HENEI W. BEAM.

HOTEL WAWONDA
Eiberty, Sullivan Co., N. T.

One of the finest located and best equipped summer
resorts in New York State; opens June 1; elevation
2 000ft.; aU modern improvements; perfect sanitary
arrangements; pure spring water; no malaria; no
mosquitoes; no flies; telegraph in house. For cir-

cular, giving description and reference, address
U. S. MESSITEB. Manager.

I.AUREL HILL HOUSE,
Keversink, Sullivan County, N. Y.

The famous river runs by our farm; best of trout
fishing; an elegant summer house. Terms very
moderate. Write for terms. JOHN TYLER, Prop,

GRAND VIEW HOUSE.
Eiberty, SulUvan Co., N. Y.

Excellent trout fishing. Good fiimUy accommo-
dation; one-fourth mile from station. Terms and
circulars upon application. J. B. CAKRIEB.

LIVINGSTON MANOR HOTEL,
Elvingston Manor, jN. Y.

The best trout fishing streams to be found in Sulli-

van Co. Terms, $2.00 per day. Bai' supplied
with the choicest wines, hquors and cigars the mar-
ket affords. W. X. Mcpherson, Prop.

3va:-<9L.3xrsioisr hoxjjse,
Maiu tit., Liberty, Sullivan Co , Is'. Y.

Good fishing in near-by streams. Special attention
given to commercial travelers. First-class livery

attached. Free bus to and from trains

J. MURPHY & SON, Proprietors.

Libtjrty, Sullivan Co., N. X.

Summer Resort. T. H. Houlihon, Prop.
Among the mountains; 1,600ft. above the sea; 119

miles from N. Y. ; no malaria; excellent hunting and
flsliing

;
Uvery accoimnodations ; free bus to all trains.

Ontario &» Western Hotel,
SoutU Fallsburgli, Sullivan Co., N. Y.

(Opposite Depot.)
Accommodates 40. Good livery attached. Terms

reasonable. AltCH. D. O'NEIX, Prop.

THE SCHAEEEIi HOUSE, Liberty, SuUivan
Co., N. Y, M. SCHAEEER, Prop.

Open all the year; special accommodation for
sportsmen and travelers ; cuisine the best; close to
depot; fivery; fishing; parties supplied; Brooklyn
reference; write^

STODDARD HOUSE,
Steveiisville, N. Y.

The best pickerel fishing in the county five minutes
walk from the house, Partridge, rabbit and red fox
in season. H. M. STODDARD.

^irOODBOlIRNE HOUSE, Woodbouriie,
\y N. Y. An unsurpassed summer resort, recently

enlarged and refm'uislied. This locality is unequalled.
For trout nshlng the Neversink and its tributaries have
longbeen andstlUare famous. The hunting is also good.
Tlie house is l,300it. above tide water, the atmosphere Is

clear, pure and healthful. Post-ofiace, dally malls, direct
telegraphic communication. Stagps connect with all
trains. Private conveyances furnished If desired.

L. L. WALDORF, Proprietor.

MITCHELL HOUSE,
(Formerly Elting House"),

W. E. MITCMEl^l., rroprietor,
Ellenville, N. Y.

Good trout fishing in near by streams.

WILLOWEMOO HOTEL,
Wllloweiiioc, SuHivftn Co., N. Y^.

Situated a few miles from Livingston Manor sta-
tion. Is the best trout fishing section in the coimty.
Livery from the House will meet trains upon notice.

R. G. ROOSA.

Neversink Falls House,
W. E. EI-DRIDGE, Proprietor,

Eallsbmg, N. Y.
Livery connected with the House. Good trout,

bass and pickerel fishing in vicinity.

SHELDRAKE HO utSK.
mSNEE AND PRINCE, - - PROPRIETORS.

I.och Sheldrake, Sull. Co., Y.

Special accommodations for hunters and fisher-
men. Sample room and livery attached.

Adirondacks.

HOTEL WAWBEEK
and Cottages. (On Upper Saiauac Xake.)

The most desirable and the most attractively
located of all the Adirondack hotels. Fine himting
and fishing. Open till Oct. 1. Send for circular.

HARLOW H. CHANDLER, Manager,
Wawbeek, Fi-anklin county, N. Y.

HIAWATHA HOUSE.
Located on southeily end of the Indian Carry, on

the first of the thi-ee Ponds, sometimes called Specta-
cle Ponds, leading through Stony Creek to Racquette
Kiver, on direct communication from Blue Mountain
and Tupper"s Lakes, to Saranac Lakes. Unexcelled
fisliing and hunting. Rates per day, :52.50 Per week,
810 to S14. Correspondence solicited. W. W. HALE,
Proprietor, Post Otfice address, Axton, Franklin
county, N. Y,

J Hotels for Sportsmen. %

Adirondacks—Continued.

Upper Saranac Lake. DaUy mails and telegraphic
communications. Superb hunting and fishing. Rates
810 to $l4 per week; S3 50 per day. Now open for
guests. J. C. LOCKLIN, Proprietor.

Eong EakSr N. Y.
'

Situated on the borders of the wOdest and best
hunting and fishing section in the Adirondacks.
Superior accommodations. For circular, address

EDWARD BUTLER. Prop

LAKE HOUSE,
Eong Eake, N. Y. '

New management. New furniture throughout.
Rates from $8 to §13 per week. Send for circular.
Best of fishing and hunting.

ANDERSON & MOYNEHAN. Proprietors.

RAY BROOK HOUSE,
Bay Brook, Essex Co., N. Y.

Within ten minutes' walk of the best trout fishing
in the Adirondacks. Fine deer hunting and good
dogs. Send for circular. D. CAJIERON, Prop.

IN THH: ADIRONDACKS.
Taylor House and Cottages.

TAYLOR'S-ON-SCHROON, N. Y.-ln a charufing
location among the pines, on the high banks of
Schroon Lake. Fine mountain scenery, good fishing,
boating and driving. Table the best and suppUed
from hotel farms adjoining. Electric lights in hotel
and on grounds. Billiards and bowling. Pure moun-
tain spring water. Samtary ai-rangements perfect.
Send for circular. C. F. TAYLOK & SON,

Taylor's-on-Schroon, N. Y.

ADIRONDACK^.

WATCH-ROCK HOTEL,
ADIROJfDACK, N. Y.

Hotel deliglitfully situated on Schroon Lake. Ex
cellent cuisine, pure water, as good deer hunting,
brook and lalce fishing as in the mountains. Experi-
enced guides, boats, outfils, etc. Send for cu'ctilar.

GEO. CECIL. Prop.

Pyramid Lake House
Is situated on one of the best fi.shing waters in the
Adirondacks, controUed exclusively for the benefit
of its guests. Brook Xr<.ut, Black Bass, Deer,
Partridge and small game in al)undance.
Approached from Ticonderoga, Crown Point, or via
Schroon Lake. For circular address

ORRIN HARRIS, Proprietor,
Paradox, Esses Co., N. Y.

Adirondacks. LELAND HOUSE.
ExceUent bass fishing, deer himting and partiidge

shooting. Superior accommodations. Send for cir-

cular. L. R. & E. D. LOCKE, Schroon Lake, N.Y.

ADIRONDACKS.
THE ONDAWA HOTEL,

Scliroon Eake, N. Y. '

First class fishing and hunting For circulars ad-
dress O'CONNOR BROS.

HUNTER'S HOME.
Best of trout fishing, partridge and rabbit shoot-

ing. Eleven deer Idlled last season*. Good dogs and
experienced gviides. For particulars address ALLEN
& WILLIAM LAVERTY, New Russia, N. Y.

A DIRONOACKS.
J\ CITESTISR HOUSE, Cliestertown, N. Y.
Acconunodates 150. Best bass fishing in the moun-

tains. Fine partridge shooting in season. Open aU
the year. Send for cucular.

H. S. DOWNS, Proprietor.

ROOT'S HOTEL.
Best of trout fishing in seven streams, includ-

ing the Schroon River. Fine deer hunting in Sep-
tember and October. A large and roomy cottage to
rent. For particulars address A. CARSON & CO.,
Proprietors, Schroon River, N. Y.

POTTERSVTLLE HOTEL,
Pottersville, i>i. Y.

Located in the Village of Pottersville, on Trout
Brook, one-half mile from Schroon Lake. First class
partridge shooting and fishing for trout and bass.

JOHN B. WEIXS, Prop.

5t. Lawrence River and Neighboring Resorts.

1,000 ISl^ANDS.
St. Lawrence Hotel,

ALEXANDRIA BAT, N. Y.

$2 per day. Special rates by the week.

Also HOXEl, COI^XraiBIA in connection,
on European plan. Houses accommodate 150.

FRED. D. HOWELL, Prop.

Thousand Islands. River St. Lawrence.

IZAAK WALTON HOUSE,
T. M. ESSELSTYN, Manager.

CLAYTON, N. Y.

BASS AND PICKEREL IN ABUNDANCE.

The Largest and Best Located Hotel in Clayton.

1000 Islands. St. Lawrence Kiver.

FINE VIEW HOUSE,
One of the best points on the river for Bass and

Pickerel. Next dock beiow Thousand Island Pai-k.

House newly furnished.
Terms, $2.00 Per Day.

Open until Oct 1. Post office address. Fine View,
via Thousand Island Park.

G. W. BRETSCH, Proprietor.

Thousand Islands. River St. Lawrence.

Alexandria Bay, N. 1.
Enlarged and refurnished

; everything new. Loca-
tion and hotel service first class. Bath room for
guest8. Headquai'ters for fishermen. Rates, S!J

per day. J. A. BICKELHAUPX, Prop.

X Hotels for Sportsmen. J

St. Lawrence River Resorts—Continued.

DOLLINGER HOTEL,
REDWOOD, N. Y.

On the R. W. & O R. R , one of the best fishing
grounds in the t^tate for bass, pickerel, pike and
trout. Hotel first class in every respect.

Rates, $2 Per Day.
The veteran guide John Dollinger with his boat

lively is connected with the house.

ZOLLER ifc SPRINGER. Proprietors.

FARLEY HOUSE,
REDWOOD. N. Y.

This hotel has been thoroughly overhaxfied and
newly furnished throughout. It is located in the
best of fishing grounds, and is in fh'st class condi-
tion to accommodate the public; is in easj' reach of
five of the most beautiful lakes in Northern New
York. First-class oarsmen in attendance. Has hot
and cold baths. Rates. SS * Per Bay.

M. W. KAK-I^EV, Proprietor.

Ttuausand Islands. River St. Tjawreuce.

THu. NEW WI1NJ>8UR
Sportsmen will find this hotel first class in every

particular. All modern improvements. Good boats
and experienced guides always in attendance. Send
for circulars W. P. HAWES, Clayton, N. Y.

THOUSAND ISLANDS

Grand View Park, N. Y.
In the midst of the far-famed fishing grounds. It

has the only bathing beach on the river.

M. HoLKiNS, Manager. E. M. Childs, Prop.

rPHOUSAND 1.SI.ANS.-THE CO Ltmi BIA N. 1,000
JL Island Park, N. Y. Second season of the fluost and
most thoroughly etiuipped hotel on the River St. I.nw-
reuce. Special rates i.y the week or season. The Huest
bass and pickerel fishing on the river are most easily
reached from this iiouse. Send for pamphlet.

TNGJ.EHABT & HADCOcK, Proprielors.

HXTJBB-A.Ha3 HOXTJStJEl,
Clayton, N. Y.

Headquarters for fishermen. Located in the cen-
ter of the world renowned fishing grounds of the St.
Lawrence River. Bass, pickerel and mascalonge in

abundance. MBS. E. M. HUBBARD, Prop.

LAKE VIEW HOUSE, EdwardsviUe.
Jell'erson Co., N. Y. Situated on the beauti-

ful shores of Black Lake. No better spot for bass
and pickerel. Easily reached by stage from Ham-
mond. Boat livery connected with house.

R. E. CAPBON, Proprietor.

FRONTIER HOUSE,
Morristown, N. Y.

This house, located on the St. Lawrence River, is

but a short distance from Black Lake, so long known
for its celebrated bass and pickerel fishing.

JADIES E. CULLIGAN, Proprietor.

Thousand Islands. River St. Lawrence.

MARSDEN HOUSE.
Good bass, pickerel and mascalonge fishing. House

pleasantly located. Rates, 1S3.00 per day.
G. A. MARSDEN, Proprietor.

EAEL HOUSE, Sackets Harbor, N.Y.
Accommodates 40. Excellent bass fishing. One of
the best points for duck shooting in season. Located
on line of Rome, Watertown & Ogdensburg R. R.

B. H. EARL, Proprietor.

CYCLISTS
DO NOT FORGET

ANTr-STIFF

Strencthens<
,

.

For Sale by Dealers In Sporting Goods.

E. KOUGERA & CO.,
3fS-30 JV. William Street, JTcto Ibrfc.

SOLE AGENTS.

Detective Cameras,
LENSES, TRIPODS, OUTFITS,
STEREOPTICONS, LANTERNS
Magnesium Flash Lamp, postpaid, SI Send « e's.

for Sample Photo and Ciruular.
TISDBL.L CAMERA &MEa. CO.,Scrautou, Pa.

The Adirondacks.
Map of the Adirondack Wilderness.
Pocket edii;ion on map-bond paper, SI. 00.

"It is the most complete map 01' the Adirondacks
region ever published."—i^b/'t','-* and Sireain.

Pocket Map of Lake Champlain and Lake
George. May-bond paper, .50 cents.

Guide Books.—The Adiroudack^, illusUated,
IBmo., 272 pages, pseudo cloth cover, 25 ets.

Lake Georse and Lake Chaiiiplaiu, a,"; cts.

Address S. K. BTODDA&l) Glena Falls. Y.
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You are invited
to visit the " Forest and Stream's"

exhibit in the Angling Pavilion at

the entrance from the main hall
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A QUESTION OF DUCKS AND DUTY.

One of the amendments of the Minnesota game laws
adopted last April presents a curious complication. It is

the section relating to duck shooting. The intent of the

framers of the law was to forbid the killing of wild ducks,

geese and brant "except between the 1st day of Septem-
ber and the 35th day of April following." But somebody
blundered—a copyist or a compositor or a proof-reader

—

by omitting from the printed copy of the bill the word
"except," so that when finally the measure was adopted,

this section declared that it should be a misdemeanor for

anybody to kill wild ducks and geese "between the first

day of September and the 25th day of April following."

The error was discovered by Mr. W, P. Andrus, the

very eflScient Executive Agent of the Game and Fish
Commission, who took such an active part in securing

the enactment of the code. When Sir. Andrus sent in

a copy of the new law then pending for the Gavie Laws
in Brief, he called attention to this error and assured us
that it would be corrected before the bUl was put on its

final hearing. The la'w as printed in the Brief accord-

ingly contained the word "except."

The blunder, by which this one important word was
omitted in the final draft, completely reverses and nulli-

fies the intent of the statute. It makes the intended open
season the close season, and the intended close season the

open season. It renders what might have proved a good
law an exceedingly foolish one.

In practical effect the statute has failed to protect the

game when it needed protection, for a certain class of

hunters have not been slow to take advantage of the

license afforded, and have killed the fowl right and left at

a time when, whatever the laws of the State, those of

nature and prudence and sportsmanship and decency de-

manded that they should be tmmolested.

And now that the days of September have begim and
those of October and November with their "glorious

weather for ducks" are on the way, what shall be the line

of duty, if you M'iU, or conduct or practice for him who
claims to be a sportsman?

In Minnesota, as elsewhere in the United States, inas-

much as every man has a share in making the laws, it

is the recognized duty of every man to abide by whatever
laws may be enacted. This he must do if he is to respect

himself and command respect from his fellows as a good

citizen. And inasmuch as the laws relating to game and
fish are as a rule chiefly the fruit of the efforts of sports-

men-citizens, and as their observance and respect are as

a rule chiefly to be secured by the active interest and co-

operation of sportsmen-citizens, it is in a peculiar degree
the duty of every indiYidual sportsman-citizen carefuUy
to observe such laws. That is a statement to which, as a
general proposition, most people wiU subscribe. Most
sportsmen, indeed, rightly make it a point to respect the
game law, even when the provisions of the statute are
not in all respects to their individual liking or opinion of

what may be wise and proper.

But here is this Minnesota law, which does not appeal
to any man, who knows a wild duck from a wild goose, as

being in the least degree wise or proper, or calculated to

protect game in a season when it ought to be protected.

What is the duty of the individual sportsman-citizen of

Minnesota with regard to such a law?
Three courses are open to him. He may join the

shooters who shoot when the law declares it lawful to

shoot, between April 25 and September 1. He may re-

frain from shooting then, but may shoot in the season
forbidden, between September 1 and April [25. He may
refrain from shooting at any time.

One who shaU adopt the first of these courses may
indeed justify his shooting by the plea that the law
allows it; but claiming to be a sportsman, how may he
reconcile himself to shooting at a time when those other

laws of nature and sportsmanship forbid?

If he elect the second course of action, and go for

ducks in the natural ducking season, but the illegal

season, shall he reason with himself that the statute,

which stands in the way, does not embody the intent

of its framers, but serves the very opposite of their pur-

pose; that therefore it is not worthy of respect and that

he will not be bound by it?

These are not merely idle questions of casuistry, sug-

gested here for passing thought. They are veiy real and
live questions, which many a Minnesota sportsman has
thought out for himself; and if the whole truth were
known we probably should find that with different

individuals each of the three several conclusions has
been accepted as the rule to control personal action. Of
one thing we may be sure. Every individual duck
shooter who has determined the problem conscientiously

has found satisfaction in the course thus decided upon.

It will be two years before the law can be changed.

A CONFERENCE OF FISH COMMISSIONERS.

In connection with the Fisheries Congress to be held

next month at the World's Fair, it is proposed to hold

also a conference of the Fish Commissioners of the

various States. In compliance with a request received

from the Commissioners of Fisheries of the New England
States, Col. Marshall McDonald, U. S. Commissioner of

Fish and Fisheries, has sent out letters to the Commis-
sioners of all the States, inviting tlvem to meet in such
conference on Oct. 18. All who are present at the Fish-

eries Congress wiU thus be able to attend the conference.

Mr. E. A. Brackett, of Winchester, Mass., Fish Commis-
sioner of Massachusetts, has been appointed chairman of

the committee on organization of the conference, and
Col. McDonald requests those intending to take part in

the meeting to announce to Mr. Brackett in advance the

topics which they propose to bring up for discussion.

Meetings of fishculturists are always interesting, and
many matters deserving attention may come up at this

conference. Perhaps the most important of these is the

regulating of our fisheries and the protection of our fish,

which should have the fullest discussion. The mainte-

nance of our fisheries now depends very largely on
methods of artificial propagation, and but slightly on
regulation and protection, but these last subjects are

quite as important as j)ropagation. To constantly replace

captured fish by others, which in their turn shall be cap-

tured, is an effective but also a crude method of keeping

up the fish supply. Bodies of water once properly

stocked should be so protected and the fishing in them so

controlled that they wiU restock themselves and con-

tinue to be productive for many years. The present care-

less and wasteful methods of fishing should be given up
and their place be taken by more economical ones.

It is to be hoped that this conference may be fuUy at-

tended by the Fish Commissioners from the various

States, and that the subjects which will come up may
have careful consideration in advance of the meeting.

The time given is ample, and those who attend the con
ference should come to it prepared for an intelligent and
exhaustive discussion of practical mattera. If wisely
conducted the meeting shoixld be productive of much
good to the general public.

THE KEEL CUP DEFENDER.
Although the Eoyal Yacht Squadron cup of 1851 was

won by a keel yacht, from which it has taken its present
name of the America's Cup, the defense of the trophy
has, from the first challenge, been intrusted to center-

board yachts.

The success of the little cutter Clara, in 1885, first sug-
gested the possibility of a keel cup defender, and such a
yacht was talked of at various times, especially in con-
nection with the victories of Minerva and Gloriana.

Now the suggestion has become a reality, and a Herre-
shoff keel yacht will sail in the trial races; but it must be
admitted that the long-looked for experiment, which
should have been fruitful and, profitable, has been con-
demned to failure from the start.

Colonia is in all ways a beautiful model, quite the equal
in form of Gloriana and Wasp, well canvassed and ably
handled, but she has one fatal defect in the lack of ample
draft. This was well demonstrated in the cruise races,

but no attempt was made then, while there was time to

remedy it, the builders, as we understand, opposing the

deepening of the keel. Now, at the last moment, an at-

tempt has been made, but it promises to be both costly

and ineffective. Lead has been taken from inside and
bolted to the keel, but not where it is really needed.
The keel was originally elliptical in section, being

slightly bulbed, and the new lead has been hurriedly

bolted on each side for the length, the addition being
6in. thick in the middle and tapering out in all directions.

The effect is to increase the major diameter of the ellipse

by 1ft. The fault to be remedied was not lack of power,
the yacht was as stiff as the other three and carried her
sail well; the real trouble was the failure to hang on.

How this is to be remedied by a mere addition of outside

weight on the same draft remains to be seen, but it looks

now as though the whole costly experiment of building a
keel cup defender would fail through an error in the

selection of the original dimensions.

SNAP SHOTS.

Mr. F. H. Thurston, of Central Lake, Mich., who
wrote in our issue of Aug. 26 in defense of his claim of

priority in the use of the pen-name "Kelpie," tells us that

it was by inadvertance that he signed his commimication
"Kelpie" instead of by his own name. We improve the

opportunity to remark, as we intended then to say, that

Mr. Thurston is entitled to the nom de plume "Kelpie,"

which he has employed for many years to the please-

ment (as "Kingfisher" would put it) of our hosts of read-

ers who know thLs ' 'Kelpie" and no other.

The course of many a life is determined by a trivial

incident, something that appears to have been the merest

chance. It was just happening to glance into a poulter-

er's window one day and seeing there exposed for sale

some game in the close season that set Mr. A. C. Collins,

of Hartford, Conn., to thinking on the violation of the

game laws; prompted him to undertake the enforcement

of the laws; and eventually made of him the best known,
most efficient and imcompromising terror to game and
fish poachers in New England. And now, because of his

good record as a game warden, Mr. Collins is talked of as

a candidate for the office of Hartford's chief of police.

It would be a satisfaction to see him there, if for nothing

more than to round out the story of what followed from
that casual glance at game out of season in a Hartford

show window.

It is curious' how many people say Adriondacks for

Adirondacks; people who live there, too, or who have been
fishing up there, and ought to know better. It is like-

wise curious how many people write monies for moneys,
people who have lots of money, too, and ought to know
better. The mis-speUed "monies" appears frequently in

trap tournament programmes, more often perhaps than

the correct "moneys."

We have learned that three broods of Massachusetts

prairie chickens were seen this year—fruit of the Massa-

chusetts Fish and Game Protective Associatiori enterprise,
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A GREAT DAY FOR BEACH BIRDS.

August is a crack month foi' beach birds. So I infer,

at least, from the fact that my friends at Martin's Point,

in Virginia, and down Currituck way shoot more dough-
birds, graybacks, dowitchers and shore waders in that

month than at any other time of tlie year. Besides, I

have seen Mr. J. B. White, of Norfolk, and other club

men down there, publicly credited with as many as 600

brace of birds in one brief outing of a fortnight.

Bearing these facts in mind when I was at the South
Beach or Martha's Vineyard one day last week, I was on
the qui vive for movements, especially on the day after

such a storm as was experienced on the 22d of the month,
when there was reason to expect something of a flight.

It was a calm gray day, as you may remember, somewhat
overcast, with intervals of sunshine and occasional whiffs
of wind from the west. The surf at the beach was not
running as high as was anticipated by the summer so-

journers at Vineyard Haven and Cottage City, and the
consequence was that whole train loads of excursionists

who ran down on the narrow-gauge railway to see the
sights returned quite disappointed. Old sea dogs, how-
ever, like the retired captains and whalers at Edgartown,
had said that an easterly blow like that of Monday would
not be likely to i-aise much surf, and the weatherwise
took their "afBdavy."

Nevertheless the meteorological conditions seemed to

be imusually favorable for shore birds, and therefore,

when I walked back from the beach to the hotel at

Katama, which is scarcely a mile distant, I carefully

scrutinized the bits of marsh and margins of the fresh-

water ponds which lie just inside the cordon of sand
dunes by the seaside, though with hardly satisfactory re-

sults. On one mud flat which was covered with water at

high tide, I did flush a brace of graybacks and three sand-
pipers, but they rose wild. The two graybacks hastily

slipped over the crown of a saad dime and were lost to

sight, while the three peeps circled

around the pond twice and then settled

again near where they first showed up.
A little further inland I heard a familiar
sound overhead, and looking up I saw
three fine snipe high in the air steering
due south ,

straight for Nantucket, though
all of a sudden they tacked and flew
nor'nor'west by north, as the seafaring
men would say.

'Scaip! 'Scaip! they all : cried, and it

might liave seemed a narrow escape to
them, though to tell the truth under
breath, I had no gun with me. To me
it did not seem such a very close call.

Later on I saw a flicker fly out of a patch
of scrub oaks and light on the top rail

of a neighboring fence. It was the only
fence in sight, and I remarked to my
female companion that it was a capital
shot, and it was a pity that we had not
come prepared, adding that it was a
mighty good day for beach birds and
the woods were full of game. However,
to my disappointment, we did not see
any more birds of any kind as we
traversed the upland, except a robin and
a chewink, which we flushed near the
hotel verandah. These did not excite
any great amount of enthusiasm of
themselves, and as we slumped down into the great arm-
chairs on the porch I could not help deplore the loss of
opportunities in consequence of having no breechloader,
and the lady herself (which was my wife) allowed that it

was human nature to do so. At that time it was about
4 o'clock and our team was to leave at six.
Just at that juncture we happened to descry the figure

of a man clad in black emerging from behind an adjacent
point of scrub oak woods with a gun on his shoulder and
a doubtful sort of dog following, headed for the beach. I
could not repress an outburst of envy at the sight.
"There now," I exclaimed, "the birds are afield sm-e

enough, and that man is bound to have some rare sport.
These island gunners know a good day when it comes,
and they let no opportunity slip that they know of. You
heard me?"
Even while I spoke the figure halted and the dog in at-

tendance sat down. Then a puff of blue smoke was pro-
jected into the atmosphere.

"He's got one already," I said.
We did not see him pick up anything at the moment,

and the dog appeared not interested or else absent-
minded. At all events, he kept quite still. At first we
were inclined to wonder at this, but when the man with
the gun presently shot a second time, and again, without
moving from his position, we decided that he understood
his business thoroughly, no doubt of it.

"The birds always come around back to the same place
if you wait," I explained. "After he has shot again he
will gather up the game."

"Don't the sportsman's dog usually retrieve the bird?"
madam asked.
"Why-er—well, yes; that is, when they fall into deep

water, out of reach, or into tall grass, where the man
cannot find them himself."
This explanation did not seem to be accepted as a postu-

late by madam, who presently dropped into a brown
study. Directly the brown became a shade lighter, and
she remarked with some vigor: "For my part I don't see
of what use the dog is any way."

"Neither do I," said I.

Just then the man shot again. He was so far off that
we could see the smoke from the gun an instant before
we heard the report. The air was still and the report
distinct, and the glow from the western sun threw the
figures of the sportsman and his dog into sharp silhouettes
against the sky whenever they skirted the sand ridges.
Wife said the dog's outline looked like a mastiff. We
noticed that whenever the man raised his gun to shoot,
the dog sat down.
"He is trained to drop to shot," I explained.
"That's all right," retorted madam, "but I don't see

any birds dropi"
At this juncture the fusUade increased, and I insisted

with much vehemence that where there were so many

shots there must be some birds. "That man cannot af-

ford to waste ammunition so recklessly," I contended.
"Why, those cartridges cost at least tsvo and a half cents

apiece, and he has fired at least a dozen times."
Then for at least ten minutes we watched the proceed-

ings in silence. There were no other persons except our-

selves on the south verandah. All the hotel guests seemed
to have gone to the shady side. The air was so still that
we could hear the pulsations of the surf upon the beach,
and we gratefully sniffed the odor of the salt sea. air,

which seemed fresher and more invigorating every time
a wave broke. At the same time, the reports of the gun
were distinctly heard a mile away. Sometimes both bar-

rels went off in quick succession. We noticed also that a
second sportsman had taken the field.

"That's business!" I said. "Now they will keep the
birds moving. They will drive the birds to each other,

I dare say the day's sport wiU discount old Currituck
itself."

I began to grow yellow with envy—which presently
changed to a pale green, I never felt 'so restless in my
Kfe,

"Just my beastly luck not to have my gun!" I mur-
mured. "Never had a gim at the right time. Here is the
best day for shore birds I ever saw, and my gun five

hundred miles away in Newberne, North Carolina! But
who would have thought of bringing a gun at this season
of the year? Such a chance don't happen once in a dog's

age. You see, yesterday's hurricane has just covered the

coast with flotsam, and the whole landwash is lined with
food. Don't you notice the mackerel gulls a-flying?

That's a nice sign. Fishermen always swear by the guUs.

Of course, we were too early at the beach at noon. It was
the wrong time of day. Birds don't begin to fly until the
middle of the afternoon; and that is the reason we didn't

see more. These sportsmen have just hit it. They know
when to take them. Island gunners are hard to beat.

There they go againl Another shot! two more! three
together! Dear me! The beach must be alive with them."
Thus I remarked and brooded,nursing my disappointment.
Wife looked sympathetic, but was silent and serene. Fin-
ally I could bear no more.

shot. Don't think the gun scattered enough," he added,
after a pause.
"Choked?" I suggested.
"Well, I don't know about that. It was given to me

for a good gim,"
Evidently the term "choke" was new to him. He

seemed to think it an affection similar to strangulation,

"Did the other fellow who was shooting get anytliing?"

"I believe he picked vip one. Am not altogether sure."

"Did you see any beach birds when you were out? any
graybacks, snipe, dowitchei-s, or dough birds?"

"I don't think it. I don't think I shoiild have known
them if I did."

This was painfully candid. After a little he explained
that he had never done much gunning. Indeed, he did
not remember of ever hitting anything in his life. He
thought he would just try it to-day to pass time.

"Could you tell me how many cartridges you fired?" I

asked, anxiously.
He felt in his coat pocket and counted with his fingers.

"I hardly know," he said, "I have four left. I must
have had fifty in all."

Then I drew a long breath. My mind experienced an
indescribable relief. I could almost have hugged the
man for his candor. So it was not a good day for birds

after all! Then I was glad that I had brought no gun.
Charles Hallock.

Fig. 5. Richardson's Grouse.

(Bendragapus i-ichardsonii.')

"Come!" I said. "Let us go down to the inner shore
and gather shells. Spent shells are better than no ammu-
nition, even if they be but sea shells, I will wind sea weeds
upon my hat, forsooth. Alas! more than one poor widow
has donned weeds for sailors shipwrecked in yesterday's

storm. Depend upon it, lives have been lost—lots of 'em.

There will be sad tales of disaster when the reports

come in,"

Hand in hand we went to the land-locked beach of Kat-
ama Bay, where no angry sea ever disturbed its sands,

all unconscious of a second storm which was so stealthily

gathering for the morrow. We did not know that the
deceitful calm was what the seamen call a "weather
breeder," For our own enjoyment it was perhaps as well.

Beautiful marine mosses and parti-colored pebbles lined

the margin of the shore just where the wavelets lapped.

Succulent algte clung to sunken bits of wreck, long since

tempest-tossed,and spread their long filaments to the rising

tide. Limpets and razor clams traced their furrowed trails

upon the ooze which the receding waves had bared. Out
in the channel quahaugs and giant clams peacefully re-

posed until the tong-men lifted them out with long forceps
which reached to the bottom. We passed an hour in

quiet abandon, gathering trophies which we did not want,
until the whistle of the locomotive in the distance admon-
ished that the train approached. Then we climbed up the
blirff to the hotel verandah, and while we waited for the
hour of departure a sportsman drove up in a buggy with
a coach dog behind him. It was the same man we had
been watching with so much interest. His face was
flushed with exercise, and the sun had burned him to a
red hot tan. He had a heavy lO-bore English gun with
him, and as I approached him with eager curiosity to

ascertain what success he had, he complained of being
badly pounded. He said his shoulder was lame. "You
fired many times," I suggested. "Yes; quite a few."
He looked so cheerful that I at once credited him with

a very large bag. At the same time I did not see him lift

any birds out of the wagon. Neither did the hostler, who
came to take the wagon to the stable. The dog went
away with the wagon, and the gentleman walked toward
the verandah, I offered him a seat and he sat down
beside me, readily. It was natural, I thought to myself,

A fellow feeling makes us congenial. Birds of a feather,

etc. Two hearts that beat as one, and all that sort of

thing. Proverbs came pat and apropos.
"What were you shooting at?" I ventured to ask,

"Sand peeps," he answered.
Then the bottom fell out of aU my sentiment. It fell

with a thud, like dough,
"You must have seen a great number?" I pursued,

gloomily.
"Yes. Quite a few."
"Get any?"
"I hardly think I bit a single one. I aro not much of a

SEPTEMBER LIGHTS.
September brings Tidewater Virginia a charm and

beauty of natural scenery which no other month of tiie

year can excel. It is in the threshold of the great winter
change, the season when the rank summer luxuriance of
field and forest receives the first impressions of its beauti-
ful dissolution.

Wonderfully enchanting as is the x-evivifying touch of
spring, starting into life and development the vast world
of verdure, and magnificent as is the effect of its creation's

midsummer maturity, at no period of its existence is this

same ci-eation more superbly glorious than in the succeed-
ing stages of its gradual decay. In early September

actual frost has rarely fallen, but the
vegetable world seems to possess an
intuition of its advent, and a correspond^
ing impulse to exert every effort for de-
velopment before it is arrested by the
inevitable doom.
So rankly and densely matted is the

cover of the field and meadow, and so
thickly interwoven are the masses of
forest leaves that we could almost fancy
nature making a matei-nal effort to
shield and screen with her completed
growth. The tender shoots and buds,
too, recently started upon a career
which can never be achieved. In this,

the season essentially of lights and
shadows, the highways afford vistas of
most striking effect and contrast. Hard
and dry the weU-beaten roadbed
stretches with many curves and bends,
now across partially cultivated fields,'

and now between forest growth border-
ing its edges. On one side arises the
densely columned pine wood, with its

thick carpet of green tags and solemn
roof of dark green. In the struggle for
light and air the lower branches have
all succumbed, and the straight rugged
barked trunks rise many feet naked into
the air, until they reach the heavy

shadow crowning their summit.
Very little of the light green of deciduous growth

relieves the uniform style pecvdiar to the upland pine
forest, because the sun is too closely excluded, and the
contrast with the totally different aspect across the way
remains unimpaired. There the oak, the sassafras and
the sweet gum claim precedence, and rich is the effect of

the blended form and coloring of their foliage. The oak
appears in many varieties, from the fight gi-een of the
white oak, to the dark ghttering leaves of the red oak,
with their buff underlining of fuzzy coating. The sassa-

fras interspersing its deeply cut leaves with its purple
clusters of red-stemmed fruit, is already beginning to

glow with the rich scarlet tints which are soon to absorb
its verdure. But the sweet gum, the liquid amber of the
florist, this is the tree which in the September light

attracts pai-ticularly the attention of the observer. Tall

and stately in its growth it adorns its stai'-shaped foliage

of the deepest, glossiest green, with innumerable starry

pendants, hanging upon long, flexible stems. Even now
these leaves are darkening their edges, and each day will

add a deeper shade until they clothe the entire tree in

royal purple.
Curving away from the upland scene the road now de-

scends into the meadow, with its brilliant beds of eupa-
torium and gayly bloommg creepers, interspersed with
the rich velvet crimson of the cardinal flower and the
stately plumes of the golden rod.

A clear, rippling stream crosses the road, upon its firm
bed of sand and white gravel, and near its brink stands

the triumph of Virginia trees, the century numbering
beech. Broad and far reach forth its spreading branches,

each one as large as an ordinary tree in itself, and in

the shelter of its enormous crown are the abodes of an
entire animal kingdom.
The squirrel has its hollows filled Avith a varied store of

nuts, and in the vast area of its branches finds ample space
for sport and exercise. The bluejay builds among its

leaves in summer and feeds upon its nuts in winter. The
little ground squirrel dwells in the subterranean palaces

of its roots and in delighted flights around his great cir-

cumference of the trunk trims its little sail like a boat
upon the water. Summer birds of many varieties and
exquisite plumage select the beech either for the actual

site of their architecturtil labors or Tor a favorite haunt
when weary with domestic cares or thirsting for a draft •

of the pure, clear water of the stream which bathes its

roots. Even the leather-wing bat; that outcast of the an-

imal creation, neither bud nor beast, selects the shadow
of the beech's canopy for its retreat from the light of the

sun, and adhering to the silvery bark of the great limbs,

slumbers through the long summer day until the shadowy
twilight restores its simstruck vision and enables it to re-

commence its wanderings of the night. The insect host

which shelters and feeds amid the leaves of the giant
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beecti are beyond all compiltation, but can be seen of every
shape and form crawling upon the twiga and branches,
or if winged, hanging in mistlike wreaths about the sum-
mit, or dancing in the tranquil radiance of the September
sunlight.

Along one side of the flowery meadow, the road leads
toward the river, and in the wild hedges, the bamboo and
the wild grape climbing over every variety of native tree
and shrub, festoon them with impenetrable drapery.
Occasionally a large cedar gi-own within the hedge, and
over this the wild grape builds a vast pyramid of its

leaves, throwing out here and there toward the summit
sprays of graceJful tendrils, which stray out into the air,

and dance lightly upon the passing breeze, or lie in silent
repose against the deep blue of the sky beyond.
But for the finest effect of the September lights we will

take a boat, and rowing across the calm water of the
river, ascend one of the numerous estuaries, which creep
through the vast marshes of the Eappahannock. The
little creek which winds to and fro through the great
reed-covered marshes, is not much wider than a row-boat
in many places, but as its bends and elbows, it widens out
into small lakes, and it is in these spots thickly surrounded
by_ the wild marsh growth, that the fish select their fav-
orite feeding grounds, and the wild fowl take their nightly
repose. About sunset one of these miniature lakes pre-
sents a strangely fascinating appearance in the month of
September. The water is silent and dark, not muddy
and not clear, but seems to have assumed this peculiar
opaque appearance, as if to conceal the mysterious
lives which dwell beneath its bosom. Occasionally
there is a splash, as a fish leaps up into the air, or a
widening circle of motion upon the surface of the water
reveals the presence of some great aquatic insect. The
reeds and grasses rise in solid and almost impenetrable
masses from the water's edge, and interspersed among
their tangled growth are many lovely marsh flowers.
The blue Pontederia rears its brilliant spikes of bloom
from ite groups of broad shield-shaped leaves, and the
Martigan lily, with its crin\son and brown blotched
petals, surrounding the long and graceful stamens, throws
out its clusters of handsome flowers above the heads of
the lower grasses. Pink, white, yellow and red flowers
of many shapes and varieties, throng among the coarser
growth which suiTounds them, and
creepers loaded with clinging blos-
soms, wreathe all within their reach
in graceful embrace. Suddenly a
croaking sound, followed by an aud-
ible rustling of the grasses, betrays
the approach of a sora, that peculiar
bird, making far more use of its legs
than of its wings, which is such a
prize for the sportsman. It is very
diiBcult to excite to any effort to
arise from the earth, and frequently
it takes to the water and swims
rapidly across the little creeks through
the marshes. Above the average level
of the marsh growth, tall feathery-
headed reeds erect their strong
stems, upon which the handsome
yellow reed-bird sits, and grasps with
its powerful claws the reed which it

sways to and fro with the bird's
weight. These birds at this season
frequent the marshes in large flocks,

and the rushing sound of their wings
when they are startled strikes upon
the air like thunder. The sun sinks
slowly behind the cloud-flecked hori-
zon, and against the changing tints of the sky rises

a clearly defined forest of reed tops, standing with
just suflicient intervals to admit of the clear tracery
of their form against the glowing backgi-ound of the sun-
set. The sun disappears in a deep crimson couch hung
with golden drapery, wliich sends a flush of its roseate
hues far up into the sky. The whole air seems to hang
motionless and calm, as if absorbing the' enchanting
beauty of the scene, and then the glory of the West de-
parts, and in the quiet pearl-hued horizon shines forth
the evening star. P. S. Hunter.

while a bimch of snow-white ptarmigans make up an-
other. A great hollow trunk of a tree with a natural
opening in the side exposes to view quantities of the now
rare Carolina parrot, all suspended by their bills and feet
to the rough surface of the interiof . In Florida years
ago it was not uncommon to meet with just such a sight
in the forest", as it was the custom for those lovely birds
to retire to roost in that manner.
Flamingoes and their nests form another group, and

three beautiful jaganas still another. This group-build-
ing of birds and other animals is gaining a firmer and a
firmer hold upon the minds of museum builders every
year that goes by, and it is pre-eminently the correct one.

[to be concluded.]

THE MOOSE BIRD.
The Canada jay is known by hunters in the Maine

woods as the moose bird, for what reason I do not know,
unless because it spems to follow hunters; and when a
moose is killed this bird feeds on the remains as long as a
single scrap is left.

It is the tarn eat bird in the forests. It will alight on a
bush near one's head, and the first you see of him he will
sail through the air near you with no other noise than a
low cooing sound; and being larger than his brother, the
bluejay, he at once gives you the impression that you
ought to shoot him ; and you do, if you do not know him
before.

He has other nicknames which are cast at him from
time to time—"carrion bird" and "meat hawk," given
him doubtless because of his voracious devouring habits.
But for all that hunters and woodsmen in the Eastern
woods have dubbed him with undignified cognomens, he
is quite a good-looking fellow when in full plumage, with
his dusky gray and black coat and prominent white collar
about his neck.
This bird is associated with all my woods experience; it

has camped with me, traveled with me, eaten with me,
and if ever I shot one there were several sure to come to
the funeral. The SQund of the gun was sure to bring
them, and they were equally sure to come hungry. If it

had not been for the annoyance of their springing my
traps, I should have enjoyed their social qualities; but

unlike many other things of time and sense which appear
of wonderful proportions at a little distance, but once pos-
sessed it vanishes like a shadow. J. Q. R,
Bethel, Me.

Visitors to our Exhibit in the Angling Pavilion at
the World's Fair should not fail to examine the
stock of "Forest and Stream" books which will

be shown by the attendant.

MOUNTED GAME BIRDS IN THE U. S.
NATIONAL MUSEUM.

BY DR. R. W. SHUFELDT,

(.Continuedfrovi page ISkd

Perhaps the bu-d best known to those who have hunted
at high elevations in the Rocky Mountains from Central
Montana to southern British America, is Richardson's
grouse {Dendragapus obscurus richardsonii), and one of
the Museum specimens of this variety is shown in Fig. 5.

It is mounted in the act of leisurely walking, and the
artist has been wonderiuUy successful in his attempt to
show it.' No wires are seen in the naturally elevated rear
foot, while it would be very diflicult for any person at all

familiar with the general form of one of these fellows to
refrain from admiring the correct lines Mr. Denslow has
given to this well-handled subject.
Equally well done is the grouse shown in Fig. 0, where

the bird is represented as gracefully resting upon one side,
and it hardly requires any description from me to call at-
tention to tiie marked naturalness of the attitude. The
bird is just as lifelike as it can be, so much so that I war-
rant were it taken oft" the Musetmi stand it now rests upon
and placed on the ground in a likely place in its native
timber it woidd deceive ninety-nine per cent, of those who
saw it. You may look at this specimen from any point
you please, and its form is always seen to be absolutelv
correct and symmetrical.

Of recent years the U. S. National Museum has taken
up with the general progress of the taxidermic art in
another and very instructive direction. Tliis is the
moimting of large groups of birds, and imitating their
surroundings as they occur in nature so closely that the
effect is most pleasing Some noble groups of this kind
were forwarded to the World's Fair at Chicago, where
they now are, and call forth the admiration of all who
have the pleasure of beholding them. An entire bevy of
prairie hens forms the subject of one of these groups,

Fig. B. Dusky Grouse.

they did bother me by stealing my bait and springing my
traps, if these had not been set hard enough to resist their
weight,
The strangest tiling about this bird perhaps is the time

it lays its eggs and hatches its young. They winter in
northern Maine and Canada, and the last of March and
first of April—be the snows 6ft. deep, they lay their 4 to
6 eggs in evergreen trees in swampy places, not very high
up, perhaps 15 to 30ft, from the ground. The idea of a
bird laying an egg in a down East snow squall would
appear preposterous—but it is even ,so. When on snow-
shoes traveling tlii-ough the woods in April I have found
their nest full of young birds.

This bird seldom occurs near the habitations of men, but
builds a camp in the deep forest and occupies it, and these
neighbors wi^11 be your first callere, and persistent ones,
too, for they will never leave your domicile—^making a
business of watching for any possible bit of meat or bread
that drops in your dooryard.

I have had them follow me through tlie woods all day
while tending my line of traps, and when an animal was
trapped and skinned the carcass became the moose bird's

lawful prey. Their company, however, compensated for
much of the trouble they gave me, I always found them
waiting for me at my home camp, and they seemed
pleased when I came, and would float about my head
when I struck into the little opening in the woods where
my camp was. As soon as I took off my pack they would
watch to see what luck I had had, and if I took out a lynx
they would seem to say, -'Oh, you have had nice luck
to-day," and tliey would coo and scale back and forth
around my head in great glee. So I got to liking these
spirits of the wilderness, and came to believe with the
Indian himter tliat it was bad luck to shoot them.
In view of the tameness of this bird it was wonderful to

observe its sagacity and acuteness in liiding its nesting
place. I have watched them for hours about my camp in

their incubating season, to .get the direction they would
fly to their nests. They would fly into the nearest tree
after taking the meal I had thrown them, and sit an hour
at a time trimming their feathers, cocking up their eye at
me as if to say, "What are you watching me for?" and
after my patience had oozed out of my finger ends they
would start on a swift bee-line through the tops of the
ti-ees back into the swamp, and it was impossible to tell

whether they flew twenty rods or a half jmile, so swiftly
would they disappear.
They are not musical, it is only a croak or chatter that

they indulge in; but it is a sound you never forget, and as
you get familiar with them you can almost understand
what they are talking about.
They may attack other birds for prey, but I have never

known it. I think they feed on the leavings of other
birds and animals, and are not themselves aggressive.
Their body is smaller than it appears, the long, loose

feathery covering deceives one—an optical delusion not

TENDERFOOTING IN THE ROCKIES.— I.

Watkins. N. Y.—One bright spring afternoon early in
1888, when the sun had taken on warmth enough to bring
out flies and loafers on the sunny side of buildings on pub-
lic streets, four of us were assembled in the oflice of one
of the number, smoking our cigars, lazily exchanging bits
of interesting gossip and telling various stories, when the
conversation, through some inexplicable vagary, got off
on to mining and speculating in mines in the far West.
The four of us were lawyers,- all over thirty years of age
and all under forty. There were Irving W. Cole, a brother
of the late Speaker Cole of the New York Assembly; W.
F. Bishop, a criminal lawyer of eminence in these parts;
F. W. Fiero, judge of one of our local courts, and myself,
a young member of the bar and of minor importance ex-
cept for the fact that I had been more or less of a tramp
for years, had visited many of the States and Territories
in my wanderings, and had enjoyed quite an experience
in the mountains of Colorado, which State was the objec-
tive point upon which much of our conversation turned.
We w-ere all of us enthusiastic sportsmen and had spent

many a day together in friendly rivalry in the woods and
on the streams adjacent to Watkins, where there is fair
ti'out fishing and often excellent squirrel shooting, with a
scattering of quail, partridge and woodcock to help fill our
game bags. From felling them of the chances for and
against getting suddenly rich in the mines, an idea that
presented very pleasing possibilities to aU of us, I naturaUy

drifted into an account of the fun I
had trout fishing in the Taylor and
Gimnison rivers; deer stalking in the
mountains, and the free and easy life

one enjoyed going from place to
place without care for the morrow,
living in a tent and eating the bread
of independence (more often flap-

jacks), baked in a skillet before an
open fire out of doors. As I rambled
on from one i-eminiscence to another
the breath of the pines of the far
distant Rockies seemed once more to
fill my nostrils, and I gave them
stoiy after story, until Cole, iato
whose eyes had come a far-off long-
ing expression, broke forth with,
"Say, fellows, what's the matter
with our spending our summer va-
cation out there?" This was an idea.

. We sat looking at each other for a
few moments, and then I remarked
decidedly, "I will go for one." "How
much wM it cost?" chimed in the cau-
tious Judge ; and we immediately re-
solved ourselves into a "committee
of the whole" and began to count up

expenses, and finally putting the figure at about $200
apiece, for a two-months' trip, we decided imanimously to
go and to start about the first of the next July.
The first of the next July came and found Cole and

myself as eager for the trip as when thought of, if not
more so, but Bishop had taken it into his head that he
would be the next county judge and Fiero had got a bee
in his bonnet and thought it would be a nice thing to be
next district attorney of Schuyler county; and neither
could spare two of the short four months before election
from his canvass. So Cole and I went alone. In the end
both of our friends would have been better satisfied, if

not money ahead, if they had taken Wolsey's advice to
Cromwell in regard to ambition and had gone with us.

Well, we finally landed all right in Pueblo—stopped
long enough to purchase our blankets, tent, books of flies

and ammunition—and took the D. & R. G. to Buena
Vista, where we intended to get pack animals and the
balance of our outfit before striking into the mountains.
We reached our destination early in the evening, and as
we were looking curiously at the crowd of nondescripts
that were lounging on the platform and returning our
gaze with interest some one shouted out, "Well, if here
ain't John R. and Irv Cole." It was Mack Hulett, an old
Watkins boy, who had drifted West with his family and
finally become the fat and lazy proprietor of a thriving
hotel. We were soon occupying the best room in his
house, with all the little accompaniments that help make
hfe pleasant to a tired and dusty traveler. If some of the
roasted tourists of our Eastern watering places want to
know what solid comfort is let them take the trip across
the hot, dry, dusty alkali plains in July or August, from
Kansas City to the Divide, and keep on going up into the
mountains until he attains an elevation of from 6,000 to
8,00(fft, ; then get off the cars and try a bed in an atmos-
phere so pure that there is hardly a show for decomposi-
tion, and so cold that mosquitoes and all other vermin
hibernate from 4 P. M. to 10 A, M. We spent several
days with Mack trout fishing in Cottonwood Creek, hunt-
ing jack rabbits and doves and making up the rest of our
outfit. Before we were ready to start Mack had become
as enthusiastic as we were and nothing short of being
down sick could have kept him at home, so he started
with us.

We bought two burros to pack our outfit. I wish their
liicture could be published with this article, and indeed the.
picture of the whole concern, for nothing I am sure has
ever been seen like it before or since. Pack animals were
scarce, high priced and hard to get; butwe were bound to
have them. Mack had a good little lump of a Jenny and
a colt and we bought the pair and traded the colt for
another that had been terribly injured in some way and
turned out to die, but had hved and got better and could
get along in pretty fair shape; when it came into our
hands it was a little the thinnest and most ungainly speci-
men I had ever seen, and when loaded it humped up its
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back like a camel and grunted like a hog every step it

took. We uamed her "Old Spike" and she turned out a
good bargain, for she was tough aswhalobone and stood the
tramp fuU better than the other, until in an evil moment
a couple of mountain lions took a notion to dine off their

bones; but of that in its proper place. With our camping
and cooking outfit, a sack of flour, a side of bacon, coffee,

sugar and with guns on shoulder, we started out bright
and early on a Monday morning for the Cotton Wood
Pass which opened up six miles from the village; and by
sunrise we were fairly in the mountains.
Of that day's work I will say nothing except that it was

a long hard tramp somewhat enlivened by Mack's boasts

of how he was going to "put the tenderfeet through," I

showed the boys a teee where eight years before I had
seen a man hanging at the end of a rope with a card bear-
ing the legend "Hung for stealing a mule" pinned on his

breast; and in return Mack told us a horrible tale of the
murder of a man named Osborne who had kept what was
known as "Osborne's Eanche" or "The Halfway House,"
a kind of free and easy place of accommodation for man
and beast—store, grog shop and hotel together—away up
near the top of the pass, almost to timber line, Osborne
had objected to the attentions of some fellow to his step-

daughter and the fellow indignantly shot Osborne all to
pieces one evening in the presence of his family, and now
the ranch was deserted and had the name of being haunt-
ed by Osborne's ghost. I remembered the place and the
man well, having staid over night there on two occasions.
There was something so comical about the man and his

proportions that it was ha,rd to keep one's eyes off from
him. He was btiilt like a jug with a small top and an
enormous belly, and his mouth was always puckered into
an absurd grin; and yet you could not teU whether he
meant to smile or not. Once seen he could never be for-

gotten. We found the place deserted, as Mack had said.

We built a rousing fire in the fireplace of one of the
•cabins, got our supper and having seen the animals well
picketed where there was good feed, made our bed on the
floor and in no time were all sound asleep. We were up
early and soon had a good hot breakfast, with strong
coffee. Coffee is the one thing that a man in the moun-
tains misses more than all other creature comforts, when
he gets out of it. He can do without the sugar and the
milk, can make a good meal without meat or vegetables
or bread, and can sustain a long, hard tramp without
other grub if his coffee holds out, but without it every-
thing else seems to lose half of its value.
The night of the second day out found us camped at the

head of Taylor Canon, on the west side of the Continental
Divide. We were all tired. Mack's boasting bad entirely
ceased early in the day, and now he was heard to make
some emphatic remarks about the condition of his feet.

It did not take us long to catch all the trout we wanted
for supper and breakfast, and notwithstanding fatigue,
Cole and I felt ourselves supremely contented with the
prospect ahead of us, and as we lazily reclined on our
blankets enjoying well-earned rest, and peacefully smoked
our pipes, taking in the grand proportions of the moun-
tain peaks that loomed up in whatever direction
we looked, and speculated on their mysterious con=-

tents of mineral wealth and what they might have in
store for us, we grew eager for the daylight to come
again, for the birth of a new day in which to explore
their dizzy heights for mountain sheep and the depths of
their forest-covered sides and ravines" for deer and other
game, and to follow up their torrents for the great trout
that we knew lay hidden in the deep pools and on the
foaming rapids.

I cannot attempt any description of the grand scenery
that unrolled itself before us like a grand panorama, and
was repeated day after day, and which never palled with
sameness, for there is a never-ending variety of shape
and height and proportion and color, which to me seem
like a dream. I have read many descriptions of these
wonderful works of the Creator, written by men whose
powers of description were great, but when I came to
seethe reality I found their best endeavors poor and tame.
The next day discovered to us that we had neighbors,

a couple of young fellows who lived some ten or twelve
miles south of Buena Vista on the east side of the range.
They had made the journey in a wagon and were to start
for home that afternoon. Hearing this, it did not take
Mack long to find out that he had done wrong to leave
his wife and daughter alone in charge of the hotel with-
out any man around to take care of them (there were
twenty who would do anything for the ladies), and he
seized the opportunity to ride back so near home, and bade
us farewell.

"Well, we had our "second wind," and from this time
on I do not remember ever being too tired to take my rod
and whip the streams with my flies for trout, even "after
long hours of hard climbing. " We stayed on Taylor River
several days, and had excellent fishing, but we found
game scarce and pulled up stakes and went to Tin Cup to
interview- some old friends of mine as to which direction
we had better go in order to find deer and other large
game.
On the way up the Park we ran across Stephen Pease,

a miner of fifty years standing, with whom I was ac-
quainted, and he told us of a friend, J. M. Cole, who had
a cattle ranch on Piceance (pronounced Pe-anse) Creek in
Garfield county, in northwest Colorado, who had written
him to come out there and himt, where "deer were so
plenty that they came down out of the mountains and
hung their hides on the fences to save the hunter the
trouble of going after them." He assured us of a hearty
welcome, and when we decided to go, gave me a letter
of introduction to Mr. Cole, which I knew from the general
character of men who spend their lives in these remote
parts meant for us a home as long as we wanted to stay.
After several days more spent aroimd Hillerton and Tin
Cup we started to find "Jim," as Mr. Cole was familiarly
called. We followed up Taylor River nearly to its head-
waters, and we never ate a meal without trout if we
wanted them. Every stream was full of them, and the
fish were varied with doves and grouse and pine squirrels.
At Bowman's Ranch, where we stayed over night be-

fore crossing the Elk Mountains, we met a party under
the guidance of an old mountain man they called Tom.
He was hunter, trapper, guide and miner; and had ranged
the country in every du-ection. He told us our nearest
point for good hunting ground was Trapper's Lake. In
the morning we began to suspect that our new acquain-
tances were slippery customers, for we foxmd our knives,
forks and spoons missing. Noticing that something was
wrong, Tom asked us what was thp matter. We told him.

He asked us where we had left them, and when we showed
him, he called our attention to a collection of sticks and
stones that we knew had not been there when we put the
table utensils there. He then told us the thief was a rat,

a sort of free trader, who took what he wanted but always
left something in the place of what he took, though gen-
erally not of much value. He related that one of the
richest mines in Colorado had been discovered through
one of these creatures making a swap with some miners
one night in the same way this one had with us; when
it took a knife or a spoon it had left a chunk of ore in its

place, which proved to be very rich with ware silver, and
in hunting for the stolen property they found the ledge
where the rat had got the ore. We did not have any
such luck, but we foimd our cutlery very nicely covered
with some old papers under a stump. Although we ran
across him several times we never knew more of the man
than that his name was Tom and that he had lost an arm
in a fight with the Indians. The stub was fitted with an
iron hook, with which he was very handy; and he was
as genial, accommodating and good-hearted a fellow as

one would desire to meet.
We killed a beaver the next morning, just after cross-

iag the Elk Mountains, and that night camped within
two miles of Aspen. From Aspen we kept leisurely on
our way to Glenwood Springs, and on this part of the
route we greatly regretted not having brought shotguns.
We tramped by and through some splendid farms, where
every field seemed to be alive with doves, that arose on
every side of us, whirling overhead and going in every
direction. We might have had some splendid wing
shooting, but we had made up our minds at Pueblo that
we would need nothing but our rifles, and had stored our
shotguns there with our extra clothing. We shot enough,
however, to get what we wanted to eat, but every other
one would be a better subject for hash than for broiling,

and a dove hit in the body by a .45-caliber ball is not
worth much even for hash.
From Glenwood Springs we went down the Grand

River, and when about eight miles out camped on the
bank of a stream that comes out of Dark Cafion. Good
grazing had been scarce for two days past, and at this

point there was a flourishing farm all fenced in. Not
knowing how far we might have to go before we found
grass again, we made up our minds to buy some fodder
for the burros and give them one good square meal. With
this purpose in view I went to the house and found a man
and woman eating dinner. I asked for the proprietor and
was told he had gone to Glenwood. The woman was his

wife. I told her wha,t I wanted and was informed that
they had nothing to sell. I said, "You have everything
fenced in here, and may we go into your cornfield and
pull some Aveeds for the animals?" Her answer was "No;
we want them ourselves." I tried to work on her sym-
pathies by representing the burros as at almost starvation
point, but this seemed to please her. She was the one
sole and isolated inhospitable person 1 have met in the
mountains, and her heart seemed as barren of human
feeling as the rugged rocka and burning sand that
abounded in those parts. I had not joined my partner
many minutes before the man came oUt of some bushes
opposite us and said to me, "If you will go with me I will

show you where you can ^et a good feed." He took me
into a field on the opposite side of the creek, shielded
from the house by a strip of timber, and here in a melon
patch were bunches of oats all headed out not yet ripe.

He told me to pull all I wanted, remarking, "I suppose
the hog would give me the devil if she knew of this, but
I don't care." I did not care myself, and soon laid before
the buri-'is all I could carry in my arms. Before they
were through the woman came down and looked at what
they were eating, and if ever an evil spirit glared from a
woman's eyes one did from hers. She did not say any-
thing, however, and we soon left her vicinity.

From here we went on to Elk Creek and up Elk Creek
about fifteen miles, and then struck across to the south
fork of Rifle Creek. Here a woman at a ranch, where
we stopped for milk, wanted us to stay and hunt mountain
lions, which were plenty and bold and had eaten up aU
the dogs in those parts but her own; and she had saved
him only by keeping him in the house. Two miles further
on, at the junction of the south and north forks of Rifle
Creek, we found a small settlement, where, on the side
of the store, were stretched five great bear skins that had
been on live frames within a week. This began to look
like business. So far we had seen only a few deer; but
here, by going back into the mountains, we could find
anything we wanted. We were told that if we wanted
to find good hunting we must go to Meeker, and thence
up the White River to Trapper's Lake, or branch off on
the south fork of the White, about forty miles north-
east of Meeker, and we would find everything the heart
could desire in the shape of g9,me and fish. As this had
been the burden of the tale of every man we had met for
a himdred miles back, we fuUy believed in the truth
of it.

But we were bound to see "Jim Cole," the man to
whom I had a letter of introduction from Mr. Pease. He
seemed to be about the best known man in Colorado, for
whenever we inquired for him the reply was invariably,
with evident surprise at such a question, "Know Jim
Cole ! I reckon every one in these parts knows him." A
man in Meeker told us " He is a devil-may-care-cuss who
owns a large ranch covered with horses and cattle over
on Pe-anse Creek, and he comes over here once in a while
and cleans the boys out of what loose change they have
in their clothes," At the head of Piceance Creek we
found Tom, the guide, again, and he told us to go down
the creek to Morgan's ranch—about four miles below

—

and Morgan could tell us all about "Jim Cole," and
whether he was at home or not.
That morning, just after we broke camp Irv made the

best shot I saw made while we were out. We heard
something crashing through the bushes to our left, and I
looked aroimd just in time to see him swing his rifle to
his shoulder, and following its direction saw the head and
shoulders of a large buck just as it came out on the top of
a ridge fully 200yds, off. I had hardly sighted the buck
before I heard the crack of his rifle, and the old fellow
with one great leap in the air fell dead. We soon had
his hindquarters packed on one of the bm-ros and we
went ahead, Irv's face all smiles.
When we came to Morgan's ranch we were informed

that Jim Cole and his whole family had gone up on the
south fork of the White River berrying. We decided at
once to follo\y him, and turning north made a break for
Mee^ejr^ fh^n about ^birtjr mij.es from vis, Our way was

across what is known as White River Plateau, a fine, roll-

ing prairie, probably 8,000ft, above sea level, A little

while after leaving Morgan's we saw something skulking
along which we at first took for a wolf, and we made for
him. He holed up shortly and we found it was a badger.
We laid down to see if he wouldn't come out, and soon
up popped his head. We were not over 50yds, from him,
and supposed of course we had both got him, but we had
not. He popped up in another place and we tried him
again. Then we took turns at him and shot holes enougli
at that badger to have made a skimmer of his hide, but
he seemed to laugh at us, and we left him in disgust for
some one else to practice on.
About half-way over the plateau we came upon another

prosperous-looking ranch. We could see the men making
hay two good miles away from the house, and when we
went to the house for milk we foimd a pretty little girl

some 17 or 18 years of age aU alone in charge of affairs.

She gave us aU the milk we wanted and then went with
Irv to the barn to see if she couldn't find some hens' eggs
for us. The girl wanted us to stay over a day; said they
did not see much company, and her father and brothers
would be delighted to visit with us, as theywere originally
from "York" State. We were anxious to get on, how-
ever, and so did not stop.

The next day at noon found us in Meeker, a small
hamlet a short distance from the historical site of the
horrible Meeker massacre. Here we stopped for our mail
and got our first tidings from home, I shaU never forget
the look of suspicion with which the postmaster regarded
us as we tore open envelopes addressed to us, with the
usual formality added to om- names, "attorney, etc,"
and "attorney-at-law." He had seen clerks and lawyers
there before, but they had been attended by guides and
came horseback or drove in, and had knickerbockers and
dude things generally. The wild life we had been living
had told on us and the days of hard tramping in the hot
sun had given us the true cowboy color. We did not at
all look the trim spruce fellows who had left the cars at
Pueblo, and the appearance of the entire outfit was too
much for the credulity of that postmaster. Finally he
broke out, "You don't mean to tell me you fellers are
lawyers?" We informed him that such, indeed, was the
fact; told him where we lived, showed him our business
cards and a mention of our going West in the WatMns
Democrat, which was among the other mail matter. His
suspicion changed to admiration and he was very curious
as to how we had got along. He examined our animals
and noticed that we had got the "right hang" of putting
on their packs. Then we gave him a history of our trip so
far and showed him the letter of introduction to Jim
Cole, with whom he was well accquainted. He ended
by complimenting us with, "Well, if you ain't two of the
best tenderfeet I ever run across." John M. Roe.

AN UNCOMFORTABLE TIME.
Santa Ee, N. M.—Bright and early one autumn morn-

ing, Witj Duke and myself started for a day among the
quail in Slnagee Cafion. Wit ^Os a man and Duke waa a
Laverack setter.

In an hour and a half we were on the ground; and giv-
ing our driver directions as to when and where to meet uu
below in the canon, we limbered up and were ready for
action.

In fifteen minutes Duke had a covey in front of him.
As soon as discovered they started on a lively run up a
side canon, Duke looked at the birds, then at me, then
whined This was the dog's first experience with New
Mexico quail. As they rose I dropped one and marked
the flock down.

Calling Wit we followed them to where they had taken
cover and soon Duke pointed one in his best style. I

pushed him along with my knee, and he was fairly upon
it before it flushed; and not allowing it to take sufficient

distance I riddled it so that it was unfit for the bag,
Duke soon had another point and continued putting

the birds up in great shape until we had almost the entire
covey in our game sacks.

It was now time for our team to make its appearance.
We concluded we would take the back track, meet it and
enjoy our lunch. We soon found the wagon track, and
following it discovered that our driver had taken the
wrong road. We followed the trail along a flat-topped
mesa, a distance of four or five miles, when we met a
couple of Mexicans with several burros loaded with wood.
They told us they had passed our team some distance back
going directly from us.

Writing a note to the driver, teUing him Avhere to meet
us, we gave one of the Mexicans $2 to overtake him and
deliver it. Then taking a turn into the nearest azoyo we
were soon among the quad again, having good sport. At
the expiration of two hours we concluded that it was
time for us to be at the rendezvous. We were tired and
hungry; but when we reached the meeting place no team
was in sight and for the next hour we waited in vain.
Approaching the nearest Mexican ranch we asked for
sometliing to eat.

We were soon consoling ourselves as bes we could with
a meal of chile con came, tortillas and rye coffe, with
thoughts reverting to the nice lunch our wives had pre-
pared for us, and which we had carefully placed imder
the wagon seat. This was but an introduction to our
troubles, however.
We could obtain no conveyance of any description at

this ranch, and when the last shafts of sunlight were
growing dim in the western horizon we took up our
weary homeward march. Our feet were blistered and our
guns.and game bags were a grievous load.
Soon it grew intensely dark, and as the road was rough

we would lurch from one side of the track to the other,
groaning audibly. After tramping twelve miserable
miles we reached the little town of Agua Frio, where we
found every one in bed stnd every Mexican cur in the
village at our heels.

We finally roused a Mexican who could not speak
English and who was so srispicious of our appearance that
he would not let us cross his threshold. Managing finally
to make him vmderstand that we wanted to find some
one who could "talk United States," he took us down a
back alley, over several wood ftiles and old wagons, to an
adobe, where, after much rapping, we were able to hear
signs of life within.
The sparks from the chimney soon gave evidence that

some one was poking the logs in the fireplace, and the
door wag thi-own open and we were bidden to enter.
Qn pallets tjirown upon the 4oor we?» i^dren and two
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Mexican women. The women rose to a sitting posture as
we came in and coolly rolled and lighted cigarettes.

Hastily explaining our situation we told the man of the
house that we wanted a team to talve us to Santa Fe. In
the course of an hour an old wagon was produced with a
span of miserable ill-conditioned ponies attached, and in
this vehicle we were jerked and jolted into Santa Fe in
the small hours of the morning, where we were pleased
to learn that our illustrious driver had arrived at 6 o'clock
the preceding evening. F, T. W.

WITH THE DUCKS IN WARNER VALLEY.
Fort Bidwell, Cal.—In the faU of 1892 I had had but

five days vacation in as many years. A friend had fre-
quently urged my wife to visit h'er in Warner Valley,
Oregon, and to bring me with her. On Oct. 12 I threw
my pen into the waste basket, left the store in charge of
ray most indulgent partner, and set out for Warner. We
started in the morning at about 9 o'clock. We were both
80 anxious to go that the cold north wind and cloudy sky
had no terrors for us. My wife, baby, myself, gun, two
valises and 200 cartridges made quita a load for a single
two-wheeled vehicle.

Our friends declared we would be "almost dead" before
we had driven over thirty-two miles, but my wife had
often ridden twenty-five miles after stock over the moun-
tains, and I was always considered to be prettj' tough
while a vaquero,'so we made the trip over the hills pretty
comfortably, arriving at the Sessions ranch at 3 o'clock in
the afternoon. Warner Valley is about fifty mUes long
and from four to six miles wide. It is surrounded for the
most part by high nm rocks. About fourteen or fifteen
mUes from the south end is a low line of hills and butts
running east and west, dividing the valley into North and
South Warner. The Sessions ranch is 'upon a hillside
which slopes into the valley, and from the house can be
seen a perfect network of lakes and sloughs.
The afternoon I spent in prospecting the ranch, but I

was sorely tempted to try my luck by the white patches
of snow geese, about half a mile from the house. That
night we were awakened by a knock upon our bedroom
door and were informed by Mr. Sessions that the dog had
treed a goose. Wonderingly I put on my clothes, slipped
two cartridges into my gun, some more into my pocket
and followed my host out to the garden, from which
proceeded the sound of the dog's bark, and what Charlie
Sessions declared was an unmistakable goose smell. The
dog in his zeal chased the game through the fence, in
following jumped over the fence, on to it, and for the
succeeding twenty-foxir hours was placed in durance vile.

I shot the goose by the aid of a lantern, but never before
was aware that geese had bushy tails, nor that they were
sometimes black, striped with white, as Charlie stoutly
declared they often were.
In the morning we rose at 7 o'clock, and the remark

was made that I deserved to go home empty-handed for
my laziness in not having gone to the lakes before day-
light. My host excused me by saying that our goose hunt
during the night had probably made me sleepy.
Fortune favored me, however, by sending a heavy west

wind, accompanied by occasional snow squalls.

Arriving at the first water on the meadow about 9
o'clock, I bagged two mallards as they arose from the
nearest pond.

I intended going direct to a round lake fringed with
tules, which I had seen from the house; but I was delayed
on the way by shooting at the ducks as they rose from the
shallow pond in my course. They were very tame, and it

is a fact that in one instance when 1 had killed two out of
three as they rose, the third one returned seeking its com-
panions, and I was compelled to touch it with my foot to
make it fly.

Upon arriving at the Eound Lake, I saw upon the water
scores of mallards and teal, while others constantly sailed
in over my head with the wind, seeking shelter from the
passing squall and driving snow. Four of these were shot
out of a possible six, as they flew over me. I then started
to try and wade to them. While walking up to my thighs
in water, my forward foot came in contact with a snag;
and I plunged forward full length into the lake, gun and
all. Recovering myself by pushing with the gun on the
muddy bottom, I waded boldly into the middle of the
lake, up to my waist in water. As the storm thickened,
the ducks continued to come in, and paid no attention to
me. I soon became chilled through, and picking ui> my
twenty ducks struck out for the house.
On the afternoon of the same day I passed the lake in

which I had taken my morning bath, and going farther
north shot several ducks as they flew over, going from
one to the other of the two largest lakes, the sm-faces of
which were literally covered with them. During the
three days we stayed at the Sessions ranch I shot many
ducks, and saw more than I had ever seen before.
On the third day I killed two snow geese as the flock

arose, and upon pacing the distance found it to be 105
steps. My gun is a 9Albs. 10-gauge, and was loaded with
No. 6 shot. Pretty strong shooting, I thought it.

On the fourth day of our stay in Warner we regi-et-

fuUy packed our vaUses, and struck out for North Wai-ner
to visit friends whom we had promised to visit at our
earliest opportunity. I say regretfully, because we had
had a most pleasant visit and had been informed that
there were not many ducks in North Warner.
The scenery on the way was grand, and it has been

described in Forest and Stream by my friend Mr. A. C.
Lowell.
We drove over the twenty miles of road from the

Session ranch north to Honey Creek, by twelve o'clock,
and were warmly welcomed. After dinner Mr. Toiming-
sen (who had never shot a dtick) and myself rode horse-
back to the lake two nules east of the ranch, and not
expecting to see much game took only twenty cartridges.
Tying our horses back from the shore, we walked to the
lake and lay down in the tules by a cave, from w^hich the
noise of our walking through the tides had frightened
several ducks.
The sun was shining and the lake, upon whose surface

the mountains two or three mUes distant was reflected,
made a pretty picture. While we were conversing in a
low tone, a small flock came in; and as they put out their
feet to fight I got one, scoring a miss with the left barrel.
We stayed about an hour, the ducks coming over fre-

quently; and although I expended my twenty cartridges
we took home only eleven ducks, having missed many
easy shots. My friend retrieved the ducks, swimming his
horse into the water to pick them up, and as he was

reaching for the last one the old horse, having gotten
beyond his depth and bein^ tired of that sort of thing,
turned quickly and threw his rider on one side, wetting
him to the waist.
On the following day, my two friends having work to

do, I started out alone on the same horse I had used the
day before; and as he stood fire well I felt that I would
not be left afoot. Going straight to the lake I got only
one mallard drake during the entire morning. At the
dischai'ge of the gun a large flock of Canada geese arose
from the marsh before me, and as they flew leisurely
away said Ah-unh.
Having noticed that aU the ducks we had seen the day

before were traveling north, I struck out in that du-ec-
tion. At the road going east to the Alexander and
Wilson ranch, I fell in with Mi-. Alexander, who told
me to go northwest to the old slough and shoot ducks
until I was tired. I accordingly rode straight toward
the Hue of low buttes that marked the course of the
slough tlirough the sage-brush desert, up to the first
butte, tied my horse to a large sage-brush and walked
to the top overlooking the water. The summer having
been a long, dry one, the slough had partly dried up,
leaving a string of ponds from iOOyds. to 250yds. apart.
I had struck the first one and upon its surface not 50yds.
from me were hundreds of mallards, teal, widgeon, etc.
As they arose with a roar, a double discharge brought
down four.
My horse pulled up the sage-brush and ran off to join

a bunch of wild horses that had been grazing near by,
and were now running from the sound of" my gun.
Knowing that it meant a walk of four miles in my hip
boots, carrying my gun and what ducks I would kiU,
but realizing that such shooting was seldom experienced
by any one, I philosophically concluded to enjoy it.

The ducks wheeled and wheeled again, flying over me
at close range, but their number was onlv two less after
six discharges. Not very good shootmg, you think?
No, I am not much of a shot. I walked to the next
pond, keeping behind the greasewood knolls, and as I
gained the top of the ridge there was another roar of
wings, as the ducks arose by hundreds. For two hours
1 simply loafed around those ponds shooting and watch-
ing the ducks fly around me. I shot 25 shots and took
home only 15 ducks. If I had had plenty of ammuni-
tion and the inclination to do so I could have killed
scores of ducks, but I never did enjoy kflling birds sim-
ply to let them rot.

This string of ponds was about ten miles long. There
were about thirty ponds from 100 to 200yds. wide and
they were only about 2ft. deep.
The foUoAving day Mr. Tonningsen, my wife and I went

horseback to find the horse that had gotten away from
me the day before. We rode the entire length of the
string of ponds and there were certainly thousands of
ducks—many more than I had ever seen, even on Chesa-
peake Bay. We rode about twenty miles and upon our
retm-n to the ranch were greeted by a fi-iendly neigh from
the horse for which we had been hunting. Having become
hungry, and not being able to eat with a Spanish bit in
his mouth, he had come home.
We drove the entire distance to Bidwell next day, and

on the way through North and South Warner saw
thousands of geese and ducks. I have thought of my
experience many times since and I believe that I am
right when I say that North Warner is the very best
place in America to hrmt wildfowl, G. H. A.

COURSING AN OLD TRAIL.
Yes, it's great sport, and as we live over again in

memory the delightful days we have only to regret that
there were not more of them, and that there are so
plaguey few of them nowadays. We are apt, at this dis-
tance, to forget the hardships and the perils, and remem-
ber only the fascinating, exhilarating sport; the noble
antlered buck, the fair doe, the wily fox, the toothsome
'possum; what cared we for the hours spent knee deep in
snow, the toil through pathless wood, for summer's heat
or winter's coldV
Our little party stood together upon a knoll that com-

manded a view of a heavy piece of woodland upon one
side, a neat farmhouse and outbuildings to the right,
while far away to the northward stretched a vast swamp,
a grassy marsh bordering its southwesterly edge. The
light frost of an October morning lingered upon the fresh
fallen leaves, and the scene as it lay stretched before us
was an insi)iring one. The blood tingled in the veins and
each was impatient to strike the winning pace.
"We had best drive the swamp first," said Bob, "for

just north of the orchard I crossed a fresh trail leading
du-ectly into it, and the streakers would have gone away
with it if I hadn't flogged them off."

"What for a trail would it be now?" asked doubting
Thomas, the Falstaffian owner of the 20-pound rifle, as
he larought it to the ground with a bang, "a striped squir-
rel or a field mouse, for I don't believe there's a deer
within a mile of this plantation."

"Just one buck and two does, old Falstaff," replied
Bob, "and I want to say to you right here that my hounds
don't follow vermin—no, nor pork either."
"Now, don't get hot under the collar at trifles, Bob,"

said Falstaff', shaking his fat sides with a jolly laugh; "I
didn't mean nothin' personal, you know, and if you say
them's deers in the swamp, why let's drive 'em out and
butcher 'em by powder 1"

"I hope you don't call yourself a trifle," muttered Bob,
as he moved away toward the dark trees, calling his dogs
after him.
Ah! those hounds! How sleek and supple they looked!

How plainly I see them now through the soft haze of
thirty-five years! How many times have I hstened to
their fierce cry, driving the quarry to its death, and
scattering the thick fur of Sir Fox. Here, yonder they
go, trotting demurely at Beb's heels, wagging their
featliery sterns as though they meant nothing but good
will to all on earth. Smooth, sweet-voiced hypocrites,
how we aU love them! As they follow their master
toward the upper end of the swamp, let us take a glance
at the bipeds of our party. First in weight and condi-
tion is the redoubtable Thomas, already noticed, who in
consideration of his physical ponderosity, places himself
at the point nearest the knoll. Next beyond him and
further out in the open marsh is the stand of our yoimg
Connecticut friend Barker, gotten up in a stunning man-
ner as to wardrobe and equipped with a double rifle.

Beside him, and nearly hidden bv the branches of a fal-

len oak, IS the post of Jack Stevens, at that day perhaps
the most unerrmg shot and the most accomplished woods-
man in the Old Dominion. Dressed in a suit of gray
homespun and leaning motionless on his rifle, his spare
form is scarcely distinguishable froni the dead branches
that surround him. Lastly, and furthest from the orig-
inal point, is the station of old Jim Skinner, the greatest
fox hunter of that section, with his hoimds and his long
wooden-stocked rifle, which was a terror in his accus-
tomed hands.
Hardly had they reached their respective poste when

Bob's voice was heard hallooing to his hounds: "He-e-e-r-e
back, Vaughan! to heel! Back, Minnie, back, I say'''
But in vain did he call and lash; two or three of the
quick-scented creatiu-es straying too near the swamp had
their more than suspicions aroused, and throwing up their
heads had plunged into the thicket and were soon fol-
lowed by the rest, regardless of Bob's voice and commands
and whip. After the first moment of tumidt all was still.
Dick had gone in to hunt the dogs; the standers had sunk
sdently mto the alder bushes that skirted the marsh, and
I was left standing upon the knoll alone in my glory, the
sohtary spectator of the scene. Presently a disturbed iay
flew chattermg from the tamaracks to the northward ofmy post, and directly after a doubtful whimper from a
famihar voice came floathig up the air. That was Max;
then came a bold, decisive note of challenge from another
throat; that was Locksley. Directly Fidele gave tongue,
followed by voice after voice accusing in turn the scent,
until the whole pack, opening into full cry, came away
southward with their game, making the woods ring with
the mad music of their trumpet tones. How the blood
goes coursing through our veins again at the revived pic-
ture upon memory's tablets! How clear is each familiar
voice, each voice that, often as it has spoken to us—has
never once lied. No, there was never even an equivoca-
tion there—there was conviction in every syllable.
Ha! there was a shot, well meant, but badly executed,

and as the smoke cleared away far down the swale, a doe
broke cover and made to cross the marsh to the land be-
yond. Puff! puff! A clean miss, yoimg Barker, a little
too high, to judge from the quick dodge of the active
deer, who dropped at the first barrel and jumped back
toward the swamp at the second, tail flying and head well
up, leapmg long and high. Another pipeful of white
smoke—ha! there's no mistake about that sign. The sud-
den dropping of the flag, the convulsive contraction of
the hmbs ki midair, the headlong plunge into the tall
grasses of the marsh, tell, before the crack of Jack's rifle
reaches me, that his bullet had been winged by death.
But the hounds have gone back to the north once morej
and the echoes of their fading voices are

"Faint from farther distance borne,"

until aU is still again, and nothing but the long thin line
of smoke floating across the open, remains to betray the
actors in the finished scene of Act 1. With rifle quickly
reloaded with his nicest care. Jack came out of the thicket
to bleed his game, but scarcely had he withdrawn his
knife from the sheath when his arm was held suspended
and his whole form as rigid as a statue. Struck motion-
less by the charm of a bell-like note wafted on the light
wind from the distant swamp, and then leaving the for-
est stiller than before. Hai'k, again! it is the fuU organ
tone that swells through the gothic arches of the woods,
constantly crescendo, until it develops into the grand
orchestral crash of the full cry, flatted suddenly by the
report of Bob's rifle in the distance, and then bursting
forth into fresh fury as if the pack would rend the very
heavens with their frantic melody. Noble and abundant
cause had they! From up the tufted ground streams the
reeking scent of as lordly a buck as ever foiled a hound.
Straight away before them he dashes, proud in the
security of his speed, recking naught of his dead love at
Jack's feet, naught of the other that Bob's rifle has •

ah-eady brought low, far away beneath the tamarack.
Onward he comes, flag and antlers high in au-, his bound-
ing flight to be compared to nothing in the world save
the long swelHng lines of ocean billows rushing to shore.
Broken cover! and as the ounce ball from fat Falstaff's
rifle crashes through the branches, the gallant stag falls
earthward, as if its last plunge had been made. The pace
of the fat man, as he rushes toward his game, knife in
hand, is a killing one, but just as he reaches out to strike,
his ponderous body is overthrown by an unlucky branch
tripping the hm-rying feet, and the animal springs once
more to its feet, giving its sprawling foe a parting
salute with its hind legs—fairly snatching itself fi-om
the very jaws of the leading hounds, that are at
the heavy-weight's heels, when the miracle occurs.
The bullet, as is sometimes provokingly the case, had just
chipped the upper edge of one of the vertebrai at the neck,
and stunned the animal for a moment, which, now sound
as ever, is coming at a rattling pace directly up my knoll,
the hoi.mds running at sight, and well nigh mute from
very excitement. Of com-se, as the mark is running
straight at me, I fail to kill, though the bullet rips up the
hide on the left side and causeshim to double quickly upon
the dogs, and make for the cover whence he so lately
issued. To reach it he must pass within 100yds. of Fal-
staff, who is to mad too shoot. On he goes, past Jack and
gets another touch of lead but cannot fall, for the bitter
threats of his fast approaching foes drive him past Jim
Skinner's stand, where another wound awaits him. StUl
he stiaiggles gamely down the swale, though evidently
growing feebler at every stride, and as the hounds gain on
him, their full-mouthed chorus proclaims their victory.
Now Fidele is at his flank; one last struggle and he shakes
her off and wins; no,for Locksley and Max come dashing
at his throat; the beaten stag totters as the pack closes in,
and with a fimal rush and yeU of triumph, they pull hirn
down, srnearing their white teeth with his gore.
Ten minutes more and we are grouped aroimd him, each

man pointing out upon the buckskin the red seal of his
particular shot; all save Falstaff, who rubbmg his battered
nose, rails against "the cussed deceivin' critter;" imtil
Bob's mocking voice silences him with: "Don't get mad
at trifles, Tom; he didn't mean nothin'," which came so pat
that he could not withstand the drollery of the thing but
joined in the loud and long laugh at his expense.

It is indeed many a long year smce those deer were
done to death; long since I listened to the music of that
noble pack; but often

"When the hours of day are numbered",
fancy calls up the scenes of their stirrmg victories; the deer
flit Uke shadows past the forest glades, and the well
remembered voices of those faultless hounds float upward
through the menigries of the past, Fra:nk HEYWOOn.
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THE MUSEUM MOOSE.
"You say, Doc'or, you want um big moose, berry big?"

"Yes, Nuel, want a vpry large one for a museum-
Want two, male and female."
"And you say you give um me half crown day w'ile me

go hunt umwid you. An' w'en we kill um big moose,
fine blanket for self an' one for squaw, an' clof for pap-

poose, an' you fine eberyt'ing for eatV Is dat it?"'

"Yes, that is it, Nuel."
"An' now me wan' to know dis: Sposum me kill um

big moose an' you miss U-m, is it all same?"
"Yes, Nuel, it is all the same. You shall have the

blankets and cloth if you get me a chance to shoot or if

you kill a moose yourself. And it' we get a nice moose
you are to have five crowns ext ; nd if we get two
then you are to have- ten crowns Now do you under-
stand?"

"Ugha! Me hope me get um. Me go nex' moon. Two
week. Good time for call um. Nice day. Nice night.

Soon fros' come. You be ready? Me have good canoe
on river. You bring t'ings for eat—gun, blanket?"

"Yes, Nuel, I will be ready and have everything at

your camp the day you name."
These arrangements were made for the last week in

September, and the morning of the day appointed found
Nuel and myself making our way up the river.

He had a good canoe. Rather larger than the usual
size. It was strong and well braced, and in its center
was pushed the baggage.
When I thought of the portages we would have to

make I said to him: "Why, Nuel, this is a very heavy
canoe. How are you going to carry it?"

"Ugha!" replied the good fellow. "You'll help um me,
sposum we wan' you, Dis my huntin' canoe. Hope we
bring um back two moose. We wan' um big canoe>"

All this was said with a peculiar smile that at once won
my heart and at the same time convinced me that 1 was
with a man who "meant business."
Although I had been much with the Indians, I had

never been with Nuel. I knew him only by reputation,
and he had the reputation of being a mighty hunter and
a most expert fisherman. Or at least he always knew
where to go for fish. As it was now, I felt satisfied with
my guide. My great wish was to make my guide feel
satisfied with me. I knew he would try me in different
ways before we had been many hours together. The ques-
tion was how was I to come out in these trials.

Yery little was said for the first few hours. Nuel stood
in the stern a.nd forced the bark up against the current,
while I sat in the bow to look out for rocks and ward off
in case of need. Several times it seemed as though the
Indian was on the point of pushing us upon a sunken
rock that came just to the surface, when with a stroke of
the paddle I kept the canoe away. One not accustomed
to Indian strategy might have thought that he Was doing
good service, or that his guide did not know where he
was going, but as 1 turned around and looked at my guide
(who seemed utterly unconcerned) I knew at ohce that he
was trying my nerves or my skilk
About 12 o'clock we landed for dinner. The only re-

mark the Indian made as we turned a sharp bend in the
river was, "Now we comin' good places for eat. You wan'
um big trout. No fros' yet. Them bite. Here good places.
I hungie,"

I could easily believe what he said of this pktte. We
were at the upper end of quite a pool that had a gravel
beach sloping down gradually to the Water. On the op-
posite side, 20yd3. away, were perpendicular rocks, rising
up to the height of 30ft. or more. The foot of these rocks
was now in the shade and much of the froth that floated
down from above seemed to have collected here.
While Nuel was making a fire I jointed my rod. Had

I not seen him look out from under his old cap aevei-al
times as I ran the line through the rings-, I might have
thought he was as disinterested a spectator as he seemed
to be, but this made me think, "trying me again." How-
ever, I had not much to fear if the trout were really there.
I knew what I could do if I had a chance.
Nuel had just got his fire started, I observed, as my

leader was straightened. My first cast sent the red and
yellowish green flies more than half way over to the rocks
and I had scarcely drawn them six feet before two trout
were on,
"Ugha," said the Indian. "You got um fish. Two of

um. Me tot so. Take um care. Don' break um line. Me
Ian' um for you."

I had no net, and was only too glad to have his helpv
He stood a sflent spectator until the fish were nearly
drowned. Then, as I di-ew back with my rod, he led them
in shore one after the other and tossed them upon the
beach. They were both nice fish, weighing, perhaps a
pound or more apiece. The only remark that Nuel made
was, "You catch um more. Me eat dees."
Before I made another cast I took ol¥ one of my

flies. I felt anxious aboiit the line and the rod too. The
second cast brought another fish larger than either of
Nuel s, and now I w^as prepared to stop. "Doc'or not goin'
to wme in yet, is he?" said Nuel. "Wan' more for tea.
Ingin eat much. Ugha."

"O," said I, "we will have ducks or partridges for tea.
You said we would see plenty, or we can catch some
more fresh trout."
"Berry good," replied Nuel. "I s'pose you can shootum duck on fly. Maybe partridge, too, but da go on

tree. °

"0, yes," said I, "any way."
Then said Nuel: "1 guess we no starve, eben if big

moose scare away,"
The dinner was not eaten in silence. Indeed, the coffee

seemed to loosen Nuel's tongue. He told me a good deal
about the river we wt re on, wliat we would come to before
mght, and the salmon and the otters that he had cau^-htwhen he was a boy, just where we were camping. °By
his advice I was to have my gun ready for ducks, if we
should see any. There had not been much in our morn-mg s journey to interest either of us. We had seen agood many kingfishers and one sheldrake, several sand-
pipers and occasionally a bluejay or a wood pewee, or
one of the warblers would fly across the stream. But
there had been nothing to cause remark, wdiile the river
itseit with its occasional rifts and rapids absorbed the

attention. Then it ran through a region
that had been cut off for its lumber many years beforeand a second growtli had never matured to any extentby reason ot the fires that from time to time had run
through it.

But now things were changing. We appeared to be

going into darker and wilder [regions, and there were
more giant trees lying along the bank of the river. An
hour had not passed before we came to the first carry. It

was a short one, to escape a rapid that almost amounted
to a fall. Nuel did not want my help and I followed him
up the bank with my two guns and the saddlebags. We
returned for the rest of the baggage, and in less than
half an hour were launched again. As we were about to

push off a partridge flew Up, and then several followed it.

This was too much for Nuel. "You give lim me gun,"
said he, "and 1 get tlm tea fol' you." With this I handed
him my double-barreled with the accoutrements. He
was not gone long before I heard him shoot twice in

quick succession, and then again a third shot a few
minutes later. In all he was absent twenty minutes, per-
haps, and returned with three nice partridges. He
seemed pleased as he took his place in the canoe and
said, "We make um up time 'fore sundown and get second
lake morrow night, ' And we did make up time passing
the falls and another carry before the last rays of the
setting sun had left the distant hilltops.

While Nuel was cutting wood, and breaking twigs for
my bed, I carried up the baggage. The Indian then
went down and brought up the canoe. This he turned
over the twigs he had collected, placing it on edge and
saying as he did so, "Doc'or you nomine sleep un'er canoe
dis night. Have good camp morrow night. Dis be com-
fortable?" Nuel called me to "bring um rifle." He was
standing by the shore when I reached him. jfe*ointing

along the water up to the far end of the pond he said:

"You see um fat musquash sittin' on stick dare. Me wan'
um for tea. Me like Um. You hit um in eye. He no
dive den."
The musktat was not really beyond point blank range.

The only difficulty was that I did not consider myself a
very good marksman, and had been out of practice for

several months. I tried to get Nuel to shoot the rat him-
self. His excuse was, "Me no use to gun; you kiU liim."

Seeing there was no way for me to get out of the trial,

I just drew up the rifle as we used to. in making snap
shots and fired. To my astonishment, and I think very
much to the Indian's too, the muskrat seemed to jump to

the shore, where he remained kicking and turning on his

back in a circle,

"Ugha," said Nuel, "You kill um. You make almose
so good shot as Ingin, Dat kill um moose. You shoot
um otter for me, if we see um," I did not agree to this

proposition. I simply said, "O, no, you shoot otter, 1

might miss him."
But now Nuel was bound to have his "musquash," so

the canoe was brought down and he went for it. When
he returned he simply saidt "You break Um bofe foreleg."

And sure enough, the ball had etitered in one side and
passed out the othet> teatitig away the breast bone in its

In a few minutes the rat was skinned, and it and a
partridge were roasting on spits before the fire. Before
the darkness really closed in and the dvvlsl begah to hoot,
we were regaling oUl'selVes; NUel's IpfagUe Vas loosed
again, AmOilg other .tljiiUgS he Saidi " I dliik #e get um
big moose. YoU tU^is' haV' Shot. 1 once kiU um moose
ober dai-e ^hoddihg his head to indicate the hill across the
river). Dat owl say all same—^ood luck."
Indeed Nuel seemed to be quite elated for a quiet In-

dian. He appeared to think that he must entertain me.
And he did do so—both by his talk attd by imitating eVery
owl that hooted and every gtratige tioise that he heard.
How loUg he Would haVe talked I do hot khoW had I not
shaken the ashes out of my pipe ahd put it in its case.
At this he sdid : Me tired, tob, all' we wan* to make um

early 9\,att iti iiit)):nin*. Me fix um fire and you go sleep."
With this I crawled under the canoe while—after Nuel
had put some large sticks on the fixe—he wrapped his
blankets around him, lay down vsdth his feet toward the
blaze, and was soon asleep.

As for myself, it was some time before 1 slept* The
strangeness of the surroundings eeemed to impress me.
I thought of myself* so fat from my family^ in the wild
Woods and going further into theiti> Then With only one
man and he an Indiah* ahd a sttaUget to me at that. I
had neVer been in sUch a situation before. But we wanted
two moose, and We wanted them lairge and fine, and it

devolved upon me to secuJ-e them.
These wel-e some of my reflectioUs as I looked oUt from

under the cattoe and saw the sleeping Indiatt, ahd the fire

burning low. But before the last stick had fallen apart
and its brands were burned) I slept. I must have slept
weU) too, for I was not cohscious of anything until I
heard Nuel's voice saying: " Big Doc'or sleep well in
woods. He beat Ingin. Mose got breakfas' cook."
"Yes," said I, "but Doctor did not get to sleep so soon

as In^in. He watched Nuel, for fear bear cany him
away.'
"Ughat" replied the Indian at once, "an' he go sleep

w'ile watchin'."
To this I had nothiUg to say. 1 soon crawled out from

under my cover, had a slight bath to get my eyes open,
and was ready for breakfast.
We were through this by dayhght, and by the time it

was light enough to see weU were on our way again.
As we took our places in the canoe Nuel remarked,

"We good way go deday. Not get up morrow mornin'
so soon. You get um gun fix for duck. Maybe see um
black ones in lily pads. Get um many you can. We wan'
um. Day keep."
This was just the prompting that I wanted. I felt like

ahooting, and knew that with such weather as we were
then having game would keep for a week. As we came
out from the shore everything looked still and somber and
wild. There was a slight mist upon the water and a little
fog seemed to rest upon the highest hill. We heard some-
thing scrambhng away among the underbrush as we
neared the place where the muskrat was killed. This led
the Indian to remark in a low voice. "Mink smell um
musquash blood." And immediately after he added,
"Now, Doc'or, look um sharp when we come roun'
poin'."
Nor was his caution a moment too soon, for sure enough

as we came around the short bend with considerable
speed, up went a flock of two dozen black mallards.
They were within good shooting distance, and to the
astonishment of Nuel and the joy of myself five fell at the
report of tho two barrels.

"I tole yJa we have good luck," said Nuel. "Owl say
so las' night. I tot ducks here. Hear um quack dis
mornin'? You make um good shot. We get some paore
'fore night,"

After the ducks were retrieved I had nothing to do for

some timejbut to look arotmd and advance. We were on
a narrow lake, perhaps three miles long by less than a
mile wide. Its sides were well wooded, even to the
water's edge, except an acre or so. of lily pads and matsh,
just where we had entered it and where the ducks had
been shot. We kept near its western shore, and I could
in places look under the hemlocks and spriices that gi-evV

near the margin. They gave me an impression of wild-

ness and solitude such as 1 had never had before.

I had been told by INuel to have my rifle ready for

"calleboo" (caribou), but now we were almost at the upper
end of the lake and yet none had made their apisearance.
There were a great many grebes and loons on the lake;

several had called in their prolonged and dreary notes
and I could hear hermit thrushes and other birds calling

to each other as we passed along. Then we saw several
Canada jays and a red-shouldered hawk fly across the
lake.

But the head was reached at length and now mote
poling had to be done. The river came in here and ran
through the lake. There were a good many miles of this

poling and some of it Was quite ditiicuit beforfe wS
reached our first carry. Bome of this joul'ney was entirely
without interest, except as Nilel told me "tO wjatth fol*

otter" and pointed Out several of theit ''slid^^" h^
poled us upwaird. There w^ere not many kingfishers, but
I could see the different migrants as they flitted from
side to side of the river or explored the boughs above our
heads.
About 2 o'clock we reached the first carry; it was quite

a long one to avoid some rapids and a small fall just
above them. It must have been nearly 11 when we
launched this time and before half an hour we were out
on the land again. This time, though, we were only half
a mile from the lake, at the upper end of which we
expected to spend the night, and perhaps all our time,
but that upper end was many miles away.
As we came in below the rapids Nuel said, "Sposum

we have fish for eat now. Not ta,ke so much time for

cook, and den big feas' for tea.'' I Understood what he
meant. It was to get through now, and then make ft

glutton of himself when night came. However, 1 said

"Yes.'.'

Then he replied, "You catch um fish here plenty big.

•Me go look for partridge in bush dare." The place to
which he pointed was to all appeflranCe a wide toad, cut
right along below the hUl, The only thing that told me
that it was not a road was that I could see the dead and
moss-cqvered trees loahihg at all S^ngifes againSt the bbf-

dering fotest, and telling at once that in the distant past
a whirlwind had visited the place and ruined its primitive

glory.
After Nuel had kindled tlie fire I fitted him out with gun

and fixings, while 1 myself began casting where he had
directed. The second cast brought me a nice fish, not so

large as we had caught the day before, but large enough
for'a "pan fish." J. had six of them before I heard NrnTa
gun. This was followed by four shots in quite rapid suc-

cession. Meanwhile I had seven more fish before Nuel
returned. Fom* of them were in the pan when he came
back.
He had five partridges. His first words as he dropped

the birds on the ground Were, "Dare! You shoot um duck
—me kill um partridge:'*

It Was hot lotlg befofe the dinher was eatetl, aud 2
o'clock found Us ih the canoe dgain.,. We had half a mile

to pole before \ve entered the lake. This WaS hke a mln*ol'.

and aS yoli looked alohg itS Watfetff the tio^ning hills and
trees seemed to cast their image in its depthi; . .

It began to thicken up. Nuel said ,
' Me 'fraid we goih'

to hab rain denight. It look Uke it. An' I hear um loon
call much. Spos you take um paddle and help um me.
Me tell you w'en we come duck place."

I was only too glad to help the poor fellow, for he had
a hard day of it. He said. "Habum gun handy."
So I took the paddle and we moved along faster. It

waa after fiVe When Nuel said, "Now we turn in here,"

and brought the bow of the canoe to shore, in a little

cave on a heath of Coar.^e White sand. ' Dares where we
wan' go," said Noel, pointing; while at the same time he
landed the things oUt of the canoe and added, "Now we
hurry, me smell um rain comin'i You not get wet; me
got hark cahitt up dattei"

I hui-ried Hp the little hahk With the saddle-bagS ifi QM
hand a,nd the guns in the other, while Nuel simply drew
the canoe on shore, turned it oVer and theh securing utt

armful of tilings, hurried np after me; "Dis way, Doc'or/'
said he, leading ofl! to the right while I was taking a left

hand course. Before I reached him 1 heard him fiayj

"Ugha," and when I got to where he was, "See dare/'

said he, "see what ol' bear do," pointihg at the same
time to a piece of bark that had been torn from the roof

of quite a snug Httle shanty: "Mus' fix dat," continued
Nuel, "'fore rain come. We put eberyt*ing in dry end.

You put um dare. Me fix um roof-^you call um.'*

I soon had everything up, and it was not lolig hetote
the roof was repaired aa well as the Indian could do it at

the time.
He then said to mei "Doc*or< you don' mine work um

leetle 'fore rain come?"
"Oh, no," said I. "IwiUdo all I can. What do you

want me to do ?"

" Den you break um bush for bed w'ile me get um
wood ? Me bring um you branch."
In a few minutes he" returned with an armfxd of hem-

lock boughs, and then with another and another. Mean-'
while I had cleared out the old flooring, or bedding, of

the shanty. I had no idea of having any remnants of

Indian debris about me. I did not see anything offensive^

however. The place appeared not to have been occujiied

for a year or more.
By the time Nuel had his wood cut, the twigs were

broken. It was dark now, and I had felt a few drops of
rain.

The Indian now went down and brought up the canoe,
remarking, as he laid it down opposite the camp: "Me
Uke to have um canoe where me can see um. Bear might
scratch um, or win' blow um on stone."

I must say I liked Nuel's precaution. I felt it was setter
near us than on tlie beacJi. What a horse is on IjhiV'.

plains, or a camel in the desert, j,ust the same is a can,<3)e.

on lakes or rivers. There is uo getting along without
Before darkness had regularly settled down upon us
Nuel had brought up a kettle of water and raised a piece
of old spruce bark on two crolched slicks above the fire,

jiot large enough \o shed all the rain that would soon
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pour upon it, but sufficient to protect a part and keep a
portion from being drowned out.
While we were engaged in picking the ducks Nuel

said: "I beny hungie. Mus' have two." One I thought
would satisfy me.

It took considerable time to prepare this meal. We
wanted to have a good one—at least I did—and I thought
Nuel was " nothing loath." The ducks were cooked " to a
turn." We spitted them in forked sticks and " toasted"
them before the fire. The "flapjacks," too, were good.
This was before the days of prepared flour and condensed
milk, and it required some skill to know the proportions
of soda and cream of tartar to use. An old family cook
had taught me these things when I was a boy, and an out
door hfe of " roughing it " had made me quite proficient.
Nuel seemed to enjoy my cooking very much. After

devouring two plates full of flapjacks, or equal, I should
think, to enough to satisfy at least two ordinary men, he
said, "Doc'or, me like camp wid you. You make um good
pancake. You show um me how. You beat um squaw."
But long before we were through our supper the rain

had settled into a steady downpour. There was no wind
with it, but just the monotonous moaning of dripping
leaves and falling rain. Not even a loon was to be heard,
nor was there an owl to break the stillness. Outside of
the Uttle shanty the blackest night prevailed. Even the
light of the fire did not seem to penetrate it. We ap-
peared to be closed in on aU sides by a waU of the black-
est blackness.
Such was the state of affairs when Nuel, after knocking

the ashes out of his pipe and giving his stomach a few
gentle pats, said, "Sposum we go sleep now. I watch fire.

I 'fraid we no have good day on mori'ow."
It was long before we slept. Of course I was awake a

long tune after Nuel commenced to breathe that quiet and
long breathing for which I think the Indian is proverbial.
How long I had slept I do not know, before I was con-
scious of a pain in my back. It was not sufficient to reg-
ularly wake me up, but I felt a disposition to turn over,
and when I had done so I wanted to turn back again.
And then when I did sleep there seemed to be an uneasi-
ness somewhere.

It was not xmtil I opened my eyes in the broad day-
light and attempted to rise, that I fully understood the
truth, an attack of lumbago. I knew what to do with it,

but it would necessitate my being quiet for a day or per-
haps two of them.
Nuel was still sleeping and I thought it best to let him

sleep. On the previous morning I had been debating in
ray own mind, how long our supplies would last, if his
eating powers continued as he had then displayed them.
.1 concluded, in the event we found no game, I had
•enough for five days and a half, and now I thought it

would pay me best to let him sleep. I saw there would
be no chance of hunting that day. It was raining just as
hard as ever, and I knew that diiring the night there had
been no let-up to it.

Nuel did the cooking this morning alone. He seemed
much concerned about me. Wanted to do everything for
me that a white man would do. He said, "Shall me rub
um your back? Put water on um?" And I do not know
how many other things. When I declined all his kind
offers, he said, "Den me keep um you warm." This I
had told him was the best thing, and that when the
weather cleared up, I thought I would feel better.

It was a tedious day. The rain continued with few in-
termissions until nearly night. Nuel slept and ate and
smoked and talked. But he did more than this. He did
as he had promised, and while it was wet and damp out-
side, within the shanty all was as warm as one could
wish. He did keep a good fire going. Then his talk
helped beguile the weary hours, and a red squirrel that
seemed to regard us as intruders on his domain, assisted
him.

This squirrel was a source of entertainment in himself.
It was curious to watch the caution with which he first

put his nose inside the roof of the shanty, and then the
familiarity at which he finally arrived. He seemed to be
less afraid of the Indian, though, than he was of me.
Then of course there were the usual Canada jays

around, and I had a glimpse of several smaller birds.
The bottom of the canoe was the playground of three be-
draggled squirrels that were not allowed to come any
nearer.
The darkness set in again as usual at 6:30, but before it

came Nuel said tome, "We goin' to hab um fine day
'morrow. Hear um loon caU. Hear um owl hoot. See
um white line in wes'. Smell um good smell. All same.
Make um one fine day."
Nor was he wrong. Before we went to sleep he told

jine, "See um star, Doc'or," and later on in the night I
• caught a glimpse of the setting moon.

This morning he was awake in good season, and so
iquietly liad he gone around the camp that he had the
.breakfast almost ready before I woke up. His fii'st remark
•on seeing my eyes open was, "Ah! How you feel? Have
am nice partridge for you. Come, eat um breakfas'.
Make um you feel strong."

I was ready for this. The pain had nearly left me and
now on-ly a weakness remained.
While at breakfast Nuel proposed the following plan.

Said he, "Doc'or, you no hunt um deday. You no walk
far. You be near camp. Fish um off poin'." Hunt um
partridge right here on islan'. One flock, maybe two,
raose always in dis place. You got um some. Me go look
um moose. Fine a place for call. Den mor' night, if

good moon we try."

This suited me; so after breakfast I saw Nuel set out.
He took the canoe and passed up the lake some half a
mile and landed on the west shore. Meanwhile, after
resting for some time and busying myself about the camp,
I felt prepared to put into execution his suggestion respect-
ing the partridges.

My back did not feel strong, but it did not ache; and I
felt satisfied that, for this time at least, I had escaped a
severe attack.
My first effort was to seek the shore and look at our

surroundings. I wanted to see where we were. And
then after that I determined to cross over through my
hunting grounds and give theui a most careful examina-
tion. This plan I carried out, though there were many
places where I could not follow the shore. The low banks
abutted too closely on the water to allow me to pass. I
had gone nearly half way around, stopping from time to
time to admu-e thesofitude and grau'leur. when, it seemed
to me almost beneath my feet, up went a partridge, and
then several more in quick succession followed it. By the

time the last one arose, I had gained my presence of mind
and brought him down before he had alighted on a tree
near the others. These I had to shoot as they sat motion-
less on the limbs, taking off the heads of two, since there
was no chance for me in the low bushes to get a wing-
shot, nor could I get further away from them in such
thick underbrush.

It seemed almost profane to disturb the stillness of this
place with the report of a gim. I could hear the loons
call aU around the lake. Whether they knew what the
noise was I could not say, to me their notes sounded like
a prolonged o-o-o-o with an inflection on the last letter.
But there was no help for" it. We wanted birds to eat,

and science has little regard for the feelings of nature or
her soUtudes either, when they stand in her way. She
breaks in upon them as a hawk upon the fledglings. Six
birds were secured here before I proceeded, and then I
had gone but a Httle way before another was brought
down. I could look off in almost any direction over the
lake and see a loon, and I thought in the far distance (by
the marsh we had passed on our coming) a flock of ducks
feeding. The hiUs to my right were wooded to their
summits. Only here and there was a portion of the rock
visible, with the usual number of dead trees, their great
branches stretching out white and gray in the sunlight,
and a few red-looking spaces among the pines and hem-
locks that looked as though they had been only recently
killed.

Near me w^ere a few crossbills, chickadees and nut-
hatches feeding. They aU seemed busy as usual and made
the only familiar sounds that I heard.

It was noon before I returned to the shanty. It looked
more solemn around there than ever. The fire was out
and there was neither Nuel nor canoe to remind me that
I was not utterly alone in the wilderness. I suppose it

was this sense of loneliness that drove all thought of
hunger from my mind and led me to determine at once
to try for fish off the point.

I must have been here an hour or more fishing and ad-
miring the solitude and wilderness that surrounded me,
before I thought of eating. Only a dozen fish had been
secured, none of them remarkably large, and some of
them quite small considering the place where I was cast-
ing. I learned here that there may be small troiit even
in large and wild waters, though the lateness of the sea-
son no doubt was against me. But, as I landed my last
fish, I began to think that something to eat would not
come amiss and then it occurred to me that most likely
Nuel, when he returned, would be hungry.
This ended my sporting for the day. I came back to

the camp, cleaned my fish, picked four partridges, and
soon had birds on spit sand fish in pan, frying and roast-
ing. These were laid aside when they were cooked and
three pans of flapjack shad been piled up on a bark platter
when I heard the usual Indian grimt—"Ugha"—behind
me, and there stood Nuei
His first words were: "You bees berry good to hungie

Ingin. Me hke um you much. Hab um big feas'. TeU
you 'bout t'ings w'en we eat."
The coffee had only to be made and then all was ready.

It really did me good to see my Micmac eat, although I
knew at the same time that provisions might get scarce
before we reached civilization. I said nothing about his
morning's work, knowing right well that his tongue
would be loosened before long. It only wanted two mugs
of coffee with plenty of sugar to do that. I could see,
however, that he was disappointed. His face had a
thoughtful expression very different from the look that
was upon it when I caught the trout and shot the musk-
rat. At last he commenced: "Doc'or, you able go
trabbil now? No get sick?"

"O, I am all right now, Nuel. Only have to be careful
for a day or two."

"Well, we must leab here sartin. Walk all mornin'.
Long way. No see um moose. No see um moose track
only berry old ones. No big moose roun' here. Sposum
morrow mornin' we go udder place me teU you of. Must
have um. You go?"

"Yes, Nuel, anywhere you like. Must get big moose,"
S.

[TO BE CONCLUDED.]

MONTANA GAME, WILD AND TAME.
Piega:^, Mont., Aug. 26.—^The shooting season in this

State opened Aug. 15 Grouse of aU kinds are more num-
erous than they have been for some years, especially the
dusky and sharptail varieties. I for one do not under-
stand why they should be plenty' one season and scarce
another. The weather apparently has nothing to do with
it here. The past spring was veiy cold and backward,
with gales of sleet and snow, which should have had the
effect of chilling the yoimg birds to death.
As yet there has been no hunting in the mountains this

season. The attractions of the World's Fair, together
with the hard times, have caused most sportsmen to fore-
go their annual outing in the Rockies. As a consequence
the guides are dejected, and the grizzly is roaming about
in happy security, and the white goat squats on the low-
est shelf of the moimtain.
The employees at the Blackfoot Agency have a num-

ber of interesting pets Sir. Callahan has a badger which
is the cutest as well as the clumsiest thing I ever saw.
It is now three-fourths grown and as playful as a pup. It
delights to roll about with the dog and visits from house to
house every day. When in particularly good spirits it

backs away from one, raises its head and laughs. Other
pets are a coyote, and two swifts (kit foxes). These are not
so tame as the badger, but will come up to one for food
and can always be seen at the door about meal time.
At Mr. Kipp's ranch the other day I saw a tame wolf

which the boys had clipped in imitation of a lion. They
left the long hair on the neck and a big tuft at the end of
the tail, which gave the animal a very grotesque appear-
ance.
Mr. Irving Cook, Dr. Martin and several others spent a

few days at St. Mary's Lake last week. Mr. Cook was on
Kootney Mountain one day hunting sheep and would ha-\ a
killed one had he left his horse behind He was leading
the animal along, making considerable noise, when a big
ram jumped up in front of him. Mr. Cooke had a snap
shot and missed. The sound of the gun scared twenty or
more sheep not far a (vay, and they lost no time in getting
around the mountain.
Some fine fish were caught in the lake and river by the

party, including lakers, Dolly Varden and red-throated
trout. The largest Dolly Varden weighed 41bs., and was

caught by Mr. Cooke. Dr. Martin got the largest laker.
Dr. Walter B. James and Dr. Draper, of New York, are

expected here the 30th for a month's outing. Wm. Jack-
son wiU guide them. They are going uj) Cut Bank River
and across the summit, where game is very plenty. Their
main object, however, in going there, is to scale a certain
mountaiu known as "Flinche's PeaJi." Dr. .James at-

tempted the ascent last season, on the north side, but
some perpendicular walls headed him off. He thinks
now that by trying the south side he may be able to
reach the summit.
Antelope are said to be very plenty in the Sweet G-rass

HiUs. Since the Indians settled down on their reserva-
tions no one has hunted them, and as a consequence they
are increasing every year. J. W. Schultz.

RAIL SHOOTING HERE AND THERE.
Hackensack, N. J., Aug. dl—Editor Forest and

Stream: So far there is little of interest to report with
regard to the rail shooting. The season has opened and a
good many boats have been out, but as a rule they have
little reward for their eff'orts. The very high tides which
followed the easterly storms of the past two weeks made
shoving easy, and enabled the boats to cover a good deal
of ground, but the birds were not plenty. On one of the
days when the tide was good Mr. Geo. Van Buskirk, of
this j)lace, made the best record of the season, boating 49
rail and one yellowleg in the" tide. A shover from Pali-
sades Park, on the other hand, reports 10 birds in a good
tide, and others who have gone out have returned with
smaller numbers. Ex-Senator Griggs was here yesterday
and tried the birds, but the tide was a poor one and no
feathers rewarded his labors. Hack.

Stratford, Conn.
,
Aug. SI.—Editor li orest and Stream:

I wish that I could tell you that the rail were plenty, but
I cannot tell a lie. Practically there are none. Dr. Blake,
of New York, has been here for some days with a yacht,
and has gone over the grounds almost daily with small
returns. Other gentlemen have been up to the meadows,
but all make the same report.
To-day I went up the river with four other boats, but

for most of the time the flats were as silent as the grave.
The tide was not high, and it was impossible to get in to
the cat-tails, and if there were any birds they were hidden
in these refuges. I shot at seven birds and boated six; the
seventh was killed, but not recovered. Another boat,
which started from the same landing with me, got eight
birds and another one. The best score yet made is 26
birds, obtained during the recent very high tide, which
enabled the boat to go over the highest grass.
The corn grass—wild rice—is heading out and the seeds

are falling a little, although as yet they are not fully ripe
and hai'd. There is rather more grass than usual, but it

is thin and has a yeUow frost-bitten look, which is unusual
at this season of the year. This may possibly be due to
the smnmer drought,, or to the recent high tides which
must have brought up a good deal of salt water.

It is extraordinary how the rail have diminished in num
bers of recent years. Nowadays there is not one where
there used to be fifty. I believe that this scarcity is largely
due to the early opening of the season, which admits of the
killing of aU the birds on a marsh before the beginning
of the migration. Everywhere the slaughter begins long
before the first flight, and the birds of each feeding ground
being cleaned out,, there are none left to start when the
time for migration comes. Thus, the only shooting is at
the native bii-ds of each marsh, and this lasts only for a
few days, as the birds are tame and feeble and are soon
killed off. These views were expressed editorially some
years ago in Forest and Stream, and since that time I
have been watching the thing for myself, and beheve
that this explains the deplorable lack of this delightful
sport.

If I were the Emperor of the United States I would
chop off the head of every man who went rail shooting
before Sept. 15, and the result of this decapitation would
be that in about three years we would have such shootiug
as we used to have twenty years ago, when a man thought
bu-ds were scarce unless he got forty in a tide. In those
days ninety to one hundred birds was a good score,
though much larger ones were often made.

I never expect to see good rail shooting again. Onyk.

Evil Deeds of Tenderfoot Days.
Florissant, Col., Aug. 19.—Editor Forest and Stream:

An article in your paper of recent date, referrhig to a cer
tain party who had killed woodcock out of season and
sent their bills to the game warden to taunt him, and
your correspondent's wondering "Why such cattle lived,"
brings to mind a circumstance ol equal, or worse, butchery
which I took a hand in a few years ago; and I now
wonder "Why such cattle [as we] lived." A friend and
I arrived from Pennsylvania in the month of Jime. Our
first ambition was for a hunting and fishing trip. We
were soon in camx), twenty-five miles from town. The
next morning we started on our bloody career. A few
hundred yards from camp a deer (which we took to be a
five-point buck) slowly walked out on a cliff near by and
looked at us with the innocence of an old mule. Our
first action was to blaze away, both of us, shot after shot,
until the animal lay down to die. On ouf reaching it we
found we had crippled a poor old doe, but this being our
first deer we cut her throat and dressed her mangled car-

cass with great pride. We did not have sense enough to
look for the fawn, but hurried into camp with our meat.
The next morning we started again. When near the
same place I heard John shoot and found he had shot a
httle doe fawn, probably a week old. Just then its twin
jumped up close by and I captured it, as it did not
attempt to run. We took it to camp, stuffed it full of
flour and water, and in a few hours it died. In two
days we had murdered this happy family of innocent
deer, killing the mother in a most cruel manner and igno-
rantly and brutally destroying the little spotted twins.
Pennsylvania tenderfeet should not be allowed to handle
a gun until they have lived in this State at least five

years. S. T. S.

Protection for Dead Skunks.
Proceedings Chenango County (N. F.) Supervisors.

At the regular annual meeting of the Board of Supervisors of th
County of Chenango, convened at the Court House in gaid county, on
the lath day of November, 18953, doth enact as follows:
Section 1. No person shall catch or kill, or attempt to catch or iill

(except upon theu' own premises, or upon the limits or corporations
of villages), or have in their possession after the same has been killed,

any mink, muskrat, coon or skunk, which was killed out of season.
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IDAHO HUNTING RANG'ES.
Mountain Home, Idaho, Aug. 2S.—Editor Forest and

Stream:_ In looking over a. copy of your journal, so very
interesting to the sportsman, I have been impressed vt^ith

the duty of calling attention to a few of the attractions
to the hunter of large game, offered by this section of
Idaho. Located at the base of the foothills of the Saw-
tooth range to the north and northeast, this place is most
favorably situated as an outfitting point from which the
hunter may have ready access to the mountains. Mountain
Home has among its inhabitants many mountaineers
whose lives, or many years of them, have been spent in
this country and who are familiar with the great and
interminable mountain ranges to the north which offer
such inducements to the hunter. In the fastnesses of
these rugged mountains may be found the black, brown,
silver-tip and sawtooth grizzly bear, deer, antelope, moun-
tain sheep, elk, mountain lion, cougar, lynx, wildcat,
wolf, and small game in abundance, such as ducks, geese,
grouse, pheasants, sage hens, etc., while the streams and
lakes abound in trout and other fish.

Only a few days ago a resident killed three black bear
on Bennett Mountain, twenty-five miles distant. Deer are
in great abundance in the mountains, and as soon as snow
appears work down to the foothills for feed, and are then
plentiful within from fifteen to twenty-five miles.
A party coming here with the object of hunting any of

the kind of game mentioned may obtain comfortable
hotel accommodations during their stay, and secure the
necessary supplies to outfit them. Pack horses, vehicles
and guides may be employed at reasonable rates, as these
people have yet to learn the art of extortion.
The hunters who yearly visit this immediate locality

from the East are comparatively few. have their acquaint-
ances or friends who take charge of them upon their ar-
rival, and at the close of their vacations the visitors return
to their homes satisfied with what they have foimd and
seen and the treatment they have received.

It is the simple purpose of this letter to call attention to
this locality, and the writer will cheerfully and promptly
reply to letters of inquuy which may be addressed to him,
and if requested will give the names of hunters and guides
who may be employed and the prices at which they will
agree to furnish their services and that of animals and
vehicles, and make arrangements so far as may be done
on behalf of correspondents, and will do it gratuitously,
as he knows that by bringing this locaUty to the attention
and knowledge of the people of the East, good to the
country is Ukely to grow out of it. E. 0. Cxjrrbt.

BOSTON SHOOTING AND FISHING
REPORTS.

Friday, Sept. 1, was the opening day on game bu-ds in
Maine. Reports are not very satisfactory thus far. Two
or three Boston hunting parties went into Mame Thursday
evemng m order to be on hand the first morning. Some
of the hunters were to remain over Labor Day, Monday
and consequently they have not been heard from. Mr'
Samuel Roberts, who is very fond of woodcock shooting"
started for the vicinity of Bridgton, where on former sea-
sons he has obtained some birds, rather to the surprise of
the natives. But this time he got no bkds, and, with his
friend, he is somewhat disgusted with bird shooting in
Maine. He says that every boy has his flocks of partridges
marked before the opening day, and early that day he
heard their guns. He saw no partridges, and is under the
impression that they are very scarce. In the vicinity of
Pans and Norway, in Oxford county, there are some birds
reported. But there the boys have the broods all located
and the outside gunner has "got to get up early in the
mornmg" to get ahead of the country boy. One boy in
Hebron, a graduate of the Edward Little High School in
Auburn, has six flocks of partridges located, and he has
already obtained several. Lewiston and Auburn gunners
were early out after the birds on the opening day, but re-
ports say that they have found onlv a few. Partridges
are reported more plenty than last year in the vicinity of
Dixfield ajid Weld, and at the head of the Portland &
Rumford Falls Railroad.
A number of Boston gunners were to spend Labor Daym the woods of Maine, New Hampshire and Vermont

and it is possible that some good bags of birds are yet to
be heard from. In the neighborhood of Vernon, Vt. Mr.
J. 0, Frost, well known in the Boston flour trade,' says
that he has seen more partridge this year than for several
seasons. Last year, in riding over the same grounds, he
scarcely saw a single ruffed grouse, and no flocks at all
This year he has seen a number of flocks, with many
smgle biiNds. Several coveys of quail have also been seen,
and Mr. Frost thinks that they may be the offsprmg of
those he put out several winters ago. These birds disap-
peared at the time, but there are quail in the vicmi^
now, where such a bird was rare previous to the stocking
which Mr. Frost, m the liberaUty and good-heartedness
for which he is noted, undertook. Some of the Chamber
of Commerce boys and also the newspaper boys, are pretty
snre of an mvitation to hunt in Mr. Frost's vicinitv this
season,
The Inglewood Club's preserve in New Brunswick has

been well patronized this season thus far and now the
shooting season is about to begin. Members of the club
amd invited guests are getting ready for shooting trips.
Partridges are reported plenty on the club's preserve. A
good number of fish have been taken this season and
matters with the club look prosperous. A big sea sahnon
has been seen by one of the camp keepers just below the
lower dam in the Musquash River, the outlet of the club's
lakes. This fish was a monster and he was up the river
some five miles from the salt water. The club has pro-
vided a fehway past their lower dam and it is beheved
that the big salmon may have gone up into the club's
waters to spawn. This, if it is the reahty, is makint^
progress even faster than the club's ofiicials had hoped"
although they had stocked the lakes and streams with
salmon fry two or three years ago. These fry they had
expected to return to the club's lakes and streams to
breed after maturity, but they have scai-cely expected a
run of sea sahnon so soon, though the waters were the
breedmg gi-ounds of these fish before the dams in the
river were constructed.
In spite of the hai-d times, hunting and fishing parties

en route to the woods and waters of Maine, by special
Pullman cars, are very common this season. Money may
be tight, but the sportsmen seem to have enough to pay
for si^ecial palace cars. An official of the Maine Central

Railroad in Boston the other day, says that there has been
a good deal of travel into Maine this year by special cars.
Anybody can have a special car by paying $45 for the
privilege, and eighteen regular fares. Then he can in-
vite seventeen of his friends to accompany him, if he
chooses, or he may occupy the car alone; it matters not
to the railroad company. The last special car into the
Maine wilds, from Bo&ton and vicinity, went in by way
of Hartland.

City Editor W. D. Sullivan, of the Boston Globe, with
a friend, has been into the Maine woods on a hunting
and fishing trip. What their success was I have not yet
learned, but presume it to be good, since Mr. Sullivan is

almost always successful. Mr. M. W. Thairlwall, of Bos-
ton, has a very handsome and commodious camp on Boot
Pond, in Plymouth, and he delights in taking his friends
down there. A jolly party of fishermen left for that
camp on Saturday, composed of Mr. Cobb, of Brewster,
Cobb & Eastabrook; Mr. March, president of the Inglewood
Club, and Mr. Donnam, the weU-known Boston singer.
They are the guests of Mr. Thairlwall and they speak In
the highest terms of his entertainments. They wHl try
the bass and pickerel fishing ui Boot Pond, and the other
ponds in that vicinity. The camp is in fact in the midst
of the many Plymouth ponds, a town which is said to
have a pond for every day in the year. The party will
remain over to Wednesday.
Mr. Cook, of John P. Squire & Co., and a brother-in-

law of Walter Hill, has been trying the codfishing again
in the neighborhood of the Isle of Shoals. It will be re-
membered by the readers of the Forest and Streajvi that
with Mr. Hill and their ladies they had a rather rough
codfishing trip to the same grounds early in the summer.
It was on that trip that Mr. Hill declared that he would
rather catch a 31bs. trout on a nice rod than to catch a
dozen 201bs. codfish. But Mr. Cook is becomiag an en-
thusiast in codfishing, and well he may be. With his son
and the skipper of the boat they took nearly l,0001bs. of
codfish off the Second Ledge the other day. Mr. Cook
tries to make IVIr. HjII understand that the fishing was
something magnificent.

It has been a dull August at the Rangeleys, so far as fly-

fishing is concerned, but the region has been pretty well
patronized by tourists and summer boarders. Sportsmen
and frequenters of that region are expecting a season of
good fly-fishing in September. Mr. N. G. Manson, Jr., of
Bellows & Manson, expects to go to his camp early in Sep-
tember. He has a beautiful spot on Cherry Tree Point, at
the upper end of Richardson Lake. His friend Mr. Byn-
ner, of Cambridge, also in the iron trade, will doubtless
go with him, Mr. Manson has added a guide house to his
camps this summer. Oscar W. Cutting, of Andover, will
doubtless guide Mr. Manson, as usual.
Mr. C. Z. Bassett, of Appleton & Bassett, will make his

usual gunning trip to his special spot in New Hampshu-e
about Sept. 25. A friend wiH doubtles, accompany liim,
and the friend's name would be mentioned here but from
the fact that the friend does not Uke to be advertised as
being away from an extensive practice. SPECiAii.

Trajectory of the Remin^on .40.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Your readers who love the rifle, as I do, may be glad to

know the trajectory of the Remington No. 3 match rifle,

.40-65-330. I had this rifle out in the Maine woods in
1891 and with it bagged a noble moose, whose antlers
now grace the dining-room of the New York Ath-
letic Club. Your report of trajectory trials gives the
flight of bullet from this rifle for 200yds. ; but the hunter
in the Maine woods needs to know the trajectory for a
longer distance than that. By order of the Ordnance
Department this rifle was tested at the Frankford Arsenal,
Philadelphia, Aug. 10 last, under the eye of Lieut.-Col. 1.

S. Farley, U. S. A., by Capt. Charles H. Clark, U, S. A.
The following are the figures obtained:

Rise of Bullet, with
65.1grs. Powder,

Rise of Bullet, with
Distance from 68.1grs. Powder.
Firing Point. 331.6grs. Lead. SSlgrs. Lead.

lOOft. 1.685ft. 1.585ft.
200ft. 3.246ft. 3.233ft.
300ft. 4.558ft. 4.504ft.
400ft. 5.68l£t. 5.589ft.
500ft. 6.596ft. 6.508ft.
600ft. r.324ft. 7.134ft.
rooft. 7.760ft. 7.656ft.
800ft. 7.888ft. 7.703ft.
900ft. 7.874£t. 7.609ft.

1,000ft. 7.356ft. 7.n4ft.
1,100ft. 6.588ft. 6.412ft.
1,200ft. 5.557ft. 5.343ft.
1,800ft. 4.085ft. 3.914ft.
1,400ft. 2.271ft. 8.145ft.
1,500ft. O.ft. O.ft.

The initial velocity with the charge of 65.1grs. was
1,405ft. per second. Remaining velocity at 100yds.

, 1,249ft.
•

at 200yds,, 1,098ft,; at 300yds,, 1,000ft.; at 400yds., 929fc.-
at 500yds., 858ft.

The initial velocify with 68.1grs. of powder was 1,440ft.

H.

The New York Woodcock Season.
Cortland, N. Y,, Sept. 2.—I can indorse H. W. B.'s

opinion expressed in last week's Forest and Stream, as to
the size of woodcock kiUed in the early part of the New
York season. The birds are pretty small, weak, floppy
things, and don't afford half the sport they will a month
later. I think the same rule applies to ruffed grouse.
The young birds one gets up now are not fuU grown by
any means; at any rate a good share of them are not. It
does not take a shooter of tried and true experience to get
a few birds now, when their abiding place is found. But
a month later it will take a quick eye, a lot of experience
and a good shooting gun to bag the sfcifl'-winged grouse.
The two-thirds grown bird of August is a slow imitation
of the royal crested grouse of October.

I am not expecting much sport yet awhile. From ad-
vices just at hand I should say the woodcock crop is light
hereabouts, and the supply of grouse just "fair to
middling," as the grain market reporter would say.

M. C. H.

A liucky Accident.
For yeai-s and years I "rot" hunted; but during the

whole period I did not succeed in bagging one ruffed
grouse. I never attempted to "crawl up on" an old
drumming cock, but once I got a shot at one that was
sitting upon a log beside the path I was treading. But
vsdth thumping heart I saw him take wing and plimge
into the forest. Indeed my boyi^ fancy pictured the

felicity of that moment when with my own eyes I might
see one of these thunderers tumble to the report of my
gun.
For a particiilar reason I need not mentioii I ceased

shooting for several years, not expecting to take it up
again. But one day one of my old schoolmates came to
me and asked me to take a hunt for grouse, "For" said
he "I got a partridge the other day which old Uno treed.
We'll take the dog along and he may treesome more for us."
I consented. Well, we got among the—to us, noble birds
sure enough; but not one of them took to tree. At last,

from the pure impulse of chagrin, I poked my gun in
the direction one was flying and pulled trigger. The bu*d
fell. Great was my astonishment as well as delight.
From that time I took to shooting on wing, and with this
kind of game I was, through practice and a knowledge
of the bird's habits, a successful gtmner. With two wing-
shooters in several hunts we got 19 grouse, I scoring 17.
So pot-hunting lost its charm for me. N. D. E.

A Schenectady Panther.
A PRESS despatch from Schenectady, N. Y., dated Sep-

tember 3, announces the killing near that city of a full-
grown male panther weighing 1401b3. In these days of
fake stories about wild beasts, one regards the tales
printed by the daily newspapera with a good deal of sus-
picion, but there is nothing inherently improbable in the
main features of this story. The animal is said to have
been annoying the farmers of Glenville, N. Y,, by de-
stroying calves and sheep, and at last to have been killed
at Mohawk, a suburb of Schenectady on Sunday night.
It is supposed to have wandered down from the North
Woods.

Liake Surprise in Texas.
Office op County Clerk of Chatvibers County, Texas.

—Wallisville, Aug. 26.—Lake Surprise in the southern
part of this coimty, well known through your columns as
a resort for waterfowl, especially for canvasbacks, and
which has hitherto been reserved from sale by the State,
has now been patented to private parties. An earnest
endeavor will be made by the owners to make such a pre-
serve of it as vdll induce the clouds of canvasbacks feed-
ing here in former years to return. J. R. Wooten.

"Forest and Stream" at the Fair.

Around the Pavilion.

Another big tarpon has been put on exhibition by the
Exposition authorities, but it weighs only 1961bs. and is

not "in it" with the Forest akd Stream fish. The
Forest and Stream tarpon would whip it with one hand
tied behind its back. The Wisconsin trout have been
moved out of the sun. Many of the large trout both of
Wisconsin and Pennsylvania have disappeared. Of the
small trout which Col. Gay had trained to cUmb a fish-

way in the Pennsylvania exhibit, many have climbed the
golden stair. The lake water is just a degree or so too
warm for the best ti-out results.

Col. Gay's whiskers have grown three inches longer
since the opening of the Fair, and while seeking him the
other evening to talk this over with him, I met one who
informed me that Col. Gay was, on July 15, appointed on
the board of the Pennsylvania Fish Commission, vice Mi-.

Welshons. Under Gov. Pattison's earlier administra-
tion Col. Gay was president of the board. Not long ago
Gov, Pattison was elected again, and last month, while
the Governor and staff were out visiting the State exhibit
at the fisheries, the Governor called Col. Gay up, compli-
mented him highly for the manner in which he had
represented the State at the Fair, also complimented him
upon his improved personal appearance since coming to

Chicago, and told him that he was again a fish commis-
sioner of the State of Pennsylvania. So far as the
anglers' pavilion contingent is concerned, this is a popu-
lar selection.

Hard For The Fish.

The long summer season is proving hard for the fish.

Under their new conditions many of them are distinctly
changing their colors. The bass in the pavilion are be-
coming decidedly " tucked up " in appearance, and seem
to be off feed. Cool weather may help them.

Old Kentucky Reels.

One of .the most valuable features of the Forest and
Stream exhibit is the case of old Kentucky reels kindly
lent by Dr. Jas. A. Henshall. There are among these
some valuable curiosities indeed, one reel being sixty-five

years old, to say nothing of the odd and rough-looking
specimens of reel making attempted in early days by vil-

lage blacksmiths, who had not the skill of the old Ken-
tucky watchmakers Uke Snider, the Meeks, Milam, etc.

It is astonishing how well and honestly these old reels
were made. Mechanically they were well nigh immortal.
Out of Dr. HenshaU's case of ancient ones you can find
several which even now twirl merrily as ever, and are
practical tools to-day. It is certainly established that a
reel can five as long as a man.
In the case of Milam reels exhibited in the Pavilion, not

far from Dr. HenshaU's collection, there is another inter-

esting, if more modern collection of Kentucky reels, of
aU sizes, and up to $65 in value. Here also, by the way,
is an imperishable, of which the label says it "passed
through the Southern Hotel fire, and is as good as new."

Other Reels.

I may perhaps earlier have said something about the
case of reels shown by A, F. Meisselbach & Bro., of New-
ark, N. J., but these should not be missed. The goods,
consisting chiefly of large single-action reels, with a few
rod-holders, landing-nets, etc., are nicely arranged for
easy grasp of the eye. As interesting as any to the fresh-
water folk is the "Expert" reel No. 18, a black bass reel,

made with adjustable click and back sliding drag. The
unnecessary side metal is aU cut away in these reels.

A. B. Shipley & Son's Exhibit.

When I was a boy and used to go fishing with my
father, we caught om* minnows in a dip net such as
my father said they formerly used back in old Virginia.
It had a flat bottom stretched tight by four bows, whose
heads were wedged tight in a head-block. To this block
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we tied the pole with which we raised and sunk the net.
These nets we used to make ourselves, using mosquito bar
for netting, which tore rather easily. I see that Messrs.
A. B. Shipley & Son, of Philadelphia, are making just
about such a minnow net, only they have a linen netting.
There are also other good things in the general line of

anghng apphances which Messrs. A. B. Shipley & Son
show in their two cases in the pavilion. The bulk of the
exhibit consists of their specialty of bethabara rods, of
which they show among others a bethabara tarpon rod, a
Henshall bass, a combination, and a clever-looking tool
with reversible butt for combination work. The most
elaborate rod is the full-jeweled and gold-mounted beauty
in the special case, valued at $250. Yet another handsome
double enamel bamboo is interesting and fine, and you
have the more confidence in it after examining the sec-
tional showing the process of making, in which the whole
piece used is made up of the flint or enamel of the bam-
boo, which is not only used in strips, but in a veneer,
doubling the fabric throughout. The firm show, also,

numerous knick-knacks and handy things for the craft; a
novel hand support; tarpon snoods, one made of rawhide;
"hawser-laid" leaders; a gaflf, a fisher's knife, a hook
holder, with flies, books, reels, nets, useful tools, etc., etc.,

in all a very useful and businesslike display of sterling
goods,

A Bit of Color.

Those passing by on their way to the Anglers' Pavilion
may see to the left of the main portal as they pass west, a
bit of color which catches the eye and might hold it for a
moment well enough. This is a modest case which con-
tains just nine flies, all salmon flies and all beauties, radi-
ant as only the salmon fly can be. This handsome display,
aU too small though it is, came all the way from auld Scot-
land, and was sent by Wm. Turnbull, of Edinburgh
town. E. Hough.

A NEW-SUBSCRIBER OFFER.
A bona fide new subscriber sending us $5 will receive for that sum

the FoBKST AND Stream one year (price 554) and a set of Zimmerman's
famous "Ducking Scenes" (advertised on another page, price 85)—

a

89 value for 85.

This offer is to -new subscribers only. It does not apply to renetDalt.

For 83 a bona fide new subscriber for six months will receive the

FOBEST AND STREAM during that time and a copy of Dr. Van Fleet's

handsome work, "Bird Portraits for the Young" (the price of which
I 8.3)

The Forest and Stream is put to press each week on Tues-

day. Coii'es2)ond&nce intended for publication should reach

us at the latest by Monday, and as much earlier as practicable.

m Htfd ^iv^t fishing.

visitors to our Exhibit in the Angling Pavilion at
the World's Fair should not fail to examine the
stock of "Forest and Stream" books which will

be shown by the attendant.

WHERE FISH TEEM IN MICHIGAN.
Ashland, Wm—Editor Forest and Stream: As I am a

regular reader of your paper and a crank on one subject—fishing—and having fished a great many lakes and trout
streams in northern Wisconsin and southern Michigan, I
have concluded to try and repay some of my brother
anglei-s in the way of a fishing score. For some time I
had wanted to try Thousand Island Lake for lake trout,
having seen fish taken from there which were beauties.
On a May Monday I set out, taking tent, boat and camp

utensils. At Watersmeet, Mich. , I picked up Wm. Revoy
as guide, and at State Line was met by Geo. A. Deland.
He loaded my boat and other things into his wagon and
we started to his camp, twelve miles distant. Thence,
the next morning, we started out in our boat for Thous-
and Island Lake, Mich., going through Mamie or Chain
Lakes for aliout three miles, making a portage of about
lOOft. into another chain of lakes, and then about two or
three miles, arriving at om- destination by 10 A. M.
And what a lake it is. There are sixteen islands; each

island has rocky bars running out in some du-eotion or
other, and always to deep water. We camped on the first

island we came to and put up our tent and made arrange-
ments for several days' stay. While the guide and I were
doing this, Mr. Delano said he would see if the fish would
bite. In an hour's time he returned with two lake trout
of 4*1 bs. and 3lbs.

At noon started out to test the water I had so long
wanted to try. I had a No, 11 Bristol steel rod, a No. 1

Natchaug silk line and a 4^^ Skinner spoon, Mr. Delano
said, " Rather light for such fishing as we have here."
But the following will show that it was heavy enough for
the work laid out.

Score. May 16.—Justjlet out about 50ft. of line.
Something struck rather heavy, and at noon I took one
Lake trout of 6ilbs., 1 P. M. one of 6lbs., 1:33 one of 51bs.,
1:48 one of 4iHbs., 2:35 one of 31bs,, 3:55 one of 21bs., 5:40
one of 21bs., 5:55 one of 3:Hbs„ 6:20 one of 81bs., 6:35 one
of 4Jlbs.

While I was doing this •Mr. Delano turned up with one
which weighed 131bs.

May 27.—Commenced at 6:05 A, M, At 6:35 A. M. one
lake trout of 21bs,, 6:57 one of 31bs., 8:27 one of oilbs.,
10:00 one of 5ilbs., 10:10 one of 5lbs., 11 :05 one of ^^lbs.

Started out at 1 o'clock, after dinner: 1:35 one lake trout
of 7+lbs., 1:35 one of olbs., 1:45 one of 5.Vlbs., 1:55 one of
3lbs,, 2:10 one of 4lbs., 3:23 one of 3ilbs., 3:47 one of 8lbs.,
3:00 one of S^lbs., 3:23 one of 4lbs., 4:03 one of Slbs., 4:33
one of 3llbs., 5:45 one of 3lbs., 6:05 one of 6lbs. Then I
was tired out and went to supper.
TJmrsday, May 19.—1 began at 7:10 A. M. At 7:35 one

lake trout of 2Ubs., 9:50 one of 4lbs., 10:03 one of 31bs.,
10:13 one of 81bs., 10:35 one of 31bs., 10:43 one of 3+lbs.,
11 one of Silbs., 11:03 one of 4ilbs., 11:11 one of Oilbs.
At 11:30 went to dinner and commenced at 2:45 P. M.

At 2:55 one lake trout of 3 lbs., 4:05 one of 3+lbs., 4:57 one
of Silbs., 6:30 one of 4.ilbs., 7 one of 81bs.
May if.—Commenced at 5:57 A. M. At 6:06 one lake

trout of 21bs., 7:20 one of 31bs., 7:37 one of 4ilbs., 7:50 one
of olbs., 9:15 one of 2abs.. 9:35 one of 121bs., 10:35 one of
2ilbs, 11:03 one of 31bs., 11:10 one of S^lbs., 11:30 one of

3^1bs., 11:30 one of 3ilbs., 18 one of 41bs., 12:17 one of
9ilbs., 13:38 one of 2*lbs., 1:07 one of 3ilbs.

I quit fishing at 1:10, having in the four days hooked
64 fish and landed 59. I then broke camp and returned
to Delano's; stopped allnight>and returned to the railroad
with 2551bs. of fine lake trout, which were distributed
among the M. L. S. & W. boys between Watersmeet,
Mich,, and Ashland, Wis.
The waters between Delano's and Thousand Island

Lake are beautiful and beyond desci'iption. Large and
small-mouthed black bass, green bass, broak and lake
trout are all foimd close to Delano's; and mascalonge may
be had within fom- hours. These make it a desirable
place for such cranks as I am. Lake trout wiU not bite
good from June 15 until after Sept. 1, nor until the water
begins to get cool, but fishing wiU then be good until it

freezes up. J. B. C,

ANGLING NOTES.
A Wrinkle.

I CAME across in my tackle trunk a device, if it may be
so termed, that I once improvised and have since used to
save leaders. It is such a simple thing that I presume I
never before thought it worth mentioning. For bait-fish-
ing I use what our EngUsh brethren call a "trace," wMch
is a gut leader (although a trace may be of gimp), with
several swivels tied in between the gut lengths. The
trace is intended in England for spinning, but I have
found it the best kind of a leader for bait-fishing for
black bass or any other fish lured with a live bait, be it in
still-fishing or trolling. Long ago I discarded cast sinkers
in still-fishing and live minnows were to be used, as a
couple of split shot on the trace with the swivels were
enough to keep the bait fish below the surface, and at the
same time this weight did not prevent the bait, when
hooked under the back fin, from roving over quite a bit
of water. On occasions I have found my tackle book to
be without traces when I have desired to use bait fish in
my fishing, and I have been obhged to use leaders in-
tended only for fly-fishing. Such a leader, after it has had
split shot pinched together on it, is ruined for fly-fishing,
for if the shot are removed and the strength of the leader
is not impaired, the flat places left by the shot make it

appear weak, and they are imsightly. In a trace it is of
no consequence, for once the shot are on it there they re-
main until the trace is done for.

On one occasion I was fishing for landlocked salmon
where the fish grow to upward of 15lbs., and found it

prudent to put on a new trace, and found I had none in
the boat heavy enough, I opened a fly-book and the
leaders were nearly all light ones, and I was forced to use
one of Forest & Son's salmon leaders made for fly-fisliing.

It seemed to me to be httle less than sacrilege to squeeze
together on it a lot of split shot that would take my bait
to the bottom. I had some gut lengths looped at each
end for attaching looped bass flies to a leader in trolling,
and I took one of them and put the shot on it and then
fastened the snelled hook to one loop and the leader to
the other, and thus saved my leader. The gut length
with the shot on it may be taken out or put in as occasion
demands, and it is a convenience as well as a saving of
leaders.

From Over the Sea.

English newspapers quite generally recognized the fact
that Izaak Walton was born 300 years ago the ninth of
the present month of August, and The Sketch, of London,
issued on Aug, 9, verj- appropriately devoted several pages
to "The Walton Tercentenary," all profuselj^ illustrated
with subjects relating to Walton's life or death. The text
consists of an interview with Mr. R B. Marston, and it is

quite apparent that the writer and interviewer is no less

than the famous "Red Spinner," Mr. William Senior,
angling editor of the London Field. The interview con-
cluded by making reference to an announcement which
lately appeared in Forest and Stream, and the following
is an extract: "In the course of further conversation Mr.
Marston, sounded as to his opinion of American editions
(of Walton), said that on the whole Dr. Bethune's notes
were the most practical, and Lowell's preface to a more
i-ecent edition a deUghtful essay. 'The Compleat Angler'
is only a classic, however, among English-speaking peojile;

the only translation has been a German rendering of the
'Ephemera' edition. As to cheap issues, the price of the
first edition in 1653 was 18 pence, but the cheapest ever
published was the 3 penny publication in Cassell's National
Library, edited by Henry Morley. 'You know,' said Mr.
Marston, 'that the only portrait we have is Huysman s

painting in the National Galleiy, and that has been copied
and worked up in all manner of ways. My photogravures
speak for themselves.'

"

Mr. Marston refers to the illustrations in his ' 'Lea and
Dove" edition (the 100th) of Walton, which is the most
sumptuous even issued, and which cost |;10,000 and
upward to pubUsh. Continuing, the writer in the Sketch
says: "When the type of the "Lea and Dove" edition
was distributed, and the decks generally cleared after the
work was done, the plates were converted by Mr. Marston
into a few presentation boxes. The unregenerate, I

believe, use them for cigare. As a brother of the angle
one came my way, and it is sacred to the choicest salmon
flies, in which moth enters not, nor does rust corrupt.
Faint outlines of the etching still remain on the bur-
nished sides of this copper coffer and an inscription on
the lid tells the story: 'This box is made from the
plates from which the illustrations of the 100th edition of
the "Compleat Angler," by Walton and Cotton, edited by
R. B. Marston, were printed in 1S89.'
" Leaving the editor fondling his treasured editions, I

caught a glimpse through the door of a gi-oup of five

bonnie boys and girls with Mater and governess on the
lawn, which prompted the remark: ' So they have been
making an increase to your famfly, have they?' My
victim looked so startled that in mercy I added, ' I refer
to that new Canadian trout which our old friend Cheney
has, in your honor, christened Salnio {Salveliiius) mars-
toni. I saw it all described in the American press, and it

is said to be the most beautiful of the charrs. You are
really a most fortunate yoimg man. You edit a paper,
have brought out the best edition of Walton, kill trout
when others fail, go a-fishing with William Black, name
your eldest girl Loma out of friendship to Blackmore,
have a new fish fastened on you, and are dialogued for
the Sketch.' " Mr. Marston has stated in the quoted inter-
view the price at which the first edition of Walton was
issued, and I have given the cost of Mr, Marston's one

hundredth edition, and on Aug. 9, Inst, the anniversary
of Walton's birth, Pickering & Chatto, the London book-
sellers, wrote to Mr. Marston that they had that day sold
a copy of the first edition of Walton to a bookseller at
Cleveland, 0., for £335, or about .$1,175.

This reminds me of the very last letter that I received
from the late Thomas West-^ood, peace to his ashes, and
may kindly, loving thoughts of this ' 'Nineteenth Century
Walton" ever abide in the minds of men, in wliich he told
me of the sale and dispersion of his books, his "little

ones," as he called them. He said: "I scattered my
thousand volumes over the world. New York got the
best of them. I think New T'ork gets the best of most
rai'e and curious things now-a-days. I have never ceased
to regret having parted with my collection, Blackstoned
be the day when that insinuating and pertinacious EUis of
Bond street rang at my beU and foimd me at home, and
administering a philter to my imconscious self (he must
have administered a philter!) which so steeped my senses
that he appropriated then and there my 'little ones'—'aU
my httle ones,' and left me desolate. * * * Moral.
Never part with a coUection if it is a good one. Good
things, rare things, curious things, are sure to increase in
value, besides being a joy forever." The advice of the
author of "The Chronicle of the Compleat Angler," "Bib-
liotheca Piscatoria," etc., etc., is safe, surely, to follow.

Fisherman's Luck.
I read a dispatch a short time ago which stated that

Robert Lenox Banks, -Jr., of Albany, son of Gen, R, L.
Banks, president of the Lake George Fish and Game
Protective Association, which has done so much to re-
stock Lake George with lake trout, had made the largest
catch of lake trout ever taken from Upper Saranac Lake.
He caught in one day twelve trout weighing ISOlbs., the
largest weighed 181bs. A few days later he caught four
trout, weighing respectively 30, 14, 15 and 91bs., or a total
weight of 581bs. Reading this remarkable score took me
back in memory four years to another day of trout flsh-

ing on Upper Saranac Lake, when Mr, Banks was also
liigh hook. Early in the morning seven boats were
drawn up on the float at Saranac Inn and seven guides
waited for the appearance of their fishermen, who were
Dr. S, B. Ward, his brother, Mr, Grange Sard, Mr. R. L.
Banks, Jr., Col, A. H, Belo and Wm, D, Cleveland, of
Texas, and the writer. The time was May, but the sky
was cloudless and the sun hot with no prospect of wind,
and altogether the prospect was so unpromising for fish-

ing in comfort that Dr. Ward, his brother, and Mr.
Sard turned back from the float. The others put off in
their boats with the water like glass. In about half an
hour Mr. Banks said he would leave me to broil if I liked
it, and he turned back. Col. Belo, Mr. (Illeveland and I
fished all day and caught together nine trout weighing
53ilbs., the largest 13ilbs., falling to Mr. Cleveland. It
was a l^listering day, but when we looked at oiu* fish that
night we were rather glad that we had been blistered.
While we were at supper at the Inn Dr. Ward sent word
to come to his boat house as soon as we had finished, as
he wished ine to hold an inquest. Arriving there we
found stretched on two towels on the carpet a lake trout
of 191bs. loz, , which had been caught that afternoon after
5 o'clock by Mr. Banks, He told me that he was coming
down the lake to meet us and find what luck we had had
and struck the fish directly in front of the Irm and only a
pistol shot away from the float.

Hudson River Salmon.
A gentleman from West Troy tells me that a number of

salmon have been caught in the Hudson below the Troy
Dam within the past few days. The fish were caught on
the West Troy side of the river, near the canal of the
Roy Mills, The largest salmon weighed 381bs. and was
killed by John Oathout, of West Troy. The water has
been well "up" in the river for a week, and it has given
the fish a chance to go as far up stream as the present
fishways permit.

A Big Yellow Perch.

Whenever I meet Dr. Edward Eggleston I feel sure that
I shall draw a fish item out of him before I leave him. I

met him to-day and he surprised me by saying that he
himself had broken a fish record in Lake George by catch-
ing a yellow perch from the waters of Dunham's Bay that
weighed Iflbs. This is, to the best of my knowledge,
about three-quarters of a pound more than any perch ever
before taken from the lake. A. N, Cheney.

Lake Wayagamack Trout.

Montreal, Aug, 38,—On the 13th inst,, at Lake Waya-
gamack, a beautiful island-studded sheet of water sixty
miles in circumference and situated in the territory of the
St, Maurice Club, 100 miles north of Three Rivers, there
were caught by four rods in three hours' fishing fourteen
speckled trout, weighing from 3 to 61bs, each. Four fish

killed (consecutively) by one rod scaled olbs, apiece. The
weather was, for the season, unpleasantly cold, with occa-
sional heavy showers of rain. This lake unquestionably
contains in its waters a greater number of large-sized
speckled trout than can be obtained in any similar body of
water on this continent; and the visiting party confined
their fishing entirely to one small bay. The largest fish

—

a 6-pounder—contained in its stomach partlj^ digested por-
tions of whitefish, apparently the true whitefish of the
Western lakes; and to this exceedingly nutritious food is

due, no doubt, in great measm-e, the superior size and
general quaUties of the Wayagamack trout, W, H. D.

Greenwood Lake
Lakeside, Greenwood Lake, N, J,—Mr. B, Hamburger,

of New York, caught on Aug. 30 a black bass of 7ilbs.

;

Ml-. A. Courtin, of New York, on the 26th, one of 7lbs.

;

Mr. J. C. Jacobsen, of New York, on Aug. 26-37, forty
bass averaging 2fibs.; Dr. R. Vandenhenden, of New
York, is credited with an average daily catch of four or
five, running 31bs. average; and Mr. Nat. Rogers on Aug,
36 took twenty-one bass running 2lbs. There is a promis-
ing outlook for September fishing. R. L. Patterson.

Wliere to Go.

Anybody desiring information with regard to the hotels
advertised in Forest and Stream, such as rates, routes,
fishing and hunting opportunities, should addre.s8 Forest
AND Stream Information Bureau, where all reasonable
inquiries will receive prompt answers,
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THE BASS OF CROOKED LAKE.
Fort Meade, Fla.—The individual who first i^romul-

gated the doctrine that "all work and no play makes Jack
a dull boy" was undoubtedly a benefactor to a certain por-
tion of the human race, and has an enthusiastic disciple in
myself. Consequently when il; was suggf sted to me by
two friends that, after planting my corn, plowing and
fertiUzing the grove and getting some land ready for other
crops, I really ought to take some recreation, my feelings
were completelj^ in accord with the suggestion.
The recreation decided upon was to take the form of an

excursion to a well-known lake about twenty miles off,

which is a favorite resort for fishing parties. It is appro-
priately named Crooked Lake, for its shape is that of a
horseshoe that has been run over by a freight train.

From point to point its extreme length is about 11+ miles,
and its greatest breadth about 2i miles. Numerous other
smaller lakes surround it, ail more or less picturesque and
beautifully clear.

Our two boats were put on the wagons, and stores, tent,
fishing tackle, etc., being stowed in them, off we started
on a good road, with a nice cool breeze and bright sun.
A halt of course was called at noon for refreshment for
man and beast. Owing to our late start and a mistake as
to the road on the part of our self-constituted guide, we
foimd ourselves at sundown on the shores of a small lake
aoout tAvo miles north of our intended camp. However,
we heard that where we were fish, although small, were
plentiful. The spinners were soon at work, two of us
undertaking to catch supjier, while the third, assisted by
a small negro brought along as general assistant (and
scapegoat in case of things going wrong), rigged up the
tent and put things into shape generally. In a veiy short
time half a dozen bass ranging from a half to three-
quarters of a pound were in tiie cook's hands, and a deli-
cious meal they made.
As usual, a good night's rest followed. After a cup of

coffee at sunrise, one of the boats was launched and two
of us went to obtain brt akfast. During a short ti'ip we
secm-ed enough for both that meal and dinner also. As
the fish were all about the same size—a large half poxmd

—

and as we were in search of nobler victims, it was decided
after satisfying our hunger to go for our original destina-
tion without delay.

It was a heavy pull our beasts had over the steep, sandy
hills between the two lakes, but our tent was again
pitched about 11 A. M., and we were soon reposing inside
it. Such a comfortable tent really deserves a short
description.

It was impoi-ted from India a couple of years ago and
cost pretty heavy—but it's a dandy to borrow. It is

double, the outer one being of ducking lined with thin
blue cloth, the back part coming down in a semi-cii'cle
with flaps to peg down if required, and the front of
similar shape without flap forming a verandah. The
inner tent is lined with pale yellow and is virtually the
ordinary A teut with sides two feet deep. Every avail-
able spot is utilized for pockets, and altogether with
such a tent one can really enjoy a camp-out most thor-
oughly. A painted canvas floorcloth to guard against
damp is a great idea, and with the sides triced up for
the breeze to circulate, some interesting matter to read,

,
good tobacco to smoke and—well, what do you think?
That evening we were at work again, and we soon

found that we had every chance of tiring of a fish diet,
for it was literally no trick at ail to catch them. Noth-
ing over 2ilbs, resulted from that day's work (we un-
fortunately took a spring weigher along, so it's no use
lying about it), but the next morning my partner caught
one of 6ilbs., which gave us a lot of fun. We were
trolling on a dead lee shore, and a very stiff breeze was
blowing, which took aR my strength to keep the boat
clear of the weeds, which grew around the edge, when
my straw hat blew off. After the customary remarks
on such a subject I let the boat drop to pick it up.
Just as my partner had hold of it, whir-r-r-r went his

reel, and throwing my hat, full of water, into my face he
began to explain forcibly that he wanted that boat kept
out of those weeds, and he had his own way of putting it.

It was no time for recrimination though, and by sheer
hard work I got her a few yards clear and kept her there
about fifteen minutes, our fish fighting very game and the
tackle being light. He came to gaff' finally and though
imquestionably a good fish we, as usual, thought he
looked bigger in the water. We lost two more beauties
that morning Uirough om- tackle being too light, and to
make things worse our supply of spinners (the best bait
for bass in these parts) was slim to start with.
Four most enjoyable days were spent much in the

same manner and at last our tackle got down to bedrock.We had lots of lines and hooks, but that was all. A
happy thought at last struck one of the party and chop-
ping up a condensed milk can with a hatchet, punching
the requisite holes with a nail, tearing a piece of red
cloth off a bed quilt (not his own) and wiring on some
hooks, he made a fearful looking thing, which, however,
got in some good work and reflected more credit on his
ingenuity than on the sense of Crooked Lake fish.
During the afternoon of the fourth day when resting in

the tent we were surprised by two visitors in a buggj^—
one a gentleman from Michigan and the other an agent
who was taking him round to show him the boundaries of
Bope land the former had bought—I believe 1,300 acres—
with the intention of starting a town and growing winter
vegetables, especially tomatoes. Wa invited them to
share our camp, both of them being immensely struck

- with our snug quarters. Very pleasant companions we
found them. They were anxious to catch a fish or two,
so we lent them a boat and one of our patent milk-can-
cum-bed-quilt spinners, and they shortly returned, having
hooked a good fish, which had broken the line.
Our Michigan friend was very enthusiastic about the

joys of camp life, and we sat up talking tiU well on to
midnight on various subjects, when we decided it was
time to turn in. His companion was no stranger to a
night in the woods and snored lustily as soon as his head
touched his pillow (our sack of oats), but no such luck was
in store for our Northern friend, who hardly slept a wink
all night. I expect he thinks more of civihzation now.
After breakfast next morning, having bade our guests

adieu, we took our last swim in Crooked Lake. We then
loaded up our boats and with deep regret turned our
horses' heads toward home, arriving without accident
soon after dark.
lean confidently recommend' such a trip to anyone

wanting a little change, but as to physical rest I don't

know that it's a success. My back and arms are still stiff

and sore with so much rowing, and I should have got
along much better with a cushion on the boat's seat. One
of my comrades advises me to warn every one who may
read this not to take such a trip in a shirt which buttons
up the back. His spine is one long blister. However, we
enjoyed ourselves heartily and intend going again—there
or elsewhere. R. F. B.

CANADIAN ANGLING NOTES.
The letters- of Eugene McCarthy and Kit Clarke, re-

cently published in your columns, were read here with
deep interest, and are justly considered as acts of justice
toward a game fish that has been by othei-s sadly mis-
understood or met under most unfavorable circumstances.
There is but little time left now to fight the ouananiche
this season, which closes, so far as he is concerned, on
Sept. 15, but just prior to that date tliere is always
splendid fishing in the Metabetchouan.
A large influx of anglers is expected at Lake Edward,

and in fact all through the Lake St. John country during
September, when the grandest trout fishing of the entire
year may be looked for, and red-bellied specimens of
fontinalis in their handsome spawning costume are freely
taken in favored localities up to 4 and 51bs. in weight.

Dr. C. M. Daniels, of Buftalo, N. Y. , and the party of
friends that accompanied liim up the Peribonca to Lake
Tschotagama, as described in my last letter, haveretvuned
home, after luring some very heavy fish in the northern
lake. Dr. Daniels also shot a large bear in the neck, but
the wounded animal managed to get away among the
rocks on the side of a mountain where he could not be
followed.

ilr. J. S, Mason, of Boston, who fiphed the end of
July with Dr. H. F. Hamilton, a chain of watei-s con-
necting Tschotagama, has returned to Lake St. Jolin,
from Boston, accompanied this time by Mr. M. E. Havi-
land, of New York, to endeavor to obtain some of the
same sport he had on his former trip. This time he has
ascended the Little Peribonca, intending to portage thence
into Lake Aleck, and down the stream of the same name
into the main Peribonca, The waters through which
they are passing are reported to be teeming witli trout.

Messrs. Amos Little and H. C. Butcher, of Philadelphia,
have recently arrived from their waters on the Meta-
betchouan, where, as usual, they secured a fine catch of
large trout.

Hon. D, A. McMillan, of Buffalo, N. Y. , has shot, under
government permit, three caribou at his camp on Lake
Edward.

Sir A. P. Caron, Postmaster General of Canada, has
had, recently, some splendid sport upon the trout pre-
serves of the Ouiatchouan Club, and the Peribonca has
afforded good sport to Dr. Oscar H. Holder, of Boston,
Dr. Dickinson, of New York, and ilr. Eobning.
Mr. Walter Brackett, the noted angler and fish artist of

Boston, returned about ten days ago from his fishing
lodge on the Marguerite, where he has spent the greater
part of the summer every year for the last eighteen years.
Mr, Brackett reports the salmon growing scarcer every
year in his stream, despite the work done by the Ta-
doussac hatchery, and much of this decrease is attributed
to the netting at the mouth of the river.
The sardine fishmg has been very abundant this month

at St. Andre Kamouraska and the canning factory there
is now in full operation. The scarcity of the fish in the
early part of the season is by some attributed to the
presence at that time in the river of an unusual number
of porpoises, and these have, no doubt, had their influence
too upon the salmon that usually frequent the rivers
emptying into the lower St. Lawrence and Gulf.
Wmslow Homer, the well-known American artist

whose picture of "Fox and Crows" appears in the August
Century Magazine, has been fishing the waters of the
Tourilli Club with marked success, accompanied by Com.
J . U. Gregory, of Quebec. E. T. D. Chambers,
Quebec, Aug. 81.

CAMPS OF THE KINGFISHERS.
Central Lake, Mich,, Aug, 23,—The Camp of the

Kingfishers broke up Aug. 23. In Platte Lake, on which
we camped, we found the bass fishing better than we ex-
pected, as also in Round and Little Platte. We had no
difllculty in supplying the camp. Our largest bass weighed
4flbs., Mr. Geo. C. Payne of Frankfort, Ky,, being "high
hook." Platte River is a fine trout stream, broad, swift
and sandy, so far as I have seen it, which is only a mile
or two from its mouth (at Platte Lake). It seems to be
lished a good deal, but we heard of some good catches of
large trout. The north branch of the Platte contains a
good many trout, but is much obstructed by timber, and
the use of the fly is out of the question, except for cranks.
A word about canvas boats. We had two, the Ben

Harrison, aKalamazco 16ft. canoe, the same we used last
year in Canada, I think this a gcoi craft after you get
it properly set up; which is not as easily or as rapidly
done as one is led to expect from the advertisements. I
believe, however, that a 12ft. canoe of the same model
would for our uses be much more satisfactory. There
should not be more than two persons in a boat for bass
fishing, and the 16ft. craft is too large—sits too high on
the water with such a load, and is too easily affected by
the wind. Its weight is also an objection on portages.
The Osgood boat was in use for the third season. Its

model is good and it is a capital sea-boat, and very steady.
The canvas covering however is wretchedly poor, and al-
though I am not unusually timid in a boat, I have seen so
many holes punched in this craft dming the last three sea-
sons, that I vvould not again venture to use it. The brass
bands around the gunwale strips amidships are also too
weak, and are giving out on both sides.

I have great faith in good canvas as a material for canoes.
I would sooner have trusted myself in the old "Kelpie"
than in a wooden boat of any description to run a danger-
ous rapid among rocks and snags, but this was because I
had thoroughly tested her, and knew that she could be
relied on.

I take great interest in canvas boats, and the more port-
able the better, but it seems unwise to sacrifice safety to
any ordinary consideration.
In closing these notes, I beg leave to express my thanks

to the officials of the Chicago & West Michigan and the
Toledo & Ann Arbor Railroads for courtesies which did
juuch to render agreeable and to lessen the discomfort of
the journey to and from our camping ground,

Keu'ie.

A UTTLE PROSE ABOUT BARNEGAT.
With all respect to the taste of your correspondent as

shown in his "Idyl of Barnegat" published in yom- issue
of Sept. 3, and without criticising his literary ability, it

seemed to me on reading his article that either he didn't
know half or he didn't tell half of the pleasures of that
quaint old city by the sea. He was satisfied with a little
evening fishing for blues in company with his favorite
Captain Peckworth, of the catboat Blinnie.
Did he never cast in the surf from North Beach for

"stripers?" He has yet time, for the next two months
will be the best of the year. Let him use shedder crab
or beach fleas, and if he does not get a new experience I
will have to go down and show him where they hang out.
They are there, lots of 'em. I got seven one day last fall,
that weighed over 801bs.
Did he ever think Boston mackerel were worth eating?

Lots of them in that quiet little bay between the light
house and the surf. He can use his trout tackle and have
lots of sport with them some day when he can't get out-
side.

Did he never try chumming for his bluefish? It beats
trolling, to my mind, in every way.
Did he ever find a day when there was not wind

enough for sailing? Let him try drifting for weakfish
just south of the bar. He will find them bigger there
than they used to be when he was a fish hog and caught
400 in one day in the bay.
He is right in loving that quiet, lonely village, but did

he ever see it when he could walk from there across the
bay on the ice? I staid a week on tlie "Clam Island" last
winter gunning. He can see the "Sedgmoor Hotel" if he
will row over, and if he will look I think he will see the
row of nails where we hung tip from day to day about
sixty fine ducks. I also bore away in triumph thtit trip
a magnificent Asiatic gull 5ft, 2ui. from tip to tip, and I
have it mounted and it hangs in my library now.
Even now, if he guns, he can bury in the sand on Sea

Dog shoal, and find excellent sport with the willet and
longlegs.
One thing more, if he wants to make another bluefish

match, let him say so. I am going there again this
season and will go with Captain Moree, and we'll catch
two bluefish to his one, trolling or chumming, or treat.

Billy.

"FOREST AND STREAM" PISHING POSTALS
Send us a postal card report of your own luck, your partner's lucl;

your neighbor'a luck, your fatTier-in-law's luck, ^nd—her luck.

MORRISTOWN, N, Y., Aug. 22.—Geo. Gerard, of Ogdens-
burg, and Dr. Finnegan, of Edwards ville, caught 15
black bass and 4 waU-eyed pike in one hom-'s time in Black
Lake. Total weight 471bs, Olato Caeron.

Attean Lake Reserve, Attean, Me., Aug. 31—Dr.
Louis L. Seaman, of New York city, has taken 15 brook
trout, largest B^lLs. Dr. F. W. Halsey, Boston, 100, larg-
est 3flbs. J. M. Bassett, Boston, 30, largest 4ilbs. Mrs.
J, M. Bassett's largest brook trout 41bs, M. H. Camp's
largest brook trout 6lbs. Ithamar Howe,

Steamer Al Foster, New York, Sept, 3.—We beg to
bring to your notice the extraordinary good fishing we
have had the past Thursday, Friday and Saturday on the
Cholera, Angler and S. W. banks. Sea bass from 2^ to
G^rlbs. and sea porgies from i to 41bs, Average per hook

,

about 20 fish; largest number caught on Thursday, 48;
Friday, 36, Capt, Al Foster.

Nets in Lake Champlain.

Syracuse, N, Y,, Aug. 26,—Last month I took an out-
ing at the north end of Lake Champlain, on the east side
of the lake called Mississquoi Bay, a part of the lake
where fishing used to be excellent, and I believe would
still be good and continue to improve if net fishing were
prohibited. The bay referred to extends into the Province
of Quebec, north probably five miles, and these waters as
well as those extending along the Vermont State side of
the line are the natural spawning grounds of the lake fish.

I understand that net-fishing has been carried on for a
number of yeai-s on the Canadian side of the lake, with
the knowledge and consent of the Dominion Government;
and I was told by a friend in St. Albans, that their State
Legislature granted licenses last season to certain parties
to take fish in Vermont waters with nets, and that during
the months of March and April this season, there were
taken through the ice with nets by these parties, and
shipped to Boston and New York markets, from seventy-
five to eighty barrels of all kinds of lake fish every day
for a period of about six weeks. I was told that one
fisherman cleared |1,500 in four weeks. C. R. W.

Two Fish on One Hook.
ScHKOON Lake, N. Y., Aug. 31.—Mr. Geo. W. Robin-

son, Jr., of Albany, N. Y., caught one bass S^-lba., and one
pickerel 31bs. on same fine and on same spoon-hook at
same time last Tuesday. O'Connor Bros.

California. Salmon.
U. S. Commission oe Fish and Fisheries, Baird, Shasta

County, Cal., Aug. 22.—Editor Forest and Stream: The
salmon spawning season opened here to-day with the taking
of 1(M,000 eggs. The eggs are very large and fine looking,
and the salmon are more numerous below the rack than
they have been for ten years. We have made several hauls
of three or four toas of salmon each. One striking peculi-
arity of the fishing this year is the unusual number of
enormously large male salmon. We have caught great
(juantities of males weighing between 40 andoOlbs., which
is a heavy weight for spawning fish of the Sacramento.

Livingston Stone.

The Forest and Stream is put to press each week on Tues-
day. Correspondence intended for publication should reach
us at the latest by Monday, and as much earlier aspracticable.
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F IXT U RES.
DOa SHOWS.

Sept. 11 to 15.—Toronto, Canada. G. A. Stone. SecV. Entries close
Aug. 31.

Sept. 19 to 22.—Mount Holly. N. J. H. I. Budd, Sec'y. Entries close
Sept. 11.

Sept. 19 to 22.—Rhode Island State Fair Ass'n at Narragansett Park,
Cranston. K. I. U C. Collins. Sec'y. Eutries close Sept. 4.

Sept. 2')-30.—Kansas Citv, Mo.
Sept. !i(J to 29 —Ottawa,"Canada. Alfred Geddes, SecV.
Oct. 3 to fi.—Minneapolis K. C, at Minneapoliii. H. T.Van Duster, Sec.
Nov. 2] to 24.- New Jersey K. L . at Newark. Dr. W. F. Seidler, Sec.
Dec. 12 to 15.—R, I. Poultry and Pet Stock Ass'n, at Providence.

FIELD TRIALS.
Sept. 4 —Northwestern Field Trial Club's second annual trials, Man-

itoba. Tbos. Johnson, Sec'y, Winnipeg.
Sept. 12.—Manitoba Field Trials Club^s Trials, Souris, Manitoba. E.

J. GallaugheJ-. S^c'y, Winnipeg.
Oct. 30.—National Beagle Club trials, at Nanuet, N. Y. Geo. Laick,

Tarrytowu, N, Y., Secretary.
Nov. 6.— United States Field Trials Club's Fall Trials, BickneU, Ind.

P. T. Madison, Sec'y, Indianapolis.
Nov. 7.—New Kngljind Beagle Club trials. W, S. Clark, Linden,

Mass., Secretary.
Nov, 7.—Iniernational Field Trial Club's Fourth Trials, Chatham,

Ont. W. B. Wells, Sec'y, Chatham.
Nov. 15.-Ohio Field Trial Club's Second Trials. Canton, 0. C. V.

I.,ellinger, Sec'y.
Nov. 20.—Eastern Field Trial Club's Trials, at Newton, N. C. Mem-

bers' Stake Nov. 16. W. A. Coster, Sec'y.

1894.

Jan, 39.—Southern Field Trial Club's Trials, New Albany, Miss. T.
M. Brumby, Sec'y, Marietta, Ga.
Feb. 19.—United States Field Trials Club's Spring Trials, Grand

Junction, Tenn. P. T. Madison, Sec'y, Indianapolis, Ind.

LEXINGTON DOG SHOW.
The members of the Blue Grass Keunel Club can con-

gratulate themselves on a very much improved show over
their flrat attempt in 1891. The building in which the show
was held, Aug. 30 to Sept 2, is quite a handsome one and
could hardly be better adapted for a hot weather show. At
no time, although the weather Avas trying outside, were the
dogs unduly atiected. There were many windows and the
floor is hard earth, and this being kept well sprinkled was
refreshingly cool for the dogs, which were benched most of
them a couple of feet above it. The building is that used by
the Tattersall Co. for their horse sales, and the stands for
buyers.in front of the auctioneer's desk were used for bench-
ing the terriers, so that one could see the whole show from
almost any part, the others being benched in wings at each
side.

One would not be doing his duty if attention was not
drawn to the haphazard manner in which the dogs were
benched and the go-as-yoti-please sort of way the dogs had
of putting on their tags. Many of the dogs sought variety
and did not corrfine themselves to their own cla>.ses and
breeds. When the anxious reporter would find a fox-terrier
among the collies, a Gordon among the Irish setters, and
this sort of thinu, while it added to the picturesqueness of
the show, it upset the harmony. But then how can one have
the heart to find fault when Roger Williams worked so hard
to straighten things out and please everybody. There was
hardly a foxhound with a number on it and it would have
taken a man gifted with clairvoyance to get a dog right that
had a wrong tag on and was in some other dog's place

—

"because he fights." There wa.s no division between the
dogs, but there were few fights. ' The floors were kept clean
and tidy and there was little smell. The feeding wa.s good,
Austin's dog biscuits being used mixed with soup, and
"Sanitas" was liberally applied on the smells.
The judging ring arrangements might have been much

better, a small ring being set up with a lath fence, when in
front of the building there was an open grass lot of a couple
of acres, and if judging had been done there and admission
charged at the gates, the public would have been attracted
in passing to and from the Fair that was going on in the race
.track grounds a short distance away. This will probably be
done next year. As stated, Roger Williams was the life of
the whole concern, and he went about his duties as he does
his judging—with his coat off. Geo. Hill was always there,
and it was not his fault if things got mixed sometimes. One
cannot argue with men who don t understand bench show
formalities, and don't want to. Among the other workers
were Treasurer Fred.V. Bartlett,Vice-President G. K. Boul-
den and Assistant Secretary A. C. Gutzeil. With the irreg-
ularity of benching there \vere necessarily numerous delays
in judging, bttt this, on the whole, was well done by IMessrs.
Davidson and Wheeler. There was .some grumbling by the
regulars in some cases, and we have drawn attention to the
cause in the criticisms of awards. The foxhound exhibit
was, of course, a feature, and their melodious voices were
often a welcome note in the untimeful barking of other dogs.
The attendance was better than in 1891, though far from

what it should have been, as the loca.1 papers did well by the
show. The club will probably have to shoulder a deficit,
though expenses were probably not very large. The entry of
hi>l will go a long way toward helping out, at 12.50 apiece.
Judging was concluded on Thursday afternoon. Among
those present were Dr. Sauveur, Dr. Hoyt, W. J. Porter, Al.
Kberhart, John Hawkes, A. B. Whitlock, Dr, Miller, H. L,
Groodman, J. Farley, Tom Blake, E. B. Elliott, B. F. J^ewis,
W, C. Goodwin, C. M. Carlin, W. Huffstetter, W. S. King,
Walker Brothers, Will Connors, J. Taylor Williams, .J. B.
Castleman, B. S. Coyle, J. W. Royster, Redd Brothers,
Bourbon Kennels, J. H. H. Maenuer, J. W. Walker, R. S.
Hatcher, and I think there were more local exhibitors than
at any other show I remember, and at the same time there
were more absent dogs—114in all. fill-. G. Perrin, chairman of
committee, also took a great interest in the show, and Dr.
Smith, the vet, although one or two escaped him, sent back
several dogs that failed to pass muster. The criticism of
awards follows.

Mastifi-'S {Frank C. WhcJer, Judge).—Ethel took care of
the challenge class, the only entry. In open dogs two very
ordinary dogs and one fairly good one turned up and the
latter won; his body is his worst feature; should be deeper;
his depth and squareness of muzzle is rarely excelled, skull
not volume enough in comparison, nice small ears, good
boue and legs, better than are generally met with; shown
thin. Chum, second, jmd Wafe, vhc, are both very poor,
but I thought Chum should have given place to Wafe, as the
hitter's head shows more mastiff character than the other,
which is a long, snipy, characterless one; inferior in body but
slraighterin front, as Wafe is somewhat bowed there; both
are local dogs. In the next class we saw a mastiff in every
respect, Minnie Beaufort, but she had no competition. Her
coat was out of order and her liindlegs are straight, otherwise
she lays over anything there. Therewas no kennel prize and
Minnie took the specials.

St. Beknards {Frank C. Wheeler, Judge )—No smooths
were shown, and in this we are surprised. Southern people
who desire to keep this breed should turn their attention to
the smooths, they will undoubtedly stand the heat much
better. The roughs never can hope to put on the coats they
should have. I was surprised to see Ch. Pliulimmon, Jr., on
the bench again, although a shadow of his former self, and
his always faulty expression is not improving any, still his
grand frame and excellent legs will always bnng him to the
front row. He was shown thin. In open dogs the winner,
Beresford. had no great victory over Mose, both are shelly iu

body, and with exception of a better muzzle tie winner has
no advantage over the others. The other entries, five, were
absent lo had a ramble in the bitch class, having only
Lady Challymeade and Lady Bute to dispose of, and this
she does easily in .skull, body, bone, action, etc. I like her
expression no better than I did at Chicago, it is still a trifle
Dully> li one could use such an expression, for a St. Bernard,
she had just weaned seven pups, but looked exceedingly
well. She afterward beat Pliulimmon, Jr., for special, and
this she, m the latter's present condition, can do. Lady
Challymeade, second, was out of coat, head is rather long
and should be broader and deeper throughout, a well-ribbed
bitch standing on good boned legs; Lady Bute is a plain-
headed shelly bitch; the card over Nellie might well have
been kept back, for she has a long, sour, mean head, siiipy,
and IS a sort of half-smooth, with good legs and fair body.
Dixie is all wrong and was nursing six pups who, judgiua;
by the smell in their neighborhood, will never see another
Blue-grass show. Beresford won again in novices, same
entries as open. There was no kennel prize, and lo won the
specials.
Great Danes {FranJc C. mieeler, Judge).—This show will

be known m hi.story as the only one this year where Impera-
tor and Melac came as near together as they probably ever
will do. They each posed on specially erected benches at
each side the entrance. Imperator did' not think it worth
while to compete; besides, a possible defeat might dull the
luster of that 'diamond" collar. Anyhow, Melac as usual
came to the .scratch, but he was anything but the Melac we
have seen on other days. He is in Nashville summer condi-
tion. His bones spoke for themselves. Imperator, on the
other hand, was a little too gross, but I never saw him look-mg healthier, and he is improved behind. Prof. Maenner, of
Baltimore, took a trip to the blue grass region and for com-
pany brought his new dog Moreau that is a nicely formed
dog from head back. He is not heavy, loin nicely arched,
good neck, legs in firont good, but hind should be more bent
in stifle; good .skull, but a little cheeky, and muzzle, while
well formed, is a trifle short. He is a nice type of dog, never-
theless. Jeff, second, I thought lucky; falls away behind,
flat lorn, throaty, plain muzzle and light eye. Norman, well
known, vhc, was beaten in condition by the second winner.
Caesar, yhc, is a big, coarse, heavy dog, with little to com-
mend him, bowed in front, throaty, etc., and did not deserve
his letters. Cumberland Kennels showed Zellah in the next
class and won; a rather plain lemon ice cream-colored bitch
that carries its tail faultily, curls it, is not true at elbows and
was shown fat, is straight behind and heavy in shoulders. I
thought Norinberger a better one, although faulty, in many
respects was in better condition and better head and body
Cumberland Kennels and Melac took all therewas in theway
of specials.

Newfoundlands {Frank C. Wheeler, .Judge).—One really
cannot agree with the decision here. The Cincinnati dog
Flora L. has not the slightest pretension to Newfoundland
form with the exception that she is black and not so curly as
some "Newfoundlands" I have seen. The Philadelphia dog
Carlo excels in head, boue, coat, legs and character, though
small and far from a good one. The other is snipy, long-
headed, sour expression, light bone and a mixed coat. Carlo
was said to have been lame when shown, but was not at all
so the next day, whtreas Flora could not put one foot down.
Jack Shepard, the only entry in bloodhounds, was absent
KnssiAN Wolfhounds {Job ii Davidson, Judqe).—A glance

at the catalogue gave promise of a fine di.splay'in these dogs,
but with nine of the Seacroft eutries ab.9entj Danieheft", be-
longing to Mr. Williams, was the only one of the race to
show up. He was dead out of coat, but is a rather well-
formed dog, straight in front, hardly depth enough of chest
for the breed, good quarters and nice scimitar stern; he looks
more of a bitch than a dog at present.
Deeeuounds {Jo iu Davidson, .Judge).—Old champion

Olga seemed delighted to hear her name in familiar greeting
in this far-oft" country. She was not looking tiptop m coat
but ragged. Bruar II. is a strong, nice-made hound; good
coat; he had no competition. In bitches, Lassie Jean out
of coat, shelly in body, not true in front, a sort of "seen-
better-and-seen-worse" dog, upheld the breed for Lexington
and Mr. WilUams The kennel prize did not fill, and Olga
won the special.
Greyhounds (Jo?in Davidson, Judge).—Master Rich did

not fill his engagement in the challenge class. Open do^s
.saw a big, well-made dog in Cheeky, said to be a half brother
to Young Fullerton, to the fore. He is heavy in shoulders
and wide in chest, but well ribbed and strongly made
throughout. The second prize winner is light iu loin and
not ribbed up enough, front good, but quarters fall away
too much, and ke should have more bend of stifle. Ingleside
vhc, I think was lucky to get one more letter than Jim Crow'
as the former is a plain dog, out at elbow, big, heavy ears'
badly carried, a dog of little character. Jim Crow, while he
could do with more rib and is line in muzzle and does not
stand square enough in front, is a better dog than Ingleside,
and especially so behind, where he is very good. The ladies'
division introduced us to a capital bitch and one that is sure
to place herself high iu the records in any company; her toes
might be a little closer and muzzle slightly stronger, and
that is about all the faulc one can find, beautiful ribs, spread
of quarters, nicely placed shoulders and forelegs li'ke gun
barrels; she could do with just a little more substance
throughout, though a bigger bitch than Bestwood Daisy.
Miss, second, loses con.siderably to the winner, and especially
in condition, being with whelp. Minnehaha, vhc, is a rather
nice bitch, nearly all white, a little straight behind, but
body, ribs and quarters are commendable, should be stronger
in pasterns. Nellie, he, loses in fore parts and ribs especially.
Kennel prize did not till and Maid Marion won the specials
easily.

Foxhounds {John David-son, Judge).—It requires con-
siderable nerve to come down to Lexington and judge these
hounds. There are several packs around the city and natur-
ally each ardent hunter thinks his the very choicest. How-
ever, Mr. Davidson was very urbane and diplomatic, and if
he didn't please everyone he was so nice about it that no one
took offense, though the man from Michigan talked quite
some. Someone .said there was a special electric car waiting
to waft the judge up to Manitoba directly the judging was
over, but this must have emanated from Some jealous brain
as Mr. D. has distinctly stated that he fears nothing with
hair on it. However, to get down to business. Modest Girl
was alone in challenge class, and wa.s soon disposed of. Not
so the open class for dogs where there were thirty-six entries
and but four absent. These were judged in the grass in-
closiire behind the stables, and the sight would have charmed
the heart of any man however inexperienced he might be in
the world of sport. After the line up and the walk round.
Commodore, Kit, Frank II

,
Sam, and Prank were drawn

out of the ruck, and finally the ribbon fell to Commodore, a
nice type of American hound, good legs and feet, hardly rib
enough, and a bit long cast, but excellent action and car-
riage of stern; Kit, second, I think excels the winner in
body, but is not by any means so good in head^ being very
snipy, good bone, forelegs and feet, but' faulty in hocks; re-
serve to Frank, a hound more on the English type, and
judged iu that direction the best iu the lot; good running
gear, excellent body, and beautiful feathery carriage of
stern. He is a light English type of hound; as the cla.ss
was, I suppose, for American type the ^vinners were correct.
Frank II., fi-om the Bourbon Kennel, had he a better muzzle,
is a well made hoimd all round with excellent hound expres-
sion. Among the commended lot I liked Bob of the Redd Bros,
pack; he is a nice type of hound, though hardly rib enough,
and should be better bent in stifle. Sam, of the Covle pack,
has good legs and feet, but is faulty in head and body, and

s more of a shaggy hound than any of friend Wiitlock's.A lot of just ordinary hounds received cards that it would
be useless to particularize.
The bitch class was a, hot one, and the entries numbered

thirty-six, too, with few absentees. The judge soon sorted
out Patsey Powell, Swift, Fanchon and Fannie Gay, and
after considerable work placed Patsey Powell, a queer name
for a bitch, first. Strictly speaking this decision is not con-
sistent, as this bitch is built on all fours with Frank, of the
Strodes Valley Kennels, and is not of the same type as the
second bitch from same pack, which is built more after the
style of the ^vinner in dogs. If the decision is correct, and I
see no reason why it should not be, as she comes nearer the
only standard there is for foxhounds, the English one, then
Frank should have won in open dogs. The winning bitch is
a capitally-made one and may be defined as Euerlish type on
lighter lines. Swift., second, also from the Strodes Valley
pack, is fine in muzzle, but in running gear cannot be beaten,
but loses in bone and substance to the winner, who is also
better ribbed. Fanchon, reserve, is light throughout, but
typical of the native hound; would do with more rib and
substance. Fannie Gay, vhc, is also a nice, typical hound
that well deserved her letters, if not more, as she is better
ribbed than Fanchon and equally as good elsewhere. Among
the two-lettered ones I liked Dolly, a black and tan hound, a
little big in eye and straight-faced, but back of this is a well-
made hound that looks like getting to the front. Topsy has
a very pleasing expression tiioua;h head should have more
stop and toes should be closed; a nice, all-round hotmd all
the same. The rest of those mentioned deserved cards, but
in many cases they were far from good on theii- puas: they
run to snipy heads, feet are open and ribs, which should have
a mce swell, were in many cases as flat as a board.
In the special for best hound the judge showed his prefer-

ence for the English type in placing Patsey Powell over Com-
modore, and the division was right if the proper build of a
hound is considered. For best pack Strodes Valley Kennel
Club had a clear lead, for while they had a few culls, after
these were out they were a pretty sorty lot and more of
them than any other exhibit. There were novice dog and
bitch classes, but the awards all through were the same as
in the open. The puppies one need not say much about,
they were all three locals from Mr, Coyle's pack. Taken in
all the show of hounds was better than in 1893, there seemed
to be a more uniformity of type, the weedy ones having
been kept at home. A few more shows here will do a lot of
good for the foxhound, as far as type and good looks go,
these questions evidently not having been considered here-
tofore from a bench show point of view. Of course, this
will all depend on the judges, who must not be chosen in
any haphazard way. For instance, Redstone, the last show
winner, was nowhere this time and is distinctly as stated
then, not right type, he partakes more of the old Southern
hound, with bloodhound characteristics.
Shaggt Fox-hounds {John Davidson, Judge).—Mr. Whit-

lock showed ten of these hounds, but the old sajang "WTiat'a
in a name?" does not apply herein its usual sense, for with-
out this name these dogs would have to go into the regular
classes. Some of them were as smooth as pointers. The
strain has been bred over thirty years by this kennel and the
roughness has evidently worn off. Clara II. , that won at last
show, had matters to herself in challenge class; hindlegs are
a bit straight, otherwise she is a likely type, with the best
head iu the strain. Ormonde won in dogs; he beats Wallace
in head; not so straight-faced, better loin and ribs. Rip,
vhc, is beaten in muzzle, body and hindlegs. Pansey, the
winning bitch, is a fair type of native hound that should be
truer set in feet and thicker through the pads; snipy in muz-
zle, good body, but short of coat. Whitey is open in feet and
should have more stop; otherwise a fairly well-built hound.
Fury, vhc, should be closer in toes and not turn them out,
but is more of the shaggy than any of them. White Eyes,
he, has what her name denotes, and this oddity runs through
the whole pack, originating from the Ben Robertson strain,
introduced to the keunel thirty years ago. White Eyes is a
nicely built hound, but a little out at elbow, has a nice head
of Clara's stamp, and though toes not close enough, should
have had more recosnition.

Pointers {John Davidson, Judge).—T'heve were some fine
dogs here, Glamorgan being the only challenge representa-
tive, and was shown in anything but his usual bloom; hair off
ears and red skin behind. Open dogs saw the Indianapolis
winner. Rush of Lad, again to the front; his head is plain;
is throaty, but his legs and body are always to be considered.
Admiration, that was described at Philadelphia, came next;
better head than winner, but not .so good in hindlegs. Krupp,
reserve, is too heavy in brow and cut out before the eye, is
fairly commendable in body and legs, but his neck should be
cleaner. Hugh has a good set of legs, and body all right, but
head faulty, light eye, and has a piece off his tail, but be-
tween this dog and Judge II. we are uncertain, as numbers
were mixed, and we may have seen the wrong dog. Open
bitches had Kent's Pearl, whom diligent search failed to
find, but she was shown at Indianapolis. Verra, second, is
faulty in feet and pasterns; head would be good if it had
more stop and was squarer in muzzle; eye should be darker;
nice body. Nellos deserved her letters; muzzle should be
squarer and front better, but a fair one all round neverthe-
less. Pride of Kent has a light, shelly body, crooked fore-
legs ahd a stary, full eye; she also won'iu puppies. John B.
Castleman had the only kennel, and Rush of Lad came in
for specials.
English Setters {John Davidson, .At(Zge).—There were no

challenge entries. In open dogs there were thirteen entered,
but some were absent. A strong, vigorous-looking, heavily-
built dog in Worsley Dude, from Harry Northwood's kennel,
just won from Paul Hill. Dude has a head somewhat on the
Count Howard order; he stands a bit bowed in front some-
times and is a Uttle throaty; otherwise good. Paul Hill has
a capital head and expression, though eye shows haw too
much; might be straighter in fore bone, though better in
front than winner, but not so well-ribbed. The well-known
Benzine came in for reserve. Buckeye Ben has a plain head,
with a big eye showing haw considerably, good bone and
front, but should be deeper in chest and more bent in stifles.
Sport, he., is very plain-faced. Cal, c, is leggy and has a
long, snipy head, no ribs to swear by, and is a plain dog all
through. In bitches, Flight of Riverview shows a lot of
quality, hardly clean enough in neck, and had she a better
swell of rib little fault could be found with her, as her legs
and feet pass muster. LadyRoderigo is a fairly well-formed
bitch without any glaring faults, muzzle might to advantage
be a little squarer. Nora Gladstone, vhc, has a rather com-
mon head and ears should hang better, in body and ribs she
is excellent. Lady Howard, whom 1 should have mentioned
as reserve, has a good profile, but head too narrow through-
out, shows quality, and is well up with the winner in body,
legs and coat, and shows more character than the second
winner. Lucy M. is a commoner. There were six absent in
this class and thirteen entries. Flight of Riverview took the
specials. The show of this breed was not so Kood as that of
1891

IRISH Settees (John Davidson, Judge).—Ivish setters
were poor as a class in 1891, but this time there was little to
complain of in this respect when the Seminole Kennels
showed their strength. They of course supplied the chal-
lenge entries with champion Tim, the winner, and Pride of
Patsy in dogs and Eifreda in bitches; Laura B. was entered,
but absent. Tim never looked better, considering his age. In
open dogs the two juniors. Blarney, Jr., and Montauk, Jr.,
and Young Tim fought it out again, and the decision was
as at Wlssahiekon with regard to the first two, Young Tim
coming in between. The Seminole dogs were well shown;m tact all through Will Connors had his dogs in excellent
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shine and finish for summer wear. Klldare Beverly came in
for reserve; these are all well-known dogs and need no de-

tailed description. Seminole, Jr., got he; he was at Wissa-
hickon, and Seminole Blarney was c; they do to fill xip, but
not to win with. In bitches the well-known Delphinne
.scored over Forest Moss, a bitch with rather a good head,
and well shown, good color, a little faulty in hocks. Lady
Cleveland is another we have repeatedly spoken of before;

she is small, of good color, but head plain and short. Biddy,
of the Seminole lot, is a taking little bitch, typical in head,
feet might be truer set, but good bone, and when furnished
in body will prove a winner. Nellie M. is very throaty, but
has a good head, bit strong, good body and color, a little

straight in hocks, should have beaten Molly and had two
more letters at least; her coat needs attention. Biddy won
nicely in bitch puppies over Lady Sarsfield, better front and
head; she has just had a litter and lost them all through dis-

temper, they were by Elcho, Jr. , II. Seminole won the ken-
nel prize.
Gordon Settees (John Davidson, Judge).—Aloetter show

of these dogs than last time. Ivanhoe, Duchess of Waverly
and Lady Waverly furnished the challenge entries, and were
placed in their classes as named. Lady Waverly was out of
coat. In dogs it only took half an eye to see that Heather
Lad, shown m the pink of conditioni^ was a,n easy first over
the coarse-headed Duke of Wellington, and is also much
better in tan; he afterward beat Ivanhoe for the special.

Dr. Dixon farmed the bitch class with Princess Lonise and
Katherine, and of course took the kennel prize, and with the
Duchess of Waverly the special for best in show.
Collies (Franli G. Wheeler, Judge).—The challenge class

brought out The Squire, Sir Walter Scott III. and Roslyn
Dandy, so it will be inferred that the collie display was
much in advance of that in 1891. Of course The Squire,
being in good condition and boasting a pretty good coat for
this time of yea.r, was rightly placed first, beats Sir Walter
in head, ear, 'size, bone and carriage of stern. In challenge
bitches Metchly Surprise, always the same, blow hot or cold,

took the prize. In open dogs' the struggle for first lay be-

tween Curzon and Chesterford Hero, neither were in condi-
tion, but Curzon beats the other in size, head, especially in
length between eye and ear, and bone, both light in body
and Hero has an advantage in coat and quarters; Royal
Monarch, reserve, is coarse in head and not correctly formed
in body; Mack, vhc.,Icould not find; old Meadowthorpe
Reality was also shown and got vhc. He is a relic of the
"Scotch" Baillie Lexington venture. Chesterford Marvel,
shown for kennel only, is a more likely dog than Hero that
seems to have not recovered from his spring set-back.
In bitches Bertha II. won nicely from Chesterford Lilly, a

nearly all white bitch; dips in back and long cast; head fairly

food, though cheeky; in nice coat. Crissie, vhc, is well
nown. Mattie, reserve, is rather round and full in skull;

ears hang down, but she is good in body, coat and legs. I
thought Stonehurst Lassie could have had another letter;

she has excellent legs; feet could be better; nice body, but
coat soft and short; ears are not as good as they might be,
either. Chesterford, late Maud Marion, is open in toes,

faulty body and only moderate head. Max, a son of Squire
Scott, won in puppies, is flat-ribbed, big ear, too much brow
and altogether was lucky. Seminole Kennels took the ken-
nel prize withoutmuch trouble, beating Chesterford Park's in
condition and uniformity of type.
Spaniels (John Davidsoii, Judge).— There were several

entries in Irish waters, but Trouble was the only one that
looked like one; he is well known. The other prizes were
withheld. No Clumbers shown, and Roderic Dhu was the
only field spaniel, but entered as a cocker. He is a fat, wavy-
coated animal, with a heavy, coarse head, fairly good in legs
and body.
There was one entry in challenge cocker dogs—Bendigo,

who has made his winnings in the West lately; he was well-
shown, but is heavy and coarse in head for a cocker, and
light in eye. The winner in open dogs was the well-known
Pickpania, who beat Brantford Rufus in all but depth of
body, the latter dog, a red, being snipy, and heavy in brow,
and shown fat; the other two entries were absent. In bitches
Lady Dufferin won; she is cut out too much before eye, skull
good, well ribbed, legs all right. Second went to Cherry
Blossom, a nice little red, faulty in muzzle. Stella G-.,

vhc, is too long cast, nice front. The winning puppy, Con-
stance, is throaty; long in body and scarcely true enough at
elbows. Concord Kennels took the kennel prize.
Poodles {Frank C. Wheeler, Judge).—There were only

two classes of these provided at first, but when shown they
were divided into French and Russian. In the former divi-
sion Parisian, nicely shown, had no competitor, he is a little

long in loin, good head and ears. In bitches, the winner.
Queen Zip, is promising. In corded dogs the winner turned
up in Black Jack, a fairly well corded dog, short in muzzle.
Czar 11. is very narrow in front. Corded bitches saw Czarina
once more a winner, droops too much in quarters, fair bone
and cords.

Bull-Tekbiers {Frank 0. Wheeler, Judge).—There were
several entered but few chosen. Crisp, the Chicago dog, get-
ting cheeky, won hands down fi'om a ligliter weight dog,
with too much stop and a bully head, bad feet and in any-
thing but show shape; prize should have been withheld. The
other entries were of the business order. Bitches had for
winner Lady Velmer, a rather nice one, though stop too de-
fined and muzzle short, good legs and body, but coarse tail.

Countess of Duft'erin, looking well, came next; betterin head
than winner. Puppy prizes withheld.
There was one so-called Boston terrier shown and it was

given first, Mr. Davidson judging by request.
Dachshund entries from Mr. Loeiller were absent.
Beagles {John Davidson, Judge).—This is evidently not a

beagle country, as all the entries came from the North. In
challenge dogs, Doctor, looking well, placed another win to
his credit. Open dogs had three entries. The winner, Mr.
Winkle, has been described before; he has a sweet head and
ear, elbows might be truer and body shorter. King, second,
I was not certain about, as he was not in his proper place.
Tony Weller II. is not correct type, a long-cast, weedyhound,
his forelegs are the best part. In bitches, Snowflake won
over Jennie Lind, the latter being shown too fat. The win-
ner was locked in its box, bein^ in season. Jennie has a nice
head, but body should be a little shorter. Bessie, vhc, is

very weedy and shows very little type, and takes very lit-

tle after her parents. Oakview Jennie is another of the
same sort; bad front. Oakview Kennels took the kennel
prize, and Mr. Winkle the special, though Doctor runs him
close.

Fox-Tekrieks {Frank C. Wheeler, Judge).—A formidable
entry of fifteen appeared in the catalogue, but what with
absentees and bad ones, the judge's task was not so difficult.
Grouse H. was absent from challenge class. Open dogs had
Lansdowne Poverina, an improving dog, an easy winner; he
was at Wissahickon and beats My Fellow in neck and
shoulders, and the way he showed himself; it was reported
this dog is deaf, but as he was kept locked in his box we did
not verify the rumor. Ginger, reserve, is too straight-faced,
body a bit long cast, open in feet, though straight ia front.
Woodale Driver pushes him close, a little full in skull and
wide in front, good legs, body and hind parts; ears well
carried. George Bell, vhc, was not in the usual fine con-
dition that we find his illustrious namesake; he is a likely
terrier though, capital body, good legs and feet and fair
head, in condition would be higher up. Spot and Helvoii*
Toaster, each vhc, are not the sort; Toaster is thick in skull,
straight in hocks, but good forelegs and body; Spot is also
faulty in head properties, round in skull, light shelly body
and out at elbow.
Bitches had another large entry of fifteen, Itub poor as a

class, the winner turning up in Flurry, not at all a crack,
straight face, poor front and long in body, that is if I got the
right one, and I think I did, but as the fox-terriers were
benched and numbered it was a matter of great difiiculty
to get the right ones right if the owner was not on hand.
Gyp, second, has little to commend her. Tartars, reserve,
is coarse in skull and heavy in front, nice body, but was
lame. Friday, vhc, is a poor, weedy sort that I am surprised
her owner should waste the entry fee over. Miss Victory,
he, is fat, too much brow, full in eye and wide in front; let-

ters on such terriers as these are an insult to the good ones.
Belvoir Toaster, winning in novices, shows what the rest
were like—a poor lot. Columbian Kennels showed the win-
ning puppy, Brisk, but its record will never be a big one.
The bitch winner was Flurry, already mentioned. Colum-
bian Kennels won the kennel prize, and the Lansdowne dog
was far away the best in show.
Irish Terriers {Fra,nli C. Wheeler, Judge).—G&\tees, the

winner in challenge class, is familiar to all , while Ben Lewis
showed the winning dog Mick, one of the terriers that is

called an Irish terrier for the lack of a better name. In
bitches Mary Jane is only a moderate one.
Slte Terriers {Frank C. Wheeler, Judge).—Sir Stafford

once more proved his superiority, for the other terrier, one
Sir Thomas, in open dogs, is not up to his form by any
means, though his son; is small and not so good in head as
hemight be. Yorkshire terriers were poor, mixed in color.
Black and Tan Terriers {Frank G. Wheeler, Judge).—

With the exception of Broomfield Sultan there was not a
good one here, and it is wonderful how this dog keeps in
.shape with the knocking round he gets during the year, these
terriers being proverbially difficult to keep right in this
respect. Rochelle Oolah, a big coarse dog, won in dogs; he
is not flat enough in skull. In bitches IVIr. Elliott took first

and second, with Rochelle Mab and Betsy, two big, coar.se
bitches; Mab better in head, but Betsy beating in tan mark-
ings. Bloomfield Madge, vhc, is a better shaped one, but
faulty in head and tan. Chesterford Park Kennels took the
kennel prize with a half toy, Billy Button, devoid of hair, to
make up. Two fair little toys, as they go, were shown and
rightly placed. Campbell & Blake showed a couple of whip-
pets, Ben and Winnie, both well formed ones.
Pugs {Frank C. Wheeler, Judge).—Fifty entries in pugs,

we believe, just about caps the record. The challenge class
for dogs was a good one, with Sprake, Bob Ivy and Cashier,
and the former's advantage in ear, body and general type
could not be denied, and he won, while champion Midget
took the prize for her sex. Bo-Peep II. and champion Judy
III. were absent. In open dogs there were eleven entries and
Patsy Bolivar scored neatly; he was in great shape and is an
improving dog, has about the best curl we over saw, nice,
cobby body, good legs and feet, might be straighter set on.
but toenails correct color, might be fuller in skull, but
wrinkle and muzzle and ears are good. Little Jewel, well-
known, came next; he loses in body, head and curl to the
other. Douglas II

,
reserve, loses much in head and ear.

Happy Toby had gone home early, contrary to the rules; this
Dan McGinty should have had a card for his fairly good
head and straight forelegs. Mabel E., a nicei.sh stamp, won
in bitches, her feet are open and turn out, and muzzle should
be shorter, deeper and squarer, nice body, trace and curl.
Lady Verne, from same kennel, has a nice square muzzle,
fair skull and ear, but is coarse in coat, feet crooked, good
curl. Lady, vhc, is only ordinary; six were absent in this
class. Sir Douglass won in novice dogs, excellent wrinkle,
but bit frog-faced, deep, short body and nice curl, big in ear,
Chesterford Punch is long in muzzle, fair wrinkle and skull,
but ears not well carried and turns feet out. In bitches
Lady Verne took the prize, followed by La Belle Senora,
small-faced, faulty in ear and not a level-topped one. Lady
Venus, from same kennel, is big in ear and body, half curl,

food bone, fair wrinkle. Colleen Bawn should keep her ears
own, nice front, but head too small. Some fair pups were

shown, Seminole Banker II. winning in dogs and Lady in
bitches. Eberhart Kennels about farmed these classes, and
while they have got bodies and tails much improved, should
now pay attention to shortness and squareness of muzzle
and more volume of skull. Eberhart took the kennel prize.
Italian Grethounds {Frank C. Wheeler, Judge). —Quite

a nice exhibit of these, the well-known Lavender being the
only challenge representative, Byron won in dogs without
competition, his skull is too full and round and is too much
cut out before the eye, but otherwise a nicely-made dog, Dr,
Hoyt also won in bitches with the well-known Trixie and
Infanta; Trixie, while better in legs and .size than the other,
loses to Infanta in head. Dr, Hoyt and Mr, Mack divided
the puppy prizes with Infanta and lona, A fair Mexican
hairless won without turning a hau", though quite large
enough. The Colored Preacher won in Scotch terriers; out of
coat and the only one shown. H. W, Lacy,

LIST OF AWARDS.
MASTIFFS.—Challenge— 1st, B. F. Lewis's Ethel.—Open—Dops.'

1st, Albert Geis's Webster Judge; ad, E. T. Warner, Jr.'s Clum Very
high com., Frank G. Ott's Wafe. Bitches: 1st, Launcelot Young-
husband's Minnie Beaufort.

ST. BEENABDS.—RoDGH-CoATED—Challenge—1st, Gustave Fox's
Ch. Plinlimmon, Jr.

—

Open—Dog's.* 1st, George K, Boulden's Bei'es-
ford; 2d, P. B. Bartlett's Mose. Bitches: 1st, J. B. Lewis's lo; 2d,
Lewis Finch's Lady Challymede. Reserve, I. L. Amberg's Lady Bute.
High com., John Price's Nellie and Henry Kruse's Dixie.

—

^Novice—1st.

George K. Boulden's Beresford; 2d, F. V. Bartlett's Mose. High
com.. Henry Kruse's Dixie.

GREAT DANES.—OHALLENaE—1st, Cumberland Kennels' Melac —
Open—Dogs: Ist, J. H. H. Maenner's Moreau; 2d, Dr. L. A. Ander-
son's Jeff. Very high com., Cumberland Kennels' Norman and H.
Eugene Leigh's Csesar. Bitches: 1st, Cmnberland Kennels' Zellah;
2d, George W. Schenk's Norinberga.

NEWFOUNDLANDS.-lst, Martin Simon's Flora L,; 2d, Phil J.
Walsh's Carlo,

BARZOIS.—1st, Rookwood Kennels' Danicheff.

DEERHOTJNDS,—Challenge—1st. W, Howie Muir's Olga,—Open—
Dogs: 1st, W. Howie Muir's Bruar II. Bitches: 1st, RooJrwood Ken-
nels' Lassie Jean.

GREYHOUNDS.—OPEN-Doffs.' 1st, Phil J. Walsh, Jr.'s Cheeky;
2d, Hamilcon Scott's Sir Roger. Very high com.. Hart Gibson. Jr.'s
Ingleside. High com,, Levi Crow's Jim Grow. Bitches: 1st, Rook-
wood Kennels' Maid Marion; 2d, J. N. Gregg's Miss. Very high com.,
S. C. Lyne's Jlinnehaha. High com., Bryan Pewitt's NelUe. Com.,
Matt Ohver's Nellie, Piippies: Matt Ohver's Nellie.

FOXHOUNDS.—Challenge—1st, A. L. Goodwin's Modest Girl.—
Ovv,s—Dogs: 1st, J. M. Downing's Commodore; 2d, WiUiam Iluft-
stetter's Kit. Reserve, Strodes Valley Kennel Club's Frank. Very
high com.. Bourbon Kennels' Frank U. and B. .S. Coyle's Sam. High
com., Redd Bros.' Riley and Bob, Strodes VaUey Kennel Club's
Stranger and Rockcastle, Bourbon Kennels' Redstone, and B. S.

Coyle's Ball and Olive. Com., Redd Brothers' Simple Simon, Strodes
Valley Kennel Club's Trip, Speed and Dillard, and Bourbon Kennels'
Rare. Bitches: 1st, 2d, very high com., high com., and com., Strodes
Valley Kennel Club's Patsey Powell, Swift, Fannie Gay, Peri, Slipper
and Betsy. Reserve, very high com., high com. and com.. Redd Bros.'
Fanchon, Flossy, Dolly, Topsy, Lajoya and Maid Marian. High com.,
and com.. Bourbon Kennels' Ida, Nightly aad Nancy. High com.,
Woodson Royster's Sugar. Com., F. W. Samuels's Fannie and B. S.

Coyle's Alice, Novice awards the same as in open classes. Pcjppies—
Dogs: 1st, B. S. Coyle's Bunton. Bitches: 1st, B. S. Coyle's Lil.

POINTERS.—Challenge—Do(7.s.- 1st, R. A. Riddle's Glamorgan.—
0pm—Dogs: 1st, A. F. Hoehwalt's Lad of Rush; 2d. ,1. H. Wiaslo w's Ad-
miration. Reserve, John B. Castleman's Kt upp Vei"y high com.,
George Land's Judge. High com., J. H. Laws's Hugh. Com., J. L.
Barkeley's Duke. Bitches: 1st, F. W. Kuehn's Kent's Pearl; 2d and
very high com., John B. Castleman's Verra and Nellos. High com.,
E. S. Fishback's Pride of Kent. Fvppies—Bitches: 1st, E. S. Fish-
back's Pride of Kent.

"ENGLISH SETTERS.—Open—Dog's.' 1st. Harry Northwood's Wors-
ley Dude; 2d, J. Taylor Wilhams's Paul Hill. Reserve, W. C Down-
ing's Benzine. Very high com., E. S. Fishback's Buckeye Ben. High
com., Ben Kenny's Sport. Com,, H. C. McDowell's Cal. Bitches: 1st,

J.Taylor Williams's Flight of Riverview: 2d, Felix Lowry & Cc's
Lady Roderigo. Reserve, C. H. Corbett's Lady Howard. Very high

com., Dr. Littleton's Nora Gladstone. High com,, MiSs B. Murray's.
LucyM, Puppies: 1st, Thos, Morgan's Maggie R,

IRISH SETTERS.—Challenge—Dogs,' 1st and reserve, Seminole
Kennels' champion Tim and Pride of Patsy, Bitches: 1st, Seminole
Kennels' Elfreda.—Open—Dojrs.' 1st, Townsend Sharpless's Blarney,
Jr.

; 2d, very high com., high com, and com., Seminole Kennels' Young
Tim, Mantauk, Jr., Seminole, Jr., and Seminole Blarney. Reserve, W.
L. Washington's Kildare Beverly, Bitches: 1st and very high com,,
Seminole Kennels' Delphine and Biddy; 2d, Walter Shaw's Forest
Moss. High com,, B. F. Lewis's MoUy. Com., Luzboro Kennels' NelUe
M.—Novice—1st, Seminole Kennels' Biddy; 3d, Jos. C, Richards's Lady
Sarsfield.

GORDON SETTERS,—CHALLBNGE—Dogs,' 1st, Dr, S. G, Dixon's Ivan-
hoe, Pup2nes: 1st and reserve. Dr. S. G. Dixon's Duchess of Waver-
ley and Lady Waverley.—Open—Doos; 1st, J. R. Oughten's Heather
Lad; 2d, Dr. S. G. Dixon's Duke of Wellington. Bitches: Ist and 2d,
Dr. S. G. Dixon's Princess Louise and Katherine.

IRISH WATER SPANIELS.—Challenge—1st, E. G. Itok'S TrquMe.
—Open—Prizes withheld.

COCKER SPANIELS.—CHALLENGK—Dog.s.' 1st, C. Backus'a Bendigo.
—Open—Dogs: 1st and ad. Concord Cocker Kennels' Pickpania and
Brantford Rufus. Bitches: 1st and very high com,. Concord Ctocker
Kennels' Lady Dufferin and Stella Q.—Pvppi^s—Bitches: 1st, C.
Backus's Lady Constance; 2d, Seminole Kennels' Cherry Blossom,

COTJ.TES—Challenge-Dogs,' Ist, Seminole Kennels' The Squire,
Bitches: Ist, Seminole Kennels' champion Metchly Surprise.-Open—
Dogs: 1st, Seminole Kennels' Curzon; 2d, Chesterford Park Kennels'
Chesterford Hero. Reserve, Sfminole Kennels' Royal Monarch. Very
high com., A. Christiman's Mack. Bitches: 1st, reserve and very high
com., Seminole Kennels' Bertha H., Mattie and Criasie; 2d, Chesterford
Park Kennels' Chesterfield Lilly. High com., Seminole Kennels' Stone-
hurst Lassie and Chesterford Park Kennels' Chesterford.—Pm^pins

—

Dogs: 1st, W. Metcalf, Jr.'s Max.

POODLES—CHALLENGK—lst, L. H. Biddle's Beri.—Fhench—Open—
Dogs: 1st, R. S. Hatcher's Parisian; 2d, Dr. S. G. Dixon's Czar II.

Bitches: 1st, Eberhart Pug Kennels' Queen Zip.—Russian—Dogs.' 1st,

Mrs. R. J. Carter's Black Jack. Bitches: 1st, Dr. S. G, Dixon's
Czarina,

BULL-TERRIERS.— Dogs; 1st. Luzboro Kennels' Crisp: 3d, M.
Graves's Turk. Bitches: 1st, Lansdowne Kennels' Lady Velmer; 2d,
Wm. J. Bryson's Countess of Dufferin.

—

Puppies—Dogs.' Prizes with-
held.
BOSTON TERRIERS.— 1st, E. L. Graves's Susie.

BEAGLES.—Challenge—Dog's.' 1st, B. F. Lewis's Doctor.—Open—
Dogs: 1st and Very high com., Oakview Kennels' Mr. Winkle and
Tony Weller; 2d, C. A. Parktason's King. Bitches: 1st and high com.,
Oakview Kennels' Snowflake and Oakview Jennie; 2d, C. A. Parkin-
son's Jennie Lind. Very high com., B. F. Lewis's Bessie.

FOX-TERRIERS.—Dogs.' 1st, Lansdowne Kennels' Lansdowne Pov-
erina; 2d, T. C. Ouelette's My Fellow. Reserve, Columbian Kennels'
Ginger, Very high com., Cumberland Kennels' George Bell,W. F. Por-
ter's Woodale Driver, H. Lackman's Spot L., Dr. G. F. Snider's Bel-
voir Toaster. Bitches: 1st and reserve, Columbian Kennels' Flurry
and Tartaress; 2d, W. Bain's Gyp. Very high com., H. T. Foote's Fri-
day. High com.. Dr. G, F. Snyder's Miss Victor. Com., W. R. Mil-
ward, Jr.'s Scarsdale Folly.—NovrcE—lst, Dr. G. F. Snyder's Belvoir
Toaster; 2d, H. Lackman's Spot L. Reserve, J. Oldham's Russell. Very
high com., Columbian Kennels' Black Eye and H. T. Foote's Fridav.
High com., O. Roszell's Toosa, Dr. G. F. Snyder's Miss Victor and F.

Weight's Dot. Com,, T. D. Kelley's Red.—Puppies—Dogs.' l.st, Colum-
bian Kennels' Brisk. Bitches: 1st, Columbian Kennels' Flurry.

IRISH TERRIERS.—Challenge—1st, H. O'Connor's Galtees.—Open
—Dogs: 1st, B. F. Lewis's Mick. Bitches: 1st, F, P. Smith's Mary
Jane.
SKYE TERRIERS.—Challenge—1st, C. A. Shinn's champion Sir

Stafford.—Open—1st, S. Barr's Sir Thomas.

YORKSHIRE TERRIERS.—Dogs; Ist, J, Farley's feddy. Bitches:
1st, W. Mahon's Princess Floss.

BLACK AND TAN TERRIERS.-Challenge—1st, Dr. H. T. Foote's
Broomfield Sultan,—Open—Dogs; 1st, Chesterford Park Kennels' Ro-
chelle Oolah. Bitches: 1st and 2d, Chester Park Kennels' Rochelle
Mab and Betsy.

TOY TERRIERS,—OrHBit than Yorkshire—1st and 2d, Dr. De
Johns's Daisy and Faust.

WHIPPET8,-Dogs; Ist, CampbeU & Blake's Ben. Bitches: Ist.

Campbell & Blake's Winme.
PUGS.—Challenge—Dogs; 1st, Sarah E. Davis's Sprake. Bitches:

1st, Seminole Kennels' champion Midget.—Open—Dogs; 1st and very
high com., Eberhart Pug Kennels' Patsy Bolivar and Happy Toby; 3d,
Seminole Kennels' Little Jewel. Reserve, J, VV. Mack's Douglas II.

Bitches: 1st and 3d, Eberhart Pug Kennels' Mabel B. and Lady Verne.
Very high com,, .J. W. Mack's Lady.—Novicis—Dogs; Ist, Fberhart
Pug Kennels' Sir Douglass; 2d, Chesterford Park Kennels' Chesterford
Punch. Difc/tes; 1st, 2d, reserve and very high com. , Eberhart Pug
Kennels' Lady Verne, Labelle Senora, Lady Venus and Colleen Bawn.—Puppies—Dog's; 1st, Seminole Kennels' Banker H. Bitches: 1st, J.

W. Mack's Lady; 2d, "W. Hutchinson's Lady.

ITALIAN GREYHOUNDS.—CHALLENGB—lst, J.W. Mack's Lavender.
—Open—Dogs; 1st, F. H. Hoyt's Byron. Bitches: 1st and 8d, F. H,
Hoyt's Trixie and Infanta, Puppies: 1st, F, H. Hoyt's Infanta; .2d, J,

W. Mack's lona.

mSCELLANEOUS. — 1st, Chester Park Kennels' The Colored
Preacher.

SHAGGY FOXHOUNDS.—Challenge- 1st, A, B. Whitlock'a Clara
n,—Open—Do2/s; 1st, 2d and very high com., A, B. Whitlock's Or-
monde, Wallace and Rip. Bitches: 1st, 2d, very high com,, high com.
and com., A. B. Whitlock's Pansey, Whitey, Fury, White Eyes and
Lany.

SPECIALS.
Best mastiff, Winnie Beaufort. Best St. Bernard (2), lo; Great

Dane (2), Melac. Collie, The Squire. Fox-terrier, Landsdown Pover-
ina, American foxhound, Patsey Powell, Best colUe in open bitch
class, Bertha H, Best greyhound. Maid Marian, Deerhound, Ch,
Olga, Russian wolfhound (2), Danicheff. Foxhound, Patsey Powell.
Pomter, Rush of Lad. English setter. Flight of Riverview. Irish
setter, Ch. Tim. Gordon setter, Ch. Duchess of Waverley. Cocker
spaniels (3), Pickpania. Gordon setter dog. Heather Lad, Beagle
dog, Mr. Wrinkle. English setter dog, Worsley Dude, Pug dog in
open class, Patsey Bolivar. Mastiff' bitch in open classes, Winnie
Beaufort. BuU-terrier, Crisp. Foxhound owned in Bourbon, Clark,
Jessamine, Woodford and Fayette counties. Commodore. Best dog
or bitch owned in Canada, My Fellow. Largest number of foxhounds
entered by one exhibitor, Strodes Valley Kennel Club. Best dog or
bitch owned in Louisville, Ky., pointer bitch Verra. Best fox-terrier
owned in Lexington, Russell. Best pug bitch in challenge class,
Seminole Midget. Best pug bitch owned in Ohio or Kentucky, Mabel
E, Best pug bitch in novice class. Lady Verue. Best pug sired by
Eberhart's Cashier, Patsey Bolivar. Best pug bitch in show, Ten-
nessee Midget. Kennel prizes—Irish setters, Seminole Kennels: Gor-
don setters. Dr. S. G. Dixon; black and taa terriers, Chesterford Park
Kennels. Great Danes, Cumberland Kennels; pointers, John B.
Castleman; cocker spaniels. Concord Cocker Kennels; collies. Semi
nole Kennels; fox-terriers, Columbian Kennels; pugs, Eberhart Ken-
nels. Exhibit of ten foxhounds. Strode Valley Kennel Club.
Handler's prize, Al. G. Eberhart. Collie Club medal for best collie in
open classes owned by a member of the club. Bertha 11.

American Fox-Terrier Club.
At a meeting of the Board of Governors of the American

Fox-Terrier Club held July 13 at Hillside, the residence of
John E. Thayer, Esq., Lancaster, it was voted that the treas-
urer prepare and send to each member a .statement of the
exact standing of the club to date, and that since the
American Pox-Terrier Club had been unable to give its

regular fall show for the past two or three years, tliat this
year the stakes which would be decided at the club's show
should be decided at the bench sbow held by the Rhode
Island State Fair Association at Narragansett Park, Pro\'i-
dence, Sept. 18, 19, 30, 31 and 33, The stakes which will be
decided at this show are as follows;
The seventh division of the Seventh Grand Produce Stake,

which is for puppies whelped between May 31, 1893, and Jan.
1, 1893,

The Yankee Stakes of '93, which was wrongly judged at
New York, which is for puppies whelped between March 1,

1891, and March 1, 1892.

The Yankee Stakes of '93, which is for puppies whelped
between May 1, 1892, and March 1, 1893,

On account of the irregular manner in which these stakes
have been judged at the different shows it was voted that
the entry for these above be kept opeu until the date of the
closing of the en tries for the Rhode Island .State Fair, which
is Sept, 4. James Mortimer, Esq., of New York, will judge
and the State Fair A-ssociation will have a separate judging
ring for the use of the Fox-Terrier Club.

H. W. Smith, Sec'y-Treaa. American Fox-Terrier Club.
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DOG CHAT.

New Jersey Sales.

In transferring to Mr. G. Mead, of Maywood, N. J., the
Gordon setter Mr. Morris recently imported, he has secured
for the breed the interest of a gentleman who is devoted to
the gun, and in selling to Mr. Prasse, of Weehawken, a son
of champion Rexmont out of a daughter of old champion
Beaumont, Mr. Morris has enabled another to enter the
field with a team of four Gordons; aud this is highly de-
.slrable, for of late the prizes have been going all one way.
Mr. Morris wishes us to state that he was unfortunate with
the litter of fourteen Gordons out of Salmont by Beaumont,
Jr. , and there are no more for sale. In pet dogs Mr, Morris,
in addition to importing a Blenheim spaniel, has sold Twinkle,
the King Chaiies spaniel bitch, to Mr. Jean Roberts Albert,
of Audubon, la., who has a fine dog of this variety in Max,
and now intends to go into breeding these very attractive lit-

tle pets. In poodles, a transfer of champion Dexter's mate
Dot (a winner of two firsts) has besn made to a New York
gentleman, who intends to exhibit, and we understand this
is preparatory to relinquishing the breed.

American Fox-Terrier Club.

The American Fox-Terrier Club have decided that the fol-
lowing stakes will be judged by Mr. Mortimer at the Provi-
dence show: The second division of the Seventh Grand
Produce Stake, which is for puppies whelped between May
31, 1892, and .Jan. 1, 1893. The Yankee Stakes of '92, which
was wrongly awarded at New York this spring. The Yankee
Stakes of '93, which is for puppies whelped between May 1,

1892, and March 1, 1893. The entries for each of these stakes
will close with the entries for the Rhode Island State Fair,
which is Sept. 4. The club's ledger, posted up to Aug. 25,
shows the club to be in a flourishing condition, the balance
in bank being $382.16. The example of this club in intro-
ducing so many special stakes at shows is worthy of imita-
tion by other specialty clubs. It is an incentive to breeding
that is not reached by the mere offering of club medals for
best of this or that, and with whose breeding, etc., the
exhibitor probably has had little, if anything, to do.

Mount Holly Show.
The Mount Holly show people, realizing that a healthy prize

list draws the entries, have materially increased the stakes.
Five-dollar specials will be given the best in nearly all the
breedSj and kennel prizes of .$10 for the most important. The
following additional classes have been made: Russian wolf-
hounds—Challenge dogs and bitches, S6 each; open dogs and
bitches, $6 and §3. Cocker spaniels—Challenge dogs and
bitches, ^6 each; open dogs and bitches, S6 and $3. Poodles-
Corded dogs and bitches and curly-coated dogs and bitches,
$6 and $3. Toy spaniels, except King Charles, S6 and S3.

Puppies at Shows
What did the A. K. C. make the rule for forbidding dogs

to be shown under six months of age? The improvement
there might be in the health of a show were this rule strictly
enforced cannot yet be discerned. It is quite as hazardous to
allow bitches with litters of eight or ten pups to occupy
stalls in a show; it matters not whether they compete or not,
the nuisance and odor is just as great. No puppies, and
especially nursing pups, should be allowed in a show. It is
exceptional when their stall is kept clean, and generally it is

one to hurry past and is an eyesore.

Teat on a Dogr.

We noticed a most peculiar growth on the second prize
winning mastifC dog at Lexington. On making a closer ex-
amination it was found to be a perfectly formed teat on the
outside edge of the flank. It was quite an inch and a half
long and correspondingly thick and was perfectly formed,
even to the hole in the end. Some people wUl expect us to
say that there was milk in it, but we are sorry to disappoint
them; there will be, possibly, when Wafe has whelps. How
about -the influence of previous dams? Here is a subject
quite as interesting and vague as the other.

New Jersey Kennel League.

The last meeting of the club was not of the importance ex-
pected because the premium list was not ready and judges
were not selected. The premium list was debated and re-
plies from judges read. Committee on guarantee fund
reported progress in collecting first instalment, and all are
enthusiastic. A regular meeting of the executive commit-
tee will be held at Molten Hotel, Newark, N. J., Wednesday,
Sept. 6, at 8:30 P. M.

The Rutherfurd Kennels.

Mr. Donald Monro sends us a capital picture of Tip-Top,
owned by the Messrs. Rutherfurd. He is proving a capital
stud dog, as Mr. Munro says they have about seventy pups,
most of them by this young dog and First Flight, and 1894
wiU see some winners from them. All fox-terrier men
should be pleased to hear this, for America contains no more
enthusiastic and consistent breeders of fox-terriers than the
owners of this kennel.

Trotting Great Dane.
There was shown at Lexington a rather good looking

great Dane, Jeff by name, who is quite a clever dog in his
way. He will lead and trot a horse anywhere, and accom-
panies his master, a " vet." in Cincinnati, on his rounds and
holds the horse for him. He is trained to sulky, and can do
his mile in 3.36.

Beagle Club.

It is proposed to form a beagle club in England. It is a
matter for surprise that such a club has not been started
long ago. In America we have three clubs devoted to the
interests of the merry little hound, and one for Canada is on
the tapis.

We draw attention to the good things provided in our busi-
ness columns this week. George BeU offers a grand lot of
spaniels and champion Dusky Trap for sale; 6. P. Wiggin
offers pups, his Judith, the noted St. Bernard dam, has just
whelped to Altoneer; C. W. Tway, some trained English set-

ters aud pointers; P. M. Carman, trained rabbit hounds; B.
H. Rummele, Jr., beagle bitch; J. M. Kelly, English setters;
Toon & Symonds, well bred Irish terrier and bull-terrier
pups; W. DoAvning, foxhounds; William H. Hyland, young
pointers; J. T. Mayfield has room for several dogs to train at
Bicknell, Ind.

The St. Bernard bitch Judith should be honored by the St.
Bernard Club. She has had four litters and produced 57
whelps, and the oldest is not two and a half years old, yet
several of them occupy foremost positions in the records.
She has just had another litter of 16, by Altoneer, and 10 are
alive.

The premium list of about ?1,500 for the Minneapolis dog
show is guaranteed by the exposition authorities and the
show takes place Oct. 3 to 6. The show will be under A. K. C.
rules and application has been made for admission. The
entrance fee for St. Bernards, mastiffs, great Danes and New
foundlands is |3, toy terriers, pugs, toy spaniels, Italian

greyhounds and whippets SI, and the others S3. Entries
close vSept. 23. There is a sulky, value S50, for best American
bred mastiff. The regular premiums are $10 and $.5. The
Minneapolis Kennel " Club gives the show and the officers of
the club are: S. P. Carpenter, President; F. W. Eastman,
Vice-President; H. Y. Van Dusen, Secretary; W. M. Brack-
ett. Superintendent, and H. E. Rowell, Veterinary Surgeon.

Joe Lewis has just received a letter from George Langran,
Yonkers, N. Y., in which he states that his Irish setter bitch
Juno has whelped a litter of sixteen puppies, nine dogs and
seven bitches, by the celebrated champion Kildare, Oak
Grove Kennels, Moodus, Conn.

We regret to hear that Mr. Fiske's noted English setter
brood bitch Donna died Aug. 26. She was chloroformed,
being afflicted with several tumors.

One exhibitor, who really should know better, had a first

prize card over his terrier cage. On our wondering how this
could be when the space against its name in the judge's book
was a blank, he informed us that the dog had won first prize
in one of the winning kennels. We live and learn, but we
had to go a good way south for it.

What's the matter with the Boston Terrier Club ? We do
not hear of so much enthusiasm lately. It is said internal
dissension has set in. It would be too hard on the little dog
to leave him alone among the bluebloods so early in his
career.

An innovation that might be followed to advantage by
other shows was the reprinting of the premium list at the
end of the catalogue at Lexington show. Of course there is

no necessity for this when the prizes are given over every
class, but this is not always done, and exhibitors do not
always find a premium list to hand when wanted. Alto-
gether the Lexington catalogue was well gotten up, there
were a few typographical errors, but few transfers had to be
made.

One of the chief items of interest to the public who visit a
dog show is'to see what dogs have won in a class. Therefore
the prize cards should be tacked up on the return of the
dogs to their benches. There was little to guide the public
in this respect at the Blue Grass show.

The proprietor of the Seminole Kennels, Dr. Sauveur, shows
no signs of relea,sing his hold on "caniculture," rather is he
going deeper into it, in spite of puppy losses and other hard
luck. The Wissahickon show loss was something like S2,.500,

and the Doctor had to stand the best part of it. All this is

ancient history now, and finding his present quarters too
small he has purchased Commodore Kitson's stock farm,
near his present residence, and here vrill erect some very
handsome kennels. On this place he will have ample room,
there are a couple of trotting tracks and a large residence for
himself and another for Will Connors, whom we must con-
gratulate upon his joining the order of Benedicts. Seminole
Kennels have recently purchased the pug Ivy Boy from Mr.
James Bowden. The Doctor tried to buy Patsy Bolivar at
Lexington, but Al Eberhart wants to keep him. He is on
the lookout for a world-beating pug.

Mr. R. S. Hatcher is a poodle enthusiast, owning a neat
little dog in Parisian who, if you lift the flap of his ear and
whisper ever so softly, will forthwith return and shut the
door after you. During the show another prize winning
poodle, Queen Zyp, was bred to Parisian. Mr. Hatcher fell

in love with one of the St. Bernard lo's pups and paid $100
for it.

California Canine Matters.

Mr. H. M. ToifKEE, of North Ontario, Cal., in a letter of
recent date, among other things, mentioned the following:
"We are exerting ourselves to make this State in dogs

what it has been in horses—a perfect training ground. Our
dogs can have work the year round, for there is always a sur-
plus of cock quail which do not pair off, which afford excel-
lent sport (without a gun) for young dogs. They are rank
runners. A puppy which has a month on them knows how
to handle running birds.

"I inclose you a few pedigrees, and I think that you will
agree with me that I have some good ones. As they are all

first-rate in the field, I expect to breed some puppies which
will render a good account of themselves. I sent to Mr. R.
R. Gardner, San Francisco, Cal., a brace of English setter
puppies, by Shelley out of Estella, and he says he wiU wait a
year to get another one."
Mr. Tonner mentions the names of Amaryllis, Lilia Glad-

stone, Estrella, Sergeant and Shelley Hudson. The pedigrees
show the blood of Monk of Fumess, King Noble, Elsie Bel-
ton, Maximus, Count Gladsome, Don, Drab, King of Kent,
Babe Graphic, Gladstone and Dido II. With such blood, our
California brethren should be in the van before many years
roll by.

This office was favored vvdth a pleasant visit on Sept. 1 by
the veteran judge, Mr. John Davidson, who was on his way
from Lexington to Morris, Man. , to act as a judge in the
N. W. P. T. C. trials. Thence he hies to Toronto, thence to
Rhode Island, to fill engagements. He was bronzed and
ruddy from outdoor exposure, and his health was as good as
his good looks would imply. He survives all the dangers of
the dog world with an ease which prompts the querj^ as to
whether there are any real dangers in existence in said
world. May his trip be pleasant.

Dr. Otto Moebes, in a most pleasant, friendly letter, writes
recently, as follows:

"I am working four youngsters for the IT. S. Derby at
Grand Junction, three pointers and one setter. One Osborne
Ale—Croxie pointer is remarkably fast, has a splendid nose,
and is a great ranger. The others are also promising young-
sters. I vslll have one or two pointers in the All-Age Stake.
I am indeed sorry that the field trials are going down hill. I

hope they will come out with new vigor next year."

A gentleman asked me recently what had become of the
English Setter Club, had it been lost, strayed or stolen? I
told him I didn't know. I don't know. B. Waters.

Madge Gladstone, Winfield Noble and Another.

Chicago, Aug, 28.—Editor Forest and Stream: The three
dogs advertised by W. M. Wroten, Magnolia, Miss., do not
belong to him. The bitch Madge Gladstone is shy and a
blinker. Winfield Noble is both gunshy and birdshy. The
Gath's Hope bitch cannot be registered. No one outside of

myself can furnish a breeder's certificate for her. Wroten
or any one else cannot give a title to these dogs. I warn all

sportsmen from purchasing any of these dogs as I shall

replevin them at the first opportunity. J. E. IsGRia G.

The Ohio Field Trials Club.

Caitton, O., Aug. 29.—At a meeting of the board of direc-

tors of the Ohio Field Trials Club the time for Derby entries

has been extended to Oct. 1. Mr. John Bolus was appointed
judge of the trials. Information secured from owners of the
land on which our trials will be run state that we will have
plenty of birds, and they will protect the same until after the
trials. G, V. L. Meujugek, Sec'y.

Manitoba Field Trial Club's Entries.

EVERTTHliTG points to their having a successful and enjoy-
able meeting at Souris. The number of entries is greatly in
excess of last year's, and all good dogs, so that they should
have a superior trial.

The following are the entries for All-Aged Stake to be run
at Souris, Sept. 18, 1893, W. Tallman, judge:

EifGLISH SETTERS.

Miss Cambria—F. G. Simpson, Winnipeg.
Belle—E. James, Moosomin.
Kenwood—Chas. Proctor, Union City, Ind.
Dick Bondhu II.—John Wootton, Manitou.
Atalanta—L. A. Smith, Morrison, 111.

Hoodoo—W. F. Ellis, Manitou.
ChitALAR—Avent & Thayer, Hickory Valley, Tenn.
LocHlNVAE—Avent & Thayer, Hickory Valley, Tenn.
Kingston—Avent & Thayer, Hickory Valley, Tenn. j
Hamlet—Avent & Thayer, Hickory Valley, Tenn. ^
Bettie S.—Avent & Thayer, Hickory Valley, Tenn. ;

'

Count Gladstone IV.—Avent & Hitchcock, Hickory Val-
ley, Tenn.
Rob Noble II.—R. J. Gallagher, Winnipeg.
Ranger—J. H. Rose, Winnipeg.
Nora T.—J. A. Telford, Winnipeg.
Joe—Roberts & Young, Souris.
Rush—J. H. Brown, Souris.
Vesta—J. H. Brown, Souris.
Bob Wilson—F. W. Scott, Winnipeg.
Brighton Tobe—T. G. Davey, London, Ont.
Don—W. T. Barrett, Moose Jaw.

IRISH setters.

Zero—Roberts & Young, Souris.

pointers.

Spotted Boy-Chas. Proctor, Union City, Ind.
Kent Elgin—T. T. Ashford, Birmingham, Ala.
Spotted Belle—F. W. Scott, Winnipeg.
Ightfield Bang—J. Simoneau, Somerset.
Ightfield Diana—John Cain, Virdon.
Ightfield Blossom—John Cain, Virdon.
Sam—Thos. Stone, Calgary.
JONE—T. G. Davey, London, Ont.
The following are entered in Amateur Stake, open to

members living in Manitoba and North West Territory.
Dogs having won in any previous event and professional
handlers are barred from participating in this stake:

ENGLISH setters.

Duchess op Manitoba—Alfred Connor, High Bluff.
Dorothy A.—J. R. Brigham, Moosomin.
Daisy A.—J. R. Brigham, Moosomin.
Belle—^Edward James, Moosomin.
Minnie—John Wootton—Manitou.
Zeulika—W. P. Ellis, Manitou.
Belle—J. D. McMurray, Winnipeg.
Bob Wilson—F. W. Scott, Winnipeg.
Bobby—J. Simoneau, Somerset.
Ranger—J. H. Rose, Winnipeg.
Nora T.—J. A. Telford, Winnipeg.
Jingo—E. McKenny, Manitou.
Rush—J. H. Brown, Souris.
Vesta—J. H. Brown, .Souris.
Rob Noble II.—R. J. Gallagher, Winnipeg.

pointers.

Spotted Belle—F. W. Scott, Winnipeg.
Virdon Prince—R. Adamson, Virdon.

Flaps from the Beaver's Tail.

Toronto, Canada.—The annual meeting of the Canadian
Kennel Club will be held at Richmond Hall, Toronto, on
Tuesday, September 13, at 8:30 P. M. An executive meeting
will be held on Monday evening, same time and place.

Mr. A, E. Elmer, Kingston, undeterred by his lata hard
luck, has imported a black and tan terrier dog from Eng-
land. Pedigree and particulars not yet to hand.

Messrs. Lindsay and Wetherall, of Montreal and Compton,
Quebec, have received an Irish terrier brood bitch from Mr.
Jamieson, of Belfast. She was bred by Mr. Werner, and is

supposed to be in whelp to Poor Dick, a brother of Poor Pat.

Another recent arrival in "reds" is Jack, by Doctor II.,-

(Mick McQuade—Nettie Dhu) out of Peggy (Benedict—Mary
Dhu). Mr. Reginald Northcote, of Toronto, bought him
from Mr. P. Cosgrove, of Dublin, and he was bred by Mr.
J. J. Mallory, of that city. He wiU. make his bow at To-
ronto.

Mr. A. D. Stewart is expected home to-morrow (Saturday,
September 3). H. B. Donotak.

"Tasted a Crood Thing."

Editor Forest and Stream:
Will you please send me copy of last (Aug. 26) week's issue?

I received my paper, but two spaniel pups in their pursuit
after knowledge got hold of it and left me about half, which
I have read and now desire to finish the other half. There
were half a dozen other papers which the pups could have
had and welcome, but I think they displayed good taste, and
must be dogs of discernment in being so young and yet so

ready to appreciate a good thing. Send along another copy,
for which I inclose 10 cents. A. J. B.

OODENSBOBQ, N. Y.

FIXTURES.
Oct. 3.—Intemational Coursing Meeting at Huron, S. D. J. Herbert

Watson, 26 Court street, Brooklyn, N. Y. fchairman).
Oct. 17.—Kenmore Club meeting at Goodland, Kan. Frank L. Web-

ster, Sec'y. Entries close Oct. 16.

Oct. 24.—American Coursing Club. Ira D. Brougher, Sec'y.
Nov. 7.—The Cowley County Coursing Association, Winfield, Kan.

J. E. Ballard, Secretary.
Mix. Lotio. A little to be poured into the ears twice a day. You

might also wash the dog in a solution of creoline (1 to 60). Repeat
purgative in a week.

N'ational Fox Hunters' Association.

This association was successfully launched at the Blue
Grass Kennel Club show in Lexington, Ky., Thursday after-
noon, Aug. 31. There were present Judge J. W. Perry,
Roger D. Williams, B. S. Coyle, Bourbon Kennels representa-
tives. Redd Bros., Woodson Royster, C. M. Carlin, of Lex-
ington; W. C. Goodwin^aris, Ky.; Strodes Valley Kennel
Club, Winchester, Ky.; Wm. Huffstetter, Carlisle, Ky.; W.
S. King, N. C; A. B. Whitlock, Sekitan, Ohio; Walker
Bros., Point Lovell, Ky., and H. L. Means, Louisville, Ky.
Many who were prevented from attending sent letters of re-
gret and expressing good wishes for the association, and an
intention of becoming members. Of course this was only a
preliminary meeting to start the association, and nothing
was done in the way of constitution and bye-laws. The
members present elected the following officers : President,
Admiral James Jouette, Washington; Vice-Presidents, E.
F. Clay, R. D. Williams, Wm. Huffstetter and Francis J.
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Hagan; Secretary and Treasurer, Harry L. Means; Directors:
Mr. Walker, Kentucky; Mr. Goodman, Kentucky; N. O.
Pope, Maine; G. V. Young, Mississippi; George Garrett,
Georgia; Leroy C. Wilson, Indiana; R. H. Pooler, Illinois;

Mr. Lewis, "Wild Goose Pack," Tennessee; Dr. A. C. Hef-
fenger, New Hampshire; W. J. Pierce, Brattleboro, Vt.; B.
S. Turpin; Massachiisetts; W. L. King, North Carolina;
Mark Durrett, Virginia.
The meeting was a thoroughly enthusiastic one and the

laugh and joke passed freely round the room as it should do
in a gathering of fox hunters. Here were men who own
some of the best packs in "Ole Kentuck," and to show the
spirit that animates these men we may quote one joke that
passed. Somebody said that the Forest and Stream rep-
resentative could not enjoy a hunt because he could not hear
the hounds, when Judge Perry remarked that a true fox
hunter could hear the hounds three days after he was dead.
We at once became a member of the association. The mem-
bership list is already upward of one hundred, and it is

thought that before long it will be three to five hundred. A
meeting will probably be called the latter part of November
at some central point, when constitution, by-laws and plans
for a national hunt and trials will be formulated. There
was a good deal of discussion between those present, and
Judge Perry, an enthusiastic hunter, made a good speech in
which he said the association should try to get proper legis-
lation for the protection of hounds in the different States,
many stray hounds having been shot while running a fox or
finding their way home.

• ' • • •

The Northwestern Beagle Club Trials.

Editor Forest and Stream:
A meeting of the Executive Committee of the North-

western Beagle Club was held Aug. 27 at 3 p. M., at Mil-
waukee, Wis., the following members beiug present: H. A.
Dillingham, Chas. Niss, Jr., G. A. Buckstaff; by proxy,
Louis Steffen. Other gentlemen present: H. Rummell,
J. H. Cambier, Rud. Engelman, A. Hirtreiter. H. A. Dil-
lingham in the chair. It was voted to make the following
classes for the coming field trials: Class A, for dogs, all-age,
15 to 13in. Cla.ss B, for bitches, all-age, 15 to 13in. Class C,
dogs and bitches, all-age, 13in. and under. Class D, Dei'by,
for dogs and bitches, whelped on or after Jan. 1, 1892.
These trials are open to all comers; and, in order to give

all a chance and get as many entries as possible, the entry
fee was set very low, f2 to nominate, |3 to start; the nomin-
ation fee to be paid at the time of making the entry, the
balance at the trials before starting. Entries close for these
classes Oct. 14.

The prizes are 40$^ to first, 30^ to second, 20% to third.
It was also decided to run a Champion Class E, open, to all

dogs and bitches that win first at these trials. Entries close
after the other classes have been run. No entry fee will be
charged.
Mr. John Davidson has been engaged to judge.
The secretary was authorized to correspond with some

other judge in regard to terms, etc.

A place for the trials has not fully been decided on yet,
but several first-class places were suggested, and Messrs,
Dillingham and Rummell were appointed a committee to
inspect them and report.

It is the desire of the club to hold the trials where it will
be easy of access to all, and where good accommodations
can be had at reasonable rates.
The club colors are black, white and tan.
The following gentlemen were admitted as members: E.

B. Elliott, Maywood, 111.; Rud. Engelman, Milwaukee,
Wis.; Robert Neumeister, Sheboygan, Wis.; J. H. Cambier,
Milwaukee, Wis.; L. Boorse, Milwaukee, Wis.; Fred. Hin-
ricks, Manitowoc, Wis,; Truman Sears, Pine River, Wis.

;

F. W. Bender, Oconomowoc, Wis.; Edward Bender, Ocono-
mowoc. Wis.; Theo. Zschetzsche, Sheboygan, Wis.; A. Hirt-
reiter, Milwaukee, Wis. Louis Stepfes', Secretary.
Milwaukee, Aug. 81.

• • •

The Koon Club.
A club was organized among the exhibitors at the Lexing-

ton show, whose influence for good, if properly managed,
may be far-reaching. Conceived in a sportive moment it

evoluted eventually into a tangible and stern reality. The
object of the club is the remedy of abuses, unity of inter-
ests, mutual benefit, and the encouragement of social iutei*-

course. The following oflicers were elected : President, Dr.
L. C. Sanveur; Vice-President, Harry L. Goodman; Secre-
tary-Treasurer, Al. G. Eberhart; Veterinarian, Dr. P. H
Hoyt; Sergeant-at-Arms, E. Bardoe Elliott; Inspector of
Privileges, H. W. Lacy. The executive committee includes
the above officers and Prof. Maenner, A. B. Whitlock, J. W.
Walker, W. J. Comstock, and another to be elected in the
East, probably at Providence. Officeis serve for one year.
The fee is $3 for charter members, limited to twenty-five
members, who subscribe before Sept. 21. After this the
"annual dues will be $5.

Application will be made for admission to membership in
the A. K. C. Messrs. Goodman and Ijacy were elected a
committee to select a club badge, several designs were sug-
gested, but nothing definite decided upon. The motto of
the club will be " Prevention is Better Than Cure.?' At the
next meeting, probably to be held in Providence, R. I., a
constitution and by-laws will be adopted. The society or
club is a secret one, and its transactions will not be made
public, its infiuence alone will be felt. The club had not
been organized two hours when one of the members found
that he had lost his pocket-book. The club at once con-
vened and decided to assume the financial responsibility for
this member's return home. Happily the pocket-book was
found, but the spirit animating the members had been
shown.

• • •

N. E. B. C. Stakes.—Correction.
Editor Forest und Stream:
Will you please correct a mistake I made in report of the

last meeting of the executive committee. I stated that the
prize money in the ISin. and under class would be $50 for
1st, 130 for 2d and $20 for 3d. It should read $75 for 1st, $50
for 2d and ^25 for 3d, the same as is offered in the 15in. class.
Running i-ules and entry blanks are now ready, and have
been mailed to a great many beagle owners, and any one
that has been overlooked will please write me and they will
be furnished at once. Those who intend entering dogs will

Elease take notice that entry to the Derby closes Septem-
er 16. W. S. Olaek, Sec.-Treas.
LiNi^EN, Mass., Sept. 2.

• • • •

International Meet.
From two or three reliable sources I learn of the intention

of some prominent coursing men not to enter their dogs at
Huron, in the International coursing meeting. It is rumored
that the American Coursing Club has not paid some of the
prizes won at the last meeting. The Arncncan FUld "cup,"
so-called, which is a cup or ^100 cash at the option of the
winner, I am told remains unpaid, though repeatedly ap-
plied tor by the winner of it at the last meeting. My in-
formant tells me further that letters on the subject are ig-
nored by the "cup" donor. B. Waters.

• • •

The National Beagle Trials.

Linden, Aug. 31.—I read the account of the N. B. C. meet-
ing and think Mr. Tallman did a wise thing in mentioning
Mr, Turpin's name for one of the judges, I have known

him a long time and I don't believe there is a more honest
courteous and conscientious sportsman in America than hei
and there is no one living can say a word a'^ainst his charac"
ter. The club will look a long way before they find his equal?
and his superior is not to be found. He does a lot of hunting
and knows a good one in the field as well as any one I ever
saw. He and Joe would make a good team and would pull
well together. W. S. C.

• • • •

Mr. T. W. Bartels, of Denver, Col., writes us that their
Pearl of Pekin has come in season and so had to stop work.
However, they have Monk Bishop, Boomerang and Irish
Lass that are doing well, and if nothing happens they will
start at Winfield and Goodland.

• • • •

Several of our friends write congratulating Forest and
Stream upon starting a hunting and coursing column, and
promising news as it crops up.

• • • •

The National Beagle Club, if it should be successful in
securing Mr. Turpin's services as a judge at the coming
trials, may congratulate itself on having one of the most
practical beagle hunters in the country to decide on the work
done. Acting in connection with Joe Lewis, whose ability
in this direction is well known, beagle owners can rest
a.ss3ured that it will be the fault of the dogs and not the
judges if they don't win,

• • • •

Like many an enthusiastic new fancier, Mr. Roberts
thought dog breeding was a joyful undertaking with no
dark clouds. A change has come to try his strength of pur-
pose; he will have many such experiences in coming years,
but if he is made of "fancier metal" such reverses will only
make him the keener to succeed. The beagle litter he wrote
of recently in Forest and Stream, by Racer, .Jr. ex Miss
Rogers, has gone the way of all flesh, nothwithstanding the
help that Prudence afforded him. Mr. Roberts reports
his stud advertisement in our business columns as doing
excellent work. Racer, Jr., having several services booked,
the latest being Hia, a winner at New York this last spring
in 13in. class.

• • • •

The sixteen puppy dog stakes at Ocean View, San Fran-
cisco, Cal., resulted in a victory for Harkaway, who defeated
Lady Napoleon in the final.

• • • •

A meeting was held at Stockton, Cal., Aug, 20, in which
the prize was a pony and saddle and a purse. The result was
undecided, the cash stake being divided between Dolly Dim-
ple, Red Prince and Sting. The pony will be run for later.

• • •

After the judging of the foxhound dog class at Lexington
Mr. Roger Williams purchased the winning hound Commo-
dore from Mr. Downing, and fully expected to win the special
for best in show, and the laugh went hard against him when
Patsy Powell scored.

FIXTURES.
SEPTKMBKR.

. Corinthian, Atlantic City. 14. Mos, Fleet, Open, Cash, South

. New York, Trial Races. Boston.
Sandv Hook. 15 New York, autunm sweeps,

. Knickerbocker, Ladies' Day, New York.
College Point. IG. Royal Nova Scotia, Special

. Beverly, Marblehead. Class, Edwards Cup.

. Cor., San Francisco, Channel 16. Larchmont, Special, Schrs.
Cruise and Race. and 85ft. Class, Larchmont.

. Cominonwealth,3d Pen,Boston 16. Royal Can., 30ft Class, Tor.

. Buffalo, Cruising Sweepstakes, 16. PhUa.. Open, Delaware River.
All Classes, Lake Erie. 16. Lynn, Expert Cup, Lynn, Mass.

. Royal Can.. Prince of Wales 21. Corinthian, Atlantic City.
Cup, Toronto. 23. Royal Can., Cosgrove Cup, 25ft.

, -Miramichi, Newcastle, triangle Class, Toronto.
. Sippican, 3d Chanap., Marion. 23-24. Cor., San Fran., Cruise and
. Beverly, 3d Buzzard's Bay Coriufchiau Games.

Cham., Mon. Beach. 28. New Y^ork, America's Cup,
, Rochester, Review and Ladies' Sandy IIook.

Day, Charlotte, N. Y.

OCTOBER.
, Mlramichi,Chatham-Newcastle 14. Buffalo, Closing Cruise.
i. Cor., San Francisco, Cruise. 14. Commonwealth, Novelty Race,
. Cor., San Fran., Closing Day. Boston Harbor.

Although the idle and illusory nature of such calculations have
been long since fviUy demonstrated, the yachting writers and not a
few practical yachtsmen are now engaged in the occupation of "draw-
ing lines" between old and outclassed and new and untried yachts, by
which each proves to his own satisfaction that his pet yacht rnust

win. Tlie basis for such work is of the slightest, as there is nothing
which tends more to befog a man's judgment of the merits of a yacht
than a comparison of records made at different times and under vary-

ing circumstances. The most extensive and elaborate effort of this

kind has recently been made by the Boston Traveller, which devotes

about half a page to the mathematical proof of its proposition that

Puritan is actually faster, without time allowance, than Mayflower
and Volunteer, to say nothing of the new boats, and advocates her
selection as the defender of the Cup. But little good can come of at-

tempts to forecast the future, but if any one feels impelled to do it,

let him steer clear of drawing tortuous lines through Puritan, Genesta,

Irex, Thistle, Meteor, Iverna, Navahoe and Valkyrie, and avoiding all

records and times, and all attempts at detail make a rough but com-
prehensive summing up of the princiiJal factors in international rac-

ing, the general progress of design on each side as exemplified in.

smaller yachts, the ownership and handling of each boat, the advan-
tages of preparation and trial and the disadvantages of the ocean
voyage and of sailing in foreign waters.

While the ultimate end of all such speculation is the future posses-

sion of the Cup, the interest for the present centers in the four yachts
which wiU this week dispute the honor of defending it. Each of them
has made a certain effort at improvement, the exact details in each
case being unknown, and this must bring an element of doubt into

what was looked upon as almost a certainty at the end of the New
York cruise, the selection of one particular yacht. While the odds
are stih in her favor, it is not impossible that a material improvement
may have been made in one or more of the others which will lend new
Interest to the trial races and result in the final attainment of a higher

speed.

The conditions at the beginning of the present trial races are quite

different from those existing in previous years since such races

were first established in 1881, and this difference is decidedly on the

wrong side. In all previous trial races the yachts have been well

through the two preliminary stages of experimental tests and of sub-

sequent working up to form, and the trial races have served but two
ends, the final tuning up and the selection of one Cup defender. The
first trial trips had been made in June, the almost inevitable altera-

tions to baUast, spars and sail followed after the June regattas, and
by the beginning of the August cruise the yachts were closely up to

racjng form. By the end of the cruise they were sailing considei-ably

faster, having been tuned up through the competition with each other

and incidentally -with the whole fleet, leavmg comparatively little to

be done before the trial races in September.
This year the case is totally different; instead of being^ready ia

June, the four were only in the "trial trip" stage at the beginning
of the August cruise. The races of the cruise were, unfortunately,

of such a nature as merely to indicate the existence of serious de-

fects of some of the yachts, and this in an indefinite way that gave
little aid in locating and remedying them. The cruise races assumed
the function of the June regattas, giving the first rough trial of the
yachts; but whereas in June there remained two full months and
many races in which to make experiments and improvements, and
to get each yacht in shape, the time between the end of the cruise

and the beginning of the trials has this year been of necessity de-

voted entu'ely to new experiments.

No yacht, however perfect, can be at her best without a series of
hard races which shall disclose any serious defects and especially

shall teach her slcipper her proper trim and many individual pecu-
liarities, enabling him to develop the speed which in default of such
work lies latent. Each of the previous Cup defenders has owed
much of her ultimate speed to the thorough working up which was
done between May and September; even Volunteer, though ready
later than the others, had two known boats as trial horses by which
she was worked up.

Never was such testing and working up to form as necessary as this

year; each of the four boats is an experiment of greater proportions
than has ever been attempted in yachting, and yet, within three weeks
of the actual races with the challenger, they are no nearer to the final

realization of their true form than most yachts are after the June
regattas. Whatever the reasons may be for this state of affairs, the
danger of such a course is indisputable; it should not have occurred
this year, and if another chaUenge comes next season the holder of the
Cup must take some active measures to secure at least as long and
thorough a preparation as is enjoyed by the challenger. This year we
have thrown away one of the greatest of the natural advantages which
pertain to the position of defender of a trophy, the opportunity for

long and thorough trials, unbroken by such an ocean voyage as the
challenger is now engaged in.

The worst that can happen is that those to whom the task of selec-

tion is intrusted may be misled by the prevalent ideas of the alarming
speed of the new yachts, ideas which may or may not be correct, but
hich should not be accepted until proven. It will not be sufficient

that one yacht shows herself unquestionably superior to the others,

but the trials should continue until there is reason to believe that the
winning yacht has been tested under all normal racing conditions, and
further, has been worked up to the highest possible racing form in rig

and crew; not until this is done, and it may take a good many bard
trips to the Hook, can the committee announce the selection of a
champion with the knowledge that they have done their whole duty.

The past month has been marked by an unusual loss of life on the
water, the death roll running up into the hundreds if the reports from
the South are true. Sad as are some of the stories of hardship and
death in the fishing and coasting Jleet, there is a certain consolation

in the fact that the loss came in the natural course of events and was
beyond human power. Sadder by far are the three disasters which
are chronicled in another column, in that all were due to a disregard

of well known dangers, against which we have repeatedly and only
recently raised a warning voice. The disaster on Lake Champlain is

a typical one in all its features, the boat was a wide, shoal centerboard
sloop, open fore and aft save for the usual deck and narrow water-
ways, weighted down with jjig iron, and with a large rig, carrying a
topsail on a pole mast. The waters are noted as most treacherous
surrounded by mountains and subject to sudden flaws, and the party
included six boys, none ranch over twelve and presumably most of
them tmable to swim. The owner of the boat, who nobly gave up his

life in the effort to save one of the drowning boys, was accustomed to

her and a skillful sailor, but the conditions all invited a capsize sooner
or later, and it happened at the worst possible time, with a parUy of

helpless children on board. Such craft as the Alpha are dangerous at

all times, and where a necessity exists for their use no one should be
allowed in them save strong and experienced sailors and swimmers.
The other two disasters are of the same class and carry the same vital

lesson.

The first of the Cup defenders to be measured was Vigilant, Mr
Hyslop measuring her at City Island on Sept. 1. Her waterlin is

86.31ft., or .36ft. under the limit. The rumor that she was 88ft. is thus
disposed of, but there is no doubt she was lightened to the utmost to

bring her within the limit. Colonia and Jubilee were to be measured
on Sept. 6, when they were launched from the railway.

The Colt cup has shared the fate of the Seawanhaka and Atlanti

cups, and the race is off, the four Cup defenders being unable to find

time for it. It is a curious state of afl'airs when thousand dollar
trophies .go begging with no one to race for them.

The work of Queen Mab on the New York Y. C. oruise was very
creditable to her, and quite .up to what might reasonably be ex
pected from her proportions of hull and sail. Now she has given a
good beating to the two 70-footers Katrina and Bedouin in a fair
sailing breeze, winning on elapsed time, though lift, shorter. If

such a yacht as Queen Mab is the result of classification b cor
rected length, the rule cannot he quite as bad as it has been repp
seated.

New Jersey Y. C. Annual Regatta.
HOBOKKN, N. J.—KBW YORK BAV.

Wednesday, Aug. 23.

The twenty second annual regatta of the New Jersey Y. O. that fafledl
for laclc of wind in Jime last, was resailed on Aug. 23. The entries
were divided into 5 classes, B being cabin sloops and cutters, 2"? to
31ft.; C cabin sloops and cutters, under 27ft.; b eabin cats; E open
sloops, 23 to 31ft.; F open sloops, 18 to 21ft.; and G open cats under
18ft. The courses were from Liberty Island around Can Buoy No. 9,
off Swinburne Island, leaving on jjort, to finish line, for classes B 0,D and E. Classes F and G had as an outer mark Can Buoy 11, leaving
it on port, thence inside of Fort Lafayette, to finish.
In June, when the last attempt was made, there were 33 entries,

but when the committee took up their position at the starting line,
but three yachts were ready to go over the course, being Mr. John Q.
Treaney's Jeanie, Vice Commodore Wenzel's Wandere j Tand Commo^
dore Ketcham's Charm. The lack of interest and starters cannot be
accounted for in ony other way than that it was a postponed regatta,
which latter are rarely a success.
The preparatory signal was given at 11:38 A. M. and that to start at ,

11:48, all going across within the 10m. allowed. The tide at the start;,
was strong ebb, the wind being from the northeast, a good whole sail
breeze which freshened before the finish to a close reef. It will be.
remembered that it was on the evening of this day that so much
damage was done to the shipping, of which this wa i a forertmner.
Buoy 9 was rounded as follows: Charm 1:06:30, Jeannie 1:14:40,
Wanderer 1:15. Just before rounding Buoy 9 the rudder of the
Wanderer carried away, which practically put her out of the raee^
they coming back steering with oars. The fuU times were:

CLASS C, CABtS SLOOPS UNDER 27rT.
Start. Finish. Elapsed, Corrected'..

Jeannie 11 49 28 2 58 00 3 08 33 3 08 5a
Wanderer 11 49 40 Broke down.

CLASS E, OPEN SLOOPS, 23 TO 27FT.
Charm 11 53 00 2 30 45 2 37 45 a 37 45
Com. Fi-ank S. Ketcham, Edward W. Ketcbam and Louis Wunder

comprised the regatta committee
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Eastern T. C, Weld Cup Be^tta.
MAHBLEHEAD—MASSACHUSETTS BAY.

Monday, Aug. S8.

The first race for the memorial cup presented to the Eastern Y. C
by the widow of the late Wm. P. Weld, was sailed on Aug. 28 in cnn-
nfebtiofa with the fall regatta of the club, prizes beiing odered n ill

cla.s.sea. The.Weld cup was pffered for the lafgeir gcbooner class, oret
75ft. l.w.l. The day was clear and warm, with d sm(3oth Sea and a
moderate breeze from south to west, the xjourge selected being, for all

over soft, l.w.l.: From starting line with Halfway Hock on port,
leaving Outer Breal^er buoy (ofE Pig Rocli^ on starboard, io and
around the Nahant mark, leaving it on port; thence lefiving Graves,
Martin's Ledge and Boston Ledge buoy on starboard, arotind the
stakeboat off Minot's, leaving it on starboard; thence return by the
same course, leaving each mark on the opposite hand, to the finish

line, 35 nautical miles. ; and for the 30ft. class, from starting line,

leaving Outer Breaker buoy (off Pig Rocks) on starboard to and
around the Nahant mark, leaving it on the port; thence leading
Graves buoy on starboard, around Three-and-a-half-fathom Ledge
buoy, leaving it on starboard; thence return by the same course,
leaving each mark on the opposite hand, to the finish line, 23 nautical
miles.
The entries w^re, schooners, Volunteer, Constellation, JIarguerite,

I\Iayflower and Yampa; cutters and sloops, Wayward, Harpoon and
Carmlta, and in the 30ft. class Handsel, Fancy, Hawk, Chieftain, Tom-
boy and Oracle G. The repairs on Volunteer had been hurried at Law-
leys', but on launching her a leak was still unstopped, and she was

fain
hauled out. Wayward did not start, leaving Harpoon, the old

latribe, to meet Carmita, the Waterhouse fln-keel. The latter has
efi cleaned atid painted sinc6 the N6w York Cruise, and is now in

tter shape than ever bfeforfe. Handsel, the Herreshdff crUising fluj

iVds matched against Ha^k, the benterboard .<!0-footer, and Fandy. the
last keel 30 designed by Mr. Burgess.
The first leg of the course was a beat of 7 miles, then a close jam to

Minots, 1014 miles, naut., a free reach and a run home. The shortfer

course was the same in direction. The starters were:
Sailing Length.

Mayflower, W. A Gardner 88.71
Marguerite, H. W. Lamb 83.74
Constellation, Bayard Thayer 110.10
Yampa, H. P. Whitney ,

FrPTH CLASS.
Harpoon G. C. & C. F. Adams, 3d 54.61

Carmita, C. H. W. Foster 54.20
SEVENTH CLASS.

Handsel, J. B. Hooper 33.22
Fancy. C. F. Lyman 30.07
Hawk, Gordon Dexter

,
36.85

Chieftain, Aaron Brown
Tomboy, T. K. Lothrop ,

Gracie Q., M. J. Sughrue
The various classes started at 11:15,11:25 and 11:30. Constellation

led at the start, but Mayflower worked close inshore and came out

The race was sailed in a light southwest wind, the times being;
FIRST CLASS—SLOOPS AOT) CUTTERS, 21 TO 35FT.

start. Finish.
Gunvar, F. S. Grant 1 55 55 5 15 00
Caper, P. S. Howard 1 54 40 5 02 00

SECOND CLASS—BOATS UNBEB 18fT.
.Senta, F. B. Jones 1 57 85 5 40 00
Jaunt, Howard Herrick 1 56 35 Did not finish.

,
.TliiRD CI/ASS—OPEN CATS UlfDER 15FT.

Vitesse, PerC3' Hidksl , I 58 20 4 08 00

Less. C. A. Becker i...-.....l 55 40 4 40 00
Kittle, Hazen Morse 1 .55 00 4 33 30
Presto, H. Watson 1 56 25 Did not finish.

Cymero, Mr. Smedley 1 55 25 4 i2 :30

The winners were: ftrst class, Caper; second class. Senta; third
class, ^itsisse. Vitessa also won the Center trophy and the cup for
the fastest time over thg codrse.
The regatta committee included Messrs. F. B. Jones, 0. M. CoUoUy

and J D. Sparkman. The fleet has prospei'ed this season under the
care of Com. Grant and the club station has proved quite a success.

The American Sloop.
" The magniflcent performances of the yacht Vigilant in last week's

races on the S-^und indicate that she stands a very good chance of
being selected to defend the America's Cup against the Valkyrie. I
hope she may be, as she is distinctly American in type and is not either
an imitation of the English cutter or a mere racing freak. She is un-
doubtedly faster than either the Jubilee, Pilgrim or Colonia in light
wind-j, while all the reports of the races I have read say that she
stands up to her work m a blow like a steeple.
" i hold that nest to the pleasure and recreation afforded by yachf>

Ing.its object should be to develope tj'pes of boats, sails and rigging
which will bebeflt the marine of the country. This being the case a
boat of the design of the Vigilant is of infinitely more benefit to the
country than onei of either the deep cutter or shallow huUed, fin-

keeled styles. T^he cgnterboard is the best form of vessel for most of
our coasting trade. The English racing cutter and the American fin-

keeled, canoe-shaped yachts are merely racing machines, and are
practically valueless for other purposes. Therefore, again I say I am
glad the Vigilant has done so well, and I hope she vnll do even better
hereafter."
Such nonsense as the above, which we clip from the NewTtorlj

Advertiser, would call for no comment were it not for the fact that a
great many papers are taking up the same song, and lauding Vigilant
as a typical American centerboard sloop, the embodiment of all that
is good in naval architecture. In reading such a statement one is led

to wonder whether the writers are aware that the America's Cup was
first won by a keel yacht drawing some five feet less than this typical

This same Vigilant also draws more water without her board
than any British cutter or schooner save those built this year; and
even these are not much deeper. Every objection which has ever

British Racing.
In the races sailed abroad during the last few weeks Britannia has

been winning regularly, while Navahoe has done nothing remarkable,
being between Satanita and Calluna. Satanita has continued to sail!

very fast at times, wlien reaching and in strong winds, while Callunat

had held her usual luck of accidents and groundings. Captain
Crocker has been in command of Kavahoe since August 25, and has
sailed in one race, but took only last place, the four starting. The-

regular racing is now over, and Navahoe has been fitting for the
Royal Victoria Y. C. gold cup. Her mast has been shortened 2Sin.

and her bowsprit ISin., reducing her rating to nearly that of Britan-

nia, who will defend the cup. The first race will be sailed on Septem-
ber 6. The courses proposed are:

First Race.—From the Warner Lightship to the Nab Lightship,

then ten miles to windward or leeward and return, twice roimd.

Second Race.—From the Warner Lightship to Owers Lightshipv

thence to a flag boat off Dunnose, east of Princess buoys, and then to
and around the Nab Lightship and back to starting point.

Third Race.—From the Warner Lightship to and around the Cher-
bourg (France) brealrwater and back.
Fourth Race.-Around the Isle of Wight.
Tlie time limit will be 5 miles per hour.
Captain Charles Barr reached New York on the Paris on Septem-

ber S. The discharged seaman, Charles Nelsen, has also returned.

Capt. Draper has also left the yacht.

A Second August Gale.

The cyclone of Aug. 33-4 was quicldy followed by another of even
more destructive force, though most of it was expended below the
domain of yachting. The storm struck the coast of Georgia and the
Carolinas o"n Sunday, from the sea, accompanied by a tidal wave that
wrought inestimable damage and very heavy loss of life to the sea.

ports and especially on the low islands along the Carolina coast. The
warning of the Signal Service had been heeded by yachtsmen, and
special precautions had been taken, but in the various anchorages of
the smaller craft, as off South Boston and along the shores of the
Jersey peninsula from Jersey City to Con.stable's Hook, a great deal
of damage was done.
Nautilus, 46-footer, Cora. W. B. Dickey, Marine and Field Club, was

at anchor off Bay Ridge, but dragged aboard of Emerald, Lasca and
a couDle of other yachts, sustaining some damage and being towed to
the Erie Basin for repairs. Signal, schooner, went ashore in Graves-
end Bay and was beached. The float and yachts of the Pavonia Y. C.
were badly damaged.
The Morgan—Iselin Cup defender Vigilant had a particularly narrow

escape. She was anchored on Monday night just off Mr. Iselin'g

residence, on Davenport Neck, New Rochelle, and toward mornine
the gale struck her and she began to drag toward the rocky shore and
the surrounding reef. All of her anchors on board were dropped, but
they failed to hold her, and lead ballast was broken out and lashed to-

the cables to increase the holding power. The gig was sent ashore for
aid, but was swamped neai- the beach, though all hands landed in

"NAVAHOE" IN THE DIIYDOCK.

From Le Yacht. Draws by L. Fillol.

well ahead at the end the *indward work, the times at the Nahant

May"wer^' 12 afS 09 Yampa 12 49 30

ConsteUation 12 30 05 Harpoon 12 47 00

Marguerite 12 38 50 Carmita 12 61 45

Harpoon pointed higher than Carmita, making a good gain in the 7

miles. Handsel, sailing under three lower sails, her pole-masted rig

permitting no topsails, showed a decided superiorliy to the others,

though their topmasts and full cutter rigs enabled them to set club-

^On\he the long reach Constellation passed Mayflower, and though

no times were taken, at the outer mark she gained steadily, going out

and returning to Nahant. Carmita also did better with Harpoon lu

the reaching than on the wind. Handsel had nearly 5 minutes on

Fancy, the second boat, at the second passing of the Nahant mark.

The only times taken there were: „ ,„
Constellation 2 24 57 Marguerite 2 45 40

Mayflower 2 35 15 Yampa a 4( 4.^

Booms were jibed over and spinakers set to starboard for the run m

.

Constellation led, but failed to save her time on either Mayflower or

Marguerite. Yampa went into harbor instead of continuing to the fin-

ish. Fancy passed Handsel off the wind but lost in allowance. The full

times were:
schooners.

Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.

Mayflower 11 18 16 3 26 32 4 08 16 3 55 07

Mtrgurrite.,,,.. 11 18 55 3 33 14 4 14 19 3 57 23

ConfteJlation.. 11 17 39 3 16 45 3 59 06 8 59 06

Yampa H 18 23 Withdrew
FIFTH CLASS—SL0OP.S.

Harpoon 11 26 06 4 04 13 4 89 23 4 39 13

Carmita. . . . . .
11 25 53 4 07 33 4 42 33 4 42 06

SrXTH CLASS—SLOOPS. „ . .

Handsel 11 31 55 3 37 25 4 07 35 3 58 15

Fancy 11:30 27 3:36 07 4 06 07 4 03 31

Hawk 11 30 45 3 37 20 4 07 30 4 05 05

OhieftkiD.'.V 11 '^1 IK 3 44 43 4 14 43 4 14 43

Tomboy ..113103 Withdrew.
Gracie G 113100 Withdrew.

Mayflower wins the Weld cup and 5Iarguerite wins $35. Harpoon
wins g75, Handsel wins SoO and Fancy §25. The regatta committee in-

cluded Messrs. W. S. Eaton, P. T. .Tackson, A. N. Kautoul, Thos. Nel-

son and H. H. Buck- The annual cruise of the club b»gau on baturday

last, the fleet sailing for New York to witness the trial races.

Corinthian Mosquito Fleet Annual Regatta.

new ROCHELLE—long ISLAND SOUND.

Saturday, Aug. -SC.

The Corinthian Mosquito Fleet was a sufferer by the storm of Aug.

24 and its annual regatta on the following Saturday brought out only

nine starters owing to the damage to the fleet, and to some of the

entries being unable to rcAch the station at New Rochelle. Prizes

were offered by Com. Grant and Messrs. Connolly and Jones of the

regatta committee, while Com. Center. Seawanhaka Cormthian Y. C,
offered a special trophy for boats sailed by not more than two men,

the points in the award being speed 45^, rig ]5;b', handling 15^ and con-

dition 15?. The courses were:
,. ^ ^ . i *

For all boats over 18ft. Lw.l.—Across line between a stakeboat and

the race committee's yacht to the spar buoy off western end of

Execution Reef, passing same on port hand; thence to the spar buoy

off Delanoey Point, Orienta. passing same on port hand; thence across

the stai-tlng line. Seven miles naut.

For all boats 18ft. l.w.l. and under.—From the same starting Jine

to the spar buoy off western end of Execution Reef; Uieuce to Che

spar buoy off southwestern end of Hen and Chickens; thence to the

starting li e. Five miles uaut.

been made againstthe cutter on the score of excessive draft and gen-

eral usefulness, save for off shore cruising, applies with double force

to this American sloop, which, by the way, is cutter-rigged. A fine

model this for a fisherman or coaste-, and a fine yacht she will make
when the one special purpose for which she was built is served.

Stamford Y. C. Special Cup.

The first race sailed by the Stamford Y. C. took place on Aug. 26,

the prize being a handsome silver cup costing $300, offered by the

club for sloops and cutters of 36 to 43ft. sailing length by the Seawan-
haka rule. The entries were:

Saihng Length.

Daffodil, J. R. Whiting, Stamford Y. C......

Alcedo, William A. Haimlton, Riverside Y. C
fx-^o,..

Eurybia, Chas. Pryor, Horseshoe Harbor Y C sS'S???
Kathleen, P. M. Hoyt, StamfordY. C....... ^JM^Vi
The course was from Cow's Buoy, off Shippan Point, to Matmnecock

Point, then to Eaton's Neck, and back to the starting line, 25 miles,

°^The wind was very light S.W., but the three boats made a very close

race over the whole course, being together all the time, Kathleen in

the lead. At the finish she managed to work over the line ]ust as the

wind feU, leaving the other two to drift for over an hour before finish-

fag. Kathleen was sailed by Mr. Whitlock, her original owner, and his

old crew of 1889. The regatta committee included Messrs. Archibald

N. Smith, Edward E. Brugherhoff and Geo. F. Hoyt.

Cape Cod Y, C.

On Aug. 26 the Cape Cod Y.C. sailed the last ol its Town Cove races,

the times being:
FIRST CLASS.

Length. Elapsed. Corrected.

Puritan, H. K, Cummings 20.00 2 0:1 2.3 1 .36 48

Bessie, Capt. Penniman 31.00 Withdrew.

Wave Crest, D. L. Young Withdrew.
SECOND CLASS.

,

Sea Fox C Smith 18.00 2 31 10 1 54 34

Inez May, t. Nickerson 15.09 2 18 05 1 48 o9

Henritta J. B. Rich 14.06 2 20 16 1 49 lo

Grover. Dewit Record lb . 00 Withdrew.
THTRD CLASS.

Nausett, E. Horton '^-00 1 48 ^ 1 .32 28

Josephine, P. D. Smith 24.00 1 49 21 1 33 25

Wawasee Y. C.

The fourth annual race was sailed on Aug. 10 on Wawasee Lake, la-

diana. Course, triangular, 7 miles, twice around. Weather fair.

Wind, west by north: ^ -r^, „ t„jLength. Elapsed. Corrected.

La Cigale (bouncer). Hicks & Brown. . . . 18.10W 1 40 4.3 1 44 09

Marglret (bouncer), Huey & Lyon 9.021.6 1 4, 09 1 4, 09

Euglnia (cutter), J. F. Wright 18.05 1 57 1 o4 03

Elelnor (catboat). Tucker & Spann 17.04 3 07 42 1 oO 03

Eeret rslooo rig) J. F. Wright 10.03>g 2 19 09 2 03 .30

fforLt'c^a^'^Q.V.GriitU 19.05 2 19 09 | 10 39

Dione fsloop rig). A. Ludlow , . . . iJi-Om -^8 -i- '
•

Big Four (Skiff ). Morse & Co 13.09 Did not finish.

La Cigale won first prize. Large boats handicapped. Ihe tjoals in

this race were not classified. Regatta commiitee--Wm. Staub, Gary

Cowgfll, J. F. Wright. Judges—Huudy, Uioves and Cowgill.

The second supplement to Lloyd's Yacht Register, containing

alterations and additions to July 31, 1893, has been issued.

safety. Mr. Iselin, who was sleeping ashore, sent at once for tugs,
but it was some hours before aid came, the yacht meanwhUe dragging
nearer the rocks and with only a foot or so of wat«r under her deep
lead keel. The Hattie Palmer did not dare to put out. the sea and
wind being too heavy for her own safety, while she could have done
no good.
Finally two tugs, the East Chester and Flushing, arrived, but

together they were only able to hold the yacht against the sea. Being
in "cruising trim" her windlass was on shore, and there was no means
of weighing the anchors and their weighted cables. Finally the big
Chapman Wrecking Co. tug Chapman arrived, and with her aid the
cables were cleared or slipped and the yacht towed to Whitestone.
The schooner Priscilia, owned by W. T. Lambert, of Boston, went
ashore on Monday afternoon in the fog and sea near Watch Hill, her
crew being taken off by the Life Saving crew.

Corinthian Y. C. Championship.
MARBLEHEAD—MASSACaUSETTS BAV.

Saturday, Aug.se.

The third championship regatta of the Corinthian Y. C. of Marble-
head was sailed on Aug. 26, the times being:

second class.
Elapsed. Corrected.

Susie, Keith-, 2 07 15 2 07 15
Ariel, Barrett 2 10 .37 2 07 39

THIRD CLASS,
Reaper, Benson ; 2 08 47 2 01 45
Freak, Cochrane 2 06 50 2 06 50
Gigi, Kemble Withdrew.

FOURTH CLASS.
Madge, Thayer 1 43 24 1 43 24
Koorali, Bobbins 1 34 .30 1 34 2-3

SPECIAL CLASS A.

Verena, W. O. Taylor 1 37 19 1 35 19
Hawk, G. Dexter 1 26 00 1 26 GO
Keewaydin, Burnham 1 -37 01 1 33 01

SPECIAL CLASS B.

Betsy, T. .Tones 2 49 11 2 43 11

Susan, Taggard 3 43 04 3 41 34

Otatsu, North 2 34 00 3 L'4 00
Teal, Lee 2 39 57 2 31 57
Frances, C. H. Wheeler 3 10 44 3 Ou 41
Don, Burlen 2 41 09 2 36 09
Edith, Wood 3 14 .58 3 ] 3 58
Pinta,E. Y. 0 Withdrew.
Jane, 0. W. Parker 3 32 28 3 22 r8
Kraken, Chase 1 39 04 1 .39 04
Nina, E. Y. C Withdrew,
Carl, C.W. H. Foster 2 41 07 2 40 37

The Fisher Cup.
The arrangements for a match between Onward, the holder of the

Fisher cup, and the challfnger, Zelma, of Toronto, were Anally com-
pleted aft«r much delay, and Aug. 2ii was set as the date. Zelma
crossed to Charlotte and the race was started in a light breeze, Zelma
finished in 40min. over the 6 hour hinit, making no race. Ou Aug. 38

a second attempt was made, but with ilie same result. The weather
varied from a flat calm to a violent thunder storm during the race.
Onward led all day, but Zelma kept within her aUowance. Both gave
up when it was impossible to finish within six hours. Next day the
coast cyclone struck the Lake, driving all the yachts far up the Gene-
see River for shelter. The race was indefinitely postponed and Zelma
returned to Toronto.
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La,rchinont T. C. Races.
The Larchtnont Y. C. has had on hand a very full programme of

races for the past two weeks, but owing to bad weather and other
causes several of them have failed. The principal event, the Colt cup
for the Cup defenders, was abandoned, as none of the yachts could
compete, being busy preparing for the trial races. The race for the
Flint cups, valued at $100 and $50, for cabin cats, presented by Mr. F.
W. Flint, was hardly more successful, beinsr pcstponed from July 29 to
Aug. 24, and then, on account of the gale, going over to Saturday,
when it was sailed in a drifting breeze.
The oyster boat race on the same day, Aug. 26, was also a failure,

the ileet being unable to finish; and a special match between the
schooners Viator and Triton was also abandoned after the start. The
following times were taken in the catboat race and the oyster boat
race:

CABIN CATBOATS.
Start, Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.

Myrtle 1 09 25 6 09 28 5 00 03 4 56 58
Almlra 1 08 55 6 08 10 4 59 15 4 58 .S7

AVilmerad 1 10 00 6 31 27 5 31 29 5 18 14

Oconee 1 09 05 6 30 53 5 30 47 5 25 27

Nyph 1 08 05 6 35 10 5 57 05 5 26 12

Roi 1 06 20 6 42 54 5 36 34 5 36 34
OTSTEB BOATS.—CLASS 1—CABIN SLOOPS OVER 35PT.

Hempstead Captain's
Start. Harbor. Island.

Christine 13 43 25
Jennie R 12 48 30 3 40 37 5 01 50
losco 12 41 45 2 23 50 5 02 31

Mary F. Durma 13 46 40 2 49 40 5 12 oO
CLASS 3 -CABIN SLOOPS tINDEB f5FT.

Priscilla 12 44 00 3 28 30 4 57 30
Lady Clare 12 42 00 2 24 23 5 03 32
Claudia M 13 40 50 2 17 45 5 03 20

CLASS 3—OPEN SLOOPS OVER 30FT.
Stella May 12 49 40 2 22 15 5 05 33
LolaL 13 49 20 2 14 40 4 49 00
S.C.Bond 12 43 00 3 25 10 4 56 50

CLASS 4—OPEN SLOOPS UNDER 30FT.
Shamrock 12 50 00 3 33 40 5 08 18
Sneak 12 50 00 3 15 30
Agitator 13 50 00 2 34 .59 5 09 30
Jennies. Willis 12 .50 00 2 29 30 5 09 40

CLASS 5—CATBOATS.
Fannie M 13 42 40 3 18 00
Myrtle, sailed by Mr. J. R. Maxwell, being owned by his son, won the

SlOO cup, and Almira, W. H. Hanan, won the $50 cup. On Aug. 38 a
match race was sailed between Mr. Flint's new Hanley cat Nymph and
the cat Roi, over the Hempstead—Matinnicock course, Nymph winning
by Im. 32s.

A very successful regatta was sailed on Saturday, Sept. 3, the wind
being strong N.W., bringing some down to reefs on the return. The
times were:

CLASS D—SCHOONERS, 20 MILBS.
start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.

Viator 11 10 28 1 40 43 3 30 14 2 28 52
Peerless 11 14 33 1 52 47 2 38 14 2 38 14
Triton 11 13 16 1 53 08 3 40 53 2 40 13

CLASS 3—SLOOPS, 37 MILES.
Queen Mab 11 14 19 3 12 37 2 58 08 2 52 29
Katrina 11 15 00 3 19 06 3 04 06 3 04 06
Bedouin 11 15 00 2 36 12 3 11 n 3 08 57

CLASS 7—SLOOPS, 30 MILES.
Kathleen 11 38 35 3 37 33 3 08 57 3 03 57
Daffodil 11 26 09 3 .33 37 3 06 38 3 06 38
Mary C 11 39 47 2 48 11 3 18 24 Not meas'd
Eurybia. 11 36 44 Disabled.

CLASS 9—SLOOPS. 30 MILBS.
Susie W 11 36 14 3 04 00 3 37 46 3 37 46

CLASS 10—SLOOPS. 13 MILES.
FoUy 11 36 22 1 58 15 2 31 .53 2 31 53
Brenda 11 :^5 00 2 17 32 2 43 32 2 42 32
Fannv 11 34 13 2 40 17 8 06 04 3 06 04
Pyxie 11 85 00 Disabled.

SPECIAL CLASS 9—YAWLS. 20 MILES.
Audax 11 29 14 1 45 20 2 16 06 2 16 06
Kwasind 11 30 25 1 49 58 2 19 33 2 18 16

CLASS 11—CABIN CATS, 13 MILES.
Marv 11 33 11 1 56 18 2 23 07 2 23 07
Almira 11 35 00 2 01 .30 2 36 30 2 26 30
Wenonah 11 39 07 2 16 13 2 47 06 2 47 06
Myrtle 11 35 00 Did not finish.

CLASS 12—CABIN CATS, 13 MILES.
Caper 11 30 1 6 1 57 37 2 37 31 2 37 21
Tabitha 11 36 20 1 58 01 2 31 41 3 81 41
Whim 11 39 47 3 57 38 3 27 51 3 27 51

CLASS 15—OPEN CATS, 10 MILES.
PhyUis 11 34 55 Did not finish.

CLASS 17—OPEN tllB AND MAINSAIL, 1,0 MILES.
Scarecrow 11 29 47 1 20 10 1 50 23 1 50 23

New York Y. R. A. Fifth Annual Regatta.
NEW YORK BAY.

Monday, Sept. U.

The New York Yacht Racing Association sailed its fifth annual
regatta on Labor Day with the usual large field of starters, though
the effects of the two recent storms were seen in the absence of
quite a number of racing boats which had been unable to make
repairs in time. The courses were:
For the schooners and for classes B, C, D, E and F of sloops from

the line between Oyster Island and Bnoy and a stakeboat anchored
to the east, around Buoy No. 13, l}^ miles northwest from the point
of Sandy Hook—27 miles. Classes G, H, 1, 2, 4, 6 and 7 rounded the
red hell buoy at the northerly entrance to the Swash Channel—21
miles.

Classes 3, 5, 8 and 9 rounded black buoj' No, 9, near Swinburne
Island 15 miles. Class 10 rounded black buoy No. 11, three-quarters
of a mile S. by E. from Fort Tompkins, 12 miles.
Monday was clear but with a thick haze over the water in the early

morning, the wind being light westerly. When the start was made at
11:50 the haze had lifted but the wind was still moderate. A good start
was made, some eighty yachts going over the line. During the day
the wind fell and the fleet was left drifting. Those which flaished by
evening were timed as follows, but many were left behind with an ebb
tide.

CLASS A—SCHOONERS.
Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.

Florida 11 58 29
Loyal 11 52 56 5 00 11 5 07 15 4 45 44

CLASS C—CABIN SLOOPS, 58FT. AND OVER 45fT.
Dolphin 11 54 35

CLASS D—CABIN SLOOPS, 45FT. AND OVER 38PT.
Avalon 12 00 00

CLASS E—CABIN SLOOPS, 38fT. AND OVER 33pT.
Helen 11 53 11

Mary B 11 54 11

Mary A 11 59 50
Bess 11 55 17

Spy 11 55 23
Coquette 11 58 46
Bel Ami 11 58 20

Fair Wind 11 53 51

Lottie II 52 56
CLASS F— CABIN SLOOPS— 32fT. AND OVER 37fT.

Reliance 11 54 50
Peerless 11 54 41 ....
Henry W. Beecher 11 53 34

CLASS G—CABIN SLOOPS—27FT. AND UNDER.
Soutter Johnnie 11 53 00
Vixen 11 53 55
CamiUe U 53 44 3 21 53 4 28 09 3 33 80 3
Christine 12 00 00
MiUie 13 00 00 3 48 18 3 48 18 2 4i 46
Lurline 11 53 57 3 12 49 3 18 53 2 13 17
Jeanie 12 00 00
Wanderer 11 59 29 4 56 52 4 57 S3 3 46 6i
Star 12 00 00

CLASS H.—CABIN YAWL-RIGGED YACHTS.
Bessie 11 61 55 ....

CLASS I.—OPEN SLOOPS, 32fT. AND O'S'ER 27FT.
Charm 13 03 00 3 19 03 3 17 03 3 16 44 7
Cygnet 13 06 06
Lizzie M 12 06 38 3 21 31 3 15 03 3 12 34 5
Maud M 12 06 43 3 03 44 3 57 01 1 54 23"

Lizzie F 12 10 00
CLASS 2—OPEN SLOOPS, 27FT, AND OVER 83fT.

J. T. Corlett 13 05 85 3 54 09 3 48 34 1 44 05
J. A. Cameron 12 03 38
Thorn 13 10 00
Clara S 12 10 00 3 58 32 2 48 83 i 39 30 8

CLASS 3—OPEN SLOOPS S3ft. and under.
Mosquito 12 10 00 3 80 45 3 20 45 2 23 57

CLASS 4—CATBOATS OVER 33pT.
Mary .....^......-IS 10 00 6 19 0§ 6 09 06 4 30 32,7

Acorn ...13 06 59
Lina ...12 08 17
Henry Gray 12 10 00
Almira 12 10 00
Water Lily ...13 10 00

CLASS 5 - CABIN CATBOATS 23fT. AND UNDER.
Frankie A,, 12 03 09
Hit or Miss 13 05 48 8 08 31 3 03 48 3 10 16.5
Juanita 12 10 00
Willie K 12 08 04 3 13.50 3 05 46 2 12 17.5
Surprise 12 09 48 3 52 56 3 43 08 2 48 39.5

CLASS 6—OPEN CATBOATS, 33PT. AND OVER 27fT.
Uncas 13 18 31
Elvira 13 11 05

CLASS 7—OPEN CATBOATS, 27fT. AND OVER 33FT.
Edna 12 11 53
Norman 13 11 09

CLASS 3—OPEN CATBOATS, 33fT. AND OVER 30FT.
Tempest 13 17 12 3 17 51 2 00 .39 2 08 46.5
Pauline B 12 14 46 3 03 26 2 48 40 1 56 23.5
Lizzie B 12 13 40 3 20 33 3 07 43 2 13 11.5
Eureka 13 13 08 3 10 35 3 58 33 3 04 .33.5

Arrow 13 11 53 3 49 00 2 37 08 1 43 05
Sappho 12 13 33 8 34 06 3 30 :33 2 25 .34.5

H. H. Adams 12 11 27 3 84 11 3 22 44 2 27 26
CLASS 9—OPEN CATBOATS, 20fT. AND OVER 17FT.

Torment 12 17 51
Frank 12 18 07 3 27 23 3 09 16 2 11 38
H. C. Miner 12 13 16 3 20 20 3 07 03 2 09 15
Anglesey 13 14 02 3 29 86 8 15 .34 2 17 35
DoraD 12 13 55
Gertrude A 13 18 06 3 05 45 2 53 39 1 51 07.5
Edda D 13 15 38 8 28 26 3 13 53 3 11 08
Doctor 12 26 06
Millie 13 16 48 8 82 15 3 15 3^" 2 1107.5

CLASS 10— OPEN CATBOATS. 17fT AND UNDER.
Amaranth 12 20 00 3 50 00 3 80 00 1.38 00
Crest 12 15 02 2 43 05 2 27 08 1 84 47.4
Paul and Stella 12 18 39
Chip 12 16 24 2 39 44 2 23 20 1 .30 03
Little Dean 13 16 39 3 48 49 2.33 10 1 38.33
Teaser 12 10 49 2 49 45 2 38 5fi 1 45 02

"

Gala Water 12 17 02 2 57 19 2 40 17 1 46 17
Tough 12 17 41 2.58 39 2 40.58 1 45 46
The winners in the various classes were: Schooners, Loyal:

class G, Lurline; class 1, Maud M.; class 2, Clara S.; class 8. Mos-
quito; class 4, Mary; class 5, Hit or Miss; class 8, Arrow; class 9,

Gertrude A.; class 10, Chip.
The many details of the race were very ably handled by Messrs.

George E. Gartland, C. E. Simms and Wm. Oagger. The members
and their guests followed the race on the Oygnus.

Lake Champlain Y. C. Annual Regatta.
BURLINGTON, LAKE CHAMPLAIN.

Wednesday, August 16.

The great event of the season on Lake Champlain, the annual re-

gatta oi the Lake Champlain Y. C, was sailed very succeesfully on
Aug. 16, the courses being on the lake in front of the club's handsome
house at Burlington. The full programme was as follows:

1. First race, open to all sailing yachts of 33£t. and upward. First
prize, silver cup; second, yacht ensign.

3. Second race, open to all yachts of 30ft., and less than .33ft. First
prize, silver cup; second, yacht ensign.

3. Third race, open to all yachts imder 20ft. First prize, silver cup;
second, vacht ensign.
The winner in this race shall also be considered the winner of the

first of a series of races for the "Whiteside Medal," to be sailed dur-
ing the seasons of 1893, 1894 and 1895.

4. Fourth race, for the "Ladies' Cup," value $500, open to all yachts
whose owners are members of the club.

5. Canoe sailing race. To be sailed under the rules and regulations
of the American Canoe Association. Prize, marine glasses.

6. Canoe paddling race. Same rules. Prize, marine glasses.

7. Seventh race. Open to all 'steam yachts and naphtha launches
under 50ft. waterline, to be steamed for under the Isherwood rules.
First prize, silver cup; second, silver cup.

8. Rowing race, single scull or rowing boats—no outriggers allowed.
First prize, $5; second, $3.

9. Tub race. First prize, $3; second, $2.

There was but one entry, Nautilus, in the first class, «o no start was
made. Classes 2 and 3 were started together, the result being:

CLASS 2.

First Second Elapsed
Start. turn turn. time.

Thetis 9 38 30 10 27 00 11 10 59 1 33 39
Gleam 9 38 05 10 28 45 11 14 08 1 36 03
Sea Fox 9 37 05 10 35 30 11 34 01 1 56 56
White Wings 9 40 10 10 47 30 11 42 81 2 01 31

CLASS 3.

Breeze 9 36 30 10 37 45 11 34 10 1 55 40
Alpha 9 .37 30 10 39 30 11 36 20^4 1 59 00
Jaberwocky 9 37 00 10 45 00 31 48 31 3 11 31

Gypsie 9 37 20 10 45 00 11 49 28 3 13 08
The principal event of the day was the race for the Ladies' Chal-

lenge Cup, held for two successive years by the Nautilus. This year
it was won by Thetis, designed by J, Borden, of Fall River, and owned
by H. W. Putnam, of New York. The course was sixteen miles, the
wind fresh northwest, and the times as follows:

Start. 1st Tm-n. 2d Turn. ElBpsed. Corrected.
Thetis 12 01 20 1 37 55 3 59 22 2 58 03 2 47 4]

Nautilus... 12 03 40 1 36 35 3.55 58 3 53 18 3 53 18

Gleam 13 01 48 1 34 50 3 11 32 3 10 03
No canoes were present this year, and the canoe races were omitted,

the next race being for steam launches, resulting as follows:
Start. Finish Elapsed.

Antonio 3 27 01 Disabled.
Portland 3 27 06 4 01 06 54 m.
Lillian Withdrew.
Antonio broke down and was towed in. The rowing race was won

by Charles Chiott, Frank Alger being second. The prizes were $5 and
$3, respectively. J. Mariner won first and Frank Alger second prize
in the tub race. The day was a holiday in Burlington, everyone turn-
ing out to see the races. A band was in attendance at the clubhouse
day and evening, and a large number of guests were present. In the
evening a ball took place. The regatta committee included Messrs.
L. G. Grant, A. C. Whiting, Alvaro Adsit, J. D. Hindes. W. T. Foote,
Jr., T. G. Budington, Edward Hatch.

Hull Y. C. Championship Race.
HULL—BOSTON HARBOR.

Saturday, Aug. SC.

The championship race of the Hull Y. C. originally set for Aug. 19,

was postponed for a week on account of the gale, being sailed finally

in a reefing breeze from S.W. shifting to S. The times were:
THIRD CLASS.

Length. Elapsed. Corrected.
Beatrice, J. C'. Cavanaugh 30.00 1 53 88 1 29 42
Hiladee, S. N. Small 27.01 1 57 03 1 30 07
White Fawn, A. E. Jones 30.11 1 59 33 1 35 44
Gipsy, H. R. Drinkwater 28.08 Withdrawn,

FOURTH CLASS.
Exile, J. F. Small 26.05 1 .30 26 1 09 03
EulaUe, R. G. Hunt 25.05 1 -38 54 1 16 46
Vanessa, A. Bigelow, Jr .24.03 Disabled.

FIFTH CLASS.
Magpie. H. G. Otis 23.04 1 40 32 1 15 63
Opechee. W. P. Barker 23.00 1 40 57 1 16 26
Aurisa, H. M. Faxon 30.05 1 43 13 1 16 45
Hagedorn, C. V. Souther 23.05 1 43 09 1 18 34

SIXTH CLASS.
Mab, .John Shaw 17.06 1 43 57 1 13 15

Gipsy parted her jib halliards and Vanessa her bobstay Typhoon
was disabled on her way from Marblehead and did not reach the start.

This win makes the tenth first prize for Exile for the same number of
starts this season.

Model Yacht Records.
Brooklyn, N. Y., Sept. 3.—In justice to Mr. Chas. Mallory and Mr.

Thos. Clapham will you kindly correct an error that has occurred in

the summ'ary of the American Model Y. C. races on Aug. 36, namely,
in the third class, last heat, the time for the Maria has been placed
opposite the Star instead of to the credit of the Maria. The Star
should have been recorded as withdrawn. As Mr. Clapham made
such a good fight and came a distance to compete, it would be a great
satisfaction to him to know hi swas second boat. Frank Nichols.

The Maryland Steel Co., of Sparrow Point, Md,, will build a steam
yacht for "Mrs, Lucy C, Carnegie, of Pittsburgh. The yacht will be
119ft, over all, 101ft. l,w,l., 30ft. beam and 10ft. 3in. depth, with triple

expansion engines. She will \)e schooner-rigged.

The Trial Races.
The conditions of the trial races were made Icnowu on Aug. 31,

through the following circular issued by the Cup committee:

AMERICA'S CUP—TRIAL RACES.

As previously announced, the trial races will be held at New York
beginning on Sept. 7. and will be sailed outside of Sandy Hook.
By the courtesy of Commodore Morgan, the flagship will be used a.=i

the judge's boat, and the Regatta Committee have kindly consented
to handle the races, thus leaving the Cup Committee free to observe
the performance of the competing vessels.
The start will be made as near 11 o'clock A. M. as practicable, and

will be across an imaginary line drawn from the flagship to a suitable
mark which will be duly designated.
The signals and method of starting will be as follows:
Preparatory Signal,—Ten minutes before starting signal one gun will

be fired and tbe Blue Peter set in place of the club burgee.
Starting Signal,—One gun fired, the Blue Peter lowered, and a red

ball hoisted on the triaLic stay; yachts may then cross the line.

Handicap Signal.—Two minutes after the starting signal one gun
wiU be fired and the red ball lowered. The time of this signal will be
taken as the time of any yacht crossing after it is given. In case of
miss-fire a prolonged blast of the whistle will replace the signal gun.
Recall Signal.—Any yacht crossing the line before the starting

signal will be recaOed by short blasts of the whistle, a prearranged
number being used to indicate each of the competing yachts.
Courses.—The courses will be 30 nautical miles in length, and their

direction will be duly signalled from the flagship.
The first race will be to windward or leeward and return.
The second race will be an equfiateral triangle.
The following races wfll be alternately of these two descriptions.
The time limit will be six hours of actual elapsed time.
The system of measurement, time allowance and racing rules of

the New York Y. C, will govern; with the proviso that any excess of
l.w.l. length over 8.5ft. shall be counted double in calculating the sail-
ing length.
Competitors are respectfully reminded that 86', oft. is the limit of

l.w.l. lengths allowable.
While the above is the proposed programme, the committee reserve

to themselves the right to vary the character and length of the
courses and determine the number of races as expediency may
require-, the time limit will, however, remain in the same proportion
to the length of the course prescribed.
The races will be sailed on alternate or succeeding days, as may suit

the convenience of the competitors.
The committee earnestls' request that the competing yachts keep to-

fether as much as practicable, the special object of these trials
ein^ to determine the relative excellence of the boats under equal

conditions.
• The committee announce that by arrangement with the Earl of
Dunraven the date of the first America's Cup race has been fixed for
Sept. 28.

.James D. Smith, i

Latham A. Fish,
Philip Schuyler, I Committee.
J. Fred Tams,
A. Cass C^iNPIELD, )

New York Y. C, 67 Madison avenue. New York, Aug. 31, 1893.

The Cup Defenders.
All uncertainty as to the presence of the complete quartette of new

yachts in the coming trial races to select a defender for the America's
Cup has been removed, and each of the yachts is now making the final
preparations. The two fin-keels have been at a great disadvantage,
but both will be ready by Thursday. The poor showing of Pilgrim in the
cruise races has been a serious discouragement both to her designers
and owners, and there was a strong prospect of her giving up the trial

races. Messrs. Stewart & Binney, have, however, shown most com-
mendable pluck, and the necessary money for further alterations has
been raised. Some difficulty was encountered in securing permission
of Secretary Herbert to use the Boston Navy Yard dock again, owing
to the telegraph wires being broken by the storm, hui the yacht has
been docked there and five tons of lead added to her bulb. The mast
has been hfted out and sphced on the heel, making it nearly 3ft.

longer, and Lawley has made a new boom out of a stick already dry-
ing in the yard. It is 89ft., 3ft. longer than the old boom, and the gaff
has been increased about the same length. Four feet has been added
to the bowsprit. By good luck the first mainsail made for the Colonia,
a good sail but too small, was available, and Wilson & Silsby have
fitted it for Pilgrim. A new jib has been made and a second clubtop-
saU. Vigilant has been hauled out at City Island for the final polish-
ing, while Colonia and JubUee have been hauled side by side at Down-
ing & Lawrence's railways, Gowanus, next to PoiUon's yard. Gen.
Paine has announced that he will neither sail in Jubilee nor be present
at the races, Mr. John B. Paine being in command as owner. A new
and good crew has been obtained to replace the strikers, other Eastern*
yachtsmen coming to Gen. Paine's aid and sending their best hands.

Fatal Capsizes.

Whitehall, N. Y., Aug. 38.—The sad record made on Lake George
three wesks ago was almost equalled on Lake Champlain to-day when
six lives were lost by the overturning of a yacht.
George P. Witherbee, of Port Henry, a popular athlete of Cornell

College and the captain of the 'Varsity football eleven for the coming
season, was one of the victims. Mr. Witherbee was an enthusiastic
yachtsman and owned a substantial 24-foot sailing yacht called the
Alpha. He started from the dock at Port Henry at ten o'clock to-da.r
with John Whitman, eleven years old; Eddie Joubert, thirteen years
old; WiUiam Bredner, fourteen years old; William Gildea, thirteen
years old; Joseph Labarge, eleven years old. of Port Henry and
Albert Brush, twelve years old, of Brooklyn. The latter was a guest
of Joubert's.
The boat carried a heavy ballast of pig iron to allow a liberal spread

of sad. The wind was fresh and the young lads were enjoying the
sport to the fullest extent. They had reached a point about six miles
north of Port Henry and not far from the Vermont shore when a
heavy squall struck the little craft.

Although an accomplished and careful sailor, Mr. Witherbee
evidently did not appreciate the strength of the squall, or trusted too
much in the ability of his boat to ride it. No sooner had the wind
fairly caught the white canvas than the boat rolled over like a log.
The heavy ballast carried her to the bottom and left her living freight
struggling helplessly in the water.
All the lads were swimmers except young Brush. Witherbee was a

powerful swimmer and could easily have reached the shore. He did
not make the attempt. He seized young Brush and attempted to help
him to the shore. The weight was too much and before he had
reached a place of safety his strength gave out and he and his burden
went down together.
Labarge was the only one of the party whose strength held out

He reached the shore and was soon taken in charge by oarsmen who
had seen the accident through field glasses from Port Henry. He
remembered seeing Witherbee and Brush, but did not see any of the
others after he came up.
Searching parties were at once organized and active efforts were

made to recover the bodies. The yacht was raised and the bottom all
about it was dragged. The body or Witherbee was found about
75yds. from the shore, some time later. All the other bodies except
that of Brush were found 5 rods from the shore. They were all near
together, and had made apparently some progress toward shore before
hey were overcome.
The catastrophe caused great excitement in Port Henry, where not

only the boys were related and well known, but where young
Witherbee was regarded generaUy as a favorite. Tbe streets were
filled with persons discussing the accident and waiting the latest news
from the searching parties.
Witherbee was the son of Thomas F. Witherbee, until recently the

superintendent of the Cedar Point iron furnaces and now interested in
the silver mining business in the West. The young man was a leader
in the best social circles and his death is generally mourned.
Young Witherbee was one of the 'Varsity rowing crew at Cornell

College for three years and for the last year was editor in chief of the
Comellian. He graduated with honor last June.—iVew> York Herald,
Aug. S9.

Bath, Aug. 26.—A small sailboat containing five persons was
capsized by a squall this afternon, near Long Island, at the mouth of
the Kennebec River, and three persons were drowned.
The boat started from Parker's Head to cross the river to Long

Island, and had nearly reached its destination when struck by tha
squall.
In the boat were Charles D. Perry and Miss Pauhne Oliver, of

Parker's Head. Allen C. Haskell, of Augusta, Miss May Nicholas and
Miss Augusta Blasland of this city.

Perry and Blasland were the only survivors. Perry made a heroic
effort to save Miss Nicholas, and had nearly reached the shore when
she fainted and her head sank beneath the waters.
Perry was greatly exhausted when he reached land. Miss Blasland

was saved by clinging to the stern of the boat, but Haskell sank im-
mediately. He was about 20 years old and was a drug clerk.
Miss Nicholas was 18 years old, daughter of Chas. L. Nicholas. Ittiss

Oliver was the same age. The two bodies were recovered in 7ft, of
water.—Boston. Olobe, Aug. S7.

In an accident which occurred on Bangs's Lake, Wauconda, III., four
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losftheir lives. They were: Carrie Hammond, Wauconda; Grace
McDonald, Chicago; Fred, Boome, Chicago; Roome, Chicago.
A pleasure party of seven young people had gone out for a sail in a

little boat managed by Elmer Golding, a son of one of the most
prominent men of "Wauconda.
When about 300yds. from the landing a panic among the occupants

was cau.sed by a gust of wind striking the sail as a tack was being
made. The boat capsized.
Young Golding succeeded in reaching the upturned boat with Miss

McDonald, and the two, with Fred. Roome, were rescued by boats
from thf shore.
The other four members of the party were drowned before assists

ance could reach them. The bodies weje recovered.—CTiittereaTijro,

(iV. r ) Times, Aug. 18.

YACHT NEWS NOTES.
The dangers of the spa are fully illustrated by the following chp-

pings froni local papers:
"A party of ten of the New Brunswick Boat Club Regulars yester-

day morning started off in Vandy Voorhees' yacht Ida V. for a cruise
to Perth Amboy. The yacht has just been rigged with new sails, and
the canvas proved too heavy. Just below the Sayreville dock a strong
wind caught the sails full and the pull of the canvas was so strong
that the spar running from topmast to the stern was broken about
two feet from the top. The entire rigging came down on the boat,
but fortunately no one of the occupants received injury. The spar
which broke was a new one and had only been put in on Saturday. It

was too light for the heavy canvas. Mr. Voorhees went to New York
to secure a new spar."
"On Sunday last, as the yacht Laurel was sailing off North Beach,

Capt. Daniel Hurley, skipper of the famous yacht Anglesy. of the
Harlem Y. C, met with a ducking. He undertook to go out on the
bowsprit to hoist on the tophft when the rope gave way and he was
tossed overboard. George Dowdell, the cool-headed captain of the
Hell Gate Club, threw him a line and quickly pulled him aboard. The
party were then landed at North Beach."

The new Valiant, Mr. Vanderbilt's steam yacht, is not owned by
him individually, but by a company which, according to the London
Fairplay, is arranged as follows:
"Steam Y^acht Valiant Company, Limited.—Capital, £100,000 in £1

shares. Objects, to purchase, own and work, for the purposes of
pleasure only, the steam j acht Valiant, of the port of Liverpool, to
enter into an agreement with W. K. Vauderbilt, and to carr;^ on the
business of a ship owner with respect to the above yacht only. The
first subscribers are:

Shares.
W. K, Vanderbilt, 060 Fifth avenue, New York 1

W. S. Hoyt, 45 West Seventeenth street, New York 1

H. Morrison. 640 North Fifteenth street, Philadelphia 1

J. Laird, 98 Church street, Birkenhead 1

J. M. Laird. The Cottage, Oxton, Birkenhead 1

J. S. Kind, 9.3 Church street, Birkenhead 1

C. Nicol, 155 Bridge street. Birkenhead 1

O. Mills. 15 Broad street. New Y'ork 1

"Mr. W. K. Vanderbilt is to be the governing director of the com-
pany until he resigns office, dies, or ceases to hold £50,000 of the
capital of the country."

In celebration of its twenty-fifth season the South Boston Y. C. will

hold an ojjen regatta on Saturday, Sept. 9, for yachts of not under
15ft. and not over 35ft. sailing length (l.w.l. plus 1-5 total overhang).
Prizes wUl be given in each of seven classes, keels and centerboards
being classed together. Entries must be made to G. F. Clark, 43 Milk
street, Boston, not later than 3 P. M. on Sept. 8.

The Massachusetts Institute of Technology has now a successful
course in naval architecture, covering four years. It is under the
immediate direction of Cecil H. Peahody, S. b!, with an able corps of
assistants.

Siesta, steam yacht built for H. H, Warner, of Rochester, by the
Herreshoft Mfg. Co. in 1882 at a cost of 335,000, was sold on Aug 20 for
$4,000 by the assignee of Mr. Warner. The yacht was purchased by
her captain, .Tohn Davis, who sold her a week later to George Green,
of New York, for S7,000. Over $3,000 have lately been spent in repairs
to her machinery.

Vamoose, steam yacht, has been sold by W. R. Hearst to Mr. Davies
of Brooklyn, the price stated being $S0,000.

The new Yankee Doodle is being fitted with triple compound engines
designed by John Haug, the Philadelphia marine engineer. Her own-
ers have issued an open challenge to the other fast steam yachts for a
race of one to fifty miles.

The "new" steam yacht Rex, now on her way to Chicago, is better
known as the Dandy, a fast launch that has been rebuilt this summer
and rechristened Rex.

The cruising steam yacht Embla has shown even a higher speed
than her builders hoped for, and promises to be an exceptionally fast
yacht.

§maeing.

Secretaries of canoe clubs are requested to send to Forest and
Stream their addresses, with name, membership, signal, etc . of their

clubs, and also notices in advance of meetings and races, and report of
the same. Canoeists and all interested in canoeing are requested to
forward to Forest and Stream their addresses, with logs of cruises,

maps, and information concerning their local waters, drawings or
descriptions of boats and fittings, and all items relating to the sport.

FIXTURES.
.SEPTEMBER.

16. Toronto.International Paddling 16. Red Dragon, Delawai-e River.
Trophy Race.

Members of the A. C. A. who were present at the two meets at

Willsborough Point will remember Mr. George P. Witherbee, whose
untimely death is described on another page. Jlr. Witherbee was
present both years, his yacht Alpha lying with the canoes in Indian

Bay.

Glenwood and Milwaukee.
OvR attention has been called to the comments on the speed of the

canoe Glenwood TElectra) in the report of the Western Canoe Asso-
ciation meet, and to the statement that she was the fastest canoe
present. As we are informed, Glenwood has thus far sailed six
races with her chief competitor at Ballast Island, the new canoe
Milwaukee, owned and sailed by Mr. F. B. Huntington, of Milwaukee.
Of these six races Milwaukee has won five, that won by Glenwood
being sailed by Mr. Nat Cook, of Chicago, the best canoe sailor in the
West.
Milwaukee is a duplicate of Avis, built last year by the St. Lawrence

River Skiff, Canoe and Steam Launch Co., and was built this year by
the same concern for Mr. Huntington. Avis is known as the "fin-

keel" canoe, though not a thorough fin-keel in the common application
of the term, She was specially designed for the St. Lawrence Co., by
Mr. Wm. Gardner, the yacht designer, and is similar to Mr. Whitlock's
last canoe Damosel, also designed by him. The greatest depth is

amidship. where the keel is straight, the deadwood being cut away at
each end.' In Avis and Milwaukee, the oak keel is carried down quite

deep and a lead cigar is fastened to the bottom; the centerooard
working through this bulb. There Is no separate metal fin, as in the
fin-keel yachts, but the construction of the oak keel approaches to it,

and the lead is disposed at a low poiut. Such a construction would
not be possible tmder the rules of the A. C. A., but the W. C. A. rules
are less stringent. This year Milwaukee has won the W. C. A. trophy,
the record prize and the Gardner cup. The latter prize goes however
to Avis, the winner of one cup being barred from taking another
under the W, C. A. rules. Last yeai- Avis won the Gardner cup and
record.

.

A. C. A. Membership.
Eastern Division: Clarence B. Mather, Charles B. Robertson^ Au-

burndale, Mass.

CANOE NEWS NOTES.
Mr. L. S. Hickmott. of the Hartford C. C_ has purchased the well

known Owl, formerly owned by Dr. J. A. Gage, of the Vespers.

The Rochester Union and Advertiser of Aug. 26 publishes an excel

lent article on the Rochester C. C., tll^astJ-ateg b,y ft number of repro
auctions from photographs.

AMERICAN CANOE ASSOCIATION.
Meet of 1893.

Our story last week related chiefly to the races, and in order to give
a complete history of the meet it is necessary to go back to the be-
ginning, on Aug. 10, on which date the camp formally opened. Com.
Cotton and Sec.-Treas. Burns were frequent visitors at the island in
the days preceding the opening, and when they pitched their tents
permanently the preliminary arrangements had been all completed.
Among the first to join th^m were the Vesper party, Paul Butler, Mr.
and Mrs. Howard Gray and D. S. Goddard. The Vespers set up their
tents on the east shore of the point, overlooking McDonell's Bay, and
as other men came In they pitched mainly in the same locality, filling
the portion of the grove along the water.
This, the main portion of the camp, was within a very convem'ent

distance of the wharf, mess shed, headquarters and post-office, but at
the same time it was well out of the way of travel to and from the
wharf and the ladies' camp. Although there was no lack of room In
the grove, many tents were pitched along the beach of McDonell's Bay,
making a very gay sight as seen from the river. As usual the Toronto
men gravitated to the extreme end of the camp, theirs being the last
tents.
The middle of the peninsula was high and clear of trees, and in the

center of this plaza facing the head of the wharf and about a hundred
yards from it were the tents of the ofiBcers and the flag poles, with the
large A. C. A. flag, the American and British flags and the code signals.
The small house marked D on the map, was occupied by the ladies,

with a tent or two nearby, but the real "Squaw Point" was beyond it,

in the grove indicated, a beautiful spot. Along the shore of the Uttle
bay inside of Knapp's Point was a row of tents, all well shaded. Just
in the rear of them was a second row, pitched on a rocky terrace about
4ft. higher than the ground in front. From this central portion the
camp spread out each way, extending into the woods to the west, and,
on the east, toward the main camp; showing a line of tents just within
the shade of the woods, with a fine meadow in front. Those who wished
company were camped in the main group, but those who cared for
seclusion and retirement found it readily within the grove. The rockj'
ledges added much to the picturesque look of the camp, which was;
beyond comparison the finest "Squaw Point" ever seen at a meet.
While the entire camp extended along a very long shore line, th«'

configuration of the ground was such that the wharf, mess shed ancl
headquarters were within reasonable reach of all parts, and further,
the main and the ladies' camp were well separated. We have visiteoi
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every camp site save one which the A. C. A. has occupied and have
no hesitation in pronouncing the last one the best In point of natural
advantages, abundance of shaded and open space, freedom from
undergrowth, dry soil with no swampy ground, and permitting a con-
venient arrangement of the wharf, camps, etc.

In the matter of scenery, neither the camp itself nor its outlook
were quite as beautiful as Willsborough Point; but at the same time
the camp was a picturesque one, showing to good advantage from all

points on the river, and as to the river itself, he must be hard to
please who would ask anything more beautiful than the St. Lawrence
and its islands. While there were no hills to climb in the whole camp,
the ground was sufficiently high to be dry at all times, and what ram
fell disappeared almost instantly in the open sandy soil, in marked
contrast to the submerged meadows of Willsborough last year.
The first week of the meet passed as the first week always does,

quickly and most pleasantly, but with no special incidents; every d.ay
brought half a dozen steamers to the wharf, the new arrivals meet-
ing with the warmest greetings from those already in camp. While
there were many old members, or at least those who had attended
one or two meets, there were very many new arrivals, especially from
the Northern Division; and the attendance from the States, and
especially of old campers, seemed less than it really was from the
fact that there were no large parties, and in meeting one man a per-
son missed half a dozen from the same club who had been seen
together at previous meets.
The attendance from the States was scattered ; there were representa-

tives from all directions, but none of the large clubs were represented
properly, the Vespers turning out about half a dozen, the New York
C. G. hardly as many. Among those of the older members present
were Winne, Lawson and Edwards, all ex-commodores, Butler, God-
dard, Gage. Gray, Robertson, E. H. Barne.y, J. K. Hand and R H.
Peebles, F. H. Moore, J. N. MacKendrick, C. V. Schuyler, Judge Dart-
nell, Messrs. Scott, of Ottawa, "Ghost" Bennett and W. P. Stephens.
Com. Woodruff and iVIr. F. B. Huntington, of the W. C. A., also spent
a short time in camp.
The Ust of absentees would include most of the names made familiar

by the Grindstone meets, Whitlock, Vaux, Munroe, Seavey, Stoddard,
Burchard, Ohver, Gibson, Andrews, Wackerhagen, Will and Phil,

Grant Edgar, Brokaw, Neide, Bailey, Ford Jones, Andrews, French,
J. W. Cartwright. Palmer, Christie, and even the old Captain with his

famous "tin telescope." Each year emphasises the changes which
time makes in any body of men. The men who really constituted the
A. C. A. in the years from 1884 to 1890, a certain set who were seen at
every meet and gathering, have largely dropped out, being seen on
alternate years or even less frequently, and their places being taken by
strangers.
Pleasant as it is each year to ]ump ashore amid a group of familiar

faces, to those who have attended the meets from the first or nearly
so it becomes each year a greater disappointment to see the lessened
number of old friends, and to miss so many whose companionship has
been the chief charm of the meets. Of those who were with us at
Lake George in 1880 not one was present this year, and it was a real

treat to meet again two famiUar faces from the second camp, of 1881,

Edwards and Tyson.
The proximity to Canada this year naturally brought in many new

members, as well as many who have not been seen of late years, and
there was a specially large attendance at Squaw Point. Introductions
on the part ot the old members soon made all at home, and entertain-

ments and excursions were arranged for each day. Those from the
States who wanted to get a glimpse of Canada were able to reach
Kingston easUy from the camp, returning in a few hours. Open
canoes were scattered about the beach in abundance, and they were
launched at all times for fishing, picnic parties and idle paddling,
many being used by ladies. Camp-fires were held in the evenings,
each bringmg out some new performer, hitherto unknown, but soon
famous throughout the camp.
The great event of the first week was the arrival of ex-Com. Winne

on Thursday. When the steamer reached the wharf the entire canjp
was awaiting him; he was picked up and carried off, his duffle follow-
ing, tolthejuftce selected for his tent. Thursday was the first rainy

day in camp, the rain falUng all day, and Friday likewise was blessed
with a heavy shower toward night. On Saturday the first race, for
the Orillia cup, was held, and in the evening the water parade and
illumination came off. A meeting of the Northern Division was held
on this evening. Vice-Com. MacKendrick being present; but owing to
some of the delegates being absent the election of officers was post-
poned to Monday evening. After discussion, however, an important
resolution was passed to the effect that if the next general meet should
be held on the St. Lawrence River, the Northern "Division would not
hold a Division meet; but that if the general meet went elsewhere, a
Division meet should be held as usual. On Sunday service was held by
Rev. C. F. Lowe, of Kingston.
Monday was one of the best of the racing days, the unlimited, record

and cruising races being sailed. The wind was strong and squally in
the morning, but lighter in the afternoon. The postponed meeting of
the Northern Division was held in the evening, E. B. Edwards presid-
ing, and the following officers were elected for 1894: Vice-Com., H.
M. Mobson, Montreal; Rear-Com., George A. Schofield, Peterboro;
Purser, H. R. Tilley, Toronto; Ex. Com., W. H. Macnce, Kingston; W.
L. Scott, Ottawa; C. E. Archbald, Montreal. After the meeting a
ladies' camp-fire was held, with vocal and instrumental music and
recitations.
Tuesday was a clear, bright day, and the^races went off without in-

terruption. In the evening the band of the 14th Battalion visited the
camp at the invitation of the Cataraqui CC, of Kingston, and fur-
nished music for a dance on the large" platform in the grove. Wed-
nesday was also clear, and the racing programme was pretty well fin-
ished up. In the evening a camp-fire was given by the Americans,
Sir. Winne being the leading spirit, ably assisted by Mr. Appollonio.
Strange to say, the island, though large and well wooded in parts,

could supply no firewood, and the preceding camp-fires had been in
marked contrast to the noble piles of last year, or the great pyramids
of dry stumps that illuminated the river in days gone by from the top
of the hill at Grindstone, To meet this emergency, Mr. Winne de-
spatched a trusted messenger to Kingston, who returned on the even-
ing boat with a cord of hardwood. As soon as the lines were fast all
hands jumped aboard, each returned with several big sticks until the
precious cargo was landed and piled high on the space in front of the
headquarters. The result was a noble fire, which called out the best
efforts of all the talent present.
As a prelude the audience was requested to step into the large

Peterborough tent, where a grotesque dime museum show was await-
ing, under the able direction of Jlr. Paul Vernon, of Brooklyn. The
entertainment was brief but amusing, including the bearded lady, fat
woman and Chinese giant, etc., with some clever mimicry by Mr.
Vernon. All then returned to the camp-fire and the programme of
singing, dancing and recitation was carried out.
Early on the same evening the general meeting of the executive

committee was held, and Mr. Borland, of the Arlhagton C. C, was
elected commodore for 1894, with Mr. George P. Douglas, of the
lanthe C. C, as secretary-treasurer. Wednesday evening was warm
and pleasant, but with signs of rain, and during the night the camp
caught its share, though but a small one, of the severe cyclone that
struck the coast. A hght rain fell from midnight until noon next day;
the storm amounting to little. The annual meeting of the Central
Division was held on Thursday evening, the officers elected being-
Vice-Com., W. C. Witherbee, Port Henry; Rear-Com., C. G. Belman,
Amsterdam; Purser, C. E. Cragg, Port Henry; Ex. Com., C.V. Wmne,
W. R, Htmtington.
Friday was the last day in camp, in fact a number left on Thm-sday;

but the grand breaking up took place on Friday afternoon, many
leaving on the boat for Clayton and thence to Boston. Montreal and
New Y'ork. A few remained to spend some days on the point, but the
meet was practically over when the steamer cast off her lines on Fri-
day afternoon.

If one may judge from the spirits of those about him, as well as
from such comments as were heard, the camp was in all ways a pleas-
ant one and the meet a success. We do not mean to say that those
drawbacks which we have mentioned or criticised at previous meets
were entirely absent, but taking all things together, it was evident
that most of those in camp were enjoying a very pleasant hohday.
The camp site we have already described, as to its physical character-
istics, it could hardly have been improved, and what is a great point
no expenditure of money was required to fit it for the present use
The general location was also good, the only objection, which was

made by th'* Canadians and the Kingston members as much as by any
was that the city was too near, less than five miles distant, and witti
frequent communication. The result was a number of strangers in
camp at times, though it was no more overrun than has frequently
been the case at other meets. On visitors' day the attendance was
rather small. Some of the entertainments, notably the band concert
lost their distinctive camp character from the number of strangers"
On the other hand the Americans made frequent trips to lungston'
and the city sent over a number of pleasant people to the camp the
Cataraqui C. C. and its friends making quite a large party distributed
over the camp.
The transportation question was in some respects a difaciUt one

but on the whole the ai-rangements were good. The service betweencamp and Kingston was perfectly adequate, and that by the Empire
State between Clayton and camp was also good except on Sunday and
Monday, when the steamer did not run. On the first Sunday andMonday the company put on a special steamer to make the trip but
she had only one or two passengers on the first day and none' the
second, so no boat ran on the second Sunday.
Coming by Cape Vincent the route was longer, but one could reach

camp with some delay, but little trouble, the transfers being easy
The attendance from the States was comparatively small, and the run
of 15 miles was a long one, requirmg a large steamer. Considering
these conditions the arrangements were all that could be expected.
The weather during the meet was as nearly perfect as is often found

While New York was suffering from intense heat and later was swept
by a storm of unusual violence, the weather at camp was warm only
light covering being needed at night, but not oppressive, with a lireeze
at all times on the water. There were three partially rainy days dur-
ing the meet, but one was caused by the cyclone on the coast. The
ground, too, was dry almost as soon as the rain stopped, so that the
unpleasant consequences of wet weather in camp were reduced to a
minimum.
The constant threat of a shower and its too frequent realization

which was experienced on Lake Champlain and to a less extent on
Lake George, has never been encountered on the St. Lawrence. Itmay be that we are unduly prejudiced in favor of the grand river, but
to us it has always seemed that what may be lost in beauty of scenery
in leaving the immediate vicinity of the Adirondacks is more than
made up by a much dryer and more equable temperature. Certainly
the meets on the river will compare very favorably with those on the
two lakes in respect to fair weather, as would naturally be supposed.
As regards another important matter the location this year was not

altogether satisfactory; the winds were broken and uncertain, more
so as far as we can remember, than was the case further down the
river. The prevailing wind seemed to be S. W., and thus was broken
by the island itself, while the northerly winds were also very un-
certain. At the same time there were no more races in squally
weather than at Lake Champlain. The racing suffexed, however,
from the lack of strong steady winds.

'

The chief ground of complaint this year was over the mess, and for
the iirst three days at least it was well founded. After that there was
some improvement, and taken altogether the remainder of the time
was about up to the average; it might easily have been better, and it,

has more than once been worse. The large tent was not used, and
the regular mess shed was rather smaU, while the waiters were inex-
perienced and the service very slow. The meats were as tough as
they always are in the country; the bill of fare was Umited, and such
simple dishes as oatmeal porridge and boiled potatoes were not
thoroughly cooked. There was always enough to eat, however, if one
did not mind the time, and no one was compelled to leave the table
himgry.
While some are exacting, they are rather the exception than the rule,

men understand that they cannot live as weU in camp as at home, and
a dollar per day is not ve"ry high; but at the same time the table might
have been improved at no great expense had the caterer known how
to provide a little better service, more thorough cooking, and a larger
though not necessarily more expensive bill of fare. The matter of
catermg for an A. C. A. camp mav be summed up as not a question of
French cooking, but as one of serving oatmeal smoothly and thorough-
ly cooked instead of raw, lumpy or burnt; and of serving a potato
properly boiled instead or raw or soggy.
One good result followed the first experience at the camp mess; the

Vespers and several other parties went to Kingston andlaid in a supply
of utensils, some hiring cooks; and the ancient and highly honorable
practice of cooking in camp was revived. It was a positive pleasure to
wander about the camp at noon or night and see the smoke from a
dozen campfires, while the frying pans sizzled merrily and the fragant
scent of eggs and bacon found its way skyward. The experience of
this year, of the pleasure of dining with a party of half a dozen in a
tent beside one's quarters, rather than feeding in a big pavilion with a
hundred others, is Iikel.y to result in a general revival of the club mess
of former days. Whether it cob: S more or less than the regular doUar
3er day of the camp mess, depends on how much is attempted and
low successfully it is managed, but undex reasonably good manage-
ment and average conditions a party of eight or ten, with one hired
cook, should Uve well at that figure.
There will always be a number of members who cannot or will not

bother vrith a private mess, and for whom some public accommoda-
tion must be provided, but it wUl be a good thing for the men them-
selves, and for the officers as well, if the mess shed can be reduced
to its old place, as an auxiUary to the camp rather than the sole
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dependence of two or three"'htindred''perBons'£orTnearly"'two weeks.
The best guarantee of a good general mess lies in the will and ability
of the membera to provide for themselves as soon as the mess table
falls below a certain standard. To enable them to do this a source
of supply independent of the mess shed, in the shape of a camp store,
is necessary; also some one who will provide the camp with milk,
esKS, naeat, vegetables and butter. The latter article was notably
poor this year, thoueh the camp was in a butter-making region.
TheattendanceattheA. 0, A. meets if carefully studied presents

two very curious peculiarities. In the first place the number of bona
fifle campers, members and their friends does not vary much from
250, sometimes more and sometimes less; but this number would be a
fair average for the last six or seven years. In this time there have
been various causes which have tended to increase or diminish the at-
tendance in one year or another, the membership rol) has grown con-
siderably, and the attendance should hare grown with it; the meets at
imes have been hold in new localities, in view of a large attendance of
men who have clamored for a long time for a meet intheir back yard,
as someone once put it. At times the camp has gone to a place dis-
tant both from New York and Canada and last year Com. Winne did
an unprecedented amount of work in drumming up an attendance at
the second Willsborough camp. The results of these influences, for
or against a large camp, are so surpri.singly small that it would be idle
to predict their effect in the probable attendance at any future meet.
This year the register up to the last day of camp showed 225 names of
members or guests who bad paid camp dues, and to this must be
added some transient visitors or members who did not camp per-
manently, so that the total is not far from the average mentioned.

All things considered, the prevailing hard times which have not only
made money very scarce but have detained many at home for fear of
what might happen in their absence, and the counter-attraction of the
great World's Fair, visited alike by Americans and Canadians, this
number may be considered satisfactory.

Tliis matter of a nearly constant attendance wherever the meet may
be held, and whatever conditions may exist, is a very important one
to consider in arranging for future meets.
The second curious circumstance in connection with the attendance

is that the ones generally absent are those who make the strongest
demand for a meet in some particular place. If our memoiy serves us,
in 1891, when the meet was held in the Eastern Division for the first
time, ostensibly for the benefit of the Eastern men, who thus far had
found the distance too great for them, this division was notable for
the smallest attendance of all. The Rochester men, led by Captain
Ruggles, have always been a unit for a meet on the St. Lawrence, and
were strongly in favor of that location in preference to Willsboroughm 1893, and agam this .year. So far as wehave heard, Eochester is
stillonthemap.no wandering cyclone has blotted it out, but there
was not the slightest hint of its existence at the present meet, even
the old Captain's familiar figure, seen at every meet and important
canoe gathering for the last seven years, was missed for the first time.
We are then of the opinion that the always difficult question of

selectmg a site, a question that must be even more diiHcultthan usual
this coming year when a salt-water meet is to be considered, may be
much simplified by neglecting entirely the forecasts always made of
the probable attendance from this place or the other, from New York,
Boston, Montreal, Toronto, and also the many promises of large dele-
gations from this or that quarter in case the meet be held near by.
Experience proves that a large attendance does not follow the holding
of the meet in one special locality, and that the loss in the general
attendance more than offsets the local gain. The largest attendance
and the best meets are had in a location so nearly central that men
will come from all points, rather than from one special quarter.

If this proposition be true, it is the more important this year, when
a salt-water meet in the Atlantic Division must of necessity be held on
the far edge of the entire Association, so to speak, at a distance which
will prevent any large attendance from the north. As it seems to us
the executive in selecting a site, is safe in the assumption that under
ordinary conditions a meet in any fairly good locality, so long as it is
central, will attract about 250 members, and that no catering to one
locahty in particular will lead to an increase over this number, rather
to the reverse.

The maijter of arranging for a successful meet is thus rid of many
com|ilicating features, and narrows down to the selection of a site
that is centrally located and there making the best possible arrange-
ments for the comfort and convenience of at least 250 persons. If
more come, well and good; there is always room for them, and it is
unlikely that a smaller number will be present. The division meets
have shown on a smaller scale the same peculiarity as the general—
that the attendance is small from the very vicinity of the camp. The
fact appear to be that men will not come to a meet merely because it
is near at hand; but on the contrary, if there is reason to believe that
the meet will be interesting and successful, they will get to it some-
how.

In the past a j?ood deal of trouble has been taken to suit the wishes
of certara localities from which a large attendance was expected; and
at times the officers have labored hard to interest all sections of the
Association. Such missionary work has not, as a rule, paid for the
trouble; and much better returns may he had in the future from the
concentration of the work of oiHcers and committee on all details that
go to make a camp convenient and pleasant to those who may come.
The racing fleet was mentioned last week: of cruising canoes and

other boats there were a number present, but few in any way novel.
The oddest craft was the Proa, designed by Mr. Robert Tyson, of
" Pearl " canoe fame. The idea was suggested by the plans of a Singa-
lese proa, published several years since in the Forest axo Stream.
the first experiment being made with a 16x30 open Canadian canoe
The sides were built up considerably higher, and a sort of box keel
was added under the bottom. The horizontal arms were fitted, pro-
jecting on one side, and to them a smaller canoe was attached, of
course parallel with the main hull. The craft was fitted with a canoe
rig, of two battened sails. She was used on Toronto Bay last year,
and proved quite fast and very safe and comfortable, carrying three
or four persons and affording ample room for storage. The light
draft and moderate weight permits of easy beaching, and there is floor
space for two to sleep. Though capsizable. she is comparatively a
safe boat, and for ordinary sailing and cruising seems to possess many
good quaUties.
The present boat was built last winter and is more perfect in detail

than the original one. Mr Tyson made the entire cruise from Toronto
in her; partly alone, and at times with a companion; and on last
Thursday he started to cruise a part of the way home, according to
time and weather. Of recent years Mr. Tyson has become a convert
to the Single-tax theory, and his tent, the last in the camp, was
decorated with various posters setting forth the principles of Henry
George and his followers.
Since the destruction of the shops of the Ontario Canoe Co. by fire

nearly two years ago the company has been reorganized under the
name of the Petersborough Canoe Co. and is now in successful opera-
tion, building canoes, sailing craft and steam launches of all kinds.
It was well represented at the camp, a large oval tent being filled
with specimens of open canoes, from the plain painted basswood to
the more elegantly finished cedar-rib. A skilful boat buUder was in
charge, with tools and outfit for repairs.
The open birch bark, seldom seen at a meet, was represented this

year by two or three specimens, and the display of the ordinary open
Canadian canoe quite rivalled that of the old days at Grindstone. At
the same time but two of these service canoes started in the race
specially arranged for the class as distinguished from the paddling
racers. One fine specimen of amateur work was a 16x30 canoe,
decked and fully fitted for sailing, built by the young son of Mr. Gil-
bert, the builder. As far as models and methods of construction are
concerned, there was nothing demanding special notice.
Although a good deal of cooking was done in camp, there was noth-

ing of the nature of a true canoe kit displayed and all improvement in
this line seems to have stopped. The same may be said of the tents
and camp appliances, the large military wall tent being generally
used, with some of the circular marquees of the Canadian militia.
Many of the tents were lar^e and well furnished, but on the whole
there was nothing better for its size than the square tent with a single
pole, first introduced by the Mohicans at Grindstone.
In dress the camp preseiited.no special features. The club uniform

has disappeared, and also the grotesque costumes once aft"ected by
some canoeists, nor were the dude rigs of a few years ago particularly
noticeable. The knit jersey or an "outing" shirr, with while duck or
flannel trousers and jacket, often not unpleasantly clean, made up the
average costume, though many held to the ever popular knicker-
bockers. The ladies' costumes were mainly neat and becoming every-
day dresses, neither the. very plain camping costumes sometimes
worn m the woods, nor the elaborate toilettes that have at times been
criticised, but a successful compromise between the two.
Since the first Grindstone meet in 1884 one of the popular institu-

tions of the camp, and in fact of all A. C. A. gatherings, has been the
big Hiawatha and her owner, the able and wilhng leader in all amuse-
ments. Among his many triumphs are the Indian tableau on the hill
in 1884, the famous circus of 1889, the "Coon band" and parade of 1890
the great sea serpent of 1891 and the two fine entertainments of last
year, the "As You Like It" tableaux and the storming of the fort and
general illumination. This year Mr. Slavey was absent, for the first
time after nine successive meets, and it is needless to sa\' that he was
missed. Excepting the band concert, ttie entertainments were of the
simple and impromptu kmd which best befit a camp. The ladies insti-
tuted a pretty fashion of afternoon teas, /rescu gatherings which
were very pleasant. On one occasion the camp attended a garden
party given by Dr. and Mrs. Garrett at their home, just opposite the
camp on the mam land, a steamer carrying the guests over and back
Mr. VViiine was as usual the life of all the camp-fires and entertain-
ments, ever ready in his efforts to amuse.

Among :those 'present'for rthelflrstTtime was7Miss"E. 'Pauline'John
5.™°*^°'''^' Canada, the author of the poem "The Song My

Paddle Sings," published in the Forest and Strbam of Sept. 15, 1803.
Miss Johnson is the daughter of an Indian, a chief of the Five Nations,
her mother, who was in camp with her, being an Englishwoman. Her
brothers are well known among Canadian canoeists, and she has been
all her life accustomed to the single blade, Through the day she was
on the water in her open canoe, Wildcat. The most striking incident
of the meet was her appearance in full Indian dress at one of the
canip-ares, where she recited an Indian poem written by herself.
This year the local papers, Canadian and American, devoted special

attention to the meet, the reports being in the main carefully written,
out^pntainmg some amusing statements, as the foliowing .quotations

"Chas. E. Archibald of Montreal is in camp with his racing skiff
Bonita and Canoe Mab, both of which he calls very speedy. The canoe
IS ship rigged, with fore and aft sail and topsafi. LTnlike the other
canoes his sliding seat is screwed solid to the boat. He also has a .stop
watch screwed to the deck to tell how fast the wind blows."
"W.W. Howard, the owner of the Aztec, is one of the skillful manip-

ulators of a canoe. He always carries two centerboards, a small one
for a hght wind and a large one for a heavy wind, and when the breeze
13 extra stiff Mr. Howard runs down both boards. The Aztec originally
had four bulkheads, but after the Camperdown-Victoria accident her
owner added two more bulkheads, fearmg that some one might coUide
with him and sink him.
"Among the handy devices is a rope hitched to the mizzenmast by

which he steadies himself when he carries heavy sail and has to per-
form the bare back act on the end of his hike."
"Miss Pauline .Johnston, the Indian poete.ss, did her first canoeing

yesterday. She is being instructed by M. F. Bennett, New York."
E. Welliman and 0. X.'Holmes, a member of the regatta committee,

arrived yesterday from Yonkers."
"W. P. Stephens, Casper W. Whitney and Hoko of the New York

canoe club were busy pitching their tent Monday. Their canvas house
IS the first on the grounds to have top. sides and bottom all together."

'The pet of the camp is A. H. Stevenson's bright little son 'Cocoa.' "
"A new model of racing canoe will participate in the races this year.

It IS known as the fin-keel and meets every requisite for fast sailing.
Ihis type of cr.aft was designed by Wm. P. Stephens.

'•Its lines were taken from Herreshoff's Gloriana, the American
champion sloop of '91.

"The distinguishing feature of the canoe is a large overhanging bow
and stern and a large fin-keel of 5-16in. boiler plate extending some 3ft.
below the boat."
An institution that could well have been dispensed with was Mr.

Brophy's bar in the camp; an effort was made to suppress it, but
failed, we understand, on account of the hcense, which would have
become inoperative had it not been kept regularly open. There is
never any danger of death from thirst in a camp, even with no public
bar within fifty miles, the private supply being fully adequate to all
requirements of hospitality and joviality.
The hardest task which falls on the ofiicers of the A. C. A. in camp

is to draw the line between liberty and license, between fun that is
often boisterous and unconventional, but otherwise tmobjectionable,
and a drunken riot, such as is too often attempted. Only once has
this line been successfully drawn, by Com. Winne la.st year, the first
attempt at a renewal of the all-night noise of the previous year being
suppressed so quickly and effectually that it was not repeated during
the remainder of the meet.
As Mr. Kipling very truly remarks, "Single men in barricks don't

grow into plaster saints," and similarly no one would expect to regu-
late a camp of a couple of hundred men by the rules of conduct that
would apply to a Christian Endeavor convention. At the same time
there are many who object to the whole camp being kept awake from
midnight until moi-ning by a continuous stream of obscenity and pro-
fanity. This year there was a reasonable amount of quiet after mid-
night, but one night was rendered hideous by a drunken gang of Mr.
Brophy's employees who kept up the foulest kind of noise for an hour
about 2 A. M.
A novelty in the camp was a telegraph office, which was made

possible by the wires to Kingston running across the island, so that it
was ea«y to tap them. This was a convenience to many, giving quick
communication with New York and distant points, as well as with
Kingston and Clayton. Near the telegraph office and bar was another
evidence of the higher civilization, a Custom House, in a 7X9 tent,
presided over by one of Her Majesty's officers. There was also a
dark room for the photographers, of whom the usual number were
present. Mr. Stoddard was not on hand, but some very good views of
the camp and canoes were made by Messrs. Murray & Son, of Brock-
ville, Canada, who will place them on sale.
The signal code was used for all orders, but the gun was replaced

by a bugle, which sounded "orders." The bugler, Mr. Burns, was
quite an addition to the camp, his cheery notes sounding forth at all
hours .One thing that was missed after last year was the" drum corps,
which afforded continual amusement at Willsborough. It not only
Eroved a safety valve in the matter of mere noise of a cheerful sort,
ut after a tramp of two or three miles around the camp of an even-

ing, a good many lively spirits were ready to seek their blankets and
leave the camp to quiet rest. The absence of wood for the camp-fires
was most unusual, as the island had abundance of shade trees. One
novelty that grew to a positive nuisance this year was the number of
dogs in camp, suggesting the desirability of a rule prohibiting them,
or at least of an A. C. A. dog pound. The most unwelcome visitor to
the camp was a hearse, which with two black horses was landed from
the steamer on the evening of the "American" camp-fire. A death
had occurred somewhere in the interior of the island, and the hearse
was ordered from Kingston, but its unexpected appearance when the
camp was given over to fun and jollity was no less incongruous than
defiressing.
One result of the races was to prove the extremely faulty condition

of the racing rules, due to careless amendments, continual and un-
necessary tinkering and typographical errors. Again and again ques-
tions arose which could not be answered by a reference to "the book,
and it is most necessary that steps be taken at the next meeting to
correct the many errors and also to make some changes demanded
by the altered condition of the racing. The regatta committee is now
fully awake to the importance of this work, but members may assist
materially by calling attention to errors or necessary changes which
may come to their notice.

Columbian International Prize Shooting-.
Sharpshooters' Park, West Puixmak.—Aug. 27 and 28 we had a

large attendance from everywhere of the Union and good shooting
was done. The following shooters were present and decorated with
the Columbian Medal: C. F. Grain, Biddeford, Me. Joseph Stamson
Chicago. D. W. McLaughlin, S. Leandro, Cal. P. Fraub Chicago.
0. Finkensieger, Chicago. Eobt. Kamm. Highland, 111. Louis Knobel,
Highland, III. Terrv E. Kent, Utica. Viems. Rapp. St. Louis. F. J.
Smith, St. Louis. F. C. Ross, Brooklyn. G. L. Deiter, Milwaukee.
W. A. Vaier, St. Louis. Wm. Holley, Peru. 111. Otto Lauer, Peru,
111. .L C. Hofmeyer, Baltimore. Robt. J. Boehme. Peru, III. L. J
Wiget, Mendota, III. Geo. Beutemueller, Chicago. E. Westphal, Mor-
rison, 111. P. B. Martz, Shultz, Wis. A. J. Dalley. BaldwinsvUle, N.
Y. Guntrum Hammrrle, Darnbirn, Austria. Charles Reusch, Darn-
birn, Austria. Charles Munk, Detroit. Peter Klauer, Dubuque,
Richard Kolt, Dubuque. D. Schneidenrind, Bellville, 111. Charles K.
Dunkerley, St. Louis. C. A. Brety, Indianapolis. T. Sebluter, Moline.
III. M. Kihan, Davenport. Dr. H. Malhey, Davenport Stephen
Meunler. Milwaukee. W. J. Samison, Council Bluffs. A. Mueller,
Toledo. Geo. D. Wiegeman, A. Frienhold and J. Frandt, Milwaukee.
V. Link, Peru. Joseph Spangler, Monroe, Wis. Gus Homreghausen,
Baltimore. Dr. A. A. Stillman. Syracuse. 6. Neitzel, Peru. John J
Young, Maspeth, N. Y. H. H. Rolhert, Baltimore. F. W. Schultz,
Schultz, Wis.
Scores follow:
Columbia target; The best and highest scores was made by Chas.

Finkensieger, Shooting Master of the Chicago Shai-pshooters' Society.
He made 71 out of 75 rings.
King target: Valentine Link 207.
Man target: Gustave Homreghausen 93.
Peop/e'g target: F. 0. Ross 71.
Stamiard target: F. C. Ros* and Louis Knobel 43 each.
The highest scores up to date since the beginning: Columbia, 71.

King, 2(1. BuUseye, the most was 34 out of possible 100. Peoples, 71
by six. Man, 94 and 93 by three Standard, 46 by four.
The shooting is going on every day this week up to Sept. 3, 6 P. M.
Aug. S9.—Grand scores made:
King Target.—Qastav Homreghousen, Baltimore, 220.
PeopWs Target.—F. Ross, Brooklyn, N. Y., 71, G. Homreghousen 71.
Man Target.-Q. Homreghousen WH, F. Ross 91.
Standard Target.—P. Ross 49.

Columbia Target—Fwkensieper. Chicago, 71.

.4i<i/. SO.—The OPS'- riflemen of the U'uon are now at work f.ir the
honor of being the King of this great tournament. The fi.flowing
shooters received the Culumbiau medal: L. E. Danser. Independent,
Wis.; F. A. Fuller, Omaha. Neb. ; J. H. Lohmever. Baltimore; S G
Dorman, St. Louis; C. M. Se ell, Lawrencr-, 'Ulass.: .J. K. Kutsch
F. T. Kutsch, Dubuque, la ; Andrew M. Bean, John Morf, E. Schott-
lander, Louis Schwarzhoefer, St. Louis; Alex, Kersher, Buffalo, N. Y.

The scores from Aug. 30, unchanged [up to Aug. 30, 6 P. M., highest
standing; Columbia target 71, King target iJSO, man target 94, people's
target 71, standard 49, bullseye ;34 out of 100 shots.
The best shots of the Union are now at workand the most creditable

shots are made. Columbian medals awarded to D. Wiget, St. Lom's;
A. L. Robertan. Joliet: C. F. Kappler, New York; W. Bush, Chicago;
Otto A. Sommers, Chicago; C Sippel. Chicago; C. Ziegenhagen, Ken-
.smgton. III.; Cha.s. Basher, Chicago; J. Gunshal Milwaukee; L. Frank,
St. Louis; P. Romanus. Chicago; A Dernbach. Chicago; J. G. Dillin
Ardmore, Pa.; J. Rusch. La Crosse, Wis.; Y. O. Kfirsten, Chicago; H.
Borsch, Chicago; F. W. Hofele, New York; J. A. Boyken, New York;
W, Dorrler, .Jersey City; L T. Hansen. Jersey City ; Hana letersa,
Omaha; James Frikele, Monroe, Wis.j Chas. Schotte, Jr., Chicago;
Otto Naef, Chicago; Louis Schweighaefer, St. Louis; J. J. Munch,
Sandwich, 111.

The highest scores up to Sept. 2: Columbia 71, Stich target flag
102-f), King 220, Man 94 twice, Peoples' T4, Standard 49. Bullseyes, 34
out of 100 shot«. A. BoESE, Sec'y.

North End Rifle Club.
EphrAta, Pa., Aug. 26.—On Friday afternoon the members of the •

North End Rifle Club met on their Ephrata range for an afternoon's
sport at target praclice, and enjoyed themselves very much. They
had for a guest Jacob F. Wolfer, member of the Lancaster Schuptz<>n
Verein, who came with authority to fully arrange for another rifle
contest between these two clubs. The following scores were the best
made, distance 200yds., rest shooting, best out of a possiblel20 points:
SL Sharp 7 10 8 11 11 7 9 6 7 7-88
^ ^ 7 10 13 7 8 7 9 6 13 IS- 90-173
L M Wiest 9 9 10 7 8 7 7 9 9 10—S,"}

9 10 10 7 9 8 0 9 8 8-87-17'i
DBLefever 979984797 9—78

9 9 5 5 7 8 13 8 8 9-79-1.57
J M Sheaffer 9 12 0 10 6 8 7 8 6 8—80

^ ^ „^ ,^ 9 9 9 9 6 7 8 7 4 8-76-156
J F Wolfer ,., 0 99889975 6—7276408 9 778 8-70-143
Although it was the Intention to again contest for several medals,

but only one was put up and won by L. M. Wiest, of Schoeneck. The
Lancaster boys will come out here to give our boys another shake in
a few weeks, when some lively shooting may be expected.
At the previous medal shoot the shooting was mostly at rest, and

of the four medals contested for three went to Schoeneck and one re-
mained in Ephrata. The former medals were won by L. M. Wiest,
and J. M. Stober, while the Ephrata mednl was won by j. M. Sheaffer.
There was no wind to interfere with the shooters, but the day was all
that could be desired. The shooting was none of the best, but was
greatly enjoyed by the five participating members. The following
were the best scores made, distance being ,:i00\'ds :LM Wiest 10 10 9 7 '

6 10 9 10 o 7-00
10 9 9 9 10 9 10 10 9 9-93-188

J A Stober 9 7 8 8 6 10 t 8 9 &-8()
7f 6 8 9 8 8 6 9 8-78-Jf8

D B Lefever 8 5 9 6 6 8 10 9 9 6—7688756977 9 6-72-140
J M Sheaffer 5 55V86757 6-63

10705 10 98 10 5 6—76—139
EMellinger 770089970 9—56

0 7 4 7 0 10 8 0 9 10- 64—120
D. B Lefever, Sec'y.

Cincinnati Rifles.

CwciSNATi, O., Aug. 27.—The Cincinnati Rifle Associntion held its
regular practice shoot at its range to-day and made the scores as ap-
pended. Conditions 200yds. offhand at the Standard target The at-
tendance was rather small owing to a delegation from the club going
to Chicago to participate in the Columbian Festival. Our captain
(Mat Gindele) is one of the number, and we hear is doing good work.
We wish him well and hope he will bring home the honors to us. His
lieutenant CE. D. PayneJ made an effort to fill the vacancy made by
the captain's absence. How well he succeeded may be judged by his
scores:
Payne 10 10 8 10 fi 10 8 10 7 0—88

10 8869 10 970 10-88
9 10 5779677 6—73

Weiaheimer 10 76 10 66795 10—76587985796 6-70
76 7 657596 10-68

Brumback 68 10 895868 9—77
9 10 766958 10 10-80
6 10 79 10 5597 5^73

Simon 10 7 8 7 7 3 6 9 5 9-7167257 7 7 10 8 6-65697867854 6-64
Stegner , 257B86646 7-57

8 58&48676 7—64
5 69785465 9-64

Topf 5 7 5 8 10 3 6 6 6 7-63966879574 7—68
8 6 8 9 4 8 10 6 0 8-62

Puthoff 10 7 4 2 5 4 7 7 10 6-62477546596 5-6857542 10 499 3—58
Nagel 6 6 8 4 4 3 7 6 7 6-52

4 28754444 5-420&5S6e225 4-4(1

Revolver Shooting' in England.
The revolver competition in connection with the South London

Rifle Club resulted on Aug. 15 as below:
Walter Winans 776677—40 Howard ..565627—31
Frost 777654—36 Mortimer 660855—25
Smith 555575—32
This makes the three leading scores for the revolver championship

of the club stand:
Walter Winans 40 40 40—120 R S Kemp 38 .36 32—106
C F Lowe .39 38 37-114 E V Keen 37 35 34-106
The scores for the revolver championship of the North London

Rifle Club have changed during the last few weeks as far as the lower
standing scores are concerned. JIajor Munday and Mr. Rand have
got up from eighth and ninth place to fifth and sixth.
Scores for revolver championship of the club:W Winans 41 41 41 41 40-304 Rand 36 34 83 .33 31—167

C F Lowe 40 38 37 37 36-188 Carter m .33 33 33 33—165
Lieut Varley.. ..37 37 37 35 35^ 181 Capt Richards'n34 :32 32 31 31—160
Capt Cowan. . . .39 36 36 35 ;B5-181 Capt Thompson34 ;33 m 31 30-159
Major Munday. 39 37 33 33 31-172 Treadwell 28 25 23 19 15—113
On Aug. 17 Mr. Winans tried for the first time shooting a sporting

rifle (a Rigby long range one) at the 50yds. range at Bi'-ley, After
two shots to get the elevation he made a highest possible score for
the regulation seven shots. The bullseye is 24ih. in diameter.

Revolver Shooting.
Geneva, N. Y., Aug. 24.—Editor rarest and Stream: Your articles

for the past three or tour years trying to awaken some enthusiasm in
revolver shooting have interested me greatly, as I am much given to
that sport and have followed it in a quiet way for many years, getting
much pleasure from it. And now, with your assistance, I have suc-
ceeded in getting enough interested here, so that in the near future
we expect to have a good club with a suitable range to shoot over.
One of the greatest obstacles to contend with in revolver shooting I

I have found to be is the inability to get such a revolver as one needs
for a good, accurate shooting arm and still not too heavy for the
pocket. After an experience of about twenty years, using almost
everj make of any excellence, I had about arrived at "the con-
clusion that I should never find such a revolver as I wanted.
Still I did not like to give it up, and whenever a new one came out, 1
would get it, and give it a trial only to be disappointed; and so it has
been up to a month ago, when I bought one of the new American
ArmCo.'s hammerless .:32cal. Although it had been highly recom-
mended to me by a friend, still I had many misgivings, for so few
seem to loiow what a revolver should be. But I must confess I have
been agreeably surprised, for it has proved the most accurate shoot-
ing weapon of its caliber I have ever seen, and way beyond ray expec-
tations, with the best balance and hang, and its action and finish are
perfect, besides its construction being such that it can be thrown
from double action into single and back at will, makes it most jirac-
tical. Then instead of being so light that accuracy is out of the ques-
tion (the greatest fault of all at our modern pocket revolvers), it has
with the 334in. barrel, 20oz. of metal to withstand the recoil. Pat,

San Francisco Rifle Notes.
San FRA^•c•ISco, Aug. 2i.—Editor Forest and Stream: Inclosed please

find excerpts from the daily papers anent the fall festival of the Cali-
fornia Schuetzen Club. This is the chief sport of the j'ear in this
State, and excites much enthusiasm among our riflemen.
The Pistol Club of San Francisco hasevolved uito theP.ifleand Pistol

Club, and will hereafter hold monthly medal contests wth both arms.
The standard American target will be used, 50yds. with r istol, and
200yds. with rifle. Any rifle wfll ho allowed. Some fine scores may
be looked for afttr the organization gets under headway. One of our
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reliable shots, Mr. D. A. McLaughlin, leaves to-day for Chicago, to try

his luck in the great shooting contest. He carries with him the best

wishes of all local riflemen. Koeel.

Greenville Rifle Club.

The weekly gallery shoot of the Greenville Rifle Club, at head-

quarters. No. llSOator avenue, Greenville K. J., on Friday night, Sept.

1, had its usual attendance. The feature of the evening was the
shooting of W. C. CoIUds, one of the second class members, who, by
his good holding made the fine score of 242 points. A first class per-

formance. The scores are appended 10 sho's. possible 250, 25yds: W.
C. Collins 243, Plaisted 241, Chavant 240, Purkess 236, Dodds 234, Capt.

Bobidoux 2.3G, C. Boag231, J. Boag 229, John Hill 221.

The weekly outing of the club, in Armbruster's Park. Sept. 2, had
its usual attendance. The best individual 10-shot score was made by
G. H. Chavant, who made the unusually fine score of 229 points on the
German ring target. Plaisted strucls: a streak of good luck or other-

wise, and in five consecutive scores put up the following good ones:

221. 211, 221, 214, 223—1,092. The following appended scores are the

best made by each individual shooter, 10 shots, German ring target,

distance 200yds.

:

0 H Chavant 20 22 25 25 20 24 22 25 23 23-229
Geo W Plaisted 22 23 20 23 22 22 24 22 21 24—223
C Boag 23 22 16 14 23 18 21 25 24 22—208
J Boag 20 19 25 17 12 13 23 21 18 22-19o
Captain Robidoux 21 22 21 24 23 9 21 21 12 IQ-lQg
W C CoUins 17 15 22 23 22 23 14 11 22 ig-lSg
Jas Dodds 23 23 16 10 12 14 15 11 29 19-1 63
Geo Pinkess. 19 17 20 9 17 ' 9 10 22 19 8—ISg

RIFLE NOTES.
There is a rumor that some of our experts, on their entrance into

the Windy City last week, were under the watchful eyes of the city

protectors. Our information in the matter is somewhat vague, and
consequently we are at a loss to explain the matter to our own satis-

faction. There are none of our experts that we know that could
possibly be taken for an Anarchist. Michael Dorrler's open counte-
nance could not by any force of imagination be screwed into the re-

semblance to the followers of the Red Flag; both Boyken and Hansen
have only to adopt a white neck-tie and there is not a conductor in the
country, with a three months' experience, that would expect to take
up their fares in any other form than the customary pass which they
meet with every day. Of the others, Ross, with his youthful appear-
ance would pass muster as a Junior from Oberlin. The only other
expert that we can recall as being in the city at the time is that old

veteran of the butts, W. Milton Farrow. Now we have not seen this

old friend in years, and we remember him as a man of mild manners
If there was any doubt in his case he had oniy to hand out a volume
of " What I Know About Shooting," and his identity would be made
clear at once. After a thorough canvass of this matter in our mind we
have come to the conclusion that our experts were maligned and
that the rumor probably had reference to some other individuals.

Maybe our Harlem joker started the rumor as a satisfaction for his

inability to participate.

We are informed that Miss Lillian Smith (the female shooter) will

attempt to break the rapid firing record on the point target at 200yds.

Whether this applies to a female record or not we are at this moment
unable to say. The exhibition is booked to come off on the range of
the California Club at San Rafael, Cal.. in the near future.

Fred. W. Hofele, who came into prominence through a series of
matches with Gus. Zimmerman some years ago, came to the front
again by winning the Zettler trophy for the 15 best scores at the
Plattdeutsch festival, and tieing M. Dorrler for first prize on the prize
target. Mr Hofele is now located upon that historical spot on the
upper end of Manhattan Island known as Fort George Park. It is a
most delightful spot on a hot summer's day.

A match between C. Hutch, of the Harlem Rifle Club, and L. C.

Buss, of the Empire Rifle Club, 100 shots a side, was shot off on the
gallery ranges of the Zettler Brothers, 219 Bowery, on Wednesday
night, Aug. 30. Buss forgot to close his "sand spigot" in the beginning
of the match, and the conseciuence was he was forced to retire on his
seventh string. He should continue his instruction under the tutelage
of Rosenbaum.

All ties divided unless otherwise reported.

FIXTURES.
If you want your shoot to be announced here

send In notice like the following:

Sept. 5-8.—Third international hve bird and target tournament, at
Des-chree-shos-ka Island, Detroit, Mjch.
Sept. 6-8 —Schuylkill County Shooting Association, at Tamaqua, Pa.

Targets, sparrows and pigeons.
Sept. 6-8.—The Veteran Tournament, Indianapolis, Ind , during

National G. A. R. Encampment, under the management of the offlcers

of the North End Shooving Club. H. S. Humphrey, President.
Sept. 6-8.—Pimlico Gun Club tournament, Baltimore. Dr. Z. F

Frey, Sec'y-.

Sept. 6-8.-Schuylkill County Shooting Association tournament;
targets, sparrows and pigeons, at Tamaqua, Pa.

Sept. 12-13.—Manufacturers' Trap-Shooting Association tournament,
at Allentown and Bethlehem. Pa. Ccombined).

Sept. 20-21.—Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association
sixth tournament, at Worcester, Mass.
Sept. 26-29.—Pennsylvania State Sportsmen's Association tournament

at Harrisburg, Pa. H. M. F. Worden, Cor. Sec'y.
September.—Manufactm-ers' Trap Shooting Association tourna-

ment, at Columbus, Ohio.
Oct. 2-7.—John Watson's tournament, Burnside, HI.

Oct. 19-20.—West Newburg Gun and Rifle Association fall tourna-
ment, at Newbtu-g.

1894.

April 4-6.—Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association's
Grand American Handicap at Dexter Park, Long Island.

May 22-24.—Knoxville (Tenn.J Gun Club tournament, $1,000 added
money.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
Beginning on Tuesday anfl closing on Friday of next week will

occur Jack Parker's third international live bird and target shoot at
Des chree-shos-ka Island, at the mouth of the Detroit River, and great
sport is sure to result. There will be ten target events on the 'first

day; four at 10 each; two at 15, and one at 20 targets; also the Mont-
gomery AVard & Co. 's S300 guaranteed purse at 20 targets, divided
?60, ^40, S30, S35, $20, §15 and $10, with surplus added; two-man team
race, 10 targets per man ; and one at 25 targets, with a "first prize of
$50 cash, and four merchandise prizes. On the record day there will

be an event at five live birds, $5 entry; seven live birds, S7 entry; ten
live birds, $10 entry; a miss and-out $2 entry, and the great race at
25 live iMgeons, for the International medal (value $150) emblematic of
the International Hve bird championship of United States and Canada,
open to the world. The entrance for the medal will be the price of the
birds, but those who wish may pay in $25 each and shoot for the pot,
On the third day there will be ten target events. These include one
at 20 targets for the Cleveland Target Company's guaranteed purses
of $100; one at 50 targets for ten merchandise prizes, and the great
race at 15 targets for the International target championshii), medal to
become the property of the w inner. This isopen to the United .States
and Canada. The fourth days' shooting will be at targets, the main
contest CO be at 25 targets for a $100 purse. Bluerock targets and ex-
pert trap will be used." All except the guaranteed purses, free shoots,
trophy and team match, will be shot under the Parker handicap. The
American Wood Powder Band will furnish music.

The first annual tournament given by the Morristown Gun and
Athletic Club, will be held at the Morristown Driving Park, Sept. 12
and 13. The handicap will be 12-bores at 2Syds., 10-bores at 3lyds.
First day: Event No. 1, 10 live birds, $10 entrance; No. 2, 15 live birds,
$15 entrance; No. .3, 25 live birds, 55," entrance. Second day: Event
No. 1, 7 live birds, $7 entrance; No. J, lu live birds, $10 entrance; No, 3,

15 live birds, $16 entrance; No. 4, live birds, $25 entrance. Three
moneys in all shoots, 50, 30 and 20 per cent. Shooting to commence at
9 A. M. sharp each day. Shooting grounds one-half mile from the
depot. The pigeons to be shot from five unknown traps, .American
Association rules to govern. Nobody barred. Loaded shells on
grounds. James Timmons, President; John Leonard, Vice-Pi-esident;
Frank Class, Treasurer.

The Newark Gun Club will receive a friendly visit on Sept. 11 from
the Parkway Rod and Gun Club, of Brooklyn, and during the day
there will be a race between teams of 15 men from each club, each
man shooting at 10 hve pigeons The shoot will take place on John
Erb's grounds, and a feature will be the banquet.

Some time this month the Union Metalhc Cartridge Co. will put on the
market a new cheap shell, to be known as the "Kitro Club." While at

the Interstate shoot at Charlotte, N. C, W. M. Thomas, the genial and
talented expert of this company, showed samples of this shell, and
they were favorably commented on, Mr. Thomas, who by the way
does all the testing developing, etc., for theLT. M. C. Co,, stated to
us that this shell was intended to do away with priming with black
powder, and thus obviate the possibility of blowing back, so likely to
occur if black powder primes are not mathematically correct as to
quantity. It wall soon become popular with dealers who load moder-
ate priced cartridges, owing to less labor being required than when a
prime is necessary. The shell has a pecuharly shaped base, which is

designed to increase the volume of gas.

Why are not more firms represented by shooting men or salesmen at
the Interstate shoot? At Charlotte we were lolling in the shade of the
Colt tent and were approached by two parties, each of whom inquired
if they could see the representative of the Colt Co., or could see a
Colt gun. Upon inquiry we were obliged to teU them that the com-
pany was unrepresented either by a salesman or any of its product.
The only firms represented by individuals were Forest ajtd Stream,
E. C. Powder Co. and the Union Metalic Cartridge Co., and by pro-
ducts, the Le Roy Lead and Shot Co. and Tatham & Co. (shot).

Advices from R T. Clayton, the major domo of shooting affairs in
and about Tamaqua, Pa , tell us that the Schuylkill County Shooting
Association will hold a tournament at Tamaqua on Sept. 6, 7 and S,

artificial targets, live pigeons and sparrows to be used. This associa-
tion is noted for holding successful shoots, and with Rene Clajnon at
the helm the coming one should be a record breaker. The shooters,
will hold forth at the United States Hotel during the tournament.

John Connor, of the Knoxville (Tenn.) Gun Club, did himself proud
at New London. During the three days his average, taking in the
various rules, was 84.-53, and this was his first experience with the
Novelty rule. His winning the diamond championship trophy was a
popular victory. During the three days Rolla Heikes made 67.27 per
cent, and Ferd. Van Dyke 85.45.

The following offlcers have been elected by the Wilmington (Del.)
Rod and Gun Club: President, W. H. Hartlove; Vice-President, David
Wilson; Secretary and Quartermaster, Edward Farmer; Treasurer,
John R. Marr; Captain, Chas. Fehrenbach; Directors—J. D. Under-
wood, C. McConnell, Lewis Fox and John Gaughan.

The Woodvale Gunning Club has been organized in Readmg. Pa.,
with the following officers: Howard Boas, President; John Moser,
Vice-President; Irwin Beadencup, Treasuer; Thos. Derolf, Secretary;
John Moyer, Recording Secretary. The club starts out with eighteen
members.
Down in this section of "Ole Virginny" gray squirrels are almost as

plentiful as the nuts they seek, and every evening the crack of the
deadly rifie or shotgun can be heard in almost any woods. The pros-
pects for quail are promising in all sections of Virginia and North
Carolina.

The Charlotte Gun Club are well satisfied with the outcome of their
recent shoot and are already considering the fesaibility of holding a
big moneyed tournament just previous to the Knoxville shoot in May,
1894. Ti e club is comprised of hunters and should be able to run a
successful affair.

The season's shootmg of the Red Oak (la.) Gun Club ended in favor
of W. H. Evans, who won the club trophy with a total of 170 breaks

The Forest and Stream is put to press

on Tuesdays. Correspondence intended for

publication should reach us by Mondays and
as much earlier as may be practicable.

against Chandler's 161, Whelan's 159, Cook's 157, Marshall's 148, Gunn's
140, Peterson's 127 and Davis's 127. There were eight contests.

Only three weeks to the Pennsylvania State shoot, and no pro-
grammes yet. It is time they were i-sued. at least to the press, which
should have plenty of time for booming these State affairs.

.

The Bennett brothers, formerly well-known pistol shots, must have
been practicing on Keystones in "some quiet nook, judging from their

clip at New London.

The Marvine Gun and Rod Association, of Colorado Springs, has
been incorporated with a capital stock of $5,000. The directors are
A. L. Lawton, H. H. Eddy, J. P. Barnes, C. E. Noble, E. Barnett, A.
Sutton and D. R. Ellis.

A gun club has been organized in Granville, N. T., with Dr. B. D.
Mosher, President: W. H. Hughes, Vice-President; G. H. McDonald,
Secretary, and C. E. McFadden, Treasurer.

On August 19, J. J. Dietz killed 38 and Frank Hoagland 35 iMgeons
in a match at 50 birds each under Rhode Island rules. The match
took place at Clifton Heights, Pa., and was for $100 a side.

The regular medal shoots of the Leavenworth (Kan.) Gun Club will

hereafter be held on the first and third Fridays of each month. The
club will visit the Kansas City (Kan.) Gnn Club on Sept. 4.

The following are the offlcers of the Brighton Gun Club of East
Orange, N. J.: President, George Kutches; secretar)', Emmons Can-
field; treasurer, J. F. O'Mealy; captain, Samuel Badgeley.

The Atlantic Rod and Gun Club, of Brooklyn, are said to have ar-

ranged for a match with the Newark Cun Club, 20 men to a team, 15

live pigeons per man.

The Park River (N. D.) Gun Club offers a reward of $25 for the cap-
ture of violators of the game laws. A good example for other gun
clubs.

Harry M. Levengsten, of Saratoga, will shoot at 100 live birds against

W. T. Lord, of Troy, on the West Troy base ball grounds on Sept. 12.

The members of the Rochester Rod and Gun Club are competing for

a Parker gun. Each member must shoot at 500 targets.

The Iroquois Rifle Club, of Pittsburg, has taken up trap shooting,

and its trap section shoots every Thursday afternoon.

A meeting will be held to-night at the rooms of the Orange (N. J.)

Athletic Club for the purpose of organizing a gun club.

Jack Parker will run another tournament in Detroit the latter part
of this month.

The E. C. powder and U. M. C. shells made a great hit at Charlotte.
C. H. TOWNSBND.

Interstate at Worcester.
The programme of the Interstat« Manufacturers' and Dealers'

Association tournament at Worcester, Mass., Sept. 21-22 is as foUows:
Sept. 50.—Event No. 1, 10 tareets, entrance 5)1.25; No. 2, 10 targets

(1.25); No. 3, 15 targets (1.50); No. 4, 20 targets (2); No. 5, 25 targets

Sepi. 2i.—Event No, 1, lO targets (1.25); No. 2, 10 targets (1.25); No.
3, 15 targets (1..50); No. 4, 20 targets (2); No. 5, 25 targets ('2.50).

Worcester Sportsman Club stake, $25 added by the club; No. 6, 15

targets (1..50); No. 7, 15 targets (1..50); No. 8, 20 targets (2); No. 9, 10

targets (1.25); No. 10, 10 targets (1.25).

Headquarters for sportsmen during the tournament will be the
Lincoln House, Elm street. Sho'tine wiU commence at 9:.30 A. M.
each day. Price of targets deducted from purses. To reach the
grounds" of the Worcester Sportsmen's Association take the electric

cars from the hotel direct to the grounds. Address communications
for information regarding the shoot to A, W. Walls, Sec'y, Piedmont
street. Worcester, Mass. The next tournament of the Interstate
Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association will be held at Boston in

October,

Union Club's Monthly.
Springfield, N. J., Aug. 30.—Match at 10 singles:

Jefferson 0101001 000-3 Terry 01 1 1 11 1 Oil—

8

W Smith 1110111111-9 Miller 1111110110-8
WUliams 01 0001 1 010—4 Sopher 1010110101—6
Briant 1011010100^
Monthly club shoot:

Class A.
Miller 111111110111111111111111111111—29
Warren Smith 11111111011111111111 1101111101—27
A Sickley lllUlllllllOllllOllOlllllllOl—26

Class B.
WiUiams 11100001 10101101011 10101 100110—17
Briant 111111101011110111101000011100—20
Pudney 110nOOOl0101001100lOHX)111100-14
Terry.

,

101000110111001101100100100110—15
Class C.

Br Jackson 10000nOl0110001(X)101101011011-14
V Sayer • .00100U0101iX>UlllOOOl000000100-lO

W Sopher 110011101011110111000100010001—16
E. D. SIlLLER."]

Pimlico Gun Club.
The first annual tournament of the PimUco Gun Club was set fc r

Sept. 6, 7 and 8, at Gleason'a Park, Baltimore. The programme calls

for targets the first two days, and live birds Friday, with three moneys
In each event,

Boiling Springs vs. Passaic City.

Passaic, N. J., Aug. 26.—The initial shoot of a series of five between
the Boiling Springs Fishing and Gun Club and the Passaic City Gun
Club took place on the grounksof the latter club on Tuesday, Aug. 22,

and resulted in a victory for the home team. The greatest friendship
exists between the members of both clubs and there was a large
attendance, the visiting team bringing many friends along. Among
those present were the Hon. .Jacob Pentz, editor of Shooting and Fish^
ing. w^ho acted as official scorer; Neaf Apgar, of H. C, "Squires, as
referee; T. H. Keller, of the Climax shell; Councilman Mileham, of
Rutherford, Ed Collins, of West Hoboken; and Messrs. Morfey and
Wolff, of PatersoD. The scores made in the match shoot and in the
sweeps which preceded and followed the match are here given. The
next shoot will be held on the grounds of the Boilings Springs Club
early in September. W.

Vermorel llllilllllllOOlOlOllOOlll—19
Abbott 1111010111101101111011111—20
Kelly nOOlOl 001111110111111111—19
Shaw 1111111111101101110110101—20
Coman 11101 llOllllllUOlOllinO—20
Jelleme 1111111011011011110111101-20
Bowes 1111111111011111111111111-24
Wise 1111101111111111111111110-23
Palmer . .1010110111100111011111111—19
Hemion 1111100010101111111110110—13—202

Boiling Springs Team.
Paul 1110100111111101111111111—21
Lane 0110111110011110101001101—16
Lenone 1111111101000010110111011—17
Huck 1111101111111111111011001—21
Klees 1111101111011011111101111-21
James .1110110111100011111101110—18
C Collins 1010010101111111001101111—17
Grieff 1111111111111111111111111—25
HoUister 1111111111110111111111011—23

No. 1, 10 birds:

Klees...
Coman .

No, 2, 10 birds:
Keller
Paul

Kelly
E S Collins.

,

Vermorel

.

.1111111110— 9 Abbott llOlllllll- 9
1111111110—10 Paul llOlllllll— 9'

llOlllOnil— 7 1111011111- 9
1111111011— 9 1111111111—10'
Olllllloll— 8 Wise iioooiiiii— r
0110111111— 8 Krebs 0011010011—5

, riioiiiii- 9
0110000100— 3

inioioioi— r
0010010100— 2

0111111111— 9 llllOlOlll— 8
loooiniii— 7 1000101010— 4
1111111111—10 0010100100— 3
OlllllllU— 9 1101010110—

6

lllllOllll— 9

llllllllll—10 Abbott 0110001101— 5
1111011011— 8 1110111111— 9
1111111111—10 0000001110— 3
1111010011- 7 Hiscox 1111110000— 6
1101101011— 7 Mileham 1001110011— 6
llOlllllll— 9 Coman OllOllllll— 8

,,1110111111— 9 Huck 1111111111—10
1101 moil— 8 0110100101— 3
loonmn— 8 1011110101— 7
looniiioo- 6 Wolff oinoiioii- r
1011110101— 7 Peck 0000000111— 3

James llOllllOIl— 8 Kevitt 0110010100— 4
No. 3, 15 birds:

Keller 111000111111111—12 Wolff 111100010111111—11
Apgar 111111111111111-15 Jelleme 110111011110111—18
Paul 110010110110011— 9 Vermorel 111111011111110—13
Wise 001111101111111—12 Grieff 111011111111111-14
Keliy 110111010111100-10 James 110111011110011 -11

Bowes 011101101111111—12 Lenone 101111111010111—13
Laue 010111000100111— 8 Klees 011111111111111—14
E Collins 111110101011111—12 Coman 001111111101111—12
Morfey 110110010101010- 8 Huck 111111110101111—13
No. 4, 15 bu-ds:

Keller 111111111110101—13 Hall

.

,.010010101010110— 6
Apgar 111110111111111—14 Abbott 100011101101011— 9
E Collins 111111110100111—13 Morfey 111101011111111—13
Wise 111111111101111—15 Wolff lllllllOOOlOlll—11
Grieff ...110111111111101—13 Hollister 111111111111111—15
Vermorel 111001011111111—12 Laue 100110001101001— 7
Lenone. ..100100001111111— 9 Paul OllllOllOllOOll—10
Bowes 101111111011111—13 Peck OlOOlOOOlOOOOlO- 4
Kelly 011101100111000— 8 Burgess 111011101101011—13
No. .5, 10 birds, expert rules:

Keller 1111011001—7 Paul 0111001111—

7

Apgar 1101111111-9 Abbott 1111011111—9
E CoUins 1111101101—8 Bowes 1111011101—8
James 0101110111—7 Vermorel 1111001111—8
Lenone 0110111010—6 Laue 0101000100—3
Morfey 1110110110—7 Wise 1011101101—7
No. 6, 15 bu-ds:

Keller 011101111011111—12 Morfey 010110111111111—12
Apgar 111110101101111—12 Abbott 111110010101001— 9
Grieff Ilinilllllllll—15 Wolfe 110111111110111—13
Lenone OllllOlOlllllOl—11 Wise 111101111111111—14
E Collins 111110111110111—13 Bowes 110111111111111-14
Vermorel 110111101111101—12 HolUster 111111111111111—15
Kelley lOlOlllllOOllOl—lO Klees 111011111100101—11
Paul 100100100111101— 8 Laue 100111010110110— 9
Jelleme lOOlllllOOlllin—10 James 101110011111101—11
No. 7, 10 birds, expert rules:

Apgar 0101111111-8 Wise 1001111101—7-
E CoUins 0101111111-8 Huck 0110110011—6,
Lenone 0000101001—3 Reid 1101000110—5,
James 1110011101—7 Burgess 0000100110—3;
Coe 1010010001—4 Holhster 1001111110—7
Abbott 1100100011—5 Bowes 0110010101 —5,
Paul 0000111111-6 .

Glenmore Rod and Gun Club.
The Glenmore Rod and Gun Club seems to be gradually going down

hill in respect to the attendance at the several shoots since the death
of its president, Peter Sutter. Only eight were present at the monihly
shoot at Dexter Park on Wednesday, Aug. 30. The competition was
for the club's gold medal and class prizes, given every three months.
E. A. Vroome. J. A. Eppig and C. Engelbrecht tied in class A, and J.

B. Kay won in class B with 6. W. Linnington won the prize in

class C.
Sweepstake shooting followed at 5 birds each, $1 entrance, two

moneys. John Schliemann and C. Engelbrecht were the principal
winners. The scores: Club shoot:
W Levens 0211120-5 W Vorbach 1221122—7-
E A Vroome 1220112—6 J B Kay 1110111—6:
J A Eppig 1211102 -6 W Linnington 2111000—4;
C Engelbrecht 1022221—6 J Schlieman OlOllll—

S

First sweep:
J A Eppig 21111^5 J B Kay 01111^
C Engelbrecht 21101—4 J SchUeman ...12111—5W Vorbach 2100^-3
Second sweep:

J A Eppig 10121—4 J B Kay 11221—5
C Engelbrecht 22:^1—5 J Schlieman 21111—5

Manufacturers' at Allentown.
The programme of the Manufacturers' Trap-Shooting Association's

tournament at Allentown, Pa
,
Sept. 12 and 13, runs as follows: First

day's snoot, commencing at 9:;i0 A. M. No. 1 and 2, 10 singles; No. 3,
15 singles, one man up, unknown traps and angles; No. 4, 5 pair; No.
5, 10 wngles; No. 6. 15 singles, one man up, unknown traps and angles;
No. 7, 10 singles; No. 8, 20 single.s, one man up, aiyds, rise, two barrels,
unknown traps and angles; No 9, 15 singles (surplus shoot), price or
targets. Entrance for 1, 3, 4, ,5, 7, Si. .50; for 3 and 6, S2.50; for 8, $3 00.
Targets included in entrance. Second day's shoot, commencing at
9 A. M. No. 1 and 2, 10 singles; No. 3, 15 singles; No, 4, 5 pair; No. 6,

15 singles, one man up, unknown traps and angles; No. 7, 10 singles;
No, 8, 20 fingles, one man up, unlmown traps and angles; No. 9, 50
singles, price of targets; individual State championship race for M. T.
S. A. individual trophy; No, 10, 15 single.s (surplus shoot), price
of targets, known traps and unknown angles. Entrance for Nos. 3
and 6, §2.50; No, 8, $3,60; others $1 50. Targets included in entrance.

Maplewood.
Orange, N. J.—The regultir monthly cup shoot of the Maplewood-

Gun Club took place on the club grounds Saturday, Aug. 26. The day
was extremely sultry and close, and but few members turned out to
tike part in the shoot. Conditions of the shoot, 50 bluerocksper man
from a traps, Keystone .system,
w Smith loiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiniiiiiioiinnni—48
O L Yeomans 11011111011111 1101 llllllllllllllinillllllUllini—47
Dr Fisher lllllllllllllOlllllllllllllOlllllllllilllllOllllOl—4&
A A Sickley 11111111111001110111110110011011110111111111011111-41
•V7 Van ideetine. ...loiioiioinoooioooniioiiooomoiooooiinimoiiii—St
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Sigourney Second Annual.
SiGOUBNEY, Iowa.—The Sigourney Gun Club (composed of the fol-

lowing officers: A. O Schipfer, President; P. Josbaker, Vice-President;
L. B. Oliver. Secretary; C B. Dobie, Captain; L. B. White, A. E.
Johnston, and E. J. Schipter, Directors) held their second annual
tournament at Sigourney, Iowa, Aug. 8, 9 and 10, and, to say the least,
was a grand success. The club have one of the finest shooting grounds
in the State, a clear background enabling shooters to make good
scores. The novice shoots, of which several are published each day,
show the improvement of parties never having shot at the trap
before. The first and second days the shooters gave the bluerocks a
hot reception.
The plunge trap for the 25 live bird contest between Mr. Marshall,

of Keithsburg, 111., and Mr. Peck, of Cincinnati, O., for a purse of
$25 a side, lost the club the greater part of the forenoon of the third
day, as it took about five-sixth of the shooters to make the trap or
boss the job.
Wind and rain combined spoiled the great event of the afternoon.

The 75 live bird match between 0. W. Budd, of Des Moines, and C. M.
Grimm, of Clear Lake, for a purse of ?100 a side, 5 unknown traps,
30yds. rise. American Association rules governed.
The result. Budd 74, Grimm 73, is considerable above the average

live bird shooting.

Mrst Day.

No. 1, 15 targets, entrance, 50c.:
Dobie lini—5 Oliver 01001—2
Hinkley 01011-3 Budd 11111-5
White 11110—4 Lewis 01101—3

No. 2, 10 targets, entrance, $1:
Budd 1111111111—10 Oliver 1001011011—6
Dobie 0110101111— 7 White 1100111111—8
Lewis 0100101111— 6 Dant 1111010101—7
No. 3, 15 targets, entrance, $1.50:

Dobie 111110100111111—12 Grimm 011111111111111—14
Budd 111111111011111-14 White 111000001101111— 9
Oliver 000010011110111— 8 Marshall 111110111111111—14
Dant 011011010101101— 9 Deterline 011111111111110-13
Lewis 010011101111110—10 Esterley 111111111111101—14
Hinkley 000110110111110— 9
No. 4, 10 targets, entrance $2:

Frazier 1011111111— 9 Esterley 1111110111— 9
Dobie.. 1111101111— 9 Lewis 1111011111— 9

Deterline 11111 11111—10
Marshall 0111111110— 8

Grimm 1111111111—10
Budd 1111111111-10
No. 5, 5 targets, entrance $1:

Grimm 11111—5
Dobie 11111—5

Marshall 11111—5
Lewis 11111—5

Budd 11111—5 Esterly 11111—5
Frazier 10111—4 Deterline 11111—5
No. 6, 15 targets, entrance $2:

Dobie 111110111001110-11 Budd 111111111111110—14
Grimm 111111111111111—15 Frazier 111111111111111—15
Esterly 111111111111100—13 Deteriine 111111101111111—14
Marshall 111111111111111—15 Lewis 111010001111111—11
No. 7, 7 singles and 4 pair targets, club adds $10, entrance $2:

Grimm. ...1111111 11 11 11 11—15 Lewis 1011101 11 11 il 11—13
MarshaU... 1100111 11 11 11 11-13 Deterline. .1111111 11 11 Ol 11—14
Budd 1111011 11 11 10 01-13 Esterly.... 1111111 11 11 11 10-14
Frazier.... 1111110 11 11 11 10—13 Dobie 1001111 10 10 01 10— 9
No. 9, 10 targets, entrance $1:

Grimm 1111111111-10 Frazier 1111111111—10
Dobie ..0111011110— 7 Lewis 1111101111— 9
Budd ..1111011111- 9 Deterline 1111110110- 8
Marshall 1111111110— 9
No. 10, 20 targets, entrance $2.50:

Lewis 01111000111110111111-15 MarshaU.. .11111111111111111111-20
Grimm.... 01111111111111111111-19 Frazier.... 11111111111101111111-19
Budd 10111111111011111010-16 Deterline. .11111111111001111111-18
No. 10, novice, 10 targets, entrance $1:

Woodm 0000000000- 0 Ayers 1000010101—4
Brown 0000110100—2 Graff 0000000000-0
Dewolf 1110101001—5

Second Day.
No. 1, 10 targets:

Grimm 0111111111— 9 Frazier 1111111111—10
Dant 1000001111— 5 Esterly 1111111111—10
Marshall 1101111111— 9 Dobie 0111001101— 6
Budd 1110011101— 7 Hinckley OIlOOlOOll— 5
Lewis 1111001110— 7 Peck 1000000001— 2
Deterlme 1011111111— 9 Alexander llOllOlllO- 7
No. 2, 5 pairs targets:

Grimm 11 11 11 11 11—10 Budd 10 11 10 11 11— 8
Marshall 11 10 11 10 lO— 7 Frazier 10 11 10 10 10— 6
Lewis ....11 11 11 11 11—10 Esterly 00 10 10 11 10— 6
Deterline 11 10 11 10 11— 8
No. 3, 10 targets:

Lewis 0110111101— 7 Grimm 1111111111—10
Dant 0011101000— 4 Peck 0011000000—2
Singleton ..lllOllOlll— 8 Frazier lllllUOlO -

Marshall lllinOlll— 9
Deterline lllllOllll— 9
Budd 1011111111— 9
Esterly 1111101100— 7
No. 4, 7 targets:

Grimm 1111111—7
Budd 1111111—7

..0111111—6

Alexander 0111111111— 9
Dobie 0111 001000— 4
Huckley 0000110110— 4

Dant

Peck 0111000-3
Alexander 1111110—6
Singleton IIIIOIO-

..1010111—5 Lewis lOllOU—

5

Marshall 1111110-6 Frazier ..1111111—7
Dobie , 1000010-2 Deterline 1111111-7
Homes 1001011—4 Tobitt 0000110—2
No. 5, 15 targets:

Deterline 111111111101111—14 Alexander 110111100100010- 8
Grimm 111110111110111—13 Homes 001111100111100— 9
Budd 101111101111111—13 Frazier 111011110110011—11
Marshall 010111111001011—10 Esterly 110111011110111—12
No. 6, 20 targets:

Grimm 11011111111111111011-18 Budd 01110111111110111111-17
Marshall.. .11111101111001111111-17 Romes 11111100101011011000—12
Esterly. . . .11101010110111001111—14 Deterline. .11111001111111101110—16
Fiazier. . . .11111111lllllllimi-20 Dobie 11111111101111001110-16
No. 7, 20 targets:

Singleton.. 11111111110100011111—16 MarshaU. ..11111111111111111110—19
Grimm.... 11111111111111111111-20 Budd 11111111111100111111-18
Frazier..,. 111111111111 11000111—17 Dobie 11001011111100110001—12
Deterline. .11111111111111111111—20 Esterly. . . .11110111011111111110—17
No. 8, 5 singles and 5 pairs targets;

Grimm 11111 11 11 11 11 11—15 White 11101 00 00 10 10 10— 7
Marshall... 11111 1110101111—13 Esterley. ...11010 101110 1111—11
Deterline . .01111 1011111011—12 Budd 11111 10 11111111—14
No. 9, 15 targets:

Grimm 111111111111111—15 Lewis 101001111100111—10
Marshall 111111111111111—15 Deterline 111111111011101—13
Budd 111111111111110—14 Frazier 111111111111101—14
Esterly 111011111110110—12
Extra, novice, 10 targets:

Graff 0111011110—7 Ayers 0000000100-1
Blaise 0011101011—6 Brown 0000100010—2
White lOlOllOlOO—5 Myer 0000000010—1
Woodin 0001010101—4

Alexander 1101001110-6
0010011011—5

Extra, 10 targets:
White 0010011000-L
Schipfer 1011111011—8 Oliver
Hawk 1010111110—7
Extra, 10 targets:

Alexander 0000011001— 3 Marshall 1111111111—10
Darden 0001001010— 3 Schipfer 0000111101— 5
Lewis 0110010111—
Extra, 7 live birds:

MarshaU 1111111—7 Dobie
Grimm 1111101—

i

Peek 1110010—4 Deterline,
Budd 1111111—7

Hawk 1111110100— 7

1111101—6
Esterly 1011100—4
^'•*^— 1110110—5

Third Day.
No. 11, novice, 10 targets:

Pranken 0000000000-0 Howard OOOOOOOOOO—

0

Graff 1110111101—8 Berry... 0000010100—2
Pooler 0000000000—0 Beatty 0000000000—0

P'at men's race:
Dobie 1100101111—7 Hawk 0110110011—6
Pluckey 0000101100—8 Oliver 0011010111—6
Mason 0110010000—3 Schipfer 1010111111—8
Melon shoot:

Schipfer 1011111111—9 Dobie 1111011111—9
D. Hinkley 0001001101—4 H Hinkley 0000000000—0
Special shoot between Budd and Grimm; 75 live birds; purse $100:

Budd 1211222222111211112122120—24
2212221221221111112211®1—25
1211222222221221212122212—20—74

Grimm 1121112212222111212222222^25
1122102111211121111221121—24
011212121121 111 11U221 1 11—24—73

No. 13, 10 targets:
Deterline 1111111111—10 MarshaU 1011111111— 9
Daret 1111111111—10 Alexander OlllOlOOln— 6
Grimm ....0111111111— 9

Special live bird match, $25 a side, 40yds. rise, plunge trap, loser to
pay for bii-ds:

MarshaU 1002111002221112—12 Peck 2012000021000000— 5
Last live bird shoot. 15 birds, entrance $3:

MarshaU 0111111 111M11—13 Dobie 10111111111111—13
Grimm 11101111111111—13 Dant 10010 —2
Twenty-seven birds remaining to decide first money. Messrs. Mar-

shaU. Grimm and Dobie, to use the words of Brother MarshaU, "had
to pay 85 cents for getting gay."
Extra No. 1, 10 targets:

Dobie 1010101110-6 Richardson 1110110101—7
D Hinkley 0011100010—4 Alexander 1110111110-8
Schipfer 1011010001—5
Extra No. 2:

Dobie 1110001011— 6 Schipfer 1111111111—10
Richardson 1101111111— 9 Oliver 0000110011— 4
Alexander lOlOlOllll— 7
Extra No. 3:

Sohipfer 0101 101101—6 Alexander 1001 111 1 11—8
Richardon 0110100110-5 Dobie 1101111111—8
Oliver 1110010110-6

Nassau Gun Club.
The old Nassau Gun Club, which has been virtually out of existence

for about six years, was reorganized on Tuesday, Aug. 29. at Dexter
Park. Messrs. George U. ForbeU, W. Selover and John Y. "Van
Wicklen were the only three members of the old club present. The
other ten members that competed in the first club shoot were from
the Parkway, Glenmore and Coney Island clubs. It is proposed to
make the club a purely social shooting one, for the purpose of enjoy-
ing the sport of trap shooting, and have a good day's fun every
month. A subscription prize wiU be shot for at each shoot, the high-
est scorer to be the winner.
Thirteen members shot at 8 birds each on Tuesday. E. Helgans and

J. Bennett tied with straight scores, and as the birds gave out a throw
of the dice was made to decide the winner of the prize given by Wm.
Selover. Helgans was the lucky one. Score:

ChasMagee 01«01021—4 R BoreU 01201111—6
Geo U ForbeU 1111.001—5 John A StUl 01201121—6W Selover 01211212—7 E Helgans 21112211—8
M E Hayden 12«122«1—6 J Bennett 11112211—8
John Young 11.12011-6 H Selover 002»]2l2-5W A Hartye 22021222—7 P Von Duele 11221101—7
J BoreU 01202000—3
After the shoot a meeting was held for the election of officers and

transaction of other business in connection with the new club. The
following were unanimously elected as officers for the year: Presi-
dent, John Y. Van Wicklen; Vice-President, Wm. Selover; Treasurer,
Charles Magee; Secretary, Wm. A. Hartye; Executive Committee—
Geo. U. ForbeU, E. Helgans, John A. Still; Steward, Louis MUler.

It was decided io hold their regular club shoots at Dexter Park on
the third Tuesday of each month of the year. The Nassau Gun dub
promises to be one of the best shooting organizations on Long Island,
and wiU soon have a team that wiU be hard to beat.

Atlantic Bod and Gun Club.
The races at Sheepshead Bay were the cause of the small attendance

at the postponed shoot of the Atlantic Rod and Gun Club held at the
West End grounds. Coney Island, on Thursday, Aug. 31.
Only ten shot for the two silver cups and added money at ten birds

each, club handicap, American Association rules. Ira McKane and C.
Furgueson tied with ten straight and had a good race in the shoot off.
Furgueson won on the seventh round the first cup and C. E. Morris
won the second with nine. A sweepstake shoot foUowed, miss and out.
C. E. Morris and J. B. Voorhees divided.
A match at five bu-ds each between C. Furgueson and his son, C.

Furgueson, Jr., took place. The boy is only ten years old and shoots
with coolness and judgment; he tied his father with five straight. In
the second match with a novice at three birds the boy won easfly. The
scores. Club shoot at 10 birds:

C E Morris 2112212021— 9 C Furgueson 1121111111-10
J B Voorhees 2110101112— 8 C Furgueson, Jr 0120210212— 8
Ira McKane 2221f21211—10 R Dwyer 1100111122— 8
R J Sutherland 2210120«21— 7 G Mohrmjan 2021232201— 8
Kid Benson 2020002111— 6 F Goodale 1101121101— 8
Sweepstake, $1 entry:

C E Morris 2212 C Furgueson, Jr 0
J B Voorhees 2112 R Dwyer 1120
R J Sutherland 120 C Mohrman 0
C Furgueson mo
Match:

C Furgueson (30) 82112-5 C Furgueson, Jr (21) 13221—8
Match:

H Fales (25) 001 C Furgueson, Jr (25) 131

Vernon Rod and Gun Club.
Only four members of the Vernon Rod and Gun Club were present

at the regular monthly shoot at Dexter Park on Thursday, Aug. 31.
Each shot at 7 birds, 28yds. rise, for a subscription prize and best
average of the season. Dr. Little was the winner with a straight 7.

The score:
Dr Little 1212213—7 W Thompson 0121211-0
G Osterhout 2111100—5 F Thompson 2110111—6

West £nd Gun Club.
Ottiimwa, la.—The West End Gun Club held their regular Friday

afternoon shoot at the club grounds in Central Edition, Aug. 25. The
shooting was not up to the average, as the score wiU show. After the
regular shoot two extras were shot off, which were about the same as
the regular.

Regular shoot:
Young 1111101111111110100101011—19
PoweU 0110111111011101111011111-20
Eldridge 0101110111110111111000110—17
Romes 1111001010100111111110100—16
Potter 1101010110110010110011011-15
McCarroU 1101111101100100000111010—14
Chrisman 1000010110011000111101101—13
Heather 1110010100011001101010110—18
Smith , 0011100011110100011000011—12
Odenwalder Ol 101011 10000010001 101110-13
Fiedler OOl 1 10010100001 1 1 11000100—1

1

Emerson 0100100001000011001110110—10
Odenwalder 1000001000000001001100110— 7
Extra No. 1, 25 singles: Emerson 14, Chrisman 15, Odenwalder 17,

Smith 15, Potter 13, Piedler 18, Erbacher 7, Romes 17, Eldndee 18. Mc-
CarroU 13. ^
Extra No. 2, 25 singles: Emerson 11, Chrisman 17, Odenwalder 18.

Smith 10, Potter 9, McCarroU 15. R, H. T.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
J. J. P., New Orleans.—The killdeer plover (Mgialiies vociferus) Is

not the ring plover (^JEgialites semipalmatus). The black bass is
caUed green trout in some parts of the South.

SAVE YOUR TROPHIES.
Write for Our lllostrateil Cataloeua

"HEADS AND HORNS."
It gives directionB for preparing and preserving

Skins, Antlers, etc. Also prices for Heads and
Bugs, Birds and Fish, and all kinds of work in Toxi-
denny.

WARD'S NATURAL SCIENCE ESTABLISHMENT,
ROCHESTEE, N. T.

R
Conseientious

Woman
before ashing will assure herself by consuUlng the
aame Imws in Brief that It U all right to cast ihe gaudy
lure. Hoiu- of tne Brief's plo'ures are of special luter-
est to the sex. She lUHy buy the Dook where she buys
her tacKle, or the Forest ana stream PuDlIshing Co will
send It to her on receipt of the price, which is -Zi cents.

JT'ROM the first issue of this paper it has been

used, and for nearly twenty years this particular

space has been occupied by

ABBEY & IMBRIE,
who now say that they have given up advertising at least tor the present.

Motioe to Fftslxex-xixenZ Out Px*jioes fox*
I am withL von again witti lower prices for Fishing Tackle. I find by experience that pntting down the

prices and not decreasing the quality, it increases my business every year.
One lot of Split Bamboo Fly and Bass Rods will be sold at $1.58 until aU are sold. Rods are all nickel mounted, solid reel seats, silk wound, complete in. wood form and will give satisfaction

Length and weight of the Fly Rods are: 9£t., 6oz.
; 9J£t. 6ioz. ;

10ft., 7oz.
;
lOJft., 7Joz. ; lift., 8oz. Reel seats below hand.

Length and weight of the bass rods are: Sift., 9oz. • 9£t., lOoz. : 9Jft., lloz. ; 10ft., 12oz., lOift., 14oz. Reel seats above hand.
A special lot of Hard Rubber and Nickel, Raised Pillar, Multiplying Reels with Balance Handle and Side Spring CUck, 40yds., 90 cts.

;
60yds., §1.00; SOyds., Sl.lO; lOOyds., fl.30.

Any of the above leels sent by matl for price and 10 cts. extra for postage.
Brass Click Reels, 40, 60 80 or lOOyds., 28 cts. each: 5 cts. extra for postage.
One lot of Multiplying Raised Pillar Reels with Balance Handles and Liftiog Drag: 40yds., 38 cts,

;
60yds., 48 cts, : 80yds., 58 cts.

;
lOOyds., 68 cts, ; 150 yds., 78 cts.A special lot of Trout Phes at SO cents per dozen assorted, sent by mail 1 cent per dozen extra for postage.

A special lot of Bass and Pickerel Spoons at 5 cents each sent by mail, 1 cent extra for postage.
AU kinds of Hollow Point best quahty Hooks snelled to single gut 10 cts. doz. ; double gut, 1 xjts. doz.

;
treble, 20 cts, doz. ; four oly, 25 cts. doz. 1 cent extra per dozen for postage

300ft. Braided Linen Reel Line on Block, 41 cts. ; 300ft. of Hand-Made Linen Reel Lines on Block, 9 thread, 38 cts., sent by mail S cts, extra for postage.
Brass Box Swivels, all sizes No. 1 to No. 13., 15 cts. per dozen, sent by mail 1 cent per dozen extra for postage.
Single Gut Leaders, 3ft., 4 cts., 45 cts. per dozen. Double Gut Leaders, 40in., 5 cts. each. Treble Gut Leaders, 32in., 7 cts. each. Four-ply Leaders, 82in., 8cta.
Special lot of best quahty 100ft, Linen Reel Lines, 8 cts., SOOft,, 15 cts.

; 800ft., 22 cts. ; 3 cts. extra for postage.Send »>vent stamp for lllastrated Cataiofue.

USSJSSFJSS&SPk'JflSSSi- J. F. MABSTEBS, 51, ft3 * 66 Court St, BrooUvn, N. T
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When planning your annual tour remember that
this company controls over 4,100 miles of raUway
equipi)ed in the most approved modern style, pass-

ing tiirough a magniflcent country noted for its un-
surpassed faclhties for sport.

A FEW OF THE PRINCIPAL RESORTS.
ANDROSCOGGIN LAKES (via Bryant's Pond or Bethel)
—Excellent trout fishing and game, large and small, of
every description.

THE WHITE MOUNTAINS (via Gorham, N. H.)—For
trout and varieties of game.

THE SALMON BESORTS of Quebec, New Brunswick
and Nova Scotia (reached via Quebec).

LAKE ST JOHN REGION (via Quebec) -For ouananlche
trout, carloou, bear, moose, beaver, otter, etc.

THE RIVER ST. LAWRENCE (in the neighborhood of
the line for 400 miles).—For mascalonge, pUce, bass,
whlteflsh, picKerel, perch.

THE THOUSAND ISLANDS (via Gananoque or Kingston)
—For pickerel, black bass, mascalonge, pike.

MUSKOKA LAKES.—The best place on the continent
for fishing, shooting and camping. All varieties of fish

and game.
PARRY SOUND AND GEORGIAN BiY (reached via
Penetang, Midland, CoUlngwood, etc.) for black bass,.

pickerel, deer, partridge, bear, otter, etc.

AKES ONTARIO, ERIE, HURON AND MICHIGAN via
stations at all principal ports).

LAKE SUPERIOR (via CoUlngwood, Wiarton, Sarnia In
conaection with steamship lines).

The charges for hotels, guides and camping at
many of the Ashing waters named above are ex-

tremely low. Full particulars of same are published
In a pamphlet descriptive of the "Fishing and Hunt
ing Resorts of the Grand Trunk EaUway," which
wul be forwarded free on application to the com-
pany's principal agents, or to the General Passenger
Agent at Montreal.

N. J. POWER,
General Passenger Agent,

Ij. J. SEABGEANT, General Manager.

Adirondack

Mountains,

Lakes George

(LChamplain,

Saratoga, Etc.
Illustrated guide to the Northern resorts issued by

the Delaware and Hudson Railroad will be mailed on

receipt of 6 cents postage. Address

J. W. BHRDICK,
General Passenger,Agent,

ALBANY, N. Y.

J Sportsmen's Goods. 1

FERGUSON'S PATENT REFLECTING LAMPS,
THOMAS J. CONROY, Sole ABenl,

310 Broadway, New York.

With SUvar PUted LosomoUve ReOettors

mants.

for Sportsmen's use. Combines
Head Jack (Front and Top), Boat
Jack, Fishing, Camp, Belt and
Dash Lamp, Hand Lantern, etc.

GXCEI«8IOR JUAMr,
Por Night Driving, Hunting, Fish-
ing, etc. Is adjustable to any
kind of dash or vehicle.
8 end stamp for lUus. Catalogue,
and address all orders Lamp Pent.

J. P. DANNEFEL^ER,
PRACTICAli GUNSMITH,

No. 9 Chambers St , New York.
Guna, Rifles, etc., at lowest prices. Second-hand guns

bought, sold and exchanged. With my new adjustable
Try GiTN I can take your exact fit for either new stock
or altering old stock to desired drop, cast-off or length.
Barrels bored to shoot close and hard, and all other
kinds of repairing executed with despatch and war-
ranted. Send 50 cents for bottle of best barrel brown-
ng In America with directions.

LYMAN'S RIFLE SIGHT!*.
for 66 page Catalogue of Sigbtei and xaiuMi

ADDBESS,

.WIL JJfUAN, MIDDLEFTBTJ), OOIM.

FOR SALE.
Camp Ground,

SAEAISTAC LAKE,
Adirondack Mountains.

Point of land just north or Sweeny Carry and

Hotel Wawheek, well wooded, high elevation, large

water front, with a superb view of the country to

the north, east and south, easy of access, and one of

the finest camping spots in this whole country,

containing about 45 acres. Address P. O. Box 1,980,

Boston, Mass., for further particulars.

ALBEMARLE AND PAMPLICO CRUISING AND
Hunting Association —Bear, Deer, Wild Tur-

key, Quail, Swan, Geese. Brant, Duck, Curlew, Snii>e.
Finest fisliing; Bluefish, Btriped Bass, Weakflsh,
Drum, etc. Membership limited to 20. One more
subscriber wanted. H. A. Weeks, 74 Murray st., N.Y.

THE BACON FARM, SITUATED ON THE
Machias River, in the heart of the gunning and

fishing region, will be open to receive guests on
Sept. 1. The house is commodious and the services
of an excellent cook having been engaged patrons
may be assured of considerate attention. Particu-
lars, apply to S. M. HOLWAY, Machias, Me. 15

Wants and Exchanges.
Adveriisements under this kead^ strictly

limited to Wants and Exchanges^ -will be

inserted at the special rate of three cents a
word each insertion. The money must ac-

company the order.

WANTED. — AT THE WISAHICON CAMPS,
located on Stony Lake. Parties for the deer

hounding season. (Sept. 10 to Oct. 11). G. V. NOR-
TON, P. O. Chases Lake, Lewis County, N. Y. 11

WANTED. — SEVEN SHOT PIEPER RIFLE'
cash or exchange. Address J. L MACKEY'

Old Orchard, Mauie. 10

WANTED. — FOUR THOROUGHBREDS TO
break on quail, woodcock and partridge. I

handle but few and break thoroughly. FRANK
GRANT, Torrington, Conn. 11

WANTED —COPIES OF FOREST AND STREAM
of May 6, Sept. 23, 1886, and Sept. 25. 1890. Ad-

dress FoRBST AOT) Stream ofnce

)r local «

L^ies or geBtsI Agents. $75
a week. ExclusiTC lerritory. The
R»pi(1 DishWasher. Washes all the

dishes for a family in one minute.
Washes, rinses and dries [hem
without wetting the hands. You
push the button, the machine doei

the rest. Briehi, polished dishes,

and cheerful wives. N'o scalded

S8ngers,nosoiledhand8or clothing.

?No broken dishes, no muss. Cheap,
' durable,warraated. Circularsfree.

W. F. HAKRISON & CO., Clerk No. 13, ColumbuR, O.

FOR^ALE.
The best snipe, sora and ducking property in Vir-

ginia. 1,400 acres marsh and waterways; 600 acres
upland. Shooting for 50 guns. Easily accessible
from Petersburg, Richmond and Norfolk. Daily line

of boats. Shooting nine months in the year. Easily
protected. Good buildings, wharf, etc. An ex-
ceptional opportunity for a club of sportsmen.
Price moderate. Terms easy. References.

13 D. Mccormick & CO., Norfolk, Va.

Forest & Stream File Binders
FBICX: 81.00.

FOE 8ALE AT THIS OFFICE.

THE SALMON FISHER.
BY

CHARI.BS HAIiliOCK.

CONTENTS s Distribntion of the Salmon.

Life History of the Salmon. Technology of Sal-

mon Fishing. Sal.mon Fishing in the Abstract.

Luxury of Salmon Waters. Itinerary of the

Salmon. Rivers.

A book to read rwno; ard to be put in one's
pocket for reading again In camp.
Cloth, 126 pages. Price $L0O.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO
318 Broadway. New York

Mr. Grinnell's Indian Books.

BLACKFOOT AND PAWNEE.
These two volumes treating of two diSerent tribes of Indians are full of fascination for

lovers of outdoor life. Each contains a number of the stories current in the tribe to which
it relates, and these are followed by a series of graphic pictures of the old vdld life which is

now only a memory. The stories deal with hunting, war, love, ghosts, magic and natural
phenomena. They are given just as related by the old men who told them to the author,

and show Indian life from the Indian point of view.

BLACKFOOT LOD&E TALK;
THE STORY OF A PRAIRIE PEOPLE.

By GEO. BIRD GBINTTEIX.

pp.360, aoth. Price, 81.75.

Paw Hero Stories aiiFolt Tales,
WITH NOTES ON THE ORIGIN, CUSTOMS AND

CHARACTER OF THE PAWNEE PEOPLE.
By GEO. BIBB GBINNEI-L.

Illustrated, pp. 446. aoth. Price, «1.75.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBIilSHING CO., 318 Broadway. T. N.

BOGARDUS'S BOOK.

Field, Cover and Trap Shooting.
By CAPT. A. H. BOGAKDU8.

This is a third edition. That means, not a mere reprint, but that the chapters needing
change have been i-e-written to bring the work up to date. It is a book of practical instruc-

tion for beginners in the art of shooting, and of entertaining readmg for the older hands.
CONTENTS.

General Introductory Remarks.
Guns and their Proper Charges.
Golden Plover, Ciu-lew, Gray Plover.
"Wild Ducks and Western Duck Shooting,

vfild Geese, Cranes and Swans.
Cloth, 498 pages, iUustrated. Price $2.00.

Wild Turkey and Deer Shooting.
The Art of Shooting on the Wing.
Shooting Dogs—Breedmg and Breaking.
Pigeon Shooting.
Trap Shooting Rules.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBlilSHINQ CO. 818 Broadway. N. Y.

NEW EDITION.

Lancaster's Famous Book,

THE ART OF SHOOTINB.
LONDON, FOURTH EDITION, 1893. PRICE

AUTHOR'S PREFACE.
S3. 00.

At the special request of many gentlemen who have placed themselves in my hands for

instruction in the Art of Shooting, 1 have written this treatise. I have endeavored to meet
the special requirements of those who are anxious to become proficient in the art, and who
have hitherto been unable to obtain, in a precise form, the information necessary for study-
ing the first principles of shooting at moving objects.

I have had the honor of coaching many gentlemen, and have carefully studied the
points especially requiring attention that have cropped up from time to time while giving
instruction. I "hope that those who favor me by studying this treatise may quickly gain
the knowledge so essential for the making of an average if not brilliant shot.

I have purposely refrained from touching on the Sfcveral merits of any class of gun-
being a gun-maker "myself; and, indeed, so many good works on the subject have been
written, that it is really unnecessary.

I trust that authors from whose writings I have made extracts will pardon me when
they recollect that I have at heart one object, viz., the advancement o£ a manly sport
which gives pleasure, health and occupation to many, and to the patronage of whose fol-

lowers I am indebted for many pleasant days,

I Forest and Stream Publishing Co., 318 Broadwa7, N.7.

CAMMEYED
Stamped on a Shoe ^

Means Standard of Merit.

EaUBSTRIAN FOOTWEAR.

MEN'S GRAIN LEATHER NAPOLEON RID- # R AA
ING BOOTS 9 WlUW

MEN'S GRAIN LEG CALF FOX NAPOLEON T All
RIDING BOOTS liUU

MEN'S CALF STIFF LEG RIDING BOOTS.. 9i00
MEN'S ENA3IEL LEATHER STIFF LEG I A AA
RIDING BOOTS | UillU

MEN'S RUSSIA CALF STIFF LEG RIDING | M AA
BOOTS IDiUO

MEN'S CA^rVAS RIDINTG Ll^GGINS I SO
MEN'S GRAIN WELLINGTON RIDING LEG- n'en
GINS didO

MEN'S GRAIN WINDSOR RIDING LEGGINS 4 00
MEN'S RUSSET CALF WELLINGTON RID- C^AA
ING LEGGINS OiUU
ATHLETIC POOTWE4.R OF EVERY DESCRIPTION

Send for Catalogue. MaUed Free.

A. J. CAMMEYER,
Blxth A-ve , oor. lath St., JT. Y.

ICYCLE
GOODS

AT THE LOWEST
POSSIBLE PRICES.

WE OFFER

Bicycle Suits,
stylish, well made, well fitting, handsom ly
trimmed with braid. In aU colors. Jersey and
cheviot from $8.50 to $14.00 per suit.

men's Sweaters,
In all colors at $2.50, $3.00, $4.60.

Boys' Sweaters,
At $2.00, $2.50, $3.00.

ALSO A COMPLETE LINE OF
BICYCLE CAPS, BELTS AND

HOSIERY, ETC.

E. OCUMPAUGH & SONS,
83, 85 & 87 Main St., Eochester, N.Y.

DUCK CALLS.
Grubb's Improved Dhnois River Duck Call. The

most natural-toned call made: easy to blow; not
easy to get out of repair, havmg a fine tempered
reed; makes it so you can call teal, woodduck and
bluebill, as well as maUard. This is the only caU
you can do this with. Price 55 cents.
Same as above, made of red cedar, silver mounted,

with silver reed which gives it perfect tone, $1
Every one warranted. Address

CHAS. W. GRUBBS,
1637 Milwaukee Ave.,

Chinasro, 111.

CORK WADS.
Reduced Price List.

12, 1 6 and 20 gauges. S2.00 per 1000
10 gauge 2.40 per 1000

DISCOUNTS TO DEALEE5 AND CLUBS.
If your dealer does not keep these wads, remit us

$2 25 and we will send you 1,000 wads, in boxes, by
mail, postpaid. Full box of 125 wads by mail, post-
paid, for 30 cents.

LANCASTEB COEZ QUN WAD CO.,

Lancaster, Fa.

With Fly-RQd aoil Camera. SS.OO.
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Hotels for Sportsmen. $

Miscellaneous.

Bromfield House, Boston.

KUROPBAJS PLAN.
QEESSEJJMU^K, Proprietor.

CAMP PHENIX
At Qarden of Eden, Nova Scotia,

wUl be open for sportsmen and hunters from May 1

till end of season. No better trout fishing or moose
hunting can be found in Canada. Forty lakes with
finest of trout fishing within a radius of five miles of
the camp. Write for circulars.

M. SJOSTEDT, Garden of Eden, Nova Scotia.

ATTEAN CAMPS.
ittAiNE, July 7, 1893.

On and after this date all persons not guests of
,Attean Camps will be excluded from fishing or hunt-
ng in the territory leased by me, which includes the
ownships of Attean, Oennis, Number Four and
Number Five, also Holeb, Spencer and Attean Palls.
Moose River. Any person trespassing on the above
erritory will be prosecuted to thp full extent of the
aw. ITHAMAR HOWE,
P. O. Jackman, Me Lessee and Proprietor.

Spruce Cabin
CANADENSIS, Monroe Co.. Pa.

BEST OF SHOOTING. Ruffed grouse, wood
cock, ducks and rabbit Also deer and bear. Guides
and dogs. D. L. & W R R. to ( resco. For particu-
lars address PKICE BROS., Proprietors.

pANADIAN NORTHWEST. - EXCEL-
V^' lent shooting quarters, delightful climate, steam
launch, punts, teams, guides, abundance of game,
ducks, geese, brant, sand hUl cranes, etc. in myriads,
plover, prairie chicken, snipe, etc. Address C.
BENJIFIELD, Lixton, Long Lake, Assa., N.W.T. 12

liong Island.

iIepSyilionWel
ilsllp, L,. X. (on Great Soutli Bay).

I

'Open until Oct. 1. Accommodates 250. South
TBay is now the best fishing resort on Long Island
ioT bluefish, weakflsh, bass and flounders. After 15
.-years' experience at Elberon, N. J., it is sufficient to
ssay that the best of care will be taken of families and
guests. I solicit the patronage of former patrons.

C. T. JONES.

THE BAY SIDE HOUSE,
AmityviUe, L. I.

Situated on Great South Bay. Capacity 200 guests.
Bluefish, bass and other sea, fish abundant.

GEO. W. HUSSEr, Proprietor.

PROSPECT HOUSE.-PeaataquJt Hall and cot-
tages, Bay Shore, Long Island, one houj from New

York. Beautifully situated, oveilooking the Great
South Ba.T

,
opposite the in . et aadfamous fi.shlnggrounds:

excellent boating, safe hathiuir, interesting drives; first-
class orchestra; incandescent electric lights, electric
bells; batns, etc. For terms, address

JOHN M. ROGERS & SON.

Staten Island, N. X.

Beasley's Fishermen's Retreat,
HI GUENO 1 , s. I.

Boating, bathing anu fishing. Parties desu-ing to re-
main over night will receive every attention. Stage at
station for conveyance of guests to hotel. Boats to let
for fishing or pleasure. ANDREW BEASLBY, Prop.

Greenwood Lake.

WINBERMEaE HOTEL,
Greenwood Lake, Orange Co., N. Y.

I have leased over 1,000 acres of shooting ground.
All patrons can be supplied with good guides, dogs,
etc. Bass fishing through August and September is
at its best. First class accommodations for sports-
men and families. For particulars, address

JOHN HAZEN, Proprietor.

VALLEY HOUSE -C H TEN EYCK.,Prop.,
Greenwood Lase, N^. Y. Open all the year. Large

and comfortable rooms, generous table, purest water.
This house Is surroundea by 100 acres ot land, garden
and lawn, well shaded and extending to and fronting
2,500ft. on handsomest part of the-lake and best fishing
grounds. Oswego and small-mouth bass, pickerel,
pei eh, etc. Largest boat 11vei-y on the lake, and fast and
staimch steam launch the Ten Eyck connectii^g with all
traltis. Greenwood Lake is about 8 miles In length and
one of the most beautiful and pictm-esque as well as the
most noted black bass lakes on the continent. For cir-
cular, address C H. TEN EYCK, Proprietor.

Waterstone Cottage.
Open throughout the year. Good bass nsiimg,

boats and gmdes. For particulars, address
J. E. WATERSTONE, Proprietor,

Greenwood Lake, Orange Cotmty, N. Y.

BRANDON HOUSE,
Greenwood Lake, N. Y.

8J4 houTB from New York City. Excellent accom-
modiition. Good baas fishing.

Lake Hopatcong-, M. J.

RACCOON ISLAND HOTEL, Raceo'on^Island.
Lake Hopatcong, N. J. Superb and romantic

scenery; view of lake from every room; fishing un-
excelled; every modern convenience; :$12to&l5per
week: 50 miles from N. Y. SCHERER & DIEFEN-
THALEB, Laading, Morrie Comiy, N. J.

X Hotels for Sportsmen. J

Sullivan and Ulster Counties, N. Y.

HOUSE,
NEVESSIITK, Sullivan Co., W. 7.
Accommodations for 150 guests. Finest trout fish-

ing in southern New York. Plenty of small game.

A cool and healthful summer resort, 1,700 feet above

the sea. At Fallsburg Station, Sull. Co., N. Y., hacks

meet all trains. Send for circular and terms.

HENEY v. BEAM.

HOTEL WAWONDA
Liberty, Sullivan Co., N. Y.

One of the finest located and best equipped summer
resorts in New York State; opens June 1 ; elevation
2,000ft.; all modern improvements; perfect sanitary
arrangements; pure spring water; no malaria; no
mosquitoes; no flies; telegraph in house. For cir-

cular, giving description and reference, address
U. S. MESSITER. Manager.

LAUREL HILL HOUSE,
Neversink, Sullivan County, N. Y.

The famous river runs by our farm ; best of trout
fishing; an elegant summer house. Terms very
moderate. Write for terms. JOHN TYLEE, Prop.

GAAND VfEW HOUSE.
Liberty, Sullivan Co., N. Y.

Excellent trout fishing. Good family accommo-
dation; one-fourth mile from station. Terms and
circulars upon application. J. B. CARRIER.

LIVINGSTON MANOR HOTEL,
Liviiig;ston Ulanor, N. Y.

The best trout fishing streams to be found in SuUi-
van Co. Terms, $2.00 Per day- Bar supplied
with the choicest wines, hquors and cigars the mar-
ket affords. W. L. McPherson, Prop.

JMlaiu St., Liberty, SulUvan Co , N. Y.
Good fishing in near-by streams. Special attention
given to commercial travelers. First-class Uvery
attached. Free bus to and from trains

J. MURPHY & SON, Proprietors.

Liberty, Sullivan Co., N. x.

Summer Resort. T. H. Houlihou, Prop.
Among the mountains; l,6O0ft. above the sea; 119

miles from N. Y. ; no malaria; excellent hunting and
fishing

;
livery accommodations ; free bus to all trains.

Ontario & Western Hotel,
South. EallsburgU, SulUvan Co., N. Y.

(Opposite Depot.)
Accommodates 40. Good livery attached. Terms

reasonable. ARCH. D. O'NEIL, Prop

THE SCHAEFER HOUSE. Liberty, Sullivan
Co., N. Y. M. SCHAEFER, Prop.

Open all the year; special accommodation for
sportsmen and travelers; cuisine the best; close to
depot; hvery; fishing; parties supplied; Brooklyn
reference; write^

STODDARD HOUSE,
Steveusville, N. Y.

The best pickerel fishing in the county five muautes
walk from the house. Partridge, rabbit and red fox
m season. H. iVI, STODDARD.

TirOODBOURNE HOUSE, Woodbourne,
*» N. Y. An unsurpassed summer resort, recently

enlargfid and refm'nlshed. This locality is unequalled.
For trout nshing the JSf' vcrslnk and Its tributaries have
long been and still are famous. The hunting is also good.
The house is 1,300. t. above tide water, the atmosphere is
clear, pure and hpalthfui. Post-ofQce, daily mails, direct
telegraphic commuulcation Stagps connect with all
trains. Private conveyances furnished if desired.

L. L. WAIiDOBF, Proprietor.

MITCHELL HOUSE,
(Formerly Elting House),

W. E. MIXCHEI.1L, Proprietor,
EUenviUe, N. Y.

Good trout fishing in near by streams.

WILLOWEMOC HOTEL,
Wllloweinoc, Sullivau Co., N. Y.

Situated a few miles from Livingston Manor sta-
tion. Is the best trout fishing section in the county.
Livery from the House will meet trains upon notice.

R. G. ItOOsA.

jNeversink Falls House,
W. E. ELURIDGE, Proprietor,

Fallsburg, N. Y.
Livery connected with the House. Good trout,

bass and pickerel flshdng in vicLnity.

SH£LDli.^]l£ HOusiK.
MISNER AND PRINCE, - - PROPRIETOES.

Loch Sheldrake, Sull, Co., N. Y,
Special accommodations for hunters and fisher-

men. Sample room and livery attached.

Adirondaclcs.

HOTEL WAWBEEK
and Cottag-es. (On Upper Saranac Lake.)
The most desirable and the most attractively

located of all the Adirondack hotels. Fine hunting
and fishing. Open till Oct. 1. Send for circular.

HARLOW H. CHANDLER, Manager,
Wawbeek, Franklin county, N. Y.

HIAWATHA HOUSE.
Located on southerly end of the Indian Carry, on

the first of the three Ponds, sometimes cahed Specta-
cle Ponds, leading through Stony Creek to Racquette
River, on direct communication from Blue Mountain
and Tupper's Lakes, to Saranac Lakes. Unexcelled
fishing and hunting. Rates per day, $2.50 Per week,
$10 to $14. Correspondence soUcited. W, W. HALE,
Proprietor, Post Of&ce address, Axton, Franklin
county, N. Y.

t Hotels for Sportsmen. J

Adirondacks—Continued.

R
Upper Saranac Lake. Daily mails and telegraphic
communications. Superb hunting and fishing. Rates
$10 to $14 per week; $2 50 per day. Now open for

J. C. LOOKLIN, Proprietor.

Long Lake, N. Tc,

Situated on the borders of the wildest and best
hvmting and fishing section in the Adirondacks.
Superior accommodations. For circtilar, address

EDWARD BUTLER. Prop

LAKE HOUSE,
Long Lake, N. Y. '

New management. New furniture thi-oughout.
Rates from $8 to $12 per week. Send for circular.
Best of fishing and hunting.

ANDERSON & MOYNEHAN, Proprietors

RAY BROOK HOUSE,
Bay Brook, Essex Co., N. T.

Within ten minutes' walk of the best trout flshin;
in the Adirondacks. Fine deer hunting and goo(
dogs. Send for circular. D. CAMERON. Prop.

IN THi'^ ADIRONDACKS.
Taylor House and Cottages.

TAYLOR'S-ON-SCHROON, N. Y.-In a charming
location among the pines, on the high banks of
Schroon Lake. Fine mountain scenery, good fishing,
boating and driving. Table the best and supphea
from hotel farms adjoining. Electric Ughts in hotel
and on grounds. Billiards and bowling. Pure moun-
tain spring water. Sanitary arrangements perfect.
Send for cu-cular. C. F. TAYLOR & SON,

Taylor's on-Schroon, N. Y.

ADIRONDACKS.

WATCH-ROCK HDIEl,
ADIRONDACK, N. Y.

Hotel deUghtfuUy situated on Schroon Lake. Ex
ceUent cuisine, pure water, as good deer hunting,
brook and lake fishing as in the mountains. Experi-
enced guides, boats, outfits, etc. Send for circular.

GEO. CECIL. Prop.

Pyramid Lake House
Is situated on one of the best fishing waters in the
Adirondacks, controlled exclusively for the benefit
of its guests. Brook Tr. ut, Black Bass, Deer,
Pariridue and small game in abundance.
Approached from Ticonderoga. Crown Point, or via
Schroon Lake. For circular address

ORRIN HARRIS, Proprietor,
Paradox; Essex Co., N. Y.

idironilaoks. LELAND HOUSE.
ExceUent bass fishing, deer himting and partridge

shooting. Superior accommodations. Send for cir-
cular. L. R. & E. D. LOCKE, Schroon Lake, N.Y.

ADIRONDACKS.
THE ONDAWA HOTEL,

Scliroon Lake, N. Y, '

First class fishing and hunting For circulars ad-
dress O'CONNOR BROS.

HUNTEM'S HOME.
Best of trout fishing, pai-tridge and rabbit shoot-

ing. Eleven deer killed last season. Good dogs and
experienced guides. For particulai's address ALLEN
& WILLIAM LAVERTY, New Russia, N. Y.

ADIRON HACKS.
CHKSTER HOUSE, Chestertovm, N, Y.

Accom modates 150. Best bass fishing in the moun-
tains. Fine partridge shooting in season. Open all
the year. Send for circular.

H. S. DOWNS, Proprietor.

ROOT'S HOTEL.
Best of trout fishing in seven streams, includ-

ing the Schi'oon River. Fine deer hunting in Sep-
tember and October. A large and roomy cottage to
rent. For particulars address A. CARSON & CO.,
Proprietors, Schroon River, N. Y.

POTTERSVILLE HOTEL,
Potlersville, N. Y.

Located in the Village of Pottersvllle, on Trout
Brook, one-half mile from Schroon Lake. First class
partridge shooting and fishing for trout and bass.

JOHN B. WELLS, Prop.

St. Lawrence River and Neighboring Resorts.

1,000 ISJL-ANDS.

St. Lawrence Hotel,
ALEXANDRIA BAY, N. Y.

$2 per day. Special rates ty the week.

Also HOXEt, COI^UMBIA in connection,
on European plan, Houses accommodate 150.

FRED. D. HOWELL, Prop.

Thousand Islands. River St. Lawrence.

IZAAK WALTON HOUSE,
T. M. ESSELSTYN, Manager.

CLAYTON, N. Y.

BASS AND PICKEREL IN ABUNDANCE.

The Largest and Best Located Hotel in Clayton.

1000 Islands. St. Lawrence River.

FINE VIEW HODSE,
One of the best points on the river for Bass and

Pickerel. Nest dock bek)w Thousand Island Park.
House newly furnished.

Terms, $2.00 Per Day.
Open until Oct 1. Post office address, Fine View,

via Thousand Island Park.
6. W. BRETSCH, Proprietor.

Thousand Islands. River St. Lawrence
orofFoi-soxx 3EXo-u.se,

Alexaudrii* Bay, N. 1.
Enlarged and refurnished; everything new. Loca-

tion and hotel service first class. Bath room for
guests. Headquarters for fishermen. Bates, 82
per day. J, A. BICKELHAUFT, Prop.

X Hotels for Sportsmen. J

St, Lawrence River Resorts—Continued.

MirrGER hotel;
REDWOOD, N. Y.

On the R. W. & O. R. R , one of the best fishing
grounds in the State for bass, pickerel, pike and
trout. Hotel first class in every respect.

Rates, $2 Per Day.
The veteran guide .John Dollinger with his boat

Uvery is connected with the house.

ZOLLER & SPRINGER, Proprietors.

FARLEY HOUSE,
REDWOOD. N. Y,

This hotel has been thoroughly overhauled and
newly furnished throughout. It is located in the
best of fishing grounds, and is in first class condi-
tion to accommodate the public; is in easy reach of
five of the most beautiful lakes in Northern New
York. First-class oarsmen In attendance. Has hot
and cold baths. Ratfs, Si « Per Day.

M. W. KARLl^EY, Proprietor.

Tfiousand Islands. River St. Lawrence.
TB.t. NEW TVIISOSOIt

Sportsmen will find this hotel Qi-st class in every
particular. All modern improvements. Good boats
and experienced guides always in attendance. Send
for circulars W. P. HA WES, Clayton, N. Y.

THOUSAND I^JLANDS

Orand View Park, N. Y.
In the midst of the far-famed fishing grounds. It

has the only bathing beach on the river.
M. HoLKiN.s, Manager. E. M-. Childs, Prop,

rpHOUSAND ISLANS.-THE TO LUm BIAN. l.UOO
JL Island Park, N. Y. Second season of the finest and
most thorouchly ecxtdpped hotel on the River St. Law-
rence. Special rate.") ' y the week or season. The finest
bass and pickerel fishing on the river are most easily
reached from this i.ouso. Send for pamphlet.

TNGLEHABT & HADCOi K, Proprietors.

Clayton, N. Y. '

Headquarters for fishermen. Located in the cen-
ter of the world renowned fishing groimds of the St.
Lawrence River. Bass, pickerel and mascalonge in
abundance. MBS. E. M. HUBBARD, Prop.

LAKE VIEW HOUSE, EdwardsviUe,
Jefferson Co., N. Y. Situated on the beauti-

ful shores of Black Lake. No better spot for bass
and pickerel. Easily reached by stage from Ham-
mond. Boat livery connected with house.

R. E. CAPRON, Proprietor.

FRONTIER HOUSE,
aiorristown, N. Y,

This house, located on the St. Lawrence River, is
but a short distance from Black Lake, so long known
for its celebrated bass and pickerel fishing.

JASLKS F. CULUGAN, Proprietor.

Thousand Islands. River St. Lawrence.

MARSDEN HOUSE.
Good bass, pickerel and mascalonge fishing. House

pleasantly located. Rates, »3.00 per day.
G. A. MARSDEN, Proprietor.

EABL_ HOUSE, Sackets Harbor, N.Y.
Accommodates 40. Excellent bass fishing. One of
the best pointsfor duck shooting in season. Located
on line of Rome, Watertown & Ogdensburg R. R.

R. H. EARL, Proprietor.

CYCLISTS
DO NOT FORGET

ANTr-STIFF

THrMUSCCES
For Sale by Dealers In Sporting Goods.

E. KOITGERA & CO.,
2i}-30 JV^. William Street, JVeto York,

SOLE A0BNT8.

Detective Cameras,
LENSES, TRIPODS, OUTFITS.
STEREOPTICONS, LANTERNS
Magnesium Flash Lamp, postpaid, SI . Send 6 cts.

for Sample Photo and Circular.
TISOELIi CAiUERA ifeMFG. CO.,ScraBton,Pa.

The Adirondacks.
Map of the Adirondack Wilderness.
Pocket edition on map-bond paper. $1.00.
"It is the most complete map of the Adirondacks
eglon ever published."—i^orest and Sfreajn.

Pocket Map of Lake Champlain and Lake
George. May-bond paper, 50 cents.

Guide Books.—The Adirondacks, lllustratedj
16mo., 272 pages, pseudo cloth cover, 25 cts.

Lake Georfre and Lake Champlain, 25cte.
Address 8. R. STODDARl/ Glena Falls, N. Y.
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tect them, but this would amount to very little in a

thickly settled country if they were permitted to be shot

and sold from the end of one breeding season to the be-

ginning of next.

A reason sometimes advanced against the shortening of

the season on ducks and snipe is that they are migratory,

and that even if protected in one State they will be killed

in those adjoining. This is only another way of express-

ing the selfish sentiment, "if we do not kill them some

one else will." So long as every gunner is trying to kill

the last bird, we can only look forward to shooting that

will constantly yield smaller returns, to a more general

buying up and leasing of the best shooting grounds, and

to a contraction of the free shooting.

We all of us need more public spirit, a greater willing-

ness to sacrifice a little present pleasure for the general

good, and until sportsmen generally are willing to make
such sacrifices no very hopeful view can be taken of the

recovery of our shooting. The matter is one which inter-

ests gunners alone, and the remedy, if there is one, lies

with the gunners. If our shooting absolutely disappears,

they wiU be the sufferers, and they cannot say that they

have not had fair warning of what is to be expected, for

each one has seen with his own eyes the decrease in the

birds.

For Prospectus and Advertising Rates set Page 245.

The Forest and Streaivi is put to press

on Tuesdays. Correspondence intended for

publication should reach us by Mondays and

as much earlier as may be practicable.

HOW LONG CAN THEY STAND IT?

The complaint made by a correspondent last week

about the rail shooting calls attention again to the very

great diminution in the numbers of these birds within the

last twenty years. While a marked decrease has been

noted in the numbers of all species of game birds, in no

groups has it been more apparent than in the rail, the

snipe and the duck families, and these are just the groups

of' birds which receive least protection from the law and

f|6m the public sentiment which the law represents. On

the other hand, while there are not so many quail and

ruffed grouse as formerly, the diminution of these birds

has been relatively much less than that of the water fowl.

As remarked by our correspondent, the opening of the

rail season late in August or early in September results in

the killing of all the birds of the tidewater breeding

grounds before any flight commences, and when the time

for the migration comes, the only birds left to move

south are those which have been reared in localities where

it is impossible to shoot them on their breeding grounds.

If the rail bred only on tidewater marshes, a single season

would be enough to exterminate the species. As it is, the

result of the unseasonable shooting is clearly seen in the

lessened numbers of the birds brought to boat each suc-

ceeding season.

With snipe and shore birds the conditions are not quite

the same, though they are similar. As soon as they set

out on their southward migration the birds begin to be

shot, and the pursuit is kept up until the approach of cold

weather drives the survivors away, or the opening of the

season on other birds divides the attention of the gunners.

Laws for the protection of snipe and shore birds are found

on the statute books of most of the States, but these laws

in most cases have little practical effect for the reason that

they afford protection to the birds only while they are

absent from our territory. To prohibit the killing of cer-

tain species of birds during the period when they are rear-

ing their yoimg in British America sounds well perhaps,

but it mea,ns very Uttle.

As with the snipe so it is with the ducks. They are in

season from the time of their coming in the early autumn

tintil their departm-e in the late spring. During all this

period of nearly eight months every one has license to kill

all the ducks he can. Only one result can follow this un-

restrained destruction for so long a period of each year.

The birds must diminish in numbers, and yet people won-

der what has become of the ducks, and ask why they are

not as plenty as in old times!

Over a considerable part of the United States the

grouse and quail are protected for nine months out of the

twelve, and as one result of this, they have held their

own against the shotgun far better than the other groups

mentioned. Their habits, too, tend in a measure to pro-

THEY CLANK THEIR CHAINS.

Now IS THE time for the chained big game hunter to

clank his fetters and rebel against fate. As the nights

grow longer and cooler and the autumnal haze thickens

the air, as the golden rod makes the old fields and the

roadsides yellow, and the cardinal flowers flame in the

wet runs, the hunter becomes uneasy. He takes out his

rifle and looks it over to see that the barrel is hright

within, and that the sights have not been changed. He
counts the cartridges left over from his last trip, to learn

if he would need to purchase any more if he could go on

a hunt tills year, and feels the edge of his knife, which

needs grinding. Then he sighs and puts his things aside,

realizing that this year it is hopeless to think of getting

away. Yet though he gives it up with keen regret, he

thinks of it often through the day. Every time he goes

out of doors he sees some sign in the sky, or catches some

odor, or hears some sound that reminds him of the blue

arch of the far-stretching prairie, or of the pungent fra-

grance of the sage plain or of the sounds of the mountain

and the forest.

He remembers that now the bull elk, round of body

and hard of antler, are whistUng on the mountain side,

and how morning and evening, and all through the

moonlit night, challenge answers challenge from park

and forest and rocky point, interrupted sometimes by the

sharp rattle of clashing antlers, as two great bulls come

together with a rush, and push and tug and strain, glar-

ing into each other's angry eyes, while the columns of

white steam from the four distended nostrils mingle on

the ground between them. Or perhaps he recalls some

successful stalk of years gone by, when starting at gray

dawn from his camp well up toward the edge of the

timber he made his way toward the heights above in

pursuit of bighorn. He remembers the toilsome cUmb

on foot through the thick timber, then up the slippery

grass slopes, and then over the loose and unsteady slide

rock; how he faced the cliffs, worked along the ledges

and clambered up the waterways. At last the game was

sighted, higher still beyond the snowdrifts, a little band

of rams feeding along a moimtain meadow, carelessly,

to all appearance, yet, as he well knew, alert and watch-

ful. How well he remembers each detail of the hunt,

how carefully he cUmbed, looking weU to wind and cover

until at last he reached the coveted point and found himself

within rifle range of the game. All had lain down save

one noble beast, the patriarch of the group, who stood on a

point taking a last look over the mountain side. Alert

yet unmoving he stood there, outlined against the sky,

a model for artist or sculptor, yet one that neither artist

nor sculptor could ever hope to reproduce. What feel-

ings passed through the hunter's mind; how much of

hope and excitement he felt. Yet his nerves did not

tremble, and he lay there waiting for his breath to

come back to him after the labor of the climb, and at

length with a steady hand he sighted at the old ram's

heart. At the shot, how mighty the leap that the mon-

arch gave, and how brave his bounds down the slope

through the flying sHde rock, while the frightened band

disappeared behind a ledge, and made their hasty way

up the mountain side. But the greet ram, ere he reached

the shde rock's foot, staggered, and when he disappeared

the hunter knew that the noble game was his. Then
came the toil of preparing the carcass, and the slow

journey down the mountain side bowed under the weight

of a heavy load, the return to camp, the hearty meal,

the story of the successful hunt and the weU-earned

rest beside the fading camp-fire. All this he remembers.

Or it may have been his first white goat, which he had
followed to dizzy heights and along the face of beetling

cliffs until at last he got the shot; or perhaps his first

moose, carefully hunted through the dense timber; or the

bear that he saw at evening digging roots in the little

park and killed by a single well-aimed baU. These memor-
ies come back to him, and he longs to revisit the well-

known spots and again to take part in such scenes with a

feeling so strong that it can hardly be put into words.

But this year he is chained to business and can only

rattle his fetters, weep and read Foeest and Stream. But

let him not sorrow as one without hope. So long as he

has the memory of these glorious days to look back upon,

he is not altogether unhappy. Nothing can take from

him the joys that plain and mountain, lake and forest,

peak and far-stretching snow field have yielded to him in

years gone by, and if he cannot look forward to like days

in the future, he can at least live over again in memory
the pleasures of the past.

UNWISE THREATENINGS.

That men are but children of larger growth has been

said so often that it is hardly worth repeating, but every

now and then in the affairs of our daily life we see some-

thing that emphasizes this truth. In a letter printed

in another column, a correspondent expresses the dis-

satisfaction of his local gun club with a particular game

law, and says that if its objectionable features are not

changed before another season, no effort will be made to

enforce the present game and fish laws.

Some allowance may be made for natural irritation

over a law that seems unfair or unwise, but how short-

sighted, selfish and childish are such expressions as this.

We do not know whether our correspondent—an old and

valued one—is expressing his own views or those of some

members of the club, but at all events the sentiments are

imworthy ones. It is just in this way that the small boy

when the game that .he is playing does not go to his hking

declares that he "won't play," and, however natural the

feeling to boys, it ought not to be acted on or even ex-

pressed by grown men.

Resistance to injustice is always justifiable, but the

means to be employed, if such resistance is to be succesful,

must be those which appeal to the sense of right of the

community. To refuse obedience to game laws because

they favor one special section against another wiU never

tend to the righting of any wrong which may have been

done. Such a course will only stir up bad blood between

the sections without benefitting either, and so long as the

quarrel lasts the interests of game protection are sure to

suffer.

SNAP SHOTS.

A Maine correspondent sends us an interesting note of

a colt's straying in the dense forest of the upper St. Johns.

In the spring of 1890 John Hunter, who hves on the

upper St. Johns about ten miles below the Seven Islands,

turned out in a back lot an old horse and a two-year-old.

When he came to take them up again, a few days later,

the colt was missing. Hunter and his neighbors spent

several days in a fruitless search, and the colt was given

up as a probable prey to the bears. Two years afterward,

in August, two moose hunters at Eound Lake on the

Allegash came upon the strayed animal, which was in

company with two bull moose. They secured help, cap-

tured it, built a raft and rafted it to its owner. It had

become very wUd, and no doubt had fraternized with the

moose from the first, living with them in their yards in

the severe Aroostook winter. When found it was sleek,

well developed and in good condition, and had grown a

coat of hair which for thickness and length would have

done credit to a range horse or a marsh-tackey.

A library in one of our principal cities desires to com-

plete its files of Forest and Stream, and applies to us

for a copy of August 13, 1874. We are unable to furnish

this, and have been authorized to offer |1 for a copy of

that date. We should also be glad to obtain a few copies

of the Boyhood number (Jan. 7, 1892) to complete files,

and will pay 20 cents each for a limited number.
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THE LAIR OF SOMETHING STRIPED.

moving on beneath the waves, the birds are flying south-
ward overhead. I'll hoist my sail and follow the moon
road between the fishes and birds and think of ways to
catch the striped bass. Egbert T. Morius.
Now York,

would be the nearest that I can come to the sound h e
made with it.

^

As we left the shore his remark was, "We hah go dis
side enight. Win' come dat way. Mus' take care moose
not smell um us."
We landed on quite a straight shore, some half mile in

length. Near the center of it a small hiU abutted on the
lake. The whole shore was well wooded. When we had
passed up over the hill, though (so far as I could s^e), there
seemed to be a barren. At least there were patches of
low growth, with blueberry bushes scattered here and

, there among scrub birches and bushes of larger growth.
I

In one of these largest openings I was placed, or rather
on the edge of one. There was a large rock at my right,

I

and at my left the overturned root and trunk of some
I
old forest tree. As the Indian left me he said, "Dis good
place for you stan' an' sit. Watch um dat open. Me go
back dare in woods. Call um moose. He come. You
see um in moonlight. You hear um come. Make big
noise sometime. Hook uan tree. Don't miss um. Hope
he come."
With this Niiel was off in the direction we had just

come, and it was not long before I heard the wind goose-
hog-and-frog sound from that neighborhood. After a
time it seemed to be answered by a sound with no more
music than in that from behind me. This appeared to come
nearer for a time, but at length it ceased. Meanwhile I

thought over the day past and what I had seen—the
water, the wilderness, the variegated woods. The day had
been perfect, the very climax of an October day. There
had been a slight haze in the atmosphere, and that
peculiar smell of ripen'^d and decaying vegetation that is

so hard to describe. And now here I was, with desola-
tion itself around me. Not a sound to be heard except
the occasional hoot of an owl or the call of a loon, and
that weird and monotonous lamentation that Nuel was
making. The evening itself was perfection. There was
a three-quarter moon in the heavens, without a cloud to
hide its face, and the air was so quiet that one could
almost hear himself breathe.

I had listened and listened and heard nothing butNuel's
call since he had received his last short faint reply some
two hours since. I was getting chilled and the moon was
casting her shadows pretty well on my back when Nuel
said to me, "No use enight, Doc'or. He no come. Maybe
he got cow roun' here. No wan' nudder one. We go
camp.

"

I was not sorry to return, though I must say I regretted
that we could not entice that moose further. My back
was beginning to remind me that warmth and rest would
do me no harm, and that the exertions of the day had
not been light.

It was between 12 and 1 when we reached our camp-
ing place. Here a fire was soon kindled and we vvarmed
up some cold tea, which with some pilot bread consti^j

tuted our supper.
Nuel was very silent this evening. He had hardly

spoken a word on our way over except to say, "Doc'or,
me disappoin'. Me tot sartin we get um." Now he
simply said, "Ingin tired. He go sleep. You go too?"

**Yes, Nuel," replied I, "better luck next time. I hope
we will always have such nights." With this I crawled
under the canoe and knew no more until I awoke the
next morning with the sun shining in my face vmder the
edge of the canoe.
Nuel was still asleep and I thought I would let him be

until the breakfast was nearly ready. I felt as fresh as
a lark myself and I was particularly anxious that he
should be rested. However, I had hardly got the fire

lighted when he opened his eyes and said, "Doc'or, how*
you feel um dis mornin'? Ingin feel um good. Wan
hab big feas'. Eat um tree duck. You get more and big
fish edny."
"All right. You pick the ducks theU, while I get the

things ready."
It was not long before the breakfast was prepared, and

Nuel was scarcely through his second duck when he
began, "Now, Doc'or, sartin one moose roun' here. May
be two. I t'ink two. But sartin one. I_take you for
duck and fish, and den me go look for dem." Much time,
all day. Goin' to be fine."

So soon as breakfast was over Nuel said, "Come now.
We go hab hunt. You bring um gun, fish rod. We get
um sumfin eat for all day."
When we got into the canoe he paddled almost directly

the same way he had the evening before, remarking as
we started out, "I dink somefin. Wan see. Wan go long
dat shore. You fish in stream. Me look."

It was not long before we landed near the mouth of a
brook that poured its waters into the lake, a few hundred
yards above the place of our landing the evening before.

Nuel had hardly left me before I heard him grunt out,

"Ugh a. I tot so."

"What is it now?" I called out.

"You jes' come an' see, Doc'or."
When I reached Mm he pointed down to the sand on

the shore and said: "You see um dat track? Dat track
of big moose, berry big. An' debble moose, too, you call

'em. Berry cunnin'. Not come roun' dare, but «wim
'cross. Come up behine. Smell um me. You come '1 mg.
You see um track. Him make no noise las' night, w'en
walk um 'long here."

I was led to follow him, and sure enough we soon came
to a place about lOOyds. from where Nuel had been call-

ing, where it was very evident the moose had stood,

turned aroxmd several times, and then made off, taking
the water not far from where the canoe was drawn up.

"I tell you, we have cunnin' moose to get dis time. But
neber miue, I know him ways now. I guess we get him.
an' him cow, too. He got cow roun' here. No big moose
like him widout cow somewhere."
We soon had all the trout we wanted, I thought more

than we really required. But Nuel said: "Ilab um
plenty," and I kept on until there must have been nearly
12lbs. I think the Indian took great delight in seemg
them rise to the fly. When I failed to hook my fish he
would say, "Dat wise fish. He wan' to smeU um bait

'fore he bite um."
Before noon we were back to the camping place, and

by 5 o'clock had a nice shanty built, everything was made
ready for our evening expedition, and half an hour before

sundown we set off.

This time Nuel changed his direction. He went toward
the head of the lake and on the same side we were. In-

deed when we landed we were not half a mile from where
we had taken the lake two days before. Here the Indian
drew up the canoe, and after lifting out my heavy coat

That rock's awash, aswash. Tighter draws the mus-
sel on his byssus The tide has turned. A thousand kelp
streamers point the way the flood must go, and eagerly,

not drooping as at last of ebb when obedience had seemed
to satisfy their importuning.
The seeping barnacles make merry and clap their

valves, for diatoms are coming, the sweet, the beautiful,

food for the rough and ugly; coming from the devious
gardens that they glorified among the schist splinters

and boulders, beneath the swelling and subsiding and
unceasing flow of gr«"en illumined sea waters.
The rock is yet uncovered. No 'tis not. And then

once more it seems to sink, till the lolling pelage of wrack
lifts up a sign for help to the slow sweep of an engulfing
wave, and weltei-s disconsolate though the saved rock
again appears. It is not to disappear for long, this

archaic boulder of granite. It has never moved but once
e'en though the mammoth rubbed it with his wooly ear
or the heedless elasmosaurus boimced against it in the
chase. It moved but once, and then the straining glacier
dropped its load at the foot of the cliff. Up the bold gray
cliff the autumn breaker boimds, roaring and splurging
with hoarse challenge, till clouds of spray separated in
the churning turmoil float up to higher ether to make
sunset nimbus, and show the October foliage what gentle
beauty may come from harsh parentage as well as from
homes of peace.
At the foot of the cliff purling summer comberssmoothe

the hard walls that resist.

The boulder, sunken but a fathom at the ebb, rises not
enough to arouse the ire of forceful antagonists, and un-
moved as sphinx to the questions of the changing seas, it

needs not to turn before the brunt, not topple to the
wooing. Now the tide runs smoothly over it. Caught in
an eddy a red seaweed whirls and spreads its shoots, and
a sertularia colony swinging near has descended to mim-
icry of botany without putting on any air of condescen-
sion. The tremulous algee waving from cliff to boulder
and from boulder to cliff, make in the water a clear
arcade, a runway. Out from a crevice glides a cautious
chogset into the runway, now poising by a crimson sponge,
then backing slowly underneath a translucent green sheet
of sea kale. A crab makes haste to cross the round yel-
low bottom pebbles, carrying a burden that he fain would
hide, for this is a lair, and he knows it. What is his
burden, though? Oh, look, you unbelievers in disinter-
ested friendship. 'Tis a stranger crab that had to shed its

armor, and unprotected needs the guarding of a friend
for two whole days or more. There's nothing "in it," as
the politicians say, for the faithful protector, and yet he
will not weary, but fight valiantly if necessary, and lose
his very life, and for that there is no reward nor other
life.

Like silver arrows a troop of spearing nervously dart
from rock to wrack and from algae to the surface, not
stopping, but alert, leaving a lazy enemy no hope. What
is it they fear in this quiet aisle? A slow tautog drops
with the current into the rimway and then as deliberately
has gone.
A shrimp escaping from the sprightly pilot-fish stupidly

backs straight into the clutches of a dull sea anemone at
the bottom of the boulder. This is what might be caUed
a turn in affairs. The pilot-fish knew how to Catch a
shrimp. The anemone did not. The anemone has the
shrimp, and possessing now a fortune it withdraws from
old friends and becomes exclusive and disagreeable.
A sinuous eel slides in and outamongthe rocks, searching

for love-lorn nereid, or for mantis praying for rehef from
danger, which is granted till danger comes, and then he
is lost in spite of supplications, for nature cares no more
for the backsliding mantis than she does for sleek eels.
The eel keeps near the bottom, as though fearing. He
dreads not the bluefish nor bonita nor swift squeteague,
for the runway between the boulder and the cliff is not
deep enough for them. See them further out, though,
rising in the curl of a mounting billow till the sun has
shot through beneath them, leaping with an energy that
goes with fish that fight strong tides for life, not" resting,
never lagging. How dangerous such needing maws as
theirsi An ink-laden squid pumps faster with his siphon
engine as he steers in gracefiil curve through the runway.
He too suspects that it is a lurking place. What shadow
slowly moved across the bottom then? Was it from some
pausing cormorant or circling tern? From this jutting
storm-bleached jag of cliff I dare to look up, but no bird
flies overhead. 'Twas but the shifting of the kelp per-
haps, for down in the runway waters I see almost aa
clearly as through the north wind. 'Twas but the waving
of sea fronds.
Why though has all sign of life stopped in the run-

way? The shadow falls across the bottom, and following
itfrom behind the curtain of fronds therecomes forth a fish
so stately, so dignified in bearing, that surely he deigns
not to notice these lesser fish that flee from his presence.
Like a wolf he is. Not in outer likeness perhaps, but in
demeanor, and in weight, and that great weight made up
of all the sorts of things that swim the tide or crawl the
bottom, collected by him and made to form a fish of won-
drous strength, with dark straight stripes to mark the
shapely sides. A clear stern eye has he, and jaw like any
trap. His glistening scales are white where white, and
black they are where black. Resting upon broad fins he
balances beneath the sea arbor of his lair and shows no
fear, but seems to be among familiar surroundings. FU
quietly toss to him a choice bit of menhaden. It slowly
drifting sinks. The film of oil rises. He takes the bait
and looks for more. I'll give it to him. There's a hook
in it, and fastened to the hook 600ft. of hard-laid line.
Down the current it settles. He spreads a broad tail and
turns quizzingly sidewise to take a look, then back he
bends, and turning a finely outlined nose into the tide
rests again, and lets the baited hook slide by.
The sun sinking below the horizon takes one last look

into the sea by a trick of angular refraction, and finding
the bass all safe calmly moves away to make day else-
where for awhile.
The chink of a migrating finch overhead, the chirp of a

cricket, are evening sounds, and their hax-mony is not i

marred by the splash of a hooked baas. :

The moon rises. It makes a straight and lighted road
through the midst of dark heaving waters. The fishes are I

THE MUSEUM MOOSE.
(Continued from page S09.')

An early hour the next morning found us on our way
again. Nuel said, "We hab long way to go, an mornin'
best time for duck,"
As we were about to enter the creek in the marsh he

said, "Now Doc'or, hab um gun ready. Shoot um mus-
quash too. s'pos' you get um chance."
Hardly had we got inside the outer line of rushes when

my eye caught sight of three black mallards not more than
twenty yards in front of us, with their necks stretched
out and looking at the approaching canoe in every atti-

tude of surprise. "See um," said Nuel. "See um quick.
Ooin' fly." They did fly, but two of them fell within
fifty yards of the canoe.
"Dat good," said thfi Indian. But he had hardly got the

words out of his mouth when up went a flock of nearly a
hundred teal, not more than a gunshot away.
"Ugha!" exclaimed he. "Me no see um. But neber

mine, we get um some. Da come back soon. You load
vim gun."
We had no breechloaders in those days and it took

some time to load. However, this was done and I was
soon ready for another shot. Meanwhile the teal had
gone out of sight and Nuel had paddled the canoe nearer
the place where they rose. He had just pushed it into a
bunch of tall bulrushes, when he said to me in a low
voice, "Da comin' dis way like win'. You ready?"

It was as he said. They were coming in from the lake
as fast as they could fly, in a good, compact flock, and
low along the water.

I had not much time to think. All I said to myself was,
"Nearly three feet ahead of the leader and both barrels."
They went off almost as one report, but I swung around
and felt as though I had been struck in the shoulder.
Nuel's exclamation was, "Ughal What heap you kill."

And indeed there was a heap. There were ten of them,
and we had not gone a quarter of a mile before we found
one more, stone dead. But we saw no muskrats, though
there were plenty of places where they had commenced
to build their -v^inter houses. Nor had we any more shots
at ducks. We might have had, if we had gone but a little

way off our course. But it was moose that we were after,
and it was very necessary that we should make the most
of our time. My desire was to reach the new ground,
that Nuel had spoken of, by night. So all our energies
were bent upon this.

We passed through several ponds or arms of the lake,
then up a narrow stream, then into another pond, and
about 11 o'clock found ourselves apparently at the foot of
a range of low hills, clothed with the thickest spruce and
fir, it seems to me, I had ever seen.
"Now we get um dinner," said Nuel, as he brought the

canoe to shore. I knew he must be hungry. He had
worked with his paddle all the morning, The way at
times was so intricate and the water so shallow that I
could not give him much help, and now I felt glad that
he was to have a rest.

We had hardly stepped ashore, though, and handed the
baggage out, when I heard Nuel utter his usual exclama-
tion, "Ugha!"
"What is it, Nuel?"
"You come see. Sartin moose come here. See um track,

one, two, tree, one leetle one."
And sure enough, there were their marks in the soft

moss, not twenty feet from where we landed. The tracks
were a day old, perhaps, but as Nuel said, "Da show
moose been here."
The Indian was- all excitement now. He said, "We

huriy. Hab um chance dis eben. Not much mor'an
mile 'cross."

We did hurry. The dinner was cooked in a very short
time, and before 12 we were ready to start on our way.
The ducks and partridges were tied together in a bunch
and hung up on a tree oefore we started, and all our pro-
visions suspended in the same way. Nuel's caution was,
"Bear or fisher might fine 'em."

I could hardly see where he was going, but I knew he
was following a trail. How he could steer his canoe
through those thick woods was a mystery to me. And
yet he did, only having to stop once and take a few steps
backward before we rested.
When we came to a halt he said, "Mor'an half way.

Berry tick wood. We go um down hill now. Soon come
to lake. Hab um hunt de night."
But it was a good while before we came to the lake. I

could see where it was before we reached the water. As
we came to the edge of it, Nuel gave liis usual grunt and
remarked, "Now worse ober. We hurry back. Put sad'-
bags up here on limb an' guns 'side 'em. We no wan' um
gun,"
With this he started back again as lively as though he

had carried nothing in coming. Two more loads brought
all. And we were launched again by 3 o'clock.
As we pushed off Nuel said, "Me berry glad me here.

Now we get um moose. Maybe dis night. Big barn
[barren] off dare. Not rain de night. You no mine sleep
um un'er canoe? Me make good camp morrow. Me wan'
to hab hunt,"
"All right," said 1. "Let tis get a moose, then, and

never mind the camp,"
This lake did not seem to be very long, but it was quite

wide, and in the center of it a rounded point made out
some distance from the main land. This, 1 could see, was
Nuel's destination. Before we reached it, he said, "We
Ian' on poin'. Den moose not smell um fire, tobac' smoke.
Nice dry place. Me camp here most ebery year, EaU um
many moose in dem wood."
The place was very much as Nuel described it. There

were some dead trees upon it, with bits of old dried up
skin and some bones lying around. Here we prepared the
evening meal, and as the sunUght left the hills pushed off
from the shore to what seemed to be a cove on the other
side of the lake.

It is hardly necessary to say that before our going Nuel
had provided himself with a birch bark horn. The in-
strument was one which (something like the bagpipes to a
Scotchman) had music in it only for a moose. The grunt
of a pig and the trumpeting of a bullfrog and the squawk
of a goose—all these combined and drawn out. This
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and still heavier rifle said, "Now. Doc'or, you come wid
me. Me fine good place for you stan'."
We went up through the Woods for nearly half a mile.

Near the lake it was composed of maples, beeches, ashes
and other hard woods. These gave place to spruce and
firs, and in one place quite a grove of hackmatacks.
Then we reached a small barren tract. At least it seemed
small in width, though how far it extended I had no idea.
Coming to the edge of this and at one end (it seemed)
Nuel said, "Now, Doc'or, me fine you good place for
Stan' here. Have rest for gun. Good place for sit. Cover
over head. Nice place for watch um moose. He mose
like come up dare. Be sure you hit him if he comes. No
more chance if you miss."

It was indeed a nice place, as the Indian described it

when he placed me. A fallen tree was just in front, sup-
ported on its decaying branches and about 4ft. high.
-Then a stUl older fallen monarch and much lower than
this was just behind it, so as to form a capital seat just
behind this. When we had trimmed some of the limbs off
it niade a capital back to my bench.
No sportsman ever had a nicer place to watch from. I

was perfectly screened and in as easy a position as a man
could aak. The only thing was that should I hit a moose
and wound him it would be utterly impossible for me to
get to him. I could not climb over all the dead trees that
were around me in the dark nor push myway through the
dense underbrush.
As Nuel left me he said, "Now, Doc'or, me go long way

from you. W'en you shoot, me come. You stay here.
Gun load wid ball. Eifle, too. Hope you hab luck."
With this he was oE, and left me alone again to my

reflections. It was still light enough for me to see the
scarlet of the maple trees around me (especially the
smaller one that grew a little way out on the barren) with
the yellow of the birches and the red of the blu -^berries;
that seemed to complete the landscape in one direc-
tion.

1 do not know how lotlg I had been sitting here before
I heard Nuel's first call: It seemed to me a yery long
time though, and the call appeared very distant. 1 only
Concluded that it was Nuel's from the direction he had
taken when he left me, and from the fact that it was in
the opposite direction from which the moose was to come.
But what was that sound that came from far off, over by
those shadowy hills to my left, quo-oh, quo-oh, and
echoed so singularly on the evening air? I must listen. I
must listen.

After quite a pause then comes the call, and then the
reply again, only much nearer. He is coming, I say to
myself. Again and again I hear the call, and then 'the
reply. I think I hear the breaking of branches in the
distance, as though some one was thrashing the limbs of
a dead tree with a stick.

But now all sounds cease to my right. I hear Nuel, but
he gets no reply. The moon is shkiing out brightly; it is

only two nights from the full, and is nearly behind me
now, throwing her light out on the barren and leaving
my hiding place in almost total obdcurii^*^.

J list at my right, where the moose was expected to
came from, the barren sloped down quite abruptly, imtil
it met the trees that grew by a small water course. I had
been trying to watch this edge of taller growth very care-
fully, so as to be prepared should a moose walk out. As
it was now I could not keep a good eye on it. The moon
from her position, and a tree that cast its shadow near
me, obstructed the view. And there would be no time to
prepare if a moose should come out from behind the ob-
jectionable tree, he would see a motion at once, if he did
not scent my hiding place. ' But fortunately the wind,
that sighed over the barren and just shook the birch and
poplar leaves, was in my favor.
But now I am nearly tired of watching and waiting,

and I guess Nuel is, too, for he has not called for some
time. But I think I hear something. It is something
like the swish of a bush when it is bent down and then
aUowed to resume its position, as it springs upward. I
have thought I heard the same thing a dozen times since
I have been sitting and standing here, and have got aU
ready again and again, only to be disappointed. How-
ever, I will get ready again, I say, and bring my gun to
bear upon that objectionable tree. May be the fact that I
had made ready so often, only to be disappointed, steadied
my nerves now, I certainly did not expect to see anv-
thing.

But what is that tall thing with branching horns that
walks out so quietly just as I have brought my rifle to
bear in the direction that it has pointed so many times
to-night? What an immense size I See those ears bent
forward to catch every breath of sound! See that head
slightly turned aside ! See that stealthy listemng attitude

!

But steady. Now! Far and near the report echoes, and
I hear the loons call upon the lake. My moose vanishes
within the shade of the woods, and the smoke of the
powder rolls back in my face.

I listen to my would-be victim for a few moments as
he goes crashing through the vmderbrush. The noise gets
fainter and fainter in the distance. Then all is quiet
a^in, except the loons. The question is, have I hit him,
t>v have I not? I am only conscious of the fact that when
I fixed the moose stumbled, or seemed to. This might
have been from fright or astonishment. And then I
thought I heard a choking as he turned. I must wait
until Nuel comes. I say witliin myself, "No man ever
had a better chance to kill his game—^not a hundred yards
distant—m fuU view, and a rest for his gun."

It was not long before I heard Nuel coming to me from
the direction he had taken in the early evenmg. His first
words were: "Well, Doc'or, you hab um shot? What
luck? You hab um shot afer me give up caU—was comin'
for you."

I explained everything. When I got through his re-
mark was, "I 'ope you kill um. We go see."

This was not such a very easy thing to do though, even
for an Indian. We had to climb over a perfect barricade
of dead trees, besides wending our way through the
scrubby bushes—that seemed as thick as jackstraws.
However, we had not far to go. We had hardly reached
the place before Nuel exclaimed. "Ugha, what datV"
And holding up his hand in the moonlight, said: "You
hit him. See dat blood." Then he added, "More blood.
You hit um bad." And as we turned around facing the
moon, and saw the blood glistening on the leaves all
around, he went on to say: "Doc'or, me dink you kill um
dat moose, sartin. You shoot um neck. He not run
berry far. You come see wid me. Me make um you
bark light in big wood,"

"O jes, 1 will go anywhere with you." And I do not
know that I ever felt more pleased to follow any one,

I followed his steps to the edge of the woods, while
every little while he would repeat to himself, "Much
blood." When he reached the deep shade he said: "Now
make um bark light. Dat moose not go far. He bleed
um dead,"
However, he went further than he thought he would.

We had to make a good many bark torches, and it was
not until after twelve o'clock that Nuel said, "Dare he is,

Doc'or—stone dead."
And sure enough, there he lay, with his forefeet

doubled under him—in a hollow—and his neck stretched
out, and resting on a Httle rise, close beside a large beech
tree. The ball, very much as the Indian had said, had
struck the neck near the shoulder and nearly separated
the jugular vein, It had not passed out the other side of
the neck, but ranged upward and embedded itself in the
bones.

"Dare. Me more please 'an if me do it mysef, Dat
berry big moose. Big as Capin' kill—you know, Soger-
man—no, bigger moose dan dat."
But 1 must measure my prize, while it is warm, so as

to know how large he is, and how large to make his
limbs and body when 1 set him up.
So Nuel Was directed to make a fire, and in less than

half an hour oUr work was completed. It was, indeed, a
large moose. Very few have been killed (that we are
sure of) much larger. And the horns were perfect.
When we had measured him Nuel proposed that we

should begin the skinning at once. "Skm come off easy,"
said he. But I had to object. I wanted to see my prize
by daylight, while I knew that the most the Indian
thought of was stuffing himself with fresh meat. "No,
we will get some sleep," said I, "and in the morning begin
the work of skinning."

I saw that he consented to this with reluctance, and I
feared that I might have to watch my prize if I would
preserve it. However, he did lie down and went to sleep,
and so did I, and he restrained himself the next morning
until we had skinned down below one of the hindquar-
ters. Then we had a "good feaa'," as the Indian called it.

It was all^day Work to transport our pri2e home. And
a hard day's work it was, too. The first load of course
was the skin and head complete. These I was anxious to
prepare with my own hands. We got them to the camp
about 11 o'clock, with sufficient meat, it seemed to me,
for a dozen men. But a good part of this disappeared
before Nuel was through his dinner. How one man could
hold such an amount of meat was a mystery to me.
However, he ate nothing else. Just at sundown he
reached the camp with his last load. As he came up the
bank he grunted out, "IJgha, dare. Now Ingin hab rest.

And berry glad he is. Lots for eat—for whole moon."
The day had been lovely again. Indeed, with the ex-

ception of the rainy night in the peninsula, the,weather
had been charming ever since we left home. There was
a ha;^e in the atmosphere almost like the Indian summer.
But it was too early for this yet, though there had been
light frosts, and I could feel that the evenings especially
were getting cool. This one was the coldest of them all.

I suppose it was this that led Nuel to remark, as he rolled
quite a log into the fire, "We hab fros' denight."
We lay down after tea. Nuel had hardly smoked his

pipe out before I saw his eyes closing. He had little or
nothing to say as we ate our supper, only I could see a
look of great satisfaction on his face as his eyes wandered
over toward me and the skm and head that were on my
side of the camp. I used to say to myself, "He is think-
ing of the crowns." But it may be thafe I was wrong.
Perhaps he was thinking of the meat hangmg up outside
the camp, that had come out of that skin.
But soon he slept. I was not so ready for sleep. I had

been imder too much strain and excitement to fall asleep
at once. A review of the way we had come and the
scenes we had passed through, and the success I had met
with, and the wilderness and solitude ihat surroxmded us,

all seemed to press upon my mind as it had never done
before. Then I had killed the moose myself, and when I

looked at him, standing in the museum, would think of
the pleasure that it gave me and the circumstances at-

tending his death.
All these things were gone over and over again, and al-

though I felt so tired and relieved in mind and body, no
sleep came to me for several hours. However, at last it

came, and I knew nothmg untU I heard the Indian's
voice, "Doc'or, you beat Ingin go sleep. You not usum up,
are you? I wan' go hunt deday. We hab um breakfas'."
"Oh, no, not used up. Feel first-rate. Have breakfast

any time."
I foimd that the sun had been up for some time and that

Nuel had everything ready. We were about half through
when he said, "Doc'or, you big hunter. You kiU great
moose. Me berry glad. But me wan' cow now. You
wan' um, too. I go look deday. Dat moose hab cow
roun', hab some place. He not make much soim', did he?
He come from same way hove time. Good place ober
dare—'tween mountains. We got plenty meat. What
you say we try get cow, too? No freezum up for more 'an
two week."

I thought it was a good idea, and I knew I had enough
to keep me busy for several days, so I said, "All right;
you go and I will wait. See what you can do." S.

[to be cokcluded,]

Homing Pigeon Killed.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Having some carrier pigeons, many of which leave me

as they mature, I this morning concluded to splice out a
short reed bird supper with a pair of squab pigeons.
My son showing me one which he said was a squab, I

kiUed same with a .22 rifle. Greatly to my surprise and
regret I find the bird is tagged, as follows: On left leg
was a gold or brass band (my son says right leg) fully

^in. wide, enameled in light blue; on outside marked
1893; inside, Rd. 183437. The 1892 figures are on white
enamel.
Presuming the owner would like to know of No. 183437,

the above furnishes the information.
This is the first of the flock I have killed, and am

singularly unfortunate in having killed another's, and
what may have been a valuable bird.

I will gladly mafi the ring to the owner if he will
furnish his address. Howard Garrett.
801 Delaware Aykntie, Wilmington, Del., Sept, 6

BRUIN AND THE REDFISH.
Editor Forest and Stream:

Since I have been in the Okanagan Mountains I have
been a constant reader of your valuable paper, and can-
say that I derive as much pleasure in i-eading it as I do in-

the pursuit of game. I have carefully watched for some
sportsman to give us a history of the redfish of Payette
Lake, in Idaho.
A few years ago in September, on going over the trail

from Warm Spring to Boise, in company with a couple of
men, we camped one night on the Payette above the lake.
The redfish were running at that time, and it was diffi-

cult to get a horse that was nervous to cross the stream,
for the fish would strike their legs, and my horse came
near throwing me.

I was riding a short distance ahead and came over a
smaU hill in plain sight of the river. About 100yds.
below a log was lying across, and on the log was a black
bear watching redfish. I stopped and waited until my
companions came up, when I pomted to the bear, which
was so much interested in his study that he did not notice
our presence. We had waited and watched but a few
minutes when the bear made a plunge. We could see
fish; the water was about 2ft. deep. The fish had come
up neai'ly under the bear when Bruin made his plunge.
But this time he missed his prey. He kept making phmge
after plunge until he had the water in great commotion,
and finally he gave up the chase and climbed upon the
log again to await another school. My companions
wanted to shoot the bear, but I persuaded them not to, as
we did not want the meat and the fur was not good then.
As soon as we moved he saw us, and after a very short

survey ambled off up the side of the mountain. We saw
some very big tracks of others, but that was the only
bear we saw. Some one who has fished there should give
the readers of Forest and Stream the true history and
habits of the redfish. Lew Wilmot.
[The redfish of Idaho is the blueback salmon (Qncor-

hynchus nerka). The identity of the redfish was first

determined by Capt. Chas. Bendire, TJ. S. A., who in 1879
sent specimens to the National Museum and drawings and
a description to FOREST and Stream.]

. A Chipmunk Corn Planter.

Editor Forest and Stream:
I would like to know if any one has heard of a chip-

munk that plants and grows corn ? If not I shall claim
the right of discovery. I have found one. I can swear
that he plants corn, but I would not like to swear that he
intends to grow the same with the intention of harvestmg
a crop. One cannot tell what is in the mind of a chip-
munk.
The chipmunk in question has been planting corn in

my garden for five years. I will give his method, and the
readers of Forest and Stream can sit in judgment on
his intentions,

I throw out corn to the squirrels and bluejays, and
chippy works like a beaver to get his share. He can carry
away sixteen kernels in his pouched cheeks. When he
has supplied the home larder he plants the balance in the
garden, no two loads in the same spot. After the com
sprouts and shows above ground, chippy pulls it up and
carries it away. It sounds strange to tell it, but it is a
fact, he leaves one kernel, or stalk, in each spot. At the
present time there are twenty stalks, thus planted, grow-
ing in my garden. The chipmunk, as a rule, leaves but
one stalk. During five years I think there have been only
three exceptions.

It is only through the months of May and June that he
leaves the growing corn.

I watched him yesterday while he was carrying away
planted corn, and not a stalk was left from four lots.

These little animals possess enough intelligence to cause
them to lay by a store of food for the long cold winter,
and, perhaps, they know more about the growth of such
food ihan man is wfiling to admit. Hermit.

Crow Blackbirds' Nests.

Denver, Col. , Sept. 4.—There was recently a discussion
in Forest and Stream relative to the nesting habit of the
crow blackbird. One writer, and I believe it was Brother
Blines, asserted incidentally that the bird in question
sometimes took possession of the nesting place of a
woodpecker—a hole made by the latter in a dead tree—
and there made its nest and reared its young. Then
various fellows jumped on to BUnes, or whoever it was,
and said it was "no such thing," and that old "blackie"
had been slandered, I rise merely to remark that fifty

years ago, in the State of Ohio, where dead elms and
the like still grew (?) all through the cornfields, the crow
blackbird did very often make his nest in the hole of the
red-headed woodpecker and the yellow-hammer. Not so

often m the former because it was seldom large enough.
He also found many other odd and seemingly unnatural
places for nests. Wm. N. Byers.

A Congregation of Night Hawks.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Did you ever hear of night hawks flocking? I have

noticed them in fairly large numbers, especially in Vir-
ginia, where they are called bull bats, but I never heard
of such multitudes being seen at once as passed over
Cummington, Mass., last week. There were thousands
of them. The flight took place early in the afternoon
and attracted the notice of gmmers m the vicinity. Was
it a migration? Charles Hallock.

[It is a migration, and they do it every year about the
last, of August or first of September. Often they are seen
by thousands, usually in the afternoon of still bright days.]

An Albino Squirrel.

KendallviLLE, Ind., Sept. 3.—Sidney Sayrez, of this

city, brought in a pure albino red squirrel which he shot
within the city limits to-day. He nearly succeeded m
capturing it alive. It is perfectly white, with pink eyes,

and is the first ever caught in this vicinity. Are they
rare? I have never heard of a perfectly white specimen
before. W. H. T.

[Instances of albinism are met with opcasionally in
many species of animals and birds,]
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MOUNTED GAME BIRDS IN THE U. S.
NATIONAL MUSEUM.

BT DR. B. W. SHUFELDT.

(Concludedfrom page 205.)

SCAEOELT an ornithological writer who touches upon
the group of birds we now have under consideration that
does not, first or last, essay to point out to his readers the
difference between a pheasant and a partridge, and be-
tween a partridge and a quail; and so, to be in fashion if

for no other reason, we will just for a moment fall in line
with our distinguished predecessors in this time-honored
custom. A good example of a typical pheasant is shown
in Fig. 3 of this series of articles, and where they ex-
ist in the United States they have been introduced from
abroad. All of our indigenous birds called common quails
are partridges, examples of which are seen in Figs. 7,

8 and 9. A good example of a tnie quaU is seen in the
ordinary quail of Europe, known also as the Messina
quail (Goturnix dactylisonans), a bird which not long ago
was turned loose in numbers in certain localities in this

country, as in New Eng:land, but I have not heard re-

cently how it has thriven there. Possibly some day it

may become permanently naturalized.
Notwithstanding all that has been written on this ques-

tion, it must be distinctly understood here, however, that
this Messina partridge appears to be, both structurally and
in general appearance, moi-e like our partridges (Colinus,
etc.), than it is like the true partridge of Europe—the
Perdix einerea of science. This being the case, my friend
Doctor Coues seems to think that in reality for our United
States partridges "the term 'quail' is rather more appro-
priate than 'partridge.'

"

As for grouse, we show a typical one in the blackcock,
Fig. 3, and for an American form in the dusky grouse,
Fig. 5.

Bonasa approaches our partridges {Colinus, etc.), while
ptarmigans {Lagopus) are more nearly allied to the grouse.
The whole group is included in the suborder OalUncB,
which with us includes the turkeys and that interesting
form found in the valley of the Eio Grande of Texas,
known as the "chachalaca," which is a guan (Ortalis

vetula viaccalU). A great many other remarkable birds
of the suborder are found all over the world; and the
pheasants of the greatest beauty come from Asia. All of
our common fowls (6raZZzts), including peacocks and guinea
hens, also belong to this group.
Returning to the collections of the National Museum, we

find many mounted species of our partridges that are
wonderfully Ufelike, and present us with admiraible ideas
of the birds themselves as they appear in nature.
The California partridge shown in Fig. 7 is a pretty fair

example of them, but not so good, in my opinion, as the
birds shown in Figs. 8 and 9—that is, in so far as their
taxidermy is concerned.
These partridges of om's all belong the subfamily Perdi-

dncB, of the family Tetraonidce, of the suborder Gallinoe.;

and there appear to be about four well-marked genera of
them, including a good many species and subspecies. The
first of these latter is the genus Colinus, which contains the
common Eastern partridge or ' 'Bob White" with its sub-
specific forms—the Florida and the Texan partridge. It

also contains two other very distinct species, viz.
,
Gray-

son's partridge and the masked partridge, both of southern
Arizona and Mexico southward. Our second genus is

designated as Oreortyx, created to contain O. pictus&'odi O.

p. plumiferus, or the mountain and the plumed partridge
respectively.

Callipepla, the third in order, has consigned to it C
squamata, the scaled partridge, C. s. castanogastris, the
chestnut-bellied scaled partridge, and then the very dis-

tinct species C. ealifornica, the California partridge (Fig.

7), with its subspecific type, the valley partridge {O. c.

vallicola). Lastly, this genus contains the Gambel's par-
tridge, or Callipepla gambeli. In the fourth genus we

Fia. 8. A Partridge Walking (Mai-e).

flind but one species, a specimen which is shown in Fig. 9,

it is the Massena partridge or Cyrtonyx montezumm, a
bird that ranges over northwestern Texas, New Mexico,
Arizona, and northwestern Mexico.
In speaking of our Eastern partridge or "Bob White,"

Newton has said that ' 'Many attempts have been made to

introduce this bird to England (as indeed similar trials

have been made in the United States with quail from
Europe); but, though it has been turned out by hundreds,
and has been frequently known to breed after liberation,

its numbers rapidly diminish until it wholly disappears.

The beautiful tufted quail of California, Lophortyx eali-

fornica, has also been tried in Eirrope without success."

This authority also calls attention to the fact that all

"these American quail or cohns seem to have the habit of

perching on trees, which none of the Old World forms
possess."
Noticing what Professor Newton says about the trans-

porting these partridges reminds me of the fact that some
of .these birds make very charming pets when kept in

confinement. At this writing Mr. Wood, of the National
Museum, has a beautiful specimen of a male Gambel's
partridge which he keeps in a large cage, and it is the
most gentle, winning little pet I ever saw. He will walk
p.p and down joxii arm, eat out of your hand, and lias

many engaging little tricks and habits. Not long ago I

desired a good photograph of this specimen to have at

hand to compare with some of the mounted Museum
specimens, and by the kind leave of the Museum authori-

ties we had several pictures taken of him by Professor
Smillie, who has charge of the National Museum gallery;

they are excellent and wUl be published in another con-
nection. One of them is especially interesting, as by the
instantaneous shutter we got him in the acting of jjreen-

ing, with all the feathers of his plumage elevated;

while in still another I secured him standing on a small
limb in the attitude they assume when perching in a tree.

The one where he is walking on the ground is also very
good. Under the proper conditions I believe these birds

would readily breed in confinement, and if my memory
serves me right, our common Eastern partridge has
done so.

Albino partridges are occasionally met with, but I do
not recall ever having seen any hybrids among them.

Fia. 7. CALJI- jUiUA i'ARTBIDQH.

resulting from the crossing of species of the different

genera in nature. This has been known to occur, how-
ever, in the case of some of our grouse, and my friend
Mr. William Brewster, the distinguished ornithologist of
Cambridge, Mass. , has recently met with such an exam-
ple, it being a hybrid which resulted from a cross of the
prairie hen and a sharp-tailed grouse {Tympanuclius
americanus X Pedioecetes p. campestris). Through the
kindness of Mr. Brewster I have been permitted to
examine the skeleton of that specimen, and my account
of it will appear very soon in Hie Auh, which is the
ofiicial publication of the American Ornithologists' Union
and a work which should be in the hands of every one
interested in birds. Dr. Sharpe, who has charge of the
Bird Department of the British Museum, has pointed
out tha' liybrid game birds are not unfrequently met
with in Europe, and quite a number of examples of them
are on exhibition in the cases of that grand institution.

Seabirds Ashore.

Eouse's Point, N. Y., Aug. 28—Editor Forest and
Stream: 1 wish to inform you of a strange bird I captured
here on Lake Champlain, after that last nor'east gale we
had. I happened to be on the beach overhauling my
boats, when I saw something fluttering out on the lake.

It being very calm, I paddled out and saw what I thought
was a wounded martin, but on running it down and cap-
turing it, it proved to be a bird that I had never met with
before, and on bringing it ashore I could not find any one
who could inform me what it was. On looking through
my Natural History I find my bird tallies exactly with a
description given of a stormy petrel or Mother Carey's
chicken. Do you suppose it possible that one of those
birds could be driven so far inland? I would like very
much to know. I have sent the bird to a taxidermist to

be mounted; if it is returned in good shape I will have
it photographed and will send you one, if it is of sufficient

interest to you. W. McC, Jr.

[It is very likely that the bird in question is a petrel.

Such cases occur now and then. We have known of a
case where a dovekie {Mergtdus alle) was picked up in a
field in western Massachusetts after a hard easterly storm,
and there are many similar cases on record. We should
be glad to see a photograph of the bird and could then tell

with certainty the group to which it belongs.]

A Badly Fooled Owl.

Mr. R. B. Hughes, now deceased, whoUved a short dis-

tance from Himtington, W. Va. , was witness to an occur-

rence, told me by his son, that well deserves to be called

singular. Mr. H. , in company with a Sir. Hanley, saw a
large horned owl sitting on a dry oak tree, and while de-

bating as to whether or not they could bring him down
with their rifles at the distance he was from them, the
owl spread its wings and darted to a spot about oOyds,

from the tree into a patch of weeds. Immediately feathers

were seen to float above the weeds, and the men, sup-

posing the bird had catight a fowl, ran to the place. What
was their astonishment on seeing Mx. Hanley's house cat

run from the spot in alarm at their approach, and the owl
upon the ground partially disemboweled. The cat had
killed it. Doubtless the owl had mistaken the cat for a
rabbit, as it was yet hardly sunset. On reaching the house
the cat was found to be xmscathed. N. D. E.

That Foolish Fashion.
Mr. Woolerton.—"Yes, sah; mah wife's vanity done got me put ia

de jail wunst." Mr. Yallerby—'"How come datf" Mr. Woolerton—
"Well, yo' see, I done borrowed 'r fowl outen Colonel Gunnerton's
hen house one night, an' mah wife 'sisted on wearing de Wing fedders
in huh bonnet, Pe Colonel knew de wings."—Piwfc,

'nniB ^Hg md ^ur\.

TENDERFOOTING IN THE ROCKIES.—H.
{Concluded from page S06.\

From here we made our way up the White River to
Trapper's Lake, and spent a week in paradise. The only
drawback was that we could not hunt nor fish, for we
could have done nothing with the game killed or the fish

caught but to have left it on the groimd for the wolves.
Two hours' work would have supplied a regiment with fish

and flesh. We wandered down the north and up the
south fork of the White. Two cowboys told us where we
would find a cabin built by some hunters, wliich had a
good ro5f on it; and vve found it and took possession. It

was the usual log cabin in an unfinished state, located in
a pretty little bunch of cottonwoods, six or eight rods
from the river bank. Three sides had been chinked and
the fourth was open between the logs. While we were
putting up some shelves by driving pegs between the logs
and putting poles across, I happened to look through the
unchinked side and saw something moving in some bushes
a short distance away. A large buck deer came out and
stood looking curiously at our jacks a little way from him.
I grabbed my rifle, and shoving it through between the
logs had a dead sure thing on him. He was soon dressed
and hanging in a tree in front of the cabin. This caused
no excitement, however; deer were too plenty. 1 kept on
fixing up the cabin, and in less than an hour from the
time I had killed the deer I heard the crack of Irv's rifle

just outside; and saw him go rushing by the door. In a
minute after I heard him shouting "John! John!" Pick-
ing up my gun, I started on a run in the direction I had
heard his voice. After running some distance into the
wood I stopped and hstened, and hearing nothing,
whistled. I got an answer from toward the river, and
going that way soon sighted him on the other side wet a,U

over. By him was the mate of my buck. He had shot
him within a rod of where I had kUled mine, a,nd had run
to cut his throat. Just before he reached the deer it got
up and ran. He tried to load his gun, but for some rea-
son the lever refi;sed to work. He reached for his revol-
ver, but he had thrown that out of his belt in some way
while running to get to the deer; and then he shouted to
me and followed the deer as fast as he could rtm. It
wordd rim a little way and then fall do^Ti; but before he
could reach it would get up and run again , and flnally

ran through the river and dropped for the last time on the
other bank.
In the evening I tried the trout—I shall always regret

not having taken a Kodak with us that we might have
taken some pictures of the game and strings of fish we
took at that cabin. There were several ranches within
reach of us, and the men being hard a,twork wery always
glad to get our surplus; we kept them well aupiilied. In
an hour I have caught trout until it was burdensome to
carry them^—trout so big that no one man could think of
eating one of the smallest, and many of them would alone
have furnished a meal for a family. I find myself now
holding my breath as I think of it-—my fly gomg skipping
out on the river near an eddy caused by some huge rock,
and a streak of light darting through the. water, mak-
ing it boil as something took in that fly, and away like
lightning; and then there would be a tightening of the
line and a bending of the rod, and oft' we would go. I

had no reel and had to run for it>—up and down the
river, in and out of the water, and finally to coax him
tired out up near the shore, where I coifld reach gently
under him and grasp him by the gills to complete his cap-
ture, for no snell was strong enough to take him out of
the water. Many and many a fly have I lost with those
superb fellows, which would bi'eak away in spite of all I
could do.

We saw only two bears while we were out. One was

Via. 9. The Massena Partridgb (Male).

a big black bear, Irv killed one day when out with some
other fellows; and one I found, or which- found me once,
when we had got separated in the moimtains. I was
signalling for Irv in vain, when an old "silver tip" walked
out of some scrub oak within .50ft. of me. He .stood up
on his hindquarters and proceeded to inspect me, uneasily
swinging his head from side to side. I recognized his

species at a glance and knew his flghttng reputation. He
looked 10ft. high and I wordd have sworn just then that
he weighed a ton. I was not scared, but i looked for a
tree to climb just the same. I was in a clump of cotton
woods that had been burned over—every tree dead, not
one over a foot in diameter, straight as spars and .50ft.

from the ground before a Mmb left their smooth bodies
from which the bark was all peeled away. I might as

well have tried to climb a greased pole, and if I could have
succeeded in climbing out of reach—there was nothing to

hold on to, and I would soon jbe forced to come down
from exhaustion. So I cocked my gun and made up my
mind if he started for me to "pump lead" into him just

as lively as possible. He seemed to feel about it as I did,

and seeing that I was not going to commence hostihties,

he dropped down on all fom-s and made off one way,
while I took the other. I shaU probably always be laughed
at for letting him go without a shot, but old hunters
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have told me many times since that it was the wise course
for me to taLe, for if I had failed in a dead shot the first

time, the cliances are ten to one I would have left my
bones to bleach about there.

It was hard to leave this camp, but after a two weeks'
stay we had to go. We could have supplied a city mar-
ket with game and fish from that neighborhood. Our
time was getting short and we had determined on our re-
turn to go across country where there was nothing but
old Indian trails to follow, instead of going back the
way we came. After the Worat climb I ever had we got
Up on the White River Plateau and wandered east with-
Oilt mUch care about where we wete going. The country
Was fuU of game, and when vve tired of venison we lived
dn grouse. One day as We were tram^ping lazily tlirough a
jmall grove of spruce we came suddeiily on d b'arid Of
&lk, the first we had seen. They saw us first and were orf

on a swinging trot, but not before we had a shot at them,
which, if it did nothing more, frightened them out of the
50untry, for we hunted several days for them without
sighting them again.
We camped one night on the bank of a small stream

ind turned our jacks loose as usual. They wandered
liround until they had filled themselves with , grass and
i;hen lay down a little way from us. I was awakened about
^ o'clock the next morning by a noise I could not explain,
in<\ arousing Irv we put on our shoes (we were otherwise
1 rested) and taking our guns went out to see what was
ho matter. We wei'e not long in doubt. It was moon-
iglit and nearly as light as day, and we could see that
iDinething Was at the jacks, When we got close enough

saw that there Was a mountain lion on each of thenl.
\fhe one nearest raised his head and growled at us threat-
i?jlingly, aiicl We both fired 0n llinl a,t otlcej killing him.
The otlier ran and wis helped him aldng with lead just as
ong as he was within shooting distance, bdt he gdt Awsif;
iiough badly wounded, as the blood on his trad showed

|in the morning. We had followed him a good mile before
ve lost him, and when we got back to camp we found one

'1 dead and the other in such a condition that we were
Led to kill it.

iw we were in a fix. We had no knowledge of our
iirreabouts, except that we were somewhere between
;ie White Fiver and the Grande, and so we struck south,
aiowirig tliat that must bring us to the Grande River

I '.nd the stage route to our liearest railwd,y station. I calr-

( ied the skin of the lion we killed and the tent and
' ilankets, while Irv carried a large satchel containing
• ,mmunition, clothing and some provisions. The rest of
lur outfit we left on the ground to bother some future
^xplorer, who running across it will wonder greatly what
kiecame of the owner. We found our packs heavy enough
before the close of the first day and I dropped the lion's

I kin for good. We were two days and a half steadily

Iramping before we struck the trad, and the last day and
•I half was filled up with some of the hardest down climb-
•ng I ever want to see. We had been following what
lurned out to be the wast bank of Dark Cailon, and came
io a point where we could look down through and see
irrigated fields, and we made the mistake of going down
into that canon as oiu- nearest and best way. It could
'lot have been more than ten miles to them from where
jve got a blrdseye view of them and did not look
vwo; and yet we were a day and a half making it,

camping one night in the cailon. The bottom was an
lilmost impassable thicket, and the sides were covered
l^\ith slide rock, huge boulders and fallen trees, and we
ila.mbered over and under and around and through, and
vaded in the rushing torrent and let ourselves down pre-
lipices until with scratched faces and hands and torn
ilothes we finally struck a log road and our troubles were
tver. It was 3 o'clock in the afternoon when we finally.

Iropped our packs at the Denver & Rio Grande Railroad
lepot in Glenwood Springs, and turning to look at each
tfcher in silpi-eme Content that that part of the fun was
i\^er, burst simultaneously into a fit of uncontrollable
aughter. Two worse looking beggars Were never seen
jUtside of a ragman's fair. Our shoes were played out,

;he crown of toy hat just hung on, my hair Was sticking
ht'oUgh.the top bravely. We were all "broke up" gener-
tlly. We counted Up our funds and found that we had
list money enough to pay our railroad fare to Buena
/'ista and leave Us two cents. After getting om- tickets

,nd finding out that no train would leave imtil late in
he evening, we discovered that we were very hungry,
,nd went up town to see if we couldn't raise some money.
^e had a fifty dollar certificate of deposit on a Pueblo
lank, but as we had no one to identify us we failed to get
t Cashed. We went back to the depot and I asked the
kgent to take one of oUr guns and lend us two dollars on
t and then express it to Buena Vista CO. D. for that
mount and charges, telling him our difficulty, and that
s we were acquainted at Buena Vista we could get our
laper cashed there. He asked to see the certificate, in-

loi-sed it for us himself and told us to go to the bank
Vbere he did his business, and they cashed it for us. It
v us taking some chances and was an imusually clever act
liicji we shall never forget.

I rer this all was plain sailing. We had walked over
iiiles without counting our tramps into the moun-

Mis, hunting and fishing; and had seen country that
c(3uld not not have got at in any other way. I bad

\ ovked myself down from 2051bs. to ISOlbs. weight. It
^ ]iot had that effect on Irv, for he was slender to

with, but we were both as tough as whalebone, and
I satisMed that such a trip taken once everj' twelve

!
!

l bs would add years of enjoyment to the lives of most
of sedentary habits and employment.

John M. Roe.

Connecticut Game Birds.

I AHDAM, Conn., Sept. 2.—Editor Forest and Stream:
< are more than ordinarily plenty in this locality, the
^ getting from five to a dozen at one tide without a

I never saw the rice so plenty and fine as it is this
I

, caused perhaps by the extended freshet in the spring.

1 and partridge, notwithstanding the closeness in
h they were shot last fall and deep snows and sever-

t the winter, bid fair to be about as plenty as usual.
A.

Nebraska Grouse and Quail.

1 ATRlcE, Neb., Aug. bO.—Prairie chicken and grouse
ting is good throughout the western part of the State

vear; and quail are more numerous all over Nebraska
1 ever before, on accoimt pf dry weather, good feed

.V I good shelter, I think, W, S. P.

cHieAQd ANS THE WEST.
[J^-om a Staff Carrespotid&niij

Out on Bail.

Chicago, HI.
,
Sept. 5.—On next Friday Mr. Percy Stone,

of Chicago, will go up to Waupun. Wis. He will be glad
to go. He vf^ill go cheerfully. You couldn't hire him to
stay here. If he doesn't go he wfil be attached for con-
tempt and his bail bond forfeited, and a lot of unpleasant
things will happen. In fact, Percy is only out on bail,
and his case comes up at Waupun next Friday.
A good many of us have thought for a long time that

Percy had been out of jail long enough, but no one was
expecting him to be arrested just when he was. You see.
Percy is manager of both the Diana and the Horicon
Shooting clubs, which control the entire Horicon Marsh,
at the dprJer eild df which the village of Waupun is situ-
ated. No othef niaii coUld have done what Percy Stone
has done by way of organizing tile |Wo Clubs and putting
them in practical running order. We caii ra^te that short
by saying that both clubs are now controlled by the Chi-
cago vote. The marsh is the best in this part of the
country. Everything is in good order, and the price of
the shares in either club is steadily advancing.
The upper part of the marsh, that is controlled by the

upper club (Horicon Shooting Club) has always been
much overrun with local poaching shooters, who liave dis-
regarded the rights of tiie club, and have felt themselves
injured by^ being deprived of the free use of the entire
groimds. Before Mr, Stone reorganized the club, the club
sold shooting permits at $5 each. This injurious feature
was at once cut off. Hence war.
On Friday morning last, Sept. 1, opening day of the

dUck-season, the entire upper end of the marsh was alive
with these trespassing shooters, who flocked in from
WaupUU and began a danonading at 4 o'clock in the
morning, bfefote it Was daWa, and an hour and a quarter
before the time set for the club members to begin shoot-
ing. During the day, KUeforth, {he Warden, and Cum-
mings, the club watchman, arrested a couple of the tres-
passers. One of them had his gun taken away aftet
refusing to give it up, but was not struck or hurt at all.

He handed over the gun himself when he saw Klieforth
meant business.
Of Rourse, this "outrage" on the part of the club men

raised a hoWl at Waupun. Revenge must be had. Ac-
cordingly the rtext day the aggrieved Waupunite sent
down officers to the clUb hoUseg, and arrested Klieforth
and Cummings at the upper club aUd Mr. Percy Stone at
the lower club. They caught Rercy just iiS he was taking
the train to come home. He was taken as manager of
the clubs. The charge was assault and battery, depriva--
tion of property, maybe highway robbery and arson, it

makes no difference. Anyhow, this is how Percy Stone
got in jail, and why he is cheerfully going back to Wau-
pun next Friday. We all hope he will not get over seven
years in the penitentiary, for with care and self restraint
he could stUl be made a useful member oC society. We
hope for the best.

The fight is now on between the new way and the old
way. Either the club men own this marsh or the tres-
passers own it. The old destructive way must make room
for more intelligent methods. There will be only one end
to this fight. The Waupun contingent will get'more law
than they want. Arrests will go on, the cases will be
taken up, and they will be beaten and harassed until they
are sick of it. They would better lay down their arms
now. At the close of this justice suit (which may natu-
rally be expected to go against the clubmen), appeal will
be taken, the belligerent Waupun man will be arrested
for malicious prosecution, sued in civil damages by Mr.
Stone, aud haled fore and aft and crosswise, until he
would rather he had never thought of night shooting on
another owner's grounds. Waupun men will also be
arrested under the State law forbidding night shooting.
The club will win in the end, and it will fight all the way.
The old, reckless, selfish, destructive way will not do.
Other times must be set on. Leave the clubmen alone,
and they will tread on local shooters' toes of course, but
they will preserve the wildfowl of this great natural
breeding ground. Leave the local men alone and they
would exterminate the birds to the last feather, for they
would shoot in spring, summer and fall, day and night.
This last fact is the main one, when it comes to the ethics.

Opening Day on Horicon.

Sept. 1, the opening day on Horicon Marsh, has come to

be what is probably the most notable sporting event of the
year in Chicago. The excellence of the shooting on this

marsh, and the scarcity of shooting elsewhere, have made
these two clubs very popular. The sport on opening day
is usually the best of the season, as the birds are bred on
the marsh, are young and not so wily as they become
later. It is therefore usually a goodly crowd which goes
north from this city to meet the Wisconsin members on
the marsh on the first day of fall. This year there were
thirty guns registex-ed for the upper club and sixteen for
the lower, a total larger than most tournaments would
show, and in view a sport more interesting than that of
any tournament.

Broke the Rules.

It is a rale of the two clubs that there must be no shoot-

ing before sunrise or after sunset. Thiswise rule ought to

be observed strictly and to the letter of the specifications.

Cards were distributed setting the hour of sunrise at 5:15

for Sept- 1, and all the members knew this, yet I am sorry

to say that on the upper marsh not one but many mem-
bers followed the example of the poachers, and began
shooting as soon as they could see a moving shadow. This

is all wrong. The birds if left alone would not fly much
before sun-up anyhow. Greediness of this sort should not

be tolerated for a moment. Moreover, the members
should show more comity and courtesy among themselves,

and not aU crowd in on one another at the start because

they hear a little shooting. The marsh is big enough for

all. The time has come for gentlemanly usages in sport,

and we must say good-bye to the old free-for-all scrambling

ways. In a little while the members of the newly organ-

ized club will realize this, and things will gradually

straighten themselves around.

Heavy Shooting.

IThe
shooting last Friday was very heavy, the best for

some time. The record shows what the duck preserve

may be even to-day. There were over 1,100 ducks brought

in on the one da/, Sept. J. The lower club, with 16 guns

out, had a trifle the better total, and indeed a most phe-
nomenal average, but the shooting anywhere waa good
enough, the flight going by luck as much as anything,. a&
it always does on opening day.
The following is the record of the upper club: H, S. El-

dred 15 ducks, J, W. Bums 13, M. A. Cornell 14, A. H.
Lewis 10. J. H. Burns 13, Q. J. Clark 33, R. E. Munchow
20. L. J. Zincke 11, F. M. Fish 19, W. E. Warren 21, B.H.
Sanford 13, E. A. Galoway 16, H. F. Bosworth 35, E. W.
Chubb 63, C.W. Lamoreaus 30, R. Buchholz 18, F. A. Han-
son 19, L. R. Brown 12, Geo. Holden 30, E. Hough 10. A.
J. Baxter 6, C. H. Kaetel 12, M. I^hner 7, R. G. Richter
34, R. Rom 23, P. F. Stone 11, Wm. Klieforth 14, J. L.
Gault 24, W. J. Hamilton 13, A. R. Keating 24; total 576.
The Diana or lower club record is as follows: Hall

ducks, Hamline 25. Mussev 75, Wilcox 61, Dupe^ 40,
Parker 9, Buechner 19, Peabody 19, Hunter 6, Petit W,-
Dicks 44, Leidersdorf 9, Widdicomb 55, Clement 6, Yov
gey 31, Kretschmar 66, Melcher 62; total 590.
High bag on the upper club, 63 birds, was made by Mr.

E. W. Chubb, of Milwaukee, who shot in the upper part
of the "burned holes." Center Point, usually good, yielded
only Ig birds, and the race of Mr. Kaetel for it at 3 o'clock
in the morning was not worth the pains.
High bag on the lower club, 75 birds, was made by

that happy and lucky shooter Mr. W. P. Mussey, of
Chicago. They do say there was no living in the house
with Billy after that, he became so offensive. Mr. Mus-
sey shot in the West Bay. Mr. Wilcox, 61 birds, says hi&
share is not for sale for a wagon load of gold. Every-
body had a good time and everybody was elated to the
point of excitement when the returns came in.

Mr. Holden, Mr. Brown and myself, all of Chicago',-
staid over to try it another day or so, as we had no shoot-
ing to amount to anything the first day. The other gen-
tlemen got a dozen birds a day or so each, and their total
made a magnificent lot of game. The ducks bagged
were teal, mallard, redhead, pintail, woodduck and scat-
tering varieties for the rest.

Abundance of Jacksnipe.

In all I bagged 40 ducks, but I found something better
than that. On a little meadow just back of the club
house I discovered a lot of jacksnipe and put in an hour
or so there on two afternoons. The sport at the long
bills was as pretty as anything I ever had, and I bagged
50 jacks as quickly and pleasantly as aay one every did,
thovrgh I lost nearly a dozen and a half more that fell ia
the flags. Running out of No. 9 shells I begged every-
body for No. 7 shells, and finished up my bag with No^
7s and No. 6s. I found that one can kill jacksnipe sk

good deal better with No. 6s than he would at first think;
indeed, can do very respectable shooting with them when
the birds lie close as they did here.

A Useful Remedy.

But for one incident of Saturday's duck hunt I might
have had a lot more snipe shells for the jacks. It hap-
pened this way. I was located on a little bog, just big
enough to make a blind on, in the center of the watei-way
that runs through the burned holes. The birds kept out
pretty well in the middle, and I got an occasional shot*
This attracted the attention of another shooter, another
club member, too, by the way, who should have known
more of the courtesies among sportsmen, and leaving his
blind on a point at the edge of the water he puUed in a
couple of hundred yards below me on my flight and built
a blind, which naturally meant an end to my shooting.
Protesting mildly, I was informed that the country was
free, a proposition to which I could find no adequate
answer. Soon after this, however, I got very tired, and
had to stand up in my bUnd a good deal. Also, I suddenly
concluded thaf I would like a mess of yellowlegs. So I
called my pusher over from his cover, gave him my gun
and a lot of snipe shells, and sent him out with the boat
on the flats to shoot yellowlegs, ot" which there were
700,000,000 around. My pusher must have misunderstood
me, for somehow, he did most of his shooting out on the
open water right around the other fellow's blind. Be-
tween my tired streak and my pusher's activity in the
yellowleg matter, I regret to say that the other fellow
didn't get another shot the rest of the morning, and he
went home mad. I don't see what made him mad, it

being a free country. Nothing to get warm over if a fel-

low wants a few yellowlegs to keep the wolf from the
door. Anyhow, I can recommend the yellowleg scheme
as a good way to serve a man who pulls in close on your
flight deliberately and without courtesy. The only bad
thing I know about this was that Ferdinand, my pusher,
grew so interested in making double shots on flying yel-
lowlegs that he got a deck load of birds, and meantime
used up about all my fine-shot loads. Stfll, as it was, I

got all the jacksnipe anybody ought to have, and this I

found to be the nicest part of my hunt on the marsh. No
one else seemed to be after the snipe.

There seems to be great abundance of ducks on the
marsh this fall, and the phenomenal shooting of this first

day of the season may be repeated in part later on. There
are great quantities of mallards, and later in the fall these
should make grand sport.

The Other Clubs.

It is too early yet for the flight on our lower clubs. The
Horicon lairds were aU bred on the marsh. ' At Mak-saw-
ba Club, on the Kankakee, there was some little shooting
at local ducks, but high bag was about a dozen this year.
The bass fishing at that point has, however, been most ex-
traordinary aU the season. Mr. Organ tells me that on
opening day he got a nice little bunch of ducks, and then
went to fishing. Everybody got heavy strings of bass.

Mr John Matter has had exceptionally good fortune there
with the bass this summer.

Homeless.

There have been a good many unemployed and idle

meii around Chicago for the past week, owing to the fact
that Mussey's billiard haU has been closed. It is a wonder
that the authorities have not closed the place before, so
many trap-shooting robberies of aliens have been perpe-
trated there. But it is closed now for repairs, and will be
for a week. It wUl be thoroughly disinfected, fumigated
and whitewashed, and its walls wiU then be ready for
another year's incrustation of blufl:s, challenges and lies.

Until then, many sportsmen of this city wiU be home-
less E. Sough,

909 Sbocbity Bdilding, Chicago,
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SUMMER SLAUGHTER IN MAINE.
Philadelphia, Pa., Sept. 2.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:.
I notice in your issue bf this date an editorial, "An Old
Story in Maine Woods," also an article in same issue,

"Dead Deer in Maine Woods," which interest me very
much, as it doubtless will others. It is well known that
about all the hunting and fishing camps throughout the
northern section of Maine are supplied with deer meat
during the open season of fishing from June to October,
when it is unlawful to kill deer, moose or caribou. This
gams is generally killed around the water in June, July
and August, and as a general thing no more is brought to

camp than what seems necessary to supply the camp with
meat. How much is killed that uever reaches camp no
one knows. Doubtless a large percentage dies from
wounds that may be recorded as waste, judging from the
report of the Bangor Neios of Aug. 20, which you quote.

. It may safely be said that a large percentage of the game
killed in the section referred to goes to waste, as you say,
shot down in pure wantonness.
The State Commissioners and game wardens cannot en-

force the law as it now stands, for the reason that most
of the killing is done at night, and so far away from law
that you cannot reach the ofliender or establish his guilt.

What remedy can you or vour readers suggest for the
better protection of large game in the State of Maine?
Will you be kind enough to answer this question: Why

do the people of Maine allow the indiscriminate use of
rifles above .23 caliber in their forests during close
season when there is nothing to shoot but the protected
game? There is no game in the forests of Maine except
the bear that would demand the use of a rifle during
close season. And not one sportsman or guide in five
hundred ever sees a bear in the Maine woods in the
summer months. So long as every man and boy is al-

lowed to carry rifles, or an armory, into the Maine' woods
in close season, just so long will the large game be killed
in close season, and a large percentage of it will go to
waste, as described in the article referred to. Make some
regulation by law preventing the carrying of firearms in
the State during close season, and you take from the
ofl:ender the instrument which enables him not only to
break f^e law, but the possession of which too often
prompts the temptation to use it in an unlawful manner.

A.

NOTES FROM THE GAME FIELDS.
The following notes on game prospects may prove in-

teresting to sportsmen. The following is from Dr. Otto
Moebes, Athens, Ala,, in a letter dated Aug. 29. He
says:

"There is a good sprinkling of deer. A town party
chased and killed one a week ago on my land, and as I
have been waiting for lawbreakers for some time, I hap-
pened to get up to them while they were in the verv act
of cutting the deer's throat. A bombshell could not have
created greater consternation. It served them right. Let
them wait till September,
"We have had the most remarkable dry season I ever

experienced in this countiy. There have been but two
little^ showei-s since June 2. A dry .June always brings in
a good quail crop. We have consequently more and
larger coveys than I have seen for years. I have three
coveys in my field, which are full grown, eighteen or
twenty bii'ds to each covey. I took a couple of young-
sters to the Brown's Ferry preserve one morning re-
cently, and found five large coveys inside of an hour, aU
weU grown, and strong flyers.

"The spring set in very unfavorably for a good quail
year, as it rained steadily during April and May, but
fortunately the weather was extraordinarily cold at the
same time, which kept the birds from pairing off and
mating
"Through an experience of many years and close watch-

ing, I have never been able to find a mated brace of quails
before April 17. That is the earliest date I have observed.
This year, the first couple I found was on May 9. I have
found many unbroken coveys in the last week of May.
Therefore you will see that they did their breeding in the
dry season, hence the fine outlook.
"Do you recollect that once we had a little conversation

in regard to quail following water courses, or even emi-
grating to them in the dry warm season of the year?
Some parties had so written in a contemporary, if I am
not mistaken. Well, they may do so up North, but I
promise you it is not so in the South. Our quail care no
more for water than if it were not in existence. I have
known coveys on the Mason place, which I could find
almost at any lime during a terrific drought, and those
birds were at least two miles from the nearest drop of
water, excepting the dew. Dew is enough for them.
If there is no dew, they simply do without water.

"I have also found, on an average, more birds on the
uplands, a long way from the water courses, than I have
found close to the latter.

"Tarkeys have nested well also, and I know of two
large gangs within a mile of my house. If you can come
here and rest up a while, we will teach them a lesson."
From Mr. T. Andrew Jackson, Opelousas, La., an

ardent sportsman and a keen shot, I have received the
following under date of Aug. 28:

"Quail are plentiful. The season has been fine for
their breeding—not too dry and not too wet. Almost
every day I see from one to a half dozen brace of old
ones in the road dusting. The shooting season on quail
will open Nov. 1. This is the new law made by the
police .jury last spring. In many respects it was a good
one. Heretofore the shooting season opened Oct. 1, but
very little shooting was done before Nov. 1 and still
later, as the cover in the fields is then too rank to permit
of pleasant sport. Real good shooting can not be had
till December, along about Christmas.
"The police jury also changed tbe law for the protec-

tion of deer. It used to be from April 1 to Oct. 1 in all
parts of the parish. The new law reads as follows: 'Deer
in the swamp portion of the parish can be hunted from
Nov. 1 until May 15.' In other portions of the parish the
old law holds good. The new law for swamp-hunting is
a fraud. The rutting season begins there in November
and the does begin to drop their fawns in .July. In May
they are heavy with fawn and it is then a shame to shoot
them.
"In the pine woods the rutting season begins in Sep-

tember and the does drop their young about the middle
of May.

'•The only game birds to be- found now are plover, but

the weather is too warm and the sport i§ very tanle. tJp^
land plover were here in July and the first part of AiigUst,
but they have about all gone further south foi* the fall

and winter.
"Good bear hunting coilld be had in the swamps a few

years ago, but for some reason bruin has left his accus-
tomed haunts and very few are now killed. Several years
ago a black bear was killed in the Waxia swamp which
weighed 6191bs. That one was the latgest ever killed in
this parish until last spring, when* one was killed in the
Atchafalaya swadlp which weighed SOOlbs. or more.
These two are the largest bears ever kiUed in St. Landry
arish, and I think the last-mentioned is the largest ever
iUed in the State. Old hunters tell me that there are

three different kinds of bears in our swamps—the large
black bear, with a white spot on the breast, a sulall black
bear which is exceedingly tough and hafd to kill, and a
long, slim brovmish bear which is so swift of fOot that, it

is called the running bear. The lattei- species, it is said,
can run all day and is about as fast as our red deer. How
true this is, 1 am Unable to say, as I never hunted bruin,

"Squirrel shooting is good this summer. Many hunters
report fine bags. We have five or six species of squirrels
here. Some of the species may be the same. Foi- instance,
we have the red fox squirrel ahd the blatik t'ox squirrel.
They are the largest. The black atid gtAy squirrels are
smaller, and many say that they belong to the same species.
The oat squirrel is smaller tliah the gray, but is larger
than the flying squirrel. The gray Squirrel predominates;
the red fox squirrel next.

"Alligator hunting is indulged in to such an extent that
the sport threatens to exterminate the saiu-ians. Several
police jiu'ieB have passed laws recently prohibiting the
killing of these reptiles. The alligators kill the musk-
rats, which do the Mississippi River levees so much harm.
Thousands of alligator hides have been shipped to New
York this year from this parish.
"The Louisiana prairies, at this season of the year, are

the feeding grounds of cranes. I note three sizes of the
white species, one about three feet tall, the second about
two feet, and the smallest about the size of a common
chicken, only a little taller. A few blue cranes and
herons are mixed in with the white ones. I have seen a
few black ones, but they are scarce, sometimes only one
in a season being seen. These cranes are being killed by
thousands, and their skins are shipped to Northern cities."

B. 'Waters.
909 Skouriit Building, Chicago.

Ve^dnt Game Outlook.

Hma»AfE, Vt.—The outlook for good sport in north-
western Vermont this season is very discouraging, unless
the rabbit and fox crop happens to be a prolific ohe.
There are no gray squiiTels and but few ruffed grouse.

Up to the late cold stofnl there was a large number of
woodcock and the yoUng birds were Well matured, but
they are now gone; the late blizzard stai-ted them south-
ward. The open season for these birds formerly began
Aug. 15, which Usually made us sUre of seVetal weeks of
good shooting, but the last Legislature changed the date
to Sept. 15. As we Usually haVe a cold storm early in
September, our birds are usually away before the middle
of the month, which means no shooting after that date,
as it was only occasionally that the flight birds stop here,
for between here and the Bt. Lawrence River due north,
there are but few grounds. Last season, however, was an
exception, as the constant heavy west winds that occurred
during their flight brought the birds here from their
breeding; grounds west of the Richelieu River.
The old law on snipe was also changed, so that now

these game and toothsome birds are among those that can-
not be shot at any season of the year. There is a general
howl among the members of our gTin club here against
such legislation, and unless there is a change made for
the better before another season no efiiort will be made to
enforce the present game or fish laws.
We know that when woodcock are fat their first flights

are short ones, and that the birds that are bred here are to
be found when the present season opens down in the
middle or southern part of the State; and we believe that
this law was changed to favor that section of the State
where most of the members of the State Fish and Game
League reside. It is also our belief that such a law, one
that favors one section of the State at the expense of an-
other portion of the State, is unconstitutional, and if a
test case was made on either of the above cases this would
be found so. Stanstead.

The New .3Seal. SheU.
In a recent number of the Forest and Stream W. L.

Carpenter describes a new .25cal. straight shell using fas
maximum) 25grs. of powder and 97grs. lead, soon to oe
placed upon the market. The shell, being straight, will
be capable of receiving a load vai-ying all the way from
the maximum given above to a charge of 2 or Sgrs. pow-
der and a round ball for gallery practice. Mr. Carpenter's
shell will certainly prove much more satisfactory thanthe
present bottle-necked .25-20, and I, for one, wish him all
success, and shall watch with much interest for further
information in regard to it. Barrister.

Shooting Prospects West.
A North Dakota report which has just reached us

gives the following highly-colored report of the local out-
look: "The shooting season has commenced and the birds
are being slaughtered in large numbers. Ducks are very
plentiful, the numerous lakes and sloughs round about
Forman, N. D., being a favorite breeding place for
aquatic birds of all kinds. The variety of ducks is greater
than usual, though the spoonbills and teals are most
numerous. The grain fields are literally covered with
chickens, and sportsmen report the shooting the best ever
experienced in the country,"

West "Virginia Game.
Waverly, W. Va.,Sept. 4.—We have had a pretty fair

fishing season; fishing camps dot the Ohio River every few
miles, and their occupants seem to have good success.
The river is lower than for many years; boats have not
been running for several weeks until lately.
The outlook for faU shooting is good, with plenty of

quail and pheasant, while rabbits are thick in the fields
and timber, and as the season advances I look for some
fine sport, Fox Hui^tee.

^h6 Shore Birds.

New York, Sept. 5,—Agreeable to your siiggesiiOn in

the last issue regarding the effebt the late storms had upon
snipe shooting alohg thfe South Bay, I would report as

foUows: Having followed the shore birds for a number
of years past with more or less success, I thought, as I
suppose did many others, that such storms would bring a
big flight of birds down from the North. The evening of
Friday, Aug. 25, found me on Oak Island Beach near
points from which I have had good shooting in past years.
Out early Saturday morning, sat in a blind nearly all day.
Saw one black-breasted plover, but not a yellowleg, though
two came to the stool of a friend o^ mihe. t^ironi all.t
could gather ffoM the natives thefe had been gome little

shooting prioi" to the fii-st storm, but no birds^_ durihg ot
after either blow-. NlAiSARA;

Oakdale, Sept. ^.—Editor Forest atid sireani: lii

answer to inquiry in FOREST AND Stream in regard to the
flight of snipe this seasOn, I woiild say that those two
severe storms brorlght to ouf shores two splendid flights

of fine birds, mostly yellowlegs, and large kreakers, with
a splendid sprinkling of ring-tail marlin, blackbreast
plover, golden plover, willet and yelpers. Half a dozen
baymen have a blind on Dr. Green's meadow, where they
shoot most all the time at small kreakers. A, A. F.

Birds on the New England Coast.

Shore bird shooting seems to be faii-ly good. Good re-

ports come from Pine Point, Scarboro, Me, Mr. 1. W.
Pnisbury recently shot some 150 birds on a gimning trip to
that locality. J\Ir. .J. H. Brown got 120 birds. They were
generally summer yellowlegs and snipe. Mr. Geo. Bar-
rett is a successful gunner. He got thirty-two birds in a
few hours' shooting at Ipswich the other day; mostly
summer yellowlegs. Mr. J. Miller and friends were re-

cently at Marshfleld on a shooc. They are reported to
have bagged 340 birds, with many of the larger varieties.

There is a complaint all along the shore, however, that
the larger birds are not plentyi
Mr. Claude H; tarbox, with A. P. Aldl-ich & Sofa; bag

again made a good shot, £te liVes at fiyfield; a long dis-

tance from Bostoh, and he is obliged to take a traiii at
7 o'clock A. M. to go in to business. He is very fond of

gunning, and the river, the creek and the pond are very
handy. But to get up early enough to take a puU of half

a mile in a boat, up to the pond and back to breakfast, all

before train time, requires a good deal of exertion. But
sometimes he does it. The other morning he was up the
river in his boat almost to the pdnd, When a botiplei of

ducks started ahd appealed to be leaving for other regions.

But soon they circled back and near enough to give
Claude a fair shot. He used both barrels and got both
ducks. They proved to be a pair of very handsome blue-

winged teal. Special.

Cjhick^ns id Sisil^

Editor Forest and- Stream:
The chickens are not all dead in this neck o' Wotiasj

but are being killed mighty fast. Every traifi out Of St,

Paul on the Great Northern R. R. brings a whole skir-

mish line of chicken shooters and a baggage car full of

dogs, which are dumped at the various stations between
Crookston and St. Vincent. It makes little difference

where you stop; there are birds enough everwhere for

any one but a hog.
Unfortunately, the market-shooter is in it also. Every

southbound train on this division of the road carries to

St. Paul and Minneapolis tliousands of chickens, loaded
at the various stations. Three hundred went from here
yesterday and the express agent teUs me that 200 t® 400

go every day since the opening. Seven himdred went
from Hallock on the 8d. In thirty days from now there
wiU not be birds enough left for a decent seed supply.

The railway and express companies are holding the
shooters down to the provisions of law, and no game is

accepted for shipment beyond the limits of the State.

Copies of the game laws are printed on large yellow cards
and, by order of the company, j)osted in aU the ticket

offices,' baggage rooms, baggage cars, hotels and post-

offices along the line, and the would-be violator is given
to understand, in plain United States, that if he violates

in this region he will be set on p. d, q. G. O. Shields.

Stephen, Minn., Sept. 6.

Potomac Notes.

Washington, D. C.—The oats crop on the eastern
branch of the Potomac, here at Washington, is a very
large one this season, and as a consequence the river is

full of reed birds, blackbirds and ortolan. Although the
law was not off until the first of September, many of
these birds had already been slaughtered and were openly
exposed for sale in our markets before that date.

A lady saw a lot of reed birds in market one day in
August and asked the seller if it was not unlawful to sell

them, to which he replied, "Oh, these are cultivated
birds, not wild ones." These non-enforced law-protected
birds are shot right within sight of the police station at
the Anacostia end of the Navy Yard bridge.
A stormy petrel, or Mother Carey's chicken, was shot

near tlie Navy Yard bridge right after the recent great
blow. It was very much fatigued from its exertions in
battling against the storm. Several of the birds were
seen.
Last week I noted the rather unusual occurrence here

of willet, being quite unknown to this locality during the-

summer months. Sunday, Aug. 27, a flock of thirty of
these snipe were seen on the flats opposite theNavy Yari',

Bart.

Beef Broth in Ten Minutes.

Don't cook beef broth vmtil it is worn out. Take half
a pound, or a pound, of clear red beef, cut from a thick
round steak—not tenderloin or hock. Half submerge in

convenient pieces in a pan of cold water; put in a little

salt and pepper. Let it boil on one side five minutes,
then the other side five minutes. Cut into small strips or
squares, and with the aid of a lemon squeezer extract all

the juice into a bowl. Fold the strips and corners of the
beef into the squeezer. Dilute this rich extract with the
water the beef was boiled in, season to suit the taste of
the patient, and the finest beef broth ever niad,§ for hos-
pital, house 01" oamp, is before you. TlLE.
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Proposed Powder Test.

Editor Forest and Stream:
The proposed powder tests for establishing the relative

merits of the various nitro and black powders used and in
the market of this country, of which mention has been
made previously in your esteemed paper, will be carried
out at Watson's Park, Burnside Crossing, Chicago, 111.,

between Sept. 15 and 35, 1893.

The experiments are to be controlled by two or more
judges not interested in the trade in question, and all

sportsmen and manufacturers of, or dealers in, powder or
ammunition, will be permitted to witness the trial.

As far as expedient and possible, all suggestions pre-
sented to me, and pertaining to the proposed test, from
numerous shooters of this country, will be taken into con-
sideration.
The test is intended to have a public character and will

be conducted with a view to benefit and enhghten alike

the trade and the shooting fraternity of America..
Armin Tenner,

Expensive.

MiLroRD, Mass., Sept. 5.—J. S. Cortezze, who was
caught Sunday killing birds out of season, was brought
before the local court to-day, and on plea of guilty was
fined $30, which he paid. He had the birds—robins and
thrushes—in his possession when taken. The ofhcers are
determined to put a stop to illegal bird shooting, and have
several others under surveillance.

Others may well take warning, and they are not all

Italians, either. Sunday shooting will command the at-

tention of the newly appointed game constables Edwards
and Shields, through whose efforts the above case was
brought, assisted by Chief of Police Delano.

Birds in. Maine.

Banqob, Me., Sept. 10.—The faU shooting season opened
ten days ago and the grounds hereabouts have been faith-

fully hunted with very unsatisfactory results. It is gen-
erally believed that there are but few birds in the Maine
woods this year. I have not been out shooting, but dm-ing
my wanderings in the summer I saw but few broods of
grouse>and those few were very small indeed. Woodcock
are scarce as yet, and but few have found their way to

the markets. On the whole, therefore, the gunners in this

neighborhood are disposed to take a gloomy view of the
prospects for the season. M.

New Hampshire Prospects.

Lake WiNNEPESAUKEE, N. H., Sept. Q.—Editor Forest
and Stream: ProsiDects for fall hunting in northern New
Hamsphire seem excellent; saw a good many partridge
and other small game. Glad the hunting season has come
at last. "Payson" is right on the subject of fishing versus
hunting. Matterhorn,

Cost of Trip to World's Fair.

Ik the short space of two months the World's Columbian Exposition
will have run its course. Its gates will be forever closed—the grand
buildings, first stripped of their marvelous exhibits, then demohshed,
never to be restored—and the greatest and grandest spectacle in all

the world will be but a memory of the past.
We consider it a duty as well as a pleasure for everybody who can

raise the money to see the World's Fair, and because we beUeve that
many are staying away under a misapprehension, who can really
afford to go, we will endeavor to set forth with particularity the very
moderate cost of the trip. The following is based on a leading
editorial in the New York Evening Post, and all the items have been
verified, so that there can be no doubt of their correctness.

First, as to the railway journey. The New York Central has made
a special excursion rate of $32, on stated trains, with $5 eacn way for
a berth in sleeping car.

Good rooms near the Fair grounds, accommodating two persons,
can be found without difficulty, at$l apiece per day, and a small room
for one at SI. while even more favorable terms are possible. Practi-
cally everybody eats luncheon on the grounds, getting breakfast before
he enters, and dinner after he leaves. A great many people who rent
rooms also furnish breakfasts and dinners, and good meals can be ob-
tained at such places and at many restaurants for no more than 50
cents apiece. A person with simple tastes can also get along very
comfortably on 50 cents for the raid-day meal.
Now add to these items tlie cost of admission to the grounds, the

necessary extras for getting around the Midway Plaisance, a smaO
allowance for the purchase of modest souvenirs and other incidentals,
including fees to porters and other petty expenses of travel, and we
have the following summary:

Railroad fare (round trip $32.00
Sleeping car berth fboth waysj 10.00

Meals en route Cbotb ways} 5.00
Breakfast and dinner (six days) 6.00
Room in Chicago (sis days) 6 00
Limcheon (six days) 3.00
Admission (six days) , 8.00
Expenses on grounds (six days) , , . 6.00
Incidentals (stx days) , 3.00
Incidentals en route (both ways) 2.00

$76.00
This estimate is given as the result of a practical test, and we reit-

erate that the sum of $76.00, judiciously expended, will covei- the cost
of a trip to and from Chicago, made in comfort, and for a week's stay
in that city under comfortable conditions, including six days at the
Fair, and seeing every feature of it of any interest whatevei*.
Trains of the New York Central, on which tie special excursion

tickets quoted above are good for passage, leave Grand Central Station
at 9.15 P. M.
The company also announce a series of Day Coach Excursions at

one-half the regular rate on Aug. 26, 30: Sept. 5 and 11. By taking
advantage of one of these excursions, the total given above can be
materially reduced.
Accommodations may be secured by applying at the nearest ticket

office of the company or addressing George H. Daniels, General Pas-
senger Agent, Grand Central Station, New York.—^dti.

M. ISENSTEIN & Co., of 434 Broome street, New York, manufacture
a superior quality of sportsmen's leather goods, including leggins, gun
cases, cartridge bags and belts, etc., at popular prices. It would be
worth while to send for their catalogue.—^dv.

You are invited
to visit the " Forest and Stream's"

exhibit in the Angling Pavilion at

the entrance from the main hall

of the Fisheries Building, in the

World's Fair.

"Forest and Stream" at the Fair.

Where to Eat at the Fair.

There are hundreds of sportsmen who visit the Fair, and
unless they know the ropes, they either get robbed, go
hungry, or leave dissatisfied and displeased. The attend-
ants are often fagged out, the management of the cafe
does not care, and the whole business of. eating is a trial

and a care and not a pleasure. For aU of this I have a
remedy—not that I have a restaurant concession, or care
who does have one. In short, the other day I blundered
into the Casino restaurant (not one of those operated by
the main restaurant concessionaires). Here I found in
charge as manager no less than Wm. Werner—our old
friend "Possum Bill," who got up the possum suppers for
the old Possum Club. Billy Werner has been clief to the
best institutions of gastronomy in Chicago, and he can
cook a plenty, whether it be a question of possom or any-
thing else. After I found him I ate easy, calm and
hearty, and all the boys ought to know that here is the
glace to go—the Casino, southeast corner of the Com-t of

.

[onor, near the big gold girl. Because why, Billy Wer-
ner is an old Forest and Steeam man, one of the oldest
field shooters of Chicago, and sportsman clear through.
He doesn't believe in spring shooting, and moreover, he
has refused to sell illegal game, not only here but else-

where. I wiU just take this much trouble right here to
say that this is the place for the visiting sportsman to get
something good to eat at the Fair, and I imagine easy that
if any FoBEST and Stream reader who pauses at the
Casino will tear off a page-head of Forest and Stream
and send it in to Mr. Werner, he will get what he asks for,

get it good, and get it via a waiter who wiU appear to
have an interest in earthly things.

The Winans Bronzes.

For reasons which will appear below, I am tempted to
oft'er for publication the following letter from Mr. Walter
Winans, the donor of the now famous Winans Trophy,
which Forest and Stream put in competition for the re-
volver shooters of America. On a very interesting sub-
ject Mr. Winans writes:

As one of the oldest readers and contributors from this side (not
in age, but in length of time I have known the paper), I write you on a
matter of possible interest.
Y'ou may know of me as the revolver champion of this country,

but you may not know I am an artist as weU. I sent over to the Fair,
a fortnight ago, two bronze statuettes of mine, done in the same style
as the Forest and Stream Winans Revolver Championship Trophy.
I sent in charge of Susse Fr^res, in the French Art Section of the Fair,
but if you do not find them on their stand kindly ask the attendant at
their exhibit where they are, most likely in the American Art Section.
The statuettes represent respectively a trotter in action to sulky,

and a "Bronco Buster" getting on to a bucking pony. I am rather
proud of the details in the latter, but an Indian I hoped to send, which
is better than either of these, was not ready in time. I am at present
at work on a much larger trotter in the new pneumatic sulky.

If any one wants to buy either of my exhibits as a prize for shoot-
ing, I am ready to let them have them at the price they cost me to
have them cast, without charging for my work.

Wai/tee Winans.

Mr. Winans will pardon the use of a personal letter

when he knows how heartily in his debt I am for an hour
of pleasure, of which I wish all the readers of Forest and
Stream could share with me. The representives of Forest
and Stream are spending a hard and faithful summer here,
trying to find out for the readers of the paper that which
they would naturally want to see out of the wilderness of
opportunity offered. No readers of Forest and Stream,
even if he live here in Chicago, can see all the Fair.

Without the above advice I might never have got beyond
the great drooping caryatides which support the entabla-
tures of the gallery in the French section of the Manu-
factures and Liberal Arts Building. With the advice,
perliaps others also may go, if they do they will not
regret it.

One must brush up his French tf he goes hunting for a
given spot among the dreamy sights and languorous odors
which fill the house of beauty back of the patient caryat-
ides, but finally he comes to Susse Freres, French Depart-
ment, Class XXIII. where he finds the two statuettes,

which came too late for installation in the American art
section.

As for the size of the statuettes, let us call them about
a foot and a half by two feet, though they seem much
larger. The action in them makes them seem big. The
horse and sulkj^ statuette seems to me to suggest Nancy
Hanks, the driver resembling Budd Doble. It is a keen
and spirited thing, so we must dismiss it, saying only that
if the Washington Park Club of Chicago does not secure
it at the ridiculously low figure asked by the exhibitors
showing it, then-they they miss an opportunity, that's all.

Comparisons are notoriously odious, but when I came
to look at the cowboy and the bucking pony, I coidd not
help thinking that it was anyhow fully as good as Mr.
Wiuans's earher elfort, the 1'obest and Stream cowboy.
In this later work there is tenser muscidar strain, a more
intense action, a higher key all through, although the
figure materials employed are much the same. There is

nothing of sharper action, nothing of keener interest,

nothing of higher pressure, so to speak, than one of the
wild struggles between a genuine "buster"' and a genuine
"bucker." Mr. Winans catches this struggle in media-'^

res for the bronco is clear ofi: the ground with all four
feet, and there is daylight under him and all around the
slender figure of the cowboy, who grips the horn of the
cow saddle with his left hand, thus really supporting the
main bulk of the metal, though one cannot imagine that
he IS supporting the horse, so fijie is the muscular treat-

ment and the force handling thi-oughout. I suppose Mr.
Winans might be amenable to the old rules of criticism

about the necessity of "suspended action" and all th£it in

statuary, but mu3t believe that most observers will join
with the African brother and "bress God for the varia-

tion," for here you have the plains horse himself, fairly at

the climax of rebellion, head down, feet bunched, mane
.pitched forward, wild with rage all through, and with
every muscle, so to speak, quivering with excitement.
The mastery of the controlUng figure is complete, and

one heaves a sigh of relief to see that as a cowboy the
figure is ail right, and not imaginative altogether. And
the cow saddle is all right, too, and the gun, apdthe rope,

and every other detail. When we see this we have in-

stan 1 confidence in Mr. Winans's Indian, and beheve that

he wiU make the right sort of Indian. After a while
FOBEST AND Stream will pubhsh a pictTu-e of the colossal

group, showing a mounted cowboy, which stands on the
lagoon side near the Transportation Building at the Fair.

There is some ' 'go" to this, too, but it is the equal of Mr.
Winans's forceful work in no one particular. The artist

has the idea in his head that the cowboy's horse should be
the thick-necked charger of the ancient wars. Let him
go to Mr. Remington, to Mr. Winans, or to the plains.

The material of this fine object of art is silver bronze or
bronze silver plated, in half oxide finish, the material
giving a snappiness in keeping with the theme. Conclud-
ing mention of it, and reverting to the last sentence of
Sir. Winans's letter, I could almost regret his generosity.
So fine a work should never by possibility become a cheap
gun club prize, but should be made an emblem of national
significance, as is the Forest and Stream Winans trophy.

Sports and War in Art.

Go where you will in statuary or color, in any part of
the art displays of the Exposition, as even here in the
collections of French bronzes, and you 'svill find still a
few virile masters who know that a bit of vigor is as

good in art as a scene of sensuous beauty, who abandon
the bathing girls, the Naiads, the so-called loves and
graces, and knowing that the male figure is as beautiful
as that of the female, tm-n their hands to manly types.
When you come to examine into it is astonishing how
large a part of the field of art is held by the claims of
sport and war. I could have found a dozen beautiful
instances of this as I passed out through the French sec-

tion after my visit to the Winans statuettes. Here was a
great bronze greyhound, life size, and again a group
showing a keeper with foxhoimds, and yet again a grand
solemn foxhound standing alone, his forehead wrinkled
in grave thought. Yonder was an Arab examining the
lock of his gim; here were two fencers, there an oars-

man and beyond a noble group of runners (labeled, by the
way, "Sold to Mr. A. G. Spalding"). A soldier, a savage,
a sheik, a hawker, a himter—all these are there, bronze,
immovable, yet instinct with life, and teaching a harm-
less lesson which points up and never down.

E. Hough.

visitors to our Exhibit in the Angling Pavilion at

the World's Fair should not fall to examine the

stock of "Forest and Stream" books which will

be shown by the attendant.

LIVE FISH FOR THE AQUARIUM.
The U. S. Fish Commission needed some whitefish and

lake trout for its aquarium at the World's Fair, and ar-

rangements were made tb send one of its cars to Michigan
for a supply. One of the most important features of the
journey was provided through the courtesy of the general
passenger agents of the Michigan Central and Chicago &
West Michigan railroads, namely, free transportation of
the car and its crew from Chicago to Muskegon and
return.

It is probable that many visitors at the Exposition do
not realize the extent of their indebtedness to the rail-

roads for the success of the Aqtiaritim exhibit, and it is

certain that few persons appreciate the amount of co-
operation furnished by railways to Fish Commissioners in
tlieu- work of stocking public waters.

We left Chicago at 11:35 P. M. and ran around the
southern and eastern shore of Lake Michigan through the
night, reaching Muskegon at 7 in the morning. Here we
met Capt. Bronson of the steamer City of Racine, who
put us in communication with the fishermen from whom
the specimens were to be obtained

.

We traveled by trolley car five miles to the foot of Mus-
kegon Lake, and then five miles by steam along the shore
of Lake Michigan to Lake Harbor, where we arrived in

the evening and remained over night. Lake Harbor is a
beautiful little summer resort, having for one of its prin-
cipal attractions a gem of a lake in which black bass, yel-

low perch, crappie and mascalonge are to be found. The
nhort stream through which it empties into Lake Michi-
gan also furnishes good fishing. Visitors were about
leaving notwithstanding the dehghtful air and the un-
usual abundance of bass.

Very early in the morning Capt, Ole Anderson aroused
the occupants of our car, and announced his intention of

bringing the whitefish and trout from his pound nets. The
water circulation was started and all arrangements com-
pleted for the care of the fish. The fishermen filled one
of their boats with water for the safe transportation of
the specimens. The boat was brought to within 50ft. of
our car and the fish were carried without injmy in large
tin pails to the tanks prepared for them.

It would be difficult to lind another place at which Uve
fish can be more advantageously handled than at Lake
Harbor, and it would be equally difficult to find railroad
oiScials who are more courteous and obliging than those
with whom we were associated on that occasion.
A fine lot of whitefish, lake herring, lake trout and

burbot were setim-ed, and they were carried to Chicago
and placed in the aquarium the same day without the loss

of a fish. The men had also some suckers, yellow perch
and fresh-water drum. The fishing season was about
closing, but arrangements were made for another ship-

ment about the end of August.
Muskegon Lake and vicinity is an attractive region for

the angler, and its accessibihty from Chicago is greatly in

its favor. The lake is full of white bass and pike-perch,
and its tributary, Little Bear Lake, is well stocked with
black bass. There is a hotel at Little Bear Lake, and ac-
commodations at Lake Harbor, which has excellent black
bass waters, are ample. Pike are abimdant, but they are
called pickerel, the name pike being applied to our east-

ern pike-perch.
Capt. Bronson takes up parties of anglers from Chicago

to Little Bear Lake frequently during the fall. There is

always a cool breeze along the shores of Muskegon Lake,
even when Lake Michigan may be perfectly calm. Port
Sherman, at the mouth of the outlet of Muskegon Lake,
is a good place for black bass. At Lake Harbor the
anglers were still-fishing and trolling with Uve minnows
and grasshoppers.

Ice is sold for $3 per ton at Muskegon, teams can be
had at $1.50 for an aiternoon, and boats are let at about
35 cents per hoiur for a party of two or three. T. H, B.
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CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
[From a Staff Correspondent.]

The Fly-Casting Tournament.
Chicago, 111., Sept. 6.—The judges of the angling tourn-

ament of the Chicago Fly-Casting Club at the World's
Fair, Sept. 31, will be Dr. Jas. A. Henshali, Mr. W. C.

Harris, and Mr. H. L. Stanton. TJiere will be expert and
amateur classes, light rod competitions, an amateur club
team contest, etc., and the day should prove of interest.

The preliminaries are all now about concluded. Mr.
Stanton's appointment as a judge, though late, is a good
one.

This will be the first angling tournament held in Chi-
cago, to my knowledge, and it will be a spirited event.

Let us hope that it will work a new era for the Chicago
Fly-Casting Club, and begin one which shall know less of

the squabblings and bickerings of the past. That such an
event will bring out hot competition and diligent effort

among the rival rod makers goes without saying. If the
rod representatives carry emulation too far into what
purports to be a sportsman's club, they do not best sub-
serve their own interests, for a club split and harried is of
small use to any one. Mr. Osgood, of the Spalding Bros.,

has Kosmics in the hands of Mr. Johnson, Mr. Goodsell,
and Mr. Wilkinson. Mr. Leonard is coming from New
York and will likely have his rod represented.^ Mr.
Isgrigg, of Montgomery Ward & Co., will probably use a
Leonard for his long distance work, and for delicacy and
accuracy will use the Abbey & Imbrie, which he has used
during the summer. So we wiU have rivalry all right.
What should be hoped is that the result will be a friendly
and sincere handshake all around when the returns are in,

and may the combination of the best man and the best
rod and the best luck win, as it probably wUl.

A Cheap Attraction.

I notice that the club publishes a brief list of merchan-
dise prizes. This is unfortunate and gives an unmodern,
behind-the-times and countrified air to what should be an
event worthy of the time and place. Times change with
them. The old ways will not do. The plunder list is one
of the abominations of beggary, and has had place long
enough in the history of tournaments. If a body of gen-
tlemen wish to offer a prize for competition, why do they
not put their money together and go buy one and not beg
one? If the gift comes without asking it is quite another
matter, but better a tin cup bought than a silver vase
begged, The latter is not worthy a club of sportsmen.
Donors will not look at it this way from selfish motives
alone, but from the position of principle. A donor would
be willing to give out of his own pocket to a needy sports-
man twice what he will with a feigned and timorous
cheerfulness give to a club of sportsmen or to a money-
seeking management. But let the right of it go. It is

enough to say that times have changed, and ttiat to tack
a plunder list to a programme to-day cheapens it and does
not improve it. A scrap of paper will do for a trophy
among gentlemen, and the thought of money gain should
be left out of and far away from the gentle art in any of its

forms. If we must then have prizes, let us not have those
begged for under an absurd old system, whose day, more-
over, is quite gone.

Will Pay for the House.
The Fly-Casting Club has never yet succeeded in paying

for its structure, the Walton lodge. Mr. Davidson, the
secretary, informs me, however, that the debt will soon be
canceled. Himself and five others of the club have
decided to send their personal checks for $50 each, the
funds to be repaid by the club later or not as the club may
choose. This is certainly a mighty generous thing to do,
though it shows mighty bad business management on the
part of the club in building before it had its funds. Cer-
tainly men like Mr. Davidson, Mr. Stanton, Mr. Strong
and the others should not be allowed to advance this
money alone. The club should repay it as early as it can.
But with workers so zealous and unselfish as these in it,

how can we predict for the club anything but a future of
ultimate succes? Cut off your useless lumber, gentlemen
of the club, kill off your wranglers and quarrelers and
gobblers, insist on businesslike and parhamentary meet-
ings, pay your debts and then go slow, and you have in
this Chicago Fly-Casting Club the opportunity of making
a highly useful sporting organization. 1 1 has" the material
for it. Let us heartily hope the coming tournament will
constitute a prominent step in that direction.

Justice and Injustice.

By the way, the secretary of this club, Mr. F. B. David-
son, one of the most unselfish and disinteiested club work-
ers I ever knew, and one of the best secretaries, writes me
a letter in regard to my recent criticism of a club ofiiciars
conduct, and states that, being misinformed, I have done
the club an injustice. This is something I would not will-
ingly do, and which I would go a long way to right when
I found I was at fault, Mr. Davidson points out that the
dates of the meetings were often set by himself, and
shows dates which could not favor any one paper more
than another. This I am very glad to state. Mr. David-
son also says that what I call a "star chamber" meeting
(my information as to this came from two other members
who were present) was not really closed, but that there
was one other man there, not a member of the committee;
"and," he naively adds, "that man made as many motions
as anybody." I am glad to know this, too. As to the others
of my statements, I only wish I could find myself mistaken
there also, but fear I cannot. Mr. Davidson is a man who
will always be young. He will always believe that all the
women are good and all men are honest. To look at his
great, honest face is enough to rest one, and I love the
boy (he is married and has a family), though, as I told him
yesterday, I don't believe he wouldi see a load of hay go
across the table in a game of poker. It is, I fear, owing
to this inabihty to see a load of hay that Mr. Davidson is
of the belief that my informants twisted the tenor of the
remarks I quoted. I wish I had a similar visual defect,
but even Mr. Davidson would lose it in this unholy call-
ing. As to the main features I fear I am right, and am
sorry that I am, so let it go at that. I am sorry. I apolo-
gize. I will not do it again, not until the next time when
for journalistic reasons pure and simple, and for those
only, it again becomes necessary. Then I probably wiU.

Plenty Wise Paper.

The popular wisdom department of the Chicago Inter-
Ocean for Aug. 25 has the following:

"Naperville, Aug. 30.

—

To the Editor: What is the
weight of the largest black bass fish? W. D.

"The weight of the sea fish known as black bass is

from *lb. to ITlbs,, and the last-mentioned size is very
seldom found. The black bass of the lakes is a smaller
fish and seldom exceeds 81bs. in weight."
On the whole, this is not so bad, except that there isn't

any black bass in the sea, and that it inhabits streams as
well as lakes, and that it sometimes weighs over 201bs. It

is pretty good for a swift grab at facts, and conveys the
impression that the Intfir-Ocean is plenty wise in natural
history. E. HOTJGH.

909 Security Building, Chicago.

LATE NEW ENGLAND FISHING.

The fishing parties are about done for the season of 1893.

Close time began on trout in Massachusetts on Sept. 1

,

and it begins in Maine on Oct. 1. On the whole the sea-
son has been a good one, though opening veiy late in

Maine. A gi-eat many ti-out have been taken. The only
wonder is as to where so many trout have come from.
Naturally the question arises, can the supply be kept up,
considering the increase in the devotees of the rod and
reel? Personally I am acquainted with three men and the
wife of one of them, who never fished for trout till this

year, and one trip has made them enthusiasts. My ex-
perience is only one of many. The passion for trout and
salmon fishing is very decidedly on the increase. Bass
fishing is fairly holding its own; nothing more. The
supply can be kept up with the demand only by restock-
ing. This restocking must largely come from angling as-

sociations and anglers themselves. State commissioners
can hardly be depended upon to do the work, with the
limited means at their command. If they can carry out
reasonable protection during close seasons, and enforce
reasonable fishing in the open seasons, they will accom-
plish a good deal. I learn from the Rangeley region and
the ponds back of that section that the custom of return-
ing small trout to the water, especially among the best of
fly-fishermen, is a growing one, and has been particularly
noted this season.
Occasionally a belated fishing trip is mentioned. Mr. J.

W. Chickey, of the Boston Herald, with a friend made a
fishing trip to Lower Bartlett, N. H. . the last of August.
They took ten trout from the Ellis, fishing down that
stream two miles or more. They caught a number of
trout too small to count. Their largest trout was 13in.

long. The trout were small and the stream showed signs
of having been fished to excess. It is evident that it is

early cleaned out each year, and hence few ti-out beyond
two or three years old can be taken.

Mr. E. M. Gillam, of the Boston Advertiser, has gone on
his vacation. He is much disappointed that business com-
pels him to take his "vacation this year too early. The
open season on most of the gome and game birds in New
Jersey has not begun, and Mr. Gillam feels it his duty to
spend his vacations in that State at the paternal home-
stead, where his mother is living. He will visit his brother,
city editor of the Philadelphia Becord, and together they
will occasionally try the shore birds in New Jersey. Mr.
Gillam, with a Mr. Black, of Reading, spent Labor Day
(Sept. 4) on a pond in Boxford, Mass. They drove eighteen
miles from Reading for the sake of trying the black bass.

They used crickets for bait, Mr. Black'obtaining them the
night previous. There were several other boats on the
pond, but Mr. Gillam and liis friend seemed to get all

the bass there were taken. They attributed their success
to the bait they used, but did not bother to explain this
matter to the other fellows. They took six good bass
before dinner. In the afternoon their success was not as
good, for the reason that they got tired of fishing..

Sept. 6 J. A. French, landlord at the Upper Dam, Rich-
ardson Lake, Me., dispatched that the fishing was good at
that celebrated trout pool. The weather had been very
cool, the mercury registering 40" for several mornings,
and this weather had brought the trout to the fly, as it

usually does there. From the 1st to the 5th a number of
big trout had been taken, with a good showing of smaller
ones. One weighing 71bs. loz. had been taken by T. L.
Barber, of South Framingham, Mass., and that gentleman
had also taken one weighing 61bs. lOoz. Dr. Drake, of
North Weymouth, Mass., had taken a trout of 61bs. 12oz.
Besides, a trout of 61bs. loz., and one of something over
51bs. had been taken. All these trout are reported to have
been taken on a fly, in the pool below the dam. l\h-. N.
G. Manson, Jr., mentioned in the Forest and Stream last

week as being at his camp at Cherrytree Point, head of
Richardson Lake, Me., is having good fly-fishing, or as
good as he cares for, never fishing but for camp use. He
is accompanied by his long-time friends, Mr. and Mrs.
Bynner, of Cambridge, and Mr. Will Jones and
wife, of Brewef, Me. Mr. Jones is likely to be
highly pleased with what Mr. Manson will introduce
him to in the Rangeley woods. But game will be scarce,
even if the trout fishing is good. Mr. Geo. H. Cutting, of
Andover, with his brother Will, were for ten days at
Camj) Stewart, on the same lake, engaged in repairing
and rebuUdihg boat houses at the ponds. George reports
that they saw but one partridge during all the time.
Under circumstances of partridges faii'ly plenty they
should have seen twenty at least. Other reports indicate
the same scarcity of ruffed grouse in all the Rangeley
region. It is reported that another moose has swam
Richardson Lake in the vicinity of the Narrows, and that
he was shot by some tourists. The game wardens have a
clew to the perpetrators of the deed, and they are Ukely
to be invited to settle, if indeed they have not already
done so. A moose swam that lake last year, at about the
same spot, and was shot during the hot weather. I have
never heard that anybody was punished for the shameful
breach of the game laws. That moose was reported to
have rotted on the shore.

Mr. Henry Whitmore, with Mrs. Whitmore, mentioned
in the Forest a>T3 Stream recently as making their first

trip to the Rangeley Lakes, is back to his Avork on the
Boston Herald. They were the guests of Mr. Hal. Has-
kell, at Allerton Lodge, on Mooselucmaguntic Lake.
Both are greatly pleased with the region. Harry did not
expect to take trout on this his first trouting trip and so
early in his experience in trout fishing. But he was most
happily disappointed. They made a pool, each putting in
"a cartwheel dollar," the pool to go to the member of the
party taking the largest trout. To Harry's surprise, he
took the big trout and the pool. The money will go
toward some improved fiLshing tackle. Special,

A DAY WITH THE 'TAUG.
The writer was tautaug hungry; not literally, but he

was aching to go fishing. A few days ago he mentioned
this fact in the presence of the ever-ready "Cad" C, and
it was not long before a short trip was planned.

' 'You just come down to the cottage in the morning,
and Jim and I will be ready to go," was Cad's remark,
and the consequence was the writer took the first boat
down the bay one fine fishing morning and landed at S.

,

where Cad has a neat summer cottage, and where he and
Jim spend a good portion of the hot weather. They were
both there, Jim busilj'^ engaged in overhauling his tackle,

and Cad smoking the favorite little briar and making
miscellaneous comments about Jim's precaution regarding
his tackle. Now -Jim is a thoroughbred from the word
go. Fish! Why that man will fish to the last minute, at

any time, and "for anything! A sticker is he and an ex-
pert.

"That's all right," was his reply to some one of the
lazy C.'s remarks about his care in testing the line, etc.

"We don't know what we may strike down where we are
going. Don't you remember that big fellow I hooked
and who broke away because I had one of your old rotten
lines? I do, and I tell you it's best to know what you
have got before you start."

"Yes, yes," was C.'s reply to this shot as he came to
meet the arriving fisherman. "Well, old man, you did get
here after all. Jim and I thouglit probably you wouldn't
get up in time."

"Well, we're ready and the train leaves at 9, so you
fellows better get packed up, and I'll take the wheel and
go down shore after the fiddlers, and meet you on the
bridge."
We settled down on the piazza, packed the duftle and

tackle into the baskets, and sat smoking, when Mrs. Cad
appeared with a good-sized package which she carefully
laid in the cleanest basket. We knew what that was; it

was C.'s lunch, and the size of the package brought out a
new volley of remarks.
• "Yes, it looks pretty big, to be sure, but after you have
been fishing by the salt water a few hours I reckon you
will be glad to help me get outside of some of it; that is, if

you get a show," was his return; and he proceeded to

mount the bike and start for the bait.

Jim and the writer sat on the porch telling the standard
fish stories, of which we generally get a good supply, and
then started for the station. "The train came and we
boarded it, arriving at the "Meadows" in due season. No
Cad was on the bridge as agreed.

"I'U bet the lazy rascal has stopped somewhere; but
never mind, you hitch up the rods and get things ship-
shape, and I'll go along down shore and get enough fid-

dlei's to last us till he comes, anyway."
Our fishing point at this time was the railroad bridge'

crossing the Warren River, and upon one of the stone'

piers we took up om- station. Several parties were fishing
for bass, using a long hand line, with hook baited with
small eel or sand worm. At this point the tide rushes;
back up the river like a mill race, and the current servedl

the purjiose of a movmg boat, the line being paid out andl
then drawn up taut, giving the worm the same motion
that trolling from a moA'ing boat would. Several small
bass and bluefish had been caught already, and we were
promised some good sport,

"There's Cad," said Jim in a short time, "now let's see
what he has to say for himself."

Full of apologies, the smihng C. dismounted from his
wheel, looking rather dusty "and warm. "You see,"
began he, when he had recovered some of his breath,
"I had a good lot of fiddlers and was coming along the
road O. K. when I passed a carriage in which were some
friends, and in trying to raise my hat the machine caught
in a rut and I got 'spilled.' Well, sirs, you ought to have
been there and seen those fiddlers scatter (and have
helped to catch them again, too). The result was I had
to go back and get another lot." He looked closely at
one and the other, but we remained silent. Jim was
fi.shing. He always set in first. No waste of time. He
means business.
"Come, come," said he, "you fellows get to work, if

we are going to take home a mess."
We did. That is, we worked. Baiting hooks for blue'

perch, or "chogsets," is surely work.
Pretty soon the writer has a good strong bite. The

way the little rod bent and twisted bade some kind of a.,

good fish. We all looked as the catch was slowly brought
to the surface, dragging, floundering and making quite sc

stir. We got a sight of it. The other two laughed in a.

rather disgusted sort of a way and paid closer attention
to their own lines. The first catch was a "dog."

C. and the writer talked a good deal, and whether it

was our inattention to "business," or the stories that C.
tried to spring about his catches in the past, we don't
know. At any rate Jim silently took his departure for
the other pier.

The tautaug were not biting very voraciously. We
pulled in several fairly good sized ones. I say "we," that
is the way we always do. "We" covers a good deal.
Jim caught the 'taug. Cad and the writer became tired
in the latter part of the day, and not having any great
degree of luck (or skill) proposed that we leave for home.
Of course it was our "off day." Jim was having good
luck and fishing all around us, and we declared him a
"Jonah."
Cad started for the cottage on his wheel leaving the

writer to bring his duds. Jim fished nearly until the en-
gine whistled, and we scrambled aboard arriving at C.'s
with a good mess of tautaug.

It is early in the season, but the outlook for October
catches is fair. Tode.

An Indian Fish Fry.

Eufacla, Ind. Ter.
,
Aug. 29.—I inclose you a true state-

ment of a huge fish-killing that occurred near here lately.

You wiU readily see that our red brethren- play gi-eat

havoc with the fish. The story is told in the Fort Worth
Gazette:
"The biggest fish fry on record in the Creek Nation, or

pf^rliaps the Indian Territory, came oft' at Rock Ford, on
the north fork of the Canadian River, two mUes east of
Eufaula, to-day. About 3,0001bs. of fish were caught and
about 500 Ci-eeks from all parts of the Nation took part in

the grand fish festival. Over 1,500 bushels of "devil's

shoestring" were used by them to vitiate the water pre-

paratory to catching the fish.

"This mode of fishing is practiced a great deal by the
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Indians, and is the best way in the world to catch lots of

fish. The way they do this is simple. The day is agreed
upon by all. the Indians to meet at a eertain place at the
river, and every one that wants any of the fish is required
to bring with him fifteen bundles of "devil's shoestring."

On the day set aU meet and select marshals to conduct the
afl'air. It is their duty to collect aU the fishing gigs,

spears, etc., and enroU the names of all who are entitled

to take part.

"Just about daybreak the next day the pounded shoe-

string is put in sacks and put in the water the entire

width of the river. It soon makes aU the fish in the
stream so drunk that they can easily be picked up out of

the shallow water or gigged or killed in the deep water.
The command is given to go in and get them, and they
are brought to the banks by the boatload, manj^ weigh-
ing as much as 80 and lOOlbs. The frying process is then
commenced by the women and a general feast is had.
The shoestring poisons the water for miles below where
it is put in."

Besides the great number taken on that day, so many
died that were not caught that the river stank, and the
buzzards swarmed around. I am sorry to see such a
slaughter, but as this country belongs to the Indians, and
there is no law against it, but is a regular ciistom prac-
ticed every year, we can do nothing. This would be a
fine country for the sportsman if there was any protec-

tion for the game, but as there is none, the large game
has almost disappeared. G. R. R.

THE DOLLY VARDEN IN ALASKA.
PeobA-BLY there is no place in the world that affords

better trout fishing than some parts of Alaska. It is no
uncommon occurrence for a hundred or more trout to be
caught by a single individual in an afternoon's fishing.

A. short time since, an ofiicer of the U. S. Fish Com-
mission Steamer Albatross landed one morning on linger
Island, one of the Shumagin group. He climbed severd;l

hills with gun in hand in search of ptarmigan. Having
brought down a dozen or more birds he was about to

return to the ship when a stream was sighted a short
distance away in which several trout were noticed jump-
ing.

Not having a rod, the sight was somewhat tantalizing.

A half hour was spent in walking up and down the banks
of the stream watching the fish. Many times he wished
he had brought a rod and fly. Presently, a search was
made in his pockets for a string, and luckily a piece was
found about 20 feet in length. A string, however, was
of no use without a hook. This led to another diligent

search, and every j)Ocket was turned inside out, and the
much desired article was found. A clump of alders close

by furnished a rod. It was an easy matter to obtain a
bait, for worms were numerous.
The line was thrown into a fine looking pool and

no sooner had the bait struck the water than a trout
struck at it, and soon a fish weighing fib. was landed in

the tall grass. Twenty trout were caught in a very short
time in the first pool. Another a little further up the
stream was found, in which ten more were taken out,

ranging in size from ^Ib. to l^lbs.

It was not necessary to fish in the swift running cur-
rent, for every little pool not larger than a good sized
straw hat, was filled with fish. At the end of two hours
150 trout had been taken—surely not a bad catch consid-
ering that the fisherman had started off for a day's tramp
with only a gun.

It is very jprobable that few white men had ever fished

n this stream, which accounts for the great number of

trout found in it, and the greediness with which they bit.

A few days subsequent to this trial, 450 trout were taken
out of the same stream in a day by one fisherman.
This stream is only one of many to be found on the

islands of the Shumagin group. The majority of the
streams and lakes where trout are plentiful are situated in

most inaccessible places, and it recxuires no small effort to

reach them. The fisherman, however, is generally amply
rewarded for his long and laborious tramp, and returns
to the ship feeling well satisfied with his day's sport.

Captain L. A. Beardslee, of the U. S, Navy, has given a
very interesting account of trout fishing in Alaska, pub-
lished in a volume entitled, "Fishing with the Fly." It is

stated by this gentlemen, that Alaskan trout will not rise

to a fly. Such may have been his experience in south-
eastern Alaska, but many lovers of fly-fishing who have
fished in a score or more streams in various other parts of
the Territory, have found that Alaskan trout will fre-

quently rise to a fly.

Dui-iug the past five years many trout have been caught
with a fly at Captain's Harbor, Unalaska. To be sure
much better lishing is to be had if the hook be baited
with salmon spawn. The same author says: "From
personal observation and collected information, I am pre-
pared to accuse all of the salmon family which are found
in Alaska of the grave offense of utterly ignoring tbe fly,

either as food or plaything, and of depending upon more
gross and substantial recourse^."

This mq,y he ti-ue of the salir^on family among the
islands of the Alexander Archipelago, through which the
author cruised, but on the island of Kadiak and many
islands of tlie Aleutian group, salmoii trout have fre-

quently been caught with a fly. No longer ago than
tfune 7, of this year, a salmon trout weightug 5^1bs. was
t^ken with a fly from a small stream not far from the
settlement of St. Paul, I^adiak. This species, however,
like the trout of this northern region vpill at all times rise

to salmon spawn much quicker than to a fly; but that
they wfll take a fly is a weU known, fact to many of the
oificei-s of both American and British men-of-war who
have cruised in the western part of Alaska.
On July 3 and -i, at the Bay of Waterfalls, Adakh

Island, nearly 4.00 trout were caught with a fly in a small
mountain stream which flows into the sea. This island

is situated in an isolated position, Lat. 52.00 N.; Long.
176 '

'60' W. , is uninhabited, and only ocoasionaUy visited

by a few sealing vessels that stop for water while on their

way to the coast of Japan.
It is safe to say, that flies for the first time were cast

into the stream on the above mentioned days. How the
trout did bitel Three, four, and sometimes a half dozen,
would be result of a few minutes' fishing in one small
pool. A short walk of 30 or 40ft. would generaUy bring
us to another place where equally "good fishing" was to

be had
Only those who have been con fined on a ship for a

^uonth or mpre, cai^ tri:^y enjoy s^, day's sport of tins kind.

One who has been poring over books and figures for
months in a counting room, feels a wonderful buoyancy
of feeling within him when he finds himself free among
the mountains, green fields and clear running streams.
It suddenly occurs to him that there is something left in
life, and that he has not whoUy lived in vain.
Something of this kind steals over a person who steps

on land for the first time in weeks, having been tossed
about by rough seas and enveloped in a heavy fog. He
takes a breath of clear fresh air redolent with fragrance
of wild flowers and rank growing vegetation and makes
a plunge into the tall grass or dense forest. Never before
has the earth presented so many pleasant sights. All
things have seemingly put on fresh color as if nature was
making special efforts to please the eye that has so long
been deprived of sights which, even if gazed upon only
for a few minutes, have the power to almost immediately
change gloomy and partially depressed spirits into cheer-
fulness and temporary contentment.
Such, in a measure, was the effect that a day's tramp

along the grassy banks of a prolific trout stream had
upon a party from the Albatross on July 4. A. B. A.

Potomac Fishing Notes.

WASHiNaTON, D. C—The fisliing on the Eastern Branch
for rock-fish, white and yellow pei'ch, is very good.

Capt. Blake, of the Charles IJ^calester, is having good
sport in the evenings at Marshall Hall. While the boat
lies at its wharf the captain fishes from the pier. White
and yellow perch are abundant there.

Black bass fishing in the Potomac is getting better and
better. Good catches have beenmade at Sycamore Island,
right above the Little Falls.

A small party is just back from Romuey, W. Va. Harry
Fiske, Horace IJpperman, John E. Buckinghamand Arthur
M. McCormick, among others, have been to this delightful

place, on the South Branch of the Potomac. Bass fishing

was not so good, but all the same the party had a good
outing of it.

On the way home from Romney several of the party
stopped off at Dickerson's, where they found the fishing

very good. The Monocacy was fished near where it

empties into the Potomac, and proved better than the
river.

A very lai-ge eel was caught recently in the Patapsco
River at EUicott City, Md. It measured a little over 4ft.

and weighed 6|lbs. This was a monster eel for the local-

ity, and attracted much attention in Baltimore, where it

was on exhibition. Baht.

To Extricate a Fish Hook.
Goshen, Mass., Sept. Q.—Editor Forest and Stream: A

New York paper says: "Associate Justice Jas. F. Kelly,

of the Kings County Court of Sessions, New York, was
injured Wednesday of last week by having a fish hook
penetrate his lower lip during a fishing expedition.

There is danger of blood poisoning, and he is confined

to his home in Flatbush. The Judge went fishing on
Flatlands Bay with a party of friends, one of whom
caught a bluefish and s\\Ting his line, intending to land

his prize in the boat, but the fish dropped back into the

bay and the hook penetrated Judge Kelly's lip. The hook
was barbed, and to pull it out would cause painful muti-

lation. The only way to extract it was to cut his lip

with a penknife. This was done and the Judge fainted

with pain. The wound was washed and the Judge soon

recovered and now awaits results."

Let me remark that to extricate a fish hook from the flesh

it is not necessary to mutilate, by excision or otherwise.

Simply break the shank and draw the hook through.

The pain will be little and the wound slight, C. H.

The Pacific Salmon Record.

Baied, Shasta county, Cal., Aug. 31.

—

Editor Forest

and Stream: When I read in a recent copy of your paper,

of the large salmon weighing 83lbs., that was sent to

Chicago, it reminded me that it was the largest Columbia
River salmon, with one exception, that I had ever heard
of in my experience of somewhat over twenty years on
this coast. The salmon that formed this exception
weighed only one pound more, viz. , 83lbs.

I could not help thinking when I read your quotation

from the Oregonian, what a considerate salmon this

monster was, to allow itself to be caught just in time to

be sent to the World's Fair.

By the way, do you not think it would lead to interest-

ing replies, if you should ask your many truth-telling cor-

respondents to write FofiEST and Streaji what the largest

salmon was that they had ever heard of on good authority

being caught in Pacific Coast rivers, and especiaUy to

state how large the largest one was that they ever saw?
Livingston Stone.

Chicago Fly-Casting Toiirnament.

Chicago, Sept. 9.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: At a
meeting of the tournament committee of the Chicago Fly-

Casting Club to-day, Geo, W. Strell, president, in the
chair, it was decided to extend the closing of entries to all

events in open to the world tournament. World's Colum-
bian Exposition Grounds, Chicago, Sept. 21, to ten min-
utes before each contest. The club's Walton House, on
the grounds, is kept open every day, where late arrivals

may gain information and fill their entry. Entry blanks,

etc., of F. B. Davidson, Sec'y.

137 West Washington St.

Channel Cat on Spoon Hooks.

Mitchell, S. D., Sept. 2.—In the last issue of your
paper a correspondent from West Virginia speaks of

catching channel catfish with a fly while fishing for bass,

and asks if others have had a similar experience. Last
week while trolling in tlie Jim River, Mr. Frank Baugh-
man and myself caught with spoon hooks four channel
cat that weighed from 2lbs. to 61bs. They took the bait

savagely, made a gamy fight, and in each instance we
thought we had hoqked a pike or pickerel. A, E. C.

Pennsylvania Pish Protective Association,

The fii"st monthly meeting of the association following

tbe summer recess, was held on Tuesday evening, Sept,

13, at 1030 Arch street, Phfladelphia. Numerous applica-

tions for membership were presented and important com-
munications read. - -

"FOREST AND STREAM" TISHING POSTALS

Send us a postal card report of your own luck, your partner^s luck,

your neighbor''s luck, your father-in-law''s luck. And—her luck.

Goshen, Mass,, Sept. 6.—Pickerel fishing in the reser-

voir at this place is prime now. The fish average about
Bibs, and their flesh is sweet. As many as forty have been
taken in one day by two lines. Trolling from skiff seems
to be the most successful method. Anglers find excellent

quarters at T, P. Lyman's, C. H.

Boston, Mass., Sept, 6,—Have just returned from a
four weeks' stay at Lake Wtnnepesaukee, N, H, Fishing
has been fairly good for all around fish, but saw few
really good strings of game fish. Her luck—23 black bass
and 3 dudes for the season, but the dudes were all thrown
back, because not lawful size; they bite well on the right
kind of bait. Matterhorn.

Fishing Near New Orleans.

New Orleans, La,, Aug, 29,

—

Editor Forest and
Stream: About three weeks ago I went fishing with two
other young men to Lake Catherine, We spent Saturday
night at the club house and at 4:30 next morning were
ready for our puU down to the Rigolets, which is five

miles further east. We had a little luck. Our total catch
was two redfish, one weighing 12 and the other 31bs. ; six

sheepshead, of which one weighed 41bs. ; three drumfish,
about three dozen nice green trout and two dozen large
goggle-eyed perch.
We caught the perch and trout up in the bayous.

S. P.

A Bass "as Big as a Shad."
Haddam, Conn., Sept. 4.—Like many another fisher-

man the black bass I did not catch was the biggest; I

hooked him fairly, near my boat, and running out about
fifty feet of line he made a scoot out of water, and when
he went down parted the snell and my hopes. I found
the snell parted just where I had pressed on a split shot

—

no more split shot about a line for me. It is useless to

say he would weigh from 5 to 71bs, , but I verily believe
it, and can pi'ove by my companion in the boat that he
was as big as a shad. Three smaU ones had to satisfy the
morning's sport. A,

We Should Think Not.

Cortland, N, Y., Sept, 9.—Otisco Lake is not a bad
place in which to wet a line. Messrs. Moss Stearns, E. A.
Stearns and Porter Clark, of West Groton, Tompkins
county, spent a day there last week and caught 520 perch,
bass and pickerel. One member of the party in three
hours caught 187 fish, pulled them out, in fact, faster than
the other two could clean them. Although this comes
within two letters of being a stern story, it is nevertheless
vouched for as a stern fact by a lot of people who helped
eat the fish. M. C. H.

Where to Go.

ANYBODY) desiring information with regard to the hotels
advertised in Forest and Stream, such as rates, routes,
fishing and hunting opportunities, should address FOREST
AND Stream Information Bureau, where aU reasonable
inquiries will receive prompt answers.

FIXTURES.
DOG SHOWS.

Sept. 11 to 15.—Toronto, Canada. C. A. Stone. Sec'y. Entries close
Aug. 31.

Sept. 19 to 22.—Mount Holly, N. J. H. I. Budd, Sec'y. Entries close
Sept. 11.

Sept. 19 to 22.—Rhode Island State Fair Ass'n at Narragansett Part,
Cranston, R. I. D. C, Collins, Sec'y. Entries close Sept. 4.

Sept. 26 to 29.—Ottawa, Canada. Alfred Geddes, Sec'y.
Oct. 3 to 6.—JlinneapoUs K. C, at Minneapolis. H. T.Van Duster, Sec,
Nov, 21 to 34.—New Jersey K. L.. at Newarls. Dr. W. F, SeidleF, Sec.
Dec. 12 to 15.—R. I. Poultry and Pet Stock Ass'n, at Providence.

'

FIELD TRIALS.
Sept. 12.—Manitoba Field Trials Club's Trials, Souris, Manitoba. R,

J. Gallaugher, Sec'y, Winnipeg.
Oct. 30.—National Beagle Club trials, at Nanuet, N. Y, Geo, Laick,

Tarrytown, N. Y., Secretary.
Nov. 6.—United States Field Trials Club's Fall Trials, Bicknell, Ind.

P. T. Madison, Sec'y, Indianapolis.
Nov. 7.—New England Beagle Club trials. W. S. Clark, Linden,

Ma^s., Secretary.
Nov. 7.—International Field Trial Club's Fourth Trials, Chatham,

Ont. W. B. WeUs, Sec'y, Chatham.
Nov. 15.—Ohio Field Trial Club's Second Trials, Canton, O. C. Y.

Lellinger, Sec'y.
Nov. 20.—Eastern Field Trial Club's Trials, at Newton, N. 0. Mem-

bers' Stake Nov. 16. W. A. Coster, Sec'y.

1894.

Jan, 29.—Southern Field Trial Club's Trials, New Albany, Miss. T.
M. Brumby, Sec'y, Marietta, Ga.
Feb. 19.—United States Field Trials Club's Spring Trials, Grand

Jimction, Tenn. P. T. Madison, Sec'y, Indianapolis, Ind.

Fox-Terrier Old Tartar.

Editor Forest and Stream:
I note letter on "Pox-Terriers" in your issue of Aug. 26 by

"The Tyke. " In reference to Old Tartar he is mistaken as to
color of markings, the same being patch of tan over eye and
not black. Tartar was not bred by Mr. Domville Poole. In
fact, he never owned the dog. The dog was bred by Mr.
Briei-ly, of Chester, England. The sire of Tartar belonged
to Dr. Weaver, of the same city. I know most people con-
sidered Tartar's pedigree was unknown. Tartar was pur-
chased by my uncle, Mr. James Stevenson, also of Chester,
for S~.50. The dog was born about 1862. Mr. James Steven-
son's strain of terriers originally came from Mr. Domville
Poole and Lord Hill's kennels, Shropshire. As far back as
1850 Mr. Domville Poole's terriers' ptdigrees were registered
and kept with the greatest care. In color these dogs were
generally white, sometimes with slight tan markings on
head. They had the best of hard, dense jackets, good bodies,
bone, legs and feet. Their gameness has never been ques-
tioned. It was usual to test the youngsters in Mr, Poole's
kennels at nine months old with badger, fo.x:, etc. If not
game they were at once destroyed. As a boy, about 1860, I
always accompanied my uncle with his young terriers to Mr.
Poole's, and the day was spent in testing 20 to 30 young
tykes, and I have seen many of them prove themselves as
game as a bull-terrier with the 'gray gentleman" and
"Master Reynard." T. S. Bellin,
At-baky, N. Y., Aug 88.
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NORTHWESTERN FIELD TRIALS.
EAkely if ever was there a pleasanter or more satisfactory

field trial to all concerned than that of the ISTorthwestern
Field Trial Club, which commenced at Morris, Man., in the
early mom of Sept. 4. Every one connected with it filled his
part in a manner truly sportsmanlike. The management
was skillfully conducted, the judges were most thorough,
firm and accurate, the handlers ran their dogs quietly and
without any displays of ill-temper toward each other or
toward any one. The judges' decisions were accepted with
respectful consideration, and were accepted, too, as final by
all. In short, it was a field trial in the true sense of sports-
manship.
The judges were "W". Hamilton Spence, of Grand ForkSj

Dak., who acted in a like capacity last year for the club, and
Mr. John Davidson, well-known throughout the land as a
field trial and bench show judge. Their duties, briefly
stated, were well done. The running was most thoroughly
and impartially conducted. The good do^s were sifted out
with an accuracy which came from practical knowledge of
field work and of competition and how to conduct it. The
trial—the first one of the kind, I think, so run in this country
—was run without any set rules. The dogs were placed in
the judges' charge to pass upon without restrictions. The
running and results thoroughly demonstrated that judges
who are competent do not need rules. It has been quite as
clearly shown in the past that rules were valueless when
judges were incompetent. Good sense is gradually taking
the place of mathematical sta,ndards which cannot be applied,
and rules which are supposed to be a substitute for practical
knowledge in the event that the latter be absent.
There were birds in abundance, both sharp-tails and prairie

chickens. They were tame and easy for the dogs to work on,
excepting now and then when an old bird, which had grown
wary and wise from experience, made his puzzling run and
turns for the dogs to follow. It was much like the good old
days in Minnesota and adjacent States a decade ago, when
shooters made bags of a hundred birds easier than they make
one-quarter of that quantity now. I learn, however, that
chickens are quite abundant in Dakota and Minnesota, par-
ticularly in the northern sections, on the lines of the Great
Northern Railway. This road runs hundreds of miles
through sections where wheat stretches from horizon to
horizon, where wheat gives the landscape the color of old
gold, and where it makes prairie chickens fat and plentifixl.
The grounds were mixed grass prairie and wheat stubble,

with an occasional flax or oatfield here and there. The birds
were found in both grass and stubble. They had not begun
to pack, hence were always easy to find.

The Derby.
TUESDAY.

Most of the youngsters in this stake showed a lack of ex-
perience in their work on birds. The competition was of an
inferior quality. The weather conditions were unfavorable
for good work, a large part of the day being oppressively
sultry and calm, unfavorable weather conditions for sharp
point work or well sustained ranging. There was a breeze
in the morning, but it gradually died away till in the after-
noon a dead calm obtained. In the long grass where the
direct and reflected heat was strongest the puppies after a
few minutes' running were greatly distressed and required
water frequently, and, too, care was required in working
them. Notwithstanding the unfavorable conditions, once in
awhile some ^ood exhibitions of scenting power were dis-
played in roading and locating birds, yet there was a notice-
able unevenness in all the point work, due apparently to in-
experience in that work. As a whole, the work was decid-
edly inferior, though many of the pupiaes appeared to have
good native capabilities. The short period available for
preparation in late summer does not admit of the necessary
training or physical conditioning being established by early
September. To postpone the trials to a later date, however,
would be to run the risk of bad weather, packs of chickens
instead of bevies if bad weather sets in early, and shooters
in action in different directions on the grounds, which would
seriously obstruct the trials.

As an offset against the sultry, unfavorable weather which
prevailed, it may be mentioned that the birds were slow to
take alarm, made short flights, and were easy to work.
They often endured a deal of pressing before taking wing.
Mr. A. P. Heywood lionsdale owns the winner. Dogwood

a good ranger and worker. He does not run idly. He seeks
for game constantly and displays intelligence i"n his work
With more experience, he will make an excellent chicken
dog. The most unselfish pleasure was expressed at the
honors falling to Mr. Lonsdale, and truly his pluck in send-
ing his dogs so far, merited such generosity.
Dolly Shaw, owned by Mr. R. W. Shaw, of Galveston,

Texas, displayed a good nose in roading and locating. She
pointed her birds well, but was somewhat too painstaking
or overcautious in roading, though quite accurate. Her
range when she was with a fast competitor was lacking in
independence, she prefen-ing to follow betimes a faster and
wider ranger, as was Dogwood.

Selah, owned by the Charlottesville Meld Trial Kennels, is
a good ranger and is industrious, ;but her unsteadiness,
which he irregularly exhibited, undoubtedly set her back in
the judges' estimates. She had, however, but a limited ex-
perience on chickens, and this factor being considered she
really did well.
There were twelve starters, which would have been in-

creased by quite a number more but for unavoidable adverse
circumstances. Mr. Thos. Montgomery, of Winnipeg, who
intended to start four dogs, injured his knee a few days be-
fore the trials, so badly that he is temporarily crippled. Mr
J. C. Phillips could not be present with his four entries in
consequence of important business needing his personal at
tention.
Some new handlers participated. Mr. Sefton Hallam re-

cently from England in charge of Mr. Lonsdale's dogs, made
his American field trial debut at Morris. He has a most
sunny and friendly disposition, handles his dog intelligently,
and bids fair to become a good American inasmuch as he
thinks he may settle in America permanently. Mr. Joseph
Spracklin, well known to bench show goers, also handled in
these trials.

Following is the order of running:
Chas.W. Armstrong's white and black bitch LauriaA. fRovMcD.—Flirt A.), Thos. Sheldon, handler,

^

against
I>avey's blue belton bitch Monk of Furness Lill

(Monk of Furness—Sue of Hatchie), Thos. Hallam, handler.

_
W. B. Wells's black, white and tan setter dog Mars (Cin-

cinnatus—Daphne), Joseph Spracklin, handler,
against

Aulthouse's white, black and tan VlctoSia (Rego—
Nell), Thos. Sheldon, handler.

/T^i}l«^',^°T^^?°^'^ ^^^"^^ ^'^^ "^'^^^^ pointer dog Paul Franke
(Ightfleld Upton—Genevieve), Sefton Hallam, handler,

against
A. Gale's lemon and white pointer bitch Frankie (Lord

Graphic—Bab Bab), Thos. Sheldon, handler.

/T^-x^-,?^?'^'^^^?;'^^^^'^ pointer bitch Dolly Shaw
(Ightfield Upton—Genevieve), Sefton Hallam, handler,

against
Eddie & Annstong's orange and white setter dog Monk of

Furness Sting (Monk of Furness-Sue of Hatchie), Thomas
Hallam, handler.

Thos. Johnson's black dog Ponto (Manitoba Toss—Pitti
Sing), Sefton Hallam, handler,

against
T. G. Davey's liver and white pointer dog London (Lord

Graphic—Lassie Faust), Thos. Hallam, handler.

A. P. Heywood-Lonsdale's liver and white pointer dog
Ightfield Dogwood (Ightfield Dick—Cowslips), Sefton Hal-
lam, handler, against

Charlottesville Field Trial Kennels' liver and white
pointer bitch Selah (Rip Rap—Dolly Dexter), Capt. C. E.
McMurdo, handler.

The Running,
Laueia and Moi?k of Fueness Lill gave an inferior per-

formance in the competition. Lauria did not remain out at
her ranging. In fact, she required kind urging to keep her
out from heel. In the tour to and from the Red River, the
birds were numerous enough to afford many opportunities
for good work, but they were flushed by dogs or men. In
this heat, which lasted 55m., there was no satisfactory per-
formance.
Mars and Victoeia were next, but the former being sick

in town, Victoria was run alone. Sheran about ten minutes,
making a point and one or two flushes.
PONTO AND London started briskly. Ponto, in attempting

to locate, flushed some birds, and, again on them where they
were marked down, made game, but found nothing. A de-
tour was made to get out into open ground. On some birds,
each did inferior work, Ponto making a poor point and a
flush, and London making a poor find. They ran 45m.
Selah and Dogwood began the first meritorious ranging

of the day. They stayed out well in their casts and were
speedj', Dogwood the better in that respect. They were in-
dustrious and sought for birds. Dogwood made game and
was about to point as the bird flushed. Selah took a long
cast and pointed, flushed and made a mild chase. But little
was done on the marked birds other than flushes by dogs and
men. Dogwood showed more steadiness. Selah was disposed
to be unsteady, though having decided merit in speed, range
and finding abilities. They ran 55m.
Feankie and Paul Fbankie were to run next, but the

latter being so lame that he could hardly use the injured leg,
Mr. Johnson, on requesting of the judges the privilege of
withdrawing him, was permitted to do so. Still, with all
his crippled condition, the dog was working and might have
performed creditably, yet humanity was on the side of with-
drawal. Frankie ran alone. Her work was inferior. In
the 30m. devoted to her she made one inferior point and one
or two flushes. She was not in the best of condition, being
too fat for work. Her range was limited to a narrow scope.
Monk oe Furness Sting and Dolly Shaw ran briefly

together, the former refusing to hunt soon after starting,
he preferring the comforts of walking at heel. He was
returned to the wagon. Dolly worked enthusiastically. She
found and pointed a bevy well. Cast oft' again, after a ride
in the wagon a short distance, she soon caught scent, but
failed to locate the birds. The judges flushed the birds
afterward. She did not display full confidence in herself
when on birds. Down 50m.
The party then went to lunch.
The judges announced the list of the next morning as

follows: Monk of Furness Lill with Victoria, Ponto with
Lauria A., Selah with Dolly Shaw, Dogwood a bye.
Monk of Fdrniss Lill and Victoria.-A short interval

was occupied in partaking of luncheon, and the running was
resumed at 13:09. Lill made two flushesand Victoria flushed
a bevy. Down 27m. The weather was sultry and calm, and
good work was difficult under the conditions.
Lauria and Ponto ran 30m. without any competitive re-

sults. Lauria ranged in and out, to and from her handler.
Selah and Dolly Shaw were given a short run. The

former, at the end of a long cast, flushed and pointed foot-
scent.
The weatherwas so oppressively close that further running

was postponed till 4 o'clock. The work was then resumed.
But the faintest of breezes then could be felt betimes. It
was too hot for prolonged exertion, and far too hot for a,ny
sharp, spirited work. A few minutes were sufficient to get
the dogs heated too much for them to perform well, though
they kept at work. Frequent watering was necessary. A
bird was marked down in grass and Selah pointed it, marring
the work by springing forward and flushing. Dolly backed.
Sent on, Selah took a cast about 150yds. and pointed a bevy
nicely. She showed unsteadiness to wing and shot. At the
same time Dolly roaded to an excusable flush on a chicken
which ran on to plowed ground. When sent on she began
roading and pointed. She roaded on about 40yds. and the
bird flushed wild. Another bird was flushed near her last
point. She showed intelligence in her roading, hut was over-
careful. Up at 4:26. Selah had the wider and better range.
On birds she showed finding abilities, but was lacking in
staunchness.
Dogwood and Dolly Shaw were called to run after giv-

ing the latter a reasonable rest. Dogwood was the faster
and wider in his range. Dolly often chose to follow him
instead of working independently. Dogwood pointed a
single. Sent on, each at the same time flushed a single.
Dogwood in the stubble and Dolly in the grass. Sent on,
Dogwood wheeled to point, but the bird flushed a moment
too soon for him. At this juncture the atmosphere was
closer and most uncomfortably hot. The dogs were watered,
put in wagon, and a short detour made to get the wind. Sent
on, Dolly nicely roaded and pointed a single bird. Dogwood
made a point, yet he showed indecision, possibly from being
excessively warm He moved on. Judge Davidson rode up
to where he had pointed and flushed a chicken. Dolly
roaded prettily to a point on a bird. Dogwood backed, broke
his back, drew in and stole the point. He showed unsteadi-
ness, but stopped to order. He finished with a point on a
single. Dolly, swinging in, got a point on the same bird.
LTp at 5:35.

The judges soon announced Dogwood first, Dolly Shaw
second. Selah third.

The All-Age Stake.

WEDNESDAY.
An early start was made, all the party leaving the hotel

before 7 o'clock. The morning was densely cloudy and a
light fog obscured the view. About an hour after start-
ing the weather thickened and rain fell for a short time.
Gradually the clouds broke away and the weather cleared up.
The comfortable coolness changed to close sultriness, and the
breeze gradually died away. The afternoon was much like
that of the previous day, oppressively warm with barely per-
ceptible breezes.
The dogs were frequently watered, and no extremely long

heats were run. The morning work was very poor but the
scent was undoubtedly bad, as nearly every dog seemed un-
able to scent keenly.
This stake, like the preceding one, was finished on the day

it was started. The dogs were thoroughly tested and skill-
fully selected. The decisions gave the most complete satis-
faction. It was a pleasure to see a field trial concluded pleas-
antly. Long usage has not sanctioned "kicking" at field
trials, but the absence of it was something of a novelty. In
this particular instance there appeared to be no one who had
any of the common grounds of "kicking, " namely, ill tem-
per; a desire to advertise dogs in any manner at any free op
portunity; vnification of the judges to pacify a dissatisfied
employer or to prejudice the public, and avarice and a natu-
ral fondness for brawling all seemed to be absent. Could all
trials be so satisfactorily run and pleasantly terminated.

they would be a source of uniform enjoyment and a pro-
moter of good fellowship and good sportsmanship.
A decidedljr superior quality of work was exhibited by

several dogs in the stake. Some of those which were un-
placed showed excellent capabilities. The winners, however,
were most skillfully selected by thorough tests in running,
which was managed with excellent judgment.
Mr. John Wootton's English setter dog Dick Bondhu

(Duke Bondhu—Manitoba Belle) would be a dangerous com-
petitor with the best. He ran a very even race, his excellent
work being well sustained in every heat. He not only
worked on his birds with rare accuracy and a keen apprecia-
tion of how to manage lying or running birds—bevies or
single birds—but he was most amiably observant of working
carefully to the gun. Thoroughly trustworthy, a hitrh
ranger, skillful in locating and pointing, he won his honors
without question. Yet his modest owner or handler could
hardly believe that he was the winner.
Mr. T. G. Davey's setter dog Brighton Tobe made a uni-

formly good competitition for second. He has a wide, well
managed range, is a good finder, roads with skill and accu-
racy and points well. He is lacking in animation when road-
ing, carrying his tail and head a bit low. He knows how to
work on chickens, be they tame or cunning, lurkers or run-
ners. His work was well sustained throughout.
Mr. W. B. Wells's setter bitch Chloe was a very close com-

petitor for second, and In sharpness and quickness inordin-
ary point work was superior to Tobe. However, she did not
possess his skill in following the trail of a cunning old bird,
nor was her range quite so well sustained throughout the day
though her performance was excellent.
Following is the order of drawing:
W. B. Wells's black, white and tan setter dog Luke (To-

ledo Blade—Cambriana), J. Spracklin, handler,
against

Thos. Johnson's blue belton bitch Manitoba Patti(Dukeof
G.—Flora), S. Hallam, handler.

W. T. Hunter's black bitch Duff (Manitoba Toss—Pitti
Sing), W. S. Richards, handler,

against
W. B. Wells's black, white and tan. dog Mafcane(Mark J.—

Cambria), J. Spracklin, handler. -

W. B. Wells's black, white and tan bitch Cleopatra (Mingo
II,—Cambriana), J. Spracklin, handler,

against
Thos. Stone's liver and white dog Sam (Coton—Psyche), H.

H. McCullough, handler.
aji-ue,/, .n.

Thos. Greeley's black and tan setter dog Swab (Manitoba
Toss—Pitti Sing), Thos. Johnson, handler,

against
John Wootton's black and white setter dog Dick Bondhu

II. (Dick Bondhu—Manitoba Belle), owner, handler.

Eddy & Armstrong's black, white and tan ^setter dog To-
ledo Bee (Toledo Blade—Maggie Bee), J. Spracklin, handler,

against
L. W, Smith's black, white and tan setter bitch Atalanta

(Jean Val Jean—Shena Van), owner, handler.

T. G. Davey's black and white setter dog Brighton Tobe
(Locksley—Leddesdale), Thos. Hallam, handler,

against
Thos, Johnson's liver pointer bitch Diamond (Uoton

—

Blithe), S. Hallam, handler.
^

T. G. Davey's pointer dog Jone (Lord Graphic—Devonshire
Fan), T. Hallam, handler,

against
Thos. Johnson's black setter dog Winnipeg (Manitoba

Toss—Pitti Sing), Capt, 0. E. McMurdo, handler.

W. T. Hunter's black setter bitch Pet (Roderigo—Florence
Gladstone), a bye. N, S. Richards, handler.

The Running.
Luke and Manitoba Patti began at 7:05. Birds were

found in abundance, but no points were secured till Patti
made a good point on a single bird. Patti showed good
speed and range. The point work was very inferior, Down
35m.
Duff and Matane were started at 7.59. The performance

of both on birds was simply a succession of lost opportunities
or errors. They had numerous opportunities to do good
point work, with the advantages of wind and location in
their favor, but they seemed to work diligently only to re-
sult in errors. Both had good speed. Dutt" had the better
range. Down 43m.
CleopAtea and Sam started at 8:46. Cleo, set a lively

pace, showing vivacity, sharpness and fair accuracy in her
work. Sam, too, exercised excellent judgment in beating
out his ground. He flushed repeatedly, but unintentionally
when instead he had good opportunities to point. Cleo.
pointing well an outlying bird of a bevy, then, as she was
drawing on to locate better, the bird flushed wild. Next
she pointed some remaining birds after Sam had flushed an
outlying one. Sam made a good point on a single, and was
well backed by Cleo. The latter ranged well, was very
sharp and quick in her work on birds, and her speed was
superior. Sam had a good range and stayed out well, but
his work on birds was faulty, though he was anxious and
careful to be coiTect, Down 42m.
Swab and Dick Bondhu II. began at 9:33. They started

their bird work by a bad flush of a large covey on the
stubble. On 1 he scattered birds each flushed twice. Dick
made a long cast and pointed a covey nicely on the stubble,
holding his point nicely till his handler came up. He moved
on to locate, but lost scent, and ca.st off to the right. Swab
started in to road and the birds flushed. They were takeu
to new grounds. Each, about 200yds. apart, pointed. Swab
had no birds, Dick had two. Dick next made a point and
Swab a flush.

Toledo Bee and Atalanta ran a half hour, beginning
at 10:55. While they ranged well they did not succeed in
doing any bird work.
Brighton Tobe and Diamond started at 11:30. Diamond

pointed a bevy soon after being cast off, then roaded on to a
flush. She was steady to shot. Tobe made a good point on
three birds, and was steady to .shot. Diamond dropped to a
point on a small bevy. She next flushed three times. Tobe
pointed a single. He ranged well and roaded his birds
accurately, though his manner of roading was not spirited,
he carrying a low head and tail. Diamond's work on birds
was awkward and faulty. Down 37m.
The running was suspended till late in the afternoon, as

the weather was sultry. In the meantime, the party went
to town to lunch.
JONE AND Winnipeg started at 3:51. Winnipeg had the

better range, he covering a great deal of ground speedOy.
Jone also had good range. Winnipeg made a good point,
while Jone roaded to a flush. Down 40m.
Pet and Manitoba Patti began at 4:36. Patti showed a

wide, excellent range. Pet's range was irregular and rather
narrow; she flushed three times. Patti took a long cut and
pointed a covey well, doing a good piece of work. She next
pointed a marked covey and Pet backed unsteadily. Patti
showed good judgment. Up at 4:,53.

Sam and Duff were cast oft' at 4;.57. Sam again showed
excellent judgment and speed in beating out the ground,
but his work on bii-ds was faulty. Duff droned to a point
on a bevy. Duff ne.xt made two flushes. The latter dog
appeared to be indifferent as to errors. Up at 5:03,
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Dick Boxdhu A>fd Cleopatra began at 5:09. Birds were
found plentifully throughout the heat. Cleo. made three
flushes in quick succession, two of which were excusable.
Dick stopped just in time to save a flush on a single. Chloe
roaded nicely to a point on two birds. Dick pointed a bird
well and Cleo. backed. Dick flushed. His next work was
really superior. He pointed, moved on to locate, hut lost
scent. His handler urged him on. Dick plainly showed
that he was satisfied that there were chickens about. He
took a circuit in a masterly manner till he found the trail,
roaded along the edge of wheat stubble and pointed the
birds. Cleo. failed to catch the scent but backed well. Sent
on, Dick started a rabbit which he coursed joyously in the
sultriness for about a mile, then galloped back pretty well
blovra but still ready to go. Up at 6:02. Dick beat out his
ground excellently well and maintained a uniformly good
.speed. Cleo. also was sharp and quick both in seeking and
in work on birds.
Atalaxta and Tobe were cast off at 6:06. Tobe roaded

nicely to a good point on a bird which flushed wUd. Ata-
lanta next pointed, but failed to locate, abandoned the scent
and moved on. Tobe took up the reading, went accurately
to the birds and pointed them. Next he flushed a bird, partly
excusably; he next roaded nicely to a point on a single. Ata-
lanta took no advantage of her opportunities, although she
ranged diligently and well. Tobe showed great accuracy in
reading running birds. Upat 6:27.

Manitoba Patti and Winnipeg were started at 6:30.
Patti, in attempting to locate a single on stubble, flushed it.

She made another flush, and Winnipeg flushed a bird and
chased it vigorously through a weed field. Winnipeg kept
up his speed well to the end of the heat, while Patti short-
ened her range and speed. Up at 6:.53.

Pet and Duff ran together 13m., in which time they
flushed repeatedly. At 7:10 they were ordered up. Pet
showed inferior work.
Winnipeg and Duff were run next. As the former was

reading on a bird it flushed wild. Next Duff roaded to a
point on birds and Winnipeg backed, then broke back. Duff
next point ed some birds, then sprung in and flushed and was
unsteady. Winnipeg backed. The latter had a great deal of
ability, but was not well in hand, his handler having had
him in chai-ge but a few days. Both missed more opportuni-
ties, and the heat ended. Up at 7:31.

Brighton Tobe and Chloe.—They were started at7:23and
ran 17 minutes. Chloe on the stubble pointed some birds
which flushed wild. It wfisdarlc wlien th,e d,o£s W6r6 ordered,
up.
The judges announced the winners as follows: First, Dick.

Bondhu; second, Brighton Tobe; third, Cleopatra.
The dogs were quite accurately placed. The decisions were

received with approval.

The Championship Cup.
THURSDAY.

This stake was eligible to winners which had won first.
There were five starters.
The prize was a large silver cup of artistic design and

finish. The grouse, pointing dog and guns on it were
appropriately emblematic of the occasion.
Following is the list of starters:
Armstrong & Eddy's setter dog Toledo Bee, winner of

International Meld Trial Club's Derby, T. Hallam, handler,
against

Thomas Johnson's setter bitch Pitti Sing, winner of
International Field Trial Club's All-Age Stake, owner
handler.

'

Thomas Johnson's pointer dog Manitoba Shot, winner of
Northwestern Field Trial Club's All-Age Stake, owner
handler, against
A. P. Heywood-Lonsdale's pointer bitch Musa, vdnner of

English Kennel Club's All-Age Stake, S. Hallam, handler.

John Wootton's setter dog Dick Bondhu II.,wirmerof
Manitoba Field Trial Club's Derby, owner, handler, a bye.
The morning was cool and damp, though the weather was

clear. There was a heavy dew when the dogs were cast off.
The scent appeared to be bad, the first hour or more being
full of errors in the dogs' work on biixls. As the dew evap-
otated the work improved. There was almost a dead calm.

The Running:.

Toledo Bee and Pitti Sing began at 7:35, the start being
made west from town. Pitti made a fine display of wide
ranging and good speed. Neither did any commendable
work on birds, both losing many opportunities to point,
flushing instead. Both were industrious workers. They
had flusiied so uniformly and often that they destroyed all
chances of again being called up. Down 26m. Considering
her nine years Pitti Sing showed remarkable dash and en-
durance.
Manitoba Shot and Musa started at 8:06. Shot soon

demonstrated his .superiority over his competitor in range,
.vjieed and work on buds. He sought more intelligently and
beat out his ground with excellent judgment. Shot flushed

• three times. He roaded carefully and pointed. Musa roaded
on the bird Shot was pointing and flushed it. Sent on, Shot
took a long cast and pointed staunchly till his handler came
up. Musa cut in ahead and roaded. Shot drew on and the
bird flushed to one side not far from Musa. Up at 8:20.
DiuK Bondhu ran alone 10m. He pointed, then roaded

down wind accurately on the birds. He got close to them
audflushed, but it was a very pretty and good piece of reading
down wind. Sent on. He soon roaded and accurately nointed
a bird. Up at 8:46.

Manitoba Shot and Dick Bondhu II. ^vere selected for
the final heat, which began at 8:51. Dick across wind flushed
a bird. Shot flushed one down wind. Sent on. Going down
wind, Shot flushed a single, then both pointed the bevy down
wind. It was a good piece of work. Cast off in another
direction, Dick swung back to where the birds had lighted
close by, he apparently having marked them. He flushed a
bird. xNext he took a long cast and flushed. Shot at the
same time flushed a single. Shot roaded nicely to a point on
a single bird. Dick va.a on to a bird and flushed it. Shot
held his nose high and drew rapidly about 75yds. straight to
a bevy on the edge of stubble and pointed it. Dick, coming
in, joined in the point. Both were steady. Sent on, Shot
flushed some remaining birds. Dick pointed a bird on the
stubble. Shot stopped to a flush or pointed as the bird
flushed wild, no one could say which. Dick took a long cast
and in grass flushed or pointed. He next drew nicely to a
point on a single, and was steady to shot. Up at 9:45.
Both dogs showed good traiuing, being perfectly steady to

shot and wing. They handled easily, and in fast work quite
correctly without orders or prompting. They were atten-
tively seeking for birds, and beat out their ground with
excellent judgment. The number of flushes is no criterion
of the excellence of these two dogs' abilities. There appeared
to be some atmospheric conditions which were unfavorable
for good scores, The flushes were not due to carelessness or
bad judgment. The heat was well and closely contested.
Dick fell off some in range in the latter part of the heat.
Manitoba Shot won the prize.

A Mistake.
Chatham, Ont., Sept. 9.—Editor Forest and Stream: My

bitch Cleopatra (Mingo II.—Cambriana), winner of third in
Northwestern Field Trials' AU-Aged Stake, is by mistake
entered as Chloe or Cloe, her keimel name, and is given as by
Toledo Blade out of Cainbriana, a mistake which please rec-
tify in your report. Wm. B, Wblls.

POINTS AND FLUSHES.
[By a Staff Correspondeni.]

The Quality of Courage.
My attention was recently called to an editorial under the

above caption, in a contemporary, and it contained so much
fallacy that I feel impelled to touch en some of its main fea-
tures.
The "quality of courage" is a strange subject to select for

analysis, since it is a vdse man indeed who can positively de-
fine and differentiate it. In its metaphysical phases, it may
be interesting as a matter of speculative philosophy, but
when forced bodily, regardless of its relevancy, to fit some
far-fetched theoretical practical application, it becomes in-
volved and somewhat silly.
The writer of the editorial says: "In every form of contest,

it appears to be generally held that courage is the one great
quality above all others that is a requisite' of success. Critics
have long held, and continue to hold, that without a high
degree of courage a competition is almost certain to come to
grief against one or more that have this quality of courage
in abundance. Indeed, the measure of its worth is about
the only thing the critic regards in his consideration of the
value of courage. Gameness, bulldog tenacity and a fear-
lessness of pain is taken to .«tand for almost certain victory,
other things being nearly equal. It is worth while to imagine
how much of truth there is in what the critics have taken so
long for granted."
The foregoing quotation can be taken as mere idle asser-

tion. There are no recognized critics in the dog world who
hold such views. I do not think there ever were. It affords
an opening merely for a pedantic display.
The writer of the aforementioned editorial then goes on to

say that the best informed setter and pointer men do not
measure "the promise of a puppy by his courage, although
there are stUl to be found men of sound minds who select a
puppy from a litter by holding the youngsters up by the
tail.^'

It would have been instructive to know who the men are
who test a puppy in such manner. Such trashy nonsense
might have been good editorial teaching twenty years ago,
but it savors too much of writing against space at this day.
The writer then goes on to illiistrate his teachings by

separating courage into two parts—physical courage and
timidity, as shown in the prize ring, and deduces from the
performances of some pugilists that a timid man is the best,
other things being equal. He then carries these conclusions
over to dogs and field trial competitions, and lays down the
rule that a timid dog is the best.
Yet there is not, in any stage of the competition at a field

trial, any test of courage as between belligerents. At field
trials, it is purely a comparative test of individual perform-
ance in working powers, the work of one compared against
the work of the other; therefore, physical courage such as is
required in battle, is an irrevelant matter.
However, to inculcate his precepts by individual illustra-

tion, he mentions the names of Count Noble, Gladstone,
Adam's Drake and Gath, and makes his own inferences of
courage.
Of Gladstone he says: "The effect of all this, added to the

running with strange dogs, soured Gladstone and caused
him to set up his own opinion against the wishes of his
handler. He became headstrong and did all the mean things
a high-couraged dog can do."

°

Can anything be more misleading than that high courage is
associated with meanness? That perforce a high-couraged
dog can do mean things?

°

Of Count Noble he says: "Count Noble was just such a
dog as Gladstone in respect to disposition. He could and
would do in private most magnificent work. In trials he
would do a brilliant piece of work and then do work that an
unbroken puppy would shame to do. He had courage, and
then things did not go to suit him; he get angry, and an
angry dog cannot do good work."
What gross injustice. How little the writer of the fore-

going knew of Count Noble! It is more particularly on
account of this gross misrepresentation of one of the grand-
est dogs which ever made a point, that I notice the article in
question at all. Count Noble, when in competition or in pri-
vate did not get angry. A better tempered or more affec-
tionate dog under all circumstances no one would desire.- It
is true that he behaved badly in field trials, but not from
anger He possessed rare cunning and intelligence. It was
only when running with strange dogs that he showed a dis-
position to do mean work, and then he worked badly from
]ealou.sy. He would flush birds with no other purpose than
to cut his competitor out of any participation in the work.
But as for getting angry and working badly to show resent-
ment to his handler, he never did so. It is only of late years
that Count Noble has been appreciated, yet even now the
high worth of that grand dog is not generally known. He
was an indefatigable worker. The hours or days of work
never seemed to lessen his ardor. If called to heel, while
other dogs worked, he whined and fretted, shifted uneasily
from one side of his handler to the other, and was most un-
happy till he heard the order to go on. He beat out his
ground in a masterly manner, and, although he took great
casts, he never "bolted." He was most skillful in pointing
bevies under all conditions, whether the birds were running
or resting, or were gentle or wild. A favorite method of his,
when reading a running bevy down wind, especially if the
wind was at all stiff, was to back up wind, swiftly take a
circuit below the birds, and point them, at the same time
stopping their running.

I once was out shooting with Mr. E. Odell, then of New
Orleans. We were at Grand Junction, Tenn., and had Count
Noble. One piece of work of that day is still fresh in my
mind, though it happened full ten years ago. Count roaded
rapidly along a side hill till he came to a high rail fence,
where he feathered and half-pointed. His actions were
peculiarly intense, and he .<eemed to feather all over. I saw
the old dog was planning something imusual, and I re-
marked so to jNIr. Odell, and that I would let Count alone to
see what he would do. He trotted back a few steps, then
ran down the hill about 80yds. at top speed, crossed the
fence, thence up the hill rapidly, and made a staunch point
not far from where he had left the fence. The ground was
quite bare. We crossed over and flushed to his point one of
the largest bevies I ever saw, probably two bevies together.
Count had made his estimates, and saw that if he crossed the
fence so close to the birds he would flush them.
Several times he has, when lost on a point in heavy gra.ss,

left the birds and, by his actions, conveyed the information
that he wished to be followed. He would then lead the way
a few yards ahead till he got to the birds when he would re-
sume his point. Day after day, and week after week, has he
worked, and never was he happier than when working. And
the grand dog never got angry. He came the nearest to
being able to work three days, from sun to sun, of any dog
I ever saw.
As for Gath being somewhat cowed by training the first

season, such has no reference to his brilliant performances.
Gath was truly a great dog. But because ne was a bit timid,
it does not follow that his greatness came therefrom. It
would be quite as irrelevant to argue that it was on account
of the color of his eyes, or his diet, or what not.
Returning now to the "quality of courage," it is an

absurdity to define it under such heading. No one knows
what the "quality" of it is. Even the physical courage,
which the labored editorial in question considers as the
only quaUty, is not a fixed quantity in any one Individual.
Womenkind are timid by nature, yet they will face death
and dangers in any form in defense of their children. The i

same is true of the females in the lower classes of a-nimftls. I

A man may be full of physical courage when strong and
active. If disease or old age weakens his strength his
courage decreases accordingly. A brave man may be
cowardly betimes. Even armies have panic fears, as the
historys of wars attest. In short, we can only treat of the
"quality" of courage in a most indeterminate manner, same
as any other phenomena of the organism which is partly
mental and physical. But that the courage or timidity of
the competitors in a field trial is that shown by the pugilist
in battle I think no sportsman will admit.
Asa metaphysician, the writer of the editorial in question

cuts with a very dull blade. Erroneous data and inconse-
quential conclusions are not the best material for him who
poses as a teacher. B. Waters.
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Southern Field Trials Derby Entries.

Marietta, Ga., Sept. i—Editor Forest and Stream: In-
closed herewith I hand you a list of the entries for the fifth
annual Derby of the Southern Field Trial Club, which closed
Aug. 1 with 69 nominations,^63 of which are English setters
and 6 are pointers. T. M. Bkumbt, Secretary.

ENGLISH SETTERS.
Blue Ridge Mark—Blue Ridge Kennels' dog (pedigree not

given).
Antoa—Blue Ridge Kennels' bitch (pedigree not given).
Unnamed—Blue Ridge Kennels' dog (pedigree net given).
Anton—C. P. Stoke's dog (pedigree not given).
Allene—C. P. Stoke's bitch (pedigree not given).
Pauline—-M. F. Rogers's black, white and tan bitch (Breeze

Gladstone—Katie Noble).
Unnamed—Will Wilson's black, white and tan dog (Glad-

stone Boy—Specklegown).
Natches—Will Wilson's black, white and tan dog (Glad-

stone Bey—Specklegown).
Alfred Jingles—F. I. Stone's black, white and tan dog

(Lad B.—Rowey B.).

Count Roderick—Chas. C. Mills's black, white and tan
dog (Toledo Blade—Grace M.).
Gleam's Pride—W. W. Newsome's bitch (Gleam—Pride's

Bell).

Nettie Gladstone—Manchester Kennels' bitch (Dan Glad-
stone—Queen Novice).
Callie White—Manchester Kennels' bitch (Gath's Mark-

Georgia Bell).

Gleam's Sam—H. J. Smith's dog (Gleam—Schamp S.).
Mary Early—Patrick Henry's bitch (Gath's Hope—Glad-

stone's Girl).

Ruth Oberly—Patrick Henry's bitch (Gath'sHope—Glad-
stone's Girl).

Boundless—Patrick Henry's bitch (Gath's Hope—Glad-
stone's Girl).

Ightfield Rosalie—p. Lorillard, Jr.'s bitch (Fred-
Rosa).
Antoinette—P. Lorillard, Jr.'s bitch (Antonio—Daisy

Hunter).
^Beryle—P. Lorillard, Jr.'s bitch (Gladstone Boy—Ruby

Lady Araminta—P. Lorillard, Jr's bitch (Eugene T—
Dell Rivers).
LeonA—P. Lorillard, .Jr.'s bitch (Eugene T.—Bess of

Hatchie).
Almanta—P. Lorillard, Jr.'s bitch (Gloster—Maspa).
VelmA—P. Lorillard, Jr.'s bitch (Gloster—Maspa).
Dame Durden—H. S. Bevan's bitch (Eugene T.—Dell

Rivers).
Florence Dombey—H. S. Bevan's bitch (Lad B.—Rowey

B.
Little Dorritt—H. S. Bevan's bitch (Whyte B.—Andro-

meda).
Chow Chow—N. T. Harris's dog (Wun Lung—Sunshine).

N. T. Harris's (Wun Lung—Sunshine).
Lookout—Bryson & Bedford's dog (Tremont—Sue II

)

Miss B.—Bryson& Bedford's bitch (Tremont—Sue 11.)
Monitor—J. W. Shreiver's dog (Gath's Hope—Cleo S.).
Bowdre—Avent & Thayer Kennels' dog (Roderigo—

Novelist).
Cigarette—Avent & Thayer Kennels' bitch (Roderigo—

Norah II.).

Hester Prynn—Avent & Thayer Kennels' bitch (Roderigo
—Norah II.).

TOPSY'S Rod—Avent & Theyer Kennels' dog (Roderigo—
Topsey Avent).
Tholid—Avent & Thayer Kennels' dog (Jean Val Jean^

Lucy Avent).
Countess Pevoss—James H. Trezevant's bitch (Ace—

Pareppo Rosa).
GLiiAM S Pride IL—J. Charles Wood's bitch (Gleam-

Pride Bell).

Rod's Mark—Greensboro I'ield Trial Kennels' dog (Rod-
erigo—Mark's Maid).
Miss Hattie—Greensboro Field Trial Kexmels' bitch

(Gath's Hope—Queen Noble).
Hope's Pride—W. A. Henesley's bitch (Gath's Hope-

Lulu Hill).
^

Lottie H.—W. A. Henesley's bitch (Gath's Hope—Lulu

,

Hill).

May—A. L, Finney's bitch (Gath's Hope—Gladstone Girl).
Solitaire—F. R. Hitchcock's dog (Rei D'Or—Tory Dia-

mond).
Amethyst—F. R. Hitchcock's bitch (Count Gladstone-

Tory Diamond),
Topaz—F. R. Hitchcock's bitch (Count Gladstone—Tory

Diamond;.
Sandstone—F. R. Hitchcock's dog (Count Gladstone—

Toi-y Diamond).
Jess—F. R. Hitchcock's bitch (Count Gladstone—Tory

Mollin).
Rod—F. R. Hitchcock's dog (Roi D'Or-Tory Petal)
FuiilTlTY-Herbert Merriam's bitch (Gath's Mark—Eve)
Fanny Rice—Jackson & Denmark Kennels' bitch (Glad-

stone's Boy—Manitoba Peggy).
Earl Palmer—Jackson & Denmark Kennels' dog (Frank

Whitley—Dulcina).
Frank Nagel—Jackson & Denmark Kennels' dog (Tre-

mont—Sue II.).

Boy—W. D. Taylor's dog (Gladstone's Boy—Echo).
Major Thomas—(W. E. Smith's dog (Gladstone's Boy-

Bell Fester).
^

Daisy Croft—Charlottesville Field Trial Kennels' bitch
(Antenia—Daisy Hunter).
Rod's Deuce—West End Kennels' dog (Rod's Ace—Rosa

Noble),
Rod's Deuce—West End Kennels' dog (Red's Ace—Rosa

Noble).
Markell—Charles T. Field's dog (Antonio—Field's Co-

sette).

Misty Morning—Charles T. Field's bitch (Antonio Field's
Cosette).
OPAL--George E. Gray's bitch (Count Gladstone—Dia-

mond).
pointers.

Wrecker—Charlottesville Field Trial Kennels' dog )RioRap—Croxie Wise).
Ripple-Charlottsville Field Trial Kennels' bitch (Rip

Rap—Croxie Wise).
Lad's Rush-T. H. Gibb's dog (Rush of Lad—Devonshire

Belle of the Ball).
ALICE Leslie—E. M. Beale's bitch (King of Kent—Bell

Randolph).
King of Lynn—Robert Leslie's dog (Tempest—Nad jy of

Nasso).
Black Beauty—a. T. Latta's bitch (Rex 11.—Fanny)
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Dr. Mills Relieves his Feelings.

The president of the Canadian Kennel Club publishes
what he terms an "Annual Address to the C. K. C," This is

not customary, but he thinks it should be, and perhaps it is

if kept to a proper purpose. In this addi-ess, which is quite

a long one, a good deal of .space is devoted to a defense
against the attacks made upon him during the past year,

and he intimates that he has commenced legal proceedings
against three kennel papers for defamation of character, etc.

He proposes that we change the terms used in speaking of the

"fancy," "dogmen, etc.," to "caniculture"—methods and ex-

pedients to advance the dog; "cynology"—knowledge of the
dog in health and disease; ' 'cyuophily' '—devotion to dogs with-
out any pretense to special knowledge. Thus we have cani-

culturist, cynologist and cynophilist, terms which may do
for the cultured employment of Boston dogmen, but which
we are afraid will scarcely be found in common parlance just

yet awhile. Dr. Mills proposes u.siug local clubs as recruit-

ing agencies for the C. K. C, and advises, if feasible, the
holding of executive meetings at different towns. The presi-

dent again gives his views regarding American talent to

judge Canadian dog shows, and then goes on to attack the
Mud Slinging Trust" in no mea,sured terms. At the same

time he should be more explicit and not include all kennel
papers in his diatribes. An expression of opinion, candidly
given, is not necessarily an expression of hostility to the
person criticised. He .speaks of the "Trinity in Union" as

trying to make all judging, reporting, etc., subservient to

their ends, but the paper would have greater wreight had he
given the names of the meinbers of that union. The charges
recently made against him and dismissed by the C. K. C. are
gone into and motives explained, starting plainly that certain

men were chief actors and another a cat's paw.
In speaking of the American kennel papers he remarks

that "the editors have risen from the ranks, i. c, they were
professional reporters, handlers, exhibitors, etc. While to

rise from the ranks always reflects credit on the man him-
self, it has its disadvantages for others. Among these are
an undue amount of sympathy with the professional
element and clannishness 'with its attendant evils. The
professional element as judges, handlers, reporters and edi-

tors in America is strong relatively, if not in numbers at

least in influence, and as this element virtually controls the
press it can to a large degree arrange matters to suit itself.

They can even form a "combine" to "run out" or keep out
any aspirant as reporter or judge. They may wrangle
among themselves, but unite for such a purpose as that to

which reference has been made. So that a great deal must
now depend on the character of the men that are editors,

judges, etc. Not only is this professionalism which is ram-
pant a source of possible, but I believe it has become a source
of real danger. To illustrate, we have the case of an indi-

vidual, essentially a professional, who at one time wrote
against an editor also acting as judge. He has, himself, re-

cently stepped into the editorial chair and now acts as re-

porter, editor and judge. As professional judges are paid
and there is competition, it is manifest that the fewer the
competitors the better for the pockets of the lucky few;
hence this Editor-Judge-Reporter is wont to contend that
dog men are being imposed upon in not employing compe-
tent judges which, so far as I have been able to make out, he
thinks include himself and about two or three others. Ac-
cording, then, to this writer, we should restrict ourselves in
our choice to perhaps three judges, two of them pure pro-
fessionals, {i.e., they make their living by dogs or business
i-elating to dogs) and another nea.rly so."
While there is considerable trath in the above quotation,

it is far too sweeping to be wholly true. We would uphold
Dr. Mills as a judge of dogs, were he competent, as it would
a Mortimer or a Davidson. Dr. Mills is himself not with-
out a feeling of resentment, and it shows itself in this ad-
dress, that part regarding Mr Stewart and the superintend-
ency of the World's Fair Canadian exhibit might well have
been left to committee discussion.
As a panacea for all these ills Dr. Mills thinks that kennel

interests would be better served by a paper "largely indepen-
dent of advertisers, and whose editor-in-chief would not biJ

a professional. " It would be easy enough to find such an
editor, easier than rurming a paper without advertisers.

In conclusion he reserves the best part for the last: "When
I reflect on what I know I was, and on what according to a
portion of the kennel press I have become, I marvel that be-
fore now I have not taken means to make away with my
wretched self—and I do not think I am restrained from this
coiu'se by cowardice either—possibly the affairs of the club
have kept me too busy!"

If Dr. Mills will take our advice he will not indulge in
these periodical defenses. Human nature is the same the
world over, and when a man attempts to answer or defend
himself from all the attacks made upon his public acts he is

bound to let slip a little per.sonal feeling, and he loses to
some extent the sympathy of the public. Men who are in-

terested in dogs well know whom to trust and whom not;
vituperous writings where vindictiveness is plainly shown
are best left unanswered and the verdict left to an impartial
public.

That World's Fair Show.
All this scribbling about the abandonment of the World's

Fair show serves no good purpose, but is in keeping with the
local and crude methods of the management of that dismal
farce. To say that the result is to be attributed to the pro-
fessional handlers, professional judges and editors disap-
pointed becaitse they were not on the list of jndges, isthe
veriest bosh. Practical men, men who know something
more than the ABC of dog shows, know why theshow came
to naught: they place the responsibility in a newspaper office

not 100 miles from Jackson Park. Of course retrenchment
jn World's Fair finances affords the best practical excuse.
No paper upheld and drew attention to the World's Fair
show more strenuously than did Forest akd Strea^i, and
ho one wished more to see the affair a success and the show
worthy of its name and associations than we did. But,
knowing as we do what dogmen expect and require in a first-

Class show, we criticised the methods of the management in

the hope that they would find that this was an undertaking
of national importance, and not a local affair where the
voices of one or two men were all powerflxl. A lesson has
been taaght by the outcome. Ask the average exhibitor what
he thinks of the abandonment of the show, and he says,

!fOh, I'm sorry there's not going to be a show; but it's just
as weU as things were being managed." It is our firm con-
viction that, some time before the June postponement, there
was no intention of holding the show, else the arrangements
would have been made differently.

The whole aft'air was picayune in such a cause, and the
show, had it come off', bereft of foreign competition, would
have had the same standing as a Mascoutah or Chicago Ken-
nel Club show, neither better nor worse. There were judges
on the faked list whose names carry little weight in dogdom.
and World's Fair prizes won iiuder such conditions would
have carried small meaning. Of course a good many men
are disappointed in not being able to kill two Ijirds with one
stone, and from them chiefly come the grumbles. Had we
been animated by any feeding but that of wisliing to see a
properly conducted show that would have been a landmark
in dogdom and something to look back upon with pleasure
in years to come, we should probably have swatn with the
svnm for the sake of getting a fi-ee trip to the Fair. The
only thing that troubles us now is what will become of those
embryo champions that "I'm keeping back for the World's
Fair." It's hard—but they'll do for New York next spring.

It has been suggested that the Mascoutah Kennel Club
take the matter up, and, under the name of the "World's

Fair Show" give a show in October or November. They can.
afford to give big money, and a special World's Fair medal
for the best of each breed might be donated by the World's
Fair managers if they are not already sick and tired of the
soundsof dogs and dogmen—p.ardon, wemeancaniculturists.

Dog Judges.
A PEOMiKENT and very practical owner of dogs in writing

to us on the foolish idea prevalent in many minds that a
judge of dogs must necessarily be a breeder, etc., of dogs
remarks: "I suppose there will be another spasm about

judges that never bred a •. On the principle, you
know, that a man can not pick out a good picture unless
he has painted one, or a .statue unless he has modeled one,
or a star or comet unless he h.as made one. Some people in
this world are very wearisome." They are. Some of these
men say that dog judges are born, not made. Granted to
some extent, but before they can show their talent in this
direction they must become practiced through opportunities
for comparison and a knowledge of standards and their
application, and it is this very comparison and contact that
makes a man a judge of dogs. It is universally admitted
that a man must have a "dog eye" to succeed as a judge of
dogs, in the same sense that a good judge of a horse is gifted
with an optic that will at once take in the good and bad
points of a horse. We would like to ask how many of the
acknowledged good horse jndges, horse dealers especially,
have bred, etc., the animals whose faults aiid good points
they are so quick to detect. The old theory is absolute
bosh, and has been proved if anything to be a distinct detri-

ment rather than a help. Take the work in the ring of some
of the specialist judges, for instance. A man can only be-
come a thorough judge of dogs by continually being brought
in contact with dogs of every degree of proper shape and by
comparison and the study of dogs that are acknowledged to
be excellent specimens of this breed. A breeder generally
becomes biassed in favor of his own type of dogs—we speak
for this country only—and probably attends a New York
show or possibly two" .shows in the year; the rest of the year
he sees a few of his own dogs only. Still when put on the
specialty list he is hailed as a judge because he fiUs the re-

quirements in being a breeder, exhibitorj etc, and vrhen he
judges it is considered almost heresy to criticise his decisions.
We live in a more progressive age nowadays, and all these
foolish theories should be relegated to the background. We
would rather trust the opinion of an all-round judge than
that of almost any specialist on any breed of dogs. Of course
there are a few, very few exceptions. An all-round man gen-
erally begins right and keeps so, and if wrong is quick to take
a hint, whereas a specialist breeder is just the other way.

Wire-Hairs.

Mr. Freema^t Llotd, when he tndiilges in a little fatherly
advice to fanciers in general, usually speaks to the point.
He took occasion recently, in writing of the importation of
Cribbage and Surrey Janet, to touch on the trimming ques-
tion, one that is little, either for "war or weal," understood
on this .side of the herring pond. He wrote:

I am very pleased to see that there are some .si^ns of the Americans
turning their attention to wire-haired fox-terriers. A very useful
brace in Cribbage and Surrey Janet will shortly leave these shores for
those of the United States. This is a representative brace of terrier.s,

and can more than hold their own with any wire-hair in America cap-
able of being out on the bench at this momeut. But it will be interest-
ing to see now soon the American will edu(!atf> him.self in that im-
portant little matter, the tinger-and-thumlj business. Wire-hairs when
they are kept at home, and without Avork, soon turn into peculiar-
looking animals, and far removed from the sprightly animals we see
from time to time in the show ring.

The wire-hair classes in this country have been object le.s-

sons in this respect from the first. Exhibitors have imported
from time to time both Irish terriers and wire-haired fox-
terriers only to become disgusted with their "fuzzy" appear-
ance a few months after, and rather than attempt the trim-
ming they know so little about have shown the dogs in a
natural state and very much to their detriment, as far as
appearances go. The trouble with many is what to leave
out, what to take off, but one cannot but be proud of the
fact that training and faking is so little known of and prac-
ticed among our exhibitors. The writer we quote further
-says:

When you buy a pot of paint you generally purchase a brush, and
when you feel inclined to go in for certain sorts of terriers you ought
never to forget that they are of little use without something to keep
down a superabundance of coat. That there are a few people in

America well up in the art of trimming I do not for a moioont d<jubt,

audone maniu particular, had he not becomea "respectable" member
of society and a prominent official in the army of rjeoeral Booth,
would have been able to earn a dhow-load of dollars at the old game.

From this one would infer that trimming wii'es, etc. , is an
art not to be encouraged. Why not? Man trims his own
locks and why should he not do the same to those of his dog?
There is a distinct Une between trimming and faking and
the removal of a too abuudant growth of hair hardly comes
under the latter category, any more than the docking of a
fox-terrier's tail which smartens the latter end of the terrier

in the same degree that trimming does the other. An inter-

esting case in this connection came before the English Ken-
nel Club recently, in which a handler was bauletl over the
coals for cutting the superfluous hair on an Irish terrier's

head with a pair of scissors instead of trimming in the
ordinary way with the resined finger and thumb. He
pleaded ignorance of wrong intention, though an old ex-
hibitor, remarking that as he used the scissors on his bull-
terrier he thought the same could be done to the Irish terrier.

The authorities let him off' with a "Don't do it again" ver-
dict. This implies a mechanical distinction from a natural
diff'erence.

A Careful Betrieyer.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Perhaps your readers will be interested in the inclosed

photograph of my Gordon setter Romtilus, delivering a
retrieved jack snipe, as an example of an exceptionally
tender-mouthed retriever. I have observed, as have prob-
ably other sportsmen, that most setters dislike the taste of
jack snipe or woodcock, and incline to pinch birds in
retrieving them. My Gordon, while being a perfectly broken
dog in the field on quail or jack snipe, has, it seems to nie,

a remarkable instinct in this particular. When ordered to

"fetch" he will secure his preferred hold, by the skin on the
under side of the neck (and will turn a bird over in order to
secure this hold), and a winged bird by one of its wings or
tail. Westerner.
Seattle, Washington.

Rhode Island Dog Show.
Cranston. R. I., Sept. 9—EdMor Forest and Stream: Our

entries closed with 4iM, as follows: Mastiffs 1.5, St. Bernards
Si, Newfoundlands 3, great Danes 2, English bloodhounds 4,

deerhounds 6, Enssian wolfhounds 6, greyhounds 11, fox-
hounds 14, beagles '-^7, painters 46, English' setters 36, Irish
setters 20, Gordon setters 11, spaniels 31, collies 21, bulldogs
10, buU-cerriers 19, fox-terriers 61, Irish terriers 22, Boston
terriers 17, black and tan terriers 17, Skye terriers 1, Scottish
terriers 11, Dandie Dinmont terriers 0, dach.shunds 3, York-
shire terriers 7, pugs 10, Japanese spaniels 'i. King Charles
spaniels 3, toy spaniels 1, Chesapeake Bay dogs 5, poodles 4,

schipperkes 7, whippets 3. Mr. Henry Brooks donates §10
for the best kennel (ft)ur or more) of Scottish terriers en-
tered and owned by one exhibitor.

Rhode Island State Fair Association,
(David S. Collins, Sec'y.)

TORONTO DOG SHOW.
Toronto show opened at 2 o'clock with 630 entries. The

quality, on the whole, is not so good as last year. The ma-
jority of dogs are from Toronto and vicinity. Spaniel quality
IS not up to average and mastiffs and St. Bernards are poor.
There is a large entry for fox-terriers but the qualit.y is de-
ficient. Pugs have fallen off. Beagles are only fair, the
Harmony Kennels having a walkover. There is a falling off
in pointers and setters, both in nurhbers and quality. The
Seminole, Oak Grove, Chestnut Hill, Dixon, Anglo-Ameri-
can, Wankie, Heather, Rochelle, Oakview, Wolverton,
Bay City ;md Higginson's are the principal kennels repre-
sented from the IJnited States. There is a large attendance,
the weather is beautffttl, and all points to a good show.
Great iinprovement in management. Following are awards
made up to press time;
3IASTIFFS.—Challenge—1st, Bunno's Lady Ooleus.—Opkn—Doffs;

1st and .3d, Forbes's Grimsby Caution and Lord Grimsby; Sd, Evil's
Raleigh; "Ith, Smith's Baron of Chester. Higb com.. Burden's Lion,
Whitaker's Mikado. Com., Carver s Tough. Bitches: Ist, Falconer's
Attraction. Pii,ppies: 1st, Forbes's Prince Imperial. Com., Gurney's
Prince.—Novice—1st and ad, Forbes's Nige and Lord Grimsby; 3d,
Croy's Tom. Reserve, Suaith's Baron of Chester. High com., Whita-
ker's Ulikado.

ST. BERNARDS—RooGH-CoATED—Doj?s.- 1st, Bay City Kennels''
Lord Dante; ad, Hughes's Lord Wilton; :3d, Worts's Captain Worts;
4th, Buntin's Dauntless. Reserve. Howard's Safety. High com..
CTonyn's Oiaff. Bitches: 1st, Fenwick's Maypole. Puppies: 1st, Fen-
wick's Lord Aberdeen; 2d, Chespe's Hector.

ST. BERNARDS.—SiMooTH-OoATED-X)o(?s.' 1st. Bay City Kennels' St.
Augustine; others withheld. Bitches: 1st, Blaricorn's Glenwood
Goldy; others withheld.

FOXHOUNDS.—English—Dogr.?; 1st and 2d, Willey's Spartan and
Bounce; .3d and com.. Typical Kennels' Sportsman, Jr. and Snider.
Bitches: Ist, Woohng's Bash.—AyiamcAiJ—Dogs: 1st, WilUam.s's Com-
modore; 2d, .3d and reserve, Smjtb & Clark's "Clinton, Gemus U. and
Ringwood. High com., Tyjiieal Kennels' Gamer. Com., Sohols's Ruler.
Bitches: 1st, Smith & Clark's Fan.

HARRIERS,-Sd, Ho hart's Fan.

POINTERS.—Challekge—1st, Leamington Pointer Kennels' Count
Graphic.

—

Open—Dogs: 1st and 3d, Molton'Banner and Donovan; 2d,
Leamington Kennels' Boxer. Bitches: 1st, Davey's .losie Brackett;
2d, Leamington Kennels' Fancy Graphic; .3d, Holmes's Spotted Girl.—
Challenge LiGHm'EiGHT—Dofirs." 1st, Biddle's Glamorgan. Bitches:
1st, Davey's Lady Gay Spanker.—Open—jDofifs; 1st, Davey's Ridgeover
Comet; 2d, Winslow's Comet; .''d, Davey's Beppo's Boy. Very high
com., Leamington Kennels' Beppo Graphic. Bitches: 1st, Davey's
Miss Rumor; 2d, Leamington Kennels' Count Graphic .Baby; 3d,
Mount Royal Kennels' Chaira. Reserve, Briggs's Josie. Very high
com., Prudhomme & Huntington's Rosy.

—

Novice Ist, Davey's
Ridgeview Comet; 2d, Winslow's Administration; 3d, Holmes's Spot-
ted Girl. Reserve, Briggs's Josie.

ENGLISH SETTERS.—Challenge—JSiirftes,' 1st, Lewis's Victress
Lewellyn.—Open—Do£rs; 1st, Northwood's Worsley Dudo; Sd, Forest
Kennels' Forest Rex; 3d, Bougham's London. Reserve, Davey's Roy
of Colehill. Very high com., Forest Kennels' The Sultan, Avi-o's Pont-o,
Kime's Royal- Dan, Downing's Benzine. High com., Kime's Di uid, Jr.,
Holmes's Dick. Bitches: 1st, Kime's Lady Patch; 2d, Winchell's Nita
Qitana; :^d. Kime's Rose Rapid. Reserve, Briggs's Starlight B. Very
higlvconi., Corbetr's Lady Howard, Forest Kennels' Trippo. High
com., Littleton's Nora Gladstone, Forest Kennels' Lulu.—Novice—
Dogs: 1st, Forest Kennels' Rex; 2d, Brougham's London; 8d Davey's
Roy of Colehill. Very high com., Kime's Mingo, .Ir., Holmes's Sam.
Bitches: 1st, Winchell's Nita Gitana; 2d, Kime's Rose Rapid II. ; 3d,
Briggs's Starlight B. Reserve, Forest Kennels' Trippo. Very high
com., Kime's Lady Luce, Littleton's Lord Gladstone. High com.,
Holmes's Lulu. Com., Forest Kennels' Nia.

—

Puppies—Dogs: Ist,
Holmes's Sam. Bitches; 1st, Holmes's Vic H.

IRISH SETTERS.—Challenge—Dop,?; Ist and 2d, Seminole Ken-
nels' Tim and Pride of Patsey. Reserve, Oak Grove Kennels' Duke
Elcho. Bitches: 1st. Oak Grove Kennels' Queen Vic; 2d, Seminole Ken-
nels' Elfreda.—Open—Dogs: 1st, Townsend & Sharpless's Blarney, Jr.

;

2d and 3d, Seminole Kennels' Young Tim and Montauk, Jr. Reserve,
Apted's Toronto ,.fim. Veiy high com., Douglas & Chambers's
Toronto Little Phil and Parnell. Bitches: 1st and com., Douglass &
Sharpless's Toronto Mollie aud Kitty; 2d, Moe's N'ona; :M, Seminole
Kennels' Delpbine. Reserve, Oorbei;t's Madcap If. Very higb com.,
Vansant's Alaraah, Dixoti's Eady Cleveland and Lewis's .Mollie. High
com., Tyi-'ical Iveuuels' Nora aud Semitiole Kennels' Biddy.—Novice—
Dogs: ist, Douglas & Clunnbers's Toronto Little Phil'; 2d, Mllla's
Toronto Sport; 3d, McKeoney's Loreu/.o. Bitches: 1st, Douglas &
Chambers's Toronto MoUie; 2d, Moe's Nona; ;3d, Lewis's MolUe.

—

PtiPPiES—/)o(7s.- 1st, Howarth's Idstone. Bitches: Ist, Howarth's
Norah.

GORDON SETTERS.—Challenge—75o<7s.- 1st, Dixon's Ivanhoe.
Bitches: 1st and 2d, Dixon's Duchess of Waverley and Lady Waverley.
—Open—Dogs.- 1st, Oughton's Heather Lad; 2d, Lindley's Homer S.;
8d, Mount Royal Kennels' Irish. Very high com., Dixon's Duke of
WeUington. Bitches: 1st, Dixon's Princess Louise; ad. Van Zandt's
Dundee; •3d, Mount Royal Kennels' VVauda. Re.sorve, Dixon's Santa
Maria. Very high com., Mount Rtival Keuuels' Floss. Com., Dixon's
Myra.—Novice-1st, Lindley's Homer S.

;
2d, Dixon's Santa Maria.

IRISH WATER SPAJs^ELS.—1st and 2d, Carson's Musha and Dan
Rice; 3d, Irving's Shot Rue Bitches: 1st and 2d, Carson's Shellia
and Rose O'Neill. Pwppies: 1st, Carson's Musha,

CLUMBER SPANIELS.—Challenge—1st, Smart's Darby.—Open—
Dogs: 1st, Fleming's Rake.

FIELD SPANIELS.—Challenge—1st, Poster's Judge. High com..
Typical Kennels' Sampson.—Open—Dogrs.- 3d, MuUins's Pedro; 3d,
Sprackline's Nig. Com., Typical Kennels' King Bruce. Bitches: 1st,
Sprackline's Mora; 2d, Palmer's Grace.

—

Liver Colored—1st, high
com. and com., Typical Kennels' Napoleon, King Lear and King Pat;
2d, Sprackline's Queen.

—

Any Other Colok—1st, Sprackline's Work-
man; 2d and 3d, Typical Kennels' Antigrie and Leslie; 4th, Douglas's
Billy. Fupx>ies: 2d, Typical Kennels' King Lear.

COCKERS.— CHALLKNOE—Bi..\oi£—Dof7.s,- 1st, Luckwell & Douglas's
Black Duck; 2d, Ancient & Modern Kennels' King of Obos. Bitches:
Ancient & Modern Kennels' I Say.

—

^Ant other color—Dogs: 1st and
2d, Brant Cocker Kennels' Red Jacket and Red Roland. Bitches:
Laidlaw's Jessie C.

—

Open blaok—Dogs: 1st, Blake & Herbertson's
Pickpania; 2d and 3d,_Luckwell & Douglas's Black Duflerm 11. and
Woodland Prince IV. "Reserve, FarwelPs Black Brant. Very high
com., Kennedy's Beau Kay. Higli com , Thompson's Say, Kennedy's
Chancellor, Armstrong's Tasso, .Alhvard's Black Robbie, Typical Ken-
nels' Roger. 7^^^cfi,es.• Ist, Laidlaw's RideauReine; ad, Bell's Realiza-
tion; 3d, Luckwell & Douglas's Kitty; 'Ith, Laidlaw's Cora II. Re-
sei-ve, Concord Kennels' Lady Dufferin. Very high com,, Raven Ken-
nels' Duchess and Nellie Ayres's Nellie. High com.. Piper's Beauty,
Bell's Fashion.—Ant other color-Z>03.9: 1st, Clappiaon's Hamilton
Jack; 2d, Robertson's Red Obo; 3d, Flyun's Red Ju.stice; 4th, Brant
Cocker Kennels' Golden Rod. Reserve, Concord Kennels' Brantford
Rufus. Very high com.. Brant Cocker Kennels' Brantford Red Star,
Typical Kennels' King Eufus. High com., Niblett's Rusa«tt Palmer's
Slurdv. Com., Allward's Red Robbie, Gowan's RedfeUow. Bitches:
1st, Laidlaw's Tonito; 2d, Luckwell & Douglas's Bessie Warner; .3d,

Niblett's Gypsey Queen; 4th, Raglan Keiinels' Ru.ssette. Reserve,
Brant Cocker Kennels' Brantford Beauty. Very high com , Gowan's
Pet. High com., Seminole's Cherry Blossom.—No\^cE any color—
Dogs: 1st, Olappison's Hamilton Jack; 2d, LuckweU & Douglas's
Woodland Prince; 3d, Raven Cocker Kennels' Ctumcellor. Reserve,
Brant Cocker Kennels' Brantford Red Star. Very high com., Flynu's
Bed Justice. High com., Allward's Red Robbie, Raven Kennels' Beau
Kay. Bitches: 1st, LuckweU & Douglas's Kitty; 2d, Laidlaw's Cora
n. 3d, Raven Kennels' Nellie Raven. Reserve, Raglan Kennels' Rus-
sette. Very high com., Brant Cocker Kennels' Brantford Red Beauty,
Ayre's Nellie, Raven Kennels' Raven Duchess. High corn., Cl^npi-
sou's Hamilton QiRE.

...{-,
BEAGLES.—L.4.RGE—Challenge—Zioffs.' Ist, Hornell Harmony's

Tricotrin; 2d, Lewis's Doctor. Bitches: 1st, Hornell's Elf.

—

Open—
Dogs: 1st and 2d, HorneU's Sherry and Roger W. ; 3d, Oakview Ken-
nels' Mr. Winkle. Reserve, HorneU's Iliwaco. Very high com., Briggs's
True Boy. High com., Scheie's Drive C, Smellie & Viaeey's Samson.
Bitches:' 1st, Hornell's Daisy Oorbett; 2d, Scheie's Pipelo; 3d, Oak-
view Kennels' Snowliake. Reserve, Scholes's Lillie. Very high com.

;

HorneU's Vashta. High com., Albion Kennels' Graceful. Bappiea:
1st, Oakview Kennels' Tony Weller 11

;
ad, Wakefield's Blucher.—Small

Challenge—i>o(/s.- 1st, HorneU's RoyfU Krueger. Bitches: 1st, Hor-
nell's Ava W. — Open—Ifec/s; ist and 2d, HorneU's Little Wonder
and Kester. Bitches: 1st, Mullane's Beauty; ad, nornell's EvangeUne;
3d, Finn's Sly Lass. Reserve, HorneU's Queechy, Mabel's Dainty.
High com., Bowman's Flora 0., Oakview Kennels' Jenny.

DACHSHUNDS.—Dofifs; 2d, Allan's Faust. Bitches: 1st and 3d
Ricfcetts's Frieda aud Huldah; 2d, Bloggs's Lena,

An East Waterford (Me.^ boy recently saw a full-grown fox sitting

on a knoll. He crawled up, seized it by the tail, and swung it around
In his efforts to kiU it, but was forced to let go after having his shirt

nearly torn oS—Evening Post.
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DOG CHAT.

Death of Donna.
News of the death of Mr. Fiske's English setter bitch

Donna (5,717) only reached us as we went to press last
week. She was one of the best brood bitches in the
country, being the dam of Donna Juanita, Prima
Donna, Don Quixote, Don Carlos, Glendon, Sheldon,
Domino, Domingo, Dominion, Dimity, Spectre and Spook,
which she threw to Rockingham. Donna was by Yale Bel-
ton out of Forest Doi'a. She was really whelped Aug. 2,

1886, and died Aug. 2G, 1893, and the coincidence is peculiar.
She was chloroformed in consequence of having a series of
incurable tumors, two of which had been removed, but two
others were forming. Donna never had a puppy shown that
did not win a ribbon but one. Donna Carlotta, and she was
out of condition and won vhc, and never had a puppy shown
that did not win first the first time shown, unless beaten by
another Donna puppy. At New York in 1891 seven of her
puppies were shown and they won four firsts and two sec-
onds, and she herself won the brood bitch special. Donna
was bred by Rosecroft Kennels and when she died was the
property of Mr. Wilson Fiske.

California Notes.

According to the Breeder and Sportsynan, the English
pointer Glenbeigh, that Mr. Huber imported to California, is
doing good work for the pointer breed out there. A bitch
puppy, presumably by Sally Brass II., belonging to Mr.
Haight, is spoken of as a more than ordinarily good one. The
same journal states that Mrs, Thos. Higgs, of West Berkeley,
has received the English setter bitch puppy presented to her
by Mr. John Davidson. Some of the California kennels can
compare favorably with Eastern kennels in point of number
of dogs contained in them. The Californian Kennels at Sui-
sun have from forty to sixty English setters; L. L. Campbell,
of West Berkeley, twenty-three Irish setters; H. M. Tonner,
owner of Solana Kennels, has thirty-two English setters and
pointers, and at Raymond Wm. De Motte has twenty point-
ers and setters, and D. M. Walters and Geo. T. Allender have
about the same number. At the Echo Kennels Dr. A. C.
Davenport has over twenty cockers, and the Great Western
Kennels also contain a large number of good dogs.

Accident to Mr. Munhall.
We are sure that all lovers of the dog will .-join with us in

sincere sympathy for Mr. C. M. Munhall, of Cleveland, O.
From a ^letter we learn that as he was alighting from an
electric car on Euclid avenue he slipped and fell and a wheel
of the ear ran over one of his feet, crushing the ankle so
severely that it was found necessary to amputate the foot.
Such a loss must be a great blow to himself and family. Mr.
Munhall is now in the hospital, but says the leg is doing
nicely and he is feeling well himself. This gentleman has
long been a.ssociated with dogs and dogdom, pointers being
his principle hobby. He is moreover, we believe, the only re-
maining original delegate to the A.K.C., having represented
the Cleveland Club since its inception.

Dogwood Wins the Derby.

A dispatch from Winnipeg dated Sept. 6 states that Dog-
wood, owned by Mr. A. P. Heywood-Lonsdale, of England,
won the Derby in the Northwestern Field Trials, which com-
menced last Tuesday week; Mr. Thos. Johnson's, of Winni-
peg, Dolly took second money and our Charlotteville friend,
Capt. McMurdo, piloted Lelah into third place. The stake
seems to have been run thi-ough in short order and augurs
well for a qiiick termination of the trials, allowing Mr.
Davidson ample time to fulfill his Toronto engagement.
There are few men of his age that could stand the racket of
traveling as does our Michigan friend. From Monroe to
Lexington, Ky,, is quite a jump, from Lexington to Morris,
Manitoba, almo.st takes in the length of the country, and
from Morris to Toronto is a little journey in itself. All this
within two weeks, to say nothing of a week's tramp behind
the dogs in the trials.

West Chester CPa..) Show.
The exhibit in connection with the Chester County Fair

•was quite a good one. The prizes fell in most cases to local
dogs. There was an entry of 197, and Mr. Frank P. Smith
was the judge. Next year the show is expected to be under
A. K. C. rules, as application will be made for membership at
once.

A. K. C. Meeting.

The next quarterly meeting of the A. K. C. will take place
at Chicago, Sept. 23, at 8 P. M., in the new Athletic Club
House, corner of Michigan and Monroe avenues. JNIr. A. P.
Vredenburgh will attend, leaving Sept. 18, but it will prob-
ably be a distinctly Western gathering with little important
business to transact.

Mr. James Robinson, who is now managing the Wood-
llawa .Stock Farm Kennels, and is director of the Woodlawn
itra>ek, should be in his element now. He used to affect dogs,
terriers we believe, some twelve or fifteen years ago,
tbut has since devoted himself to athletic training, having
aintil reoeiiitly been trainer for the defunct Manhattan
Athletic Club.

Fred Kirby has another little excitement on. A Pekin
jpoodle, fio he calls it, recently arrived from Amoy, China,
ffliiid has given birth to some little Pekins which Fred, with a
ebAcacteristic wave of the hand, avows are worth "anywhere
froaiije,QOO to 8-3,000 each." The bitch was sent by Dr. E.
Bedioe, U. S. Consul to Amoy, to his friend Mr. Postle-
thwaite Aud is in Mr. Kirby's charge.

Mr. A. D. StewiiiFt., the popular Canadian "cynophilist,"
as his friend Dr. ]\Jiils would say, has been having a good
.time among the kenaels in London apd Bii-mingham. He
psaw Ml". Sam Woodiwiss's kennel and those of Dr. Benson,
Fred Hinks, Fred Reeves and Joe Davis, aa4 then had a look

] at Arthur Hargraves fox-terriers at Manchester. Mr. Stew-
.art ai*i*ed last Saturday and brought with him the \vire-

ihaired fox-terrier Partuey Cornet, known before as Undei'-
fcliSce Cornet, and a puppy Partney JMarksmaa. He jjlso

Ibrought two smooths, Partney Policy and Partney Ration.
The breeding of the latter is of the best, Verdad being their
^:e (brother to Vesuvienne and Venio), dam Ratus, by
Baekon out of Reeve. Mr. Stewart bought them from Mr.
C, Burgess of SpUsby.

On Thursday night, after the heavy work of the Lexington
show, Mr. Roger Williams gave the visitors and a mimberof
bis friends a supper at his home. A most enjoyable time was
spent, and the quartetf^e from Dockstader's Minstrels ren-
dei'ed some very pleasing glees. Dog chat, fox hunting
reminiscences, etc., helped to till in the intervals. The skin
of the wolf that the wolfhounds didn't kill at Denver was
Eassed round, and we quite agreed with the dogs that the
inder end most have been the safest pa^rt.

A queer dog case comes to light in a Maine village. Two
neighbors owned dogs, and one dog running foul of the other
was rapidly making sausage meat of him when the under
dog's owner threw a club at his neighbor's dog and broke its

leg. This dog's owner then brought suit to recover dam-
ages. He lost his case, however, and was ordered to pay
costs. He didn't pay and an execution was issued against
him, whereupon the deputy sheriff mixed things up on his
own account, the verbiage of the document being too much
for him. He proceeded to arrest the man who had been sued.
In the hubbub that ensued the real culprit took alarm, and
in order to save himself went into insolvency before the
sheriff got unsnarled and served the execution.

Accounts from the chicken countries are very encouraging.
The dry season has been very favorable for their propagation,
and it is thought that the trials in the far North, now in pro-
gress, will be run through in good time.

We hear very encouraging reports of the Excelsior meat
dog cakes. We have tried them on the dog and found them
"take like hot cakes " Several well-known kennels areusing
them as a change on the other foods. Among the best known
are Chestnut Hill, Rinada Pointer Kennels, Geo. Jarvis, J.
L. Winchell, H. W. Smith, Grove Kennels, Swiss Mountain
Kennels, W. B. Douglas, etc.

Mr. S, Tripp, of Millerton, N. Y., has a pointer which in
1892 was sent by Mr. E, Rowe, of New Haven, to Kent, Conn.,
for training. Mr. Tripp would like to learn the pedigree of
the dog.

There are many anxious inquiries as to whether there will
be a show at Brooklyn this fall. We can find no encoui-age-
ment in this direction on inquiry of members of the N. G. C.
There was a big deficit last year, and one of the guarantors
does not feel as happy as he did when he was so eager to par-
ticipate in an expected profit. Pay up or disqualificationnow
stares him in the face, the ultimatum having gone forth. All
the New York and Brooklyn guarantors have long since made
good their share.

A paper in Wilkes-Barre, Pa., urges that citizens adopt
the new Orleans method of dropping pieces of poisoned meat
to get rid of the curs in the streets. The Times of that city
rightly scores its contemporary on such a cruel proposal,
pointing out that "Dogs are property and people who own
them pay taxes for the privilege. The law protects against
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the unnecessary killing or theft of a properly registered dog.
The Record makes itself accessory to the commission of a
crime when it urges the adoption of the New Orleans method
of .surreptitiously poisoning dogs. In the absence of a mayor's
proclamation ordering all canines running at large muzzled
no person has any right to slaughter a dog unless in self-
defense. That's the law. The only remedy that can be ap-
plied to protect against danger in the premises is to muzzle
the loose animals, and that can only be done by proclamatory
action on the part of the mayor."

Peter McLane's dog catchers, who have earned for them-
selves an unenviable reputation in their dog catching
methods in Brooklyn, received a lesson that they are best
fitted to appreciate. After stealing a lady's pug that was
muzzled and under control, they were brought to bay by an
infuriated mob, pelted with bricks and other missiles, their
wagon overturned and smashed and about forty dogs set free.

Later, Peter, the official dog catcher, was broxight before the
authorities and now we understand has been removed from
office. This should be a warning to others of the fraternity.

The Seminole Kennels should have a prize winner or two
in the litter of twelve that the Irish setter Claremont Heather
has thrown to their champion Tim. The latter dog is cer-
tainly a wonderful one for his age.

FoKEST AND Stream was the only kennel paper having a
staff representative at the Lexington (Ky.) show,*and con-
tained the earliest report of the show.

At the coming meeting of the A. K. C. in Chicago, Mr. .1.

E. Isgrigg, the well known setter breeder, of Chicago, will
prefer charges against the field trial handler Charles McCart-
ney. He will also do the same before all the field trial clubs.

The Cumberland Kennel Club, of Nashville, Tenn., has not
been the success anticipated and several members have
ceased to take an interest in it. JIi-. Goodman still has the
dogs, but they will be sold off as soon as pos.sible. We are in
a position to deny the rumor that Messrs. Heppner and Muss-
Ai-nolt intended purchasing Melac.

Man earns his bread in divers places. Now we are told of a
mai) who gains a living by collecting dead dogs from the
river Thanies, near London, his beat extending between Put-
ney to the Ship, Mortlake. Sometimes this man finds as
many as sixty d.eg-d ,dogs in a day and other times not more
than twenty-fiv.e.

What has become of the English Setter Club and its
medals? A. K. C, how about that sixty-day clause in the
rules?

Fox-Terriers at I<exlng'ton.

Editor Forest and Stream:
In your report of the Lexington show, under fox-terriers,

you say it is reported that my dog Paverino is deaf. I wish
to deny this at once. He is not deaf, nor was he ever deaf.
Congratulate you upon so full a report of the show.

GE(mGE D. B, Dakbt.
Philadelphia, Pa., Sept. 7.

[We wrote the Lexington report on the train coming
home, and the sense of the sentence got jumbled slightly.

My Fellow >yas the dog we alluded to.]

A Good Entry at Toronto.

Editor Forest and Stream

:

As predicted by Secretary C. A. Stone, the Industrial Ex-
hibition Association Bench Show of dogs of 1893 is a grand
success. The finest kennels of Canada and the United
States are well represented. The king of handlers, Ben
Lewis, is on hand with 52 entries. The following noted ken-
nels have entered: The Seminole, Chestnut Hill, Oak Grove,
Chesterford Park, Lansdowne, Oak View, Rochelle, Went-
worth. Mount Royal, Forest, Clover Hill, Cambridge,
Ancient and Modern, Campton, New Brighton and besides
many others Dr. Dixon's Gordon setters, Edward and Henry
Brooks with Scotch and Dandy Dinmont terriers. Among
the novelties are Dr. Dixon's famous kennels of black French
poodles, the only ones ever shown in this country. The en-
tries closed with 637 and comprise the following breeds:
Mastiffs 24, St. Bernards 30, Newfoundlands 4, great Danes
19, Russian Avolfhounds 6, greyhounds 24, English fox-hounds
6, American fox-hounds 10, harriers 1, pointers 25, English
setters 43, Irish setters 30, Gordon setters 16, collies 43, bull-
dogs 2, bull-terriers 21, Airedale terriers 3, Irish terriers 10,

Bedlingtons 7, King Charles spaniels 6, Italian greyhounds 1,

miscellaneous, white English terrier 1, whippet 1, Scotch
terriers 16, Skye terriers 2, black and tan 19, French poodles
6, Rus,sian poodles 1, retrievers 1, Irish water spaniels 8,

Clumbers 2, field spaniels 16, cocker spaniels 86, dachshunds
beagles 35, smooth fox-terriers 39, wirehair fox-terriers 19,
Yorkshires 12, toy terriers 7, Dandy Dinmonts 8, pugs 9,

Ruby, Blenheim and Prince Charles spaniels 1, Mexicans 1,
Russian terriers 1, selling class 1."

Kansas City Show Postponed.
[Sjyecial to Forest and Str-eam.]

Kansas City, Sept. 12.—The Kansas City dog show has
been postponed.for reasons which I will give by mail.

J. W. W.

KENNEL NOTES.
Kennel Notes are inserted -witliout charge ; and blanhs

(furnished free) will he sent to any address.

NAMES CliAIMED.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

TJiasmo Penelope. By F. M. Thomas. Catskill, N. Y., for red Irish
setter bitch, whelped May 28, 1893, by Thasmo Ned (Charles W.—Lady
Learnerd) out of Bell (Sarsfleld-Red Flash).
TItasmo Lemme and Thasmo Finney. By F. M. Thomas, Cat.skiU,

N. Y., for liver and white and lemon and white pointer bitches, by
Daniel (Sensation II.—Guenn) out of Cora II. (Nimrod—Ethel).
Thas^no Linne. By F. M. Thomas, Catskill, N. Y., for fawn pug

bitch, whelped. April 29, 1898, by Teddy (champion Bradford Ruby-
imported Topsey) out of Trinket (Dandy—Pansv Blossom).
Thasmo Manday. By F. M, Thomas, Catsktir, N. Y., for fawn and

white dachshund bitch, whelped Sept. 16, 1890, by Daschel (imported
Wiser—importedi^Fearless) out of Shroppsie (imported Werdmere -
imported Phoebe).
King David. By James Jeffers, Westfield, Mass.) for black, white

and tail foxhound dog, whelped March, 1892.

BRED.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Bess—Hillside Tarquin. F. A. Stupplebeen's (Hudson, N. Y.) fox-
terrier bitch Bess to F. M. Thomas's Hillside Tarquin (Mixture—Lyra),
.lune 11.

Flaherty's Florence—Oem. M. J. Flaherty's (Providence, R. I

)

English setter bitch Flaherty's Florence (Roi d'Or—Nellie Bly) to T.
M. Aldrich's Gem (Druid—Ruby), July 31. [In correction of note iu
issue of Aug. 19.]

WHELPS.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Thasmo Midget. F. M. Thomas's (Catskill, N. Y.) pug bitch Thasmo
Midget (Pug Bailey—Linne Thasmo), Aug. 4, four (two dogs), by his
Pug Bailey (Teddy—Trinket),
Cora n. F. M. Thomas's (Catskill, N. Y.) pointer bitah Cora II.

(Nimrod—Ethel), Aug. 25, nine (six dogs), by his Thasmo Sport (Frank
Smith-Bell Swift). ^

^

Nellie. Chas. Nichols's (Catskill, N. Y.) pug bitch Nellie, May 21,
ten (eight dogs), by F. M. Thomas's Pug Bailey (Teddy—Trinket;.
Patient. Al De Bar Kennels' (North Attleboro, Mass.) collie bitch

Patient (champion Charlemagne—Patience), Aug. 25, eight (six does),
by J. Brett's Bendigo (The Squire—Bertha).
Rose. Al De Ber Kennels' (North Attleboro, Mass.) Chesapeake Bay

bitch Rose, Aug. 19, eleven (Ave dogs), by Dr. Bigelow's Marengo II.
(Boatswain—Gladys).

SALES.
Preijared Blanks sent free on application.

Thasmo Nellie. Fawn Irish setter bitch, by F. M. Thomas, Catskill,
N. Y., to F. A. Adams, Boston, Mass.
Say Boy. Black spaniel dog, whelped March, 1892, by Jas. Jeffers,

Westfield, Mass., to Connecticut Valley Kennels, Northampton, Mass.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
There is no charge for answering questions under this head. All

questions relating to ailments of dogs will be answered by Dr. T. Q.
Sherwood, a member of the Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons.
Communications referring to other matters connected vnth Kennel
Management and dogs will also receive careful attention.

Q. B, B.—Write to Mr. J. L. Drevenstedt, Johnstown, N. Y.
Richmond Jock.—See answer to F. H. O. and the law of New Jersey

on this subject published in another column.

J. L. K., Boston.—I have a young English setter 14mos. old, whose
tail crooks quite badly to one side. The crook is about 4in. from the
end. Can it be straightened? Ans. Yes. Take the dog to an ex-
perienced veterinarian.

P. H. 0-, Clean, N. Y.—We do not know that this question has been
settled. In several States the city or local authorities are empowered
to levy such tax on dogs as they see fit. Where a dog license is levied
it makes no diffei-ence wheth,er you keep the dog oij ygur premises en-
tirely or not. To harbor the dog entails the Jiability.

E. W. F., Mount Vernon, N. Y.—Our city has a dpg ordipance whiph
reads, "Ownei-s of dogs must pay $3 for each dog, and $5 for ea!cli
bitch annually." Now I have a kennej of registered dogs (register.ed'iii
A. K. C. S. B.), am I obliged to pay this license, or is there a State
law affecting this case? Ans. Registration in the A. K. 0. S. B. con-
veys no exemption from such a tar.

r
.

.

R. S., Mahwah, N. J.—One of my pug puppies (a bitch) 4mos. old is
weaker than hjer sisters and brothers, has less appetite and is a dainty
feeder. What msikes nie anxious is fihat every time before evacuating
she tries to climb the wall as if she had pain, but never crjes or pants,
the tmces are black, but not too.hard, no appearance of worms. Qthef-
wise she is gay and seems well.' The mother of the puppies died of
peritonitis when they were three weeks old. I fed them

' cow's milk,
Spratcs puppy meal and puppy cake; now J feed oatmeaj, vegetabjes,
soup and a little meat and large bones iu order that they may keep
their teeth clean. All the other puppies are very well and strong.
Ans. There would be no harm in treating the pup for worms. In ad-
dition to diet you mention give a little raw meat, you might also give
a little Fellows' syrup and cod liver oil daily.

C. B. B., Falconer. N. Y.—I have an English pointer bitch which was
shipped me from Mississippi about two months ago. She has seemed
to be in good condition. Yesterday worked her hard all day on wood-
cock, and in afternoon noticed small blotches began to appear on for-
ward parts and have continued to enlarge till some of the swellings
are about 2in. across. In the center of blotch I notice yellowish mat-
ter is discharged (several of same blotches appeared on head of birch
some time ago, biit healed up in a few days). Would briers, nettles
or poison ivy cause this? Ans. The spots may have been caused in
the way you mention. Bathe them with the following lotion:

IJ. Liq. plumbi sub acet 3iss.

Apply to irritable spots two or three times a day. Also give dog a
dose of Epsom salts.

A. N. C, Glens Falls, N. Y.—My sister has a cocker spaniel puppy 8
months old. Since weaning he has been fed on dog biscuit cooked in
milk, except on a few occasions he has had a soft boiled egg, corn
bread or oat meal, and has had bare bones to gnaw upon. Has been
fed regularly, first three times and later twice each day. The pup
never has been sick, never vomited, never had a hot nose, until about
three weeks ago he began to scratch his ears, when it was discovered
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that his ears were slightly sore and his eyes also. Then followed what
appeared to be an aggravated form of dandruff in his coat, on his

belly, inside his legs and on head. None on his back Soon after the

appearance of the dandruff, diarrhosa began. He was then given

ctialk mixture and beef tea untU diarrhcea was checked. Discharge

from eyes «'as Erst watery, then thicker. After the appmrance of

the dandruff tliere was an offensive smell frona the pup. Within the

past two days about a dozen lumps or pustules have appeared on the

pup's belly, "sides and inside legs, which discharee a thick pus, and the

diarrhoea continued. Appetite fairly good. He now licks the sores

and has vomi ed a few times after doing so. Hair does not come off,

has no fever and nose is cold. The pup always is bathed regularly,

never has been off the grounds about the house, where he has plenty

of exerfi.se, and has not been with other dogs nor other dogs with him.

Can you tell me what should be done? Ans. Treat for worms. Wash
dog once a week in a solution of creolme (loz. of creoline to a pail of

warm w^ater). Give following mixture:
^ Ferri et quinin. citra grs xxxvi

Inf. calumba 3 hi

Aq. ad 51".

Mix. Give one dessertspoonful twice a day. Also give some meat m
addition to diet j'ou mention.

F. L., Sharon. Conn.—My pointer dog 1}4 years old will stick his

head out straight and his nose up and whine as if something hurt him,

and a place just above his left ear on the top of his head will raise up
and when that goes down he will be all right in a few minutes. He
looks and feels as fine as silk in every way only that. He has had this

trouble three months. He will keep his mouth going all the time when
he has these spells. Ans. Treat for worms and then try the following

mixture;
]$Pot.brom iiss.

Liq. arsenicaha 3i-.

Aq. ad 5 vi.

Mix. Give one tablespoonful twice a day.

E. N. 0., Brooklyn.—My one year old pointer is very thin ; has no
appetite. I have given her worm medicine with no results. When she

1 was about three months old she had distemper, which left her with a
sort of St. Vitus dance. She is well bred and I hate to destroy her
Ans. Give the following mixture:

Syr. hypophosphiteco
Liq. arsenicalis 3 i.

Aq. ad 5^1.

Mix. Give one tablespoonful twice a day. Also give two tea-

spoonfuls of codliver oil three times a day. Let dog have anything

she will eat—raw meat, etc.

E. S. W., Portsmouth, ]SI. H.—1. I have a young Newfoundland dog,

eight weeks old; what is the best kind of food to feed it on? 3. Do all

puppies have the distemper? 3. What are the symptoms, and treat-

ment? Ans. 1. See advertisements. 2. No. 3. Loss of appetite,

fever, cough, discharge from eyes and nose, loss of flesh, diarrhoea.

punting Hijd ^otti[sing.

FIXTURES.
Oct. 3.—International Coursing Meeting at Huron, S. D. J. Herbert

Watson, 26 Court street, Brooklyn, N. Y. (chairman).
Oct. 17.—Kenmore Club meeting at Goodland, Kan. Frank L. Web-

ster, SeoY- Entries close Oct. 16. _

Oct, 24.—American Coursing Club. Ira D. Brougher, Sec'y.

Nov. 7.—The Cowley County Coursing Association, Winfleld, Kan.
J. R. Ballard, Secretary.
Mix. Lotio. A little to be poured into the ears twice a day. You

might also wash the dog in a solution of creohne (1 to 60). Repeat
purgative in a week.

Brunswick Fur Club Field Trials.

EMtor Fore&t and Stream:
The fifth annual field trials of the Brunswick Fur Club

will be held at North Acton, Mass., during the week of Oct.
23. The grounds selected are well suited for the trials, foxes
are plenty, and the village offers comfortable accommoda-
tions for all who desire to attend. Headquarters will be at
the Nagog House, one mile from North Acton station on the
Farraingham & Lowell branch of the Old Colony Railway,
and stages will take hunters to the hotel.

In addition to the usual money prizes and diplomas which
are to be awarded the three winers in each class, the follow-
ing special prizes have been presented for competition: Dr.
A. C. Heffenger offers a silver medal for the winning hound
in the speed class; Mr. A. B. F. Kinney, a silver medal for
the winner in the hunting class; Mr. 0. P. Joslin, a silver

medal for the winner in the trailing class; Mr. Richard
Seely, a silver medal for the winner in the endurance class;

Mr. N. Q. Pope, a silver medal for the hound making the
highest general average in all classes.

Rod, O-un and Kennel offers §25, and the executive com-
mittee of the club, desiring to make this sum an additional
inducement for hunters from a distance to enter their
hounds, have voted to divide it as follows: $10 to the best
all-round foxhound owned outside of New England and New
York; $5 to foxhound showing the mo.st s^jeed and endur-
ance owned outside of New England and New York; .$10 to
best Derby entry bred outside New England and New York.
The American Field cup will be awarded to the hound

making the highest general average in all classes and can be
held for one year.
Mr. R. D. Perry offers the steel engraving "A Promising

Littei-," to the winner of the Derby, to become the personal
property of any one winning it three times. Entries close at
9 P. M., Oct. 23. Beadfoed S. Tuepin, Sec'y.

DORCHESTEB, MaSS.
• • • •

Foxhounds in West Virginia.

Editor Forest and Stream,:
The fox hunting season will soon be upon us again in full

play. Even now the hills and woods ring with the bay of
tUe "long ears" and the loud "halloo" of the huntsman,
training his dogs and getting them in condition for the sea-
sou's work.
We have several packs of very good foxhounds in this

country, and we look for some grand sport in the near future.
By the way, by all means add a special hunting department
to your paper. Don't care if it is a special fox hunting de-
partment, as I think our interests have not been veritten up
near as much as they woiild were a special space devoted to
this most fascinating sport.
What will you say, brother fox hunter—will you support

the move or not.? Let us hear from all enthusiastic hunters
of the "red rover." More anon. Success to Forest and
Stream. West Vibginia Fox Huntee.

• • • •

Open Crates.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Some few weeks ago Mr. Michael Allen, of Chicago, sent

two of his greyhounds—Woolfurd Boy and Roetzel's Fanny
—hereto "Fox" Kenny to train for the International meet
at Huron.
In shipment Woolfurd

.
Boy, through carelessness of the

railroad employes, had his tail broken in two places, so
badly that "Fox" was compelled to amputate about four
inches of it. While it may not affect his running greatly,
it does damage his looks.
From a similar experience, I would suggest to my friends

and others, always screen the sides of a crate when shipping
dogs, or only ventilate from the top. H. G. Nichols.
MrrcHEu:, S. D.,'Sept. 1.

• • • •

Mr. Turpin will Judge at Nanuet.
Mr. B. S. Turpin has decided to judge at Nanuet. He

hesitated because he has always thought a great deal of his
Clyde's ability as a worker and wished to run him in the
champion stake. As Mr. Turpin will have an opportunity
to run his dog at Oxford, two weeks later, and in a country
more suited to the small beagle; for thegood of the fraternity

we are pleased that Mr. Turpin hasfeventually acceded to

the N. B. G.'s wishes. Mr. Turpin is now at North Conway,
N. H.. and reports great hunting weather up there, though
he has no hounds with him. The mountain tops were
covered with snow last Wednesday morning.

• • • •

The International Meet and EngUsh Coursers.

The international coursing meeting has not attracted any
foreigners, and in order to give English coursers the full lirmt

of time, and also because there are many coursers here who
will be disappointed if they are deprived of the chance to win
the largest coursing stake ever run for in the United States,

the committee have decided to take nominations for the
Columbus Cup until Oct, 2, at 11 A. M., at $.52.50 for each
nomination. The nominators up to Sept. 1 have not yet all

been heard from, but it is thought that at least thirty-two

nominations have been taken.
.J. Heebeet Watsojt, Chairman of Committee.

Brooklyn, N. Y., Sept. 7.

• • • •

National Beagle Clubl Trials.

TAEETTOWK, N. Y., Sept. 9.—ScZitor Forest and Stream:
The premium lists and entry blanks for the fourth annual
field trials of the National Beagle Club of America are now
ready, and have been forwarded to all beagle owners I could
think of. Should I have overlooked any one, I will be pleased
to have them write me at Tarrytown, N. Y. , and I will cheer-

fully furnish them at once. Entries close Oct. 5.

George Laick, Sec'y.
• • • •

New Blood.

The Strodes Valley Kennel Club, of which Dr. Miller is

president, has its club house and kennels about eighteen
miles from Lexington, Ky. This kennel had an excellently

built couple of English hounds on exhibition that they have
just imported from the Holderness Hunt, in Yorkshire, with
which, when James Hall and his plucky daughter held the
horn, we had many a good run on the Yorkshire wolds. The
stallion hound is large and heavily built and will be used on
the light bitches of the pack, and a better type will surely be
the result.

• • •

HUNTING AND COURSING NOTES.

W^e believe that the coursing men of this country will be
disappointed in the number of entries they expect from Eng-
lish cousins of the leash. English coursing men are very
conservative, and it is not at all likely that they will go to

the expense of bringing their best dogs over here on the eve
of the commencement of their own coursing season when
lots of stakes are offered and comparatively little exertion
required on their part to compete for them. Neither Aus-
tralian nor English dogs, we are afraid, can be counted upon
to take any part in the meeting, and the coursing will proba-
bly resolve itself into a question of supremacy between Cali-

fornian dogs and those from this side of the Rockies. It is

too late now to expect English entries. If they are made,
there is not time for training here, and it would be foolish

for the English dogs to attempt competing without due pre-

paration and acclimation. This was seen in the case of Nor-
wegian, Belle of Eltham, Royal Crest and others. We sin-

cerely trust that the stake will fill, for the rivah-y between
the Eastern dogs and those from the Pacific slope should
afford a series of courses that will be memorable. As it is

there is no doubt that the meeting will command more
general interest among coursing men than any yet held, and
the prizes offered are well worth winning. There are so
many chances in the cup stake, the plate and the purse to
win expenses at least, that greyhound men should make
every effort to nominate. Any one can nominate and secure
a dog to run for him from some other kennel.

• • • •

The Australian Waterloo cup for 64 dogs, all ages, winner
SI. 000, has just been won by S. Bladen's Bloomer, by Living-
ston ex Bliss, owned by the same man, who won it last year.
The 32 dog Waterloo purse went to R. Ritchie's Rosy Morn,
by Rent Charge ex Rent Hind, and the Plate to Surrey, by
Faugh-a-Ballah ex Janet. Belgravia, that won the cup last

year, is now in England and will be seen in public during
the coming year.

• • • a

The well-known California greyhound bitch Lady H.
Glendyne, owned by Mr. Hugh McCracken, has recently
whelped four pups by Midnight, a dog bred by Mr. H. W.
Smith, by Friday Night out of Mother Demdike. Lady H.
Glendyne is by Trales out of Lady Graham Glendyne, and
the combination of such bench show and field blood should
result in something better than the average.

• • • •

The California coursing men will show up strong in the
coming International meet. Among the best known are
Valley Queen, Vida Shaw, Longfellow, Wee Lassie and Joe
McAuliff. Merced will also send some dogs and Skyrocket
will also be among the nominations, but it is said Moondyne
wiU not go.

• • • •

The Albany Hunt Club has twelve and a half couple of
hounds, and fifty-one members, amon^ whom is Amasa J.

Parker, who was connected with the defunct Albany Kennel
Club,

• • •

Dr. Van Hummel was in De Soto, Wis. , a couple of weeks
since training his greyhounds for the International meeting.

FIXTURES.
SBPTEMBER,

14. Beverly, 3d Buzzard's Bay 16. Larchmont, Special, Schi-s.
Cham., Mon. Beach. and 85ft. Class, Larchmont.

14. Rochester, Review and Ladies' 16. Phila.. Open, Delaware River.
Day, Chailott«, N. Y. 16. Lynn, Expert Cup, Lynn, Mass.

14. Mos. Fleet, Open, Cash, South 21. Corinthiaii, Atlantic City.
Boston. 23. Royal Can., Cosgrove Cup, 2.?ft.

15. New York, autumn sweeps. Class, Toronto.
New York. 33-24. Cor., San Fran., Cruise and

16. Royal Nova Scotia, Special Corinthian Games.
Class, Edwards Cup. 28. New York, America's Cup,

16. Royal Can., 80ft. Class, Tor. Saudy Hook.

OCTOBKR.
7. Miramichi,Chatham-Newcastle 14. Buffalo, Closing Cruise.

7-8. Cor., San Francisco, Cruise. 14. Commonwealth, Novelty Race,
14. Cor., San Fran.. Closing Day. Boston Harbor.

After a rest of nearly a year the high-speed launches have lately

broken out into the brag and bluster over fictitious records which
seems characteristic of this peculiar branch of yachting, the result

being a fiasco which will cost some money and might easily have re-

sulted more seriously than the scalding of one man. On Saturday ser.

eral of these alleged 30-knot boats were cha=ing each other through
the fleet, one in particular making a very prominent exhibition of her
self. Flying a "champion" pennant, the meaning of which is not
clear, as she has never raced, and with a crowd on deck waving
bottles and hats, and loudly cheering themselves, she steamed around
the big Steamers as they lay at the Snisb. A little later she started

for another "race" of that safe sort in which no times are ta.ken and

each boat wins, in the course of which her boiler gave out in some

way. One of her competitors passed a line and started to tow her at

a high speed, she sheering so violently that the bitts were torn out

and her bow stove in by collision with a passing steamer. This class

of yacht is a nuisance when its doings are confined to the newspapers,

hut it becomes a positive danger when let loose at full speed in a big

fleet of yachts. ^

The work of the America's Cup committee, always difficult, and

this year presenting unusual difiBculties and responsibilities, has been

greatly lightened by the race of Monday, which made the selection of

one particular boat a matter of certainty. The races thus far had

been so devoid of any plain results that doubt existed on all bands as to

the merits of the four contestants, but this race has simply excluded

three of the four from the deliberations of the committee, and relieved

them from all responsibility in the selection of the fourth boat. The

committee and the club have also much to be thanlcful for in that the

calms, fogs and other causes for postponements were absent this year,

three races being sailed, as arranged, without a hitch or delay of any

kind.

Beverly T. C.

The 203d race, fourth open sweepstakes, was sailed off Monument
Beach, Sept. 2. Wind at start was a light westerly breeze, but it

looked as if it would breeze up, and many of the smaller boats started

reefed. After start wind shifted to S.AV. and after third and fifth class

boats had finished and second and fourth classes were nearing the

Ime, an ugly S.W. squall broke, sending them all across the hue within

90 seconds of each other and with all the wind they wanted. A feature

of the race was the presence of the new Herreshoff boat MojaveinI
third class. She did exceedingly weU, winning by 23^m., but part of

this was due to the change of wind:
SECO>'D CLASS.

Length. Elapsed. Corrected.

Gymnote, W. E. 0. Eustis, B. Y. C 22.09 2 05 43 1 52 04

Anonyma, F. L. Dabney, B. Y. C 23.08 2 06 12 1 52 27 .

Agawam, J. G. Young, Jr., B. Y. C. . . .23 .08 2 08 22 1 54 37

Ulula, W. H. Winship, B. Y'. C 22.08 2 08 42 1 53 42

Slist, Q. H. Lyman, B. Y. C 28.09 2 08 49 1 55 10
:

THIRD CLASS.

Mojave, W. N. Murray, B. Y. C 20.00 1 36 27 1 22 46 I

GUt Edge, r>- L- Whittemore, B. Y. C. . .19.07 1 89 01 1 24 52

NobskaT A. A. Beebe, B. Y. C 19.09 1 40 43 1 26 45

Doris, John Parkinson. B. Y. C 19.10 1 44 40 1 30 48 I

Scintilla. G. S. Fiske, B. Y". C 19.00 1 48 09 1 33 19

Kaloola. H. N. Richards. B..Y. C 19.08 1 49 28 1 35 25

Colymbus, Alfred Winsor, B. Y. C 19.11 1 49 38 1 35 41

Daisy, H. Stockton, B. Y. C 18.03 1 54 11 1 38 20

Vivian, N. Hucking, Jr., Onset 19.05 Disabled.
FOCETH CLASS. I

Dawdle, R. S. Hardy, B. Y. C 16.08 1 51 03 1 33 13

Zora, H. Parker, B. Y. 0 15.05 1 56 49 1 37 17
Squall, J. G. Palfrey. B. Y. C 17.00 1 57 36 1 40 13

Charmion, J. Crane, Jr., B. Y. C 16.00 Withdrew.
FIFTH CLASS.

Axe, Louis Bacon, B. Y. C 11.08 1 10 07 0 51 49

Kid, W. R. Peabody, B. Y. C 12.00 1 13 21 0 55 39
'

P. D. Q., R. W. Emmons, B. Y". C 12.00 Disabled. i

Second class, Gymnote first, Anonyma second, TJlula third. Third
class, Mojave first. Gilt Edge second, Nobska third. Foui'th class.

Dawdle first, Zora second. Fifth class. Axe. .Judges, N. H. Emmons,
W. Lloyd Jeffries.

The 204th race, second open race, was sailed Sept. 4 at Monument
Beach in a moderate and very streaky northwester.

\

In first and second classes the Crosbys carried off the honors, their I

boats being very fast and beautifuUy built and flnisbed, a great im-i

provement on their previous boats. They were not only fast, but;

good, comfortable and very well built boats. ,

In third class the famous Herreshoff Mojave had a bad beating from'
Gilt Edge, and from the manner in which she reefed down it looked as:

if she would not be in it with the local boats in an ordinary south-

1

wester. Unfortunately both her races h ore sailed in moderate west-
]

erly breezes and smooth water, a very uncommon thing on the bay.

In fourth class Fin misread course and in place of running home]
from Dry Ledge, went out to Abiel's Ledge and Pines Bouy and then

'

home, changing a 5^^ mile course to a 7)^ mile course. In spite of ]

this she was fourth boat, but was ruled out for leaving Pmes on wrongi
hand.

;

FIRST CLASS. I

Length. Elapsed. Corrected, (

Sequel, W, Crosby, OsterviUe 26.02 1 53 17 1 43 09 ;

Fhght, J. E. Hiller, Sip. Y. C 26.08 1 54 40 1 45 00
j

Wynona, E. B. Robinson, Jr, Calumet 24.03 ...... .....
|

SECOKD CLASS.
Myrtle, Dan Crosby, OsterviUe 23.03 1 51 11 1 37 58
Gymnote, W. E. C. Eustis, B. Y. C 23,09 1 54 58 1 41 19
Anonyma, F. L. Dabney, B. Y. C 23.08 1 55 16 1 42 31
Come On, W. W. Phinnay, Mon. Beach. .. .23.06 1 55 19 1 42 23 i

Mist, G. H. Lyman, B. Y. C 23.09 1 55 30 1 42 51

Defiance, H. E. Perry, Mon. Beach 22.11 1 57 25 1 43 49
Agawam, J. G. Young, Jr., B. Y. C 23. Oi 1 57 29 1 44 44
Ulula, W. H. Winship, B. Y. 0 22.08 3 05 20 1 51 29 I

MoUie, S. P. Hill, Mon. Beach 23.10 2 06 44 1 54 11

Lestris, B. Crane, Jr., B. Y. C 32.08 2 16 15 2 02 19 I

Gertrude, W. P. B. Weeks, Mattapoi=ett. ..31 .00 Withdrew.
,

imRD CLASS.
GiltEdge, D. L. Whittemore, B. Y. 0 19.07 1 57 18 1 39 23
Mojave, W. Y. Murray, B. Y. C 20.00 2 00 26 1 43 06
Nobska, A. A. Beebe, B. Y. C 19.09 2 01 50 1 44 09
Vivian, G. Huckins, Jr., Onset 19.05 2 03 35 1 45 35
Kaloola, H. N. Richards. B. Y. C 19.08 2 06 23 1 48 35

I

Doris, John Parkinson. B. Y. C 19.10 2 11 57 1 54 23
,

Scintilla. G. S. Fiske, B. Y. C 19.00 2 15 41 1 56 54 '

Colymbus, Alfred Wmsor, B. Y. C 19.11 2 16 28 1 59 01

Dohy, R. F. Curry, Mon. Beach 20.00 3 20 38 2 03 18 :

Mizpah, E. Brower, Brandt Island 19.00 Withdrew.
FOURTH CLASS.

Dawdle, R. S. Hardy, B. Y. C 10.08 1 44 21 1 31 16
Squall, J. G. Palfrey, B. Y. C 17.00 1 45 15 1 33 30

,

Edith, Strong, Marion 17.00 1 46 01 1 33 10
'

Fin, L. M. Stockton, B. Y. C 10.11 1 47 15 1 34 26
Kitten, Toby Club, B. Y. C 17.00 1 49 03 1 86 18 '

Weona, H. Ware, B. Y. C 14.01 1 49 51 1 33 31

Zora, H. D. Parker, B. Y. C 15.05 1 153 30 1 38 03
Cygnet, E. Fenno, Jr., B. Y. C 16.10 1 58 44 1 39 !j0

FUTH CLASS.
Raccoon. J. L. Stakpole, Jr., B. Y. C 11.06 1 00 25 0 46 16

P. D. Q., R. W. Emmons, B. Y. C 12.00 1 01 19 0 48 Oil

Kid, W . R. Peabody, B. Y'. C 12.00 1 11 20 0 58 03
Axe, Louis Bacon, B. Y. C 11 .08 Parted jib halyards.
Winners: Class 1, first, Sequel; Class 3, Myrtle first, Gymnote sec-

ond. Come On tnird; Class 3, Gilt Edge first, Mojave second, Nobska
third; Class 4, Dawdle first, SquaU second, Edith third; Class 5, Rac-'
coon first, P. D. Q. second.
Fin ruled out.
Judges, AV. Lloyd Jeffries and N. H. Emmons.

Tacoma Y. C.

MAURY ISLAND—PUGET SOUND.

Saturday, Aug. 5.

Regatta under the auspices of the Tacoma Y. 0., sailed under tht
rules of the N. W. I. Y. A.; distance 15 knots, weather cloudy, wine*
southwest, tide ebb:

FIRST CLASS.
Length. Elapsed. Corrected

Rainier. W. C. Heilbron 39.06 did not round buoy No. 3
Grade Fehtz, A. M. Towle 38.11 3 40 23 2 39 57
Margery, G. H. Heilbron 36.07 3 04 00 3 02 15

,

SECOND CLASS.
,

Sora, J. Wall 33.11 2 55 40 2 55 40 1

Venture, E. G. Griggs 18.02 3 07 46 2 .55 58
Dores, J. Nelson 20.10 3 14 13 3 08 53
Bremerton, W. Hensel 15.03 3 23 39 3 09 59
Francel, J. Leach 30.04 3 21 07 3 18 26
Constance, F. W. Snow.......... 23.11 3 28 31 3 21 01
BeUe,E.S.HaU ,.,.19.00 3 34 12 3 23 13
Mermaid, W. E. Farr .....14.08 52 18 3 37 43 1

Rose Henley, N. Henley 27.00 44 58 3 39 47 .

Winners, first prize, class one. Grade Felitz; class two, XoraJ
second prize, class one, Margery; dass two. Venture; third prizel
class two, Dores. f

Regatta committee: H. Hurley, E. Irving Halsted, F. M. Caldwell.*
Judges: Stephen Holbrooke, G. W. Delamater, Sheppard. :
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THE CUP DEFENDERS OF 1893.
/—Racing
Actual.Tacht. Owners. Designer. Builder. Type. Rig.

Vigilant C. O. I.?elin et al N. G. Herreslaoff Herreshoif Mfg. Co. ..Keei-centerboard .-.Cuttel-..

Colonia Arch. Rogers et al. . . .N. G. Herreshoff . . . .Herreshoff Mfg. Co. ..Keel .Cutter.

.

Jubilee Gen. Ghas. J. Paine.. .John B. Paine Lawley Co Bulb-fln centerboard... Cutter..

Pilgrim . . . . R. ,S. Palmer et al Stewart & Binney . .Pu'sey & Jones Bulb fiu-keel Cutter.

.

The allowances are calculated on the basis auegested WLord Dunraven, that any yacht exceeding the limit of 85ft. l.w.l. by more than shall be disqualiflert from racing, and

Shall be doubled. Thus ViRilanfc isSC.ISft, or ].13ft. over the limit, her waterline being assumed as 87.24, or 2.24ft, excess in place of l.X2ffc. Jubilee is the only one of the four which escapes

the limit. Valkyrie will probably be penalized a little in the Cup races.

Length. s Sail area
Over all. l.-w.l. Beam. Draft. sq, ft.

. .128ft. .86.12ft . . . .26ft 14ft 11,312. ...MM...

. .126ft. .85.48ft. . . .24ft 1.5ft. 9in- ...11,35.5 96.02. .

,

. : 133ft . . 84.47ft .... 32ft. 6in . . . 14f fc 11 .340 95. 48 . .

.

. . 120ft.. g.5.38ffc...,2.m 22ft 10,269 93.31...

Length.—, Allowance for
Amended. 30 miles naut.

,.96 80 Allows.

..96.26 ..14sec.

..95.48 .37sec.

..9.3.45 ..,.lm. 393.

that any exce."?s unfler 2^
a penalty by being under

The t^iAL fiACEs.

Tfa trial races fot- the selection of a idefeiider ior tiae .4merica^s

bixp are hardly less important and interesting from a technical stapd-

boint than the Cup races themselves, in fact, the question of type has
at times entered lnl;o them ,even mprfe than in the principal races tti

Which they were but auxiliary. The first trial races were saileti in

1881, at a time when the question of type as between the old centijr-

board sloop and the modified "compromise," involving the issues of

lead ballast, deeper form, lighter construction and modified rig, was
argued with considerable heat and friction.

The new school was then repre.sented by Mischief, the "iron pot"
as she is now termed with respect and affection by all of her old

adherents. Opposed to her were Hildegarde and Gracie. existing

wooden sloops of the old type, and the new Pocahontas, the first

yacht built for a Cup defender, but embodying even more thoroughly

if possible than Gracie and Hildegarde the ideas of the old school of

American yachtsmen.
,, , . „

All who witnessed the races, which result/Cd m the early with-

drawal of Hildegarde. the failure of Pocahontas and the final victory

of Mischief over Gracie. will recall the intense feeling between the

different parties. The real excitement of the year laid in the trial

races: after they were over the Cup races and the defeat of Atlanta

were very tame affairs, with no special issues other than the nominal
one of international competition, which was necessarily very slight,

the challenger being a centerboard sloop of the common American
type built in Canada.

. ,

The trial races of four years later marked a great advance m yacht
designing; then the modified sloop, as represented by Mischief in

1881, was on the defensive as the "old," while the "new" was repre-

sented by a still greater "compromise," the centerboard cutter

Apart from the question of type, over which excitement ran high,

there was a strong local feeling between New York and Boston, a feel-

ing which went even further than friendly rivalry and competition,

and was marked by a good deal of bitterness and jealousy.

The New York representative, Priscilla, was as first launched an en-

larged Mischief, an Improved and modernized sloop, but still in model
abd rig distinctively a sloop. The Boston yacht was a "compromise"
to ah extt^nt never before tried save in some small craft, combining the
apAm, moderate depth of body, and centerboard of the American
.fefcop with the lead keel, inc-reased dtaft and proportions of sail plan

Of the British cuttei^.
t a e

' The main issue of the year was natiirally the stlcceSsfUl defense of

the Cup by an Ameriean yacht against a typical harrow and deep keel

cutter, but hardly less exciting was the preliminary contest between
the two types represented in the trial races.

The results of the two series of trial and Cup races were nlost curi-

ous and at first sight might seem contradictory; the preliminary trials

and subsequent alterations of Priscilla, followed by the success of

Puritan, demonstrated the value of the cutter rig, with some modifi-

cations of detail, as opposed to the old sloop rig, and also the advan-

tage fit £t dheft keel with the ballast in it. The victory of Puritan over

Qenesta, confirmed by thfe Cup races of the following year, proved the

value of moderate beam, depth ^hd displacement as opposed to the

extreme narrow beam and great displacetHeflt of the British cutter.

The results of these races, though some were not immediateJy vis-

ible, were the abandonment of the old type of centerboard sloop, in

model, ballasting construction and rig, and on the other hand, the

abandonment of the old British tonnage rule with 'its severe restric-

tion on beam. Taken altogether, the whole international contest of

1885 has led to greater changes in yacht de.signing than have ever

taken place at one period before or since.

The trial and Cup races of 1886 were among the least interestmg of

these noted contests, the local issue between New York and Boston

was completely burled with the successful defense of the Cup by

Puritan and the prompt commencement of another Cup defender by

Glen Paine; and the performances of the two New York boats, the

altered Priscilla and the new Atlantic, awakened but little interest. In

the same way the technical interest disappeared with the genera

adoption by Americans of the new Puritan as the national type, all

past arguments and controversies over the ancient sloop being quietly

and decently buried out of sight. „ , ^ ^, ^ ,

Mayflower was but an enlarged Puritan, ]ust as Galatea, the chal-

lenger of the year, was an enlarged Genesta, and all technical uiterest

in the races had largelv disappe.ared with the defeat of Genesta, whUe
had discounted her success
nnent attached to the first

Mayflower, Puritan, Pris

..d not survive the August
nd perfunctory affairs, the

the poor performances of Galatea a

here. Although a certain inter- -
:

i

i i

'

meeting of the quartette oC Cni
'

cilia and Atlantic, in the early r^:.L:>LL

cruise; and the trial races were very du
selection of Mayflower being a foregone conclusion.

, ,. , , ^ ,
The cup races too were unusually dull, being sailed in the lightest ot

weather, in which Galatea showed to the worst possible disadvantage.

Genesta was lucky in having one day in which she made a good show-

ins and came witbm a small margin of winning, but even this was de-

nied to Galatea' by the whims of tlie weather, ttiough it was afterward

proved that she could do noChiuK with Mayflower in a breeze and

rough water. The trial races of 1886 were void of results, inerely

showing the value of increased power through depth of lead keel, and

the cup races were useful only in giving the final quietus to the tonnage

rule of the Y, K. , ... , , ^ ^,

The domestic side of the races of 18S7 was much like that of the pre-

ceding year, Volunteer was a larger and more powerful Mayflower,

and her success over that yacht and Puritan was assured akiiost from

the selection of her crude quantities: the trial races provinK nothing

more than had been shown in the first meeting of the three. Like

Mayflower, Volunteer was quietly accepted as a New \ork boat,

buiit by a member of the New York Y ('. to defend the club s cup,

and local issues between Bosioti and >:ew York were forgotten.

So far as the trial races were coocenied, there was nothing at stake,

local, personal and techical issues had disappeared in the general

recognition of Mr. Burgess and General Pame as the champions of

the nation, i6e head of the work of Cup defense; and m the adoption

of the three Boston boats as the only representatives of the national

type of "compromise sloop."
The Cup races, however, had assumed a very dUIerent aspect, tne

. , . , _ „ .....t^tAT. iM-ir mii..>, ivirltil-

;r h

vantages offered by „ .
, , ^

While distinctly a keel cutter. Thistle was 'At. wider than Me t

previous challengers on about the same length, and her riK diRered

from theirs in lhat the mast was placed farther forward and the

mainsail was laced to the boom.
,

In view of subsequent developments. Thistle, with her beautifully

curved form and rounded keel must be considered as a brilliant but

unsuccessful experiment in the direction of building a home yacht to

itforei
' W...^ otr.TT,nt.H

either
_3 deep
teer on this side.

The results of the Volunteer-Thistle races were but shght on each

side being probably of more value to Thistle's designer than to either

Britisher American vachtsmen at large. Thistle's failure had no re-

tarding effect on designmg abroad, she being soon followed by such

successful boats as Yarana and the first X alkyrie, and on this side the

Burgess-Paine boats had been firmly accepted as the one standard of

perfection, eo that Volunteer's success made no material change.

As all international competition promptly ceased with the adoption

of the new deed of gift at the termination of the l ist Volunteer-Thistle

race, it is uupossible to say just what results would have followed had

it been necessary to construct a new defender m 188S ;
but it is toler-

ably certain that while American yachtsmen as a body placed a very

low estimate on Thistle, that those most deeply interested and most
quahfied to judge, Mr. Burgess and General Paine, entertamed a much
higher opinion of her, and that another Cup defender from their handa

would have shown further departures from Puritan and Mayflower.

While all progres> in de.sii;Qing was not necessarily stopped by the

cessation of the Cup i aeiu;:;; it \v;is kept alive only in the classes under

70ft. and in the schooners; uiaiuly, in fact, in the classes under 40tt.

So far as the mere designmg goes, the loss was not so great; but the

construction of a racing cut;ter, keel or centerboard, of 8Gft. waterhne

is a matter of special engineering which can gain httle from experi-

ments in the 46ft. or 21ft. classes.

The changes of the last three years, first the evolution of the fln-

keel, then the introduction of the new form of body, with its very fuU

waterlines and long, easy diagonals, and finally the replacement of the

plain lead fin by the plate fln and lead bulb, have been so many and so

radical that it is a dilileult matter to sum up the present condition of

yacht desigiung, and to say just what advance has been made; and it

IB quite likely that the present trial and Cup races may shed Uttle

light on the many complicated questions that are vexing yachtsmen.
The direct issues in the present trial races may, however, be readily

Siimhied Up.
. In the first place, the old local feeling between Boston and New York
hag been revived and qtlicltened in a most curious manner; while it

rhns as high as in the davs of Briscilla and Puritan, it has a far less

substantial basis, as the foUr new CUp defenders are purely of Yankee
origin in design and construction, save that Pilgrim was partly built

oh the Delaware, like Volunteer., The. two "New York" boats are
simply so becausethey were bought with New York money, but both
were built in the Eagt, although orie vt'as danvased by a New York firm
of sailmakers.
There is perhaps nothing which could contribute ihdre to the suc-

cessful growth of American yachting than a keen but friendly rivalry

between the two great yachting centers: but to be of any benefit such
a rivalry should be based on the merits of local designers and builders,

and not on the mere ownership of boats from the same locality. It is

a reproach to New York that with all her claims of leadership and her
old-time reputation in all branches of marine architecture, her home-
btult boats have completely disappeared from the Cup contests. So
far as the local issues are concerned this year they are interesting

to those immediately connected with the various yachts.
The technical issues are more clearly defined and of far greater im-

portance, and it is a matter for regret that owing to the lack of early

preparation it is now doubtful whether the full benefits will be ob-

tained from a most expensive experimental fleet. If the present trial

races could be followed by a short period for necessary alterations

and then a month of hard racing, the merits and defects of the four
different tjqpes might be closely determined, but it seems nlraost

certain now that the season will end with a few more trial races, in

which few conclusive results will be reached, and that by next season
the four wnU have disappeared from racuig, the class dying out again,

or in the event of its continuance, the present boats being outbuilt

during the winter. The four types may be classed as follows:

Keel cutter.
Keel-centerboard cutter.
Bulb-fln keel.

Bulb-fin centerboard.
Half a dozen years since this lingo would have been Greek to the

most experienced yachtsman, but to-day any ten year old boy who
lives within three mUes of Long Island Sound could give a full expla-
nation of it.

Colonia is the first keel boat built to defend the America's Cup,
although the old yacht herself has always been a keel boat, and a
number of keel schooners have sailed at times in the fleets which have
been opposed to two of the various challengers. In model Colonia has
nothing ifl common with the old yachts of either side, the narrow cut-

ter or the shallow sloop, but her form is the result of a general process
of evolution carried out in common by American and Brilish designers
for the last four years. The main points of this development, the re-

duction of displacement and frictional surface, are directly traceable
to the tax on saU imposed by the new Y. B. A. rating rule which re-

placed the tonnage rule in 1886 in England, the influence in these di-

rections hekig shght at first, but strongly felt about 1890 and increas-

ing ever since.
The return of the Herreshoflfs to the designing of sailing yachts, in

1891, is marked by the feature of extreme beam and draft with re-

duced displacement in Gloriana, and in the fall of the same year, in

Dilemma, by the adoption of the canoe-shaped hull and fin-keel in a
new and extreme form, the fln being, instead of a thick lead keel with
the deadwoods fore and aft omitted, a thin plate of steel with the
weight of ballast concentrated at the lowest possible point in the form
of a lead bulb or cigar affixed to the bottom of the fln.

Radical as were these departures from the then popular form, they
were accompanied by a still more extreme feature in the abnormal
fullness of the waterlines, accompanied by long, clean and easy diag-

onals and section lines, leading to a great length of overhang at each
end, A careful study of the successful racing yachts, American and
British, of the last four or five years will show that while Gloriana,

Wasp and Dilemma combine more extreme features than any other

yachts, these features by no means originate exclusively^ in them, but
are the results of a clearly marked course of evolution in which each
of the leading designers has taken part, the result being a very close

agreement in dimensions, models and what are popularly classed as
"freak" features in all of the recent racing yachts.
Colonia, like her prototype Wasp, represents but a medium stage in

this extreme development, possessing the long, easUy lined hull, and
the overhanging ends, but with the fln only partially developed, repre-

senting an intermediate stage between the wide cutter, such as Thistle

or the first Valkyrie, and the pure fin-keel. WhUe allied to the older

cutters in construction, her frames and plating running down to the
trough keel, at the; same time the deadwood at the fore end is freely

cut away, and the lower part of the hull is thin and deep, approaching
closely the fln, while the outside lead keel is considerably bulbed.
While the depth of this fln is considerably in excess of the draft of

the older cutters, the total draft of Colonia being about 15ft. 9in., while
Thistle, Genesta and Galatea drew just 13ft. each, it by no means ap-

Sroaches the proportional draft of the successful keel boats, .such as
[inerva, Gloriana and Wasp. The proper draft tor a given length and

sail area is hardly a matter of exact calculation, any more than the
sail area is, but figures are at least useful as a basis of comparison.
In the 40ft. and 46ft. classes the ratio of draft to waterline ranges
from 23^ in the low-powered boats like Minerva, to about 26,^ in the
high-powered, an increase of lateral resistance of course accompany-
ing a larger sail plan. In the older of the large cutters, all of whi6h
have failed to windward beside the deep centerboard boats, the ratio

Is as low as 15%, a very low figure, even after a liberal allowance for

the reduced proportion of draft which accompanies the doubling of
the waterline length. In Colonia the ratio in spite of her high power,
is only 18y->% or little more, in proportion to her power, than in Thistle.

Compared with Thistle, the lateral plane of Colonia is vastly more
effective, presenting a flat side of considerable depth in place of easy-
flowing curves; but compared with Wasp, of similar form and power,
the proportion of draft is far less than the figures would indicate as
necessary, perhaps or a total draft of 18ft. While these figures

and conclusions may be crude and incomplete, they at least indicate a
line of thought which may be profitably followed in estimating Colo-
nia's importance as an exponent of the keel type.
The other Herreshoft' boat, Vigilant, is of the same general form, the

exact difference being best indicated by the dimensions, some 2ft. more
beam, SWift, less draft, and the addition of a centerboard, the displace-
ment being less by some Ife tt)ns. One important difference between
the two is the material of the skin. Vigilant being plated with Tobin
bronze, a smooth and non-corrosive alloy, while Colonia, hke the two
Boston boats, is plated %vith st«el.

The most extreme of the four is the bulb-fin Pilgrim, a boat of small
di.splacement and easy form, not unlike a canoe, the draft of hull being
but .'ift., while beneath it is a depth of fln of I7ft. At the bottom of
this fin. which in itself weighs some 15 tons, is the lead bulb of about
17 tons, its length being about 18Et. The yacht has no centerboard,
relying entirely on her keel for lateral resistance.

The fourth boat is less extreme than Pilgrim but no less odd and in-

teresting; the hull is similar in general form, but of greater displace-
ment and with fuller lines, especially aft, while the ends are much
blunter. The fln is similar in form and construction, though attached
to the hull in a different manner, and it is much shoaler, the total

draft being but 14ft. as against 22ft, The depth of body is a little

greater than in Pilgrim, making only about 8ft, of fln, The lead bulb
is longer and larger, projectuig 3ft. beyond the after side of the fln

and w'eighing some 40 tons. Through the fin a centerboard works,
increasing the total draft to about 23ft.

The saif plans of the four are substantially the same in outline and
details, and apart from the bronze bottom of Vigilant there is little

difference in construction, either in hull, rigging or sails; the main
points of difference being it' dimensions and type, as already de
scribed.

This difference is so great, and the accompanying effect on the
future of yacht designing must be so powerful that a thorough test

of each yacht is in every way desirable; but the indications now are
that the" trial races wOl afford only a partial and inconclusive test as
a basis for next year's work.
The earlier races of the four and their preparation for the trial races

have already been described. The alterations made in Pilgrim
included the removal of her lead bulb and the insertion of two plates
of lead, each weighmg about 234 tons, between the fln and each half

bulb, the whole being bolted through again, as in the flrst place. The
spars were also lengthened about 3ft. all around and new sails

provided.
The fleet has made its headquarters off Bay Ridge, though Pilgrim

has anchored at times off Stapleton. Vigilant has been served by her
faithful handmaiden, Hattie Palmer; Colonia has had a large tugboat

% attendance for towing and stripping; Pilgrim has had an old hulk
for the latter purpose, while .Jubilee has chartered the nondescript
yacht named Harlequin but better known as the Lightship, which has
for so long lain idle in Wintringham's Basin.

On board of Colonia have been Rear-Com Rogers and Mr. John E.

Brooks, with Captain Rhodes. oPLasca, and Captain Berry, of Katrina,
and this year in Wasp. On Jubilee are General Paine, Messrs. John
B. and Sumner Paine. G. H. Richards. Joseph Fay, Fred Woods and
Dr. Bryant, while Capt. Charles Barr is sailing with his brother. On
Pilgrim are Messrs. Stewart. Palmer and the two Adams brothers,
while Captain Kewcomh. of Fortuna. accompanies Captain Sherlock.
On Vigilant are Mr. Iselin. Vice-Corn, W. Butler Duncan. Me.ssrs.

Herreshoff, Willard, Leeds, Belmont and Captain Terry, of Grayling.
It will be seen that most of the talent, amateur and professional, of
New York and Boston is busy with this fleet.

Pilgrim was measured at Boston. Mr. Hyslop going therefor the pur-
pose. Vigilant was first measured at New Rochefle, but after Thurs-
dav's race she called for a remeasureraent, which was made on Friday
afternoon in the Erie Basin. According to this measurement, as given
in the table, she is some two inches shorter than as first measured, the
difference being ascribed to the wet decks and sails on the first occa-
sion, evervthing being perfectly dry on the second. Jubilee was meas-
ured at the same timp, w^hile Colonia was measured on Thursday
morning after leaving the ways. A fter Thursday's race Mr, Wil.son. of

Boston, called on Mr. Sawyer for aid, and a gang of sailmakers was
set to work on Colonia's mainsail, the head being cut off 3ft. on the
leech and 2ft. on the luff; while her spiuaker was mended, having b.een

badly torn at the finish of the race.

First Trial Race—Thursday, Sept. 7."

Windward and Leeward, 15 Miles.

Thursday morning promised well for a race, the wind being fre^T.

from the south and likely to increase, while the day was cleai- and
bright, with a warm sun tempered by the sea breeze. The four big
racers were towed down from Bay Ridge to Sandy Hook, running in-

side the Hook to set their canvas and standing out under sail for the
Scotland Lightship, A large fleet of yachts and steamers was under
wav from the city by 9:30 in anticipation of a jiunctual start, the big
Valiant towering over the other yachts. Many parties went out on
tugboats, the Larchmont, Seawanhaka, Marine and Field and other
yacht clubs each having a boat. The interest in the race was shown
by the crowds on some of the large outside steamers,
Colonia was the flrst to get under way after dropping her towline

and setting sad. .JubUee aud Vigilant each came out with jihheadera
set in stops, but to the surprise of most of the spectators Vigilant,
w^hen off the Lightship, sent hers down and at once began to house
her topmast. Jubilee followed her, while Colonia. after sailing about
for a time to try the wind shifted her clubtopsail for a jibheade'-.

The three were ready, but there were no signs of a fourth boat, though
Pilgrim was inside the Hook when the steam fleet passed down. She
was made out, still inside, but in tow of a tug that was heading for
the Horseshoe. Many guesses were made as to the cause of her with-
drawal, and it was learned later that it was due to her gaff jaws. She
had been fitted in Boston with a new pair of jaws with a universal
joint, some untried device, and when the sail was hoisted the joint
aUowed the fore end of the gaff to swing around alongside of the
mast. There was nothing to do but to tow to Bay Ridge, whpre
Wintringham's smith set to work at once to make a pair of strong
reliable jaws for the next race.
About 11 o'clock the flagship May, with Com, Morgan on board,

accompanied bv the Cup committee and regatta committee, anchored
N.E. of the Scotland Lightship and set the course signals S. by E, 1.5

miles : tlie large tug Edgar F, Luckenbach, successor tn the old Luck-
enbach, of the Puritan—Genesta races, started off in charge of Super-
intendent Neils Olson, to lay out the course. On her stern she carried
a float with a red flag, which she anchored in the proper position,

meanwhile lying by with a large red ball at her masthead until all the
racers had passed.
The wind was now fresh and steady, and none t^io strong for work-

ing topsails provided that it did not increase, but the barompter was
falling, the indications being of more rather than less wind later on.
The sea was but moderate, rolling the big steamers and sending some
of the ladies to look over the rail.

Jubilee was in trouble just before the start, the upuer batten flying
out of her jib and rocketing through the air. and then her jib sheet
parting, the wire pendant giving way. She lowered the sail but was
unable to repair damages before the starting gun was fired at 11:45:00,

the preparatory gun having already been fired ten minutes before,
and she went over the line with her jib down.
Vigilant crossed flrst on starboard tack, at 11:45:27, .Jubilee, timed at

11 :45:.35, being close on her weather quarter. Colonia waited a little,

crossing at 11 :46:46. and as she went over made a tack and stood in for
the Jerse.y beach. Jubilee had her jib up in a'little time, and was going
well. ,At' 11:50 Vigilant swung about on port tack after Colonia. and
.Jubilee followed. She had hardly trimmed down on the new tack,
however, before she met with another mishap, the block on the mid-
dle span of her peak halliards broke, the pieces flying in the air. and
she was permanently disabled, at once giving up and starting for Bay
Ridge.
This mishap put a new complexion on the race, which all had looked

to as a duel between Jubilee and Vigilant. Colonia being hardly dan-
gerous in the popular estimation. Now it was Vigilant and Colonia.
the Herreshoff deep centerboard against the Herreshoff keel. Colonia
stood in under the Highlands and at 11:55 made a tack off shore; Vigi-
lant stood alone until weU to windward of Colonia and tacked at 12:01,
planting herself about 150yds. from Colonia's weather bow.
The two were fairly started now, with some dozen miles to go and

perfectly fair and even conditions. Vigilant was carrying three lower
sails, with topmast housed, and was holding to windward as well as
pointing high. Colonia had her topmast on end and working topsail
set, and in spite of the extra saU and weight she was heeling no morn
than Vigilant, The two were taking the seas about the same, Colonia,
seeming to swing off more when struck than the other, but going as
easily through them. At Vigilant's wheel was Mr. Herreshoff, seated
on the weather side of the wheel box, while Capt. Hansen was to lee-

ward, the two taking turns in steering.
Capt. Haff was steering Colonia. It was evident from the flrst that

Colonia could not hold on with the centerboard boat, and Capt. Haff
was as quick to understand this as any of the spectators; instead of
trying to point with Vigilant he kept his boat full and always moving,
with the result that she soon showed a decided lead in distance,
though continually going to leeward. What the result would be was a
matter of doubt, but disregarding all temptation to pinch up and get
beside the other Colonia was kept footing as fast as she could be put
through the water.
""At 12:45 Vigilant went on port tack and Colonia followed 3m. later,
having made a decided gain from the start. At 1 o'clock there was a
light ha7-e over the sea and the wind had faUen a little, the anticipa-
tions of Vigilant's crew not being realized. She began to need her
topsail now if she had not before and in the next quarter of an hour
Colonia was stUl closer to her. At 1:10 the work of setting up her
topmast began on Vigilant, the spar being quickly hoisted and Added,
but the work of setting the topsail was very slowlj' done, and it was
not until 1:33 that the sail was broken out and sheeted home, A num-
ber of men were aloft all this time, the lacing holes being small and
the work of oassing the lacing being difSoult.
The two now^ made a hitch off shore. Colonia being first to tack and

held it for over 20m,. at the end of which time, with her topsail now
drawing and both wind and sea lighter. Vigilant began to show a
slight gain. When Colonia tacked at 1 :4(i she only held on for a
couple of minutes until Vigilant was •fairly about and then she
swung back to the offshore tack. Vigilant "immediately doing the
same.
The wind was now working more to the west of south, shifting and

breaking off one or the other, though neither gained much by these
brief puffs. Vigilant was doing better work as she neared the mark,
her topsail helping her greatly. She made her last tack at 1:55. and
passed the mark, leaving it on the starboard hand at 2;03:35. Colonia
was timed at 2:06:30, or 2. .55s later, the elansed times from the start
being, consequently: Vigilant 2,180S. Colonia 2.19,44. Considering
the recognized ability of Vigilant to wind ward, as demonstrated in the
Astor cup and other races of the cruise, ttiis is a remarkable showdng
for Colonia. VigUant passed the mark with aijiuaker boom lowered
to port and spinaker set in stops, breaking it out within a minute and
a half. Colonia was but httle slower, both having improved since the
cruise. Balloon jibtopsaUs were also set and headsails lowered.
The run in was uneventful, it was impossible by the eye to gauge

the difference between the boats, and opinions differed as to whether
VigUant or Colonia was gaining. When near the finish the wind went to
the west and Vigflant's spinaker came in at 3:09. Colonia carrying hers
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for three miuutes longer and about one minute too long, as the pole
lifted neatly to the forestay and the sail was torn in handling: it. The
times off the Lightship were: Vigilant 3:33:41, Colonia :i:H3:55. This
!ina<le the race very close, the allowance being but SOs. The f"ill times
xrere:

Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.

Vigilant 11 45 27 3 19 08 3 33 41 3 33 41

11 45 .3.5 Withdrew.
FKOM STAHT TO OUTER MARK.

2 18 08
3 19 44

FROM OUTER MARK TO FINISH.
......1 14 11

1 15 33

Both could well ha.ve carried clubtopsails comin„
Bone of the older Cup defenders 'would have hesitated to shift to club-

topsails for a 15-mile run in such a breeze. It is possible, however,
that neither had her topsail yai-ds aboard, and each was probably
^lad that the other did not force her to set a jackyarder.
The result of the race was a surprise to many, not the least of all to

the Vigilant party, as they had feared .Jubilee as a dangerous possi-

'bility, but had given little thought to Colonia on the wind. So far as

the selection of a Cup defender went, the race only add^d to the diffi-

•culty of the task imposed on the Cup Committee, the result being in-

concluslve and perplexing in view of what was already known about
the two boats. There was general regret that the two Boston boats
were out. The race was finished so early that the whole fleet was
back at the city by 5:30, a piece of good luck that all who remembered
the many po'Stponements, delays and late finishes of the trial races of
t^5 were mil slow to appreciate.

Second Trial Race—Saturday, Sept. ©.

Triangular Course, 15 Miles.

By Saturdaj^ the two Boston boats had repaired all damages, and the
four were off the Scotlsnd by 11 o'clock. The day was not unlike Thurs-
day, but even more of a ladies' day, light wind and no sea. the breeze
being from E. S. E. A rather smaller attendance of yachts was pres-
ent in the morning, but many came down later to seethe finish. May
again anchored N.E. of the ship and set the signals for the three legs
of the course, each ten miles; E.S.E., S.W. by W. and N.W. N. The
tugs started off to buoy the course and at 11:20 the preparatory gun
was flred.

The yachts were working about the start, all with clubtopsails set
and baby Jibtopsails up in stops. As Colonia passed some of the large
excursion steamers she was saluted with loud cheers for ' Hank"
Half. She and Vigilant stayed close by the line, but .Jubilee was in-

shore and Pilgrim quite a distance down the beach. Her new main-
sail was sitting well and she appeared in perfect condition. As the
time drew near she came up, and was first over the Hne, 39s. after the
.gun. Colonia followed closely on her weather quarter, then came a
gap of a couple of hundred yards before Jubilee crossed, astern of the
two, while Vigilant, with a small handicap, followed on Jubilee's
weather quarter. The start was timed: Pilgrim 11:30:39, Colonia
11:30:54, Jubilee 11 :3I :.51, Vigilant 11 ;33:00. Vigilant was handicapped
13s.

All went over on starboard tack, the first leg being dead to wind-
ward. Pilgrim broke out a little triangular bit of canvas on her top-
mast stay, hardly more than clews and tabhngs with no middle.
Colonia set her smallest jibtopsail, and Jubilee and Vigilant each set
baby jibtopsails considerably larger than Pilgrim's. Colonia tacked
inshore albout three minutes after crossing the line, and Pilgrim fol-

lowed her about, leaving Jubilee and Vigilant on the crossing tack,
which, by dint of a shift of the wind in the middle of the leg, they held
to the first mark, thus making merely a close reach out of what was
intended for sharp windward work.
Colonia only held her port tack until she was well to windward of

the other two, when she again tacked, but Pilgrim stood well in shore
before coming about, putting her to windward, but astern of the fleet.

Vigilant was making a hot chase after Jubilee, and in a little while was
square on her weather beam, but she could get no further. Jubilee
now had her turn, and footed out from under Vigilant and drew clear
ahead. Colonia was coming down fast, though not holding to wind-
ward, and first placed herself on Vigilant's weather beam and then
drew clear ahead. She was losing all the time, however, for with a
start of over a minute she was, at the end of twenty minutes, really
astern of Vigilant, the latter yacht luffing out as soon as Colonia had
cleared her, while the keel boat, though running ahead fast, was sag-
ging to leeward of both Vigilant and Jubilee.
As Colonia neared her, Capt. Barr gave Jubilee a hard luff that shot

her out to windward, and as .soon as she had gathered way again he
followed it with another like rally, keeping her well clear of all possible
entanglements witb Colonia.
At noon Jubilee was in the lead, to windward of Vigilant's course

and an eighth of a mile ahead, Colonia being between the two in dis-

tance, but down under Jubilee's lee quarter. Pilgrim was to wind,
ward, but quite a long distance astern of Jubilee. At 12:10 she awoke
to the fact that her doll-baby jibtopsail was doing more harnj than
good, and as the wind was now freeing the fleet, she replaced it by a
small jibtopsail. All could now fetch the mark and the wind was a
trifle fresher.

Jubilee, Vigilant and Colonia held their relative positions quite
closely over the last part of the leg, Colonia losing a little. Jubilee
passed to leeward of the mark and tacked to go by it, but she had
made a sad miscalculation ; no sooner was she on port tack than Vigi-
lant loomed up ahead of her with the right of way, and there was
nothing for it but to tack under Vigilant's lee and stand on until she
was out of the way.
Pilgrim had been held high and when eased off she came down very

fast for the mark, making it a question whether she would not serve
Vigilant as the other had served Jubflee a minute before. Luck was
with the bronze boat, however, and though on the wrong tack she had
room to clear Pilgrim's bows as she rounded the mark. Poor Jubilee
had now tacked for the second time to round, but she was face to face
with PUgrim this time, and only fell into third place astern of her.
Colonia had tacked when Jubilee first did, but being to leeward she
was last boat, and clear of aU the others. She went by the mark with a
pilot's luff, barely clearing it. The times at the mark were:

Turn. Elapsed.
Vigilant 1 08 28 1 :36 28
Pilgrun 1 09 09 1 38 30
Jubilee 1 10 25 1 38 34
Colonia 1 10 50 1 39 56

Jubilee'must be credited with the best work over this leg, though
she lost all that she had gained by her blunder at the mark. As be-
tween her and Vigflant there was little to choose, however, the latter
having lost something in being blanketed by Colonia. Colonia under
these conditions of smooth water and hght wind was decidedly inferior
to her form of Thursday, and never was really dangerous. Pilgrim
made a far better showing than in any previous race, being well up
with the leaders, as it was, robbing Jubilee of second place.
The second leg should have been a reach, but as it proved.the yachts

had to lie close to fetch. Pilgrim did some smart work at the fli-st

mark, sending down her No. S jibtopsail and quickly setting the No. 1

;

but the sail proved more than she wanted. Jubilee carried her No. 3
jibtopsail over the second leg, but it was lifting much of the time and
helping her little. Vigilant at once worked to windward, Pilgrim being
to leewai'd of her and a quarter of a mile astern by the time they had
covered a third of the leg. Jubilee was also held high, in Vigilant's
wake by nearly half a mile. Colonia was doing poorly, dropping astern
and to leeward. In spite of her jibtopsail Jubilee gradually picked up,
and at 1 :40 was abeam of Pilgrim, soon passing her.
The quartette was now in two parts, Vigilant and Jubilee in the lead

and Pilgrim dropping back to Colonia, well astern. Long before the
mark was reached Vigilant launched out her spinaker boom and mast-
headed the sail, sheeting home almost as she rounded and then hurry-
ing up her balloon jibtopsail. Jubilee was not much slower, breaking
her spinaker very promptly. Colonia, to the surprise of all, jibed her
boom to port at the mark, and set spinaker to starboard, a maneuver
that brought her aU the way home on the wrong jibe and cost her
some time. The second mark was timed:

Turn. Elapsed.
Vigilant 2 13 23 1 04 55
Jubilee 8 15 48 1 05 33
PUgrim 2 19 38 1 10 43
Colonia 2 20 33 1 09 43
The run in, with smooth water and alight air,- the boats too far

apart for any blanketing or luffing, was devoid of interest, the race
being virtually over at the second mark. The finish was timed:

Turn. Turn.
Vigilant 8 36 01 Jubilee 3 4131
Pilgrim 3 44 55 Colonia ." 3 48 03

flie ofllcial times were:
Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected,

Vigilant 11 33 00 3 36 31 4 04 31 4 04 31
Jubilee 11 31 51 3 41 31 4 09 40 4 09 03
Pilgrim 11 30 39 a 44 55 4 14 16 4 12 40
Colonia 1130 54 3 48 03 4 17 19 4 16 55

Vigilant beat Jubilee 4m. 33s., Pilgrun 8m. 9s. and Colonia 12m 34s.
Like the first race, this was in no way conclusive; though Vigilant

did the best work of the day Jubilee was cJose to her. especially on
the windward leg. Pilgrim was evidently improved by the alterations.
During the race the new steam yacht Feiseen was fiying about, run-

ning round other craft and showmg her speed, those on board cheer-
ing themselves and doing a great deal of unnecessary shouting and
\s aving of hats over the performance. On the way home she fell in

with Vamoose and the.tw'd started in for a race. Feiseen finally burst
a tube In her boiler And was taken in tow by Vamoose. The tow line

was long and the boat veered badly, Vamoose still keeping up a good
Speed. Near the Hospital Islands the steamer Guyandotte was met,
bound out, and in passing Feiseen parted her tow line and sheered into

the big iron steamer, the bow of the yacht being smashed in. The
police boat Patrol and the tug Carrie Ramsay went to her aid, while
Vamoose laid by her, and she was made fast to the tug by heavy haw-
sers, being finally beachpd on Coney Island Point, but too late to pre-

vent her sinking. Charles Smith, the fireman, was badly scalded and
was taken ashore by the Patrol. Tbe yacht w^as raised next day and
taken to Tebo's, her entire bow being stove in.

Third Trial Race, Monday, Sept. 1 1

.

Windward and Leeward, 15 Miles.

Monday morning brought the first real racing day which the four
boats have yet encountered. The gales and raging seas that figure In

some of the accounts of the race existed only in the heated imagina-
tions or troubled interiors of the various writers, but there was a
fresh, steady breeze, about 18 knots at the start, dropping to 1.9 at the
turn and increasing to nearly its original force on the return.

,
The

sea was rough and lumpy, and some venturesome Mdies were Sick on
the big steamers, while some of the spectators were driVen obt or the
bows by spray which might have spoiled the gldyiss Jlnd shore hats.

It was a day to test fairly the belter, sailiiig qualities and the endur-
ance of the boats, but there T\'ii,s hothiDg in the least terrifying or ap-
palling about the wind or sea. Going over the bar Pilgrim, in tow,
made bad weather of it. leaping out until she showed the fore end of
her fin, and then burying her bowsxJrit and topmast stay. Under sail

she did better, but all of the big snouts pounded hard.
The May took her usual place N. E. of the Scotland Lightship and

set the signals for a course due east. The weather was fine, a bright
sky and very clear atmosphere, with just enough chill in the air to
remind one that summer was over and fall had come, and to promise
a truer and steadier wind than in hotter weather.
All but Pilgrim carried topmasts aloft, but Vigilant sent hers down

when off the line, and Colonia and Jubilee at once followed. Three
lower sails were set on each, and there was every i)romise of a hard-
fought battle that would at last afford some conclusive basis for the
committee. While this expectation was finally realized, the interest in

the race was largely deadened at the very start by the poor perform-
ance of the two Boston boats.
The first gun was firedat 11:.30, Colonia and Vigilant being then west,

or inshore, of the line ou the starting side, and not far away, while
Jubilee was working about, also inshore, but south of the Scotland.
Pilgrim had crossed the line and tacked out for some distance on

the course, heeling more than any of the others, and when the prepara-
tory gun was fired she w-as half a mile from the line. It woUld have
been an easy matlJer to run down in time, but she lay still ahd made
no apparent effort to bear away. Her sails werd well up and there
was no sign of anything wrong with her gear, but the minutes went
by, w-ith the other three closely inlaying for place, while she showed no
intention of starting.
With the gun, at 11:40, Vigilant flew Across, on starboard tack and

close to the Lightship, and Colonia came close astern of her. Jubilee
had been well berthed for a weather position, but as she neared the
Lightship she was evidently in trouble, and instead of crossing she
went to leeward of the mark. Her gaff had sprung in the jaws, but
Gen. Paine determined to make a race if possible, and Capt. Charles
Barr, with two hands to help him, went aloft and lashed the jaws as
well as could be done under such conditions. After partial repairs
were made Jubilee crossed th6 line. Pilgrim in the meantime having
wakened up and reached the line, crossing just ahead of her. The
handicap gun was flred at 11:43, but the times of the two yachts were
taken with the leaders:
Vigilant 11 40 17 Pilgrim 11 48 06
Colonia 11 40 .38 Jubilee.. 11 49 06
Such a start as this spoiled the race, but there was still a chance for

a thorough test of the boats.
Vigilant was by this time hurrying inshore and leaving Colonia

every minute, the keel boat failing to point or hang on. .She was look-
ing so far to leeward of Vigilant that it hardly seemed that they were
gomg the same course, while fast as she went through the water she
sUd off still faster iu proportion.
The flrst tack was made by Colonia at 11:46, Vigilant at once follow-

ing. At 11 :.58 Colonia tacked inshore again, Vigilant going about a
couple of minutes later. When Vigilant passed the Sandy Hook
Lightship, leaving it nearly a quarter of a mUe to leeward, at 12:20

Colonia was obliged to go to leeward of the Ship.
Jubilee, with a badly cripp)led gaff and her mainsail half set up, was

in no condition for short tacks, but held offshore on one long leg, with
Pilgrim ahead, but to leeward
When Vigilant tacked again at 12:m she was a good half mile to

windward Of Colonia, while the other two, though out to windward,
were so far astern as to be out of all calculation. Jubilee gained on
Pilgrim and passed well to leeward of her, and, in fact, at one time
promised to make it warm for Colonia, but the gaff made more
trouble, the fore end getting adrift and running some 6 or 8ft. for-

ward of the mast.
At 1 o'clock the fleet was off Rockaway, Vigilant, Colonia and Pil-

grim inshore and Jubilee makmg long boards iu the open. Both wind
and sea had gone down a little; when Vigilant went on port tack off

shore Colonia and Pilgrim fell into her wake, the distance between the
first and second boats being about a mile, and between second and
third a little less.

.Jubilee was now on the same tack, apparently pointing high, but
nearly a mile to leeward of Vigilant. Bad as her gaff' and mainsail
were, there was more trouble iu store for her. In the first race her
chances had been killed by the faflure of a block, one of a special set
made at an extra cost to insure the highest quality.

This time it was the headsails which suffered; first the jib halliard
block burst, letting the sail down at the head. After a time the jib

was lowered and also the staysail, the jib being reset, apparently with
the staysail halliards, the block in them giving w^ay also. In spite of
all these hardships the yacht was makmg a brave struggle, beating
Pilgrim and Colonia.
Vigilant tui-ned the weather mark at 3:10:50, at once jibing and send-

mg up her topmast. She set no topsail, but got out her spinaker first,

taking 8 minutes to set it. About 5 minutes later her baUoou jibtop-

sail was broken out, and then she set a small clubtopsail.
The fom- were timed:

Turn. Elapsed.
Vigilant 2 11 50 3 31 33
Colonia 3 19 08. 3 iiS 35
.Jubilee 2 35 41 3 36 35
Pflgrim , 3 39 50 3 51 44

The second column shows the actual time taken by each to sail 15

miles to windward. Colonia had her topmast partly up when she
rounded. She set the same sails as Vigilant. Jubilee and Pilgrim set
only working topsails.

The work of Jubilee to windward is surprisingly good, the boat being
criupled badly from the start.

The run home was made with a freshening breeze, the wind hauling
a httle to the south, the relative losses and gains are best shown by
the times at the finish:

Finish. Elapsed.
Vigilant 3 40 44 1 34 53
Colonia 3 53 .56 1 34 48
Jubilee 4 04 38 1 38 47
Pilgrim 4 19 41 1 39 51

Oft" the \-.-ind the VigUant and Colonia are even, the two fin boats be-
ing a little slower. The official times of the race are, from actual
starting times:

Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.
VigUant 11 40 17 3 46 43 4 06 36 4 06 36
Colonia 11 40 33 3 53 .56 4 13 23 4 13 09
JubUee .11 49 06 4 04 38 4 15 22 4 M 45
PUgrim 11 48 06 4 19 41 4 31 35 4 39 59
The times from the last gun ai-e:

Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.
Jubilee 11 42 00 4 04 28 4 23 28 4 21 61

PUgrim 11 43 00 4 19 41 4 37 41 4 36 00
Immediately after the race a meeting of the Cup committee was

held on boai-d the May and Vigilant was unanimously chosen as the
Cup defender, the foUowing notice being posted in the club house in
the evening:

New YoKic, Sept 11, 1893, I

Flagship May. j"

By direction of the America's Cup Committee it is announced that
for the defense of the America's Cup against the challenge of the
Valkyrie, the committee has selected the VigUant.
By order of the America's Cup Committee,

A. Cass Canfield, Sec'y.
Mr. Iselin was immediately notified.

The thorough test of the four yachts, under much more severe con-
ditions than exist m luost races, was very gratifying after the many
disappointments of tbe past month, and sets at rest almost all ques-
tions of superiority. Tlie result has beea accepted gracefully by all

the defeated bouts. The perfornjauce of Vigilant first and last, in
light and heavy weather, has been most satisfactory, proving her a
safe all-around boat, her ability to windward being fully demou-
strated The only question which remains in doubt is that of the true
position of Jubilee. That the boat is badly rigged has been proved by
her many breakdowns, but in light weather on the cruise she has held
very clo^e to VigUant, and in the last race did wonderfully good work
to windwa|.rd for a boat so badly crippled ip aU her saUs. It must re-

main an open question how close she could come to Vigilant with as
good a rig, hut it is evident that she is by no means a failure as to
model. Had Gen. Paine requested another trial it would have been in
all probability accorded him, and many would be glad to see a final

test, but he accepted the situation very phUosophically and went home
after the finish of the race on Monday, The rigging and canvassing
is as much a part of the game as any other detail of Cup racing, and
in one sense a boat must stand by her own defects.
As to Colonia and PUgrim, the last race marks them as failures, the

former from a lack of weatherly power, the latter to general in-

efiSciency due to causes which are probably as yet unknown. The
Cup races of 1893 have passed from conjecture into history, and now
the great question of the future possession of the Cup wUl take their
place for the next three weeks.

Royal Victoria Y. C. Cup,
The first race for the Royal Victoria Y. 0. gold cUp was sailed oti

Sept. 6, the challenger being Navahoe, owned by Mr. Royal Phelps Cjar-

roll, and the defender being Britannia, owned by tlje Prince ot Wale^.
the Course was oc; the Isl^ of iliVight '(see chart in the Forest and
Si'Risi.ia: of Aug. 12^ from the ^Varner around the Owers, thence around
a ihiirk boat off Dunnose and outside the Princessa Ledge buoys,
around the Nab and finish off the Warner, about 50 miles. The start
was made at 11 A. M., the wind being so light that the yachts were
towed to the line. The wind was S.E., abeat to the first mark. Nava-
hoe started in the weather berth, but was soon headed by Britannia.
Near the Owers the wind freshened, Britannia stiU gaining. They
were timed at the second mark, off Dunnose:
Britannia 3 39 15 Navahoe 3 55 2S
Spinakers were carried to the Nab, where they were timed:

Britannia 4 31 07 Navahoe 4 46 17

The finish was timed:
Britannia 4 49 21 Navahoe 5 05 51

The second race was saUed on Sept. 7, the course being 30 mUes out
and home, laid out to leeward, but proving to be a reach. Navahoe
led over the flrst half of the course, but Britannia was only 40s. astern
at the turn. Coming home the wind increased untU topmasts were
housed and single reefs turned in, the sea being heavy. From all

accounts Navahoe was doing well until a peak bridle parted and also
some of her head gear, she tfnishing under mainijall and staysaU only.
The times were;
Britannia 4 50 17 Navahoe ..'1 24 47

The third race was started on Sept. 8, but Navahoe was beyond thti

line at the start and was recalled, the wind was very ileaVy and ma.ln-
sails were reefed. In retut-nitig Ifavahoe sjilit hei"s dud was dompelled
to withdraw, the Ptincte bf WaleS detlinlng to s'aU over, so that the
race was pOstrJotied,
The postponed race of Friday was sailed on Monday, the course

being from off Ryde around the Nab, the Spit Buoy off Southsea, and
a mark off Old Castle Point, two rounds, 60 miles, naut.
The wind was strong S.E., Britannia and Navahoe each having single-
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reefed mainsails at the start, 11:05 A. M. The wind held strong thi'ough
the race, Britannia being about a quarter of an hour in the lead all

day. The finish was timed:
Britannia 4 39 17 Navahoe 4 44 25
This ends the series, Britannia having won three successive races,

and the Royal Victoria Y. C. retaining the cup. The races with Bri-
tannia for the Cape May and Breuton's Reef cups, one each, from the
Needles, around Cherbourg Bi-eakwater, 120 miles naut., were set for
Sept. 12 and 13.

The conditions of the races were as follows:
The winner to be the yacht which wins three out of five matches.
Ballast may be taken iu, imt out or shifted between the time of

entry and forty-eight hours before the flrst match; but the owner
must at once give notice of the same to the club holding the cup, in
ordei- that the load-water line may be remeasured, if neces.sary, before
the start.

The starts to be made at the exact time specified (10 a. m.) unless:—
(a) A dense fog prevails.
(b) In the opinion of the sailing committee a postponement is desir^

able: but if either competitor desires to start at the time specified tha
saUing committee shall start them at that time.

(c) An accident occurs before the st^rt, when a reasonable time will

be given to effect repairs.
(d) A serious accident occurs during any match, when a reasonable

time wUI be given, before the next match, to efl'eet repairs; but a
yacht must abide by her accidents during a match,
Any match, the average rate of which is under five knots per hotlr,

to be resalled.
Cotm.'tEa.

A course. -Twenty miles to windward or leeward and back,
Rendezvous, outside the Nab Lightship.
B course.—From the Warner Lightship to the Owers Lightship,

thence to a flagboat ofl' Dunnose. back to the eastward, off two buoj*8
on the Princessa shoal outside Nab Lightship, and flnishing off the
Warner. \ ,

C course.—The Long Victoria, namelyj fronl Ryde round the Nab
Lightship, thence round a flagboat near Portsmouth Outer Spit Buoy,
round a Hagboat anchored oil Old Castle Point, Cowes, and back to
Ryde; twice round; 50 miles.
"Wednesday, Sept. 6.—A or B course.
Thursday, Sept. 7.—A or B course, whichever was not sailed on flrst

day.
Friday, Sept. 8.—C course.
Saturday, Sept 9.—B course.
Monday, Sept. 11.—A course.
The matches to be sailed under the aupervi.ston of the Sailing

Committee of the Royal Victoria Y. C. Yacht Racing Association
rules, measurements, time, scale and allowances.

Sewaren Land and Watei* Club.
The club held its second regatta of the season yesterday over a

course of five miles and repeat on Staten Island Sotmd. The wind
was light during the flrst round but freshened considerably before
the end, so that both heavy and light weather boats were well tested.
The boats taking part and the results were as foUows:

Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.
Emily, R. G. Clarkson 10 85 30 11 54 .30 1 19 00 1 19 00
Fay, W. H. H. Smith 10 33 30 11 .54 13 1 20 33 1 30 03
Clytie, D. G. Whitlock 10 U 30 11 59 00 1 24 30 1 33 30
Ripple, W. H. Smith 10 33 00 11 .59 05 1 36 35 1 23 35
The winner, Emily, is a new Cape Cod cat, built by Cosby, and this

is her flrst race.
,

The prizes were a ship's clock, presented by the Commodore, for
the first boat and a large photograph with negatives of the second
boat, presented by Mr. Cnas. M. Cooper. The judges on the flagship
Elthilda were Com. Wm. M. Ballard and Mr. Thomas A. Stoddart.
Timer, Mr. Chas. M. Cooper.

Seawanhaka Corinthian Y. C. Oyster Boat Race.
OEKTBR ISLAND—OYSTER BAV.

Mondul/, Sept. U.

The most successfiU race held by the Seawanhaka Corinthian Y. O.
this year was that of Labor Day, for oyster boats of Oyster Bay, Cold
Spring and Bay viUe. The conditions were as follows:
Class A, sailing oyster boats of 28ft. length waterUne and over, first

prize, SiOO; second prize, $50; Class B, saihng oyster boats of less
waterliue length than 28ft., flrst prize, $75; second prize, $25.
Course.—Cross a Ime between yacht club float and stakeboat; from

east to west, thence around 3Ioses Point Buoy, leaving it on port hand,
thence to Lloyd's Neck Buoy, leaving it on starboard hand, thence to
the line off yacht club float, crossing from east to west to finish.
About 11 nautical miles.
Start.—A warning gun wUl first be flred from the judges' boat and a

red flag shown. Five minutes later the starting gun will be fired and
a bhie flag shown in place of the red. All boats cross at second gun.
Any boat on the line before the gun must go back and recross.
Time Allowance.—Larger boats will allow smaller boats extra time at

the rate of one minute per foot of difference in waterline lengths.
Rules.—The usual Government rules of the road to be observed

without regard to any special yacht club rules, except that any boat
foiUing a turning buoy wUl be rifled out, and each boat must carry on
the mainsaU (both sides) a number which the committee wiU supply
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and which must be returned. Working saUs only to be used. The
races to be under the direction of the Seawanhaija Corinthian T. 0.

race committee, and their rulings and judgments are to be final and
binding on all parties. The committee reserves the right to refuse

entry of any boat which in their opinion is so fast as to outclass the

average Any protests or objections must be made to the committee
immediatoly at the finish of the race and will be judged then and
there, and the committee will declare which boats are the winners and
will pay the prizes to the captains on board of them.
There was a good, westerly breeze and the race was in every way

successful. Start at 11:11:

Florence. .Tames Brii

Empress, -

CIJISS B—UNDER 28fT.

L. A. Wilson, Chas. Underhill. .

.

Elapsed. Corrected
2 06 50 1 58 20

8 11 26 2 01 16

2 la 32 2 OG 27
2 18 08 2 07 38
2 15 06 2 08 86
2 19 1:3 2 08 43
.2 13 33 2 10 03
..2 13 m 2 11 20
2 14 18 2 12 18
8 IK 25 2 12 55

2 20 47 2 13 47

2 IG IT 3 16 17

2 26 50 2 16 20
2 27 00 2 19 30
2 24 29 2 20 59

2 22 .38 2 22 38
2 S7 42 2 23 12

2 .37 49

.3 .39 03 2 88 03
.2 do .35 2 40 35
2 40 36 2 40 80

2 47 S3 3 43 53

Oakley wins SlOO, George O. Wood !§50, Lucy D. $75, Jennie $25.

St. Lawrence Y. C.

MONTREAL—ST. LAWRENCE TtlVER.

Saturday, Sept. $.

The postponed race for the Sir Donald Smith challenge cup race,
for yachts enrolled on the squadron lists of the St. Lawrence Y. C,
open to the A, 30ft. and 15ft. classes, was sailed on Sept. 2 on Lake St.

Louis. The first attempt to sail this race on .Tuly 1 failed, there not
being wind enough to carry the boats over the first half of the course.
The second attempt on Aug. 25 was even less successful from the same
cause, there being hardly wind enough to carry the boats over the
line.

This time, however, there was a strong gale from the west, w'ith

heavy jjuffs off the land; and it was blowing harder at the start than
it has ever done, when a racing fleet was sent across the line on Lake
St. Louis. The members of the sailing committee, present were called
together immediately before the race, and in consideration of the
heavy weather, and the rejiorted disappearance of the Chateauguay
Buoy, decided to shorten the course and send the boats around a buoy
off Pomte Claire, making the course practically to windward and re-
turn
The start was as follows:

Length.
Chaperon,.^;. Jarvis 30.03
Valda, G. H. Duggan ,23.56

Molly Bawn, W. Kavanagh 25.12
Dream, A. Irving 32.36
Coquette, A. Hamilton
Zulu. W. Evan
Undine, G. Marler 24.11

All the boats carried three reefs down and No. 3 jibs,

Valda went across the line to windward of Chaperone and Molly
Bawn, and quickly jiassing Molly and gained steadily on Chaperone.
Both boats were taking short tacks along shore to keep out of the sea,
and within a mile of the start Valda had established a lead. She went
ahead on starboard tack close in shore, and Chaperone to windward of
her but astern, did not go about in time to clear, and Valda hoisted a
protest flag. Chaperone improved her position after this, shook out a
reef and established a clear lead. Valda hung on to her tucks a little

longer and got into trouble w hile shifting jibs, and before she got go-
ing again Coquette had passed her and taken second place.
In Valois Bay the breeze flattened out sufficiently to let all the boats

shake "ut reefs, and the Pointe Claire buoy was rounded under all

plain sail. On the run Chaperon and Coquette set spinakers to port
and Valda a ballooner. and although Valda came up somewhat on the
leaders there was no material alieraticin ia their position before the
finish. The summary of the race is as follows:

Start.
3 31 37
3 32 n
3 82 00
3 32 10

3 33 08
3 36 25
3 34 80

Start. Finish.
Chaperon 2 31 87 4 47 40
Coquette 3 33 08 4 51 53
Valda 3 32 11 4 55 56
Molly Bawn 3 82 00 5 00 44
Dl-eam. 3 33 10 5 02 52
Undine 3 34 30 5 11 05
Lulu 3 30 25 Withdrew.
Valda did not enter a protest at the finish, but the question has been

raised, whether the conditions upon which the cup is held, it is legal
for the sailing committee, formally or Informally called, to alter the
course, and the prize has not been awarded, and cannot be until the
three members of the sailing committee qualified to sit on the ques-
tion have met and come to a decision.

Elapsed.
1 16 03
1 18 45
1 23 45
1 28 44
1 30 12
1 36 35

Corinthian Y. C. of Philadelphia.
The race committee beg to announce that races have been arranged

for the foUowiug dates during September and October, for prizes pre-
sented by members of the club;
The Riverton Y. C. have extended a special invitation to yachts of

the Corinthian Y. C, under :30ft. water-line length, to participate in
their fall regatta on Sept. 16. The committee particularly request
that all yachts of this class will be entered for this race.
Sept.^23.—For yachts over 30ft. and not over 40ft. corrected length.

Under *the same rules as si^ecified for the annual race. Prize: A
silver cup presented by Vice-Oom. C. H. Brock, to be awarded to the
yacht winning two out of three races. I'he Narina won one leg for
the cup in 1893, and if necessary the third race will be sailed on Oct. 14.

Oct. 7.—Handicap race for yachts under 30ft. water-line length.
Prize: A silver cup f)resented by Isaac W. .leanes.

Oct. 21.—Handicap race for yachts under 30ft. water-line length.
First and second prizes: Cups presented by W. Barklie, Henry and
J. C. Ubler.

Oct. 28.—Handicap race for yachts under 30ft. water-h'ne length,
Prize: A cup presented by Com. O. D. Wilkinson.
In the above races, excepting that of Sept. 23, club topsails will be

barred, and yachts must be sailed by amateurs. In the race of Sept.
2;J, there will be no restrictions as to sails or helmsmen. Otherwise
the racing rules of the club will govern.
The start of each race wfil be as near 2 o'clock P. M. as piraeticable.

The course and other particulars will be announced one hour before
the start.
Entries for each race, and as belmsmaji or crew of the club boats

Curlew, Petrel and Teal, will be received by the committee at the club
house.
The race committee is Addison F. Bancroft, chairman; George M.

Freeman, William E. Ellison.

Lake Geneva Y. C. Sheridan Prize.

LAKE OESETA.

Satttrdaij, Aug. 25.

The twentieth annual race for the Sheridan prize was sailed on Aug.
26. The course was fourteen miles, weather fair, and the wind light
and fluky during the first half of the race, which was a beat to wind-
ward, freshening somewhat on the stretch home. Expert made the
fastest actual time, being 15 seconds ahead of Precept, but the latter
won bv flfty-four-one-hundi-edths of a second, owing to her time
edlowance over Expert of 15 54-100 seconds:

Length. Actual. Corrected.
Precept, T. Hodgkins 24.051.^ 2 45 39 2 44:31,66
Expert, Julian Rumsey 24.07 2 45 24 2 44 :32.20

Tattler, O. W Norton 25.00 2 46 59 2 46 59
Lorna, G. T. Francis 24.04 2 50 18 2 48 50

YACHT NEWS NOTES.
Valkyrie's racing spars and saUs arrived in New York on the Berlin

on Sept. 11, and Lord Dunraven will sail on Sept. 16, but the yacht has
not been reported since she was well clear of the English coast. She
passed the Lizard on Aug. 34, and is now due, but it is qmte possible
that she may be delayed by bad weather. Lord Dunraven will be ac-
companied by Countess of Dunraven and the Ladies Wyndham-Quin,
the Marquis of Ormonde, Lord Wolverton, the Hon. Hercules Robert
Langrishe and the Hon, Arthur Paget. The racing crews of Lord
Dunraven's other yacliT«i L'Esperance and Deirdre will assist on
Valkyrie,

FIXTURES.
SEPTEMBER.

16, Toronto.International Paddling 16. Red Dragon, Delaware River.
Trophy Eace.

The Ladies' Cruise and Camp.
This is how it was planned : The wife of the skipper of Night Hawk

was chaperone and general manager, and she invited the ladies. One
was to sail with her in Night Hawk, one was to go as passenger on
Scarecrow, and the invalid was to come down by train to the camp on
Saturda.y afternoon in charge of the Blooming Dude to spend one night.
Mr. Night Hawk was to have a club member as helper to trim sheets.
Mr. Scarecrow also arranged for a foremast hand, and the Infanta
was to carry her owner, a couple of friends and considerable luggage.
The start was to be made on Friday at noon for Cheesequake Creek,

fifteen miles across the Lower Bay, where a camp on the beach was to
be made, the return trip being scheduled for Sundaj^ afternoon.

It was all very pretty in theory, the girls Were delighted at the pros-
pect of campmg out, and the weather promised to be all that one
could desire.

This is how it turned out: The crew of Night Hawk found he could
not be away from the office either Friday or Satm-day. and not one of
four other men asked could accompany the expedition. Word was
sent to the captain of the club, but he had not been heard from up to
Thur.sday noon. The Infanta was not in commission, and the sail-

maker was so far behind time that she had to remain at her moormgs.
Her owner and crew were prevented by business at the eleventh hour
from going in the other boats. Then, finally, Mr. Scarecrow got a
telegram that called him to town and his crew likewise. Thursday
night everything looked blue for Mr. Night Hawk—three ladies to pro-
vide for and no one to help him. It seemed as though the long ex-
pected trip would have to be abandoned. He wandered down to the
club house after dinner in a low state of mind, but was somewhat
cheered when ho reached there to find the captain waiting for hiii*,

ready and anxious to go on the trip, although he had the use of his
left arm only, his right being in a sling and slowly recovering from a
bad dislocation.
The Captain settled it. Go they would in one boat; and there was a

faint hope that others would follow them later. The Night Hawk was
large enough for five and all their belongings, including the camping
outfits.

All of Friday morning the Night Hawk was alongside the float being
loaded with tents, provisions, water, extra wraps, cots, blajikets and
many other useless and useful articles.

The weather was perfect—bright sunshine and a gentle breeze, not
enough wind to make the water uncomfortably rough, and yet strong
enough to blow the little ship across the bay in three hours or less with
the favoring tide.

The start was made after lunch, a fond father and a devoted mother
waving adieu to the Uttle party, and unconsciously convej ing to the
mind of Mr. Night Hawk a fuUsenseof the responsibility he had under-
taken. Everything promised well. No one coiUd remember anything
that had been forgotten, but all knew that something had been, as is

always the case on such occasions. The sWpper did recollect later on,
when going back was out of the question, that five cans of soup were
quietly reposing in his locker at the boat house instead of being in the
snip's hold.
The wind soon increased in power and a reef was turned in the

mainsail before reaching the main channel. Eough water was en-
countered ruiming across the ship channel when clear of the point
and it came on to blow harder and harder. Spray came aboard, the
mast bent, the boat plunged along and rolled about uncomfortably.
The skipper did not want to run even the chance of getting his fair
passengers wet, and the outlook promised even worse, so he brought
the boat about, eased sheets and ran back under the lee of the iJoint.
The ladies were silent. They feared the retm-n meant home and not

camp. Not so the skipper. He had made up his mind to give them a
camping experience even if the tents had to be pitched in the back
yard.
"Captain, I propose we land on the beach here, put up the tents and

give the girls a camp supper. What do you say? "

"All right, skippex. Then we can stay aU night if the ladies agree.
They all agreed with enthusiasm; the Night Hawk was run into

shallow water and the anchor let go. Then the ladies were taken
ashore one by one in the little canoe that had been towing astern and
the duffle, tents and provisions followed.
The passengers were requested t-o gather drift wood and build a fire

while the two men put up the tents, unfolded the cots, got out the
blankets and cooking utensils and then set to work cooking supper.
The camp site was a suitable and pretty one with a fine view across

the bay to the west, sheltered from the stj-ong easterlj^ wind by a
sand ridge higher than the tents, and quite out of the usual avenues of
travel, although in sight of the town and the club house across the
inner bay. Norton's Point is a part of Coney Island, and yet of the
thousands who go to the Island every day in "summer, probably not
over a dozen wander as far as the little camp on tlie Point to the
northward of the inner pier. Sailboats are constantly passing the
spot, people fish from rowboats anchored off shore, steamers land
several times a day at the pier, but the only ones who set foot on the
beach are occasional swimmers and the shore inspectors, who keep the
beach clear of all refuse, except the clean di-ift wood that comes in
with every tide and lies in heaps at the high water line. The beach
slopes off very gradually and at low \vater one can wade out a long
distance, thus making very safe bathing at all stages of the tide. The
sand is hard, white and clean.

A good hot supper cooked over the open fire put the entire party in
flue spirits, and the ladies said "no" very forcibly when the question
was put to them "Shall we go home?" That settled it. The problem
was solved. The camp would remain where it was. All gathered
about the fire-not for warmth surel.r—and watched the sun go down
over Staten Island. The fishing boats out for the day came sailing
home past the Point. The red revolving light on the extreme point
blinked I'egularly at the happy five seated on cushions and camp chair
about the hot embers of the camp-fire, and the Ught of the town
across the bay along shore came out one by one as darkness gradually
settled over all.

"How shall we let the Invalid know where we are," exclaimed Miss
Novice, "so she will not go bytnain to-morrow down to Cheesequake?"
"We must send word over to-nightto the other men who wweto join

us to-morrow," remarked the chaperone.
"And I want that canned soup in the boat house," put in the Cap-

tain, "we will relish it to-morrow."
"Isn't it fun to think that we are here in camp, right near home and

no one knows anything about it," said Miss Avis, "and how surprised
and amused they will aU be when they do hear."

"If Miss Novice will go with me as foremast hand and the Captain
will remam to guard the camp, the ladies and the contents of our pre-
cious ice box, I will sail over, notify the fellows at the boat house of
our whereabouts, send word by them to anxious relatives and friends
and get the soup. The trip can be made in less than an hour with
this breeze." So spake Mr. Night Hawk, and so it was arranged.
"Canoe club, ahoy!" was heard by the club members gathered about

the lamp half an hour later, and Night Hawk rounded the pier and
came up alongside the float.

"Hello I" "Where are you from?" "'Where is the rest of the party?"
'What are you doing here?" "No accident, 1 hope!" were a few of
the exclamations hurled at the skipper even before he stepped ashore.
"Too much wind. Camp on Norton's Point. Going to slay there.

Come over to-morrow. Notify the rest of the fellows. I want a jug
of water and the cans of soup, that's all."

"'Nough said," was the reply, "that is gay. Who thought of it?

We'll be over to-morrow."
'And how do you like it, Miss Novice?"
Oh, it is just fun. I was only afraid we would have to come home

when we turned back, bu^t is just perfect over there, and I don't be-

lieve Cheesequake is any _tter."

Is that all vou need now ,

skipper ?" ,

•Yes, shove us off. Don't forget to tell the Blooming Dude of our
change of plan. Good night."

"Good night and good luck."
The Night Haw^k slowly worked out to windward with a reefed sail,

taking the big seas easily and without throwing spray on board- The
camp-fire on the beach, a mere speck at first, grew larger and larger

as the boat drew nearer, and finally the group about it could be plainly

seen, with the tents for a background.
The rest of the evening was spent pleasantly in chatting and singing,

and at a comparatively early hour aU retired for the night behind
mosquito nets under canvas roofs.

The first night in camp is seldom one of profound or restful slum-
ber, except for old campaigners, and therefore the girls were quite
ready for a morning bath at 7 when the Captain ealled thern. It was
a new sensation for them to go into the salt water before breakfast
and requu-ed courage; but the exhilaration produced amply repaid
them for the sUght shock to their nervous systems and atoned for an
hour or two's loss of sleep more or less.

While, at breakfast rain began to fall and by 8 o'clock it was a
-egular downpour, with a strong southeasterly breeze blowing. It

looked blue and the faces of the ladies took on a sad expression, and
one said in a faint whisper something about home. The Captain
came to the rescue, settled them comfortably in their t^nts, kept up a

running fire of talk, nonsense and song, taking the storm as a mat-
ter of course, something they should not miss m a camping trip, and
in half an hour banished the'blues effectually.
Before noon a skiff sailed up to the anchorage with the two boys on

board, just returning from a ten days cruise to the eastward, and
they were glad enough to come ashore and join the party, helping the
Captain and Mr. Night Hawk prepare dinner.
The rain stopped, the breeze died away, and the sun shone out

bright and warm before 1 o'clock. The Night Hawk was sailed over
to the club house early in the afternoon for more provisions, an extra
tent and fresh water. It brought back the invalid. Miss Avis's sister,

the irrepressible club tenor, extra tents, blankets and camp chairs,

and also word that Scarecrow was coming with her captain and crew.
By supper time a goodly company had assembled, four tents were up
and eleven sat down to the evening meal, after which a roaring camp-
fire of drift was kept going the whole evening.
The Blooming Dude made his musical voice heard after aU had re-

tired. He had paddled over fi-om the club, missed the camp, gone
rotmd the Point out into the ocean, and was on his way back to the
club when a fishing party guided him to the camp-fire. Everybody
had to come out and welcome him, which meant another horn* of jokes,
songs and chat around the fire.

Bathing, cooking, saUing, reading, sleeping and loafing comfortably
under an awning on the beach made up the programme for the last
day of camp. Every one did as he or she pleased, talked or was silent, •

sailed or reclined on the sand—whatever seemed most restful and as
different from every-day occupations as possible. Mr, Night Hawk
kept movin.g, doing an odd bit of work here or s+raightening up some-
thing there, until his activity actually tired the other, and he was
ordered to sit down, which command he failed to obey, and was
promptly accused by the Tenor of having nervous pedestrianism in
consequence.
Late in the afternoon the tents were rolled up and put aboard the

boats, together with everything except the cushions, chairs and cook-
ing things. A dehcious supper was served at sunset and the last camp-
fire started directly after it. At 9, by moonlight, the little canoes fer-
ried the joUy party to their respective boats, sails were hoisted, and
before a gentle breeze the fleet saOed home, a happy, healthy and
thoroughly satisfied pa^-ty of young people, with faces burned to a
rich brown, and all eager and ready to go again, though the trip
had not tm-ned out exactly as planned. The Cook.

The Electra Episode.
Chicago, III., Sept. 5.—The yachting and canoeing editor of Forest

A>D Stream is very kind in making explanations for my being imposed
upon at the W. C. A. meet by the bogus Electra canoe and her owner.
Appreciating this, I still do not wish credit for a wisdom I do not pos-
sess. It is true that a much wiser man might have been imposed on
under the circumstances, for at a canoe meet one is disposed to take
unquestioningly the word of the men he meets, and there had till this
time never been any cause to look for ringers. Still, I wish it made
plain that I would not have known Glenwood anyhow, if her name
plate was off, and no one need apologize for an ignorance of which I
am not ashamed.
What one must complain of is the manner and the nature of the

imijosition as jjracticed. Mr. Friese told me specifically that he had
the Davis Boat & Oar Co. build him the new canoe and that he gave
her the name of the old Electra because he was "stuck on the name.

"

He knew that I would credit the Davis Boat & Oar Co. with the build,
and linew this after repeated conversations with me. This is the
part that goes hard with me, for it is an imposition not on me alone
but on the public. Say that the above firm and Mr. Ruggles build
boats of exactly equal excellence, none the less each should have
credit for its own goods, and no others. When the imposition takes
this form it becomes hard to forgive, because it has done pubfic
injustice and vitiated for the time a public record. It was known that
Mr. Friese was agent for the former Arm.
Yet, under these circumstauces, Mr. Friese finds for his course an

excuse and an apology. He owes me no apology. I can take care of
myself. But he owes the public this apology and therefore to the
public it must go. It should be equally public with the imposition.
His letter of Aug. 24 reads as follows below. Let each reader make
up his own opinion on it with such charity as he may. And then let
us have no more such episodes. It was a very cheap sort of glory
that was sought hexe. The glory of all our racing cups will be too
cheap if things like this occur:
"Milwaukee, Aug. 24.—^At the A. C. A. meet I intended disclosinff

the identity of my canoe, but that has been otherwise accomplished!
Y'ou probably remember how unmercifufiy I was guyed at the 1892 W.
C. A. meet about my canoe and poor sailing. I resolved to be "in it"
and be among the leaders, and last winter purchased Glenwood from
Oxholm, of Yonkers. with whom I had a very pleasant correspond-
ence. I kept her name dark and called her Electra, and enjoyed all the
spring the criiicisms aimed at her by the boys here who know all
about canoes and canoeing. Nat Cook, Mercer of New York, and
Oxholm and myself were the only ones who knew the truth. To all
others she was Electra, for I wanted to surprise and paralyze the fel-
lows who had hooted at me the preceding summer, and give them the
race of their fives, then go to the A. C. A! and see what the critics had
to sa.y here after they learned what canoe I had.

"I did not anticipate the annoyance it might cause you, neither had
I an idea that you would refer to it in the glowing terms in which you
expressed yourself, and I apologize to you for rnisleading you in this
matter. I felt very proud of the possession of Glenwood, for I knew
she was the fastest in this country, and hoped to spur the other fel-
lows in the club to better efforts in the racing line, which has been ac-
compUshed, as Holmes, Graw and Rogers, our best sailors, had
dropped out, but are now interested more than ever befora
"Vaux writes in such a manner that readers would believe it was a

scheme to boom the Davis Co., whereas they knew nothing of ray pur-
chase untU I sent her to the factory this summer before the meet to
be pohshed and varnished. I wiU write Forest and Stream an expla-
nation to-morrow.—A. W. Friese." E. Houoh.

Arlington Sixth Annual.
Arlington, N. J., Sept. 5.—The Arlington Canoe Club held their

sixth annual re.gatta on the Passaic, in front of their boat house, near
West Arlington Depot, on the morning of Labor Day, Sept. 4.

First Event.—Club fours, open canoes; won by Boggs, Stewart,
Brain and Farmer, second crew being Duguid, Archibald, Douglass
and Fredericks.
Second Event.—Paddling tandem, deck canoes; won by Duguid and

Farmer in canoe Cricket, with Archibald and Fredericks second in
canoe Ithanel.
Third Event.—Paddling, open canoes, single blades; won by Frank

McLees in canoe Edna. J. T. A twater second in canoe Snake.
Fourth Event.—PadfUing, double blades, deck canoes; won by Joe

Stewart in canoe Ithanel, with J. Allen second in canoe Lilian.
Fifth Event —Paddling tandem, open canoes, was the best event of-

the regatta. Had five cre^vs and was closely contested from start to
finish. Was won by Duguid and Douglas in canoe Wa-ta-wah, with
Fredericks .and Archibald second in canoe lanthe.
Sixth Event.—Won by Farmer in canoe Cricket with McLees second

in canoe Golden Rod.
Seventh Event.—Hurry-scurrry and upset, was won by Bane, with

McLees second.
Eighth Event.—Swimming; was won by Bane with Roome second.
Among our visitors were ex-Com. Wilkin of the A. C. A., Com. Blow

of Oakland, Cal., and Vice-Corn. Lake of the Atlantic Division. After
the regatta a luncheon was served in the club house.

CANOE NEWS NOTES.
Ml-. Harry Ford writes us that he is a member of the Toronto C. C,

and not of the Corinthian C. C, as printed in our report of the meet.

Harper's Ferrv, W. Va , Sept. 7.—Messrs. Geo. N. Beall, E. Lacy
Gibson and the Commodore in canoes Shenandoah, Clyde and Frankie,
of the Shenandoah C. C i-eaclied this place at 6 o'clock yesterday
evening after an eventful and e-witing cruise of 18 days, in which time
they navigated the entire Shenandoah River from Mount Crawford or
North River (IC miles abo e the head of the Shenandoahj, to its con-
fluence with the Potomac at this place. F. H. Vv'ebb, Com.

Greenville Rifle Club.
The weekly gallery shoot of the Greenville Rifle Club, Of. Greenvliie,

N, J., on Friday, Sept, 8, was well patronized by the regulars of the
club. The honors of the night were divided between Messrs. Collins
and I'laisted, each with a score of 243. Purkess, the leading man in
the race for first prize in the first class, is losing his grip. He is now
only 4 points ahead of the man following him, and unless he pulls him-
self together next week he will have to drop into second place. The
scores are appended, 10 shots, possible 3.50, distance 25vds-: W. C. Col-
lins 343, G. W. Plaisted 343, C, Boag 8-39, Geo. Purkess 3.36, J. Boag 235,
Capt. Robidoux 235, C- H. Cbavaut 235, J. Spahn im, James Dodds 230,
JohnHiUasr.
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Hudsons and Greenvilles.
Marion, N". J., Sept. 4.—The match between the Hudson and Green-

ville rifle clubs at Marion, N. J., resulted in a victory for the home
club for the $50 purse. As the shooting progressed the teams seemed
to be on an equal for>ting, until the last man to shoot from the Hud-
son's, Mr. Graf, had been shooting in poor form and in order to mn 6

or over had to be made. As Mr. Graf entered the shooting box it

was noticed that he had exceptionally cool nerve and faced the ordeal
very steady. Hardly had the rifle reached his shoulder when there
was a loud report and number 8 was shown, giving the Hudson team
the victory by three points. The appended scores of the two clubs
will give an idea of the excitement which prevailed. The target used
in this contest was the Standard American 10 target, with an Sin.

bullseye. The clubs now stand tie on the matches shot and it is

hoped before the season closes that they will meet for the deciding
match.

Hudson R. C.
Chas Hutch 7 5 7 6 8 6 10 9 7 7—72
JohuRebhan 94 10 889878 9-80
ABraim 646578987 5—6S
JAutenreith 10 85859987 5—76
ASteuber 686787354 5-59
O Merbens 716584376 9—56
H Mahlenbrock 3 10 6644468 6-57
GWGraf 318336694 8-51
HL Hansen 62 9 8 8 5 8 10 8 5-69-585

Captain, H. Mahlenbrock. Scorer, 0. E. Bird.
Greenville R. C.Wm Robidoux 8 8 4 4 6 10 6 3 7 7—63

C Boag; 677577767 6-65
GPlaisted 758857864 7-65
W Boyce 4 10 6 5 9 7 10 9 10 8—78
J Boae 464967755 6—60
W Collins 10 S 3 7 7 6 6 9 9 5-67
GPurkess 445377 5 48 6-53
JDoddS 8 77564 10 68 6-67
H Chavant 5 4 7 6 8 5 9 5 8 7-64-582
Captain, Wm. Robidoux. Scorer, C. W. Agneau..
A match between Messrs. Hutch and Rebhan for 85 a side on Creed

-

moor target resulted as follows:
C Hutch 443544424 3-37
J Rebhan 423444443 4—35

, The Eaglb.

Revolver Shooting in England.
There was such a gale of wind blowing on Aug. 23, the shooting day

of the South London Rifle Club, that only three revolver shooting
members turned up. Mr. Walter Winans shot while the gale was at its

height, it being almost impossible to hold a revolver against the
wind.
He made a score of 39 for the revolver championship, which, though

the lowest score he has ever made in the championship match, still

was a good score considering the weather conditions. Results:
Stationary target, SOyda. :

Walter Winans 756777—39 G Mortimer 574733—29
FH Frost 666576—36
Disappearing target:

Walter Winans 7 6 4 5 7 7—36
Twenty yards:

Walter Winans 3 4 5 5 5 5—27
Four best scores for revolver championship:

Walter Winans. .. .40 40 40 39—1-^9 R S Kemp 38 36 32 23—128
Lieut Heath 40 39 38 38—1.55 Collman 33 a3 30 29—125
CFLowe 39 38 37 36—150 H Andrews 35 3-3- 68
FH Frost.. 38 37 37 36—148 R de Salis 33 31— 64
E VKeen 37 35 34 33—139 Roxburgh 30 21— 51
The scores for the revolver championship of the North London

Rifle Club have sHghly altered since last week. Lowe has added 2
points to his scores, Munday 7 points and Richardson 2 points. The
positions remain unchanged, however, as far as the leaders are con-
cerned;W Winans 41 41 41 41 40-204 Rand 36 34 33 33 36—172
C F Lowe 40 38 37 .38 37—190 Carter 38 .33 33 33 83—165
Lieut Varley....37 37 .37 .35 .3.5—181 CaptRichards'D34 33 32 .33 31—162
Capt Cowan. . . .39 36 .36 35 .35—181 Capt Thompson34 33 38 31 30—159
Major Munday. 39 37 33 32 88-179 Treadwell 28 25 23 19 15—112

Independent Germania Schuetzen Corps.
The third annual festival and prize shoot of the Independent Ger-

mania Schuetzen Corps, Capt. Chas. M. Drastg, was held in Washing-
ton Park on Tiiesday, Sept. 5. Among the many visiting riflemen
were to be seen Capt. H. OfCerman, of the New York Corps; Capt.
Robert Henke, New York Schuetzen Glide; R. Busse, New Yory City
Corps; Philip A. Schmidt, New York Central Corps; D. Miller. Miller
Rifle CJub; Louis Flach, Zettler Rifle Club. Adolph Ludwig was
crowned king of the Corps for 1893, having made the hignt.st score on
the honor target. Louis Flach got the first prize on the public target,
and C. 0. Zettler the first medal. The scores are appended, 3 shots,
possible 54:

Honor target: A- Ludwig 46, C. D. Rehm 46, C. G. Zettler 45, A.
Jager 44, O. M. Draste 38. H. Hagenmeister 37, H. Ruttger 34. H. Folke
34. G, Munzberg 34, H. Wendelken 31, H. Folkman 29, H. Schwartz 26,
F. Faeorapre 23, J, Stiehl 20.

Public target, 8 shots per ticket, two best to count, possible 108:
L Flach 53 52—105 P F Schmidt .50 49—99
CG Zettler 52 52—104 D Miller 50 48 -98
G Schlicht 52 50—102 W KrumsiecK 4S 48—96
R Busse 51 50—101 F Facompre 50 45—95
CD Rehm 51 49-100 H Ruttder 50 43—93
Caxit Roeber 50 49— 99
Medal target. 3 shots, possible 54: C. G. Zettler 53, H. Folke 51, G.

Munzberg 50, C. D. Rehm 50, A. Ludwig 49, F. Facompre 49.

New York Schuetzen Corps.
The season shoot of the New York Schuetzen Corps. Capt. H. Offer-

man, for the year 1863 was brought to a close in the Union Hill Park
on Friday, Sept 8. The six shoots held during the summer have been
well patronized by the members.
The new members who came into the corps in the early part of the

year have shown a commendable interest in their efforts to perfect
themselves in the use of the rifle. One of the most diligent of these
new recruits in his practice was Mr. J. N. Hermann, who had the good
fortune to win the first prize, a handsome diamond medal, presented
to the corps by Capt. Offerman. The targets used in the competition
were the bullseye, ring and point.
There were twenty-two prizes CS"old medals) on the three targets, as

follows: Twelve on the bullseye, five on the ring and five on the point
target. On the bullseye target the prizes were distributed according
to the best center shots, on the point target for the most points, and
on the ring target for the most rings.
The winners on the bullseye target for the best center shot are ap-

pended: J, N. Hei-mann 33 degrees. A, J. Christian 41, D. Melchow 46,
Jacob Schmitt46. .T. C. Bonn 47, P. Hoops 53, D. Buttfer71U;, S. Galle
74. J. D. Wilkens 80. .T. Bunz 89, H. Buttfer 89. H. Meyer 95.

"

Ring Target—D. Strahraan 1.096, A. W. Lemke 1,082, J. H. Klee 983,
P. Plump 981, H. Strate 901.

Point Target-B. Zettler 82, F. Fiegel 81, F. Schmidt 72, W. Hahn 52,
Dr. Grosch 46. '

California Schuetzen Club's Annual Festival.
The annual festival and prize shoot of the California Schuetzen Club,

held at San Rafael Park; on Aug. 20 and 21, proved to be one of the most
successful festivals ever held by the club smce its organization in 1876.
That Philo Jacoby and the half dozen enthusiasts associated with him
in the scheme to organize the club, anticipated its present growth is
hardly to be expected, and yet the development has been of such a
nature as to lead one to the belief that there is no accident in it.

The present membership is about 250. The park which is beautifully
located for outing and shooting purposes, contains 34 acres and lies in
the outskirts of San Rafael.
The shooting range is full SOOyds. and contains 20 targets.
The shooting house is 50 x 200ft., fitted with all the conveniences ne-

cessary for the comfort of the members.
The Centennial, in the summer of 1876, brought the California rifle-

men into prominence as expert marksmen. Their debut at the Cen-
tennial brought them into a sharp competition with a host of expert
riflemen, gathered together from the Atlantic and Northwestern
States. However, the Californians. under the skillful handling of Philo
Jacoby, and his able lieutenant Adolph Strecker, were equal to the
task laid out for them; and when the festival was concluded, the
prizes and honors distributed, it was found that the California team
was first; and in the individual competition the Californians were in
prominent places at the head of the various prize lists. The conse-
quence was that when the many teams represented in the festival re-
turned to their homes, the members thereof carried among their
effects a large measure of respect for the California riflemen. Since
the Centennial many of the individual members of the California
Club, through frequent visits to the East, have become very closely
allied with the Eastern riflemen, and only the vast distance that
separates the two extremes of the coimtry prevents a more frequent
meeting of the brotherhood.
That those two veterans of the butts, Jacoby and Strecker, shoiild

still hold their,own against the younger element in the club, is Tsome-
what amazing, and we can account for this fact only upon the suppo-
sition that it is another proof of the embalming qualities of that
florious climate wherein all physical growths reach their highest
evelopment and yet continue to develop.
Philo .Taeoby, the president of the club, was for many years cham-

pion off-hand shooter of the Pacific Coast, but through his energy in
building up the club, he has brought together a group of marksmen
that are now able to dispute the honors with the bid veterans.
The reports of the festival that have come to hand credit Adolph

Strecker with making a new record on the point target and securing
the kingship of the club for the year 1893-94. In the competition for
king each member was allowed 250 shots on the point target, the
center 3m. counting 3. the mner 6in. counting 2, and the outer 12m,
countmg 1; a possible 750 points in the 250 shots.
Strecker's score m his 250 shots was a total of 453 points, or an

average of 18.12 points to each 10 shot string. In 250 shots he missed
the 12m. bullseye only 5 times. After shooting his king score (350
shots) Mr. Strecker fired 73 additional shots on the point target, mak-
ing 23 red fiags (Sin. center.s) in the 73 shots. Mr. Strecker has won
the king's trophy on fifteen different occasions, and his friends claim
for him an unbroken record of victories in individual matches. The
individual scores on the king target as received by us are appended
below:
Adolph Strecker ... 453 D McLaughlin 363 T J Carroll 275
Geo Helms 4.30 H R Brown 378 F F Attinger 267
FC Young 415 FAKuhnle 355 A Stettin, Jr 262
Dr Rogers 407 O Burmeister 353 DC Babin 2.30

Chas Heath 384 J Utschig 343
On the honor target each member was allowed three shots, a possi-

ble 76 points. The honor for first position on this target fell to A.
Burmeister. with a score of 68 pomts. followed by D McLaughlin with
67. A. Strecker 66. F. Attinger 66. A. Heath 65, C, Meyer 65. Geo. Helm
63, F. C. Miller 62. W. Hahn 62, H. L. Brown 62, Chas. Heath -61. E.
Hovey 61, L. C. Bobin 61, Philo Jacoby 60, J. C.Waller 60, F. O.
Young 60.

On the prize target, three shots per ticket, possible 75, re entries al-
lowed, the eight best scores are appended as follows: A. Strecker
73. D. McLaughlin 72. Dr. Rogers 71, W. G Linderman 71, R. Finking
70. J. Utschig 71, F. Fax 70. W. Kretzmann 70.

On the man target A. Strecker again comes to the front with the
score of 77 out of a possible 80. Dr. Rogers 76, Geo. Helm 75, F. Fred-
ericks 74, .r. Utschig 74. D. McLaughlin 72, Capt. Klein 72. L. Barrere
72, L. Bendel 72, R. Finking 71, P. Attinger 71, C, Meyer 70, P. O. Young
70, F. Kuhnle 70, E. AppenzeUer 70, P. Freeze 70, L. Hooke 70,

On the bullseye (3-inch center) target, the best center shot to count
by measurement, the following scores are appended (1 degree
1-lOOOin,):

ABertelsen.... 3S% Geo Hehn 174
A Strecker 102 HRBrown 178
D McLaughlin 139 F O Young 178J^
J Utschig 134J<; A Youngblood ISOJ^
H Helberg 1623/^ C Heath 185>g
Miss Lilian Smith, the expert female shooter, was a visitor during

the festival. She gave the marksmen an exhibition of her ability in
shooting the rifle at 200yds. In 10 shots at the point target she made
8 black shots, and on the ring target in 3 shots, possible 75, she made
67 points.

The Whitehead Cup Shot for at Bisley, 1893.
Conditions—Best scores (aggregate) made in the revolver competi-

tions won by Walter Winans, he winning 11 first prizes in the revolver

series, dividing 2 prizes, and being second in one. His score for the
cup (emblematic of the revolver championship of Great Britain)
bemg 336.

Bellefontaine Rifle Shots.
Bbllkpontaine, O., Sept. 4.—The appended scores, the poorest that,

have been made oy the team, were shot after a three months' rest,
Thursday, Aug. 31, at their range; conditions fair, 300 and SOOyds.
open sight. Creedmoor target: Kautzman 31, Seidigh W, Bennett 4,

Dushane 7, Cassidy 10, Hornberger 31, Rea 27. Helc 21. The next
shoot will be held Sept. 7, 1893, at Standard American target globe
and peep sight, when we trust to send a better score. Jim.

RIFLE NOTES.
Through the courtesy of one of our patrons we are enabled to copy

some of the results of the United States Government tests with smoke-
less powders adapted to the small bore or service rifles. The appended
records are compiled from official tests and give the best records of
each powder:

Velocity, Velocity,
Instrumental. Muzzle. Pressure.
Ft. per second. Ft. per second. Lbs.per sq.ln.

Leonard N. R., American.... 2,298 2,.331 45,000
Houghton, American 1,967 2,003 33,900
Maxim, American 1,961 1,996 33,100
Dupont, American 1,899 1,934 89,000
Wetteren, Belgian 2,015 2,050 41,900
Laisdorf, Austrian 2,001 2,036 39,190
Nobel, German 1,970 2,005 37,000
Cordile, English 1,909 1,944 36,200
B. N., French 1,891 1,926 34,450
The above tables go to show that our American inventors of smoke-

less powders are holding their own against Europe.

That group of experts who visited the Columbian International
shooting festival some days ago, of whom we made mention at the
time, have returned to New York covered with shooting honors and
their inside pocket s bulging with the coin of realm. The observant
Jerseyman who piped off these experts on the ferryboat as they were
going away seems to have got^ pretty straight tip as to the results
of the expedition. Dr. Boyken brought home the king prize on a
score of 324 out of a possible 250. M. Dorrler the iirst prize on the
people's target with a score of 74 out of a possible 75; also the second
prize on the Standard target with a score of 48 out of a possible 50,
and the second prize on the bullseye target. Another member of the
group, Fred C. Ross, captured the first prize on the Standard target
and the second on the people's. Earlier in the season that veteran of
the butts, Wm. Hayes, put a heavy mortgage for first prize on the
man target with 94 points out a 100; this has been tied by one other
competitor. His score of 34 red flags in 100 shots on the bullseye
target has remained high to the end of the festival. In summing up
the results of this International shoot we find that our four New
York experts, all of whom belong to that famous group known as
the Zettler Rifle Club, captured four of the firsts, tied for first on the
fifth and took the second prizes on three of the other targets. The
rifle shooting fraternity of New York should give these representa^-
tives of the clan a reception worthy of their International victory.

Gus Homreghausen, of Baltimore, ^vith his fine score of 220 on the
king target, naturally felt that he had a pretty firm grip on the king-
shij). In fact he had begun to outline a draft of his expected remarks
during the ceremony, when a shadow was cast across the horizon of
his anticipations in the form of those New York experts. The Balti-
more mm had met these experts in New York and in Baltimore many

times In the past; he knew their caliber, and he remarked: "I felt
pretty safe with my score until your boys put in an appearance. I
shall be on the ragged edge until you get your shots down to the tar-
-3t,"

A prominent Western rifleman in speaking of the work of the New-
Yorkers at Chicago, said: "We of the West have often noticed in the
columns of Forest and Stream the big scores made by your New
York people at your festivals and meetings about New York; we had
an idea that they were gotten up for publication. But what we have
seen done here by you in this festival has cleared away the fog of our
unbelief. We acknowledge your ability with the rifle."

All ties divided unless otherwise reported.

FIXTURES.
If you want your shoot to be announced here

send In notice like the following:

Sept. 12-13.—Manufacturers' Trap-Shooting Association touniamebt^
at Allentown and Bethlehem. Pa. (combined).
Sept. 20-21.—Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Associatioli

sixth tournament, at Worcester, Mass.
Sept. 26-39.—Pennsylvania State Sportsmen's Association tournament

at Harrisburg, Pa. H. M. F. Worden, Cor. Sec'y.
Sept. 27-28.—West End Gun Club, Ottutowa, Iowa, second annual

tournament. J. R. Young, Sec'y.
September.—Manufacturers' Trap Shooting Association tourna-

ment, at Columbus, Ohio.
Oct. 2-7.—World's tournament, Watson's Park, Chicago, 111. Live

birds and targets. John Watson, Manager.
Oct. 19-20.—West Newbiu-g Gun and EiQe Association tsiU tourna-

ment, at Newburg.
1894.

April 4-6.—Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association's
Grand American Handicap at Dexter Park. Long Island.
May 22-24.—Knoxville (Tenn.) Gun Club tournament, $1,000 added

money,

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
The programme of the Pennsylvania State Sportsmen's Association

third annual tournament, which is to be held at Harrisburg, Sept.
26-29, reaches us rather late, owing to unavoidable delays of the printer,
but for six weeks past the boys have been hard at work preparing for
the great event. If hard work will make the meeting go, this one will
be a grand success. The shooting grounds are situated at Maple
Grove athletic grounds, easily reached by electric railway, and they
will be in readiness for practice shooting Monday, Sept. 35. They are
large, level, provided with stands for spectators, and inclosed with a
12-foot fence. Elmer E. Shaner will have charge of the shooting,which
in itself is a pretty good guarantee of success and a good time. The
shooting will begin at 8:30 every morning, and as this is put in italics
they probably mean what they say. The programme gives, among
other things, a complete history of the Pennsylvania State Sports-
men's Association, game and fish laws, rules for target and live-bird
shooting, and much other interesting matter. Aside from its value as
a guide about this shoot, it is well worth preserving for the informa-
tion on other topics which it contains. The programme speaks for it-

self, and the Harrisburg boys are not sparing work or expense to
turn out a model shoot. All who intend to be present at Harrisburg
should send for a programme or for any information to Capt. H. M. P.
Worden or to H. B. Shoop.

The second annual tournament of the West End Gun Club, of Ot-
tumwa, la., will be held at the Fair grounds, Wednesday and Thurs-
day, Sept. 27 arid 28. There will be eighteen events given on each day,
and of these, four will be at Uve birds. The target shoots run from 10
single targets to 25 singles. The entrance fee will be 81,25 in the first
shoot—10 singles—and from that run to $7.50 in the 10 live bird races.
There is quite a long hst of merchandise prizes. It is believed that
this tournament will be an occasion of very great interest, and one of
the best ever held in the State.

C. H. TOWNSKND.

Shooting Match.
A VERY interesting shooting match took place at the Atlantic Rod

and Gun Club's grounds at West End, Coney Island, on Thursday
morning, Sept. 7, between C. E. Morris, president of the Atlantic Rod
and Gun Club. C. Furguesen, Jr., of the New Utrecht Rod and Gun,
and Dick Dwj'er, ex-president of the Atlantic Rod and Gun Club.
Each shot at 100 birds, 28yds. rise, modified Hurlingham rules to gov-
ern, t;he stakes being $100 each, the lowest scorer to pay for the birds,
On the draw for positions C. E. Morris was first, C. Furgueson second
and R. Dwyer third. In the first round of 25 C. E. Morris missed 0.
Furgueson 2, and R. Dwyer 5. C. Furgueson in the second round
missed only 1, Morris again missing 3 and Dwyer 6, Furgueson leading
on the first 50 by 3 birds—47, 44 and 39.

In the second 50 the shooting of Morris considerably improved, he
getting up to Furgueson and tieing hun at the finish with 91 out of 100.
wyer was low man with 80 out of 100, and had to pay for the birds.

The result of a tie will probably be the cause of another race. The
best runs were: C. E. Morris 37, 17, 11, 10, 10, 8; C. Furgueson 16. 16.
13, 10, 9, 8, 7; R. Dwyer 12, 8, 7, 7, 6.

AU three shooters used L. C. Smith guns, 48 and 45grs. of E. C. with
IMoz- shot.
The birds used were a good lot of fast flyers and the scores were

very good. Furgueson had at one tune a run of poor luck, getting 4
birds dead out of bounds in his last 50, C. E. Morris 3 in his first.
Scores:
C E Morris 2111123121»131«02212'2222—32
C Furgueson 211 11122121 1 lOlllll 12312«-2:i
D Dwyer 2120131221201121110111030—20

C E Morris 202022221111111012212121S—22
C Furgueson 12121 11111221 311022122221-^24
D Dwyer 2110300121323111202011101—10

C E Morris 1118821222112312320212211—34
C Furgueson 1»11222103121121113122112—23
D Dwyer 1322101210211211301021110-20

0 E Morris 3122213233303121011322232—33
C Furgueson 0213»11321211»1122121»11 1—21
D Dwyer. 1210122112201011221312012—21
Referee, C. A. Dellar,

White Plains Gun Club.
White Plains, N. Y., Sept. 9.- The monthly shoot of the White

Plains Gun Club was held hereon Monday Sept. 4. For some reason
the attendance was very small, perhaps owing to the many diversions
offered, as there always are on a hohday; nevertheless, those who did
attend seemed to enjoy themselves.
The following are the scores. All events were shot under expert

•

rules, with 8 traps (Novelty system):
No. 1, 10 bluerock's, entrance ^1:

Piatt 1011010011—6 Howard 1000000010—2
Halphi 1111011101—8 Bartram 1010101111—7
Ward 0100001111—5 Paulding 1001011001—5
No. 2, same as above: Piatt 10, Halpm 7, Ward 10, Howard 5,

Bartram 6, Paulding 4.

No. 8, same as before: Halpin 5, Ward 9, Howard 5, Bartram S,
Paulding 5,

No. 4, same: Piatt 6, Halpin 7, Ward 7, Howard 4, Bartram 5,
Paulding 4.

No. 5, same: Halpin 7, Piatt 4, Paulding 5. T. Ward 5, E. Ward 7.
No. 6, same: Halpin 8, Piatt 8, Paulding 3, T. Ward 8, E Ward 10,

Bartram 5.

No, 7, same: T, Ward 9, E, Ward 10, Piatt 7, Halpin 7, Paulding 3.
No. 8. same: T. Ward 3, Halpin 8, Piatt 9, E, Ward 8, Howard 6,

Bartram 4, Paulding 5,

Piatt 1111010110110010111111001—17
E Ward 1110000110001100111101000—12
T Ward 1111011111111101101110101—20
Halpui 1OOO11OO111111O10<J1OO1111—15
No, 10, 10 bluerocks. entrance SI: Halpin 6, Howard 5, Bartram 6.

Piatt 8, T. Ward 7, E, Ward 6.

No, 11, same: Bartram 5, Piatt 7, Howard .2, Paulding 6, Ward 6
Halpm 5. L, C. Pxa.TT, Jr., Sec'y.

Acme Gun Club.
Only five members of the Acme Gun Club competed at Dexter Park

on Tuesday, Sept. 5 for the club's gold medal and annual prizes. "Each
man shot at twenty bluerocks, electric pull traps, 20yds. rise. F.
Pfaender was the winner of the medal with 13; this is the third time
this season. T. Short was a good second with 13. Sweepstake shoot-
ing followed. The scores:
F Pfaender 001101 11001111111100—13 W VorbachllOllllOlOllOOOOlOOO—10
T Short. . ,

,00011011101101011101—12 C Munk. ...11000010100011010001— 8
0 Stuetde.OOlOUlOOlOOOlOlOlOl— 9
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The Frankfort Tournamenti

ITrankfort. N. Y., Sept. 5 —The Frankfort Ganie aud Fish Protec-
tive Association were certainly favored with an exceediBe'ly fine day,
on which to hold their second annual loumament, which to k place
Labor Day, B^pt 4 The as-^ociation had a reasonable expectatl n of
a better attendance than was given them, as thev had made prepara-
tion for a large number, hut when the inornine trains pulled in from
East and West minus any shooters save VV. H. ArrasirouK of Little
Falls, the members were heard to ask each other if they had a good
bank account to meet an astiessnient.
Shooting was begun by a sweepstake shoot, and the first event on

the programme was shot off, when the -'pent up ' Uticans were seen
coming, in the personages of H. L Gates, Geo Knovvlton. Dr. Kil-
bourn and Messrs. 8cott, Brainerd and Mayhevv. U. T. K , we will re-
member you. Last but, not least came the champion trap shot of
Central New York, which title the A S A. of Uticii conferred on Frank
Northrup. ot' Johnstown, at their la- 1 snoot. Frank carried off fii si
honors of the day, also making a run of lOO straight bi' ds.
The noon train brought J. M Herman of the W. S. G. C, of S.vra-

cuse. also Dr. Wessels of Canajoharie, who had a business call to
Utica, and on his return from Uiica, when passing the club groimds.
thoutrht he heard groans coming from Bancroff, Weeks, Pegnum and
Scharffin distress, so he stopped off to render professional aid to
them, but the sound he heard was echo vibrating from Canajoharie,
but the doctor set about pr. scribing—not sugar coated pills, but lead
ones for kingbirds. The following is the score in full:
No. 1, 10 birds:

Nipe lOnnilOl— 8 Dolby Jlimiin—10
Rich llllinill—10 H Steele llUOIUOl— 8
E Steele lOlllOUll— 8 Armstrong 1111001011— 7
No. 2, 15 birds, divided 40. 30. 20 and 10:

Gates llinOllinini— 1.3 Rich 111010011011111—11
Knowlton 111111111110101—13 Northrup linilllinilll—15
Scott 111111111101111—14 E Steele 110111001111011-11
Kilburn 110111011101111—12 H Steele 101101111010101—10
Nipe 101111111110010—11
No. 3, 10 birds:

Gates llinillll—10 E Steele 0111111110— 8
Knowlton 1111131111-10 Brainard 1110011100- 6
Bcott llllOOllll— 8 Armstrong llIllllllO— 9
Kilburn limiOlll- 9 Dolby 1H1110111— 9
Nipe 0001101101- 5 H Steele 0111111011— 8
Rich 1111111111—10 Northrup lllllllllO— 0
No. 4, 15 birds:

Gates llllltlinillll—15
Knowlton 111111111111111—14
Scott 011101011110101—11
Kilburn : 101110011101111—11
No. 5, 20 birds:

Gates linnillllinilllll—.80

Knowlton .11111111111111111110-19
Scott 11111101110101111111—17
KUbourn. . .00011101111111111110—15
No. 6, 10 birds:

Gates innoilll- 9 Brainard 1111111101— 9
Knowlton 1111111111—10 E Steele lllOinilO- 8
Scott lllllinOO— 8 Rich OlOlllOnil— 6
KUbourn lllllOOlll— 8 Dalby 1111111111—10
Nipe 1101111100— 7 Armstrong IlllllIlOl— 9
Northrup.... ,..1111111111-10 H Steele..: 1011111111— 9
No. 7. 15 birds:

Gates 111111111110111—14 Northrup 111111111111111—15
Knowlton ......111111111111011—14 E Steele 111111011011110-12

Nipe 111111001111111—13
Rich lllUllOlllllOl-12
Northrup 111011111111111—14
E Steele 110111001100011— 9

Nipe 11110111111110111111—18
Northrup.. 11101111111110111111—18
Rich 11111101111111111111—19
Steele 01111111111111111111—19

Scott 101111111111111—14
Kilbourn 110011111011111—12
Nipe 111111111111111—15
No. 8, 15 birds:

Gates 111110101111111—13
Knowlton 111111111111111—15

Rich 111111101101111—13
Armstrong 011111111100111—12
Brainard 011111111111110—1:3

Northrup 111111111111111—15
AVessels 000111100111101—9

Scott 111111101110111—13 Rich 111011001111001—10
Killwurn 111111101111111—14 Dolbv 111111111111111- 15
Nipe 111101101011111—12 Herman 111101111111111—14
No. 9, 20 birds:

Gates 11111111111111111100—18 E Steele. ...11111011111111111111-19
Knowlton.. 11011111111111111111—19 Wessels.... 1 110111 lOlllI I llllll—iS
Kilbourn ..11111111111111111110—19 AnnstronglllllOIOlllllllllllO—17
Northrup.. 11111111111111111111—20 Herman.. .11011111111111010111—17
Kipe 11111111111111111111—20
No. 15, 15 birds:

Gates 111111001111111—13
Knowlton 111111111111111-1

Northrup 111111111111110—14
E Steele 111111011011001—11

Kilbourn 111111111111111—15 Armstrong 010111111111111—13
Scott 111111111111111—15
Nipe 111101101111111—13
No. 11, 15 birds:

Gates 111111111111111—15
Knowlton 111111111111111—15
Kilbourn 111111111101111—14
Scott 111110111111111—14
Nipe 111011111111111—14

Herman 111111111110111—14

Armstrong 111101111111110—13
Herman 111111110111111—14
Brainard 111111111111010—18
Mayhew 111110111111111-14

, Dolby 111110111111111—14
Northrup 111111111111111—15 Wessels 011101111111110—13
Fifteen dollars divided for best average in 150 shots as follows-

Northrup 145, 9S%:«^ $5; Knowlton 144, 96,^, §4; Gates 141, 94,^, $3;
Kilburn 189, 86?!, $2; Nipe 128, SSJ^s^, SI.

Endeavor Gun Club.
Marion, N. J., Sept. 4.—Labor Day shoot on Al Heritage's grounds.

No.J, 10 bluerocks. entrance $1, three moneys:
McPeek 1101111011- 8
Crevehng 1011101111— 8
Miller 1111111111—10
Hoff lllOUllOO— 7

Hoffman 1111111011-9
Hobart 1011101011—7
Breintnall 1111111011—9
J L Smith 1111111001—8
No. 2, 10 bluerocks:

Hoffman 0111111000—7 Jersey 1111010110—7
Breintnall 1111111101—9 Heritage 1011110011—7
Hobart 1111011110—8 MilU-r iniOlllll—

9

JL Smith 1110111111-9 Hoff 1101111110-8
No. 3, 15 bluerocks. entry $1.50:

Hoffman 111011111111011—13 Van Dyke OlUilllOllOni—12
Breintnall 110110110111111—12 Geoffrey 111111111111110 -14
Hobart 101111111110110-12 Thomas 110010001000110— 6
J L Smith 101111101110111-12 Hoff 111110111011010—11
MiUer 001111111111101—12 W Smith 111111111111111—15
Jersey 110111111111111—14 Osterhout 100100010110111— 8
Crevehng OlUllinilllll—14
No. 4, 10 bluerocks, entry $1:

Hoffman 0111111111-9 Van Dyke 0111101111—8
Breintnall 1111111111-10 W Smiti> 1111111111—10
Hobart 1111110101- 8 Creveling 0010111010— 5
Miller lOIlllim- 9 Thomas 1011111101- 8
J L Smith lOlOinOOl- 6 Geoffrey 1111111010— 8
Jersey lOllOllOll— 7 Young OOlOOlOlOl— 4
No. 5, 20 bluerocks. entry $2:

Hoffman.. lllinilOlllOlllOllO-lG MUIer 01111101111111110111-17
Hobart. ...nilOOllllOOllllllll—lG J L Smith.. 11111111111111110111-19
Breintnall..llOll 1111001 101 11101—15 Geoffrey. ..lOinmi 11 11 1111 1011—17
Jersey 11111111101111111111—19 Thomas. ...1010111101 1100001101—12
Osterhout .1111001001 11 101 1 101)1-13 W «mith. ..110111 11111011111111—18
Van Dyke. 1 1 1 1 1 II 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 01 1 1 11—19 Collins 1011001011 1110010111—13
No. 6. 10 bluerocKs. eufy gi:

Hoffman lOlnOlO 11- 6 Thomas 1011101111— 8
Hobart llOlllllll— 9 .Jersey OiiiiOllll—

8

Breintnall llllllloil— 9 Oserhout IIIIIOIUI— 9
Van Dyke llllllllll—10 Geoffrey OOliOllllO— (i

WSmith 1111111101— 9 Coihns...., Ill 111111—10
Miller nillUlll—10 Creveling 1111011011— 8
No. 7, 25 bluerocks:

ioflfmann 1101110111111111101111111—22
Jreintnall 1) 1 ! 1 li n 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 101 1 1 1 101-23
ililler Ill 111 nil 11011 mill in 1—2^
lobart , .„ noiiuiiiiioiimiiiiiiu—22
Jeoffrey I]0niiiii0]0iiuiniii'iii-2ii
ran Dyke i 1111111111110111111111011-23
V Smith lliniUOOllllia Alt 'drew.
lersey 00101 UiOlOlOl 11111001001—15
^bomas 100<J0111]11111] llwithdrew.
tollins lOlin 111011 llOlOwithdrew.
No 8, !"> bluerocks:
loffman lOllllinOlOOIl—U Geoffrey 110110111111111—13
^anDyke lOlllinilliiil—14 Lvon 001 1 11 10101 1010— 9
Jreintnall ilOOoiniOliOli- lO W Smith illiillllllilll—l.ii

Thomas OlOlllllOllUlO—11

Mehl lOlOOlOlOOlOlll— 8
Richmond 111111111111111-1.'^.

Crevehng OIOllHllUOOOO— 0

lobart 111111111111111—15
''isher 111111111011111-14
llller 111111111111110—14
)sterhont 111101001101011—10
No. 9, 10 bluerocks, entry $1:
[tiffman lOlllOOnO— 6 W Smith.,, ,.,.1110011111— 8
Ireintnall 1111111111-10 Jersey.. .^r...,,. 1101111101— 8
hobart 1111101111 - 9 Geoffrey lIlllOllll— 9
'homas llliK)inil— 8 Peck .....lOllOnill— 8
)8terhout IIOIIOIOII— 7 Matzen ..0111101111— 7
"isber 1101111111— 9 Lyons ^ OOlOOIIOlO— 4

'i Dyke 1111111111—10 Creveling 1011101111—8
- 0101111101—7 Hedden IIOIIOIIIO— 7

^„.inOnmO- 7 Fry „ UllOOUll— 6

No. 10. 20 bluerocks. entry .....

Hoffman. .inilOOOOllllllllllli—15 Thomas .. .11111011111110111010—16
Breintnall, OlllllllOIIlinnill-18 Mehl 10111100011101110111-14
Hnbart.... Ill 100! 1111101100111-15 Hedden. .. .11111101 111111111011-18
Fi.^Pi- 10101011000101110111-12 Metzfin ....01011010101011110100-11
Miller .... 11110111111111101111-18 Collins 11111001011111111111—17
S'liith 1101111101111 1111111-18 Sigler 11111001101111011111-16
Geoffrey

, .11110101 liniOlllUl—17
Van Dyke.lO] 101111101 11 111110—16
No. 11, 10 bluerocks. entry Si:

Hoffman 1011111100-7
Hoban 0111111111—9
Fisher 0111011110—7
Breintnall 1010110111—7
Smith 1111010111—8
Miller 1101011011—7

Strades....00010OO01 00100110010— 6

Sigler 1111111011—1
Crevelmg 1111110111—!
Metzer .1011110010-1
Mehl 0101011101—

L

Hedden 1101111011—8
^- -. . Van Dyke. 1111111101—9
J'^-'sey 1110111111—9 Thomas 0000111011-5
t^^ck 0110000001—3 Geoffrey 1111110111-9
Richmond 1100111111-8 Fry 0001011011—5
Osterhout 1011101001-6 CoUins 0111011011—:
No. 12, 25 bluerocks, entry S2.50:

Hoffman 1111111111110101011111111—22
Breintnall 1110111111111111111011111-28
Jl'I'er 1111101101111101111111111—22
g°,'^art 1 01 1 1 1 loOl 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 111 1 1001—20
^ S'Uith 0111111111111110110101111—21
F'sher 1110101111111110110111111-21
Collins 1111110110111111111101111—22
Sigler 1111101111111111111111111-24
Geoffrey 1111111111111111101111001-22
Hedden 1 1 1 01 111 111 1 1001 1 1 1 lOOl 1 1—20
Thomas 1111101011111011011110111—20
Van Dyke 0111111111111111111111111-24
Lfnone lOOOOOlOlllllOlIlllIlOllO—16
Richmond 1111110000111111111110111—20
Vermorel 1111111011111111100011111—21
H Wolf 1000010011010011100010111-12
'Morfey 1111111100101101111111111—21
Little 00001101101 10 1 1 1 1 10011110—15
No. 13, 15 bluerocks:

WSeagler 110111111111111-14 Fisher 111111111011111—14W Hedden 011111111101110-12 Lenone 110110100000010— 6
Yeomans 110011111011111—12 James 111011111111110—13
Osterhout 001100111111101—10
•Van Dyke 111111111101101—13
Morfey 111011111011111—13
Collins 111111011111011—13
Van Iderstine...101000001001010— 5
Hoffman 101111110111111—13
W Smith 111111110111111-14
Breintnall .111111111001011—11
Welter 111011111111111—14
No. 14, 10 bluerocks, entry SI:

Morfey lllllllOU— 9

Little .001010101111101— 9
Geoffrey ..111111101111110-13
Hafert .111110111101111—12
Polhemus 000001011010111- 7
Thomas 111111111011101—13
Jersey 101101111 1111 10—12
Vermorel 110010111110111—11
W^olf 101100001100010— 6
Mahi 000100111011110— 8

Van Idestine 0111000010— 4
Van Dyke 1111111111—10 Higler 1101111011—
Hoff imoooioi— 6 -

(ieoffrey llOlllllll— 9
Breintnall 1111110011— 8
Vermorel 1111111011— 9
W Smith 1011110111—

James llOllllOIO— 7
Lenone 1101111101— 8
Little 1111011011- 8
Osterhout 1111011001— 7
E Nailer IIIIUOIII— 9

Yeomans 1110111011— 8 Thomas.'.'. .''nilllllOI-
Mehl 1110111001- .

Hedden 0110001011— 5
Fisher 1111111111-10
Peck 0010100111— 5

Metzen 1111011011—8 Hoffman 1111111011- 9
CoUins 1111110111— 9 Lyon 0010110010— 4
No. 1.5, 15 bluerocks:

Van Dyke 011111111111111-14 Lyons 111110001001111-10
C Hedden 110011101101111-11 Yeomans 111011111101111-13
Vermorel 110111111011111—13 Breintnall 010111111111101-12
Geoffrey 111111111111101—14 W^olf OlOliOlliillili-ia
Sigler 111111111111111-15 Fisher 111101111111110-13
Collins 111111111110111-14 Little 011111111011011-12
No. 16, 10 bluerocks, expert rules, both barrels:

Miller 1111111101—8 Vermorel 1110110110—7
Sigler 1110011110—7
Hoffman 1011011111—8
Hedden 1101011111-8
Morfey 1011110101—7
Geoffrey 1011001111—7
Collins 0111101101—7
Lyons 1011000010—4

Fisher 1001000101—4
Richmond 0011111110-7
Yeomans 1011111111—9
Little 1100010111—6
Breintnall 1111011111—9
Osterhout 1110001 101—6

Connecticut Trap-Shooters' League.
New Haven, Sept. 4.—The last of a series of eight league shoots was

held to-da« on the grounds of the New Haven Gun Club. The New
Haven team won first money in the .3-man team (State championship)
match, with Bristol Club and Colt Club, of Hartford, a tie for second
place, Willimantic third, Jloodus fourth, Ansonia fifth. New London
sixth. The Bridgeport Club did not qualify in the 5 shoot. The
aggregate scores of the winning teams (five best scbres to count) are:
New Haven 405, Hartford and Bristol 383, and Willimantic 366. The
team race was won to-day by Bristol. Below arethe scores:

New Haven Team.
Potter OOlllOllllOlloniOllllOlIOllll—22
Savage 111111111111010111111110110111—36
Longdon 111010011111011111111111011111—25—73

Bristol Team •

Daly lllllllOOllllillllllOlOlinill—26
Mills 101011111111011011011111001111—23
Manross 111111111110111111111110111110—27—76

WiUimantic Team.
'•Mack" 101001111111111011010011110111—23
Webb 110111011100111101000101111111—21
Edgarton , ..nilinOlllOllOlOOlllllOlllOll-23-66

Ansonia Team.
Hotchkiss 11 0101 1111011 101 1011110011 1011—22
Cmrie 000101111101011111101111101001—20
Sperry lOlOOllllOllllllllllllliiiini-26-68

Colt Club, Hartford.
Willey 111011111101111111011110011010-23
McGiuty 0(»11000100011 101 11011001 11111—17
Burbidge llllllllllUlillllllllllllllli—30—70

New London Team.
Penrose 110100101 llllOlllJOlllOlOl 1111—22
'•Rubin" . 101001001011011100110001100111—16
'•C Ross" 011101111111101101110110110111—2:3—62
In the merchandise events for yearly averages the first prize was

won by C. H. Burbidge, of Hartford, on a score of 73 out of 75 Thi.s
was a high grade Scotc gun and case (valued at SlOO), which was given
by the Union Metallic Cartridge Co., of Bridgeport. Frank Potter,
of New Haven, scored 72 and took second prize. $25 cash, given by H.
.\. Penrose, of the Standard Keystone Co., of New London. A Win-
chester mHgazine rifle was given by Frank Potter, of New Haven, to
be shot for i n the followu g con itions: Any shooter having made the
highe-.t score of consecm e shots without a miss at any League shooi
dm-ing the year to be in the tie shoot for the absolute ownership ol
the rifle Those who.shot in the tie to-day at 25 singles were FranU
Potter, J. B. Savage and C E. Longdon, of New Haven; F E. Rock-
ivell, Fred Manross «nd E. M. Daly, of Bristol ; H. L. Edgarton, of Wil-
imantic, and C. H. Burbidge, of Hartford. The rifle was won by Bur-
iiidge on a score of 23. C. H. Burbidtie has shot at seven League
snoots and won honors which any trap-shot should feel proud of; he
uas made a run of 90 straight without a miss, it being the h'ghest made
in any League .--hoot. He has made two scores of 30 straight on tht-

Colt Club team aud won the shotgun and rille as above mentioned
i-!urbidge .shfots a 7141b •. hamuierle^s 12-gauge gun: his amnnniiioTi
sU .U C. Co. \s smokeless cases, loaded with :3Sgrs of American E C.
smokeless po>vder and IJ40Z. No 8 soft shot, NtrxMEa.

John Watson's World's Tournament.
Chicago. III., Sept 2.—There was erstwhile and once upon a time a

great deal of talk and very little else in regard to a great big. over-
grown World's Fair shoot, where solid gobs of gold would be flying
through the air, and every shooter in the Imd could draw a hundred
at the close of any shoot. The history of this shoot is written. It is a
recorded failure.
Yet there was something good i" the idea of an international shoot

at the trap, to be held ai the World's Fair city, and the shooting pub-
lie has not willingly let die the idea of an international, or at li^ast a
national individual championseip. Tt seems likely that this idea is
now to have something of an adequate working out after all. This'
belief it is fair to base upon the announcements of the proeramme
just put out by the best known park manager of America. John Wat-
son, of Watson's Park, Burnside, Chicago. Mr. Watson holds the
dates of Oct. 2-7. offers an open tournament of exceptional attraction,
'including the great World's Fair contest at 100 live pigeons to eaeb
contestant, entrance fee S135."

OUGHT TO ijRAW.

If there is any money at all left in the country, and any "go'' at all
remaining in our shootfrs, the last announcement wiU bring out en-
tries to the number, let us hope, of at least a dozen, though there
should be double that number Sh'^uld there be only a dozen, the
event will have a national significance not reached by any in recent
timi s, and the winner of it will win something.
Mr. Watson, in his plain and simple fashion, has done at a stroke

what the squabbling intruders of the old World's Fair shoot could not
do in a year. He has framed a unit, set a stake, made a beginning for
what can be made praciicallj^ an international individual champion-
ship match. Now let us hope thnt the rugged old Scotchman wiU do
a little more and see to it that this championship match is one not
only in name but in deed. It should be a bona fide, plucky, spi'ited
match, fought to a finish, without a divide at any station or stage of
the game. The winners should win ir all. The shooter who is pro-
itected by a tie draw is not shooting wholly on his nerve. Let us see'
who is our nerviest and besf shooter in an actual match for actual
money. It is long sinc« we have-had a genuine sporting event of any
moment at the trap. We have had enough of

FAKES, HIPPODROMES, DIVIDES

and fixed-quantity tournaments. Now let us have a sportsmanlike bit
of sport and one shoot shot to an actual finish. If one were asked to
name a man and a place which would assume this, he would naturally
turn to John Watson and his well-known grounds. Perhaps we cannot
even there be confident of seeing it assured, for the shooters can de-
feat Mr. Watson's wishes; but let us hope for the best, and look for
the one thing likely to redeem the record of a year which has been
singularly monotonous and dull.
John Watson announces for his tournament the American Associ-

ation rules to govern (1J4oz. shot limit). He retains the Illinois horse-
shoe boundary, perhaps because his grounds are set for that ; but as to
the rest, he wisely cuts loose from the absurd so called new lUinois
rules and their Illustrious no-handicap clause. The rise will be 31yds.
for 10-gauges, 30yds. for 12-gauges, 28yds. for all bores smaller and not
over 7lbs. weight.

THE world's FAIR OOJTEST
will be shot Wednesday, Oct. 4. Guns in this contest will be limited
to 12-bores, weighing 8lbs., and the rise will be 30yds. to all guns, 100'

live birds, entrance S125. Highest scores to win. (Not class shoot-
ing ) Under five entries one money, five to eight entries two moneys,
nine to twelve entries three moneys and over twelve entries four
moneys. Note: The winner of the first money in this contest will be
presented with a handsome and appropriate trophy significant of the
event. In order to create a fund for the purchase of the trophy
badges of admission to the park during the week of the tournament
wUl be sold at $1 each and the entire proceeds from the sale of these
badges applied to the purchase of the trophy, and that the value of
the same may not be altogether an unknown quantity themanafiement
guarantees .flOO for the purpose and all moneys secured from the sale
of admission badges in excess of that amount.
This is well enough. Better yet would it be with one money, the

winner to take all. Is it too much to hope for an agreement to this?
E. Hough.

Wyandottes at the Traps.
South Bethlehem, Pa.. Sept. 5.—Following are the scores made at

the Wyandotte Gun Club's shoot. A fine day's sport was enjoyed, and
interest in trap-shooting is on the increase.
No. 1, miss-and out at live birds for a trophy:

Rust 11111111111211111111111
Thomas 1110
Gosuer ,11212121211121281111110
Rothacker 81 122-^20
Paine 210
Culleri 110
Gardner mo
Uhlmer 0
Fehr 12218110
No. 2, 10 live birds, for a trophy:

Gosner ...1111112180- 9 M H RupeU 1111202221—9
Blank 1110180111—
Thomas 1111121122-10
H A Rust 1111118111—10
Apgar 1111101100— 7
Rothacker 11102202-2-2— 8
Johnson 1101222222— 9
No. .3, 5 targets:

Thomas... 11011—4

Ferine 1101211181— [

Rendic 011]22123'8— 9
Michael 111020w.
Cullen lllk>11211— 9
Felker 1010101801— 6
Fehr 1011122121— 9

Ferine 11101—4
Gosner 11111—5 Apgar 11101—4
Kane 11011—4 Johnson 11101—4

Halman 11111—5
Gardner 01110—3

Apgar 1111111101—9
James 1111101111—9
Douglas 1011101101—8
Ferine 1111111101—8

MHR
No. 4, 10 targets:

1011011011—7

.VI H R 1011111011—8

Thomas 110O11I010—

6

Cullen .1111001111—8
No. 5, 15 targets:

Caine 101110110000111-
James 111111111111111—15

Apgar 010101011101110- 9— Cullen 001010010110001— 6
Ferine 110111110111111—13 Thomas 001110111111101—11
Gardner 011111111111110-13 M HR 100111101110111—11
No. 6, 10 targets:

James 1111111110—10 Ferine 1111111111—10
RupeU. . , 1010101111— 7 Gardner 0101011000— 4
Cullen 1000110011— 5 Thomas llOllllOll— 8
Duglas 1111110111—9 Johnson 1111101111—9

Trap at Tacoma.
Tacosia, Wash., Aug. 29.—Inclosed herewith please find scores for

'93 club medals of tne Tacoma Rifle, Rod and Gun Club. Class A af-

y^t undecided. Dodge and Eberly tieing on 91 straight; Garrison won
in class B, Crosier in class C. Scores tollows:

Class A.
Eberly 01111111111110111111111111111011111111110011011110-43

1101111111111111111111 nn]]]1111101111111111111]l—4H-91
Dodge 11101111111111101)11111111111111111111110111111111—47

11111111 111011111111011111111111111001111101111101—44-91
Denham 111111011 iiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiinnniiiiiiniiinii-49

nillOl 1111111011 lllUUllllOOllOlOlll 1 11101111100-41—90
.McNaughton . .OOlOtKll 1 11 loixil 101 1 101001 1 10101 101 IKJOI 1 101101 101 1-30

loiiioiioiiomiiiiiiooiiiioionooiiiuuiiiiiini-40—70
Ellis 010111 11011011001 lllOl nil 111 101 111 101111111111111—41

lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllinow —3^73
Smith lllOlUllOllllllllOl llllllllll lOlOllinOlllllOllOOlw.—41

Class B.—50 birds.

Garri'^on lOlOOllllllllOlUlUUOOioi 111110101111110111111111—39
KimbaU,, ,11101101111111111100011111101111011011111111111010—38

Crosier laillllllllOlllllliniotllllllllOlllOlllllllllllOl—45
Bell ...'.10101011011100111101111101011111001111111110111111—39
Burwell, ,„,.11100101l000l01 UOonilOOlOOOl 01010011001101001110—26

Fountain Gun Club.
The regular monthly shoot of the Fountain Gun Club was held on

Wednesday. Sept. G, at Woodlawn Park Gravesend, L. I. Only six
members competed for the best average scores to count at close of
the season. Each shot at 10 birds, club handicap, modified Hurling-
iiam rules, unknown traps. Dr. Wynn was the best scorer with nine,
and J A. Stewart took second honors. In the sweepstake contest
that followed Dr. Wynn killed all the birds he shot at, and took a por-
tion of the first money in the five events.
A match at 10 birds was then shot off between Dr. Wynn and C.

Brixey. The latter was given a handicap of 3yds., but the doctor
voM easily. Out of the 45 birds Dr. Wynn shot at he killed 44. The
scbres

:

or. Wynn 1220111212-9 A. Botsford 00120w.
J. A. Stewart 20l212102-'8-8 A. Crook 010-^12]202—

7

u'. Brixey 2ill0100I0—6 W. Lair 0111111201—7
Sweepstake shoots, 5 birds, 3 moneys, 2-Sytls., 81 entry.

1st. 2d. 3d. 4th. 5th.
21211 iim 21111 1'2112

21121 21131 22121 01121 22121
21^211 21200 2201 1w.
10022 01001 11110 01002 00111
21113 11212 11021 10121 12110

C. Brisey
W. Lair
Match 10 birds, g25 and the birds.

Dr. Wynn 11-,S21 1121—10 O. BrLxey 1001200210—5

liive Birds at Pelhamville.
Pelhastville, N. Y., Sept. 9.—The Wauregan Gun Club had their

monthly club shoot at their club grounds, Pelhamville, N. Y., to-day.
there was a fair attendance and the birds were a fine lot of flyers.
Keferee, J. H. Mills:

W H Brickner 2212212201—9 ADitzel 1201«21101—

7

I H Mills 01011.1212—7 F M Lvon 2021 2-20-210—7
J W Spencer 2121122100—8 F Knof •12001011 1—

6

K O Nelson 2011010111—7 R Darling •010121200—5
L LiviLB.in 0I0211ir200—5 F Kerker, Jr 2«00-2I1002—

6

j1 K Brickner 0112121000—6
Two miss and out sweepstakes followed.

The FOP.EST AND STREAM is put to press each week an Tues-

day, Correspondence vittended for pxiblication should reach

us at the latest by Monday, and as mtioh earlier as practicctble.
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New Jersey League Shoot.
RuTHBBFORD, N. J., bept. 3.—'he following are scores of the New

Jersey League shoot on the grounds of ihe Boiling Springs Fish anj
Game Club:

Passaic City «. C.

Abbott .
iiouniiioiiinooiiioin-so

Vermorel OlOOnillloniOlllllinU-20
Joiiume iiiliiiionnioiuniiiii—23
Shaw OOOOOllOnOJlOlUl II 111011-14

Wise • . 1101 lOlllUlUOlOlllOllull—18— 95
Union G C.

J L Smith OomiinilllUlllOlOlIll—21
Brantineham." 1011 1 1111 110101111 1 MOI I- 20

Anear llUllllOlOininillllin—23
Sieier iniiniiiJiiioiiniiioiO-aa

jttfller JlOlllllllOlOllllOlIlllll-21—107
Myrtle Park G C.

iilen iiiioiininioinioioioiii-19

OouM)ton'''' oiiooiinaiiiioiiiiuiim—18
TSriuth oimioiominiiooiooiii—18
Howard ' ftjOOniioiiioiiOoiOuOioiO-12

McOallum! lOiiooi 1 iiiniiiiioiiuool—18— 85
Maplewood G. C.

msher lOinioiooioiimoiioii 11—18

Siggins 001 1 n 1 1 01 1 1 0n n 1 0100010— 1

6

Siclley Oiiiinnioiiinuiiiiiii-23
War Snii'th" innnniiiDOUinnni-24
VanDyke

'"
." illlOniUlilliniOllllll—23 104

Boiling Springs F. aLd G. C.

Kichmond illoniioi mill ill innj-23
HoUister

" iiiunnimiiiinniini—24
Hucli "

• lOniUlOllOO 01011111111-19

Greiflf" inutillOlill] lui I lllOlU 21

Klees 0111110101101111110011111—19—106
South Side G C.

Breintnall lllllOllOlllinoilonOin-20

Thomas ' IIIOOOOOOOIIIOIOI 101 10101—13

Geoffiey*"' 11 iiiioniiiOlii Hill ill 1-23
Hobari ' il llOOllllJ illl :0Oi I it_lll - 20

0 M Hedden OOOlOlllllUll 11010100111—17— 93
Endeavor G. U.

Collins iiuinioiiiioimnonoi 21

Hall "
' oinioioiiiioiiiiioino 0—17

Heritage" ' llOUlillOlliill ill luou 01—18
Lii'dslry

"" OlullOllOllOlOnilllOlOOl-16

McPeek. IIOIIIOIUIIOOOI 101111110—17— 89

Ko. 1. id singles:

JL Smith linilOlll—9 Hoflfman 1101010111—7

Lt-none .....1000010000-2 Paul UlUlOlOl b

HoUister 0111110110—7

No. 2, 10 singles, expert rules:

Lenone 0111111001—7 Hofman 1110110111-8

Paul ]lJ0100110-(i J L Smith imillOll—

9

HoUister 1110110111-8

No. 3, 10 singles, $1 euiry:

HoUister OUlUlllOOlOll-ll Heddon.... 011110010100110 - 8

Etchman lliuniiuioil-15 b Hisc.jx llOOOlIIi lllluO—10
Hobart OlUlOUOllOlU -11 Lnnon 111O1111I0.1101-I2

Miller lOlllllllinOU-14 Hoffraaa OlOllUlOlIlOII-li
Crfeveling loOlOlOOllOOUl- 8 Sii.ith 111110011111111-13

Geoffry 011111111111011—13 B Scrader OlOlOOOlOOlllll— b

No 4, io singles:

Hobart OlOlllllll— 8 Rreintnall 1110011111— 8

Geoffrey llulOUOll— 7 Hofman miOliiOl— t-

Hificock OllllIluOO— 6 SieMrler llllliUH—10
HoUister inillllll—10 J L Smith lililii ill—10
Richmond 0111111111—9 Enoch Miller imillOlO—

b

Hedden 0110110111— 7 Thomas OOlUllOU— 7

Creveling 1111111110— 9 Strader... UOUUlOl— 8

Letcne looioiioii— 0

No. 5, iO singles, eui ranee $1.50:

Hoiiiaier... 111110111 11 ininm—19 Smith oiiiiHiiiiloiinin—18
Thomas.... lllllinilinnOUll—19 Hoffman ..OllOm liiIOllOl 11101—14
Hiacock....l011u0l0111in000O10 10 Hobart. . . . lUOllDl 111 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 U—

l

Swigler .. 11111111111011111110-18 Hedden.. ..llOunoiOllllOinOll-14
Geoffrey... 11111101111 lOllOOIll— It) Miller ill 11 11 lull lliOiOl 11-17
Breintnall. .11111011111101111111—18 Richmond.llinuiOOHOlUllll-17
No. 6, 15 birds, entrance f1:

Hobart 111111111101101—13 BreintnaU lllllOllinimO-12
Smith llOiniOllOlOU—II Thomas .111011110011111—12

Hedden lllOOlloOlllOOl— 9 Ziegier 111111111111111-15
Miller 011111100111111—12 Hiscock lOllllOulOlllll—11
Hoffman lllllllllOlllll—14 Geoftrey llOlOllUlllun-12
HoUister 110111111001111—12 Kichmond .OloOlOllUlUllO—10
No. 7, 10 singles, entrance SI: i

HoUister 1111111110—9 Hofman linilllOl- 9
Hobart lOlOOOOllQ— 4 Collins lUliilOll— y

Thomas 1111111110- 9 Wiliiam.s IIOOOIIIII— 7
BrientnaU llllllllU—10 Bowes loilllllll - fa

Geoffrey lOlOUlUl— 8 McOallum OOllOlOOlO— 4
Kelly .1101011011— 7 Compton nooillOOO— 5

Van l>yke lUllUlOl- 9 Heritage lillUllll-lO
Siegler llllllllOl— 9 Miller lOlOllllOl— 7

Hiscock iloilOuoiO— 5 Toivnsend iniiKHil- 9

No. 8, lOsingles, intrance^fl: HDilister 8, (Jollius 8, Van Uyke 9

Hofman 5, J. h Smith 9, lie.itfrey 8, Siegler 7, Breintnall 7. Thomas 7,

Hiscock 7 William - 8, BranllDgliam 7, Kelly 8, Heddeu 8, Crev. ling 6,

Bones •), Compton 8, .McCallum 10, Bliller 9. Hall 8. Towns<^nd ti. Hwh-
mond 8, Streader 3, Jelleme 8 Abbott 10, Wise 8, Vermorel 7, Londsley

5, Young 6. -
^

No. 9, 25 singles, entrance $3:

J L Smith 1111111110111111111110111-2^

Geoffrey lOlllllillluUiiiilOllOi-2'.d

Hobart lUllllllOlllOllllUIUllOO 19

Miller lilUiiilJiiniiiiuiiin—25
HoUister uuoinimoioiioiiiiiioi—1»
Vermorel lllinOHllonOlOllOOlOuO-lij
E Collins lllUllUlOlOllIlUllUllll-ai
W Smith.. 00.1011110111001111111)1111—18

Sigler iiionimniiiiiiimioi—23

BreintnaU 1111 lOOlOl 11 ill 101 lOil 111-21

Van Dyke 1111111111101111111111111-24

Wise llOuOlUOliOlioilllOllllO - 17

Hofmann , 11110101 100101 1 lOlOl 10110-10
Brantigham llllOUlilOilon I ill 11111—22
Hall 1110111111111111111111011—23

WUliams , 111001 11010001 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1—1

9

Bones HlllOllllllOUllllOOOlOO-19
Kelley lOOlOUOllOllI 11 1 11001110-17
Lindsley llOOOOlllOl 1 11001 1 lolOOiO -14
Heppen OlllOlllllllOlOOlH '11111—v'O

Fisher 1111111110010111111111111—22

To^msend 1011111001101010110100100-14

Apgar 10ulH10111illllllllU011-2l
Thomas UlOllOllOllllOUHllOlOOl—17
No. 10, 15 singles, $1 50 entrance: Warren timith Miller 14, Apgar

15, Van Dyke 9, Hedden 11, Wise 12, WiUiams 12, Matzen 11, Collins 11.

Fisher 12, Venuoi el 6, Lane 7.

No. 11, 10 singles, entrance $1: Huck 9, gins 5, Fisher 5, Krebs 8,

Sickley 7, Lindsley tj. Hofman 3, lirieutnall 6, Sigler 8, Van Uyke 7,

Geoffrey 8, Miller 9, VVarren Smith 8, Vermorel 8, Kelly 9, Kichmond 9,

Abbott 6, HoUister 9, Wise 9, WeUmao 7, Heruage 8, Greiflf 9, Klees 9.

James 10, J. L. Smith 10, Hiscock 7, Townsenda, HaU 8, Straeder 5.

Gladwin 7.

No. 12, 15 singles, $1.50 entrance: Lindsley 8, Abbott 10, K ebs 9,

Wise 13, Hofman 11. McPeck 13, .Uatzen 12, Hail 11, Lane 10, Kelly 12,

Vermorel 12, Bowes 11, Gladwin 14, Richmond 15, Van Dike 13, Hol-
lister U, Williams 10.

No. 13, 10 singles;
Richmond.. 1111100111— 8 Matzen 0111101110— 7
Miller 1111111119— 9 Geoffrey 1111011111— 9

Lindsley IIOOIIOOU— 6 Hedd-n 0001001010- 3

Vandyke lllllllOll— 9 Bowes lOllOllOOl- G

Smith llllllOUl— 9 Vermorel 0011011110— 7

Hoffman lllllllliO— 9 WilUams uilUOlOll— 7
HoUister OllOOlllll— 7 HaU lOllHlOU— 8

Abbott 1101111110- 8 CieveUng lllullOilO— 5

Lenone 1111011001— 7 Burgess lOOOlOOUl— 7

Siegler OlllUlllll— 8 Thomas Olinililll— 8
Wise 1111110111 - 9 BrientnaU 1101110111— 8
Rollins 0011110101— 6 Paul lOOlllOOll— 6

^o. 14, 15 birds, $1 50:

W. Smith 111111010111111—13 WiUiams 111011111111100—12
MUler... 111111111011111—14 Matzen lllOlOllllUllO—11
Apg«r..... 111111111111111-15 G-oIfrey 111111110011011—11
Vandyke OlllllHulllOOl- 9 Fisher ill lOlOillOllll—12
KeUv IIIOOOIIUUUOO-II ' ermorel IIIOIIOIOJOOOOO— 6

Siegler lOlllOlUOUllO -12 Lane OOdullOOllllOlO— 7

No. 15, 15 singles. »1:

Gladwin OllOlllUlllOlO-11 J Smith 111111111111111—15
HaU 111110110110111-12 Richmond lOUllliulllill—13
Van Uyke llOilllllllUU -14 i'isner nilllinilUll—15
Burgess OOlloOOOlUllOO— 7 Lanoiie 00 llOOOOlOllll— 7

Mill-r 101111111111001—12 Proctor KWIIWOIOOIOIOO— 5
Apgar..... lUlOlllIlUlll—14 Fletcher 001001 IHOOOI 10— 7

BrSntnall... ..,111111111111111—15 Maltzen OOOOlOOl 1011000— 6

^•efl,.,.,, miQHUHl}lO-18 . QeofErey liunnumil~«

Wine 001101011010110-8 E CoUins 111110101111100-11
Vermorel OOluOl 111100111— 9 Paul 101110101111101-12
Bo« es 01 1 1 101 i 1 10101 1—11 Hoffman llllllilOllOlll—13
Williams IIUIIOOIIOIOII-II
No. 16, 10 singles, SI: Jersey 10, Richmond 6, Abbott 8, Hall 7, Proc-

tor 5, Laue 4, Van Uyke 8. Hoffman 9. Lindsley 10. Lenone 7, Paul 9,

Matzen 4, Fletcher 2, Geoffrey 8, Creveling 8, Collins 8, Strater 5,

Grieff 10.

No. 17, 10 birds, $1:
Lenone 0110011111— 7 Fletcher ....0101000001^ 3
Abbott 1101011000- 5 Lindsley 110111!K)10- 6

Hoffman 1111111111—10 Vermorel IIIUIOOIO- 7
JSinith 1111111111-10 Burg ss OlllOlOlOl— 6
Collms 1010110011— 6 Grieff lllllUllO— 9

Paul OllllOllOt— 7 Geofrey 1101110011— 7
Jersey 1111011101— 8 VanDyke lOlllUllO— 8
Proctor Bird 1101011)10— 7
No. 18, 10 bu-ds, expert rules, $1:

Lindley lOlOO^KIlO- 3 JLSmith 0101100001— 4

Lenone llOOlOlOll— 6 EColUns 1101111111— 9
Paul 1001100011- 5 Vermoral lOllOlllOl- 7

Abbot lllllOlOlO— 7 Hoffman lOOOOllllO— 5
No. 19, 2 barrels, expert rules:

Abbott 1110000100- 4 JLSmith 1111111011— 9

Lenone Olli 001100— 4 Strater 0101001000— 3
Paul OlOlliOlU- 6 Vermorel 0101101)11—7
CoUlns 1001111100— 6 Burgess .1001101110— 6

Eiireka Gun Club.
Chicago, IU., Sept. 4.— Scores made by the Eureka Gun Club at the

last three shoots:
Avuiist 79.—No. 1, 25 targets:

Bing aui,.... 1111111111011111110111011—22
funk 11 II 10111 nilOllinil 11)1- 2:^

Ca son 0110111011111101101101110—18
Burr 00<I1001 0101 1 1 1 1 1 101 1 1 1 1 1 1 - 17

runnicliffl 1011110000110101100011110-14

Ruck OllliaiOOHtOlOOOlOOlOlOOO- 9

Goodrich OlOOOOIOlOOOOol 1 lliflluOOO - 8

Ta\ lor 001 1 10001 1 1 on 11 1 1 1 100001 —16
.Moran.'.' 0111111111011111110110110—20

No 2. 25 targets:
Bingham .. 1110111101111111111111111-2:1

Kunk iiniiiniiniiioiiouiii-23
Carson

" lOlOlIOlllOlO.OOluOl 10011—14

Burr " 1011101101011110011111011-18

rminicliff 11 lioioil 1101 11 1001 111111- 20

Buck oiooooioioinoi in 10000010—10

favli.r'
' OlOOnilOlOlOOlOlOllOlOlO—13

Vliiran,'.'. llilllliOUllllllllllulll-23

No. 3 medal shoot, 25 targets:
Bingham 1111110111111111111110111-23

Punk iinnnnniiiimiiiii ni-23
Cars n" lOli'lOOniiiOi 101 Id]] 10111—16
Murr " nioioiioioioioiioonnii-iii
I'unuiriifr

"' imioiiiiiooloiioioionii—17
Kuck ". iiioiioooO"inooouoioi 1100-10

G'odrich ' ilOlIIlOnilllOOlOiOOllil—17
Invlor 0110010110111000100111011-14

Vloran 1110111111101011111000111—19

Tljomas 1 lOlOO 1 1 1 loi 1 11 1 1 1 1 11 1 1 1—21
Van Duseu 1 1 lOOOlOlOlOOll 110(XI00110—12

Bin^jham w ins Class A, Frank B, Goodrich C.

No 4, 25 targets:
RinghaiJi .. ... 1111111011111101110111101—21

Funk II 101 10111 niOI 1010100001 Iti

(Larson' lUOlIOIIlloniOOOlllOOOO—15
Burr nonoillioilll ll'Wimi—19

l unnlciiff llIOOi lOllOOllOO 10010101—14
Buck lOnilOOOlOOOlllOllOlOOOO-12

Taylor"". .. 101 lOlOOOlOOllini 1001110-15

Moran""' oiiinioiii lOiii noiioiio—19
Thomas" ' IIIO. 11110010101111111111-20

Morgan 0111111101111101100011101—18

Binghaiii' winner in A, Funk B, Taylor C.

Aug. 2«.—Match at 25 targets:

Binijbam 111l01111111lnillini1111-23

Adams 101011 101 1 iiiiiiiononii-20
Willard'"" lllllOllOllOIIIl llll 11111—2a

Kice
"" ' iiioioiiooilioionnoioli—r.

Tunnicl'iii 1011011101001111011100111—17

Patterson
" llOIIOOOOUllOlOlllllOllUi—10

SKeek "' iiiioiiinnioiiioon 1101-20

Burr Iilli0lll1101lll(^inilit00—19

(Joodrich ,
niloOllllOOoliOoOiOiOliO— 14

Larg 101 J 0001 000001 01 000000no— 8

Sandberg 1 11001 lOlOlOlOOlllooiiOOl—14

Funk... IllllOOOOoiimOlllllOlll-lb
B ngham"s score to apply on medal shoot of this date.

Medal shoot at 25 targets:
Bineham 1111011111111111111011111-23

Steck llllllOinilllllOlOinlOO-20
Adams .0101111111101111110110111—20

Willard 1111111111111011110111111—23

Rice 10010010101 1 101 lOIOOOlOlO-l^

Tuimicliff 1101000011110111601101111—16

Patterson 10111 lOOl 1 1001 lOKfibOl 101—15
Goodrich 010011 1001 lOUOOl 110010000—10
Funk oinoioiuoiiiioinu/iino—17
Furguson 01 lOI II 11 1 n 101001 101 1 1 11—19

^anduurgh 1 IIOI 1 lOOIl 10001 110101100—15

Larij OOOllOOOlOOOOOOOOlOOOOOlO— 5
Burr"" 1010110111111010001010101-15

Burirher .
.' OOOOOIOOlOlOOOlOlOllOlOll—10

Buck lOlllllOlllllOOOolOOlllU—16
Binghara and Willard win in A, Steck B, Buck C.

Match at 25 targets:
Steck ; 0001111111111111111111111-22

^dams 1101110011101000011001111—15

Willard : 11 lOlOlllOOllOnOll 110111—18
Tuiin cliff llOOllllinoniinilllllOl—21
Goodrich llOiOOOoOOlOOllllOllOOOfX)-10

Funk . . . ;
01011001 110101001101 1011 1—15

FerKUSOn 1 1 1 01001 1 1 001 1 00 1 1 0 1 01 1 00— 1

4

Buck loooiooiooiioooooiooonoi—

9

Sandburg , 1111011110111100111101101—19

Match at 25 targets:
Funk 0111011111000110011110111—17

Adams IIOOOIOI 1 1 101 lOOlOlOOMll—14
VVillard 1110011101111011111110111—20

TorricUfl 1111101011110111101101111—20

Buck 1100011001110000101001011—12

Sandburg llOOlllllOIllOllIOOllOOll—17
Ferguson lOlllllllOlllOOUllUlOlw.
Burr 1100111 101 w.

Adams 110101101101111110101101 w.
Buck 11001IlI1000U)OOn010111w.

l unuieliff Ill 1 111110101 IlOnilOlOlw.
Willard lllllllHllOllllOllllllw.

.Sept S —No. 1, 25 targets:
Bingham 1111111011011111101111111-22

Tuumclifl OlOlOl 1001100101101111011—15

Ada us 1011101111111111010111100—19

Morgan OilllOOllllllOlllllllIOOl—19
Burr lOlOOlOinOllllOOlUOUll—17
No 2, same conditions:

Bingham 1011111111111110111111111—33

Tuunicliff lllOOOllOlllOIOlliOOIOni-lU
Adams 11 10001011111011111010,11 1—17
Morgan 0010111110100111111110111-17

Burr 10011 nilOlllllOllUlOll 1—20
Mathews 0100010111011100001111111—15

No. 3, same conditions:
Bingham 1111111111111111011111111—24

Heikes -. HOl 1 11 1 101 1 111111011 1101—21
Adims oiiiiioioniiiiiiiinoiii-21
Sceck 1111101011111111111111011—22

Morgan OliniollllllllllOllllOll—21
Ulover .. .1011001111001110111101000—15

Cunnicliff. .' ' V .OllOlllOllllOlOOUOOOOOll-14
Burr 1011101111111001110011111—19

Mathews 001UK)0001001"0100100010l— 8
iNo. 4. same conditions, Bingham's score to count on medal shoot:
Bingham 1111110110111111111111111—23

lieikes ml 101110111101111111111—32

vda.us 011)110000111111111111111-20

Sleek 1111001111111011111011111—31

viorgan . ..1110101111111111101111111—22

Fink ..".".. ..".." .' OOlOlOllOlllllOOlllllOni-17
ruunicliff 0010101011110010110101111-15

Hurr nil 1011 10111111110100100—19

Mathews'.'." .'.".', .'.'.
. .

." laJlOOOllOOullOlOlOlOlOuO—10
Wearc lOOOlOl OlllOllOlUlOOlOll—13
Hendrich'.', ','.

,
..'..'. OlOlOlOOOOOOOOlOOOOll 1111—11

WUlard 1111111111111111111101101—23

PerKUBon, -OOOl lOlUlOOlUOw,
Hvioki. . , . . , , . Ill I < 11 1 • Mi l . M 1001jymouaoow.

No. 5, medal shoot:
Bingham 1110111111111111111011111—23
Heikes .1111101110111111111111101—22
Adams 1101011111011010111010011-17
Steck 11101100101)1111001011101—17
Morgan 1011111111100111111111100-20
Funk 1111111111110011111110011-21
Tunntcliff 1100011111111010101011110-17
Matthews 01 1H 0011 inoOoOOl 1 1 01 0010—12
Weart 000o0100(X)1011O0011001111— 9
Hendricks 11 010000 1 001 OOOOi^OI001000— .7

Willard 1011110111110111111110101-20
Ferguson ....1010010101111111111110111—19
Glover 101 1 01 1 1 n 0101 1 01 1 01 1 1 1 1—19
Buck 1001001100000000000000010— 5
Goodrich 1101101 100000001110010010—11
BiDgham wins in A Funk B, Goodrich C.
No. 6, 25 targets: Adams 14, Steck 17, Morgan 21, FimkSl, Tunniclifl

16, Weart 9, Hendrick 18, Willard 18, Ferguson 15.

No 7, 25 targets: Sport 18, WiUard 22, Adams 16, Funk 20, Tunnicliff

18, Ferguson 14.

I^abor Day Traps.
LT^fv, Mass., Sept. 6.—An all-day shoot was held by the Atlantic

Shooting Association at Lynnhurst on Labor Day, Sept. 4. A better
day for shooting could not be asked for and the targets flew in

excellent form. Shooting commenced at 9 o'clock and continued tiU

1 P. M., when an invitation was received from the Marblehead Gun
' inb to complete the remainder of the progi-amme on their grotmds
at Marblrhead, which was accepted.
The following gentlemen left on the 1:57 train for that place:

51essrs. Pray, Lincoln, Rogers, Pinkham, Dodge, Bolvy, Phillips,

Crosby and Fulford. Following are the scores:
No. '6, 6 targets, known anyies:

llnkham 011111—5 FairchUds .001000—1
Pray 101110-4 Fulford 111111-6
Crosby 000001—1 Rogers 101101—4
Dodge ; 001001-2
No 3, 6 targets, unknown traps and angles:

Pray lllOni-4 Lincnln ..001100—2
Ro-ers 010110-3 Pinkham 010110-3
Fulford 111101-5
No 3, 6 targets, unknown traps and angles:

Pray 101101—4 Pinknam 110000—2
Rogers WiOOlO—1 Lincoln 110010—8
Fuliord 010111—4 Bolby. 000101—2
No. 4, 6 targets, known angles:

Day 011011—4 Bobby 010110—3
Fairchild 11' 010—5 Rogers 01 1 1 10 - 4
Lincoln 110111—5 Fulford 110111—5
Pray 111110-5
No. 5, 6 targets, known anslps:

Pray 010011-3 Fulford .101111—5
Kogers 111011-5 Dodge 101000—2
Lincoln 011101—4 Bolby 110010—3
No. 6, 7 targets, known angles:

Pray 1111111-7 Marvel 1110111-6

'

Lincoln .1100100-3 Curtis 1111111—6
B .Iby lOUMlOO—2 Widger 1110O11-5
Fulford 1111111—7 Rogers ',.11 10111—6
No. 7, 7 targets, known angles:

Pray 1011111-6 Curtis 1111101—6
Lincoln 0101011—3 Widtrer 0111111-6
Fulford 1111110-6 Rogers, i 0111101—5
.Marvel 1111111—7
No. 8, 10 targets, known angles:

Pray 1111111111—10 Curtis 1010111111— 8
Lincoln 0001000011— 3 Widger 1111111111-10
Fulford 1111111111—10 Rogers. lllllOllll— 9
Marvel 1011111111—9
No. 9, 6 targets, unknown angles:

Pray 111111-6 Widger 111101-5
Lincoln 000110-2 Rogers ; . . . .110101-4
Fulford 11 1101—5 Madge 001010-2
Marvel 101101-4 Bobby 101000—2
Curtis .111101-5
No 10, 7 targets, known angles:

Pray 1111111-7 Widger 1001010-3
Fulford ,.1010111-5 Rogers 1111111—7
.Marvel 1101111-6 Stacey .....lOOIOll -4

Cunis 1111110-6 Cloulman 01 1 1100-4
W. F. Brown.

West £nd Gun Club.

Otthmwa, la., Sept. 4.—Editor Forest and Stream: InclosPd find
scores made by the members of the West End Gun Club at their tenth
badge shoot on last Friday afternoon. The attendance was smaU.
The eleventh and last shoot for the Bachman gold medals comes off

on Sept 15. By the present stHndingof the shooters it looks Uke a
sure ihmg for Powell as the winner of Class A medal, and K. N. Eld-

ridp;e for the class B medal. After the medal shoot is finished, J. W.
.Veasham, one of our leading jewelers, will present to the club an ele-

gant solid silver cup, which will be shot for same as the medals. Our
tournament on Sept. 27-38 promises to be of the best ever held in the
State.
HoweU 1111111011110111111111111-23

Voung 1011110111111011111111011—20

Heather 11110010101111 IlOllOlnOI 1—17
E Indge milllllllOOOOllOlOlllU—19
heidler .. 1110011011001011111011100—16

Van Eminon OIIOIOIIOOIIOIO 010100111—14
Saiitli (nU)0100(il01UlOir0111110-14

K.mies 10101 IllOolllOOlOlOOlllOO—14
Crisman OOlOlOlOlOlOOl 1 10001 1 1no—13

Idenwalder 10001 111011 000000001 1 Ol00—10
p.tter 1001011000000000000000000— 5
Erbacher ...OOOOlOlOOlOOOOlOOOOOoOOOO— 4

' '

K. H. T.

The Forest and Stream is put to press each week an Tues-

day. Comspnndence intended for publication should reach

us at the latest by Monday, and as much earlier aspracticable.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
R. B. D., South Bend, Ind.-WUI you answer whether chilled shot is

injurioiis to use in shotKUn. also whether its penetration and kiUing
force for game is not greater than ordinary drop shot. I am told that
chilled shot will injure a choke-bore gun by cutting it out. Ans. It

will not injure the gun, and superior eff'ectiveness is claimed for it.

E. D. H ,
PhUadelphia.-According to your issue of March 23. 1893,

the non-resident law has been repealed in the State of New Jersey. I

made inquiries whether it would be necessary to h ve a Ucense and
the West Jersey Game Society told me it would be. I wrote to Secre-
tary of State of New Jersey and ho inclosed me a copy of the game
laws for 1893. and they do not say anything about non-residents re-

quiring a license, as Ihe 1892 laws did 1 inclose the letter 1 received
from Secretary of State. This West Jrraey Society stiU have their

charter, but does it give them the right to arrest non-residents? I

cannot see how how they can molest a person found shooting witnouc
a license when there is no State law requiring one. Ans. The West
Jersey Society derives its authority from its charter, which was not
affected by the repeal of the general Siate law regarding non-resident
licenses. The W est Jersey Society requires licenses for non-residents
in counties of Camden, Gloucester, Atlantic; Salem, Cape May and
Cumberland.

Fancier, Oyster Bay, N. Y.—I see the following pheasants adver
tised and at the poultry shows, viz.; Golden, silver, ring-necked. Lady
Amlierst, Reeves, versicolor, Swinhoe, EUiott and peacock. How
many of these varieties exist as wild species, and how many, if any,
may be the result of domestication and of crosses? The first three
named 1 have known for over fiftj years and they seem to me to be
distinct species, although 1 am not an ornithologist, but owning some
of the others and observing ihem in their summer moults, I suspect
from that, as w ell as their names, that they may be fertile hybrids.
Ads. The pheasant famUy is an extremely large and magnificent one,
numbering 50 or 6*1 species. The sub-famUy PhasianincE, in which are
included those you name, contrtins over 40 species. All of those you
mention are regarded as perfectly good species, though it is a well-

known fact that hybridization is common in this group. The golden
and Lady Amherst pliea.-iants {Thaumelea picta and T.amherstia) are
natives of I'hi bet and China. The silver (t^uplocamus nyctlienierus)

is also a native of China, as ar the ring-necked iPtuxisianustorqwituay
and Reeves (P. reaveaii) the last beinn most numerous in northern
China. Phaisianus versicolor is a native of Japan, Eu.pkicam.us swinhoi
of the island of Formosa. EUiot's pheasant (CalophMsis ellioti) is

found near Ningpo, China. The peacock pheasahis iPolyplectron) are
found in India, the Malay countries and in Cochin Cnina and the
islands of Sumatra, Borneo and the PhUhpmes. Not very much is

known about the habits of many of the pheasants, alid still less about
ttt« tenowl vtauges v^taiob t4to place in their pltmuge, .
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SAVE YOUR TROPHIES.
Write for Our lllustratBd Catalogue

"HEADS AND HORNS."
It gives directions for preparing andpreservlng

SkinB, Antlers, etc. Also prices for Heads and
Ruga, Birds and Fish, and all kinds of work iq Taxi-
dermy.

WARD'S NATURAL SCIENCE ESTADLISHMENT,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

A. LoNDOK " predictive science " journal gravely
atflrms that the Camperdown need not have sunk the
Victoria, had the British Admiralty consulted a srUlEul

Astrologer
to name an auspicious moment for the fleet t* leave
port. British professo of moonshine m rea/i desti-
nies of warships, but the mt-ricisn asiri loaer who on-
Bults the planets f ^r auspicious moments to ko shooting
will mak« a bad break of it without the Gajiw Laws in
Brief In his outfit The stars ueclare this au aUfpiclous
moment f i ir all who have not that woi k to buy it. . 5 c.
All sporting goods dealers or Foeest and Stream.

jpROM the first issue of this paper it has been

used, and for nearly twenty years this particular

space has been occupied by

ABBEY & IMBRIE,
who now say that they have given up advertising at least lor the present.

I am with, vou again with lower prices for Fishing Tackle. I find by experience that putting down the
prices and not decreasing the quality, it increases my business every year.

One lot of Split Bamboo My and Bass Rods will be sold at $1.5>< until all are sold. Eods are all nickel mounted, solid reel seats, silk wound, complete in wood form and will give satisfaction

Length and weignt of the Ply Rods are: 9ft , 6oz.
; QJft. 6|oz

;
loft., 7oz.

; lOJft., 7Joz. ; lift., 8oz. Reel seats below h nd.

Length and weight of the bass rods are: S^ft., 9oz.; 9ft., lOoz. ; 9Jft., lloz.
;

ll)ft., 12oz., lOift., Uoz Reel seats above hand.

A special lot of Hard Rubber and Nickel, Raised Pillar Muitiplyino Reels with Balance Handle and Side Spiing Click, 40yds., 90 cts.; COyds., $1.00; 80yda., $1.10; lOOyda., $1.20,

Any of the above leels sent by mail for price and lO cts. extra for postage.
Brass Cliok Reels, 40, 60, 8*JH)r 100yds., 28 cts each; 5 cts. extra for postage.
One lot uf Multiplying Raised Pillar Reels with Balance Handles and Lifting Drag: 40yds., 38 cts. ; 60yds.. 48 cts. : 80yds., 58 cts. ;

100yds., 68 cts. ; 150 yds., 78 cts.

A special lot of Tiout Phes at .30 cents per dozen assorted, sent by mail 1 cent per dozen extra for postage.

A special lot of Ba,ss and Piclierel Spoons at 5 <ients each sent by mail, 1 cent extra for postage.
All kinds of Hollow Point best quajity Hooks snell-^d to siugle gui 10 cts doz. ; d .uble gut, 1 cts. doz.

;
treble, 20 cts. doz. ; four ply, 25 cts. doz. 1 cent extra per dozen for postage

300ft. Braided Linen Keel Line on BIock, 41 cts. ; 300ft. of Hand-Made Linen Reel Lines on Block, 9 thread, 38 cts., sent by mail S cts. extra for postage.

Brass Box Swivels, all sizes No. 1 to No. 12., 15 cts. per dozen, sent by mail 1 cent per dozen extra for postage.
Single ©ut Leaders, 3ft., 4 cts., 45 cts. per dozen. Double Gut Leaders, 40in., 5 cts. each. Treole Gul Leaders, 32in., 7 cts. each. Pour-ply Leaders, ^in.. ects.

Special lot of best quality 100ft. Linen Reel Lines, 8 cts., 3a<ft., 15 cts. ; SOOtt., 22 cts. ; 3 cts. extra for postage.
Send s-ccnt stamp for Illustrated Cataloifue.

J, F. M AR^T'ETIS. R1. ^ Onnrt. St.. BfonWvn. V. TOpeu'E^eninsrs untll .S o'clocte.

\
sportsmen's Goods. 1

FERGUSON'S PATENT REFLECTING LAMPS,
TUUiYlAS J. COBiBOV, (Sole Ktnni,

310 Broadway, New York.

With SUver PUted Loaomotive Befleators

ments.

UNIVERSAL, I«A.niP,
For Sportsmen s use. Combines
Head .Tack i Front and Top), Boat
Jack, Plahtng, Camp, Belt and
Dash Lamp, Hand Lantern, etc.

eXCSL,SIOR L,A9IP,
For Night Driving, Hunting, Fish-
ing, etc. Is adjustable to any
kind of dash or vehicle.
8 end stamp for Ulus. Catalogue,
and address all orders Lam o Dept

J. P. DA.NNBFELSEK,
PRACTICAT. GUNSMITH.

No. 9 Chambers St . New York.
Guns, Rifles, etc., at lowest prlf-es. Second-hand guns

bouEtht, sold and exchanged. With my new aiijustable
Tbt Gun lean taKe your ftmcf fir, for either new stock
or alterli.g old stock to desired drop, cast-off or lengta
Barrels bored to shrot close and ha-'d, and all other
kUws of repairing executed with despatch and war-
ranted Se d SO cents for brttle of Dest barrel browu-
ng In America with directions.

LYMAN'S RIFLE SIGHlia.
Dead for 96 oage Catalogue of Siguts aud mnes.

4DDItBSS,

BICYCLE
GOODS

AT THE LOWEST
POSSIBLE PRICES.

WE OFFER

Bicycle Suits,
Stylish, well made, well fitting, haudsom' ly
trunmed with braid, in all colors. Jersey and
cheviot from ^.50 to 814.00 per suit.

Men's Sweaters,
In all colors at S^.SO, $3.00, §4.60.

Boys' Sweaters,
At $2.00, $2.50, S3.00.

ALSO A COMPLETE LINE OF
BICYCLE CAPS, BELTS AND

HOSIU-RY, ETC.

E. OCUMPAUGH & SONS.
83, 85 & 87 Kain St., Hocbester, N,7.

CAMMEYEP
^^^r Stamped on a Shoe B ^

Means Stanuard of Merit.

EaUESTRIAN FOOTWEAR.

C. B. WILKINSON,
42 John Street, New York.

manufacturing Jeweler.

MEDALS AND BADGES
A BPBCIAIiTT.

Special Degl^g farnistaed on application

n THE a IS THE

Premier Camera
FOR

THE SPORTSMAN.

MEN'S GRaIK leather NAP0LE0\ RID- • E AA
ING BOOTS 5 OiUU

MEN'S GRAIN LEG CALF POX NAPOLFON 1 AA
RIDIAG SHOTS 1 11111

MEN'S CALF STIFF LEG BIDING BOOTS.. 9,00
"i^DINl-l,^'^^..^^.^.^^^^

STIFF LEG
, Q QQ

MEN^s^RrSSIA CALF STIFF LEG REdYnG
Jq QQ

MKN'S CANVAS RIDIN'G L'^'GGINS.. I RA
MEN^lGRAIN WELLINGPON RIDlNG LEG- 3 gQ
MEN'S GRAIN WINDSOR RIDING LEGGINS A Qfi
MEN'S RUSSET CALF WbLLINGTON RID- r'XX
ING LEGGINS OiOO
ATHLETIC FOOTWE OF EVERV DESCRIPTION

Send for Catalogue. Mailed Free.

A. J. CAMMEYER,
Sixth. .A-ve , oor. ISth. St., N". Y.

DUCK CALLS.
Qrubb's Improved niinois River Duck Call The

most natural-toned call made: easy to blow; nol
easy to get out of repair, havmg a fine tempereo
reed; makes it so you can call t«al, woodducfi anri
bluebill, as well as mallard. This is the only call
you can do this with. Price 55 cents.
Same as above, made of red cedar, silver motint<vl.

with silver reed which gives it perfect tone, $1
Every one warranted. Address

CHAS. W. GRUBBS,
1537 Milwankee Ave.,

Chicago, lU.

PREMIER CAMERAS for 1893 possess many important improvements, in-

cluding SWING-BAOK AND ADJUSTABLE FRONT, and will be found
especially adapted for all devotees of the FOREST AND STREAM.

See our new Catalogue for particulars, mailed free.

ROCHESTER OPTICAL CO.. 22 S. Water St.. Rochester. N. Y.

ALBEMAKLE AND PAMPLICO CRUISING AND
Hunting Association —Bear, Deer, Wild Tur-

key, Quail, Swan, Geese, Brant, Duck, Curlew, Snipe
Fmest fishing; Blueflsh, Striped Bass, Weakflsh.
Drum, etc. Membership limited to 20. One more
subscriber wanted. H. A. Weeks, 74 Murray st., N.Y

THE BACON FARM, SITUATED ON THE
Machias River, in ihe heart of the gunning and

fl-hing region, will be open to receiie guetts on
bept. 1. Th^- house is conunodi-us and the services
of an excellent cook having bei-n engaged patrons
may b»^ assured of considerate aitention. Particu-
lars, apply to S. M. HuLW AY, Machias. Me. 15

FOB^ALE.
The best snipe, sora and ducking property in Vir-

gi'iia. 1,400 acres marsh and waterw ajs; 600 acres
upland. Shooting for 50 guns. Ea-ily accessible
from Petersburg, Rictimond and Noi folk. Daily lir e
of boats. Shooting nine months in the year. Easily
protected. Good buildings, wharf, etc. An tx-
ceptional opportunity for a club of sportsmen.
Price moderate. Terms easy. References.
13 D. McCORMluK & CO., Noifolk, Va.

LIGHTNING PLATER
and platingjewelry, watche»
tableware, <to. Plaiea iho
best of jewelry good u
; r, on all kiuda or metal

gold, silver or nickel.
0 experience.- Ko capital,
very house baa goods need-
ing plating. Wholesale to
agenta|5. Write forclroa-

Ivs. n. E. DETJfOA

COKKJflSFONUEMCJfi.
The Forest and Stream is the recognized medium

of entertainment, instruction and information be-
tween American .sport.smen. The editors invite
communications on the suDjects to which its pages
are devoted. Anonymous communications will not
oe regarded. Ttie eaitor> are not responsible for
Che views of correspondents.

SUBSCRIPTIONS!
Subscriptions ma.v begiD at any time. Terms:

For single copy $4 per year, $2 for six months.
Rates for clubs of annual subscribers:

Three Copies, $10. Five Copies, $16.

Remit oy express money-order, registered letter,
money-oraer, or draft, payable to tne Forest and
Stream Puoiisning Company The paper may be
obtained of newsdealers tbroughout the United
States, Canada and Great Britain.
Foreign Subscription and Sales Agents—Londo i

Uavies & I'o
; Brentano's; bampson Low & Co

Paris: Brentano's. Foreign terms: 85 per year
$Ji.50 for six months. * J .

ADVEKTI8EMENT8.
Inside pages, ao cents per nonpareH luie. Special

rales tor tnree, six ana twelve months. Seven
woras to the ime, twelve lines to one inch. Adver-
tisements shoula be sent m by Saturday previous
to issue in w hicb they are to be inserted. lYanslent
advertisements must invariably be accompanied by
the money, or thej will nol be inserteo. Reading
notices i\M per Ime Only advertisements of an
approved cbaracier inserted.
Address all comtpiinioari •^g

FOBEisT ANI> hTBEAM PUBLisHING OO,
818 Broad !» ay, New York Oltyi

CWCASO, Iw.. ! 9«9 feeeurUy Buililiijg,
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Hotels for Sportsmen.
|

Miscellaneous.

Bromfield House. Boston.

MESSENGER, Proprietor.

CAMP PHENIX
llAi Garden of Eden, Nova Scotia,

win be open for sportsmen and hunters from May 1

till end of season. No better trout fishing or moose
htmtmg can be found in Canada. Forty lakes with
finest of trout fishing williin a radius of five miles of
the camp. Write for circulars.

M. iSJOSTEDT, Garden of Eden, Nova Scotia.

ATTEAN CAMPS.
jViAiKK, July 7, 1893.

On and after this date all pi^rsons not guests of
Attean Camps will be excluded from fishing or hunt-
ing in the territory leased by me, which includes the

toT\nships of Attean, Dennis, Number Four and
Number t ive, also Holeb, Spencer and Attean h alls.

Moose River. Any person tres-passmg on the above
territory wiU be prosecuted to thf full extent of the
law. ITaAMAK UOWK,

P. O. Jaclnnan, Me Lessee and Proprietor.

Spruce Cabin
CANADENSIS, Monroe Co. Pa.

BEST OF SUO«»TlNG. Huffed grouse, wood
cock, ducks and rabbit Also deer and bear. Guides
and dogs. D. L.. & W R K. to ' reseo. For particu-

lars address PRICE BROS., Proprietors.

CANADIAN NORTHWKSr. - EXCEL-
lent shooiuig quariei s, deiightful chmate, steam

launch, punts, learns, guides, abundance of game,
ducks, geese, brant, sand hill cranes, etc. in myriads
plover, prairie chickCLi, snipe. e:c. Address C.

BENJIFIELD, Suton, Long Lake, Assa., N.W.T. U

Adirondacks.

HOTEL WAWBEEK
ana Cottages. (On Upper Sarauac Lake.)

The most desirable and the most attractively

located of all the Adirondack hotels. Fine hunting
and fishing Open tih Oct. 1. Send for circular.

HARLOW H. CHANDLER, Manager,
Wawbeek, FrankUn county, N. Y.

RUSTIC LODGJB,
Upper Saranac Lake. Daily mails and telegraphic
communications. Superb hunting and fishing. Rates
810 to 814 per week; $2 50 per day. Now open for

guests. J. C. LOCKLIN, Proprietor.

3E3Cotol S« g^Qxa^-or©,
Long Lak^N. Y.

Situated on the borders of the wildest and besi

hunting and fishing section in the Adirondacks
Superior accommodations. For circular, address

EDWARD BTTTLER. Prop

LAKE HOUSE,
Long Lake, N. V.

New management. New furniture throughout
Bates from fti to $12 per week. Send for circular

Best of fishing and hunting.
ANDERSON & MOYNEHAN. Proprietors

RAY BROOK HOUSE,
Ray Brook, Essex Co.. N. Y.

Within ten minutes' walk of the best trout fishing

in the Adirondacks. Fine deer hunting and good
dogs. Send for cu-eular. D CAMERON. Prop.

IN THt^: ADIRONDACKS.
Tayior House and Cottages.

TAYLOK"S-ON-6CHKOON, N. Y.-ln a charming
location among the pines, on the high banks oi

Schroon Lake, fine mountain scenery, good fishing

boating and driving. Table the best andsuppiitc
from hotel farms adjoining Eiectric lights in hotei
and on grounds Bilhards and bowling. Pure moun
tain spring water. Sanitary arrangements perfect
Send for circular. C. F, TA VLOU & SON

,

Taylor s-on-Schroon, N. Y

ADIRONDACKS.

WATCH-ROCK HO El,
ADlKOJSDAt K, N. Y.

Hotel delightfully situated on Schroon Lake Ex
oellent cuisine, pure water, as good deer himtin^
brook and lake fishing as in the mountains. iLxperi
enced guides, boats, outfits, etc. Send for ciiculai'.

GEO. CECIL. Prop.

Pyramid Uke House
Is situated on one of the best fishing waters in tht
Adirondacks, controlled exclusively for the beneni
of its guests. _iirook Tjout, Ulack liar,>i, Oet-i.
Pari rid and small gauie in abunuance
Approached from Ticouderoga, Crown Point, or via
Schroon Lake. For cu-culai- address

ORRIN HARRIS, rropri.tor,
Paradox, Lssei. tjo., N. Y.

HUNTEja'S HOME.
Best of trout fishing, parti idge and rabbit shoot-

ing. Eleven deer killed last season. Good dogs ana
exiierienced guides. For particulars addi-ess ALLEN
^ WILLIAM LAVEBTY, New iiussift. N. Y.

X Hotels for Sportsmen.

Adirondacks—Continued.

hYawatha hMsl
Located on southerly end of the Icdian Carry, on

the first of the three Ponds, sometimes called Specta-
cle Ponds, leading through Stony Creek to Racquette
River, on direct communication from Blue Mountain
and Tupper's Lakes, to Saranac Lakes. Unexcelled
fishing and hunting Rates per day, $2.50 Per week,
SIO to $14. Correspondence solicited. W. W. HALE,
Proprietor, Post OfiBce address, Axton, Frankhn
county. N. Y,

Adirondacks. LELAND HOUSE.
Excellent bass fishing, deer Hunting and partridge

shooting. Superior accommodations. Send for cir-

cular. L. R. & E. 1>. LOCKE, Schroon Lake, N.Y.

AOIRONDACKS.
THE ONDAWA HOTEL.

Scliroon Lake, N. Y.
First class fishing and huntir g For circulars ad-

dress O'CONNOR BKOS.

A J..IRON ACKS.
ix CUKtsTEK UOtSE, Cliestertown, N. Y.
Accommodates 150. Best bass fishing in the moim-

tains. Fme partridge shooting in season. Open all

the year. Send for circular.
H. S. DOWNS, Proprietor.

ROOT'S HOTEL,
best of trout fishing in seven streams, mclud-

lug ihe Schroon River. Fine deer hunting in Sep-
tember and October. A large and roomy cottage to
rent. For particulars address A. CARSON & CO.,
Proprietors, scliroon River, N. Y

TiOriERSVILLE HOTEL,
i. Potier.-.viile, >. \.
Located in the Village of Pottersville, on Trout

Brook, one-half mile from Schroon Lake. First class
partridge shooting and fishing for trout and bass

JOHN B, WliLLS, Prop.

Sullivan ami Ulster Comities, N, Y.

WiHoweiiioc, t^itillivan Co., N. V.
Situated a few miles from Livingston Manor sta-

tion. Is the best trout fishing section in the county.
Livery from the House will meet trains upon notice.

R. fci. KOOgA.

Aeversink Falls' House,
W. E. ELORXDGE, Proprietor,

I'allsbiu'g, N. Y.
Livery connected with the House. Good trout,

bass and pickerel fishing m vicinity.

"SHJELDRAKE HOUSE.
MISNER AND PRINCE, - - PROPRIETORS.

Loch Sheldrake, Sull. Co., N. Y.

Special accommodations for hunters and fisher-

men. Sample room and livery attached.

Long Island.

IHE PAVILION HOTEL
islip, L,. I. coil Great Soulti Bay).
Open until Oct. 1. Accommodates 250. South

Bay is now the best fishing resort on Long Island
or blueflsh, weakflsh, bass and flotmders After 15

years' experience at Elberon, N. J., it is sufficient to

say that the best of care wiU be taken of families and
'uests. I solicit the patronage of former patrons.

C. T. JONKS.

THE BAY SIDE HOUSE,
Amityvilla, L. I.

Situated on Great South Bay. Capacity 200 guests.
Bluefish, bass and other sea fish abundant.

GEO. W. HUSSEV, Proprietor.

PROSPECT HOUSE.—Penataquit Hall and cot-
tages, Bay Shure, Long Island, oue houi from New

i'orK. Beauilfuily situated, o\eilooking the Great
South Bav, opposite the lu et andfamous fishinggrounds;
excellent boatlUK. safe bathlni;, Interesting drives; flrst-

ciass orchestra; incandescent eluciric lights, electric
oells; batub, etc. For terms, addiess

JOHN M. KOtJERS & SON.

Staten Island, N. Y.

Beaslej's Fishermeii's Ketreat,
HI GUEKOi, s. I.

Boating, bathings anu fishing. Parties desiring to re-

main over night will receive every attention. Stage at
-tation for conveyance of guests to hotel. Boats to lei

f(. r fishing or pieasu.e. ANDREW BEASLKY, Prop.

Lake Hopatcong, M. J.

RACCOON ISLAND HOTKL, Raccoon Island,
Lake Hopatcong, N. J. Supeib and romantii

oenery; view of lake from every room; fishing un
•scelled: every moaern convenience; $12 to $15 pei
,eek; 50 mUes from N. Y. SCHERER & DIEFEN
FTALER. I.andinsr, Morris County. N J.

.St. Lawrence River and Neighboring Resorts.

1,000 i!Si:^A]Ni:)S.

it. Lawrence Motel,
ALEXANDRIA BAY, N. Y.

$2 per day. Special rates ty the "week.

Also IIOXEI< COI.,ITMBI.4. m connection,
on European plan. Houses accommodate 150.

FRED. D. HOWELL, Prop.

ihousand Islands River Si. Lawrence

IZAAK WALTON HOUSE,
T. M. ESSELSTYN, Manager.

CLASTON, N. Y.

BASS AND PICKEREL IN ABUNDANCE.

The Largest and Best Located Hotel in Clayton.

Thousand Islands. River St. Lawrence

Alexandria Bay, N. t.

Enlarged and refmnished; everytiiing new. Loca-
tion and hotel service first class. Bath room for
guests. Headquarters for fishermen. Rates, S»
per day. J. A. BICKKLH A PPT, Frof,

Hotels for Sportsmen.

St. Lavrrence River Resorts—Continued.

1000 Islands. St. Lawrence River.

FINE VIEW HODSE,
One of the best points on the river for Bass and

Pickerel. Next dock below Thousand Island Park.
House newly furnished.

Xerms, $2.00 Per Day.
Open until Oct 1. Post ofuce address. FineView,

via Thousand Island Park.
G. W. BRETSCH, Proprietor.

DOLLINGER HOTEL,
REDWOOD, N. Y.

On the R. W. & O R. R , one of the best fishmg
grounds in the State for bass, pickerel, pike and
trout. Hotel first class in every respect.

Rates, IS2 Per Day.
The veteran guide Jolm DoUinger with his boat

livery is connected with the house.

ZOLLER & SPRINGER, Proprietors,

FARLEY HOUSE,
REDVPOOD. N. Y.

This hotel has been thoroughly overhauled and
newly furnished throughout. It is located in the
best of fishing grounds, and is in first class condi
tion to accommodate the public; is in easy reach of
five of the most beautiful lakes in Northern New
York. First-class oarsmen in attendance. Has hot
and cold baths Rai • s. « Per Day-

M. W. KARUEV, Proprietor,

Thousand Islands. River St. Lawrence.

IH. NEW TVIM>8»»K
Sportsmen will find this hotel first class in every

particular. All modern improvements. Good boats
and experienced guides alrravs in attendance. Send
for circulars VV. P. H \ V% ES, Claytou, N. Y.

THOU«-ANr> I-iLANDS

Orand View I'ark, N. Y.
In the midst of the far-famed fishing groimds. It

has the only bathing beach on the river.

M. HouBLiNS, Manager. E. M. Childs, Prop,

'PHOUSAND ISLAJJS.—T HE < O I .UOI BI A N'.IOOO
X Island Park, K. Y. Second seiison of the finest and
most thoroughly eqiupped hotel on the River St. I aw-
reuce. special rale* y the wt-ek or season. The finest
bass and pickerel fishing on the river are most easily
reached from t^ts . ouse. Send for pamphlet

TNGi.EHABT & HaDUO. K, Proprietors.

Clayton, N. Y.
Headquarters for fishermen. Located in the cen-

ter of the world renowned fishing grounds of the St.

Lawrence River. Bass, pickerel and mascalonge in

abundance. MRS. E. M.. HUBB.4RD, Prop.

LAKE VIEW HOUSE, Edwardsville,
Jefl'erson i o., N. Y. Situated on the beauti-

ful shores of Black Lake. No better spot for baas
and pickerel. Easily reached by stage from Ham-
mond. Boat hvery connected with house.

R. E. CAPRON, Proprietor.

FRONTIER HOUSE,
ittorrisio u, N. Y.

This house, located on the ^t. Lawrence River, is

but a short distance from Black Lake, so long known
for its celebrated bass and pickerel fishing.

JAMES E. CULLIOAN, Proprietor.

Thousand Islands. River St Lawrence.

MARSDEN HOUSE.
Good bass, pickerel and mascalonge fishing. House

pleasantly located Rates, S3 00 p«-r day.
a. A. IMAKsDEN, Prop letor.

EABL HOUSE, Sickets Harbor, N.Y.
Accommodates 40. Excellent bass fishing. One of
the best .points for duck shooting in season. Loca,ted
on line of Rome, Watertown & Ogdensburg R. R.

R. H. EARL, Proprietor.

CYCLISTS
DO NOT FORGET

ANTr-STIFF

kTREN^THENSt^l^P
"TRilHUSCtES

For Sale by Dealers In Sporting Goods.

E, KOtTGERA & CO.,
96-30 y. WUliatn Street, JTetc York,

8OLB AGENTS.

Detective Cameras,
IFNS'^S, TRIPODS, OUTFITS,
STEREOPTICONS,UANrERNS
aagnesium Flash Lamp, postpaid, SI . 1 •'. Send 6 ccs.

for Sample Photo and Circular.
TISJI£JLiLi CAIUERA tfeOIFG. L;u.,Scranton,Pa,

Routes for Sportsmen.

When planning your annual tour remember that
this company controls over 4,100 miles of railway
equipped in the most approved modern stylOj pass-
ing turough a magnificent country noted for its un-
surpassed facilities for sport.

A FEW OF THE PRINCIPAL RESORTS.
ANDROSCOGGIN LAKES (via Bryant's Pond or Bethel)
—Excellent trout fislilng and game, large and small, of
every description.

THE WHITE MOUNTAINS (via Gorham, N. H.)-For
trout and varieties of game.

THE SALMON RE.SORT-* of Quebec, New Brunswick
and jffova Scotia (rnached via Qu.^bec).

LAKE ST JOHN REGION (via Quebec)- For ouananlche
trout, rari <ou, bear, moose, heaver, otter, etc.

THE RIVER ST. LAWRENCE (in the neighborhood of
the line for 400 miles^ —For mascalonge, pike, bass,
whitefish, pickerel, perch.

THE THOUSAND ISLAN DS (via Gananoque or Kingston)
—For pickerel, black bass, mascalonge, pike.

MtrSKOK \ LAKES.—The best place on the continent
for fl ^hinar, shooting and camping. All varieties of fish
and game

PARRY SOTJNT> AND GEORGIAN B\Y (reached via
Penetang, Midland, Codlngwood, etc.) for black bass,
pickerel, deer, partrldKe. bear, otter, etc.

AKES OSTARTO, ERIE, HURON AND SUCHIGAN via
stations at all pr.ncipal ports 1.

LAKE SUPERIOR (via CollliiKwood, Wiarton, Samla In
conuection with steamship hues).

The charges for hotels, guides and camping at
many of the fishing waters named above are ex-
tremely low. Full particulars of same are pubUshed
in a pamphlet descriptive of the "Fishing and Hunt-
ing Resorts of the Grand Trunk Railway," which
will be forwarded free on appUeation to the com-
pany's principal agents, or to the General Passenger
Agent at Montreal.

N. J. POWER,
General Passenger Agent,

L. J. SEARGEANT, General Manager

Adirondack

Mountains,

Lakes George

(LChamplain,

Saratoga, Etc.
Illustrated guide to the Northern resorts issued by

the Delaware and Hudson Railroad wUl be maUed on
receipt of 6 cents postage. Address

J. W, BUEDICK,
General Passenger Agent,

ALBANY, N. X.
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RESORTS IN AMERICA,
Is via the Great Northern Railway. Send to F. I.

Whitney, St. Paul, Mum., for the illustrated Btnxjs

TIN, "About Fish and Fishing in the North-
west."

RED RIVER RECORD.

Full of information about farming and home mak-
ing In the famous agricultural valley of the Red
River of the North. Sent free. Address

14 F. L WHITNEY, St. Paul, Minn.

The Adirondacks.
Map of the Adirondack Wilderness.
Poeket edition on map-bond paper. 81 .(X).

"It Is the most complete map of the Adirondacks
region ever published."—/ort;.sJ and Stream.

Pocket Map of Lake Champlain and Lake
George. May-bond paper, 50 cents.

Guide Books.—The Adirondacks, Ulustrated,
16mo., 272 pages, pseudo cloth cover, 25 eta.

I.rUp Ueome a .d I.akt- Ohamplaiu, 25 cts.
Address S. K.. ST<U>nAHIj Ciena Falls. N. Y.

Hunting in the Great West.
(BLBtlings in the Sookies.)

Hunting and Fishing Sketches by Mountain
and Stream. By G. O. Shields. 12mo., cloth, 300
pages Illustrated. Price 75 cts. For sale by
FOREST AND STREAM PUBLdSHmO 00

8U Bro«dw»y. New York.
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AIIERICAN BIG GAME HUNTING.
Public attention has lately been drawn to the Boone

and Crockett Club by the hunter's cabin which it erected

on the wooded island at the World's Fair, and which has

excited a real interest in the rough life of the wilderness

West.

The Boone and Crockett Club is an organization of big

game hunters. In its membership have been included

many men eminent in various walks of life. Soldiers,

statesmen, explorers, scientists, literary men, lawyers

and business men are counted in the list. When the club

was formed, its objects as set forth in its constitution

were to promote manly sport with the rifle, and travel

and explorations in portions of the country about which
little is known; to work for the preservation of the large

game of the country and to influence legislation looking

to that end; to promote inquiry into the habits of our

wild animals, and to further among the members the

exchange of opiniors on topics of interest to the club.

These are all good objects and the club has lived up to

the standard which it set for itself. Little need be said of

the quiet work that it has accomplished, the good influence

that it has wielded, in part by what it has said and done
in favor of a higher standard of sportsmanship, and in

part unconsciously by its practice of the principles which
it follows. It has accomplished not a little and hopes to

do more.

At its annual meeting, held in January last, the club

determined to publish a volume on American big game.
Editors were appointed and contributions asked for from
the members, and in about two weeks the resulting book
will be published by the Forest and Stream Pub. Co. Its

title is "American Big Game Hunting," but while devoted

chiefly to big game and its hunting, it covers also certain

subjects of great interest to the big game hunter, which
yet are not strictly a part of killing game. Such are the

paper by Mr. Arnold Hague on "The Yellowstone Park as

a Game Preserve," that by Mr. W. B. Devereux on "Photo-
graphing Big Game," and two articles by the editors, one
on the "Literature of American Big Game Hunting," and
the other on "Om- Forest Reservations." As is natural, a
considerable amount of space is given to the buffalo, on
which species there are two chapters.

Of course no exhaustive discussion of aU species of

American big game could be compressed within the limits

of a single book, and in this initial volume of the series

proposed by the club it is not attempted to exhaust the

subject. Other volumes are promised annually hereafter

which will be likely to give us a series of chapters on
North American big game which can hardly fail to add a
great deal to our knowledge of the various species.

Although much has been written about the white goat
of the Western mountains, he still remains almost the

least known of our large game animals. Mr. Owen Wis-
ter has conti-ibuted to the forthcoming book of the

Boone and Crockett Club a charming article on this species,

which we shall publish next week from advance sheets.

The book will prove of great interest to aU American
hunters. It will be published the first week in October

unJ the exaet date will be announced in our next issue.

BASS IN ONEIDA LAKE.
A GOOD object lesson in protection is just now fur-

nished by Oneida Lake in central New York, and it is

Mr. Henry Loftie of Syracuse who points out the lesson.

It is but six or seven years since the bass fishing in

Oneida Lake amounted to very little. It had always
been a good bass water, but over-fishing and the use of

nets had so reduced the supply that one might faithfiflly

angle a whole season and yet not in all that time secure

the number of fish taken in four hours on Sept. 13 by
Mr. Loftie and his wife. For the last few years especial

attention has been paid to the protection of Oneida
Lake, and illegal fishing has been made rather an ex-

pensive pastime. Mr. Loftie and other enthusiastic anglers

of Syracuse have nobly held up the arms of the State

Game Protector and his subordinates, and they have
made it hot for poachers. Besides this, restocking has
been done in a smaU way, and we see the results in the

splendid fishing now to be had in that beautiful lake.

Syracuse anglers are naturally desirous that this good
work should be continued, feeling that all that they have
said and done in the past is made good by the present con-

dition of the waters. They hope to obtain for next sea-

son a smaU appropriation from the board of supervisors of

the county to keep up the work of stocking and to help
to pay the private protector of the local association.

No doubt the supervisors will give them this assistance,

for if all be true that we hear of Oneida Lake to-day this

is a real case of casting bread upon the waters and receiv-

ing it back many times multiplied in due season.

SUNDAY ALONG THE DOCKS.
A Sunday stroll along the water front of a great city

will interest and sm-prise any angler who has never before

been over this ground. It will inform him of the exist-

ence of a great number of anglers of whom he has never
known, and will show him how deep and how widespread
among the people of the city is the love of fishing. On
every dock, schooner, coal barge or tied-up steamer to

which access can be had, sit the fishermen, each with his

basket of bait and lunch, and managing either a rod or

two or three hand lines.

There you will find all sorts and conditions of men,
whose occupations are so confining that in all the week
they can get only this one day off for their favorite

pastime. Salesmen and clerks, mechanics and laborers,

men who work at all the various trades and avocations

that a great city affords, are to be seen sitting side by
side, tending their lines and sharing the freshness of the

early autumn air, the beauty of the river scenery, and the

hopes—too seldom gratified—of a big catch. Their bait is

long clams, shrimp or crabs, and they angle patiently all

day long, returning home at night tired, hungry, sun-

burned and happy, though perhaps the basket holds only

two or three little lafayette fish and a tiny striped bass

or an eel. They have had their day out of doors and are

better for it.

Who will grudge these hard working men their Sun-
day spent in the open air along the river front, one day
in the seven of rest and innocent recreation?

BAMON E. WILSON.

The sudden death of Ramon E. Wilson, of San Fran-
cisco, Cal., was a shock to all the sportsmen of that State

as well as to the business community of which he was so

bright an ornament.

ilr. Wilson was one of the prominent lawyers of San
Francisco, being a member of the firm of Wilson &
McCutcheon, and had a wide acquaintance all up and
down the coast. For many years he had been one of the

leading sportsmen of California, and he had given much
time and interest to all movements which had for their

object the protection of game and the making popular of

field sports. He was especially prominent in shooting and
fishing matters, as well as in all things pertaining to the

kennel. He owned high-class pointers whicli he ran in

field trials on the coast.

Mr. Wilson had occupied many positions of prominence
and responsibility in connection with sport. He was once
Fish Commissioner and had only recently retired from the

presidency of the Pacific Kennel Club. He was a member
of the Country Club, the leading sportsman's club on the

Pacific coast, which has extensive preserves near San
Francisco, in Marin coimty, ajid. of many other shooting
clubs on the coast.

At a meeting of the Pacific Kennel Club recently held,

Mr. Briggs, the president, paid a high tribute to ]\Ir. Wil-
son, and a committee was appointed to draft resolutions

expressing the sorrow of the club at his untimely demise.

As a private citizen Mr. Wilson's position was excep-

tionally high, and he was greatly esteemed and beloved

by all who knew him. His death leaves a gap in the

ranks of sportsmen on the coast which will not be easUy
filled. He was about forty-two years old.

SNAP SHOTS
The game laws of New Jersey by section 12 of chapter

28 of the laws of 1893 protect insectivorous birds, and
among the birds mentioned in this section as protected is

the robin. We are told, however, by a gentleman in whom
we have confidence that in Bergen county. New Jersey,

at Fort Lee, permits to shoot small birds are issued by the

local authorities as soon as the berries are ripe, $10
being charged for the privilege of the year's shooting.

It is said that robins are butchered by scores, and even by
hundreds by persons holding these permits, and that such
holders are protected in their shooting by the constable of

the place. We do not know under what provision of law
such permits may be issued by this official, and the matter
appears to be one deserving investigation by the game
and fish commissioners.

Arrangements have been made, we are told, for the

shipment of a carload of elk from Wyoming to England.
The animals are for the estate of Sir Peter Walker, and
are to be furnished by W. H. Root, of Laramie, who is

weU known to many of our readers. It is believed that

the elk will be gathered on the head of Green River, and
when the shipment is ready Mr. Root will accompany it

and deliver it at the park in England. As is well known,
many elk have at different times been shipped to the con-

tinent, where they have done well and have freely bred
with the red deer, the progeny of the two species being a
magnificent animal. The results of this importation to

England will be looked forward to with interest.

The remarkable success attained by the Game Laws in

Brief shows very clearly how great is the demand for a
small and handy volume which shall give in a few words
the gist of the laws governing the taking of game and
fish in each political division of North America. Up to

the date of issue of the Game Laws in Brief no such small

volume had ever been published. Those which purported

to give abstracts of the laws were always incomplete and
usually incorrect, for they were never kept up to date,

the expense of making the annual changes being so great

as to eat up the profits of the venture. Such a publica-

tion needs constant watching, and at the end of each
legislative year a large proportion of the laws have to be

changed. This requires in many cases the reprinting and
rebinding of the whole work. In the recently issued

edition of the Brief changes had to be made in the laws

of more than twenty-five States and Territories. To
learn of these changes required correspondence with State

officials, and a copy of each new law had to be obtained,

abstracted, set up in type, and printed. No doubt the

attractive form of the Brief, with its handsome pictures

of hunting and fishing scenes, and its advertisements of

many of our best gun and fishing tackle houses, makes it

sell more readily than the old-time form of game law
publications, and it is a good thing that this is so, for the

more widely om- game laws are distributed and known
the better they wiU be observed.

The meetings of sportsmen which are daily taking

place at the e^ibit of Forest and Stream at the World's
Fair are certainly very interesting, and the account of

the visitors given by our Western representative in

to-day's issue is well worth reading. Here beneath the

big white birch sign all sorts and conditions of men from
all quarters of the continent or of the globe meet on an
equal footing, the footing of their love for outdoor fife.

This common interest gives sportsmen a common meeting
ground and lovers of the gun or rod or dog or yacht are

never at a loss for subjects for conversation when they

come together. Not the least interesting of the visitors

to the Fair dming the last week, was President Woodruff
of Salt Lake City, still hale and hearty and able to read

and enjoy Forest and Stream, notwithstanding the

burden of 87 years which he carries so lightly, and in

contrast to this veteran there are seen now and then in

the Forest and Stream space, children sent there

from far away by parents who read the paper but cannot
•-hemselveB come to the Fair.
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THE MUSEUM MOOSE.
CConcludedfrom page SS7.')

Breakfast over, Nuel started on his hunt for the cow-

moose.
When he had gone, I busied myself more particularly

with the head. I was anxious if I could, to preserve the
shape, and more especially the ears, as I saw them in the
moonlight. I did not give such close attention to my
work though, as to prevent me from looking around and
noticing things more carefully than I had done. Although
the night had been so cool, the day was mild, and I ob-

seinred a good many; yellow-rump warblers, brown
creepers, ruby crown kinglets and chickadees, all around
me. There were other kinds of birds, I had no doubt. I

could see them flitting high up among the treetops, and
occasionally the screech of a red-shouldered hawk, or the
call of the bluejay would strike upon the ear. There
were loons upon the lake, but they were generally silent

imtil toward evening, while the chattering of the red
squirrel was heard every few minutes during the day
long. One of these lively little creatures appeared
especially interested in my work.
But such a quiet day I think I never passed. I cooked

and ate my dinner alone. I walked down to the point
alone. I enjoyed the solitude alone, and admired the
foliage in all its varieties and brilliant shades and colors

alone. This was my only drawback. Oh, to have had a
brother sportsman or naturalist, to admire and enjoy this

fragrance and grandeur and solitude with me!
It was late in the afternoon before I saw Nuel coming.

I was glad to see him, for I was beginning to feel op-
pressed with a sense of solitude. Then it had clouded up
since dinner and there was an ominous stillness (as on our
second day out) setting upon everything, Nuel's first

words as he landed were, "More rain comin' me tink.

You hear um loon holler soon. I mus get um blenty
wood." The loons did caU pretty soon—nor was it an.

hour after Nuel's arrival, before the glassy lake was
covered with tiny wavelets.
We were snug though. There was plenty to eat, a good

fire burning, and we had secured what we came for.

Hardly had we commenced our supper before he began.
"Doc'or, me know where big cow moose is. AUmos' get
shot at her. Too much open. She not scare do. No use
fright her. She what you call um 'booty.' Fine, big,

nice skin,"
"Did j'ou see her?" I inquired in pleasant surprise.

"Yes, me say me see her. Me tot she roun' here. Me
have her morrow, next day. You wait um for me? "

"Yes, I will wait a week for you to get her," replied I.

While at the same time I thought I would wait two, if

necessary. Could it be, I asked myself, that I am to be so
fortunate as to secure a pair on one expedition?
Next morning it was raining hard when I woke up,

and it continued to rain off and on all day. I did not
mind this, for it was Sunday. Indeed I was rather
pleased than otherwise. It hindered Nuel from going
after the cow moose, without any interference of mine.
When he complained of the rain, and that he wanted to
go for the moose, I merely said, "This is Sunday. It
will do Indian good to have rest."

"You sartin, Sunday?" inquired he.
"Yes, certain, sure."
"Well, xjrees he say no good luck hunt um on Sun-

day. If tine me wan' to go do, all same. Praps better
stay may be. Smoke um meat. No spoil um den."

I had given him all the moose except what we would be
likely to want for our own use. This he said he would
smoke for winter and eat it when he came into this region
to trap.

The smoking process commenced soon after breakfast.
He made his house and strung his slices between the
heavy showers.
Sunday was a tedious day in camp. Had I not been

able to admire the head and horns of a moose, though, it

would have been far more tedious. Perhaps it was as well
for me that I could not go out. The damp weather made
me sensible that warmth was the best thing for my back.

It was still raining when we went to sleep. At supper
Nuel had toldme that he thought we werfe going to have
cooler weather. When I asked him why he thought so,
his reply w^as, "Saw um much bird on moose hunt. Leetle
one. Berry pooty. Make um leetle noise. Very busy.
Hunt um much w^orm. Catch um much fly."
But next morning it was fine and clear again, with a

cool, bracing air. So clear was the air that one might
almost have supposed that the distant hills and forests had
been drawing nearer to us during the night, and every
hue and shade was visible.

At breakfast Nuel commenced, "Doc'or, you no want
to go wid me. Me got go berry still. Not break urn stick.
Not switch um bush. Not make um no noise. You see
moose ne got um big ear (nodding toward the head).
Hear um much quick. Hab go berry sof."

I saw that he preferred to be alone, and although I
had not much to do and would feel lonely when he was
gone, I said, "No, Nuel, I guess you had better go alone
and I will take care of my skin."

"Yes, bes' so dis time. Woods wet. You kill um your
moose. Sorry no partridge here for you hunt. Too wil'.
Wan' um blackberry bush? Ole road. Stump fal' down.
Grow up. Only fool partridge roun' here. On spruce
tree, KiU um wid stick. Black meat. Strong. You no Hke
um."

I understood all he meant to say. I wanted no spruce
partridge, nor ruffed grouse either, while I had plenty of
moose meat. And I also thought that Nuel's chances
of securing the cow moose were much better if he went
alone.
When he had gone I spread out my skin again and ex-

amined it carefully, cut a little more flesh off the head,
and then laid it away. After that I watched the moose
birds—Canada jays—that had congregated around the
camp, and two red squirrels that seemed deeply interested
in all my movements, and a troop of chickadees and
nuthatches that came along about this time.
But by noon the hours began to hang heavily on my

hands. I wanted something to do, and concluded that
after I had made myself a cup of coffee I would explore a i

little. Before 2 o'clock I was on the point. There was I

very little of interest there except the wildness of the sur-
roundings. Three loons were swimming and diving just

'

beyond gunshot. Then I saw a kingfisher take his strong
and steady flight from one side of the lake to the other,

and five bluejays, after calling for a while, then passed
over. But the stillness of the place was depressing. There
was nothing but lake, shore and woods all around. If a
bear or a moose had walked out somewhere, or an otter

had put in an appearance, or even a muskrat, there would i

have been something to break the solitude. But no such
thing happened. I sat upon a rock and watched and
thought and admired, until the sun began to decline pretty
well in the west and no further signs of life appeared.
After I had grown weary of the point I took a saunter

along the shore in hopes that a change of place might
produce some variety. In this I was mistaken. There
seemed to be the same silence everywhere—space, water,
woods. When I returned to the camp it was deep in the
shade. All the life that I saw about it was one of my
squirrels that whisked around a tree in pretended fear,

and then mounted a limb and commenced chattering at

me.
At sundown I had my supper, preparing at the same

time enough for Nuel, whom I expected to find when I

returned to the camp. But no Nuel came. Dusk settled

and no Nuel. Then the mcion rose up in all her quiet

splendor. She shed her light right in the camp and made
the moose horns appear plainer than I saw^ them on the
night of his death. And now the silence was complete.
There is something in the daylight that seems compan-

ionable, even when we are alone; but only solitude resides

in the moonbeams. It appeared particularly so this

night as I watched her rising, first through the trees on
the ridge of the hill opposite, then as her edge emerged
above them, then as she ascended higher and higher and
finally as everything around me was bathed in light and
cast in shade again.
But still no Nuel. Twice as I sat listening I thought I

heard a moose call, but it did not come from the direction

the Indian had taken, but rather from the place we went
the first night we were out.

It was nearly 10 o'clock now. I had just risen up from
under cover of the shanty to replenish the fire before
going to sleep, when there came a moose call from out on
the lake. This I knew at once must be the Indian's, and
sure enough only a few minutes elapsed before he was
with me again. There is something humanizing in a
man's company, though he be not of your own race, pro-
vided he is friendly. And so I found it now. It seemed
to me that I would not have been more pleased to see one
of my own blood than I was to see Nuel.
He looked tired, and I had no doubt he was, and hun-

gry, too. I had everything prepared for him, even to his

tea poured out and his meat cooked. The meat, though,
was drier than I would have preferred it. It was brofied
when I cooked my own.

"XJgha!" said he, coming up the bank, "How you do,
Doc'or. You tot me loss or sumfin happen, I s'pose, Xlgha,
you got um supper for me. Me glad."

With this he sat down; and I was glad, too. I think: I

enjoyed seeing him eat as much as he did eating. He had
not eaten long before he said,"Me hab um no luck, Doc'or.
Cow moose gone 'way from dat place. Gone look for dat
bull you kill. No fine track. Mus' go nudder place in
mornin'. Me get um yet. T'ink me hear call from ober
dare."

I told him what I thought I had heard twice, and then
he said: "Sartin dat cow callin', I look um in mornin."
What was my astonishment the next morning, in look-

ing out, to see everything covered with snow at least four
inches deep. The hills and wooiis of yesterday, with their
beautiful colors and dark backgrounds, were all white; and
if the landscape of yesterday was monotonous, what could
we say of to-day?

Nuel's fii-st remark was (I suppose as he saw my aston-
ishment), "Rabbit snow. All gone in hour, maybe two
hour. Good for me. Track um moose. Mus' make
base,"
What he wanted me to do was this: "Doc'or, me goin'

'cross where we were first night. Now me wan' you go
on shore—^go up through wood to barn. Look um if you
see moose track goin' dat way where you kill moose. An'
if you fine um, you shoot um gun two time—bang! bang!
You un'erstan'? You do it?

"I understand. I will do it,"

"Snow not mel' much," he continued, "until sun come
out. Den you be at camp."
This was the arrangement we made, and before the sun

commenced to scatter the snow clouds that lay in the east,

Nuel was off.

I went soon after hedid, Isawthat he was determined,
if possible, to secure another moose, and I was just as anx-
ious as he was.
Donning my thick coat, I marched out, following.the

course by which I had returned to camp the afternoon
before. It is not necessary to say that I found the woods
both cold and wet. Pick my way as I would, the snowy
limbs would hrush my hands, and in spite of my cap-peak
my face would get some, and occasionally a dash would
find its way down the back of my neck. Every leaf and
twig and bough that would hold any was loaded with it.

But I found the place; and first through the hardwood
belt and then through the evergi-eens (spruce and fir) I

made my way. Not a track did I see of anything but
wood mice and squirrels and rabbits. Not a fox track (no
wolves where we were) nor a mink, nor a marten nor an
otter. Any one might have supposed that such things
were utterly unknown in that neighborhood. Before 10
o'clock I was at the camp again, and not sorry to be there
either. There was a little life around this. There were
my squirrels and jays, and before long the chickadees and
nuthatches looked in upon me.
As Nuel had said, before noon the snow had all melted;

but I had not escaped its melting, and was only too glad,
after making up a good fire, to change and dry my clothes.

In the morning, from the camp, I had looked out on a
dreary waste of snow. Now the scene was entirely
changed. There was a beautiful and peaceful lake in
front, and beyond this a foliage of yellow and scarlet and
brown and green, that seemed to look all the brighter in
the sunlight now from the snow bath it had received.
The stUlness and wildness and beauty of the scene were
there, but not the dreary desolation of the woods in
winter.
Time wore on. I tried to occupy myself in drying my

I clothes, doing some extra cooking, cutting up a tree that

iwas
lying on the beach, and fixing up a little round the

camp, 1 was engaged in this latter occupation when all
at once Nuel came running up the bank. I saw he had

something pleasant to tell me, and I did not interrupt
him with inquiries. "Ugha, ' Who-rie!' white man say.

Me got um, Doc'or, sartin. Big cow moose. Big for cow
as you's for bull."

" Have you? How glad I am."
"Me t'ink me's mose glad. Blanket! clof I crowns."
"Yes, and you shall have all, and one crown more, if

we get all home in safety."

"We do it.
.
An' now we hurry, Mus' eat firs', do."

While he was eating I learned that he had killed the
moose more than an hour before, and had at once set off for ij

me. His story was: "When me saw um dead, rae said, ij

now go for Doc'or. He wan' measure skin careful, save;'

bones. So me come. We go right 'way, w'en belly fuU, I

if you say so. We get dare fore berry dark. Make fire, i

sleep. Nice place for sleep, right by moose," .

We were not long in making our preparations and
i

starting off; and the sun was just leaving the treetops <

on the highest point arotm'd the lake when we landed on
the opposite shore.
After taking the baggage out and turning the canoe

over among the bushes, Nuel said: "Now, Doc'or, walk
fas'. Get dare fore berry dark."
And we did walk fast so long as there was any chance

.

to do so; but long before we reach^-d the place where the

'

moose was lying, I tumbled and scratched my face more
than once. It seemed to me that the distance must have
been a good five miles from the canoe. Just before we
got there Nuel said, "Wait um minit. Where big tree?

Ole limb in crotch. Spruce bush near it. Log close by.

Ugha, me see um." And so we walked up near the place
he indicated; sure enough, there was another moose, and,
it seemed to be nearly as large as the one I had killed,

only without horns, ^
"Dat please you, Doc'or. Dat good, what you call um

pessimen?"
"Yes, that is a fine one, I suppose; that is a good speci-

.

men."
We soon had a fire going, and by its light the Indian

cut boughs and made a rough camp for me, while he
preferred for himself to lie down on some brush with his

feet, as usual, towai-d the fire.

By 9 o'clock the next morning the skinning was com '

pleted, and soon after 12 I was preparing my second skin
'

for transportation. Meanwhile Nuel went for the meat,
and in the afternoon of the next day all that he wanted
of it was at the shanty. He was very talkative now, and
told, me how he had secured the animal. So far as I can

\

recollect his account and could understand him, it was

:

this: "You know w'en me lef you, me wen' cross where

;

we go firs' night. Walk um straight into wood may be
two mile. Look up sharp for track. Happen to look i

down close by little clear—you call um—an' dare sartin

;

moose track. Den me walk um careful. Me know track
berry fresh. See where he bite bush. See where he
step in bog. See where he knock snow off tree. Me
creep um, creep um, Me stan' um still. Me look um
mose sharp. Jus' come to edge of barn, little bush tree in
barn, not far away. Win' blowin' from trees to me.
Dare moose stan'in' eatin'. Not see me. Not know me
dare. Say um prayer. Take good aim. Bang. Moose
give great jump. Run berry fa.s'. Me 'fraid me nnt hit

him. Go see. Blood all roun'. Berry red on snow,
Sartin, me say, me get um. Follow long way, mile, two
mUe. Blenty blood. Not run well. Stag' like drunk
Ingin. Fall down on knees. Get up, only walk. Me
comin' to you, me say. Go careful. Shoot again if hab
to. You say not if can help. Berry good. Me ready.
Look um, look um. Not see moose head, T'ink strange.
Walk um right up. You know where. Fine um like

you's, stone dead."
For five days we remained at our camp. When Nuel

was not smoking meat it seemed to me he was eating it.

Indeed, I doubted at one time whether he would have
much to smoke.
Had the weather been pleasant we would have broken

camp sooner than we did. We had two days of rain after

our work was completed, that kept us housed. The morn-
ing of the sixth day was pleasant. There had been a
great change in the weatlier. It was much cooler than
when we came in and a little ice had made around the
edge of the lake the morning w^e started.

The day of our departure took us as far as the camp on
the peninsula. Here my back began to trouble me again
and I concluded to rest for a day. That long portage and
the damp woods had nearly used me up. We had a great
deal of cai-rying to do, with moose meat and skins and
traps and canoe. Indeed, the canoe was much deeper in
the water than when we set out on our expedition.

I was not sorry, then, when just at sundown we marched
into our peninsula camp and Nuel said, "Now, Doc'or,

you rest. Me make um fire. Keep tun you warm. Take
um care of eberyt'ing."

Whether it was the Indian's care, or the rest, or the hot
tea, or all of them combined, I could not tell, but I only
knew that when I woke up next morning I was feeling as

fresh as a lark, and concluded to start again for home at

once, while the weather was so pleasant.

This day took us half-way home. The Indian ran one
rapid, but not with the precious skins in his canoe. The
next day he ran another. "No 'fraid," said he. "Water
high. No touch um rock."
However, I preferred to land my skins again, though

no harm came to the canoe.
We were at Nuel's camp before noon. By night th©

two skins were where I could go to work on them. Nuel
came to the village with me and secured his blankets and
cloth and crowns. As he left me, with his treasures
in a bundle strapped on his back, he said, "Doc'or, sposum
you ever wan' to go 'nudder time for calleboo, me wan' go
wid you."

I promised him he should, and that I would have no one
else—if I could get him.
But to conclude. The moose were set up. They are

said to be a very fine pair. Hundreds have admired them;
and we suppose as the race perishes_from the crust himters
and a want of protection, they will be a greater curiosity

in the world. S.

The Cyclone at the Sea. Islands.

Paris Island, S. C, Sept. 13.—The tidal wave which
accompanied the cycloae on Aug. 27-28 inundated most
of the Sea Islands and nas probably destroyed the greater

portion of the birds (quaU), which were very abundant,
as well as other game, and probably the deer on the out-

lying islands, I have heard, however, of a few small
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and scattered coveys of birds, and if left unsliot this fall
another year -will probably renew the stock.
As nearly all of the boats were lost fishing is at an end.

The FoRFST AND Stream conies down here. Can't you
suggest to the sportsmen of the vicinity to leave the birds
alone this fall? Piseoo.

OUR HUNTING AND FISHING TRIP.

If there are any women who read Forest and Stream
and have never been with their husbands on a fishing or
hunting trip, they do not know what pleasures they have
missed. For five years I have been my husband's com-
panion when traveling with his gun or rod around his
favorite lakes.

Last fall we started out for a two flays' trip, my hus-
band, our boy, myself and his dogs. It was one of" those
beautiful days early in Noverhber when it seems as though
one must make the most of the few remaining pleasant
days, and fairly live out of doors. The first frosts had
touched the foliage, tinting it in gorgeous colors, and the
birds seemed to be out for one of their last concerts.
We started Friday afternoon, intending to stay until the

next evening, but on reaching our destination. Sand Lake,
found everything closed for the season. We had half ex-
pected this, and so started on toward Wampler's Lake,
wheye the woods are thick, intending to stop if possible
with an aged lady who lived with her son and a niece
We knew that they lived somewhere near one of the'
lakes, and that if we could not get lodgings at the hotel,
the season being over, we could with grandma, as we
called her.

It was quite dusk when we arrived at their home, for it

took us some time to locate their house. But at last, after
a 17-mile drive we were there, and when we had unpacked
our limch basket and spread the contents on the table
with a good cup of tea, we felt refreshed and ready to
make plans for the next day, but first we gave grandma
her usual gifts of new pipes and tobacco, and had the
satisfaction of seeing her settle down to her long smoke.
The men planned to have an early breakfast and then

start out, get some squirrels and come home in time to
prepare them for dinner. Then in the afternoon they
were to go out again and get enough for us to bring back
home for our Sunday dinner.
The morning dawned bright and pleasant, and oS they

started, each man with a gim and ammunition, and the
two boys carrying each a game bag, which they promised
to bring back full. Jennie, the niece, and I followed,
hoping to keep up and help pick up the squirrels if they
fell too fast. But we soon saw that the hunters could
outwalk us, and as there wt-re already several rail fences
between us, we turned back, determined to try our luck
at fishing, A beautiful Httle lake, about half a mile
across and said to be full of fish, lay directly opposite the
house.
We had nothing handy in which to catch minnows for

bait, so I took the old shovel and went to the garden and
dug a can of wormy. Then taking our light bamboo rods
we went down to the lake. When we reached the boat
we found that one oar was gone and the other broken.
This put a check on our expectations, and we were about
ready to give up and go back to the house when a trap-
per, who had been setting his traps for muskrats, seeing
our dilemma, came to our assistance and offered us the
use of his boat. We gladly accepted it, promising to
leave it for him at his boat house. We asked the trapper
if he would kindly tell us where we would find the best
fishing and were informed tbat it was too late for bass,
and that probably we would fish till noon and not get a
bite. This was comforting.
We had gone too far to give up, however, and after

rowing into deep water we anchored and baited oui-
hooks and threw in. We were not disappointed in our
hope. By noon we had thirteen large bluegills and half
as many perch, all good sized, and I think \ve might have
had as many more had we not been in a hurry to reach
the house before the hunters, so as to have a fish dinner
instead of squirrels.

Hurrying home I made the fire and got the potatoes
and other things ready for dinner, while Jennie scaled
and cleaned the fish beautifully, and after washing them
and dipping them in flour we soon had them frying, and
were just taking tliem off when the tramp of the hunters
was heard outside.

We aU went out, even grandma, with her pipe held se-
curely in both hands, to see what and how many they had.
Not one. They had just missed everything. On this we
invited them in to a tempting dinner uf maslied potatoes,
cream gravy, aud the handsomest platter of fish they ever-
sat down to. Of course they wanted to know at first
'•Who we bought our fish of," but we would stop them by
taking the game bag and looking for the squirrels which
were not in it.

Just as we had finished our diimer, we were startled by
the neighbors' children crying, "Mr. Bordman, come
quick, the woods are on fire." One Httle fellow had trav-
eled so fast to be the first with the important news, that
he could not tell it after he got there. All he could do
was to point and gesticulate wildly as he gasped for
breath. The men were not slow in taking shovels and
hastening to the woods.
The woods being very dry, had burned a cii-cle of a

(quarter of a mile or more, licking up dry grass and leaves
in its course, and leaving in the center half bm-ned trees
and stumps. The men and boys succeeded in putting the
fire out at the outer edge of the circle, confining it to the
center, and after smothering it as much as they could, left
it to the care of some farmers, who promised to watch
imtil they returned. They then proceeded to a strip of
wood bordering on the little lake, where Jennie and I had
caught the fish in the morning.
This time they did not come back empty handed, for

they had in a little over two hours shot and killed eight
nice large squirrels. By this time the wind, which had
been blowing a little all day, had become a perfect gale,
and they were obhged to hasten back to the fire and
work for a couple of hours, which made it too late for us
to return home that night. And what with our tramp
and rowing, together with all the excitement of the day,
I had become too nervous and weary, and all were too
tired to ride seventeen miles that night. I was very glad
when we could all gather in the evening around the fire
and tell of om- day's sport.
And so ended our two days' sport, and the next morn-

ing we bade them good-bye and started for home, taking
squirrels enough for a Simday dinner. Mrs. H, L. W,

"COAHOMA'S" WALKING STICK.
The last time we had the pleasure of a call from our

frequent contributor "Coahoma," who is a chief engineer
in charge of a Mississippi River levee district, he told us
the story of his walking stick, which he had recently cut
on the site of an exciting war-time episode. The story
was so interesting that afterwardwe wrote and asked him
to write it out for the Forest and Stream; and here it is:

I have not until now found time and opportunity to
notice your very kind note in which you asked me to
give some particulars of a little war episode I once men-
tioned to you. I scarcely know what I can say on such
a subject that will be suitable to notice in Forest and
Stream, but I will briefly give the particulars.
In December of 1864, I arrived as one of Gen. Hood's

army in the vicinity of Nashville, Tenn. Being a sergeant
of artillery I was detached with two small Parrott guns—
we had no commissioned officer avaflable—to report to a
cavalry commander on our extreme left, and took posi-
tion on the bank of the Cumberland River, where we re-
mained imtil Hood was defeated by Gen. Thomas. We
were in this position for about ten days or two weeks and
had frequent fights with Federal gunboats.
On the last day of our occupancy we had a regular duel

between one of the httle Parrott rifles (lOpdr.) and an
ironclad monitor having two heavy guns in an iron turret,
the distance between us being about 300yds. The gunboat
lay directly under the other Parrott, which, being on a
bluff, could not bear upon her. The gun which I fought
was in a, small barbette work, less than 3ft. high, the
ground being dug away so that the natural earth formed
part of the parapet. We had the advantage over the gun-
boat of being about 40ft. above the water. Our plan of
fighting was to train the Parrott on the gunboat's port-
holes, and as soon as she opened them to thrust her heavy
guns forward, our order to fire was given, when we sent
our httle percussion shell clattering against her turret
near the edge of the port. I don't think we succeeded in
sending one into the turret, but I suppose we disconcerted
her gunners by the racket we made about their ears, as
they never hit us. As soon as we fired, all hands went
flat upon the ground until her thundering projectiles
passed, or struck the bluff, when in a twinkling we were
up, had our gun loaded and sighted, w-aiting for her ports
to again open, when bang! we went at her.
These tactics were kept up for about half an hour, when

the gunboat apparently got tired of it and withdrew. The
only casualty on our side was a dent in the gun axle made
by a fragment of shell or a large grape shot; and I don't
think we hurt the gunboat, except that we knocked off
some of her woodwork. We were backed by only a
handful of badly scared cavalry, who had dug a ditch too
deep to shoot out of, except up in the air, and lay in the
bottom of it. If the commander of the gunboat had
known it he could have landed his men and captured us.
Later in the day a cavairy soldier appeared on the op-

posite bank of the Cumberland and shouted to us to help
him over, that he was one of Forrest's scouts. I sent two
men on a stage plank of a captured transport (the stage
plank we used as a ferryboat). The scout stripped himself
and his horse, placed his clothes and saddle on the stage,
and mounting Ms horse rode into the stream and swam
across, though it was a cold, bleak day. He came over
shouting, and came out as red as a boiled lobster.
While getting the scout over I received orders to move

out to the pike, about a quarter of a mile from the river.
Not supposing there was any need to hurry I waited for
the two men to return and then moved out slowly over
difficult ground. Upon reaching the pike I encountered
a column of Confederate cavalry going down the pike
under whip and spur, closely pursued by Federal cavalry,
who were peppering them with their carbines. Looking
aroimd, I discovered that the place I had just vacated was
filled with bluecoats, who had come stealthily over a hiU
and swooped down on an empty nest.
We joined in the stampede for a mile and a half and

then took up a position on a ridge and repulsed a cavalry
charge. I then learned for the first time that the two
main armies had been fighting a regular engagement for
two days, and that Hood was completely routed.

I was then turned loose by the cavairy commander,
and wandered across country all night, not knowing where
I would find myself in the morning; but struck the flank
of the disorganized Confederates about sunrise, and will
here drop the curtain.
On tlie above occasion I saw the steeplps in Nashville

but nothing more. Twenty-seven years after I visited
NashviUe for the first time, and sought the place where I
had fought on the bank of the Cumberland, six miles be-
low the city. I foimd that the old field where my httle
barbette parapets were located, had become a forest, and
I succeeded in finding the place only by the aid of a
gentleman, who Hved in a brick house near by, who was
Living there, a httle boy, at the time of the fighting. His
father had been kiUed in his own yard by a Federal bifllet.

His mother and her children were in the ceUar when a
large shell went through the liouse, the marks of which
were still visible.

I cut the two walking canes, of which I told you, on
the ground where my guns had stood; one of the sticks
is before me now; the other I gave to my son.

Coahoma.

A Wounded Woodcock.
Saoters, Pa., Sept. 4^.—Editor Forest and Stream: On

Aug. 18, while working a brace of young setters, I shot at
a woodcock which I thought dropped dead, but I was
unable to find it. This A. M. (Sept. 4) I was working a
setter and pointer over the same ground, when I
flushed a woodcock which acted like a cripple. Fol-
lowing the course it took, and sending on Dan (pointer),
he caught the scent and swung round, half pointed and
then jumped and caught a bird which he brought in. Its
left leg had been broken twice, the upper fracture had
knit straight, the lower benlf, causing it to walk on the
side of its foot. One shot had gone thi-ough its upper
mandible, and this had healed up, it had been shot in the
breast which had not yet healed, but what surprised me
most was the good condition of the bird.

I carried it home, and after 'showing to friends, gave it

its liberty, hoping it would be the means of giving pleas-
ure to another sportsman and his dog. R. F. M.

President Caeveland caught a shark the other day. On cultiiig the
fish open It was found to contain a carpetbag, two paper collars, a pe-
tition for appointment as postmaster at Wildcat City, Ga., and sixteen
teatiuionials as to litness and character,—i^osio/i Tramoript,

TOLD BY A BOHEMIAN.
You never saw a cougar in a wild state? Then you have

something to see yet. I saw a couple out on Puget Sound
some years ago and wouldn't have missed the experience
for a good deal. Two of us were cruising in a sloop, and
anchored one night in a little bay near the mouth of
Hood's Canal, and while here we witnessed a battle which
would put to shame the amphitheatres of ancient Rome,
A sloping beach of hard white sand shone in the moon-
light, running from the overhanging cedars out to the
water.

It was a beautiful evening, not a ripple stirring the sur-
face of the water, and so still that the long-drawn, waver-
ing cries of the sea birds came down the water with that
distinct but subdued effect that night and darkness lend to
sound. An occasional puffing hiss, like escaping steam,
came from seaward, as some hungry porpoise, bent on
hunting a late supper, came to the surface for air. Or
maybe a silvery gleam and a splash close by showed a
salmon, which in playful mood has leaped clear of the
water. We were both on deck smoking an after supper
pipe and enjoying the evening as we swung at anchor
after a hard day of short tacks and tedious sailing in our
big salt river, against wind and tide most of the time.
Without a particle of warning the wildest, weirdest cry

that it has every been my fortune to hear, rung out on the
evening air, a little to the west, where a spur of hills ran
almost to the water, and so close to us that it had a clear,
metalhc kind of a ring about it. The echoes had hardly
ceased to call back before the answer came from the
northward, close enough and ghostly enough in tone to
send cold chills down your back.
A few moments of deathlike stillness succeeded the

screeches, the sea birds stopped their calls, and even the
fish seemed to have heard those blood-stopping chal-
lenges.
Soon they called again, answering back and forth, each

time a little nearer the beach and nearer our anchorage.
Our pipes were out and the night glass swept the dark
edge of the cedar belt which marked the beach limit.
The tide was on the ebb, almost turning.
A twig snapped and clear from the cedar belt bounded

an immense old cougar, or motmtain lion, plowing up the
sand with his feet as he stopped. He was a magnificent
specimen, a splendid representation of his kind as he
stood there, his tawny hide gleaming in the moonlight,
every muscle taut, eyes glaring and tail twitching froni
side to side; the very personification of animal strength
and beauty. The gurgle of the incoming tide made a
subdued accompaniment to the low, ominous growl of
this king of American beasts.
A rusthng in the cedars announces the second one. A

mighty bound carries him far out on the beach, a yellow
demon full of fight.

The first is a large one, but here is his counterpart.
Two wild gladiators, a picked pair and each worthy his
adversary.
The moment their eyes met they crouched along the

sand, with muscles drawn and set with steel-like tension,
feet bunched ready for an instant spring, glaring at
each other like two tawny fiends, but made no move save
a spasmodic jerking and "twitching of the tail, exactly as
you have seen the house cat do.
Ah! The time is ripe for action.
Of one accord, as though released by an electric but-

ton, they leap up and meet in mid air.

Such a sight is seldom within the province of humanity
to witness.
Such furious fighting.
They rise on their hindfeet, clinch with the front ones,

topple over, kicking, biting and scratching, sending the
white sand flying in showers.
Now they separate, seemingly by mutual consent, and

retire a_ short distance apart, where they lie a few mo-
ments Ucking their wounds and growUng incessantly
until one makes a false move and the other meets him
half way, then they are at it again.

Scratch. Rip. Bite.

How the sand ffies! It takes endurance to stand that
very long.
Dark spots begin to show against the white of the sand.

Those terrible kicks cut skin and flesh, wherever the
knife-like claws touch. The object seems to be to dis-
embowel the adversary. They separate as before, but
this time there is less growhng and more licking of
wounds, as several false alarms cause them to start up,
muttering hoarsely as they lay their ears flat along the
head, draw their bloody chops up and show the gleaming
fangs, sharp and cruel as stilettoes, alert and watchful for
advantage, then slowly settle back uneasily on the sand,
to lie full length with heads slightly raised, watching.
The tail keeps up that incessant twitch, twitch, in a dog-
ged sort of way that speaks volumes. This alternate
fighting and resting is kept up for quite an hour without
either gaining the advantage. Black spots show aU about
the beach, and when they he down a dark mass marks
the bed against the pale color of the sand.
They are losing too much blood to last long. Finally

they seem to gather their remaining strength for a final
effort and rush at it again.
Now one is forced back, fighting like a demon, and both

go down, roUing, pitching and tumbling.
The flying sand nearly hides them; now it clears away

and shows one standing with uplifted paw and open
mouth over the body of the other, which lies very still.

The one is comparatively strong, but the other is clearly
done for. They both seem to realize this, too. Slowly
the uplifted paw descends, the jaws close more, the ears
rise a little and he turns away, watching back over his
shoulder for signs of attack.
Very httle growling is heard now, and what there is is

of a hoarse, guttural tone, more of pain than reckless
challenge. In a little while the second one staggers to his
feet, sways and falls back, only to make a second, and
this time successful attempt.
No wonder he staggers.
The last round has hterally disemboweled him, and the

intestines drag on the sand as the poor brute, no longer a
demon incarnate, tries to gain the friendly shelter of the
dark forest. He is about 1.5 or 20 minutes dragging him-
self across the short strip of beach, and at last lurches out
of sight among the dark shadows of the cedars.
The other lies on his side, still muttering hoarsely at
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tiraes, while ever and anon the tail gives a spasmodic
twitch.
The incoming tide creeps, lapping, lapping, along the

sand and forces him back a few feet, where he Ues down,
only to he forced on again in a little while.

The second time he stands for a few moments, licking

two or three deep cuts, then slowly and painfully limps

toward the timber, leaving only the torn sand and the

spots in the white moonUght.
Everything is still save that soft, indescribable lapping

made by the tide as it comes in, creeping along, higher

and higher, covering the dark spots and washing smooth
the great holes in the sand.

A light breeze from the nor'ard brings a mist athwart
the water and a chUl into the air, a loon's call proclaims a
change of weather, and a slight jerk on the cable brings

us back to common-place thmgs as the sloop begins to look

into the wind.
Ere we sailed at morning we foimd two bodies, torn

and cold, within a hundred yards of each other, both

sacrificed to the ruling ambition for mastery, mute wit-

nesses to a grand but fearsome forest tragedy.
El Comancho.

WHAT AN ANGLER SAW.
Editor Forest and Stream:
When a barefoot boy I used to go a-fishing after the

Apostolic example. That is, I did fish, but perhaps that

is the only point in which I resembled the great Apostle,

For it is not written that he went barefoot with an alder

pole over his shoulder, whereto was attached a stout cord
furnished with a sinker that went "ker-chug" and a hook
of avouched strength, whereon was impaled the writhing
angle worm. With such equipment, and for want of bait-

box carrying the worms in a fold at the bottom of my up-

turned trousers, I used to patrol tUc i^anks and wade the

bed of the creek whenever I could get consent, or in lieu

thereof could escape the paternal eye.

On one such occasion a frog on the bank was a^ ing in

a strange manner and arrested ray attention. He was
scratching his back as well as he could and seemed to ex-

perience as much difficulty in that operation as we, the

lords of creation. From my post of vantage he was
watched closely, and I can truthfully say that the boyish
impulse to give him a "whelt" with my pole was entirely

overcome by curiosity.

He scratched and winked (I think he winked) and
gaped, and at length the skin upon his back cracked
lengthwise, then he clawed and scratched in a most lively

and amusing way, until finally he stripped ofl' his whole
integument, much as a boy i-emoves his jacket. In this

case, however, jacket and trousers were one, and the for-

mer opened at the back instead of front, and perhaps this

suggested the modern shirt. AVell, he came forth shining

in a new livery of green, and, with a triumphant croak,

sprang into the water, doubtless to exhibi his new clothes

to his fellows. This was many years ago, and in a far dis-

tant State. My head has become frosted, my limbs a little

inactive and my memory treacherous, especially as to

events of recent years, but I don't think I can be mistaken
as to the fact that I saw a frog undress himself. Perhaps
others have witnessed the batrachian toilet.

Near the ba,nk of this same water I came suddenly upon
a big water snake, which I should have soon dispatched,

moved thereto by the scriptural injunction to "bruise the

serpent's head," but for the peculiar actions of her snake-
ship. She lay with mouth agape, and a streak of little

threadHke things was going down her throat, and after

all had disappeared she made for the water. Then the
biblical command compelled her destruction, and the
amateur autopsy revealed not less than forty little snakes
concealed in her internal economy. They were somewhat
larger than a knitting needle, and of course were all killed

eo instanti.

A few years ago while camping in the Adirondacks

—

Avhich, as your last issue says, is often called Adriondacks
Ijy well-informed people—a red squirrel used to come out
of a hole in a big pine about the same time every morn-
ing, just while the guide was washing the dishes. She
was accompanied on every occasion by a smaller squirrel,

two-thirds grown, which she appeared to be educating in

the matter of house building. She would descend the
pine and come to a birch near me, which was amply pro-
vided with the^light, loose, feathery bark so dear to the
squirrel heart. She would gather a lot of this bark in a
surprisingly short time, stuffing it into her mouth with
her paws, and off she would scuttle for the hole in the
pine, where, having deposited her store, she would quickly
return for another load. All this time the little fellow
was close at her heels, going up and down the trees, and
watching the gathering, transportation and deposition of

the bark with apparently the greatest interest, but gather-
ing none himself.

Do you suppose the mother (or was it the father?) was
really teaching the youngster? Kenn E, Bece:.

Attgxjsta, Me., Sept. 12.

A Califoi-nia Vuiture.

The follomng letter from Archibald Campbell to San
Diego (Cal.) Sun, from Laguna, on the border of the

desert, seems to refer to the California vulture, of which
latt-ly- we are hearing more and more. The letter is

desert, seems to refer to the California vulture, of which
lately we are hearing more and more. The letter is

dated Aug. 1, and says among other things:

"To-day as Henry E. Clark w^as riding near the laguna
he noticed, a large bird among some carrion crows, eating
at a steer which had died from a rattlesnake bite. It

flew up into a ti-ee, where he shot it with a rifle, and the
shot broke its thigh. It then flew away among some
rocks, when he threw his riata over it and caught it, and
it tried to get away and it nearly unhorsed him. He
gave it another shot through the wing and disabled it.

He brought it home and it measured 9ft. 3in, across the
wings and 4ft. 4^in. long from the beak to the end of

its tail. Valentine, the captain of the Indians, says it is a
female and not near so large as the males. The males
have the under part snow white, while this is pretty
dark. I think it is the California vulture, which
approaches the condor in size and has wings even longer
in proportion. Last Sunday, as a party of us were out on
the high peaks overlooking the desert, three of the birds

kept circling around overhead, and now and again by
far the biggest of the birds would swoop down suddenly
toward us and make such ugly demonstrations that the
ladies got scared and we all left on that account. I think
their young were in the clifis above us and they wanted
to scare" us away. The biggest was whiter ujiderneath '

than the other two, and I think that it was one of the

smaller birds that was shot. Mrs. Wiegar from San
Diego, who was up here on a visit, skinned tlie bird, and
on her return wiU take it with her and put it on exhibtion

at the Chamber of Commerce. They are very rare here

now. Valentine says they used to be very numerous here

when he was young. Two years ago we used to see a
solitary vulture every now and again, but he disappeared,

and now these three are to be seen near the same place.

This one, I think, could have easily carried off a spotted

fawn, a young calf or a baby,"

In the report on the ornithology of the Death Valley ex-

pedition for 1891, Dr, A, K. Fisher reported this bird as

moderately abundant in certain localities west of the

Sierra Nevadas in California, Dr. Palmer reported it

from Frazier Mountain and near the Tejor ranch, Dr.

Fisher and Mr. Bailey saw one near Walker's Basin in the

San Joaquin Valley and at San Emigho, and near there

Mr. Nelson found it quite common in October. The same
gentleman found it common along the coast near San
Simeon and in the Santa Yfiez Mountains.

It is said that not long ago a Mr, W, A, Burris killed

one of these birds near Sargent's, San Benito county,

California, with a charge of No. 9 shot. The specimen,
which weighed 251bs. and measured 9ift. in extent of

wings, was preserved, and is now in the collection of the

California Academy of Sciences.

Black Tern in Connecticut.

MiLFOUD, Conn.
,
Sept. 6.—During the heavy blow of

Aug. 24 a large flock of birds made their appearance on
the Housatonic River a mile or two above the railroad

bridge of the N. Y., N, H. & H. E, R. The birds when,
seen were headed toward Long Island Sound , but could

make no progress against the wind. A shot fired into

the flock by a' son of Mr. Claxk Baldwin killed two of the

birds, one of which came into possession of Dr. M. Grin-

nell, who preserved it. It proves to be a black tern

(Hydrochelidon nigra surmamensis), a species not often

taken in Connecticut, and so worth recording in Forest
AND Stream. B.

Winter Breeding of Birds.

The article on the moose bird in last issue, by "J, C. R,,"

recalls to me my discovery of the breeding of the cross-

bill. Many years ago, with Dave Haynes and Rufe
Crosby for mates, the winter was passed in hunting on the

Boundary Ridges, having a home camp at Little Island

Pond. One day my mates felled a tree for firewood,

which in falhng" dislodged a nest of five callow young. It

was marvelous that they should hatch and thrive; yet they
were plump as squabs and as warm as a new-laid egg.

It was February and bitter cold. Pine Tree.

•^wf^ ^ttd §uij.

The FoRKST AKD Stream is^mf to preas each week an Tues-

day. Correspondence intended for publication should reach

us at the latest by Monday, and as much earlier as practicable.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
[lYom a Staff Correspondent.]

Seven Devils.

CjiiCAao, Sept. 4.—This week Mr, B. D. Wilson, of Dal-

las, Texas, one of the most ardent and most widely known
sportsman of the Lone Star State, was brought into this

ofiice by a friend, and we spent a very pleasant hour to-

gether talking over things in general, jVIr, Wilson mean-
time posting me up on where to take a winter shooting

trip. He tells me that the (juail shooting about his city is

still as good as any one could ask, and he is a member of

a club which owns a fine duck j)reserve not far from
Dallas, For turkey and deer the Dallas shooters usually

go into the Indian Nations, where also the chicken shoot-

ing is better. On these trips Mr, Wilson's six hunting
associates, the whole being known to the public as the

"Seven Devils," usually accompany him. The dunnage
of this stalwart crowd is all marked "Seven Devils," and
they are recognized throughout the countryside as a public

and permanent institution.

It is an odd coincidence that of these Seven Devils each
is a native of a diflierent State, yet they affiliate so well
that they make a unit when they travel afield. Their
name was given to them by the Indians because of their

going into and camping among that mysterious range of

mountains in the lower Nations known as the Devil's Hills.

This region the Indians firmly beheve to be inhabited by
spirits. There is a legend that De Soto and his party were
betrayed and murdered here by the savages of long ago,

and there are ruins of fortifications to lend color to the

belief. From the crumbled battlements there once was
hove the ancient culverines, which fell into the lake. Yet
still, so say the children of the soil, there may be heard at

times the boom of these sunken cannon. Fire flashes

again along the lake as their dull boom shakes the air,

there is the rattle of old musketiy, and spirit forms direct

a fight which shall never be concluded. None but devils,

so think the Indians, would venture in this devil's coimtry.

Mr. Wilson and his friends foimd that the night lights

on the water were due to phosphorescence, and learned

that the hollow sounds were made by the action of water
and air beneath the earth. The river sinks into the

ground and the whole region is honeycombed with caves.

Given the trickling of water and the proper direction of

winds blowing among the subterranean cavities, with a
phosphorescent condition of the water, and the thing was
done. This is a pretty story of a hunting name, for

which let us thank the Indians,
Bass fishing is good noar Dallas, IVIr, Wilson tells me,

indeed, one can be supplied with almost any fine of sport

if he has the entree of the land. Thoroughly acquainted
with the entire big State, Mr. Wilson also told of the

turkey hunting west of San Antonio and of the big game
of the Big Thicket of the Sabine, and of the turkey shoot-

ing a score of miles from BeeviUe. He would rather

hunt turkey than deer he says.

Mr. Wilson has a dog, a big old pointer, which he is

disposed to back against the world for an all-around
hunting dog. He uses him for quail, chickens, ducks
and all sorts of fowl. The dog will trail a turkey, bay a
peocarj^ or^point a deer, and Mr. Wilson has kUled (with

his shotgun) three mountain lions which the dog had
ti-ailed and treed. That is a good combination dog, and
a time and money saver—what I caU a practical dog. I

wiU gamble you can run a wagon over him and not hurt
him.

Cowboy Law.

There was a certain firm of game dealers of Chicago
who this season contracted to supply several thousand
dozens of prairie chickens. The firm sent 200 shooters
down into Texas and just before Mr. Wilson left for the
Fair these men were reported to be shooting up in the
Panhandle country. The greatest indignation was felt

over this by the Texas sportsmen and it was proposed to

raise a fund of |8,000 to get rid of these gentry. Our
Texas friend, who contributed to this fund, was veiy
quiet and reticent, but I gather that the invitation to

leave the State was to be tendered the shooters by a
selected lot of cowboys. I never can get over my respect
for the simple methods of Western justice, which gets

there so easily and directly, and withal so accurately and
usefully.

The Deer of the Wilderness.

One more word, as saith the preacher, and I am done.
Our Texas friend was in the army in the late unpleas-
antness, on the south side of the line I believe, and he has
this incident of the war: "It was in the Wilderness
fighting," said he, "one day when the Federal and Con-
federate lines were hotly and closely engaged. The two
lines came up within a few hundred yards of each other,

and the firing was very hot. At the thickest of it a big
buck deer sprung out of the cover, about halfway between
the two lines. He was apparently confused by the firing

and did not know which way to go, but ran this way and
that, and at length stood stiU for a moment and then
began to jump up and down as if he had gone clean daft.

He jumped this way on a small space for fully ten min-
utes. I should think, in full sight of both lines, and finally

made off to our right flank, and escaped unhurt, no one
firing a shot at him. The incident was so remarkable
that I often wonder if any one else who was there that
day recalls it. Perhaps Forest and Stream can find
some one who saw it."

There would be harder quests than this. Why? Because,
the other day, on the Frisco road down in the- Indian
Nations, a gray-hau-ed gentleman accidentally got Mr.
Wilson's seat on the car. They got acquainted, and it

ti-anspired that they had met before. In short, the gray-
haired Northerner was the Yankee yjicket ^vho swam the
Rappahannock to trade coffee for tobacco witli the Con-
federate picket on the other side, which Confederate
picket was none other than Mr. Wilson, a little changed
by thu-ty years of time. It is a small world, and Mr.
Wilson will probably find some man who saw his deer in
the Wilderne.ss. But where shall I find another man out
of whom I can get so many stories in an hour?

Death of Dick.

Last year, when I was out at Great Bend, Kas, , at the
meet of the American Coursing Club, I had some very
good quail shooting with Mr, Richard Taylor of Great
Bend, We used his setter, Dick, which I mentioned at

the time as being about my idea of a practical hunting
dog. A recent letter from Mi\ Taylor brings me unfor-
tunate news that we shall never see the old dog again.
His owner speaks of his death as follows, and from what
he says one may judge for himself whether or not Dick
Taylor had a big heart in him. He writes:

"Twenty miles south of here, in the sand hills, prairie

chickens are plentiful, so I hear to my sorrow. Cal. Crilly

came and borrowed my dear old Dick, Jr., a day or two
to break a young dog, but instead took a party out with
him twenty miles to the chicken grounds about the 12th
of August. He says the dog fell out of the wagon which
ran over him and killed him, but I do not believe a word
of it. As I hear they killed sixty-five chickens I have con-
cluded they ran my dog to death in the hot sun,

' 'It would have taken a lot of money to get that dog
from me. You remember how he worked for you on the
quail last year. It makes it harder to think that Crilly

left the poor, faithful fellow on the prairie where he died.

If I had had him home to give him a decent burial I
would have felt better. I know you will feel grieved to

hear of his death.
"There are a good many quail this year, I have seen a

good many large flocks, from twelve to twenty in each.
The reason that chickens are scarce is that a few fellows

go out and kill them when about half grown,"
Mr, Taylor's last sentence brings up a chain of thought.

Poor old Dick died in tlie hot sun, hunting in the sand
hills on Aug, 1 2, and hunting, therefore, illegal chickens.

He knew no better, and he was game to the death, kilHng
himself to oblige a fellow who was breaking the law, and
who did know better than do so—a fellow who wouldn't
pick up and take the old dog home, after he had killed

him, to his too credulous and too obliging but law-abidhig
master. That isn't a good enough end for so good a dog.
Mr. Taylor is quite too lenient. He sliould run the wagon
of the law over this fellow not only once but several

times, and wear him out until he learns a little citizenship.

Talk about breaking dogs! Who is going to write a book
about breaking men?

Few Greyhounds from the Bend.

By the way, Mr. Taylor thinks that there wfll be few
of the greyhounds sent from Great Bend to the Interna-

tional meet at Huron, S. D., this faU, and he hears that
the California men wiU be absent. Let us hope that he is

mistaken. For my part, I shall join many others in miss-

ing Dick Taylor's face at the meet. No one more positive

than Dick about a dog, or of sturdier or more honest
character, as I think all will agree. Differences beyond
this on canine creeds must go to the kennel department,
the dark and bloody ground where most of the rows on a
sporting paper go on. Have to have rows in the business,

don'tcherknow.
The Bend Again.

By the way again, speaking of Great Bend; I don't

know whether or not the reporters wiU be glad that the

big greyhound meeting of the year goes to another place

this fall. We used to hail Mr. W, W. Carney's ranch as

an oasis good for a square meal and a good time until Mr.
Carney left and went to Portland, Ore, Just at this pres-

ent writing Mr. Carney is here in Chicago, seeing the
Fair, and we are all trying to persuade him to stay here.

The hot chicken tamale grows nowhere else as it dgeg

here,
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More Coyotes.

Oakland, Cal.—ilfr. E. Hoxujh: In Forest and Stream
for July 23 you publish an inquiry from Mr. Martin L.
Cummins for coyotes. A number of people in this State
are engaged in raising coyotes as there is a $5 bounty on
every scalp. The two people most interested in this

animal are Mr. Ambrose Bierce. of Berkeley, and Mrs.
Madge Morris, of San Diego. Mr. .Joaquin Miller, the
poet, was also at one time interested, but when thei-ivalry

between Mr. Bierce and 3Irs. Morris developed into per-
sonal antipathy Mr. Jliller quit. Yours for the advance-
ment of coyote interests. C. E.

Will Take a Sneak.

Mr. F. O. Cloyes, of Chicago, starts this fall for a long
trip down the Mississippi River in a small boat, probably
a sneakbox, and is reading up on the experience of his
predeceasor, Mr. Bisliop, who wrote a book about that
trip ("Four Mouths in a Sneakbox"). E. HouGH.
909 SKCuaiTT Botlding, Chicago.

WORTH THINKING ABOUT.
"But he who attempts to prove that it is cruel to kill pigeons at the

trap while it is not cruel to kill quail in the fleld. has a task in dialec-
tics which it would require more than average skill to accompHsh."

The foregoing is an excerpt from an editorial in the
Forest and Stream of June 23, 1893, and as a preliminary
to what I have to say, may I inquire if any one can direct

me to a better source of first-class texts on all subjects in-

cluded in the realm of "Our Paper" than are to be found
in the always sensible and admirable editorials that
weekly for many, many years have been served in such
enjoyable style for the delectation of the myriad readers
of Forest and Stream? Do these readers pause as they
read, and reflect upon the amoimt of satisfaction and en-
joyment and education there is in these editorials? Try it

on hereafter if you haven't, O, readers, and let your grat-

itude trickle just a little. An expression of such once in

a while would not, I am sure, offend anybody.
I do not intend to advocate either side of the question

at issue, though I have some opinions on the subject.

Webster defines cruelty as the infliction of unnecessary
pain, or the act of causing extreme suffering without
good reason. Each one will have his own definition of

the words "unnecessary" and "good reason," and it may
be ijossible that there are advocates of the claim that
birds and animals do not suffer, as there were in the dis-

cussion relative to fishes, which had an inning in these
columns some years since. Be that as it may, it appears
to crop out between the lines now and then in editorials

as well as in communications that possibly there may be
cruelty in j)igeon matches, as well as in quail or other
shooting, and it is this idea, perhaps dim, undefined and
unexpressed, that has appeared to me a good omen. I

am glad to note it, if I read aright, not perhaps as

promising an abandonment of sport afield and by allur-

ing waters, but as pointing toward a modification, in a
degree at least, of tlie desire to bring as much as possible

to bag. "Himting without a gun" is indulged in by a
good many people, and no doubt enjoyed by them as
keenly as labor by other people with a gun, and in the
former case after the day is done there is, I can imagine,
an added pleasure in the reflection that no pain, necessary
or unnecessary, has been inflicted on one of God's crea-

tures. It won't hurt any of us to remember occasionally

that other forms of life suffer as well as ourselves. It

might be that were all shooting stopped, the various forms
of ferae, naturce would so increase that they would be a
burden or menace to man, but it isn't necessary to wake
up that fear this year.
Henry Ward Beecher once said: "In general I think

Ih'' earlier instruction which prevailed in my boyhood
that the animal creation was made for the sport of

1.1 ; II," and that seems to be the opinion now, exhibited,

may be, unconsciously. I have no compunction in taking
the life of bird, beast or fish when necessary, but when
I review my life I fear sometimes there has been cause
for regret, though I may not have boasted as big bags as

are occasionally recorded in sportsmen's journals and
elsewhere, and it is not, now that the shadows begin to

follow me, a very satisfying reflection. It is not a pleas-

ing thought that tiie most beautiful and innocent creation

on earth is not safe from destruction by man, if so his

idea, of pastime is gratified. It has often seemed to me,
when lying beneath some tree on a hillside, restfuUy
enjoying a j)atiorama of matchless beauty, invisibly

labeled "not transferable," with the eye feasting the brain
on lonely visions of variegated "field and fallow," wooded
slope and sinuous stream, blue sky and drifting clouds, a
silent symphony in charming colors wonderfully blended,
that it were far better to utilize such opportunities oftener,

even at the expense of a partly filled or empty bag; that

the gun at my side may be outbf place insuch contempla-
tion that leads from "nature up to nature's god." There
may be as much pleasure and liumanity in watching the
dainty ways of the graceful squu-rel yonder, as with sure

and nimble foot he trips the topmost rail of the fence
along the woodside, bound for the butternut ti-ee just out-

side in the pasture, as,there is in belching leaden death at

him, defenseless—particularly as you have a string aheady
dangling from yom- belt. It may evince just as trae
sportsmanship, with a couple of grouse in your pocket, to

let the third strut awa,y with its quit, quit, into its thicket

while you watch the beauty, as to snuff: its innocent life

out suddenly.
The fisherman in his boat with a goodly string floating

by the side, or warily walking the stream brink with creel

fairly weighted, would better rest his arms and give his

eye and brain a chance, or if he has never learned to con-

trol himself, begin practice now by returning to their ele-

ment the extra catch. His is an opportunity not vouch-
safed the shooter. Is there nothing better, nobler, more
improving then than to add to an already sufiicient catch?

Is there no better feast for the eye than the struggling

prey? Is there nothing more ennobling than to glut one's

self? What is there more beautiful to contemplate, more
wonderful in its graceful gliding, gleaming, mobility than
the fretted surface of lake or stream, answering lovingly

to the lightest kiss of the breeze and' laughing to the sun
with its myriad rippling lips. That element so common and
unnoticed, is always, in my eyes, a marvelous exhibition

of wisdom and power. And the music in it, too! Did you
ever sit by the side of a babbling rapid in some little

stream, whose stony bed evokes deUghtful murmurings,
and listen to the ever changing, soothing, delicious under-

tone it sings, rujijiing tlSpugh the gamut from basg to

treble? If not there is a revelation in store for you, and
it may be as enjoyable as adding one more fish to an
already sufficient string.

To kill, kill, kill, seems to be the only object and enjoy-
ment of many otherwise mighty good fellows when they
get out with a gun. Why, only a day or two ago some
acquaintances of mine went out after squirrels. They
shot three black and one gray, and what else? Well, seven
woodchucks or groundhogs" for one item, and a crow or
two for another, and a lot of red squirrels for another,
and mixed small deer for others. This, I suppose, they
called sport, and I am sorry for it and hope they are. I
went squirrel hunting once myself, and in the m'idst of a
wood where the shadows were dense, the damp, woodsy
odors tickled the nostrils and the sturdy trunks reared
their umbrageous canopies in graceful arches, I came to
the steep bi-ink of a ravine, at the bottom of which was
the half dry bed of a little stream. As I leaned against a
tree watching and listening for movement of game, a big
groundhog appeared on the opposite bank, and leisurely
waddling down the incline paused a moment at the bottom
as it nosed among some plant growth, and then I shot it,

needlessly, uselessly, cruelly, and when the smoke lifted
saw it writhing in pain, and trying, in agony, with broken
back, to pull itself by its forelegs away from the monster
who ran down the bank and beat the life out of it. And
now it was mine, what could I do with it? Nothing.
It was of no use whatever to me. It might have
been a source of pleasure, had I quietly watched it,- learn-
ing something of its habits and movements, reflecting that
it had done me no harm, that the slaying could do no good,
that the life I might thoughtlessly take I did not give and
could not replace, and let it go in peace; but I slew it, and
left it to rot, just as thousands of hunters are doing to
other animal life all over the country. It is not a pleas-
ant memory, trifling though it may seem, and by just so
much mars the happiness of life; and as I suppose it was
the intent of the Creator of all life, quadi'upedal as well as
bipedal, that as much genuine happiness as possible should
be corraled in our existence here below, cruelty on my
part works double harm. There is an abundance of shoot-
ing which comes under the head of "justifiable," without
indulgence in that which is needless.
Come to think of it, how does this thing strike you,

anyway? O. O. S.

THREE DAYS AT PLYMOUTH.
Boston, Sept. IL—Editor Forest and Stream: SIi-. G.

J. Brann, of Revere, and I had a very enjoyable shooting
trip to Plymouth, and returned very well pleased with the
amount of birds brought to bag, and a general good time.
We were at the Gurnet during the big blow in the latter
part of August, but did not score many that day.
Four o'clock A. M. generally found us on the beach

with our decoys out, and our pockets full of cheese and
doughnuts which Mi's. Burgess kindly put up for us the
night before.
Our first day's shooting brought us about seventy good

birds, principally ruddy plover, red-breasted snipe, ringed
plover, a few pairs of blackbreasts or black-bellied, some
turnstones and a few large peeps. We could have bagged
lots of the tiny fellows, but the trouble of cooking them
saved them in a number of cases.

The wind held southeast for the first three days of our
visit, and the birds kej)t moving all the time, affording us
constant employment. Occasionally a flock of coots
would go whizzing by, but our most seductive calls and
whistles had no effect on them. My friend Brann had a
roseate tern come in to his decoys, landing in their midst
and walking around among them just as if he were at
home. He did not walk much further; they missed him
at home that evening.
A pair of black ducks paid us a visit, flying over toward

a creek. We saw them di-op into the creek and made
haste slowly in their direction. Brann had located them
properly and put them up. Letting go his right barrel he
missed, then pulled his left, and was pleased to see but
one fly off. The bird was in rather lean condition, but
was very palatable. I was not in at the feast.

We found quite a number of herons around on the flats,

but were unable to obtain a shot; although we crawled
on our knees through the grass for over 200ft. They are
very wary feUows, and one has to lie in ambush for them
while the tide is high and then trust to luck for a chance
shot. I think this bird is the black-crowned night heron
or squawk, thoiigh I am not sure, not getting close enough
to recognize him.
Often in crossing from one beach to another we would

come across a few of those hardly Uttle plovers pecking
away industriously among the hot sands, and we were
always moved to sympathy by their industry and apparent
loneliness, working hard for a liveliliood, and perhaps try-

ing in this out-of-the-way jjlace to escape the deadly 10-

bores which so cruelly empty destruction into their

midst.
My friend Brann is an excellent wing-shot, and he never

shoots unless on the wing; but I am not so skillful, and
I had to shoot my best specimens when I got the chance.
I am having my birds done in a group among rock scenery,
and they shall always be a pleasant reminder of the ta'ip to

the Gurnet.
For our three days' shooting we had about 200 birds, as

many as we wanted; we gave some to our friends, used
some for our table, and gave the best to the taxidermist.
We intend to go ducking soonand are anticipating a good
time. On our way up from the Gurnet, and while passing
Saquish, Brann shot a common tern, and instantly the
victim in the water was surrounded by his companions,
wheeling and cu-cling and uttering theu harsh cries; one
could almost touch them with the hand. 1 am trying to

acquire the art of taxidermy, and proceeded to skin and
stuff that tern. But you ought to see him now; his own
mother would not know him, his features have changed
so much. J. P. W.

The Time to Shoot Sqiiirrels.

Marsh, Chester County, Pa., Sept. 7.

—

Editor Forest
and Stream: Last year squirrels were with us, this year
they are not. On Sept. 1 I hunted for the nimble grays
and got none, not even seeing one. Three other gunnex-s
that I met on my tramp had none, and the largest bag
I heard of for the day was six to two guns, every one
that was seen.

On the second day a friend and I tried it again; we eacli

succeeded in getting one, a good record to finish up the
season with, but enough, and why? Well, first because

1 squirrels are too scarce, and second because the mother

squirrels are heavy with young and therefore should not
be murdered even if the law is out on Sept. 1.

Having shot squirrels in Pennsylvania for some years
and during eveiy season having seen squirrels killed
which were tco young to eat, I am now positive that our
law opens at least six weeks too soon, and although the
last hard winter is the probable cause of the late breeding
this year, yet if this goes on, as it must for two years
more at least, the time will come when the squirrel hun-
ter of this State will hunt in vain for the game that he
has cleared out by permission of the law.

Sportsmfen, what have been your experiences with the
squirrels? o. B

Trapping Bear in the Rangeleys.
Elliott Rich, Postmaster at Lakeside, N. H., and

keeper of Lakeside Hotel, at foot of Umbagog Lake,
killed his first bear last Wednesday, Sept. 6. He set two
bear traps about three miles from the lake near Mono-
lidgewak stream, and Wednesday tended them. One of
them was sprung and gone, and after following about
three miles he came upon the bear, and found that the
clog was gone, which gave the bear a good chance with
nothing but a light trap on his foot. Bruin started on a
brisk canter, with Rich closely following; it was nip and
tuck for about one fourth of a mile, when the bear got
mad and faced about, rose upon his hindfeet and showed
fight, making a squealing noise, lapping liis face with his
tongue and champing his teeth, at the same time jumping
on his hindfeet toward the hunter, who was all too near
the enraged animal for the nerves of a common man.
Rich quickly brought his rifle to bear, but not without
misgivings, for he well knew that should he miss fire, or
only wound the beast, a deadly combat must ensue, with
the odds against him, but he had not a moment to hesitate.
He unhooked, down went the bear, the bullet passing
through the brain and neck and lodging in the shoulder.
A 4001bs. bear, J. G. Rich,
Bethel, Maine.

A Shooter For Sure.
EsCANABA, Mich., Sept. 11.—Edifoi- Forest and Stream:

I have before me a copy of Forest and Stream of Sept.
9 and notice communication from Fort Bidwell, Cal.,
signed "G. H. A.," in which appears a statement as fol-
lows: "On the third day I killed two snow geese as the
flock arose, and upon pacing the distance found it to be
105 steps. My gun is a 9^1bs. 10-gauge, and was loaded
with No. 6 shot. Pretty strong .shooting, I thought it."

I most throughly agree wdth "G. H. A." that it was
"pretty strong shooting," and if you will communicate
with him, asking him to forward to me the name of the
maker of that gun, you will be doing a kindly act toward
a poor but deserving duck hunter, who has worn out
numberless pairs of pants creeping up to within 55 or 60
paces of the wary mallard with a Greener hammerless No.
9, only to carry away experience in very many instances.
If I can find a gun that will shoot No. B'shot 105 paces, or
about 20 rods, many of the duck stories told by me now,
bearing only the semblance of truth, wiU have the true
ring of warranted facts in futiire. W. W. McQ.

Chickens on Red River.
The Kittson County Enterprise, published at Hallock,

Minn., the town which is named for the pioneer editor of
Forest and Stream, has ten separate paragrai)hs devoted
to prairie chicken shooting and the crowds of sportsmen
who have flocked to that region this season. Ex-Gover-
nor Merriam and President J. J. Hill, of the Great North-
ern Railroad, are among the score of notables who are
mentioned among the rest, including clergymen, doctors
and representatives of sundry railroads, many of whom
came in private cars, chariots and other regal convey-
ances. The editor is much exercised at the wholesale
slaughter of birds, which he says is terrific, and he believes
it "safe to say that 1,000 chicksns have been killed in Kitt-
son county just prior to and since Sept. 1." Many farm-
ers have posted their lands.
The same paper says that 1,750 harvesters are at present

engaged in threshing out the inimitable wheat cx-op of
the vicinity at the rate of 100,000 bushels per day.

Beaver Dam Duck Club.
The twelfth annual meeting of the Beaver Dam Duck

Club was held Monday, Sept. 4. Dr. Robei-t W. Mitchell
was re-elected President; W. A. Wheatley, Secretary and
Treasurer; A. C. Treadwell, Vice-President; M. S. Buck-
ingham, E. A. Edmonson and J. C. Neely, Jr., new mem-
bers. There has been no change in officers of this success-
ful duck club, ab initio, now in the thirteenth year of pros-
perous existence, on the Louisville, New Orleans and
Texas Railroad, Tunica county, Miss., forty-three miles
south of Memphis. The same keeper and cook, Andrew
Jackson Bounds, has served the club well and faithfully
eight years, and Queen Victoria's kitchen is famous
there for roast duck, broiled squirrel, baked 'possum and
sweet potatoes with sop, fatty bread, fish, fresh eggs, and
often venison and wild turkey. It is another home for
the members and their families.
The lake is a gi-eat resort for fowl and the feed yearly

grows more plenty and with the feed the ducks.

Shooting Prospects.
Elkton, Md., Sept. 11.—The rail and reedbird season

opened in Ceil county Sept. 5. Birds are reported more
plentiful than for some years. R. E. Jamar was high boat
the first"morning with 60 rail; others report from 12 to 50.
The pro-spect for quail shooting is very poor in this section
this fall. E. S. G.

Squirrel Shooting Wanted.
Oswego, N. Y., Sept. 12.—Editor l^orest and Stream:

Will you kindly inform me where I can get some good
black and gray squirrel shooting in early October within
200 to 300 mfles of Oswego? Canada asks $25 for strangers
shooting. W.

A NEW-SUBSCRIBER OFFER.
A bona fide new subscriber sendhig us $5 will receive for that sum

the Forest and Stream one year (price 84) and a set of Zimmerman's
famous "Ducking Scenes" (advertised on another page, price ?5)—

a

value for ^.
This offer is to new subscribers only. It does not apply to renewalt.
For 8-3 a bona fide new subscriber for six months will receive the

FoaasT aud Stbxam during that time and a copy of Dr. Van Fleet's
handsome work, "Bird Portraits for the Youpg" (the price of which
i9»3)
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'Forest and Stream" at the Fair.

Distinguished.

Chicago, Sept. 9.
—

^The Forest and Stream corner is

getting to be a distinguished spot. It has as many visit-

ors, and far heartier visitors, than any place of its size at

the Fair. Being a bit distingue itself, it has distinguished

visitors. One day last week it had two governors and a
secretary of state, an Italian count and a Russian lieu-

tenant, all close together, and all happy, as nearly as

could be learned.

Sport vs. Politics.

Gov. Wm. A. MacCoiMe, of West Virginia, was pleased
to find the breezy spot beneath the big birch sign, and
declared himself ready to forsake all for the woods and
streams. "There is more in sport than there is in politics,"

said he, ' 'and I am a better fisherman than I am politician.

"

If he will remember that his sins may be forgiven.

Something: of a Liar.

Gov. Geo. W. Peck, of Wisconsin, came in with his

wife and his "Bad Boy." Another repentant politician.

Gov. Peck has just joined the Lower Club on Horicon
Marsh, and has for a long time been a member of Black
Hawk Club, of Koakenong Lake, besides doing much by
way of fishing and upland shooting. In consideration of
these facts, and of the further fact that he was once., and
therefore always, a newspaper man, his past record may
be left untouched.

"I hear you have got a champion liar, or a liar's medal,
or something of the sort concealed around in here some-
where," said Gov. Peck. "Where's that Kekoskee manV
Now, I tell you what I'll do. I'm something of a liar

myself, and just as soon as I get through holding recep-
tions over in the Wisconsin Building I am going to chal-
lenge for that medal. Chicago can't have the World's
Fair and that medal too. We will jusc have a little lying
match, and see who's the best man."

If Gov. Peck thinks Forest and Stream isn't dead
game, he's mistaken. No bluffs go here. He can get ac-
commodated. But the terms of the contest must be
altered. The Kekoskee fish story was not a fish lie, but a
plain fish truth. As transmitter of that truthful narrative
I hereby accept Gov. Peck's challenge, and may Provi-
dence protect the right. But he must surpass that truth-
ful, story not by any effort of the imagination, but by a
plain recountal of actual facts, all of which must be sup-
ported by unquestionable evidence. It's dollars to tobacco
tags on Kekoskee.

A Friend of "Forest and Stream."
Secretary of State A. A. Lesueur, of Jefferson City, iVIo.,

left his card with the inscription, "A friend of Forest
AND Stream." Neither could have a better friend. That
both are popular and deservedly so, is susceptible of ejisy

proof. Forest and Stream is secretary of the world of
gentlemanly sport.

Came from Europe.
Count di Frasimetto, 3 Via Palestro, Florence, Italy,

wanted to get a better idea of American sport and carried
away a copy of the g. p. o. e. with a pleased expression
on his countenance. Count di Frasimetto was looking at
the pictures before he got out of the colonnade.
Lieutenant K. L. Chirinskine, Serdobsk, Russia, of the

Czar's army, also left his address, and will also duly
have the opportunity of seeing what a .good paper tlie

greatest paper on earth is.

end of the Fair, Capt. DuBray going again on the road.
Rlr. Tucker wiU meet thousands of friends here.
Mr. John W. JVIilam, Frankfort, Ky., maker of tlie

Frankfort reel, dropped into a chair at Forest and
Stream's space, and said with a sigh of relief, "This is the
most restful spot I have struck in the Fair."
Mr. Jos. W. Irwin, proprietor of the Hotel Richelieu,

Little Rock, Ark. (in a mighty good sporting country, too),

drifted in, and he and Mr. Carney, of Portland, and the
writer drifted out together.
"Harry Hunter," of Highland Park, 111., an occasional

correspondent of earlier days, left word that be is with
us.

Mr. Ivers W. Adams, of the American Net and Twine
Co., Boston, added to the documentary evidence that
Forest and Stream is a good thing.

Mr. C. C. Jones, of Sandwich, 111., called and said
' 'Forest and Stream is surely the leading paper in the
West. The boys all talk about it more than all the others,"
So everywhere. If there is any man who thinks there is

a better sporting paper pubhshed than Forest and Stream,
I would like to get his address. He will have bo change
his mind.
Mr. J. B. Battelle, editor of the Business World, Toledo,

O. , has came and has went, and I have not saw him. He
daresen't to do it again.
Mr. W. Taylor Birch, of Washington, D. C, left his

card, but was not caught m flagrante.
Mr. Harry A. Laughran, of the Ormsby Hill Gun Club,

Pittsburgh,' Pa., shot out before discovery, but we have his
entry ticket.

Mr. St. Marc Merle Mundy, of Louisville, Ky.. stops for
a time on his way home from the St. CJair Flats. The
last time I saw Mr. Mundy he had sprained his leg in tlie

Mississippi mud at New Albany field trials.

Mr. Wilford Woodruff, of Salt Lake City, Utah, is 87
years old, but he is at the Fair and enjoying it. "Well!"
said he, thankfully, the first thing as he caine in and sat
down. "Well! I have been looking for Forest and
Stream." Forest and Stream is looking for more men
like Mr. Woodruft', and can't find too many of them. May
they all live long and prosper.

If you look on the Forest and Stream register you will
see the name of Thomas D, Noyes, Portsmouth, N. H.
Mr. Noyes is not here, but at home, and he has not been
here. But he sent a young lady, his niece, and told her
to go to the Forest and Streajsi place and register his
name for him, and to explain that though he could not
come liimself , he wanted his name to be among those of
the other friends of the paper.

Friends! Was ever any paper that had such friends
and so many of them? It is the most beautiful and some-
times almost the most touching tiling that ever was in the
newspaper business. Forest ^vnd Stream succeeds because
it is founded on a right theory of the principles of human
bodies, and hearts and minds, and because it never is un-
worthy of its friends. Never before this season did it

ever have the opportunity for personal contacc with so
many of its friends, and in so short a time. Too many of
them it cannot meet, and of more of them it will tell

later. E. Hough.
909 SECURiTr Building, Cliicago.

Visitors to our Exhibit in the Angling: Pavilion at

the World's Fair should not fail to examine the
stock of "Forest and Stream" books which will

Treated Just as Well.

It must not be supposed that these names are offered
in any spirit of pride at all, or any other spirit but that
of matter of course. The fact that a man has become a
governor does not bar him from Forest and Stream, nor
is a political career laid up against any one. AU these
will be treated just as well as anybody else, A jook can
get as good a run for his money at the sign of the Forest
and Stream as anybody dse, and the man down on his
luck can come in and sit down till he learns how to quit
hating himself.

A Friend of Nessmuk.
Mr. J. W. Mather, of Wellsboro, Pennsylvania, signs

himself "A friend of Nessmuk." Mr. Mather was much
with that wildwoods genius, and saw the MS. of his
"Woodcraft" before it was published. It was with affec-
tion that Mr. Mather, after his published writings, looked
Ott the tiny Sairey Gamp, Nessmuk'^s best in memoriam.

Redheaded.
Years ago, when we were looking forwaird to our last

limiversity commencement day as the end of all things,
when he was in the baseball nine and I was on the foot-
ball team, I used to have a redheaded, small and wicked
classmate by the name of Arthur Goshorn, who was
always at the rear in Latin, and at the front in devil-
ment. The fij-st thing Arthur Goshorn did after leaving
Qolleg-^ was to go as cook to an outfit out in IMontana, and
I recall the letters he wrote of the sport out there, though
I never have seen him since. And now comes one and
leaves at the Forest and Stream desk this card: "The
Winterset News, Winteraet, Iowa; A. E. Goshorn, Prop."
A,rthur Goshorn could not get over his redheadedness or
his big-heartedness if he lived a thousand year?. He is

fast color and good goods, and at this moment I cannot
think of any one in the world I would rather have seen.
A newspaper man, too. Sweet are the uses of this blessed
Forest and Stream corner.

Good Company.
lit is a goodly company that ti-oops in here on almost

any day, and any one of it is in good company. Especially
delightful is the eagerness with which the friends of
Forest and Stream hail this visible and tangible sign of
its presence in the midst of thingSv The friendship of the
readers of a sportsman's paper is something unique in
jpurnalism. No other paper has such friends as Forest
AND Stream has, such earnest, staunch and true ones, and
of this Forest and Streajt would be most unworthy were
it anything less than honestly and sincerely proud. All
of these friends one cannot see or speak of, but let us see
about a few more out of the bunch of cards in hand.
Mr. S. A. Tucker, of the Parker gim, is now in Chicao'o

and will remain in charge of the Parker exhibit till the

be shown by the attendant.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
[From a Staff Correspondent]

About Fishing

Chicago, 111., Sept. 8.—Our fishing season is about over,
not because the fish do not bite, for they are just begin-
ning to bite their best, but because the fall does not seem
to most men the natural time to fish. Especially to those
anglers who love a gun as well as a rod is the faU a time
to put away the latter. Yet from now on the lake
country of the pine woods, the rivers of Indiana, the
lower lakes of Wisconsm, such as Geneva and the Mad-
ison lakes, will improve and reach their best in warm
October, when the biggest bass of the year are usually
taken.
There is of late a tendency among our anglers to depre-

cate extremely large catches of fish, and to lean toward
the more skillful and more delicate ways of taking them.
The art of the fly-rod grows apace. The first step in the
love of this poetic tool is to kill out the desire to catch
a great lot of fish. This is to be evidenced when the
angler has the courage to leave his bait-rod at home, and
to depend solely on his fly-rod and flies. That is a great
step, and few there be of the fishers who take it. They
take both rods, and if they do not gt-t some fish early in
the day on the fly, they lose heart and go after a frog;
whereas, if only they ^Vould stick patiently to the fly all

day, they would catch at least some bass, and go home
far happier.

It is popularly supposed that there are few bass waters
about Chicago where a good catch can be made with the
fly. Nothing is more of a mistake. The bass will take
the fly on almost any, probably on all, of the waters in
common mention hereabout, the Fox, the Kankakee, the
Tippecanoe, the White, even the nearby Des Plaines, and
even also the lower Wisconsin lakes, which afford most of
our big-mouth fishing. Fly-fishing for bass, however, is

pleasantest when one can wade, and wading water is not
over-abundant.

A Bit of Wading Water.
Some time ago I discusted, and have perhaps mentioned,

a bit of wadmg water which is worth the while of thefl}^-
fisher of Chicago. Not long ago, feeling that I wanted a
day out of town, I determined to have a run out to this
spot, and not caring much whether I caught any fish or
not, I took along no tackle except my lightest fly-rod and
a book of flies.

To reach this spot, youget on the Wisconsin Central Rail-
way, at the Grand Central Station, and go north eighty-
six miles, passing through a quiet and restful stretch of
farming country. You get off at Mukwouago, and heed-
ing not the charming of any hack driver who would spirit
you away to other lands, you saxmter down the village

street to the big white mill you saw from the car window
as you came in. Above you is the weediest, nastiest look-l

ing (and really fishiest) miU pond you ever saw. Below,
you, and below the mill dam which makes this pond, is ai

broad, shallow creek, the so-called Mukwonago River.
This stream is also fuU of long ribbons of weeds. Itsj

shores are the banks of rushes and flags wliich cover ai

wide marsh. The stream looks uninviting, boggy, miry,;
treacherous. Never mind about that. Pull on your
waders (hip boots are just a bit too short) and step in.|

You will find the bottom to be of hard sand and gravel,-

quite belying the marshy look of the shores. You wili(

find also, before you go far, that the gravel, and the craw-
fish, and the minnows were not there for nothing. Tlie'

creek is fairly alive with small-mouth black bass, which!
average veiy large. They will not only take the fly, but
do it gladly and cheerfully.
My friends had always told me that it would be impos-

sible to kill a bass in that weedy water on a light rod,
arguing that one must lift them out of the weeds. !
wanted to know, you know, whether or not a fellovv

reaUy could kill a good big one there on a 4oz. rod. To,

cut it short, I could and did, and so can anybody who
knows how to wade and use a fly-rod. I caught three
bass before I got below the last wire fence, and before I
stopped, less than a mile fi-om the mill, I had seven nice
ones, every one a fighter. At first I got nothing over a
pound, then I took a 2-pounder. Though I knew there
were not so many in the creek as on my last trip there, in
early July, I still wanted that big one for the little rod.

It Didn't Get Away.

The wind was blowing a gale, and I could hardly cast,,

but I picked out an open stretch of water near the bank,!
and let my fly blow over it, Bifl"! he came, and was over
on the other side of the creek in the same breath. I kne>vl
1 had my big one then. To my surprise, he did not fouH
my line in the weeds (I used only one fly) but found some'
way of his own of cutting around near the surface with-
out getting tangled up. He was swift as a trout, and
went everywhere at once. Of course the click reel was
useless, and I worked the slack with my left liand as fast;

as I could. Even this would not do, and 1 had to use my
legs as well. Following him when he ran away, running
away when he broke for me, I kept him on, though he
went out five times elegantly. At last he got mad or
scared, and went to the bottom. As the weeds of com-se
all pointed down stream, I took a wide circle around him,i
got below, and hauled him out with the grain of the
stream. This puzzled him a lot, and after we had done
that a few times he gave it up. This fish weighed Slbs.

4oz. , and it took eleven minutes to land him, as well as i

could figure it. I have taken a good many bass this

season, but remember that fight more clearly than any of
them.

I had been guying Mr. Chas. F. Johnson about the
gaudy make-up of his pet fly, the Johnson Fancy, and
often asked him if he ever did really catch any bass on it,

though he assured me it was really a .good bass fly.

I had just one of these flies m my book, and 1 used
it. One could ask nothing better, though I tried no
other, but quit soon after I lost my fly on another heavy
strike, which I half believe was a pickerel. I took in ai«

hour or so 7 bass on the fly, and that satisfied me, so I qnit
and went home, and have since apologized to Mr. Johnson.
In an earlier article I believe I have mentioned what

fine fly-fishing we had on Phantom Lake, just about a;

mile from this same mill. It is now too late for the fly iiii

this lake, but one could take bass on the fly in the creek
even yet, though the vegetation is pi'etty rank at this
time, and the creek bottom softer with the sinking weeds:
than it is in early summer. We have always found smalln
mouths here. So have the natives, who s'pear and net
here unhindered. All I ask in retm'n for publishing my
discovery is that no one will ^o in there with a bait-rod.'

I want a promise that no one shall use this wading wateiJ
for anything but straight fly-fishing. Then we can all

have fim there.

A Well Merited Failure.

The dam on this little Mukwanago River is not 10ft.

high, and a fisliway there would not cost $150, A fishJ

way there would let the small-mouths up into the whole,
chain of waters above, where not one is now to be found.i
Is there any fishway? Oh, no; but the spearing and net-;

ting goes on all the time. So does the ice-fishmg in the
winter time. No waters are richer than these, and none
is more abused.
Meantime, a local company put up a hotel on Phantom

Lake, just out of the village, expending in all over .po,-
000 on it. Nearly all the summer it has stood idle and de-
serted, eating money for its owners. It is intended to
catch the trade of the city anglers and city summer peo-
ple. It is a failure, and a veritable failure. No hotel
ought to succeed which deliberately robs its guests in
their absence, and which makes false pretenses. All win-
ter long the village proprietors of this hotel see their
future guests robbed by the ice-fishermen, who kill down
the bass as fast as they can breed. No fishway on the
creek, no restraint on the ice-fishers and a beastly little

ten cent steamer to stir uf) the sand over the spawn on the
tiny lake, and so kill the last chance the fish have to Uve.
That's a pretty prospect for a $80,000 investment, isn't it:

It has failed, and it ought to fail, of any financial success.
And yet every one of the above causes of failure could

be removed in one season, and for a cost of less than $200.
The ice-fishing could be stopped, the fishway could be put
in and the useless steamer removed, and in a couple of
years they would have one of the most beautiftil and de-
sirable spots about Chicago for the sportsmen or the sum-
mer folk. Will these investors have the wisdom to pro-
tect their investment? Ji they do not, they wiU only be
adding to the old, old story. But I submit to them that
they are behind the necessities of these days.

Sept. 9.—Mr. E. A. Kimball, a gun and tackle dealer of
Tacoma, Wash., writes me as foUows:
"At the beginning of the season I offered a fine bamboo

rod to the person catching the largest trout, and have re-

ceived a number of fine specimens, but to-day we received
the boss, a 'buU trout' caught by E. V. MuUer, of Hoods-
port, Wash., in Lake Cushman. It weighed S.Jlbs., andi
measm-ed 29iin. long. It was taken on a No. 1 brown-
hackle. Will have it mounted. Yours m F. and S."
This may be a good-sized fish for bait, but it isn't in it

with the Forest and Stream's World's Fair trout lent
by Mr. La Rue, w^hich is 33in. long and weighs 13Jibs.

909 Security BunaiiNO, Chicago, lU. E. HODGH,
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THE VIVIPAROUS PERCH.
One of the most interesting fish brought from Cali-

fornia by the U. S. Fish Commission and now living in
its aquarimn at the World's Fair, is a species that brings
forth its young alive. This characteristic is shared in
common with most sharks, stingrays, sawfish, some of the
family of kiUifishes, the rosefish, the eel-pout and others.

The family of viviparous perches, or surf-fishes, in-

cludes about twenty species, one of which inhabits
Japanese waters and the rest are fomid in California.
All but one of the species live in the sea; the exception is

the river perch of the Sacramento and San Joaquin.
Common names applied to these fish are: Perch, pogy or
potgeei spafada; moharra, minny and surf-fish, most of
tt^mch otigitiated In a fancied or real resemblance to
other and very different species.

The geogl-aphical range of the family extends from
dettos Island to southeastern Alaska, the center of
abundance being on the coast of California. The largest
member of the family reaches a length of 18in. and the
smallest seldom exceeds Sin^ Nearly all are used as food,
altiiough, as a rule, the flesh is inferior in quality.
There is great variety in the colors of the various

species; some are plain and others brilliant. Their food
consists of sea weeds, crustaceans and small fish. In the
aquarium the young and old are fed on chopped clams,
which they take freely.

Concerning their reproduction Dr. Jordan writes:
"Impregnation probably takes place in the fall. In
January most of the species have the young half-grown
as to length, and when the parent fish is caught the
young readily slip out from the ovary. From January to
June the fish-stalls where these fishes are sold are littered
with these fo3tal fish.

Little is known of the
place of spawning, but
I suppose that theyoung
are simply extruded in
the watej- just Outside
the breakers and left to
shift for themselves.

* * Dr. Blake
thinks that the fleshy
thickening on the anal
fin of the male is to give
the female something
to hold to with the
ventral fins, and that
the two sexes approach
each other, ventral sur-

faces together, and with
their heads in opposite
directions."

Dr. John A. Ryder
has informed me that
the eggs are few in
iminber, minute, and
rather widely separated
from one another in

the folds of the uterus.
The young are not nu-
merous; in the species
tlhistrated by the artist,

one of the females gave
birth to nine and the
other to eight only.
Some of the larger fish

produce about twenty.
Five specimens were

brought to Chicago
from Monterey, June
30, and two of tliese

spavmed on July 9.

Nine were born be-
tween 3 and 5:30 P. M.
and on the next morn-
ing the school num-
bered 17. The larger
female was scarcely
Sin. long. One of her young was prematurely born dead
and could not be shaken off until seventeen hours after

spawning begun. The mother died, probably as a result

of this abnormality.
Two of the young were born at one time. T!ie tail

makes its appearance first. The female swims around the
tank and occasionally makes a quick jerking move-
ment by which the young is forced out to a distance of

nearly 1ft. The young swim at once and school together
a day or two and then begin to scatter in. all directions to

pick up food. They are about 1+in. long at birth and
resemble the i^arent very closely in color and form.
Their movements are quick and they have the character-
istic lifting motion of the adults. The species lives in the
famous sea anemone tank apart from other fishes; it is

the "shiner" or "sparada" of the fishermen, the Microme-
trm aggregatus of the books. T. H. B.

trate for poaching upon these self-same preserves some
two years ago. This conviction was made upon informa-
tion laid by the present president of the club, who at that
time was in sole possession of the tract in question.

"WHiiiiAM Seaton,
Sec'y of the Triton Fish and Game Club.

ANGLING NOTES.
State and Supervisors' Fish Laws.

One of the staff of one of the leading New York news-
papers has written an article which was printed in his
paper two Simdays ago about "some things that hunters
and fishermen will like to know." The letter is dated at
Schroon Lake, N. Y.. and with some excellent illustra-

tions fills nearly a page of the newspaper. The writer of
the article is a gentleman who has traveled extensively
and written comprehensively, clearly and well upon
many subjects, from international comphcations, political

upheavals, manners, customs and conditions of sister re-

publics, to notable murder trials. That such a master of
the pen should devote time to writing of shooting and
fishing for one of the daily papei's is one of the signs of
the growth of these healthful recreations, for any one who
reads can see that the daily journals are devoting more
and more space to fishing and field shooting, and if there
was not a demand for such information it would not be
given. The article I refer to is one of the best that I have
read, for often this class of articles shows too plainly the
'prentice band to be thoroughly enjoyed by sportsmen.
They have a syndicate flavor or guide-book aroma that
may pass current with the tyro, but are not relished by the
veteran, although after all they serve a purpose. The

"Driven Out by Black Flies."

Quebec, Sept. 9.

—

Editor Forest and Streavi: Under
the above caption a letter signed "Silver Doctor" appeared
in your issue of the M inst., complaining of the flies and
scarcity of fish in the preserves of the Triton Club.
Although nothing can be easier than to write in a dif-

ferent strain upon these subjects, such is not my desire,
which is simply to ask "Silver Doctor" to kindly declare
his identity; because, upon examining the record of the
visits made by the members and guests to the waters of
the above club, I fail to find any which can possibly be
taken as fiUing the description he gives of his own.

I know of only one party of three, and this not in
August but in the first part of July, and as these three
gentlemen, both personally and since by letter, have ex-
pressed in warm terms the gratification they derived
from their visit, it is fair to presume that "Silver Doctor"
cannot be one of this trio. So also, as a'l those who were
there at the time of this reputed visit, have equally ex-
pressed their great satisfaction with tueir trip. I am again
at a loss to see upon what data "Silver Doctor" has con-
structed his complaint.

It seems evident that "Silver Doctor" cannot be either
a member or a guest of the Triton Club, but I should
regret to think that he had either manufactured the
whole thing for reasons best known to himself, or that he
is a gentleman poacher, hke one of those who, "with his

bri'Mjer." was convicted and fined before a Quebec magis-

THE VIVIPAROUS PERCH (ificrometrus aggregatus-).

Schroon Lake article is written on the spot and is of a
character separate and apart from the syndicate breed,

which is all the more reason why the writer should not
lead his readers astray, even by implication, con-
cerning the fish laws. One of the illustrations is "Pyra-
mid Lake, Chock Full of Bass," and in the text I

find this: "Off the road a mile or two is a pond called

Pyramid Lake, just about l,nOOft. above sea level, where
bass fishing is really fine. Aug'ust, of course, is not a
good month for any sort of fishing. September is better,

but May and June are best. It is no exaggeration to say
that Pyramid Lake is chock full of black bass, noble fel-

lows, too, fuU of fight and audacitj\" Why "August, of

course, is not" a great a month for black bass fishing, the
man who wrote the information will have to tell if he
knows, for I do not know; and as some of the best black
bass fishing I ever had was in August, I have always
supfjosed it was a fairly good month for catching this fish.

But that is not the point, the month of May is a close

month for black bass in Nmv York, and June should be.

Bass may bite best in the month of May, but it is illegal

to catch them, so why suggest it? That is a State law,
and the supervisors of Warren county have made it filegal

to catch bass "in the waters of Schroon River or the
streams, lakes or ponds tributary thereto in Warren
county" before July 1. If the State will not protect the
black' bass through the month of June when they are

spawning, the supervisors must do it or the bass will go.

The same writer in the same article says: "Woods and
mountains, and water, where with hound or salt-lick or

flaring jack the noblest child of the forest can be hunted."
Salt-licks are specifically forbidden by law in New York,
and to use one to kill a deer will cost the user, if caught,

$100. and other expenses; and it is a misdemeanor as well.

Such advice would not be ad mitted in the cohmins of a
first-class technical jom-nal like Forest and Stream, for

those who supervise the copy know the laws—it is in a
measure part of their business; but the daily journals

seem not to care whether they get a man in jail or not by
following the suggestions in their fLshing and shooting
articles, and the best article in the English language, if it

leads a man a-foul of the law, would not be jack-high in

a jtistice court, compared with a less learned article by
one who knows exactly what he is writing about. If

there is any moral to this it is—go to the sporting journals

for information concerning sport, and to the daily news-
papers for information about the movement of the

crops, and other matters peculiarly within their pro-
vince.

Pharaoh Lake.
One of the illustrations in this same article bears the

title, "Pharaoh Lake, where the Big Trout Bite," and this
is the reference to it in the text: "There is a noble moun-
tain near Schroon—Mount Pharaoh—^under the brow of
which, far up in the air, and in a basin formed by the pre-
cipitous sides of the mountain, is a small but very deep
pond, where big trout are to be had in about 85 to 90ft. of

'

water. They are to be caught by trolling with a gang
hook freighted with about half a pound of sinkers. You
feel as if you were pulling a ton, anyhow, when your line
is out, and when a ISlbs. fish fastens himself on it and
starts off for the cold springs at the veriest bottom, it is

well enough to have a care that he doesn't carry the lucky
fishermen with him."
Had the writer of the quoted paragraph been to Pharaoh

Lake and fished in it, I am satisfied that he would have
written something entirely different, for he then would
ha.ve been able to give facts instead of patching up infor-
mation that must have filtered through several hands be-
fore it got to him. This same writer says in the beginning
of his article: "People who give advice are especially
glib on the subject of the books one should read and the
places one should visit on his summer vacation. It is odd
with what assurance and carelessness these peculiarly
delicate questions are handled." I assume that he means
in the daily newspapers. As to Pharaoh Lake, there are
no trout in it except speckled trout, and they average from
i to fib. in weight. Four years ago "Cash" Ross, who
lives in the house at the lower end of the lake in summer
and until the close of the shooting season, caught a trout
from the lak-' that weighed olbs. The lake is 110ft. deep,

and it is about 1,300ft.

above sea level, or about
400ft. higher than
Schroon Lake. This is a
description that I set

down in my notebook
one day while I was
fishing in the lake :

' 'On
the northwest is Pha-
raoh Mountain, about
1,700ft. Next is Blue-
beard, sloping down to
the lake's shore; east of
north is Tread way
Mountain; on the west
Thunderbolt; south, Mt.
Stevenson; southeast, a
grand old mountain
nearly as high as the
others, which is known
only as Big HiU." As
to the fashion of fishing
in Pharaoh, it was so
often said that the trout
would not take a fly on
its surface that many
people came to believe
it; but they will, as Day-
ton Ball, of Albany, has
abundantly proved dur-
ing more than one
spring when the fish

were at the surface.
Another belief was that
the trout would not bite
during the day, and ao
fires were built on the
shores at night to at-

tract the fish , and large
scores were made in
this way. The truth is,

that the trout of Pha-
raoh are very like the
trout of other motm-
tain lakes. The most
common way of fish-

I

iug for them in summer is to bait a buoy and fish in

thirty to forty feet of water with hooks baited with earth
worms or pieces of sunfish such as are used to bait the buoy.
A few years ago Alec Taylor, a professional fisherman of
Bolton,'on Lake George, went to Pharaoh and ti'olled a gang
after the manner practiced in Lake G-eorge for lake trout.

There was, however, this difference. Very fine tacMty
was used, and a smaU sinker was put on to sink the gang
from 10 to 35 ft. below the surface. Except brook trout
there are no fish in the lake but sunfish, suckers, bull-

heads and minnows. The trotit when first taken are the
most beautiful in coloring that I know. When I first

went to Pharaoh I was told that it was useless to fish be-

fore 7 o'clock in the morning in summer, but I went out
at daylight and had good fishing, by which I mean that

I caught as good trout, and as many, as during the day.

I was at this lake two years ago, and two days before I

an-ived there had been a terrible storm. Cassius A. Ross
or "Cash" Ross, for short, was sitting inside his door
during the height of the storm, when a panther suddenly
appeared in the clearing before his door, near his calf pen.

The animal with two or three leaps disappeared back of
the house before Ross could get a rifle from the rack.

Pharaoh Lake is one of the comparatively near-by places,

where there is good trout fishing and deer shooting, that
the city sportsman overlooks to go further into the woods.
Itisi-eached by the D. & H. C. Co.'s railway to Saratoga,
and from there by the Adirondack railway to Riverside
station. Stage to Chestertown and private team to Pha-
raoh by the way of Brant Lake. One can leave Albany
in the morning and reach the lake in the afternoon.

A. N. Cheney.

Worms for Montana Trout.

One of the best known residents of Cinnabar, Montana,
is old Mr. Smith, a most enthusiastic fisherman. The
soil of the region is very dry and alkaline and contains
no earth worms.

Ml-. Smith haa a theory that the old fashioned worm
would prove a killing bait for the red-throated trout of
the country, and he asked Mr. G. H. Lambson to bring
him a jar of worms from the East on one of his trips

with the Fish Commission car.

In August, 1890, Mr. Lambson was able to comply with
the angler's request and the worms were safely landed at

Cinnabar. The bait proved all that was expected of it

and great was the delight of Mr. Smith. T. H, B,
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"POUEST AND STREAM" PISHING POSTALS
Send us a posted card report of your oum luck, your partner^s luck,

your neighbor''8 luck, yourfather-in-law's luck. AndL—het luck.

•New ORiiEiNS, La., Sept. 11.—Yesterday at the Eod,
Eeel and Gun Club, Rigolettes Station, 30 miles east of
New Orleans, Mr. Chas. F. Frink and Mr. John Ross
caught 80 green trout (large-mouth black bass) in the ditch
along the railroad. Major Wagstaff and Dr. -lowers in
another boat caught 60 green trout and a large number of
perch, Mr. John Rawlins and Dr. J. A. Sampsell, fishing
in deep salt water at the same place caught 60 lai-ge sheeps-
head, a weight of over 2001bs. Some of the sheepshead
were full of roe. Incidents— voracious sheepshead took
both baits of the two latter gentlemen; either hook would
have held it. A snood carried away early in the morning
was found in the mouth of a catfish caught in the after-
noon. Another snood lost on a piece of spiling was acci-
dentally brought up several hours afterward. J. A. C.

KiPPEWA Lakes, Province of Quebec, Canada.—August
—Passed 15 days in canoeing about these lakes, a wild
region not much visited except by lumbermen, w^hich can
be reached from Mattawa, C. P. R. Fishing for pike (1 to
6ilbs.) with troll exceUent, by same method some pickerel
and chub will be taken. At foot of Big Pine Shoot took
as many gamy pickerel as we wanted with flies. Signs of
big game, that is moose and bear, plentiful and a Yery
likely country for ruffed grouse. Comi^lete outfit can be
obtained at Mattawa. C. B.

MiSTASSiNi River, Lake St. John, Canada.—September.
—Fair sport was had with ouananiche at foot of fifth fall,

but we could no nothing with flies. Got our fish by troU-
ing with small troll, and with pork below fall and at the
foot of same. The journey to this spot takes two days by
canoe. Too many tourists are visiting and fishing these
waters to permit of the sport remaining good, C. B.

Belleville, Ont., Sept. 12.—^Duck shooting has been
better than usual. Bass fishing has been rather indiffer-
ent, but a party of three caught a nice lot of forty-tw^o on
a recent afternoon. The three best ones weighed S^lbs.

R. S". B.

Weekly Fly Cast of the Chicago Club.

The fourteenth weekly contest of the Chicago Fly-Cast-
ing Club came off at the World's Fair grounds in front of
the Walton House to-day, Saturday, Sept, 9, There was
a smaller attendance than usual, smaller, in fact, than at
any previous contest of the club. The first and most im-
portant event, long distance and accuracy combined, was
won by J. E.jisgrigg, of Montgomery Ward & Co., with
a total of 88^, making the fifth time he has won the medal
this season. Following him in order came Babcock, Wil-
kinson and Johnson. Isgrigg used a Leonard rod, the
others using Kosmics. The long distance medal was won
by Wilkinson with a score of 80ft., Isgrigg and Johnson
tieing for second place. Wilkinson also used a Leonard
rod. The bait-casting contest was declared off owing to
the fact that but two bait-castei-s were in attendance.
M;r. J. E. Strong was time-keeper and B, W. GoodseU
judged both events.
At a meeting of the tournament committee of the club

held Saturday, the matter of closing the entries on Sept.
16, in the World's Tournament, was fuUy discussed and it

was wisely decided to keep the entries open until the time
of starting each contest, this was done at the solicitation
of a number of Eastern gentlemen who expected to be in
attendance, but could not, so far ahead as the 12th or 13th
fully determine as to their coming, therefore it was
decided to allow entries on the grounds, which has always
been the custom at tournaments. E, Hough.

Michigan Trout and Grayling.
Brook trout are plentiful and large in Cedar Run, at

Lake Ann, about 148 miles north of Muskegon.
A barber named Decker, catches many fine brook trout

in White River, near White Cloud. Grayling are abund-
ant and of excellent quality in Bear Creek.
One of the best trout streams in Michigan is Kinney

Creek, now owned and preserved by the Flint and Pere
Marquette R.R. The club house is near Wingleton,
which is three miles west of Baldwin. From Oct 6 to 8
last year, Mr. Frank Clark and Mr. G. H. Lambson of the
U. S. Fish Commission, with Mr. Bache and two other
persons fished this stream by permission. Although they
fished only part of the time, they caught nearly 700 brook
trout and took 415 fine, large, beautifully colored trout
on the car to the Northville station.
In the Au Sable this season, a great many beautiful

grayling were obtained for the aquarium at the World's
Fair, and with them a splendid lot of brook and rainbow
trout. Few streams can show such a combination.

T. H. B.

Pretty Good Place.
HuNTSVlLLE, 0., Sept. 13.—Editor Forest and. Stream:

Fishing is excellent at Indian Lake at present, and the re-
ports that the severe winter and break in bank of reser-
voir had depopulated the lake were without foundation.
Ring perch and sunfish are being caught and hauled away
by the bagful by farmers and others for miles aroimd.
Black bass are biting minnows, frogs and flies, and some
very fine strings are being taken. Dr. Wm. H. Kelley
and Mr. Joseph C. Finnell, of Covington, Ky., caught 98
in four days, averaging fully 21bs., and fishing from one
boat. Some 5-poimders were among their catch. Their
string the last day was 35. Dr. C, S. Mathews and Mr. Al
Reber, of Upper Sandusky, O. , caught 51 bass yesterday,
using a "bucktail" for lure. This is the largest catch thus
far tliis season. Dr. Mathews holds the record with 73
bass in one day last year, but he says the fish are larger
this year.

_^ E. P. R.

What Protection HaslDone.
Syracuse, N. T., Sept. U.~Editor Forest and Stream:

1 send you a box of small-mouth black bass taken from
Outida Lake yesterday, this being part of fifty bass taken
by Mrs. Henry Loftie and myself between 2 and 6 P. M.
We lost only fom- and threw back six that were under
size. We used crabs for bait, for the fish would not
take flies. Twenty-five weighed 49ibs, Many catches
have been made of from fifteen to forty-seven in a day 'a

fishing. I am expecting many more catches better than

this. I have taken more large bass on Oneida Lake this

season than I have done for the past fifteen years. I

have taken during the last four weeks fifty that would
weigh from 3 to 4ilbs, each, all of the small-mouth bass.

Five years ago it was impossible to get a good catch of
fish; this shows the good work of protection. All anglers
should feel very grateful to Supt. Pond and his lieuten-
ants for the work done on this lake. If this good work is

continued Oneida Lake wall excel any water in New York
State for angUng. Henry Loftie.

[The box of fish was received in good order, and when
opened its contents made a fine show.]

The Fish Run in Washington.
A White Rwbr farmer brought into Seattle a 4001bs.

sturgeon which he killed with a spear in that stream.
The fish was over 7ft. long, and is probably the largest
ever caught in White River.
Salmon have been running up the rivers and streams

in the vicinity of Port Angeles in enormous numbers
during the last few weeks. In one haul of his net on the
river Elisha S. Goodwin caught 3,000 large salmon. It

took a team of horses and eight men to drag them out of
the water, and it took nine trips of a large farm wagon to
carry them away.
The smelt are now running, and there is no excuse for

any one being hungry at New Whatcom. The other day
on the beach below Uncle John Bennett's place the tm-
usual sight was presented of men fishing with garden
rakes and with their hands. The smelt were so thick
that they were almost crowded up on the sandy beach
and were easily puUed out with rakes or anything else.

About a dozen men and boys were after them. It only
took a very short time to put about l,0001bs. on dry land.

Trout in California.

North Ontario, Cal.—The trout fishing in the San An-
tonio and Cucaminga streams has not been as good as
usual and there is a movement on foot to stock both with
several varieties from the State hatcheiy, the success of
which will depend largely on the efforts of Messrs. Frank-
ish and Stamm. I.

Where to Go.

Anybody desiring information with regard to the hotels
advertised in Forest and Stream, such as rates, routes,
fishing and hunting opportunities, should address Forest
AND Stream Information Bureau, where all reasonable
inquiries wiU receive prompt answers.

The Last Series of Cheap-Bate Excursions to

the World's Fair via the Pennsyl-
vania Railroad.

Additional Datks for thk Poptilar Exposition Tbips.

As the (.eriod of the existence of the World's Columbian Exposition

draws to a close, the demand grows stronger for the economical and
satisfactory means of reaching Chicago provided heretofore by the

Pennsylvania Railroad Company. Recognizing the ui'gency of this

popular need, that company has fixed a few additional dates on which
excursions of the same character as the previous ones will be run.

September 19th, S3d, aSfch, October 2d, 11th, 17th and 21st are the days
selected from New York, Philadelphia, and points east of Pittsburg and
Erie and north of York.

The special trains will be composed of the standard coaches for

which the Pennsylvania Railroad Company is noted, and the arrivaj

in Chicago at an early hour the following afternoon obviously gives

ample opportunity for the securing of accommodations at that place.

The trains leave New York 9:00 A. M., .Jensey City 9:13, Newark 9:25

Elizabeth 9:32, New Brunswick 9:.'i3, Trenton 10:23, Philadelphia 11:30'

Frazer 12:09 P. M., Downingtown 12:22, Parkesburg 32:41, Coatesville

1:02, Lancaster 1:35, Conewago 1:57, Harrisburg 3:00 P. M., Lewistown
Junction 4:.30, Tyrone 6:00, Altoona 7:00, and Pittsburg 10:40 P. M,
The excursion rate, good only on the special train and valid fer return
within 10 days, is $20 from New York, $18.25 from Philadelphia, and
proportionately low from other stations. Return portions of tickets

are good for ten days.

These trains will be run on fast schedule, and will be provided with
all modern conveniences with the exception of Pullman cars.

Many expressions of complete satisfaction have been made by people
who have availed themselves of this excellent opportunity of visiting

the greatest and grandest exhibition the world has ever aeen.~Adv.

A City Hall Eagle.
A QUEER, long-legged bird alighted on the roof of the City Hall at 3

o'clock yesterday afternoon and made an ornithological show of
itself. The show was well attended by a crowd of several hundred
persons.
"He's a woodchuck," declared one learned ornithologist from the

Fort' Ward.
•'Naw, he ain't." retorted his companion. "You mean a woodcock;

but he ain't. He's a South Carolina thrush blowed here by de cy-
clone."
"You fellows are all wrong," said a politician just returned from

Saratoga. "That's the eagle bird. I've seen his pictui-e."
''When Marty Keese quits puUiug the string and yanks in that stuffed

parrot I s'pose you will clear these walks," called 'out Park Policeman
Tommy Thompson.
The crowd did disperse when one of Janitor Keese's assistants tried

to capture the bird and it spread its broad wings, tucked its long legs
under its tail, and, with its long, sharp beak pointed toward Secaucus,
took its flight over the new Postal Telegraph buUding.
The bii'd was neither a heron nor a crane, but was of the family of

the waders.—i\'eiy York Sun.

The "Sunol" of Railroads.
The New York Central is the "Sunol" of railroads; 145 miles in 1.31

minutes was its last record-breaking feat. Whew ! If you want to
"get there" go by the New York Central—that's sound advice for
World's Fau- visitors—for by that line you will get there more speedily,
more comfortably, more safely and 'more luxuriously than by any
other.—Dr^jroods Chronicle.—Adv.

\M Forest and Stream's
>} exhibit at the World's Fair will be

^1
found in the Angling Pavilion of

^1
the Fisheries Building. You and

U your friends are invited to visit us.

immt

F IXTU RES.
DOG SHOWS.

Sept. 19 to 23.—Mount Holly, N. J. H. I. Budd, Sec'y. Entries closi
Sept. U. I

Sept. 19 to 23.—Rhode Island State Fair Ass'n at Narragansett ParK
Cranston, R. I. D. C. Collms, Sec'y. Entries close Sept. 4.

Sept. 26 to 39,—Ottawa, Canada. Alfred Geddes, Sec'y.
Oct. 8 to 6.—Minneapolis K. C, at Minneapolis. H. T.Van Duster, SeC
Nov. 21 to 24.—New Jersey K. L, . at Newark. Dr. W. F. Seidler, SeC
Dec. 12 to 15.—E. I. Poultry and Pet Stock Ass'n, at Providence.

FIELD TRIALS.
Oct. 30.—National Beagle Club trials, at Nanuet, N. Y, Geo. Laiol

Tarrytown, N. Y.. Secretary.
Nov. 6.—United States Field Trials Club's Fall Trials, Bicknell, Inc

P. T. Madison, Sec'y, Indianapolis.
Nov. 7.—New England Beagle Club trials. W. S. Clark, Linder

Mass., Secretary.
Nov. 7.—International Field Trial Club's Fourth Trials, Chathait

Ont. "W. B. Wells. Sec'y, Chatham.
Nov. 15.—Ohio Field Trial Club's Second Trials, Canton, O. C. 'S;

Lellinger, Sec'y.
Nov. 20.—Eastern Field Trial Club's Trials, at Newton, N. C, Men

bers' Stake Nov. 16. W. A. Coster, Sec'y.

1894.

Jan. 29.—Southern Field Trial Club's Trials, New Albany, Miss. Tl

M. Brumby, Sec'y, Marietta, Ga.
Feb. 19.—United States Field Trials Club's Spring Trials, Gran^

Junction, Tenn. P. T. Madison, Sec'y, Indianapolis, Ind.

THE MANITOBA FIELD TRIALS.
A GOODLY number of sportsmen assembled in the two hos

telries at Souris, one owned by Mr. .J. H. Brown, the otherh
J. B. Roberts, both alike in the fondness for field sports.
The start was made on Tuesday morning, Sept. 12.

W. Tallman judged alone. Owing to missing connection^
he was too late in Winnipeg to catch the morning train f
Souris; he therefore went to Brandon and drove tlie twentjj
seven miles across country, arriving at Souris about 3o'cloc!
in the morning.

t

The grounds were parched, the weather was hot and drj
and chickens were not quite plentiful enough for field tria
purposes.
Souris is 158 miles southwest of Winnipeg. It is difficult q

access if one is hurried, a.g there are but three passenger trala
each way per week.
The sportsmen were most genial and enthusiastic. The

had originally planned to camp out and entertain visitors a
their guests, but the plan was abandoned. Everything wa
done to make the visit pleasant to all. On Tuesday and Wed
nesday evenings dinners were given to the club members ant
visitors, which were most enjoyable.
The trials were followed by an orderly crowd of spectatort

On the second day about twenty carriages followed the run
ning. Two or three ladies graced the event with their pres
ence part of the time.

The Derby.
TUESDAY.

The start was made not very far from the northern oxl\

skirts of the town. The cool morning hours had passe*
when the handlers got the word to cast the first brace of!
hence the work of the forenoon was not under the mos
favorable conditions for the best display of well sustained
pace and range. A mild dry wind blew steadily all the fore
noon. In the afternoon it was stili'er and steadier.
There were birds enough for a fairly good test, gentle, in

dolent birds, easy to work on, until toward night, then the;
were a bit wild. When. Hushed, they displayed no alarni
Their flights were short and with no motive of seeking con
cealmeut. No easier opportunities could be afforded dogs to

make good scores, so far as tame birds on opeii ground eoul(
contribute to them. The weather was hot and close. Fr^
quent watering of the dogs was necessai-y.
Owing to the delayed arrival of the judge, the drawing dl(

not take place till this iriorning. There were thirteen starters
as follows:

J. Simoneau's orange and white setter bitch Maud a Roa
(Bruce—^Frost), owner, handler,

against
Avent & Thayer Kennels' black, white and tan dog Rod B

(Roderigo—Topsey Avent), J. M, Avent, handler.

W. T. Ellis's liver and white setter bitch Zuleika (Duke o
Manitoba—Cora), owner, handler,

aridlnst
E. W. Smith's liver and white pointer bitch Spotted Belli

(Spotted Boy—Bow Bells), W. Pickeriag, handler.

L. W. Smith's black, white and tan setter dog Duke o
Veragua (Roderigo—Fannette), owner, handler,

against
F. W. Scott's black and white setter dog Bob Wilson (Dat

Wilson—Lurline Lady), W. Pickering, handler,

Avent & Thayer Kennels' black, white and tan dog Soli
taire (Roi d'Or—Tory Diamond), J. M. Avent, handler,

againat
W. T. Ellis's black, white and tan setter dog Hoodoo (Daki

of Manitoba—Cora), owner, handler.

Avent & Thayer Kennels' black, white and tan setter dQ4
Tate (Jean Val Jean—Mamie Avent), J. M. Avent, handler,

against i

E. McKenney's black and tan ticked setter dog Jingo (Duk(
of Manitoba—Cora), John Wootton, handler.

R. Adams's liver and white and ticked pointer dog Virdet
Prince (Ightfleld Upton—Patsy Bang), absent,

against
Avent & Thayer's black, white and tan setter bitch Thalic

(Jean Val Jean—Lucy Avent), J. M. Avent, handler.

Roberts & Young's liver and white pointer bitch Moltox
May (Saddleback—Molton Broom), a bye. Charles Young
handler.

Maud A Rose and Topsy Rod were cast off at 8:46. Rod
took the lead at once in wide range and high speed. Hia
range was too wide betimes, a quarter of a mile or more
away and sometimes out of sight in the distance. Rose
started a bit slow but as the heat progressed she improved
her range. She ran weakly, as was to be expected from »
bitch thin in flesh and vitality weakened from maternal cares
the previous month. Rod made a point; nothing found
Rose refused to back. Rod, a quarter of a mile away, made
a firm point, then moved on and resumed his ranging. Al
the same time Rose, in the grass, roaded and located a bevy
w;hich she pointed well. It was a good find for her. The
birds went but a short distance in the open prairie. Rod
pointed one and Rose backed. Both were steady to shot.
Rod excusably flushed a single bird. The heat ended at 9:23,
Rose kept diligently at work though her stride was weak.
She showed good judgment. Rod was fast and a very wide
ranger. He ran without much reference to working to hi^
handler's orders.
Zuleika and Spotted Belle were started at 0:3a. Sooa

after starting an irate owner ordered the party off his farm'
and his orders were obeyed. Zuleika pointed by a bunch of
willows and a single bird flushed wild from the opposite side.
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Belle did not lionor the point with a hack, which was excusa-
hle since Zuleika on the point was wagging her tail. On the
scattered birds Zuleika pointed and Belle went by and
flushed, then flushed another bird; this after again refusing
to back. Belle next roaded to a point and was steady to shot.
Both were narrow rangers and in locating they were lacking
in quickness. Bach showed fatigue at the close of the heat,
which ended at 10;02, The morning was then warm and
yerv dry.
Duke of Veragtta aos'd Bob Wilson started at 10:10, Bob

awkwardly flu.shed a bevy, then mo\ang on pushed some re-

maining birds. He then appeared to be apprehensive, and
came in to his trainer, who had some friendly trouble in
getting him to resume work. Duke was the better ranger,
he beating out his ground more regularly, sustained his
speed more uniformly and had more confidence. The dogs
became so warm that they were disinclined to work. The
work on birds was inferior.
SOLITAIRK AND HooDOO began at 10:.50. On a bevy

marked down by spectators, a bird was flushed excusably.
Hoodoo seemed a bit over-cautious. He roaded to a point,
and Solitaire, going in ahead, took up the roading a few
yards and pointed the bird. Sent on. Hoodoo pointed a
bevy and was steady to shot. The birds flew but a short
distance. Avent got Solitaire to them first. Solitaire roaded
awkwardly, and the birds flushed, either wild or by being
pressed too closely. It was directly up wind, and was a poor
piece of work. Up at 11:21. Except a wide, irregular fling
or two early in the heat, both were narrow rangers.
Tate asd Ji^tgo were started at 11:44, and ran abont fotir

minutes. The party then returned to town to lunch.
The heat was resumed at 4:07. A stifi:, steady wind blew

all the afternoon from the south. There was an intense
warmth and dryness in the atmosphere. The dogs became
overheated after a few minutes' work. Tate going across
wind near the edge of stubble made three excusable flushes.
On the scattered birds he made a good point and was steady
to shot. After flushing a single, he pointed the remaining
birds which flushed wild. He showed a wide and good range,
much better than Jingo's. The latter was diligent, but
irregular in pace and range, a^nd, though there were many
opportunities, he had no .success in finding. Up at 4:27.

MOLTON Mat jVND Thalid ran next.Verdon Prince not hav-
ing arrived. May soon flushed some outlying birds of a bevy.
Thalid passed the birds close enough to catch scent, but
failed to do so. The rest of the heat was a succession of
flushes. May seemed to feel a constraint in her work on
birds. Tate got two good points. On a bird which May saw
running on the ground, she led Tate ofl: in a merry chase.
Up at 5:05, with range ana speed largely in Tate's favor.
JMCay showed a great deal of possible merit if properly trained.
She needs some birds killed over her, and less repression.
The judge announced that Maud a Rose, Duke of Veragua,

Topsey Rod, Hoodoo, Solitaire, Tate, .Jingo and Thalid would
run again.
Maud a Rose and Duke of Veeagua began at 5:31. Be-

fore any birds were found both dogs bad a sharp chase after
a jack rabbit, Rose being most persistent in her efforts to
catch it till she was unsighted, and in trying to hit off the
trail afterward. She worked with less interest and seemed
fatigued when the heat was resumed. Down 24m.
TOPSY Rod and Hoodoo began the heat of the day at 5:59.

Rod took wide casts and sought with judgment, yet he could
not be guided at all in his ranging by hand or whistle. He
took a long cast and pointed by the edge of stubble, holding
his points staunchly while the bevy ran away in plain sight
on the short stubtfle. Hoodoo backed. R.od held his point
perfectly staunch till his handler went up, flushed and shot.
Both dogs steady. On the opposite side of the stubble Rod
made another good point on two or three remaining birds,
Hoodoo backing well. Up at 6:10.

Solitaire and Tate started at 6:13. All the work was
done on a stubble where birds were in abundance, but they
were somewhat wild. Solitaire had flushed once and Tate
twice, when a large bevy or small pack was marked dowm in
a hollow. Tate was taken up and Solitaire started on alone.
He flushed a single, then roaded on carefully and pointed
with precision, yet lacking in quickness. Tate was much
the better worker. Up at 6:30.

Jingo and Thalid were next given a 28m. run, beginning
at 6:80. Thalid pointed two birds nicely and was steady to
shot. Jingo was drawing continually, birds or no birds. A
single bird lighted near him which he saw and pointed.
Thalid backed. Both were steady to shot. Thalid had
much the better of the heat in every particular,
Tate and Thalid were run 6m. without finding and the

day's running then ended.

WEDNESDAY.
A light rain fell in the early morning hours. The sky

was overcast till midday, when the weather cleared up, all

signs of rain disappeared, and the afternoon was again hot
and unfavorable for prolonged exertion. A stift", dry wind
blew all day. The birds were irregularly distributed, which
sometimes made long searches without finding and some-
times too many birds when a find was made.' Some of the
finds were small packs, others were bevies. The quality of
the work was inferior taken in its entirety. There was
much of it sloppy, particularly the point work. A start
was made three or four miles from town.
TATE AND TUALID resumed their unfinished heat at 8:25.

Both took wide casts, fully an eighth of a mile to right and
left, Tate the wider and better ranger. Tate flushed.
Down 18m.
Hoodoo and Tate started at 8:46. Hoodoo across wind

flushed two birds. Tate pointed a bird in the edge of a
thicket and was steady to shot. Hoodoo next pointed as a
single flushed. Tate again pointed a bird in the edge of a
thicket. He next took a long cast and pointed a bevy in a
hollow, locating it well and pointing it before it flushed wild.
Up at 9:00. Hoodoo showed a bit of overcaution in roading.
Thalid and Hoodoo began the last heat of the Derby at

9:05. Hoodoo pointed a bevy, Thalid joining in point. Hoodoo
flushed into birds. They were down 31m.
Topsey Rod ran with great dash. His range was wide and

his speed fast and uniform. He was stylish in action and on
point. He did not beat out his ground badly, though he did
it to suit himself, he paying but little heed to whistles or
signals. He showed good bird sense.
Tate's work was good and oi'dinary mixed. He went with

dash and spirit. His range was wide and conducted with
judgment.
Thalid and Hoodoo divided third, the latter belonging to

Mr. W. F. Ellis, of Manitou, Man. The other three winners
belong to Avent & Thayer Kennels. Thalid showed good
speed and range, but her work on birds was meagre and in-
ferior.

Hoodoo showed good range, speed and bird sense, a good
nose, but sou:e o^ ereaution betimes in using it.

The judge Lheu announced the winners as follows: First,
Top.seyRod; second, Tate; divided third, Thalid and Hoodoo.

First prize, .$l(jO; 2d, .§115; 3d, §75.

The All-Age Stake.
There were 17 starters in this stake. The competition be-

gan immediately after the conclusion of the Derby. Owing
to the absence of Dow, it was understood by consent of the
handlers, t hat the brace in which he was tii'awu, would be
run later out of the regular order. A\Tien the stake was be-
gun, it was found that several braces of it had been left in
town. The running in the first series was thoroughly disai'-
ranged in consequence. The braces were run regardless of
the order of drawing.
The work in this stake on Tuesday was in respect to point

work quite inferior, save that of two or three dogs. The
grounds were very dry. The conditions so far as birds were
concerned were unequal, some sections being barren while
other sections had too many.
The winnei-s of the All-Age Stake are all owned by the

Avent & Thayer Kennels. Count Gladstone, winner of first,

had improved greatly in reliability and obedience since last
December, when he ran at Ijexington, N. C. He is a wide,
fast ranger, displays good bird sense and finds well. He puts
intelligence in his work. On point he drops, which mars his
style. He won his honors easily.

Chevalier, second, was fast and a wide ranger, but he low-
ered the quality of his work by pointing on false scents be-
times, or at least pointing where no birds could be fotmd.
Still he showed good capabilities.
Bettie S.

,
third, ran a creditable race. She did not beat out

her ground as carefully as some of the others, but she had
good speed and ranged wide. Mr. Avent's winnings in this
trial amounted to $762.50.

Following is the order of drawing:

J. H. Brown's black and white setter dog Rush (Cable-
Delia), owner, handler, against
W. P. Ellis's black, white and tan setter dog Hoodoo (Duke

of Manitoba—Cora), owner, handler.

Avent & Thayer Kennels' black, white and tan setter dog
Chevalier (.Jean Val Jean—Lucy Avent), J, M. Avent, handler,

against
J. H. Brown's black, white and tan setter bitch Vesta

(Cable—Delia), owner, tiandler.

W. T. Barrett's liver and white pointer dog Don (R,oyal—
Lou), absent, against
John Kane's liver and white pointer bitch Diana fightfield

Dick—Cleo), J. S. Carter, handler.

J. H. Rose's black and white setter dog Ranger, W. Pick-
ering, handler, against
Avent & Thayer Kennels' black, white and tan setter dog

Lochinvar (Chance—Bessie Avent), J. M. Avent, handler.

Avent & Thayer Kennels' black, white and tan setter bitch
Bettie S. (Roderigo—Bo-Peep), J. M. Avent, handler,

agmnst
Roberts & Young's red Irish setter dog Zero (Rover—^Rose),

C. Young, handler.

L. W. Smith's black, white and tan setter bitch Atalanta
(Jean Val Jean—Shena Van), owner, handler,

oAjainst
.John Wootton's black, white and tan setter Dick Boudhu

II. (Dick Bondhu— Manitoba Belle), owner, handler.

T. T. Ashford's black and white pointer dog Kent Elgin
(King of Kent—Vera Bang), J. M. Avent, handler,

against
Tom Montgomery's liver and white pointer bitch Ightfleld

Bunty, J. Simoneau, handler.

John Kane's liver and white pointer bitch Ightfleld Blos-
som (Ightfleld Dick—Bloom), J. S. Carter, handler,

against
J. B. Roberts's lemon and white setter dog .Joe (Cable-

Fan), C. Young, handler.

Avent & Thayer Kennels' black, white and tan setter dog
Count Gladstone IV. (Count Noble—Ruby's Girl), a bye, M,
Av^ent, handler.

The Running.

Chevalier and Vesta began work at 9:40. The former
made a point about 200yds away on a ridge, then began road-
ing up wind. He drew and pointed alternately about 300yds.
Vesta refused to back. It seemed as if Chevalier had taken
the back track up wind, but a cast down wind failed to find
birds. Chevalier seemed disposed to point on false scents
sometimes. He made a good point on a bevy. He was much
the faster and wider ranger. A^esta was fat and slow in speed
Up at 10:1.3.

Don was absent, therefore the next brace was called.
Ranger and Lochinvar at 10:24 began their heat. Ranger

made a good find and point on a bevy, which flushed wild.
Sent on both roaded quite a distance down wind, pointing
every few yards. Ranger flushed a bevy as he roaded down
wind and was a bit unsteady. Up at 10:57. Both ranged
well, Ranger a trifle the better.

Kent Elgin and Ightfield Buntt were started at 11:17.

The former showed faraway the better qualities of speed,
range and accuracy in work on birds. He has an easy,
speedy stride, does not potter, raijge.s wide and is searching
for birds all the time. Up at 12:00.

Lunch was eaten in the field. All the dogs were ready to
start after lunch, they having been brought out from town
in the intervening time since starting. The sun was so hot
that the dogs were permitted to rest during the hottest hours.
Rush and Hoodoo were cast off at 3:21, the latter being

permitted to rnn out of the regular order of drawing in con-
sequence of having been run in the morning in the Derby,
and therefore in fairness deser\'ing a rest. Some birds were
found near scrubs. Hoodoo got two or tliree points. Rush
refused to back. He also flushed twice. Neither ranged wide.
Rush was ordered up at 3:4(5, and Hoodoo was run alone three
minutes when he was ordered up.
Bettie .S. an d Zero started at 3:57. Zero stopped twice to

singles as they flushed. After running 21m. they were or-
dered up to be put down again, they having sought diligently
without finding, the heat being great and distressing to the
dogs.
Atalanta and Dick Bondhu H. were cast oft" at 4:25.

Dick ran far below the good form which he exhibited at Mor-
ris the previous week. I'here were numerous opportunities
to secure good points during the heat, both dogs failing to
take advantage of them fully. Atalanta made a good point
on a bevy and previously had made some doubtiul work on
birds in thickets.
Ightfield Blossom and Joe were cast off at 5:10. Both

dogs did some sloppy work on birds. Joe made three points.
Blossom got a point on a bevy in a thicket. Both ranged
well. Up at 5:49.

Ightfield Diana and Count Gladstone were started at
6:05. Count ranged wider and faster than any dog yet
started. The pointer soon shortened her speed and appeared
much oppressed by the heat. Count ran strong and with
endurance noth withstanding the hot weather. He pointed
a bevy well and was steady to shot. Ordered to retrieve he
attempted to obey and the bird flew away in a crippled man-
ner. Count attempted to catch it but stopped to order after
going about 100yds. .Sent on again Count pointed a bevy
which flushed wild. Di flushed one and made two points on
single birds. Count got two more good points. Up at 6:36.

Zero and Bettie S. were cast off at 6:46 to complete their
unfinished heat. Each made two good points on singles,
after which they did some rather indecisive work on bii-ds.

Each dropped to point and Zero had little animation in his
way of working. Up at 7:07 and the day's work ended.

In the Amateur Stake there were eight starters, and Zero
won first, Joe second and Zeultka third.

B. Waters.

We are pleased to acknowledge receipt of admission ticket
to the Monnt Holly show. Tins courtesy is noteworthy, for
we find that most secretaries of fairs and shows are very
derelict in this respect,

TORONTO DOG SHOW.
Another Toronto show has come and gone. While the

gathering of dogmen and their dogs was not quite as inter-

esting or numerous as in former years, still it was sufficiently

so to prove that, like unto that of New York to dogmeU'Of
the States, is the Toronto event to those of the Dominioij.
Held in conjunction with the Industrial Exhibition, it is

without doubt the most interesting event of the year to'

those who show dogs. Dog shows, as a rule, in this country
are uninteresting affairs, after the judging is over, to the
average dogman. But at Toronto it is different. The exhi-
bition of live stock taken all round is without doubt the
finest held on this continent, and the many other attrac-
tions, some of them quite elaborate, such as the fireworks,
the storming of Tel-El-Kebir, the "little Barnum" per-
formance in front of the ^rand stand, afford opportunities
for the visitor to amuse himself throughout the week. As
at the New York show, the Toronto .show week is the one
chosen for annual meetings of the C. K. C. and the Fox-
Terrier Club, thus affording excuses for annual "roundups,"
of which the Canadian dogmen are not slow to avail them-
selves.
The show this year was not up to former years in point of

numbers, nor yet did we find the quality in many of the
breeds on a par with that of '92. Mastiffs and St. Bernards
show no improvement, rather a falling off, and Canadian
breeders must exert themselves a little more and improve
their present stock by importation if they wish to make
much headway. Greyhounds also showed 'a falling off in
quality and numbers, Mr. Purbeck's team alone proving
more than mediocre. Deerhounds and wolfhounds were not
represented at all. Great Danes I thought showed a slight
general improvement, though there was not a Melac or an
Imperator, as in former years. Still, the Wolverton Kennels
showed some good ones. Pointers fell off in entries, but the
character of the exhibit was about the same, to Mr. Davey
again falling the principal honors. English setters were
about the same, but Irish setters showed a distinct falling
off, both in numbers and quality from last year, when Sem-
inole Kennels' rival, the Oak Grove, also exhibited their full
strength, but this year showed but two, one in each challenge
class, thus allowing the Seminoles a bloodless victory. Gor-
don setters were neither better nor worse, and collies were
not, on the whole, up to the form of previous years, neither
in numbers or quality. Bulldogs had but two entries and
those only mediocre. Bull-terriers, while falling off in num-
bers a little, showed a good deal of quality, thanks to Mr. Hig-
ginson's exhibit, which kennel took the place held by Frank
Dole in former years. The rough terrier classes I think showed
improvement in general qitality, especially the Scotch ter-

riers, Mr. Henry Brooks showing that his breeding opera^
tions of the past year have not been for naught. In Dandies
Mr. E. Brooks held, as of yore, the winning hand. Black
and tan terriers show a sad falling off in quality, Sultan
being the only worthy representative of this handsome ter-

rier present. Poodles improve in numbers, but are sadly off

in quality. The spaniel exhibit on the whole was not up to
former years, there being much diversity of type, but compe-
tition was more open. Beagles'fell off in numbers, and had
it not been for the Homell-Harmony exhibit the classes would
have been almost bare of quality. Fox-terriers, while ad-
vancing in numbers, did not show a corresponding improve-
ment in good looks, with perhaps an exception in favor of
wires, thanks to recent importations by Mr. A. A. Macdonald
and Mr. A. D. .Stewart. Yorkshires were extremely poor
compared to former years, when Messrs. Smith, Symonds
and Joim Campbell used to show. The pug classes were
very poorly filled, and with the exception of Bob Ivy, Midget
and Royal Dusky, showed very little merit. Toy spaniels are
not improving, competition being left entirely to the old
local winners.
Though we have not been able to award unmeasured praise

to the quality of dogs present, it is a duty and a pleasure to
call attention to the vast improvement in the management of
the .show. This compared most favorably with any of our
best shows. Last year we and others strongly criticised th^s
part of the show and pointed out the remedy, which Mr.
Stone this year put into effect, by taking the reins of goyerp.-
ment into his own hands.
Perhaps he got a wrinkle or two in New York last springy

who cares? All the dogmen knew and cared about was tliat

the aisles were swept regularly and dirty bedding removed.
The building, one of the finest for the purpose in the country,
is naturally well ventilated, but uijlessdi.sinfected the atmos-
phere in the most airy show building will become fou). This
essential part of the show was attended to by the agent for
Jeye's disinfectant, a well known preparation on the other
side, but which we have never seen used in this country be-
fore. It seems a good thing. The rings were particularly
well attended to and attendants were abundant. The bench-
ing and stalls Mr. Stone had well whitewashed and "carbol-
ized" some days before the show opened. Another objec-
tionable feature of last year's show was also done away with;
there were no puppies or bitches with litters allowed in the
building, a most commendable improvement. The feeding
was good and in the hands of an old Englishman who seemed
to know his business and prepared Spratts biscuits in a most
acceptable manner. In fact, this time Mr. Stone deserves
congratulation, and he was ably assisted in his efforts by his
son and Mr. Wilkie and J. G. Mitchenor, members of the
committee, and Dr. Mole. Messrs. Donovan and Williams
and W. P. Frazer also lent efficient ai4 as stewards in the
rings.
The attendance, excepting the first day, which is called

"Citizen's Day," was scarcely up to former years, still there
was always a good crowd present in the afternoons. .Judg-
ing commenced about 2:30 P. M. on Monday, and Messrs.
Davidson, Krueger and Wilmerding had completed their
duties by Tuesday afternoon, but Mr. Mason did not finish

his work xmtil Wednesday evening. There was a good deal
of complaint on this score. The dogs were ready, but, as
usual, Mr. Mason consulted his own convenience, not com-
mencing on Tuesday till after 12 M. Exhibitors like to get
the agony over in good time and not be kept on the qui Vive
for nearly three days.
The catalogue was a great improvement on last year's at-

tempt, though it should have been a little more carefully
edited, several typographical errors occiiiTing, and the num-
bers in the pet dog classes getting a little mixed. Judging
was in four rings, Messrs. Mason and Davidson in the main
rings down stairs and Messrs. Wilmerding and Krtieger in
the two gallery rings, and on the whole was well done.
Mastiffs {Mr. Maso?i, Jud/je).—These classes were poor,

the only really good one being Lady Coleus, whose warts,
.some of them bleeding, do not add to her appearance, and
she was not in the be.«t of coat. Ethel has lost all her old
corpulency and is now in light marching order. Cardinal
Beaufort's absence in the open dog class (8) left the verdict
in favor of Grimsby Caution, a familiar face at these shows;
he is small, skull and bone best parts. R,aleigh, second, a
son of the wiimer, is also small, light of bone, light full eye,
head small but weU shaped. Lord Grimsby has a fiddle
head, poor pasterns and feet, while Baron of Chester, fourth,
should have more substance throughout, one ear curls in a
most peculiar manner and he is a bit straight behind. The
others were only poor. Attraction was the only winner and
entry in bitches, and the puppies shown should never make
winners. Mr. Forbes won the kennel prize.

St. Bernards (Mr. Ma.'ion, Judge).—There were only
about three in the sliow that could claim a second glance in
passing. No challenge entries. In open dogs (S), Lord
Dante won ^vith a little in hand from Lord Wilton, whom
he excels in depth and massiveness of head, m nzzle especially,
though skull should have more volume, has a nice eye and
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expression, should be better in feet and have more rib; Lord
Wilton is rather long faced, nice expression, good bone and
front, but was not in show condition either in coat or flesh.

Captain Worts, third, is a brindle headed one, light in body
and with little to commend but his coat. Dauntless, fourth,
turns his open toes out, a better skull than muzzle, good
bone, nice coat, though in body it is all white. Safety, re-
serve, has brindle markings, a nice all round little dog if

muzzle were deeper and stop not quite so pronunced, should
have been higher up. In bitches (2), the winner pi'oved to be
Maypole, whose front is a study, her body fair, but out of
coat and her head is long and snipy, ear and eye good; second
prize was withheld. The puppies were of no account.
Smooths had no challenge representatives, but in open dogs

we were introdiiced to the new crack St. Augustine, whom
we were sorry to see make his debut in such light condition.
He should nothave been shown. A dog that has a reputation
should be more than careful to appear to the best advantage
when he makes his debut in a new country. H e is a capitally
colored dog with an excellent tjrpe of head, especially muzzle,
the skull being somewhat narrow proportionately; he has
great depth through the head and perfect marking; if he was
shaded a little more he would be vastly improved. His legs
are good but feet could be a little truer set, but he moves
well, his body is dark, but as he will carry 20Ibs. more flesh
little can be said in this connection at present, he will be
shown at New York and then he will probably be in good
shape. Second was withheld from Rosco and benator, two
poor ones; Rosco's coat may by some be said to be a little
long for a smooth , but we found little fault here. Glenwood
Goldy, first in bitches, has little type and is small. When I
say that Captain Worts won in novice dogs (8), the character
of the others may be inferred, and Maypole won in the cor-
responding class. Kennel prize did not hll.
There were no bloodhounds.
Neavfoukdlands {Mr. Mason, Judge).—Only two of these

turned up, and Rover was a cheap dog at catalogue price,
S7.5. He beat Carlo, that should have won at Lexington,
handily in size, bone and especially in massiveness of head;
coat good and right in texture, hocks and tail a bit faulty,
but a better sort than we generally see at shows.
Great Dane.s {3Ir. Mason, Judge).—The Wolverton Ken-

nels deserved the credit in these classes. Minerva's Fawn,
Ottawa's heroine, was alone in challenge class; she looked in
tiptop shape. Open dogs saw Lord Wolverton, a nice up-
standing dog, an easy first; he should have more arch of loin
and toes should be closer, but he has a good head and neck,
ribs well formed, good behind and an active mover. Senta's
Brutus, from the .same kennel, is a very likely pup, with a
well-shaped head for his age. Royal Minor, third, is bowed
in front, straight behind, should be cleaner in neck, is nicely
ribbed, but muzzle should be deeper. Fourth went to Royal
Major, flat-faced and snipy, good bone, but not such good
type as the winner.
The vrinning bitch, Senta, is a very good one, as her pic-

ture snows, excellent head, clean neck, good legs and feet,
capital body and an active mover; when shown in the East
she will be found a bard one to beat, as she is not at all of
the heavy sort, but a most- symmetrically built bitch: she
showed her bag badly, having just weaned a litter. Norim-
burga, second, we thought was the one shown under that
name at Lexington, Ky., but Mr. Davison, of the Bay City
Kennels, says she has not been out of his charge for three
weeks, and though entered at Lexington did not' go there
Then what bitch was shown in her stall at the Kentucky
•show.? Norimburga is cheeky, dips behind the shoulder a
little, but stands on good legs and feet. Ruth, third, is a
coarse, common bitch, not deserving of recognition. Melina
fourth, is a better sort, though snipy. Lenta's Brutus wonm dog pups, and a most promising bitch, Senta's Mascotte
did the same in her class; if all signs do not fail she will push
her dam Senta very hard when she matures. Senta's Rheda
second, loses to her in head and body. Wolverton Kennels
took the special for best kennel and Mount Royal Kennels
that for best Canadian kennel.
Russian Wolfhounds {Mr. Mason, Judge).—Theve was

no representative of this breed, Mr. Hanks sending the only
entries, but they failed to put in an appearance. In deer-
hounds also there were no entries.
Greyhounds (Mr. Mason, Jndge).~Gem of the Season

and Bestwood Daisy supplied the challenge winners, both
looked well, though Gem seems to be going off a bit Open
dogs (7) showed little quality when Cheeky, the Leamington
wmner, came out first over Misterton, who, like the winner
IS heavy in shoulders and a little long cast; Ranger third'
might, with no impropriety, have been placed first, as he beats
the wmner in shoulders, body and feer, though he also has
faults such as short neck and not bend enouglj of stifle-
Never Quit, reserve, is rather shelly, flat in loins, but good
behmd; Johnny Stringer, v.h.c., I would like better were he
longer in neck and not so thick, and his set on of stern and
quarters are not correct; Master Meranon is a narrow one
throughout, but shows some quality; I^ord Northcroft has
big drop ears and is an undeveloped youngster yet In
buches there was somewhat of an upset. Wild Ro.sewho Avas never considered more than pas.sably good, having
put on flesh, has covered some of her most serious defects
and shown in excellent shape, was placed over Southern
Beauty, who was drawn a little fine and was a bit bare on
quarters. Condition was said to be the cause of defeat but
if the judge allows this to throw a good dog out in one class
he should be consistent and carry the same idea out in all his
breeds. This was not done by any means, and gave rise tomuch grumbling. AVild Rose lo.ses to Beauty in depth of
rib, neck, stifle and shoulders, skull, eye and muzzle, straight-
ne,ss of bone, but has better pasterns and feet. Bridget, third
is flat in loin, long cast and heavy in .shoulders, nice' head,'Ermine should be closer in toes, is faulty in quarters but
loin good. Flyaway is a nicely modeled one; should be
stronger in pasterns and have more rib; nice loin and quar-
ters, too fine in muzzle, one that Dr. Van Hummel would
turn from m disgust. Lord Northcroft won in dog pups and
Neyersettlem bitches, a young one, but straighter in front
and better feet than second, Pee-dee-kee. good in every part
but there. Mr. Purbeck took the open kennel prize and To-
ronto Kennels that for Canadians.
¥oxnoTJST>s {Mr. Krueger, Jttdge).—Thev have got these

dogs all mixed up here. The dogs .shown as English hounds
were, many of them, more like American hounds, and with
one exception the American hounds (?) are pure English and
bred from English stock, and they show it in their character
and heavy build. The winner in English dogs was Spartan,
whose weak hocks should throw him out for first, but his
Avell-shaped head, expression and fair front deserve recogni-
tion. Bounce is a nicish hound with fair front and so has
Sportsman, Jr. Rush, the only and winning bitch, is not
true m front, hocks turn in a bit and stifle should be more
bent. In American class for dogs the Lexington winner
Commodore won; this was all right as far as it goes, but if
he was best the others should have been turned out Tvithout
anything, as they were purely English in type and build.
Commodore is not a good hound by any means, and his lack
of rib was plainer here. Clinker has an excellent front, amuch better body than winner, but net, so good in skull and
ear but better muzzle, the winner being dish-faced. Genius
II. has capital forelegs and is better behind than any of them
skull a little too broad and full. Ringwood was third at
Toronto last year. I liked the order. Clinker, Genius II. and
Rmgvvood considering hound qualities irrespective of what
the class called for, American hounds, and in this Commo-
dore was the only one. A capital bitch, Maud, was alone in
her class and won; she hns good running gear and body and
nice hound coat; little faulty in head, Fan, supposed to be
a harrier, was given second; she is a 16ia, beagle, »Me«srs.
boiith. & Clarke took the kennel prize,

PoiNTEES (John Davidson, Judge)—Many of the winners
in this breed were shown last year, One of them was Count
Graphic, winner of challenge heavy dogs, he looked in good
shape, his hind parts are faulty. No challenge bitches. In
open heavy dogs the winner proved to be Molton Banner,
whose heavy shoulders and rather flat loin are his worst
faults. Boxer, second, was at Indianapolis; he has a plain
head, Donovan, third, has been commented on before, his
loin and muzzle are faulty and quarters could be improved.
Lord Graphic's Star, reserve, is a bit flat in back, cheeky and
not clean enough in neck, good on his legs, with nice bone.
Josie Brackett, Fanny Graphic and Spotted Girl was the
order in heavy bitches, the winner gets it in feet and head,
but gains little anywhere else. Girl loses in head and front
to the others, also in shoulders and ribs. Glamorgan and
Lady Gay Spanker were alone in the challenge light-weight
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classes. Glamorgan is improving in condition, but I thought
the bitch a little above herself in flesh. Mr. Davey won in
open dogs with Ridgeview Comet, a son of Ridgeview Lass
and Lad of Kent, his light stary eye rnars his expression and
his skull should not be so broad, and were he cleaner in neck
and shoulders he would be better, he is good from there
back. Admiration has a better head and forepart. Beppo's
Boy has a plain face, not stop enough, turns feet out and
falls away a bit in quarters, body and ribs are his best parts.
Beppo Graphic, vhc, had a lartre lump under chin and should
not have been shown. Mi.ss Rumor, well known, then won
in bitches. Count Graphic's Baby, second, seemed in whelp,
ahttle plain in muzzle and feet .should be better, good in
hind parts, ear and skull. Chaira, third, is heavy in shoulders,
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pasterns and feet could be improved, and is snipy in muzzle
Novice winners were a repetition of the open classes. No
puppies were shown, Mr. Davey won both the kennel
prizes.
English Setters {John Dafotdson, Judge).—The only

challenge entry was Victress Lewellyn, who looked in fair
flesh but out of coat. Worsley Dude continued his winning
career by beating Forest Rex, whose heavy shoulders and
rather short neck hurt his chances; his ears are flat and
carried high. Baugham's London, third, isuot very straight
in front, fair head, but throaty, ears faulty. Roy of Cole-
hill, fourth or reserve, I think was overlooked somewhat, as
he shows more character and breeding than any in the class
excepting the winner, stands on good legs, is well boned
and ribbed up, has a well-shaped head, but perhaps a trifle
strong in .skull; in fact, he is a heax-y dog throughout and
will do better another time. Royal Dan. of the vhc. lot, is
rather a nice headed dog, dips behind shoulder a little and
is throaty. The Sultan, winner last year, seems to have
been lost in the shufBe this time; last year we said of him
"probably sees now his best days;" he was all out of shape.
Ponto has not stop enough . In bitches Lady Patch repeated
last year's victory; is a little straight faced. Nita Gitana
is not true in fi-ont, is plain in quarters and very light in
eye. Rose Rapid has a nice fi'ont, with a rather well-shaped
head, but not very pleasing eye. Starlight B. carries her
ears back and muzzle is not square enough, and should
have more bend of stifle. Lady Howard, vhc, I did not see

commendable, stands back on pasterns and quarters are not
above reproach. Novice entries about followed the open
awards and but two pups were shown. Dr. Kime won the
kennel prizes
Irish Setters {John Davidson, Judge).—The displav

this time was far behind that of last year. Ch. Tim repeated
his last year's victory, but over different material, his near-
est opponent being Pride of Patsey, That good bitch. Queen
Vic, .scored easily over the moderate-headed Elfreda in the
corresponding class. Open dogs, with only six entries,
proved a repetition of a week or two ago; Toronto Jim, re-
serve, has an English setter head; Toronto Little Phil is a
little broad in skull, excellent body, color, hind parts and
shoulders, might have been placed over the other. Toronto
Parnell has a plain head. In bitches honors fell to Toronto
Mollie and Nona, the latter from Mr. Bishop's kennel; the
winner is faulty in feet, plain head, shoulders rather straight,
faulty tail, too short; Nona is quite a nice quality bitch, ex-
cellent color, good type of head, though a little too much
out before the eye and might have been higher; Delphinne,
third, is well known; Madcap II. throws her elbows out a lit-
tle and should have more rib; Alannah has been described
before, and so have Mollie and Lady Cleveland, all in the
vhc. division. Nora has a light, plain head and no rib to
speak of, and was out of shape. The novices were chiefly
repeaters, Toronto Sport's head is noticeable, but faulty in
pastern and quarters. The puppies were small. Seminole
Kennels took the open kennel prize, and Chambers & Doug-
las that for Canadian.
Gordon Setters {John Davidson, Jurtge).—Outside of Dr.

Dixon's tea.na and Heather Lad there was little to commend
here, and most of the winners have been repeatedly before
the public. In open dogs Homer S. loses much in head, tan
and legs to Heather Lad, and is fat and throaty. Moimt
Royal Rush should have beaten him, better body, head and
legs than coarse-headed Duke of Wellington, vhc. Princess
Ijouise had a narrow squeeze in bitches, Dimdee but for
smallness coming very near the top; better head than the
Princess, though both are plain. Dundee is good behind the
head. Wanda loses in head and tan, and so does Mount
Royal Floss. They have not enough type about them.
Novice a.s in open and no puppie,s shown. Dr. Dixon took one
kennel prize and Mount Royal the other.
Collies {Mr. Mason, Judgp).—BY no means up to last

year's gathering. Seminole Kennels just formed the chal-
lenge classes wth The Squire, Roslvn Dandy and Metchley
Sm-prise. The open dogs saw Wellesboum'e Charlie add
another win that, had rules counted, would have placed him
in the challenge class. He was well shown and in excellent
coat, there is no doubt about that. Mr. Elliott here showed
his Chesterfield Marvel, a better one than his Hero which we
noted at Lexington show, better size, head and action. Fins-
bury Dude is coarse in head but excellent coat and a useful
sort all over. Hero was reserve; though Curzon, vhc, looked
very light and rusty coat, he can beat the other dog as it was
shown. Yardley Fox is short in body, faulty in loin, rather
nice head and front, faulty carriage of tail and no undercoat.
The winner in bitches proved to be Nora who shows a lot of
quality and a good coat, very dense for this time of ye.ar, a
little fine in muzzle and ears are carried wide. The well
known Bertha II. followed close up. Then came Dawn who,
had she a coat on, would best the winner; better head and
carriage of ears and size. Mattie, spoken of before, came in
reserve. Auch-in-Cairnie Judy, fourth, ha.s fair head, little
full in skull, nice coat; the name of this bitch is enough to
make it shed its coat. Bernier is faulty in skull, and eat'
heavy and carried down. Novices were about as in open.
Puppies were fair in dogsj bitches poor. Seminole Ken uels
took the open kennel prize and Saunders & Mightou the
local one.
Bulldogs {Mr. Mason, Judge).—A mediocre exhibit, only

two, Romance, a new one, is a fair sort, not broken up
enough in face, and skull should be fuller; it is rather flat,
front not very good, well out, out legs crookad. Lady Win-
nie, a daughter of Don Solano, is plain faced, nice body and
well out at shoulders, good legs. Bulldogs do not seem to
go here.
Bull-Terriers {Mr. Mason, Judge).—Qnite a fair lot of

home-bred ones. Entries were smaller and quality not so
good as last year. Crisp won in challenge dogs, looking
none the worse for his trip south. In open dogs Duke of
Rochester, a 9aios. pup, was wrongly placed first, he is prom-
ising, has a long, narrow, round, puppy head, is out at elbow
and down behind shoulders a bit. Chatham Bob, second,
has an almost yellow eye and is cheeky, a better front than
the winner, good bone and body. John L. Sullivan is faulty
in head and front. Billy Bulger, in excellent shape, was
hardly dealt with, a trifle thick iu skull, but his front, good
body and well carried stern might well have earned him pre-
mier honors. In bitches Edgewood Robin was placed over
Vesper Belle, who beats her m head, muzzle and especially
in front. Lady Velme, described at Lexington, third. In
light-weight dogs Principio won nicely from "Ted Pritchard,
whom he beat last year, a nice looking pup, Earl of Roche.ster
came next, promising head, in fact a good one, but his
chances are. spoiled by a tan patch on body. Pearl of
Rochester, a sweet little bitch, rather like a white English
terrier, was first, beating Kathleen Mavourueen in head and
front, but losing behind the shoulder, she is a pup and will
mature yet. Lady of Rochester is another nice pup, a little
straight behind, but good forepart. Mr. Higgmson just
swept up the puppy awards with those mentioned and took
the open kennel prize and Wentworth Kennels the Canadian
one.
Irish Terriers and Airedales (Mr. Davidson, Judge).—

Only one Airedale showed up, a fine one, good coat, head
fair, a little broad in skull. Jack Briggs and Galtees fur-
nished challenge winner in order named, there is no com-
petition between these two. Open dogs (6), the winner was
that capitally made dog Brickbat Jr., who is, however a
little on the large .side. The Canadian Ambassador, de-
scribed Ijefore, came in for second; he is large in ear, and
muzzle should be squarer. Southborough Paddy, third, I
did not see. Jack, has black on head, good body and coat,
but is light in bone. Ben, c, has no ears at all, a most cruel
act on some one's part. Killarney Girl has poor ears and
her eye is too Usht and full for a terrier, and she should
have more rib. Judy I liked better iu head and body. Nora II.
is faulty in head and front. Rugby Tim, the winning pup,
is a leggy, shelly, snipy dog, and Mick was at Lexington.
Dandt Dinmonts (Mr. Davidson, Judge).—Mx. Brooks

showed the only specimens that were at all meritorious with
the exception of Raglan Sandy. Amphion is head and
shoulders above Raglan Sandy, better head, body and coat.
Inkoski is not so goodiu coat and body as Sandy, but is
better in quarters, but was not well shown, having .sores.
Anisty Daisy won nicely from Thirsty, better iu head and
coat, the others were only moderate. Heather Peggy II.
will never be as good as her mother. The Heather dogs were
shown in good coat.
Bedlingtons (Mr. Davidson, Judge).—An ordinary show

of these dogs. Jack, the winning dog, -was just good enough
to beat Peter Jackson, as the latter excels in head and ear.-:,

but loses in texture of coat and .something in body, legs equal',
but second has advantage in bone and muscle. Tallv-ho is
snipy and woolly-coated. Tibbie, the winning bitch, was
second last year; her coat is linty and she has many other
faults. Mattie, second, has a snipy muzzle and is bowed in
front, coat soft. Jeuny, third, has the best body and coat,
correct texture, of the lot; should have won. Polly III. is a
weedy, shelly, flat-loined bitch, with little pretension to
form.
Scotch Terriers (Mr. Mason, Judge).—This was an ex-^a,vc ^uic u^ixy. ui sumc. i.ciuy riowaru, VUG. . 1 ma not See. cellent display, and several native bred ones from the Wan-

orest Tnppo is heavy m shoulders, well nbbed- and head kie Kennels {ire coming forward. Tiree beat Kililroy in the,
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challenge class. In open dogs (7) Runanam was lucky to
win. from Kilcree, who could do no better than third, there
were times when he showed himself sufficiently to secure the
verdict, he is by all odds the best in the class and was in good
shape. Wankie Ted is a nice young one, spoiled by a bad
front. Wankie Tarn is stronger in quarters and better muzzle
than Ted, but is not so good in eye and coat, and also has a
dachshund front. Jock's coat is his best feature. In bitches
Mr. Brooks swept the deck with Diana, Careta and Zembra
in the order named. Compton Belle loses in head and body
to these. Puppies saw Wankie Tam an easy winner. Wankie
Keujiels took the kennel prize.
Skve Terriers (Mr. Davidson, Judge).—Sir Stafford and

Sir Thomas furnished the winners. We did an injustice in
our report of Lexington show to the latter dog, it must have
been another do§ we had in mind, as Sir Thomas is little if

auy inferior to his sire.

should be longer; feet are faulty too. In novices Stardale
Belle won from Vixie, beating her in head and front and^
body. Other award s follow open classes.

The wires were an improvement. Partney Cornet, the new
dog, is heavily boned and coated, fair front and body, big
ear, skull a little coarse, beats Venom in head slightly; the
latter is not true in front and .should have more depth of
chest. Dark Eye, another new one, has nice ears, is a little

bowed in front, good coat and body. Tinder Box is an old
winner, that loses in head and front to most of the others.
Bruiser is light in body and round in skull. Bonnet was
clearly the best bitch; her fore bone is not clean enough, ears
not well carried and muzzle should be stronger, but a nicely
made bitch behind the shoulder. Suffolk Tassel came next
and My Queen brought up the rear; the latter loses in length
of head and front. N"o%nces followed the others.
The different breeds of pet dogs scarcely demand extended

Black akd Tan Terriers (Mr. 3Iason, Judge).—With, notice. Yorkshires were poor with one exception, Minnie,

MK. HARRY NORTHWOOD'S ENGLISH SETTER "WORSLEY DUDE.'

First, Lexington and Toronto, 1893.

the exception of the challenge winner these were only a
moderate lot. Sambo, the winner, beats Oolah in body and
markings, muzzle and front, but showed badly. The Black
Earl, shown better than any other, is too full and round in
skull, markings good, shelly body and leggy. Rochelle Lord
is not straight inlfront, not flat enough in skuU, and was in
poor .shape and should not have been shown. Bob is light in
tan and out at elbow, coarse tail. Betsy, the winning bitch,

was distinctly lucky to win over Gypsey Girl, is a big, coarse,

cloddy bodied bitch, wide in front, and not in the best of

show shape; Girl is worth two of such stock. Grit, third, is

quite as good as the -winner, though faulty in loin, good
front and fair head. Topaz is a big-eared nicely marked
little thing, on the whippet order.
Poodles (M/r. Mason, Judge).—There was nothing new in

this breed, Dr. Dixon taking most of the prizes, but two or
three of them were in poor show condition, scabs on some of
them, and should not have been allowed in the building. A
poodle coat covers a lot of sins, and should be carefully ex-
amined. Dr. Vair, long in loin, was in good shape and won
in what was said to be a Russian class, but he is more of a
French.
Retrievers (Mr. Wihnerding, Judge).—The only entry,

Loyal, a pretty fair smooth, was sent out of the ring by the
judge as an ordinary black setter. Wether this dog was re-

judged or not we cannot tell. Several judges were asked to

do It, but I don't think they accepted. Mr. Wilmerding
candidly confessed he knew nothing of the breed, and did
not know he was to judge it.

Beagles and Daceshunds (Mr. JCrueger, Judge).—The
dachshunds shown were not up to form. Fridawas the best,

beat Lenn in head and chest aud length,
Beagles—The Horucll-Harmony Kennels brought out their

full strength aud saved the credit of the breed. In challenge
dogs over 13in., Tricotrin, who has filled out in body, is a
much improved dog. He beats Doctor in front and quality.
Champion Elf looked much better than at Elmira, is cleaner
round the neck and shoulders, and more after his Brooklyn
form. That good little dog Sherry beats his kennel mate,
Rodger W., in eye, ears, body and pasterns, but is beaten in
carriage of stern. Ilwaco, reserve, is a little leggy and long
cast, tail up, and forelegs should be straighter; sweet head
and ear, but little full in eye. The others need no mention.
In bitches, Daisy Corbitt is quite a good one, ban-ing she is a
little long cast. Pipelo, second, is not true in feet

aud loin is too flat, long body with no symmetry.
Snow Flake is another long cast one. LiUie, reserve,

has a pretty fair front, but flat ears spoil her
appearance, aud her miizzle is too fine and long.
Vashta, vhc, could be improved a little in front, body needs
furnishing; skull should not be quite so broad and muzzle
squarer, and ears do not fold nicely to the head. Tony Weller
11., light and shelly, was first in puppies, beating a sort of
beagle-basset. Champion Royal Krueger, champion Ava W.
looked well and filled their respective places in the small-
sized challenge classes. The winner in dogs was Little Won-
der, shown before; his head is the best part, legs not straight
and body should be deeper. Kester, second, is broad in front,

[

but better to-day than winner, also skull and muzzle. The
j

winning bitch is snipy in muzzle, but very sweet in expres- '

siou and has a good, cobby body. Evangeline is a nice sort, *

showing lots of (quality, but a little long cast, and loes should
be closer. Sly Lass, third, is light in body, faulty in ears,
fair front. Horuell-Harmony took the kennel prize.

Fox-Tekuieus (Mr. Mason, Judge).—Qaaky Trap and
Blemton Trump came out for the challenge dog prize, and
Trump not showing himself, added to his rather coarse ap-
pearence and was smartly beaten by the older dog, who him-
self was not shown in very good coat. Grouse II. was absent
from her class. The new dog Holston won nicely in open
dogs, a little strong in skull, and should be longer iu muzzle
and is cheeky, good front and body, but scarcely enough ter-

rier character about him; seems to be a dog that has gons off

a little; Poveriua runs him close and beats him in expression
and character. Tom Tom has gone coarse in skull, nice ears,
good bone and front, and deser\ ing his position. Calchas is

coarse in head and cheeky now and heavy in shoulders, and
otherwise good. The winning bitch was the well known
Lady Roseberry, followed by Cambridge Girl, pinched in
muzzle and round in skull. Policy is a bit sti-aight-faced,
mtizzle should be stronger, faulty in body and big ear, fair

bone. Cairnsmuir Solo is hea\'y in shoulders and not flat

enough in skull. King Joe won in dog puppies; a fair sort.

Yixie, the winning bitch, is too wide in skull and muzzle

who was the only one with a semblance of type, and many
awards should have been withheld.!
Pugs (Mr. Mason, Judge).—Boh Ivy and Midget furnished

the challenge winners. A new one, Soyal Dusky, won well
in open dogs, gray muzzle, little coarse in coat, liice ear and
wrinkle, muzzle not deep enough, cobbily built, mixed in
color. Cherub II, winner in bitches, the "only one entered,
has a good skull and fair muzzle, no curl to speak of.
Banker II. has been spoken of before. The toy spaniels were
the winners of last year, most of them. Le Roi, by Royal
Duke, has a pretty good head, but muzzle should be shorter.
The Prince Charles is far too big. A nice little Italian grey-
hound in Dainty Lass was shown, a little full in skull, but
nice size and form. Miscellaneous awards were withheld, a
rather arbitrary proceeding, as the same judge had passed
dogs in much worse condition than two such well known
dogs as the white English terrier Blink Bonny and Boston

cision, but Black Duke could not be denied, and amid much
excitement received the coveted blue, with the second edition
of King of Obos, second. Spaniel men wondered at the
change in this old timer. " What!" they said. "A new set
of teeth?" "Well, well, what will friend George be able
to turn out from his world-renowned cocker factory next ?"
But alack-a-day! subsequent demands for the recipe showed
that "Uncle Dick" had got the Bell entries mixed and
brought the wrong dog to the show, and the second prize
winner was Black Jacket, an unknown quantity, with noth-
ing but the afore-mentioned set of teeth. Mr.' Bell's atten-
tion being called to the case, he withdrew Black Jacket and
the award wUs cancelled. Black Duke, the winner, is well
known, a shy dog in the ring, he does not show himself to
the best advantage. He looked better than I have ever seen
him before, and the good work he has done in the stud, he
having sired Woodland Prince, Oban and many others, ^vill
always leave his name on the roll of fame as one of our best
cocker sires. In challenge bitches, I Say, not looking in her
usual good condition, was alone and added another blue to
her long string of prizes.
In challenge cockers other than black that good red dog

R ed Jacketwon well in hand from Red Roland, second, beat-
ing him in head, body and cocker character. In challenge
bitches other than black Jessie C. had a walkover. Open
dogs (black) competition was very keen and the issue long in
doubt. The judge finally selected Pickpania for first. Black
Dufferin second. Woodland Prince third, and Black Brant
fourth. The winner shows much quality, has filled out
nicely in head, and was properly placed first. The third
prize winner. Woodland Prince, should, however, in my
opinion have been a very close second, beating Black Dufferin
II. in head, muzzle, body, in front and behind. The last-
named is not right in skull or muzzle: his lips do not set
right, giving him a poor expression. Black Brant, fourth,
is a taking little dog of quite some quality, but loses to the
three first placed in head, body and front legs. Beau Kay,
reserve, ran him closely for fourth honors. In open class
black bitches competition was also very close. Rideau Reine,
Realization, Kitty and Cora II. were selected for the honors
in the order given. I looked this class over very carefully
and agree with the placing of the first three, but am of the
opinion that Cora II. should have given place to Lady Duf-
ferin, who more closely resembles the winner in head and
general formation. Realization is not at her best and did not
show to advantage, moving very sluggishly. Had she moved
freely and not been quite so heavy in flesh she would, I think,
have run the winner very closely. Kitty, third, is a good
little dog of much quality and moves well. She will, I think,
improve.
In open class, other than black, Hamilton Jack was

awarded first, Red Obo second. Red Justice third and Gol-
den Rod fourth. The winner loses in head and body to the
second winner, does not move so freely and should have
been, in my opinion, second, with Red Justice third and
Brantford Red Star fourth; he beat Golden Rod in head and
front. In corresponding bitch class Tonito was selected for
first honors, with Bessie Warner second, Gipsy Queen third,
and Raglan Russette fourth. I cannot see how the judge
arrived at this decision. The issue, it seemed to me, lay be-
tween the second and fourth prize winners, the winner losing
to them in body, eye, legs and feet. Between the second and
fourth it is very close, but I think that although Raglan
Russette loses to Bessie Warner in coat and a trifle in head,
in other points she shows such excellent quality, nicely
ribbed body, better colored eye, good legs and feet and moves
so freely she should have won, with Bessie second, Tonito
third and Gipsy Queen fourth. In the novice classes the
winners are to be found in the open classes. In novice dogs
Woodland Prince, second, should have won over Hamilton
Jack, who was, I think, wrongly placed first. Cocker pup-
pies were not a very promising lot, but cockers change so
much in the days of their youth it is hard to say. Black
Dufferin, who was second in the open class, was first in pup-
pies. His head will, I think, improve as he matures.
In Irish water spaniels the challenge dog prize was with-

held from Trouble, who, although shown out of coat, might
have had the ribbon. Although not altogether a good one,

JOHN R, uUGHTONS GORDOK SETtEK "HEATHER LAD."

First, Lexington and Toronto, 1893.

Model, the whippet, were shown in. It is straining a point
in the wrong direction. ShefBeld Lad, the "Pom!," was rel-

egated to the selling class, where he won. H. W. L.ACX.
Spaniels (^1. C. WilmerdMg, JucJge)—[Special Report].

In field spaniels, challenge dogs. Judex scored another win.
He looked weU and had no difliculty in beating Samson, who
had to be content with he, rather hard on him, I think.
No entries in correspondtug bitch class. Open dogs (black)
first prize withheld and second awarded to Pedro, a medium
specimen whose poor head and short, cocker body will al-

ways handicap him; Nig. third, shows no quality. In open
black bitches Mona was first and rightly so, beating Grace,

%vith the placing of this class. Queen scored in head, muzzle,
set on of ear, legs and feet, about equal in coat, but losing in
condition. Any other color dogs and bitches, Workman
won with some to spare, beating Antique, second, in head
and set on of ear, both have well-ribbed bodies; Leslie,
third, is high on leg and coarse headed.
In challenge cockers, only two entries, Black Duke and

King of Obos. The judge was very careful in making his de-

he is above the average shown in this country, and shows
enough quality to entitle him to be more kindly treated.
We must encom-age this useful breed, and withholding the
ribbon on account of the dog not being in the best condition
does much to dishearten an exhibitor. In open dogs Musha
won, with second to Dan Price, who loses to the winner in
head, topknot, coat and condition; neither are good ones. In
bitches Shellia won, with Rose O'Neil second; both bad in
front; the winner gains in coat, head and curl.
Two Clumbers were shown, one in each class. Darby yyin-

ning in challenge class and Rake II. in the open class. The
former is well known; Rake II. has a good body ana coat and

property.
The kennel prize was awarded to Mr. Laidlaw's team. To

my mind the more even team of blacks shown by Messrs.
Luckwell &• Douglas should have won.
On the whole, spaniels were a fair lot, not showing much

improvement, but about holding their own. Mr. Wilmer-
ding, the everpopular, did well except in the cases I have
referred to. He did not "raise them up," as hewas expected
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to do, but in one or two instances lowered them. "We do not
want to come to the Type specimen of a cocker, and if we go
slow and feel our way, as breeders have been doing of late

years, I think we will before long be able to select a truly

typical cocker as our standard bearer. It is much to be re-

gretted that Mr. Bell lost that grand little dog Fascination
and that good bitch Troublesome; but tucked away carefully

in his most secure hiding place, it is dollars to cents "George"
has something that will astonish the natives in the coming
year. E. M. OLDHAM.

LIST OF AWARDS.

MASTIFFS.—Challkkge— 1st, Charles E. bunn's Lady Coleus.—
Open—Does; 1st and .id, W. D. Forbes's Grimsby Caution and Lord
Grimsby; 2d, J. J. E\'ftl s Raleigh; 4tl). David Smith'sBaron of Chester,

High com., E. L. Burden^s Lion and W. C. Whitaker's Mikado. Com.,
W. A. Cavers Toufrh. Bitches: 1st, Hugh Falconer's Attraction.

Puppies: 1st, W. D. Forbes's Prince Imperial; Sd and com., E. Gur-
ney'sDuke and Prince.—No-vice—1st and Sd, W. D. Forbes's Nige
and Lord Grimsby; 3d. W. B. Croy's Tom. Reserve, David Smith's
Baron of Chester. High com., W. C. Whitaker's Mikado.

ST. BERNARDS—RotiGH-CoATEn-OpsN—Kogs.- 1st, Bay City Ken-
nels' Lord Dante; 2d, Mrs. Ales. Mackenzie Hughes's Lord Wilton;
3d, Jaa. G. Worts's Captain Worts; 4th, Alex. Buntin's Dauntless.
Reserve, N. N. Howard's Safety. High com. H. Cronyn's Olaff. BitcJies:

I'st, M. M. Fenwick's Maypole; 2d, withheld. Puppies; 1st, M. M.
Fenwick's Lord Aberdeen

;
3d, J. A. Cheape's Hector.

ST. BERNARDS.—SiiooTH-CoATED-OPEN—Dog's; 1st., Bay City Ken-
nels' St. Augustine. Bitches: 1st, A. B. Van Blaricom's Glenwood
Goldy; 2d withheld,

ST. BERNARDS.—Rough or Smooth-Coated—Novice—Dog's; 1st,

James G. Worts's Captain Worts: 2d, H. Cronyn's Olaf ; 3d, M. M.
.Fenwick's Lord Aberdeen. Reserve, E. E. Starr's Kenmore. High
com., D. J. Pearce's Jefferson . Bitches: 1st, M. M. Fenwick's May-
pole; 2d, J. W. Nagle's Merchant Princess; 3d, G. W. Martin's Miss
Benmore. Reserve, Van Slaricom & Ferguson's Bessie.

GREAT DANES.

—

Challenge—1st, Mount Royal Kennels' Minerva's
Fawn.—Open—Dog's; 1st and 2d, Wcilverton Kennels' Lord Wolverton
and Senta's Brutus; 3d and 4th, Blount Royal Kennels' Royal Minor
and Royal Major. Bitches: 1st, Wolverton Kennels' Sento; 2d, Geo.
W. Schenk's Norimburga; 3d, H. P. Breay's Ruth; 4th, Mount Royal
Kennels' Melina.—Puppies—Dogrs; 1st, Wolverton Kennels' Senta's
Brutus; 2d, Shirley Stewart's Marc Anthony. Bitches: 1st and 2d,

Wolverton Kennels' Senta's Mascot and Senta's Rheda; 3d, Shirley
Stewart's Cleopatra,
GREYHOUNDS.—CHAJ.a.ENGB—Do{7s; 1st, A. W. Purbeck's Gem of

the Season. Bitches: 1st, A. W, Purbeck's Bestwood Daisy.

—

Open—
Dogs: 1st, P. J. Walsh, Jr.'s, Cheeky ; 3d, Toronto Kennels' Ranger.
Reserve, Toronto Kennels' Never Quit. Very high com., T. Walker's
Jonny Stringer. High com., A. W. Purbeck's Lord of Northcroft and
W. J. Tulk's Master Meranon, Bitches: 1st, J. Lewis's Wild Rose; 2d,

A. W. Purbeck's Southern Beauty; 3d, J. Wilson's Bridget. Reserve,
J. J. Sheedy's Ermine. Very liigh com., A. R. Gordon's Flyaway.—
Puppies—Dogs; 1st, A. W. Purbeck's Lord of Northcroft; 2d and 3d,

Toronto Kennels' Ranger and Rawyer. Bitches: 1st, Toronto Kennels'
Never Settle; 2d, W. J. Tulk's Pee-dee-Kee.

ENGLISH FOXHOUNDS.—Dogs; 1st and 2d, W. G. Wilbey's Spar-
tan and Bounce; 3d and com.. Typical Kennels' Sportsman, Jr., and
Snider. Bitches: 1st, T. WooUings's Rush.

AMERICAN FOXHOUNDS.—Dogs; 1st, R. D. Williams's Commo-
dore; 2d, 3d and very high com., J. Smith and E. Clark's Clinker,
Genius H. and Ringwood. High com.. Typical Kennels' Gainer. Com.,
J. F. Scholes'B Ruler. Bitches: 1st, J. Smith and E. Clark's Maud.
HARRIERS.—Dogs; No entries. Bitches: 1st withheld; 8d, Miss

Habart's Fan.

POINTERS.-Challenge—(551bs. and over)—1st, Lea.mington Point-
er Kennels' CountGraphic.

—

Open—Dogs: 1st and 3d, Canadian
Pointer Kennels' Molton Banner and" Donovan; 2d, Leamington
Pointer Kennels' Boxer. Very high com. res., Sam Holmes's Lord
Graphic Star. Very high com., not entered in catalogue. Bitches
(501bs. and over); 1st, T. G. Davey's Josie Bracket, 2d, Leamington
Kennels' Fancy Graphic; 3d, S, Holmes's Spotted Gii-1.—Challenge
Dogs (SSIbs. and under): 1st, L. A. Biddle's Glamorgan. Bitches (SOlbs.

and under: 1st, T. G. Davey's Lady Gay Spanker.—Open—Dogs; 1st and
8d, T. G. Davey's Ridgeview Comet and Beppo's Boy; 2d, J. H. Wuis-
low's Admiration. Very high com., Leamington Kennels' Bepoo
Graphic. Bitches: 1st, T. G. Davey's Miss Rumor; 2d, Leamington Ken-
nels' Count Graphic Baby; 3d, Mount Royal Kennels' Chaira. Reserve,
G. H. Briggs's Josie. Very high com., Prudhomme & Huntington's
Rosy.—Novice -1st, T. 6. Davey's Ridgeview Comet; 2d, J. H. Wins-
low's Admiration; 3d, S. Holmes's Spotted Girl. Reserve, G. H.
Briggs's Josie. High com., not entered in catalogue. Poppies—No
entries.

ENGLISH SETTERS.—Challenge—Brtc/ies; 1st, J. Lewis's Victress
Lewellyn.—Open—Dogs; 1st, H. Northwood's Wordsley Dude; 2d and
very high com.. Forest Kennels' Forest Rex and The Sultan; 3d,
R. Baugham's Baugham's London. Very high com. res., T. G. Davey's
Roy of Colehill. Very high com. and high com., Dr. .1. Kime's Royal
Dan and Druid, Jr. Very high com., W. C. Downlng's Benzme and
J. Ayre's Ponto. High com., S. Holmes's Dick. Bitches: Ist, Dr. J.
Kime's Lady Patch; 3d, C. Winchell's Nita Gitana; 3d, G. Kime's Rose
Rapid II. Reserve, G. H. Briggs's Starlight B. Very high com. and
high com., Forest Kennels' Forest. Trippo and Forest Lulu. Very
high com., C. H. Corbett's Lady Howard. High com., Littleton's
Nora Gladstone.—Novice—Dogs; 1st, Forest Kennels' Res; 2d, R.
Braugham's Baugham's London; 3d T. G. Davey's Roy of Colehill.
Reserve and very high com., Dr. J. Kime's Flying Jib and Mingo, Jr.
Very high com., S. Holmes's Sam H. Bitclies: ist, C. Winchell's Nita
Gitana; 2d, G. Kime's Rose Rapid H.

;
3d, G. H. Briggs's Starlight B.

Reserve and com.. Forest Kennels' Forest Trippo and Nia. Very
high com., Dr. J. Kime's Lady Luce, Dr. Littleton's Nora Gladstone.
High com., S. Holmes's Lulu.—Pui'pies—Dogs; 1st, S. Holmes's
Sam H. Bitches: 1st, S. Holmes's Vic H.

IRISH SETTERS.—Challenge—Dogs; 1st and 2d, Seminole Ken-
nels' champion Tim and Pride of Patsey. Very high com. and re-
serve, Oak Grove Kennels' Duke Elcho. Bitches: 1st. Oak Grove Ken-
nels' Queen Vic; 2d, Seminole Kennels' Elfreda.—OPBN—Dogs; 1st,
Townsend & Sharpless's Blarney, Jr. ; 2d and 3d, Seminole Kennels'
Young Tim and Mantank, Jr. Reserve, W. H. Apted's Toronto Jim.
Very high com., Douglas & Chambers's Toronto Little Phil and
Toronto ParneU. Bitches: 1st and com., Douglass & Chambers's To-
ronto Mollie and Toronto Kitty; 2d, Fred. Moe's Nona; 3d and high
com., Seminole Kennels' Delphine and Biddy. Reserve, Corbett's Mad-
cap H. Very high com., S. Austin Van Laudt's Alannah.Dr. S. G.
Dixon's Lady Cleveland and B. F. Lewis's Mollie. High com., Typical
Kennels' Nora.—Novice—Dogs; 1st, Douglas & Chambers's Toronto
Little Phil; 2d, J. A. Mills's Toronto Sport; 3d, E. G. E. McConkey's
Lorenzo. Bitclies: 1st, Douglas & Chambers's Toronto MoUie; 2d,
Fred. Moe's Nona; 3d, B. F. Lewis's Mollie.—PuppiBs—Dogs; 1st, Chas.
Howarth's Idstone. Bitches: 1st, Chas. Howarth's Nonah.
GORDON SETTERS —CHALLENOE—Dogs; 1st, Dr. S. G. Dixon's Ivan-

hoe. Bitches: 1st and 2d, Dr. S. G. Dixon's Duchess of Waverley and
Lady Waverley.—Open—Dogs; 1st, J. R. Oughton's Heather Lad; 2d,
Wm. O. Lindley's Homer S. ; 3d, Mount Royal Kennels' Mount Royal
Rush. Very high com., Dr. S. G. Dixon's Duke of WelUngton. Bitches:
1st and reserve, Dr. S. G. Dixon's Prince&s Louise and Sante Marie.
2d, S. Austin Van Landt's Dundee; 3d, very high com. and com,. Mount
Royal Kennels' Wanda, Mount Royal Floss and Mount Royal Myra.—
Novice—1st, Wm. O. Lindley's Homer S.

;
2d, Dr. S. G. Dixon's Sante

Mai'ie.

COLLIES.

—

Challenge—Dogs; 1st and Sd, Seminole Kennels' The
Squire and champion Roslyn Dandy. Bitches: 1st, Seminole Kennels'
champion Metchley Surprise.—Open—Dogs; 1st, Chestnut HiU Ken-
nels' Wellesbourne Charlie; 2d and reserve, Chesterford Park Kennels'
Chesterford Marvel and Chesterford Hei-o, 3d, Saunders & Mighton's
Finsbury Dude. Very high com., H. N. Crossley's Yardley Pox. High
com., C. Y. Ford's Metchley Bob. Bitches: ist and high com., Saund-
ers & Mighton's Nora and Inverclaud Beauty; 2d and reserve, Semi-
nole Kennels' Bertha H. and Mattie; 3d, McEwen & Gibso'n's Dawn;
4th, Mount Royal Kennels' Auch in Cairnie Judy. Very high com., R.
McFadyen's Bernier.-NoviOK—Dogs; 1st and 3d, Chesterford Park
Kennels' Chesterford Marvel and Chesterford Hero; 2d and com..
Saunders & Mighton"s Fiiishury Dude and Glendale. Reserve, J. A,
McGihivray's Mack, Very high com., F. Turner's Columbus. High
com., J. Whliamson's Rover and T. Scott's Clyde. Bitches; 1st and
high com , Saunders & Mighton's Nora and Invercauld Beauty; 2d and
reserve, McEwen & Gibson's Bodkin and Cheyne; 3d, Seminole Ken-
nels' Mattie.—PcppiES—Dogs; 1st, E. M. Robertson's Qlenisla; 2d, F.
Tui-ner's Columbus; 3d, withheld. Bitches: 1st, withheld; 2d, Vivian
Moyle's Otterburn Lassie.

BULLDOGS.—Dogs; 1st, Toon & Symond's Romance. Bitches: 1st,
A. D. Stewart's Lady Winnie.

BULL-TERRIERS.- Challenge — 1st, Luyboro Kennels' Crish.—
Open—SOlbs. and Oveh—Dogs; 1st and reserve, W. J. Higginsou's
Duke of Rochester and Billy Bulger; 2d, J. MacCormack's Chatham
Bob, 3d, Brodie & Lyndon's Jonn L. Sullivan. Bitches: 1st, Went-
worth Kennels' Edgewood Robin; 2d, Lansdowne Kennels' Lad.r Vel-
mer; 3d, W. Hammall's Vesper Bell.—Under 30ibs.—Dogs; 1st, Went-
worth Kennels' champion Principio; 2d, A. T. Wilgress's Ted Pritch-
ard; 3d, W. J. Higginsou's Earl of Rochester. Bitches: 1st and 3d,
W, J. Higginsou's Pearl of Rochester and Lady of Rochestei*; 2d,

Wentworth Kennels' Kathleen Mavourneeu. Puppies; 1st, 2d, Sd and
reserve, W. J. Higginsou's Duke of Rochester, Pearl of Rochester,
Lady of Rochester and Earl of Rochester.

AIREDALE TERRIERS.—1st, A. S. Howard's Harvey.
IRISH TERRIERS.—CHALLENSK-lst, Toon & Symonds's Jack

Briggs: 2d, H. O'Connor's Galtees.—Open—27ogs; lat. Toon & Sy-
monds's Brickbat, Jr. ;,2d, J. B. McLean's The Canadian Ambassador;
3d, E. Brooks's Southborough Paddy. Reserve, R. Northeote's Jack.
Com , R. Hood's Rugby Ben. Bitches: 1st, P. Brown's Killarney Girl;

2d, Toon & Symonds^s Judy; 3d, E. Brooks's Nora H. Reserve, Mrs.
P. Brown's Peggie. Com , Compton Kennels' Shamrock Judy. Pup-
pies: 1st, A. Mhrdock's Rugby Tim; 2d, B. F. Lewis's Mick; 3d, A. B.
Bolton's Cribb.

DANDIE DINMONTS.—Challenge-1st, E. Brooks's King o' the
Heather.—Open—Dogs; 1st, E. Brooks' Heather Amphion. Bitches;
1st and very high com., E. Brooks's Ainsty Daisy and Heather Peggy
H.

;
2d, J. A. Noble's Thirsty; 3d, A. G. H. Luston's Mena.

BEDLINGTONS.—Dogs; 1st, W. A. S. Kingdon's Jack; 2d, Typical
Kennels' Peter .Iackson; 3d, Doty & Gordon's Tallyho. Bitches: 1st,

Mount Royal Kennels' Tibbie; 2d and very high com., A. Trebilc^ck's
Mattie and Polly IH. ; 3d, Doty & Gordon's Jerry.

SCOTCH TERRIERS.—Challenge— Lst, Toon & Symonds's Tiree;
.2d, H. Brooks's Kilroy.—Open—Dogs; 1st, Toon & Symonds's Runu-
nam; 2d. 3d and reserve, H. Brooks' Wankie Ted, Kilcree and Wankie
Tarn. Very high com., A. C. Gibson's Jock, W. P. Fraser's Lovat and
Chesterford Park Kennels' The Colored Preacher. Bitches: Ist. 2d
and 3d, H. Brooks' Wankie Diana. Careta and Zembra.

.
Reserve,

Compton Kennels' Compton Belle. Puppies: Ist, H. Brooks's Wankie
Tarn; 2d, Compton Kennels' Compton Belle.

SKYE TERRIERS.—Challenge—1st, C. A. Shinn's Sir Stalford—
Open—Dogs: 1st, S. Barr'sSir Thomas.

BLACK AND TAN TERRIERS (over Tibs.)—Challenge—1st and
2d, Dr. H. T. Foote's Bloomfield Sultan and Rochelle Madge.—Open—
Dogs: 1st, C. Farrow's Samho; 2d, Chesterford Park Kennels' Rochelle
Dolah; .3d, R. Rennie's The Black Earl. Reserve, Dr. H. T. Foote's
Rochelle Lord. Very high com., A. E. Elmer's Bob. Bitches: 1st and
high com., Chesterford Park Kennels' Betsy and Rochelle Mab; 2d,

Toon & Symonds's Gipsy Girl; 3d, J. E. Anderson's Grit. Reserve, R.
Crooks' Ruby H. Very high com., Dr. H. T. Foote's Topaz. Pup-
pies: No entries.

POODLES.—Challenge—1st, L. A. Biddle's Beoi.-Open—Fhhnch—
Dogs; 1st, Dr. S. G. Dixon's Czar. Bitches; lstand2d, Dr. S G. Dixon's
Czarina and Mercy.

—

Russlin—1st, Major McDonald's Doctor Vair

IRISH WATER SPANIELS.—Dogs; 1st and 2d, T. A. Carson's Musha
and Dan Rice; 3d, Wm. M. Irving's Shot Rue Bitches; 1st and 2d,
T. A. Carson's SheUia and Rose O'Neill. Puppies: 1st, T. A. Carson's
Musha.

CLUMBER SPANIELS.—Challenge—1st., G. B. Smart's Darby.—
Open—Dogs; 1st, W. A. Fleming's Rake II.

FIELD SPANIELS.—Challenge-Over 28lbs.— 1st, A. E. Foster's
Judge. High com., Typical Kennels' Samson.—Open—Black—Dogs;
1st, J. A. Spracklin's Nig. Com,, Typical Kennels' King Bruce.
Bitches; Id, J. A. Spracklin's Mora; 2d, W, B. Palmer's Grace.-Liver
Colored—1.St, high com. and com., Typical Kennels' Napoleon, King
Lear and King Pat; 2d, J. A. Sprackhn's Queen.—Any Other Color—
Ist. J. A. Spracklin's Workman; 2d and 3d, Typical Kennels' Antique
and Leslie; 4th, M. H. Douglas's Billy. Puppies: 2d, Typical Kennels'
King Lear.

COCKER SPANIELS.—Not over 28lbs.—Challenge—Bt.ack—Dogs;
1st, Luck well & Douglas's champion Black Duck; 2d, Ancient &
Modern Kennels' champion King of Obos. Bitches; 1st, Ancient &
Modern Kennels' champion I Say.

—

Ajjt Other Color than Black——Dogs; 1st and 2d, Brant Cocker Kennels' Brantford Red Jacket and
Red Roland. Bitches; 1st, A. Laidlavv's Jessie C.

—

Open—Black—
Dogs; 1st, Blake & Herbertson's Pickpauia; 2d and 3d, Luckwell
& Douglas's Black Dufferin H. and Woodland Prince; 4th, L. Farwell's
Black Brant. Reserve, Raven Cocker Kennels' Beau Kay. Very high
com., S. H. Thompson's Say. High com., Raven Cocker Kennels'
Chancellor, T. Armstrong's Tasso, G. AUward's Black Robbie, Typical
Kennels' Roger. Bitches; 1st, A. Laidlaw's Rideau Reine; 2d, Ancient
& Modern Kennels' Realization; 3d, Luckwell & Douglas's Kitty; 4th,

A. Laidlaw's Cora II. Reserve, Concord Cocker Kennels' Lady DuE-
erin. Very high com., Raven Kennels' Raven Duchess and Nellie Raven.
J. Ayres's Nellie. High com., .1. Pipher's Beauty, .\ncient & Modern
Kennels' Fashion. Com., W. B. Palmer's Gem.—.-Vny Other Color
THAN Black—Dog.s; 1st, T. Clappison's Hamilton Jack; 2d, T. >IcK.
Robertson's Red Obo; 3d, P. Flynn's Red Justice; 4th, Brant Cocker
Kennels' Gtolden Rod. Very high com. reserve. Concord Cocker Ken
nels' Brantford Rufus. Very high com.. Brant Cocker Kennels' Brant
ford Red Star, Typical Kennels' ICing Rufus. High com., W. C. Nib-
lett's Russett, W. B. Palmer's Sturdy, Com., G, AUward's Red Rob-
bie, R. S. & F. M. Gowan's Redfellow. Bitches: 1st, A. Laidlaw's
Tonito; 2d, Luckwell & Douglas's Bessie Warner; .3d. W. C. Niblett's
Gypsey Queen; 4th, Raglan Kennels' Raglan Rnssette. Very high
com. reserve. Brant Cocker Kennels' Brantford Beauty. Very high
com., R. S. & F. M. Gowan's Dot. High com,. Seminole Kennels'
Cherry Blossom.—Novioe—Any Color-Dogs; 1st, T. Clappison's
Hamilton Jack; 2d, Luckwell & Douglas's Woodland Prince; 3d,
Raven Cocker Kennels' Chancellor. Reserve, Brant Cocker Kennels'
Brantford Bed Star. Very high com., F. Flynn's Red Justice. High
com., G. AUward's Red Robbie, Raven Cooker Kennels' Beau Kay.
Bitches; 1st, Luckwell & Douglas's Kitty

; 2d, A. Laidlaw's Cora H.
3d, Raven Cocker Kennels' Nellie Raven. Reserve, Raglan Kennels'
Raglan Russette. Very high com.. Brant Cocker Kennels' Brantford
Beauty, J. Ayres's NeUie, Raven Cocker Kennels' Raven Duchess.
High com., T. Clappison's Hamilton Jill.—Puppies—Dogs; 1st, Luck-
well & Douglas's Black Dufferin II.

; 2d, Raven Cocker Kennels' Chan-
cellor ; 3d, Brant Cocker Kennels' Golden Rod. Very high com. re-
serve, G. AUward's Red Robbie. Very high com., Brant Cocker Ken-
nels' Brantford Red Star. Hish com., T. Armstrong's Tasso, Ancient
and Modern Kennels' Type. Bitches; 1st and 3d, J. A. Spracklin's Ina
and Spracklin's Nelhe; 2d, Raven Cocker Kennels' Raven Duchess.
Very high com,, W. B. Palmer's Gem. High com., Typical Kennels'
Chestnut.

DACHSHUNDS.—Open—Dogs; 2d, J. B. Allan's Faust. Bitches: 1st
and 3d, Ricketts's Frieda and Huldah; 2d, T. C. Bloggs's Lena.

BEAGLES.—Challbnge—o^t3r ]3in.—Dogs; 1st, Hornell Harmony
Kennels' champion Tricotrin; 2d, B. F. Lewis's Doctor. Bitches; 1st,
Hornell Harmony Kennels' champion Elf.—Open—Dogs; 1st, 2(1 and
ver3' high com. reserve, Hornell Harmony Kennels' Sherry, Roger W.
and Iliwaco. High com., Sehole's Driver. Com., Smillie & Viasey's
Samson, Oakview Kennels' Tony WeUer U, Bitches: 1st, Hornell
Harmony Kennels' Daisy Corbett; 2d, A. Scheie's Pipelo; 3d, Oak-
view Kennels' Snowllake. Very high com. reserve, A. Scholes's Lillie.

Very high com., Hornell Harmony Kennels' Vashta O. High com.,
Albion Beagle Kennels' Graceful. Puppies: 1st, Oakview Kennels'
Tony Weller H.; 2d, P. Wakefield's Blucher.*-CHALLENOE—13in. and
UNDER-Dogs; Isfc, Hornell Harmony Kennels' champion Royal Krue-
ger, Bitclies: 1st, Hornell Harmony Kennels' champion Ava W.

—

Open—Dogs; 1st and 2d, Hornell Harmony Kennels' Little Wonder
and Kester. Bitches: 1st, J. MuUane's Beauty; 3d and reserve, Hornell
Harmony Kennels' Evangeline and Queechy ; 3d, H. Finn's Sly Lass.
Very high com., Arden Fox-Terrier and Beagle Kennels' Arden's Cora
Krueger, F. L, Maybel's Dainty, High com,, Mrs. Bowman's Flora.
Com., Oakview Kennels' Oakview Jenny.

FOX-TERRIERS.—Challenge—Dogs; 1st, G. Bell's Dusky Trap; 3d,
A. A. McDonald's champion Blemton Trump.

—

Open— Dogs; 1st, R. G,
Stewart's Holster; 2d, Lansdowne Kennels' Poverina; 3d. Clover Hill
Kennels' Tom Tom; 4th, A. A. McDonald's Calchas. Bitches: 1st,

Toon & Symonds's Lady Roseberry; 2d and high com,. Clover Hill
Kennels' Cambridge Girl and Tambourine; 3d and com, A. D. .Stew-
art's Policy and Ruth; 4th, G. M. Carnochan's Cairnsmuir Solo.

—

Pup-
pies—Dogs; 1st, J. O. Bennett's ICing Joe; 2d, Brodie & Ljmdon's
Tally Ho; 3d, Clover Hill Kennels' Tyro. Bitches; 1st. A. Macdonald's
Vixi; 2d, A. D. Stewart's Policy; 3d, Chesterford Park Kennels' Ches-
terford Flurry.-NovicE-lst, J. O. Bennett's Stardale Bolle: 2d, A. A.
Macdonald's Vixi; 3d and reserve, Clover Hill Kiiiuicls' Cambridge
Girl and Tantrums. Very high com., A, D. Stewart's Polic}'. High
com., G. M. Carnochan's Cairnsmuir Solo. Com,, Ardon Fox-Terrier
and Beagle Kennels' Arden Belle and Cambridge Fox-Terrier Kennels'
Blemton Edehver's and Cambridge Patch,—Wire-Haired—Dogs; 1st
and high com, A, D. Stewart's Partney Cornet and Marksman; 2d,
4th and very high com. re.serve, Compton Kennels' Compton Venom,
Tinder Box and Compton Bruiser; 3d, A. A. Macdonald's Dark Eye.
Bitdies; 1st, A. A. Macdonald's Bonnet; 2d, Q. M. Carnochan's Suf-
folk Tassel; 3d, A. D. Stewart's My Queen.

—

Novice—Ist and 3d, Comp-
ton Kennels' Compton Venom and Compton Bruiser; .2d, A. A. aiac-
donald's Bonnet. Very high com. reserve, A. D. Stewart's Marksman.
Puppies: 1st and yd, Compton Kemiels' Compton Venom and Comp-
ton Briuser; 3d, A. D. Stewart's Marksman.
YORKSHIRE TERRIERS.—Open—Disgs; 1st and 2d, Mrs. J. A. Pitt's

Little Pop and Bill Nj^e; 3d, L. J. Townes's Young Royal. Bitches;
1st and 3d, Mrs. J. A. Pitt's Baby Bunting and Minnie. Very high com.
and high com., Jarvis Thompson, Jr.'s Jiliss Jumbo and Tiny'O'Neil.
Puppies: 1st withheld; 2d, J. Thompson's Clara K.

TOY TERRIERS (other than Yorkshires).—Open—Dogs; 1st, G.
E. Mausen's Jole; 2d and 3d, W. R. Mumford's Paddy Tricks and Little
Mike. Bitches; 1st, W. R. Mumford's Tessie; 2d, E. F. M^umford's
Dimple.

PUGS.—Challengb—Dogs; 1st, M. H. Cryer's Bob Ivy. Bitches:
1st, Seminole Kennels' champion Midget.—Open—Dogs; 1st, Bertha

Brittan's Royal Dusky; 3d, Seminole Kennels' Little Jewel. Bitches:
Ist, Hugh Falconer's Cherub H. Puppies: 1st, Seminole Kennels'
Banker II.

KING CHARLES SPANIELS.—CHALLKNGE—lst and 2d, Allen Trebil-
cock's Toronto Royal Duke and Topsy.—Open—Dogs; 1st, Mrs. R. G.
Wilkie's Le Roi. Bitches; 1st, Ben Davis's Rose; 2ci, Allen Trebilcock's
Ruby, Puppies; 1st, Mrs, R. G. Wilkie's Le Roi.

RUBY BLENHIEM AND PRINCE CHARLES SPANIELS. - ISt
withheld; 2d, Allen Trebilcock's Romeo.
ITALIAN GREYHOUNDS.—Ist, Ben Davis's Dainty Lass,

MISCELLANEOUS.—Prizes withheld.

SELLING CLASS.—$20 or Under—Toon & Symonds' Sheffield Lad.

SPECIALS.
Greyhounds, sweepstake for American-bred dogs or bitches who

have never won a money prize: 1st, Never Quit; 2d. Master Memnon;
3d, Pee-dee-kee. Best American foxhound, Roger WUliams's Com-
modore. Pointers, best dog in show owned by member of Pointer
Club, T. G. Davey's Ridgeview Comet. Best bitch, T. G. Davey's
Josie Bracket. Best dog in open classes, Molton Banner. Best bitch
in open class, Josie Bracket. English setters, sweepstakes: 1st, Rose
Rapid; 2d, Forest Rex: 3d, Lady Luce; 4t.h, Lulu. Collies, bestpupj)y
dog, Glenisla. Best bitch, Otterburn Lassie. Best Skye terrier, .Sir

Stafford. Black and tan terriers, best American-bred' dog. Sambo.
Best bitch, ditto. Grit. Spaniels, best field. Judex. Best kennel of
field, J. A. Spracklin, 6. Best kennel of cockers, Andrew Laidlaw.
Best kennel of Irish water spaniels, T. A. Carson's. Best cocker dog
owned in Toronto, L. Farewell's Black Brant. Best sired by Mr. BeU's
dogs, Sam H. Thompson's Say. Mr. Spracklin's Mona and Nig. Sweep-
stakes: 1st, Tonito; 2d, CoraH. ; 3d, Raglan Russette; 4th, Beau-kay.
Beatles, sweepstakes: Ist, Daisy Corbett. Best dog in sliow (N. B. C.
special), champion Royal Krueger. Best bit'.-h, champion Elf. Fox-
terriers, Fox-terrier Club's specials, open to members only, best team,
H. P. Thompson. Best team of wires, Compton Kennels. Best brace,
dog and bitch (smooth), Vixi and champion Blemton Trump. Best
brace of wires, Dark Eye and Bonnet Best dog (smooth). Dusky
Trap. Best bitch (smooth), Stardale Belle. Best dog (wire), Pardney
Comet. Best bitch (wire). Bonnet. Canadian-bred dog puppy
(smooth), under ]2mos., King Joe. Best bitch, ditto, Vixi. Best dog,
ditto (wire), Compton Venom. Best kennel Yorkshires, Mrs. Pitts.
Best kennel of pugs, Seminole Kennels' Ash inont Trophy and cham-
pion Tim, T G. Davey's Lady Gay Spanker reserve.

The "Ashmoiit" Trophy Fizzle at Toronto.
EdAtor Forest and Stream:
Was there a dog owner at the Toronto show who was not

di-sgusted over the most ridiculous farce ever enacted at a.

dog show—1 6., the awarding of the "Ashmont" trophy? I
write DOW to you, Mr. Editor, for information as to the' con-
ditions under which this "Ashmont" trophy speci.al was
offered. As I understand it, this special was given by Dr.
Perry to be won three times by an owner at .shows and in
classes judged by Mr. Masou. On these couditious it was
offered at Philadelphia and Detroit and won by Tiree: at
Boston and won by Wellesbourne Charlie, and at Wissahickon
and won by The Squire. At the Toronto show, much to the
surprise (to put it mildly) of everj; dogman present, the con-
ditions were changed, \vithout notice of any kind, and instead
of the trophy being awarded to the best dog in classes judged
by Mr. Mason, it was awarded to the best dog in the sliow (?).

Now, the information I ask for I will put in the form of
questions, and I hope if you will not answer them yourself
you will find space in your popular columns, so that possibly
one of your readers will supply them.
First—Am I right as to the original conditions under

which this special was nft'ered?

Second—^If so by whose authority wei'e the conditions
altered?
Third—Had anybody a right to change the conditions

without first obtaining the consent of the owners who had
won an interest in it?

Fourth—Why was not the special offered and conditions
given in the official catalogue?
Fifth—What right had Mr. Mason to judge the dogs in

Me.ssrs. Davidson's, Wilmerdiog's and Krueger's classes?
Sixth—Should uot all the judges have judged this .special

and a majority vote goverued the decision?
Seventh—Who selected the representative dogs of the

different breeds not in Mr. Mason's classes?
Eighth—Have not the owners who had dogs entered in Mr.

Mason's classes a good right to protest against the sporting
dogs being entered for competition?
These questions if answered will, I think, forever settle

the vexed question oE the "Ashmont" trophy and rightly the
trophy itself. The remarks I have heard about this special
have been far from complimentary to the whole business.
Such an action as this of changing the couditions of a
special would not 1 am certaiu be tolerated for an instant at
an A. K. C. show, and why the Toronto management would
allow '"even Mr. Mason" to play witli them in tliis fashion
is an enigma to every honest dog man in Toronto to day.
There are those who say that Mr. Mason, having seen at the
Toronto show

"What a tangled web we weave
When first we venture to deceive,"

will, to get out of the mess his evident desire to shine in the
eyes of the public, like the diamond in the "Ashmonn" (?)
trophy, has got him into, hedge his book and award the
prize to Tim at the Moimt Holly show, thnsendiug the fiasco
iQstead of continuing to blow his own trumpet by means of
another man's special and name. I. M. O^^Torr.
Toronto, Can., Sept. 10.

Southern California Field Trials.

Editor Forest and Stream:
There was a meeting of the governing board of the South-

ern California Field Trials Club, held on Sept. 3, to acton the
matter of dates, which were looked on with disfavor by a few
of the sportsmen o£ the State, and not wishing to have our
dates work a hardship on any who wished to enter their dogs,
it was deemed advLsable to havetheopijiionsontliesubjectof
those who had already entered their dogs for the Derby, and
the result, the secretary reports, was unanimously in favor of
the dates chosen. As the organization was effected for the
purpose of improving the sporting dogs of the State in gen-
eral and those of southern California in particular, it seema
but just that we should select dates when the dogs can work
to advantage and when the greatest ntamber of sportsmen
can get away. Our opening day, Jan. 1, is one that is gener-
ally celebrated by a day afield, and will afford an opportu-
nity for many to witness at least one day's work who other-
wise could not attend at all. As preparations are already
under way for the entertainment of visitors, there should be
no cause whatever for complaint. Ample quarters are in
waiting for handlers and their dogs, the cost of which will
uot exceed SI per day. There are birds within ten minutes'
walk of the proposed quarters. The hotel accommodations
will be first class, with charges moderate. Single teams, $3
per day, and a good double rig can be had for $3. This can-
not be called extortion. We see no good reason for any
change of dates ju.st to accommoilare a few who in all prob-
ability would not attend. The sportsman who has the wel-
fare of his companions at heart can and will surely have a
most enjoyable time. The effect of a friendly meeting of
sportsmen is most wholesome to the interest in sport, and it
is hoped that our meeting will be the first of many, where we
can explain why we did not win and enlighten our more for-
tunate friends on the subject p£ field trial dogs. Tonner.
North Ontario, Sept. 4.

The preliminary notice of the Toronto show entries in our
last issue reads like a circus poster, but we knew nothing of
it until our return from Toronto, and claim indulgence
from the cognos.ccnU,
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DOG CHAT.

The Ashmont Trophy.

We scarcely remember, even in the old pointer squabbles
of years past," when so mixch rancorous feeling was created
at a show as that caused by the manner in which the "Ash-
mont Trophy" was awarded at Toronto. No one begrudged
such a good dog as Ch. Tim the victory that was unex-
pectedly his, but it was the peculiar change in the conditions
which govern this special. A correspondent in another
column, whom we may at once say stands high in the esti-

mation of dogmen, asks several questions. The answers to
most of them are apparent. We understand that the man-
agers of the Toronto show applied several times for the con-
ditions, etc., applying to this " Trojjhy," but received no
answer. The " Trophy" was not mentioned in the catalogue.
The conditions under which this " Trophy" has been given
stated that competition is restricted to dogs and bitches
which Mr. Mason has judged. There was no harm in this,

and as the "Trophy" was a handsome one, it gave rise to

much rivalry and considerable interest attached to the final

outcome. Now all this is changed, and the sooner the com-
petition is ended the better it will be for those most inter-

ested. The way in which this special was judged was a
presumptuous insult to the other judges whose breeds Mr.
Mason called into the ring. Again the increased competition
was unfair to those of the owners and dogs that had already
a claim on the " Trophy" through previous wins under the
original conditions. Any way we look at it, it is bad.
The fact that Mr. Mason judged all breeds for the trophy

implied that the other judges were not competent to have a
voice in the matter, and this was the feeling among the ex-
hibitors at the show. And evidently a similar feeling exists

in the office of the Fanciers' Journal, of which Mr. Mason
is the editor, judging from the following in their last week's
issue: "As we go to pre.ss we learn by dispatch from Toronto
that the 'Ashmont' trophy was won by Tim, with Lady
Gay Spanker reserve. From this we are led to believe that
Mr. Davidson could not have been present and that Mr.
Mason took his classes. This we are unable to verify owing
to lack of time." The character of this special now partakes
more of the hippodrome, and we are surprised that the
donor should lend himself to such a scheme or rather farce.

Mt. Holly, as our correspondent suggests, will probably see
the finish. And it would be well.

Toronto Show.
There were many visitors at Toronto show. Among them

we noticed A. D. Stewart, fresh from England; Dr. Foote,
who is on his way to Chicago, but looking far from well; A.
W. Smith, having his semi-annual fling and full of jokes and
chaff, as usual; Dr. Mills, planning improvements in dog-
dom; E. M. Uldham, keeping tab on spaniel type; W. J.

Higginsou, proud as Lucifer of his terriers; German Hop-
kins sighing for a string of good ones; George Bell thinking
of "what ruight have been;" John Davidson, looking as spry
as a two-year-old after many miles of travel lately; F. H. P.
Mercer, looking very legal; Ed. WLxom, a little quieter than
usual, but "Uncle Dick" made up for it; James Green, with
quite a Scotch accent; George Thomas, looking very tired
after the Ashmont trophy judging, and T. A. Dewey, quite
reserved in manner from the same cause; Ben. Lewis, mourn-
ing the decadence of dog shows from a pecuniary view;
Will. Conners, too pleased to express himself when Tim got
the blue. Others we saw were Jas. Lindsay, A. M. Hughes,
W. D. Forbes, H. Massey, W. S. Jackson, C'. J. Bou.sfleld, W.
J. Talk, J. D. C. Glynn, A. A. MacDonald, C. E. Ireson, F.
B. Carlisle, Fred. Hobart, John F. Scholes, Joseph Smith, E.
Clark, Hes. Milkens, Dr. J. Rune, L. A. Van Zandt, E, B,
Elliott, Dr. Griffin, P. J. Keyes, S. Glass, A. Murdock, H. L.
Kreuder, Wareham Whitney and a party from Rochester;
Dr. Bamber, Harry Yates, Henry Brooks, C. M. Nelles, A.
Laidlaw, Jas. Luckwell, George Douglass, J. Kennedy, Tom
Blake, Joe Spracklin and many others.

The Irish Setter Club Trials.

We call attention to the advertisement of the third annual
field trials of the Irish Setter Club, which appears in our
business columns. After many trials and tribulations all

arrangements have been completed. The grounds are located
near Thomasville, N. C, and board can he obtained at the
Mock House for $2 per day, including everything. Saddle
horses are §1 per day, single teams $1.50 and double teams
$i3.50, including a man. The prizes are not as large as it was
desired to make them, but if the entries warrant it they will
ibe increased. A special prize or two may also be given.
Entry blanks will be ready for distribution by the time this
is in print. The club is fortunate in securing the services of
Ml'. W. S. Bell, so favorably known in connection with the
Central Field Trials, as judge. Dr. Davis writes: "Now that
everything is ready I hope the Irish setter men will come for-

ward and make these trials a success. Every single entry
counts, and we would like to see the man with a single dog
come and try his luck as well as he who has .several. These
j'eunions are always very pleasant and I hope to ha\'e the
pleasure of meetiag at the coming one many of those with
whom I have corresponded but never seen."

A Commendable Innovation.

Mr. J. E. Isgrigg, of Chicago, has set an excellenfexample
by refusing to indulge in a newspaper controversy with a
trainer with whom he has had unsatisfactory dealing. Mr.
Isgrigg tells us that he will resort to the American Ken-
nel Club, the field trial clubs and the courts for the remedies
provided by each. Such a course is likely to prove as satis-

factory to every aggrieved individual personally as it surely
will to the public. The day has gone by when questionable
dog transactions should be made topics of protracted discus-
,siou in the papers.

Death of Richmond Olive.

Mr. Donovan tells us that Mr. Heald writes Mm that
"'poor old Nancy," as he calls her, but known to show goers
as Richmond Olive, the celebrated fox-terrier bitch, died at
Mr. Thayer's kennels on Sept. 3. Her list of winnings is a
long one, commencing at Toronto, in 1S84, where she won
first and three specials. There was probably no fox-terrier
in this country in which dog lovers were so interested several
years past as in Richmond Olive, and until the appearance
of Rachel and Lucifer, held undisputed sway in the prize
lists, and she "kejit herself" much longer than the average
terrier.,

Pug Killed.

Uncle Dick is full of trouble over the loss of his pugdog
Peoria Jerry while on the way to the Toronto show. While
lie was exercising the dogs outside the station at Buffalo,
Mr. .Fellows tells us ^that a truckman drove deliberately
over the dog and crushed his life out. Uncle Dick thinks it

lucky he did not have a pistol, as he might now be awaiting
a verdict of manslaughter in some degree or other. Our
Hornellsville friend avers that the pug curled his tail so
tight he couldn't shut his eyes, and this makes the loss so
much more serious.

Libels and rumors of libels were flying thick and fast at
Toronto. Mr. Mercer was very busy trying to serv^e a sum-
mons on Dr. Mills in a suit for §10,00() damages for alleged
libel contained in his address that we reviewed last week.

Dr. Mills did not care to assume any .direct responsibility in
the matter, and we must say the manner of service was
scarcely in accordance with our notion of a Chevalier Bayard.
Whatever the inj ury , the show ring is no place for such action
among dogmen. AH this sort of thing must stop and at
once. The whole kennel interest of the country is suffering
from it.

It has been a subject for surprise that Wellesbourne Char-
lie was not shown for the Ashmont trophy at Wissahickon
when The Squire won. It seems in the earlier part of the
show during the other special judging when the collies were
brought in for the special for best in show Mr. Mason an-
nounced that he would not judge them then but would leave
it till the last day, when he would award the Ashmont
trophy. Mr. Jarrett was not pleased with the arrangement
and withdrew his dog from further competition.

Mr. Wixom felt pretty proud of his kennel record at To-
ronto, and well he might, when we find that ten out of the
thirteen winners he showed were bred by himself. Is it not
about time he donned the ermine according to some precepts?

Our contemporary hardly got that great Dane tale right.
When Mr. Glynn, owner of the Wolverton Kennels, was
bringing in his great Danes on Monday one of them got away,
and being chased by boys took to the lake, near the Fair
grounds. He swam round for some .time and then came out
and made his way to the gate again, but the gatekeepers sent
him off several times, not thinking he was one of the show
dogs. Finally Mr. Glynn heard of it, and captured him in
time for judging, where as Senta's Brutus he won first in
puppy Class. Toronto papers worked iip a weird story on
the subject, and implied that if he had not stopped he was
swimming yet.

Canadian Fox-Terrier Club.

The display of trophies made by this club at Toronto show
was a most surprising one—four large pieces of silver, up-
ward of 2ft. in height, surmounted by a bowl, under which
stood a capital representation of a fox"-terrier that should be
a guide to the fortunate winner to breed one like it in type,
were flanked by numerous fine cups donated by different
members. We hope to give a picture of this display to show
Americans what our cousins over the border are capable of
doing on short notice.

George Thomas says Paddy Doolan, the Northcroft Irish
terrier, can do that Badger at Philadelphia, and he is getting
him into traiuing. Be careful, the badger game is a hard one
to beat.

Cockers for Medford.
During the Toronto show Mr. Brooks bought the cocker

Woodland Prince; third in open black dogs and second in
novice dogs, also the winning bitch puppy Ina. We hear the
Misses Brooks are devoting some attention to this part of the
Wankie Kennels, and the kennel is expected to be pretty by
the time New York show comes round.

Toronto is proverbially stiff-necked in the matter of admis-
sion tickets, but surely there is some lack of management
somewhere when a judge has to pay to get in, though he
shows his badge. This occurred to Mr. Davidson one morn-
ing during the show. Tom Blake was also a sufferer because
he preferred to get his meals outside the grounds. There
were several complaints from others over similar treatment.
The idea seems to be when they get you in you must stay for
the rest of the day and spend your money and ruin your con-
stitution on pie and red lemonade and such delicacies.

Cribbage.

This crack wire-hair arrived on the steamship Spain shipped
to Mr. H. W. Smith by Mr. Fred Man.sell. Cribbage ^viIl

make his debut at Cranston this week. Surrey Janet tarries
awhile longer. The English papers deprecate several things
that have been said about this bitch and congi-afculate Mr.
Smith on owning her. ^ock-Keeper mentally remarked on
seeing her, "Cheap at a nundred," and pounds, not dollars.

Other Importations.

With Cribbage came the Irish setter Signal for Dr. Jarvis,
also the pugs Dong and Haughty Madge for L. C. Nims,
Somerville, O., from Mr. Houldsworth, of Bradford, Eng-
land.

Our Quaker contemporary should know better than to
crow over a little "wire" from Morris, Manitoba, and sup-
pose we should attempt to snatch the glory from them. Of
course the editox-ial talent is young yet, but probably they
will find out in course of time that there is such a thing as
the Associated Press, and further, that New York papers are
not slow to avail themselves of its benefits, and such a dis-
patch was the one .spoken of.

We received a call yesterday from Mr. J, B. Martin, of San
Francisco, Cal., a well known fox-terrier breeder. He will
attend the Cranston show and judge for himself how Eastern
shows compare with those on the Pacific slope.

Dr. O. S. Bamber, of Rochester, N. Y., has transferred the
beagle Jack Rowett to a friend in Cuba, N. Y.

Death of Obadiah.

The well-known cocker, Obadiah, is no more. He was run
over by a cab and killed, At the time of his death he was
owned by Mr. HaiTy Yates, of Rochester, who had pur-
chased him fi'om Dr. O. S. Bamber. Obadiah is principally
known as the sire of Fascination.

We know that Mr. Leslie must feel much disappointment
as well as regret in the death of his pointer bitch Cora of
Lynn. She broke away from her kennel and making straight
for the railroad, met death by being run over by the cars.
She was in charge of Mr. W. B. McCloud, owner of Liberty
Kennels, Hyattsville, 0., who was preparing her for field

work in which she gave great promise. Cora was by Tempest
ex Nadjy of Naso and a full sister to Duke of Kent II.

Ottawa Show.
The Canadian Kennel Club diplomas wUl be competed for

at Ottawa this year. J. Otis Fellows will judge all classes.

Any one in search of good bull-terriers is likely to drop on
a winner in the litter Chatham Kennels offers this week in
our business columns. All bull-terrier men know what
White Wonder is, and Queenjof .the Dale is the dam of True
Blue and grand dam of Prince Gully and Mermaid, familiar
names in prize lists. Queen of the Dale has always been a
matron of merit; for one litter in England an offer was made
of $1,500 and refused.

Mr. G, W. Patterson is exceedingly pleased with a large
litter of twelve that his St. Bernard Lady Lomond has by
Mr. Moore's ^Uton, Jr. They are said to have remarkably
large heads and are all lively and well. Alton, Jr., Altoneer
and such dogs are bound to improve oar St. Bernards if

judiciously used.

California. Notes.

E. K. Benchley. of Los Angeles, reports a litter of winning
pointers, by Kan Koo, out of Kioto.
While PoEEST AND STREAM will ever be received with a

cordial welcome by sportsmen throughout America, the
new candidate for honors, The Breeder and Sportsman,
with " Namquoit" at the belm, will be in the front rank.
There are a number of very fair English setters on the

coast that, judging from the tales told of them, wei'e stolen
in the East, as their owners know nothing of them. Any
one losing a dog would do well to drop us a line, and if th.ere

are any who answer the description their owners could
recover them. By working quietly many stolen dogs would
be recovered—too"much bluster only warns the thief.

The quail season opened on September 1, but the weather
has been such that but little shooting has been done. T.

Providence Dog Show,
Naekagassett Piek, R. I., Sept. 19.—Special to Forest

and atream: The show opened with a capital collection of
467 dogs, from the principal kennels in the East. Pointers,
setters, spaniels, mastilfs, St. Bernards, fox-terriers, Irish
terriers and rough terriers show much quality. The rain
falls heavily,- but the building is good and well arranged. A
large number of prominent dogmen are present.

H. W. Lact.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Th&re is no charge for ansioering questions under this head. All

questions relating to ailments of dogs will be answered by Dr. T. Q.
Sherwood, a member of the Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons.
Communications referring to other matters connected vnth Kennel
Management and dogs toiU also receive careful attention.

M. S., Pittsford, Vt.—I have a Laverack setter puppy, about 16mos.
old, that I have tried to train by your "Practical Dog Training," and
have been quite successful, but until this summer he never tried to
chase chickens, although he always pointed them, and I unfortunately
did not reaUze the necessity of following your advice about chickens.
This summer he has developed suddenly a wild frenzy for killing them.
He has the hunting instinct very strongly, and when he sees a chicken
is perfectly blind to everything ixntil he has killed it. If you know of any
way of curing him, I will be very much obliged if you will write and
tell me. We have whipped him severely every time he has chased one
and lied him up, but with no effect. Ans. The nest time he kills one,
whip him and lot him know what it is for, and then tie the chicken se-
curely round his neck in such manner that he cannot get it oiS or bite
it. If that does not cure him, nothing will. Allow the burden to re-
main on the neck as long as possible, and it is more than likely such
continuity of chicken wOl create a distaste for the fowl.

^anting di(d ^aat[mtg.

FIXTURES.
Oct. 3.—International Coursing Meeting at Huron, S. D. J. Herbert

Watson, 26 Court street, Brooklyn, N. Y. (chairman).
Oct. 17.—Kenmore Club meeting at Goodland, Kan. Frank L. Web-

ster, Sec'y. Entries close Oct. 16.

Oct. 24.—American Corn-sing Club. Ira D. Brougher, Sec'y.
Nov. 7.—The Cowley County Coursing Association, Winfield, Kan

.

J. R. Ballard, Secretary.

Is Shooting the Fox Assassination?

"F. W. H." takes exception to my use of the word "assas-
sination." I used it advisedly. With a lucid idea of its

definition I employed it to characterize the act of a man who
lay in wait with a shotgun upon the path of his vulpine
enemy, and from ambush wreaked that revenge which he
was unable to obtain in a fair field. He confesses "we
Northern fox hunters shoot the fox"—why? Why—because
"it is impossible to get him otherwise." Does not his de-
scription fit the case—"alone on the stand behind a friendly
boulder or tree stump you await your chance for a shot at the
'dog' who stole your wife's chickens." If that is not assas-
sination then I confess to having been brought up in sublime
ignorance of the labors of Noah Web.ster, If he will consult
that neglected authority I think "F. W. H." will make the
amende honorable as to my correct use of the word.
The fact that"F. W. H." dislikes to have his method called

by its true name, more than the palpable paucity of his at-
tempts at justification shows where the shoe pinches. His
description more than anything I could say annihilates the
claims of the shotgun policy to the consideration of the
sportsman. It is the utter abnegation of cheer, of excite-
ment, of everything embraced in the word sport. Solitary,
cold-blooded, premeditating murder, "you stand for hours
with nothing to cheer you or inspire your flagging energies
but an occasional bar or two of hound music conveyed on
the blast that chills you to the marrow, or the echoing report
of a gun in the hands of a luckier aim a mile away to your
right." Barred of human companionship, the hours thus
spent moodily treasuring the hope of shedding blood can be
conducive of neither health nor happiness, but are calculated
to make a misanthrope of a man mentally, while phy.sically
the seeds of colds and rheumatism are sown in his stagnant
blood.
Contrast this method, depicted by himseK, with, the action,

the stir, the enthusiasm, the joy of the chase. It may not
make a man nobler, but it does make him feel nobler to
have a noble animal beneath him, to feel embodied in him-
self the power and strength of the powerful animal he
strides, to feel that his hand is the hand of fate as he rushes
into space upon the wings of the wind, to see a staked and
ridered fence rise up and rush at him, to mount into the air,

higher and higher yet, while space opens up before him as a
strange devouring void, to plunge madly back to earth and
onward in a career which knows no obstacle—^it is the very
ecstacy of existence, it is the intoxication of action, it is

life, one instant of which outnumbers years of uneventful
waiting by the runway. But how feeble are words to de-
scribe sensations 1 If, my New England mentor, you have
never known the exhilaration of soul and sense which fires
the most fearful to deeds of daring, you are hardly qualified
to discuss fox hunting.
Without vanity, but to disabuse you of your opinion that

I am one of those naiTow bigots "who think their sport the
right one and their way the only one," I think I may fairly
claim to have exhausted the variety of vicissitudes within
the field of legitimate sport. I have even lain in wait, with
malice prepense, and I can testify to the truthfulness of
your cheerless description of the tedium of the long and
lonely vigrl. Slowly the moments linked themselves into
minutes which dragged their slow length along until the
shadows stole adown the steep and savage slope of the
Shoshones on which I was ambushed, and gloomed until the
huge carcass of the elk before me grew vague and indistinct
to sight, and there in the gloaming over the dead body of the
antlered monarch of the mountains I have faced—no fleeing
fear-stricken "chicken thief," but the grim and grisly king
of the wilds, Ursus horribiiis, the grizzly bear.
A few days later I met a sheep herder who was hunting

the same royal quarry but with a more deadly weapon than
my Winchester—strychnia. When I suggested that his
method was not sportsmanlike, he answered with the same
cogent reasons that "F. W. H." has advanced, and since
their object is identical, the destruction of an animal which
stole the one's wife's chickens, and the other's master's
sheep, it seems to me that the poisoner's method is the best.
How would it do to let strychnia lay in wait and toy with
those chilliaErbiH^r ^ <>aid look for the fox that never camei*
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The OBly reason, I suppose, that it has not alreads^ super-
seded the shotgun is because the fox is too smart for it.

But of all the misconceptions, the one most prevalent
among the shotgun fraternity and most erroneous, is the
idea that New England has a monopoly on rough country
and that we "kill our foxes by running into them because
the country is open and the hounds can be followed in the
good old way."
What geographies do they study down East that they have

located the Western prairies in the Southern States'? There
are in this State regions as mountainous as any in all New
England, and the fastest foxhounds and the best in America
to-day, hounds that have proved their superiority in the
Brunswick trials as they have everywhere else, were bred
and born in a country of hill and valley, and have run the
red fox to his death through jungles of brier, along the face
of precipitous bluffs and up hillsides too steep and stony for
horse to follow. I do not know a section in Kentucky where
even a Kentucky thoroughbred can stay with a pack through
all the devious ways of a red fox chase. In fact it is physically
impossible to follow the hounds here as in England. In sight
and hearing of the hounds we frequently can, and do, keep
by taking advantage of every turn, anticipating the route of
the fox, and cutting across, but the majority of hunters are
content to maintain a point of advantage central to the fox's
circuit and thus note the progress of the chase as it sweeps
around them. The methods that prevail here are practicable
in New England as in Kentucky. That fact has been demon-
strated by the Brunswick Eur Club. Sections 19 and 20 of
the field trial rules prohibit the shooting of foxes ^^nde^ a ne
of $5, and an infraction of them is further penalized by de-
barment. No severer penalty could be fixed. And yet this
advocate of the shotgun policy "would like to know how 'P.

J. H.' would circumvent sly reynard in the hill country
where the last Brunswick Fur Club trials were held. '

' That
organization in its progress has answered the question in a
practical manner. Its members originally devoted to slaying
foxes have found the superiority of hunting them, and its
last trials vyas a meet of fox hunters as distinguished from
fur hunters. F. J. H.

• • • •

New England Beagle Club Trials.

Editor Forest and Stream:
In accordance with a special vote passed by the executive

committee of the New England Beagle Club on Sept. 9, the
following special prizes and sweepstakes will be added to
our already large list of regular prizes: Sweepstake No. 1—
Pack Stake, four beagles to constitute a pack, open to all
beagles, whether entered in regular stake or not; entries
close Nov. 9, at 8 P. M.; entry fee $15; prize, 75% of purse to
winning pack, which must be the property of one exhibitor
or kennel. Sweepstake No. 2—Brace Stake, open to all

beagles whether entered in regular stake or not; entries close
Nov. 9, at 8 P. M.; entry fee $10; prize 75^ of purse to winning
brace, which must be the property of one exhibitor or ken-
nel. Sweepstake No. 3—Endurance Stake, open to all beagles
whether entered in regular stakes or not; entries close Nov.
9, at 8 P. M.; duration of heat to be not under four hours;
entry fee .$5; prizes 50% of purse to first, 25% to runner-up.
These sweepstakes will be run after the regular stakes and
beginning with the Pack Stake. Specials (awarded only to
dogs competing in regular stakes): Prize a souvenir ribbon

—

Special No. 1, for most musical voice. No. 2, for most accur-
ate trailing. No. 3, for most eifective ranging. No. 4, for
most .stylish worker. No. 5, for best starter. No. 6, for
gi-eatest sustained speed. No. 7, for best Derby entry bred
by owner. No. 8, for best All-Age entry bred by owner.
The club desires by these specials to give to each and every
dog a token of his individual superiority, thus enabling
breeders to mate their dogs intelligently when breeding for
any special quality, such as speed, starting abilities, trailing,
etc. F. W. Chapman, Pres.

• • • •

Curious, Very.
Chicago, 111., Sept. 14.—I venture to intrude in kennel mat-

ters so far as to make a little journalistic parallel. Mr.
Waters is out of town.

CURIOUS, VEEY.
From this week's American Field:

A New York contemporary that has for the least seven years re-
ferred to the principal stake at the American Coursing Club's meet-
ing as the "AU-Age Stake" has suddenly become aware of the fact
that its name is the American Field cup. Curious, very.

CURIOUS, VERT.
Prom last week's Forest and Stream:
From two or three reliable sources I learn of the, intention of some

prominent coursingmen not to enter their dogs at Huron, in the Inter-
national corn-sing meeting. It is rumored that the American Coursing
Club has not paid some of the prizes won at the last meeting. The
American Meld "cup," so-called, which is a cup or $100 cash at the
option of the winner, I am told remains unpaid, though repeatedly
applied for by the winner of it at the last meeting. My informant tells
me, further, that letters on the subject are ignored by the "cup"
donor. B. Waters.

Curious, very. In fact, not only curious but a trifle queer.
What glory, sissy, do you find in that? E. Hough.

• • • •

N. B. C. Field Trials.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Mr. Joe Lewis, of Moodus, Conn,, and Mr. Bradford S.

Turpin, of Dorchester, Mass., were invited to officiate as
judges at N. B. C. field trials, and both gentlemen have con-
sented to act. H. L. Kreuder, Pres.
Nanoet, N. Y., Sept. 15.

• • • •

We are sorry to hear that Mr. A. H. Smith has lost one of
his best foxhounds, the loss of which will seriously affect
the strength of his train at the coming Brunswick Fur
Trials. The dog was "shot by some miscreant.

Last week was fruitful in news of the "important if true" sort,

among the more sensational and startling reports in the daily papers
being the death of ex-Com. Gerry, a challenge from Vigilant to Jubilee
for a match for $5,000, and a base attempt on the part of the Koyal
Yacht Squadron to cheat Mr. Carroll out of the Brenton-s Reef cup
after he had fairly won it. Unfortunately for sensational journalism,
Mr. Gerry telegraphed a denial of his death, Gen. Paine and Mr. Iselin

denied all knowledge of the $5,000 challenge, and the E. Y. C. com-
mittee gave a prompt hearing to Mr. Carroll's protest and awarded
the race and the cup to him.

AVhile the conditions—a reaching course each way—suited Navahoe
well in the first race, it seems that she has been improved by the
reduction of her sail area. One of the odd coincidences of the season
is the placing of Capt. Crocker against Capt. Carter, the two having
sailed against each other eight years ago in Puritan and Genesta
respectively.

The owners of the 30j-knot steam yachts are still talking and writing
letters, but no definite arrangements, for a race have been made. It

now appears tUat the mysterious "Mc Davig, of Brooklyn," who has

purchased Vamoose for S10,000, is an employee of Norman L. Munro,
who is the real owner of the boat. Mr. Munro has issued a charac-

teristic pronunciamento, challenging the HerresbofiEs or Mr. Hearst to

put a picked crew in the yacht at his expense and speed her against

time, he doing the same with Norwood.

The first piece of good luck which has yet attended Navahoe was in

the race for the Brenton's Eeef cup, which, according to the condi-

tions drawn up by Mr. Bennett over twenty years ago, must be sailed

for without time allowance. By any modern rules Britannia would
have easily saved her time off Navahoe, the latter winning by only a

few seconds. In the race for the Cape May cup, which Britannia won
by 36m. elapsed time, there is no restriction as to allowance, and pre-

sumably the usual allowances hold good, thus increasing Britannia's

lead.

Ijake Geneva Yk 6.

The match races of the Lake Geneva Y. C, best two oiit of three,
which have just been sailed between Vanadis, C. K. G. killings and W.
S. McCrea, and Rival, Benjamin Carpenter and C. R. Corwith, have re-
sulted in a decisive victory for Rival. Vanadis on Sept. 2 won the first
race in a drifting match, finishing one and one-half minutes before the
time limit of four hours. Rival won the second race, on Sept. 4, by
eight minutes, corrected time, wind S.W., light and steady, conditions
favorable. Rival won the third race, on Sept. 9, bv four minutes flfty-

MASTHEAD OF JUBILEE.

five seconds, corrected time, wind N. E., freshening throughout the
race.
Rival will be remembered as the crack 21-footer which for three

years vanquished everything of her size on the Sound. Mr. Benj. Car-
penter and Mr. W. C. Corwith, of Chicago, bought her from Mr. Fran-
cis Burritt early this year, and she is slill to be beaten by a boat of her
inches under equal conditions.
The L. G. Y. C. has a fleet of about 100 boats, many of which have

come from Long Island Sound, among them Tattler, Expert, Lorna,
Rival, Possum and Precept.

South Boston Y. C. * Open Regatta.
SOtJTH BOSTON—BOSTON HARBOR.

Saturday, Sept. 9.

The special open race arranged by the South Boston Y. 0. in com-
memoration of its twenty-fifth season was sailed on Sept. 9, the wind
being light and liuky. The times were:

FIRST CLASS.
Length. Elapsed. Corrected.

Harbinger, Wm. Daly 28.00 5 01 .52*

Handsel, J. R. Hooper 33. OS Went aground.
Violet. H..T. McKee 33,06 Withdrew.
*lm. 52s. over the 5-hour limit.

SEOOKD CLASS.
Beatrice, J. Cavanaugh 26.03 4 46 27 4 00 19
Stanley, W. L. Colson 26.01 Withdrew.
Wild Duck, E. Morton 25.10 Withdrew.
Quissett, W. P. Taylor 35.09 AVithdrew.
Mattie, W. A. Garrett 25.09 Withdi-ew.
Hiladee, S. N. Small 25.06 Withdrew.
Moondyne, L. J. Shaw .24.08 Withdrew.
Lena, H. P. Cook 26.09 Withdrew.

.Sl'ECIALi CLASS-
Vanessa, A. Bigelow, ,Ir 22.03 8 19 47 2 40 55
Eulaiie, E. S. Hunt 21.10 3 26 08 2 46 40
Exile, J. F. Small 22.08 3 25 50 2 47 33
Thrush, W. L. Bachus 22.10 3 27 23 2 49 30

THIRD CLASS.
Gleam, P. J. Lowell 21.01 3 19 05 2 38 31
Romance, Loring Sears 23.09 3 30 13 3 43 23
Good Luck, J. B. Farrell 21 .10 3 25 03 2 45 34
Black Cloud, Thayer & Putman 28.04 3 39 52 3 02 29
Wapiti, J. Bertram 23.06 Withdrew.
Spurt, D. B. Pierce 23.07 Withdrew.
Judith, W. B. Pigeon 33.06 Withdrew.
Adolph, J. J. Moebe 21.08 Withdrew.
Gypsey, H. K. Drinkwater 23.04 Withdrew.

FOURTH CLASS.
Opeeche, W. P. Barker 19.07 1 15 56 1 48 36
Attempt, Thine & Freeman 18.04 1 26 26 1 57 39
Arab, W. F. Scott 19.01 2 27 50 1 59 58
Astrea, R. M. Benner 20.11 Withdrew.
Wraith. L. H. Higginson 19.05 Withdrew.
Coot, Thos. Murphy 18.09 Withdrew.
Triple, J. F. Cashin 18.07 Withdrew.

FIF.H CLASS.
Alpine. C. J. Blethen 15.08 2 26 42 1 B4 38
Mina, Chas. White 16.11 3 15 31 2 45 04
Bed Bug, T. O. Gillicut 15.03 3 35 19 3 03 24
Sunbeam, H. B. Faxon 16.11 3 35 43 3 05 16
Ado, H. Butler 17.05 3 38 25 3 08 36
Jackdaw, R- B. Williams 17.08 Withdrew.

SIXTH CLASS.
Laurel, J. K. Hutchins 13.10 1 25 10 1 05 10
Annie, E. H. Rich 12.11 1 30 40 1 09 45
Tantrum, F, D. Perkins 14.07 1 29 29 1 10 11
Icurez, G, W. Walsh 11.00 1 32 50 1 13 00
Tyrant, A. H, Oldham 12.00 1 85 26 1 13 30
Grace, B. Cooper ..12.00 1 35 56 1 14 00
Growler, Purc?il & Curson 13.09 1 34 43 1 14 37
Seaweed, C. Higgins 14.08 1 34 53 1 14 39
Marion, H. E. Yerxa 14.08 1 37 01 1 17 47
Princess, C. L. Gay 14 .03 1 37 49 1 18 13
Nellie, J. 0-Leary 14.08 1 48 01 1 28 47
Kismet, F. A. Lynch 14,0^' Withdrew.
Ann R., M. Ryan 14,08 Withdrew.
The judges were Thos. Christian, W. H. Godfrey, Hubert Pope, F.

W. Parsons.

On Sept. 2, the steam yacht Elfreda. W. Seward Webb, when off
Plattsburg, Lake Ohamplain, blew out a tube in her boiler, scalding
Chief Engineer Peter Mott quite badly, while Fred Hunt was less
seriously injured. The yacht was towed into Plattsburg by a tug.

Shrewsbury Y. C, Second Regratta.
RED BAN[y N. .T.—SHREWSBDST RIVER,

Saturday, Sept. 9.

The second open regatta of the Shrewsbury Y. C. was sailed on
Sept. 9, at Red Bank, with great success, notwithstanding that it was
originally fixed to be sailed two weeks ago, just after the two disas-
trous storms, and had to be postponed because of them.
The usual large crowd of ladies attended at the beautiful house of

this club (described in a recent issue of B'orest and Stream), and
many spectators accompanied the racers over the coiu'se In steam and
naphtha launches.
The courses were the regular ones of this club, for classes A, B, 0

and D from an Imaginary line off the club house to stake No. 1 at
Guion's Point: No. 2, Boyd's avenue: No. 3, Brown^s Dock! No. 4. Fair
Haven; No. .5, at head of Flats, then to Nos. 4, .3, 3, 1 and fihish.
Classes E. and P. went aroUnd Nos. 1, 2 and bllle flag stake at Mc-
Olee's Creek to No. 2; to No. 1 to finish; audrepeattwitiearoUnd i and^
to finish.

.
,

When the preparatory signal was given at 2:30 P. M. a bice brbtizti
was blowing from the southeast, which befote the finish got very light.
The stattingsignflls fOr classes A and B was given at 2:.35, for C and D
at S:40, and E and F at 2:45. The most interesting race was that in
class D, where the new Arrow, owhed by John Sawyer, Jr., was pitted
against Chnton James's well-known Undine, and Foriilan Sihlth's
IrmaT., Arrow finally winhing by 40S. froin Irma T., Undinfe bfeltig
third. Mr, James sailed this race with a Smaller sail than he Usdally
carries, having carried his mast out a week or more ago, and in con-
secjuence did not have a spar sufficiently long to hoist his large sail,
which handicapped him somewhat, though Arrow is very speed.y. The
following are the full times:

CLASS A—CABIN SLOOPS.
Length. Elapsed. Corrected.

Edla, M. P. Sherman..; 27.07 1 55 48 1 26 23
CLASS B OPEN ,TIB AND MAINSAIL.

Augusta, Edward Kemp 22.03 1 51 36 1 16 16
Myra B , Charles Allen, Jr 24,00 2 04 16 1 81 04

CLASS D—CATS 30 TO 23FT.
Lassie. Stewart Good 23.04 2 02 00 1 26 47
Irma T.. Porman R. Smith 32.00 1 53 17 1 17 38
Undine, Clinton R. James 21.10 1 54 51 1 18 59
Arrow, John M. Sawyer, Jr 21.09 1 52 57 1 J6 58
Tip Top, Geo. W, Gfilig 20.m% 1 58 51 1 Si 36
Shrewsbury, Carl Wagner 21.09 1 56 16 1 20 16

CLASS E—CATS 17 tO 20FT.
Tarn O'Shanter, B. A . Fliess 19.11?^ Did not finish.
Maygus, E. D. Miller 19.10 1 48 30 1 09 51
Gertrude A., S. W. Roof, Jr 18.05 1 45 02 1 04 09
Anna, W. B. Parsons 18.04 2 00 47 1 19 37
Pauline, J. Frank James 18.00 1 49 21 1 07 46
Gertie Brown, Joseph Carhart 17.00 Did not finish'.'

CLASS F—CATS UNDER 17ft.
Clytie, Delphord M. Fisher 16.02J4 Did not finish.
Little Silver, Harry L. Powers 16.02 2 01 13 1 16 18
Yum Yum, Vantini & Chadwick 16.01 3 08 17 1 23 12
Louisa, Frank Taylor 15.011^ 2 23 09 1 35 06
In class A the Edla came down and sailed in class B. The Augusta

is the winner in this class. In class D Arrow wins first and Irma T.
second. In E class Gertrude E. wins first and Pauline second prize.
In class F, Little Silver wins first and Yum yum second prize. Second
prizes were given where there were four or more entries. The judges
were George E. Gartland of the New Jersey Y. C. and Henry C. iVIiner,

Jr. of the Shrewsbury Y, C. After the race there was dancing at the
club house. : >

Keystone Boat Club.
TACONT, PA.—DELAWARE RTVBR.

Saturday, Sept. 2.

Third annual fall race, twice over a triangle from the club house to
a buoy off Wright's Point, thence to a buoy off Straight Ditch; dis-
tance, 11 miles. Weather fair and cool. Wind westerly.' Tide ebb.

i-'IR.ST CLASS—START 11:;36.

Length. Finish. Elapsed.
McGinty, Le Sage 15.01 1 37 00 3 01 00
Elsie, Sballcross , 15.00 1 40 00 2 04 00
Mina. A. Pedlon 14.08 1 43 00 3 07 00
Yucca, Fisher 15.00
Say When, McCuUy 14.06

SECOND CLASS—START 11:11,
Anna v.. McKane ...14.06
Nellie Bly. Van Camp 14.06
Anna T., Thuring 15.00 1 44 00 2 83 00
Willie and Mary, D. Pedlon 15.00 1 43 00 2 32 00
Little Harry, Hirst 14.07 1 45 SO S 34 -30

Effie, Dingle 1'..00 1 40 30 3 29 30
Edna F., Foster 15.00
Nellie. Mousley 14.06
Flounce, Arnold 15.00 . ,,
Jennie D., Stockton ,14.06 . .. .,
Ella, Long 15.00
May, Neild 14.07 1 45 30 2 34 30

THIRD CLASS—START 11:48.
Chas. S. Austin, Austin 15.00 1 51 30 3 03 30
Jesse W. Neal, Hill 15 . 00
Mascot, Knight 15.00 1 53 30 3 05 80
Jacob S. Disston, Dingee & Thuring 15.00

FOURTH CLASS—START 10:51.
Keystone, Richman 17.00 1 17 30 2 36 .30

Maggie, Ayres 17.00 1 .35 00 3 44 00
Sinbad, Coster •. 17.00 1 38 30 3 47 30
Nigger, Elenn 15.00
Winners: Class 1—McGinty first, Elsie second. Class 3—Effie first,

Willie and Mary second, Anna T. third. Class 3—Austin first. Class 4
—Keystone first.

The McGinty won again, making it the fourth successive regatta she
has won.
The second class race was the prettiest one of the lot, five boats

being within 30 seconds of each other nearly all through the race.
The Chas. S. Austin, a boat 27 years old aud a winner of .50 prizes,

showed her superiority by again winning. This makes the fourth
straight regatta she has won.
The Nigger, after being two minutes in the lead and short distance

from the buoy, carried away, and thus lost the race.
The prizes were a handsome pair of field glasses to the four first

boats, and a pair of opera glasses to the second boats and a small pair
of opera glasses to the third boats.
Regatta committee—Geo. LeSage, J. D. Knight, J. W. Metz, J. Hirst,

S. G. Dingee. Judges—Jas. Neild, Benj. Pontius, Chas. S. Austin.

Beverly Y. C.

The 205th race, second championship, was sailed at Marblehead on
Sept. 9 in a good southwest by west breeze. Courses, ten miles for
second class, nine for third and fourth, four and a half for kuock-
about-s. The times were:

SECOND CLASS.
Length. Elapsed. Corrected.

Susie, W. W. Kieth 28.02 3 01 28 1 63 34
Ariel, J. Barrett 25.05 2 10 20 1 58 33
Korbay, E. M. Horto^ 2 13 40

THIRD CLjVSS sloops.
Reaper. Com. Bengon 34.00 2 01 52 1 50 08
Fi-eak, E. D. Cochrane 35.07 3 06 43 1 56 35

THIRD CLASS CATS.
Magpie, H. G. Otis 23.04 2 13 02 1 58 39
Koorali, R. C. Robbins 23.04 3 17 17 3 04 SI

FOURTH CLASS. '

Bonita, C. 0. Hood 20.09 2 27 13 3 11 45
Sheerwater, Thos. Stevenson 18.04 2 33 51 3 15 04

RNOOKABOUT CLASS.
Otatsu. F. O. North 1 14 55
Susan, H. Taggard 1 16 02
Karl, C. H. AV. Foster 1 17 10
Nancy, J. Saltonstall 1 18 15
Nina, Eastern Y. C. , 1 20 51
Francis, G. M. Wheeler 1 24 59
Nancy protests Otatsu and Karl, subject to this Susie, Reaper,

Magpie, Bonita and Otatsu take first prizes and Susan takes third.
In account of second championship White Fawn's name was acci-

dentally omitted. She takes second and leg for championship credited
to Magpie belongs to Koorali, as Magpie was not sailed by a member
cf the club. This makes Koorali champion of the class.

While running from New York to Oyster Bay in the Sound on
Sept. 13, the steam yacht AUegra, owned by Col. S V. R. Cruger, met
with an accident in he fireroom, the explosion killing the flremau,
James Gill, and badly injuring the engineer, E. D. Barrett. The yacht
caught fire, but aid was sent from the Helvetia and the flames ex-
tinguished, the yacht being then towed to Hart's Island, where the
engineer was sent to the hospital, after which she was towed to City
Island. Col. and Mrs. Cruger were on board, on their way home from
New York. The engineer died next morning in the hospital The
boiler and engine were uniojui ed, and the exaot cause oCtlke explosion
is unknown,
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American Model Y. C—DeWolf Cup and Glapham
Prize.

BROOKLYN—PHOSPECT PARK.

Monday, Sept. h.

The races for the DeWolf cup and Clapham prize were sailed on
Labor Day in a N.W. wind, which held all daj', but being intercepted
by the big hill on the northwest it was deprived of some of its strength,
eventually dying out altogether. A windward course was laid off, the
distance being 34 mile. Considerable delay was caused by the slow-
ness with which the owners of the competing yachts made their appear-
ance, and those that were ready in season were somewhat annoyed by
the delay.
Finally the second class yachts arrived at the line for the DeWolf

cup race at 11:15, Florence winning one heat and GirofliS the other.
Florence's skipper becoming winded decided to withdraw in favor of
Girofle, this boat thereby obtaining a place in the final.

Third class came to the Jine at 12:1.5, Star qualifying for final, beat-
ing Mischief by 27s elapsed and 12s. corrected.
In the first class Neola won, beating Ohyesia by Im. 41s. elapsed and

Im. 41%s. corrected, the final and race being won bj- Neola from Star
by -378. elapsed and 2s. corrected.
The postponed final for the Clapham prize was started immediately

In the second class Gymnote was an easy first, Anonyma giving
Agawam a close call for second. Come On broke her throat halliarc
block twice and withdrew.
In the third class Gilt Edge beat Nobska fairly from start to finish.

Kaloola would have beaten Doris for third if she had not run into a
calm at the finish. Tycoon and Buzzard for some unaccountable rea-
son sailed the wrong course, Buzzard gettmg sliglrtly the best of it if

anything.
In the fourth class Squall and Edith had a very close race, passing

each other three times on the first leg to windward. Squall gained
considerably on the second leg before the wind, and held her lead to
the finish.

In the fifth class the catboats were badly beaten by the jib and
mainsails, who took all three prizes. Raccoon sailed weU and was a
good first. There was not windward work enough for P. D. Q., who
finished third. Axe second.
There has been considerable dissatisfaction with starting the race

inside of Sippican Harbor on account of the wind's being much lighter
there than outside. Another year the races wiU probably be started
outside the harbor. The summary:

FIRST CLASS—COURSE 15 MILKS.
Length. Elapsed. Corrected.

Hector, E. C. Stetson 24.06 3 04 55 3 46 13

JUBILEE AT ANCHOR.

after, Neola and Star coming to the line, GiroflS Ibeing withdrawn.
Star won from Neola after three stubborn beats by Im. corrected.
Among the noted yachtsmen present were Thos. Clapham and son,

G. G. Clapham, who are now mentbers of the above club, as is Mr.
Chas. Mallory, of steamship fame, who being pressed by business,
could not attend.

SECOND CLASS—FIRST HEAT.
Length. Elapsed. Corrected.

11 45 11 50
Outside flag.

Did not finish.

10 IS 12 27}^

SECOND HEAT.

SECOND HEAT.

Florence, E. W. Rogers 47.6
Girofle, H. H. Michaels 45.4

SECOND HEAT.
Florence
Girofle
Third heat was given to Girofle.

THISD CLASS—PRST HEAT.
Dolphin, J. Smith 44.7
Star, G. W. Townley 42.6
Mischief, Herbert Fisher 38.7

SECOND HEAT.
Dolphin
Star
Mischief

THIRD HEAT.
Dolphin
Star
Mischief

FIRST CLASS—FIRST HEAT.
Neola, J. E. PfeifTer 56.6
Ohyesia, 0. Van Ness 54.9
Hornet, J. C. Meyer 51.9

SECOND HEAT.
Nfcola
Ohyesia
Hornet

CLASS A—FIRST HEAT.
Lizzie, J. Manee ,

Irvuag B., Mr. Taylor
SECOND HEAT.

Lizzie
Irving B

PINAL—FIRST HEAT.
Neola
Lizzie
Girofle
Star

Neola
Lizzie
Girofle
Star

FD
Neola
Star

Neola ,

Star
THIRD HEAT.

Neola
Star....
Neola.winnej- of DeWolf cup and Star winner of Clapham prize.
Regatta Committee, Frank Nichols. Judges, Com. W. V. Hanson

and C. Van Ness.

Sippican Y. C. Regattas, 1893.
The Sippican Y, C, of Marion, Mass., on Buzzards Bay, has had a

very successful season, and several very good races have been sailed,

as follows:
JmZj/ S9.—Open sweepstakes race. Wind, heavy S.W., course lOV^

miles.
THIRD CLASS.

Length. Elapsed. Corrected.
Nobska, A. A. Beebe 19.11 1 38 26 i 19 il

Algol, J. R. BuUard, Jr 19.11 1 45 02 1 25 45
Judges: J. G. and F. W. PalG-ey.
Aug. y.—Second championship race. Wind light S.S.W., course 10J4

miles:
FIRST CLASS.

Hector. E. 0. Stetson 2'1.06 2 08 48
Flight, L E. Hiller 26.07 2 10 13

SECOND CLASS—COURSE lOJ^ MILES.
Come On, W. W. Phinney 23,06 2 14 58

THIRD CLASS—CATS—COURSE 8 MILES.
Nobska, A. A. Beebe 19.11 1 43 35
Puzzle, G. G. Amory 19,08 1 50 56
Algol, J. R. Bullard, Jr 19.11 1 52 22

THIRD CLASS—SLOOPS.
<.'heemaun, F. W. Palfrey 18.01 2 38 46

FOURTH CLASS—COURSE 8 MILES.
iSquflll, J. G. Palfrey 16 . 1 1 2 05 56
m\tia, B. Clark 17.00 2 11 36

FIFTH CLASS— COURSE 3 MILES.
JCid, W. R. Peabody 1 10 44
Nobska and Squall win championships. Hector, Come On, Chee-

doiaun and Kid win legs; Come On tieing Gymnote.
Judges: D. H. CooUdge, J. S. Whiting, J . D. Jenney.

The open race was saUed Aug. 26 in a moderate S.W. breeze, which
iflattened almost to a calm for the finish of the larger boats. The
4ight breeze of the morning prevented Sequel, Myrtle and Rustler,
who had entered, from arriving at the starting line.

In the first class Fhght ran out a safe lead, but ran into a calm at
the finish, and Hector came within her aUowauce.

10 30 10 45
8 33 8 34M

9 369 21

Did not finish.

8 40 8 55M
.8 36 8 51

12 31 13 01

8 46
9 13 9 23

7 00 7 00
9 37 9 33^

11 18 11 06M

7 56 8 11

9 37 9 52M
10 57 11 00>4

10 31 10 56
11 40 13 0514

11 40 12 05
Withdrew.

8 09 8 34
Outside fla{

Withdrew.
9 32 9 32

10 01 10 41
Did not finish.

Did not start.
10 38 10 43
lT.

9 37 10 12
10 33 10 23

13 39 14 39
13 10 13 30

7 59 8 29
8 32 8 17

Plight, L E. HUler 26.07 3 03 04
SECOND CLASS—COURSE 15 MILES.

Gymnote, W. E. C. Eustis 23.09 3 02 41
Agawam, J. G. Young, Jr 23.08 3 04 06
Anonyma, F. L. Dabney 23.08 3 04 20
Ulula, W. H. Winship 22.08 3 13 00
Come On. W. W. Phinney 23.06 Disabled.
Bonita, R. Lincoln 2:3.02 Withdrew.
Hoyden, D. Jennings 2.3 . 06 Withdrew-.

THIRD CLASS—COURSE 111^ MILES.
Gilt Edge, D. L. Whitmore 19.07 2 21 11
Nobska. A. A. Beebe 19.11 2 23 46
Doris, John ParKinson 19.07 2 26 36
Kaloola, H. W. Richards 19.08 2 31 29
Sippican, A. W. Hart 19.09 2 ;32 01
Colymbus, Alfred Winsor 19.09 2 44 29
Scintilla, Geo. S. Fiske 19.00 2 51 04
Vivian, N. Huckins, Jr 19.05 Disabled.
Buzzard, A. B. Shepley 19.11 Withdrew.
Tycoon, J. L. Stackpole, Jr 19.09 Withdrew.
Aucoot, S. Battelle 19.09 Withdrew.
Daisy, H. Stockton 1 8 . 02 Withdrew.
Hermion, R. C. Barstow 19.09 Withdrew.

2 47 49

2 42 33
2 43 49
2 44 03
2 51 03

2 01 22
2 04 29
2 06 47
2 11 48
2 12 28
2 24 56
2 30 07

FOURTH CLASS—COURSE 8 MILES.
Squall, J. G. Palfrey 16 11
Edith, B. Clark 17.00

1 58 29
1 59 08

1 39 50
1 40 36

tirely to the judgment of single individuals, who generally start out
with the markboats an hour or two before the race and anchor them
when and where they please, making no allowance whatever for the
condition of the atmosphere and often forgetting how deceiving dis-

tances are on water under various conditions. Now all of these courses
are triangular, supposed to be 1% nautical miles each way. and
three times around making 15 nautical miles. What judge of distance
can come within three miles of such a course?
Take the last regatta at Waveland, Miss., for instance, where Mon-

tauk beat Nepenthe 27s. on time allowance. Nepenthe draws about
6ft.. centerboard up, and allows Montauk 5m. 3s. in a 15 nautical mile
course. This allowance is based on nautical miles calculated by
Herreshoff. The course was certainly not over 12 nautical miles, if

that. Nepenthe was forced to allow time for 15 miles, besides plowing
her way through the bottom most of the way. What chance has any
large boat that allows time in theu- respective classes to win under
such conditions? The case of Nepenthe will apply to all. There is no
question that Nepenthe can allow Montauk the time her measurement
requires over any 15 nautical mile course with a depth of 10ft. and win
easily.
That more consideration should be given to the minor details in the

management of all regattas in the South is quite apparent, and a great
deal remains to be done beforewe attain the place m yachting that we
should hold.
New Orleans is more than favored by nature for the sport of kings,

and the Southern Y. C, which prides itself on being the second oldest
yachting organization in America, has as fine facilities as can be
foimd, anywhere to encourage and maintain the sport in perfection.
A great deal of good would be accomplished by weeding out some

of the obnoxious features of the rules, especially the rule appointing
a regatta committee for each race. The regatta committee of a
yacht club is naturally the most important of all committees, and
should be selected from non-boat owners, thoroughly acquainted with
every requirement of the yachts, and should have entire control of
all races, taking the time of all contestants, fixing the conditions,
classes and be the sole interpreters of the racing rules of the club.
Judges are entirely unnecessary when the regatta committee are so

empowered. Judges down this way are specially selected for their
good fellowship, not much attention being given to their capabilities
as yachtsmen. An instance of one of their decisions is given as fol-

lows: The race for the Littell cup—a very handsome one, by the way,
was sailed under a set of conditions that would puzzle an admiralty
judge of 50 years' experience. The Lufki Humma, a creation of Mr.
Walton Glenny, clearly winning under the conditions of the deed of
gift, as decided by the Spirit of the Times. The judges awai-ded the
race to a rank outsider 10 minutes after the finish and before one-half
of the contesting yachts had finished the race, thereby ignoring any
chance for protests, good, bad or indifferent, closing up their books
and leaving the club house with the smoke of the finishing gun for the
first boat.
Our papers also have some very peculiar ways of writing up

regattas, etc., the scribe evidently being well up in horse racing. I

quote from one of the leading papers the. day before the race for the
Littell cup:
"As it is, however, there have been enough entries to give promise

of an interesting contest. In fact, from a spectator's standpoint, ten
yachts are quite enough to start at the same time, for they make a
fleet of which the cai eful and experienced observer can easily keep
track from start to finish, while a large number is apt to confuse even
the most experienced yachtsman, causing him to mistake one boat for
another, and graduaUy lose interest in the contest as it progresses and
wait for the finish to determine the relative positions of the contest-
ants."

What can one think of this for a notice of a regatta. We see all the
New York papers speak with pride of the large number of entries, and
special mention was made of the magnificent fleet that participated in
the cruise of the New Y'ork Y. C, some one hundred or more yachts,
and nobody got mixed up keeping tab of their movements.
Our course is sailed on Lake Pontchartrain, twenty-two miles wide,

by about thirty-five miles long, plenty of room for all and not hke a
race track, where the large fields jostle and knock one another around
trying to win. This is quite a sample of how things are managed in
yachting circles down in Dixie.
There has been quite a number of new yachts launched this season,

embodying the various types of local amateur designers, of which
Lufki Humma is far the best. This boat was designed by Mr. Glenny,
an enthusiaatic young yachtsman of the S. Y. C, and built by Fourohy
Bros., being about 21ft. waterline, plenty of overhang forward and
aft. shallow draft, narrow beam and two centerboards of tobin bronze.
Lufki Humma has not proven quite up to Mr, Glenny's expectations,
always meeting with some unavoidable mishap when contending
against the 22ft. tlyerjNyanza. a sandbasger of the old type.
The Southern Y. C is very fortunate in having several fine cups

donated this season to be contested for in the various classes.

Cup races should meet with favor by all true yachtsmen, the club
especially, as cup races save a great deal of money to yacht clubs that
have to give regattas and offer the prizes to keep up the sport. Taken

I as a whole the yachting in the South is improving slowly but surely,

j
especially in New Orleans, Mobile and the adjacent watering places

i
along the Mississippi Sound. The Mobile yachtsmen are all young but

I 55 43
1 59 27

2 00 40

1 28 55
1 35 57
1 37 40

1 47 22
1 .53 03

"ME AND HATTIE."

Cup defender Vigilant and her steam tender.

Zora. H. Parker 15.04 2 03 88 1 42 29
Dragon, J. Dexter 14.02 2 10 17 1 47 04
Aurora, E. Hamlin 16.07 2 10 47 1 51 38

FIFTH CLASS—COURSE 7 MILES.
Raccoon, J. L. Stackpole, Jr H-OSJ^ 1 36 42 1 10 38
Axe, L. Bacon 11.07}| 1 37 43 1 13 01
P. D. Q.. R W. Emmons 12.00 1 37 38 1 13 S2
Weoua, H Ware 13.11 1 42 04 1 21 20
Trana, M. Crane 13.01 1 53 07 1 30 56
Grace, D Knowlton Withdrew.
First prizes won by Hector. Gymnote. Gilt Edge, Squall and Rac-

coon. Second prizes won by Agawam, Nobska, Edith and Axe. Third
prizes won by Anouyma, Doris and P. D. Q. Judges: J. S. Whiting,
George A. Strong, R. S. Ryder.

Yacht Racing in Southern Waters,
Editor Forest and Stream:
The boom that yachtine received aU over the country this season bv

the challenge of Lord Dunraven for the America's Cup and the
voyage of Navahoe to England has, as a matter of course, made itself
felt down this way. The wise judgment displayed by the Southern
Y". C, of New Orleans, in adopting the Seawanhaka "sail area rules
has proven quite satisfactory and caused the appearance of many
open boats that for a while looked very much as if the only way they
would ever leave their boat houses would be in the shape of rotten
kindling wood.
The class of open boats since the advent of Mr. Richardson's Bur-

gess 40-footer Nepenthe in 1889 had entirely disappeared, with very
few exceptions. .Since the new rules went into effect the number o'f

hollow spars, racing sails and other first-class racing rigging ordered
out from the North, from the best of makers, would suri^rise some of
the old '-befo' de wah" yachtsmen. This improvement has sent the
open class to the front with a rush, making that class a bit; attraction
in all regattas, this state of affairs being entirely due to the adoption
of the length and sail area rule, giving everybody a fair chance under
every style of rig.

All adjacent towns invariably run their regattas under the rules of
the Southern Y'^. C . but there still exists one great disadvantage to all

yacht owners participating in the sport in the short and shallow
courses. All the courses are mere guesswork as to distances left en-

experienced sailors, who always piinageand sail their own boats indo
pendent of oystermen, shrimp catchers, etc., a plan that could vs'ell be
emulated by others. Almost all yachtsmen in this vicinity are pro-
nounced admirers of Vigilant and wish her success in every particular.

J. E. B.

Navahoe.
An interview with Mr. Carroll, which is apparently authentic, has

been cabled to America, in which, after admitting that the yacht is a
disappointment in windward work, though he considers her faster
than Britannia in running and reaching, he continues:

'•I don't see how to remedy the trouble, except by allowing the
builders to work the Navahoe up. The reports sent out about, the
danger of her capsizing were absurd misrepresentations. I knew she
was a good sea boat the moment I stepped aboard. But there has
been some mistake in her design. She does not carry so much sail as
expected, and she has not sufficient stability ; her weight and ballast
are not properly adjusted. She wants her ballast put lower down to
make her stiffer and faster in strong weather, although that is likely
to be a detriment in light weather.
"To sum up her merits I may say that she is fast in a fresh breeze

just enabling her to carry her clubtopsails. She is sluggish in light
weather, as she is unable to carry her sail properly. When it blows
hard she reaches as fast as any vessel that has sailed this year, except
the Satanita. Sometimes she has been poorly handled, and sometimes
well handled; taking the average, I think there could not have been
much improvement in that respect. I am satisfied that the boat and
not the handling had been at fault
"She might, however, have won the Royal London match on the

first day if she had been better handled. I never in my life saw a
boat better handled than the Britannia was then.

"I consider the English courses, where so many marks are rounded,
exceedingly bad for big boats. Starting the boats in the crowded
fairways is almost like starting an important horse race among a lot
of cabstand coaches. The way English crews handle sails under these
circumstances is something never seen in America.

'"I regard the Brenton Reef decision as beyond question regarding
fairness. The judges' mistake was purely unintentional. All the
races here are conducted in the fairest manner.
"I think the Valkyrie will have a poor chance against the Vigilant in
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the race for the Americans Cup. The Vigilant is faster than any boat
over here. I hope they will make a good race, however, as I should
be disappointed if the race was a walkover for either boat. I intend
to start for the United States in about a week or ten daj
A yachting correspondent in writing to the Model Yachtsman and

Canoeist speaks as follows of Navahoe's first races:
"Thursday, Aug. 3, opened with a strong breeze from W.S.W., and

as the principal match was for the Cowps town cup, value £100, and a
second prize of £50, another chance was afforded us of seeing how
Navahoe would behave herself in a good breeze.
"Britannia had sprung her mast yesterday, so of course she was

out of it, b\it Satanita, Navahoe, Valkyrie and Calluna were ready at
gunfire, 10 A. M., all had a reef in mainsails, and Valkyrie had top-
mast hoiLsed, it was a close haul up to the iirst mark, and a very
level start was made by all, Satanita leading, Valkyrie next, then
Navahoe and Ca'luna, I^avahoe rather best position to windward.
Before they had gone one mile they all caught the full force of the
wind off Eg-ypt Point, and all got through the first squall comfortably,
except Navahoe, which curled up to it in a very dangerous degree, so
much so, that they had to lower away mainsail and run back to
Southampton for repairs; on-lookers really thought that she was
either going to capsize or fill and sink, however, it was not quite so
bad as that, but it proved clearly that she was both over-sparred and
over-canvassed for such a baeeze. It had been rumored at Cowes that
all her owner wanted was plenty of both wind and sea outside the
Needles. Whether she would have done any better out there, is open
to doubt, but it certainly did look rather singiilar, that the very first

real squall she got in English waters, should have, vulgarly speaking,
'knocked her into a cocked hat.' All the others got through the
squall comfortably and they sailed a splendid race. Satanita, however,
had at last got another day to suit her, and finished 8m. 13s. ahead of
Valkyrie in the fastest time on record over this course, viz.; Hh. <10m.
50i<., equal to 13 knots an hour, over the whole course.
"Navahoe only got one second prize at Ryde, and even that she

would not have had if Calluna had not burst her jackyard topsail
when she was near the finish of the match on Aug. 8, as Calluna was
quite close to her when the accident happened. It will thus be seen
that Navahoe only got two first prizes when she had neither Valkyrie
nor Britannia to contest with, so that it may safely be assumpcl that
she is not so good an all-round vessel as any "of ours.
"Her best performance was certainly in'her first match on July H\

;

on that day she seemed to have exactly the breeze to suit her as when
there was either less or more wind she was beaten on every point of
sailing by all the others. So unless the others they have turned out to
contest against Valkyrie for the America Cup are' considerably better
than Navahoe, Valkyrie should have a good chance of regaining that
much coveted Cup.
"Navahoe had other two opportunities of showing what she could do

in a strong breeze, on the 19th at Weymouth and on the ^Ist at Torquay,
and at both places she failed to improve her reputation ; so she uiust
now be looked upon as a complete failure, in English waters at all
events, as aU our big ones have beaten her in all sorts of weather, from
drifting to half a gale."

The Brenton's Reef and Cape May Cups.
TeIe race for the Brenton's Reef Cup, taken abroad by Genesta in

1885 and challenged for by Mr. Carroll, was sailed on Sept. 14, the
challenger of course being Navahoe, and the defender Britannia. The
conditions called for a race from the Needles, at the west end of the
Isle of Wight, across the English Channel to Cherbourg, rounding the
breakwater of Cherbourg Harbor from west to east, and return, one
hundred and twenty miles.
The two yachi s were at the line off the Needles early on Sept. 13,

and were sent away at 11:15, the start being timed, instead of from
the gun, as in all British races. Britannia led over the line by 54
seconds, both carrying jibheaders over single-reefed mainsails. The
wind was strong from the east, working a reach both ways. Navahoe
passed Britannia early in the race, and was just ahead at Cherbourg,
where there was a short beat through the harbor. They were within
a few seconds of each other when they started for home, and Britan-
nia then took the lead. Both housed topmasts and set small jibs, the
wind and sea increasing. The pair held close together all the way
home.
The sea was so rough off the Needles that the committee steamer

went into Alum Bay, just inside the Needles, and anchored in smoother
water, making a finish line east, or inside of the fight. The yachts
finished so close together that Britannia was declared winner by SJ^i^s..

the finish being timed: Britannia 10:37:3,5, Navahoe 10:38:32.
Mr. Carroll made a protest on the ground that the finish line was

not correct, the committee boat having shifted her position, and that
he crossed the true finish line within half a length of Britannia. At a
hearing to consider the protest, the committee declared Navahoe the
winner, admitting that the finish line had been changed, as the
steamer had to run in for shelter and had not run out again, the
yachts getting back sooner than expected. Navahoe's rating had
been reduced just prior to the race, but under the Y. R. A. or New
York Y. C. allowances Britannia would have beaten her.
Ovring to heavy fog on Thursday night it was 9:30 A. M. on Friday

before Navahoe and Britannia left Cowes in tow for the start for the
Cape May cup. The first plan was to lie over night in Alum Bay
and start at 7 A. M., but the fog caused a change of plan and it

was 12:45 when the start was given, the line this time being in Alum
Bay, two miles further east, making the course the same as on Tues-
day but four mfies longer. The wind was light S. W. with a smooth
sea. Both carried clubtopsails and jibtopsails. Britannia crossed too
soon and was recalled, crossing again with Navahoe. Off the Needles
they were timed: Britannia 1 :02:37, Navahoe 1 :05;15.
There was a fog in the Channel, with a light wind, and it was 5:29

A. M. on Saturday when Britannia reached Cherbourg, Navahoe being
timed at 5:57:15. The return trip was made with a light east wind
until the Isle of Wight shore was picked uj), when the wind came
in ahead and the two were compelled to trim sheets. On the wind-
ward work Britannia made a gain, and the finish was timed: Britan-
nia 12:57:14, Navahoe 1:33:32. Britannia wins by 36m. 18s. elapsed
time.
Navahoe thus brings home one of the three cups for which she

started.

L<archmont Y. O. Schooner Cup.
LARCHMONT—LONS ISLAND SOUND.

Saturday, Sept. 16-

The second annual race of the Larchmont Y. C. for a special
schooner cup, valued at $500, was sailed on Sept. 16 in very variable
weather, a heavy rain falling before the start, with a light wind. As
the rain stopped the wind came in heavy squalls from the west, blow-
ing fresh all through the race and at times hitting very heavily. The
starters were:

Racing Time
Length. Allowance.

Dauntless. Caldwell N. Colt 110.04 11 11
Lasca, John E. Brooks 93.17 11 11
Emerald, J. Rogers Maxwell 88.32 14 51
Ariel, G. H. B. Hill 83.53 18 44
The course was from off Larchmont, aroimd markboats off Eaton's

Neck, Stamford and Hempstead, 35% miles, naut. The start was
timed:
Lasca 11 05 46 Dauntless 11 IS 07
Ariel... 11 08 56 Emerald 1113 17
BaUoon jibtopsails and maintopmast staysails were set. Emerald

swinging a elubtopsail and the rest carrying jibheaders. With a light
but freshening wind all reached for the Eaton's Neck mark, but when
near Center Island a strong and vigorous N.W. squall came up, and
Emerald and Ariel were soon head to under mainsails. Dauntless and
Lasca carrying lower sails, Daimtless lowering her main peak. Lasca
.•jibed over, all standing, and was away on her course. Dauntless
jibed, but the other two luffed around. The rest of the leg was
covei-ed in good time before the squall, the times at Eaton's Neck
being:

Turn. Elapsed.
Lasca 12 31 40 1 35 54
Dauntless 12 36 30 1 26 20
Ariel 12 48 25 1 34 29
Emerald

; . . , .13 44 4;i 1 81 36
The wind now headed on the stretch across to Stamford, being still

fresh. Only Lasca was timed, at 1:42:25. Ariel passed Dauntless on
the close reach from Stamford to Hempstead, the times at the latter
mark being:
Lasca 3 35 03 Dauntless 3 59 25
Ariel 3 50 12 Emerald 3 00 30
The last short reach home was made against another squall that sent
hem all well over. The final times were:

Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.
Dauntless 11 12 00 3 83 44 4 31 44 4 31 44
Lasca 11 05 46 3 59 35 3 53 49 3 42 38
Emerald 11 13 17 3 33 33 4 30 16 4 05 25
Ariel 11 08 56 3 18 00 5-09 54 3 50 20
Lasca beats Ariel 7m. 42s., Emerald 32m. 47s.. Daimtless 39m. 5s.
The regatta committee included Messrs. J. F. Lovejoy, Otto Saronv

and G. M. Barretto.

On Sept. 9, the steam yacht Intrepid. Mr. Lloyd Phoenix, struck
the rocks on Hog Is'and Reef, near Deer Isle, on the Maine coast. She
was backed off at high water and though leaking considerably made
Bath under her own steam, where she was docked, Her bottom was
pierced in several places; the repairs will be made at Bath,

Wasp at Chicago, and Her Discoveries.
CHICAGO WAS DISCOVERED.

Chicago, D1. Aug. 17.—Capt. John Prindiville, otherwise and best
known all over the Great Lake as "Capt. John," was the first man to
discover Chicago. He located it by means of the binnacle on his dug-
out a good many years ago. It was some sandy around here then,
and all the buildings were one story, and all the Clark street mer-
chants then were Indians. Capt. John got along pretty well with the
Indians, and his business prospered. He discovered Lake Michigan,
too, and built many boats, and as households grew and gave it a
chance, his name became a household word. He built many ships for
commerce, and gradually got in the [habit of building things that
sailed.

Some little time ago Capt. John built a boat for fun, not for busi
ness. He called her Wasp. She was sloop rigged then, but was a
goer, and even then "her forefoot always crossed the Hue ahead."

DISCOVERY OF CLEVELAIvD.

Meantime, Cleveland was discovered. It was discovered by Commo-
dore G. W. Gardner, or, rather, plaiu Com. Gardner. Commodore
Gardner was a commodore when he discovered Cleveland, and always
has been ever since. The. Cleveland Y. C. at that time consisted of

STEAM YACHT "FBISEEN."
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one birch canoe, with a pole in it. It is larger now, and Cleveland is

larger, and Com. Gardner is larger, and his earthly goods, that is to
say, his "pile" is larger. From having been sachem of the village he
rose to be commodore of the—but we are ahead of the story.

DISCOVERY OF THE WASP.

Com. Gardner heard of Capt, John, of course, and he heard of
Wasp, He bought Wasp, and made her the flagship of Lake Erie.
He put another stick in her, and made some other little changes, and
turned her loose in the eastern lake, and still her forefoot always
crossed the line ahead.

DISCOVERY OF AMERICA,

In the meantime, Columbus discovered America, and Chicago being
already discovered, it was decided to hold a World's Fair at Chicago.
So the Santa Maria, and the Pinta, and the Nina, and the Viking ship,
and others, all went to Chicago, and Com. Gardner thought the Wasp
ought to go too. About two weeks ago Wasp left Cleveland, and after
a leisurely cruise in all sorts of weather and a number of stops at
good places, arrived at Capt. John's town last Monday, running the
hist 225 miles in less than 24 hours. Wasp had aboard Com. Gardner
and son. Curt. Gai-dner, Col. J. R. Bartlett, of Fremont, O.; Mr. M. H.
Dodge, of Cleveland, and Mr. Eugene Sullivan, of Detroit. She was

STEAM YACHT "FKISBBN."
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sailed by Capt. Arch. Petty and full crew of seven. "I came ver.r near
losing a man or two in rough weather one nigbt," said Capt. Petty.
He took plenty along, m case he should lose one somewhere.

DISCOVERY BY THE NATIVES.

The savages who used to inhabit the Chicago C. C. house (before it

was burned down), have au eye on them like an eagle. The AVasp
had hardly dropped anchor at the foot of Randolph strt-i^t viaduct
(where the harbormaster said she was the prettiest sail that came into
port this season), before word was passed among the savages that
there was a new ship in town. Com. Gardner, to save his vessel, dis-

cussed that he was also a chief by previous adoption in this tribe,

namely, a commodore of the W. C. A., and he proposed peace. The
matter was finally compromised by Com. Gardner offering to take the
whole tribe out for a sail, Thursday afternoon. To this the tribe
agreed, and at 3:.30 of said day they swarmed aboard. Dr. Henshall
was late. It was 3 o'clock when he hove in sight on the dock. He
was out of breath, but made signs for the ship's boat. "You needn't
mind rowing," he said to the oarsman, "I'm blowing enough to take
you right along." Then Capt. Petty weighed the anchor and found
it wasn't losing flesh, and at the boom of the cannon the good ship,
with every inch of her canvas early run aloft, leaned over just a little

in the gentle breeze and started otf for the World's Fair. Who was at
the wheel? Why, who should be, but Capt. John himself, the builder
of the ship, proud of this courtesy as any king ever was of a newly
upholstered throne. As he went aloijg, Capt. John told the boys just
how deep it was, every foot under the vessel, and told what the bot-
tom looked like. Capt. John knows every hoopskirt and tin can on
the bottom of the Great Lakes, and this was dead easy for him. Cora,
Gardner smoked and looked happy. All the tribe was happy, too,

DISCOVERY OF A CUSTOM,

"There is one custom in the Wasp," said Com, Gardner after a while,
"which 1 must ask you all to observe. Every one aboard ship is ex-
pected to go below and register. So everybody went below and regis-
tered, and called it a pleasant custom. The OBt of those present as
guests was as follows: Capt. .John Prindiville, his son Thos. J. Prindi-
ville, Dr. Jas. A. Henshall, Messrs. Chas. W. Lee, J. Herbert Ware, N
p. Cook and son N. H. Cook, A.W. Kitchln, P. F. IHunger, A. J While

James B. Keogh, W. H, Eckman, E, Hough and B, Waters, of Forest
AND Stream.
Com, Gardner proposed a bealth to Captain John, "the father of

yachting on the Great Lakes." This met applause, with the refrain
"Many happy days."

DISCOVERY OP THE VIKING.

Everybody has heard of the Viking ship, the plucky open boat built
on the model of a boat discovered in the burial mound of an old Norse
king. Everybody knows that this boat, under the command of Capt,
Magnus Andersen, crossed the ocean this summer and arrived safely
at the Fair by way of the Lakes, At Cleveland it was the Wasp which
met the Viking, and before Capt. Andersen ever got ashore he had
Kone aboard the Wasp and had a welcome. Not everybody knows
that since the Viking arrived at Chicago she has never left her moor-
ings, never until Thursday, when she was out taking a run
for exercise. She was about three mUes out in the lake
from the water front of the Fair, when the Wasp lookout
spied her about the same distance away froui the latter
vessel. In an instant, as the naval novelist would say, all was
confusion. Com. Gardner at first gave orders to run up the skull and
crossbones, but concluded to fly the Viking flag instead. With the lat-
ter apeak. Wasp, which had been sailing close to the wind, under or-
ders to get clear, swung on her heel and laid a course to intersect the
Norseman. The latter, seeing himself pursued, went about and fled
for the neutral waters of the Fair. In turn the Wasp wore and again
laid an intersecting course. It was all over then. The big square
striped mainsail of the Viking, even though helped out by an un-
Viking jib, availed nothing against the lofty canvas of the flagship.
We sailed feet to her inches toward the apex of the triangle, and at
4:40 the Viking shields were easily visible. At that moment she caught
sight of our Viking colors and at once gave us colors in return, run-
ning up the Stars and Stripes, At this the Commodore gave her a
salute of a gun. Viking, having no gun, dipped her flag for thanks,
and returned salute by means of a fog horn. Wasp gave her another
gun, and both craft now approaching within haihng distance, both
hove to and the Viking put off a boat. The officer of this having come
aboard. Com. Gardner found him to carry a message from Capt. An-
dersen asking him to come aboard the Viking. This he did, both ves-
sels laying to. Shortly Cora. Gardner haUed his own ship, saying that
Capt. Andersen invited some of the Wasp party to come aboard. In a
moment one of the Wasp boats was lowered and filled with a goodly
contingent, and the Viking was boarded after a brisk pull.

DISCOVERY OF THE MAGAZINE.

Captain Andersen is a man of few words. After the first salutes
and introductions he said something that sounded like, "Em man
ved dem sjorksskredjw." And then happened a very singular thing
A brown sailor man, bearing a corkscrew, stepped aft He screwed
the corkscrew into the deck, or the bottom of the boat, and with a
heave brought loose a section of the same, discovering the ship's
magazine, well stocked with ice and things to eat and drink. Then
mutual felicitations followed, Capt. Andersen toasting Com. Gardner
and Com. Gardner toa.sting Capt. Andersen, and the tribe giving
cheers for the Viking and her crew.
Having learned how to pronounce "Viking," which, by the way. is

properly to be called "Veek-ing," the visitors swarmed all over this
curious craft, cai-essed the great dragon heads on prow and stern,
inspected the stocky mast and the great square mainsail, saw the
crew straddle the great rowing benches and handle the vast oars,
and looked at the odd rudder, lashed on one side at the stern and
hung by means of a great knot tied in the end of the .supporting rope.
Very strange indeed is this craft, but not badly planned for a sea
boat, and with room between her sides for quite a lot of storage.
Under the rude awning midships were the bunks of the crew and for-
ward was the swinging galley, with beautiful ii-on crane chains, made
in exact imitation of similar Norse boat furniture known to be a
thousand years old. It was hard, indeed, to believe that this craft,
out of another world and another day. was really here on Lake Michi-
gan, near this prosy, matter of fact toivn of Chicago, As it was, the
encounter made a singularly pleasant denouement to a very pleasant
afternoon.

DISCOVERT OF AN EDITOR,

Capt, Andersen is a hustler, or he couldn't have brought the Viking
ship across in 28 days. He handed me his card and announced that he
also was a newspaper man. This did not surprise me at aU, in fact
one might have inferred it. The card reads: "Magnus Andersen,
Master of Viking, editor Norges Sjofurtsdidende ("Norw. Dafly Ship-
ping Gazette), Christiania."
This I send on to the archives of Forest and Stream, but retain for

the Forest and Stream exhibit the souvenir label taken from a bottle
of Viking special brew which made part of the ship's supplies while
coming over the ocean. Some of those who tasted underneath similar
labels said it was no trouble to cross an ocean on such diet, and made
light of the voyage. All the Viking supplies were made specially for
the voyage.

"It took us twenty-eight days to cross the Atlantic," said Capt. An-
dersen, "and we skiled all the way, not rowing in calm weather, as
some have said. We had the oar holes plugged, and had out floating
fenders, so that she would not sink if she filled. You can see she is
altogether open, not decked at all. Yes, we had weather rough
enough; but it is all pleasure here, and I am sorry I must go back
before the Fair is over."
There were on board the Viking the following: Capt. Magnus An-

dersen and his secretary, Alfred Holm; Commissioner Chr. Kavn.
Royal Commissioner for Norway, and his secretary, A. Berle; Consul
Lindgren, at Chicago for Sweden and Norway; Col. Canute Matson,
ex-Sheriff of Cook county and Chicago; Mr. Arthur Lefller, Swedish
Commissioner; Mr. N. Qrevstad, editor of the Skioiduianiaii ; Messrs.
N. Novik and W. Hansteen, of Norway; also Messr.s. S. T. CJuudersen,
P. W. Chaultand, M, Freiberger and M, Sewall,
At length the pleasant meeting must come to an end. With parting

compliments. Com. Gardner ordered his men into their boat, and with
three cheers they pulled for the Wasp, which, as the Vikhig dipped her
colors, gave the Viking a parting gun and headed back for the harbor,
with music all the way from savage throats and instruments, and
cheers at anchor-fall for the Wasp and her hearty commander.
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International Racing.
Whatever anxiety may have been felt over Valkyrie's arrival has

been dispelled by the report of Capt. Griffiths, of the National Line
steamer Spain, which arrived on Monday afternoon. Capt. Griffiths
sighted Valkyrie at noon on Saturday, being then in lat. 11°36', long.
64°36'. The yacht was some 5 miles distant, carrying a working top-
saU and making a speed of W]4 knots as estimated from the steamer

,

keeping up with the Spain for several hours. She was about 435 miles
from New York, and will probably reach port this evening. Mr.
Kersey went out in a tug this morning to meet her.
Mr. G, L. Watson, the designer of the Valkyrie, and Mr. T. W.

Ratsey, of Ratsey & Lapthorne, saihuakers, arrived on Monday morn-
ing in the Furnessia, from Glasgow,
Vigilant is now at City Island, where she is being overhauled most

thoroughly, every part being strengthened and duplicate spars, etc,
being provided. Sawyer & Son are making a new jib and staysail for
her. She will probably haul out late nest week at Downing & Law-
rence's, South Brooklyn. Valkyrie wfll go into the big Erie Basin
docks where Genesta and Thistle were prepared for their races.
Oolonia is lying at Teho's wharf. Jubilee has been stripped and hauled
out at Lawley's, and Pilgrim is out of commission but has not yet
been laid up,

The Cup Races.
The late arrival of Valkyrie makes it impossible to sail the first race

on the proposed date, Sept, 28, and, though not officially announced,
the race will probably take place on Oct, 5.

YACHT NEWS NOTES.
The race of the Royal Canadian Y. C. for the Prince of Wales' cup

was sailed on Sept. 9, with but tliree starters, Zelma, Vedette and
Vreda. The wind was fresh at the start, but soon fell light.
Vendette, the smallest of the three, withdrew, the others being timed,
start 12 noon:

Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.
Zelma 4 07 58 4 07 58 3 59 59
Vreda 4 02 30 4 02 20 4 02 20

The result of the trial races have been to expose the true character
of the fake stories set forth in big headlines through the early part of
the season of the phenonemal speed of the new boats. This obj -ac-

tionable feature of yachting journalism has attracted the attention of
the Yachtsman, which indulges in the following:

BO.STOX GLEANINGS.
"The following items are improved extracts taken from the yacht-

ing columns of the Bosttjn cU.tS.) Daily Hi/steria:
•• 'At a special meeting of the Society for the Perpetuation of the

Peerless American Rig, it was unanimously decided to call Colonta a
sloop so long as there is possibility of her being chosen to defeud the
cup.'
" 'Pilgrim took a spin down the harbor yesterday. As she had

a party of ladies on board, only the lower sails were carried. Yet,
despite short cauvas, she made over IS miles an hour when on the
wind, la running back thf. fin keel covered 14 miles in 43m, 37s,, and
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would have done better if she had not been obliged to heave to several

times in order to allow the weary wind time to catch up/
" 'Aftpr following Jubilee for twenty minutes yesterday the log

came on board, and after wiping the sweat off its brassy brow entered

a protest with General Paine against being towed at a speed exceeding
its makers' guarantee.'

" 'The United States inspector has notified Mr. Oliver Iselin that he
must not under any circumstances allow Vigilant to exceed a speed of

16 knots when passing through narrow channels, as her wash is Uable

to prove dangerous to small craft.'
" 'We learn that the Cunard Steamship Co., have offered to purchase

Jubilee after tlie races are over. The company will use her to take
Campania's place during the winter season. She will carry the mails

and a few first class passengers. PUgrun, it is rumored,, has been
sold to the British Admiralty, who will commission her as a torpedo
catcher.' , . , ,

•' -Answer to "Anxious Inquirer"—Yes. there was a yacht of that

name in the American Yacht List; but at present Navahoe is not
meotioned."

The inquest in the fatal disaster at the house of the Chelsea Y. C.

last month, merely served to disclose the fact that no one was to

blame. Incidentally it was proved tliat the tenon in the balcony, the
immediate cause of the disaster, had been made but .5X2 in place of

10x8. as it was intended, and that the plans were very loosely drawn
and the work never inspected.

The Midget Y, C. of Marblehead, held its "Ladies' Day" last

Saturday, the event being thus described in the Boston Globe:
"There was a serial race in which Fred. Smethurst, Arthur Whitte-

raore and WUlie GiUie each won a leg. Then six little girls raced sis

of the best fln-keelers. Jennette Standley sailed Johnnie Giles' boat,

the reputation of which is established and was upheld to-day by its

fair skipper. Flora Sweet managed the Smethurst race winner per-

fectly. ^
"Pretty little Adelle Knapp was skipper of Arthur Hennessey s craft.

The Whitt-emore boat was handled by Miss Leo Day. Belle Patey had
charge of Ollie Doherty's 30-incher and Alice Denning of Harold
Litchnaan s.

"The start was most exciting, and a breeze just strong enough for

the little models blew across the pond. The first leg was won by
.Tennette Standley, the second by Adelle Knapp and the third by Miss
Leo Day."

Among the British yachtsmen who will attend the Cup races is Mr.
Alfred H. Brown, the designer of many of the larger English steam
yachts. Mr. Brown arrived last week in the Furst Bismarck, and will

spend several weeks here. He has with him models and designs of

some of his best yachts.

The Seawanhaka Corinthian Y. G. has secured the steamer Al Foster
for the first three Cup races.

In order to accommodate their rapidly growing business Messrs.

Tebo have just laimched a fine large balance dock, built by themselves.
With dock and the new pier now nearly completed, the yard will be
able to accommodate the whole steam fleet of New York.

Secretaries of canoe clubs are requested to send to Fobbst and
Stream their addresses, with name, membership, signal, etc.. of their

clubs, and also notices in advance of meetings and races, and report of

the same. Canoeists and all interested in canoeing are requested to

forward to Forest and Stream their addresses, with logs of cruises,

maps, and information concerning their local waters, drawings or

descriptions of boats and fittings, and all items relating to the sport.

Our correspondent, Mr. Vaux, calls the racing men to account this

week for their habitual indifference to matters in which they, of all

men, are the most deeply interested. This mdlfference, which prevails

in yachting as fully as in canoeing, is one of the curious paradoxes of

sport. It will be found on looking up the subject that the leaders in

all reforms and improvements in rules are not the men who own and

race the boats, but those who, while keenly interested, for one reason

or another neither own racing craft nor sail them. The average racing

owner is supremely indifferent to all complaints and criticisms of rules

so long as he gets along well in the racing, and he is more than apt to

resent as a meddlesome interference the attempts of the non-racing

men toward better rules. At best he declines to take any active part

in a discussion, or to give a Uttle thought to the merit of any proposed

change.

Some day or other he happens to run up against a rule which bears

hard on his own particular boat, and then he is suddenly awakened to

the pressing necessity of a change, but as long as he fares fairly well

and continues to win prizes, the evil tendencies of a rule and its effect

on the genei-al good of the sport are matters that have no interest for

him.

This state of affairs has been most marked in the matter of meas-

urement and classification in yachtmg of late years; the various pro-

posals which have been made for changes of rule have originated en-

tirely with the non-owners, and have been treated only with contempt

and ridicule by the majority of yacht owners, who have dismissed

them without taking the trouble to find out what they meant. The

case has not been quite so bad in the A. C. A., many old racers, like

Oliver, Vaux and Gibson, have lent their hands to the improvement of

the rules, but there has been a good deal too much neglect for some

time, and it is most necessary that many defects should be corrected

at the November meeting, and that the men most interested in good

l ules should lend their aid.

Fob some time past the Field has advocated the removal of the long

existing limit of beam in canoes, and the substitution of a rating rule,

by length and sail area, witli some additional limits on dimensions, but

of such a nature as to encourage a larger and wider canoe than the

present universal standard of at);.:;30. The reasons for this change are

not vea-y clearly stated, but the Field considers that the main cause of

the present scarcity of entries is the racing machine with its narrow

•beam.

So far as our observations go, and we have followed the course of

eanoe racing in England and America for a good many years, the

trouble, which is present here as well as there, has nothing to do with

rules or dimensions, but is entirely due to the over-improvement and

specialization of the sport; just as in yachting. We can speak with

certauity for this country, and the same applies to British canoeing,

that the limit, of beam has had nothing to do witli the retu-ement of

the old racing men and the failure of new men to take their place.

The true cause of the decline is, that while five years ago a man could

buy or build a good canoe and race her successfully with only a rea.

sonable expenditure of time, the art of canoe building and sailing has

since advanced so much that the construction of the canoe and spars

and the rigging has become a special study in which very few can

hope tc compete with such a skilled veteran as, for instance, Mr. But-

ler. The hull, spars and rigging must be perfect, and must be kept so

by constant study and labor; and the man who wishes to win races

must devote a very large part of his time to it and to nothing else,

whether at home or in camp. Racing has become not only more

expensive, but less of a pleasure task and more like very hard work

;

and when it comes to the question as to whether it pays, the majority

of young canoeists decide in the negative.

For this state of affairs we can see no remedy through legislation;

at one time oiu- influence was thrown toward the retardation of the

over-development of the racing canoe, but the time for aU such meas-

ures has passed, and the only possible coiu-se is the exact reverse of

that which the Boyal C. C. has persisted in following—the retention

of absurd and obsolete limitations which binder speed and yet do not

encourage good qualities. The same causes and results are visible in

yachting and many other sports which have passed a certain stage of

development., and no remedy has yet been found. i

As regards the proposal to enlarge the beam of the canoe,lit.wovild

'

merely substitute a slightly different type of small racing boat, fully

as expensive, elaborate and complicated as the canoe, more difScult

to house and to transport, of no more use outside of match sailing and

in no way superior to the 16X30 racer. Even If any temporary inter-

est were awakened by the mere novelty of the class, which we doubt,

it would be offset by the harm which would come through the destruc-

tion of that peculiar individuality which has always been the charm of

the canoe and the strength of canoeing.

True, there is not much m common between the modern sailing

racer and the old all-round cruiser and racer, but what little is left is

well worth preserving. Once the canoe ceases to be such and is

classed as one more variety, good or bad, of the large family so in-

definitely known as "boats," there will be an end to canoeing. In this

country efforts have been made again and again to call into existence

a class of wide canoes, of about 33in. beam and lighter than the regu-

lar English canoe-yawl ; but every attempt has faded, and there is no

reason for the belief that the racing of such boats can ever be made
what canoeing was.

Racing Rules and Courses.
Editor Forest and Stream:
I have observed that the racing mm of the A. C. A. are a patient,

quiet, long-suffering and silent set of good feUows, who would rather
bear any iUs they know of than rub pen to paper In an attempt to
right them or institute any reform, The executive committee will
meet in November, and yet no one has taken any steps to correct
vital errors in Racing Rule No. 1, which defines what a racing canoe
is. These same racing men may indulge in a mild sort of kick while
at the meet, but when they return home a solemn silence comes over
them. Would that another MacKendrick could come to life and rattle
around among the old dry bones as one William did four years ago.
Probably there is not a man who has ever come within sight of the
saihng trophy who is satisfied with the present racing course. I will

venture the opinion that if they were asked individually, one and all

would agree that a half-mile-sided triangle is the most unfair and un-
satisfactory course that could possibly be chosen to test the merits of
canoes and men. Yet you never hear a racing man complain or sug-
gest any different arrangement. The best yacht races are sailed to
windward and return. Since the meet at Jessup's Neck there has
been no such race on our A. C. A. programme. I can prove conclu-
sively that more than three canoes cannot start or sail on even terms
over a half-mile-sided triangular course. How absurd then to attempt
to start fifteen or twenty. A mile-sided triangle would be far better
in every way except one-^the Bjjectators on shore would not get quite
so good a view. Are, the races sailed then solely for the amusement
of the onlookers? It would seem so.

A course two rafles to windward and back would be a far better
course for a canoe race than any number of times round that small
triangle. Every boat would have an even chance of winning and of
keeping out of the way of its rivals.
You need not expect, Mr. Editor, that this letter will caU forth any

views from the racing men; but a note from you asking certain ques-
tions on these points addressed to individuals might bring out some
valuable information. This would be a good work for a regatta com-
mittee to undertake. Any change in the laying out of courses would
mean a little more work for the regatta committee and it would make
the hiring of a tug imperative—but these can hardly be considered
objections.
The racing at the meets for two years has been poor compared with

earlier i-egattas in ijoint of number of entries and starters at least.
The course may have little to do with the result, but it certainly has
contributed to the general opinion that has gone abroad, that only
two or three men have even a chance of winning.

I hope to see a great revival of the racing interest next year, and
therefore I look to the officers of the A. C. A. to do all in their power
to promote this result. Has any one else anything to say on this sub-
ject? I hope so. C. BowTBB VAits.

Cruising Canoe Yawls.
In considering the subject of canoe design, especially when dealing

with the larger type of canoe yawls, every bold attempt toward speed,
beauty of form, large accommodation, great stability, and other de-
sirable perfections seems barred at birth by the necessity of compro-
mising with other elements equally important, but antagonistic. For
instance^ stability has, to a large extent, to give way to the require-
ments of shallow water navigation; it is quite easy to so ballast the
boat by a fin and bulb keel as to make her absolutely uncapsizable;
but ability to work in shoal water, to haul ashore—to portage-on carts
or train, or steamer's deck—step in and demand a movable keel in the
nature of a center plate. No doubt it may be said by some that all

depends on the nature of the water to be navigated, but there again a
canoe yawl should be ready for any kind of waters; and, unless a
dinghy be always taken in tow, or collapsed and carried on board,
landing becomes a great difficulty, except at piers, if the draft exceeds
about a foot.
As an instance of the advisability of complying with the compromise

between the dictates for stability and those for shallow water naviga-
tion, we may mention two incidents which occurred in one day's cruis-
ing to the Nautilus, canoe yawl, last week on the south coast. Nauti-
lus under whole saU, sloop rigged, mainsail 130ft., and foresail 3Gft..

had been running with a moderate quarterly breeze, which had kept
true in direction and about level in force for nearly three hours; and
her course lay about a mUe and a half off the main land, with wind off
shore. Suddenly, and without any visible sign on water or of clouds,
a whisthng noise from somewhere, or from nowhere, was heard, and
then in a moment the boat came upright in a sudden luU, and next
moment was laid on her beam ends in a tearing gust of wind. The
Nautilus, handy as a top, luQ'ed of herself, for her skipper was up on
the weather bilge and the tiller under water to leeward. She came up
head to wind in showers of spoondrift, which seemed to be cut off the
comparatively smooth surface of the sea by the savage squall. The
peak of the lug (there being heel halliards as weU as yard halliards, or
peak halliards) was let drop, a reef hatded down, and, with the main-
sail thus scantlized. Nautilus was put off and scudding within about
forty seconds or a minute of being struck; and in ten minutes more
there was nothing but the old breeze and somewhat bumpy water, and
during the next six hours the wind continued quite moderate and
steady; no water had been shipped.

The Nautilus is fitted with a heavy center plate of composite con-
struction, blocks of lead dropping into a double plate "board," and
she has 2501bs. of lead inside her, making a total of about 4501bs. A
steady, strong breeze may lay a boat down and necessitate reefing,
where the ballast is aU inside the boat, but the test of the margin of
safety is best found in a squall, sudden and imexpected. A bulb
keeler would probably also have been laid flat by the white squall,
with, however, the certainty of righting by lufllug; Nautilus had just
sulBcient weight to do so, and, moreover, to carry way on and be
under command, but an unballasted skimmer would almost certainly
have been blown over again with no way on, for the saUs were shaking
like thunder claps on coming head to wind. Then comes the question
of would she fiU? and thereby hang questions of construction and fit-

ment enough to fill a page of the Field. There can be no doubt that,
for such rough treatment by -^vind, ballast on the keel and bulb fin-

keels are the acme of security; but a bulb fin-keel may prove the re-

verse of safety in other circtunstances common to smaU boat single-
handed sailing.

The day having passed with pleasant, almost drifting sailing, sunset
came on while yet some 18 mUes had to be sailed. The breeze fresh-
ened up, and by 10 P. M. the sea became lumpy and uneven; the jumps
in the dark from sea to sea were so wild that the lamp was put out
three times by the jerks, and was so left, as the single hand's attention
was fully needed at the tiller and foresheet. Compass bearings and
course were simply impossible if the getting into port was preferable
to the probability of being caught out at night in a blow. A straight

course for the lightship could be taken, but with the possibility of
passing very near the tail end of a shoal shingle bank, with the wind
blowing on to shore. Here came the advantage of a centerboard and
the lead line, or even the centerboard versus lead line, in so small a
boat. The lead gave no bottom at two fathoms tmie after time: then
one fathom, and, before the lead could well be hove again, the center
plate struck at 4ft. draft. In a couple of seconds the hand chain gear
lifted the plate a couple of feet, the helm was put down and in five

seconds the boat was standing off to sea for a reasonable ofBng, and
then put about to her course again for the distant lightship. Where
would a fixed bulb keel have been in those circumstances? Probably
stranded, and, further, lying on that shingle bank at this moment,
with or without the boat attached to it, for a second bump wotild have
been a nasty one.
Screw-lifting gear would have proved far too slow in its action for

lifting a keel before another sea could drop her on the bottom. It

shortly comes to this, that, for racing only, the boat should have a
fin keel, and keep to the deep, even if extra miles of sailing are
thereby entailed. For cruising, and convenience of landing, housing
and transporting, have a center-plate just as heavy as can be hauled
up by chain gear and hand. Of course, these remarks and the slack
navigation only apply to the single-handed saihng of canoe yawls;
for in such craft, properly fitted, deeds can be don© with impimity
which would be seriously risky in yachta of twice their size not
similflrly fitted and hanOleable.—IT. Bad^fi^U^ in The Field.

The Passaic River Regattas.
The three canoe clubs about Woodside and Arlington, on the Pas-

saic Raver, the Orange, Arlington and lanthe, held their annual cele-

bration on Labor Day and the preceding Saturday, each club holding
a regatta. A number of canoeists were present from Saturday to
Monday, the intervening day being spent pleasantly on the river.

The first event was the regatta of the Oranse C. p, on Saturday after-

noon, held off the club house at West Arlington. The sailing races
went off better than usual on the river, the wind being quite strong.

The events and winners were:
Paddling, any canoe: G. W. Petty, Rutherford C. C, won; Frank

McLees, Rutherford C, C, second.
Sailing, seniors: George Douglas, lanthe C. C, won; George Manley,

Orange C. C. second. Mauley's boat filled early in the race and Doug-
won with ease. He offered to resail the race, which was done, and he
won the second time.

Sailing, for cruising canoes: Wm. Smiley, Orange C. C, won; B. R.
Roome, Arlington C. C, second.

Sailing, juniors: Geo. Manley, Orange C. C.,won;B. R. Roome, Ar-
lington C. C, second.
Paddling, club fours: lanthe crew. Harry Farmer. Barron Freder-

icks, H. B. Boggs and Joseph Stewart, won; Rutherford crew, Q. W.
Petty, Frank McLees, D. W. Bain and W. D. Barkley. second.

Sailing, maneuvering and upset: Geo. Douglas, lanthe C. C. won;
Geo. Manley. Orange C. C. second.

Paddlingr, seniors: Geo. Douglas. lanthe C. C, won; Mark Freeman,
lanthe C. C, second.
Paddling, juniors: Geo. Petty, Rutherford C. C, won; H. Allen

second.
Paddline, tandem Ceanoes of 30in. beam or over): Harry Farmer

and Geo. Douglas, lanthe C. C, won ; Fred and J. C. Collins, Bayonne
0. C, second.
Hurry-scurry and upset: W. D. Barkley, Rutherford C. C, won; D.

W. Bain, Rutherford C. C, second.
The regatta committee was W. H. Smiley, chairman, H. M. Ander-

sen, and L. E. Esler. The reception committee was J. E. Rogers,
chairman, George and W. H. Smithanson.
After the races the ladies present were taken on a trip in the war

canoe, and in the eveninpc a reception was held at the club house.
The regatta of the Arlington C. C. was held on Monday morning, re-

sulting as follows:
Club fours, open canoes: Joseph Stewart, E. B. Boggs, .1. H. Braine

and Harry Farmer, lanthe C. C. won; J. Duguid, A. Archibald, .Geo.
Douglas and Barron Fredricks, lanthe C. C, second.
Paddling tandem, decked canoes: J. Duguid and H. Farmer, lanthe

C C. won; A. Archibald and B. Fredricks. lanthe C. C. second.
Padiiling, open canoes: Frank McLees. Rutherford C. C, won; J. C.

Atwater, Arlington C. C, second.
Paddling, decked canoes: J. Stewart, lanthe C. C, won; J. Allen,

unattached, second.
Paddling, tandem open canoes: J. Dusxiid and George Douglas,

lanthe C. C.,won; B. Fredericks and A. Archiblld, lanthe C. C, second.
Standing paddling: Harry Farmer, lanthe C. C, won; Frank Mc-

Lees. Rutherford C. C, second.
Hurry, scurry and upset: D. M. Bain, Rutherford C. C, won; FranTc

McLees, Rutherford C. C, second.
Swimming, 100yds.: D. M. Bam, Rutherford C. C.,won; B. R. Roome,

Arlington C. C , second.
The regatta committee was I. V. Dorland, R. Ellis, and B. B. Roome.
In the afternoon followed the regatta of the lanthe 0. C, at the

club house on the Newark side of the river, resultins as follows:
Sailing Seniors.—George Douglas, lanthe C. C, won; J. Stewart,

lanthe C. C, second.
Paddling, Open Canoes, Single Blades —William J. Stewart, lanthe

C. C . won; Frank McLees, Rutherford C. C, second.
Paddling. Seniors. Decked Sailing Canoes.—M. A Freeman, lanthe

C C, won; George Douglas, lanthe C. C, second.
Paddling, Juniors, Decked SaUingr Canoes.—Alexander Archibald,

lanthe C. C, won: J. E. Hedenberg, lanthe C. C, second.
Paddling Tandem, Decked Canoes.—F. L. and J. B. Collins, Bayonne

C. C, won; J. Duguid and George Douglas, lanthe C. C, second.
Paddling Tandem, Open Canoes.—Barron Fredricks and Alexander

Archibald, lanthe C. C, won; W. and J. Stewart, lanthe C. C,
second.
Club Fours, Open Canoes.—J. Stewart, H. Farmer, J. H. Braine and

E. B. Boggs, lanthe C. C, won ; J. Duguid, W. Stewart, A. Archibald
and B. Fredricks. lanthe C. C., second.
Paddling, Any Canoe.—C. V. Schuyler, Arlington C. C, won; G. W.

Pretty, Rutherford C. C, second.
Paddling, Hurry Scurry and Upset.—B. W. Bain, Rutherford C. C,

won; W. D. Barkley. Rutherford 0. C , second.
Tournament.—H. Farmer and B. Fredricks, lanthe C. C, defeated

G. W. Pretty and Frank McLees, Rutherford C. C.
The members and visitors spent the evening at the lanthe dub

house.

A. C. A. Membership.
Eastern Division: John E. Bradley, W. M. Freeman, Worcester,

Mass. Northern Division: George Emert Gross, Whitby; George Her-
bert DartneU, Buffalo, N. Y.

CANOE NEWS NOTES.
The annual fall regatta of the New York C. C. will be held at Ben-

sonhurst, Gravesend Bay, foot of Twenty-second avenue, on Saturday
afternoon, Sept. 33. All races will be open to members of any canoe
club or the A. C. A. Programme: 1. LTnlimited sailing race to be
called at 1:30. 2. Handicap sailing race, to be called at 2:30. 3. Cruisers'
sailing race, to be called at 3::10. Open to boats of not over 18ft. l.w.l.:

4. Paddling, decked canoes, to be caUed at 4:30. 5. Paddling, tandem
by hand, to be called at 5:00. 6. Tug of war. to be called at 5:30. The
regatta committee includes Jas. R. Lake, John E. Plummer, and H
C. Ward.

Independent N. Y. Schuetzen Corps.
The grand prize shoot and summer night's festival of the Indepen-

dent New York Schuetzen Corps at Washington Park on Tuesday,
Sept. 12, brought together a large gathering of the corps' members
and invited guests. The programme was of the close corporation
order, being open only to the members of the society.
The buflseye target offered 25 prizes ranging from $T5 to S800. The

prizes to be won by the best center shots on a 4iu. disk in a 18in.
black. There were 10 premiums for the most red flaes ranging from
S'M to f200. Scores: E. Fisher 15^4 degrees, Geb. Krauss 29, Gus.
Zimmerman 34, Greo. Lower 343.^, J. Bittschier 35, Alex Stein 54^,
Ignatz Marten 63, Wm. Hayes 66, B. Walther 6S14. H. D. Miiller 683^,
L. A. Hoffman 71^, F. W. Hofele 751;;. G. Bauer 85, E. Greiner 88}|,
F. Simon 92. H. Kuhn 97. J. Lower 98, H. Weber 100, A. Roedler 103k,
Dr. Herold 121, A. Begerow 138, W. Soli 139, F. C. Halbe 163, M. Her-
man 167, L. Dreyer 172.

Premiums, most red flags: Gus Zimmerman 44, E. Fisher 29, Geb.
Krauss 24, Alex. Stein 24, B. Waether 24, Ignatz Marten 16, G. Greiner
12, F. Simon 11, H. D. Miiller 10, F. W. Hofele 9.

Target of Honor: On the target of honor each member had twx>
shots on the ring target, the best .shot to count, the low shot to
decide the ties, if any; prizes to consist of donations by members and
friends. August Begerow, a member from the Newark contingent,
captured the fii'st prize. The scores are appended: Begerow 34 20,
Ch. Rieser 24 17. I. Marten 23 23, B. Walther. 23 23. E. Fisher 22 20,
H. Euhn 22 17, G. Greiner 22 11, Ch. Bauer 22 9. G. Zimmerman 21 21,
J. Volz 21 18, W. Haves 21 18, Geb. Krauss 21 16, H. D. Miiller 21 15,
E. Dreher 21 11, Ed. Hotz 21 0, W. F. Baab 21 0.

King target: This target was a 12in. disk (black), and each member
had one shot; the best center shot to count; the member making it to
be crowned king of the society for the year 1893-4. Strange to relate
that, large as the target was, there were few bullseyes made. It was
said that the rerponsibilities of the position caused many of the com-
petitors to become afflicted with an acute nervous attack. Henry
Weiler, however, was one of the exceptions, for his shot was an
almost perfect center. He was crowned king of the society with
great pomp and ceremony^

Harlem Rifle Club.

At the weekly gallery shoot of the Harlem Club on Sept. 8, Val.
Krayer distinguished himself by outshooting the other members and
putting up the fine score of 248 out of a possible 2£0. The scores are
appended, 10 shots, possible 250, distance 25yds.; Val. Krayer 348,
J. Bodenstab 244, C. Hutch 243, E. Busby 241, W. Weeks 230, W. Taylor
228, McGee 237-

Ohio Rifle Shooting.
BKtXEFONTAiNB, O.—At the regular practice shoot on the 9th the

following scores were made, conditions. 200yds.. off-hand, open sights,
Creedmoor target: G. Leidigh 35, J. S. Rea 37, W. H. Hele 29, J. F.
Fisher 31, P. Rutledge 31, H. Dushane 32, P. Leidigh 39.

The weather conditions were very unfavorable, but nevertheless the
Bcor^ isw improvement over tbe mst, Joij
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Zettler Club Prize Shoot.
The twentieth annual festival and prize shoot of the Zettler Eifle

Club, which was held in Wissel's Cypress Hills Park, on Sunday and
Monday, Sept. 10 and 11, brought together all the crack riflemen of
New York and vicinity as well as many others from tho adjoining
States,
The marksmanship displayed durmg the two days was of the highest

order. Among those present and competing in the tournament were
Harry M. Pope, Hartford, Conn., August Dietrich, champion of the
New Jersey (State) National Guard: Wm. Dutcher of Paterson N. J.;
F. A. Bachman, J. Rudd and Jacob Hess, of Portchester, N. Y. ; Aug.
J. Christian, of the New York Schuetzen Corps; John Young, Maspeth,
Long Island; Louis Miller of Dexter Park; J. Bodenstab, Harlem Rifle
Club; 0. J. Boyce, Jersey City; Jas. Hughes, Kxcelsior Rifle Club and
many others. The weather during the two days was beautiful, the
light clear, and the wind just sufficient to keep the range free from
smoke, so that the shooters had a clear and unobstructed view of the
targets at all times.
The race for bullseyes (red flags), was sharp and interesting. The

premiums for most flags was divided as follows: 1st, F. C. Ross with
50; 2d, G. Zimmerman with 34; 3d, H. Holges with 33: 4th, M. Dorrler
with 26; 5th, Wm. Eosenbaum with 23.

BuUseye target, 18 prizes, ranging from $20 to SIO, the best center
shot to count.
The first prize on this target was captured by one of New Jersey's

crack shots in the person of L. P. Hansen. The scores of the other
competitors are appended in their order: L. P. Hansen 12 degrees F.
C. Ross 15, H. Holges 17, M. Dorrler 20, G. J.Watson 37}4, 0. G. Zettler
371^, B. Zettler 40, J. Coppersmith 43, Dr. Grosch 43, J. A. Boyken 44,
W. Forbach 45, R. Busse 48}/^, W. Deitcher 49M, P. F. Schmidt 51, F.
Schmidt 53, H. M. Pope 53, L Marten 58}4, C. W. Horney '61.

Ring target: The competition on this target was exceedingly brisk,
and the holding abihty of the shooters exerted to their fullest capac-
ity. There were four scores of 73 out of a possible 75 made by thi-ee
of the riflemen, Mr. Holges making two and Mr. Zimmerman and Mr.
Hayes one each. There were 21 prizes, ranging from $50 to $1, with
four premiums for the flve best tickets from $10 to $2. The scores are
as foflows:
Ring target: H. Holges 73 73—146, G. Zuamerman 73 71—144, F. C.

Ross 72 71—143, Wm. Hayes 73 70—143, M. Dorrler 73 70—142, T. Flach
72 70—142, C. G. Zettler 72, J. Bodenstab ,71, B. Walther 91, 1. Marten
70, L. P. Hansen 70. R. Busse 70, Dr. Boyken 70, P. F. Schmidt 69, G
W. Plaisted 68, John Young 68, L. Busse 68, H. M. Pope 67, B. Zettler 67
A. Begerow 67, E. Fisher 66.

Premiums: H. Holges 353, F. C. Rosa 353, Wm. Hayes 3SS. M. Dorr-
ler 351, L. Flach 351. •' '

Honor target: The honor target is open to the competition of the
members of the club only, and each has three shots without re-entry.
This target is generally considered by the shooters as a sort of a con-
solation for those unfortunates who blow in their surplus on the ring
and bullseye targets. Upon this target they fall back in order to
realize sufficient funds to take themselves and family home again,
and what is peculiar aboiit it is that the experts of the club are very
seldom tound at the head of the list on this target. In this instance
the three high men are of only ordinary shooting ability. Of the first
ten on the list only two, Messrs. Hayes and Dorrler, of the expert
class, are found in it. The prizes on this target were made up from
$150 in cash given by the club treasury and donations presented by
judges and members. Forty-two members shot and each got a prize
rangmg m value from $25 to $5. The scores are appended:
Honor target:

P F Schmidt. 24 22 23-69 J Gunther 23 14 22-59
RHarmann 21 23 24—68 G A Schurman 19 20 20—59
J Kolmetz 31 23 23-67 H Oehl 22 18 19—59W Hayes 23 33 21—67 G L Hoffman -57
B Zettler 18 35 23-66 A Blumenberg 21 13 22-.56
M B Bngel 24 22 20-60 F Fabrius 14 21 21—56
J Bodenstab 20 21 24-65 F CHeintz 18 19 19-56
G W Plaisted 23 18 24-65 GebKrauss 18 19 18—55M Dorrler 23 19 23-65 I Marten 19 22 14-55
E Fisher 24 21 20- 65 A Begerow 19 17 17-53
GNowak 21 19 24-64 F Schmidt 21 16 16—53
L Flach 24 21 19—64 FHecking 17 23 13-53
B Walther 20 19 23—62 F Facronipre 31 2S 18—52
G Zimmerman 22 20 20—62 Dr Grosch 14 20 18—52
F CROSS 19 18 24-61 V Dittmar —50
Dr Boyken 21 22 18-61 G Wissel V." V. —49
C G Zettler 17 2122—60 GW Downs. .

'—42
J Coppersmith 18 20 22—60 P Steuber . —39
LP Hansen 17 21 22—60 H Strate —27H Holges 23 19 19—60 C J Watson ",

'—26
RBusse 18 25 17—60 FKrumseick ..

'.'—20

Judges' target.—This target was open only to judges and ' guests of
the club. The prizes were two gold lockets or watch charms. An in-
teresting feature in this competition was the shooting of Mr. E.
Krauss, the worthy sire of our vice-president, Geb Krauss. The old
gentleman is 76 years old and he fired his three shots without the aid
of glasses, winning the second prize. Several of his competitors were
under 30 years of age. The scores are appended:
A J Christian 23 16 17—56 F A Bachman 10 14 20—44
5 Krauss 17 21 9-47 J Hess .'. .11 12 20-43
E J Menmger : .,13 H 19—46 G Schmitt 12 14 12—38

LADIES' SHOOT.
Many of the wives and daughters of members of the Zettler Club are

more or less famihar with the use of the rifle. It has been the custom
Of the club for a number of years to extend an invitation to the lady
friends of the club to participate in the annual festival, and a short-
range target and prizes have been provided for their benefit. This year
exertions were made to entertain the ladies, and a committee of three
of the members of the club was appointed to look after the interests
of all the ladies They came and the committee hustled, and between
the two they had a good tune. Every lady who shot got a prize, and
when all were distributed the ladies voted that the chairman, Mr. Joe
Gunther, was just too nice for anything, and they hoped he would get
appointed on that same committee next year. The scores of the ladies
are appended, three shots, muzzle rest, distance 50yds., possible 45
points: Mrs. Dr. Boyken 41, Miss Watson 40, Mrs. Gunther 39, Mrs.
Walther 39, Mrs. C. G. Zettler :39, Mrs. Shaw 36, Miss M. Gunther 30,
Mrs. Smith 36, Mrs. Strate 35, Miss Blumingberg 35, Mrs. Wissel 35
Mrs. Scharman 35, Mrs. Busse 34, Mrs. Facompre 34, Mrs. Downs 33,
Mrs. Krauss 30, Mrs. Harmann 27, Mrs. Ross 22, Mrs. Dr. Grosch 20
Mrs. B. Zettler 20, Mrs. L Marten 10, Mrs. Dorrler 8, Mrs. Krumsiek 0
Miss Rau 0, Mrs. Nowak 0, Mrs. Plaisted (proxy) 0, Mi-s. Flach 0, Mrs
Engel (proxy) 0.

Greenville Rifle Club.
Only four members of the Greenville Rifle Club had the courage to

face the tempest on Friday night to visit the clubhouse for the regular
weekly shoot. The scores are appended, 10 shots, possible 250 dis-
tance 25yds. : C. Boag 243, Purkess 237, J. Boag 231, Plaisted 231
The weekly Saturday outing of the club in Armbruster's Park on

Sept. 16, did not have its usual attendance. Several of the members
took advantage of the fine weather last week to make a visit to the
haunts of the grouse in the northern part of the State. The members
who participated in the shoot enjoyed a fine afternoon's sport.
Messrs, Chavant and Plaisted started out to shoot a 50-shot race, but
the former retired on his third strmg. The latter shot out his score,
making the following strings; 238, 215, 214, 214, 223—1,094.
The scores of the members participating are appended:

•Plaisted (.38-55-300 Bal. lub.) ,.17 23 24 25 23 23 32 22 24 25-228C A Chavant (.32-40-185 Win. lub.).... 21 23 23 24 23 18 18 18 25 23-215
C Boag (.25-10 BaUard) 16 19 34 20 18 23 20 19 21 21-201
Geo Purkess (Bal. .22 long rifle) 24 16 23 11 21 16 13 25 17 23-189
Pools—Three shots:

Plaisted.. oi 73 08 67 Scheline 53 51 6^5 54
Ppkess 62 60 54 53 Boag 62 62 67 61
Chavant ....57 57 55 63

Rifle and Pistol in San Francisco.
San Francisco, Cal., Sept. W.—MUtw Fm-est and Stream:

Appended please find scores of Rifle and Pistol Club made at itsmonthly medal shoot to-day. This is the first classification shoot of
the rifle section and medal shooting proper will not begin with thisarm until Jan. 1, 1894.

Rifle contest, distance 200yds., any rifle, 10 shots, no re-entry, Stan-
dard American target, with choice of 8 or llin. black: Col S" I Kel-

S^lV*'^,'^' 0> RogeJ-s 75, A. Gehret 74, E. Hovey 74,
F. Fay 74, H. HeUberg 74, Chas. Thierbaeh 73. H. Heeth 70, F OYoung 69, A. Heeth 68, F. Baumgartner 67, L. C. Babin 66, P. Bohr 60!

Pistol contest, 10-shot club match, distance 50yds., :i pound pull of
trigger, 10 shots, no re-entry, Standard American target: E. Hovey
92, S.L Kellogg 92 P. Gehrc;t 89, A. Heeth 87, C. M. Daiss 87, F. OYoung 8S, H. Heeth 78, L. O. Rodgers 71, P. Bohr 70.

Pistol contest, SO-shot.State championship match, open to allcomers
conditions same as foregoing: Col. S. I. Kellogg 265, F. O. Young 261
E. Hovey 261, O. M. Daiss 260, A. Heeth 2B9, F. Qehret 254. Roeel

New York Central Corps.
The New York Central Schuetzen Corps, Capt. Adolph Richter, held

Its monthly shoot m Washington Park on Thui-sday, Sept 14, The at-
tendance was fairly good considering the weather conditions. Those

who brought along thefr umbreUas found use for them at the close of
the shoot.
In the competition for class medals Gus. Zunmerman as usual

headed the list for the champion class. Henry D. Muller for the first
class. J. Eisenhardt for the second class, EmU Berckman for the third
class, and W. Schneeweis for the fourth class. The scores are ap-
pended: 6 shots, possible 150, German rmg target: Champion class,

S.o^'x?'^'^®/^^? ^ed. Schraeder 125; first class, Henry D. Muller
123, H. Rohde 118, N. Young 98; second class, J. Eisenhardt 121, J. Jor-

Barrman 116, C. F. Gennerich 114, Jacob Dux 114, W. Wie-
bold 94, W. Teschman 86; third class, Emil Berckman 114, N. Holster
113, M. Ficken 110, F. Luhr 108, J. Lowie 107, J. Fazer 104, J. Forsch 79;
tourth class, W. Schneeweis 109, Capt. Richter 106, A. Luck 70.

3 shots, possible 60: Gus. Zimmerman 59, J. Eisenhardt
57, F. Barrmau 55, F. Schraeder 54. Emil Berckman 54. M. Ficken 52.

Revolver Shooting in England.
As THE revolver shootmg season is drawing to a close the members

of the South London Rifle Club are putting in better scores for the
revolver championship of the cluD.

i.1

On Aug. 29 Mr. Winaus made the first 41 that has yet been made at
the club for the revolver championship. Details of scores:
Series 1, stationary target at 20yds. (counts for the chatTipionship):

Walter Winans 7 7 7 6 7 7—41 OF Lowe 5 7 7 5 6 5-34
Lieut Heath 5 7 6 7 5 7—37 Mortimer 6 4 3 7 7 5—32
Series 2, at disappearing target:

Walter Winans
, 4 4 5 4 7 7—31

Series 3. at a 50yds. target:
Walter Winans 5 4 7 7 7 4-34 Lieut Heath. 6 7 6 5 5 2-31
Scores for championship of the club:

Walter \Vinans 4I 40 40 40 40 39—200
Lieut TW Heath 40 89 .38 .38 37—192
CFLowe 39 38 .37 .36 36-186PH Frost 38 ,37 .37 36 36—186
EVKeen 37 35 .34 .33 .3i_i3o
Oollman 33 33 30 29-125H Andrews 36 3.3—69
R deSahs 33 .31—64
Roxburgh 30 21— 61
The scores for the revolver championship of the North London

Rifle Club have now got Major Munday advanced to third place, and
Mr, Lowe has added a few poiuts to his score, but has not come up to
Mr. Winans. Below are details:W Winans 41 41 41 41 40-204 Rand 36 36 34 33 31—170
0 F Lowe 40 39 38 38 37—192 Capt Riehards'n86 34 .33 :32 32—167
Maoor Munday. .39 38 37 36 83-183 Carter 33 -33 83 33 33—165
Lieut Varley.. ,.37 37 37 35 35—181 Capt Thompson;i4 32 .32 31 30—159
Capt Cowan,

, . ,89 36 36 35 35-181 Treadwell 28 25 23 19 15-112

Rifle and Trap in Ontario.
Belleville, Ont., Sept. 12.- Some very good shooting, good enough

even for record m the great organ of legitimate sports. Forest akd
Stream, was made on our rifle range yesterday afternoon. In shoot-
ing off the tie which they made last week in the Forest and Stream
Club's rifle match, Messrs. S. W. Vermilyea and W. Douglas broke the
range record. The conditions are 10 shots at 100yds., any rifle, ofl-

The Forest and Stream is put to press
on Tuesdays. Correspondence intended for

publication should reach us by Mondays and
as much earlier as may be practicable.

Jiand, American field target, highest possible score 100. The range
record was 74, which was made in 1891 by Mr. AV. P. Clarke.
The conditions were highly favorable, the light being steady with

a light wind from the right rear. Following are the scores, shot by
shot: 1

J

SW Vermilyea 958799 10 99 6—81
^Douglas 10 5 5 8 4 10 5 10 10 10-77
Both of the contestants used Stevens rifles, .22cal., with "long rifle"

cartridge, Lyman ivory bead front and patent combination rear
sights.
Our range is a very bad one. The maksman has to face north, and

vehile the light shifts very rapidly as the sun is clear or obscured by
clouds, the target is in the shadow of a railway embankment and the
wind has free sweep from all directions. Under these circumstances
1 think the scores are highly meritorious and hard to beat.
In the trap shooting contests of the club, which comprised eight

matches at Cleveland bluerocks, the results were: Senior Class—R S
Bell first, H. B. Day second, W. P. Clarke third. Junior ClasS-J. Has-
lett and W. Cronk divided lu-st and second.W. Orysler thhrd R. S B

Hartford Rifle Club.
Hartford, Conn.—I inclose scores made by the Hartford Rifle Club

Sept. 9, standard target, 200yds. Medal match:W M Pope 9 9 9 10 8 9 8 7 7 8-84
9 10 9 7 10 7 10 8 9 9—88

^-or, .
10 10 88787 10 9 8-85

F B Covel 7 9 8 10 9 7 8 10 8 8-S4
^ ^ ,

9 5 10 8 6 6 8 9 0 10-77FKRand 9 8 g 7 6 8 10 8 8 8-81
wTTT^u 9768977 10 8 8-79W H Dunbar 10 5 9 6 8 6 7 10 6 5-72
J Edn-ardS 6 8 9 9 7 7 6 10 4 10-76

,
97875887 10 7-76

P E Rache 6 9 7 5 10 7 6 7 6 8—71
FSeaver 588858859 5-69
J N La,n« 6 7 6 5 5 5 7 8 7 6-62AH Tyler...,.,, 4 67838509 7-63
Edwards wins the bronze medal in 10 scores of 70 or over with 78

73, 74, 73, 72, 72, 76, 76, 76. 71—737.
Badge match, one entry: Pope 75, Edwards 71, Rand 68, Dunbar 66,

Covel 65, Rache 63. h. M. Pope, Sec'y.

The U. S. Amateur Revolver Championship.
It may interest intended competitors for the above trophy, as well

as the present holder, to hear that Mr. Winans exhibited a copy of
the trophy at the London Crystal Palace exhibition of huntmg and
shooting art subjects.
He won, for it and some more bronzes of his workmanship, the

medal. This is the second medal this trophy has won "for art
exceUence" at c-rhibitions hi England this year.

Turtle Bay Rifle Club.
At the regular weekly shoot of the Turtle Bay Club, Sept. 14, the

members held a team match for the refreshments for those present
The scores are appended, 10 shots per man, possible 250; distance
20yds.

:

G E Jantzer 242 O G Fuchs 236
JOchs, Jr 210 H Walter . .

'243
J Oberle 241—723 J Dietz, Jr '

.
.* "344—722

Cincinnati, O.
The Cincinnati Rifle Association held its regular practice shoot at

its range on the 10th inst. and made - the scores as appended. Condi-
tions, 200yds., off-hand, at the standard target:
Pay.iie... 74 77 74 Topf 63 54 52
Weinheimer 72 68 66 Randall. 77 77 77
Drube 66 65 69 See '.79 71 70
Brumback 75 74 73

RIFLE NOTES.
There fs a report in cu-culation that the California shooters would

like to have another go with the Zettler Club. There is not much
doubt that should the Cahfornians express a desire in the form of a
challenge to meet the Zettler team again the latter would meet theii-
advances. The rank and file of the Zettler club are just egotistical
enough to think that individually or collectively they can outshoot
anything in this glorious country. Theu' style of shooting is any
weight rifle that a man can hold, off-hand, with or without palm rest
Some use the pahn rest, others shoot without it and make just as good
averages, so that so far as the palm rest goes it seems to be a matter
of habit.

The Hudson and the Greenville rifle clubs, of Jersey City, have shot
two team matches at the 200yds. range, and each club has won. In
the last match the Hudsons won by a margm of only 3 points over the
Greenville team, and it so chanced that the Greenville team was a col-
lection of cripples at the time, their best men being away. This leads
the Greenville contingent to behove that the Hudsons will fight shy of
any further matches with their team when its best men are on hand.We hardly think the Greenville people have sized up the HudsoDB right

in this respect. We have reason to believe that a chaflenge from the
Greenville Club to the Hudson Club for a match to decide the tie will
be accepted by the latter without delay, and for any stakes the Green-
ville people may desire. Are we right, Hudson ?

The outdoor shooting season is fast drawing to a close, hut we have
a number of riflemen, in and about New York, who. before laying
aside their rifles for the winter would be pleased to enter a sweepstake
match for 100 shots or more, for cash or a trophy, so as to decide
the question as to who is the best shot at the close of the year 1893.
Several years have elapsed since we have had a match of this kind,
and a number of our local experts have become just a little inflated
over their holding abihty.

Our friepd Holges, from Harlem, thinks that there is just as much
satisfaction in capturing the first prize of the Z' ttlers on the score of
two V.3s as to take a long and tedious journey to Chicago for Inter-
national honors. The ZetUers went to Chicago and skimmed the
International shoot. Our Harlem man goes over to Wissels and
skims the Zettlers.

The Zettler Club on Monday night, after the distribution of the
prizes, honored one of its popular members, Dr. J. A. Boyken, by
crowning him anew for his great score at (Jhicago. Miss Krumseck,
the daughter of F. Krumseck, did the honors, assisted by President
B. Walther.

All ties divided unless otherwise reported.

FIXTURES.
If you want your shoot to be announced here

send In notice like the following:

Sept. 20-31.—Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association
sixth tournament, at Worcester, Mass.
Sept. 26-29.—Pennsylvania State Sportsmen's Association tournament

at Harrisburg, Pa. H. M. F. Worden, Cor. Sec'y.
Sept. 27-28.—West End Gun Club, Ottumwa, Iowa, second annual

tournament. J. R. Young, Sec'y.
September.—Manufacturers' TrapShooting Association tourna-

ment, at Columbus, Ohio.
Oct. 2-7.—World's tournament, Watson's Park, Chicago, HI. Live

bh-ds and targets. John Watson, Manager.
Oct. 19-20.—West Newburg Gun and Rifle Association fall tourna-

ment, at Newburg.
1894.

April 4-<3.—Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association's
Grand American HancUcap at Dexter Park, Long Island.
May 82-24.—Knosville (Tenn.) Gun Club tournament, $1,000 added

money.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
After flve weeks' rusticatmg in the wilds of Virginia, striving to get

the best of a rapidly developing case of bronchitis, we are once more
"on deck" with an eye and ear for trap news. When on Aug. 12 we
left home we were what could be considered "a flrst-class wreck," not
quite cast up, but just about able to keep off the reef. A week was
spent in Charlotte, N. C, which town, by the way, we consider "the"
garden spot of the State, as well as the home of a body of as whole-
souled sportsmen as one would wish to find. From here we accnm-

wo proposed to remain for three weeks enjoying the aroma of the
pines, galloping over the hills and occasionally trying our skill in
shooting gray .squirrels, with which the woods abound. This pro-
gramme we had no difficulty m following until the West Indian hurri-
cane came along, this being followed by several others of like charac-
ter, which finally succeeded in cutting us off from railroad communi-
cation and caused us to prolong our stop for a week. We were due
for business on the 9th inst., but it was the 18th before we cast our
opt ics on the famihar desk at "318." The trip was a beneficial one
both to body and mind, and we carried homo with us nearly a score of
pounds of flesh more than we took away. Tho excellent care bestowed
upon us by Mr. Mitchell and his estim.able wife is responsible for the
change. Hereafter we will be ready to welcome our friends at "318"
on Monday and Friday of each week and on tho off days wiU see them
at one or another of the club shoots or tom^naments. In the mean-
time we greet all our old friends and wish to urge them to send us
dates for their club shoots and to furnish us with scores of those
shoots we are unable to attend.

Live bird shooters have been well attended to in the arrangement of
the programme of the Pennsylvania State Sportsmen's Association,
having two full days allotted them. On Thursday there will be the
contest for State championship at 15 pigeons, besides two events at 7
pigeons, $5 entry, and two at 10 pigeons, 810 entry. On Friday wfll
occur the contest for the L. C. Smith trophy, for teams of three men
at 15 birds per man, in addition to two 7 birds and two 10-birds events.
The 7 and lO-bird events are open to the world. On Tuesday and Wed-
nesday the shooting wUl be at Keystone and bluerock targets, the pro-
gramme showing eight sweeps at 20 targets each, entry for each
day. Then on Tuesday will be shot the Wm. Wolsteneroft & Son's
trophy match at 50 targets, S3 entry; the five men team championship
of the State at 125 tm-gets per team, and the contest for the American
wood powder trophy at 25 singles and 5 pah-s. On Wednesday the
main attraction wiU be the HazTisburg Shooting Association trophy
contest for club teams of six men at 150 per man. All events, except
those for the trophies, will be open to the world.

The American Wood Powder Company announce some changes and
improvements in various brands of their wood powder, as follows:
They recommend their D" brand for field shooting instead of " C,"
stating that it is a happy medium between " C" and 12-trap, being
quite as quick as trap in muzzle velocity, but not as quick in combus-
tion. Their " E," they tell us, has become a great favorite for 16 and
20-bores. Their "A" and " B" grades have been abandoned. In their
circular for August, 1893, there are some modifications of their load-
ing rules.

We are heartily in accord with Br'er Hough in his efforts to do
away with the "playing for place" business in trap contests. But
this will never be done so long as purses are divided as at present into
four or more moneys, or into 40, 30, 20 and 10^, etc. If Mr. Watson
wishes to have his 100-bird conte.'^t develop into a shoot "for blood"
let him divide his purse 70, 20 and lOjJ, and the chances are that but
few "points" will be played.

Everybody who knows how to handle a smooth bore as well as those
Avho wish to learn how should attend John Watson's tournament at
Chicago on October 2 to 7, inclusive. No man in the country is better
qualified to engineer a tournament than is Mr. Waisim, and nowhere
can you be assured of a better shoot than on his grounds. And his
bh-ds, too, are usually good enough for anybody to practice on.

The Roseville Gun Club announces an all day open tournament to be
held on John Erb's Newark grounds on Thursday, Sept. 28, beginning
at 10 A. M. Bluerock target's will be used, and besides a carefully pre-
pared programme of 10, 15 and 20 target events there will be a contest
at 50 targets, $3 entry, with $10added by the club. Loaded shells and
refreshments may be procured on the grounds.
The great (!) shoot between Capt. Bogardus and an "unknown" will

be shot on Sept. 30. The conditions are novel, but there are several
shooters in the East and the South who claim that they would want
nothing "softer" than to shoot under them against the Captain. As
to whether or not they would put up cash we are unable to say.
The West End Gun Club, of Ottumwa, Iowa, wiU hold 'its second

annual tournament on Wednesday and Thursday of next week. The
programme is a big one, showing eighteen events each day, these
comprising events at both live birds and targets. The fist of mer-
chandise prizes is a long one and comprises many valuable articles.

Go to Harrisburg and see to it that you take along plenty of ammu-
nition for both targets and live birds. "Charley" Brelsford will be
there, "Billy" Fieles will be there, "Jimmy" and Fuller Worden will
be there and so will lots of other joUy chaps. Don't miss the trip.

The new loader designed and patented by Wm. Wagner, the well-
known expert of Washington, D. C, will be on the market in about
two months. Sportsmen -ndio have seen the working model pronounce
it superior to anything ever devised.

The Washington boys propose to hold a three-days' shoot, with
$1,000 added money, about two weeks after the ICnoxville shoot. Full
details will be announced later.

3?he Atlantic City (N. J.) Rod and Gun Club will hold a touraameut
on their new club groimds the third week in June, 1804. The tourna-
ment will last three days.

Durmg the rest of the fall and winter Saturday afternoon shoots ftt
Uve bu-ds will be held on John Erb's "Old Stone House" grounds in
Newark.
Shooters should not forget the fall tournament of the Weat New-

burg Rod and Gun Club, to be held at Newburg, N. Y., on October 19
and 20.

C, H.TawsBjsND,
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JOHN PARKER'S THIRD ANNUAL.
Detroit, Mich., Sept. 9.—The third annual international tournament

given by John Parker on Des-chree-shos-ka Island, the garden spot
of the West, was, in spite of the hard times, a grand success, two sets

of bluerock traps fitted with Nortla's electric pull, and one set of live

bird trans were in constant use. The traps faced the southeast, with
the Cauadian channel and clear sky for background. A complete
working force were on hand and traps all ready for practice Monday
afternoon, and a number of Uve bird and target sweeps were indulged
in. Early Sunday afternoon shooters began to appear, and by Tues-
da y morning there was quite a gathering of the clans ready for the

fray. Harvey McMurchy and A. I)u Bray and Charley Willard, repre-

senting, respectively, the L. C. Smith. Parker and Colt guns, Rolla
Heikes representing Montgomery Ward & Co., Charley Budd from
Des Moines, la., Mr. and Mrs. M. F. Lindsley representing the Ameri-
can wood powder, John Ruble of Chicago, C. Young of Springfield,

Paul North representing Cleveland Target Co. and inventor of North's
electric pull, which sprung two sets of five traps for four days without
a balk C. W. Tuttle, I. E. Bridgen and James Carr of Auburn, N. Y ,

R. Worthington of Cleveland, O., S, Stewart, E. Meyers and S. Glover
of Rochnster, N. Y.. J. P. Easton of Monroeville, O., J- H. Gulick of
Wasbington, D. C., J. E. AVright of Wheehng, W. Va., Jesse Pumphrey
of Columbus, O., N. W. Holt of Manchester, Mich., Wm. Thompson of

Jackson, Mich., Wra. Butler of Mt. Clemana, Mich., Dr. J. J. Vallade
and J. Weidermeir of Newport, Mich., G. Baumeler of Wyandotte,
Mich., W. G. Clark of Altoona, Pa., A. H. King of Pittsburgh, Pa,, T.

Cicotte of Delray, Mich., R. Ford, J. Purser, R. Baugham, W. Donald-
son, L. Youngblood, G. Goodman, D. G. RevelL V. Chausan and A.
Drouillard all of Windsor, Ont., besides all the Detroit shooters.

The screens in front of traps were covered with the advertisements
of various concerns, and presented an attractive appearance. A large
gathering of spectators viewed the shooting daily and were much in-

terested; seats were arrat)ged and tents erected on the edge of the
hickory grove back of scores, where the shooters sat, rested and
chatted, until the squad-hustler called them to shoot. Never was
shoot run so harmoniously and smoothly, without a jar of any kind,

and BIr. Parker felt highly pleased with the result and the many re-

quests he received to give another shoot of the same kind next year.

Mrs. North, Mrs. Tuttle, Mrs. Brigden, Mrs. Holt, Mrs. Parker, and
Mrs. Lindsley viewed the shooting daily, Mrs. Lindsley participaiinf-

in several of the live bird events. The hve birds were a fairly gooi

lot. Iq the International target race for championship of the United
States and Canada, donated by John Parker, Chas. Young, of Spring
field, O., shooting an L. C. Smith gun, won with the magnificent score
of 49 out of 50, and it was a very popular winning. Mr. Young is one
of the Sherman Gun Club champion team of Columbus, O., that will

shoot with the Boston team nest week at Chicago. Messrs. Heikes
and McMurchy would have been in it with Mr. Young hut for having
to shoot in last squad and darkness. Montgomery AVard & Co.'s

guaranteed purse of $200 over filled, there being 43 entries, which is a
good number of entries at $5 an entry these hard times. During the
afternoon of the second day the Empress Josephine, American wood
powder yacht, with American wood powder band on board sailed

down Canadian channel, dipped her colors, hove to and anchored in

front of shooting, and the band discoursed music to shooters the bal-

ance of the week
The international live bird medal, representing the live bird cham-

pionship of the United States and Canada was won by A. H. King, of
Pittsburgh, Pa., who killed 35 straight, with H. McMurchy, Charles
Young. .lobn Cotter and John Parker a close second with 24 each.
They divided first money, as Mr: King was not in the $25 sweep. The
first average throughout tournament was won by Harvey McMurchy,
shooting L. C. Smith gun and wood powder, second average by Rolla
Heikes, using L. C. Smith gun and wood powder, third average by S.

Glover, using Green 10-gauge and wood powder. A great many of the
shooters waited over until Saturday morning and went duck shootinf
id Des-chree-shos-ka marsh with Mr. Parker. Harvey McMurchy am
W. G. Clark, of Altoona, Pa., carrying ofl; the honors. During the
shooting Monday afternoon Henry Gulick, of Washington, killed a
blue-winged teal while standing at score, about 50 passing over his
head. H. McMurchy and John Parker caught a pike about 3ft. long
while fishing one morning, which grew to be 10ft. long before the day
was over, and 30ft. before the end of the week, so Jesse Pumphrey
said, and so ended one of the pleasantest and most enjoyable shoots
o£ the season. Climax.

First Day.

No. 1, 10 targets, entrance $1.30: Beyer 10, Clark 7, Payson 10,

North 7. Meyer 9, Parker 10, Holt 9, Fry 8, McMurchy 9. R. Heikes 8,

Henry 6, Pumphrey 9, King 7, J. R. Colter 9, Agenolf 3, Lindsley 7,

Stewart 9, Redwing 10, Budd 10, Willard 10, Drew 9, Spanogle 9,

White 9, Cicotte 4.

No. 2, 10 targets, entrance $1.80: Beyer 7, Payson 8, Parker 9, Red-
wing 9, Budd 10, Willard 8, Meyer 9. Pnmphrey 9, Holt 6, McMurchy 10,

Cotter 8, Stewart 7, Fry 9, Harry 8, Young 10, Fleischer 6, Thayer C,

Brown 3, Lindsley 7, King 8, Clark C, Cicotte 9, Heikes 10, North 10,

Drew 7, Spanogle 7, White 7.

No. 8, 10 targets, entrance Si. .00: Budd 9. McMurchy 9, North 7,

Heikes 7, Young 10, Redwing 10, Meyer 7, Pumphrey 10, Cicotte 2, Fry
10, Lindsley 7, Willard 9, Beyer 9, Parker 7, Stewart 9, Clark 7, Payson
9, King 7 Cotter 10, Holt 8, Henry 7, Laston 10, White 8, Thayer 6,

Tuttle 8, Brigden 10, Carr 7, Brown 8.

No. 4, 15 targets, entrance S3 -ig: Young 15, Redwing 12, Pumphrey
9, Fry 18. Easton 11, Cotter 13, Bi-igden 12, Budd 1,5, McMurchy 14, Wil-
lard 11, Beyer 15, Stewart 14. Payson 14, Lindsley 8, Heikes 15, Meyer
14, Henry 10. Fleisher 10, Holt 11. Clark 11, King 12, Tuttle 10, Carr 13,

Cicotte 7, North 14, DuBray 13, Brown 11, Drew 12, White 14, Spanogle
11, Thayer 12, Sieds 6, Parker 15.

No 5. 15 targets, entrance S2 45: Young 11, Heikes 13, Budd 15.
Beyer 12, Parker 9, Meyer 15, North 0. McMurchy 14. Stewart 13. White
14, Carr 14, Henry 13, Lindsley 10, Holt 10, Easton 14, Redwing 13, King
13, Cicotte 12, Tuttle 10, Brigden 12, Colter 11, Willard 12, Ciark 12,
Pumphrey 13, Thayer 12, Fry 14, Fleisher 13, Spanogle 12, Brown 13,
Donaldson 11, Ford 13, Drew 13, Chauvan 7, DuBray 11.

No. 6, 20 targets, entrance $5.40, S200 guaranteed:
Henry 11111011110111101110-10 King 11111110111110111011—18
Lindsley. ..11000011010011100111—11 White llllllOlllllllUllll—19
Carr llllllllllllllIllOll—19 Parker. ..11111111110111111110—18
Byer 11111111111111111X11—20 Cotter 11111111101101111100—16
Budd 11111111111111110111-19 Butler 11101111101101011101—14
McMurchy.llllUlll 111 11011111—19 Pumphrey.OOOlOllllllllllOllll-14
Redwing.. Oil) 1111 111111111110—18 Thayer..,. 1111 111 11 10110110011—16
Young 11111111111111111111-20 Meyer lllinilllOOllllOlll—17
DuBray.. ..lllllOllOnilOnini—17 North 11110111111111100111—17
Cicotte .... 01001 11 11 1 lOlOOlOi n —13 Stewart ... .111 1 1 1101 11 1 1 111 1111—19
Brown 11111001101111110111—16 Fleisher. . .lllinomillllllOOl—17
Heikes . . . .lllllinilllllllllll-20 Slocum. . . .0an0(X>llll011ll011O—10
Donaldson Oil 1011 1111011101111—16 Daniels.... 11011111 101011111111-17
Brigden... .01111010110100100001—10 Spanogle. .01011111111111110111—17
Clark 11111111111111100111-18 Charles. . ..11111111011111101101—17
Payson.... 11111011111111101111—18 Purser . ..lllllllllllOlllOlOOl-16
Tuttle 11111011010111110111-16 Chauvan ..11110011110111011100—14
Holt 11110011011110110111-15 Allen 10111111111101111100-16
Fry 10110111111111111111—18 Drew lllOlOllllllllUlOll—17
Willard.. ..01011011111110111110—15 Ford 10110111110111110110—15
Easton . . . .11111101111110111110—17
No- 7, 10 targets, entrance $1.30: Lindsley 6, Henry 6, Easton 8,

Redwings, Meyer 9, Young 10, Stewart 8, Holt 6, Clark 5, Carr 7,
Pumphrey S, Parker 9, Budd 7, McMurchy 10, Cicotte 5, Heikes 8, Du
Bray 6, Fleisher ii, Bfowu 9, Beyer 9, Payson 10, Donaldson 8, Willard
8, King S, White 10, Fry 9, Cotter 8, Drew 9, Spanogle 7, Thaver 6.

No. 6, two-man team race, 25 targets, entrance 75 cents, $50 to win-
ning team, merchandise prizes to next four teams:
Tuttle 1111001101100111011111101—18
Carr 1111111111111111011111011—23—41
Young 1111111011011111111 111111-23
Easton 1111111111111011111011111—23—46
Henry IIIIOOIIIOIOIIIWJIOIOIOII-16
Lindsley 1000111010100101011001111-14—80
Fleisher 1111101111101101111111111-22
Cicotte 1 1011001001 11 11 1 1 1 1 1 01 1 10—1 8—40
Budd 1111110100111111011110110-19
McMurchy nilllllllUllllllOlllllI—24—43
Heikes llllllllllOllilllllllllll—24
Willard llllllllllOlllOlllOllltOO -20-44
Redwing 1110111111101111111111111—28
Pumphrey 1111111111110101011010011-19-42
Clark , 1111111110000111111110010—18
King 1111110111111110111111011—22—40
Payson ..1110111111111111111111100—22
DODaldsOu , OlllllllOlOllOtKllOllOtllOl-15—37
Parker. ,„ llllllllllllOOlOlllllllll—22
Drew. ...........1110001011000111101111011-16-38
Meyer., 1111111111101010111011101—21
Byer,,....,, 1101111111111111111111111—24-45
Stewart.,, ,,, '. iiiiiiiiiooiiiiiui 111111—23
.Brtgden iiioioiiioonioiinoiono—17—40
North...,..,,,,,.,, ; 1101110111111111011111111-22
Fry 1111111111111110001111111-22—44
Spanogle lOllllOlOOl 11 1 1 1 01 1 linill—19
Thayer .,.„. , llllllOOlllllUOlllOlllll—21—40
Walton OlOlllllOlllOllOll 1011101—18
Butler 1110111001111110100111101-18-36
Newman 010011011001 OIIXIIUOIOIOOI—11
Daniels „..,,,.....,.. lOOOlOollllOllOlOll 101 110—15—26
Purser 10111111iniinni0111000-3[)
Chauvan lHUOlOlIlllOlUlOllUOl-aO-lO

DuBray 0111010110111000110001100-13
White 1111011111111111111011111—23—36
Forbes 01 0111 1 1 01 1 1101 1 1 1 1000101—17
Bradey 0010010011111100101001010-12—29
Cotter 1 1 1101 1 11011 11 101 1101101 1—20
Holt 1100011101011111011101111—18—38
Slocum 1100011010100000000111001—10
McWhorter 010100001 10001 111111 1 1001—14—24
Latham 0111010110111001010011110—15
Blanc 1111110011010110111011011—18-83
Renick 0110111111111111111101111—22
DeLong 1100111101101000000011111—14—36
AUen 1101101011110010111010111-17
Good 0111110111101101111011101—19—36
No. 9, 20 targets, entrance S3.60:

Budd 11011110111111101111-17 Redwing . .11111011111101010111—16
Meyer irOllOlOlOlllllllll—16 Clark 01111011111011111111—17
Easton ....11111111111110101111—18 Pumphrey.OlIOllllOOlOlOllOlOl-12
Fry 1111110:010110110110-14 Byer 11111111111111111111—20
McMurchy lllllinilllllllllll—20 Donaldson. 10111111101011000110-13
White 11111111111101111111—19 Stewart. .. .11 111111111111111111—20

Cotter 11111111111101111011—18
Cicotte . . . .10001111100111110001—12
Parker . . . .11111110111111111101—18
Fleisher . ..11111111011101111011—17
Slocum 00101000001101011001—13
King 11111111111111111111—20

Carr 11111101111111110101—17
Heikes lllllliillllilllllli—20
Brown 10010011101 1 10001011—11
Willard . ...11111111111011111111—19
Holt 10011101110111101110-14
Tuttle 11111111010111101111—17
Young 01001111111111101111—16
No. 10, 10 targets, entrance $1.30: McMurchy 8, Heikes 9. Byer 9,

King 8, Stewart 8, White 9, Willard 8, Budd 9, Easton 8, Cicotte 6. Tuttle
6, Carr 10, Thayer 9, DuBray 6. Charles 7, Simmons 10, Punjphrey 3,

Young 9, Brigden 4, Payson 7, Redwing 10 Clark 8, Rotaels 8, Myer 7,

Chauvan 6, Agenolf 4, Purser 8, Spanogle 10, Parker 9, Donaldson 6,
Latham 7, Fry 8, Renick 8, DeLong 6, Fleisher 8.

Second Day.
No. 1, 5 live birds, entrance $5:

Easton .01212—4 Thompson 11111—5
Clark 02111—4 Slocum 12111—5
Parker 11111—5 Young 11101—4
Lindsley 21112—5 Beyer 11111—5
DuBray 12121—5 Pumphrey 01101—3
McMurchy 11111—5 White 11220-4
Heikes 11111-5 Butler 10001—2
Budd 12111—5 Holt 12111—5
Wright 02122—4 Spanogle 11011—3
King , 11211—5 Cotter 31121—5
No. 2, 7 live birds, entrance $7:

Parker ....^.11110111—6 Easton 1111221—7
DuBray 1111201—6 Holt 1201001—4
Lindsley 1221222—7 Butler 1201111—6
Heikes lllOOll—5 Young 1111111—7
McMurchy „ . ..0121111—6 Thompson 1012112—6
Clark 0212111—6 Wright 0211011—5
Cotter 121 2111—7 Tuttle 1112112—7
King 1212021—6 Carr 1012110—5
Budd 1121122—7 Spanogle 2112111—7
Slocum 2011021-5 Beyer 1210122—6
No. 3, 10 live birds, entrance $10:

King 1101111111— 9 McMurchy 1111111112-10
Budd 2212122111—10 Holt 1021211111— 9
Parker 1010001210— 5 Spanogle 1021100121— 7
Clark 1111111201— 9 Heikes 1111111221-10
Thompson 2111121201— 9 Lindsley 1222221211—10
Slocum 2011110210- 7 Easton 1102222221- 9
Cotter 1112112111—10 Young 1111120111— 9
Wright 1010120111- 7 Pumpbry 1112221022— 9
Dubray 1111101200— 7 While 2111111222—10
Velade 1220021102— 7 Beyer 1011121111— 9
Baumler 0111112102— 8
No. 4, 25 live birds, entrance $25 and birds:

Heikes 1122111211122112212221021—24
Budd 0112120111111121112212221—28
DuBray 0012121111111111111212112—23
Pumphrey 2220122 1 2021 1 121 1 112121 1 1—23
Clark 021 21 1 0022221 1 12102112021—20
Holt 121121112:3211112101221011—18
Meyer 101 10111221011 121101 1 121 0—20
Wright 01 122S31 1012101 1 1 21 1 1 1220-21
Young 1101111121112111111221211-24
Lindsley 20221022222211121 2101 1 1 1 2—22
Parker 2112110121111211111123111-24
A H King 1112111211111111111111111-25
Brigden 0111102111102101111211111—21
Wanda 02121lOl2000llOl002221002—15
Carr 2131222110121221221121222—24
Tuttle 2110201111011111111111111-22
Clay 0010011111201100002223120—15
Latham 022221000322102012111 1 121-19
Easton 2122200221010231022011210—18
McMurchy 1111111121111102113111111—24
Thompson 3ll3l02l211110l3511101111—22
Beyer 1222112211033111111110111—28
Slocum lll]11311U11001212ai21111—22
Butler 0130210110111011012001032—16
Stewart 1111121011802211111122112-33
Donaldson 0122201210222202112210111-20
Veladen 01112l2l2ll02311102212231—22
No. 5, international medal race, 25 live birds, entrance .$5:

Youngblood 1021101110221111121111011-21
Cotter 12111 1111»2111 1311)1 11111—24
Cicotte 10102200021011201) 1001201—15
No. 6, Hve birds, miss and out:

Budd 0
McMurchy 2112181132
Parker 10

Wright 212120
White 1111112112
Redwmg lllllllSO

22212120
Clark 10

Young 1211121111

Smith 0

SWEEPS.

No. 1, 15 targets, entrance $2.45: Redwing 13, Meyer 13, Young 14,
Stewart 12, Heikes 14, White 13, Carr 14, Brigden 11. Donaldson 7, Cot-
ter 12, Budd 13, Holt 9, Pumphrey 13. Spanogle 11, Easton 15, Wright
7, Thompson 11, Beyer 14, Slocum 6, King 9, Tuttle 8, North 13, Latham
10, McSIurchy 13, Lindsley 13, DuBray 10.

No. 2, 10 targets, entrance $1.30: Tuttle 4, Meyer- 2. Heikes 6, Red-
wing 7, Budd 5, Carr 7, Easton 5, Latham 5, Young 9, Brigden 6, Linds-
ley 8, McMurchy 5, Thompson 7, Holt 4, Wright 6, Pumphrey 7, Cotter
3, Spanogle 7, DuBray 6, Stewart 6. Parker 5, Byer 6, Ciark 5, Donald-
son 3, Brown 5. Vallade 3, White 6.

No. 8, 25 targets, entrance $3,60: Meyer 18, Holt 14, Brigden 19, Clark
16. Heikes 20, McMurchy 19, Redwing 18. White 19, Young 20, Thomp-
son 18, Easton 19, Spanogle 17, Carr 16, tuttle 18, Budd 20, Brown 13,
Pumphrey 16, Cotter 18, Cicotte 12, Desmond 5, Beyer 18.

No. 4, 15 targets, entrance S2.45; Budd 12, Carr 10, Brigden 8,

Young 14, Meyer 11, Tuttle 14, Forest 11, Desmond 9, Easton 13, Heikes
14, Redwing 13, McMurchy 1:-1, Vallade 9, Wright 10, Slocum 8, Pum-
phrey 8, Thompson 10, Byer 15, Spanogle 12, Bruce 12, Holt 9, Cicotte
7, Stewart 14, White 15, Reynolds 5, Cotter 11.

No. 5, 15 targets, unknown angles: Tuttle 7, Carr 12, Brigden 10,
Desmond 6. Redwing 12, White 14, Sears 7, Cicotte 6, DuBray 9, Heikes
11, Budd 11, Smith 11, Stewart 14, Meyers 15, Young 10, Easton 14.

Wright 13, Pumphrey 13, Brown 14, Webb 3, Forest 11, Spanogle 14,'

Thompson 15, Simmons 11. Clark 12.

No 6, 15 targets, »2 45: Budd 13, Redwing 14, Wright 10, Pumphrey
12, Young 13, Clark 10. Tuttle 13, Brigden 13, Carr 12, Myers 14, Spano-
gle 11, Brown 12, Easton 13, Simmons 11, Stewart 15, Heikes IS, Thomp-
son 13, Cicotte 6.

Third Day.

No. 1, 10 targets, entrance $1.30: Holt 7, Hodge 9. White 10, Young
10, Wright 10, Thompson 9, Klein 8, Pumphrey 8, DuBray 7, Beyer 10,
Easton 10, Budd 9. Redwing 7, Meyer 10, McMurchy lO.Latham 9, Stew-
art 8, Willard 9, Heikes 9, Parker 9, North 10, Clark 8, DeLavergne7,
Tuttle 9, Carr 8, Brigden 10.

No. 2, 10 targets, entrance $1.50: White 8, Young 10, Wright 9, Bever
10. Easton 10, Meyer 10, McMurchy 9, North 10, Brigden 10, Hodge 6,
Thompson 7, Budd 6, Latham 8, Willard 8, Heikes 8, Parker 8. Tuttle 9,
Pumphrey 9, DuBray 7, Carr 8, Klein 9, Stewart 10, Clark 5, Holt 6, De-
Lavergne 5, Redwing 9.

No. 3, 10 targets, entrance $1.80, Young 8, Ever 8, Easton 8, Meyer
9. North 8, Stewart 10, McMurchy 9, Brigden 9 Tuttle 7, Pumphrey 8,
Klein 7, Redwing 9, Wright 8, Hodge 9, Clark 10, Desmond 7, Willard 7,
DuBray 8, Budd 9, DeLavergne 8, Carr 10, Thompson 9, Fry 8, Brown
6, Simmons 8. Parker 5, McWhorter 7, White 10, Heikes 7.

No. 4, Cleveland Target Co.'s $100 guaranteed purse, 20 targets, en-
trance $3.60:
Brigden.. . .10010110110111111111—15 Desmond. .11010101111111011110—15
Tuttle 11111111101111111111—19 MmenbaehllOllllllllllllOllll—18
Klein 11111110111111100011—16 Drew 11111111111111101110—18
Beyer 11111111111101111011—18 Latham. ,11101111111001111101—16
Carr 11111111111111110111—19 Meyer 11111111)) 1111111111—20
Wright.... 11110111111111111111-19 Holt 00101111000111101111—13
DuBray.... 10110111 111101001111—15 Cicotte ... .01101111111111111101—17
Clark 11101111001111111111—17 White.,.. ..llllOlllllllllinill—19
Young....,UOIUOUUUUUUI—18 M'WborterllllOllOOlllOOlllHl—15

Redwing.,. 011111111111011 111(31-17 Stewart....llllllllllllOlllllll-l

9

North OOlllllOllllllllllOi—16 .310 01111111111110111111—18
McMurchy.lllllOllllllOlllllll—18 Easton . . . .OlllllllllllllUOlll—18
Heikes 11010111111111111111—18 Parker ... .11111111111011111101—17
Smith 11111111011110)01010-15 R C Yerkesllllllllllllllllllll—20
Pumphrey.lOllllllinillOOllOl-16 WHYerkesllOIlllOlllll 1110101—16
Budd llllOllOlllOlllllili—17 Cotter. ...1111011111)110111101-17
Fry 11111111111111111111—20 Butler 11111111111011100111—17
Lindsley.. .11111110111011111110 -17 Charles. . . .11111111110111111111—19
No. 5. 15 targets, entrance $3.45: Stewart 12, Clark 11, Carr 14, Meyer

16, McMurchy 13. Brigden 15, Redwing 13, Hodge 13, Budd 13, Fry 15,

Willard 11, Heikes 15. McWhorter 11, Byer 15, Klein 9, Wright 9, De
Lavergne 9, Pumphrey 10, Young 14, Parker 12j DuBtay 12) Easton 14,
Drew 15, Tuttle 10.

,

.

No. 6, gold medal, international target championship United States
and. Canada, 50 targets, entrance, price of birds:
Klein 1111111001011111111110111-21

1111111110111111111111111—^—45
Byer 1111111111011111110111100—21

1101101111111111111111111—28—44
Clark 1111011110101101110110111—19

1111111111010110110111101—30-39
Latham 0010111100111111011111001—17

1011110110001111110110110—17—34
Yotmg . 1111101111111111111111111—24

1111111111111111111111111—25—49
Holt 1111111101111011110001111—20

1110101110101111111011011—19—39
Pumphrey 1110101001010110110101011—16

1110101111011010110100110—16—33
Budd 1111111111101111111111111—24

1110011101110111111101111—20—44
Tuttle 0011111111111101111111011—21

1111111011111111111111110—23—44
Carr 1011111111111110111111111-23

1111110110111011111101111—21—44
Brigden 1100111113011111110111111-21

0111111110110110111111111—21—42
Wright 1111110100100011111111101—18

0111111111001110011001000—15-83
Meyer lllHlllllllllllllllllOll-24

1111111111011111111111111—24—48
Fry 1110111111111110111111101—22

1110110111101101111111111—21—43
North 0011111101111111111110101—20

1111011111110111111111111—23-43
Drew 1111101011110111111111100-21

1111111111111111111111011—24—45
Cramer lllOlllOOOllllOlllOOlllll—18

1001010110110100001001110—12—30
McMurchy 1111111111111111111111111—25

1111100011011111111101001—18—43
Heikes 1111111111111111101111111—24

1110101111111111111111101—22-46
DuBray 0100000101101101110011011—13

1010011001001110001000001—10-23
1111111111111110111111111—24
1111111111111110111111101—23—47

Lindsley 1111111111011101111110011—21
•1011011100111011101111111-19—40

Easton 1111111111111111111111111—25
1111110111101111111110111—22—47

Stewart 1111111110110111101111111—22
1111111111111111111011111—24-46

Northmore 0001100110100100111000010-10
0111011111110110011111101—19—29

White 1111111111110111011111111—23
1111111111111101111011101—22—45

Purser 1111111111111111111110111—24
1101110111010101110111111-19-43

Droullard 1011111111111011011111111—22
0110111111111011011100111—19—41

No. 7, $100 guaranteed purse, 20 targets, entrance $3.60:
Budd 11111111111111111111—20 Myers 1)111111011111110111—18
Carr 11111)01111111111111-19 Delougne. .11111111110011111000—15
Young 11111111111111111110-19 Claj-k 11111001110111101011—15
Redwing.. .11111111101011110111—17 Fry 10111101111111101111—17
Byer 11111111111111111011—19 Smith OlllllUllOOlOw
Wright. . . .01111111111111111111—19 Drew 11111111111111111011—19
Pumphrey.OlOOlllOlllllOlOlllO—13 Holt OlOIOllOllllllllUll—16
Heikes 11111011111101111011—17 Layden. .. .11111101111111101101—17
McMnrchy.lllllllllllllOlllllI-19 Stewart. ...11111111111111101111—19
Tuttle 11101110111111110111—17 Easton ....11111111111111111111—20
North..... .11101011101111111111—17 White 11101111111111111100-17
Hodge 11100111111101111110—16 Charles. . ..11110111011110111111—17
Parker lllOloiiiilinOlllOl—16 Cicotte . . . .00001101010010110100— 7
Davison... .11111111011111111111-19 Lindsley . ..11111111111111111101—19
No. 8, 15 targets, entrance $2.45: Brigden 10, Fry 18, Heikes 15, Byer

1:3, Drew 11, Carr 14, Y^oung 12, Easton 13, 1'uBray 12, McWhorter 7,
McMurchy 14, Meyer 14, Hodge 10, Wright 13, DeLavergne 10, Budd 14,
Willard 15, Charles 15. Smith 9, Pumphrey 12, Tuttle 14, Redwing 11,
Clark 10, North )4, Parker 14
No. 9, 10 targets, entrance $1.30: Heikes 8, Willard 6, Charles 8, Carr

8, McMurchy 10, Meyer 8, Budd 9, Thompson 6, North 10, Parker 9,
White 9, Byer 10, DuBray 8, Clark 10, Easton 8, Wright 8, Redwing 9,'

Smith 10, Young 9, Rotaels 5, Klein 7, Hodge 9, Desmond 9, McWhor-!
ter 7, Fry 9, DeLavergne 8, Holt 7, Pumphrey 6, Stewart 7, Payson- 7^
Purser 6, Cotter 9, Lindsley 10, Bruce 7, Tuttle 7.

No. 10,10 targets, entrance $1.30: McMurchy 10, North 9, Byer 9;
Clark .5, Lmdsley 8, Budd 9, Parker 10, Fry 10, Redwing 8, Young 7l
Hodge 6, Cotter 7. Desmond 7. Smith 7, Klein 8. Meyers 8, Charles 8^
Wright 9, Easton 8. Stewart 10, Holt 8, Willard 8, Davison 9, Droillard,
7, McWhorter 8, DeLavergne 9, Carr 7. Pumphrey 8, Heikes 8, Chauvaa
6, Tuttle 8, Drew 9, Rouiel 7. Purser 7, Butler 10, DuBray 7, Snyder 8.
Brigden 9, R. 0. Yerkes 8, W. H. Yerkes 5, N. H. Moore 7.

Fourth Day.
No. 1, 10 targets, entrance SI. 30: Stewart 9, Meyer 9, Redwing 9,

Carr 9. Wright 9, Henry 3, Drew 5, Desmond 8, Heikes 9, Young 10,
Budd 10, Easton 9. Willard 9, Holt 10, McMurchy 9, Beyer 9, DuBray 5,
Lindsley 6.

No. 3, 10 targets, entrance $1.50: Young 7, Budd 7, Holt 8, Wright 9,
Redwine- 9, Carr 7, Stewart 8, Meyer 8, Heikes 10. Easton 10, Willard 9,
McMurchy 9. Beyer 9, DuBray 4, Clark 9, Lindsley 8, Henry 9, Des-
mond 8, White 10, Drew 10, Pumphrey 6, Tuttle 9, Brigden 6.
No. 3, 10 targets, entrance $1 80: Heikes 10, Easton 8, White 9,

Drew 5, Wright 10, Redwing 9, Willard 6, McMurchy 9, Beyer 10, Clark
6, Henry 6, Ttittle 7, Young 10, Lindsley 6, Holt 10, Pumphrey 6, Carr
8. Brigden 10, Budd 8.

v y ,
^

No. 4, 15 targets, entrance $1.93: Heikes 14, Young 12, Holt 8, Brig-
den 13, Wright 14, Beyer 13. Redwing 15, White 14, McMurchy 15,
Clark 11, Carr 14, Meyer 9. Lindsley 11, Desmond 8, Henry 14, Stewart
13, Budd 15. Willard 15, Klein 14, Drew 13, Parker 14, P. C. Yerkes 14,
W. H. Yerkes 12, Easton 13. Tuttle 9, Pumphrey 8.
No. 5, 15 targets, entrance $3.45; Redwing 13, McMurchy 15, Budd

12, Willard 10, Wright 12, Henry 13, Carr 10, Heikes 15. White 13, Klein
13, Parker 11, Holt 1,5, Clark 11. Lindsley 1:3, Beyer 15, Meyer 14, Young
15, Brigden 9, Butler 13, M. H. Yerkes 11, Easton 13, Desmond 8, Tuttl»
13, Drew 18.

No. 6, 15 targets, $2.45: McMurchy 14, Holt 11. Byer 12, Young 12,
Heikes 13, Myer 15, Clark 7, Lindsley 12, Redwing 14, Wright 15, Henry
12, Carr 1,5, Tuttle 14, Easton 14, Fry 15, Budd 12, Klein 12, Desmond
10, Parker 15, Brigden 12, Drew 10,

"

14, Stewart 18.

No. 8, purse $100, 25 targets, entrance 75 cents:
Young 1111111111111101111111111-24
Pumphrey, lllOOl0011110011 lOllliOlO—10
Wright 1111111101011111111111111—23
Henry 1 10 UlOlll 11 101 1 1 1 1 01 1110—20
Carr llllllllllOlllllllUlilll—24
Heikes 1011111111111111111111110—23
Lindsley 10010001 1 1 1 1 1 01 1 lOl 1 1 1 101—17
Kramer 0000001001000000000)11100— 6
Klein OOllllllllOOllllli 1111110—20
Tuttle 1111111001101011111101110-19
Clark lOOllOlOIOOOlOlllKXiOOlll—13
Redwing llllllllllllllllliliiiiii—25
McMurchy llllllllllUll 1111111 1111—35
Wanda ..OOOOOOinoiOOflOOOOlOOlOOOl— 3
Stewart 01101111111111011illlilil_.3a
Holt 1011111101101111110111101—20
Byer 0111111111111111111101101-23
Purser 1111111011111111011011110—31
Payson lllllllllllllllOiOiliiui-ys
A V Clark 1101011001111011111100011-17
R C Heikes OllllOllllllllOllOlUllll—21W H Yerkes lllllllOOOllOlllOllOllOll—18
Bruce 1101011111101111111111111—23
Budd 111111011111)111111011111-23
Chauvan 0111011011111111001010100—16
G Smith 1111101111111110101111111—23
Charles 11111111)1111111101111111—24
Desmond .1011000111110001100011111—15
DrouUard ,.M". 0111111111110111101111111—22
Drew

, tro....o«4r«u.o ...... 11111111101111111111111111-84
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White llOlOlllllllllimiOinJl—22
Easton nomiiiiniimouiiiii—23
Meyer lllXliminUlinillll]!—S5
Brigden lllllllll 0111 1 ] 11 1 01 Oil 1 1—22
Brown 0000001010100100110001111—10
Clay OOiniOOOlOllOmOUOOOll—14
Parker 0110110111111111010111001—18
Brown 0111101101010100010110110—14
Reniek 1111011111111110111011010—20
Allen 1101101101010110111111011—18
"Wise 0001011101011111001110010—14
No. 9, 20 targets, entrance S3.60: Heikes 20, McMurchy 20, Young

17, Lindsley 15, Byer 17, Wright 19, Redwing 17, Easton 19, Purser 16,
Klein 19, Parker 18, Carr 19. Tuttle 18, Meyer 18, Holt 15, Desmond 15,
Stewart 17, Budd 18, White 19, Charles 19. Pumphrey 14.

Manufacturers' Association at Allentown.
Allektown, Pa., Sept. 12.—The tenth shoot of the Manufacturers'

Trap-Shooting Association opened to-day under very favorable cir-
cumstances. The weather was just about right for summer clothing
and the shoot was a great success. Before the time for shooting
arrived at least twenty shooters were on the grounds and with the
arrival of the trolley car from Allentown came a lot more, and the
first event started with over thirtj' entries.
This had been advertised as the Allentown shoot, when in fact it Is

fiven by the John F. Weiler Gun Club, of Allentown, and the Wyan-
otte Gun Club, of Bethlehem, which towns are situated on the

Lehigh River about six miles apart, and the shooting grounds of
both clubs are at Rittersville, just about half way betweren the two
places, the trolley cars running from one town to the other, passing
the grounds. They are part of a large park owned by the Electric
R. R. Co. and are beautifully located on a level piece of ground next
to the baseball grounds. The balance of the park is tastefully laid
out in flowers and grass plots, and there is a handsome grove of trees
lighted at night by electricity. There is also a very handsome and
well-conduct«d hotel on the grounds, where all kinds of refreshmeats
are served in good style and' at moderate prices. This is also run
and owned by the railway company.
A great many people were on the grounds as spectators who had

never seen a bluerock tournament before, and they were amazed at
the way the tar saucers were pulverized by such noted shooters as
Harvey McMurchy, of the Hunter Arms Co.: Thos. H. Keller, of the
United States Cartridge Co.; W. Fred Quiriiby. of New^ York; Neaf
Apgar, of New York; "Dutchy" Smith, of Plainfield, N. J.; John Hoff-
man, of German Valley, Is. J.; -'Big Jim" Smith, of Hackettstown, N.
J. There were present also Mayor G. W. Smith; Chas. Rittenhouse,
editor of the Gazette; Tbeo. Young, supei'intendent of the electric
light works, and Lewis C. Ayres; so that Hackettstown was well rep-
resented. M. H. Rupel was here from Milford, N. J. ; Rene Clayton
and Fene Cooper, represented the Schuylkill County Shooting Associ-
ation; H. L. David (Landis), John Tredway,of the Philadelphia Shoot-
ing Association ; J. A. Mills, Harry Febiger, Wm. Morrison, of the
Forest Gun Club; J. Thurman, W. Garvin and H. Thurman, of the
Wingohocken Gun Club of Germantown; Jos. Peterman and Doss
Yeakel. of the Hillside Cun Club of Chestnut Hill, Pa.; H. A. W. Matz,
Jack Shaaber, Oscar Mellot, Jim Schmeck, of the Reading Shooting
Association; J. Mazurie and Obe Heil, of the Zionsville Gun Club; Milt
Lindsley, just as jolly as ever, fromHoboken; ^Iso Eddie Collins, of
the same place, and E. D. Miller, of Springfield, N. J.; Wm. Bourne and
Dan Delaney represented the Frankford Gun Club, and Frank Whit-
comb the Silver Lake Gun Club, of Philadelphia; Dan'l Lefever, of
Syracuse, N. Y.
The Allentown, or John F. Weiler Gun Club was out in full force,

the following being on the grounds: A. S. Rabenold, president: John
F. Weiler, treasurer; Emerson Miller, secretary; Charles Kramlick,
financial secretary; John Benhings, Ed. Ulmer, Al. Weiler, John
Schaadt, Geo. Bretel, Harry G. Stiles, John Rehrig, Frank Sager,
Francis Glick, Oscar Acker, Roland Sager, Edgar Piepher, Albert
Steckler, Charles Christ, 78 years old, the oldest member of the club,
and Shindler Weiler, VA years old, the youngest member.
The Wyandotte Club had on the grounds W, H. Gosner, president;

A. W. Miller, tressurer; John CuUen, secretary; H. C. Bachman, P. C.
Blank, Jas. Benner, B. Felker, B. Feiker, Joseph Forker, F. W. Flick-
inger. Moses George, B. Geisinger, Joseph Hagey, Jacob Hagey,
Isaac Horn, A. W. Lang, Robert Marsteller, Henry Michael, John Mc-
Padden, David Nichols, A. Rodgers, Frank Snyder, E. Sobers, D E.
Sautell, W. E. Sterick, A. C. Savage, L, Trumbauer, Wm. Entrot and
Wra. Weiss.
The scoring for the tournament was done very neatly by Edward

Mertz, the reporter for the Critic, a daily paper published in Allen-
town. W. Lamont Qillet, Wm. Derr, P. KUngler, E. D. Sieger, Wm.
Levis, Preston Mertz, Christofer Walker, Jos. Gorman were all look-
ing after the comfort of visiting shooters. In fact the Weiler G. C,
and that prince of good feUovvs, John F, Weiler, fairly took the
visitors in charge.
Most of the boys looked anxiously forward to Event No. 9 on

Wednesday, which was for the championship of Pennsylvania and a
fine badge known as the Manufacturers' Trap Shooting Association
badge, at 50 targets, entrance the price of targets, known traps, un-
known angles, and it was won in fine style by Fene Cooper, the cham-
pion shooter of Schuylkill county, with the handsome score of 48
broken.
On the second day it was late when a start was made, and by the

time the third event was finished the manager, John Parker, saw that
the whi lie programme could not be finished with the number of shoot-
ers present, so Events Nos. 4, 5 and 7 of 10 birds each were cut out and
only the events that the association added money to were shot, in
fact, the surplus shoot was shot off almost in darkness. A question
was asked me during the afternoon if there were not more foreign
guns used than American guns, so your correspondent and the gentle-
man asking the question took the names of the makers of the guns m
the event following the time the question was asked, and we foimd
that out of a total of 40 guns, 36 were of American maKe. How is this
for home Industry ?

Every one seemed pleased with the Manufacturers' Trap Shooting
Association and their able manager, John Parker, and hoped they
would be able and willing next year to dupHcate this year's tourna-
ments. H. T.

Mrst Day.
No. 1, 10 targets: H. Thurman 10, Keller 7, N. Apgar 9, McMurchy

10, Shaaber 8, Dutchy 8, Wright 7, J. L. Smith 9, Wolf 7, Hoffman 7,
Clayton 8, Ulmer 5, Benning 8, Porter 5, Yeakel 6, Peterman 7, Mills 9,
Ffickmger 5, Black 7, Morrison 8, Hillegas 7, G. W. Smith 5, Ritten-
house 6, Young 5, Headman 8, Green 7, Ayers 10, Williams 9, Strob 6,
Ferine 9. Stait 5.

No. 2, 10 targets: McMurchy 8, H. Thurman 6, Ayers 9, Apgar 9, J.
L. Smith 9, Mills 3, Williams 5, Bourne 8, Shaaber 10, Peterman 10,
Yeakel 7, Clayton 8, Morrison 7, G. W. Smith 5, Rittenhouse 9, Young
5, Ulmer 7, Benning 9, Dutchy 8. Keller 9, Wright 8, Green 7, Strow 10,
Flickinger 5, Black 7, Headman 7, Wolf 6, Porter 6, Staib 4, Miller 10,
Hoffman 6, M. H. R. 9.

No. 8, 15 targets: Mills 8, McMurchy 13, Bom-ne 10, Williamson 5,
Morrison 12, Dutchy 10, H. Thurman 11, J. L Smith 10, Wolf 7, Hoff-
man 8, Keller 6, Apgar 11, Wright 8, Shadabler 13, Peterman 10, Yeakel

6, Smeck 12.

No. 4, 5 pairs: Mills 5, Morrison 4, Clayton 7, Miller 7, Bourne 7,
Shaaber 4, G. W. Smith 5, McMurchy 7, H. Thurman 5, Dutchy 9, J. J.
Smith 8, Wolf 6, Hoffman 5, Young 6, Apgar 8, Wright 8, Whitcomb 6,

Yeakel 7, Smeck 5, Collins 7, Green 4, Quimby 2, Rittenhouse 4, Ayers
6, Black 6, Stroh 5, Wilhamson 4, M, H. R. 7, Headman 4, Peterman 5,
Lindsley 4, Lefever 4, Benning 6, Ulmer 4.

No. 5, 10 targets: Shaaber 2, Peterman 6, Stroh 3, Miller 8, Ayers 7,
Apgar 8, J. L. Smith 9, Bitterhouse 5, Benning 8, Keller 8, M. H. R. 6,

H. Thurman 9, McMurchy 10, Dutchy 10, Wolfe 6, Hoffman 8, Wright
4, Mills 7, Clayton 9, Lindsley 9, Fritch3, Ulmer 7, Whitcomb7, Quimby
7, Collins 9, Yeakel 7, Ferine 7, Williamson (3, Lefever 8, Q. W. Smith
8, BotirneS, Schneck 8, Morrison 5, Young 4, Black 7, Huffort 4, Bell 9,
Rehrig 10, Porter 5.

No. 6, 15 targets: Mills 9, Ulmer 9, Benning 8, Smeck 6, Miller 11,
M. H. R. 12, Stroh 10. Lindsley 11, McMurchy 14, H. Thurman 8. Dutchy
9, J. L. Smith 8, Wolf 9, Hoffmann 18, Keller 7. Apgar 11, Wright 8,
Clayton 14, Peterman 9, Morrison 5, G. W. Smith 9, ColUns 12. Ferine
8, Rittenhouse 4, Bourne 4, Ayers 8, Fritch 3, Whitcomb 6, Landis 12,
WUliamson 9, Yeakel 8, Schaaber 12, Black 8, Porter 5, J. Thurman 7,
Lefever 9, Rehrig 8, Green 4, BeU 8, S. Douglass 7.

No. 7, 10 targets: McMurchy 10, Dutchy 7, Rehrig 6, aayton 10,
Lindsley 8, H. Thurman 9, J. L. Smith 8, Collins 8, Bell 7, Ulmer 5, S.
Weiler 1, Mills 5, Benning' 7, Smeck 8, Miller 8, M. H. R. 9, Stroh 8,
Douglas 8, Landis 8, Bourne 8, Young 3, Morrison 6, Peterman 9, Will-
iamson 7, G. W. Smith 8, Rittenhouse 9, Yeakel 9, Shaaber 9, Black 8,
Lefever 8, Ferine 8, Whitcomb 7, Quimby 9, J. Thvu-man 6, Ayers 7,
Wolf 6, Hoffman 9. Wright 4, Apgar 9.

No. 8, 20 targets:
Lindsley. . .11011100101212100111—14 McMurchy.22112112112121021110—18
Yeakel ... .01 100100201011010023— 9 HThurman01011010218211021001—13
Mills 11000101120000002101— 9 Dut«hy. .. .20100111101210821112—18
Peterman.,011212102i!l000101200—12 JL Smith. 01011111212001121212—16M H R 10110211111030120021—15 Bell 11111120110211001000-13
CoUins 11111111211111211201—19 Hoffman. .01120111121100211011—15
Morrison. .21102112121121011100—16 KeUer 01010121010201100001—11
Clayton. . .02222001111102200100—12 Landis 02010100111110012011—18
Smeck. . . . 11811002120211121110—16 Apgar 12100111001111210111—15
Ulmer 00080218110110000118—10 Stroh 01111020100003080001— 9
Bennine. , .80000008108013000011— 7 GW SmitbOSBl113001101100000-12

Mil'er 20111100181111110102—15 WUUams'n 11100102121110010101—13
Rpurne. . . .10021121001110110001—12 " Shaaber. . .02002112201211111202-15
Black 11001101110112112012—15 lAyers 10021102001120101201—12
Serine 21101110101000112001—12

.
Rehrig 01011022111211111111-1'

Whitcomb.ll01210011ia02021221—15 Green 02000000210810001100—
'

J ThurmanlllllOOllOOlOlOOOOOl-10
No. 9, 15 targets: Mills 10, Black 13, \Vhitcomb 14, H. .T. Thurman 14,

Ulmer 8, McMurchy 14, Clayton 14, Dutchy 13, J. L. Smith 13, M. H. R.
13, Hoffman 11 Miller 12, Apgar 12, Shaaber 15, Williamson 12, Stroh
14 Yeakel 11 Peterman 10, Green 14, Ferine 11, Collins 12. Rehrig 7, G.
Yl- 5?";^^ ^' Morrison 13, Keller 11, Ayers 9, Porter 5, Benning 12,Wright
13, Wolfe 14, Smeck 14, Bourne 12.

s
.

6

Second Bay.
No. I, 10 targets: Apgar 9, M. H. R. 9. Keller 9, G. W. Smith 8, Ben-

ning 9. Landis 9, Lindsley 6, Black 10, McMurchy 9, Henry 8, Treadway
10, Clayton 9, J. L. Omith 10, Hoffman 10, MiUer 10. H. T. Thurman 9,
Lefever 7, Ulmer 8, Collins 8, Williams 8, Brey 8, Stroh 7, Shaaber 10,
l)utchy 8, Ayers 4, Green 8, Morrison 6, Kramlich 4, Douglas 8, Perrine
8, Bourne 9, Cooper 9, Maguire 9, Kane 6, Minnes 6.

h }9 targets: Treadway 9, Black 6, J. S, Smith 7, Hoffman 8,
Miller 8, Shaaber 9, Apgai- 8, M. H. R. 6, Keller 6. Binning 7, Landis
McMurchy 10, Lmdsley 10, Henry 7, Lefever 7. Peterman 7, Yeakel u,
G. Smith 7, Collins 8, Ulmer 5, Dutchy 10, Stroh 5, Williamson 8, Mor-
rison 5, Kane 1, Ferine 9, Green 9, Quimby 8, Brey 9, Matz 7, C. Miller
6, Ayers 3, Kramlich 4.

No. 3, 15 targets: Stroh 8. Williamson 11, Lindslev 10, Miller 10, J. S,
Smith 13, Hoffman 10, Green 6, Black 8, Keller 7, Apgar 12, Shaaber 11,
H. T. 13, M. H. R, 10, Landis 11, Clayton 11, Cooper 12, Lefever 10
Peterman 9, CoUins 13, Dutchy 10, McMurchy 13, Morrison 10, Yeakle
10, Henry 10, Thurman. Sr., 7, G. W. Smith 9, Matz 6. Perrine 7, Brey 4

way 11, Cooper 8. Matz 5, Quimby 9, Morrison 12, Dutchy 11, Thurman
9, Peterman 7, Yeakel 11, Henry 8, Lindsley 10, G. W. Smith 6, Perme
6, Spicer 8, Ulmer 8.

No. 8, 20 targets:
Lindsley.

. .00002121120000101111-11 Peterman..022120n002I10001222-13
McMurchy.l012280l010milll21—16 Stroh 01100100100001200000— 6
J L Smith.11111211111101211111-19 Williamson01011110212211110201-15
Shaaber... .10021010011010011111—12 Matz 20100110010121001000— 9
Apgar 12011111102100213000-13 Spicer 11021001001003120081-11
Landis 10201111112111111211-18 Miller, . . . ..11011101122201111101—16
Collins 11111212011011010121—16 Yeakel ... .11010001221100011101—la
Hoffman...11011011011110100112—14 Heil 0110(X)O0O2001 1000102— 7
Dutchy.... 02101001210100011110-11 Mazurie. ...lUllOOOOllOlOOOllll—loM H R 31118118201112238281—19 Morrison. .11001801100011000021-10
Clayton.. ..000012000100001010W— 5 Thurm'nSrlOOOl000001010100021— 7HT. 00112001010101212110-12 Henry 10000010000001003110- 6Black 00111120111100012001-12 G W SmithlllOOllOlOOlOllOOllO—11
Perine 11000011010010000001- 7 Quimby. ...28lOOiaoiminon20-iR
Cooper. . . .20020120111102181111-15 Lefever. . ..10110000110100010300- «
Treadwav. 11110010801111022221—15

°

No, 9, 60 targets:
Strob 01]10111000001111111011110101010110111011110111000_ o
Williamson OlOOllOOOOOlOOlOOOOOlOlllw. 0'

Kane OllllOlllOOOOlOlOOlOOOOlOOOlOOOOlOlllOOOlOlllOOllO
~

Perine OIIOOIOOOOOOOOIOOOOOIOIIOOIIOOOOIOIIOOOOIOIOIOOIIO—

1

Landis "OllllllliniiiiiiioiOlOllOllllllllOllIlOlllOllll-48
Shaaber 01011110101111010110110111011111110101010111111101-36
Collins inillllllllllllOlllinilOllOlllOllllOllOllllOllll-43
Benning nilllOlOllllllimiiliiOllOllOlOlllllOOlOllOlllll—40
Cooper 1011111]iniUllllllllllllllll01]lll]lllinnillll-4.S
SP'cer 10101100110111011111111111111010111101011111111111-40
J L Smith llllOOllOOlllllllllOinillliOOlOlllllllllllOlOlUl—40
Apgar 11001111101111111111110011111101111111111111110011-42
Henry 1111110inini01111111111liiiiiOlOllOllll011101111-4;>
Miller 10111111101011101111111111111011111111011110111011-48
Clayton 11111101111101111111111111111111101111110111111111—46
M H R 11111011111101110111110111101111101101101111111111-48
Hoffman 11111101110111111110111111111101111111110111111111-45
H Thurman 11111110111111110111111101101011110111011101111111—41
Dutchy linilllOlimilllllllllllOllOlllllllllllllllOllll—46
Gi'een OOOllllOOnOfiOllllOllllOllOlOlllllinnOOllHlllll-36
Porter noilOniOlOllllllllllllllllliooilllOllllOllllllll-42
Black Ill 1111011011101111111 llOw. —21
Peterman lllOlllOOlllllllllllllOOl w. —20
McMurchy OllllllOllinillllllilllllllllllliiioillllllllllli—47
Geisinger lOOlllllOllOOOlOlOllllOOlw. —15
Ulmer llOOllOlllOOOOlOlOlOlOlllw. —14
Treadway Ill HI 111101011 Illlllllllllil01111l]].]lllll0111010—44
Lefever 11111111011101010111111111100010111100111111111111—40
Kramlich llOlllllOOOlllOllllOlllllw. —19
Sobers OlllOlllUllOOllOlllllOOlw. —18
Wolle OOOOlllOOlOlOOnOOllOOOlOw. —10
S Weiler OOOlOOOOOllllOlOllOOlOlOlw. —11
Thurman llOllllUlOlOllOOIOllOlllw. —18
Heil 01 1 001 101 1 1 1001 01 1 001 1 1 00w. —13
Mazurie 001 lOll 111 111101011111111 w. —80
Morrison 11110011010110010111010110001111111111101111111111—37
-Matz 1111011111111111111110111 w. —23
Lindsley OlOlllOOUlllOllllOOOlOOlw. —15
Yeakel llOlOllllOllOOllUlllOOllw. —IS
Keller 1111011211111111111011111 w. —22
No. 10, 15 targets: Wilhamson 18, Peterman 15, Stroh 10, Henry 13,

H. T. 14, Collins 23, Cooper 14, Spicer 11, J. L. Smith 14, G. W. Smith 9,
Hoffman 13, Miller 12, Apgar 10, Perine 10, McMurchy 13. Treadway 15.
Yeakel 14, Black 13. Shaaber 18, Mazurie 9, Thtu-man 10, Kramlich 8i
M. H. R. 10, Landis 11, Morrison 10, Lindsley 13, Clayton 13. Matz 9,
Dutchy 14, Lefever 9.

Tournament at liancaster.
Lancaster, O., Sept. 8.—Below find scores made at the tournament

of the Lancaster Gun Club, held yesterday;
No. 1, 10 targets, known traps and unknown angles, entry 50 cents:

Money 1111101111— 9 Cook llOllOllll— 8
Dan 1101111111— 9 Evans lOOlllUOl— 7
Connor OIOOIUIOI— 5 Boyer 0111111011— 8
Cherry lllOlllOll— 8 Short 1110111010— 7
Bell IIIOIIOIOO— 6 Boring 1111101001— 6
Jones 1111101111— 9 Dick 1101110001— 6
Horn 0000010110— 3 Aldire 1111111111—10
J H 0000010111— 4 Porter 0000000000— 0
Goetz 0110111111— 8 Wood 0011011101— 6
Joe 1101111010— 7 Lampbarger OlllllOlOO— 6
No. 2, 10 targets, entry $1:

Allure 1111111111—10 Connor 1111111111—10
Dan 1110111011— 8 Leonard 0011011111— 7
Short 1110101011— 7 Taylor lOlOlOllll— 7
Money llllOlllll- 9 Horn 0111111101— 8
Spencer Olllllllil— 9 J H OOOlOOllOl— 4
Jones 1011101011— 7 Evans OOlOlOlOOO— 3
Wood liniOlOll— 8 Goetz 1101110111— 8
Bell 1001010101— 5 Cook 1111111110— 8
.Toe 1111101111— 9 Lampbarger OlOllOllll— 7
Cherry OllllllllO— 8 Strong 1011111111— 9
Bungardner lllOlOllll— 8 Allen 1110111010— 7
Woodward 1101111010— 7 Dick 1100001011— 4
No. 3, 10 targets, entry $1:

Fred OlOllllOll— 7 Cherry 1111111111—10
Joe 0111101010- 0 Taylor llllOlllll— 9
Bell OnifinoiO— 6 Cannon 1111101000— 6
Alkira illiillill—10
Dan 1110111111— 9
Short llOliiUOl— 8
Wood 0111101010— 6
Money 1110011111- 8
Getz 1111110111— 9
Cook lOllOOlOll— 6

Bumgardner 0010111111— 7
Woodard lOOUOOOU- 5
Lampbarger 1111111011— 9
Evans 1111111001— 8
Horn 1101111010— 7
H Joe 1110110100— 6
Hear 1010101111— 7

Spencer lOllllllll— 9 Jones lllOllOlll— 8
No. 4, 15 targets, 81.50:

Money 110111101111011-18
Joe ..llOllOiliniOlO—11
Cherry llllllOlllllOll—13
Wood 111001111010101—10
Alkire 110110111111111—13
Dan 011111111011111—13
M Jones... 110111111110111—13
Short 111000111101111—11
Spencer oiionnn nil 1—13
Getz 111111011111111—14

Bell 011101010011111—10
Cannon 111111111110110-13
Taylor 011111101011110—11
Fred 101011111111100—11
Lampbarger.. ..110111110111101—12
Woolard 001010100001011— 6
Evans lOOn 1101111111—12
Bumgardner. ...101011011011111—11
Neat 000101110110111— 9
J H 111010000010001— 6

Cook ...111101101011111—12 Allen 111000110101111—10
Horn 101111111011110—12 Leonard 111111111111101—14
No. 5, 10 targets, entry $1:

Cherry Olllllllil— 9 Spencer 0111011111— 8
Alkire 1101111111— 9 Ward 1011011111— 8
Dan 1101111110— 8 Jo 0110111101— 7
M Jones 0011111111— 8 Cook llllliUll—10
Short 1011100010— 5 Cannon 1111111111—10
Fred IIOIOIOIII— 7 JH 1011100011— 6
Evans 0111011100— 6 Ben 1011101011— 6
Black 1000111101^ 6 Neal 1011111001— 7
Horn OllllllllO— 8 Bumgai-dner 0111000001— 4
Taylor lOllOllOll- 7 Lampbarger 1010111101— 7
Getz 1101111111— 9 Woolard lOlOlOOOH- B

Money lOlOlOllll— 7

No. 6, 15 targets, entry $2:
Alkire 111111111111111—15 Lampbarger. .. .101101101101110—10
Dan 110011111111111-13 Allen. ..111111011110110-13
Cherry 110011111111111—13 Bell OlllllOOlOOlOll— 9
Money lUOlOlOillOlll—11 Taylor 100111111111101—12
Short 010111011001010— 8 Spencer llOlllllOllllli—13M Jones lOnillllliiOOl—18 J H 001011110001000— 6
fred OOOOllllllOw. Cook llllllUlllllll—15
Joe 100111110110110—10 Evans 101100111111010—10
Wood 011101010101101— 9 Neal 101110011111110—11
Cannon llllOOOllOUlll—11 Leonard OlOlOOl 10000111— 7
Horn lOIOl 1110011001- 9 Bumgardner. ...101010111111111-11
Getz 111111111111011—14
No. 7, 10 targets, entry $1

;

Alkire 1111111111—10 Horn llllllllOl— 9
Dan 1011011111-8 JH 1010001111-6
Cherry 1111001111— 8 Gtetz i .1111111111—10M Jones 1111011010— 7 Jo 1100111111— 8
Short llllOlllll— 9 Bell 1011111111- 9
Money lOllllllll— 7 Cannon 1111110111—9
Fved 0<Dn 110111— 7 Cook 0111011101—7
Wood 1111110111— 0 Allen 1111111111—10
Black 0110001001— 4 Leonard lOOlllOlll— 7
Spencer OOlllOllOw. Bumgardner 1111101101— 8
Taylor 1111100111- 8 Lampbarger 1111111111-10
No. 8, 20 targets, entry g2.50:

Alkire 11111101110110110111—16 Cannon. ...11110001111101011111—15
Dan 01111101011111111111—17 Lampbgr. .11001011111111111111—17
Cherry.... 11101111110111111111-18 Bell lOOl 11 10100101001 101—11M Jones. . .11111111111111111101—19 Money 10000001111 Withdr.
Evans OimiOllllOlllllOlO-15 Cook 00010100111
Fred 01111110011111010010-13 J H llOlOlllllnlOtllOlO-15
Getz 11111111111101111111—19 Ahen 11111111111011001111—17
Spencer.. ..llllinOOUOllOllOW Taylor 11011111011111111111—18
Horn 1110]011111111131111_18 Leonard. ..11110111111011110011-16
Wood 10011111111111010111-16 Near 10101111101011110011—14
Joe lllOiniollOOOOOllOl-12 Bumgdner.OllllllllOllOlllOlOl—15
No, 9, 10 targets, entrance SI:

Alkh-e 1111111111-10 Jo 1110111101— 8
Dan lOllllllll— 9 Cannon 1010011111— 7
Cherry 1101101011— 7 Getz 0111000001— 4
Jones 0011110100— 5 Allen 1011101101—7
Short 0101101001— 5 Lampbarger 1101111111— 9
Fred 0100110011— 5 Black 1101101001—6
Wood 1011111111—9 Bell OIllOUlll— 8
Horn llllllllOl— 9 Taylor 1011000011—5
Spencer 0000101011— 4 Bumgardner OOllOlOOOO— 3
Money 1111111111—10 Leonard ,.1111101011— 8
Cook 1110001110— 6 Evans 1110010101— 6
No. 10, 25 targets, entry §3:

Alku-e 1111111111111111111111111—25
Dan 1011000101101101111111111-18
Cberry 1111111100111111101111011-21
Jones 11111110101 1001 1 110111101—19
Connor n lOllOOOl 1 1 1 OOOll 01 01011—16
Lampbarger 1101111100011110001101011—16
Goetz llllllllllllllOnilllOllO-32
Fred 1111110101101111101111110-30
Spence OllllllllllOllOllOUlllll 21
Allen 1111011111111000010101111-18
Leonard 0111110010111110101111010—17
Bell 0101010110001101011100110—13
Joe 0111111110111110111010111—20
No. 11, 10 targets, entry $1: Taylor 7. Alkire 10, Dan 9, Cherry 8,

Short—
,
Money 9, Cannon 5. AUen 9, Leonard 6, Lampbarger 8, Spen-

cer 10, Cook 7, Fred 6, Getz 9, Joe 9.

No. 12, 10 targets, entry $1 : Alku-e 12, Dan 8, Cannon 5, Cherry 10,
Spencer 10, Fred 8, Money 9, BeU 8, Taylor 6, Getz 8, Lampbarger <),

AUen 9, Leonard 8.

No. 13, 10 targets: Money 8, BeU 8, Alkire 9, Dan 7, Spencer 7,
Lampbarger 9, Fred 6, Cook 8, Getz 7, Leonard 8, AUen 7.
No. 14, 15 targets, entry 31.50: Alkire 14, Lampbarger 13, Spence 13,

Fred 12, Leonard 13.

Hamilton Gun Club Shoot.
Hamilton, Out., Sept. 12.—Since my last communication the club

has selected new grounds in the vicinity of the magnificent driving
park of the Hamilton Racing Association, with the club house within
150yds. of Mr. John Hammefl's commodious hotel, so that in future
we can insure the best accommodation to shooters visiting this city.
Our first shoot on the new grounds took place yesterday, with beau-
tiful weather and a large number of spectators. Among the latter we
noticed Chief of Police McKinnon and Mr. Symonds, of Philadelphia.
The keenest interest was manifested in all four contests, two of
which had to be decided by shooting off the ties. In commemoration
of Captam Spencer winning the challenge medal the club wiU have a
bar suitably engraved and placed thereon; As the cool weather
approaches our boys are looking forward to some live birds at our
regular shoots. The following are the scores:
Handicap shoot, gl entry, four money prizes and 100 cigars;

Wilson 1111011110 — 8 Graham 1111111111—10
Hunt 0111110111
Spencer 01110101001 — 6
Crooks 11111110111 —9
Hamilton 00101011001 — 6

Keizer OlOOOlOOOw
Stroud llOOOUlll— 7
A Smyth OOllOOOOOO— 2
Clifford 1100011011— 6

—18
—11
—14
-16

G Stroah OOlOOllOOOqilO— 3 I Smyth 0111111101— 8
Shoot for the Cowle cup, «5 targets each:

Hamilton 101001110101111001011101 —15
I Strdud lllOOOOOlOOlOOOOlw
Clifford 111011 1 1 1 11 1 101 110111
Wilson lOlKXlllUOOOOlOllOl
Hunt 100101101110111100111
A Smyth 011100110111101111011
Stroud 010011111111111110101111 —19
S Smyth lOOlllllOllOOOlOOlOlllOl —13
Spencer 0101100001110011111111 —14
Crooks llOllOllllOOlllllOllOlOl —16
Keizer OOOOlOlOlKKWOOOllOOO — 6
Graham 101111111101111111111 —19

Ties:W Stroud 11011111101—9 Graham 1111101110—

8

Shoot for the Hopkins medal, handicap, 81yds. rise, each jmUhisown
trap:
Wilson 011000010101111 — 8 Hamilton . ...010110010011110110—10
Crooks 111011110110010001—11 ASmyth 110001 lllOlOOOl —8
Hunt 101100110101011 —9 Graham 011110011110011 —10
Stroud 11110101011101001 —11 J Smyth OllOOOlOw.

Ties, 6 birds each: Crooks 2, W. Stroud 3.

Shoot at 15 singles and 5 pairs, for challenge medal:
Spencer 000101111010011 00 11 10 10 11—14
Crooks 011101100000111 10 10 11 00 10—13

Trap at Duluth.
DuLOTH, Minn., Sept. 10.—The third medal shoot of the Central Gun

Club was held on their club grounds at Spirit Lake on Aug. 31, and it
was a friendly and exciting contest. The conditions were that the
marksman who succeeded m three successive shoots to defend the
club medal would become its owner, and naturally there was some
excitement on, for Dodge, the loser, defended it twice and was pre-
pared to give the winner a good score to beat him. But Nelson, his
lest competitor, had blood m his eye and his score of 20 took it from
Dodge by the same number of birds as Dodge won it on in the two
previous shoots.
The Hulberg Brothers medal was also hotly contested for, and a

better showing would have been made had it not been for the high
winds which came up during the shoot. This medal is a perpetual
one, being held by the winner only so long as he can defend it. Nelson
has always worn it untU this shoot, when he lost to Moore. 3'oJlow-
ing are scores:
. Club medal shoot, 25 singles:
Nelson 1111111110101101111110101—20
Dodge 1000101101011111111101101—17
McDonald 1011011011010001011001101—14
Moork 0000110001111110110100010—12
Moore OOlOlOOOOOOllOlOOOlOOllOl— 9
Hulberg Brothers medal, 15 singles, unknown angles:

Moore 101001001111000—7 Moork 001000001010110—5
Dodge 000001101001011—6 Little 00100001001w. —3
McDonold OOOUOOOllOOOll—6 Owens lOOOOOOOOw. —1
Nelson 001001000111100—5

New Utrecht Rod and Gun Club.
Seven members of the New Utrecht Rod and Gun Club had a good

shoot at Woodlawn Park on Saturday. Each man shot at 10 birds,
unknown traps, under American Association rules, for the club's
monthly prizes. Dr. Wynn took the first with 10 straight, the others
tieing with 9 each for the second prize. C. Furgueson, Jr., and G. W.
Cropsey, a£t«r outshooting the others, divided the prize.
In the sweepstake shoot that followed C. FurguesOn, Jr., won first

and the second prize was dived. The score:
Dr Wynn 1131821111—10 P Adams. 0111122111—9W R Street 0112^1111— 9 GW Cropsey IOI11118II—

9

C Furgueson, Jr 1118113011— 9 D Bennett... llllOlllU—

8

C A. S^ee 1811313011— 9
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Hackettstown Shoot.
Hackettstowx, N. J,, Sept. 14.—In spite of a drizzly, disagreeable

day my shoot went on at noon. A strong southeasterly wind pre-
vailed, which drifted the smoke and particles of powder directly in the
faces of the shooters: the birds were an excellent lot, and with the
wind in the north or west would have tried the mettle of the best.
Those present came to stay. The shooting commenced at 1:30 o'clock
and continued until evening. It rained persistently the last two hours.
Those, present were Capt. A. Money, who was shooting in excellent
form throughout. M. F. Lindsley and wife, shooting in good style in
all events, but handicapped by using different guns, for his own gun
was broken at Allentown; after two days' hard shooting the lever
coupler gave way and of course could not be used. Mr. Borland,
chemist of the E. C. powder works, tried his novice hand at live birds,
for birds only. T. W. Morfey, of Paterson; WiU Spicer, of Danville,
Pa., and M. H. Ruple, of Milford, N. J., came on from Allentown shoot
on the afternoon train; W. S. Cannon, of Newark, N. J., the noted one-
armed shot, who never misses an opportunity to come here, because
he "always gets good birds and plenty of them;" J. W. Hoffman, of
German Valley, N. J., sick in body, but full of shoot and fun as ever:
"Doc" Howell and J. J. Drake, of Chester, N, J. Mr. Thos. Young
filled the place of referee and scorer in a very satisfactory manner.
The scores, except the last, which was a %5 entrance miss and-out, all
the events were held imder Association rules and boundary.
No. 1, 5 birds: M. H. R. 5, Money 4, Morfey 5, Lindsley 2, Smith 3,

Spicer 5, HofEman 5.

No. 2, same: M. H. E. 4, Money 5, Morfey 4, Lindsley 4, Smith 4,
Spicer 5, Hoffman 5, Drane 4, Borland 2.

No. 3. same: Money 5, Spicer 4, Morfey 5, Canon 5, Lindsley 4, Smith
4, Hoffman 3, Drak- .3.

>
i j ,

No. 4, same: Money 5, Spicer 4, Morfey 5, Canon 5, Lindsley 4, Smith
3, Hoffman 4, Drake 8.

No. 5, same: Money 5, Morfey 5, Canon 3, Spicer 4, Lindsley 4, Smith
5. Hoffman 5, Drake 3.

No. 6, same: Money 4, Morfey 5, Canon 3, Spicer 5, Lindsley 3, Smith
5, Hoffman 3, Drake 2.

No. 7, same: Money 5, Morfey 5, Canon 4, Spicer 3, Lindsley 3, Smith
5, Hoffman 4, Howell 3.

No. 8, same: Money 5, Morfey 3. Canon 5, Spicer 5, Lindsley 3, Smith
5, Hoffman 5, Howell 4.

No. 9. same: Money 5, Morfey 4, Canon 5, Lindsley 4, Smith 4, Hoff-
man 5.

All moneys were divided except second in No. 7. which Canon and
Hoffman carried through Nos. 8 and 9 and then divided.

James L. Smith.

Unknown Gun Club.
The regular monthly shoot of the Unknown Gun Club was held on

Thursday, Sept. 14, at Dexter Park. Fifteen members competed for
the club's championship trophy and three extra prizes; each shot at 7
birds from H and T traps, modified Long Island rules, bird to be on
wing when shot at with first barrel. Louis Miller had a good lot of
birds and the shooting of the veterans was lively. Ike Hyde and J.
Boyd tied for first prize and divided. Eight tied with 6 each for the
second prize, which was finally divided between J. Flynn, E. Vroome
and P. Sweeney. The third was also divided. In a sweepstake shoot
that followed a lively race took place between J. Flynn and P. Sweeney
for the first money in the second sweep. Each killed 14 out of 15 and
then had to divide. The scores:
I Hyde 1121111—7 J Boyd 1111111—7
J Flynn 2011182—6 H Boemermann 2010121—5
J Sampson 1110121—6 H Knebel, Sr 0112110—5
E Vroome 2101211—6 Dr Little 2101110—5
H Skidmore 2221022—6 W Schumacher 2100220—4

.2221220-6 C Munch

.1011112-6 P Sweeney
1020010-3

The Jeannette Gun Club.
The members of the Jeannette Gun Club held a very pleasant day's

outing on Friday, Sept. 15, at Dexter Park. It was the shoot of the
fall season but only eleven members were present to compete for the
three gold medals of the club in the several classes. Each shot at ten
birds. If the second barrel was used only a half point was scored. H.
Otten won the class A medal with nine, H. Hoops being too late to
shoot for it, he also scoring nine with the first barrel. C. F. Opper-
mann and C. Mohrman tied for the class B medal with nine each. On
the shoot off the former won, L. Lehring taking the class C medal
with six. Some good sweepstakes were shot off during the after-
noon. The scores:
C Roesch 1101211310— 8 C Steflens .-.lllOOlllll— 8
H Otter 1212212201— 9 C Mohrman ...0111112111— 9
L Lehring 0211021200— 6 C M Meyer 2211112322-10
J Vagts 2102111110- 8 J Bohllng 2011210302- 7
C F Oflerman 1111013111— 9 *H Hood 1110111111— 9
A J Chester 1110210111— 8
*Arrived too late to compete for the Class A medal.

Coney Island Rod and Gun Club.
Fourteen members of the Coney Island Rod and Gun Club competed

for the Plate diamond badge and five cash prizes at Woodlawn Park,
Gravesend, L. I., on Wednesday, Sept. 13. Each man shot at 7 birds,
club handicap, American Association rules.
This was the fifth contest for the badge and had been previously won

by Dr. Van Ord and W. Laird twice each. Six tied with straight scores
of 7 each, including the two previous winners. H. McLaughlin with-
drew and left the others to shoot off the tie. A good race took place,

and F. Pfaender won the badge and first money with 15 more straight,
just beating W. Laird on the last round. J. B. Voorhees won the sec-
ond cash prize from D. Lynch and C. Plate. The third and fourth
were divided and F. Graff took the fifth with a score of 3. The score:
Club shoot at 7 birds, club handicap, Plate diamond badge:W Lair 2121121—7 F Greff 0011002-3W Scheeljes 1010212—5 F Pfaender 1211122—7

Dr Van Ord 2122122-7 H McLaughlin 1182111—7
J A Eppig 1121121-7 M Bondin 0221002—4
S Schliemann.. 1111111—7 J C De Fraine 2110001-4
F McLaughlin 0122011—5 C Plate 2110112—6
J B Voorhees 1311201—6 D Lynch 1121012—6
Referee and scorer, Mr. .1. 0. De Fraine.

Keystone vs. Woodbury.
WooDBUKY, N. J., Sept 16.—To-day the challenge match between the

Keystone League and the Woodbury Gun Club took place on the
grounds of the latter club. Of the Keystone League only seven mem-
bers turned up in time to shoot.
The Woodbury boys had made preparations for a good crowd and

certainly gave those present a good feast and a very pleasant recep-
tion. They had a large 'bus at the station to meet the visitors and
gave them a good drive through the town to the shooting ground,
where w-e found everything ready for the match, aud from the pile of
large watermelons on hand it puzzled some of us to know which we
were to shoot at, watermelons or bluerocks. It was soon decided to
shoot at bluerocks and eat watermelons, and we certainly did justice
to both. Mr. S. Merchant was master of ceremonies in charge of the
feast, and any one that left the grounds hungry it was because he was
too bashful to eat before a crowd. Messrs. G. W. Cattell, B Cattell,
Green and in fact all the members of the club did everything in their
power to make the League boys enjoy themselves and they did it with
a vengeance. Conditions, 25 targets from 5 tmknown traps:

Keystone.
HThurman 1111101110111110111010101—19W Garvin 1100101111111011011110000—16W Thomas 1111111011111111111111111—24W Pack 0111000011111101101111110—17
J Hack ^ 1011111111111111111111101—23
A J Rush 1110101111110011011000111—17
John Tredway 1101001111111111100111001—17—133

Woodbury.
J D Green 0011101111011111111111111—21
JEastham 1011011100110100111111011—17
GThackara 1100000011000001100111111—12
J Henderson OOlOOOllOOi 1001OOll 000000— 8
A Miller 1 11111 1101 01 101011 010101 1—18
G W CatteU 1111111111101111001111110—21
E C Cattell 0111101000101111010110111—16—113
After the clab match two sweeps were shot of 9 targets each. The

ties were divided, as it was getting dark and almost train time. With
a hearty shake of hands all around and wishes that the same dose
would be administered soon again the Philadelphia boys left on the
6.09 train for home.
Sweep No. 1, 9 tergets: RuBt 5, Green 7, Thomas 5, Miller 8, Tread-

way 8, Merchant 7, Hack 2, Geo. Cattell 5, Mr. Pack 8, Thackara 4,
Garoni 6, Thurman 8, Dougherty 7, E. Cattell 4, Hudson 3.

Sweep No. 3, same, rapid firing: Rust 5, Green 6, Thomas 8, Tread-
way 9, Merchant 7, Hack 6, Geo. Cattell 4, Garoni 4, Thurman 9.

Parkway Rod and Gun Club.
Fifteen members of the P^kway Rod and Gun Club were present

at the regular monthly club shoot at Dexter Park on Wednesday,
Sept. 13. Each shot at seven birds, class handicap, for the club's gold
medal and class prizes, the latter being oil paintings by T. Short, one
of the members. J. Bennett won in Class A, E. Woolley in class B and
H. Le Maire in Class C, each with seven straight. On the shoot off for
the medal H. Le Maire won on the fifth roimd. Sweepstake shooting
followed, and a good race was made between J. Bennett, T. T. Edger-
ton and D. Monsees, each having to shoot at sixteen birds for first
money, and then having to divide on account of darkness. The birds
were a good lot and American Association rules were adopted. The
Parkways' annual clambake lakes place on Thursday, Sept. 21, at the
treasurer's residence, corner of Van Siclen and Belmont avenues. East
New York. The score of shoot:
Class A, 28 and 30yds.:

A Botty 212«211—6 F T Edgerton 0110211—5
E Helgans 2220223-6 H Bookman 0000011—2
J Bennett 2221211—7 A Waeldin 21.1112-6
D Monsees 2111101—0
Class B, i'S and 27yds.:

T Short 0210211—5 HBramweU 0212112—6
L Moeller 0221100—4 E Woolley 1223111—7
M Ellis 1022021—5
Class C, 23 and 25yds.:

A Andrews 0011112—5 H Le Maire 1211211—7
HSelover 2101111—6

North Shore Gun Club.
Port Richmond, N. Y.—Scores made at the monthly shoot of the

North Shore Gun Club on Sept. 9, each man shooting at 25 bluerocks
from unknown traps:
Scofield llOlllOlllOloninillOlll-20
Bartram 101011011111101] 101011101—18
Seawood OlOOllllOlinOlOlllOOOllO-15
Rawson 1011111110011111111111111-22
Howard 0110111111011111011010010—17

L. ScoFiELB, Jr., Sec'y.

Waverly Gun Club.
The regular monthly shoot of the Waverly Gun Club was held on

Monday, Sept. 11, at Dexter Park. Nine shot for the club's gold
medal, at 10 bluerocks each, 2 traps. Otto Hilmer was the winner
with 9. R. Mohrman was second with 8. A sweepstake shoot followed,
Otto Hilmer being the winner w-ith 5 out of 6. The scores:
OHUmer 1111011111—9 J Rugen 0001100000—2
H Van Staden 0110110101—6 L Grane , 0011010110—5
G Helmstead 0011010000—8 J Rathjen 0000000000—0
MSchulz 0110100100-4 R Mohrman 1111001111—8
A Fehlelsen 0000010001—2

Newark Gun Club Shoot.
There was a slim turnout at the September shoot of the Newark

Gun Club, but the shooting was first-class, as were the birds. Of 184
shot at 164 were killed. There were three lO-bird events. No. 2 being
the club shoot. In No. 8 second money was decided by a miss-and-
out by Castle and P. Jay on the eighth round. The scores are here
given:
No. 1, at 10 bu-ds, $=1 entry:

Castle , 1111112101— 9 Erb 2102111212— 9
Hollis 1010121111— 8 P Jay 1112111112—10
Hedden 1121111111—10
No. 2. club shoot at 10 birds for points and a nominal sweepstake

included:
Castle 1111112111—10 Erb 1112211113—10
Hollis 1211110211— 9 P Jay 21.2112111— 9
Hedden 1012012131— 8 Walters 1100221101— 7
No. 8, at 10 birds, 85 entry:

Tie.
Gastle 1111111011—9 11211211 Hollis 1201»11000— 5
PJay 0212221221—9 2111. alS Hedden 1111211212—10
Erb 2022H1211—9 1122111*

Imwer^ to ^ams^md^ntB.

No notice taken of anonymous communicatious.

J. B., Lindsay, Ont.—I have seen in'the Forest and Stream scores
made on the "Standard American Revolver Target." Will you kindly
inform me what the "Standard" is, also the values of shots thereon at
20yds. or 25yds. ? Ans. The "Standard American Revolver Target"
referred to is the standard American target used in rifle shooting.
For 25yds. shooting with the revolver the regular 100yds. target is

used. The possible for 10 shots is 100.

W. B. T., Philadelphia.—Can you advise me of any method of mak-
ing a chokebore gun scatter sufficiently for brush shooting at wood-
cock or quail? Ans. .To load chokebore guns so as to scatter the shot
at close quarters, diminish the thickness of wadding between the
powder and shot, an j lowease it over the shot. The scattering may
still further b^ incre iserl '>> separating the shot charge by a wad. See
"The Br^'echloader and How to Use It," $1, postpaid.

M. L. W., Adrian, Mich.—1. Is there good hunting in Texas such as
quail, partridge, ducks, and other birds, and in what part of the
State? 2. Is there good fishing there, and what kind of fish and
whereabouts? 3. Which is considered the best State in the South or
West for hunting and fishing? Ans. 1. Go to Dallas, Texas, where
you will find bird shooting all you want. 2. Good fishing near Bee-
ville. 3. Texas, we presume. See "Chicago and the West," this week.

C. H. B., Buffalo, N. Y.—Kindly inform me as to the best shooting
grounds for large, also small, game within thirty hours' ride west of
Chicago. Ans. Neligh, Neb., and the counties adjoining make an ex-
cellent objective point for chickens this year. Kennedy, in northern
Minnesota, will offer entirely .satisfactory sport on grouse, with moose
and big game not far off in season. Tamarack Lake, Minnesota, is

good for mallards. Ottertafi county, Minn., is full of lakes which usu-
ally afford good duck shooting, though not so good as formerly. For
deer, go to the north peninsula of Michigan, say at Saunders, Basswood
or points further north. The BrulS country is full of deer this year.
Call on our Western representative for fuller particulars, as you go
west.

F. P. v., Delaware, Ohio.—Please give tis in your next issue plain
directions for making the very best and most secure preparation used
in snelling fish hooks; also state how it should be applied, and
whether it should be applied to shank of hook as well as to wrap-
ping thread? Ans. A good varnish is made as follows: "Take a
quantity of the best gum copal, and pick out the lightest colored and
clearest nodules. Test them for their fitness by touching each with a
drop of the oil of rosemary. If the gum becomes at once sticky
where the oil touched it it will serve your purpose. Put these pieces
on one side. When you have enough, say three or four ounces, pul-
verize them in an iron or glass mortar and spread the dust over a
shallow dish in a thickish layer. Next pour oil of rosemary over the
layer of gum tiU it is" just covered. Let it stand a little time till the
gum IS permeated and then stir the whole mess together. It should
form a plastic sticky paste. Now add alcohol gradually, and it is well
if you place the dish over a water bath, to aid tlae mixing and solu-
tion, and as soon as possible pour the whole into a bottle, adding
alcohol as you think it is required to form a sufficiently thin varnish.
This is a very superior varnish and will resist water much longer
than shellac, though it does not dry quite so quickly." You should
have J. Harrington Keene's "Fly-Fishing and I'ly-Making for Trout."
Price, $1.50.

SAVE JOUR TROPHIES.
Write for Oor lllustratod Catalogua

"HEADS AND HORNS."
It ^ves directions for preparing and preserving

Skins, Antlers, etc. Also prices for Heads and
Rugs, Birds and Fish, and all kinds of work in Taxi-
dermy.

WARD'S NATURAL SCIENCE ESTABLISHMENT,
EOCHESTER, N. Y.

ARE YOU
JUDGMATICALP

The word is not found in Webster's,but it's good for
all that. He is judgmatical who acts with good
judgment. That is judgmatical which is done with
good judgment. The Game Laws in Brief is pre-
pared on a judgmatical plan. Forest and Stream
ljublishes it at a judgmatical price Qib cents.). It is

sold by all judgmatical dealers It is to day in the
hands of thousands of judgmatical sportsmen. Are
you judgmatical?

J^ROM the fifst issue of this paper it has been

used, and for nearly twenty years this particular

space has been occupied by

ABBEY & IMBRIE,
who now say tJiat they have given up advertising at least tor the present.

IMTotioe to r'is5l:x«x-ia:xen I Out Prloes fox* 1893
1 am with vou again with, lower prices for Fishing Tackle. I find by experience that putting down the

pi-ices and not decreasing the qiTiality, it increases my business every year.
One lot of Split Bamboo My and Bass Rods will be sold at $1.58 until all are sold. Kods are all nickel mounted, solid reel seats, silk woimd, complete in wood form and will give satisfaction

Length and vs^eight of the Fly Rods are: 9ft., 6oz.
; 9Jft. ^oz.

;
10ft., 7oz.

;
lO^ft., 7Joz. ;

lift., 802. Reel seats below hand.
Length and weight of the bass rods are: 8Jlt., 9oz.

;
9ft., lOoz. : 9jft., lloz. ; 10ft., 12oz., lO^ft., 14oz. Reel seats above hand.

A special lot of Hard Rubber and Nickel, Raised Pillar, Multiplying jaeels with Balance Handle and Side Spring Chck, 40yds., 90 cts.
;
60yds., -$1.00; 80yds., §1.10; lOOyda., 11.20.

Any of the above reels sent by mail for price and 10 cts. extra for postage.
Brass Click Reels, 40, 60, 80 or 100yds., 38 cts. each; 5 cts. extra for postage.
One lot of Multiplying Raised Pillar Reels with Balance Handles and Lifting Drag: 40yds., 38 cts.

; 60yds., 48 cts. : SOyds., 58 cts. ; 100yds., 68 cts. ; 150 yds., 78 eta,
A special lot of Trout Fhes at 30 cents per dozen assorted, sent by mail 1 cent per dozen extra for postage.
A special lot oO Bass and Pickerel Spoons at 5 cents each sent by mail, 1 cent extra for postage.
All K~'.^A^ .-.f tr^l I X>«."„ *- V.

—

*. ^.— — rtr I _ ^ i_ . T Til . , - i _

ide L

Single Gut Leaders, 3ft., 4 cts., 45 cts. per dozen. Double Gut Leaders, 40in., 5 cts. each. Treble Gut Leaders, 32in-, 7 cts. each- Fotu>ply Leaders, SSin., Seta.
Special lot of best quahty 100ft. Linen lj,eel Lines, 8 cts,, 200ft., 15 cts.

;
300ft,, 22 cts. ; 3 cts. extra for postage.Send s-vent stamp for Xllastrated Catalosme.

S^^'SiSZSS^^.'i?^!^ J. F. MABSXEBS. 61, 63 A 66 Ck>urt BU Brooklvn, N. T
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X Hotels for Sportsmen. $
i 4

Miscellaneous.

Bromfield House, Boston.

BUROl'EAJS FLAN
MESSBNGEK, Proprietor.

CAMP PHENIX
At Garden of Eden, Nova Scotia,

will be open for sportsmen and hunters from May 1

till end of season. No better trout fishing or moose
hunting can be found in Canada. Forty lakes with
finest of trout fishing within a radius of five miles of
the camp. Write for circulars.

M. SJOSTEDT, Garden of Eden, Nova Scotia.

ATTEAN CAMPS.
ittAiNB. July 7, 1893.

On and after this date all pprsons not guests of
Attean Camps will be excluded from fishing or hunt-
ing m the territory leased by me, which includes the
townships of Attean, Uennis, Number Four and
Number Five, also Holeb, Spencfr and Attean Falls,

Moose River. Any person trespassing on the above
territory wlU be prosecuted to the full extent of the
law. ITHAMAR HOWE,

P. O. Jackman, Me Lessee and Proprietor.

Spruce Cabin
CANADENSIS, Monroe Co.. Pa.

BEST OF SHOOTING. Ruifed grouse, wood
cock, ducks and rabbit Also deer and bear. Guides
and dogs. D. L. & W R. K. to ( resco. For particu-
lars address PKICE HKOS., Proprietors.

riANADIAN NORTHWEST - EXCEL-
yj lent shootmg quarters, delightful cUmate, steam
launch, punts, teams, guides, abundance of game,
ducks, geese, brant, sand hUl cranes, etc. in myriads,
plover, prairie chicken, saipe, etc. Address C.
BENJIFIELD, Silton, Long Lake, Assa., N.W.T. 12

Adlrondacks.

HOTEL WAWBEEK
and. Cottages. (On Upper Saranac Lake.)

The most desirable and the most attractively
located of all the Adirondack hotels. Fine htmting
and fishing. Open tih Oct. 1. Send for circular.

HARLOW H. CHANDLER, Manager,
Wawbeek, FrankUn county, N. Y.

RUSTIC LODG£,
Upper Saranac Lake. Daily mails and telegraphic
.commimications. Superb hunting and fishing. Rates
:$10 to $14 per week; $2 50 per day. Now open for
^guests. J. C. LOCK.LIN, Proprietor.

Long LakeTN. Y.
Situated on the borders of the wUdest and best

bimting and fishing section in the Adlrondacks.
Superior accommodations. For circular, address

EDWARD BUTLER. Prop.

LAKE HOUSE,
Long Lake, N. Y,

'

New management. New furniture throughout.
Bates from |fi to $12 per week. Send for circular.

Best of fishing and himting.
ANDERSON & MOYNEHAN. Proprietors.

RAY BROOK HOUSE,
Bay Brook, Essex Co., N. Y.

Within ten minutes' walk of the best trout fishing
!n the Adlrondacks. Fine deer hunting and good
dogs. Send for circular. D. CAMERON, Prop.

IN THK ADIRONDACKS.
Taylor Hoiise and Cottages.

'

TAYLOR'S-ON-SCHKOON, N. Y.-ln a charming
location among the pines, on the high banks of
Schroon Lake. Fine mountain scenery, good fishing
boating and driving. Table the best and supplied
from hotel farms adjoining. Electric lights in hotel
and on grounds. Billiards and bowling. Pure moun-
tain spring water. Sanitary arrangements perfect.
Send for cu-cular. C. F. TAYLOR & SON,

Taylor's-on-Schroon, N. Y.

ADIRONDACKS.

WATCH-ROCK HOTEL,
ADIRONDACK, N. Y.

Hotel delightfully situated on Scliroon Lake. Ex
ceUent cuisine, pm-e water, as- good deer hunting,
tirook and lake fishing as in the mountains. Experi-
ecped guides, boats, outfits, etc. Send for circular.

GEO. CECIL. Prop.

Pyramid Lake House
ts situated on one of the best fishing waters in the
Adirondacks, controUed explusively for the benefit
of its guests. Brook Trout, Black Bass, Deer,
JPuriridge and small gamp jn abundance.
Approached fi-om Ticonderoga, Crowp Point, or via
S<eftroon jLAke. For circular address

ORRIN HARRIS, 1-Toprietor,
Pai-adox, Essex Co., N. Y.

POTTERSVILLE HOTEL,
Potterhville, in. Y.

Located in the Village of Eottersville, on Trout
Urook, one-half mile fi-om Schroon Lake. First class

. partridge shootijig a»d flBhing for trout and bass.
JOHN B. WELLS, Prop.

X Hotels for Sportsmen.

Adlrondacks—Continued.

hiaWtha HmJSE^
Located on southerly end of the Indian Carry, on

the first of the three Ponds, sometimes caUed Specta-
cle Ponds, leading througrh Stony Creek to Racquette
River, on direct communication from Blue Mountain
and Tupper's Lakes, to Saranac Lakes. UnexceUed
fishmg and hunting. Rates per day, $2.50 Per week,
$10 to $14. Correspondence soUcited. W. W. HALE,
Proprietor, Post OfQce address, Axton, Franklin
county, N. Y.

ROOT'S HOTEL.
. . , ^

Beat of trout fishing m seven streams, mclud-
ing the Schroon River. Fine deer hunting in Sep-
tember and October. A large and roomy cottage to

rent. For particulars address A. CARSON & CO.,
Proprietors, Schroon River, N. Y.

Sullivan and Ulster Counties, N. T.

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
Wniowemoc, Sullivan Co., N. Y.

Situated a few miles from Livingston Manor sta-

tion. Is the best trout fishing section in the county.
Livery from the House will meet trains upon notice.

R. a. K-OOsA.

Neversink Falls House,
W. E. £LDRIDGE. Proprietor,

Fallsburg, N. Y.
Livery connected with the House. Good trout,

bass and pickerel fishing in vicinity.

SB[£LDRAKE HOUSE.
MISNER AND PRINCE, - - PROPRIETORS,

roch Sheldrake, SuU. Co., N. Y.

Special accommodations for himters and fisher-

men. Sample room and livery attached-

Long Island.

THE PAYTlION HOTEL,
Isllp, L. I. (on Great Soutb Bay).
Open until Oct. 1. Accommodates 250. South

Bay is now the best fishing resort on Long Island
for bluefish, weakfish, bass and flounders. After 15

years' experience at Elberon, N. J., it is sufficient to
say that the best of care will be taken of families and
guests. I sohcit the patronage of foi-mer patrons.

C. T. JONES.

THE BAY SIDE HOUSE,
Amityville, L. I.

Situated on Great South Bay. Capacity200 guests.
Bluefish, bass and other sea fish abundant.

GEO. W. HUSSEY. Proprietor.

PROSPECT HOTJSE.-Penataqult Hall and cot-
tages, Bay Shore, Long Island, oue houi from New

York. Beaurifully situated, oferlooklng the Great
South Bay ,

opposi te the In i et and famous flshint; gi'ounds;
excellent boating, safe bathlne, Interesting drives; flrst-

ciass orchestra; Incandescent electric lights, electric
bells; batus, etc. For terms, address

JOHN M. K.OGERS & SON.

CENTRE MORICHES, L. I. THE DAYTON
COTTAGE. Duck shooting on Great South Bay.

Sportsmen can find good accommodations. Have all

the rigs complete for point shooting. Guides fur-

nished at reasonable rates. House within I50ft. of
water. Particulars, J. T. Dayton,Centre Moriches L 1
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Staten Island, N. X.

Beaslev's Fishermen's Retreat,
HI GUENOT, s. I.

Boating, bathing and fishing. Parties desiring to re-
main over night will receive every attention. Stage at
station for conveyance of guests to hotel. Boats to let
ftr fishing or pleasure. ANDREW BEASLEY, Prop.

Xake Hopatcong, N. J.

RACCOON ISLAND HOTEL, Raccoon Island,
Lake Hopatcong, N. J. Superb and romantic

scenery; view of lake from every room; fishing un-
excelled; every modern convenience; $12 to 815 per
week; 50 mUes from N. Y. SCHERER & DIEFEN-
THALER. Tending. Morris County. N. J.

St. Lawrence River and Neighboring Resorts.

1,000 ISLANDS.
St. Lawrence Hotel,

ALEXANDRLA. BAY, N. Y.

$2 per day. Special rates ty tlie -week.

Also IIOTEI4 COH.IJAIBIA in connection,
on European plan. Houses accommodate 150.

FRED. D. HOAVELL, Prop.

Thousand Islands. River St. Lawrence.

IZAAK WALTON HOUSE,
T. M. BSSELSTYN, Manager.

CLAYTON, N. Y.

BASS AND PICKEREL IN ABUNDANCE.
The Largest and Best Located Hotel In Clayton.

Thousand Islands. Blver St. Lawrence.
TUt NEW WIISOSUR

Sportsmen wUl find this hotel first class in every
particular. All modern improvements. Good boats
and experienced guides always In attendance. Send
for circulars W. P. H A WES, Clayton, N. Y.

Claytou, N. Y.
Headquarters for fishermen. Located in the cen-

ter of the world renowned fishing grotmds of the St.
Lawrence River. Bass, pickerel and mascalonge in

abundance. MRS. E. M. HUBBARD, Prop.

LAKE VIEW HOUSE, EdwardsviUe,
Jefferson Co., N. Y, Situated on the beauti-

ful shores of Black Lake. No better spot for bass
and pickerel. Easily reached by stage from Ham-
mond. Boat livery connected with house.

R. E. CAPRON, Proprietor.

FRONTIER HOUSE,
Morristown, jN. Y.

This house, located on the dt. Lawrence River, is

but a short distance from Black Lake, so long known
for its celebrated bass and pickerel fishing.

JASIES F. CULLIGAN, Proprietor.

Hotels for Sportsmen.

St. Lawrence River Resorts—Continued.

dollTngYr hWel,
REDWOOD, N. Y.

On the R. "W. & O R. R , one of the best flshlnj

grounds in the State for bass, pickerel, pUre am
trout. Hotel first class in every respect.

Rates, 4^2 Per Day.
The veteran guide John DoUinger with his boat

Uvery is coimected with the house.

ZOLLER & SPRINGER, Proprietors,

Sportsmen's Goods.

CAMMEYEP
Stamped on a Shoe ^

Means Standard of Merit.

SaUESTRIAN FOOTWEAR.

JEN'S GRAIN LEATHER NAPOLEON RrO- # C AA
INQ BOOTS ) OiUU

VIEN'S GRAIN LEG CALF FOX NAPOLEON 7 AA
RIDLNG BOOTS

. .. flUU
MEN'S CAI.F STIFF LEG RIDING BOOTS.. 9i00
MEN'S ENAJIEL LEATHER STIF'F LEG |A AARIDING BOOTS I 0.00
HEN'S RUSSIA CALF STIFF LEG RIDING I n Aft
BOOTS lOiOU

MEN'S CANVAS RIDING LTfQGINS 7 RA
WEN'S GRAIN WELLINGTON RIDING LEG- OCAGINS OiDD
MEN'S GRAIN WINDSOR RIDING LEGGINS 4 QQ
HEN'S RUSSET CALF WELLINGTON RID- b'aAING LEGGINS

. OiOO
ATHLETIC FOOTWEA.K OP EVERY DESCRIPTION

Send for Catalogue. Mailed Free.

A. J. CAMMETER,
Sixth. A.ve., oor. ISth. St., N. Y.

DUCK CALLS.
Grubb's Improved IllinoiB River Duck The

most natural-toned call noade: easy to blow; not
easy to get out of repair, having a fine tempered
reed; makes it so you can call teal, woodduck and
bluebill, as well as mallard. This is the only call

you can do this with. Price 56 cents.
Same as above, made of red cedar, silver mounted,

with silver reed which gives it perfect tone, ?1
Every one warranted. Address

CHAS. W. GRUBBS,
1537 Milwaukee Ave.,

Chioagro, ni.

FERGUSON'S PATENT REFLECTING LAMPS,
THOMAS J. CONR.OV, Sole Asent,

310 Brbadwa7> New York.

With Silver Plated Locomotive Beflettort

ments.

For Sportsmen s use. Combines
Head Jack I Front and Topi, Boat
Jack, Fishing, Camp, Belt and
Dash Lamp, Hand Lantern, etc.

eXCEI^IOR X.AIIXP,
For Night Driving, Hunting, Fish-
ing, etc. Is adjustable to any
kind of dash or vehicle.
3 end stamp for lUus. Catalogue,
and address all orders Lamp Pupt

J. P. DA.JNNJKFEL.8ER,
PRAGTICAT. GUNSMITH,

No. 9 Chambers St , New York.
Guns, BtfleB, etc., at lowest prires. Second-handguns

bought, sold and excliangi d. With my new adjustable
Trt Gus I can take your exact fit for either new stock
or alrering old stock to desired drop, cast-olT or length.
Barrels bored to .«hrot close and hard, and all utber
kinds of repairing executed with despatch and war-
ranted. Bend SO cents for bottle of best barrel brown-
ng In Amarica with dlrectlonB,

Routes for Sportsmen.

When planning your annual tour remember that
this company controls over 4,100 miles of railway
equipped m the most approved modern style, pass-
ing through a magnificent coimtry noted for its un-
surpassed facilities for sport.

A FEW OF THE PRINCIPAL RESORTS.
ANDROSCOGGIN LAKES (via Bryant'.s Pond or Bethel)
—Excellent trout fishing and game, large and small, of
every description.

THE WHITE MOUNTAINS (via Gorham, N. H.)—For
trout and varieties of game.

THE SALMON RESORTS of Quebec, New Brunswick
and Nova Scotia {reached via Quebec).

LAKE ST JOHN REGION (via Quebec)-For ouananlche
trout, carioou, bear, moose, beaver, otter, etc.

THE RIVER ST. LAWRENCE (In the neighborhood of
the line for 400 miles) —For mascalonge, pike, bass,
whiteflsh, picEerel, perch.

THE THOUSAND ISLANDS (via Gananoque or Kingston)
—For pickerel, black bass, mascalonge, pike.

MUSKOKA LAKES.-The best place on the continent
for fisihing, shooting and camping. All varieties of flsh
and game.

PARRY SOUND AND GEORGIAN B^Y (reached via
Penetang, Midland, Coilingwood, etc.) for black bass,
pickerel, deer, partridge, bear, otter, etc.

AKES ONTARIO, ERIE, HURON AND MICHIGAN via
Stations at all principal purts).

LAKE SUPERIOR (via Coilingwood, Wlarton, Sarnla In
conuectlon with steamship lines).

The charges for hotels, guides and camping at
many of the fishing waters named above are ex-
tremely low. Full particulars of same are pubUshed
in a pamphlet descriptive of the "Fishing and Himt
ing Resorts of the Grand Trunk Railway," which
will be forwarded free on application to the com-
pany's principal agents, or to the General Passenger
Agent at Montreal.

N. J. POWEK,
General Passenger Agent,

Jj. J. SEABGEANT, General manager.

Adirondack

Mountains,

Lakes George

(LChamplain,

Saratoga, Etc.
Illustrated gtiide to the Northern resorts issued by

the Delaware and Hudson Railroad will be mailed on
receipt of 6 cents postage. Address

J. f . BUEDICK,
General Passenger Agent,

ALBANY, N. Y.
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RESORTS IN AMERICA,
Is via the Great Northern Railway. Send to F. I.

Whitnbv, St. Paul, Minn., for the illustrated Bdllb
TIN, "AboQt Fish and Fishing in the North
west."

RED RIVER RECORD,

Full of information about farming and home mak-
iXIZ in the famous agricultural valley of the Red
River of the Nortn. bent free. Address

14 F. I. WHITNEY, St. Paul, Minn.

The Adlrond^ cks.
Map of the Adirondack Wilderness.
Pocket edition on map-bond paper. SI. 00.
"It Is the most eouiplere map of the Adlrondacks
egion ever puijUshed."—Forest and Stream.

Pocket Map of Lake Champlain and Lake
George. May-bond paper, 50 cents.

Guide Books.—The Adlrondacks, lUuatratod,
16mo., Ti'i pages, pseudo cloth cover, 25 cts.

Lake Gforge aijd I.aliu Chaiupialn, ^.'j cts.
Addresp S. R. HT<inHA III. <3l».nM PhIIh. N. V.

Hunting in the Great West.
'Eistliiigs in the Bookies.)

Bunting and Fishing Sketches by Motmtaln
and Stream. By G. O. Shieu)S. 13mo., cloth, 300
pages lUnstrated. Price 75 cts. For sale by
FORKS'!- AND STREAM PUBLISHING C30

8JJ BroadwaT, New York,
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FAME AND BIRD SONG.

In a paper read before the Lianaean Society, of this

city, Mr. Tappan Adney gives an interesting list of bird

names current among the Melicete Indians, who occupy

the valley of the St. Johns River in New Brunswick.

Many of the names have reference to some habit or the

character or song note of the species to which they are

applied, and show that savage and civilized man follow

much the same methods in making language. Thus our

"whippoo,rwill," which is in mimicry of the bird's note,

has its equivalent in tlie Melicete Jiwipolis; and the pied-

billed grebe, which baffled shooters have nicknamed
"hell-diver," is called by the Melicetes azops, akin to

zobeyu, meaning smooth or slippery; for, the Indians say,

it is a bird "sartin, very hard to hit." The name nana-

miktcus, "rocks-its-rump," answers to the white boy's

"teeter" and "tip-up;" and the "hammer-head" wood-
pecker becomes in Melicete abakwises, "bird-that-butts-

its-head." Catbird in English is catbird in Melicete,

though Mr. Adney suggests that the name could not have

been given before the white man brought cats to America.

Another name which has been adopted since the coming
of the whites is that of the wainokteis, "little-white-man,"

applied to the winter wren. There was once a certain

little white boy, who used to whistle like the wren, so

that in time, hearing the bird, the Indians used to ex-

claim, "The little white man."

But the most interesting of all the Indian bird names
here recorded is that of the hermit thrush, with the in-

terpretation of its call, Tanelain—"Where -are -yon-

going?" Tanelain, Nikola Deni-Deni—"Where are you
going, Nicolas Denys?"

Who is or was this Nicolas Denys? Only an Indian

answers to the name now, an Indian who has inherited

it through many generations from an ancestor who ap-

propriated it from the original Nicolas Denys of America,

a white man, a Frenchman. He came to New France in

1632, and in time advanced to the governorship of the entire

St. Lawrence territory, over which floated the fleur-de-lis

of France. Trading posts were established by him, whither

the tribes resorted to barter; and here the Melicetes be-

came familiar with that name which ever since their

thrush has been calling in the woods, for three centuries

and more. It must have been an honored name in New
Brunswick in those days when the Indians adopted it for

themselves and heard it in their bird songs. Good gov-

ernor and slirewd trader that he was, Monsieur could

never have dreamed of the immortality his patronymic

should achieve thus set to bird music, so that never a her-

mit thrush should call to its brooding mate without utter-

ing that name anew. Verily, for secm-ity of fame Nicolas

Denys were a good name, and rather to be chosen than

great riches.

But what is in a narne, and what is fame itself when
only an empty name prated by wild birds in New Bruns-

wick forests? For Mr. Adney tells us that the Nicolas

Denys known to the Indians is not the Frenchman who
was a great man in the Seventeenth Century, but the

Melicete of to-day. For all that there is in it of reminder

of the original bearer, the thrush might as wellcall it in

remote solitudes unheard of human ear.

Equally empty and quite as meaningless is the procla-

mation heard in our own fields, when the quail whistles

his call and pronounces the name of Bob Wliite. For

while the Melicete has forgotten the original Nicolas

Denys, his white brother too has ceased to remember that

Robert White, whom his friends knew as "Bjb," and
whose name was so familar to them that, like the Meli-

cetes they recognized it in the cry of a bird. The first to

hear the quail call Bob White, told it to a friend, he to

another and the third to a fourth, until aU the neighbors

knew it, all the quail in the settlement called it, and Mr.

Robert White awoke to find himself famous; all the

quail of the continent were calling Bob White. More
than this, from time immemorial, remote, prehistoric—for

generations back of generations—the quail had been piping

the name uninterpreted until, Robert White—this one

particular individual special baby White, was born and
was- baptized Robert and nicknamed Bob. For genera-

tions after generations the quail will continue to call it.

Robert White's fame is assured. He has a security of

the recognition of posterity more enduring than stone

or brass. But his fame too, like that of the Canadian

Frenchman, will be only the empty and unmeaning repe-

tition of a name. Who Bob White was, when and where
he lived— this is already forgotten. Of the original

Robert White we know as little as we do of that Will,

whom one bird calls Poor-Will, for whose chastening

another exhorts whip-poor-will, while yet a third unfeel-

ingly cries Chuck-Will's-widow. We know as little of the

original Bob White, indeed, as of the original Katy, and
whether she did or she didn't.

FOREST DESTRUCTION IN THE ROCKIES.

In the early days of the settlement of this continent,

when the Americans were few in number and the conti-

nent stretched away unknown and uninhabited to the

illimitable West, it was thought that there was no need

that any one should be careful in his use of the natural

products of the country. There was land enough and to

spare for every one; there was timber enough, the forests

were best cut down and burned; there was game enough,

let each one kill what he pleased. Perhaps it is the sur-

vival of this old idea which leads the average American

to view with equanimity the plundering by individuals of

the general Government. This is done in a thousand

ways, and by many people is considered entirely legiti-

mate. In no form is it more common or more far-reach-

ing in its evil effects than in stripping the Government
timber lands of their trees. This has taken place on a

vast scale for many years, and its evil efl:ects have long

been seen in the East and in the West.

In the East our mountain sides, no longer protected by
the roots and branches of trees and underbrush, are torn

and guttered in spring by the rush of waters down their

slopes. The spring freshets which so often spread death

and destruction along the banks of our great rivers, also

deposit in the beds of these same streams the soil torn

from field and hillside, making their channels each year

more shallow and more difficult of navigation. The
tributaries of these rivers—the brooks and creeks, once

forest-shaded and fed by springs and swamps—now dry

up in summer, as soon as they have served to carry off the

melting snows of spring.

In the Western mountains things are even worse, for

there the timber growth is more scanty than in the East,

and the work of destruction proceeds more rapidly. The
mountains of New Mexico, Colorado, Wyoming and Cal-

ifornia have in many sections been stripped of their for-

ests with a rapidity and a thoroughness which is almost

beyond belief, and as a consequence of this denudation

the water so much needed by the farmer for irrigation

on the dry plains becomes each year scarcer and more

difficult to obtain.

In the northern Rocky Mountains on their western

slope lies the beautiful Flat Head Valley, a region of

abundant rainfall, of pleasant lakes and of swift-flowing

brooks and rivers, abundantly fed from vast fields of

snow and ice far up among the mountain peaks. Tliis

valley has only recently been opened up by the build-

ing of the Great Northern R.R., and is now dotted with

new towns and with the ranches of new settlers. • Here

in this lovely valley the work of timber destruction is

now going on as recklessly and as wastefuUy as it went

on years ago further to the south. Fires set by careless

travelers, by homesteaders who wish to clear their claims,

or by hunters red or white; shingle mills set by every

stream, contracts for railroad ties or for snow-shed tim-

ber are destroying the vast forests of the Flat Head Val-

ley at a rate which, to the experienced judgment, makes
the end of the timber there seem near at hand.

The protection of these forests lies in the hands of the

General Land Office, and from time to time its inspectors

pass through the country, gather in a very general way
what information they can about the forest and make
their report to headquarters. As has elsewhere been the

case, so here, action can seldom be taken in time to stop

any particular piece of destruction. After the ruin has

been accomplished, suits may be instituted to recover

the value of the timber, but even if the value be recov-

ered, this does not restore the great trees which shaded

the mountain slopes, in summer and winter, which pro-

tected the springs and retarded the melting of the winter's

snows. Decades must elapse before nature can replace

what man destroyed in a few brief months.

The present system of forest protection by the Land
Office is entirely inadequate and inefficient, because it

sends out strangers to gather information about a country

of which they know nothing. In many localities a few
local agents at small salaries with some allowance for ex-

penses could, while pursuing their usual avocations, col-

lect definite and detailed information with regai'd to

forest destruction, and when the traveling inspector

presents himself, would be able at once to inform him as

to the condition of affairs, to show bim their evidence

and to let him see with his own eyes how matters stand.

If our forests are worth preserving—and about that

there is no question—the antiquated and inefficient

methods of the Land Office, which have nothing to re-

commend them except their age, should be discarded.

The Land Office should get out of its rut and make a vig-

orous and determined effort for real forest preservation

in the Rocky Mountains.

SNAP SHOTS,
With his remarks on spring reed birds as food, Mr.

Fred Mather sends us the menu on which these birds are

entered as one of the courses, and from it we learn that

the hotel where the dinner took place is one that has since

failed and been seized by the sheriff. Some enthusiastic

game protectionists may look on these two events as

cause and effect, and may conclude that the failure is due
to the hotel's disregard of the game laws. We fear that

there is no connection between the two, for if all the

hotels in this city which violate the game laws should

fail, there would be very little accommodation here for

the strangers who have occasion to visit New York. No
class of citizens stand more in need of active missionary

influence, so far as game laws go, than hotel proprietors

here and elsewhere, and no class—if they could only be
induced to rigidly respect these laws—could do so much
good protective work.

As promised last week, we print in this issue the fiLrst

half of Mr. Owen Wister's graphic contribution to the

"Book of the Boone and Crockett Club." Those who have
never followed the shaggy white goat among the rocky

fastnesses which he inhabits cannot fail to be interested in

the vivid account which Mr. Wister gives of this strange

animal and his home, while to those readers who have

hunted it the article will be not less enjoyable, for it will

call up to the mind a hundred memories of toilsome but

happy days spent among the rugged mountains of the

Main Range or of the Pacific Slope. Mr. Wister is keenly

observant, has abundant humor and deep sympathies, and

a most happy gift of painting a picture so that his readers

can see what he himself has seen; so he writes easily and
well, and we are glad to be able to present this contribu-

tion from his pen.

The "national convention of sportsmen" met in Chicago

last week, six strong. Four of the six were from Chicago,

the two others came from Wisconsin. The meeting was
a convention only in name, and was national only in the

imagination of the individual who originated the scheme
and has been its chief promoter. The committee ap-

pointed by the Illinois State Sportsmen's • Association to

call the convention appears to have done what it could to

make the movement a success, but the fiasco which has

resulted was from the first seen to be inevitable, for rea

sons which have already been pointed out in these

columns. Nothing further may be expected from the im*
practicable and futile scheme.
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THE WHITE GOAT AND HIS COUNTRY.
From advance sheets of "American Big Game Hunting," the Book- of

the Boone and Crockett Club,

In a corner of what is occasionally termed "Our Empire
of the Northwest" thpre lies a country of mountains and
valleys where, until recently, citizens have been few. At
the present time certain mines, and uncertain hopes, have
gathered an eccentric population and evoked some sudden
towns. The names which several of these bear are toler-

ably sumptuous; Golden, Oro and Ruby, for instance;
and in them dwell many colonels and judges, and people
who own one suit of clothes and half a name (colored by
adjuncts, such as Hurry Up Ed), and who sleep almos't
anywhere. These communities are brisk, sanguine and
nomadic, full of good will and crime; and in each of them
you will be likely to find a weekly newspaper and an
editor who is busy writing things about the neighboring
editors. The flume slants down the hill bearing water to
the concentrator; buckets imexpectedly swing out from
the steep pines into mid-air, sailing along their wire to
the mill; little new staring shanties appear daily; some-
body having trouble in a saloon upsets a lamp and half
the town goes to ashes, while the colonels and Hurry Up
Eds carouse over the fireworks till morning. In a short
while there are more little shanties than ever, and the
burnt district is forgotten. All this is going on not far
from the mountain goat, but it is a forlorn distance from
the railroad; and except for the stage line which the recent
mining towns have necessitated, my route to the goat
country might have been too prolonged and uncertain to
attempt.

I stepped down one evening from the stage, the last
public conveyance I was to see, after a journey that cer-
tainly has one good side. Jt is completely odious; and
the breed of sportsmen that takes into camp every luxury
excepting, perhaps, cracked ice, will not be tempted to
infest the region until civilization has smoothed its path.
The path, to be sure, does not roughen until one has gone
along it for twenty-eight hundred miles. You may leave
New York in the afternoon, and arrive very early indeed
on the fifth day at Spokane. Here the luxuries begin to
lessen, and a mean once-a-day train trundles you away on
a branch west of Spokane at six in the morning into a
landscape that wastes into a galloping consumption.
Before noon the last sick tree, the ultimate starved blade
of wheat, has perished from sight, and you come to the
end of all things, it would seem; a domain of wretched-
ness unspeakable. Not even a warm, brilliant sun can
galvanize the corpse of the bare ungainly earth. The
railroad goes no further—it is not surprising—and the
stage arranges to leave before the train arrives. Thus
you spend sunset and sunrise in the moribund terminal
town, the inhabitants of which frankly confess that they
are not staying from choice. They were floated here by
a boom-wave, which left them stranded. Kindly they
were, and anxious to provide the stranger with what
comforts existed.

Geographically I was in the "Big Bend" country, a bulk
of land looped in by the Columbia River, and highly ad-
vertised by railroads for the benefit of "those seeking
homes." Fruit and grain no doubt grow somewhere in it.

"What I saw was a desert cracked in two by a chasm 65
miles long. It rained in the night, and at 7 next morn-
ing, boimd for Port Columbia, we wallowed northward
out of town in the sweating, canvas-covered stage through
primeval mud. After some 18 miles we drew out of the
rain area, and from around the wheels there immediately
arose and came among us a primeval dust, monstrous,
shapeless and blind. Firet your power of epeech deserted
you, then your eyesight went, and at length you became
uncertain whether you were alive. Then hilarity at the
sheer discomfort overtook me. and I was joined in it by a
brother American; but two Jew drummers on the back
seat could not understand, and seemed on the verge of
tears. The landscape was entirely blotted out by the dust.
Often you could not see the roadside—if the road had any
side. We may have been passing homes and fruit trees,
but I think not. I remember wondering if getting goat
aft^r all—. But they proved well worth it. Toward
evening we descended into the sullen valley of the Colum-
bia, which rushes along, sunk below the level of the desert
we had crossed. High sterile hills flank its course, and
with the sweeping unfriendly speed of the stream, its
bleak shores seemed a chilly place for home-seekers. Yet
I blessed the change. A sight of running water once
more, even of this overbearing flood, and of hills however
dreary, was exhilaration after the degraded, stingy
monotony of the Big Bend. The alkali trads of Wyoming
do not seem paradises till you bring your memory of them
here. Nor am I alone in my estimate of this impossible
hole. There is a sign-post stickmg up in the middle of it
that originally told the traveler it was 35 mdes to Central
Ferry. But now the traveler has retorted, and three dif-
ferent handwritings on this sign-post reveal to you that
you have had predecessors in your thought, comrades who
shared yom- sorrows:

"Forty-five miles to water,"

"Seventy-flve miles to wood."

And then the last word.*

"Two and one-half miles to hell."

Perhaps they were home-seekers.
We halted a moment at the town of Bridgeport, iden-

tified by one wooden store and an inchoate hotel. The
rest may be seen upon blue print maps, where you would
suppose Bridgeport was a teeming metropolis. At Port
Columbia, which we reached by a landslide sort of road
that slanted the stage over and put the twin Jew drum-
mers in mortal fear, we slept in one of the two build-
ings which indicate that town. It is another important
center—in blueprint—but invisible to the naked eye. In
the morning a rope ferry floated the new stage and us
travelers across the river. The Okanagan flows south
from lakes and waters above the British line, and joins
the Columbia here. We entered its valley at once, and
crossed it soon by another rope ferry, and keeping north-
ward, with the river to the east between us and the Col-
ville, Reservation, had one good meal at noon, and enter-
ing a smaller valley reached Ruby that evening. Here
the stage left me to continue its way to Conconally, six
miles further on. With the friends who had come to
meet me I ascended out of Ruby the next day over the

abrupt hill westward, and passing one night out in my
blankets near a hospitable but limited cabin (its flowing-
haired host fed us, played us the fiddle and would have
had us sleep inside), arrived bag and baggage the fourth
day from the railroad at the forks of the Methow River
—the next tributary of the Columbia below the Okana-
gan.
Here was a smiling country, winning the heart at sight.

An ample beauty was over everything nature had accom-
phshed in this place; the pleasant trees and clear course
of the stream, a fertile soil on the levels, the shapes of tlie
foothills varied and gentle, unencumbered by woods, the
purple cloak of forest above these on the mountains, and
rising from the valley's head a crown of white, clean
frozen peaks. These are known to some as the Isabella
Range and Mount Gardner, though themaps do not name
them. Moreover, I heard that now I was within twenty-
five miles of goat; and definite ridges were pointed out as
the promised land.
JIany things were said to me, first and last, I remem-

ber a ragged old trapper, lately come over the mountains
from the Skagit River. Goat, did I say? On top there
the goat had tangled your feet walking in the trail. He
had shot two in camp for staring at him. Another accu-
rate observer had seen three hundred on a h ill just above
Early Winter as he was passing by. The cabined dwell-
ers on the Methow tied their horses to the fence, and
talked to me. So I had come from the East after goat,
had I? And in the store of the Man at the Forks I became
something of a cm-iosity. Day by day I sat on the kegs of
nails, or lay along the counter devoted to his dry goods,
and heard what passed. Citizens and denizens—for the
Siwash with his squaws and horses was having his autumn
hunt in the valley—knocked at the door to get then- mail,
or buy tobacco, or seU horns and fur, or stare for an hour
and depart with a grunt; and the grave Man at the Forks
stood behind one counter while I lay on the other, acquir-
ing a miscellaneous knowledge. One old medical gentle-
man had slain all wild animals without weapons, and had
been the pei-sonal friend of so many distinguished histori-
cal characters that we computed he was nineteen about
the time of Bunker Hill. . They were hospitable with their
information, and I followed my rule of believing every-
thing that I hear. And they were also hospitable with
whatever they possessed. The memory of those distant
dwellers among the mountains, young and old, is a
friendly one, like the others I carry, whether of Wind or
Powder rivers, or the Yellowstone, or wherever Western
trails have led me.
Yet disappointment and failure were the first thing.

There was all the zeal you could wish. We had wedged
painfully into a severe country—twelve miles in two days
and trail-cutting between—when sickness turned us back,
goatless. By this time October was almost gone, and the
last three days of it went in patching up our disintegrated
outfit. We needed other men and other horses; and
while these were being sought, nothing was more usual
than to hear "if we'd only been along with So-and-So, he
saw goats" here and there, and apparently everywhere.
We had, it would seem, ingeniously selected the only
place where there were none. But somehow the ser-
vices of So-and-So could not be procured. He had gone to
town; or was busy getting his winter meat; or his mar-
ried daughter had just come to visit him, or he had
married somebody else's daughter. I cannot remember
the number of obstacles lying between ourselves and
So-and-So.

At length we were once more in camp on a stream
named the Twispt. In' the morning—new stroke of
misfortune—one of us was threatened with fllness, and
returned to the Forks. We three, the guide, the cook
and myself, went on, finally leaving the narrow valley,
and climbing four hours up a mountain at the rate of
about a mile an hour. The question was, had winter
come in the park above, for which we were heading? On
top, we skirted a bare ridge from which everything fell
precipitously away, and curving round along a steep
hollow of the hill, came to an edge and saw the snow
lying plentiftdly among the pines through which we must
go down into the bottom of the park. But on the other
side, where the sun came, there was little or none, and it
was a most beautiful place. At the head of it was a little
frozen lake fringed with tamarack, and a stream flowed
down from this through scattered birches and pine, with
good pasture for the horses between. The park sank at
its outlet into a tall impassable canon through which the
stream joined the Twispt, miles below. It was a little lap
of land clear at the top of the mountains, the final peaks
and ridges of which rose all around, walling it in com-
pletely. You must climb these to be able to see into it,

and the only possible approach for pack-horses was the
pine-tree slant, down which we came. Of com-se there
was no trail.

We prospected before venturing, and T., the guide,
shook his head. It was only a question of days—possibly
of hours—when snow must shut the place off from the
world until spring. But T. appreciated the 3,000 miles
I had come for goat; and if the worst came to the worst,
said he, we coxdd "make it in" to the Forks on foot, lead-
ing the horses and leaving behind all baggage that
weighed anything. So we went down. Our animals
slipped a little, the snow balling their feet; but nothing
happened, and we reached the bottom and chose a camp
in a clump of tamarack and pine. The little stream,
passing through shadows here, ran under a hd of frozen
snow easily broken, and there was plenty of wood and on
the ground only such siftings of snow as could be sweijt
clean for the tent. The saddles were piled handily under
a tree, a good fireplace was dug and we had a comfort-
able supper; and nothing remained but that the goats
should be where they ought to be, on the ridges above the
park.

I have slept more soimdly; doubt and hope kept my
thoughts active. Yet even so, it was pleasant to wake
in this quiet and hear the bell on our horse, Duster, occa-
sionally tankle somewhere on the hill. My watch'l had
forgotten to place at T.'s disposal, so he was reduced to
getting the time of the day from the stars. He consulted
the Great Bear, and seeing this constellation at an angle
he judged to indicate 5 o'clock, he came back into the
tent and I heard him wake the cook, who crawled out of
his blankets,

'Why it's plimib night," the cook whined.
'Make the breakfast," said T.

I opened my eyes and shut them immediately in des-
pair at the darkness that I saw. Presently I heard the
fire and the pans, and knew that the inevitable had come.

So I got my clothes on and we looked at my watch. It
was only 4:30 A. M. T. and the Great Bear had made an
hour's miscalculation, and the face of the cook was so
grievous that I secretly laughed myself entirely awake.
"Plumb night" lasted some time longer. . I had leisure to
eat two plates of oatmeal and maple syi-up, some potato-
and-onion soup, bacon and colfee, and digest these before
dawn showed.

T. and I left camp at 6:40 A. M. The day was a dark
one. On the high peaks behind camp great mounds of
cloud moved and swung, and the sky was entirely over-
cast. We climbed one of the lower ridges, not a hard
climb nor long, but very sliding, and often requiring
hands and feet to work round a ledge. From the top we
could see the open country lying comfortably below and
out of reach of the howling wind that cut across the top
of the mountain, straight from Puget Sound, bringing-
aU that it could carry of the damp of the Pacific. The
ridges and summits that surrounded our park continuaUy
came into sight and disappeared again among the dense
vapors which bore down upon them. We went cau-
tiously along the narrow top of crumbling slate, where
the pines were scarce and stunted, and had twisted them-
selves mto corkscrews so they might grip the ground
against the tearing force of storms. We came on a num-
ber of fresh goat tracks in the snow or the soft shale.
These are the reverse of the mountain sheep, the V which
the hoofs make having its open end in the direction the
animal is going. There seemed to be several, large and
small; and the perverted animals invariably chose the
sharpest slant they could find to walk on, often with
a decent level just beside it that we were glad enough
to have. If there were a precipice and a sound flat top,
they took the precipice, and crossed its face on juts that
did not look as if your hat would hang on them. In this
I think they are worse than the mountain sheep, if that is
possible. Certainly they do not seem to come down mto
the high pastures and feed on the grass levels as the sheep
will.

T. and I hoped we should find a bunch, but that was
not to be, in spite of the indications. As we continued,
I saw a singular looking stone lying on a little ledge some
way down the mountain ahead, I decided it must be a
stone and was going to speak of it, when the stone moved,
and we crouched in the slanting gravel. T. had been
making up his mind it was a stone. The goat turned his
head our way, but did not rise. He was ^OOyds. across a
split in the mountain, and the wind blowing hard. T,
wanted me to shoot, but I did not dare to run such a
chance. I have done a deal of missing at 200yds. and
much nearer too. So I climbed, or crawled, out of sight,
keeping any stone or little bush between me and the goat,
till I got myself where a buttress of rock hid me, and then
I ran along the ridge and down and up the scoop in it

made by the split of the mountain, and so came cautiously
to where I could peer over and see the goat lying turned
away from me, with his head commanding the valley.
He was on a tiny shelf of snow, beside him was one small
pine, and below that the rock fell away steeply into the
gorge. Ought I to have bellowed at him, and at least
have got him on his legs? I know it would have been
more honorable. He looked white, and huge, and strange;
and somehow I had a sense of personality about him
naore vivid than any since I watehed my first silver-tip
lift a rotten log, and. sitting on his hind legs, make a
breakfast on beetles, picking them off the log with one
paw.

I fired, aiming behind the goat's head. He did not rise,
but turned his head round. The white bead of myLyman
sight had not showed well against the white animal, and
I thought I had missed him. Then I fired again, and he
rolled very httle—six inches—and lay quiet. He could not
have been more than 50yds. away, and my first shot had
cut through the back of his neck and buried itself in mor-
tal places, and the second in his head merely made death
instantaneous. Shooting him after he became alarmed
might have lost him over the edge; even if a first shot
had been fatal, it could not have been fatal soon enough.
Two struggles on that snow would have sent him eliding
through space. As it was, we had a steep, unsafe scram-
ble down through the snow to where he lay on the little
shelf by the tree.

He was a fair-sized billy, and very heavy. The little
lifting and slioving we had to do in skinning him was
hard work. The horns were black, slender, slightly
spreading, curved backward, pomted and smooth. They
measured 6in. round the base, and the distance from one
point to the other, measured down the horn, along the
skuU and up the other, was 21iin. The hoofs were also
black and broad and large, wholly unlike a tame goat's.
The hair was extraordinarily thick, long and of weather-
beaten white; the eye large and deep brown. I had my
invariable attack of reniorse on looking closely at the
poor harmless old gentleman, and wondered what achieve-
ment, after all, could be discerned in this sort of surprise
and murder. We did not think of securing any of his
plentiful fat, but with head and lude alone climbed back
up the ticklish slant, hung the trophies on a tree in a gap
on the camp side of the ridge and continued our hunt. It
was not 10 o'clock yet, and we had taken one hour to skin
the goat. We now hunted the higher ridges behind camp
until 1 P. M., finding tracks that made it seem as if a
number of goats must be near by somewhere. But the
fog came down and shut everything out of sight; more-
over, the wind on top blew so that we could not have
seen had it been clear.

We returned to camp, and found it greatly improved.
The cook had carpentered an important annex to the tent.
By slanting pine logs against a ridge-pole and nailing
them, he had buUt a room, proof against wind and rain,
and in it a table. One end was agamst the opening of the
tent, the other at the fire. The arrangement was excel-
lent, and also timely. The storm revived during the
night, and it rained fitfully. The roar of the wind com-
ing down from the mountain into our park sounded like a
Niagara, and its approach was tremendous. We had built
up a barrier of pine brush, and this, with a clump of trees,
sheltered us well enough; but there were wild moments
when the gust struck us, and the tent shuddered and
strained, until that particular breeze passed on with a
diminishing roar down the cafion. Owen Wister.

[to be concluded.]

It is reported that a buffalo bull was seen recently by a
stage-driver on the desert near Rawlins, Wyo. It is supposed
to be one of a small herd that is stUi riuming wild.
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Visitors to our Exhibit in the AngVmg Pavilion at

the World's Fair should not fail to examine the
stock of "Forest and Stream" bootcs which will

be slnown by the attendant.

A SUMMER'S DAY IN IOWA.
Editor Forest and Stream:
That a stupid day will follow one of pleasurable outing

is as sure as the laws of the Medes and Persians, and I

know no better way to dispel its depression than by re-

living, through the medium of the pen, its vaxying inci-

dents.
With this intent permit me, through the columns of

Forest and Stream, to give vent to my enthusiasm for

invigorating, outdoor sports. Enough cannot be said for

the excellent sanitary results to those delicate or en-

feebled women, who join the field sports of husband,
father or son whenever practicable. To get the best good
out of such days is to give care to the winds, and open the
mind to an entirely different set of too seldom used facili-

ties, and one is surprised to see how soon the "button is

touched" to the entrance to another world.
To wish to escape the noise and smell of powder on In-

dependence day may appear unpatriotic, but patriotism
may lie sleeping, say I, when there is no other use for it.

A little party of five, consisting of a doctor, a newspaper
editor, with their wives and a son of the doctor's, a lad of

twelve years, determined to have something more satis-

factory than smoke for the day, and planned a iishing

trip six miles out on the Maquoketa—the stream the
waters of which turn our mill wheels and make possible

our manufactories. -

The day opened with rain and a bad promise, but by 8

o'clock it had spent its force, leaving the atmosphere cool

and dustless, and loading an open wagon with fishing

tackle, bait, baskets of provisions and other necessary
baggage, we took the reins and started out.

The prospect of getting out of town safely through fir-

ing cannon and playing bands was anything but certain,

but the doctor's persuasive voice calmed the fears of the
spirited horses, and we were soon flying along through a
country which in the summer months is as delightful as

any known to man. As some one has said, "Doubtless
God could have made a better, but He never did," and if

any of the readers of your breezy paper are thinking of

taking a trip to Iowa, let me ui-ge them to come in June,
before the reaper has touched the fields, and when "corn
is king," in height for the time of year, in color and in

the prospective beauty of an abundant harvest.

No touch of any color is visible as far as the eye can
reach, save studies in green, and one may tiMvel for days
along the same magnificent thorouglifares, enlivened by
the song of the black-throated bunting, flying up from
the roadside or meadow grass, singing on the wing or

alighting on the fence with his back toward you, and
flinging back his song with a ventriloquial effect of its

having come from another direction The Western
horned lark and the bobolink divide the liouors of greet-

ing, and if a kindly farmer will allow the barn swallow to

build under his eaves, you may encounter this beautiful
bird gathering mud for its nest from a wayside puddle or
in busy flocks going and coming on the same delightful
errand.
The Western wild flowers, sown broad-cast upon every

foot of uncropped or untilled ground, wiU catch the trav-

eler's eye as another feature of interest, but to me they
are mostly "what are you's?" awaiting names and habits

for other days. But I must not linger by the way, but
tell you of our too speedy arrival, for our fishermen were
in a hurry to unreel the line and throw the shining bait.

Alighting at the wooded banks of the river, the party
soon separated, the fishers to cast their lines and the
women to explore the "fretted aisles," where nymphs of

woods and waves might still have danced and sung and
fed on aerial honey and ambrosial dews, as in the vales of
Menalus. The trees were vocal with bird chatter and
song, and the ash-throated flycatcher, the most elusive of

birds, led us a chase to catch a glimpse of his personality.

A field glass brought him down for a first sight to one of
lis wlio had hitherto known him only by his voice. His
is a wood voice as much as that of the hermit thrush,
and he must be sought in his favorite haunts if one would
see him. Chewinks refused to be disturbed by our intru-

sion, and pursued their usual occupation of scratching
among the leaves or walking about the grounds. One
treated us to a few bars of song in a quality of voice clear

and sweet. Song sparrows did the most of the real sing-
ing, pouring out their heart of glee from bush and brake.
The singing season is beginning to Avane, and it is appar-
ent even now that many voices are stifled; but the song
sparrow wfll sing for some time to come.
Thus the morning sped for \m, and the demands for

dinner called the party together, when it was revealed
that the experienced fishers had not had a bite, and Paul
had caught the only fish. The Doctor dressed it, and we
cooked it over a fire of fagots, made coffee, and spread
our cloth on the lap of mother earth. The man of the
qufll enlivened the dinner with anecdotes from his x)rivate
drawer, and the flow of wit from the assembled company
effervesced into thin air, a great loss to posterity. We
were aU of one mind, that coffee cooked out of door was
no less than the distilled nectar of the gods, and though
the fish was beyond compare it needed the miracle of
numbers.
There was not much ceremony in the leave taking of

the fishers after dinner, and when the "work was done
up" the lonesome wives concluded to go to the river and
take lessons in Jishing. From here we saw the doctor
and Paul whipping the stream with their lines, and the
sage editor intently scrutinizing a depression filled with
water near the mill dam. The old mill was stiU standing,
a picturesque object to an artist's eye, but its usefulness
was its departed glory, and I involuntarily feU to dream-
ing over its incomers and outgoers on its palmiest days,
oblivious to the fish the editor was pulling from that hole.

The doctor's wife, enjoying a bit of fun turned against
lier sex, had brought a travesty by John Paul on
Augusta Evans's "St. Elmo," and while deep in the ana-
lytical expose of nonsensical and imreal characters, we
heard a muflied call from the editor for a fish string
whereon to hang his trophies. The alacrity with which
tl>e request was complied with lost the doctor his gold-

bowed glasses, but that was of small moment compared
with the tinduig of fish.

Paul and the doctor immediately turned to the pool,
and for the next two hours the fun was lively. After
they had caught twenty black bass, the doctor coijcluded
that he had enough and came tugging his string to camp,
but the editor was as tenacious of another bite as Jie is of
giving no quarter to an opponent in politics. I will not
relate how long we waited for that fishing editor. At
length we sent Paul after him, and then the doctor went
after Paul, but they brought him finally between them,
with more fish, and we turned the heads of the restless

horses toward home, arriving at 8 o'clock in the evening.
By the road side we passed three men, one playing an

accordion, one dancing, and all enjoying the hour—sug-
gestive of the rambling life woven into the romances of
the troubadour days—perhaps never before had we felt so
close a sympathy with vagabondism, or been quite so
ready to excuse aU exuberance of spirits.

And thus was passed one gala day, beneath pictured
skies and among woodland draperies, where the belted
kingfisher screams his delight, rattles his castanets and
waits not to bait his hook to catch his fish, vowing that
more days of the same sort should hereafter grace our
calendar. JIary L. Rame.
Manchester, Iowa.

Eagles and Other Things.
Tate Spring, Tenn.—In the office of the Tate Spring

Hotel is to be seen the stuffed remains of a magnificent
American eagle which was shot some time ago on Clinch
Motmtain, near this place. The bird, which measures
7ft. 3in, from tip to tip of wing, was shot by Sandy
Butler, who is widely known among the native populace
as a crack marksman. He uses the old-fashioned muzzle-
loading squirrel rifle, familiarly known among the moun-
tain sportsmen as the "Long Tom."
This proud bird of liberty was in the act of bearing away

a201bs. goose from a barnyard when he was killed. Butler
made a good shot according to his own statement. The
bird was 300yds. or better away and the shot was made at
an angle of 45 deg. The buUet went direct to the heart.
The eagle had been making inroads on the poultry yards
and sheep folds of the neighborhood for several weeks
previous, and several attempts had been made to bring
him down. The dead bird was sold to Capt. Tomlinson,
proprietor of the hotel, and was stuffed by a taxidermist
in the employ of Geo. W. A'anderbilt at Asheville, N. C.

In this connection I may say that Mr. Vanderbilt is making
a collection of the game and song birds of this section,

which wiU be one of the leading attractions of his flne

million-dollar place near Asheville.
The eagle is becoming scarce in this section, although

one of the golden variety, measuring 6ft. , was killed just

across the line in Scott county, Va., a few months ago.

In 1885 an American eagle was captured alive near Mor-
ristown which measured 7ft. Gin. from tip to tip and
which was sent to President Cleveland as a Christmas
present by Capt. Tomlinson. The bird became known as

"Old Grover" and he was given a soft berth in the Zoo,
where he recently died, as the Washington papers say,

because he preferred death to conflnement.
There promises to be good quail shooting in the valley

of East Tennessee this fall, notwithstanding that thous-
ands of birds were frozen to death during the cold weather
of last January. W. D. P.

Hybrid Quail.

New York, Sept. 23.

—

Editor Forest and Stream; In
your issue of last week. Dr. R. W. Shufeldt, in his article

upon American quail, in speaking of the Bob White, Cali-

fornia and Massena quails, states that he has never seen
an hybrid, or cross, between any of these varieties.

While living in Concho county, Texas, where I resided

some six years, Mr. J. A. Loomis, of that county, and I

killed a quail which we took to be the resvilt of inter-

breeding between the California quaU and the Bub White.
We sent the skin to the Smithsonian Institution and re-

ceived a letter in return, thanking us for the specimen,
and stating that we were right in our conclusion as to the

probable genealogical tree of our quail.

In all probability the skin of that bird is still in the
Smithsonian Institution. This skin was sent to Wasliington
in the faU of 1889, I think. We hunted faithfully for

another specimen of like general appearance, but, although
we practically exterminated the bevy from which we
secured the above mentioned bird, we found the rest of

the family to be Bob Whites pure and simple.

I mention this case thinking Dr. Shufeldt might like to

investigate the matter further. H. L. B.

Seabirds Ashore.
LoCKPORT, N. Y., Sept. 22.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
Under the above heading in your issue of Sept. 16 "W.
McC, Jr." reports the captm-e at Rouse's Point, N. Y., of

a bird that he identified as a stormy petrel or Mother
Carey's chicken. From the fact that he first thought it

was a martin I would suggest that the specimen was a
Wilson's petrel {Oceanites oceanicus). I have in my col-

lection an individual of this species that was taken just

beyond this city's limits in 1875 by Mr. J. A. Newton
whfle shooting plover, and which was flying about the
fields with the plover when kUled, apparently adopting
the ways and means of living of the plover. This was
immediately after a severe easterly storm. I think
this is the furthest inland record of this species being
taken. If I am mistaken in this I should be pleased to

learn through FOREST and Stream of other inland occur-
rences. J.^L. Davison.

South Dakota Notes.
Vermilion, S. D., Sept. 18.—The chickens in this part

of the county are pretty weU kQled off, but they are still

plenty back on the prairie ten or twelve miles.

I have not seen the quail as plenty in a number of years
as they are this fall, and I don't know that I ever saw
them plentier since I have lived here, and that has been
since the spring of 1861. There are a good many ducks
on the Vermflion River, but there is not one to-day where
there used to be thousands, still some say they are thick.

I have seen fine shooting in this country In past; years.

I saw a large flock of pelican pass over here Sept. 10,

and I saw a flock of golden plover this morning, Sept. 18.

Fishing is poor here; the rivers are too low; every slough
in this section is dry and the weather is stiU dry and hot.

I am afraid the ducks and geese will not stop long with
us this faU. J. D. S.

•^^^^ ^ttd ^ni\.

The FoFvEST AND SteeAM is p\it to press each week on Tues-

day. Correspondence intended for publication should reach

us at the latest by Monday, and as much earlier as practicable

IN MASSACHUSETTS AND MAINE.
The open season on ruffed grouse or partridge and

woodcock began on Sept. 15. Generally the opening of
the season has not been hailed with much enthusiasm,
for the reason that the birds are regarded as very scarce.
The opening day was pleasant, and a few Boston gunners
were out, but 1 have not learned of any bags of game.
A gentleman was in the other day from western Massa-
chusetts, an enthusiast in regard to bird shooting. He
talked very discouragingly about his part of the State.
He bad seen only a very few broods of either partridge or
woodcock. He scarcely expects to bag a dozen birds this
season, though he has a couple of good dogs. Mr, Claude
H. Tarbox, not wholly unknown to the readers of the
Forest and Stream as a good shot, says that there are
several good broods of partridges near his house in Bay-
field, and that he intends early to have the most of them.
As for woodcock, he has seen very few broods this year.
A couple of gunners returned from Plymouth Saturday
evening a good deal disgusted. They had tried hard for
partridge and woodcock on Friday and Saturday, with a
result of three woodcock and no partridge to two guns.
Tliey have also found shore birds scarce in that part f

the country. They obtained a few summer yellowlegs,
but very few plover.
Mr. J. F. Dwinell, of Dwinell, Hayward & Co., is plan-

ning for his annual partridge hunting trip to Upton, Me.
He has been there almost every season for several years.
He makes a stay of several weeks and hunts partridge in
pleasant weather. With two guides, Mr, Lomin Sargent
and Aldana Brooks, he will be likely to obtain as many
birds as any gunner that goes out this season. Probably
few men enjoy grouse shooting in Maine more than he,
and few have better luck, if luck it may be termed. But
experience is better. He is fond of visiting the same
locality, believing that it takes years to become well ac-
quainted with one location for shooting, and that the bet-
ter one is acquainted the better work he can do. Shooting
in a new locality is scarcely pleasant to many of the best
gunners. Mr. E. N. Cook, with James S. Emery & Co.,
is one of the most enthusiastic of Boston gunners. He
has made one trip down to the lower part of the Cape
already, with the result of a fair lot of birds, the lot con-
aining more jjlover than other gunners have been able
o obtain this season. He hopes to make at least a couple
more gunning trips this fall. His idea is that the flights

of shore birds of the larger varieties has been larger this

season than many gunners have suppo.sed. There has
been such a succession of heavy gales, beginning even as
eaiiy as July, that the birds have doubtless been a good
deal broken up and disturbed in their flights, and hence
the gunners have neither been able to get them nor see
them. Mr. E. B. Taylor returned last week from an ex-
tended gunning trip to the Cape. He found birds scarce,
especially of the larger varieties. The flocks were un-
usually small, though fairly frequent. His. idea is the
same as that of Mr. Cook—that the flights have been
broken up by the recent gales.

Mr. Wm. H. Coggin, with Dwinell, Hayward & Co.,

is fast becoming an enthusiast, both in fishing and gun-
ning. He is just back from his cottage at Falmouth,
where with his wife and baby he has spent a most enjoy-
able vacation. He went fishing for scup, tautog, or sea
bass almost every day when the weather permitted. He
obtained several fine bass, and an abundance of scup and
tautog. He fished over the same grounds as President
Cleveland. Salt-water fishing is growing in favor with
him, though very fond of pickerel fishing in the ponds in
Maine, his native State.

Camp Vive Vale, in the Narrows of Richardson Lake,
in Maine, has been receiving some handsome and needed
additions this season. That camp, at first the property of
a club of four, is all now owned by Mr. C. P. Stevens, of
Boston, of printers' roller fame. Mr. Stevens wished to

make a good many improvements, while the others were
content with the camp as it was, and they visit only a
short time for spring fishing; so he bought them out.

Now they will go each spring as his guests. From being
one of the most enthusiastic trout fishermen in the world,
Mr. Stevens has come to delight in spending his entire
summers at the camp. This year he has achieved a long-
cherished purpose, that of taking Mrs. Stevens into camp
also. She is much of an invalid, and has always dreaded
the idea of camp life, especially the getting in and out.

Early in the season she got as far as Bethel, when after

getting nicely rested by a stay of several days, she was
taken in to the lake by an easy buckboard, and has been
able to remain there all the season, doubtless much to her
benefit, and to che great delight of her husband. In the
meantime Mr. Stevens has given considerable time to

camp improvements. He has buflt guides' quarters, boat-

houses and other bufldings, besides decidedly improving
his main camp. Late in August his nephew and man-
ager of his Boston office, Mr. Frank H. Stevens, with his
wife, paid their uncle and aimt a visit of a week or two.
Mrs. Frank Stevens was delighted with the outing, and
was greatly benefited by it. It was her first trip to the
Maine trout lakes. Fishing was poor, however, the lake
being low and the water very warm. By diligent fishing

at nightfall or very early in the morning, a few trout
could be taken. But the sport was little like that which
the Stevens part}' usually gets in the spring. They are
almost always the first sportsmen to be off in the spring,

and their record would scarcely be believed, if published.
Travel to the World's Columbian Exposition is drawing

heavily upon the ranks of sportsmen this fall, heavier
than in the spring even. This is right, and as it should
be. The World's Fait- is a featm-e of 1893, and cannot
come again, in its present form and magnitude. But we
can go fishing and shooting each year for many years,

we hope. Allow me to suggest, when at the World's
Fair, that we look into the exhibit the Forest and Stream
has prepared for us, in the Fisheries Building. From
accounts jjublished, together with the fine work of the
photographer and the half-tone process, we may judge
that the exhibit is one that it will pay to spend time upon,
and that it will be of lasting benefit to the lover ol tlie

gun and rod. Special.
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A NOTSVERYgNATIONAL CONVENTION
Chicago, 111., Sept. 31.—At its last annual convention

tlie Illinois State Sportsmen's Association appointed
committee to take in hand the matter of a call for
national convention of sportsmen, the same to assemble
at Chicago some time during the World's Fair, to discuss
and formulate plans for uniform game laws, etc. , in the
several States of the Union. The committee took due
action and gave wide circulation to a printed call asking
for a general meeting at Chicago on Sept. 21, Sportsmen's
Day at the Fair. Individual responses and sig2ia*"ures to
the call were received from some scores of sportsmen,
resident in 20 different States. It w.ip, therefore, fair to
expect tha.t there would materialize some support, and
that there would occur an event of some note.
What actually did occur can be told briefly. The meet-

ing was called for 3 P. M. at the assembly hall of the
Agricultural Building. At 3:80 P. M. there were present
just six persons besides the ,,two representatives of the
sporting press. The six were as follows: Mr. W. N. Low,
president of the Illinois State Sportsmen's Association _

Messrs. M. R. Bortree and F. S. Baird, of the committee
appointed to issue the call; Mr. E. H. Bisbey, of Datiphin
Park, Chicago; Mr. F. E. Pond, of Milwaukee, and Mr. J.
P. Barnum, of Prairie du Chien, Wis. All but two were
from Chicago, The representation being so small, discus
sion came up whether or not to t-ake any step toward
preliminary organization. At length it was decided to do
so. Mr. W, N. Low, of Chicago, was chosen as chairman
Mr. F, S. Baird, of Chicago, being chosen secretary. An
executive committee on preliminary work was appointed
-consisting of Messrs. F. E. Pond and J. P. Barnum, of Wis
consin; M. R. Bortree and C. P. Richards, of Chi
cago, and S. Northcott, of McGregor, la. The ques-
tion of raising working funds was left to this comniittee,
The printed call for the convention was read, and s

-resolution setting forth objects and purposes of the move-
ment and deciding upon forulal organization of a "Na-
tional or American Sportsmen's Association" was duly
passed. Numerous letters expressing "hearty sympathy,'"
"ready cooperation" and "sincere belief" were also read.
A vote of thanks was passed for Mr. Pond for his labor
in the attempt to get together a convention. It being
thought that perhaps the World's Fair had hurt and not
helped this meeting, as had: been the case in so many
other events of the present busy season, it was decided
to make another attempt to hold a convention. The ad-
journment was therefore made tiQ Thursday, Nov. 3, at
8 P. M., at the Sherman House, Chicago. It was hoped
that, the Fair being then closed, a powerful source of
counter attraction would be removed, and that sports-
men in the city to see the Fair would, the Fair being
over, attend the convention.
The resolution as presented names national organization

to prevent the extermination of fish and game, the de-
struction of forests, the unnecessary pollution of waters
and the killing of song and insectivorous birds, all of
which things are declared to^be "carried on or done in
many if not all the wild portions of the United States."
Probably the next meeting will give a fairer decision as
to the fate of such a movement, which is not new in th
history of sportsmanship in America. At present what
seems most necessay is a day when the lion and the lamb
shall lie down together, get up, separate—in short,
change in human nature. If this movement can slowly
work that change, it is a good one. That it will do so
would be better evidenced by a larger attendance than of
six persons. That the attendance at this national con-
vention was just short of half of a baker's dozen, remains
the mournful but undeniable fact, and in it lies the gist
of the news. The next meeting will have pleasanter news
if it has a larger attendance. E. Hough.

909 SfficUBii-Y Building, Chicago.

SPRING REED BIRDS,
Editor Forest and Stream:
Last May I attended a very swell dinnrr in a hotel on

Fifth avenue. New York, but not the one named after
that avenue, and well down on the menu were "Reed
birds with water cress." My code of personal game laws
does not permit the shooting of the tuneful bobolink at
any season, and a long cherished prejudice against their
tiny bodies being used as food has prevented me from
ever tasting them; therefore, you may imagine my
disgust at having them offered me in May.
The birds were, of course, left untouched, but ^

thought has just entered my thick skull, and in sloshing
around there the echoes seem to say, "Perhaps the birds
were European sparrows!" In this' if so, I did good and
evil came of it for the protection of the joyous bobolink,
no matter what the rice-planter may say of him, and the
extermination of the foreign sparrow are things to be
desired, by me at least.

Another afterthought says that the birds should
have been pocketed for an examination of skeletons, but
the plate was indignantly refused and not even the bills
of the birds were noticed. I inclose you tlie menu card
that you may see just when and where the dinner oc-
curred, and you may print it if you wish. I may be
cranky on the subject of shooting birds that are not big
enough to eat, and I don't know of a songbird that is
large enough for me to take its morsels of flesh, the
muscles on each side of its breast-bone that move the
wings and try to think that they are food. As a boy, I
regret to say that I have killed robins, thrushes, little
sandpipers or "teeter-snipe," and this is my reason for
saying that no boy should have a shotgun until he is
ninety years old. To-day, at two-thirds that age, the
smallest birds that I wiU shoot are the "Wilson's" snipe,
the woodcock and the larger plovers, yellow-leg-s, etc.
This is a law laid down by myself for myself, and

with which no man may find fault, but I despise the
shooter of songbirds, and if he shoots for market, will not
eat his so-called game. That the "reed bird" or "rice
bird," as it is variously called, may be destructive in the
winter when it visits Southern fields cannot be used as a
defense for its killing in the North, where it is a most
hilarious songster, nesting in the meadows and doing no
harm. If the rice-planter finds the bird a nuisance there
is no objection to his protecting his crops from injury by
any means in his power, but I earnestly protest against
the killing of this sweet singer in the Northern States
and back up my protest by refusing to taste of its morsel
of meat at any time of year. As a soldier I may. or may
may not, have killed men "in the trade of war," and
have felt no sorrow for it because they were shooting at

me, but last week when I shot into a flock of European
sparrows that have wrecked my crop of grapes, and
among the eighteen dead found a robin, I could have
cried. I could only smoothe his feathers, and like Poor
Joe, saj^: "I didn't mean for to do it."

It is said that the European sparrow is good to eat. I

hope it may be good for something, but it is entirely too
small for me unless, like the smaller smelts, they can be
eaten bones and a.ll. The city sparrow, with its sterco-

rarian habits, would seem to require a stercory dressing
to bring out its full flavor, but that will, naturally, be a
question of taste. Still if this ornithological pest can be
utilized to spare our bobolink, which should never be
killed in Northern States, it will have served one useful
purpose. Fred. Mather.
Cold Spring Harbor, N. Y.

IT WAS LONG AGO.
Tarpon Springs, Fla.—Rain, rain, a regular old-fash-

ioned rainy day. The clouds hang low and heavy, while
an occasional rumble of thunder reminds us that the end
is not yet. The birds have hushed their songs and with
sodden plumage are vainly seeking shelterunder the drip-
ping trees. My special pets, the mockingbirds, have de-
clared a truce with their inveterate enemies, the jays, and
are moping under the veranda, each as disreputable as liis

neighbor. Two mourning doves are sounding their dole-
ful call under the rose arbor, while the chickens are hud-
dled near, too demoralized to even scratch.
Days like this are all too rare in Florida, and are prized

accordingly. They give one a chance to overhaul old
record, review the past, and speculate on the future. To
read our old book, to remember our old friends, and to
recall those red-letter da,ys of boyhood, when we caught
the big fish or shot the cock grouse on his drum log. My
Forest and Stream library is a never ending source o'f

enjoyment to me on rainy days. To-day I have been with
"Sam LoveF'and "Antwine" on the Slang, What a world
of meaning to us old fellows there is in the closing sen-
tence of "Sam Lovel's Camps:" "Care-free days of youth
once spent are gone forever." True, but we can live them
over again and again, and when mymemory fails to bring
back the days and scenes of boyhood, may I go over the
river.

Reading of Drive's encounter with the fox bitch re-
minds me of a little episode of my own, or rather. Buff's
and mine. It happened a good many years ago, when I
was not more than eight or ten years of age, but is re-
membered as if it were but yesterday.
As a scholar I was a failure; lessons I could not abide:

the air of the schoolroom stifled me. But I knew where
the biggest chestnuts grew, where to find the reddest
apples, and the sweetest wild grapes. The birds and
squirrels were my friends. I could tell where every brood
of partridges was hatched, every woodchuck's ho'le, and
every hollow tree that held a woodpecker or a high-hole's
nest. Red-breast robins were my special care. Nothing
pleased me better than to watch the home-making of the
old bu-ds, count the eggs as they were laid, and, when the
young were hatched, it was fun to see the old birds bring-
ing food.

I often used to supplement their care by stopping the
little gaping mouths with ripe berries or fat worms till
they could hold no more. No doubt I often killed witli kind-
ness, but the intent was good. The old birds never feared
rne when I climbed up to look at their treasures (which I
did every time I went near their nests); they would sit on
a near branch, their bright eyes watching me, but never
screamed or made any fuss. But this is not the story
First I will introduce Buff.
Buff was a little wire-haired dog, with no particular

characteristic save his unswerving devotion to his mas-
ter, and his indomitable grit. In fact his courage was
much better than his judgment, and often got him into
serious trouble, as well as myself, for I could never see
him in a scrape without takiug a hand. We shared alike
our dinners, our bed and our fights.
In the northern part of my native town, among high

rocky hills, lies a small pond. The outlet runs throuo-h
a deep narrow cut in the hills called the Gulf. One day
in the long ago Buff and myself were scrambling along
the steep rocky sides of the Gulf. We came out on an
overhanging ledge of rock, beneath which was a small
level space, where the wash from the hill had gathered
enough soil to support a scanty patch of grass, with a
few stunted bushes. Back of this space and umler the
ledge was a fox den. The old lady was at home with a
family of cubs.
As we approached the edge of the ledge she appeared at

the mouth of her den, snarling, and with every hair on
end. I leaned over to get a better look. I leaned a little
too far, and the loose rock giving way under me I fell
eight or ten feet, landing on my back directly in front of
the fox. She made a charge toward me, which brought
her into sight of Buff, who was peeping over the cliff.
Buff never knew what it was to hesitate where an enemy
was concerned, and with a fljang leap he joined the pro-
cession. Then there was a circus. Dog and fox were
about equal in size, and neither was lacking in disposition
for the fight. Catching up a dead branch I joined in the
melee, but they were so mixed up that poor Buff got hit
quite as often as the fox. My club soon broke, and not
finding another, I joined the fight with bare hands. Making
a dash, I caught the fox by the neck, but so far back that
shejnanaged to set her teeth into my wrist. Ttiis created
a diversion which Buff took advantage of by fastenino- to
her lower jaw. Yelling to the dog with all my might I
danced around trying to find something to strike with.
Some thin pieces of rock I had broken off in my fall lay
near. I seized the largest I could find and with all my
strength went for that fox. Buff had a good hold and
kept it, and I soon got in some heavy blows, which
decided the battle. We won the fight, but honors .'were
easy. Buff was bleeding from a doz'^n wounds, blood was
flowing from my wrist, while my clothing was hardly in
condition for Sunday school.
But we got the fox, and the glory of it. Shall I ever

forget how proud I was as I tugged home that fox. And
Buff"! Buff marched at my side, head and tail erect, say-
ing to all we met, as plain as a dog could say, "See what
we have got."
Well, well; I am older now. but I wish I could feel half

the joy I did then, and could have the confidence in my
friends of to-day that I used to have in Buff. Poor Buff!
like "Nessmuk's" Pete, he had no pedigree. Good bye
Buff, "Once spent, gone forever." S. D. Kendaxl. '

'

A RETRIEVER ON TWO LEGS.
On Sept. 15 I assisted Mr, Enos Hawks, of this plact

in formally opening the shooting season on timber grousi
locaUy known as partridges. Hawks is a noted do[

breaker and trackman. He onceowned the trotting hon
Hardware, who had a record of 3:30, or better. His shoo
tng wagon has a convenient case for his gun built in( I

the body fore and aft, and his whole outfit is in man I

respects ingenious. He is a good hunter on foxes an i

game birds.

We two drove out east about three miles from Hadlej I

first working a choice bit of alder and latirel covt
i

betwixt here and Amherst, where Hawks thought tliei I

might be woodcock. We put up two birds and Hawl

'

got one; the other got away. Afterwai'd we struck inl

'

a piece of hardwood forest, not too dense, intersperse
with pines, where trees are now being cut and sa wed b
a logging firm which measure from 80 to 80in. in diamt
ter at the base of the trunks. This is worth mentioniu

|

as occm-ring in Massachusetts at this day. Sticks, fo ,

sooth, are being cut now on the headwaters of the Cor
necticut and driven down the river to the saw mills belo'

Northampton which are but hop-poles in comparison f(

size. J

This exact bit of woods had a pretty fringe of unde
j

brush, interrupted with tangles of blackberry vines an
rose bushes in seed, which bordered the very best far^
ing lands in this section. Few in Dakota surpass thei
in fertility and superlative cultivation. Corn fields an
apple orchards flanked the forest on each .lide. Thel
were some tamarack thickets which were traversed by
small run of clear bright water that headed in a sprin
pond two rods wide, which was inclosed by a barbe
wire fence, perhaps to prevent incautious gunners froi
falling in and getting mired. Clematis and the brig)
crimson berries of the "bitter-sweet"' clustered about i

borders. Grape vines of two kinds climbed to the tops c

the birch trees and hang out their bunches of purple frui
All this in a region that has been settled since 1651! Y(
this was always a crack region for game. It is on recor
that wild turkeys were killed on the Holyoke range nes
here as recently as 1851. One cleft in the ridge bears th
significant name of "Turkey Pass" to-day. Deer w6i;
always numerous up to the beginning of the presei!

century.
Partridges in Hampshire county seem ineradicabld

Broods are everywhere, on the bottomsand among the hiUf
On the Sunday before the law was off, I flushed a bevy c

twelve close by the roadside in some cut poplars. A h^
mile further on I bounced an old cock from a stone wal,
He was all by himself. That was twenty miles fror
Hadley, however, up in the hill country.
What a lovely country that is at this season, with al

the foliage aglow with autumn tints! Torches of crlmsq
flaming at intervals on all the hillsides. Rilgs of old gold
russet and bronZe, with dead green mottlings, spread ou
over the pasture lands which slope to the forests, j

yellow flush suffusing all the landscape, which looks ii

the rain as if it were burnished richness and ripenes
bursting out in a ruddy glow, wherever the eye rests. 1]

the low river bottom at Hadley there is not so mucli coloi
The summer fades out in a somber sort of way and dlsau
pears hke a stream in the desert sands, leaving only din
browns and yellows—which may be all quite satisfactory
to the thrifty tobacco planters here, but lovers of m
autumn hues worship in the high mountains.
The record of om- grouse hunt, which I commenced b

write of, has not yet crystallized into public memorabilia
and the result may possibly never appear in print. Bu
no matter; it was not my speciflc purpose at the outset t
set fortli our prowess as shooters, but simply to tell of ai

adventure which befell our dog, involving a remarkabl
canine exploi*^^, which indicated great pl'esence of miti(
and promptness in expedients. His name was Winkle
out of respect to Mr. Pickwick. He was a massive live
pointer, wuth broad forehead like Daniel Webster's, atK
an expansive chest and muscular loins. Exercise o
his inventive faculty doubtless Saved his life. Hawk
had him on chain under the wagon seat, whor«:
he usually lay passive and expectant. The chain hat
about six feet scope. As it hanpf^ned, the pace of th;

horse had been rather too rapid for my comfort and equa
nimity, and I was speeded somewhat under protest. Re
monstrances were more e.^pecially emphasized when thi

turns in the road were short. There were several of thes'
at crossings, and at one of them the dog must liave beei
thrown out, unobserved by uaatthetime. Meanwhile, Iha<
the i-epeated assurance of my driver that he was an olc
trackman, used to the sharp curves of the racecourse, and
not to be uneasy. All this must have been small consola
tion to the dog, if at all intelligible to his comprehension
for we suddenly discovered that he was missing from thf
wagon box, and on looking behind we found the brav(
fellow with his forepaws and breast over the axle, run
ningon his hindfeet alone, without an audible whimper
and keeping up to the three-minute gait without visible
distress. He must have grabbed the axle as he went out.
and thus saved himself from being dragged or choked by
the chain. Bringing the vehicle to an abrupt stop, the
good dog was permitted to come down on all fours, as he
was naturally built to run, and after a brief respite for
pulling himself together, he gallantly leaped into hia
place in the wagon without help, clearing the rim of the
box without toucliing it, as neatly as an acrobat. The
"devil on two sticks" couldn't have done better. Tout
cela.

Mr. Editor: You may put this commun ication down as
a hunting sketch or a dog story. It will serve my pur-
pose in either class; but one assertion I venture to make,
to-wit: No one ever before heard of a pointer dog making
a mile in three minutes on his two hind legs.

Veracity is the Spice of Life.

Next week I go up to the delectable hills again for an
open liunt with Tim Lyman, of Goshen, and Charles E.

;

Gabb, of Cumington, who have dogs with good reputa-
tions as hunters, if not as roadsters. If likely to interest
your readers I will send you a sketch of the outing, and
a brace of grouse, if we get them, and they should fall
to my personal allotment in the division of game.
Hadley, Mass. CHARLES HaLLOCK.

Iowa Prospects.
AxGONA, la., Sept. 18.—The prospects for the fall duck

shooting hereabouts are very unsatisfactory. For a long
time the weather has been hot and dry, an4 I look for
poor shooting for ducks this autumn. S.
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A REPORT FROM MAINE.
Boston, Mass.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: We arrived

in Ellsworth, Hancock county, Me., Sept. 7, and on mak-
ing inquiry as to ruffed grouse and woodcock we were
informed that shooting had bepn going on openly for more
than a month, and that the doctors, lawyers, merchants,

and in fact everybody who had a gun had been shooting

game out of season and selling it in open market. Par-

tridges brought ,|1.50 per x^air, woodcock $1 each, for Bar
Harbor market.
Now, I want to ask why they have any law in Maine, if

a majotity of its citizens care nothing for it.

Poachers wete found not only in Ellsworth but all

tht-oUgh the county^ in Waltham, Amherst, Aurora and
itl townships 2l, 22, 28, 16, 10. In those places partridge,

T^dodcpck and dhck shootihg Was indulged in as lawlessly

aa at Mlswdi-tli—even mote so, for eteryboy has his Win-
chtestet—d-nd tilei-e ai-e a large titlmtaef of tfained deer

dogs, and dogging deet was orle of the spotts that was
practiced every month in the year. At Grreat P*ohd 1 -v^as

told by several reliable persons that they killed deer evefy

month in the year, and that there had not been a day this

summer but that some person could find venison steak at

this jjlace.

In the west branch of Union River, about four miles

from Great Pond Village, we found a dead buck, nearly

eaten up by bears; at Morrison Pond one more dead deer

was found, shot through the body; at Great Pond it was
the talk of the place that Senator Hale's son had killed

deer out of season ; at Spectacle Pond poachers had been

dogging deer more or less all summer; at Alligator Lake
deer have been killed otit of season; and at almost eveiy

place where we stopped from Ellsworth to Lead Mountain
we Were invited to take a deer hunt. Almost every per-

6oh ridihg or walking fl-gin Pine Hill to Waltham had a

Wihchestet with him. ft wai§ open time with them the

^eai: roiindj and at seVetal places where Ave stopped we
hiid fried deei- meat. I ti-aveled eight days atid saw but

lew indications of deer; ahd ilo liVe ones except one tame
one in Atirora. Deel- are dogged so nlubh that they are

not so plenty as in mr.st other parts of the State. Betw(?en

Blue Hill and Surrey I should judge that deer were plenty.

Should not advise sportsmen to go to Hancock county for

good shooting, as the deer are being driven from there to

other parts of the State.

Partridge and wnodcock shooting Ls not equal to many
places in Connecticut. Trout fishing has been good,

tliough they will soon "kill the goose that lays the golden

egg" if they continue the use of nets and dynamite bombs.

Oaly one person, so far as I could learn, bad been prose-

cuted for taking fish unlawfully. If the wardens of the

State would see the law enforced for a few years, Hancock
county would become the finest hunting and fishing

county in the world. Ller immense forests and innumer-

able ponds, lakes and streams would become the hunter's

paradise. Blobuett.

TWO BLACKTAIL BUCKS.
In my journal, Under date of a certain Oct. 10, I find

a meraorandilni of an afternoon's hunt on Mt. Zahn, in the

far-away Wyotnitig Bad Lands.

Twice a wi ek the stage left oxlr mail at a little post

office eight miles down tlie valley, and Rob or myself rode

down after it. When I made the trip I visually left the

ranch about noon and went around through the hills in

search of black tail deer to fm-nish fresh meat for out

larder, and that is what I did on this occasion. The
country was very rougli, being cut from north to south by
many canons washed deep into the hills. The Bad Lands
are a dreary place at best, but they had a peculiar rugged

beauty under the warm October sun which would com-

mand the admiration of the outdoor man in spite of him-

self-
, .„ ,

This particular afternoon was warm and still, a drowsy

time that makes one feel contented with himself and

everything about him, and brings liis nerves into the

proper shape to accept everything that may happen as a

matter of course, which causes no shock nor disturbs at

all his mental inactivity. I remember noticing the con-

trast between the sun-cured grass, of a buckskin hue. and

the somber blue of the cedar patches, noting the scarlet of

the kidlkinick leaves and the bright ochre color of the

(jUaking asp thickets, with their delicate tracery of white

and brown-bai-ked limbs, which seems to make them
cousins of the birch rather than the cottonwood. The

fanta-stic lava boulders, too, came in for a share of my
mental notes, and I marked the peculiarities of formation

and color they displayed as I rode among them, turning

this Avav and that to avoid a patcli of prickly pear or

thorny soaproot stalk with its daggerlike leaves. I had
already ])assed through the best deer country on the route,

slippin'g off of my horse where it was too rough to ride,

peering with the glass into thickets, across canons, and

stealthily gaining a vantage point above a thicket, Indian-

like, before showing myself; but had seen no living

thing. A big buzzard had startled me mto jerking the

Winchester up to my shoulder, by sailing along so his

shadow slipped out of sight after giving me just enough of

a glimpse of it to know it was something moving before it

sailed up the other side of the canon.

1 had gone through the canon where "there ought to be

one" but he wasn't there, so 1 concluded they had all gone

across the Little Cottonwood on the other side of Mt.

Zahn, where the feed was better, and that I would have

to go there for my meat until further notice. This I was

so convinced of that I lit my pipe, and lowering my riOe

across the saddle pommel let the horse, a trusty hunter,

tate his own gait and foUow his own trail toward tlie

mail ranch on down the valley. I had jogged along tins

Avav for perhaps half a mile before I turned into a small

c, fion in order to cross a low pass in the hills at its head

and save considerable travel. In foUowmg this ravme I

almost walked the horse on top of two big bucks and a

doe. The horse snorted and shied "to port," giving me
just time enough for a snap shot at the worst scared deer

in the hills, and I got him the first crack without having

the gun at my shoulder. It was one of those accidents

wliich every hunter experiences, but it killed the buck

and brought him to grass, shot square through the points

of the shoulders, liigh enough to break his spine. The

doe ran up the main canon and I paid no more .attention

to her but watched the other buck, which ran to the head

of the caiion I had started for and then crossed the pass I

had intended to use as my road. I cut tlie first one s

throat, glanced at the sun , and concluded I would kill

the other one too, as the season was late and the meat

would "jerk" very nicely and be a good store agamst cold

Weathef , whefi I couldn't get out into the hills. Accord-
ingly 1 fode dp the Canon just about the same course the

buck had takdri until 1 got to the pass, then got off and
tied the horse, as his hoofs would make too much noise

for a member of a scouting party, and went on foot. I

leveled the glass, inspecting every foot of the country as

it opened up as I advanced, but saw no deer until I

brought the lenses to bear on the cedars of a canon head
just below me on the hill. Then I saw him, and through
the glass could even make out the color of his eyes, he
seemed so near. On looking without them I found he
was lying down in a bunch of short cedars quite along
distance away and down hill, with only his head and neck
showing above the brush. It was a hard shot, and I

missed him clean as he lay there, but the minute he got

up and began to run I began to talk business to him with
the Winchester, and three shots convinced him he had no
further use for life, so he just lay down and died before I

got to him. I now had two dead deer, one on each side of

the mountain, and my horse on the top, an awfully rough
Country for five miles to the ranch and no pack saddle. I

mdst get them in before night or the "loafer" wolves
would saVe nie the trouble before morning. I went to work
on the last one arid soon had him skinned out without
loosening the forequarters or the saddle from the hide,

then cut away the tenderloins and flanks from the carcass

and rolled them in my "slicker," which I tied behind the

sadile. Then I slit "the legs and the skin between the

lower jaws and passed my "riata" through the whole busi-

ness, bunching it in convenient form for hanging over the

saddle horn. The first one killed was served in the same
way, and one was suspended on each side. The sun by
this time was nearly down and I still had a rough road to

tra^'el before reaching the trail for home, which lay about

a mile to the south. It would take too much space to tell

how the horns would slip around and "jab" my horse

when he went down hill, and how he bucked every time
they did, how the pack got misplaced and had to be fixed

over and over, how the big gray "loafer" wolves smeUed
the fresh blood and serenaded me all the way home, circl-

ing and gliding around like phantoms in the white moon-
light all too close for comfort, and how young Rob, wdio

Was a tenderfoot, thought Sitting Bull had hung another

scalp at his belti for it was just before the Woimded Knee
fight and we were In "Injun country." However, I got

in at 11 o'clock that night safe with my meat but utterly

worn out with the tramp. El Comancho.
Beatrice, Neb.

Susquehanna Notes.

Camp Hummel, Bainbridge, Pa., Sept. We, the un-

dersigned, are ranged along the platform of the Pennsyl-

vania railroad station, waiting for the east-bound train to

Lancaster, having just broken a successful week's camp
on the foot of the island opposite this town. For the past

four days the river has been in fair condition. We have
managed to take a few bass, have seen other fellows take

more than we, and we have had a royal good time. Our
commissary department excelled, far surpassing the or-

dinary, aided by unusually good melons from Hummel's
island field. Yours faithfully, Galbraith, Griel, Jeflries,

Schmim, Schupp, Tomlin, Megeehen, Rhoades, Eberman,
Trissler and Martin.

Sept. 13.—Parties just leaving here for Reading, Pa.,

with hampers packed full of bass. Several rods have
averaged 10 fish to the rod, three days' fishing. Bait

brought along, mostly small catfish. To-day Kuntzelman
tried flannel rag on spoon as a lure for pike perch; one

strike, no fish.

Sept. 13—Doyle found three small "salmon." Barney
says they are not biting freely, and "I'll be hanged if I

understand it." George Ashton says "they're too thun-

derin' lightning sharp."

On Sept. 2, and for several days, the river at this point

was black with coal culm; it is a wonder that any fish are

left. At Steelton and on the opposite side of the river

tons of coal have been taken from the bed of the river

during the extremely low water this summer. It seems

incredible that such quantities of coal could be washed
dovA'n for so great a distance; a great deal of it is chestnut

size.

Squire Bare tells me that hardly ever before in his ex-

perience has the river been so low as during the present

summer.
On Sept. 14, going down the Port Deposit road from

Columbia, many rods were noticed on the river; from
McCall's Ferry to Fife's Eddy they were literally thick.

Many good strings of bass have been taken along this

portion of the river during the present season. Bakt.

Rochester Doings.

Rochester, N. Y.—Messrs. J. C. Hart and C. H. Bab-

cock have gone to Idaho for a month's shooting on big

game and birds. C. A. Hayden and W. S. Kimball have
returned from a week with the wildfowl at Cunituck,
Chesapeake Bay. It is fair to presume that Mr. Kim-
ball's Chesapeake Bay dog Drake had several oppor-

tunitits to show his training and dehght his owner.

Mr. and Mrs. Martm Cook are at Stony Lake, Canada,

for the bass fishing and ozone. Mr. Lawrence Davis is at

Clear Lake, Canada, and we have positive evidence that

his bait has proved a killing one, said evidence being four

bass of good weight.
Anglers reiDort an imjirovement in the fishing at Iron-

dequoit Bay this month, some very good catches of bass,

lake perch and pickerel having been made. It is certain

that when the great east side sewer is completed and the

sewage which now goes into the bay is diverted into the

riverTthat the bay will aft'ord the best fishing in this

section, being as well the most pleasant \Aa.CB easily

accessible to Rochesterians. 0. S. Ber.

[We imagine that the wildfowl pursued by Messrs.

Hayden and Kimball were bay birds, since the wildfowl

(duck, goose, etc.) season does not open in North Carolina

tni Nov! lO.J

Poaching in Ontario.
Belleville, Sejjt. 18.—A "sport"—not a sportsman

—

from Albany, in your country and State, lately invaded

our territory and deliberately broke our laws by killing a

moose in the Mattama District. The occurrence was pub-

lished in the Brockville Recorder of the 7th inst. without

a word of reproof, but more may come of it, as I have,

through Mr. H. K. Smith, our local warden, called the

attention of Mr. A. D. Stewart, chief warden, to the mat-

ter Mr. Stewart is already at work on the case,

R. S. B.

A 'LONG SHORE ACCIDENT.
The readers of the Forest and Stream have often seen

the name of Mr. Claude H. Tarbox, of the Boston Cham-
ber of Commerce, mentioned as a good shot and a lover

of fishing. They will be interested to know that the

same gentleman himself has been shot. But he is yet
ahve and really but little htrrt. His brother-in-law, J.

Orin Bailey, also a good shot and a lover of woods and
water sports, though having but one leg to get about on,

was gunning with him for shore birds the other day.

Let me say "right here that the nature of the accident is

the only good reason for telling about it, in order that

other gunners may avoid exactly the same thing. They
ambushed behind 'some rocks up quite a distance from
the shore. Mr. Tarbox had abeady had good luck, hav-

ing taken four black ducks out of a flock of six. They
had a plover for a decoy, down on the shore some dis-

tance in front of them. '.They were also whistling for

the occasional plover that flew past, and making some
good shots. At length Mr. Tarbox got tired of his posi-

tion and suggested that he would walk along the shore,

partially concealed by some low bushes from his com-
panion up in the rocks. As he was walking past the

rocks a plover whistled, and he and Mr. Bailey both
called. The bird circled around and was coming down
evidently. Mr. Tarbox crouched partially behind the
brush. Just then another gunner had passed up the

shore, suggesting to Mr. Tarbox that he would not stop to

frighten their birds. The plover came down and Mr.
Bailey fired, shooting the bird, but also giving his compan-
ion about the full advantage of the scattered and partially

spent charge of shot—about No. 8 in size. He received

several shot in his hip, where they barely punctured the

skin. One shot pierced the upper lid of his right eye,

going completely through the lid and striking on the eye-

ball, but most fortunately without force enough to punc-
ture the eye. Other shot hit Mr. Tarbox in the face, hub
were readily picked otit by the doctor. Mr. Bailey was
terribly shocked by what he had done. He thought that

the other man moving away was his companion, as their

shooting coats were of about the same color. He declared

that he was done with a gun forever. But Mr. Tarbox is

satisfied that he would have done exactly the same thing,

under the circumstances, and that the most careful hunter
would. He was about his business the next day, though
wearing a patch over his eye, which organ is now out of

danger. Moral: Always be sure of the location of your
companions when gunning in the woods. The above-

mentioned gunners had made a splendid bag of birds,

when the accident sent them home in a hurry. They had
taken the 4 black duck, already mentioned, 13 plover, a

ringneck and a peep. The peep they had shot just for

luck. But under the circumstances they w-ill scarcely

shoot another, though they now think that it was ex-

tremely good luck that kept them from consequences

more serious.

L. W. DePass, assistant secretary of the Boston Cham-
ber of Commerce, Dr. W. B. Cutter, of the South End,
and C. W. Hodgkins, are on a two weeks' gunning trip on
the Cape. These gentlemen have shot together for several

seasons, and they may be expected to make a good record.
Special.

A RANCHMAN'S VIEW.
Sedalia, Col., Sept. 15.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: In

yourissue of Sept. 9 I read "Tenderfooting in the Rockies"

and take the liberty to jot down a few ideas that occurred

to me during the perusal of that narrative.

Already in 1886 there existed in Colorado a law entirely

prohibiting the kiUing of beaver. But our learned sages

of the law from New York disregarded such laws and killed

a beaver in the Elk Mountains.
The complaint they make about being refused feed for

their burros by a ranchwoman shows that ranch people do
not care to encourage oafing, and no ordinary ranch peo-

ple will be able to distinguish learned sages of the law
under the guise of foot travelers with burros. In Colorado

in the ranch country a man on foot is looked upon with
suspicion. I, for instance, make it a rule never to sell or

give away anything at my ranch because I have had the

experience that sneak thieves will come in the daytime to

buy a few cents' worth of watermelons so as to spot the

location and rob the field during the night. I have my
land posted with signs, but notwithstanding this people

continually trespass to shoot anything from a robin up-

ward; game laws and laws of trespass do not exist for the

majority of city people, and I cannot wonder at it when
New York lawyers will kill game out of season and shoot

on inclosed land without previously asking the permission

of the land owner. It is to such that the destruction of

the game is due.
I would propose as the best game preserving law to

make and enforce strict laws of trespass and to hinder

anybody from killing any game without a written permit

(to ba paid for) from the land owner, private ovvner, the

State as owner of lands, and the U. S. Government as the

owner of the Government lands.

City people may think that crossing inclosed land,

although trespass according to the la\v, does not damage
the proprietor. I say it is not for tliem to judge; they

ought to obey the law, because they may cause damage
they know nothing of. They shoot promiscuously, and in

hilly country they shoot live stock without seeing them.
Another instance: When ranchmen keep in their pasture

range beef steers that hardly ever saw anybody on foot,

they may get so stampeded by the sight of a pedestrian as

to break through the fences and be lost, for that season

at least, when the small profit the ranchman depends on
for a living is gone. I should therefore advise aU sages of

the law that may like to travel, to stand up as models to

the average of niortals by more strictly and literally obey-

ing the laws of the countiy through which they pass with-

out all the time trying to argue within themselves about
the intention of the law giver and taking upon themselves
to judge if, and when, they cause damage by trespass or not.

I like to travel myself and like to see others enjoy trav-

eling. I would like to be able to be hospitable to every
traveler, but I might easily gather about me all the tramps
in the country and never enjoy the pleasure of welcom-
ing congenial people, therefore if I am like others, inhos-

pitable, it is owing to circumstances, not to choice. I

think that when the day comes that every educated man
will lay particular stress on the strict obedience to the

law, beginning by doing so himself, lower class people

will recognize an educated man as such and treat him ac-

cordingly. Ranchman.
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'Notes from Northern Minnesota.
Pelan, Minn., Sept. 11.—Editor Forest and Stream,

The first regular Manitoba wave of the season arrived here
on the 15th, and brought with it a generous flight of
ducks and geese. The lakes and sloughs in the central
and eastern portion of this (Kit<-son) county are brisk with
the squawks and flaps of feathered game and long V
pointing southward are stiU coming in.

Grouse shooting continues good and I am inclined
recall the prediction I made in my letter of the 6th, as to
the early clearing out of the sharp-tails, for on a long ex-
ploring trip since made through the Lake of the Woods
and Red Lake region, I found them abundant on every
prairie and on the borders of every muskeag. This is a
dense wilderness with a settler to only every ten or twenty
miles of trail, and in some instances you may travel a
hundred miles without seeing a cabin. Most of the region
is within the Red Lake Indian reservation, and as your
red Indian never shoots at the birds, and as this region
inaccessible to the average sportsman, this will remain
safe and extensive breeding grounds for sharp-tails and
ruffed grouse for many years to come.
Enough of the birds will come out into the Red River

valley each season to afford fair shooting if only the
market-shooter will not pursue them too industriously.
Pinnated grouse, however, which live wholly in the open
country, wUl soon disappear.
On the exploring trip mentioned I saw and heard

good deal of big game, some account of which I may
give you maflanano. G. O. Shields.

Adirondack Notes.

New York, Sept. 20—Editor Forest and Stream: In
your issue of Sept. 16 I read with much pleasure an article
headed "They Clank Their Chains." It went to the spot.
I fully appreciate it after fourteen months of enforced re
tirement from my late illness.

I could not, however, resist taking one more trip to the
old North Woods, from which I have just returned feel-
ing much better. The Adirondack region is now looking
its best; the maples are in their full glory of scarlet and
gold and the bucks are mostly turning blue, and I never
saw woods and waters looking more beautiful. I felt very
sad to have to return to the noise and bustle of the city.

The hotels in that section have done remarkably well
and the Antlers, the Prospect House and other famous re
sorts have been well patronized all through the season. I
think the game laws have been well observed, and did not
hear of a doe having been killed this season.

I saw Dr. Webb, who is now busy fencing in his great
preserve. As soon as this is done he will begin stocking
it. His neighbors, Cols. Brandreth and McAlpin, are
doing their best to increase their stock of deer, which
suffered severely from the hard winter. They discourage
hounding and the killing of does.
A week ago Sunday the mercury dropped to 30°, and

the cold drove home many who were not prepared for
such weather; but the next few weeks will be the most
charming of the season and the most comfortable for
traveling, I only wish I could return there.

Wakeman Holberton,

First Coon of the Season.
Gloucester, Sept. U—Editor Forest and Stream: One

does not often enjoy a coon hunt while lying in bed, but
that was my experience last night. I had just retired to
my hammock, when I saw the light from lanterns playing
through the treetops and I knew that the coon hunters
were out. This hunt was made up by a Gloucester boy,
Johnnie Pinkham, engineer, for the benefit of Boston
friends. These latter, together with Rose Pinkham, George,
Percy and Edward Bray, composed the party. The dog
was the celebrated coon dog Pete, from West Gloucester,
The dog took a track near my tent, and treed his coonship
after a short run near the starting point. I could see the
light of the lantern slowly ascending to the treetop, and
anon five shots rang out on the night air and the coon
struck the ground with a dull thud which I distinctly
heard from my hammock. For a few minutes the air
was full of strange sounds. The short, sharp bark of the
dog and the wild cry of the coon mingled with the wilder
cries of the excited hunters. The wounded coon made a
desperate fight, and some of the boys will have to buy
new rubber boots. He weighed 19lbs. Hermit.

A Growl from Michigan.
Fllxt, Mich., Sept. 13.—If there is any State in the

Union that has in it gun fools or gun cranks or pot-
hunters, it is Michigan, You hear nothing but
double-barreled shotgun, double-barreled shotg-un, from
Saginaw to Kalamazoo and from Detroit to Grand Rapids,
Double-barreled shotgun—I get sick of hearing it. Of

all the guns to hunt with, give me a mixed gun, rifle and
shot, .32-40 rifle and .12-gauge shot. One shot barrel is
enough, then a man, can't play hog with all the game.
All I hunt is squirrels and beasts and birds of prey;

ducks and game birds I never hunt at all, though I some-
times scare them up in looking for rabbits. I always
want with me one fine rifle and one shot barrel. Where
is there another reader of Forest and Stream that will
agree with me on this matter? Now I only have a .32-20-
115 Winchester repeater, and it is a lively squirrel that
gets away, for with my peep sight I can find his head
easy enough.

If I can have a good mixed gun it is all I want, and
the others can have their double-barreled shotguns for
trap-shooting. W. H. W,

Where to Go.
Ajnybody desiring information with regard to the hotels

advertised in Forest and Stream, such as rates, routes,
fishing and hunting opportunities, should address Forest
AND Stream Information Bureau, where aU reasonable
inquirieB will receive prompt answers.

The Acme of Physical Comfort.
The ve^ acme of physical comfort is reached when traveling upon

the New York Central Roads, and nowhere upon the face of the globe
can more beautiful scenery be found than that disclosed by these
varied routes. One never tires of the Hudson River, and the Mohawk
region, so loved by poets, is always a feast to the eye and a delight to
the soul. Then as we go on and keep our eyes open we come upon
some of the loveliest sheets of water on top of the earth—Cayuga Lake
for one, and further on, Canandaigua Lake, tmiquely and blissfullv
situ&tei,—Eleanor Mrk.—Adv. ^ '^ ^

w.j'

Visitors to our Exhibit in the Angling Pavilion at
the World's Fair should not fail to examine th
stock of "Forest and Stream" books which will
be shown by the attendant.

ANGLING NOTES.
Twin Ponds.

In a note upon Puffer Pond in Forest and Stream of
Sept. 2, I quoted from a letter written to me by Mr. J. E,
McDonald, and commented upon it as follows: "Twin
Lake, mentioned in Mr. McDonald's letter, is a new name
to me for an old lake. On Stoddard's map it will be
found as one of the Siamese Ponds, and so these pondi
have been called as long as I can remember." Before ;

wrote this I consulted Mr. John L. Wendell, manager of
the Freeman Lumber Company, the owner of Thirteenth
Township, to know if any of the ponds had been chris-
tened Twin Ponds or Twin Lakes, and he believed as 1

did, that Siamese Ponds were meant, as he had not heard
the other name applied to any of the waters about Thir-
teenth Lake. Mr. C. T. Moore, of West Troy, a well-
known sportsman who frequently visits this region, writes
me that Mr. McDonald was right in speaking of Twin
Ponds—not lakes—and that they are on Stoddard's
map, unnamed, lying S.S.E. of Puffer Pond, and nearly
on a line between Thirteenth Lake and the Siamese Ponds,
but nearer to the former, and that the region is a perfect
paradise for deer. Within twenty-four hours after read-
ing Mr. Moore's letter Mr. Wendell told me he had just
returned from a visit to "Thirteenth," where he had asked
about these ponds and found they were named as Mr.
Moore stated. The Twin Ponds are one of the sources of
the East Branch of the Sacandaga River, and are not far
from the center of the township, while Siamese Ponds,
which on Stoddard's map are put down as "Siamele," are
on the line between Townships 13 and 31.

A Hint About Salmon Fishing.

In a personal letter from Mr. John Mowat he men-
tions different methods of fishing a salmon river
practiced by different anglers, and his comments are
so good and to the point that they should not be hid-
den away in a personal letter. He says that some men
want plenty of water and are continually on the move.
They may be fine casters and handle their fish well when
hooked, but they lack patience and want pastures new.
When fish do not come in one place they think another
may be better, and so they move, and in moving a mile
or two or thrcQ up or down a river valuable time is lost.

"For the first of the fishing the rule is, if you have a
lay spot, that is a holding pool, stop there, as the fish
are continually moving up as long as the water is in con-
dition. When the water is out of condition and clear,
the fish run by night, and if you have then a lay
pool, an hour or so at night and in the morning is

all you need. If you thresh the pool for hours at
such a time, even if you have seen a fish rise, you kill
the pool. Don't tovich it excejjt as I have said. Such is

my experience, and I think it is coincided in by those
who, with a practical knowledge, have made the fish a
study,"

Walton's Carved Oak Cabinet.
Among the souvenifs of the 300th anniversary of Wal-

ton's birth that have come to me is a copy of the Daily
Graphic, London, that was sent by "Cotswold Isys, M.A.,"
the honorary poet of the Fly-Fishers' Club, who is about
to bring out a volume of verses with the title "Lyra Pis-
catoria," consisting of original poems on the Nature,
Habits and Mode of Capture of Fresh-water Fishes, on
Flies, Fishing and Fishermen. The Graphic contains a
number of articles concerning the celebration of Walton's
birthday, only one of which I will refer to. This is "A
Waltonian 'At Home' " held at the house of Mr. Elkin
Matthews, Bedford Park, where the guests were shown
valuable prints, illustrating the Ufe and time of Walton,
interesting and rare editions of the "Compleat Angler,"
including an original edition, and the carved oak cabinet
mentioned in Walton's will: "To my son Izaak I give all
my books, not yet given at Farnham Castell, and a deske
of prints and pictures, also a cabinett near my bed's head;
ia which are some little things that he wiU value, though
of no great worth." The article introduces the details of
this function in these words: "To celebrate fittingly and
sufficiently the memory of the gentle, we had almost said
the sainted, Izaak Walton, the pious Waltonian has re-
source to many pleasant expedients. Sometimes it is the
publication of anew and magnificent edition of the Works
of the Master, sometimes the dedication of sonnets to his
fame—witness the little book published by Mr, Westwood
in 1883." I have a copy of this little book, presented to
me by the author, and in honor of Walton's birthday I
had it rebound in a new dress of leather by a clever binder
in New York, Its title is "In Memoriam. Izaak Walton,
Obiit 15th December, 1683. Twelve Sonnets and an Epi-
logue." Three of the sonnets are devoted to the very cab-
inet that was shown to Mr. Mathews's guests the other
day iu England, and I would that I could reproduce all
three in Forest and Stream, but as it is I give one, the
first of the three:

THE CABINET.
Three sonnets suggested by the cabinet that hung at Walton's

bed-head, now in the posseJ^sion of C. EHiin Mathews, Esq., of Exeter:
"Just here our Izaak must have laid the stress

Of his true hand, full oft—just here have stood
Eying his books-Quarles, Sibbes, quaint brotherhood!
Or his own 'Angler,' fresh from Marriott's press.

Thus I behold him now-he turns the p9.ge

Of 'hearty, cheerful Mr. Cotton's' strain

;

His face lights up—he sees the Dove again—
Sees Hke-pool, and that pretty hermitage,
The Fishing House. He marks the trout at play,

And casts his fly—swift turns the whizzing wheel—
A plump three-pounder pants within the creel.

And now his dream is done—he turns away.
Blest Shade, from out your heaven, forgive me this,

That where your hand was laid, I leave my kiss."

No one was better informed about Walton than Mr.
Westwood, and he knew well that Walton was not famil-
liar with the fishing reel, except from hearsay, unless it
was in the latter part of his Ufe, and of which there is no
record, therefore he admits in a foot note to the sonnet
quoted that "swift^turns the whizzing wheel," may be an

anachronism. In this connection I am reminded that a full
page picture of "Pike Pool" was given in the last Serib-
ner's from a drawing by Parsons, but it is called "Pike's
Pool" in the magazine, as though it belonged to Mr. Pike
and not to the "Compleat Angler."

Governor Flower on Fishoulture.

At the Washington county, N. Y., Fair the other day
the managers had "Governor's Day," and the Governor of
the State was the orator and made an excellent speech to
the people largely upon the subject of fish propagation. I
have not seen the entire speech in print, and only two
papers have printed extracts from it, so far as I have
been able to discover, but it would serve to educate the
people and draw attention to this branch of State work
if the speech should be printed in full and distributed
throughout the State. It is quite possible Gov-
ernor Flower would revise the speech in a few partic-
ulars, if he should conclude to print it, and make it his-
torically correct, although perhaps it now matters little
whether the New York Fish Commission was esta-blished
ten years ago or twenty-five, as it really was, or whether
the Hudson contained salmon fifty years ago, or never
contained them until the United States stocked it, as the
late Prof. Baird believed, from the best evidence obtain-
able, to be the truth. Gov. Flower pays a deserved com-
pliment to the sportsmen of the State in these words:
"Our State Fish Commission was established somewhat
more than ten years ago. I presimie it owed its existence
to the sportsmen who wanted to see our lakes and streams
stocked with fish and the game laws carefully enforced.
If that was the principal object of its creation we owe a
good deal to our sportsmen, for the Fish Commission has
done much to preserve the fine old sport of fishing from
going to decay-by the exhaustion of fish from our waters.
To-day, thanks to our sportsmen and the Fish Com-
mission, our streams and waters are alive with good
fish, and public ofiicers and game associations are work-
ing hard to compel observance of the laws, which have
been passed to protect our fish. The Hudson River is be-
ing stocked with shad and salmon. For the first time in
fifty years salmon are now in the river above Troy, They
have been caught in the last two years nearly opposite
where we are to-day. They are by no'means numerous yet,
but by diligent perseverance in stocking and in building
fishways around the dams, there would seem to be no
reason why our noble river might not hold miUions of
this magnificent fish." Governor Flower certainly is
sound on the salmon question, and all wUl rejoice to hear
such words from the chief executive. Salmon have
within two years been caught further up the river than
where the Governor stood that day, because at the time
the Fort Edward dam was out to be rebuilt, and the
salmon ran up to Baker's Falls, at Sandy HiU, but they
cannot get there again until a fishway is built in the
new dam at Fort Edward, and there ar*e other dams and
falls, in which fishways must be built before the river
will become a self-sustaining salmon stream, but with the
Governor in favor of the work it wih doubtless be brought
about. A. N. Cheney. •

CHICAGO FLY-CASTING TOURNAMENT.
Unlike nearly every other venture in the realms of

sportsmanship, held in connection with the World's
Colmnbian Exposition, the first annual scientific angling
tournament of the Chicago Fly-Casting Club was a suc-
cess. It was well attended, the different events were
tyell filled and contested, and there was a noticeable enthu-
siasm pervading the meeting. It was claimed, by gen-
tlemen present who had accurate knowledge of past tom--
naments, that this tournament surpassed all preceding
ones in every respect.
The tournament was held within the Exposition

grounds, on the north lagoon close by the Walton House,
which is but a few yards east of the Art Palace. That is,

the fiy-casting was held there. The bait-casting took
place on the north aide of the Art Palace, on a beautiful
stretch of ground, but a short distance from the Walton
House.
The tournament, too, was well conducted and managed.

The competition was spirited, yet in the best of good
nature. No unpleasantness of any kind occurred to mar
or impede the event.
The judges weie Dr. J. A. Henshall, Chief of Angling

Pavilion, World's Columbian Exposition, Messrs. Wm. C.
Harris, New York, and Henry L. Stanton, Chicago. Mr.
E. T. Allen, of San Francisco, CaL, was timekeeper. All
were most industrious and painstaking in their duties.
The president, Mr. Geo. W. StreU, and the secretary-
treasurer, IVIr. F. B. Davidson, attended to the general
arrangements, while Mr. B. W. Goodsell made a most
efficient captain. Much praise was bestowed on the
judges and officers for the satisfactory manner in which
they fulfilled their respective duties.
There were seven events, the first prize in each one

being a solid gold medal, representing a creel suspended
to a fish, a unique design worked out in skillful detail.
Those for the fly-casting events had a trout for a special
emblem, those for the bait-casting events were suspended
from a black bass, emblematic of the special class of
competition.
There were quite a number of visitors present, who

watched the competition with keen interest.
The fly-casting was done from a platform, raised 3ft.

above the sm-face of the water. The bait-casting was
done on a level, grassy surface. A white cord marked
the botmdaries of the court which was a rectangle, 30ft,
wide and of any requu-ed length. A tape line stretched
lengthwise down the center of it afforded a ready indi-
cation for measuring the length of each cast. The con-
ditions governing the competition wiU be more fuUy set
forth in connection with the events.
The competition began on Thursday, September 21.

An exceedingly stiff wind obstructively interfered with
the efforts of the competitors. It was so gusty and irreg-
ular that the scores suffered severely in consequence. It
made variable conditions in the work of the individual
competitor, and also in resi>ect to each one as compared
with the others.
Had the conditions been favorable, there is no doubt

but what the world's records would have been broken.
On Friday far better conditions prevailed, yet there was
a slight cross breeze, which came by an angle of the
buildings, and which caught the water about 75ft from
the casting platform and across the line of effort. While
the breeze was extremely gentle, it was strong enough
to tbrow the leader back at the end of the past, thus re
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ducing the latter many feet, and destroying the possibil-

ity of breaking records or working up even to average
form.

Expert Classes.

Event No. 1. Long Distance Fly-casting. Entrance $10.

Open to aU; aU casting shall be siagle handed; rods
over lift, long barred, and rods shall be imconfined when
casting; one, two or three flies, of a size not larger than
No. 5 allowed; leaders shall be single gut and not longer
than 9 nor less than 6ft.

;
knotting of lines, or any de-

vice to lend weight to the cast, prohibited. Three prizes;

first prize, gold medal, emblematic of expert long distance
fly-casting championship. First, R. C. Leonard, OO^ft.;

second, P. C. Hewitt. 92ft.; third, E. E. Wilkinson, 84ift.;

Mr. J. E. Isgrigg, 77ft, Each of the contestants used
Leonard rods.

Five minutes were allowed each contestant. No cast

counted if the stretcher fly was missing; no time allow-
ance was granted to replace a fly; the length of cast was
measured from score hne on the pier to the spot reached
by the stretcher fly; contestants who tied were to compete
three minutes longer.
Event No. 3. Fly-casting for Distance and Accuracy

combined. Entrance $10. Three prizes; first, gold medal;
rest, merchandise. Three buoys shall be placed as follows:

The first, 75ft. from the score line, but 5ft. to the left of a
direct line; the second, 80ft. distant, but 5ft. to the right

of a direct line; the third, 85ft. distant, but in a direct

line from the pier stake. Any part of the leader falling

across the object buoy shall be counted perfect, viz. , 100

per cent. ; one point shall be deducted for every foot dis-

tant the leader or nearest fly shall be from the buoy. Five
casts shall be made at each buoy; sixty seconds shall be
allowed at the start to extend line, and cast one shall be
called on the back cast at the expiration of the sixty

seconds, or sooner if the contestant calls time. The dis-

tance of the leader from the buoys at each cast shall be
added together and divided by three; the total shall be
deducted from 100, which shall be the percentage. The
one having the highest percentage shall be declared the
winner. Ties shall be cast off at the 85ft. buoy, five casts,

sixty seconds to extend line, time called on back cast.

No. of Casts. Total De- Net
Dis- , , De- De- merit Per

$ S k 5 merits, meriis. per c. Cent. Total.

E. C. Leonard,
New York.

P. C. Hewitt,
New York.

E. C. Wilkinson,
Chicago.

tance. 1

2

85

(75
-^80

(85

I 80
(85

7 6 0 0
3 0 0 0 2

0 2 0

3 5 0 2
0 4 4 0
2 7 2 0

2 3 10 10
0 0 2 10
5 10 10 10

43 \i% 85% 85?^

77 253^ 74^ 74^

Each of the contestants used Leonard rods. This event
was on Friday. The buoys were set in an opposite direc-

tion from that in which the fly-casting was done, to avoid
a cross current of air deflected by the large building.

The following took place on Thursday:
Event No. 3, Black Bass Bait-casting for Distance and

Accuracy Combined. Entrance $10. Three prizes. First,

fold medal. Conditions as follows: The casting shall be
one on land in a straight court 80ft. wide, a tape line

running the full length equidistant between the bound-
aries. All casts shall be made single-handed, and the

weight cast shall weigh ^oz. ;
weights shall be furnished

by the tournament committee. Each contestant shall

make five casts, three trial casts being first allowed; if

the contestant desires he may call time on any one of the

three casts; after which the four remaining casts shall be
counted. The average of the five casts shall constitute

the record, to be determined as follows: If the weight
falls within 1ft. of either side of the tape line full measure
shall be counted; for every foot over 1ft. away from the

tape line one point shall be deducted from the length of

distance cast; thus, if the weight Ues 3ft. away from the

tape line at the 140ft. mark, then 138 shall be credited; if

15ft. away from the 140ft. mark, then 126 shall be cred-

ited, and so on, the foot to be counted nearest which the

weight lies; no fractions allowed.

The longest single distance cast shall be entered as a
matter of world's record, recognized by the award of a
silver medal with the distance inscribed on it.

No. of Casts.

combined. Entrance $8. This event took place on Fri-

day. Seven prizes. First, medal. The rest were mer-
chandise. Buoys placed at 45, 50 and 55ft. Same condi-

tions as in expert class.

H. G. Leavitt,
Grand Island,
Nebraska.

.T. E. Isgrigg,
Chicago.

Indianapolis.

Chicago.

E. E. Wilkinson,
Chicago.

M. D. Butler,
Indianapolis.

W. S. Head,
Chicago.

No. of Casts. Total De- Net
Dis- De- De- merit. Per

tance. 1 S S h 5 merits, merits per c. Cent. Total.

I 45 2 2 1 2 5 12
J 50 2 2 2 0 0 g

( 55 2 2 6 6 5 21 39 13 87 87

( 45 3 3 6 5 1 18
0 1 2 4 6 18
5 6 3 3 2 19 50 16%
5 4 1 3 6 19

'-( 50 5 10 3 5 1 24
( 55 7 3 2 5 4 21 64 21J^ 78J^

(45 2 6 2 5 2 17
J 50 10 8 5 5 5 33

(55 10 10 6 5 5 36 86 28J^ 713^ n%
145 8 4 4 6 3 25

' -^50 5 0 2 10 5 22
m%(55 2 1 3 10 5 21 68 22^ 67M

(45 5 4 0 2 2 13

-^50 2 5 10 10 10 37

(55 3 4 10 10 10 37 87 29 71 71

45 10 10 10 10 2 32
-^50 6 6 10 6 0 28

(55 10 10 10 5 9 44 104 34% 651^ 65J^

(45 0 0 2 10 0 12
•^50 10 10 10 10 10 50
55 10 10 10 10 10 50 112 37M 6^ 62%Chicago.

Mr. Leavitt used a Leonard rod. He made many
friends of all, and Ms winning was their rejoicing.

Event No. 3. Bait-casting for Distance and Accuracy
Combined. Entrance^
Rest, merchandise:

Seven prizes. First, gold medal.

No. of casts.

F. B. Davidson,
Chicago.

J. M. Clark,
Chicago.

R. B. MiUer,
Chicago.

G. A. Murrell,
Chicago.

E. C. Quarles,
Chicago.

J. E. Strong,
Chicago.

1 ^ 3 k 5
fDistance 150 143 145 102 152

J Demerit 5 *18 0 13 0

[ Total.. 145 0 145 89 152

Distance.112 117 108 111 98
Demerit. 3 3 6 11 4

Total.. 109 114 102 lOO 94

Distance. 23 117 129 121 117
Demerit. 0 8 18 9

Grand
total.

Longest
Av. cast.

Total. . 23 109 128 118 108

Distance. 97 90 78 101 100
Demerit. 9 4 10 2 5

Total.. 88 86 68 99 95

Distance. 91 106 97 116 87
Demerit. 0 0 10 *14 2

Total.. 91 106 87 0 85

Distance. 95 93 40 57 88
Demerit. 4 0 0 11 0

S. A. Wright,
Lake vSla, lU.

H. D. Ford,
Chicago.

P. Le Poids,
Chicago,

69% 130

1 % S h 5
fDistance.139 130 137 \U 134

E. E. Williamson, J Demerit .0 3 0 0 0

Chicago. 1

L Total.. 139 127 137 134 134

fl)istance.ll7 101 117 101 114
Demerit .3 1 6 2 U

Grand
total.

Longest
Av. cast.

R. C. Leonard,
New York.

Q. A. Murrell.
Chicago.

E. B. Davidson,
Chicago.

\ Total.. 114 100 111 99 103

fDistance. 110 95 83 131 92

J
Demerit . 10 0 1 0 4

t Total.. 100 95 82 131 88

Distance.114 145 142 115 96
Demerit .2 9 0 *15 1

W. H. Babcock,
Chicago.

Total.. 112 136 142 0 95 485 97 145

[Distance. 73 61 124 125 121

J
Demerit . 6 11 o 7 *24

[ Total.. 67 50 124 118 0 859 71<6 125

*Out of bounds.

In the foregoing event, Mr. Davidson was handicapped
by using a strange rod and by having too short a line.

Twice he ran all the line off the reel. Every one heartily

rejoiced when he won the medal for the longest cast

made in the meeting. The rod was a Von Lexigerke &
Antoine split-bamboo, 7oz. in weight.

Amateur Classes.

Open to all who have a known fly-casting distance

record of not over 85ft., or bait-casting, average of five

casts, not over 140ft., with a half ounce weight, or who
have never won a medal in any open event. The condi-

tions and rules of the expert class shall govern all amateur
events, except where otherwise provided.

Event No. 1. Long-distance Fly-casting. Entrance |2.

Seven prizes. First, gold medal. Rest merchandise. Fol-

lowing are the scores: Fu-st, W. H. Babcock (Chicago),

76ift.; second, M. D. Butler (IndianapoUs), 76ft.; third,

Heyward G. Leavitt (New York), 75ft. ; fourth, J. E. Is-

grigg (Chicago), 71ft. ; N.Van Blarcum (Indianapolis), 70ft.

;

Chas. T. Essig (Chicago), 59ft.; W. S. Head, 57ft.

Messrs. Isgrigg, G-oodsell and Wilkinson tied on 71t't.,

and in drawing lots for the place, Mr. Isgrigg won it.

Messrs. Babcock, Essig, Butler, Goodsell, WiLkinaon and
Murrell used the Kosmic rod.

Event No. 3, Fly-casting for Distance and Accuracy

Total.. 91 92 40 46 88

rDistance.128 35 75 131 130

J Demerit. 6 1 2 *16 13

[ Total.. 122 34 73 0 118

fDistance. 84 64 78 48 109

J Demerit. 7 6 11 1 *17

[ Total.. 77 58 67 37 0 249 49^ 84

fDistance. 73 35 51 63 70

J Demerit. 4 8 14 9 9

[ Total.. 69 27 37 54 61 248 49=6 73
* Out of bounds.

Event No. 4. Light Rod Competition. Seven prizes,

entrance .$2; fii-st prize gold medal, rest merchandise.
Conditions—The competition shall be for ooz. rods and
under, open to all amateurs who have never won a prize

or had a known record of over 85ft. This event shall be

for accuracy, delicacy and distance combined, the accur-

acy and distance to be decided according to rules govern-

ing this in the amateur class, only that the buoys shall be

placed at 35, 40 and 45ft. The deUcacy of delivery shall

be decided by points, 10 to be considered perfect. The
contestant making the highest score when the total per

cent, and points are added to be declared the winner.

No. of Casts.
Total

De- De- De-
Dis- mer- mer- merit Net lica-

tance. 1 s i u 5 its. its. P. C. P. C. cy. Totn.
(45 0 1 1 2 0 4

W. H. Babcock. -^50 3 0 0 0 0 3

(55 1 2 0 1 0 4 11 3% 961^ 7 1031,^

(45 0 0 1 0 0 1

J. E. Isgrigg . .

.

-^50 3 2 3 1 3 12
24 92 97(55 3 1 1 5 1 11 8 5

(45 0 0 1 0 1 2

H. W. Leavitt.

.

-^50 1 4 2 1 2 10

(55 2 2 3 1 S 10 22 m 92% 3 95%
(45 0 0 0 1 5 6

M. D. Butler.... -^50 6 2 5 3 1 17

(55 2 2 0 2 3 9 32 10% mi 5 941^

(45 0 1 1 0 1 3

J. A. Murrell... 450 10 1 3 3 1 18

(55 0 10 4 10 10 34 55 18}^ 81% 9 90%
145 1 2 1 2 0 6

J. B. Davidson.. -^50 10 10 3 3 1 27

(55 10 2 1 2 3 18 51 17 83 6 89

,45 1 3 2 1 3 10

B. W. Gooddell. -^50 4 2 10 2 0 18

55 1 2 10 3 3 20 48 16 84 3 87

Mr. Babcock used a Kosmic.
The light rod event closed the tournament, the amateur

club team contest not filling. Ho%vever, there was an
extra event at the close of the tournament between a
Chicago and Indianapolis team, Mr. George W. Steele,

judge, R. C. Leonard, time keeper. Test, long distance.

Chicago won by 29 points:

Chicago.
B. W. Goodsell
J. E. Isgrigg
E. E. WUkmson 83—246

Indianapolis.
Butler 80
Van Blarcum 77
McDougal 60—217

The managers desired that the following card be pub-
blished:
"The Chicago Fly-Casting Club announced some time

since to the world that an open-to-all scientific angling

tournament would be given at the World's Columbian Ex-
position, and that donations of merchandise prizes as

special features, in addition to the championship gold

medals offered would be appreciated. The Chicago Fly-

Casting Club hereby publicly thanks dealers and others

for their generous donations to the tournament, and hopes
that their bread will not have been cast in vain on the

waters of the North Lagoon. Such generosity certainly

engenders good will and stimulates sportsmen to renewed
efforts to advance all interests identified with sportsman-
ship."
The tournament committee held a meeting at the con-

clusion of the toxuTiament, B. Waters.

MAINE ANGLING NOTES.
Reports from the Rangelevs indicate better late fly-

fishing than usual. A special from J. A. French, pro-

prietor of the Upper Dam Camps, last week, mentioned
the fine fishing Mr. Hiram Blood, of East Cambridge,
]\Iass., had been having for nearly a week past. He had
then taken from the pool below the dam nine trout, the

average weight of which was SJlbs. It also mentioned
the skillful fly-fishing of IMr. Blood, and indicated that he
understands where the big trout hide, and what sort of

a lure is the best in the hands of an expert for drawing
them out. I suppose Mr. Patrick Kelly is among the

happy fishermen at the Upper Dam, as he was to go
early in September, and I have not seen his merry face

in Boston of late. Another special from Lake Weloken-
nebacook—the Middle Dam is doubtless meant—of Sept.

21, says that four trout were taken there on Thursday,

the united weight of which were 21ilbs. This was the

catch of Mr. E. W. Coes, R. E. Foster and Frank Breed,

of Boston. Mr. Coes caught the largest fish, one weigh-
ing Oilbs. Mr, WiUiam L. Whitney, of Fall River, and
Frank Haines took two 51bs. trout on the same day. The
wonder is as to where so many large trout come from, and
the question is asked by almost every rod and line sports-

man as to the possibility of the supply being kept up
under such fishing? Word also comes from the Moose-
lucmaguntic House, Haine's Landing, that Mr. Rogers
has t^en a trout of 5flbs., and Nick Boylston one of

4+lbs.

But not all of the fishing ends pleasantly, or rather the

disposing of the fish, after the capture is made, especially

in Maine. Mr. H. T. Stanchffe, Paymaster of the U. S.

Navy at Norfolk, Va., has been spending a number of

weeks at the Mountain View House, on Rangeley Lake.

He is a lover of that region, and has visited the location

several seasons, I believe. Fishing he does not care to

follow as closely as some sportsmen do. He will take his

rod in hand on occasion, say after dinner or just at night-

fall, but is ready to give up the sport at the sUghtest cir-

cumstance. The other evening he was out for an hour or

two and was rewarded with a 4ilbs. trout. This increased

his enthusiasm somewhat and he fished more closely for

a few days, and was successful as few fishermen in that

region have been of late. He landed a 7ilbs. landlocked
salmon. At this he was greatly pleased. At the hotel he
expressed a wish to send his salmon to a friend in New
York. Mr, Harry Keyo, of the Southern Pacific Railway
ofiice in Boston, who was spending a few days with his

brother at the Mountain View, innocently offered to take

the fish out as far as Boston, as he was going home the

next day, Mr. Keyo says that he never gave a single

thought to the law against trout and salmon being taken
out of Maine, except by the person catching them,
although aware of the existence of such a law. He also

feels qmte sure that Mr. Stancliffe did no give the law a

thought. The salmon was nicely boxed in ice and
marked with the name of Mr. Stancliffe's friend. It was
done openly and the box was on the wharf at the Motm-
tain View till the arrival of the steamer. On the steamer
Mr. Keyo noticed a couple of fellows eyeing the box
inquisitively. They soon made friends with Mr. Keyo,
asking about the salmon, where and how it was caught,

etc. They expressed satisfaction at the capture and were
inclined to congratulate ilr. Keyo on his success. 'That

gentleman told them that he was not the happy indi-

vidual, neither was he the person whose name was on
the box. Later his suspicions were excited a little by
observing one of them making a note of the address on
the box. But the box went on board the train at

Rangeley without trouble and the baggage-master gave
Mr. Keyo a check for it. But at Farmington, every fifty

miles from the starting point of the salmon, Sheriff Blake
came down to the train and demanded the fish, saying

that he had a dispatch from Warden Huntoon, of Range-
ley, ordering him to seize the box for violation of the

statute against sending fish out of the State. At first Mr.

Keyo was inclined to demand that the railroad make good
the loss of his friend, as he held a baggage check for it;

but, on refiection, he saw that the railroad was not the

least to blame. Mr. Keyo is inclined to think that every-

thing was conducted in the most roundabout way, appar-

ently to make the cost as great as possible. It cost his

friend Mr. Stancliffe over $80. The seizure might just as

well have been made at Rangeley, as the two men on the

steamer, who evidently informed the warden, got off at

that point, and had ample time to notify the warden and
stop the fish there. This would have saved the cost of the

Farmington officer. Or they or the warden might quietly

have suggested to Mr. Keyo at Rangeley that he was
breaking the law, when he wouid have desisted, and the

purpose of the law would have been accomplished. He is

incUned to think, and others agree with him, that the

way the game laws are frequently enforced in Maine often

cuts the deepest for the more trivial offenses. Special.

To Extract a Fish Hook.
Baltimore, Md., Sept. 30

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
As Mr. Hallock says, the best way to extract a fish

hook, where it can be done, is to force the hook all the
way through the flesh, so that the barb can be broken off.

After this is clone the hook can be drawn back through
the hole, which will soon heal up. I have extracted

several hooks in this way, that had been buried in the

flesh past the barb. One case was where a large hook
had entered the under Hp of a boy, and was buried up to

the bend. The first thing I did was to cut the line near
the hook, thus preventing any possibility of further hurt-

ing the boy by accidental pulls upon the line. I then felt

for the point of the hook, and telling the little man to

keep as still as possible, I forced the point quickly all the

way through the hp, and broke the barb off with my
pocket knife. On removing the hook there were two
small holes, which I treated with clay and willow leaves,

and in an hour or two all pain had left the woimd, an(i

nothing more was heard of it. Of course, if the hook has
entered so near the bone that it is impossible to turn it,

cutting wiU have to be resorted to. But in nine cases out
of ten, the hook can be turned so as to bring the point out,

and the removing of the hook will be accomplished with
far less pain, and without the terrible soreness resulting

from cutting it out. Edwabd A. Robinson.

Striped Bass in the Shrewsbury.

New York, Sept. 20—Gen. Louis Fitzgerald teUs me
that the striped bass fishing is very fine now in the
Shrewsbury River. Wakeman Holbebton.
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THE STEELHEAD SALMON.
Salmo gairdneri.

In a recent copy of Forest and SxitEAii I think I noticed
the somewhat unexpected statement that very little was
known of the life history of the steelhead of the" Columbia,
especially in regard to its spawning habit«. This may apply
to people on the Atlantic coast, but here on the Pacific
there is hardly a fish, except the Chinook salmon (quinnat
salmon, Oncoryhncus cJiouioa) tha,t is better known than
the steelhead. I also saw it reported somewhere that the
spawning grounds of the steelhead had been recently dis-
covered. This is also a misapprehension. Its spawning
grounds have been known for nearly twenty years. I
myself saw them eighteen years ago spawning in vast
numbers below Oregon City Falls, on the Willamette. If
I remember rightly they beghi to spawn there in February
and continue till the middle of May. It was the first week
in May when I saw them spawning in 1875, and they were
then nearly through and appeared almost in a dying con-
dition. Their spawning season is at about the same time
in all the accessible tributaries of the Willamette and
lower Columbia. Higher up the Columbia the spawning
season begins earlier, and further north it begins and ends
later. The steelhead was first described by Gairdner and
Suckley about thirty years ago, and their description may
be found in the earlier Pacific R.R. reports of these dis-
tinguished observers. They described the fish under two
different names, having the erroneous impression that the
steelhead on its spawning grounds was a different fish
from the steelhead in tide water. To the steelhead in tide
water and below they gave the name Salmo gairdneri.
and to the steelhead on its spawning grounds they gave
the name Salmo truveatus, or square-tailed trout, but
Salmo gairdneri of salt water and SaMo ti uncatus of the
spawning grounds are the same fish. It acquired the
popular name of steelhead from the steely appearance of
its head and back. Its name when spawning, Salmo
irunoatus, w-iis given to it because its tail at that season,
when stretched, is not forked, but truncated, having a
straight edge as if it had been cut off with a broad-as.
The names Salmo truncatus and square-tailed trout were
dropped, of course, when it was found that the fish called
by these names was only a temporarily changed form of
Salmo gairdneri.
The reports of Doctors Gairdner and Suckley contained,

so far as I am able to learn, all the authentic informa-
tion concerning the steelhead, possessed at that time, but
after the salmon canneries were started on the Columbia,
the steelhead soon became a well-known fish. Thous-
ands of them are caught every year at the Columbia
River canneries, and they are very abundant in their
season in all tlie tributaries of the river. They can be
seen every spring spawning in great numbers in the Wil-
lamette, .just below where the Oregon City Falls prevent
them from going up the river any further. They are
frequently mentioned in the earlier reports of the writer
to the United States Fish Commission, and except as re-
gards the question of their identitj^ with the rainbow
trout, concerning which a few words will be said further
on, there is no mystery whatever about them that I
know of.

They arrive in the Columbia from the ocean in October
and November, and gradually pursue their way up the
Columbia and its tributarie.s, toward their spawning
grounds. They do not seek sucli small streams to spawn
in as the Eastern brook trout {S. fontinalis), but after
they have ascended a stream they are very persistent in
maintaining their position in it. They ascend all the
tributaries of the Columbia, and are abundant in their
season in all the streams of the Pacific Coast emptying
into the ocean, north of Mendocino county, and they
occur to some extent in the streams of that county.
They arc rare in the Sacramento and south of the Sacra-
mento. They differ from most of the other sea-going
salmon of the Pacific Coast in tiie fact that they do not
die immediately after spawning, and before they return
to salt water, as the humpbacks (0. gorbuscha), the Chin-
ook salmon (O, chouica) and the bluebacks (0. nerka) are
known to do, but on the contrary the steelheads are very
eager to return to salt water after spawning. They are
then very thin, indeed, and very hungry, but their coat
is still bright and silvery, and they look perfectly
healthy, wliile the other salmon just mentioned are sick,
slimy, covered with white blotches, often blind and mu-
tilated, and very unwholesome looking, and also without
the slightest disposition apparently to return to the ocean.
The reason that the steelheads are so much more desir-

ous to return to the ocean than the Chinooks and other
varieties is, probably, because they continue to feed in
fresh water, while the Chinooks and other salmon do not.
They get very hungry after spawning, and as the fresh
water streams that they spaAvn in furnish no adequate
amount of food for them, they want to hurry back to their
well-stored, and probably well-remembered, feeding
grounds in the sea.

At this period, if they can be intercepted on their
return journey to the ocean, they furnish the very best
possible sport to the angler. They are so hungry that
they will, I believe, take any bait or fly, and they will
fight like a bulldog after being hooked. I have seen
fishermen reel them in all day on Ihe Clackamas River,
in Oregon, without losing thirty minutes time the whole
day between casting tlieline and hooking the fish, or in
other words, there was not a half an hour all day long
when there was not a salmon on their hook, and, usually,
the moment the fly touched the water a salmon cauflit

at it. When I had charge of tlie Clackamas Station" of
the U. S. Fish Commission the army officers from Fort
Vancouver used to come over to the station to fish for
steelheads, and 1 will guarantee that they never had bet-
ter sport in their lives. They would get so enthusiastic
a.t times that they would wade in the river up (o their
necks, and in one instance a gentleman well known in
the higher circles of national poHtics, and who wears tye-
glasses, was pulled off his balance by a gamy steelhead
and taken vmder water and down a dangerous piece of
rapids; but he hung to his fish all the time and finally
emerged to view with his eyeglasses in their place and
with a firm grip on his rod, and a steelhead at the end of
his line.

When it comes simply to catching fish for spoi-t. I
doubt if the angling for htmgry steelheads is surpa'-sed
by any fishing in the world; but when it comes to eating
them, it is another thing. It must be confessed that they
are not valued here very highly as food. Boiled steelhead
is pretty dry eating, and broiled steelhead is dryer yet.

They make a very good chowder, and that is about the
best that can be said of them. They are all thrown
away at the Alaska canneries, and they used to be at the
canneries on the Columbia, but I am informed that in re-
cent years when the catch of quinnat salmon is unprofit-
ably small, some of the canning men liave used steel-
heads to fill up their cans with. They are not good for
canning, however, as their flesh is too white to be salable
and too dry to be very palatable.

• In size the steelheads average much smaller than the
quinnat salmon (0. chouica), but larger than the hump-
backs and bluebacks. As well as I can remember, those
I saw in the Columbia averaged about 12lbs. in weight
and did not vary much in size. Indeed the wonderful
variation in size of tlie quinnat salmon (O. c]iouicu)'m con-
fined to that variety; I have taken ripe eggs from a spawn-
ing quinnat salmon in the McCloud River that weighed
S^lbs. , while in the Yukon there are spawners that weigh
1001 bs. Such variation occurs in no other variety of the
Salmonidce. The steelheads, however, like the quinnat,
grow larger as you go north, and in Alaska are found
weighing nearly 301bs.

In shape, the steelhead is more slender than the quinnat
salmon (0. chouica) ar>d less graceful in form than thp
Atlantic sain on (S salar). and has the appearance of being
too heavy about the shoulders, so to speak, to be perfectly
synimetrical. Its range is chiefly from Mendocino coimty,
California, north to the Arctic, though stragglers are
sometimes found south of this southern limit.

Its eggs are smaller than those of the quinnat, are less
richly colored and fewer in number, compared with tlie

size of the fish. At the writer's recommendation, the
Fort Gaston Station of the United States Fish Commis-
sion, in Humboldt county, California, was kept up chiefly
on account of the prospect of obtaining steelhead eggs.
There is a branch of the Fort Gaston Station on Redwood
Creek, which large numbers of steelheads ascend to
spawn.
There has been a suspicion for a number of years that

the steelhead is the same fish as the rainbow trout of Cali-
fornia {S. iridea), and the question of their identity can
hardly be considered settled yet. Dr. Tarleton H. Bean
thought for some time that the two fish were identical;
but I believe he does not urge that opinion now. Dr.
David S. Jordan, president of the Stanford University,
California, and one of the most distinguished scientific
authorities on fishes, is still in doubt, and proposes soon
to make an exhaustive study of the subject and settle tlie

question whether steeUieads are sea-going rainbow trout.
The following letter from Dr, Jordan bearing on this

point will, I think, be read with interest:

Office of the President
)

Leland Stanford Junior University, }
Palo Alto, Cal., Feb. 32, 1893. )

Mr. Livingston Stone, Baird, Sh^iMa Co., Cal.:
Deaii Sir—The collection of trout reached us in perfect

condition. The rainbow trout are, of course, as they always
have been, but the question of whether they are different
species from the steelhead seems still hard to determine.
My present belief is that it will be found that the steelhead,
rainbow and salmon trout of this coast, including the Kani-
loops trout, which I recently described, are forms of one
species, and that there are only two really distinct species of
trout on the coast—the cut-throat trout in the north and east
and the rainbow trout. This of course leaves out the Dolly
Varden, which is not a true trout.

It seems, however, that the trout of McLeod River have
larger eyes and shorter auxiliary scales to the ventral fins as
well as more profuse spotting than any of the trout of this
part of the State.
The "No-Shee" is a decided puzzle to us. I can hardly be-

lieve that it is a different species from the rainbow trout. It
is, however, different in color, having all its spots gathered
together on the posterior part of the body, and its scales are
much smaller than those of the rainbow trout. There are
1.55 i a the lateral line instead of 125.
In the San Francisco market a while ago I found among a

lot of so-called salmon-trout one specimen which seems to be
identical with the No-Shee, having small scales, though not
quiie so small as those in the one you sent, and its black
spots collected about its tail. I should be glad, if you ever
catch another, to see it in order to detei-mine if 'possible
what degree of constancy these characters have, Verv truly
yours, David S. Jordan,

To recapitulate briefly, let me add that .steelheads are
rare south of Mendocino county, California, but abundant
nortli of it; that south of Alaska their spawning season
is from February to May, inclusive; that they spawn in
the numberless small streams that flow into the"rivers they
ascend and also in the rivers themselves; that when re-
turning to sea they are very gamy and furnish fine sport
to the angler; that their flesh is dry, of a vvliitish color
and undesirable for canning and not particularly desira-
ble for the table; and that some doubt still exists whether
they are not sea-going rainbow trout,

Livingston SiONEi

"Lake Champlain Trout."
Not brook trout nor lake trout, nor anything in the

shape of a speckled beauty, but just about as good a fish
when pruperly cooked. That is wliy the natives give the
above name to what we call the humble bullhead. The
average angler deems him beneath notice, for he clings
to the hook too honestly for much sport, and sculls him-
self up to the boat without the swift lunge and sharp
break of the true member of the Salmo family. But
when the summer boarder has cleaned out all the trout fit

for food, then the fish hunger is well appeased by the
firm, mi aty fl sh of tire pout taken from cold waters like
Lake Champlain, Mr. Charles Parrish. of Bridport, Vt.,
while fishing recently with two friends caught 180, weigh-
ing from a half to a full pound apiece. W. H. R.

Mr. McCarthy's Ouananiche.
Those who have read Mr. Eugene McCarthy's interest-

ing accounts of ouananiche fishing in Forest and Stream
will be interestt d to know that we have on exhibition in
this office a fine example of this superb fish taken by Mr.
McCarthy, The specimen, which weighed 7Albs., is

beautifully mounted on an oak board, and has in its jaw
the identical fly with the leader on which it wris taken,
and a foot or two of the line.

"Forest and Stream" Fishing Postals.

Three Lakes, Wis., Sept. 13.—Mr, W. H. Upmire, Mr.
Weller and Mr, F. Sebel, of Milwaukee, caught in two
days' fishing at Butternut Lake 218 black bass, largest
4ilbs., total 2761bs.; also three maskalonge at Medicine
Lake, largest SSlbs. F. R. F.

Trout in Rhode Island.

Providence, R. I., Sept. Q.—Editor Forest and Stream:
In to-night's Bulletin I find this item: "Thomas R.
Hewett, of New York, an owner of a trout pond in North
Stonington, Conn., has been troubled by the large fish

eating the trout, To do away with this evil he had the
water drawn off' in hope of saving what trout remained.
Pickerel, bullheads andTeels were found in large numbers,
but there was only one trout. One of the pickerel weighed
over 41b3."

Talk about buUheadsI Why, Rhode Island ponds swarm
with these and eels. The preserve club recently organized
here have a large pond on their premises and calculate to
stock it well with trout, but if the bullheads play such
havoc as the above clipping would indicate, it will prob-
ably be a case of drawing off another pond or building a
new one.
There are ponds in the southern part of this little State

that swarm with bullheads, but we have taken good-
sized trout from them, too. There are good trout in our
waters here, but vAt\\ the brook-damming "Canucks" and
mUl hands, the fingerUng fiend, and their natural enemies,
the pickerel, eels and bullheads, they have a sorry time of
it That poor solitary trout in the pond above mentioned
in the newspaper clipping, must have had a busy time of
it. He was probably a thoroughbred fighter and deserved
a better death than the inglorious way in which he was
captured.
Shades of night! Are we coming to the necessity of

going to tlie hatching farms for our trout ? The man who
invented that novel device for "fishing at the trap" has a
fortune waiting for him if "real" fishing don't pick up in
these parts. Or else we've got to have artificial ponds on
our lawns, fill them with metal fish and use a magnetized
hook to get them with.
Well, we hope Mr. Hewett will clean out his pond, re-

stock from the commission and have better luck. TODE.

Bass at Crystal Lake.
Ionia, Mich., Sept. U.—Editor Forest and Stream.: I

had been out several times this season for bass, but this,

considering the short space of time devoted to fishing,was
the best trip I made. Some friends of ours, Mr. and Mrs.
C. W. Parsons, were camping on the banks of Crystal
Lake, twenty-six miles north of here, and my wife and I
determined to join them.
The lake by the way is rightly named, for the water is

so clear you can eaijily see a white pebble in 15ft. of
water, and the banks go so far out and the water so shal-
low a team can be driven around the entire lake without
the water going over the hub. But you can find deep
water by going out far enough.
On Tuesday, Sept. 5. my wife and I started from home

at 7 A, M. and drove the twenty-six miles, arriving at the
lake at 12:30. I drove up to cauip and left ray folks, took
dinner, a,nd after half an hour spent at table took my
horse one mile to a stable, walked back to camp and took
out my bethabara lOoz, and Myhin reel, I rowed out alone
for the resort of the gamest of all the finny tribe, the
black bass. I Jiad not gone over twenty rods, when ray
reel began to whizz and I soon landed a beautiful 2lba,

lake bass, and wlien the gong sounded for mess at i);4.'5 I
pulled into shore with ten lovely black bass and two
small pickerel, having been out two hours and fnrty-five
minutes. This is a sample of our excellent fishing in old
Michigan, E. R, B.

Big Maskinonge.
Belleville, Ont,, Sept. 18.—Maskinonge, which were

very numerous in Mosquito Bay three years ago, but have
not since been found in their former haunts, were redis-
covered by Messrs. L. A. Appleby and A, N, Reid on Fri-
day last, when they caught three which weighed 40^1bs.,,
291bs. and 281bs. respectively. The largest one measured!
4ft. 6iu. in length and girthed 2ft. These lucky fish' rmeui
reported plenty more where those came from. R. S. B,

^tBlicttltmt,

FISHERS AND SPORTSMEN AT THE FAIR.

The World's Fair Fisheries Congress.
Chicago, 111., Sept. 20 —One of the features of work on

which Capt. .To.s. W. Collins, chief of Fisheries at the Fair,
had set an especial iuterest was the Congre.s.s of Fisheries,
earlier announced for .Sept. 19-20. lu these days of many
congresses it is source of much pride for any event of this
nature to show a large attendance, but in view of results of
this convention the effort may be called a worthy one in a
way. It was of course a convention not of sporting fishers
and anglers, but of commercial and scientific fishermen.
Representative men from both coasts and fi'om the Great
Lakes were in attendance. Capt. Collins called the meeting
to order Tuesday morning. President T. W. Palmer follow-
ing with an address. Hon. William Smith, of Canada, Min-
ister of Marine Fi.sheries, spoke on the "Pi.sheries of Canada,"
and Lieut. F. W. Bassett made an interesting talk ou the
"Polk Lore of Fishing." In the afternoon a co.smopolitan
procession of fishing boats passed through the lagoons, among
which the following craft appeared:
A life-saving boat, with all the crew wearing cork life-pre-

.servers, a Rhode Island striker boat, the Blake's sounding
boat, whaleboat from cruiser Illinois, Turkish caique. Nor
wegian boat, Lofoten Islands fishing boat, Norway; plea'^ure
fishing boat, Norway; doxy, with lobster pots, Massachusetts;
canoe from West Alaska, kliukit canoe from Alaska, mod-
ern skiffs, outrigger canoes from Ceylon, balsa from South
America. Esquimau cayoks, Dahomey canoes, Samoan
canoes, Egyptian boat, ordinary canoe, hragozza, fishing
boat from Venice; Jangada fishing raft from Brazil, Cana-
dian boat, .St. Ijawrence skiff, angler's boat, water bicycle,
land and water motor, aluminum shell, canvas folding boat,
angler's boat yawl, Japanese Phcenix boat, with net casting,
-Japanese boat with fish balloons, birch canoes with Western
ludiajis, birch canoes manned by Penobscot Indians, native
boats from British Columbia, dugout manned by Iroquois
Indians, kaiak from whaler Progress, float with fishing camp
and sturgeon boat.
On Wednesday the congress reassembled at 10 A. M. Capt.

Collins read his paper on "The Relation of Fisheries to Na-
tional Prosperity," showing how important the fi.shermau
has been in history from the time of the Phcenicians down.
Mr. John Hudson, of Washington State, read a paper on the
"Fisheries of Washington." Mr. John Tobin, of Chicago,
made some interesting reiuai'ks on the subject "How to Scale
Fish." Mr. Hart, of Chicago, presented valuable results
of his study on the "Manufacture and Uses of Fish Glue."
Ou Wednesday there were some boat races, the most inter-

esting being those between the canvas boats, Osgood boat
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l)roke her oars, Acme lost an oar and tlie King boat's rowing
gear gave out. ISureka boat won.
The third and last day of the three so-called fisheries days

was better known as Sportsmen's Day. There was no con-

gress on that day, but two meetings, that of the national
convention of sportsmen and the tournament of the Chicago
Fly-Casting Club, were held, both of which are reported else-

where in these columns. The fly-casting tournament was
very successful, indeed one of the very few successful sport-

ing events which have been brought off at or aliout the Fair.
E. Hough,

)9 Secdbity BuiLDiua, Chicago.

Pennsylvania Fisbculture.

The Pennsylvania State Fish Commission have been
liberally stocking the public streams of the commonwealth
with black bass obtained from pound-net fishermen of Lake
Erie. The fish introduced are from .3 to Gin. in length, they
being caught in September and carried to the various streams
in the State Fish Commission car.

This Commission will distribute about three or three and
a half millions of trout and trout fry this year. The success
with trout in several streams in the northern portion of
Lancaster county is very gratifying.
Captain Peoples, of New Providence, has been highly suc-

cessful with black bass. The Captain had several old quar-
ries on bis place into which he turned the waters of a small
stream and so formed good ponds. These he has stocked
with bass, which now afford his angling friends raosti excel-

lent sport. The Captain experienced some difficulty in feed-
ing his bass. Chopped meat is used. The pieces must be
small. Captain Peoples has lost a number of bass, which
were choked to death by pieces of meat of too large a size.

Baet.

immt

F IXTU RES.
DOG SHOWS.

Sept. 26 to 29.—Ottawa, Canada. Alfred Geddes, Sec'y.
Oct. 3 to 6.—Minneapolis K. C, at Minneapolis. H. T.Van Duster, See.
Nov. 21 to 24.— New Jersey K. L.. at Newark. Dr. W. F. Seidler, Sec.
Dec. 12 to 15.—R. I. Poultry and Pet Stock Ass'n, at Providence.

FIELD TRIALS.
Oct. 23.—Brunswick Fur Club field trials, at North Acton, Mass

.

Bradford S. Turpin, Dorchester, Mass., Sec'y.
Oct. .30,—National Beagle Club trials, at Nanuet, N. Y, Geo. Laick,

Tarrytown, N. Y., Secretary.
Nov. 6.—United StateB Field Trials Club's Fall Trials, Bicknell, Ind.

P. T. Madison, Sec'y, Indianapolis.
Nov. 7.—New England Beagle Club trials. W. S. Clark, Linden,

Mass., Secretary.
Nov. 7.—International Field Trial Club's Fourth Trials, Chatham,

Ont. W. B. Wells, Sec'y, Chatham.
Nov. 15.—Ohio Field Trial Club's Second Trials. Canton, O. C V.

Lellinger, Sec'y.
Nov. 20.—Eastern Field Trial Club's Trials, at Newton, N. O. Mem-

bers' Stake Nov. 16. W. A. Coster, Sec'y.

1894.

Jan. 29.—Southerti Field Trial Club's Trials, New Albany, Miss. T.

M. Brumby, Sec'y. Marietta, Ga.
Feb. 19.—United States Field Trials Club's Sm-mg Trials, Grand

Junction, Tenn. P. T. Madison, Sec'y, Indianapolis, Ind,

RHODE ISLAND DOG SHOW.
The above heading may seem rather too general, but not

more so than the show deserves. It was the united opinion
of those present that "Little Rhody," as in society, politics

and commerce, must henceforth be reckoned among tlie lead-

ing shows. Conflicting wnth another A. K. C. show, the re-

snlt of this initial eiTort must be peculiarly gratifying, and
Forest and Stream sees nothing to regret in upholding the
show at the expense of one whose management was deplor-
able. The Cranston fixture was alluded to by some writers

as a "little one-horse affair," but all must admit that the
horse must have been a "hackney" by the resolute manner
in which it stepped out. The prize list is sufficient to show
that a majority of the best dogs we have in the East put in

an appearance. This was to be expected, for the judges are
popular, the money prizes fairly liberal and, -with .John Read
at the helm, every one knew that the management could be
depended upon. It was one of the pleasantest shows to at-

tend; everything ran satisfactorily, and the judges did their

work unostentatiously, methodically and promptly. There
were eight rings put up outside, but only four were needed
for judging, but the space proved a safeguard to the dogs.
With a number of rings partitioned oft', there is no fear in

exercising even the smallest dogs, and affording them the
relief they sometimes cannot get when dogs of all sorts and
sizes crowd into one large ring. The building where the
show was held is one made by covering the apace between
two cattle sheds, and had it a better Iloor would be admir-
able for the purpose. Mr. D. Seabury, brother of poor "Nat"
Seabury, an architect, planned the benching and building,
and it was well arranged. The benching was new aud in the
old style, and a large space was reserved in the center for

rings in case of stormy weather. We can make one sugges-
tion to the management The floor was earth and covered
with sawdust, and naturally when the crowds passed
through, there being no admission fee, a heavy pall of dust
covered dogs and visitors alike, aud many of us thought we
were afflicted with hay fever or some such nostril-tickling

complaint. The solid earth floor will be sufficient another
time and a little sprinkling will keep down the dust.
The judging was delayed somewhat the first day by heavy

showers, but as it cleared toward noon, Messrs. Mortimer,
Davidson, Boutelle and Wakeileld soon got to work. Open
air judging is a feature we do not often enjoy iu this country,
and would we had more of it. The show looked like asecond
edition of a Boston reunion, so many familiar faces from the
city of "cultchah" were to be seen. The quality in some of

the breeds was quite conspicuous, and the gathering of fox-

terriers was a rare compliment both to the judge and the
efforts of the new secretary of the American Fox-Terrier Club,
Mr. H. W. Smith, who was there both to show his wires and
see after thi^ club stakes.
Among others we noticed were H H. Hunuewell, Jr., T. S.

E. H. Moore, B. S. Turpin, F. W. Chapman, H. V. Jamieson,
J. H. Scanlan, F. Senn, Dr. Thurber, H. N. Waldron, Dr.
Longest, Dr. Glazier, Geo. Thomas, James E. Green, George
Fletcher, A. W. Pearsall, N. Wallace, J. B. Elton, E. H. Par-

sons, F. W. Connolly, J. Sharpe, C. Fred Crawford, B. Alton
Smith, E. B. Elliott, Major Taylor, A. W. Atherton, H. S.

Roberts, C. Stcadman Hanks, German Hopkins. Jas. Bow-
den, Mrs. Smith and Mrs. Meacham, aud Henry Brooks and
Mr. Taylor. All the "boys'" seemed satisfied, and there was
a complete absence of that hard feeling and rancor that

seems to have crept into some shows lately. Mr. Walter J

.

Comstock and his able deputy. Billy Birch, saw that the ex-

hibitors did not want for anything and every one was made
to feel at home. The judging was completed before noon on
Tuesday. The catalogue was singularly free from dupli-

cates, there being no novice classes, and consequently out of

the enti-y of 467 dogs, 425 were benched. The number of en-

tries in the classes are given below in parenthesis.

Mastiffs (James MonUncr, Jiulg' ).—It is not often that

we ai'e treated to such a capital lot.of mastiffs as chose shown

here. In another year or so if the two doctors, Glazier and
Longest, continue to "nick" their .stock as they have done,
there should be no cry of decadence in this breed. Challenge
classes failed to draw, but the quality of several dogs in the
open abundantly made up the loss, The winner, Ingleside
Minting, a son of Beaufort's Black Prince, has come on
nicely since New York, and now stands forth in the same
row as Beaufort and Black Prince, He is a little faulty in

pasterns and feet, but his head is a study, capital skull and
deep square muzzle, altogether very massive, well placed
ears, good expression and wrinkle, eyes might be a little

darker but well set. great bone, body good depth with plenty
of substance considering his eighteen months, if it was a
little longer it would be better, though this fault is not nearly
so pronounced as in his sire, and above all he is a good
mover, his hind parts being more than ordinarily well
formed. He is a dog with a future. Emperor Maximilian is

another good one, by Ingleside Maximilian; his expression is

not so good as the winner, his ears being set. on too high, the
fawn and black markings are not pronounced enough, being
very dark all over the head, and eye color is not in keeping;
ear small, excellent forepart, should be deeper in loin, but
chest is deep; he is a younger dog than the winner, but has
considerably more loose skin round shoulders and neck, he is

also a good mover. Emperor William loses behind to the
others, being too straight in stifle, he has, however, an ex-
cellent head, massive skull, and deep, square, short muzzle,
and nice wrinkle; he is a litter brother of Emperor's. Leo
G. and Trump were outclassed here, heads too long and not
the same type. A very promising bitch. Lady Diana, beat
her dam, Gerda II.; she is a sister of the two Emperors; very
pleasing, well formed head, deep body and strong loin, but
she could be much improved with straight forelegs and feet,

she won handily in the parts spoken of. Gerda IL, however,
can well rest content without bench show honors when she
can point to such a litter as this. Boston Boy is just over
distemper, but really I thought the judge a little hard in

withholding first; he is of a later litter, by Maximilian out of

Gerda IL, and though a little too pronounced in stop and
condition rather low, still his type and quality justly en-
titled him to score, especially when followed by two poor
ones. Dr. Longest took the kennel prize.
St. Bernards (James Mortimer, Judqe).—Therebya,s qual-

ity here, too, and classes were well judged. Lady Living-
stone, looking in high feather, furnished the only challenge
entry in rougns. In open dogs came Altoneer once more, but
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his summer's rest has not furnished that body as it should
have done, and his shortness of coat made it more ayjparent;

in head, expression and type, however, he scores, and especi-

ally in carriage of tail. Colmnbus is a handsome dog, rather
light in bone and should have more rib, nicely marked, good,
deep head, should be broader iu chest and not carry his tail

so high and curled. Imperator is an improved dog, tall and
with good action, muzzle should be broader, but it is deep,

pasterns faulty, tail curls, and if he had more rib would be
better; still, he is a handsome dog, with the best coat in class.

Czar G. is another good-looking one, by Alton, muzzle not
deep enough, flat-ribbed, but nice type and color. The others
were brindle, and Donnar is cow-hocked. Two bitches by
champion Pouf came together next, aud they showed a great
family resemblance in their peculiar style of head, though
Lady' Sneerwell has an advantage in size and substance
throughout. Walkure loses in type, substance, legs and
head to the others. The only jjup was a son of Jim Blaine.

In Smooths Mr. Moore furnished both the challenge win-
ners with Melrose and Miss Alton; both are now as good as

they ever will be, and a lightness in body is apparent in all

the dogs of this celebrated litter, but for all-round type,

heads, bone and action they are hard to beat. Melrose King
took the dog prize, and in doing so beat Belisarius in

head, color, bone aud coat, the latter looking a bit ragged.
Cato has a poor front and an all-white body, while his hocks
are too straight as well; so he got quite as much as he de-

served. Admiral has too much coat. Melrose Belle, well
known in the circuit last spring, had no competition; she has
not filled out in body either, tail faulty, but she shows lots of

type and quality. Puppy prizes were rightly withheld. Mel-
rose Kennels won the kennel special.

Newfoundlands {Juriies Mortimer, Judge).—First prize

was withheld from a poor sort.

Great Danes {J aiaes Mortimer, Judge).—In Lord Wolver-
ton's absence Bismarck was the only competitor; his forelegs

want straightening and loin more arch; he is a black dog.

There were no bitches.
Bloodhounds (John Davidson, Ju dye).—Some'well known

winners turned up here, but Belhus, in open dogs (3), for

type, expression and quality beats Bruno, who is a IMt coarse

but can throw a well-wrin'kled head and nice leather. Del-

phan, a sweet little bitch, was the only one to uphold her sex;

excellent wrinkle and head and peak but not enough of it

all; her appearance is marred somewhat by only having
three-quarters of a tail.

Deerhounds {Juhn DaiyiJ^'on. Judge),—But for Frank
Dole's interference Mr. Thayer would have just farmed these

classes. Hillside Warrior was the challenge dog; he wears
well. The New York winner Argyle beat out Dougliis in

open dogs (3), better head and loin and coat, Lancelot beat-

ing in turn iu front and rib. In bitches (2) the prizes fell to

two well known matrons. Hillside Heather aud Feodora, the
latter, while stronger iu muzzle, loses in loin and coat. The
kennel prize fell to Mr. Thayer, of course.

Russian Wolfhounds {.John Davidmn, Judge).—These
were all from Mr. Hanks's kennel and have been described

many times before. Groubiau took challenge honors. Leek-
hoi, who seems to have taken a second lease on life, I never
saw lookintf stouter. Turner has evidently solved the dif-

ficult question of keeping these dogs in shape, for he had
them all in good flesh, but of course some of them lacked the

silky hail- that makes these dogs so handsome. Peter the

Great, second, loses to Leekhoi in quality, head, coat, loin

and shoulders. Obrouga repeated her Wissahickon victory
over Flodyka in bitches (3), the latter losing in head and
front and loin; both are out of coat, Mr, Hanks scooped the
kennel prize.

Greyhounds (JoTiii Bavidson, Judge). — Quality was
mixed here and the winners, most of them well known had
no difficulty in asserting their superiority. Champion Gem
of the Season was alone in his class. In open dogs (7), lin-

perator a previous winner showing much quality, a little tod
short in back, beats Sir Lancelot, who has improved wonder
fully on his previous form, and is now quite a passable dog,
beating the winner in body and loin, but losing in an essen-

tial point, his forelegs. After these came a mixed lot, re-

serve going to a son of Oruatus, who is long cast and should
be better sprung in ribs. Vigilant is too full in skull and
weak in muzzle and his feet are not set true. Bronx should
have more substance and a stronger loin. Lord Northcroft
got all he deserved with a c. In bitches (5), Mr. Davidson
placed Southern Beauty in her right place, first, over Wild
Rose, thus correcting the Toronto decision, and confirming
our report of last week. Wild Idle, reserve, is coarse in

shoulders and her stifle being too straight she does not cover
enough ground. Ruth, vhc, should close her toes up and
her head is faulty. Paramello, he, turns his feet out and
fault can be found with his ribs. Mr. Purbeck takes the
kennel prize.

Foxhounds {A. H. Wdkotichl. Judge).—This marked the
debut of this well known beagle man in the ring after many
years absence, but that he still has ah eye for a hound he
amply proved by the way he handled his classes. Competi-
tion in challenge class was confined to Femur and Elite, and
a picture of this well known bitch will be found in this issue;

Femur has a better type of head. In open dogs (6), a capitally
built truely American hound won well. If we want a dog to
illustrate a good type of American hound, showing careful
improvement, this" dog will furnish the subject; he beats
Deacon in head and body. Parson, also well known came
reserve. Felix, he, should be truer in elbow. Connecticut
Valley Kennels, with Norah and Fancy, furnished the open
bitch (5) winners, the former has more substance and is better
built all round than the other who is rather weedy, both
have the harrier mottle. Dr. Thurber took the kennel prize.

Beagles (A. H. Wakefield, Judge).—There was a good
entry, and though there was considerable quality in some
specimens, the general run was not at all "sorty." There
was a good diversity of type, long heads and short, bodies
the same and not enough of the "cob" that a Lou, a Royal
Krueger, Butterfly or a Lonely show. Of course little fault
can be found with Forest Hunter, who beat out FitKhugh
Lee, as youth must be served, but the old dog keeps up won-
derfully, and in front, bone, body, depth of rib and head is

still an object lesson to breeders, and his loin yields not to
the heaviest hand. I do not agree, however, with the placing
of Twintwo over Butterfly; the latter is correct type, the
former not, though a well built bitch is coarse and too long
in body. This decision is probably explained by the judge's
predilection for size and substance. In large class dogs {2]

Sir Thomas beats Wheeler's Little Duke in front, though
leggy, and head, but loses from there back. Duke's head is

coarse, and he has heavy shoulders. The well-known Gypsev
A., shown well, beat another of same type in bitches, Vick
R., both familiar to us all; they are both lacking in type,
heads too long. Spider C. stands on good legs, but should
have deeper chest and muzzle, and not be so broad in skull,
In small dogs (2) both entries were light in body, and though
the second winner. Little Lee, is straight in forebone, his el-

bows seem a trifle out. The winner, Spot S., is also long in
body, but rather nice head and ear. The bitch clasH had a
larger entry (9), and Gypsey Forest, a familiar name to those
interested in these dogs, was placed ahead of Lady of Den-
mark, a daughter of Fitzhu^h Lee and Desdemona; poor
front and feet and light in loin, snipy muzzle. Beauty, re-

serve, though weak in face, shows more type than either, and
is cobby, and has a deep-chested body. Lady Novice, vhc,
loses in head and front, and is longer in body. Lady Lee has
fair front and body, tail awry, ahd head not above reproach,
in the puppies (7) type was mixed, Mr. Fi.ske, of Worcester,
supplying all but one. The winner. Piper, is not the type,
too long in body. Arline, second, I think a better all-round
dog, good body, though also little long; nice forelegs, but
skull too coarse; looks like making a workman. The others
had many faults, and need not be mentioned now. Forest
Beagle Kennels took the kennel prize.

Pointers (Jo/w Jj(md,sOri., Jwdge).—The cockles. of this
veteran judge's heart must have warmed within him when
he saw such a good challenge heavy-weight dog class pass
before him as ch. Lad of Kent,'Pontiac, Lancelot, ch. Duke of
Hessen and ch. Robert-le-Diable, all good pointers and true;
absentees, Teui pest and Duke of Kent If. The verdict fell to
Lad of Kent aud "George," who showed his dog, as u.sual,

strong and fit; Lancelot must owe his reserve to the condi-
tion of Duke and Robert who were not in full bloom, as far

as coat goes, though in nice flesh. Ch. Woolton Game was
the onlv challenge bitch. A capital lot of serviceable look-

ing dogs then came in for the open class (eight) and a dog
we always had a good word for during the spring circuit,

Sandford Druid, predicting that he would get there when
in shape, won nicely. He could be improved in front some-
what, and if stifle was more bent, and he was a little

cleaner in neck and shoulder little fault could be found with
him. Twinkle, second, is a stylish sort, rather short in neck,

good head, feet not as they should be, and is rather narrow
in chest; King of Lynn, reserve, is a strong well-made dog
in body aud Bind parts, but faulty in face and feet, and not
exactly true in front. Ijord Bracken is spoilt by a short
thick neck and much loose skin, otherwise he is a well-made
dog with a pleasing head, somewhat on the Beaufort order,

good legs and body. Hempstead Beau's toes should be
closer, loin be more arched and throat cleaner; in other parts
he will do. Hempstead Drake, high com., is rather plain

in body, might be belter in feet and throat, good legs, one
foot turns out a bit, aud stop too pronounced. In bitches

(five) May Go proved to be the winner, her coat is not in
good condition, and she stands back on pasterns, and feet

should not be so open; Kathleen Kent, a youngster, came
next, should be stronger in pasterns and is rather heavy and
coarse in quarters and set on of stern, otherwise a promising
bitch. The others were absent.
In light-weight dogs (8) Hempstead Duke, a son of Lass of

Bow and Duke of Hessen, scored; he has a good front and
fair head, skull a trifle broad and his loin should not be so

flat and hocks more bent, one hind toe is down; a nice stylish

dog taken all round. Second went to Dash A., third at Bos-
ton; he rather gets the other in head and legs, has faulty set on
of stern; Perry should be stronger in pasterns and his broad
skull and prominent cheek detract from his appearance, and
he gets hla tail up beyond the proper angle. Hempstead
Luck, vhc. was the best of the lettered ones, is all right but
for his throaty, short nock, and his skull could be improved.
Light-weight bitches (10) proved a hard class, the Hempstead
Kennels showing up strong with fir.st, second and reserve;

their Jill, if she had a deeper muzzle and darker eye, would
have a good head, shoulders and bone good, body a bit

plain. Hempstead Blossom, I missed somehow, but Hemp-
stead Game, reserve, has rather a plain face, nice body and
forelegs, stifles might be more bent, but taken all round she
must have pushed the others hard. Wild Lily was about the
best of the mentioned lot; she is a stylish bitch, little light in.

body and faulty in muzzle, but well shown. Lord Bracken
won nicely in puppies, heating Prince of Pontiac in muzzle
and body.' Hempstead Farm Kennels won the kennel prize,

showing a strong hand.
English Settees (John Davidson, Judge).—These were

strong classes and nearly every setter man one met told you
that the open dog class was a scorcher," and it must have
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been warm. There were two names colored in challenge class
for dogs, but Kent II. failed to appear, and old champion
Paul Gladstone just came to look on and lead his consorts for
the kennel prize. He holds his age well and seems to have
lots of spirit; though he scarcely holds himself now so well
as he does in his picture, considering bis biirden of eleven
years he is a wonderful old dog. In bitches victory rested
with Blue Nell, that charming piece of dogflesh, whose ex-
pression, general build and quality have always made her a
favorite. Victress Llewellin cannot compete with her in
these attributes and was not in the best of condition. Mr.
Davidson scarcely ever forgets a dog's face, and once win
always win or somewhere near it seems to be his creed, and
this it is that makes him one of our most consistent judges.
Cactus won in dogs (17), and this he did at Wissahickon, fol
lowed by some of the same stock; he is well made all round,
though expression is marred by an almost black face. Dad
Monarch, shown far too fat, was second; bit long cast, good
head, but throaty, and heavy-looking round shoulders and
neck. Robin Goch, third, might have come in there; though
hardly so good in forelegs, he excels in body, neck, and is
quite as good in head. Prince L. is get ting throaty, but is still
a handsome dog. Gasseau is another good-looking one;
should be deeper in muzzle and not so I'ound in skull and
longer in neck, excellent coat, legs, body and feet. Viscount
was not in bloom; he is a bit coarse. Reverdy, he, was in
fair coat; he is too big and coarse for this company. In bitches
(10), Daisy, a new one, is quite a charming one, shows lots of
quality, fair head, might be a trifle more pronounced in stop
and scarcely as good in muzzle as second. Maid Marion, but
legs, and especially shoulders, loin and quarters, are capital.
Maid Marion is well known as a bitch of good type; she was
a little out of coat and is getting a bit throaty. Nellie L.,
reserve, was second at Boston; she was shown fat. A nicely-
built one is Gath's Flake, a little out of coat and plain of
face. Spectre was absent. The puppies (5) were fair and
promising. Jos. Lewis took the kennel prize.
Ikish Settees (John Davidson, Judge).—Therewere some

good dogs shown here too, though the quality scarcely cor-
responded with the English setters. Challenge dogs brought
out four, and victory lay with Dick Swiveller, but many
thought that Kildare came a little nearer, especially consid
ering shoulders and hindparts, while Inchiquin felt like get-
ting the reserve card, but he and Duke Echo were compan-
ions in trouble. The bitch class was also strong, with Queen
Vic,_Norna and Edna H., but of course there was no que,s-
tioning the former's position. A fairly good dog in Pember-
ton beaded the open dog class (7); he has been described be-
fore, I think; his feet turn out taut he is a stylish-actioned
dog that would be iTiiproved by more swell of rib. Erin's
Lad came next; he is not so good in head (bit plain), color or
rib as the winner. Tim's Dandy and Seminole Blarney, both
known, came next, with Burke, he, not stop enough, should
be better ribbed, and bis color is not dark enough. In bitches
(7) Mr. Scanlan had a "picnic," "lead pipe cinch," or what-
ever the correct term may be, getting first and second with
Jessequin and Shandon Bell, that were both in the money
at Boston. Jessequin was out of coat and Shandon Bell,
while losing in front to winner, is better behind. Kildare
Doris, reserve, is faulty in muzzle and drops a bit too much
in quarters; good color and condition. Daisy Redstone, vhc,
has an excellent front but ribs and chest should be deeper.
The others deserved their letters, Belle Ida showing age!
Lizzie, the only pup, has faulty feet, is small, but of good
quality.

Gordon Settees (John Davidson, Judge).—These were
scarcely up to form. No challenge entries and Ranger B.
was well ahead in open dogs (4). Brillmont, second, is a fair
sort, good legs and body, but head could be improved with a
better muzzle. Dan, reserve, is another well shaped dog
whose leg tan is devoid of markings, nice head. Dick, vhc.
was too fat, and is light in tan. The winner at Boston, Pan'
scored again here, followed by Lady Maud, a pretty bitch,
who was also second at Boston. Raymond, reserve, loses in
muzzle and expression, but in legs and ribs she retrieves her-
self. Reedmont, the winning pap, is very faulty in head and
ears, good legs and markings. Scott, second, beats him in
front and head and bone. Kennel prize did not fill.

Spaniels (James Mortimer, Judge).—These, though not
very extensive in numbers were choice, and with one excep-
tion. Dainty, all cockers. Dainty was in poor coat and light
in flesh. Middy, in challenge cocker dogs was practically
unopposed, as Bamboo was shown fat and in anything but
show form.. Middy looked well as did nearly all of the dogs
from the Swiss Mountain Kennel. Miss Waggles was alone
in her class and was the only one in this kennel that showed
a bit ragged in coat. Then came the open dogs (7), and here
we saw two dogs shown in the pink of condition that to-
gether seemed to bring out more strongly the type of dog we
should have as a sporting dog and of such is a cocker, high
enough on the leg to get over their shadows, straight of
limb, active and with well balanced bodies, smart jaunty
appearance, alert in expression, they struck one at once,
especially Bim, as well bred specimens of the old type of
cocker before "fancy" fiddled with them and made "mollie
coddles" of the breed. If more of this sort could be shown
we feel sure a change would take place and the cocker as a
sporting dog would command more attention from practical
sportsmen. Though Bim loses in head slightly, being longer
than Othello's, his exquisite condition improved body and
general style could not be denied, though he does point his
abbreviated stern too higli. In King Raven, Jr., reserve
we found a more modern type, best bone, fair height, but
head too heavy and large or "fieldy." Cherry Punch is a
cobby little chap that would do more if his head was better
termed. Jay Kay, also vhc, is well known and was well
shown. In bitches (7), Miss Chips scored over another
one, Woodstock Dora, better front and head. Miss Chloe
another known to fame, getting reserve. Corktown Cleo,
he, too round in skull and body nearly touches the ground,
how such can do more than just push themselves along I
cannot understand. A nice little pup in Cloudy, by Middv
had his division to himself. Swiss Mountain Kennels won
the kennel prize, Irish water spaniel entries, Shellia and
Musha, were absent.
Collies (Jam.es Mortimer, Judge).—These dogs did not

come up to expectations. There were some fairly good indi-
vidual specimens, but the average were ofl:. Ch. Roslyn
Dandy was the only challenge dog and we have seen him
often lately. Open dogs (11) was an outing for Chesterford
Park Kennels, for aided by the "sponge" Mr. Elliott landed
his G Marvel and C. Hero into the money. I thought they
looked in better fettle this time, though still low in flesh-
they do not show themselves as they should nor have they
the strong jauuty action that the collie should have. Rover
reserve, was lucky, I thought, to beat Al-De-Ber-Eclipse!
who has a better head, but was dead out of coat and far
ti-om his Wissahickon form; I liked Roger best of the others.
In bitches it was Highland Floss, so sweet in expression
T^"- ,

^ °^ quality, though out of coat, far ahead of Flurry
1 V

.
m head and legs. Patient also loses in head to winner

The puppies were a poor lot and second only was given,
though I thought Highland Bobby should have had this
considering Egleston Flurry's bowed front. Mr. Lambert
Stansneld took the kennel prize.
Bulldogs (James MorUmer, Judge).—These were a mixed

lot, with little quality. Addiscombe Gypsey, in nice shape,
furnished the challenge w-inuer. In open dogs (4) it was Ro-
mance first, the rest nowhere. Seen out in the open this dog
showed up much better, and he will always get well up in
the list, whatever the competition. Damon is only a mod-
erate one; beaten in shortness of face and body and shoulder
by winner. Dr. Rush is light in body and is coarse in head
and expression throughout. The well-known LadyNaa won

in bitches (5) with Lady Grace, straight in front and not
broken up enough in face, second. Miss Pert is a pug mastiff
in markings and color. Charmion was absent.
BtTLL-TEBEiEES (James Mortimer, Judge).—There were

some good ones here and others not so good—as usual—the
Boston terrier classes getting most of the worst. Crisp was
alone in challenge dogs, and is keeping up in good shape,
although when he gets homehe will just about have squared
the eastern part of this country. Champion Starlight pulled
off another ribbon and w^as looking almost as young as ever.
This is one of those bitches that is the salvation of a kennel
and helps to feed the balance, Mr. Dole having already made
nearly $2,000 from this bitch. In open dogs, considering
Prince Gulley's condition, there was only one dog in it, the
new one, Cordonua, head getting a bit cheeky, but well
formed, capital legs, good bone, though at times he shows
the inside of elbow slightly, excellent body and quarters and
is a winner that must be reckoned with again. Prince
was all_ out of shape and should not have been shown.
Principio, who is Avrongly called a champion, was absent;
the others were poor. In bitches the only one that the judge
could consider was Edgewood Fancy II., who promises well.
My Queen and Castle's Pride were absent.
Fox-Tekbiers (Jam.es MoHimer, Judge).—Here Avas a

capital entry, certainly the best seen out.s'ide of New York
this year, the principal kennels showing up strong, and the
Blemton not out of it yet by any means. Blemtoh Victor II.
and Starden's King had another tu.ssle in challenge class, B.
Punster not entering into the discussion. King is beaten in
neck and cleanness of shoulder, but gets well in loin and
body, Victor being light, but loses again in skull, carriage of
ears and set-on of stern. In bitches Dona, New Forest Ethel
and Grouse II. appeared, and the first had a comparatively
easy victory in head, Ethel, reserve, being out of coat and
showing age. Open dogs (17) was a hard class to judge, not
because there were any real cracks, but from the large num-
ber of good average ones. Blemton Stickler proved the win-
ner, beating Blemton Ra.spei", second, in muzzle, .skull and
ribs, reserve to the well-known dog Warren Tip Top, shown
well. Among the four vhc. dogs I liked HoLster, first at To-
ronto. Warren Ripper is light in loin and ribs, but other-
wise good. Warren Layman is another that deserved his
card, though he is getting coarse in head and front. Star-
den's Prince is wavy-coated, round in skul 1, but fair front and
character. In bitches first went to a smart terrier in Warren
Duty, that we commented on favorably when she came out at
Elmira last spring. She has filled out, but is .still a little
round in skull. Blemton Vindex, second, is another known
to fame. Reserve went to Spinster, faulty in head, muzzle
especially, but looking in good shape. Grove Nettle and
Lady Roseberry are also known, the latter winning at Tor-
onto a couple of weeks since, and Warren Dorothy, also
with three letters, was shown light in body and not up to
her spring form. Wire-hairs were chiefly interesting be-
cause of the meeting of Oakleigh Bruiser and Brittle, the
latter shown very much better and different th.an he has
yet been seen in this country, though he looked a little light
and short of coat of which Bruiser had quite plenty, the latter
loses in head, stop especially, ribs and carriage of ear. Crib-
bage failed to appear in time, though entered. In bitches
(four) Suffolk Tassel proved too much for Sister Grit who
beats in head and rib, is not in such good coat or so good in
body, too long, and a rather leggy bitch. Hillside Dona
wore in smooth puppies, fair head and ear. Blemton's Vigil,
second, is not likely to make much stir. Warren Spruc»
shows good front, but is off in muzzle and skull, too much
of one and too little of the other. In wire pups Sister Grit
wou nicely from some rather weak-faced ones.
Irish Teeeiees (James Mortimer, Judge).—Had Mr.

Comstock shown his dogs for competition the rivalry would
have been greater. As it was they Avere exhibited N. F. C.
and made an interesting exhibit, "Billy" Birch putting thern
on the bench in excellent trim. Jack Briggs and Salem
Witch furnished the challenge entries. In open dogs first
went to Crib; he is good type, but his crooked front should
throAV him out, though in the absence of Brickbat, Jr., there
was little to push him, though I thought Shaun Rue might
have done it; his head is his best part. " A'alley Boxer, second,
is leggy and shelly in body. Jack Desmond is faulty in
front, fair head. Southborough Paddy was at Toronto. In
bitches Coleeu Rue, described before, Avon from Nora II.,
Avho was out of coat, is a bit long cast and drooping in quar-
ters. Judy, faulty in front and ragged in coat, vhc. Blue
Ribbon, a smart youngster by Jack Briggs, was the puppy
winner.

Boston Teeeiees (J. A. Boutelle, Judge).-As m&j he,
supposed, there was lots of diversity here, you just take
your choice and if you pay your money it's your own fault.
This breed is badly in want of a standard that can be inter-
preted, or rather an interpreter of the standard. The win-
ners Avere bully dogs, but little of the terrier about them
There was a good deal of "buttonholing" oA'er the awards
and in the bitch heavy-Aveight class there seemed some
cause, as the winner. Queen, is undershot nearly half an
inch and round in skull, though at the same time a smart,
intere.sting little thing. Diana came nearest to a flat skuli
and deep, square muzzle. Tony, a winner in light-weights
is quite out at shoulder and has other bull characteristics'
They will do no good with this breed until they put an out-
side terrier judge in the ring to define the standard. The
Avithholdiug of prizes in the puppy classes marks an era
Black and Tan Teeeiees (James Morton, Judge).—

Bloomfield Sultan was in the challenge division. First in
the open dogs (8) went to Lord George II., very plain in muz-
zle, snipy and Roman-nosed, good legs, fair body and mark-
ings, ears well carried. Oolah came second. Prince Regent
was absent. In bitches (8) Rosette Avon nicely from Ophelia
though not in very good shape, Betsy and Mab getting their
deserts, Madge and Gypsey Girl absent. Endcliff'e Maggie
was the only Skye shown and she was not in good coat.
Scottish Teeeiees (James Mortimer, Judge).—Tiree and

Kilroy were transferred to challenge and placed as named.
Runanan again won, Kilcree not showing himself, second;
something should be done in this as it is too bad to see a good
dog placed back for indifferent showing. The Colored
Preacher, out of coat, vhc. Hazlecroft Angus loses in skull
front and ear. A fairish one in Hazlecroft Norma was alone
in bitches (3), Mr. Brooks's entries here being absent. In
Dandies the winners were Amphion, Raglan Sandy in dogs
and Ainsty Daisy, away above Meg Merriles, from whom
prize Avas withheld, in bitches. The dachshund was poor and
prize withheld.
Yoeeshiee Teeeiees (James Mortimer, Judge).—A much

better lot than one generally sees nowadays. 'There was no
denying Mrs. Senn's Young Ted, well known and in fair coat
Sir Charles, second, is beaten in tan color, coat and body-
color. Phebe, reserve, excellent in body color but tan too
smutty. Jenny showed the quality of the other by getting-
only he
PVGS (James Mortimer, Judge).—There was little here to

commend outside the winners. Royal Dusty was put over
Penrice Boy in open dogs (5), both described before; he gets
him in body and ear. In bitches, Lady Bonsor won; rather
narrow in front, good ear, but skull should be full and deeper
stop.
Tot SPA^mi^s (James Mortimer, Judge).—NsmM Poo came

out again and crowed once more, and in his own toAvn, too.
He was followed by Prince Yodo, first at the Pet Dog showj
who beats in size, but loses in head properties, especially
skull, and tail. King of the Charleys had a walkover in
King Charles spaniels, Minnie and Royal Roy being far be-
hind in quality, build and condition, -vt--^!--- ^.

should have been mentioned, as they wei-e „
Eoyal Roy has a far better head than Mi

muzzle. A pretty little Blenheim, Bell, a previous winner,
was alone in bitches.
Chesapeake Bat Dogs (John Davidson^ Judge).—The

winners here have been shown before and we do " not feel
u^ to going into a criticism of their diversified types.
With the exception of the open dog (3) winner Deacon,
OAvned by Oak Grove Kennels, Mr. B. "A.lton Smith supplied
the other entries.
Poodles (James Mortimer, Judge).—Dexter coming; into

his oAvn again is improving in looks. In open dogs (-3) Mr.
Hunnewell had it all to himself and showed three'very tak-
ing broAvns, Diamant, the new one, getting first, and Pooh-
Bah second. The winner's coat is excellent, but is not so
good in muzzle as Pooh-Bah. ViA-ettc is also faulty in muz-
zle. These broAvn poodles should take immensely, as they
are so handsome and not at all so common as the blacks.
Schipperkes (James Mortimer. Judge).— Mr. Connolly

put in seven of these and deserves great credit for his efforts
to popularize the breed. The class was divided; many of
them suffered from colds or effects of distemper though they
were shown well othei'Avise. Perhaps it was the dust that
affected them. H. W. LACY.

LIST OF AWAE.T)S.

MASTIFF.S.—Open—flops.- 1st, G. W. GUazier's Ingleside Minting;
2d, very high com. and reserve. Dr. C. A. Lougest's Emperor Maxi-
milian and Emperor William. Very higrb com., Mrs. G. P. Grantham's
Trump. Com , R. L. Guild's Leo G. Bitches: 1st and 2d, Dr. 0. A.
Lougesfs Lady Diana and Lady Beatrice. Puppies: 1st, Avithheld:
2d, C. A. Lougest's Boston Boy.

ST. BERNARDS.—Rouqh-Coated-Challbngk—1st, Meh-ose Kennels'
Lady Livingstone. -Open—Doffs.- Ist, Melrose Kennels' AJtoneer; 2d,
Mrs. N. Miller's Columbus. Reserve, C. A Lougest's Imperator. Very
liigh com., E. F. Greene's Czar G. High com. and com , O. Langenberg-
er'sDonnar, Percival and Achilles. Bitches: Jst, Melrose Kennels' Lacft-
Sneerwell; 2d. Miller & Folsom's Dorothy IV. High com. and com.,
O. Langenberger's Walkure and Maud III. Puppies: 1st, F. Reed's
Lady Blaine.—Smooth Coated—Challenge—Doj/s.- Ist, Melrose Ken-
nels' Melrose. Bitches: 1st, Melrose Kennels'' Miss Alton.—Open—
Dogs: 1st, Melrose Kennels' Melrose King; 3d. Dr. Lougest's Belisarius.
Very high com., J. A. Walch's Cato. Com., J. Breaun's Admiral.
Bitches: 1st, Melrose Kennels' Mekose Belle. Puppies: Withheld.
KEWFODNDLANDS.—1st., A\'ithheld; Sd, B. Sidebottom's Lyon.
GREAT DANES.—1st, Bronx Riyer Kennels' Bismarck.
ENGLISH BLOODHOUNDS.—1st, Dr. Lougest's Belhus; 3d, C, H

Innes's Bruno. Bitches: 1st, C. H. Innes's Delfan.

DEERHOUNDS.—Challenge:-1st, J. E. Thayer's HiUside Warrior.
—Open—Dogs.- 1st and very high com., J. E. Thayer's Argyle and
Lancelot; -ad, F. F. Dole's Douglass. Bitches: 1st and 2d, Thayer's
Heather and Feodora.

RUSSIAN WOLFHOUNDS.—CHALLENGS-flojfs.- 1st, C. S. Hanks's
Groubian. Bitches: 1st, C. S. Hanks's Svodka.—Open—Doj/s; Ist and
2d. C. S. Hanks's Leekhoi and Peter the Great. Bitches: 1st and 3d, C.
S. Hanks's Obrouga and Flodeyka.
GREYHOUNDS.—Challenge—1st, A. W. Purheck's Gem of the

Season —Open— Doflis; 1st, reserve and very high com., D. B. Lemley's
Imperator, Alert and Vigilant; Sd, E. H. Morris's Sir Launcelot. High
com., Bronx River Kennels' Bronx. Com., A. W. Purbeck's Lord of
Northcroft. Bitches: 1st, A. W. Purbeck's Southern Beauty; 2d, J.
Lewis's Wild Rose. Reserve, D. B. Lemley's Wild Idyl. Very high
com., M. G. Cornhill's Ruth. High com., D. A. Hagan's Paramello.
FOXHOUNDS.—CHAiLENGE— 1st, Dr. Tburber's Femur.— Open—

Dogs: 1st and high com., Connecticut Valley Kennels' Brave's Boy
and Felix; 2d and reserve. Dr. Thurber's Deacon and Parson. Bitclies:
Isl and 2d, Connecticut Valley Kennels' Norah and Fancy. Reserve
S. Bennett's Beauty B. High com., S. Bennett's BeJle B.

BEAGLES.—Challenge—i)ci(7s.- 1st, Forest Beagle Kennels' Forest
Hunter. Bitches: 1st, Forest Beagle Kennels' Twin-Two.—Open—
Oa^er ISm.—Dogs: 1st, Glenrose Kennels' Sir Thomas; ad, W H
Wheeler's Little Duke. Bitches: 1st, Glenrose Kennels' Gipsy A '

2d
Forest Kennels' Vick B.-Under 13jn,—Doys; 1st, 0. J. Smith's Spot
S.; 2d, Glenrose Kennels' Little Lee. Bitches: Ist and very high
com., Forest Kennels' Gipsy Forest and Lady Lee; 2d, H. Hanson's
Lady of Denmark. Very high com., A. D. Fiske's Lady Novice
Reserve, J. Mulane's Beauty IHq)pies: Ist, 2d and reserve, A. D
Fiske's Piper, Arline and Claude. Very high com., A. D Fiske's
Blossom and W. H. Wheeler's Fan Tan.

POINTERS.—Challenge—Dogs.- 1st, G. Jarvis's Lad of Kent. Re-
serve, Connecticut Kennels' Lancelot. Bitctiea: 1st, Hempstead
Farm's Woolton Game.-OPEN (55lbs.)-Do(7s; Ist, Hempstead Farm's
Sanford Druid; 2d, Glen Rock Kennels' Twinkle. Reserve, R. Leslie's
King of Lynn. Very high com., Hempstead Farm's Beau and G
Muss-Arnolt's Lord Bracken. High com., Hempstead Farm's Drake
and Connecticut Valley Kennels' Auctioneer. Com., J. E Lawrence's
Don. Bitches: 1st. Connecticut Valley Kennels' May Go; 2d, R. Leslie's
Kathleen Kent. Doffs (under SSlbs.): 1st, Hempstead Farm's Drake-
2d, G. W. Lovell's Dash A. Reserve, Connecticut Valley Kennels'
Perry. Very high com., Hempstead Farm's Luck. High com., G W
LoveU's Pontiac's Bang. Com., A. George's I Dare. Bitches; Ist'and
2d, Hempstead Farm's Jill and Blossom. Reserve, G. Jarvis's Lass of
Kent. Very high com., G. W. Lovell's Wild Lily and Hempstead
Farm's Game. High com., Connecticut Valley Kennels' Niobe and W.
C. Root's Bloom of Kent. Com., H. A. Waldron's Daisy, H B Tail-
man's Peggy L. and G. W. Stockwell'a Diana H. Puppies: Ist. G
Muss-Arnoll's Lord Bracken ; 2d, reserve and very high corn., G. W
Lovell's Prince of Pontiac, Pontiac's Bang and Dolly May. High com
Connecticut A'alley Kennels' Drum Major. Com., G. W. Stockwell'a
Sport.

ENGLISH SETTERS.—CHALLENGK—lst, J. W, Lawson's Blue Nell
Reserve, J. Lewis's Victress Llewellyn.—Open—Do^.s.- 1st, H. Pane's
Cactus; 2d, S. B. Allen's Dad Monarch. Reserve, D. J. Peters's Robin
Goch. Very high com., A. J. Lewis's Prince L., J. Lewis's Viscount
and J. M. Whipple's Gasseau High com , J. L. Wells's Reverdy and
H. Pape's Critic. Com., S. Barnes's The Editor and J. Scanlon's Ben
Gladstone. Bitches: 1st, J. Lewis's Daisy; 2d, J. Brett's Maid Marion
Reserve, C. H. See's Nellie L. Very high com., J. Scanlon's Gath's
Flake. High com., T. J. Dunn's Flora D. Com., H. Jackson's Gloriana
Puppies: 1st, W. R. Price's Leonard; 2d, C. A. Starin's Rose S. Re-
serve, H. J. Fiske's Singhild. Very high com., A. D. Fiske's Gladys
Kent.

IRISH SETTERS.—Challenoe—Doj^s.- 1st and reserve, Oak Grove
Kennels' Dick SwiveUer and Kildare. Bitches: 1st and resei-ve Oak
Grove Kennels' Queen Vic and Noma.—Open—Dogs,' 1st, J. J. Scan-
lon's Pemberton; 2d. Redstone Kennels' Erin's Lad. Reserve Semi-
nole Kennels' Tim's Dandy. Very high com., Semmole Kennels' Blar-
ney and RedstoneKennels' Burke. Com., T. GuUen's Elcho W. Bitches:
Ist and 2d, J. J. Scanlon's Jessequin and Shandon Belle. Reserve, Oak
Grove Kennels' Kildare Doris. Very high com., Redstone Kennels'
Daisy Redstone. High com., N. Mcintosh's Maid of Borstal and Red-
stone Kennels' Bell Ida. Puppiies: 1st, Scanlon's Lizzie.

GORDON SETTERS-Doi/6-.- 1st, N. Billing.s's Ranger B. : 2d, E. H-
Morris's Brillmont. Reserve^eanlon's Dan. Very high com., C. H.

man's Scot.

FIELD SPANIELS.-1st, Toon & Symonds's Dainty.

COCKER SPANIELS,—Challenge—Dogs.- 1st, Swiss Mountain Ken-
nels' Middy. Bitches: )st, Swiss Mountain Kennels' Miss Waggles —
OFEy—Dogs: 1st, G. L. Tarr's Bim; 2d, F. L. Dole's Othello. Reserve
Swiss Mountain Kennels' King Raven. Jr. Very high com E w'
Fiske's Jay Kay, Swiss Mountam Kennels' Cherry Punch. High com.'-
L. A. Brayton's Dart, C. F. Fenner's Trixey. Bitches: 1st and reserve
Swiss Mountain Kennels' Miss Chip and Miss Chloe; 2d, Dole &
Thomas's Dora. High com., E. W. Fiske's Corktown Cleo. Com., L.
Patstone's Stella. Puppies: let, Swiss Mountain Kennels' Cloudy.
COLLIES.—Challenge—i?ogs.- 1st, Seminole Kennels' Roslyn Dandy—Open—i>of;s,- 1st and 2d, Chesterford Park Kennels' Marvel and Hero

Reserve, F. H. J. Gregory's Rover. Very high com., Al De Ber Ken-
nels' Eclipse. High com., T. Porter's Glen, Jackman & Stansfleld's
Roger. Bdches: 1st, L. Stansfleld's Highland Floss; 2d, AlDeBer
Kennels' Flurry IV. Very high com., L. Stansfleld's Patient. Pupnies-
Ist, A. W. Jones's Egleston Flurry.

FOX TERRIERS—Challenge—i)ogs.- 1st, Blemton Kennels' Victor
11. ;

reserve, J. E. Thayer's Starden's King. Bitches: 1st, J. E. Thayer's
Dona: reserve, Blemton Kennels' New Forest Ethel.— OPE.\—Z'og«.-

1 "RIoT^Ttnn TT^Tin^l.j- ..w.A O....^..^... .......^ i _

G. Stewart's Holster. High com., Rutherfurd's Warren Duke; Blemton
Kennels' Spendthrift; Com., Rutherfurd's Warren Roadster; Thayer's
Royal; J. M. Dale's Pjiby Domino. Bitches: 1st, Rutherfurd's
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Puppies: iBt, Thayer's Dona; Sd, Blemton Kennels' Vigil; reservei
Rutherfurd's Warren Spruce. High com., 0. Rathbone'a Bever-
wyck Leader; C. 8. Hanks's Rachel and .Jessie. Wiek-haired—1st,
Sister Grit.

IRISH terriers-Challenge—Do£rs.' 1st, Toon & Symonds's Jack
Briggs. BtfcTies; 1st., Toon & Symonda's Salem Witch. Open— Dofifs.'

1st, Dr. Kenny's Crib; 2d, E. Brooks's VaUey Boxer; reserve, S. A.
Fletcher's Jack Desmond. Very high com, , T. Wise, Jr.'s Shaun Rue.
High com., E. Brooks's Southborough Paddy. Bitches: 1st, T. Wise,
Jr.'s Colleen Rue; 2d, E. Brooks's Nora IC. ; reserve, Toon & Symonds's
Judy. Puppies: 1st, Toon & Symonds's Blue Ribbon; 2d, T. Wise's
Dandy Rue. Very high com., J. McGrisken's Nancy.
BOSTON TERRIERS.—OVER atiLBS.-Dofirs.' 1st, H.J. O'Brien's Ross;

2d, very high com. and high com. Surrey Kennels' Towser, Sport and
Brown Jug. Bitclies: 1st and com., E. Deffley's Queen and Dolly; 2d,
Surrey Kennels' Pat. Very higrh com. and high com., Grove Hill Ken-
nels' Dlna and Nellie.—Under 2CIlbs.—Do£^.s,' 1st. H. J. O'Brien's Tony.
Bitches: Ist, withheld; 2d, Surrey Kennels' Dina.

BULLDOGS. — Challknge — 1st, Reushaw Mason Jones's Adis-
combe Gypsy.—Open—Doffs.- 1st, Toon & Symonds's Romance; 2d, J.
H. Oongdon's Damon. Very high com., R. H. Waugh's Dr. Rush.
Bitches: 1st, Congdon's Lady Nan; 2d, Renshaw Mason Jones's
Lady Grace. High com., J. W. Baird's Judy B. and Renshaw Mason
Jones's Jliss Pert.

BULL-TERRIERS. — Challenge — Dogs: 1st, Luyboro Kennels'
Crisp. Bitches: Ist, F. F. Dole's Starlight.-Open—Xiogs; 1st, F. F.
Dole's Cardona; 2d, Toon &. Symonds's Prince Gully. Reserve, D. J.
Mahler's Lord Nelson. High com., W. H. Reed's Sir Ute. Bitches:
Ist, F. F. Dole's Edgewood Fancy II.

BLACK AND TAN TERRIERS.—Doj^s.- 1st, Henry Barton's Lord
George H.; 2d, Chesterford Park Kennels' RocheUe Oolah. Com.,
Ester Deffler's Prince. Bitches: Ist, Toon & Svmonds's Rosett«; 2d,
H. Barstow's Ophelia, Very high com. and £igh com., Chestertord
Park Kennels' Betsy and RocheUe Mab.
TOY TERRIERS.—1st and 2d, Mrs. Tenney's Prince and Dandy-

Very high com., C. A. Parson's Dolly. High com., Mrs. Tenney's
Pansy.

SCOTCHTERRIERS.—Challenge—Toon & Symonds's Tiree.—Open
—Dogs: 1st, Toon & Symonds's Rhudeman; 2d, H. Brooks's Kilcree.
Very high com. and high com., W. Clark's Gypsy John and Hazlecroft
^gus. Very high com., Chesterford's Colored Preacher. Bitches:
1st, W. Clark's Hazlecroft Norma.
DANDIE DINMONT TERRIERS.—Challenge—l.st, E. Brooks's

King of the Heather,—Open—i)ogs; 1st, E. Brooks's Heather Amphion

;

2d, A. T. Bradbury's Rugleu Sandy. Bitches: 1st, E. Brooks's Ainsty
Daisy.

YORKSHIRE TERRIERS.—1st, Mrs. F. Senn's Y'oung Ted; 2d and
reserve, H. Bastow's Sir Charles and Phebe. Very high com., L. J.
Townes's Young Royal. High com.. Toon & Symonds's Jenny.
PUGS.—Do^s; Ist, Bertha Brittain's Royal Dusty; 2d, J. J. Bow-

den's Ivy Boy. High com., E. B. Ritter's Dixie R. Com., Chester-
ford Kennels' Chesterford Punch. Bitches: 1st, J. Bowden's Lady
Bonsor; 2d and very high com., W. J. Wheeler's Belle D. and Little
Silver. Puppies: 1st, J, Bowden's Lady Bonsor.

JAPANESE SPANIELS.—1st, F. P, Comstock's Nanki Poo; 2d, Mrs.
F. Senn's Prince Yodo.

KING CHARLES SPANIELS.—1st, Mrs. Senn's King of the Charles;
2d, J. Harrison's Minnie.

TOY SPANIELS.—Ist, Mrs. Senn's BeU. Very high com., E. H.
Morris's Royal Roy.
CHESAPEAKE BAYS.—Dogs: 1st, Oak Grove Kennels' Deacon;

Sd. B. A. Smith's Marengo II. Bitches: Ist, R. A. Smith's Minnie.
POODLES. — Black-Corded — 1st, E. H. Morris's Dext«r.—Ant

Varietv—1st, 2d and very high com., H. H. Hunnewell's Diamant,
Pooh-bah and Vivette.
SCHIPPERKES.—Dogs.' 1st and 2d, F. W. Connolly's Prince, Jr.,

and Sohipper. Bitches: 1st, 2d and very high com., F. W. Connolly's
Sophia Dreiske, Flossie and Queenie.

MOUNT HOLLY DOG SHOW.
(Sept. 19 to SS).

This little show, held in connection with the Burlington
County Agricultural Society, can scarcely be called a success
as far as numbers go, but the quality of some of the exhibits
was quite good, though many of the" best breeds had but one
entry. It was a Philadelphia show transplanted, as most of
the entries were from the Quaker City, New York contrib-
uting St. Bernards, wolfhounds and some bull-terriers and
fox-terriers. It would probably have been a good show had
the Rhode Island event not interfered. Mr. J. H. Long-
street was superintendent, ably aided by Mr. Frank P.
Smith, and to whom we are indebted for courtesies extended.
There was some grumbling on account of scarcity of straw,
and a little more disinfectant might have been used. The
benches were the old style but very deep and roomy. A large
crowd visited the show, especially on Thursday, when the
aisles were very crowded, no admittance being charged.
Judging, by Mi-. C. H. Mason, began about 3 P. M. in a

space outside the building, and was completed by Wednes-
da.j[ afternoon with the judging of the Ashmont trophy,
which, as expected, was won by Seminole Kennels' champion
Tim; so that Dr. L. C. Saiiveur will now have the pleasure
of wearing it withoitt interruption. It is to be hoped we
have seen the last of such specials. They do no good, and
more often, as in this case, lead to hard feeling, if not very
carefully managed. It was expected that Sir Bedivere would
•compete for this special, but he was withdrawn from compe-
itition presumably on account of condition. This withdrawal
gave rise to some feeling between the management and Mr.
iReick, they threatening disqualification and dire penalties.
How the matter will turn out we cannot as yet say. There
were not many dogmen present. We saw and heard of being
present J. H. Winslow, Dr. Darby, Henry Jarrett, Prank
Carslake, Fred Kirby, Ben Lewis, Will Connors, John Stokes,
H. F. Buckbee, Harry Jennings, G. P. Runton, J. Brombach,
Fred Schmitt, Dr. Sauveur and Carl Heimerle. Ben Lewis
and Will Connors brought their teams straight down from
Toronto and about scooped all they tried for.

In Mastiffs Ethel was the only challenge entry, and Czar,
the winning and only dog, is a poor sort. Corene, the bitch,
was favorably spoken of at Wissahickon.
St. Beenaeds made one of the most pleasing exhibits in

the show. In challenge dogs (2) Sir Bedivere in Kingston
Regent's absence was unopposed. He looked far from well
and should not have been shown, but this is Mr. Reick's
county, and he naturally likes to be represented. Princess
Florence, looking better than the dog, was alone in her class.
Open dogs (3); m the absence of Marvel, Otis won over
Royal B., who is a promising youngster with good face and
head if a little more stop. Otis was well shown and in full
bloom. A much improved bitch in Lady Bountiful won in
bitches, Gay Belle being absent. There was one smooth.
Guess Noble, and she looked well too. The special fell to Sir
Bedivere.
In Great Danes Leo won well from Bismarck, beating^him

in clear coloring, front and head and general style, Bismarck
being too gross and coarse; Hepburn Hero, vhc, is much
better type but faulty in front too. In bitche.s Hepburn
Vera beats Flora in head, body and front; Rosey, vhc, has
a mean head. The now well known Carlo, getting thin,
was alone and won in Newfoundlands.
Deerhounds saw the Wissahickon winners the only entries.

jIn greyhound dogs (3), Randy can beat the coarse Cheeky,
ibut he did not do it here, shows far more quality and better
front, shoulder and head. Nellie Girl was alone in bitches,
.she is flat ribbed.
Wolthounds were of course a capital lot with the Marl-

iborough Kennels fiu-nishiug the dogs. Argoss looking
ifairly well, beat Zerry in challenge class and took the special.
In open dogs Naqrajdai is a most promising yoimgster,
•capital body, head and coat. In bitches, Lobedya was alone,
she is known and has improved.
There were two foxhounds, three entries, but Denmark

•did not show and victory fell rightly to Ranger II., who bests
Commodore in condition, head, bone and ribs.

Pointers had one entry in each class. In heavy-weights
IMackiJitosh has a coarse round skull and is faulty in pasterns
and leggy. Sweet Lavender in bitches was said to be out of
.gondition and prize was withhheld. in challenge Light-

weights Glamorgan showed more quality and better build
than any present. In open dogs Admiration had a walkover,
and in bitches, Moderation, also Mr. Winslow's, won; is nicely
formed behind the head, but faulty in skull and muzzle,
and feet should be better.
Edgemark led the English setters and was the only chal-

lenge dog. Worsley Dude had no difficulty in beating Ben-
zine in open dogs (2); both are well kno\vn." In bitches Nora
Gladstone excels her other competitor, Pride of Belmont,
in legs, feet and ribs, but was not in shape. Fanchon won
in puppies.

Irish setter prizes, as might be expected, feU to the Semi-
nole Kennels, Ch. Tim and Pride of Patsy occupying their
accustomed places in challenge dogs (-3). In bitches (2) the
winner was Elfreda, Laura B. being absent. Open dogs (7)
were better in numbers, Seminole Kennels stUl taking out
the winners with Young Tim and Montauk, Jr., both
described before. Reserve went to Planet Chief, who was
shown too fat and big; short neck, and want of tvpe is very
conspicuous. The others were absent. In bitches (7) the
well-known Delphinne had little difficulty in beating Lady
Cleveland and Biddy, who, for reasons previously stated,
runs the latter close. Molly, vhc, has been out before, too.
A snipy-muzzled pup in Bengalene won.

Dr. Dixon of course furnished the challenge winners in
Gordon setters, but when Duke of Wellington wins in the
open class (3) the quality behind is not very good; he is too
coarse and dark in tan. Homer S. is a better shaped dog in
head. In bitches (4) the order was Princess Louise and Kath-
erine, a daughter of Little Boy, that gets it in head a bit, but
loses in front and body.
In spaniels Brantford Mohawk had no difficulty in beating

Trouble in the latter's present shape. He should not be al-
lowed in the show. There were no cocker dogs, and Miss
Phyllis beat Lady Bug in head and body and bone. Cleo-
patra, vhc, is but a moderate one. Brantford Mohawk and
Miss PhyUis took the specials.

Collies were fairly good, but none excepting The Squire
being in good coat. Challenge classes wei-e well filled. The
Squire, in dogs, not having much difficulty in overcoming
Ormskirk Shep, whose expression and front are always
against him. With Flurry III. absent in bitches Metchley
Surprise just about beats Cora II., both are on the cloddy
order, but Nora more so. In open dogs (-5) four were absent,
leaving the coatless Curzou a bloodless victory. Compe-
tition was hot in the bitch class (6), Bertha winning rightly,
but between Stouehurst Lassie and Nancy Hanks there was
a little more trouble; Nancy was shedding badly, and I
think loses a trifle in length of head, but there" is little

between them, Nancy having some advantage in forelegs
and feet and undercoat. Mattie came in for third; she loses
in head and body.
The poodles entered heavily, Dr, Dixon having the winners

in the corded lot (5); they have been on the circuit; two were
ab.sent. Mr.Trevorshowedhisfullstrengthinthe "Frenchies"
(6) but they were all described in our Pet Dog Show report.
The class was divided. Rajah is an improving dog.
The bull-terrier classes were strongly represented in chal-

lenge bitches, Enterprise coming out again and winning
from Duchess of York and Royal Rose, trwo old timers that
have had their day. In open dogs (4) the Toronto winner
Duke of Rochester won over a fairly good dog in Lord Bland-
ford, whose better front and nicer finished body and head
should have given him the recognition. The well known
Diamond King came in for reserve and Billy Bulger, who,
had he better head, runs either of them close, was vhc. In
bitches (6) a very well-formed dog in Kit, first at Pet Dog
Show, won over the Boston winner British Queen, whom she
gets a little in front and head. Lady of Rochester and Pearl
of Rochester followed these, and they were described in
Toronto report. These had their turn with Duke of Roches-
in the puppy class (4), a sou of Little Nell getting vhc.
The dachshund was poor and first withheld.
There was nothing here in beagles e.xcepting Doctor and

Hia to command much attention. Mr. Winkle and Tony Wel-
ler II. furnishing the only dogs shown, and they were at To-
ronto. In bitches Hia, the New York winner, was head and
heels over Snowflake, and she won the special. Wolf's Lady,
vhc, is rather a fair sort, faulty head, but nice type of body,
Hia took the special.
Fox-terriers had good entries, but the quality was not

there. No challenge dogs. In open dogs I thought Poverina
a little unfortunate in meeting Arrandale Mixture, who
gains in head somewhat, but loses in coat and front and car-
riage of ear. Regent Brisk, reserve, is too high in brow and
full in skull, faulty in ears. Myrtle Lad was at Wissahickon.
Pommery Sec has a coarse head, and Prodigal should be bet-
ter in front and head better shaped. In bitches (.5) Trim,
domy in skull, won over same owner's Dimity, who is better
in loin and front. Tenny has a poor front and is runty, not
a show bitch. Myrtle Lady was second at Wissahickon.
Positive I am sure is not a good one. Puppi&s were poor. In
wires Ebor Larchmont, alone, in Brittle Broom's absence, is

getting coarse in skull, but has capital body, coat, feet and
bone; muzzle should be longer.
The well-known Glenelg won in "Scotties." Irish terriers

showed up some, Rhoderick Rhue, the Yonkers winner, beat-
ing Galtees, never a good one, in head and front. Play Boy
II. is light, full in skull, and was out of coat. Peg Rue"could
not win first in bitches when Mary Jane was around; Mary
was at Toronto, I think. The black and tans were poor and
badly shown, RocheUe Lord and Topaz being the only ones
in each class. In Skyes it was Sir Stafford and Sii- Thomas
again, with the former getting the special. Yorkshires—
This time Ben was not put back for coloring, and he looked
just about the same as at Philadelphia. Jacko won't do at
all; -^vrong color. Lady Nell had nothing to beat in bitches
but Topsy, a smutty silver.

Pugs, of course, came up well, but Bob Ivy was stUl able
to take the special and fir,st in challenge dogs, Midget occu-

Eying her accustomed place in her division. These dogs will
e glad of a rest. In dogs (3), Attraction, that used to be

Ivy Boy, beat Little Jewel easily in head and front and
body. "Bess, the winning bitch (5), I did not see, but Daisy
Diamond should lose to a good one in muzzle and depth of
body. Columbia, reserve, is long in muzzle. The others did
not amount to much, Banker II. gets any other puppy
prize.
In King Charles spaniels Duke of Wellington scored again,

beating his opponent in muzzle, but not in size and skull.
Sir Roger seems to have chorea slightly, but is of fairly good
stamp, good skull, but little too much muzzle, a wavy-coatad
one. Golden Rod, an old acquaintance, too big, was the only
Italian greyhound, and Mi-. Brombach supplied the "varie-
ties." Most of the dogs were taken away by express on
Friday. H. W. L.

LIST OF AWARDS.
^A.SUFFS.—CoiJA^QB—Bitches: 1st, B. F. Lewis's Ethel.—Open—

Dogs: 1st, F. Kattenstroth's Czar, Bitches: 1st, Woodbury Kennels'
Corene.

ST. BERNARDS.—RouoH-CoATKD — CHjinLENGE —2>oflfs.- Ist, W, C.
Reick's Sir Bedivere. Bitches: isc, W. C. Reick's Princess Florence.—
Opks—Dogs: 1st, F. Schmitt's Ocis; 2d, J. Bromley's Royal B.—Smooth
Coated—Bitches: 1st, F. Schmitt's Guess Noble.

GREAT DANES.—i>0!7s,' 1st and 2d, Weisbrod & Hess's Leo and
Bismark. Very high com. reserve, Hepburn Kennels' Hepburn Hero.
Bitcheis. 1st, Hepburn Kennels' Flora Belle; Id and tery high com. re-
serve, Weisbrod & Hess's Flora and Rosey.

NEWFOUNDLANDS.—1st, P. J. Walsh's Carlo.

DEERHOUNDS.—2)0ffs.- 1st, withheld; 2d, S. F. Houston's McGregor.
Bitches: 1st, S. F. Houston's Ellen Douglass.

GREYHOUNDS.—Z)o£/s; 1st, P. J. Walsh, Jr.'s Cheeky; 2d, E. W.
Richardson's Randy Bitches: 1st, R, H. Wolf's Nellie Girl.

RUSSfcAN WOLFHOUNDS.—Chat.t.i-nqe—Ist and 2d, H. W. Hunt-

ington's champion Argoss and Zerry.—Open—i?osrs; Ist, H. W. Hunt-
ington's Naqrajdai. Bitches: 1st, H. W. Huntington's Lodebya.
FOXHOUNDS.—1st, Seminole Kennels' Ranger H.; 2d, R. D, WiU-

iams's Commodore.
POINTERS.—Open—Dogs ("iSlbs. and over): 1st, J. S. Summer's

Macintosh. Bitches. (50\hs and over): Prize withheld.—Challensb
—Dogs (under 551bs.): R. A. Bidd e's Glamorgan.—Open—Dofirs (under
551bs.): 1st, J. H. Winslow's Admiration. Bitchy (under 501bs.): J. H.
Winslow's Moderation.

ENGLISH SETTERS.—Challenge—Dogs; 1st, F. S. Brown's Edge-
mark.—Open—Dogs; 1st, H. Northwood's Wordsle.y Dude; 2d, W. G.
Downing's Benzine. Bitches: 1st, Dr. Littleton's Nora Gladstone; 2d,
0. H. Folwell's Pride of Delmont. Puppies: 1st, Woodbury Kennels'
Fanchon.

IRISH SETTERS.—Challenge—iJogrs; let and 2d, Senainole Ken-
nels' Ch. Tim and Pride of Patsey. Bitches: 1st, Seminole Kennels'
Elfreda.—Open—Dogrs; 1st and 2d, Seminole Kennels' Young Tim and
Montauk, Jr. Reserve very high com,, E. H. Maher's Planet Chief.
Bitches: 1st and very high com., Seminole Kennels' Delphine and
Biddy; 2d, Dr. S. G. Dtsron's Lady Cleveland. Reserve, C. H, Powell's
PoUy's Shamrock. Very high com,, B. F. Lewis's MoUy. Puppies:
1st, Wm. B. Wright's Bengalene.

GORDON SETTERS.—Challenge—1st and 2d, Dr. S. G. Dixon's
Duchess of Waverly and Lady Waverly.—Open—Pogs; 1st, Dr. 8.
G. Dixon's Duke of Wellington; 2d, Wm. O. Lindley's Homer S.
Reserve, David B. Holeton's Ridgewood. Bitclies: 1st and 2d, Dr. S

.

G. Dixon's Princess Louise and Katherine.

SPANIELS.—Challenge (over 281bs., aU breeds)—1st, Edward A.
Wilson's Brantford 3Iohawk.

COOKERS.—Black—Z>Ofifs; No entries. Bitches: 1st, Edward A.
Wilson's Miss Phyhls; 2d and very high com. reserve, Francis W,
Kitchel's Ladybug and Cleopatra. Puppies: 1st, F. W. Kitchel's
Ladybug.
COLLIES.—Challenge—Dogs; 1st, Seminole Kennels' The Squire;

Reserve, Joseph Livingston's Ormskirk Shep. Bitches: 1st and re-
serve, Ch. Metchley Surprise and Ch. Cora H.—Open-Dogs; lat,
Seminole Kennels' Curzon. Bitches: 1st, 3d and very high com,,
Seminole Kennels' Bertha H., Stonehurst Lassie and Mattie. Reserve,
Frank E. CavsweU's Nancy Hanks.
CORDED POODLES.—1st, L. A. Biddle's Berri; 2d, Dr. S. G. Dixon's

Czar.—Curly-Dogs; 1st and 2d, H. G. Trevor's Rajah and Zulu.
Bitclies: 1st, 2d and reserve, H. G. Trevor's Chloe, Cybele and CSgar-
ette. Very high com., Dr S. G. Dixon's Mercy.

BULL-TERRIERS.—Challenge—Dogs; 1st, Retnor Kennels' Dusty
Miller. Bitches: 1st, Retnor Kennels' Enterprise.—OPKN—Dogs; 1st
and very high com., W. J. Higghison's Duke of Rochester and Billy
Bulger; 2d. Castle Point Kennels' Lord Blandford. Reserve, Retnor
Kennels' Diamond King. Bitches: lat. Castle Pomt Kennels' Kit; 2d,
Retnor Kennels' British Queen. Reserve, W. J. Higginson's Lady
Rochester. Very high com., Lansdowne Kennels' Lady Veima and W.
J. Higginson's Peai-1 of Rochester, Puppies: . 1st, 2d and reserve, W.
J. Higginson's Duke of Rochester, Lady Rochester and Pearl of
Rochester. Very high com.. Castle Point Kennels' Tarquin.

DACHSHUNDS.—Dogs; 1st withheld; 2d, Franz H. Wolf's Dacha'l.

BEAGLES.—Challenge—Dogs; 1st, B. F. Lewis's Doctor.—Open—
Dogs: 1st and 2d, Oakview Kennels' Mr. Winkle and Tony Weller.
Bitches: 1st, Hepburn Kennels' Hia; 2d and very high com,, Oakview
Kennels' Snow Flake and Oakview Jennie. Re.serve, W. Wolf's Lady.
Puppies: 1st, Oakview Kennels' Tony WeUer.
TOX-TERRIERS.—Dogs; 1st, C. D. Purroys's Arrandale Mixture;

2d, Lansdowne Kennels' Lansdowne Poverina; reserve, J. B. Nelson,
Jr.'s Regent Brisk. Very high com., Donald McVickar's Myrtle Lad,
J. T. Peacey's Prodigal, R. Packer's Pommery Sec. Com., Clayton
Brick's Dock HI. Bitches: 1st and 2d, Lansdowne Kennels' Trim and
Dimity; reserve. Donald McVickar's Myrtle Lady. Very high com.,
J. G. Tomson's Positive. High com., Lansdowne Kennels' Tenny.
Pupjjies: 1st, withheld; 2d, J. T. Peacey's Pearl. Webe-haies—1st,
S, J. Roger's Ebor Larchmont.
IRISH TERRIERS,—Dogs; 1st, Thomas Wise, Jr.'s Roderick Rue;

3d, H. O'Connor's Galtees; reserve, Edward Lever's Play Boy XL,
Bitches: 1st, Frank P. Smith's Mary Jane; 2d, Thomas Wise, Jr.'s
Peg Rue. Puppies: 1st, withheld; 2d, B. F. Lewis's Mick.

BLACK AND TAN TERRIERS.-Dogs; 1st, RocheUe Kennels'
RocheUe Lord. Bitches: RocheUe Kennels' RocheUe Topaz.

SKYE TERRIERS —Dogs: 1st, Chfford A. Shinn's Ch. Sh- Stafford;
2d, Samuel Barr's Sir Thomas.
YORKSHIRE TERRIERS.-Dogs; 1st, James Foster's Ben; Sd,

Pomona Kennels' Jacko. Bitches: 1st, James Foster's Lady Nell;
2d, Thomas C. Gibson's Topsy.

PUGS.—Challenge—Dogs; 1st, M. H. Cryer's Bob Ivy; reserve,
J. Brombach's Ch. Bradford Rowdy. Bitches: 1st, Seminole Kennels'
Ch. Midget; reserve, .1. Brombach's Ch. Frisk. Open—Dogs: 1st, Sem-
inole Kennels' Attraction. Bitches: 1st, Dr. M. H. Cryer's Bess; 2d,
J. Brombach's Daisy Diamond.
KING CHARLES SPANIELS.—1st, J. Brombach's Duke of Welling-

ton; 2d, Pomona Kennels' Minnie.

BLENHEIMS.—Ist, J. Brombach's Sir Roger.

ITALIAN GREYHOUNDS,—Ist, J. Brombach's Golden Rod.
MISCELLANEOUS.—1st and 2d, J. Brombach's Salvator and Mexico.

Another Ashmont Trophjr.

Boston, Mass., Sept, 23.—Editor Forest and Stream: It
is scarcely necessary to urge that the trophy oft'ered by me
some months since was for the advancement of canine in-
tere.sts, by e.^cciting friendly rivalry; and if aught tmpleasant
has intruded in the contests it is sincerely regretted. Pos-
sibly I may be at fault for much of the unpleasantness, if
any exists; and if so I have no excuse to offer, as it could
only have been due to misunderstanding and neglect, which
latter has been easy in consequence of many exacting
duties.
But whatever the fault or its origin, the desire now is to

amend; and no remedy seems better than to present another
trophy of equal value and of the same nature—a diamond
locket—for competition under the following conditions:

It shall be for the best American born dog or bitch, of any
breed, over ten months of age.

It may be competed for at any show in which there are 400
dogs or over on the benches, without consultation with the
donor.
In case the judges duly credited to any show fail to agree

upon the winner, the committee of said show may choose
another, and if necessary a second or third disinterested
party of experience, who shall have equal voice in the de-
cision.

It shall be the property of the owner whose dogs have won
it three times. ASHMONT.
[Such an offer and letter as the above are what might be

expected from a man of "Ashmont's" standing, and we are
sure exhibitors will applaud his action.]

American Fox'Terrier Stakes.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Inclosed I give you a full description of the winners in the

different stakes of the American 1 ox-TeiTier Club decided at
the Rhode Island State fair show:
Second Divi.sion of the Seventh Grand Produce Stake.

—

First prize, Blemton Kennels' Blemton Stickler, whelped
July 23, 1892, by Blemton Stipend—Blemton Trinket. Sec-
ond prize: Hillside Kennels' Hillside Domo, whelped Oct. 5,

1892, by Starden's King—Dominica. Third prize, L. & W.
Rutherfard's Warren Captious, whelped Aug. 12, 1892, by
Charlton Verdict—Refuge.
Y'ankee Stakes of lb9'2.—First prize, L. & W. Rutherfurd's

Wai-ren Duty, whelped August, 1891, by Warren Laird

—

Dusky II. Second prize, L. & W. Rutherfurd's Warren Tip-
top, whelped Oct. 2>i, 1891, by Dusky Trap—Resume. Third
prize, L. & W. Rutherfurd's Warren Dorothy, whelped
August, 1891, by Warren Laird—Dusky II.

Yankee Stakes of 1893.—First prize, Blemton Kennels'
Blemton Stickler, whelped July 23, 1892, by Blemton Stipend
—Blemton Trinket, Second prize, Hillside Kennels' Starden's
Prince, whelped May IS, 1S92, by Starden's King—Lady Mix-
ture. Third prize, Hillside Keimel^' Hillside Royal, whelped
June 30, 1892, by Starden's King—Hillside Freda.

H, W. Smith, Sec. and Treaa,
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Canadian Fox-Terrier Club Meeting.
TuE first annual meeting of the Canadian Fox-terrier Club

was held in the Walker House on Wednesday evening, the
13th inst. Among those present were noticed Messrs. F. T.
Wetherall, Compton, Quebec; Jas. Lindsay, Montreal, A. D.
Stewart, J. W. Morden, Hamilton; G. W. Prescott, G. Bell,

P. J. Smyth, J. O. Bennett, A. A. Macdonald, H. P. Thomp-
son, Dr. Mole, Toronto.
The president Mr. A. D. Stewart occupied the chair.

After the minutes of the inaugural meeting of the club had
been read and confirmed, the sec'y-treas. submitted his

report for the past year which showed the club to be in a most
flourishing condition both financially and numerically.
In his address the president reviewed the work of the past

year and pointed out how already a great improvement had
been noticed in the fox-terrier breed in Canada, and urged the
members to do their utmost in promoting the welfare of the
club, and the objects for which it was formed. At the con-

clusion of his address the president presented the cups to
the successful competitors as follows:
^La Cadena cup, donated by Messrs. S. Davis & Sons,
Montreal, for the best four smooth-haired fox-terriers, won
by Mr. H. P. Thompson, Toronto.
For the best four wire-haired terriers, donated by Mr.

William Brodie, Scotland, won by Mr. F. S. Wetherall,
Compton, Quebec.
For the best brace of smooth terriers, donated by Messrs.

Hiram Walker & Sons, won by Mr. A. A. Macdonald,
Toronto.
For the best brace of wire-haired terriers, donated by the

Montreal fanciers, won by Mr. A. A. Macdonald, Toronto.
For the best smooth-haired dog, donated by the American

Field Publishing Co., won by Mr. G. Bell. Toronto.
For the best wire-haired dog, donated by the Lieutenant-

Governor of Ontario, won by Mr. A. D. Stewart, Hamilton.
For the best wire-haired bitch, donated by the Forest City

fanciers, won by Mr. A. A. Macdonald, Toronto.
For the best Canadian bred dog puppy (smooth), donated

by the Walker House, Toronto, won by Mr. J. O. Bennett,
Toronto.
For the best Canadian bred bitch puppy (smooth), donated

by Messrs. Smyth & Bell, won by Mr. A. A. Macdonald,
Toronto.
For the best Canadian bred wire-haired dog puppy, donated

by Mr. J, M. Lottredge, Hamilton, won by Mr. F. S. Wether-
all, Compton, Quebec.
For the best Canadian bred wire-haired bitch puppy, do-

nated by friends of the breed, was not competed for.

The election of officers for the ensuing year resulted as fol-

lows: Pres., Mr. A. D. Stewart, Hamilton, Ont.; Vice-Pres.,

Mr. Rd. Gibson, Delaware, Ont.; Sec'y-Treas., Mr. H. P.
Thompson. 31 St. Mary street, Toronto. Committee, Messrs.
S. Munro, London; F. S. Wetherall, Compton, Que.; J. W.
Morden, Hamilton; W. H. Drummond, M.D., and James
Lindsay, Montreal; A. A. Macdonald, G. Bell, BrufiE Garratt
and J. O. Bennett, Toronto.
An unanimous vote of thanks was tendered to Mr. A. D.

Stewart for his untiring eff'orts in behalf of the club. Also
to Mr. German Hopkins, of Hempstead, N. Y., for his kind-
ness in lending the club the model of the fox-terrier for the
purpose of obtaining a copy to place on the trophies.

Canadian Kennel Club Meetings.

At the executive meeting, Sept. 11, in Richmond Hall,

there were present. Dr. Wesley Mills in the chair. Dr. J. S.

Niven, and Messrs. A. D. Stewart, Jas. Lindslay, H. Gorman,
and H. B. Donovan, secretary.
Minutes of last meeting read. New members.—The sec-

retary was instructed to cast one ballot for the reception of

the following names: H. A. Ekers, A. F. Dunlop, Geo. R.
Hooper, Jno. Atkin, C. R. Christie, Jno. Auld, Chas. Wallace,
Frank Burton, Jas. H. Smith, A. J. Ferguson, Dr. W. J.

Prendergast, A. E. Mussen, Thos. H. Moore, Bartholmew
Wall, W. S. Gumming, AValter Wardle, Jr., W. H. Apted,
R. W. Tuck, Shirley Stewart, Jno. Smith, R. Northcote,
Jarvis Thompson, Jr., R. S. McDonald and H. S. Stephen-
son.
World's Fair Accounts.—Re siiperintendent's account.

Letter read from Mr. Bedlington. Voted "That Mr. Stewart
having agreed to accept what the other members of the ex-

ecutive committee had received, a proportionate share of his

claim for services and expenses in connection with the selec-

tion of dogs for the World's Fair dog show, it is resolved

that his account be paid on that basis, Mr. Stewart placing
the $200 received from Mr. Awrey, Ontario Commissioner,
at the disposal of the Canadian Kennel Club for that pur-
pose."
The Annual Meeting was held Sept. 13, in Richmond Hall,

the president, Dr. W'esley Mills, in the chair, and a large

number of members present.
Secretary's report showed that registrations have come in

freely and show an increase over last year of 106. The total

number of dogs now on the register is over 3,000.

The following figures will show exactly how the roll of

membership stands up to Aug. 1, 1898: Total number of

names on roll, 312; members who have paid fees for 1893, 139;

members who have paid fees for 1894, 55. Besides these there

are about 25 now applying for membership.
Mr. Donovan was unable to announce the publication of

Volume II. of the Stud Book. So little support has been
accorded for this work that it would be impossible to put it

out except at a considerable financial lo.ss. The deficit on
the fli'st volume was so large that he could not, as a private

enterprise, undertake the publication of a second volume.
The registrations, however, have been published in the Ga-
zette (C. K. C.) each month or so.

The constitution and by-laws have been thoroughly revised

and put in shape at a large expense of time and trouble on
the part of the executive.
The finances of the club are in a healthy state as the treas-

urer's report will show. Though the balance is not as large

as shown last year, it is to be remembered that §110 was ex-

pended for diplomas, most of which are yet available. In ad-

dition to cash balance he estimates the club has property
valued at about $125, consisting of diplomas, stud books, etc.

The time has now, it seemed to him, arrived when a larger in-

come will be necessary to carry on the greatly increased work
in connection with the club. It is for the club to say how this

shall be accomplished. The report was adopted.
The treasurer's report was read and showed a balance of

$17.50. After this the president's address came up for adop-
tion and was voted to he filed.

Voted that M.-. Bedlington's motion re registration take
the place of No. 8 in revised constitution.
Wording re stud book committee to be cut out of rule 3 of

constitution, and in by-laws Art. IL, Sec. 2, to insert "stud
book committee to report at annual meeting."

Article 9 to read, "these by-laws may be suspended by a
two-thirds vote at any meeting." Add to No. 5 of constitu-

tion "twelve to be a quorum at a general meeting."
Moved in amendment by Mr Stewart, seconded by Mr.

Prescott, that Sec. 1 of Clause 3 shall be amended to read as

follows: "No show held under the rules of the C. K. C. shall

extend beyond four days, reckoning from the hour of 10

o'clock in the forenoon of the opening day of the show, and
until 10 P. M. of the fourth or closing day."
Amendment lost, motion carried.

The election of officers then took place, Messrs. Wetherall
and Pitt acting as scrutineers, and resulted as follows: Pat-
ron, Hon. Senator Sanford; President, Dr. J. S. Niven, Lon-
don; First Vice-President, Mr. J. S. Williams, Toronto; Vice-

Presidents, Messrs. H. Gorman, Sarnia; P. G. Keyes, Otta-

wa; C. H. Smith, St. Stephen, N. B., and Dr. G. L, Milne,

•

Victoria, B. C; Executive Committee, Dr. H. S. Griffin,
Hamilton; T. G. Davey, S. F. Glass, London; R. McEwen,
Byron; H. Bedlington, Hamilton; Jas. Lindsay, J. A. Pitt,
Dr. W. H. Drummond, Montreal; F. S. Wetherall, Compton;
C. H. Corbett, Kingston; C. A. Stone and R. W. Boyle,
Toronto; Secretary-Treasurer, H. B. Donovan; Auditors,
Messrs. G. B. Sweetnam and J. Lome Campbell, Toronto.

THE MANITOBA FIELD TRIALS.
The All-Age Stake.

THE RUNlSriNG.—CONCLUDED.

THURSDAY.
The start was rather late, and there was much indecision

as to which grounds to start on. The weather was unfavor-
able for good work, there being a strong wind all day. The
cloudy morning cleared up for a short time in the middle of
the forenoon. Afterward the weather gradixally thickened
up. Soon after the afternoon's work was start.ed light rain
.set in, but was not sufficient to stop the work. Birds were
scarce. The heats, therefore, had to be decided on few oppor-
tunities on birds. There were not sufficient birds about
Souris to run a field trial in a satisfactory manner. Eight or
ten bevies could be found at Morris for one found at Souris,
under the same conditions. There are other places in Mani-
toba which are known to have abundance of birds. It would
add greatly to the success of the trials if the club would
select a place where an abundance of birds were certain to
be found.
The judge selected Chevalier, Ranger, Lochinvar, Atalanta,

Kent Elgm, Dick Bondhu, Bettie S., Count Gladstone and
Ightfield Blossom to run again.
Chevaliek and Ranger began at 8:05. Ranger pottered

for several minutes before going industriously at work.
Chevalier pointed and roaded, but found nothing. He d rew to

a good point on a bevy and was backed. The birds flushed
wild. Down 23m. Ranger did not show the good form of

the previous day. Chevalier was far the better ranger.
LocHlNVAK AND Atalanta Were started at 8:33. Lochin-

var took a cast ahead and dropped to a point. He moved
on to a turn to the edge of stubble and pointed a large bevy,
and was steady to shot. He next pointed three or four birds
and flushed twice. Atalanta ranged well, but apparently
had no finding abilities. Lochinvar had a wide range and
fast pace Up at 8:46.

Kent Elgin and Dick Bondhu started at 8:51. Both did
some ragged work on birds. Soon after starting, Dick
wheeled to a good point on two birds on stubble, then wil-

fully sprung in and flushed. Kent, on plowed ground,
flushed some birds excusably dosvn wind. He ran fast and
seemed a bit reckless as to whether his work on birds was
good or bad. A bevy was seen to flush on opposite side of a
ridge where the dogs were. Next, Kent flushed a bevy and
acted badly. Some remaining birds were flushed by Dick.
He next pointed one. Up at 9:14, after a poor heat.
Bettie S. and Ightfield Blossom were cast ofE at 9:18.

Bettie roaded and pointing a bird well, and Blossom flu.shed

a bevy across wind by the edge of stubble. Both were friv-

olous in their work at the start, taut became more attentive
and diligent as the heat progressed. Up at 9:42.

Count Glad.stone was run twenty-two minutes without
finding though he ranged wide and beat out his ground well.

Six dogs were selected to remain in the running, as follows:

Chevalier, Atalanta, Lochinvar, Dick Bondhu, Bettie S. and
Count Gladstone.
CHEVALtEK AND Atalanta ran from 10:35 to 11:15 without

finding. The former showed much the better range and
judgment in selecting his ground.
Lochinvar and Dick Bondhu began at 11:19 and were

taken up at 11:2(3, put in the wagon and taken to a new sec-

tion where chickens were said to be more abundant. They
were cast oft" at 11:50 and ran 15m. The new grounds were in

a valley and seemed to promise well from appearances, but
birds were far too scarce for field trial work. Lochinvar
pointed and was backed by Dick; nothing found. Dick
pointed a bird and Lochinvar backed. Dick broke in to shot.

He saw the bevy on mowed ground, burst in and flashed it.

Both ranged well.
Bettie S. and Count Gladstone started at 13:13. Count

pointed twice and the bird flushed wild eaeh time. Bettie
made two good points and Count a flush. Up at 12:18. Count
had better range and speed and was more skillful in point
work and finding.
Count Gladstone and Chevalier ran a few minutes, be-

ginning at 12:34, when the running was suspended for lunch.
At 1:37 the dogs were again ordered on. Count did some
creditable work twice in locating and pointing wild birds.

His range was wider and his work on birds was better,

though on point he was inferior to his competitor in style.

The judge announced Count Gladstone first, Chevalier sec-

ond, Bettie S. third. The purse was ^150, of which -S2:35 went
to first, $135 to second, and -SlOO to third.

The Amateur Stake.

The running in this stake was begun immediately after the
All-Age was decided. It was open only to members living

in Manitoba and Northwest Territory. Dogs which had won
in any previous event and professional handlers were barred
from this stake. There were seven starter.s. The quality of

the work was from poor to ordinary. There were eight start-

ers, namely: F. W. Scott's Spotted Belle, J. B. Roberts's
Joe, J. H. Rose's Ranger, J. B. Roberts's Zero, D. M. Tel-

ford's Nellie, W. F. Ellis's Zuleika, R. Adamsou's Virden
Prince and E. McKenney's Jingo. The prizes were, to first

a silver cup valued at §.50, donated by the Hudson Bay Co.;

to second, a double-barreled shotgun, donated by J. Ashdown;
to third, a pair of slips, donated by E. P. Hutchins. All the
donors live in Winnipeg.
The winners were all ordinary performers.

The Running.

Spotted Belle and Joe started at 3:17. The former was
handled by Mr. R. J. Gallagher. Neither ranged wide nor
fa.st. Starting at 3:17, the heat lasted 35m. Joe made two
points. Belle made two flushes. The work was inferior.

Ranger and Zero started at 2;.58 and ran 29m. The former
was handled by Mr. R. S. Gallaugher, and being strange to

him, refused to work for him. Zero had many opportunities
to point birds in stubble, but flushed more than he pointed.

The work was inferior in character.
Nellie and Zeuleika started at 3:30. They showed the

best pace and range of any. They worked about 45 minutes
before finding. Nellie did some blundering work on birds.

Up at 4:18 to be put down again.
virden Prince had an injured foot and could not run.

Jingo with Dick Bondhu for a running mate started at

4:15. Jingo flushed some birds. Followed the birds, and
Jingo flushed twice, after svhich he secured a point on one.

Then he worked out of control.

Nellie and Zeuleika were run about five minutes.
Zeuleika pointed a bird, Nellie refused to back, worked ahead
and flushed, broke shot and chased.
Zeuleika, Joe and Zero ran together at 5:30. Joe flushed

a covey. Zeuleika flushed a single. Zero was the best ranger.

Zero pointed a bird. Zeuleika flushed a bird. -Joe dropped
to wing. They ought to have pointed. Zeuleika flushed a
single. They were ordered up after a while.

Zero first, Joe second, Zeuleika third. B. Waters.

Benison Dead.

Dr. Glazier lias lost his bloodhound Benison, but we trust

that this will not entail his relinquishing the breed.

United States Field Trials Club's Derby.
Editor Fnrcsl nvd Stream:
Please find list of dogs on which the second forfeit has

been made in the U. S. F. T. Club's Bicknell Derby. Point-
ers.33^Irish setter 1, English setters .39, total 63.

P. T. Ma dison, Sec.-Treas.

pointers.

Alice Leslie—E. M. Benta's liver and white bitch (King
of Kent—Belle Randolph).
Rhet—W. J. Wilson's liver and white bitch (Dan of Kent

—Martha).
Fayette Alexander—Joe H. Alexander's liver and

white bitch (King of Kent—Lonnie Bijou).
Pride of Arundel—T. W. Clelland's liver and white

bitch (Rush of Lad—Graphic's Pride).
Strideawat—Geo. E. Gray's liver and white dog (King of

Kent—Pearl's Dot).
Rose -Horace F. Wood's liver and white bitch (Osisian-

Forest Queen II.).

Venture—F. R. Hitchcock's lemon and white bitch (Rip
E,ap—Lapfoi'd Pearl).
Gtpst Queen—H. P. Hersberger's brown and white bitch

(Bertraldo—Rosalind Wilson).
Wrigker—Charlotte^'ille F. T. K.'s brown and white dog

(Rip Rap—Croxie Wise).
Selah—Charlotte^ulle F. T. K.'s liver and white bitch

(Rip Rap—Dolly).
Twinkle—Glen Rock K.'s liver and white dog (Duke of

Kent II.—Bessie Kapos).
Queen of Asia—A. B. Reeves's liver and white bitch

(Ossian—Heps II.).

FiAL of Idstone—Idstone Kennels' liver and white dog
(Shotmaster—Pearl of Idstone).
The Friar of Idstone—Idstone Kennels' liver and white

dog (Shotmaster—Pearl of Idstone).
Little Ned—W. N. Kerr's liver and white dog (Ridgeview

Dazzle—Kate Claxton).
LULA K.—G. R. Howse's liver and white bitch. (Ossian

—

Pearl's Pride).
Queen—Geo. Catlett's black and white bitch.
Beppo's Genio—Dr. J. R. Daniels's liver and white dog

(Beppo III.—Lord Graphic's Gem).
Loudon—T. G. Davey's liver and white dog (Lord Graphic

—Lassie Faust).
Plute—Castleman Kennels' lemon and white dog (Fritz—

Tilley).
Nellie S.—Castleman Kennels' lemon and white bitch

(Fritz—Tilley).
Kent's Pet—J. F. Shipley's liver and white bitch( King of

Kent—Keeswick IL).
IRISH SETTEE.

Dick FinglAs—Gus Leisy's red dog (Finglas—Ruby Glen-
more).

ENGLISH SBTTEP.S.

May Win—Sunset Kennels' blue belton bitch (Prince Lu-
cifer—Lady Gladys).
Columiune—C. P. Hartnuls's chestnut and white bitch

(Gath's Mark—Queen Blade).
Lady Ganty—C. P. Mings's black and white bitch (Gath's

Mark—Queen Blade).
HoosiER Boy—Hunter Bros.' black, white and tan dog

(Antonio—Daisy Hunter).
Daisy Hunter II.—Hunter Bros.' orange and white bitch

(Antonio—Daisy Hunter).
Queen of the Field—Hunter Bros.' orange and white

bitch (Antonio—Daisy Hunter).
Rod's Mollie—J. A. Peabody's black, white and tan bitch

(Roderigo—Lilly Boxer).
Golden Rod—Arthur Duane's chestnut, white and tan dog

(Sun Ray—Flash).
MissiE-Arthur Duane's black, white and tan bitch (Sun

Ray—Flash).
Opel—Geo. E. Gray's black, white and tan bitch (Count

Gladstone—Diamond).
Solitaire—F. Hitchcock's black, white and tan dog (Roi

d'Or—Tory Diamond),
Ken W0C)D—Chas. Proctor's black,whiteand tan dog (Cinch

—Stevens's Ruby).
Hope's Glide—G. T. Kerr's black and white dog (Gath's

Hope—Lady Lib).

Indian.^ Belle—G. T. Kerr's Mack, white and tan bitch
(Gath's Hope—Lulu HUl).
Jiff Brown—Porter & McGee's black and white dog

(Darby T.—Lucretia).
Hope's Pride—W. A. Kinsley's hlack, white and tan dog

(Gath's Hope—Lulu Hill).

Lottie H.—W. A. Hinsley's chestoat, white and tan bitch
(Gath's Hope—Lulu Hill).

Mark—Fred Snyder's lemon and white dog (Race Noble

—

Fanny S.).

CALLiE White-Manchester Kennel's black and white
bitch (Gath's Mark-La Belle).

Flying Jih—B.W. Butterfleld's black and white dog (May
Noble—Day's Belton).
RoDRiGO—J, T. Mayfield's black, white and tan dog (Anto-

nio—Nellie Hope).
Nelly H. Lady—J. T. Mayfield's liver and white bitch

(Antonio—Nellie Hope).
Revenue— J. M. Freeman's black, white and tan dog

(Antonio—Nellie Hope).
S.AN Antonio—J. A. Gude's (agent) black, white and tan

dog (Antonio-Nellie Hope).
Fannie Rice—Jackson & D. Kennels' black, white and

tan bitch (Glad.stone Boy—Manitoba Peggy).
Earl Palmer—Jackson & D. Kennels' black, white and

tan dog (Frank Whitley—Dulania).
McLeod—Dr. J. A. McLeod's black, white and tan dog

(Ell's Lad—Nannie B.)
Rock Roderigo—Ed. J. Brown's black and white dog

(Roderigo—Queen London).
Canadian Belle—T. G. Davey's orange and white bitch

(Lark—Leda).
Monk of Fukness Lill—T. G. Davey's black belton bitch

(Monk of Furness-Sue of Hatchie).
Bowdre—Avent & Thayer Kennels' black, white and tan

dog (Roderi.go—Novelist).
Cigarette—Avent & Thayer Kennels' black, white and

tan bitch (Roderigo—Norah II.)

Hester Pavne—Avent & Thayer Kennels' black, white
and tan bitch (Koderigo—Norah II

)

ToPSY's Rod—Avent & Thayer Kennels' black, white and
tan dog (Roderigo—To psy Rod).
Prairie Lad—H. J. Gleason's (agent) black, white and

tan dog (Jean Val Jean—Miss Dido II.)

Lady K.—St. Louis Kennel Co.'s black and white bitch
(Rock—Madge).
Prince—A. L. Waddell's black, white and tan dog (Royal

Prince II.—Jane H.).

Faust—Scott's Wood Kennels' black, White and tan dog
(Pembroke's Grouse—Kate).
Hope's Hill—Charles Ham's black, white and tan dog

(Gath's Hope—Lulu Hill).

Though Mr. Ludlow, facile princips as a Scottish terrier

breeder in England, is selling out his stock, he thinks so
much of the winning bitch at New York, that he has
oft'ered big moue.y to Mr. H. Brooks for her return. Mr.
Brooks thinks if she is good enough to cross she is quite good
enough to stay, and America is the gainer. Mr. Brooks tells

us of a, pup by Kilcree that can smother any of his young
stock shown this fall. It is reserved for Madison Square
Garden next February.
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POINTS AND FLUSHES.
IBy a Staff Correspondent.]

Forest and Stream's corner in the Anglers' Pavilion, as
may readily be Imagined, is a center to whicti sportsmen
natxirally gravitate, Nor are the visits prompted by curio-
.•-ity alone. There are friendship and good will as motives.
The sportsmen vralk in as if on a visit to a friend. It is

needless to say that they are heartily welcome.
Forest and Stream is the only journal devoted to field

sports which had the enterprise to make an exhibit at the
greatest exposition ever held, and, too, one of the very few
of any class which made an exhibit. That the enterprise of
Forest and Stream is appreciated can be readily observed
by seeing the crowds which visit the exhibit each day. It
is astonishing, too, what a large percentage of the thousands
who pass know Forest and Stream already.
"While at the exhibit a few days since I had the pleasure of

meeting Mr. W. S. Bell, of Pittsburgh, well known to his
friends as a quiet, unassuming gentleman, and a crack shot
afield, and to the public as a most competent field trial
judge. While we were chatting away Mr. A. C. Wilmer-
ding, of New York, eminent in spaniel and bench show his-
tory, walked in and favored us with a handshake. It was
quite a coincidence that Messrs. Bell and Wilmerding are
both dog fanciers and expert photographers. Mr. W. L.
\Vashington made the olHce a call a few days since and I
missed a pleasure by being absent in Manitoba at the time.
I met Mr. A. E. Pitts on the grounds some days ago.
Indeed, if one desii-es to see the world in procession one has
but to come to Chicago, take a seat anywhere and just
look on. B. Waters.

The A. K. C. Meeting.
The quarterly meeting of the American Kennel Club,

which was to have been held in the Chicago Athletic Club
building, Michigan avenue near Madison street, Chicago, at
8 o'clock P. M., Sept. 23, was quite lacking in one essential
circumstance, namely, there wasn't a quorum, therefore
there was no meeting. The president, Mr. Belmont, was in
the chair. The secretary, Mr. A. P. Vredenburgh, was there
with a formidable bundle of papers with which to entertain
the meeting. On calling the roll there were but four regu-
lar delegates present and three others with credentials. As
the four regular delegates were not a quorum the credentials
of the others could not be acted upon.
Following is a list of the members present: Westminster

Kennel Club, W. .1. Bryson; Associated Members, A. C.
Wilmerding; Blue Grass Kennel Club, Roger Williams;
City of the Straits Kennel Club, W. Howie Muir; lUindio
Kennel Club, Dr. Harry Van Hummell; Mascoutah Kennel
Club, J. L. Lincoln; iNew England Kennel Club, Edward
Brooks. Mr. Belmont discussed earnestly with those present
tbe possibilities of securing the attendance of available
delegates from other cities and expressed a desire to hold a
meeting in Chicago if it was possible for the club to do so.
I'o further this intention by communicating with delegates,
the meeting adjourned to 9 o'clock A. M. on Monday,
Sept. 25.

"The apathy or inattention in respect to this meeting has
demon.strated beyond question thac an A. K. C. meeting can
be held only in New York. It is true that many Western
clubs have Eastern delegates and would have had to pay the
expenses for such delegates from the East. But there are
no excuses to make, since there is nothing in evidence to
show that any effort was made to hold the meeting, outside
of the facts above stated. It has made a precedent, how-
ever, one most far-reaching and potent. B. Waters.

No A. K. C. Meeting in Chicago.
A SPECIAL despatch, dated Sept. 25, to Forest and Stream

from Mr. Waters, reads: "The adjourned meeting of the
A. K. C. to-day had no quorum, only three present, Belmont,
Bristen and Muir." This about conclusively sounds the
death knell of the cry for adequate representation in the
\Yest. President Belmont, on behalf of the A. K. C, has
iifforded the Western contingent, and pi-esumably thosewhom
%\ e were told had so much to say about the A. K. C. being run
iuNewY'ork, every opportunity to present their case and
have tlie .say they wished in A. K. C. att'airs. The meetings
were held at a most propitious time for outside Western
men to attend, the World's Fair affording an ample excuse.
If they would not attend then how can we expect theui to
attend "between whiles," as in New York. A. K. C. busi-
ness would never get on without quorums, therefore meet-
ings must be held in New \''ork for the present, at least. So
ends the first lesson.

"The American Field Cup."
.Editor Fora-t a ad Stream:
The following item is taken from the issue of the A.meri-

C(vn Field of Kith inst .

:

A New York contemporary that has for the last seven years re-
ferred to the principal stake at the Americaa Coursing Club's meet-
ings as the ••AU-Age Stake" has suddenly become aware of the fact
that its name is the American Field Cup. Curious, very.

It certainly does not seem strange to one conversant with
the facts why the said New York contemporary has changed
the so-called "All Age Stake" to the "AinerLean FieUl Cup."
If I mistake not, the proprietor of the Chicago periodical of-

fered a "cup" or its equivalent, $100 in cash, to be hung up as
a prize in this stake. As the "cup" or its equivalent has not
been paid by the proprietor of the Chicago periodical for the
past two years (1891 and 1892), and the cup is presumably in
the possession of the Field during this time, it was but natural
to suppose that it belonged to the Field, and therefore the
New York contemporary was justified incallinz it the Amer-
ican Field Cup. "Possession is nine points in law," and evi-
dently the proprietor of the Chicago periodical intends to
stand by the saying, HAT MAN.

Flaps ftom the Beaver's Tail.

Tohonto, Can.—Mr. A. A. MacDonald has sold that good
little wirehaired bitch Bonnet, imported by Mr. Brodie and
winner of first at the late Toronto show, to Mr. F. S. Wether-
all, of Compion, Que. Mr. MacDonald has a nice litter from
her, her first, to his Dark Eye.

I am pleased to note the arrival of another "ood collie in
Ightenfleld Chief, a sable and white of Mr, Walter Curl's,
Burnby, England, breeding. His breeding is really good,
being bv Burnley Enterprise, who is by Edgbaston Excelsior
out of Walton Lassie, out of Prairie Flavor by Denver, out
of Lady Flora; Denver by champion Squire out of champion
Princess Shela. His wins include: first, puppy class, Rocbelle;
first, puppy, first, novice, second, open and special, Halifax;
first, novice and third open, Middletou; second puppy, third
novice, at Preston and othersLSo for a year and a half old
dog he has not done so badly. His new owners, Messrs. A. J.

and H. L. Jeffrey, of Stratford, Out., proposed showing him
at Toronto, but he arrived too late.

At the annual meeting of the C. K. C. , radical ohanges
were made in the rules governing the fees for reigistration,

and in the manner of voting for the election of otneers. Lp
to the present, members paid an anuual fee of and were
privileged to register all the dogs they wished free. The new
rule is that the fee remains the same'and but five free regis-

trations are allowed, subsequent entries may be made at 50

eents each. The fee to non-members has been raised to $1

for each dog, and listing .50 cents. Listing to members 25
cents, so you can have the advantage of joining the club.
Election of officers is to be done by a mail ballot, so that

each member no matter how distant, may be given an op-
portunity of casting his vote. Nominations to the various
offices are to take place one month previous to the date of
annual meeting. H. B. Donovan.

DOG CHAT.
Eastern Field Trials Subscription Stake.

Field trial men should remember that the "New Subscrip-
tion" stake of the Eastern Field Trial Club, which has been
substituted for the champion, closes Oct. 1, 189.3, and
the SoO subscription must be paid on or before this date.
This entitles the subscriber to nominate, run or sell his
privilege up to the night of drawing and running in said
stake. It may be of interest to many field trial to give
the conditions under which this new subscription stake
will be run. The heats will be two hours and repeat; S.50

subscription, transferable; dogs to be named at 9 P. M., night
before running. Winner of "first to receive 50 per cent, of
subscription and .*2oO added money by the club. Winner of
second to receive 30 per cent, and winner of third 20 per cent,
of subscription. The first brace of dogs down in the morning
shall run two hours, then be ordered up, and the second
brace of dogs put down and run two hours and then ordered
up, when the first brace of dogs shall be recalled and put
down to run their final two hours. Upon being taken up.
the second brace of dogs shall be recalled to run their final
two hours. And this order of runningshall continue through-
out the first series of the stake. After the first series have
been run through the balance of the running shall be at the
direction of the judges, until the winning of first, second and
third is determined.
All entries must be filled at 9 P. M., on night previous to

running of stake. Mr. W^ashington A. Coster. Saratoga
Springs, N. Y., will give further information that may be
required. ,

Officials Exhibitinff.

Had Mr. Com.stock's entries competed in the Irish terrier
classes at Cranston, there would have been a stronger lot
than at New Y^ork in quality, but this good and true ex-
hibitor followed a proceriure that should obtain in all shows.
While really there is nothing in it as our judges are square
and beyond influence, still if the superintendent shows dogs
and wins, there are always some people so constructed that
they think they can see clean through a solid brick wall.
Those are the people that talk, too, and this talk, while it

does not affect those who are in the business one way or the
other, will and does undoubtedly influence those who are not
versed in kennel affairs to an opinion that some judges are
venal. Once for all it may again be said that most judges
are straight and the press light nowadays burns too fiercely
to admit of much "hanky-panky" work escaping detection.
Still, it is always better that those who are directly inter-
ested in a show should allow their own fixture to pass and
simply exhibit their dogs N. F. C. There are plenty of other
opportunities to exhibit during the year.

We recently spoke of "Prof." Fred Weissman, the dog
circus performer at Brooklyn show, getting into trouble for
burglary, etc. We notice that last Saturday he was sen-
tenced to eighteen years imprisonment with hard labor. He
was mainlj^ convicted on the evidence of his common law
wife, who, it is said, was coerced into this. He afterward
married her in prison as soon as sentence was passed.

Mr. Bousfield, owner of the Bay City Kennels, in renewing
his advertisement, remarks: "Kennel btisiness is picking up
somewhat, and expect to do very well in the near future."
We are glad to hear it.

Gordon Field Trials.

We were told at Cranston of a scheme on foot to arrange
for some Gordon setter field trials the latter part of Novem-
ber. A number of New England sportsmen and lovers of the
handsome setter have the matter in hand. Some relations of
Mr. C. T. Brownell, of New Bedford, Mass., have a farm ad-
joining the N. E. F. T. Club's grounds at Assonet, Mass.,
and report birds plentiful around them, enough for a trial.
This farm is cultivated and this fact has probably enticed
the N. E. F. T. Club's birds over the fence. Verb sap—
N. E. F. T. C, and take the advice that was given last year
about more cultivation. The trials will be restricted to Gor-
dons, and a pleasant reunion i.s looked forward to, and it is

not to be a bit slow, either.

The Irish Setter Club Trials.

Mr. Hildebrand Fitzgerald, of the Philadelphia Item,
intends giving a special prize for the winner of first in the
All-Aged Stake of the coming Irish setter trials. The
Irish setter men are under great obligations to Mr. Fitzger-
ald for the aid he has extended toward making their trials
successful. It will be remembered that it was he who gave
the beautiful large silver punch bowl won by Harry Ander-
son with his good little bitch Nugget in the Derby of 1891.
Mr. Fitzgerald writes to Mr. Davis as follows: "My sym-
pathies go one to the much-abused Irish setter, anil aa I

have shot over a good one (Clifford, a son of Bruce, owned
by my brother-in-law, Mr. A. Hallam Hubbard) I feel like
extending some encouragement. I will donate a prize of
not less than .s25 value for the All -Aged Stake."

Changes in Bulldogs

Frank Dole is not one to let his right hand know what
his left digits doeth, but he does "plenty business," as Mr.
Hough would say, just the same. Some people think our
New Haven friend is a bull-terrier man jocr se, but he makes
a "bully" deal now and then on the quiet. Casting that
other eye around he picked up the bulldogs Charmion, Lady
Nan, Crinoline and Pessara out of the lllwiss Kennel, of
Chicago, and then while at Providence spends half a day
with Mr. Congdon, who fancies bulls too. Mr. Congdon had
a colt that seemed good to "Frank,'" that colt now belongs
to the New Haven man; then he spied a set of harness that
fits the colt; the harness goes with the colt, and Mr. Congdon
has the four before mentioned bulls.

Mr. H. A. Harris is thinking of going otit West, ranching
or horse-breeding or something. This was Mr. Dole's oppor-
tunity, and the celebrated deaf dog, White Wonder, one of
the best bull-terriers in the country, Count's Nell, My Beauty
and Chatham Kit were recently transferred to the Royal
Bull-Terrier Kennels. Since then he has sold White Wonder
to Mr. W. J. Pegg, and this good dog now returns to his
native country—England. Count's Nell had three pups by
Gully the Great, and My Beauty five by White Wonder.
After recounting this transaction :\Ir. Dole winked that other
eye: in fact, a series of winks came in telling us of a four-
months' pup by Gully that has a head as long as—at any rate
it's very long, and Frank illustrated it by drawing three fin-

gers and a thumb right out from his nose like pulling chew-
ing gum, and then there was an extra wink for luck—we
hope it stays.

On Tuesday of the Cranston show the visatiag dogmeu,

judges, press, etc., were invited to lunch by the bench show
committee, and in the evening under the careful supervision
of "Cottsin" Comstock a most enjoyable reunion occurred in
the London club house. Our host was elected chairman and
several members of the company rendered songs and recita-
tions, among them James Mortimer, who gave us one of
those p;ood old ballads. B. B. Elliott, whose classical render-
ing of a song which alluded to somebody's colored optics,
was indeeda "surprise;" German Hopkins, as usual felicitous
and to the point; John Brett, who "slipped" his tongue to a
good song or two, and a gentleman whose name starts with
a Mac, proved that he had a tenor of high quality and
good framing. It was late when the party broke up to see
Mr. Comstock off by the night train after "Auld Lang Syne"
had been rendered in the good old way.

Newark Show.
The Newark show is gradually materializing into an as-

sured and tangible fact. The premium list has not been
issued yet but we learn that the prizes will be quite liberal.
In challenge classes for the principal breeds 810 and diploma
will be given, and in corresponding open classes $15 and §7
and diploma is the rate. Other classes have $10 and -So and
pet dogs .S7 and -83. The classification is quite liberal, in fact
the same as at New Y'ork. Most of the breeds have two chal-
lenge classes. A good lot of specials are already promised.
The premium list will be issued about Oct. 15. There will be
a number of judges, as our informant told us, a new lot, and
the most practical men in their specialties. Variety is pleas-
ing, but we can tell better about the practical part after the
show. We thought we knew most of the "practical" men,
but our informant tells us we don't and he should know.

Secretary Collins, of the Rhode Island State Fair Associa-
tion, paid Mr. John Read a high compliment as a manager.
He said that he was the first superintendent of a department
they had ever had that knew his business and required no
assistance. As a rule they have to teach the different super-
intendents their duty before the fair opens, but the boot was
on the other leg in the dog department.

The prize cards were pitt up in good time at Cranston and
this is a part of dog show management too often neglected.
But one thing we must grumble at, Mr. Read is a little too
lenient in allowing kennels to bench their dogs together.
This relic of bygone management should not obtain in these
days of Spratts benching and systematic arrangement. In
the sporting classes especially there was much confusion on
this account. The feeding was all that could be desired at
this show and there was little need for disinfectant, as
straw was plentiful and the building well ventilated by the
large open doorways and windows; still there must have
been a chance for El-a-tol somewhere and it did its work
efficiently and unobtrusively. We were pleased and stirprised
to meet Mr. W. E. Codman on the bench show committe at
Cran,ston. He is an Englishman and an old "black and tan"
man familiar with shows m the old days of General
Belcher, Saff, Queen II., etc. He has been out about two
years.

Dr. T. G. Sherwood had little to do in a veterinary way at
Cranston, so he Avore his badge more conspicuously this
time. He is fast becoming Americanized and his prescrip-
tions in the FoEEST AND STREAM seem to have a telling
effect from all accounts.

Explain This.

We are accused by our Qitaker contemporary of making
two willful mistatements in our arraignment of the manner
in which the "Ashmont" trophy was awarded at Toronto
Let us see. Mr. Stone distinctly stated in the presence of
several witnesses, to whom w'e now refer for proof, that he
knew nothing in regard to the conditions under which the
trophy was given, etc. In regard to the second accusation,
we wi"ll ask Mr. Mason if he did or did not refuse to judge
the special for best collie at the Wisaahickon show on Wed-
nesday, June 7, and that, too, after the winners in the differ-
enct collie classes had been brought iuto the ring by order of
the management? We haveample proof that our statements
are true.

Mr. F. S. Wetherall has bought the wire-haired terrier
Bonnet from Mr. A. A. Macdonald, of Toronto, Can.

We draw attention this week to several changes in stud
advertisements, and that of the Excelsior meat dog cakt-

s

Among the dogs for sale we find the Connemara Kennels
offer Irish setters; J. S. Logan, English setters; Box 386,
Japanese spaniel; A. L. I'age, greyhounds; A. C. Anderson,
Irish setter pups; C. P. Clough, cocker spaniel; W. H. Spear,
rabbit hound; Standard Kennels, beagles. Special attention
is called to the good things set forth by Oak GJ-rove Kennels;
the stock is of the very best and the prices are extremely low.

Owing to the crowded state of our columns this week a
number of kennel notes and other matter must lie over.

Mr. T. G. Davey has now decided to add 20 broken dogs to
his sale list, and a catalogue will be ready to mail in a few
days. The lot includes well-known show and field stock.

During the fair at Cranston there was some whippet racing,
always an interesting adjunct to the fun of any fair. A. E.
Hoey, of Natick, Mass., supplied the dogs, and they .seemed
to be quite fast when racing on the track, but we could not
ascertain their time.

Some good bulldogs are likely to change hands soon, and
Mr. John H. Congdon, of Providence, will probably have a
strong kennel shortly.

Mr. H. A. Waldron, of ProWdence, who has dabbled in
pointers and setters for some time, is now going to give them
up and turn his attention to cockers, and he means to have
the best. This is easier said than done just now; the best are
not going a-begging these daya.

Bedgebury Lion Dead.
Bedgebury Lion, the celebrated bulldog, is dead. He died

in a fit at 'the Retnor Kennels, Morristown, N. J., about
three weeks since. This is a great loss to owners and the
fancy.

Tom Aldrich showing bulldogs is rather like a hackney
man going in for mules. Tom is out of dogs now—so he
says-y-quite out of them. He says they're getting too fast
for him in the field and he's paying attention to business
from now on. Still we noticed that as long as there was a
dog show at Cranston he wasn't far off.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
T. J. A., Corning, N. Y.—I have a setter 4yrs. old whom I treated

successfully through distemper, but afterward allowed him to go into
the water, so that now his nerves are badly affected, especially so la
the left foreleg, which twitches and drags. When he walks he fre-
quently falls over on his head. Can you gire me a remedy or will he
recover? He is a well-broken dog, and I should hate to kill him if he
can t be cured. Ans. The twitching will never go away, but he will
probably regain use of the Hmb. Give the following mixture and con-
tinue for some weeks;

^ Syr. hypophosph. CO Jiii
Liq. arsenicalis 31
Aij. ad Jvi

Mix. Give one tablespoonful twice a day.
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FIXTURES.
Oct. 3—International Coursing Meeting at Huron, S. D. J. Herbert

Watson, 26 Court street, Brooklyn, N. Y. (chairman).
Oct. 17.—Kenmore Club meeting at Gtoodland, Kan. Frank L. Web-

ster, Sec'y- Entries close Oct. 16.

Oct. 24.—4merican Coursing Club. Ira D. Brougher, Sec'y-
Nov. 7.—The Cowley County Coursing Association, Winfleld, Kan.

J. R. Ballard, Secretary.

National Beagle Club Trials.

The premium list of the National Beagle Club's foiirth

annual trial is now in the mail and as shown in these
columns some time since, some good things are provided for
those who hunt the hare with a beagle. It is only necessary
now to draw attention to several important items in connec-
tion with the trials.

The stipulated forfeit money must, in each case, accom-
lany entries. No exception to this rule will be granted.
)ogs can be forwarded per express, addressed to National
Beagle Club of America, Nanuet, N. Y. Arrangements
have been made with the United States and Wells Fargo
express companies to return dogs free to starting j)oint, when
express charges have been paid one way. All dogs sent by
express, as well as all others, will be taken care of at the
Rockland Beagle Kennels, under direction of the National
Beagle Club of America. Competent handlers will be on
hand to handle and run dogs in trials, in case owners of
same cannot or fail to reach place of meeting on time. Dogs
must be at Nanuet, N. Y„ before 10 A. M. on Oct. 30. The
filling of classes, drawing same and measuring dogs will
begin Oct. 30, at 10 A. M. sharp, and class A will be
started at 1 P. M. on the same day.
Ample accommodations have been provided for all wishing

to attend trials. The headquarters of the club will be at the
residence of Mr. H. L. Kreuder. The place of meeting can
be reached from Erie R. R. depot at Jersey City, N. J., via
Northern R. R. of New Jersey or the New Jersey & New
York R. R., the distance from Jersey City to Nanuet being
twenty-eight miles. It is sincerely hoped that the efforts of

the club wiU be encouraged by a commensurate entry. There
is room for more than one good trial, and those to be held
this fall are not close enough to in any way interfere the one
with the other. Entry forms can be obtained at this office

or of Mr. Geo. Laick, Tarrytown, N. Y. The Derby for the
N. E. B. C. has closed well with 12 entries, most of which it

is very likely will fill, and this is a good sign,

• • • •

Death of Greentick.

A GRKTHOTJND whose name is held in reverence by grey-
hound men generally, died Sept. 9, from acute rheumatism
and debility. He was allowed to be one of the best and
gamest greyhounds of his day, and as a puppy he won the
Newton cup of £380. He ran up for the Waterloo cup in
1884, divided the Altcar cup, ran into the la.st four for the
Gosforth gold cup in 188.5, won the Palatine cup at Haydock
Park and ran up for the Gosforth gold cup in 1886. He also
ran several memorable courses, and one in partictilar at
Hayden Park on Dec. 3, 1885. On that occassion it was
quite thought that Greentick had ended his career, as at the
finish of the course with Hand in Hand he struck the
hurdles with fearful force and for some time lay as if dead.
Mr. Hedley, the judge, in fact, galloped down with the news
that he thought Greentick was killed, and great was the
cheering shortly afterwards when the dog was seen to walk
away. The sympathy that is always shown for a good dog
was manifested in a most striking manner, and perhaps
never before, except in the final for a Waterloo cup, was so
much enthusiasm displayed as when Greentick showed in

front of Ms opponent. At the stud his success was of a most
remarkable character, and his association with the Waterloo
cup is unparalleled in the history of that contest, as no grey-
hound can boast such a record as Greentick, who was the .sire

of Eullerton, the divider in 1889, and winning right out in the
three foUomng years. He was the sire of Young Pullerton,
also of Sir Sankey, who ran up for the Purse last year, and of
Simonian and Lecturer, who respectively won and ran up
for the Plate; Rhymes, who won the Plate in 1891; Coca-
Water, who ran up for the Plate the previous year, and
Meols Simon, who ran up in 1888. He was whelped on
March 6, 1882, and owned hj Mr. R. F. Gladstone. Mr.
John Coke, his trainer, feels his loss very keenly.

• • • •

New England Beagle Club's Derby Entries.

Editor Forest and, Stream:
Inclosed find list of entries for the first Derby of the New

England Beagle Club, which closed Sept. 16 with 13 entries:

W. S. Claek, Sec'y-Treas.
Lee III.—H. L. Kreuder's black, wite and tan dog (Pitz-

hugh Lee—June Rose).
Blanche—H. L. Kreuder's black, white and tan bitch

(Prank Forest—Ina).
Queen of the Forest—^H. L. Kreudei-'s black, white and

tan bitch (Frank Forest—Ina).
Louie Fitz Lee—H. A. P. Smith's black, white and tan

dog (Pitzhugh Lee—Maid).
Olae—Henry Hanson's black, white and tan dog (Banner-

man—Parthenia).
Clio—Forest Beagle Kennels' white, black and tan bitch

( Banuerman—Twinto).
Little Lee—Glenrose Beagle Kennels' black, white and

t an dog (Fitzhugh Lee—Dill).

MOLLIE Dean—Glenrose Beagle Kennels' black, white and
tan ticked bitch (Sam—Baby Dean).
RtriN—Glenrose Beagle Kennels' white, black and tan dog

(Bannerman—Trill)

.

Flash—Geo. F. Reed's white and tan bitch (Bannerman—
Lou),
Buckshot—Thomas Shallcross's blue ticked dog (Dave-

Daisy).
Jean Val Jean—H. S. Joslin's black, white and tan dog

(Chubb—Mystic II.).

• • • •

International Coursing Meeting.
Editor Forest and Stream:
The international meeting at Huron promises to be the

grand success its promoters have hoped for. The committee
having decided that it will be for the best interests of all

concerned to keep the entries open until Oct. 2, a large in-
crease in the entries may be reasonably expected. The
drawing will take place on Oct. 2, at the conclusion of a ban-
quet to be served at 6 o'clock. All thosewho intend to enter
dogs, but have not yet takeji nominations, will confer a favor
by notifying the committee of their intention as soon as pos-
sible. J. Heebeet Watson, Chairman of Committee.

• • • •

The meeting at Huron will be held on Oct. 3, whether the
stake fills or not. Of coixrse the money to be divided will be
less if the stake does not fill, but whether there are 20 dogs
or 64, and it is expected that there will be more than 33, the
money will be worth winning, and will be more than has yet
been run for in this cotmtry.

• • • •

The next meeting of the N. G. C. will probably be held at
Great Bend, Kans,, unless the New York contingent can
secure a quorum. It is about time Mr. Drake said something
in defense of the insinuations that have been thrown out re-

garding the financial end of the Brooklyn show. Mr. Drake
was the treasurer in every particular, and as all the accounts
are in regular order and nothing missing, it is neither fair to
the club, Mr. Huntington, the secretary, or himself to keep
silent any longer.

• • • •

Mr. O. S. Gibbs recently took his young hound out for a
lesson on fox hunting in and around old Fort ©rown Point,
N. Y. , and succeeded in securing three brushes and also two
white squirrels.

New York Yacht Racing Asssociation.

In our issue of Sept 9, we published the results as given up to the time
of going to press of the Labor Day regatta of the New York Yacht
Eacing Association. As many of the classes did not finish until late in
the evening, and it transpired that others hsted as winners did not go
the full course for their class, we therefore give the full times.
The following are the winners'. Class A, Loyal; class D, Avalon,

walkover; class E, Fair Wind; class F, Peerless; class G, Vixen; class
H.Bessie; class 1, Lizzie F. ; class 2, John A. Cameron ; class 3, Mos-
quito, walkover; class 4, Mary: class 5. Hit or Miss; class 7, Norman;
class 8, Arrow; class 9, Gertrude A.; Class JO, Chip.

CLASS A—SCHOONERS.
Length. Elapsed. Corrected.

Florida, A. J. Prime, Y. C. Y. 0 73.00 8 22 56 8 02 .51 .8

Loyal, Com. B. F. Sutton, Bk. Y. C 71.00 5 07 15 4 45 44.4
CLASS C—CABIN SLOOPS AND CUTTERS, 53fT. AND OVER 45FT.

Dolphin, Com. Henry F. Allen, H. E. Y. C .47.01 Withdrew,
CLASS D—CABIN SLOOPS AND CUTTERS, 45FT. AND OYER 38fT.

Avalou. L. Jlittplsdorf, P. Y. C 42.02 10 03 05 9 II 57.8
CLASS E—CABIN SLOOPS AND CUTTERS, 38fT. AND OVER 32fT.

Helen, W^alter Collins, J. C Y. C 37.00 Withdrew.
Mary B. 1, Walter Reynolds, H. Y.(J 35.06 9 55 19 8 53 20.3
Mary A , James J. Lyons, Bk. Y. C 34.10 Withdrew.
Bess. Hanly & Murphy, Bk. Y, C 34.08 Withdrew.
Spv, F. & H. WesIow& J. Lean, N. E. C...34.06 9 59 02 8 54 59.9
Coquette. Vreeland & Hobbs, N. Y. C 34.00 10 44 84 9 30 22.5
Bel Ami, Wm. Martin, W. Y. 0 33.06 Withdrew.
Fair Wind, John G. Meehan, Bk. Y. C 32.06 9 28 09 8 20 0G.6
Lottie, John E. Drew, H. E. Y. C.^ 32. 4i^ Withdrew.

CLASS F—CABIN SLOOPS AND CUTTERS, 32fT. AND OVER 37FT.
Eeliance. Jos. A. Ganey, W. Y. C 31.03 10 02 20 8 51 47.3
Peerless, James F. Lalor, H. Y. C 30.06 9 51 19 8 38 54.7
Henry Ward Beecher, Bevers & Tompkins,

Y. C. Y. C 30.01 9 55 21 ' 8 42 06.7
CLASS a—CABIN SLOOPS AND CUTTERS 27Fr. AND UNDEB.

Soutter Johnnie. A. Maclnness, P. Y. C. . .26.10 Withdrew.
Vixen, Louis Wunder, Bk. Y. C 26.06 8 26 05 7 22 02
Camille. Thos. MuUer, Jr., Col. Y. 0 26.03^ Withdrew.
Christine, Smith & Chester, P. Y. C 25.06 Withdrew.
Millie, Com. C. H. Benson, J. Y. C 25.04^ W^ithdrew.
Lurline, Bertram Barnett, Col. Y. C 25.04 Withdrew.
Jeanie, J. G. Feaney, N. J. Y. C 24.03 Withdrew.
Wanderer, Alfred Wenzel, N. J. Y. C 23.04 Withdrew.
Star, Peter W. Wright, N. Y. 0. 21. 02;^ 10 45 50 9 28 47.9

CLASS H—ALL CABIN YAWL-RIGGED YACHTS.
Bessie, Garrett Van Horn, J. C. Y. C 30.00 8 33 85 7 86 23.6

CLASS I—OPEN SLOOPS 32pT. AND OVER 27fT.
Charm, Com. F. S. Ketchum& H. P. Camp-

bell, N. J. Y. C 28.04 Withdrew.
Cygnet, Daniel Eyan, H. Y. C 27.09 Withdrew.
Lizzie L., W. E. Lissenden, K. V. K. Y. C. .27.03 Withdrew.
Maud M., W. W. McManus, H. Y. C 27. na Withdrew.
Lizzie F., Michael Flynn, H. E. Y^ C 27.01 8 09 00 7 06 10.5

SECOND CLASS—OPEN SLOOPS, 27FT. AND OVER 23PT.
J. T. Corlett, Conrad Eothraal, H.E.Y.C. .26.081^ AVithdrew.
J. A. Cameron, J. J. McCarthy, H.R.Y^C..26.03 8 26 17 7 31 42.5
Thorn, Wm. E. Kinzey, H. E. Y. C 24.05 Withdrew.
Clai-a S., J. W. Stilger, Jr., H R.Y.C 24.031^ Withdrew.

THIRD CLASS—OPEN SLOOPS, 2.3FT. AND UNDER.
Mosquito, F. H. Hegler, P.Y^C 19.11 3 20 45 2 22 57

FOTIRTH CLASS—CABIN OAT BOATS, OVER 23pT.
Mary. W. Elmer Ellsworth, Bayonne Y.C. .29.03 5 09 06 4 10 32.7
Acorn, Wm. Martin, Bk. Y.C 97.00^ Withdrew.
Lina, F. M. Randall, P.Y.C 87.00 Withdrew.
Henry Gray, Ortlieb & Deetjen, N.J.Y.C. .26.02 Withdrew.
Almira, Wilmer Hanan, I H.Y'.C 26.01 Withdrew.
Water Lily,ZimmermanetHoiTman,P.Y.C..26.00 Withdrew.

CLASS 5—CABIN CAT BOATS 23FT. AND UNDER.
Frankie A., V. Schulz, Col. Y^ C 23.00 Withdrew.
Hit or Miss, F. M. Eandall. P. Y. C 22.06 3 02 48 2 10 16.5
Juanita, C. F. Larzelere, Bk. Y\ C 22. 04^4 Withdrew.
Willie K., S. Kimberlin, Oc. Y. C 22.00 Disqualified
Surprise, M. Katenhorn, Gr. Y. C 21.06 3 43 08 2 48 39.5

CLASS 6—OPEN catboats 32ft. and over 27ft.
Uncas, Geo. Schmitt, Jr., W. Y'. C 27.10 Withdrew.
Elvira, Alfred L. Smith, W. Y. C 27.05 Withdrew.

CLASS 7—OPEN catboats 27FT. AND OVER 27FT.
Edna, Dixon & Kellock, Y. C. Y. C 24.0414 Withdrew.
Norman, Geo. Hansen, H. Y. C 23.06}| 8 35 41 7 24 50.6

class 8—open catboats 23ft. and over 20ft.
Tempest, Wm. M. Haughwont, K.V.K.Y.C.23.10 3 00 39 2 08 46.5
Pauline B,, Chas. S. Raymond, S. S. Y. 0. .22.07}^ 2 48 40 1 56 23.5
Lizzie B., Geo. A. Bouker, J. C. Y. C 21.11}^ 3 07 43 2 14 11.5
Eureka, Durham & Relyea, J. C. Y. 0 21.09 2 58 32 2 04 33.5
Arrow, J. M. Sawyer, Jr., S. Y, C 21.08i^ 2 37 08 1 43 05
Sappho, Geo. B. Lj^ons, Bk. Y, 0 -.SI. 03 3 20 33 2 25 34.5
H. H. Adams, Frank Maiej, Can. Y'. C 31.01 3 22 44 2 27 26
Tip Top, Geo. J. Gillig, S. Y. C 20.08 Withdrew.
Golden Rod, Chas. J. Leach, Au. Y. C 20.03 Withdrew.

CLASS 9—OPEN CATBOATS, 20FT. AND OVER 17FT.
Torment, W^m. Haughwont, K. V. K. Y. C.20.00 Withdrew.
Frank, C. D. McGiehan, Gr. Y'. C 19.11 3 09 16 2 11 28
Harry C. Miner, Chas. Rae. Au. Y. C 19.11 3 07 03 2 09 15
Anglesey, Richard Laukenau, H. Y. C 19.10 3 15 34 2 17 35.5
Dora D , Fred. Oliver, N. B. Y. C 19.06 Withdrew.
Gertrude A., Stephen W. Eoof, S. Y. 0. . . .18.04 2 52 39 1 51 07.5
Edda D„ Eichard W, Eummell, Bk. Y". 0. . .18.03 3 12 53 2 13 08
Doctor, F. T. Barber, K. V. K. Y. C 18. 00]^ Withdrew.
Millie, 2, C. A. Passmore, K. V. K. Y, C. . . .17.03 3 15 27 2 11 07.5

CLASS 10—OPEN CATBOATS 17FT. AND UNDER.
Amaranth. Wm. F. Everett, Bk. Y. 0 17.00 2 80 00 1 38 00
Crest, Walter Smith, Can. Y.C 16.10J^ 2 27 03 1 34 47.4
Paul and Stella, Jas. Riley, Bk. Y. C 16.08 Withdrew.
Chip, F. Fabian. Bayonne Y. C 16.05 2 23 20 1 30 02
Little Dean, Chas. Rae, Au. Y. C 16.05 Disqualified.
Teaser, Fitz Maurice Bros., Can. Y. C 16.03 3 38 56 1 45 02
Gala Water, John Spavin, N. B. Y. G 16.01}^ 2 40 17 1 46 17
Tough, Benj. Carr, Oc. Y. C 15.07J.^ 2 40 58 1 45 46

. British Racing and Racing Courses.
It is something unusual in American racing to sail two rounds of a

course, and more than two rounds is quite unprecedented except on
Lake Ontario . The courses sailed by the larger yachts are invariably
straightaway, as on the racing runs of the cruise; or out and back
once, as the New York, Lai'chmont, Newport and Marblehead courses.
One of the prettiest races of recent years was that of the Eastern
Y. C. in 1886, in which Mayflower sailed her trial race against Puritan
and Priscilla, the course being two rounds of a 15 mile triangle; but
it was objected to as making too much work for the crews. In British
waters the custom is exactly reversed, two rounds of 20 miles each
being the rule and a single long round the exception, while three and
four rounds are frequently sailed.
The accompanying chart, the official programme of the Torbay

Royal regatta of Aug. 21, shows one of these short courses, the whole
four sides making but 10 miles, naut., and four rounds being sailed to
make the 40 mUes, The race of the following day, the Royal Torbay
Y. C. regatta, was sailed over the same course, the Eastern niarkboat
being set a little further out, to make 11 in place of 10 miles.
The following story of the first race, from the Mela, gives a good

idea of the sort of sailing which such a course provides, and also of
the English style of reporting. One thing that strikes ua is the small
labor of reporting such a race compared with a race over the Block
Island course, where the fleet scatters in all directions on the wind-
ward work closing in together at the first mai-k and then running or
reaching for 18 miles to the next, as in theGoelet cup races of 1891 and
'92; or even the last trial race of Sept. 11, with the fleet of four yachts
widely scattered at times and in varying winds. The Royal Dorset
Y. C. regatta was sailed in three rounds, the two Royal Alfred races
each two rounds, 46 miles, the Royal Dart four rounds, the Start Bay
three rounds, the Royal Western and Port of Plymouth, each three
rounds. However hard on the crews this frequent turning may be,
it is of inestimable value as a drill, and it is just such training which
Valkyyie's crew has had and in which the American crews are lackiog.
The Torbay Royal race is described by the Field as follows:
The wind which gathered in Weymouth Bay on Saturday, was the

fore-runner of a hard blow on Sunday and Monday, and the yachts

that did uot clear out early on Sunday had a coarse time of it round
Portland BUI, and many did not show to it at all. The result is that
Torbay is not so full of yachts as is usual at regatta time; but a full

muster is expected at Dartmouth. At the starting hour to-day there
was quite a hard wind from about W.N.AV. ofE the land, and the yachts
were brought to housed topmasts and reefed mainsails—quite an
unusual event in this summer of moderate breezes. However, as the
wind was off the laud, there was no sea in the bay, and it was quite a
pleasant sail, albeit a trying one for gear. The big craft comprised
the familiar quartette and Britannia, never hard pressed, was a pretty
easy winner. Satanita sailed wonderfully, and, but for her misjudged
start and subsequent loss of time through dropping a man overboard,
she would have been very near winning. Galluna sailed well on all

points to-day; and Navahoe did no better and no worse than is her
wont In a hard wind. Eventually she tore the.reef cringle out of her
mainsaU and had to retire. In the handicap match, Mabel sailed away
from Columbine at a rate just fast enough to enable her to wipe out
her impost, and she won another first prize. Vendetta confirmed her
title to be considered a hard-weather boat in smooth water, and what
little sea there was she seemed quite at home in. Dragon with long
spells of reaching, defeated Deirdre. Racing in small classes was
spoilt, as so many of the little craft had been unable to make the
passage to Torquay-
Match for £70, second prize £20; course, round a sea mark, a mark-

boat off Brixham and another near Paignton, back to Torquay, four
times round, 44 miles.
Yacht. Rig. Eating. Owner. Allowances.
Satanita Cutter 163 Mr. Clarke Allows
Navahoe Cutter 161 Mr. Carroll 7s.

Britannia Cutter 151 Prince of Wales Im. 25s.

Calluna Cutter 141 Mr. Donaldson Im. 48s.

A bustling start was made at 10:30, but Satanita was over the line

5s. before gunfire, and had to return, whereby she lost nearly 3m.
All had single-reefed mainsails and housed mainsails, Navahoe and
Calluna witb second staysails while Britannia had her small working
staysail Navahoe crossed the fine on the weather beam of Britannia,
and soon reached clear ahead, the Prince of Wales, cutter evidently
wanting more driving just now, and Calluna also went past on her
weather, while Satanita was closing in astern. They carried main
booms pretty well off to the rigging on the broad reach out to the sea
mark, Satanita overhauling all, and Navahoe showing a really fine

burst of speed. They hauled up round the sea mark at:

Navahoe 10 47 50 Britannia 10 48 40
Calluna 10 48 15 Satanita 10 49 50
Britannia and Calluna stayed to port tack within a minute of round-

ing the mark, but Navahoe and Satanita held on starboard tack
towards Berry Head, where they certainly met more tide, and perhaps
a trifle more sea; but, as it was a lee-going tide, the swell ran long and
easy. Navahoe presently tacked into the bay, and met Britannia and
Calluna on starboard, and, as she could not weather Britannia, she
hove rotmd under her lee bow, some quarter of a mile off.

Britannia now reached past on her weather into first place, and

TORBAY ROYAL REGATTA

RACE CHART. 1893.

THE BLACK LINE SHOWS BRITANNIA'S COURSE TO •WINDWARD.

Calluna hung up so well that, when she met Navahoe standing in from
Berry Head, she crossed her to windward, and the Yankee stul furthei-

lost ground by being unable to weather the mark without another
short hitch. The time at the Brixham mark was:
Britannia 11 07 50 Satanita 11 10 30
Calluna 11 08 15 Satanita (second time). . . .11 15 86
Navahoe 11 09 40

Just as Satanita stayed for the mark, one of her extra hands went
overboard, head and shoulder first, off the lee quarter, as he was
trying to save his cap, which had blown off. The dinghy was
promptly thrown overboard and the man (who was a strong swim-
imer) picked up. Satanita meantime was smartly wore round, and
came to at the spot where the dinghy was. Altogether she lost five

minutes by the mishap. It was a close reach on port tack to the
Paignton mark, and Britannia, having stayed close round the Brixham
mark, could hai-diy fetch it, and in the end had to make a short board,
while all the others, having stood well into Brixham before coming
on port tack, fetched easily. At the Paignton mark, main booms
were eased off to the runners, and, with foaming wakes and big bow
waves, they came for the committee boat, where they gybed over and
completed the first round at:

Britannia 11 26 35 Navahoe 11 28 48
Calluna 11 38 25 Satanita 11 35 05
Britannia had got on a balloon staysail this time for the reach off to

the sea mark, and held her own, excepting that Satanita closed in a
trifle. The time at the sea mark was;
Britannia 11 42 14 Navahoe 11 44 47
CaUuna 11 44 00 Satanita 11 48 04
As before, Navahoe held on her hauling round tack, while the

others stayed to port and stood into the bay out of the tide, and all

made a considerable gain on the American, which fetched just inside
Berry Head, the others standing far enough into the bay to fetch close
to the Brixham mark, which was passed as follows:
Britannia 12 03 00 Navahoe , 12 07 05
CaUuna. 12 05 33 Satanita 12 09 00
They had a hard peppering of off-shore squalls reaching along to

the Paignton mark, and heeled pretty freely to the slammers, but
kept going at a flying pace. The second round ended at;
Britannia 12 19 35 Navahoe 12 24 57
CaUuna 13 23 :w Satanita 12 29 50
The wind laid on heavy as they reached off to the sea mark this

time, and nothing went faster than Satanita. The time of hauUng to
round the mark was:
Britannia 13 -37 04 Navahoe 12 42 40
Calluna 13 40 .39 Satanita 12 46 OS
They beat over to Brixham mark as before, with long leg on star-

board" tack and short on port, and Callima just held Britannia, while
Navahoe, as before, steadUy lost ground. The time of weathering the
Brixham mark was:
Britannia 12 57 50 Navahoe 1 04 46
Calluna 1 01 10 Satanita 1 06 40
As they reached along shore past Brixham and Goodrington,

Britannia's jib split, and she was some time shffting to third jib, and
Navahoe also lost something wliile shifting her jib. The wind still

ripped off shore in hard gushes, and lee rails were lost sight of as they
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smoked along. As before, it was a broad reach from Paignton to

Torquay, where the third round ended:
Britannia 1 14 19 Navahoe 1 28 03

Calluna 1 18 15 Satanita 1 23 10

Running their heads weli up on the surges, they flew oflf to the sea
mark for the fourth and last' time, Satanita closing in very fast

under the lee quarter of Navahoe, and just as the former was drawing
level Navahoe rounded to and gave up, her mainsail having burst at

the reef cringle. Satanita thus remained last boat, and chased the
others off to the sea mark, where the time was:
Britannia 1 31 40 Satanita 1 39 30

CaUuna 1 35 20
Beating across to Brixham, Britannia just held her own, wind and

sea reibaimng as before, and the trio presenting a very business-Uke
picture, as they were masterfully laid on the wind. The time of
weathering the Brixham mark was:
Britannia 1 52 40 Satanita 2 00 21

Calluna 1 56 25
A close reach along shore to Paignton and a broad reach home
Satanita making an aU-round gain) brought the match to an end at:

Britannia (winnner) 2 09 06 Satanita 2 16 15

Calluna (second prize) 2 13 36

Valkyrie.

A THIRTT day passage across the Atlantic is in no way remarkable,
and Valkyrie's failure to equal the record of Thistle and other yachts
would of itself have created little anxiety. There was, however, a
strong probability that she had encountered one of the August
cyclones when but one or two weeks out, and this, with the fact that
she was not reported by any steamer, caused a certain amount of
apprehension over her delay in reaching New York. Although she
was reported on Sept. 18 by the steamer Spain, having been spoken
two days before, it was not until the early morning of Sept. 23 that
she sighted the two lightships off Sandy Hook. The tug Charm
passed her a towline, .and after a short delay at Quarantine she dropped
anchor off the Atlantic Yacht Club station, Bay Ridge. On her way up
the bay she was saluted by vessels of all kinds, the ferryboats going
out of their courses to get a look at her. She carried her racing
mast, a fine stick of Oregon pine, with short bowsprit, topmast, gaff

and boom. On board were Capt. Wm. Cranfield, who has sailed her
all the season; Capt. Wm. Harvey, her navigator, brother of the
Capt. Harvey, who sailed Jessica in 1891, and the following crew:
Oscar Ponder, first mate; William Taylor, second mate; Ennis Turff,

boatswain; William Bowen. chief cook; Arthur Wade and William
Waddley, assistants, and William Cranfield, Walter Sebbern, John
Pierce, Alfred Scarf, Wallace Allen, Alfred Allen, WilHam Brown,
Herbert Springat, B. Wilkin, Herbert Puilen, William Percival, Ed-
ward Smith and Adam and Robert Potter. Twelve more of the crew,
some of them from Lord Dunraven's smaller cutter L'Esperance,
arrived on Saturday on the Paris and at once joined the yacht.

The voyage was a hard and tedious one, as told in the following
story by Capt. Cranfield, and by the log:

"We had a very hard passage, but there never was a moment when
I felt that the Valkyrie was in danger. Her design, as far as her
weatherly qualities go, has been thoroughly tested, and a boat not so
well buUt would have certainly gone to pieces during some of the
heavy blows. I made no attempt to make a record, but kept the
yacht going as fast as was consistent with perfect safety. Before
starting it was generally understood that we were to take a southern
course, but after getting out on the high seas I determined to take
the far northern course, which accounts for our not being sighted by
the incoming steamers.
"For ten days after we left, on Aug. 28, we had light easterly winds

and made fairly good headway. Then we ran into about as nasty
weather as I have seen for a long time. From Sept. 2 to 6 we were
knocked ab^ut by squalls from the west and an ugly cross sea,

which forced us to put the main boom into a crutch. On the 7th we
were struck, while running close reefed, by a northwest gale, which
kept up with a few short respites until the lltn, when it increased to

a hurricane that made things very lively for us. It was impossible
to move any-where on the vessel and on deck it was very dangerous to
the crew, even with the aid of lifelines, which were stretched along
the deck. All we had out was a close-reefed trysail, and that was
enough. We shipped some very heavy seas, but they rolled off the
deck like water from the back of a duck.
"I thought that our boats would be carried away, but we lost

nothing. The tiller was bent by a heavj' sea that swept us fore and
aft about midnieht, and two of the crew had a close escape from be-

ing washed overboard. The little storm jib was blown out of the bolt
ropes with a report like a cannon, and for a time we were in a very un-
comfortable position. But the Valkj^rie did not seem to mind the ter-

rible tossing, and the way she dove into the waves and came right side

up every time was a delight to the sailor, although the experience was

'^"We had to let her scud before the wind while the damage to the
tiller was repaired, which was a very ttckUsh job indeed, in such a ter-

rible sea. The wind went down in about two days, but the sea ran
very high all the time, and kept us all awake the most of the time.

She rolled so hard occasionally that it seemed as if she would land on
her beam's end and never right, but after hanging for a moment in the
balance as if undecided whether to go clean over, she would come up
with an easy motion that was very reassuring to those on board.
"We were running close reefed in half a gale when the Spain sighted

us. On Sept. 16 I signaled to her, but got no response, owing, prob-
ably, to the thick weather. We kept together for about seven hours,
and logged in that time about seventy mUes, which, I see, agrees with
the report of Capt. Griffith of the Spain. The Spain was the only west-
bound vessel that we sighted, but I signaled to several east-bound
Steamers, which ought to have reported us.

"On the same day we passed a ship bottom up, but it was blowing
too hard for us to stop and get her name. She had a bright copper
bottom, and looked as if she had been upset only a short time. We rau
into a frightful gale from the southwest after the Spain left us, which
forced us to heave to for safety. This storm was accompanied by ter-

rific lightning, which played around the Valkyrie altogether too close

for comfort. While running before the wind the j^acht thumped the
sea very hard, and huge waves came aboard and swept the deck.
"During this week we had a succession of gales which gave us a ter-

rible knocking about, and it was a great relief when we ran into a fog
bank and calm. When the fog lifted we spoke the pilot boat Leahy,
and you know the rest."

The crew wasted httle time after the anchor was down, but at once
set to work to fit out for the races. Capt. Cranfield at first being un-
aware of the postponement to Oct. 5. The yacht showed the effects

of the voyage, no damage was done to the hull beyond the starting of
the caulking about the end of the long counter, but paint and varnish
were washed off, sails were torn and ropes stranded, while she looked
anything but the trim and stylish racer which she really is. On deck
amidships were lashed six large water casks, her long tiller was bent
in two places, and the short, dirty spars and cruising sails gave her a
rather disreputable look.
The sails were unbent, spars unshipped, and by 10 o'clock a big

floating derrick was alongside with a lot of racing spars safely

wrapped in burlaps. The main boom was shipped, the topmast setup,
the bowsprit run out and the decks cleared of the old sails, casks and
spars.
During the morning Messrs. Watson and Ratsey, in company with

Mr. Maitland Kersey, came down in a tug and spent most of the day
on board or about the Atlantic Y. C. The spare spars were landed on
Wintringham's bulkhead, and Mr. Sawyer very kindly ofl'ered the use
of his Bay Ridge loft for the storage of sails and gear.

Valkyrie, though very different from Thistle, is just as distinctively

a Watson boat, showing the same artistic sheer and counter. She has
the "Dora bow," similar to the new American boats, but not so long
in overhang, and in appearance is much like Queen Mab. While her
waterline is full, as in all recent yachts, the fore end is quite sharp,

the waterline being straight rather than convex for the first few feet.

The bow is undoubtedly a good and serviceable one, making a fair

ending to all the fore and aft line, but with less weight and windage
than in the longer American overhangs. The after end is hardly as
strong in form as the Herreshoff boats, and possibly no better as to

speed, but it is certainly far handsomer to look at.

The Unes of the hull, so far as they ai e visible, disclose a well shaped
and powerful craft, but until she is docked next week it will be impos-
sible to form any fair opinion of her speed. The rig is practically the
same as Thistle, the masthead shrouds and extra stay and spreaders
of the new Herreshoff boats being lacking. The oldfaahioned oak cheek
pieces and trestle trees are still used, the five shrouds all going over
the masthead. The ironwork is of good design but considerably
heavier than in the American boats, and while there is far less liability

to break down, it is an open question whether the rig might not be
lighter and yet strong enough. The yacht wiU be under way next
Thursday, and she will dock early next week at the Erie Basin.

Lord Dunraven reached New York on Saturday on the Campania,
with him being the Countess of Dunraven, her two daughters, the
Ladies Rachel Wyndham-Qainn and Aileen Wyndham-Qainn; his

brother-in-law the'Hon. Charles Kerr; the Marquis of Ormonde, Lord
Wolverton, Col. Arthur Paget, the Hon. Hercules A. Languish and
Charles Barrington.
No sooner had he landed than Lord Dunraven took a tug and visited

the yacht in company with Messrs. Kersey, Watson and Ratsey. On
Sim'day the party took a rtm up the Sound on a tug, dining at Larch-
monc. On the way they steamed by Vigilant at anchor, of course ex-
amining her closely through their glasses.
The sjght off Bay Ridge must have astonished considerably Capt.

Oranflela and his crew. Early in the morning the hillsides and piers

were black with people, whUe the water was covered with boats of all

kinds, from the rough little bateau buUt of driftwood and old boards,
up to eight-oared shells and barges and all sorts of sailing and steam
yachts.- Rowboats drove a thriving trade in carrying visitors around
the yacht, and the little steam water boat was crowded on every one
of her trips, of which she made for an hour. For the small sum of
twenty-five cents she offered a complete view of the yacht on all sides
and also of Lord Dunraven and his two daughters. The day was warm
and fair, but with a flat calm for three or four hours, which hung up
the sailing craft, but in spite of this there were catboats by the score,
and white saUs were visible in all directions, trsing to reach one com-
mon point. The steam y.acht Ituna brought down from New Rochelle
Messrs. Belmont, Iselin and Herreshoff, who scanned Valkyrie closely
for some time. Vigilant will haul out on Sept. 28 or 29 at Harkin's
ways, City Island, and wfll lie there untU the eve of the races. The
final details of the races wiU be arranged at a meeting on Sept. 26
between Lord Dunraven and the cup committee.

LOG OF VALKTRIE—COWES TO NEW YORK.

Aug. 23—Left Cowes 5:40 A. M.: light westerly winds; noon, calm,
heavy swell; barometer, 30.08; 26 mUes.
Aug. 24—Noon, Falmouth abeam; 4 P. M., signalled the Lizards.
Aug. 25—Noon, abreast Seven Storm Lightship, distance 4 miles;

calm; barometer 30.40; P. M.. light air, swell, west by northwest.
Aug. 26—Open; wind, hght easterly; haze; slow progress, at noon

all canvas set; afternoon calm, no headway; barometer 30.40; longi-

tude .06, latitude .50.07; 27 miles.

Aug. 27—Open; light westerly wind; noon, set squaresails; barom-
eter, ;30. 30; latitude 49.57; longitude 8.15; breeze, east by southeast;
sea, irregular.
Aug. 28—Open: fresh winds, east, clear, blowing sharp; barometer

30.36. Noon, latitude 49.18, longitude 12.48; P. M., squally, showers,
southeast winds.
From noon of Aug. 27 to noon of Aug. 28, 3S5 miles were made by

log. 218 by observation.
Aug. 29—Open; fresh easterly winds; barometer, 30.-38; noon, lati-

tude 48.40. longitude, 18.06; P. M., fresh winds, southeast; nastv sea;

single reef and trysail. Noon to Aug. 30, 22-4 miles hy observation.
Aug. 30—Open;' fresh winds, southeast; noon, high southerly breeze

and swell. P. M., less wind: latitude 42.48, longitude 23.24; 224 miles.

Aug. 31—Two hundred miles. Open; southeast winds; ship rolling

heavily. Noon, wind freshening; latitude 47.54, longitude28.31. P.M.,
high wind and cloudy. Wind sffll southeast.

Sept 1—Two hundred and twenty miles; open; moderate breeze,
southeast. Noon, wind south; took squaresail in; reaching along
steadily. P. M., wind west, smart breeze; rain and showers.
Sept. 2—One hundred and ten miles; open; wind west by northwest;

squally: rain; bad sea; rolling heavily. Noon, latitude 47.30, longitude
38.12. P. M., hard squall, high sea; ship laboring heavily and flooding
decks.
Sept. 3—Strong squalls, northwest by west; rain. Noon, heavy

squalls; no observation; 173 miles by log. P.M., wind freshening;
double reef fore and aft.

Sept, 4—Wind southwest, shifting to west by west; unsteady; poor
progress. Noon, no observations; 90 miles by log; overcast; rain;

nasty cross swell.
Sept. 5—Open ; close reef trysail; wind west. Noon, wind more mod-

erate; no observations; 77 miles by log. P M., wind moderating; set
trysail; heavy swell.

Sept. 6—Open; moderate breeze, west by northwest; heavy swell.

Noon, observation 45.50 and 42.40; weather fair; 80 miles by log. P.

M., breeze moderating; cross sea; west by northwest.
Sept. 7.—Open ; freshening winds, south by southwest. Noon, same

;

rain; observation 45.18 and 45..32; hard winds; heavy sea; close reef

;

130 mdes by observation. P. M., high wind; lay to under close reef
trysaQ.

Sept. 8—Open; rolling heavily: high seas. Noon, wind moderating;
overcast, let reef out; very high sea, west by southwest. P. M.,
weather finer; heavy swells; barometer unsteady.
Sept. 9—Open; moderate winds south. Noon, dense fog; latitude

44.07, longitude 49.55. P. St., heavy seas; wind west by north; flooding
decks; 151 miles.

Sept. 10—Moderate wind, west; clear; passed several fishermen.
Noon; 56 miles; laititude 43.42, longitude 51.06. P. M.; poor progress;
wind unsteady;

Sept. 11—Open; hght wind, southwest; heavy roll; barometer fall-

ing. Noon, no observation; 61 miles. 8 P. M., wind freshening; north
with hurricane force: close reefed trysail and reached off. 10 P. M.,

shipped seas; smashed starboard storm rail and stanchion, bending
tiller.

Sept. 12—Open; heavy storm; jib blew clear out of ropes. 6 A. M.,

gale abating; fished tiller with spare spar; sea high and shifting north;

61 miles. 10:40, signalled steamship bound east, one funnel, white
band, three masts, fore and aft rigged; no answ.er. Noon, head winds;
kept ship on course. 9:30 P. M., squally, light winds; trysail sheet
swinging in, carried away binnacle hood.

Sept^ 13—Fresh winds, north by northwest, heavy swells; shipped
tube tUler. Noon, observation 43.17, 56.55. P. M., moderate winds,
west by northwest; slow progress; 120 miles.

Sept. 14—Wind west by northwest: poor progress; passed east-bound
steamship: signalled, no answer. Noon, 80 miles; observation 43.15,

latitude 58.35. P. M. same weather; signalled another steamship all

well, no answer; heavy swell north by northwest.
Sept. 15—Wind northwest by west; 6:30 A. M. passed steamship

Berlin, signalled and was answered; set topsail and balloon staysail.

Noon, calm. 3 P. M. signalled three steamships bound east; eighty
miles; poor progress; observation, latitude 42.17, longitude 59.47.

Sept. 16—Wind south by southwest; signaUed ship bound east; no
answer; southwest swell. Noon, 160 miles; observations, latitude 41.39,

1

longitude 03.22. P. M., freshening gale; phmging heavily. Midnight,
gale increasing; ship hove to; shipping water.
Sept. 17—Heavy gale, southwest; split after leech of trysail; ship

before wind; set storm trysail. Noon, wind falling; calm; fearful
swell; washed binnacle overboard; vessel dipping stern under and
seas thumping heavily; rolling. P. M., light wind, northwest; wind
and weather trying; 110 miles.
Sept. 18—Freshening winds, north bv northwest: signalled mail

steamship east bound, no answer; rep.aired trysail. Noon, observa-
tions, latitude 40-;», longitude 65.25; 97 miles; light airs. 8 P. M.,
moderate swell

;
threatening weather.

Sept. 19—Light wind and calm. Noon, wind freshening and sea,

southwest by west; under gaff topsail and jib. Noon, no observations;
78 miles. P. M., single reef trysail; dense fog: light westerly winds.

Sept. 20—Dense fog, heavy swells. Noon, fog lifting; 42 miles; no
observations. 2 P. M., fog cleared up, set topsail. Midnight, wind
freshening, northwest by west.

Sept. 21—Head sea, freshening wind, northwest by north; shipping
seas; took in jib and topsail. Noon, 220 miles; observations, latitude
40.19, longitude 72..33. P. M., tacked to north; calm, clear and smooth,
1:30 P. M., took pilot aboard.
Sept. 22—Light westerly winds. 5 A. M., abreast Highlands of

Navesink, making trip 29 days 18 hours.

The Brenton's Reef Cup.
'Flmrsday, Sept. lU-

A most remarkable race was sailed by Britannia and Navahoe for
this trophy, the former eventually winning by 2i^s. over a course of
120 miles. The distance was covered in lOh. 37m. .35s. by the winner,
and considering the heavy sea which had to be contended with it was
an unparalleled performance. Nothing in yacht racing annals can
compare with the extraordinary close sailing of the two vessels, for
as a matt«r of fact, neither was at any time more than a minute ahead
of the other, and for fully half the distance, it may be said, that there
was not more than a couple of lengths between them. Altogether it

was a race beating far and away in every particular anything yet re-

corded in yachting history. There have perhaps been matches sailed
over short courses quite as exciting, but nothing to compare with the
wonderful speed maintained through such a trying sea. There was
not a "carry away" worthy of note to be recorded, although the masts
of both when the wind laid on caused some anxiety. The match
proved most conclusively that the racing yacht of the present season
is far ahead of the old type in regard to seagoing qualitieg as in speed.

"VALKYRIE."
Cutter, 86bt. l.w.l. Designeu) by G. L. Watson for Lord Ditokaven. Built by Henderson & Co., Glasgow, 1893.
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Navahoe was on her best point in having a broad reach over the entire
course, while on the other hand, Britannia does not so much excel In

that particular point as she does sailing to windward and to leeward.
So heavy was the sea that for upward of a hundred miles the two
yachts were under two sails only, yet even then thej; were reaching 11

knots, pounding the water in a wonderful way, and it is not too much
to say that the drift was flying 20ft. up the mast.
Mr. Carroll made an objection that the starting vessel was not in the

same position at the finish that she was at the start. The answer to

this was that a vessel may not anchor in a fair way at night time. The
times were taken directly each of the vessels came in line with the
stream of the Needles Lighthouse, and this was better than being ob-
tained in passing a floating mark. The secretary of the Royal Yacht
Sf^uadron, Mr. Richard Grant, acted as starter and timekeeper. De-
tails are subjoined:
Match for the Brentotfs Reef Cup, presented by Mr. J. G. Bennett,

open to yachts of all nations. Course, from the Needles round Cher-
bourg Breakwater and back, 120 miles. New York Y. C. rules, but
without allowance for time. Five minutes to be allowed for crossing
the line and the difference to be corrected at the finish. The cup may
be challenged for at the expiration of thirty days from the time of its

being won, but not for a race after third Thursday in October. Last
holder, British yawl Wendur.

Rating.
Britannia (defender^, cutter, Prince of Wales

, 151

Navahoe Cchallenger), cutter, Mr. R. Phelps Carroll 156

The wind was blowing of full single reef strength from the eastward
when the two vessels got to the rendezvous, and both had the first

earing hardened down in mainsails, third jibs out and jib-headed top-
sails aloft. The Navahoe set her big working staysail and the Britan-
nia the reaching one. According to conditions five minutes were al-

lowed to cross the line, the time to be corrected at the finish. Britan-
nia was first to keep away, the Navahoe soon followed, the official

timing of the start being:
Britannia 12 01 06 Navahoe 12 02 05
With the wind about two points free, they set their course across

channel, a little having to be allowed for the ebb stream, which was
just beginning to soak westward. Britannia, on an eastern line, had
Navahoe on the lee quarter, and thus they ran in a rising breeze. On
opening St, Catherine's the full weight o£ the wind was felt and the
sea began to get heavy. A slight pull was taken at mainsheets, and
with every prospect of worse weather big staysails were shifted for
working ones, and jib-headed topsails got'on deck, but topmasts were
kept on end. Both vessels were soon tearing along at a grpat speed
and making a close match, the Britannia's early start being somewhat
discounted. When about 20 miles from the English coast Navahoe's
jiptopsail got adrift and she had fom- hands out to gather in the sail,

which was badly torn. The vessels got ofC in mid-channel about 2:30

with a heavy mn of sea, which the hard blow of the preceding hours
had helped to get up. The Navahoe, however, began to traVel the
faster and got close up under the lee quarter of her rival. In running
off and coming up she was first pointing for lee side and then the
weather of her opponent, but at last she was given a sharp intentional
luff across Britannia's stern, and on keeping away drew up and event-
ually passed by to windward into first place.
Topmasts were housed when they got within about two miles of the

land, and on drawing near the breakwater sheets were rattled in with
the weight of the wind. The Navahoe was not more than a clear
length ahead when the pair began to draw up for the buoy at the
western end of the breakwater. Here the last pull at sheets was being
taken, and the Britannia, luffing sharp, made a clever inside turn and
had her bowsprit overlapping the Navahoe, the latter at this time hav-
ing to alter her helm a little to clear a French steamer. The times the
buoy at the western entrance was luflfed roimd were as follows: Nava-
hoe 5h. Im., Britannia 5h. Im. 10s. Both were sharp by the wind, but
were just able to lay through Cherbourg Roads on port tacks. On the
way the Britannia got her jibtopsail in off the bowsprit end and both
were got fit for the coming sea fight. The Britannia held her reach
until she could just fletch to windward of the buoy lying off the pitch
of the breakwater, and on coming round on starboard tack Navahoe
was a few lengths distant on the weather quarter of the leader. The
western tide was running when a look out in the open was made, and
before getting anything of an ofBing an ugly sea was met; indeed, the
sea was so bad and the wind so heavy that it became compulsory to
-ease both vessels of their foresails.

Britannia was beautifully nursed in regard to helmsmanship, the
the heaviest of the seas being met on the beam, while the Navahoe
was also nicely sailed to shoulder the combers. Darkness closed in

and the same close fight was kept up, the Britannia sailing about
four cables' length distant of the Navahoe, which was almost broad
on the lee beam^ The wind was furious about twenty miles out, and
the laboring of the vessels was terribly trying, but as they got off
into mid channel things improved. When about five miles from the
Needles the Navahoe drew in the Britannia's wake, but she was not
more than two lengths astern. In a lighter breeze the speed dropped
a little, but both were tearing along foaming, and they had now fore-
sails on to help them along. As the land was closed in, the wind
shortened, and sheets were drawn a little aft. Half a mile from the
Needles the Britannia was quite on a wind, while the Navahoe was
being sailed hard along. The Britannia was pinched up so as to
only give the Goose Rock a clear berth, while the Navahoe was half
a mile to the westward. Thus the two vessels crossed the line and
finished a memorable race. The official timing of the finish was:
Britannia (winner 10 37 35 Navahoe 10 38 32
The Prince of Wales's cutter was thus .57s. ahead, and from this

Mi/^a. had to be deducted for the difference at the start, the balance
on the winner's favor accordingly being only 2i,^s.

Mr. Carroll, the owner of Navahoe, was entertained at dinner last
night at the Royal Yacht Squadron Castle, and a large number of
members and other yachtsmen were present. There was a cordial in-

terchange of international courtesies, and full honor was paid to the
sporting spirit which has been displayed by the guest of the evening.
The race for the Cape May cup, which was fixed for to-day, has been
put off. It will probably be sailed on Monday, but over the same
course as the Brenton Reef cup—namely, from the Needles to Cher-
bourg breakwater and back.—London times.

A Cowes correspondent telegraphs that ihe reports that Mr, Car-
roll, owner of the Navahoe, had withdrawn his protest against award-
ing the Brenton Reef cup to the Britannia is without foundation, and
the sequel shows that he had perfectly honorable grounds for object-
ing to the official recoi'd of the finish of the Channel race on Tuesday
night. The matter was discussed by the Yacht Squadron sailing
committee yesterday afternoon, the Marquis of Ormonde, vice-com-
raodore, presiding, Mr. Carroll had not only verbally objected, but
had lodged a written protest, though he had hauled down his winning
flag pending the deci^iion of ^ he committe. His case was simply this:
The starting line was to have been the finish, made by the steamer
being anchored opposite the Needles in such a manner that the
Needles Rock should be brought in with the Needles . Rock. At
night, however, the captain of the steamer refused to anchor in the
fairway of the Solent lest his ship's lights should be mistaken
for the liarhts indicated on the chart. The committee's vessel was
brought to in a bay at right angles to the Needles. The yachts were
back long before they were expected, or probably the steamer would
have been taken back to its position at the start. When they were
sighted the racers had passed what would have been the original line,

and the Navahoe having aa outside berth had to sail round some dis-
tance to come into line with the committee vessel and be timed, Mr.
Carroll was supported by seven of the gehtlemen who were engaged
in the race, and who concurred in his assertion that there would have
been a difference of only a few seconds, instead of 56 if the committee
vessel had been in position at the finish, which the sailing rules had
rendefed obligatory. The committee accordingly had no alternative
than to declare the Navahoe winner of the prize, and her crew sent up
her winning flag with ringing cheers. The race over the same course
for the Cape May cup has now been fixed for to-day,

—

Wefilern Morn-
itig Nevjs.

RebeUious Tacbt Crews.
Apropos of the recent "strike" on board Jubilee, the following from

the Field is interesting:
"On Saturday last a case of some interest to yacht owners came be-

fore the Justices at Newport, Isle of Wight, Sir G, Hamond-Gi'eeme in
the chair. Three seamen of the schooner yacht Egeria, belonging to
Lord Dunleath, were charged with refusing to obey a lawful order of
the master under section 248 of the Merchant Shipjjing Act, 1854. Mr.
H. C. Damant appeared to prosecute, while the defendants were rep-
resented by Mr, H, R, Hooper. It appeared from the opening state-
ment of Mr. Damant, and from the evidence of the master, John Har-
bert, that on Aug. 5 last, when the yacht was lying at anchor in Cowes
Roads, orders were given to get her under way to proceed to South-
sea, the weather at the time being perfectly fine and both wind and
tide fair. This order defendants and others of the crew refused to
obey, alleging that the yacht was short-handed. It was proved that
at the time she was one hand short, but that all told she then had a
crew of thirteen hands on board. It appeared that, in consequence of
the refusal of the men to worli the yacht. Lord Dunleath had been
compelled to lay her up, being unable to obtain another crew at that
time of year. For the defence it was eoniended that, even if they were
one hand short of the number stipulated for in the articles which they
had signed, they were justified in refusing the order, and furthermore
it was stated that the yacht was leaking and was not in a state to jjro-

ceed to sea. The master was recalled on this latter point and stated
that the men had never previouely complained of the state of the

yacht, that she had made a little water, but *as in a sBdwOrthy Condi-
tion. Mr. Hooper then took a technical objetition, grounded on the
fact that no entry of the occurrence had been ehtered in the official

log. Mr, Damant submitted that under the Merchant Shipping Amend-
ment act of 1862, Sec. 13, it was Dot imperative that a master of a yacht
should keep a log, and this view was accepted by the bench. In the
result the defendants were each fined £1 and costs, with the option of
a month's Imprlsoument,

The Royal Victoria Gold Cup.
The following account of the races between Navahoe and Britannia

for the gold cup of the Royal Victora Y. C. is ftom the Western
Morning News, of Exmouth, Eng.

First Bace— Wednesday, Sept. 6.

"There's no wind, and there will be no rain," said the weatherwise
yachtsman on Ryde esplanade this morning at 6 o'clock, as he
thought anxiously of the match between the Prince of Wales's yacht
Britannia and the American, Mr. Royal Phelps Carroll's Navahoe.
He was wrong. There was wind, and there was as pretty a race as
is possible when one yacht is manifestly the superior of the other.
Victory on three days ont of five is necessary to the final success
which will carry off the handsome gold cup, with 600 guineas, which
the Royal Victoria Y. C. offer for the International contest. Tp-da,y
the Prince of Wales's yacht, the Britannia, wotl the raC^ easily by
more than 16m,, after a sail which lasted for nearly 6 hoUrs, The
Navahoe never got a chance from start to finish. The Britannia led,

a,nd she increased her lead at the end in a style so splendid that not
only is to-day's race decided, but the match is virtually decided. The
Britannia is shown to be the manifest superior of her American
competitor, though Mr. Carroll, who has so pluckily determined to
carry the English cup to America, determines to fight to the last.

From the point of view of the mere amateur, to-day's weather was
the pink of perfection. There was hardls^ a cloud in the sky, and
there was scarcely a wave on the water. In the morning there was
no wind worth speaking of in the Channel between Southsea and Ryde,
and the greatest anxiety as to the possibility of racing at aU prevailed
at the headquartersof the Royal Victoria Y, C, at Ryde. Their cup has
never been raced for before, and the great match is an event in their
history, which is madememorable by the fact that the Prince of AVales
is a competitor, and is likely to be the successful competitor. The
course selected is familiar to yachting men. The start was from the
well-known W.arner Lightship outside Ryde, thence in a southeasterly
direction to the Ower's Lightship, thence westerly to Dunnose Point
and back again, around the Nab Lightship to the starting point. It is

a triangular sail and gave great variety to test the yachts engaged.
Since Britannia's last racing she has been given a new boom, her old
hollow one having been removed and replaced by a solid one. The
Navahoe also has had 28in. taken off the heel of her mast, and seeing
that she was skippered by Oapt. Crocker, acknowledged to be the
crack American yachtsman, it may he imagined that though Navahoe
was beaten, the very best of seamanship was displayed. So perfect
were the arrangements made hy the Royal Victoria Y. C. that there
was not a hitch from start to finish, and if there was one little misad-
venture on board the Britannia it did not hinder her iu her final stlc-

cess.
The start from the Warner Lightship took place at 11 :10. It was the

prettiest of beginnings. Perhaps there was a second or two's advan-
tage on the part of Britannia when the line was passed, but that may
be a phantasy. Certain it is that Britannia was soon forging ahead.
It was said that a light breeze would greatly favor Navahoe. She was
to windward, but she did not seem to have full way on her, and Brit-
annia opened iu a grand way, and was in two minutes several lengths
ahead. There was no real race afterward. The start decided every-
thing. It was clear to experts that Britannia would win easily. She
had begun too well. Navahoe was game, however, over a losing battle
and the race to the Ower's Lightship was a close haul. Navahoe
slightly improving her position, there were indeed some who thought
she might yet recover her loss, and one American lady offered to bet
gloves in profusion in proof of the confidence of her patriotism. But
at the lightship Britannia was still ahead. Here are the times as de-
claimed:

Britannia 1 05 58 Navahoe 1 08 12
The Britannia, in other words, was already 2m. ahead. She improved

her position on the reach back nearly to White Cliff on the port tack.
The breeze was not freshening, and the Navahoe put out that
very peculiar spinnaker which has so greatly startled and amused
ISnghsh yachtsmen this summer; but in the run to Dunnose the Brit-
annia had a still greater advantage. She made a long leg against a
foul tide, and gained the advantage. The Navahoe was more pinched,
and her short tack proved to be a mistaken strategy. In the endeavor
to round the flag ofE Dunnose she delayed herself some minutes, and
the result was perceived when the times were taken.
Britannia 3 40 .30 Navahoe 3 55 55
In a word, the Britannia was now 15ni. ahead. Victory was now

assured, the race ceased to excite, and Americana no longer wanted to
gage gloves. Passing Dunnose both yachts ran with spinnaker boomed
to port for the Nab. The times there are not so clearly ascertained,
but they are like this:

Britannia 4 32 51 Navahoe 4 47 03
Then came the reach home. From the Nab Lightship on a port tack,

the Britannia came in as prettily as she went out, and made as hand-
some a finish as could be desired. Loud cheering greeted her from
the crews of all the craft around, and the whistle of every steamer in

the neighborhood sent up imitations of human cheers. There was a
band on one boat, and it played "God Bless the Prince of Wales" with
a vigor that proved the loyalty of the bandsmen English yachtsmen
conaratulated one another with that laughter which the sailor loves so
weU. Presently they began to look for the Navahoe. She would have
been a clipper Last year, and would have carried off prizes, but the
Britannia has beaten her, and beaten her fairly and squarely once
more. The Navahoe did not lag behind, but she was leaning far more
than the Britannia, and her loss was almost exactly 16i.^m. The time
at the end, as officially certified, is:

Britannia 4 50 02 Navahoe 5 06 SO

Second Race—Thursday, Sept. S.

Yachtsmen were enthusiastic at Ryde to-day when they found a fair
breeze blowing for the second day's race between the Prince of
Wales's Britannia and the American cutter, Mr. Royal Phelps Carroll's
Navahoe. Y'esterday the breezes were light, to day they were fresh
enough, and the sea was what old salts called nasty. Nevertheless
the result was the same. The English boat won and had beaten her
rival before the Navahoe came to grief. But we ha'l more of a race
to-day than yesterday. In running with a free wind the Navahoe has,
if anything, the advantage over the Britannia, and one of the most
interesting and exciting events of the days was the twenty miles run
to leeward into the channel. The idea was Mr. Carroll's. The Royal
Victoria Y. C. committee would have preferred a ten-mile sail to
windward and a ten-mile sail back, but Mr. Carroll seems to have
depended upon his staying powers and his wish was at once, and with-
out demur, acceded to.

Naturally, the course could not be laid down beforehand; it depended
upon the wind. The Nab lightship was chosen as the rendezvous and
starting point, and when the yachts, club steamer and committee tug
reached it the wind was found to be a little north of westerly. It was
therefore determined to make the Owers lightship the next point,
and to place the flag-marked buoy eight miles to the southeast by south
of her, a point just off Little Hampton. Off went the tug to drop the
buoy while the instructions were taken by the commodore of the club
in the Nab lightship's boat. The general belief was that the Navahoe
would have at least the consolation of proving herself to be indisput-
ably a better running boat than the Britannia. English patriotism
did not. perhaps, enable our people to desire to see the American beat
us even in one race in our own waters, but the speed of the Navahoe
before the wind was believed to be greater than that of the Britannia,
and it was warmly desired that she should prove it and that the
Britannia should recover herself for the heavy work on the return
journey. This was the general forecast of the race before it was
sailed.
The start took place at a quarter to twelve. It was almost as pretty

as that of yesterday, and at first it seemed likely to be similar in all

respects. Having more way on her. the Britannia at first took the
lead, but she could not keep it. The Navahoe is easily beaten reaching
to windward in a choppy sea, but she soon proved her metal, and not
only headed the Royal yacht, but gave the Britannia all her time to
keep with her. She would have done better but for evil furtuue. Mr.
Carroll had luck against him all day ;

everything seemed to go wrong.
At the very worst moment he put forth that costly spinaker of silk
and hemp which is supposed to be as great a wonder as it is undoubt-
edly a novelty. It is supposed that a sheet gave way; at all events the
Navahoe was soon in difficulties, and before the spinaker could be got
right again it had split both top and bottom, though not so as lo Juake
the sail useless. In the meantime, while the spiuaker was being
brought under control again, the Britannia had overhauled the Kava
hoe, but she could not keep her advantage. Gradually the Na\ahoe
forged ahead and she held her advantage almost to the very end of the
run. In one sense this created less astonishment than the running
powers exhibited by the Prince of Wales's yacht. It was a real race.
The Navahoe could afford to givn nothing away. She had to put forth
all her strength to hold her own, and she lost the victory over the run
by a mere accident. In going on, the very middle of the channel was
chosen by both boats, so as to get everythingfrom the tide. The exact
spot of the marked buoy could not, of com-se, be steered. Seeing that
it was dropped only about half an hour before the boats went round
her only a general "Une could be steered until the buoy was sighted.
Both the competing cutters, whether from accident or from intention,

went nearly two miles to windward of the buoy. That was fair enoueh,
but the Navahoe went further to windward than the Britannia. The
American had a lead of something like two minutes when the two
yachts had to make the elbow for the buoy before turning homeward,
but she lost this in a moment. The Britannia had the better position
and was ahead. A very fine struggle was made at the last, hut the
one consolation which might have been dear to him was denied to the
American, The Navahoe had led the race practically the whole way,
but when she went round she was behind by just twenty seconds. The
time officially taken was;
Britannia 2 04 09 Navahoe 2 04 21)

It was a grand race, and would have been won by the Navahoe if

her spinaker had not gone wrong, or if she had kept to the leeward
instead of going to the windward. Even now It Is recognized that
running to leeward the Navahoe is superior to the Britannia. It was
a quick twenty mfle race. At one tune the two yachts must have been
going at the rate of more than 13 knots an hour, and the managemeht
of both boats was almost perfect. There la no fjuestion about the
superiority of the Britannia sailing to windward. The rtlce was over
two minutes after the marked bUo*- hAd been tilrned Catitain Cartf I-

was simply walking away from the American, .wheii .hqw troubltS
arose, and placed the Nftvahoe practically AorS de cdmhat. '-What's
the mattet- with, hei- gflff," bried some one suddeilly

;
and, It wis seen

thdt its fieftk end was turning upward instead of being bent slightly
downwards. The middle span of the purchase|halliards tiad given wav
This was enough to daunt an ordinary yachtsman, and doubtless iui-

peded, though ever so slightly, the Yankee's boat. But that av,!is not
enough. As in going outfhe craft had to take the mid channel for the
tide, so in coming they were made to hug the shore close to avoid any
tide As in eoing out they both went too far to windward, so in coui-
ing back they went too far to leeward. It is due to the watchfulness
of the lightshipmen that a disaster did not occur. We were all sud-
denly startled by a. gun, and looking ahead we found the siL;nal out
from the lightship, telling both yachts that being so close iu shore near
Selsea Bill, they were in danger. The Britannia soon get nut, but it

took the Navahoe longer to put herself in the open, and she lost txviK

here.
The lead of the Britannia was still increasing wheh another trouble

occurred, and practically brought the day's race to an end The jib of
the Navahoe was suddenly seen to be what the sailors call "funny,"'
What wa.s it? Most of ua imagined that the bobstay had been broken,
Certain it was that the jib had to be taken iu, and the Navahoe prac-
tically resigned herself to her most untoward fate. Meanwhile the
Britannia seemed to exult iu her own certaihty of victory. Steered
magnificently, she made a long reach oh the port tack fof the Nab,
out-distanijed the club boat, which should have been ready to receive
her at the Nab lightship, and made for home wilbouL a chaHgc ot
course. It was a sight worth seeing, thodgh there \\'a.s hn Ir.uger an^'
struggle flr any possibility Of any race. The Britauhia kept lii!rFfil:'

very erect; the Navahoe Was. vtiry t-oCk.y, ahd liiy dver So mltcli as to
suggest unpleasant posstbiUtles,

. ,

,What is shown by to-day's rdce Is that a rdnning boat the
Britantila Is bettel- than Spttl^, eVerl of her admirers believed, The
NaV-ahoe has had no fair play from Dame Fortune, but her inferiority
is now confessed and the only question is whether the Valkyrie will do
as well in American waters against her sister yacht, as the Britannia
is doing at home. The finish' was a splendid one for the Britannia.
She passed the line and then returned for the cheer, her crew cheering
back again. The Navahoe came in very rapidly considering all things
She was not 35m, behind. The actual times are:
Britannia 4 50 06 Navahoe 5 24 57
A difference of 34m. lis.

As soon as the American could be overhaided, we learned that the
injury on the bowsprit was not too serious to be dealt with. The jib out
hauling gear had been carried away. That was all. Mr. Carroll was
asked if he would be read, to race again. Very prompt came the
reply. There was no hesitation; he will repair to-night, and be ready
again at 11 o'clock to-morrow. The coursi- selected is w hat Is known
as "The long Victoria course." It is so arranged as to give very little

open sea, and will, as was yesterday's race, be sailed In what may
almost be called inland, and certainly are sheltered « aters. The
' long" course will be the final trial. There is no doubt about the
result. The Britannia will win; but as there is a great variety of con-
ditions on the course, there should be some exciting moments.

Third Race—Mojiday, Sept. It.

As was expected after the first day's match on Wednesday, and
as was morally certain if no accident happened after Thur.sday's trial,

the Prince of Wale.s's cuttei', the Brilannla. yesterd.iy won the third
of the three con.secutii'e i-aces for the Koyal Victoria \. C.'s gold
cup. The cup is until ne.vt year at all eveul-s still the tn'asun;' of this
country, and it adds to tlie diguity and hooor of the Engli.sh sitccfess
that it is in the keeping foi- the time beiug of the Prince of Wales;
Yesterday the Navahoe never had a shoW; as "the EDgll slinian"
headed the American from the start, and kept it to the flhi.sh. It is

an additional gratlHoation that thel-e is no jealousy or any sus-
picion of anything approatJhing linsporlspiatililie treatniHut Both
Mr, Royal Phelps Carroll, the owtler, and Mr. Cn,':ker, tlie sailing
master of the Navahoe. acknowledge, it is Understood that they have
been hand.somely treated, they certainly nave no rea.sr»n to com-
plain of their treatment on Friday. The Navahoe actually started
for the race before she burst her mainsail. It was wilhin'the right
of the Britannia to sail the course and claim the pvize. Mr. Jameson,
however, who is representing the Prince of Walf^s on board the
Britannia, prides himself, it is said, on the fact that he has never
condescended to .sail the course unless he has had the chance of a
fair race.
The wind blew fitfully from the e^ist, with a movement now to north-

ward, now to southward. In the Solent there were occasional changes,
but they were transient and slight. The sky, which at night was
cloudless, iu the morning suggested the remote possibility of rain; but
we had not a sprinkle all day. The direction of the wiiid helped to
dictate the order iu which the course would be run. Every yachtsman
knows the long Victoria course. It has been raced upon for tif i y years,
and those who do not know it, but know the .Sideut, will easiU' Kacher
what was the course steered yesterday. Ttie. ir tai ting place was the
Ryde Pier and Noman Port was the first point. It was left on the star-
board hand. The course was then taken iu the direction of the Nab
Light. It was left on the starboard hand and rounded. Near Spit
Fort was placed a markboat to be rounded on the port hand. There a
markboal was placed in what sailors iu tiiesa waters know as the
westward of the Middle. It was left on the ^lort hand, and the return
made to Ryde. Practically the race was over a course beginning at
Rjde, passing to the Nab and returning to Cowes, and thence hack
again to Ryde Pier. The waters are iidand, aud the Navahoe never
had to labor in one of tho.se heri vy seas which are her terror. Shu had
very much her own weather, let the Britautjia easdy tieat her. It is

difficult to understand why the race was so hollow, for after she had
fallen 14 minutes behind the Navahoe kept her jiosition very fairly, and
lost only about a minute, but she never recovered her early los.s. She
might have made a better race had she begun belter.
Both boats at starting carried the same canvas. The Britannia set

the example. She had a single-reefed mainsail, a jib and foresail. Nor
again yesterday did Capt. Crocker, of the Navahoe, try his di-astrous
experiment of Friday, when he tried to put a second reef iu his main-
sail Nevertheless, when the gun fired for the start Jie was behind.
He has always been so in these races. As the two cuttcr.s passed the
line on the starboard tack, Navahoe was timed 2s. behind. The official
time is:

Britannia 11 05 40 Navahoe 11 05 42
Thus the Britannia had from the outset the lead. She never lost her

advantage. She sailed iu the teeth of the wind to tiie N.ib, and left
the Navahoe further and further behind her. No race was ever more
devoid of incident, and, therefore, less provocative of excitemeut. The
only words heard on board the club committee boat were those which
Indicated that in the opinion of the experts the race was over before
noon. So it proved, tnough if the racing had been the same iu the
first hour and a half as it was in the afternoon, there would have been
some chance (though not much") for Navahoe. At the Nab the times
given were:
Britannia 12 12 ,37 Navahoe 12 21 42
The Britannia, in other words, had a lead of 9m. 5s. Then came a

broad reach to the markboat, near the famous Spit Fort, It showed
the Navahoe "cocky" again, and led to unfavorable comments on the
weight of her sails. She seemed to be afraid of her canvas and
pinched herself aU the lime. Nevertheless, she did not do so badlv.
At this point the times taken official Iv were:
Britannia , 12 40 21 Navahoe la 40 J2
A gain of 14s. for the American. Still there was rothirg to enthuse

about. The Britannia was always seen striding away, w hile the Kava-
hoe was toUing after her in vain. Both put out their spinakers but
this made little difference in their relative positions. U'hen the mark
boat off the west buoy of the Middle was reached the limes were:
Britannia... 1 12 U9 N'avalioe 1 21 22'
A diff'erence of ym. 13s. At this point the Navahoe made an error in

saiUng; she jibed too late; she took iu her jib so olumsfly that she
nearly hove to, and she lost way a httle. At the eud of the first round
the figures taken at Ryde Pier were:
Britannia 1 58 48 Navahoe 2 14 13
In a word the Britannia was now more than a quarter of an hour

ahead. The Navahoe had the only one little bit of luck in the first part
of her second course, as she passed the Warner Lightship. When the
Britannia was laboring to windward far ahead she had a f ee gust of
wind from the land, which was worth ten minutes of time to her. She
did some credit to it and seemed likely to do better, hut the breeze tVlL,

away; she got again into the same water as the Britannia and showed
less speed. She had improved, but not much. At the Nab the timta
were:
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Britannia 2 58 25 Navahoe 3 12 31

There Tras no longer the quarter of an hour's difference, the differ-
ence was only 14m. 6s., but as the Britannia turned home and made a
broad reach it became evidentshe was the winner. She never faltered.
It was difficult to take the times off the Spit markboat and they have
to be distrusted, though they are recorded as official markings by the
Royal Victoria Y. C;
Britannia .3 30 4.5 Navahoe 3 44 42
A difference of hardly 14m. The lead of the Britannia had increased

at the markboat at the West Middle to 14m. 25s. and the day's work
was over. There was still Cowes to be visited, but the end came
before Ave. The times of the finish are:
Britannia 4 29 17 Navahoe 4 45 25
Thus in the third day's race the English yacht won by 15m. Ss. and

the cup stars with us. It will likely remain for the present at Ryde,
unless the Prince should call for it. One strange thing happened.
The race being over, the line being passed, almost as the gun fired the
Britannia split her foresail from top to bottom. Her ill-luck came
when it could do her no harm. The Navahoe's came when she lost

there was a protest. In one or two classes there were protests entered
by some of the beaten yachts; in other classes they frankly admitted
that they were fairly beaten and entered no protest. What would you
consider a fair and just decision for the regatta committee to make.
Kindly give your opinion and greatly oblige. Geo. S. McAlpen.

Beverly Y. C. Championship.
MONrntfBNT BEACH—buzzard's BAT.

Saturday, Sept. 16.

The 206th regatta, third Buzzard's Bay championship, was sailed at
Monument Beach on Sept 16 in a very heavy blow from S.S W. and an
exceedingly heavy sea, the weather being very thick and the squalls,
which were very severe and differed several points in direction, being
accompanied by a Winding rain. Altogether it was one of the most
severe races ever sailed on the bay and the number of starters was
largely diminished in consequence.

^ ^ . . , , . , „ , ,
- -\ ,-

In the first class Fhght, which had Just been purchased by Mr. Bul-
herwaybyit. But it is evident that m the Solent, luck or no luck, lard, put m an appearance, but as she had never been properly
the Britannia is the. better craft. She is not so much better as some

,
enrolled with the secretary her entry could not be taken Violet

of her champions are saying, for the second turn over the course the
Navahoe was yesterday almost the equal of her rival; but she cannot
stand against the Britannia, and it is agreed on all hands that yester-
day saw the victory of the better boat. To-day the two race across
the Channel from the Needles to Cherbourgh.

A British yachtsman who has seen all the races writes us as follows:
Editor Forest and Stream: ^.^^^
The result of the three matches for the Royal Victoria Y. C. gold ' man alone to steer them cff the

challenge cup, value €600, betw een Britannia and Navahoe shows
—

clearly that the former is by far and away the best all round vessel,
as she has beaten Navahoe in moderate as well as strong breezes,
wiuntog the first race on Sept. 6 by I6m.. second race on the 7th by
2Gm., and third race on Sept. 11 by 15m. The wind was moderate on
Sept. 6, but strong, with a considerable lump of sea outside the Wight
on the other two days; and Britannia was about three miles ahead" at
the finish in all the matches.
Some excuse is made for Navahoe from her having several mishaps

to her gear and canvas, but even if everything had stood all right there
was no chance whatever of her winning any of the matches, as when
the breeze was true and steady Britannia beat her fairly on every
point of sailing, except on a dead run, when Navahoe was rather the
fastest, but the moment sheets were pinned In, Britannia left her fast „ „ „ ^^,c.^u.^^,. wueu une
every mile they sailed, more especially when there was a bit of a I buoy was finally found, it was too thick to see anything; she was still

started, but owing to a mistake about the course did not finish.
The second class had a long beat to Scraggy Neck, a run almost

before the wind to Dry Ledge, where they gibed over and had the
wind about abeam to Pine's Buoy, and then home dead before it; 9U
miles.
The rules require all boats to be sailed by members of the club only.

Gymnote and Agawam are fitted with a wheel, the others with tillers,
and iQ twc cases at least, Ulula and Mist, it was impossible for one
•nan alone to steer them cff the wind,
The start was a very good one, the six boats all getting off within

10s. of the gun. Mist was first, with Anonyma on her weather quar-
ter and Gymnote to leeward.
Mist started with three reefs, others with four or five. Mist lugged

hers over the course, but would have done better with another reef.
Agawamd amaged her centerboard and was delayed by it.

Sliflt immediately worked to windward of the fleet and outfooted all
but Gymnote, who, however, fell off badly to leeward, and after a
while started her mast on the step and had"to be eased along.
Mist led Anonyma about a minute round the windward mark.

Gymnote a very close thh'd; then Ulula, Agawam far in the rear'
while Lestris had broken her boom and gome home.
Mist lost badly running to Dry Ledge by going too far to windward,

letting the others take a shorter course and cut a corner. When the

Secretaries of canoe clubs are requested to send to Forest and
Stream their addresses, with name, membership, signal, etc . of their
clubs, and also notices in advance of meetings and races, and report of
the same. Canoeists and all interested in canoeing are requested to
forward to Forest and Stream their addresses, with logs of cruises,
maps, and information concerning their local waters, drawings or
descriptions of boats and fittings, and all items relating to the sport.

Canoeing at the present time is in a very curious condition, appar-

ently flourishing as far as the number of canoeists and canoes are

concerned, with many large canoe clubs well housed and iu good
financial condition; but at the sttmetime there is a marked lack of

vitahty in both cruising and racing that must, sooner or later, have
a bad effect on canoeing at large.

The cruising side of canoeing, once so promiaent, has largely dis-

appeared from public view; cruising canoes are built and used, and
long cruises are made, but neither the canoes nor the cruises attracti

even a small part of the attention once given to them.

In a similar way racing has fallen off, until it is a serious question

just what the next year or two may bring about. The annual meet
has by degrees become mainly a racing function, in fact it has been
proved that cruising and attending a meet are mutually incorapatiblev

if the phrase may be permitted. From the nature of the case the'

racing must figure as the chief feature of a meet, it is by no means
the sole, or even the greatest pleasure to be found in attending an
A. C. A. camp, but it appeals to canoeing at large and the general

public, vifhile the quieter pleasures of social intercourse and the meet-

ing with old friends are known only to tbe campers themselves.

We are glad to see that there is still one canoeist who appreciates

both the necessity for some action, and the power and responsibility

of the American Canoe Association as the body from whom such
action must come. We can heartily second all that Mr. A'aux says

,

both last week and this, and we hope the racing men will take it upon
themselves to at least express their opinions as a guide for the exec-

utive and regatta committees.

SazZt 7 miles in thclrvcft.

.Bu4!ys ofon*, colmir.

„ yj two coUnirs

All ioimeUngs in. faOurme.

WIGHT COURSES.

jump of sea outside, when Navahoe made a very discreditable per-
formance for such a big vessel, so much so that she could not possibly
be given the full weight of her canvas.
This was no doubt the reason she had so many mishaps to her gear,

because it is a well known fact that when a vessel is hampered and
pinched up to every fresh puff something is almost certain to give out
when she is once more set a-going, and no matter how clever those on
board Navahoe may be, I think they have yet to learn the first prin-
ciple of sailing in a jump of a sea "to keep your vessel going," because
Unless this is done accidents are sure to happen. The only excuse for
not doing so is wheh one has not confidence in his sliip being able tci

keep going.
Probably this is the case with Navahoe, as on every occasion when

there was a strong breeze they seemed to be afraid to keep her full,

her head saUs and topsail showing evident signs that they were nip-
ping her up. So the only conclusion one can come to is that she is very
deficient in stability for the amount of canvas she carries. This was
evident to eveiy one who saw her in the matches of Aug. 3 and 4, at
Cowes, except possibly to those on board, who afterward asserted
that she was all right, but from the fact of their reducing both her
spars and canvas, preparatory to the matches for the Victoria cup, it

proves beyond a doubt that she was not all right then and neither is

she now, even with her canvas reduced from IGI to 155 rating.
This, I think, shows clearly that there is something radically wrong

in her calculations which do not reflect much credit on those who de-
signed her. Mr. Herreshoff puts the blame on Jlr. Carroll and vice
versa, but whoever is to blame there can be no doubt that they have
made a fine mess of her between them, and to think that after all the
chops and changes in her she is stUl fai- fi'om being a really rehable,
seaworthy vessel, makes one feel as if .she had been designed by some
"apprentice" hand, instead of by a "master architect."
Contrast her with Britannia and Valkyrie, the former of which has

sailed 42 matches since May 25, in precisely the same trim and safi plan
as the day she was launched, not an alteration of any Idud being re-

quired, and no trial matches with any other vessel before she started
in her first race—Valkyrie, owing to her bemg withdrawn prepara-
tory to crossing the Atlantic, has only been in 24 maiclies fi om Mtiy
25 to Aug. 4, but has been equally as fortunate, no alteraiion of any
kind being required, except a trifling reduction in her topmast early
in the season. Such results in two vessels of rather different type
show what may really be looked on as the perfection of an architeci's

skill, and whatever the result may be of tlie contest between Valkyrie
and your Cup defender, we on this side have the satisfact ioti of know-
ing that Valkyrie is fit to go anywhere, not as some of yours wliich

have been buiit with only one object in view, and not of very much
value later on, while all our new big ones may be trusted to be good
all-round vessels for many years. Scotsman,

London, Sept. 12_^

A Question in Racing.
The following letter explains a question which has been submitted

to us for a decision. From the circumstances, as stated, we should say
that the race should stand, all the conditions being complied with,

and that there was uo warrant for the action of the committee in

ordering a re-sail.

Editor Forest and Stream;
On July 4, a regatta was sailed under the following circumstances:

The verbal orders were to sail from the club house lo and around buoy
11, then around a stakeboat off Vorton s Point, returning to the club

house, twice around. The type'-Tpitten orders read "to and around
stakeboats off buoy ll. and Norton's Pomt, etc.. etc." The leading

(and winning^ yacbt in each one of the lii st three classes, not finding

S-Stakeboat off buoy 11, sailed some distance below tue buoy and
rounded a fishing schooner. All the rest of the yachts in these classes

started to follow their leaders; but, finding it was a mistake, came
about before reaching tbe schooner .and headed for the Norton's Point,

mark. The leader in the fourth class st arted on down for the schooner
after passing correctly buov H, but finding that the rest of her class

rounded the buoy and was not heading for the schooner, immediately
gybed and took after h»>r opponents, caught and passed them, and
won the race with minutes to spare.

AU winning yachts comphed strictly with the rules as to rounding
marks, etc.. and only made the mistake of looking for a stakeboat
off buoy U on the first turn, all rounding the buoy properly on the

second turn. The winner in each class sailed over a greater distance

and lost the most time by the conflicting orders and yet won under
those circumstances. Would the sailing commitlee be justifiable in

ordering the classes to resail the races, or only those classes in which

Elapsed. Corrected.
Withdrew.

leading boat, however, and had the race well in hand; but when they
tried to jibe, the one member aboard was not strong enough to keep
her off, and she had to come about. She failed the first time, and
when she got round on second trial was several minutes behind all but
Agawam. After this she g.ained very rapidly on all, catching Gym-
note and Ulula, finishing with them and gaining on Anonyma; though
Anonyma and Ulula shook out a i-eef each, coming home from the
Pines.
Gymnote protests Ulula for not being sailed entirely by members of

the club, claiming that one or two professionals helped her owner at
the stick; Anonyma had two or three club members aboard. Gym-
note's protest was granted.
Five boats started in third class, course a beat to Pines buoy and

back, twice over five miles. Gilt Edge was soon overpowered and
withdrew. Kaloola showed up in great form, beating Nobska l?4m.
Scintilla broke her boom.
In the fourth class Kitten had a walkover on same course as third

class. It is greatly to be regretted that Dawelle and Cygnet did not
appear.
In fifth class P. D. Q. and Weona started, course Pines and back.

The latter soon withdrew, but the little fellow kept on, and though
constantly full of water managed to make the course, though the
sea was tremendous for a boat of her size.

FIRST CLASS.
Length.

Violet, Toby Club 24.05
SECOND CLASS.

Anonyma, P. L. Dabney 23.08
Ulula, W. H. AVmship 23.08
Gvmnote, W. E. C. Eustis 23.09
Mist, Geo. H. Dvman 23.09
Agawam. J. G. Young, Jr 23.08
Lestris, J. Crane, Jr 22.08

THIRD CLASS.
Kuloola, H. N. Richards 19.09
Noljska, A. A. Beebe 19.09
Duris, .John Parkinson 19.08
SeiutiUa, Geo. S. Fiske 19.00
Gilt Edge, D. L. Whittemore 19.07

PODRTH CLASS.
Kitten, Toby Club 17.00

PIFTH CLASS.
P. D. Q., R. W. Emmons 12.00
Weona, Henry Ware 14.00
Winners, Class 2, Anonyma first. Class 3, Kaloola first, Nobska

second. Class 5, P. D. Q. first. Violet holds championship. P. D. Q.
and Anonyma win championships. Second prize. Class 2, won by
Gymnote. Judges—F. Elliot Cabot, N. H. Emmons.

YACHT NEWS NOTES.
The Roberts Boiler Co. has had a very busy season in spite of dull

times, and has booked an order for their 550th boiler. Messrs Marvel
& Co., of Newburg, have ordered two boilers, of 42sq. ft. grate sur-
face, for a twin screw steamer building by them. Some time since a
battery of four Roberts boilers was placed in the steam yacht Radha,
but were removed after a short time and placed on Tebo's wharf. Two
of the.se same boilers were purchased this spring by Mr. H. B Moore
and placed in his new yacht Monetta, where they are now performing
most satisfactorily. The steam launch Portland, built this spring by
Riley & Cowley and fitted with a Roberts boiler carrying 250lbs. of
steam, was the winner in the steam yacht race of the Lake Champlain
Y. C. on Aug. 10, making just over 19 mUes per hour. She is 53ft. long.

1 48 10
1 49 58
1 50 00
1 50 02
1 58 50

1 35 25
1 .''G 04
1 .37 21
1 87 23
1 46 05

Broke boom.

1 07 15 0 57 53
1 08 32 0 59 13
1 13 58 1 03 36
Broke boom.
Withdrew.

1 23 10

0 46 07

1 11 35

0 .36 16

A NEW-SUBSCRIBER OFFER.
A bona fide new subscriber sending us ?5 wiU receive for that sum

the Forest and Stream one year (price $4) and a set of Zimmerman's
famous "Ducking Scenes" (advertised on another page, price $5)—

a

?9 value for $5.

This offer is to new subscribers only. It does not apply to renewals.

For 53 a bona fide new subscriber for six months will receive the

Forest AND Stream during that time and a copy of Dr. Van Fleet's

handsome work, "Bir4 Portraits for the Young" (the price of which

i'»8-)

The A. C. A. and Canoeing.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Article II. of the American Canoe Association's constitution states:

"Object.—Its object shall be to unite all amateur canoeists for pur-
poses of pleasure, health or explorations, by means of meetings for
business, camping, paddUng, sailing and racing, and by keeping logs
of voyages, records of waterways and routes, details, drawings and
dimeiisions of boats, and collections of maps, charts and books.''
The A. C. A. was organized thirteen years ago for the purposes

stated above. The present function of the Association is little more
or less than an annual meet—a two weeks' camp and races. This is a
fact and not a theory. It is also a fact that for two years the nu m-
ber of men and canoes competing in the races is far less than it once
was. Whether the A. C. A. should cover a wider field or not I do not
propose to discuss at this time. But first, the meets having came to
be about the only excuse for its continued existence; second, the
races being the main feature of the meets; and third, the interest in
racing having certainly greatly declined in the last three years, it

seems timely to look for the cause and, if possible, to awaken a new
interest in racing, or sit quietly by and see the A. C. A. go to pieces.
The editorial in last week's Forest and Stream practically^ sums up

the causes of a decreasing interest in racing, and refers to the fact that
a like state of affairs exists in England—the great skill of one or two
sailors, and the perfection of their rigs and models discourages com-
petition. Expense and time are also factors. 'What are we going to
do about it'?

What can be done? The rules should be revised, corrected and
brought down to date, for one thing. The laying out of courses is all

in the hands of the regatta committee, and avast improvement is pos-
sible by which a fair cnance of winning can be given to a greater num-
ber. This detail of a meet has run in a deep rut long enough. Handi-
cap races could be arranged for on the programme. Sails or seats
might be limited for special races. Division rivalry might be stimu-
lated in paddling and sailing by having division races for the selection
of division champions and a final series of races between the four
division champions for the A. C. A. championship. These are mere
suggestions for discussion. Club rivalry in the divisions and division
rivah-y in the A. 0. A. might be stimulated with good results. But
nothing will be done unless those interested will stand up and speak
out. C Bowyer Vai'x.

The Ne-wlon B. C. War Canoe.
The new war canoe which has recently been built for a few mem-

bers of the Newton Boat Club, is attracting a great deal of attention
on the Charles River these fine autumn days. On Labor Day she was
launched from the boat house of John R. liobertson, at Riverside, and
a trial trip to Waltham and return proved that the Wabewawa is an
extreraly fast canoe. The n«me is taken from an Indian word mean-
ing wild goose, the dimensions being as follows: Length, 25ft ; beam,
36in.; depth, 16in.

This is the only canoe of the kind ever built in this part of the
State and is certainly a novelty to local canoeists. It is the intention
of the owners to visit Springfield next season, during the Eastern
Division Meet of the American Canoe Association, and try the 'Wabe-
wawa's speed against a similar war canoe owned by the Tatassit
Canoe Club, of Worcester. In all probability she will also be taken
down the Connecticut River to Long Island Sound so as to be able to
participate in the races at the regular carnp of the American Canoe
Association in August. 1.S94. Here she will meet the war canoe of the
Red Dragon C. C, of New York, and the Ko-ko-ko-ho. of the Yonkers
C. C. Some very interesting races ought to be the result.

The seating capacity of the Wabewawa is 13, but the greatest sneed
can be attained with a paddling crew of eight men, besides the helms-
man. An impromptu race with the Cleo, one of Waltham's fastest
steam launches, took place a few days ago and proved to be most ex-
citing as well as interesting. While tbe launch was running under
051bs. of steam the war canoe could easUy show her stern to the
Waltham boat, but when the pressure was raised to llOlbs. it was nip
and tuck for half a mile. The speed attained by the Wabewawa was
fully 8 miles an hour, which is extremely fast for a canoe of this kind.
With a properly trained crew she will undoubtedly be able to make at
least 9 miles an hour.
The canoe is manned by a regiilar crew as follows: Loui<5 S. Drake,

captain and helmsman; Francis J. Burrage, lieutenant and stroke;
Russell A. Ballou. Jr., Win. V. Forsaith, Chester A Howe, John F.
Linder, James H. Lowe, Quincy Pond, George Smith.
War canoes are fast becoming popular, and a canoe club is not con-

sidered complete without one. In a race which took place recently on
the St. Lawrence River there were six canoes, each with a crew of
fifteen men, making a total of ninety in the one event. Races of this
sort are naturally exciting.
The Newton men who are lucky enough to be owners la the Wabe-

wawa are planning many local trips for this faU, and the new canoe is

sure to be a success.— TFesfo?i QMass.) G-raphic.

Red Dragon C. C. Fall Regatta.
The fall regatta of the R. D. C. C. was held on Sept. 16 in the pres-

ence of members and invited guests. The events were successful in

every particular and were highly appreciated by all present.
The sailing races were the first upon the programme and the entries

and ortler of finishing were: Osceola, D. H. MacCormick, first; Kee
Lee, F.W. Noyes, second: Smuggler, A. S- Fenimore, disabled; Fineen,
J. M. Hamilton, disabled; Her Name, M. D. Welt, disabled.

Thirty minutes after the start of the canoes the yawls entered upon
theu- journey of twice around tbe triangle. The entries and order of
finish were:" Tadpole, R. G. Flei chman, first; Oni, W. J. Scott, sec-
ond; Olga, H. Bluraner, third; Picnic, W. W. Norgrave fourth; Jack
Pot, L. Titus, withdrew.
Following this event the single paddling race was ordered. The

entries were: Ardee. H. Fleischman, first; Cigarette, J. M. Hamilton,
second; Her Name, M. D.Welt, third. They finished in the order given.
In the tandem jjaddling there were three entries. They were:

Ardee. H. Fleischman and R. G. Fleischman; Enid. J. Van Dusen and
F. O. Gross; Coquette, W. Wise and H. Blumner. This race was hotly
contested for second place as the Ardee was a sure win and Enid sec-
ond, Coquette third.
Tbe tournament was declared a draw. WImley, with his servants,

attendi d to the wants of all; after which the orchestra poured forth
sweet melodies to which the ladies and members "tripped the hght
fantastic ' until the wee hours of the morning, thus ending the series
of year's events the most successful in the history of the R. D. C. C.
The members are very enthusiastic, and we are anticipating a year
of pleasure that will surpass the present year. F. 0. G.
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Toronto C. C. Paddling Trophy.
The Toronto Canoe Club were very unfortunate in having Saturday

for the international paddling trophy race. There vras a strong north-
west wind hlowin?. and as a result "all the little vravelets had their
white caps on," The race was to start at 3 o'clock, but at that time
the regatta committee decided to wait for the sea to calm down, but
it was a vain hope, and at 6 o'clock the contestants were ordered to
get to the starting point. Evei-y one would have preferred having it

postponed until Monday, but R. D'Arcy Scott, of Ottawa, the winner
of the A. C. A. paddling trophy, had to return Sunday, so there was
no help for it. After quite a delay all got to the starting point.
When they lined up it was seen that Muntz and O'Brien had covered
racers, and Scott had an open racer. Their positions were on one
knee, with the other foot extended in front. Tilley and Johnston had
ordinary double Peterboro open canoes, and took the standing posi-
tion. An excellent start was made and the paddlers kept well together
until the half-mile mark, when R. G. Muntz, of the Argonauts, drew
ahead, and finished six lengths to the good. Time, 8:55. He thus
maintained his title of champion double blade paddler of America. R.
D'Arcy Scott was second, three lengths ahead of A. H. O'Brien, of the
Argonauts, and Tilley and Johnston, of the Toronto C. C. At the fin-

ish it was almost too dark to recognize the paddlers as they passed the
finishing point.—roronio Mail, Sept. IS.

A Passaic River Camp.
The canoeists of the Passaic River will hold a three-day camp on

Oct. 6, 7 and 8 at Bendview. near Avondale Station, on the Erie Rail-
road. The camp is on the Passaic River, above Belleville. All canoe-
ists are invited, and tents will be provided for visitorsfrom a distance,
though each will do well to carry a pair of warm blankets.

CANOE NEWS NOTES.
Under date of Sept. 10 the "'Whiffler," writing to a friend, thus de-

scribes his meeting with the "Jabberwock" at Oakland, Cal : "I went
over to Oakland, and at the Oakland C. 0. found the 'Jabberwock'
on the float, preparing his canoe for a race; when I spoke to him and
be realized who it was he nearly fell over backward with amazement;
then he sprang up, grabbed me by the shoulder and executed the
wildest kind of a war dance, crying, 'The "VVhifiaer!" the "Whifflerl"
Why, bless your old eyes, how did you get here? Where did you come
from? What ! been to Alaska and never wrote for me to go with you?'
etc., etc. The 'Jabberwock' goes East in about a week so he is most
hkely near New York now." We regret to say that the "WhifQer" did
not tell of the "Jabberwock" racing, but we all know that in a race
for friendship with any of the hundreds of his canoeing friends "Jab-
ber" always gets there—jang-a-lang, jang-a-lang.

Zettler Club Shoot.
CyPRESS Hills Park, Long Island, Sept. S4.—This being the regular

practice day of the club, the larks were hardly on the lookout for
the early worm before straggling groups of the experts were to be
seen entering the park. There was some interest centered in this shoot
from the fact that two of the lay members. Messrs. Schmidt and Plais-
ted, had challenged two of the experts, Messrs. Ross and Holges, for a
fifty-shot race to be shot here this morning, the losers to pay for the
dinners. The challengers had for some days been boasting as to their
ability to do up the experts, but whether this boasting was in earnest
or simply a whistle to keep up their courage, it is hard to say. Proba-
bly the latter. At any rate the lay members were not in it after the
second string was shot. The scores were as follows:
F C Ross 231 207 226 227 217—1098
H Holges..... 199 212 208 224 218—1061-2159
Philip F Schmidt 200 210 205 201 212—1028
GW Plaisted 207 185 217 217 203—1029—2057
The weather conditions were favorable for good shooting and some

of the shooters present made creditable scores. Geo.W. Downs struck
an expert gait at one time, making a score of 215 points. L. P. Hansen
has joined the Zettlers and shot along with them for the first time to-
day. His scores of 219 and 215 show that he is reaching for the expert

F 0 Ross 23 25 20 24 20
24 21 25 21 22

H Holges 24 32 23 23 23
2;j 23 34 20 25

LP Hansen 22 22 21 22 20
23 28 20 20 15

G W Plaisted 20 22 22 25 19
20 19 24 20 24

C G Zettler 22 20 21 20 21

19 22 21 21 20
RHarmann 19 20 21 23 15

24 23 18 23 23
P F Schmidt 19 24 20 19 23

19 21 24 19 20
B Zettler 24 20 22 17 20

20 17 22 15 20
G W Downs 83 20 20 24 20

11 19 18 22 18
Jos Gunther 19 17 15 10 22

20 21 32 10 18
F Fabarius 25 5 17 19 19

17 17 6 19 11

23 24 2'a

23 24 20
21 18 23
20 23 17
23 22 23
24 24 30
19 23 23
20 19 34
21 34 34
24 23 33
23 33 23
24 23 17
23-33 31
15 23 21
22 32 23
18 24 33
24 17 24
17 14 28
20 9 19
19 8 18
17 20 18
18 11 19

22 25—827
22 34—228
23 24—224
33 31-818
33 23-219
25 31-215
S3 21—217
23 24-217
18 25-216
24 22—215
25 23—214
14 22-211
19 23-312
24 24-210
18 22—209
25 3-—208
22 22—315
23 22—187
20 22—173
15 19—170
10 In -159
9 21-148

Hudson Rifle Club.
All arrangements have been completed for the match between the

Hudson Rifle Club and Paterson Rifle Association for a purse of $40,
which takes place at Paterson, N. J., Oct. 1, at 1 P. M., distance
100yds., German 20-ring target. Trains leave Kew York via Erie R.
R., at 12, Jersey City at 13:12 P. M.
In regard to the item under the heading of "Rifle Notes" which ap-

peared in the last issue of Fokest and Stream, regarding the Hudson
and Greenville teams, it is unnecessary to state that the Hudsons do
not look for newspaper honor, but do actual work when called upon
to present themselves at the butts. It can be further stated that they
are perfectly prepared to meet the GreenviUes at any time and for
any purse which may be agreed upon, as there is never an excuse
made for being disabled by not having their best men with them. The
club is now composed of such strong elements, that there are always
enough "best" men to compete in a match even if it should call for 30
men. Any challenge from the Hudsons' friends in GreenvUle will no
doubt be cheerfully accepted and no excuses offered.
The Puritan Rifle Club have challenged the Hudson Rifle Club to a

10 men team match, to take place at an early date.
The following members of the Hudson Rifle Club, shot the appended

scores on Saturday, Sept. 23, on the Marion range, distance 100yds.
The rifles used were the regular gallery rifles, using .22cal. cartridges.
C. E. Bird 14 17 7 18 20 16 14 13 13 16—148

17 13 18 15 19 15 13 15 16 15-156
T. A Reynolds 9 12 18 9 13 20 17 13 16 15—142

10 15 17 11 17 10 19 10 14 14—137
19 19 14 11 16 11 13 14 6 16—139

W. Cornell 14 13 11 19 14 18 11 19 13 15—146
O. Stademann 18 15 18 17 16 11 1 6 13 14—130

17 '7 0 13 10 16 19 16 15 14—128
S. Middleton 80 13 15 9 14 9 14 10 13 17—133

12 18 15 14 13 14 5 18 15 15—189
The Eagle.

German-American Prize Shoot.
The sixteenth annual festival and prize shoot of the German-Ameri-

can Shooting Society of New York was held in Washington Park on
Monday and Tuesday of last week. The society is composed of some
twenty odd separate companies and the membership is sometbinghke
1,400. Many of om- prominent shooters are identified with the society
and there is more or less rivah-y among the several companies for in-
dividual and team honors.
The Lutzow Co. No. 13 has for some years held the lead in the team

competitions. Its captain, Gus Zimmerman, a shooter with an inter-
national reputation, is known as a hustler, and he has probably had
much to do with the success of his company. To ex-captain Gus
Ringleris also due much of the credit for keeping up the reputation
of the Lutzow as the banner company of the society.
To have the pleasure of claiming a company member as the king at

the annual festival is also a matter of no hltle moment to the several
company organizations. This year the honor fell to the Lutzow Co.
in the person of its captain, Gus Zunmefman, who made the fine score
of 69 points out of a possible 75 on the ring target. The crowning cere-
monies on the evening of the second day were carried out in a most
elaborate manner and the Lutzow Co. had made great prepartions for
a grand time, whic^ was broken up by the receipt of a telegram, by
Zimmerman, fortunately untrue, that his wife lay at the point of death
at bonie. This paused him to hurry away in great distress of mind.

C G Zettler 73
F Knochenhauer . . .69
R Busse 71
EGuUig

The programme formulated by the shooting committee, if it had re-
ceived its just deserts, would have been boycotted by the members of
the society and ah outside shooters. But it seems as though the aver-
age shooter, in his desire to shoot, will submit to almost any shooting
programme, no matter how unreasonable its demands maybe. This
committee, who had made an effort to get up a programme which
would handicap the good shooter, are no doubt much surprised at the
results of their labors. The experts got in their work as usual; shoot-
ing but httle, just enough to land in their usual positions. The aver-
age shooter nibbled a little at the programme and then drew out, and
mstead of the society's making $200 or §300 on the shoot, it barely
cleared its expenses. The programme:
Ring target, open to aU comers, tickets unlimited. Tickets 3 shots.

Non-members must pay $3 for the first ticket, all re-entries %\. Three
best tickets to count for first 10 prizes. The two best tickets to count
for the second 10 prizes, and the single best ticket for all other prizes;
42 prizes ranging from $40 to SI- Scores:
FEisler 73 71 69-213 B Zettler 79 67 63-199
F CROSS 72 71 70-213 Otto Uehlein ........ . 70 69-139
MDorrler 78 70 69—213 W Weber 67 66—133
PF Schmidt 71 71 70-318 GusRingler 67 60-127
Louis Flach 70 7o 69-209 LP Hansen 64 63—127
Gus Zimmerman... 72 69 68—209 F Lindkloster 65 61 -126

65 65-203 GeoSchlicht 03 63—126
69 64-202 MTobler 65 60-135
67 6;j—201 A Mathias 63 58—131

- 67 44—199 G. Scraage 60 60-120
J. Link 67, C. Rein 76, M. Tropp 61, B. Kalin 60. M. Bauerher 59, L.

Hofener 58, O. Hinz 57, E. Karl 56, M. Konig 56, C. Frankel 55, M.
Hedreichs 55, J. Pfennig 55, A. Medler 54, B. Urbansky 52, L. Kirschner
52j E. Hotz 50, Hy. Fischer 47, Butcher King 45, Kirschuber 4.5, A.
Mann 45, M. Odendahl 44, H. Schultheis 40. Premiums for most rings:
1st, F. Eisler; 2d, L. Flach; 8d, M. Dorrler; 4th, R. Busse; 5th, C. G.
Zettler.
Medal target, open to all comers, re-entries unlimited, sixteen

medals. Winners: Gus Zimmerman, Fred Eisler, Fred 0. Ross, M.
Dorrler, Louis Flach, C. G. Zettler, B. Zettler, E. GuUig, Otto Uehlein.
L. P. Hansen, W, Weber, Gus Ringler, C. Rein, R. Busse, E. Gullig,
Fred Knochenhauer.
Man target, open to all comers, tickets 3 shots 50 cents, re-entries

unlimited, two best tickets to count for first six prizes, one ticket for
all others. Scores: F. C. Ross 117. Gus Zimmerman 116, B. Zettler
114, M. Dorrler 112, L. Flach 111, Chas. Rein 111, M. Tropp 55, C. G.
Zettler 55, R. Busse 55, W. Weber 54, T. Lindkloster 54, H. Zimmer 53,
W. Seppenfeldt 53, L. P. Hansen 53, Mathies 52, L. Buss 51, J. Link 50,
Wageman 50, Otto Wehlein 50. Premiums for most red flags: First,
F. C. Ross; second, R. Busse; third. B. Zettler; fourth, Gus Zim-
merman.
King target, open only to members of the society, 3 shots, German

ring target. Scores:
Gus Zimmerman 24 21 31—69 GusNowak 19 15 18—52
Otto Hintz 24 19 32-65 H Fischer 81 19 18-53
Otto Uehlein 33 31 21—65 H Zimmer 13 18 21—51
B Walther 22 18 24-64 J Rohling 13 20 19—51
F Meyer S3 23 18—63
C G Zettler 23 17 23-62
P Armbrust 23 25 15—68
GAlbig 15 22 23—60
F Lindkloster 30 17 28—60
E Gullig 25 15 20-60

J Bauer 17 88 11—51
B Kalin 19 17 14—50
LKnoesel 16 14 19-49
B Junge 16 16 17-49
M Medler 12 21 16^9
M Reinlein 19 18 12-49

FKoppstadter 81 20 19-60 F Knochenhauer 18 18 13—
C Wagner 19 18 32-59 M Thomas 18 11 18-47
E Karl 30 17 21-58 B Zettler 18 12 17-47
M Albrich 21 22 14-57 G Bock 7 24 16—47
G Breda 23 11 23—56 M Schwager 4 20 13—47W Weber 13 31 32—156 C Frankel 15 6 25-46
G Kohmeyer 19 16 21-56 C Kantzler 13 14 19—46
Butcher Kmg 14 23 19—56 H Nolke 18 14 14-46
J Hedrich 10 23 33-55 Ed Hotz 8 19 18—45
J Marz 82 20 13—55
J Link 15 19 80-54
MTobler 18 20 16—54
J Bermer 17 23 15-54

M Oschmann 17 11 17—45
FHafner 19 8 17—44
J Lurch 18 18 8-44
H Schneehens 17 18 14—43

Gus Ringler 83 20 13- 54 C Lietschgi 18 17 12—43
AVSeppenfeldt 11 30 23—53 A Ludwig 14 16 13-43
M Tropp 19 13 33—53 L Kirschner 19 0 23—42
M Detzer 20 15 18—53 H Wirth 0 17 24—41
EVeigel 83 14 17—53 H Wiedman 13 9 19—41
GLuchat 20 2113—53 MHarselbach 20 2 19—41
M Ostendorf 11 20 31—58

Revolver Shooting in England.
On Sept. 5 the members of the South London Rifle Club, in their

weekly revolver competition made some very good scores. Mr. Wal-
ter Winans made a score of 41 at the 30yds., which puts him on two
more points for the revolver championsbip of the club. He now holds
the revolver championship of both the South and North London rifle
clubs, as his scores have got such a lead on those of the other mem-
bers that it is impossible for them to pass them in the few weeks left
before the competitions close. Mr. Winans therefore does not intend
to shoot at the clubs any more this season unless his scores are threat-
ened. Below are details of results:

50yds. Targeit.
Walter Winans 777767—41 C F Lowe 766776—39
C P Frost 777747—40 GMortimer 4,54777—34

50yds. Target.
Walter Winans 774757—30
The scores for the revolver championship of the club stand:

Walter Winans. 41 41 40 40 40—302 G Mortimer 34 33 20 25—120
Lieut T Heath. .40 39 38 38 37—192 H Andrews 35 33— 08
C F Lowe 39 39 ,38 37 36—189 R de Sails 33 31- 64
E V Keen 37 35 34 33 31—170 Roxburgh 30 21— .51

Coflmau 33 33 30 29-135
The scores for the revolver championship of the North London Rifle

Club now stand as below. (It will be noticed that Capt. Cowan has
drawn into third place ahead of Lieut Varley):
Walter Winans. 41 41 41 41 40—204 Rand 36 85 36 34 33-174
C F Lowe 40 30 38 38 37—193 CaptRichards'n:36 86 36 34 32—174
Capt Cowan.... 39 39 36 36 35—185 Capt Thompson34 32 33 81 80—1.59
Lieut Varley... 38 .37 87 87 35-185 Tread weU 38 25 33 19 1.5—113
Major Munday.39 38 37 36 33—183 Roxburgh 30— 80
Scelton 37 37 36 36 36—182

Greenville Rifle Club.

For once in its history the Zettler Rifle Club is compelled to draw
upon its treasury to make up a deficit from its fall festival. The shoot
was a success, notwithstanding the hard times. A httle extravagance
on the part of the management brought about the deficit.

At the festival of the United Italian Societies in Lion Park last week
seven of the eleven prizes went to members of the Italian Shooting
Society. Practice makes perfect in rifle shooting as well as in every-
thing else.

The Greenville Rifle Club and the Puritans, of Newark, are rubbing
noses over a team match,

L. Buss struck something easy when he polished off that old veteran
Louis Vogel. This old chanticleer has been handled so much that he
has hardly a feather left to him.

The GreenvUle Rifle Club has decided to hold a gallery prize shoot in
its club house ranges on Saturday and Sunday, Nov. 11 and 13. The
prize list will contain 20 prizes ranging from $40 to $2, with 5 pre-
miums from SIO to The programme of the shoot will be issued in
a few days.

At the weekly gallery shoot of the Greenville Rifle Club, of Green-
ville, N. J., on Friday, Sept. 23, the following scores were made: 10
shots, possible 350, distance 35yds.: Plaisted 242, Dorrler 241, Chavant
240, Purkess 339, C. Boag 339, Collins 238, Robidou.x 238, J. Boag 237,
Dodds 337, Hill 3'3.3,

' ^ '

The attendance at the Saturday outings of the Greenville (N. J.)
.Rifle Club, in Ambruster's Park, is growing smaller as the season ad-
vances, owing probably to the fact that many of the members are de-
prived of their half holiday from Sept. 1. Only six members were
present, and of these, four filled out their scores. Colhns is improv-
mg very fast in his shooting both in the gaUery and at long range.
Conditions, 10 shots, German ring target, 800yds. The scores are ap-
pended: Plaisted 820, W. C. Collins 211, C. H. Chavant 208, C, Boag 194.

New York City Corps.
The monthly shoot of the New York City Schuetzen Corps in Wash-

ington Park on Friday, Sept. 23, brought out the usual quota of regu-
lars. R. Busse carried off the honors on the ring and bullseye targets,
and Otto Uehlein on the man target. The scores are appended:
Ring target: R. Busse 307, C. G. Zettler 196, Christ. I). Rehra 190,

Otto Uehlein 188, H. Kuhlmann 180, John Facklamm 161, C. Gohmann
154.

Man target: O. Uehlem 54, John Facklamm 53, R. Busse 53, C. G
Zettler 51, C. Rehm 49.

Red flag: R. Busse 2, C. G. Zettler 3, J. Facklamm 8, O. Uehlein 1.

Bullseye: R. Busse 4, C. Rothwefler 3, Otto Uehlein 3, John F.
Gerdes 1, H. Kuhlmann L_

Italians Shoot.
The United Italian Societies of New York celebrated the Italian

national festival on Sept. 20 at Lion Park, The Itahan colony was
out in force. A small shooting programme was put up in the short
range gaUery and an invitation extended to all comers to participate.
The ItaUans have a shooting club devoted to both the shotgun and
the rifle, and many of the members are very good shots with either
arm. The scores are appended, possible 54:
Honor target: L. Reali 54, P. Selvaggi 53, G. Gandolfl 51, C. Schwab

61, M. Guerrieri 49, G. Muzio 49.

Common target: P. Selvaggi 52, A. Madaia 52, F. Rossi 51, A. Pala-
dino 51, Schmith 51.

RIFLE NOTES.
Chas. 0. Wissel, the genial proprietor of the Cypress Hills Park,

Long Island, contemplates a two-weeks' visit to the wilds of Mame. He
expects to start £(,bout Oct. 25, making the Rangeley district bis objec-
tive point,

AU ties divided unless otherwise reported.

FIXTURES.
If you want your shoot to be announced here

send In notice like the following:

Sept. 35-26.—Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association
seventh tournament, at Lynn, Mass., under the auspices of the Lynn
Fish and Game Protective Association.
Sept. 26-29.—PennsylvaniaStateSirortsmen's Association tournament

at Harrisburg, Pa. H. M. F. Worden, Cor. Sec'y.
Sept. 37-38.—West End Gun Club, Ottumwa, Iowa, second anmjal

tournament. J. R. Young, Sec'y.
Oct. 3-7.—World's tournament, Watson's Park, Chicago, 111, Live

birds and targets. John Watson, Manager.
Oct. 3.—Paterson Gun Club, 25-bird sweep, $25 entry, at WiUard's

Park, Paterson, N. J.

Oct. 19-30.—West Newbiu-g Gun and Rifle Association fall tourna-
ment, at Newbiu'g.

1894.

April 4-5.—Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association's
Grand American Handicap at Dexter Park, Long Island.
May 22-24.—Knoxvihe (Tenn.) Gun Club tournament, 151,000 added

money.
June (third week).—Atlantic City Rod and Gun Club, three days'

tournament. Address R, C. Griscom, Sec'y, Atlantic City, N. J.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
The Crescent Gun Club of Denver, Col., wDl shoot on Oct. 8 at

Perrin's Lake, beginning at 10 A. M. The Sept. issue of Sports Afield
has the following sketch of this club. "The Crescent Gun Club,
organized early in the year, is in an extremely healthy condition, both
as regards finances and membership—the latter being in the neighbor-
hood of forty. The club's regular shoot comes oft" the first Sunday in
each month (except when said Sunday falls on the 1st or 2d of the
month) at its well-arranged club-house near Berkeley Lake. North
Denver, Harry Luekenbach of the Denver Packing Company is the
efficient Secretary; with Wifliam Beggs, Quimby Lam plough and
William J. Wulft' as President, Vice-President and Tre.isnrer respec-
tively. The persomiel of the club's membership is good. Thewa'iter
has not a complete list b.v him but piclts the following out of his
mental hat rack: Harry Bostwick, A. H. Lefler, Charlie Roth, Ed.
Warren, Pete Schlereth, George Lyons. Henry Morehouse, Charles
Fetta, Walter Young, Fred Stapp, Frank Anderson, Henry Gebhard,
C. E. Weatherhead, W. G. Fetta, E. G. Owens, Max Nert', Len Watkins
Hon. J. D. McGilvray, Paul Stenck, J. W. Tomlinson, N. C. Evans,
George Bailey, Paul Haberl, George Miles, R. G. Greiner, F. C Smidle
H H. Metcalf, Henry Smith, Nick Dowling, A. M. Grant. A. H. Smith
and the BurUngton Route's clever Western passenger agent, George
Vallery. The club's gold medal has been won three times niready;
first, by William Wulff; second, by Eddy Warren; and third (Sept 3)
by Frank Anderson. It has to be won three times (not necessarily in
succession) by one person to entitle him to its permanent possession.
Here is how it is shot for: Fifty bluerocks, divided as follows:
Fifteen walk around, unknown traps; 15 unknown trap, shooter at
centre trap; 5 pairs, doubles; and 10 walk around, known trap. The
Oct. 8 shoot is going to be a 'whizzer.'—All de 'ristocratic shooters
wUl be dar,"

A year ago we recorded the fact that several members of the North
End Club, the crack social organization of Newark, N. J., had become
enthusiastic over the subject of trap-shooting, and that a number of
matches were on the tapis. For some unknown reason the enthu-
siasm suddenly cooled and the matches went by default. Last week,
however, interest in the sport was revived by the efforts of some of
the members and before long the club is expected to put a team in the
field against the Newark Gun Club. The prime movers in the new
departure are Fred. Castle, a son of Samuel Ca.stle the veteran of the
Newark Gun Club, .John Brockie, who passes his winters shooting at
game in Florida, Henry M. Doremus, John Young and Jacob Clark. A
week ago these five men secured a lot of rattling good birds and held
a practice shoot to test their nerve and skill. Castle killed 3,3, Do-
remus 33, Young 23, Clark 19 and Brockie 18, out of 35 shot at by each.
They have already challenged the Newark Gun Club for a shoot by
five men teams at 35 live birds per man, under Newark Gun Club
rules, for anything from dollars to doughnuts jjer side.

Time and again we have requested that the projectors of trap shoots
notify us in time to allow us to give timely notice in our columns, and
yet week after week we receive notices of events that take place, per-
haps, on the day on which we go to press or during the same week.
Projectors of trap shoots, whether club or tournament affairs, are re-
sponsible in a measure for the poor turnouts at shoots owing to this
dilatory habit in notifying the press of their dates. For instance, our
last issue went to press on Sept. 19. On the 21st we received a pro-
gramme for a shoot to be held at Morristown on the 27th. As a mat-
ter of course we were tmable to assist in spreading news of the shoot.
This is only one of many instances which we could cite. Send us your
dates, if nothing more, at least two weeks before a shoot, and you will
always find us ready to assist you in attracting contestants. Don't
be afraid at the same time to send along "pointers" as to the manage-
ment, location of grounds, etc.

A great time is expected at Willard's Park, Paterson, N. J., next
Tuesday, when the Paterson Gun Club wfll hold an all day's tourna-
ment at live pigeons. The main attraction of the day, and one which
should attract a big field of entries, wiU be an open to the world
sweepstake at 25 live pigeons, S'<i5 entry, in which, besides the regular
money division the club will give $50 in cash to the high gun. This
should be an incentive to shoot to kill instead of shooting "for place."
Tne fun will begin at 9:30 A. M. The Central electric cars, which pass
all the depots, run direct to the grounds. In addition to the big sweep
there will be such other shooting as the contestants desire if time per-
mits. T W. Morfey, captain of the Paterson Gun Club, will be in
charge. There will be a supply of sparrows on hand in addition to the
stock of pigeons.

John W. Connor, of the Knoxville Gun Club, who won the Individ-
ual championship match at New London, Conn., by breaking 98 out
of a possible 100 targets, is court clerk of Knox county, Tenn., and
one of the most popular all-around sportsmen in the State. His first
experience as a tournament shot was during the Knoxville tourna-
ment of 1892, where he surprised the talent by his nerve and sldU
when opposed to the old-timers. Mr. Connor used a 13-bore Parker
gun at New London, this being his pet arm, and one on which he says
he can always depend. His charge was 3drs. of E. C. powder, loaded
by W. Wagner, of Washington.
On Sept. 20 T. W. Morfey and E. Kahart, both of Paterson, N. J.,

shot a match on the Park Hotel grounds in that city, the conditions
being 15 Uve birds per man, find trap and handle, 25yds. rise, one bar-
rel only to be used. The birds were a splendid lot of flyers and good
"lead earners" as weU. J. Smith was referee, whfle Messrs. Wright
and Burns acted as judges. Morfey lost his second, fourth, eighth
and ninth birds, while Kahart lost his first, fifth, ninth and twelfth,
this making the match a tie on 11 kills each. Morfey lost two and
Kahart one dead out of bounds. The tie will be shot oft at some future
date.

The trap-shooters of Lynn. Mass., will have an opportunity on Oct.
35 and 26, to test the Novelty rule, as on tho.se dates the Interstate
Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association will hold a tournament under
the auspices of the Lynn Fish and Game Protective Association.
Lynn is within nine miles of Boston, and the shoot is sure to draw a
big contmgent from the '-Hub." The Novelty rule took well at
Worcester, and is likely to be favorably received at Lynn.
The new "nitro club" shell of the Union MetaUic Cartridge Com-

pany, mention of which was made in our columns a few weeks ago, is
now on the market, and those who have given them a trial pronounce
strongly in tneu- favor. This is anothsr success for Wm, M. Thomw,
the expert and experimentalist of the company.^
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The "only" Jack Parker, of Detroit, called on us last week, jolly

and hearty as ever. He was fresh from the AUentown—Bethlehem
Tournament, of the Manufacturers' Trap-Shooting Association, Thich

he says was a fitting finale to a successful season. He will try his

hand on John Watson's birds next week.

Justus Von Lengerke, of the firm of Von Lengerke & Detmold, is

"doing" the great West in the interest of his firm. He spent a week
Trith the World's Fair and then started further west, goin^ as far as

Denver. He will possibly return to Chicago in tune to take part in

John Watson's tournament.

Positive dates wiU soon be announced for the three days' tourna-

ment of the Atlantic City (N. J.) Bod and Gun Club which will be held

the third week m June, 1894. Any information in regard thereto may
be procured from R. Griscom, secretary, Atlantic City, N. J.

"Tee Kay" Keller, fat, fair and rapidly nearing forty, dropped in to

see us a few days ago, bringing along the same old engaging manner
and winning smile as of old, and with the same ".2-3-short" and
"climax" enthusiasm.

T. W. Morfey expects to have at least thirty entries for the 25-brrd

sweep to take place at WiUard's Park, Paterson, N. J., next Tuesday.

The special prize of $50 for the high gun should prove a drawing
card.

What a battle-royal there will be when New Jersey and Kings
county pits each twenty men against the other in a contest at 15 live

birds per man 1 No "odds" are likely to be offered on either team.

"There will be plenty of live birds on John Erb's "Old Stone House"
grounds in Newark to-dav, and all sportsmen will be welcomed. The
birds furnished at this place are always of good quality.

All trapdom is speculating as to the probable number of nervy
shooters who will put up their cash in the 100-bird sweep at John
Watson's next week.

The Youngstown (Ohio) Gun Club will hold a target tournament
on Oct. 5. American Association rules and the Parker handicap will

be used.

Arthur DuBray, the genial southern salesman for the Parker gun
people, has bade adieu to Chicago and started on a southern trip.

Milton F. Lindsley, he of American wood powder fame, will take
part in John Watson's world's tournament next week.

Don't fail to attend the tournament of the Paterson Gun Club at
Willard's Park, Paterson, N. J., next Tuesday.

Harvey McMurehy will kUl John Watson's pigeons and talk L. C.
Smith guns at Chicago next week.

A. G. Courtney has assumed charge of the Lefever Arm Co.'s ex-

hibit in the World's Fair.

The Riverside Gun Club, of Red Bank, N. J., has postponed its

tournament until spring.

Go to Paterson on an early train next Tuesday with plenty of shells.

The Newark Gun Club will shoot on Erb's grounds on Oct. 12.

0. H. TOWNSKND.

Boiling' Springs vs. Passaic City.

The second of the series of team matches between the Boiling
Springs Fish and Gun Club, of Rutherford, and the Passaic City Rod
and Gun Club, of Pa8f=aic, was shot on the grounds of the former club,

on Sept. 14. The teams comprised 10 men each, and each man shot at
25 bluerock targets under American Association rules. Eddie Collins,

of West Hoboken, was referee. The scores follow:
Boiling Springs.

Burgess 0100111111011101110110000—15
Klees 1 lOIlln 1 101 1001 1 1 lOlOI01—18
Lenone 1111110110011011100110110—18
Biativcit lonoonioionooooiiiioio—14
Huck 1101000110100111001011111—15

C Collins 1011011111011001111110111—19
Qriea innoniiioiiooiioiiiiii—20
Paul OlOOOOOllOOlOllOOOinoni—12
Lane 0101001011110111100111011—16
HoUister 1001101011001111111111101—18—1(55

Passaic City.

Bowes 1111001111111110101111111—21
Jelleme 0100111110111011101011100—14
Kelly 0111111111110010101001011-17
Shaw 1000011010111111011110110—16
Vermorel Ill 101 llOOOlllOOl 10011101—16
Abbott 1110100(101100011100101111—14

Gardner 1111001011111101111111001—19
Coman OOOlOOllllOOlOlOlOOOOOOOO— 8
Palmer 0001 1 1 001100011001 1 1 01010—IS
Wise: 0011000110010110011101111—14—151
On Sept. 9 the monthly shoot at 25 targets was held, the scores be-

ing appended:
Blauvelt IIIOIOIIIIOIHOIIOOIIOIII—18
Paul 1111110110100101111110111—19
Lane 0110110110100010101111010—15
Lenone 0100010001110101101011000-11
Mehl iiiiiiiioiiiuxioooioioon-16
Hollister llOlOOlllOlilOllllIlinil-20
Grieff llinoiOllUlllOlllOOlOll—19
Richmond 1111111011111110101111111—22
Jeanneret lOlOOllOOlOOOOOlOUOOOOOO— 8

Hiscock 1110111101100110111111011—19
Apgar 1111111011111111111111111—21
Collins 1011111111000111100001010—15
The monthly shoot to count on the series of watch contests resulted

as follows:
Hollister 1111110111100111100111111-20
Hiscock 0111111111110100111010110-18
Jeanneret 0001100101110010001110010—11
Mehl 0110101100111111101010110—16
Collins 0010101111001100001010100-11
Richmond 1111111111111111001111101—22

Lenone 0111010000001011001100000— 9

Apgar 1111110011101111011111101—20

Paui.-,tf. OlOlllUlUll 100101000011—16
Morfey.-. lllllllOlliilOlOOlOOllHl—19
The monthly shoot at live pigeons, which took place on the 13th,

resulted as follows:

Clare'mont 1 12 12 1 1—7 Huchison 1 . 0 0 0 1 2—3

• 12 10 1 0-^Richmond

.

..111122 1—7 Kelly.,

..111111 0—6 Jones 110011 0—4

..0 1 1 1 1 0 •—

Grieff

James 0 1 1 1 2 2 2—6

Edebohls 0 l l 1 1 0 1-5 Morfey 0 1 1 1 0 1 1—5

C Collina 1 1110 1 0—5 Wolf 1 1 1 1 0 1 0—5

Lenone 1 1 1 1 • 1 0—5

MontUy Shoot of the Climax.
The monthly shoot of the Climax Gun Club, held at Fanwood, N. J.,

on Sept. 19, was attended by 14 members, who passed an enjoyable
half day smashing bluerock targets. The weather was delightful and
the traps worked well. This club was only recently organized, but is

fast coming to the front owing to the enthusiasm and^kill of its mem-
bers, many of whom have national reputations as expert shots either
at targets or Uve birds.

The regular club shoot is at imknown angles, the members being
handicapped according to their relative skill, the scratch men shoot-
ing at 25 targets each. After the club shoot sweepstake is indulged in
the club rules limiting the sweepstake entrance to 50 cents no matter
bow many targets were thrown, and any member is allowed to enter
for targets only if they so desire. This renders it possible for those
with hmited means to have an occasional half-day's shooting for a
nominal sum.
Club shoot:

C Smith 1111111111111111111111110 —34
T HKeller...,; lOlllOOlOlllOllllllllllll —20
D Terry lOlOinilOlllllllllUllll —22
TBrantingham OllllOOllllllOlllllllllll —21
A Trust OllllOllOOllllllllllOllllllllO —24
D Darby OlOOlOOOOlOIOOinilOlllllOOlOI —17
W Terry IIOIIIOIIIIIOOOIIOOIOIIIOIOIOIOI —20
Scott oooonmioiiiinii 1111111101110 —25
McGinty 10101101111110111111101101001110 —23
Carpenter lOOlOlOOOlOOlUlOOlllllOOOllOOOal —17
J Darby OllllOlOOllOllOOUlOlllOIOUOlOOlOl—31
Sweepstake event No. 1, at 10 targets; Smith 10, Keller 9. D. Terry

9, Brantingham 8, Trust 8, Scott 8, D. Darby 6, J. Darby 5. Soper 5.

No. 3, at 15 targets: Smith 15, KeUer 14, Brantingham 12, Delaney
11, McGinty 11, Soper 10, D. Terry 9, J. Darby 9, Camp 8, D. Darby 7,

Trust 8, Carpenter 7.

No. S. at 10 targets: D. Terry 9, KeUer 9, Smith 8, McLean 8, J.
Darby 4, McGmty 4.

A Day's Sport at Springfield.
The grounds of the Union Gun Club at Springfield, N. J., were vis-

ited by a goodly number of shooters on Thursday, Sept. 21. This was
the date for the regular club shoot, in addition 'to which E. D. Miller
had arranged for the shoot off of the tie for second prize in the recent
series of contents of the New Jersey Trap League, between the Union
and Maplewood Gun Clubs.
The sport did not begin untU close to noon, the shooters being rather

tardy in putting in an appearance. Among those present were Neaf
Apgar, F. Soper, "Dutchy" Smith and Thos Brantingham of Plain-
field, J. L. Smith of Hackettstown, Ferd Van Dyke of Newark, "Uncle
Billy" Sigler of Montclair, A. Sickley, Dr. Jackson and J. Brant of
Slillburn, R. S. WilUams of Elizabeth, J. W. Smith, R. Yeomans, J.
Sayre and W. Drake of Maplewood.
The day was all that could be desired, the sun shining clear and

warm and there being no wind to flip the Keystone targets about. The
shooting was from five Keystone traps and both traps and targets
performed well.
The tie shoot was for teams of 5 men each at 25 targets per man,

known angles, American rules governing. This was a hot contest and
the Maplewoods captured the honors by plucky work on the part of
their men. The scores:
No- 7, shoot-off of tie for second place in N. J. L. series:

Maplewood G. C.
Sickley 1111111111011011111111111—23
Drake 1111110101110011011111101—19
Yeomans 0110111011111101111111111—21
Van Dyke 1101111111110011111011110—20W Smith 1101111111111111111111101—23—106

Union G. C.
Brantingham 0000011111000111110101111—16
Apgar 1110111111111111101101111—23
C Smith 0111110111111111111110111—22
Sigler 0111111101110111010111111—20
Miller 1111111111111110111111110—23—102
Club shoot, at 30 targets per man, for club prizes:

Miller 111110111111111111111111101111—28
Sigler 111101101111110111111111010111—26
C Smith 010111001100110100111110110101—18
A Sickley 111111101101101111111111011111-26
J Smith 011011111010111011111111101111—25
W Smith 111111011111110111101111111111—27
Drake OlllllllllllllUlllllOllllllll—28

Williams,, 101111100110011110011011011111-21
Briant 011111111010100100010100110110—17

Dr Jackson 111111111111111111110110011101—15
Sayre 101011010001010111101001001100—15
Soper 111100101100110111101011010110—19
Sweepstakes—Event No. 1, 10 singles, $1 entry; Miller 10, Sigler 9,

C. Smith 9, J. Smith 8, Van Dyke 7, Apgar 7.

No. 2, 5 pairs: Apgar 7, J. Smith 7, C. Smith 5, Addison 5, Miller 5.

Sigler 3, Van Dyke 3.

No. 3, 10 singles: Van Dyke 9, Sickley 9, Miller 9, Drake 9, C. Smith
8, Sigler 8, W. Smith 8, Bryant 8, South 8, Apgar 7, J. Smith 3, Jack-
son 2.

No. 4, 15 singles: Miller 15, Drake 14, C. Smith 13, Apgar 12, Addison
12, J. Smith 12, Van Dyke 11, W. Smith 10, Williams 10, Soper 9,
Bryant 9.

No. 5, 20 singles: MUler 19, Van Dyke 18, W. Smith 16, C. Smith 16,
Sigler 15, Apgar 14,

No. 6, lOsuigles: C. Smith 8, Miller 8, Van Dyke 7, Apgar 5, Brant-
ingham 5, J. Smith 3. C. H. Townsknd.

Eureka and Garfield.

Chicago, 111., Sept. 18.—An interesting match took place on the 18th
inst. between the Eureka and Garfield Gun Clubs, of Chicago. The
conditions were 15 men from each club, 25 birds (targets) per man,
known traps, unknown angles. The shoot took place on the grounds
of the Eureka Club. The scores, which you will find herewith, show
the result.

Eureka Team.
Funk .- 1111111111011110111111111—23
Adams 1111111111100111111011111—22
Atwater 1011111110111111111111011—22
Heikes 1110111011111111111111101-22
McDonald 1110111111111110011011111—31
Palmer 1111111011111111110110101-21
Bingham 1111111100001111111111111—21
Morgan 1000101111111111111111111—21
Frothingham lllllOOOIlllllllllllOllll—20
Lamphere 1111111010010110111011110-18
Ferguson 1010111011101111110011101—18
Willard 1111110100101101010111101—17
Brelsford 0001111100111110011011111—17
Taylor 01011 11 1 11 1 1 1001100001110—16
Steck 1110000111100110010111011—15—294

Garfield Team.
Cop 1111111110111111101111101-22
Von Lengerke 101 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 1 1001 1 1 01 101—20
Hicks 1001 1 101 1 1 1on 111101 1 1 1 11—20
Teft 1101111111101101101111001—19
Drake 0111011111111111011110011—19
O'Brien 1111110111110111101010001—18
Pa . rson 11011101 1100011 1111011111-18
W Palmer 1011111101100111111010011—18
Lauterbach 1101011101101111101111011—19
Young 1110111010100111101110011—17
5 Palmer llOlOllOlllOlllllOlUOOOl—17
Richards 0110110111001010111110011—16
Sleek 1111110011010101011100101—16
Bowers 1010111000011011100010111—14
O'NeU. 0100010101010101110000101—11—264
After the team shoot a couple of ten-bird sweeps were run off wilh

the following results:
No. 1: Heikes 8, Bingham 8, Adams 9, Williard", Courtney 9, Steck

5, Burgess. Frothingham 8, Hicks 9, S. Palmer 9, J. O L. 8, Patterson
7, Brelsford 8, McDonald 6, Skinner 8. Tunnicliff 8, Funk 9, C. H. Pal-
mer 4. W. Palmer 7, Cop 5. Tefft 7, Maltby 6, Young 6, Mott 6, Lauter-
bach 7, Ferguson 8, Buck 7, Goodrich 7, Morgan 7, Weart 5, Mooney 8,

Drake 4, O'Brien 9, Richards 7, Rockefellow 7, Bowers 6, O'Neil 9,

Pilz 9.

No. 2: Adams 7, Brelsford 7, Bingham 8, McDonald 7, Lauterbach 6,

Skinner 7, Tunnicliff 7, Willard 7, Funk 10, Courtney 10, Morgan 6,

Rockefellow 9, Heikes 10, Burgess 5. Drake 7, Sterne 2, W. Palmer 6,

Mooney 5, Bowers 4, Matt 8, O'Neil 5, Steck 8, Buck 5, Richards 7, S.

Pahner 8, Hicks 10, Tefft 5, Cop 4, C. H. Palmer 10, Young 8.

W. R. M.

Indianola Gun Club Tournament.
Indianola, la., Sept. 21.—The first annual tournament of the Indian-

ola Gun Club, held in this city, commenced yesterday morning with a
fair attendance. The club members laid tlieojselves out to give the
visiting sportsmen a good time, and every one went home well pleased.

A high wind made the shooting quite dilificult and the scores are not
as high as they would be had the weather been favorable.

C. W. Bddd.
First Day, Sept. SO.

No, 1. 10 targets, entrance §1,50: Budd 8, E. Adams 6, Lewis 9, Mc-
Farland 9, Barnes 9. Dare 5.

No. 2, 15 targets, entrance $2: Budd 15, McFarland 9, Dare 5, Barnes
12, Adams 10, Lewis 11.

No. 3, 15 targets, entrance S2; Budd 12, Hastings 9, McFarland 12,

McGinty 11, Barnes 14, Dare 12, Lewis 13, Adams 12.

No. 4, 10 targets, entrance S2: Budd 10, Adams 7, McFarland 9, Lewis
8, Barnes 7, Dare 4, Hastmgs 6, McGinty 8.

No. 5, 15 targets, entrance $2: McFarland 12, Barnes 12, Budd 14,

Hastings 13, Lewis 15, Dare 5.

No. 6, 10 targets, entrance $2: Budd 9, McFarland 8, Lewis 8, Good-
man 8, McNaughion 7, Anneburg 9, Dare 5, Hastings 9, Burgess 5.

No. 7, 20 targets, entrance 82.50:

Hastings . .10101111101110110111—15 Budd 11111110111111111111—19
Adams . . .

.11110111101101001100—13 McFarland lOllllllOOOUllllin—16
Barnes ....11110011101111100111—15 Lewis 11111001010011101111—14
McGinty... 01011111011110111010—14 Goodman.. 1011111 11 11100111110—l(j

Marsh 11011011101101011011—14 DashieU... .lOlllCiOllOOOOlOOOllO- 9

No. 8, 5 targets, entrance $1 50: McFarland 5, Goodman 4, Lewis 5,

Dare 4, Budd 4, Hastuigs 7, Adams 3, McGinty 0.

Second Day, Sept. SI.

No. 1, 10 targets, entrance S1.50: McFarland 6, Lewis 8, Budd 8, Spen-
cer 5, Parley 8, Dare 8, Hastings 9, Barnes 6, Anneburg 7, Goodman 10,

McNaughton 9, Silcott 7.

No. 2, 15 targets, entrance $2: Budd 14, McFarland 10, Barnes 13,

Hastings 12, Lewis 11, Farley 9, McGinty 10, McNaughton 10, Good-
man 13. Spencer 9.

No. 3, 15 targets, entrance §2: Budd 15, WcFarland 9, Barnes 10, Has-
tings 13, Dare 6, McGinty 11

No. 4. 10 targets, entrance S3: McFarland 5, Dare 5, Barnes 8, Lewis
6 .Goodman 9, Farley 9, McGinty 8, Hastings 7, Budd 10.

No. 5, 15 targets, entrance 52: McGinty 13, McFarland 12. Goodman
11, Barnes 11, McNaughton 10, Hastings 15, Budd 14.

No. 6, 10 targets, entrance Sl-50: Anneburg 7, DashieU 8; McGinty
6, Lewis 8, Jones 7, Goodman 5, Silcott 4, Farley 6, Budd 9.

Special club shoot, at 10 targets, entrance $1, open only to members
of the Indianola Gun Club, for championship cup, cup and money to
go to highest score:
Lewis ; 1110111001—7 Goodman 1001111111—8
DashieU 1110101110—7 Barnes 1101111110—8
Anneburg , 1111101101—8 McGinty 1010111001—6
McNaughton 1101011101—7 Law 1000101001—4
Jones 0000001111—4
Barnes won the cup and money on shoot-off. A few extra sweeps

followed each day's programme events.

Rochester and North Parma.
RocHESTEB, N. Y., Sept. 22.—The North Parma Gun Club have ar-

ranged for a series of three matches, the first one of the series being
shot on the Rochester Rod and Gun Club's grounds Sept. 20. Both
teams were out for blood, and the Rochesters thought they would
have a hard fight to win, but before the contest was over they consid-
ered it hke sitting down to a spring chicken dinner. The next shoot
will take place on the North Parma Club's grounds. The scores
foUow.

North Parma Gun Club Team.
Capt Byer 1101111010111011111111111—21
Glover 1111111111111111111101111—24
Lewis 0111101110111110101110101—18
Borst 1101011000000111111110101—15
Lowden 11110010001 1101 1 1 10110111—17
Nichols 0110001011110001111010000—12
Hogan 1110111011010010111001011—16
Skinnen 1100111101110111111110101—19
Perry 1100011111101110111001111—18
Richmond 1011100110010001101010111—14
Magutre 0110111100100011110111111—17—101

Rochester Bod and Gun Club Team.
Capt Norton 1101110110111111010111001—18
Chas Smith 0011110111111101010111111—19
Chas TaseeU 1110101111111111111110110-31
W J Mann 1111110101001010101101110—16

C Wolcott Ill 1101011000011111110011—17
E D Hicks 1110111011111111111110110—21

Babcock 0001111001100101111111101—16

J Rissinger 1101101 111001001111011011—17

H Stewart lllOllOllllUlilllllOllOO-20
E Meyer 0110000011111111110101101—16

C Rissinger 0110111111111111111111101—23—503

Emerald Gun Club.

With a good attendance of members combined with fine weather
and strong fast birds the Emerald Gun Club had a very enjoyable
day's sport on Tuesday, Sept. 19, at Dexter Park. Twenty members
competed for the highest number of points for the season, over their

class handicap. Each shot at ten birds. Emerald Gun Club rules.

Eugene Doeinck was the only straight scorer with 10 in Class A.
T. Russell was second in the same class with 9. R. Regan, P. Pitz-

ferald and H. Thau also scored 9 each in Class B. J. H. Voss scored
in Class Al. In Class C, J. Moore and \V. Hogan were the leaders.

A live bird sweepstake was shot off with 8 entries at 5 birds each, $3
entrance. Another at 15 targets was shot off. The scores:

Dr Klein 1022002110— 6 R Regan 1112202123— 9

L ScUortemeier 0202101202— 6 G Nowak 2112021011— 8

J Woefel 2112O102.0— 6 C Massel 1102201102— 7
T Cody 1221.10202— 7 J Matthews ..0000012001— 3
Dr Hudson •111010200— 5 P Fitzgerald 0222121222— 9

P Butz 2«0n01102— 6 Dr Pea;rson 0020012012— 5

J H Voss •011121111— 8 W Hogan 0022112210— 7

J Maesel 1220110110— 7 T RusseU 2102122121— 9

E Doemck 1111122111—10 H Than 2212220221— 9

J Moore 0-^21121110- 8 J Horn 1121110101— 8
Sweepstake, 5 Uve birds, entrance ^f3:

T F RusseU .11110—4 W Hagan 02001—3
R Regan 01120-3 Terwilliger 00210—2
Dr Hudson 12001—3 J H Voss 21222—5
W Lau- 21121—5 E Doeinck 21111—5
Sweepstake, 15, entrance 50 cents: Cody 12, Fitzgerald 4, Woelfel 5,

J. H. Moore 8, P. WoeUel 7, Pearson 5, J. Horn 5, Matthews 1, Geier 6,

Fogarty 15, Voss 10, Nowak 8.

Business [Men Gun Club>

The inaugural shoot of the Business Men Gun Club was held at
Woodlawn Park, Gravesend. L. I., on Friday, Sept. 22. The club is

composed of weU known wing shots who are engaged in business in

Brooklyn, and is composed of about a dozen members, nearly all of
them being also memoers of the Fountain Gun Club.

The first event was a team shoot between sides chosen by Dr. Wynn
and Capt. Eddy, 5 men a side, at 10 birds each, the losing side to pay
for the birds. Both sides scored 39 each out of a possible 50, resulting
in a tie. Three lively sweepstake shoots foUowea, with eight entries

at 5 birds each, SI entrance, the best guns to take the money. The
marksmanship aU round was very good, the birds being a good, fast
lot. A. E. Eddy, the veteran wing shot, killed 33 out of 25 shot at and
Dr. Wynn got 22 out of the same number. The scores:

Dr. Wynn's Side. Captain Eddy's Side.

DrWynn 1111201112—9 A E Eddy 2U1121121—10
A Crook 1022221201—8 T Blankly 1212010212— 8

JBrixy ..11120100-20—6 B Sprathey 00212002'iO—

5

H Sedddns 211121000-2—7 E Madison 1112102112— 9

G Bldttmacher. . ..1111021222—9-39 J Blattmacher. . .1111100201— 7—39
Sweep at 5 bh-ds, ^1 entrance, 3 moneys: Dr. Wynn 3, T. Blankly 4,

A. E. Eddy 4, J. Brixy 2, B. Sprathey 2, H. Seddons 3, A. Crook 4, J.

Blattmacher 4.

Sweep, same as first: Wynn 5, Blankly 3, Eddy 4, Brixy 3, Sprathy
2, Seddons 5, Crook 2, Blattmacher 4.

Sweep, same: Wynn 5, Blankly 5, Eddy 4, Brixy 3, Sprathey 1,

Seddons 3, Crook 3, Blattmacher 5.

Referee, Mr. E. Madison.

North Side Gun Club.

Ele-ven members of the North Side Gun Club were present at the
regular monthly shoot held at the (Jueens County Driving Park, Mas-
peth, L. 1., on Tuesday. Each shot at 7 birds, club handicap, for the
club 'gold medal and annual prizes. C. M. Meyer was the winner with
the only straight 7.

A sweepstake at 10 bluerocks followed and C. M. Meyer was first

and H. Heyer second. The scores:

JHMenke 1201212-6 CM Meyer 1112111—

J Tiernan 0021202—4 Dr Franz 'imims
J H Wahlen 1101202—4 Dr Franz, Jr 1021112—1>

HHever 1011222—5 D Morgan 0102012-4

GSiems"" 01012U1-4 W R Smith 0010021-3

ADwyer".'. 1122011—5

Sweepstake, 10 targets, $1: Menke 8, Tiernan 6, Wahlen 5, Heyer 9,

Siems 3, Meyer 10, Morgan 4.

Referee, S. Lyon; scorer, H. Otten, Jr.

Crescent Gxm Club.

Only three members of the Crescent Gun Club were present at the
regular monthly shoot at Dexter Park on Thursday. The change of
date was probably the cause of the small attendance. Each shot at
seven birds for the annual prizes aad monthly club prizes, club handi-

cap L. Hopkins won the first with a straight score, O. Hellmer get-

ting the second with six. Two sweepstake shoots followed at three
birds each, $1 entrance, two moneys. The scores:

Club shoot:
Paul Jones 10-21011-5 L Hopkins 1112111—7

O HiUmer 1211101-6

Sweepstakes, SI entry, 3 birds:

No. 1: Paul Jones 2, O. HUimer 2, L. HopldnsS, J. Vagts 3, H. Van
Staden 3, W. Skldmore 3.

No. 2: PatU Jones 3, O. HiUmer 3, L. Hopkins 2, J. \ ^gtB 3, H.Van
Staden 3, W. Skidmore 2.

Maple-wood Gun Club.

Maplewood, Sept. 2.3.—Scores of the regular monthly cup shoot of
the Maplewood Gun Club, held to-day. Conditions, 50 bluerocks from
8 traps. Keystone system:
O L Yeomans 11111111111111110111011110111111111111111111111111—47

Warren Smith lllllllOlOlllllllllllllOllllOlllOOlllOllllllllilli—43
F Compton 11111110110110111101001111010110010111011101111001-35

Howard OllllOlOlOOllllKXillllOlllllllOlOlllOliOlOOllllOlO—34
A G Parry 11111111101111011110000111111111011111101110101011—39

Dr Fisher 10100111111010111100111111111011111011111110111110—39

W Van Idestine...lH1010illllll0111111111011110111101010111001111ll—40
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Interstate Association at Worcester.
Worcester, Sept. 20.~EdUor Forest and Stream; The sixth tour-

nament of the Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' /Association was
held at Worcester, Mass., Sept. 20 and 21, under the auspices of the
Worcester Sportsmen's Club, on their new grounds.

It would be difficult to find grounds possessing greater natural ad-
vantages than those of the AVorcester Sportsmen's Club. The site is

on Gleason's Island in the southwest edge of North Lake, about SJ^
miles from the city hall, and ten minutes' walk from the terminus of
the street car line. 'The club has a ten year lease of the grounds, in the
center of which is the club house; the building is 3rx20f t. on ground floor,

with the addition of a store room for various pai'aphernalia of the club.

The ground floor of the main building is arranged solely for the con-
venience of the shooters. The second floor is arranged for a dining
hall. The front of the ground floor near the platform is a sort of bay
window, within which is the office. Continuing on from the office is

a plank walk which leads to a platform 65xl5ft. The situation of the
grounds was chosen for the best possible results in shooting. The
house and platform front due northeast. North and northeast of the
traps is a large clearing, triangular in form, with a waterfront of
300ft. Standing on the piazza and looking due north one may see Mt.
Ararat (not the one spoken of in the Bible) with its pretty fields

fringed with timber. Due northeast lies the beautiful little village of
Greendale, while to the east is the Odd Fellows Home.
A roadway has been constructed from the mainland to the island,

and when completed a gate will be put up which, when closed. Will

prevent access to the grounds. Notice will be posted in all parts of
the grounds and the trespass law will be enforced. The formal open-
ing of the grounds took place the day prior to the opening of the
Interstate shoot, and all had a royal good time. Manager Elmer E.

Shaner had all of his tents in position for the tournament, which
added to the beauty of the scene. The opening was graced by the
presence of many ladies, who gave the club a fine silk flag, 15ft. long
and 5ft. wide. The flag bore the inscription ""Worcester Sportsmen's
Club,"' in red letters.

The presentation speech was made by Mrs. M. D. Gilman, who spoke
pleasantly of past courtesies from the club and hoped that the mem-
bers would always be happ5' beneath the flag's iuRpiring folds. Presi-
dent M. D. Gilman accepted the flag on behalf of the club, and thanked
the ladies for their thoughtful kindness. The ladies brought tooth-
some refreshments, which were gratefully discussed.
A general social time was enjoyed and Mrs. W. R. Deane, Mrs. W^ L.

Davis and Mrs. John A. Sears mustered up courage to shoot a gun.
The birds w ere unharmed, but the ladies had their fun.
On Wednesday, the first day of the tournament, shooting commenced

at 10 o'clock and kept up until nearlj-- dark.
A strong wind from the southwest blew across North Lake and

made the shooting extremely difficult, the flight of the birds being
very erratic, while some of them were carried nearly 100yds. by the
wind.
Gathered around the score were noticed Capt. A. W. Money and

Noel E. Money, Oakland, N. J.; H. L. Edgarton, WUlimantic, Conn.;
H. G. Wheeler and H. W. Eager, Marlboro, Mass.; J. E. Burns ("Cli-
max"), Lowell, Mass.; B. LeRoy Woodard, Brockton, Mass.; J. Hoyle,
Millbury, Mass.; J. Francis, Brockton, Mass.: W. L. Davis. E. T. Smith,
M. Gilman, A.W.Walls, M. Buck, 0. AV. Walls, E. AV.Knowles, C.
Forehand, AVorcester, Mass , and many others.
The winners of a yearly subscription to the Sportsman's Review and

Bicyde Neios the first day were in Event No. 1, H. L. Edgarton; No. 2,

Climax; No. 8, A. B. F. Kinney; No. 4, H. G. AVheeler; No. 5,W. Money;
No. 6, H. W. Eager; No. 7, J. Hoyle; No. 8, T. Francis; No. 9, E. T.
Smith; No. 10, Chas. Forehand.
On Thursday, the second day of the tournament, shooting com-

menced at 9:30 o'clock, and the scores made were somewhat better
than those of the fli-st day.
The winners of a yearly subscription to the Sportmen\'< Review and

Bicycle News, the second day were in event No. 1. N. Money; No. 2,

AV. L. Davis; No, 3, M. Gilman; No. 4, J. Robinson: No. 5, T. Marscroft:
No. 6, B. Barker; No. 7, H. A. Penrose: No. 8, Capt. Sawyer; No. 9,

A. Gabeler; No. 10, J. AUerson.
The last gun was fired at 5 P. M., and so closed the sixth tourna-

ment of the Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association.
Following are the scores of both days:

First Daij.

No. 1, 10 targets, four moneys: Penrose 8, N. Money 7, A^'heeler 5,

Eager 7, Climax 7, W. L. Davis 6, W. Money 8, Mascroft 4, Smith 7,

Gilman 4, Hoyle 8, M. Buck 7, W^ R. Richards 7, A. B. F. Kinney 5.

No. 2, 10 targets: Penrose 8 N. Money 8, Wheeler 9. Eager 8, Climax
10, Davis 6, AV. Money 6, Smith 4, Gilman 8, Buck 6, Hoyle 7, Walls 5.

No. 3, 10 targets, four moneys: Penrose 10, N. Money 11, A\''heeler 10,

Eager 12, Climax 8, Davis 10, W. Money 13, Mascroft 8, A, AV. Walls 11,

Francis 8, Gilman 13, Hoyle II, Buck 13, Kinney 14, Le Roy 11, E. T.

Smith 10.

No. 4, 30 targets, four moneys:
Penrose . . .11111111011111011111—18
N Money.. .11111111111100101111—17
AVheeler ...11111110111101111101-

Francis ....01010000001010111110— 9

Gilmer 01101111001111101111—15
AV Money..inOlllllOlinoOUn—16

Eager . . . . .10111101111111001111—16 Smith 11011111111100101111—15
Climax 01101001110101011111—13 Buck 01011110110100011111—13
Davis lllllllillllllOlOllO—17 LeRoy. ..11111001111011101101—15
No. 5, 25 targets, 4 moneys, $25 added:

Penrose 1101110000111001100011111—15
N Money , 1111111010010111111110110-19
'Wheeler lOOilinOiiiililiiooillll—20
Eager 0111000110100011010001111—13
Climax 0111011111111101100001111—18
Davis 1111001110101110101101100—16
Fi-ancis 1101111100111110010101111—18
Gilman OllllllOOllOlllOlllOllltl—19
W Money llllllllOOlllOllllOlllOll—20

Mascroft 0101001111101001111110110—16
Hovle 0110010110111011111110010—16
Buck 1010111001101011111111000—16
LeRov 1111111110110110111111010—20
0 Forehand , 1111011101111111011101100—19
Kinney 1011101101000010010100010-11
Smith 1101110011111010111111111—20
No. 6, 15 targets, four moneys: Penrose 10. N. Money 18, Wheeler 8,

Eagle 13. Climax 11, Davis 9, Smith 8, Forehand 11, Francis 12, Hatch
10, Gabeler 11, Colvin 6, Le Roy 10, Mascroft 12, Gilman 10, Buck 8, Vf.

Money 10, Hoyle 10.

No. 7, 15 targets, four moneys: Penrose 10, N. Money 11, Wheeler
11, Eager 6. Climax 10, Davis 9, Smith 11. Francis 10. W. Money 13, Gil-

man 11, Buck 12, Mascroft 9, Lb Roy 12, Hatch 6, Colvin 9, Gabeler 12,

Forehand 8, W. R. Richard 11, Hoyle 13.

No. 8, 20 targets:
Penrose. . ..11011011010111100110-18 AV Money. .10110111111111010111—16
N Money. .01111001111111111010—15 Smith 10011110001111101111—14
AA^heeler. . .01011100111101110111—14 Mascroft. . lOlOOUtOOlOOUOOlll—11
Eager OOOOllOllllOlOIOUOO-12 Buck 01011000101101101111—12
Climax, . . .01110011111011111111—16 Le Roy. . . .101"1101111011011011-14
Davis 00101110101101001110—11 Hoyle 01101011110111110000—12
Gilman. . . .11110101010111110101—14 Forehand..10110110101100110111—13
Francis. . . .01011111111101111011—16
No. 9. 10 targets: Penrose 5, N. Money 7, Wheeler 6, Eager 5, Climax

7, Davis 9, W'alls 6, Francis 6, V\\ Money 5, Robinson 4, Smith 9, Mas-
croft 5, LeRoy 7, Buck 7, Colvin 2, Gabeler 7, Kinney 6, Forehand 7,
Hoyle 7. Richards 5, Gilman 6.

No. 10, 10 targets: Penrose 8, N. Money 9, AVheeler 6, Eager 9, Cli-

max 8, Davis 6, Smith 8, Francis 6, W. Money 10, Robinson 5, Mascroft
5, Richards 1, LeRoy 9, Colvin 8, Gabeler 5. Forehand 8, Gilman 7, Buck
5, Walls 0, Hoyle 5.

Extra No. 1, 10 targets, three moneys: W. Money 8, Penrose 9, N.
Money 6, Gflman 6, W. L. Davis 9, AV. R. Richards 6, E. T. Smith 6, A.
W. Walls 7, Wheeler 7, Eager 7, Climax 8, M. Buck 7.

Extra No. 2, 8 birds, 1 man up, four moneys: Penrose 6, W. Money
8, Robinson 6, N. Money 6, Climax 7, Francis 6, Wheeler 6, Mascroft 6,

Forehands, LeRoy 5, Eager 7, Gilman 5, Bucko, Davis 4, E. S. Knowles
4, Hoyle 3, Walls 5, Smith 7.

Extra No. 8, 8 birds, 1 man up, four moneys: Robinson 3, Forehand
6, Francis 8, Eager 6, Climax 6, Le Roy 5, AV. Money 6, N. Money 7,

Davis 7, Hoyle 6, Buck 5, AVheeler 6.

The Second Day.

No. 1, 10 targets: LeRoy 7, Davis 4, W. Money 5, Climax 9, Eager 7,

Gilman 8, Francis 9, Hoyle 6, N. Money 8, W^ells 6, Bennett 4, Smith 20,
Allison 7, Kennerson 8, Holden 7, Richards 6, Brown 8, Mascroft 7
No. 2, 10 targets: LeRoy 8, Davis 9. W. Money 8, Climax 7, Eager 4,

Mascroft 6, Hoyle 6, Gilman 6, N. Money 7, Bennett 3, Forehand 6,

AVells 7, Prancis 6, Smith 6, AUison 5, Snow 6, Richards 9.

No. 8, 15 targets, four moneys: Le Roy 9. Davis 18, W. Money 13,
Climax 13, Eager 7, Forehand 12, Smith 12, Gilman 14, N. Money 11,
AUison 10, Francis 10, Hoyle 11, Mascroft 10, Holden 7, Robinson 8,

Snow 14.

No. 4, 30 targets:
Le Roy ...01110101011111110001-13 Forehand,.11011011111101101001-14
Davis." 11111111111111011111—19 N Money. ,11110011110010111011-14
AA" Money..111110110011111000111—13 Robinson. .11110111111010100111—15
Climax . . .01111111110010100111—14 Gilman . . . .11111111111111011011—18
Eager 11111110101111111011—17 Smith 11101111001110100111—14
Allison ....11111001111010011101—14 Hoyle 11001111100011110011—13
Francis. . . .10111101011110111111-16 Mascroft . .10111111011100101011—14
No. 5, 35 targets:

LeRoy 0011101011011110100011101—15
Davis 1110111101011010111101110—18
W Money 1101101111111111111011001—20
Climax 1100011111101111011101001—17
Eager 0001101111111010111111111-19
Gilman 1001111110111111111111111—22
Francis 1101111101111111100111101—20
Forehand 1000111011001100100111110-14
N Money llllllllliniiOlllOOOOlOl—19
Alleson 01 101101 110101 1 01 1 1 100001—15
Robinson 1110011100001000110010001—11
Hoyle 1100111110011011010110100—15
Smith ; 1001011110111111111111111—21
Henry 1100101111001111101100111—17
Snow .1111011111110111010110000—17
Holden 0111100010111111111101010—17
Mascroft 1011011110111111110111111-21
Richards 10001 1 101 1 101 1 1 1001 1 00110—1

5

Kennerson 1011010101101000001001010-11
AVadsworth , 0100100101000010100111100—10
No. 6, 15 targets: LeRoy 11, Davis 13, W. Money 13, Climax 10, Eager

10, Allison 10, Snow 10, Gilman 9. Wadsworth 4, AV. Money 11, Robinson
0, Francis 11. Smith 10, Harvey 7. Kennerson 8, AValls 5, Hoyle 13,
Forehand 13, Mascroft 8, Bowker 11, Martin 11, W. R. Richards 9.

No. 7, 15 targets: LeRoy 9, Davis 12, W. Money 11, Climax 13, Eager
8, Alleson 9, Snow 11, Forehand 10, Smith 9, N. Money 13, Robinson 8,

Parker 7, Hoyle 7, Francis 10, Bowker 12, Harvey 10, Penrose 15, Gabe-
ler 9, Mascroft 8.

No. 8, 20 targets:
LeRoy 11011011001010110100—13 Penrose . . .11110001110011100111—13
Davis 11001010111111011101—14 N Money. .11111011111011111011—17
AV Money.. 11111111111110110101—17 Bennett. .. .10000000001101111010— 8
Climax ... 00101111101111110111—15 Bowker. ...001111111110tX)011110-13
Eager 00100110001010110111-10 Smith 11111111111111111100—18
Alleson.... 01010110001100110100— 9 Hovle OOIOIllOlOuOlOllOlOO— 9
Forehand. .00011101111000110110-11 Mascroft . .11011100000111100110—11
Snow 00101100101111111111-14
No. 9, 10 targets: LeRoy 6. Davis 6, W. Money 9, Climax 5, Eager 5,

Alleson 4, Richards 8, Robinson 3, Parker 8, N. Money 8, Martin 9,

Hoyle 8, Forehand 6, Penrose 6. Harvey 4. Gabeler 9, C. Walls 3, Snow
6, A. AA^ Walls 9, Smith 7, Bowker 5, Roach 6.

No. 10, 10 targpts: LeRoy 8, Davis 10, W. Money 10. Climax 9, Eager
3. Allison 8, Snow 5, Forehand 6, Roach 6, N. Money 6, Richards 6.

Martin 8. C. W'alls 6. Harvey 4. Gabeler 8. Hoyle 9, Parker 8.

Extra No. 1: W. L. Davis 8, Climax 9, Le Roy 6, AV. Money 9, Allison
4. Francis 6, E. T, Smith 7, Hoyle 7, A. W. Walls 4, N. Money 6, GQman
7, Mascroft 6.

Extra No. 3; Eager 7, N. Sloney 7, Penrose 7, W. Money 5. Parker 4,

AUerson 6, Climax 6, Bowker 6, Forehand 6, Snow 4, Gabeler 6, Rich-
ards 4, C Walls 7, Martin 4. Davis 7.

Extra No. 3: W. Money 8. Eager 6. Penrose 8, N. Money 7, Davis 6

Parker 6, Brown 5, Climax 8, Bowker 6.

Shooting at Willard's Park.
On Tuesday, Sept. 19, the newl.y organized Paterson (N. J.) Gun

Club held its second shoot at AViUard's Park, ten members being
present to try their hands on Empire targets thrown from bluerock
traps. The weather was perfect for the sport and the grounds in fine
condition, as usual.
This club, which held its inlMal shoot on Sept. 4, was organized

through the efforts of Thomas AV. Morfey, a well-known member of
the Newark Gun Club, and proprietor of the Eagle House, the best
known sportsmen's resort in Paterson. Mr. Morfej' is an Englishman
by birth, and shot on all the weU-known British pigeon grounds before
taking up his residence under the Stars and Stripas. He is an enthu-
siast m the sport, and seeing no reason why a city of nearl.y 90,000
population should not have at least one gim club, he went about en-
deavoring to enthuse some of his friends, the result being a club
which starts out with a fair prospect of becoming one of the strongest
in the State.
Among the members of the club may be mentioned "Colonel"

L^none, of Pnssaic, whose military title was voted to him in consider-
ation of his retaining his finely trimmed goatee a, la militaire. Col.

Lenone is one of those genial hearted men who is popular wherever
he goes, who shoots well (when he tries) at either live birds or tar-

gets and who is always ready to make a match for anybody against
any body else.

Then there is J. L. Wolf, who manages his business so he can attend
all the shoots within reach and who starts out at a stiff gait with his
new Colt gun.

J. C. Wright, an old opponent (at the traps) of Mr. Morfey, is an-
other of the enthusiastic and expert shots of the club.
The regular club shoot was at 25 targets, known traps and targets,

this being preceded by a warming sweep at 10 targets in wh ' h the
scores were: Lenone 8, Wright 8, Morfey 7, Hill 7, Doty 7, Wolf 6,

Dunkerly 5, Qebson 4, Spinacher 4, Winters 2.

Club shoot:
Lenone , , 001 01000001 1 1 1 001 1 1 11 1011-14
Mor fey 0111111011000110011111111—18
Wright 0111111101001100011111111—18
Dunkerley 11 00001 1 1 001 11 1 1 100010001—1

3

HUl 1100101110010111110111110—17
Boyle 0001001010001101100001000— 8
AA'^olf inilllOlllllllllOllOOllO—20
Sweepstakes at 15 targets: Lenone 12, Hill 11, AA''olf 11, Wright 11,

Morfey 10, Doty 6, Boyle 4, AAHnters 3.

Sweepstakes at 5 live birds, S5 entry:
Wright ^112-5 Wolf 11311-5
Lenone 02110-3 Morfey 11110-4
Miss-and-out, $3 entry:

Morfey 111111222 AVolf 81211220
Wright 212111320 Lenone 110

C. H. TOWSEND.

No notice taken of anonymous communications

T. B. C, Boston, Mass.—Are there at present any live bison, born
wild, never having been in captivity, at large in the United States?
This would settle a much argued question. Ans. Yes. The bison in

the YeUowstone National Park, numbering perhaps four or Ave
hundred, are at large and wild and have never been in captivity.

A. F. H., South Braintree, Mass.—AA'ill you please let me know if

there is a species of wood swallow which is pure white, not a particle
of color on it. a friend of mine has shot one which is pure white. It is

now in the hands of a taxidermist. Such a bird has never been seen
before in this section so far as I know. Ans. The bird is no doubt an
albino swallow.
R. E. VoLVER, Brooklyn.—1. AVere the rifles used or known as Rigby

rifle on the international match muzzleloaders or breechloader, and
what charge powder and what style of rifling, and what twist and
caliber? 2. AVhat is the twist in the Sharp-Borchard "Old Reliable"
barrel, 110 grains powder and over, with 500 to 550 grains lead? 3.

AVhat is the twist of the long range Hepburn-Remington ,44 to .4.5eal.

2 6-10 shell charge, 100 grains powder and over, with 500 grains lead
and over? 4. Is it too late to get good shooting of snipe, plover, etc..

on Long Island this season? If not where is the bnst place to go:'

Ans, 1 . Rigby rifles shot in international match shot in America were
muzzleloaders. 85 grains. C. & H. No. 6, bullets 550 grains, 450cal , gain
twist, finish one turn in 18in. 3. Sharp-Borctiard, even twist, one
turn in 18in., .453cal. 3. Hepburn-Remington, .44~cal. one turn in
18in , even twist. In last international match shot in England, some
of the English team are said to have shot breechloaders (Medford). 4.

Snipe and plover shooting on Long Island is always uncextain. Birds
are reported as very scarce this season. You might try Lane's, at
Good Ground.

SAVE YOUR TROPHIES.
Writt for Oar lllgstrated Catalogui

"HEADS AND HORNS."
It gives directions for preparing and preserving

Skins, Antlers, etc. Also prices for Heads apd
Rugs, Birds and Fish, and all kinds of work in Taxi-
dermy.

WARD'S NATURAL SCIENCE ESTADLISHMENT,
EOOHESTER, N. T.

THE
LATEST

FAD
in the shooting jackets is a pocket for the Oame
Laws in Brief. If your jacket has such a pocket
stock it with the Brief. If the jacket has no pocket,
make it (the jacket) a pocket, and pack ii (the
pocket) with the Brief. Sold for 25 cents by your
dealer in shooting jackets, or by Forest xsd
Stream.

p'ROM the first issue of this paper it has been

used, and for nearly twenty years this particular

space has been occupied by

ABBEY & IMBRIE,
who now say that they have given up advertising at least tor the present.

>ti.ce to Fi.sl]Les:*zjtxe]3.S
r am witli voTi again with lower prices for FisMng Tackle. I find by experience that putting down the

prices and not decreasing the CLnality, it increases my business every year.
One lot of Split Bamboo Ply and Bass Rods will be sold at $1.58 until all are sold. Rods are all nickel mounted, solid reel seats, silk wound, complete in wood form and will give satisfactiotx

Length and weight of the Fly Rods are: 9ft., 6oz. ; 9Jft. GJoz. ;
lOft., 7oz.

;
lOift., 7ioz. ;

lift., 8oz. Reel seats below hand.
Length and weight of the bass rods are: 8Jft., 9oz. ; 9ft., lOoz. ; 94ft., lloz. ; lUft., 12oz., lOJft., 14oz. Reel seats above hand.

A special lot of Hard Rubber and Nickel, Raised Pillar-, Mtiltiplyiag Reels with Balance Handle and Side Spring Click, 40yds., 90 cts.
;
60yds., $1.00; 80yds., Sl.lO; 100yds., $1.20.

Any of the above reels sent by mail for price and 10 cts. extra for postage.
Brass Click Reels, 40, 60, 80 or 100yds., 28 cts. each; 5 cts. extra for postage.
One lot of Multiplying Raised Pillar Reels with Balance Handles and LiftiDg Drag: 40yd3., 38 cts. ;

60yds.. 48 cts. ; 80yds., 58 cts.
;
100yds., 68 cts. ; 150 yds., 78 eta.

A special lot of Trout Plies at 30 cents per dozen assorted, sent by mail 1 cent per dozen extra for postage.
A special lot of Bass and Pickerel Spoons at 5 cents each sent by' mail, 1 cent extra for postage.
AH kinds of HoUow Potat best quality Hooks snelled to single gut 10 cts. doz. ; double gut, 1 icta. doz.

;
treble, 20 cts. doz.; torn' ply, 25 cts. doz. 1 cent extra per dozen for postage

300ft. Braided LiDen Reel Line on Block, 41 cts. ; 300ft. of Hand-Made Linen Reel Lines on Block, 9 thread, 38 cts., sent by mail S cts. extra for postage.
Brass Box Swivels, all sizes JNo. 1 to No. 13., 15 cts. per dozen, sent by mail 1 cent per dozen extra for postage.
Single Gut Leaders, 3ft., 4 cts., 45 cts. per dozen. Double Gut Leaders, 40in., 5 cts. each. Treble Gut Leaders, 33ia., 7 cts. each. Pom--ply Leaders, 32iu., Beta.

Special lot of best quality 100ft. Linen Reel Lines, 8 cts., 20Ott., 15 cts. ; 300ft., 22 cts. ; 3 cts. extra for postage.
Send s-cent stamp for Ulnstrated Catalogme.

Opeu'SreuluKS until S^o'clocfe.
pntttrdar siTeniniE* zz o'clock. J. F. MARSTEBS. 51. 53 4& 65 Court St., Brooklvn. N. T
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Hotels for Sportsmen.

Miscellaneous.

Bromfield House, Boston.

EUROFBAJS PLAH
MESSENGER, Proprietor.

CAMP PHENIX
At Garden of Eden, Nova Sootia,

will be open for sportsmen and hunters from May 1

till end of season. No better trout fisMne or moose
hunting can be found in Canada. Forty lakes with
finest of trout fishing within a radius of five miles of
the camp. Write for circulars.

M. SJOSTEDT, Garden of Eden, Nova Scotia;

ATTEAN CAMPS,
MOOSE RIVER VALLEY, Me.

More Moose, Caribou. Deer, Bear, Duck and Par-
tridge than any other place in northern Maine.

ITjaA]nc.4LR HOWE, Prop.,
Jackman, Maine.

Spruce Cabin
CANADENSIS, Monroe Co., Pa.

BEST OF SHOOTING. Ruffed grouse, wood
cock, ducks and rabbit Also deer and bear. Guides
and dogs. D. L. & W. R. R. to Oeseo. For particu-
lars address PRICE BROS., Proprietors.

Adirondacks.

LAKE HOUSE,
New management. New furniture throughout.

Rates from $8 to $12 per week. Send for circular.
Best of fishing and hunting.

ANDERSON & MOYNEHAN, Proprietors.

ADIRONDACKS.

WATCH-ROCK HOTEL,
ADIRONDACK, N. Y.

Hotel delightfully situated on Schroon Lake. Ex
cellent cuisine, pure water, as good deer hunting,
brook and lake fishing as in the mountains. Experi-
enced guides, boats, outfits, etc. Send for circular.

GEO. CECIL. Prop.

Sullivan and Ulster Counties, N. Y.

Neversink Falls House,
W. E. CLDRIDGE, Proprietor,

Fallsburg, N. Y.
Livery connected with the House. Good partridge

woodcock, squirrel and rabbit himting.

SHELDRAKE HOUSE.
MISNER AND PRINCE, - - PROPRIETORS.

Loch Sheldrake, Sull. Co., N. Y.
Special accommodations for hunters and fisher-

men. Sample room and livery attached.

Long Island.

THE PAYiiiON HOTEL,
Isllp, I.. I. (on Great Sontb Bay).
Open imtil Oct. 1. Accommodates 250. South

Bay is now the best fishing resort on Long Island
for hluefish, weakfish, bass and flounders. After 15
years' experience at Elberon, N. J., it is sufficient to
say that the best of care wiU be taken of families and
guests. I solicit the patronage of fonner patrons.

C. T. JONKS.

THE BAY SIDE HOUSE,
Amityville, L. I.

Situated on Great South Bay. Capacity 200 guests.
Blueflsh, bass and other sea fish abundant.

GEO. W. HDSSEY, Proprietor.

PR<).SPI<-CT HOUSE.-Penataquit Hall and cot-
tages, Bay Shore, Lung Island, o .tt houi from New

Yoia. BeauilfuUy situated, o-v eilooking the Great
South Ba.v.oppositfiheluietandfamousaihlnggrounds;
excellent bjatiuK, safe Ijatlilut', iutej-estlng dnves; flrst-

ctass orchestra; ineaudescent elecirlo lights, electric
bells; batus, etc. For terms, address

JOHN M. ROGERS Jt SON.

CENTRE MoRlCHEd, L. I. THE DAYTON
COTTAGE. Duck shooting on Great South Bay.

Sportsmen can find good accommodations. Have all

the rigs complete for point shooting. Guides fur-
nished at reasonable rates. House withm loOft. of
water. Particulars, J. T. Day ton,Centre Moriches L

I
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Staten Island, Y.

Beaslev*s Fishermen's Retreat,
Hl GUENOl', s. I.

Boating, bathing anu fishing. Parties desiring to re-
niatn over night will receive every attention. St-age at
station for conveyance of guests to hotel. Boats to let
for fishing or pleasure. ANDREW BEASLEY, Prop.

Lake Hopatcong, N. J.

RACCOON ISLANU HOTEL, Raccoon Island,
Lake Hopatcong, N. J. Superb and romantic

scenery; view of lake from every room; fishing un-
excelled; every modern convemence; S12toSl5per
week; 50 miles from N. Y. SCHERER & DIEFEN-
THALER, Landing, Morris County. N. J.

X Taxidermists.

i
X/V 330.. X/V . i^CAX-t cCS Go.y

THE TAXIDER»1I«>TS.
before going on your

VACATION,
and arrange with them to receive
and mount the Game Birds, Ani-
mals and Fish you secure while
away. Their work is artistic,

lifelike and poisoned against
moth. Goods returned promptly;
prices reasonable.

headquarters:
No. 5 West Third St., near Broadway,

Branch No. 16 North William St., New York.

TAXIDERMIST
and dealer in GLASS EYES and
aU SUPPLIES required by the

trade. Also Birds' Eggs, native and
foreign bird skins and buyer of

RAW rUR. Send five-cent stamp
for illustrated catalogue to

M. ABBOT' FRAZAR,
93 Sudbury st., Boston, Mass.

J. KANNOFSKY,
Practical Glass Blower

And manufacturer of
Artificial eyes for birds, animals and manufacturing
purposes a specialty. Send for prices. Please men-
tion Forest and Stream.

369 Canal street. New York.

FRED SAUTER,
(Established 1860.)

Naturalist and Taxidermist,
NO. 3 NORTH WILLIAM ST., NEW YOEK.

nxountlnsf Horns, Heads and Ani-
mals a Specialty.

The largest stock of game heads and horns al-

ways on hand, for sale at low figures.
Specimens of birds and animals on exhibition.

THOMAS ROWi^AND,

TAXIDERMIST.
A Specialty in 9Iountins: Birds, Flsb

and Animals; also

MOOSE, ELK, DEEE HEADS, Etc.
182 SIXTH AVENUE,

N 13th Street, NEW YORK

jsBIRDSBQQS^

_ , STAMP f=b«

lustraTedCatAlog.*

ITzMainSt.WORCESTER.MASS^

J Sportsmen's Goods.

"Training vs. Breaking." $1 00.

BICYCLE
GOODS

AT THE LOWEST
POSSIBLE PRICES.

WE OFFER

Bicycle Suits,
stylish, well made, well fitting, handsomely
trimmed with braid, in all colors. Jersey and
cheviot from $8.50 to $14.00 per suit.

Men's Sweaters,
In all colors at $2.50, $3.00, $4.50.

Boys' Sweaters,
At $2.00, $3.50, $3.00.

ALSO A COMPLETE LINE OF
BICYCLE CAPS, BELTS AND

HOSIERY, ETC.

E. OCUMPAUGH & SONS,
83, 85 & 87 Main St., Rochester, N.Y.

LYMAN'S RIFLE SIGHT5>.
ticnfl foi 96 page Catalogue of SiglitB uud xuiieg,

ADDKBSS;

J. p. DA.HNEFEL.8ER,
PRACTICAL GUNSMITH,

No. 9 Chambers St., New York,
Gims, Rifles, etc., at lowest prices. Second-handguns

houeht, sold and excbaufri-d. With m.v new adjustable
Try Gcn I can take yom- ciacf fit for either new stock
or altering old stock to desired dron, cast-off or length.
Barrels bored to shoot close and hard, and aU other
kinds of repairing executed with despatch and war-
ranted. Send 50 cents for bottle cf oest barrel browu.
Ing Id America with directions.

CAMMEYEP
^^^^ Stamped on a Shoe »

Means Standard of Merit.

EUUESTRIAN FOOTWEAR.

MEN'S GRAIN LEATHER NAPOLEON RED- * R Ml
ING BOOTS « OiUU

MEN'S GRAIN LEG CALF FOX NAPOLEON 7 nii
RIDING BOOTS liOU

MEN'S CALF STIFF LEG RIDING BOOTS.. 9i00
MEN'S ENAMEL LEATHER STIl'F LEG i A AA
RIDING BOOTS | UiUU

MEN'S RUSSIA CALF STIFF LEG RIDING I A AA
BOOTS lOiUO

MEN'S CANVAS RIDING LEGGINS
| RQ

MEN'S GRAIN WELLINGTON RIDING LEG- «*eA
GINS OiOU

MEN'S GRAIN WINDSOR RLDINGLEGGINS A QQ
MEN'S RUSSET CALF WELLINGTON RID- c'aA
ING LEGGINS OiUU
ATHLETIC FOOTVSnEiK OF EVERY DESCRIPTION

Send for Catalogue. Mailed Free.

A. J. CAMMEYER,
eSixtli Ave., cor. 13th St., Y.

DUCK CALLS.
Qrubb's Improved HUnois River Duck Call. The

most natural-toned call made; easy to blow; not
easy to get out of repair, havmg a fine tempered
reed; makes it so you can call taal, woodduck and
bluebiU, as well as mallard. This is the only call

you can do this with. Price 55 cents.

Same as above, made of red cedar, silver mounted,
with silver reed which gives it perfect tone, $1
Every one warranted. Address

CHAS. W. GRUBBS,
1537 Milwaukee Ave.,

Chicaffo, 111.

FERGUSON'S P&TENT REFLECTING LAMPS,
TMUMAS J. CONKOV, Sole Asent,

310 Broadway, New York.

With Silver PUted Loaomotlve Befleaton

ments.

For Sportsmen's tiae. Combtnes
Head Jack (Front and Top), Boat
Jack, Fishing, Camp, Belt and
Dash Lamp, Hand Lantern, etc.

For Night Driving, Hunting, Fish-
ing, etc. Is adjustable Ko any
kind ot dash or vehicle.
Send stamp for Illus. Catalogue,
and address all orders Lamp Dept.

TUDOR'S
BIack=Fly Cream.
(Prepareti in Zinc Tubes, very convenient for the pocket)

For repelling Black Flies, Mosqnitos, Midges, etc.
It la also one of the finest healing preparations for the
sting of Insects, cuts, wounds, etc. Easily applied,
and washes off readily, leaving the skin soft Mia
smooth.

PRICE, 25 CENTS, BY MAIL POSTPAID.

Sold by Dealers in Sportsmen's Goods.

TUDOR CHEMICAL CO.,
No. 79 Milk Street,

BOSTON, MASS.

Uetectiye Cameras,
LENSES, TRIPODS, OUTFITS,
STEREOPTICONS, LANTERNS
Magnesium Flash Lamp, postpaid, 81.1 0. Send 6 eta.

for Sample Photo and Circular.
TISDELL, CAAIERA &:AIFG. CO.,Scrantou,Pa.

X Routes for Sportsmen.

When planning your annual tour remember that
this company controls over 4,100 miles of railway
equipped in the most approved modern style, pass-
ing through a magnificent country noted for its un-
siu-passed facilities for sport.

A FEW OF THE PRINCIPAL RESORTS.
AXDRO'COGGIN LAKES (via Bryant's Pond or Bethel).
—Excellent trout fishing and game, large and small, of
every descripciun.

THE "^VHITE MOUNTAINS (via Gorham, N. H.)—For
trout and varieties of game.

THE SALMON RESORTS of Quebec, New Brunswick
and Nova Scotia (reached via Quebec).

LAKE ST JOHN REGION (via Quebec)-For ouananiche
trout, carioou, bear, moo&e, beaver, otter, etc.

THE RIVER ST. LAWRENCE (in the neighborhood of
the line for 400 miles).—For mascalonge, pike, bass,
whiteflsh, pickerel, perch.

THE THOUSAND ISLAN DS (via Gananoque or Khigston)
—For pickerel, black bass, mascalonge, pike.

M.USEOKA LAKES.—The best place on the continent
for flahing, shooting and campmg. All varieties of fish
and game.

PARRY SOUND AND GEORGIAN BAY (reached via
Penetang, Midland, Collingwood, etc.) for black bass,
pickerel, deer, pai-tridge, bear, otter, etc.

AKES ONTARIO, ERIE, HURON AND MICHIGAN via
stations at all principal ports).

LAKE SUPERIOR (via Collingwood, Wlarton, Sarnia In
connection with steamship lines).

The charges for hotels, guides and campmg at
many of the fishing waters named above are ex-
tremely low. Full particulars of same are pubUshed
in a pamphlet descriptive of the "Fishing and Hunt-
ing Resorts of the Grand Trunk Railway," which
will be forwarded free on application to the com-'
pany's principal agents, or to the General Passenger
Agent at Montreal.

N. J. POWER,
General Passengei Agent,

I.. J. SEARGEAIJT, General Manager.

Adirondack

Mountains,

Lakes George

tChampiain,

Saratoga, Etc.
Illustrated guide to the Northern resorts issued by

the Delaware and Hudson Raih-oad will be mailed on

receipt of 6 cents jKistage. Address

J. f; BURDICK,
General Passenger Agent,

ALBANY, IT. T.

THE DIRECT WAY
TO THE FINEST

F
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s
FISHING
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N
G

RESORTS IN AMERICA,
Is via the Great Northern Railway. Send to F. I.

Whitney, St. Paul, Minn., for the illustrated BtJU.E

TIN, "About Eisli and FisMng in the North,
west."

RED RIVER RECORD-

Full of information about farming and home mak-
ng in the famous agricultm-al valley of the Red
River of the North. Sent free. Address

14 F. I. WHITNEY, St. Paul, Minn.

TENTS AND CAMPING
Is the subject of a new book called

Gypsy Tents and How to Use Them.

It gives a vast amount of information about
how CO live out of doors. Besides tents, hoyr
to make and put them up, it tells of camp
flies, camps, pack saddles, cooking utenailB,

bedding and clothing, aaid the joys and sor-

rows of camptag. All outers need it. Fully
illustrated. Price $1.25.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING 00,,
318 Broadway, New York.
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I Standard Works for the Sportsman's Library.
ANY BOOK HERE NOTED WILL BE SENT POSTPAID ON RECEIPT OF PRICE BY THE FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., 318 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

ANGLING. SHOOTING. THE KENNEL.

The American Angler's Book.
Combinins: the natural history of sporting fish, the art of

taking them, with instructions in fly-fishing, fly-making and
rod-making, and directions for fish breeding. Description of

salmon runs, inland trout fishing, etc. By Thad. Norris.

80 Illustrations. Cloth. Price, $5.50.

American Fishes.
A popular treatise upon the game and food fishes of North
America, with especial reference to habits and methods of

capture. By G. Brown Goode. With numerous illustrations,

aoth, 496 pages Price, $3.50. This is, by far, the most pop-
ular work which has ever been published on the fishes of

America, and is the book that no angler who takes pleasure

in knowing the fishes which afford him sport, can afford to

miss.

Book of the Black Bass.
Comprising its complete scientific and life history, together

with a practical treatise on angling and fly-fishing, and a fuii

description of tools, tackle and implements. By James A.
Henshall, M.D. Illustrated. Cloth, 470 pages, thrice, $3.00.

Dr. Henshairs monograph is the standard work.

riore About the Black BasSo
Being a supplement to the "Book of the Black Bass." By
James A. Henshall, M.D. Fully illustrated. Cloth, 204 pages.

Price, $1.50. This is a supplement or sequel of Dr. Henshall's

first volume, in which the author's aim is to bring the sub-

ject matter down to date.

Fly=Fishing and Fly=Making for Trout, etc.

By j Harrington Keene. With plates of the actual material
lor making flies of every variety. Illustrated. Cloth, 160

pages. Price, $1.50. The matter of the book embraces every-

thing which the fly-fisherman wants to know about the senses
of fish, practical fly-fishing, casting and fly-making; with list

of standard flies and their dressings; the feathers, silk and
other material used in fly-making, there are samples of all,

attached to blank sheets like pictures by way of illustration.

Fishing Tackle.
Its Materials and Manufacture. A practical guide to the best

modes and methods of making every kind of appliance neces-

sary for taking fresh-water fish and for Ihe equipment of the
angler and fly-fisher. With 454 illustrations and explanatory
diagrams. By J. Harrington Keene. Price, $1.50.

With Fly=Rod and Camera.
By Edward A. Samuels, President of the Massachusetts Fish
and Game Protective Association, author of ''The Ornithology
and Oology of New England and Adjacent States and Prov-
mees," "Among the Birds," Associate Editor of "The Living
World," etc., etc. Cloth, 480 pages C7x9i^in.), 147 illustra-

tions. Price, $5.00. The author is known as one of the most
devoted and expert salmon fishermen of America. The vol-

ume is likewise noteworthy as an example of the rare possi-

bilitips of amateur photography.

Fly=Rods and Fly=Tackle.
Suggestions as to their Manufacture and Use. By Henry P.

Wells. Illustrated. Cloth, 364 pages. Price, $2.50. The
most exhaustive work on the subject in print.

MANUALS.

Game Laws in Brief.

Laws of the United States and Canada Relating to Game and
Pish Seasons. For the guidance of sportsmen and anglers.

Compiled by Charles B. Reynolds, Editor of Forest and
Stream. Paper. Price, 25 cents. Gives aU sections relative

to game and fish seasons, limit of size or number, non-resi-

dents, transportation, etc. All in brief, but full enough for
the practical guidance of sportsmen and anglers. Carefully
compiled, and shorn of verbiage. Handsomely illustrated

with numerous half-tone engravings from Forest and Stream.

Woodcraft.
ByNEssMDK. Cloth, 160 pages. Illustrated. Price $1.00. A
book written for the instruction and guidance of those who
go for pleasiire to the woods. Its author, having had a great
deal of experience in camp life, has succeeded admirably in

putting the wisdom so acquired into plain Enghsh.

Tricks of Trapping.
Camp Life ia the Woods, and the Tricks of Trapping and
Trap Making. Containing hints on camp shelter, aU the tricks
and bait receipts of the trapper, the use of the traps with in-

structions for the capture of all fur-bearing animals. By W.
Hamilton Gibson. lUustrated. Cloth, 300 pages. Price, $1.00.

Log Cabins.
How to Build and Furnish Them. By William S. Wicks. New
and enlarged edition. Price, $1.50. Mr. Wicks might have
called his book "Every Man His Own Log Cabin Builder,"

for he has set out to describe fully and particularly each de-

tail in the process of construction. Plans are given for
cabins, large and small, with details of exterior and interior.

Hints and Points for Sportsmen.
Compiled by "Seneca." Cloth. Illustrated, 224 pages. Price,

$1.50. This compilation comprises six hundred and odd hints,

helps, kinks, wrinkles, points and suggestions for the shooter,

the fisherman, the dog owner, the yachtsman, the canoeist,

the camper, the outer, in short for the field sportsman in all

the varied phases of his activity.

Names and Portraits of Birds
Which Interest Gunners, with Descriptions in Language Un-

derstanded of the People. By Gurdon Trumbull. Cloth, 223

pages. Price, $2.50. The average gunner with this work at

hand would have little difficulty in identifying the contents

of his bag from the text alone. Identification is further facil-

itated by portraits of the birds.

Antelope and Deer of America.
A comprehensi\ e scientific treatise upon tiie natural history,

including the characteristics, habits, alflnities and capacity

for domestication, of the Antijocapra and Cervidte of North
America. Second edition. By John Dean Caton, LL.D.

Cloth, 426 pages. 5C illustrations; steel portrait. Price, $2.50.

The Gun and Its Development.
With iNotes on Shooting. By W. W. Greener. Breechload-

ing Rifles, Sporting Rifles, Shotguns, Gunmaking, Choice of

Guns, Chokeboring, Gun Trials, Theories and Experiments.

Fully fllustrated. Cloth, 770 pages. New edition. Price, $2.50-

The Art of Shooting.
An Illustrated Treatise on the Art of Shooting. With Ex-
tracts from the Best Authorities. By Charles Lancaster.
Illustrated with numerous drawings from instantaneous

photographs. P'rice, $3.00. New edition.

Field, Cover and Trap=Shooting.
By Captain Adam H. Bogardus, Champion Wing Shot of the

World. Embracing Hints for Skilled Marksmen; Instruc-

tions for Young Sportsmen; Haunts and Habits of Game
Birds; Flight and Resorts of Waterfowl; Breeding and Break-

ing of Dogs. AVith an appendix. Cloth, 493 pages. Price,

$2.00. There is no other man in this country—or in any
other, for that matter—better fitted to teach a novice the arl.

The Still=Hunter.
A Practical Treatise on Deer-Stalking. By T. S. Van Dyke.
The information contained in "The Still-Hunter" is as ex-

haustive as it is possible to make. it. 390 pages. Price, $2.

The Breech=Loader and How to Use It.

288 pages. Price, $1.00. A book for that numerous class of

sportsmen who delight in a day"s shootmg, but have neither

the time nor the means to make the sport a life's study.

CAMP AND HOME.

Uncle Lisha's Shop.
Life in a Corner of Yankeeland. By Rowland E. Robinson.

Cloth, 187 pages. Pi-ice, $1.00. "Uncle Lisha"s Shop" is

brimful of quaint humor and sentiment, and there is an
unmistakable touch of human nature in Uncle Lisha himself

and his good old wife, Aunt Jerushy; in Sam Lovel, the

hunter, and in fact in all the other characters introduced.

Sam Lovel's Camps.
A sequel to "Uncle Lisha's Shop," by Rowland' E. Robinson.

Cloth. Price, $1. When Uncle Lisha went West, Sam Lovel

took Antoine as his partner, and the fortunes and misfor-

tunes of the two as trappers are described with all the charm
of our author's quaint style, while their friends and enemies,

and all with whom they are brought into contact, in the

course of the story, step on to the stage real living creatures.

Pawnee Hero Stories and Folk=Tales,
With Notes on the Origin, Customs and Character of the

Pawnee People. By George Bird Grinnell. Cloth, 417

pages. Illustrated. Price, $1.75. New edition, revised. Like

most Indian tribes, the Pawnees are story tellers. They have

a vast fund of folk-tales and traditions, which have been

handed down from father to son, and transmitted from gen-

eration to generation. Years ago, when the tribe lived in

Nebraska, the author of the present volume camped and

hunted with them, and joined in their village life. The nights

were given up to story telling, and many of the tales told

in the lodge and by the flickering camp-fire were carefully

translated and written down. When pubMshed they excited

great interest. They are tales of daring and adventure, weird

accounts of magic, mystery and the supernatural; relations

of the ways of hfe in the old, wild days ; stories of war and

the craft of war jjarties, the history of the tribe as treasured

by the very old men. There is mother-wit in these stories,

they are full of humor, sentiment, pathos and human nature.

Blackfoot Lodge Tales.

The Story of a Prairie People. By George Bird Grinnell.

Cr. 8vo., $1.75. In this volume the story of the Blackfoot

tribe is told by a friend, one who has hunted with them on the

prairies, slept in their lodges, lived in their camps, and shared

their daily life. The stories which constitute this history

have been taken down by the author from the lips of the

naxrators, and are given without change as told to him .

There is a singular and charming freshness about the stories,

which give the history of renowned warriors of ancient and
modern times, show how ancient customs arose, and explain

natural phenomena. The account of the daily life, customs,

and history of the Blackfeet presents a series of graphic

pictm-es of savage life in peace and in war.

Our New Alaska ;

Or, The Seward Purchase Vindicated. By Charles Hallock.
Cloth, 209 pages, illustrated. Price, §1.50. Mr. Hallocks
writings are always vivid and full of life.

Dogs: Their Management and Treatment
IN DISEASE. A Study or the Theory and Practice of Canine
Medicine. By A.saaoNT. Cloth, 208 pages. Price, $3.00. The
Forest and aiream says that this is one of the most valuable

treaiioes on canine management and therapeutics that has
appeared on this side of the water.

Kennel Record and Account Book.
Boards, $3. An indexed volume of 180 pages, consisting of a
series of carefully prepared blank entry forms suited to the
registration of all kennel events and transactions.

Dog Points and Standards.
First Lessons in Dog Training, with the Points and Standards
of all Breeds of Dogs. Paper, new edition, 106 pages, revised

to date. Price, 50 cents.

Training vs. Breaking.
Practical Dog Training; or Training vs. Breaking. By S. T.

Hammond, Kennel Editor of Forest and Stream.. Revised and
re-written. To which is added a chapter on training pet dogs,
by an amateur. Cloth, 165 pages. Price, $1. A book for dog
owners, who, by the instructions here plainly given, can suc-

cessfully train their hunting dogs.

flodern Training;
Handling and Kennel Management. By B. Waters. Illus-

trated. Cloth, 373 pages. Price, $2. This treatise is after the
modern professional system of training. It combines the
excellence of both the suasive and force systems of education,
and contains an exhaustive description of the uses and abuses
of the spike collar.

House and Pet Dogs;
Their Selection, Care and Training. Paper, price 50 cents.

Lee's Modern Dogs.
History and Description of the Modern Dogs (Sporting Divis-

ion) of Great Britain and Ireland. By Rawdon B. Lee, kennel
editor London Field. Illustrated, 584 pages. Price, $7. This
is a standard w-ork by an acknowledged authority, and is up
to date. It treats all sporting breeds exhaustively. The illus-

trations are idealized portraits of typical specimens.

Kennel Secrets.
How to breed, exhibit and manage dogs. By Ashmont. The
dog from the time he is conceived to the time he curls himself
up for his last long sleep is treated from every standpoint that
could possibly occur to a man of wide experience with dogs.
Every important subject that has engaged attention has been
fully discussed, generalities being held practically valueless

and misleading. Illustrated, 344 pages. Price, $3.00.

The Spaniel and Its Training.
By F. H. F. Mebcer. To which are added the American and
English Spaniel Standards. Cloth. Illustrated. Price, $1.

Scientific Education of Dogs for the Gun.
By H. H. Cloth. Price, $2.50. The instructions are the re-

sult of the author's amateur practical experience of 37 years.

Forest and Stream says: "This work is a very well written

treatise upon the subject, containing some new ideas and
much that is interesting and instructive to the new beginner
as well as not a little that will be beneficial to even old

hands to study."

YACHT AND CANOE.

Small Yachts.
Their Design and Construction, ExempUfled by the Ruling
Types of Modern Practice. With numerous plates and illus-

trations. By C. P. KuNHABDT. New ed., 470 pp. of type and
illustrations and 87 plates. Size of page, 14)4x121^. Price,

$10. This book is intended to cover the field of small yachts,

with special regard to their design, construction, equipment
and keep.

Steam Yachts and Launches;
Their Machinery and Management. By C. P. KtJNflARDT.

With plates and many illustrations.' New ed., 267 pp. Price,

$3.00. A complete review of the development and present
status of the marine engine and boiler as applied to steam
yachti"g.

Canoe and Boat Building.
A Complete Manual for Amateurs. Containing plain and
comprehensive directions for the construction of Canoes,
Rowing and SaiUng Boats and Hunting Craft. By W. P.

Stephens, Canoeing Editor of Forest and Stream. Cloth.

Fourth and enlarged edition, 264 pages, numerous illustra-

tions, and flfty plates in envelope. Price, $2 00.

Canoe Handling.
The Canoe: History, Uses, Limitations and Varieties, Practi-

cal 3Ianagement and Care, and Relative Facts. By C. Bowyer
Vaux ("Dot"). Illustrated. Cloth, 168 pages. Price, $1.00.

Yacht Architecture.
By Dixon Kemp, Associate of the Institute of Naval Architects
and Member of Council. Recond edition. Super-royal 8vo.

,

530 pages, numerous plans and designs. Price, $16.80.

A Manual of Yacht and Boat Sailing.
By DrsoN Ke.mp, Associate Institute of Naval Architects (Mem-
ber of the Council). 750 pages, with numerous plans and
designs. Price, $10.
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FISH AND FERTILIZERS.
At the recent annual dinner the Old Colony Club, as in

duty bound, unanimously re-elected its genial president.

Ml. Joseph Jefferson, and took another start in its good
work of fighting for fish preservation. The impression
is gaining ground that the paper on "Fish and Fertilizers"

then read, is a valuable contribution to the literature of

the subject.

The question considered was the truth of the claim that
the farmers of the country are interested to have fish cap-

tured by wholesale methods for their fertilizing proper-
ties. This claim is frequently made and the farmer vote

in legislative bodies has been relied on largely for this

reason, to oppose an united front to any fish protection.

The immediate occasion was a violent assault upon
"sports" and "sportsmen" in Buzzard's Bay by a leading
fertilizer manufacturer of Boston, and printed in the State

Agricultural Reports, to the effect that, as fish contain
nitrogen and phosphoric acid, the farmer should insist on
having them killed to put on his land, however distaste-

ful it might be to the "sportsmen" who desired to "fish off

their piazzas."

The careful paper in reply is signed by Charles F.

Chamberlayne, secretary and counsel for the club, Col. J.

Lewis Stackpole, Frank Morrison, Esq., and the eminent
statistician Mr. Edward Atkinson. It takes the prelimin-

ary position that were the interests of the inland farmers
opposed in this matter to those of the hardy fishermen of

the coast, on-principles of fairness the right of a section

to its own natural advantages is superior to that of any
other section to destroy them, and that an important ad-

vantage of Buzzard's Bay (as of other places similarly sit-

uated) lies in the excellence of fishing both for food and
attracting visits from abroad.

But the committee claim there is no conflict of interest

between the farmers and Buzzard's Bay. In the first

place, the farmer has no better friend to-day than the
sportsman. Any attempt toseparate them is usuallybysome
interested and designing person who pats the farmer on

the back while insinuating his hands in his pocket. The
farmer is naturally anxious to be relieved of the burden
of taxation. He is the worst taxed man of our social

system. He can only get relief by increased town,
county or State valuations, and nothing compares in this

respect with the summer population which Maine and
Massachusetts attract by the excellence of their fishing,

This takes no account of the market afforded to the

farmer's produce either directly or through hotels, board-

ing houses, etc.

In the second place farmers do not need fish for fertil-

izers. Of course, the farmer must have fertilizers to re-

place the potash, nitrogen and phosphoric acid which the
plants take from the soU. But nature has not been so

arranged that the fertility of the soil must be replaced
by the impoverishment of the water. The potash is

found in unlimited quantities in all our granite soils and
merely needs an inexpensive treatment. The phosphoric
acid is furnished in endless profusion by the phosphate
of hme in the South Carolina or Florida beds which can-

not be exhausted for generations. The remaining ele-

ment, nitrogen, is on every hand. The atmosphere is

two-thirds composed of it. In chemical forms like

nitrate of soda or nitrate of potash, millions of tons are
annually imported into the country, and the supply will

suffice for centuries. In ammoniates the range is un-
hmited.

More than this, the endless variety and inexhaustible

abundance of fertilizing materials can be utilized- by the
farmer at much cheaper prices than fish manure could
be sold him by the manufacturer. He can procure for

himself in standard forms: Nitrates and ground phos-
phate of lime for $14.50 or $19 per ton, precisely what
the manufacturer of fertiUzer from fish charge him ^

per ton for. As the farmer cannot use fish to advantage
in its original form, he is, in using it, in the hands of the
manufacturer. In using other forms he is his own
master.

The fertilizer manufacturer tries to convince the farmer
that the use of sulphuric acid is essential to fertility, and
so the farmer must buy of him, but chemistry and com-
mon sense show the contrary. Any cheapness from the
use of fish would never, in any event, go to the farmer,
for the price of the fertilizer, which no one can tell the
ingredients of, is fixed by the State in the assumption that
expensive ingredients are used. Any saving of expense
goes directly to the manufacturer and stays there. If

there is one less appeal to prejudice the farmer against
fish and game [preservation, it will put the fraternity

uader obligations to the Old Colony Club.

DESIGNING AND INTERNATIONAL RACING.
In the international contest for the supremacy in yacht-

ing which has lasted for over forty years, the most
striking feature has been the difference of type between
challenger and defender, a difference which was as great
in 1885 or '86 as in 1851. For a time the influence of the
America and the attempts to imitate her peculiar features

resulted in a certain similarity in American and British

models; but as international racing flagged, the influence

of different measurement rules and local conditions re-

sumed their sway, and in the twenty years between 1860

and 1880 the progress of yacht designing in America and
England was on diametrically opposite lines.

When the two nations came together in another con-

test, represented respectively by Wave, Shadow and
Schemer on the one side and Madge on the other, the
difference was most radical on every point of design,

model, construction, sails and rigging. Almost from the
first the influence of one nation on the other was visible,

and year by year it has become plainer, until at the
present time aU poUtical considerations have practically

disappeared, and a surprising unanimity of opinion in

technical matters lias taken their place.

In rules of measurement and sailing regulations the two
great yachting nations are closely in agreement, and the
accepted theories of design and construction are shared
in common by American and British designers.

The advantages to both parties of this state of affairs

can hardly be over-estimated; the designer of to-day en-

joys a freedom that was unknown even a dozen years
since, when obsolete rules and absurd traditions retarded
the advancement on each side.

Whatever may be urged to-day against the modern
racing yacht as compared with some of the older craft,

it must be admitted that, as the result solely of inter-

national competition, the yacht designer has before him
a wider field for experiment and improvement than was
ever dreamed of by his predecessors of twenty years
back. This benefit, shared by both nations alike, is en-
tirely to the overthrow of groundless theories and erro-

neous ideas by fair and open racing in all classes. The
yacht designer of to-day knows no nationality in his

work, but is guided only by the broad principles of

SNAP SHOTS.
Me. Charles Hallock is one of the men of the day

whose autobiography would make an interesting volume,
and if Mr. Hallock shall carry out his expressed intention
of preparing the work as leisure may afford opportunity,
he vsdll be assured of a host of appreciative readers.

We will pay $3 for the first received copy of the Forest
A^T) Stream of Aug. 13, 1874. The paper is desired to
complete a file in a city library.

Mr. John W. Titcomb, well-known as the founder of
the Vermont Fish and Game League, and now one of the
Fish Commissioners of his State, is superintending the
construction of the new Government fish hatchery at St.

Johnsbury.

Four more of Mr. E. E. Thompson's portraits of Ameri-
can wild game will be printed as full-page supplements,
the first one of the Moose next week, Oct. 14; the Wood-
land Caribou, Nov. 4: Coon, Dec. 2, and White-Tailed
Deer, Jan. 6.

The Jenkinses of the press have exhibited disgusting
snobbery in the daily chronicle of the movements of the
Dunraven party. After reading the New York reporters'

stories one might conclude that the winning of the Amer-
ica's Cup depended more on the set of the Eai-l's trousers

than on the set of Valkyrie's sails.

The Audubon Society for the Protection of Birds, estab-

lished by Forest and Stream in this city, some years ago,
has a namesake in the Chicago Audubon Society, which
has recently been incorporated. The purpose is declared
to be to prevent the destruction of birds; and the incor-
porators are Rev. J. L. Jones, of Unity, E. S. Rood and
Edward J. Galvin.

The volume entitled "American Big Game Hunting"
was published on Thursday, Oct. 5, and we anticipate
for it a wide popularity not only among big game hunters,
but among all who feel an interest in matters pertaining
to outdoor hfe and to game and forest preservation. Its

tone is dignified and wholesome, and at the same time it

contains a great fund of interesting adventure and of in-

formation about regions that are Uttle known and animals
that are yearly growing scarcer and harder to find.

Michigan has been added to the small band of States
in which the trap-shooting of pigeons is forbidden by
statute. The last Legislature adopted a law prohibiting
the keeping of any birds for target purposes except
English sparrows. Trap-shooting interests appear to be
healthful in Michigan at the present time. They are not
likely to feel any effect of the new law in the slightest

degree. For the past few years artificial targets have
everywhere practically monopolized trap-shooting, and
the substitution of inanimate for animate birds has been
one of the chief factors in creating the popularity of the
sport. In spite of the facts of the case, however, we may
reasonably expect to hear alarmist cries that the new
statute is an entering wedge agaiast field shooting.

Every year brings an increase in the number of sports-

men who care less and less to kill great scores of big
game, and more and more to study the game in its native
haunts. Amateur photography has unquestionably had a
large and direct influence in promoting the change. It is

an achievement—and a worthy achievement—to secure
one's game by skill and endurance; and then to photo-
graph it. But there is a richer satisfaction in the succe.=}s-

ful exposure of plates on hving game; for to accomplish
this requires even more genuine hunting skill than does
the kiUmg. This reminds us to say that Mr. E. Hofer,
who was a pioneer in the fleld of live game photography,
and who has already written of this in the Forest and
Stream, is now preparing another paper on the subject
for our columns, to be illustrated with reproductions of .

interesting game photogi-aphs secured by him in the
National Park.
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DAYS AT HEMLOCK.
I.—A RAINY DAY.

Comfort COve, Hemlock Lake, N. Y.—It commenced
to rain during the night. Half awake I heard the drip,

drip on the roof of our lodge. Turning over in my bed
to seek a warmer position, 1 heard D. L. yawn and turn

also. Here at the lake—in a sylvan retreat, as it were

—

rain would not be a welcome sight, our time being so

limited to enjoy the scents, sights and sounds of early

autumn. Wouldn't it debar us from just so much out-

door pleasure—one less excursion to the grouse-haimted
hemlock thicket in the mountain side, one less row along
the wooded shore, one less saunter along the tree-

embowered highway on the opposite shore? Ahl and this

meant so much.
Only late last night not a cloud_i)bscured the deep ex-

panse of the heavens, and the brilliant stars reflected

themselves in the mirror-like expanse of the still waters.

Not even the weird nocturne of an owl, nor lisping of a

leaf. Perhaps the silence was ominous of a coming
change!
Meanwhile the rain set in for an all day's drizzle—one

of those persistent drippings that leaves a decided shiver

behind. Never before did I realize that nine-tenths of

man himself is water, as John Burroughs puts it.

The forest swooping down to our very door was a mass
of wetness. It reminded me of that beautiful line of Wale
Whitman:

"The slumbrous and liquid trees,"

only there wasn't so much slumbering going on in their

midst, for the wind was not idle, and every gust shook
down the drops by the million. But all was liquidity at

any rate. Once an over-ripe maple leaf fluttered down
on the porch—an exquisite mixture of deep maroon and
ochre—so permeated with sunshine it left a gentle mes-
sage behind that led me to tenderly cherish it for the
hint it conveyed.
What of the wild life out there in the woods? Will

they also miss the precious sunbeams? Perhaps it doesn't

make any particular difference to that saucy little wood
darling, the chickadee, lisping amid the dripping beeches?
But then nothing will ever harm that '"atom of full

breath" since zero weather even improves his winsome
notes. Yes, and there was the bark of a black or gray
squirrel, but only for a moment—no repetition. The red
squirrel did not make his usual racket on the roof, but the
bluejay with his buzz-saw voice was abroad as usual. We
were considerably"amused at the antics of a pair of chip-
munks, who halting just in front of the kitchen door,
mistook us for two terrible monsters and preciiJitately fled

under the stone wall, where they peered forth now and
then with cunning and suspicious eyes. No inducements
of ours could make them venture forth. W^eli do I know
their snug home under an old decayed log only a short

distance away.
Despondency not seeming to reign among the wood

folk what is 'to prevent us from being cheerful also?

Wasn't it Charles Lamb who wrote to Wadsworth, "For
the time that a man may call his own, that is his Ufe?"
Let it drizzle, we say. In our living room, around a
beech fire, we can well bid defiance to the raw e ements
without. Of cut wood we have plenty, only it requires a
little pilfei'ing from an absent neighbor's woodpile, for

-which we will humbly apologize afterward. In our last

expedition to this pile we disturbed a tiny wood mouse,
snugly ensconced, but he can shift to other quarters just

as good. We have a monopoly of this wood now. Beech
predominates here, but now and then a stick of silver

birch is revealed, gleaming beautifully among its tamer
brethren, which is eagerly grasped. Not that it makes a
better tire than the beech, but it is good to look upon, to

smooth back the shiny scalings of its bark, or cut it open
to enjoy the sweet scent—too beautiful to burn, fit only
for rustic ornamentation. Did this particular stick per-

chan".e come from the tall, upright sapling that I missed
from the gully near the dead hemlock? How showy still

these mottled beechen sticks! Here a bit of moss is still

clinging or a brilliantly-tinted lichen. On top of the pile

I find a gnarled stub that has evidently passed through a
siege, in which the catapult of a woodpecker was used
for bombarding^—row upon row of little cells where the
enemy's shot penetrated with telling effect to many a
luckless grub.
So in all thankfulness to the bountiful wood harvest

—

the great and benign mortal (may he ride with St. Peter
in a golden chariot) who prepared this pile for our use

—

we will now enjoy the crackling blaze, the grateful
warmth. What virtue in a wood fire! How it roars and
crackles with seeming delight to invite the devouring
fiame! We love the tree, so let us cherish the fire also.

What matter if the moaning forest sounds like a mighty
dirge? With a good fire in our little stove and a fire in

D. L.'s brier, what else can there be but good cheer? 'Tis

a goodly sight to see his happy face when the clouds ot

fragrance are greatest. Its rarity is a strange reminder of

Barrie's "Arcadia Mixture." Will it inspire Arcadian
thoughts in his teeming brain? Will the gentle muse de-
scend upon his fez-capped head? Now he is absorbed in
day dreams, hands clasped tightly over his head, feet
planted with unholy grace on top of the stove. Soon his

pipe ceases to emit its clouds of fragrance. He does not
notice it. His statuesque poise almost alarms me. When
suddenly he gets up with consideralde trepidation, applies
a fresh match to his pipe, and exclaims: "Now for a son-
net, to be set to sweetest music!" and rushes to a desk. I
knew it; I knew that he would turn poet. With his slip-

pered feet reclining on such a convenient place as the
top of the stove, baggy corduroy trousers, fez-capped head,
unshaven face, pipe in mouth, and such an indescribable
dreamy look in his countenance, he looked for all the
world like some Oriental bard—or something of that sort,

at least—ready to obey the Prophet's call. I know the
way his hand speeds over the paijer that he has caught
the divine afllatus. Then with a weary sigh he relinquishes
his work and exclaims, "Sonnets be darned ( looking at
his watch), I must now boil that pork!" Emitting a wail,
I fall to the floor like one in a swoon. Oh, the subhme
and ridiculous! So, so, this is the outcome of his day
dream? Perhaps he was thinking after all how to best

l)repare that pork? Ah! cruel fates, my dream has van-
irihC'i, nevermore to return. Outside the rain is falling

faster and the moaning forest seems to echo a sad refrain.

Let us pass over this now painful subject—the sonnet
and pork episode. With the gathering twilight we will
resort once more to the woodpile and grovel around to
see whether we can't find a few dry pieces. Then for an
evening's enjoyment. With many thanks to the kind Fates,
D. L.'s muse has left him and he is once more a sane
man. As we settle in comfortable positions I perceive
that the fragrance of his brier is even more pronounced.
I am sure now that it outrivals the famous "Arcadia
Mixture." What ever induced him to take up plain-
spoken old Smollett, I don't know. I think he was even
fond of it. In "Roderick Random" he became very much
interested in Captain Weazel, described as a woe-begone
looking nondescript, so hke a spider or grasshopper erect.

No wonder Madame Weazel called him a "poor, withered,
sapless twig." I must confess that I myself found con-
siderable amusement in this old "twig" and some of his
remarkable adventures. But Smollett is shut up with a
bang and laid aside. While D. L. refills his pipe, re-

plenishes the fire and takes a look at the weather, I will
glance again through "Sam Level's Camps," the cherished
pocket companion of many a tramp by wood and field.

My finger turns instinctively to the "Voyage Down
Little Otter." In the whole category of ilr. Robin-
son's two unique volumes is there anything more mirth-
provoking — extremely laughable— than this chapter?
i heartily admire the fine descriptive powers of the
author, but I like best the funny experiences, the rare
exploits of two just such characters as Joseph Hill and
Solon Briggs, while trying to row a "bwut." To use a
rude expression, this is enough to make a horse laugh.
Uncle Tyler tells them tbey "can't row a bwut no more'n
a goose c'n gobble," and that ends the dispute and their

prowess as oarsmen. When D. L, read this sketch aloud
shortly afterward, and coming to the point where Uncle
Tyler received a thud on his pate from Joseph's missed
stroke, we were so thoroughly convulsed with hilarious
laughter that I came very near swallowing the cigar I

was smoking, and in my effort to recover fell over back-
ward from my chair and thumped my head on the end of
the table. All during this time D. L. was making such a
commotion that it started a bird outside to twitter in its

sleep. But he resumed reading and ended without fur-

ther mishap.
And so ended a rainy day and evening.
Outside the rain was still falling, and D. L., stretching

himself with a yawn, stepped to the door, where I fol-

lowed and quoted the last line from his favorite sonnet of
the morning:

" 'Tis time to say good night."

Simultaneously from out the deep shadows came the
answering call of the wicked owl. T, M, S,

II.—A PERFECT SEPTEMBER DAY.

Comfort Cove, Hemlock Lake, N. Y.—This twenty-first
day of September, iy93, has been, I may safely say, the
most perfect, from a meteorological point of view, 1 have
ever experienced in all my many visits to Hemlock Lake.

I date the beginning of its glories from tiie hour of 8 A.
M., when I roused my sluggard senses from the embrace
of sleej). The lately risen sun was pouring through my
lattice with an inviting mellowness tbat shamed me for
my long communion with the drowsy god, and at once 1

was a strong man again, drinking in with hearty inhala-
tions the sweetness of the morning. Throwing open the
shutters, my eyes took in at a glance the half-mile stretch of
wimpiing waters intervening 'twixt my cottage and the
eastern shore, then traveled slowly up the wooded hill,

noting the warm autumnal tints just showing among the
deciduous frondage, doubly beautiful by contrast with
dark banks of interspersing evergreens. Still upward my
morning gaze soared, across the pasture lots and stubble
fields lying on the rounded crest above the timber, on past
the red larmhouse to anoiher belt of woods that crowned
the summit, then up through the blue ether where it met
the sun, the gloritier of all.

I fear my comrade and I forgot our early religious train-

ing, and became veritable sun worshippers, when after

breakfast we entered our boat and crossed the lake wholly
under the influence of the god of day. The brightness
not only bathed our bodies and put new life into them,
but reached far down into our hearts and souls, eliminat-

ing therefrom all base material, making us better, purer,
more like the day that now in full effulgence throbbed
about us.

Thinking perhaj)s a lingering, frostless season had left

clinging to tne brambles a few blackberries, we took our
pail and clambered up a steep path through the woods to

a clearing where the vines grew thick and rank; and we
were not disappointed. They were rare and hard to find,

but, O! how luscious, large and jjlump they were; and
although we only got enough to supplement our humble
dinner, we were quite content. Meantime the joyous sun
was beaming down as sweet as ever. Not like the torrid

orb of August, but with a full, round, yellow richness
like a rare ripe pippin, the au- seemed all aglow, neither
hot nor cold, but just as one might fancy the atmosphere
of Heaven ought to be.

As we embarked again for a quiet pull up the lake with
our berries snug beneath the tnwarts and trolling gear
dangling over the stern, we felt that we could answer
Lowell's query:

"What is so rare as a day in June?"

by simply noting the scene about us. There was just
enough breeze creeping up from the south to wrinkle the
face of the water into jocund smiles. It was not strong
enough to sway the treetops, but only drew coyly from
them drowsy whisperings that did not prevent us, as we
skirted along shore, hearing all those mysterious voices of
the forest. We heard the clucking of a grouse, the
tremulous qua qua of a gray squu-rel far up the mountain
side; the aiscordant ranting of a pair of jays, and the
gentle wheedle of the chickadees. Brigtit-eyed chip-
munks with distended chops would peer at us from logs
along the bank, and flocks of crows oared their way across
the blue ether overhead to join a clamorous concoiu-se of

their dusky fellows on the opposite mountain. A sohtary
sea-gull, evidently a wanderer from its native brine,

dropped into the midst of the waters, its white breast
shining in the sun, and far overhead a fish-hawk soared

I
wheelmg in effortless circles. What cared we that no

1 luckless pickerel or bass was attracted by glittering spoon.
It might have marred our peace to have brought up from
those pure depths—whose deepest caves the sun was

gilding—a living creature as much entitled to enjoy the
day as we, so our hne was wound up and lazily we turned
our prow toward home.
Afternoon came, the short September afternoon with

no cessation or diminishment of the glories promised by
the morning. The waning sun, with healing in his

beams, rode down the west as brightly, calmly and
serenely to his setting as some grand old patriarch, who,
after a life of peace and doing good to others, rounds out
his cycle with a smile and sinks down to honored death.
But even with the going of the sun the beauty of the

day still lingered. The soft autumnal twilight hovered
o'er the bosom of the lake like a gentle benediction, and
getting out the boat again we rowed far up the western
shore, peering into nooks and deUs, lying on our oars and
listening to the tinkling of tiny rivulets down the cliffs

like voice of fairy bells. Anon up rolled the glorious
moon, burnishing the crinkling waves with Hquid silver

and lighting us home in peace and safety, pure ending to
a perfect day. H. W. D. L.

THE WHITE GOAT AND HIS COUNTRY.
From advance sheets of "American Big Game Hunting," the Boolr of

the Boone and Crockett Club.

[Concluded from page Z70.\

The next morning the rain kept us from making an
early start, and we did not leave camp untfl eight. Now
and then a drizzle fell from the mist, and still the banks
of clouds were driving across the higher peaks, but dur-
ing the day the sun slowly got the better of them. Again
we saw a solitary goat, this time far below down the
ridge we had chosen. Like the sheep, these animals
watch the valley. There is no use in attempting to hunt
them from there. Their eyes are watchful and keen,
and the chances are that if you are working up from
below and see a goat on the hill, he will have been look-
ing at you for some time. Once he is alarmed, ten
minutes will be enough for him to put a good many
hours of climbing between himself and you. His favorite
trick is to remain stock still, watching you till you pass
out of his sight behind something, and then he makes off

so energetically that when you see him next he will be
on some totally new mountain. But his intelligence

does not seem to grasp more than the danger from below.
While he is steadfastly on the alert against this, it does
not apparently occur to him that anything can come
down upon him. Consequently from above you may get
very near before you are noticed. The chief difficulty is

the noise of falling stones your descent is almost sure to
make. The character of these mountainsides was such
that even with the greatest care in stepping we sent a
shower rattUng down from time to time. We had &
viciously bad climb. We went down through tilted fun-
nels of crag, avoiding jumping off places by crossing
slides of brittle slate and shale, hailing a dead tree as an
oasis. And then we lost count, and T. came unexpectedly
on the goat, who was up and away and shot by T. before
I could get a sight of him. I had been behind some
twenty yards, both of us supposing we had to go consider-
ably further. T. Avas highly disgusted. "To think of me
managing such a botch as that," he said, "when you've
come so far;" and he wanted me to tell the people that I

liad shot the goat myself. He really cared more than I

did.

This goat was also a billy, and larger than the first.

We sat skinning him where he had fallen at the edge
of a grove of tamerack, and T. conversed about the royal
family of England. He had always rather liked "that
chap Lorne."

I explained to him that the "chap Lome" had made
himself ridiculous forever at the Queen's Jubilee. Then
as T. did not know, I told him how the marquis had in-

sisted on riding in the procession upon a horse against
which the Prince of Wales, aware of the tame extent of

his horsemanship, had warned him. In the middle of

the pageant, the Queen in her carriage, the crowned
heads of Europe escorting her on horseback, and the
whole world looking on—at this picturesque moment
Lorne fell off, I was not sure that T, felt fully how in-

appropriate a time this was for a marquis to tumble from
his steed.

"I believe the Queen sent somebody," I continued.
"Where?" said T.

"To him. She probably called the nearest king, and
said, 'Frederick, Lome's off. Go and see if he's hurt'."

" 'And if he ain't hurt, hurt him\" said T., completing
her majesty's thought.
This second billy seemed to me twice the size of a

domestic goat. He was certainly twice the weight. His
hide alone weighed SOlbs. , as far as one could determine
by balancing it against weights that we knew, such as a
sack of flour or sugar. But I distrust the measurements
of wild animals made by guesswork on a mountain top
during the enthusiastic state of the hunter's mind which
follows at once upon a lucky shot. Therefore, what 1

can positively vouch for is this, only that all the goats
which I have seen struck me as being larger and heavier
animals than the goat of civilization. After all, the c jm-
parison is one into which we are misled by the name.
This is an antelope; and though, through certain details

of his costume, he is able to masquerade as a goat, it

must be remembered that he is of a species wholly dis-

tinct. We took the web tallow, and the tallow of one
kidney. The web was three-quarters of an inch thica.

Neither elk, nor any animal I have seen, except bear, has
such quantities of fat, and I do not think even a bear has
a thicker hide. On the rump it was as thick as the sole

of my boot, and the masses of hair were impenetrable to

anything but modern firearms. An arrow might easily

stick harmless; and I am told that carnivorous animals
who prey upon the deer in these mountains respectfully

let the goat alone. Besides his defensive armor, he is an
ugly customer in attack. He understands the use of his

thin smooth horns, and, driving them securely into the

belly of his enemy, jumps back and leaves him a useless,

ripped-open sack. Male and female have horns of much
the same size; and in taking a bite out of one of either

sex, as T, said, a mountain lion would get only a mouth-
ful of hair.

But modern firearms have come to be appreciated by
the wild animals, and those which were once unquestion-

ably dangerous to pioneers now retreat before the Win-
chester rifle. Only a bear w.th cubs to defend remains
formidable,

1 said this to T. who told me a personal experience tliat

tends to destroy even this last chance for the sportsman to
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be doughty. T. came on a bear and cubs in the spring,
and they of course made off, but his dog caught and held
one little cub who cried out like a child—and its con-
temptible mama hurried straight on and away.
Not so a goat mama of whom T. also told me. Some

prospectors came on a bunch of goats when the kids were
yoUng enough to be cauarht. One of the men captured a
kid, arid was walking off with it, when the mother took
notice and charged furiously down on him. He flew back
in ignominious sight of the whole camp with the goat
after him till he was obliged to drop the kid, which was
then escorted back to its^ relatives by its most competent
parent.
Yet no room for generalizing is here. We cannot con-

clude that the Ursus family fails to think blood as thick
as other people do. These two incidents merely show that
the race of bear is capable of producing unmaternal fe-
males, while, on the other hand, we may expect occa-
sionally to find in a nanny-goat a Mother of the Gracchi.

I wished to help carry the heavy hide of the second
billy; but T. inflicted this upon himself "every step to
camp," he insisted, "for punishment at disappointing
you." The descent this day had been bad enough, taking
forty minutes for some 400yds. But now we were two
hours getting up, a large part of the way on hands and
knees. I carried the two rifles and the glasses, going in
front to stamp some sort of a trail in the sliding rocks,
while T. panted behind me, bearing the goat hide on his
back.

Our next hunt was from seven till four, up and down,
in the presence of noble and lonely mountains. The
Straight peaks which marshall round the lake of Chelan
Wefe in ouf view near by, beyond the valley of the Twispt,
and the whole Cascade range rose endlessly, and seemed
to fill the world. Except in Switzerland I have never
seen such an unbroken area of mountains. And all this
beauty going begging, while each year our American
citizens of the East, more ignorant of their own country
anil less identified with its soil than any race upon earth,
herd across the sea to the tables d'hote they know by heart!
But this is wandering a long way from goats, of which
•this day we saw none.
A gale set in after sunset. This particular afternoon

had been so mellow, the sun had shone so clear from a
Htable sky, that 1 had begun to believe the recent threats
of winter were only threats, and that we had some open
time before us still. Nest morning we waked in mid-
winter, the flakes flying thick and furious over a park
that was no longer a pasture, but a blind drift of snow.
We lived in camp, perfectly comfortable. Down at the
Forks I had had made a rough imitation of a Sibley stove.
All that its forger had to go on wasmy unprofessional and
inexpert liescription and a lame sketch in pencil; but he
succeeded so well that the hollow iron cone and joints of
l)ipe he fitted together turned out most efiicient. The
sight of the apparatus packed on a horse with the paniers
was whimsical, and until he saw it work I know that T.
despised it. After that, it commanded his respect. All
this atotmy day it roared and blazed, and sent a lusty heat
tlifoughoiit the tent. T. cleaned the two goat heads,
and talked Shakspere and Thackeray to me. He quoted
Henry the Fourth, and regretted that Thackeray had not
more developed the character of George Warrington.
Warrington was the man in the book. When night came
the storm was gone.
By 8 the next morning we had sighted another large

Bolitary billy. But he had seeh us down in the park from
his ridge. He had come to the edge, and was evidently
watching the horses. If not quick-witted, the goat is

certainly wary; and the next time we saw him he had
taken himself away down the other side of tlie moun-
tain, along a spine of rocks where approach was almost
impossible. We watched his slow movements through
the glass, and both were reminded of the bear. He felt
safe, and was stepping deliberately along, often stopping,
often walking up some small point and surveying the
scenery. He moved in an easy rolling fashion, ami
turned his head importantly. Tlien he lay down in the
sun, but saw us on our way to him, and bounced off. We
came to the place where he had jumped down twenty
sheer feet at least. His hoof-tracks were on the edge, and
in the gravel below the heavy scatter he made in landing;
and then—hasty tracks round a corner of rock, and no
more goat that day.

I had become uneasy about the weather. It was all

sunshine again, and though our first goat was irretriev-
ably gone, we had the afternoon before us. Neverthe-
less, when I suggested we should spend it in taking the
shoes off the horses, so they might be able to walk home-
ward without falling in the snow, T. thought it our
best plan. We wanted to find a bimch of goat now,
nannies and kids, as well as billifs. It had been plain
that these ridges here contained very few, and those all

hermits; males who from age, or temperament, or dis-

appointment in love, had retired from society, and were
spending the remainder of their days in a quiet isolation
and whatever is the goat equivalent for reading Horace.
It was well enough to have begun with these philosoph-
ers, but I wanted new specimens.
We were not too soon. A new storm had set in by

next morning, and the unshod horses made their journey
down the mountain, a most odious descent for man and
beast in the slitUng snow. But down on the Twispt it

was yet only autumn, with no snow at all. This was
a Monday, the 7th of November, and we made haste to
the Forks, where I stopped at night to read a large accu-
mulated mad, and going on at once overtook my outfit,
which had preceded me ou the day before.
Our new camp—and our la-st one—was up the Methow,

twenty-thi-ee miles above the Forks, in a straight line.

Here the valley split at riglit angles against a tall face of
mountain, and eacli way the stream was reduced to a
brook one could cross afoot. The new valley became
steep and narrow almost at once, and so continued to the
divide between Columbia water and tributaries of the
Skagit. We lived comfortably in an old cabin built by
prospectors. The rail filtered through the growing
weeds and sand on the roof and dropped on my head in
bed; but not much, and I was able to steer it off by a
rubber blanket. And of course there was no glass in the
windows; but to keep out wind and wet we hung gunny
sacks across those small holes, and the big st;one fire-

place was magnificent. By ten next morning T. and I
saw "three hundred" goats on the mountain opposite
where we had climbed. Just here I wnil risk a generali-
zation. When a trapper tells you he has seen so many
-hundred head of gaise he has not couiite4 them, but he

beheves what he says. The goats T. and I now looked
at were a mile away in an air line, and they seemed num-
berless. The picture which the white, slightly moving
dots made, like mites on a cheese, inclined one to a large
estimate of them, since they covered the whole side of a
hill. The more we looked the more we found; besides
the main army there were groups, caucuses, families sit-

ting apart over some discourse too intimate for the
general public; and beyond these single animals could be
discerned, moving, gazing, browsing, lying down.
"Megod and Begod," said T.—he occasionally imitated

a brogue for no hereditary reason—"there's a hundred
thousand goat!"

"Let's count 'em," I suggested, and we took the glasses.
There were thirty-five.

We found we had climbed the wrong hiU, and the day
was too short to repair this error. Our next excursion,
however, was successful. The hill where the goat were
was not two miles above camp—you could have seen the
animals from camp but for a curve in the canon—yet we
were four hours and a half climbing the ridge in order to
put ourselves above them. It was a hard climb, entirely
through snow after the first. On top the snow came at
tunes considerably above the knees. But the judicious T.
(I have never hunted with a more careful and thorough
man) was right in the route he had chosen, and after we
had descended again to the edge of the snow, we looked
over a rock, and saw, 30yds. below us, the nanny and kid
for which we had been aiming. I should have said earfier
that the gathering of yesterday had dispersed during the
night, and now little bunches of three and fom- goats
cotdd be seen up and down the cafion. We were on the
exact ground they had occuppied, and their many tracks
were plain. My first shot missed—thirty yards!—and as
nanny and kid went bounding bv on the hill below. 1

knocked her over with a more careful bullet, and T. shot
the kid. The little thing was not dead when we came up,
and at the sight of us it gave a poor little thin bleat that
turns me remorseful whenever I think of it. We had all

the justification that any code exacts. We had no fresh
meat, and among goats the kid alone is eatable; and I

justly desired specimens of the entire family.
We carried the whole kid to camp, and later its flesh

was excelhnt. The horns of the nanny, as has been

THK OPAH,

Lampris guttatm.

said before, are but slightly different from those of the
male. They are perhaps more slender, as is also the total

make up of the animal. In camp I said to T. that I de-
sired onl}^ one more of those thirty-five goat, a billy; and
that if I secured him the next day that should be the
last. Fortune was for us. We surprised a bunch of sev-

eral. They had seen me also, and I was obliged to be
quick. This resulted in some shots missing, and in two,
perhaps three, animals going over edges with bullets in

them, leaving safe behind the billy I wanted. His con-
duct is an interesting example of the goat's capacity to

escape you and die uselessly out of your reach. I had
seen him reel at ray first shot, but he hurried around a
corner, and my attention was given to others. As I went
down, I heard'a shot, and came round the corner on T.,

who stood some himdred yards further along the ledge
beside a goat. T. had come on him lying down. He had
jumped up and run apparently unhurt, and T. had shot
him just as he reached the end of the ledge. Beyond was
a fall into inaccessible depths. Besides T.'s shot we found
two of mine, one clean through from the shoulder—the
goat had faced me when I fired first—to the ham, where
the lead was flat against the bone. This goat was the
handsomest we had, smaller than the other males, but
with horns of a better shape, and with hair and beard
very rich and white. Curiously enough, his lower jaw
between the two front teeth had been broken a long time,
probably from some fall. Yet this accident did not seem
to have interfered with his feeding, for he was in excel-

lent plump condition.
This completely satisfied me, and I wiUingly decided to

molest no more goat. I set neither value nor respect on
numerical slaughter. One cannot expect Englishmen to

care whether American big game is exterminated or not;

-that Americans should not care is a disgrace. The per-

vading spirit of the far West as to game, as to timber, as

to everything that a true American should feel it his right
to use and his duty to preserve for those coming after, is,

"What do I care, so long as it lasts my time?"
There remain a few observations to make, and then I

have said the lit';le that I know about goat. Their horns
are not deciduous, so far at least as I could learn, and the
books say this also. But I read a somewhat inaccurate
account of the goat's habits in winter time. It was stated

that at that season, Uke mountain sheep, he descends
and comes into the valleys. This does not seem to be the
case. He does not depend upon grass, if indeed he eats

grass at all. His food seems to be chiefly the short almost
lichen-like moss, that grows on the faces and at the base
of the rocks and between them in the crevices. The com-
munity of goats I watched was feeding; afterward, when
on the spot where they had been, I found there was no
grass growing anywhere near, and signs pointed to its

having been the moss and rock plants that they had been
eating. None of the people in the Methow country spoke
of seeing goats come out of the mountains during winter.
I have not sufficient data to make the assertion, but I am
incHned to believe that the goat keeps consistently to the
hflls, whatever the season may be, and in this differs from
the mountain sheep as he differs in appearance, tempera-
ment, and in all characteristics excepting the predilection
for the inclined plane; and in this habit he is more
vertical than the sheep.

Lest the region I hunted in may have remained vague
to Eastern readers, it is as well to add that in an air line I
was probably some thirty miles below the British border,
and some hundred and twenty east of Puget Sound.

Owen Wistee.

Visitors to our Exhibit in the fi ngling Pavilion at
the World's Fair should not fail to examine the
stock of "Forest and Stream" books which will

be shown by the attendant.

THE OPAH.
BY DR. R. W. SHUEELDT.

Perhaps one of the rarest fishes, if not the rarest fish

on the Atlantic coast is the opah—the species known to
science as Lampris guttatus. It is the only one of its

kind found in the Atlantic Ocean, and being a pelagic
form, it is quite probable that it may be more or less
abundant in deep waters. Especially is this the case in
northern seas, and it has been most frequently seen upon
the coast of Norway and off Iceland than elsewhere.
There have, however, been numerous opahs captured off
the coasts of Great Britaiu and Ireland, while it is said
to be very rare in the Mediterranean. It has been ob-
served as far south as Guinea, and has been reported
many times off the Madeiras and Azores.
Years and years ago a specimen was taken near Sable

Island, Nova Scotia, and ichthyologists predicted then it

would probably some time be captured upon the imme-
diate coast of the United States. This has recently been
done by Captain William T. Lee on the La Have Bank
in 380ft. of water (42° 49' N. lat., 63° W. long.). Coming
into the hands of the U. S. Fish Commission at Wash-
ington, D.C., the specimen was considered such a unique
prize that a magnificent flexible cast was made of it

and then colored true to natm-e by Mr. A. F. Denton.
This cast looked almost exactly like the Hving fish, and
it is now in Chicago, where it forms a part of the ex-
hibit of the Fish Commission at the World's Columbian
Exposition. Before it left Washington, however, a pho-
tograph was taken of the cast, a copy of which illus-

trates the present article. My thanks are due Dr. Tarle-
ton H. Bean, of the U. S. National Museum, for the pho-
tograph in my possession, it being the first one made
from his negative.

As the opah often attains a length of as much as 4ft.

and over, and may weigh nearly ISOlbs. , it is needless to
say that my figure presents him greatly reduced below
his natural size. But his exact form has been rendered,
and that is a great deal more than can be said of a num-
ber of drawings of this fish, which illustrate various
works examined by the present writer.

By some naturalists the opah has been grouped with
the dolphins or the Coryphcenidce, but by others, and
more properly, it has been placed among the Stromateidce,
as the family LamprididcB. The dory, the henfish family,
and their allies, are iuteresting representatives of the
same group.
So far as 1 am aware, the young of this fish have never

been seen, and are at this writing unknown to science.

By those vvho have eaten the opah, it is said that its flesh

has a flavor hardly to be excelled by any fish sold in the
European markets. It is, consequently, most highly
esteemed for the table. According to an authority at my
hand "the name opah, which is now generally used, is

derived from the statement of a native of the coast of
Guinea, who happened to be in England when the first

specimen was exhibited (1750), and who thought he
recognized in it a fish well known by that name in his
native country. From its habit of coming to the surface
in calm weather, showing its high dorsal fin avove the
water, it has also received the name of 'stmfish,' which it

shares with Orthagoriscus and the basking shark."
There are but few fishes known to the ichthyologist

more brilliantly colored than is the opah, and on this

account specimens of it are greatly in demand by col-

lectors, a demand by no means decreased by its great
variety in so many parts of its normal range. Its large
fins are of a lively scarlet, and these, as well as its green,
purple and gold-tinted body, are further ornamented by
being dotted all over with beautiful silvery round spots.

The iris of the eye is also a brilliant scarlet, and in fact
even the true dolphins can hardly be compared with it in
the gorgeousness of its tints.

In the form of the opah we are principally struck by
its great vertical depth, from back to belly. This is stUl

further increased by the great length of the ventral fins,

which, departing from their usual function in most bony
fishes of maintaining their balance in the upright position
in the water, are here used as powerful locomotory pad-
dles to assist their owner to capture his prey. This is

the more necessay inasmuch as otherwise the opah
would be a very feeble swimmer, owing to his bulky
projjortions and a weak, short and cleft tail. He is with-
out distinct scales,, while the forms of his pectoral, dorsal
and other fins are easily to be seen in my figure.

Xinnsean Society of New York.
Regular meetings of the society will be held at 8

P. M., at the American Museum of Natural History,
Eighth avenue and 77th street, on Wednesday evenings,
Oct. 4 and 18.

Oct. 4—Leverett M. Loomis, "A Study of the earher
southward Migrations at Monterey Bay, California, dur-
ing June, July and August, 1893." L. S. Foster, "A
Consideration of some Ornithological Literature, 1876 to

1883, with extracts from cirrrent criticism."

Oct. 18—Frank M. Chapman, "The Origin of certal"n

North American Birds as determined by their Routes of
Migration." Arthxtb H. Howell, Sec'y.

(213 Madison St., Brooklyn).
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day. Oorresjiondence intended for pvMication should reach

us at the latest by Monday, and as much earlier as practicable,

MORE PROSE ABOUT BARNEGAT.
To ME, and doubtless to thousands of other sportsmen

in the East, the name "Barnegat" has always appeared
synonymous with the very cream of shooting and fishing,

and often did I promise myself a trip to that sporting

Utopia, where weakfish, striped bass, immense drum and
bluefish could be caught until the fishermen became tired

from pulling them in, and would have to stop from very
exhaustion and surfeit; where curlew, willet and other
bay birds filled, every bar and sandspit, and where we
would meet with none of the disappointments which
unfortunately fall too often to the lot of the devotee of

rod and gtm.
The long desired opportunity came this summer, I

was to get a couple of weeks in the latter part of August,
when snipe shooting should be good, and my brother
decided to accompany me. I corresponded with hotels

both on the main shore and on the narrow neck of land
facing the sea, and to do the hotel people justice, must
say that they wrote that snipe shooting wa.s merely fair

and that bay fishing was not anything extra, but that
the bluefishing was vei-y good. We reasoned that even
if the fishing was only fair, we could fiU in the time very
nicely by fishing for the fighting blues; and accordingly
the afternoon of Saturday, Aug. 19, saw us seated in a
train of the Pennsylvania R. R. en route to Barnegat City,

at which place we arrived at 6:30 that evening. From
what we could see as we roUed along in the train, after

leaving Barnegat City Junction, I somehow felt that we
had come to the wrong place, as the different settle-

ments all along that part of the beach bore a deserted
air, and when we reached our destination it reaUy seemed
as though we had struck the "Deserted Village." The
many pretty cottages that'^were located here and there
were all closed up tight; most of them were badly in
need of paint. The balconies of the hotel were empty
and there was none of the crowd such as can be seen at
the arrival of the evening trains at all of the resorts along
the New Jersey and Long Island shores. This did not
trouble us, however, as we had come for the fishing and
shooting, and did not care whether or not we had any
other company.
After eating our supper we consulted some of the "cap-

tains," who all made the hotel a sort of rendezvous, about
engaging a small sailboat by the week, as we intended to
do our own shooting without the assistance of a profes-
sional gunner. We learned of a boat thatwould probably
answer our purpose, and arranged to go down to the bay
next morning to look at it. We made many inquiries as
to the prospects of shooting and fishing, and were told
there were but few weakfish on our side, but that along
the main shore they were very plentiful; and that there
were not may bay birds flying, though peeps were plen-
tiful.

Sunday morning we engaged the boat we had been told
about, which proved to be a small, flat-bottomed one, with
a sprit sail, and took a short spin across the bay to see how
the land lay. A dip in the surf followed, and we settled
down to take things easy for the afternoon, keeping our
weather open for snipe, but we saw none.
Toward evening ominous black clouds began to pile up

in the northwest, then in the southeast and all around the
horizon. Fitful flashes of lightning, followed by the rum-
ble of thunder, showed that heavy rain must be falling
all around us, but we escaped the rain until late at night,
when the wind shifted to the northeast and blew a half

fale, accompanied by heavy rain, which lasted until about
aylight.
Believing that the storm might have started a flight of

snipe, we got up early ilonday morning and sailed to Sea
Dog Shoal, located about a mile out in the bay, which we
had been told was the best place to make our blind. Here
we kept watch until one o'clock, but nothing came along
but a few peeps and ringnecks, none of which we shot.
Having nothing to do in the afternoon we decided to try
the shoal again, and sailed across about three o'clock.
Upon sailing up to the landing place at the shoal, which
was now nearly covered with water, it being high tide,
we saw several turnstones, a couple of black-breast plover
and several hundred peeps, surf-snipe and ringnecks.
Hastily putting my gun together I succeeded in bringing
down a black-breast plover and a turnstone, the other
birds scattering all over the bay. We put out our decoys
and settled down to wait for the birds, but other than the
peeps, etc.

,
nothing came until we were about to go home,

when a solitary willet flew in and was promptly brought
down. A dowitch then came in, but alighted pretty well
out of gunshot. After watching him for ten or fifteen
minutes John tried a pot shot, but without success, and
the dowitch took his departure, followed in a few minutes
by ourselves.
Tuesday morning we started early so as to get possession

of the bUnd on Sea Dog Shoal, which is, by the way, a
sandbar all but covered at high tide, but at low water
showing a surface of half a mfle or more in area. The
wind was southwest and we thought there should be some
birds flying, but a couple of "jacks," flying very high,
were all we saw in the way of game.
In the afternoon we decided to try the fishing and

anchored in deep water, where we were informed we
could catch some sea bass and flounders. A couple of
hours' fishing were rewarded with one light nibble and we
gave it up. A boy fishing near us, caught a couple of
sea bass about 3in. long and seemed to think he had done
fairly well.

Wednesday morning the wind was in the northeast;
the sky was overcast and tliere were occasional light
showers, a perfect day, we thought, for snipe. Risking a
wetting, we sailed out ix3 Sea Dog Shoal and set out our
decoys in tempting array, with their heads pointed up
wind, where we expected the birds to come from. After
quite a while a solitary big yellowleg came along and we
succeeded in calling him toward us, but he evidently
knew the blind and could not be coaxed within gunshot.
We returned to the hotel with an empty bag and spent
the afternoon reading. Wednesday night the big storm
that did so much damage along the coast set in, and all
night .the wind blew as though it were a fiend incarnate

and bent upon blowing the hotel into the bay. At 4 A.M.
Thursday morning the wind shifted to the northwest and
blew almost as hard from that quarter as it had from the
northeast. We went down to the bay, but found too
heavy a sea running to admit of our going out, and be-
sides Sea Dog Shoal was a couple of feet under water.
We tried it along the shore for a while, but there were no
birds flying, except peeps and siirf snipe. In the after-

noon we tried to get to Sea Dog, but after going about a
half mile off shore and getting thoroughly drenched from
the water that broke over our little boat in solid sheets,

getting down our necks and into our boots, we decided to

put back, thus making the fourth day practically wasted.
While we had been fooling away our time trying to

shoot snipe, a party of ten gentlemen from Germantown,
Pa. , had been after bluefish every day, but there was a
heavy sea at the inlet and their captains were afraid to

venture outside, so they did not get a fish. Thursday's
heavy northwesterly wind beat down the sea consider-
ably, and Friday morning we induced Captain Morse to
take us outside, which he did, after seeing Captain
Mitchell's boat, with the Germantown party aboard, get
out the North Way. We found a heavy sea outside and
the water very muddy. We trolled for a couple of hours
without getting a bite, then Capt. Morse said that the
stiff southwest wind that had sprung up would make the
sea so heavy in an hour or so that we could not get across
the bar, and there was, therefore, nothing left for us to

do but to get in.

Captain'Morse and others had been telling us that there
was first-class fishing along the main shore, big strings of
weakfish and striped bass being caught daily, and that
yellowlegs were plentiful in the salt ponds adjoining the
shore of the bay. We had him take us over there, so that
we could see for ourselves whether there was anything in
these reports. We saw the salt ponds, but did not see a
snipe around them, which was the experience of another
pai-ty from the hotel who had been there the previous
day.

We were now thoroughly tired of the pla,ce and decided
to go home, but here another diiflculty arose. The big
storm bad washed away a large portion of the railroad
tracks between Barnegat Junction and Barnegat City, the
telegraph wires were all down, and all communication
with the main shore had to be by boat. The hotel people
found it difficult to get supplies and their table siiffered

accordingly, likewise the few guests left, fifteen in all.

aU the others having gone home during the early part of
the week.
Everybody was disappointed and disgusted with the

fishing* and shooting and general dullness of the place,

and the entire fifteen guests, including ourselves, de-
cided to go home Saturday morning, going across the bay
to Waretown and from there to the railroad station. The
usual charge for a boat for a half day was $2.50, butwhen
we spoke of being conveyed across the bay, $5 was de-
manded (the distance being from five to six miles). The
ten gentlemen from GJermantown had made their own
arrangements to be taken across the bay and to the rail-

road station. Two of the other ^lests, a gentleman and
wife from Trenton, were not decided as to whether to go
or not; but as it was certain that the other gentleman, my
brother and I would go, I spoke to the captain about tak-
ing us across, for which he asked |5. I told him this was
rather steep for a party of three, but finally agreed that if

only three went we would pay him $1 each, and if five

went the rate would also be $1 each, giving the captain
the berr-dt of the exti-a passengers.
Saturday morning there was a very light southeast wind

and indications of a fog, so we decided that if we would
be sure of catching the 3:45 train at Waretown we should
start at one o'clock. Therefore at 12:30 we left the hotel
and were off shortly after one. The wind was still very
light and it took about an hour and a half to reach Ware-
town. The railroad station was about two miles from the
dock and we had to look up a conveyance to take the
party and their baggage. The proprietor of the hotel near
the dock agreed to take us at a reasonable rate, but said ho
had not room enough for the three trunks and other bag-
gage. As we could not leave the baggage behind it was
incumbent upon us to hustle around and get some one
else to take it. The hotel man referred us to another hotel
a short distance up the road. The profjrietor there said
his man was down the road somewhere and he could not
leave his business. I offered to drive the team to the sta-

tion if he would send a boy to take them back. He said
no man or boy in that town except himself and his hired
man could drive his team, and referred us to the store
across the street. 1 thought the hotel man's team must be
something extra, but found upon inquiry that they were
the regulation country hotel and livery stable breed that
must be whipped to make them go faster than a walk.
The storekeeper across the street thought his horse would
be bvisy that afternoon, but referred us to another store
up the street. There we found a boy in charge, who told
us that in an hour or so he would have to call for a lady
to take her to the station. I asked if he could not hitch
up. take our trvmks to the station and then call for the
lady, but he thought he couldn't. We then went back to
the hotel, but with no better success than before.
We were by this time getting desperate and ready to

pay almost any price in reason to get our trunks to the
station, but as the natives seemed indisposed to either ac-
commodate strangers or to earn a couple of dollars, we
saw nothing in prospect but to wait over until Monday,
as no trains run on Sunday. Going back to the hotel at
the dock, we met a teamster who had taken a boat down
to the bay on a wagon frame. We told him our plight,
and asked if he could not in some way manage to take
our trunks to the depot. He proved to be a "white man"
and said he would hurry home, get a suitable rig and
come back. Considerable time had elapsed since we
reached this inhospitable town and we had but forty-five
minutes left. The teamster, however, proved to be as
white as he talked, and in a few minutes was back with
a box wagon, into which we hurriedly pitched our bag-
gage, jumped in ourselves, hot, tired and mentally swear-
ing at the "Jersey pirates," as we dubbed the people who
seemed bent on making aU they could out of us and put-
ting themselves out of their way as little as possible. The
drive to the station proved to be through pine woods and
was very heavy, so that when we reached the 6X10 board
shed used for a station of the great Pennsylvania Rail-
road we had but five minutes to spare. The train was a
few minutes late, but eventually came along, we jumped
aboard and bid good-bye to a place that we wiU hardly
care to visit again, at least not until the fishing and shoot-

ing improve and the natives learn to have a little consid-
eration for visitors who are willing to pay liberally for
everything they get, but not to be imposed upon.
At the station we met four gentlemen who had been to

Waretown fishing. They told us that the reports we had
heard of big strings of weakfish and striped bass (30 to

100 to the boat for a few hours' fishing) were fish stories,

as very few fish had been caught along the main shore.
They said they had been told there were plenty of fish

along the beach side of the bay and were sorry they had
not gone there. They also said they had heard of no
snipe being killed on the main shore. We saw it was
simply another case of ' 'You should have been here the
other day, etc.," that visiting fishermen are regaled
with when they meet with poor luck.
The above is a perfectly true narration of our experi-

ences on Barnegat Bay, and is written simply to show
that you cannot believe all you hear about fishing and
shooting resorts, unless you know the source whence the
information springs, and that it is entirely disinterested.

There are too many people writing glowing accounts of
shooting and fishixig to be enjoyed at different places,

their reports being mostly drawn from their own vivid
imaginations and entirely without any foundation in fact.

I was shown clippings from different newspapers, telling

of big hauls of weakfish, sea bass, etc. , caught at Barne-
gat City by people who, I was informed, had hardly wet
a line this season. One article described a fishing trip of
two persons, with a result of 106 fine bluefish. The party
who wrote that item unblushingly informed me that they
did not get a bite that day, let alone catching any fish.

Now, fish stories are all well enough in their place,
when known as such, but when any person deliberately
tells stories not based on fact of fine fishing or shooting
at any particular locality, it is simply booming that place
by means of false pretenses, and no reputable journal
should publish such stories as truth.

For our part, it was not through any newspaper reports
that we visited Barnegat City, but from the well-known
reputation of the place.

I would also say that gentlemen I met there, who had
been there in former years, told me that they had caught
boatloads of fish, and that the snifie shooting was all that
could be desired by the most exacting sportsman. I*

know also that the shooting and fishing all along
the coast is remarkably poor this year and, therefore,
Barnegat Bay suffers with other places and is no excep-
tion to the general rule. This being the case, hotel men
and others should refrain from publishing "Munch-
hausenic" stories of big hauls of fish and game, and the
papers should ascertain positively who their correspond-
ents are before publishing such "yarns." H.

IN LOUISIANA SWAMPS.
Point Pleasant, La., Sept. 7,—It has been a long time

since I have had the pleasure of writing to you, so I

thought I would write you and give you an account of our
first deer hunt of the season.

It has always been customary for us to go on opening
day: but this year the cotton worms were so bad that it

was impossible for us to leave home. We had a hard fight

with the worms: the battle ended Svmday night, the 8d
inst. Although we won the victory, om- cotton reminded
me very much of what a boy once said to another who
had licked him, "Yes, you licked me, but I gave you all

you wanted while you were doing it."

Tuesday, the 5th, was set for our hunt. We were to

meet at Somerset at 4 o'clock. I was the first on the
grounds, and by 5 o'clock they had all come up—C. B.
Muir, Arch, and George Douglass, Max Bland and Crab
(a colored man). We had 23 dogs. Of course every one
had the best dog, and there was a lively discussion among
the boys as to whose dog would lead the chase.

We started a buck and doe at half past six o'clock.

They made a straight run of about a mile, then doubled.
Then away they went back to where they had started
from, with every dog in fuU cry. I headed them, but
failed to get a shot. The dogs were well bunched, I could
not tell which one led. I dropped in behind, and followed
as fast as I could ride. Just as the dogs struck the field, I

heard the report of a gun, then another. On coming up
I found George D. had cut the deer off, and fired the two
shots, one at the doe and one at the buck. He said he had
hit them both. The dogs were still running. We both
started after them as fast as we could ride, when all of a
sudden every dog stopped opening. "There," said I to
George, "They have caught one." We hurried up to the
dogs and fovmd the doe. Listening, I heard two dogs
still running. We soon got the rest of the dogs on the
trail of the buck, and they did not go more than a quarter
of a mile before they caught and xjulled him down. Both
of the deer were in fine condition.
We blew our horns and the rest of the party soon came

up. "Whose dog led?" was the first question asked of
George. "I don't know," says he, "for I could not teU;

but Sullivan and Drive caught the buck. The buck and
doe were together when the doe fell, as the buck's trail

led off from where she fell." "Well, boys," said I, "We
will get these two out to the levee, and then eat our
lunch. Then we will start another deer, and may be we
will then be able to decide who has the lead-dog." It was
then half past seven o'clock.

We ate our lunch, dressed the deer and were ready to
start by half-past 8. George and I took part of the dogs;
Max andmy brother had the others. We took the swamp
in different directions, so as to go on both sides of a large
lake, as it could only be crossed at either end. The lake
is about eight miles" long. George and I did not get a
start until we got near the western end, there the dogs
got up an old buck. Away they went out of hearing.
They were gone for over an hour. Then I heard them
coming back, they were making for the lake, and I tode
as fast as I could to cut them off. But agaih I was too
late. When I got to the lake, I saw the buck about half
way across, with only three dogs following him. The
lake is about three-quarters or one mile wide, and the
deer often take it to shake dogs off. I tried to get the
other dogs to go, but the most of them being young, they
would only go out a piece, and then turn back. I got
separated from George. I had my little son with me (a

chap of seven summers, but who can ride with the best
of us). We started for the levee, for I knew the deer
would go in that direction. On getting there I found
Max, my brother, and Crab, with the biggest buck I have
seen for many a year. They had started his trail on the
northern side of the lake, and trailed him back to within
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300yds. of where we had eaten our lunch. When we got
up he made for the lake, but did not succeed in shaking
off the dogs. Then he made a double and started for the
fields. But Crab out him off and got a shot, wounding
him badly. He did not go far before he stopi:)ed to fight
the dogg. It was for some time before Crab could make
the spcond shot, for the dogs were so close arouad the
de<-r that he was afraid of hitting some of them. Event-
ually the buck made a break to get away from the dogs,
and ran by Crab, who then gave it to him broadside and
killed him.

I told the boys that my deer had swam the lake, but
that three of my best dogs were after it, and we had
better scatter up and down the levee and try to kill it.

Before very long we heard the dogs coming. Then it was
a hustle who should get the first shot. George had come
up in the meantime, and he put spurs to his horse and
went at breakneck speed down the levee in the direction
of the dogs, my brother following, and I bringing up the
rear. After riding about a quarter of a mile I saw the
buck spring over the levee some distance ahead of George,
and right behind him came Tanner, SuUivan and Crock-
ette, three of my best dogs. I turned to my left and cut
the deer off. It was not long before I saw him coming
with Ms tongue hanging out. I raised my Winchester,
and at the crack the old fellow's troubles were over with!
We had now three fine bucks and one doe. The doe was
barren and very fat. We tried to weigh the big buck on
a pair of cotton scales, but they would not draw him, as
they only drew SOOlbs.

We shall have to wait until the next htmt to decide who
has the fastest dog. D. M.

THE .22 SHORT RIFLE.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I see in my PoEEST and Stream of Sept. 8 notes by
"Julian," on the .3;3cal. Winchester repeater regarding
its shooting qualities. I have a few words to say if you
care to give this space. I have a .22cal. short WiuChester
repeater, holding twenty-five shots in magazine and one
in the chamber, model 1873, which money cannot buy. I
have used this Winchester constantly for six years. Have
used it among the Sand Hills of northern Nebraska, the
Black Hills of the Dakotas, and in the mountains and on
the cattle ranges of Wyoming, and for all round work I
would not ask for a heavier caliber.
In trying my Winchester at penetration I measured off

200yds. and set up a cloth target with an Sin. bullseye
tacked on an inch pine board, backed by another of equal
thickneas. When I fired the first shot I could hear the
spat as the ball struck the target and also noticed dust fly
beyond the target. Thinking I had probably hit the edge
of the board and glanced off', I fired four more shots, and
at every shot dust flew beyond the target. On going to
the target 1 found five clear cut holes through both
boards. 1 took two more boards and nailed the four
together, making a total of 4in. thick, and fired five more
shots from the 200yds. mark, and dust flew again at every
shot. I added another board, making 5in. , and fired five
more shots. There was no dust this time. I found aU
five bullets had gone through the first four boards and
had apUntered oft" the back of the fifth, Avith the excep-
tion of one which showed clear lead and was picked out
with the fingers. The fifteen shots were fired without
cleaning the gun. So at 200yds. the .22cal. short Win-
chester is quite an efficient arm. I have never tried it at
a greater distance at a stationary target, although at Ard-
more, South Dakota, I killed a prairie dog at a measured
distance of 303yds. I have also killed geese and crane at
150yds. and BOOyds. while in the Sand Hills, and coyotes
and antelope whUe in Wyoming. In one case after
wounding an antelope with a .22 short cartridge and
chasing it quite a distance I slipped a .22 long in the
chamber, using it as a single shot, and killed with it at
about 150yds. from a saddle rest.

There is one advantage in the small bore over the larger,
and that is as to noise. I have lain in the rushes at the
edge of a lake and killed eight ducks from a flock before
they took wing. Have also killed five quail out of a covey
before they would scud for shelter.

I give it the best of care and with the exception of a few
scars on the stock it is as good to-day as the day I bought
it, if not better. It now hangs above my desk in its

saddle holster, with my Colts six and belt on one side and
my lasso and field glasses on the other, all companions on
many a hunting trip in the wilderness.
ExBTER, Neb., Sept. 8. DiAMOKD WaLT.

VENISON FOR THE MEAT SAFE.
Okanogan, Wash.—One evening along in July I had

come to my cabin, pulled ott' my gum boots, eaten my
supper, milked my cow, and that being the extent of my
chores I had picked up Fouest and Streaji to pass off

the evening; had taken a chair outside the cabin and was
very comfortably situated, when ray attention was called
to the clatter of horse's hoofs. Indian Peter rode up,
threw the bridle reins over his horse's head and jumped
off. He had his rifle on his arm.
"Well," said I, "Peter, where are you going?"
"To watch the lick up on the side of the mountain,"

and he pointed to a spot about three-fourths of a mile
from the cabin. "I want you to go along."

I objected; but he begged so hard and claimed he had
never refused to go with me when I wanted to get some
trout; so at last I consented. Just as the sun finished
painting the Huckleberry Mountain his golden yellow,
we started for the lick, which we soon reached. There
was a strata of clay 10 or 12ft. long, which the deer eat.
Below it some 25ft. was a hole dug just in the edge of a
small patch of buck brush. We broke a few brush and
stuck in between us and the lick. In clear weather the
wind blows down the moimtatn «f a night, so that there
is not much chance for the deer to smell a hunter.
We fixed oux rifles ready for use. I tied a small piece

of flannel around the muzzle of my rifle, and drew it tight
over the front sight. Then I took about ten matches and
dampened them, and laid them right where I could put
my hand on them. Then we seated ourselves for a four or
five hours' uncomfortable sitting.

We had not been still more than half an hour before we
heard a deer whistle. Down below us we could heai- it

jumping along; then all vvas quiet. I should have Uked
very much to have a Uttle talk as to what kind of a deer
it was and what it was doing below us, but we were not
there ifsr pleasure; so we sat silent. I had got my bgck

in against the bank and had a tolerably comfortable seat,
so that I found it hard work to keep awake, when pres-
ently I heard, or thought I heard, a deer walking around
from the side of the lick. Then all was still and the beat-
mg of my heart was all I could hear. Pretty soon I heard
the sound again. Then my companion pressed my knee.
It was a deer. Soon we could see the outlines: but
the animal was very suspicious; he would take a
step and stop. Soon he reached the hck; and after
a few mouthfuls of clay he forgot about dan-
ger, if he had ever been shot at and missed.
But, poor fellow, the chances were badly against him
then. He would put his head down and we could hear
him scrape off the clay with his lower teeth: then he
would raise his head, and as it rose above the horizon we
could see that he had a very large pair of horns. Our
time for action had come. When he put his head down
I reached and got my matches and rubbed them on the
flannel just on the front sight, carefully raised my KttleXX and fired. Peter said he would shoot just after I
had. The reports were almost simultaneous and the
echo had not returned before we had jumped out of our
hole.

Sometimes deer wiU roll right into the hole when they
are killed dead. We had just got out when the buck
came rolling down and stopped in the brush within less
than four feet of the hole. We approached him very
carefully, but he was dead.
When we got back to the cabin I turned into a good

comfortable bed; Peter rolled up in a blanket and slept
on the floor; and we were soon asleep. When I woke up
the sun was shining and the chickens were calling for
their breakfast. Peter went to get the deer while I
milked the cow; and we had liver for breakfast. When
we dressed the deer we found that both had hit it. I had
hit the heart and Peter had broken the back. My bullet
had broken one shoulder and lodged against the skin; but
Peter's .46 had not stopped.

I took one ham and himg it up in my meat safe, and
Peter took the rest of the meat. This is the last time I
shall watch a lick; the position is uncomfortable. I
would much sooner get out before sun-up and visit a lick
than to sit up all night. Such is the way we have to
secure our meat or go without. Lew Wilmot.

MAINE BIG GAME.
The season on big game in Maine opened on Monday,

Oct. 1, and it is evident that a great many deer will be
kUled because they are there to be had for the hunting.
Reports indicate more deer in that State this year than
ever. It was calculated last fall that the increase in deer
had been great, but the reports are even better for the
season of 1898. Deer are now regularly seen in every
county in Maine, and almost the same might be said of
every town. They actually come to the very outskirts of
the larger towns and cities. Mr. George H. Hutting, of
Andover, writes me that the deer tracks are "awfuUy
thick" in the woods, and that he is going to have three of
them this season. He kflled his three deer last year with
very little trouble. It only required hunting for a few
hours following a fall of snow that came in the night.
It is a curious fact that the deer are working down
into the towns, where there is better pasturage than
the dense forests afford. It is plain that they are
fond of feeding on grass such as grows near to the
settlements. It also demonstrates the fact tliat

if the deer is alone with dogs, they wiU increase in
almost any sufficiently wooded section of New England.
They have come down so far in the settled portion of
Maine that those who have given the matter a thought
had begun to wonder why some of them did not stray
over into the woods of Massachusetts. This question is

solved at last, for deer are being seen in the woods of that
State north and east of Boston. Mr. Claude H. Tarbox
has the report of a perfectly reliable friend, who saw a
deer the other morning near the pond that lies near the
line between Byfield and Georgetown. This deer was
seen the other morning, and in a few hours the same deer
was seen not far away in Georgetown. In neither case
did the deer appear to be greatly frightened. It acted as
though it was a good deal at home. There is no doubt
that this deer strayed down from Maine or New Hamp-
shu-e, or is the progeny of deer that have strayed from the
States where they are plenty. It is possible that deer are
again to inhabit the woods of the northern and eastern
towns in Massachusetts, as well as the towns on the Cape,
where there is a perpetual close time.
With the opening of the season on moose, deer and

caribou in Maine the himters wfil be abroad. Mr. Chas.
H.Cook, a popular dry goods salesman with Bliss, Fabyan
& Co., has just started on a hunting trip to Tim Pond and
the Seven Ponds countiy. He is very sm-e of getting a
deer, but it is possible that he wiU strike that country at
just the wrong time, the falling of the leaves. There is

always a week or two in October when the falling of the
leaves makes hunting anything but a pleasure.

Ml-. Tenny, of the coffee trde, is a lover of woods and
water sports, and with a friend they are after game in
the woods of Aroostook county, Me. They promise an
account of their ti-ip for the Forest and Stream. They
are to go to Mr. Chas. Sias's camp, as headquarters for their
hunting.
As for moose in Maine, it is doubtful if they have in-

creased in the same ratio the past season that deer have.
Still they are occasionally seen, even tn sections where
little expected. There is no doubt that summer slaughter-
ing has told heavily upon the moose during the past three
or four years, but after aU it is doubtful if this summer
shooting is one-half as bad as represented to be. Neither
the commissioners nor their game wardens will admit
that the killing of moose and deer around Moosehead
Lake the past summer is half as bad as it is represented to
be. Commissioner Stanley himself finds that the stories

about the slaughter of moose and deer the past summer in
the Moosehead part of the country have been greatly ex-
aggerated. During a trip over a part of the ground rep-
resented to be "stinking with dead game," he found only
one carcass. It is one of the mysteries alDout human na-
ture that even men of truth in other matters will greatly
stretch the truth concerning game in the forests and fish

in the- streams. Special.

The Forest and Stream is put to press each iveek on Tues-

day. Con-espondeyice intended for publication should reach

us at the latest by Monday, and as much earlier as practieaMe.

THE VERMONT WOODCOCK SEASON.
Rutland, Yt.—Editor Forest and Stream: Your corre-

spondent "Stanstead" from Highgate, Vt., has a letter in
yom- issue of Sept. 16, which shows a degree of ignorancem regard to the migration of woodcock almost equal to
that of his insult to the sportsmen of southern Vermont,
when he says that it was owing to the latter's selfishness
that the present opening of the woodcock season (Sept. 15)
was obtained.

I admit that the Vermont Fish and Game League was
infiuential in obtaining this law. This organization is
generally composed of high-minded sportsmen who, in
pressing their influence on our Legislature in the recent
general revision of all of our fish and game laws, tried
to act intelligently and with fairness, toward all sections
of the State. The change in the woodcock law, like all
other changes, was made upon consultation with sports-
men all over the State, and in accordance with what
seemed to be the best opinion in that regard, and it is
absurd to believe that the gunners of this or any other
part of Vermont procured this law for their own selfish
ends.
A man who says that the woodcock reared in northern

Vermont migrate before Sept. 15 does not know what he
is talking about. "Stanstead" acknowledges that his
locality gets flight birds later in the season. Therefore,
birds are bred north of him. If woodcock in northern
Vermont move early, it is fair to assume that the birds
north of them do. Now, if there is a movement south
of woodcock late in August or early in September, why
is it that "Stanstead" does not after Sept. 15 get his share
of the birds as they come down from the higher latitudes?
Can he reasonably assume that all of these early flight birds
have got past him by that date? I say no.
The best of the woodcock shooting here is from the

middle to the last of October. A few birds are shot early
in November and I know a man who killed one early in
December, The northern boundarv of the State is a trifle
over 100 miles from here. Add to" these facts the disin-
clination of any bird to migrate before it gets through
moulting—not completed here until the first or second
week in September—and it does not seem probable that
any woodcock in this State commence their annual flight
until the last of August or middle of September.
But where do the birds go to then? I have located

birds the middle of July and six weeks later I have not
been able to find even a chalk mark of them. I explain
it in part as follows

:

Their moulting season had in the mean time arrived,
and they had moved to warmer and higher ground. Any
birds after their young are reared feed on more territory,
and as the season advances, with their natm-ally solitary
habits they become more scattered. Then weather con-
ditions alter their boring places. A moist, mucky corn-
field will delight a woodcock one day and a springy, warm
sidehill the next.
Early woodcock shooting is not satisfactory. The

birds are very hard to find, they are lean and full of pin
feathers, slow of fiight, and the weather is too warm for
both the gunner and his dog.
While "Stanstead" is looking up his question on con-

stitutional law he must not become so absorbed as to let
possible "constant west winds" take any of the longbills
past the guns of his club of prospective law-breakers.

Dalg.

Rochester Game and Fish.
Rochester, N. Y., Sept. 26.—C. L. Barton and G. N.

Hopkins have returned from a two-weeks' outing at Tre-
mont Park, Tids Island, near Gananoque, Can. They had
excellent sport with the bass and pike. Three raaskalonge
were hooked and brought near enough the boat to verify
the diagnosis, but all three escaped. These gentlemen
went up the Gananoque River to Sand Bay one day, and
aver that good duck shooting can be had at that location.
The bay is surrounded by marshes, affording good cover
for the shooters.
W. D. Oviatt and Walter Green, son of Monroe Green,

stumbled on to some great sport at Cranberry Pond one
morning last week. The bag showed twentv-one ducks
and a number of golden plover to the guns, also a fine
string of pickerel.

Several witnesses weU known to me vouch for the fact
that a shooter secured three ducks at the wide waters in
the canal, just inside the northwestern limits of the city,
on Friday morning.

'

Aldermen Lempert and Aikenhead and Max Mock,
William Heald and Samuel Solomen left Monday, Sept,
25, for the Seneca River and Montezuma marshes on a
hunting trip. They expect to remain a week or more.
The annual shoot, or rather hunt, of the Flour City Gun

Club came off on Thursday. It was a side hunt, twelve
on a side, losers to pay for supper for all. Among the
"game" brought in were woodchucks, chipmunks, ducks,
bitterns, plover, red squirrels, etc. The winning side was
captained by C. W. Briggs and the losing by B. Frank
Enos. Samuel P. Kay made the highest individual score,
560, but he was one of the losing side just the same.

If "W.," of Oswego, N. Y., who inquired for black and
gray squirrel shooting in your last issue, will write to
William Truesdale, corner of First and Mason streets,
Rochester, N. Y., it is possible that he may acquire the
desu-ed information. Mr. Truesdale had great luck with
the nimble feUows last fall. O. S. Bee.

Virginia Sora.
A Roanoke correspondent sends us this note received

from a shooting friend:
Norfolk, Va., Sept. 15.—T. S. D.: Your memo of

yesterday. Am keeping a weather eye on the sora. We
had very good tides and the weather was propitious for
last Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday. I went up to
Suffolk Tuesday morning to try the sora, but arrived too
late to get a pusher. I picked up an old colored man and
got a boat. The old fellow knew nothing about pushing
nor did he know a sora when he saw it. I had quite an
experience. I was dumped or thrown in the marsh twice,
the last time up to my armpits, and in consequence had
to abandon the hunt. I managed to shoot nine shells and
bagged eight birds, and then hurried home. There are
birds in plenty, and if I had secured my old pusher I
could have bagged 100 easily. The birds are very poor
and not in condition. One party day before yesterday
killed at Suffolk 158. Next week will be the time, and
the birds will be in good order. I will telegraph you as
soon as indications point to favorable weather, etc. You
must be ready to start at once. W. T. P
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CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
iB^om a Staff Correspondent.']

Louisiana Paradise.

Chicago, III., Sept. 23,—An enthusiastic and successful
young sportsman of New Orleans, whom we met last

winter on our trip South, writes as follows to the Western
representative of Forest Am) Stbeam. In his invitation

to a shoot he generously joins not only the Forest and
Stream, but all the inhabitants of the earth, that is to

say, all the Forest and Stream readers. We must not,

however, allow him to impose on himself by making
public his name and invitation, for he little recks the
consequences thereof. It is quite enough to make public
the pleasant country of which he speaks. His letter

reads:
"Readers of your interesting paper, the Forest and

Stream, and esjieciaUy lovers of the dog and gun, are
always anxious to learn of a good country for game. I

have surely struck the paradise, and I also have met two
thorough sportsmen, in the persons of Messrs. E. Smiley
and Wm. Cade, who reside in the very heart of this

paradise.
* 'Quail, snipe, ducks and geese are to be found in abun-

dance in the shooting season in this country, which lies

about five miles south of Abbeville, Louisiana. It com-
prises both sides of Bayou Vermilion. The soil is as rich
as any in our Union, the scenery is beautiful and can
better be remembered than imagined.
"A few miles south from Mr. Smiley, there is good deer

and bear shooting, and by crossing Bayou Vermilion and
traveling about twenty miles west we find many chickens.
"I met Messrs. Smiley and Cade about six months ago,

and learning they were sportsmen, I at once proceeded
to get from them all information regarding a chance for
a good shoot this coming season. I found them 'true
blue' and at once received an invitation for myself and
any of my friends to come any time and enjoy some sport
with them. I have made six or eight trips in that section
since meeting these clever sportsmen. On my last I saw
coveys of young quail, the largest in number I ever saw.
Imagine the calculations I have been making as to how
many I will bag some day this season. Anodrac."

Chickens.

Mr. C. W. Lee, of Chicago, drops me a note about some
friends of his who are just back from a chicken hunt.
He says:

"J. J. Bryant, C. C. Germain, E. C. Hibbard and Charley
Kfrn, of Chicago, have just returned from northern Iowa
and southern Dakota, where they were in search of chick-
ens. They report the chickens plentiful, but owing to the
extreme dryness they had to hunt for them in the corn.
The dogs got bushed in the stubble and could not work
more than an hour at a time, so they gave that sort of
hunting up, and did their own flushing. They had a pri-
vate car, or rather two of them, and in company withTom
McKenna and Wm. McMartin, of Sioux City, had a fine
time of it. They were out ten days.
"I can tell you about some things, but when it comes to

'bushing a dog in stubble' or 'flushing a bird in corn' I
must refer you to our friend Waters."
This question being duly referred to the above-men-

tioned kennel authority, receives the following reply: "In
good stubble there are no bushes, neyther does one find
stubble in bushes. There must be some mistake."

Some Chickens.

Mr. Ed S. Nowotny, of Odell, 111., owner of a number of
fine dogs, is so kind as to invite the entire Western force
of Forest and Stream to come down and shoot over his
dogs. He states that chickens are not abundant, but that
he occasionally finds a covey, though until within the-
past week the weather had been too dry to do much with
them. Tn the course of his letter he remarks:
"From what I learn I am afraid Governor Altgeld was

about right when he said it was useless to attempt any
further game protection, as every farmer shot game re-
gardless of season, and it was only a question of a short
time until the game was exterminated. Around here
the farmers all shoot chickens at any time. They have
been at it for two weeks past (from Aug. 15), but as they
don't own dogs I guess there is some game left."
Our compliments to the Governor. If there were

fewer men like him the unequal fight would go more in
favor of these birds which cling so tenaciously through
all to the prairies of Illinois.

Plenty of Chickens.
TIais fall I sent Mr. Reuben Donnelley, manager of the

Chicago City Directory Company, up to the northwest
corner of Minnesota, in response to his inquiry for good
chicken country. On his return Mr. Donnelley writes
me as follows:

"I looked into several towns in the vicinity of Pelan,
and finally decided upon Kennedy, where I have been
for the past week or ten days. We had the best kind of
sport, averaging pretty nearly fifty birds a day, and this
with one good dog in poor condition and one useless cur.
Most of the birds which we got were grouse instead of
chicken, which gave us splendid sport. The shooting in
the brush gave us much more diversified sport than or-
dinary chicken hunting. We also got into a country
where there are considerable elk, moose, etc., which some
day I hope to get better acquainted with during the later
season.

"I thank you very kindly for your attention, and if
there is any further information that I can give you in
regard to shooting in the vicinity we visited, I would be
more than glad to do so."

I am glad Mr. Donnelley had good sport. It is with re-
luctance than I direct any one for a sporting trip, because
it is so nearly impossible to tell just what luck any one
will have, even when he bases his trip on the most care-
ful information obtainable.

After Chickens.
Mr. H. 0. Wilbm-, of Philadelphia, leaves this week on

a fortnight's trip after chickens, ducks and geese, and on
my advice will very possibly go up into pretty much the
same country as above mentioned, though for wild fowl
he may go so far West as Devil's Lake, N. D., which is
better for fowl. I ti-ied to get Mi-. Wilbur and his party
to take advantage of what seems to me the nearest a cer-
tainty for a good ducking trip of anything I now know of.
My old shooting acquaintance, BiUy Griggs, the greatest
market-hunter and best duck shooter on earth without a

doubt, is just back from some mysterious trip or other
South. This week he called at my ofiice and said he was
not going to shoot in the North at aU this fall, but was
going back home to Browning. He also said that he
would be willing to take a party of gentlemen up into
some good duck coimtry he knows of in the Northwest. A
party under Billy Griggs's care would get the best of the
shooting. Mr. Wilbur had already made other plans If
any one else would like to go out with BiQy I will be glad
to establish commimications. This I do because Billy
Griggs has always seemed to me more gentlemanly than
many a man in a different business who would decry his
business, and because he knows his business better than
any one else does.

Plenty of Ducks.
There is plenty of ducks on the Horicon Marsh this falh

Percy Stone tells me he has been up twice since opehing
day. His second trip was for two days, and he bagged 90
ducks in two days' shootings quitting at 10 o'clock each
morning. His wife was in the blind with him the second
day. Last week Gov. G, W. Peck, of Wisconsin, was up
at the lower club, of which he is a member, and Mr.
Stone had the pleasm-e of locating him. Gov. Peck got
33 ducks in the morning's shoot, Mr. Stone bagging 48.
Shooting on the upper club grounds is reported equally
good.
During the course of a pleasant little visit with the little

favorite, Miss Annie Oakley, and her manager, Mr. Frank
Butler, at the close of the Wild West performance the
other evening, it transpired that both were anxious to
have some duck shooting this fall after the closing vip of
the Wild West show for the season. At once I invited
them to use my shares in the upper Horicon club, where
they would be certain of shooting any time before the
freeze-up. Yesterday I spoke to Mr. Stone of this, and he
adds the invitation of the Diana or lower club. "Annie
Oakley can own the whole marsh and both club houses,"
said he, "any time till the marsh freezes. Have her and
Mr. Butler and any friend of theirs come up any time."
Although Miss Oakley's visit will be late in the fall, all

the club men will hope she catches a good flight and has
a pleasant time.
Mr. Stone stopped at the Forest and Stream corner at

the Fair long enough to cany off for his two club houses
two of the prettiest of the Forest and Stream big photo-
graphs, "Morning on the Horicon Marsh" and "In the
Tules." He said he wanted them worse than Forest and
Stream did, and so it seemed superfluous to argue over it.

Incidentallyhe remarked that in the three late suits against
club men at Waupun the club men were fined ,|10 and
costs each in the justice court, Of course they appealed.
In return the club arrested a poacher under tlie posted
lands law and had him fined $39. He appealed also. The
appeal cases come up before Judge Sloan of the Circuit
Court at an early date. The club men have lio feaf of thfe

result, as the law seems clearly on their side;

Af-auhd Chicago.

Mr. M. F. Emilio, of Boston, is in the city for a short
time, and wished while here to have a little duck shoot,
"somewhere within 100 miles of Chicago." At any date
this is a hard order to fill in these times of scarcity of
birds, but in early September it is a practical impossibility
as the local birds are all killed and the northern birds not
yet in. I directed Mr. Emilio to Water Valley, on the
Kankakee, as being the best open ground at short dis-
tance, and if he goes let us hope the northern teal may
possibly appear to show him that the glory of the old
marsh is not altogether gone. Probably he will get no
shooting at all.

Our friend Roll Organ is a hal^d man to kiU. He has
been blown up by powder, drowned and frozen to death,
and a few days ago was shot. He and his ftiend Mr.
Hanson were on the way down to Mak^saW-baClub; when
some miscreant fired a rifle at the ti-ain. The ball grazed
Mr. Hanson and scared him a plenty, striking Mr. Organ
in the neck and making awound which might easily have
been fatal. It didn't rattle Roll very much. The impres-
sion is gaining ground here that Mr. Organ was born to be
hung.
What with two train robberies and two horrible train

accidents within the last fortnight, and this last wanton
attempt at a senseless crime, the firing of a rifle to injure
some unknown person on a passing train, it may be said
that Indiana is doing well toward establishing a reputa-
tion. The robbers of the first and more important hold-up
escaped into what is called the "black swamp" of the Kan-
kakee, over near the quaU country of which we usually
have good news in the faU. That is, the detectives think
the robbers took to the swamps. If I were a robber, as I
am a newspaper man, I would not go to the Kankakee to
hide, wild as it is. I would make straight for the crowded,
horde-packed, humanity-sodden streets of Chicago. Prob-
ably these robbers did. Anyhow, they have not been
discovered, whereas the Centi-aUa robbers, and the other
gang who last week held up a train away up in the wilder-
ness trout country of the Michigan north peninsula, are
aU now safely in jail. The wild country around here is

growing too tame. If I were to rob anybody, I should
make for certain mountains I know of in New Mexico,
whose secret it may for prudential reasons be well not to
disclose.

No Longer Wild.

In fact, the country is no longer wild enough anywhere.
Last week the Cherokee Sti-ip was opened to "settlers."
The Indian goes from his last ground. The last of the
game goes swiftly from even that barren countiy now.
We are no longer wild. Let our robbers head for Chicago.
There may even be a homesteader in the nook I have been
saving for myself out in New Mexico.

A Long Time from Civilization.

From a Winnipeg, Man., paper the following is handed
me by a friend just back from that country. Capt. BeU
has certainly seen the wilderness in his long absence
from civihzation, as the following would indicate:

"Capt. J. Bell, of the Hudson Bay service on the Mac-
kenzie River, is registered at the Queen's. He has been
several weeks on the road,, coming across to Athabasca
landing and driving in to Edmonton, a distance of 3,000
miles. He is now on his way to Chicago and England.
His district is peopled by the Ghapyanes, Slavies and
Dog Rib Indians, besides the Esquimaux. He states that
every one hving in that portion of the Dominion is appa-
rently in a healthy state, although the Indians are not
increasing. Their only employment is hunting furs for

the company. The fur trade is as good as twenty years
ago. The captain was in Winnipeg during 1876, coming
up on the old Ontario, then in charge of Capt. Robinson,
now commanding the Beatty steamboat Monarch, After
a few days' visit Capt. Bell continues his journey to the
south."

About the Deer.

Mr. Paul Blatchford, of E. W. Blatchford & Co., shot
works, Chicago, is laying plans for a deer trip this fall

and will probably go to the North Peninsula. Deer were
reported fairly abundant in upper Wisconsin until within
the past ten days. There is no telling what effect the
wide-reaching and disastrous forest fires may have had.

? ? ? ?

And, by the Way, has t3l:. T^honias, the Chicago divine,
eYer paid that fine for the two illegal deer he killed in
Wisconsui?

A Growing Family.

Sept. 29.—Montgomeiy Ward & Co. have added an-
other shooter to the hot class family of shooters who live

on the fourth floor gun department. This time it is

F. P. Stannard, late of the Stannard Arms Co., Milwau-
kee, and long known as a shooter. Mr. Stannard goes
into the mechanical department, where his skill as a
practical workmen will find ready appreciation.

The Jerome iVIarble Party.

The special palace hunting car "Yellowstone," bearing
tne 1893 Jerome Marble Shooting party, left this city last
night, Sept. 28, over the Chicago and Northwestern R. R.

,

bound for Canby, Gary, Clark, Henry and other points
in South Dakota, after grouse and fowl, of which cer-
tainly they will make good account in that country this
year. This is the twenty-third annual shooting party
under Mi'. Marble's management, and in all the whole
United States has been covered by the trips of this pal-
atial outfit. They are out for thirty-five days this time.
To show where and how they travel I append the follow-
ing from their itinerary:

"The stops beyond CMcago being uncertain and de-
pending on the reports we receive in regard to the game,
we do not confine ourselve,s to any particular date in our
movements. The route will be through Illinois, Iowa,
North and South Dakota. Along this route and short de-
viations from the main lines we expect to find prairie
chicken, quail, jjlover and nearly all varieties of ducks
and geese. A stop of five days will be made at Chicago
on the return, giving the members of the party an oppor-
tUnit}^ to visit the World's Fair. Leave Chicago via Erie
Railroad at 7s45 P. M., Oct. 39, arriving in Worcesterj
]\Ia,ss., Oct. 31.

"The entire tirip will be made in the private hotel cal'S

of the Worcester Car Co. Tliey ate models of luiuly ahd
convenience, each car accommodating eighteen persoils.

The Paige removable lower berths are used in these cars,

which allows the main saloon to be converted into a draw-
ing room, furnished with upholstered chairs, affording a
freedom and convenience not obtainable in the ordinary
s-leeping-cars. It is also used for dining purposes. At
night it is converted into a luxurious sleeping-car with six-

teen double berths. There is also a private stateroom,
with double parlor folding bed for those desiring exclu-
siveness. At one end of the car is a large observation and
smoking room, convertible into a private stateroom at
night, with double upper and lower berths. There are
also two large private toilet rooms, one for the exclusive
use of ladies and one for gentlemen. Each car is there-

fore complete in itself, with drawing room, dining room
and sleeping accommodations, each car having thre« com-
petent servants—porter, cook and waiter, Three meals
per day will be served at regular hours, prepared by flrst-

class cpokSj and the table supplied with the best tiie mar-
ket aifords, equaling any of our first-clans hotels. Our
train wiU. be special throughout the trip. The baggage
car win be attached to om" car for our especial use the en*

tire trip."

The members of the party are as follows; A, W. Gif-;

ford, Worcester; D, F. Eddy, Dorchester; L. Eddy, Dor-
chester; W. H. Hutchinson, Lynn; Mrs. W. H. Hutchin-
son, Lynn; K, M. Gilmore, Lexington; Willard Nye, Jr.,

New Bedford; Mrs. Jerome Marble, Worcester; Jerome
Marble, Worcester; Mr. Howland, Springfield; R. M.
Smith, Boston; Mrs. Hannah Streeter, Worcester; E.

Storey Smith, Brookline; Miss Annie B. Clark, Brookline;
Miss Marion Cutter, Brooldine; Miss Emma Cummings,
Brookline; Charles Bell, Springfield.

A Small Egg.

A Chicago contemporary this week uses a page of
brevier to report the doings of the six persons who made
the so-called "national convention" of sportsmen. It is

a good thing to foster infant industries, but in this case it

does look as though a great deal of incubative bosom had
been wasted on a rather small egg, and not very many of
it.

North Woods.
Mr. J. W. De Long and wife, of Brooklyn, N. Y.,

passed through here some days ago on their way to Trout
Lake, Wis., where they expected to put in some pleasant
time with the muscallonge and other birds. The promised
report of their doings not being forthcoming, it seems
likely that they are still lost in the North Woods.

Just IVIention It.

I just want to mention something. Owing to the press
of business and the many personal and social engage-
ments of this busy World's Fair time, when one wants
to see every friend he has in the city, the time for writing
has been very short. Still, the material for writing has
been so abundant that it is fairly as much a question of
chance as of judgment, what to write about for FoiiEST
AND Stream. This sets me thinking. When the Forest
AND Stream first startedjts Western office on its young
and uncertain legs, five yeara ago, its sole representative
had to get put and hustle to get the news. To-day this
same office has more than one chair in it, and is in a state
of vulgar and disgusting prosperity. Occasionally its

denizens go out and in a leisurely and dignified way
knock off a piece of news, but most of the news comes
straight to the ofiice, and they have to hustle to keep
away from it, because the authorities at New York refuse
to double the size of the paper and so give Chicago a
cliance. Each week the news notes go into certain portly
envelopes, and toward the end of the week these fairly
split their sides with bits of white paper which show
mighty well which way- tJie wind isj blowing. It's blow-
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ing toward Forest and Stream, and things are coming
on wheels. Toward the close of the week the denizens
of the Western office plunge their arms to the elbows in
these big envelopes and grab out good things easy.
The wind is blowing toward Forest and Stream in
every department. She sails, as Hon. Vii-gil says of Col.
^ueas, his boat, with a following wind. The scraps of
paper show it. E. Hough.
909 Sbcdbity BmtDiNG, Chicago.

Game Notes from North Dakota.
Cando, Towner County, N. D., Sept. 25.—The shooting

has been of the best here this season. Commencing early
it lasts a long time; and we who live here enjoy a season
of himting sm-passed in length by but few localities in
the United States. It is becoming one of the best of
prairie chicken counties. This year they had a fine season
all through, from nesting on, though the nesting season
was later than usual. Pinnated and sharptailed
grouse were about equal in numbers this year. Of ducks
we are having and have had shooting to satisfy any one.
Many varieties and nearly all the species of the duck
family are represented, excepting of course the strictly
sea ducks. All the sloughs had more or less water all

summer, and wherever there has been water one could
count on finding the ducks. Mallards, pintails, shovel-
lers, bluewing teal, gray duck and widgeon are the most
commonly shot. There have been a good many canvas-
backs and redheads this year, more than I have seen here
before. Some lesser scaup and ruddy and greenwing
teal are got, but not many.
In some of our best shooting here there would be but one

answer to the controversy relating to the most sports-
manlike way of shooting ducks started in Forest and
Stream recently, and that would be a wing shot, for it

is the only kind obtainable. In hunting our sloughs we
have to wade in and put them up out of the grass and
water, the water being from a few inches to waist deep,
and the grass breast high, and only a shot that kills gets
the birds. One can also have all the pot-shooting desired,
though, by following the course of the coulees and edges
of the open sloughs.
Geese are coming down from th.e north and will be at

their best from now on. The prospects are for a long
goose season, as they are coming down two weeks earKer
than usual, and there is plenty of feed and water here,
which are the two requisites to goose comfort and happi-
ness. The only drawback to their full enjoyment of
these will be the fooling decoys, a pit, man and his means
of destruction—the gun and ammunition. I shall be able
to give results later. Elmer T. Jtjdd.

A Western Game Country.
Chicago, 111., Sept. 29.—A friend of experience hands

me the following as being worthy of his indorsement in
view of his late journeyings in the country mentioned:
"The best place I have found this fall for shooting deer

and partridge, with a good chance for bear, is in northern
Wisconsin and Michigan, on the Ashland division of the
Chicago & Northwestern Eailway. Away up the line, as
far north as Watersmeet, deer are plenty—more so than
usual. All along the line there are runways where the
deer cross sometimes d\iring the day, but more often just
at night and early in the morning. There is excellent deer
hunting in the vicinity of Lake Vieux Desert. At Twin
Lakes, Long Lake and Sand Lake deer are plenty. Pioneer
Lake, which is in the immediate vicinity of Twin Lakes,
is a favorite home of the deer; in fact, witliin every direc-
tion within fom- or five miles of the club house, good deer
shooting can be had by those who know how to do it.

Watching inthe runway is my favorite method. It is tire-

some in the extreme, but if one really wants to shoot a
deer at close ronge let him go to a good runway (there are
lots of them), sit down a short distance from the traU,
where he can see in both directions, stay there all day,
and he is sure of a good shot. This is especially true if

there are other hunters in the woods, as it keeps the deer
moving.
"From Eagle River a trip should be made up the river

to the lakes, and there will be little doubt of getting a good
shot. Excellent hunting is to be had in the vicinity of
Three Lakes, and the same may be said of the line aU the
way to Aniwa. Deer and partridge are plenty at Pelican
Lake. At all of the points mentioned good guides and
boats can be obtained at reasonable rates. Excellent
hunting is to be had in the vicinity of Three Lakes, and
the same may be said, in general, of the entne territory
penetrated by the Northwestern line in northern Wiscon-
sin and the north peninsula of Michigan.
"The lake region is a veritable paradise for fishermen,

trout, bass, pike and muskallonge being taken in large
numbers." C, W. N.

Caribou.

Editor Forest and Stream:
A correspondent in a late paper gives Ins opinion that

caribou are not as plentiful in northern Maine as for-
merly. This opinion apparently is based mainly on the
fact that in a locality mentioned fewer are seen. To one
who has passed the hunting season in that region annu-
ally for many years the statement seems misleading.
Doubtless in the instance mentioned, the scarcity of
caribou may be accounted for by change of route of
travel because of persistent hunting. It is well known
that caribou are great roamers, coming around at regular
intervals on the same beat, having favorite resting places
wheje quite a halt is made. When such places become
well known and are easy of access the game is merci-
lessly slaughtered, so that the game shuns the place for
other stamping ground. The backwoods hunters easily
locate them anew, and the most experienced hunters
vindicate my opinion that caribou are increasing and
extending into sections where they were not formerly
found. In the best region, that of Aroostook county, as
I think, under favorable conditions, the hunter will
surely find the game plentiful, especially if he puts him-
self under the guidance of some backwoods hunter.
There are guides and guides.
In the article alluded to above, it is stated that caribou

ai'e shy and hard to get. This does not square with my
experience; on the conti-ary I consider them the easiest
to bag of ail big game. Given an equal number of car-
ibou and deer in a township, the average hunter in a
season wUl get three caribou to one deer. Pine Tree.

Reed Birds in Pennsylvania.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I read in your paper of last week with some pleasure a
letter from Fred Mather on the impropriety of killing bobo-
links or reed birds at any time during the year. It may
rejoice him to read, and perhaps astonish you at the same
time, that it is unlawful to kill this little bird at any period
of the year in Pennsylvania. Yet it is true, notwithstand-
ing all publications to the contrary, and the fact that
people shoot reed birds between Sept. 1 and Dec. 1 with-
out fear of arrest. I must say, however, that the protec-
tion (?) given was not intentional, but was the result of a
member of the Legislature two years ago trying to make
a law for something he knew nothing about. He wanted
to protect insectivorous birds, and offered an act which
was passed unanimously to that effect. Among the birds
wliich it is unlawful to kid "at any time of the year"
appears the name of the bobolink, and the protection of
this bird was made the more undeniable by the usual
formula at the end of the act that all laws and acts incon-
sistent or conflicting with the foregoing are hereby re-
pealed.

I wrote to the framer of this act, and he answered me
that any one but a fool would know that a bobolink and
a reed bird were entirely different birds; and so the act
stands on the books to-day unrepealed.

W. E, Meehan.

Adirondack Small Game.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I notice in your issues of 9th and 16th inst. report from
sportsmen on the game supply, and they are rather
gloomy, especially in the North and East.
Last winter was a very severe one for birds in the Adi-

rondacks. There were about four weeks of extremely
cold weather, with scarcely any snow, and what snow
there was, was covered witli a hard crust. This was hard
on the partridge, for those are the only game birds we
have in this section. However, as many as a dozen dif-
ferent farmers report the starting of one and two coveys
of partridges while cutting hay near the woods, and I
know where there are five broods myself.

_
I have not visited their haunts yet, for it is not my

time. My time is after the frosts come and the leaves are
nearly off, when the birds are scattered and are foimd
more evenly distributed. Now they are in coveys and
will be till the falling leaves make them wild.

If any sportsman wants to come and stay with me a
week, come board free, but don't come till October. I
will not guarantee birds as thick as quail in the South,
but I never at that time of year had any trouble finding
enough, but being a poor shot, could not get them. Deer
are quite plenty. Adirondack.

"That Reminds Me,"

A Reminiscence of William.
He was tall and lanky, with a longish beard and mua-

tachios, a drooping nose and a hanging under hp, a high
and narrow forehead surmounted with a stock of hay-
colored hair. Altogether his tout ensemble reminded one
forcibly of the picture of a satyr; but the kindly light of
the blue eyes, and certain little puckers of humor about
the capacious mouth, proclaimed the hidden existence of
a genial soul.

The blue dungaree pantaloons were generally rolled
part way up the cowhide long boots. Certain threadbare
patches on the shoulders of the weatherbeaten brownish-
gray coat gave evidence of the chafing of gun and axe-
handle, and the darkish greasy stains on the wide gray
felt hat showed just where the big hand, thrust into the
hat, had snatched the hot fiying-pan or coffee pot from
off the blazing camp-fire.

I had been sleeping late one September morning in his
shack. I was tired, for I had been, the day before,
clambering about some tough parts of the mountain,
shooting dusky grouse. I was still in bed, but awoke
when he stumbled through the half open door, capsizing
the water pad and nearly killing the cat with one full
swipe of his weU grown feet. Snatching the old muzzle-
loading musket from the corner, he roared out "Bear!"
and vanished.
Hours passed and the sun was low when WiUiam

returned, tired and hungry, and without bear meat. He
had followed bruin, so he said, from thicket to thicket,
and through swamps and over hills, sometimes catching
a ghmpse of black fur, but never getting a show to shoot,
till at last he lost him in a rocky gorge and was forced by
the approach of night to give up and retm-n empty
handed.

I sympathized feeUngly as he sorrowfully stood the
old gun in the corner. Happening to pick it up I saw
that the lock was missing, "Why how is this; you have
no lock to the gun?" Glancing up at the shelf I saw that
the lock was there, wrapped in an oiled rag, where Wil-
liam himself had placed it the night before after cleaning
the gun. "HeUo, William, you forgot to put your lock
on before starting!" I shouted. The blue eyes opened
wide in a perplexed stare and the under lip dropped a bit
further down. Then the little puckers deepened as the
eyes closed somewhat, "What the blank's the odds?" he
drawled, "the bear didn't know that," Mazama,
VANCoimiR Island, Sept. 20.

One-Armed Wing Shooting'.

Cortland, N. Y., Sept. 30.—Through the kindly offices
of Dr. M. B. Ingalls, of this village, I have discovered a
one-armed grouse shooter, Preston by name, who is evi-
dently a wonder. Preston's right arm is off above the
elbow, and he is said to practice wing shooting exclusively.
He lives at Hart's Gulch, a somewhat famous locality,
seven or eight miles northeast of Cortland. Dr, Ingalls,
who is a close reader of Forest and Stream, and there-
fore a very truthful man, tells me that Preston was out a
short while the other afternoon and bagged five grouse.
He claims that some good grouse shooting may be had
thereabouts this fall.

But you should hear the Doctor, with a modesty that is

refreshing, tell of an afternoon he spent in company with
Preston a season or two since after the wily grouse; of the
half-dozen birds they bagged ; of the neat double scored
by the one-armed shooter; of the wild bit of scenery their
vision feasted on, and then, finally, of the baked potatoes,
hot biscuits and new honey they absorbed when the tramp
was at an end. It's a tale that makes a fellow wonder
who wouldn't be a sportsman, anyway? M, C. H.

Rabbits and Ferrets in New York.
Cortland, N. Y.—Does the law still forbid hunting

rabbits with ferrets? A party at the late county fair here,
who exhibited these pink-eyed rodents, in reply to my
query as to how he managed to find a sale for them, said
"Oh, that's easy enough; I've sold eight ah-eady, the law
has been changed so that rabbits can be hunted vnth
ferrets, providing the rabbits are not netted." Is this
true? If it is, the rabbit is doomed to speedy extinction in
central New liork. Give the game hog an unrestricted
privilege to lug a ferret around in his pocket, and you
practically license him to take bunnie by any method he
may devise. M. C, H.

[The law does not forbid the use of ferrets.]

1^^ dtjd

visitors to our Exhibit in the Anglingr Pavilion at
tine World's Fair should not fail to examine the
stock of " Forest and Streann " books which will

be shown by the attendant.

ANGLING NOTES.

The Saginaw Crowd.
Mr. W. B. Mershon writes that his party—the well-

known Saginaw Crowd—will leave for their Western trip
the first week in October, going as usual in their own
himting car. We hope to publish next week the first

chapter of the story of the Crowd's 1892 excursion, with
illustrations from photographs. It will be good reading.
Of the prospects for having sport Mr. Mershon writes:
"I think we are going to have some quad shooting around
here and get reports of a good many coveys that have
been seen recently. Also good news from our old ground
at Dakota. I hear of three making a bag of sharp-tailed
grouse on opening day."

The Central Route to Chicago.
Now that the travel to the World's Fair is beginning to assume large

proportions, the wisdom of the New York Central management in pro-
viding for it, so far in advance, is becoming apparent.
The new equipment, comprising elegant Wagner palace sleeping,

drawing-room, buffet and dining cars, handsome new coaches and
powerful engines, has proven ample to handle the increased business
without any discomfort or delay. The great 20-hour flyer, the Empire
State Express, and the other limited trains of the Central are the won-
der and admiration of the world of travel.
Red&ced rat« excursion tickets to Chicago and return are on sale at

all offices.

—

Adv.

$18.00 Excursions to Columbian Exhibition.
Pennsylvania Railroad.

Monday, October 2, and Friday, October G. Tourist Agent on
train. Special coaches for ladies and families. Allegheny Hountains
by daylight Only one night on train. Leave New York 9:00 A. M.
arrive in Chicago following noon,

—

Adv.

N. H. Fish Commission at Sunapee.
The Fish and Game Commissioners of New Hampshire,

Judge Shurtleff , of Lancaster; Col. Wentworth, of Hudson
Centa-e, and Mr. Griffen, of Henniker, have made ejc-
tensive additions to the State plant at Soo-Nipi Pai-k.
The lease made by Dr. Quackenbos to the State having
expired on Sept. 32, it became necessary for the board to
renew, in order to continue fishery operations on Pike
Brook. This the Commission has done, greatly to the
advantage of the State, as well as of the property owners
and lessees in the Pai"k. The lease has been renewed for
ten years, with privilege of renewal for a third term; but
Dr. Quackenbos has relinquished his claim to the annual
rental for the ensuing term, therefore virtually present-
ing the State of New Hampshire with |500 for permanent
improvements on the leased property. This sum doubles
the amount appropriated by the last Legislature, and haa
enabled the Commissioners to erect and equip in Soo-Nipi
Park the finest hatchery building in the State, having a
capacity for nearly one and a half million trout and
salmon eggs,
Mr. Alonzo J, Cheney of Wilmot, and Wm.W, Hubbell

of Newport, both well known Sunapee guides, have been
engaged to conduct the work of securing stock fish from
the lake. Their faithful and experienced service has been
unprecedentedly succe,ssful. Akeady some hundred large
brook trout, mostly females, weighing from 21bs. to 5Albs,
each, are ripening in huge tanks in Pike Brook on which
the hatchery is situated; and near them are corraled
about twenty-five landlocked salmon fi'om 6 to 141bs. in
weight. Thus 1.50,000 brook trout eggs are insured by one
week's earnest attention to duty on the part of Cheney and
Hubbell, who have been directed a portion of the time by
Judge Shmtleff in person, and assisted by Mr. jDaniela,
who has charge of the Winnepiseogee hatchery at Laconia.
Furthermore, the two Pike brooks which enter the lake
through Soo-Nipi Park, and whose wealth of young sal-
mon and trout has for two years been shamefully aban-
doned to vagrant fishermen, have been closed by the new
commissioners, and the fish property in these streams,
which cost hundreds of dollars annually to stock, is once
more under the protection of the law. AH this has been
accomplished despite malicious predictions of failure
through the incompetence of men thoroughly conversant
with the work as the retired officials, and in the face of a
petty opposition which sought to cripple the important
operations at this queen lake of our American Switzer-
land, No efforts will now be spared to develop to the
utmost the resources of Lake Sunapee.

Natural Flies for Salmon.
There is scarcely a salmon fiy known that is an exact

imitation of a natural insect, and by exact I mean in a
quaUfied sense, for the best imitations are not exact,
aMiough they are exact enough to deceive the fish. The
standard salmon fly is a conventional insect, and for
all practical purposes it does not seem to have been neces-
sary to fashion it after any Uving insect with a name of
its own. Much has been written about why salmon take
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a fly, and it is not necessary to touch upon the contro-
versy here, but a well-known writer in a foreign ex-
change has something to say ui^on the subject, which, I

think, will be read with interest over here. This writer,
"Silver Gray," says: ''Failing every combination of fur,
feather and tinsel, I have often found the quiet natural
fly most effective, and therefore I think we may take it

that the various species at their seasons should not be
neglected. * * * As an instance of this, I know one
stream in Ireland, and another in Scotland, in whicli,
though often tried, Jock-Scott has never done the
trick yet. By all means let us stick to the local lures, but
at the same time, as a saving change, the natural flies of
the water should not be altogether forgotten. The history
of salmon fly-fishing from its origin, if any one could put
it together, would be a most curious study. I quite agree
with 'Alces' that salmon have been gradually educated,
and no doubt in the Irish and Scotch rivers fish will ere
long leave the quiet mallard wing for the Jock-Scott,
thence go on to the Wilkinson, and finally grab at min-
nows, prawn, worms and other abominations, in prefer-
ence to fly. There can be no doubt that where bait is

habitually used,, fish are forsaking fly." The writer quoted
concludes his article by saying certain questions naturally
arise and asks for information on these points; What
are salmon flies, or rather what are they supposed to
represent, and what do the fish take them for? Who first
invented salmon flies, and upon what theories and obser-
vations dia he base his invention?

Fishing Scores.

A sufficient number of fish scores get into print during
the course of a fishing season, and naturaUy I mean ex-
ceptional scores, big scores, or scores allied to them, to
cause the thinking reader to wonder what becomes of the
fish that constitute the bag in the scores recorded; and it

is not at aU probable that more than a smaU fraction of
the fish caught by angling during a season ever find their
way into print, so the wonder would increase, doubtless,
if the knowledge on this subject was greater. I made a
memorandum of notable catches of black bass—notable
for the number taken with hook and line, on one river
one season, and put down only such catches as were re-
corded in the public prints, and the same total of the bass
was rather appalling, considering the number of men en-
gaged, coupled with the thought that they were an insig-
nificent minority of the men who were fishing just as
earnestly, perhaps, to beat the record of the number of
ba,ss taken in a given time. What brought the matter to
mind just at this time was an extract from a Paris paper
as follows: "The only Frenchmen who do not go in for
shooting are the disciples of Izaak Walton, most of them
shop-keepers, who throughout the summer, in rain or sun-
shine, line the banks of the Seine, not only above and be-
low Paris, but even the embankments within the city limits,
who are perfectly content if a day of twelve hours fishing
enables them to return home with three or four min-
nows the size of a sardine." There is not an angler in
the United States of America that would be perfectly
content with that sort of fishing. We have such a wealth
of game and food fishes in our waters that we scorn the
commoner sorts, and kfll and throw away as worthless
sunfish, chubs and other of the lesser fishes that in France
would be looked upon as a prize. The fishing for big
scores will not ruin the fishing in this comitry in our day,
and bring it to the condition that obtains in France, for
the country is yet young, and the watei-s too vast, ac-
cording to the quoted paragraph; but it is just such
fishing, and the consequent Avaste of good fish that will
help materially to bring such a condition of things about
if persisted in merely to gratify this vanity of a moment.
With one exception, and that in Maine, far beyond the
Rangeley Lakes, I have not known hotel keepers or
guides in this country to be solicitous about the number
of fish killed by sportsmen who patrobize them. On the
contrary they, as a rule, encourage the big scores that
must tend to decimate the water for nothing in par-
ticular. A. N. Cheney.

IN CAMP AT DRAG LAKE.
The writer has just returned to work after ten days' ex-

perience as a ' 'campster. " (This term is probably not quite
as familiar as "rodster," etc., but to my mind it is quite as
euphonious as the latter.) Canadians do not seem to take
as much interest as Americans in relating their experi-
ences in Forest and Stream, and I would like to see an
improvement in this respect. Of course to newspaper men
the work of writing articles for publication does not offer
any recreation, but I feel that the opportunity of contiibut-
ing to the best and purest sportsman's jom-nal in America
has too long been neglected by many on this side of the
line. Of course Forest and Stream has a few valued
contributors in Canada, but the number should be largely
increased.
A party of us, ladies as well as gentlemen, for our wives

enjoy an outing quite as well as we do, left Markham, a
station on the Midland division of the Grand Trunk, on
Monday morning, Aug. 7, for Drag Lake in the Halibur-
ton district. At Lindsay, a live town of about 7,000 in-
habitants, we had to change cars, and the time-table
allowing us about three hours we had ample time for din-
ner and to view the town. A small steamer plies between
Lindsay, Stm-geon Point and Bobcaygeon, but this was
not our route on this occasion. About 2 o'clock we took
the train again for Haliburton, the terminus of this par-
ticular division of the Grand Trunk, where we arrived
fifteen minutes ahead of time. At the station we were
met by the parties from whom we had previously engaged
boats, but, as if there could be "no joy without alloy," we
found the vehicle that had been provided was not large
enough to take all our luggage at one load. One of the
party termed it a "baby carriage." However, by making
two trips we finally succeeded in getting om- traps to "the
dani," the members of the pai-ty walking the distance,
which, by the way, is two miles or better.
Before we got one of the tents up the dew and night

hadfaUen; and such dew! The grass was as though a
heavy shower had fallen recently. By-and-by we got the
beds arranged, and to the loon's lonesome iay we slept
the sleep of the "campster." (This is the last time I shall
use this term.) We were early astir the following morn-
ing, for we had not reached our permanent camp ground.
This was simply Lazy Creek, and up it and through two
small lakes we wei'e to find Drag Lake, where there was
said to be "any amotmt of salmon trout" waiting for us.
After breakfast boats were loaded and we proceeded on

our journey. About 10 o'clock we found the entrance to

Drag Lake, but came very near getting into Spruce Lake
instead. The narrows leading to Drag Lake sometimes
become blocked with cedar logs, roots, etc

,
making it

appear as though there was no way open in that direction,
and so we found it on this occasion.
We had been told by a Mr. Neely (one of the parties

from whom boats had been secured) to look up old "LTncle
Billy" and he would direct us to a suitable camp ground.
After scanning the shores of the lake for some time we
finally found IJncle Billy's camp, but the old gentleman
himself was out looking after his lines. However, having
found the camp, we knew we would not be long in find-
ing the owner, and after a time we saw him some distance
off in his boat. We rowed up to the old gentleman, stated
our errand, and were rewai-ded by the information that on
top of the hiU, not far from his own camp, we wotdd fin d
as good a place for a camp as there was on the lake.
True, the task of lugging everything up the MU did not at
first meet with very great acceptance, but when up we
were high and dry, with two good springs a short distance
away on either side of us, and raspberries galore at our
very tent doors. I have read with delight of the King-
fishers' "rozberries," but I doubt if their enjoyment of
the berries picked by the neighbors' boys and purchased
at so much a quart, equalled ours when pai-taking of the
berries plucked by our own hands. We had raspberries
two and three times a day—without milk, it is true, for
there were no neighbors from whom to purchase the lac-
teal fiuid; for a change black thimble berries, and occa-
sionally huckleberries, which we gathered at another
point further down the lake.
Mr. S. H. Greene, in a recent number of Forest and

Stream, briefly refers to his experience in the raspberry
pi-eserving line while in camp—or rather to Mrs. Greene's
experience in that line, and his own experience when
the supply of wood ran out. Our wives did not possess
the sugar and the other facilities necessary for the

UNCLE BILLY AT HOME.

work—^and it was too far to go for them—else we would
have had a similar woeful experience. We are lost in
serious contemplation of the result should the ladies un-
dertake to turn all our camping expeditions into rasp-
berry preserving aflaus. We have heard of the "fish for
count" fellows, are we to have raspberry preserving for
count, too? Men, followers of the lamented Izaak, and
fellow sportsmen, lend me your ears! ShaU we submit to
the innovation?
But to our text. The remainder of the first day was

spent in putting up tents—two sleeping tents and a dining
room—and in putting things in proper shape. The dining
room was simply a cotton roof mounted on poles and tied
at the four corners, the sides and ends of the structure
being open to admit the breeze, and it was by all odds the
most comfortable place to sit in. An old door picked up
on the journey made an excellent table when momited on
four stakes driven into the ground. For our beds we
gathered branches of hazel, raspberry bushes and ferns.
The latter were to be foimd in abundance, but the axoma
from them soon became sickening, and so we threw them
out, and replaced them with long grass or hay that had
been cut and allowed to dry for a day or two.
Uncle BiUy did not give us much encouragement in

regard to the fishing. He said that the salmon trout
generally quit biting about this time of the year and that
for about six weeks business would be dull at the old
stand. Earlier in the season would have been better for
fishing, but then the flies would have been very bad. He
related the experience of a Mr. Edwards, of Toronto, who
had endeavored to live there in fly time. That gentleman
had at first endeavored to live with, or near by, Uncle
Bflly, but the flies had proved too much for him. Then
he moved to the hill upon which we were now located
and again he was routed, horse, foot and artillery, leav-
ing the field to the enemy and LTncle Billy. He must
have retired in great disorder, for we found some of his
despatches lying on the ground, and he had not even
taken time to draw all his tent pins. Uncle Billy had
stood his ground and now the flies were nearly all gone.
By the way, old residents do stand the onslaughts of the
little fiends better than new-comers. We got along first

rate in this respect, however.
Having referred to Uncle Billy a number of times

already, it will, perhaps, be in order to give some particu-
lars concerning him. "Uncle Billy" is the only name we
know him by. Every spring as soon as the fishing opens
he wends his way to Drag Lake, puts up his tent and sets
his lines. Between bites he cultivates a little garden
patch, growing potatoes, onions, lettuce and other vege-
tables for his own use while in camp. He is a bachelor,
possessed of some property, talks like a Cornish man, and
evidently loves the life he is leading. We received some
interesting certificates of character concerning Uncle
Billy, "He is a decent, honest old fellow," said one. "He
would not do you an injury or tell you a lie for anything,"
said another; and again, "If there is a man on the earth
without guile it is old Uncle BiUy." Is it any wonder
tliat we wanted to get a photograph of him and his tent?
I submit the result of our efforts to you foryour approval.
The dark shade on the tent is where Uncle Billy had put

on some oil to make it waterproof, for some reason
not finishing the work. The night before our arrival
a wolf chased a deer within a short distance
of this tent, as the humble occupant informed us, and the
second night after our arrivalwe distinctly heard a family
of bears that had come to wallow in a beaver pond not
more than two or three hundred yards in rear of our
tents. The shades of night had just fallen and we were
talking over the events of the day preparatory to retiring,
when the stillness was broken by the half squealing, half
barking noise of two cubs. The hunters of the party knew
at once what it was. The bears had smelt us and could
now be heard taking their departure on the double quick.
Pursuit in the darkness was nut of the question, but on
the impulse of the moment sheUs were sUpped into the
rifles.

We told Uncle Billy of the occurrence, and the reader
wiU try and imagine the old man striking an attitude sim-
flar to that shown in the photograph, as he remarked,
"Mebbe they will pay my camp a visit some of these
nights. " He is an exceUent shot with a rifle, having taken
prizes at rifle matches held in the neighborhood for years.
Some of our party were sitting in a boat with him one
day, when he raised his rifle and sent a ball through the
head of a loon sitting on the water. There was consider-
able ripple on at the time, too.

But this is quite lengthy enough for the first communi-
cation. If acceptable, you vvill hear from me again con-
cerning our experiences on Drag Lake. In the meantime
just insert this with Uncle Billy's photograph.

W. L. Smith.
Shelbhrot;, Ont., Aug. 39.

THE WAYS OF THE SALMON.
Editor Forest and Stream:
In your issue of Aug. 26, "Podgers" requests a state-

ment of my reasons for believing that salmon feed while
in fresh water. Heretofore, he and I have always agreed
pretty well on most questions except, possibly, on the
question of comparative merit, from the sportsman's
standpoint, where California and Oregon were involved.
And I beheve that, if I can make myself plain, we are not
so very far apart now on the question of whether or not
salmon feed while in fresh water. This question has,
for some yeai-s, been of one interest to me; and I have
given it such attention and consideration as my limited
opportunities offered. As I anticipated, "Podgers's" ex-
perience and observations are of great value in arriving
at a correct determination of this matter. Stone, Jordan,
Bean, Gilbert and other eminent students of this subject
have entertained views similai- to those expressed by Mr.
Podgers, and some of these gentlemen have, on several
occasions, paid my opinions the compliment of replying
to them through the colunms of FOREST AND Stream; but
I do not wish to be undei-stood as contending with any of
these gentlemen. What I have said or may say on the
subject is intended as suggestive rather than assertive.

I have never claimed that salmon go into fresh water
to feed.

Neither do I claim that salmon lose much time seeking
food, for, as we all know, their mission in fresh waters is

simply to spawn. But the fact that they are on, to them,
an important mission should not necessarily be taken as
conclusive evidence that they do not heed the calls of
nature, and appropriate such articles of food as may be
taken without the expenditure of too much energy and
time and which, as I take it, they must needs have to
support them and enable them to fulfiU their missions and
comply with nature's decree. When Columbus sailed the
blue seas for weaiy months in the performance of his
mission, he did not go to eat, but, doubtle.ss, he did eat to
go. The same may be said of every living creature that
undertakes a mission that requii-es the expenditure of
physical strength and energy. The motive power must
not be neglected, and food is the fuel of physical action.
But tlie most eminent ichthyologists of the world have
declared that the salmon eat nothing while running.
Even the U. S. Commission of Fish and Fisheries,
supplied with all the essential facilities for the proper
study of the subject, has decided that the salmon do not
feed at aU while in fresh waters. AU the knowledge I
have of the subject has been acquired incidentally about
the Columbia and its tributaries, and from taking notes
of the observations and experiences of others far more
learned in the subject than myself; and at most it is to a
great degree speculative.
Livingston Stone has, by very careful estimates deter-

mined that the salmon travel at the rate of about two
miles a day in the Sacramento, and about three miles a
day in the Columbia. However, he says: "Those that
enter the Columbia in the spring and ascend to the moun-
tain rivers of Idaho, must make an average of nearly
four miles per day." It is a well known fact that the
salmon ascend the Columbia and its tributaries more than
800 miles; as the river runs, more than 1000. Two-
hundred days on full time, against the rapids and
currents without a mouthful to eat, must be rather try-
ing on even a king salmon even though well supplied
with fuel when he leaves the ocean. No allowance
is made for the return trip, and doubtless, many do
return.

It has been demonstrated by the learned gentlemen
above mentioned, that little solid food is ever found in
the salmon's stomach whfle in fresh waters. But I
believe that "Podgei-s" will concur in my objection to the
assertion that none is ever found. "Podgers's" experience
on the Sacramento, the Navarro and the McCloud, goes
to show that food is sometimes found in their stomachs.
The instances referred to by myself in this periodical a
few weeks ago, also have a bearing on the subject. The
further fact that thousands have been taken with bait and
spoon at WiUamette Falls, in the Clackamas River and at
the Cascades of the Columbia, is worthy of some consider-
ation; and while one swallow does not make spring, a
few swallows may indicate the inclinations of a salmon to
eat. There is little doubt that the great majority of those
we take with hook and line are males; and at one time I
believed that this fact warranted the belief that they
were prompted to attack by the combative proclivity,
observable in nearly or quite every species of game,
whether fish, flesh or fowl, during the rutting or running
season. On this proposition however, I am not now
clear. For why is it that the man that uses bait will,

ordinarily, catch foiu- or five times as many salmon as the
angler that uses spoon and fly. My friend J. P. Mead is a
very expert salmon fisherman and I, myself, am a little

bit egotistical on the subject. Ctoe day last Jime at
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Willamette Falls, while Mead and I took eight salmon
with spoon a kid between us caught fourteen with salmon-
roe. It occurred to us that the salmon was seeking

substantial food, which they were able to discover by the

sense of taste or smeU. Trout have been found in the

salmon's stomach more than 500 miles up the Columbia.
Not many, it is true, but some.
More than a year ago, July 7 1893, in Forest and

Stream, I advanced the theory, which possibly has been
previously entertained by others, that the salmon may
feed while ia fresh waters, upon food as nutritious and
strengthening, although not of so substantial an appear-

ance as that of their fattening yards in the ocean; and the

fact that the calls of nature demand food for all active

Life, should warrant us in claiming the benefit of any
doubts. I suggested that the first run of salmon under-
take their pilgrimages at a season of the year when they
are likely to find a good supply of larvae and other soft or

gelatinous substances that wovdd be very nutritious with-
out leaving any excrementitious substance; and that

those that followed would have the advantage of the

spawn of their predecessors. Doctor .Jordan, whose
opinions we are all boimd to respect, kindly replying to

these suggestions in Forest Aisrc Stream of Aug. 4 1892,

said: "It may, however, be true that this early run of

salmon feeds upon insect larvae and other soft, nutritious

substances, which leave little or no trace in the stomach,
and I quite agree that much is yet to be learned of the

habits of the salmon in. fresh water."
Charles Hallock, (whose opinions are respected by all

sportsmen) in Forest and Stream of July 21, 1892, said:

"For myself I have always maintained, and do insist,

that the food of the salmon in rivers and estuaries is

mainly of a pulpy nature, and therefore is digested with
such rapidi^ that it leaves small trace, if any, in the

stomach."
Another suggestion might be worthy of some considera-

tion: We know that the digestive apparatus of the

salmon is very strong and active. The distinction

between the class of fishes and that of batrachians is very
slight indeed. The batrachians belong to the reptiles,

and we know that some reptiles seek seclusion and
become, in a sense, dormant when gorged. I beHeve that

when the salmon is gorged he seeks seclusion in the deep
holes and fissures in the bottom of the river, there to wait
the action of his rapidly operating digestive apparatus.

Should this be true, none of the thousands of seine-

fishermen that fish for a living with their shallow, float-

ing seines, would ever discover him in his retreat, and
woxild never know whether the salmon took food in fresh

waters or not.
As I have said, I do not insist on any of my theories or

speculations regarding this interesting subject; but when
Doctor Jordan says that much is yet to be learned of the

habits of the salmon in fresh water; and when my friend

"Podgers" says that it is about as much of a muddle as

that of whether rattlers do or do not spit, I cannot help
feehng that even the most humble is warranted in offer-

ing a suggestion now and then for considei-ation at the

hands of the more learned. S. H. Greene.
PoETiAND, Oregon, Sept. 2.

CONNECTICUT BASS WATERS.
Providence, E. I., Sept. 6.—Just returned from a short

trip to western Massachusetts and Connecticut, and a
few notes regarding the fishing in that section may not
come amiss.
The waters in all the lakes and streams throughout this

country were very low. In many of the places the old

story of "fished out" was heard, especially in and about
Great Barrington, Mass. (Lake Buel, Mansfield Pond, etc.

,

although good pickereland bass catches are reported from
Long Pond.)
In the Housatonio Eiver, in the rapids just below the

Canaan Falls, Falls Village, Conn. , there used to be good
bass fishing, and one cloudy moriiing, well equipped with
a sujjply of "yellow beUy" hoppers, a few small green
frogs and helgramites (salamanders they caU them in this

section), I started out to fish the rapids for bass. Nary a
rise or strike could be had -with the frogs or helgramites
and so the hoppers were tried. Near the boulders and
rocks in the stream there are many promising pools,

and it was not long before a good strike was obtained.
"A small bass" was the mental comment, for the fish

fought well if feebly, but upon bringing it in it was
found to be not bass, but an Sin. carp. The river was
fished that day with grasshopppers and the result was
a good catch of carp, but no bass. Reports from the
local fishermen of this place say that very few bass are
now caught in the river, but that large numbers of these

carp are obtained. The river is pretty weU fished by tlie

small boy, who keeps everything he catches, small or big,

and the result is that the bass are practically gone. How
these carp got here is a mystery, although they probably
came down the river from Great Barrington. Many
years ago when I was a small boy I was fishing in a deep
hole near the road bridge in the southern part of Bar-
rington, Worms were the bait and bullheads the ex-
pected prizes, but a strong fish took the bait, and after

some little excitement (for a youngster) a good-sized fish

was pulled in. A good catch was made at that time,
and the fishermen of Barrington pronounced them to be
carp. How they came in the river at that time was ex-
plained by the fact that Mr. Harry Leavitt, who owned
a large mansion near this part of the river, had a private
pond which he had stocked with the fish. The pond was
not much fished, and that spring there was quite an
overflow of the waters which resulted in the breaking
away of the private pond into the waters of the Housa-
tonio River. It is thought (and probably correctly) that
the carp got to the river and have bred there since.

At any rate there are plenty of them in the river now.
At Twin Lakes the bass and pickerel fishing is better

than has been for some time. Good catches have been
made, and the excellent laws (which are very well kept)
have probably helped to bring back the good old-time
fishing that used to be enjoyed in these beautiful bodies
of water. By the way, ili-. Henry Bishop has purchased
the large island in the larger lake, and has now erected
a regidar "camp" thereon, and he and his sportsmen
friends enjoy each summer a joUy outing here. Mr.
Bishop is an enthusiastic sportsman in the true sense of

the word.
LakeviUe, Conn., has a beautiful sheet of water. Lake

Wononscopomic, which in times past has yielded good
catches of bass. It has been frequently stocked, but

from some cause the catches have been growing less each
year. Some claim that it is not a good breeding pond.
Possibly, but there are other reasons. Spearing for
suckers in the spring "accidently" rids the lake of many
good-sized bass and pickerel, in spite of the watchfulness
of the local sportsmen, and many of the fishermen keep
their catches even to fingerling bass. When we reached
this town we were told that there was no fishing there
at aU. We trolled the lake twice without a strike, but a
few days after took our rods, with grasshoppers and
worms for bait, and rowed out to an old familiar ledge
just outside of the weeds to try our luck.
Grasshoppers were not touched, excepting by some

lai'ge yellow perch, and worms were tried for "pumpkin
seeds" and whatever we might get. (Yes, we had to
come to that, brethren, but who wouldn't, after sitting
for a long time catching nothing but perch, with our
hopes blasted by the reports of the "locals," and a catch
of two or three "pumpkin seeds" at one time when they
are biting lively Is some degree of sport when nothing
else promised better.) Well, we fished with worms, and
we hadn't fished more than five minutes when "whirr"
went the reel and down went the little 8oz. rod in
response to the strike of a good 3f-pound bass. Yes, a
genuine "good 'im," and we were so surprised we almost
forgot to keep him taut. But we landed him and several
more after. But the idea of a nice strong healthy bass
taking a worm lying on the bottom Like a bullhead, that
is beyond us. They didn't use to. Probably they have
been fed with shiners and 'hoppers and dobsons until
they wish a change.
We caught several that morning, but the greater major-

ity were too small to keep and were carefully put back.
In the afternoon we tried other spots in the lake, catching
one fairly good one and a dozen smaU fellows, which were
put back for next year.
There are plenty of bass in these lakes, and if they could

only be allowed to grow would make the old-time sport.

But you know if a small boy succeeds in hooking a bass, be
it large or small, he is the envy of every other small boy,
and the result is every small boy who fishes the lake will
keep his bass for show. I have seen large strings of perch
and ' 'pumpkin seeds" taken from this lake, and pretty
well sprinkled in were young bass. Give them a show,
boys, and you will be better pleased.
Long Pond, some distance from the above lake, has

always yielded good bass.

This pond brings to mind my first fly-rod. Many years
ago some of my old friends used to camp on the shores of
this lake every year. The rods used (poles, rather) were
stout cane, having a strong Line tied to the end. Live
bait was used, both minnows and helgramites. A bass
hooked was swimg back and forth, and if the hook did
not tear out or the tackle give way, was landed with no
"play" ceremony.
When a fifteen-year-old youngster, I had purchased a

light lOoz. bass fly-rod of our friend Chubb, and that sum-
mer when I arrived in Falls Vfllage I was invited to spend
a day or two in the camp at Long Pond. Now, being a
boy I had never had much practical fishing with such
tackle, and the only knowledge I had of the scientific

"play" of the black bass was gleaned from the yarns of
the Providence fishermen and the poetical rules and regu-
lations as laid down in many of the fishing books.
Early one morning I arrived at the camp just in time

to be taken aboard a flat-bottom fishing boat with two old
friends with their "poles." On the way to the pond I had
caught a good supply of grasshoppers. We reached the
spot where good catches had been made the day before,
and the two old-timers began operations with minnows
first. The "boy" carefully put together the httle fly-rod
and was hooking a gi-asshopper, when the fisherman in
the stern, hearing the sound of a click-reel, looked around
and said, "Why, what in thunder do you expect to land
with that thing?" meaning the rod. We will confess that
the "boy" had some misgivings himself after seeing the
others land their fish, and when at length a strike was
had and the reel began its music and the little rod seemed
to quiver with the excitement of the holder, the "boy"
actually wished he had a cod line and a good stout "pole"
to land his first bass with. A confused ma.ss of rules
came up before his mind: "Don't give him slack," "dip
the tip when he breaks," etc. , added to which the excited
remarks of the audience tended to "rattle" the holder
of the httle rod. "Why don't you yank him in and not
let him get away? " was one I shall never forget. But we
became calm and played the bass, and landed him too.

We fished all that day, and at night when we reached
the tents, the "boy" had a bigger string than the others,

and the excitement of that day, the playing of the bass,

and the pleasure of showing to two old fishermen that
even a city boy with "fancy tackle" could bag his game,
only impressed the hours more deeply than aU others we
have seen, and even now when there are times when we
cannot go fishing, we like to five over that day and
silently laugh at the many expressions of siirprise we saw
on the faces of om- old friends. It may seem like boast-
ing, the above, but I presume you have aU "been there,"
and if I didn't tell about it, who would, not the scoffers

at the light tackle surely!

But pardon the hberty we have taken. Our "notes"
have lengthened out into a yarn. Tode.

The Chicago Fly-Casting.

Our esteemed Western contemporary, in its report of
the Chicago Fly-Casting Club's tournament, mentions that
"a thirty to forty-mile gale blew during most of Thurs-
day, in consequence of which good work was impossible."

One can readily imagine that such a wind would toy most
persistently with a fly, and make casting whoUy impossi-
ble. The fly-casting on Thui-sday was done in the fore-

noon. My estimate of the wind was that it was quite
stiff, but far from being a gale. To place the matter on
an authoritative basis, I called at the U. S. Weather
Bureau, World's Fair Groimds, and there learned that the
wind in the forenoon of Sept, 21 did not exceed sixteen
miles an hour, and a large part of the forenoon it was less.

In the grounds it would be stiU less, as the buildings
would be obstructive to it. In the afternoon about 6

o'clock a velocity of twenty-four miles was registered.

The gale of that night which created so much alarm had
a velocity of forty-eight miles, except for one minute,
when it plunged at sixty miles. The circimastance is of

no special importance, save that it is noisleading to publish
that the contest took place under conditions which would
render the casting of a fly an utter impossibUity and bring
ridicule on the contestants. B. Waters.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
[JVoHi a Staff Correspondent.]

Good Bass Grounds.
Chicago, 111., Sept. 20.—Mr. Samuel J. Ryan, of the

Appleton Evening Crescent, Appleton, Wis., writes me
the following letter, which I know wiU be of interest.

He says:
"I have not noticed in' the Forest and Stream of^late

years any reference to the fishing in the Wolf River.
The bass fishing from above Shiocton to Poygan Lake on
this river is worth your attention. The September fishing
is particularly good, 4 to 6lbs. small-mouth bass being
frequently taken, and they seem as lively as those in our
swift-running Fox River,"
Later I met Mr. Ryan here in Chicago at the Fair, and

have his consent to pubhsh the following more specific

description of that country, which he has prepared for
Forest and Stream. In this he writes as follows:
"The Wolf River in Wisconsin rises away up in Eagle

River country, running in a southerly course to Lake
Winnebago. The latter body of water emptying through
the rushing, roaring Fox River, by chutes and rapids, into
Green Bay, finding its way to the ocean by the Great Lakes
and St. Lawrence.

' 'The Wolf is best known as a logging river. During
the past thirty-five years mflhons of pine logs have been
floated down the stream to the great saw mills that once
existed at Oshkosh. As the bulk of the pine has been
cut, WoLf log driving has almost ceased of recent years,
and the fish now have a chance for their lives.

"The river south of Shawano is narrow, deep and
crooked, with mud bottom; the banks lined with heavy
second-growth timber. Anglers have sHghted this river,
partially because of the logging operations and partially
because only catfish, pickerel, red horse (suckers), sturgeon
and other non-game fish were supposed to swim in these
dark, deep watere. The time is coming, however, if nets
are kept out of the river, when this despised stream will
be eagerly sought by bass and trout anglers,
"Numerous creeks, tributary to the Wolf, teem with

brook trout, chief of which is the Evergreen, and the up-
per waters wifl certainly afford fine trout fishing in the
not distant future (just mark that down in your note
book) as conditions are peculiarly favorable.
"Now, as to the small-mouth bass. Within the past

ten years this monarch of the fresh water has multiplied
with such astonishing rapidity that I doubt if there is any
better ground in the State to-day. Food is plenty and fish

grow to great size. There are many excellent points from
Shawano to Oshkosh, a vast stretch of water, where one
may take 4, 5 and even 61bs. bass. Sept. 1, W. D. Boyn-
ton, of Shiocton, captured a small-mouth bass that
weighed several ounces over 61bs., from the river four
miles above that viUage. I brought back a 41bs. speci-
men last week from that place. A couple of days ago at
Gill's Landing I helped W. A, Gibbons, of Oshkosh, land
a bass that weighed 51bs, after being out of the water sev-
eral hours.
"The fishing above Shiocton is particularly good. The

banks run straight down to the water line, and the water
is 3 to 10ft. deep at the bank. We fish from the bank.
The fly can be used nicely. The heavy fish have all been
taken this year with bait, crayfish and minnows, as the
warm weather has kept the big feUows down deep. Bait
must be taken to both Gill's Landing and Shiocton by the
angler. There are no accommodations at the former
place except boats. Take Wisconsin Central train and
carry lunch along. At Shiocton you can get everything
except bait. It is on the Green Bay, Winona & St. Paul
Railroad, and is the home of Eben E. Rexford, the poet
(author of 'Silver Threads Among the Gold'). The bass
fishing will be better after a few heavy frosts.

' 'I will be glad to fm-nish any further information upon
application."
Such information as the above, of good waters and

specific directions as to how to get to them, is the best
sort of stuff this paper can have, and our Wisconsin fish-

ing newspaper man will have the thanks of Forest and
Stream's large family for his letter. The Northern Fox I

have long known as a good fly-fishing stream, but of the
Wolf I know little and would like to learn more by a per-
sonal experience with Mr. Ryan for companion.

IThe Nepig-on,

The Nepigon was this year apparently as good as ever.
Mr. W. H. Comstock, of Chicago, teUs me that he is so
informed by his brother, Mr. E. S. Comstock, who accom-
panied Mr. Arthm- Baderford, of Baltimore, Md., on the
trip to the Nepigon from which they have recently re-
turned. They took two Ullhs. brook trout, three of fiilbs.

each, two of 61bs. each, and many just short of those
heavy weights. Naturally they enjoyed themselves.

Sept. 2S,—Mx. A. C. Van Horn, of Groton, N. Y., vis-

iting the Fair here, said to me the other day: "If you
want to know where to send somebody fishing, especially
some Eastern body, I wifl teU you. It is Loborough Lake,
Canada. A party of six of us, Messrs. W. H. Jennings,
J. M. Bruce, F. A. Barney, J. B. Losey, E. E. Barney and
myself, aU. of Groton, just got back from there, and we
had the best kind of sport on both large and small-mouth
black bass. Bass fishers won't miss it there."

Fly-Catching.

In regard to the late pleasant and highly successful
tournament of the Chicago Fly-Casting Club the owlish
daily press has the following to say:
"Medals were awarded to the enthusiastic fishermen

who whipped the lagoon in the fly-catching contest."
When will we be able to educate our friend, the daily re-

porter? E. Hough.
909 Secueitx Boilding. Chicago.

The Pennsylvania Pish Protective Association

At the regular monthly meeting of the Pennsylvania
Fish Protective Association for September, at the rooms,
No. 1,020 Arch street, Philadelphia, after the election of
a large delegation of new members, there was a discussion
of the work to be accomplished by the association in cre-
ating pubhc sentiment to a greater respect of the laws
necessary for the preservation of fish. A large nmnber
of communications were read and acted upon, in which
the co-operation of kindred organizations in the State was
assured in the furtherance of this object.
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liouisiana Tarpon.

Why is it that so few of the men who visit the South
for tarpon do not come along the shore of Louisiana? I

am satisfied that the fish can nowhere else be so plentiful

as they are all along the coast from "VermiUion Bay to

the mouth of the Mississippi. Less than a week since an
old oyster fisherman, with whom I have many times
been out and upon whose truthfulness I can depend, told

me that while he was on Oyster Bayou a "grand ecaille"

(tarpon), following a redfish, sprang into his boat and
was captured, not, however, hetove he had so frightened
the fisherman's son that he jumped overboard. Not
being much of a fisherman I have never caught a tarpon,
though I have often seen them caught. On our last trip

to Last Island we came to anchor at the southern end of

Oyster Bayou, and watched them play and capture "the

enormous schools of mullet that came down the bayou.
They seemed to care very little for our being present,

and would swim by after the bait between the sloop and
the skifl" in tow. The fishermen dislike them very much,
as they often get caught in their seines and are sure to

cut them very badly when they do. I have never known
of more than one caught in a seine and this was owing
to the quantities of other fish that were in the seine when
he was caught. They so interfered with his movements
that it was impossible for him to break out. I have some
of his scales before me now. F. A. F.

Forest and Stream in the World's Fair.

Seen by Our Staff Correspondents.

Whipping Pennsylvania Streams.

Mr. M. G. Sellers, secretary of the Pennsylvania Fish
Protective Association, writes of his 1893 outing:
My trip consumed nine weeks through Wayne, Pike

and Monroe counties; and the results were very satisfac-

tory. The general opinion among anglers throughout
this section is that this season has not been as good as
last. This has been due to many causes, but principally,
the natives say, to the ice gorges and heavy freshets in
the early spring, which killed many fish. It is worthy of
mention, however, that trout were in the pink of condi-
tion during June and July, indicating abundance of food.
Under these conditions success required that manipula-
tion which is generally spoken of in fly-fishing as "hard
work."

It is hardly necessary for me to say that bass are strong
customers when hooked for an argument. To those who
enjoy a royal dispute with them. Hunter's Range or Ten-
Mile Pond, Pike county, offers that opportunity. My suc-
cess there in August would, I think, if known, attract
many adherents of fly-fishing to those productive waters
after the close of the trout season. The majority of the
fish creeled ranged from 2 to 31bs.

;
quite a good many ran

over 31bs. ; and on one occasion the scale registered 41bs.

As one must, according to tradition, lose the largest iish,

it has no particular business to get hooked. In obedience
to this principle, those weighing 5 and 6Ibs. were (gener-
alljO returned to the water, but through no fault of

M. G. Sellers.

Anglers for Sixty Years.
Cortland, N. Y., Sept. 39.—I never knew until re-

cently that pickerel were found plenty enough in the
Tioughnioga Eiver and the east branch that cuts into it

northeast of this village to make it worth while fishing
for them. But a good many nice sized pickerel have been
taken within the last month. I saw an old gentleman, a
typical Izaak Walton, take four large pickerel from the
east branch recently in less than an hour. The old man
fished from the bank, used a long pole, a good bit over
18ft. and a No. 5 pickerel spoon. Eai-ly in the afternoon
he used minnows, river chub and whitefish for bait. He
is a firm believer in big bait for big fish, often using a
chub or whitefish 5 or 6in. in length. And he generally
catches fish right along when the other fellows are busy
trying to prove that good fishing in the river is played
out. He has a companion, "Uncle Bula," the boys call
him, who is equaUy successful as an angler. Both men are
fast approaching 70 years of age, and both declare they
have been anglers for 60 years. They are two of the
youngest old boys I have hitherto met in Cortland county,
and their vigor and vitality prove anew the truth of that
oft told yarn "it's not all of fishing to fish," Some very
nice black bass are being taken from the Tioughnioga.

M. C. H.

Mike Green Still Iiives.

Portland, Ore.—I cannot understand how or where
the story originated that my old Mike is dead. He is

about the liveliest dead dog for a ten-year-old in this neck
of the woods. He actually caught and killed a big rat
out on the common the other day. I have received sev-
eral letters regarding his death. While I appreciate these
evidences of affection for the old dog, I feel constrained
to say that they are r.ather premature. S. H. Greene.

[Mike had always liad a part in previous stories of Mo-
lalla outings; but in one of 1892 there was not a word
about him. What other conclusion than that he was dead
could be drawn by readers of those delightful chronicles?
No wonder folks wrote to the Judge about it.]

Five Days to be Remembered.
Mr. W. B. Mershon, of East Saginaw, Mich., writes of

a Quebec outing early in September: "I had five days'
trout fishing that I hardly ever equalled. My three large
fish weighed 5i, 4f and 4ilbs. 1 had a number running
from \\ to 3^1bs. Took ten fish one evening that weighed
251bs. These were all caught between 7 and 10 o'clock of
a nice, moonlight night, using a small silver-doctor; I
think any light fly would do. I found that I could get
the big trout in clear, still water by using a long, fine
leader and a small fly, the best one I found to be the in-
imitable May-fly, tied on a No. 8 hook. With this I took
mo»t of my large fish."

St. Lawrence Fishing.

Clayton, N. Y., Sept. 23.—Dr. J. Livmgston-Eeese, of
New York city, has had a most successful week's fishing
here this week, having taken three muskallonge, weigh-
ing 251bs., 331bs. and 421bs., the latter being an exception-
ally fine specimen. Besides these, the Doctor has had some
good catches of black bass and pickerel, and, taking the
season through, has undoubtedly made the best average
9,t Thousand Islands. J. G. Feaser,

It Is a Dolly Varden.
Sept. ii'.—The following from Dr. Bean, of the U. S,

Commission, should settle any remaining doubts as to the
true name and natui-e of Mr. La Rue's big trout, exhibited
through his courtesy in the FOREST and Stream display.

Dr. Bean writes me:
"I have examined the large mounted trout presented

to Mr. La Eue by Mr. F. M. Smith, of Chicago, and now
exhibited at the World's Fair by Forest and Stream.
There is no doubt in my mind that the fish is a Dolly
Varden or bull trout.

"The brook trout is not a native of Montana, where
Mr. La Rue's fish was taken. Furthermore, the brook
trout in fresh water always has the back and the dorsal
and caudal fins covered with dark mottling as on a
mackerel. These marks are wanting in the Dolly Varden.
The size and shape of the mounted specimen furnish
additional reasons for my conclusion.

"T. H. Bean, Representative U. S. F. C."

A Pair of Jacks.

This week there has joined the group of pleasant sport-
ing pictures in the Forest and Stream exhibit, a Uttle
one, smaller than any of the othei-s, but doubtless to be-
come more popular, because it is in aristocratic oil colors,

whereas the others are in colder black and white. It is

the work of Miss Edith Farrell, of Leavenworth, Kansas,
without doubt the most talented artist of the Sunfiower
State. It deals with no less Kansan a subject than a pair
of jack rabbits, and I wish that a great many artists who
make attempts at painting game pieces would come and
look at this one. The pair of jacks look large, as if they
were indeed 36in. from heel to head, and eveiy hair and
wrinkle in the wise old faces are there in absolute faith-

fulness. These two particular jack rabbits got into the
parlor of Mr. W. W. Carney's ranch, near Great Bend,
Kansas, after the close of the meet of the American
Coursing Club in 1890, before there was much idea of a
World's Fair. They being then and there dead and hung
by the heels, the artist limned them to pass away an idle

day. Through Mr. Carney's intercession and the kind-
ness of the artist, they have come all this way to the very
place where they belong, so any one can see what the
American coursing hare looks like. One is a rusty colored
fellow, and the other a plump pepper and s£Jt, and I

remember both so well that I bespeak all to share my
enthusiasm for their /ac simile. You will not soon find so
good a bit of dead game as these two lanky-legged and
lop-eared Forest and Stream hares.

Sept. 2S.—Tliere are several people in the world, and if

you don't believe it, go to the Forest and Stream place
at the Fair and sit down a while. I looked at the register

a moment the other day, and found names of visitors

from New York, Hartford, Conn., DaUas, Tex., Portland,
Ore., Columbus, Ga., Duluth, Minn., Seattle, Wash., and
Rome, Italy; the rest scattering. If you wish to find a
distant friend, it is cheaper and surer to come right in
here and sit down.

Place aux Dames.
It happened that this week Mr. Reynolds, the editor of

Forest and Stream (and he being absent from his post of

duty perhaps cannot prevent my saying he is the best
editor in this business, or Forest and StreamwouM never
be what it is), was in Chicago visiting the Fair, and of this

fact that old Forest AND Stream standby, "Kingfisher,"
of Cincinnati, became in some occult way advised, and
therefore wrote the following letter:

Friend Reyjiolds, or whoever is in charge of the "S'orest and Stream"
exhibit:

This will introduce my daughter Kit, whom Itiust you will allow
the privilege of "ineanderia' round" through your "show," so that in
case I don't get to put in an appearance before you "break camp,"she
can tell me all about it when sbe gets back home.

It might be well to regale her with a few well-chosen and plausible
"fish lies"—fresh ones, mind you, for she has been fed on old ones of
mine for so manv years that 1 am afraid they seem a trifle stale
She won't bother you much; she just wants to "look 'round" and

"hive a few p'inters" to astonish her father with on her return.
Knowing the visit to Forest and Stream headquarters will be a

pleasure to her, I will heartily appreciate any courtesies shown, and
will try and thank you in person before the Fair closes. Very sin-
cerely yours, Kl.VGFI.SHEK.

In due time the junior Kingfisher arrived, and then we
all did have a great time. It so happened that Mr. F. H.
Thurston, far better kpown as "Kelpie," and as one of the
essential ingredients of a Kingfisher camp, was in town
also, accompanied by Mrs. Thurston. So the local Forest
AND Stream family, and the visiting ranking ofificer, and
Mr. and Mrs. Kelpie and the junior Kingfisher (whom
"Kelpie" just calls "Kit"), all meandered together for a
while, and drank some coffee of the Guatemala and Bra-
zilian sort, and enjoyed the thought that they all were
ever boi-n. No pleasanter party has met on this enchanted
8]jot. At this writing Miss Kingfisher is receiving a gradual
and gentle education in angling lore, although the large
stories are being saved for her respected sire, who is due
here about Oct. 13.

Another lady to call at the Forest and Stream space
was Mrs. J. H. Rushton, wife of the famous canoe man.
NaturaUy she looked with interest on the tiny Sairey
Gamp, and so will Mr. Rushton, who will soon be here
also.

In General.

Prof. George Shepard Ellis, of Bethany College, a stu-
dent not more of books than of Forest and Stream,
called on his way east to Old Vix-ginia.

Mr, Eugene C. Reilly, a friend of the paper, left his
card.
Mr. Sam J. Ryan, of Appleton,Wis. , found time to come

in for a moment or so and talk fish.

Mr. John M. Stotsenberg, Sixth U, S. Cavalry, comes
and departs without saying where he can be found, which
isn't a very charitable thing to do.

Mr. John Grenville Mott, of Michigan City, Ind., stopped
long enough to tell me that the fiy-fishing for bass in the
Thomapple River, Michigan south peninsula, is tlie best
of any which he knows, and good enough for a king.

Mr. Geo. A. West, of Milwaukee, Wis., trod the Forest
and Stream carpet all too briefly.

Mr. J. F. Layson, of Sal<^m, Neb., came in and sat
down and said he had known Forest and Stream a long
time and never had known it to go back on itself or on a
friend.

Mr. R. W. Boyle, of Toronto, Canada, got away before
we could learn all about the fishing in the big province.
Mr. E. T. Allen, of the E. T. Allen Co., San Francisco,

Cal., a household word in the sporting trade of the coast,
tarried a while and told aboiit the coming big mid-winter
fair in his city.

i\Ir. F. D. Kelsey, of East Aurora, N. Y., one of the
steadiest of tournament shooters and a dealer in guns
and ammunition, paused and left a card to show his pass-
ing.

Mr. H. S. Wells, of Mohne, 111., signs himself a "Friend
of Forest and Stream." He canst not, then, do wrong to
any man.

To Sharpen Up.

At this point one pauses to sharpen up his, Iqad pencil,
but they are still coming.

Dr. W. O. Blaisdell, of Macomb, lU,, the "wicked doc-
tor," whose rapacious Mongolian pheasants met the veto
of the "good governor," his nibs Johnnie Altgeld, tarried
here for a few moments and departed to concoct further
schemes of evil.

Mr. Wm. Dean Howells, Jr., nephew of the novelist
Wm. Dean Howells, paused and looked over the Forest
AND Stream pure literature. There is a good deal of go
in some of the Forest and Stream books. No man can
be responsible for his uncle, and we will not lay up any-
thing against this nephew.
Mr. A. Clinton Wilinerding, of New York city, signs

"Bow-Wow" after his name. Mr, Wilmerding is just
back from Toronto show, wliere he judged the spaniels.
He attends the Y. W. C. A. meeting here, and will then
devote some time to pleasure in the White City. He is

accompanied by his uncle, Mr. Chas. W. Clinton, of New
York city.

. Mr. Robert M, Hartley, of Amsterdam, N. Y., is here
for a week or two, and we have met him often pleasur-
ably at the sign of the Forest and Stream. Our latch
string always hangs out. Indeed, there isn't any, neither
are there strings to anything the paper says.

Mi. E. R. Vedder, of Rome, Italy, a late visitor, is a
nephew of Mr. A. N. Cheney, who nearly always writes
just what you were wanting to read about on angling
matters. Is the fishing about Rome, then, any better
than it is in New England?
Mr. W. T. Den, of Brownville, Neb., paused at the en-

chanted spot for a few moments. Mr. Den is just on his
way back after a visit to Scotland, and he wore a sprig
of heather in his coat lapel. This rugged Caledonian
may be remembered by old-time shooters as the cham-
pion of Nebraska, and he carries a medal to that eft'ect.

He goes on West for a hunting trip into Montana.
Mr. M. L. Williamson, who was the Forest and Stream

bookkeeper in 1884 and 1885, came in and announced
himself and registered. Ex-officio he might be called
still one of the famil}^. The books are bigger now.

Mr. John H. Madden, of the Plaiiiwell, Midi., Enter-
prise, subscribes himself "an. enthusiastic Forest and
Stream man." He is one of many. They cawn't help
it, y' know.

Col. W. H. Jacoby, of Minneapolis, Minn., made his
escape in a sinful manner before he was surprised.
In the same building with him in his city is the Pioneer
news depot. Which I should like to ask, "What is

wrong about Forest and Stream, and if so, how much?"

Sharpened Up Again.

And still they come. All sorts. From all over. A great
Fair. Also, a great paper.
M. Henri de Verigny, Charge de Mission du Ministere

de I'lnstruction Publique et des Beaux Arts,T)elegue du
Ministere du Commerce, etc., etc., of 7 Rue Sfax, Paris,
came in for no more formidable an errand than to get
a book catalogue, which latter is a plenty good thing,
if he learns how to run it.

Mr. C. CosteUo, of Pennsylvania, silent a few moments
at the tabernacle of the g. p. o. e. Yachts make his
main love, but he found other things also.

Mr. F. A. De Muth, of Lancaster, Pa. , told me of his
son, a youngster Avho this summer caught his first trout
and had to climb a tree for it. None the less, the trout
was 13in. long and the record fish of the trip. Doubtless
it looked as big and glorious to the boy as the Forest
AND Streaju record tarpon.
Mr. Robert W. Huntington, Jr., of Hartford, Conn.,

made a very pleasant call. ' 'Speaking of our Atlantic
coast storms making a good flight of shore birds," said
he, "you may care to hear what Mr. Gurdon Trumbull,
of our city, says about that. He does not think the birds
come ashore because driven by the wind, but because
their feathers get wet. They come in to dry off, not
because they can not withstand the wind."
Mr. Thomas B. Mills, of Wm. Mills & Son, New York

city, in company with Mr. Reuben C. Leonard, was here
long enough to see the winning of the Leonard rod in
the long-distance work. Mr. ]\Iills is an enthusiastic
amateur photographer and carried a camera that looked
like a lunch basket. He showed me some beautiful
views made by himself along the Neversink, where he
fishes trout sometimes.
Mr. F. S. Howd came in to examine the Sairey Gamp.

"I used to know Nessmuk," said he, "and I saw the
model of this boat before she was ever built."

Mr. Stratford J. CuUen, of Newark, N. J., stood before
one of the Forest and Stream fowling pictures. "I
know the man sitting in the stern of the boat, with the
string of geese," said he. "It is my friend Fred Huasey."
This is a very small world.
Mr. Will C. Pai'sons, associate news editor of the Cin-

cinnati Post, writes on his card that be wished to see the
writer and "thank him for the many good things he has
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written." Keep your eye on Mr. Parsons, gentlemen. A
man of his good judgment is bomid to rise.

The Neighbors Bring Things In.

Sept. SO.—If Miss Helen Cripps, of Eenssalaer, Ind.,
will call at the Forest and Stream space she can have
either the lunch box or the label thereon which she left
for safe keeping early one morning without specifying
who was to do the keeping. The contents of the box
have been applied by members of the staff. Unless
otherwise specified, all lunches hereafter found on the
space will be regarded as meals brought in by the
neighbors and treated accordingly.

It Surprised Him.

Mr. Edmund Ocumpaugh, of Rochester, N. Y., manu-
facturer of shooters' sweaters, etc., came in the other
day and we had a talk. "I tried my advertisement in
Forest AND Strea:5i at first as an experiment," said he,
"but it is no experiment now. I have never known of
so good a way of getting buyers. What surprised me
most was to see the returns from other countries. I pre-
sume I had calls from every English-speaking country of
the earth. Forest and Stream certainly must have a
world-wide vogue.

"

She do.

Many Men.

Mr. M. E. Allison, of Kansas, whom readers of the
sporting press will remember as the most experienced
man in the West in hunting large game with greyhounds,
and with whom I have passed many pleasant hours, leaves
his card and says he can only be in town a short time.
There are hundreds, and I believe really thousands of
friends of Forest and Stream, who have been here this
summer, and it is one of the continuous disappointments
that no one of the paper's staff can see them all. They
are all mighty welcome. I would have liked to ask Mr.
Allison about the "Spirits of Greever's Camp."
Mr. L. C. Grover, superintendent of the factory of Colts'

Patent Fire Arms Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn., dropped in
the other evening in company of Mr. C. E. Willard, the
Colts' Western representative. Mr. Grover is in town for
a week or so, and says he doesn't see a gun in the Fair he
likes any better than the Colt. "We have got some new
machinery, just made," said he, "aboutwhich I could say
a thing or two. The Colts Company is never done."
"Forked Deer'" of California, came in some time ago,

and hit the trail too quick.
Mr. K. M. B. Pierce, of Coyote Gulch, Colo., who runs

the cliff-dweller industry over at the tin cliffs, left his
signature, but had to go back and take care of the
dwellers before we tangled uf) together.
Mr. G. G. Case, a well known and pleasant canoeist, of

Jackson, Mich., was in and wanted to swap yarns with
some one over the W. C. A. and kindred themes.
Mr. C. L. Goodspeed, special representative of the

Louisville Commercial, called, but briefly, and left his
card.
Mr. Alex. Y. Lee, an able artist of Pittsburg, Pa., made

a short stay, which I wish had been longer.
Mr. William West, of Philadelphia, his card. Also

those of Mr. A. R. Porte, of Ogdensburg, N. Y. ; Dr. C.
E. Fritts and G. HiU, of Hudson, N. Y.; Com. Geo. W.
Gardner, of schooner yacht Wasp, Cleveland, O.; Mrs, T.
C. Banks, of Denver; Dr. Clarence H. Kay. I am nam-
ing only those missed in seeing, but Forest and Stream
salutes them all, every one of them. E. Hough.

1)09 Security Building. Chicago.

Imml

O, FAIR WHITE CITY.

O, FAIR White City by the inland sea,

Where waves and iridescent fountains play,

Would I might utter all my thought for thee,

Great crowning glory of time's mellowed day.

High was the purpose that presaged thy birth,

And noble inspiration bade they towers rise;

Supreme amid the nations of the earth,

The land that claims thee as her best emprise.

If from some rugged Pisgah of the past
The mighty Genoese had caught one view

Of thy bright splendor and achievement vast,

How would his heart have thrilled at sight of you.

Or if those seeJiers for a pathway new,
Where freedom might find room to walk at wiJl

And leave her benediction at each door, had dreamed of you
Their highest hopes had found completest fill.

A thousand arts have made thee what thou art.

All lands have lent the richness of their years;

Fi'om cloistered nook and trade's most busy mart
The gathered products of two hemispheres.

Speak thou the secret of thy greatness to my soul;

Art thou but witness of maturity?

Or art thou promise as swift seasons roll

Of that still greater greatness yet to be?

"1 am the crest of that wide, onward wave
Of human progress sweeping on through time;

Man's life a span, then comes the lowly grave!

The race speeds forward to an end sublime.

"Justice and love, one law, at last shall come
To rule men's heart in one sweet brotherhood,

And freedom's flag shall wave o'er every home
And evil yield to universal good.

"The sti-ife of faction and the pride of race;

The cry of poverty, and anarchy's wild rage
To peace and plenty shall in time give place.

Throw wide the gates, I bring the golden age.'"

J. H. La Roche.

F I XT U RES.
DOG SHOWS.

Oct. 3 to 6.—Minneapolis K. C, at Mmneapolis. H. T.VanDuster, Sec.
Nov. 21 to 34.—New Jersey K. L.. at Newark. Dr. W. W. Seidler, Sec.
Dec. 12 to 15.—R, I. Poultry and Pet Stock Ass'n, at Providence.

FIELD TRIALS.
Oct. 23.—Brunswick Fur Club field trials, at North Acton, Mass.

Bradford S. Turpin, Dorchester, Mass., Sec'y.
Oct. 80.—National Beagle Club trials, at Nanuet, N. Y. Geo. Laick,

Tarrytown, N. Y., Secretary.
Nov. 6.—United States Field Trials Club's Fall Trials, BickneU, Ind.

P. T. Madison, Sec'y, Indianapolis.
Nov. 7.—New England Beagle Club trials. W. S. Clark, Linden,

Mass., Secretary.
Nov. 7.—International Field Trial Qub's Fourth Trials, C!hatham,

Ont. W. B. WeUs, Sec'y, Chatham.
Nov. 15.—Ohio Field Trial Club's Second Trials, Canton, O. C. V.

LelUnger, Sec'y.
Nov. 20.—Eastern Field Trial Club's Trials, at Newton, N. C. Mem-

bers' Stake Nov. 16. W. A. Coster, Sec'y.

1894.

Jan. 29.—Southern Field Trial Club's Trials, New Albany, Miss. T.
M. Brumby, Sec'y, Marietta, Ga.
Feb. 19.—United States Field Trials Club's Sprmg Trials. Grand

Junction, Tenn. P. T. Madison, Sec'y, IndianapoUs, Ind.

^ng me that Mr. G. A. Buckstaff has donated a gold medal
to the winner of the club's trials. It may be a little late to
mention this as news, but it is not too late to mention it as
one fact of many showing the enthusiasm in promoting the
success of the trials. B. WATERS.

909 Security Building, Chicago.

A NEW-SUBSCRIBER OFFER.
A bona fide new subscriber sending us ^ wiU receive tor that sum

the FoRKST A>D Stream one year (price 54) and a set of Zimmerman's
famous "Bucking Scenes" (advertised on another page, price |5)—

a

$9 value for $5.

This offer is to new subscribers only. It rfoes not apply to renewaU.
For $3 a bone fide new subscriber for six montlis wlU receive the

Forest and Stream during that time and a copy of Dr. Van Fleet's

handsome work, "Bird Portrait* for the Young'" (the price of which

POINTS AND FLUSHES.
[By a Staff Correspondent.]

Dogs and Customs Officials.

AT'TEE the field trials in Manitoba there was much dis-
satisfaction on the part of the Castoms officials at Winnipeg
ia respect to the negligence of some dog owners or handlers,
from this side of the line, who were not properly attentive to
their Customs obligations. It was said that one or two
handlers had departed without complying with the Customs
requirements, thus leaving their bondsmen in an unpleasant
embarrassment. Mr. Gallaugher, secretary of the Manitoba
Field Trial Club, so informed me, but he did not know the
identity of the offenders. In consequence of the complica-
tion, the Customs officials at Winnipeg felt that their cour-
tesy had not been properly recognized. I am disposed to
think that the inattention to the Customs requirements was
more from oversight or insufficient information as to what
was required than from willful evasion of the laws.
Mr. .J. M. Avent expected to arrange his business with the

Customs officials, so that he could make his journey from
Souris to the States without a bread, but he received a per-
emptory though kiudly notice to return to Winnipeg to have
his dogs identified and bond cancelled before leaving for the
States.
The Customs officials had been most kind and considerate

in dealing with the dogmen, and nothing should have been
done on the part of the latter to cause them annoyance or
trouble. The most scrupulous care to comply with the regu-
lations should have been observed, nor should the kindness
and responsibility of the bondsmen have been ignored.

Winnipeg.
The city of Winnipeg is well built, has a number of large

business houses which would compare favorably with any in
the States, and about 30,000 inhabitants dwell vrithin its bor-
ders. Electric cars and lights, good streets and good homes,
well dressed people and a general appearance of bustle and
thrift dispelled my preconcei%'edideas of a primitive city with
Indians and bears hovering just without. As a matter of
fact chicken shooting is good from the city limits outward,
and it is not many miles to big game shooting.
But what caused us some surprise was the evidence at

every hand of the enthusiastic devotion of the people to
manly sports. The cricket game which was on, or the bicy-
cle races, or the other sports in vogue, where the common
themes. Photographic groups of the football team, or the
winning oarsmen, or the cricketers, etc., were not infre-
quently seen in public places. All sports are well patronized.
But fine people, well-built business blocks and houses,

good streets and general prosperity were not sufficient to im-
press me with its present and future greatness till I observed
that it was quite a doggy city. Civilization, progress and
the dog go hand in hand. Well-bred dogs of different breeds
were not infrequently seen. Fox-terriers, setters and point-
ers appeared to be the favorite varieties, judging from qual-
ity and numbers. Curs, judging by their absence, were not
in favor.
Messrs. J. Phillips, J. B. Stoddard and myself were par-

ticipants in the hospitality of Mr. Thos. Johnson one day be-
tween the field trial dates. In his home we saw a number
of valuable trophies, intrinsically valuable in themselves,
but prized more by Mr. Johnson for their honor and associa-
tions. Mrs. Johnson, his charming wife, entered as heartily
into the enthusiasm of sportsmanship as her husband him-
self.

In the kennels, which were intelligently arranged and well
constructed, were several dogs, pointers and setters, of which
one of the latter was Manitoba Toss, a compactly built,
medium-sized, solid black fellow, active and alert constantly
Pure, running water wrs available at all times in the kennel
yard. The kennels were clean, dry and comfortable. The
dogs are fed on a specially made food of the best materials,
meats, shorts and flour mixed and cooked iu the form of
a cracker, which the dogs eat with a relish, and judging
from their excellent condition, with satisfactory results.
But to tell of all the features of that pleasant afternoon,

the talks on authors and books, the discussion of dogs and
sportsmanship, and the gracious hospitality pervading the
household—would fill a volume with pleasant themes.

Souris.

At Souris, we found a number of local sportsmen, all
keenly devoted to making a successful meeting. IJnfortuu-
ately, the scarcity of birds was a serious drawback to the
best success of the trials. Trams run to and from Souris but
three times a week. But notwithstanding that circumstance,
modern progress obtains. Mr. J. B. Roberts, of Souris, has a
large kennel back of his hotel. The yard and building are
subdivided into five or six parts, so that the dogs can be
divided into small groups and separated from each other.
Aside from a few setters and pointers, the dogs are grey-
hounds and foxhounds of the best breeding obtainable m
England, His hounds are not quite so stockily built as the
English foxhounds shown at our shows. Among them was
one black and tan American foxhound. Mr. Roberts assured
me that the English hounds were the speedier and enduring.
They are used by him chifly for wolf hunting.

The game laws in Manitoba are better respected and en-
forced than similar laws are in the States. Copies of them
printed on posters can be seen in public places, such as hotels
and post offices in the towns throughout the province. The
penalties are sufficiently severe to deter the most hardened
game law violator. Withal, there is a large discretionary
power vested in the judges, which admits of an adjustment
of the penalty commensurate wdth the offense. Public
opinion, too, is against offenders.

Among several other letters, which I found awaiting me
on my return from Manitoba, was one from Mr. Louis
Steffen, secretary of the Northweatern Beagle Club, iaform-

Mr. Barrymore's Esquimaux.

Omaha, Neb., Sept. 21.—Editor Forest and Stream,: I had
the pleasure of looking over a very rare collection of dogs
which belong to Mr. Maurice Barrymore. who left this city
last night for New York, where he joins Mr. Palmer's com-
pany. His collection consists of tw^o full grown Esquimaux—dog and bitch—which were purchased from a party in Port-
land, Ore., at a large figure. They recently came to that city
from Sitka, Alaska, and are very powerful-looking dogs.
Having held on by their chain for a block, I felt this fact
more forcibly then by simply looking at them. Two .Japan-
ese spaniels, a chow dog puppy, and a Clydesdale terrier, bet-
ter known as a Paisley terrier. All of them very rare dogs
indeed. He also had a cage of birds from China, and two pet
skunks. The latter are great favorites with Mr. B. It must
be understood, however, that they have been deprived of the
privilege of using their "German cologne." I have never seen
so many dos: fanciers in any one company as there are in
'Aristocracy." Mr. S, Miller Kent had a pair of Japanese
spaniels and a nice fox-terrier. Mr. Faversham had a hand-
some bull-terrier, and, I understand, bought another here in
this city the last night of the show. Messrs. Barrymore and
Kent had all their dogs photographed by the Omaha dra-
matic photographers, Messrs. j^ear & Cotton, and if you wish
I will send you a copy of the photo.
While going from the theatre to the photographers we

came to a fur store, outside of which there stood, mounted, a
large Alaska wolf. Mr. Barrymore's dog would not go by
until he had thoroughly investigated his countryman, and as
I looked at them both I was reminded of whatW. K. Taunton
wrote in his article upon foreign dogs. The two looked so
like to me that I could not tell which was 'tother. Here is
what Mr. Taunton says:
'The theory that the wolf and the dog were originally

identical receives strong confirmation upon a comparison be
tween the wolf of the Acrtic region and the Esquimaux dog
The latter is so extremely wolf-like, that great difficulty is
frequently experienced in distinguishing between the two
animals at a distance; the principal differences being the
carriage of the tail, which in the dog is curled over the back,
but in the wolf is carried low, and the extra size of the last
named animal. Those who have had an opportunity of in-
specting the Arctic wolf will remember that it is much larger
than animals of the same species found in other countries.
In addition to the general resemblance between theEsquimaux
and the wolf, we find the oblique eye in both—a peculiarity
which I do not think is to be found in any other breed of dog.
If it were possible to trace the pedigree of some of these dogs,
we should probably not have to go very far back before dis-
covering a direct cross with the wolf. It would naturally be
supposed that such a cross would produce a dangerous,
treacherous brute, not safe for any one to handle; but I have
myself owned two Australian dingo bitches, whose dam was
a cross between a wolf and dog, and they never showed the
least sign of treachery or bad temper from the time they
came into my possession till their death.
"In its native land the Esquimau has to undergo' an

amount of hardship and fatigue which would prove fatal to
any other breed. Yoked together in teams they travel long
distances at a high speed, and to work hardest when food is
scarcest. Very exaggerated statements are sometimes made
as to the size of these dogs, but the average height does not
exceed 23in. at the shoulder. Nature has provided them with
a dense, thick covering as a protection against the intense
cold which they have to endure. This covering is formed of
two distinct coats, the outer one consisting of hair about
three or four inches long, very harsh, standing out from the
body like bristles, especially along the ridge of the back,
underneath which is to be found a second coat, consisting of
a thick soft wool. Champion Sir John Franklin was un-
doubtedly the best Esquimau we have seen in this country
for many years, and he had this peculiar coat to perfection,
while his typical head, small rounded ear, short, thick neck,
long body, deep chest, excellent legs and feet and well-carried
tail, combined with his general wolfish appearance, rendered
his superior merit as a specimen of the breed unmistakable.
These dogs would probably be far more sought after were it
not for the idea entertained by many that they are more like
wild animals than dogs. It will be found that in disposition
they are most aft'ectionate, but are very jealous, and they
cannot bear to see any other dog noticed in their presence. I
have owned many imported specimens of the Esquimau,
and have bred a large number myself; and although their
appearance conveys the impression that they are treacherous
and bad-tempered, I have never had a single instance of such
being the case. "—("Foreign Dogs," by W. K. Taunton, Eng-
land).
I wish to add that this is a very life-like picture of the dogs

I have mentioned, as I took the trouble to brush Mr. Barry-
more's dogs, arranged them for the photo, and found tliem
mild, though very savage-looking. I think the dog must
stand over a'3in., however. The bitch is with whelp, and, as
Mr. B. said, he was not in the fancy for the money to be
made on selling puppies, just to give them to his friends. It
is a great pleasure to meet such an enthusiast, and the
reader will think him such when he learns that, having but
3t5 hours' time before saiHng for New York in 1S92, Mr. Barry-
more went all the way to Paisley, Scotland, from Liverpool,
to get a Clydesdale terrier dog to mate with his bitch. I did
not expect to take so much space, and trust you will pardon
the length of this letter. RiCflAHD FBANOIS. .

Collie Club Stakes.

Collie breeders should bear in mind the following stakes
and prizes to be competed for at the Westminster Kennel
Club bench show in February next;
Grand collie sweepstakes, $50 added to the stakes. Entries

close Nov. 1. 1893. For blanks apply to the secretary of the
club.
The President's cup for»the best collie owned by a member

of the Collie Club.
The Collie Club trophy for the best American-bred collie

owned by a member of the Collie Club.
The silver club medal as a special prize for the best stud

dog, to be judged by two of his get.

, For entry blanks and further particulars address Mi-. J. D.
Shotwell, secretary of the Collie Club, 82 Hillside avenue,
Orange, N. J.

Irish Setter Trials.

Philahelphia, Pa., Sept. 2^d.—Editor Forest and Stream:
IVo additional special prizes are offered in the coming Irish
setter trials. They are as follows: Mr. W. L. Washington,
the club's president, offers a cup not less than §20 in value,
to be known as the President's cup, to the best dog in any
stake in the trials.

Mr. Ed. P. Badmington, of RockvUle, Conn., otters a nice
kersey overcoat pattern to the winner of first in the Derby
stake.
The place at which the trials are to be held is Thomasville,

N. C, and not ThomastoQ, as was printed in the advertise-
ment, G. G. Davis. Sec'y.
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DOG CHAT.

Grading Entry Fees.

It is about time that entry fees should be graded according
to amount of prize money. It is unfair that the exhibitor
of a pug or a King Charles spaniel should have to pay a $3
fee for |5 and $3 prizes, or $2 for $5 and $2, while for the same
fee setters, pointers, collies, St. Bernards, mastiffs, etc., get
!»15, .$10 and $5 for the $8 fee. It may be advanced that the
larger dogs cost more to send round, and that is probable,
but the little dogs should not be made to pay for the others.

Besides, in many cases railroads carry dogs free, and this
they reckon by dog and not by weight. For instance, the
Old Colony road from Boston to New York will charge .$1

a dog, no matter whether it be a 41b. terrier or a 2001b.

mastiff. It is a dog, and it goes at that. In justice to the
pet dog breeders, the fees in these classes should be graded
according to value of prize money offered. When $10 and S.5

are given, entry fee $3, with $7 and §4 fee §2, and when $5 and
f3 fee to be $1. "We are confident that this would lead to
much larger entries at many of our best shows.

One would think that in such a shovnng country as
England something would be done about late entries. It

has become a regular thing for secreta,ries to advise the ex-
hibitors through the papers of the paucity of entries on the
eve of closing date. But in almost every instance an excel-
lent entry is found when the exhibitor goes to scoop up the
prizes, as he fondly imagines he will do on reading the secre-
tary's cry. The secretary of the recent Birkenhead show
explains the seeming inconsistency of his appeal for entries
and the entry that the exhibitors found. He states that the
entries closed Aug. 19 and on the night of the 22d, when
entries were counted, there were found to be 272, SO of which
belonged to other departments than dogs. Then the whip
was used, and a fine show resulted in an entry of 700. The
secretary very justly complains of this, as it retards secre-
tarial work oil catalogues, etc. While one may change the
date of entry closing, the date of the show remains the same.
The threat of expulsion from the A. K. C. for clubs taking
late entries worked wonders at a critical period in our show
history, and we should think something on the same lines
must soon be done in England.

The picture ofNed which Mr. Wade publishes in the Stock-
Keeper, England, as a typical American foxhound, scarcely
does justice to the coimtry, that can show more types of fox-
hounds than any other in the world. There are several
American hounds of better formation known to our shows,
especially so in neck and body, and the loin and quarters of
Ned, as depicted, are especially faulty. American foxhounds
generally have very straight, flat backs and loins.

One would suppose that the lucky prices that Mr. Tom
Stretch is credited with getting for his collie stock that
nothing went out of his kennels for le.ss than "a monkey."
He has a pretty long head, as he has repeatedly shown, but
like most of us, he gets rusty at times. He let a puppy go
for .$15 two months ago, thinking he had the best left. The
"sold one," however, came out at Birkenhead and took three
firsts. By the way, Messrs. Smith & Baker brought out their
new St. Bernard at that show. He is called La Prince and is
described as a dog correct in markings, excellent head, mas-
sive bone and great depth of body and a good mover for so
hea\'y a dog.

Mr. Beick tells us that he has a very handsome litter out
of his new St. Bernard bitch Rustic Beauty, by Messrs
Smith & Baker's Country Member, she having been mated
before leaving England. We are sorry that the New York St.
Bernard dogs are not in better condition. The kennelman,
who is intrusted with such stock as this—Sir Bedivere,
Princess Florence, Marvel, Y'oung Bute, etc., thecremctZc la
creme of St. Bernard fancy—should have sufficient eisprit to
keep them at least in flesh and glossy condition. When
shown, Sir Bedivere and Princess Florence looked wretched
at Mount Holly. Mr. Reick is a busy man and has little

time to devote to his dogs, but surely a kennelman can be
found who knows his business; if not here, import one. The
credit of our St. Bernarddom lies in such dogs as these, and
the kennel that contains them is almost, in a sense, a public
trust.

The Kennel Club show at the Crystal Palace to be held this
month promises to be the most important event in English
dogdom this year; 356 classes are contained in the premium
list. The prizes are .$20, $15 and $5 in some breeds, and §15,
SIO and $5 in others. Fox-terriers have 22 classes and spaniels
22, collies 15, St. Bernards 17, setters 17, pointers 8, bulldogs
15, toy spaniels 17, and showing what a popular breed the re-

trievers are we note that they are given 11 classes. This is

about three times the number of dogs of that breed we know
of in this cotmtry, and then one spaniel judge calls them
"very ordinary black setters." With sixteen specialty clubs
to help things along the list of specials offered is said to be
bewildering, 152 of them appearing in the premium list. The
judges appointed are: Mr. W. Foster, bloodhounds; Mr. W.
Normau Higgs, mastiffs; Mr. J. F. Smith, St. Bernards; Mr.
R. Groom, great Danes; Mr. R. H.Wright, Irish wolfhounds,
deerhounds, borzois, greyhounds, chow-chows, foreign dogs,
beagles and whippets; Mr. E. C. Norrish, pointers; Rev. W.
Sergeantson, English setters and i-etrievers; Col. Le Gendre
Starkie, Gordon setters; Mr. C. Austin, Irish setters; Mr. M.
Woolland, spaniels; Mr. G. R. Krehl, collies and poodles, Mr.
M.Wootten, basset hounds and dachshunds; Mr. P. Gresham,
Dalmatians, Welsh terriers, Bedlington terriers, black and
tan terriers, white English terriei's, Airedale terriers and
Pomeranians; Mr. J. S. Pybus-Sellon, bulldogs; Mr. C. E.
Fiimstone, bull-terriers; Mr. F. Rednjond, smooth fox-ter-
riers; Mr. J. J. Pirn, wire-haired fox-terriers, Irish terriers
and old English terriers; Mr. H. Blomfield, Scottish terriers;
Mr. S. Cameron, Skye terriers; Mr. G. A. B. Leatham, Dan-,
die Dinmonts; Mr. J. H. Hill, schipperkes; Mr. H. Maule,
pugs, and Mr. S. J. Thompson, toy spaniels. The club is not
very liberal with challenge classes, mastiffs and bulldogs
only getting sexes divided. Strange to say that in such a
show no class is made for l'"orkshire terriers. A strong breed
in some parts of England, but at this show they go in the
variety class. Black and tan teriiers, although they have
two or three specialty clubs to further their interests, get a
second ]^rize only sufficient in amount to cover entry fees.
This state of thifigs we have continually with us.

Dachshunds.
In speaking of the difference of type in dachshunds, Mr.

Freeman Lloyd takes up the question of utility and fancy as
they relate to the German and English types of this breed.
Lately at the Spa, Belgium show, Mr. H. .Jones, the largest
exhibitor of dachshunds in England, had indifferent luck
with dogs he took over that have taken all before them at
English shows. The Germans go in for the original terrier-
headed and short-eared type. Looking at it from a utilita-
rian point of view, they are right too. The long-eared hound
type of English dog would cut a sorry figure with varmint
in an earth. His ear length would afford capital hold for
his adversary. Mr. Lloyd says: "It stands to reason that
a dog going to ground should have physical proportions
which will not impede or lay him out to a disadvantage. I
have seen these dachshunds go to earth in Belgium and in
Holland, and merrily they have gone to their game, and as a
believer in things pi-actical—pretty and elegant as the hound-

like animals owned by Englishmen are—all that can be said
of them is that they are a triumph of the breeder's art, and
demonstrate how ridiculous a fancier often makes himself
when he preserves and breeds dogs in no way suitable for
their work. Neither in an earth nor above ground are those
points sought for in English dachshund society of any use.
They rather impede and place the dog at a disadvantage."
Prom a_ fancier point of view, the dachshund, as we know it,

exemplified by a Janet or a Jay, is infinitely more interest-
ing and engaging than the terrier formation, aud as long as
these dogs are not used for their original purpose neither
here nor in England, their present beauty interferes little
with their present habits. In thick corn after the cottontail
we should imagine they would fare badly, though Mr.
Manice has, we believe, used his dogs extensively in the
woods rotind Stockbridge, Mass., and it would be interest-
ing, no doubt, if he could be prevailed upon to tell us how
they acquit themselves, and if their fancy points affect them
In any way. Mr. Lloyd says, "The dachshund is pretty as
they make 'em and just about as useful as the fifth wheel of
a coach." We trust some one will defend them from this
imputation of superfluity. Perhaps the coming field trials
will prove the falseness of this accusation.

While we are on the subject of dachshunds, we are re-
minded of a call recently made upon us by a dachshund ex-
hibitor in the early 80s, Mr. Ludekins, who now resides in
New York but formerly lived at Port Richmond, S, I. The
uncertainty as to correct type of dachshunds that obtained
at our shows at that time led to his abandoning the show
ring. He now tells of a peculiar breed he has had for the
past four years. He calls them Russian dachshunds. They
are in color like a Gordon setter and in build are like a
dachshund, with straight, flat coat, heavily feathered on legs
aud on tail, which is carried like a setter's, ears covered with
long hair, too, and very silky. They have the dachshund
front and head, and in fact are the same but for the addition
of coat. His dogs .stand about 4in. high and are about 40in..

long. They make excellent field dogs, and can be used on

credited with a position and a sort of fictitioiis value that
in comparison with the open class winner he is not entitled
to. A puppy class, if we will give puppy classes, should
be enough for the youngster, as novice dogs as a rule are.
The class is superfluous and is only a drag on show com-
mittees, who might better add the money given to these
classes to the challenge, which often is too poorly provided
for. Instead of restricting the challenge classes to one class
for both sexes, or the amount of prize money, as we find in
so many cases, where novice classes are given, abolish the
latter and give more inducement to the showing of dogs
which presumably (of course there are exceptions) are super-
ior examplars of their breed, and as such are public educa-
tors, and in many cases worth a dozen of the novice class
winner, who very seldom get above vhc. when he competes
in the open class. We should like to hear the opinions of
others on this subject, as we believe it has been discussed
among dogmen in a desultory fashion from time to time.
Every dog that is over twelve months old, we contend, un-
less he is eligible for the challenge classes, should when
shown take his chances with those in the open class, and
those under twelve months are provided for by the puppy
classes, and their status is conveyed as such to the public.
The fact that they, the novice class awards, don't count in
reckoning wins for the challenge class shows that they are
a superfluity. If we are to have novice classes, however,
let them be judged first, before the open.

The Death of Bedgrebury Lion.

The demise of such a tine bulldog as Bedgebury Lion is

a heavy loss both to his owner ,and to the bulldog fancy.
Pew of the bulldog men had an opportunity to see the dog
that would have made His Lordship and King Lnd feel that
they had done a good day's work when they beat him. The
particulars regarding this dog have been so recently given
at the time of his importation last spring that it is not
necessary to recapitulate. We sympathize with the proprie-
tor of the Retnor Kennels in their loss, but trust they will

CHAMPION PAUL GLADSTONE.
One of winning kennel at Rhode Island Show, 189.3. Owned by Mr. Joseph Lews, Moodus, Conn,

fur and feather, pointing like the setter. They are a very old
breed in Russia and confined to certain localities and fami-
lies, and are not easily obtained by outsiders. The Russian,
Mr. Ludekins tells us, on his way to and from the hunting
grounds, carries these dogs in leather bags, which are slung
pannier-fashion over his horse's withers, in fi-out of the sad-'
die; the dog's forepaws and head alone appearing and resting
on the top edge of the bags. These peculiar dogs breed true
and are a distinct breed. The shows have interrupted us in
our intention of seeing these dogs, but as soon as possible we
will publish a picture of one of them.

Mr. A. W. Smith, the whilom black and tan enthusiast, Is
paying New York a brief %Tsit, and we are sorry to have
missed him, but from Huron, S. D., to New York is a wide
stride. Mr. Smith was distinctly disappointed that his
specials for American bred B. and T.'s at Toronto weie not
won by something of more merit. It was "like throwing
money into the street for any good it did"—as he very sagely
observed.

We gather from a letter that Mr. Fred ManseU writes us,
that the etching by Richard Josey, of the red dachshund
Pterodactyl, is, besides being an interesting work of art, also
a good likeness of the dog. Mr. Woodiwiss, his owner, says
it IS "a true portrait of mydog and a charming little picture."
It is not so small, however, being 15 x llin. Our copy, which
Mr. ManseU, according to his letter, has kindly sent us, we
expect to receive shortly and can tell our readers more about
it. India prints are .$5.25 and can be ordered through the
Forest and Stream Pub. Co. Mr. ManseU, who is making
quite a feature of this sort of work, is also at work on a pic-

ture of the wirehair Cribbage, which we understand will be
issued shortly.

Novice Classes.

In the Toronto show catalogue there is a rule to the effect
that where novice classes are provided they shall be judged
before the open classes. This is a good rule if it were ad-
hered to. It has been so at former shows in the Queen City,
but this year it was not, and the show management dis-

tinctly violated one of the rules of the C. K. C. While on
this subject it might be proper to ask of what use are
novice classes, anyway .^^ Dog shows are supposed to be a
medium whereby the best dogs of a district or districts are
brought together to ascertain which are the best in the
several breeds. Now, what is the use of a restricted class
that does not appeal to the public as an educator. Lately
we have seen novice classes which are simply a repetition of
the awards in the open and practicaUy saddled the man-
agement with two classes, where one, the open, would have
been sufficient. Dog shows are supposed to bring out the
best dogs, but a dog not good enough to win in open, per-
haps is able to do so in novices. There an inferior dog is

not be disheartened and try again. Owing to his being out
of condition he has had few opportunities at stud since he
came over, and this adds to the loss the breed has suffered
in his death. With His Lordship practically out of the way
there seems to be no obstacles in the further victories of
King Lud and his mates. Mr. Parker is the donor of the
handsome Parker cup to the Bulldog Club, and his active
interest in the breed should be better seconded.

Peoria Jerry is Dead.
A correspondent, owner of a kennel of pugs at Morris,

111., writes to our Western office as follows: "In the official
awards of the Toronto dog show, as published in the
A merican Field of Sept. 23, I find Peoria Jerry, owned by
'Uncle Dick' Fellows, was awarded seeond in open class.
But upon reading the Forest and Steeam of same date I
learn that poor Jerry was killed by a truckman at Buffalo.
Now I would like to know—'you know'— how a dead dog
could receieve second prize at a reputable show aud just how
it came to find its way among the 'official' awards. Our
sympathies go out to 'Uncle Dick' in either event. Say,
this looks like a 'scoop' to a 'fellow up a tree,' eh?" It is.

That pug is dead, was dead, and Forest and Stream
chronicled its demise, and the mode and manner of its
taking off.

Field Dog Trainers.

There should be, and doubtless are, a number of good
trainers of dogs for private shooting within easy distance
of New York and New England towns. If these men would
only make their identity known by using our business
columns we are sure their income would be considerably
increased. Every week we have an inquiry or two as to
where such trainers can be found.

IVIore Pointers for IVIaine.

Mr. Chas. D. Roberts, of Dexter, Me., in a letter to us
says: "It is Avith much pleasure that I inform you of the
successful arrival Sept. 10 of a litter of pointer puppies, five
dogs and three bitches, from my imported bitch Devonshire
Pearl and by my Duke of Dexter. Pearl was imported from
John Lee Bulled, Devon, Eng., last March, and is by his
Devonshire Nero out of Devonshire Pan, and has won fli-st

Birmingham, Eng., second Amsterdam and third Boston,
the latter when just from her voyage. In good condition I
think she can do better. Duke of Dexter is now well known,
having won first at New York, Boston and Lewiston in 1892,
and first Boston in 1893. These pups are the finest marked I
every had and if there are not some winners in this lot I
shall not raise any more. As none of these are for sale I
hope I shall not be accused of trying to blow my own horn.
If 'like breeds like' I shaU surely be in it.'

"

As an evidence of the good and complete management at
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Rhode Island show, we acknowledge with thanks the
receipt of an officially marked catalogue of the show. The
courtesy is none the less welcome because it is the first in
our experience.

Flap Doodle.

Our contemporary, Turf, Field and Farm, took occasion
last week to do a little crowing, stating that Mr. Tallman
went to the Manitoba field trials to report the trials for
them. We scarcely see where the "doodle" comes in when
it Is known that Afr. Tallman went specially to the Manitoba
trials to act as judge, not as reporter, and his expenses were
defrayed by the club. If it was worth while, Forest AND
Stream might do a little crowing, too. It sent, at its own
expense, Mr. Waters, a member of its staff, to BOTH the
Northwestern and Manitoba trials at Morris and Souris
respectively. Further than this it had another of its staff in
Toronto doing the dog show there at the same time, and
further, the week after the Providence and Mount Holly
shows were covered by the New York office; and further,
Forest and Strea,ai was the only paper outside of the State
that had its staff representative at the Lexington, Ky., show.

The address of the old English Mastiff Club's secretary,
Mr. Court Rice, is now The Limes, East Maling, Kent, Eng.

A Florentine volpino is the newest foreign breed to appear
in England. Stock-Keeper does not give us much descrip-
tion of the animal further than it is about the size of a
schipperke and said to make the best of pets. Perhaps this
will turn out to be the Timbuctoo terrier that the English
fancy is waiting to improve according to Mr. Lloyd.

Gordons for Canada.
According to a late number of the Sporting Mirror, Mr.

Barclay Bruce, of Essex, England, took out with him to
Canada five brace of Gordons, partly for sport and partly for
possible sales. They have not as yet been heard from, how-
ever, on this side.

Mr. N. H. Harris, of North Wilmington, asks us to stop his
adv. as he has sold all his dogs to Mr. Dole, Mr. Hanks and
Mr. Symonds,

Mr. W. F. Ellis, of Manitou, Manitoba, offers a rewai-d for
the return of his Hoodoo, black, white and tan setter dog,
weight 451bs., large patch of tan on head and scar on fore-
foot. Should be returned to Mi-, von Leugerke, 346 Wabash
avenue, Chicago.

.lust as we go to press comes word from Mr. Frank Wind-
holz telling us of the death of the famous setter champion
Rockingham. More about him next week.

Secretary George Laick sends notice that a field trial com-
mittee meeting of the National Beagle Club of America will
be held at A. K. C. rooms, 44 Broadway, on Monday, Oct. 9,

at 3 P. M.

Cocker Spaniel Type.
Editor Forest and Stream.':
In your report of the Rhode Island show you have an ad-

mirable, outspoken reference to their being in Bim the essen-
tials of a sporting dog. In placing this dog first in his class
Mr, Mortimer has practically, as an official judge of the
Spaniel Club, indorsed much of what "Uncle Dick" has said
in favor of a working cocker, and given my contention a
very welcome boom. I have always held that the cockers of
America are to a great extent unfit for any kind of sport, and
particularly that of this country. I should like to learn
whether Bim is useful in the field, and whether there are not
many such that would come forward if the club would ap-
point judges like Mr. Mortimer without prejudices, and an
insane hankering for blacks of the pet spaniel order. I think,
too, that there are lots of blacks of similar build that would
also take the place of the toys, and the sooner a new era
comes the better it will be for the spaniel.
One of the chief reasons for the formation of the English

Spaniel Club was the retention of the old cocker spaniel type,
and we now find the American Club with judges that h"ave
not only caused Irish Clumbers and field spaniel classes to
drop out at some shows, but are now doing their best to sim-
mer down cocker classes to a collection of pet dogs.

Edwin H. Morris.
HacivKnsack, N. J., Sept. 30.

.United States Field Trials.

The Derby entries have closed with a list of 33 pointers, 27
Irish setters and 40 English setters. The list having been
received just as we go to press, it wUl be printed in our next
issue.

Paisley Terrier Tarn.

Omaha, Neb.—Some time last fall there ari'ived from Scot
land a Paisley terrier dog called Tam. The dog was imported
by a lady of New York. As a reader of your paper, I would
be pleased to know the address of the whereabouts of this
dog. R, F. M.

KENNEL NOTES.
Kennel Notes are inserted without charge ; and blanks

(furnislied free) will be sent to any address.

NAMES CLADIED.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Lady Taska. By W. J. Snow, Waterbury, Conn., for rough St. Ber-
nard bitch, wbelped May 20, 1893, by Hesperance out of Sabea.
Hero By W. ,J. Snow, Waterbury, Conn., for rough St. Bernard

dog, wbelped June 15, 1892, by Victon or Lord Malcolm out of Gipsy.
Sobothui. By Inwood Keniiels, Providence, K. I., for blael; and tan

Gordon setter dog, whelped July 6, 1893, by Count Noble (Ben Butler-
Belle) out of Juliette (Captain Dan—MoUie Pitcher).

BRED.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application,

Oertrude—Count Noble. C. Patnotn's (Pawtucket, E. L) Gordon
setter bitch Gertrude i,Don—Cremorne II.) to Inwood Kennels' Count
Noble (Ben Butler—BeUe), Aug. -1.

Fan—Count Noble. H. O'Reilly's (Providence, R. I.) Gordon setter
Fan (Don—Fanchon) to Inwood Kennels' Count Noble (Ben Butler-
Belle), Aug. 39.

Minnie Belle—Happy Toby. Eberhart Pug Kennels' (CLacinnati, O.)
pug bitch Minnie Belle to their Happy Toby (Spokane—Nelly T.),
Sept. 8.

Virginia—Patsy Bolivar. Eberbart Pug Kennels' (Cincinnati, O.)
j)ug bitch Virginia (Spokane—East Lake V irgie) to their Patsy Bolivar
.(Eberhart's Cashier—Flossy U.). Sept. 8.

Dora—Chatham Prince. A. W. Mullin's (Somerville, Mass.) bull-
terrier bitch Dora to Chatham Kennels' Chatham Prince (Hinks—The
Shrew), Sept.. 10.

Louinont Kit—Chathavi Prince. P. A. Fuller's (Providence, R. I.)

ibuU-terrier bitch Loumont Kit (Gully the Great—Kit) to Chatham
jKennels' Chatham Prince (Hinks—The Shrew).

WHELPS.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Queeri of the Dale. Chatham Kennels' (Bostum, Mass.) bull-terrier
bitch Queen of the Dale (Plunger—Nettie'), Aug. 31, nine (four dogs),
by H. A. Harris's Whittj Wonder (Guhy the Great—Kit).
'Pepper. H. M. Tenner's pointer bitch Pepper (Bruner's Nig—

Amaryllis), June 39, Ave (two dogs), by Sergeant Kent (King of Kent
—Babe Graphic).

Mg'8 Hope. H. M. Tenner's pointer bitch Nig's Hope (Nig—Amar-
yllis), Aug. 13, seven (four dogs), by Sergeant Kent (King of Kent-
Babe Graphic).

Bstrella. H. M. Tenner's English setter bitch Estrella (Monk of Pur-
ness—Minnie Noble), July 4, eight (five dogs), by SheU Hudson (Glad-
stone—Dido n.).
Dell Roy. H. M. Tonner's English setter bitch Dell Roy (Roy T.—

Jolly Fan), July 19, ten (seven dogs), by. SheU Hudson.
Isca. H. M. Tonner's Eoglish setter 'bitch Isca (Roy T.—Los Ange-

les), July 23, seven (five dogs), by Shell Hudson.
Edgemark's Nellie. J. E. Borden's (Lansdowne. Pa.) English setter

bitch Edgemark's Nellie (Edgemark- Lucy H.), June 1, ten, by F. G.
Taylor's champion Breeze Gladstone.
Bettina Bondhu. L. M. Levering's (Baltimore, Md.) English setter

bitch Bettina Bondhu (Gus Bondhu—Rural Neva), June 9, seven dogs,
by F. G. Taylor's champion Breeze Gladstone.
May F. Bondhu. J. Feulner's (Unadilla, N. T.) Enghsh setter bitch

May P. Bondhu (Gus Bondhu—Daisy Buckellew), June 9, nine (four
dogs), by P. G. Taylor's champion Breeze Gladstone).
Belle Buckellevj. C. K. Westbrook's (Philadelphia, Pa.) English set-

ter bitch Belle Buckellew (Buckellew—Vic Vic), June 20, ten (sis dogs),
by F. G. Taylor's champion Breeze Gladstone.
Belle of Delavjare. F. G. Taylor's (Philadelphia, Pa.) English setter

bitch BeUe of Delaware (Breeze Gladstone—Delaware), June 20, ten
(six dogs), by his Ben Hui- of Riverview.
Nicolette. J. P. George's (Concord, N. H.) English setter bitch

Nicolette (Roderigo—Lady Bessie). July 9, sis (three dogs)
,
by F. G.

Taylor's champion Breeze Gladstone.
Fatality. P. G. Taylor's fPhiladelphia, Pa.) English setter bitch

Fatality (Breeze Gladstone—Lest Noble), Aug. S, eight (four dogs), by
his Ben Hur of Riverview.
Cad's Pet. F. G. Taylor's (Philadelphia, Pa.) English setter bitch

Cad's Pet (Moorefield—Caddie M.), Aug. 7, five (four dogs), by his
champion Breeze Gladstone.
Maisie. J. L. Kinney's fPhiladelphia, Pa.) English setter bitch

Maisie (Edgemark—Flora B".), Aug. 12, — puppies, by F. G. Taylor's
Ben Hur of Riverview.
Cluies. E. W. Jester's (Wilmington, Del.) English setter bitch

Olutes (Plantagenet—Countess), Aug. 28, seven (three dogs), by F. G.
Taylor's champion Breeze Gladstone.

Til. T. Dmgler's (Hai-rison, N. J.) English setter bitch Til (Count
Noble—Lit), Aug. 31, five dogs, by F. G. Taylor's champion Breeze
Gladstone.
BeUe Mur. A. L. Fookes's (Columbus, O.) Enghsh setter bitch

Belle Mur (Gladstone's Boy—Flame M.), Sept. 1, eight (two dogs), by
champion Monk of Purness.

Flirt. O. W. Harris's (Limerock, R. I.) Gordon setter bitch Flirt
(Gyp—Fan), Aug. 6, nine (six dogs), by Inwood Kennels' Count Noble
(Ben Butler—Belle).
Clara Barton. G. W. Patterson's (Lake View, Mass.) St. Bernard

bitch Clara Barton (Su- Bedivere-Judith). Sept. 3. ten (five dogs), by
E. H. Moore's Altoneer (Alton—Hera).
Lady Lomond. G. W.' Patterson's (Lake View, Mass.) St. Bernard

bitch Lady Lomond (Alexander—Bessie), Sept. 6, twelve (nine dogs),
by E. H. Moore's Alton, Jr. (Alton—Judith).
East Lake Virgie. Eberhart Pug Kennnels' (Cincinnati, O.) pug

bitch East Lake Virgie ("champion Bradford Ruby—Puss B.), Sept, 5,

eight (six dogs), by their Su- Douglass (Douglass II,—Lady Verne).

SALES.
^P'" Prepared Blanks sent free on application.
Dash Noble. Black and tan Gordon setter dog, whelped June 8, 1893,

by Count Noble out of Lady Noble, by Inwood Kennels, Providence,
R. I., to Mrs. E. Case, same place.

Little iMdy. Fawn pug bitch, whelped May 5, 1893, by Happy Toby
out of Midget Nellie, by Eberhart Pug Kennels, Cincinnati, 0., to
Bishop Clay, Lexington, Ky.
Douglass H. Silver fawn pug dog, by Douglass out of June, by

Bellevue Kennels, Newport, Ky., to Eberhart Pug Kennels, Cincin-
nati. O.
Oklahoma Boy. Fawn pug dog, whelped June 20, 1892, by champion

Bonsor out of Lady Clover, by Eberhart Pug Kennels, Cincinnati, O.,
to F. H. Bowman, same place.
Douglass H. Silver fawn pug dog, by Douglass out of June, by

Eberhart Pug Kennels, Cincinnati, O., toF. H. Bowman, Avondaie, O.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
There is no charge for answering questions under this head. All

(questions relating to aihnents of dogs xuill be answered by Dr. T. 0.
Slierwood, a member of the Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons.
Commwiicaiions referring to other matters connected with Kennel
Management and dogs will also receive careful attention.

L. W., Columbus, Ga.—Write to Horace Smith, Monroe. N. C. ; he is

reUable and the most convenient trainer to you we know of.

J. A. F., LovveU, Mass.—Write to E. Knight Sperry, New Haven,
Conn. He will probably know of a good man up your \vay.

A. B. M., Wodraont, Conn.—Your Italian greyhound Spider is 6,024
(A. K. R.). W. H. Abrams's Daisy IL is 6,023 (A. K. R ). Both are
in March, 1888 issue. Posey is not registered, the numbers you give
belong to a bull-terrier. Spider won second at New Haven, 18S6.

H. J. H., Fort Leavenworth, Kan.—If by staghound you mean a
Scotch deerhound, 3'ou can get the very best from the Hillside Ken-
nels, Lancaster, Mass., whose advertisement will be found in our busi-
ness columns. They should prove a useful dog out your wa.y.

W. H. V. S., Eau Claire, Wis.—If you write to Mr. J. L. Winchell,
Fauhaven, Vt., he can probably supply you with bloohhound pups.
His stock is of the very best and we believe are from parents trained
to hunt the boot. Geo. W, Glazier, Salem, Mass., also has some of the
same stock.

H. 0. B , Springfield, Mass.—Dalmatians, or coach dogs, as they are
usually called, are not by any means common in this country. A
notice in our business columns might put you on the track of one.
There were some shown at the Pawtucket show, we believe, but they
were not very good specimens.

G. S., Yonkers, N. Y.—The beagle is considered best for hare hunt-
ing, and Mr. Ashburner's book wiU give you information about train-
ing. Price, 50 cents. We can supply it. Little training is required,
developing a disposition to hunt and heed is about all. Consult oiu-
advertisLog columns for good stock.

T. A., Birmingham, Ala.—I have a pointer dog two yeai-s old that
has become very deaf. There is no sign of canker rising or other
trouble in head or ears. I had his ears examined to-day by a pro-
fessional doctor, who says there is no obstruction and the e^irs are
healthy looking. Can you explain cause and give treatment. Ans.
Pour a few drops of almond oil (warmed) into the ear every day for a
week, then syringe out with warm water and dry thorouglily with a
soft cloth.

H. F. deB. C, Detroit, Mch.—I have a litter of cocker puppies 7
weeks old. One has a lump as large aroimd as end of index finger
projecting at navel, which upon pressure slips back, only to reappear
when same is removed. Another has a swelling in neck just above
chest on underside, which feels like a gland and may be moved about.
It is not hard, but yielding, and apparently gives no pain. Is almost
as large as a walnut, WiU you kindly oblige me by teUing me in your
interesting paper, which I regularly read, what I can do for them?
Ans. Do nothing for the lump at the navel; it is a rupture, and wiU
disappear as the puppy grows older. For swelling in neck apply tinc-
ture of iodine twice a week.

Geo. W. p., Manchester, N. H.—Nearly two years since I wrote you
inquiring about a bunch that for some months had been grooving on
my hound bitch, directly in front of the point of the shotUder. From
my description you pronounced it a tumorous growth and recom-
mended appUcation ot iodine Uniment, and if that failed, then removal
of bunch. I employed the local veterinarian and he has tried external
appUcations, has injected iodine, has put in a seton, and all these have
failed. He says the brachial artery is involved, and not professing ex-
perience in canine surgery fears to cut it out. The bunch has attained
the size of a large orange, is about as hard as loose muscle, apparently
causes no pain or soreness. It seems to me that its size must fatigue
her some when on the trail, but its future is what troubles me most
and I am too far up country to consult a specialist. Will you kindly
tell me if it is safe to use ether on dogs, and would the severing of the
brachial artery impair the usefulness of a foxhound if properly taken
up? Ans. It is perfectly safe to use either ether or cliloroform on
dogs. The severing of the brachial artery would not impair the use-
fulness of the dog.

H. A. v., Albany, N. Y.—I have a pointer dog, 5yrs. old, who at
times is very constipated. There seems to form m the rectum a large
hard lump, which when passed and broken up is like baked sand
After passing lump the accumulation behind lump is soft and natural.
He is fed since this trouble soft food. Rectum seems very feverish.
Fed once a day, Trouble came one year ago. Will pass lump after
giving injection of oil. Otherwise dog is perfectly healthy. What
would you advise. Ans. Try the following mixture:

II Pot. bicarb ji
Tr. rhei Jiss
Tr. nucis vom 3 iss
Tr. gent, co jii
Aq. ad 5 vi

Mix. Give one tablespooaful three times a day. Do not give dog
any bones.

FIXTURES.
Oct. 17.—Kenmore Club meeting at Goodland, Kan. Frank L. Web-

ster, Sec'y. Entries close Oct. 16.

The Huron Meet.
Huron, S. D., Oct. 3.—[Special to Forest and Stream]:

Everything points to a successful meeting. There is a num-
ber of well-known coursers already here. There are no
English dogs. Entries are chiefly of those from Kansas,
New York and Indiana, with three from California, and
several from this neighborhood. The draw took place last
night in the Opera House, with thirty-two dogs, as follows:
Whiton's Lord Neverstill against Nelson's Dover. Alley's

Dick Alley against Allen Andrew's Delsarte. Allen An-
drew's Sir Hugo against Watson's Royal Crest. Landseer
Kennels' Viola against Watson's Drytime. Allen Andrew's
Fanny against Slocum's Raven. Hall's Joe McAuliffe
against Landseer Kennels' Nancy. Coyne's Flying Fancy
against Whiting's Touchwood. Allen Audrew's Woodford
Boy against Coyne's Willis H. Coyne's sLaplander
against Nelson's Greenshine. Vinton's Cyclone against Bus-
field's Bicker. Watson's Will o' the Wisp a,gainst Lowe's
Princess May. Lowe's St. Lawrence against Hall's Banboy.
Coyne's Romona against Hall's Daziel. Watson's Willy
Nilly against Wallace's Alake. Lowe's Prince Charlie
against Landseer Kennels' Vanpeter. Nelson's Miss Dallas
III. against Lowe's Voltaire.
Local interest is very great. A supper and a musical en-

tertainment were given to visitors after the draw.
Weather bright but frosty. Judge Williams and Slipper

Brett are both here. The Gl^reat Bend meeting is declared
off. H. C. Lowe's noted greyhound Master Peter is dead,
burst a blood vessel. H. W. L,

• • • •

A Wolf Hunt With the Faulkner Pack.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Long about the middle of last December I had word sent

me that on the following day there would be a big wolf
hunt, and as I am a lover of such kind of sport I was up and
ready to start next morning, when I heard the hunter's hom
which was about six miles away. The air was damp and
just cold enough to brace one up for the sport to come. On
coming up I found the party, con.sisting of some twenty per-
sons and Mr Faulkner with his fifteen trail hounds and two
greyhounds; also Mr. Lafallett with four of his pack of
fighters. As we were all ready we started for some timber
about two miles away. On entering the timber we had
hardly gone 400yds., when old Lnd, one of Faulkner's best
trail hunters, gave tongue, in which he was joined by Little
Ben, Mr. Lafallett's old reliable, and the rest of the pack.
Going in a kind of circle and nearing the edge of the timber
they put Mr. Coyote up to show his running qualities.
At this time of the game there was mtisic in the air for

siu'e. Why, I can almost hear them yet, in imagination,
and the way they did run nothing could strike a hunter's
fancy more. The coyote made for a deep ravine in which we
lost sight of him but not of the dogs. They were well packed
and straining every nerve and muscle to put him out on the
open prairie. 13ut on reaching the other side of the ravinewe
caught sight of him making for some small timber, three or
four hundred yards away, in which there was a good deal of
brush and vines. After rimning him several times around
here, the coyote appearing not to know just which way to
go, he finally made a bee-line south, keeping in cornfields or
near a hedge. We were all doing our best to keep up with
the pack of dogs, and by this time we were all limbered up,
the dogs doing their best were determined to make the chase
as short as possible. After running the coyote about eight
miles he made a lar^e circle and started for Mud Creek, some
five miles away. There was considerable straggling now
among both men and dogs. On seeing the move the coyote
had taken those that were behind cut across to head him off,
followed by most of the stragglers, among which were the
two greyhounds.
We had gone about two miles, when we came in sight of

the coyote; urging the dogs on so as to keep him from giving
us the slip at Mud Creek, the greyhounds soon sighteci him.
Then talk about dogs running! Why they seemed to fly,

and in no time they overtook him. They were going so fast
that when the coyote turned to fight them they knocked htm
down, going ten or twelve yards past. Before they could
fet back the coyote tiu-ned and started o£E, only to be
nocked down again. By this time Speck, Queen, Bob and

Lady had caught up and made short work of Mr. Coyote he-
fore the other dogs came in. It was quite laughable to see
some of the horses running, especially when they would
come to a small ditch, the horse and rider would go up in
the air and come down like a ton of brick, this being the first
chase they had ever been in. To tell the truth, we got pretty
well shook up, and almost hungry enough to eat a wolf our-
selves. Thus ended one of the most enjoyable and long to
be remembered wolf hunts in many a day.

G. B. L. Mebcer.
• • • •

New England Hounds.
A BRIEF glance at recent foxhound history in New England

may be of interest at this time when fox hunting is exciting
so much attention, and so many additions and changes are
being mad e^ in prominent Eastern jjacks. The field trials of
the Brunswick Pur Club occurred in '89. This was the first
public competition of foxhounds in this section of the country,
and the friendly rivalry engendered at that meet has com-
pletely changed the personnel of many of our best packs.
LTp to that time most of the hounds in u.se in New Eng-

land were native bred, and were considered by their owners
unequalled in all good qualities which a hound .should pos-
sess. After the inaugural trials were finished, Mr. R. D..
Perry, the present M. P. H. of the Brmi.swick Far Clubj,
attended the Interstate Fox Hunters' Meet in the South, and!
was so much pleased with the work done there that he pur-
chased the Avent hound, Clinker. At the second trials iu
New England Clinker won first in the speed class, and at
the third trials he won the club medal given for the highest
general average in all classes, and also the American Field
cup; at these trials, too, fine work was done by the Wild
Goose hounds Slip and Leads All.
The great speed, and endurance, and fine hunting and

trailing qualities displayed by Clinker were a surprise to
most of the sportsmen who witnessed the field trials of '91,

and many who had previously doubted the superiority of
the Southern hound over the native, Avere convinced that
they were mistaken in their estimate of the relative qual-
ities of the two. These gentlemen were not slow to follow
air. Perry's example, and the trials of '92 saw a remarkable
change in the class of hounds entered for competition.
^ The desire to beat Clinker led to a search for the very best
Southern hoimds, and many splendid specimens were seen at
the '92 trials. The Portsmouth Hunt Club entered the July
Hendricks, the lead hotmd iu the well-known pack of Ma-.
Thad Murphy, Macon, Ga.; Mr. E. .I.Bates again entered
Leads All, a Wild Goose hound; the Kinney-White pack had
among their representatives the Goodmans, Logan and Aggie-
Mr. J. H. Baird sent the English hoimd Duff, and theWalker
Crook; Mr. M. Stewart was accompanied by Chum and
Paddy, English hounds; Mr. N. Q. Pope's pack was repre
sented by the Croodmans, Clay, French and Orange, and the
July, Pealer; Mr. Richard Seely entered the Buckfield-Byron
Jim.
As all the world knows, Claywon the highest generala r
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age medal and the much-prized cup, and for the second time
the superiority of the Southern hound was shown.
The interest in the foxhound trials is constantly increasing.

New England sportsmen are progressive and are determined
to have the best there are. With this end in view, a number
of high-class hounds—the best that money could buy—have
been purchased during the past year, and will be seen for the
first time at the trials this month. Not only have these
hounds been bought by New Englanders, but Nova Scotia is

also coming to the front, and its priacipal pack will be rep-

resented by at least two Southern thoroughbreds.
The large sums of moneywhich have been invested in high-

class hounds in the last two years can but be gratifying to

those who have the improvement of our foxhounds at heart,

and again brings into prominence the mooted question—"Are
there any hounds that can run into the New England fox?"
This question will be decided in one way or the other

within a year or two. I am no prophet and will not attempt
to prophesy, but I am convinced that those who watch the
work done by the Portsmouth Hunt Club pack, the Popple
Camp pack, the Kinney-White pack, the Oxford (Mass.)

pack, and others which I could mention, will see reynard run
much faster than lie ever did before or lose his brush.

Bradlet.
• • o •

The Englisb Greyhound Stud Book.
We acknowledge with pleasure the receipt of the "Grey-

hound Stud Book," containing the names, colors, ages and
pedigrees of greyhounds registered therein up to July 1, 1893.

This is the first issue of the book under the new keeper's,

Mr, W. F. Lamonby, direction, and that he has compiled a
most interesting and valuable volume cannot be denied.
Coursing men the world over are always interested in the
big men of the leash, and the numerous excellent half-tone
portraits of well-known coursers found in this volume enable
one to form a much better idea of their identity. Among
these illustrations are the late keeper of the Stud Book, Ivlr.

David Brown, whose portrait adorns the first page. Then
follow portraits of Messrs. Wm. Patterson, Joseph Hutchin-
son, A. J. Humphrey, E. M. Douglass, Harold Brocklebank,
Francis Watson, Joseph Trevor, Thos. Quihampton, H. Hay-
wood, M. G. Hale, John Coke, the Marquis of Anglesey, Col.

North and Sir Thomas Lecky.
A review of the 1892-93 coursing season by "Dromas" is not

the least interesting feature of the work, and will prove
valuable to the student of form in conjunction with the
record of all the winners, runners up and dividers of all

stakes during the past season. A picture of FuUerton is

also given, together with a record of his performances.
The monthly supplement to the Stud Book having in its

publication incurred a loss, it was decided at the last meeting
of the National Coursing Club that this feature should be
discontinued. The code of rules, as revised and adopted
June 28, 1893, is also published.
The number of greyhounds registered in the book is 3,674,

and the number of individual owners here represented
reaches 1,361,

Another valuable feature that we may allude to in closing
our review of this useful volume is the "Statistics of Winning
Strains" during the season of 1892-93, compiled by "Dromas."
This shows that the lately deceased Greentick heads the list

of winning sires. His record shows that with the aid of 43
bitches, or 48 families, embracing 82 running greyhounds,
among them won 28 stakes, divided 80 and ran second for
23. Another pillar of the stud, MuUingar, just beats a no
less well known greyhound, Herschel, for second place by
means of 30 bitches, or 34 families, embracing 57 running
dogs. With these he won 19 stakes, divided .52, and ran sec-
ond for 20. Herschel's record is made with 25 bitches, or 26
families, embracing 52 running dogs, which accounted for 16
stakes, divided other 50 and ran second for 9. Another suc-
cessful sire, Toboggan, makes an excellent showing for a
young dog, having only one season's progeny to depend upon.
With the produce of 10 bitches his record is 8 wins, 18
divided and 5 runners up, this with 22 dogs. Such a guide
as this will prove almost inestimable in its value to grey-
hound breeders of both countries.

• • •

Northwestern Beagle Club Trials.

Milwaukee, Sept. 25.—The Northwestern Beagle Club's
first annual field trials will be held at Whitewater, Wis.,
beginning on Nov. 1. Whitewater is on the C. M. & St. Paul
R. R. fifty-one miles southwest of Milwaukee. Parties that
wish to run dogs, that can not attend the trials themselves,
can send them to the Northwestern Beagle Club, White-
water, Wis. The club will furnish a competent handler and
the dogs will get the best of care. Application for member-
ship has been made to the American Kennel Club. For entry
blanks, premium lists, etc., address Louis StefEen, Sec'y,
Milwaukee, Wis.

• • • •

HUNTING AND COURSING NOTES.

Mr. L. P. Bartels, of Denver, conveys the sad intelligence,
in a letter to me under date of Sept. 20, of the death of Mann
Page, of Denver, Col. Of him he feelingly writes as follows:
"Mr. Page was one of the finest fellows that ever lived, a
man in every sense. He was a chemist and assayer of great
ability, having filled the position of assayer in chief for years
at the Grant Smelters (our largest smelter) in this city, and
up to the time of his death, which occurred yesterday. He
was an enthusiastic friend of the greyhound and of coursing.
He has owned a number of good dogs. In 1891 he entered his
dogs Fleetfoot and Quebelle at Great Bend, Kan. He had a
number of young ones which he was training for the fall
meetings at Goodland and Leoti. Mr. Page was a Virginian
by birth."

• •

It would be a pleasant circumstance to the winner of that
cup if that cup was given to the winner thereof. Why not
call it the Phantom cup ? ' 'Curious, very. Not only curious,
but a trifle queer."

• • •

Breeding greyhounds seems to be a lucrative game in
England if you get the right strains. A litter by Restorer
out of Harpstring, the dam of Fine Night, five in number,
realized $2,155, one of them, a bitch, bringing at auction $875
and another, a dog, $500, another bitch brought .S47.5. Speak-
ing of large prices given for greyhounds by such fashionable
sires as Greentick, Herschel, and Mullingar, we note that
at the sales during the past season a number of dogs went
at auction for prices over S500, and one, Bab-o'-the-Burn, a
first-season bitch, brought §1,250 at the Royal Repository,
Barbicary, London. She is by Herschel out of Miss Jessie II.

During the show at Cranston, a Mr. Tarr, of New York,
who is said to have a cry of beagles, in passing Mr. A. D.
Fiske's team took a fancy to the winning pup, Arline, as the
most likely-built one for work ta the show and purchased
him. Mr. Fiske also sold another one, a bitch.

At this show there was a good deal of discussion over Mr.
MuUane's beagle bitch Beauty. It was recognized by the
"faculty" as Baby Deane, who was lost shortly after the 1890
beagle trials. She belonged to Mr. W. S. Clarke, who has
offered to replace the bitch with another one, but we believe
Mr. Mullane wants expenses for time he has kept her. The
affair is slightly mixed, and how it will turn out we cannot
tell. This bitch as Beauty, it will be remembered, scored at

Toronto and was well spoken of in our report. She is one of
the few typical ones in body, and is well worth having.

• • • •

Owing to ill health, which prevents him from keeping up
with his beagles and training them as he should like, Mr.
Wixom tells us that it is not likely he will compete in the
trials this year, though he has some young stock that he
would like to see go.

The races for the America's Cup have come at a most opportune
time for the daily papers, when the excitement has all gone out of the

silver purchase repeal, and the fall elections are still a month off. To
add to this good luck the new challenger is not a mere M. P. like Mr.

Ashbury, or even a baronet, or a plain sailor man, but a real live Peer,

and with him have come a Peeress, their two daughters and several

members of the "nobility.'" Even more attention has been devoted to

the movements of Lord Dunraven and his party than to the two prin-

cipals in the contest, Vigilant and Valkyrie, and the voluminous
chronicle of their daily doings is hardly less than a liberal education

to those who aim to pattern themselves after the "nobility." It is

quite evident from some of the stories that the writers had based their

Ideal of the British peer solely on "lolanthe" and the other Gilbertian

operettas, and also that this ideal has been shattered in the most ruth-

less manner. No one could read the description of the dress and

appearance of the Dunraven party in a certain New York paper with-

out a keen sense of sympathy for the disappointment of the writer—in

place of jeweled coronets and ermine only plain everyday garments

were worn, and very little jewelry was visible. In another paper,

after the exact time of the arrival of Lord Dunraven at the New York
Y. 0. is noted as cai'efully as the start of a race, we learn with sur-

prise that he walked quietly into the house and ascended the steps, one

at a time, in much the same manner that any gentleman would, in-

stead of tripping upstairs like the lords in "lolanthe," and afterward

emulating Sir Joseph Porter and dancing a hornpipe on the big table

in the Model Room.

One funny accompaniment of the international contest is the dog-

gerel in which the partisans of Vigilant and Valkyrie have sought to

relieve their feelings, and which has in some way got into type. The

most unconsciously funny of these is one in which a staunch upholder

of Vigilant predicts that "England's defender will see but your keel."

In thus inviting a capsize, the poet is evidently laboring under the

popular delusion that Vigilant is really a centerboard sloop and fully

capable of "turning turtle" in a race.

It is always well to have two striogs to one's bow, and though the

complete success of the American yacht is confidently announced in

many papers, the way for retreat in case of a fairly favorable showing

of the keel boat is still kept open. Not only has the term "sloop"

been liberally used in connection with British boats this year, but it

has been announced that Valkyrie really should be quite fast, as she

is purely of American model. One amusing incident of the sloop craze

which has lately broken out is the reporting of the cutter Medusa in a

daily paper as a "sloop-cutter," whatever that may be.

The races of the last eight years have added permanently a new
term to the yachtsman's vocabulary, and "Cup defender" is now es-

tablished in general use. An attempt is now being made to add still

another, and we read of Jubilee, PUgrim and Colonia not as "Cup
defenders," but as "Cup candidates."

Among the visitors attracted by the Cup races is Lieut. Henn, who

arrived pn Friday last on the Germanic. He has been spending hi

time afc Larchmont.

The immediate conditions of the present races are not only far more
just and liberal than have ever been afferded to a Cup challenger, but
they are practically the ideal conditions for a fair race, which the

Forest and Stream has persistently fought for through four succes-

sive Cup contests, dating back to 1881. Why these conditions were
given to the Earl of Dunraven when they were denied to Lieut. Henn
and the owners of Thistle is now of little account, the main fact is that

at last the New York Y. C. has reached a standard of absolutely fair

and impartial management for the races for the America's Cup.

While the immediate conditions of the races are thus established on
a fair and permanent basis that should prevent all disputes in the

future, the same cannot be said of the conditions under which the

Cup will be delivered to a successful challenger. The statement

credited to the chairman of the Cup committee to the effect that

all differences were arranged when the challenge was accepted is,

as we happen to know, entirely incorrect. After the long discussion

of terms which began in 1889, the challenge of Lord Dunraven and
the Royal Yacht Squadron was finally accepted at the end of a late

meeting, and the one vital point of the holding of the Cup by the

winner was left undecided, and with opposing statements on each
side. Unless it was settled at the meethig of Tuesday or a subse-

quent one on Monday of this week, this fruitful subject for dissen-

sion and dispute still remains.

The number of people throughout the whole United States who take

a keen interest in the Cup races is beyond estimate; but at the present

time there is hardly a small town, even in the far West, where the

possibilities of the success of the American boat are not eagerly, if

ignorantly, discussed. Much of this interest is purely patriotic and
sentimental, but it exists to an extent which is unknown in England.

To the much smaller class of practical yachtsmen there is another

point of view in all such international contests, and while their sympa-
thies may lie in one direction, it often happens that the technical

points involved incline them to the other side.

Compared with previous races, it must be admitted that the techni-

cal issues and the possible results of the coming contest are of little

importance. The great point of keel vs. centerboard has been practi-

cally decided since the last Cup races in 1887, and is likely to be little

affected by the present races. Minerva, Gloriana and Wasp have given

conclusive proof that it is possible to design a keel yacht which, to

state it moderately, is at least as good to windward as any center,

hoard boat ever built. The ability m racing, and the advantages and
disadvantages of the keel boat in the middle and smaller classes, have

been fully demonstrated, and boats of even excessive draft are in

general use.

While the problem Is somewhat different in the larger classes, there

is every reason for the beUef that if the question of convenient draft

be disregarded, the Soft, keel can be made quite the equal of the com-
promise model of the same length. While this fact is gratifying to

those who have maintained for so long the keel side of the contro-

versy, it amounts to little in practice, as a yacht of over 12ft. draft

can be of httle use anywhere save for international racing. Once the

limit of 12 to 13ft. is passed, and it is exceeded even In the center-

board Cup defender, the yacht becomes a special machine and of no
general use. No yachtsman would deliberate long over the real merits

of such a craft as Lasca or Volunteer, drawing little over 10ft., and
Vigilant drawing 14ft. or over. The success of a large keel yacht,

like Colonia or Valkyrie, can only prove what many have long since

accepted and others cannot successfully disprove; it certainly would
not lead to the general adoption of the type by American yachtsmen.

The success of Vigilant is likely to have aa little effect, it cannot
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overthrow the conclusions based on Gloriana and Wasp, nor will it

develop in general use a much deeper or wider type of centerboard

than is now found in the larger classes. Exciting as the present con'

test is, its technical issues are of comparatively small importance.

The America's Cup Races.
The meeting between Lord Dunraven and the Cup committee of the

New York T. C. took place on the afternoon of Tuesday, Sept. 26, at

the club house, there being present Messrs. J. D. Smith, A. Cass Can-
field, J. F, Tams and Latham A. Fish; the fifth member, Mr. Philip

Schuyler, being on his way home from England. The meeting lasted

for a couple ef hours, but nothing is yet known of the subjects dis-

cussed or the conclusions arrived at." After the meeting it was an-

„^.ji, being given, tn answer to a direct question — . —
terms under which the Cup should be held by the Royal Yacht Squad-
ron in the event of a victory for Valkyrie had been discussed, the
chairman, Mr. Smith, stated that these terms had been finally arranged
when the challenge was accepted last winter.
One important matter settled at the meeting was that of the imme-

diate detail of the races, which was announced by circular on Satur-
day, as follows:

Conditions of America's Cup Races, 1S9S.

SAILING DIRECTIONS.

Start—The start will be made off Sandy Hook Lightship, th

Letter Gl—Do you assent to calling race off for the day?
If both yachts signify their assent by setting the affirmative signal

(letter C), the answering pennant will be hoisted on the May. C Gr—
Race postponed on account of fog. Letter L—The starting point will
be shifted out from the Lightship-
All signals will be made by club code.
By invitation of the Commodore the committee will be on board the

flagship.

GEUBRAL RACING CONDITIONS—BY MUTUAL AGREEMENT.

The racing rules, time allowance, and system of measurement of
the New York Y. C. shall govern, with the" proviso that any excess of
load water-line length over 85ft. shall be counted double in calculating
the sailing length, and also that the load water-hne length shall not
exceed 86.7ft.

Best three out of five races, outside of headlands, over courses each
30 nautical miles in length, and with a time limit of six hours.
The first, third and fifth races shall be to windward or to leeward

and return, The second and fourth races shall be around an equi-
lateral triatigle, one leg (and the first. If the wind permit) being to
windward.
One day shall intervene between eacb racing day. A race postponed

or not finished within the time limit shall be decided before the next
race in the series is taken up.
*The races will be started off Sandy Hook Lightship, the prepara-

tory signal being made at 11:15 A. M., and the start (from a single
gun) at 11 :25. But if on the day of a race to windward or leeward,
the course cannot be laid from the lightship, then the race will be
started about 11:45, from some point further out to sea.

**The Regatta Committee shall have discretionary power to declare

Vigilant and Valkyrie.

Since the trial races the members of the Vigilant syndicate here
worked even harder than before in the effort to perfect the boat for
the final contest, and nothins: that work and money could do has been
omitted. Mr. Iselin, Mr. Willard and the others who have been with
the boat from the start have been constantly at work, aided by Mr.
Herreshoff, and many changes have been made at City Island. Spars,
rigging, gear and sails have been altered and strengthened, the wire
in particular being very much heavier than that first used. Piepgrass
has made more new spars, including a hollow boom and topmast, and
a spare mast is ready in his big shed. Sawyer has made a new jib and
staysail, and all the sails have been more or less altered. So many
changes of spars and sails have been made that it is not known what
particular ones will be used.
Early last week a diver went down and scoured the Tobin bronze

centerboard. and on Thursday the yacht was hauled out on Hawkins's
railway at City Island, the faithful Hattie going out at the same time.
The yacht laid on the ways until Monday, being run off at 4 A. M.

While dry she was visited by hundreds of people, Sunday being tlie

principal day. Her bronze bottom was cleaned and then polished with
Bath brick, or some similar polishing material. On Monday she was
under way on the Sound^for another trial of the sails. On Wednes-
day she will visit Erie Basin, where Mr. Hyslop will make the flna!

measurement of both yachts.
Valkyrie was under way for the first time in racing rig on Wednes-

day of last week, first spending an hour or more off Owl's Head while
her compasses were adjusted. She sailed down the Bay, returning
in the afternoon, and on the three following days she was also out
On each occasion she was closely watched from tugboats and yachi s

COLONIA Designed bv N. G. Hbrfeshoff. VIGILAJN l UE IGNED BY N O. HKRRESH'^FF.

-Designed by Stewart & Binney. JUBILEE-
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preparatory signal being given at 11:15 A. M., and the starting signal

at 13:25, except as provided under *General Racing Conditions.

Courses—No. 1. (Letter B ) From the starting line to and around
a mark 15 miles to windward or to leeward and return, leaving the

mark on the starboard bond. No. 2. (Letter T.) From the starting

line 10 miles to and around a mark; thence 10 miles to and around a
second mark, and thence 10 miles to finish line, turning the marks on
the outside of the triangle, to port or starboard, according as the

yachts are sent around.
Starting and Finishing Lines—Will be between a point on the

flagship May, indicated by a white flag and the mainmast of the light-

ship, or other stakeboat if the start is made further out to sea. The
starting and finishing Unes will be at right angles with the outward
and home courses, respectively.
Compass Courses— Will be set on the maintopmast stay before the

preparatory signal is made, and will he kept flying until after the

start. The signals for course No. 3 must be read beginning; forward.

Marks—Will be floats displaying a red flag with u-hite stripe. The
position of each float will lie indicated by a tug show ing a red ball and
stationed about 100yds. beyond. Should a float be wrecked its place

wiU be taken by its marking tufc. which will show the club signal in

addition to the ball, and in turning the tug. the directions for turnmg
the float will govern.

STARTING signals.

Preparatory—A gun will be fired and a red ball hoisted.

Signal for the Start—Ten minutes later, a second gun wll be fired,

and the ball wfll be dropped In case the start is postponed or the

starting point is shifted from the lightship, a preliminary signal will

be made by firing a gun and displaying a blue peter at the fore ten

minutes before the preparatory signal and twenty minutes before the

start. Should a signal gun miss fire, a prolonged blast of the whistle

will be given.
Recall Signal—A yacht crossing the line before the starting signal

is made will be recalled by a blast of the whistle and the display of her
private signal on the fore.

Postponement Signals, &c.—See (general Racing Conditions.**

Letter H—Do you assent to postponing start until later in the day?

the race off in case of fog. They may also, on account of other
weather conditions, postpone the start or declare the race off for the
day, provided that both yachts assent.
In case of serious accident to either yacht, prior to the starting

signal, she shall have sufficient time to repair before being required to

start: if during a race, she shall have sufficient time to repair before
being required to start in the next race.

Manual power only shall be used in working the competing vessels.

S. Nicholson Kane, 1

Chester Griswold, v Regatta Committee.
Irving Grin-nell, )

The first race will be on Thursday, Oct. 5, and the second on Oct. 7,

continuing on alternate days until at least three have l)een sailed.

The possibflity of postponement for weather or to make repairs ren-

ders it impossible to fix in advance the exact date of each race.

The accompanymg chart sliows the racing ground, outside Sandy
Hook, and the co'urses will presumably be within the limit of the two
lines diverging from the Sandy Hook Lightship, the circles represent-

ing ten miles, the sides of the triangular' course, and fifteen miles, the

length of the leeward course, respectively. As stated in the condi-

tions, it is possible that the start may be moved seaward from the

Lightship to secure a windward leg.

A very large fleet of steamers and tugs will follow the race, many of

them engaged by clubs or private parties. Pubhc steamers, carrying

passengers' at S2 to S5 each, will be run. full information as to the

times and places of starting; being given in the advertising columns of

the daUy papers. Some of the yacht clubs have also arranged to

give, notice to holders of tickets of any change of programme through
the same medium.

Capt. Crockei' was in New York this week, having returned by
steamer. On Oct. 2 Navahoe safled from Cowes for Madeira, with Mr.

and Mrs. Carroll on board. They will visit the West Indies, returning

to New York in a couple of months.

which accompanied her, the comments on her sails and her apparent
speed being uniformly favorable.
Nothing was done on board on Sunday, but on Monday morning

she was towed to the Erie Basin Dry Docks. She reached the dock
before noon, but the steamer Iroquois had to be floated, and it was
just midday when Valkyrie was warped in. Thistle and Genesta were
grounded near the outer end, but the keel blocks for Valkyrie were
laid ahead of Ii'oquois while the latter was dry. so the 3'acht was
grounded near the head of the dock.
As soon as she was in position, the crew left her in the two boats,

then Messrs. Watson and Ratsey with Capt. Cranfield and one of the
crew took the dinghy and rowed round her, carefully marking the
exact waterline at the bow. When they reached the long, low counter
the task was far more difficult, and it was some time before a mark
was made. After several attempts to reach under, the boat was
heeled untfl her gunwale touched the water and Mr. Watson leaned
out, his body beyond the boat and barely clearing the water, and by
a long stretch he succeeded in making a mark at the proper point.
There was about 24ft. of water when the caisson was floated in,

closing the docks and the pumps were set to work until the depth was
reduced to about 18ft. before the yacht began to fall by the head,
showing that her heel had grounded on the lowest keel block.
Owing to her peculiar keel contour the greatest care was necessary

in properly adjusting her to the blocks specially built up to support
her, the forward tier of blocking being at least 10ft. high.
The yacht was held by four tackles from the bows and quarters. A

wire rope with a short line hanging in the center was stretched across
the dock just clear of her tafErail, and a lead line was hung from the
center of the latter.

At the head of the dock the foreman of the yard stood by the two
posts which mai-k the exact center line of the" dock, and sighted the
l30w, a man on the stern watching the plumij hue and the center of
the wire rope. Other men on the four tackles moved the yacht
slightly to one side or the other untfl she stood over the exact center
of the dock.
When finally adjusted, the spur shores were run out, four on each

side, from the yacht to the steps of the dock, and one pump was
started. The crew took possession of the two float stages, each man
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armed with a stiff brush broom, while on each float -were several tubs
of a black scouring mixture, composed of sand, water and an acid.
The men scoured viprorously, moving the floats from end to end, while
the pump was run slowly and stopped at times when tlie water fell too
fast. The copper was in good condition, but little fouled, and showing
only a few wrinkles forward, though the white putty showed plainly
along the seams of the counter from the copper line to the archboard.

All the afternoon a steady stream of visitors poured into the yard,
until all the yachting talent of New York was assembled within a
radius of 100ft. of Valkyrie's mast. Among the visitors were Messrs.
A. Gary Smith, J. Beavor Webb, Canfield, Tarns, Sanderson, Gardner,
Gielow, Thomas Congdon, C. H. Haswell, M. E. Schuyler and E. B,
Clarke. Lord Dunraven was not present, having gone on a flying
visit to Boston on Saturday, but a casual visitor with a cane and a
gafftopsail hat was pointed out by some one as his Lordship. The
word quickly passed through the round and many stopped to gaze,
enjoying the sight just as much as though it had been really the
owner of Valkyrie.
Owing to the delay of scrubbing, it was 5 o'clock before the deck was

dry and the yacht was visible from her truck to the heel of her rudder.
Of course her dimensions are not known, but the most reliable esti-

mates place the beam at 22ft. 6in., and the extreme draft at three to
six inches over 17ft.

In Valkyrie, in spite of much that has been said, there is not the
east suggestion of the HerreshofE boats. Not only are the dimensions
different, but the whole treatment of the design shows Mr. Watson's
individuality; in fact, he has not even copied himself in Thistle.
Like the topsides, the bottom is very much like Queen Mab, the keel

contour being somewhat different. The bow is long and more of the
V-section than in any Herreshofl boats, the waterliues being straighter.
The middle body is quite full, with a rather deep bilge and a thick
throat to the floors, but the run is very clean and easy.
The general dimensions of the yacht are unquestionably far ahead

of any other Cup challenger, she has a good amount of beam, her
lead is very low, and from all accounts she carries her canvas in a way
that none of the older boats have done.
What is of even more importance is that her draft is apparently

enough for good windward work, her lateral plane is ample, and its

distribution indicates a good balance; in other words, she is strong in
those points in which all previous keel boats of large size have been
notably week. Whether she is relatively as good as the modern keel
boats of medium siae is yet to be proved, but she is certainly not lack-
ing, as Colonia, Thistle and the older boats have been, in draft and in
distribution of lateral plane.
Her rig is far heavier than Vigilanfs, but it is tried and tested, and

certainly stronger. It is essentially the same as Thistle, and not as
light as the modern American boats, but there is little danger of it

going to pieces.
As to the probable results of the races the general opinion is all on

the side of Vigilant, and while yachtsmen admire Valkyrie, the major-
ity are looking for a decided and easy victory for the American boat
as in past years.
In many respects the two are far more evenly matched than ever in

the past, and while Vigilant is likely to do the best windward work
under normal conditions, there are, in our estimation, two adverse
factors in the great beam and the large and light rig. The possession
of the Cup has in the past been decided by this same ability to wind-
ward under normal conditions, smooth or nearly smooth water and a
clubtopsail, or at least a topsail breeze, and under the same conditions
Vigilant is likely to win. Should it come to disturbed water, even short
of a really bad sea, while Valkyrie has probably beam enough, we be-
lieve that Vigilant has too much for her best speed ; and while Valkyrie
has a rig that, though heavier, has been tested for three months, the
lighter rig of her opponent presents a serious element of risk which
must be greatly increased after two or three days of tossing even in a
moderate sea. -

The Cape May Cup.
The Cape May Cup, which was won in 1885 by the Genesta in Ameri-

can waters, is a sister trophy to thf> Brenton's Eeef Cup, which the
Royal Yacht Squadron committee on Thursday awarded to the Nava-
hoe. The conditions also are practically identical, and the course on
this side is the same. The match was, however sailed under weather
conditions far different from those of the Erenton's Reef contest on
Tuesday last, the vessels taking upward of 24 hours to cover the 130
miles course. They started at 18:49 P. M. on Friday, and did not finish
until 12:57 P. M. on Saturday. For about 10 hours after the start the
breezes were light and baffling. Then came a following wind, which
took them to the French coast. In crossing the channel back they
had it smart enough to bring them in about 5 hours from land to
land.
A clever start gave Britannia the lead after the first tack, and she

fave the Navahoe a very hollow beating, which might really have
een increased, as may he gathered from the racing details which

follow. Britannia can claim the credit of having come in ahead of
Navahoe every time they have met, and the Prince of Wales"s cutter
has won the unparalleled number for a flrst-class yacht of 33 prizes
this season. She displayed her winning flags yesterday in Cowes
Roads, and the ship was decked with them rainbow fashion. It may
be said that it was arranged to start and finish the Cape May cup
match from Alum Bay, and that Col. J. Sterling undertook the duties
of starter and timekeeper. Racing details follow:
Match for the Cape May Cup, presented by Mr. J. G. Bennett in 1872

to the New York Yacht Club for competition by yachts of all nations.
(Last holder, Genesta, cutter, the late Sir Richard Sutton.) Course
from a line drawn from Alum Bay Pier and Col. J. Stirling's cutter
Chough, anchored off, out through the Needles, round Cherbourg
Breakwater and back,!!distance 120 miles. New York Yacht Club rules.
No time allowance. Yachts allowed five minutes to cross the line.

Eating.
Britannia (defender), cutter, the Prince of Wales 151
Navahoe (challenger), cutter, Mr. E. P. Carroll 156

It had been arranged that the two competitors were to tow away
from Cowes at 5 o'clock on Friday morning, but a dense fog prevented
their getting away until 9;30, when a clearing came. It was flat calm
at this time, as it likewise was when we got to Alum Bay, and as the
flood tide was coming the start was delayed until the stream eased and
a little breeze then drew up the Needles passage. Boih vessels had
lower sails, big jackyard topsails and large flying jibs, and after the
fifteen minutes' signal they were working about in quite lively style.
The Britannia's line of action in regard to start was a masterpiece of
generalship. She led Navahoe to the flagboat and purposely crossed
the line a minute too soon. The recall number was displayed and Bri-
tannia made a circle round the mark, while on the starboard tack the
Navahoe was reaching down the fine by the wind. Britannia actually
crossed ten seconds astern, but she had a high weather berth, and
when Navahoe came round she found Britannia pointing to cross her,
the latter being on starboard tack. Navahoe did not seem inclined at
first to go round, but had she not there would have been a collision, as
the Prince of Wales's cutter claimed the right of the road. Navahoe
was soon around again and Britannia, tacking almost directli', fair in
her wind, made as smart a start as has been seen this season.
There was a drain of flood yet coming in the Needles passage, but

both crossed it as they stood across for the Shingles. The start was
made by Navahoe at ISh 48m. 69s. and Britannia 12h. 49m. 9s., and
close hauled on starboard tack Britannia weathered the Needles and
stood out into the Channel at Ih. 4m., Navahoe at Ih. 6m. 30s. There
was but a light trickling breeze outside, with just a slight ripple on
the water, and the wind did not freshen when the ebb came. Britan-
nia kept stealing away, and at 2 o'clock held about a mile lead. At
this time her big jib topsail fell down, owing to the shell of the upper
blocks breaking; and she was for about a quarter of an hour without
the sail, which, when set, was salt water wet, and not at its best for
picking up stray zephyrs.
In bafiling breezes with sheets mostly close in they worked on,

making good a south-south-west coiirse and Britannia making a
steady gain. At 7 o'clock the Prince of Wales's cutter had a lead of
about three mUes, and there was about the same distance between
them. When at 8 o'clock darkness set, the flickering air had then
quite died out. A good many traverses had been worked, but at 9
O'clock Britannia was about twenty miles southwest of the Needles
and Navahoe's side-Ughts were not discernible. It war dark, but
not hazy.
At 10 o'clock, after a spell of about two hours in the doldrums, a

night breeze came from the northeast, and booms were squared off
and spiuakers set to port. The wind freshened fast and Navahoe
astern was getting the best of it. Britannia went streaking along
and at 1 o'clock made Cape Barfleur lights right ahead. She had
spinaker in and hauled up a bit, but this did no harm, as the west
tide was sweeping down, and on re-setting spinaker had not to hold
against the stronger stream nearer the land. The wind seemed to
blow home as they got in toward the breakwater, and in the gray of
the morning the Navahoe was made out about three miles astern of
Britannia. They ran right into the western entrance and luffed sharp
to the wind at the buoy. The tuning as they passed inside the break-
water as taken by the British Consul was as follows, A. M., Saturday:
Britannia 5 29 00 Navahoe 5 50 1 5,
The tidewas quite dead at Cherbourg Roads, and the wind easterly

straight through. Jibtopsails were kept vip and each made five or sis
tacks before getting weathering distance of the eastern end. Nava-
hoe had brought the breeze, which was stronger by the land than ten
miles off, and had got close upon Britannia, which was, however, two
miles to windward, as the Prince of Wales's cutter was going out of
the east end of the breakwater, while Navahoe was coming m at the
west. On getUng outside, Britannia came close by the wind on the

tarboard tack, and went off wind jibtopsail set, going about 9 over
he ground.
By 7 o'clock it had settled down to a real smart breeze a little to the

northward of east, and came fresh enough for flying jibs to be pulled
down. When Navahoe came out she M^as at first dropping under the
lee quarter of Britannia, but as the American sidled away so much
harder was Britannia sailed, the latter being content to kpep her op-
ponent fair in the line of her wake. The eastern stream came under
the lee and the breeze got smarter, although there were lulls in which
flying jibs were pulled up.
Sailing clean full, both came at a tearing pace across Channel, the

weather being fine and the atmosphere clear enough for the land to
be made 10 miles distant. With a little screwing Britannia might have
made Christchurch Head, but through keeping Navahoe in her stream
she fetched no higher than Anvil Point, where she tacked to port and
stood up for the Needles, the Navahoe, now about 3 miles astern, fol-
lowing in her wake. They had a fine tide sweeping them to windward
and settled up fast, only two more tacks being made outside the sea
gates. Both stood in to the fairway of the Needles passage on star-
board, then made a long leg on port up into Alum Bay, a short hitch
on starboard put them across the line between the Chough and Alum
Bay Pier. Britannia dropped Navahoe a good bit under the lee in
heating up from Anvil Point to the winning line, and she eventuall.y
finished a hollow winner. The official times of arrival were as follows,
P. M. Saturday:
Britannia (winner) 12 57 19 Navahoe 1 ,33 32
According to corrected timing, the Britaunia won by S6m. 28s.—

London Times.

Navahoe and Her Races.
The following summary of races and comments on NTavahoe are

from the Field

:

Whatever else may be said of the building of Navahoe, and her
competitive visit to this country, there is no doubt that her owner has
sailed her in the most resolute ronnner, and adhered strictly to all the
engagements he made for her. This steadfast, plucky way of playing
an uphill game will appeal strongly to Englishmen, and all will agree
that he is the good spoi'tsman the men wlio knew him said he was.
Whether or not Navahoe came up to his e.\pec-t,ations we do not know;
but there can be no doubt that she is very much in advance of any-
thing built in this country or in America previous to thia year of 1893.
It is hot her fault, but rather her misfortune, that she is not quite as
good as Britannia or Valkyrie, and had these two vessels been out of
the way, Navahoe's visit to our southern shores would have been a
very different record. As it is, the record of her matches is as follows:

Date. Club. Wind Finish.
July 31...Eoyal London Fresh. .Britannia (winner).. 3 46 10

Valkyrie (second).. . 3 47 19
Navahoe 3 47 39
Sataaita 3 50 06
Calluna 3 53 .52

Aug, 1...Royal Southampton , Light. ..Navahoe ('winner).. . 3 .55 .30

Satanita. 4 06 08
Calluna ; „„„„ „
Iverna (

gave up
Aug. 3...R.Y.S Strong.Satanita (winner)... , i 40 30

Valkyrie 1 49 02
Navahoe ;

Calluna f
gave up

Aug. 4...R.y.S Fresh.. Satanita (winner).... 2 31 05
Valkyrie 2 33 14
Calluna 2 36 37
Navahoe 2 .38 41

Aug. 5. .Royal Southampton Mod Navahoe (winner) .. . 4 31 29
Calluna. 4 42 54

Aug. S. .R. V. Y. C Fresh.. Britannia (winner).,. 3 54 33
Navah'ie (second). . . 3 58 3H
Satanita 4 04 .54

Calluna 4 06 25
Aug. 10. .R. V. Y. C Light...Britannia (winner)... 2 21 26

Satanita 2 .31 23
Calluna 2 36 05
Navahoe 2 36 88

Aug. 14.. Royal Albert. Light.. .Britannia (disq.).... 6 41 13
Satanita (winner) ... 6 43 26
Navahoe / „„„„„^
Calluna (

gaveup
Aug. 16.. Royal Albert Light. ..Britannin. (winner)... 3 52 40

Calluna (second) 3 57 45
Navahoe 4 04 05
Satanita 4 08 32

Aug. 19.. Eoyal Dorset Fresh, .Satanita (winner)... 2 06 40
Britannia (second)... S 08 56
Navahoe 2 11 ,35

Calluna 2 13 03
Aug. 31 . .Torquay Eegatta Fresh. .Britannia (winner) .. S 09 06

Calluna (second) 2 13 36
Satanita.. 2 16 13
Navahoe gave up

Aug. 25. .P^yal Dart Light . .Satanita (winner).
. . 6 08 03

Navahoe (second)... 6 15 48
Calluna gave up

Aug. 27.. Start Bay Light...Britannia (winner)... 3 37 53
Satanita (diaq.) 3 45 09
Navahoe (second) ... 3 47 16
Calluna 3 50 .37

Sept. 6..E.V.Y.0. Gold cup Light... Britannia (winner)... 4 50 02
Navahoe 5 O'? 29

Sept. r..R.V.Y.O. Gold cup Fresh. .Britannia (winner)... 4 50 46
Navahoe 5 24 57

Sept. 11..R.V.Y.C. Gold cup Strong. Britannia (winner)... 4 29 17
' Navahoe 4 44 25

Sept. 12. Brenton's Reef cup ..Britannia 10 37 45
Navahoe (winner). ..10 .38 32

Sept. 15. .Cape May Cup ..Britannia (wmner). ..24 12 14
Navahoe 24 48 32

Britannia defeated Navahoe every time they met, but it is rather
difficult to form an exact estimate of how much better the former is.

Leaving the Eoyal Victoria Gold Cup races and the Cape May and
Brenton's Reef races out of the question, Navahoe finished 6 matches
in which Britannia was a competitor. Of these the closest finish was
the first race, when Britannia led home by Im. 37s. ; and the greatest
defeat Britannia inflicted on the American was 11m. 25s.; the average
beatingwas 5m. 38s. This leaves out of the calculation time allovVance
due to Britannia and also any estimate for the beating Navahoe would
have received in the races she retired from.

The gold cup races, as far as the first two are considered, were not
entirely satifactory, and the third was spoiled by the tremendous
fluke Navahoe got in the second round. On the first day, over the
triangular course in the open sea, Britannia won by 16m, 27s. On
the second day, in the dead to the leeward and return to ^vindward
trial, in a good lumper of a sea, Navahoe was practically as good as
Britannia before the wind On the heavy beat back, with'single reefed
mainsails and housed topmasts, Britannia proved to be the more
powerful and faster boat, but she probably would not have beaten
Navahoe by more than 7m., had not the latter met ^\'ith a serious
accident to her head gear. As it was, Navahoe was defeated by
34ni. lis. The third race was sailed inside the Isle of Wight, in a
strong breeze, mainsails being again single reefed and topmasts
housed. It is fair to estimate that in this match, allowing for the
mishap to Navahoe and for her subsequent fluke, Britannia would
have lieaten her by at least 22m. ; as it was, the actual beating proved
to be 15m. 8s. The final conclusion to arrive at is, we think, that,
providing Navahoe had been consistently well handled, Britannia is
10m. the better boat in any kind of weather; and in light winds
Valkyrie is probably 15m. better. The estimate just made would,
of course, be considerably discounted should Navahoe make another
race with Britannia like the very remarkable sail across Channel,
for the Cape May Cup on Tuesday.

It is much to be regretted that the foolish longshore yarns about
Navahoe should be reiterated. It is now repeated that Navahoe
"heeled over dangerously," and "in a strong wind is absolutely defi-
cient in stabihty." If heeUng over dangerously is intended to convey
the idea that the yacht was hkely to capsize, the statement is absurd,
and equally so is the sentence about the yacht's stability. In speaking
of the stability of a yacht under canvas, the term is necessarily used
relatively, and to say that a yacht is "absolutely deficient in stability"
would mean that the yacht had no stability at all—that is, if any
meaning can be ascribed to the sentence. It must be remembered that
Navahoe is a vessel 87ft. on the waterhne, beam 23£t.. draft of water
14ft., displacement about 140 tons, with 74 tons of lead ballast—all
stowed practically at the greatest draft. To state that any floating
body so contrived is "absolutely deficient in stabihty" is to 8t.ate what
is absolutely an absurdity.
An absurdity of almost equal magnitude came to us from New York'

on Monday in reference to the Vigilaut, as fohows: "The Vigilant won
by the ability with which she was sailed almost within three points of
the wind, keeping the angle of tne keel from the direction of the wind
under 34". The advantage thus gained was reckoned to be equal to
over a mile in distance and nearly ten minut&s in time. " This is one of
the biggest gooseberries of the season, and is enough to scai'e off the
owner of the Valkyrie.

The determined flght which Navahoe wade for the Brenton's Reef

challenge cup has naturally been much commented on in yachting
cu-cles. This performance of Navahoe's will show up in a glare of
light the absurd libels which have been published about her capabili-
ties in a heavy wind and sea way, and it must always be remembered
that to belittle the capabilities of Navahoe is to depreciate the per-
formances of our own yachts, as they have not imlformly beaten her
by such a very large margin.

Miramichi Y. C.

A TBiANGOLAE race was sailed off Newcastle on Saturday, Sept. 16.
There were five entries—Maude, Com. Miller; Orian, Vice-Com. Stew-
art; Kilbride, Eear-Com. McKane; Learlg, Ales. Burr; Kittoch, How-
ard Williston. Thev crossed the line as follows:
Kilbride 3 56 15 Kittoch 3 57 36
Le^rig. 3 .56 56 Maude 3 58 00
Oriana 3 S7 20
Learlg took first place from Kilbride, went of starboard tack and

forced Oriana to tack to avoid a collision. They tacked again together
on the Nelson shore, and Oriana had to be luffed sharply to keep her
bowsprit out of Learig's mainsail.
Learig drew ahead and increased her lead to the finish, followed by

Oriana, while Maude took third place, dropping a little further behind
Oriana on every leg, whether windward work or rimning.
The times at the finish and the elapsed times were as follows:

Finish. Elapsed.
Leang 4 58 35 0 56 40
Oriana 4 57 20 1 00 TO
Maude 4 59 25 1 01 25
Kilbride 5 03 30 1 07 15
Kittoch 5 04 40 1 07 05
Oriana claimed the race on time allowance and asked for measure-

ment, as Learig is over 3ft. larger and had shipped extra baUast.
Learig discharged her extra ballast before being measured and no
decision has been given yet as to the winner.

Live Ballast in Racing.
The size of the crew carried by Vigilant through the season, and

especially in the trial races, has attracted attention even among casual
observers, while yachtsmen have been quick to appreciate the true
value of so many men in a beamy boat. The Boston Herald com-
ments very pertinently on the matter as follows: "Fortunate it is
for the Vigilant syndicate that there are no restrictions as to the num-
ber of her crew. Were the number of her crew stipulated by rule,
the same as is done in the smaher classes, the Vigilant would find a bit
of trouble carrying her big sails in a strong breeze. She carries nearly
70 men in a race, and as they average about 150lbs. each, the reader
can easily see what the weight of 70 men means when strung out along
her weather rail. Five tons of human freight means considerable in
the estimate of her sail carrying ability. It is hardly probable that
'putting the 70 men to windward' entered into the calculations of the
design, and a fah conclusion to draw would be that the big crew to
windward was an afterthought, and was technically outside the spirit
of the rule as formerly understood and estabUshed by custom. It is
nothing more nor less than shifting ballast in human form—in other
words, men, and not lead, are shifted."

Measurement in Altered Trim.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Please reply to the following question: A yacht which has been

measured claims a race on time allowance against a larger yacht,
which has not been measured. The measurer postpones the measure-
ment, and the yacht subsequently presents itself for measurement
with only part of the ballast with which she sailed the race. Can the
regatta committee lawfully give her the race on the basis of such
measurement? Miramichi.

[A measurement must be taken with the exact weight on board, and
as nearly as possible in the same trim as in the race. A yacht delib-
erately reducmg her ballast after a race to lessen her measurement
forfeits all claim to a prize].

YACHT NEWS NOTES.
The large steam yacht Nourmahal, Mr. .7. J. Astor, was running up

the Hudson River, on the night of Sept. 27 at about 10 o'clock, when
she ran aground on New Hamburgh Eeef. She went clear, but began
to leak, so her captain beached her further up the river. At the time
she struck, Capt. W. A. Daley, who was in command, was iu the chart
room, second officer Johnson being on the bridge. He mistook a red
light on shore for the hght of a vessel under way, and steered to the
eastward to clear it. The yacht was hauled off by the Merrit Wreck-
ing Co., and taken to the Erie Basin, Brooklyn, for repairs, her bot-
tom being badly injured in places. The second officer was discharged
by Mr. Astor, and Capt. Daley left the vessel. Capt. Curtis, who has
commanded the Stiltana for Mr. Trenor L. Park, is now in command.
The yacht will hardly be ready by the time of the first Cup race.

Secretaries of canoe clubs are requested to send toFORitsT Atm
Stream their addresses, with name, membership, signal, etc.. of their
clubs, and also notices in advance of meetings and races, and report of
the same. Canoeists and all interested in canoeing are requested to
forward to Forest and Stream their addresses, with logs of cruises,
maps, and information concerning their local waters, drawings or
descriptions of boats and fittings, and all items relathag to the sport.

OjfK of the several causes of the present condition in canoeing is the
too general prevalence of the idea that what is everybody's business
is nobody's business, which in its practical appUcation means that
the very men who are chiefly interested in the success and growth of
canoeing and canoe racing have ceased to express their opinions, if,

indeed, they still have any decided ones, and have left matters to run
themselves as chance directed. There is a promise of better things,
of an awakened interest by canoeists in canoeing, in the recent letter^
of Mr. Vaux, and the continued discussion of important questions
which we publish this week. We hope to hear still further from
A. C. A. men on new questions or on either side of those already intro-
duced, and will gladly give space to a full discussion of all the ques-
tions which may come before the executive committee at the Novem-
ber meeting in New York.

Thk question brought up by Sec'y-Treas. Burns is a very unportant
one, as the canvassing for advertisements is a hard task to impose on
any honorary officer. Ail that Mr. Burns urges is perfectly true, but
at the same time there is another side to the question—such a publi-
cation as the annual book of the American Canoe Association ought
to carry quite a valuable Une of advertising; but to reahze the full
benefit from this source, and particularly to lighten the iabor of the
ofllcera, it wiU be necessary to make a contract with some advertising
agent for a term of several years. This can hardly be done now, as
the officers in any one year have no power to make such a contract
which shall bind their successors.

The proposal which is brought up again this year, for a permanent
board of governors or trustees, is interesting in this connection, as
one of the functions of such a permanent body would be the arrange-
ment and carrying out of such business matters as the publication of
the book on some systematic plan, rather than leaving it all to the
new and often inexperienced officers elected each year. Without dis-
cussing the exact details proposed by a correspondent this week, the
plan of a board of tru.stees is a most excellent one, and cannot be put
in practice too soon.

While, for reasons that have seemed weU grounded, we have always
opposed the purchase of one spot for a permanent A. C. A. camp, we
have never favored the coustacit ciiauge of location, involving a netr
site every year. After a long and careful study of the whole subject
in the course of the hist half dozen meets, we are of the opinion that a
middle course between the two plana is by far the best; the [selection
of a desirable camp site in a central locaUty with the option of leasing
t for a terra of years, and the holding of the annual meets In this spot
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solong as no'good reason offers for a change. In this way the expense

of a meet- will be reduced about one-half, the work imposed on the

officers and committees will be greatly lessened, and far better ar-

rangements for mess, transportation, etc., can be made. If this plan

should be put into practice, the best place in the United States for

such a semi-permanent site is on the St. Lawrence River, within easy

distance of Clayton in New York State and Gananoque in Canada.

Amendments to A. C. A. Constitution.

Editor Forest and Stream:
. , ^. . ,

In accordance with A. C. A. constitution, Article XU., notice is here-

by given that at the next general meeting of the executive committee

the following amendments will be submitted for adoption:

BOAHD OF GOTERNOHS.

Board of Governors.—Kwr. IV., Sec. 4. The executive committee of

each division, as soon after the passage of this section as convenient,

shall elect one member of that division to serve on the board of

governors of the Association, whose duty it shall be to have general

control of the Association. ^ , ^

The board of governors at their first meeting shall by lot determine

their terms of office, one to retire on Nov. 1, 1894, one on Nov. 1, 1895,

one on Nov. 1. 1896, and one on Nov. 1, 1897, and thereafter all mem-
bers shall be elected in each division at its annual meeting in the same
manner as its other officers, and their terms of ofBce shall be for four

years or until their successors are elected. The commodore shall be a
member ex-offlcio. , , „ a.

Duties.—Ska. 5. It shaU be the duty of the board of governors to

appropriate and apportion suitable sums to the officers and commit-

tees for necessary expenses for the running of the Association and

the meets, etc.. from the finances in the bands of the secretary-treas-

urer. They shall hear and determine all questions of dispute on
appeal from the decisions of the regatta or executive committees

when referred to them.
, , ,

Quorum.—Sec. 6. At aU ireetings of the board of governors three

Shall constitute a quorum, but in the event of the absence of any
member, the executive committee of the same division from which

he comes may select any member to represent him during his dis-

ability only, and in the event of a vacancy occurring, the same shall

be filled for the unexpirpd term by the active members of the division

in the same manner as for a full term.
Meetings.-SEC. 7. The stated meetings of the board of governors

shall be held during the annual meeting of the Association m August
and at the annual meeting of the executive committee in November,
but special meetings may be held at any other time and place at the

call of the president or at request of three members of the board.

Officers.—Sec. 8. The officers of the board shall be president and
recorder, whose duties shall be as in other organizations and they
shall be chosen annually at the stated meeting in camp.
Art. IX., Seo. 1. Amend by adding after the word "commodore" in

sixth hne, "but no money shall be paid out in excess of the appro-

priation made bv the board of governors;" and substitute in sixth

and seventh lines "he shall" for "and to." Bobert. J. Wilkin,
Brooklyn, N. Y., Sept. 26. A. C. A. No. 47.

The Next A. C. A. Meet.
Editor Forest and Streavi:
The American Canoe Association has held fourteen annual meets,

all but three of which have been located in the territory of the Central

Division, and one of these three—Stave Island—was only a few feet

over the border line. Stony Lake in Canada, 188-3, and Jessup's Neck,
Ixjng Island, 1890, were the only camps in other places, away from the

center of canoeing interest. Five of the meets were located on the

St. Lawrence. , , „ , , „,
It is said that all roads lead to Rome. Lake George, Lake Cham-

plain, Jessup's Neck and Stony Lake are reached by practically only
one road each. The Thousand Islands are the canoeman's Rome.
The A. C. A. commodore for 189-3-4, Mr. Irving V. Dorland, a member

of the Atlantic Division, has a rare opportunity to make himself

famous with the help of his executive committee- A permanent camp
site has been suggested, and the idea meets with considerable favor.

There is no need for any legislation on the matter. Let the '94 meet
be held on Old Grindstone, and the Eastern men will almost certainly

select that site for '95, the Central Division in '96 and the Canadians in

'97, will call us back to Stave Island, just across the narrow channel-

Grindstone being selected the work of the transportation, camp site

and regatta committees will be vastly simplified, as there will then be
no unknown quantities to bother the workers. It is unnecessary to

name the advantages of Eel Bay and Delaney Point, they are too well

known,
The selection of a site is in the hands of the Atlantic Division. The

members of that division can pursue a narrow and selfish policy, and
try to make a successful meet near home on saltwater. It may be
possible to do this. The experiment of a salt-water cruise was once
fried, and it succeeded, largely on account of the novely ; but the cost

was far beyond the means of the Association, and those from a dis-

tance would not be likely to come again in view of their trials and trib-

ulations of 1890.
, , . „ . .

If selfishness obtains in the management of the A. C, A., its days
are numbered. New life is needed now, new racing blood, and new
members, who really use canoes. The next meet should be a canoeing

meet, not a dudes' camp or a summer hotel picnic. Not only is new
blood needed, but some of the old "bloods," too, who have drifted

away these last few years. Name Grindstone and many of them will

rally to the call. A Radical Conservative.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Something should be done to encourage more men to enter into the

events of the ' A. C. A." me«ts, as every year sees a decreasing num-
ber of entries while the membership of the A. C. A. increases. The
trouble seems to be that a competitor to enter the races with any
hope of success, as they are at present arranged, must spend money
freely on his boat and rig and devote the entire season to constant
practice. No encouragement at all is given to new men, and it is

utterly useless to bring anything but a fast racing boat to a meet.

Now, it is well enough to have some races unlimited in every respect

for the encouragement of the highest development in sails and canoes,

but surely the majority of the members of the A. C. A. have a right

to expect that the majority of the races should be arranged so that

an ordinary boat could have the chance of competing with the pros-

pect of success. I would, therefore, suggest that the proeramme
this year ai n CO two or three sealed handicap races, say 75ft. sail

limit. By sealed liandicap I mean: No one would Imow their handi-

cap so all would have to sail tlie entire race no matter what their

position would be. Entries would have to be made about a week be-

forehand, so that the handicap could be arranged. I believe this plan

would encourage more competitors than we have ever had before.

Mr Vaux's letter of last week, suggesting that the triangle be
changed to one with mile sides seems a very practicable reform, as

men would have the old triangle for scrub races during the first week
of the meet. His other suggestion to have tlie races directly to wind-

ward and return hardly seems practicable, as it would prevent all

trials over the course before the races, unless the outer buoy was
changed to windward daily.

, ^ ^ , .

There has been some discussion about the presence of ladies in camp
during the past two years, and I think a much needed reform would
be to compel all ladies who attend the meet and sleep iu camp to

become members of the Association previously. I think thi.s would
increase the ladies' camp, as they could know who each other were,

and from whom to get introductions, as ladies, of course, are not like

men, and cannot make each others' acquaintance without a formal
introduction, as the men do. Henkt H. Smyths.

Editor Forest and Stream:
. . „ . ^ ^, .

Yoiu- invitation to the members of the A. C. A. to express theu-

views on the needed changes in the racing regulations has not met
with a very heartv response, and 1 do not expect that the subject of

this letter will elicit any more communications, but in the hope of

arousing some of the old and experienced men in the Association to

activity I will ask the use of your columns to speak of the duties of

the secretary-treasurer, and how in my opinion they may be lightened.

It is the secretary's duty to publish the year book, and as far as

collecting the statistical part or arranging what may be termed the

ornamental portion, this is a pleasant enough task. It is when he
begins to pay for its publication that the year book becomes a m'ght-

The Association makes no provision for payment, and of late years

it seems to be expected that the year book will show a profit after

deducttng the cost of publication from receipts for advertisings As
a matter of fact, bad the year book not contained advertisements and

had the other receipts and expenses of the Association been the same
as they were, the A. C. A. would now be so deeply in the mire as to

be almost beyond extrication.

I think it will be admitted that the advertisements are not an orna-

mental feature iu the book. Experience has sliown that it is an

awful job to secure them, and so it becomes a question whether it is

fair to ask the secretary, who occupies nominally an honorary posi-

tion, to undertake the pubUcation of the year book under present

conditions.
The principal receipts of the Association are derived from member-

sbipldues, initiation fees, c^p dues and advertisements. . If you do

away'with'the last item the other three must be made to bear the
extra burden, and the questions that I would like to ask are: Would
the members of the Association be willing to pay ,51-50 per annum
instead of $1? Can the camp dues be raised lo 82 instead of SI ? Can
there be brought into the A. C. A- an increased number of new mem-
bers each year representing S400 to £500?
Either one of these plans, combined with an economical adminis-

tration, would obviate the necessity for the advertisements, and make
what is at present an irksome task a pleasant duty.
Kingston, Sept. 28. E. Easton Burns.

The Site for the Meet of 1894.
Arlington, N- J., Oct. ^.—Editor Forest and Stream: The incom-

ing officers of the American Canoe Association have spent consider-
able time during the past two weeks looking for a desirable salt-water
camp site with very unsatisfactory results.

It would be a matter of sincere regret to them if for lack of knowl-
edge of whatever good camp sites we may have in or near the Atlantic
Division waters the executive committee should decide to hold the met
of 1894 on Lake Champlain or the St. Lawrence River. Any mforma-
tion, particulary that giving full description and photographs if pos-
sible of suitable camp sites that may be known to your readers will be
appreciated. Irving V. Dorland, Commodore.

Greenville Rifle Club.

The weekly gallery shoot of the Greenville Rifle Club, at its club
ranges on Cator avenue, Greenville, N. J., on Friday night, was weU
supported by the members. C. Boag and C. H. Chavant divided the
honors for the best score, each having 241 points out of a possible 250.

The scores are appended, 10 shots, possible 250. distance 25yds: 0.

Boag 241, C. H. Chavant 241, Capt. Robidoux 240, W. C. OoUins 238. G.
W. Plaisted 237, Geo. Purkess 235, J. Boag 230, J. Spabn 227. J. Hill

233.

The SO shot handicap match between the members of the club, which
was booked to come off in Armbruster's Park on Saturday afternoon,
Sept. 29, did not receive the support that was expected. Several of the
members who had entered for the match failed to show up. The
weather conditions could not have been more favorable. A cloudless
sky, with a moderate wind and the atmosphere as clear as a bell, gave
those who were present an opportunity to make records for them-
selves. The scores of the members who participated are appended:
Geo W Plaisted C.38-55-300 lub. Bal.). .28 21 25 25 23 21 22 21 22 19-222
Scratch man. " 20 18 23 24 20 25 19 21 24 19-213

18 23 24 18 23 24 22 21 24 22-219
21 22 22 21 22 22 24 23 20 23—220
23 24 22 20 23 24 24 24 21 25—2.30

W C Collins C.,32-20 lub. Bal).

,

1104

...15 22 17 22 15 19 22 25 SI 22—200
23 18 25 17 19 19 20 11 25 22-199
19 20 22 22 19 12 11 20 22 13—180
20 17 20 19 16 22 19 21 14 16-184
23 24 22 18 22 18 23 18 19 19-206
Handicap 60

1029

Geo Purkess (.22 R. F. short Bal."). . . .11 18 19 12 17 21 23 17 15 19-172
19 16 5 18 20 21 19 25 23 5—171
19 21 22 21 21 16 21 22 19 17—199
16 15 20 21 19 22 14 22 18 21—188
8 15 16 25 24 17 21 12 19 21—178
Handicap 75

m
C H Chavant r.38-.55 300 lub. Win.) ... .20 16 21 22 21 19 21 22 23 17—203

10 18 18 16 17 22 17 19 19 17—179
20 21 21 12 21 20 19 15 20 18—187
20 24 18 22 24 19 retired.

Handicap 40

After the close of the 50-8hot match the following two 3-shot pools
were shot off: C. H. Chavant 6.3, 71; Plaisted 63, 66; ColUn8 63, 58;

Purkess 65, 49; Dodds — ,
54; Robidoux 37, 56; Hill 45, 43,

A Trip to Paterson, TT. J.

On the beautiful banks of the well known Passaic River, which
turns its course through the city of Paterson, is a delightful spot
called Bunker Hill, and to this place the Hudson Rifle Club journeyed
on Oct. 1. They were cordially welcomed at Paterson by a committee
of ten gentlemen from the Paterson Rifle Association, and after the
regular preUmiuaries were dispensed with a match of ten men teams
took place. The shooting on both sides was quite evenly balanced
during the first half of the match, but after that the visiting team
began to crawl a little higher and at the finish they were 70 points

ahead. The Paterson Rifle Association is composed of gentlemen of

very amiable, sociable and good-hearted dispositions, and after meet-
ing with a defeat in their first experience of team shooting, they still

had the grit (which a good many older organizations are not blessed

with) to'cordiallv invite all present to partake of an elaborate dinner

which was in waiting in the Italian Hotel. The caterer served a good
meal, but he wished to make enough profit to keep him for the balance

of the winter, and it was very unfortunate that the home club was
compelled to pay an exorbitant price for the entertainment of their

guests. Every one expressed themselves in like manner about the

jolly friends they had met, and hoped that the friendship would last

foi- years to come. Among the visitors were noticed Messrs. Hansen
and Hennessey, of the Excelsior Rifle Club, and Messrs. Chavant and
Purkess, of the Greenville Rifle Club; also the old and well-known
trap shooter. Mr Al. Heritage, of Marion fame. Although the range
is in a good location the Paterson boys have a good chance still to

makH it one of the most attractive iu the country, and it is hoped ere

another year passes that they wfil retain the pluck they have started

with, and forge ahead into rifle notoriety by actual work at the butts.

Appended are the scores:
Hudson Rifle Club.

HMahlenbrock 20 17 17 17 10 14 16 14 17 19-163

J Rebhan 19 18 15 20 16 17 19 17 18 18-180

C Fut-ch
"'"

20 17 20 19 17 19 20 18 18 18-186

A S^teuber
.' 15 16 18 18 19 18 20 16 18 17—175

CEBird "V ' 14 18 8 0 15 10 14 16 17 12-132

H L Hansen 18 18 19 19 16 20 18 16 20 15-177

CStaderman 14 7 12 17 15 11 15 15 19 9-134

G W Graf 13 18 10 19 15 17 18 20 17 96—162

FSes«man 14 0 12 17 13 17 13 19 10 19-134

A Braun 14 19 19 16 18 15 13 15 19 20—168—1609

CaptaiiiVH.' Maiilenbrock, Scorer, C. E. Bird. Judge, E. P. Ingram.
Paterson Eille Association.

WMeCalloch 1" i'^ H IG 17 13 16 17 19 12-157

W Dutcher 17 1? 16 IG 15 19 19 18 13—168

J W,Iohnson 19 12 IS 14 18 16 9 9 12 18-136

Jos Vonan 9 16 15 19 18 17 18 19 IB 7-145

W S Newbv 18 14 14 1~ 11 15 18 17 15 13—150

Tas Irons 12 18 18 15 17 10 15 20 14 15—152

Jas \Ve\ch&-'.'.'.'.'.'.'. 17 17 1 5 16 13 1 4 12 17 20 12-154

Jos Fairhurst 13 11 8 17 14 18 161 4 13 14-141

R McCoUock 14 12 19 20 18 20 17 12 17 19-168

A Dietrich 14 16 18 18 18 14 19 12 20 18—168—1539

Captain, a'. "Dietrich. Scorer, F. R. Stokes. Judge, J. W. Foster.

Cincinnati Kifle Association. -

Cincinnati, Sept. 24.—The regular shoot of the Cincinnati Rifle As-

sociation took place on their range to-day- Conditions, 200yds. at

standard American target, o£E-hand:
^ « ^

fSinrtple 5 7 10 6 9 9 7 8 7 10—77^'^'^^
10 10 7 9 8 9 10 10 10 8-91
7 10 7 6 10 8 9 10 9 6—82

Simon 6 9 8 4 10 9 6 10 9 7—78796759586 5-67799666497 6—69
7 9 9 S 7 9 6 7 7 5—74
65 10 59 3 866 6—64856687745 7—62
6 6 2 8 10 3 7 5 7 5—59767874335 6-56686654516 9-56

Randall 10 8 10 7 9 9 8 4 7 9-81
9 9 10 8 8 9 9 7 5 7-81S98999754 8—76

c-pp 6 7 7 7 9 10 7 S 9 9—79
^ 6576988 10 9 9—77

8957 10 6578 10—75

Ruthoff . . 8 6 8 8 4 7 8 5 5-65
5 4 3 7 8 5 8 5 8 3-56
7 3 6 5 10 5 3 7 4 3—.52

...553 3 52746 4—44545424244 4—3788663046 10 6—52

Stegner .

Topf

.

Nagel.,

Excelsior Rifle Club.
The Excelsior Club opened its gallery shoot for the season 1893-4 at

its headquarters in Montgomery street, Jersey City, on Tuesday, Sept.

26. Six members were in attendance and participated in the competi-
tion. The scores are appended, handicap rules, 10 shots, possible 250,

distance 25yds. : „ , „ ^
L P Hansen Scratch-23g J Spicher 2244- 3—227
JBinns 207+26—233 J Hughes Scratch—224
RHDufl 226-f .3—229

The weekly shoot of the club in Armbruster's Park. Greenville, on
Friday, Sept. 29, brought together only three of the beat members.
There' seems to be a lack of interest among the members for outdoor
shooting. Our news gatherer. Plaisted, being in attendance looking

for items, was invited by Messrs. Hansen and Weber to participate in

a friendly match, 50 shots per man. Being in a mood for shooting and
thinking that he had a soft snap, he was easily drawn into a contest

that turned out somewhat different from what he anticipated. Mr.
Hansen proved to be iu fine shooting form and rolled up a score that

would bother some of our experts to overcome. The scores are ap-
pended:
Capt. Hansen 25 19 25 14 22 22 22 21 19 24—212

. 21 21 21 20 25 21 24 21 19 24—217
21 25 21 23 19 25 20 20 19 23-216
21 19 19 25 16 20 23 21 22 22—203
24 23 23 24 21 22 23 21 24 22-227—1075

Plaisted 24 21 23 19 17 22 15 18 24 25-207
18 20 21 25 22 22 22 18 24 22—214
22 21 21 14 20 19 22 24 22 17—202
21 22 17 23 25 18 24 17 24 25-216
20 22 23 00 23 55 20 22 22 2.3-200—1039

Weber 18 18 21 22 12 18 14 19 19 14—175
19 19 21 20 22 21 17 15 20 18—192
17 19 23 19 22 24 10 18 10 21—202
14 21 22 16 20 21 21 23 20 20-198
Retired.

The official scores for club medals are as follows:

Hansen 21 21 21 20 25 21 24 21 19 24—217

C Ward 22 23 19 22 23 20 23 19 21 19—210
Weber 24 18 18 21 22 12 18 14 ^ n-185

Greenville vs. Puritan. .

The Greenville and Puritan rifle clubs opened the season with a
team match, on Friday night. Sept 29, on the ranges of the Greenville

Club, Greenville, N. J. The members of the Puritan team are an en-

thusiastic set of shooters, and as the scores advance they will if

properly handled put up some good team scores. The members in

both teams showed considerable unrehability in their shooting, but
much of this will disappear before the season is over. The news of
the match brought together a large gathering of interested spectators

from Greenville, and also from Newark the home of the Puritans. In

anticipation of such gathering the Greenville Club had provided a
goodly layout for the hungry and thirsty shooters and their guests.

The result of the match was as expected, an easy victory for the Green-
ville team by 127 points. But the Puritans are not in the least dis-

heartened over their defeat, when the result of the match was an-

nounced. Capt. Weiler (of the Puritans"), immediately challenged the
Greenville team for a return match on the home ranges of the Puritan
Club in Newark. The match to be shot off on Tuesday night, Oct. 3.

The scores are appended; 10 shots per man, 10 men a side:

Greenville Team.
Plaisted 243
Robidoux 230
Collins 228
Purkess 231

Chavant 232

J Boag 2.31

C Boag 224

Bovce 233
Do'dds 221

Puritan Team.
F Weiler 2.32

Lambert 212
Woods 207

C Weiler 231

Helb 211

Hanselman 222
Walbrecht 217
Van Berg 212
Kopf 234

Dorrler .'.'.*,".'.".
. 245—2318 Sauer 214—2191

Scorers, C. W. Agnew and F. Weiler.

Buss vs. Vogel.
The return match between L. Buss, of the Empire Rifle Club, and

Louis Vogel, of the Miller Rifle Club, which was shot on Oct. 1, has
been a matter of much interest to the friends of the two shooters.

After the defeat of Vog«l by Buss in the previous match some weeks
since, many of Vogel's friends hoped that he would begin to profit by
his experience. But he is one of those never inclined to quit until the
last shot is fired and his own or his backer's exchequer exhausted.
This spirit of tenacity when used with judgment tends to success,

but used otherwise is apt to invite disaster and mortification. We
would caution Vogel to use more judgment in the future in making
his matches. Should he profit by his experience his friends may
then have the pleasure once in a wiule of extending their congratida-

tions over a victory. As to Buss, he is one of our young shooters in

close touch with the best of our metropohtan riflemen; young in

years, good eyesight and a moderate amount of nerve that will increase

with his experience. The conditions of the above match called for

100 shots per man, to be shot on the range of Sulzer's Harlem River
Park, distance about 75yds., the l8-ring target, with .22cal. rifles.

The stakes were SSO a side. Charles Zetrler, .Jr., was referee and
stakeholder. W. Rosenbaum coach for Buss and M. Kolp for Vogel.

Scores follow:
LBuss 169 166 160 167 192 166 166 163 167 160—1646
Louis 'V'ogel 163 160 152 156 168 163 167 158 165 164—1616

Hudson Rifle Club Prize Shoot.
The fifth annual prize shooting festival of the Hudson Rifle Club,

Captain Henry Mahlenbrok, of Marion, N. J., will be held at their

ranges. 35 Giles avenue, Oct. 23, 24 and 25. Programme: Shooting
from 7 to 12 each evening. German 25 ring target, open to all comers,
any 22cal. rifle. Tickets unlimited. Fourteen prizes from $50 to $3.

Well-laiown shooting rules to govern. Shooting committee: Henry L.

Hansen, Pres.; Chas. E. Bird, Sec'y, Aug. Steuber, Henry Boddey,
Sam Middleton.

RIFLE NOTES.
Now that we are approaching the end of the season for outdoor

shooting our shooting associations should turn their attention to gal-

lery practice. A well appointed rifle gallery with the personal atten-

tion of an experienced rifleman, will make a shooter out of a novice in

quicker time than the same experience will at the outdoor or long
range. There has never been in the history of rifle shooting a body of
expert shooters turned out equal to the Zettler Rifle Club, and the
first exporience of all of these riflemen has been in the gallery with
the gaUery rifle. With the gallery rifle the novice in his awkwardness
escapes the possibility of having his proboscis brought into violent

contact with the rear sight, thereby creating a feeling of ftre-shyness

which only a long experience can overcome. The modern gallery rifle

as used by the Zettlers and other first class gallery men is almost a
fac simile of the outdoor or long (200yds.) range rifle. After a win-
ter's practice in the gallery it is surprising with what ease one be-

comes accustomed to the use of the larger caliber. In the gaUery one
becomes accustomed to the proper mode of holding, sighting, etc. It

is, in fact, a new acquaintance, one that to him who has been blest

with those characteristics which, with proper culture, develops the
true sportsman, an acquaintance that never leads to that familiarity

that is sometimes styled contempt. But on the other hand it is an ac-

quaintance that becomes as close in its affinities to our personaUty as
nature itself.

So we say to our many shooting societies in and about New York,
and in fact all over this glorious country wherever there is an organi-

zation of the kind, bring your members together in the gallery once a
week or once a month during the winter, encourage those who are
slow in iheir abiUty to become proficient, help them along in their

efforts, and thereby create in them a desire to become shooters.

Rifle shooting requires practice, and with practice comes proficiency.

It is not like manj^ of our other sports, easy to acquire, and herein
probably lies the reason why so many neglect it for other sports. They
do not realize that there is a charm about it that is only to be appreci-
ated when one has acquired proficiency.

Now we have in New York city scores of shooting societies, some
whose membership reaches beyond a thousand, and out of all this

membership there are not 5 per cent, that can be termed shooters, or
in fact know the first rudiments of rifle shooting.

The consequence is that these societies are in a measure governed
by this element of non-shooters. The real shooters are held in suspen-
sion, as it were, and the societies become simply social in their

workings.
If the Bundes Fest, which is to held be in New York in 1895, is to be a

success it will re<inire a great deal of labor; and if our societies do not
make an early start to create a proper interest in shooting among
their members the festival will hardly be a success. We should like to
see some of our city societies, lilre the New York Corps, Independent
New York, the Central, the City, the (ierman-American and others,

make a stai't in this matter. PUiVisted.

The Hon. Thomas A. Logan ("Gloan") of Cincinnati and W. B
Leffingwell, the talented author of "WUd-Fowl Shooting:," also write
in high praise of these boots, and the approval of judges as competent
as these gentlemen are speaks volumes for the quaUty of the Hanna-
ford Ventilated Boot Company's product. Sportsmen will find them
just the thing.—jddw^
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All ties divided unless otherwise reported.

FIXTURES,
If you want your shoot to be announced here

send In notice like the following:

Oct. 3-7.—"World's tournament, "Watson's Park, Chicago, 111. Live
birds and targets. John "Watson, Manager.
Oct. 3.—Paterson Gun Club, S5-bird sweep, $3.5 entry, at Willard's

Park, Paterson, N. J.

Oct. 11.—Bronx Biver Gun Club vs. White Plains Gun Club, team
match, at "White Plains.
Oct. 12.—Riverview Gun Club tournament, at Amsterdam, N. Y.
Oct. 18.—Four-handed sweepstake, 100 live birds each. Dexter Park,
Oct. 19-20.—"West Newburg Gun and Rifle Association fall tourna-

ment, at Newburgr.
^Oct. 26.— Roseville Gun Club tournament, Erb's grounds. Newark,

Nov. 30-Dec. 1.—Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association
tournament, at Dexter Park, Long Island.

1894.

April 4-6.—Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association's
Grand American Handicap at Dexter Park. Long Island.
May 22-34.—Knoxville (Tenn.) Gun Club tournament, $1,000 added

money.
.Tune 19-21.—Chamberlain Cartridge and Target Company's first

annual tournament, at Cleveland. Ohio. fil.OOO added money.
June (third week).—A tianlic City Rod and Gun Club, three days'

tournament. Address R. C. Griscom, Sec'y, Atlantic City, N. 3.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
Oenui.. A1 Sp»ngler, of Spangler Crimper fame, is probably as widely

and as favorably known as any sport.sm.in in this country, and we
c'onaider ourselves safe in assfr'tipg that the following item from the
Syracuse, N. Y. Courier, will bp read with pleasure by all his friends
and that they will feel happier in knowing that "Al" is likely to derive
a big income as the result of his genius:
"With the advent of anew pneumatic tire into the 'cycling world,

springs into existence the Ppangler Pneumiitic Tire Company of New
York, its worth and magnitude to he adjudged from the fact that
those prominently interested are George Gould, the railway magnate,
A. Kennedy Child, well known to 'c.yclers and S. Y. L Hommedieu,
president of the Columbia Rubber Company. It was only last week
that papers were drawn up and articles of incorporation applied for,

although it was well in the wind all summer that a new tire organiza-
tion would be effected with pT-omioent capitalists at the head of [it.

TTie capital of the concern will aegregate 5200,000. The inventor of
the tire is a Syracu.':e geniu?. A. E. Spangler, whf se name has become
famous in cpiiVffi ion with the Spangler cartridge crimper. The tire,

which is of the inner tube ccnstruetion, can be attached or detached
to any style of a rim. The method of attachment is exceedingly
.^simple, dispensing with cement, wires, nuts, bolts, screws and the
common process of inflation. Either side of the shoe may be
detached for a space of Oin. at any point, and the tube pulled out,
patched at the puncture, and returned to position without disturbing
any other part of the tire. It is impossible for the shoe to 'roll' or
'creep' the one-hundredth part of an inch. It weighs no more than
any other pneumntic tire and is quite attractive in appearance, being
much like the Pimlop in shape and breadth of surface. The outer
cover is provided with flanges on either side and held firmly in
l)lace by harrow steel tiands, fitted within the edges of the rim. " The
tire has been put to practical test. It has been ridden more than 100
miles over the roughest roads and was enasted down one of the
steepest hills in the city. It was run deflated 30 miles up hill and
down, over the stoniest part of the country. The tire will he
manufactured b3' the Akron Rubber Company. Samples are already
in circulation, and an order for 20.000 pairs was placed last week by
a large and well known manufacturer. The inventor is a prominent
sportsman and is authority on matters pertaining to gunnery. He is

captain of the Syracuse Athletic Association Gun Team and was
connected with the Hunter and Lefever Arms Companies for several
years."

The following circular explains itself: "Shillington, Pa., Oct. 2.—

I

take pleasure in stating that I have completed arraneements for an
open-to all sweepstake Cno handicap) at 25 live birds, $20 entry, to be
snot on the grounds of the Reading Shooting Association, at Reading
Driving Park. Three-Mile House, Shillington, Pa., on Tuesday. Oct. 24,
beginning at 10 A. M. American Association rules will govern. The
division of moneys will be as follows: 7 or less pntries, two moneys;
8to 11 entries, three moneys; 12 to 15 entries, four moneys; 16 to 19
entries, five moneys; 20 to 23 entries, six moneye; 24 to 27 entries,
seven moneys; 28 to ,30 entries, eight moneys. If over 30 entries, one
additional money to every four shooters or fraction thereof. All
entries will close when the firi=t gim is fired, and must be made to H.
C. W. Matz, Shillington P. 0., Pa., on or before Oct. 21, 189;i accom-
panied with $.'5 as a forfeit, which will be added to purse if person send-
ing entrance does not aiipear on day of slioot. In ease of any forfeits
any other shooter can euter by paying full entrance fee, but no person
can shoot more than one chance. Should the entries be so large that
the event cannot be finished on the day named, it will be shot out on
the following day, and arrangements will be made so that persons who
cannot stay can shoot their sci re out on first day. Hopmgto greet
you on the al>ove date, I reman, fraternally yours, H. C W. Matz." A
blank entry t-heet accompanies each letter'.

Paul North, he of bhjero<-k target fame, called .at our sanctum on
Monday, looking as ruddy and hearty as ever, and reporiiug immense
sales of lioth bhierock target.s. expert ti-ap.s and Oliamberlin cart-
ridges. Mr Noi'lh is at work just now gellirjg out an illustrated cata-
logue deseiiptive of the products of tlie Cliambprlin Cartridge and
Trap Company, along with which will he combined th»- programme of
the tii'st Jinnual bluerock target tournaiijcnt to be. Jield at Cleveland,
'».. under the auspices of ihe aliove company on June 19,20 and 21,
1894. Thecouipuny will add f\,(m ia cash io the jjurses during this
tournament Eacli day Iherewill he t wo contests at 2.5 targets each,
$-i entry, competitors to use Chanibei'lin earl I'idges. In each of these
contests the company will add $100, and there will be six moneys. The
ether contests will be at 15 largets, $2 entry, 4 moneys, and 20 targets,
$3 entry, 5 moneys.

The Riverview Gun Club, of Arnsterdatn, N. Y., is out with a pro-
gramme for a kingbird target .shoot, to be held on Oct. 12 The pro-
gramme comprises three 10 target events, 30 entry; five 15 target
events, 11.95 entry, and two 20 target events, 3f2 00 entry. Event No.
1. at 10 targets, $1.30 entry, will be under the "Jack Rabbit" system,
all others regulai- divisions. Events Nos. 4, 6 and 8 will be from known
traps, unknown angles. Tor averages in all events except "Jack Rab-
bit," $5, $4, 83, $2 and $1. Money divisions, at 10 targets 3 moneys, at
15 targets 4 moneys, at 20 targets 5 moneys. Shooting will begin upon
arrival of morning trains from East and West. As shooters are pro-
tected by an awning there will be no postponement on account of
Stormy weather.

The Waverly (Iowa.) Gun Club, which will hold an amateur tourna-
ment on Oct. 10, 11 and 12, will add ifflSO to its purses. The programme
comprises both live bird aud target events, there being one of the
former and six of the latter each day. The shooter making first

average will get f20 and the one making second average $10, while a
61b. keg of E. C. powder will go to the maker of the third average.
Professionals are barred. Bluerock expert traps and targets will be
used. The officers of the club are as follows: E. R. Travis, President;
W. H. Eascher, Vice-President; W. H. Babcock, Secretary; G. O.
"Van Deveer, Treasurer; II. G. Nicholas, Captain. Directors, G. E.
Hunt, Robert O'Day, G. M. Foster.

Harrison, N. J., has come to the front with the Independent Gun and
Fishing Club, the officers of which are Thomas A. Gleeson, Jr , Presi-
dent; Charles Hinchclifl'e, Vice-President; Thomas Wardell, Secretary;
George J. Butler, Treasurer, and William Fagan. Captain. The club
will shoot weekly at the corner of Grant avenue and President street.

An interesting four-cornered match at 100 live birds per man, IglOO
entry, with 75 per cent, to first and 25 per cent, to second, will be shot
at Dexter Park on Thursday, Oct. Vi, tihe principals being Wm. R.
Selover, Geo. W. Forbell, John Y. Yoimg and T. T. Edgerton, Jr.

Captain A. W. Money, of the E. C. Powder Co., of Oakland, N. J.,
and Harvey McMurchy, of the Hunter Arms Co., of; Fulton, M. Y.,
left Harrisburg last Saturday for Chicago, and passed the week shoot-
ing at John Watson's pigeons.

Louis Miller of Dexter Park, informs us that the Interstate
Jlanufacturers' and Dealers' Association will hold a tournament on
his grounds on No. 30 and Dec. 1. Keystone targets and traps and the
novelty rule will be used.

Secretary James Duane of the Bronx River (juu Club, notifies us
that on Wednesday, Oct, 11, his club will send a team to White Plains
to compete at 25 bluerocks per man, against a team from the White
Plains Gun Club.

The fall tournauient of t he West New burg Gun and Rifle Association
to be held on Oct. 19 and 20, is lilcely (o attract a big crowd of
shooters. The club always has :^ goi:>d shoot and knows how to
treat visitors.

Aniopen sweepstake at 25 live [pigeons,",^ entry,i wUI rbe shotoa
John Erb's Newark grounds, the latter part of this month. There
will be three moneys for 12 entries; more than 12 entries, four
moneys.

_
Samuel Castle, of Newark, and Eugene Pierre, of Pine Brook, have

signed articles for a contest at 25 live birds each, find, trap and handle,
25yds. rise, for $100 a side, the match to be shot at Pine Brook on
Oct. 24.

E. Helgans and R. Phister will shoot a match at Dexter Park next
week against C. Morris and O. Ferguson, Jr., each side to shoot at 100
live birds per man, for $100 and the birds.

The Highland Gun Club of Des Moines. Iowa, will hold a live bird
and bluerock target tournatuent on Nov. 8, 9 and 10.

The next shoot of the Roseville Gun Club of Newark, N, J., will be
held on Thursday, Oct, 26.

The Virginia Field Sports Association will hold their annual shoot at
Richmond on Oct. 12.

C, H. TOWNSEND.

PENNSYLVANIA THIRD ANNUAL.
Harbisbdro, Sept. 26.—This city, the capital of Pennsylvania, on the

Susquehanna River in Dauphin county, is one. of the prettiest cities in
the State. On the outjskirts of the town, at Sixth and Mackey streets,
is the Maple Grove Hotel, within one block of the base ball grounds,
where the third annual tournament of the Pennsylvania State Sports-
men's Association opened this morning under very favorable circum-
stances. Our old friend M. M. Grove, the genial proprietor of the
Maple Grove, was on hand to give the boys a hearty welcome, a great
many of whom he remembers from three years ago. when the Harris-
burg Shooting Association eave a very successful three-days' tourna-
ment at this same place. The new houses, of which there are a great
number just around here, show how the towm is extending, and the
improvement of this hotel shows that our old friend Grove has been
dealt with very kindly as far as this world's business goes—over a
hundred new houses built within one block of this hotel in the last six
months. Speaking of the tournament of three vears ago brings up
some recollections, among them of the way .1. A. R. Elliott, the noted
pigeon shot of Kansas City, came on the grounds unknown to any one
present at the time he made his entry for the shoot under the name of
Dr. Gains. W. Fred Quimhy, who Is known to almost evei-v shooter
in the United States, as Elliott stepped to the score to shoot rwhen
Fred's eye lit on him for the first time), exclaimed, "Why, Jim Elliott,
you old rascal, this is a nice way to come among a lot of green shool -

ers." And after a great deal of chajfing he introduced Mr. Elliott all
around.
Another one whom T met for the first time then and who is here to-

day is Capt. A. W. Money, who at that time was just introducing his
now famous E. 0. powder, which has made great strides in popularity
in so short a time
The tournament is under the manaeement of Mr. Elmer E. Shaner,

of Pittsburg, through the courtes.v of the Interstate Manufacturers'
and Dealers' Association, and he has everything in good shape. There
fire two sets of expert bluerock traps, with the famous Pau' North
electric pulls, in position facing northwest, with blackboard.^ for
scoring, dividing the two sets. Shooting was started at 8:45. ju^t
fifteen minutes later than advertised, and from that time until dark
everything rfu just as smoothly as a well-oiled machine. No one
could give better satisfaction than Manager Shaner. and every one is

talking about how impartial he is in all his decisions. He is very
ably assisted by the Harrisburg Iboys. who as a rule, are thorough
sportsmen and gentlemen. Jas. H. and H. F. Worden. J. Dinger, Harry
Dill. Dave McCormick. John Dustin and several others. We all miss
the noble frame and gonial face of the ex-president of the association,
Mr. O. E. H. Brelsford, and many are the wishes for his good health
and success in his new place of residence, which is Chicago. We
also miss the noted trap shot E. D. Fulford from his old stanipine
ground; and there is another of the eld shooters who always did
everything in his power to make visitors welcome, now living in
Philadelphia, J. S. Nutt, better known by the shooters as Commo-
dore Nutt. This wa.s a trio of good shooters and they are a big loss
to the Harrisburg Club in team shooting, althoueh others are now
filling their places. One of the most con.spicuous figures on the
grounds is Wm. R. Fieles, of Christiana, who is also captain of the
Harrisburg Club. He has on the broad-brimmed black hat that
Thomas Keller bought for him at Knoxville last May and a Thurman
shooting blouse, on the back of which is painted in oil a setter dog on
"S point, and over it the words ' This is" and under it "my business;"
and it is a novel idea of his to advertise his business that is very
taking.
Chas. Smith ("Dutcby") of Plainfleld, also cuts a prominent figure,

wdth his ornamented hat and his jolly goodnature, which makes him a
favorite wherever he goes. Fred Quimby ia also here; this is the only
Quimby, and he is talking, or at least trying to talk everybody on the
grounds to death, but has not succeeded yet; but has borrowed quite
a lot of cigars already, and is likely to get some more before he goes
home. Wm. and Jas. Wolstencro'ft and J. A. Rust, of Philadelphia,
make a trio of shooters who are hard to beat and they are all there
shooting in good form. Wm. H. Paddock, the gun man at J. T.Bailey
& Go 's, of Philadelphia, is looking around to-day, and he has very
generously sent to this shoot a large tent for the use of and as head-
quarters of the Philadelphia shooters and others, and by the way it is

being used is certainly appreciated
Harvey McMurchy has with him a new Smith ejector gun, made for

Mr. Elliott Smiih, the president of the American Wood Powder Co.;
and it is a beauty. It is one of their highest grade guns, the finish of
which is certainly a credit to the numufncturer.
Neaf Apgar received a hearty w elcome from all his old friends; they

are all glad to see Neaf at a ttmrnarnent. Paul North, of Cleveland,
is looking well and hearty as ever and is glad because his electric trap-
pulls are giving such general satisfaction. E. K. Kniskern, of AVilkes-
barre, is also making lots of friends here for his new Wilke.sbarreham-
merless gun.
W. H. .Skiimer. of Buffalo, N. Y.. is showing a single barrel repeat-

ing shotgim with a very novel arrangement for taking it apart and
carrying it in a victory case.
Harry Thurman is receiving a great deal of encouragement and a

lot of orders for his new No. U shooting blouse which has a high
sweater collar.

E H. Burbidge represents the little State of Connecticut at this
shoot, and if all the shooters of that State shoot as well as he, they
are a good lot.

L. W. Gillett, the handsome president of the John F. Weiler Gun
Club, of Allentown, Pa., is taking in the shooting. S. L. Sharp,
Ephrata, is shooting along at a good gait, as are several others from
the same place. Among them are R, W. Biekley, L. M. Weist, J. B.
C/Offroth; and from the Lancaster Gun Club are B. F. Taylor, H. E
Anderson, G. and S. Hoffman and J. A. Wilson, of Franklin, Pa., who
certainly enjoys himself and tries to make others enjoy themselves
as much as any one person I know of.

H. A. W. Matz, president and grand hustler of the Reading Shoot
ing Association, is shooting very well and with him are Oscar Mellott
and Jim Schenck.
Emmerson Miller, Ed. Ulmer and Oscar Acker are among the on-

lookers from Allentown. Major E. L. Gilmer, of Greensboro, N. 0.,
one of the ever welcome men from the South, is along with our ol d
friend. Col Anthony, of Charlotte. N. C, one of the Southern gentle-
men it always makes one feel glad to call his friend. G. W. Haddox
and his brother, of Winchester, also old friends of the Forest and
Stkkam, are both euj'^ying themselves at the traps.
Wopsononick Bill or W. G. Clark, of Altoona, and Sheriff G. F. Bell,

John Killets, Ed. Kathman, Wm. Sands, all from their mountain
homes, are here in company with Ed. Banks.
E. Rohrbach, of WUliamsport, and Nelson Hughes, whom your corre-

spondent will never forget for the kindness and welcome bestowed by
him when at Williamsport last spring. There are a great many others
here, some shooting, and about five or six hundred looking on.
The grounds are very conveniently laid out, with a large tent,

The weather to-day is cloudy and raw, aud the tents are a very wel-
come protection which most of the shooters avail themselves of.
The main events to-day were the AVm. Wolstencroft & Son's trophy,

for the individual championship of the State, at 50 targets, known traps
and known angles, and it was a very sharp tussel for this same trophy
which is a very handsome one. Harry Dill, Harry Thurman and W.
R. Fieles tieing on 48 broken, had to shoot otf. wiien W. R. Fieles, by
the handsome score of 25 straight, or 73 out of 75, was the winner.
The next State event was the Reading team trophy, for the 5 men

team championship of the State, 85 targets per man. For this only
three teams entered, no other clubs having enough members on the
grounds for a team. It was won by Harrisburg team No. 1, with a
score of 110. Over 8,000 targets were thrown to-day. The averages
for the day are: H. McMurchy 147; .Skinner I'Vi; Fieles, Rohrbach,
Apgar 141; Wilson, low average, lOf). The scores are:
William Wolstencroft & Son's trophy, for the individual champion

ship of Pennsylvania, at targets. 50 single targets, entrance S3, Key-
stone rules, lO-gaiige guns '18yds. rise; 12-gauge guns, 16yds. rise;
rapid firing system. This prize" to be held by the winner each year in
trust, to be accounted for to the Pennsylvania State Sportsmen's .As-

sociation. Should the said association at any time disband, this trophy
shall then revert to the donors. This medal is of a very handsome
design, and valued at $100.
A J Rust 10111111100110111011110111111110111010111010011111-38
Mellott llllOOllOlOOOllOliniOllOOllIOllinilllllllOOlOIOO-34
Wfison 01111111110101111000110111111110111111110111100111—39
Wellington 11111111011111111111111011111110111111011110111111-45

Bessemer lllllllOlllllllllUllllllllllOOllllUlIlllOlllllll—46
Sands 00110111101011111011010111010100111111101011011101—84
Duston 11111101111011100010101110111111101100111010111110-36
Clark.. 11011 lllllOlimOlllOlOlllllllllOlinilllllOllllll-43
Schraeck llllDllOlllinillllOllllllimiOlinillllllOlllll—4fi

Sharp oiiiiiiiiooniiiiooiniiioiiiiiiiiiiiiiioiiiiiiin-4;)
Henry.. 11111111111111011101111111111111111111111111111111-48
H E Anderson llllOOlllOlllOnoinillllOlllOOlllOliniOlllOOOOll—.36

Rohrbach 10111011111111111111110111111111111111111111101111—48
Nelson 11110111111011111110001111110111111110111101111011—41
Saylor 01100110101101110111101100011110100111101101111111—.34

J H Worden 11110110011101111111111111010111111111111111110111-4.*!
Matz 11110111111111111110100111010111111111101111111111—43
Kiiizer 10111100111101011110111111011111111101111101111101-40
G Hoffman 11101111111110011111011101111111101111101111101110—41
.las Dinger 111100110111 11] niOllllllllOOllOl 11111111111111111—43
Thurman Ill 1 111111111 Irnil0[11inilllll111101111111111111—48
Waldron 100101fj0010{)nil()lllonooini»31i"i0011000000000110001—19
Schuck 10100110110100010010110101101101010010000111111001—26
J Wolstencroft.... 01101111111111111111111110111111101111111111111101—45WH WolstencroftlllllllllllllllininillOllllllOinilllllllllOllll—47
Fieles 11111111111111111101011111111111111111111111111111-48

Ties:
Henry 1111111101111110111111011-22
Thurman 1111101111111110011111101-21
Fieles 1111111111111111111111111-25
For five-men team championship of Pennsylvania, prize silver trophy

valued at 9200, donated by the Reading Shooting Association, To be
contested for annually under the following conditions: Teams shall
consist of five men bona fide members of any club or association in
the State Association. An entrance fee of $10 shall be charged each
club, one-half of which shall he in payment of targets, the balance, 50
per cent., to the donors or holders of the trophy, the balance 30 and 20
per cent., to the next teams in order. Twenty-five targets per man, 125
per team, shall be shot at known angles, rapid-firing system, 10 and
12-gauge guns at 16yds. ri.se. A bond in the sum of $200 shall be given
by the winners to the club under whose auspices this Associ.ation shoot
\» given for its return to the club under whose auspices the next Asso-
ciation shoot shall be eiven

; provided, however, there be no Associ-
ation shoot given it shall revert to the Reading Shooting Association,
of Reading, Pa. No one man to shoot on more' than one team.

Harrisburg Team No. 1.W R Fieles .0101101101111111111111111—21
Sifillvan 1111111111111011100U1111-S2
Wellington 1111111111011111111111011-38
Henry 1111111111111001101100111—30
J n Worden 1111111111111101111111111-24-110

Harrisburg Team No. 2.

Brewster
. .1111111011110111111011111—23

Duston 1111111111110111101111011—23
Kinzer 1111111111110001111111010-20
Dinger 1101011010100011101111111—17
Lefever 1101101111010110011101101—17— 98

Altoona Team.WO Clark Ilinini0001110110ni111-P0
Sands 1111101001000011111111101—17
Bell 1111000111111111011111011-20
Killets ]iiininin(inoiniiiiiii-as
Banks 0001 01 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 n 000000-16— D.'i

No. 1. 20 targets, entrance $3, known trajjs nini Icthmvu angles: Duk-
ton 18. Sharp 1.5, Henry 17, Rohrbach 15. Wellington 17, Apgar 10, Hoff-
man 15, Dinaer 14, Thurman 18, McMurchy 19. Diitchy 15, Schuck 9, J.
H. Worden 17, J. A. Wilson 10, BurbidgelS. J. P. 10. Field.s 12, Clark 17,
North 17. Brewster 12. A. W. Money 14, Miller M, Gilmer 13, Waldron
8. W. Wolstencroft 14, Fieles 15, C. W. Haddox 17. Nelson 18, E. H. K.
16, Killets 11, .Sands 14. .Sullivan ic, .Sldnner 18, Anthony 18, CocoranlS,
Rust 1.5, J. Wolstencroft 19.

No. 2, 20 targets, entrance S3, experts: J. Wolstencroft 15. Thurman
16. Duston 14. Nelson 17. Anthony M, McMurchy 20, SK-innor 18,
Amateurs: Fieles 1.5. Money 10. Wnrden jii. Henry IO, Kotty 1:1 TIolT
man 10, Apgar 18, Rohrbach 17. Sands in, (;ilnier 15, Hurbidk-e 19,
Sharp ifi, Killets 16, Wellington 17, W. Wolsey 17, Wilson 15, Brewster
14, Diitchy 18, Bell 10, Haddox 19. Clark 12. J. P. 12 E. H. K. 15, Hofl-
man 13. Brewster 14, Waldron 6, Banks 12, North 19, Dinger 15, Kinzer
19. Matz 14, Sullivan 18, Rust 19, Cocoran 15, Mellntt 19.

No. 3, 20 targets, entrance $3, experts: 0. \V. Haddox 16, North 16,
Kinzer 16. McMurchy 17. Rust 16, MelNitt 14. Antatenrs: Skinner 19,

Rohrbach 10, Killets 18, Henry 18, Sullivan IS, Ap^ar 18, Schmeck 18,
Burbidge 18. Bell 18 Matz 12. Duston 10. I' ieleH i;i, , I. H. Worden IH,

Thurman 19. Gilmer 18. J, P, 17, Cocorau 17, tie«seiner I0, Nel.son Ui,
Clark 11, S. Hoffman 8, Brewster 11, ^VelliDgtl.n 17. W. Wolstencroft
19, G, Hoffm,in 16, Banks 12, Sharp 17, liiufrer IR, Wilson 14, Sands 16,
Money 18. Anthony 17, Dutchy 17. J. Wolstencroft 16, Mack 13.

No. 4, 20 targets, entrance $3 e::fperts: Skinner 17, Thurman 17
Fieles 18. Henry 17, Apgar 18, Burbidge 17. Dinger 17, Money 16, Besse-
mer 18. W. Wolstencroft 13, Duston 17, Killets 16. Sullivan 17, Sohmeck
I.-1. Bell 1.3. Worden 1h, Gilmer 14. Amatenr.s; Wilwon Itl. Anthony 18,
Dutchy 17. Mack 11. J. Wi.lstpncroft 17. Nel.son IH, Hoflman 14, Mel-
lott 11. Clark 14. Kinzer 17. Brewster 15, Banks 12. Sands 17. McMurchy
18, J, P, l.'s, E. H, K 14, Haddox 16, Kohrbach 19, Rust 11, Kotty 12,
North 17, Matz 18, Wellington 17.

No. 5. 20 targets, entrance $3: Experts. Rohrbach 17, Apgar 17,
McMurchy 17, Bessemer 18, Matz 15, Fieles 18. Worden 19, Anthony IT,

Nelson 12. Amateurs: Wilson 16, Thurman 16, Dutchy 19. Dustin 15,
Skinner 19. Dinger 16, Coffrod 12, Rust 14, Schmeck 16. Sullivan 16,
Clark 19, Burbidge 18. Matz 18, Money 16, Gilmer 16, J. P. 16, J. Wol-
stencroft 18. W. Wolstencroft 19, Sands 17, Haddox 18, Wellington 19,
Henry 19, Brewster 19, Killets 16, Kinzer 18, North 15.

Second Day, Sept. S7.

The second day opened a little hazy, but by 9 o'clock the sun was
out, making it much more pleasant than yesterday. Many new faces
are on the grounds, among them Jacob Pentz, of New Jersey; Milt. P.
Lindsley, sometimes known as Scarfacc Charley the Wood Pulp Injun,
one who has friends all over the United States; in every town almost
where there is a gun club, his scarred face is know ti, and to know him
is to like him, Dutchy Smith, with an American fi.ag stuck in his hat,
which he said was his mascot, created lots of fun to-day. Col An-
thony, of Charlotte, N. C, says he would like to have a circus and have
Dutchy and Fieles for clowns, and he thinks he could beat the world.
Cashier Harry Gough is one of our old friends from several years
back, and it would bo hard to beat him in the cashier's box. Why, he
knows how to deal with all kickers; he knocked the wind clean out of
Dustin; aud his assistant, George Moorehead, is as fine a fellow as you
would meet anywhere.
Among the new ones to-day I see Fene Cooper, of Mahanoy City, who

holds the Manufacturers' aud Trap-Shooters' Association champion-
ship badge, which he won at Allentowm lately; Rene T. Clayton, of
Tamaqua, Pa., and there is no more popular man among the shooters
in the State than this same Clayton, always happy and trying to switch
his friends the same way; A. H. King, of Pittsburgh, came'up to the
traps to-day smiling and happy with his fresh laurels won at .Jack
Parker's international shoot. Will Spicer, of Danville, who is always
ready for a shoot, and who told Col. Anthony to-day that the shoots
that added money in the South next year would be sure to see his big
Dutch face there. He is not quite as large as Dutchy Smith, of Plain-
fleld, N. J., but he is young yet and will grow.
Much disappointment was expressed when it was found that only one

team, the Harrisburg, was entered for the Harrisburg Shooting Asso-
ciation trophy; but there are too many in a team, the six should be
made a four, or three would be better. There were at least five clubs
on the grounds to-day that could have entered teams of four, but with
the hard times aud so many shoots going on, it is hard to get a Ixsam of
six men to go any distance from hoine. But the Harrisburg team
toed the scratch and shot for and won the trophy, and kept it in the
Association for next year.
The Keystone League, of Philadelphia, came to the front and won

the American Wood Powder trophy with the handsome score of 90 out
out of 105 singles and doubles; the Harrisburg team a good second.
The regular programme was finished by 2:30 o'clock, and four extra

events, 20 targets each, $3 entrance, the last one 10 singles 5 pairs,
were shot out uefore dark.
Over 9,000 targets were thrown to-day. The averages were: Buf-

bridge 149, Dutchy 148. Fieles 146, Wilson (low) 110.
For team championship of Pennsylvania, prize silver trophy, valued

at $2fKi, donated by the Harrisburg Shooting Association. To be con-
tested for annuahy under the following conditions: Teams shall con-
sist of 6 men, bona,/I'rfe members of any club or a.ssociatiou iu the
State Association. An entrance fee of !510 shall be charged each club,
one-half of which shall be in payment of targets, the balance, 50?!, to
holders of the trophy, the balance. 30^ and 20;1 to the ue.vt teams in
order. Twenty-five targets per man, 1,50 per team, shall be shot at
known angles, rapid-firing system, 10 and 13-gauge gims, at 16yds,
rise. A bond in the sum of §200 shall be given by the winners to the
club under whose auspices this association shoot is given for its

return to the club under whose auspices the next association shoot
shall be given, l^ovided, however, there be no association shoot
given, it shall revert to the Hari isburg Shooting Association, of Har-
risburg, Pa. No one man to shoot on iuore than one team.

Harrisburg Team.
Henry '.irilluillOlllllllllllUll -23
Fieles lOllllll IJUlllllllllllll 24
SuHivan llOlimiimilllinillll-24
Wellington IlllUlllOlUllllllinill—24
Dinger lllOlOlOlllOlllllllOOIlll—19
Duston 1111110110111011111111111-22-130
American Wood Powder Company trophy, silver prize cup, contested

for .by teams of 3 men—no one man to shoot on more than one team
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—and all must be members of the same club; 25 singles and 5 pair
doubles, $6 per t^am, the prize and 40 pec cent, to the team making
highest score, 30 per cent, to second, 30 per cent, to third, and 10 per
cent, to fourth:

Reading Shooting Association.
HCW aiatz.... 1011111111111100101111110—20 10 11 11 10 10— 7—27
F W Cooper. . . .ItllOllOllllOlllinifnil—22 ll 10 11 00 11— 7-29
RT Clayton....111111101111011111 1010110^20 00 10 10 11 10— 5—25—81

Harrisburgh Team.
Wellington 1111111111111011111101110-22 10 10 11 11 10- 7-39
Dinger 1111110111111111101101110-21 00 10 11 11 11— 7—28
Dustm 1111101111111101011110111-21 10 10 10 11 10- 6-37—84

Keystone Shooting League.
Rust oiiioniiiiiimoniiini—22 ii lo lo lo ii— 7—29
WWolstencroftllllOllllllllllllllllllll—24 00 11 11 11 11— 8—33
J Wolstencroft.OlllllllllllllllOlllllllO-22 10 11 11 10 10— 7—29—90

Altoona Team.
ulark onioiniiiioiiooniinii-30 10 10 11 10 10— 6—36
Sands...., 0111001110101111101111001—18 00 10 01 11 00— 4—22
Killets 1111101110010011101111010-17 10 10 00 10 00- .3—20-68
No. 1, 20 targets, entrance $3: Dustin 17. Bessemer 17, Thurman 16,

Brewster 17, Burbidge 30, J P. 14, Skinner 14. McMurchy 19, Matz 14,

A. H. King 17, Rohrbach 19. Gilmer 11, Fuller 16, Haddox 13, Dutchy
19, Wellington 18, Mellott 10. Sands 17, Tredway 18, Bell 12, Rust 14,
Anthony 19. Wilson 16, Apgar 18, Fieles 17, Sullivan 19, Dinger 19,

Clark 17, Killet 13, Henry 19. Kotty 12, Jones 17, J. Wolstencroft 17,
North 17.

No. 2, 20 targets, P entry: Experts, Burbridge 18, Dinger 15, An-
thony 18, Dutchy 19, Henry 17, Rohrbach 16, Sullivan 16, McMurchy
18. Amateurs: Dustin 18, Bessemer 19, Thurman 17, J. Wolstencroft
17, King 16, Wellington 19, Miller 13, Clark 14, Bell 13, Money 14, Fuller
14, Haddox 14, Mellot 20, Rust 15, Wilson 10, Skinner 18. Nelson 13,

Tredway 18, North 18, Apgar 18, Fieles 19, J. P. 18, Jones 19, Brewster
Sands 9, Hall 16, Matz 20, Gilman 18.

No. 3, 20 targets, S3 entry: Experts: Dutchy 19, Jones 16, Matz 18,
Be.ssemer 17, Wellington 17, Fieles 19, Mellot 17. Amateurs; Dustin 20,

Haddox 19, Anthony 16, Rust 17, Wilson 14, Skinner 16, Sullivan 10,
Nelson 18, Burbridge 18, E. H. K. 17, Mack 13, Fuller 19. Thurman 18,

J. Wolsey 19, King 18, Money 18. North 18, Brewster 16, Hall 11, Henry
17, Quimby 16, Fry 12. Apgar 17, J. P. 17, McMurchy 17, Rohrbach 19,
Dinger 17. Gilmer 15, Tredway 17, Clark 15, W. Wolsey 19 Sands 14.

No. 4, 20 birds. P entry: Experts, Dustin 12, Fuller 19, Rohrbach 18,

Anthony 16, Dutchy 17. Haddox 15, Sullivan 19, W. Wolstencroft 18,

rieles 18, J. Wolstencroft 16. Gilmer 16. Amateurs: Apgar 16, Thur-
man 17, J. P. 19 Rust 17, King 17, WUson 18, Bird i;j. Nelson 17, Tred-
way 20, Brewster 17, Wellington 19, North 14, Sands 12, Mellot 12,

McMurchy 20, Jones 18, Wilson 14, Trunk 17, Dinger 17, Quimby 16,

Burbridge 18, Henry 15, Matz 17, Clark 18, E. H. K. 18.

The annual meeting of the Pennsylvania State Sportsmen's Associa-
tion was called at 8:30 P. M. In the parlor of the Common^\•ealth Hotel
Sept, 26. Vice-President N. A. Hughes was in the chair. The follow-
ing officers answered to their names, President C. E, H. Brelsford not
being a resident of the State; Vice-President, N. A. Hughes; Treasurer,
J. A. Wolstencroft; Secretary, J. H. Worden; Corresponding Secre-
tary, H. M. F. Worden; Directors. Harry Thurman, H. C. W. Matz,
Elmer E Shaner, J. H. Millspaugh, W. H. Wolstencroft.
The following clubs were represented: Harrisburg Shooting Asso-

ciation, W. R. Fieles; Reading Shooting Association, H. C. W. Matz;
Squirrel Hill Gun Club, Elmer Shaner; Pittsburg Gun Club, Elmer
Shaner; Williamsport Rod and Gun Club, J Millspaugh; Keystone
Shooting League, A. J. Rust; York City Gun Club, M. J. Cocoran;
Ephrata Gun Club, R. W. Bickley

; Philadelphia Shooting Association,
H. Thurman; Germantown Gun Club. John Ecerson: Eagle Gun Club,
Elmer Shaner; John F. Weiler Gun Club, W. L. Gillbtt; Leikens Rod
and Gun Club, C. W. Williams; Fremont Gun Club, D. P. Foust; Birds-
boro Gun Club. Henry Bentse; Independent Gun Club, of Reading, H.
C. W. Matz; Franklin Gun Club, J. A. Wilson; Wingohocking Gun
Club, H. Thurman. Secretary Worden read the minutes of the last
meeting, which were adopted as read.

Mr. ,lames Worden, secretary of the committee to confer with a
committee of the Legislature and formulate new laws for the protec-
tion of game and flsh, read a long i-eport of the work of 1 he committee.
Through the efforts of the committee a bill was passed in the Legisla-
ture and a game and flsh commission were appointed by the Governor.
Money was appropriated to prosecute violators of the game and flsh
laws. Mr. Wilson, member of the committee, made a long speech,
which was very favorably received, about what should be done by the
members of the State Association. Mr. Bickley, of Ephrata, also
spoke on the same subject. Mr. F. P. Foust, of Pottsville, who is a
member of an association that is purely a flsh and game association,
made a very interesting speech about tbe game birds that his associa-
tion had imported, especially the Mongohan pheasant, about how they
breed, the number of broods per year, etc. He also said that their
aPBOciation had killed twenty-six foSes in their neighborhood last
winter, and he thinks the law making a tax on sporting dogs should
be repealed. His speech was very interesting and well received, as he
certainly knew what he was talking about.
Mr. G. Huehes, of WiUiamsport, gave some very good points on the

game laws, as did also Mr. J. H. Millspaugh, of the same place. Mr.
Bickley made a motion that the report of the committee be received
and the committee be discharged and a new committee of seven be
appointed to draft a new bill to be presented to the next Legislature.
Mr. Foust took exception to the motion and thought the old commit-
tee should be kept on so as to have a chance to flnish the work they
had begun. Mr. Fables also took exception to Mr. Bickley's motion
and said that he also believed in a uniform game law, and moved that
the committee be continued, which motion was carried.
Harry Thurman nominated Allentown for the next tournament, to

be under the auspices of the John F. Weiler Gun Club. Mr. Fieles
nominated Altoona, under the auspices of the Altoona Rod and Gun
Club. Mr. Wilson gave his views why the next tournament should be
held in the western part of the State, smd they were very good. Mr.
Gillott spoke in favor of Allentown, giving some very good reasons
why it should go there. Mr. Shaner spoke in favor of having the next
ahoot in the west and at Altoona especially, which place he thought
would be convenient for every one in the State. A vote resulted for
Altoona 16 and for Allentown 6; but before it was recorded H. Thur-
man moved that the vote be made unanimous in favor of Altoona,
which motion was seconded by Mr. Gillott, of Allentown, and was car-
ried unanimously.
Mr. H. F. Worden presented the resignation of J. H. Worden as

secretary of the association, saying he had vevy urgent reasons for
presenting it. Although very loth to lose so valuable a secretary, at
the request of Mr. J. H. Worden, it was accepted. Mr. Jas. M^olsten-
croft, the treasurer, made the following report: Balance in treasury
at last meeting §180.65. Received during the vear S84. Paid out
35142.88, leaving a balance of $121.77. New members as follows were
elected: Wyandotte G. C, South Bethlehem; Mahanoy G. C, In-
dependent G. C, Philadelphia cJas. Wolstencroft); Wilkesbarre G. C.
(E. C. Kniskern), Altoona R. and G. C. ( W. G. Clark"), Heron Hill G.C.,
Pittsburgh, and Sunbury Q. C. (G. E. Rohrbach).
Mr. .John Millspaugh in a neat speech nominated N; A. Hughes for

president: H. Thurman nominated J. II. Worden for vice-president; J.
H, Worden nominated G. Wilson for vice-president. Mr. Wilson in a
very nice speech complimentary to our retiring secretary said be
would rather not oppose him, and declined the nomination, but ac-
cording to the rules of the association it had to go to a vote. Mr. Wil-
son nominated Jas. Wolstencroft for treasurer. J. Worden nominated
Ed. Banks for secretary, and Elmer Shaner nominated Prof. Z. G.
Zeth for corresponding secretary, Mr. Shaner moved and Mr. Fieles
seconded the motion that the old directors be re-elected as follows:
Harry Thurman, Germantown; H. C. W. Matz, Reading; Elmer E.
Shaner, Pittsburgh; C. C. Matten, Pottsville; J. H. Millspaugh, Will-
iamsport; W. H. Wolstencrof, Frankfort, The secretary was in-
structed to cast the ballot where there was no opposition. A vote
being taken for vice-president resulted as follows: J. H. Worden 11
votes, G. Wilson 8. Mr. Wilson desired that the election of Mr Wor-
den be made unanimous, which was done. After some talk for the
good of the association we adjourned to meet in Altoona in 1894.

The Tliird Day
The first day for live bu'ds and the third day of the tournament was

all one could wish in the weather, and as for shooters, the fen' that
shot targets only and went bome last night were outnumbered by
those that only shoot pigeons and they came in full force to-day.
Amcmg the first to arrive were J. F. Kleinz and Robert Welsh of Phila-
delphia.
Kleinz is one of the oldest pigeon shooters in the State and for a

long time has been known as the champion of Pennsylvania, and to-
day demonstrated that he had not forgotten how to hold a gun.
although he has been shooting very httle of late years.
Robert Welsh (Armstrong) is one of the best five bird shots in the

country and is known all over the country as such by some excellent
scores made lately on some of the best birds that could be procured.
His second barrel", which he uses on most birds, whether necessary or
nor. is his great hold, and is almost always pointed right,
John Rothaker of Philadelphia is also a good Uve bird shooter and

generally holds his end up at targets when he shoots them. He is one
of the good- hearted German brewers of Philadelphia, a member of the
R< thaker Brewing Co., and superintendent of their works,

J, O.Denny of Pittsburg is one of the whole-souled fellows from
that Smoky City that it does one good to meet; always smiling, he
puts one in a good humor just to look at his pleasant face.
Isaac C. Elhoti of Wilmington, Del., known as one of the best Uve

hard shots of chat Uttle State, came out to-day to have a crack at some
o£ the sweeps.

E. H. McWharter (Mack) of Pittsburgh, also a live hu-d shooter,
came in to-day and shot in everything.
Mr. McMillan, of Mahanoy City, came right here from the World's

Fair, which he left a few days" earlier than he had intended so as to
have a crack at the championship badge, as he says he likes to shoot in
this match every year, if in nothing else. He is one of the largest
men in the shooting fraternity, standing about 6ft. 2in. in height and
weighs about SOOlbs. He is a Scotchman by descent and one whom any
one may be proud to call his friend. His shooting name is "Macbeth."
J. Honesicker and daughter Ray ("Little Hawk-Eye"), of Gloucester,
N. J., are also taking in the tournament.
John Millspaugh, the first president of the Pennsylvania State

Shooting Association, and president of the WiJliamsport Rifle and
Gun Club, came down accompanied by F. P. Abercrombie, also one of
the moving spirits and leaders of the shooting circle of Wilhamsport.
Walter Shooter, the genial boniface of the City Hotel at Wilhamsport,
which same hotel was headquarters of the shooters at the last Will-
iamsport tournament, and along with him is B. P. Babcock, of the
same place.
The birds were a good lot of flyers, and some were corkers, as Harry

Thurman said the flrst one he got in shooting off the ties for the
championship badge, left trap No. 5 so quickly that it made the hair
on his head stand on end, but it never moved his hat.
On arriving on the grounds to-day we found the target traps all

away and two sets of live bird traps in position, with the 50yds. bound-
ary marked with a string and flags, in fact everything in readiness to
start the shooting.
Manager Elmer E. Shaner certainly is a hustler and deserves a great

deal of credit for the way he has rtm the tournament, not a complaint
anywhere.
The main attraction to-day was, of course, the State event which

had thirty-one entries. Harry Thurman was the flrst one to HU his
fifteen birds, followed by A. H. King, of Pittsburg, and next in line
came J. H. Worden, then Jas. Wolstencroft. J. F. Kleinz and John
Rothaker in the order named as each one finished his score, when he
received a good round of applause and lots of congratulations from
his friends.
This event was shot off on one set of traps, while sweepstake events

were being shot on the other set. In the shoot-off of the ties, which
was at five birds, according to the association rules, H. Thurman,
A. H. Kleinz and J. Rothaker missed their first birds, J. Rothaker
also missed his second, J. Worden his third, and J. Wolstencroft his
fourth, which dropped hardly a foot over the boundary, and this left
five that killed four each still. In shooting the second round of ties,
Rothaker being out. King miss.d his eighth, Thurman his tenth, this
putting these two out and left Worden, Wolstencroft and Kleinz, wno
each killed five straight to fight another roimd, on which they each
killed five straight again, but on the next round Worden dropped
his flrst and Wolstencroft his last bird, Kleinz killing straight and
securing the badge of champion of the .State for the coming year.

It was found that there would not be enough daylight to flnish the
programme, so No. 4 was cut, and a flve dollar miss-and-out took its
place. Over 1,600 birds were used to-day. The scores for the day are:
For the individual championship of Pennsylvania at live birds. Prize,

beautiful diamond badge valued at S250, presented by the citizens of
Wilhamsport. To be contested for annually under the following con-
ditions: Each contestant shaU be a bona fide member of a club or
association, members of the Pennsylvania State Sportsmen's Associ-
ation, or an individual member of the same. Entrance fee, SIO (birds
extra). Fhst prize, the diamond badge to the person making the
highest score, the next three highest scores to receive the 50, 30 and 20
per cent, respectively. The winner of the badge this year to receive
40 per cent, of the entrance next year, the balance to be divided as
above. Each contestant to shoot at 15 live birds, under American
Shooting Association rules, with the exception of I140Z. shot allowed
12-bore guns. A bond in the sum of 3250 shall be given by the winner
of the trophy to 5 he club under whose auspices the Association shoot
is given for its return to the club under whose auspices the next Asso-
ciation shoot shall be given; provided, however, there be no Associ-
ation shoot given, it shall revert to the Williamsport Rifle and Gun
Club, of Williamsport, Pa.

A J Rust 122212111101131—14 R T Clayton. . . .112222112102211-14
H Thurman....212211111111213-15 Schmeck 122111221121022—14
Clark 121211201111131-14 Fieles 110111111101110-12
Denny 222220220101203—11 H A B OJ2010020200101— 7
Mellot 113111011110131—13 Armstrong 113022233111210-13
J H Worden. . . .211231312111 122—15 Wilson 212011112202201—12
Dinger 1221130110nil»-12 P B Smith 111222012011121-13
WeUington 21»121102121113—13 BP Rothaker. .000110000220202- 6
Brewster •11112311111312—14 J Wolstencroft.21^211222111211—15
Sullivan llll«21»12llin—13 W Wolstencroft222200220222222—12
Cooper 1110)2112111122-14 J F Kleinz 112221211121212—15
M.ick 110212122121122—14 Spicer 122aI2022221222—14
A H King 11U2111U12331—15 Rothaker 233123133122122—15
Jones 211220101113111—13 Hall 13.020211] 11101—11
Duston 021111231202111—13 Macbeth 202011022282131—12

Ties for the trophy, 5 birds each:
1st round. 2d round. 3d round. 4th round.

Thurman 01122—4 12220—4
King 01111—4 22011-4
Worden 22011—4 22121—5
J Wolstencroft 111«1—3 11321—5
JFrankKlemz 01121^ 21133—5
Rothaker 00222-3
No. 3, 7 pigeons, $7 entry, 5 moneys:

Henry 2220222-6 Anthony 1221121—7
A J Rust 0202111—5 Denny 1002212—5
Thurman 2112111—7 F P Smith 1111001—5
Brewster 1221220- 6 Capt Money 0U1212—

C

Mellot 1111122—7 Schmeck 1112111—7
Wellington 1102111-6 HaU 1201010-4
Dinger 1012122—6 McMurchy 2111122—7
Bessemer 2111021—6 J Wolstencroft.,... 1001211—5
J Worden 2112122—7 Armstrong 2210121—6
Spicer 20m22—6 Wilson 3110222-6
Cooper 211l0.il—6 Lindsley 1212122—7
Dustin 1111110—5 Kinzer 0020202—3
Clayton 2211012—6 Quunby 1101010-^
Jones 3121013—6 W Wolstencroft SI22220-6
Mack 2221201—6 J F Kleinz 2211111—7

11121—5 01112—4
11112-5 22120-4
11111—5 22222—5

Fieles 2110000—3
Rothaker 0100212—4
H AB 2002002-3
Rohrbach 0201200—3

Sullivan 2111200—5
A H King 1121111-7
,J P 0123010—4
Esper 3212222-7
No. 3, 10 birds, entrance SlO, 5 moneys:

Bessemer 0211111201— 8 Duston 1001011112— 8
J F Kleinz 1111111101— 9 Quunby ....U2233130O— 8
J W^Mstencroft 0101012121— 7 Cooper 1223111211—10
Mack 1 1 11 121131—10 Armstrong 1132312323-10
Mellot 1111022211— 9 Fieles 1111111101— 9
Thurman 2123112001— 8 A H King 1231101112— 9
Lindsley 2222112121—10 Jones 1110122211— 9
Denny 0221222011- 8 Estee 1101121000— 6
Money 1111221122—10 A J Rust 1312112111—10
Anthony 0013013120— 6 Wilson 0221022011— 7
Clayton 1122212021— 9 Schmeck liui 12301 u— 7
McMurchy 1111111122—10 Rothaker 0112002120— 0
No. 4, 7 birds, entrance $5, 5 moneys:

Armstrong 2221212—7 Wilson 2102121—6
Money 1220231-6 Quimby 2120101—5
Denny 2020021-4 Hall 2000111-4
Mellot , 2111112—7 A J Rust 1121212-7
Lindsley , 0201122—5 Duston 10121U—
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Tom 1121021-6 Bessemer 2211111—7
McMurchy 2122112—7 Kleinz 1122102 -6
Clayton 1101110-5 J Wolstencroft 1110301—5
Giemer 0) 22222—6 Rothaker 0220300—3
Mack niiai2-7 Estee 0112201-5
Cooper 2111111—7 Sullivan 2112111—7
Fieles 1111211-7 Brewster 2210110-5
Thurman 2201121—6 J H Worden 11«022(>--I
Anthony 1312131—7 Schmeck 0102200—3
No. 5 "S5 miss and out:

Armstrong 31231310

Money 2210

Rust , „»..10
Thtu-man,,.,,.., ,.1222120

McMurchy„„... 310

Denny 20
Mellor 2111110
Fieles

, 20
Bessemer. . .,.,,,,.,.,.,,.10
Kleinz 111211111

Mack 111212222 J Wolstencroft 112111111
Kelley 10 Clark 0
No. 1, L. C. Smith trophy. Conditions: Teams of 3 men, at 15 five

birds to the man. 45 birds to the team, Pennsylvania State Sportsmen's
Association rules to govern. Teams to be composed of bona fide mem-
bers of any club or association in the State of Pennsylvania, members
of the State Assaciation and residents of the State, and no one man to
shoot on more than one team. To the team making the highest score
40 per cent, of the money and the trophy, to next highest 35 per cent,
of the money, the next highest 25 per cent, of the money, a bond to be
given for the return of the trophy, in the sum of S20<1, at the next
meeting of the State Association. Entrance, $25 per team, including
birds,

The Fourth Day
The fourth and last day of the shoot opened with a clear sky and

the wind blowing almost a gale from the northwest, which made'some
very hai'd shooting, a great many birds being lost just out of bounds.
The main event to-day was the three-men team race for the L. C.

Smith trophy, for which six teams entered, each man to shoot at 15
birds, or 45 birds per team, entrance $25 per team.
This event was won by the Keystone League team with the splendid

score of 44 out of 45, Kleinz and Welsh kUling straight. Rust only
missing one bfrd.
After the programme was finished three miss-and-outs were shot,

which finished the annual State shoot for the year 1893, and with con-
gratulations to the Harrisburg Shooting Association and a general
shaking of hands with wishes to meet again next year at Altoona, the
members started on their various ways home.

Pittsburg Gun Club. Hei ron Hill Gun Club, Pittsburg.
Wilson 022212221113333-14 AH King. . .201110131221121—13

Bessemer. . .111201121121110—13 J F Whorter222221121120113—14
Denny 121121033113131—14—11 W Jones.. . .313133220133122—14-41

Harrisburg Shooting Ass'n.
Worden . . .. 122220002112011—11
Sullivan . . . .21221102.222113—13
Brewster .. .211111212221123^-15—39

Harrisburg Team No. 3.

Fieles 120021102203110—10

Duston 211121121212122—15

Independent Gun Club, Philad'a.
Thurman. . .22021»110211122—12
WWolst'c'ft232202212221112—14
J Wolsfc'ft331«11122111131—14—40

Keystone Shooting League.
A J Rust... .312011111212111—14
J H Kleinz..231222122221112-15

Henry 222220021122102—13-37 Armstrong . 212211333131233—15-44

No. 2, 7 bn-ds, §5 entry, 3 moneys:
Armstrong 2312202-6 Jones 0201113—5
GUmex 0222102—5 A J Rust 2111122—7
Denny .2022101—5 A H King 0223111—6
Money 0113223—6 Anthony 1210202—5
W W'olstencroft 2211120-6 Brewster 1011220-5
Tom 2112021—6 Thurman 2012021—5
Bessemer 1222010—5 McMurchy 1111120—6
Mellot 0122001—4 WUson 0020031—3
Duston 1001221—6 Kleinz 2110211—6
Worden 1200102-4 Rothaker 2011112—6
J Wolstencroft 112110O—5 Lindsley 1202221—6
Mack 0112111-6 Quunby 3211113—7
Fieles 1211313—7 Henry 003203O-3
Sullivan 3103130-5

No. 3, 10 birds, entrance $10:
Mellot 2122202001— 7 McMurchy 1101021211— 8
Fieles 0121111121— 9 Anthony 2020010201— 5
Armstrong 1121222211—10 Rothaker 3210202211—8
J Wolstencroft 3310020201— 6 Gihuer 2002112810— 7
Tom 2121013323— 9 Wilson 2222022232— 9

Lindsley 2112203203— 8 Denny 2022221x31— 9

King.... 1212111102— 9 Kleinz 2111112223-10
Mack 3322101111— 9 W Wolstencroft S300331322— 8

Jones 3202221222— 9 Duston 1003111111— 8

Money 2211221222—10 Rust 1101222221— 9

Bessemer 2213311202— 8 P P Smith 1112001002— 6

Quimby 0022111230— 7 HaU 1001300311— 6

No. 4, 7 birds, entrance $5:

Lindsley 0313220—5 Bessemer 1121222—7
Money 1111112—7 Rust 1111100—5
Wilson 221 1323—7 Rothaker 112021 1—6
McMurchy 2211223—7 Anthony., 1012202—5
Denny 1111012-6 Fieles 1220011—5
MeUot 1120232—6 GUmer 1310001—4
Kleinz 1121011—6 Duston 1220112—6
Mack 1122211—7 F P Smith 2301310—5
Tom 2012112-6 HaU 0201212—5
Armstrong 0111221—6 Sullivan 3101033-5

J Wolstencroft 1103221—6 Brewster 0111012—5

No. 5, 10 bu-ds, glO entrance:
Klemz .2111211212—10 Little Hawkeye 0001201220—

5

Mellot 2111100221— 8 Fieles 1021001131—7

Money 2112210111— 9 Rust 1122110112—9

Denny 1212222222—10 Tom 0120113122—8

WUson 3003222222— 8 Bessemer 2222211213—7

McMurchy lOllllOlll— 8 Smith 1111111120—9

Armstrong 3231222122-10 Hall 0113000123—6
•--"-^—

" Mack 0221011121—8
Rothater 1020020122—6
Anthony 2222002211—8

Duston 2112122002— 8

Jones 1111120011— 8
King 1111211002— 8

No. 6, miss-and-out, entrance $5:

Money 223111 King ..1110

Mack 1220 Bust 0"

Armstrong 212112 Denny ^
Mellot 0 Fieles 1111

Kleinz 1210 McMurchy 211331

Wilson 221220 Smith llllO

W Wolstencroft 230

No. 7, miss-and-out, entrance So;
Money ;32212230 Denny 22223222

Kleinz 20
Armstrong 0
Wilson 210

Mellot 0
W Wolstencroft 2:J1320

No. 8, miss-and-out, entrance ,^5:

Armstrong 122111211

Bessemer 110

Money 20
Rust 320
McMurchy 110

Fieles 12232213
Mack 12111211
McMurchy .0
Rust .120

.Smith 10

WUson 1230
Fieles 31212120
Denny 33222220
Mack 311333110
W Wolstencroft 110

H. T.

Bogardus—"Unknown" Match Postponed.

Chicaoo, 111., Sept. 30.—Heavy ram yesterday and to-day caused the
postponement of the lauch exploited match between Capt. A. H.
Bogardus and an unknown, whicu was to have been shot at the South
Side Baseball Parle tii-dav. The match wiU be shot later, probably
within two w^ieks, pussiblj- on tbe Monday foUowing John Watson's
World's tournament, and possiiJy not untU the Saturday after, much
depending on the date when these grounds can be again obtained.

To-day I met Captain Bogardus just as he and John Watson were
leaving the grounds, at 1:45, the birds having then been sent back to

the coops. .

"I suppose you don't mind telling now who the 'unkaowa' is, 6si

you. Captain?"! asked him.
"No," said he, "not now. I haven't known it very long myself. His

name is HaU, and he comes from down near the Kentucky Une in

Illinois. He's a strapping big young fellow, very pleasant, and he
may be able to shoot a bit for aU I know. 1 hope so.'*^

"He can't have much of a trap record."
"No," rephed the Captain, "he claims that he never shot at the traps

in his life until he tried a little practice on this narrow boundary race,

the same conditions as Rexroat and I shot our matches under. He
says he kiUed twenty-seven straight at this game, which is good. He
is a good field shot, they say. His success in the field led nim to ask
Frank Butler to arrange this match with me, as you know he did."

"There is some difl:'erence between the two styles of shootmg,"!
suggested.
"Yes," said the old veteran, "there is, of course, but you can't tell.

The first time I ever went to the trap I kUled 46 out of 50. I used to

think I could kiU any bird that got up within 21yds. of me, no matter
where it went. My field shooting was my flrst driU."

"It doesn't happen that way very often," said John Watson.
"Usually the old field shot has to learn over again atthe traps."
"We'U see," said the Captain, good-humoredly, E. HouGh.

Do'vrn Town Gun Club.

FotTRTEKN members of the Down Town Gun Club were present at the

opening shoot of the season held at Dexter Park on Friday, Sept. 29.

Each shot at eight birds, club handicap, H and T traps, modified Long
Island rules. L. Maisch and H. Fajen tied with seven each for the

club's gold medal and flrst priiie, Fajen winning on the shoot off. F.

Goetz won the second medal, defeating W. Joost and H. MuUer.
Scores:
L Wolff 11100100-4 H MuUer 11110101-6

L Maisch 11111011-7 W Flack 10110001-^

J W Schmenger 1)111000—5 H Fajen 11111101—7

H Wiesing. 00101110-4 F Goetz 11011110-6

H Lang, . 11010101-5 S Huff .11100100-4

W Joost lOUOlll—6 J Breitstein, 11111100—6

W Bunger 01110101—5 C Doscher........-,..ijll001101—

5

Live Bird Match at Jersey-vllle.

Jehseyville, m., Sept. 23.—At Sportsman's Park in this city this

afternoon, there was a match at lOO live pigeons for a purse of S500,

shot between Abel Harris, of Bunker Hill, lUs.. and Moses CoUen
berger, of this place The birds were only a fairly good lot, and the
score was not flrst dass. CoUenberger shot an old Parker, lifter

action, 10-gauge; and Harris a Ught 13-gauge, Smith hammerless.
Charhe Strawn, of JacksonviUe, reiereed the match, and James Per-

rlngs and L. S. HanseU were scorers. The foUowing is the score:

Harris 10211011121012102011011112222111102222121011221111-42
121 2n2]0n2oni2232lin2211121 1000100311101100111-40 82

CoUenberger. ..302201220-i;il3^211l2211l0ini01211221121113221300—43
2333101 1 11313111221112232J 1 12101121013111223110011—46-89
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Roseville Gun Club Tova-nament.

The famous "Old Stone House" shooting grounds of John Erb, on
Bloomfleld avenue, Newark, N. J., were visited by a fair-sized body of

sportsmen on Sept. 28, when the rejuvenated Eoseville Gun Club held
an all-day target tournament. At least it was Intended to be an all-day

shoot, but not until after dinner were there any shooters on hand.

Once the guns began to crack, however, they were not allowed any
rest, and during the afternoon close to 2,000 targets were thrown from
five traps.
The Roseville Gun Club formerly had a club house and grounds of

its own in the rear of Mr. Erb's, but the recent West Indian hurricane
tore down the house and left the entire outfit in such a state as to

prompt the club to abandon all ideas of rebuilding. Hence their ap-

pearance on John Erb's grounds, where they will hereafter hold their

club shoots, combined with an open-to-all tournament on the fourth
Thursday of each month, targets being used exclusively. The club
has about twenty members, but like all other organizations of the
kind about one-half manage to absent themselves on "business" when
a club shoot is being Held. The leading spirits in the active work are
Ben Rist, Geo. Huff, Alfred Whatton, Albert Whatton, R. Rembe and
J S ItlGckGr

At the shoot held last Thursday the attendance, which was fair,

would have been much larger had the affair been properly advertised.

Among those present were Enoch D. Miller, Jackson Smith and Albert
Sickley of the Union Gun Club, of Springfield; J. AVarren Smith and
Robert Youmans, of the Maplewood Gun Club; Ferd. Van Dyke, Ernest
O. Geoflroy, R. Heber Breintnall, Lemuel Thomas and Asa Whitehead
of the South Side Gun Club, of Newark.
The shonting was under the rapid-firing system, one old-style Key-

stone and four old-style bluerock traps, and United States targets being
used. Benj. Rist was official scorer, while Charles Hughes performed
the arduous duties of referee. The main attraction was a 50-target

event, S3 entry, the club adding $10 to the purse. This called out only
nine contestants, the club having onlj' one representative. In a shoot
of this kind a club should be well represented, even if the organization
is obhged to enter men at their own expense. A club the members of
which hold aloof from any contest where they have to take a risk of
losing usually has hard work to attract outside shooters.
The scores of the day were as follows:
Event No. 1, 10 smgles: Alf Whatton 5, Alb Whatton 2, L. Thomas 7.

No. 2, same: Thomas 8, Alb Whatton 5, Alf Whatton 4.

No. 3, same: Alb Whatton 7, Thomas Alf Whatton 3.

No. 4. same: Thomas 7, Alf Whatton 3, Alb Whatton 2.

No. 5, 5 singles; BreintnaU 4, Alf Whatton 8, Alb Whatton 3, Rist S,

Thomas 2.

No. 6, same: Alb Whatton 5, Thomas 4, Breintnall 4, Geoffrey 4,

Miller 4, Rembe S, Meeker 2, Rist 1, Alf Whatton 1.

No. 7, 10 singles: Geoffrey 9, Rembe 8, Miller 8, Thomas 8, Alb
Whatton 7, Breintnall 7, Alf Whatton 5, Rist 4, Meeker 4.

No. 8, 10 singles: Meeker 5, Breintnall 8, Geoffrey 10, Alb Whatton
7, Rembe 6, Thomas 9, Alf Whatton 3, Rist 4, Miller 7, Huff 9, Compton
9, Youman 7, Smith 8, Sickly 7.

No. 9. 10 singles: Youmans 9, Van Dyke 7, Geoffrey 8, Compton 5,

Miller 8, Smith 5, Breintnall 8, Huff 6, Meeker 3, Thomas .5, Rembe 6,

Alb Whatton 6, White 6.

No. 10, 15 singles, entry $1.50:
Yoemans, .... . ,111111111110111—14 Addison 101111011111110—12
W Smith 110101111110111—12 Huff 101101000000111— 7

Breintnall 111111111111110—14 Tnomas 101111101111111—13
Geoffrey 111011101101111—12 Miller OllOlllllClllll—12
Van Dyke 111111111111111—15
No. 11, 10 singles: Van Dyke 10. Yeomans 6, Geoffrey 7, Thomas 9,

Smith 10, Albert Whatton 10, Roger 4, BreintnaU 8, Addison 9, Miller

9, G. Huff 4.

No. 12, 50 U. S. targets, 3f3 entry, $10 added by club:
MiUer 11101111011111110111111111111110111101001111101011—41
Addison 11111101101111101111111101111111110111111111111100—43
Van Dyke llllOllOlllllllllllllllllllllllllUllOllllllllllll—47
Breintnall 11111011111111111111011111010111011101111111111111—44
Geoffrey 10111111111001100111110111111110110110110111111011—39
Walters 00111010010011100011000101011110111100011110111101—29
Smith lllinonOOllOlOOllllllOlllllllllOOlllOlllOOw.
Thomas 11110101011011111111101101011101100101111100110111-36
Albert AVhatton. . .11010011110011111111101111111000101010111111110011-31
No. 13, 10 singles:

Alf Whatton 1000101000—3 Compton 1100111101—'
Yeomans 1111111110-9 G Huff 1111101110-1
Rember 1111010010—6 Meeker 1111011010—'
Breintnall 1111101011—8 Geoffrey .• 1101100111—'
FVan Dyke 1111011111-9 Ferment 1011110001— (.

Smith UmiOOll—8 Albert Whatton 1111110110-8
Williamson 1100111111—8 Walters 1101111111-9
Rogers 0000000000-0
No. 14, 10 singles, expert rules, both barrels:

Breintnall 1111111101—9 Smith 1100111111 „

Van Dyke 1010101010-5 Geoffroy 1212111012—9
Youmans 2221 200110—7 Ferment 000111 1 121—7
Walters 1101311010—7
No, 15, 10 singles: Compton 7, G. Huff 3, Rembe 7, Meeker 4, Van

Dyke 10, Youmans 9, Rist 3, Nulty 0. Geofry 8, Breintnall 6, Albert
Whatton 4, Alfred Whatton 8, Ferment 6.

No. 16, 5 singles: Meeker 2, Rembe 4, Alfred Whatton 2, Ferment 4,

Huff 3, Rist 2. Compton 2.

No. 17, 5 smgles: Compton 4, Bembe 1, Parmer 4, Huff" 4, Rist 0,
Meeker S. C. H. Townsend.

Passaic City vs. Boiling Springs.
Fassaio, N. J., Sept. 23.—The third of a series of five contests

for a silver cup between teams of ten men each from the Boiling
Springs Fishing and Gun Club and the Fassaio City Gun Club took
place on the Van Houten avenue grounds of the latter club. The first
contest, as well as the one shot to-day resulted in victory for the
Fassaic City team, the Boiling Springs Club winning the second con-
test. The attendance of friends of both clubs was large. Among
those present were Mr. and Mrs. M. F. Lindsley, of Hoboken ; Mr. and
Mrs. and Miss W. Fred Quimby, of Newark, and Mr. Neaf Apgar, of
Plainfleld, and Mr. Jacob Pentz, of Bergen Point. Mr. Pentz acted as
oflacial scorer and Mr. Apgar as referee. The next contest will be on
the grounds of the Boiling Springs Club.

Boiling Springs.
Paul 1100111001011101111111011—18
Klees. 1010001100101110101110001—13
James 1101100111110111001111011—18
Hiscox 1001101101100111111110100—16
Huck 1111101101011110110111011—19
C Collins 1111111110001111110011111—20
Lenone 0011111111010111101111011—16
Laue 10010011111011 1101 11 11 110—18
Grieff 1111110011101111111101011—20
HoUister 1111111111111111111111111—85—180

Passaic City.
Jelleme lOllOlOllllOlOlllllllllll—20
Bowes 1001111101111110111101110—19
Abbott , 1111111001011100101111111—19
Kelly 1111100101110111011010011—17
Kevitt 1110010101111111111111111—21
Shaw 1111001110111111111101110-20
Coman 1100001110101101111111111—18
Gardiner , 1110110101111011111010110—18
Vermorel 1101110011111000111101110—17
Wise 1110111111111111011111111-2;}—192
No. 1, 10 targets: Jelleme 9, Klees 9, Hiscock 5, Lenone 9, Kevitt 8,

Palmer 7, Hall 3. Shaw 6, Coman 9, Wise 10, Kelly 6.

No. 2, 10 targets: Palmer 6, Kevitt 8, Lenone 6, Hiscox 8, Abbott 8,
Klees 8, Kelly 8, Wise 9, Coman 4, Hollister 9, Apgar 9, Lane 5, Grieff
8, James 6, Jelleme 7, Bowes 9, Gardiner 7, Paul 10.

No. 3, 15 targets, $1:
Palmer 111111010010111—11 Klees 111011011010111—11
Hiscox 111011110111010—11 Kelly 111111110101111—13
Paul 111111101111111—14 HoUister lllllinillllll—15
Lenone 110111110101111—12 Huck IIOIIOI 01 000111— 9
Bowes 111110011111111—13 Grieff ..111111111101111—14
Jelleme 100101101100111— 9 James OlOlOlOlinOOll— 9
Abbott 111111111011101—13 Lane 110111011011111—13
Gardiner 011011100101000— 7 CoUins 011100100100011— 7
Ferguson 000001000000010— 3 Adams 010110100111111—10
Wise 111110101111111—13 Burgess 111000010110111— 9
Coman 101001111111110—11 Vermorel 110110101001011- 9
Apgar 111111111110111—14 Jeannerett 100111101110110—10
No. 4, 10 targets: Lenone 7, Vermorel 6, Klees 7, Paul 8, Grieff 8,

uei o, noiuster o, i.ioman o, neiiy s, tsurgess o
Quimby 10, Laue 8, Hall 2. Adams 10, Vermorel 5.

No. 5, 15 targets. 81:
Lindsley 111110001111111—12 Paul 111101101001001—10
Quimby 110111101011101—11 Klees.; 110111111011111—13
Lenone 111110000111111—11 Abbott 111000011111001— 9
Palmer 101010001111111—10 CoUms 111110001111111—12
Grieff 111111111101111-14 Apgar lllllliniiino—14
KeUy 101101111111110-11 HolUster 111111111111001-13
Wise 111111111111111—15 Ferguson 000000010010000— 3
Gardiner liuilOUOllOOl—11 Hemion OlOOlOllOllIlll—10
Bowes 101 1101 10111111—12 Huck OlllllOlllOOl11—11
Vermorel, ..... .001100010110111— 8 Beatty 110101111111110—12
Lane.,,. ...OllUlDOOlOOlll-

8

No. 6, 10 targets: Apgar 8, Lindsley 9, Lenone 9, Grieff 8, Hollister

10, Gardiner 9, Abbott 4, JeUeme 7, Hemion 8, Wise 9, Paul 9, Vermorel
10, Bowes 6, Ferguson 4, Beatty 5. W.

INDIANAPOLIS VETERAN TOURNAMENT
A CLBAB sky and continued good weather were a possible factor in

the success of this shoot, the crowd was quite large, and to say that
the pace set by most of them was quite "hot" is not over-stating the
facts. They were Dr. S. T Vincent, Messrs. Greene and Scott, of
Evansville; Messrs. Grube, Lockwood and Gentle, of Southport;
Messrs. M. Whitney Thompson, J. T. Park and Nathan Long, of La-
fayette; J. M. Hershey, of NoblesviUe; Ed. Vories, CrawfordsvUle,
Ind. Those from Ohio were Messrs. Slyh, Ballenger and Money, of
Plain City; C. W. Tway, Milford Cent«r; James L. Ward, Columbus;
"Shorty" Bacon, Miamisburg; Mr. J. D. Gay, of Lexington, Ky., Mr.
Adams, of Chicago, and others. Among the locals were Drs. Britton
and Moore, W T. Fugate, J. W. Hughes, James Anderson, Chas. E.
Field and others.
Mr. H. S. Humphrey and Dr. J. A. Martin managed the grounds and

Mr. G. M. Sanborn handled the cash in good shape.
Mr. W. T. Hill was on hand with the sparrows and also furnished

traps for same. They were prompt flyers and a good lot. Dr. Martin
won the gold badge for the sparrow championship of the United
States. The contest was the best average in all events regularly on
the sparrow programme Sept. B. Bluerocks were used on the first two
days, and all arrangements worked smoothly, and a good time was
had by all concerned.

First Day, Sept. 6.

No. 1, 10 singles, entraneefl: Lockwood 9, Willis 7. Tway 9, Shorty
10, Tag 5, AUen 7, Slow 6, Parent 6, Lincoln 8, Scott 7, Vincent 7,

Gay 10.

No. 2. 10 singles, $2: Tway 7, Gay 8, Scott 8, Tag 6, Allen 6, Lincoln
10, Lockwood 10, Shorty 7, Partington 9, Vincent 10, WiUis 7, Slow 6,

Parrent 3.

No. 3, 15 singles. $2.25:
Gay 111011011011111—12 Slow 110111111110111—13
Shorty 011101111111111—13 Allen 010110111111111—12
Partington 111101110111111—13 WiUis 111111111011110—13
Vincent 011111111100110—11 Lockwood 011111111111110-13
Tway 111111011011011—13 Scott 111111111111111—15
Adams 110111111111111—14 Green 011010101110011— 9
No. 4, 5 pair, $1.50: Partington 9, Lockwood 8, Grube a. Gay 9,

Scott 6, Vincent 7, Tway 3, Fisk 3, Lincoln 9, Shorty 7, WiUis 5.

No. 5, 15 singles, $3: Partington 13, Park 14, Lockwood 14, Tway 11,

Tag 6, Vincent 12, Scott 13, Gay 12, Grube 15, Slow 13. WiUis 11, Green
13, Shorty 12, Lincoln 11, Adams 14. Lockwood, Vincent won fourth
in shoot off.

No. 6, 10 singles, 81: Lockwood 9, Tway 5, Vincent 8, Grube 8,

Partington 8, Scott 6, Lincoln 10, Adams 6, Park 8, WiUis 8, Shorty 7,

Gay 8, Thompson 8. WUlis, Gay, Thompson, tied for third. In shoot
of Partington wins third.
Park 01111011110111011111—16 Long 11011111111111111011—18
Lincoln,. ,,11111110111111111101—18 Green lOOOOOllw
Gay 11111111110111011011-17 Willis 10011111111110111101-16
Tway 10001111010110110111—13 Lockwood. 11011111111110111111—16
Scott 10111101110111111111—17 Adams ....11101111111111111011—18
Humphrey 01110100011111111111—15 Martin 11111111111111011011-18
Thompson 11111111101111111111—19 Vincent.

. , 01111101110110110111-16
Partington 11011111110110101111—16 Shorty 10111110111011111111—17
Grube 11111111111111111100—18
No. 8, 10 singles, Sl,50: Tway 4, Scott 8, Gay 6, Thompson 8, Lock-

wood 8, Vincent 10, Adams 8, Partington 9, Grube 10, Shorty 9, Park 9,
WiUis 9, Lincoln 9, Martin 8, Long 9.

No. 9, 25 singles, S3: Tway 15, Park 32, Partington 31, Gay 18,
Thompson 21, Lockwood 25, Shorty 23, Grube 24, Long 19, Vmcent 23,
Lincoln 21, Martin 22. WUlis 19, Jack Snipe 19, Adams 17.

No. 10, 10 singles, 81.50: Long 7, Lockwood 10, Willis 10, Thompson
10, Vincent 9, Partington 9, Scott 7, Tway 8, Park 10, Grube 9, Jack
Snipe 7, Shorty 8, Lincoln 6.

Several extra events were shot during the day.

Second Day, Sept. 7.

No. 1, 10 singles, $1: Hooney 7, Thompson 9, Willis 9, Lockwood 9.

Anderson 5, Park 10, Hershev 8, Scott 7, Ballenger 8, Partington 8,
Slyh 9, Tway 8, Long 8.

No. 2, 10 singles, $1.50: Mooney 10. Tway 7. Willis 9, BaUenger 8,

Lockwood 8, Slyh 9, Partington 10, Hershey 9, Park 8, Thompson 9,

Long 7, Grube 9.

No. 3, 15 singles, entrance SI. 72; 325 guaranteed:
Money 001111111100111—11 Park 111111111111110—14
Slyh 111011101110111—12 Hershey 111011111111011—13
Thompson 11 101 11 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 —14 Anderson 101 1 1 101 1001 ill—11
Willis 101011101111111—12 Littler 001011011101111—10
Grube 101111111111111—14 Hughes llllUlllOOOOw
BaUenger 1111000101 1 1001— 9 Long 10101 llOOl 11101-10
Tway 111101110110111-12 Martin 111111111111111—15
Partington 111111111011111-14 Scott 111111110111100—12
Lockwood 111111111111111—15 Vincent lOOOllllOw
No. 4, 20 singles, .§3: Lockwood 13, Willis 17, Thompson 16, BaUen-

ger 12, Mooney 16, Grube 18, Slyh 17, Partington 10, Tway 8, Vincent
16, Scott 18, Park 19.

No. 5, 10 smgles, 81.50: Mooney: 8, Lockwood 8, Park 6, Partington
7. Tway 7, Slyh 9, Martin 8, Thompson 10, Grube 10, Scott 7, Field 7,
Vincent 7.

No. 6, 10 singles, $1: Lockwood 10, Park 9, Partuigton 7, Slyh 7,
Grube 7, Thompson 7, Ballenger 8, Vincent 8, Scott 9.

No. 7, 10 singles, entrance $2, $30 guaranteed, three equal moneys:
Partington 9, Vincent 7, Scott 6, Lockwood 8, Thompson 9, Park 9,
Slyh 6, Ballenger 8, Grube 10, Tway 5, Martin 7, Humphrey 8, San-
born 6.

No. 8, 20 singles, $3: Vincent 15, Thompson 14, Grube 19, Lockwood
17, Partington 17, Park 17, Martin 16.

No. 9. 15 singles, Sl.50: Grube 13. Partington 0, Lockwood 15,Thomp-
son 14, Park 14.

No. 10, two-men team shoot, 10 singles per man, entrance $2:
Grube 10 Thompson , 10
Lockwood 7—17 Park... , 10—20

Third Day, Sept. 28.

No. 1, 10 English sparrows, $2: Thompson 9, Martin 10, Lockwood 9,
Partington 8, Tag 9, Willis 8, Hershey 6, Park 7, Vincent 8.

No 2, 10 sparrows, $2.50, one barrel only: Martin 7, Thompson 7, Par-
tington 7, Lockwood 6. WiUis 8, Vincent 6, Park 4. Tag 7.

No. 3, 15 sparrows, $3: Vincent 13, Martin 13,WiUis 11, Partington 14,
Thompson 13, Lockwood 12, Grube 11.

No. 4, 10 sparrows, $3: Lockwood 10, Martin 9, Partington 7, Vincent
8, Thompson 8, Grube 8, WUlis 10.

No. 5, 5 sparrows, $1.50: Thompson 4, Viaceut 5, Martin 5, Grube 4,
Lockwood 3. Tag 3, Partington 2, Trout 4, Moore 3, WUlis 3, Snyder 3.

No. 6, 10 sparrows, $2:
Thompson 1111101121— Willis 1231111112—10
Voris 1300112111— 8 Martin llllllllOl— 9
Partington 0111111111— 9 Grube 2111103100— 7
Lockwood 2311111111-10 Vincent 2311111331—10
No. 7, 5 pan- sparrows, $3.50: Thompson 8. Martin 6, Voris 9, Willis

5, Partington 7, Vincent 6, Lockwood 6. Bobwhite 6.

No. 8, 20 sparrows, $5:
Lockwood, 12111111231010321111-18 Voris 11111111111011101111—18
Partington 11211211111111211111-20 Vincent.. . .02131121231013111111—18
Martin 11113331311231211111—20 WiUis 12111011111111811110—IS
Thompson . 10201 1 1 2001 1 001001 10—11
No. 9, 10 sparrows, $3: Martin 7, Parington 8, Thompson 9, Moore 8,

Vincent 8, Voris 10, Lockwood 9, WUlis 9.

No. 9, 5 sparrows, $1.50: Thompson 5, Martin 5, Voris 5, Partington
5, Jacksnipe 3, WUhs 4, Lockwood 3.

Extra at close of programme, 10 sparrows, use of one barrel only,
entrance $3: Thompson 8, Voris 7, Partington 3, Martin 10, Jacksnipe
4, Vincent 3.

Several other extra events were shot at sparrows before the regular
programme began. Mr. W. T. HUl, the "sparrow man," furnished the
sparrows and traps. S. S.

Nassau Gun Club.
The second regular monthly shoot of the Nassau Gun Club was held

at Dexter Park on Tuesday, Sept. 36. Thirteen members were on hand
to shoot for the club's monthly prize, at 10 live birds each, 28 and
30yds. rise, American Association rules. The birds were good fast fly-

ers and not a straight score was made. T. T. Edgerton and E. Helgans
tied for the prize with 9 each; the latter won on the shoot off. Two
sweepstake contests were shot oft', W. Lair and J. Bennett being the
principal winners. The scores:
T T Edgerton 0113311311—9 P von Dreele 131100»00«-4
J Bennett 0001010282—5 J A StUl 0000303000—2
E Helgans 2310131231—9 C Magee 3330311300—7
J Young 0110011300—5 WLair 0111133013—8
B Woods 0121121100—7 J Ochs 0000100003—2
H Selover 1102011110 7 GUForbeU 1102010000—4W R Selover 23l03l2««2—

7

Sweepstakes.—No. 1, 3 birds: T. T Edgerton 3, J. Bennott 2, E. Hel-
gans 3, J. Young 2, R. Woods 3, W. R. Selover 2, J. A. StUl 1, W. Lafa-
3, J. Ochs 2.

No. 2, same: T. T. Edgerton 3, J. Bennett 3, E. Helgans 2, J. Youne
2, B. Woods 1, H. Selover 2, W. R. Selover 3, W. Lair 8. I

Referee, C. A. Dellar. Scorer, F. Dettloff.
|

Mehl Defeats Lenone.
Match at 100 live pigeons a side between C. T. Lenone, of Newar

N. J., and J. Mehl, Jr., of Jersey City. First 50 birds Long Island rule

second 50 Hurlingham rules. Shot on grounds of Boiling Springs Qi
Club, at Rutherford, N. J., Sept. 30. Furst bird shot at 10:45 A. M., la

shot at 2:10 P. M.:

Trap score ty%}e—Copyright im;i, by Forest andiStream Publishing Co.

J Mehl, Jr 118111118a00011002111«10 1—18

oioioiio««02i«aoiioiioio 1—13

18101201181 2.2 1112121«100 1—20

021111210122112111111211 1—23-

C F Lenone 1 21111201111121010100»01 1—18

121211111211120020311800 0—19

012211131811 2 310111111* 8 1—23

1»1211»00121111111111111 8—21-

Iiive Birds at Morristown.
The Morristown Gun Club, which holds forth on Fi-ank Class's dri

ing park, advertised a tournament for Sept. 87 with events for 60, 7

80 and 90 per cent. men. When the appointed time came only sevi
shooters appeared, and the shoot resolved itself into the usual opi
sweepstake affair. There were nine events in all, two of them beit

at 4 birds each, S5 entry, and the others at 5 birds each, 5 entry, wi!

two moneys in each. Among those present were T. W. Morfey and
C. Wright, of the Paterson Gun Club, and John Riggott, of Rockawa,
The scores were as follows:

No. 1. No. 8. No. 3. No. 4. [No. 5.

Wright 81S10-5 08213—4 20222-
Decker 08002—2 18001—3 1080-2 0101—3 20130-
Class 13301 4 81181-5 1002-2 1111—4 21111-
John 31128-5 01111—4
Timmons 13118—5 11811—5 8111—4 2311—4 00221-
Morfey 21111—5 0221—8 1111-4 01101-
Leonard OOOw. OOw

No. 6. No. 7. No. 8. No. 9.

Wright .- 28211—5 01102-3 03120—3 22011-
Leonard 11110—4 12031—4 2001w
Timmons 21201—4 OlOOl—8 OOOOw. 11111-
Class . 12121-5 11018—4 11121-5 11210-
Morfey .....01023—4
Decker 11881-5 10018—3
John 12120-4 10212-
Riggott..^^ 10311—4 ..

Hell Gate Gun Club.

There was a large attendance of the members of the Hell Gate Gv
Club, at the regular monthly live bird shoot, held at Dexter Park, t

Monday, Sept. 35. Twsnty-nine entered for the club's annual priz
accordmg to their class handicap at 10 birds each. The birds furnisb(
by Miller were a fine fast lot, but the majority of the members ma(
good scores. E. Doeink, J. H. Voss, P. Woelfel, C. AVeber, F. Trost<
J. Stradtman, E. Foerster, made straight scores of 10. J. Sehra, '.

Schaefer and J. Linck, scored 9 each for second place. The weath
was cloudy but warm with a fair light imtU near the close of the la

squad shot off their birds. It was dark when the shooting flnishe
This was the biggest crowd of members that has yet attended the H«
Gate Gun Club shoot. The score:
E Doeinck 1311111321—10 H Boonekamp 1031100002-
J H A^oss 21121111114-10 F Trostel 1228111112—
C Rieger 1123110101,-i. 8 J Strahman 1112823122-^
P Woelfel 3811131212—10 A Daniels 0020111120—
A Hoff'man 0OOI300S13— 5 H Thau 0111001111—
JSehm 1181011111— 9 E Foerster 1211313111—
G Schaefer 8110133211— 9 A Knodel 0101311011—
S Schaefer 8110133311— 9 E Peterson 2030012220—'
C Rabenstein 0818831110-- 8 A Kiechler .2011001231—
A Moeller 2132018010—
JBrode 8131201130—
C Weber 3218131131—10

J Linck 1221113101—
P Benz l(H)2nf)212-i

H Schmerek 3100120221—
J Newman 0000101000— 2 JDannefelser ...1000213812—
W Hogan 1230001022— 6 C Lmder 1012022013-
H W Voss 0131010081— 6

Referee, Col. J. H. Voss. Scorer, 0. A. DeJlar.

New York German Gun Club.
The regular live-bird shoot of the New York German Gun Club wf

held at Dexter Park on Thursday, Sept. 28. The attendance was at

as large as usual, only eighteen going to the traps to shoot for ti

two gold medals of the club at 8 birds each, American Associatic
rules. The birds were not up to the usual standard and bothered tl

shooters by not getting up quickly. P. Garms, Jr., and J. Goerlf
killed all of their birds and tied for the medals. P. Garms again wc
the first meSfal on the shoot-off and J. Goerlitz the second. Tj
scores:
P Garms, Sr 00011000—2 C Lenone 11201011-
FHuffi 01010311—5 J Goerlitz 12122111^
M Bonden 21100110-5 H Thomford 23118100^
F Sauter 31111012-^7 D Schreke OOOOIOO8-1
P Garms, Jr 11111121—8 E Stadtman OOOIOOIO-
G Winter 00100000—1 A Schmitt 01011011-
J WeUbrock 11180101—6 W Mailer 12310211-
S C Edwards 00110021-4 G H Smith 23111110-
J Frazer 20300312—5 A Busch OllOlllO-J

Atlantic Rod and Gun Club.

Owing to the races at Gravesend on Thursday the attendance at tl

regular monthly shoot of the Atlantic Rod and Gun Club at the
End grounds. Coney Island, was very small Seven competed for t}

two silver cups given by Judges Newton and Sutherland and flr

money prize. R. J. Sutherlaod and C. Furgueson, Jr., kUled
straight, but the latter won the first cup and money on the shoot-o:
The scores:
C E Morris 1311101321— 9 C Mohrman 1111121110—

•

R J Sutherland 1181333111—10 S Jamieson 0022203080—
H Knebel, Jr 1131131302— 9 C Furgueson, Jr 1112211211—
Ira McKane 2320001112- 7
Pteferee and scorer, C. A. Dellar.

Glenmore Rod and Gun Club.

Only six members of the Glenmore Rod and Gun Club were presei
at the regular monthly shoot, held at Dexter Park, on AVednesda,
Sept. 27. Each man shot at 7 birds for the club's monthly prize, elu

handicap, American Association rules. T. T. Edgerton, E. A. Vroon
and AV. Levens killed 6 each and divided. A sweepstake shoot ft

lowed at 3 birds, $1 entraj'ce. Scores:
T T Edgerton 1231201-6 J E Kay 1101001-
E A A''roome 1301831—6 J Flynn 1011108-
W Levens 1203333 -6 J Gastieger 1180101-
Sweepstake, $1 entrance, two moneys: T. T. Edgerton 3, E. ,

Vroome 2, W. Levens 3, J. E. Kay 2, J. Gastieger.

A Great Shoe House.
A NOTABLE event in the history of the great shoe house of Alfred

Cammeyer was the opening of their new store at Sixth avenue a
Twentieth street last Monday. This is a five-story building of r

brick and granite, which has a frontage of 130ft. on Sixth avenue a
a depth of I70ft. The two lower floors and basement are occupied ^

Mr. Canmieyer exclusively, the remaining floors being let for othi
business purposes.
Mr. Cammeyer started in business seventeen years ago in a sma

store at Sixth avenue and Twelfth street. His business gradual
increased till he had four stores on Sixth avenue and two on Twelfi
street. These in turn have given place to the single large establia
ment now occupied. At present 400 individuals are employed in tl

business of the concern and It is the largest shoe house in the Unite
States, and probably in the whole world. A strictly cash business
transacted and no accounts are carried.
The mail trade is very large and extends over the United States,

Europe, China, etc. That with the AVest Indies is esijecially not
worthy. Between twenty and thirty people devote their entire atte
tiou to flUing mail orders, and 300,000 catalogues are issued annualt
to meet the demand of non-resident buyers. Forest and Stkea
readers getting a generous share of them. All the latest and moi
servicable styles of hunting and fishing boots and shoes are carri&
in stock, and especial attention is given to filling the wante <i

sportemea.
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SAVE YOUR TROPHIES,
Write for Our Illustrated Catalogue

"HEADS AND HORNS."
It gives directions for preparing andpreserring

Skins, Antlers, etc. Also prices for Heads and
Rugs, Birds and Fish, and all kinds of work in Taxi-
dermy.

WARD'S NATURAL SCIENCE ESTABLISHMENT,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Just because you cannot have a long vacation,

Don t Sulk!
Take a short one. Do the best you can. Make the
most of it. Learn how to squeeze lots of fun into
few days. Don't carry your business into the field
with you. Shake it off. Go care-free. Have a good
time. The Game Laws in Brief will tell you all
about the game seasons.
N. B.—This is not an advertisement of the Brief.

It is advertised on page iii of this issue.

Jp^ROM the first issue of this paper it has been

used, and for nearly twenty years this particular

space has been occupied by

ABBEY & IMBRIE,
who now say that they have given up advertising at least tor the present.

>tioe to Fislxesi^xsoLenS Out
I am witli von again with lower prices for Fishing Tackle. I find by experience that putting down the

prices and not decreasing the quality, it increases my business every year.
One lot of Split Bamboo Fly and Bass Rods will be sold at $1..58 until all are sold. Rods are all nickel mounted, solid reel seats, silk wound, complete in wood form and will give satisfaction

Length and weight of the Fly Rods are: 9ft., 6oz. ; 9Jft. 6ioz. ;
10ft., 7oz.

;
lO^ft., TJoz. ;

lift., 8oz. Reel seats below hand.
Length and weight of the bass rods are: S^ft., 9oz. : 9ft., lOoz.

; 9ift., lloz.
;
10ft., 12oz., lOJft., 14oz. Reel seats above hand.

' A special lot of Hard Rubber and Nickel, Raised Pillar, Multiplying Reels with Balance Handle and Side Spring Click, 40yds., 90 cts.
;
60yds., .$1.00

;
80yds., $1.10; 100yds., $1.20,

Any of the above leels sent by mail for price and 10 cts. extra for postage.
Brass Click Reels, 40, 60, 80 or 100yds., 38 cts. each; 5 cts. extra for postage.
One lot of Multiplying Raised PiUar Reels with Balance Handles and Lifting Drag: 40yds., 38 cts.

;
60yds.. 48 cts. : 80yds., 58 cts. ; 100yds., 68 cts. ; 150 yds., 78 cts.

A special lot of Trout Flies at 30 cents per dozen assorted, sent by maU 1 cent per dozen extra for postage.
A special lot of Bass and Pickerel Spoons at 5 cents each sent by mail, 1 cent extra for postage.
All kinds of Hollow Point best quaUty Hooks snelled to single gut 10 cts. doz. ; double gut, 15cts. doz.

;
treble, 20 cts. doz. ; four ply, 35 cts. doz. 1 cent extra per dozen for postage

300ft. Braided Linen Reel Line on Block, 41 cts. ; 300ft. of Hand-Made Linen Reel Lines on Block, 9 thread, 38 cts., sent by mail 3 cts. extra for postage.
Brass Box Swivels, all sizes No. 1 to No. 13., 15 cts. per dozen, sent by mail 1 cent per dozen extra for postage.
Single Gut Leaders, 3ft., 4 cts., 45 cts. per dozen. Double Gut Leaders, 40in., 5 cts. each. Treble Gut Leaders, 32iu., 7 cts. each. Four-ply Leaders, 32in., Sets.

Special lot of best quality 100ft. Linen Reel Lines, 8 cts., 200ft., 15 cts. ; 300ft., 22 cts. ; 3 cts. extra for postage.
Send x-cent stamp for Illustrated CataloKne.

Open Evenings until 8 o'clock.
Saturday Ex'enings ii o'clock. J. F. M^RSTERS, si, 53 and 55 Court Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

% Routes for Sportsmen. ^

When planning your annual tour remember that
this company controls over 4,100 miles of railway
equipped in the most approved modern style, pass-
ing through a magnificent country noted for its im
surpassed faciUties for sport.

A FEW OF THE PRINCIPAL RESORTS.
ANDROSCOGGIN LAKES (via Bryant's Pond or Bethel)
—Excellent trout fishing and game, large and small, of
every description.

THE WHITE MOUNTAINS (via Gorham, N. H.)—For
trout and varieties of game.

THE SALMON RESORTS of Quebec, New Brunswick
and Nova Scotia (reached via Quebec).

LAKE ST JOHN REGION (via Quebec) -For ouananlche
trout, carlDou, bear, moote, beaver, otter, etc.

THE RIVER ST. LAWRENCE (in the neighborhood of
the line for 400 miles) —For mascalonge, pike, bass,
whiteflsh, picKerel, perch.

THE THOUSAND ISLAN DS (via Gananoque or Kingston)
—For pickerel, black bass, mascalonge, pike.

MUSKOKA LAKES.—The best place on the continent
for fishing, shooting and campmg. All varieties of fish
and game.

PARRY SOUNO AND GEORGIAN BA.Y (reached via
Penetang, Midland, ColUngwood, etc.) for black bass,
pickerel, deer, partridge, beai-, otter, etc.

aKES ONTARIO, ERIE, HURON AND MICHIGAN via
stations at all principal ports).

LAKE SUPERIOR (via ColUngwood, Wiarton, Sarnla In
conuectlon with steamship lines).

The charges for hotels, guides and camping at
many of the fishing waters named above are ex-
tremely low. Full particulars of same are published
in a pamphlet descriptive of the "Fishing and Hunt-
ing Resorts of the Grand Trunk Railway," which
wul be forwarded free on application to the com-
pany's principal agents, or to the General Passenger
Agent at Montreal.

N. J. POWER,
General Passengei Agent,

X>. J. S£ARG£ANX, General Manager
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RESORTS IN AMERICA,
Is via the Great Northern Railway. Send to F.

Whitnet, St. Paul, Minn., for the illustrated Bitlle

TIN, ••About Fish and Fishing in the North
west."

Adirondack

Mountains,

Lakes George

(LChamplain,

Saratoga, Etc.
Illustrated guide to the Northern resorts issued by

the Delaware and Hudson Railroad will be mailed on
receipt of G cents postage. Address

J. W. BURDICK,
General Passenger Agent,

ALBANY, N. Y.

RED RIVER RECORD.

Full of information about farming and home mak-
ng in the famous agricultural valley of the Red
River of the North. Sent free. Address

14 F. I. WHITNEY, St. Paul, Minn.

CORRESPONDENCE.
The Forest A-^D Stream is the recognized medium

of entertainment, instruction and information be
tween American .sportsmen. The editors invite
communications on the subjects to which its pages
are devoted. Anonymous communications will not
be regarded. The editors are not responsible for
the views of correspondents.

SUBSCRIPTIONSt
Subscriptions may begin at any time. Terms:

For single copy $4 per year, $2 for six months.
Rates for clubs of annual subscribers:

Three Copies, $10. Five Copies, $16.

Remit by express money-order, registered letter,
money-order, or draft, payable to the Forest and
Stream Publishing Company. The paper may be
obtamed of newsdealers throughout the United
States, Canada and Great Britain.
Foreign Subscription and Sales Agents—Londoi

Davies & Co.; Brentano's; Sampson Low & Co.
Paris: Brentano's. Foreign terms: J5 per year,
$2.50 for six months.

ADVERTISEMENTS.
Inside pages, 30 cents per nonpareil line. Special

rates for three, six and twelve months. Seven
words to the line, twelve lines to one inch. Adver-
tisements should be sent in by Saturday previous
to issue in which they are to be inserted. Transient
advertisements must invariably be accompanied by
ihe money, or they will not be inserted. Reading
notices SI.00 per line. Only advertisements of an
approved character inserted.

^fidress all communicatiors
FOREST AND STREAM PUBUsHING CO.

318 Broadway, New York Cityi
Chicago, III. : 909 Security Building

"Training vs. Breaking." $1.00.

sportsmen's Goods.

CAMMEYEP
^^^r Stamped on a 8hoe B ^

means Standard of Merit.

EaUESTRIAN FOOTWEAR.

:$ 5.00
7.00
9.00
10.00

10.00
1.50
3.50
4.00
5.00

ATHLETIC F00TWE4.K OF EVEEY UESCHIPTION

Send for Cata.logue. Mailed Free.

A. J. CAMM£Y£R,
SixtK ^ve., oor. SOtli St., Y.

HEN'S GRAIN LEG CALF FOX NAPOLEON
RIDING BOOTS

MEN'S CALF STIFF LEG BIDING BOOTS..
MEN'S ENAMEL LEATHER STIFF LEG
RIDING BOOTS

MEN'S RUSSIA CALF STIFF LEG RIDING
BOOTS :

MEN'S CANT^AS RIDING LKGGINS
MEN'S GRAIN WELLINGTON RIDING LEG-
GINS

MEN'S GRAIN WINDSOR RIDIN'GLEGGINS
MEN'S RUSSET CALF WELLINGTON RID-
ING LEG6INS

TENTS AND CAMPING
Is the subject of a new book called

Gypsy Tents and How to Use Them.

It gives a vast amount of information about
how Co live out of doors. Besides tents, how
to make and put them up, it tells of camp
flies, camps, pack saddles, cooking utensils,
bedding and clothing, gipd the joys and sor-
rows of camping. All outers need it. Fully
UluBtrated. Price $1.25.

FOREST Aim STREAM PUBLISHING CO.,

818 Broadway, New York.

TROUT FOR SALE.
YEARLIN&S ol the Broolf Troit, Lale Trout, Brown

of the same in season. For information Inqnire
of J. ANNIN, JR.,

Caledonia, Livingston Co., N. Y.

Berkshire Trout Hatchery
have for sale healthy BROOK TROtTT ranging
size from young fry to four pounds weight, suitable

for stocking "public and private waters.

For information and price address

C. EC. SAGH, Sec'x,
Great Barrington, agg

LIVE WHITE HARES (Lcpua am&neanus)
captured and properly boxed and delivered

to express in Bethel, Me., in good condition on
receipt of orders and remittances at S3 per pair.
Refer to Hon. H. O. Stanley, Dixfleld, Me., Fish
and Game Commissioner. I. G. RICH. Bethel,Me

LIVE QUAIL FOR SALE—W. VA. BIRDS—GAME
a specialty. E. B. WOODWARD, Commission

Merchant, 174 Chambers st,. New York.

WILD EICE SEED FOE SALE.
tf R. VALENTINE, Janesville, Wis.

FT^OR SALE.—New Spencer repeating shotgun, $25
' .13-28-3-7. C. O. D One day for exauiinatinn

GEORGE GRAY, Mianus, Conn. 14

F OR SALE.—FRESH RICE SEED. CHAS. GIL-
CHRIST, Port Hope, Ont., Canada. tf

TRAINED FERRETS CHEAP; FERRET
L Book, ten cents; ferret muzzles, 20 ts. ; catalogue

free. WALLACE & SON, Lucas, Obio.

I?OR SALE.—Wild celery seed. The greatest duck
P food in the world. For stocking lakes, streams,
etc. W. Y. Wentworth, Fort Atkinson, Wis 14

FmST LESSONS
IN

DogTraining
WTEH

MMi and Points ofMm
TOS

ALL BREEDS OF DOGS.

^Ing the Standards of "Stonehenge" and alBO
those adopted by Specialty Clubs,

Revised to Date.
Price, SO Cents.

fnn RALK AT THT8 OFFICE.

Hunting in the Great West.
CRustlings in the Bookies.)

Htmtlng and Fishing Sketches by Mormtaln
and Stream. By G. O. Shields. 13mo., cloth, 300
pages lUnstrated. Price 75 cts. For sale by

FOREST AND STAEAM PUBLISHINO 00
nt B Oft (way. Npw York.



FOREST AND STREAM.

Standard Works for the Sportsman's Library.

ANY BOOK HERE NOTED WILL BE SENT POSTPAID ON RECEIPT OF PRICE BY THE FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., 318 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

ANGLING. SHOOTING.

The American Angler's Book.
Combining the natural history of sporting fish, the art of

taking them, with instructions in fly-flshing, fly-making and

rod-making, and directions for fish breeding. Description of

salmon runs, inland trout fishing, etc. By Thad. Norris.

80 illustrations. Cloth. Price, $5.50.

American Fishes.

A popular treatise upon the game and food fishes of North

America, with especial reference to habits and methods of

capture. By G. Brown Goode. With numerous illustrations.

Cloth, 496 pages Price, $3.50. This is, by far, the most pop-

ular work which has ever been published on the fishes of

America, and is the book that no angler who takes pleasure

in knowing the fishes which afEord him sport, can afford to

miss.

Book of the Black Bass.
Comprising its complete scientific and life history, together

with a practical treatise on angling and fly-fishing, and a full

description of tools, tackle and implements. By James A.

Henshall, M.D. Illustrated. Cloth, 470 pages. Price, $3.00.

Dr. HenshalPs monograph is the standard work.

riore About the Black Bass.
Being a supplement to the "Book of the Black Bass." By
James A. Henshall, M.D. Fully illustrated. Cloth, 204 pages.

Price, $1.50. This is a supplement or sequel of Dr. HenshalPs
first volume, in which the author's aim is to bring the sub-

ject matter down to date.

Fly=Fishing and Fly=Making for Trout, etc.

By J Harrington Keenb. With plates of the actual material

for making flies of every variety. Illustrated. Cloth, 160

pages. Price, $1.50. The matter of the book embraces every-

thing which the fly-fisherman wants to know about the senses

of fish, practical fly-fishing, casting and fly-making; with list

of standard flies and their dressings; the feathers, silk and
other material used in fly-making, there are samples of all,

attached to blank sheets like pictures by way of illustration.

Fishing Tackle.
Its Materials and Manufacture. A practical guide to the best

modes and methods of making every kind of appliance neces-

sary for taking fresh-water fish and for (he equipment of the

angler and fly-fisher. With 454 illustrations and explanatory

diagrams. By J. Harrington Keene. Price, $1.50.

With Fly=Rod and Camera.
By Edward A. Samuels, President of the Massachusetts Fish
and Game Protective Association, author of "The Ornithology
and Oology of New England and Adjacent States and Prov-
inces," "Among the Birds," Associate Editor of "The Living
World," etc., etc. Cloth, 480 pages C7x9>^in.), 147 iUustra-

tions. Price, $5.00. The author is known as one of the most
devoted and expert salmon fishermen of America. The vol-

ume is hkewise noteworthy as an example of the rare possi-

bilities of amateur photography.

Fly=Rods and FIy=Tackle.
Suggestions as to their Manufacture and Use. By Henry P.

Wells. Illustrated. Cloth, 364 pages. Price, $2.50. The
most exhaustive work on the subject in print.

MANUALS.

Game Laws in Brief.

Laws of the United States and Canada Helating to Game and
Pish Seasons. For the guidance of sportsmen and anglers.

Compiled by Charles B. Reynolds, Editor of Forest and
Stream. Paper. Price, 25 cents. • Gives aU sections relative

to game and fish seasons, limit of size or number, non-resi-

dents, transportation, etc. All in brief, but full enough for

the practical guidance of sportsmen and anglers. CarefuUy
compiled, and shorn of verbiage. Handsomely illustrated

with numerous half-tone engravings from Forest and Stream.

Woodcraft.
By Nessmuk. Cloth, 160 pages. Illustrated. Price $1.00. A
book written for the instruction and guidance of those who
go for pleasure to the woods. Its author, having had a great

deal of experience in camp life, has succeeded admirably in

putting the wisdom so acqiured into plain English.

Tricks of Trapping.
Camp Life in the Woods, and the Tricks of Trapping and
Trap Making. Containing hints on camp shelter, all the tricks

and bait receipts of the trapper, the use of the traps with in-

structions for the capture of all fur-bearing animals. By W.
Hamilton Gibson. Illustrated. Cloth, 300 pages. Price, $1.00.

Log Cabins.
How to Biuld and Furnish Them. By William S. Wicks. New
and enlarged edition. Price, §1.50. Mr. Wicks might have
called his book "Every Man His Own Log Cabin Builder,"

for he has set out to describe fully and particularly each de-

tail in the process of construction. Plans are given for

cabins, large and small, with details of exterior and interior.

Hints and Points for Sportsmen.
Compiled by "Seneca." Cloth. Illustrated, 224 pages. Price,

$1.50. This compilation comprises six hundred and odd hints,

helps, kinks, wrinkles, points and suggestions for the shooter,

the fisherman, the dog owner, the yachtsman, the canoeist,

the camper, the outer, in short for the fipld sportsman in all

the varied phases of his activity.

Names and Portraits of Birds
Which Interest Gunners, with Descriptions in Language Un-

derstanded of the People. By Gurdon Trumbull. Cloth, 222

pages. Price, $2.50. The average gunner with this work at

hand would have little difficulty in identifying the contents

of his bag from the text alone. Identification is further facil-

itated by portraits of the bu-ds.

Antelope and Deer of America.
A comprehensive scientific treatise upon the natural history,

including the characteristics, habits, affinities and capacity

for domestication, of the Antilocapra and Cervidte of North

America. Second edition. By John Dean Caton, LL.D.

Cloth, 426 pages, 50 illustrations; steel portrait. Price, $2.50.

The Gun and Its Development.
With Notes on Shooting. By W. W. Greener. Breechload-

ing Rifles, Sporting Rifles, Shotguns, Gunmaking, Choice of

Guns, Chokeboring, Gun Trials, Theories and Experiments.

Fully illustrated. Cloth, 770 pages. New edition. Price, $2.50-

The Art of Shooting.
An Illustrated Treatise on the Art of Shooting. With Ex-

tracts from the Best Authorities. By Charles -Lancaster.

Illustrated with numerous drawings from instantaneoua

photographs. Price, $3.00. New edition.

Field, Cover and Trap=Shooting.
By Captain Adam H. Bogardus, Champion Wing Shot of the

World. Embracing Hints for Skilled Marksmen; Instruc-

tions for Young Sportsmen; Haunts and Habits of Game
Birds; Flight and Resorts of Waterfowl; Breeding and Break-

ing of Dogs. With an appendix. Cloth, 493 pages. Price,

$2.00. There is no other man in this country—or in any
other, for that matter—better fitted to teach a novice the arl.

The Still=Hunter.

A Practical Treatise on Deer-Stalking. By T. S. Van Dyke.

The information contained in "The Still-Hunter" is as ex-

haustive as it is possible to make it. 390 pages. Price, $2.

The Breech=Loader and How to Use It.

288 pages. Price, $1.00. A book for that numerous class of

sportsmen who dehght in a day's shootmg, but have neither

the time nor the means to make the sport a life's study.

CAMP AND HOME.

Uncle Lisha's Shop.
Life in a Corner of Yankeeland. By Rowland E. Robinson.

Cloth, 187 pages. Pi-ice, $1.00. "Uncle Lisha's Shop" is

brimful of quaint humor and sentiment, and there is an

unmistakable touch of human nature in Uncle Lisha himself

and his good old wife, Aunt Jerushy; in Sam Love), the

hunter, and in fact in all the other characters introduced.

Sam Level's Camps.
A sequel to "Uncle Lisha's Shop," by Rowland E. Robinson.

Cloth. Price, $1. When Uncle Lisha went W^est, Sam Lovel

took Antoine as his partner, and the fortunes and misfor-

tunes of the two as trappers are described with aU the charm

of our author's quaint style, while their friends and enemies,

and all with whom they are brought into contact, in the

course of the story, step on to the stage real living creatures.

Pawnee Hero Stories and Folk=Tales,

With Notes on the Origin, Customs and Character of the

Pawnee People. By George Bird Grinnell. Cloth, 417

pages. Illustrated. Price, $1.75. New edition, revised. Like

most Indian tribes, the Pawnees are story- tellers. They have

a vast fund of folk-tales and traditions, which have been

handed down from father to son, and transmitted from gen-

eration to generation. Years ago, when the tribe lived in

Nebraska, the author of the present volume camped and

hunted with them, and joined in their village life. The nights

were given up to story telling, and many of the tales told

in the lodge and by the flickering camp-fire were carefully

traiislated and written down. When published they excited

great interest. They are tales of daring and adventure, weird

accounts of magic, mystery and the supernatural; relations

of the ways of fife in the old, wild days; stories of war and

the craft of war parties, the history of the tribe as treasured

by the very old men. There is mother--^nt in these stories,

they are full of humor, sentiment, pathos and human nature.

Blackfoot Lodge Tales.
The Story of a Prairie People. By George Bird Grinnell.

Cr. 8vo., $1.75. In this volume the story of the Blackfoot

tribe is told by a friend, one who has hunted with them on the

prau'ies, slept in their lodges, Uved in their camps, and shared

their daily life. The stories which constitute this history

have been taken down by the author from the lips of the

narrators, and are given without change as told to him.

There is a singular and charming freshness about the stories,

which give the historj^ of renowned warriors of ancient and
modern times, show how ancient customs arose, and explain

natural phenomena. The account of the daily life, customs,

and history of the Blackfeet presents a series of graphic

pictures of savage life in peace and in war.

Our New Alaska

;

Or, The Seward Purchase Vindicated. By Charles Halloce.
Cloth, 209 pages, illustrated. Price, $1.50. Mr. Hallock's

wTitings are always vivid and full of life.

THE KENNEL.
Dogs: Their Management and Treatment

IN DISEASE. A Study of the Theory and Practice of Canine

Medicine. By 4.shmont. Cloth, 208 pages. Price, $2.00. The
Forest and Stream says that this is one of the most valuable

treatises on canine management and therapeutics that has

appeared on this side of the water.

Kennel Record and Account Book.
Boards, $3. An indexed volume of 180 pages, consisting of a

series of carefully prepared blank entry forms suited to the

registration of all kennel events and transactions.

Dog Points and Standards.
First Lessons in Dog Training, with the Points and Standards
of all Breeds of Dogs. Paper, new edition, 106 pages, revised

to date. Price, 50 cents.

Training vs. Breaking.
Practical Dog Training; or Training vs. Breaking. By S. T.

Hammond, Kennel Editor of Forest and Stream. Revised and
re-written. To which is added a chapter on training pet dogs,

by an amateur. Cloth, 165 pages. Price, $1. A book for dog
owners, who, by the instructions here plainly given, can suc-

cessfully train their hunting dogs.

flodern Training;
Handling and Kennel Management. By B. Waters. Illus-

trated. Cloth, 373 pages. Price, $2. This treatise is after the

modern professional s.vstem of training. It combines the

excellence of both the suasive and force systems of education,

and contains an exhaustive description of the uses and abuses
of the spike coUar.

House and Pet Dogs;
Their Selection, Care and Training. Paper, price 50 cents.

Lee's Modern Dogs.
History and Description of the Modern Dogs (Sporting Divis-

ion) of Great Britain and Ireland. By Rawdon B. Lee, kennel

editor London Field. Illustrated, 584 pages. Price, $7. This
is a standard work by an acknowledged authority, and is up
to date. It treats all sporting breeds exhaustively. The illus-

trations are idealized portraits of typical specimens.

Kennel Secrets.
How to breed, exhibit and manage dogs. By Ashhont. The
dog from the time he is conceived to the time he curls himself

up for his last long sleep is treated from every standpoint that

could possibly occur to a man of wide experience with dogs.

Every important subject that has engaged attention has been
fully discussed, generalities being held practically valueless

and misleading. Illustrated, 344 pages. Price, $3.00.

The Spaniel and Its Training.
By F. H. F. Mercer. To which are added the American and
English Spaniel Standards. Cloth. Illustrated. Price, $1.

Scientific Education of Dogs for the Gun.
ByH. H. Cloth. Price, $2.50. The instructions are ( he re-

sult of the author's amateur practical experience of 37 years.

Forest and Stream sajs: "This work is a very we 1 written

treatise upon the subject, containing some new ideas and
much that is interesting and instructive to the new begiimer

as well as not a little that will be beneficial to even ojc.

hands to study."

YACHT AND CANOE.

Small Yachts.
Their Design and Construction, Exemplified by the Ruling

Types of Modern Practice. With numerous plates and illus-

trations. By C. P. Kunhardt. New ed., 470 pp. of type and
illustrations and 87 plates. Size of page, 14i^xi2}4. Price,

$10. This book is intended to cover the field of small yachts,

with special regard to their design, construction, equipment
and keep.

Steam Yachts and Launches;
Their Machinery and Management. By 0. P. Konhardt.
With plates and many illustrations. New ed., 267 pp. Price,

$3.00. A complete review of the development and present

status of the marine engine and boiler as applied to steam
yachting.

Canoe and Boat Building.
A Complete Manual for Amateurs. Containing plain and
comprehensive directions for the construction of Canoes,

Rowing and Sailing Boats and Hunting Craft. By W. P.

Stephens, Canoeing Editor of Forest and Stream. Cloth.

Fourth and enlarged edition, 264 pages, numerous illustra-

tions, and fifty plates in envelope. Price, $2.00.

Canoe Handling.
The Canoe: History, Uses, Limitations and Varieties, Practi-

cal Management and Care, and Relative Facts. By C. Bowyer
Vaux ("Dot"). Illustrated. Cloth, 168 pages. Price, $1.00.

Yacht Architecture.
By Dixon Kemp, Associate of the Institute of Naval Architects

and Member of Coimcil. Second edition. Super-royal 8vo.,

530 pages, numerous plans and designs. Price, $16.80.

A Manual of Yacht and Boat Sailing.

By DrsoN Kemp, Associate Institute of Naval Architects (Mem-
ber of the Council), 750 pages, with numerous plans and
designs. Price, $10.
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"Excellence and Progressive Character."

These are two qualities which in the field of journalism

command commendation. For a recognition of their

possession any journal in any honorable field may well

strive. In the attainment of that i-ecognition it may take

honest pride. When a medal is awarded for good jour-

nalism, it goes to the paper of recognized excellence and

progressive character. If Forest and Stream is in the

race it wins the medal.

The Committee on Awards of the World's Columbian

Exposition has just given to the Forest and Stream a

diploma and medal in recognition of this journal's excel-

lence and progressive character. This is an award which

will be indorsed by the tens of thousands who have

visited our cosy corner in the Angling Pavilion and by

yet other tens of thousands, for whom no World's Fair

exhibit was needed to demonstrate these distinguishing

qualities of the sportsman's favorite journal of America.

From the opening of the World's Fair to these last

October days of the great exposition, the Forest and

Stream's exhibit has been an occasion of pride and

pleasure, for it has brought out as nothing else ever did

before, and in wholly unexpected measure, day by day

and week by week, the hearty good will and honest

esteem and sympathy which are held for the paper by its

circle of readers. Our gratification at the winning of

such recognition as is betokened by the committee's

award is more than doubled by the assurance that the

giving of this medal will be acclaimed by all these hosts of

friends old and new.

He wlio sees in the prize medal Forest and Stream

exhibit at the World's Fair only a material display of

hunting trophies and pictures, with the forty bound

volumes of the paper's twenty years, and the bric-a-

brac of the craft, has not caught its true meaning. It

stands for the field sportsmanship of the age. It typifies

the sensible, manly, upbuilding recreation of fields and

woods and running streams and shimmering lakes and

briny billows. It signifies that in these last years of

the century, the rod and the gun have large place in the

lives and activities of the people of the New World.

When one comes to think of it, the World's Fair would

have been incomplete without Forest and Stream.

ANIMAL PORTRAIT SUPPLEMENTS.
This issue is accompanied with a supplement portrait

of the Moose drawn by Mr. Ernest E. Thompson. The
illustration is the first one of the series of four. The
others will be: Nov. 4, Woodland Caribou. Dec. 2,

Coon. Jan. 6, White-Tailed or Virginia Deer. The dates

of the former series (of which copies can be supplied)

are as follows: Sept. 8, 1892, The Panther. Oct. 6. The
Ocelot. Nov. 3, The Canada Lynx. Dec. 1, The Bay
l^jnx. Jan. 5, 1893, Gray Wolf. Feb. 2, White Goat.

March 2, Qo^Qte, April 6, Antelope, May 4, Fox.

THE MOOSE.

The moose is singular among existing deer for its great

size and its ugliness. It has also the reputation of being
the most keen and wary of any of its family, and its size

and the difficulty of hunting it make it the most desir.

able of all deer to the sportsman.

An adult male moose considerably exceeds a horse in

height, usually measuring at least six feet at the withers,

and sometimes much more. Its legs are very long, and
the long, loose, mane-like hair on the neck, shoulders and
back being usually slightly raised gives the animal an
appearance of still greater size. In the autumn, when
his coat is new, the body color of the moose is black,

with tan muzzle and legs, and a grayish beUy, but as this

coat grows older and the tips of the hairs wear off, it

loses its glossy blackness and becomes a grizzled brown.
The general appearance of the moose is well shown in

the accompanying picture, which is the result of Mr.

Thompson's study of many living animals. The points

about it which are most striking are the great size of the

head and horns, and the great size and power of the fore-

as compared with the hind-quarters.

In the United States east of the Mississippi River the

range of the moose is at present confined to two or three

localities. It still exists in northern Maine, but is believed

to have been extinct for thirty years in the Adirondack
region of New York, where it was once abundant. In
Michigan and Wisconsin a few moose are still to be
found, and when one reaches the dense forests and tam-
arack swamps of Minnesota they are still more abundant.

The great plains are unsuitable to their mode of life, but

in Montana, northern Wyoming, Idaho, Washington and
possibly Oregon they are still found in small numbers.
All through the British possessions, from the Province

of Quebec to central British Columbia, and from the

United States boundary line north to Hudson's Bay and
Peace River, moose are found wherever there is a country

suited to their habits of life.

The food of the moose consists largely of the smaller

shoots of trees, and it is more dependent on this browse
than any other of the deer kind. It is said to prefer

especially the young and tender shoots of the birch,

mountain -ash, maple and poplar, buf sometimes eats also

those of some coniferous trees. In summer it feeds much
along the streams and the shores of lakes, browsing on

the willows and various aquatic plants, and also feeding

to a considerable extent on the roots of the water lily,

which it digs up from the bottom. In winter, besides

eating the shoots of the trees, it often peels off the bark

from young saplings, and also rides them down to bring

their tops within reach.

The horns begin to grow in April and are usually hard

in September, at which time the rutting season begins.

The bulls are fierce fighters at this time of year and are

apt to lose their natural shyness and to become extremely

combative. A number of instances are on record where
wild moose have attacked unarmed men, who have been

forced to take to the trees to escape with their fives.

Advantage of this disposition is taken by hunters, who
call them up to their place of concealment by imitating

the cry of the cow moose. The young are said to be born

in June, and to vaiy in number from one to three.

As is well known, the moose is readily broken to har-

ness, and becomes a very speedy beast of burden; but as

they have never been regularly domesticated, those which

are driven are often very uncertain in temper and action,

and are likely to do unexpected things.

While the moose are yearly growing less abundant in

the United States, there is no special reason for thinking

that in the vast Canadian region which lies north of us

any serious inroads are being made on their numbers.

The moose does not go in herds, but is found only singly

or at the most a family together. This prevents any gen-

eral slaughter like that which has taken place in the case

of the elk, the caribou, the buffalo, or even the musk-ox.

There is no doubt that in early times the range of this

animal was very much more extensive in the territory

which is now the United States than it has been of late

years, and yet we know of but few records to show what
that range used to be. It is very desirable that this ma-
terial should be brought together and pubhshed, and

readers who may have any facts bearing on this question

are requested to send them to us,
,

Because of its great size and its wariness, and the mag-
nificent trophy afforded by its antlers, the moose holds

a high place among the game animals of the continent.

Men make long pilgrimages to the moose-haunted bogs
in calling time, and when the tracking snow comes they
follow the trail of the bull for days. Moose hunting is

a favorite theme of hunting story; our files contain

scores of readable and re-readable accounts of adventure
with the game; only the other day we published a story

of the "Museum Moose," which has deservedly attracted

much attention.

HARD TIMES AND THE GAME FIELDS.

At first thought it might hardly be considered that

there was any close relation between the business situ-

ation of the country and the game supply, or that the

hard times would lead to an increased destruction of

game and fur. Something of this, however, is likely to

take place this winter.

The business depression which prevails over the whole
country—not only in the shops of the East but in the

mining regions of the West as well—has thrown out of

work a very large number of men, many of whom will

spend much of the autumn and winter in hunting and
trapping. Most of these men, in ordinary times, have
steady employment aU through the year, and are only

able to take a few days annually for their recreation

afield with rifle, gun and dog. This year, as they are out

of work, many of them will spend all their time afield, in

many cases making a business of hunting. This season

—

because of their necessities—men will hunt for the mar-
ket who never did so before. They will sell their birds,

or if they hunt in a section where big game is plenty, the

meat which they kill will reduce their winter provision

bills, while the hides will give them a little ready cash

—

enough probably to pay for their cartridges and their

grub stake while in camp.

In like manner and for the same reason the trappers

will be out in force, and many streams long undisturbed,

and where the beaver have made a little start again, or

where mink are plenty, will be trapped from end to end,

until all the fur on them is destroyed.

The destruction of game likely to result from this gi-eat

addition to the already large army of gunners and hunt-

ers must be very great and will have a serious effect on
the game supply, cutting it down in some places to noth-

ing, and making serious inroads on it even in those locali-

ties where it is now abundant.

It is doubtful if there is any present remedy for this

state of things, but it ought to teach to every thoughtful

man its own lesson—that of recognizing the importance

of moderation in the field, remembering that the season

which has just opened is to be terribly severe on game of

aU descriptions.

VIGILANT AND VALKYRIE.

The success of Vigilant in two races and especially

the display of her superior speed under normal racing

conditions in the second race make the final result

almost a foregone conclusion. In order to retain the

Cup, Vigilant has now to win but one more race, while

to take it Valkyrie would have to win three straight

races. After the display of Vigilant's speed in Monday's

race, and the probability of similar conditions in the

next trial, there is hardly a possibility of Valkyrie win-

ning in the end. Such is the outlook at the time of our

going to press on Tuesday.

While the speed made by Vigilant on Monday, under

the favorable conditions of a reach in a good topsail

breeze, is not up to the wonderful reports of the early

season, being just 12 knots, she is unquestionably faster

than any of the older Cup defenders, and than all the new
boats of the year. It is quite probable that Valkyrie

may return home without an opportunity to show herself

under any different conditions of weather, but though a

thorough test of the rough weather abilities of the two
would be interesting and valuable, the w^inning or losing

of the America's Cup is still, as it always has been, a

matter of absolute speed under the prevailing conditions

of our summer racing, and in such a test Vigilant is by
far the faster boat, It is a matter for general congratu-

lation, however, that the conditions of the races have
been as fair as it is possible to make them, and also that

the weather, after two days of disappointment, has at

last given such a_breeze as was wished for by both side?,
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THE SAGINAW CROWD.

Pilgrimage of 1 892.—I.

I SUPPOSE that as a sportsman grows older the more
certain he is to keep a diary. I have noticed of late

years that a good many of my hunting companions have
produced, at different times, a small and well-worn book
ifrom some inner pocket, and have withdrawn to the
quiet seclusion of a corner of the car or by the flickering

camp-fire to note down the exploits of the day just passed.

When the "Old Saginaw Crowd" began its annual
pilgrimages, we thought it would be a good plan to keep a
record of our doings. One of the first and earliest efforts

in this direction was noted some four or five years ago in

FoBEST AND STREAM, under the title of "The Pilgrimage
of the Saginaw Crowd to the Indian Territory." Since
then, each year has furnished its quota of good times to

the majority of the same "old crowd," who have been
together somewhere each autumn.

I have tills morning taken down the old record book;
and, on opening it, have run across a good many odd
memoranda, some recording notable shots and bags; and
nearly all bringing forth pleasant recollections of the
good times we have had. In fact, three-quarters of the
fun derived from shooting and fishing trips is in anticipa-

tion and retrospect.

Among the scraps of paper dropping from the opened
book is one written on the back of some haberdasher's
billhead, as follows: "Write to Dick Carter for dog for

the Judge." Short, and to the point. Probably I could
write something that would be entertaining, or at least

I fancy it would be entertaining to the readers of Forest
AND Stream, either on Carter, the Judge or the dog,
separately, or on the combination. I do not intend to

do so; but the dog came, and was a daisy, with a good
nose, and lots of quail to work on. She was also the
means of developing a 20-horse-power voice in the Judge.
You could hear him across a 50-acre lot, yelling at the
dog, as soon as she began to show signs of game, or, in

fact, was doing just about what she ought to do. It

probably was his first setter; and as he had recently
joined our "Saginaw Crowd," coming from the north,
from near where, as Bing used to say of his Duluth ex-
perience, "about four miles this side of where Greely's
party was found;" he is excusable. The Judge was out
only twice before he learned that it was not necessary to

talk to the dog; that she could do the work just as well
without a political oration.

Then comes a list of things on the car Oct. 36, 1892;

stuff left over from other trip, tomatoes, mustard, sar-

dines, ox-tail soup, etc. This reminds me that an inven-
tory was taken on the return of the last trip, and said in-

ventory shows we had run very close on the larder.

Then here is another, dated Monday,written on the back
of a "Star Soap" letterhead, without other date, and, from
the fact that "Dad" Cross is mentioned, it must have been
during the shoot of '91. It starts with: "Monday morn-
ing. Eight of the party went for a morning shoot, Briggs
and Cross remaining in the camp; returning at 10:30 in
the morning, bringing in 66 geese, 14 sharp-tailed grouse,
18 ducks and 8 snipe." It shows that the boys evidently
were in the right spot that morning.

I imagine that 1 would not as readily run across the
slips of paper recording the many days on which a simi-
lar party went forth and came back "skunked." We do
not tell of these days; it is only the men who strike it

right that we hear of; failures are not noted. However,
on the opposite side of the sheet is a record for ten men
for two weeks that is pretty good; it savors a little of hog-
gishness, but when you consider that twenty-one days
elapsed from the time we left home till the time we re-

turned, and that there are ten in the party, it divides it

up, after aU, to a pretty small average for each man per
day. We always give our birds away; that is, those we
cannot eat, and we eat a good many, for Bigelow always
has a good appetite, and our friends at liome can testify

to the fact that young goose fed on wheat is a very tooth-
some morsel.
Then I strike a list of ammunition for last year, and in

fact for the year before. The boys sent me a list of their
shells, and we ordered of the Chamberlin people together.
For the trip of 1893 we stuck to E. C. powder, and it was
great stuff; we never had more satisfactory ammunition.
Then there is the expense account, footing up $1,300.

This is something that may interest some of the readers
of this article, for many times the question is asked,
"What do you have to pay for taking along a private
car?" It simply means that you have to pay for fifteen oj

eighteen regular tickets, whether you have eighteen pas-
sengers or half that number, but then there is no charge
for hauling the car in addition to this. You are also fur-
nished with wood, water, coal and ice as needed. Buying
your own provisions, and having your own cook and por-
ter makes it a very economical trip. It amounted to
$144.43 each last year; there were nine in the party. This
included transportation and supplies. We also put up $5
per day for a sinking fund for the car. It also included
our biUs for liveries and men, both in the Bad Lands and
for the week when we were shooting east of the Missouri
River, and a day at the World's Fair grounds.

Last, but not least, I come across a letter from the
editor of Forest and Stream reminding me I promised to
write up something as a result of some of these shooting
trips, and as I have repeatedly promised I would do so,
and business is a little dull this morning, I will make a
start at it anyhow.

When the edge is worn off from our trout fishing in May
and June, we begin to think of getting together the "Old
Saginaw Crowd" for its annual October outing. Since 1883
not one fall has been missed that some of us have not gone
somewhere in the West together, almost always to Dakota;
and though the Crowd has changed some in all these years,
yet a good many old and famiUar faces respond to the roll
call regularly each new October.
In 1888 we made a trip into the Band Lands, the party

then consisting of Bob S., Barnard, Briggs, Ferd, A., Mc-
Graw, Bob, Jr., Mores and the writer, (Four of the party
of 1888 went last year.) Since that time McGraw, theman i

with the ginger whiskers, has married; and it was owing
j

to the Gontimial advent of little McGraws that he did not
go with us last year, for he feieljs thftt it is his duty to take 1

the youngsters out behind a trotter that is well in the list,

on the first outuag. It is told as an actual fact, thatwhen
his first boy was two weeks old he was seen giving him a
spin, holding him on his lap in the sulky, behind one of
his fast trotters.

Ever since .the experience of the 1888 outing in the Bad
Lands we have wanted to "do it again." We had an idea
that to put in a light draft boat in the Little Missouri, at
Menora, and float down stream to a point near the Kildeer
Mountains and there arrange for our teams to meet us,

would be a great trip—^in fact, it would be. I wrote The-
odore Roosevelt about it, and asked his opinion as to
whether it would be possible. His reply was that we
could not do it with an ordinary state of water; that it

would be a dragging instead of a floating trip. The shal-
lows and sandbars are so numerous that it would prob-
ably not be possible; so we reluctantly abandoned -the

idea,

Not until last year have circumstances been such that
we could undertake it. Correspondence was opened with
the Northern Pacific agent at Dickinson, and a guide se-

cured in the person of Paddock. Our experience with
guides has been varied and interesting; mind the word,
however—I did not say satisfactory; consequently we had
not taken much stock in Paddock: but we were happily
disappointed. He did not say, like the ancient mariner
on the Erie Canal, "Fear not, but trust in DoUinger, and
he will fetch you through;" but whenever there was a
sentiment of doubt as to the final outcome broached, the
quiet and confident look on Paddock's face reassured us
at once, and it was not long before we found out that he
understood his business. Later on I hope to relate some
of his experiences as he told them to us one evening as
we were lying on the grass under the shade of a spread-
ing Cottonwood, on the banks of the Little Missouri
River.

On Saturday, Oct. 1, 1893, the "Crowd," nine in number,
met in Saginaw. The good car City of Saginaw, which
has carried us on many successful and pleasant journeys,
was side-tracked at Mershon Station, and all were busily
employed during the day in packing a,nd getting things
stored away. We take no trunks with us, but each man
has a locker large enough to hold all his stuff, which he
can get to at any time and which is much handier than a
trunk, and besides, it does not litter up the car. In one
corner of the car stood a Bond sectional boat; sitting

against it is a barrel of apples, nice big Northern Spies,
that we are taking with us as a present to Lee. Tents are
slung up in the turret, blankets and sleeping bags keep-
ing them company. In one corner of the car is the am-
munition in nice fresh boxes, just as it came from the
Chamberlin Co, ; above the ammunition is a newly-con-
trived shelf, on which rests the car hand organ with a
good supply of new music; while several cases of Milwau-
kee beverage and two or three boxes of decoys took up
the balance of the spare room. In the drawing room end
two racks, weU overhead, contain all the guns.
The train was to leave from the Grand Trunk depot at

9 o'clock that night. The party consisted of Bob, of
Zanesville, O.; G. D. Seib, of Brooklyn, N, Y.; A, P,
Bigelow, of New York; Dr. C, R. Sumner, of Rochester,
N. Y. ; the Judge, Ferd. A. Briggs, and, aside from the
writer, Jack, or Brooks, of "Section 37" fame; George,
our porter, and old Harrison, the cook, made up as jolly

a crowd as ever pulled out of any raflroad station on' fun
intent. Van was too much mixed up in politics, and was
afraid that he possibly might not represent his district in
Congress if he went with us. McGraw came up to see us
off, and brought along two fine boxes of celery from the
McGraw farm.
Sunday, the 3d, we were in Chicago, The car was

promptly transferred to the Wisconsin Central. Then we
went to Jackson Park to see what had been done on the
World's Fair grounds. We returned to the car, and left

for St. Paul at 5:47. The evening was spent in listening
to sacred music on the herophone, mainly ground out by
Jack and the Judge.
Jack, for the first time on the trip, related his famous

exploit of catching a 401bs. salmon on the Cascapedia;
how, after being fast to it for an hour and running rapid
after rapid, the fish was at last gaffed and thrown into
the boat, and, as Jack tells it: "I placed one foot each
side of him and raised my club and hit him on the head,
and the fish gave a flop and jumped over the side of the
boat and got away, I tell you, boys, he was a whopper,
and a few days afterward we could see him in the pools
with a great white scar on his back where the gaff had
torn out. We christened him 'Scar-faced Charlie,' and
some weeks afterward he was reported as having been
seen away up the river." Jack told this story so many
times before we got back that it got to be something of a
chestnut; not but what it was varied from time to time;
the salmon never weighed less than 401bs., and sometimes
more; and at times he had struck Mm with the club sev-
eral times before he knocked him down, and got away.
As I said, he told this story so many times that at last we
paid no attention to him when he began to grind out his
tale of woe about losing this big fish.

During the evening we were favored with a caU from
Mrs. Miller, managing editor of the Industrial Magazine.
She was fond of outdoor sports, knew how to cast a fly,

and could handle a rifle. We enjoyed her visit very
much, and Jack related his famous salmon story. We
kept straight faces dm-ing the recital, and Mrs. Miller
afterward published this miraculous fish story in her
magazine.
We arrived at St. Paul on time Monday, Oct. 3, and

spent the day, as we usually do, in seeing the sights of the
twin cities. Nearly every one sees something that he
wants to buy, and thinks he needs—goose calls, hunting
knives and other tomfoolery that you never use after yoix

come to the himting ground, but which always look so
tempting, displayed in the store windows or show cases.

After a pleasant call on Mr. Austin in the general ticket
office of the Northern Pacific, and putting on board a
supply of fruit, not forgetting the iisual crate of Cahfor-
nia grapes, we were willing to have the train start for
some unknown region. However, we were two hours
late in starting, and did not leave till 7 o'clock. We
passed through Flint, our old stamping ground, at 9

o'clock Tuesday morning. Owing to Bob's being uneasy
about his mother's health, he did not dare go with us in
the Bad Lands, where he would be out of reach of the
telegraph; so concluded to wait at Flint until our return.
The friends of years met us at the depot, and boarded
our car to shake hands before the train started. They
also left us a nice bunch of ducks and grouse, which

were very acceptable, and were at once turned over to
Harrison.
Our train speeds westward. We cross the bridge that

spans the Missouri River from Bismarck to Mandan, and
during our brief stop at the latter point we saw the usual
specimens of Sioux Indians that come up from Standing
Rock Agency to sun themselves on the depot platform;
a more villainous lot of savages never congregated in
any one spot than you see here.

We had figiu-ed to arrive at Dickinson about 1 P. M.

;

and by having everything packed and ready, we had
hoped that Paddock would have hoi-ses and teams at the
depot on our arrival, so we could start that afternoon;
and by camping that night somewhere beyond Green
River, we could make the drive and get into camp on
the Little Missouri on the following day. One is greatly
upset at times by late trains; and in this case we did not
arrive at Dickinson until 4:40, and were promptly intro-
duced to Paddock by the Northern Pacific agent. Pad-
dock looked well and moved slowly; and we, fuU of fire

and enthusiasm, did not have much effect in hustling
him; for when we suggested that we ought to have
everything packed and start by 6 o'clock or earlier the
next morning, he "allowed" that 8 o'clock would be time
enough, and he would try to get around by that time.
We did the town that night; that is, what there is of it

to do. Jack showed us how to sharpen knives (for he is

the buyer for a large cutlery house and is supposed to
know all about it), and from that time on he employed
most of his time in sharpening some one's knife; whether
it was improved by his sharpening or not I won't say.

He was rigged out in a new white sweater, broad-
brimmed white hat, bran new leather cartridge belt, with
hunting knife and small revolver; and when he asserted
that he wanted a bucking broncho, and was prepared
to ride the whole seventy-five or eighty miles, Paddock
and the drivers smile^.

We took Harrison with us and left George, the porter,
in charge of the car. We expected to be away aibout a
week, and were going northwest across the divide at the
head of the Knife River, down into the bottom lands of
the Little Missouri; therefore it was necessary to take
provisions for our party for that time, and tents, bedding
and ammunition. We went to bed that night tired out
with our exertions, and awoke bright and early next
morning. For some reason Paddock did not come around
as early as he intended; and it was half-past eight before
we started. We had one double team and wagon to

carry our baggage, provisions, etc. This was driven by
Hem-y, and Harrison rode with him. Then we had one
doixble team and three-seated wagon, driven by Ferd.,
and containing Bigelow, and the Doctor, and Seib, and
at times. Jack. There was also a double buckboard
driven by the Judge, the other two passengers being
Briggs and myself. Paddock was horseback, likewise
was Jack on starting, and the one extra saddle horse was
led.

We made about fifteen miles and then halted near the
crossing of the Green River, fed horses, and had lunch.
The enthusiasm that is always present on first starting

out on an expedition of this kind, found vent in numerous
feats of marksmanship performed by the membei-s of the
party in trying to knock the white label off from an
empty beer bottle with a Winchester. It was surprising

how easy the bottle was missed.
After resting we hitched up for the afternoon drive,

and before starting I snapped my kodak on the par^, and
called it "The Halt on the Prairie." We had by this time
left civilization behind. Between Dickson and the cross-

ing of the Green River we had passed several farms,
taken up principally by Russians, In some cases not
only the outbuildings, but the houses as well, were made
of turf. All of the settlers seemed to be in fairly prosper-
ous condition, with plenty of horses and cattle about, and,
aside from the fields of wheat which had recently been
harvested, evidences existed of a good supply of garden
truck for the long, cold winter that was near at hand. A
sharp turn in the road discloses a gully washed out by
some stream in times past. Two farmers were digging
from under the bank their winter's supply of coal, poor
coal, no doubt, but yet it answered the purpose and was
cheap.

An occasional sharp-tail grouse was seen, and as the
Judge had never killed one, I handed him my 16-gauge,

and he stepped proudly forth with a confident air. The
bird arose within easy shot, but like most every one who
has a sure thing, he missed it slick and clean with both
barrels, and returned to the wagon crestfallen to endure
the tavmts and jibes of the rest of us; however, next time
he did better and the bird tumbled. We picked up two
or three in this way, for we needed something for the
larder. Paddock rode ahead of us on his pony, and
checked our ambition for fast driving. He seemed to

have the idea that it was going to take about three day»
to reach our destination, and we had made up our minds
that by nightfall of the second day we were going to

have camp weU established. He was evidently saving
the horses and knew as much about it as we did.

The cotintry was barren and was covered with brown,
dried-up grass; even the buffalo bones had disappeared.

What a great place this must have been twenty-five or
thirty years ago, when these grazing lands were covered
with buffalo, antelope, and possibly elk. We always
comment on this whenever we are in this prairie country,

and think what a shame it was ruthlessly to exterminate
them the way they did. At one time we had a guide
who told us that one winter, with two men to manage
the skinning and packing, he alone had killed 5,000

buffalo and taken their hides only. He would travel

ahead and do the shooting and the other two would
follow with the outfit and skin and pack away the hides.

Our campuag place that night was Indian Springs, at

which place there is a horee ranch, and, strange to say,

one of the owners was a Michigan man, living near
Saginaw. No matter where you go, you run across some
one who is from home.
The distance from Dickinson to Indian Spring is sup-

posed to be twenty-nine miles. We made camp in good
season, and our horses were being taken care of, and lug-

gage taken out and tents put up, when two or three of

tlie party started out after sharp-tafled grouse that we
had flushed when we came to the brow of the hill. On
going down to the spring we found it to be a bubbling

pool ten feet in diameter, sending forth the purest, coldest

water one ever saw. Near the marshy lands that took
up the overflow of the spring I put up two or three Wil-

son snipe. They seemed as lively and contented aa ever,
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although they were at a place so many miles from their
usual feeding grounds. Where they came from or how
they happened to be out there we can only guess. The
boys on the hillside were having a regular picnic with
the grouse, judging from the cannonading, and soon
Bigelow came up to camp for more ammunition. He
said that Jack had run out and had sent him for more.
It never occurs to "Old Section 37" that he can do the
running for himself, but he had gotten some one else to
forego the sport and come after fresh supplies of shells.
The result was, hqwever, that there was more powder
burned than the game bag warranted. The boys were
short-sighted, or the birds were wild, for they only had
three or four all told.

The wind began to blow and we were afraid to start a
camp-fire. To set fire to the grass would be a most out-
rageous piece of carelessness. It is something I am very
nervous about; not that there is any danger to life or
limb from it, nine times out of ten, but on these large
tanges a fire started is very apt to burn miles and miles,
and ruin the feed that the .stockmen are depending on to
winter their cattle. We always have with us bunches of
dry wood for the small fire that is needed to cook our
meals, but in this case the few dead trees in the little
gully by the spring furnished ample fu^l. Where the
two gullies meet on the under side of the hill we found a
place suflSciently protected from the wind, that after a
liberal use of the spade to clear away the dry grass we
could build our small fire in safety; and soon Harrison
had coffee made, grouse broiled and, with the ever present
ban of baked beans, boiled potatoes, and some few gim-
oracks that we always have along with us, we had a
feast for the tired and weary. You all know how good it
tastes, no matter what you have cooked at such a time.
This was no exception.
Before making the beds we stretched out on the dry

grass, had a good smoke and swapped Ues. We had no
sdsitors that night, as the cowboys on the ranch were
evidently away on a "round-up" or some other work.
The wind continued to blow and we thought at one time

HALT ON TltE PEAlRIE.

that oUr tents would sulely come down as the gale
Increased) but about 10 o'clock it moderated and we were
Soott all sound asleep. I had crawled into my sleeping-
bag, disdaining the shelter of the tent, and with the
stal'ry heavens above, the silence broken only by the
tired horses cropping the gra«8 near by, I as well as the
rest slept the sleep of the just. The sleeping-bag is a
success. I had foimd in previous years that hard lumps
continually accumulated beneath me, and to remedy this
I had brought along a piece of felt such as is used for
covering steam pipes. I imagine it was about IJin.
thick. Cutting this just the size of my bed, and slipping
it in a bag of unbleached factory cotton, I had a soft
comfortable mattress that could be rolled up during tlie
daytime conveniently within the sleeping-bag.

It is strange, out on the lone prairie this way, the
hoi-ses, after they have eaten about all they want will
come close to the sleepers in camp, I thought several
times that one old spike-tailed roan would lie down with
me.
We had planned for an early start, and were up before

daylight. While Harrison was preparing breakfast we
hastily packed the camp equipage. Each liad a duty to
perform, and as is the case where work is divided in this
way and each imderstands what is to be done, and what
he has to do, in no time at all everything was loaded and
in shipshape order. Two dust-proof chests with hinged
covers contained, one the cooking utensils and the other
the provisions. Besides this we had two lunch boxes
made of dry pine and tight enough to keep out all dust,
in which we managed to put away a good lunch for our
noonday meal.
We expected that forenoon to run across antelope, for

when we were over the same ground in '88 we had seen
a good many of them.
Some of the grouse of the night before putting in an

appearance delayed our starting a little, but the sun had
not been up more than half an hour before we were well
under way, the buckboard fetching up the rear, for we
intended to scout a little that day and see if we could not
get an antelope. We had not gone more than three or
four miles, when, on the hillside to tlie south of us we
saw a band of eight or nine in number.
The heavier loads forged on ahead, while Briggs, the

Judge and myself in the buckboard determined to have
antelope. Driving so that the hill intervened between us
and the game we drove as far as we could with safety, the
wind blowing directly from them to us. Briggs kindly
consented to attend to the horses, and the Judge and I
thought that if we could reach the brow of the hill we
would have a fau- shot, and. crawling and dragging oui--
selves in this way for what seemed an endlef*s distance,
we at last reached a point where by peering through the
grass and weeds we could see them. Here comes in a
sample of how hard it is to judge distances in this flat
coimtiy, for, instead of being a few hundred yards, as we
thought, the game was still over half a mile distant, and
between us and it intervened a deep gorge that in times
past, or possibly in early spi-ing titpe ran considerably of

a stream. However, this made good ground for us to
approach the antelope.
Beating a retreat, we entered the ravine and began cau-

tiously to work toward the unconscious quarry, j^t one
point it seemed as if they surely would see us, and hugging
guns we both rolled over and over down the hillside and
into the bottom of the dry run. As the Judge weighs in
the neighborhood of 2.50lbs., he could roll faster than I
could, but I noticed with some satisfaction that the exten-
sive diameter of the man was not well balanced; in other
words, he could not roll straight, and began to describe a
circle. Being built more on the lead pencil order, I did
not have to roll so far to catch up with him. We at last
reached the bottom in safety, and found it easy traveling.

THE KID AND PADDOCK.

and for a time there was no danger of our being detected.
After going some distance we came to where the gorge
turned directly toward them, and it would not be safe to
go much further in this direction.
After comparing notes we concluded to divide forces, I

to take another small draw that went in back of the hills

from the other side, while the Judge was to work his way
along back of a projecting rise in the ground where he
thought he could get within shooting distance. Such
proved to be the case, for when he reached this point the
antelope were in full sight, some lying down and others
feeding.
He gauged the distance, and correctly, to be about

400yds. Adjusting his sight to that distance, he lay down
and awaited developments. I found it easy going, but was
obliged to go a good ways before going up on the hillside

opposite where they were. Evidently a current of air was
swept from me to them, for I heard Judge shoot before I

reached the brow of the hill, and running rapidly forward
a few jjaces I saw the antelope running at full speed, and
though I blazed away at them two or three times, did
nothing more than raise a cloud of dust among them, but
a glad sight met my eyes, for there, kicking its last on the
brown turf, was the victim of my companion's unerring
aim. He explained to me that he saw the aatelope sud-
denly throw their nnses in the air and run round excitedly.
Knowing that this was his only chance, he took careful
aim at one that stood broadside to him. and we found that
the bullet had broken his back. Even then we had some
difiiculty in getting to it, for an intervening ravine, befort-
unnoticed, comiaelled us to make quite a circuit before we
could reach it.

We could see Briggs in the distance, and, frantically
waving our hats at him, he knew that something had
happened and drove as near us as he coidd. In the mean-
time the Judge had dressed his game, and taking the car-
cass over his shoulders, I with both guns, we went down
the ravine and up the opposite hillside to where Briggs
with the buckboard was awaiting us. A more delighted
and happy three you never saw; it was the first antelope
we had ever killed; in fact, these were the first the Judge

THE FOREMAV OF THE H. A. RANCH.

had ever seen, and as he had made a remarkably good
shot, not only was he pleased, but we were all elated.

We concluded that a tire was getting loose and some-
thing must be done to swell it, and as my flask happened
to be the handiest it was produced and opened. Putting
our game in the wagon we started again on the road, but
it was well toward noon before we reached the remainder
of the party, who were wondering what had becouie of us
and were beginning to feel alarmed, thinking we had had
a breakdown or some other accident. They were waiting
for us near the head of the Little Ejiife River, and they,
too, had seen several wolves and antelope. A little lunch,
a few bottles of beer, a smoke, a few more kodaks, and
we were ready to proceed. This time the buckboard took
the lead, for Paddock did not believe in haste. We were
destined for more adventures that day.
We had figm-ed on reaching the "H. A." ranch about

one o'clock. In the distance we descried a lone horseman
j-iding at rapid gait. To an Eastern man an incident of

this kind always brings up pictures of robbers and bandits.
The rapidly moving horse surmounted by some one who
evidently was at home in the saddle, drew near, and we
found that instead of a stage robber we had a pleasant-
faced, jovial boy from the "H. A." ranch. He was about
18 years old, his home was in Iowa, and he was called the
"Kid," all of which we learned in a very few moments.
He had been kindly sent by the manager of the ranch to
assist us in any way he could, and had ridden since morn-
ing from Dickinson, the entire distance we had been
twelve horirs longer in driving. Like all of his kind he
had no mercy for his horse.
As the buckboard took the lead, the Kid concluded we

were the ones to accompany, and rode beside us for some
way, until a black smoke was seen to suddenly shoot into
the clear sky from a range of buttes some miles to the
northwest. This might mean danger to the "H. A."ranch;
and away the Kid dashed, putting spurs to his already
jaded little beast. Indeed, a cowboy has no mercy for a
horse or steer: I believe they consider a horse only to be
ridden to its death. As we drove slowly along, the rider
came in sight and vanished ag.iin and again as he fairly
flew over the swells of the broken prairie. At last he
reaches the summit of the distant range of hill, and hoi-se
and rider are outlined against the sky for a mqment only,
and then at the same killing: speed he turns toward us.
Following the hills and vallevs to the westward, he joins
us ere long with the information that the fire is evidently
beyond the Little Missouri, north of the "X's " We
learned later that he meant by this a ranch that branded
its cattle with a long slender "X:" and later on the boys
from the "X'a" outfit paid us a visit at oiu- camp. As we
topped a hill, far down in the valley to the north we saw
the "H. A." herd dotting the prairie with brown, red and
white; thousands of cattle destined ultimately for the stock
yards of the World's Fair city.

"Stop the horses, Judge. What are those playing in
that bunch of cattle below us there? Antelope?" "Wolves!"
comes from the Kid. And, sure enough, wolves they are;
two of them big gray fellows; and we quickly see they are
not playing with the cattle, but mean death to a two-

SKINNING THE ANTELOPE.

year-old that they are nipping from behind at every
chance. The old steers, four or five in number, are try-

ing to protect the smaller one, and charge every now and
then at the persistent wolves. It does not keep them oft'

for more than an instant; for, dodging the thrusts of the
steers again and again, they jump upon the terrified and
bellowing animal. Though not over a quarter of a mile
from us, so intent are they on securing a dinner that we
are not noticed; and a plan of action has been adopted in

less time than I am writing this in. As they disappear
around a hill we drive for them, but under cover of the
rise of ground. Supposing of course the wolves had con-
tinued the chase for some time, we jumped from the
wagon, rifles in hand, before reaching the brow of the
hill (the Kid holding the horses), and running to the top
came fairly upon them not twenty rods away. They had
the "critter" down and were tearing it to death. At the
sight of us they started to run away, and we, blown and
excited, began a fusilade that frightened them if it

did little damage. One was struck twice, at least so it

seemed, and the dust flew as the balls struck either just
behind or just ahead of the thoroughly frightened creatures
running in opposite directions. I was pumping at one,
and the Judge and Briggs at the other at a hvely rate
until they were out of sight. Poor shooting, of coiu'se,

but, in the first place, we came on to them much nearer
than we expected to, and then, in the hurry the Judge
lost the front sight of his gun in pulling it out of the case,

and did not know it until he tried to shoot, and he was
all at sea and shot by guess. We cussed a little at our
bullhead exploit, and said we were each of us old enough
to have known better than to rush pellmell over the hill-

top in the way we did; and furthermore I wanted some
one to kick me for not shooting better anyhow. Well,
probably you know how it is yourself, even now we can't
help a sigii of regret that we did not plan it dift'erently,

for, as Briggs admits, they were "big wolves." The poor,
partially disemboweled steer had staggered to its feet dur-
ing the fracas, and was slowly going away, until killed by
a bullet from Briggs's rifle and its sufl'ering ended.
We got under way once more, the .Judge much dis-

gusted at losing the sight of his Winchester, for we had
carefully hunted around the wagon where the gun was
taken out of its case and failed to find it. Some way must
be contrived to make a new one. Later on, when we
reached the H. A. ranch, we borrowed from one of the
cowboys there the front sight of his Winchester, and re-

turned it to him on our way home. This helped us out of
what might have been an unpleasant situation. Old
Spiketail, the roan, catches it from the -Judge, for it is

near dinner time and we are none of lis in the best of
humor, owing to the poor shooting and the loss of the
gun sight. This old roan had a peculiar way of flipping
his tail, which was utterly bare of hair, in our faces every
once in awhile, and Judge could not resist striking at the
elevated spike whenever it was so waved in defiance to
our endeavors to make reasonable progress. On our
return from the Bad Lands we laid in a supply of newly-
cut gads, and tqok o\\r reyenge by keeping up ^ respects
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able gait on the laat end of the journey if we failed to do
it in the first ftlace.

Soon we came to the petrified stump that marks the
distance as only four or five miles from the ranch house.

Sugar Loaf and Red Butte loom up in the distance, and
the scenery becomes grand and picturesque. Another
wolf slinks across the road ahead of us and gets away un-
scarred. The turn is made around the head of the Big
Knife River, we sweep northward, and the H. A. ranch
is in sight.

Another band of antelope' had been seen across the

Knife River, slowly going up from the spring that the

Kid said was a regular drinking place of theirs; the dis-

tance, however, was too great for a successful shot.

The Kid rides ahead, opens the barb-wire gates, and
passing through the horse pastm-e the cavalcade, now
tired, dusty and hungry, draws up at a little cluster of

buildings, "and we are at the H. A. ranch.

This place was our stopping point for dinner four years

befoi'e, and had not changed during that time. On the
hillside, facing northward, stands the cook-house, at the

foot of the hill is the beaver pond, in which a family or
two of thrifty beavers keep in order the dam that we can
plainly see in the distance. The pond is formed from an
overflow from one of those pure, cold springs occasionally

found in that part of the eovmtry, and which we sampled
immediately, for we were thirsty and tired, and a drink
of clear sparkling water was very grateful. The horses,

too, enjoyed it, and after wading through the basin
formed by the upper spring, old spiketail took it into

his hea,d to visit the horses in the pasture near by, and the
result was that it was some ten or fifteen minutes before
he was safely tied alongside of the corral, eating his

noonday meal.
They seemed glad to see us at the ranch; the boss, two

or three cowboys, and line riders, and last but not least

the cook. The cook had a great deal to say; he "al-

lowed" there was too much ' "Texas" in the outfit, and if

it was not that the pay was mighty good, he would jump
the whole thing to-morrow. Notwithstanding his con-
tinual grumbling and fault-finding he found time to get
up a mighty good meal. He took us out to see two
black-polled Angus cows that were his pride and delight.

At his request I kodaked him with his "pets," as he
called them, one on each side; and later on, I sent him
the xJhotograph, and received an acknowledgment and
expression of his pleasure. In passing, however, I will

say that he had quit the outfit, as he termed it, "Texas
was too strong for him," and he was now located at
another ranch not quite so far from civilization, and
hoped that in another year we would come out that way,
and he would keep xis posted as to the best shooting,

etc., etc.

Harrison rummaged through our lunch boxes, and soon
a square meal was being devoured by the members of

the Saginaw Crowd, After that the antelope was skinned
by the Judge, who was ably assisted by Harrison; and
taking up its hide and one hindquarter the balance was
left with the boys at the ranch. We came very nearly
being starved in consequence of this injiidicious proceed-
ing, for it was some time after that before we killed

enough, to supply our larder. W. B. Meeshon.

MOOSE IN HARNESS.
One span of the captured moose mentioned in my letter

on "Minnesota Moose and Indians," is now owned and
driven by a man in Grafton, N, D. Another is driven
single by a liveryman in Emerson, Manitoba. At a recent
fair or something of the sort, he was billed to trot against
a certain horse. The moose, then three years old, was
hooked into a sulky, and HaiTis, being a well-known
horseman, was requested to drive him. The headgear
with which the moose was provided was simply a halter,
to which the reins were attached. Harris insisted on
having a bit piit on, but the liveryman said the moose ob-
jected; that he was perfectly gentle and tractable in the
halter, but that he drew the line on a bit—he wouldn't
have it. Harris mounted the sulky, bat had some doubts
as to the outcome of the race.

The bell sounded and the horse and moose started. The
latter reached out in a style rarely seen on any race-
course, his big, clumsy hindfeet fanning his ear at every
stride. At the first quarter post he was more than a
length ahead of the horse, and before the half-mile post
was reached had doubled this lead. About this time,
however, he concluded he wouldd't play and lit out for
home, strikuig squarely across the racecourse and the fair
grounds for the main entrance. There was a great jam
of people, carriages, farm wagons, half-breed cai'ts and
the like, but when the moose started for them they stam-
peded as if a cyclone were coming their way. The way
was cleared and in spite of all the pulling and sawing
Harris could do the moose went out of the, grounds and
down the main street of the town like a tornado. He
headed for his corral, adjoining the livery stable, the
gate of which happened to be open, but made a bad shot
and caught one wheel of the sulky on a gatepost. He
went out of the shafts as if there had been none, went to
the other end of the corral and stood looking at his late
driver, with his ears thrown forward just as if he scented
some one. Harris pulled himself out of the wreck, badly
bruised and disfigured, and says that the next time he
drives a moose he will put on him the wickedest ring-and-
chain bronco bit he can find.

Still moose do make great rlrivers when properly trained
and handled. Their magnificent build, their long, well
formed and strongly set legs, their great strength of
quarter and loin and then- wonderful limg development
give them such power of endurance as no horse can
approach. A moose will simply trot all day, over any
kind of gi-ound bogs, wind falls or rocks, and scarcely
tire. Harris says that one morning in the winter of '90

and '91 he started from his ranch, on the Roseau River,
to drive to Emerson, a distance of forty miles. Soon
after leaving home a bull moose, with only one horn,
showed up on the Big Muskeag, trotting west, parallel
with the road on which H, was driving, and only half a
mile away. Harris had no gun and started out for a
race. He put his horse into a run and the moose trotted
easily along, keeping well abreast for about ten miles,
when he veered ofi: to the south and was soon out of sight.
H. went on into Emerson, attended to his business and
started home at 4 o'clock in the afternoon. Before he got
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out of town he saw the same moose COhiing back from
the south, still on the trot^ but now with his tongue hang-
ing out and thoroughly tired. He bolted into a street of

the town and started north. H, tm-ned and drove after

him, shouting to the townspeople to turn out and capture

him. A hotel man saw him coming, ran in, got a rifle

and killed him in front of his house; several farmers
coming in from the south, during the next week or two,

reported having seen a bull moose with one horn on this

same day, some of them having encountered him as much
as twenty miles south of Emerson, and all stating that he
was on the trot. On figuring it out it was found that the

moose had trotted at least ninety miles that day after H.
sighted him, and it was not known how far before.

Some hunter had doubtless started him away up the

Roseau early in the morning, and having enCounteted
people at frequent intervals he had been kept in a state of

alarm, only to lose his life at the end of his gteat race.

Nate Ellerton, who lives near the Roseau, in the east

end of Kittson county, haa a three-year-old bull moose, a

moose calf and an elk calf, all caught in the woods near
his farm. The bull has not yet been driven, but has been
led and handled aU his life. When I was there the rut-

ting season was on. He was kept in a corral and was
disposed to be ugl3\ No one, not even his owner, cared
to go inside the corral just at that time.

G. O. Shields.

Fred Mather's Snipe.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Fred Mather's pleasant letter in the last number of

Forest and Stream, apropos of "spring reed birds," re-

called to me an incident that he has undoubtedly for-

gotten, but which for various reasons is distinctly

impressed on my memory, and furnishes pfoof that a
score of years ago Mr. Mather had arrived at that stage,

which many sportsmen reach, when One cah derive more
satisfaction in observing the habits of birds than he eVer
did in shooting them>

If I mistake not it is nineteen yeats ag'O this fall that
I made a visit to Mr. Mather at his residence near Hon-
eoye Falls in this comity. 1 had been informed that he
was at once a sportsman and the most original and inter-

esting resident of the region. It was liromised me
furthermore that I could see on his premises some fine

trout and grayling, the latter having been introduced
in the East from Michigan a year or two before. An
old acquaintance of Mr. Mather offered to introduce me
to him, and I jumped at the ofl:er, for, to say nothing
of the satisfaction a young fellow feels in meeting a
fellow-sportsman, a chance to see troutlings in a brook
always had a fascination for me not easj' to explain.
We reached Mr. Mather's house, and when informed

that the stranger had a weakness for shooting and fish-

ing, the host lost no time in making him welcome and
revealing for his entertainment every feature that could
interest one of the fraternity. I well remember the
trout and grayling that were basking in the pohd estab-

lished on the spring creek that had its ot-igin on the
farm. Thei-e was also shown to the visitors some odd
examples iUustratiV^e of the taxidermlc skill possessed
by the master of the house. But rarest of all was the
couple of half-domesticated Wilson snipe that were so-

journing on a little x^iece of bog along the border of the
brook. They had been there, Mr. Mather said, for sev-

eral days and had become so accustomed to his presence
that they did not resort to the usual practice of their
kind on the approach of man and flit to fresh fields.

I wonder does your Cold Spring Harbor correspondent
remember those birds? Whether he does or not the facts

I state show that while Mr, Mather now allows himself,
like the rest of us, to shoot snipe, there are circumstances
under which nothing could induce him to draw a trigger
on one of the brown beauties. E. R.

Rochester, N. Y., Oct. 4.

P. S. to the Editor: There is so little game left in this

vicinity that in order to find a subject to scribble about
one is forced to fall back on- reminiscences, and Fred
Mather's letter called up the above. E. R.

Questions About Birds.
Editor Forest and Stream:
You know the black and white red-headed woodpecker,

sometimes called "flicker." Well, he is a tough one; in
other words, a bird of extraordinary vitality. 1 think no
one ought to shoot him, but whoever has done so knows
that he does not yield up. his life as readily as most birds
of his size do. He seems to be peculiar in another respect.
During my life of forty-two years at Highland, on the
Hudson, I never saw one of these birds in the vicinity of
the river, but six or eight miles back they were numerous.
As to a theory in regard to this fact I have none.
In the winter of '74 or '75 there appeared in Highland

birds whose species were unknown to the inhabitants.
The birds were gregarious and in size equal to the robin.
The most of them were of a russet gray 'color, not at all

pleasing, yet well formed. Occasionally there was one of
delicate pinkish hue and altogether pi-etty. I was re-

minded of the carp, of which, while the majority of them
are unattractive in color, a few are gorgeouslj^ golden. It
is rightly expressed to say the people were puzzled, and
not altogether on account of the novelty, but also because
of their tameness, comparable almost to that which
' 'shocked" the sensibilities of Selkirk on the island of Juan
Fernandez. One could almost put the hand upon them.
When one was caught it would at once eatfrom the hand.
Some thought the cold, which was intense, so benumbed
them as to render them thus fearless, but I do not think
so. Mr. Editor, if you have any idea what kind of birds
they were and where they came from, I should be pleased
to heai- from you.
A few years before this I had become quite interested

in taxidermy, and seeing a flock of birds about the size of
sparrows on the snow, I shot into the flock and killed
three. They were almost as white as the snow on which
they were disporting. Before I shot among them I saw
that they were unlike the ordinary snow bird. Theu' rise

on wing from the ground even when undisturbed was so
sudden and simultaneous as to excite wonder and admira-
tion. What kmd of birds they were I could never tell.

N. D. Elting.
[The tame birds were undoubtedly pine grosbeaks

(Pyrrhula emideator), bii'ds which have a northern dis-

tribution and which appear pretty regularly in winter in
New England and northern New York. The white birds
were snowflakes or snow buntings, also northern birds,
seen hereabouts occasionally in winter,]
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A White Rattlesnake.

Beatrice, Neb,, Sept. 29.—A white rattlesnake was
captured last week about twelve miles east of Beatrice.

It is exactly like the common black prairie rattler except

for the color. The body color was a lustreless, chalk

white, and the diamond spots or markings were a pale

ochre. It was exhibited alive in a store window for sev-

eral days and attracted a great deal of attention. It was
about 24in. long, had six rattles and a button and seemed
to be in good health so far as outward indications went.

One noticeable thing about the little serpent was the

color of the eyes. In most albinos the eyes are pink, but

in this snake they are the same colol- as the body, a dead
chalk white, not" gray but white. It is the first instanbti

of the kind w-hich has ever been Under My ndtice during

a residence of twenty-five years ifi the bdunti-y west Hf

Missouri River, and I am ihclined to think it is one of

those incomprehensible freaks of nature where she re-

verses the condition of things in an individual.

If it were an insect the color would be more easily

explained. Take the common grasshopper, for instance,

in this section of black soil and luxuriant vegetable

growth their color corresponds to the color of tlie grass

and lea.ves. In the sandhills they are almost exactly the

color of the sand. In the Wyoming clay beds they mimic
the color there, and in the red earth district of the Black
HiUs of Dakota, near Sundance Mountain, they are the

color of the soil there. Do they, like the tree frogs and
lizai-ds, possess the faculty of changing their color to suit

the surroundings, or are those of a color found only in

that locality, and are they a species by themselves?

All the birds except bluejays have left this section for

the south. A few meadow larks still remain, and a fe\v

woodpeckei-s, including the golden and the "sapsuckeri"

both of wliich rerllaiti hel'e all wihter in bomi^any wit 11

the robins And sduie of the titmoiise family. Of lute
,

yeats I hotice hhmerous specimens of different speciis

which were almost entirely unknown ten yeai-s ago.

among them the butcher bird, Virginia rail, woodcock
and bobolink. El Comangho.

[Different individuals of the same species of insects may
assume dift'erent colors, the variation being caused by the

food and the surroundings, just as trout are vari-colored

in dilferent waters. Some reptiles, too, vary greatly iti
)

coloring, the tree frogs—as suggested—and the chamel-

eons being well known for their power of voluntarily

changing color. Others, like some snakes and lizards,

without seeming to have the power of changing color at

will, take more or less the color of their surroundings. In >

the red triassic beds of Wyoming we have seen horned

toads (Phrynasoma) which were nearly as red as the soil
,

on which they lived.]

tHE ADIRONDACK "CARIBOU."
Seven years ago Forest and Stream printed sundry

notes on the killing of a peculiar deer at Long Lake in

the Adirondacks. This deer was generally called a cai i-

bou, but a valued correspondent j)ut it on record as his

'

view that it was an elk. The matter, though of consider-

able interest, was not definitely settled at the time, and it'

is only recently that conclusive evidence has been re-

ceived with regard to this strange animal At the time,

no doubt, most readers believed it to be a common Vir-
ginia deer which, by reason of some abnormal horn de-

velojiment or pecuUarities of color and marking had been
given the name of another species. It was not such,

however, and the following notes, some of them bearing
directly on the so-called "caribou," and some only indi-

rectly or not at all, may be of interest on account of their

general reference to the big deer of the Adirondacks, as

well as of clearing up the "caribou" matter.
The Long Lake "caribou" was killed about the first of

November, 1886, by Charles 0, Robinson, of Long Lake
Village, its tracks had been seen in the snow by a atdU
hunter in an upland pasture west of Long Lake, but he
had been unsuccessful in getting a shot. He related what
he had seen, together with some peculiarities Which at-

tracted his attention. The animal had footed with its

nose to get at food under the snow instead of pawing it

away. He did not, however, apparently notice any pe^

culiarity of track beyond the fact that it was a large one.

Robinson on hearing the story decided that the tracks
had been made by a woimded deer, and formed a hunting
party for its capture. In the party were two of his

brothers and R. J. Peck, all of Long Lake. The object

of the hunters was to drive the deer into Clear Pond which
lies about one mile west of Long Lake. This pond is.

nearly as wide as it is long, and is about two milt s in

diameter. It is fed by moimtain streams and springs and
the water is very clear. There are a number of shoals in

the lake and several points project a considerable dis-

tance.
The hunt began on a Tuesday. The strange deer was

easily started, but it displayed none of the characteristics

of the common deer. It repeatedly back tracked and did
not seem to mind the dogs a great deal. Though it was
seen several times trotting througii the shallow water
near shore, it would not enter the deep water and swim
like an ordinary deer. "He would trot ahead of a swift
hound" to quote Robinson, "and cleared from 8 to lOfb.

between steps. " No amount of pushing would make the
strange deer change his gait.

The first day's hunt terminated imsuccessfuUy, so fai-

as the hunters were concerned. The following day, hovv-

ever, they were on the ground again. Robinson put two
hoxmds on him Wednesday, and after a run of three
hours succeeded in wounding and finally in killing the
deer as he was trotting along the shore of the pond.

It was not till theji, so the party assert, that they
realized the fact that the animal was not a common deer.

Gazing at its dead body they observed Uiat it was a brown
color growing lighter toward the hips, that its tail was
short and stumpy and that its horns were very unlike
what they were accustomed to see on ordinary buck deer.

In speaking afterward of the occurrence, one of the Robin-
son brothers said that had they known that the deer wa.s

what it proved to be, they would not have killed it.

The animal was very poor and its flesh was dark and
rank. None of the party coidd eat the flesh. The deer,

butchered, weighed 3301h3. This was not estimated, but
ascertained by actual weighing. Previous to the stiU-

hunter's experience, no one, so far as was known, had
seen signs of this particular animal, though this might be
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acoouiiLed for by the fact tliat there had been no snow
before or that the deer had wandered in from the wilder
and unfrequented woods.
Charles Robinson and the brother above quoted say,

however, that signs of similar animals have been seen
since. This is an interesting assertion, but it seems un-
likely that it can ever be substantiated.

After the hunt was over an old French Canadian
working for one of the Robinsons, on seeing the dead
atlimal exclaimed, "Where did you get your reindeer?"
As he claimed to have killed caribou in Canada, they
thought him an authority on the subject, and often re-

ferred to it as a reindeer. Others, however, said the deer
was a caribou, and in course of time it came pretty
generally to be called by the latter name.
The Robinsons noted that the animal had canine or eye

teeth, similar to that of the male horse. The feet were
very round and large, being about the size of a yearling
Steer.

An identification could never have been surely
made by the description of the animal alone, though
from the facts already given it seemed extremely likely

that it was an American elk or wapiti. However, ad-

ditional evidence of the most valuable character was to

be had. The head had been preserved and mounted, and
was in possession of Mr. James Ten Eyck, of Albany, and
in addition to this the skin was secm-ed and sent by Mr.
Charles Robinson to Forest and Stream.

Mr. Ten Eyck, who is a genial and popular sportsman,
did all in his power to aid the investigation. Forest
AND Stream consulted with some eminent authorities in

Washington, and finally the identity of the strange an-
imal was settled. Contrary to previous suppositions it

WaB decided that the animal was a European red deer.

This head was niounted by a man who had been accus-
tomed to set up "Virginia deer, and his predilection is un-
mistakably shown in the result as illustrated. He has
molded the face and neck and arranged the ears in a very
unnatural manner for the red deer, which resembles our
elk much more nearly than our common deer. Though
the excellent photograph seems to indicate it, there are no
white markings on the face similar to the Virginia deer.

The photograph is the work of Mr. A. W, Floyd and the
head is in the possession of Mr, James Ten Eyck of Albany.
In the meanwhile an explanation of its appearance in

the Adhondacks had been secured. This came from
Mr. Wm. Pickhardt, of New York. Mr. Pickhardt made
the following statement to a representative of Forest
AND Stream:

' 'Some ten or twelve years ago 1 imported a buck and
doe red deer from Hanover. I put them out in an in-

closute on the east side of Schroon Lake, lioping to be
able to breed from them. Unfortunately the first year
after they were in my possession, about the time for tlie

doe to come in heat, she accidentally caught one of her
legs in the crotcji of a beech tree, which resulted in a
broken leg and her subsequent death.

"I kept the buck with the idea of crossing with the
Virginia deer of the Adirondacks, of which I kept half

a dozen young does in a neighboring inclosure. After
they were three years old and had grown sufficiently I

let these does loose in the territory east of Schroon Lake.
I also released the red deer.

"Tie red deer was never again seen in that neighbor-
hood, but the young does were very tame and kept about
the fence on the outside, in fact, several of them were
shot by local hunters. This happened in 1884, I tliink,

but I am not sure as to the date." Mr. Pickhardt also says

that he has heard reports of large tracks that he thought
were made' by this deer from time to time, both in the
neighborhood of Schroon Lake and further north, and
that he thought a strange animal seen near Elizabeth-

town, of which an account will be given, was this red
deer. No later than last fall a hound was found badly
torn by the antlers of some strange deer, and it was
argued that this must have been done by the red deer

which invariably showed fight to dogs, a course which is in

strong contrast to the action of the common deer.

When Mr. Pickhardt was shown a photograph of the

head of the deer killed at Long Lake, however, he re-

luctantly acknowledged after examination that there

could be no doubt of its identity with his deer. The horn
development, and also the weight as given by the hunters,

corresponded very closely with that of the animal he had
released.

It is an interesting fact that Mr. Pickhardt believes his

deer succeeded in crossing with the common deer after its

release. If such a thing were possible it would perhaps
serve to explain a strange deer which has been seen in the

last few years in the neighborhood of Elizabethtown, and
to which reference has been made.
Last fa,U a year ago the local correspondent of the

Essex County Eepublimn wrote to his paper: "Many
tracks of a moose (?) have been seen, but so far the hunters

have not been lucky enough to start him with the dogs.

Two years ago he was seen out twice, but was not wounded,
although many shots were sent in his direction."

With reference to the above Geo. H, James, a well-

known EUzabethtown hunter, wrote Forest and Stream
under date of Oct. 31, 1893. as follows:

"I do not think there are any moose at the present time
in the Adirondacks. Two years ago tliis fall we had a
deer hunt from wha^t is known as the Cedar Swamp on
the side of Hurricane. Wm. Hayes and Chas. Root went
in to 'start' the dogs. They put the dogs on an ordinary

deer track. But they struck on the track of what we
called a 'caribou.' It first came out in a lot near a ceme-
tery which was a 'runway' and was guarded by Dr. Blood,

who says he first heard his hoofs rattle in the stones some
30 rods away, and cou d not think what it was, but blazed

away, but did not hit it, and it trotted on up the mountain
toward where I was, I saw it crawl over a stone wall

and wondered what it was. It must have stopped in the

brush, for it was some 15 minutes after the Doctor shot

before I opened. Blood motioned up the mountain with
his gun. When I next saw it it was some 8U rods

from me, and trotted along, not loping like our deer, and
looked as long as a rail. I shot three times at it before

it reached the woods. J. D. Nicholson, who was on a

rimway above me, left and came toward me to see wliat

it was I was shooting at, and while he was down there the

'caribKJu" came across his runway^ and that was the last

seen of him. His tracks have been seen in the woods
since, but we have never been able to get him out again.
* * * Our 'caribou' makes a track very much like a

'critter^' round."
Though Mr. Jamgs gives practically no description at

all of the animal itself, it being nearly a quarter of a mile
from him at the time he shot, and too distant to see very
plainly, he gives some interesting peculiarities which are
worth noting. Chief among these were its gait and hoof
impressions, which resembled those of cattle. Other
hunters and men whose business takes them into the
woods have reported similar tracks in this neighbor-
hood, and among these may be mentioned Wm, Denton,
who, while gathering spruce gum, came on the tracks of
an animal that he would have supposed to be a cow had
they not been found near the summit of a mountain, and
in a location that was very inaccessible and where no
cow had ever been seen. James's description bears a
strong likeness to that which Charles Robinson gave of
the Long Lake "caribou," and it would be interesting to
know definitely what the animal he saw was. It is said
to inhabit at the present time a cedar swamp on the side

of Hurricane, and hunters who have followed it say that
the toe half of their boots would just fit its track.
In reply to a question bearing on the subject of big deer

in the Adirondacks, Charles Fenton, of Number Four, on
the Beaver River, wrote:

"I ]ised often to hear reports that some old hunter had
killed a caribou. I know two old guides, now over 60 years
old, who claimed to have killed caribou; one of them who
had guided in the Saranac region thirty years ago. After
I had a fine head,.which I procured in Maine, mounted
and hung up in my dining room, this guide came to my
house, and some'way we began talking about caribou. He
positively asserted that he had seen several on the east side
of the woods. I did not dispute him but only asked him
to give me a general description, which he did and by
which I knew they were not caribou. He did not know
that I had a specimen. I asked him in the dining room
to dinner. I noticed that his eyes wandered over to the
caribou head but said not a word. When he arose from
the table he walked up to the head and viewed it minutely
and I was surprised to see him walk out of the dining
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room without saying a word. Meeting a man on the walk
he says to him, 'What head is that on the wall in the
dining room?' Being fond of a joke and knowing how
sure he was that he knew all about caribou, he i-eplied that
he did not know what it was, that I had put it there
lately, etc. Meeting another man he made the same in-

quiry, who told him that he thought it must be some little

cow's head fixed up with horns. The guide replied that

that was just what he thought it was. Finally he asked me,
and when I told him he admitted frankly and without
hesitation, that if that was a caribou he had never seen
one before.

'Another hunter and guide who declared that he had
killed a caribou thirty years ago near Brandreth's Lake,
admitted at once on seeing the head that what he killed

supposing to be a caribou was no such animal as that.

"Deer have degenerated since twenty-five or thii-ty

years ago, as would naturally happen by much hunting
and the killing of does in summer, leaving the fawns to

grow up stunted, and to attain at best but small size. I

find that all specimens of caribou clauned to haA^e been
killed or seen in the Adirondacks were nothing but over-
grown bucks of gi-eat age, as they had a chance to be at

that time, and very likely had deformed or peculiar horns,
as very old deer are likely to have. I see no reason why
caribou should not have inhabited the Adirondack region
unless it be beyond their southern limit. Caribou are made
to inhabit cold and snowy regions and of course will not go
beyond a southern limit. As caribou are much harder to
exterminate than deer it seems to me that caribou were
never found here. The northern part of New Hampshire
is theu- southern limit. Now about moose. The last track
I saw in the Adirondacks was about twenty years ago, and
since that time reports have come that tracks were seen
on the headwaters of the Independence River, once a
famous ground for moose. But I did not rely much on
these reports, as they came from young men who might
not know a moose track, until, I think, about three years
ago, when an old surveyor over sixty years of age and who
has always had charge of the Lyon estate in the Adiron-
dacks, and who traveled the woods when moose tracks
were plenty, told me that he saw a very large moose track
in tlie vicinity mentioned. Now, this man is reliable, and
I would believe him as surely as if I had seen it myself.
The track I saw was a young moose, and it is probable
that it was liviag at that time. This is all I know about
the likelihood of there being moose left in the Adiron-
dacks.
"The last moose killed of which I have any knowl-

edge was killed by the late Governor Seymour north of
Albany Lake. I have killed over one thousand deer in
the Adirondacks in the past fifty yeai'S and have seen
thousands more, and I have no reason to beUeve that there

ever existed more than one variety of deer in the Adir-
ondacks,

"It was the prevalent idea among guides and people
hving in the Adu'ondacks that a caribou did not differ
materially from the deer, and that it would really re-

quire an expert in zoology to distinguish the difference.
The guide who was the most positive that he had seen
caribou used to guide it in the Saranac region, and it was
there lie saw them. But when he saw my specimen (I

have the feet, too), he frankly admitted that he had never
seen a caribou, and that his supposed caribou vp-ere not
caribou at aU."
Mr. Jacob K. Wood, of North Elba, another widely

known hunter and a man of long experience in the woods,
gives the following interesting facts under date of Nov.
7, 1892:

"I know of no other species of deer than that which
exists here to-day—namely, the common 'Adirondack
deer.'

"I have always lived in this locality and have done
considerable hunting in the last thirty-five years, and in
that length of time I have not known of there being a
single moose or caribou killed in the Adirondacks. One
of a party with which I was hunting several years
ago killed a very large buck which weighed, after hang-
ing nine days in the woods, 2701bs. Some of the party
called it a caribou, but there was nothing in the shape of
the horns or the build of the animal that would indicate
that such was the fact, and I thought then, as I do now,
that it was nothing more than an old and overgrown
deer.

"My imcle, Robert G. Scott, was with the party that
killed the last moose in this part of the Adirondacks, and
this was in 1841.

"We have none of the so-called 'swamp bucks' here.
We do occasionally get a dark-haired, short-legged, heavy-
bodied buck, which resemble in many respects the
'swamp bucks' of the South. The average bucks here
will dress from 150 to 1801bs. and occasionallywe get them
that will dress considerably more, my son having shot
one two years ago this fall that dressed 2201bs., which
had it been as fat as others we have killed would have
dressed 2501bs. But it is very seldom that one is killed
in these parts that will dress over 2001bs, I think that
the size of deer depends greatly on the age; that is, I have
always noticed that large and overgrown deer have
shown to be of considerable age.
"Deer are much thicker here now than twelve or four-

teen years ago. I can remember then traveling all

day through splendid deer country, with five or six dogs,
and had great difficulty in starting a single deer, wherein
for the past few years I could start the same number of
dogs within an hour's tramp from home."

It will be noticed that in the foregoing letters mention
is made of a behef among certain hunters that they have
seen or killed caribou, and this despite the fact that
caribou ffrobably never existed in the Adirondacks. No
good authority for or evidence of their appearance in
northern New York can be found,
Audubon speaks of the "caribou of Newfoundland,

Labrador, Canada, and the States bordeidng on the St.

Lawrence."
Merriam, "Mammals of the Adirondacks," p. 114, foot

note says, "I have been unable to tind a trustworthy
record of the reindeer or caribou from this region." He
refers to DeKay's account of supposed caribou horns and
says that measurements show them to have been elk
horns.
The explanation of the application of the name is

probably the following: Moose have existed in the Adir-
ondacks within the hfetime of the fathers of the present
generation of hunters, and even in the memory of some
of the older men now living. This animal is consequently
well known, and no one could be tempted to give its

name to any other deer. The caribou, on the contrary,
is an animal with which the hunters are in no way
famihar, but of which, on accoimt of its proximity in the
neighboring wilds of Canada and Maine, they have heard
a great deal. Naturally they give this familiar name to
any unfamiliar member of the deer family, and hkewise
to abnormal specimens of the common variety.

In speaking of strairge deer the name of elk is never
used because this animal is not commonly foimd nowa-
days within several thousand miles of the Adirondacks,
and its name has an imfamihar sound.

J, B. Bqrnham.

Nebraska Game.
Beatrice, Neb., Sept, 28,—Waterfowl are coming in in

increasing numbers now and are very fat, TJpland
plover have come and gone, other plover are quite numer-
ous, and a good many teal and wood duck are reported by
hunters. The large ducks have not arrived as yet and
the goose brigade has not been heard from.

Squirrels are numerous and in good condition.
Every httle di-aw, weed patch, hedge and plum thicket

holds its own covey of Bob Whites and all kinds of
grouse are favorably reported as to numbers all through
the western part' of the State.

Young jack rabbits are very numerous around the
stubble fields and the common cottontail is here to fur-
nish the schoolboy with all the fim he wants.
Withal, I think the prospect for the coming shooting

season in Nebraska is better than for years.
El Comancho.

"American Big Game Hunting," the Book of the Boone
and Crockett Club, is nut this week, and a descriptive circu-
lar will be sent free on application.

You are invited
to visit the " Forest and Stream's"

exhibit in the Angling Pavilion at

the entrance from the main hall

of the Fisheries Building, in the

World's Fair.
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MY MILLION-DOLLAR BUCK.
Auburn, Cal.—Bang! Ping! Bang! Spat! and a few

pine needles and bits of bark rattled down aroirnd me as

I stood upon the mountain side away up in the Sierra,

on a September day. The shooter was in a caflon away
to my right as I faced up the mountain spur, and I had
no apprehension of his bullets coming too close, except
by deilection, but as a buUet flying around loose in the

air should always be treated with respect, I stepped be-

hind the trunk of the big pine, in whose top the last bul-

let had foimd a lodgment. As I stood there two more
shots rung out, awaking more echoes in. the quiet canon,
and the hum of the flying missiles sang in the still air.

The game must be coming my way, I reflected, and my
friend is over-shooting. I will keep a sharp lookout and
wipe his eye.

And surely enough, in a moment afterward a noble
buck broke cover, coming out of the canon and crossing

the spur on which I was standing.
"Waiting until he was about 30yds. distant, I sent a bul-

let into the center of his chest, and he turned a summer-
sault and lay dead almost at my feet.

Standing as I did behind the tree, vsdth only my head
and one shoulder and arm showing, he had not seen me,
but had come bounding straight to his death.
He was a magnificent fellovv, in prime condition, with

symmetrical antlers bearing eight points, and his coat
was "in the blue." A finer specimen of the beautiful
Columbia blacktail could not be seen in years of shooting.

I stepped forward and bled him, and gave the agreed
upon signal for a "kill" to my compa,nions.
My two companions arrived while I was still at my task

of dressing the game, and as John M. came up he ex-
claimed, "Well, you got him, didn't you? I thought you
ought to be where you could get a shot. I started him
out of the bottom of the canon, and shot at him four
times as he jumped over the tops of the thick brush, but
as I could only catch instantaneous glimpses I had little

hopes of stopping him, and I didn't, either," he added, by
way of parenthesis.
Just then the other member of our party arrived, with

a pick and shovel over his shoulder, and a large gold-pan
swinging from them over his back. Laying these down
at the foot of the tree, he came forward and assisted me
in. cleaning the game. Just as we had completed the
task and were preparing to hang up the carcass on a con-
venient sapling, to await transportation on the back of a
pack horse, our attention was arrested by the exciting
tones of our companion, as he stood leaning on his rifle a
few steps away and gazing on the surroimding rocks and
trees.

"Why, great gods, boys," he shouted, as he made a
sweeping motion of his' right arm, "this is the identical
spot we have been looking for! See! there is the rock,
above us, with the five black spots on it. There is the
ditch forming a half circle around this spur. And here is

the row of three pine trees, and this," stamping his heel
upon the spot where he stood, "is the very spot where we
must begin our work."
In an instant our game was forgotten, and jumping to

our companion's side, we eagerly scanned the surround-
ings. Surely it was as he had said, and our search was
ended. We had been out three days hunting for this
very spot, and at last had come upon it by accident. The
buck had been within ten yards of it when the bullet
struck him.

One day in October, about eleven months previous to
this occurrence, an old man of over sixty years was sit-

ting in the office of our hospital, of which John M. was
the steward, and I the surgeon. He had arrived three
or four days previously, and had been told that his case
was a hopeless one. He was sixffering "from an epithe-
lioma, which had appeared some two years previously,
and had been neglected until its inroads were so great
as to leave no possible hope. Upon the day in question
I had made my round of the wards, and had sat down
in the oflSLce for a few moments' chat with the stewai'd,
when the old man came stealing in. He closed the door
carefully behind him, approached to where we were
sitting, and in a thick voice addressed us. "Gentlemen,"
said he, "I want to have a few moments of your attention
and want no listeners."

"Take a chair. Captain M.," said the steward, "and
fire away."
The old man drew a chair nearer to us with a trem-

bling hand, and sat down. He was beginning to waste
rapidly from the effects of the disease, and his face was
getting thin and pinched. His eyes burned in the back
of deep cavernous sockets, overhung by heavy gray
brows, and he fumbled his chin with skinny fingers all

the time that he was speaking.
"You know," he began, "that old Cap, as I have al-

ways been called since I came to the State in '49, has been
an honest man, and what I say you can tie to."

"I came to this place in the spring of '50, went up to
Iowa City in '51 and into the mountains about that place
in '53, and have lived there ever since. In fact," turning
to. the steward, "you knew me there thirty years ago, to
your sorrow, as I got into your debt when you kept store
at the Forks House and have never been able to pay you."
He paused a moment, as though arranging his thoughts,

and then continued: "I was an only son, of English
parents, without other relatives in America, and they
both dying near the same time left me free to come
West. I have no kith or kin in the world to my know-
ledge, and as I have a great fortune to leave behind me I
have chosen you two as my heirs."
Now this sounded well, but as he was a charity inmate

of the hospital we did not become deeply enthused.
"I do this," he continued, "because I owe you," nod-

ding to the steward, "money which I have never been
able to pay and because I want to enlist your interest,"
turning co me, "and want you to do all you can to make
my last days easy and comfortable."

I turned to wink at the steward, but the latter had
become interested and nodded to Cap to proceed.

''I've been a mountaineer and a prospector for over
thirty years, and have just contrived to live, and no
more. Sometimes I would strike a good prospect a;nd
think I had the world by the seat of the -breeches, but It

would soon peter out and disappoint me as before. And
now, just to see how luck is against me, just as I am dy-
ing, I have tmcovered a fortune."
With these words he thrust his hand into his bosom

and pulled outm old red handkerchief filled with broken

quartz and laid them open on my knee. The specimens
were very handsome and we viewed them admiringly.
Presently I remarked, "But these are all surface speci-

mens (some thousands of dollars sunk in mining had
taught me this much). How do you know that there is

any quantit}'' of such rock?"
"Oh, no," said he, "those are not surface specimens;

those came from a great depth, and I have prospected the

ledge for himdreds of feet, and it is all equally rich. I tell

you there is a million apiece in it for you."
"Then," said I, "if it is so rich why did you not take

out a few hundred doUars^^rth of ore, and make your-
self comfortable with the proceeds?"
"Oh," he answered," it is just a part of my old luck.

Just as I had fairly made sure of my find, and was pre-

pared to benefit by it, the snow came on, over a foot deep,

and I was getting so weak that I could not work, and I

would not let any one else into the secret. So I just cov-
ered up my prospect, and came down for the winter, ex-

pecting to get cured and return in the spring. And now
I've got to die and leave it all, without ever knowing how
rich I might be," and he glared at us with burning eyes.

In a moment he went on, ' 'I'm not going to tell you
now where my mine is, but if there is surely no hope for

me, I want you to tell me just when I am going to die, a
few days before the end, while I am still able to talk, and
I will tell you how to find it. In the meantime do aU you
can for me."
This ended the communication at that time, and on

comparing notes, I found that John had taken stock in

the account, while I was skeptical, beheving that the old

man had concocted the story in order to obtain favors.

However, the winter wore away and summer came
again, and its heat hastened old Cap's end. One day the
steward told me, on my arrival at the hospital, that Cap
was very low, and we had better try him and see if he
still maintained the truth of his story. Accordingly, on
my rotmds I stopped at his bed and examined him care-

fully, and then informed him that he had but a few days,

or perhaps hours, to live, as the disease had reached the
arteries in his neck and he was liable to die at any mo-
ment. "And now," added John, "if you stated the truth
about that mine, and want us to have it, you had better

give us directions how to find it."

He lay for many moinents in silence, and his words could
not be understood when he attempted speech. Many
times he tried it, but without avail, and at last he motioned
to be propped up and made signs for writing material.

These were furnished him, and after many attempts he
made the following memorandum, and after its comple-
tion lay back exhausted upon his pillow:

Volcano CaHon—^Point—^where ditch makes half circle. Up on point

is big granite boulder, with five black spots on it set thus * • *
, made

with black paint. Forty steps below three pine trees in row, vwo yel-

low and one sugar pine—45 steps north of sugar pine—dig!

Three days afterward old Cap was dead, without ever
giving another sign of consciousness to his surroundings.
So died this man of good education and stea.dy habits, one
of thousands of other moimtain miners, who have spent
their lives and fortunes in vain search of the yellow
metal.
This solemn dying declaration seemed like business, and

in about another month a third friend was taken into the
scheme, as there was wealth for us all, and the expedition
which resulted in the kflling of our million-dollar buck
was organized.
We had surely foimd the place indicated. There was

the ditch, for'-ning the half-circle around the point; there
was the gi-eat boulder, with the quincunx painted upon it

in black paint. Here was the row of three pines—two
yellow and one sugar pine, and 45 paces north of the
latter lay a ledge that was good for a million apiece for each
member of the pgirty.

To be sure the ledge was not in sight, but everything
else was according to programme, and we had nothing to

do but to dig in order to lay that bare. The spot indi-

cated looked very unpromising, and bore no traces of ever
having been distiu-bed, but Ave had no doubts whatever,
and formed as happy a trio of millionaires as ever fore-

gathered.
We carefully measiu'ed off the distance, and John and

Charlie began to dig. From 6 to 15in. of loose rock,
mold and pine needles covered the ground, and under-
neath this was hard, sohd, virgin rock. We began to get
anxious and to work further and further away from the
spot, but without meeting with even a bit of loose float

rock to encourage us. Night came on and found us still

digging, but with flagging sj)irits. At last John threw
down his shovel in disgust, and exclaimed: "Confound
his worthless old carcass! He died as he lived—a bilk!"

No words were needed to describe whom he had in his
mind. We aU understood, and felt in the same way.
Then Charlie spoke up and said, "Well, here we are, five

miles from camp, without grub, without blankets, and
without a million apiece; but by the Holy Poker, we've
got a fine buck, so hurrah for ovi million-dollar buck,"
and we hm-rahed tiU the canons rang again.
Since that night my companions have gone over to the

great majority, so that buck has become rny sole property,
and is no longer "our," but "my" miUion-doUar buck.
Has any other reader of Forest and Stream as equally
expensive a private zoological collection as that, consist-

ing of such scanty varieties? If so, tell us about it.

We built a good fire near by, roasted a portion of this
very expensive buck, and spent the night alternately
warming our backs and then our fronts, and munching
steaks and liver. In the morning we resumed labor, and
did not desist imtU thoroughly satisfied that there never
had been a quartz ledge within a mile of the spot.

As the years roll by I discuss the question with myself,
Was the old man deliberately lying, or had solitude and
ill-luck unhinged his mind, and did he fancy he had
spoken the truth? Arefar.

Send in Your "Shooting Postals."

Matlock, la.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: Now that
the shooting season is at hand, why not start a series of
hunting and shooting postals, after the style of the iishing
postals which, have been running in. the Forest and
Stream during the summer?

I would also be pleased to hear from some of the con-
tributors of the Forest and Stream in regard to the loads
used in game shooting and the results, whether satisfac-
tory or not. In some futm-e number I wiU try and give
some of my experiences, and hope that others will foflow
suit. Longfellow,

IN THE ROCKIES OF COLORADO.
Howard Fuguet and I started from New Castle, Col.

,

on the Denver & Eio Grande R. R., on Aug. 31, boimd for

the Marvene club house, on the Marvene Creek (a tribu-

tary of the North Fork of White River), a distance of

fifty-five miles, over a fair mountain road across the
White River plateau. The club house is kept by Messrs.

Wells & Patterson (address Meeker, Colorado), guides and
outfitters. We arrived there on Sept. 1 and started the
next morning with pack train of twelve horses and four
bear dogs. Our guides were Wm. Wells and Byron Fen-
ner, and Wm. Strebb, cook.
Our route lay up Lost Park Creek and across the Lost

Park to the headwaters of Williams Fork, a tributary of

the Bear River. Here we camped and hunted a little.

We found deer very plentiful and lots of elk and bear
sign. We ran a silver tip on the second day, and although
the dogs stopped him we could not get in quick enough
and he broke away and was lost.

Our next journey was down the Williams Fork and
through the canon to the forks of the Williams Creek.
This Lost Park and Williams Creek country is in the Dan-
forth Hills. From here we crossed to Bear River and
to Oreig, and thence up Fortification Creek and across to
the Elk Head Creek, two days' journey on the plains.

Ten miles from Creigh we began to get in among the
antelope, and in California Park in the Elk Head Moim-
tains we saw thousands of them. From California Park
we went over the summit of the Elk Heads and on the
other slope in Slader Basin, near the Snake River. Here
we made our principal camp and did most of our hunting.
In Slader Basin the antelope are more numerous than

in California Park. Here one can get shot after shot at

deer, antelope and elk. It is safe to say that on this trip

we saw more than 5,000 a.ntelope and several thousand
deer and more than 200 elk. We or ly hunted the latter

three or four days and got all we wanted.
In the Lost Park and Williams Fork country one can

get elk, but they are harder to get than in the Elk Head
Mountains. Deer are more plentiful, but there are no
antelope. At the club house on Marvine Creek one has a
chance for an elk and is sure of deer not far from the
house, and can get fine fishing. By going a day's jour-

ney his chances are fairly good for elk. I can honestly
recommend Wells and Patterson as good guides and reli-

able. Byron Tenner proved himself to be an excellent

hunter.
I am prompted to write this purely for the benefit of

my fellow sportsmen, and I can assure them I have no
ax to grind. I honestly fchiok this is the grandest game
coimtry on the continent to-day. If one takes the trip we
took he need have no fear of killing all of the three kmds
of game mentioned and as many as he can possibly wish.

Joe Peltrei (address New Castle, Col.) will do the trans-

Sortation from New Castle to the club house in good shape,

ine should allow himself thirty days for this trip. We
sta.yed in camp twenty-four.
In conclusion. I hope this may enable some sportsmen

to enjoy the same sport as we enjoyed, but that they will

not abuse the same, H. W. Hamt.yn.

MINNESOTA MOOSE AND INDIANS.
The Legislatm-e of Minnesota h.is passed a law prohibit-

ing the kSling of moose, caribou and elk for a period of

five years. This would be a good law if it could be en-

forced against all hunters, but it cannot be. The Red
.Lake Indian reservation, which lies in northern Minne-
sota, is 70 miles wide from east to west and 100 miles long
from north to south. It includes within its boundaries
the Red Lakes and the Lake of the Woods, and is in the
very heart of the best moose, elk and caribou range in the
Northwest. In fact, there is probably no other place on
the continent where these three species can be found
ranging on the same ground. They are all here in goodly
numbers. Your red Indian cares about as much for a
game law as he does for a g^mdrop; and when he wants
game he goes out, kills it and then sends his squaw to

butcher and bring it in.

I have long had my eye on this moose pasture and three

years ago was in it. Now I am in it again. Meantime I

have been in close touch with at least two good hunters
who live in it, and they have kept me posted. One of

these is Burton Harris, of Pelan, Kittson county, Minn.,
with whom I am now staying, and what he does not know
about moose and moose hunting wouldn't make even a
primer. A New Yorker, college bred, then bookkeeper
in a manufacturing house, his health failed and he came
West. Being fond of the woods and of the rifle he fell in

with the half-breeds in the Lake of the Woods region,

lived with them three years, himting and fishing for the
market. During the winter of '89 and '90 he killed 15

moose. During the following winter he killed 18 moose,
3 elk, 1 caribou and many deer. In the following spring;

he caught 16 moose calves and 2 elk calves. These he sold

and traded to merchants and others in the nearest towns
at ridiculously low prices, because he was not prepared to

hold them.
As stated above, a law, now in effect, makes it a mis-

demeanor to kill moose, elk and caribou for five years;

yet an Indian reservation covers the bulk of the best

range of these animals in Minnesota. Twice a year—in
June and September—the chief of the Red Lake outfit

sends out a band of runners selected from his best young
hunters with orders to start a cordon of fires around the

whole reservation and as much outside country as is good
game range. At these seasons the prevailing winds are

from west and south. The Indians form a skirmish fine

along the foot of the Lake of the Woods and Rainy River.

Within a few days the fires have traveled north and east

and th.e game is driven out to this death line in herds and
slaughtered like so many beef cattle. So much of the

meat as can be saved is, but thousands of pounds of it

rot, and from many a carcass only the skin is taken.

Even now, while I write, I can look across to the east

and see three of these fires burning, which were . fit two
days ago. At night they throw a red glare against the

clouds, suggestive of the blood that will flow a week
hence when all these fires have united ajid driven the

poor beasts into the death trap.

Your loyal white himter, who would MU one, or two,

or three moose, or eUi, or caribou, for sport, for heads, for

skins, for meat, is forbidden.
It is all well enough to talk of the Indian being amen-

able to the game lawa» but how will you ever enforce a
law against these red wretches? Who would make a com-
plaint and work up a case against one of them? Ceriainly
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no settler who has to live near them. Certainly no game
warden, made of ordinary flesh and blood. And so the
slaughter wiU go on as long as the game lasts, law or no
law. The white man is simply prohibited from killing the
game in order that there may be more for the red man to
butcher.
Fortunately we may go across the boundary line into

Manitoba, which is but a few miles from here and where
a white man is stm given an equal show with an Indian,
but is it just to compel us to go into the Queen's domain
to hunt while there is plenty of game on our own soil?

I have lately talked with many settlers who live in and
near the moose country, and they all say that they shall
continue to kill moose and other game, the same as here-
tofore, law or no law. I heard of several moose having
been killed during the past summer in Kittson county, and
of many more that are to be killed as soon as there is a
good tracking snow. G. O. Shields.
Pelan, Minn., Sept. 27.

MINNESOTA GAME AND GUNNERS.
DtTLUTH, Minn., S^pt. 30.—The Central Gun Club, at its

last business meeting] decided to postpone indefinitely its

weekly trap and monthly medal shoots, owing to the
small attendance on account of the fall liunting season.
A good many complaints are heard of the violation of

the State game laws, many reports having reached the club
where game was killed and taken contrary to the game
laws, and preliminary steps are being taken to form a pro-
tective game association in connection with the Central
Club, and to offer a reward for the conviction of any one
violating the State laws. This is a good plan, and it will
meet Avith the approval of all honest sportsmen.
The past, fishing season has been all that could be de-

sired by lovers of the rod, and some remarkable catches
have been reported. The latest is fm-nished by Mr. C. A.
Pearson and his wife, who shortly returned from an out-
ing at Deerwood, Minn. ; and to Mrs. Pearson, who like
her husband is an expert with the rod or gun, belongs the
honor of landing the largest muskalonge of this season,
having caught four, weighing respectively 20f, 19, 16|
and 161bs.

The himting season begins very promising. The north-
ern part of the State and the West of course as yet is the
source of supply of our market, and will continue to be
so until the regular flight southward, when the weather
becomes colder. Owing to the unusual growth of %vild
rice in the lakes in our immediate vicinity, large numbers
of the scattering flocks that are moving, find a resting
and feeding place here, and some good bags are being
made by the professionals, although the amateurs are
everywhere. They generally are satisfied with rice birds
which are very numerous this year. There is good sport
ahead for those who prefer geese to ducks and other
game.
Several black bear have lately been seen within a few

miles of the city, and deer also are more numerous than
for some years, owing no doubt to the heavy forest fires
which have been raging in northeastern Wisconsin and
Minnesota, and when the prohibition is released on Nov. 1
until the 20th, an exodus of lovers of large game will
no doubt occur, and a big round-up is looked for.
Mr. J. W. Nelson, president of the Central Gun Club, is

the owner of a 5-year-old foxhound of local production,
which he values very highly. In addition to being a first-

olaas deer runner he will tree partridges, run rabbits and
on command take to water and retrieve ducks as well as
many dogs which have only the latter quaUfication. The
owner of such a dog should well be proud of him.

Hanqoe.

IN THE BOWSTRING COUNTRY.
DuLUTH, Minn., Oct. 3.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
You will find inclosed a clipping from the Duluth evening
Herald, giving an account of a canoe trip a couple of
friends of mine made to ^the headwaters of the Missis-
sippi. It may interest some of your many readers
and open their eyes to the greatest ducking and hunting
and fishing country in America. Deer and moose were
never so plenty, although the latter may not be hunted
until 1898. The country abounds in hundreds of small
lakes teeming with bass and landlocked salmon, which
are seldom fished except by the Indians and land ex-
plorers. The country has just been opened up to the
tourist by the Winnepeg Road, which does away with
the hardships formerly endured.
A great many bears have been killed near Duluth this

month, and every day ducks are shipped in by the hun-
dred. Just fancy buying nice fat mallards at two bits
apiece and teal at forty cents a brace. N. B. McN.

On the afternoon of Aug. 30 a small party of Duluth
sportsmen boarded the Duluth and Winnipeg train at the
TJnioa depot and started on an outing that lasted about
three weeks. Hunting and canoeing were the chief
pleasures in prospect and the "Bowstring county," Lake
Winnibigoshish and other watere on the borders of
Itasca and Cass counties were selected for the scene of
operations. The trip was a grand success. Members of
the feathered flock feU before the unerring guns; the
dangers and pleasm-es of canoeing were most abundant;
camp life was experienced in all its phases; the redman's
life and characteristics were studied; appetites created;
muscles toughened and a vigor of mind and body attained
wholly beyond the power of medicine.
"About twenty-five or thirty miles north of Deer River,

the terminus of Duluth & Wiunii^eg Railroad," said Mr.
Nash, "lies Bowstring Lake. This body of water is the
'ricing' grounds for the Leech Lake, White OaJi and
Winnibigoshish Indians, who. with their families, camp
from two to three weeks in the vicinity of the rice fields

during the latter pai-t of August and the first of Septem-
ber. Reaching Deer River, we transported our outfit
over the logging i-oad twelve mUes to Little Bowstring
Lake. The first day of September found us paddling our
Peterborough canoes up a shallow creek to Big Bowstring
Lake.
"Here 'ricing' is an occupation of great importance to

the Indians in those regions, as they coimt on gathering
a supply sufficient to satisfy the family needs through the
winter. Any surplus is easily sold at the trading posts.
"The process of gathering this wild grain is very simple.

Two squaws paddle their birch bark canoes well into the
beds and then, with short clubs, pound the heads of rice
that overhang the sides of the canoe. The grain drops

into the bottom of the craft and the work-is kept up until
it is full. The rice is then put into an iron kettle, over a
small fire, and the roasting process begins. The oldsquws
perform this part of the work also. We found them sit-

ting on the ground before the kettles, stin-ing the rice
with short paddles to keep it from burning. When thor-
oughly roasted the grain is emptied into a hole in the
ground lined with wooden slabs. Then it is pounded
with long poles to separate the kernels from the shells.
After that has been thoroughly done the rice is put into
shallow bark ti-ays and winnowed by the Indian girls by
emptying from one tray into another untfl all chaff is re-
moved. It is then put into sacks and stored away for
future use."

THE EAST AND THE WEST.
Crawford, Neb., Sept. ^.—Editor Forest and Stream:

I have often wondered why there is so little in the Forest
AND Stream from this Western country, where game and
fish and the various topics of which it treats, abound.
New England and all the Eastern States are written up by
talented correspondents, so much so that one might natu-
rally be led to believe that the great portion of our best
hunting gi'ounds and fishing resorts were in that part of
the continent. Of course Judge Greene and "Podgers"
and others have done justice to the Pacific Coast, but
what I desire particularly to speak about is the middle
Western States. Is it because there is so little interest
manifested in the sporting fraternity of this country, or
rather is it because of the fact that game is so abundant
and requiring so Uttle skill to secure it that the events of
the hunt are considered of so little importance that it is

not worthy the space in our great family journal?
I am inclined to think that the true sportsmen, those

who hunt and fish and observe the game laws, those who
are everything the word implies, those who go to the
woods or lake or mountain stream for the genuine pleas-
ure of outdoor sport or recreation, to commune with na-
ture's creatures, giving and wishing all an equal show for
which they were created—these are, I am loth to confess,
to be found more abundant in the East than in the West.
It may be, that being confined so closely to business in the
cities, or thickly settled country, it gives one more pleas-
ure-when once he does get away, so that he feels like tell-
ing the world what a good time he has had on his outing,
and writes about it. While here we live in a "free and
go easy" sort of way, taking everything as it comes as a
matter of not much consequence, so that a habit of indif-
ference is formed, to such an extent that our pleasures are
not half known, even to ourselves. We live in a country
where everything is free, comparatively, so far as game is

concerned, and we make no provisions and few anticipa-
tions when we take a little shooting or fishing excursion.
We know we will get all we need without much effort,

and as a consequence we think but little about it.

I am a traveling salesman, strongly addicted to the use
of a gun, and during my ti-ips I have frequent recourse to
that idol. Just so it is a gun, it does not matter to me
whether it is a $200 hammerless or a $10 smoothbore.
And that is about the case with the majority of those who
shoot in this part of the West. There are exceptions, of
course, be it said to their credit.

Every little village and town is full of dogs, "bird dogs,"
that's^ their pedigree, but they will hunt with anybody,
and find just as many birds as one wants to shoot, and
make just as many pretty points as many of the fine pedi-
greed stock I have seen in field trials. An owner of a dog
seldom boasts of the good qualities of his canine, for he
knows his neighbor has one equally as good.
A few weeks ago on my trip to central Wyoming I had

the pleasure of hunting by raih-oad, using the locomotive
of a regular train to flush the bu-ds. In that country, the
common grouse and sage hen mostly inhabit, the latter

largely predominating. On this trip the conductor, as
usual, had his gun aboard, and when the engine woidd
flush a covey the engineer would shut off steam, put on
the brakes and stop, while the train crew, passengers and
all, would take to the grass after having marked them
down. In this way we got, with one gun, enough young
birds to supply the' families of the entire crew for several
days, and to be considered a fair bag in some locaHties for
a two days' hunt. The train went into every station on
time, too, and I dare say, my Eastern friends, if you hap-
pen out this way, and want to amuse yourself by shooting
this kind of game, that same conductor will accommodate
you in the same manner and be pleased to have you with
him.

I take a hunt every year among the big game and in
the wildest country I can find, and am beginning to rea-
lize that I have been more of ahunter than I was a sports-
man. I am one of those of whom so much has been said
and written in recent years concerning the slaughter of
buffaloes. And when I lookback now to those times,when
we kiUed tlie game for the paltry amoxmt received for the
skins, I am ashamed to think that I had ever been a party
to such devastation and the destruction of that magnifi-
cent game animal. I have worked by the year on a stipu-
lated salary "and found," to shoot them down merely for
the hides,which brought the owner, by the piece, less than
$'<i delivered at the trading post 300 miles from camp. If

I had the old dried up horns now of those I have helped
to slaughter they would bring more than the skins did in
those times.

I was a hunter then, but far from being a sportsman. I
regret it and shall aspire to be the better in every sense of
the word hereafter. Reme.

New Jersey Game Outlook.

Colt's Neck, New Jersey, Oct. 2.—The prospects for
gunning jn this vicinity are about as follows: Squirrels
are nearly if not quite as plenty as they were last year.
Nearly every one who has hunted for them has succeeded
in getting a good-sized bagful.
Owing to the remarkably cold and snowy winter of

1892-93 quail are scarce. But few coveys, and several of
them quite small, are to be found in fields where last year
were many flocks having goodly numbers. Partridges
are represented to be about as plenty as usual off to the
south of tis, along the edges of the pines and among them,
and also in the outlying brush lots.

The number of rabbits, according to nearly aU state-
ments, is remarkably large, even more so than last year,
although many of the bunnies are yet small. Taking our
gunning outlook altogether, we think it is fully up to the
average. A. L. L.

The Usefulness of Non-Export Laws.
Binghamton; N. Y.—Editor Forest and Stream: It is

highly gratifying to me to note the growing tendency
toward better protection. So many articles have appeared
of late bearing on this question that we feel it a fitting
time to relate a little of our experience, being in a border
county. UntU Pennsylvania has a law forbidding the
shipping of birds we will not enjoy as much protection
as interior counties, for the simple reason that market-
hunters are shooting the birds and carrying them over
the State line to ship. The northern tier of counties in
Pennsylvania are also the sufferers to the extent that a
great many market-hunters go there in order to avoid
the New York non-shiprnent law.
Rouse, ye Keystone sportsmen, and get a non-shipment

law passed as soon as possible. A little circumstance
that has come imder om- notice goes to show the wisdom
of that law. At the beginning of the season feo profes-
sional pot-hunters from this section packed their "sawed-
off 10-bores and started for a Western State said to
abound with chickens. They went with the avowed
intentions of staying until the season closed. What
seemed like a very short time, indeed, found them back
here loudly boasting that 150 birds were easily bagged by
them in a day, but they could not ship the birds. Lots
of sport in leaving a field of 75 birds and taking up one
where six birds is considered a good day's bag. A non-
shipment law was the price of sport in the former
instance.
A game protective association containing some of our

leading and most influential men has recently been
formed here, each member being pledged to do all in his
power to uphold the game laws; they also employ a
private detective. May we witness as rapid growing
sentiment in favor of this branch of protection as we
have in the past in respect fo spring shooting.

_
A few days since Mr. George A. Kent, a public-spirited

citizen, procured and released about twenty-five English
pheasants. Already the hawks have destroyed four of
them. Should this come under the notice of any one
who knows a remedy or preventive we should be very
glad to hear from him. Would not spring be much bet-
ter time for releasing them? Protector.

Vermont Game.
HiGHGATE, Vt.. Oct. 6.—Reports from various sections

of northwestern Vermont show that some good bags of
ruffed grouse have been made, and in but one locality are
gray squirrels to be found. No woodcock excepting an
occasional bird. Foxes are fairly plentiful and every
frosty morning our hoimds are out, and one hunter has
already secured half a dozen pelts.
In answer to yotir Rutland correspondent, we would

say that we have for many years studied the habits of
many of our game birds, especially the woodcock. Have
shot this bird not only in many of our States but also in
all of the Canadian Provinces where it is to be found,
and re-aflirm all that we stated in your issue of Sept. 16;
and in conversation with one of our commissioners we
understand him to say that in framing the late bird laws
they were governed largely by the opinions received from
their local taxidermist in Rutland.
Some fine catches of black bass are being almost daily

made here in the river, 4 and 5-pounders being taken
quite_ often. Deer have been recently seen in this
vicinity. Stakstead.

Wisconsin Deer.
The season for hunting deer opened Oct. 1 in Wisconsin,

and the grand race was made from this city and other
lake towns for the deer fields. Many of the parties will
remain out during the entire season. Though the period
for hunting deer only opened yesterday a great many men
who evidently have no regard for game laws have been
on the ground for several days. Well-known men from
Superior and Duluth, it is said, in open violation of the
law, have slain deer by the score before the season opened.
The hunting this year, however, will be very good, as a
great many of the deer from the forests of central Wis-
consin have been driven north to the lake region by the
recent timber fires. Last year in two tiers of counties
along the south shore of Lake Superior a conservative
estimate of the number of deer slain was 5,000. This
year it ig expected that the number will be larger. The
carcasses of the deer slain bring if sold in the market
from $8 to $12 each.— W^esi Superior, Wis., Correspond-
ence Milwaukee Sentinel.

Iowa Game Notes.
Matlock, la., Oct. 3.—The game shooting in the north-

western section of Iowa is good, though perhaps not quite
up to our expectations. Both quail and chickens are
fairly plentiful, but it has been very dry, making the scent
poor, so that no large bags have been made yet. From
six to ten chickens or quail is a good half-day's shooting.
We have had a couple of fine rains the past week and
shooting of aU kinds will improve from th''3 on. No ducks
have come from the north yet. The few that bred here
have mostly been killed. Snipe and plover are scarce
owing to the drought. A party living some ten miles
from here shot a bald eagle recently, wings measuring
some five feet across. Longfellow.

Game Near Washington.
Washington, Oct. 6.—Messrs. Tom Marron, Dick Mills

and Bill Lanham took a ten days' cruise in the "Let-the-
Bug-Hop," gunning and fishing. Sept. 20 they found rail,

or sora, thick, but very small and poor. They were
actually so thick that they could be knocked over with
p des. Blue-winged teal and mallards were much above
the average in numbers for that time of the year. These
ducks were, in fact, quite pleatiful. A few stiff-tails

were also seen. Coot were numerous from Piscataway
down. From information obtained it is safe to predict
fair quail shooting in those parte. In Otterbach's woods,
right back of the "White House" landing, plenty of gray-
squirrels were found. Bart,

Iowa Prairie Chickens.
Waterloo, la., Oct. 1.—There are plenty of prairie

chickens here, with ducks, a few geese and some wolves.
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Caribou Hunting.
New York, Oct. 5.—I notice what "Pine Tree" says

about caribou in to-day's Forest and Stejsam, I think
that where caribou are himted much they are the shyest
Animal on earth and the hardest to approach

,
only equaled

by an old black duck; but when undisturbed they are
rather tame and stupid and easily bewildered by the noise
of a rifle shot. It is strange they do not seem to mind the
sharp report of a rifle, but the roar of a shotgun sends
them flying. One trouble with hunting caribou is that
they never know when to stop. When once they get
started tliey go for miles and miles and it is useless to at-

tempt to follow them up. They are naturally a very rest-

less animal. Some days you cannot get within sight of

them, and on others they will trot up to the sportsman,
within a very few yards sometimes, exhibiting the great-
est curiosity, but once they get the scent they are off like
the wind. Wakeman Holberton,

"That Reminds Me."

Not a Grizzly.

When Pete was about 14 years of age, his father brought
him from California a beautiful single, breechloading
13-bore gun, and a couple of dozen burnished brass shells.

Pete had dreamed of that gun for months and had be-
come one of the "mighty hunters before the Lord" in his
mind, but when he actually grasped the polished stock
and rang the glittering shells his joy was unconfined.
Over hill and dale he trudged, with a beautiful but un-
broken Gordon setter ranging any and everywhere within
a half-mile radius, and Jim, his trusty spaniel, at his
heels. Chickens were plentiful, but the setter was out
for fun and invariably chased them half across the county
before his master could get within two gunshots of them.
This sort of thing grew to be extremely monotonous, and
about all our young sportsman had been able to do was to
try his pattern on half the barns in the neighborhood.
As the season rolled along the father found time to take

the lad out for a few lessons, and his frequent habit of
"wiping the eye" of his son opened the young man's
optics to their widest extent.
"Oh, dear!" cried Pete, near the close of one very un-

profitable day, "if I could only shoot a grizzly bear or

—

or a rabbit, I'd be happy."
His father soon after told him to tramp along the edge

of a stubble field until he came to the field of standing
corn at the far side, where he should wait and shoot at
any chickens that flew out, as it was the father's intention
to go around to another wheat stubble and return that
way.
Well, Pete plodded along so hot and thirsty that he did

not much care what came out, just so he wouldn't be
compelled to run. He reached the corn and sat down,
wishing from the bottom of his heart that there was a
cool, gushing soda water fountain somewhere near, when
he was startled by a whirr of wings and—bang! went the
gun before he was fairly on his feet., "Just my luck!" he
muttered as he drew the shell, and before he had reloaded
the covey was half a mile distant.

Determined to be more alert he cocked his gun and
awaited developments. Looking toward the ridge of the
plowed field he saw the form of some animal making
off to the right and just over the crest of the hill. "Wolf,
of course," he thought, so off went the gun once more,
and down went tlie quadruped.
"Whoopee, I've got him!" he shouted, and with an

exultant heart up the hill he rushed. But he suddenly
halts. What sight is this that fills him with dismay?
Where he thought his wolf should be, there lay a mass
of glistening white wool. His gun dropped from his
hand, and for a moment he stared hard at the motion-
less object. Fear seized him, and he turned to run but
sat down hard instead. He was pale and nervous, but
began to think very hard. "Now I have done it; and
here comes the farmer too," he exclaimed, as he saw a
burly granger coming across the field. "By ginger, I'm
in for it, but I didn't know it was a sheep! Wonder if

I'd better make a dlean breast of it or knqw nothing
about it! Gee whiz, how fast he comes. Won't he be
hot, though, when he sees what I've done."
He tried to look unconcerned as the farmer drew near;

and with trembling fingers he inserted another shell just
as the man passed him and without a word marched on
straight toward the fateful carcass. Pete dared not turn
around, but nervously fingered his gunstock. He seemed
to feel himself growing old, and a cold shiver went down
his back, while a peculiar sensation as if many crawling
things were under his hat made him aware of that phen-
omenon known as the "hair standing on end." He had
never been so scared since the time he fell off" the wind-
mill and landed in the cherry tree.

What was that farmer doing behind him? What made
him take so long to reach that bunch of wool? He had
seemed to come across the rest of the wide field so very
rapidly, but was it yesterday or last week that he had
passed him? Had more than one sheep fallen at that un-
lucky shot? What if—but why try to think ; it was all up
with him the minute that sheep was found. His dear
father would return and find him dead, his little life
stamped out by the angry man whose prize ewe he had
slain. How bright life had been to him, and now all was
over. Confound it! what made that fellow so stiU? Why
didn't he burst out in a torrent of curses at him? Any-
thing was better than this awful quiet. Perhaps he liad
seen his mutilated pet, and was even now creeping up
behind to strangle liim whUe he sat there unmoved await-
ing his doom. Ah, father! He thought he felt his
clammy fingers about his throat. Horrible thought! He
almost shrieked. But it was only Jim licking his sun-
burned neck. He turned his head quickly and rose to his
feet, his trembling limbs almost refusing to support him.
His mouth and eyes vied with each other in the extent to
which they opened. What was this thing the farmer held
aloft and examined so critically? So long and thin; gray
above, snow-white beneath, and ears! O, such ears!
Sm-ely not a sheep. He took a step nearer, and the farmer
turning to him, said: "Purty consid'rable of a jack rabbit
you've shot, sonny."

"Ye-yes, sir," was all Pete could reply, as his legs nearly
gave way again from sheer joy. John Peabody.

Visitors to our Exhibit in the Anghng- Pavilion at

the World's Fair sliould not fail to examine the
stoclt of " Forest and Stream " books which will

be shown by the attendant.

A SEPTEMBER OUTING IN CANADA.
"Two 4-POUNDERS had taken my two lower flies at

the very first cast, and it required my utmost efforts to
prevent the ujiper dropper from being seized by a 6 or
71bs. fish that made desperate efforts to secure it." This
was part of a recital by Col. A. L. Light, of Quebec, of
some of his experiences in September, 1893, upon the pre-
serves of the Triton Fish and Game Club, situated about
midway between Quebec and Lake St. John, and only
four hours' journey by rail from the former place. I had
long contemplated a visit to this magnificent territory, so
extensive in its area, yet so complete a tei^ra incognita
except to a few guides and to Superintendent Seaton, who
within the last two years have explored a few of its

woods and waters. And so when Col. Light, in pressing
upon me his previous invitation to rim uj) to his splendid
preserve, described the pool where he found it necessary
to employ his guide in driving away a 6 or 71bs. fish that
was insisting upon impaling himself on his hook despite
all his efforts to the contrary, though his tackle and his
ingenuity were already taxed to the utmost, I concluded
that Triton was a good enough fishing ground for me, and
so Saturday, Sept. 38, found me on board the Lake St.

John railway train, bound for Skroeder, the nearest sta-
tion to the preserve.

This territory includes some 100 square mUes of virgin
wilderness, and when the whole of the immense tract is

opened up to civilization it is proposed to extend the
membership of the club to 300. The present membership
and the list of those who have made application for shares
or have visited the tract preparatory to so doing, includes
the names of some of the best known and most noted
sportsmen both in the United States and Canada. Among
them may be mentioned the Rev. Dr. Henry Van Dyke
and Mrs. Van Dyke, of the New York Brick Presbyterian
Church, who enjoyed splendid sport here a week or two
ago; Mr. Eugene McCarthy, of Syracuse, and his friends;
Messrs. Dean and Curtis, of New York, wlio made marvel-
ous catches of trout at Lake Trois Cariboux and elsewhere
during their stay of a week on the tract last July, and Mr.
James B. Townsend, a well known New York journalist
and Secretary of the State League of Republican Clubs,
who is also a vice-president of the Triton Club. The pres-
ident of the club is A. L. Light, Esq. , and the secretary
and superintendent is Wm. C. Seaton, Esq. The position
of superintendent of such a preserve is no sinecure, but
to a gentleman of the natural and educational refinement
of Mr. Seaton, must afford during the summer months a
vast amount of the pleasure that is derived from the con-
templation of nature's charms when wooed in her inner-
most recesses. One would naturally suppose from glanc-
ing at a map of the territory in question, or from visiting
a small portion of the preserve, tliat yeai-s must be con-
sumed in becoming acquainted with its leading topogra-
phical features, and in the main this is probably correct.
There are, doubtless, ' hundreds of lakes and connecting
streams within the limits of the Triton Tract that no
white man has ever yet seen. From fifty to a hundred
lakes are already marked and designated on the club
map, apart from rivers, rapids, ponds and purling
brooks—and this map, which only covers one-third of
Mr. Light's territory, and that part most adjacent to the
line of railway, is in large part nothing but a blank.
Yet there have already been discovered and made access-
ible to sportsmen by means of well made connecting
portages, etc., trout waters to afford ample sport for
hundreds of anglers at one and the same time. Several
of the lakes are from one to four and even five miles in
length, and would accommodate parties containing scores
of anglers. The rivers swarm with trout as well as the
lakes, and contain a succession of the most beautiful
pools. The remarkable catch of Messrs. McCarthy, Curtis
and Dean last July was noted in Forest and Stream
at the time. The writer enjoyed splendid sport in many
of these waters little less than a week ago, and as proof
of the size to which the speckled trout run in them, may
instance a catch made by Mr. Seaton in his presence,
when three fish killed by him in succession and all in the
space of twenty minutes in a pool at the head of one of
the rapids of the east branch of the Batiscan—the outlet
of Lake Traverse—ran from 3 to 41bs. each. It may
interest anglers to know that aU these fish, and indeed
the majority of those taken of late on the tract, rose to
the Parmachenee belle, the second best killing fly having
proved to be the professor, though the queen of the
water was also well taken, the color of the water, in
view of so much recent rain, being very dark. But Mr.
Seaton's catch was as nothing compared with one made
on Sept. 19, 1892, by Mr. Light in the outlet of Lake
Luna, when in the space of one hour, fourteen trout
weighing 45lbs. fell to a single rod.

Indications are not wanting of the great profusion of
all kinds of game. State Senator Daniel H. JIcMillan, of
Buft'alo, succeeded i-ecently in killing three caribou here,
and the writer saw the tracks of several upon some of
the portages over which he passed. Moose are frequently
met with, and ducks, partridges and small fur-bearing
animals are plentiful.

In the handwriting of a well-known New York sports-
man I found inscribed just within the entrance of the
pretty log camp on Lac Trois Cariboux the following appro-
priate lines: "This camp is like a river of water in a dry
place, Kke the shadow of a great rock in a weary land.
God bless the men who built it, and damned be he—with
accents loud and deep—whose hand is raised to mar it.'

Above the entrance is "the sportsman's lucky bone"—

a

piece of caribou vertebrae, with the face of a hunter de-
lineated upon the skull-shaped knob next the spinal
cavity. Trois Cariboux is a beautiful lake, containing some
richly wooded islets, looking quite ablaze in their glorious
livery of crimson and gold, tipped with the bm-nishing
rays of a September sun. But one other lake that I vis-

ited struck me as being imbedded among more beautiful
smToimding than this. The solitary exception was Lake
Stonewall Jackson, a crystal gem set in a framework of
magnificent mountains, and producing some of the most
gaudy-colored trout seen during our ti'ip.

At Ski-oeder's Station is a comfortable camp house, and
others are to be built at various points throughout the
tracts. The portages are for the most part short and
easily traveled, our Huron guides, two brothers named
Maxime and Maurice Sioui, carrying the birch bai'k

canoes and our tents, baggage and provisions over them.
They were equally good in camp and in canoe and are
capital cooks. Yet all we paid them was $1.35 per day
each. The waters through which we passed being less

turbulent than those of the rivers flowing into Lake St.

John, we took but one guide each. He sat and steered
in the stern of the canoe and each of us in our own canoe
took charge of the bow paddle when traveling, and fished
the pools from the same position. Much inconvenience
and previous preparation Avas avoided by taking our
canoes, tents and supplies from the club store at Skroeder's
Station. As an instance of the facility with which sport
may be obtained close at hand, it may be mentioned that
we left Skroeder for the bush at 4 P. M, of the day of our
arx-ival there, after lunching upon partridges shot close by,
and when we camped at Lake Caribou at 5:30 P. M., liad

secured more speckled trout than we and our guides could
use for supper, although we had made no less than three
portages. There is little doubt that the immense number
and size of the fontinalis in these watei-s are largely due
to the absence of all members of the pike family and even
of the large lake trout, the lunge, touladi or namaycush,
which in many lakes feeds largely upon its smaller, thougli
prettier and far gamer and more toothsome cousin, Salmo
salvelinus.

Much of mountain, lake, river and forest scenery of the
tract, especially at this season of the sere and yellow leaf
of the birch, and of the crimson of the sumach and the
maple, \yith the dark green background of fir-clad moun-
tain is beautiful beyond compare. In its condition of vir-

gin wilderness this territory—if natural attractions count
for anything—is one of the most delightful of this higldy
favored northern land. E. T. D. Chambers.
Quebec, Sept. .30.

TARPON AT $T. ANDREWS.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Fishing for tarpon with rod and reel being a sport of

such comparatively recent origin, there are doubtless
many places in which it might be followed, still unknown
to the craft, and when found they should naturally reach
the piscatorial public through Forest and Stream.
A dozen yeai's ago it was little known, though speci-

mens had occasionally before then been taken with hand-
lines. The first of which I ever heard was captured near
Mississippi City, on the Gulf of Mexico, by Joseph W.
Allen, Esq. , now of Nashvflle, Tenn. , who then resided
in New Orleans. He had a hand-line out baited for
shark, and was fishing with a float in 5 or 6ft. of water.
This was on Sept. 1, 1858, and the fish when taken was
5ft. Bin. long, some of the scales of which with the date
of capture he still retains, and the silver part of the scale
is undimmed.

This fish is found in its season doubtless in all suitable
places along the Gulf coast from Galveston to Charlotte
Harbor, and many places will yet be developed to add to
the pleasm-e of the fraternity. St. Andrews Bay, Florida,
is on the northern margin of the Gulf of Mexico, between
Pensacola and Apalachicola, and is a most beautiful body
of water extending back into the country fifteen or
twenty miles, in divisions known as East, West and North
Bays. Its width varies from a mile to six or eight miles,
and its depth in many parts from 30 to 40ft. The pass or
entrance to the bay is about 15 to 17ft. deep, consequently
vessels of large size do not enter. It may be reached
from Pensacola by schooner, generally twice a week, a
distance of 100 miles, or by hack from Chipley, on the L.
& N. R. R., by a delightful drive over level sandy roads
through the pine woods. The di.stance by this route is

fifty miles, with good hotel accommodations on the way.
Arrived at the town of St. Andrews, board may be ob-

tained of good quality and at moderate rates. Sailing
vessels and rowboals, with good, experienced and safe
sailors, are there and at prices entirely reasonable. The
town has a population of 300 or 400 and some very good
supply stores, two or three churches, but no saloons.
Several visits to this place during the winter season en-

abled me to ascertain that from May until November the
tarpon, or as they are here invariably called, the silver-
fish, are present in great numbers. They are destrixctive
to seines and a nuisance to hook fishers when angling for
trout or mackerel, as they invariably break their tackle if

they touch it. No one had fished for them with rod and
reel, and no one of the local fishermen beUeved they
could be so taken. There are several small towns on the
bay, and the principal industry of the inhabitants is fish-

ing. Mullet, sea trout, Spanish mackerel, bluefish, pora-
pano, and in fact aU the fishes native to Florida waters
are most abundant. The snapper banks are twelve or
fifteen miles outside the pass, where the water is generally
ten or twelve fathoms in depth. Oysters are also plenti-
ful and of excellent quality, and from the vast beds of
shells found at several points (in some places 10 or 13ft. in
depth), the prehistoric man must have imderstood their
food value.
About the middle of May, accompanied by A. B. Ewing

and John B. Oliffe, a trip to the above place was projected
for the express purpose of catching tarpon. So, supply-
ing ourselves with what was supposed to be the regulation
tackle we left on the L. & N. R. R. for Chipley, where
the cars were exchanged for a hack and after a pleasant
trip of 48 hours from home, found ourselves at the town
of St. Andrews.
Securing a small sailing vessel and two rowboats, we

visited a part of the bay called the Lagoon, a notch in the
bay half a mile wide and running back three or four
miles, with the water ranging from shallow up to 20 or
30ft. deep.

Bait was easily obtained, as our sailor with a cast-net
could secure enough mullet at two or three throws to last
all day. We fished in water 10 or 13ft. deep, and gene-
rally a clean or sandy bottom, with i to lib, of mullet on
the hooks. We had no difficulty in getting strikes, rarely
missing a day in having two or thi'ee each from tarpon,
sometimes hooking one, but oftener liaving them disgorge
the bait, hook and aU, after coming up magnificently two
or three times. This experience continued dming the
entire trip of ten days, and we left without the scalp of a
single silver fish dangling at our belts.

Many of the fish were apparently over 6ft. in length,
and oftentimes the bait was taken quite close to the boats,
of which they did not seem to be in fear. Large numbers
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of them were seen every day, as they came to the surface,

exposing the dorsal fin and part of their silvery sides.

It seemed difficult to understand why some of the fish

were not landed, as our lines, rods and hooks were of

the best, but we had to record a failure, and went home
limping. Being in Nashville shortly after my return I

conferred with Benj. B. AUen, Esq., of that city, who is

a first-class fisherman and besides had had experience in

capturing tarpon at Charlotte Harbor. Our conclusion
was that the snoods used, which were only about 1ft.

in length, were too short, permitting the fish after swal-
lowing the bait to sever the unprotected line with his

jaws, like scissors; and I think this was correct, as the
line was invariably cut or broken not far above the
snood.
We arranged to try it again, and on July 24 niy son

and I, accompanied by Mr. Allen, left for the scene of

our former failure, reaching the town of St. Andrews on
the bay at 12 M. on the 26th. Early in the morning of

the 27th we crossed the bay to Red Fish Point, provided
with a small schooner, and a small boat and sailor for

each of us. One of the sailora with a cast net easily sup-

plied us with bait. We strung out from 100 to 150yds.

apart, and anchored in water 10 or 12ft. deep, but near
the margin of a much greater depth. All of us had
strikes the first day, and after two or three leaps in the
air, the same old result would follow, the bait and hook
being thrown out with great force, and once or twice
with a noise loud enough to be heard at a distance of

100yds. The experience of the first day was repeated on
the 28th except that my son had one hooked so fast as to

make his capture appear certain, when the line broke
and he was lost. This fish kept leaping in the imme-
diate vicinity at intervals for an hour or two afterward,
the snood still hanging from his mouth. The last leap

came near throwing the fish into a small boat crossing

the bay and rowed by a black boy.
On the next day we continued to get strikes and to lose

the fish, until late in the evening, my bait was taken and
the line began slowly to pay out. Suddenly a leap from
a tarpon not more than 40ft. away, coming straight to-

ward the boat with a snood visible in his mouth, followed
by another leap in the same direction, brought him within
10ft. of me, when he turned toward the open bay, and
I reeled up my line rapidly until I had a steady pull on
him. Meantime, Hawk, my sailor, had thrown over the
float attached to the anchor line and made steady and
rapid pursuit. I kept up the pull without relaxation (ex-

cept once or twice when the fish changed direction and
came toward me) as strong as I thought the tackle would
bear, and after towing me toward the middle of the bay
which is here a mile wide, the fish began to show signs of

weakening, and it was only a question of time when he
would give up entirely. The final act in the contest, that
of bringing the fish to gaff and getting it into the boat
with safety in water 20 or 30ft. deep required skill, cool-

ness and courage, with a fair share of physical strength,

aU of which Hawk possessed, so when the fish was led

alongside by the line the gaff was passed beneath and be-

yond it so that by a rajjid movement upward and toward
the boat the point of the gaff entered on the distant and
emerged on the near side, having a firm hold near^the
heart. This movement was continued and brought' the
brilliant beauty into the boat. This being the first tarpon
ever caught in the bay with rod and reel. Hawk gave
vent to his joy in a few fearful yells. Time required,

thirty minutes; length Sft. 3in., and weight 931bs.

We remained until each of us had caught two tarpon,
all about the same size, satisfying ourselves and the
natives of the village that it could be done.
The tarpon we caught had jjrobably spawned, as none of

them had any roe, and on examination, the contents of

the stomach showed crabs as the principal food. One day
while waiting for a bite, I had my rod in the holder and
was eating a watermelon when my line began to run off

slowly; in a flash a monster tarpon leaped within ti or Sft.

of the boat, splashed my end of the Uttle craft with a
shower of salt water, wetting me thoroughly, and by the
time I could seize the rod made a frantic leap right over
the bow of the boat, so close to Hawk as to touch his

clothing; another frantic leap followed, the bait was dis-

gorged and the fish was off. This fish must have been full

7ft. in length and was by odds the widest tarpon I ever
saw.
There is an element of danger in tarpon fishing that

should not be entirely ignored, for if Hawk had occupied
his usual seat in the boat when the fish made its leap he
would have been struck squarely and imdoubtedly with
serious consequences. When the prick of the hook is felt,

or possibly when the fish realizes something out of the or-

dinary course from finding the snood in his mouth, a wild
craze seems to beset him and no one knows where he will

land or what he will do.

Many would suppose that midsummer in Florida would
prove to be insufferably hot; but it was otherwise, the sea

breeze being so constant as to make the temperature not
only bearable, but most of the time pleasant. At night
we had no mosquitoes, nor were we troubled with flies in

the day time. We made no effort to take the smaller
fish, but jjompano, mackerel, etc., were seen in schools

around us daily, and fine sport could have been had for

[ the trial. Mullet, which seem to be the reliance for life

and growth of all the predaceous fish, are in wonderful
abundance, and were it not for the destruction by sharks,

tarpon, porpoise, etc., as well as by man, the water would
fce thick with them. As it is, with all the destructive

influences at work, their numbers are siniply marvelous.
In fishing for tarpon, disappointments are liable to be

met with, as the shark inhabits the same waters with the

tarpon, competes with him for the same food, so, when
you have a bite there is the delightful uncertainty as to

wha t it is, which in case of tarpon is relieved by the. in-

varLvble habit of leaping out of the water. The mackerel
shar^c generally gives a leap after being hooked, but
always comes up in a side curve and not straight, as does

the tarpon. Another and disgusting nuisance is the cat-

fish, which damages the bait and destroys its atti'active-

ness, for the tarpon is fastidious and only takes clean,

fresh bait. We killed quite a nmnber of sharks, one of

which, caught by me, measured 7ft. Sin. in length.

Should any of your readers desire to try St. Andrews
or tarpon or smaller fish, full information can be ob-

tained from Capt. L. M, Ware, who resides there, or I

wUl take pleasure in answering any communication on
the matter. D. B. Clipfe.

Krasrlin, Tenu., September.

[As an illustration of the possible danger to be appre-

hended from the leap of the tarpon as noted by Dr. Cliffe,

here is an item which was printed in the New York Sun
last week: "Velasco, Texas, Oct. 3.—^WhUe a seine was
being dragged at Cedar Lake Bay yesterday, a tarpon 5 or
6ft. long jumped over the net, striking a negro in the
head and killing him instantly. Another negro was
stunned by the shock."]

ANGLING NOTES.
Autumn Fishing.

Spring and summer is generally considered the halcyon
time of the contemplative angler, and the crisp days of

autumn are usually given over to recreations with gim
and rifle; but there is a golden time just before the rods

are put away for winter, and before the guns are fairly

warmed for their innings over stubble, that may be con-

sidered as a compromise season, that is as charming as

any time during the twelve months, and of which few
comparatively in the towns know anything about. The
summer visitor to the country has returned to the paved
streets and brisk walls, and the counter exodus to brown
woods and bare fields under gray skies has not fairly

begun. This is glorious, radiant October when the great

painter natirre inaugurates her annual art exhibition and
puts on view her choicest and rarest handiwork. It is

the time of Indian summer haze, balmy air, azure skies

and when the winds blow from the coast of the God
Cautantowit over ripened harvests. June is the angler's

month in the northern latitudes, but the poetic angler,

and what angler is not poetical in his soul? has a claim

upon hazy, lazy, dreamy October, which the gunner must
share with him. To be sm-e, at this season trout and
salmon no longer claim the angler's attention, for they
have other duties to perform at this time besides rising to

the fly, but there are other fish than those of the salmon
family that are not attending to family duties; and, after

all, what particular difference does it make whether fish

bite or not if one can only go fishing in October, when
the forests are painted and decked to be admired?

I have a friend who is the most indefatigable fisherman
that I know, and he fishes to get fish, and will get up be-

fore day dawn and fisli aU day, and repeat day after day
as though he never heard that it's "not all of fishing to

fish." He went to Europe and I gave him a letter that

procured for him salmon fishing on the Tay in Scotland,

belonging to the Count of Paris, and when his fishing was
over the veteran Scotch river-keeper said that in all his

experience he never before saw a man who would cast a

salmon fly with an 18ft. greenheart rod from early morn-
ing to dewy eve, without ceasing, and repeat the next day.

This friend lives where the beauties of our autumn fohage

is unknown, and one year we were flshing for black bass

in October when the hiUs were in a blaze of color, and he
put his rod down in the boat and lighted a cigar and
seated liimself in the bow of the boat as though he had
come to a play instead to one of the best black bass lakes

in the coimtry. I asked if he were iU but he said, "No;
but how can a man fish when there is a boquet miles long

and miles wide spread out here to be admired." At last

his poetic natnre had risen above his desire to kill fish, and
above thoughts about the market price of cotton. We
fished that year until the trees were bare, and we did not

get any fish to brag about, either. The next year this in-

veterate black bass fisherman came North in October to

go fishing, at a time when black bass are turning their

attention to a long winter's dream in the waters of north-

ern New York; but we went to Canada, and as if to show
that October bass flshing when the trees are in fancy dress

is not to be despised, we caught more bass than ever before

in the same length of time.

But autumn fishing does not consist entirely of looking

at the scenery, however beautiful and attractive it may
be. A few days ago a gentleman came to the town in

which I live, and as he had not seen Lake George he de-

sired to see the famous lake, and a friend went there with

him, and they decided to do a little autumn fishing. They
had but one 'day and engaged two boatmen at Katskill

Bay, Frank Harris and "Warr" Harris. JNIy friend de-

cided to try for pike, called here pickerel, on the grass,

and his friend wished for black bass, so went to rock

bottom in deep water. One boat got eleven bass and the

other fourteen pike. The largest bass weighed 3lbs. , and
the largest pike I6flbs. , and pike from the cold waters of

Lake George at this time of the year are very good to eat,

as I can assure any one who doubts it. One example of

the actual fish taken in autumn fishing is sufficient, for,

as I have intimated, the fish may be omitted entirely

without destroying the pleasure of a day's fishing in

golden October.
Fall Fishing.

As a caption to the preceding note I had written "Fall

Fishing," when it occurred to me that it meant something
entirely difl'erent from what I intended, and therefore I

changed it to "Autumn Fishing. " There was a time when
"fall fishing" was practiced in Lake George, and it con-

sisted of baiting a- hook with a mass of earth woims, and
then wa' ! ing out into the lake at the mouth of a brook and
casting this ball of worms into the water where it would
be taken by ycung lake trout, locally called "silver trout."

This style of' fishing is obsolete, and I mention it only to

say that the enforcement of the fish laws covering the

time of spawning in the lake is alone what has made it

obsolete. A. N. Cheney.

Striped Bass off New York City.

New York, Oct. 4.—Striped bass are running very large

off Port Morris at present. James Dineen brought in a
string of eleven yesterday, the largest being a beauty of

91bs. lOoz., measuring 32in. Some good catches have been
made near PhilUps & Cannon's boat house, foot of East

138th street, varying from 1 to 51bs. , the writer having
hooked seven on Monday. Drive.

The Texas Black Bass Record.

Velasco, Tex., Oct. 2.—W. M. D. Lee and M. P. Mor-
rissey broke the Sabbath and the black bass fishing record

here yesterday, landing 76 in two hours, none under 21bs.,

several over 3i, They were taken from a small lake near

Velasco. ' J^lcC.

The Forest and Stream is put to press each week on Tues-

day. Oon-espondenceintended for publication should reach

Its at the latest by Monday, and as much earlier as pract icable.

POTOMAC NOTES.
Two GENTLEMEN well known for their enthusiasm in all

matters pertaining to fish and fishing called upon us the
other day. Mr. Murray, of the House, to show us a pair

of ova taken from the large black bass he caught in the
Potomac at White's Ferry, just below where the MonocaCy
empties its waters into the river. The bass weighed dilbSi

and is said to be the largest taken from the Potomac this

season. The ovarian sacs are 2in. long and filled with
well-rounded eggs. Mr. M. thought the fish might be
thinking about laying the eggs pretty soon, but after look-

ing up the matter in back numbers of FOREST and Stream
we concluded that these eggs would be carried over till

next spring, and that Mr. M. still remains innocent of

having killed a spawning bass.

The other gentleman, Mr. William Sterritt, of Galveston,
was with Mr. Murray up the river. They took 15 good
bass; besides the S^lbs. one, one of 2ilbs. was taken.

Plenty of bass in the Potomac, these gentlemen say—just

go and pull them out.

At McQuade's, Potomac below the Great Falls, a party
caught 31 bass during one of the last days of September.

Mr. Sterritt claims that after a siege of muddy water
the better is the fishing, and the longer the muddy spell

lasts the better. He went up the river after a wet spell

this summer and caught a fine lot of good fat fish. Mr.
S. believes from what he has observed that the fish feed
greedily during the muddy stages of the water.
Mr. Murray and some friends are going to Cedar Creek,

lower Potomac, soon for white pei-cli fishing. Great sport
is to be had with very light tackle, using hackles and
bumble bees.

Mr. .Jesse Sarvis, of Washington, came up from Old
Point recently with a party of gentlemen, who took the
boat at Point Lookout where they had been fishing with
great success for what they called salmon trout. We
supposed, of course, that they were the black spotted
weakfish or salt water trout of that region, but Sterritt

holds that from the description Sarvis gives, they were
some other fish. At Galveston the plain weakfish are

known as sand trout, the spotted form as trout. The
best bait for them in Galveston Bay is shrimp. Mde
Sterritt.

From a newspaper we learn that pompano have been
caught recently in the Baltimore harbor, or not far below
Baltimore. In the lower Potomac perch and striped bass
(rockfish) are thicker than fleas on a dog's back. There is

a theory, and a plausible one, for the presence of so many
fish in the fresh water and brackish estuaries. It is

claimed by some that the butcher of the sea, the blueflsh,

drives them in. Bart.

Does Freezing Kill Fish?

Editor Forest and Stream:
A few years af ago I wrote you an article under the

caption of "Winter Killed Fish," which met with cavil

from some persons who affected to speak ex aithedra.

The position I then took is fuUy sustained by the results of

practical experiments made at New Haven, as set forth in

the subjoined statement published recently in the New
Haven Register:

A number of live perch were secured and placed la water at the ice

manufactory, and the water was put in the process of crystallization.

It requires about 00 hours to freeze a ca.ke of ice, and during this

time the flsh were watched to ascertain the efifect of the intense cold
which surrounded them. They Icept alive and continued to swim in

the water until their confines were so narrowed that they had no space
in which to move.
The ice in its freezing process begins at the outside and freezes

toward the center, so the space in which the fish had their liberty was
gradually narrowed down untO the fish were incased and the water
around them frozen, pinioning them tightly in its fold.

Each flsh when the cake was completed was as natural as life, its fins

and tail being spread as they were while in the act of swimming. The
cake of ice containing the flsh was placed on exhibition, and numerous
bets involving several hundred dollars were made as to the outcome
of the experiment.
The cake was left intact for a day or so and then cut open and the

flsh taken out and placed in water. They were left for some time, and
of the five fishes which were originally put in the cake none of them
exhibited a return to life so far as can be definitely determined except
one, and whether this one was indeed alive is open to conjecture.

Of course I am pleased to be vindicated by testimony
so auchentic, and hope you will print.

Charles Hallock.

Dynamite is Dangerous.

Editor Forest and Stream:
On Friday, Aug, 18, one David Christian, a day laborer,

living one mile east of Lynn, Pa., was killing fish by the

use of dynamite, in the deep pools along the Meshoppen
creek. Christian fixed his cartridges and lighted the

fuse and held it in his hands while waiting for a com-
panion to bimch the fish by splashing stones in the water.

Waiting too long, the thing exploded while yet in his

hands, blowing both entirely away above the wrists and
leaving the flesh from the elbows down hanging in

shreds. One eye was blown out and other parts of his

body badly burned. The quantity of dynamite used was
small, else the man would have been blown to atoms.

The following morning both arms were amputated just

below the elbows. At present he is out ai'ound the neigh-

borhood. The man has a wife and two children now in

destitute circxmistances. Bon Ami.

Striped Bass in the Raritan.

Perth Amboy, N. J., Oct. 4.—Striped bass have been
biting iinely in the Raritan Eiver since last Sunday,
strings of ten to forty being taken. Snappers of 8 to llin.

in length are caught in great numbers at the C. E. R.

drawbridge, J. L. K.

To the World's Fair.

All roads lead to—Chicago ; at least thej^ will this simimer, and wiU
continue to until next November. But, then, there's a great difference

in roads. Some people with time hanging heavily on their hands, and
unthoughtful of the comforts and conveniences of travel, may say:

"Any road so that we get there." To such we have nothing to say, but
address ourselves to the wide-awake business folks who have a true
estimate of the commercial value of time, an adequate appreciation of

the conveniences of modern methods of travel in their higbest develop-

ment, and are capable of knowing a good thing when they see it. To
such is commended the admirable route via the New York Central &
Hudson River Railroad. The "CentraFs" four-track, stone-ballast

road-bed, insuring almost perfect smoothness of motion; its superb
equipment in most approved and improved rolling stock; its admira-
ble service rendered by trustworthy and obUging attaches; its maxi-
mum of speed combined with minimum of risk, its route through so

many great centers of population, and so much of scenic attractions;

all justify its claim of being the route par excellence to "The White
City " Take the New York Central and be happy.—^dv.
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"Forest and Stream" at the Fair.

Forest and Stream's nook in the Anglers' Pavilion of
the Fisheries Building is a gathering point of people from
all parts of the continent who love the woods and streams.
It holds a place in their affection, an affection which
comes from friendly appreciation and esteem. Some-
lihies the visitors, gentlemen and ladies, come into the ex-
hibit by twos or threes, and sometimes there is hardly
room to hold the large number who enter at one time.
Such exclamations as "Why, here's Forest and Stream! "

"This is Forest and Stream's exhibit!" "Tliat's Forest
AND Stream's big fish I told you about! " are common.
Then follow chatty reminiscences, pleasantly told, of the
good Forest and Stream has brought and brings to them
weekly. All have some kindly remembrance. One has
been a subscriber ten years, or since it was published,
another would not be without it, while others appreciate
it for its earnest efforts in game protection, or for the
manly sports of land and water, and rod and gun. All
praise its high literary excellence, impartiality, justness
and ability. Strange as it may seem, there are many
ladies who appreciate Forest and Stream too, from the
practical standpoint of sportsmanship. That is, they are
devotees of the rod ox gun themselves. Many more ladies
than are known of now indulge in the gentle art of
angling. They take outings with husbands or family
parties, and enjoy the sports of gun and rod with quite as
much or even more zest than the gentlemen do. They
.display more enthusiasm in their descriptions of fishing or
.hunting events, seemingly living them over again in the
telling. And what were really more lasting and beneficial
than the pleasant memories were the color of health on
the cheeks, the bright eyes, active minds and elastic step,
which they brought with them from the woods and
waters.
The visitors come from everywhere. In the past week

Forest and Stream's register has addresses of people
from Iowa, Ohio, Michigan, Mississippi, Vermont, Mis-
souri, Ontario, Manitoba, Pennsylvania, New York,
Kentucky, Michigan, Nebraska, District of Columbia,
Wisconsin, New Hampshire, Texas, Alabama, Maryland,
Louisiana, Kansas, Florida, Michigan, Massachusetts,
Indiana, New Jersey, Dakota, North Carolina, Nova
Scotia, Canada, Maine, Rhode Island, California, Con-
necticut, Minnesota, Delaware, Virginia, Montana, Illi-

nois, British Columbia, Arkansas, Colorado and Oregon,
An enumeration of the cities would require too much
space, and the names would fill a large part of the
paper.

It would be pleasure indeed to mention all the visitors
who have called and said pleasant things of Forest and
Stream. Space will not permit more than a brief men-
tion of a few of them.
Mr. Edward Brooks, President of the New England

Kennel Club, called on Friday, and told of some good
fishing he had while in the West. He regretted that the
West had not shown more intei'est in the A. K. C.
meeting.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Mackey and son, of Philadelphia,

arrived in Chicago at 11 o'clock Thm-sday, and caUed at
Forest and Stream's exhibit on the same day.
Mr. J. H. Rushton, famous throughout the land as a

maker of canoes, called on Thureday.
Hon. H. S. Haskell and wife, of Derby Line, Va., left

their autograph on Forest and Stream's register.
A pleasant talk over beagle prospects was had with

Mr. G. A. Buckstaft", of Oshkosh, Wis., President of the
N. W. Beagle Club, during the short time he remained
in the exhibit.

Fishing formed a charming topic of conversation dur-
ing the stay of Mr. Charles W. Walker, of Fairmont, W.
Ya. He mentioned that Mr. W. H. Hall, of the same
town, had assured him that catfish in a stream thereabouts
\you,ld take the fly. I mentioned this incident to Col.
Ilough, who is something of a fish gladiator, and he
treated it as being commonplace. "Why," said he,
"down in Arkansaw there is a stream in which the cat-
fish will rise regularly to the fly, and they practice rising
M'hen tliere aren't any, so that they can rise correctly
when there are flies. Those catfish, too, sometimes rise
on a fence and mew." I presume there must be yeast in
those waters.

Mr. C. H. Birdsall, of Scranton, Pa., admires Forest
AND Stream, of which he is a regular reader, for the
great work it has done and is doing m the cause of game
protection. Its wisdom, he says, was shown in its warn-
ings, many years ago, of the extermination of the buffalo,
and in its energetic efforts to save the noble animals from
destruction.

Messrs. .1. Thompson and J. P. Anderson, of Carberry,
Manitoba, reported an abundant moose crop near Selkirk,
and that several had been seen near Carberry, They ad-
mired Forest and Streasi's energy and enterprise.

Messrs. S. C. Pirie and J. T. Pine, Jr., of Brooklyn, N,
Y., were enthusiastic in their appreciation of Forest and
Stream. They admired the numerous pictures. Their
remarks showed that they keenly appreciated the beauti-
ful in nature and the higher requirements of sportsman-
ship. The enlarged photograph of a dog on point claimed
their special atte^tion and recalled pleasant reminiscences.
Mr. Hough has' many admirers every day, but were he

a good modern dog man I feel sure he would have more
of them. His ideas that a setter should hunt birds indus-
triously and point them for the hunter to shoot are behind
the times. I note the following on the register, Sept. 39

:

"J, B. Evans, Steubenville, O. To the Forest and
Stream, the sportsman's journal: Sorry not to have met
Mr. Hough. His letters to Forest and Stream are Al."
There seems to be a cm-rent of opinion, about 3,000 miles
wide, that Mr. Hough is a writer of the first flight.
Mr. Frederick R. Shattuck, Jr., of Boston, made a short

visit on Thursday, Sept. 29.

Ml-. Claude E. JleUen, of Dallas, Tex., is full of enthusi-
asm over a prospective hunting trip through Texas on his
way to California next December. He takes six months
each year for hunting. He thought of purchasing a launch
at the World's Fair and going to Florida for the winter
but changed his mind. His love for the rod and gun never,
he says, diminishes.
Mr. Waldo P. Kennard, of Boston, recently arrived

from the Old World, where he has been wandering for
the better part of two years, called in one day and was
anxious to get back numbers of Forest and Stream
for throe or four weeks. In Italy and England he had

seen much shooting, his last experience in England afield

being battue shooting, of which lie had not a favorable
impression us compared with sport with dog and gun. He
was contemplating shooting over a spaniel in the future
when after birds.

Dr. Heber Bishop, of Boston, of Megantic Club fame,
left his autograph on the register.
Mr. H. Qlsen, Adlesund, Norway, showed an interest in

Forest and Stream by calling and leaving his autograph.
Mr. A. F. Young, Escanaba, Mich., patriarchal in ap-

pearance but as sprightly of mind and full of enthusiasm
in his devotion to rod and reel as a youngster, made us
several calls, in which he reeled off most delightful remi-
niscences of fishing.

Mr. E. Wilder and wife, of Red Wing, Minn., specially
admired the big tarpon caught by Mrs. Geo. T. Stagg,
said tarpon apparently having a world-wide reputation,
inasmuch as the people from all parts of the world , who
stop and gaze upon its long stretch of 7ft. Sin. , as it lies

across the back of the case which incloses it, seem to have
heard of it before. The winters of eighty years have
whitened the beard of Mr. Wilder, but he was as erect,
alert and active in mind as a youngster of twenty. He,
too, was a tarpon fisherman, and he had a charming way
of relating his experiences and describing , the habits of
the fish and manner of taking them. He is one of the
men who bring sunshine with them.
Mr. A. C. Shallenbei-ger, of Alma, Neb., stopped twice

at the exhibit, and in his pleasant manner, discussed the
events of the day.
The big tarpon caught by Mrs. Stagg, had a witness in

Mr. Jas, M. Raleigh, of St. Augustine, Fla., who left his
autograph on the register. He knew of it by personal
observation at the time of the battle, if I remember his
description of the occurrence correctly.
Mr. F. H. Beall, of Linwood, N. C, discussed the field

trial prospects. He will start a dog or two in one or two
of the field trials. The writer is the recipient of a kind
invitation, to shoot with him in December after the
trials. He says he has only a dozen dogs or so.

Mr. Chas. Kinney and wife, of Columbus,' Ohio, whiled
away some short moments by relating incidents of Mrs.
Stagg's prowess with rod and reel. They had been at the
fishing resorts in the North, where Mrs. Stagg, too, had
sojourned, Mrs. Kinney described her as being perfectly
fearless of the biggest fish or roughest water, and her
skill in manipulating the rod and reel was that of the
finished expert.
Mr. E. S. Nowotny, of Odell, 111., member of the

executive committe of the A. F. T. C, talked for a few
minutes about field' trials and shooting. The chicken
crop, he said, was very meagre, and made still more so
by illegal shooting. The dry summer checked the growth
of vegetation so much, that the wheat stubbles have no
weeds. Consequently, all the shooting is in corn. A dog
is useless save as a retriever. Mr. Nowotny thinks of
moving to Oregon or Washington.
Mr. W. H. H. Comstock, of New London, Conn,, put

his autograph on the register and mentioned incidentally
that he had taken the paper ever since it was published.
It took him some moments to reaUze that I was a dog
man in the Fisheries Building.
These are but a few of the names. More next week.

B. Waters.
909 Sbodrity BtuxDisa, Chicago.
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FIXTURES.
dog shows.

Nov. 21 to 24.—New Jersey K. L.. at Newark. Dr. W. F. Seidler, Sec.
Dec. 12 to 15.—R. I. Poultry and Pet Stock Ass''n, at Providence.

FIELD TRIALS.
Oct. 23.—Brunswick Fur Club field trials, at North Acton, Mass.

Bradford S. Turpin, Dorciie.'ster, Mass., See'y.
Oct. 30.—National Beagle Club trials, at Naanet, N. Y. Geo. Laick,

Tarrytown, N. Y., Secretary.
Nov. 6.—United States Field Trials Club's Fall Trials, Bicknell, Ind.

P. T. Madison, Sec'y, Indianapolis.
Nov. 7.—New England Beagle Club trials. "W. S. Clark, Linden,

Mass., Secretary.
Nov. r.—International Field Trial Club's Fourth Trials, Chatham,

Ont. W. B. WeUs, Sec'y, Chatham.
Nov. 15.—Ohio Field Trial Club's Second Trials, Canton, O. C. V.

Lellinger, Sec'y.
Nov. 20.—Eastern Field Trial Club's Trials, at Newton, N. C. Mem-

bers' Stake Nov. 16. W. A, Coster, Sec'y.

1894.

Jan. 29.—Southern Field Trial Club's Trials, New Albany, Miss. T
M. Brumby, Sec'y, Marietta, Ga.
Feb. 19.—United States Field Trials aub's Spring Trials, Grand

Junction, Tenn. P. T. Madison, Sec'y, Indianapolis, Ind.

THE OTTAWA SHOW.
[F^rovi a Special Corre^ondent]

Ottawa, Sept. 6.—Editor Forest and Stream: The fifth
annual dog show held in connection Avith.the Central Canada
Fair whs not the success it has been in other times, owing
no doubt, to the want of proper adverti.siug. The number of
entries was not as large and the quality not as good. Mr.
Geddes was .superintendent and he was ably assisted by the
committee, H. Kirby, chairman, F. H. Cunningham, W H
Middletou, L. N. Bate, F. P. Robson, Dr. S. .Davidson, A. J.
Grant, F. McLean and J. Walters. W. G-. Gilpin was the
vet. and attended strictly to his duties. The building was
well lighted and ventilated, with a large yard for exercising
Spratts food was used, with Sanitas for disinfecting. The
place was kept neat and clean, at all times free from bad
odor.s. J. Otis Fellows, of Hornellaville, judged all classes
and his awards gave satisfaction ns a general thing, but, of
course, the chronic grumbler is not dead vet. The judge's
work was rendered quite easy, owing to the perfect arrange-
ment by .secretary and superintendent, Mr. Alfred Geddes,
ably assisted by the stewards. The catalogue showed 136
dogs, with a few absent.
Among the visiting fanciers I noticed Me.ssrs. A. A. Mac-

Donald, F. Lyndon and John Bennett, Toronto; C. H, Cor-
bett, Kingston; Philip Hart, Belleville; P. S. Wetheral,
Compton; W. J. Tulk, Hamilton.
Mastiffs.—Only t^vo were shown. Attraction, first in

challenge class, is not at all attractive, light eye, and fiddle
headed, a very fair mover, but how he ever got in the chal-
lenge class is a mystery. Grimsby Caution, first in dogs, al-
though a small dog, is much better than the challenge class
winner; light eye, head and expression good; mask too light
and wi'inkle wanting, a good moving little dog.
Rough St. Bernards brought out two doge. Lord Aber-

deon absent, let Sir John have a walkover; he is a black,
briudle and white, nearly black bat still he does show some
brindle; shown much too light; which makes him appear
more leggy than if shown with more flesh; light in head,

weak in muzzle, ear too large, marking and expression good, '

and a nice mover. Bitches (.5), Miss Benmore absent; Mr.
Philip Hart's Queen Vicflr.st, fairly smothered her opponents;
she has a grand body, color and markings good, fine mover, J

but too light in head. Maypole, second, bad in head and *

very leggy. Stiva, third, not right in head, shown heavy in '.

whelp, should have been left at home. Bridget, c.had in
head, short in body very common.
Greyhounds.—Dogs (.3). Lord Torriugton, first, a very

nice headed dog, eye too full, mouth not level, does not I

stand just right in front, bone rather light, neck and feet i

good, body fair, loin not right, quarter fair, lacks in .second
thigh, has been sick and was shown too thin. Justinian was
beaten by age for first, all gone in mouth, showing age.
Edgewood, third, common in head, .snipy muzzle, skull
round and heavy, good neck, shoulders loaded, good bone >

and front, a little weak in pasterns, good body and outline,
'

also loin, quarter fair, lacks in second thigh. Bitches (.5).

Jetsam, first, shown too fat and .soft; she is gray and mouth
gone, a good bitch that should be retired now before she is

beaten by age. Bed of Stone, second, small, nice outline,
fair head and neck, front good, shoulders getting thick, bone,
feet and chest good, rather flat .sided, does not stand over
enough ground, hocks too high, quarter fair. Meda, third,
like her brother is common in head, neck, front and shoulders
good, weak in pastern, body and loin good, quarters fair,
lacks iu second thigh. Galatea, vhc, is not nearly as good
as when shown at Kingston, 1890. Pee Dee Qu, c, is fight
and common all through.
Deerhounds.—Prince first, the only entry; a big common

dog, badly over.«hot; should live on the seashore, as his
mouth is just right to scoop clams out of the shell.
Beagles.—Dogs (3). Bob Krueger, first, is quite a good

little dog, muzzle light and skull too round, ears a bit short,
good body, feet and legs, coat scant, but good texture, stern
carried like his sire's, rather too gaily. Friar Tuck, second,
is not so good in head, ear too short, "light in boue and high
on leg, stern bad, coat scant and soft. Bitches—Effie, first, is

too toyish, head fair, very cobby, good body, chest and coat,
nice ear well hung.
Great Danes.—Minerva's Fawn, alone in challenge class, j

is well known; she was shown in splendid condition. Dogg,
open class (.3)—Royal Minor, first, is dish-faced and lacks

'

character iu head, neck too heavy, wide in front, good hone,
feet too long, body good, but too long cast, stern carried too
gaily; a nice mover. Royal Major, second, better in head
than the first prize winner, but has same faults, and is very
throaty, better bone, front and feet, but light in body and
not deep enough in brisket, stern coarse. Rex, third, is very
common all over, just an Uncle Tom's Cabin dog. Bitches—
Ruth, first, head a good type, very throaty, short in neck and
wide in front, good bone, fair body; .shown too fat. Juna,
second^ small and light all through, but a fair type. Melina,
third, is weak iu head, heavy ear, lacks quality.
English Settees.—Lady Howard, first, is very small, but

quite a good one.
Irish Settees.—Dogs—Toronto Jim, first; his head lacks :

Irish type, ear too heavy, coat not right and feather
I

scant; small, but quite a good one back of the head, hut a !

trifle long ca.st. Bitches—Madcap II., first, is a little out at
elbows and ribs not weU sprung. She beats Mollie, second, I

in coat, color, expre,s.sion, bone and feet. Madcap was shown
in beautiful shape, while Mollie acted sick, dull and listless.

I

It was impossible for her handler to get a move on her,
although he showed her for all .she was -vA'orth. Her head is '

best, but plain, her feet not right and tail short.
Gordon Settees.-Mount Royal AVanda first, a nicely

formed one; good coat and markings, but too round in
body. Floss, second, tan is too light; has good head, legs
and feet. Both are fine, stylish movers.
Irish Watei: Spaniels.—Only one shown, Dan Rice, first:

a little heavy in head, coat very fair; body, feet, legs ana
stern fair, topknot lacking.
Clumbers were not the fine lot usually shown in Ottawa.

Darby, first in challenge class, is better in coat than at i

Toronto, His head is not right, in fact, none are right ndw.
Quester, fir.st in dogs, I thought much better than the >

Toronto winner, Rake II. Quester is light in eye and he is \

not large enough; coat and condition excellent. Grouse,
third, is high on leg, eye light, weak in head, color good, ear i

well shaped, bone and feet fair; coat too open. _
Field Spaniels —Queen, first in challenge bitches, a good,

well built bitch; good head, legs and feet; ears well set, but '

not shown in good condition, Open dogs, Corktown Cupid
first; head and muzzle fair; ears good length, but set too
high; loin good, but too short coupled for a field spaniel;
throaty, good bone, feet bad, too wide in front. Nig, second,
has a cocker head; he is small, but a good mover, just the .

kind that could win a few years ago in the cocker class; long ,

and low; not right in front, bone good, feet open, coat harsh.
Workman, third, is good in head and ear; not right in muz-
zle, a grand body. Bitches—Dot Smirle is neither a field nor i

cocker spaniel, but wins in both classes; a nice mover; coat i

and condition good; a bit flat-sided and short in coupling,
bone good, feet open, ears of good length and well set on.
Mona, second, shows cocker type; rather short in ear, good
bone, but crooked in front and feet open; coat, loin and body
good.
Cockers. — The well-known and often described Red

Roland won; he was looking well but appears coarse. Open
dogs, Chancellor, first, is too full in eye and is undershot,
ears short but well set, skull too wide, too wide in front, feet
open, a nice mover, loin not yet w^ell developed. Roy and
Ajax I could not find on bench when taking notes, but I
remember that Ajax was a field spaniel pure and simple.
Bitches, Doris, first, was shown quite heavy in whelp, and
would not move well; too long and wedgy in head, skull not
right, ears well set, but too short, bone and feet good, coat a
bit har.sb, a little flat-sided and not clean-throated. Raven '

Cryo, second, muzzle weak, ears short, too long ir: head,,
bone good, feet open, loin fair, well ribbed, a bad mover..
Carrie, vhc, ears too short, muzzle and skull good but too-
heavy, expression bad, crooked in front, body and loin good;,
a very fair bitch bttt rather small. Rideau Reine, third, is a
very good one, but shown much too fat; muzzle, skull, ears,
and eyes good, also bone, body, loin and action; feet opem.
Dogs, other than black—Red Obo, first, is a fine little cocker^
a bit small, but of great quality, nice in head and eye, a bit
small but of great quality, nice in head and eye, a bit under-
shot, too wide in ftout, feet open, loin and body good, a
cobby little cocker and a nice mover. Hamilton Jack,"
second, is wide in skull and weak in muzzle, bone Ught, nice
eye and ear; body and loin good. Sunlight, third, an active
little dog, muzzle wrong, under.shot, skull aad ear good, also
bone and feet, loin light, quarters good, eye too full. Red
Justice, vhc, good in body, bone and loin, a workmanlike
dog, head too hea^^^ but expression good, undershot, a nice
mover. Red Star, vhc, is poor in head and bad behind.
Russet, he, weak in head and high on leg. Bitches, other
than black—Rideau Robina, first, too long in head, ears not
set right nor long enough, front and bone good, ribs well
sprimg, feet open, loin good. Raglan Russette, second, skull
well made, but heavy, weak muzzle or pinched in face; ex-
pression, bone and feet good, body fair, quarters good.
Tonita, third, an old-style liver and white with nicely
chiseled head, good front, feet and bone, just a little high on
leg, loin and body good. Hamilton Jill, he, toy head and
too small. Caper, he, muzzle snipy, eye too prominent, body
and bone fair. Gypsy Queen, he, weak in head and short in
ear. Selling class—Rideau Rhea, first, has head of a field
spaniel type, ears very good, eyes and expression fine, bad in
front, but a fair mover. Mollie, second, muzzle not right,
elbows out, eye and ear good, seet fair, loin good.

Collies.—Jack first; head coarse and ears not well carried,
body too long and chest shallow, loin fair and coat of goo

4
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texture. Homer, second, is not a good type; coat soft and
no undercoat, he is leggy, stei-Q well carried. Bruce, third,
is not at all a good one. In bitches Auchairnie Judie won
fir-st; quite a good type with a fair head, body and loin good,
overcoat of good texture, but no undercoat. Otterburn Las-
sie, second, not at all a cood one.
Bulldogs.—Lady Winnie, first, is not a showy bitch, she

is well out at elbows, is plain in face, body and legs fair,

Bull-Terriees—Slick, first, has butterfly nose, is thick
in skuU and weak in jaw, stands on good legs, bone and
loin good, stern carried too gayly and is sandpapered too
tnuch. The well-known Vesper Bell was alone and won in
bitches; she is quite a good one.
Fox-Terriers.— Hlemton Trump won in challenge class;

he is a bit coarse, but a good one that has been greatly
underrated; he also won special for best smooth fox-terrier.
Tom Tom. first, has good coat, legs and feet, but his ear is

heavy and skull thick, shoulders bad. Tallyho. second, is a
nicely marked, styiisli little dog, mouth not level, body and
coat quite good, a very stylish dog. Calchas, third, is quite
thick in skull and heavy in .shoulders, but still a fair dog.
In bitches Stardale Belle was first; a nice little bitch, but
weak in face, eye too full, ears good, mouth not level, wide
in front, bone light, a good movej-, body, coat and loin good.
Vixie second; mouth not level, skull thick, ears well carried,
but heavy, body and loin good, feet open, coat of good tex-
ture, an active, stylish terrier. Policy, third, not level-jawed,
head not right, heavy in ear, coat soft, body and loin good.
Cambridge Girl is very common.
In wire-hairs Undercliffe Cornet won; coat good but too

much of it, a large dog with good head and jaw, bone and
feet good. Compton Venom, .second, is a good puppy, not
deep enough in chest nor ju&t right in front, good coat, bone
and shoulders. He was clo.sely pressed by Dark Eye, who
loses in front and hocks, his ears, coat and expression being
good. Tinderbox, he, not right in front and head. Comp-
ton Bruiser is round in skull and light in body, his ears are
not right. Marksman is not a good one in any particular.
In bitches Bonet won first, ears not well carried, muzzle
ligtit, also light in bone, loin and body good, quarters fair.

Irish Terriers —Carleton Blarney, first, ismuch too large
and a bit light in bone, head rather heavy, but he has a
good front and expression, he is a little too long cast, and
ribs could be better sprung. Carleton Pat, second, is also too
large, and his head is heavy, coat good, front and body good.
Canadian Ambassador, not improved on his Elmira form,
is of good size, but he is weak in muzzle and thick in skull,
good bone and front, feet not just right, ear too large.
Jack, vhc, is light in bone and wide in front, weak in head,
elbows out, good in body, coat and loin. Jack, he, a bad
'un." Bitches: Ballymoney, first, is a very good type, she is
a bit cheeky, and head is not just right, front and feet good,
bone a little small, body very good, coat all gone but texture
good. Bissie, second, should have changed places with Biddy
Flynn third, but both lack in type and character.
Scotch Terriers.—Only one shown, Compton Belle, Ist,

quite a good little hitch, but not a flyer.
Bl.\ck and Tan Terrier.s.—Stadacoma, first, is too large,

and his skull is heavy; feet, bone, body and loin good, stern
a little coar.se, tan smutty and markings poor. Vortex, second,
is worse than th^ first prize winner in size, skull too wide,
stands good in front, but feet are bad, body and bone fair,
rather long cast aud stern coarse, tan smutty, markings
bad. Darkie, third, uncropped, ears large enough for boat
sails, Roman-nosed, but head is really better than the rest
of the class, bone good but not just straight in front, well
ribbed, stern coarse.
Yorkshire Terriers.—Four entries, but I could not find

them when taking notes. They were common. Bitches:
Mona, first, won just by a hair, as she showed herself well,
she is a bit weak in muzzle, good bone, front, feet and stem.
Tan good but lacks thumb marks. Piochelle Majestic is
small but neat, she is in whelp and when in the ring ap-
peared soft and listless, teeth not level and eye a bit full,
good drop ears, nice front, good bone and feet, but one is a
squaw foot, mai-kings first-class.

Tot Spaniels.—In challenge class the well known Toronto
Royal Duke was alone and won. In open dogs Bleu, first, is
a good cobby dog but shown too fat, good in head and mark-
ings, ears not well leathered. Bijou, a Blenheim, and Romeo,
a Prince Charles, are both too long in muzzle. Bitches-
Ruby, also well known, won well over Yum Yum 11., who is

small and a little pet; her ears lack feather. Sulby Glen IH.,
fair in head and muzzle, good coat and color, but it should
not be ticked. The others are all too long in muzzle.
Pugs.—Two poor ones shown; first prize withheld and sec-

ond given to Sport, who is best in body. First in bitches
also withheld. Cherub won secondj she is not a good one.
Dachshunds.-Frida, first, weak in muzzle, wide in skull,

body too short, crook not right. Hulda, .second, is better
than Frida iu color and .style but has same faults.
Bedlingtons.—Tibbie, the winner, is not fir.«t class, out of

coat and what she has is linty; her head is also heavy.
J. Otis Fellows.

AWARDS.
mastiffs.—Challenge—1st, H. Falconer's Attraction.—Open-

Dogs: W. D. Foi-bes's Urimsby Caution.

ST. BERNARDS.—Z>0£rA-; 1st, Fred. Hatch's Sir John. Bitches: 1st,
Philip Hart's Queen Vic; 2d, M. M. Fenwick's Maj^ole; 3d. Mount
Royal Kennels' Stivia. Com., Robert McNair's Bridget.

GREYHOUNDS.—Itogs; 1st, H. Barker's Lord Torrington; 2d, J.
W. Wurtele's Justinian; 3d, L. N, Bate's Edgewood. Bitches; 1st,

J. W. Wurtele's Jetsam; 2d, Shirley Stowart's Bed of Stone; equal 3d,
ilamilton Greyhound Kennels' Pee-Dee-Qu and L. N. Bate's Meda.
Very high com., L. N. Bate's Galatea,

DEERHOUNDS.—1st, Dr. L. Duharael's Prince.

BEAGLES.— Doffs; 1st and Sd. F. P. Rohson's Bob.Krueger and
Friar Tuck. Bitclie^: 1st, P. P. Robson's Elfie.

GREAT DANES.—Challenge—1st, Mount Royal Kennels' Minerva's
Fawn.—Open—ZJofifs,' 1st and 2d, Mount Royal Kennels' Royal Minor
and Royal Major; 3d, Jean B. Duharael's Rex. Bitches: Ist, H- P.
Breay's Ruth; 3d, Dr. Hurdman'a Juna; 3d, Mount Royal Kennels'
Mellna.

IRISH SETTERS.—Doffs.' 1st, W. H, Apted's Toronto Jim. Bitches:
1st, C. H. Corbett's Madcap II.; 2d, Douglas & Chambers's Mollie.

GORDON SETTERS -SiYc/ies: 1st and 2d, Mount Royal Kennels'
Mount Royal Wanda end Mount Royal Floss.

IRISH WATER SPANIELS.—1st, T. A. Carson^s Dan Rice.

CLUMBER SPANIELS.—CHAiLENGE—lst, G. Boeue Smart's Darby.—Open—1st, W. H Middleton's Quester; 2d, W. A. Fleming's Rake II.

;

3d, J. T. Bartram's Grouse.

FIELD SPANIELS.—CHALLBNGE—lst, J. A. Spracklin's Queen.—
Open—-DofiTs; 1st, Oorklown Kennels' Corktown Cupid; 2d and 3d, J.

A. Sprauklin's Nig and Workman.-uveb '^ims.—Bitches: 1st, Cork-
town Kennels' Dot Smirle; 2d, J. A. Spracklin's Mona.

COCKER SPANIELS, -not l£ss THAi; 18 or over 28lbs.—Challenge
—1st, Brant Cocker Kennels' Red Roland.

—

Black—Open—Dogs: 1st,

Raven Cocker Kennels' Chancellor; 2d. F. H. Cunningham's Ajax; 3d,

H. Hartnett's Rav. Bitches: Isc and 2d, Raven Cocker Kennels' Doris
and Raven Cryo; 3d. A. Laidlavv's Rideau Reine. Very high com., F.

H. Cunningham's Corrip.—Other than Black.—Opb.ii—Dogs: 1st, T.
MeK. Robertson's Pujd Obo; 2d, T. Clappison's Hamilton Jack; 3d,
Raven Cocker Kennels' Sunlight. Very high com., Brant Cocker Ken-
nels' lied Star and F. Flynu's Red Justice. High com , W B. Palmer's
Sturdy, and W C. Niblecfs Russett. Com., H. Quinn's Kip Bitches:
1st, A. F. Grant's Rideau Robina; 2d, J. Q. Mituhener's Raglan Rua-
sette: 3d, A. Laidlaw's Tonita. High com., T. Clappison's Hamiton
Jill, J. S, Allen's Caper and VV. C. Niblett's Gipsy Queen,

—

Selling
Class—1st Rideau Kennels' Rideau Rhea; 3d, A. Laidlaw's MoUie: 3d,
F. tl. Cunningham's Ajax.

COLLIES —Dogs: Ist, E. Daubney's Jack; 2d, C. D. Fripp's Homer;
3d, W. G. Larmonth's Bruce. Bitches: 1st, Mount Royal Kennels'
Auchairnie Judie; 2d, V. Moyle's Otterburn Lassie.

BULLDOGS.—1st, A. D. Stewart s Lady Winnie.

BULL-TERRtERS.—Dog-s.' 1st, B. Guimond's SUek. Bitches: Ist, W.
Hammall's Vesper Bell.

OX-TEEIRIERS.—Smooth — Ohallenqb— Ist, A. A. Macdonald's

Blemton Trump —Open— Dogs,- Ist, Clover Hill Kennels' Tom-Tom;
2d, Brodie & Lyndon's Tallv Ho; -Sd, A. A. Macdonald's Calchas.
Bitches: 1st, J. G. Bennett's Stardale Belle; 3d, A. A. Macdonald's
Vixie; 3d, A. D. Stewart's Policy. High com., Clover Hill Kennels'
Cambridge Girl.—Selling Class—1st. Rideau Kennels' Rideau Rose-
bud —WiRE-HAiEBD—Z)ofirs.- Ist and very high com , A. D. Stewart's
Undercliffe Cornet and Marksman; 2d and high com. (2), Compton
Kennels' Compton Venom, Compton Bruiser and Tinder Box; 3d, A. A.
Macdonald's Dark Eye. Bitches: Ist, Compton Kennels' Bonnet.
IRISH TERRIERS,—Dogs; 1st, L. N. Bat's Carleton Blarney; 2d, A.

Geddes's Carleton Pat: 3d, J. B. McLean's The Canadian Ambassador.
Very high com., R. Northcote's Jack. High com., R. Kirby's Jack.
Bitches: 1st, A, Geddes's Ballymoney; 2d and 3d, R. J. Graveley's Bes-
sie G, and Biddy Flynn. '

vSCOTCH TERRIERS.—1st, Compton Kennels' Compton Belle.

BLACK AND TAN TERRIERS.—Open—Dogs; Ist, F. McLean's'
Stadacona; 2d, J. Walters's Vortex; 3d, Mount Royal Kennels' Darkie.
Bitches: 1st, A. Geddes's Mona; 2d, F. McLean's Rochelle Majestic.

YORKSHIRE TERRIERS.—Dogs; 1st and 2d, Mrs. .L A. Pitt's Lit-
tle Pop and Bill Nye. Bitches: 1st and 2d, Mrs. J. A. Pitt's Baby Bunt-
ing and Minnie.

TOY SPANIELS.—Challenge—1st, A. Trebilcock's Royal Toronto
Duke.—Open-Z>()(7s; 1st, 2d and .3d, E. Bradford's Blen, Bijou and
Romeo. Bitches: 1st, A. Trebilcock's Ruby ; 2d, reserve, verv high
com. and hieh com , E. Bradford's Yum Yum, Belle, Topsy and Min-
nie; 3d, J. Gordon's Sulby Glen.

PUGS.—Dogs.- Equal 2d, M. Bennett's Jack and Sport. Bitches: 2d,
H. Falconer's Cherub.

DACHSHUNDS—1st and 2d, C. W. Ricketts's Frida and Hulda.
mSGELLANEOUS (Not over .301bs.)—1st, Mount Royal Kennels

Tibbie.

Special prizes for best: St, Bernard, Queen Bess; greyhound, Jet-
sam; cocker. Red Obo; Irish terrier dog, Carleton Blarney; Irish ter-
rier bitch, Ballymoney : black and tan terrier dog, Stadacoma ; black and
tan terrier bitch, Mona; Yorkshire terrier. Baby Bunting; brace fox-
terriera, A. A. McDonald and Compton Kennels divided; fox-terrier,
Blemton Trump.

MINNEAPOLIS DOG SHOW.
The first bench show of the Minneapolis Kennel Club,

held in connection with the Minneapolis Industrial Exposi-
tion, on Oct. 3 to T, four days, was far from being a success.
That it was not can be attributed to the mismanagement
which comes from inexperience in bench show matters on
the part of those having it in charge. The preliminary
arrangements which the secretary had in charge had not
received much attention, that is, beyond the mere announce-
ment of the dates and the sending out of a few circulai-s noth-
ing of an energetic character had been done to secure a good
entry. As to the mere routine details of running the show,
the same inattention was obsei-ved as in other matters.
There were no catalogues, thus there were no means of
identifying dogs or learning their pedigrees and owner.ship
without the most troublesome inquiry. There was no bulle-
tin board to announce when the judging would begin or
what were the winnings of the dogs. There were no books
for the judges in which to record their awards. In short,
the management was much as it happened and it was most
primitive in every detail. Had the show been a large one
there would have been inextricable confusion and irritation.
No management could well be more ineflicient or inattentive
to preliminaries.
All information was inclosed between the covers of the

secretary's book, a narrow memorandum book of pocket size,
modest in cost, which contained merely the owners' names
and addresses and the names of their dogs. It .served in its
way a multiplicity of purposes. It was a reference book for
the ring steward, but as it had the names of the dogs with-
out also having their numbers, it was an imperfect reference
book for him. The omission was remedied by a dog to dog
inquiry for numbers as the classes were brought into the
ring.
The same little book served for the judges to record their

awards in.

It served, too, for a reference volume for the reporters.
In the matter of breeder or pedigrees, it was necessary,

however, to refer to the original entry forms, which were in
a loose pile conveniently at hand. That undignified little
book was in demand.
As the records grew with the judging, the little book grew

in popularity. It was then needed constantly by the secre-
tary, the ring steward, the judges and the reporters. Some-
times all wanted it at the same time, other times but two or
three wanted it. Had the little book been lost, the gather-
ing, for a while at least, would have been purely informal.
That little book preserved the formality and the dignity and
the usage. It was the keystone. It was all there was be-
tween order and chaos.
At other shows, which follow what is considered the

proper procedure, there are two special books made out alike
for each judge and his steward, that is, a like book for each.
Each book contains duplicate lists of the numbers of the
competitors in a class. Then the judge and steward have
everything in their own hands and can work intelligently,
independently and quickly. There is no need of the secretarj'
to be on hand to manage the classes by painful reference to
the records. When the judge enters his awards in his book
the steward quickly copies them into his own book in dupli-
cate li.sts. He tears out one list, which at most shows is
tacked to the wall in a convenient place for the information
of the press or public. Often in addition a bulletin board is
placed in the ring. On it the awards and numbers of the
dogs are marked as the classes are judged. Thus the judge
has uninterrupted pcssession of his book, the steward has
his own book, the public gets the information promptly and
systematically, and the secretary is free to attend to the
other duties which are in direct connection with other in-
terests of the show. Concentrate all the records and routine
business in one little memorandum book, and the book then
simply becomes a big monument to awkward management.
There being no catalogue the public had no fixed data to

refer to. The floating gossip or what was visible to the eye
made to them all the- particulars of the show. They were
not educated in what makes up a show or what a well con-
ducted show really is.

There were about 75 dogs in the competition, of which the
beagles, greyhounds, pointers and setters were the only
classes noticeable for merit above the ordinary, and their
clas.ses were not well filled. Minneapolis being in the midst
of the great game bird section of A.merica ought to have
shown a magnificent collection of setters and pointers.
The dogs were benched comfortably on wooden benches in

a corner of the first floor of the Exposition Building. Spaces
two or three inches wide were left between the boards on
the sides and back of the stalls, which greatly relieved the
heavy appearance of this benching as compared with the
solid board benching commonly used, and it afforded better
ventilation and light to the occupants. The show was kept,
sweet and clean, which was not a difficult matter consider-'
ing the few dogs and the small space occupied by them. Yet
as a mere local show it was quite a fair one.
Mr. John Davidson judged the sporting classes. Mr. Gus-

tav Hansen, of Osceola Mills, Wis., a gentleman famous as a
dog breeder and owner, and also as a fishculturist, judged
all other classes. En passant, it may be mentioned that in
the fish exhibit in connection with the exposition, there were
many small and large trout" which were furnished by Mr.
Hansen.
The judges were ready to begin their task on Tuesday, the

first day of the show, but the management did not have the
classes ready for them; therefore, the judging was postponed
to the following day, when it was begun shortly after 10
o'clock A. M. and was finished in the afternoon.
Mr. H. E. McCuUough was superintendent. Mr. H. Y.

"Van Dusen, the secretary, attended to the general manage-
ment of the show. It is hut fair to state that he was most

willing to do all within his power to promote its interests;
but, not being familiar with the duties of his office, he did
not know what action was necessary or what was required
to proceed properly. Running a dog show is not a matter of
inspiration. Practical knowledge is as necessary as it is in
any other enterprise.
The show had very little advertising, that important

matter having been quite neglected too. Some owners,
while the show was running, were inquiring as to whether
they could then enter their dogs They could not have
easily learned diflrerently. Information on that and kindred .

subjects had not been properly advertised in the journals
specially devoted to dogs, nor had the local press been en-
gaged in publishing the merits of the show. The sports-
men's journals gain the interest of the e.Khibitors, while the'
local press has a mission in bringing in the attendance..
Yet, with all the inefficiency displayed, the dog show corner
proved to be one of the greatest attractions of thej^exposi-
tion.

The club is composed of excellent material. I believe'
that it can hold a first-class .show in Minneapolis, but better'
management is necessary. The criticism offered hereinbe-
fore is with an intention to point out errors, to the end that
the club will know hereafter how to avoid them. They
should strive to have a show worthy of the cltib and the-
locality. It would be unjust to them and the public to
asset t that the recent efforts \vere good, or even the best the
members could make. There are kennels in every direction,
containing good material for bench show purposes. Out of
such abundance it would not seem to be within the powei-
of any one man to make a tiny showing.
As many of the classes had but one entry and the'others

but a few, consequently the actual competition being little,
the comments on the dogs will be as brief as possible. There
was but one prize in a class. Though ribbons were given out
as representing second and third prizes, they were more as
reserve and vhc.
MASTIFFS had but two competitors, Victor Hugo, a rather

leggy specimen, alone in the dog class, and Queen, light in
bone and muzzle, alone ifi the class for bitches.

St. Bernards had, compared to the others, well filled
classes. There were ten iu the open class, and of these there
were but three or four which were in the competition, the
rest being poor specimens. Major Pendennis, light in muz-
zle, poor head, undersized, took first. Prince Arthur 11.,
second prize winner, I liked better than the Major. He is a
larger dog though inclined to legginess, or rather he is not
heavy enough in body, and he moves better. His legs and
feet are good and he has good color and markings. The third
dog, American Ben Hur, was quite ordinary. Margie Daw
had a walkover in the pupny class. There was but one
smooth coat. Me Too, a bitch of ordinary quality, and she
had no competition.
Great Danes, six in the dog class, were in quality from

fairly good to downright poor. First went to Duke, a dog
lacking in symmetry. He does not stand squarely on his.
legs, nor is he without blemish in his knees. Pluto, a large-
brindle, won second. His head is coarse, ears badly cropped',
and he shows some throatiness. In bitches Minka, hign be--
hind, coarse stern, took first. Dora, a light-boned, ordinary-
specimen, took second, and Coaxmer II., an inferior speci-
men, took third. Mr. Hansen sent his fine bitch Nevezefoute
of the ring, he refusing very ju-operly to allow her to com.-
pete under his own judging.
Grevhottnds.—A good pair were shown in the dog class;

Bounce, winner of first, being a well built dog. He was
shown too high in flesh. Bruno, Jr., second, was more than
an average good specimen. There were two bitches in their-
class. Innocence, a pretty small bitch, light in bone, took
first, second going to Frances Cleveland, an ordinary good
bitch. In the puppy class Boston won easily over his two
competitors.
Foxhounds.—Two puppies, apparently having a blood-

hound cross, were the only competitors. They were not
noticeable in possessing good quality. Cap was first and
Major was second, yet there was very little difference be-
tween them. It was said that they were under six months
of age.
Pointers had one competitor in the open dog class, Jack,

a good small dog. Two bitches appeared in their class,
Devonshire Jennie winning easily, though too thin in flesh
froui work afield, to show at her best. She is a symmetrical
bitch of muscular development. Lady Bell, second, was too
fat, and was lacking in symmetry as compared to her com^
petitor.
English Setters.—There were two out of the four in the

open dog class which were really good ones. Count H., first,
had the better muscular development and was better in head
and front. Monk, second, is a very superior setter also.
Sport, third, had a profu.sion of feather and a good coat. He
is quite a handsome, fat dog, but is more after what is con-
sidered the Laverack type. Queen Noble II., quite a superior
bitch. Bad a walkover in her class. A symmetrical, well
developed puppy, Al. C. Furue.ss, had a walkover in its class.
Irish Setters had two, both dogs of superior quality.

Peko, better in knees, head, coat, color and muscular devel-
opment, won over Duke Elcho, Jr. The owner of the latter
felt quite indignant at the decision and entered a protest, the
data of which was his own opinion.
Gordon Setters brought out two in the dog class. High-

land Kent and Highland Killbride, first and second respec-
tively. The latter is light in bone, but botlx have merit,
above the average. There were two competitors in the bitch
class, Highland Yula and Highland Nellie, first and second!
in the order mentioned. The latter is a small bitch. Both
are above the average in quality.
Chesapeake Bay Dog.s had one dog and one bitch in the'

one class provided. Gabe was first and Juno second. The:
former was faii-ly good, the second quite ordinary.
Dachshunds had one ordinary bitch, Tressie, which waa

awarded first. A large dog, Feldmann, of excellent quality,
was for exhibition only.
Cockers.—Lady Toots had a walkover.
Field Spaniels.—Shamrock had a walkover.
Beagles had one class. Three good ones competed. The

dog, Troop, winner of first, has good bone, type and sym-
metry. The bitches were a bit light in bone. Mattie was
second, Fannie third.
Collies.—Shep, a rather coarse dog, won first in the dog

class. Jim, ordinary in quality, won second. Two competed
in the class for bitches. There were two bitches, of which
Queen, the first prize winner, was a good one, while Cactus
was but fair.

Skye Terriers had but one entry, Toodles, which had a
walkover.
Pdgs were very ordinary. Nickey Boy and Judy B. had a

Tjvalkov^er in the dog and bitch class respectively.
Bull-Terriers.—There were two, ill-conditioned, thick

set specimens with coarse heads, more of the "business" dog
in appearance. Jesse had no competition in the dog class
nor Daisy in the bitch class.
Blenheim and King Charles Spaniels.—This class pro-

duced the first open unpleasantness of the show. The owner
of the two Blenheim spaniels insisted, notwithstanding that
the judges and the management ruled against him, that the
King Charles and Blenheim spaniels, being of two different
breeds, should be in separate classes, notwithstanding that
they were put in one class in the premium list. These breeds
never have many entries at shows, hence nea,rly all dog show
managements provide but one class for them. The entry
fees rarely equal the prize money. It was most unreasonable
in the instance cited, to insist on a .special class being made
for Blenheim spaniel, agaiust the ruling of the management,
particularly when said spaniels were requii-ed to pay but $1
entry fee, when the premium list specifically designated thei^
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class, and more parfcicularly^when they were owned by the
vice-president of the club. Under the cirenmstances, the
liaatter looked in exceeding bad taste, in addition to being
wrong. Bentick, the King Charles, was awarded first.

Italian Greyhounds were an ordinary lot. The two dogs
were both rather large, Frank winning first, Stanley second.
Pink had a walkover, and hardly merited the prize she re-

Miscellaneous Class.—There were three competitors in

this class, one of which was called a Japanese pug. The
other two w^ere Ruby spaniels, csvned by the vice-president
of the club. Again there was a long wrangle, the arrange-
ment of the class not pleasing Mr, Eastman. The judges and
managers held that, as there was no regular class provided
for the Ruby spaniels, they would necessarily and properly
under the rules compete in the miscellaneous. Mr. Eastman,
not being permitted to have his own way, wouldn't play, and
took his dogs out of the ring, an act which didn't seem very
amiable or dignified or exemplary for the vice-president or
any one else to do.

THE PRIZE LIST.

MASTIFFS.—Dogrs.' 1st, A. S. Babcock's Victor Hugo. Bitches: 1st,

M. Dwyer's Queen.

ST. BERNARDS.—Rough-Coated—Dogrs: 1st, F. A. Ingalls's Major
PendenBis; 2d, John S. Barnes's Prince Arthur II.; 3d, Chas. Lovatt's
American Ben Hur. Bitches: 1st, John S. Barnes's Margie Daw.—
Smooth-Coatkd—Siicftcs; 1st, C, T, Whiting's Me Too.

GREAT DANES.—Dofifs; 1st, F. W. Eastman's Duke; 2d, B, Kohl-
man'a Pluto. Bitches: 1st, R. Kohlman's Minka; 2d and 3d, Dr. Kern's
Dora and Caxmer.

GREYHOUNDS.-I>osrs.- 1st, B. H. Barrison's Bounce; 2d. T. Hay's
Bruno. Bitches. 1st, N. P. Whiting's Innocence; 3d, Mrs. M. M. de la

Barre's Frances Cleveland. Ptippies: 1st and 2d, Mi-s. M. M. de la

Barre's Boston and Minneapolis.

FOXHOUNDS—1st and 2d, ciias. C. Smith's Cap and Major.

POINTERS.—I>osrs; 1st. Mr. Alexander's Jack. Bitches: 1st, High-
land Kennels' Devonshire Jennie; 2d, Fred Kleis's Lady Bell.

ENGLISH SETTERS.—Dofirs.- 1st, L, S. Menkey's Count H,; 2d, J.

P. Balsam's Monk; 3d, Joe St. Marie's Sport. Bitches: 1st, Ad. J.

Klofanda's Queen Noble II. Puppies: 1st, Al. C. Anderson's Al. 0.

Furness.

GORDON SETTERS.—Doffs.- 1st and 2d, Highland Kennels' High-
land Kent and Highland Killbride. Bitches: 1st, Highland Kennels'
Highland Yula and Highland Nellie.

CHESAPEAKE BAY DOGS.—1st and 2d, J. T. Cook's Gabe and
Juno.

DACHSHUNDS.—Biic^es.- 1st, E. Brunhoflf's Tressie.

SPANIELS.—Cockers—£i<c7ies.' 1st, W. C. Browning's Lady Toots.
FTELXJ—Dogs: 1st, Adam B. Patterson's Shamrock.

BEAGLES.—1st, Percy Vittum's Troop; 2d, R. Wood's Mattie; 3d,

Stephens & Wennberg's Fannie.

COLLIES.—Dofifs; Chas. Stone's Shep; 2d, C. McV. Tobey's Jim.
Bitches: 1st, F, W. Eastman's Queen; 2d, Chas. Stone's Cactus.

SKYE TERRIERS.—1st, E. A. Wheatley's Toodles.

PUGS.—JDoffs; 1st, John S. Barnes's Nickey Boy. Bitches: 1st,

John S. Barnes's Judy B.

BULL-TERRIERS.—iJoffs; 1st, F. W. Eastman's Jesse. Bitches: 1st,

F. 'W. Eastman's Daisy.

ITALIAN GREYHOUNDS.—£»0£?s,' 1st, James J. Koehn's Frank;
3d, A. H. Upsell's Stanley. Bitches: 1st, A. H. Upsell'B Pink.

B. Waters.

Danbury Dog Show.
[Special Seport]

The dog show given last week by the Danbury Agri-
cultural Society in connection with their fair, was the
twelfth annual, and as American Kennel Club recognition
had been secured, it was of greater importance than usual.
For years past, the exhibition has been one of the most im-
portant of the fall fixtures, and though Providence with a
moi'e liberal premium list and Mr. Comstock's influence,
combined with a popular superintendent in John Read, out-
did it this year, still the wi.se policy of Mr. Geo. Sears
(manager of the deparment) in gaining A. K. C. recognition,
insured a good show. The best specimens from Pro'\adence
and about all the first class dogs from Mount' Holly came
on, so in point of quality it must have excelled the Canadian
events and it certainly maintained its position.

To secure a circuit of such shows in the autumn in the
Eastern States is highly desirable, and though in many
eases the -vsdnnings cannot exceed expenses, exhibitors are
wdlling to do their share in view of the benefit to kennel
interests. From conversation with those present, it would
seem that the managers of such shows ought to understand
that on their part some system and adherance to the A.K.C.
rules are necessary, as well as competent judges, because of

the greater importance of the winnings, if not for other
reasons. If these matters are overlooked for any length of

time, there 'svill soon be many evils demanding remedies and
the American Kennel Club will soon have something more
tangible than the Western bogus cyclone calling for legis-

lative action.

It must be clear to the Fair authorities that dog shows are
of far greater interest to those who visit such affairs than
any other similar attraction, and that in comparison poultry
shows are far in the rear. This was evident at Providence
and Danbury, for sometimes the dog shows were crowded
when the poultry only secured a meagre throng. There
were about 230 dogs on hand, which were fed on milk and
bread under Mr. Lewis Reed's superintendence, and as the
handlers present remedied the lack of attendants, by exercis-

ing many dogs that were not as well cared for as their own,
all went smoothly. Dr. James E. Hair judged the sporting
division and James Wataon took all other classes, and in

remarks on the awards it will be necessaiy to point out some
flagrant errors which may do harm to good specimens, or

make it ai)j)ear from wins at an A. K. C. show, tha.t the win-
ners are really worthy of such distinction, and thus bring
contempt upon records and reflect upon the policy of the
American Kennel Club. Dr. L. C. Knox carried out the
duties of veterinarian with his usual attention and skill, and
Mr. Geo. Sears did all in his power to make it a pleasant time
for exhibitors. Unfortunately, the catalogue was very im-
complete and full of errors, and the A. K. C. Secretary
should demand something diilerent in future.
Mastiffs.—Challenge class, first prize went to Ethel, shown

in good condition, and as Kaiser William was the only other
specimen on exhibition he also secured a blue ribbon. These
dogs are of average merit.
St. Bernards.—The country folk had never before wit-

nessed such a grand exhibit of these dogs as Mr. Fred
Schmidt had on hand, and it was at their benches that the
crowd gathered. Otos, first in the challenge class, has often
been described, and was shown in first class condition.
Roland, Jr., first in open dogs, was also looking well; he has
not lost any of his activity and beat Lord Walbeck, second,
in legs, action and shape of head. Pontift' II., vhc, is a dog
of substance, good in color and marks, but too long in
head and lacking stop. Milton, unnoticed, was worthy of

some attention, for though being orange tawny, which
looks black on the head, and therefore worthy of nothing but
condemnation in the judge's estimation, he is a sturdy, well-
proportioned dog, with character, agility and no very bad
point, and as Alton was his grandsire, and there have been
many fine St. Bernards of a dark tint, the judge's dread of
black was not well founded, and an injustice was done this

dog. In bitches a class was made for smooths, Guess Noble
taking the blue ribbon in this division, with size, bone and
character in her favor. Miss Wrinkles, second, is a white
with orange marks, without enough size in head, eyes rather
close together, and inferior to the winner in every respect.

In roughs El'Orv won. Lady Bountiful second; as the latter

has length, height, legs, skull, muzzle, stop and agility in

her favor we cannot see wherein a bitch like the one with the

curious name, that is only superior In color, could be justly
placed before her, and it was quite interesting to hear the
way the judge tried to avoid explaining it to Mr. Schmidt
afterward. He had no reason, and it was a great mista,ke.
Of the pupsRollo, a son of Roland, Jr., seemed to have fewer
faults, and enough promise to have secured the blue, but he
went without notice, and first was gi\'en to Veragua. a light
orange, with eyes rather close, and a badly cai-ried tail.

Donna Maria coming second with lack of character and a
light body.
Great Danes.—Bismark, a big dark dog of little charac-

ter and aptly described as a "veed" hy one of the Fatherland
present, won first. Shult Nero coming second, with some
little merit. In bitches, Emilie won over Shult Flora, both
being of but moderate worth.
Newfoundlands were represented by Rex, a black dog of

medium size, fair head and good eye, and hence something
of a Newfoundland, and though firsts have been given at
larger shows for specimens with very little of the Newfound-
land in their composition, this dog only took second Mr.
Reed's Carlo, which the judge gave a prize to last year, was
not good enough this time, and another Carlo owned by Mr.
J. Walsh, of some little merit, was also sent out without a
letter.

Greyhounds.—In the challenge class Pious Pembroke
was alone and was looking well. In open dogs the best dog
was again sent out of the ring without a letter; this is

Cheeky. He is a fawn of unusually grand outline and form,
his size is about right, he has a "good head, with capital
expression, which needs but better carried ears to place
beyond a fault, his neck is of good length, strong, set into a
good front, showing depth of chest, spring of ribs, oblique
shoulders, legs as straight as gun barrels and feet of good
shape, well padded, in loin he is well arched, well muscled,
in quarters he is also good and he has a well-bent stifle, with
plenty of muscle. In fact, he is a superb hound, such as one
rarely sees, and if a fault can be found it is in ears (but they
do not prevent adog reaching the game) and, perhaps, in the
muscles which unite the hindlegs with the loin, but it does
not seem to interfere with his action. Imper.'itor, first, is a
well-made dog throughout, but rather bitch-like in size and
other respects. Sir Launcelot, second, is the Gem of the
Sea.son—Lady Clare sapling that has been frequently at the
top. The others in this class were Baritone, vhc. , and a few
ordinary specimens, and little better were those in the bitch
and puppy classes.

Wolfhound classes were made up of excellent speci-
mens sent from the Seacroft Kennels and were correctly
placed. Sowanets, the first dog, is a comparatively new dog;
he is white and dark orange in color, symmetrical, strong,
well muscled, good in depth of cheek, fair in spring of ribs,

better than usual in shoulders and legs, he has a powerful
neck, long strong head, with capital expression; in feather-
ing he is also good and is one of the best, if not the best,
specimens of the breed we have seen in America. Peter the
Great, second, though a noted winner, was far below his
excellent rival. In the bitch class Plodeyka won over
Obrouga, and is a better one in nearly every respect
PoiNTEKS.—In challenge class Duke of Dexter met Launce-

lot and won the blue, Glenmorgan being the unfortunate in
such company. The open dog class brought forward for first

place Ptock II., which it was said had not been entered. I

Dare came second, with fair quality, and Perry third, of
hardly average merit. Dash A. and Royal Dan took vhc,
but hardly rank together. The open bitch class was much
better, but for some reason no third award was made. Wild
Eilly, the first prize winner, is a liver and white of a some-
what racy outline, without enough depth of chest, and
plenty of length to loin. Moderation, second, is a lemon and
white of the cobby order, of more than average merit
throughout, and whose chief fault seems to be a short neck.
Countess Vernon, reserve, was below these in most points,
and is a liver and white, with dash and style, but hardly
enough quality. Kathleen Kent, vhc, needs improvement
in pasterns.
English Setters.—In the challenge class Daisy Foreman

was alone, and carries her years well. In open dogs the well-
known Giendon came first. He has improved somewhat in
loin, which is well muscled and arched, so it cannot be as
great a defect as some critics would have it appear. Garry,
second, is a dog of strong head, showing pronounced charac-
teristics, but in body and quarters he is not as good as Ben-
zine, reserve. Canadian Lockley, vhc, has seen better days,
and would certainly have been higher were it not for Aveak-
ness behind. In the corresponding bitch class Spectre came
first. She was looking fairly well, and is well known. Do-
retta, second, might be better in shoulders, and Nora Glad-
stone, third, is a bright, active belton, with good chest, loin

and quarters fair. Roi Di and Nellie Bondhu both got three
letters, but surelj; it was not difficult to see a fault in one
to make a distinction. In the puppy class Daphne was alone,
and is quite a promising youngster.
Irish Setteks.—These classes contained some very excel-

lent specimens with champion Tim at the head of the chal-
lenge dogs. He was shown in excellent form, but there are
signs of age not only in his appearance but in his action.

Pride of Patsy, reserve, in this class needs a belter head to
be on an equality with the old champion. In the corre-

sponding bitch ciass champion Elfreda beat Blarney, Jr.,

and the award needs no comment. In open dogs Montank,
Jr., took the blue, and in size, shape of head and general
conformotion beats Jim's Dandy, tile second prize winner,
he being more rangy perhaps, and certainly stands high
enough on his legs. Chiuchquin was given third, but as he
lacks chest development, and needs fitting up throughout,
as well as a more characteristic head, it is hard to find a
reason for an additional prize, and in the interest of the
show it may be wise to put such awards in the premium
list on future occasions, Clonmel, reserve, has good color
and coat, but is somewhat leggj;. Bantry, he, ii a coarse
one, and Gyp needs a general toning up for such company.
In the open bitch class first went to Coleraine, the English
field trial winner, and she deserved it, for she is a good
all-round bitch, more of the cobby than the rangy order, of

excellent color, capital legs and feet, ribs well sprung and
chest deep enough, quarters in proportion, and well muscled,
head of good shape, well moulded, and a true Irish setter

eye; if any fault can be spoken of as worthy of mention,
it is that she is light in bone, but her quality throughout
would seem to call for this tendency. Lady Cleveland was
second. She is a trifle light in color, and a plain one far
below Coleraine's standard. Mollie got the reserve and is

somewhat of the same order. Biddy, vhc, is also but mod-
erately good.
Gordon Settees were from two kennels, Dr. Dixon's,

and a team from the Mont Kennel, and represented the
old type, and a modern Gordon built on more racy Lines,

and minus the lumber some critics have condemned in

this breed, The judge liked the ancient, so Dr. Dixon did
best, beating Brillmont—second to Ranger B. at Providence
—with Duke of Wellington and Homer S., but being de-

feated for second place in the bitch class by Fairmont, a
young bitch that has a score of four firsts already to her
credit.
Spaniels.—Iri.sh water spaniels and Clumbers were not

provided for, and entries did not come in to secure classes.

Though field spaniels had three classes there were only two
entries, one dog that was sent out without notice and Dainty,
the bitch that secured first by default. In cockers the chal-
lenge class had Middy and Bambo, and the result was a win
for former, shown in excellent condition. In open dogs Bran-
forth Jet secured the blue, with front legs of the dachshund
order, favored by a few judges, condemned by a few, and yet
sufficiently near- the standai'd concocted for the club from
the field spaniel Beatrice to afEord an excuse for the award.

Cloudy, Othello and .Jay Jay each got vhc, and yet if one is
right the others are wrong, according to the field spaniel-
cocker standard. In the bitch class Sliss Chip got the blue,
and as she has been spoken of so glowingly by those who
doubtless linow what is wanted for the woodcock haunts of
America, and have also correct ideas of the true cooker type
and the qualities required for ladies' pets, it would be folly
to more than hint that it is just as well to have it decided
what is really to be expected in the future, for to breed for all
those puriioses may be found a somewhat difficult undertak-
ing Woodstock Dora and Corktown Cleo both seem to
have had a struggle with this question in their puppyhood,
and as a result got a regulation dachshund twist in front,
thereby they avoid being taken a-shooting, and are nice and
small and so suitable for a lay's lap. Both of these took
equal second, j:)erha])s as field dogs, because their front legs
make them particularly adapted^ to paw the earth from the
furry vermin like the dachshund, or perhaps because they
are only somewhat less attractive thatjtue pet spaniel family,
certainly not because they could come out of a woodcock
haunt, if they got in, or could lift a bird from the ground in
retrieving it.

Foxhounds were very mtich superior to those generally
exhibited, and the beagles were well represented by Doctor
and Snowflake, though not numerically strong.
Fox-Terriers.—These classes were "well filled. Grouse IL

being alone in the challenge class. In the opeu dog class
Poverina secured the blue, but it is a mystery for what, for
he could do with a longer head, deeper chest, and there were
better terriers in the class besides the better bodied second
prize winner Arrandale Mixture; in Seacroft Bourbon c. , is a
good all around dog, fit to get vhc, if not higher, in the best
of company, when other things besides color are looked at,
he is rather too heavily marked with black, but color is but
ten points, and does not make the terrier. Venio, Jr., vhc, is
thick in head. Spot, he, has a rounded skull, and a poor
front, and Fire Tail, c, is well—just a little below the rank
of Bourbon that was placed equal, and has been referred to.
In fox-terrier bitches, Lady Rosebnry secured the blue: she
has a round skull. Trim, second, is light in bone, has*poor
ears and is not strong enogh below^ the eyes; hence if Seacroft
Myrtle, unnoticed, had come before the other two, she would
be where she wiD be if she meets them again under a terrier
judge, for she is a very promising youngster, with little that
can be found fault with. The pxips were placed, Seacroft
Rachel, flrst,_with full eyes and better head and body than
Seacroft Jessie, second, that has not yet filled out, Poverina
took a special for the best terrier in the show, but why, is a
mystery.
Collies,—In the challenge class The Squire, looking well

for his years, scored another first. In the open dog class Cur-
zon got the blue, and Royal Monarch came next, giving way
because of Curzon's better head; in build the first is light and
the second is sturdy, and in coat the second has a slight ad-
vantage, though neither is good. Royalston Chief, vhc, has
good body and legs, but is thick in head. In the bitch class
Highland Floss won. She is a remarkably sweet bitch, with
a good head, capital body, legs, feet and coat. Had she a
more wideawake than sweet expression, and were the curve
out of the end of her tail, few of her breed could .surpass her,
and it is very douljtful whether she can find her equal in
America. Mattie, .second, is of quite a difl'eren b order, and to
compare them W'Ould be like comparing the fine lady wdth the
servant girl.

Bull-Terriees.—Starlight had the challenge class to him-
self. In open dogs Cardona won. This is Frank Dole's latest
importation of Gully the Great get, and it is a flue dog, good
in head, body, and without any more conspicuous fault than
being a trifle close to the ground. Topsparkle, second, is

faulty in front and his feet are not good, besides he could do
with "more jaw, or rather it is a bulldog that has this dilated
upon, and it is more correct. Topsparkfecould be longer and
stronger in muzzle, and as Lord Blandford, he, is not weak
in either of these places, and Young Marquis, vhc , is also
right in these respects, we should have preferred either of
them for second place. The bitch class was divided by weight,
thus Kit and Edgewood Fancy II. had to fight for honors,
and Kit secured the blue rightly enough. There is not much
to choose between them in head, but is better on her feet, less

cloddy, stands higher from the ground, and is more bull-
terriei'like. She was hardly in the best condition in skin, and
Fancy had one of the pads of her foot cut, which may account
for some little awkwai'dness. In the light-weight bitches
Lady Rochester beat Pearl of Rochester; the latter has the
better body of the two, but she loses in head somewhat.
Black akd T.VN TJ':hi;ii':i:s.—The black and tan terrier

classes were stronger Lhau usual, for in addition to the Ro-
chelle Kennels' team. Henry Bartow, a new e.xhibitor, had
some capital specimens on exhibition, and as they were placed
in order of merit, no remarks are required.
There was but little provision and poor accommodation

for pet dogs, yet some very good specimens were on hand.
In Yorkshire terriers Mr. Heni-y Bartow, the new exhibitor,
had some capital specimens, and with Phebe, a very promis-
ing pup, won first in open as well as puppy class, and in
Ursula, second in pups, has a sure winner. The pug classes

were quite showy, Bob Ivy and Midget coming in this order
in the challenge class, and Attraction and Treasurer being
correctly placed in open dogs, but Penrin Boy scarcely got
all he deserved in c. In the bitch class it was quite a clo.se

thing between Bess and Lady Bonsor.
ITALIAK GjtKniouNDS.- It was to be expected that if the

judge made so glaring an error in English greyhounds he
would be at fault in the pet order of the graceful and sym-
metrical, and such was the case, and it was .such a curiously
mixed up judging that it will be best to take each dog in
order, and afterwards give ideas of how it would have pleased
us to see them placed. Vito, first, is a dull fawn, not good in
ai'ch of loin and shape of hindquarters, therefore not of ex-
cellent symmetry, moderately good in head and othei' re-

spects. Polly, second, is a rich, dark fawn, the best for color
in the class; "in symmetry she was almost perfect, in size the
best in the show, being smaller than the rest, and in chest
and arch of loin distinctly beat Vito, Flossie S,, the vhc.

dog, is a little apple-headed specimen, without any points
worthy of much praise. Trinkets, he, was the lai-gest

of the class, had white on the breas-t, and was scarcely
an average specimen, Souries, also he, was good in color,

symmetry, size, and hfis a fairly good head, and should have
come second to FoUy, with Vito thu-d, Flossie S. next and
Trinkets last.

The King Charles spaniels were Royal Roy, the well
known winner, and Twinkle, a bitch with some very good
points, and they were placed in this order.

Schipperkes were fair and dachshunds much below those
seen of late at our shoAvs.

AWARDS.
MASTIFFS.—Chaulenob—1st, B. B. Lewis's Ethel.—Opbk—1st, G. E,

Sears's Kaiser Wilhelm.

ST. BERNARDS.—Challenge—1st, Fred. Schmitt's Oltos.—Open—
Dogs: 1st, Fred. Schmitt's Roland, Jr. ; 2d, S. Miller's Lord Walbeck.
Verv high com., Thos. M. Burke's Pontiff II, Bitches: 1st, Shutt cS:

Thimau s El Orv; 2d, Fred, Schmitt's Lady Bountiful.—Smooth—1st,

Fred. Schmitt's Guess Noble; 2d, McCarl & Cataneo's Miss Wrinkles.
Puppies: Ist, Thos. M. Burke's Veragua; 2d, J. W. Churchill's Countess
Melrose.

DEERHOUKDS.—OmiLLENGE—1st, Frank F. Dole's Douglass.

GREYHOUNDS.-Challen(!e—1st, A. W. Purbeck's Lewis Rem
buke.—Open—Doffs; 1st, D. E. Lemley's Iinperator; 2d, Edwin H
Morris's Sir Launcelot. Very high com., Harvey M. Nelson's Baritone
High com,, Bronx River Kennels' Bronx. Bitches: 1st, A, VV. Purbeek'
Lady o£ Northcroft; 2d, G. R. Hair's Maud. Puppies: 1st and 2d, M,
T, Mason's Spinster and Ben Bristol

NEWFOUNDLANDS,—l8t withheld; 2d, John Caliban's Rex.

POINTERS.—Challenge—1st, C. D. Roberts's Duke of Dexter
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Ees., M. T. Mason's Launcelot.—Open—Dofirs/ 1st, C. H. Conell's Rock
n.; 2d, A. George's I Dare: gd, M, T. Mason's Perry. Very high com.,
G. W. Loveirs Dash A. and Palace Kennels' Koyal Dan. Bitches: 1st,
G. W. Lovell's Wild Lilly; 2d, J. H. Winslow's Admiration. Reserve
and very high com., M. T. Mason's Countess Vernon and Kathleen
Kent.

ENGLISH SETTERS.-CHALLENGE-lst, G. W. Neal's Daisy Fore-
man.—Open—Dojrs.- 1st, Wilson Fiske's Glennon; 2d, James Me-
Gaun's Albert's Garry. Reserve, W. C. Downing's Benzine. Very
lugh com.. Wild Crow Kennels' Canadian Locksley. Bitches: 1st,Wm. Bryce, Jr.'s Spectre; 2d, Rosecroft Kennels' Doretta; 3d, Dr.
Littleton s Nora Gladstone. Very high com.. M. T. Mason's Roy Di
and William Knott's Nellie Bondhu. Puppies: 1st. Rosecroft Ken-
nels' Daphne.

.IRISH SETTERS.-Challenge—i>o(/s.' 1st and reserve, SeminoleSenne s Ch. Tim and Pride of Patsy. Bitches: 1st, Semmole Ken-
i;.'^-

.Elfreda.-OPEN-i)affs.- 1st and 3d, Semmole's Montauk, Jr.,
and Tims Dandy; 3d, Wm. Knott's Chinchquin. Reserve and high
com., L U

. Barnes's Cloumel and Bantry. Bitches: 1st, Mr. Bishop's
Colerame; ad, pr Dixon's Lady Cleveland. Reserve, B. F. Lewis's
Mollie. \ ery high com., Seminole Kennels' Biddy.
GORDON SETTERS.-CHAiLBNGE-lst and 2d. Dr. Dison's Lady

Waverly and Duchess of Waverly -0pen-£»03s; Ist and 2d, Dr.
Dixon 8 puke of Wellington and Homer S. Reserve, E. H. Morris's
Bnllmont. Bitches:Jst, and reserve. Dr. Dixon's Princess Louise and
Katherine; ad, E. H. Morris's jfairmont. Puppies: 1st, E H Mor-
ris's Reedmont. '

FIELD SPAN lELS.-Doffs; Prizes withheld. Bitches: 1st, Thomas
xiiriiGr s ij&it3ty,

COCKER SPANIELS.-CHAiiENGE-Ist, Swiss Mountain Kennels'Middy.- Open- Iioffs: 1st, H. B. Field's Brantford Jet; 2d and very
high com., Swi^s Mountain Kennels' Jack of Clubs and Cloudy Very

°M°' ' 15 '
^'^^'"'^

i""^
•^'^y' '^'^'^ ^- Dole's OtheUo. High comf,

M. T. Mason s bay Boy. Bitches: 1st and equal second, Swiss Moun-tam Kennels' Mi>*s Chip and Miss Chloe: equal 2d, E. W. Fiske's Cork-

tnt^ainke'^nn^^rcToufy,^-''"^
'^''^^'^^

^^^.H'^UNDS.— Oofifs- Equal 1st, Seminole Kennels' Ranger and R.

S,79H'*r?^'^r°?™-°^;^™'
2d, M. T. Mason's Felix. Bitches: 1st andand 2d, M. T. Mason s Fancy and Norah.

Oh1ldt'?Snow"ifkr
Lewis's Doctor. Bitches: 1st, ^7. H.

rJi^I?;T?B^i??'^-^9'^T,^'^'=^?^-SeacroftKennels'GrouseH.—Open-
vi;. V,^-iL^''''^^i*^?T°''' C. D. Purroy's Arrandale Mix-ture 'Very high com F. F. Dole's Venio, Jr. High com., B. Finder's

Spot. Com Seacroft Kennels' Seacroft Bourbon and Mrs A L
and H w\mi?J^«- Equal 1st, T. Turner's Lady Roseberryand H. W. Smith's Sister Janet; 2d, B. F. Lewis's Lansdbwne Lady

R^cfef'
Seacroft Kennels' Seacroft Jessie and Seacroft

nnn<,"^!r„^H*oH"^o Seminole Kennels' The Squire.-OPEN
V^v^hi^h r-L ^ ^i'

Seminole Kennels' Ro.yal Monarch and Curzon.

I 4f«nff«M^c w-'
C'^'ef- Bitches: 1st. Lambert& Stanfleld's Highland Floss; 2d, Seminole Kennels' Mattie.

ifif Tnn?2 Q^:"^'!,^'-''^'""'"^^'^' ^- ^- D°^^'s Leonidas.-OPEN-jDoffs;
1st, loon & bymond s Romance.
BULL-TERRIERS.-CHALLENGE-lst,F. F. Dole's Starlight.-OPEN-

T
f^-,^- Dole's Cardomo and Topsparkle Very highwm., W. J Higginson's Duke of Rochester, Mrs. J. N. Henry's Young

SX^-r^'f^J,,^"?,'^!- J' Higginson's Billy BulgerOasUe Point
Sf°°^'«

Lo'-d Blandford Bitches: Equal 1st, CastTe Point Kennels'

plifi .S^ "^i

Hjgginson^s Lady Rochester; equaiad.W. J. Higginson's

«nH 2rt w°?''h^**'"-''°'^ I- V°K^ Ed-ewood ^anc.^• 11. Puppies: 1stand ^d, W. J. Higginson's Duke of Rochester and Lady Rochester.

Bfrr'Isir^fhomas^®'~'^°^*'' °- ^^"^^^ Stafford; 2d, Samuel

Tlr^,omfifi/Ml!i
'^^^ TERRIERS.- CHAiLENGE-lst, H. T. Foote's

?,[ r^^ u
?<*dge -Open-Doss.' 1st, H. Bastow's Lord George U.

;

Id n r'.1^,^;^?°A''^^
1st, T.Turner's Rosette

IflV wf^h
<^P^elia. Very high com., Mr. Brushheimer's Rochelle

lthel?eltelfo°ctl!L^^^^^^^ '^'^

R,T-2??^1^^^^^
TERRIERS -Doffs.- 1st, RocheUe Kennels' Unnamed.

ftnH oJ^^'i^R
Bastow^ Pbebe; 2d, Mr. Foster's Unnamed. Picppies:

1st and ^d, H. Bastow's Phebe and Ursula.

K-Jnnpl!; M9^'^'^^'"~^^^,^^• Lewis's Boby Ivy. Reserve, Seminole
H^n

>I'dg«it.-OPEN-Z>oss; ] st and 2d, Semiiiole Kennels' Attrac-

M H Crver't Pp^.': oPTp fio^den's P^nrice Boy. Bitchef: 1st,

2d;j.i:;-;^enl'^Ffo5B:and?4v^

T.^Turnel^s Scofch^HoTf
^''e'-wood's Toom and Jewel; 2d,

v/f'^'^n^^T?! '^^^J^o9^^?S.-lst and very high com., C. F. Smith's

^Hnifpt^ liTn"? i^'^'
°- ,Eohmann's Foley. High com.', C. F. Smith'sirinketsand C. Lohmann'sSouries.

^<-2,n?lo>'Q?'^?'^T^•~'^'°t^?:
River Kennels' Nora; 2d, Palace

and Emilia
°' 2d, Palace Kennels' Shult Flora

Le^^s's^Merce'r*^^'^'^
^' ^" ^^^^'^ BerrL-QPBN-lBfc, B. F.

FlSaL'^ifY^r^^^r.'''
^""^ ''^'^ ^' ^-'^^rinc, Jr.,

Mg^AS?'t?r'iK''^^'^^^-^^*' ^'"'^'^ ^^-^

IRISH TERRIKRS.-Doffs; 1st, T. Wise's Penderick Rae; 2d, B. F.Lewis s Galton. Bitches: 1st. T.Wise, Jr.'s Coleen Rue; 3d. H. O'-eonner s Mary Jane. Puppies: 1st. T. Wise, Jr.'s Mickey Rue: 2d, B
r . ijewis 8 Mick. .

I

„DACHSHUNDS.-lst,2d and high com,, Dr. Motishenbasher's Daches,Welue and Ruby.

WOLPHOUNps.-DofiTS.- 1st and 3d, Seacjoft Kennels' Sowanets

and Obrouga^
Great. Bitches: 1st and 2d, Seacroft Kennels' Flodeyka

SPBOIALS.
Handler having most dogs, Ben Lewis; second, O'Connor. Gordon

setter first m open class, Princess Louise. St. Bernard. Altos. Grey-
hound, Lady of Northcroft. Mastiff, Kaiser William. Newfoundland,
Kex. English setter dog in open class, Glennon. Fox-terrier I'over-
ina. Bulldog, Leonidas. Collie, Curzon. Bull terrier, Cardona.
Cocker spaniel, Braaforth Jet. Irish setter, Montauk, Jr. Grej'hound
dog, Imperator. '

New England Field Trials.

Editor Forest and Stream:
With your kind permis.sion I would iaform the public and

especially those having entered and those intending to enter
dogs in the New England Field Trials, something concerning
the facilities oE'ered at Oxford, where the trials will be held
and the ways in which it may be reached. Oxford is situated

and about forty-five miles from Xorvt'ich, Conn. Parties
from Providence and Fall River change cars at Webster five
miles below Oxford, and those coming from Boston and
vicinity change at Worcester. An excellent hotel, the Bacon
House, will furnish ample accommodations, and the cuisine is
excellent. Hotel rates will be §1.25 per day, for those who
stay out the entire trials, and slightly more for transients,
wlio remains only for one or two meals. Barges will meet
every train and the fare to and from the grounds will be
2.5c., 12}ic. each way, and this includes carriage of dog also,
which are boarded and housed at the club's expense? The
entries to our "all age" clas.ses close Oct. 14, and as we have
§400 in cash prizes offered and have at considerable expense
secured two of the mo.st competent judges in the country, we
anticipate a large entry. I would especially call the atten-
tion of dachshund and basset o%vuers to the fact that a class
has beeh provided for these breeds and to urge them to come
forward and embrace this the first opportunity, I believe, in
the history of the world, to publicly test the i-abbit hunting
abilities of these breeds. Further information regarding
the trials as well as entry blanks, running rules. etc.~, can be
obtained of Mi-. ^Y. S. Clark, Secretary, l7ii]den, Mass.

F. W. Chapman, President N. E. B. C.

The Forest AND^TREAM is put topre^s each week- on Tues-

day. Corrvspondcnee intended for pnblication tihould reach

us at the latest by Monday, and as much earlier aspracticable

United States Field Trials Entries.

Secretary P. T. Madison sends us the list of entries for
the U. S. Club Derby, as follows, all having been whelped in
1892:

POINTERS.

Alice Leslie—E. M. Beale's liver and white bitch (King
of Kent—Belle Randolpli), June 24,

Rhet—W. J.Wilson's liver and white bitch (Dan—Martha),
Aug. 13.

Don—D. P. Ritchey's liver and white dog (Trinket's Coin
—Moulton Patti), March 17.

Bud RogePvS—C. G. Stoddard's liver and white dog (King
of Kent—Meally IV.), July.
RiDGEViEW Cavaliek—C. G. Stoddard's liver and white

dog (Lad of Kent—'Ridgeview Lass), June.
Delmar—C. G. Stoddard's black and white dog (Osborne

Ale—Croxey), May.
Kentzo—H. G, Smith's liver and white dog (King of Kent

—Croxlill), April 8.

StrideAWat—Geo. E. Gray's liver and white dog (King of
Kent-Pearl's Dot), Feb. 14.

A'ENTURE—P. R. Hitchcock's liver and white bitch (Rip
Rap—Lapford Pearl), July 8.

Not Named—Hempstead Farm Kennels' liver and white
bitch (Duke of Hessen—Woolton Game), July 27.

Not Named—Hempstead Farm Kennels' liver and white
dog (Duke of Hessen—Woolton Game), July 11.

Not Named—Hempstead Farm Kennels' liver and white
dog (Duke of Hessen—Woolton Game), July 11.

Not Named—Hempstead Farm Kennels' liver and white
dog (Duke of Hessen—Woolton Game), July 11.

Lad's Rush—T. H. Gibbs's liver and white dog (Rush of
Lad—Devon.«hire Belle of the Ball), July 11.

Hessen's Boy—Louis McGrew's black and white ticked
dog (Dtike of Hessen—Barmaid), Oct. 8.

Hop's Hessen—Lewis McGrew's black and white ticked
bitch (Duke of Hessen—Barmaid), Oct. S.

Kent's Ruby—Dr. E. C. Michel's liver and white dog (King
of Kent—Zero), Nov. 13.

Kent's Peakl—Dr. 6. E. Michel's black and white bitch
(King of Kent—Zero), Nov. 12.

Fly B.—L. W. Blankenbaker's black and white bitch
(Buck—Jilt ID, June 4.

Pride of Avondale—T. W. Clelland's liver and white
bitch (Rush of Lad— GraDhic's Pride), Sept. 19.

Fred of Idstone—Idstone Kennels' liver and white dog
(Shotmaster—Pearl of Idestone), March 21.

The Friar of Idstone—Idstone Kennels' liver and white
dog (Shotmaster—Pearl of Idestone), March 21.

King of Lynn—Robert Leslie's lemon and white dog (Tem-
pest—Madge of Naso), March 18.

Wrecker-Charlottesville F. T. Kennels' black and white
dog ( Rip Rip—Croxie Wise), April.
Ripple—Charlettesville F. T. Kennels' black and white

bitch (Rip Rap—Croxie Wise), April.
Tip C—W. B. Stafford's liver and white dog (King of Kent

—Keeswick II.), March 12
Keeswick IIL—W. B. Stafford's liver and white bitch

(King of Kent—Keeswick II.), March 12.

Kent H.—W. B. Staftord's liver and white dog (King of
Kent—Duchess), June 10.

Black Beauty—A. T. Latta's black bitch (Rex II.—
Fanny), March 14. •

LULA K.—G. R. Howse's liver and white dog (Ossian—
Pearl's Pride), March 17.

Not Named—B. M. Stephenson's liver and white dog
(Tribulation—Lalia), March 17.

Not Named—B. M. Stephenson's liver and white bitch
(Tribulation—Lalia), March 17.

IPvISH SETTERS.

DAKIN—P. E. White's red dog (Finglas—Ruby Glenmore),
June.
Maid—F. E. White's red bitch (Duke Elcho—Aurore),

June.
ENGLISH SETTERS.

Gleam's Pride—W. W. Newson's black, whiteand tan dog
(Gleam—Pride's Bell), March.
Little Sister—D. G. Rowland's hlack, white and tan

bitch (Roderigo—Topsy Avent), July 4.

Harry Mandan—Jeannette Kennel Club's black, white
and tan dog (Jerry Mandan—I^ady Pitts), August.
Jeannette—Jeannette Kennel Cltib's black, white and tan

bitch (Jerry Mandan—Lady Pitts), August.
Rod's Clip—West End Kennels' black, whiteand tan bitch

(Rod's Ace—Rosa Noble), March.
Blue Ridge Mark—Blue Ridge Kennels' black, white

and tan dog (Gath's Mark—Ollie T.). March.
Allie Bkyan—Blue Ridge Kennels' black, white and tan

bitch (Dan Gladstone—Belle of Blue Ridge), March.
Anton—Blue Ridge Kennels' black, white and tan dog

(Antonio—Fanny M.), March.
Lillian O'B.—Blue Ridge Kennels' black, white and tan

bitch (Pegbid—Miss Nelly Y.), March.
Allene—Chas. P. Stokes's black, white and tan bitch

(Gath's Mark—Ruby's Girl), May.
Bessie Sharpe—Chas. P. Stokes's black, white and tan

bitch (Gath's Hope—Countess Rush), May.
Count Roderick—Charles H. C. Mills's black, white and

tan dog (Toledo Blade—Grace M.), July 8.

Rod's Mark—Greensboro F. T. Kennels' black, white and
tan dog (Roderigo—Mark's Maid), April 29

Mhss Hattie—E. L Gilmer's black, white and tan bitch
(Gath's Hope—Queen Noble), Jan. 4.

Jeff Brown—Porter & McGee's black and white dog
(Darby T.—Lucretia). July 39.

Markell—Chas. F. Field's black, white and tan dog (Ad-
tonio—Field's Cossette), July '38.

Misty Morning—Chas. F. Field's black, white and tan
bitch (Antonio—Field's Cossette), July 28.

Mary Early—Capt. Patrick Henry's lemon and white
bitch (Gath's Hope—Glad.stone's Girl), .May 3.

Boundless—Capt. Patrick Henry's lemon and white dog
(Gath's Hope—Gladstone's Girl), May 3.

Glea.m's Saji—H. J. Smith's chestnut, white and tan dog
(Gleam—Scamp S.), Aug. 5.

May-A. L. Finney's lemon and white bitch (Gath's Hope
—Gladstone's Girl), May 3.

Opel—Geo. E. Gray's black, white and tan bitch (Count
Gladstone—Diamond), July 1.

Futltrity—Herbert Merriam's black aud white hitch
(Gath's Mark—Eve), May 10.

Solitaire-F. R. Hitchcock's black, white and tan dog
(Roi d'Or—Tory Diamond), Jan 2.

Je s—F. R. Hitchcock's black, white and tan bitch (Count
Gladstone—Molly), Sept. 24.

Sandstone—F. R. Hitchcock's black, white and tan dog
(Cotmt Gladstone—Tory Diamond), July 1.

Amethyst—F. R. Hitchcock's black, white and tan bitch
(Count Gladstone—Tory Diamond), July 1.

Topaz—F. R. Hitchcock's black, white and tan hitch
(Count Gladstone—Tory Diamond), July 1.

Rod—F. R. Hitchcock's black, white and tan dog (Roi
d'Or-Torv Pettel), June 18.

Callie White— .Manchester Kennel Co.'s black and white
bitch (Gath's Mark—Georgia Bell), March '32.

Nellie Gladstone—Manchester Kennel Co.'s black and
white bitch (Dan Gladstone—Queen Novice), May 17.

Livingstone—J. W. Schriver's black, white and tan dog
(Gath's Mark—Cossette), June 3,

Dajie DUPJ3EN—Bevan & Moss's black, white and tan
bitch (Etigene T.—Dell Rivers), Jan. 16.

LooKOUT^Bedford & Bryson's lemon and white dog (Fre-
mont—Sue II.), June 10.

Fluke Skillman—E. C. Payne's blue belton dog (Doctoi'
M.—Fussy), May 3.

Juno M.—P. B. Mosby's black, white and tan bitch
(Eugene. T.—Bess of Hatchie), July 38,

IghtfIeld Mukat—p. Lorillard, Jr.'s black, white and
tan dog (Farfuin—Maggie), April 23.

Ightfield Rosalie—p. Lorillard, Jr. 's orange and white
bitch (Fred—Rosa), .July 6.

Antoinette—P. Lorillard. Jr.'s black, white and tan
bitch (Antonio—Daisy Hunter), Feb. 28.

Beryl—P. Lorillard, Jr.'s lemon and white bitch (Glad-
stone's Boy—Ruby D.), July 17.

Almonta—P. Lorillard, Jr.'s black, white and tan dog
(Gloster-Mopsa), Feb. 10.

Velma—P. Lorillard, Jr.'s black, white and tan bitch
(Gloster—Mopsa), Feb. 10. ,

Ophelia—P. Lorillard, Jr.'s black, white and tan bitch
(Gloster—Mopsa), Feb. 10.

LeonA—P. Lorillard, .Jr.'s black, white and tan hitch
(Etigene T.—Bess of Hatchie), July 23.

Lady Araminta—P. Lorillard, Jr.'s black, white and tan
bitch (Eugene T.—Dell Rivers), Jan. 1.

Longfellow—P. Lorillard, .Jr.'s black, white and tan dog
(Blade—Maggie Gladstone), Jan. 1.

Fanny Rice—Jackson & Denmark Kennels' black, white
and tan bitch (Gladstone's Boy—Manitoba Peggy), May 23.

Earl Palmer—Jackson & Denmark Kennels' black,
white and tan dog (Frank Whitley—Dulcenia), Jan. 7.

Duke of Yeragua—L. W. Smith's black, white and tan
dog (Roderigo—Faunette), June 1.

Not NAj\iED-=James H. Trezevant's black and white bitch
(Roderigo—Parepa Rosa), March 1.

Daisy Croft—Charlotteville F. T. Kennels' lemon and
white bitch (Antonio—Daisy Hunter), Feb. 28.

May Win—S. E, Corbett's blue belton and tan bitch
(Prince Lucifer—Lady Gladys), Api-il 13.

Scott's Wood Faust—W. B. Stafford's blue belton and
tan dog (Pembroke's Grouse—Blue Fan), May 1.

Bowdre—Avent & Thayer Kennels' blue belton and tan
dog (Roderigo—Novelist), March 23.

Cigarette—Avent & Thayer Kennels' blue belton and
tan bitch (Roderigo—Norah II.), May 17.

Hester Pryne—Avent & Thayer Kennels' blue belton
and tan bitch (Roderigo—Norah II.), May 17.

ToPSY's Rod—Avent & Thayer Kennels' blue belton aud
tan dog (Roderigo—Topsy Avent), July 4.

Thalid—Avent & Thayer's blue belton and tan bitch
(Val Jean—Lucy Avent), March 4.

Prairie Lad—Avent & Thayer's blue belton and tan
dog (Val Jean—Zazel), May 15
San Antonio—John A. Gude's (agent) blue belton and tan

dog (Antonio—Nelly Hope), May 23.

Hope's Pride—W. A. Hinesley's blue belton and tan
dog (Gath's Hope—Lula Hill), Aug. 17.

Lottie H.—W. A. Hinesley's Chestnut, white and tan
bitch (Gath's Hope—Lula Hill), Aug. 17.

Hope's Glide—G. T. Kerr's black and white dog (Gath's
Hope—Lady Lit), April 23.

Sadie Ross—Bob Cooper's black, white and tan bitch
(Gath's Hope—Tempest), February,

Flaps from the Beaver's Tail.

Toronto, Canada —It may serve to settle a disputed point
when I say that Mr. Stone positively assures me that he was
not informed as to the conditions of competition for the Ash-
mont trophy, but of course he had a general idea of what
these conditions were. As far as the bench show committee
is concerned, the special was awarded according to the pub-
lished rules, for which see Forest and Stream of Aug. 13,
where Mr. Stone says, "Dr. Perry has kindly donated the
Ashmont trophy to be competed for at our coming show, the
same being for the best dog in the show aud to be j udged by
Mr. C. H. Mason."

Mr. H. Bedlington's Bedlington terrier Sentinel, a winner
of several prizes, has gone to the final "dogs' home." Death
was evidently due to a fit.

We are about to lose one of the landmarks of Canadian
dogdom in A. A. MacDonald's smooth fox-terrier champion
Blemtou Trump. He has been sold to Mr. Waterman of
Santa Barbara, Cal., and will remain btit one month longer
in his old home to fill engagements. Any puppies the pro-
duct of service while in Mr. MacDonald's pos-session will be
eligible to compete for the special prize of §100 offered by him
at the Toronto show of 1894, but of course not afterward.

Mr.Waterman also bought a nice bitch puppy of the Dark-
Eye—Bonnet litter. H. B. Donovan.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
There is no charge for answering questions under this head. All

gniestions relating to ailments of dogs toill be answered by Dr. T. G.
Sherwood, a member of the Royal Qollege of Veterinary Surgeons.
Communications referring to other matters connected with Kennel
Management and dogs will also receive careful attention.

M. J. W., Hartford, Coll.—Can you send me the address of any reli-
able man who has brown French poodles for sale? I want to find
some one near New York, where the dogs can be seen. Ans. Write
to Hill Hurst Kennels, Wellesley, Mass.

G. E. J., New York.—1. Beagles are considered the best for rabbit
hunting, although dachshunds are also used to good purpose. 3. The
two parties you mention first are reliable and'have good stock; the
other we know nothing of but suppose they are all right. 3. If you
want to register the beagles you purchase, you can do so by writing
to the secretary of the American Kennel Club. 44 Broadway, New
York, for blank forms, giving full particulars. The fee is SI per dog
for registering. 4. Write either to the president, H. L. Kreuder,
Nanuet, N. Y., or secretary, Geo. Laick, Tarrytoun, N. Y., and they
will attend to your election at the next meeting of the Natiooal Beagle
Club, due notice of which you will find in our Hunting and Coursing
column.

J. G, H., Emporia, Kan,—I again address you for help. I am down
here in Kansas from Idaho, and want jyour advice, which I have had
several times. I have a well-bred Gladstone bitch Jmos. old. She is

covered with warts—some say the mange, I say warts. The mouth
aod rectum the worst; if I can cure her I shall take her back to Idaho
with my spaniels. Can I cure the ailment, and how? Is it contagious
and will my spaniels catch the disease? I keep them separate. She
eats well and is improving under the treatment. I am giving Sargent's
pills and dressing with carbolic soft soap twice a week. Ans. Dress
the dog all over with a mixture of sulphur, oil of tar and cottonseed
oil, and give internally the following mixture:

Ferri phosph.
Liq. arsenicalis aaj i

Aq. ad 5vi
Mix. Give one tablespoonful twice a day.

"No Other Paper Could Take Its Place."
FoHE-ST AND Strelvm is among the welcome weekly visitors to our

rooms. When we were making iip our list of papers for the year, one
of the readers of Forest and Streaji, expressing his desire lo have it

continued another year, said, "No other paper in the United States
could take its place in my estimation." In this part of the country
where the rod and gun is used so much, such a periodical is of ines-
timable value.— 3'. M. C. A. (Boi/i, Me.) Magnet.

Business.
Hope, Ind., Sept. 15.—Sditor Forest and Stream: I am pleased with,

my last adv. ; whl send you another adv. before long.
C. A. PjkETZEL.
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punting mid ^ani[smg.

FIXTURES.
Oct. 17,-^Keniiiore Club meeting at Goodland, Kan. Frank L. Web-

ster. Sec'y- Entries close Oct. 16.

Oct. 24.—American Coursing Club. Ira D. Brougher, Sec'y.

Nov. 7.—Tbe Cowley County Coursing Association, Winfleld, Kan.
J. R. Ballard, Secretary.

INTERNATIONAL COURSING MEETING.
Any o-ne who has an ounce of sporting blood in him must

concede that coursing in such a country as that around
Huron, S. D., is glorious sport. The plains stretch far

away to every point of the compass, and only dotted at

wide intervals with little clumps of trees, which shelter

some lonely farm home. There is scarcely any wire six miles
from town. It is an ideal coursing country, and the Huron
Coursing Club must be congratulated upon bringinE? such
an important meeting to a successful conclusion. When we
arrived on Monday (Oct. 2) afternoon a number of coursers
were already there, Messrs Watson, Williams, Lowe, Van
Hummel, Page, Bradbury and others having arrived several

days ahead. We had the slipper, John Brett, in our party,

so we felt quite indifferent over the slowness of the train or
whether it ran off into the prairie somewhere.
Huron is an ambitious town of about 3,000 peofjle, and they

seem to be all fond of coursing. Several fine brick business
blocks adorn the town. The accommodations at the Depot
Hotel are very good and a great improvement on anything of
the sort we have ever had at field trials. The town has elec-

tric lights, postal delivery, and almost every modern conve-
nience. We speak of this because we wish to bring this place
to the favorable notice of coursing men; for if they are seek-
ing a locality to run a meeting off, no better could be found.
The meeting commenced on time, Oct. 3, and was concluded

on Friday afternoon. The local interest in the meeting was
very keen, and at no similar sporting event have I seen such
a crowd and their bearing at all times was orderly. In fact,

it could not be otherwise; the hoodlum -element was absent,
the spectators being chiefly the solid citizens and citizenesses
of Huron.
The haxes can be seen nearly all the time when ruxming,

there being very little grass a foot high. The only trouble
is the scarcity of water and the quality df it, and the alkali
dust, which at times is rather annoying,''creating a thirst
which cannot be assuaged. Among those we met who were
Interested in the coursing besides those mentioned were W.
J. Alley, Mr. Allen, A. P, Slocum, Tom Hall, all the way
from Merced with three dogs, Banboy, Joe McAuliffe and
another; F. B. Coyue, E. H. Mulcaster, C. H. Vinton, J. A.
Busfield, A. C. Bradbury, Mr. Charlton and Harry EUer. Of
the ladies present we noticed Mrs. Sterling, Mrs. Eller, Miss
E. Ingham, Miss K. Eayant, Miss B. Bick and Mrs. G.
McEathron.
Throughout the meeting there was jaothlng to mar the

general good feeling among the coursing men, excepting per-
haps in the Ramona-Flake course, after which the owner of
the latter rather questioned the decision, but there was noth-
ing in it. The last day, after the Touchwood-Princess May
course, Judge Williams fined Mr. E. H. Mulcaster $5 for run-
ning into him during the course, as he stated it was the third
time he had done so. Mr. Mulcaster handled Messrs. Allen
& Rew's dogs. Mr. Mulcaster afterward apologized and the
affair ended with the remittal of the fine. Mr. Roger Will-
iams showed conclusively that as a coursing judge there are
few to equal him. The riding is hard and at times danger-
ous in the extreme, on account of the hidden badger holes.
One of the judge's horses broke a bone in the pastern, and
his two other horses were knocked out by the first day's
work.
Mr. Williams is a hard and vigorous rider for a heavyman,

and there is no hesitation whatever in giving his decision
directly the dogs stop. Another important officer must also
be praised. We in New York poked fun at our friend at
Closter when it was announced that he would slip.. Those
who didn't know him thought he couldn't walk it out. All
a mistake; he went a bit duckey in his hindlegs the second
day, but Friday he was going stronger than ever and was
told repeatedly to go slower. Except for the accidents men-
tioned below, which he could not help, the slipping was well
done and gave general satisfaction. The oflScers of the club
did their duty well. There was no undue assumption of
authority, they treated every one firmly but kindly while
out in the field and thus kept excellent discipline and their
lines in almost martialprecision. The flag steward was
Mr. Clarence Pratt, of Hufon, a good rider, and only once
did the judge get away from him, in the Fanny and Drytime
heat.
Mr. Page, as slip steward, was always there when wanted,

and in the language of the dog show, "the rings were well
served." The field stewards were Messrs. C. R. Huntly, the
president of the Huron Coursing Club, formed in April last;

John Longstaif, the secretary and treasurer; E. H. Aplin,
John A. Sauer, R. O. Richards and F. B. Coyne, and these
also constituted the active members of the club. Mr. J.
Herbert Watson was chairman of the committee and the
committee itself, for his fellow members did not ]put in an
appearance. Mr. Horatio Nelson, one of the committee, was
SICK, and his enforced absence must have been a great disap-
pointment to him, as he had a number of dogs entered. Mr.
Watson was here, there and everywhere, and attended to the
whole business generally. The coursing men owe him avote
of thanks for the trouble he took in the whole affair, and all

who know him were pleased to see his plucky efforts at last
rewarded by substantial wins. Mr. A. C. Bradbury had his
dogs in hand for a month before the meeting out here, and
the running of his dogs show that he was not lazy, and he
was particularly handicapped by having the two dogs iu a
.course several times, running three out of the four last dogs
left in the purse, a capital record. He had Mr. Watson's
dogs as well as the May brook Kennels', The fact that H. C.
liowe and Dr. Van Hummel divided the principal honors
must be particularly gratifying to them, especially Mr.
Lowe, as he bred the winner and runner up, besides Sir
Hugo, Ramona and Voltaire; they have kept at the game in
spite of every setback, and the result was a popular one.
In the large number of courses run off many of them must

of necessity become more or less indistinct to the memory,
but there are several that stand out prominently on the
mind's tablets. Notably the Van's Peter—Willy Nilly course,
where Peter gave such an exhibition of dogged pertinacity
and pluck when thoroughly pumped, and killing his hare
after all. Then the course between Willis H. and Voltaire
was one to remember in years to come. Voltaire always
seemed to have the luck to get a hare that gave a long,
grueling course.
There is little more to be said when we relate that the occa-

sion of the draw was made quite interesting and spectacular.
In the pretty opera house, main floor, covers were laid for 200,
but before the performance with the chop sticks a musical
entertainment was given, and then the draw took place on
the stage, the president opening the slips from the hat. Then
followed the supper and the speeches. Mr. Longstaff was the
toast master, Mr, B. H. Aplin welcomed the guests on behalf
of the city, and Mr. J. Herbert Watson, of New York, re-
sponded. The following gentlemen made speeches appropri-
ate to the occasion: Rev. A. S. McGogney, Huron; Dr. Q.
Van Hummel, Indianapolis; Wm. Sterling, a lawyer of prom-
inence in the city; C. G. Page, Aurora, 111., and Basil Hay-

man, Chicago. The coursing cards were well gotten up,
accurate and moderate in price.

TUESDAY.
This the first morning of the meeting davrned clear and

frosty, but the sun coming out before we started just damp-
ened the surface of the ground sufficiently to promise good
going. A crowd of wagons and horsemen had assembled
round the headquarters when a late start was made for a
part of the prairie three miles from town. The whole sport-
ing element of the town seemed to have turned out, and
there must have been over a hundred teams on the ground.
Several ladies followed the sport throughout the day and
lent an additional charm to the scene. During the day we
had a taste of pretty nearly every kind of weather but rain
and snow. Toward afternoon a stiff wind came up which
must have been chilling to those compelled to sit in
wagons, and it made the tears come to the eyes of those
who had to follow the dogs. The crowd was orderly and
very different from those at Great Bend judging from re-

ports. Good discipline was kept, the line dressing well
nearly all the time. There were several weary tramps
during the day, as jacks were not very plentiful, but when
found were fairly strong. The judging was well done and
so was the slipping, with the exception of one or two of the
early onea, wnich circumstances excused. The courses
throughout were never very close, and there was no ques-
tioning the correctness of the decisions.

Columbus Cup.
First Bound.

LoED Neveestill AND DovEB.—This opening brace was
put into slips at 10:12 A. M. A hare was soon up, and the
slipper holding the dogs a trifle too long, Lord Neverstill
became unruly, finally breaking away and indulging in a
short course, losing the hare on the hill. Brought back,
they were slipped again to a rather weak hara Neverstill
led in the run up, scored, placing Dover, who never let the
other in again, the hare getting clear away with Dover, after
Lord Neverstill quitted. Dover won.
Dick Alley and Delsakte.—This brace in slips 11:05. It

took a walk of 30 minutes to find puss, and when slipped
Delsarte was unsighted, but following Dick Alley he soon
sighted, and passing Dick led to the hare and running right
in for a good kill in full view of the crowd, beat the other
dog pointless. Another hare got up before Dick was collared
and he killed.

SiE Hugo and Royal Crest.—These were sent off to a
good slip, and after a sharp burst Sir Hugo led, and turning
with the hare shot in and killed cleverly within SOOyds. of
the crowd. Sir Hugo won. An unfortunate course for the
black dog.
Viola and Dbytime.—A clever looking brace. Slipped at

13:06 with Drytime leading to the hare a couple of lengths.
Drytime held possession for half a mile and then placed
Viola. Rapid exchanges followed, till Viola, giving the
other the go-by as they turned to the hill, worked puss alone
until it sought safety in a friendly earth after a rattling long
course. Drytimewas outpaced, though she kept to itgamely.
Viola won.
Fanny and Raven.—In slips at 1 P. M. Hare soon found

and from a good slip Raven led up and did the greater
part of the work, working close to the scent and finally
clinched her advantage with a good kill. Raven won. Lunch
was then in order at 1:40 P. M,
Joe McAuliffe and Nancy were put in slips, but a half

an hour's walk ensued before a hare was started. Nancy
led to the turn, and placing Joe, a ding-dong exchange fol-

lowed, in which Nancy showed the cleverer, and working
the hare toward the spectators finally ran puss to earth.
This was a capital course. Nancy won.
Flying Fancy and Touchwood III.— The bitch led to

the turn from a good slip, but falling, Touchwood gained
possession, rattled up several points to the fence, where
Fancy joined issue and reduced the score one-half, but puss
holed or was lost in the corn, leaving Touchwood a good
winner of a fast course.
WooDFOED Boy and Willis H.—In slips at 3:33. After

two hares had escaped the dogs were slipped to a good one
and Willis leading, scored several points, and though the
brindle was well placed for a couple of turns Willis always
had him well in hand, and bustling his game to the woods
puss sought refuge and escaped. Willis H. won and showed
himself a smart hound.
LAPLANDER AND Greenshine.—In slips at 3:02. This was

a one-sided course, Laplander piling a handsome sequence,
scarcely allowing the black dog a look in, and after a bruis-
ing course of about three miles puss vanished in a hole just
in time to save its cotton.
Cyclone and Bigkee.—In slips at 3:25. A jack was soon

up and a burst of half a mile took the dogs from view with
little advantage to either; when seen the hare was favoring
Bicker; he turned her sharply and placed Cyclone for several
exchanges, Bicker being far the smarter of the two in re-
covery; running over the mound the blue dog was seen to be
doing all the work and using his teeth cleverly, never left

the result in doubt. Bicker won.
WiLL-o'-THE-WiSP AND PRINCESS MAY.—In slips at 3:45,

In ten minutes a moderate hare was started, and after a
short run-up in favor of Will-o' the -Wisp, Princess May took
possession on a strong outside, scored several points, and
bearing the hare round ran rather slovenly into her game,
killing after a short course. Princess May won.
St. LAWRENCE AND BAN BOY.—Put in slips at 4:08 Ban

Boy acted very meanly, breaking from slips. Caught and
tried to repeat when returned. Finally they were sent off in
single slips and Ban Boy sighting a hare first shot to the
front, while St. Lawrence, being unsighted, held back so
that Brett was strung out like a cross roads sign post. To
a bad break Ban Boy led several lengths a faltering hare.
St. Lawrence having made good his ground tried to kill and
coming again he accomplished his ob^'ect with the help of
the other. No course. Slipped again m a much better man-
ner the hare led them a merry dance, neither being able to
get on terms at first, till puss favored Ban Boy, he improv-
ing the opportunity for several points, and St. Lawrence
falling he further increased his score, finally losing puss in
a corn patch a half mile from crowd.
Ramona and Daziel.—At 4:40 slipped to a long run up,

Ramona first to score after running even for some time.
Placing Daziel hot exchanges followed, but Ramona always
having the foot of the other held well to the scent till she
lost puss in a corn patch.
Willy Nilly and Flake.—In slips at 5:03 P. M. A hare

was found quickly and from a good slip they were soon on
terms of intimacy with puss, and a give and take course
ensued, both doing good work, till Willy was unsighted in
corn and came back. Flake kept to it and ran some time
after her flag went up. A rather unsatisfactory course.
Prince Charley and Van's Peteb.—This was one of the

best courses during the day. Charlie led to the hare and
placing Peter neither had any advantage in the exchange
work that ensued, puss being pressed hotly all the time.
The pace began to tell on Peter and Prince Charlie forging
ahead soon ran into puss for an easy kill. Prince Charlie
won.
Miss Dollar III. and Voltaire.—This was another good

course that must have covered thre« miles at least. They
were sent off at 5:55 to a good hare. In the run up Miss
Dollar had the advantage, and bearing the hare back to
crowd some smart work on both sides took place. Getting
among the wagons it looked all over Miss Dollar's course,
but the hare drew right away afterward, led them a buster
over the rising ground till, having gone nearly a mile, Miss

Dollar gave it up, leaving Voltaire to carry the hare a couple
of miles further, working most of the time.
This finished the card and as it was past 6 P. M. a startwas

made for town. The wind had died down and a 10 mile drive
gave us plenty of time to ruminate on the vastness of this
country and the glorious sunset.

WEDNESDAY.
Second Bound.

When we pulled up our blinds this morning the weather
seemed anything but promising. Heavy clouds hung over
head and the air was raw, with a drop or two of rain falling
now and then. A start was made for a different part of the
prairie where hares were said to be more plentiful, and this
was found to be the case. There was a large crowd out
to-day. At noon I counted 147 carriages, besides a number
of horseback riders, including several ladies. A good deal
of the work done was sharp and decisive, hares being plenti-
ful.

No timewas lost in getting to business at 10:35, Dover being
drawn, owing to a lame shoulder.
Voltaire ran a bye with Little Climber, and was indulged

with another long, grueling course. :

~-

Delsarte and Prince Charlie.—Put in slips at 10:43.
These two were sent after a strong, fast hare at once. Del-
sarte was the_ quickest a.way, but Prince overhauled him and
getting up with his game scored and placed Delsarte forsome
rapid exchanges, Prince having the advantage. The latter
turned the hare toward the crowd, and when 100yds. away
puss was so hard pressed she ran to earth, and the white flag
was raised denoting Prince Charlie's victory.
Sir Hugo and Viola.—In slips at 11. Starting a hare to

one side of spectators from a fair slip, Sir Hugo led to the
hare. Viola, being unsighted, made a wide circle and lost
twenty lengths; but making this up, both dogs worked the
hare very prettily. Presently Viola carried puss on alone
several lengths ahead of Sir Hugo, who seemed in trouble;
but, coming again, he nipped in for possession and killed,
bringing a two-mile course to a fitting close. Sir Hugo won.
Raven and Nancy.—In slips 11:25. A hare was soon up,

but got a lon^ start before Brett let them out. In the run
Nancy had a alight advantage, and turning placed Raven for
a wrench; both scored well in subsequent exchanges till,

Raven bearing the hare to the left, Nancy shot in and killed
handsomely. Nancy won.
Touchwood HI. and Willis H.—In slips 11:40. Slipped

shortly after, and Willis proved superior in the run up; the
hare ran back through the crowd, Britt handling the dogs
very cleverly, for they were quite wild. Willis H. scored and
then placed Touchwood, who could not hold his advantage,
but bearing the hare to right let Willis in, and he never gave
the other dog another chance, but keeping close to the scent
the hare dodged back , and Willis working close to the ground
nabbed her as she passed and it was all over, and a clever
kill was the verdict. Willis H. won.
Laplander and Bicker.—In slips 11:51, and a hare get-

ting up under the dogs they were sent away on even terms,
but the hare turning sharply to right by a" fence both dogs
were unsighted. Laplander was quickest in sighting and
gained twenty-five leneths on his opponent, scoring a capital
turn before letting Bicker in. Lap then pressed the other for
possession again, handling the game cleverly, scored re-
peatedly and bringing the hare in front of the crowd killed
nicely. Laplander won. This was a very pretty course, most
of it in \iew of the spectator."?.

Princess May and Ban Boy.—Brett took them in hand at
11:55 and a hare was soon up. Princess led and getting pos-
session held it for several points; placing Ban Boy he reduced
the score but falling at the fence he lost sight,"besides cut-
ting himself in both forelegs, but nothing daunted he came
again and gave the other a go-bay, scored and placed Prin-
cess, who carried puss to rough grass in a fast course. Then
ensued a procession, the hare leading Ban Boy three lengths
and Princess some distance behind; this kept up for a mile,
when, getting to farmhouse, Princess stopped and the flag
went up for Ban Boy. This was a long, bruising cour-se.
Ramona and Flake.—In slips 13:35. Ramona led from a

good slip and turning puss toward the crowd she hustled her
so smartly that she took refuge underground, the course end-
ing with most of the work in favor of Ramona. Tliis con-
cluded the second round of the cup ties.

It was now time for lunch and we were all quite ready for
it; the air on these prairies must be conducive to good appe-
tites and digestion judging by results. The first round of the

Columbus Purse,

For dogs beaten in the first round of the cup, was now
started at 1:40 P. M.
Lord Neverstill and Dick Alley.—After the slip both

dogs were unsighted. Lord Neverstill soon sighted and
getting on terms with the game, scored rapidly at first,

Dick had now come in to take a hand and was well placed
when puss suddenly ran to earth which unluckily for Dick
left the verdict in favor of Lord Neverstill.
Royal Crest and Miss Dollar III.—In slips 1:50. When

game was started it got well ahead of the dogs before Brett
let them go and they were unsighted for a short time; Royal
Crest got the line first and had it all to himself for several
turns and wrenches before Miss Dollar made up her leeway,
and reduced the score on a couple of tunis. Royal Crest
coming again took posse.S8ion and never giving Miss Dollar
a chance, took the hare over the hill and down towai-d the
ravine, Miss Dollar stopping. The dog was seen to be work-
ing his hare for a mile or more and ran a strong resolute
dog.
Drytqie aud Fanny.—It had now become very warm

and trying to all those engaged iu active work and especially
so for the dogs. At 3 P. M. they slipped but lost view of the
hare at once in the long grass, but catching on shortly, Dry-
time closed up and turned puss twice before it went through
the crowd, seeming to hold the other well in hand. Doing
all the work she tried twice to use her teeth; leading Fanny
five lengths she hustled bunny over the hill, but the pace
told and her bolt was shot. Fanny took possession but
finally lost in a cornfield after some good work, but not
sufficiently so to wipe out Drytlme's score. The latter won.
Joe McAuliffe and Flying Fancy.—In slips at 3:40.

After a capital slip .Joe showed in front and put a couple of
turns to his credit before placing Fancy, who turning hare,
Joe got possession ^again and shot in for a good kill. Joe
McAuliffe won.
Woodford Boy and Greenshine.—From a capital slip at

3:20 on a marked hare, Woodford led to the quarry, turned
and placing Greenshine several exchanges were indulged in,
Greenshine having the best of it till tbe hare made straight
away over rising ground, and was finally lost in corn, Green-
shine stopping at the edge. Greenshine won.
Cyclone and Will-o'-the Wisp.—Found hare at 3:36, and

in a short run up Cyclone had the best of it, and one of the
prettiest courses of the day followed. Roimd and round
went puss, the dogs alternating at the scut. Will-o'-the-
Wisp soon proved smarter in this clever work. Cyclone being
too big, and giving him a go-by he never gave Cyclone but
one more chance to kill and then he finished the course with
a clever death. Will-o'-the-Wisp won.
St. Lawrence and Daziel.—Slipped at 4:81, Daziel dwell-

ing in slips allowed St. Lawrence to get well ahead, when he
rolled up a big score, and although Daziel got in for once or
twice the issue was never in doubt, even had the white and
black dog not made a nice kill. St. Lawrence won.
Willy Nilly and Van's Peter.—This was expected to be

a good course, and they did not disappoint us. In slips at
4:10. In the send-ofl: Van's Peter led and knocked together
several points before Willy could get placed. Giving V an'a

t
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Peter the go-by lie rapidly evened the score and put some-
thing to the good before he got unsighted, and gave up, com-
ing back to us. Then Van, though pumped, gave an.exhitai-

tion of pluck, working the hare alone in a potato patch up
and down, back and forth, then out into the open where he
turned the bare to Willy, who was looking for it. He flecked,

but Van got up to the scut again and nearly ended the course
several times unaided. Another turn in the patch and then
he shot out and nabbed his game. This was the most deter-

mined, plucky course of the meeting on Van's Peter's part.

The latter won, of course. This completed the card for the
day, seven miles from town.

THURSDAY.
It was raining as we came from breakfast this morning,

and the outlook was dreary in the extreme, while the air was
far from being warm. About 10 o'clock it cleared, however,
and a start was made in the same direction as yesterday.
Though few comparatively turned out this morning, by noon
there were quite as many as yesterday. A number of ladies

on horseback graced the proceedings, to say nothing of a
bevy of "schoolmarms" who came to see the fun in a large
wagonette. The stewards kept good order, though toward
the finish this evening a lot of young fellows on horseback
renounced all authority and followed the courses contrary to
rules. With this exception all through the meeting so far

the people have been most amenable to the field discipline.

The card commenced with the

Columbus Cup—Third Bound.
Sir Hugo and Nanct.—In slips at 11 A. M. Sir Hugo had

cut himself pretty badly on the near hindleg but it did not
seem to afEect him much. Putting up the first hare entailed

a forty-minutes walk. Nancy hung fire when the word came
and Sir Hugo got a lead of ten lengths. This Nancy closed
on the run up but Sir Hugo .scored the turn, and placing
Nancy she knocked together several points and finished with
a good kill, aided by Sir Hugo. Nancy won.
Willis H. and Voltaire.—There was considerable inter-

est in this heat, Willis H. being a local dog. In slips 11:47. A
hare was put up at once and the bigger Voltaire led and
turned, placing Willis H. for a turn and two wrenches.
Taking puss to the crowd, some long grueling runs took
place, first one having the advantage, then the other; in a
sharp rally Willis H. rolled over, but placed himself again on
Voltaire's turn. After working the hare upward of three
miles puss saved his fur by dodging into an earth, with Wil-
lis close to his scut. Willis H. won a bruising, clever course.
Laplander and Ban Boy.—This was the only course

where there seemed to be room for doubt as to the correct-

ness of the jadges' decisions. Ban Boy wore the white collar

and my eyes are good for nothing if I didn't see that white
collar m front most of the time. They were ofi: with a good
slip at 12:06 and Ban Boy scored a turn and two wrenches be-

fore Laplander could place. Ban did most of the work in
front of the crowd and kept close to the hare the most of the
time and finished with a good kill. The red flag went up and
Laplander won. Ban Boy had the speed of the other at all

points of the game. If Laplander did that work then
there must be something in second sight. We may have
been mistaken, as Mr. Williams is equally certain of his part
and he must know best.
Ramona and Prince Charlie.—These are two very hand-

some dogs. A hare got up at 13:30 and dogs sent on the jour-
ney on equal terms. Ramona proved the speedier and was
first to score, placing Prince nicely, who cut the score down
and added some for himsel f . Some rapid work on both sides
followed, and Ramona tried for the kill but missed, plaeiog
Prince Charlie, who did the rest of the work, finishing with
a smart kill. Prince Charlie won.

It was now lunch time, and Mr. B. H. Mulcaster afterward
took occasion to sell by auction a draft of pups from his ken-
nel, particulars of which sale will be found elsewhere.
After lunch the

Columbus Furse—Second Bound,
was run oil, commencing with
Lord Neverstill and Royal Crest.—A move of two or

three miles was made to other grounds to get out of the way
of wire fences, and at 2:35 the first brace were put in; but this

ground would not do and we moved still further out, and
they were finally slipped about 3 P. M. The dogs were un-
ruly in slips, Lord Neverstill behaving, as u.sual, very meanly.
Straightened out they broke badly, Lord Neverstill being un-
sighted, but following Royal Crest, he got up in time to see
the black dog turn the hare. Royal Crest always had the
foot of the bigger dog and rapidly increased his score, Lord
Neverstill getting one or two wrenches in the sharp ex-
changes. Royal scored several go bys and finally pressed
puss to seek refuge in a hole after a bout of three-quarters of
a mile. Royal Crest is a smart performer, works low and

^-xlose to his game, and has lots of speed at command.
Drytime and Joe McAuliffe.—This was New York ver-

sus California. Mr. Watson as usual had his dogs follow
on in their courses. A hare was found at once, in slips at
3:14. Drytime scored in the run up and turn, and puss
coming through the crowd put for the open, Drytime work-
ing close up tripped, thus placing Joe for the kill which they
managed satisfactorily between them. The hare getting oif

a few yards and falling. Drytime won.
Greenshine and Will-o'-the-Wisp. — Game was soon

found, but Greenshine was unsighted at start and made a
wide detour, letting Will in for first points. Then he joined
issue and working the hare through the crowd made sev-
eral minor points, when the hare put for the rising ground,
Greenshine working him all the time till puss holed. Green-
shine won.
St. Lawrence and Van's Peter.—In slips at 3:50; getting

a hare quickly Van proved the faster in the run tip, placing
St. Lawrence on the turn for a minor point, but Van's Peter
giving him the go-by, worked the hare with little chance
for the white and black, finally shooting out and using
his t^eth to good eilect, after a two mile course. This ended
second round of the purse.

Columbus Plate—First Bound.
Delsarte (a bye).—This dog ran a good coiu-se and

was doing bustling work, as they disappeared over rising
ground.
Viola and Raven.—In the slip at 4:12. Viola started

best, but Raven shot across, made a strong run up and
scoring placed Viola, who rattled up several points before
they got out of sight over a ridge of grass, running puss to
earth and winning handily enough.
Touchwood and Bicker.—Sent oft at 4:27 to a fair slip,

"but Touchwood proved the speedier to the hare by several
lengths and turned his hare, keeping well to the scut, and
after going a half mile tried for the kill, flecked and then the
black was placed, and nearly turned a somersault in his
efforts to nab puss. Touchwood then gave him the go-by
and killed smartly. Touchwood won.
Princess May and Flake.—Put in slips at 5:48 P. M.

Princess pi-oved the speedier, and never letting the other
dog in tried for the kill, but tripped only; starting out again

nabbed puss this time and was an easy winner.
A match race was then decided, the brace being Mr. J.

Herbert Watson's The Judge vs. Dr. Van Hummel's Rhea.
The course was one sided, The Judge having the speed of the
other, and working his hare well in a burst of half a mil^ to
the com when he lost.

PRIDAY.
This morning opened bright and clear with a touch of

frost. A large number of spectators was expected out to see
the finish iu the different stakes, and we were not disap-

pointed. During the day it became rather warmer than
comfort demanded, but goin^ to the place where we left off

last night, about eleven miles from town, rabbits were
found in quite sufficient numbers to allow of good coursing
and in only one or two cases had the dogs to walk much dis-
tance in slips. The crowd was the largest during the meet-
ing, over 600 people watching the sport from wagons and
horseback, and they seemed to come from all points of the
compass. They were very orderly, to", the field stewards
having no trouble at all in keeping the line. It was not ne-
cessary to hurry in starting, as we had all the day before us,

so that it was 10:56 when the first brace in the closing ties of

the cup were put in slips.

Columbus Gup—Fourth Ties.

Nancy and Willis H.—The crowd was much excited over
this course, as Willis H., having run so well through the
stake, was thought by the Huronites to have a fighting
chance for the money. A hare was soon started, and to a
good slip Nancy held well to her course, byt Willis some-
how was unsighted for a few seconds, losing many lengths
which he found it hard to make up against so speedy a one
as Nancy. The bitch turned smartly and, keeping close up
she pressed puss for a couple more points, where Willis now
being on terms with the game shot in and turned very hand-
somely placing Willis for a couple of scores. Nancy coming
on the outside tried for the kill, but it resulted in a trip,

placing Willis, who accepted the favor and killed too soon to
equalize the score, Nancy won.
LaplandePv and Prince Charlie.—In slips 1:10 andgetting

away from one of Brett's best efliorts; both ran as if coupled
for some distance till Prince Charlie drew out and getting to
puss worked her for several points back and forth, his re-

covery being marvellous for a dog of his size. The hare
nearing Laplander the latter reduced the score a point or
two bearing puss toward the crowd, and the hare thinking it

too warm in every way made for Jack's Harbor, as the old
well is now called. Prince led the other by a couple of
lengths in a long run, but he could not prevent puss from
seeking safety in the well. This was a grand course and
must have been two miles, both dogs showed their good con-
dition. It now looked, with ordinary luck, all over Prince
Charlie's cup.

Final.

Nancy and Prince Charlie.—Though, this of course did
not follow we might as well close up the cup. In slips at
2:40 P. M. Prom a capital slip to a quickly found hare
Charlie's stride gave him the advantage of the little bitch
and L. was first to score, keeping possession for a 'nice

sequence when turning puss abruptly the judge's horse ran
right into the dogs, Nancy narrowly escaping death, the
horse jumping over her. She lost ground, but nothing
daunted, was soon on terms with Charlie and in the sharp
work that ensued helped herself to a few points and being
cleverly placed made a capital kill. A bruising course and
a good deal of it in sight of the crowd. Prince Charlie won
the stake and deservedly so. He ran a good greyhound right
through, has lots of speed and for a dog of his height works
very close to the ground, and is extremely quick in recovery.
He is a handsome black and white dog, weight about 601bs.,

and can win on the bench so well formed is he, especially
from ribs back. Nancy is a smart looking brindle of 461bs.,

well put together. There were no freaks at this meeting.
Nancy is very quick in recovery and has an even snaky glide
that is dangerous to the smartest hare. Laplander and
Willis H. are also well made dogs of about 601bs. weight, all

black and seem to know the ways of puss at every point.

They are a dangerous brace in any stake, and Huron should
be proud that it owns such dogs. Congratulation over, we
return to the

Columbus Purse—Second Ties.

Royal Crest and Van's Peter.—In slips about 11:25. In
a long run from a good slip they ran head and head, but
nearing the hare Royal Crest drew out and pressing puss
for the turn, followed up his advantage, and keeping close
to the scut forced a wrench and placed Peter, who scoi'ed,

and Royal Crest soon getting possession tried for a kill, went
by, but recovering on Peter's place used his teeth effectively

for a good kill. A hard course of about IX miles. Royal
Crest won, and Mr. Watson's stock was high in the market.
Drytoie and Greenshine.—This course was enough to

make any man's heart bleed for poor Drytime. She was put
in slips at II :55 with one leg up—a pad and a toe-nail torn off.

There was quite a little walk before puss was foimd, and this
did not improve matters for the bitch. Eventually when
slipped the cord broke and Drytime was seen to be running
as if .she had all her toes and a few others besides, but the
slips were fast to her neck. The slip'was, barring this, a good
one and the hare strong. The cripple led to the hare and
keeping possession worked it through the plowed ground,
scoring several times, placing Greenshine for a couple of
turns and a wrench or two. Then the hare went clean away
down to the bottom and was holed. Drytime won, a hard,
rough course at any time, but handicapped as she was she
showed herself a wonderfully game bitch, and now that she
has earned her brackets she should be retired. She is in her
fourth season, and Mr. Watson says this will be her last ap-
pearance. It was lucky the bitch did win or it would have
been declared no course. Mr. Watson owning both dogs left

in for the final, they divided.
Royal Crest is a black dog of about 601bs. weight. He is

well made and a clever, improving dog. With more experi-
ence he is bound to do even better, for he seemed to get
smarter every day, and needed his first day's work to tune
him up.
Drytime is a light fawn-colored bitch, and has been seen on

the bench, where she won second at Boston a couple of years
ago. Royal Crest has also been favorably mentioned at New
York.

The Columbus Plate.

First Ties.

Delsarte and Viola.—In slips at 12:18. A hare was
quickly found and from a good slip Delsarte got into her
stride the quickest, but Viola followed the judge instead of
the hare, and had to make a wide circle before getting up to
the other dog again, who meanwhUe had been pressing the
hare for several points that did him no good. Placing Viola,
she soon made good the little contretemps at the start and
knocking together a nice sequence, working close to the
scut and never giving the hare much leeway, placed Del-
sarte well, who made the best of his opportunities in some
rattling exchanges, when Viola tripped, and before they re-

covered the hare had a good start, and quite a course ensued
before Viola, making no mistake this time, shot in for a clean
kill. Viola won with something to spare in a rattling course
of over a mile.
Touchwood II. and Princess May.—Sent off to a good

slip Princess led to the hare over the rising ground and
turned to Touchwood, who got in a couple of good turns,
then placed Princess who pressed Jack so hotly that he was
fain compelled to go straight away for Jack's Harbor, when
he disappeared as Princess's jaws were closed on his cotton.
The flag went up for Princess May.
A match race was then run off between Maybrook Kennels'

Miss Dollar III. and Dr. Van Hummell's Black Bess, in
which, aft«r a pumping course, Miss Dollar was declaredthe
winner, both dogs going out of sight of crowd.
Luncheon was then the order and several photographs of

the dogs and officers of the club, judge, slipper, etc., were
taken by Mr. BushneU, a photographer from Efuron. After
this the final in the Cup Stake was run off as described
above and then the dogs were put in slips for the last course
of the meeting to decide the Columbus Plate,

Final.

Viola and Princess May.—This was a sharp'courae'on'a
strong dodging hare. From an excellent slip Princess May
showed the faster and scored the turn, placing Viola, who
put in some good work. Getting over to the rising ground
she pressed Jack again for a good score in a lot of dodging
work, in which Princess May got a share of the honors.
Finally Viola, running in for the kill, flecked and placed
Princess May, who picked Jack up in a smart, straignt run
in. The red flag went up, denoting Viola's victory, and the
finish eleven miles from town of notably the most successful
coursing meeting ever held in this country.
Puss was presented to Forest and Stream.

sumiARY.
Columbus Cup.—For 32 greyhounds of all ages at S50 each, to which

was added S1,000. Winner, $1,000; runner-up, $500; third and
fourth, $125 each; 4 dogs $40 each.

First Round.

Allen & Rew's bd w b Del Sarte I ^.„,
(Lord Neversettle—Partera) (

Allen & Rew's bk w d Sir Hugo
(Lord Neversettle — White V beat
Lips)

)

Landseer Kennels' bd b Viola ( .

(Babazoun—Verdure Clad) f
"^"'^

A. P. Slocum's bk b Raven

)

(Major Glendyne — Hum- V heat
ming Bird)

]

Landseer Kennels' bd b Nancy
(Lord Neversettle—Partera)

N. P. Whiting's £ d Touchwood
in. (Thornwood — Burning
Shame).

F. B. Coyne's bk w d Willis H.
(Lights o' London — Little
Nell)

F. B. Coyne's bk d Laplander
(Trales—Dick's Darling)

J. A. Bushfleld's be d Bicker
(Carter H.—Nell)

H. C. Lowe's bk w b Princess
May (Lord Neversettle —

)

White Lips) )

Thonaas Hall's bk d Banboy
(

(Benelong—Banshee)
(

beat

J W. G. Alley's be d Dick Alley.
1 (Carter—Nell).
J. Herbert Watson's bk d Roy-

al Crest (Greentick—Royal
Rate).

J. Herbert Watson's f b Dry-
time (Britain Still— Hay-
time).

Allen & Rew's bd b Fanny (late
Retzel's Fanny (Keno—Jen-
nie).

Thomas Hall's bk d Joe Mc-
Aullffe (Pat MoUoy— Ban-
shee).

F. B. Coyne's £ b Flying Fancy
(Norwegian—Bueneritero)

Allen & Rew's bk w d Wood-
ford Boy (Lord McPherson
—Jessamine).

Maybrook Kennels'bk d Green-
shine (Mullingar — Green-

[ flnch III).

( C. H. Vinton's r d Cyclone
) (Brindle Duke—Nell).

J. Heroert Watson's bk d Will-
< o'-the-Wisp (Burnaby—Dry-

time).
H. C. Lowe's w bk d St. Law-

heai < rence (Lord Neversettle—
White Lips).

beat

beat <

F. B. Coyne's w r b Ramona I j Tliomas Hall's bk d Daziel—
(Lord Neversettle -Partera)

j
/ (Monarch—Mischief).

^hh;.H^'''fT^rH^LlS'imfl 7.r,f S Landseer Kennels' r d Van's

-White lS) \
''^"^

] Peter (Babazoun-Carmine).

H. C. Lowe's w bk d Voltaire
| ( Maybrook Kennels' bd b Miss

fLord Neversettle — White
J-

beat < Dollar HI. (Eden Castle —
Lips) ) ( Miss Harkness).

Second Bound.
Voltaire a bye, Dover withdrawn. Willis H. beat Touchwood HI.
Prince Charlie beat Delsare. Laplander beat Bicker.
Sir Hugo beat Viola.
Nancy beat Raven.

Nancy beat Sir Hugo.
Willis H. beat Voltaire.

Ban Boy beat Princess May.
Ramona beat Flake.

Third Bound.
Laplander beat Ban Boy.
Prince Charlie beat Ramona.

Nancy beat Willis H.

Fourth Round,
Prince CJharlie beat Laplander.

Final.

Prince Charlie beat Nancy and won.

Columbus Purse—For sixteen dogs beaten in the first round of the
cup. Winner $150, runner-up $50, third and fourth $25 each.

First Round.
Lord Neverstill beat Dick Alley. Greenshine beat Woodford Boy.
Royal Crest beat Miss Dollar IH. Will-o'-the-Wisp beat Cyclone.
Drytime beat Fanny. St. Lawrence beat Daziel.

Joe McAuliffe beat Flying Fancy. Van's Peter beat Willy-Nilly.

Second Round.

Royal Crest beat Lord Neverstill. Greenshine beat Will-o'-tbe-Wisp.
Drytime beat Joe McAuliffe. Van's Peter beat St. Lawrence.

Third Round.
Royal Crest beat Van's Peter. Drytime beat Greenshine.

Final.

Royal Crest and Drytime divided.

Columbus Plate—For eight dogs beaten in the first ties of the cup.
Winner $100 and runner-up $40.

First Round.
Viola beat Raven. Princess May beat Flake.
Touchwood ni. beat Bicker Delsarte a bye.

Second Round.

Viola beat Delsarte. Princess May beat Touchwood 111,

Filial.

Viola beat Princess May^oi^ won.
Ten per cent, was dedaotefl from the winnings in the Cup and Purse,

and five per cent, from the winnings in the Plate for expenses.

H. W. Lacy.
• • •

Commendation.
At a meeting of the Huron Coursing Club, held at the close

of the International Coursing meeting, the following resolu-
tion was presented and adopted and signed by the persons
present:
Whereas, The International Coursing Meeting just held in

this city has been conducted with great success, and great
satisfaction is manife.sted at the outcome of the meet;
Therefore be it resolved, Thatwe hereby express our sincere

thanks to Mr. Roger D. Williams for the eminent fairness
and impartiality with which his deci.sions have been rendered,
and commend him as a just, fair and upright judge.
That we likewise commend Mr. John Brett for the careand

discretion manifested by him as slipper at said meetingand
for the ability manifested by him in said position. F. B.
Coyne, N. P. Whiting, C. R. Huntley, H. C. Lowe, C. G.
Page, Tom Hall, A. C. Bradbury, J. A. Sauer, E. H. Mulcas-
ter, Q. Van Hummel, H W. Lacy, E. H. Aplin, J. Herbert
Watson, A. Melrose, C. H. Scott Durben, Basil Hayman.
The Huron Coursing Club also passed a resolution thank-

ing Mr. Page, who acted as club field steward, for the able
manner in which he handled the spectators.

• • • •

Brunswick Fur Club Trials.

Dorchester, Mass.—The fifth annual field trials of the
Brunswick Fur Club will be held at No. Acton, Mass., com-
mencing Oct. 23, and continuing till the various classes shall
have been run off. These trials are open to the world, and
all the best known strains of foxhoimds in this country will
be represented among the entries.

The club headquarters will be at the Nagog House, which
is one mile from No. Acton station on the Framingham and
Lowell Division of the Old Colony Railway; and the rates
will be $1 per day.
All foxhunters are requested to bring their best hounds

with them. Entries close at 9 P. M., Oct, 23.

Bradford S. Turpin, Secretary.
• • •

The Forest and Stream is put topress each week on Tues-

day. Correspondence intended for publication should reach
UH at the latest by Monday, and a^much earlier aspracticable
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The wind in tLe first two trials has been too light for any satisfac-

tory test-of the yachts, even in light weather, the gain in pach trial

•being •due to a fluke. At the same time enough has been seen of the

'two yachts to make possible a comparison of some important points.

It is generally conceded that Vigilant's sails are the equal of any

:y«t produced on this side, and represent the highest progress in

the weaving of canvas and the making of sails. Compared with

them the sails of Valkyrie are quite as good, not only much better

than those of Thistle, but of Volunteer as well. The materials in the

English and American sails are different, but we have the word of

one of the leading sail makers that the canvas used on Valkyrie is

superior to that made in this country, the much vaunted Sea Island

cotton included. The experts profess to see slight differences on one

side or the other ; for instance, we hear that Valkyrie's headsails are

tetter than Vigilant's, while her mainsail is not quite as good. This

may or may not be so, but on the whole there is little to choose

between the two rigs.

In the matter of rigging, the Herreshoff gear of Vigilant is gener-

ally commended as lighter than that of Valkyrie, yet strong enough

.and the appearance is certainly in its favor; on the other hand it has

not been tested through a whole season as Valkyrie's has, nor does

the supposed extra weight aloft have any apparent effect on the

stability of the narrower boat.

The handling of the two boats is another important matter over

which there are differences of opinion, but thus far the honors in

<luick and dextrous setting and shifting of sail rather rest with Val,

kyrie. Both boats are well handled, both at the helm and about the

deck, but Valkyrie has been a little quicker in setting her sails.

The fickle nature of the public favor is well shown by the comments

on Vigilant's skipper after the first race, the blame for a mere ac-

cident being thrown entirely on him by some of the papers. Had
Vigilant caught the wind she looked for, he would have been praised

as unreasonably and; as extravagantly as the sldppers of other Cup
defenders have been at times; while the whole crew of Vigilant would

have shared the credit of outwitting the Englishman. In yacht racing

nothing succeeds like succes.

The "one gun" start adopted for the Cup races has been criticised

as unfair to Americans because it is generally used in British racing

and the assertion is even made that the committee recognizes that it

made an error in acceding to Lord Dunraven's suggestion, and that

this mode of starting will not be admitted in any future Internationa^

races. While the "one gun" start is almost universal in England, it

s by no means unknown here, and there are very few American yacht

sailors who have not started in this way at times. C)f course it takes

more skill to make a good "one gun" start than to lumber over the

Jine any time within ten minutes and in any chance position, as may
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be sometimes seen on the New York cruise; but it takes no more skill

to make such a start than it does to place a boat properly in a large

Jleet for a start with a limit to cross in. Any one who has waj,ched

Volunteer or Titania in their races must appreciate the skill with

which each boat was berthed just where she should be, according to

the wind and tide and the positions of the other boats; and must
realize that the task of deliberately making the first start in one race

or the last in another is as difficult as getting over the line with the

gun.

The "one gun" start is fair in that it compels all boats to start in

the same wind, and prevents the boat from laying back five or even

len minutes for a tluke and yet being credited with all the time saved.

That it penalizes the tardy and slovenly skipper is no argument

against it, and if it were more general thestopdard of skill in racing

would be raised still higher. ^-^T

The allowance of Im. 48s, given by Vigilant to Valkyrie over a 30

mile course has been a matter of complaint among many of the out-

side spectators of the races, and even some who consider themselves

yachtsmen, cannot understand why one boat should give another

time. If it were a matter of horse racing or prize fighting, they would

readil}' admit the justice of a handicap, or an equality of weight, but

ia yacht racing they fail to see why "their" boat should allow a

minute and three-quarters merely because she is Sin. longer »jid

carries l,200sq. ft. more saU.

The attendance and interference of a very large fleet of steam ves-

sels is nothing new here, but it is a surprise to Lord Dunraven and

Captain Cranfleld, and an unpleasant one, too, though the attentions

of the tugs and steamers have been divided very impartially between

Vigilant and Valkyrie. Most of the harm done has been unintentional

but even with the greatest care the wash and windage of such an im-

mense concourse of steamers is hurtful, and especially in light weather.

The suggestion has been made that it may be necessary in the future

to sail the races away from New York; and Newport and Marblehead

have been mentionef out we fail to see what is to prevent the excur-

sion fleet steaming to either point, certainly a profitable charter in

the dull season would pay well for a trip of a couple of hundred rmles,

Unusual efforts have been made this year to keep the course cleai%

a number of special police tugs being on hand, but unfortunately there

is no legal punishment for the captain or pilot whose hoggish instinct

leads him to place his boat where the wash or windage must hurt the

yachts. One of the worst cases thus far was that of the Sandy Hook
steamer Monmouth, which lay on the line to windward of the yachts

in the start on Saturday, and again after Vigilant had finished ran to

the line just ahead of Valkj rie, giving a ht avy wash to the cutter, and

then stopped on the line, so as to shut out the view of the committee

on the flagship. The captain of the Richard Peck has also made him-

self unnecessarily obnoxious in another way. The boat is the largest

and probably the fastest that has followed the races, and all ou board

have been on the lofty upper deck, where they could overlook all the

smaller steamers. In spite of this advantage the Peck has been

1 andled so as to shut off completely the view of many of the smaller

steamers with no gain to her own party.

AMERICA'S CUP RACES-1893.
Whidb the \iltimate end of the great series of international races

now being sailed is the possession of the America's Cup. the two con-
testants are so thoroughly the representatives of the highest progress
in yachting that a fair and satisfactory test of their real merit is de-
sired by both parties. Unlike many previotis Cup contests, the condi-
tions of the present one have been planned with the view of favoring
neither boat, but of affording the fairest possible test in open water
and a good sailing breeze. Up to the time of writing, however, the
efforts of the committee have failed completely, and the races have
been sailed under the same light and paltry conditions which so often
spoil the June regattas and the races of the August cruise.
In spite of the cold and stormy weather at the end of last month,

and of the serious storms along the coast, the days of the first three
races have been warm and sunny to a degree that suggests the real
rather than the "Indian" summer, and the open sea 20 miles outside
the Hook has been as calm and dead as the Upper Bay. The winds,
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too, have fitted the weathei-—warm and light, dying out at times,
shifting in direction, and bringing disappointment to many thousands
of eager spectators, as well as the crews of the two yachts.
With an outside course in October and a time limit of 6 hours for a

30-mile course, it is only reasonable to expect a moderate breeze, if not
a strong wind or a storm; but until the third day nothing of the kind
was seen, and the conditions of the "inside course" races of 1885-6-7

have been repeated outside.

The first day, Oct, 5, ofl'ered nothing better than a very light breeze,

from the north, with a smooth sea, the course being laid out to lee-

ward, or due south. Starting close together, Valkyrie a httle in the
lead, the two ran for nearly two hours with no material change, then
a sudden shift of wind occurred, and good luck, backed by quick and
skillful work, gave Valkyrie a lead of a mile in a very few minutes, she
finally turning the outer mark with Vigilant 20m. astern. So much
time had been lost, however, in this long drift, that the race had to be
called with the yachts far from home.
The second trial, on Saturday, was little better, the start was very

similar, in the same wind and weather, Vigilant this time going fast,

and the com-se being east by south, 15 miles naut. For the first half

hour, with both drifting under spinakers and jibtopsails, there was
little change of position, then of a sudden, and from no visible cause.
Vigilant ran up to Valkyrie, passed through her lee and ran rapidly
ahead until she had a long lead. Although the whole change was as
muci of a fluke as on Thursday, the cause was not as clear, the two
yachts were within 200yds., and with the same wind to all appearances,
but one moved much faster than the other.

The last five miles of the outward course and the whole of the reach
in were made under more even conditions, but the expectations of lee-

ward and windward work were not realized, and after the shift of po-

sitions the race was a reach out and in, the gain and loss being little.

After once getting the lead, Vigilant sailed taster than Valkyrie over
the balance of the outer leg, adding a little to her accidental gain; but
on the inward course the times show a gain of half a minute for Val-

kyrie. The actual sailing, such as it was in these two races, shows
only that the two are very evenly matched in very light weather.
The weather on Monday differed from the preceding days only in

being warmer and even more like midsummer, the afternoon and
night bemg hot in spite of the breeze. The wind, however, was very
different, blowing from the southwest with a force of over ten mUes
at the start, and increasing, according to the reports from the ob-
servatory at Sandy Hook, to 23 miles in the latter part of the race.

How such conditions might suit Valkyrie was a matter of conjecture,

but with a good clubtopsafl breeze and practicaUy smooth water
Vigilant was presumably at her best. The direction of the wind just

allowed of the first leg being laid to windward, making a free reach
on each of the other two legs, the wind heading, however, at times,

especially toward the finish. Vigilant carried her second club topsafl

and Valkyrie her largest all day, and jib topsails were set at times.

After starting in the weather berth, Vigilant was pinched for a
time, and Valkyrie outfooted her, but she began to gain as soon as
she was eased a little, and finally turned the first mark with a lead
of about 5m. This she increased by 4m, on the second leg and SJ^m,
on the third, making her lead at the finish over 12m. There were
no flukes, and both boats were well handled; the race being a per-

fectly satisfactory test under the best conditions which prevail in

siunmer racing, fresh to strong breezes and smooth water.
That Valkyrie was beaten by Vigilant, in spite of her reputation

as a light weather boat, is not in itself surprising; but the remarkable
point is the extent of Vigilant's victory, as 18 minutes is a great deal
between two new boats in a 30 mile race.

The course of designing during the previous racps for the Cup in

1885-6 and 7was a very rapid one compared with previous years, but,

looking back over the three years since Gloriana first appeared, the
work of Mr, Burgess and Gen. Paine seems but a slow and gradual
course of evolution after the first bold step was made in Puritan,
Great as the advance was from the existing yachts of 1884 through
Puritan and Mayflower to Volunteer, compared to the striking fea-

ttu-es and radical experiments of the last three seasons, it seems but
a slow and gradual growth.
The return of Mr, Herreshoff' to the field of sailing yachts has been

marked by a bold disregard of the traditions and customs of design-
ing that has best shown itself in the carrying to an extreme of several

features that heretofore had only been handled carefully and experi-
mentaUy by other designers. The value of a full and even convex
waterliue had been demonstrated by others before Gloriana was built;

but in her Mr, Herreshoff' proved that this fullness could be carried to

an extreme, not only without disadvantage, but with positive gain.

The canoe hull and the fixed fin had been gradually evolved before
the advent of DUemma, but it rested for her and her sisters, Wenonah
and Wee Win, to prove the superiority of the extreme fin form in

which the lead ballast is concentrated in the bottom of the fin rather
than distributed through the whole depth.
Bold and radical as Mr. Herreshoffl's experiments have been, the

greatest extreme of all is reached in the third of his large yachts, the
successful one of his two Cup defenders. While in the first of the
three large boats he has been content with a moderate beam of 23ft„

the same as Volunteer, and in the second he has taken another foot, in

the third boat he has gone to an extreme before reached only in the
old type of shoal centerboard sloop, or 26ft. beam on a waterline of
86ft., "or a proportion of 3)^ beams. Compared with Voltmteer and
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Priscilla, with a proportion of nearly 3%, this ia a material increase of
beam over the beat standards of modern American practice, and
the contrast is still greater when the form of the hull is considered.
While not a -fln-keel" in the common acceptance of the new term.

Vigilant, in common with Wasp, Gloriana and Colonia. approaches so
closely to the type that the hull proper may be considered as one di.s-

tmct iuember, and the deep teel or fin as another, Looked at in this

way, the hufl is comparatively wide and shoal, with a high center of
buoyancy, and having more in common with the old American type
than any successful yacht of the past ten years. On the other hand,
this resemblance is largely destroyed by the immense keel or fin, deep
and thick, which maKes the extreme draft of the yacht something over
14ft. Seen from abeam, there is not the faintest indication in keel con-
tour or the ends above water of the old sloop; but viewed head on, the
extreme beam, high bilge and great hollow of the floors are all sugges-
tive of the old Shadow, and the view of the yacht under way, with a
crew of sixty to seventy men to windward, a weight of Are tons on a
wide boat, is even more suggestive of the successful racing which Mr.
Iselin did many years ago m the old Sandbagger Mary Erama.
The Forest'^'d Strka.m has always opposed the misapplication of

the term "sloi'p" to the great singlestickers with cutter rig, deep
hulls. F.uglish sheei- plan.s and lead keels, such yachts having little in

common beside the centerboard and a part of the beam with the
American sloop as she was for ten yeiirs preceding the ad vet) t of
Madge. Even her greater beam, centerboard ijf id laced jnainsail have
failed to place her in the category of sloops when the innuruerahle
points of difference in design, construction and riggmg are carefully
summed up. In the case of Vigilant, the rig is utterly unlike any
ever seen ou a sloop, the extremely full waterlines find their gieatest
opposite in the very hoUow bows of the old Arrow, Fanny and firaoie,

the centerboard is a mere auxiliary to an extravagantly deep keel.

while the method of ballasting is the exact opposite of that of the
sloop.
Whether she is to be classed as cutter, sloop or fln-keel, the one

important point is that she is an attempt to apply the principles of
the smafi saUboat to a large vessel, and whether successful or not as
a racing yacht, the type cannot be regarded as a desirable one, and
compared with the Burgess Cup defenders she represents anything
rather than progress.
The general type of yacht now common in the larger classes ahij

best represented in Volunteer, though prlmarUy designed for racing
and the defense of the America's Cup, has proved the most satisfac-
tory union of all-around good qualities on a moderate and practicable
limit of draft that has ever been attained by yacht designers, especially
for American waters and Uses; and ih the sizp.S above 80ft, it is

unlikely that such craft as Volunteer, Lasca, Ariel and Iroquois will
soon be replaced by anything better in general good qualities. The
possible success of Vigilant in the present races, and the adoption
and imitation of her peculiar features which is certain to follow such
a result, must be regarded as anything but a desirable advance in
yacht designing, however speedy the new type may prove in normal
racing weather.
AU that has been urged against the old cutter on the score of esces-

Bive draft applies stfll more forcibly to this type, and it is yet to be
proved that great beam and extremelow weight make other thaua very
bad boat in real sea-gouig. Much has been said of late about the
machine-like nature of the fln-keels, but from a saUor's point of view,
of a strong, safe and seaworthy vessel. It is hard to See any advantage
of Vigflant over JubUee.
When called upon last fall to define the most desirable require-

ments of a modern yacht, the coimcfl of the British Yacht Haeing As-
sociation decUned to attempt this difticult task, and for Want of such
a definition as a starting point for compartson, their long and thor-
ough conference with the designers failed of any result.
The task would probably prove quite as difficult for American

yachtsmen; but such a definition hardly enters into racing, and cer-
tainly not into the great international races. The sole requirements
are speed, with only such a fair limit of safet}- in model and construc-
tion as to satisfy the underwriters in the event of an Atlantic voyage
such as Navahoe and Valkyrie have made. For home racing, speed
alone is considered, and in the present races the contestants must b.)

judged from the point of speed alone, with httle regard to any influ-

ence they may have on designing at large. The success of Vigilant
would lead no one to build other tljan a racing yacht from her model,
and no possible speed of Valkyrie can make her draft of practical use
in American waters, whUe even at home it must prove a serious disad'
vantage.
The quejstion of type has been worked out to a fairly conclusive and

satisfactory answer In practice! omiltiug,,the craft of extreme shoal
draft in use in special locafltles, the prevailing type of racing and
cruising yacht in the small classes is the keel ooat, from Wasp and
(Jloriana down to Minerva, Pappoose and the ,S0-footers, whUe In the
larger classes it is the compromise type, of about 10ft. draft, and with
a centerboard. Undoubtedly the success of one boat or the other will
have a certain influence on the next challenger and defender, when-
ever they may be built, but so far as yachting at large is concerned, it

matters little which type wins, or whether the final result depends on
fair sailing or flukes.
There had been some talk of docking Vigilant and Valkyrie together

in the Erie Basin Dry Dock, and the dock company had offered the
dock free to Blr. Iselin, but he declined, and the opportunity to com-
gare the two directly v.'as lost, Many, however, made the long trip tp
ity Island to see Vigilant, and later went down to South Brooklyn to

inspect Valkyrie. The yacht was docked at noon Monday and was dry
late in the afternoon. Early ou Tuesday men were at work replacing
some of the copper sheathing that was a little damaged, whUe the
whole surface of the copper was carefully hammered smooth with
blocks of hardwood and with puddles made of a sheet of copper folded
into a broad flat end. Mr. Congdon, Lloyds surveyor, visited the yacht
and made a survey, pronouncing her in good condition. The copper
was fouled and a little wi-inkled in place;?, but by noon on Wednesday
it was in very good shape, smooth and bright,

From morning to night on each of Hbe three days the aides of the
dock were crowded with yachtsmen, ladies, workmen from the yard
and sailors from other yachts. Comments of all sorts were passed on
tie strange cutter, so unlike Genesta or even Thistle. As she lay, be-

low the level of the top of the dock, and with the spectators looking
down on her, the bow and forebody stood out in relief, looking very
long and lean as it projected beyond the highest of the tiers of keel
blocks, with only a light shore under the fore end of the waterline.
The comment was frequently made that the whole bow was too fine

and would bury itself m a sea, some going so far as^to say that there
was but half a boat, a good after body, but no bow. The view from
above, however, was misleading, from the dock below the bows showed
plenty of bulk, both above and below the waterline.
The yacht's form is of a shape that is difficult to describe without

lines or photos, and no one was allowed to bring a camera Into the
yard. Compared with the Herreshoff boat, it must be said that Mr,
Watson has carefully avoided extremes and has selected the crude
quantities of the design with moderation and judgment and combined
them with an artistic taste which is entirely bicking in all of the Her-
reshoff boats. Judged by past practice, the draft, at least 17ft,, is ex-
treme; but judged by the smaller keel boats it is no more than experi-
ence justifies. The beam, 22ft, or more, is considerable for a British

yacht, but rather less than the American average. The overhang
forward is much less than in Vigilant, both in actual length and in

fullness; and the waterlines. while full, are much less round than In

VigUant and marked by a straight piece near the fore end.
The sections of the bow are nearer to a V, and those of the after-

body and counter are also of the general V form rather than flat and
then round on the outer end, as in all Herreshoff boats. The free-

board is moderate, in fact, low, and the bow is shorter and lower than
in Vigilant, The boat has the Watson sheer, rather straight forward
and rounded aft, and the counter is much like Thistle, long, with
nearly square corners and straight across, while Vigilant's is more
nearly round. While the odds are with Valkyrie's counter in looks,
that of Vigilant is probably more serviceable for sea-going.
The side araidship is nearly straight, running down into a hard bilge,

and below the section is very much thicker through the floors, be-
tween the keel and the bilge, than any of the Herreshoff boats. The
keel is very thick, probably 3ft., but it is beautifully tapered into the
stem and cutwater. The curve of the stem above water is quick
aloft, making a shorter overhang than in Vigilant, but the line of the
stem makes the same small angle with the water. Below water the
line is straight for a long distance, then it curves downward quickly
and meets the straight line of the keel. This line is probably 20ft

long from the heel of the sternpost, and in this length it rises perhaps
l>^ft. The post rakes at n angle of under ,50°,

At noon on Wednesday the bottom was ready and the staging was
removed, the water being admitted first from one of the big sluice
gates in the caisson, A dirty, turbid stream flowed slowly over the
floor of the dock, gradually reaching the keel blocks; then, as the
other gates were opened, the water rushed in rapidly, swirling and
frothing until halt of its surface was covered with a pretty brown and
white foam that drifted back and forth. The water lapped the keel
and then covered it for a foot, showing clearly the exact curve of the
waterline at this lowest point, and indicating a very strong swell near
the fore end, tapering aft to the thickness of the sternijost. As the
water slowly rose each waterline in succession was cut from the hull,
and a beautiful view of the whole form was given. The lean appear-
ance of the bow rapidly disappeared as it Ufted a little to put the yacht
at her proper waterliue, and Che full nature of the line was disclosed.

First tlie head hf led a little and then the yacht left the laat of the
keel blocks aud was fully water-borne. With shining, bright copper
and glossy black topsides, she was a difterent-looking orafr, all the
stains and scars of her long voyage being carefully lemoved. The
spur shores were dropped and floated awa^', and she l&y freely afloat
once more.
Before the dock was fifll Mr, Hyslop, the official measurer, went on

board with au assistant, and the measuring began with the spars.
When it came to measuring the boom, beauty gave place to utiUty, and
the circular piece of inch board with its carved and gilded star was re-
moved, leaving the bare wood. The spars were all measured, and then
the fun began. Up from below came beds, bags and duffle, tossed
hastily over the side into boats and on to a big. float, until the scene
suggested a fire gu the east side of the city. The yacht wa^ designed
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with a large forecastle and a ladies' cabin, the intervening space, as m
Vigilant and Colonia, being given up to sails; but for her home racing

this space was divided into several rooms by light temporary bulk-

heads. These were removed at Bay Ridge, leaving one large space

amidships. The after cabin, however, was left intact, with its two
berths and lockers, and the companion stairs remained, of permanent
build and with moulded balusters and rails. A large throng had gath-

ered, partly to welcome Vigilant, and the amount of stuff sent over the

side atrracted some comment, but though bulky, it was all light, such
as bedding and clothing, the crew all living on board. As the yacht is

hiBured, she is obliged to carry a bona fide equipment of ground
tackle even in her races, and on the starboard bow was a heav^ cast

steel Smith anchor, with a common "pick-ax'' anchor of good size on
the pott bow, both having their regular iron cables shackled on.

After the yacht wa."? stripped her crew left her and there remained
Oh board onl}'-, tprd bunraveh, Sir. Kersey, and those engaged in the

fiieasurlng. llonf batten -J^-a^ floated jindgr the stern, two bits of

yarn being fast to the forward eiid and led in over feacll ,side to the

deck, where the ends were held by one of the crew. This bdttfeh *as
adjusted exactly in the center of the counter and then all hands en-

tered the dinghv and pulled under the counter, leaving only Lord Dun-
i^aven on the deck. The batten was adjusted after some time by Mr.

Pyslop, resting against the end of the waterline, and a mark was
made by .his a.ssistant where it met a plumb line hung over the center

of the taffriiil. Mr.Watson then went undeJ the counter and inspected

the batten and waterline, while Mr. Hyslop watched thQ mark on the

other end of the batten. This ceremony vi-as then performed at the

bow, after which all rejoined the yacht and her crew came aboard.
It was now after 3 o'clock and the crowd, larger than ever, wSS

eagerly discussing the uon-arrival of Vigilant, the arrangement being

to measure her in the still water of the dock. The work was nearly

over on Valkyrie when a series of loud whistles in the distance an-

nounced that Vigilant was passing the city and receiving the salutes of

all the craft on the East River. A little later, and across the mouth of

the dock appeared the big new tug Commander, on her forward stafC

a big burgee with the red and black Iselin diamonds, on each side of

the pilot house smaller burgees, and over the stern the American en-

sign. Astern of her towered an immense tapering mast, and as she

sheered aside the bows of Vigilant appeared in the opening of the

dock. The two yachts had never been within hail before, and the crew
of one had never seen the other, and the meeting in this way was not
a httle picturesque and stirring.

The first move of the Briton might be taken either as a welcome or

defiance; just as Vigilant swept into view the red and white burgee
of the Royal Yacht Squadron was mastheaded, while from the jack-

gtdfE oVer the tiotlnter of ValkjTie flew out the white man of war
ensign which onlv the vachts of the gc|uadro*n are permitted to carry.

Vigilant set no colors, biltCapi- Hansen mustered his men forward
and called for three cheers for Valkyrie, to whitih all responded with
the usual "Hurrah, hurrah, hurrah." Now came Capt. Cranfleld'3 turn,

and as the crew in their blue ahd yellow caps or theu- ugly light felt

hats crowded aft, he called for three cheers for the American boat.

They were given with a will, but in a way unfamiliar here, the cry
being "Hip-hip-hip-hurrah," three times repeated.
After these sentimentnl greetings were over, A'igilant came back to

practical yachting, aud as a preparation for measurement one cable

was dropped to the bottom of the dock, only one anchT and cable

being kept aboard. Valkyrie warped out of the dock and Vigilant

passed her and warped in, the operation of measuring being performed
on her in the same manner. As the two met and passed, the strong
contrast in almost every respect was most striking. The eye wander-
ed from the hulls to the lofty spars, finding points of difiEerence rather
than of resemblance in every detail. In rig Vigilant is much larger,

her mast overtopping Valkyrie's, but at the same time being smaller
in diameter and much lighter to the eye. The whole method of rigging

in Vigilant is different ahke from that in Valkyrie and in the older

Oup defenders, the general result being more stays and shrouds and
less weight. In the hulls the difference is so marked as to dispose
entirely of the assertion so often made that Valkyrie is a copy of any
American boats, Herreshofl or otherwise.
While waiting for the racing to bring out the true merits of each

tiesigtt, sUch a meeting as this invites a comparison in all points of

apjiedrance, both as to Utility and beauty. V'or three years we have
been accustomed on this side to a fullness aboilt and above the water
that was never before known iri yaclits having any pretensions to

"VALKYRIE" IN PtJRSOIT OF "^^GILANT."

speed, and not only has the eye accepted the new standard, but the
saiUng of the various new HerresJiofr yachts has carried conviction
with it of the real value of such a fullness. The preseut season has
seen this extreme feature carried to a still greater extreme in the four
big yachts, and of them all Vigilant outdoes the rest. Judged by each
other on the cruise, the effect was not so striking, but compared with
the finely moulded f6rm of Valkyrie, set off by th« contrast between
black paint and burnished copper, the huge white bows of Vigilant
looked clumsy and awkward in the extreme. As they entered the
dock they gave the impression of a huge wliite barrel rolling over the
water, in fact, one might compare the two to a road roller and a
plow, the one massive, powerful and lacking in form and grace, the
other clean, sharp and beautifully curved. The two passed side by
side. Valkyrie towing to Bay Ridge, where Vigilant joined her after

. she had been measured. The result of the measurement was as fol-

lows:
Valkyrie. Vigilant.
Feet. Feet.

Length, loadwaterUne. .• 85.50 86.19

Eud of main boom to forward side of mast 93.60 99.37

Fore side of mast to jib stay 66.16 73.80

Fore side of mast to jibtopsail stay 66.16 75.90

Fore side of mast to forward poiat of measurement 66. 16 74.85

Fore side of mast to outer end of spinaker boom. . . 73.00 74.62

Deck to upper side of main boom 3.03 3.08

Deck to topsail halliard block 114.86 125.96

Deck to hounds 63.30 69.08

Length of topmast 51.56 56.88

Length of gaff 55,57 54.70

Sail area... 10,042 11.272

Square root of sail area 100.31 106.17

Racing length 93.11 96.78

Allowance Im. 488

Valkyrie is measured for 6ft. of excess of spinaker boom,

[First Race—Windward and Leeward.
First Day— Thursday, Oct. 5.

The crowd of workers and idlers that pours into New York by rail

and ferry every day is so vast in inunbers that changes in its volume
or composition are rarelv noiicfable, save on some general holiday

;

but on Thursday it mu.st have been evident, to the dullest observer

that something more than ordinary business or even pleasure was re-

sponsible for the new element that nas visible every where. On the
ferries, in the cable cars and the elevated, aud in the streets, was a

distinctively yachtiog crowd that elbowe J aside impatient ly the un-

fortunate ones who had nothing better to do than to make a living,

regardless of vachts and cups. Tlie talk everywhere was of yachts,

and there was a distinct current of city travel toward the lower part

of the city and^ West street, where most of the excursion boats

started. „ . - ,

The attendant fleet numbered about 150 vessels, many being large

steamers, coastin? vrssels of two or three thousaud tons, or the river

and Sound steamers: I roiu tbeMi the Hf-et -[adeil Aowa to llie smallest

tugs and steam jachls. Hut fe^ >ailin< \ aelits were out, and several

of these were in tow of tugs. The estuuares as to tlie u utnher of peo-

ple pre.seut at the start, and finish as well, vary considerably, but

there were probably 25,000.
. „ , , ^

The day was just right for an e-^cursion off shore—and just wrong
in every wav "for a yacht l ace: warm and sunnj-. wraps and light

overcoats being donned only on the return at night, with a smooth
sea and hardly a draft of air off shore or in the Bay. Early in tie

sagnals a i.,.,..^ ^— — - - • ^ , ,

from the inorthward, and the Lueken bach ran off to log the course

and set the outer mark. ....... ^ . ^
Both vachts set their club topsails, Vigilant droppmg her secoud

topsail yards over, and the Commander, her tender, picking them up.

She first set a secoud size of balloon jib topiail in stops, but lowered

it and at the last minute sent up her i egular ballon jibtopsail of yel-

lowish linen. Valkyrie ran up Hying a large jibtopsail of light col-

ored material, setting it fiyiiig. Near the Vigilant lay the Commander,
while the tug Louis J. Pdlver followed Valkyrie closely, bpinaker

booms were set to starboard, Valkyrie dropping hers whde Vigilaiit

ran hers out from the deck and swung it aft, sending the sail up in

stops. The preparatory gun flred as ar'rfinged, pTpitiptly at 11.15, and
the two began to work about the line a little later. The steamers and
tugs as a rule kept at a reasonable distance, but it was impossible for
them to be there at all in such numbers without hurtihg' the yachts in

such a light air.
.

The minutes passed slowly, nine, eight, and so on—"one to go,"' arid

Vigilant is just running up her ballooner, a band on one of the steam-
ers strikes 'up "Daddy Won't Buy Me a Bow-wow;'' Vigilant runs for

the line but luffs along it, awaiting the guu. while Valkyrie, further
off, comes for it with greater headway—the gun fires and Vigilant goes
over first, breaking her spinaker as she does so, whUe Valkyrie has
not yet mast-headed hers. Everyone cheers as the American boat
takes the lead with all her kites set, while the Britisher astern has not
even run up her spinaker

,

Another moment and there was a shout of surprise and admiration
through the fleet, as there rose from the fore hatch of Valkyrie a
cloud of delicate bluish white that spread as if by magic upward to

the topmast head and outward to the eiid off the spinaker boom. It is

no new trick to set a spinaker flying, but it is seldoDfl done cm Ameri-
can yachts, and then such a spinaker as this was dever seen here be-

fore"; unlike the "Union silk" of the Thistle year, even handsomer and
more delicate in appearance, and with a gloss as thoii^J it had been

The oflicial time was of course taken from the gun at 11:29:(W, but
Vigilant crossed 24s. later and Vallryrie 58s. It was an open cfUestion

whether Vigilant led through choice or necessity; but it was clear that

with 1,200ft. less sail Valkyrie was as well off just astern as ahead. She
made a move to blanket Vigilant, but the big sidewheel steamer St.

Johns was too quick for her, starting just after the yachts, she swung
around directlv in the wake of both and but a short distance from
Valbyrlei completely shutting off what wind there was. Two men on
Valkj-rie held up a long cloth, on which was painted m large letters

"Keep Clear Astern," but it was some little time before the clumsy
steamer feU into line and gave a clear space astern.

When Vigilant broke olii her spinaker the head stops held, but

the topman soon cut them and the' sail was drawing from head to tack.

The two were now under way, thodgh with little wind, Vigilant

about 100yds. in the lead, and when every sheet was trimmed for the

run the great difference between American and British methods was
clearly shown. Vigilant had her main boom squared Well off, while

Valkyrie's was at a much smaller angle; Vigilant carried a large bal-

loon jibtopsail, while Valkyrie had only her large jib topsail; dud
while Vigilant had her spinaker carried forward arouad the forestay

so as to spill the wind into the jibtopsail, Valkyrie had her spmaker
sheet carried aft to the mast, making a bag of the sail and holding

all the wind which reached it.

According to accepted theories, Vigilant earned the better sails,

and set them in a way to do the best work; but. as a matter of fact,

for the nest two hours there was no material difference in the speed

of the pair, first one would seem to draw ahead and then the other,

but in all this time it was impossible to say that either had made a

material gain or loss.
.. , a j

The sails of one boat or the other would fiU or hang fiat, and many
wise comments were passed as to the merits of make, material and
setting, but altogether the differences were more imaginary than real.

The attendant fleet kept clear of the yachts, but at the same time

there was a little unavoidable washing and blanketing, though it was
divided very impartially. The sun came out hot, and spectators be-

gan to grow cross and hitogry, some went below to dinner, and some
went still further below m search of refreshment, in ignorance of

what fate bad in store.
, „

At l-lo the wind, which had about died out from the north, came
suddenly from the southwest, and Vigilant, true to her name, was
quick to take advantage of it Her crew worked nimbly in lowering

the spinaker and balloon jibtopsail and setting the lower headsails;

then sheets were trimmed and helm altered for a reach. Alas, the

promised breeze was but a wandering aud delusive puff, that left her

motionless as soon as it had tricked her out of her big balloon sads.

From his berth astern, seated easily on the rail of Valkyrie, with

the tiller fines between his fingers. Captain Cranfield had been watch-

ing all day for a chance and now made the most of it. His jib had
been broken out when Vigilant set hers, and now holding the last

drain of the northerly wind in his spinaker he lutTed a little and
quickly ran clear by Vigilant, blanketing her as he covered her star-

board bow; then at 1:20 the white spinaker came in, the staysafi was
broken out, the sheet of the large jibtopsail was flattened and Valky-

rie was reaching with a light breeze for the ouier mark.
While still deadened by Valkyrie, Vigilant had set a large jibtopsml,

but wiih no result other than to throw her head off, and now she lay

dead and motionless, slowly turning her bowsprit away from the

departing Valkyrie, just as Genesta, Galatea and Thistle have years

since been left in the Upper Bay by Puritan, Mayflower and Volun-

Such flukes have been of common occurrence in past races,

LUIIC LUC luwa iitHJ v.L.t*"f,^v*, , . -- —. —

lant had gathered way aud headed again on her course.

The effect of this change on the fleet was nothing less than dire con-

sternation, to see the British yacht a mile ahead and the American to

all appearances headed for home. All sorts of theories Tvere broached

to account for the miracle; one man of a statistical turn of mind col-

lected nine different ones—Vigilant had dropped a man overboard,

something had gone wrong with her board, and others equally mter-
. • ii ...l..^ I..,,.] t-Vii. m or, ...i TT.i,'

lU^N Ili LLl^ UUi-LlL.^J (.iLiji. Kjv ...... . .Q- -- - —

kyrie, were still more perplexed when they returned to the upper

world to view one boat from the bows and then to walk aft and look

amid the following fleet to pick up the other.
. ^ . ^

Though light, too fight to make a race within the limit of six hours,

SEAIUKO THE FIXISH.

the wind was now strong enough to keep the boats under steady way
and with sheets irimmed for a reach, Valkyrie was fully jusUfying her

reputation for speed in light weather. As it passed her in hurrying

for the mark, the fleet divided, hurting her but httle. On the other

hand, VigUaut's full bows felt the wash of the whole fleet as she made

'^*The'mar1j was indicated by the big tug Luckenbach. lying by it with

a red target aloft; but the float and flag were concealed at times by the

hie fleet of tugs, and Valkyrie had some trouble, m spite of clear

weather, in locating it exactly. She failed to fetch it, and at 3:2, went

on port tack, whirling quickly about without losing headway. At .3:o4

she tacked agam, and then after a couple of minutes she made tue last

hitch and weathered the mark amid a babel of steam whi.stles. bhe

turned at 3:37:20, her spinaker boom dropping and the sad bursting

out on it m a little more than a minute.
, . ,

VigUant had flnallv lowered her large jibtopsail and set a smaU one

and was now on starboard tack for the mark. \Vith the big fleet

about it and no chance of fetching she would have done well to have

lacked before coming in with the fleet, and where the wind was

stroairer aud truer, thus coming down easily for the mark among the

tugs and steamers.' Instead of this she followed X'alkyrie's course

holding the one long tack until 3:45, taekiug again near the mark at

3 5.=i and for the last timeat.3:5y, finally turning at4;03:4O, or 26 minut^
astern of Valkyrie. The greeting that the first yacht had received

was nothing compared to that accorded to Vigilant, and the noise was

little less than deafening. She set her balloon jibtopsail and balloon

fore-sail, but no spinaker, and headed to ttie westward, inshore rather

than in the wake of the distant Valkyrie.

The wind was so fight that there was not the least chance ot the

race being finished within the limit. Valkyrie carried her spmak^
unta about 4:20. when she took it in and set her bafioon jibtopsaU.

Vigilant set her spinaker but took it in and the two moved slowly on'

until 5:15, when a signal from the May announced that the race wasi

abandoned, when each took a tow line for home.
So far as any test of speed is concerned, the result was negative'

rather than positive ; it was proved that the British boat was quite'

the equal of the American in the conditions which have prevailed in'

the majority of Cup races, a drifting and fluking match. In this

respect she is far ahead of the other challengers, not one of whom
was smart enough in her movements to have got away from her com-
petitor in sueir Weather. Both boats were well handled, the odds
being in favor of Valkyrie, her crew working better together and
showing the result of steady practice and drilling.

A great deal has been safd about the mistakes of each boat, but as
a matter of fact each was well handled under the most trying condi-

tions of racing, when a boat must be made to go somehow without
wind, and when the least error is serious in its results. The Vigilant

partv, and in particular Capt. Hansen, have been severely blamed by
their friends for something which they could not help; and had the
wind come a Utile quicker and stronger they would have been praised

extravagantly for their superior smartness by these saaw excursion
boat critics. The principals on each yacht were thoroughly and sys-

tematicaUy interviewed in the evening by the daily papers, both Lord
Dunraven'and Mr. Watson agreeing that the sail was an accident and
no fair test.

First Race—Windward and Leeward.
Second Day—Saturday, Oct. 7.

An easterly wind and rain on Friday, with the news of a severe and
fatal eyclone on th^ Gulf coast, gave promise of better racing weather
for the second attempt at the first race, but Saturday morniug, after ai

rainy night, broke .is imperturbably bright, warm and clear as any
picnic party could wish for. The sea was smooth save for the long:

roll which is always found off the Hook, and even this decreased a few-

miles off shore, the wind was a mere draft from the west, and m thw
hot sun and clear sky there was no promise of much better cuditions,.

When off the Lightship, both boats swung their largest clubtopsails,.

Valkyrie having replaced her hollow yard used on Thursday with ai

solid one. The hollow spar bent just enough to throw a slight curve-

in the head that was pretty to look at, but the soUd spar stood
straighter, like the American". The course given from the flagship was
E. by S., a dead run, and at 11:15 the preparatory gun was fired.

The conditions of Thur.sday were repeated as regards sails and
weather, but this time Valkyrie got away first, with Vigilant close

astern, the two crossing almost together. Vigilant set her second
balloon jibtopsail, but was a little too soon with it, and it was taken
aback for a moment. The spinaker, also set in stops, was broken outr.

as she crossed the line, while Valkyrie set hers flying, afterward
setting a balloon jibtopsafi. The roll of the sea. slight as it was,,

seemed at first to bother Vigilant^ little, as her sails slatted and lost

the wind.
For the first half hour the pair saUed very slowly, not more than

four miles an hour, and as on the previous day, there was little change
of position. Vigilant steered to the north, inshore of Valkyrie,

.^part from the steamer Monmouth, which had laid just above the'

line at the start, regardless of the yachts, the fleet gave no trouble;;

but each hoat was provided with various signs, such as "Keep Clear

Astern" and "Your Wash is Hurting Us," A fleet of tugs bearing

the New York Y. C. flag and also a white fiag was on hand to police

the course, as on the first day.
As the}' moved slowly along various changes of sheets were made

on each boat In the effort to coax a little more speed out of the lagging

wind, but with no result for a time. Almost at noon, however,
Vigilant, now just inside of Valkyrie, began to pick up, and with no

THE FINISH—AS SEEN FROM THE ST. JOHNS.

indications of a better breeze, at onfce began to close the gap betweem
them. At this time the roll was less than at the start, and VigUant

was steady enough, but Valkyrie showed a slight tendency to roll audi

spill the wind. Although not so sudden and rapid as on the first day^

the gain of the following boat was as certain. Vigilant came up abeam'

of Valkyrie, their masts were in line for a moment, then the higher

mast passed ahead and soon the big white hull was clear of the
smaller black one. The whole maneuver was watched by thousands,,

but we have not yet heard a satisfactory reason for the sudden differ-

ence in speed from no visible cause after half an hour of even saUing.

The only explanation Ues in a stronger current of au-, though the

boats were hardly 200yds. apart, aided perhaps by a httle better trim

of the sails. „ ^ j
Whatever the cause, the effect was that Vigilant soon turned the

tables on Valkyrie for Thursday's work, and ran ahead imtil she had
a lead of half a mile. About 12:25 the wind headed enough to brmg in

both spinakers, whfie the bafioonjibtopsails were trimmed a little for

reaching. At 12:49 Valkyrie set her spinaker and VigUant foUowed at

12-52, the wind being stUl very light, though the yachts were moving
decidedly faster than for the first three miles or so. Spinakers

were carried until 1:23, the wind working to the south aU the time.

The boats were now just under the conditions at which, according to

theory. Vigilant begins to show at hfr best, smooth water and a steady

though very light clubtopsaU breeze, and she increased in actual saU-

oux. ua. The average speed over the whole 15 miles would thus he for

Vigilant about 6 miles per hour, but during the first three miles it was
much slower, this distance was probably saUed at 4 miles per hour and
the remaining 12 miles at an average speed of about 6J^ mues. At no
time on the way out were the two yachts close together and in the

same wind except in the first drifting.
.

The wind at the turn was about south by west, or abeam, but it

drew ahead untU the two were laying their courses nicely and heading

a safe distance to windward of the line in case of the inshore breeze

breaking them off at the finish. The reach in was made with a vary-

ing wind, the two yachts, a mfie apart, getting it differently. At one

time Valkyrie had closed the space considerably, but toward the end
she fell back and the time finally showed but a sfight gain on Vigilant.

When near the line balloon jibtopsails were set aud carried to the

finish. VigUant was timed at 3:30:47 and VaUcyrie at 3:38:23.

The steamer Monmouth had made herself conspicuous at the start

by blanketing the yachts, and as Valkyrie came for the finishing line

she agam loomed tip just ahead of the yacht, running on to the line

itself in front of the May, so that it was impossible for the committee
to time the yacht as accurately as is desired, while Valkyrie was given

the wash of one of the biggest steamers of the fleet. An order from
the committee to keep off the course brought an impudent reply from
the cap uin, who otherwise disregarded it. Apart from this incident

no intentionsJ harm was done to either boat by the attendant vessels.

The oflicial time of the race was:
Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected,

Vigilant 11 25 00 3 80 47 4 05 47 4 05 47

Valkyrie 11 25 00 3 38 Zi 4 13 23 4 11 35

VigUant wins by 5 min. 48 sec. The average speed home was 9 knots,

whidi is hardiv enough to justify the descriptions of the "strong
wind" ui some of the accounts. As a test the race is hardly more
conclusive than on the first day. even admitting that Vigilant gained a
little in the saiUng after the first fluke, the gain would lie very small

and the two were never under the same conditions. On the only part

of the course which was accurately tuned, the reach home, Valkyrie

showed a little better speed than VigUant.

Second Race—Triangular Course,
Third Day—Monday, October 9.

Monday morning was clear and warm, with a light haze over the

water, which cleared before the start, and a light S. W. wind from the

Jersey shore. The attendant fleet of steamers, tugs and yachts was
stiU large enough, though smaller than on the previous days. Among
the yachts under sail were Queen Mab, Ariel, Daimtless, Peerless and

Th^two racing yachts were under way in tow from Bay Ridge be-

fore 8 o'clock, VigUant towing into the Horseshoe, where her main*
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sail was hoisted, while Valkyrie went straight out to the Liightsbip,
netting her sails when well down the Bay. Aftpr sending up lier

largest club topsail, the sail was lowered and the halyards bent on
anew, after which it was again sent up. Vigilant set her second club
'topsail, throwing over the big topsail yard to be picked up by the
Commander.
A thick haze covered the water at 9 o'clock, but it lifted before U

and the sun shone from a clear i=ky. The wind had been increasing
all the morning and ranged from lO' to 12 knots at the time of the
start. The three strings of course signals set on the May read:
Southwest by south, east south and north northwest J/g west, each
10 miles, naut.. the first leg being dead to windward. The May
anchored east of the Sandy Hook Lightship and the Luckenbach was
sent away to log and mark the first leg, another tug starting for the
second mark. Lord Dunraren's elder daughter was on board of Val-
kyrie, while the younger, with Lord Wolverton, was on board the
Luckenbach.
With a start to windward, the weather berth was worth warki ng

for, and after the first gun fired at 11:15 the pair circled cautiously
around, with headsails set and small jibtopsails aloft in stops.
VigUant ran along on port tack above the line, with Valkyrie just to
leeward, and as she ran ahead Valkyrie passed under her stern and
out on her weather. Vigilant jibed over and Valkyrie, crossing her
bows, went on starboard tack near the Lightship with about 3m. to
go. As Valkyrie ran ahead Vigilant swung about on her weather
quarter and the two headed for the Hue together, with Vigilant in the
coveted weather berth. The times over the line were:
Vigilant 11 25 19 Valkyrie 11 25 21

Both broke out baby jibtopsails and the windward work was fairly
begun. Vigilant was held very high, her headsail^ shaking and the
head of her staysail showing very badly. Valkyrie was sailed a little

freer and her sails showed full and hard, without a flutter or a wrin-
kle. From the time she crossed the line she began to foot ahead, all

the time holding a good wind. In a few minutes she was clear ahead,
and a little later she had opened quite a gap. For twenty minutes this
slow but certain gain continued, and then Vigilant was eased a little

and her staysail began to do better work after a man was sent up the
leech in a bo'swain's chair to do something to the sail.

At 12:05 Vigilant took in her jibtopsail. and a couple of minutes later
Valkyrie went on port tack. Vigilant at once going about with her,
being now to leeward but ahead. VigOant could have forced Valkyrie
about, being on starboard tack, but she made no effort to do so.

From this point on VigUanfs gain was steady and rapid; she drew
clear and at the same time held better to windward. The sea had an
easy roll and the wind was freshening, the two were heeling to nearly
the same angle, each carrying her sail easily; but in spite of lower free-
board, Valkyrie showed quite as much side to leeward. Neither was
now carrying a jibtopsail, but at 12:42 Vigilant again sent up her baby,
taking it in at 12:48, when she went on starboard tack, Valkyrie having
tacked a minute before.
They had now gone about 6 miles, and the mark w^as plainly visible

under the Jersey shore off Long Branch. Valkyrie went on port tack
at 12:52, half a mile astern of Vigilant, the latter tacking a moment
later. At 12:.58 Valkyrie made a short leg on starboard tack, only
holding it for three minutes, and then she stood on in Vigilant's wake
for the first mark, around which the steamers and tugs to the number
of at least 50 were lying. Vigilant made her last tack at 1:04:30, jib-

ing around the mark at 1:06:35. The large jibtopsail was set in a
couple of minutes and then the balloon foresail.
Valkyrie made her last tack about a minute before she rounded the

mark, her time being 1:11:30. In the beat of ten miles, with a wind in-

creasiag from 10 to 12 miles per hour at the start up to 15 at the turn.
Vigilant had beaten Valkyrie just 4m. .S5s.

It was now a reach before a strengthening breeze and in a little lop
of sea on the weather beam. The steamers kept further from the
yachts than on the previous days, and there were fewer of them;
while no intentional harm was done, the following boat probably suf-
fered some from the wash on each side. Valkyrie was for once slow
with her sails, the jibtopsail was sent partly up the stay and hung
there for some time, being broken out six minutes after she had <

turned; two minutes later the ballon foresail was sheeted home.
Vigilant took in her jibtopsail at 1:26, but set it again at 1:45, send-

ing it up flying. When near the mark, at 1:53, she lowered the sail

again, jibing round at 1:59:55. Valkyrie was now a long way astern
and losing steadily, taking in her jibtopsail at 2:02 and jibing around
at 2:05:52, or 8m. 57s. after Vigilant, the latter having gained 4m. 12s.
in the reach. The wind had now got up to about 20 m'iles per hour,
and was still increasing, blowing about 25 miles on the last half of the
third leg. Vigilant set her baby jibtopsail at the turn, but took it in

at 2:16 and shifted to balloon foresail. The wind had been drawing to
the westward for some time, and on this leg was about S.W. by W.
Valkyrie set her jibtopsail at 2:09 and caTied it for over half an iiour,
until well up with the finish. Over the last five miles Vigilant was
heeled well down, and the wind was more puffy, her jib was shaking
at the head but the other sails were sitting well, and she was traveling
very fast. On she came, crossing the line at 2:50:01, and leading
Valkyrie by 12m. 2:3s. elap.sed time, having gained 3m. 26s. on the last
ten mile leg. Valkyrie finished at 3:02:24, making the official times:

Start. Finish. Elapsed. Corrected.
Vigilant 11 25 00 3 50 01 3 25 01 3 25 01

Valkyrie 11 25 00 3 02 24 3 37 24 3 35 36
1st Mark. 2d Mark.

Vigilant 1 06 35 1 56 65
Valkyrie 1 11 30 2 05 52

TIGriiANT'S GAIN.
First leg 4m. 45s.
Second leg 4m. 12s.
Third leg 3m. 26s.

The elapsed times of Vigilant were:
Time. Average Speed.

First leg to windward 1 41 35 6 knots.
Second leg free reach 50 20 12 knots.
Third leg reach 53 06 11.3 knots.
Whole course 3 25 01 8.7 knots.
After the race it was announced that Vigilant had sprung her bow-

sprit, though the extent of the injury and when it occurred was not
given out. The tug Commander towed Vigilant to Bay Ridge and
then started for City Island for the duplicate bowsprit. She returned
to Bay Ridge at midnight, and Mr. Wintrlngham with a force of ship
carpenters went to w-ork to finish and fit the spar, which was only
roughed out. It was completed and shipped on Tuesday morning, so
that the yacht was ready for the third race on Wednesday. Lord Dun-
raven, Messrs. Watson and Ratsey and Captain Cranfleld conceded very
freely the merit of Vigilant's performance and her great speed, the
only complaint made being against the wash and interference of some
of the tugs and steamers with the second boat.
The illustrations are from photographs taken from the steamer St.

Johns on the second day.

The Zettlers ,at the Target.
The bi-monthly shoot of the Zettler Rifle Club, at Wissel's Cypress

Hill Park, on Oct. 8. brought together the usual quota of the regu-
lars. The weather was fine, and the air of just that temperature to
make the day's outing one of extreme pleasure. There was not
enough wind to carry off the smoke from the rifles, and the conse-
quence was the shooters at times found it hard to get a clear view of
the bull's eye. The two lay members, Schmidt and Plaisted, who met
defeat at the hands of the two experts. Messrs. Ross and Holges, in
the 50-shot match two weeks ago, were on hand again looking for sat-
isfaction. The satisfaction which was tendered to the two worthies
was of such a nature as to encourage them to look for something
easier in the future. Ross's score of 1106 points in ,50 shots was good".
Harmann made a fine score of 229, his lowest shot being 22.
The next and last shoot of the present season will be on the 22d inst.

Ross has a safe lead for the first prize for the best 50 scores. Har-
mann, Holges and Plaisted are rushing each other for the second posi-
tion on the prize list; there is at the present time only 19 points differ-
ence between them on a total of over 10,.500 points. The next meeting
will be of interest to these three shooters at least.
The scores of the 50-shot match are appended, 10 shots, German tar-

get:
G Plaisted . .196 211 204 220 222—1053 F C Ross. ..226 228 S18 223 211—1106
F Schmidt. 212 192 212 201 109—1016 H Holges. ..218 214 212 202 275—1061
The scores of the competing members for the club prizes are ap-

pended below, 10 shot scores, German target, three scores to count:
F CROSS 228 226 223 L P Hansen 220 209 206GW Plaisted 222 220 216 B Zettler 216 209 208
H Holges 218 215 214 P F Schmidt 212 212 211
CG Zettler 218 216 215 M B Engel 207 206 199
RHarman 229 212 209 G W Downs 193 191 179
DrJABoyken 226 212 211 .Tos Gunther 165 164 15,3

The A. C. A. Board of Trustees.
Editor Forest and Stream:
"The proposal which is brought up again this year for a permanent

board of (A. C. A.) governors or trustees" bj- Mr. Wilkin in your
issue of last week is certainly "interesting." Personally I did not
know it had ever been brought up before, and therefore I was some-
what surprised to find no explanation from Mr. Wilkin of the reasons
which led (him to propose thej amendment. This amendment, if

adopted, would radically change the methods of managing the Am-
erican Canoe Association, and before being adopted it should be
carefully thought out in every detail and the reasons for making such
a change fully explained. In your editorial, Mr. Editor, j'ou mention
one advantage of a permanent governing body, viz; the power it

would have to make a contract for the publication of a year book
for a period of thi-ee or more years. This point I fully appreciate.

It is less than a month to the time of the executive committee
annual meeting, certainly a very short time in which to fully digest
so Important an amendment. I presume an earnest desire for the
permanent good of the A. C. A. is alone responsible for this proposed
change, and therefore I would call attention to the fact that the
executive committee is an unwield.y body even now. I have believed
for years that the work would be better done if there were fewer
hands to do it. If there are good reasons for the establishment of
a board of trustees with terms of four years each—and there may
be excellent reasons for it which have not as yet appeared—why not
economize in men b.y making the vice-commodores or the rear-com-
modores the trustees?
The amendment as it stands is a reflection on the management of

the recent commodores. It says in so many words that they should
not have been trusted. Adopt it without modification, and it seems
to me nothing but confusion will follow. Certainly some changes
must be made in other articles of the constitution if this amendment
is passed in its present shape—the article covering duties of commo-
dore, for example. If the board of governors is "to have general
control of the Association" what is the use in electing a commodore,
vice-commodores and an executive committee? I ask the proposer
of the amendment this question. C. Bowyeb Vaux.

The Forest and Stream isput to x>ress eacli week on Tues-

day. Goi-r^esponclence intended for publication should reach
us at the latest by Monday, and a^s imich earlier aspractioatfle.

Championship Shoot.
On Election Day, Nov. 7, at Cypress Hills Park, Long Island, there

will be an individual sweepstake match with the rifle at 200yds., be-
tween our prominent riflemen, residing in and about New York.
Chas. Wissel, the proprietor of the park, in order to forward the in-
terests of shooting and also to bring together the best shooters in an
individual match, has kindly donated a trophy for the shooters to
compete for.

The management of the shoot will be left to a committee of the
riflemen engaged in the contest.
The match is open to any rifleman who desires to enter the race.

The entrance fee will be .$5, and after deducting the expense of the
targets and one of Mine Host Wissel's first-class dinners for contest-
ants the balance of the cash will be divided among one-half of the
contestants. Or, in other words the match will be half winners and
half losers.

The Wissel trophy will be presented to the rifleman making the
highest 10-shot score in his hundred shots. The match will call for KlO
shots per man at the German ring target C12in. bullseye). We trust
that many of our prominent riflemen east and west of New York will
avail themselves of the opportunity to enter the competition. The
conditions of the match are such that even the non-winners will feel
that they have had a good day's sport. In fact, it will be a match that
will be worth going a long way to witness. It will be an opportunity
for a rifleman with aspirations to get his proper measure. All who
flesire to enter can do so by communicating with the Zettler Bros., No.
239 Bowery, New York.

A Match at Paterson.
A MATCH between the East Sides and the Columbias was shot on

the Bunker Hill East Side range on Oct. 8 at 100yds.;
East Side. Columbia.

C Gallagher 140 R McColloch 171
C Vermorel 162 J Irons 170
TW Murphy 161 J W Johnson 169
J C Welcher 162 W Qreeg 152
ItMaskell 144 T Kelly 162
A T Newby .155 H Wolffe 149
A McKenzie 138 R Gunn 132
J M GaUagher .157 C Bradley '. 116W S Newby. 154 W McColloch 167
J H Foster .17^1545 W Butcher 16.3—1555

Greenville vs. Piiritan.

The return (Gallery) match between teams of ten men each from
the Greenville and Puritan Clubs, was shot off on the range of the
Puritan Club at Newark on Tuesday night Oct. 3. The previous match
which was shot on last week on the Greenville range resulted in a
victory for the Greenville Club by a margin of 127 points. The Puri-
tans professed to have some hope of defeating the Greenvilles when
they got them on their home range, but the Greenville team would not
have it that way. The scores are appended; 10 shots each, gallery
distance:

Greenville team: Kaiser 226, Robivoux 235, Purkiss 241, Chavant
234, J. Boag 226, Dodds 226, Agneu215, Collins 235, C. Boag239, Dorrler
243. Total 2,320.

Puritan team: Hauselman 222, Helb 238, Miller 233, 0. Weiler 213,
Lambert 219, F. Weiler 232, Tauer 213, Woods 208, J. Kopf 809, C Kopf
340. Total 2,216.

'
.

'

Greenville Rifle Club.
The weekly gallery shoot of the Greenville Club, for class medals, on

Friday night, Oct. 6, was fairly well attended. Capt. Robidoux is get-
ting back into his old form and is making some good scores. Collins
keeps on rolling up first-class scores, and as a consequence at the be-
ginning of the next series he will receive the promotion to which he is

entitled, Geo. Purkess retainsa lead of only 5 points over the next
best man. He feels comfortable, however, with even this small mar-
gin. The scores are appended: 10 shots, possible 250, distance 25 yds.;
Capt. Robidoux 241, W. C. Collins 240, Geo. Purkess 239, G. W. Plaisted
239, Cohn Boag 237, John Spabn 230, C. H Chavant 229, Jas. Dodds 227,
J. Boag 226, John Hill 223, A C. Agnew 223. Scores of Oct. 6 at Green-
ville, also of gallery shoot of Oct. 3; Long range, 200 yds. : L. P. Han
sen 223, W. Weber 204, C. Thomas 200, Jas Hughes 199. Gallery L. P
Hansen 238, C. Thomas 238, 1. Speicher 235, R. H. Duff 227, J. Binus324'

New York Rifle Club.
Only three members of the New York Rifle Club put in an appear-

ance at Cypress Hills Park on Saturday, Oct. 8, for the regular prac-
tice. Dr. Chadburne has just returned from his summer vacation at
his old home in the Pine Tree State. Major Geo. Shorkley was out
Saturday accompanied with his pet .25cal. rigged out with the tele-
scope. In a string of thirty shots on Saturday he made seventeen
consecutive (Sin.) btillseyes. Dr. Chadburne tried a new ..38-55 Sharps-
Borchard, but it being unfamfliar to him he did not give it much of a
trial. The Bcores are appended. Standard American target: George
Shorkley, 87, 88; Hamilton, 86, 74; Dr. Chadburne, 76, 82.

MUler Rifle Club.
The members of the Miller Rifle Club of Hoboken are doing some

good shooting «n their gallery range. At the weekly practice shoot on
Tuesday the following appended scores were made, 10 shots, possible
2.50, distance 75ft.: Geo. Schlicht 246, Capt. Fisher 229, Kloeppiog 239,
D. Miller 337, Meyer 239, Kruse 233, LeiU 233, GoeJ 230, Vanderheyden
221, H. F. Meyer 2}8, Pet«rs 282, Dewey 213, Will 213.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
The annual meeting of the Parkway Rod and Gun Club was held at

the club house, corner of Van Siclen and Belmont avenues East New
York, on Oct. 6. The secretary and treasurer of the club both
reported that the organization was in good condition, and has just
closed a successful season. The election of ofQcers for the ensumg
season resulted as follows: President, Henry J. Bookman; Vice-
President, James Bennett: Secretary. David J. Cummings; Treasurer,
Elias Helgans; Captain, H. J. Selover; Scorer, Thomas Short.
Executive Cammittee; A. Lehman, E. Scheeler and Louis iVlllllerf
Steward, Martin Meyer." It was proposed to donate a handsome gun
valued at $100 to be competed for as the flrst prize for the highest
number of birds killed during the next twelve shoots. E. Helgans
was the winner o^ the last season's prize, with 73 killedout of 84 snot
at. J. Bennett was second, with A. Botty third. It was proposed to
incorporate thQ club, and the following were appointed as a committee
to carry out the arrangements. E. Bejgans, David J. Qummings and
Thomas Sbprt.

Lynr, Mass., has been selected for the last tournament of the seafon
of the Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association. Being but
a short distance from the metropolis of Massachusetts, with which it Is
connected by both steam and,electric railroads, and as it is one of the
largest towns in the State, it offerg unusual advantages to visiting
sportsmen of New England. The city of Lynn has long been
celebrated for its famous shoe factories, while amone its many other
mdustries are the large works of the Thotopson-Houston Electric
Manufacturing Company, the products of whose plant are in use in
various parts of the civilized world. The beautiful grounds of the
Lynn Fish and Game Protective Association, where the shoot will take
place, are located on the Lynn and Boston Turnpike, near the old
Turnpike House, Saugus, Mass., and the accommodations and means
of reaching them are unsurpassed. A hearty welcome is extended to
all marksmen by the Lynn Association, in the expectation that their
visit will be one of pleasure as well as profit. The programme is
practically the same as those used at the other shoots during the
season, and the same rules will obtain. The Oxford Hotel, on
Monroe street, will be headquarters for the shooters.

Crack shots among ball players are few and far between, but what a
few there are may come together shortly in a match of unusual
interest. Tim Keefe called at the Sxin oflice last night and said he
would back Billy Herbert, the old Metropolitan catcher, against
Roger Connor or any member of the New York Club for $100 at
shooting quail, woodcock, or partridge, in the woods. He also ex-
pressed a desire to meet Roger Connor himself in a similar contest.
As German and Baldwin are better marksmen than Connor, either or
both of them may accept Tim's challenge. Keefe and Holbert begin
a hunting trip in a few days so that they may be ready to meet their
rivals. Keefe stipulated that if Connor would meet him the contest
should not take place in the woods near Waterbury, as Roger has
things fixed there.— 77ie Swn.
The Iroquois Rifle Club of Pittsburgh, Pa., announces a rifle ahd

trap tournament to be held on Oct. 24, 25 and 26. On the first day
there will be a members' match of .50 shots each on the galler.y range
in Pittsburgh. On the second day the attraction will be a contest at
50 bluerock targets for the club championship, this to be shot at
Howard Station, Monou Division, Pennsylvania Railroad. On
Thursday thethu-d day there will be a 100yd. rifle contest and 10 target
events at Howard Station, these events being open to all.

The O. K. Gun Club of Kansas City, Mo., held its monthly clhb shoot
at Bennett's Park on Oct. 3, the birds being a fair lot. in the compe-
tition for the first and second class trophies, the flrst went to J. Keene
on 10 kills and the second to Dr. W. K. Jones on 9. J. Granger kiUed
8, F. J. Smith 8, W. Williams 9, "Judge" 7, J. H. I Thompson 0, F.
Mason 7, L. Ross 7, H. B. Preston 6, J. Bradley 6, H. P. Stewart G, W.
Mayor 5, J. Hubbard 5, E. Hickman 4.

An interesting three-cornered match at 50 Uve pigeons each, for :g50
a corner, will take place at Willard's Park, Paterson, on Tuesday,
Oct. 1/, the principals being Thos. W. Morfey of Paterson, Chas.
Vermorael of Paterson and J. Frank Class of Morristown. The match
will begin at 2 P. M. The Paterson Gun Club will hold its monthly
shoot on the same day and there will be a supply of pigeons for
sweepstake shooting.

We have before us a neatly arranged and well-printed catalogue,
descriptive of the leather goods manufactured and sold by M. Isenstein
& Co., of 424 Broome street, whose advertisement appears on another
page. The pages show about everything needed by a sportsman, and
the prices are reasonable while the goods are all of fine quality. A
postal card sent to the above address will secure one of these
catalogues.

J. Frank Class of Morristown, wishes Forest and Stream to state
that he stands ready to shoot a match at 100 live birds for 8250 a sitle,
against any man in New Jersey (J. L. Brewer excepted).
The Helgons-Phister vs. Morris-Ferguson team match, mentioned in

our last issue wiU be shot at Dexter Park on Mondaj'.
The members of the Parkway Gun Club are competing for a glOO

gun, to be awarded for the best out of 12 shoots.

The monthly shoot of the Essex Gun Club will be held on Al.
Heritage's Marion grounds next Thursday.
The Boiling Spring Fishing and Gun Club have arranged a tean\

match with the Newburg Gun Club.

The usual open sweepstakes will take place on John Erb's Newark
grounds, on Saturday afternoon.

WATSON'S WORLD'S TOURNAMENT.
Monday, First Day, Oct. S.

Chicago, 111., Oct. 2.—When John Watson calmly announced to the
shooting world that he was going to undertake the hard task of hold-
ing a world's shoot after all, and hold it right at Chicago during the
World's Fair, it seemed that he had put up a hard game for himself as
well as for the shooters. Yet he went right on, and to-day it really
seems as though he was to be fortunate or Iuck,y or wise enough to
win on his undertaking. One does not find many shoots in this neck
of woods this summer, where there are 27 entries in si live bird event
the first day, especially when that day is as unspeakably abominable
as to-day has been by way of weather. The Chicago climate—but of
course Chicago would not have a climate unless it were the greatest
on earth. The climate outdid itself to-day. It shook out a loop or
two and let go about seventeen different sorts of weather, all worse
than any other weather in the world. The aggregation was too much
for the exuberant spirits of even John Watson's hard birds, and some
few of them acted as if they didn't care whether school kept or not.
The shooters were merry in spite of all. and a great lot of shooters
they were, too. A good contingent of Western cracks were on hand,
and more will he in to morrow. Capt. Money appears from New
York. Mr. A. F. Delecroix, of Monte Carlo experience, is another
facenotyetvery familiar in the West. Mr. Crittenden Robinson of
San Francisco, is another, not a stranger here, but too rarely seen
The Uve bird arrangement* require little comment; John Watson of •

course refereed. The only new feature was the use of the two re-
trievers, a pointer. Cyclone, and Mr. Watson's older field dog, a setter,
Hector. The latter is slower and more methodical, from long work
on the marsh Cyclone is only 15 months old, but though he is crazy
to retrieve, he waits for the word and has made no mistakes. This is
the prettiest way of retrieving at a pigeon shoot, and the speediest,
when the dogs are good as these.

A HARD TARGET GAME.
Carrying out the traditions of the park, John Watson makes the

target game a bard one too, and shows his contempt for the old walk-
around by giving it no place at all in his programme, and making
every event at unknown traps. The target programme is to be the
same for each day, all bluerocks. North electric pull. Under this
system John Watson will throw perhaps a third as many targets as he
would under the old walk around, known angles, but he isn't figuring
on that. If there is any one man in the country who has done more
than John Watson, to make good shooters shoot their best, I do not
know who he is. Actually, the first one knows, one will be taking an
interest in some of this shooting this week, because it may have had
some finishes, some gameness and therefore some sporting Interest to
it. and be a bit free from mechanical monotony. If so, let us thank
the Chicago Scotchman, who isn t afraid to stand in his own light
when the time comes; and who, let us hope, will cast a long shadow
in the opening of a better day in the history of trap-shooting than the
old mechanical, sure thing days against whose regime there is now
prevalent mutiny and rebellion. And so, prosper Watson's Park, and
may it live forever, the home of hard birds and hard games, and the
meetmg ground of the hardest of hard shooters. Scores: ^

THE LIVK BIRDS.

Preliminary shoot, 5 live bu-ds, entrance S3, two moneys, 60 and 40
per cent.: B. White G, G. Kleinman 3, H. W. Eager 2, A. Willey 5, C.
Robinson 4, E. A. KimbaU 5, C. H. Burbidge 5, A. W. Reeves 4, C. W
Budd 4, F. Parmelee 5. J. W. Batcheller 4, R. O. Heikes 5, C. A. Young
5, M. F. Cook 4, F. S. Mead 4, A. E. Mead:3, J. S. Sedam 3, A. Kleinman
4, W. Money 5, B. Jack 4, M. Collenberger 5, F. D. Alkire 4. A. Harris 4,
L. WiUard 4. Ties on flrst decided in 7 bird shoot following, and
divided by B. White, R. O. Heikes, W. Money. Ties on second decided
by 7 bird shoot also, and divided by C. Budd, B. Jack and A. Kleinman.
Seven live birds, entrance $5, three moneys. 50, -30 and 20 per cenc -

F. S. Mead 6, E. A. Kimball 6, A. E. Mead 4, C. A Young 6, F. Parmalee
6, W. Money 7, J. S. Sedam 6, C. H. Burbidge 6, A. Willey 4, M. Collen-
berger 6, R. O. Heikes 7, B. Jack 7, J. W. Batcheller 6, B. White 7 Q,
Klemman 7, F. D. Alkire 5, L. WiUard 7, A. W. Reeves 7, A. Harriss 5»
A. Kleinman 7. A. Thomas 7, A. L. Bennett 5, C. Robinson 5, H. Mo
Murchy 6, 0. W. Budd 7, C. Grimm 7, M. J. Eich. Ties on 7 shot off
decided on flrst 6 birds in the following shoot, and divided by A.
Thomas, O. Kleinman, L. Willard, A. W Reeves, C. Budd and 0.
Grimm. Ties on 6 decided in the same manner, and divided by Collen-
berger and Parmalee. Ties on 5 same, divided by Harris, Bennett and
Robinson.
Twelve live birds, entrance SIO, four moneys, 40, 30, 20 and 10-W Money 320231 100-213— 9 AW Reeves 211212122013—11

F Parmelee 111121011122 -U B White 221210221310—10
0 Robinson 111121111113—13 R Heikes 011031122111—10
B Jack 102211112112—11 F S Mead 211112002120- 9
J S Sedam 011311212223—11 McMurchy 001111121012— 9
A L Bennett 212211122012—11 C Grimm 321112211122—12
A Thomas 221222122223-12 M J Eich 121110112110-10M Collenberger. . . .113221012122—11 F D Alkire 120122221213—11
A Harriss, , . ,

11911322011^11 G Kleinman 113112333311^-13
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0 W Budd 833311112011—11 Batcheller .121133112000— 9

L Willard 111112311282—13 R Ai'mstrong. 232321332200—10
A Willey 211021101112—10 A F Deleoroix 103012020113— 8

Thomas. L. Willard and O. Kleinman drew pro rata. Grimm and
Robinson shot tie out in first shoot following morning winning. Second
tie shot similarly, Parmaiee, Collenberger and Harriss dividing it.

Third and fourth dividing.
THE TARGETS.

No. 1. 10 singles, 5 unknown traps, known angles, $2 entry:
Eager 6, Kimball 4, F. S. Mead 7, Parmelee 7, Budd 9. A. E. Meqd 7,

Alkire 8, Courtney 8, Lewis 6, Antboney 6, Lockwood 8, W. M. Thomas
6, Heikes 8, Batcheller 7, Young 8, White 9, Money 4, Robinson 7,

G. Kleinman 7, N. A. Kleinman 8.

No. 2, 15 singles, 5 imknown traps, known angles, 82 entry: Eager
10, Budd 14, Courtney 8, Heikes 12. L. Willard 13, Lockwood 13, G.
Kleinman 12, Alkire 12, Anthoney 13, W. M. Thomas 9, Batcheller 12,

Parmelee 11, B. White 13, F. S. Mead 14, E. A. Mead 10, Young 13,

Grimm 12. McMurchy 13, Robinson 11, Money 8, Krisher 10, A. Klein-
man 9, Norton 1 1

.

No. 3, 9 singles and 3 pairs^3 traps, unknown angles, $3 entry;
Grimm 14, F. S. Mead 9, Anthony 14, Eager 9, Lockwood 10, A. E.
Mead 8, Courtney 13, Alkire 12, G. Kleinman 11, Parmelee 13, Young
15, McMurchy 13, Budd 13. Heikes 13, Kirslier 6, Money 13, Thomas 12,

Norton 11.

No. 4, 25 singles, 5 unknown traps, ,'85 entry: L. Willard SO, Budd 25,

Parmelee "22, Eager 20, G Kleinman 16, Harris 20, Grimm 24, Mc-
Murchy 18, Anthony 20, Heikes 18, Young 30, Frank 15, Alkire 18,

Money withdrew.
Tiiesday, Second Day, Oct. S.

The climate kept up its reputation also and put up a bard game-
Rain fell much of the day and the air was chilly and raw. Neverthe-
less it became apparent to-day that the tournament was to be a suc-

cess. With 42 entries at targets and 35 at the live bird traps, the
showing could mean only one thing. The numerical feature was not
the most notable one, however. It was the class and the grade of the
Shooters, John Watson admitted that he had never had on his grounds
such an aggregation of expert shots, and added that he never expected
to see such anotber. From East and West alike they seem to have
come, and each section contributes of its best. Eager and Dickey, of
Massachusetts, Alkire and Young and Pumphrey of Ohio, Robinson of
California, Budd and Grim from Iowa, Elliott from Missouri, Parmalee
from Nebraska, the Kleinmans, Heikes, Rexroat and others from Ilii-

nois, McMurchy and Courtney of the gun trade, Capt. Money and Geo.
Work from New York, Mr. Welsh from Philadelphia, etc., etc. AVhere
does one find a greater lot of experts, profe^ssiouals, high grade ama-
teurs and generally hot ones all around, whether it be in targets or
live birds? The entire East and West championship teams are here in

training for their final go next Saturday, all carrying chips, and the
Westerners confidently declaring that the Eastern boys will have to

-walk back home. G. F. Hall, the "Unknown" who is to shoot Bogardus,
participated in the live bird festivities t.o-day. Indeed, when one looks
over the list of names, he feels that there must be a dearth of shoot-
ing talent just now everywhere except at Chicago. It is indeed a
gathering of the shooting clans, the like of which we have not seen
recently, and it warrants a clear title in John Watson's announcement
of a "World's tournament." It is i^robable that there has not ever
been any shoot for years back so hot a class of shooters as went into

the 35 entry shoot here to-day. A study of names will convince the
most skeptical of this.

'Tt was you sporting newspai>er men that made this shoot," said

Jolin Watson to-day. "I never expected to see any such an attendance.
1 would have been satisfied with an average entry of 18 or 30. As to

the class of the shooters, I never saw anything like it."

The day's scores follow:
THE LIVE BIRDS.

Preliminary contest, 5 live birds, $3, two moneys, 60 and 40 per cent.

:

Bennett 5. Armstrong 5, Jack 3, Elliott 4, Walport 3, Grimm 5, Money
4, Cook 3, Hall 4, Parmelee 5. Collenberger 5, Loomis 5, Harris 4. Budd
5, Reeves .5, G. Kleinman 4, B. White 5, Climax .3, Barrett 4, W. Jones 4,

Heikes .5, Eager 3, Dickey 4, Desmond 4, Robinson 4, F. 8. Mead 5, A.
E. Mead 5, Rogers 5. In the ties on 5 Collenberger. White and Heikes
drew pro rata, and in shoot-off for balance Parmalee and jVrmstrong
divided.
No. 3, 10 live birds, S7.50, 50, 30 and 20 per cent.: Grimm 10, Bennett

9, Armstrong 10, G. Kleinman 10, Harris 10, Collenbei-ger 10, Jack w,
Parmalee 10, L. Willard 9, Reeves w. McMm'chy 10, Sedam 9, Money 0,

Lansing w, Elliott 10, Walport 9, F. 8. Mead 9, Loomis 7, Robinson 9,

Barrett 9, A. E. Mead 7, Dickey 8, Heikes 10. White 10, Cotter 10, Mer-
rill 8, Rogers 9, Lindsley 8, Budd 9, Nason 8, Desmond w, Batcheller 10,

Young 8, Barton 9, Rex 9. In the ties on 10, Collenberger, McMurchy,
Heikes, White, Cotter and Batcheller drew pro rata, and in shoot-otT
Armstrong, G. Kleinman, Parmalee and Elliott divided balance. In
ties on 9 willard, Sedam, Walport, F. S. Mead, Barrett, Rodgers and
Barton drew pro rata, and in shoot-olF Biidd, Robinson and Rex
divided the balance. In the ties on 8, Dickey, Merrill, Lindsey, Nason
and Young divided.

Not having time to shoot tho regular No. 4 event of the programme,
a straight freeze-out was shot instead, the entrance being S5. At
live birds the following named took part: Penrose, Work, Armstrong,
Grim, McMurchy, Sedam, Money, Parmalee, G. Kleinman, ElUott,
Robin.son, Bennett, Heikes, Harris, Collenberger, Delecroix, Jock,
Budd and Rex. Aft<?r shooting 16 birds each the following divided
$51.75, darkness preventing further shooting: Armstrong, McMurchy,
Parmalee, Robinson, Collenberger and Rex.

THE TARGETS.

No. 1, the opening event, a 10 bird sweep, at 5 unknown traps, §1.50
entrance, had 36 entries. Parmalee, Norton and Budd were the only
three going straight.

No, 2. 15 singles, 5 unknown traps. $3 entrance, 42 entries: Grim 12,

Budd 13, Barrett 10, McMurchy 12, Young 13, Climax 13, Wm. Thomas
6, G. Kleinman 10, Leroy 13, Eager 11, Walk 14, Heikes 12, Lansing 11,

Woodberry 8, Loomis 10, Dickey 11. Anthony 12, Courtney 9, Parma-
lee 18, Rogers 13, Walpert 13, L. Willard 10, W. Jones 9, A. Kleinman
13. Norton 11. Read 10, Robinson 9, Lockwood 7, Shorty 13, G. T. Hall
Alkire 11, Desmal 10, A E. Mead 11, Barton 10, Wheeler 8. T. A. G. 6,

A. W. Reeves 7, Sedam 11, batcheller 13, Brelsford 9, B. White 12.

No. 3. 9 singles and 3 pairs, 3 traps, $3 entrance 33 entries: Eager
10, Barrett 8, Parmalee 13, Lansing 13, Anthony 8, CUmax 13, Grim 14,

Courtney 11, Loomis 9, Leroy 12, McMurchy 13. Woodberry 8, Heikes
14, Walpert 11, Alkire 13, O. R. Dickey 13, Barton 12, Shorty 14, Budd
14, Mason 11, Young 14, Thomas 11, Rogers 13. Money 12. Brelsford 13,

Delecroix 6, G. Kleinman 9, Smith 13. Walt 13, Rex 14, Harris 1.5, Hol-
lenberg 11, Bennett 10, Norton 10.

No. 4, 35 singles, 5 unknown traps, S5 entry, 28 entries; Lansing 18,

Heikes 21, Smith 22, Barton 20, Grimm 18, Loomis 15. McMurchy 30,

Young 21, Leroy 15, Anthony 20, Eager 23, Shorty 18, Bennett 18,

Dicker 21, Barrett 18, Climax 19, Money 17, Budd 23, Brelsford 19,

Parmelee 20, Rogers 19, Harris 20, Bob White 19, Wheeled 11 Norton
16, Courtney 21, Thomas 17, Alkire 19.

Wednesday, Third Day, Oct. U.

The great Chicago climate shuffled the cards again, and to the
surprise of every one dealt out an elegant day for the shooters. The
Sky was clear, and the temperature higher than for some days past.

A four o'cloclc wind blew across the score, but it was neither a cold
wind nor a strong wind, and could claim no kinship to the genuine
Lake Breeze of Chicago. It was not a good, regular Burnside day,
but a sort of New Jersey day, with a peach orchard in the background,
and a squirrel cracking nuts in the front ground. The pigeons pro-
vided were thought to lie good, but owing to the New Jersey weather
they turned out only fair to medium. The J. Watson garne was not
nearly so hard as it often is. Yet out of the aggregation of talent
here, there were only a very few who made the scores which they
should have made, the Easterners especially being in poor form, and
leaving scores wJiich ought to indicate screaming hot birds and a
gale of wind.
The crowd of spectators in the afternoon was the largest seen here

for a long time. The character of the shooting attendance was never
better at any event in the West. You could not swing a cat around,
if you had a cat, and felt disposed to use it in that way without
hitting a noted or noteworthy lover of the gun, and it would be the
toss of a copper, if you had a copper and cared to toss it, whether
said lover was from the West or the East.
Miss Annie Oakley came over and shot a few practice birds and a

few targets early in the morning, before professional duties called her
back to the Wild West. Miss Oakley, by the way, fired the first gun
in the tournament on Monday morning.
Mr. Armin Tenner, who has been for the past three weeks conduct-

ing, at Watson's Park, the most thorough, the most scientific and ex-
haustive tests of powders probably ever inaugurated in this country,
was here for a part of the day. He leaves for New York to-night, and
in a week or so will publish in Forest .^nd SxREAii a full report of the
teat, which will be a long and interesting document. Mr. Tenner told

me the names of the two powders which rimked highest, it being a
near thing between them, hut asked that all mention be deferred until

his report. "It is an odd thing," said Mi'. Tenner, "what a difference

there is in the action of powders here and in the old country. The cli-

mate surely makc-s a difference. I find, for instance, that black pow-
der is altogether stranger here than in the old countr.v, very notice-

ably so. Indeed, t.here were several discoveries in these tests for me.
After we have the American testing house well established I think we
shall have two branches to it, one in New York and one in Chicago."
Mr. M. F. Lindsley, of the American wood powder, accompanied by

Mrs. Lindsley, watched the afternoon's sport with interest.

Mr, Edgar Murphy, Mr. Yale Dolan and Mr. J. Seavor Page, in-

creased the New York contingent worthily to-day. They did not yon-

clude a four-men team. East and West shoot, at 100 birds the man, as
was suggested, but talk of this may be taken up later.
Capt. A. H. Bogardus was on hand to-day, and out of the corner of

his eye sized up the husky "unknown." G. T. Hall, of Sangamon
county, HI., who is to shoot him the croquet race a week from next
Saturday.

Col. Maximus Lucius Crooker, one of the early fathers and legal
lights in the history of the Illinois Association, watched the sport and
toid stories in the sunlight.
Tee Kay, the Climax mandarin, was in the midst of things, and so

also was H. A. Penrose, of the U. M. C. shell. The gentlemen of
yesterday's record were again present almost to a man, and there
were other visitors in abundance, to say nothing of one of the most
representative gatherings of Chicago" shooters called out since last
winter. All in all it was a notable shooting assemblage.
Cyclone, the retrieving pointer puppy, was in it all day and at every

station, winning more applause than anybody else. Cyclone seems to
have one eye on the grand stand, but he has the other on the bird,
which is always a good thing in grand stand work,
AU of this crowd and even more belonged here, for they were to

witness one of the most genuine sporting events at the trap which it

has been possible for some time to see, an event in which the only
thing to protect the shooter's money was the shooter's own skill; in
which, in short, the shooter would really have to shoot and not make
signs. The only thing wrong about this shoot was that it ought to
have been one money, instead of three, as the entry brought it out.
Perhaps in that case it would not have had so large an entry, but
those who did go in would have been worthy of the Grand Prix de
Burnside, which trophy, let us hope, will at length be established
when there shall have arrived a day when one shoot is shot to a
finish. Our shooting to-day is much unfinished. But we will let it go
at that. As it is, it is hkely that several hearts got throatwise to-day
as the fateful marks accumulated on the blackboard, and many a
heart will be broken ere the red sun sinlcs to-mori-ow in the weeds back
of Watson's Park.
Shooting did not begin in this chief event until 11 A. M., the time till

then being put in at small freeze-outs. After the talking' and the hesi-
tation was all over, and the money all up, it was discovered that there
were just twelve starters, and all sorts of propositions prevailed as to
who would win. At dark to-night each man had shot at 50 birds.
Before the shooting began there was some talk among the Eastern

men to the effect that an Eastern man would win. Some money was
placed that a score of 95 would be made, but this found very ready
takers. The .Western favorites were Budd and Parmalee. Budd is

always a favorite, and Parmalee has shot so well lately that it seemed
no one could beat him. Budd was known to be in bad health for the
past few weeks, but this was not considered to injure his chances
fatally in just this kind of a race. Geo. Kleinman was not thought to
be in good health and good form enough to be a prime factor. Mc-
Murchy openly avowed he was only donating. Mr. Crittenden Robin-
sou had not shot here long enough for the Chicago men to learn just
how good he is. though he was in the estimate, Elliott had some ad-
mirers of course, but was not called a certainty bv any in such a
competition, as indeed who could be? Welsh, of Philadelphia, was
mentioned well by those who had seen his work here the past two days
Grim, Bennett and Ruble, the remaining ones, were possibilities, not
first money men, in the average slate.

But pigeon shooting is full of uncertainties, and at the end of the
first 50 to-night all the shooters were in bad order, and new guesses
had to be made all around. Grim "had nerve to sell," as one by-
stander remarked, and scored 47 out of .50. McMurchy shot in form
such as he had in '85 and '80, and did brilliant work on his 47 scored.
Robinson, whose carefulness and judgment make him resemble George
Kleinman more than other shooter that ever shot here, tied the top
score of 47. Money and Work, the New York men, seemed to go
hopelessly to pieces, and their friend from Philadelphia, while stead-
ier, was stiU 3 birds back of the front rank, scoruig 44. Bennett came
out strong, and scored 46, and so did George Kleinman. Ruble killed
44. The dark horse cavalry were prominent at the 50 hole. Budd had
showed himself in bad condition, getting only 41, and Parmalee, who
was at the start the safest man against the field, sagged down by rea-
son of a splitting headache, and only scored 45.

The prettiest autl most remarkable feature nf the entire shooting
was the performance of Elliott. In his first 7 birds Jim lost the last
5 straight, and it really seemed too bad. Rolla Heikes stepped up to
him and asked him to change his cases and take some of his, Heikes's,
load, in the U. M. C. trap cases. Elliott was shooting 3K>drs. of Amer-
ican wood powder, in Belgian cases. Heikes gave him a Toad of .3i4drs.

of the same powder in the U. M. C. cases. Now. let no man say'what
was the reason, but certain it is that Elliott, puzzled and "almost
despairing, took up the change, and from that time on was another
man. Out of his next 11 birds he killed 10 with the first barrel and
lost one dead out. Then, shooting in elegant style, he killed his next
37 straight, not missing another bird all the afternoon. This beautiful
uphill run brought him up to 46, right next to the first flight, and left
him as dangerous a customer as any in the race, all chance for which
he seemed to have lost entirely. Grim's longest run was 43.

Thus it may be seen that even to-day the big World's Fair contest
had assumed a condition of interest bordering on the problematical.
The entire score follows in to-morrow's report.

THE TARGETS.

After a little sweep or so, in which there was only one straight
made, that by Heikes in the opening lO bird sweep, some of the shoot-
ers concluded that Jchn Watson's target game was too hard for them,
and kicked for something they could hit. To acconmiodate this me-
chanical contingent the rules wei e suspended and the walk-a heap
plan taken up. Rolla Heikes didn't suggest this, but he smiled softly
and didn't say nay, but sailed. When he went home to-niKht he wad-
dled when he walked, his pockets were so bulged out with easy money.
He must have won somewhere between SlOO and $200 to-day. He
didn't do a thing to 'em, as the old song says.
The highest entry of the day was thu'ty-four. Scores:
Sweep, 20 singles, S3, walkenphast system: Eager 14, Burnett 18,

Barton 16, Anthony 16, Climax 18, Courtney 18, Dickey 19, Whyte 12,
Young 17, Wm, Dixon 13, Heikes 20, Rogers 18, Veneman 14, Ward 18,
Woodberry 15, Crockett 12, Evans 18, Heinold 12, A. E. Mead 1.3, Miller
1,5, F. 8. Mead 18. Leroy 18, Hall 17, Harris 18, Curtis 10, Desmal 16.

No. 3, 9 singles, 13 pairs, three traps, $3; Eager 10, Barton 11, Bar-
rett 14, Rogers 13, Heikes 14, Climax 13, Courtney 10, Young 11, L. S.
Mead 11. .Miller 10, Ward 8, Anthony 13. Dixon 10, Leroy 8, Whyte 5,

Dickev 13, Evans 11, Harris 8, Brelsford 10, Rex 12, Curtis 5, Walpert
13. M. J. EicU Id, A. H. Thomas 9, Nason 10.

Sweep, 35 singles. S5, walkenphast, unknown angles, unlcnown traps:
Barton 39, Eager 13, HeikeS 2:i, F. S. Mead 15, Miller 33, Barrett 21,
Dickey 30. O. E. Mead 18, Brelsford 17. Bingham 10, Dixon 31, Whyte
33, Anthony 31, Leroy 32, Wolfert 17. Xa.sou 15, Rex 23, Courtney 21,
Climax 17, Young 3*,', Eigh 19, Harris 31, Ward 19.

Sweep, 30 singles, qp3, walkenphast, unknown angles, known traps:
Whyte 16, Barton 15, Barrett 17, Crocker 13, Heikes 18, Miller 19, Wal-
pert 18, Willey 16, Climax 17, Skinner 16, Young 16, Courtney IS, Dixon
15, Anthony 16, Brelsford 13, Eager 15, Dickey 15, Rex 19, Eich 15,

Leroy 18, Harris 13. Collenberger 17, Bob 17, Conner 8.

Sweep, same as above; Barton 17, Heikes 18, Conner 15, Miller 15,
Bingham 19, Courtney 16, Skinner 16, Barrett 18, Roll 13, Willey 15,
Anthony 18, Dixon ll.Whyt* 13 Tee Kay 16, Walpert 17, Rex 18,

Vangtler 13, Dickey 15. CUmax 16, Young 18. Eich 18, Leroy 17, Alkire
18, Bob 19. Brelsford 10, Park 18, F. S. Mead 13, Collenberger 18, Loomis
30, Smith 15.

Sweep, same as above: Barton 17, Miller 19, Heikes 19, Young 17,
Dixon 13. Bingham 17, Anthony 16, Roll 17, Walpert 15, Tee Kay 30,
Rex 18, Climax 17, Dickey 16, Alkire 16. Eich 17, Penrose 18. Skinner 14,

Com'tney 18, Harris 18, Lindsley 14, Conner 14, Smith 15, Eager 11,

Leroy 19, Woodberry 16, Collenberger 18, Whyte 14. Loomis 18, Rush
10, Barrett 19, Bob 17. Park 16, Bruff 13, Robbms 17

Thursday, Fourth Day, Oct. 5.

The greatest climate on earth took another turn out of the wheel
and let go another New Jersey day, a sort of sweet cider and hickory
nuts sort of a day, when a fellow thinks he don't need to lay in his fall

stovepipes for the sitting-room just yet. The wind was a trifle

stronger, but still from right to left across the traps. The birds—well,
now, don't let's talk about the bir<ls. They made John Watson swear,
and I can't bear to liear a man swear.
Time was, aud will be again, when John Watson's birds w-ere so

tough they fought each other after their heads and wings were cut
off and they were packed for shipment to market. They were such
hot birds they made the icebox smoke, and indeed, often set it afire,

when they were thrown into it. But that is in the winter season.
This fall the birds are moulting late, and it seems hard to get good
flyers, though all the birds trapped were old enough to vote and fat
enough for aldermen. Yesterday the birds disappointed John Wat-
son, and he determined to get a lot of corkers for to-day, so he sat up
all night catching the best bu-ds he had in his coops, excepting none
but the high roosters.

If you put a lot of piteous in a big coop, the strongest ones will always
roost the highest, ana the weakest ones the lowest down. The cock
pigeon of the lot will roost on a nail higher up than the highest roost,
if he can find one. Last night John Watson and his boys took step
ladders, and caught only the strong birds at the top of the big coops.
I know this, because, to save time- and be on the grounds, I slept
down at the park a couple of nights, in Ike Watson's house, and rigtit

next to .he room where Mrs. Ike Watson had eighty-seven pies set out
to cool for the next day's lunch for the boys. She had eightj^-seven
when she left them, when the sun was low, but as in the fight at
Hohenlinden. there was. "Oh, what a difference in the morning."
Well, as I was saying when interrupted, the boys told me this mornmg
theyhad been catching good pigeons and nolhinf(but good pigeons,

and the whole park contingent allowed as how there would be trouble
in the last twenty especially. Much to the disappointment of John
Watson, the birds did not prove so very fast as a whole. There were
about half of them very good, among these some hghtning ones, as
fast as any one would see; but as to the other half you could in can-
dor oniy call them a mixed lot of flyers. Probably half a dozen or
more had to be flogged. It was not much like a day in winter on
these same grounds.
This was the only thing which detracted from the quality of the

big event. The shooting was good but gritty, each and all of them;
but Charlie Grim made a score of 96. Everybody would just as soon
see Charlie Grim do this as anybody else, but to make a score of over
95 is kind of tough on the reputation of the grounds, and CharUe
mustn't let it occur again, probably won't. He did it to-day, and did
it clearly handsomely, shooting in perfect time. As things stood, he
couldn't have been beaten to-da.y, for he only missed one bird out of
his last 50, and stopped some just as hard as you ever saw. That was
a finish for you, and no wonder everybody applaudedwhenhe grassed
his last one in rapid style.

SOME SURPRISES.

The last half of the race had nearly as many surprises as the first
half. EUiott continued in his elegant long run in which he so magnifi-
cently recovered ground lost early in the race. He ran 49 straight
before he let down, losing a twisting incomer which fell dead in the
scoring stand. Then he ran 32 and lost another dead out, and from
there killed straight, landing second in the race after all, with 92
scored. After drawing his shells he killed every bird he shot at. He
shot a magnificent race, though Grim doggedly held on to his big
lead, and walked out with 4 to spare over the Kansas City crack.
Br'er Gawge Kleinman was in it, and shot a better race than his

state of health seemed to warrant. An inch more of luck he might
have been second, but the fates of pigeon shooting wouldn't let it be
so, and his steady and even work only netted him 91, and third and
last money.
Frank Parmalee was not in his usual shape. He was off, for some

reason, and only got 88, which he ought to beat under these con-
ditions.
Charlie Budd was right peart again to-day, and ran .35 straight at

one stage, losing a high twister over and back, but he couldn't
close tlie gap. He could have closed it, if he and Frank Parmalee
hadn't done the 3Iidway so thoroughly night before last. Last night
Charhe was a good boy and went to bed. He shot much more like
himself to-day, and was not perturbed anj'how. "This ain't the first

S135 I ever lost," said he, "nor maybe it ain't the last.''

Geo. Work withdrew at 50, not appearing on the grounds to-day.
W. Money kept on in his wild career of crime, and w^ent out with
probably the lowest score he has made for a long time—70 out of the
hundred. Mr. "Armstrong" (R. Welch) of Philadelphia, a very nervy
and very good shot, too, held on to the end, and tied plenty "of good
people. McMurchy ran out of shells, and had to change his" load this
morning. It changed his luck also, and he fell out of it, though his
work was clean and brilliant to the end. Can it be that Mr. McMurchy
has had things up his sleeve? He did not always shoot hke a yoimg
colt in a timothy patch, if so be that colts go in for firearms and
timothy also.

Mr. Robinson was a surprise, too. He went wrong in his last 30
string but one. xle lost 4 out of 5, 7 out of 11, and 13 out of the 20.

Then, perversely, he gathered and ran the remaining 35 straight,
though it was then too late. Bennett of Kansas City shot a workman-
like race, and certainly drew as hard birds as anybody, but he could
not get over the 90 line. Ruble lost three hot ones, otie right after the
other, his stomach sagging perceptibly at each. This left him no
hope, and he only accumulated 86.

cyclone's performance.
The pointer dog. Cyclone, deserves a collar with a diamond In it

.

He proved a retriever of wonderful judgment, and his sneak on a dan-
gerous bird was as well tuned and careful as any man's. He caught
Birds no man could have caught, and was the idol of the day. He
caught Ruble's 51st bird on the fly and saved it for him. Ruble's 59th
he missed, but saved another for the same shooter later. On Mr.
Welch's 68th bird Cyclone made a great sneak aud at last got it, but
spying another cripple near by which had flown in, he caught that
also, and then tried to bring them both in at once, which was too big
a problem for his bright doggy brain. Cyclone is The greatest grand
stand dog in the business, and he certainly does liven up a match a
great deal. -

GOT HIS.

Just as George Kleinman was stepping to the score on his 87th bird,
a flock of golden plover appeared in the distance. Several shooters
began to call them, and they drew in over the grounds, passing: a
trifle higher but directly over the score. At once all eleven of the
shooters arose and poured a volley at the flock, while back of us at
the target score a similar scene was enacted. One lonesome little

plover, frightened at the noise, succumbed and was later picked up
dead As it fell there was a roar from about twenty voices, "I got
mine !" This was quite a fifelike incident.

A great assemblage.

During the early hours of morning the boys put up Milt Lindsley's
American wood powder teepee, in which that affable genius held open
court. Shooters are built criss-cross and different from other folks.
Now, Milt Lindsley carries cigars in a gun case. "Why, I can't pack
a sideboard around with me," he said, when he was queried as to this,
Mr. Lindsley always has a good word for the trap editor of Forest
A>rD Stream, and there are many here who join in the hope that Mr.
Townsend's health wilfTSpidly grow better.

It was a great assemblage, considering it as only a gathering of
shooters resident outside of this city, and not mentioning the repre-
sentative congregation of Chicago men. Any list of the visitors would
be incomplete. I have already named a few. There were present to-
day, perhaps among many others, the following:
Walter Huff, Macon, Ga.; H.G.Wheeler, Marlboro, Mass.; H. H.

Eager, Marlboro, Mass. ; J. E. Burns. Lowell, Mass.; O. R. Dickey,
Boston, Mass.; C. O. Barrett. Boston Mass,; Leroy Hoodward, Brock-
ton, Mass. ; E. L. Gilmer, Greensboro, N . C. ; Col ,1. T. Anthony, Char-
lotte, Nor. Car.; W. P. Perley. (Barton) Columbus, O.; F. D. Alkire,
Woodlyn. O. ; C. A. Young, Sprmgfield, O.; J. E. Pumphrey, Colum-
bus, O. ; R. Van Gilder, Knoxville, Tenn. ; John Connor, Kuoxville,
Tenn.; Meade Bros., Knoxville. Tenn.; Dr. R. B. Miller, Mattoon, III.;

D. Bacon. Miamisburg, O.; J. T. Parks, Brook. Ind.: Geo. Rogers,
Lincoln, Neb. ; I. W. Batcheller, St. Joseph, Mo. ; G. M. Rexroat.
Vhginia, III.; G. M. Loomis, Omaha, Neb.; W. K. Park, of the Wilker-
Barre, Gun Co., Wilks-Barre. Pa.; Paul Weise. Detroit, Mich.; John
Parker. Detroit, Mich. ; C. W.Walton, Grand Rapids, Mich.; J. N.
Dixon, Muskegon. Mich ; Wm. Dixon, Muskegon, Mich.; Thos. Roller,
(TeeKayj Plainfleld, N. J.; C. E. Thomas, Bridgeport, Conn.; A. G.
Courtney, Syracuse, N. Y. ; C. H Dimick, Boston, Mass.; J. Reiger,
Kansas City, Mo. H. McMurchy, Syracuse, N. Y,; R, E. Welsh, Phila-
delphia, Pa.; C Robinson, San Francisco, Cal, ; C, W. Budd, Des
Moines, la.; Chas. Grim, Cedar Lake, la.; M. F. Lindsley & Wife, West
Hodok-n, N. Y.; G. Spring, Dayton. O.: Geo. Suydam, Denver, Colo.;
D. C. Braden, Beaver Falls, Pa.; A. W. Gore, Cambridge, Mass.; A, J.
Walpert, Peoria, 111.

After all, there may be individuals who care to see the scores of this
big shoot. For those who care more for scores than they do for pure
EngUsh undeflled, I would suggest a jump direct over all the fine print,
which is only used to flU up with, anyhow. Indeed, I would advise
anybody to look at the Forest ano Stream score of this big race, or
any other big race, because you can't find such a score anywhere else
on earth. It you are chained to business aud can't get away, read the
Forest and Stream north, northwest aud by north, south and by
southwest graphic trap scores. This will do just as well, and in some
respects a great deal better than if you were there yourself. It doesn't
cost so much, for one thing, and you can get a better idea of a shoot
from it. Any trap-shooter who is privileged to read one of the Fokbst
A.ND Stream scores of a big e?eut like this, and also the glowing pen
picture which goes with it without extra charge, that man may go
home aud step on the baby ia pure thoughtlessness and exuberance of
spirits, but he won't lick his wife, and be won't Idck if she invites her
folks in to dinner Thus the Forest and Stream trap reports may be
seen to exert a great moral influence in the land. Score:

THE targets.

John Watson and I have about given up our attempt to elevate the
trap. It can't be did. Out of 39 shooters at the target score, 27
wanted to shoot the walkenfast system. John Watson sighed and
shrugged his shoulders, and may be swOre a little softly, but he let it

go as they wished. They left it angles unknown, however, which is

an improvement over the old known angle, cast iron style of so-called
marksmanship. After a hard day's work, the target shooting gentle-
men accomplished certain results, which are set down below.
The first sweep of consequence was at 10 angles and had 28 entries.

It was shut at 5 unknown traps and there was not a straight.
Sweep, 15 singles, $2, sprintmg system, but unknown angles: Dickey

13, Rex 13, Heikes 14, Walk 11, Barton 13, Young 14, Barrett 11, Tee
Kay 13, Leroy 11, CUmax 11, Walpert 13, Loomis 11, Anthony 7, Rogers
15, Dixon 11, Wheeler 11, Alkire 10, Connei- 7, Miller 14, W. M. Thomas
10, Shorty 15, Courtney 10, Jones 10.

No. 3 programme contest, 9 singles and 3 pairs, 83: Dickey 11, Bar-
rett 13, Barton 8, Jliller 13, Alkire 1.5. Rex 14, Anthony 12, Chmax 0,
Dixon 11, Walpert 13, Heikes 15, Leroy 14, Loomis 10, W. M. Thomas II,

Young 15, Wheeler 10, Courtney 11, Walk 13, Money 10. Conner 10,
Shorty 11, Brooks 9.

Sweep, 30 singles, S3, sprinting system, unknown angles: Dickey 18,

Barton 15, Loomis 17, Anthony 19, Heikes 18, Tee Kay 18, Miller 17,
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Youngr 19, Barrett 17, Van Gilder 17, Penrose 13. Walpprt 17, Climax
15, Alkire 20, Dixon 20, Leroy 19, Conner 18, Brooks 11. Shorty 18,

Roll 17. Rex 20. Wheeler 14. Fink 14. Courtney 15. Winfleld 16, Mall

15, Eich 17. Wm. Thomas 15, Park 19, Walt 16.

Sweep, 25 singles, $5, same as above: Dickey 24. Mi'ler 23, Heikes 25,

Young 25. Walpert 24, Penrose 22, Anthony 18, Barrett 20, Conners 23,

Tee Kay 24, Climax 22, Roll 21. Rex 23, Dixon 19, Alkire 21. Leroy 22.

Wheeler 19. Shorty 23. Perley 20, Money 20, McMurchy 20, Bennett 22.

Sweep. 20 singles, $3. same as above: Barrett 16, Anthony 17, Con-
ners 19 Penrose 16. Alkire 17, Miller 18, Clay 12, Park 17, Climax 14,

. TTT_»— i J. tA T : ^ -i A TtT^ i-vtr IQ Ta/ilrcnn 1 '^

$1203320 13 3—15

Budd 15, Rex 20, Roll 18. ^ , . ^ t., .

Sweep, same as above; Alkire 18, Young 20, Walpert 17, G. Klem-
>ran 19, Wheeler 16, Courtney 19. Bennett 19, Heikes 19, Grim 20,

Hall 18, Leroy 17. Dickey 18, Roll 19. Rex 20, Loomis 20, Budd 20.

The highest entry of the day was 80.

world's fair coktest.

p' Guns in this contest limited to 12-bore weighing 81bs., the rise 30yds.

forall guns, 100 live birds, entrance $125. Highest scores to win. No
class shooting Under 5 entries one nionev; 5 to 8 entries, two moneys;
9 to 12 entries, three moneys, and over 12 entries four moneys. Note:

The winner of the first money in this contest to be presented with a
handsome and appropriate trophy significant of the event. In order

to create a fund for the purchase of the trophy, badges of admission

to the park during the week of the tournament will be sold at $1 each
and the entire proceeds from the sale of these badges applied to the

purchase of the trophy. That the value of the same may not be
altogether an unknown quantity the management guarantees |100 for

the purpose and all moneys secured from the sale of admission badges
in excess of that.

Trap snore type—Copyright isos, by Forest and Stream Publishing Co.

JAR Ellliott. of Kansas 2225414222223431 3145
City,Mo. (Greener gun, t \^'\'['^
Am. wood powder) ....2 200»»011111»111111 2-14

3 3 432423414 3 34425553
I I \<-<-T^t ^<—>t->'^ t \->->
2221212 2 11121221122 2-20

33 3 54144 3S4448252352
2122222 2 1 2 212121222 1-20

21345552334145225315
^ t i^/' / 1^ H N^ <- T T T i^-^
11«2222222212212122 2—19

34253244112 3 31523315
21222»2221121ia2212 2—19-92

F AParmalee.of Omaha, 3n253242222284353585
Neb. (Greener gun, E ^'^^'^<-^^H'^^^t i T i N'^^N'^H
C powder) 0 2122121 2 11 1 1011211 1—18

33134323 5 45855325133
t 1 1^/"*- T ^'Si t T H t T N/"*^*-2222218 2 22212122200 1-18

31341415551443512415
I I I T 4.M \H \ ? \^
2202121112122112010 1—17

343531 1 3454413445552
21122021101.2212222 1-17

444344 5 1545332285442
121222120212221212» 3—18-88

Geo Work, of New York, 3 323322122123442541 3

(Greener gun, EC t N ? N^-i" '\<-<-^t ? 'v'^tW T \i \
powder) 2 222122112001212001 2-16

242413 23532 3 541223 3 3

10202021331
34114115 15

1201121202W
Thirty-nine out of 50.

OWBudd.of DesM"ines, 2 3 34522 5 283331445458
la. (L C Smith gun, E <—*\\4, ? T \t<T T '^T

T

C powder) 2 1 1»1 2«21 2 200202222 0—14

35258233 3 31845222233
02 3 11122.1213112112 0-17

333552215 53 5 55 3 88423
1 1 T<-4. t T \'W'w^lii<r-i^\^
2121121111212313322 3-20

54314134515514453134
112112 3 22213211.121 3-19

51551114248454241553
122212.21211«121211 1—18-88

Chas Grim of Deer Lake, 13 8 4 5 22 3 333133444444
la. (L. C. Smith gun, t \<-'^T*-/ ^T^-^NT"..^
E. C. powder) • 220111122221221111 1—18

41254282214244232322
2322231311222331322 2—20

38145343515432142438
32123 2 0221112313131 1—19

5524514514115553 3 842

1121212122112011111 3—19

112 13535354515355215
<-\ i ^, ^ \<-*-<-i It,^ t11123 1 311 1 3 3 3 1 31112 2-20-96

Geo. Kleinman, Chicago, 15355152284538444431
(L.C. Smith gun, t 's^'^'S^-^T ''iNW^/ t T Nt<-i T t
Schultze powder) 2 231331221123011123 3—19

5 4355313333352353333
12122102112122««133 2—17

3545553 3 184124542483
^.-^r^/^^i T<-^'S»\\t->/'.^HHT2212132311223313231 3—20

12832541444325145512
12211122010122111.1 3—17

43885385444155511335
\->T-^\<-$ 1 i H-><-<-<-H H311181»1«3332121211 1—18—91

B ' Armstrong." Phila. 51835454 5 4833 3 3 3 4442
(Greener gun, J, i/-^<[,HH ? \'^?<-^<-H

E. C. powder) 1 113122122100222121 2—18

.5 5555243384421352823
t ?^ i /" /" ^<-1 T \ ? 1^ T3»3222 2 21 0222222323 2-18

41851551313345854445
2031222033133020122 1—16

35142121545 3 22113344
\\ t, i / N, t tt\ T <-H \ vf* 1^ \2102311332302212112 0—17

1545441851135513384 3

2211223313121211012 1—19—88

W Money, New York 33545.^ 4433 3 125123533
(Parker gun, T ? I'^^^'^'^t "^4-

E. C. powder) 1 010212102201000303 0—11

54525334333534154338
318032133108036 3 lii 1-16

34548521 515 112 3 45341
<-N 4- ^ t \ ->T ^ \ ^<-

0133113111303320«03 2—15

4235 3 134151432333445
231 2 0211..221211.10 1-15

515354 5 15133 5 5444413
0202201.22110210222 0-13—70

H McMurchy, of Fulton, 53533133533425113333
N.Y. (L.0 Smith gun, ^^<-t;"^^-I-i-^^-^^tT/'^^^/'
Am. wood powder 3 13282121 1212231038 3—19

43134355315435155 3 33

1133301313101111112 1—18

38534554355453441443
1 3 3 1 1 1 1 8 1 3 1 1 0 . 1 1 3 3 1 0-17

433343453 3 3548131553
311333181011«311021 1-17

1352158 3 345322455445
\^4.«-'ti\T'^<-*-H i i.<—>v?'y'

2331111.31813130131 2-18—89

C Robinson, S. Francisco 445 3 44824 3 3 3 3 5 114244
(gun by K. Liddle, San T-^\-*H t T T T T '^^^T \H
Francisco, Schultze). ..3 233131113333311110 1—19

183313 4584513415 5128

1113328311030811313 3-18

3548334513853315 3 518

3 1 1 2 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 • 1 1 1 1 3 ;. 1 1—19

143 3 1451458844444133
•(-H T H -E^T tii/v^N ? '^4<-T t T11110»0013101002131 1—13

33144535451458141155
t <- ? \ 1^ v^-*^ $ 4. 4, \ <-H 4- -L11321111811138 1 3111 2—30—89

A L Bennett, of Kansas 14543432448484114234
City, Mo. (Greener gun,<-«-^u/<-\7i \«:,H*^\T 1^ tH/'\/'^i
S. S. powder) 230881311108822»022 2—16

3882433 5 835358555535
\->T TN4. $<-<-i^\v?'t\ T T-»<-T2113332881221322222 3-20

854235145558344 5 5844

33133321230 0 1303133 1—17

4 1345414513 455555343
1313330312111011311 2-18

44851553428154455155
2211.1023111111 1 131 3-18-89

B White, of Chicago. (Le- 8854 5 532443 3 3 8 131414
fever gun,Schultze and\<-\t 4,'mHH<-i N'v'^T T NT 1

1

soft coal powder) 1313102102011223111 1—17

31383331141443454535
t \ t \<-T '^^<-NN T i t T-^ r3110011311181012122 2—17

1452 3 531134255251551
112233118 1 318821110 3—19

51444443141431553455
T H r T H i T -^^-H 1^ K!'/^

T

3113011033131311«11 1—17

54358313513315511433
*0

'o 'o 3^ 2^1^2^*2 'l 2 S^^l'lVl—16—86

Chas, Grim won flrst, $600. and the special trophy, value $100. This
must be an actual trophy, though the winner can select the style.

J. A. R. EUiott won second. $;-560.

Geo. Kleinman won third, $240.
And then ever) body said they would have gone into this race if they

had had their shells ready, and that it would have been a gift to them,
because they could easily have killed, etc., etc., because, look at their
last score in, etc., etc.. etc. Mr. Watson ought to have held this race
open for entries till about 80 birds had been shot. Then he would have
had a lot more entries—if they could have gotten there in time.
The gentlemen then shot a freeze-out till dark. Score:

Robinson 11221211121 Bennett 10
Delecrois 0 Suydam 31222221220
Heikes 2310 Jack 0
Eich 0 Elliott 31112222211
McMurchy 21111111131 Harris 11131221131
Lindsley 30 Young 113
Harmalee 3382130 Walpert , . , . .0
Budd 2220 Parker. 13111111181
Grim 13318812 Rill 23112
Dayton 311110 A Kleinman 0
C .llenberger 11131113111 AE Thomas 33133232282
G Kleinman 312110 Barton 0

Friday, Fifth Day, Oct. 6.

The C!Iimate looked thoughtful for a few moments and then turned
out another sort of weather, the kind of weather that makes a man
think it is time to get the cabbage and turnips down cellar, and have
the stove put up in the sittmg room. There was some rain and the
Chicago air was in action. It humped itself from the score toward
the traps at about leventy-flve miles a second, so that John Watson
had to put guy ropes on the shooters when they went to the score.
And the birds? Well, the Climate thought it was a shame the way

the birds had acted for a few days and resolved to save unditnmed
the pristine reputation of the park. To-day the birds were harsh and
heartless as of yore. We will draw a veU of charity over these birds
and hope for the best. A great many went over the bounds; so many
that the shooters stood in a row at the score and sang softly the old
air, "WiUie, we have missed you." This kind of a WiUie bird was
very frequent. The wind was a gale and many birds killed stone dead
simply blew over the boundary. Scores:

THE UVB BIRDS.

No. 4, 13 live birds. $10, 4 moneys:
GGrim 332221201112-11 Lindsley 230223013100- 8
Parmlee 111021108218-10 A Thomas 313333023222—11
G Kleinman 100102128013— 8 Walpert 221000228222— 9

B Jack 102000012111— 7 Wanda 10002103022^ 7
Collenberger 111188132113-13 Young 111113113110—11
C Robinson 122201201211—10 Rex 102221311123—11
Crockett 002082110012— 7 Parker 211121202013—10
McMurchy 831038112102-10 Bacbeller 121011021110— 9

Elliott 080012232222— 9 M J Eich 112200211203— 9

Budd 210201211131-10 WMoney 001110130101— 7
Wadsworth 222011222222-11 Thompson 112201121201—10
Harris 021112030110— 8 Bessemer 021]200010w
Heikes 200122210018— 8 Suydam 002011310333— 8
Collenberger first, $70; second, third and fourth divided.

No. 5, 7 five birds. So 8 moneys: McMurchy 7, Grim 5, Gore 6, Rob-
inson 6. Jack 4, G Kleinman 3, Suydam 7, Walton 3, Collenberger 7,

Dickey 7, Money 6. Thomas 6, Barrett 5, Budd 7, Parmelee 7, Lindsley
6. Eich 5, Batcheller 5, Young 7, Walpert 7, Harris 6, Wadsworth 6,

Elhott 7, Rex 7, Walt 6, Thompson 7. Dixon 4, Bessemer 5, Rogers 7,

Bennett 5. McMurchy, Suydam, Collenberger, Dickey, Young, Wal-
pert and Rogers drew pro rata of flrst, and in shoot off for balance
Budd and Elliott divided. Gore, Robinson. Lindsley and Thompson
drew pro rata of second, and in shoot off for balance Thomas and
Wadsworth divided; third divided.
No. 7, Star sweep, $3, one re-entry. $2:

Parmalee 130321 121 Walpert 111231201
Harris 110280 Rex 0111120
Young .222111112 Collenberger 112120

Grim 0110 Thomas 312222322
Wadsworth 121112128 Elliott 313222222

G Kleinman 233182212 Bennett 122222321
Budd 111112111 Buckellew 111131112
Money 0111820
The ten remaining divided on account of darkness.

THE TARGETS,

The traps in front of the target house were kept smoking all day.
The aborigines who infested this part of the landscape still refused to

be elevated by John Watson and myself, and so continued to walk.
They would not join the great popular movement of Mr. Watson and
myself. They would rather stay at home and shoot by electricity; if

they could, so they could break them all without bothering about aim-
ing or anything of that sort. It was a good, swift lot of shooters, but
the wind simply toyed with their reputations. Don't make any matchs
with any of the.ie people on account of the low scores, you may note.
'Twas but the wind Scores:
Sweep, 15 singles, $8. walk-a-heap system, known traps, unknown

aneles: Dickens 6, Eager 5, Bessemer 11, Conner 8, Kleinman 10,

Rogers 12, Barrett 7, Rex 13. Tee Kay 7, Budd 18. McMurchy 7, Jackson
7, Dixon 11, Woodberry 9. Courtney 10. Terry 18, Young 8, B. White 10,
Anthony 11, Whyte 8. Heikes 11, Money 11, Harris 9 Park 8.

Svreep. 15 singles, $8, same: Dickey, 10, Tee Kay 11, Kleinman 9,

Conner 11, Harrett 13,> Courtney 10, Eich 8, Bessemer 11, Rogers 12.

Heikes 12, Dixon 8, Money 11, Anthony 11, Wulpirt 11, Budd 11, Leroy
10, Alkire 13. Rex 13, Grim 13. Parmalee 14, Walt 10 Whyte 13.

Sweep, 20 singles, $3, same: Dickey, 16, Money 12, Dixon 15, Anthony
14, Parmalee 20. Bessemer 13, G. Kleinman 18, Budd 14, Hy. Right 9,
Heikes 17. Rex 13. Grim 16, Rogers 17, White 8, Leroy 15, Walpert 15,
Barrett 17. Gore 16.

Sweep, 25 singles, $5, same: McMurchy 24. Heikes 19, Grim 20, Wal-
pert 83. Rex 80. Parmalee SO, Whyte 15. Budd 18, Bessemer 15, Rogers
17, Barrett 84, Klemman 16, Dixon 14, Dickey 20, Gore 19, Money 13,
Leroy 19.

Sweep, 15 singles. .f8: McMurchy 11. Heikes 7, Kleinman 11, Rogers
7, Leroy 9, Barrett 11, Parmalee 13, Walpert 10, Grim 10, Whyte 5,

(Sore 10, Batcheller 9, Budd 13, Dickey 12.

Saturday, Sixth Day, Oct. 7.

The Climate was right in line again, and it didn't dispense any more
New Jersey weather, either. It turned loose a sunny, snappy day,
with a wind that would jerk the masts out of some taU Admiral, not
made by a trust, and it murmured to the boys at Watson's, " Now play
ball " It was the kind of day where a man wishes fall trowsers didn't
come at $22 or $4, and when he goes home and gathers his family
about his knee, or his both knees as the case may be. I don't believe
in playing favorites in knees any more than anything else. Anyhow,
he goes home, and gathers his family about him in front of the great
roaring fire place, or the stove filled with coal at a roaring great high
price, same thin^ e.s:cept in poetry, and he orders, as Mr. Digby Bell
would have it, a hot pousse caf(5 with an egg in it, and sends down
stairs after some apples for the children, and he says to himself, says
he. Let her blow, I have a roof over my head to shelter myself and
the loved ones, unless this wind gets a little stronger, and the rent
won't be due till 30 days after I pay this section of it. Well, this
is about how the weather was to-day. I don't consider it professional
to pay it was clear, with a strong 4 o'clock wind. The Chicago
Climate is not to be handled lightly.

The shifting crowd showed hew'faces, but the attendance continued
large. The shoot has .sustained itself remarkably well The number
of good shooters was so large that there was no lamb element to speak
of, and no one man nor any combination of men was getting the lion's
share of it. As an interesting and satisfactory tournament it showed
itself on this closing day to be a perfect success. Perhaps in these
times we can not hope for any tournament which will exactly fill our
ideas as tr what is purely busioe.'^slike. but as tournaments go we shall,
in all probability, wait a long time before we see in any part of the
country another one so representative of the whole country or so far
above the criticisms which lie naturally against so many tournaments,
whether or not concealed by the timid or good-natured sporting press.
In short, without being accused legitimately of flattery, eulogy or even
of plain taffy, we may safely and concisely say that, on the face of to-
day's ^ummary, this tournament has been a great one. It was a corker,
likewise a bird, also a James dandy. Scores:

THE LIVE BIRDS.

No. 6. 20 live birds. $25, four moneys:
Parmalee. .01121222110031111123—17 Barton . . . .12002800220101003312—13
Wa'i8wo'th2222822212002102l831—17 Robinson. .111215:20012010101213—16
Kleinman.. 1821221 1202112213113-19 Wright. .. .11112020110001831112—15
Bennett....21111222121121212200—18 Suydam.. ..320120332210^2113233—17
Lindsley... 8001301 10101 12212301—14 Budd 1121323. 022812321 3801-18
Heikes 11202122100222123113—17 ParmaleeJ.10833133122312230 11—18
McMurchy.21020031112011110211—15 Harris 13I22311122001122002—16
Grim 00211221112101220213-16 Jack 01220112812100121182—10
Parker ....1101011311801O231013—15 Dixon 01130123212201102211—14
Walpert. . .12002001022212131833—15 A. Thomas.8200203203208w
Esterley. . .01120202320122002131—14 Elliott 02022110121211112323—17

Br'er Gawge Kleinman won Ist, $176. He also won a special prizis,

$25, offered to the winner of this even* by E. I). Fulford, who was so
sorry he couldn't be here that he contributed his check with his letter
of regrets to John Watson Other ties divided.
Sweep, straight freeze out, $5. There were 16 entries. At the 13th

bird Young, Robinson, Suydam and Parmalee divided §42. This was
the last live bird event of the programme.
In I he above miss-and-out shoot Mrs. M. F. Lindsley ("Wanda")

shot in with the others, shooting for the birds only, and killing 6 out
of the 12, a feat a long ways harder than it looks on paper.
In the morning before school took up Miss Annie Oakley again came

over and shot a few practice birds. She kiUed 9 out of 10 very cleanly,
dropping the other dead out of boimds.

THE TARGETS.

To-day was set for the decision of Shooting a^id Fi.'ihing'a cham-
pionship team race AU through the week the Western men have felt
that they had a sure thing, and the Eastern men went to tb« scortj to-

day admitting that they were beaten and would have to u alk home.
It came to them in the nature of a surprise when well along in the
race they found they had a lead They gathered, and administered a
nice walloping to their Western rivals. The scores were by no means
high, but scores don't run high under such hard conditions. The result
was a general surprise, but the surprises of results are what make
sport. The Eastern men perhaps snot poorly early in the w eeH on
aecount of the fatigue folfowjng a long journey. To-day they were
too good for the Ohio boys. To-night they have a baiji|iift.' Iheir
winning was $500, the defeated team taking $250. The total purse of
$750 was contributed by .30 firms prominent hi the sporting trade of
the United States. They paid the freight. I notice the big dailies and
big weeklies mostly pay their own freight, but I confess au open ad-
miration for the Boston paper which got the trade to pay such a good
husky freieht bill for it. That is genius which can only mean one
thing, namely, a great surgical success. Such a paper may never be
able to set a le^, but it certainly could pull it hard. I hope the Boston
paper will forgive us for publicly toyiog with Its whiskers in this
familiar way. Scores:
East and West race, 5 men teams, 50 singles and 35 pairs per man,

5 traps, one man up for 10 birds, known angles, unknown traps:

Eastern Team, of Boston, Mass. Western Team, of Columbus, O.
B L Woodward 35 38—63
H W Eager 31 33-.54
J E Burns 32 26—58
CO Barrett 39 37—76

J L Ward 84 81-55
Dr G M Waters 35 28-63
F D Alkire 80 31—61
J E Pumphrey 84 35—61

O R Dickey 35 38—73-824 0 A Young 89 85—64—312
Eastern team, of Boston. Mass., won.

Sweep, 15 singles, $3, pedestrian system, known traps, angles un-
known: Grim 15, Dickey 13. Climax 11, Parmalee 13, Barrett 14,
Loomis 8, Budd 13, McMurchy 10. Esterney 10, Chingren 11, Leroy 18,
Eager 10. Robinson 11, Walpert 8, Bes.semer 6, Harris 13, Courtney i:J,

Dtson 10, Heikes 16, Pumphrey 9, Gore 10, Young 13, Alkire 9.

Sweep, 80 singles, $3, same: Lansing 13, Heikes 14, Chingren 15, Mc-
Murchy 3, Grim 19. Penrose 14, Wright 18, Budd 30. Parmalee 18, Bar-
rett 13, Bessemer 19. Barton 15, Esternoy Vi, Gore 13, Walpert 19,
Courtney 16, Mill 9, Cleioman 16, Pumphrey 18, Money 16, Dbcon 14.

The last above closed the shooting of the day. There may be some
shooting here next week, but the forces will break up to-night. Frank
Parmalee may get on a race which he is looking for next. Mr. M.
Collenberger, a shooter whom the Jerseyville, 111., boys will back
again.st almost anybody, he having defeated Haggerty of St. Louis and
others, thinks that he may come up later and shoot a race or so with
the Chicago boys. He will be welcome. During the week that Collen-
berger shot at lOO birds in all and lost only 4. He uses a 10 gauge
lifter action Parker. Having no 13 gauge, he was unable to enter the
big World's Fair sweep. He may remain and shoot a race with
Parmalee, but this is only a possibiUty.
Closing, there remains a thing or two to be said. Perhaps this can

be done well enough by quoting Capt Money, of New York, who went
up to John Watson this evening and said heartily. "Mr. Watson, I

want to congratulate you on this tournament, and especially in your
big World's Fair race. This has been the best managed and the
smoothest running shooting tournament in every respect, it has even
been my pleasure to attend. I do not see where a fault could be
ascribed to it."

Capt. Money's verdict is that of all. It was a finely managed event,
and of proportions beyond the thought of the promoter. In actual
news interest, it was of more worth than any shooting event ever held
here, a fact to which the dailies and most of the other sporting press
may awake next week or later. Apropos of this, I wish lo say a word
to prove that the heart of the newspaper man is not altogether harsh,
discordant and unkind. John Watson and his boys, George and Ike,
never were kinder to the press men and never gave them tietter

opportunities to do their work Other managements mi^ht do well to
follow this example. For these things this paper owes its thanks, as
well as for a man's tournament, laid, least on lines original and
thoroughly sportsmanlike. " HoUGH,
909 SRCraiTy Botlping, Chicago,
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Heikes OlOmilll
Young miOlOni—8 Desor nil
Smoke 1110101111—7 Spicer 1001

Carpenter 1111111101-" ~ '

MICHIGAN LEAGUE TOURNAMENT.
Battle Creek, Mich.. Sept. 27.—The last tournament of the Mich-

igan State Trapshooters' League was held in this city Sept. 26 and 37.

Owing to various reasons the attendance from the State was not as
large as it should have been, but we have no doubt the excuses will

be satisfactory. We were honored by the attendance of a nuniber of
well known shooters from abroad, among whom were the following:
Rolla O Heikes. of Chicago; C. A. "i'oung. of Springfield, Ohio; A. G.
Courtney and his Lefever ejector: G. C. Coachman, Jacksonville,
Fla.; W. ^r. Rosenthal, East Las Vegas, N. Mex., sec'y of the Sports-
men's Association of that country. Ammg the Michigan shooters
were H. L. Gaskill. of South Bend; President W. W. Holt, of Man-
chester; S. E. Kirk. Geo. C. Erwin, G. A. Magoon and Wm. Dison. The
Muskegon contingency, as Joe Marks would say. showed John •'Only"
Parker. W. Butler, W. Ren wick and Joe Marks, of Detroit, who came t-o

win the diamond buttons in the team race and incidentally won nearly
everything in sight, including the buttons, the silver trophy, the ex-
pert championship and the amateur championship. Then there were
Si. K. Walton, the sole representative of Grand Rapids, whose Indian
name is Never-Miss-a-Shoot ; Caspar Shilling of Lansing.Wm. O'Byrne
of Kalamazoo. J. R. Cotton of Bay City, Wm. Spicer ofVicksburg and
F. C. and L. E. Marantette of Mendon.
Nearly all ihe shooters arrived the night before and the morning

opened clear and bright, but a strong, able-bodied wind sweeping
across the traps made the scores much lower than they would have
been. The principal league event of the first day was the team race,
which was won easily by the Detroit team. Following are the scores:

No. 1, 10 targets, amateurs:
" Renwick 1110111111-9

Desor 1111110111—9
- -100011-5

Parker OOlOOIllll—

i

Holt 1111110010—7 Marks lOOIlllOlO-i
Magoo OOmnin-8 Howes , . ..110001)111—7
Walton 1 01 1 1 1 1 1 00-7 Bu t1 er 0.1 101 1111—8
Erwin 1111001010-G P Byrne 1101010111—7
Court 1011111111—9 Halladay 1011110110—7
Coachman 0000100001—?! Willard 1110111100—7

No. 3, 12 targets: Experts
Courtney 110110110110— B Renwick 110101100111— 8
Carpenter 111111111000 - 9 Dixon 111111111011—11

Semi-Experts.
Butler 111110110110— 9 Young 111011111111—11
Heikes 111101101111—10 Magoon 110001101001—

"

Amateurs.
Spicer 001111111111—10 Coachman 111110011001— 8
Burns 111111111111—13 Smoke 111101011111—10
Erwin 101001100111— 7 Marks 01110I110101— 8
Parker 100111111111—10 Ho"es 111101110011— 9
Walton 001010101110— 6 Hubbard OlOllOllOlll— 8
Holt, 111110011011— 9 Bock 011100011101— 7

Vo. 3, 15 targets: Experts.
CByrne 111110110101010—10

Semi-Experts.
Young 111011110111101—13 Dixon 110011111111111—13

Amateurs.
Holt 011101111110111-13 Heikes 111111111111111—15
Marks 111011111011101—12 Erwin llOOllOOOOOIlll— 9

Parker 111111001110111-13 Walton OlOilllOOlOOOU— 9

Courtney 1 11 1 1111 1011 1 11—14 Howes 0001 11 1 1 1 101 1 10—10
Coachman lOlOlOllllOOOlO— 8 Spicer llOOliOimoilO—10
Renwick 011111111100100—10 Carpenter OlilllillliOlll—14
Magoon 111110110111111—13 Butler 111111111110110—1:3
Smoke 101101110111111—12 Hubbard lOllllOOOllOOll— 9

No 4, 13 birds: Experts.
Heikes. 0011101011111—1

Semi-Experts.
Courtney 1111110111111-12 Carpenter 0011011111110-9

Amateurs.
Erwin 0011101000111— 7 Renwick 1011110111101—10
Youngs 1110111101111-11 Coach 1011100100110— 7
Walton 1000000011111— 6 Dixon 1011110111100— 9
Holton 1100011011100— 7 Parker 1101111111110—11
Smoke 1111110110100- 9 Hubbard 0111001101110— 8
Osgood 0011 010000000- 3 Marks IIOOIIIIIOOII— 9

O'Byrne lOlllOlOlllOl— 9 Butler 1110101100111— 9
Magoon 1111110111111-12 Spicer 0111110111110—10
Holt 0111011001111— 9

No. 5, miss and out; Irwin 0, Walton 9, Young 5, Renwick 2, Magoon
1, Coachman 1, Holt 0, Parker 5, Dixon 4, Heikes 5, Courtney 3, Hub-
bard 0, Smoke 0, Howes 5. Shoot off: Parker 0, Young 5, Howes and
Heikes 6, and divided.
No. 6, team race, emblematic of State championship, 25 singles, en-

trance 75 cents, entrance to sweep in connection with this race g3. The
League has purchased three beautiful individual buttons, to be held by
the members of themnning team under the same conditions as the
former team trophy. Teams may enter in the sweep in connection
with this race at their own pleasure.

Battle Creek Team No. 2.

Granger 1101110111100110101111110—18
Hubbard lllOllIlOllllllllllllllOl—22
Bryant 100 1 0001001 11 100001100110—11—51

Battle Creek Team No. 1.

Halladay 1010111111110111111111011—21
Howes 1111110110011011111100110—18
Carpeuter..,,^-*.....,. 1111110110111111011110111-21-60

Muskegon Team.
Magoon 1111000010100100110001110-12
Dixon 1011011110111101111111011-20
Irwin 1111010011011110111101001—17—49

Detroit Team.
Parker , 1111111011111111111111111—24
Renwick 1111111110101111111111110-22
Butler 0011101111111110001111111—19—65
No. 7, 15 targets: Experts.

Courtney 110110101010111-10 Magoon 000001101110011— 7
Semi-Experts.

Parker ...011111111111111-14 Young 111111111111111—15
Amateurs.

Coachman 100100100111111— 9 Schilling 101110111111-101-12
O'Uyrrie 111111110111110-13 Bramble 100111001110111—10
Walton 010000111011001— 7 Butler 101001111111111-12
Marks IIOOIOIOOIIOIOI— 8 Carpenter 011110011011111—11
Holt 111101101111110-12 Heikes 111111110111011—13
Erwin 110010110010100- 8 Renwick 110101111101000— 9
Smoke 101100011001101— 8 Osgood 010100100000010— 4
Howes 111101110110111—12 Weickgenant...0010O0oOll0O011— 6
Hubbard 010100101100011— 7 Willard 010111010111101—10
No. 8, 10, targets: Experts.

Young 0111111111-9
Semi-Experts.

Parker 1110111110-8
Amateurs.

Magoon UllOtlOOl- 7 Holliday 1111111111-10
Walton lOlOlOOlOl— 5 Marantette 1111111111—10
Erwin 1101001100- 5 Courtney 0100101111— 6

Spicer ..0101011011— 6 Schelling 1101111111— 9

Howes 1111111111—10 Smoke 0101000001— 3
Dixon 1001100111— 6 Renwick 0101111011— 7
Holt 1011010110— 6 O'Byrne 1111111110— 9

Coachman,,.. lllOOlUOl— 7 Butler lOllllllll— 9
Bramble lOOlOllOOl— 5 Carpenter .1010111111— 8
Marks ICIOIIOIOI— 6 Orenger 1010111111— 8
Heikes 1110101111—8 Hubb 1000011011—5
No. 9, 12 targets:

Young 111111110101—10 Courtney 111001011001— 7
Heikes 110111111111—11 Carpenter 100011111111- 9

Hows OOOOOlinOlO- 5 O'Byrne 101011110111— 9
Magoon OOlOllllOlOl— 7 Hubb 010010010010— 4

Holt 111010011110— 8 Butler 111100101111- 9
Parker 010101011101— 7 Rt^nwick 110110000111— 7
Dixon 011010010001— 5 Walton Oi 0001000111— 4
Bramble 100001000111— 5 Erwin 011000010101— 5
Schellmg 111011010111— 9 Willard OOlOOOOOOllO- 3
Marks 010011010100- 5 Spicer 101110101111- 9
Coachman OOlOlOllilOi— 7 Cotter lOOOllOOiKWl— 4
Marantette 110011100111— 8

No. 10, 15 targets: Experts;
Howes 110111110110001—10 Marantette 111001111110110—11

Semi-Experts:
Young lllllllllOnill-14 O'Byrne 011111111100101—11
Schilling 111111111111110-14 Butler llOOUllOlllOll—11

Amateurs:
Magoon 111100101101010— 9 Erwin lllOOOOOOOllOOO— 2
Courtney lllOlll 11111101—13 Schilling 111111111111111—15
Holt 11011 iiitjliOiiOl-lO Smoke OOllOOllOlOIOll— 8
Marks Oiooniiooioni- 9 Parker OuillilOilliiO—12
Bramble.. ......lOlllOOOOlOiOll— 8 Carpenter llllllOlllOlOOl—11
Heikes lllllllinillll—15 Hubb IIOIOOIOIOOOOOO— 5
Dixon 010100101000101— 6 Granger llOOOUOlOlliil—lO
Bock OOlOUOlllOlOOll— 7 Cotter 111111101111111—14
Walton 110101110101110-10 Renwick lllllOUlllOni—13
Extra No. 1, 15 targets, entrance Si 50; Heikes 15, Walton 9, Erwin

6, Howes 13. Magoon 8, Holt 11. Schilling 14, Dixon 10, Courtney 12,

Parjjer 18, Cub M. 15, Cotter lO, Spicer jO, Bramble 8, O'Byrne 13,

Bock 13, Butler 11, Young 14, Carpenter 9, HaUiday 13, 'Willard 10,
BambleS. Bock 13.

Extra No. 2, 15 targets, entrance $1.50: Holt 13, Young 14, Burns
14. Magoon 9. Howes 14, Heikes 15, Schilling 12, Cotter 13, Erwin 6,

Walton 12, Parker 12, Courtney 14, Dixon 9, Spicer 12, Marantette 13,
Carpenter 12, Bock 8.

Extra No. 3, same: Halliday 14. Walton 9, Erwin 10, Howes 11,
Heikes 12, Courtney 13, Magoon 13, O'Byrne 12.

The Second Day.
The second day was a "dandy," clear and bright and with no wind.

The League events of the day were the 85-bird race for the silver
trophy, which was neatly won by Wm. Bntler. of Detroit, who ground
up 24 with his little Lefever. The individual class championships
were hotly contested. John R. Parker won the expert medal. Joe
Marks of Dptroit won the amateur medal, surprising himself by break-
ing 25 straight. Ed Halliday, of Battle Creek, al«o broke 25 straight,
but as he was not entitled to shoot in the amateur class Mr Marks
won the race. Both Mr. Marks and Mr. Halliday shot Lefever gun.«,
as did Sam a Howes, who won the semi-expert championship. In con-
sequence Mr. A G Courtney's smile covered his face from view for
some time. Following are the scores:
No 1, 10 targets:

Smoke 1111011101— 8 Howes 0010100111— 5
Schilling 1111111111—10 Hubb 0110010111— 6
Holt 1111101111— 9 Marantette 1111111100— 8
No. 2. 13 targets:

Schilling 1101111110010— 9 Howes 0101111111111—11
Holt 0111011111111—11 Hubbard 1010011100101— 7
Marantette 1111011111111—12 Young 1110111111111—12
Smoke 1111111111111—13 Halladay llOllllllllll—12
Carpenter 1111101111010—10 Spicer OlllllOOllUO— 9
Cotter lllOJlllllOOl—10
No. 3, 13 targets: Experts.

Smoke 1100101111110—9
Semi-Experts.

Marantette 0011111111111—11 Halladay 1111111111111—13
Young 1111111111111-13

Amateurs,
Schilling 1111110101111—11 Courtney 1111111111110—12
Cotter 1111001101111—10 Heikes 1111111111101—12
Holt 1111011111101—11 Erwin 1001101101101 - 9
Hubbard 1011010101101— 8 O'Byrne 0111111111111—12
Carpenter 1111111111111—13 Magoon 1111111101110-11
Howes 1110011111100— 9
No. 4. open to members of the league only, winner of this race will

receive the beautiful silver trophy formerly known as expert clas.*!

championship Toph.v. the club will deduct only one cent each in thi«
rar-e, givin? the balance toward the purchase of a medal for the expert
cla.ss. individual championship:
Schilling 1111111111110101010111101-20
Marantette 0011011111111110111111011—20
Magoon 1 01 001 01 1 01 OOOi 1 001 01 1 01 1—13
Erwin , 1111011110000010010110101 14
Carpenter 1 000 1 01 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 01 001 1 01 1—17
Howes 11101 1 1100000001 11111 1111—17
Hubbard 001 00 w.
Smoke 1111111010111110111100101—19
Holt 1110110011110111111111111-21
Dixon 1111101111100111011111111—21
Parker 1010100111111111111110111 -20
Renwick 0111111011111111011110111-91
Willard OOllllOOOOOIom 1011 11110- 15
Cotter 1101011010111110111100111-18
Bock 001 10100010011 1 mioionooo—10
Halladay 0111111111011110100111110-19
Marks 1111111101111111101010110-20
Butler 1111111111011111111111111-24
No. 5. 10 targets:

Carpenter 1110100111—7 Smoke 1111111110—9
Halladay 1111111110-9 Holt 1111111101-9
Young 1110111001-7 Hubb ...0000000110—2
Courtney 1110111011-8 Howes .• 110100I0I1-6
Hpikes 1111011111-9 Dixon 1110110111-8
O'Byrne 1011110111-8 Marantette ,.. .1110111110-8
Erwin 1110110111-8 Walton 0011011111-7
Magoon liniOIIOOl—6 Parker 1110111110-8
DhWol f 11 00000010—3 Cotter 101 1 1 lOOOl—

6

Schilling 0001111111-7
No. 6. 15 targets. Experts.

Halladay 111011001101011—10 Smoke 111010100010100 - 7
Heikes 111011111101110-12 Holt 111111110111010-12

Semi-Exoerts.
Marantette 111111110111111-14 Dixon 011000110111111-10
Courtney 101111101111111-13 Erwin 101111110010000— 8
0'B.\rne 111011011110101—11 Parker 111111110111111—14

Amateurs.
Carpenter 01111110O10O100- 8 Maeoon 101110011101111—11
Younff 111111111011111—14 DeWolf 070000000001111- 5
Schilling 111111011111110—13 Cotter 111111-'110I1110-13
Walton 010111101001110- 9 Renwick 011110111111111—13
Howes 111111101110011—12 Erwin llOlOllllOlOw.
Butler 011111110101111—12
No. 7. 25 singles, medal race, emblematic of individual handicap

championship. Experts:
Schilling 1010110011111000011101111—16
Parker 0011111111111011111111100—20
Marantette 1111101010111111110101011—19
Cotter 0110110100111110111101101—17

Semi-Experts:
Marantette 11111 00001 101 1 00001 1 01 1 1 1—15
Holt 1011 1001100000111 101 11001-14
Howes 11101 11111111100111111101—21
Dixon 1111111111101011001101111—20
Magoon 1101111001111101100111101—18
Erwin 0101011110101111110001011—16
Walton 1111111111011110111111111—28
Carpenter. OOOOOOw.
Holliday 1111111111111111111111111—25
Young 0111111111111111111111011-23
Courtney 1111011101011111111110111—21
Heikes 1111011111111111011110111—33
Butler , 0111111111011110111111111—82
Barringer 0001111101010111000110010—13
Marks 1111111111111111111111111—25
No 8. 12 targets: Experts.

F C Marantette. . . .101111111111—11 Parker 111111011111—11
Young 111111111111—12

Semi-Experts.
Renwick 111111111111—12 Schilling 111111110111—11
Courtney ...111111111100-10 Cotter 110110111101— 9

Amateurs.
DeWolf 100111000010— 5 Marks 111111111111—12
Smoke 111011100001^ 7 Halladay 011101111111-10
Heikes 110111101111-10 Carpenter 100101011011— 7
Dixon 111101111111—11 Butler lllIOlOlllll—10
L E Marantette.. ..101111001111— 9 O'Byrne 111011101100— 8
Holt OlOllllUlll—10 Willard 0011I1111011— 9
Walton 011011011101- 8 Howes 111111101111—11
Spicer 111011011111—10

No. 9, 20 targets:
Young 11111111101110111010—16 LMar'tette 01111000111011111110—13
CMar'tette.lllllHllinilllllll—<;0 Smoke . . . .lOllllOlllOnillllOO—15
Parker llllllllinunuilO—19 DeWolf. .. .1111(X)00100010101IUO— 9

Schilling... lllllllionoillioni—17 Courtney,.OllllllllllllimiOl— 18

Dixon 11111111111111111011—19 O'Byrne. . .11101111001111111110—16
Howes 11010001011101100111—13 Butler 11011111101111111101—17
Heikes 11111111111111111111—20 Carpenter, 11110010111011011110—15
Halladay . .11111111111111111110—19 Cotter 11111010111111110111—17
Holt 01110111011111001100—13 AVillard. . . .10110001001111101111—13

ECHOES.

A meeting of the league was held in the Williams House parlors the
evening of the 25th inst. and the date for next shoot was decided
upon, the last week in April at Mason, Mich. The State shoot will be
held early in in the spring at Grand Rapids.
No one ever heard of a shoot in Michigan that George Searles, of

Mason, was not in, but George met with a painful accident at Jackson
while wrestling with John Parker, breaking both bones of his leg,

and he has been laid up ever since. Every one missed him and the
league adopted resolutions of sympathy. He will hold the next meet-
ing at Mason and not a Michigan man will miss it.

The traps and targets (bluerocks) worked without a hitch and
scarcely a bird was broken by the traps; electric pull was used.
Rolla Heikes and C A. Young stayed over and took a day's fishing,

but the wind was wrong and ihey bad indifferent success, although
they enjoyed a pleasant day imder the care of Mr. '^eorge Marsh,
who knows just how to go fishing and furnish a pleasant thing even
if the fish don't bite.

We trust that all the visitors will think well enough of Battle Creek
to come again. S. A. H.

Where, oh where were all the crack foreign shooters lastweek? "We
mean the ones who were "steadily practicing" for a year or more to

get iQ trim to defeat our American cracks during the World's Fair
tournament Can it be possible that they were afraid to measure
Bti'ength with our shooters?

Ferd. Van Dyke is a Winner.
The ways of trap-shooters are beyond comprehension. Give them

a chance to shoot for a big pot on a small outlay and they may show
up in force, then again thev may not. Give them a chance to put out
a good-sized .«take for the privilege of winning a cheap trophy and the
above also holds grood. In fact, the majority of them are creatures
of impulse who shoot only when the spirit moves them.
When it was announcpd that on Oct. 3 the Paterson Gun Club would

hold an all day tournament at WiUard'a Park, that the principal evpnt
would be at 25 live birds. $25 entry, with an addition of $50 cash for
tho high sTun, it was expected that not less than 25 entne.^ would be
made. The grounds are known to be second to none, while the club
captain, Thog. W. Morfey. is well-known as a lover of the sport and
one who will see that every man gets a fair showinsr on his grounds.
When the da.y came, however, the big sweep called out only 10 entries,
although these represented the creme de la creme of the shooting
strength of New Jersey.
The day was an exceedingly favorable one for trap-shooting, the

sun shining clear and bright and there being just enough wind to
make the birds feel lively. The shoot was announced to begin at 9:80
A. M., and for once within the history of live bird tournament shoot-
ing the fun began within an hour of the appointed time. At that time
there were on the grounds T. W. Morfev. Henry AVolf. R, Ernest and
T. C. Wright, of Paterson; J, R. Richmond, of New York; E C.
George, the sporting boniface of Pompton: .John R^ggott, another
hotel keeper hailing from Rockaway, and J. W. Hoffman, of German
Valle.r.

The opening event was a $1 miss and out, followed by a sweep of 10
birds, SIO entry, and this in turn hy one at 7 birds, »5 entry. By this
time the party had been strengthened by the arrival of Ferd. 'Van
Dvke. the expert shooting representative of VonLfngerke & Detmold; .

.Inhn Leonard, John Timmins and J. Frank Class, of Morristown. A
littl" later came Fred Class, of Pine Brook: R. H. Breintnall. of New-
ark; the well-known Col Lenone. of Passaic: Ed Collins, of Hoboken,
and last but not least, the great international live bird and target
champion Charles (better known as "Du^'chy") Smith, of Plainfleld.
Of spectators there were probably a couple of hun'lred on the grounds
during the day. about one-third of thpse hein'» half-grown boys who
proved to be a nuisance on account of their noise and unruly conduct.
Below are the scores of the first three contests:

No 1, miss and out, $1 entrv:
Wright 2221912 Morfey 221110
Riggot 21'2121« Bovle 210
Ernest 1211120 George 0
Wolf 122110 Richmond 0
Hoffman 211120

No. 2. 10 live birds $5 entry, three moneys:
Richmond 2l211022'n- 9 Hoffman 1111111111—10
Morfey 10nil2l >1_ 9 Riggott 1121912112-10
Wright 2222 1 2321 1—1 0 Frn est 1 01 21 1 2«12— 8
Wolf 2121211223-10 George •021100111— 6

No. 3. 7 live birds, $5 entrv. three moneys:
Morfey 2112111—7 Richmond 1211011—6
Wolf 1121211—7 Hoffman 0112121-6
Van Dyke 1111321—7 George 1221*12-6
Class 1111211—7 Wright 20»1210—

4

Timmons 1212112—7

Then came the main event of the day. the big sweep at 25 live birds,
$25 entry. American Shnoting Association rules to govern. In this
contest the Paterson Gun Club j-ddnd $.50 to go to the high gun R.
Heber Brpintnall of the Newai-k Gun Cub wa" chospn rpf^-ree and C.
H. Townsend. trap editor of Fore.«t and Stream, was official scorer.
A new departure was made in this contpst to prevent shooters from
choosing their own positions on the score, each man's name being
placed on a card, all thp cards being placed in a hat and drawn out
separatelv. the position of the shooter being determined by the order
in which his name appeared. The birds used in tliis contest were a
curiously mixed lot. Home being as good as the best, others good to
fair and still others veritable "duffprs," just the class of birds, in fact,
to fool thp most expert shooter by their variations in speed. E. C.
George had decidedly the hardest lot of birds of any man in thp con-
test, in fact be had only five birds out of his twenty-five that could lie

called at all ea.sy Of his nine lost birds five fell dead out of bounds,
two of them failing Ipss than a yard over the line. For the others the
luck of thp birds was more even.
J H. Richmond was in decidedly bad form, seeming to be unable to

properly get on to his birds.
After the first few rounds 'he old veteran, John Riggott, pulled him-

self togpther and shot in his old form.
Frank Class is as livply as pver in the use of his second barrel, and

he manages to put it alwut right.

J. W. Hoffman had all the luck of the birds, not over half a dozen
hard ones falling to his lot.

Henry Wolf will "get there" after he becomes more proficient in the
use of his second.
E. C. George should certainly do some experimenting with ammuni-

tion. To lose 5 birds out of 9 dead out of bounds does not speak well
for a load.

T. W. Morfey is sure to smile whether his bird goes to grass or over
the fencp.
T C Wright wants to Icnow by what right his eighth bird fell dead

on the shed.
Ferd. Van Dyke and his Francotte were in good form, and the qual-

ity of the birds made little difference to them.
"Dutchy" Smith says he tried to kill his twenty-flfth bird. Oh, yes,

Charley, we know you did (?)
First money, including that added by thpi club, was $143 75. second

money $,56 35, and third money 837.50. Such a pot with a $35 entry
fpe should draw not less than a quarter of a hundred shooters. Per-
haps the next attempt will be more snccessful than the last.

The detailed scores of the big contest follow:

Trap score type—Copyright 's»3, by Forest and Stream Publishing Co.

Morfey (E. C.) 1 122112211011322.2212001 1—21

Richmond >"<— .1. t W*-\/*-^\/'^7^\ \/"/'<

—

(Walsrode) 0 0121220222»022022012222 0—17

Riggott (Schultze).2 2100101 12 2 2223023121111 3-23

^4,e't/"T^'^T T*-^ \<-<-i-»<-Ni h<-
Wright (E. C.) 1 212220«001203a221211121 2—21

George (E, C.) • •10001101321»«12«211112 1—16

Hoffman CE. C). ...1 12121122222102230211211 2—23

Class (Schultze). ...2 2012212222.222231211212 2-23

/•/t MH/'H/^\\^-^y^'S'<—>->->i/^H\>^T
Wolf (E. C.) 2 22230111 0 20020111122102 1—19

VanDykeCSchultze)l 11111121211222221011111 2—24
Smith -^1^^-^t^'[w^/^\^^-^\ly!'^^</^\l^'\i-^
(Am.Wood—E. 0.2 221222221121 2 2221011211 0—23

The winding up shoot was at 10 live birds, $7.50 entry:
Ties. Ties.

Abbott 2101221201— 8 0 CHass 2322121220— 9

Vermorel 2013033231— 8 310 Morfey 1112111111—10 2
Money 1011131213— 9 Hoffman 1131111111—10 1

Lenone 1111331101-9 Van Dyke •3.1111112— 8 112
Wright 1333311313—10 0

C. H, Townsend.

"Virginia Field Sports Association.

Richmond, Oct, 5.—The eighth annual meeting of this Association
will be hWd in the olfice of the Southern Planter and Farmer, in
Wilkinson's Hall, at 10 o'clock on the morning oE October 12
The association shoot for prizes will take place at 12 o'clock on the

same day. at the fair grounds.
I trust that this meeting will be well attended, as an effort will be

made this winter to make some net-ded changes in the game laws of
the State, and we would like to have the benefit of advice from
members representing every section of the commonwealth. Charles
P. Siokes, Secretary. Polk Miller, President.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Anonymous communications are not replied to by newspapers now-

C. S. W., Highland Mills, N. Y.—Is there any law to prevent captur-
ing gray squirrels for pets, not to sell? Ans The New York law for-
bids taking in any wav. gray squirrels between Jan. 1 and Sept. 1,

There is no law forbidding the capture of squirrels for pets in the
opeu season.

The FORBST AND STREAM is ijv.t to press each week on Tues-

day. Correspondence intended for publication should reach

MS at the latest by Monday, and as much earlier aspracticable
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SAVE YOUR TROPHIES.
Writs for Our Illustrated Catalogue

"HEADS AND HORNS."
It gives directions for preparing and preserving

8Mns, Antlers, etc. Also prices for Heads and
Rugs, Birds and Fish, and all kinds of work in Taxi-
dermy.

WARD'S NATURAL SCIENCE ESTABLISHMENT.
ROCHESTEB, N. Y.

Tou
Order

A gun or a rod or a

thousand shells or a
lot of flies, tell your
dealer to put in a copy
of Game Laws in Brief.
It will only cost you
25 cents extra. All

dealers can supply it.

JPROM the first issue of this paper it has been

used, and for nearly twenty years this particular

space has been occupied by

ABBEY & IMBRIE,
who now say that they have given up advertising at least for the present.

Notioe to Flslx<
I am with, von again with lower prices for Fishing Tackle. I find by experience that putting down the

prices and not decreasing the quality, it increases my business every year.
One lot of Split Bamboo Fly and Bass Rods will be sold at 11.58 until all are sold. Rods are all nickel mounted, solid reel seats, silk wound, complete in wood form and will give satisfaction

Length and weight of the Fly Rods are: 9ft., 6oz.
;
%t1. ejoz.

;
10ft., 7oz.

;
lO^ft., 7Joz. ;

lift., 8oz. Reel seats below hand.
Length and weight of the bass rods are: SJft., 9oz.

;
9ft., lOoz.

;
Q^ft., lloz.

; 10ft., 12oz., lOJft., 14oz. Reel seats above hand.
A speciallot of Hard Rubber and Nickel, Raised Pillar, Multiplyijig Reels with Balance Handle and Side Spring CUck, 40yds., 90 cts.; 60yds., $1.00; BOyds., $1.10; 100yds., 11.20.

Any of the above leels sent by mail for price and 10 cts. extra for postage.
Brass Click Reels, 40, 60, 80 or 100yds., 28 cts. each; 5 cts. extra for postage.
One lot of Multiplying Raised PiUar Reels with Balance Handles and Lifting Drag: 40yds., 38 cts. ; 60vds.. 48 cts. : 80yds., 58 cts. ;

100yds., 68 cts. ; 150 yds., 78 cts.
A special lot of Trout Fhes at 30 cents per dozen assorted, sent by mah 1 cent per dozen extra for postage.
A special lot of Bass and Pickerel Spoons at 5 cents each sent by maU, 1 cent extra for postage.
AH kinds of Hollow Point best quality Hooks snelled to single gut 10 cts. doz. ; double gut, loots, doz.

;
treble, 20 cts. doz. ; four ply, 35 cts. doz. 1 cent extra per doeen for postajre

300ft. Braided Linen Reel Line on Block, 41 cts. ; 300ft. of Hand-iVtade Linen Reel Lines on Block, 9 thread, 38 cts., sent by mail 3 cts. extra for postage.
Brass Box Swivels, all sizes jNo. 1 to No. 12., 15 cts. per dozen, sent by mail 1 cent per dozen extra for postage.
Single Gut Leaders, oft., 4 cts., 45 cts. per dozen. Double O-ut Leaders, 40in., 5 cts. each. Treble Gut Leaders, 32in., 7 cts. each. Four-ply Leaders, 32in., Sots.
Special lot of best quality 100ft. Linen Reel Lines, 8 cts., 300ft., 15 cts.

;
300ft., 22 cts, ; 3 cts. extra for postage.Send a-cent stamp for Illustrated Cataioirue.

t^^^^^^n^^'^^^^t: J, F. MOBSTERS, si, 53 and 55 court street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
••••••••A

% Routes for Sportsmen.

When planning your annual tour remenaber that
this company controls over 4,100 miles of railway
equipped in the most approved modern style, pass-
ing through a magnificent country noted for its un
surpassed facilities for sport.

A FEW OF THE PRINCIPAL RESORTS.
ANDROSCOGGIN LAKES (via Bryant's Pond or Bethel)
—Excellent trout fishing and game, large and small, ot
every description.

THE WHITE MOUNTAINS (via Gorham, N. H.)—For
trout and varieties of game.

THE SALMON RESORT of Quebec, New Brunswick
and Nova Scotia (reached via Quebec).

LAKE ST. JOHN REGION (via Quebec)- For ouananiche
trout, carloou, bear, moose, beaver, oiter, etc.

THE RIVER ST. LAWRENCE (in tbe neighborhood of
the line for 400 miles).—For mascalouge, pike, bass,
whlteflsh, pickerel, perch.

THE THOUSAND ISLAN DS (via Gananoque or Kingston)
—For pickerel, black bass, ma^calonge, pike.

MUSKOKA. LAKES.—The best place on the continent
for fishing, shooting and camping All varieties of flsh
and game.

PARRY SOUND AND GEORGIAN B VY (reached via
Penetang, Midland, Coilingwood, etc.) for black bass,
pickerel, deer, partridge, bear, otter, etc.

AKES ONTARIO, ERIE, HURON AND MICHIGAN via
stations at all pr.ncipal ports).

LAKE SUPERIOR (via Coilingwood, Wiarton, Sarnla in
conuection with steamship lines).

The charges for hotels, guides and camping at
many of the fishing waters named above are ex-
tremely low. Full particulars of same are published
in a pamphlet descriptive of the "Fishing and Hunt
ing Resorts of the Grand Trunk Railway," which
will be forwarded free on application to the com-
pany's principal agents, or to the General Passenger
Agent at Montreal.

N, J. POWER,
General Fassengei Agent,

Ii. J. SEARGEANT, General Manager

Adirondack

Mountains,

Lakes George

(StChamplain,

Saratoga, Etc.
Illustrated guide to the Northern resorts issued by

the Delaware and Hudson Railroad will be mailed on
receipt of 6 cents postage. Address

J. W. BURDICK,
General Passenger Agent,

ALBANY, N. Y.

X Routes for Sportsmen. J
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RESORTS IN AMERICA,
Is via the Great Northern Railway. Send to F.

Whitney, St. Paul, Minn., for the illustrated Bulle
TIN, "About Fish and Fishing In the North
west."

RED RIVER RECORD.

Full of information about farming and home mak-
ner in the famotis agricultural valley of the Red
River of the North. Sent free. Address
14 F. I. WHITNEY, St. Paul, Minn.

X For Sale. %

TROUT FOR SALE.
YEARLIN&S ol tie Broot Tront,\M Trout, Brown

BOGS AI<iI» PRY
of the same in season. For information inquire
of J. ANNIN, JR.,

Caledonia, Livingston Co., N. T.

Berkshire Trout Hatchery
have for sale healthy BROOK TROUT ranging
size from young fry to four pounds weight, suitable

for stocking «)ublic and private waters.

For information and price address

C. H. SAGB, Sec'y,
Great Harrington, ass

THUmiM'MlliR mi WW
(Patented.)

A pe feet Duck Call for 11 (eleven) cents, in-
cluding pustage. Warranted to call any kino of
wild duck. Discount to dealers on dozen and gross
lots. Mounted dozen on card, lor show case and
window display. Address

THE WONDER.
36 67 Van Buren Street, Chicago.

F'OR SALE. — GREENER HAMMERLESS, 12-
gauge, 7341bs., good as new. Cost $250. Sell for

$100 cash. Rare bargain. Excellent shooter.
16 GEO. W. LA RUE, New Haven, C nn.

FERTILIZED BROOK TROUT EGGS AND Ex-
cellent young fry for stocking, in season. Ad-

dress TROUTMERE, Osceola Mills, Wis.

For Sale.

IIVE WHITE HARES (Lepm amencanus)
J captured and properly boxed and delivered

CO express in Bethel, Me., in good condition oe
receipt of orders and remittances at $3 per pair
Refer to Hon. H. O. Stanley, Dixfleld, Me., Fish
a,nd Game Commissioner. I. G. RIQH, Bethel, Me

FOR SALE.—PARKER HAMMERLESS, 12, 30, 14,

7Mlbs., $100 grade. Both barrels choke
perfect order insid and out; practically a new gun,
and good shooter. Sold for want of use. Price $G5
cash. C. W. Vincent, 72 Downing st., Brooklyn,N Y.
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LIVE QUAIL FOR SALE—W. VA. BIRDS—GAME
a specialty. E. B. WOODWARD, Commission

Merchant, 174 Chambers st , New York.

rRAINED FERRETS CHEAP; FERRET
Book, ten cents; ferret muzzles, 20 ts.; catalogue

free. WALLACE & SON, Lucas, Ohio.

CAMMEYEP
^^^r Stamped on a Shoe »

.Means Standard of merit.

BaUESTRIAN FOOTWEAR

MEN'S GRAIN LEATHER NAPOLEON RID- # C (Ifl
ING BOOTS 9 9iUU

HEN'S GRAIN LEG CALF FOX NAPOLEON 1 AA
RIDING BOOTS liUU

MEN'S CALF STIFF LEG RIDING BOOTS.. 9i00
MEN'S ENAMEL LEATHER STIFF LEG 1 n Afl
RIDING BOOTS | UiUU

MEN'S RUSSIA CALF STIFF LEG RIDING i n nn
BOOTS IDiOO

MEN'S CANVAS RIDING L^GGINS I RQ
MEN'S GRAIN WELLINGTON RHUNG LEG- A'bS
GINS OiOU

MEN'S GRAIN WINDSOR RIDING LE6GINS 4 Qf)
MEN'S RUSSET CALF WELLINGTON RID- e'XX
ING LEGGINS OiUO
ATHLETIC F00TWE4.K OF EVERY DESCRIPTION

Send for Catalogue. Mailed Free.

A. J. GAMMEYER,
Sixth. Ave , oor. SOth St., N". Y.

POCKET KENNEL RECORD. 50 cts.

CLEARING SALE.
All the Mounted Birds, Animals,

Heads, Fish, etc., of the late

JOHN WALLACE,

at the old stand, No. 16 North
William Street, to be sold by
Dec. 1. By order of

WKW. HAET & CO., 5W. 3d St., N.Y.

TAXIDERMIST
and dealer in GLiASS EYES and
all SUPPLIES required by the

trade. Also Birds' Eggs, native and
foreign bird skins and buyer of

RAW FUR. Send live-cent stamp
for illustrated catalogue to

M. ABBOT FRAZAR,
93 Sudbury St., Boston. Mass.

J. KANNOFSKY,
Practical Glass Blower

And manufacturer of
Artiflcial eyes for birds, animals and manufacturing
purposes a specialty. Send for prices. Please men-
tion Forest and Stream.

369 Canal street, New York.

FRED SAUTER,
(EstabUshed 1860.)

Naturalist and Taxidermist,
NO. 3 NOETH WILLIAM ST., ITEW YOEK.

mounting: Horns, Heads and Ani-
mals a Specialty.

The largest stock of game heads and horns al-

ways on hand, for sale at low figures.
Specimens of birds and animals on exhibition.

THOMAS ROWLAND,
TAXIDERMIST.

A Specialty in Mounting Birds, Flslt
and Animals ; also

MOOSE, ELK, DEEH HEADS, Etc-.

182 SIXTH AVENUE,
Near 18th Streef, NEW YORK

gBIRDS BQQS^

. _ , JTAMP f=b«

[lIusTrdTedCaTAlog.

w rvsA«^2MainSt.WORCESTER .Mass)

Book of the Black Bass. S3.00.
FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE,
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TB.E CANTANKEROUSNESS OF FATE.
Fate is proverbially capricious. It is more than this,

it is progressive, enterprising, Edisonesque in ingenuity
and invention to devise new ways of imperiling, maim-
ing and killing humankind. Thus, only the other day, a
ship's docter, vrho had braved the perils of Atlantic
storms and been buffeted about in the hurricane lo these
many years, came at last to grief with a leg broken in the
giddy mazes of the dance on board ship.

The sportsman, whether on land or sea, is usually
credited with undergoing a certain degree of peril in fol-

lowing his chosen pursuit. If a gunner, his gun may
explode, or he may be in continual danger from a fool of
a companion's gun pointed full at his devoted head, or
some other fool gunner may shoot him for a woodchuck
or a partridge. If a fisherman, he may get lost in the
woods, or a snake may bite him. If a yachtsman, he may
tumble overboard, or his yacht may capsize and he be
drowned. These are old-fashioned casualities, the com-
monplace fatalities of sport; but as has been said, froward
fortune has a way of demonstrating her originality and
impatience of precedent by manifesting herself in some
unlocked for and unprovided against happening. Such,
for example, was the killing of the Gulf Coast fisherman,
recorded in our columns last week, who met his death by
the blow of a tarpon, which leaping from the water
dashed full-tilt upon him in his boat. Such too was the
untoward experience of Mr. Charles Arns, of this town,
one day during the yacht races of last week.
When we consider the vast multitude of pleasure-

seeking spectators who attended the Vigilant—Valkyrie
contests, and the thousand and one perils which beset
them, our wonder is excited, not that there should have
been this one mishap or accident, or visitation or casualty,
or catastrophy, or calamity, by which Mr. Arns suffered,
but that the mishaps should not have been more in num-
ber and of graver nature. It is estimated that on the
fii-st day of the races not less than 35,000 spectators were
afloat on the Atlantic, on all sorts of craft, from great
sea-going steamships to tiny and toppling plea.sure boats.
For the four races there must have been far more than
100,000 people thus carried to sea in heavily-loaded and
over-crowded craft, subject at all times to danger of
collision, of capsize, of foundering, or at the very least, of
tumbling overboard. Such emergencies were not unex-
pected. Ample provision was made for them by the
police. The patrol steamer Aurora was at hand, having
a complete equipment of life-saving apparatus and a
trained crew of fifty patrolmen. She had on board life-

boats manned by crews who were stationed constantly at
the boats ready for immediate response to call. Other
squads of the crew stood by, ready with Kfe-lines and life-

rings. Five police surgeons were on the qui vive to render
their services. Taken all in all, this thoroughly fitted out
and disciplined life-saving police contingent constituted
an admirable and noteworthy feature of the great inter-
national occasion.

But police patrol, boat, crew, surgeons and life-lines

availed nothing for the protection, the succor or the re-

suscitation of the unfortunate I\Ir. Arns. While this en-

thusiastic yachtsman was watching the race, eagerly
scanning the progress of the two boats, his heart beating
fast with joy as the Vigilant lengthened the space which
measured her lead, he was overtaken by disaster and
sorely wounded in body and in spirit. Just here it was
that the elaborate system devised by the pohce to protect
a hundred thousand pleasure seekers broke down. In
the words of the political orator, it was protection that did
not protect. It did not, at night after the race was done,
restore him to the bosom of his family, whole in body
and joyful of soul, crowing as so goodly a proportion of
the hundred thousand was crowing at the victory of the
brave Yankee craft over the Britisher. For one reason,
Mr. Arna was not withm the reach of the life-lines. He
was not one of the multitude of the hundred thousand on
the sea. He did not venture out on ocean's troubled
breast on that eventful day. He remained on the hard,
sohd, substantial terra finna; and watching the races
from afar, noted the fortunes of the day and followed
the progress of the competmg craft as set forth in
mimic representation high up on the front of
the World building in Park Eow. A Vast, surg-
ing crowd was there, and Mr. Arns was in the crowd. It
was just at a most critical moment in the uncertainties of
international yacht racing, that, if we accept his story,
he was hit over the head with a club by Policeman Baker;
or, if we accept the policeman's version of it, somebody
in the crowd threw a missile which hit the unfortunate
Mr. Arns over the eye. Just what did actually happen
may perhaps be determined, when on Mr. Arns's com-
plaint the Police Commissioners shall try Policeman
Baker; or, baffling inquiry, the incident may go down to
posterity arm in arm with that famous mystery be-
queathed to us by our forefathers, "Who struck Billy
Patterson?" Be that as it may, whoever dealt the blow or
heaved the missile was but the unwilling agent of capri-
cious Fate, the chosen instrument through whom, in that
week of perils of the deep courted by the ten times ten
thousands who went to sea, she elected to exhibit her
cantankerousness by bringing calamity only upon this
dry land sailorman, who was following the fortunes of
the race amid the presumably safe, secure and tranquil
precincts of Newspaper Row.

VIGILANT AND VALKYRIE.
One good to both sides that has come from the Cup

races is the renewal of a discussion over technical points
of design, construction and handling; there is ample
material for thought and study through the whole of next
winter. This year the English are fairly ahead in the
material and making of their sails, Mr, Ratsey may go
home with the consoling thought that his part of the
work has been well done. While the superior speed of
Vigilant is freely conceded, there is much about Valkyrie,
in particular in her ease of handling and in her construc-
tion, which is worth copying.

One of the most strikmg points of Vigilant's superiority
is in her rigging; Mr, Herreshoff has departed from all

conventional ideas, and, it must be admitted, with com-
plete success, the mast being far better supported with
less weight. The great fault of the rig, the extreme
lightness of its component parts at the outset, was effectu-
ally remedied before the Cup races; the general arrange-
ment of shrouds and stays has proved entirely successful,
and is likely to be generally adopted by designers.
In the matter of handling many points of comparison

present themselves, and both parties are likely to profit
by the experience of the five races, but taken altogether
it is dilficult to say which crew has done the best work.
Although Mr, Herreshoff's sailing has been criticised in
some quarters, each of the boats was beautifully handled,
though the details of working are quite different. Capt!
Cranfield's work in starting and in maneuvering his
boat through the race has been generally praised, and
the perfect drill of the English crew has been admired
by all who have seen it. At the same time Vigilant
has been boldly and skilfully handled at aU times, and
if her crew has shown a lack of drill and discipline it

has made up for it by quick and energetic work, as in
the final race.

In the method of setting sails, especially the spinaker,
and in the use of the baUoon jibtopsail, the American
crew was distinctly superior, and Capt. Cranfield wiU
have some new tricks to carry home with him. Taken
altogether, the present races are likely to be of material
benefit to both parties in the future.

THE ELIXIR OF OCTOBER.
This is a day of hard matter of fact and common

sense practicality; the age of magic phHtres and wonder-
working elixirs has passed by and been forgotten. But
has it? Every town dweller country bred will tell you
better than that. Every such an one, we mean, who has
not utterly lost his freshness of spirit, whose heart has
not been wholly withered and incrusted with the parch-
ing heat and the dustiness and mustiness of time and
toil and turmoil of business. Every one, we mean, too,
who shall confess the fact, concealing nothing and freely
reveaUng to you his true self. He wiU own to the elixir
of October days and testify to the magic of their spell
on the man of the town who was the boy of the country.
Such an one may look up into the deep, mysterious blue

of October heavens only through the narrow rifts of city
streets; the floods of golden sunshine may gladden him
but for a moment in the noonday rush; the glory of the
sunset glow he may behold only as it flushes the tow-
ering summits of business blocks; of the zig-zagging
fall of flaming autumn leaves he may catch but a
glimpse as his elevated railway car speeds past the city
parks; the tracery of bare. October branches he may per*
ceive only by down-bent gaze at night as their reflec-
tion is painted on the pavement by the high-poled elec-
tric light; yet shght as is the impression of the senses,
momentary the glance, fleeting the picture stamped on
the retina, all these manifestations of the changing year
speak to him with their thousand tongues of the stretch-
ing fields, the wooded hillsides and the running waters;
carry him back to boyhood days, and overwhelm him
with heart thoughts of the old home.
Blessed is he—more blessed indeed than he can ever

know while the blessing itself shall last—to whom the
intimations and suggestions of October days are not of the
sacred past alone, but of the present, too; to whom they
brmg thoughts not only of the old home that was, but of
the old home that is,

A prosy, practical, matter-of-fact age? Not yet, nor
ever shall be, in the season when the elixir of October is
in the air and the magic of October blue in the sky.

SNAP SHOTS
The New York Forestry Commissioners are engaged in

an attempt to restock the Catskill Mountains with deer.
Last week sixteen deer, captured in Indian Lake in the
Adirondacks, were transported by rail to the CatskiU
State Park, at Big Indian in Ulster county. With what
have been put out there before and with the natural in-
crease, it is expected that there will be nearly a hundred
deer in the park next spring. With wise management
this Catskill deer enterprise should prove successful; and
there is no reason why the game may not become a per-
manent feature of the mountains.

Another and more important deer stocking experiment
is the introduction of reindeer into Alaska, to furnish a
food supply for the coast Eskimo, This work, under-
taken by the National Government on the suggestion of
Rev, Sheldon Jackson, gives promise of proving a very
great success. Recent advices from jVIr, Jackson report
that of the original herd of 110 reindeer imported from
Siberia last year none died during the winter, while the
stock has been increased by the accession of 72 surviving
fawns, A further addition of 37 reindeer was brought
from Siberia in June of this year, and 150 more will^be
imported this faU, This is a beginning which appears to
assure the establishment of the deer in Alaska.

A convdhtion of Georgia sportsmen was called to meet
last Tuesday in Atlanta to organize a State association
and to consider needed amendments of the game laws.
Georgia is one of those States which rejoice in game codes
consisting for the most part of local county laws, each
one differing from the rest, and the whole collection so
various, diverse, complicated and uncertain that not one
lawyer in ten can tell what it all means. If the sportsmen
of Atlanta, Columbus, Americus, Savannah, Macon, and
the other cities represented in the new movement shall
set about the codification of the Georgia game statutes
into an orderly, consistent and intelligible law, they will
have made the first movement toward efficient game pro-
tection. Such reform is needed in a dozen other States
where codification of the laws is one of the essentials to a
comprehension and respect of them.
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THE GLADNESS OF AUTUMN.
Who sings of sadness in this happy hour

When he is blest who can but breathe the air

Of this October day 1 Who sings of death

And melancholy days, and woods all sere;

Of withered branch and leaf returned to dust,

Of blight, and frost, and sombre autumn skies I

I sing of joy, of that supremest mood
When all-exalted, man and nature reap

Fruition from a cycle's earnest toil

!

Who that can gaze upon New England hills

Clad in their cloth of gold, the lambent air

Pulsing with softest haze, the scent of leaves

And all the forces of the autumn wood
Distilling ptultres sweeter far than June

—

Who can so look and feel no leaping stir

Of all that sluggish tide which gives him life,

A sense of living, working, conquering all

The petty obstacles that hedge him round 1

Who talks of lying down to rest, and longs

For all the sad and wasting panoiilies

Of self-afflicted woes—to him say I,

Eise up I Fill all thy lungs with gladness full,

Make thou thy name npon the walls of fame;
Achieve, and put thy strength to earnest test!

For nature lies not down to unearned rest,

Kor does the soft susurrus of the wind
Lull her to well deserved repose until

Her work is done; then gently breathes o'er all

A final benison of falling leaves!

Wedworth Wadswokth.

THE WOMAN FROM SITTING BULL'S.
In the fall of 1879, Paul Sandusky, Jo Hamilton and I

built our winter quarters on Flat Willow Creek, about
twenty miles east of the Snowy Mountains. The country
was still infested with roving war parties from the differ-

ent tribes, some coming from Sitting Bull's camj), then on
the Big Bend of Milk River.
As we intended to do some trading with the friendly

tribes, especially the Crows and Blackfeet, we built com-
modious quarters, consisting of.two buildings facing each
other and about forty feet ajiart, and containing altogether
five rooms. Joining onto the "Fort"—as we called it—
we constructed a high stockade corral for the horses.
Game of all kinds was then very abundant, and bands

of elk and antelope could be seen almost daily within a
mile or so of our place. Glad to have company, we gave
free quarters to all hunters and trappers who cared to stop
with us, and by March 1 we numbered eleven men, in-
cluding our cook, "Nigger Andy."
A few hundred yards below our "fort" a little creek,

which we named Beaver Castor, joined the Flat Willow.
For some miles above its mouth it flowed through a deep
cut in the prairie, bordered with sage brush and willows.
At its junction with the Flat Willow, in the Y formed by
the two creeks, was quite a high butte. It slojied up very
gently from the Flat Willow side, but was almost a cut
bank on the Beaver Castor side.

This butte was our watch tower. From its summit we
could see miles and miles of the surrounding country.
One morning in March most of the men went out ante-
lope hunting, leaving four of us in camp—Jo Healy, laid
up with rheumatism; Harry Morgan, the herder; the cook
and myself. About 10 o'clock this morning I concluded
to take a hunt, and before catching up a horse I climbed
the butte to see if I could spy a band of elk or antelope
near by. As soon as I reached the summit I saw some
moving forms on the prairie not far oS, near Beaver Cas-
tor, and adjusting my glass, I found that they were a large
war party of Indians afoot. They also saw me, for I saw
several of them stop and level their telescopes at me. I
took pains to let them know I was not an Indian, for I
strutted about with long strides and faced them with arms
akimbo. Finally, as they came close, I backed down
from the summit, very slowly, and placing a buffalo chip
on top of a bush, so as to make them think I was still

watching them, I dashed for the fort.

I found that the horse herder had caught up an animal
and gone out hunting; so grabbing a lariat I ran out to
drive in the band, which was grazing nearly a mile from
the house. I went down as fast as I could run, but foimd
that I couldn't get within roping distance of a single an-
imal. They had been in the corral all night as usual, and
in spite of my efforts they kept straggling and feeding
along, and every minute I expected the war party to
swoop down on me. However, I finally got them home
and into the corral, and my clothing wet with perspira-
tion I sat down to get my wind.
In the meantime Andy had not been idle. He had

placed all our spare arms and ammunition by the loop-
holes, had dragged Healy, bed and all, to a place of van-
tage, where he could shoot without hurting his rheumatic
legs, and had then gone on preparing our dinner. So we
waited and watched, expecting everyminute to beattacked.
But no Indians came. We had our dinner, and as the
afternoon passed the boys kept straggling in hy ones and
twos, until by 5 o'clock all were home. None of them
had seen any Indians.

Finally I proposed that two or three of us get om- horses
and make a reconnoissance.
"We don't want no horses," said Sagebrush Charlie,

"just you and me go up on the butte and take alook from
there."

I didn't like the proposition, for I surmised that the
war party were concealed in the brush on Beaver Castor,
probably near the butte. But on the other hand I didn't
care to be bluffed, so I went with him.

As we neared the top of the butte we proceeded very
cautiously, moving only a step at a time. Only a few
yards more and we would have reached the summit,when
we saw that an Indian on the opposite side of the butte
was looking at us. We could see nothing of him but his
head, and of course he could see only our heads. Thus
we stood facing each other for what to me seemed a long
time. "Shall we shoot?" asked Sagebrush. "No," I re-
plied. "If we advance to shoot he will have the 'best of
it, and if he advances we will have the edge on him." So )we continued to stare at him. After a while I saw that
the Indian was beginning to back down out of sight so I j

did the same. I made only a step and he had disap-

peared, but I kept backing away, watching the top of the
butte, with rifl.e codked ready to shoot in an instant.

When half way down I turned to run and saw Sagebrush
just disappearing around the corner of the fort. Until
then I had supposed that he was at my side. So calling

him some name, I fairly flew down the hill, expecting
every minute to have a shower of bullets about my ears.

But I too reached the fort without any sign from the
enemy.
When I got inside I found the boys joking "Sage-

brush" about leaving me, and seeing that he was
ashamed of himself I said nothing to him, although I

was quite angry at him.
As soon as it was dark we put on a double guard, and

kept ourselves in readiness for an attack. Late in the
evening we concluded that the Indians would make a
daylight raid on us, so we arranged about guard duty
and slept by turns. However, we heard nothing of our
dusky friends, and at 6 o'clock the cook called breakfast
as usual. The horses had now been in the corral nearly
twenty-four hours and were very hungry, so four of us
saddled up and went out to make a big circle and find

out if our friends had left us. We went down Flat
Willow a mUe or more, then swung up on to the prairie,

crossed Beaver Castor and headed home, but could see
no Indian signs. Finally we went up on top of the butte,
where Sagebrush and I had seen the Indian the night
before. There in the loose shale we found his tracks,

and saw that after backing down a little ways he had,
like us, turned and rim by mighty leaps to the bottom.
There we found a great number of tracks and a lot of
moccasins, some meat, etc, and following the trail we
found that the Indians had crossed Beaver Castor and
gone up on to the prairie, where in the thick dry grass
we lost all traces of them, and concluding that they had
left we went home and turned the horses out to feed,
with the hei'der and one other man to herd them.

After dinner, perhaps 2 or 3 o'clock, we saw a person
on foot come down on to the creek from the prairie,

about half a mile below the house, I went down to see
who it was, and found to my surprise that it was a lone
Indian woman, and as soon as I came up to her she
began to talk to me in a language which I at once knew
to be Nez Perces, but which I could not imderstand. I

replied to her in Sioux, and found that she understood
and could speak a little of that tongue, and by piecing
it out with signs we got along very well. I told her to

go up to the fort with me and get something to eat, and
afterward she could tell us her story. When we reached
the place the boys all crowded around and stared at her,
and asked all sorts of questions, but I told them to wait,
and we would hear what she had to say.

The woman didn't seem to be at all embarrassed. She
sat at the table and calmly and slowly ate the food the
cook set before her, not heeding the ten or eleven pairs
of eyes that were intentl}'^ watching her. After she had
finished eating I asked her to tell us where she had come
from, where she was going and all about herself, and I

interpreted her tale, sentence by sentence, to the boys. She
said: "I came from Sitting Bull's camp on Milk River,
when some of my people, Nez Perces, are living with the
Sioux. Two years ago, my son went with some Sioux
and Nez Perces to war against the Crows. They had a
big fight on the Yellowstone, and it was supposed that
my son was killed. But not long ago I heard that the
Crows had captured my boy, and that he is still living
and in the Crow camp. Having no relatives and no hus-
band, I made up my mind to go and live with my son, and
started out; this is the twenty-third day since 1 left Milk
River, I have been starved most of the time and am veiy
tii-ed,"

"Hush!" said one of the boys, "That's too durncd thin,
I move that we hang her right now."
At this, every one began to talk at once. Some said

she was a spy, others that she was all right.

Finally I said to her, "The boys, some of them, think
you are not telling the truth. Yesterday a big war party
was here, and they think you belong to that outfit,"
"How they lie," she interposed, "I haven't seen an

Indian since I left Milk Eiver."
"That may be," I replied, "you cannot blame the boys

for being a little suspicious. However, they will not harm
you. You are as safe here as you woiild be among your
own people. Just as soon as this snow goes, one of our
men wiQ start for the Yellowstone with a four-horse team
after some provisions, and you can go with him. From
there it is only a short distance to the Crow camp. In
the meantime you can stay with us here and rest up.
Throw off your robe and make yom-self at home."
"I like what you say," she replied, "but I am afraid of

all these men. Let me stay close by you."
Wherever I went that afternoon she followed me, and

when it came time to turn in I made her a bed of buffalo
robe behind the counter. Some of the boys spread down
in the room and others in the cook house.

"I don't like this," the woman said to me. "I am afraid
to sleep there; let me make my bed down beside yom's."
"Don't fear," I replied, "no harm will come to you.

No one in this place cares for you or wishes to harm
you."

"Well, then," she said, "if that is so I will step out a
minute and then go to bed."
Now the door to this room was fastened from the inside,

when we wished it, by two wooden bars; outside we closed
it merely by a rawhide thong and pin. Some of us were
always at home, and when we all left this I'oom we
fastened the door with the thong to keep the dogs and the
cold air out. As the woman started to go out I went up
to the counter and took my six-shooter, intending to
follow her out, but quicker than a flash she darted through
the door, and closed and fastened it with the thong and
pin. Of course all the boys in the room made a rush,
and two of us getting our fingers between the door and
the jamb gave a strong jerk, snapped the fastening and
we all ran out. The woman had disappeared in the dark-
ness, but we could still hear her footsteps as she ran
toward the brush, Sudfllenly she gave a peculiar kind of
a whistle and from all around in the brush she was
answered by the hooting of owls. We aU rushed back
into the fort, put out the lights and made ready for an
attack.
After an hour or so the boys began to talk, "I knowed,"

said one, "that she was a spy."
"Didn't I say to hang her," exclaimed another. "You

fellers that thought she was all right are sure soft."

We all sat up imtil long after daylight, and not until 8
or 9 o'clock did any one turn in. But we were not
attacked, nor did we see the woman again.

Several weeks afterward, when Hamilton went to the
Yellowstone after supplies, he learned that this woman
had stopped at the "Circle N" ranch and that they had
lost 140 horses. Wm, Jackson.
PiKGAN, Montana.

FACTS ABOUT THE OPAH.
In his interesting article entitled "The Opah," which,

was published in Forest and Stream of Oct. 7, my friend.
Dr. R. W. Shufeldt, has—probably inadvertently—made
some statements which, I am sure, he will be glad to have
corrected,
"Years and years ago," he says, "a specimen was taken

near Sable Island, Nova Scotia, and ichthyologists pre-
dicted then it would probably some time be captured upon
the immediate coast of the United States. This has
recently been done by Captain Wm. T. Lee on the La
Have Bank in 280ft. of water (43" 49' N. lat., 63° W.
long.)."

This statement is in error in the following particulars:
First, the specimen of opah referred to by Dr. Sliufeldt

was not taken "upon the immediate coast of- the United
States," as an examination of the position will show, but
nearly south (or olf) of the center of Nova Scotia, Second,
it was not caught on La Have Bank, but on the southern
slope of the depressed ridge that extends eastward from
that bank to the Western, or Sable Island, Bank, and is

commonly Icnown to the (isliernien as "La Have Ridges."
Third, the dt^i^th of water where the fish was caught (on
a halibut trawl line) was about 280 fathoms—1,680ft.

—

instead of 280ft.

I may, perhaj^s, be pardoned for writing of these mat
ters somewhat ex cathedra, when it is stated that I am
entirely familiar with the fishing ground referred to,

having been there many times, and also that the fish in

question was sent to me by Capt. Lee, since, at that time,
1 was preparing the exhibit of the U. S. Fish Commission
for the Columbian Exposition.
The "aid to science" which has been given by the New

England fishermen is worthy of all praise, and it is

specially gratifying to me to see public attention called to
the contribution of one who, for years, was on the crew
list of the vessel I commanded in the Atlantic halibut
fishery, and who has since then been on the lookout for

rare things fi-om the depths of ocean. J. W. Collins.

In Oct. 7, 1893, issue of Forest and Stream (p. 393) in
referring to the classification of the opah, I remarked that
it "has been grouped with the dolphins or the Coryphoi-
nidce, but by others, and more properly, it has been placed
among* the Stromateidie, as the family Lamprididte.^'
This should read, "i^laced among the stromateoid fishes,"

instead of the Sfromateidce, as above. Otherwise the
statement is correct. Dr. R, W. Shufeldt,

Nut Hiders.

The recent article giving an account of the chipmimk
planting corn, reminded me of an afternoon spent with
the gray squirrels in the park in Quincy, 111. Tliese

squirrels are tame enough to take nuts from one's hand.
I fed them liberally, and noticed that after eating all they
wanted, they buried the nuts, and were as eager to get
them for that purpose as they were to eat them when
hungry. It was curious to sec how particular they were
about getting a place that suited them for the burying.
The ground was api)arently all alike, covered with a thick
short turf of green grass, but the squirrel frequently ex-
amined a dozen jjlaces before deciding to plant. The
planting was done by digging a hole about 2in. deep with
the forepaws. The nut was then pushed tightly down,
the dirt pushed into the hole with the nose and packed by
the fore paws; then the gi-ass was carefully pulled over
the spot, and in a number of cases a dead leaf was care-
lessly thrown over it. The concealment was so deftly
done that not a trace of the work was left. Doubtless the
nut was buried to conceal it till it was needed for food,
but it is probable that thousands of these buried nuts are
never dug up and grow to be trees.

A friend once told me that he noticed a flock of crows
making constant trips between some pecan trees and a
plowed field, and going to the field he found that the
crows were burying pecan nuts. In this case it would
seem to be an instinct for planting, as it is not likely that
a crow could use a pecan nut for food, the shell being too
hard to crack and the nut too large to be eaten whole.
The crow seems to have a sort of mania for hiding things
any way. Our pet crows would carry away and hide
combs, thimbles, bits of glass, and other smaU things that
they could not eat. O, H. Hampton.

A Grouse Escapade.
Auburn, Susquehana County, Pa., Oct. 15.—About 6:30

yesterday morning one of the ladies of the house heard a
commotion among the chickens. Stepping out on the
back porch to ascertain the cause, she was surprised to

find a grouse beliind a screen door that swings back across
a corner and had been fastened back, but not so close but it

allowed the bird to fly into the trap. When discovered,
the grouse was trying, with raised rulT and expanded tail,

to get out through the wire netting. The kvJiy releasinl

the door and picked up the bird, but her giasp was Jiut

secure enough to hold so slipery a customer, and it fluttered

from her hands and went whirring away. All who have
pursued this noble bird well know its abihty in getting off

and doing it slick, too.

To-day I flushed one from a grapevine not far from
the house. It flew across fields some sixty rods to cover,

Bon Ajhi.

Yellow Bail.

On Saturday, Sept. 30, George Richards, of Hacken-
eack. New Jersey, shot a yellow rail on the meadows near
that place. This—although we have not examined the
specimen—was probably P. noveboracensis, a species
which is usually regarded as rare, but Avhich is probably
more abundant than is commonly thought, its shy secre-

tive habits making it very hard to find.
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THE ARROW-HEAD.
A Post and Pre-Columbian Autobiography.

EDITED BY CLARENCE B. MOORE.

A FAMILY in Norway can to-day trace its descent, in
unbroken line, to Eric the Red, the great Scandinavian
navigator, who flourished about the year 1000, while some
Roman nobles claim an origin still more remote, though
upon less reliable authority.

It is related of the great Napoleon that upon meeting
Prince Massimo, of Rome, he sneeringly remarked to the
Italian, ''They say that you have as ancestor the great
Fabius Maximus."

"I could not prove it," replied the Prince, "but the re-

port has been current in our family for the last thousand
years."
An old family indeed 1

But I come of one compared to which the Roman or
the Norwegian is but of yesterday. I am almost coeval
with the world. I belong to a branch of the Quartz
family—tlie Flints. I am an arrow-head.

I shall not speak of the long ages before the com-
ing of man, of the upheavals of the earth, or of the
strange animals that roamed
around, animals long since
gone, whose remains are now
fossils and phosphates.
A long, long time after that I

lay upon the surface of the
ground, and saw the red In-
dians pass me single file, on
their war expeditions, or heard
the twanging of the bow, as
some dusky hunter sent his
arrow after the fleeing deer. I

thought my life would go on
forever thus, upon the ground,
in the northern part of what is

now the State of Florida. But
it was not to be. One day a
party of squaws in search of
flint passed along, and one stop-
ping picked me up (for I was
not much larger than her closed
hand) and carried me, with one
of my relatives who had Iain

near me for ages, to the home
of her lord. The other squaws
also had a number of my family
connections, and I gathered
from the conversation that a
party of braves was soon to start
for a country further south,
where stone was seldom seen, a
land bordering on a mighty
river. There it was their inten-
tion to trade me and my rela-

tives for fish, which, when
dried, they could r<>adily bring
back to their inland home.
The journey to the great river

was neither long nor arduous.
The trade was satisfactorily con-
cluded, and after a grand feast
the braves returned to their
home, as did also the various
river and coast Indians, who
had gathered there with their
sun-dried fish.

My new owner, who, it turned
out, was a chief in his tribe,

tossed me and a number of my
relatives into tlie bottom of his
canoe. This craft was made
from a great log of cypress,
sharpened at either end, and
hollowed out by repeated blows
from chisels and gouges of shell,

after previous treatment by-

fire.* With four braves, his
companions, the chief started
up the river for his island, dis-
tant a five days' journey. We
usually traveled at night, for it

seemed that unfriendly tribes
peopled the banks, tribes only
too eager to vary their diet of
periwinkles and mussels by a
meal from some luckless prison-
er. Whenever my owner could
distinguish the great heaps of
shells which marked a village,
he with his companions usually
hugged the fm-ther shore, but whenever they felt sure of
a friendly reception they halted for a bi-ief visit.
My new owner was of powerful build, though no taller

than some among the white men whom years later it was
my fortune to see. His head, however, was small and
round, with juassive jaws, from which no tooth was miss-
ing. During the long years I passed among his people I
seldom saw a missing tooth, and never one showing signs
of decay. His powerful legs, upon which the muscles
stood out in knots, were well fitted to bear him for long
days' journeys in the chase or iu war. His dress was of
skin and his weapons consisted of a bow and lance, and
arrows tipped with flintf. Tlie arrow-heads were about
one-third the size of the ordinary lance-head, and some-
times had a shank projecting from the base. The head
was fastened to the body of the arrow by inserting the
shank in a cleft and binding it around with sinews of the
deer, while the lance-head often had no shank, its base
being put within the split end of the body of the lance.
Our journey was uneventful. As we progressed, the

river grew narrower and narrower. At length we crossed
a great lake, and soon after leaving the river and travers-
ing another lake much smaller in size, we followed a nar-
row creek for a short distance, to my master's island
home. The party was joyfully received, and many of
my relatives were distributed to various warriors whose
fish had been intrusted to the travelers.
My new home on the island was built of palmetto

thatch, and many similar houses were to be seen in every
direction, for the tribe was a large one. Lofty palmettoes

* The Huguenot Le Moyne saw these implements in use.
tThe Florid^ Jndjana used chert, bornstone or chftlcedonv, varieties

OlIUDt, '

were abrmdant, impressing me as peculiarly graceful,
since I had seen none in my former home, and but few
on my journey up the river. Near and under the village
lay great heaps of periwinkle and mussel shells, formed
by the continual emptying of refuse from the daily
repasts, together with fragments of broken pots and
earthenware vessels of all sorts; in fact, everything no
longer of use, and therefore of no value to the owner.
Beyond these great ridges of shell which covered acres
of ground lay a swamp where the people had raised a
huge conical burial mound of sand. To this mound and
to the great shell heap then in use ran causeways of shell
through the swamp, insuring easy access in wet seasons
as well as dry. Upon the side where the causeway joined
it the burial mound sloped down more gradually, thus
making easier the approach to the summit.*
My doubts as to why I had been brought this long dis-

tance were speedily solved. I soon learned that I was to
become an arrow-head, for my owner took me to one of
those who made weapons of stone for a living. The arrow-
head maker sat before his hut industriously plying his
trade. Business was apparently good, as was to be
expected, considering the quantity of stone recently
received by the warriors, The weapon maker was very

"LOOK, ZEKE, HERE'SJIA FINE LARGE ARROW-HEAD."

skillful. Taking me in his left hand, and striking repeated
blows with an implement of flint held in his right, he
soon separated from the rest a piece of stone about double
the size of the arrow-head desired. From this piece I am
descended. The same process was then repeated on the
other side of the mass of flmt, but owing to an imperfec-
tion the line of fracture was so irregular that the frag-
ment thus obtained was useless, and with the portion that
remained—a core too small to be of any further use—it

was tossed into a heap of cores, broken arrow-heads and
chippings of atone which each night were emptied outside
the entrance. This duty fell upon Kakola, the daughter
of the maker of arrow-heads, and with Kakola, as I soon
learned, my owner was in love.

When my twin was discai'ded the weapon maker turned
his attention to me, and putting aside his heavy hammer
of stone he began to chip small flakes from me with a
lighter implement, and so deftly did he work that under
his rapid blows I soon assumed the outline desired, though
my thickness had to be reduced by still further careful
chippings. At length I was completed, and proud was
the armorer of his triumph when I lay before him, an
drrow-head of graceful outline, twice the usual size, and
fashioned from flint of a deep red, alike useful and beauti-
ful.

That evening my owner came to the home of the maker
of arrow-heads. As Kakola met him her cheeks assumed
a hue as deep as mine, though in her congratulations on his
safe return she was not so warm as had been many of the
other maidens of the tribe. My owner received me with
an exclamation of approval, and paying over a string of

Tlus »oi«»4 18 on Tick latena, Yoliwlft county, FJ«,

shell beads put me in a pouch'of deer skin which hung at
his belt. Speedily returning to his home he selected the
straightest and strongest shaft in his possession, and
bound me to it with the tough sinews of the deer.
Was it chance that took him toward the lonely burial

mound that night, when the moon had risen? I never
knew, but as my owner passed along the causeway to the
swamp, a long, wailing cry arose, and then a woman's
shriek. There was no mistaking either. The one was
the cry of a panther, the other came from Kakola. In
an instant my owner was at the base of the mound.
Above him stood Kakola, while between them crouched
the yellow beast ready to spring. Twang! went the bow.
Passing clean through the panther's neck I came out on
the other side. The beast staggered and fell; its sinewy
limbs twitched for a moment, then all danger was over.
Kakola stood pale and motionless, but in an instant her
preserver had her in his arms, and there, on the huge
mound of sand,' with the moonlight shining through the
palmettoes and the dead panther at their feet, their vows
were plighted.
Before returning my owner puUed me from the neck of

the beast and vowed that since I had done him such a
service in time of emergency he would never use me again

" save in the direst need.
As they walked toward the

village he hung around the neck
of Kakola a charm made from
a pebble of quartz brought from

I

the ocean, a pebble with a

]

groove cut around the smaller
end to afford a more secure hold

[

for the deer sinew by which it

1 was suspended. By these charms
j

of quartz the Indians set great
' store, and I thought nothing

I

could be more highly prized;
but years after when I saw what
the white men would do and
endure for a yellow stone they

I

called gold I realized of how
little comparative value were

' the quartz pebbles to the In-
dians.
The adventure with the pan-

ther made a great stir in tbe
tribe, and I was pronounced a
bearer of good fortune. The
resolution of their chief never
again to use me save in case of
imperative necessity was highly
commended by all, as was the
betrothal of Kakola. No, not
all, there was one exception.
The chief's cousin and nearest
of kin looked upon the girl with
a covetous eye, but it was not in
his power to interfere, and my
owner took Kakola to his home.
A period of rest in the alfairs

of the tribe foll^\s!^d the nup-
tials, the chief hfefi^ting to
make any move XBjaWjTiight
separate him friJIfi l«M)ride;
but one day, being ov^^m the
mainland in pursuit .of deer, he
unwarily planted his foot upon
a large serpent coiled in his
way. Quick as lightning the
snake struck at his leg, driving
in both fangs above his ankle.
Of little service was the circular
charm of shell he wore, the gift

of his bride, and equally vain
were the incantations of the
medicine man, for swelling im-
mediately set in, and fainter
and fa'nter beat the heart until
at last it ceased. Poor Kakola!
The rival cousin succeeded my

late owner, and decreed a fu-
neral befitting the dead man's
rank. First of all an expedition
was sent to the river, where an
attack was made upon a passing
canoe containing three vvrarriors

of another tribe. Of these one
escaped, the remaining two be-
ing brought back as prisoners.
These unfoi-timate wretches
were promptly slaughtered and
cooked, and upon them the
whole tribe feasted, until noth-
ing but the charred bones re-

mained. Having thus, after their fashion, honored their
departed chief, the funeral was solemnized. Along the
causeway, through the swamp, marched the whole tribe,
the warriors in full war regalia, the women wailing pite-
ously.

When the slope ascending to the movmd was reached
they halted, and the principal braves mounted to the
summit. The body was then placed upon the ground, no
pains being taken as to any particular arrangement of
head or limbs, such being their custom, and while it lay
thus in a heap poor Kakola, knowing full well what fate
awaited her, took her last farewell.
With the remains were placed the charred bones of the

victims, a chisel of stone, two strings of shell beads, and
a gauge fashioned from a conch shell. Beneath the head
were laid two pieces of broken XJOttery, and lastly, upon
the breast I was placed, to serve my owner in the future
life, as I had done upon earth. The suspicion of a smile
flitt«d across the new chief's face as he saw me, and
glancing toward Kakola his eyes for an instant only
flashed triumph, and then resumed the downcast expres-
sion that befitted the occasion. Last of all a mass of
sandy loam was heaped upon the dead man and myself,
and we were left alone.
The mound had been formed by successive burials. It

had been begun, tradition ran, hundreds of moons before,
after a great battle, when a round shell heap was selected
and the slain, placed side by side, were covered with a
mound of white sand. Upon this first interment others
had been made, until at last it had assumed its present
shape and size.

We had lain in our grave but a short time when I saw
a flat i»Btw»e»t oi yfQQ^ Ptril?© tb© body pft YrUok I lay,
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and a little later the new chief, with a covetous smUe vis-

ible in the moonlight, lifted me from my resting place.

Quickly filling the hole that he had dug, he returned to

his home where poor Kakola sat disconsolate. His cousin's

wife and his cousin's favorite weapon were now the
property of the new chief.

Affairs went along quietly enough for a while in the
tribe, but a storm was brewing. The sole survivor of the
warriors attacked upon the river had wasted no time in

returning to his people, a powerful tribe Uvuig to the
north, by the sea. At once a large force had been organ-
ized, which, marching over to the river, was joined by
many allies from friendly villages on the banks, where
canoes were provided for the journey up the stream.

TJie island of which my new owner was chief was safe

from surprise in the portions surroimded by the lake, and
by the broad stream running into the lake beyond; but on
the west a narrow and winding creek alone divided it

from the mainland, which in that place was densely
wooded.
Late one night, without sound of warning, a great cry

arose from the woods, mingled with the shrieks of our
women and children. The foe was among ns. Rallying
almost immediately, the chief and the fighting men of

the village fell furiously upon . the attackmg party, but
were driven by degrees to the Taurial mound, and into the
surrounding swamp. The chief's lance was broken and
of his arrows the one of which I formed the head alone
remained; while the supply of missiles among his warriors
was almost exhausted. The chief of the attacking forces,

lance in hand and heading his braves, charged upon the
party on the mound. The braves behind us began to
waver, and a stampede was imminent, when my owner
fitted me to his bow, and exerting all his force, loosened
his grasp on the string. Away I flew through the air,

then all was darkness. Reeling back, the chief of the in-

vading forces, with me buried in his chest, fell heavily to
the ground. Panic seized his followers. Hastening to
the water, bearing their disabled leader, they leaped into
the canoes and swiftly paddled away.

I next saw the fight when, having an-ived at their vil-

lage, the medicine man, pulling with all his force, with-
drew me from the body of the wounded chief. My new
home was by the sea, and for full a hundred summers,
descending from father to son, I remained with the tribe
by the ocean. The people lived mainly upon oysters and
fish, cannibalism being unknown to them. Their scrapers
for removing the fat from skins were of sheU, while
piercing implements for all uses save war were made
from the inside of the conch. They, too, had great heaps
of shell near their villages, but with them the oyster and
clam took the place of the periwinkle and mussel.
One day a wonderful thing was seen. Far out at sea

enormous canoes with wings were descried moving
toward the town, and were observed to stop at a distance
from the shore. From them came many smaller canoes,
filled with men of the most wonderful description.*
Their faces were white, and many wore garments of a
polished stone which they call steel, their weapons being
of the same material. Some carried tubes from which
came lightning and thunder and hailstones that gave
death to, those they touched. Rumors of such people had
reach«djis long before, and in fact, it was reported tliat

wh'6nnien had for a short time been living near the great
rivis buear the point where it entered the sea. f
Our people and the new comers soon made friends, and

land was ^ven the white men upon which to build a
town, our people in return receiving many presents of a
nature quite new to them. My owner, who had ceded to
them the town, which they named St. Augustine, became
an object of envy to all the braves. Around his neck he
now wore a string of beads made of silver, as the strangers
called it, and from it hung a round charm of yellow gold.
This gold piece they called money, and it bore the like-
ness of their great chief beyond the sea.
The leader of these white men was named Menendez,

and they all came of a race called Spaniards. One day
great preparations were begun, and I learned that an ex-
pedition was on foot to attack the white men on the river.
These white men, though they worshipped the same great
spirit as the people of Menendez, differed someAvhat in the
form of worship, and hence the Spaniards wished to kill
them. Crossing swiftly to Fort Caroline on the River
May, or St. John's, as it is now called, Menendez with his
men surprised the fort, and putting nearly all of its de-
fenders to the sword, speedily returned to St. Augustine.
After this the Spaniards had full control.
They now began to abuse the chief, my owner and his

people, and by harsh treatment gained their enmity,
though for a time they suffered in silence. Our tribe
even moved away, settling in new quarters on the coast,
not far from where the great river flows into the ocean.
But the time of vengeance was at hand. One day three
ships, as the winged canoes were called, arrived, and
from them landed many men like those slaughtered by
the Spaniards, under a gallant leader. $ The great chief
of these people, I heard it said, being of the same religion
as the Spaniards, had not taken amiss the slaughter of
his heretical subjects, and had turned a deaf ear to the
cries for vengeance that arose from the widows and
orphans of the murdered men, and from so many of his
nation. Such being the case, the noble-hearted French-
man had taken it upon himself to avenge his country-

'

men. Joined by the Indians, who were now panting for
revenge, he attacked and took the Spanish fort. Many
of the defenders were slain, while those who surrendered
were put to death. And as the Spaniards had posted an
inscription to the effect that they had slain the prisoners
"not as Frenchmen but as Lutherans," so the French
leader, de Oourgues, explained that his reprisals were
not on Spaniards but on murderers.
In the attacJi on the fort the chief received a mortal

wound in a hand-to-hand conflict with a gigantic
Spaniard, upon whose breast-plate his lance-head was
shivered. He lived only long enough to receive the
thanks of his allies before their departure for their home
beyond the sea.

I was buried with him, lying on his breast, with the
ornaments of silver and the talisman of gold. This time
I had a long, long sleep, over three hundred summers I
liave since learned, but at length a time of waking came.
One day I heard the sound of digging, then of voices, and
soon the sunlight, from which I had been so long hidden,
burst in upon me. In a trench dug in from the sloping

*Iiauding of the Spaniard, Meaeiidci:, 1565.
t TiiK French UugueiioLs at Fort Caroline on the St. John's River.
^Dorainic de Gourgues, ie68.

side of the mound, upon the surface of which great live

oaks were now growing, stood two men, one much lighter

than any Spaniard, the other darker by far than the

jjeople among whom I had passed so long a time, and
with clothing differing greatly from that of the whites
whom I had seen before my burial.

When he saw me, the white man eagerly picked me tip

exclaiming, "Look, Zeke, hei'e's a fine, large arrow-head,"
and held me out for the inspection of the black man,who,
with an indifferent "Yes, sah, I reckon hit are," resumed
his digging.
Many of the chief's bones had crumbled away, but such

as remained were carefully removed .from the sand,

packed in moss and sent, with others from the mound, to

a large btiilding in a city far away to the north, where it

seems such things are kept, and where many people in

queer costumes, some wearing before their eyes oval pieces

of glass, which I take to be charms, come and gaze down
upon me as I lie in my case. But alas, no notice sets forth

my ancient race, or mentions the chieftains I have served
so well, or the strange things that I have seen. I lie upon
a plain white card bearing only the words:

: FOUND WITH SKELETON 6. :

THE AUTUMN FEVER.
Day before yesterday I was standing in front of the

hotel at a little town on the Missouri, when a covered
wagon stopped in front of the opposite store and began
taking on part of an outfit. On the wagon cover was
painted "Cherokee Strip or Burst." Behind the wagon
was tied a white bulldog and a sorrel mare in a blanket,
evidently the running horse that was to do the racing on
the opening day. I soon saw that about all the adven-
turesome young men in town belonged to the outfit.

They had two covered wagons and about six riding horses
besides the runner before mentioned. They were going for

a lark and I envied them their trip. There was a good
deal of lively talk with those left behind. One young fel-

low called out to a blushing young lady as the ferryboat
pushed off:

"If you see my girl teU her to take good care of herself

while I'm gone.
"Where will I find her?"
"Oh, just inquii-e around. Most anybody can tell you

who she is."

"Have you any other message for her?"
"Yes, teU her I'll be back all right and do what I said I

would."
Another older member of the crew was called out to in

a jeering way by some man on shore.
"That's all right," he replied, "but say, if your wife

seems to grieve from now on don't be surprised. In fact,

I shouldn't wonder if she left here in about two or three
days now."
An old darky hobbled to the river bank about the last

thing with a basket filled with divers jars of preserves and
pickles, a parting message from some fond mother. You
could tell they had not made such a trip before from the
way they had their wagon loaded—one of them, at least.

When I came back to the city and was waiting in the
depot for my suburban train, I got talking with a man
from Coffeyville, Kas. After a while we drifted around
to hunting, and he said with a twinkle in his eyes that
showed his love for the chase, "Of course I don't know
you, but ef you're just the right kind of a fellow and you
come out there I'U show you some orful good shootin'.
* * " Oh, yes," as the talk progressed, "we got plenty
of good tough horses. Our ranch in the Nation is just in
easy riding distance. " * * *

"Them Dalton boys 'r' orful good with a rifle. You
know Bob, the murderous scoundrel, he did nearly all

that killin', and he shot all the time from his hip. End
he ne'er missed."

Little fishes! Think of getting into a fracas with a man
who didn't even have to take aim, but could just hold the
gun at his side and when he pulled the trigger knew it

was going to hit you.
Btit that is neither here nor there. I don't know just

exactly what is either. Only that Cherokee Strip outfit

and this encounter in the depot and the talks of the
chickens and deer and turkeys makes my trigger finger
sort of feverish and my scrawny little legs itch to get
straddle of a cow pony.
This autumn fever! I suppose the better part of the

Anglo-Saxon race gets it about this time. Those big
wooden stirrups, and the neat little horses that are never
gun-shy! Geobge Kennedy.

AMONG THE PINES.
The opening of the season found me in northern Ver-

mont. Here is a veritable sportsman's paradise, Cover
is abundant, consisting mainly of pine, interspersed with
hemlock, bu-ch and oak. The surface of the country is

quite uneven, cut up by many ravines well hidden under
the pines, the most selected recesses of which, with their
sombre shades and soft carpet of brown, are the favorite
haunts of the ruffed grouse.
A blessing, indeed, to the overworked toiler at the desk

are these weird nooks and the saucy feathei-ed game that
dwells therein. What a source of recujjeration for the
Aveary brain is to be found in the ijtire air, the happy sun-
shine, the restful .soughing of the pines.
A glorious time we had of it, my faithful spaniel and I.

Now stopping to admire a bit of scenery, or a giant tree,
the growth of a century, now hastening after an old cock
grouse, a wild and wily fellow, who had completely out-
witted ns at first attack. Up and down w^e went, along
deserted wood roads and forgotten paths, as chance or
inclination might direct, until the shades of evening
warned us that we must hasten homeward, that another
happy day afield was ended; destined long, however, to
live in memory. B,

Sebois Spoi-tsman's Iiodge.

Patten, Maine, Oct. 8,—One day last week J. D, Cooper
of Patten, left this place for a day's hunt in the woods at
'7 A. M., and returned at 3 P, M.; having killed on his
trip one moose, two deer, one fox and six partridges.
This is a record to beat. Gr. Wm. Cooper.

A MAN lately caught a big black snake under a pile of cord-wood on
Mount Tom which was 9ft. long. It had 5 red squirrels ia i® stomach.
He took tiie \vhole family.—C.H.

THE SAGINAW CROWD.

Pilgrimage of 1.892,-11.

(Continued from page 3160

Jack went off over the hill after grouse, and our eai'ly

start for the afternoon was a failure on account of his

prolonged absence. We did at last get under way aftel"

bidding the boys good-bye, for we were bound to be in

camp on the Little Missouri that night. The distance was
variously estimated at anywhere from fifteen to twenty-
five miles. The Kid and Paddock made a mistake and
took the wrong road, which delayed us another half hour.
Pulling back across the country behind the "lone corral"

wo gained the right road, but it was nearly half-past two
o'clock before we were straightened out, and then we
were only two miles from the ranch. The Kid had told

us about an antelope buck that seemed to make his home
around this corral; and sure-enough there he stood on the
hill to the right. As we came in sight he bounded away
like the wand, and after that kept a good distance from
us. The only otlier opportunity we had whereby we were
in reasonable distance of shooting antelope was some
hours later, when we came to the pitch of a small rise in

the ground, and in the vaUey below us not twenty rods
away stood an antelope with head thrown back looking
at us. Instantly, though, he was in motion; and how
they can fly when they set out to do it. Before we could
throw a shell into the chamber and jump out of the wagon
he seemed to be a half mile away; and though we cracked
away at him two or three times we failed to bowl him
over.
The buckboard continued in the lead, and looking back

with the glass we could see that the large wagon had
stopped for something or other, and then we saw them
working at the wheel; and when they did finally overtake
us at night time, they related that the box in one of the
wheels had become loose, and it looked as if they were
destined to leave the wagon there; but Jack, with an ax
and one of his sharpened knives, succeeded in wedging it

in place in a most artistic manner, and as is always the
case, when it was fixed it was better than in the first

place. We had no more trouble with a loose box on the
entire ti-ip. When we saw they were ready to proceed we
drove on, and by this time the trail had become very in-

distinct, for the'only travel over it is the outfit from X.'s,

and they don't use it often.

A branching road creates indecision in our minds as to

which one to take; the cotmtry looked the same in every
direction, and one road seemed to be traveled as much as
another. One turned to tlie north, the other to the west.
There was but one jjoint that we knew of where we could
descend to the bottom lands of the river from the high
breaks of the plateau. To miss that meant that we have
to camp without water and on uncertain ground. There
seemed to be landmarks that were familiar, and though I

had been over tho road merely going and coming once,
and that years before, yet I was quite positive that the
road to the left was the one we should take. There was
no use hesitating; Paddock knewnomore than we did; so,

putting on a bold front, we took the left-hand road to the
westward and bowled along at as rapid a rate as the
much-used-up persuader would affect spiketail and his

mate. It was growing late, and yet the Little Missouri
seemed to be as far away as ever. Far to the north and
westward we could see a line of buttes, which meant the
boundary of the Bad Lands; to the south the breaks of

the Magpie, and far to the northwest the Kildeer Moun-
tains.

Drive though as we would, the distant hills came nearer
very slowly. In a case of this kind, when there has been
indecision as to which road should be taken, time and dis-

tance both seem long; and an uncertain feeling pervaded
the entire party as to whether we were right or wrong.
At last the prairie dog village Avas reached that I had been
telling the boys about all afternoon. I remembered that
about three miles to the eastward of the point where we
made the descent into the bottom lands was a very large
prairie dog village; and it was a great relief to us when
this landmark came in view. As far as the eye could
reach we could see prairie dogs on the Uttle mounds at the
entrances to the burrows. They would chipper at us as we
drove along, and, with a quick jerk of the head, disappear
in an instant, giving us a parting salute with a quick wig-
gle of their stubby tails; and as one went down another
came up near by. One cannot resist a shot or two at these
innocent little fellows, for they do make a mighty tempt-
ing mark for the rifle, and the occupants of the buckboard
were no exception. After knocking over one or two our
ambition in this direction was satisfied, and we were again
on\he road. Some two or three miles in the distance,

with the aid of the glass, we could see the rest of the party
coming.
The three miles between prairie dog village and the

breaks was about the longest three miles I have ever
driven. A covey of grouse rose in front of us and
scurried down the hillside into the scrub oak and chap-
paral in the valley [far below. The road wound to the
right and left among the high buttes; and then, suddenly
topping one grand old feUow, there, at our feet, spread
out like a thread of silver, shone in the setting sun the
Little Missouri, I am aware that the expression "thread
of silver" does not apply to every one of these muddy
rivers; but it did in this case, for the shallow stream runs
over beds of burned clay and scoria, and there is an
absence of that red, muddy deposit that is so noticeable
in most of the Western rivers. The water is clear and
seemingly pure, and, as the sun painted the buttes with
every shade of red, terra cotta, orange, green and gray,
we sat and watched in the fading light the shades cree2>

from out the gorges and fill the hollows, until the others
joined us. Paddock seemed quite crestfallen to think we
had set the pace, for he had been bound to camp some
way back. After all, his alarm as to whether the horses
would stand the trip or not was needless, for they were ia

good condition and had not had hard driving. Now, there
was nothing for it but to pluuge down the motmtain side

to the river bed. Standing where we did, I pointed out,

some two miles down the river, the place where we had
camped on our previous trip, it was at the edge of a grove
of Cottonwood trees, which, later on, we found had been
the camping ground for a band of Gros Ventre Indians,

and the next morning, when exploring in that direction,

we found the remnants of their camp, and a recently im-
provised rnud smoke-house where they had evidently
smoked their venison.

Once before, in going down this decline, we had a very
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narrow escape from going over the ledge, and taking a fall

of several hundred feet. Ferd was driving then, and the
wagon was heavily loaded; and we were strung out be-
hind pulling back. Somehow or other it got the best of
us, and though we hung on like grim death, in making a.

sharp turn, the marks in the dirt in the road showed
where the wheel had missed by about 2 or Sin, the edge
of the cliff.

This year we were better prepared, oui wagons had
breaks that would hold; and though the descent is very
steep and risky, yet we made it in safety; but it was
dark by the time we reached the fringe of cottonwoods
by the riverside. We had marked about the spot we
had wished to camp, but it was some time before we
could find the right place; for we wanted to be where we
could get water for the camp easily, have plenty of wood,
and at the same time find a spot well shaded where it

would be clean. This country is regularly overflowed in
the spi-ing, and it leaves a slimy deposit, that on drying
makes a palpable powder that is most disagreeable in
camp. We found a place at last that was fairly satisfac-

tory, and kindling a fire for light, we set to work es-

tablishing our camj).
Henry, Paddock and the Kid took the horses to water,

and then back into the hills to look for good pasturage,
where they could be picketed until morning. Sorhe
gathered wood, Harrison began to get supper for the
hungry crowd; and antelope steak was soon sizzling over
the coals. Tents arranged in a semi-circle the right way
of the wind from the fire soon completed camping ar-

rangements. What scene is finer than the white tents be-
foi-e a camp-fire on a codl October evening? The crackling
fire and the shower of sparks shooting up into the moving
leaves above, coupled with the sounds one always hears
in a new country, make a quiet, picturesque scene, that
to me is the ideal of a sportsman's life. The first night in
camp in a strange country, and after the evening smoke
has been regaled by stories of Indians, bears and moun-
tain lions, does not produce the soundest sleep.

Finally our preparations were made for sleeping. Judge
and Jack had the little tent all to themselves, and kindly
consented to give the Kid sleeping room at the tent door;
I found a good place for my sleeping-bag near the fire,

while the others, with the exception of Seib, had the large
tent. Seib was bound to sleep outdoors, the starry heavens
above and wrapped in the stillness of the night—that was

"there at our feet shone the little MISS0T3HI."

all he cared for. Before morning he changed his tune.
Whenever I awakened he was up building a fire and stamp-
ing around to keep himself warm, for it had grown cold
and his bed evidently \vas hard. In the morning he had
great stories to teU of a screaming mountain lion some-
where back of the camp. Ferd too had heard it and said

it was a most unearthly sound, and whether it was a lion

or a she wolf with a litter of young pups out for a moon-
light frolic we never knew. I have strong suspicions
though that it was the wolf, yet lion tracks were seen
every day somewhere on the soft sand by the river bed.

Before going to bed that night I had whispered in the
Judge's ear that I Avould call him before daylight and
we would sUp down the river about a mile to a spot I

knew we could reach before the deer had gone back into

the woods, and we would be sure of getting a shot at

something. He was agreeable, and as the stars began to

pale I patted him on the shoulder and without disturbing
any one in camp hut Harrison (who Avas already putting
over the kettle) we slipped down the winding trail, passing
the deserted Indian camp, and came out at a big bend of

the river, facing high bluffs on the one side and flanked
witli a heavy growth of cottonwoods on the other. Deer
tracks were seen at every step, and at one place the deer
had worn a i-unway wliere they had crossed and then
gone up the steep bank on the opposite side, which told

us we were in a game country and that hundreds of them
must have crossed there recently. Dividing our forces, I

took the lower bend and he the upper one, and hiding
ourselves in the thicket patiently awaited the expected
game. It was not our morning though, for nothing
showed up, and after waiting for an hour after sunrise

we went back to the camp, where breakfast was ready.

A lone wolf howled in the distance as we neared camp,
and the Kid and Henry told of running on to three or
four when they went after the horses to bring them to

water.
The river is crooked, and at each sharp bend, between

the bank and where the clay cliffs tower hundreds of

feet high, is a strip of level bottom, anywhere from 500

to 1.000yds. in width, which for two-thirds of its width
on the river side is covered with thickets and open tim-
ber; and between that and the cliffs is nothing but sage-
brush or prairie. Our idea was, that by posting some of

the party on the river edge, the others starting in from
the lower side would breast the thicket, and drive the
deer across the river, and some one would sirrely get a
shot. Our experience before had been that these thickets

were full of white-tailed deer, and it was simply a ques-
tion of marksmanship as to whether we were successful

or not. Stretching out in line we entered the brush.
Before long we caught glimpses of deer breaking cover,

and going in the direction where some of the boys were
stationed, an occasional snap shot was made by the beat-

frs, but with poor success. They would run around

behind us instead of crossing the river; and none of those
stationed at the water had a shot, though we started a
dozen or more deer. The thicket where they were rest-
ing was very dense; and, though we could hear the
startled animal spring from its grassy bed in front of us,
possibly not 50ft. away, yet nine times out of ten we
could not even get a glimpse of it, much less a shot.
Some of the more fortunate, in the open parts of the
woods, caught distant views of the fleeting forms; but it

was a morning of disappointments. Briggs wounded one,
but did not get it. If we had only had a slow old hound,
the wounded deer could not have escaped ; and it would

A BUCKING BRONCHO AT H. A. RANCH.

have been a much more humane way of hunting, and at.

the same time have been easier for us. The bullberry
bushes and thorns were almost impenetrable; and, when
we emerged in the open glade beyond, we were a tired
and hot crowd, with scratched and bleeding hands and
faces.

After resting we concluded to beat back over the same
ground. On the start, I got out of line and was afraid to
follow, for the arrangement was that we should all keep
in line to avoid accidents in shooting at anything that
might come up in front of us. I heard a fusilade from
those ahead, and, taking a stand by a large Cottonwood,
saw a doe coming full tilt from the cover, about 200yds,
off. I took careful aim and knocked her down, breaking
the right foreleg. She whirled and flew away from me.
I again shot, and the animal disappeared entirely. I
hunted the ground high and low, but could not find her.
I am glad to say, though, that we found her the next
day, and Jack was fortunate enough to put a bullet in the
right place.

We saw many bear tracks; in fact, they seemed to be
every^vhere, denoting that there were lots of silver-tips in
that country, and that the Judge would have a chance to
use his trap, which he had lugged from home with him.
In the afternoon the Kid went back to camp and brought
the trap on horseback, and we, following along the bar to
Bend No. 2, came upon tracks so large that the Judge
gave up in disgust, and said he would have to have a trap
made to fit that kind of a bear. Measurements taken of
one impression showed that the wearer of that moccasin
had a foot 13in. long and Sin. wide. Just think of it, he
must have weighed nearly a ton. We were none of us
such ardent bear hunters after that time. Places where
they had been breaking through brush and trees and pull-

ing down buUberries showed that the reach of some of
them was very high, and that a tough withe, the size of a
man's arm, was no obstruction to them, for these were
broken 10ft. high and pulled down in every direction.

We were tired out that night on i-eaching camp. The
Judge had forded the river two or three times with the
Doctor on his shoulders, to avoid his getting wet. The
rest of us were not so tender-footed, and did not object to
wading the stream, which was not over six to eight inches
deep at the fording places. We were disappointed in not
getting deer, of course; but we had seen lots of them, and
knew better how to get at them next time, and all of us
resolved to shoot better at the next opportunity.
Paddock proved to be a brick, and thoroughly under-

stood the country and its game. He was willing to go

"JUDGE AND JACK HAD THE LITTLE TENT ALL TO THEMSELVES."

through the thickest brush and stir them up for us; and
we were confident that when it did come his time to shoot
something would drop. In this we were not mistaken,
for later on we found him to be a most unerring rifle shot,

and on the two deer he killed during our stay but three
cartridges were used.

After stripping and bathing in the clear stream and par-
taking of a good square supper that Harrison had ready
for us, the programme of the night before was repeated.

Of course the usual batch of stories was told as we sat

around the camp-fire. 1 remember one I told about
Charlie Bellinger and his spittoons. Poor Charlie was
one of those fellows who, no matter how hard he worked,
never seemed to get ahead. He had a shiftless, good-for-
nothing wife, who probably used up what money he earned
as fast as it was paid him. Something wes wrong, any-
how, for Charlie worked hard and bad good steady work;

at least he had had for a number of years. He spoke
with a drawl and a distinct nasal twang 'that heightened
the interest of his narrative. In his palmy days, before
he was married, he had invested in a muzzleloading
shotgun, which cost him $45; for Charlie was a sports-
man, or at least he liked to shoot; and whenever
he could get away for a day, or a Sunday morn-
ing in pigeon time, he used to whack away at
thern with as much spirit as the rest of us. Through
all his stages of poverty and misfortune he had hung on
to his shotgun. It was before the breechloader had come
into general use, and was a prettyjgood gun of its kind.
Toward the last, though, he had frequently threatened to
sell it, as he could not afford to go shooting, nor to own
so valuable a gun; and he vowed that the first chance he
had he would sell it and buy some furniture for his
house.

_
But the months went by and Charlie did not part

with his treasure. Once or twice I asked him in a joking
way if he had sold his gnn yet, but he would drawl out
some excuse or other. Finally he came in smiling and
said: "Well, by gum, I have sold my gun. I made a
great trade for it." "Well, Charlie, what did you get?"
"Well, by gum," he said, "I went down to the second-
band store and got one of these here folding chairs and a
bed and two of the dandiest, nicest spittoons you oversee.
By gum, they set that high," and he made a motion with
his hand that would indicate that the new acquisitions
stood at least knee-high. He looked upon them as articles
of ornament rather than of use. Now, to think of his
swapping off a $15 shotgun for a second-hand chair and
bed that combined were worth about $2.50, and concen-
trating three-quarters of the value in these two useless
spittoons was laughable, knowing, as I did, the con-
tents of his house—a little shanty without lath or
plaster, consisting of one room and a woodshed, and
containing a tumble-down cook stove—not even a
piece of rag carpet on the floor. Old soap and candle
boxes constituted the chairs; and for a bed he had
constructed a rough box on four legs out of pine boards
he had taken from the mill. What possible use these two
ornamental spittoons, that stood 2ft. high, could be to
him the Lord only knows; but he had made the swap, the
shotgun was gone and also any hope he might ever have
of a day's outing or a chance to get away from the miser-
able, dirty, shiftless wife of his, and his entire hope of

THE THICKETS WHEKE WE HL'NTED UliEli.

the future was concentrated in these two ' 'dandiest, nicest
spittoons you ever see." Charlie's end was a tragic on«.
One day there was trouble in the fire room, where Charlie
was stoking the boiler, and he turned up his toes in an
apoplectic fit. Whatever became of the household orna-,
ments that he had set so much store by no one knows.
About this same time, we had working for us here in

the mill a Dutch lumber sorter, who was a great philoso-
pher. He came down one day and told about painting
his hovise. In his broken English he said that it wasn't
exactly brown, or most any other color; it was just a sort
of a friendly color. He had a pretty good little place, and
wasn't afraid of burglars, for his wife was "the loosest
sleeper you ever see."

He also had an old shotgun, and occasionally would go
down near the miUboom to shoot at the divers. He came
back all smiling one day, and told the boys at the
mill that he had shot two divers-to-hell (getting the cart
before the horse). In pigeon time he would use up quarts
of ammunition; but always said that they fiew so "sidling"
that he could not shoot them.
A few more reminiscences of like nature put most of

the audience to sleep, and it was time to hunt cover.
This time, Seib too concluded to sleep in the tent; and

we all slept the sleep of the tired and weary. No tuneful
lion distm-bed our slumbers, and at daybreak we were
ready for the second day with our deer.

W. B . Meeshon.

The Remington .40 Trajectory.

Editor Forest and Stream:
I was mtich interested in the report by your correspond-

ent "H.," in your issue of Sept 9, of the trajectory of the
.40-65-330 Remington rifle at a range of 500yds.; also the
remaining velocities at various points. Will your corre-
spondent kindly give us further information, and thus add
to oui- obligation to him, to Lieut-Col. Farley and toCapt.
Clark? Was the curve La the vertical plane estabhshed by-
actual measurements from a base line, or was it com-
puted from experimental velocities at different points?
If the latter, at what distance from the muzzle were the
times of flight taken? What is supposed to be the maxi-
mum error of the instrument used in measuring the times
of flight? Was the factor known as "vertical drift" taken
into consideration in making the calculations of ' 'drop" of
projectfle? If not, please state whether or not it has been
proven that, in cases similar to the one under discussion
the vertical drift is so small as to be of no practical im-
portance in the computation of a range table.
Have any reliable experiments ever been made with a

view of establishing the character of the resistance of the
air with reference to "clipped point" bullets, such as are
ordinarily used in sporting and target rifles of small cali-
ber? E. A, Leopold,
NpRBISTOW, Pa,
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Forest and Stream in the World's Fair.

As Seen by Our Staff Correspondents.

Chicago and Xerxes.

Oet. 10.—The World's Fair progresses, and it progresses
after Chicago fashion. You can't guess big enough, or lie

down and go to sleep and dream big enough for this daring,
dirty, dear old town. She breaks the records.
Yesterday was Chicago Day, and there assembled a

crowd. It was not merely a large crowd, nor the largest
crowd of this country, nor the largest crowd of this cen-
tury, but the largest crowd of any country or of any
century. That is the way Chicago does business.
The papers are comparing this crowd with the famous

army of invasion gotten together by Xerxes, the Persian
king, who marched on Greece to put an end to the banana
monopoly. Xerxes is said to have had 5,000,000 in his

army—a lot more than he needed. Which I beg to say
Xerxes has not handed down his tumstUe records, and
maybe he didn't have any turnstile. In all probability
about half of that 5,000,000 was a bluff, which, big as it

was, didn't work on the Greeks. In all probability, too,

the actual part of the army, not the Oriental imagery of it,

was scattered over 100 or 200 or more square miles of
country, or over country that far across. Yesterday, on a
piece of ground not twenty miles across there were some-
where between 3,000,000 and 8,000,000, and over 750,000
of them, paid and unpaid for, were on a piece of ground
not one mile square. There never was such a crowd as
that in the history of the world. Chicago has the docu-
ments to prove this. Xerxes was a good fellow in his

way, and he meant well, but he is a trifle vague, and he
won't do any more. Chicago has the record.
Such a crowd as that is a wonderful, a fascinating, and

a terrible thing. It is unthinkable, except one sees it.

Fortunately it was American, one of the wonderfully
good-natured crowds which make the most remarkable
feature of this exposition. It swarmed along the narrow
aisle of the Angling Pavilion, and would have broken
down the railing, turned over the furniture, and swept
away the Forest and Steeam exhibit entirely had it not
been for the efforts of the guard, Emil Walters, and of
the FOEEST AND STREAM men who rallied to his aid.

Meantime, the crowds continue at the Fair, at the rate
of two to two and a half million people a week. The tax
on the business resources of the town is inconceivable.
Everybody is coming. The Forest and Stream men are
hurried and busy day and night now, trying to meet all

the paper's friends. Let them all come. There is only
one World's Fair, and only one Chicago. We may get
tired, but after the Fair is over we can go to New York,
or some other quiet place, and rest up again. Let 'em
come.

A Fine Mascallonge.

Oct. 12.—Mr. Gardiner M. Skinner of Clayton, N. Y.,
maker of the celebrated Skinner spoons, wrote me on Oct.
7 that he had just taken in the St. Lawrence River a fine
mascallonge, weighing 421bs. , and that he had sent it on
for display near his section in the Fisheries Building.
When the fish was received here it was not in condition
for display, and Dr. Henshall took it in charge, skinned
it and sent the skin down town for mounting. Tlie speci-
men was well worth preservation. It measiired 4Mt. in
length and weighed, as stated, 421bs. If Mr. Skinner does
not look out that fish will get into the Forest and Stream
exhibit yet.

A Lovely Trout.

Early in the season I remarked upon a beautifully
mounted brook trout displayed in the Government Build-
ing by Mr. Farrington, of Lowell, Mass. It was really
the most beautiful little bit of trout poetry I had ever
seen. Well, through the courtesy of Dr. Bean, repre-
sentative of the U. S. Fish Commission, Mr. Farrington
has out of the kindness of his heart presented to the
Forest and Stream for its exhibit another specimen of
his delicate and dainty taxidermy, another trout, as
beautiful as the first one, and bigger. All the Forest
AND Stream fish are bigger and better than anybody's
else. This new and lovely addition to the paper's treas-

ures is 12iin. long, and the inscription says that it was
caught in Maine. The half skin is mounted on a convex
oval plaque of light wood, and shows a perfect profile,

eye and all. The coloration is preserved perfectly, the
outline is not distorted in the least. The whole effect is

not less than beautiful. This is bric-a-brac, vertu, objet

d'art, and we think so much of it that we keep it out of

the dust and under glass. Mr. Farrington has the thanks
of the paper for supplying it with just what is wanted

—

a nice brook trout. The unique and beautiful specimens
of his amateur handicraft are not common in the land.
I know of no professional who can equal them in their
fidelity and carefulness.

Some Persons.

Mr. Carrington Phelps, of Phelps Island, Lake Minne-
tonka, Minn., in the summer time, and of Minneapolis in
the winter, spent some moments in the Forest and
Stream corner this week. He speaks very highly of the
charms of Minnetonka. Mr. Phelps was a classmate at

Yale of Mr, Geo. Bird Grinnell, the President of the
Forest and Stream Publishing Co. , to whom, however, he
applies a classmate name and title rather less dignified
than the above.

Messrs. W. F. Ellis and C. Ellis, brothers, from the cold
land of Manitoba, have now departed for the north part
of the world.
Mr. R. S. Cox, of the justly famous firm of Haller &

Cox, attorneys at law, Seattle, Wash., is back in Chicago
for a look at the Fair. Dick went to Seattle, as near as I

can learn, because the duck shooting is better there.

When the firm of Haller & Cox go duck shooting they
leave a card on the door saying, "Back in half an hour."
They may be back in a week, or maybe in two days. You
couldn't expect a fellow to stay if the flight was no good.
I never saw Teddy HaUer^ but I believe I am acquainted
with him.
Mr, Gqo. a. Winn, of Arlington, Mass., the other side

of the continent, was here looking at the recent shooting

at Burnsi4e ^n4 enjoying the Fair alsO;

Mr. A. J. Peaper, secretary of the Mobile Light and
Railway Co. , of Mobile, Ala.

,
pretty well toward the south

edge of the country, dropped in often but I missed him.
Hon. H. S. Winslow, of Newton, Iowa, which is very

near the center of the earth, called and left a card whose
owner I wish I could have met. He is one of the biggest
hearted men on earth, and would rather fish than plead.

In days of old, before I went wrong and became a news-
paper wreck, I used to read law in Judge Winslow's oflSce.

If he had met me now, and gazed into my innocent face,

it would have astonished him to see how much law I have
forgotten. I had a narrow escape from greatness, be-

cause I came very near being a lawyer, once, and I wiU
leave it to Haller & Cox, attorneys, if I wouldn't have
been a corker.
Mr. C. C. Cai*penter, of Chicago, pauses and asks if the

editor of Forest and Stream is in. No. He has gone
back home, but if he and the whole force were out here
in line, they co\ild all be busy meeting friends.

Mr. John R. Schneider, of Evanston, 111., came in and
gazed with awe upon the Kekoskee championship medal
and then sadly shook hands. "I guess I'm sort of losing

my grip," said he. "I can't lie like I used to could." Mr.
Schneider spends each summer in camp in Lake county,
fishing and practicing.

Messrs. Edwin C. Gibbs and John Griffith, of Cincin-
nati, O., parleyed with local demons, or locum tenens, or
whatever the servant girl called it, at the Forest and
Stream prize exhibit for a time this week.
Mr. J. M. Boyce and wife, of Wellsboro, Pa., "Ness-

muk's" old home, left their names on the Forest and
Stream register and spent some time examining the
Forest and Stream's perpetuations of that odd charaeter.

Mr. Boyce knew "Nessmuk" well. " 'Nessmuk' would go
hunting when he felt like it," said he, "'no matter how
business was. T can attend to business when I can't go
hunting,' he would say, and away he would go,"

Castalia.

Mr, J. W. Fenner, of Cleveland, O., paid a pleasant
call, and so did Judge Cummings of the same city. The
latter is a member of the Castalia Club, which sent on the

big brown trout to Forest and Stream. Mr. John A.
Waite, of Toledo, O., also a member of the club, called

and looked at the "King of Castalia." Lastly, Andy
Englert, the man who caught the King, came in and
cast a loving eye upon the case. Andy tells me that
in September he caught another brown trout, which
tied the record, 71b8. 6oz. The latter is the weight of the
King of Castalia, shown by Forest and Stream. This
last fish was taken on a 4oz. rod, at night, and without a
landing net. It was then determined to net out these

great brown trout for fear they would eat all the fish and
drink all the water up. Andy says that he has gdl-netted

fourteen of these fish in the Castalia sti-eam since then,

whose total weight was 481bs. He got one of over Gibs,

Unclaimed Letters.

There are at the Forest and Stream exhibit unclaimed
lettei-s for F. O. Cloyes, Newton B. Stone, Wm. Richard-
son aijd Miss Grace Armitage. E. Hough,

Mr. Norvin T. Harris and wife, of St. Mathews, Ky.,
called at the Forest and Streajvi exhibit on the 12th inst.

No pleasanter information can be told to field-trial sup-
porters than that Mr. Harris will attend some of the field

trials this year and will also have some of his dogs in the
competition. I am heartily glad it is so, and I am sure
that every one else will be glad, too. To the fame of Ken-
tucky as a land which produces the finest horses, of which
he himself has largely contributed, he also was one of the
first to bring the glorious State into prominence in the
records of field trials.

Wun Lung, the little giant which swept victoriously

through the competition so many times in so many differ-

ent sections, will be represented by his progeny in some of

the forthcoming events of like character. Of the little

wonder, Wun Lung, Mr. Harris still has a lively recollec-

tion, and a keen regret at his loss. He was a wonderful
little dog afield and a companionable one in home life.

Connecticut Day brought Mr. Arthur B. Calkins, of

New London, Conn., to the World's Fair in general, and
to Forest and Stream's exhibit in particular. His card
indicated that his profession is "attorney at law," but his

sunny manner and frankness would indicate the true
gentleman and sportsman. On the following day he in-

troduced his friend, Mr. S. B. Manwaring, of Waterford,
Conn., and his autograph, too, was duly inscribed in
Forest and Stream s register.

Mr. W. W. Holmes, of Waterbury, Conn., and Mr.
Ben 0. Bush dropped into the exhibit together. Mr.
Holmes, as the readers know, wields a shotgun with great

force at the tournaments. He assured me that Mr. Hough
has libeled "V\aterbury in times past, inasmuch as the
chief industry of the people of that city of different times
does not consist solely in winding up their time pieces.

Blarney Castle, in the Midway Plaisance, excited Mr.
Bush's praises for its historical greatness and goodness.

SIi-. Maurice D. Wilt, Philadelphia, praised Forest and
Stream's yachting department and wished there was
more of it. He seemed to be of the enthusiasm which
makes true gentlemen and sailormen.

Chicago Day brought a troop of Forest and Stream
friends to the fore. Of them was Mr. J. Ingersoll, of

Cleveland, O. He gave some most interesting descrip-

tions of the trout waters near his city, the manner in

which the streams have been stocked and the present

status of them. In his experience he said that the brown
trout would bite best at night. They were trying to cleai-

the stream of them.
The "Nessmuk" canoe is of special interest to every vis-

itor, and it is marvelous how many people know of it and
its late owner, of whom aU speak in terms of praise.

Many of the visitors knew him personally, but none
seemed to have such an intimate knowledge of him as did

Mr, M. D, Packard, of Canton, N. Y, He dwelt at some
length oa "Nessmuk's" fondness for life iu the woods, his

nobility of character and his rare mentality. In respect

to the little lOlbs. canoe, the Sairy Gamp, he gave some
most interesting history. That canoe was not the result

of speculative experiment. An importunate solicitation

on the part of "Nessmuk" for something fighter than any-
thing at that time in existence in the way of a boat stimu-

lated the builder to action. " ' Nessmuk'," said he, "had
matured his ideas concerning the siee and weight of canoe
he wanted. His then lightest canoe, the Bucktail,

weighed about 181bs. He wanted something: still lighter.

He told his warns to Mr. Rushton. but the latter had many
misgivings as to building so fight a craft, fearing that in

practical use it might result in a catastrophe. He so ex-

pressed himself to 'Nessmuk.' Thelatterhad nofearsof that
sort, but on being shown that a canoe which proved tmser-
viceable would reflect on the skill of the builder he admit-
ted the gravity of the undertaking. However, the canoe
was built and it proved not only light but serviceable.

The sides did not come together as skins would do as some
ppople had predicted. It was thoroughly tested by weights
before it was permitted to be practically used. It proved
a most serviceable canoe and met 'Nessmuk's' wants.
That canoe is the Sairy Gamp."
Of Forest and Stream he said he had taken it almost

from its first issue and that it was clean from the first

page to the last, and fit for any ones' wives or daughters
to read.
In regard to the name, a lady who stopped at the cosy

corner one day renaarked, "Why did they call that canoe
the Sairy Gamp? She was the most unlovely of Dickens's
characters. She stole the medicine from her patient and
took something to cheer her heart when slie was 'so dis-

poged,' There are too many Sairy Gamps."
I could not explain the matter, Sairy did not like

water, she did not weigh lOlbs, nor was she lOft, long.
The name seemed to be a mere sentiment without any
reference to the Sairy of old, and it so, perforce, had to
rest,

Mr. Bert Ainsworth, of Madison, Wis. , admired Forest
AND Stream's exhibit and described some yachts and boats
he had built for the lake fishing and traffic on the waters
near his home. He closed a pleasant interview with an
invitation to call on him and enjoy his boats and the fish-

ing, for which a grateful feeling still lingers.

Mr. Geo. F. Wright, cashier of Iron City National Bank,
Pittsburgh, a member of the Pittsburgh Rod and Gun
Club, made a most pleasant call, chatted about game
matters and spoke of Forest and Stream's high merit,

Mr. John S. Dumsers ("Occasional"), of Elgin, 111,,

after his autograph wrote, "One of the oldest friends and
readers of Forest and Stream," A delightful conversa-
tion with Mr. Dumsers on game and fish interests satisfied

me that he and the paj)er were friends of each other.

From another source I learn that he is a most charm-
ing and sound writer.

Mr. A. B. Cole, West Stockholm, N, Y., registered and
said Forest and Stream is the best paper in the world.
Its newsy columns and high literary excellence won his

admiration and patronage. Ruffed grouse shooting, hia

favorite sport, afforded an interesting theme.
Mr. Austin T. Quirk, Secretary and General Manager of

the Globe Accident Insurance Co., of Indianapolis, and
his wife, stopped at the exhibit for a few brief moments'
conversation. Mr. Quirk is an active member of the
American Field Trial Club, and, until a few months ago,
lived in Columbus, Indiana. He regietted that circum-
stances prevented the club from holding field' trials this

year.

Among the names of celebrated dogmen which serve to

give an added efl'ulgence to Forest and Stream's register,

I observe that of Mr. H, W. Lacy, who writes himself
"one of us," and gives his abode as being in an Eastern
hamlet somewhere on Manhattan Island, Mr. Lacy saw
the World's Fair and is now proud to be one of the vast

congregation of Chicago admirers,
Messrs. Theo. E. Gatz and Mr. Ewing, of St. Louis, Mo.,

add yachting to their accomplishments. They bestowed
much praise ofi Mr. Stephens for his skillful editing of the
yacht department. The descriptive matter, they said, is

technically accurate and the conclusions just and impar-
tial. I hear many similar comments, and, were I to relate

them all, 1 feel sure that Mr. Stephens would realize

that his admirers are not limited by any horizon.

The ladies, it should always be remembered, are natu-
rally as enthusiastic in a healthy fondness for delightful

sports appertaining to the rod, dog and gun as are the
lordly lords of creation. But, bless them, they are satis-

fied with the sport for its own sake, and such praise and
fame as are bestowed and have their limits within their

home circle. In his public writings, the husband has a
procli-sdty to remember his own big catch, forgetting that

of his wife and her keen enjoyment of it. But it

was not so in the reminiscences of
.

camp life

told in a few pleasant moments by Mr, Car-
rington Phelps, of Minneapolis, who called at Forest
AND Stream comer on Oct, 13, with his wife and son.

Memories of the pleasant outing brought an animation of

manner which denoted the true sportswoman. It appears
that Mrs. Phelps carried the honors through several con-
secutive outings of "high hook" till this year, when the

scales turned slightly against her. But there is another
year coming. Mr, Phelps began taking Forest and
Stream in 1875 and has taken it ever since. His good
opinion of it seems to grow with the years. An invitation

was extended to the writer to join in their fishing next
time, which the aforesaid writer hopes to do.

Speaking of ladies and their fondness for field sports

reminds me of a visit of a group of Kentucky ladies to

Forest and Stream's corner on the 11th inst. That
Kentucky is deserving of its eminence in one of the three
specifications, namely, beautiful women, no one will now
more stoutly maintain than myself, and I will further

add that they have a nobility of character and a charm of

manner which win admiration from the most phlegmatic
Northerner.
But that is not what I intended to say, nor is it all that

their merit deserves. In conversation with one of them
I learned that she owned a dog, was fond of field shoot-

ing, admired good horses, but had never learned to fish,

for want of opportunity, yet took a keen interest in

Ashing aa set forth in the experiences of brothers and
other male relatives. They remained but a short time,

and somehow after they left the cosy comer did not
seem so bright the rest of that day. I believe that Chi-

cago would be a better city were it situated in Kentucky,
B. Waters.

909 SEoromr Bdwinq, Chicago,
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The Forest and STBEA^r is put to press each week on Tues-

day. Correspondence intended for publicalion should reach

us at the latest by Monday, and ns much earlier aspracticable.

PLUMED QUAIL FROM THE SADDLE.
Pasadena, Cal.—"The biggest thing in the way of

sport I ever heard of," said an old Californian, "was some
years ago down in the arroyo—by Los Angeles—a friend
of mine wrote me that he was entertaining an English-
man who was anxious to bag a few snipe, and asked me
to come down, so I went. The Englishman was as jolly

i gentleman as one would want to meet, but young, and
1 trifle fresh, to put it mildly. His ideas about America
were a little vague, and he was inclined to accept almost
anything that came along. So one evening a dozen of us
tttet at the bend of the arroyo, and our English friend
was provided with a large linen bag. 'You see,' said our
host, 'we each take stations at certain positions and hold
the bags just over the water, and some one will creep
around and come down stream and drive the snipe. You
aee, the birds fly low, just above the stream, and will pop
into your bag before you know it.' The Englishman took
his place, and the rest of the party went home and to bed
and we beard that early the next day a Mexican coming
along saw him and brought him into town. He had held
the bag over the little stream until he could hardly move,
but he didn't see the joke until the Mexican began to
laugh. There were several bottles opened the next day,
you may be sure, yet 'bagging snipe' is still indulged in
when a very anxious sportsman is found."
Quail shooting in the San Gabriel Valley is a sport well

worthy the name, and requires harder work and quicker
shooting than in the East. Again, the flocks, though
large, are often separated by a number of miles, and he
who walks all day, by night has covered more ground
than is conducive to strict enjoyment. I think I have
reduced the sport to a science by shooting from my
horse, only leaving the saddle to pick up the birds. It
might be claimed that this was taking undue advantage
of the birds, some of which will not fly from a horse, hut
all the quail that I have killed from the saddle were
honest wing shots when the bird was humming through
the air at fuU speed.

An idea of shooting in this valley may be obtained from
a trip taken on the 22d of February last. There was snow
in the atr. For several days previous it had been raii^ing
in the lowlands and snowing on the Sierra Madres, so that
the entire range was capped with snow of dazzling white-
ness; and the great pines that grow upon the peaks were
loaded with tlie downy covering, appearing in strong re-

lief against the blue sky. Yet as we rode up the valley
and entered the great arroyo, headed for the Linda Vista
trail, the air was redolent with orange blossoms, flowers
springing up everywhere, and the bare limbs of the peach
trees were here and there dotted with blossoms, which

' from a short distance resembled great flakes of snow
blown from the distant mountain. Our objective was
a canon that cuts into a range of hills, a spur of the Sierra
Madres, just to the west of Pasadena, and to reach it the
very crest of the hills had to be reached—a cUmb of no
little magnitude. But the horses had been over such
country before, and by judicious tacking the summit was
made in two hours. If game was not found, the view
quite repaid the cUmb, as probably several hundred square
miles of country were stretched before us, orange grove
and vineyard succeeding feach other as far as the eye
could reach, only ending, so it seemed, against the whit-
ened slopes of San Gorgonio. The descent upon the other
side was by a "hog back" or ridge about four feet wide,
sloping away to canons into which the horses would roll

if a slip was made. It was something like sliding down
the side of a house, and my faithful little mare, that has
carried me over many such a place, slid a part of the way,
simply settling back on her haunches and going with the
gravel, coming out of the dust further down in good shape.
In this manner the canon bottom was reached, and found
to be, owing to the recent rains, full of water; so that we
had to wade perhaps half a mile, which brought us out
into the open country. We had just stepped upon the sod
when there came from far away a note, so curious that it

would have attracted the immediate attention of anyone.
It was a musical whistle, but seemed to say, "Po-ta-toe."
This was repeated several times, and then came the an-
swering note, "I-love-you," and if we had been neai-er a
soft chipping would have been heard. It was the call of
the plumed quail coming down the canon on the breeze.
In a moment guns were in hands, and two mischievous
deer dogs that would have stampeded the flock were made
fast to the saddles, and separating gradually we pushed in
the direction of the sound.
We had gone perhaps '200yds. , when I heard alow

whistle, and looking in that direction saw one of my
companions motioning me to come. We had entered a
greasewood patch that grew about 4ft. high, aboimding
in the sharp yucca, or Spanish bayonet, and it was slow
work for the horses, but in a moment I was at my friends'
side. Both were peering through a little window in the
bush upon a sight likely, as it did, to cause a "revulsion of
feelings" and a rush of blood everywhere. But 40ft. away
was a covey of plumed quail of unheard of size. They
literally covered the little field in which they were feed-
ing, and were running about, bobbing their heads in a
comical fashion, and showing off their points to the
best advantage. It was a beautiful sight, and one not
often seen under the most favorable circumstances. It

would have been mm'der to have fired, so for a moment
we watched them, then rushed the horses at them, and
amid the roar of wings took them right and left from
the saddle—the air seemed fuU of black balls—darting
here, there and every where, some dropping, thewoujided
scudding for cover, while the turf was dotted with
fallen plumes. We estimated there were over a thous-
and in the entire flock, and the roar of their wings as
they made for the little side canons was startling. The
spoils were soon gathered, the wounded fished from
gopher holes, where they had crawled, and the main
body followed up.
The work was more difficult now, as the birds were

fired into almost invariably separate, and in this case
had divided up into several small canons and hiding in
•the greasewood on the slopes, so that the only method

of reaching them was to dismount and climb over the
ridges and take the bii-ds on the fly, with the chances of
their dropping into the bush at the canon's bottom. This
was hard work, and holding a gun in one hand and haul-
ing yourself up by the greasewood with the other has its

disadvantages. In the midst of this performance a
bird flushed immediately in front of me. To drop
the bush was to fall over backward. So cling-
ing with one hand I fired with the other, making
the cock's feathers fly, but he landed in the biish and
crawled off. Every "hog back" crossed provided several
birds that darted off with remarkable rapidity and af-

forded fine shooting when we were fortunate in being on
the ridge. Finally the birds were driven over into the
mouth of a broad canon, and numbers were running in
the stubble. The only way was to run for it; and run we
did. Once in range, they began to rise and bombard the
air everywhere, the reports of the gims coming thick and
fast, the filing being to the right and left as quick as
possible.

When it is remembered that the country here was
the dry wash of a stream tilled with stones, prickly
pear and other cacti, it wiU be seen that it was no
child's play. In fact, I consider quail shooting here,
looking at it from all sides, as hard work, and one of my
companions, an old sportsman in the East, who has tried
all game, told me that he considered that the little birds
called for shooting entirely different from their allies in
the East. This is owing in some measure to the cunning
of the cocks. 1 have seen their tactics on many an occa-
sion, and when hiding they show many ti'icks which
would be amusing if study was the object instead of game
pie or quail on toast. If a cock is certain that he is not
observed he will lie low within 3ft. of the sportsman.
Walking rapidly along some time ago, following a flock,

I saw a fine plump cock not 3ft. from me, crouching
under a bush. I had come upon him so suddenly that
he concluded to stay. I was too near to fire so I kept on,
then turned. When seeing that he was caught he shot
away, only to fall. In thick cover birds will often take
to low trees, and to see four or five of these httle creat-

ures climbing a tree, always keeping upon the opposite
side, just their tips or plumes occasionally showing, is a
comical sight. The hens are less venturesome and are
exceedingly shy.
The bag we secured in this canon would have delighted

the eye of an artist, the birds forming an attractive

picture. In fact I never went out with a new hand, no
matter how ardent a sportsman, but regret was ex^jressed
that sport should demand the destruction of such beauti-
ful birds. There are two species very much resembling
each other, so much so that if they rise together it would
be somewhat difficult to distinguish between them. They
have, however, quite distinct ranges, the California
variety or species, Lophortyx californica. is found in
this State up into Washington Territory, probably follow-
mg the bases of the Sierra Madres up to the Sierra
Nevadas, and so on, and probably some are found well
down towai'd Mexico; but the favorite ground of the
little birds is southeast of central California, the San
Gabriel Valley, especially about San Bernardino, abound-
ing in them. The other species is L, gambeli, the quail
of Arizona, New Mexico and northern Mexico, I have
recently had opportunities for examining numbers alive,

and it is difficult to determine wbich is the most attrac-
tive.

Both species have black throats, and the sides of the
head are decorated with marks or splashingsof white; the
breast bluish, and from the top of the head springs a
jaunty plume, made up of several feathers—springing
from the same spot and spreading out; when running,
this is thrown forward, giving the bird a curious appear-
ance; the tops of the plume feathers curl over forward,
and the webs bend backward, folding over the succeeding
feather, so that only a single plume is seen. In the hen
the crest is much smaller and brown instead of black. In
the lower portions the greatest difference between the
species is noticed. The Ai-izona quail has a wide buff-

coloring in the upper part of the abdomen, while the
lower portion is black. In L. californica, the upper part
of the abdomen is a golden brown, the feathers being
a rich chestnut edged with black. It is difficult to ade-
quately describe these beautiful birds, as their attractive-

ness is the result of nature's wonderful grouping of shades,
colors and tints, and in the make-up they constantly re-

mind one of diminutive pheasants. When running
they do not make rapid headway, but once flushed they
put themselves out of range in remarkably short time,
having a way even when wounded of pouncing into the
brush and escaping. It is evident that in tho well con-
ditioned birds flying is difficult work, as the wings are
small in proportion to the weight of bu-ds, and some that
I have taken were so fat that they broke open as they
struck the ground.
Regarding the quality of the quail in a gastronomic

sense, in my estimation it does not compare with its ally

of the East, It lacks the dehcate flavor and is often
strong—offensively so—when dieting continually among
sage brush. Yet the little bird is, when properly cooked,
a delicacy not to be slighted. For the table, as far as my
experience goes, I prefer Gambel's quail, or the Arizona
variet>% but it is evident that, as with other birds, proper
feeding would vastly improve their flavor.

There is still another quail in this country, of which a
friend said the other day: "I would give %2o to flush a
covey," The bird is the shy mountain quail, or plumed
partridge {Oreortyx pictm), found only in the darker
recesses of the upper range. It is much larger than its

ally of the mesa and is a noble bird of fine cai-riage.

Instead of a plume the head bears two long attenuated
feathers, which look Uke pens pushed behind a hidden
ear and give the bird a rakish appearance. The general
color is dark blue, the throat chestnut, the sides and
abdomen rich chestnut, while the coloring upon the
feathers alternating black and white is quite attractive.

They are rarelj" seen in large flocks, ten and twenty being
the average. They are confined to the ranges of this

State and Oregon. As a table delicacy they exceed the
plumed quail. Callipepla sqiunnata, the blue quaU of
Arizona and Mexico, probably sometimes strays into the
Sierra Mad re foothills, but the ones previously mentioned
are the true lords of the mesa lands. C. F. Holder.

Washing^ton Ducks and Deer.
New Whatcom, Washington, Sept. 30,—Duck and deer

himting is good in this section, also fresh and salt water
fishing. |W. E. H.

A WEEK AT CAMP BLAIR.

The North Wakefield Fishing Club, whose camp bears
the above name from resjiect to one of its members, is

located in the township of North Wakefield, about thirty-
five miles northeast of Ottawa, Canada, in one of the
wildest and most picturesque regions I have ever seen
east of the Rocky Mountains. The membership of the
club is limited to twenty, and at present is composed of
gentlemen from Brooklyn, N. Y,, and Canada.
The property of the club consists of 100 acres of land

on which stands the club house, a substantial building
30x40ft.; two stories high, suitably divided into dining
and sitting rooms, and sleeping apartments, with a large
extension for a kitchen; also an ice house, and boat house
for storage of boats in the winter. The club has a long
lease from the Canadian Government of five lakes, and
has purchased one rod in width of land surrounding each
lake, thus being able to legally protect their leasedproperty.
The club house stands but a'few feet from and overlooks
Clear Lake, the dimensions of which are from a half to
three-quarters of a mile each way, with small bays or inlets
crowding in between the hills here and there at d the crys-
tal waters of which mirrored with the lofty rocks, hfils and
forest by which it is surrounded, make a lovely view from
the veranda of the club house. Clear Lake is indeed
a beautiful lake, but not more so than the others. They
are all beautiful, but like beautiful maidens they are not
all alike, but each has a charm peculiar to itself. They
are all gems nestling in a deep setting of the everlasting
rocks and hills. And yet to a votary of the rod and reel
they possess another cliarm which crowns the whole with
glory, and makes this locality an ideal haunt for those
who follow the ways of good old Izaak Walton, They
teem with trout as fine as ever took a fly, in weight from
41bs. down to *lb,, and very few are caught weighing less

than ilb.

Now I am sure that the pleasure I enjoyed with four
other members of the club dui-ing a week's sojourn at
Camp Blair will gain me pardon for so minute a descrip-
tion of it as I have given. A country boy is always to be
pardoned for the pride and importance which fills him
with the possession of his first pair of boots; and though
a lad of sixty-seven summer, I must declare that this Avas

metaphorically my "first pair of boots" in trout fishing,

and yet do not for a moment imagine that my delight
depended on the great number of fish that came to my
landing net, for this would be far from true. My
experience in fishing with the fly had been in follow-
ing it down some shallow brook, occasionally "snaking
out" a 4oz, trout, but oftener catching a stick with my
fly while another stick gave my "weather eye" a jab, and
still in this I had found some sport and a wonderful school
for patience and perseverance. I knew little of the subtle
art of fly-castiner, hence had to content myself in seeing
others more skilled reap the merited reward of their pro-
ficiency, but ask the other boys if I did not cheer them
every time they landed a 1,2 or 3-pounder? and I know
they cheered me to the echo for every fish I caught. We
were not fishing entirely for quantity, but for sport, and
that sport was mutual, generous and very pleasant.

Our cook, a French Canadian, was well skilled in cook-
ing fish and game, and our table was well provided with
both, and our appetites did honor to the cook and his

table.

Partridges were quite plenty, but there was no sport in

shooting them, for they were always in thickets, and
when disturbed would generally jump on a log or flutter

into a bush or tree and sit there till shot down. Late one
afternoon as we were returning to camp from the day's
fishing we met an old man and his son going down the
lake in a canoe, and who when questioned by the guide
in regard to their destination and object, said they were
to meet a party with hounds on Oct, 1 for a deer hunt,
but the guide told us he thought they had a net with
them and would use it that night; so after supper and it

had become dark the guide and one of our party started

down the lake to investigate, and were rewarded by find-

ing a net set, which they took up and brought to camp
with six trout, one of which weighed 2flbs, The net
could not have been set an hour, and it is probable that
the poachers would have got in the neighborhood of

lOOlbs, of trout if the net had remained undisturbed till

morning.
It being against the law of the Provinces to use nets for

taking fish in the lakes, whether private or public, when
we came out of camp we gave the net, with ah. informa-
tion, to one of our Canadian members, who will proceed
against the poachers in the courts.

The poaching incident was the only unpleasant one dur-
ing om- stay, and this even had a sort of adventurous
charm about it which made one think of self-defense in

its broadest and most honorable sense. Thefohage of the
forests when we first arrived had scarcely begun to take
on its autumn tints, but ere we left natm-e's wonderful
artist had painted the landscape in a thousand glowing
shades, rivaling even our boasted New England autumnal
scenes. Amid such surroundings, with genial and whole-
souled companions, I know I am a better man for the
week I spent at Camp Blair. A.
HADDAjf, Coim., Oct. la.

Moose and Deer in Maine.

Kmo AND Baetlett Camps.—P. O. Eustis, Me,, Oct, 8,

—

Large game and partridges are more plentiful in Franklin
county this season than at any time for the last eight
years. David Haines, a guide at this camp, shot a tine
2-year-old bull moose the other day (since Oct. 1). In a
"drive" near Gus Douglass's Spectacle Pond Camp, in
which ten men took part, a moose passed within 25ft. of
where Mr, Dana J. Flanders, of Boston, Mass., had been
stationed, but he thought the "drive" was over, so had
left his position and by so doing lost a fine chance, Mr.
Flanders's party took out four deer on the buckboard,
having shot them at Gus Douglass's camp, near Hurricane
Pond. This party sighted nineteen deer while in camp,
Dr, P, W. Bamber, while at W. W. Douglass's Blakesley
Camp, had a good shot at a cow moose, but to his credit
did not shoot. He afterward shot a nice doe and Mr,
Eome, of liis party, shot a fme buck near last named
camp. So far I have seen six deer and have shot two,
one being a 3-year old buck and the other a .5-year-old
doe. Any sportsmen who visit Gus Douglass or W, W.
Douglass's Camps, can count on having shots at large
game. Either one can be reached by letter or telegram at
Eustis, Me. Clarence Howland,
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IN A QUICKSAND.
Cincinnati, O., Oct. li.—MlUor Forest and Stream:

Plover are ripe and plenty in and about this section of the
State, and hunters are having splendid sport. It will be
some little time, however, before Mr. Dan M. Ryan, a
cousin of the ex-Secretary of State, will indulge in the
sport since his experience of yesterday while hunting
along the waters of the Sciata River,
He killed a particularly plump bkd which fell in the

water about 10ft. from the bank. The water was shallow
and clear, and the sandy bottom easily discernible, and
Jklr. Ryan unhesitatingly walked in after the dead bird.

He had not taken many steps when he felt himself sink-
ing. The thought of danger did not occur until he made
an effort to extricate himself. Then he found that his
struggles to release himself only sank him deeper in
the treacherous sands. A branch overhead, which he
might have caught had he known his danger in time,
only bent down in mockery now a foot beyond his out-
stretched hand. He looked about, but no one appeared
to help him. He shouted, but there was no reply.
Slowly he sank nntil the shallow water was about his
waist. He took off his heavy hunting coat and put it

between his legs to make his downward progress as slow
as possibly.

Just as hope was disappearing, the sinking man saw a
farmer on the brow of a hill across the fields. He called,
but the farmer did not hear nor heed. Again and again he
called with the desperation of death staring him in the
face, but the man paid no attention. At last, just as he
was giving up hope, the man turned and came toward the
river. He seemed ages coming, but he got within calling
distance just before Ryans head went under water. For
a time the farmer hesitated as to the best and safest
method of rescue, but a happy thought struck him just in
time to save the doomed man's life; and reaching the
overhanging limb, he bore it down until Ryan could clutch
the branches. Then going back to the house he secured
a rope, and by a good deal of exertion pulled the man out.
Byway of reward, Brother Dan presented his rescuer with
his fine 12-gauge gun. Wick.

The St. Paul, Minn., Pioneer Press of recent date
reports an incident of this nature and of fatal termination:
"Charles A. Lindberg, forty years old, foreman of James
J. Hill's farm near White Bear, met with a terrible deatli
yesterday afternoon. About 1 o'clock he left home, tell-

ing his wife he was going to Mud Lake, on the western
boundary of the farm to shoot ducks. Two hours later
one of the farm hands passing along the edge of the lake
heard the faint halloo of sbme one out on the water.
Peering across the lake he saw near the middle of the
sheet of water an overturned boat and could dimly dis-
cern the outlines of a human being struggling in the
water. There was no boat near in which the farm hand
could go to the assistance of the drowning man, and he
hurried off to Mr. Hill's residence and spread the alarm
among the other employees. When finally a boat was
secm-ed and rowed to the spot where the overturned
h\mting boat floated on the surface of the water, nothing
could be seen of its former occupant.
"The boat was recognized as the one Lindberg was ac-

customed to use, and search was begun for the hunter's
body. It was found within 3ft. of where the boat had
been capsized, in about 4ft. of water. The bottom of the
lake is an oozy mass of mud and treacherous quicksand,
out of which shoot thousands of water lily stems. Evi-
dently Lindberg had shot a couple of ducks—the dead
birds were floating near by on the water—and in attempt-
ing to pick them up had capsized the frail boat. His feet
became tangled in the web of water lily vines, and he
could not extricate himself from the quicksand, into which
he sank inch by inch until he was drawn under the water
and drowned. The body was nearly buried in the mud
when the searchers recovered it."

CAMP LUCKY.
It was in the latter part of September, away back in

the seventies, when with Joe P. for partner I started for
the woods in northern Maine to build a camp where we
were to hunt the ensuing winter. Early in the summer
we had cruised for and found a desirable location. Our
aim was to find a good i)itch in the vicinity of a caribou
runway , so that meat could be gotten near camp, deliv-
ered as it were, on the hoof. It was desirable also, in
fact, of prime importance, to have a good chance for
water and firewood; and such a spot was found where a
spring brook emptied into a large stream. There was a
level of about one-fourth of an acre in the lower angle
formed by the sti-eams, on an elevation of 10 or 13ft.,
which would be diy, besides having a pleasant outlook
toward the south. Our journey was by team forty miles,
then by batteau as much more and occupied seven days.
We lost no time, but worked early and late, sn that the
last week in October found the camp completed except
some inside work to be done as odd jobs in stormy
weather. A good supply of white birch saplings and dry
cedars were closely stacked up in the yard.
Camps, hunters' camps particularly, have an individu-

ality, emphasized by names, usually selected because
of some novel or noted featm-e of the country or from
some incident connected with its construction. Several
names had been suggested, none of which suited, so this
was held in abeyance.
The work ended on a Saturday, and the next day was

to be i3ut in in washing and mending and cooking grub
to be ready for a start Monday morning to establish trap-
ping lines and buUd deadfalls. We had been too busy to
look for game, but had shot a few partridge near-by just
for a change.
When night shut down there were indications of storm

which boded snow, a desideratum wished for. It was
fairly light when I awoke, and a glance at the window
disclosed a mantle of snow already melting from the ris-
ing temperature, and a misty drizzle. Going to the win-
dow overlooking the path to the brook I saw a young bull
caribou standing across the path where it descended to
the water. Without speaking to Joe I stepped hghtly to
the door, opened it and stood with one foot outside, took
a quick but cai'eful aim and fired. Owing to the humidity
the smoke lumg like a blauket, but not doubting the shot
I turned to get my knife just as Joe reached the window,
saying as he looked, "What's the matter? You can't hit
a barn this morning unless you are inside of it." Then,
aa I looked, there stood the caxibou just as before, except

that his head was lowered and he seemed snuffing at
something. I was mortified with such an exhibition of
poor shooting, but hastened to make amends, and so
stepped out as before and fixed. As I did so Joe sang out,

"You downed him that time." Going to the spot, I found
two caribou lying there side by side dead. It seems that
the second caribou was hidden by a thicket of small
cedars a rod or so behind, coming along the path immedi-
ately after the first one fell, and both were following a
weU trodden caribou path. We soon had one skinned
and cut out for immediate use, the other being grolloched
and hung head up in the camp yard on a tall tripod. By
this time we were as hungry as bears and soon as possible
got ready a breakfast of broiled cutlets, after which the
pipes were going and conversation turned on the event of
the morning, Joe remarking that "it was mighty lucky
getting the meat, as it would save the supplies," meaning
pork and beans, "besides giving us meat for bait." As he
spoke the word "lucky" I had an insph-ation and asked,
"What's the matter with 'Camp Lucky' for a name?"
Joe sprung up swinging his hat as he declared, "That's
just plumb center!" Pine Trke.

ADIRONDACK DEER SHOOTING.
Some years ago a younger brother of the writer started

one morning in the fall for the Adirondacks on a deer
shooting trij^, and the morning of the second day after it

began to snow and continued snowing until the railroads
in northern New York were blocked, and for a time the
trains were almost abandoned. We at home were think-
ing that he started at just the wrong time, but late the
evening of the first day of the storm—for the storm con-
tinued most of two days and nights—he turned up with
two deer, having been gone from home just three days.
The first morning he went to Saratoga and up the Adiron-
dack Railway to North Creek, then to be exact he stopped
at Indian River, and there turned off from the beaten
path and walked into Harvey Bonney's camp on the
Third of the Seven Chain Lakes. Harvey met him at In-
dian River and packed his duffle in to camj? on a horse.
The next day he shot the two deer and the following
morning he took the back track and reached home the
evening of that day. It was snowing when he started
from camp, but he passed over the nine miles to the stage
road before the snow got too deep for fair traveling, and
the stage and raUway brought him home with his ven-
ison before the blockade began. A friend of his from
Albany was on the train as he went to North Creek, also
bound on a deer shooting trip, but his destination was
miles beyond Indian River, or as my brother said, he had
gone so far and into a coimtry where everybody was look-
ing for deer, that if he was successful the law would ex-
pire before he could get home with his game. In these
days of activity and money grubbing I presume there are
men fond of shooting who do not find an opportunity to
enjoy it, chiefly because it takes too much tune from
their business to reach the shooting grounds, engage in
the sport and return, and the object of this article is to
show how deer shooting maybe indulged in without waste
of time in journeying to remote places.

There is still good shootmg to be found at the Seven
Chain Lakes, perhaps as good as at the time to which I
have referred, and at Lewey Lake, twelve miles from
Indian Lake P. O., in an opxjosite direction. Governor
Flower and his party killed four deer recently. In this
section, too, Tom Powers, the State Forester, and his men
secured eight deer for the State breeding ' park in the
Catskills. They are aU does two years old and over, and
at this writmg are confined in a barn at Indian Lake.
They were driven to water with hounds and then roped.
But the place for deer shooting that I have in mind is

nearly fi fty miles south of Indian Lake, and only about
forty miles from Saratoga Springs. One can leave New
York city at midnight and it is possible to have a shot at
a deer the following afternoon. From Saratoga go up
the Adirondack Railway to Stony Creek Station, twenty-
nine miles, and drive to Harrisburg, in the town of
Stony Creek, and there, if a man can hold a rifle straight,
he will be pretty sure to get a deer. Forty-two deer have
been killed there this season, and not a sportsman has
been there and failed to get a deer, and most of them
have killed the limit—two. I saw one buck—the largest
killed this season—from there that weighed 3071bs. Last
year, what is believed to be the largest deer ever killed in
the Adirondacks was killed at Harrisburgh. It weighed
3881bs, , and from tip to tip was 9ft. Tin. long. Its antlers
were 32in. long, and one beam had ten prongs and the
other nine. Myron Buttles, forester of the Adirondack
Club, told me that the largest deer he ever saw weighed
317lbs., but that he had heard of one that weighed 3251bs.
I know of another deer for which a weight of 32r)lb3. was
claimed, but I also know that it actually weighed only
315lbs. Last year twelve deer were killed in one day at
Harrisburg. There is a small but comfortable hotel at
Harrisburg, kept by Oscar W. Ordway, father of Henry
Ordway, who kiUed the big buck, but the place is not
generally known as a deer shooting resort except among
local sportsmen.

When I was writing of near-by deer shooting I did not
imagine that deer would make their appearance within
rifle shot distance of my desk, which happens to be situ-
ated about in the middle of a vdlage of over 13,000 in-
habitants, but such is the truth. This morning (Oct. 13)
about 5 o'clock a man residing on Sherman avenue in the
village of Glens Falls, N. Y.

,
opened the door of his house

and stepped out on to his piazza, and was surprised to see
two deer, a doe and fawn, in his yard. He called his
wife to see the deer, and some of his neighbors had in the
meantime discovered the strange visitors, and all watched
them as they played about in the gardens and jumped the
fences from one lot to another. No eft'ort was make to kill
them, and for a wonder no dog discovered them and finally
the deer disappeared in the direction of the race track
on the north edge of the town. There is no cover for
deer within five miles from the place where they were
seen. Luzerne Mountain is five miles away on the west,
and it was in the western part of the town, inside of the
corporation hmits, that they were first seen. French
Mountain is five miles away on the north. Upon making
inquiries I found that a deer was seen ten days ago in a
field a mUe from the base of Luzerne Mountain, and
another or the same one at Long Pond (Glen Lake, where
the record-breaking small-mouthed black bass have been
caught) four miles north of the village. The deer came,
in all probability, from the mountains on the east side of

Lake George, wandered south to French Mountain ami
then followed the hills ai'ound to Luzerne Mountain and
so to town. Last week two deer were killed on Tongue
Mountain, which divides the Narrows of Lake George
from Northwest Bay, near Bolton. Another was killed

on the main Bolton" shore a few miles north of Bolton.
Still another hunter shot a horse which he mistook for a
deer.

Members of a shooting club returned here yesterday
from the Kunjamuck region, which I have described in
FOEEST AND Stream as affording fine trout fishing and
deer shooting, and tell me that in nine days' shooting 11

members killed ,36 deer, and, tell it not in Gath! shot,

during the same time, at 46 other deer which they did not
kill. A large proportion of the deer killed were bucks.
Members of another deer shooting party also returned
yesterday from the Boreas Ponds, at the head of Boreas
River. There were 11 men in the party and they killed 31

deer in 10 days. There are deer left in the woods yet, for
a friend of mine, a veteran newspaper editor, shot 13

times at one deer, and another friend shot 37 times at 6

deer, and the 7 deer are alive to-day unless some other
man has killed them. As if to emphasize the fact that
game is abundant this fall, a partridge flew into a tree in

front of my house yesterday and remained some time, al-

though a gang of 50 or more Italians were at work in the
street, huilding a sewer. A. N. Cueney.

CALIBERS AND RANGE.
Providence, R. I. , Oct. 9.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
In last week's issue there is a good accoimt of the wonder-

j

ful shooting qualities of the .32 short cartridge, and your
correspondent gives this little cartridge a wonderful]
amount of credit. Whew ! Killing at 303yds. I Now,

,

om- friend is evidently a Westerner, and no doubt in the
West that distance is not so great as it is East here. But
we doubt very much if such a little cartridge would do
such execution at 303ycis. I will confess I am a little

surprised at the shooting of the .22cal. cai'tridges. Ii

recently purchased a little Stevens arm, in which could
be ust-d either the short or the "long rifle" cartridge, in-

tending to use the arm this winter for indoor practice
shooting. Well, we took it down cellar the other night
for the first time, and the way that little ball bored
through soft pine was a caution. We finally set up an
u'on plate, and the balls flattened themselves out almost
as thin as tinfoil. But we were only using it at about
20yds, We didn't suppose it was good for more than
that, and the Stevens Arms Co, in a recent letter in reply
to one addressed to them regarding the range of the ball,

etc, say that the .32 is not reliable beyond 100ft. Now,
who is right and who is wrong? We don't pretend to
know much about it and don't vrant to criticise any one,:

but think of it a moment. Suppose we want to shoot
squirrels with the smallest possible caliber. If the range
ot that ball (.22cal.) is good to kill at over 300yds., it won't
be safe around this part of the country. And we don't
dare use any more the ,38cal. Winchester on Connecticut
woodchucks. I wonder if those huge .45 balls that we^
used some time ago in the wilds of Maine shooting at a
bottle (empty) are still travelmg.
But there are some who insist that the .23 is big enough

for them. Several years ago one of us was on a sheep'
ranch way out in the "woolly West," where there wevpe
grizzlies. Old Jack W., the guide thereabouts, always-
carried a heavy .45 Winchester, Jim B. (who tells this

part of the tale) a .44, and the rest— well, they are not in
the tale, excepting the principal character, a man from,
the East, a good shot and a crank on rifles and the theory
of shooting. He could drive you crazy with his calcula-

tions as to the range, penetration, etc., of the rifles used,
and brought out with him a little .32 that he said was
plenty big enough for him. Of course the boys all

laughed at him. But he insisted that if a grizzly, no
matter how old and tough he was, got a dose of lead from
that little rifle in his head he would be sick enough to lie

down and give up. And no one could teU him anything
different. He was going to kiU bear to prove it, too.i

Well, he went out early one morning, and that night he
didn't come back to the ranch. The boys waited half the
night, but he didn't materialize. Next morning Jack and
Jim B. started out to find him. They knew about where
he would go and had no trouble in following bis traU.

And it wasn't long before they heard faint calls for

"help! hel-p-p!" and down by the side of the canon was a
sight. They didn't have kodaks then. Up in a good-
sized scrub was our friend. Waltzing around the tree to
his own time was a huge grizzly, scornfully gazing up at
the half dead fellow at the top of the tree.

Well, to make it short, Jack used the big ,45 to good
effect, that is, he started the old fellow up, and he gal-

loped off into the brush (I don't know why he didn't
make it interesting for the boys, but they say he didn't).

They took the .33cal. man down from the tree. His boot
was torn off, and his trousers leg and the leg itself badly
torn. But he don't tackle a grizzly any more with a

.22, and his faith in that httlo gun is badly shaken.
Now, of course, all this yarn is going t<j the vei y ex-

treme, and I can hear you all say, "Oh, well, we don't
suppose any fool would think he could kill a bear with
a .33." But the point I wish to make is, that I believe
the.23 is very much overestimated.
The Winchester people only say that their .38 and .44

are reliable to 300yds., and I am a little inchned to doubt
that the .23 is good for that distance. The Stevens
people say that the "long rifle" cartridge will do fine work
at 200yds , but we are talking about the .22cal. short.

Our old friend "Iron Ramrod" may be able to give us
some tips. I was thinking of using the Stevens .22 on
ducks down the Bay this fall and winter, where a heavier
caliber would cany across and make it dangerous for
people on shore; but if the .32 is such a formidable
weapon we'll have to gi without our ducks. We have
hard work to get on to them with a shotgun and the little

rifle seemed to be a good thing to use; but from the ex-
perience of our Western brother it looks as if we couldn't
use rifles at all.

Up in York State a couple of yeai-s ago I was present at
an old-fashioned turkey shooting match. All kinds of
rifles were used, range about 450yds., and even the .32

calibers didn't get there, ijrobably on account of the wind.
They would reach, but one could see the dust kicked up
on all sides, and the men were good shots, too. The
heavier balls got the turkeys.
But pardon the space I have taken. TODE.

'
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CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
[F^rom a Stajff Correspondent.]

The Saginaw Crowd.
Chicago, 111., Oct. 13.—This week's Forest and Steeaii

contains the first of the records of the "Saginaw Crowd,"
which seems mighty good stuff. It is, however, stuff just

a year old. The "Saginaw Crowd" is at this writing out
in search of another year's record for Fokest and Stream.
Mr. Mershon, the crowd's chronicler, wrote to the editor

of Forest and Stream that the special hunting car of

the Crowd would be in Chicago Oct. 7, leaving the same
evening for the West over the Wisconsin Central. Being
on that date engaged in framing burning thoughts about
eleven miles south of here, I could not see the car nor
meet the Crowd, both and all of which I should have
liked to do. We will not have to wait a year, I hope, be-

fore hearing of this year's doings.

A Hunting Car Disaster.

Not all hunting parties of this season, it seems, are to be
careless and happy. It was a sad disaster which overtook
the merry party out in Dakota this week. In regard to

this the dispatches have the following to say

:

"New Rockford, N. D., Oct. 11.—A car attached to a
Northern Pacific train, containing a hunting party from
Iowa, Minnesota and Wisconsin, was derailed two miles
south of here this morning and twenty persons injured.

Three of those hurt will probably die. A. J. Patch of

Dubuque suffers terribly from internal injm-ies and the
physicians hold out little hope of his recovery. W. C.

Earl's spine is so injured that should his hfe be saved he
will never be able to walk. Mr. Moody, of Colmar, has
not regained consciousness and is suffering from concus-
Biori of the brain.
"The party was bound for the hunting grounds south of

here and were in the highest spirits. ^They occupied a pri-

vate car which was attached to the accommodation train.

It was fortunate that they were not with the express,
which travels at a much higher rate of speed. The man-
ner of the disaster was such that had the speed of the car
been greater, nearly aU of the occupants of the car must
have been instantly killed."

Around Chicago.

Mr. H. B. Young, of Chicago, wishes to go for a short
trip within 100 miles of Chicago, to a point where he can
get some fishing, also some shooting on ducks, squirrels,

grouse, etc. Queries for sporting localities come in aU
sorts of shapes, and all sorts of combinations are asked
for, it being a very common requirement that the desired
spot must be "within 100 miles of Chicago." I cannot
supply, as an Eastern reader requests, "good big-game
shooting near Chicago," but for our friend above we can,
fortunately, take a location out of the box. If Mr. Young
win go up to Mukwanago, on the Wisconsin Central, he
can get bass and pickerel fishing yet in the lakes near by
there, possibly catching a few fish, I should judge from
reports of this week, from Twin Lakes and other Wiscon-
sin waters. At Eagle Lake, six miles west of Muckwan-
ago, he may get a little duck shooting—almost certainly

he could get shooting there this rainy, stormy weather.
He can, in the hiUs not far from there, once in a while
get up a grouse, and if the squirrels have not migrated
since summer, he can go out northwest of ]\Iukwanago
and get a few. All of these things are possible and prob-
able, but if Mr. Young does not get all or any of them as

wished , I beg he will not come back and revile the writer,

for bills like the above are not altogether ea-sy to fill.

Messrs, J. M. Jones and E. C. J. Cleaver asked to-day
where would be a good place to go duck shooting—it is

dry, very good duck weather to-day. The.flight must be
working down in this rough storm, but just how far down
it is hard to say. I left them hesitating between Spring
Lake, onthellhnois River, below Peoria, and Koshkenong
Lake, Wisconsin, with a leaning toward the latter, at

which place some very good bags have been made th's

faU.
Some Thoughts.

I often hear great admiration expressed for the editorial

page of Forest and Stream, which has been kept up, in-

variably excellent, invariably fearless and fair, all these
yeai-s. This comes to my mind again as I find the follow-

ing, from the Louisville Post, about editorials and news-
papers in general:
"The Evening Post believes that every properly con-

ducted newspaper will properly discuss every public ques-
tion—will discuss it freely, fully and intelligently, and
wiU faithfully express public opinion, and force it on the
attention of aU concerned. Then if we turn to New
York we find that the most signally successful newspaper
of recent years makes a special feature of its editorial

work, and' numbers among its gi-eatest achievements
work that has been distinctively editorial work. Further,

it will be foimd that the newspapers which give most at-

tention to the editorial page have the most perfect and
complete news service. You find the best newspapers in

Chicago and excellent newspapers in St. Louis. New
York has no better newspaper than the Chicago Tribune
or the Chicago Herald or the St. Louis Glohe-Democrat.
Every one of these journals is stronger to-day than ever
in its history in its editorial discussion of cm-rent events."

The above remarks certainly apply in force to the
sporting journals. Sporting journalism has changed in

its requirements in the past few years. Its journals have
to be better now. They need be little models of the
great daUies. The old ways are not good enough. I

have in mind a passe Chicago sporting journal, which
never has dared to have any opinions or beliefs, and
which, singularly coincident therewith, has not for a long
time dared to have any editorial page. Perhaps it was
afraid to, for fear it might say something. I don t see

why it should be afraid of that, and am disposed to think
rather that it didn't have any editorial because it didn't

have anybody who could write any. But still that is a
small matter, and what I wanted to call attention to is

the truthfulness and accuracy of the quoted statement
that the "newspapers which give the most attention to

the editorial page have the most perfect and complete
newsservice." This index does not fail in the case of
Forest and Stream, certainly, which is head and shoul-

ders above the others both in the one respect and the
other.

Times Have Changed.

The sporting journal which stays in the race to-day
must have belief and opinions of its own and by itself.

It must not be afraid of its clientage. It must be able to

stand alone and to think by itself, and therefore be able
and eager to protect the best interests of its client.ige, and
to do it highly, fearlessly and unselfishly. You pick out
a paper of which this is not true, and you find left of it

only a common quarreling ground, and a news service

unworthy of the name. On the other hand, pick out a
paper of which it is true, and you find—well, you find

Forest and Stream.
Forest and Stream took the World's Fair award,

diploma and medal.

It Would Breaic Them.
Last week Forest and Stream, which is published in

New York, had out in the West (for which alone I am
speaking), aside from the attendant of its World's Fair
exhibit, a staff rnan at Hm'on, Dakota, reporting one
event, another staff man in Minneapolis, Minn.

,
reporting

another event, and another staff" man at Burnside, 111.,

covering a thu'd event. This was all the same time, and
in only one part of the country. It would break the staff

of any competitor of Forest and Stream to do this, and
no other competitor did do it.

Forest and Stream took the World's Fair award,
diploma and medal.

Ratlier Western.

Once upon a time there was a man who said he didn't

read Forest and Stream because it was an "Eastern
paper." He reads it now and he knows better. Heknows
so big a paper can't be sectional.

This morning I took out of the Western mails sub-
scriptions to Forest ajjd Stream from Fort Wrangel,
Alaska: Portland, Ore.; San Francisco and Pasadena,
Cal. Rather Western.
Forest and Stream took the World's Fair award,

diploma and medal. It will be a swift hand that takes
down that ribbon from the Forest and Stream's eagles.

E, Hough,
909 Sectoity BimDiNG, Chicago.

VERMONT SMALL "GAME.
Waterburt, Vt., Oct.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: The
only live game warden in this section has at last been
heard from. He resides in a neighboring town, and bobs
up serenely with the following letter, addressed to one
of om- local sportsmen, who has recently "imported" a
pointer and counts on making sad havoc among the
grouse:

Mr.—
I hard that you Was coming out here To hunt patridges With that

Western Dog but it is a Gainst they law To hunt paridges With a dog
for I am Fish and game -warden. I don't care how much you hunt
round here but don't hunt with that Bird dog I thought that I wo aid
let vou Now so you would not git In to any trouble. If you had been
A friend of I would not a warned you of your danger.

Yours ti-uly, , Fish and game Warden.

It may be well to state that the law referred to was
repealed some years ago, but news evidently travels

slowly in the particular neck o' woods presided over by
this warden. The game law is generally well observed
hereabout, for the simple reason that few care to do any
shooting before the opening of the season. Our birds are

found in thick cover, as a rule, and no good shooting can
be had until the leaves are falling. For this reason hght
bags have been the rule so far during the season.

The grouse are never plenty here, but we seem to have
about an average supply this season, and fairly good shoot-

ing may be expected by those who know where to go.

Squirrels are unusually scarce, and I have not heard of

one being killed. Foxes numerous, and those who have
hounds are getting down to business.

Last season's trout fishing was poor, as of course must
be expected in a region where the streams are stripped of

anything they hold in the shape of trout, without regard

to size, as regularly as the season opens. Of course no
streams can stand such fishing, and we consequently look

for the eaiiy extermination of the trout. I am aware this

view may seem wrong to residents of more favored por-

tions of the State, but it is a cold fact here, and one not
pleasant to think of. Rod.

Rochester Shooters.

Rochester, N. Y., Oct. 16.—In a late issue I referred

an Oswego correspondent who signed himself "W." to a
Mr. Truesdale, of this city, for good locality for gray
squirrel. Since my notes appeared I met Mr. Truesdale
one evening as he' was mailing a letter. He hailed me
and remarked that I was "to blame for that letter being
mailed," and said that five or six others on the same sub-

ject, but to different addresses, had preceded it. I offered

to settle for the postage, but this was not accepted, he re-

marking that he preferred to get even in some other
manner.
He then told of a morning which he put in at Buck Pond

recently, failing to secure any ducks, but bagging seven
mudhens and five heU-divers. all of which were retrieved

by a small, part cocker bitch. I am reliably informed
that a Mr. Hartman, of Union Hill, about six miles from
this city, brought in seventeen woodcock as the result of

one day's shooting last week. Mr. Hartman is about sixty

years of age, and shoots a 14-gauge muzzleloader; is a
crack shot and evidently knows where to look for the

birds, as tliis is the heaviest bag heard from this season.

A party of Rochester gentlemen, A. Erickson Perkins,

Geo. Wilder and Haywood Hawkins, started for North
Woods Oct. 10. Harold P. Brewster and L. L. Alien have
since joined the party.

Another party started for Muskoka region Oct. 9 for a
three weeks' shooting and fishing trip. This -party wiU
stop at Cunningham's Inn, Lake of Bays, and includes

Charles E. Cunningham, John P. Caliban, J. A. Bryant
and Thomas Hammond. At the same time Charles W.
Voshall, Willard Upton, Joseph Seigfried and James
Wood started for Mr. Voshall's place, Idlewild, on Rice
Lake, Canada. O. S. Bee.

Bank Growth of Wild Rice.

Cincinnati, O., Oct. 11.—Letter from my old hunting
companion, Newt Martin, states that the northeast corner
of Honey Creek Lake, Iowa, has grown over with wild
rice so thick that he and his friend found it necessary
to carry their boat over the island in order to get to om-
favorite spot where Newt and I killed so many ducks
three years ago. He also states that he killed thirty-two
bluewing teal from my old stand which I built on that
particular trip. There was little or no rice at all in this

lake before this season. F. B. IVIagill.

NEW ENGLAND GAME NOTES.
The open game season is on in most of the game sec-

tions in New England, and to some extent the hunters are

abroad. But the great exodus to the World's Columbian
Exposition is interfering with hvmting trips to a consider-

able extent. 'Even those who annually make a pilgrimage

to favorite game sections are going to Chicago instead

this fall. But occasionally a sportsman is found with a
plenty of means and more of leisure, and such will spend
a good deal of the autumn in himting, having already

been to the World's Fair. Others are so fond of himting
that they have stifled the desire to see the AVhite City_ at

Chicago, and are spending their short vacation in looking
after the game bii-ds. A number of trips will also be
made into Maine after large game this fall by Boston
hunters. Indeed, some of them have already been there,

and one of the party has got into trouble, if we are to

believe a special Bangor dispatch to the Boston Herald.
That dispatch is dated Oct. 14, and says that E. E. Smith,
W. H. Butler, E. E. Sabin, George Kendall and A. Kitten-

hiel, of Boston, were arrested the day before by Game
Warden Corlis for dogging deer near Nicatous Lake.
Each has been fined $40 and costs by the Municipal
Court. Their guide, A. H. Macpheters, was fined $100
for keeping and using dogs for deer. It is said to have
cost each man about $100.
Mr. Westley Jones of Roxbury has just returned from

his annual hunting trip to the Adh-ondacks for deer. The
trip was a dehghtful one. Ten deer are said to have been
killed by his party, who were quartered at the Eackabuck
Camps. The party also report that Mrs. Jones shot a
handsome buck with a .32cal. Winchester. As far as re-

ported she is the first lady to have brought down a buck
this season, and she is justly proud of her achievement,
provided it was fairly done. But if the poor brute

was driven into the water by hounds and held by
a guide while the lady shot him, it was simply
unladylike and crueL Mi-. L. W. DePass, Assistant

Secretary of the Boston Chamber of Commerce, and
C. W. Hodgkins have returned from their shooting

expedition to the Cape. Then- friend the Doctor was pre-

vented from accompanying them, at the last moment.
They report the birds more abundant than they had an-

ticipated, from the reports others have brought about
game being very scarce. They shot 314 birds in all, these

including only a moderate number of bu-ds as small as

peep. In the lot were eight ducks. They were rather too

early for duck shooting, those birds having just begun to

fly as the hunters came away.
Local sportsmen have occasionally been out after part-

ridge, but generally thev report the birds very scarce, in

spite of the fact that the aU-round wi-iters for the Sunday
papers are covering these papers in spread-eagle style,

with yarns about the abundance of ruffed grouse this

season and the fun of hunting them. Such writers take

a dash each season at the game subject, and the way they

overdo it reminds one of the patent medicine advertise-

ment; everj^ case is a success. There is no such thing as

failure or rnoderation. To read these writers the novice

is led to suppose that the woods are full of game ready to

be shot, while the experienced hunter is simply disgusted

with the imtruthfulness of such writings. So far as the

editors of the daily and Sunday papers are concerned,

they are not particularly interested in the amount of fact

or fiction the writers use, provided then stuff seems to be
interesting and promises to sell papers. In one of these

articles published in a Boston paper on Sunday, Oct. 8,

the writer mentions a great many "rough" grouse shot by
a Boston sportsman, but also acknowledges that he did

not get any very big bags of quaU. Probably he did not,

and it is not Hkely that he would have been fool enough
to have told of it if he had killed any quail, since the

open season on these birds did not begin till Oct. 15. If

any quail were killed, and the writer of the article will

furnish information concerning the shooting to either

Geo. W. Higgin, president of the Massachusetts Fish and
Game Protective Associatson, 27 School street, Boston, or

to Richard O. Harding, secretary, 304 Washington street,

the person shooting them will be punished according to

law. The fine is |30 for each offense. So far as birds

seen are concerned, the prospects for quad shooting in.

Massachusetts are not good this fall.

Late reports indicate that the big-game season has

started in with a rush in Maine. On the first day of the

open season, Monday, Oct. 2—Sunday being a legal close

day on game at all times—eight deer are reported to have
been brought into Bangor. On Tuesday, haK a dozen

more were landed, and venison is a drug in that market.

The woods are being scoured by men and boys with guns;

some with dogs. H. P. Perkins and Sid Robinson of

Bangor, brought in the first moose, from Little Sabois.

Since that time there are reports of four other moose
taken in Maine, with any^number of deer. Again the

game wardens are busy looking after deer and game birds

being illegally shipped to the Boston and New York
markets. Every possible means is adopted to get the

game to market. Boxes of birds go as personal baggage,

while deer and partridges are headed up in barrels. So fax

no illegally shipped game from Maine has been seen in

the Boston markets. But later it will come in. It is

next to impossible to keep it out entirely; but such ship-

ment is greatly checked.
On the subject of enforcing the game laws in Maine it

is nothing more than the truth to mention that at several

of the fishing resorts, in the vicinity of Rangeley, deer

have been served regularly on the hotel tables nearly aU
summer. I have it from positive sources that such is the

case. I am not writing this because I believe it to be the

worst form of illegal game killing for the proprietors of

camps to permit of the shooting of deer out of season for

the use of their tables, but co show how poorly the game
laws are enforced by the wardens in some sections.

Indeed to take deer enough for table use in the woods
would not work much harm to that game in Maine, and
there is nothing detestable about it, compared with the

shooting of such game in hot weather by sportsmen who
have no use for it and only leave it to rot. But in spite

of aU the illegal shooting done there are more deer in

Maine for those who propose to take them legally in the

present open season than ever before. But concerning
moose it is doubtful if the report can truthfully be made
as good, while concerning caribou the reports make a
positive scarcity^ Special.

Di^ Ducking Grounds in lowa.l

Algona, la.—This is a poor season for ducks here, it

is owing to the general dried-up condition of things. S,
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Massachusetts Out-of-Season Quail.

Boston, Oct. 8.—Editor Forest and Stream: In "Wood-
craft" "Nessmuk" quotes from one of his own poems in
"Forest Runes":

"And lungs are poisoned and shoulders bowed,
In the smothering reek of mill and mine;

And death stalks in on the struggling crowd

—

But he shuns the shadow of oak and pine."

With ' 'Nessmuk's" word's ringing in my ears, I started
for the 8:35 train on the Providence road one day last

week. I had my usual accompaniments—dog and gun

—

and intended to enjoy the company of the oaks and pines,

even if the pockets of my shooting-coat did not bulge out
much at nightfall. I had with me a young man from the
office who had not been in the woods for a number of
years, and to witness the pleasure and joy beaming o'er

his face at the sight of hills and valleys would do one
good. His exuberance was almost childish.

We tramped about through briers and swamps without
getting a shot. I noticed that his courage was failing him
and endeavored to cheer him. He admitted that he ex-
pected to see grouse or something else spring up every five

minutes. And to make matters worse he sank in a bog
hole almost up to his knees and I laughed until I cried.

He will never go there any more.
We found some gray squirrels toward the afternoon.

They are in very poor coat as yet. In fact, the tail of
one came off in my pocket. In another fortnight or so
their covering will be in fine form.

Close to a farmhouse I heard Bob White and proceeded
to investigate. I was led into an almost impenetrable
thicket, very wet and boggy. I put up about fifteen birds
which I may have a chance at later on, that is if the
farmer in the adjoiningjiouse does not have them before
opening day.

I called at the housefor some milk and the conversatipn
turned to shooting, when the housewife informed me
that her husband had shot some quail tliat morning. If

he has quail for breakfast every morning up to the loth I
will stand a poor chance for a shot.

We found grouse pretty well scattered and too smart
for us to get a shot at them. Cover is too thick as yet.
We require a good heavy frost to strip the small growth
of its foliage.

My friend Brann, of Revere, has lately returned from
down East, and reports fine shooting on spruce partridge
and hemlock partridge, rabbits and other small fry. A
ten-days' trip only cost him and his chums $15 each.

J. P. W.
[If our correspondent will communicate his information

about illegal quail shooting to the Massachusetts Associ-
ation he will doubtless have their thanks and do his part
toward enforcing the laws and protecting the birds.]

Notes from the Blackfoot Land.
PiEGAN, Mont., Oct. l.-^Editor Forest and Stream: The

weather for the past month has been simply awful for this
season of the year. Early in the month it began to be
squaUy and went from bad to worse and did not clear up
until the 30th. More moisture has been precipitated in
the past twenty days in Montana than in the past two
years.
Dr. James and Dr, Draper, of New York, have returned

from their annual outing along the summit of the Rockies,
and in spite of the bad weather had a good time. The
first day's hunt they killed a very large ram, and from
that on always had plenty of meat in camp They made
a trail into a certain valley never before hunted, and
found there plenty of elk, sheep, goats and deer. They
set a certain Saturday for climbing "Flinsch's" peak, but
ere that morning arrived the mountains were covered
with 2ft. of snow and ice, and they have been obliged to
defer the attempt for another year. Half of the time the
storm kept them in camp. But that was not so unpleas-
ant after all. They had a lodge. That is the kind of
shelter we all use in this country; why should one be
cooped up in a cold tent, or open camp, or stand shivering
around a smoky fire, when a lodge is more convenient,
and so much more comfortable. Let the north winds
blow, and drift the falling flukes; the lodge is up, and
within the hunters sit around the genial blaze, and smoke
and dream the tedious hours away.
Coming back across the summit the party experienced

considerable difficulty in getting thfir horses through the
snow, which in places was 5ft. deep. No one, however,
is better able to handle a pack outfit in a bad place, than
their guide, Wm. Jackson. I believe he could take a
train over a wall mountain if necessary.
Oliver Sanderville killed a large female grizzly at Heart

Butte last week. He had a .44cal. Winchester carbine and
fired six shots, all of which hit the animal. She did not
show any fight but tried her best to get away,
Thomas Bird has killed quite a number of sheep at St.

Mary's lately. He has a dog that will bay them, and he
is thus enabled to choose the rams and let the females
go.
A late editorial in Forest and Stream speaks of the

good influence the Boone and Crockett Club has exerted in
various parts of the country, It has certainly done a

food deal toward preserving the game in this section,
lembers of the club who have hunted here, have by word
and example induced guides and hunters to stop useless
slaughter of game, and to kill only enough for camp use,
and then nothing but males if possible. The guides in
turn have impressed these views on visiting sponsmen, so
that to-day, no matter how much one would like to make
a "record," his guide will not countenance it.

The autumn flight of waterfowl has not yet begun.
There are a good many ducks here, but they were bred in
the vicinity. Chicken shooting contmues good and some
good bags have been made. J. W, Schultz,

Game Notes from Monroe County, Pa,
The heavy frosts of last week have changed the sum-

mer green of the woods to the most brilliant autumn
coloring, which pen cannot describe; though the looker
on seems enchanted by the hour at the grand display of
varied hues interwoven in the miles of forest.
My attention was called to this place by an advertise-

ment in Forest anh Stream, and it is strange that more
New Yorkers do not choose this charming country for
an outing for trout fishing in the spring, and for hunting
during the fall months. The Mountain House is kept
by Mr. Thos. H. Stites, situated on the banks of the east
and west branch of the celebrated Brodhead's trout

stream, known as the Anomalink, only three hours from
New Yojk, on the D., L. & W. Railroad, to SpragueviUe,
ten miles above the Water Gap; three fast trains each
day make the trip short and enjoyable.

Several parties from New York come here every fall

to enjoy the hunting, and it is a favorite resort at that
time for ladies, who enjoy the walks and drives, or the
rest which the place afi'ords.

Mr. Stites owns 1,000 acres of wood and meadow land,
which he now protects for his hunting guests. The
grouse shooting is good, birds are more plenty this year
thai! for some seasons, and after the leaves are off the
sport will be satisfactory. Quail are not plenty, there are
fair covers near the place, and last fall the farm was
stocked, another yeftr should show good shooting. Wood-
cock are ahimdant during the fall flight at end of Oc-
tober. Rabbits are plenty and afi'ord one considerable
sport in a tramp through the woods.
Fox hiiuting after Nov. 1 is one of the enjoyments of

the place, and as Mr. Stites has then one of the best
hounds in the State, one can well spend a morning in
this exciting chase.
The present outlook for shooting is much better than

for some years. Veritas.

Adirondack Deer Hounding.
Number Four, Adirondacks, Oct. 11.—Editor Forest

and Stream: The open season for hounding deer which
closed yesterday has been by far the most disastrous to
the deer in this section ot any previous year. It is re-
ported from every locality on the wett side of the Adi-
rondacks, unless it be in St. Lawrence county, that there
were not moi'e than half as many deer at the commence-
ment of the open season for hounding as there were last
year, and I think that nine-tenths of these have been
slaughtered this season. Within a radius of three miles
from Number Four, ever since the open season com-
menced, there have not been at any time less than 100 and
at times 300 men, and 100 hounds and dogs of all kinds
have been constantly on the ground. Not only has every
water been watched, but the hunters spread themselves
all through the woods, and being such a multitude of
them tiiere was hardly a chance for a deer to escape.
Fifteen to twenty deer were killed every day at first.

But as the deer got scarcer not so many were killed.
Thirty were killed last week in the two little lakes withioa
one-and-a-half miles of the Fenton House. Yesterday,
the last day, they made a grand rally and killed eight in
the two lakes mentioned. Wagon loads of deer have
been taken out most every day. Fully 300 deer have been
killed in this immediate vicinity, and I think that 400
would come nearer the figure. Ladies have participated
in the slaughter, and the meat hunters have been abun-
dantly rewarded. How long shall this slaughter go on
under tne sanctity of law ostensibly for the protection of
the deer? How long shall our State continue to sacrifice
her noble game by legalizing a method of hunting deer
compared with which crusting or any other method of
himting would be protection? Musset.

Nova Scotia Hunting License.
Editor Forest and Stream:
During the last three years I have spent part of each

season hunting large game in Nova Scotia and I found
that there were a few resident sportsmen who were very
much opposed to non-resident hunting on their grounds,
and the increase in the price of the license is doubtless
due to their influence. The majority of the natives, how-
ever, were against a non-resident license, saying it kept a
great deal of money out of the Province, and money
which would be spent vvhere it was needed.
As for the license being a protection to the moose, the

game needs protection ten times as much from the native
as from foreign hunters. On one of my trips I met one of
the natives who had killed in less than ten days five
moose—two cows, two calves and one bull; and he had
only commenced hunting and expected to be in the woods
for three months or more. Not over one-half of the non-
resident sportsmen who go to Nova Scotia moose hunting
even see the game they are after, and not one moose in
every ten killed each season is shot by them, while they
will leave at a low estimate at least |2oO in the Province
for each one they get. The native hunter gets on an
average about $35 for the meat of each moose he gets out.

0. M. Stark.

In White Mountain Forests.
Camp Dorset, Lincoln, N. H., Oct. 4.—I have been

camping in the Franconia Mountains since June 31 alone,
excepting for stray fishermen and tourists who happened
along. I have been photographing and picking up health

;

gained over lolbs. in the time I have been here. Trout
do nob average very large, but I have seen many a creel-
ful taken out of the East Branch of the Pemigewassetand
Franconia branfch. I have some views which I think
much of, for the beautiful forest is doomed. The axe is
at work on my hills, and in a few years the views I have
and expect to take will be an impossibility. I am pretty
well posted in these woods now and know just where to
look for a deer, of which there are some. I got within
20yds. of a fine doe before the season opened; she was
lying down, and I had a good chance to inspect her full
round glossy form. I was close enough to see the sun
glittering on her moist muzzle and could see her eyes
shine. She was very tame. I did not attempt to harm
her and am not sorry for it. Now is nature in her glory
of completion and content. N.

Gray Squirrel Shooting Wanted.
Meriden, N. H., Oct. 8.—Can some of your readers tell

where gray squirrels abound this fall? It is a rather old-
fashioned game, I presume, these days, but as I am very
fond of rifle practice it is my favorite game, and it would
give me great satisfaction to have a good squirrel hunt
this fall in some of the Atlantic States. I came here from
the Pacific Coast this fall expecting to find them here as
in former years, but was disappointed.
Thinking you would be likely to hear from some ofyour

correspondents. I take the liberty of addressing you,
hoping you will favor me with an early answer, and I
hope to learn of some place in the States south of here on
the coast. Possibly Virginia would be a good place for
this game. H. B. C.
[A Washington note in last issue named White House,

Va., on the Potomac, as a squirrel shooting point. We
hope that readers having knowledge of good ranges will
advise H. B. C, and others through these columns.]

The New .35cal. Shell.

In regard to the new .35cal. rifle shell to hold 25grs, of
powder, designed by Mr. Carpenter, permit me to record
my note along with "Barrister" in its favor. The shell,
if right in othiT respects, will be a great improvement
over the small shell we are now using and which holds
about 20grs. of powder. I have been shooting the .25cal.
exclusively for more than two years, and have used bul-
lets weighing from 65grs. up to 115grs., the latter being
four calibers iu length. One of the difiiculties in using
the heavy bullets has been a lack of velocity, resulting
from the small powder charge. These extremely long
bullets show a decided tipping tendency when using 21grs.
of powder, and this tendency was much reduced when
loading at the muzzle with 30grs. of powder, besides the
accuracy was improved and the trajectory curve much
reduced. The new shell will be a step in the right dirtni
tion, not only on account of its capacity for h ' • g- a
reasonable powder charge, but on account of its cylin-
drical shape inside, allowing the bullet to be seated to any
depth desired, and insuring acciu-acy when using any
charge within the limits of the shell. The advantages of
tins feature are apparent.

If not too late I would suggest that the Winchester No.
3i primer would probably give the best results in the new
shell, as it does in the 20grs. bottle-neck shell now in use.
The first shells put on the market used the small primer,
and with these I always got more or less escape of gas
around the primer; but the new Winchester shells taking
the large primer are absolutely gas-tight.

I should like to hear further from Mr. Carpenter about
the new shell, and especially what primer it will use.
NoRRisTowN, Pa. E. A. Leopold,

Big Bores for Ducking.
Eljiwood, Editor Forest and Stream: Of late

I have heard several reports from various gunning stands
where large-bore guns are used, I will not say used, for
I have not heard of any birds being shot with these guns;
but if the reports are true, they are at the stands and with-
out doubt are kept for use. Several stand owners have
8-bore guns, which seem large enough, and in my opinion
too large for any true sportsman to use.
One gentleman having several of these large guns,

argues that if he doesn't get the birds some one else will;
and so he goes on with his slaughter every fall, keeping
but few for his own use and sending the rest to market.
The greatest outrage on ducks and geese in the gun line,

if used, is a heavy firearm, which, I should say from the
description given me by two gentlemen who saw it at a
certain gunning stand, was a sort of blunderbus, half oc-
tagon barrel, Uin, bore, and so heavy that it is all a man
can do to hold it to his shoulder long enough to take aim.
The parties owning this weapon claim they have a risrht
to use any firearm they can hold to their shoulder. Will
you kindly inform me what the law is in regard to the
size bore allowed? R. c. Stevens.

I

The Massachusetts law does not limit the bore of a gun
for duck shooting, but prohibits the use of "swivel or
pivot gun."]

Game Near Los Angeles.
Los Angeles, Cal., Oct. T.—Quail are fairly plentiful

around here this season, and there have been some good
bags of ducks made at the various lakes and sloughs.
They are all home bred ducks, however, as the northern
birds have not come down as yet.
The season for quail and ducks opened one month

earlier this year (Sept. 1) than last, just about one month
too early, as Ihe majority of the quail are not full grown
till Oct. 1. and you occasionally find young birds as lateaa
this month. I went out after ducks last Monday, to a
certain lake near here, and found plenty of young teal
and some mallards. This lake is a favorite resort of wild-
fowl in the winter, and I had fine^sport there last season.
Good luck to "Our Paper." Culpepper.

One-Armed Shooting.

Salt Lake City, Utah, Oct. 10.—A mention of the one-
armed grouse hunter induces me to teU of a sportsman of
this city. Every time I see him I simply stare in open
mouthed wonder. He has lost both his right arm and
right leg. The arm is off at the shoulder and the leg at
the knee. He uses a wooden peg-leg and it takes a good
man to walk with him all day. Although I have seen
him in the field, I have neve seen him shoot; but I am
told that he can load and fire his 10-bore as quickly as the
best. I must confe.s3 tne first time that I saw him I was
overcome with a sense of sorrow and sympathy for his
great misfortune; but since I have seen some of his bags
of ducks I have gradually gotten over that feeling.

A. B. W.

The Sinking of a Dead Bear.
Newburyport, Mass., Sept. 8.—I saw in the Forest

AND Stream of July 29 J. G. Rich speaks of some bears
sinking at once when shot, while others float. My ex-
perience with most animals is that if shot just as the
breath is drawn in they will float, if just as they blow
it out they sink.

If salmon don't feed in fresh water, will "Podgers"
kindly explain how he gets the hook into their mouths?

A.
[Some say that the salmon takes the 'fly for sport;

others say in anger; others have other theories in which
the food consideration does not enter].

Western Massachusetts.
WilliAMSBURGH, Mass., Oct. 7.—The stage from Worth-

ington this morning brought in a bunch of 12 woodcock
and 11 partridges, with express tag attached. Wm. Tay-
lor, of New York, shot 2 quail, a male and a female, tea
days ago in Goshen; this is unusual. A bevy of 9 birds
had been previously seen by several persons. Guess this
was the only brood in the township? As a whole, grouse
and game birds of all kinds are not numerous this fall

C. H.

About Clubs for Deer.
I HAVE helped to rope deer alive in a lake for stock-

ing Blooming Grove Park, but I never pounded the life
out of one with a club. It saves ammunition, but it
don't seem right. It used to be a method of market
butchers only to knock down cattle with an axe; but 1
think they are more humane now. In some abattoirs
they use eleptiuoifcy, don't they? H,
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Visitors to our Exhibit in tlie Angling Pavilion at
the World's Fair should not fail to examine the
stock of "Forest and Stream" bootcs which will

be shown by tlie attendant.

VOLCANIC ASH FROM MT. SHASTA.
Report to the U. S. Fish Commission concerning the Injurious

effect of the volcanic ash beds on Mt. Shasta, on the waters of the
McOloud River, California. By Livingston Stone. Printed in advance
of its publication by the Commission through courtesy of Commis-
sioner Marshal McDonald.

Nearly fifteen years ago a peculiar cloudiness was
noticed at times in the summer in the McCloud River,
which at others was as clear as crystal. This somewhat
mysterious appearance in a pure mountain stream, fed by
the melting snows of Mt. Shasta, not only excited curios-
ity, but also created some alarm, as it was feared that it

might have an injurious effect in turning away the
ascending salmon from the mouth of the river. An in-
vestigating party was sent to the head of the MeCIoud at
that time to ascertain the cause, and they reported that a
creek called Mud Creek or Ash Creeli had overflowed its

banks and was discharging mud into the McCloud River.
They changed the channel and for a time the evil was
remedied.

Recently, however, this cloudiness has very much in-
creased, so much so that after very hot days the usually
clear waters of the M( Cloud look almost as white and
muddy as the Missouri at St. Louis. In ra'iponse to a re-
cent report of mine to Washmgton on the subject I re-
ceived instructions to go to the upper waters of the river
and again investigate the causes of the trouble. Accord-
ingly, on May 'ZQ I left Baird Station for the upper waters
of the McCleud, taking with me Mr. Seymour Bass, the
foreman of the station. On arriving at Sisson's Camp on
the McCloud we took a guide and proceeded to make ex-
aminations. We found a very interesting state of affairs,
though from a natural history point of view a very dis-
couraging one as regarded the practical future of the
McCloud River
We found that far up the mountain side, there was a

vast bed of volcanic ashes, doubtless deposited there in
remote ages past when Shasta was an active volcano.
In the heat of summer quite a considerable stream of
water is formed by the melting snows on this peak of
perpetual snow. This stream takes its course directly
through this bed of ashes just mentioned, and as it flows
at present, deposits them in the McCloud River and causes
the mysterious cloudiness which the salmon fishery in-
terests now make it desirable to avoid.
The question now arises, "Why is the river any worse

off at the present time on this account than it was twenty
years ago?" This appears to be the explanation. Twenty
years ago and previous to that time, the stream familiarly
known as Mud Creek, flowed over a tract of table-land
from twenty to fifty acres in extent, where it distributed
itself in various channels or deltas and in which it de-
posited the fine ashes, which it held mechanically in its
waters. This plain or table-land acted as a great settling-
box (to use the phraseology of the miners), and caught by
precipitation the fine ashy sediment which is now carried
into the McCloud River.

This plain or natural settling-box has now been com-
pletely filled up with the ash deposit, united with the
fine sand which occurs with it, and no longer acts as a
catch-box to receive and detain the fine ashy sediment,
which comes down from the si'ie of the mountain. One
effect of this has been to turn the once fertile plain into
an absolute desert of sand and ashes, and another effect
of it has been to carry some of the deposit already made
on the plain into the McCloud River.
The stream flowing from the mountain side, as it cannot

distribute itself any longer on the plain below, now simply
cuts a channel for itself through the accumulated deposit
that it has made, and carries with it into the McCloud not
only the ashes it took along with it from the mountain,
but also what it gathers on its way through the vast de-
posits on the plain.

This explains why the turbid appearance of the McCloud
has increased to such an extent so very recently. How
long this state of things will last no one can say. The
ash deposit is far above the timber line in perpetual snow
and has never betn thoroughly exananed.
Certain it is, however, that the sedimentary deposit is

increasing to an alarming extent in the McCloud River.
We were informed at Sisson's Camp, about forty miles up
the river and a short distance below where the ashy
stream at present comes in, that the deposit was so great
there, that all the deep trout fishery pools of the McCloud
were filled up by it last year to a level with the higher
portions of the bed of the river, and that the trout fishery
was completely ruined. The river being rapid at this
point, much of the ashy sediment is carried beyond Sis-
son's Camp and distributed in pools and eddies along the
channel of the river for many miles.
Before it reaches Baird Station, which is two miles

above the mouth of the McCloud, almost all, if not all, of
the heavier sediment has been deposited: but there're-
mains in the river countless millions of exceedingly fine
particles of ashes, of apparently about the same specific
gravity as the water, wiiich give the river the cloudiness
which has been mentioned. One cannot say for a cer-
tainty that this turbidness actually prevents many salmon
from coming up the McCloud, but as it is well known that
salmon prefer clear streams to turbid ones, it is safe to say
at least tliat the ashes in the river are very vmdesirable.
And not only do they possibly prevent salmon from com-
ing into the river, but they actually destroy many miles
of spawning beds, where the salmon have been accus-
tomed to swarm in great numbers and deposit their eggs.
To obviate the trouble and keep the ashy deposit out of

the McCloud is a difficult problem to solve. It appears to
be one of those instances where the mighty agencies of
nature mock at the power of man. No human power can
prevent the sun from melting the snows on Mt. Shasta, or
the water thus created from pouring down the mountain
aide. Only one possibility remams and that is to turn
the melted snow stream on to other level places, using
them for temporary settling receptacles and thus doom
other fertile plains to descrts—and this at present seems
exceedingly impracticable. Some of the efforts that have
been made for temporary relief are rather ludicrous.

For instance those interested in the trout and salmon
fishery at Sisson's Camp, on the McCloud, turned the
stream at one time into the dairy farming valley of Squaw
Creek, which joins the McCloud below Sisson's Camp,
The dairy farmers on Squaw Creek who, very naturally,
did not want their dairy farms turned into a desert, any
more than the fishermen wanted their trout pools filled
up, immediately turned the stream back into Elk Cieek,
which, emptying into the McCloud a short distance
above Sisson's Camp, brought the dust and ashes back to
the Sisson trout pools again.
There is, however, one method which if resorted to

every year will for the present bring temporary relief,

and that is to take back the stream (Ash Creek or Mud
Creek) from Elk Creek into which it has been turned and
restore it to its orignal channel, and then to distribute its

ashy waters through several smaller artificial channels or
deltas, in which they may precipita,te most of their sedi-
ment before they reach the McCloud.

This would of course create more new deserts on a
small scale, and would necessitate the presence of some
one all summer on the spot, where the streams could be
watched. While land is no more valuable there than it

is now, this plan for temporary relief would doubtless be
Vjracticable, and by engaging the services of some person
living in the vicinity the expense could probably be kept
within reasonable limits, say $100 a year.
In conclusion, allow me to add that the subject presents

a new and very interesting field for scientific inquiry, and
it is to be hoped that some geological or other scientific
party will sometime voluntarily undertake a thorough
study and examination of the situation which promises
such fruitful results. Livingston Stojje.

THE SEDUCTIVE SMELT.
I wish I were a flshl

Oh, wouldn't that be neat?

Made into a sweet bouquet.
Laid at some lady's feet?

For when she picked me up.

If so inclined she felt,

And put me to her little nose,

Why, then I'd be a smelt. —Pollock's Rip.

Smelts are running bravely now; or if they don't they
ought to, for there are hundreds of fishermen after them
in earnest. Smelt fishing is all the vogue. Down East is
the place to catch them just at present, although their
geographical range is from the Potomac River to the
Gulf of St. Lawrence, including both salt and fresh water
locations, three varieties being represented in the distribu-
tion. They are a beautiful fish of silvery brightness,
with a lateral stripe of silver running from shoulder to
tail, which Senator Stewart might envy, and are almost
translucent. They are much prized for the table, and
when cooked and served the backbone cleaves to the flesh
unbroken, and all the little bones are chewed up and
swallowed incontinently, while a fresh cucumber flavor
lingers in the mouth in a grateful sort of a way whiph
epicures appreciate. At this season they afford much
sport to the angler, and are taken in tidal currents along
the coast with a light rod, hooks and line, baited with
shrimp, two 6-inch snoods, with their hooks attached,
being bent on to the ends of a wire spreader shaped like
a letter A. Quantities are also netted (illegally) at the
outlets of creeks where they are inclined to congregate,
and in winter multitudes are taken through holes cut in
the ice, sometimes as many as SOOlbs. per man per day,
which at the market price of twenty-five cents per pound
makes a good showing in dollars for a single day's work,
though we are not at present writing considering work,
but sport.

'

Portsmouth, N. H., is a favorite winter resort for smelt
fishermen. In February and March they are in their
prime, for they are essentially a winter fish, spawning in
those months. They seldom exceed a foot in length and
the average is hardly more than 5 or 6in., the latter size
being yearlings and more highly prized, as the large ones
axe coarse and tough. In the Gulf of St. Lawrence they
are often taken with small scarlet (ibis) flies while fishing
for sea trout. In Maine and Massachusetts they are pro-
tected dm-ing the months of April and May.
One of the favorite smelting grounds near Boston just

at present, and for a fortnight past, is at Nantasket, where
one will see at every tide from two to a dozen skiffs
anchored at chosen places best known to experts. Weir
River and the vicinity of Bumkin's Island and Paddock's
Island are good places, the Boston Herald tells us, and so
are Strawberry Hill, near Hull, and the little bight, or
"hook," which makes into the land between the Hull Y.
C. pier and the steamboat landing. Smelts also like to
gather around the lobster cars and under the floats at the
boat houses. In every skiff there will be one or two fisher-
men and every man intent on smelts, all eager. Every
newcomer is regarded as an interloper by those already
on the ground, and if he happens to drop his kelleck into
the water with a "kerchunk," so as to scare and scatter
the fish, curses and thin-spaced imprecations from the
other boats drop like hot shot all around him, for it will
take fuUy twenty minutes for the school to gather again,
which is longer than most country schoolniai-ms allow for
recess. From half flood to full and half ebb is the best
time of the tide, though one is often apt to catch more
pollock and haddock than smelts until the tide begins
to turn. When the waters commence to run out of the
estuaries and inlets the smelts are on their feed. Voracity
drives out caution then, and suspicious fish which have
been wary untd now lose all their shyness snatching the
tempting bait with avidity, and without reserve. Every
boat is provided with a bait car filled with sedge grass or
seaweed, which keeps the shrimp fresh and active. The
shrimp cost $3 a quait at the market, but if one Avishes,
and knows how, he can net his own shrimp in the creeks
with a long-handled scoop. A gill of shrimp will answer
to start in with, but it will take about %o worth to stock
up a bait car for an afternoon's fishing. Hooks are put
on lengthways, the point into the tail, through the body
and out at the head. Shrimp prefer it that way. By the
time the novice has learned the trick most of the bait is
gone. Just then the fish begin to bite sharp and he has
to borrow. At the finish, after reckoning up all expenses
of the outing, the boat hire, the bait, the rig, the car
fares, the luncheon, and the Waukesha water, the
amount of fun and fish required to balance the account is
considerable.
Upon the whole smelting may be regarded as a high

art. It engages all the perceptive faculties. Something
else besides nose is requisite, as will appear upon the face
of it at the outset. Much, of course, depends upon the
shrirnp, but an adept will take two smelts to a tyro's one,
especially if the latter is fishing with a single hook. One
should feel repaid for his time and outlay if he boats no
rnore than a dozen fish at the first attempt. Time and
tide will serve, again, and perserverance must bring
eventual reward. Sententiously speaking, "Pas de lieu
Rhone que nous." Charles Hallook.
Hadley, Mass., Oct. 7.

SUSQUEHANNA "SALMON."
Clearfield, Pa. Oct. 9.—My wife and myself left

Clearfield Monday Oct. 3, for a few days' salmon fishing
on the west branch of the Susquehanna. River and Pine
Creek in Lycoming county, bordering on Clinton county.
We took the early morning train at Clearfield via P. R. R.
for Lock Haven, and there we changed cars to the P. &
E. R. R. and got off at Pine Station on the Susquehanna
River, six miles below Lock Haven. At tliis point Farmer
Rodabaugh met us with a team, and at 12:15 we were en-
joying a good country dinner such as only Mrs. Roda-
baugh knows how to cook with the assistance of her
daughter and daughter-in-law. After dinner we were
joined by Ash Rogers, one of Jersey shore's crack
fishermen, who never fails to catch fish when he is

allowed to fish; but on this occasion Ash was elected to
row the boat for Mrs. Clark. About 3 P. M. we were
ready with our trolling lines, spoon hooks and laraper
eels for bait. At this point on the river Pine Creek
empties into the Susquehanna, and there is a stretch of
deep water for at least one mile and a half. The depth of
the river here is from 5 to 15ft., and at least one-fourth of
a mile from shore to shore. It was in this water that
Mrs. Clark caught a salmon on Aug. 38, measuring 29in.
in length and weighing 6pbs. It took at least fifteen
minutes to land him as no landing net is used, and we
generally row to shore to land our fish, having lots of
sport in the deep water. We use Ught bass rods with lots
of line from 150 to 300ft., which makes the sport very
exciting when a big fish is hooked and landed. Well, we
will return to this trip. We trolled the river on Monday
from about 2 P. M. until a late supper or as long as we
could see, and did not get a strike, and we gave up think-
ing we had caught all the salmon in this water on our
last trip, and returned home to sujjper.
Tuesday morning we were up at daybreak, but the

weather looked threatening. After breakfast we seated
ourselves in the boat, and we had made but one turn in
the river when it commenced to rain in torrents, and
while j-owing for home at the rate of at least five miles an
hour with my spoon hook spinning on top of the water, I
hooked a pike (some people call them pickerel) 33in. long,
weighing SJlbs. This ended our Tuesday fishing, as It
rained all day and \\ q were kept indoors.
Wednesday morning it did not rain, but was cloudy

throughout all of the day. Farmer Rodabaugh hitched
up his team and took us up Pine Creek about three miles,
and we struck a nice strip of dead water, in the middle of
which an old bridge pier was visible. After getting a
boat, Rogers took the oars and we started in to troll. We
had not gone over 50yds, until I had hooked a salmon
and landed him safely, and in less time than it takes me
to write it I hooked four, the largest measured 26in. and
weighed 5 lbs. strong. This was enough sport for one day
and we returned home. Rogei-s dragged our fish in the
water in order to keep them alive, so that we could put
them in our live box until we went home to Clearfield.
Thursday morning we got up at day break, and

Farmer Rodabaugh hitched up his team and took us back
to this same water where we got two boats, Rogers row-
ing for Mrs. Clark, and Ernst Rodabaugh rowing my
boat. We trolled for two hours faithfully, and never got
a strike. Rodabaugh said, "We have paddled this water
until it is so thin that the boats will hardly float." We
then went to shore and visited John Nepley, who owns a
small farm on the banks of Pine Creek. John told us all
about farming and how he whipped the Beech Creek
Railway Co. in a lawsuit for right of way through his
lands, while we ate his grapes and pears, which he had in
abundance. I suppose we visited Mr. Nepley for about two
hours, when Mrs. Clark and Rogers commenced to troll
again. I heard Rogers hollow, "Come in out of the wet,"
and looking down the creek I saw Mrs. Clai-k tugging and
wrestling and her 8oz. rod almost bent double, and I
knew she had a good big one hooked. Rogers would
say, "Reel in and keep your line stretched, he is a dandy.
Come in out of the wet, it is too damp for you out there."
When the shallow water was reached, I could see by the
splash that it was a big one. After seeing them land their
fish, I started in fishing myself, and in the shortest time
imaginable, Mrs. Clark landed three—one measuring 38in.,
weighing 7^1bs.; one 27in,, 6|ibs.; one 20in., 3lbs. My
catch was four, weighing from 3i to 4lbs. each. They
then quit biting just as suddenly as they commenced,
and we returned to om- quarters.
One of the peculiarities of the salmon in our streams

here is that when they bite they bite fast and wicked,
and when not in the humor, a fisherman might as well go
home.
Friday we returned home to Clearfield with eleven

salmon and two pike, the total weight being 51 lbs.

Thos. E. Clabk.

Spawning of Quebec Trout.
It was quite dark Saturday evening, Sept. 30, when I

took my last trout for the season and laid away my rod
for nearly eight months to come. The close .«eason com-
mences Oct. 1, but in some of our waters I had stopped
fishing two weeks sooner, finding the eggs far advanced.
In the lake where I was the trout spawn very late, never
until after the ice has taken. We have had good fishing
all the season and the trout, though never attaining extra'
size have averaged larger than I ever knew them before
—as well as plenty. One pleasant evenmg while rowing
about half a mile to the camp I counted fifty-two "rises,"
visible from my boat, in perhaps eight or ten minutes.

X.

Basswood Lake.
SowERBY, Algonia, Oct. 7.—The lake ti-out are taking

first-rate just now. Was out yesterday for a couple of
hours, caught seven, varying from 3 to 4|lb3.

G. F. Dyek,
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ANGLING NOTES.

A Defective Fish Law.

When the fisK and game laws of New York were
printed after the passage of the Game Code in 1892, I

noticed that Sec. 110 read: "Black bass or Oswego bass

shall not be fished for, caught, killed or possessed between

the first day of January and the thirtieth, day of May,
except as provided by Sections one hundred and forty-four

and one hundred and sixty-eight." I imderlined "one
hundred and forty-four," and wrote in the mai'gin, "This

probably means Sec. 148." I did this because Sec. 143 re-

lates to special seasons for black bass in certain waters in

the State, and Sec. 144 does not, as it refers only to the

Consolidation Act of New York city. At the time I

itiiought Sec. 143 was so specific that it would care for it-

self, and I called the attention of one of our lawmakers
to the evident error that it might be corrected as a mere
matter of form, not suspecting that it might interfere

with the enforcement of the law. The error was not

corrected by the last Legislature, and a few days ago my
attention was called to a violation of Sec. 143, in that black

bass had been caught out of the season provided by the

section. Then only was it discovered that there was no
penalty for violating Sec. 143. The penalties for violating

the sections of an article are contained in the concluding
section of each article. Sec. 110 is in Article V. and Sec.

143 is in Article VI. In the first the penalties are given

correctly, but in the second there is no penalty for violat-

ing Sec. 143, although there is a penalty for violating

Sec. 144, and thus the error in Sec. 110 is perpetuated, for

there can beno doubt that in each instance 144 should read

143. In following up the case referred to as being a
violation of Sec. 143, a curious muddle regarding the

nomenclature of our fishes was developed which empha-
sizes the need of reform in this respect.

The section provides a close season for black bass in

Lake George until August 1, and information was ob-

tained that a hotel keeper on the shore of the lake had
been serving his guests with black bass caught in the lake
in the month of July. There were three witnesses to the
transaction, the cook in the hotel, a man of all work
•about the place, and a resident nearby. Upon examina-
tiod under oath not one of the witnesses would swear
that the fish were black bass, but one and all did swear
that they were Oswego bass. As a matter of fact, there
is not a large-mouthed bass, the so-called Oswego bass,

in the la,ke, and never has been; but as long as I can
remember the bass of the lake, which are all the small-
mouthed species, have been called by a large number
of people about the lake Oswego bass or "Swagoes."
More than ten years ago I was subpoenaed as an expert
by the district attorney of Essex county, who had a case
against a man for taking black bass illegally in Eake
George. The man contended that he had not caught
black bass, as charged, but had caught Oswego bass. I

had to send to Greenwood Lake to get a large-mouth
bass to show to the jury, and of a great many Lake
George fishermen that I showed the big-mouth to not
one had seen its like before. On one occasion the New
York Fish Commissioners "resolved" that the name "Os-
wego" applied to black bass should not be recognized by
the Commission, but it still has a place in the statutes.

They also "resolved" into disuse the name "salmon" trout

as applied to lake trout, but salmon trout yet has a prom-
inent place in the fish and game laws of the State.

October Black Bass Fishing.

.In the autumn black bass fishing, if there are plenty of

bass, is good, bad or indifterent, depending largely upon
the temperature of the water. As the water becomes
cold the bass resort to broken rocks in deeper water than
any in which they are found during the summer. I know
of "shoals" in water over 50ft. where the best fishing is to

be found at the tail end of the season, although this is

deeper than the fish go as a rule.

On Monday of last week Mr. D. P. McQueen of Schenec-
tady joined Mr. Gilman Mason of Sandy Hfil at Kattskill

Bay, Lake George, to wind up the fishing season with a
day's black bass fishing. They caught seventeen black
bass, the largest one weighing 4ilbs., and all were caught
in water from 13 to 15ft. deep on rocky shoals. A fev\'

weeks ago when there was a week of cold weather the
bass were deeper than they are now. Black bass fishing

in Lake George reached a very low ebb owing to years of

illegal fishing (chiefly by taking thein on the spawning
beds), and a legal open season that did not cover their
spawning operations. A rigid enforcement of the law as

to the means of taking bass, and a close season that per-

mitted the bass to spawn unmolested for the past few
years has done wonders for Lake George in the way of
improving the bass fishing. A few hundred black bass
have been planted in the lake, but the jalanting of such
bass as can be obtained from the State will not do as much
for the lake as the close season covering the spawning
period, and the enforcement of the fish laws.

Minnow- Casting Records.

In compiling the best fly and minnow-casting records
for the World Almanac I investigated a printed statement
that the longest minnow-cast on record, 148ft. , was made
in Wisconsin in 1891. I knew that 148 was not the long-

est cast on record, but I wished to know why it was called

so. To my surprise, I found that the cast was one of five

in a competition, the average of which did beat the best
average of five casts on record. At the National Rod and
Reel Association tournament at Central Park in 1888, Mi:
A. F. Dressel averaged 137ft. in five casts, and with 33

Ijoints for accuracy, or a total of 170, he took first place
from Mr. Sidney Pry with an average of 140^^ and 20 points
for accuracy, or a total of 160|. Mr. Dressel made three
casts of 156, 161 and 168ft., and Mr. Fry made two casts of

159ft. each. At a touruainent held at Camp Lake, Wis-
consin, July 4, 1891, Mr. E. C. Sturges made five casts of
131ft. 9in., 140ft., I47ft. Sin., 137ft. lOin. and 148ft. An
average of 140ft. llin. Mr. Sturges, who is secretary of
the club, writes that the conditions were as follows:
"Each man to have five casts. Rods not to be over 8ft.

in length: casting to be done single-handed with a quarter
ounce loeigM; line to fall within stakes set 10ft. apart. At
the time of contest the wind Avas blowing from the side."

Mr. Stm-ges used a rod 7ft. 3in. long and weighing 8oz.

I hunted up the old score book of the National tourna-
ment of 1888, and I find that Mr. Dressel iised a rod 8ft.

4in. long and 9oz. in weight. Mr. Fry used a rod of same
length, but a quarter of an oimce heavier. Both used a
linker weighing ioz. The score book gives Mr. Fry's

average of five casts 140|^ft. ; but I am satisfied that this is

an error, for upon footing up the five casts they make
make I40ft. 4in., and every other record is given in feet
and inches. A. N. CHENEY.

NEW JERSEY COAST POUNDS,
ASBTZRY Park, N. S,—Editor Forest and Stream; In

my former article on our coast pounds I endeavored to
outline the abuses of that system. But after five months
of assiduous study and hard work I realize that there yet
remains much to learn. In order to secure such facts as
are necessary for proper enlightenment on the subject I

have enlisted the services of several men who are directly
connected with the fisheries, men who have been com-
pelled to give up their boats and hire with the potmd
owners; for their former vocation is gone, and they have
no other trade. Pound fishing is for them a last resort.

I now wish publicly to thank these men for their kind
oflices, and the valuable assistance they have rendered.
In every instance letters addressed to them have been
answered promptly and intelligently, and in every case
where the same questions were propounded to ten or
more parties the answers have been so uniform that no
possible room is left for question regarding their accu-
racy; and the fact is established beyond cavil or doubt
that it is a serious condition and no idle theory which con-
fronts us regarding the future supply of our food fishes.

There is no State perhaps in the whole Atlantic seaboard
of more importance to our large cities than is our own as
regards the necessary supply of fish; and there is none
whose laws are moi-e lax and certainly none which is not
better provided with fish wardens and other much-needed
protection. It is contiguous to two of the largest cities in
our Union and with a population increasing rapidly. It

becomes the duty of every citizen to foster and protect
our fish in every available manner. Southern Europe
years ago felt the need of stringent measures regarding
this subject, and acted accox'dingly with her Mediterranean
fisheries, imj^osing the severest of penalties for the wan-
ton destruction of fish, and subscribing immense sums of
money for the erection and maintenance of hatcheries,
even far-away Russia appropriating large sums in order
that she might have fish sent within her borders, until
now that body of water is teeming with the life that at
one time threatened to become extinct. Our Pacific Slope,
with only a tithe of the Eastern population and with ad-
vantages far superior to our own for the successful
spawning and growth of fish, has found it necessary to
make a close season for all food fish, particularly the
salmon; and pounds are not allowed of smaller mesh than
a given size. Fishermen must return aUve to the water
all small fish that may be taken; and their nets and fish

wheels must be out of the water dming Saturday and
Sunday of each week during the open season.
Note the difference here in New Jersey. There is no

close season for any variety of salt-water fish, our pounds
are down every day in the week, including Sunday; they
use a mesh less than lin. square, and fish the entire sea-
son, beginning with the running of the shad, until the
supply is either exhausted or has left our waters.
Examination and inquiries fully convince me tliat nine-

tenths of all early caught fish of all varieties are females
endeavoring to respond to nature's prompting to reach
their spawning grounds. Between Barnegat Inlet and
Sandy Hook there are but two streams which fish can
enter and spawn in, viz.

, Manasquan and Shark rivers.

These two streams heretofore poured out annually millions
of the young of all kinds of fish, but now, as matters
stand, every approach to these streams is shut off by
pounds, so that they might as well not exist so far as
propagation is concerned.
We must, however, give our State Commission credit

for honest and earnest endeavor to maintain and increase
our supply of shad by placing annually millions of fry in
the Delaware River and protecting them all along its

course until they have attained sufficient size to be able
to care for themselves. But it simply exemplifies the case
of building a house on the sand. Let us foUow these
same fish and see what becomes of the vast majority of
them. Of course they reach the southern waters, winter-
ing there, and start back with the large fish: in the spring
they have attained the size of a herring, and their numbers
perhaps as fifty to one. Compared with adults, every
poimd along the shore gathers its quota. Of course they
are destroyed, being gilled in the small meshes, and as
they are not of marketable size they are thrown away.
Thus we see that perhaps one-half of all shad fry that are
planted find their way in the pounds, and are wasted
after they have reached the age where all would become
mature fish. One fisherman, of whose integrity there is

no question, assures me that the pound in which he fishes

caught and destroyed a great many thousands of these
valuable fish in the spring of 1893, and he adds, "I would
not be surprised to learn that each pound on the entire
coast is equally destructive," Is it for this that our State
spends vast sums of money, honestly endeavoring to pro-
mote public welfare, only to have the results of their
labors thwarted by a reckless disregard of public benefac-
tion?

The injury to the shad supply does not stop with the
destruction of the small fish, however. In the summer
months, when buck shad are running, great catch of
these also are made. These are matm-e fish; and as they
are not allowed to be sold in the markets they go over-
board with the rest, dead, an expensive bit for dogfish
and skates and a sorrowing monument to the honest en-
deavors of our Commissioners of Fisheries. I have positive
information that in July, fully one month after the
season was closed, shad was offered and sent to our retail

dealers from the pounds, thus making themselves amen-
able to our State law, advantage of which vsdll undoubt-
edly be taken.
Again, our law of last winter makes it a misdemeanor

to fish with hook and line or in any manner on Sunday.
The pounds are down and open during the entire season,
Sunday and weekday alike, and as this is positively a
manner of fishing tliey must as a matter of com-se stand
open to conviction.
Great stress has been placed upon the menhaden fishery,

and State laws have been passed prohibiting that iniqui-

tous system from being ]3ursued within the three-mile
limit. But desti-uctive and disastrous as this is, when
compared with former fishing it is of but small import.
'While we know that at times they make great catches of
food fish, yet they do not hover aroxmd every small inlet

on the coast; they do not fish at night nor Simdays, and
their nets are only down periodically when they discover

a school of fish. They do destroy the menhaden, upon
which our fish depend largely for food. I would not say
one word in support of the menhaden fishery; it is repre-
hensible, but I use it only to draw comparison to show how
necessary it is that we have immediate legislation against
the pounds.
The venerable Geo. W, Childs, in a strong editorial on

this matter recently, pointed out how important this sub-
ject has become to our State, showing conclusively that
when great catches are made they ship a small quantity
to the markets, carting them through our streets as a
blind, then employ a tug or smack to take away the vast
remainder to the fertilizer manufacturers to be converted
into that product, while the residents of inland towns and
the farming population would gladly pay good prices for
them could they have the chance. But, of course, it pays
the pound men better to dispose of them quickly and in
bulk, even at small price, so they can get their nets ready
for another day's catch and so avoid the delay and work of
landing them on the beach.
To show^ how every subterfuge is adopted to deceive

the people in this matter, a prominent pound owner
announced publicly that an agreement had been made
between pound fishermen not to land on the beach smaller
fish than those of marketable size, under a penalty of
$250 for each olfense. (Nothing, of course, was said
about throwing them away at sea or allowing them to
hang gilled in the net until they rot and drop out.) His
boat was watched, and on the morning following th'e

statement great quantities of small bonito and mackerel
were landed whose individual weight would not exceed
3oz. Demand was immediately made upon him through
the newspapers for the money, but up to the present
writing he has not kept faith with his promise nor ofl'ered

explanation of any sort.

According to United Stales statistics, completed June 30,
1889, the hook and line industry of New Jersey was the
most important of the States in the Union, giving employ-
ment to over 5,000 men, who supported their families and
provided plentifully, of whom the majoi'ity owned their
homes; and winter always found them with a goodly sum
laid up and ample kirder provided. Now how different.

They can catch, if very fortunate, about fish enough to
provide a living only during the fishing season, and when
that is done they are compelled to do any odd job which
presents itself the remainder of the year. A great many
work in the pounds at the pittance of $50 per month, glad
even to stroke the hand which smites them, so pressing
are the demands of little ones and hunger. And all this

that a few men may grow rich, little caring how hard the
lot of the line and net fishermen becomes, heeding not the
fact that three to five years at best will see even their vo-
cation gone; for at the rapid rate of decimation now going
on all tlie gregarious fish of our coast will have been prac-
tically exterminated. One significant fact points this

plainly. The fishermen all say that of their entire catches
of bluefish all they now take are of very large size. None
of the medium weights are met with, thus conclusively
.showing that practically all the spawning of the
past two or three years have been destroyed by the
pounds during the great southern migration in September
and October, when 20,000 to 50,000 to each net is about
the average daily destruction. This, indeed, assumes a
sei'ious aspect and threatens a national calamity unless
stopped and at once. Protection is thrown around the
quail, the rabbit, the insectivorous and song birds. The
oyster and even the humble hard clam all have their

welfare guarded, But our most important product, the
salt water fish, is left open to every system of vandalism
that can be concocted in the brain of man and a ruthless

and wanton waste heretofore unheard of in the annals
of civilization. As a menace to navigation these pounds
stand paramount to all obstructions on our coast, stretch-

ing as they do over one-half mile seaward and supported
by an immense chain cable. Small mercy will be shown
the occupants of any ill-fated light craft which may be
caught in a sudden squall and temporarily unmanage-
able become entangled in that labyrinth of ropes, nets
and chains. Will not our board of lighthouse supervisors

investigate this matter and satisfy themselves that these

assertions are true.

The entire population of our State is aroused and on
the alert regarding this matter. Protective associations

are being formed along the whole coast, represented by
om- best citizens, all demanding redress from tliis over-

shadowing grievance which enriches a few and impov-
erishes the populace in many ways. There are no ex-

tenuating circumstances to be held out in favor of tlie

pounds; it is simply a game of present wealth to the

owTiers and extermination in the near future of the fishes.

And he who wantonly and without excuse or reason wil-

fully destroys so valuable a gift of our beneficent Creator,

lowers his status of citizenship and should be held ac-

countable by his fellow man. Leonakd Hulit.

A Big Fish for Chicago Day.
Clayton, N. Y., Oct. 9.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
Last Friday, 6th inst., in company with Lew Marshall,
oarsman, 1 had the good fortune to capture one of the
handsomest maskalonge I have ever seen. This fish

weighed 421bs., and measured 4ft. 7.>in, in length. De-
siring to afford others an opportunity of viewing such a
magnificent specimen, I expressed it, with my compli-
ments, to Capt. J. W. Collins, Chief Dept. Fish and Fish-

eries, and Dr. J, A. Henshall, in charge Angling Pavilion,

with the request that it be placed on exhibition in the

Anghng Pavilion, during Monday, 9th inst., which I be-

lieve is Chicago Day at the Fair. Among other parties in

Chicago, whom I advised accordingly, was your Mi-, E.

Hough, G. M. Skinner.

Queen City Fishing Club.

Cincinnati, O., Oct. 14.—On Oct. 8 the Queen City Fish-
ing Club, one of the largest organizations in the State,

will formally dedicate its new club house, situated at Oak
Point, Put-in-Bay, where the club, which is a stock com-
pany with a capital of $12,500, owns eleven acres of land.

The building is a model one, consisting of eighteen rooms
and kitchens. Accommodations are prepared for from
fifty to seventy-five persons. Among the members are
Messrs. G. T. Sterritt, W. B. Smith, Mayor Masby, City
Treasurer Ziegler, Hon. Geo. R. Griffiths, Gen. Frank
Kirchner, Jr., Norman J. Kenan, Dr. T, W. Graydon, A.
Howard Hinkle, Hon. H. B. Morehead, John Hethering-
ton of New York, H. M. Little, James Ftonegan and rail-

road magnate W. W. Peabody. Dick.
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WITH THE CHANNEL CAT.
Exeter, Neb. , Oct. 10.—I had come down from my

ranch in Wyoming to spend a few days with the old
folks in Nebraska whom I had not seen for a number of
years, and as a matter of course had brouglit my fishing
outfit along, for I intended having a try at the channel
cat for which the lower "Big Blue" is noted, and where I

had caught many and many a large string in my boyhood
days.

i had been at the old home two days and decided that
on the morrow, weather permitting, I would again try
my luck in the old familiar places. So telling father to

call me early, I turned -in.

It must have been near 5 o'clock the next morning that
I was awakened by the well known call which used to
bring me out of bed in days gone by, when I was a
youngster going to school. After a hearty breakfast, I

donned my waders and taking my split-bamboo "buggy
whip" from its case, I started for the river, a mile away.
It was an ideal morning. A southeasterly breeze came
singing over the hills and through the trees, which had
commenced donning their fall colors. I again hear the old
famdiar roar of the water falling over the dam, and catch
a glimpse of the stream through tlie undergrowth.

It does not take me long to reach the little strip of sand
below the dam, and putting my rod together am soon
wading to the center of the stream where tlie water is not
over 3ft. deep, for mile.s below the dam. I have reached
a favorite spot, and putting on a couple of fat hoppers, I

make a cast toward the bank where the current sucks in
under a bimch of willows and old dead stumps. My line

has run through and has come to a dead stand in an eddy
just below, the cork bobbing up and down in the quiet
water, when aU at once the cork is gone and I feel that
heavy tug-tug at the line that only a channel cat knows
how to give. The reel is singing its fir.st song for a long
time, and Irow pleasant it sounds. He has started for the
bank and I have some 50yds. of line out when he turns
and makes for up stream in a zig-zag course, keeping a
taut line on him. He soon tires of that and makes a shoot
for the center of the river below me. I now have him
with head up stream and soon tire him out, reeling him
in, still fighting feebly, I soon have him on the string
and the pocket scales say S^^lbs. Not so bad for a starter.
After a few more casts and no rises, I start on my way

down stream, casting in all likely looking places, until 1

have traveled nearly a mile and am at the head of a
series of rapids where in days gone by I had taken strings
of "cats" that I could hardly carry home, and where
many a "tip" had broken, letting that "large one" go free.

My line has hardly touched the swiftly running water
before it is as taut as a bowstring, and the reel is agaia
singing that song which is such music to the ear of the
angler. By the way the line is going out and the
heavy strain on the rod, I know I have a "whopper."
He is working down stream, and in that swift current
with my light ta(;kle down he must go to smoother water
with me following close behind, floundering over slippeiy
rocks and into washouts until the end of the rapids are
reached. Tlien the fun commences. He has headed for
that pool of deep still water that I know is full of snags
and sunken logs. Once there good-bye to my line and
prospective fish. Giving a few tm-ns to the reel, I gradu-
ally work his head up stream and he soon commences
that zig-zag work that I know means he is tiring. Soon I
have him within reach and am just going to net him,
when he recovers and away he goes' nearly breaking my
tip; but it is his last run, for that has expended his energy,
and he comes rolling over and over into the net. He
weighs Gibs, even, and as I am no "fish hog," I limber up
and start for home, well satisfied with my morning's
work. DiAJioND Walt.

Onondaga Anglers' Association.

The Anglers' Association at their meeting last evening
transacted some important business, which has for its

object the bettering of the condition for fish in some of
the waters in Onondaga county. The new dam which
the State is about to build at BaldwinsviUe will, unless
steps are taken to prevent it, become a barrier to the pas-
sage of fish up the Seneca Pdver. After discussion of the
question it was decided to appoint a committee to secure
legislation next winter for the construction of a fishway
past the dam. The expense is estimated at $1,500 and an
appropriation by the State for the purpose is sought.
John N. Babcock, Henry Loftie and George B. Wood
were selected as the committee. The great spawning
ground of the fish is in Cross Lake and its vicinity, the
fish passing up the river to that locality, and the fishway
proposed wiU iM-ove of inestimable value.—Syracuse {N. Y.)
Herald.

Pennsylvania Fish Protective Association.
Philadei.phia, Oct. 10.—The regular monthly meeting

of tlie Pennsylvania Fish Protective Association was held
this evening at their rooms. No. 1,020 Arch street, Phiia-
delphia, and was well attended. A communication from
the Pennsj'lvania Commissioner of Fisheries requesting
permission to establish an ofiice in the rooms of the asso-
ciation was considered, and a motion to accord that priv-
ilege was unanimously adopted.
The action of the Pennsylvania authorities in proceed-

ing to remove the fish baskets in the Susquehanna River
was commended and also the work of the Pennsylvania
Fish Commission in removing the wing Avails recently
erected in the Delaware River during low water. Pre-
paratory measures were taken to celebrate the eleventh
anniversary of the Association in November.

W. G. Seller, Sec'y.

Lake Gogebic Bass.

Chicago, Oct, 14.—Our agent at Gogebic, Mich., advises
me that on Oct. 5 Mr. J. Edmund Strong, of Chicago,
caught in Lake Gogebic eight small-mouth black bass,
weighing .29ilbs. He, and the guide who accompanied
him, also caught a deer that was swimming across the
lake, and succeeded in killing it and bringing it back to
the hotel m the boat. On the same day Messrs. A. M.
Fuller and Geo. W. Pitkin, of Chicago, caught fourteen
black bass weighing 491bs. W. A. Thrall.

Inning of the Faithful.

Ft. Dodge, la., Oct. 8.—Fishing in this part of the
country is now at its best. The summer fisherman has

quit. The small boy is in school or on nutting expedi-
tions. The granger who spears and dynamites is busy
picking corn, and so a few of the faithful who have been
"skunked" on some trips and poorly rewarded on others,

are now reafjing the reward of "our patience. Small-
mouth black bass are biting freely, and the big ones have
broken their summer's fast and make the strings average
up well. I saw a string of ten black bass which weighed
251bs., not a bad average for our stream, the Des Moines.
Bait is scarce; frogs are either too small or just the oppo-
site, and the bass don't seem to take even those of proper
size freely. Minnows are scarce, as many small streams
are dry. Small bullheads, about Sin. long, are the best

bait we get. These are tough and lively and eagerly
taken. CoNVis.

Merrimack Salmon.
Hadley, Mass., Oct. 10.—^An October run of heavy

salmon, some of them estimated to weigh 40lbB., have
been trying for several days to get up the Merrimack
River at Sewall's Falls, but were prevented by the low
water and the absence of a fishway. Fish have also been
lying at the mouth of the Suncook, a tributary of the
Merrimack, but have been unable to get over the dam
at Garvin's Falls. The State Fish Commissioners propose
to capture them and take them to the State Hatching
House at Plymouth, where the spawn will be secured.

C. H.

Fishing in the Gulf.

BiLOXi, Miss.
,
Sept. 27.—As fine a catch of fish as I have

ever known caught was made on the Horseshoe Bar,
about two miles in front of Biloxi, last Tuesday. Messrs.
C. N. Golden, Louis Hahn and F. Fayard caught with
hook and line 110 Spanish mackerel, one jackfish of 28lbs,

and one lemon fish. The catch weighed 240lbs., and was
the largest knovm to this coast for many years. These
parties were in one boat. Other boats caught from 10
to 75 mackerel each. The fishing all along the Gulf coast
has been excellent, and the outlook for the winter is

very promising. - Anodrac.
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FIXTURES.
DOG SHOWS.

Nov. 81 to 24.—New .Jersey K. L.. at Newark, Dr. W. F. Seidler, See.
Dec. 12 to 15.—R. I. Poultry and Pet Stock Ass'n, at Providence.

FIELD TRLiLS.
Oct. 2.3.—Brunswick Fur Club field trials, at North Acton, Mass.

Bradford S. Turpin, Dorchester, Mass., Sec'y.
Oct. 30.—National Beagle Club trials, at Nanuet, N. Y. Geo. Laick,

Tarrytown, N. Y., Secretary.
Nov. 6.—United States Field Trials Club's Fall Trials, Bicknell, Ind.

P, T. Madison, Sec'y, IndianapoUs.
,

Nov. 7.—New England Beagle Club trials. W. S. Clark, Linden,
Mass., Secretary.
Nov. 7.—International Field Trial Club's Fourth Trials, Chatham,

Ont. W. B. Wells, Sec'y, Chatham.
Nov. 15.—Ohio Field Trial Club's Second Trials, Canton, O. C. Y.

LeUinger, Sec'y.
Nov. 20.—Eastern Field Trial Qub's Trials, at Newton, N. C. Mem-

bers' Stake Nov. 16. W. A. Coster. Sec'y.
Nov. 27.—Irish Setter Club's Field Trials, at ThoraasvUle, N. C. All-

Age entries close Nov. 1. G. G. Davis, Sec'y.

1894.

Jan. 1.—Southern California Field Trials, at Ontario, Cal. H. C
Hinman, Los Angeles, Cal., Sec'y.
Jan. 29.—Southern Field Trial Club's Trials, New Albany, Miss. T.

M. Brumby, Sec'y, Marietta, Ga.
Feb. 19.—United States Field Trials Club's Spring Trials. Grand

Junction, Teun. Second payment in Derby due Nov. 1. P. T. Madi-
son, Sec'y, Indianapolis, Ind.

POINTS AND FLUSHES.
[By a Staff Coi-re3po7ident.]

A Fishy Matter.

The two .iudges of the Minneapolis dog show conspired to-
gether in rather a fishy matter, which I am sure will lead to
the destruction of some fish. Mr. Hansen took Mr. David-
son as his guest to his home at Osceola Mills, which invita-
tion included some troub fishing in Mr. Hansen's private
waters. Mr. Davidson surrendered easily. The writer, too,
was the recipient of a similar generous invitation and felt
like surrendering easily, but owing to busy days, inclination
gave way to duty. May they "cast their lines in pleasant
places."
By the way, I regret to observe the proclivity and growing

practice of erstwhile good dogmen of "going fishiuK." They
have a hard-earned reputation for veracity to cherish, and
with such in possession are in trust for posterity, one cannot
be too careful these days. Still I do not anticipate any alarm-
ing defection, since no dogman of proper sentiments Avill

ever take any thrilling pleasure in catching trout till the
latter are bred true black, white and tan in color, of that
there is no question. Trout which are oranee-ticked,
or red ticked or roan, can never hope to hold a firm
place in the seething corner of the true dogman's heart,
in which repose his large store of pure affections.
The dogman is a keen stickler for the refinements
in the fancy, and when he goes fishing or angling—or both—
he should not forget that he has a mi.ssion, namely, to im-
prove and elevate his brethren of the fly. Never neglect true
art, and this cannot be done without a conscientious obsers'-
ance of details. For instance, it is now quite as bad form to
shoot a quail, snipe, woodcock or grouse over a liver-coloi-ed
setter as it is to catch a trout with a Avorm, or, rather, to
catch a trout by inducing him under various cloaks of kind-
ness and friendship, to bite a worm with a concealed weapon
about its person. To the rude barbarian, who shoots to kill
or fishes with a pole, the delicacies of true art are uaught;
yet the little refinements, after all, are what fill the longings
of the spirit of the true sportsman for something nobler and
higher. If a sportsman feels that his pleasure rests solely on
possessing a dog whose color matches his own complexion, or
whose happiness con.sists in wearing a costume which har-
monizes with the foliage, the sky, the birds or the eternal fit-

ness of things, who, by a single word, would deny the happi-
ness to him?
But it is useless to get fish and dog mixed—even the Indian

would not so fancy them. Yet I dislike to see man's best
friend deserted for the tinsel and glitter of speckled beau-
ties.

Mr. Geo. E, Gray, the well-known trainer and field trial
handler, stopped over at Minneapolis to attend the dog
show. The summer sun and prairie winds had left a healthy
bronze on his cheek, and the firm grip of his hand denoted
that he is no weakling. He was en route to Indiana with a
string of twelve dogs. The southern part of the State will
be the section in which be will give his dogs work on quail
and put on the finishing touches preparatory to the fall con-
tests.

The sportsmen who are interested in field trials should

keep in mind that the All-Aged Stake of the International
Field Trials closes positively on Nov. 1. Address W. B.
Wells, Secretary, Chatham, Ontario,

At the Minneapolis show I met Mr. Paul H. Gotzian, who
still admires his old fancy, although he is not so materially
interested as an owner as in mouths not far in the past.
There, too, was Mr, Al. C. Anderson, always amiable and
affable. He, the present year, took a trip to the Pacific
coast, but did not take an active interest in canine matters
while there.

I read with much pain of the destruction of the entire
plant of the St. Laudry Clarion, a weekly paper published
at Opelousas, La, Mr. J. W. Jackson, a gentleman well
known as a sportsman and breeder of fine dogs, is the editor.
All the circumstances indicated that the fire was of incen-
diary origin. The paper was fearless and independent in its
policy, which rmdoubtedly made it some enemies. It is just
-such papers as the St. Laudry Clarion that the South needs
to stir it to action and to strive for progress. With an energy
which is svtpposed to be limited to the bouudaries of the
North, the paper came out the following week, but undis-
mayed and unflinching. Out of the ashes of that fire. I
believe, will grow a larger paper with the loyalty of a large
constituency clustering about it. So let us hope 'it will be.

In a brief note Gapt. C. M. McMurdo informed us that he
would pass through Chicago about Oct. 4 on his way to his
home in Virginia. It will be remembered that he has been
enjoying the bountiful chicken crop in Manitoba. A pleasure
was lost by being absent from Chicago in attending the Min-
neapolis show at the time Captain McMurdo was in the city.
"WTien speaking of a gemiine gentleman and sportsman, one
can never go wrong in mentioning the Captain.

Mr. H. W. Lacy, kennel editor of Forest and Stream,
stepped off the train in Chicago Sunday morning, Oct. 1,
and the two Western representatives of Forest and Stream
met him simtiltaneou.sly after a wait of about two hours in
the ghostly inorning hours for his arrival on a late train.
We felt much solicitude for him, as we greatly feared he
might be lost in this great city. He was en route to Huron,
S. D., to dally with the gay greyhound andgiddy jack rabbit.
As he did not leave till evening there was time for a trip to
the World's Fair, which was made by boat. It is consid-
ered the proper caper on seeing the Fair to look awe-struck
or interested and to remark that it is a great and glorious
enterprise, a grand monument to American enterprise in
general and Chicago in particular, etc , ad inflniPitm, but
Mr. Lacy did neither. He gazed upon it as calmly as if
world's fairs were as common as cobblestones. He greatly
admired Forest asd Stream's exhibit in the Fisheries
Building. But we were pressed for time and hurriedly
walked through the middle of the grounds and the Plaisance
I believe that Mr. Lacy was not quite in his usual good form,
as he only talked dog about eight-tenths of the time.

Mr. Anderson Retires.

I regret to learn that Mr. H. B. Anderson of Glen View.
N. J., will retire from the profession of dog training; that is,

I regret it is to lose a man who was an ornament to it. I re-
joice that he will be in a better occupation, and my wishes
go with him for his prosperity and happiness. He writes to
me^imder date of Oct. 9, as follows: "I drop you this note
to say that I am going out of dogs entirely. I am returniuK
to the practice of dentistry, and after the 15th inst., my office
address will be Franklinville, N. Y., where all communica-
tions should be sent. I look over my three years as a pro-
fessional h.andler with pardonable pride, as t have been in-
strumental in landing six winners in three seasons, viz..

Ready II., Nugget, Bedford, Lady Alice, Nanon and Ben
Hm- of Riverview, who I prepared for last year's Members'
Stake, Philadelphia trials. I am also out of red setters en-
tirely, and no more need apply. The only dog I keep in re-
tiring is a Rowdy Rod ex Prima Donna puppy." He, too,
has an enviable record as a gentlemanly handler.

B. Waters.

Westchester County Fair Show.
The dog show of the Westchester County Fair was held at

White Plains, N. Y., Sept. 25 to 30. The undersigned did the
benching and superintended the show. There were 165 dogs
on exhibition. Mr. George Laick, secretary of the National
Beacle Club, was judge. Mt. Morgan Kennels of St. Ber-
nards had a fine string of dogs, two fine Yorkshire bitches
being with them. Palisade Kennels had smooth-coated St.
Bernards; and mastiff dog Ray took second prize. Herman
Kruger of New York city showed some St. Bernards, also
Dr. James of Rye, N. Y., had seven St, Bernai-ds. Fox-
hounds were fine; Hall, Brown & Co. won first in the does
and first and second in puppies. Sixteen beagle dogs ana
puppies were shown, Sunnyiside Kennels, owned by Beck
and brother, showed six dogs; two won first and two second.
Brier Cliff Kennels first in dogs. This dog won at Yonkers,
N. Y., and he. at New York city. Mr. Laick was at home
among these little hunters. Pointers shown by Mr. W. J.
Gormley of Yonkers were a fine string. H. McCarty of Tar-
rytown showed two good pointer puppies. There were only
three English setters shown and they were nothing extra.
Three collie bitches were shown; the first and second were

good, In great Danes two showed up The first prize dog,
Hannis 11. , owned by Ernest Hoig of New York city, stands
.33in. and his weight is 1601bs.; he was admired by all who
saw him. Three greyhounds w'ere shown; the fir.st and sec-
ond dogs were fine. There were only three Irish setters and
Mr. Laick was some time judging them as both winners
were very good.
Terriers were out in force and there w^ere many good ones.

The bull-terrier prize winner was above the average. In
pugs one entry took first. French poodles had two entries,
and the fir.st prize winner in dogs, owned by H. McCarty,
was a good one. The judging was done more .systematically
than ever before, Mr. Laick giving general satisfaction.

D. C. Paulding.
North T.aEavTowy, N. Y.

Mr. Barrymore's Spaniels.

Editor Forest and Stream:
In my letter to you of recent date, and describing to yoit

the spaniels which Messrs. Barrymore and Kent have, I fear
I made a mist,ake, as these toys w^ere obtained on board a
China steamer at San Francisco, and as the description given
by W. K. Taunton answers exactly to the dogs referred to, I
am cf the opinion that they are the genuine Chinese toy
spaniel, as hereafter described: "China also possesses a small
breed of toy dogs very much resembling the Japanese
.spaniel, wirh which the public are familiar from the .speci-
mens exhibited from time to time at our different shows.
They are about the size of a small Blenheim spaniel, with
long, silky, wavy coats, black and white; the nose is not so
short as in our modern toy .spaniels. These dogs come from
Pekin and thereabouts, and are obtained through the Napau-
lese traders, wlio go to Lhassa in Thibet and get the dogs
from the Chinese caravans which go there."—(W. K. Taun-
ton, "Foreign Dogs," 18f>S, England.)
The spaniels which I mentioned are black and white, with

long hair, although they are not over five to seven months
old. To give you a better idea I send you a photo of them,
for which we must thank Messrs. Lear & Cotton. I have
never been an admirer of toys, but after seeing these beauti-
ful dogs I am converted and I hope to see a class for them in
these United States. RiCHABD FRANCIS.
Omaha, Neb., Oct. 10.
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New Jersey Kennel lieague Meeting.
At a meeting of the league held at Newark, IST. J., Oct. 9,

the following were present: Edward H. Radel, W. O.
Knebler, Dr. W. F. Seidler, Edwin H. Morris, E. R. Cbristo-
£her, A. A. Eisele. August Harne. M. A. Hanchett, Frank
,ink, Dr. L. R. Sattler, W. J. Whelan. C. F. Lewis, Dr. G.

A.Van Wagenen, J. E. Eisele, C. C. Brandt, Chas. Kupchler,
Dr. Guenther, J. N. Sinnock, Theo. L. Lenthauser, Dr. E.

Guenther, F. McCue, L. Dumphey, J. Mitchell, H. Johnson,
A. Harrison.
The executive first made a report of the progress made in

regard to the dog show, Thanksgiving week, at the Indus-
trial Hall, adjoining the Grand Opera House, Newark, N. J.,

and received the most flattering commendation of the mem-
bers.
The following judges were nominated and appointed by a

unanimous vote: St. Bernards, Newfoundlands and pugs.
Miss Anna H. "V^Tiitney; mastiffs, a judge to be chosen by
the Mastiff Club; great Danes, A. H. Heppner; deerhounds,
greyhounds, Russian wolfhounds and all setters, John Brett;
pointers, J. H. Winslow; coUie-s, Martin Dennis; beagles and
foxhounds, Jos. Lewis; whippets, poodles, Yorkshire and
toy terriers. King Charles, Prince Charles, Blenheim, ruby
and Japanese spaniels, Italian greyhounds, schipperkes and
Mexican hairless, Edwin H. Morris; bloodhounds, dachs-
hunds, all spaniels used for sport, bulldogs, bull, fox, Bos-
ton, Irish, Dandie Dinmonts, Scotch, Skye, Bedlington,
Clydesdale and black and tan terriers, miscellaneous and
selling classes, James Mortimer.
A change was then recommended in the premium list,

from S15 and ST in open classes, to S6 and 84, which with
additional classes for puppies in fox-terriers, and a division
of American and English foxhounds, were sanctioned.
Mr. .John Read, of New York, was appointed as superin-

tendent, and Mr. Frank Link, of Newark, assistant super-
intendent- Dr. G. R. Sattler was made veterinarian of the
show. Messrs. Knebler, Whelan, Christopher and Winter
were selected as a committee to secure the presence of the
Governor of the State.
A first list of local specials was read, which includes a

valuable award for best St. Bernard given by Ed Radel, the
president.
A special for best pointer in the open class, by Charles

Bassini. A piece of furniture for a class he selects by Mr.
Kuhn, of Kuhn & Co. A handsome table for best toy dog,
by Miss Augustine Hahn. By a friend of the breed, SIO, for
best open class mastiff. For best Irish sett«r, §15 cash, by
Mr. Quimby. For greyhound, SIO lamp, by Emil Hoffman.
Assemblyman Joseph M. Byrnes oilers $5 in cocker class.

Mr. Sparkes, of Rockridge & Co., a valuable collar. Another
list with S40, given by the Fox-Terrier Club, medals by the
Collie Club, a cup and flask for bull-terriers, two specials for
poodles, several in the pet dog division, a picture by Muss-
Arnolt for the best open class pointer; a wolfhound special,
and several kennel specials, was also read.
The meeting was then adjourned until 17th inst., when the

premium list is to be ready for issue.

Pugs.
Editor Forest and Stream:
In the "Dog Chat" of your issue of Sept. 23 is an item an-

nouncing the arrival per steamship Spain of my pugs Dong
and Haughty Madge; and as the information is somewhat
misleading I may be allowed space for a correction. The
dogs were shipped from TiOndon Sept. 3 by that steamer and
she reached her dock at New York on the evening of Sept. IS.

Madge endured the fifteen days' trip well, and came ashore
in very good condition, but I regret to advise you that Dong
did not survive the voyage, having been found dead in his
box on the morning of Sept. 16. As the steamer officials

could as«ign no satisfactory explanation and neglected to
bring his body to port the cause of this sudden demise of one
of the be.'^t png.s of his day may ever remain a mystery.
Dong (E. 80,104) was bv champion Loris ex Pooty, and was

born Feb. 21, 1890, consequently was in the very prime of life

and usefulness. He was the possessor of a great show record,
having been the winner of over sixty prizes, and gold and
silver medals, at all the best shows in the Kingdom. He has
repeatedly beaten Fairy King, champion Mayor of Leeds,
Royal Duke of Rozelle, Royal Darkie, Drummer and others
in the front rank. It has been claimed for Dong that he was
the best-headed pug living, and as a .sire he knew no superior,
being prolific, sure, and potent in begetting high quality.
He gave promise of great usefulness in this country, and his
loss is a sad misfortune to the pug fancy of America.
Haughty Madge (E. 35,148) is by Bentley ex Sea Gull, and

was born March 13, 1891. She also has made a remarkable
show record on the other side, being the winner ol 46 firsts,

21 specials, 4 gold medals aud 8 cups at the leading .shows,
and having meritoriously defeated champion Mayor of Leeds,
Royal Duke of Rozelle, champion Confidence, Haughty
Major, Drummer, champion Princess Rose, Aline, and all
other c;ompetitors. Indeed, she is quite generally considered
in England the best pug alive, and it is hoiked that her ex-
cellencies may be as apparent in America. F. C. Nims.
Pahjksville, O., Oct. 3.

A Police Dog.
RoCHESTEE, N. Y.—I append a clipping from the Rochester

Democrat and Chronicle which tells the tale of a dog with-
out a pedigree: "Police Jack, the dog who has been known
to every policeman on the night force for over five years,
met with a fatal accident shortly after midnight this morn-
ing. He went with Special Officer Nied into the Union and
Advertiser building, and when on the fifth fioor fell through
the elevator shaft to the basement, six stoiies below, lie
died in.itantly.

"Police Jack, or Copper Jack, as he was sometimes called,
was a small, brown, insignificant looking dog, who came to
Sergeant Frank Allen in East Rochester five years ago, and
has been with the night force ever since. Every night after
that as the night force went on duty he appeared, and fol-
lowed some officer along his beat. Where he came from
when firat he appeared nobody has been able to discover.
There was not a man on the night force who was not his
friend. Whenever a prisoner was refractory, when the dog
•was near, he would bite him on the legs and help the officer
in every way possible. The death of the little dog will bring
genuine sorrow to the entire force."

O. Stewart Bambee.

A Badger's Invitation.

Editor Forest and Stream:
I have read the article in your paper of Sept. 23, in which

my friend Mr. Geo. Thomas says that Paddy Doolan "can do"
my badger. If he can do her (George being in the terrier
business), he can sell Paddy to advantage. I do not sign my
real name, but that George may know that his dog will have
food care while in my possession (I don't vouch for what the
adger will do with him), I refer to Mr. Lacy, of your paper.

The badger and 1 are both waiting for Paddy, and George if

he will accompany his tyke. Badger.
[We can vouch for it that the "Badger" on the outside will

take good care of Paddy before he goes in and afterward,
should he come out. But ' 'between whiles" he must take his
chances.] .

Dr. d. S. Bamber has purchased a pointer pup llmos. old
by Billy Beaumont—Lady Monte, that is said to show ex-
cellent field qualities, as well as being pleasing to look upon.

DOG CHAT.

Sir Bedivere Goes West.
Things are very quiet in St. Bernard ranks just now, and

the St Bernard Club seems to have pulled down the blinds
altogether for the nonce. We are able, ho vever, to give a
little news that will startle St. Bernardom from its lethargy.
We have heard little of Arthur Trickett since he went out to
Little Rock, Ark., to ta^e charge of Mr. C. A. Pratt's kennel.
Arthur is a pretty quiet sort and mysterious at times, and
especially so when he is freighted with important news. In
this mood he seems to have strolled into the Forest AND
Stream office on Monday, much to our surprise, and it was
some time before we learned that the great Sir Bedivere
leaves us to take up his quarters in the Argyle Kennels.
We did not suppose that Mr. Reick was in earnest when he
placed all his dogs on the sale list, and that the gem of his

collection should be the first to go .surprised us no little,

^uch is the case, however, and the crack is said to be in good
llealth, though out of coat aud flesh, Mr. Trickett starts

with him to-morrow (Tuesday) on his 2,000-mile journey. The
price paid is private. Mr. Pratt has Alton II., Wyoming
Belle, etc., in his kennel, besides several very fair bitches,

and one smooth pup is .t^aid to be quite a good one. In all

he has about twenty St. Bernards. The kennels are .situated

near the station at Little Rock, a,nd as the latter is on the
lins of travel to and only sixty-five miles from the Hot
Springs, it would seem a good location for a kennel, though
the weather is rather warm for St. Bernards we should think.
Whether Sir Bedivere will be shown East will all depend
upon how he improves in condition between now and spring.
Mr. Trickett tells us he is well pleased with his new quarters,
and with the aid of another good bitch which they expect to

purchase, can now put down a team that will compare favor-
ably with former teams Arthur has had in charge. Mr. Reick
has still Marvel, Young Bute, Kingston Regent, Princess
Florence, Rustic Beauty, etc., from which he can choose a
formidable quartette for thekennel prizes. It isnot unlikely
that A. M. Hughes will take hold of this kennel, and if he
does we shall hope to see the dogs in good shape once more.
We congrattilate Mr. Pratt on his plucky purchase and trust
he will have the success he deserves. Little Rock may now
lay claim to having the best of the breed.

Dandle Dinmonts.

There is quite a discussion going on in English papers on
the question of training Dandie Dinmonts, and Mr. Rankine
in the course of a letter to the Scottish Fancier drops some
ideas gained from his experience of thirty years' breeding
that may be useful to our breeders this side of the water, as

we have noticed the same things that he complains of in

some of the terriers shown lately at our shows In .speaking
of the coat standing out—staring—and making a certain dog
look much heavier than in reality he was, and almost like
anything than one would expect a working Dandie should
appear, he says: "It has all along and still remains to be
my firm and distinctive comdction that a Dandie should
have what is known as a 'pily coat,' composed of a mixture
of hard and softish hair—the hard, however, predominating
over the soft; so as to give, when handled, a crispish feeling
—and its length may run from 1)^ to 2Xin., but as above in-

dicated, when it exceeds the latter figure it ^may be said to
have grown to an unnatural length, which it often does
under what may almost be termed artificial or unnatural
cfrcumstances, for it is not by any means the Dandie's nature
to be made a pampered house pet. Now, I hazard the fur-
ther remark that it has long been an established fact that
where a Dandie is pampered in the house—as too many un-
doubtedly are—and insufficiently exercised, and not groomed
with a pretty bard brush, the soft hair seems to grow consid-
erably more profuse and to a much greater lengih than the
hard hair, and eventually the soft hair predominates over
the hard, giving the coat a soft, silky feeling and the dog a
false appearance, neither of which are characteristic of the
breed."

N. £. E. C. Meeting.

The New England Kennel Club selected a good list of
working officers at their annual meeting, Oct. 5: President,
Edward Brooks; Vice-President, John E. Thayer; Secretary,
David E. Loveland; Treasurer, George A. Fletcher. Board
of Governors, Edward Brooks, JohnE. Thayer, David E. Love-
land, George A. Fletcher, James W. Newman, J. P. Barnard,
George H. Eddy, Harry W. Smith, Samuel Hammond, Jr.
Bench show committee, Edward Brooks, David E. Loveland,
George A. Fletcher. Delegate to A. K. C, Edward Brooks.
There have been rumors that Mr. Brooks was going to
retire from active interest in dogs and dog shows, but we can
ill afford to lose such men in the fancy, and his election to
the presidency of such a prominent kennel club as the N. E.

K. C. wiU, we trust, draw the bonds still tighter.

Dachshunds.
Mr. John Matthews, the well-known bulldog exhibitor,

did so well at the pet dog show with the dachshund bitch he
bought from Mr. Manice that he has purchased another one,
a dog pup this time, by Jay ex Sister. Mr. Manice thinks he
has a coming dog in the queerly named Icthyosaurus, second
at Boston, though it is a bit coarse. We do not know
whether Mrs. Cleveland's new fancv will turn the fashion
toward this quaint breed, but at any rate dachshunds are
coming to the front. A well-bred dachshund or two round
the house lend a quaint charm that is absent in many of the
more popular breeds. Mr. Manice this week places some of
his stock at prices that are ridiculously low.

Pug Dogr Dong's Death.

We very much regret that such a good pug as Dong must
have been did not live to take his part in our dog .shows.
The disqualification of Sprake, the death of Bonsor leave a
gap in the pug ranks here that should be filled by something
as good, if not better, A good pug or two are sadly needed
just now, as, outside of Bob Ivy, there is really not a good
one going the rounds at present. Half a loaf is, however,
better than no bread at all, and we are glad that Mr. Nims
has at least one good one in Haughty Madge, who will prob-
ably, if all goes well, be seen at Chicago next February.

New breeds are cropping up every day. In the New York
Herald we see an inquiry for a very small white Puerto
Rician poodle, about two years old, with abundance of
hair. StocM-Keeper this week tells us of a new one that Mr.
Morrison of England has just introduced at the Edinburgh
show. Yozo, as it is named, comes from the interior of
Japan and is coal black, his head in formation and expres-
sion is exactly that of a black pug's, so are his ears, and his
tail has the curl; his legs are shorter and he has more hone,
but he has a rough long coat like a Pomeranian. It is the
first that has ever been seen in England, but Mr. Raper
found no difiiculty in putting it first in the foreign class, aud
the above journal pertinently asks how he came by his
knowledge of the breed.

A gentleman living in Philadelphia writes us as follows:
"Can you give me the name and address of a good man to
break in a young .'^etter dog, who lives near Philadelphia?"
This is the third request of this kind that we have received
within a week from persons living in cities not very far from
New York, and such inquiries are constantly coming to us.

We know of many good dog handlers, but most of them
devote all their time to preparing dogs for field trial work,
and so reside at a distance from the larger cities, and in places
where inhabitants are few and birds abundant. While per-
sons who have dogs to be trained for field trials are usually
willing to send them far away to the best handlers, there are
a great many others, having young dogs to be broken for

their own shooting, who much prefer to keep the animals
within reach, where they can occasionally see them and
judge with their own eyes as to how their education is pro-
gressing. We have no doubt that many excellent handlers
are to befoundwithineasy reach of Philadelphia, New York,
New Haven and Boston, but we do not know their names
and are not able to learn them. It would certainly seem
worth while for such handlers to register their names at
this office, sending in at the same time references from
sportsmen with whom they have had dealings. In this way
we .should be able to recommend such handlers and to benefit
them and such of our readers as may wish to obtain their
services.

Mr. C. C. M. Hunt, of Palmyra, N. Y., called last Friday
on his way to Mr. Bradley's place at Greenfield Hill, to enjoy
a little shooting. He telis us he will run his pointer Grouse
in the All-Age lit the Eastern field trials next mouth. Mr.
John Lewis, who is now at lieidsville, N. C, will have him
in hand and also educate a young setter of Mr. Hunt's.

Mr. Angus Cameron goes South shortly with the Hemp-
stead Farm Kennels entries in the Eastern.

We have received several letters commenting unfavorably
on the late awarding of the 'Ashmont" trophy, but as they
are over nomf< dc plume, it would serve no good purpose
to publish them, anonymous communications carrying no
conviction or weight. The prize has been awarded, and the
lesson learned, so let the sore heal up as best it may.

At a meeting of the Pacific Kennel Club held Oct. 4, the
treasurer reported a balance of $891.

We have received a letter from the owner of the bull-ter-
rier Young Marquis, questioning Mr. Watson's decision at
Danbury show and asking for information of the relative
merits of Cordona and his dog Topsparkle, etc. We do
not wish any controversy on the subject, but if the judge
sees fit to give reasons for his decision, all well and good,
further than this we are not interested in the matter.

Mr. C. W. Tway, of Irwin, O., left Tuesday week for
Bloomfield; la., where he will locate to train some dogs for
private shooting, and prepare his entries for the field trials.

He also advises us that he will accept two more dogs to train
for private shooting and one for trials.

Mr. W. L Washington's Irish setter bi<^ch Ownie met her
death through the burning of Mr. J. C. Heinz's business
building, her owner having loaned her to Mr. Heinz for

sporting purposes. Mr.Washington valued the bitch highly
and we sympathise with him in his loss.

The annual meeting of the National Beagle f^lub will take
place at the Krueder Homestead, Nantiet, N. Y., Oct. 3,0, at 7
P. M. Officers for ensuing year will be elected.

Mr. Ttilk tells us that the Hamilton Kennel Club propose
holding another local show some time during the winter and'
are trying to secure the old post-office building. There is

also some talk of starting a boarding kennel on the outskirts-
of the city.

The postponed executive committee meeting of the A. K.
C. will be held Oct. 27, at 3 P. M., at 44 Broadway, New-
York.

Field trial men should not forget that the All-Age Stake
entries for the International Field Trials close Nnv. 1. In
addition to the 40^ of entrance money for first the winner
will also take the cup for one year, presented by Messrs.
Cassimir Gzowski and Cliristopher Robinson, Q. C. The
forfeit is §5 and §5 additional to start. Mr. W. B.
Wells, Chatham, Ont., is the secretary.

The noted collie bitch Elgin BawdorVida was recently ship-
ped to this city on the Ethiopia, consigned to a gentleman
who is starting a kennel of this breed. The bitch has won
several prizes in England aud before sailing was bred to Fife
Keith Mark. With her came Bowdor Mayflower, by Orms-
kirk Chris ex Blundell.=and Benie, and she was bred to
Ormskirk Amazement. She is also a winner of prizes.

Detroit Will Have a Show.
Editor Forest and Stream:
The second annual dog show of the City of the Straits

Kennel Chib, Limited, will be held at the Auditorium, De-
troit, Feb. 14 to 17, 1894, under A. K. C. rules.

We would like to hear from breeders and handlers that^.

may have suggestions to make, as we wish to prepare pre-
mium list as soon as possible. There will be classes for all
breeds same as at last show, with puppy classes added. The
regular list will show fully as much money as in '92, and if
possible will be larger, while our list of cash specials, cups,
etc.. wiU excel. GUT D. Welton, Sec'y.

DETRorr, Mich., Oct. 3.

KENNEL NOTES.
Kennel Notes are inserted without charge j «nd blaiife»

(famished free) will he sent to any address.

NAMES CLAIMED.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Love's Kent. By W. I. Love, Birmineham. Ala,, for black and white
pointer dog, whelped .June 10, 1893, by Kent Elgin (King of Kent—Vera
Bang) cue of Mack's Juno fRex Morgan—Fleet).
Pudge. By W. B. McBride, Birmingham, Ala,, for silver fawn pug

dog, whelped June IS, 1893, by imported DrunUiier fBruce —Patience)
out of Pitti Sing Cimported Othello—J ule).

BRED.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Devonshire Pearl—Duke of Dexter. C. D. Roberts's fDexter, Me.)
imported pointer bitch Devonshire Pearl (Devonshire Nero—Devon-
shire Fan) to his Duke of Dexter (Duke of Vernon—Boslri). July 10.

Una King Don—Duke of Dexitr, R. W. Pope's (Gardiner, Me.)
pointer bitch Uno King Don (King Don—Patti M. II.) to C. D. Roberts's
Duke of Dexter (Duke of Vernon—Boski), Sept. SH.

Lady Vixen—Duke of Dexter. F. R. Page's (Orland, Me.) pointer
bitch Ladv Vixen to C. D. Roberts's Duke of Dexter (Duke of Vernon
—Boski), April 33.

Bomulus. David Dows, Jr.'s, Irish terrier bitch to
Hempstead Farm Kennels' Romulus, July 3.

Westminster Gladys—Duke of Hessen, Philip Daly, Jr.'s, pointer
bitch Westminster Gladys to Hempstead Farm Kennels' Duke of Hes-
sen, July 15.

Minnie Sefton—Conrad IL Hempstead Farm Kennels' (Hemp-
stead, L I.) coliie bitch Minnie Stjfton to their Conrad II., July jio.

Westminster Blanche—Sa^tdford Druid. Hempstead Farm Kennels'
(Hempstead. L. I.) pointer bitch Westminster Blanche to their Sand-
ford Druid, July 2i.

Suffolk Rarity—Siiffotk Trimmer. Hempstead Farm Kennels"'
(Hempstead, L. I.) fox-terrier bitch Suffolk Rarity to their Suffolk
Trimmer, June 2(5.

Merryleys—Sandford Druid. Hempstead Farm Kennels' (Hemp-
stead, L. 1) pointer bitch Merrylegs to their Sandford Druid, April 13.

Suffolk Venus—Suffolk King. Hempstead Farm Kennels' (Hemp-
stead, L. I.) wii-e-haired fox-terrier bitch Suffolk Venus to their Suflolfc
King, April 8.
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Boxlyn Mleen—Romuhis. Harry Jarrett's Irish terrier bitch Eos-
iyn Eileen to Hempstead Farm Kennels' Romulus. Sept, 3.

Gypsey—Woodmanster-ne Trefoil. B. E. Valentine's collie bitch

Gypsey to Hempstead Farm Kennels" WoodmansterneTrefoU, Aug. 39.

Gem,—Conrad 11. AVoodiawn Park Kennels' collie bitch Gem to
Hempstead Farm- Kennels' Conrad 11.. Aug. 16.

Nellie- Fenian. Boy. Valentine Motfs Irish terrier bitch Nellie to
Hempstead Farm Kennels" Fenian Boy. Aug. 17.

Flora— Woodraansiei-ne Trefoil. Woodlawn Park Kennels's collie

bitch Flora to Hempstead Farm Kennels' "W^oodmansterne Trefoil,

July 28.

Quet-n Dare—Lad of Kent A. Gedge's (New Haven, Conn.) pointer
bitch Queen Dare to champion Lad of Kent, July 29.

WHELPS.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Queen Dare. A. Gedpe's (New Haven, Conn.) pointer bitch Queen
Dare. Sept. 28 four (three dops). by champion Lad of Kent.
Devonshire Pearl. C. D Roberts's (Dexter, Me.) pointer bitch Dev-

onshire Pearl (Devonshire Nero—Devonshire Fan), Sept. 10, eight (five

dogs), by his Duke of Dexter (Duke of Vernon—Boski).
Lady Vixen. F. R. Page's (Orland. Me,) pointer bitch Lady Vixen,

June 28, eight (four dogs), by C. D. Roberts's Duke of Dexter (Duke of
Vernon—Bosk').
Florence. M. J. Flaherty's (Providence, R. I.) English setter bitch

Florence (Rni d Or—Nellie Bly), Oct. 1, nine (four dogs), by T. M. Aid-
rich's (}ene (Druid—Ruby).
Miss Nelson. W. M. Wood's (Pittsfleld. Mass.) English setter bitch

Miss Nelson (Tacomic—Kameela). June 35, five (two dogs), by E. O.
Damon's The Corsair (Dan Gladstone—Haydee).
Miss Russell. J. D. Faley's (Washingtj-\n, D C.) English setter bitch

Miss R'lssell (Gath's Mark—Princess Joy), Sept. 24. five bitches, by
Blue Ridge Kennels' Antonio (Roderigo—Bo-Peep) ; entire litter dead.

. Hempslead Farm Kennels' (Hempstead, L. I.) pointer bitch
(Duke of Hessen—Queen Fan), July 28, nine (five dogs), by their

Sandford Druid.
Gem of Kippen. Hempstead Farm Kennels' (Hempstead, L. I.)

pointer bitch Gem of Kippen, .July 29, eight (five dogs), by their Sand-
ford Druid.
Zmeika. Hempstead Farm Kennels' (Hempstead, L. I.) Russian

wolfhound bitch Zmeika, July 8, ten (iSve dogs), by C. S. Hanks's
Groubian.
Ormskirk Jidia. Hempstead Farm Kennels' (Hempstead, L. I.) col-

lie bitch Ormskirk Julia, June 80, seven (two dogs), by their Conrad
U.
Merrylegs. Hempstead Farm Kennels' (Hempstead, L. I.) pointer

bitch Merrylegs, June 15, two dogs, by their Sandford Druid.
Suffolk Fejiiw. Hempstead Farm Kennels' (Hempstead. L. I ) wire-

- haired fox-terrier bitch Suffolk Venus, June 11, two (one dog), by their
Suflfolk King.

Countess. W. L Davidson's smooth fox-terrier bitch Countess, Sept.
2t), six (two dogs), by D. J. Rogers's Ebor Larchmoat.

SALES.
Prepared Blanks sent free on appHcation.

Nellie Mac. Liver and white pointer bitch, whelped Feb. 3, 1891, by
Beaufort H. out of Fannie, by C. D. Roberts, Dexter, Me., to J. C.
Stiver, Boston, Mass.
Strebor Prank. Liver and white pointer dog, whelped July 13, 1892,

by Duke of Dexter out of Uno King Don, by C. D. Roberts, Dexier,
Me., to J. S. Cross, Lawrence, Mass.
Rina. Black and tan foxhound dog, by C. D. Roberts, Dexter, Me.,

to W.TE. Tibbatts, Amesbury, Mass.
Strebor Deblois. Liver and white pointer dog, whelped July 13. 1892,

by Duke of Dexter out of Uno King Don, by C. D. Roberts, Dexter,
Me., to J. E. Hair, Bridgeport, Conn.
Strebor Martha. Liver and white pointer bitch, whelped July 13,

1893, by Duke of Dexter out of Uno Kmg Don, by C. D. Roberts, Dex-
ter, Me., to John McElwain, same place.

Arline. White, black and tan beagle bitch, whelped March 13. 1893,

by champion Fitzhugh Lee out of Lady Novice, by A. D. Fiske, Wor-
cester, Mass . to A. Wood Paw tucket, R. I.

Fva. White, tan and black beagle bitch, whelped March 13, 1893, by
champion Fitzhugh Lee out of Lady Novice, by A. D. Fiske, Worces-
ter, Mass., to H. G. H. Tarr, New York city.

Claude. White, black and tan beagle bitch, whelped March 13, 1893,

by champian Fitzhugh Lee out of Lady Novice, by A. D. Fiske, Wor-
cester, Mass., to E. P. Butler, Pawtucbet. R. I.

The Deuce. Whit.p, black and tan beagle dog, whelped March 13, 1893,

by champion Fitzhugh Lee out of Lady Novice, by A. D. Fiske, Wor-
cester, Mass , to J. E. Dawson, Pawtucket, R. I.

. Bull-terrier dog, by Hempstead Farm Kennels, Hempsted,
L. I., to J. McCormick, Brooklyn, N. T.
Duke of Hessen- Queen Fan tuhelp. Pointer dog, whelped July U.

1893, by Hempstead Farm Kennels, Hempstead, L. I., to F. E. Lewisi
T^rytown, N. T.
Duke of Hessen— Woolton Game tvh^lp. Liver and white pointer,

whelped July 27, 1893, by Hempstead Farm Kennels, Hempstead, L, 1. ',

to F. E. Lewis. Tarrytown, N, Y.
Grove Tipster—Ridgefeld Nettle ivhelp. Fox-terrier dog, by Hemp-

stead Farm Kennels, Hempstead, L. 1., to H. S. Brooks, New York
city.
Woodnwnsterne Trefoil—G^-een Moujitain Lass. CoUie dog,whelped

May 20, 1893, by Hempstead Farm Kennels, Hempstead, L. I., to Col.

H. Le Grand Cannon, Burlington, Vt.
Drummer—Fitti Sing whelps. Silver fawn pug dogs, whelped June

18, 1893, by T. T. Ashford, Birmingham, Ala., one each to W. B. Mc-
Bride, same place, and W. W. Hobson, Clinton, la.

Ken t Elgin—Luck of Raby whelp. Black and white pointer dog,
whelped June 18. 1893, by T. T. Ashford, Birmingham, Ala., to W. B.
Townsend. Lewisburg, Ala.
Love's Kent. Black and white pointer dog, whelped June 10, 1893, by

Kent Elgin out of Mack's Juno, by T. T. Ashford, Bhmingham, Ala.,
to W. I. Love, same place.
Kent Elgin—Mack's June lohelp. Lemon and white pointer dog,

whelped June 10, 1893, by T. T. Ashford, Birmingham, Ala., to W. B.
Townsend, Lewisburg, Ala.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
There is no charge for answering questioiis under this head. All

questions relating to ailments of dogs will be answered by Dr. T. G.
Shenvood, a member of the Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons.
Ckimmunications referring to other viatters connected with fennel
Management and dogs will also receive careful attention.

F. B. Z., Gloversville. N. Y".-The owner of the collie Seftou Hero is

Mr. J, Pierpont Morgan, whose kennels are at Highland Falls. N. Y.

J. M. N., Albany, N. \".—Would you be kind enough to give me the
pedigree of the rough-coated St. Bemai-ds Blucher and Madeline.
Ans. Blucher (A. K. R 3.577\ by Thor out of Mj'rtle, by Leo (E. 7,461),

Thor by Thor (E. 2,462). Madeline (A. K. R. .:i.533),'by Hermit (E.
11,757), oat of Moehin's Mab. by Bailey's Hob (Roy—Duchess, E. 6,429).
out of King's Judo, by champion Oscar out of Luna.

Nearing Perfection.

In the growth and perfection of appliances which make railway
travelingluxurious and comfortable, the people of the United States
have noted with much pride the progress that has been made in recent
years. "SVe have been for many years much be'ter off in this regard
than have the people of Europe. In the old countries the tracks have
been so much more solidly and substantially built that until recentlv
we have been behind Europe in the speed at which trains could be
moved over the rails. This state of affairs has, however, been reme-
died. The great four track New York Central* Hudson River liail-

road has been patiently spending enormous sums of money upon the
improvement of its road-bed, t'll to-daj', with steel rails of massive
size and weight., bridges and culverts of steel and solid mas- nry, block
signals and tracks ballasted with broken stone, it can challenge any
country in the world to compete with it. In point of fact, the traveler
in America to day, going west from New York via the New Y'"orb Cen-
tral, has his choice of Five Great Limited Trains, on eacti of which he
may enjoy all the lirsuries of a palatial home, or a completely equipped
business ofBce, and be whirled over the country at a rate of speed uni-
formly higher than is known anywhere else in' the world, while at the
same lime he can keep thoroughly informed as to the state of the
market and on all e^sen iai matters pertaining to his business. Truly,
we are a luxui-ious people,—J di'.

A NEW-SUBSCRIBER OFFER.
A bona fide ne'vr subscriber sending us $5 will receive for that stun

the Forest akd Strkam one year (price ?4) and a set of Zimmerman's
famous "Ducking Scenes" (advertised on another page, price $5)—

a

$9 value for $5,

This offer is to neia subscribers only. It does not apply to reneioaU.

For $3 a bona fide new subscriber for six months will receive the

FOBKOT AND Stbsam during that time and a copy of Dr, Van Fleet's

bandsome work. "Bird Portrait* lor the Young" (the price of wijich

FIXTURES.
Oct, 23,—Brunswick Fur Club Trials, at North Acton, Mass. Brad-

ford S. Turpin. Dorchester, Mass.. Sec'y.
Oct. 30.—National Beagle Club Trials, at Nanuet, N, Y, Geo. Laick,

Tarrytown, N, Y., Sec'y,
Oct. 31.—The Cowley County Coursing Association, Winfield, Kaa.

J. R. Ballard, Sec"y.
Nov. 1.—Northwestern Beagle Club's Trials, at Whitewater, Wis,

L, Steffen, Sec'y,
Nov. 1.—Western Kansas Coursing Club"s meeting, at Leoti, Kan.

W. D Allphin, Sec'y,
Nov. 7.—New England Beagle CIub"s Trials. W. S. Clai-k, Lmden,

Mass., Sec'y.

Coursing^ in Colorado.
Editor Forest and Stream:
A jolly party of enthusiastic cour.?ers was that which took

the Union Paciflc train out of Denver on .Saturday evening,
Sept. 20. After five hours' ride the party left the train at
Kit Carson, 1.52 miles east of Denver, where they were met
with a team and wagon and taken to the Bartels Brothers'
stock ranch, seven miles southeast. The whole party at
once unfolded their blankets and then took several hours'
rest. A good breakfast was served, after which the party all
went out in the pasture to witness the trials of the does be-
longing to the St. Patrick Kennels, preparatory to the Good-
laud meet. The first pair put in the slips were Boomerang
and Border Ruffian. The former is well known, having
made quite a reputation for himself at G-reat Bend last year.
The latter is a black and white puppy sired by Dingwall out
of Miss Kitten. Jacks being plentiful one was soon put up.
The invincible Boomerang had no difficulty in disposing of
the Dingwall puppy. He ran with all the fire and determina-
tion which characterized his running at the Bend. Bon Bon
and Bonny Belle, both litTter sisters of Border Ruffian, were
next on the card. To a poor slip Bonny Belle reached the
jack a scant length in the lead. After the first turn a ntim-
ber of exchanges, in which it was "give and take" were made
before Bon Bon dashed in and killed.
Then a pair of the ranch dogs, old St. Patrick and Bracelet,

furnished the party with a good course, the puppy Bracelet
getting the better of the old dog, who has lost none of his
speed, but has learned to be "cunning." The course finished
the party adjourned to the house, where several hours were
spent in recalling reminiscences and telling yarns over the
dinner table
Dinner over, fresh horses were saddled and the same dogs

taken out for another trial. Boomerang and Bon Bon made
a good course of their trial. Boomerang led, turned to Bon
Bon, who once in possession, worked the jack very quickly,
and was hard to displace. Boomerang, however, was equal
to the occa.eion and fairly crowded the bitch out of his way,
wrenched twice, flecked and killed. Then came the race of
the day. Border Ruffian and Bonny Belle were slipped on a
blacktail at about 7.5rds. The run up was the prettiest and
most exciting one ever witnessed by any of those present.
The pair left the slips on even terms and both seemingly get-
ting into their stride at the same time, neither could get
clear of the other. A blanltet would have covered the pair
until within a few yards of the jack, when the rabbit swerv-
ing in favor of the dog he pulled out and gained the turn by
half a length. Then it was give and take until the kill was
effected, and all in all was a very near thing.
These trials over, the above dogs were taken back to the

kennels and the ranch dogs turned out. The party then rode
out on the flats east of the ranch toward "First View" (so
named because in traveling west yoix can get your first view
of the Rockies from this point). About five miles out, one of
the party sighted a band of antelope. There proved to be
eleven in the band, but in spite of all the precautions taken
they were unable to get near enough to start the dogs. Sev-
eral coyotes were seen in the distance, but they too avoided
being chased by "lighting out from the word go."
On the ride back to the ranch, several jacks were run, some

killed and others allowed to live to run another day.
After a hearty sxipper the courses and the sport in general

were discussed and run over again.
The following day the party returned to Denver well sat-

isfied with the sport furnished. A vote of thanks was ex-
tended to the Bartels Bros, for their hospitality and to the
ranch hands, who did everything in their power to make the
trip a pleasant one. That they all look forward to these an-
nual trials with great pleasure", goes without saying.

Keppel.
• • • •

"Huronites."

Any one who vdshes to indulge in a sport that stirs the
blood, and that has a slight touch of danger in it, should
try a little cour.sing on the prairies. We have followed the
hounds in good countries; bushwhacked it in Australia
when an "old man" kangaroo has been our game; but for
breezy, clean and exciting sport commend us to a hot burst
after a strong jack on such ground as South Dakota affords.
Coursing as conduct^ed at Huron affords a sport that should
be welcomed by sportsmen in the East or anywhere. If this
sport was only given the attention it deserved we are certain
that many of our wealthy young men would start a kennel
of greyhounds, and soon, instead of a few isolated meetings,
we should have a list of fixtures that would increase with
every year. Coursing men are proverbially good sportsmen
and "we may take the Huron meeting as a criterion. Coursing
cannot be properly indulged in in the East, but there is no
reason why clubs cannot be formed which can hold their
meetings at different localities in the West in the same way
that the field trials clubs bring off their setter and pointer
trials, The expense is no greater; and the excitement and
fun beats comparison.
Mr. H. C. Lowe must feel content with his efforts as a

greyhound breeder. The winners and runners-up in Cup and
Plate were his breeding, and his dog Lord Neversettle, in the
first round of the cup, had six of his progeny left in. A fea-
ture of this meeting was the e.xcellent shape and build of the
greyhounds that came to slips in the finals. There was not
one" that could not be shown with confidence of getting well
up in any bench show company. Viola and VarT's Peter are
winners, Viola wanning firsts at Nashville and Chicago
shows. Princess May is a beautifully formeil greyhound
from shoulders back and has a good fro"nt. No such absurdi-
ties as a 3o-pound greyhound, all legs and wings, as one
might say, were seen at this meeting. The names of the par-
ents of nearly every dog that ran are well known, and prob-
ably the parents of those unknown to us, such as Mr. Hall
brought on from California, are just as good.
Several New York dogs have run in coursing meetings at

Great Bend, but never done themselves justice because they
were unc prepared properly. The re-sult of this meeting
shows that Eastern dogs cau be sent out here and put in the
hands of good trainers, who will crop up in time, just as the
field trial trainers did.
Mr. Thos. Hall takes back with him to Merced, CaL, a

four months old pup by Royal Crest—Drytime that should
give a good account of itself when he gets on his legs. His
breeding is good enough anyhow.
Dr. Van Hummel and J. R. Cochran, of Winfield, Kan.,

with whom he has gone into partnership in running grey-
hounds, started for Goodland, Kan , on Saturday morning,
on a train that carried east a crowd of the visitors to the
Huron meeting, including Messrs. Watson, Page, Williams,
Hayman, Hall, Allen, Brett, and the Fokest and Stream
man. and although the train simply scrambled through the

Intervening territory between Huron and Chicago'and left us
to forage in the open for victuals, a very enjoyable journey
was experienced. The courses were run all over again and
though the slips did not break there was lots of fun.
Mr. H. C, Lowe -will take his dogs on to Goodland and

there is little doubt but that success will be his again,
Mr. A, C. Bradbury stayed over in Huron till Monday,

when he also started for the Goodland meeting. It is a pity
that Dover, his best dog, went wrong, as he tells us he can
run ring.s round any other in his team. The dog developed
rheumatism in the shoulder after being out on Tuesday, the
first day, and he was drawn from the rest of the stakes. As
evidence of the good going in the Huron country, fhere were
few, if any, dogs beyond Drytime that we're seriously
affected in their feet, all going to slips, seemingly, in gooci
shape. Sir Hugo, Ban Boy and one or two others were cut
by wire, but not to incommode them much.
The stakes were all paid by check to the lucky winners on

Friday evening, and although the amounts were not as large
as anticipated they were in advance of anything yet given
east of the Rockies. Afterward the visitors adjourned to
the Huron club room, where with dog chat and song the
company passed the time till an early hour next day.
Mr, Longstaff, the secretary of the Huron Coursing Club,

is the publisher of the local paper The Huronite, and al o
holds down the postmastership. He devoted a column each
day to the coursing and served up several paragraphs that
pleased the boys greatly. Here are a few of them:
"A few years from now some of the jacks that were chased

and holed will say to the younger generation, 'Oh, yes;
you're swift. Or at least you think you are, and that is just
as good as long as nothing but cur dogs chase you, but you
ought to be put against the dogs that chased me at "the
great International of '9-3. I am glad you don't get such
races, for your folks would be awful sorry to see you killed.
Run! why, when I was your age I could do up one leg in a
gum overshoe and outrun anything that went on four legs.'
And then the young jacks will wink at one another and say,
'Grandad is talking through his hat again to-day.' "

"There should have been a dog race here in June. It
seems a great rain producer." Alluding to the rain on
Wednesday and Thursday ni»hts. "For producing rain
dynamite isn't in it. One healthy jack and two dogs will
make a bigger hole in the atmosphere than a ton of dyna-
mite."
[The above paragraphs were intended for last week's issue,

but were unavoidably crowded out.]

• • • •

National Beagle Clnb Trials Entries.

DERBY CLASS C.

Bill Nye II,—W. H. Hyland's dog (Rip Van Winkle-
Queen Nellie), July 17, 1892.

Trix—John W. Rusk's bitch (McGinty—NeUie Bly II.),

April 17, 1892.

Melody IV —H, F. Schellhass's bitch (Glory—Marvel).
Little Lee—Glenro^e Beagle Kennels' dog (Fitzhugh Lee

—Dill), June 24, 1893.

MOLLIE Dean—Glenrose Beagle Kennels' bitch (Sam-
Baby Dean), .January 1.5, 1892.

Clio—Forest Beagle Kennels' bitch (Baimerman—Twin
Two), March 25, 1893.

Lee III.—H. L, Kreuder's dog (Fitzhugh Lee—June Rose),
April, 1892,

Blanche—H. L. Kreuder's bitch (Fitzhugh Lee—Ina),
September, 1892.

Queen of the Forest—H. L. Kreuder's bitch (Fitzhugh
Lee—Una), September, 1893.

OPEN CLASS A—15lN.

Trifle II.—Geo. Laick's dog (Leader—Jenny).
Oracle-Waldingfield Kennels' bitch (Orator—Likely^
LUFRA—Waldingfield Kennels' bitch (Orator—Lonesome).
Joe—Guy D. Welton's dog (Billy—Kate).
Modle—Middleton Kennels' dog (Stormy—June M.).
Snow—Middleton Kennels' bitch (Stormy—Lucy).
Halcryon—E. J. & F. W. Becker's dog (Frank Forest-

Maud R.).
Wanderer—P. Dorsey's dog (Lee—Fairy).
Rambler—P. Dorsey's dog (Lee—Fairy).
Buck—P. Dorsey's dog (Tecumseh—Mary).
Venus II.—P. Dorsey s bitch (Lee—Venus).
Glory—Thos. H. Terry's dog (Storm-Una).
Millard—Thos. H Terry's dog (Burk—Little Fly).
Gypsy A.—Glenrose Beagle Kennels' bitch (Kennealy's Lee

—Tone).
Marguerite—Glenrose Beagle Kennels' bitch (Fitzhugh

Lee—Dido).
ViCK R,—Forest Beagle Kennels' bitch (Fitzhugh Lee

—

Nell).
Fanny Racer—H, L, Kreuder's bitch (Racer, Jr.—Nellie),
GrAyburn Daisy—H, L, Kreuder's bitch.
Jack Banneeman—H. L. Kreuder's dog.

open class b—13in.

Ina—Hermann Mann's bitch (Dan—Jolly).
Spot R.—George F. Reed's bitch (Kennealy's Lee—Skip).
Adam—Middleton Kennels' dog (Sport—Trill).
Pade—P. Dorsey's dog (Ned—Flora).
Little Lee—Glenrose Beagle Kennels' dog (Fitzhugh Lee

—Dill).
Mollie Dean—Glenrose Beagle Kennels' bitch (Sam-

Baby Dean).
Gypsy Forest—Forest Beagle Kennels' bitch (Frank For-

est—Sue Forest).
Lou—H. L. Kreuder's bitch (Keno—Fly).

CHA3IPI0N class D—loIN.

Lee n,—p. Dorsey's dog (Lee—Juliet).
CHAMPION CLASS E—ISEn.

Zillah—H. L. Kreuder's bitch (Racer, Jr.—Nellie).
• • • •

Sale of Greyhounds at Huron.
On Thursday Mr. E. H, Mulcaster, of Fox Lake, Wis.,well

known as a coursing man of experience, sold by auction a
draft of 11 puppies in the field after luncheon. They were
very well bred, the blood of Misterton, King Lear, Canar-
adio, King Death and Chloe, and many others, including
Contango, running in their veins. Considering this, the
prices realized were ridiculously low. The following is the
list. The first eight are by Glenkirk out of imported Gilda:

H. Munroe, one dog ^12 50
A. C. Bradbury, one dog 6 50
B. Hayman, one dog 10 00
Mr. Allen, one dog 8 00
A. C, Bradbury, one dog 16 50
Melrose & Durban, one bitch 9 00
C. H Vinton, one bitch 21 50
Dr, Van Hummel, one bitch 15 00
J. H. Longstaff, one bitch 9 00

By Miller's Rab out of Gilda:

Melrose & Durban, one dog 18 SO
C. H. Vinton, one dog 10 OO

• • • •

A Ne-w Coursing Club.
A new coursing club has just been organized in San Fran-

cisco at a meeting where about thirty lovers of the leash
were present. The officers elected are: D. Shannon, Pres.;
J. H. Perrigo, Vice-Pres.; Hugh McCracken, Sec'y; T. Tier-
nan, Treas. The club will probably open the "season at
Newark, Gal., on or before Thanksgiving Day, and it is
thought will hold a more pretentious meeting at Merced
before long. The cliib ptftrts ^vith a. membersbip of about
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Vermont Foxes and Beagles.

BAETON-, Vt.—Editor Forest and Stream: Will give you
a, few notas for Hunting and Coursing columns; and I must
thank you for the same column, for I think we lovers of the
hounds are deserving of one.
Well, I hate to run up against any such airy writer as "F.

J. H.:" but we are having some nice weather for foxhunt-
ing; heavy frosts and still days—and I have had the good
luck to credit mvself with five cases of murder in seven
hunts; and "F. J. 'H." may rest assured that it was no place

for him and his steed with wings to be fooling around where
these hunts were run.
Foxes are plenty this fall, but soon the fellow with his

traps will be around.
My beagles are doing finely. Sport R. that won reserve in

Boston '93, and that you spoke so highly of, has six nice-

marked ones by Ned (Flute M.—Pride). Pride was a 13in.

bitch bred by Dorsey and was as good a dog on fox as you
would wish to see work, and would stay up all day. Haida
has six by same dog, but what I am looking forward to is a
litter from Flash (Bannerman—Lou). These pups are sired

by Rattler, a son of Flute M. and Skip and I am in hopes
there will be another Frank Forest in the lot. Old Skip is

looking fine and takes her hunt alone or in company two or

three times each week; she is quite deaf. I think I shall take
her to Oxford just to show the boys what a good old beagle
is. She will be 12 years old in March. Sport R. I shall run
at Nanuet. Geo. F. Reed.

• • • •

The Northwestern Beagle Club's Trials.

Those who are admirers of the miniature foxhound and
are interested in his advancment in the appreciation of the
public should not neglect such opportunities as are ofirered

by the trials of the Northwestern Beagle Club of America.
The sportsmen of America as a class are not informed of the
Eractical qualities of beagles. One field trial in the open
elds will accomplish more to enhance the value and appre-

ciation of the breed than a thousand trials on paper. . Only
by real work can their value be demonstrated. The merry
ring of voices, the scurrying closely to a trail through open
'or cover, the intelligence displayed in solving puzzling prob-
lems left by the fugitive rabbit, will all form a part of the
work afield and a lesson for the spectators. Goodfellowship,
new acquaintance and a better understanding will attend
and follow a trial. For every reason, the beagle fancier
should strive to give the trials his personal and material
support, B. Waters.

• • • •

N. E. B. C. Meeting.

A MEETING of the New England Beagle Club will be held
at the Bacon House, Oxford, Mass., Nov. 6, at 7:30 P. M., to
nominate oflicers for the ensuing year. Members are earn-
estly requested to attend.

• • • •

HUNTING AND COURSING NOTES.

The entries for the National Beagle Club's coming trials

show that interest in the sport is spreading. Mr. Thomas
H. Terry's name is a new one in this particular field, and
that he enters two such good dogs as Glory and Millard
proves that he takes more than a passing interest in the
sport. Beagle men will also be pleased to see Mr. George F.
Reed's name among the entries. The Waklingfield Kennels,
owned by the Appleton brothers, are welcome additions to
the ranks of the '*practicals," as are Messrs. Welton, Schell-
hass, Becker, Mann, Hyland and Rusk. The number of
entries from the principal kennels is not so large this year
as last, the club in New England evidently having some
effect in this respect. Last year the sexes were dtvied in
both 15in. and 13in. classes, and polled four more entries
than this year, but we trust that when the draws take place
a large number will stay in this year, and this is very likely
to be the case. The Derby shows an increase of two entries
over last year. Taken altogether the list shows a healthy
progress, especially when we remember that there are two
other trials in prospect.

• • • •

The Bartels Brothers, of Denver, Col., take down a good
string of greyhounds to Goodland, Kan. It will consist of
Bon Bon, Border Ruffian, Bonny Belle, Billy Taylor and
Beau Brummell for the Puppy Stake and Boomerang in the
All-Age. They also intended tc take Monk Bishop along for
the All-Age, but he went lame a week or so ago, and his
training was stopped. Mr. Sam Vidler will take Buena-
rita for the All-Age, and Breakaway (one of the Bartels'
dogs), for the Puppy Stake. E. H. Shaw, of Wallace, Neb.,
will have Beaconsfleld (Brabazoun—Daisy B.), a greyhound
he bought from Bartels Brothers, for the Puppy Stake, and
Hart Boals, of North Platte, Neb., will take two more of the
St. Patrick Kennels' breeding—Boal's Hope and Miss Cody
(both litter sisters to Breakaway and Beaconsfleld), for the
Puppy Stake. Mr. Bartels writes us that they are pinning
their faith to Bon Bon and Border Ruffian for the Puppy
StHke, while Boomerang, if he runs in his Great Bend form,
is expected to more than hold his own in the All-Age.

• • • •

The business meeting of the American Coursing Club will
probably be held at Goodland, Kan., during the coursing
7neeting there this week. The club may hold a coursing
meeting next spring at Great Bend, Kan. Aithough the
afi^^airs of the club have not been managed as well as they
might have been it will be a loss to coursing interests to see
its fixture abandoned. There are other localities, and prob-
abably better suited for the purpose, where they can hold
their 'annual coursing meet. Now that coursing is taking
such root among sportsmen it would be too bad for this club
to give up,

• • • •

Owing to our execrable chirography one or two typograph-
ical errors crept into our report of the Huron coursing. The
worst was when we were made to say "scent" instead of
"scut." Greyhounds do not follow by scent, but they know
a good thing when they see it.

• • • •

Mr. John Brett had to hurry home after the coursing at
Huron, S. D., to get his kennel in shape for a long absence,
as he intended starting south in a week or two. He will
take with him his Derby entries Maid Marion and Cactus,
who will be put through their final preparation for the trials
at Newton, N. C.

• • •

It has been deemed advisable by the executive committee
of the Cowley County Coursing Association, to change the
date of its second annual meeting to Oct. 81, 1893, instead of
Nov. 7, as has been advertised. Mr. J. R. Ballard, Winfield,
Kan., is the secretary.

• • • •

Mr. W. H. Sweet, president of the Wallace County Cours-
ing Club, and E. H. Shaw were to leave Wallace, Neb., Oct.
10, and go overland to the Goodland meeting. It is 90 miles
across country.

• • • •

Mr. H. A. P. Smith, of Digby, N. S., before running his
foxhounds at the Brunswick Fur Club trials, will have a
week vsdth the New Hampshire reynards at North Dunbar-
ton.

• • • •

It is not unlikely that before long a National Coursing
Club will be formed to include the different coursing ^clubs

of the country. There is a feeling that it is rather ridiculous
that these clubs should owe allegiance and be governed in
any way by a specialty club, whose officers, in most part, are
not practical coursing men, and whose affiliations are rather
with the dog show than the field. The officers of such a
club should be men who are thoroughly familiar with cours-
ing.

Now that the eighth contest for the America Cup has gone into

history, it is pleasant to note that the races have passed ofE without
the least disagreement or ill-feeling, and with satisfaction to both
sides. In all of the immediate conditions of the races, the Cup com-
mittee, representing the New York Y, C, has displayed every con-

sideration for the wishes of the challenger, and the arrangements
have been perfectly fair to both sides. It has been proved, however,
that there are two things beyond the power of any committee, how-
ever able and fair it may be; it cannot insure wind for the races, and
it cannot control completely the host of excursion boats that will

crowd the course, whether at New York, Newport or Marblehead.
The police arrangements this year were more extensive and success-

ful than ever before, but both boats sulJered at times from the

ignorance or carelessness of the skippers of outside craft, tugs,

steamers, and even yachts.

CoNsroERiNG the immense numbers of vessels present, there has been
no more cause for complaint than might naturally be expected, but
the captains, and in some cases the owners of some steamers have

"VAiKKRIK" ROUNDING THE MARK.

shown themselves in a very bad light. The main cause of the crowd-
ng is the keen competition among the rival steamers which carry

passengers at from $5 00 to SI.00 per head. These boats have been
extensively advertised, and West Street has been aUve with runners
peddling tickets for them.

One conspicuous offender has been the steamer Monmouth, owned
by the Central R. R. of New Jersey, one of the largest boats which
has followed the races. Her interference with the two racing yachts

was so marked that the influence of the New York Y. C. was at once
exerted to stop it; but her handling was no less objectionable in

another way that the club was not called on to take cognizance of.

From all appearances she was so maneuvered as to cutoff completely

the view from smaller boats, her rivals for passengers, a proceeding
which netted additional dollars to her owners on the next race.

No fair-minded man would justify the interference with the racing
boats, or even with the rights of other spectators, but a steamer which
has the reputation of running the closest to the yachts is sure of a
full load of passengers; and) after a man has spent a part of a day in
watching the side of a big steamer which cuts otf hia view of the
yachts, and has expressed at length his private opinion of the cap-
tain thereof, he must be more than human if he does not make up his

mind to pay his money for a place on that very boat in the next race,

thus encouraging the selfishness which he condemns.
One petty swindle on the part of another steamer has come to our

notice. Two steamers took their passengers from the same pier, one
boat charging §3 and the other SI. The boat left the pier promptly
on time, but stopped in midstream. After her impatient passengers
had speculated some time over the cause of the delay, she put back to

the pier and took on board the passengers from the $1 steamer, and
after all this delay reached the Lightship too late for the start, to the

double disgust of those who had been tricked into paying ^2 for a $1

ride.

The criticism has several times been made by British yachtsmen
and yachting journals that the weather conditions are habitually ex-

aggerated by the American papers, and that it is quite well grounded
is proved by the reports during the season in the New York Herald.
Anything more than a drift has been magnified into a fine sailing

breeze, while a wind in which clubtopsails were easily carried becomes
a cyclone or at least a gale of some appalling description. In the

same way a tide rip on the Sound is pictured as really rough water,

whUe a lop outside the Hook that sends an occasional dash of spray
over a tugboat's bow gives excuse for paragraphs of fine writing, de-

scriptive of a storm at sea.

The weather conditions of the last trial race were grossly exagger-

ated, and the weather in the final race of Friday figured in big type
as "A Smashing Gale." After such an introduction, it is ridiculous to

read that the yachts carried topsails to windward, and that Vigilant

safely carried home before this "smashing gale" her clubtopsail, bal-

loonjibtopsail and largest spinaker. It is true that there was a gale a
thousand miles down the coast, and that in the evening after the race
was finished, the wind rose very rapidly, approaching a gale during
the night; but at the start the wind was not heavy, the shortening of

sail was due not to existing conditions at the start, but to the weather
reports and a falling barometer, and even after the wind had in-

creased, near the end, all kites were carried on Vigilant. Compared
with the Sound in August, there was quite a sea, but by any sailor's

understanding of outside conditions it might have been classed as

fairly smooth water; the yachts rolled and pitched some, but there

was no breaking sea. Once on a time the Herald was deservedly rated

as an authority on yachting, and such yarns as have appeared this

season would never have been tolerated in its columns.

The increase of wind in the latter part of the final race seems to

have marked the breaking up of the light summer weather which has
prevailed since Valkyrie reached New York. That night and the next
morning the wind blew very heavily, and since then there has been a
strong westerly breeze and much colder weather. There would be no
trouble this week in finding wind enough to suit all parties

One hardly looks for an international race without the accompani-
ment of a lot of fossilized old fables, and the present one is no excep-
tion; already three old and famihar friends of this sort are traveling

far and wide over the country in various guises. The chief of these is

the touching incident of the Queen and the Quartermaster, or "Your
Majesty, there is no Second," Next to this is the report industriously

circulated after every Cup contest that Mr. John Jameson, owner of

Irex and later of Iverna, is positively about to cl aUeoge with a new
cutter. In this same company is also found the explanation of vari-

ous British papers and would-be authorities, to the effect that the
centerboard did it all, and that the next challenger for the Cup must
be a centerboard craft.

It is sad to shatter these fondly cherished myths, but not one of the
three has the slightest foundation in fact. In the race in which the
America won the Royal Yacht Squadron cup, since known by her
name, there not only was a second, but a vers' close one considering

the course and weather, the little cutter Aurora, of 47 tons, which fir.

ished but 23 minutes after the America, and would have won under

'^VALKYRIE" ?N TOW.
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any modern time allowance. As for the chances of a challenge from

the owner of Iverna, nothing is more improbable; we would as soon

expect to see the Queen building a yacht and challenging, coming out

in person to see the races. Mr, Jameson finds too much pleasure in

the home racing to leave it for a season, with the strong probability of

being beaten in the end.

The centerboard story is hardly less absurd than the other two, and

Valkyrie went on port tack at 4:S3, and when Vigilant tacked a min-
ute and a half later she was to windward of Valkyrie's wake and fast
lessening the distance.

"V alkyrie went about at 4:26 and Vigilant came very close, but could
not cross, tacking half a minute later. Again Valkyrie went on port
tack at 4:30:30 and stood inshore, but if she expected Vigilant to fol-

low her she was mistaken. While she moved rapidly up past the ob-
jects on shore, apparently feeling the flood tide square abeam, Visilant
held off to seaward and gained materially. Sis minutes Valkyrie

-3.
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this year in particular there is even less ground for it than of old.

Those who ascribe more than a tithe of Vigilant's success to her cen-

terboard are likely to go very far astray in the future; the center-

board has played a very small part in the present races, and any

attempt to win the Cup by the mere adoption of this detail is likelj- to

lead to far worse defeat than that of Valkyrie.

AMERICA'S CUP RACES-1S93.

Third Race—Windward and Leeward.
Fourth Day, Wednesday, Oct. 11.

The mishap to Vigilant's bowsprit in Monday's race occurred some-
where near the first mark, the heel splitting about the fid hole, just

outside of the inner of the two large tubes which serve as gammon
iron and bitts, while the outer end was also split, and extra care
was used in the rest of the race. As soon as the yacht reached Bay
Ridge the Commander started for City Island, a telegram being sent
to Mr. Piepgras, and when she reached the yard late in the evening
the spare bowsprit was ready on the dock.
After taking it on board she hurried back to Bay Ridge, where Mr.

Wintringham, with fifteen of his men were awaitmg her, arriving at
midnight. The damaged spar was sawn in pieces, for convenience in

unshipping and handling, and taken ashore for a pafterri ; and from
it the new stick, which was already roughed out in octagon, was fin-

ished off, and the ironwork fltted. Late on Wednesday afternoon the
stick was shipped and the rigging set up; Vigilant getting under way
afterward for a short turn around the Bay. During the day VaU
kyrie's shrouds were slacked off, and her forestay set up, throwing
the mast a little forward.
Wednesday morning was rather cooler and sharper than any of the

preceding days, but before the time of starting the sun was shining
brightly over a calm, dead sea, while the air was like summer. Early
in the morning there had been a light westerly air over the Upper
Bay, and when the big fleet steamed out the wind shifted to" the east
for a time: but at 11 o'clock there was no wind at all. Vigilant and
Valkyrie were near the Lightship with clubtopsails set, and the May
lay drifting, waiting for some change of weather. No signals were
sent up at 11:15, and at 11:30 there was so little wind that a line was
passed from the Commander to Vigilant, and she was towed about.
Valkyrie, swinging a very handsome new clubtopsail, without a batten
in the head, was under way and working about, the Pulver, however,
sticking closely by her.
Just "before noon a faint zephjT drifted in from the south, but it

soon died away, and a little later the letter G went up on the May,
asking whether both parties would consent to a postponement. Vigi-

lant hoisted the assent signal, but Valkyrie made no reply, showing
that she preferred to wait longer.
During the next hour the witid came in at times from the southwest,

and at 1:25 the May anchored and set the signals for a course S. by W.
Vigilant cast off her towline and Valkyrie sent up flying a large jib-

topsail, both standing along the line toward the west on port tack,

when the preparatory gun hred at 1:.S5.

The Lightship made the weather end of the line and the Maj' the lee

end, the maneuvering being done just west of the Lightship Valkyrie
was to leeward of Vigilant as they stood off on port tack at the gun.
Vigilant made a sweep and jibed when there were still over six minutes
to go, Valkyrie tacking between her and the Lightship immediately
after. Valkyrie was now to ^vindward, both on starboard tack head-
ing for theJine with five minutes to go. Vigilant bore off a little and
Valkyrie followed, the two at once lulling up again, with two minutes
to go. Vigilant was to leeward, her bowsprit end abeam of Valkyrie's
mast; Valkyrie tacked and Vigilant followed, being just to leeward.
The starting gun fired as they filled away, Valkyrie on the instant and
Vigilant quite slowly. They crossed the line, Valkyrie at l:4fi:13and
Vigilant at 1:47:19, the latter so close to the Lightship that she tacked
as she crossed, Valkyrie going about instantly on her weather bow and
taking the honors of the start.

Once away, both on starboard tack, there began some beautiful
work as Captain Crantield undertook to hold by still more clever man-
euvering the advantage he had thus far gained. After seeing the two
boats together on previous days, there was little question that Vigi-

lant would ultimately come out ahead; but the way in which Valkyrie
fouglit to s'top her was none the less interesting from the fact that it

was likely to be futile in the end.
The number and variety of kites and special sails carried on the two

yachts is known only to those on each boat, and the outside spectator
is likely to be puzzled very often to know what particular sail is set.

Vigilant has, we understand, eight different jibtopsails, ineluding two
sizes of balloon jibtopsails and two "baby" jibtopsails, the smaller of
the latter being a very smaO sail made for her, while the second size

is a larger and "better sail, borrowed from Jubilee. At the start Vigi-

lant was carrying her own smaU "baby," while Valkyrie had a much
larger sail, probably the -intermediate," to use a common but indefi-

nite term.
Vigilant started to foot at first, not holding as high as Valkyrie, but

she gained nothing at this game, Valkyrie footing quite fast for the
light air and certainly pointing weU. At 1 :59 Valkyrie came about and
stood in toward the south point of the Navesiuk Highlands, Vigilant
also tacking. The difference in the two was most marked, Valkyrie
came about like a weathercock, and was off without losing way, while
Vigilant turned slowly and then took some time to regain her headway.
Every tack piled up seconds of gain for Valkyrie, and it was a question
how long she could make Vigilant follow her at this game.
For half an hour as they held a long tack inshore Valkyrie continued

to gain, until she was a clear 300yds. on Vigilant's weather beam, At
2:55 the position being stUl unchanged. Vigilant luffed up for a short
time; the wind was stiU hght, but was drawing more off the land, and
in flaws and streaks. At i-.hb Valkyrie went on port tack and crossed
Vigilant's bow easily, tacking again at 2:57:30. The coasting steamer
Yemasaee. bound in from the Sou' h, came along up the beach and
crossed the bows of the pair, her swell setting them to pitching a httle
in the smooth water. Both were now heading about SW. by W., the
wind shifting from time to time as it came over the low Jersey
shores.
When Valkyrie went on starboard tack at 3:13, Vigilant was at least

one-third of a mile astern, tacking at 3:15. A few minutes later Val-
kyrie made a short hitch inshore, then stood out; at 3:31 Vigilant
tacked inshore, Valkyrie tacked ahead of her two minutes later,

Vigilant then coming about agam, losing a little in each tack.
Whatever gain Vigilant had made thus far in footing as the wind

strengthened a little, she had lost in the frequent tacks through her
slowness in stays, and her small baby jibtopsaU was also hurting her.
At 3:31 she lowei'ed this sail, and in about four minutes broke out the
"Jubilee's jibtopsaU," a larger and better sail, though well skewered
with battens.
The benefit of the change was apparent from the first; the condi-

tions were much the same as before, absolutely smooth water and
very little wind; but Vigilant began to foot faster" and to pick up her
JqBS. She had footed clear ahead by 4;10, though still to leeward;

helc her long tack and then stood off. Vigilant had been for ten
minutes on the same off shore tack, and she held it for six minutes
longer, when she came about and stood in toward Valkyrie. Though
there was no doubt of her great gain, it was still a question to those
on the steamers off shore how the two would cross, but about 4:48

there came a salute of whistles from some boats close in shore and on
a line, indicating that Vigilant had crossed Valkyrie's bows. Vigilant
went around at 4:49 to standoff shore, while Valkyrie again stood in
shore a minute and a half later.
The sun was now dropping low over the Jersey shore and the wind

was lighter, while the mark was a long distance off. Slowly the pair
drifted and there was little chance of the race finishing within the
limit. Several more tacks were made. Vigilant now gaining slowly all

the time, and long after dusk had set in she rounded the mark, timed
at 6:07:17, and slowly set her spinaker. Valkyrie came up and made
her last tack near the mark at 6:12 and turned at 6:14, setting her light
spinaker. Balloon jibtopsails were barely discernible as they went up
in the darkness a little later, and the steamers started on the thirty-
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five-mile course for New York, the finish within the time limit being
plainly impossible.
After running until all doubt of a finish was at an end, the yachts

were taken in tow by the Pulver and Commander, sails were stowed,
and they towed into Bay Ridge.
In such weather the racing counted for nothing, but Valkyrie did

good work on the wind, pointing and holding on well, Vigilant's gain
only beginning with the setting of the larger jibtopsail. Captain Cran-
fleld held the lead for so long by clever work at the stick, winning the
windward berth at the start and doing some very fine maneuvering
afterward In keeping on Vigilant's weather, and giving her as much
back draft as possible.

Third Race—Windward and Leeward.
Fifth Day, Friday. Oct. 13.

That Lord Dunraveu made a mistake in sending Valkyrie over so
late Id the season is now generally admitted, the result being that she
had no time for trial sailing after being refitted, but went into the
racing at once. It is hardly likely that she was enough off her proper
trim and form to have affected the final result in any of the four days'
sailing, but not unnatunilly her owner and friends ascribed her poor
performance alongside of Vigilant to the alterations designedly or ac-
cidentally made in her ballasting and fore and aft trim. She had
been lightened considerably by the removal of interior fittings and
ballast for the lighter wuid looked for on this side, and it is also stated
that she was trimmed more by the head than in her home races.
So far as stabiUty goes, she carried her sail well enough in all the

races, being apparently under-rigged, and she could have suffereds a me sail she has set off the wind in the previous races. Vigilant'was

little from the change in this respect. At the same time it is. quite

likely she handled differently in her lighter trim, and her crew had not
had time to understand her and get the best out of her. The same
thing is very often seen on the New York Y. C. cruises, a yacht win-
ning easily in her class in the cruising runs and being beaten when
completely stripped for the Goelet Cup race. Whether rightly or

wrongly, Lord Dunraven concluded that the yacht would be better for

more weight and a little more trimming by the stern, and on Thursday
two tons of lead, loaned by Com. Sutton from the schooner Loyal,
were taken aboard and stowed as low as possible.

This change of waterline and trim, of course, necessitated a re-

measurement, and in the afternoon the yacht was towed to the Erie
Basin, where her waterline was measured by BIr. Hyslop, the new
figures being 85.92ft., or a lengthening of just 5in., making her sailing

length 98.57ft., and reducing the time allowance from Im. 48s. to

Im. 33s.

Thursday night brought news of another severe cyclone in the
South and of a storm on its way up the coast, the predictions being
cloudy weather and southeasterly breezes of 12 to 20 miles velocity
during the d-oy, increasing at night, with rain.

Friday was warm but overcast and cloudy, the wind in the morning
being N. E. and shifting to S. E., blowing moderately off the Light-
ship, an oyster sloop being out at the line under full mainsail and jib

and carrying them easily. There was more sea than in any previous
race, the conditions being similar to the final trial race in September,
though with less wind at the start.
Vigilant was under way early off the line, with one reef in and a

jib-headed topsail set, and her large jib. Valkyrie came out in tow,
but when below the Narrows her mainsail was lowered, and one of
the throat halliard blocks brought down on deck for some repairs to
the shell. The block was fitted up and replaced and the mainsail set,

but it was 11:15 before Valkyrie neared the Lightship, with a small
reef in the mainsail and a jibheader set over it, and her headsails iu
stops.
As she cast off her tow line at 11:20 the course signals, due East,

were set on the 3Iay, but by this time Vigilant was hove to, and the
"wig-wag" flags were at work on board, signalling to the May that she
needed time to make repairs. The signal" C. G., "Race postponed on
account of fog," was set on the flagship, though the horizon was clear
and the sun was trying to look through the clouds; but no other
signal for a postponement had been arranged.
Vigilant lowered her staysail and ran off to the eastward, her crew-

being busy with the centerboard. The board had jammed, and ia
trying to raise it the cogs in the winch had been broken. The board
was finally lowered about lift, and carried this way on the wind.
Off the wind it was raised by a tackle until but 5ft. projected. Whem
Vigilant stood back about li:45 one of the club tugs spoke her and ram
up to the May, and at 12:07 the blue peter went up, signifying a start..

The two were now under the same canvas, each with jibheader set
over a single-reefed mainsail, and jib and staysail. The wind was;
moderate, the schooner Yampa being out under lower sails and main-
topsail, and the sea was easy.
The course was dead to windward and the two ran off southwest of:

the Lightship just before the preparatory gun fired at 12:17. With-
the gun there begun some of the prettiest work seen in a very long-
time as the great vessels chased each other like a pair of kittens in,

the effort to get the weather berth on the line. Vigilant was standing-
away on port tack when the gun fired and Valkyrie, just by the Light-
ship, ran down toward her. After a little maneuvering, at 18:20, wiih
7m. to go. Vigilant hauled her staysail to windward and ran toward
the Lightship, with Valkyrie turning and following her. Valkyrie-
crossed Vigilant's wake and went to windward with 3m. to go, but as-

she forged ahead Vigilant slipped in astern, and betweeu her and the^
mark, getting to windward. Valkyrie came round like a bicycle,
jibed over, and slipped in alongside the Lightship and to windward,
with less than a minute to go, but Vigilant, further ahead, was
obliged to reach along the line, going so fast that when the gun fired
she was almost aboard the May and tiarely shaved over the line by a
sharp luff. Valkyrie cut the weather end of the line at 12:27:10. while
Vigilant crossed the lee end, with headsails shaking just 3s. later.

As it proved, the first tack was a long one, at least six miles inshore
from the Lightship toward the Long Beach Hotel, on the Long Island
shore, Valkyrie pointing for the big hotel when half way out. The sea
was abeam and the two yachts were pitching some. Of the two, Val-
kyrie was carrying her sail decidedly the better, in a way that sug-
gested that the half reef in the mainsail was hardly necessary, or that
she might even have done as well without the extra ballast. At no
time in the races has she shown any tenderness, and to-day, in the
strongest breeze, she was notably stilf . She pointed fully as high as
Vigi'ant, and what is much more, she had none of the appearance of
sliding off, but seemed to hold her windward berth easily and com-
fortably, both footing and pointing as she did so.
Vigilant had all the sail that she wanted, if not a little more, and

heeled to a greater angle than Valkyrie, though in doing so she does
not bury her lee side or show much less of it; the effect seems to be to
roll out the weather side when pressed, rather than to bury to lee-

ward. She was well sailed, but in open boat fashion, luffingout all the
time, and though she footed quite as fast or a little faster at times, she
was doing no better windward work with a centerboard than Valkyrie
with a keel. From her performance in the trial races one would natu-
rally look to see her sidle up to windward in her pecuhar way, but this,
time she seemed to hold on hardly as well as the keel boat. Her jib
seemed large and may have hurt her some, but her performance alto-
gether was inferior to the keel boat.
At 12:50 Vigilant had not improved her weather position, but was

footing faster than Valkyrie and had gone clear ahead. Captain Cran-
field had devoted all his skill to blanketing his rival, butby her footing
Vigilant had finally gone clear ahead and got the wind unbroken, but at
the expense of a weather position.
At 1:18 she tried a tack off shore, evidently expecting to weather

Valkyrie, but in this she was very much out; after standing on for two
minutes and a half she had to go back to starboard tack in a worse
position than before, well under Valkyrie's lee. So much had she lost
that she could now afford to tack across Valkyrie's wake, but as she
came up in the wind at 1:18:.30 Valkyrie swung around and was at
once under way on her weather bow. To add to Vigilant's loss, a jib
sheet was adrift for a short time.
The wind was now stronger than at the start, and the sun showing

through a fairly clear sky, the promised cyclone not having material-
ized as yet. The yachts were now heading into the seas, and the
result w^as visible on the wide boat, as she lost more than in the first
hour with the seas abeam. This tack, too, was a long one. lasting
nearly an hour; when they came about near the outer mark at 2:15
Valkyrie had a lead of three-eighths of a mile.

I iShe luffed around the mark at 2:33:40, and her boom swung over to
starboard, a big white spinaker going up just as Vigilant rounded at
8:35:35. In the beat of fifteen mOes Valkyrie had gained just Im. 55s.
on Vigilant.
The wind had been increasing, and there was too much of it to set a

spinaker flying; but Valkyrie's crew are used to no other way, and up
it went, quickly and in good shape, but with sheet and tack far off, the
big sail way up in the air. Vigilant was just five minutes in running
out her spinkaker boom from its position on deck, mastheading the
sail in stops and breaking it out; but hke Valkyrie, she kept the
sheet and tack well off, and the sail mounted skyward like a bal-
loon.
At 3:47 the largest jibtopsail went up flj'ing on Valkyrie's stay, the
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in trouble with h^r jibtopsail, and a man was sent down the topmast
stay before the 31 btopsail could be sent up in stops. In hoisting the
sail, the spinaker fouled one of the hanks, and had to be cleared
Derore the Jibtopsail could be fully hoisted. When it was finally
broken out at 2-50. however, it proved to be a ballooner. and not aworbmp Had. Meanwhile her bifc crew had not been idle while oneman worked aloft, but though the boom was squared the reef was
shaken out at 2:55 and the working topsail hoisted higher, to the top-
mast head. In shaking out the reef, a man was hung from the mast-
bppd in the bight of a gantline, and hauled along th- boom by an
outhoal, casting off the stops. At the same time Valkyrie set a
balloon foresail and mastheaded her working topsail, but made no
attempt to shake out the reef, though she was losing steadily to
V ififi i&nt/.

For over a quarter of an hour a man was visible at the topmast
headof Vigilant and another at the gaff end. lashing the head and
tack of the top'^ail and casting off the halvard and sheet, and when
this was done the second c'ub topsail was" sent up over the working
topsail, which was left in place.
Vigilant had all this lime been gaining steadilv. and at 3:30. iust be-

fore the cluhtop.sail went up. she ran through Valkyrie's weather and
the white spinaker of the latter, which had been torn a little in setting
split clear acro«s. Almost on tlie moment the sail was taken in and
the light linen one set, but this too split before it was sheeted out,
going m two pieces from head to foot. The first spinaker was of
strong and heavy Scotch linen. In setting it, the foot was torn on
the bitts, m two places. Later on the sail went over the topmast
stay and caught m a hank, making a tear which spread clear across
3U8t as Vigilant ceased to blanket Valkyrie.
Valkyrie's chance was now gone, wifh the finish but three miles

away, and Vigilant, in spite of the rising wind, carrying spinaker.
balloonjibtopsail and clubtopsail, twice the area of canvas. Her crew
worked on m spire of such discouragement, aud at 3:38 set up a large
jibtopsail as a spinaker. but it was too late, a dozen minutes more and
Vigilant was over the line, winning the race by only 40s. corrected
time, the official times being:

,, .
Start. Finish. Elap.=ed. Corrected.

'ant ,2 27 qO 3 51 39 3 24 39 3 84 39
Valkyrie 12 27 00 3 53 52 3 26 63 3 25 19
On the windward work Valkyrie led by Im. 55s., and off the wind

Vigilant gained 4m. 8s.
The attendant fleet was .smaller than on any previous day, but still

there was a very large number of people present at the start, turn
and finish. The steamers and tugs kept clear of the yachts all dayand gave no trouble. There was comparatirely little whistling at the
turn or finish, but on the way home cannon were fired and whistles
blown. As Vigilant passed and her signal was sent up on the May,
the steana yacht Corsair sent up the American ensign at both mast-
heads and on bowfsprit and gaff ends.
The wind at the finish was much stronger than at the start, but it is

hardly necessary to state that .yachts do not carry ballooniibt 'pt-ails,
large spmakers and c'ubtopsails in a living .gale or a cyclone, and that
the reports of the wind and sea are mostly exaggerated ; at no time
during the day did the accompanying steamers roll badly or become
uncomfortable, and one could walk about the upper decks without
serious trouble from the wind.
The worst came just after the finish, the sky clouded over, the wind

piped up and thes'-a ran higher, even in the Lower Ba.v; and all hands
virei e glad enough to hear the jingle bell and to watch the start of thesteam fleet, many of them racing in pairs. Fast as they went, the two
racing yachts were but little astern, fairly flying up the bay under
shortened canvas, in fact this was the finest sight of the day.
Valkyrie s defeat may be ascribed to the l-^ss of her two sails, as she

PT'^oaWy liave saved her time by a small number of seconds
hnd the first spinaker held, and might even have won had the second
one not got under her bow after splitting. Vigilanfs victory, how-
®7?n; °9 means laid to this account alone, but to the bold and
skillful way in which the kites were piled on to her all the way homeWith a strong following wind, increasing all the time, she spread all
of her kites and ron the ri.sk of losing her topmast and being badly
beaten, rather than that of Valkyrie saving her time by a small margin
The work in shaking out the reef and reeving sheet and halliard, and

race
^ clubtopsail was very creditably done and won her the

Taken altogether, the race was an exceptionally fine one, and the
honors are very even. Many have expressed their astonishment at the
good showing of Valkvrie compared with her previous work on the
wind; but there is really nothing contradictory about it. Mr. Watson
has turned out a boat that is far and away superior to any keel yacht
of large size ever floated, a boat that would probably have done well1
—

-J c Ji . , .V " iJi uoauiy nave aone wen
alongside Of anything built to meet her of the Volunteer type improved

,te. She is not only fast through the water, but she carries aup to date, lj^u .o uvu •>iii.y laoi- Luruugu iiie wax«r, out sne carries a
large rig with ease, and holds to windward in the same way that the
smaller keel boats do. Her ocean voyage bears testimony to her
strength and sea-going qualities, and in the detail of quick working
she is ahead of anything on this side of the water. From a scientific
point of view, the perfection of her model is shown in her speed in
very light weather and her Quick working under all conditions
At the same titre it is quite evident that in a topsail breeze, light or

heavy she is outclassed and overpowered by Vigilant. The third and
last of the three large Herre.«hoff boat.s of the year is very evidently
intended to make the most out of the New York Y. O. rule and the
prevailing conditions of American racing, when a clubtopsail is the
rule, at least a working topsail being always carried, lower sails being
an exception and reefing unknown, the race of Friday being the first
in which one of the large single-stickers, from Puritan to Vigilant,
has reetea her mamsail, and even then she carried a working tonsail
over it.

With the power due to great beam and draft, carrying 1.200ft more
sad than her opponent, and with a great hollow in her floors. Vigilant
stands as the latest representative of a type that has long been recog-
nized as very fast ia moderate weather. Compared either with Volun-
teer or Valkyrie, she is much nearer to a racing machine, and her in-
fluence on designing is likely to be for the worse rather than the better,
but at the same time in producing her Mr. Herreshoff has clearlyworked withm the literal limits laid down by the clubs, and his latest
boat IS but the logical production of the present rule which we pre-
dicted several years since during the battle of the 40-footers.On a limited length lie has built the most powerful yacht yet seen in
the larger classes, paying for his large sml plan the price'set by the
rule; and with no limit to the number of crew, he has used to thefull
est extent the privilege accorded by the rule in designing a yacht
which, in spite of her size, could profit materially by the use ofmovable weight to windward. While the tendency of this advancemay be deprecated, it must be admitted that the fault lies with the
clubs whifh have made and retained the rules, rather than with the
designer who has prorluced an extreme boat under them, and until the
clubs. American and British, see fit to define and limit the racing ma-
chine as a distinct type from the all-around yacht, it would be absurd
to raise any such distinction in the present case
The conditions of British racing call for a certain type of boat and

A a kyriemust be considered a perfect craft for her home racing, as
well as a very fast boat on this side. The prevailing couditions of
American summer racing call for a very different type, while the rules
allow an extreme latitude to the designer. After three years of ex-
periment m the direction of the fin-keel and a very hollow section, Mr
Herreshoff has carried the same principles to an extreme in one of his

ViTu
'^'sr'' yachts, and it must be said. wil;h complete success. Under

all the conditions which she has met in her various races. Vigilant has
proved very fast, and though these conditions do not include the
whole range of yachting weather, they quite cover the average in the
86ft. class. "

Opinions differ as to her performance in a strong breeze and rough
water, conditions under which she has never been tried, but has only
approached m tn o races, the last trial race and the last Cup race A
great deal of nonsense has been printed about the furious gales and
breaking seas on each of these occasions, but neither day approached
lu

Pi'oportionate weather for an 86 footer to that in which many of
the 40ft. races are sailed.
While Vigilant has given every indication of speed and ability in a

reefing breeze and a sea, our own opinion is that she reaches her best
conditions in smooth water and with first or second clubtopsaU set:
her advantage over Valkyrie, beginning, for instance, w-hen the two
cease to drift and begin to sail, as in the first part of the triangular
race of xAIonda.y, and ending in such a strong breeze as blew on the last
leg of the same race. Then, in practically smooth water, heeled welldown under her second clubtopsail, Vigilant traveled very fast, andwas probably near her best point of sailing. Within tiiis range of
conditions she beat Valkyrie fairly and very badly, about four minutes
on each ten mile leg, and this in fair sailing and with no flukes.
There is m this performance, however, nothing to justify the popularassumption that she should do as well under the widely different con-

ditions ot t riday, a much stronger wind and more sea; on the con-
trary, the good performance of Valk.yrie, with less beam, a fuller
section and even more stability, is quite in accord with theory and
practice

It wovdd be interesting to see more of this same work, nothing finer
has been seen here ma long time than the hard close fight to wind-
ward; but at the same time it must be conceded that Vigilant is verymuch faster m ordmary racing weather and over long straight

with renewed vigor, ana tbe usuai faUure to reaciianv fiefiniffl nnn (?,u^„Hf,J^ ^RfiTPV?^

'

'^^^ ^^^^^^ members were destroyed. On
elusioR, pro or con, '

^^^^ ^ ^^^^^ ^^^"^^^
,^as dest^royed by ^e^

^^^^'^

on tWs sid^ '^S'"^.'°u^
Valkyrie displayed, is not called for

yachtsmen whr. h.^''^f^'^'^' 'K^^^ "^"^ admiration of thousands of

th^^aZm^l m V" ^""'^^^d every race, and it is quite probable that

?relt^erel^rt";:lLle^oTb?Bin1t'^
appreciated than in "the past, and

trh,mnh«''n<^'^ i°
to?^ .cf Commander and following by the

wiU hp !^^"'%'>f" EidgeforNewRochellp. where her crew
w nter i? H.p F

She will lay up at City Island. Valkyrie also will

remnt ?L inn^'''''''P'^''l'^°'"'^uP""''^^™ having decided not to at-tempt the long passage home this fall.

Miramichi Y. C.

hZll
,^i''amicbi Y. C. is the only one in New Brunswick. St. John

imfhifm*'-''"/^'^''""']'"'^ '•'^ badly tainted with professional

Mh^amthf ^^ P
'ac'ng for sport's sake are impossible. TheMirara ehi Y. C. closed its eighth season on Monday Oct 9 with asplendid race^ The addition of two yachts to the flee gave thTs sea

nnl^^.^^l' ^ liave lacked if only the oldones had been in the contests.

Co^-^'^stPwir'f'c
^^^'^'^^^ champion of last year, easily beat Vice-

wa^hpr^Jf hL^"T ^'i"'*' ^'^^ '° the first three races, but
^^5^11^^?*° finother new one of over 3ft. greater length, the

hi^f in^'tJ^^*^ 1 ""^.^T' ^^^'S^l ™"ch larger! is of good model,
til iffffL^i ''*!-^^''^'^'^'^^

^f"^'*^^
"aude staSd up to her work inthe stiff sqifells that roar down the gulches.

wiH?1S?,-i! t ^r''*:'^^i^'--'°"'"P°,'^'«''"'^^'
narrow and deep centerboard,with mside ballast, designed by Mr. H. C. McLeod, of the Bank of

n„ ^"^ amateur designer of considerable fame inCanadian and Minnesota waters. She lacked power to carry her sail

?iu=
"""^ beaten in all the earlier races of the season. Her

«hP 11?^ r,^'?'' i*"
7""^ cut down and the bowsprit lengthened 8in., and

npw hn.?
everything of her size in two races, but beaten thebig new boat twice on corrected time

T,JfS<?v^"^.'"^°'^,''''*^'?er greatest victory. The race was 13 miles,half of It windward work and half running. The wind was moderate
Thp ?t«tT^J'^^> I'' 1*^^ ^'.^''y to give spice to tbe racathe start was made in the following order-
Oriana, J L Stewart 2 07 55 Learig, A. Burr. 2 08 15

Ke^^j.^C.^MK'".":^:-.-:! 0^8^ ?0
^V"««ton.-.V.-.V.l It II

mi^^ftpf f>?ia*'?''J''f?^-
* ^"i* ^""^^ start, and was three

TbXfAXo'^T^^^^^^^^^^^^ ^^--^ ''^'^-'^«'

fin^«iT"^nrLTn°''''^^?'"/^i-*? a beat Of % to the
o.^J,J^-

„0"ana gained steadily on the run down, particulariy after the

t^P fl^^ri'^n'^'A^?"^ Ji'^l"". y ^5 astern of the big fellow atthe finish, while she had left Maude 10 minutes in the rear The fol-lowing are the times:

r po^;„ ^^st t"™- Finish.

^;efj'f 4 19 00 4 28 450"aua 4 20 00 4 29 40
4 31 40 4 40 30

K'"05;h Did not finish.
^•^ariing.. Did not finish.
AS Learing allows 4m. 30s., Ariana wins by over 3mThe finish was in a rain squall, but the wharves we>-e black withcheering crowds. Mr. Stewart had tuned up his beaten boat until shehad beaten everything, big and small in a fair race; and his pluck,

persistence and success were rewarded by the cheers of the people.A bulb fin-keel, or a housing fin. such as the yachting editor of theForest anb Stream has given in one of his designs, would give Oriana
the power she lacks and make her a dangerous rival for anything of her
size. She is non-capsizable with her half-ton board down, and answersthe least touch of her helm. She will stay under either jib or mainsail
alone, and is the driest boat in a river chop that her owner ever sailed

has sailed her in the river, where wind against tide makesthe water boil, and in the inner and outer Miramichi bays in dirtyweather, and two small splashes of water are all that have reachedhim over ber rail She is is 31ft. over all. 7 2ft. beam and 2.6ft, draftHer designed load wateriine is 23.6ft., buth. avy construction and extra
ballast have put her down 3in. and lengthened her load line to 35ft

Elapsed.
2 20 30
2 21 45
2 ,33 20

The selection of a site on salt water for the 1894 meet, which is de-
manded by many members of the Atlantic Division, is likely to resolve
itself into a choice between Chimmon's Island, off Norwalk, where the
Division meet of this year was held, and the site of 1890, at Jessup's
Neck. Serious objections exist to each of these places, but out of the
multitude of sites suggested, they are the only two which are not
clearly out of the question. A final decision must be made by the
executive committee on Nov. 4, and the time for further examination
of sites is very short. This week Com. Dorland will visit Croton Point,
above Sing Sing, on the Hudson River, which, though not on salt
water, is in the Division, and will fill many of the requirements of a
"back yard meet." Apart from the feeling of many that the meet
should be held near New York, there are some obstacles to a return to
the St. Lawrence, but in our opinion the continued success, if not the
existence of the A. C. A., rests in the abandonment of the Division
scheme in part, and a return to the original plan of one general meet,
and that at a semi-permanent site.

Canoeists everywhere will sympathize with the New York 0. C. in
the great loss which has befallen it in the storm of Saturday, the club
house being sunk and destroyed, and nearly all of the canoes badly
wrecked.

The A. C. A. Executive Committee.
AViTH the first of the present month the new general officers of the

American Canoe Association, Com Dorland and Sec'y-Treas Douglass
assumed office. Com, Cotton and Sec'y-Treas. Burns retiring. Com'
Dorland has set Saturday, Nov. 4, as the date of the annual meeting'
which will be held in New York. The meeting will be called to order
at 10 A. M, sharp at Clark's, No, 22 West Tw. nty-third street, and intheevemng a dinner will be given at 7 P. M. Com. Doriand has
appointed the following dinner and reception committee, and ticketsmay beobtaiued of them:
Mr. William Whitlock, chairman. New York 0. C.- GUbert B

Crowell, Jr., Arlington C. C ; Robert H. Peebles, Bayonne C. C 0 v'
Schuyler Brooklyn C. C; L. Kretzmer. Hotoken C. C; Barron
Fredericks, lanthe C. C; E. C. Griflin, Koickerbocifer C 6 • W S
Elliot, Marine and Field Club; Schuyler Schieffelin, New York C 'c •

Dr. Kitchell, Ompoge C. C; C. W. Borroughs, Orange C. C; Frack Mc-
Lees, RuthertordC. C; Daniel Goodsell, Yonkers C. 0.; E E Booze
Park Island Canoe Ass'n. ,

c,

The incoming officers of the Association are as follows: Executive
Committee American Cauoe Association, 1893-94:
Commodore, Irving V. Dorland, Arlington.
Sec'y-Treas., Geo. A. Douglass. Newark.
Librarian. W. P. Stephens, Bayonne.
Eastern Division: Vice-Corn., E. H. Barney. Springfield; Rear-Cora..

C F. Shuster, Jr. Holyoke; Purser, E, C. Knappe, Springfield; ExCom. G. L. Parmele, Hartford; Paul Butler, Lowell; R. Appolonio
Winchester. '

Atlantic Divwon: Vice-Corn., C. V. Schuyler, New York; Rear-
Corn

,
Barron Fredncks, Newark; Purser. F. L. Dunuell, Brooklyn-

Ex. Com., JJl. Lake, New York; F. W Noyes, Philadelphia; J KHand. New York. i-
,

^.

Central Division; mca-'Com^W. 0. Witherbee, Port Henry ; Rear-
CoQi., C. G Belraan, Amsterdam; Purser, C, E. Cragg, Port HenryEx Com,, C. V. Winne, Albany; W. R. Huntington. Rome.
^orihern Diviswii: Vice-Com., H. M. Molson, Montreal; Rear-Com

^:?'^^®^/^°^'^'''',J?'''''^'''"^''"^! Purser, H. R. TUly, Toronto; Ex Com
W. H. Macnee, Kingston; W. L. Scott, Ottawa; C. E. Ai-chbald, Mont-
real. '

The above list may be shortened when the exact membership of
each division, and the representation to which it is entitled shall be
fully known.
Com. Dorland has appointed the followmg committees: Camp Site

Committee. R. J. A\ilkin, Chairman; Raymond Appolonio. Regatta
Committee, H L t^uick. Chairman; C. B. Vaux, Erail Knappe.
In order to be acted on at the meeting all ameudmeuts to rules and

all proposals for honorary membership must be jjublished in the
next issue of the Forest axd Stbf.am. The following candidates for
associate membership have been proposed: Miss M. E. MacKerras
Miss E. Paukne Johnson, IVliss Constance Braine

Palisade C. C.
At the regular meeting of the Palisade C. C. held on Tuesday. Oct.

10. at the club house, foot of loth Street, Hoboken, N. J., the follow-mg committee w^as appointed to obtain estimates on a war canoe:
P. Hildebrandt, H. Hall and T. Finn. The Palisade is a young club

°°
^"c?,''-

^'^ ^'"^ ^'^'ee membprs: P. HildebrandtMax Franz and George Shields. These three members fought a hard
battle for over a year, but at present the club is well organized, nowhaving a membership of twenty, and enrolling eight new members
at tae last meeting. The members are all training hard and expect
to make a fine showing at the canoe races next spring. Mr. P. Hilde-brandt has received his new canoe yawl which he had built at the
Enterprise Boat Works, Hoboken. She is a very handsome boat, 18ft.

wKr'r'yafaiiof 'fstf^t'"''''^
"'^^'^ "'^^"^""^ ^"^^

CANOE NEWS NOTES.
The canoeists' fall camp at Bend View, on the Passaic, was opened

friaay aooul noon, and the committee was accompanied by the crew
in the Orange vvar canoe to Bend View. The camp was located on thelawn south of Bend View Hotel, a very pretty portion of the Passaic.
It was about one-half mile from Avondaie Station. The river at this
point IS about one-quarter of a mile wide, and the camp was situatedon a well wooded slope running down to'the water's edge. There are
no sand beaches in that portion of the Passaic, so the large float of the
iiend V iew Hotel was placed at the canoeists' dispo.sal. By Saturdaynoon there were twelve tents pitched and about fitly canoeists incamp. Saturday was spent m the general arrangement oil camp and
short cruises, and Sunday was spent very much the same way. On
baturday night a large camp-fire was burning, and it was mid-
night before the boys broke away from the camp fire. The mess was
attended to by Mr, Orcett the proprietor of the Bend View Hotel.
J he open canoe is the ideal boat for the upper Pa.ssaic, and a goodlynumber were tied to the float and scattered along the grassy bank

• H®'"''
only three or four sailing canoes Those who have not

visited the upper Passaic made a mistake in missing this little wind up
ot the season, as the trees were decked with their fall coloring, making
the river and its banks a very pretty sight.

Imge mid §^lhrg.

Cincinnati Rifle Association.
Cincinnati, O.. Oct. 8.-The Cincinnati Rifle Association held its

regular practice shoot at its range to-day and made the scores as ap-
pended. Conditions: 200yds.. off-hand, at the Standard target Two
weeks from to-day, this association will hold its annual prize shoot
to which all are welcome. Remember the date Oct 22
Gindele 7 7 9 g s lo' 8 9 8 7-8197797 10 678 8-78

9 9 8 10 87676 8-78
Payue

98989788

9 4-7868798898 10 6-7968758 10 10 79 8—78
Weinheimer

.3

g 0 6 7 10 7 9 7 8-76697599569 6—71
. 4 10 7 7 9 7 6 10 7 9-71

l^rube

8

8 7 8 8 10 6 8 9 7-79987 10 6 7668 9-76
„. r 7 8 fi 9 6 6 10 7 5-73
Pinion

86898

JO 885 8-7fi
r 8 8 8 5 7 5 7 10 8—73
7 68986857 8-73

Stegner

677684777

6-66686358954 9-63„. 385498 10 66 4-62
Topf

588888767

9-7446835 8 7 10 8 5—63
„^ .. 73 9 578648 1-58

4 9 44649685 60
5 10 0 3 6 5 3 6 10 7—55

10 5 10 4 3 4 5 5 3 4-53
Rutnoff

534

7 52844 7-49576306746 4—535368 4 4435 6-43
Nagel

3

0 0 5 2 5 7 9 10 7-547445 3 365 6 4-47
3 0 0 5 6 5 4 7 4 4-88

Greenville Rifle Club.
The attendance at the weekly shoot in Armbruster's Park Oct 14was light. It was expected that M. Dorrler would be on hand to enter

the .50 shot race for the chicken dinner and other fixings. The 50 shot
match was carried, with Messrs Collins, Chavaut and Ptaisted as the
only contestants. The weather conditions were decidedly unfavonible
for high totals. A heavy southwest gale was sweeping over the
Newark Bay and across the range, sometimes at 10 miles per hour and
at others at 30 miles. Collins with his little .32-12.ica). was not m it
with his competitors shooting their .38-800s-
Plaisted, scratch lO.W Collins 896+60- 956
Chavant 984-f40—1024

^
Club scores, 10 shots, possible 350:

Plaisted 34 -22 35 21 :.'i -J.t W 21 25-328
Chavant 25 21 33 16 2:^ 17 2.' 20 2;l-313

v.

i

^3 18 17 21 23 21 18 18 21 20-199
The weekly gallery shoot for class medals Oct. 13 brought out the

usual competion. Colin Boag was high with 343, but he is a Utt'e late
to land with the winners in his class. One more shoot winds up the
series. Geo. Purkess is 15 points in the lead for first prize in the first
class. The result of the season shoot will be forwarded to Forest
AND Stream next week.

Scores, 10 shots, T'ossible 250. distance 75ft.: Colin Boag 343, Robi-
doux3.38, Purkess 337, CoUins 237, Dodds 334, Chavant 332, Spahn 328,
Agnew 220, John Hid 217.

Turtle Bay Rifle, Gun and Pistol Club.
The annual outing took place at Woodside, Oct. 8. While the mem-

bership is light, the energy and vim of the members is of the heavy-
weight order Captain Geo. E. Jantzer as executive has to keep
hustlmg in order to set the pace for his followers. On this occasion
Henry Wolter pushed his leader hard for first position His score
published in another column of 59 out of a possible 60 was first-class
and speaks well for the gun and ammunition, as well as for the hold-
ing abihty of the shooter. Five prizes, 5 shots per target, 3 best to
count, distance 150ft., 82cal. rifle:

Geo E Jantzer 55 54 52-161 C H Plate 42 43 ;-j9_134
Hy Wolter 50 51 59-160 W Lubeck 40 44 40-124
J Ochs, Jr 51 51 49-151 JEldt, Jr "si 3:^ nr
OG. Fuchs 50 48 46-144 C Ulandherm 33 33 30- 96
JLOberle 32 46 44-142 HZubiller 30 80 30- 90H\V Tanner 45 50 43—138
Champion (bronze) medal, 1 target, 5 shots, small 35 ring target

distance 150ft.: J Ochs, Jr., 108, O. G. Fuchs 107, J. Oberle 107! CUlandherm 105, Thos. Fitzpatrick 105.
j

Revolver Shooting in England.
The season at the North London Rifle Club is drawing to a close

There are only two more days for revolver shooting, ending Oct 18
when the result will be known. The only one who can now catch Mr'
Winans. that is, if he makes highest pos.sible scores each day, and MrWmans does not compete any more, is Mr. Andrews, but such a con-
tingency 18 very improbable, as the latter was only able to make a
score ot 37 on Oct, 4. Below are the leading scores for the revolver
championship of the North London Rifle Olubto date-
Walter Winans. 41 41 41 41 41-205 T Andrews 42 40 40 .M7 85-ni4
C F Lowe 41 40 39 39 :^9-198 Oapt Cowan.

. , .39 39 39 36 30-189
Lieut Varley. ...42 40 38 37 37-194 Maj Munday. ...39 38 38 37 30-188
The scores for the South London Rifle Club's revolver championship

competition are much lower, owing to its exposed range Below are
the leading scores to date:
Walter Winans. 41 41 40 40 40—303 OF Lowe. . 40 39 39 88 38—194
Lieut Heath.

. ..40 39 39 38 38-194 F H Frost, .

.'. .'..40 .38 37 37 86-188

Italian United Associations.

u
^<JR^' Oct. 14 -1 send you the report of the shooting match

held by the Italian bhooring A.ssociations of New York. atLvon'sPark
Oct 13, for the benefit of tlie Italian hospital.
Target of Honor. 3 ^hols, possible 54: First pr ze, Muzio. 32; second,

Reah, dO; thu-d. Gandolh, 50; fourih Selvaggi, 49; xlfth. Abarno 48
Public Target-First prize, Selvaggi, 53; tecond, Reah, 51;'thiVd,

Muzio. 51; fourth, Gandolfl, 51; fifth, Abarno, 50; sixth. Hennery 49-
seventh. Dr. Fanoni, 49. • ' > j 1 ,

The Italian Shooting Association will hold a live bird, bluerock and
nfle contest, open only to members, on Oct. 19, at Woodridge, N. J.

AuTOKD iUizoBATi, President,
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Empire Rifle Club.
The representative of Forest ajtd Stream havin;; received a cordial

request to be present at thie w-eek)y shoot of the Empire Club, at its

headquarters No. 12 St. Mark.? Place, on Tuesday, Oct. 10, had a most
hospitable reception. This young club is fast inaiciug a reputation
for Itself among the fraternity of rifle shnoters. A few more years
may see it in position to successfully compete with its AJma Mater
(Zettler Rifle Club) for honors at the butts. In gallery shooting they
are at the present time second only to the Zettler Club. The St.
Marks Place ranges are full lOOft., and the light is first-class. It is

the longest gallery range in New York, outside of the armory ranges
of the National Guard, and is consequently a diflicult range upon
which to put up high scores. We are informed that the club intends
to hold a three day's tournament on this range the first week in
November.
The competition on Tuesday night for club medals developed the

following appended scores:
10 shots, possible 250: Chas. Zettler, Jr., 240, Wm. Kosenbaum 240,

L. Buss 230, Henry Zettler 2.30, W. Maisenholder 237, J. Wilkinson 220,
W. Buss 220.

Joseph Zaengle Light Guards.
The annual shoot at Cypress HiUs Park on Wednesday, Oct. 4, was

highly successful. The company contains many of Brooklyn's promi-
nent shooters. Capt. Peter Kunzweiier is known and highly esteemed
among the pigeon shooters of Long Island. .Joseph Gunther, the
secretary, is another shooter high in the esteem of the fraternity. M.
Bookman, the real estate man and one of the Eastern District heavv-
weight shooters with both shotgun and rifle, is also an ofiBcer in the
guards. Joseph Link had charge of the shooting. The park was well
filled with the friends and families of the shooters. Among the visi-

tors we noticed Louis Miller, of Dexter Park, and Pres. Henry Book-
man, of the Parkway Rod and Gun Club. Tlie shooting of the mem-
berg of the guard was on a 3in. bullseye, .50yds., 3 shots per man,
string measurement. The scores of the fifteen best are appended:
F. C.Ross 4^,«inches, N. Gentzlinger 4''',g, Chas. Wohler Ed Neff

6, Anthony Fluegel O'^jj, Charles Wissel 7' j„, 1\T. Schottler 7-',i,, C. W.
Hnrney. Sr., 7'',,,, Joseph Banzer 7'^,,,, Henry Braok 7i''i„, Thos. Short
r'5,,j, Theo. Beckers, Adam Schalf 85,,s, P. Kunzweiier Si'S a, William
Schindler8'3ie-

New York Central Schuetzen Corps.
At the monthly outing in Washington Park, Oct. 12, the competition

for the class medals was spirii ed Gus Ziriimerman led the group, as
usual, on the champion target wirh a score of 133 out of a possible 150.
In first class Henry D. Mii Her was first wirh 137 points, In second
class Joe Jordan led his competitors with the score of 117. In third
class Martin Fiecken went to the front with the fine score of 131 points.
In fourth class W. Schneeweis was liigh with iio points.
Five shots. German ring target, two scores to count: Gus Zimmer-

man 132, M. Fiecken 131, F. Luhr 130, H. D. Muller 127, Jos. Jordan 117,
N. Holsta 117, Emil Berkman 116, F. Schmidt lOS, W. Schneeweis 110, J.
Dux 107, P. Jatgens 107, J. Eisenhardt lOG, H. A. Ficke 104, J. Lowiel02,
Fred Schraeder 95, F. Baumann 89,W. Wiebold 74, Capt, Richter 73, W.
Teschmacher 09.

Man target, 5 shots, possible 60: M. Fiecken 57. F. Schraeder 56,.

Gus Rimmerman 50, .1. Jordan 53, H. D. Miiller 52, F. Baumann 50, F>
Schmidt 50.

Excelsior Rifle Club.
The weekly gallery competition for class medals, at its head-

quarters No. 78 Montgomery street. Jersey City, Oct. 10; 10 shots,
possible 250. distance 75ft.: .James Hughes 238, L, P. Hansen 234, R. H
Duff 3 points handicap 2:32. John Speicher 3 points 228, C. Thomas 3
points m, J. Bins 26 points 216.

Miller Rifle Club.
Weekly pallerv shoot Oct. 1(1.—KJoppping 241, Capt. Fisher 2.39,

Miller 239. Meyns ;.':i3, Leihl L';i3, Sobl 230, Caragher229, Murphy 327,
Vanderheyden 227, G. WUl 219, H. Meyer 217.

RIFLE NOTES.
The invitations to participate in the champion rifle match at

Cypress HiUs on Election Day seems to have hit local rifleuien in the
right spot. The idea of giving the ti'ophy to the man making the best
1 0-shot score in his 100 shots is an iuduceuient to the lay shooter to
enter the contest, and already we hear that many riflemen are going
to enter the match with the hope of putting up a winning 10-shot
score. To make the winning total in the 100 shots is said to be suffl-

cient honors for the expert, when it is considered that there is always
an opportunity for a good liberal bet on the outside for any man who
thinks he is in championship form.

The programme of the Greenville Rifle Club, for its first annual
gallery prize shoot, speaks well for the enterprise of this young club.
Our local shooters sfiould give this shoot a liberal attendance and
enter early and often.

The Zettler Rifle Club will wind up its out door shoot at AVissel's
Cypress Hflls Park, to-morrow. Mr. Wissel has extended an invitation
to all the members of the club, wlio have participated in the season's
shoot to be present at the dinner which ho will pi epare for the occa-
sion. Those who have had the pleasure of dining with mine host,
know what an invitation of this nature contains,

The Hudson and Greenville rifle clubs, of .Jersey City, have another
team match on at L'ouyds. The date has not as yet been settled, both
clubs are sure of tlie SlOU purse.

Messrs. Robidoux, Dodds and Collins, of the Greenville CN. J.) Rifle'

Club, will take a week off, in (luestof quail and partridge. They start
on Wednesday, for Sullivan county, K. Y.

The Greenville Rifle Club will have the programmes of its prize
shoot, Nov. 11 and 13, out this week.

Any rifleman or lover of rifle shooting within reach of Cypress:
Hills Park on Election Day, Nov. 7, should make it a point to attend
the championship match, for it bids fair to be highly interesting.

At the monthly meeting of the Zettler Rifle Club on Tuesday,.
Oct. 3, it was decided to open its winter gallery shoot on Tuesday,,
Oct. 24, $200 in cash Avill be put up for prizes.

At a meeting of the New York Schuetzen Corps last week, the club'
decided to hold a gallery shoot twice a month during the coming:
winter.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
PiTTSBURQ, Oct. 12.—The regular weekly trap shoot of the Iroqaofs

Rifle Club took place yesterday, and the results were as follows: No..

1, 10 singles: Colteryahn 9, Degelman and Goldstrom S tich. Udic-k T.

No. 2, 10 singles: Degelman and Ganter 9 each, Colteryaka 8, F. Miller
7. No. 3, 10 singles, expert system: Colteryahn, Udick and Ganter S
each, Hofmeister 8, Miller and Dietz 5 each. No. 4, 10 singles, expert
system: Udick, Dietz and Mlfler 7 each, Hofmeister and Pifer 5 each,
Colteryahn 4. No. 5, 10 singles: Udick 10, Colteryahu S, Ganter and
Dietz 7 each. No. 6, 15 singles: Dietz 13, Pifer 12. Hofmeaster 1. No,
5 10 singles: Ganter and tioldstrora 10 each, Dietz and Udick 7 each.
Miller and Colteryahn 5 each. No. S, 10 singles: Ganter and Gold-
strom 9 each, Dietz 7, Colteryahn U. No. 9, 10 singles, unknown traps
and unknown angles: Colteryahn, Udick, Dietz and Ganter 6 each,
Goldstrom 5, Langhorst 4. No. 10, 25 singles: Goldstrom 21, Colter-
yahn 17, Degelman and Ganter 10 each.

• Rochester, N. Y., Oct. 12.—The regular semi-monthly shoot of the
Rochester Rod and Gun Club for the Parker haiumerless gun, donated
by James McCuUough, came oil" yesterday afternoon at the Jlouroe
avenue grounds. The score for twenty-five singles was: Class A,
Mann, first .string -JU, .second string 19; Babcock, first string 18, second
string 19; Smitli, lirst string20, second string 22; special class A. Uad-
ley 19; class H, HicUs, first stricg 21, second string iri; McVean, 15;

Burton, first string; 16, second sti'iug 17; l;ichman, first string 14, sec-

ond stxing 17; special class B, Burst 17; Foiey, first string 19, second
string 20; class 0, McGuire, first siriu;^ 18, second string 20.

That 25 bird sweep to be shot at Henry Jlatz's Three-MUe House,.
Shillington, Pa., on Oct. 24, should attract a big field of entries. 3Ir.

Matz is not only an open-handed entertainer, but is as well a thor-
oughly competent manager and a good judge of good birds. In the
coming sweepstake there are not likelj^ to be many squabs put la the
traps. The shoot wUl open at 10 A. M. The entry fee is $^0. Should
the entry list be so large that the event cannot be shot out on the first

day it will be shot out on the foUowing day. Arrangements will be
made, however, so that those who are unable to remain over can
finish their scores on the first day.

The grounds of the Lynn (Mass.) Fish and Game Protective Associ-
ation will be the Mecca for Eastern target shooters nest Wednesday
and Thursday, and they will have another opportunity of deciding as
to whether they like or dislike the,Novelty rule. The programme, the
same each daj'" comprises four 10-target events, Si. 25 entry; three ID-

target events, 81.50 entry; two 20-larget events, Sr2 entry, and one 25-

target event, $2.50 entry. Targets are included in the entry lees.

Shooting will commence at 9.30 each day, and after the regular pro

gramme is shot out the shooters may enjoy themselves shooting
sweeps.

In another coltimn will be found a letter from Mr. W. Tell Mitchell,
of Lynch's Station, Va., anent the Virgmia target championship
Being perfectly familiar with all the details of the controversy
between Jlessrs. Mitchell and Summerson, we are free to assert that
the action of the latter has been anything but sportsmanUke. When
he failed to meet Mr. Mitchell in a competition for the cup he for-
feited, according to the rules, both cup and title, and the alleged
match shot between Mr. Summerson and Bowman on July 28, went
for naught.

In a recent match between the Wawaset and Nonesuch Gun Clubs, of
Delaware, 12 men to a team, 25 targets per man, the scores were as fol-
lows: Wawaset—B. Miller 25. G. Miller 24, C. Springer 22, Geo. Huber
22, White 22, Maule 19, J. Huber 18, W. Buckmaster IS, C Buckmaster
18, Wright 18, Springs 17, CaldweU 17; total. 250. Nonesuch—Allen 21,
Groome 20, King 20, J. R. Lynam 20, Myers IS, Q. Lynam IS, Y^oung 18,

T. Lynam 18, Wamsley 18, Wright 17, Shaw 17, Sinclair 15; total, 220.

The third of the series of shoots of the Massachusetts Trap-shooters
took place at Lakeview on Oct. 10. In the team championship contest
at 10 targets per man the scores were: Lowell No. 2—Burt 10. Colt 9,

Crown 6; total 25. Worcester—GUman 8, Museroft 8, Dana 7; total 23.

LoweU No. 1—Rule 8, Bates 8, Dock 5; total 21. Middlesex—Melcher
6, Wadsworth 6, Snow 8; total 20. Individual championship, at 20
targets each: Wadsworth 19, White 17, Gilman IG, Davis 16, Museroft
16, Bates 15, Crown 15, Snow 15.

We had a pleasant caU last week from Mr. A. V. Rittenbury, a well-
known sporting goods dealer of Towanda, Pa., and one of the leading
shots of the Towanda Gun Club. Mr. Rittenbury says that the bird
prosjiects in his section are exceedingly promising, and that he and
partner expect to exceed their record of last season, when they
bagged 860. Mr. Rittenbury uses a Colt gun which has seen 12 years
of service and is still as tight as when it left the factory.

The Third Ward Gun and Fishing Club, recently organized in Harri-
son, N. J., have elected the following officers: President, Wm. Duffy;
Vice-President, Jacob Rassner; Recording Secretary, Geo. O'Donnell;
Financial Secretary, Wm. Coyle: Treasurer, tiarry Wardell; Sergeant-
at-Arms, Oscar Sandford. Harrison now boasts'of three gun cliibs,

and it is time for them to do some shooting.

The Parkway Gun Club of Brooklyn and the Newark Gun Club have
had several friendly contests at the trap and these have gone a long
way toward cementing the friendships between the members of the
clubs. Another of these interesting alJairs will probably take place at
Dexter Park on Oct, 26, and while the match will be purely friendly
each team will put forth a special effort to win.

Quite a party of Newarkers will go to Pine Brook on Oct. 24 to wit-
ness the 25 bird match between Samuel Castle of Newark and Jean
Pierre of Pine Brook. This will be a find, trap and handle match,
25yds. rise for .|100 a side.

The Yale Gun Club has elected H. G. MiUer, ^96, President: F. S.
Franklin, '95, Captain; Secretary and Treasurer, B.B.Kaufman, '97.

The annual shoot with Harvard will probably be held on the morning
of the footbaU game in Springfield.

The monthly open tournament of the RosevUle Gun Club wiU be held
on John Erb's Old Stone House grounds in Newark next Thursday.
The shooting will be at targets, under the rapid-firing system, and all

sportsmen are cordially requested to be present. The fun will begin at
10 A. M.

The following scores were made in 10 and 6 bird sweepstakes shot at
Reading, Pa.: No. 1, 10 birds: H. 0. McGinness 10, Cyrus Kauflman 9,

John Becker 9, Oliver Hinnerschitz 9, Wm. Schraader 8, Harry Seidal
7. No. 2, 6 birds: Brooke Harrison 6, D. Kauffman 6, 1. Berg 5, 0.
Kauft'man 4.

At the practice shoot of the West Shore Gun Club, of Syracuse, on
Oct. 12,.the following scores were made, each man shooting at 50 tar-
gets: Barrett 47, D. M. Lefever 43, H. Jones 39, D. Walters 35. J, Her-
man 34. C. H. TOWNSEND.

Keystone vs. Ravenrock.
Oct. 14.—The Keystone Shooting I^eague defied the weather to-day,

that is, 14 out of the 20 chosen to represent the club did, and took the
B:20 A. M. train on the Belvidere R. R. from PhUadelpbia to Raven-
rock, N. .J. (^formerly known as Bull's Island), about 9 miles north of
Lainbertville, to spend the day and shoot a team match with the
Ravenrock Gun Club. They were given a warm reception on their
arrival at the station, and at once escorted to the grounds of the club,
which are on EtUl Island, in the Delaware.
When we left Philadelphia this morning the clouds gave us every

indication that we would have a stormy da3% but by the time we ar-
rived at our destination the sun was out and the indications were that
we would have a good day, although the way the wind blew at times
made sad havoc w-ith some of the scores. The match was made for 20
men a side, but as the Keystone League only had 14 men, and on an
even match of that number shot previously they were 12 birds ahead,
the Ravenrock boys were not satisfied, and claimed that it was no
match unlejss we shot the same number of birds as they did. As there
was no way to choose the 6 that were to shoot that would be fair to
both sides, on a suggestion of Capt. A. J. Rust it was decided that the
Keystone boys should each shoot at an equal number of targets to
make up the l.'"iO, or the number that six men would have shot at. Ten
men shot at U extra and four men at 10 extra, as the score wiU indi-
cate:
The reception and treatment that the Ravenrock Club gave the vis-

itors is something they wfil remeniber for a long time, what with a
sumptuous dinner sea-ved at the Luioberville Hotel, where our old
friend J. Thompson gave us all a warm welcome. Lumberville is on
the Pennsylvania side of the river, about half a mile from the grounds.
Before the team contest a 10 target event, $1 entrance, was shot off,

just to warm up our guns. And after the team race, which resulted
in favor of the Keystone League by a score of .383 to 373, we had a
couple of live bird matches, one 10 bird race and one miss and out, $2
entrance, as follows:
No. 1, 10 targets; J. Wolstencroft 10, Pack 8, David 8, Rust 10, W.

Wolstencroft 10, Thurmau 9, Wilson 4, IMoore 7, Bloom 4, Ridge 8.

Team shoot:
Keystone Shooting League.

W Wolstencroft 111111111111101111111111011111111111—34
N Swope llllOlltlOlOOlOOOlOOlOllOOlOlOlOIOlOO—17
E David nOlllllKJIllOniOllOOlllOlUllOlllO—27
J Wolstencroft iiininniiiioiiiiiiiiiiiiiinniii—35
Wade Wilson -. . . ..lOOOlOOlUlOllllOOlllOOlOOOllOOOlOOOl—16W H Pack lOinoioiinnnnoiioiioiiiiiiiiooi—28
H Thurman llllllinoniiuioiiioilllllllllioill—31
H Jacobs 11111 uiiiiinioiioonioiiioioiiiili—:^
A L Lumb 111111011111111101111111111111011110-32
H Ridge lllllllllllllllllllOlOJ 1010110111101—30
E Ridge OOOOIOIIOOIIOIUOUWOOOIOOOOOIOOOIU —12
A J Rust lllllllllllllOOllinoiOlllllllllOOl —29
J Thurman llllllllllllOllOOOlllllUlliiOllOll —29
H Landis llllllllllllllllllIOlOlllllllllllll —33-383

Raven Rock Gun Club.
C Moore 1101111111111011111111111—23
R B Reading .llllinilOlOllllllOlOlOOl—19
S Van Camp OOlllllOIOlOOllllllllllOl—18
Jos Thompson 0111100101110101101101110—16
G Allhouse 1111111111111101110111111—23
W KiUmer OlOOOlliniOllllllOOlllOO—16W Wagg 1100101110101001111101011—16
J Brifiman lOlOOlOOlUllllOlOlOlOllO—15
.James Garue.r lUKilOOOlOMtlllOUOOOOJ—13
E B Hann 1111110001110111010101011—17
J Kilmer ]nui]nn211111100111101—21
W E Kugler 11011 1 10001011111 lUI 1 1 100—17
MRupell llllJllinOlllOllllllun—.23

HElsenbury lOlllOllUllllllllllllOOl—21
W Apgar 1011011 llOilUUllll 110010—18
Geo Aril wine. 0111001101011001011101111—16
Wm uuick 11111101 niXllOlOlOinillO—18
O Blouiu 1110111111110110111110111—31
J Wui ford 1111111111101111111101111—23
C Heist IIIIIIIOOIIUIIIIUIOIOIOI—19-373
No. 4, 10 live birds, S5 entrance:

Apgar 0111111111— 9 Garner 2011121110— 8
Heist 1321311121— 9 J Thurman 1120012113— 7
J Wolstencroft 0021213112— 8 BrUlman 1100120121- 7
Pack 1101111112— 9 Landis 1230110111- 8
H Thurman 1111211211—10 Rust 0201111131— 8W Wolstencroft 1111221122-10 David 1220211011- 8
AYagg 1121111032— 9 Fox 1211222011— 9
No. 5, miss-and out, ^2 entrance:

Rust 1111
Padding 1230
Wagg 2111
Landis 1310
H Thurman 1310

J Garner 310W Wolstencroft 10
J Wolstencroft 1330
Apgar 330
David ,...11 11

H.T.

Towanda Badge Shoot.
TowAXDA Pa,, Oct. 7 —The following scores were made on Oct. 0 for

County and CJub Badges, three traps, American Association Rules,
ten targets, rapid firing system, nine tai .£;ets. unknowu Craps and
three doubles; Montanye IC, Dittrich 14, Shiner 12. Ward 8

W. F. DiTTJucH, Secy.

Bogardus—"Unknown."
Chicago. HI., Oct. 14.—The postponed race between Capt. A. H

Bogardus and the "Unknown" (G. T. Hall), took place to-day at the
South Side Baseball Park, in the presence of a small and not very
orderly crowd, a .great part of which consisted of small and tough
boys who cfimbed the fence. These covered the grounds in every
direction, and in spite of the efforts of the policemen crowded about
the score in such way as to hinder the progress of the match. The
grounds are in the heart of the city and firing in certain directions was
not allowable. Add to this the skirmishers who adorned the fence,
and the young toughs who chased every cripple across the ground,
and you have conditions trying enough. Such conditions made the
match far from pleasant. Had either shooter been less cool, careful
and self-possessed, an accident must certainly have happened, and it

w-as a close call for the score line crowd more than once. How the
fielders escaped unhurt is a mystery. Both shooters were admirable
under these hard surroundings, and deserve compliment for their
carefulness; but it is to be hoped that no more matches will be shot
at this park. It is not a suitable place by any means.
The weather was cold and the wind, which blew direct from the

score to the traps, was strong enough for a fine pigeon wind had it not
been broken by the fence and the clustering crowd. The peculiar con-
ditions of the race gave the birds quite a start and before firing was
allowed, and this, with the wind, made an unusually large number of
twisters out of them. Neither man lost a bird by dropping it too close
to go over the inner boundary. Both did some good clean -work, and
each made some long kills at birds which, owing to the short rise, de-
coyed into the dead birds and coops and then circled back, twisted off
before the wind.
The old Captain can shoot a good deal yet, in fact, he can shoot

about as weU as he ever could at his style of a race, if the light is

good. Much of his work was snappy as that of any youngster, and he
centered many of his birds in such way as to fairly cut their pieces.
Hall showed himself to be a fine shot, and in the field he should go

a good one. He is a great, strong, big and muscular young fellow,
much as Bogardus when his age, he takes to the work naturally. At
the 50th bird. Hall changed his 13-gauge to his heavier 10-gauge, with
consent of Capt. Bogardus, who originally agreed to let him use the
10-gauge throughout. He had only had his 12-gauge a few days.
Bogardus or the "Bogie man" as he was more famifiarly called, held

the race in hand from the start till the last dozen birds, when he came
back startlingly, to say the least, losing 7 birds out of his last 15, this
tieing the race. At the close of the shooting the men agreed to shoot
off the tie at Springfield, 111., Thanksgiving Day, the same conditions
to prevail, 100 birds, the winner to take both races. Gate money will
be charged as it was here I do not know how much money was up or
will be posted for the next match. The Springfield location is desir-
able for both parties, as Capt. Bogardus lives at Lincoln, and Mr. Hall
at the little town of Loami, not far below Springfield. This village is

an old one, and runs back into the early history of the State. It once
consisted chiefly of a miU, and once upon a time, years and years ago
the mUl burned down. The owner of the mill, who had little other
property, surveyed the ruins with despair on his face, and he mur-
mured to himself, "Low am I! Low am I!" The neighbors caught the
phrase, and called the place Loami, and so it has remained to this day,
in spite of a government attempt to re-christen it as Lebanon. If Mr.
Hall keeps on he may yet bring into renown the odd name of this Uttle
hamlet.
John AVats m furnished and handled the birds to-day, also refereeing

the race. A good many birds did not start well, the style of trapping
not being so apt to make quick starters as the King automatic traps,
but any bird that got under way in the wind was a hard bird to stop.
Capt. Bogardus thought a score of 70 would win.
John Watson's pointer puppy. Cyclone, earned new laurels for him-

self, doing some pretty, indeed phenomenal w^ork in retrieving. With-
out Cyclone, the scores would not have gone over 70. He is two birds
better in the hundred than any human retriever that ever walked.
Score and conditions: To shoot at lOOlive birds each. Fifteen yards
rise, from H and T traps; the referee to toss up a dollar for the man
who goes to the trap first, "heads up" to take H trap and "tails up"
the T trap, other contestants to use the trap left, this to continue
throughout the match; the traps are to be set 3ft. apart, with the
stake driven in center between the traps and a circle to be drawn
lOyds. around the traps, and every bird killed inside the ring to be
scored a lost bird, every bird shot on the groimd to be scored a lost'
bird and only one barrel to be used; butt of gun must be held below
the elbow or the same as man would if in the field when his dog is on
point of game. Birds to be retrieved by a dog. Boundary 80yds.
Both contestants to use 12-gauge guns.

Trap score type—Ciipi/nyht /4S.v, 6// Forest and Stremn Pubiishing Co.

? T '^T T \t t/'<-^-/' 1 1 T T*^J"
G T HaU 1 101101011111111011 11100 0—18

^ ttt ?A? ? tit/ N'^'^? T TT VlllllllillllOlOlllllOll* •—18

• 1110 0«111111«1110«11111 0—17

NH ? 'i T H J? ? T ? /" / N T r ^ T 1

1

11110 1110 10 111111110 10 11 0—19—73

Capt Bogardus. 1 10 111 llll»1111111010111 1—31

1I010 101011»110111111011 1—31

011110lll«110 111 11101011 0—18
? '^T T 1 1 T t T -?'3--^T/' i ? ^ ? t^T -^w^OOllllllOllOlOOOlOlllOll U—15—7'3

Hall used an Jj. C. Smith gun, S.S. powder. No. 7 shot. Bogardus
used an L. O. Smith gun, black powder, No. 7 shot. E. HousH.

Sweepstake Shoot.
The four-cornered sweepstake, at 25 birds each, between J, J. Edger-

ton, Geo. W. Forbell, W. Selover and J. Y'oung, for a purse of $400,
$300 to go to the first, SlOO to the second and the last to pay for the
birds, was shot off on the Dexter Park grounds on Friday afternoon,
Oct. 13. Knowing that Louis MiUer had taken pains to get together
an extra good lot of birds, and the fact that the match caUed for
strictly Long Island rules, induced a number of Brooklyn's prominent
shotgun shooters to attend and to see what the farmers could do with
good birds under the old style rules. All but Y'oung shot 10-bore guns
and each contestant stood at 35yds. The weather was overcast, with
a heavy northeast gale blowing across the grounds. The birds proved
to be as expected, "corkers." There was no necessity for the rope to
put thetn up. Straightaways, right and left-quarterers, and quarter-
ing incomers were the order. The quartering incomers when hit went
over the line by the force of the wind and were lost to the shooter.
Edgerton had a little the best of the birds, although his gun was some-
what of a handicap to him from its many mlssfires. The scores are
appended:
Trap SiOi-L'- t (/pe— Copyright /kss, by Forest and Stream Fublishing Co.

\\^ ? t i / N/^ \ T "^z \'3i w;'

\

J J Edgerton 1 3113llll21l»lllO.« 313110 •—20

Geo W Forbell 3 11300113132001111103033 0—18

W Selover 0 33«10111013320300332001 0-15

/ \'ii t i ? \ 'sN r ^ \\ >^N \v7"\->\

T

J Y'oung 11»200 2 12301121030210»22 0—16
C. A. Dellar, referee.

The Wauregan's Monthly Shoot.
The monthly stinot of the Wauregan Gun Club which took place at

Pelhainville ou Friday, Oct. 13, called out a fair number of members,
who had an opiiurtunity of trying their hands ou a first-class lot of
birds, which had a strong northeast wind to assist them.
The club event was for a gold medal at ten live birds each, club

handicap rises. J). Volinti and W. H. Hogan tied for the medal on
eiglit each and on the shoot off at two bh'ds each Volinti won. J. H.
Mills refereed the various events.
Club shoot for prize:

W H Buckner 3^12«101I1—7 D Volinti J102011131—

8

J H iVlills 220(.)00122»-5 J Dietzel 2011301130—7
R Darfing 100120.I10-5 G W Sfiberhorn S0300001.3—

4

J W Spencer 30»3100201—5 F Knof •031002100—4
MF Buckner 2301020220-6 FLyon 11^0131320—

7

ADietzel 20«»201111—6 AV H Hogan 313302ll3«-8
Second event, 3-bu'd limit, SI entry: •

FKnof 000 JDietzel OOO
R Darling 213 A Dietzel 002
WHBrickner 013 Gaboline 101
Pickeu 001 M Dietzel 001
G W Silberhorn 103 AV H Hogan 211
D Volinti 211
Third event, miss and out, one barrel:

FKnof 10 ADietzel 0
R Darling 10 Gaboline iiW H Brickner n M Dietzel lO
G AA' Silberhorn 0 WH Hogan 0
D Volinti 0 J W Spencer ,. .JO
J Dietzel 0
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Fountain Rod and Gun Club.
On Wednesday, Oct . 11, while all New York and its surroundings

were intent upon the outcome of the third event in the contest
between the English and American yachts, fourteen members of the
Fountain Bod and Gun Club were busily engaged in a contest over
the possession of the diamond trophy, presented to the club by
Charley Plate. Prominent among the contestants were "Boss" Hugh
McLaughlin and his son Fred; Excise Commissioner John Schliemann,
Fred W. Pfaender, C. Plate, Dr. Van Zeil. Adam Eppig and the only
"Ike" (Hyde). The Plate trophy is something out of the ordinary as
club trophies go, and naturally there is a strong competition among
many of the metabers to win it. Up to the present time the honors
for winning it are divided as follows: Di-. Van Zeil twice, Wm. Lair
twice, and Fred W, Pfaender once. —

^

This meeting being the sixth of the present season, those members
who have already secured a mortgage upon the trophy, by one or
more wins, were naturally interested to add another in order to ad-
vance themselves one leg nearer the goal. Those who have failed to
win even once were doubly anxious to secure a bracket, in order to
feel that they were yet in the swim. Of the members present on this

occasion it was expected that the race would develop between Messrs.
Pfaender, Lair and Van Zeil. These three were grouped in the first

squad that went to the trap. Messrs. Pfaender, Van Zeil and J. E.
Orr, each killing their 7 birds, using the second barrel only once.
Mr. Lair, up to and including sixth bird had used his second barrel
only once, his seventh bird was an easy one and everybody expected
to see it cut down, but for some reason the bird and the shot failed to
connect and the result was a goose egg for Lair. The next group to
go to the score contained some good shooting material among whom
may be mentioned Hugh McLaughlin, C. Plate, Ike Hj de, M. Elssasser
and others. It was expected that some of this group would come in

with a clean score, but as each one finished up his score there were
found to be one or two goose eggs mixed mto each one; young Fred
McLaughlin was in this latter group, but no one had really looked
upon him as a trophy winner, and up to his fifth shot, but little atten-
tion had been paid to his shooting.
However, when some one recalled the fact that Fred had killed five,

then Ike Hyde in his happy way advised him to go for the old fellows
and get that trophy.
His fifth bird was a hummer, and the second barrel tliat Fred gave

him was so well timed that the other shooters could not but help giv-
ing the young man generous applause for his well executed shot. His
sixth and seventh birds were both good; the sixth required both bar-
rels; the seventh he cut down with the first barrel, completing his
score with 1 kills.

On the shoot off Pfaender. Van Zeil and Orr led off, each with a kill.

Young McLaughlin followed his competitors by also making a clean
kill with this first barrel. Dr. Van Zeil was the first to drop out on
the second round, followed by Pfaender and Orr in the third. When
McLaughlin went to the trap, where to kill was to win. to miss meant
a continuation of the tie. everybody seemed to think that he would
break up, but such was not the case. Although the bird was a good
one the snooter was equal to the emergency and the bird went to grass
on the first barrel.
It is doubtful if Hugh McLaughlin ever felt more proud than he did

when that last shot was fired and the bird retrieved, to outshoot such
men as Pfaender, Van Zeil and Orr, requires shooting ability found
only in the first class of amateurs. The birds as a whole were only
ordinary, but sandwiched among them were some strong, hardy birds
that were capable of carrying away large quantities of shot. After
the closing of the trophy incident a 5 bird sweep was started, with VZ
entries. In this race J. B. Voorhies, Pfaender and Fred. McLaughlin
went out with a clean score. Lair, Plate, Van Zeil, Hyde and Koenig
tied with 4 each. In the shoot off afcer retiring Plate and Koenig, the
others finally divided.
This was our first visit to the Woodlawn pigeon grounds, and aside

from the inconvenience of the long walk from the station we were
very much pleased with the grounds. The shooting house is sadly in
need of repair. In its present condition it would be decidedly a most
uncomfortable place on a stormy day. The scores are appended:
F W Pfaender 1311111—7 M Elssasser. 2120211—6
Dr Van ZeU. 1112111—7 W ScheeUe linOlO—

5

A J Eppig 1031103—5 H McLaughlin 2112002-5W Lair 2111110-6 F McLaughlin 1211221—7
J B Vorhies 2101121—6 C Plate 0222211—6
J E Orr 1211111—7 S DeFraine Oil 1.02—4
Ike Hyde 0210211—5 J Schlieman 0110021-4
Tie: Pfaender 2, Van Zeil 1, Orr 2, McLaughlin 3.

Five-bird sweep, entry $1, three money.*:
Wm Lair 22120—4 J B Vorhies 11111—

5

A J Eppig 10012—3 F W Pfaender 11111—5
Ohas Plate 10211—4 F McLaughlin 22221-5
Dr Van Zeil 01112—4 Ike Hyde 11011—4
M Elssasser 20201—3 J Schheman 1001»—

2

W ScheeJje 00222-3 B Koenig 02211-4

Anent the Virginia Championship.
Ltnch's Station, Va., Oct. ^.—Editor Forest and Stream: Some

time last year, in an open tournament at Winchester, Va . a cup wa'-
shot for emblematic of the championship of Virginia, at target shoot-
ing. This cup was won by Mr Haddos, who was subsequently chal-
lenged for it by Mi-, Wm F. Suoimerson, of Staunton, who brolie 41 to
his opponent's 37 out of 50 targets. The conditions were that each
conti-'st for the cup should be at 50 single targets, known angles, the
cup to be won five consecutive times before becoming the property of
the winner.
Immediately after the above match, shot at Shendon, I asked the

winner to name a day when he would shoot against me for the cup.
He replied that he could not do so then, as others were ahead of me,
but that as soon as he was through with them he wnld yive me a date.
As time went by without any shooting between Mr. Summersonand
his alleged challengers I assumed that he had merely resorted to a
subterfuge to keep from shooting a race with me, as he knew defeat
would be inevitable.
Last May we met at the Charlotte tournament, and there in the

presence of your trap editor and several others, Mr. Summerson again
agreed to give me a date for a match, stating poisitively that there
was no one ahead of me. As the time drew near for him to name a
day for the race or forfeit tbe cup, he was taken with a bad case of
heart failure and used every means possible to induce me to let htm
out of the match, but upon my insisting on my rights to shoot for
this cup and he found nothing short of a race would satisfy nae, he
positively refused to set a day, forfeiting the ciip and title under the
rules governing tbe same. Then what was my surprise to see in a re-
cent issue of your journal an account of a race for this cup between
him and some local friend of Staunton, in which he had changed the
conditions from 50 singles to 12 pairs and;30 singles, divided into known
and unknown angles. No doubt this change was made to enhance his
chances of winning, but the re.sult proved he had uuderestiraaied his
opponent's skill. He should have changt^d the conditions from tar-
gets to spring chickens, when by throwing same from plunge traps
and reserving the right to chase down all he could not kill, he might
have posed longer as a champion and ihei eby satisfied an unsatiattd
ambition, which he lacked the skill to sustain at targets, as he had un-
questionably the same right to make that change as the one he made.
What right he had to shoot this party for thi< cup is more than I can
understand. In square sports is it customary, Mr. Editor, for cup-
bolding champions to ignore challengers after accepting them and
select their friends to assist them in holding on to their emblem'/

I have thought I would like to win one of these Britannia plated
emblems and pose as a mighty shooter, but if like my illustrious pre-
decessor the possession would take all of the shoot out of me I am
glad he has shown the necessary grip and cheek to bravepublic opinion
and save me from such a face. W. T. Mitchell.

Henry 3, Kelly 7, Metz 0, BriUman 1, J. Henry 0, Quintell 2. F. Henry 0,
S. Swartz 3, Deavees 3.

Live birds, ^2 miss and out: Thomas 2, Thurman Z, Brillman 0,
Franklin 0, J. Ritner 0.

No, S, miss and out: Thomas 0. Thurman 3, Brillman 2, Franklin 1,
Ritner 0, Swartz 0, Morrison 0, J. Peterman .3, D. Yeakel 2.

No. 3, miss and out: Thomas 5, Thurman 5, Franklin 1, J. Retner 6,
J. Peterman 3, D. Yeakel 0.

No. 4, miss and out: Thomas 3, Thurman 3, Franklin 2, J. Retner 2,
Morrison 2, Peterman 2, Yeakel 1. H, T.

Prize Shoot at Ijansdale.
LArsDALE, Oct. 7.—The match advertised by the Lansdale Gun Club

came off this afternoon on their grounds, which are located m Edge-
wood Park, just on the outskirts of the town, Lansdale is twenty-
four miles north of Philadelphia on tho North Pa. R. R.
The shoot was at live birds, and a good lot of country birds being on

hand a fine day's spore concluded with darkness.
The members of the club that took the most interest in the match

were Jos. Henry, one of the old pigeon shooters of the county ; W.
Quintrel, Mahlon Jones, H. Zearfoss, W. Metz, B. F. Henry and J.
Houpt. The weather was pleasant and every one enjoyed the shoot-
ing.

Five targets: J. Henry 5, A. Peterman 4, A, Y'^eakel 4, J. Peterman 5,
F. Henry 2. Jones 2.

Three live birds: J. Henry 1, A. PetermaQ 2, D. Yeakel 1, J. Peter-
man 3, F. Henry 3.

Three live birds: J, Henry 3, A. Peterman 3, D. Yeakel 1, J. Peter-
man 2, F. Henry 2. Jones 3.

Ten targets: J. Peterman 9, J. Houpt 9, D. Yeakel 8. F. Henry 2, J.
Henry 9.

Ten targets: J. Peterman 10, D. Yeakel 0, Thomas 10, Thurman 7,
Brillman 7. J. Houpt 9.

live birds, miss and out: Thomas 9, Thurman 1, Brillman 8, Hall-
man 4, A. Peterman 3, J. Peterman 8, D. Yeakel 0.

Match for gim, SI entrance, miss and out: Thoms>s 7, Thurman 0,
Brillman 6, J. Henry 3, P. Henry 0, B. C. Lovvrie 0, G. Franklin 1,
Thomas 1, Houpt 6, J. Henry 1, Kelly 0, Thurman 4, J. Ritter 3, W.
Morrison 1.

Miag and out: Thomas S, W, B. Mbyer 0, W. Metz 0, Thurman 8, F.

Parkway Rod and Gun Club.
The Parkway Rod and Gun Club opened its season shoot for 1893-4

at Dexter Park on Wednesday, Oct. 11. Sixteen members were on
hand to enter the competition for the class prizes and also the annual
prize for the best average during the season. The custom which this
club has of appropriating funds for the purchase of prizes for each
class at each monthly shoot seems to be a good one. We notice that
as a general thing the shoots of the Parkway Club are well attended
by its members. This speaks well for its management, for in shotgun
shooting as with the rifle, class and handicap are two elements of dis-
cord, and it requires the finest kind of adjustment and extreme good
judgment to prevent friction among the members of the different

At the shoot on Wednesday we find the result of the club event to be
highly interesting. In Class A are three men tied with clean scores.
In Class B are two. In Class C is one. In the shoot-off the Class C
man, Archie Andrews, shoots out his five competitors and secures one
leg in the race for the annual trophy. If the management of our other
shotgun and rifle clubs in and about New York will go into this class
and handicap system with the same intelligence and care that the
Parkway seems to have applied to its membership, there will soon be
found a large increase in both interest and attendance on the part of
their members.
Class A, 28 and 30yds.:

Bernett 1112312—7 Botty 0111211-6
Helgans 2223322-7 Woods 1223211—7

Class B, 25 and 27yds.

;

Short 1121212—7 Mueller 0022100—3
Edgerton Oil 1 112-6 M Meyer 2100120-4
Bookman 2110012-5 H Lainair ..1111211—7
Warldin 1102010-4
Class C, 23 and 25yds.

:

J Wooly. , 2123101-6 A B Selover 0200100-2
A Andrews 112'111—7 J Young 1112230-6
H J Selover .2111011—6
Ties: Bennett 2, Woods 2, Lamair 1, Helgans 11, Short 6, Andrews

13. Gheenville.

First German Gun Club.
The regular monthly shoot of the First German Gun Club was held

at Dexter Park on Wednesday, Oct. 4. Sixteen members were present
to participate in the competition for the club medal. This shoot being
the last of the present series the leading members were on the ragged
edge over the probabilities as to who would be the final winner of the
trophy. The rules called for 10 birds per man, club handicap, gun be-
low the elbow.
The majority of the birds were good strong flyers, and all the com-

petitors found it a hard matter to stop them inside the boundary; but
between those members who stationed themselves in and about the
field and the pot-hunters on the outside, but few birds survived the
furious fusilade that was made against them.
This leads us to remark that we have in the past visited a good

many pigeon shoots, but for reckless and promiscous shooting on the
part of the outside shooters this shoot takes the palm One member
had a pellet lodged in close proximity to his eye which placed him
hors de combat for the remainder of the day. That no one was
riddled with shot was simply a matter of good luck.
We would caution the First German Gun Club to revise its shooting

rules before it becomes necessary to call in the services of the Coro-
ner. When the last man had finished his score it was found that
Philip Neusch and P. Wannamacher were tied for first place with
seven kills each. On the shoot-off at three birds each Neusch won
with one kill to three misses on the part of Wannamacher. The scores
are appended:
W. Soli 3, J. Brandhorst 1, A. Stolzenberger 6, J. Schmaeck 2. P.

Wannamacher 7, C. Pfaff 5, G. Ronig 4, A. Goetz 3, P. Neusch 7, F.
Schell 3, W. Bord 2, J. C. Reiser 0, H. Sturcke 5, C. Deitz 3, P. Moersoh
C, A. Nensch 2.

Acme Gun Club.
The regular monthly shoot of the Acme Gun Club, at Dexter Park.

L. I., on Tuesday, Oct. 3, brought togeth^-r nine members to compete
for the diamond trophy. While the membership does not seem to be
as large as of yore, still the energy add, vim of the present coterie of
active members .se^ms to keep the club in a decidedly healthy condi-
tion. The change of the club in their shooting from live birds to blue-
rocks cost the club some of its best members, but as live bird shoot-
ing is an expensive luxury it was a question of mopient to many of
the members whether they would eive up shooting a together or
resort to targets. A majority being in favor of the targets the club
has for the past year confined its official events to bluerocks.
The club trophy presented by Louis Miller, whicn by the way is a

handsome affair in the form of a locket for the watch chain with a
very pretty diamond setting, is the pride of the club, and all t e mem-
bers whose shooting ability warrant the assumption are making every
effort to capture the prize. Up to the last shoot Fred W. Pfaender
was in the lead, but the shoot on this day brought Thos. Short to the
front as a prominent candidate—as a possible winner.
A sweep at live birds was shot off after the club event. The scores

are appended:
Club shoot, 20 bluerocks, three, traps, known angles: Thos. Short 18,

F. \V. Pfaender 14, Antony Batty 14. Chris Monk 12, Chris Deitloff 11,

Wm. Vorback 10, C W. Horney 10, Chas. Stuetzle 9, Chris Krabbe 8.

Five li^e birds: F, W. Pfaender 5, Thos. Short 5, A. Botty 4, Chris
Dettleff 3, C. W. Horney 3.

Hamilton Gun Club.
Hamilton, Ont., Oct. 9.—There was a large attendance at our

regular shoot at the new club grounds to-day. The weather was fine,

and considering the high wind some good scores were made. W.
Strand won the Cowie cup for the third time, and only suceeded in
beating Parker by his haudicap, who mad« 20 out of his possible 21.

To-day was A. Suiith's second win for the Hopkins medal, and con-
sidenug that he was shooting a new gun, the score was a good one.
James Cro' ks defeated Parker tor the challenge medal, 15 singles and
5 pairs, by 15 to 14. We have decided to hold our annual tournament
In Noveiuber, and a committee has been appointed to complete arrange-
ments for programmes, etc.. a c ipy of which will be sent Forest and
Stream in due time. Uur first live-bird shoot of the season will be held
at the Halway House on the afternoon of Oct. 18 There will be plenty
of Strand favorites and all are welcome. Following are the records of
to-day's shoot.

Hopkins medal, handicap, 21yds., each pull his own trap:
Wilson fl5)..00l00l01inonoi —7 Parker (15; 111110011011110-11
Crooks (18)..1011l011ia)0100111—11 Bowman (15J. ..OllOOlOlOlOlOOO— 6
Hamilton(18)10ini010010101000— 9 W Stroud (15}..]0l0ill0001]l]0-n
J Stroud (15)110100101101101 —11 Reardon (15) .. .001011001100111- 8
C Hunt (15). .100110111001111 —10 Graham (15). .. 111110011000110—

9

A Smyth (15)011101011111111 —12 J Smyth (15). . .001101100011111—

9

Cowie cup, handicap:
Parker C^l) 111011111111111111111 —20
Bowman (21) 111111101101111111110 —18
W Stroud (24) 110111111111111111111100 - 21

0 Hunt (2!) 110110010110011010110 —12
Reardon (31) llOllllOOlllOUllllll —17
Graham (31) lOimilOlllOlllllIll —18
Clifford (31) OlOlOlOnOlllllllllll —16
Crooks (24) llOnl lOOlllOlllOOtOnil —17
G Stroud (26) OOOOOlOlOOlOlOllOlOOlOlOOl—10
Wilson (20) llOlOOnillllOIllllO -16
Smyth (31) OOOOllOOlOOOllOOOOlOO — 6
Hamilton (24) ,

OOllOlllllUlllUllOOlll — 9
No. 1, $1 entrance: Smyth 9. C. Hunt 7, Parker 7, Crooks 7, Wilson

8, Graham 9. W. Stroud 7, Clifford 7.

No, 2, 10 birds, $1 entrance: Crooks 6, Bowman 8. A. Smyth 4, Parker
8, W. Stroud 5, Hunt 8, WUson 8, Graham 8, J. Smyth 8, Hunter 5.

No. 3, 10 birds, $1 entrance: W. Stroud 8, Bowman 9, Wilson 9,

Graham 9, Hamilton 9 Crooks 9.

The Newark Gun Club.
Half a dozen shooters reported for duty on Oct. 12, the regular

date for the Newark Gun Club's shoot. The showing is a weak one
for an organization of this size, as nearly every prominent pigeon
shot in the northern part of New Jersey is a member. Probably the
stringency in the money market is responsible for the poor attend-
ance.
The weather was delightful and the birds as a whole were a good

lot. The retrieving was done by Mr. Erb's Lem and Pomp, and as
usual they worked splendidly. Among the shooters was Howland
Gasper, of Eastport, L. I., this being his first appearance on these
grounds since last spring.
The first event was at 10 Uve birds, $5 entry, two moneys; No. 3,

club shoot, at 10 live birds; No. 3, at 10 live birds, $5 entry, two
moneys; No. 4, at 4 birds. S3 entry, two moneys; No. 5 and 6 at 4 birds,
one barrel only allowed, 25yds., and No. 7, a go-as-you-please at 4
birds each, the shooter with gun on shoulder starting from shooting
house toward traps, and the puller being privileged to pull any trap
after the shooter had passed at the 30yds. mark. The scores:

No. 1. No. 2. No. 8 Ties.
Castle 1111111.10-8 1111121201— 9 1111111121—10
Hedden 0121021111—S 2131112311—10 1103111111— 9 11111211110
Hollis 2111121011—9 1111111111—10 ]133].3n2— 9 1111112S121
Erb 1301121211-9 3010031111- 7 212311*131— 9 lllllHO
Breintnall 2121111010-8 2111001311— 8
Gasper 0200202221-6

„ ^, No. 4. No. 6. No. 6. No. 7.
Castle

, 0102—2 0011-3 111.-3 2100-2
Hedden Ill 1—^1 0111-3 0011—2 1002—2
Hollis 1112—4 1000—1 0110—2 2210-3
Ert.-; 0100—1 010«—1 1110-3 1133-4
During the afternoon a communication was receved from the Park-

way Gun Club, of Brooklyn, extending to the Newark Gun Club an
invitation to send a team of fifteen men to Dexter Park on Oct. 26, 27
or 30 for the purpose of shooting a friendly match at 10 live birds per
man against a like team from the Parkway Club. Those members
present were, of course, in favor of accepting the invitation, and
while the date was not definitely fixed Oct. 20 seemed to be the one
preferred. It was decided to ask Mr. Jacob Pentz to choose the men
to represent the Newark Gun Club.

Vernon Gun Club.
Thic monthly shoot of the Vernon Gun Club at Dext«r Park, on Oct.

10, brought together a baker's dozen of the members and their friends.
The membership being made up largely of disciples of Esculapius,
they are somewhat erratic in their hours of attendance. On this occa-
sion they were strolling into the grounds in twos and threes from l:SO
to 3:30 P. M., so that by the time the shoot was opened the pigeons,
when the traps were opened, instead of hieing away to places of safety,
strolled around the traps looking for stray grubs or other good things,
thinking no doubt that it was time to grub. Some of the birds, seem-
ingly with a sense of the true situation of affairs, the moment the traps
were opened sped away for freedom; but sad to relate, the band of
pot-hunters who were hovering about the outer ground filled the air
so full of flying shot that the birds could not get through the barrier
thrown about them. The club event for the possession of the gold
medal, which called for 7 birds per man, developed a good race be-
tween four of the contestants, viz., Messrs. Greift'. Little, Jones and W
H. Thoinpson. Each man killed his 7 birds, and as the medal could
not well be quartered, they decided to make it a "go" to a finish, For
eleven rounos it was nip and tuck, when Thompson quit, preferring to
retire rather than to go on with the contest. In the next round Dr
Little was unfortunate in his bird, and was retired with a miss. The
next round proved to be the last. Greiii leading off grassed his bird
in good style, while Jones, although apparently filling bis lull of shot,
was retired, the bird carrying away both the shot and his aspirations
for the medal as well. Scores:
G Oreiff 1111111-7 C Boeroum 011.011-4

Little 2111313-7 Binns 0003300-3
Collet. 31.0210-4 Hackett 1003122-5W H Thompson 1231211—7 Dr Lamadrid 1331210-6
Jo°es 2313311—7 Dr Wischerth 0211212-6
GOsterhaus 0301112-5 F A Thompson 2011020-4
Dr Huskinson 0020012—8

Garfield Gun Club.
The club held its semi-annual meeting on the evening of Oct 7 in

the Sherman House, Chicago. The secretary read tbe minutes of the
previous meeting, which were approved. An informal report of the
treasurer showed a balance of S133.41 clear of all indebtness. A
motion to appoint a committee to investigate the status of the club
was carried. Following are the totals and percentages of the bnst ten
scores of each men. (3'Neil, 201, 80.1;?; Drake. 231, 8fl4,<- Patter-
son, 191. 76.4^; Hicks, 227, 90.8.S; Palmer, 313, 81 K?;: Pilz, !?-! 69 6'*-

Northcntt, 147, 58 8,"?: Adams, 2o:i, 81 2r;: Moti, ].s9. 75 IW; Laaterbach
203, 80 8?S: Dr. Hudson. 169, 67.6^; Coppernoll. 340, 9-«; Richards 203
80.8^; Tefft, 336, 90.4^ Bowers, 189, 75 O,"*;; Young. 201, 80 4i'; O'Brien'
319,87 6^; Dr Meek, 212, 84.8sS; Will Norihcott, 188, 75.2^ Will Palmer,
196,78.4^. The names of some deluiquent members were meniionetl
and action prefi^rred to the Board of Directors. Mr. Thos. L. Stephen-
son's name was mentioned with the others, and he was admittedly a
moat objectionable person, Mr. O'Brien tendered hi.^ resignation,
which was laid on the table. The matter of awarding thw medals was
referred to the Board of Direct. s with full power to act. The meet-
ing was suspended while the Board of Director- met. Thos L.
Stephenson was expelled from membership. Carried thnt shooting be
held next Saturday, and live bird shooting following Saturday, and
target shooting the following Saturday thereafter m October.

B. 'VVatkrs.

Crescent Gim Club.
The last monthly shoot of the Crescent (3un Club flt Dexter Park on

Oct. 5 was poorly attended. We used to attend the shoots of this cliib
when the attendance was anywliere from 13 to 30 members besides
the visiting shooters and invited guests, but things do not seem to be
as they were. The club contains as good material as any in Brooklyn,
and with such leaders as Messrs. Hopkins. Shepherd, Gilmore and
others, we cannot undei .stand why there is not more shooting interest
displayed by the members.
In the club event at 5 live birds, 6 entries, Hopkins, Shepherd, Morey

and Mohrmann lied, each with a clean score.
Club event, 7 birds: Hogkins 5, Shepherd 5, Morey 5, Weir 4, Mohr-

mann 5, Passmore 3.

GUbertsviUe.
Inclosed you will find scores of a shoot held at Gilbertsville (Pa.)

Hotel, Henry G, Herbs, proprietor. Five events were shot at 10 lar-
gets, $1 entrance, 50, -30 and 30 per cent., and after the shoot we had a
flne chicken supper. Anj brother sportsman wanting a good time he
should attend one of Herb's shoots There were shooters from Penns
burg, Boyertown, Pme Iron Works, New Berlin ville and other places
Our friend Mr. Benner, from Pennsburg, carried oft' the honors of the
day by making the best average, breaking 41 out of a possible 50,
Boughter second by 37 out of a possible 50.

1 S 3 h 5 1 S S U 5NW Benner 8 6 10 7 8 J N Boughter 6 7 9 6 9
WIrabody 6 6 7 6 4 P.Stangler 3 6 6 2H Herb 3 5 4 4 3 A Ritter 7 6 6 *6 4
HWein ...6 9 6 .. .. D Ritter 7 7 4

Remington.

No Interstate at Dexter Park.
New York, Oct. VI.—Editor Forest and Stream: In a recent issue

of your paper, you made a statement that this association is to hold
a shoot in November, at Louis Miller's Dexter Park, Brooklyn N. Y.
I would advise you that Mr. Miller has been informed that this is not
80, and that any correspondence leading up to a matter of this kind
was entirely unauthorized by the executive committee or the classi-

fication and tournament committee. Yours truly,

J. A. H, DsKSSiUf, Chairman Executiye Committee,

Imwer^ to ^arresfiand^nis.

No notice taken of anonymous communications

H. L,—We do not know of any party requiring a camp helper.

Geo., Toronto.-The "speckled trout" and the "brook trout" of the
Ontario law are identical.

D. R. C. is advised that Danvis Folks have not yet finished their en-
gagement on the boards of Fohest and Stream. Other chapters wil'
be printed.

S. P.O.—Could you Inform me through your columns where I could
§et some deer hunting this fall within two or three hundred miles of
ew York city? Ans, Write to Price Bros., Canadensis, Pa,, or 0.

M. Barrett, Old Forge, N. Y.

Reynard, Littleton, N. H.—Would a reynard ever live to run 15 rods
before falling with a .38-56 ball put through his heart? Ans. It would
not be beyond the realms of possibility, for such instances of vitaUty
have been recorded with respect to various animals.

Florida Camping —Would some brother sportsman tell me of
pleasant, healthy spot near some village on the Gulf Coast of Florida
where I could camp this winter and get a fair- ha ^ of salt and fresh
water fishing. Would like to know about Humoaassa and AucJote.

C, B. W,
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SAVE YOUR TROPHIES,
Write for Our Illustrated Catalogue

"HEADS AND HORNS."
It gives directions for preparing andpreserving

Skins, Antlers, etc. Also prices for Heads and
Rugs, Birds and Fish, and all kinds of work in Taxi-
dermy.

WARD'S NATURAL SCIENCE ESTABLISHMENT.
EOCHESTEE, N. Y.

IVhen

Tou
Order

A gun or a rod or a

thousand shells or a
lot of flies, tell your
dealer to put in a copy
of Ga7ne Laws inBrief.

It will only cost you
25 cents extra. All

dealers can supply it.

jp'ROM the first issue of this paper it has been

used, and for nearly twenty years this particular

space has been occupied by

ABBEY & IMBRIE,
who now say that they have given up advertising at least tor the present.

3ttoe to F&slreimtxenS Out K=»ric5es
I am with, voxi again with, lower prices for Fishing Tackle. I find by experience that pntting down the

prices and not decreasing the quality, it increases my business every year.
One lot of Split Bamboo Fly and Bass Rods will be sold at $1.58 until aU are sold. Rods are all nickel mounted, solid reel seats, sUk wound, complete in wood form and will give satisfactioa

Length and weight ol the Fly Rods are: 9ft., 6oz.
;
9jft. ^oz.

;
10ft., 7oz. ; 104ft., 7Joz. ;

lift., 8oz. Reel seats below hand.
Length and weight of the bass rods are: 8Jft., 9oz.; 9ft., lOoz.- 9Jft., lloz. ; 10ft., 12oz., lOpt., 14oz. Reel seats above hand.

A special lot of Hard Rubber and Nickel, Raised Pillar Multiplying Reels with Balance Handle and Side Spring Click, 40yds., 90 cts.
;
60yds., $1.00; 80yds., $1.10; lOOyds., 81.20.

Any of the above leels sent by mail for price and 10 cts. extra for postage.
Brass Click Reels. 40, 60, 80 or 100yds., 28 cts. each; 5 cts. extra for postage.
One lot of Multiplying Raised PiUar Reels with Balance Handles and Lifting Drag: 40yds., 38 cts.

;
60yds., 48 cts. : 80yds., 58 cts. ;

100yds., 68 cts. ; 150 yds., 78 cts.

A special lot of Trout Flies at 30 cents per dozen assorted, sent by mail 1 cent per dozen extra for postage.
A special lot of Bass and Pickerel Spoons at 5 cents each sent by mail, 1 cent extra for postage.
All kinds of HoUow Point best quality Hooks sneUed to single gut 10 cts. doz. ; double gut, 1 )Cts. doz.

;
treble, 20 cts. doz. ; four ply, 35 cts. doz. 1 cent extra per dozen for postage

300ft. Braided Linen Reel Line on Block, 41 cts. ; 300ft. of Hand-Ma,de Linen Reel Lines on Block, 9 thread, 38 cts., sent by maU 3 cts. extra for postage.
Brass Box Swivels, all sizes No. 1 to No. 12., 15 cts. per dozen, sent by mail 1 cent per dozen extra for postage.
Single G-ut Leaders, 3ft., 4 cts., 45 cts. per dozen. Double &ut Leaders, 40in., 5 cts. each. Treble Gut Leaders, S2in., 7 cts. each. Four-ply Leaders, 32in., Sets.
Special lot of best quality 100ft. Linen Reel Lines, 8 cts., 200ft., 15 cts.

;
300ft., 23 cts. ; 3 cts. extra for postage.

Send s-cent stamp for Yllastrated Catalosnie.
Open Evening's until 8 o'clock.
Saturday Evenings 11 o'clock. J. F. M ^RSTERS, ^l, 53 and 55 Court Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

? Routes for Sportsmen. ^

When planning your annual tour remember that
this company controls over 4,100 miles of railway
equipped in the most approved modern style, pass-
ing tlirough a magnificent country noted for its un
surpassed facilities for sport.

A FEW OF THE PRINCIPAL RESORTS.
ANDROSCOGGIN L.;i.KES (via Bryan Pond or Bethel)
—Excellent trout fishing and game, large and small, oi
every description.

THE WHITE MOUNTAINS (Via Gotham, N. H.)—For
trout and varieties of game.

THE SALMON RESORT of Quebec, New Brunswick
and Nova Scotia (rfached via Qu -bec).

LAKE ST JOHN REGION (via Quebec)- For ouaaaniche
trout, earl )ou, bear, moose, beaver, otter, etc.

THE RIVER ST. LAWRfcNCE (in the neighborhood of
the line for 4O0 miles) —For mascalouge, piie, bass,
whlteflsh, picKerel, perch.

THE THOUSAND ISLANDSivia Gananoque or Kingston)
—For pickerel, black bass, mascalonge, pike.

MUSKOK \. LAKES.—The best place on the continent
for fl,hin2, shooting and camping. All varieties of fish
and game

FAERY SOUNn AND GEORGIAN B\Y (reached via
Peuetang,- Midland, CoillQgwood, etc.) for black bass,
pickerel, deer, partrldwe. bear, otter, etc.

AKES ONTARIO, ERIE, HURON AND MICHIGAN via
Stations at all pr.ncipai portsi.

LAKE SUPERIOR (via Colllngvvood, Wlarton, Sarnia In
conuection with steamship Tines).

The charges for hotels, guides and (jamping at
many of the iisliing waters named above are ex
tremeiy low. Full particulars of same are published
in a pamphlet descriptive of the "'Fishing and Hunt
ing Resorts of the Grand Trunk Railway," which
will be forwarded free on application () the <x)m
pany'8 principal agents, or to the General Passenger
Agent at Montreal.

N, J. POWER,
General Passengei Agent,

L,. J. SEARGEANT, General Manager

Adirondack

Mountains,

Lakes George

(LChamplain,

Saratoga, Etc.
Illustrated guide to the Northern resorts issued by

the Delaware and Hudson Railroad will be mailed on
receipt of 6 cents postage. Address

J. ¥. BURDICK,
General Passenger Agent,

ALBANY, IT. 7.

TROUT FOR sale!
YEARLINGS ol the BrooJ[ Trout, Trout, Brown

Trout, California Tront & Lanilocted Salion.

of the same In seasoB. For information inqnirp
of J. ANNIN, JR.,

OaledoDia, LivinsFtoTi Co., N. "2

Berkshire Trout Hatchery
have for sale healthy BROOK TROUT ranging
size from young fry to four pounds weight, suitablp
tor stocking 'Qublic and private waters.
For information and price address

C. H. SAGC Sec'y,
Great Barrington, Masc.

i¥lim¥i)£R Dill (All
(Patented.)

A pe fect Duck Gall for 11 (eleven) cents, in-
cluding postage. Warranted to call any kind of
wild duck. Discount to dealers on dozen and gross
lots. Mounted dozen on card, ..or show case and
window display. Address

THE WONDER.
16 ^B7 Van Buren Street, Chicago.

t?OR SALE. - GREENER HAMMERLESS, 13-
gauge, ?}.|lbs., good as new. Cost $:<!50. Bell for

$100 cash. Rare bargain. Excellent shooter.
16 GEO. W. LA RUE, New Haven, C nn.

FERTILIZED BROOK TROUT EGGS AND ES-
cehent young fry for btockiog. in season. Ad

dress TROUTM>;RE. Osceola Jlills. Wis.

LIVE WHiTE UAK11.S ^L,zvv» americanus
captured and properly boxed and deiivere

0 express In Bethel, Me., in good condition oi
eceipt of orders and retnittances at $3 per pall
iefer to Hon. H.. O. Stanley, Dlxfleid, M^., tfis
ad Game Commissioner. 1. G. R, CH. Bet hel, Me

FOR SALE.—PARKER HAMMERLESS, 12 30. 14,

2% 7%ibs
, .SlOO grade. Both barrels choke

perfect ruer maid and out; practicaUy a new gU'i.
and good shooter. Sold for waut of use. Price J65
cash. C. W. ViKOENT, 72 Downing st., Brooklyn,N Y.

15

LIVE QUAIL FOR SALE—W. VA. BIRDS—GAME
a specialty. E. B. WOODWARD, Commission

Merchant, 174 Chambers St., New York.

TRAINED FERRETS CHEAP; FERRET
1 Book, len cents; ferret muzzles, 20 ts. ; catalogue
ree. WALLACE & S jN, Lucas, Ohio.

C'OR SALE.—Fine yeUow head Mex'can parrots,
I all talking. l8mos. old, lomos. in the North, i rice
$20 each. W. B. Firth, bos 5, Xuskegon Heights,Mich.

.
10

nFAPNEAS & HEAD NOISES CURED
^ ^"^^ heard. Successrulwlieilallremediesfail. SoldcocC
only by F. HisooJC, »o3 B'way, H.V. Write tor book ol:frooffifHCC

lodern Training,
iandling and Kennel Managengeni

By B. WATXSBS.
A comprehensive and practical guide to the

raining, care, management and breedlDf of eld
logs. Cloth, 373 pages. Price 83.00

yOREST A^D STREAM PUBLISHING 00^
3U Broadway, New Tork.

1 Publications. {

Two WorthyWorks.
Worthy of the subject,

Worthy of ihe author.

Hunti'^g Trips of a Ranchman.
Sketches of Sport on the Northern Cattle Plains.
By Theodore Roosevelt. Illustrated with 26
full-page illustrations. Cloth, 350 pp. Price $3.00.

In this work Mr. Theodore Roosevelt has given a
spirited and vivid description of the great Northern
cattle plains, and of the ranchman''s life in the bad
lands of the West.

The Wilderness Hunter.
By Theodore Roosevelt. Illustrated. Price $3.50.

"Mr. Roosevelt is snfflciently known by hi-i earlier
writings as a keen sportsman, and one who looks at
sport of whatever description from the best stand-
point. His first book on this subject, '-Hunting
Trips of a Ranchman," was a charming volume, and
Ihe same may be said for the later, "Ranch Life and
the Hunting Trail." To the present work he brings
a riper himting experience, and a Uterary style even
more attractive than in his earlier works, there is
a freshni'ss and a breezy out-of-door flavor about it

that caUs up vividly to the mind the high dry coim-
try where the cattle range, and the lofty crags
where the white goat lies on the snowbanks in the
shade. 'The Wilderness Hunter' presents a series
of accurat*" pictures of outdoor life in the West, and
these pictures are so cleverly drawn that the book
will be interesting to the readar whether he is famil-
iar with such scenes or not He who has taken part
In such scenes add adventure will, as he reads the
volume, be stirred over and over again by old-time
memories."

—

Fmesi and Stream
Sent postpaid on receipt of price by the

FOREST AND STREAM PUBUSHING CO.,
318 Broadway, New York.

SUBSCRIPTIONS.
Subscriptions maj begin at any time. Tenns

b'or single copy $4 per year, $2 for six months.
Elates for clubs of annual subscribers:

Three Copies, $10. Five Copies, 516.

Remit by express money-order, registered letter,
money-order, or draft, payable to the Forest and
Stream Publishing Company The paper may be
obtamed of newsdealers throughout the United
States, Canada and Great Britain.
Foreign Subscription and Sales Agents—Londo i

uavies & Co.; Brentano's; Sampson Low & Co
Paris: Brentano's. Foreign terms: J5 per year
$2.50 for six months.

ADVERTISEMENTS.
Inside pages, 30 cents per nonpareil line. Specia

rates for three, six and twelve months Seven
words to the line, twelve Unes to one inch. Adver-
tisements should be sent in by Saturday previous
to issue in wtdcb they are to be inserted. 'Eransieni
advertisements must invariably be accompanied h\
the money, or they will not be inserted. Beading
notices 81.00 per line. Only advertisements of an
approved character inserted.
Address all communicatiors

FOREST AND STREAM PUBIdsHING CO,
318 Broadway, New York City

OBaci.a«, IiL. : 909 Securitj Building.

CLEARING SALE.
AU the Mounted Birds, Animals,

Heads, Fish, etc., of the late

JOHN WALLACE,
Ta,.x.ica.ex-iaa.ist

,

at the old stand. No. 16 North
"William Street, to be sold by
Dec. 1. By oi dtr of

WM.W. HART <S; CO., 5 W. 3d St., KY.

Ta.XIl>£RMI&T
and dealer in GLASS EYES and
all SUPPLIES required by the

trade. Also Birds' Eggs, native and
foreign bird skins and buyer of

RAW FUR. Send five-cent stamp
for illustrated catalogue to

M. ABBOT FRAZAR,
93 Sudbury st., Boston. Mass.

J. KANNOFSKY,
Practical Glass Blower

And manufacturer of
Artiflcial eyes for birds, animals and manufacturing
purposes a specialty, Send for prices. Please men-
tion Forest and Stream.

369 Canal street. New York.

FRED SAUTER,
(EstabUshed 1860.)

IVaturglist and Taxidermist,
NO. 3 NORTH WILLIAM ST., NEW YORK.

JHountlugr Horns, Heads and Ani-
mals a Specialty.

The largest stock of game heads and horns al-
ways on hand, for sale at low figures.

Specimens of bhds and animals on exhibition.

THOMAS ROWLAND,
TAXIDERMIST.

A Specialty in 9Iountingr Birds, Plsb
and Animals; also

MOOSE, ELK, DEEH HEADS, Etc
182 SIXTH AVENUE,

Sear 13th Street, KEW YORK

-BIRDS BQQS

Book of the Black Bass. S3.00.
FOR SALE AT THIS OITIOE.
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Forest and Stream Book List.
We are the largest publishers and importers in the United States of Books on Outdoor Sports. For fuller descriptions of many of these works send for the

(free) Forest and Stream Illustrated Catalogue. Atl books sent postpaid on receipt of price. Forest and Stream Publishing Co., 318 Broadway, N. Y.

No books exchanged. Registration, if desired, 10 cents extra. Our responsibility ceases after goods have been mailed.

ANGLING. Price.

American Angler's Book. Memorial edition, Norris $5.60
American Fish and How to Catcli Tliem l.OO
American Fishes. Large 4to. Goode. Illustrated 3.50
American Game Fishes. Shields 2.50
American Salmon Fishing. Wells 1.00
Angling' and Trolling for Pike 50
Angling- on Salt Water 50
Artificial Flies and How to Make Them. Shipley 1.00
Book of the Black Bass. (Fishing, tools, tackle.) Henshall 3.00
Book on Ang-ling. Francis 5.25
Domesticated Trout. Livingston Stone 2.50
Favorite Fl'ies and How to Tie Them 5.00
Fish Hatching- and Fish Catching. Roosevelt and Green 1.50
Fishing Tackle, Its Material, Etc. Keene. Illustrated 1..50
Fishing with the Fly. Orvis-Cheney Collection. Illustrated 2.50
Fishing on American Waters. Genio C. Scott 2.50
Fly-Fishing and Fly-Making for Trout. With plates 1.50
Fly-Fishing in Maine Lakes. Stevens. Illustrated 2.00
Fly-Rods and Fly-Tackle. Wells. lUxistrated 2.50
Frank Forester's Fish and Fishing 2.50
More About the Black Bass. Henshall 1.50
Rod and Line in Colorado Waters l.OO
Salmon Fislung. Hallock 1.00
Superior Fishing, or the Striped Bass, Trout, Etc. Roosevelt... 2.00
The Practical Angler. Clark 1.00
The Game Fish of the Northern States. Roosevelt 2.00
Trout Culture. Slack. Illustrated 1.00
With Fly-Rod and Camera. Samuels. 147 plates. 5.00

BOATING AND YACHTING.
Art of Sailmaking. Illustrated. New edition 5.00
Amateur Sailing in Open and Half-Open Boats. Biddle. IUus... 1.50
Boat Building and Sailing. Neison and Kemp. Illustrated 3.00
Boat Sailing and Management. Prescott 25
Boat Sailor's Manual. Qualtrough 2.00
Canoe and Camp Cookery. "Seneca" 1.00
Canoe and Boat Building for Amateurs. W. P. Stephens 2.00
Canoe Handling and Sailing. C. B. Vatjx. New edition l.OO
Canoe, Voyage of the Paper. Bishop 1.50
Canvas Canoes; How to Build Them. Parker B. Field 50
Corinthian Yachtsmen, or Hints on Yachting. Biddle 1.50
Cruises in Small Yachts and Big Canoes. Speed. Illustrated 2.50
Fore and Aft Seamanship for Yachtsmen 50
Forms of Ships and Boats. Bland 75
Foxir Months in a Sneakbox. Bishop 1.50
Frazar's Practical Boat Sailing 1.00
Hints on Boat Sailing and Racing. Fitzgerald 1.00
Manual of Naval Architecture. White 9.60
Masting and Rigging of Ships. Kipping. Illustrated 1.00
Marine Engines and Steam Vessels. Murray. Eighth edition 2.25
Model Yachts. 118 designs and working diagrams. Grosvenor 2.00
Practical Boat Sailing. Davies. Illustrated 2.00
Practical Boat Building. Neison. Illustrated 1.00
Rigger's Guide and Seaman's Assistant. Sixtli edition, Illustiated. 1.25
Ropes, Their Knots and Splices 50
Sails and Sailmaking. Kipping, N.A. Twelfth edition. Illustrated 1.25
Sailor's Language. W. Clark Russell, Illustrated 1.25
Sailor's Manual and Handy Book. Qualtrough 3.50
Sailor's Sea Book. Rosser. New edition 1.2.5
Small Yachts. C. P. Kunhardt. Third edition, enlarged, 470 pages 10.OO
Steam Yachts and Launches. Kunhardt. New edition 3.00
The Marine Steam Engine. Sennett. 244 illustrations COO
Yacht Architecture, Designing and Building. Dixon Kemp 16.80
Yacht Building for Amateurs. Biddle T 1.00
Yacht and Boat Sailing. Kemp. Illustrated, 2 vols , 10.00
Yacht Designing, Hints to Beginners. Biddle. Illustrated.. l.OO
Yachts and Yachting. Cozzens. 135 illustrations 2.00
Yachtsman's Guide. Patterson. New edition 5.00
Yachtsman's Handy Book 1.50

HUNTING—SHOOTING.
Adventures on the Great Hunting Grounds of the World 1.00
American Sportsman. Lewis 2.50
Art of Shooting. Lancaster 3.00
Big Game of North America. Shields 3.50
Bi'eech-Loader. Greener 1.00
Cruising in the Cascades. Shields 2.00
Field, Cover and Trap Shooting. Bogardus. New edition 2.00
Frank Forester's Field Sports, 2 vols 4.00
Game Law^s in Brief. With pictures from Forest and Stream 25
Gunsmith's Manual, A Practical Guide. Illustrated, B76 pages 2.00
Gun and Its Development, with Notes on Sliooting. Greener... 2.50
How I Became a Crack Shot, w ith Hints to Beginners. Farrow 1.00
Hunting in the Great West. Shields 75
Hints and Points for Sportsmen 1.50
Hunting Trips of a Ranchman. Roosevelt 3.00
Instructions in Rille Firing. Capt. Blunt 2.00
Letters to Young Shooters. Gallway" 2.50
Modern American Rifles 2.00
Modei-n Amei-ican Pistol and Revolver-. Illustrated l.OO
Modern Shotguns. Greener 1.00
Pistol, The 50
Shooting on the AVing 75
Shooting on Upland, Marsh and Stream. Leppingwell 3.50
Shore Birds. Paper 15
Spoi't wdth Gun and Rod. Cloth, handsomelj^ iUustrated 5.00
Sportsman's Paradise, or the Lakelands of Canada. Illustrated. . 3.50
Still-Hunter. Van Dyke ' 2.00
Trajectory Tests of Hunting Rifles 50
Wing and Glass Ball Shooting with a Rifle. H. C. Bliss 50
Wild Fow^l Shooting. Leffingwell. Half morocco, $3.50; cloth 2.50

THE HORSE.
Diseases of Hor.ses. Dalziel. Paper 75
Dadd's Modern Horse Doctor 1.50
Horse, The, and His Diseases, and Rarey's Method 1.25
Training the Trotting Horse ". 3.50
Horse Training Made Easy. Jennings. Illustrated 1.25
Horsemanship for Women. Mead. lUusti-ated by Parker 1.25
Mayliew^'s Horse Doctor. 400 illustrations 3.00
Mayhew's Horse Management 3.00
McClure's Stable Guide 1.00
Saddle Horse and Giiide to Riding. Illustrated 1.00
Stoiiehenge on the Horse. English edition, 8vo 3.50
StoueUeiige on tliQ Horse, Ameriean edition, i3n»o 3,00

CAMPING AND ADVENTURE. Price.

Adventures in the Wilderness. Murray. Illustrated $1.25
Adirondack Tales. Murray^ Illustrated, 3 vols., each 1.50
Camps and Tramps in the Adirondacks. Northrup 1.25
Camping and Cruising in Florida. With map. Henshall 1.50

CAMPING AND TRAPPING.
Amateur Trapper. Paper, 50 cts.; cloth 75
Caminng and Camp Outfits 1.25
Canoe and Camp Cookery. ' Seneca" l.OO
Complete American Trapper. Gibson. Illustrated l.OO
Gipsey Tents and How to Use Them 1.25
Hints' on Camping. Henderson. Paper, 25 cts.; cloth 1.00
Hunter and Trapper. Thrasher 75
Log Cabins and How to Build Them 1.50
Trappers' Guide. Newhouse. New edition l.OO
Woodcraft. "Nessmuk" 1.00

GUIDE BOOKS AND MAPS.
Guide to Moosehead Lake. Farrar. Cloth 1.00
Guide to Richardson and Rangeley Lakes. Farrar. Cloth 1.00
Guide to Adirondack Region. Stoddard 25
Guide to Androscoggin Region 1.00
Guide to Lake George 50
Map of Lake George 50
Map of St. Lawrence River 1.00
Map of the Adirondacks. Stoddard l.OO
Map of the Thousand Islands 50
Mountain Trails and Parks in Colorado 1.50
Our New' Alaska. Hallock . 1.50
Pocket Map of Moosehead Lake. Farrar 1.00
Pocket Map of Rangeley Lake Region. Farrar 1.00
Southern California. T. S. Van Dyke 1.50

KENNEL.
American Book of the Dog. Shields 3.50
Book of the Dog. Vero Shaw. With portraits 8.00
Breaking and Training- Dogs. Dalziel 2.50
Breeders' Kennel Record and Account Book. Large 4to 3.00
Diseases of the Dog. Dalziel '80
Dog, Diseases of. Hill..- 2.00
Dog Breaking. Floyd 50
Dog Breaking. Hutchinson. Eighth edition 3.00
Dog in Health, Habits and Diseases. Landseer. Illustrated 25
Dogs of Great Britain and America 2.00
Dogs of the British Isles. Stonehenge. With 50 plate portraits 6.00
Dog, The. Dinks, Mayhew and Hutchinson 3.00
Dog Training V.S. Breaking. Hammond l.OO
Dog Training, First Lessons and Points of .Judging. Paper 50
Dogs, Management of. Mayhew. 16mo 75
Dogs, Management and Treatment in Disease. "Ashmont" 2.00
Field Trial Winners 5.00
House and Pet Dogs. Illustrated 50
Modern Dogs of Great Britain and Ireland. Sporting Division. Lee 7.00
Modern Training. Waters 2.00
Pedigree Record Book. 200 pages, fifth generation and index 2.50
Pocket Kennel Record. FuU leather. 50
Shaw 's Illustrated Book of the Dog 8.00
Stonehenge on the Dog. With portraits 2.50
The Greyhound, Coursing, Breeding and Training. Dalziel 1.25
The Mastifl:; History of. M. B. Wynn 2.50
The Collie, History, Points, Etc. Dalziel. Colored portraits l.OO
The Collie. Lee. Illustrated 1.50
Tlie Scientific Education of the Dog for the Gun 2.50
The Sheep Dog. Paper, 50 cts. ; cloth 1.00
The St. Bernard, History, Points, Etc. Dalziel 1.25
The -Spaniel and Its Training. Mercer .-; 1.00
The Fox-Terrier. Dalziel l.OO
The Fox-Terrier. Lee. Illustrated. New edition 1.50
Training Trick Dogs. lUusti-ated, paper 25
Youatt on the Dog 2.50

NATURAL HISTORY.
Animal Life of Our Seashore 50
Antelope and Deer of America. Caton 2.50
Baird's Birds of North America: Land Birds, 3 vols.

, $30; colored,
$60. Water Birds, 3 vols., $24; colored ' 60.00

Batty's Taxidermy and Home Decoration. 44 illus. , new edition 1.50
Big Game of North Amei'ica. Shields 3.50
Book of Pigeons. Illustrated 8.00
Cage Birds and Sweet Warblers 2.00
Cage and Singing Birds. Adams 50
Covies' Check List of North American Birds. Illustrated 3.00
Cones' Key to North American Birds. Illustrated 7.50
Guide to the Study of Insects. Packard 5.00
Holden's Book of Birds. Paper 25
Insects, How to Mount. ]\L\nton 50
Life on the Seashore. Emerton 1.50
Manual of North American Birds. Ridgway 7.50
Names and Pt)rtraits of Birds. Trumbull. 90 illustrations 2.50
Naturalist's Guide. Maynard 1.25
Nests and Eggs of Birds of the United States. Gentry...- 20.00
Nests and Eggs of North American Birds. Davies 1.76
Our Couuuoji Birds and How to Kuow^ Them 1..50
Our Ow^i Birds. New edition 1.50
Pheasant Keeping for the Amateur. Illustrated 1.50
Taxidermy and Zoological Collecting. Hornaday. Illustrated 2.50
Taxidermy Withoxit a Teacher. Manton 50
Taxidermists' Manual. Brown. Illustrated; $1; paper 50

MISCELLANEOUS.
Adventures on the Great Hunting Grounds of the World 1.00
Blackfoot Lodge Tales. Grinnell " 1.75
City Hojs in the W ood.s. Wells 2.50
Ferrets, Their Breeding and Hunting 25
Mountain Ti-ails and Parks in Colorado. Illustrated 1.50
Old St. Augustine, Florida. Reynolds. Illustrated 1.00
Pawnee Hero Stories and Folk-Tal s. Grinnell. ', 1.75
Poems of the Rod and Gun. McLed n 1.25
Poultry, Illustrated Book of .5.00
Practical Pigeon Keeper. Wright 1.50
Practical Poultry Keeping. Beals 1.50
Sam Lovel's Gamps. Robinson 1.00
Uncle Lisha's Sbop. Pvubinson

, , , [ i,oo
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THE MINNESOTA WILDFOWL SEASON.
Reference has been made to the blunder of the Minne-

sota Legislature in the last session relative to the close

season for wildfowl. The framers of the bill intended to

forbid killing "except between" Sept. 1 and. April 25 fol-

lowing, but the text of the law when enacted omitted the

word "except," and made the intended open season the

3lose season and the close season the open season. How-
aver, the Commissioners, of whom Mr. W. P. Andrus, of

\Iinneapolis, is the executive agent, did not propose to be
talked even by a statute so seriously defective as this.

They secured from the Attorney-General a ruling that the
intent of the law would be to permit the killing of wild-

Jowl from Sept. 1 to April 25, and they determined to

jbserve such intent and to permit duck shooting in that

period. But they gave 't out eai-ly in the year that they
should keep an eye on all persons who were inclined to

take advantage of the legislative blimder, and that should
any such persons kill game in what ought to be the
lose season they would not be allowed to kill it in the
season actually forbidden by the statute. As a matter of

fact, whether owing to the threat of the Commission,
or because of the' influence of the growing respect for

;ame protection which now prevails in Minnesota, very
ittle duck shooting was engaged in prior to Sept. 1. The
ntended close season was generally respected by all

ilasses of gunners, and the sportsmen of Minnesota who
have been with easy consciences shooting in the legal

lose season since Sept. 1 have enjoyed excellent sport.

3o the defective statute has not worked great harm after

all.

The Commissioners report that game protection is

gaining popularity in Minnesota. They say that they
have toxmd the sportsmen generally throughout the
country—those resident in the State and, coming from
outside—

w

illing to co-operate with th' n in keeping
down the quantity of game that cou-1 or should be
killed, and in that way to protect the birds. Owing to

the energy exerted in the past two or three years in

the protection of game, they now find that this season
there is a greater abimdance than at any time hereto-

fore. The eflScacy of a good law well enforced has been
demonstrated in their work. The farming community,
which heretofore was very much averse to the enforce-
ment of the game law, now, since they understand what
it means, are of , the greatest aid in making the law
effective. This is only another demonstration of the
truth that a right public sentiment is more effective

than stringent laws, and we see here that while with-
out the support of such a sentiment good laws may
accomplish nothing, with it even bad laws may protect

game. It would be gratifying to know that Minnesota
enjoyed a perfect game code; it is even more gratifying
to be assured that public opinion in the State is grow-
ing for the conservation of the fish and birds and mam-
mals.

PORTRAITS IN INK.

I.-^THE MAJOR.

If you live in or near a certain little town and are one
of the brethren in the bonds of the rod and gun, you must
know the Major, for he is the self-constituted and gener-
ally accepted oracle in all matters pertaining to the ruder
or the gentler craft.

His neat little shop is the place where those who would
be considered true sportsmen most do congregate, and
you, desiring such recognition, go thither also.

A huge watch hangs above the door, symbolic of the
owner's regxilar occupation and modestly hinting that you
may here find proper weapons wherewith to kiU time as
well as to mark its course.

It is not the place for cozy chat and is too neat to be
comfortable, and without a seat to invite ease. There is

but one, the stool at the window where the Major's assist-

ant sits, mending and cleaning watches, and you cannot
sit on the show cases which cover the counter.

Under the polished glass of these are displayed, besides

watches, rings, pins, and trinkets, an array of shining
trolling baits, gaudy flies, flimsy reels, hooks and coils of

line, the one spUt-bamboo rod that is never sold, and
some unsafe pistols. In a rack near the other window
are a few choicely kept guns and jointed rods, cheap to

look at, but dear to the purchaser.

There are a few stuffed birds here and there, which the
Major will teU you casually were mounted by himself,

but there are never any additions, though some rare speci-

mens are brought to him for identification and he never
hesitates to name them at the first glance of his twinkling

eyes. v

Standing behind the show cases, in immaculate linen,

venerable with his bald head and white locks and neatly
trimmed mustache, he smiles blandly at your ignor-
nance while he benevolently enhghtens it with his wis-
dom.
How learnedly he discourses of gims and charges,

rods, tackle and bait, of game and fish and methods of

taking them, exemplified by relations of his own phenom-
enal exploits.

But if you are so honored as to be permitted to ac-

company him on a fishing or shooting trip, you do not
find him exceptionally skillful, only anxious to take aU
the fairest shots without regard to turn or courtesy, and
to be first at the most promising points. These privil-

eges, generally accorded him by reason of his venerable
presence and position as first sportsman in the land, are
likely to give him good scores to boast of, but however
large, they are shared with no one else.

He is a wordy supporter of game laws, loud in his

denunciation of violators of them, yet he never enters

a complaint against such law breakers nor subscribes a
cent to aid in their prosecution. It might injure his

trade. He consorts suspicioasly with well known poach-
ers and it is inferred that he sometimes anticipates the
open season by a day or two. Indeed, to whom but
him should belong the cream of this sport?

The Major's chosen companion is some poor fellow, who,
wise in the ways and haunts of fish and game, deems
himself well paid for days of rowing or paddling or lug-

ging a heavy bait kettle along a stream, by the- honor of
such exalted comradeship and a gift of a cast-off shoot-
ing coat or worn out wading boots or worthless reel or
frayed hue. This is a cheap arrangement for the Major
and gives him all the tangible proceeds of the day's sport.

Yet it may be that the poor comrade has the best of it

after all, and takes home with him something that cannot

be possessed by the Major, to whom the woods are but
cover for game, the streams and lakes only the homes of
fishes.

Your cheeks tingle with the blushes that ought to

mantle his serene countenance, when he tells without
shame, nay with pride, how he and one of his brother
sportsmen, wormed themselves into the confidence of an
old farmer, partook of his hospitality and then sneaking
into his orchard, drove his pet bevy of quail into some
neighboring cover and kUled them aU.

As you look at his bland cunning face and take just

account of him, you wonder how with his sham honor,
sham wisdom, sham sportsmanship, sham title, all so

transparent, the venerable old fraud can maintain his

position. Yet you help him to do so. You go and listen

to him, thinking that there is an air of respectability con-

ferred upon the frequenter of his place, and you buy your
sportsmen's furnishings there rather than at a shop where
you could get as good for half the money, because it

soimds well to mention incidentally .that you bought
your ammunition or your tackle at the Major's, though
the one fouls yom* gun abominably and the other lost you
the biggest fish you ever struck. And so you philosophi-

cally conclude that humbugs are a convenience, if not a
necessity and shout with the others—"Long live the

Major."

SNAP SHOTS.
The sportmen of Georgia met in Atlanta last week and

formed a State association, with the expressed purpose of

improving the game law and securing its enforcement.
The very first thing for the new association to vmdertake
is to do away with the numerous county laws, which are
as diverse as they are numerous, and to substitute for

them a consistent law of general application to govern
the entire State.

The purpose of a close season is to afford the game
immmity from pursuit during the breeding, rearing and
maturing periods. These periods do not differ, one from
another, in adjoining counties; and no more should the
periods of protection differ. The quail law, for example,
should be uniform throughout all Georgia. _ If between
the upper and the lower divisions of the State there is

any perceptible variation of breeding habits, the birds

should be given the advantage of this, the one imiform
close season being provided to give ample protection
throughout the State.

One of the funny incidents of the Atlanta convention
the other day was the reading of a letter from the pro-
moter of the National Sportsmen's Convention scheme.
The notion that these Georgia sportsmen, who have not
yet succeeded in getting a uniform game code for their

own State, may, might, could, should or woiild do any-
thing to help on the project of a uniform game code for

the whole continent—this is very funny or very pathetic,

just as you may view it.

The settlers of Uinta and Fremont counties in Wyo-
ming are petitioning the authorities to abate the depreda-
tions of invading Indians, who stray from agencies in the
vicinity and slaughter game for their skins only; and the
Phcsnix, Arizona, Rejniblican finds something to clamor
about in the hunting exploits of the Crown Prince of
Austria; "it is about time," says the Arizona editor,

"Americans grew tired of having foreigners come over
and slaughter our few remaining representatives of the
noble animals that once crowded the plains and fiUed the
mountains." Game butchery is bad enough, whoever
may be the agent of it; but the average white American
is possessed of human nature enough to regard these out-
rages as particularly atrocious if they happen to be perpe-
trated by Indians or foreigners.

Now that the shooting season ia in fuU sway, corres-
pondents are invited to send notes from the game fields,

reporting the success that crowns the day's pursuit and
telling of good grounds for gunners to visit. It is by
such interchange of experience and information that the
Forest and Stream can serve the greatest number.

What have been the practical results of quail stocking
enterprises when the birds have been imported from dis-

tant States? Has the stock remained in the country where
put out, or has it emigrated? We would like to have
reports from some of the quail importers, for the infor-
mation and benefit of others who are proposing to under-
take such wctk.
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THE SAGINAW CROWD.
Pllgrimafre of 1892—IH.

iContmued frovi page SSOO

Wb got up that morning feeling stiff and sore. Before
leaving camft we made our plans for the morning shoot.

Henry, Paddock and the Kid were to take the saddle
horses and keep abreast of those of us that were to beat
the thickets. At the ford we were all to wait until Ferd,
Bigelow and the Doctor could get to their stands on the
upper side of the cover of the river's edge, for we were
certain that this time in driving bend No. 3, coupled with
the racket made yesterday, the deer would surely desert
the cover and attempt to cross to the opposite patch of
woods, that much resembled the one we were to drive.

Jack had cultivated a wind-gall on one knee, from his
long ride on the broncho, and was too lame to beat the
brush with the rest of us, and so claimed the right to join
the fat men's contingent, viz., a good soft seat somewhere
in the open or on the river, while we athletic sprinters
drove out the deer for the sedentary marksmen to
slaughter. To prove his lameness he had limped a great
deal, and groaned more from the time he took in the lay
of the land and saw the amount of manual labor needed.
What he exhibited as a dangerous blister we promptly
labeled "alkali dust markings of the purest type." As he
could draw no sympathetic tears he devoted his spare
moments in camp to the medicine chest. Amica and
vaseline, intersjsersed with liberal applications

of Pond's Extract, soothed his injured joint

for the time being.

Our plan was upset somewhat by Jack, who
groaned and limped more than ever, and de-

clared that he would not go with us; but after

waiting long enough at the ford for the others
to get their stands, and Henry not appearing,
we started out to find out the reason, for we
wanted all the help possible to do the driving,

when Jack appeared on Henry's horse, having
concluded that though he was too lame to walk
he was not too lame to hunt if he could ride.

We left him to pick out any j)lace he wished,
and went ahead without regard to where he
would go. It seems he followed the bluffs;

and, fastening his horse to a sapling, mounted
the hill, where he could command a most ex-

cellent view of a large strip of the timber land
below.

I had no sooner worked my way through
the first patch of brush than a deer jumped
up before me and disappeared in the opposite
thicket. I did get a snap shot as he tore

through the opening, not ;!iOft. wide, and, as

usual, missed; but by the time we had worked
our way pretty well into the thicket, cannon-
ading became quite general along the line.

We called to one another so that there would
be no mishaps in the way of stray shots, and
by the time we had reached the open glade in

the center, seven or eight deer had been
jumped. Those on horseback, and at the ex-

ti-eme right, had not come out yet.

Standing with Seib and Henry, we suddenly
heard cannonading over toward the bluffs, and
then the most unearthly screeching and holler-

ing one ever heard. We could not make out
who it came frpm, imtil we thought of Jack.

We were uncertain whether he was being de-

voured by a bear or was simply trying his

lungs to produce the echoes that reverberated
from cliff" to cliff and from gorge to gorge.

He certainly was not lame in his lungs if he
did have a lame knee. EZnowing that some-
thing was wrong, we hurried in that direction,

and when we arrived the balance of the party
were there and having a drink with Jack. The
pretty little flask, gold-lined, that his wife had
given him for his birthday, held about enough
snake antidote for a full-grown man for one
snifter; but it demonstrated that Jack's heart
was in the right place, if there was not enough to go
round. The Judge, with sleeves rolled up, and arms
covered with blood, was cleaning a nice big buck that
had mounted the hill in Jack's face, literally attempting
to run over the invalid mai'ksman. He was a nice fellow,

and we were glad of Jack's good luck, but cussed a little

bit to think it had come to him so easily while the rest of

us bai been drawing ourselves tlirough almost impene-
ti-able thickets. Jack told just how he did it; he said he
saw him break cover and come directly toward him. He
put the ride to his shoulder and kept sight of the old
fellow until he started up the hillside, and when he came
within 40} ds. he shot and hit him hard; this we found
out to be ti-ue, for he shot him in one of the front feet

and broke off' a j)art of the hoof. He said the deer kept
right on until he was opposite, when a second shot
knocked him over. There was no doubt about the second
.shot being a good one, for it went through the buck's
heart, it was the first deer Jack had ever shot at, and
the inartistic attempt to bleed him with the fancy hunt-
ing knife was not a glowing success. He did cut his

throat, but right at the roots of his tongue, disfiguring an
otherwise handsome antlered head.
We were all in better spirits; we now had meat in

camp, and Jack could have the best the earth afforded.
Henry volunteered to pack it to camp, and we knew that
that night, when we came in tired and hungry, Harrison
would have a haunch of venison for us, roasted to a turn.
New life was imparted to us, and we were ready again
for the fray. Jack was not nearly so lame, but con-
cluded he would wait imtil Heniy came back with his

horse, and then follow along the bluff so as to be on hand
by the time we ^rove out the next deer. He stated this

arrangement as 'a matter of fact, and the rest of us ac-

quiesced. Forming into line again, we started back to go
over part of the same ground diagonally, at the same time
taking ia a strip of territory we had not before driven, and
that would, we thought, send some of the deer to the fat

men we had guarding the runways by the river. This
wooded island seemed to be literally alive with deer, they
were like rabbits, and would run out ahead of us, circle

round, and go into the thicket again; but it seemed im-

possible to make them leave cover. Strung out as we
were in a long line, we could catch glimpses of a deer
from time to time, as they stopped for an instant before
going out of sigkt; and, in fact, they succeeded in keep-
ing out of sight very fairly anyhow, for the thickets were
dense, with smaU. openings that the deer would cross in
an instant. We all of us had several snap shots in the
brush, with no result, and at noon we gathered at the far
side of the strip in a nice open glade shaded by the cot-
tonwoods that here were very large.

Our lunch was spread on the grass, and we were all

enjoying it, when Jack jumped up and said he saw a deer
pass a little way from us, and he was certain that he saw
where it lay down in the tall gi-ass. We laughed at him,
but he took up his gun and hobbled in that direction. We
paid no attention to him, but suddenly a report rang out,

and then two or three more shots in quick succession, and
then another of those wild Comanche yells broke the still-

ness of the forest, and we knew Jack had done something
desperate again. We jumped to our feet in an instant,

and found that Jack had succeeded in killing the doe that
the day before I had wounded by breaking its foreleg.

Sure enough, the deer was lying down where Jack
imagined, and as it jumped up his first shot clipped a hole
through one of its ears, the second shot probably missed,
and the third was fatal. Here was this lame duffer, who
had never fired a rifle or seen a deer before, doing all the
execution. Two or three members of the party were old
hands at deer shooting, and none of us were chickens in
that line, and we felt rather chagrined to have a tender-
foot, with his new and imsoiled paraphernalia, do us up
in this way. As Jack's thimble was empty one of the old
stand-bys "was produced, and we all drank to "old Section
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37's" health. The Kid volunteered to take the deer to

camp, and after resting, and smoking, and snoozing for

an hour or two, we concluded to make a drive in bend
No. 8, the next wooded patch further up stream. Jack
said he had had glory enough for that day, and that he
would take the beach and slowly wend his way back to

camp. That night he told us his experiences, for we had
hardly got under cover on the ojjxjosite river bank, nor
had he more than got around the bend of the river when
we heard two or three shots from him in quick succes-

sion.

It seemed that as he rounded the little point he saw a
deer standing in the shallow water drinking. He said to
himself, "Now, here's my luck. A dead open-and-shut
on this one. Won't I have the boy's green with envy to-

night?" The deer had not yet seen him: and, lying down
full length on the sand, and taking careful aim, chuckling
to himself all the time, he let go. The deer gave a sudden
start, threw its head in the air, and came directly toward
him on a slow walk. It was not 10yds, away, and Jack
plumped three more bullets at it before it turned. It

then sprang into the woods; and, strange as it may seem,
turned and looked back. Jack blazed away at him,
seemingly near enough to touch him with his hand; but
he had done his good shooting earlier in the day, and this

was such an easy one that he missed it slick and clean.

It took the conceit out of him a good deal, and, though
the roasted venison that night tasted might>^ good, there
was a Uttle unpleasantness m its flavor to Jack whenever
we reminded him of the last deer.

But about our afternoon drive. More bear tracks were
seen in the sand, and the buHberry bushes on bend No. 3

were stripped and broken more than at any other place
we had yet seen. There must have been a dozen bears
recently feeding on this ground. A mountain lion ti-ack,

too, showing where, in the soft mud, one of these panthei-s

had crossed the river, made it rather uncomfortable
traveling in the brush that was higher than yom- head,
and so thick that you could scarcely see an arm's length
ahead. Once through the thicket, however, the groimd
was better, open grassy glades interspersed with growths
of heavy timber. We knew we had started deer, for we

had heard them but had not seen them. One big buck a
little later came up in front of the Doctor, or, in other
words, sltmk out of the thicket and sneaked away through
the tall grass as though he waa crawling on his knees.

They have a way of doing this if they think they are not
seen, so that they crouch to half their height. Here was
the Doctor's opportunity, and he regrets to this day that
he did not count three, and see hair a little more plainly

through the sights before he fired. Soon a shot near the
bluffs, and a welcome "halloo" tells us that some one has
bagged something. It proves to be a deer killed by Pad-
dock, who, in company with Briggs, is hunting near the
outer edge. As Paddock has the saddle horses near by,

later in the day the deer is easily taken into camp. This
is the thu-d and last of the afternoon; in fact, we are all

satisfied that we have enough, and know that, aside from
having all we will want to eat, we have plenty of venison
to take back to the car to g^ladden the hearts of some of

those who have not been with us except in memory.
The Judge, Seib and myself had been through the cover

toward the center, and in going tlirough an especially

thick piece of cover we suddenly come out upon an open-
ing, and, lying in the center, are the remains of a fuU-
grown steer that has recently been killed by the bears and
devoured by them. What great big fellows they must
have been. On either side they have scooped out hollows
so that they could lie down and gorge themselves to their

heart's content. They must frequent these covers during
the night time, and at break of day go back into the

mountains through the draws and canons that every-

where seam the frowning crags back from the river. We
have no desire to peneti-ate this soUtude after a silver-tip,

the impression in the sand left by "old Moccasin Joe" has
cooled our ardor as bear hunters. Even the
Judge, who has killed dozens of the black fel-

lows in Michigan, has lost no bear. He had a
good deal of conceit up to this time in what he
would do, and what he would not do; he has
not much to say on the subject now.
We came across runways every little while

that denoted that the timber was full of deer,
and at certain crossings of the river the tracks
were as thick as sheep tracks in a farmer's
barnyard. The country was literally alive
with them, and it was simply a question of
how many we wanted to kiU, not how many
would we see. That night, in camp, stories

were told by all of us on the remarkable shots
and misses of the day. If we had killed all

the deer we shot at we should have had four
times as many as we could use, and after all,

we were better satisfied that it had turned out
as it did, three deer in one day, and without
dogs or "ti-acking snow," is good enough for a
Michigan man.
That evening, lying on the grass beneath the

fire-lighted trees, Paddock lold us a few of the
incidents of his life. Like most really brave
men, he was reserved, and had very little to
say regarding anything he had done himself;
in fact, he had not commented on our shoot-
ing, or told us what he could do or had done;
but, from the way he knocked over the one
deer that day we knew he saw no good in
wasting ammunition. We were in good spirits

that night, and the feeling pei-vaded all in
camp,

in substance the following is as I remember
Paddock's story. The old man was quite a
picture as he sat, weather-beaten and bronzed,
before the camp-fire, with his back propped up
against the saddle. Puffing away at his pipe,
he started in with the remark that the Indians
would not bother him much, ' 'They always
leave me alone," he said, "in fact we don't get
along very well together, and consequently
keep apart. I have not been west of the
Mississippi for thirty years or thereabouts. I

was quite a young man, living at a little town
:. on the western frontier of Wisconsin, when
^ news came of the massacre at New Ulrn. My

oldest sister had been married but a few years
before, and had moved with her husband to
that place, and I knew that I was needed at

the front. I stai'ted at daybreak and rode till

I overtook General Sibley, in command of the militia,

making the ride without a rest or barely stopping. As 1

rode down one horse I either exchanged with the consent
of some farmer, or, if I could not do this, I took a horse
anyhow; I was bound to get through in the shortest pos-

sible time. When at last I did overtake the soldiers I

learned the story of the terrible affair. My heart sank
within me, for my sister was among the captives, and her
husband had been killed. The troops were moving as

rapidly as possible to overtake the Indians. Ihelped bm-y
over SOU of the victims of the massacre. One that has
not seen the work of tliese red devils knows nothing
about it. It makes my blood boil when I think of how
some people in the East stick up for the Indians. Little

children were found that had been nailed alive, with
outstretched arms, to the sides of buildings, while their

fathers and mothers, killed and horribly mutilated, were
found around the burned buildings, and all we could do
for them was to give them the best burial possible. Aged
and infirm females were killed by the roadside, and those
that were able to be taken along were carried off into a
captivity worse than death,"

1 do not remember all the details; the number of troops
or who was there, but his criticism of General Sibley's

manner of fighting Indians was not at all favorable to

him. He said: "He employed West Point tactics too
much, and when the Indians found themselves hard-
pressed, a few Indians would appear in front as if to

make an attack. Immediately the wagons would be
drawn up in a circle to be used as breastworks, and then,
if the Indians did not attack, as they certainly would not,

some of the soldiers would be sent out against them, only
to find that it was a ruse to delay the pursuers till the
main body, with all the camp supplies and captives, could
get another start; and it would be several days before
they could be overtaken. The miUtia chafed under this

mfiitaiy restraint, and the volimteers, composed of far-

mers and settlers of the frontier, frequently dashed
ahead, and had a skirmish on their own account. I be-

lieve it was a detachment from the Minnesota 8th , that
was sent north with some prisoners of war; for this

happened at the time of our little unpleasantness down
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South, and, after leaving the prisoners at Fort SneUing,
they were ordered to report to General Sibley. These
regulars, fresh from Southern battle fields, did not relish
the inactivity any more than the frontiersmen did, and
after a skirmish, when some Indians had been captured,
General Sibley sent them back to Fort Snelling under
escort of these Minnesota soldiers, and they had been gone
but a day when they returned with the information that
the

_
prisoners had all died on the road. Finally, the

Indians were overtaken, and brought to a stand where
they had to fight. My sister was re-captured; in fact, we
got back nearly all of the women, and gave the Sioux a
thorough thrashing, destroying their camp equipage; and
not many of them got back across the Missouri River.
The experience of that campaign I have never forgotten,
and since then I have never been back to the other side of
the Mississippi. I have a ranch down here on the Little
Missouri that I like well enough, and even during trouble-
some times, somehow or other, the Indians stay away
from me."

If I only could tell the story as Paddock told it, it would
be very interesting reading. He said that he had known
General Ouster very well, and probably would not have
been there to tell the story that night, but would have
slept with the heroes of the gallant 7th, on the Little
Rosebud, had he not been detained by some special busi-
ness about two days behind the command, for he was to
have been with Custer on that expedition, and was two
days behind.
After this gruesome narrative, we heard more strange

sounds on the mountain side, and Seib's mountain lion or
old she wolf (whatever it was) screaming again, sort of
sent cold chills up and down the spinal column of nearlv
every member of the party. The camp-fire was growing
dim, and the sparks no longer whirled high among the
quaking leaves, and as we had had a hard tramp and
were all tired out, it was not long before we slept the
sleep that the tired sportsman only knows how to enjoy.

W. B. Mershon.

TAXIDERMY AT THE WORLD'S FAIR.
BY DE. R. W. SHUFELDT.

(Judge of the Exhibits:)

On Sept. 13, 1893, the writer received the appointment
of a judge at the World's Columbian Exposition at Chi-
cago, and upon reporting for duty was at first instructed
to examine certain coll'^ctions of mounted birds and
mammals that had been placed on exhibition by Brazil,
New South Wales, New York, Maine, Colorado, Pennsyl-
vania and other States and countries. This duty gave
me ample opportunity to study and compare a great vari-
ety of exhibits that represented the various methods
adopted by taxidermists of the present day of preserving
animals of all kinds and the means employed by them of
placing the same on exhibition for the public.
Among the lessons afforded by this experience was fir^t

the fact that as a rule the finest exaniples of the art of
taxidermy came from institutions situated at civilized
centers, where science, art, literature and culture had
made the most progress, and where the great proportion
of the people were interested in the cultivation of such
pui suits.

One surprise was presented in the collection sent by
Brazil, a country so rich in its natural resources, and
which always has been and stiU is one of the great para-
dises of the earth for naturalists to explore in every de-
partment of nature.

It was represented by a miscellaneous collection of
mounted mammals, birds, skeletons, reptiles, fish and
other objects. As for the specimens themselves they
were as a rule species most commonly met with in any

Fig. 1. Ghoup of Raccoons iProcyon lotor).

Exhibited at the World's Fair by tbe tJ. S. National Museum.

Brazilian collection of animals, and of the most abundant
forms occurring in that region. There were no rarities
that I saw. Objectionable attempts were made in the
direction of the grotesque in taxidermy, as a sloth sitting
in a chair playing upon a violin, and similar pieces. Who-
ever is responsible for the taxidermy it represents, cer-
tainly belonged to a school, as compared with the modern
methods of that science, now nearly extinct, and which
was at its height fuUy a century ago. No regard for an-
atomy; no recognition of habits; no attempt to properly
portray natm-e. Sans this, sans that, sans everything;
horrible throughout.
The taxidermy of the majority of the State coUections

was extremelj^ indifferent, 3ud I saw but two instances

where conscientiously an
. award could be given. One

was to the State of New York for a scientifically mounted
and labeled collection, and including quite a number of
very creditable pieces of taxidermy; and another to
Maine, rejected by me at first, but reconsidered upon
request, and finally given for the effort made by that State
to show its mammalian fauna. The taxidermy and mode
of exhibition were both objectionable. In the case of
New York, the specimens are neatly mounted upon hard-
wood stands, and a clear label informs the student in
regard to locality and name of specimen. They also
showed many animals now extinct in New York, as the
buffalo, the beaver, the elk and others. Good as it was
as a whole, however, we even found in that coUection a
number of unnaturally mounted specimens. Maine has
her collection of mammals, some hundred pieces in all,
mounted on separate stands and surrounded by a rustic
fence, or inclosure. A few loads of earth partially con-
ceal the stands and is introduced with the intention of
giving the animals the appearance of standing upon terra
firma. In this object it signally fails. I saw but a single
specimen in the collection that at all pleased me—it was
the mounted one of a fawn of the moose. It was not
badly done and was withal at least interesting. Professor
H. A. Ward, of the Natural Science Establishment, of
Rochester, New York, had, as usual, some magnificent
things in his grand collection of fossils, skeletons, motmted
animals and restorations. They are, with the other col-
lections mentioned, in the Anthropological Building.
New South Wales has her small collection of mounted
mammals in the Woman's Building. Australia, as a
whole, has a finer one to be found in the same place.
Pennsylvania has made a very striking effort to present

But the collection of all collections of mounted animals
of every kind—most excellent in every particular to be
seen at the World's Fair, is the one sent thither by our
own Government from the U. S. National Museum and
Smithsonian Institution of Washington, D. C. This we
say from our own unbiassed convictions prompted by the
truth only in the premises, and not intending any dis-

Fio. 3. Plaster Cast ob' a Box Tortoise (Cistudo Carolina).

Exhibited at the World's Fair by the V. S. National Museum.

courtesy or disparagement to others. There is eveiy rea-
son for it, moreover, inasmuch as no small pecuniary out-
lay was entailed to make it so, but what is more to the
point skilled taxidermic artists performed the work under
the supervision of some of the best biologists and natural-
ists our country has thus far produced. The accessories
are all culled directly from the natural haunts of the
animals, and where art has supplemented nature the col-
oring has been done by the brush in the hands of an
expert.
As the saying goes, that collection must be seen to be

appreciated. It is not only of a very considerable size,
much varied in nature as to the kind of animals intro-
duced, but represents a distinct and peculiar merit
throughout.
In this article I introduce a few figures from photo-

graphs of different specimens in that collection, and
although by no means representing the best of the work,
they will at least serve to show the character of some of

Fie. a. Group of Jacanas.

Exhibited at the World's Fair by the TJ. S. National JiMPum.

a grand display. The makeup intends to represent the
side of a mountain, with trees, fallen trunks, rocks, caves
and other accessories in the fore and backgrounds, with a
running stream of real water in the valley. There are
nearly 300 birds and 100 mammals in the piece,with a few
reptiles, etc. From a taxidermist's standpoint the work
is by no means up to the mark, though the idea as a
whole is admirable had it been well executed. It was not
considered by me as being entitled to an award. Indeed,
in the consideration of giving awards to such exhibits one
should not be controlled by either the size of the piece,
the expense and effort it required on the part of the ex-
hibitors to bring it to the Fail-, nor even the idea it repre-
sents, for these all go for nothing if the workmanship is

markedly indifferent. A parallel case would be that of
an artist in oil colors who had placed himself at a great
expense to transport an enormous piece of canvas to the
Exposition, made a great outlay in material, had a fine
idea, but after all reproduced it upon his great sheet of
canvas in a manner absolutely calculated to paralyze its
beholder, who is only able to find in it the violation of
everytliing that is natural.
Is«w the famous taxidermical exhibit in the Kansas

Building by L. L. Dyche, of which so much has been said
in the press. And in fact it has a great deal to recom-
mend it. The pieces are principally mammals and fairly
represent the mammalogy of the State of Kansas. In gen-
eral both the effect and taxidermy are good, the latter
being well above average. Moreover, the accessories or
natui-al surroundings are worked in with a more or less
pleasing effect, and from its study something can be
learned of the habits of many of the animals. In execu-
tion it represents an idea that is fast becoming to be the
one generally adopted by large museums and other educa-
tional institutions to show "regional zoology." By this I
mean that it is not only possible for us to accurately show
the nature of the country which our mounted specimens
mhabit, but also, in the specimens themselves, the num-
bers and kinds found in any particular region, as well as
their correct forms, and in many cases their habits.
Great government museums, "commanding skilled art-

ists, and with the requisite amount of space and an ade-
quate appropriation of money, should now fully adopt
this idea and put it into execution.
Many specimens of mammals, birds, reptiles, fish, and

so forth, are to be foimd scattered throughout the exhibits
of the various States of the Union, as well as in those of
foreign countries. Some pretty good things exist in this
line in the exhibit of Manitoba that have not generally
been seen, inasumch as the managers of the Fair'crowded
their very worthy collection off the grounds to a building
they were compelled to occupy outside. In that collec-
tion I noticed a very fine skeleton of the musk-ox or sheep
{Ovibos moschatus), well mounted and a very valuable
epecimen. It is from an adult male,

the smaller groups and pieces. In a general report upon
this subject, which will appear some time this winter, I
have nearly 100 plates which will illustrate the larger
part of this exhibit. Those here offered do not form a
part of that report, but are special photographs for which
I have to thank Dr. G. Browne G^ode, of the National
Museum, they having been taken by his permission by
Prof. Smillie at the photographic gallery of that insti-
tution.

Fig. 1 shows a pair of coons in a persimmon tree, and
without exception is one of the most hfe-like things of
the kind that I have ever seen. The fruit is so true to
nature, that in several insta'nces it has deceived the
closest of observers. The attitudes of the two animals

Fig. 4. Plabtjjr Cast oi.- a Trigger Flsh CBalistes capHsens),

From the collection of the TT. S. National Museum.

composing the group are absolutely correct' studies from
life, and it is unnecessary to add that the trunk up which
they are climbing was cut from a persimmon tree.
The larger groups in the national exhibit are repre-

sented by various species of deer; mountain sheep and
goats, numerous carnivores, opossums, walrus, seals and
a perfect host of smaller mammals.
Among the birds we find an equally superb representa-

tion, and the objects being smaller greater latitude is
allowed for surroundings and the exhibition of special
habits. This has been taken advantage of to the fullest
extent, and we find whole bevies of grouse and ptarmi-
gans in their native haunts; flamingoes on their nests;
Caxoliaa parraquets filling the hollow trunk of an old tree;
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woodpeckers at work; and many other most in! eresting

species too varied and numerous to mention. I select

here one of the smaller groups as an illustration, and one
that I saw attracted universal attention at the Fair, as

well it might. It is a group of jacanas disporting them-
selves on the lily pads of a placid pool. The reproduction
of the water, the pond's bottom, the lilies and their leaves,

are all masterpieces of that kind of work. The surface of

the water is in glass, and gives a very realistic idea of the
real element.
Many fish and reptiles are cast in plaster of paris, and

two good specimens of these are given in Figs. 3 and 4.

They but faintly give an idea, however, of the original, as

the latter are Bo skillfully colored to imitate nature, that
they are in many instances very decepdvf . Fish, reptiles

and many species of invertebrates are likewise cast in

gelatine and subsequently colored, and such pieces have
even a far more natural appearance than when made in

plaster.

But it would be impossible in a short article like the
present to pretend to enumerate even the pieces by name
m the national collection, and the best way for the art

student in taxidermy and the lover of nature is to repair

to the great Fair and study them for himself; the Gov-
ernment Building alone is worth the journey to Chicago.

IFrom our Staff Correspondent.}

Forest and Stream Burratt, World's Fair, Aug. 16.

—Few things at the Fair are of more interest to the sports-

man than the displays of taxidermy which show mounted
heads or full-size specimens of wild animals. This art has
now been brought to such perfection that to see it at its

best is fairly to meet the actual animal in view. Too
often the captive animal seen in parks or menageries has
lost its character, its quality, if not its proper contour.
Upon the other hand the mounted specimen, if prepared
by artistic hands, upon lines established by measure-
ments of the normal wild animal, is justly typical of that
animal as it actually appeared when in the state of wild-
ness and unreduced freedom wherein centers the chief
interest of the sportsman. If you wiU stand in front of
a captive deer, even in front of a captive lion, you will
not feel the wish to kill it. Look at a perfectly mounted
specimen of either, and your rambling eye is searching
for soft spots for a possible bullet. Try this, and you will
find the proof of what I have said, that a dead and
mounted wild animal is wilder than a captive wild ani-
mal, and has more of a sporting interest. The interest in
the captive is that of the naturalist, therefore largely one
of curiosity. To trophies of the chase there attaches as
great and also another and keener interest.

The sportsman who wishes to attain a knowledge of
the actual appearance of wild animals never had so good
an opportunity in all his life as he has at this World's
Fair. Since it is not likely that another exposition of this
magnitude will ever be held, it is probable that he will
never again have a like opportunity. This is true espe-
cially in regard to the American and North American an-
imals, but applies also in great measure to the wild an-
imals of every country, as we shall duly show before leav-
ing this interesting field of news. The branching head,
the fierce front, the soft skin, the rugged coat, the stately
form—any and all the shapes the trophies of the chase
may assume—even to-day we are men enough to realize
the value of these in the purposes of ornamentation. The
artist spirit recognizes the hunter spirit dormant in nearly
every man. Of this idea the most lavish use has been
made at this great assembly ground of the nations. Never
in the full history of the world has there been so varied
and so complete a showing of the trophies of the chase as
may be seen at the World's Fair of 1893.

The Greatest Exhibit on the Grounds.
Without any sort of question, the greatest taxidermic

exhibit on the grounds, and probably the greatest one
ever gotten together, is that of Ward's Natural Science
Establishment, of Rochester. N. Y. It belittles this great
exhibit to call it a display of taxidermy, or to call it a
collection of trophies. It is far more. It is a display of
the animals of the earth, not alone of this continent, but
of all continents, not alone of the earth but of the sea,
not alone of this age, but of ages gone. More than this
one cannot say, and to describe the display fully would
take more than a whole issue of Forest and Stream, and
more than whole books of natural history. Probably you
never saw or heard of an animal which you can not find
here. The total is astounding. To see it needs a week.
To bring the exhibit, required a train of freight cars. To
put it in place required months. To install it took the
whole south gallery of the great A nthropological Building,
and part of the space downstairs. These facts must be
the excuse for brief mention, but nothing should serve
as excuse for a brief visit to this interesting part of the
Fair. College professors who have been glorying in the
appointments of the "museums" of their institutions
would better stay away, for it will make them feel very
ordinary.

Start on a Mastodon.
You go up the stairs and meet a robust mastodon, full

size but quiet. Suppose you start on this and go around
toward your left. You will see a number of familiar
American wild animals, some elk, whitetail deer, a gaunt
gray wolf, a remarkably lai-ge puma, panther, cougar or
mountain lion, a wolverine, a fisher, a fox, an army of
small gnawing animals, and a rare thing, a white porcu-
pine. Near by are a black bear, a big-footed bay lynx, a
large elk, two gi-and specimens of the moose, some beavers
I icely shown at work, and a pair of buffalo, a six-year-old
MuU and a three-year-old cow.
Already you have had a good look at American animals,

but here you strike exhibits of other firms. Let us pass
on around to the left through these, clear around through
the gallery, until we sti'ike the Ward exhibit again at its

further extremity on the other side of the building.

A Wilderness of Cases.
We are now in a wilderness of vast glass cases, twice as

high as one's head, arranged parallel, covering thousands
of square feet, and holding all the creatures of the sea and
land. The lower orders of life have their full showing in
their proper departments, butwe must pass the low organ-
isms, the sea things, the Crustacea, the reptiles, and we
must even pass with merest mention the great cases full
of common, rare and foreign birds in all their wondrous
colorings. We can mention only the things which strike
us saliently as we go. Thus, one remembers the rare
specimen of a mounted giraffe, and revertsjwith unusual

wonder to the great wild boar of France, higli aa a man's
waist and six feet long, far more monstrous and taore

savage than an American would have thought this ani-

mal capable of being.
If one has a taste for further foreignism, he can find,

arrayed beyond this specimen of our prong-horn ante-

lope, many creatures foreign even to the literature of the
circus poster, I am speaking now, let it be remembered,
not of mounted or preserved skins, but of animals
mounted entire, animals perfect and unpatched, complete
and actual to the life. In procession come a gaur ox of

southwest India, a zebra of Africa, a tapir of Soutii

America, and a sambur of India, the latter looking more
like a thin-necked and inferior elk than anything I can
think of. Then we have an alpaca (llama), a guanaco, a
vicuna, and two more of this same llama family, marked
Uama plain. Then there is a full-sized dromedary, facial

expression and all. Bear in mind these are all full-sized

and entire specimens, showing the whole form of the
animal.
A husky little goat is the ibex of Switzerland. Beside

him is a "ravine deer" of Africa, and near ]^ is a Sus
papuensis, much like a peccary, but blacker. Then thete
is an ovis "nahoor," of the Nepal, much like oUl- moun-
tain sheep; and an oryx of West Africa, and a white-
tailed deer of Uruguay, and two of the savage little

Mexican hogs, peccaries. If you like not these, you may
gaze upon a Nemorhedvs crispus, from Japan, much re-

sembling our mountain goat except in coloration, it being
darker in coat. Then there is a European roebuck and a
southwest Indian deer, and a little Mexican deer, and
also a chamois (the second one I have found in the Fair.

These are probably the only two here). Then there is an
odd little creature, a coney, from Cape Colony.

A Region of Birds.

Now we have fallen upon a region of birds, but we can
only touch upon the whole in general. The ordinary case
of stuffed birds is one of the most tii'esome things on
earth. For instance, here you can see the great condor
of Peru, of which you have read so much but know so

little, and which you never saw before in all yoUt life.

Then there is the great Alpine eagle, and all ouJ eagles;
and a Japanese eagle, as big and vicious as any of them;
and also the king vulture of Venezuela. But We fly

hence, leaving hundreds.

More Quadrupeds.

Take a look at the 25ft. python, from Natal, Africa, and
you will be ready to go on dovni among the cases and lopk
at mote quadrupeds—not that the python is one. There
is a nylghau, of India, and a great anteater, and a fine

case of marsupials, showing all the Australian animals.
Then you meet a monkey-bear, with funny little wobbly
ears, and a wombat, and a capybara, and a European por-
cupine, which latter, I am bound to say, is prettier tnan
our porcupine, and has longer quills.

You are at the end of a case hefe, and yoU tUrn to the
left and look over the fence and see a monstrous India
elephant, a male, mounted perfectly, and neaf him a baby
elephant, the two such a group as one Will hunt long to

see elsewhere.
You turn back to the eases and review a parade con-

sisting of a fisher or "black devil," a Polar bear, a grizzly
bear (and a great one), a mountain goat, a series of small
bears, of wolves, etc. At the end of this case is a large
white wolf {Lupus occidentalis), of snowy whiteness.
Then you turn to a sun-bear of Borneo, with claws like
those of a little grizzly, and look at a European badger,
and a sea otter, which isn't like a cheap ottet and a sort of
ring-tailed marten-looking thing whose eSistehce most
people never dreamed , but which Js marked as a cacomixle,
of southern California. Near by this unknown is a Nama
socialis, of Central America, and a ring-tailed badger also.

On the other hand one finds a spotted hyena and a striped
hyena, and a beautiful big cat, an ounce (Felis irl)is) of
Thibet, and an African wild hunting dog, and a grand
black leopard, a beautiful fierce creature, whose like we
shall not see again, at the Fair at least. In the same case
are a pair of superb Bengal tigers, and also a grand lion
and a lioness. These are not stuffed animals, but mounted
animals, and they show the distinctive quali^ of each
subject. Beyond these again is a group of mounted lions,

a male and female put up in spirited fashion, and a pair
of kittens, which, however, from the difference in shade
of their coats, I think did not come from the same actual
litter.

Faults of Mounted Elk.

Just beyond the great musk ox which surmounts one
case, you see a beautiful pair of very dark, nearly black,
moose, which accord with the popular notion of moose
very well. Near at hand are a pair of elk, nicely handled
enough, and yet not good enough to suit the eye of our
friend Mr. Hofer, the Yellowstone Park guide, who has
charge of the Hunter's Cabin,
"These elk are pretty good," said Billy Hofer, "but

they have a fault very common in specimens of mounted
elk. You see the top line of the back is nearly straight,

clear up to the base of the neck. Well, that isn't right.

An elk has a sort of roach or raise just above the top of
the shoulder blades. It isn't a hump, but is a distinct rise

above the line of the back. Very few specimens show it

right. Nearly all elk are mounted too full and roimd,
too. Indeed the tendency is to stuff out the skins too full

in nearly all animals."
This I submit to the taxidermists wiUingly, for Mr.

Hofer has not only killed many elk, but studied them,
photographed them, and lived among]and with them.
Mr. Hofer also told me the ages of the group of four

buffalo in a case near by, one old buU, one five years old,

one yearling and one three years old. Near these one can
study the difference between a Maine caribou and a Nor-
wayrtindeer.

Department of Paleontology.

I was about to explain the difference between zoology
and paleontology by stating that in the former you get
bones and hair, and in the latter bones and no hair; but
this is not strictly correct, for one of the first specimens
in the department of paleontology has hair all over it,

although it is artificial hair. TMs is the mammoth, or
Elephas prinnginius, before which there was no elephant,
and whose footprints jio degenerate elephant of to-day
can fill. This original elephant lived before the age of
billiard baUs, and he wasn't scared to let his tusks grow.
They grew to be l8ft. across, and curved out, northeast
and northwest, after reaching the point where tusks stop

to-day. The height of this old-timer (by which term I '

mean to convey no disrespect) was about 20ft., and in

load waterline he was in the neighborhood of 30ft. His
feet were 8£t. across, and his trunk was built according,

and was likewise corrugated and plenty hairy. In
general, he looked like a circus elephant, only he was
huskier and hairier. The hair of this one is perhaps made ;

of mohair, but others have been found with real hair on
them, and have been pronoimced good to eat, too.

This specimen, which is really magnificent, is a recon-
struction on the tusk and bones found near Stuttgart,

Wiirtemberg, The outer covering is copied from the
specimen in the Museum of the Imperial Academy, St.

Petersburg, Russia. The card further says, "This was a
mammoth among mammoths, at least one-fourth larger

than the average mammoth." There were giants in
quaternary days.

The Irish Ilk anei ©thef§.

Now you shall pa88 a ease of genUiiie ndastodon bdheS,
and paUse befofe the Skfeleton of a giant elk, the extinct

ifish elk. The palmated antlers (actual) spread over 10ft.

ahd the frame resembles that of our moose, though the
head seems small. If you are not interested (as you
should be) in the Irish elk, perhaps you might prefer the
skeleton of the New Jersey hydrosaurus near by, or the

,

tusks and skull, 16ft, long in total, of the Miocene repre-

sentative of Elephas. Or would you prefer the dimothe-
rium of the same day, or the Mastodon gigantmm whose
head and tusks rest near by? If hard to please, you may
fancy the soupful-Iooking glyptodon of early L^ruguay,
Ranged end to end are further cases of teeth, tusks,

tracks, traces, bones and other properties of ancient ani-

mals, which set a fellow thinking. The skull of a virbaa,

from the Big-Bone Lick, Kentucky, reminds one that

;

horned cattle were not always what they are, nor yet buf-

falo, for here is a buffalo head whei'e the horns tui'ned '

down. Cheek by jowl herewith junkets a megathetiuul

!

come to Bee the Fair^ and a Golossmhdyi attan*, which has i

shakeu off the duet of Mioceue times; ahd dome ffoni I

southwest India; 15, SbuCia.
909 SEdTjRiTT BuluJiNQ, Chicago.

Skin-Shedding of the Rattlesnake.

Douglas, Wyo., Oct, 16.—^In your issue of Oct. 14 I

notice an article from El Comancho, describing what he
calls a white rattlesnake. AUow me to sugg* st an ex-

planation of the phenomenon other than albinism. In :

all probability the specimen was one of the common

:

species of rattlesnake in process of moulting or shedding j

its skin. This shedding takes place at all seasons of the

year and with no regularity as to intervals, Specimena
under observation have been determined to shed their

epidermis in almost every month of the yeal', if not in

evely oue, Wheh the snakes ate on shoft allowance of

food it is noticed that Sheddiiig is mUch tetarded. Wheh i

a rattlesnake is about to shed its skin the eye and the

button are the first to whiten, then the whole skin be-

:

comes gradually paler and the markings less distinct, till i

just before shedding the general color is a dirty milky

;

white. It takes a rattlesnake, as far as I have been ahle <

to determine, about twenty days to complete the process

of moulting, dating, from the time the eyes begin to >

change. The actual shedding, or getting out of the skin, i

I have Been done in less than half a-n hour from the time

the fitst crack was seen at the back of the neck. If El

:

Comandho's specimeti was hot killed t should like to heat
whethei- it Shed its skin, coming out in its true colors

and dispersing the inference that it was an albino.
Dr. JeS.

Those Iowa Bii'ds in the Woman's Building.

CORALVILLE, la., Oot. li.—Editor Forest and Stream: <

Please accept my sincere congratulations on the success of

FOKEST AND STREAM in having been awarded the diploma

:

and medal, in recognition of its excellence, by the judges
at the Columbian Ekposition. 1 am always intetested Ih I

anything pertaining to the FDiiEsf AnO StreAm, aS it haS
been a Weekly visitot to otir home fot a numbef of ^-feitrS;

:

and is enjoyed by evefy member of the household.
I greatly regret that I shall be unable to place my name

upon your register or see for myself the exhibit of which .

all patrons of your paper are justly proud. I think I can i

say, however, that I have seen a portion of your exhibit

:

though I have not visited the Exposition,

In the Science room, in one corner of the Woman's
Building, there is a smaU collection of our native Iowa
birds. These would never have been placed there had not
the Forest and Stream most graciously presented the
writer hereof with Hallock's "Sportsman's Gazetteer."

This furnished the instruction, and the Forest aNO i

Stream the inspiration which resulted in the exhibit.

If there is any credit in the achievement, I feel that we
ought to share it conjointly, as it is all owing to the For-
EST AND Stream. Violet S. Williams.

Greene County (Pa.) Summer Birds.

Mr. J, Warren Jacobs, of Waynesburg, Pa. , has sent
US a brief annotated list of the summer birds of Greene
county, Pa. The list includes about ninety species, and
the short notes which accompany it have to do principally
with the breeding habits of the birds. We learn that the
pileated woodpecker, which was formerly a common spe-
cies, is now rare, but still breeds occasionally in the large
forests. The worm-eating warbler is occasionally found
here, and the Kentucky warbler is common. Greene
county lies in the southwestern corner of Pennsylvania,
andWest Virginia forms the southern and western bound-
aries of the county. The elevation is not far from a
thousand feet, some points reaching 1,300. Mr. Jacobs's
list is not without interest.

A NEW-SUBSCRIBER OFFER.
A bona fide new subscriber sending us ?5 will receive for that sum

Che Forest aitd Stream one year (price 84) and a set of Zimmerman's
famous "Ducking Scenes" (advertised on another page, price 85)—

a

89 value for 85.

This offer is to new subscribers only. It does not apply to renewalt.

For $3 a bona fide new subscriber for six months will receive the
FoRBST AND Stream during that time and a copy of Dr. Va;i Fleet's

handsome work, ''Bu-d Portraits for the XQuiJg" fthe price of wf^iq^

isfS).
" ' '

'
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The Forest and Stebatvi isput to press each tveek on Tues-

day. Correspondence intended for publication should reach
MS at the latest by Monday, and as much earlier aspracticable.

A TREED FOX.
Back in the forties, "when I was a boy," in old Orange

county, famous for its golden butter, and paper money of
the same color, I was tramping home from the country
school over my two-mile route through the mud and
slush of a January thaw, when my meditations on the
problems in Dabol's Arithmetic were scattered to the
winds by the familiar voice of old Vick, announcing that
he had a fox up and going along the red ridge.

As I had passed his master a "half-mile back busy cut-
ting his night wood, it was evident that the homid was
having a little hunt on his own hook. The prospect was
good for me to get a shot.

The remainder of the route was made at a pace never
reached by a boy going after the cows. The "old gun,"
with its 40in. barrel and record of scores of foxes slain
while it was in the hands of its former owner, a noted
fox hunter, had come into my possession after long nego-
tiations with his sjjendthrift heir, in exchange for my
hoarded wealth of $7, mostly in Spanish sixpences and
shillings. It now came down from the hooks over the
kitchen fireplace, and was loaded with powder poured
from the horn into the palm of the hand, a charge of No.
1 shot measured in the same way and well rammed down
with a liberal piece of the IncUpendent Republican
for wadding. A G. D. cap, pressed down on the nipple
while rushing for the familiar runway, completed my
preparation, and I was soon beside the big maple, panting
to avenge the untimely death of my mother's gray goose
and her five innocent goshngs.
But the red-coated robber failed to put in an appearance.

When the dog came along it was plain to be seen that he
was running a back track. I called him off and turned
him back. He slowly retraced his steps but would not go
out of my sight. After following some half mile the dog
come to a steep side hill covered with heavy hard wood
timber where the snow was melted off.

Here he lost the track and could not pick it up again.
About this time the owner of the hound appeared in the
neck of woods, and after taking the evidence in the case,
decided that as it was almost dark and as this was the
thu-d time he had lost this fox at this identical spot, we
might as weU go home. We had started to do so, when
chancing to look up, I saw sly reynard in bold relief
against the eveningsky, seated in the top of a straight black
oak, 40ft. from the ground, looking down at us with a
smile that was "childlike and bland."
At the crack of the "old gun" he tumbled from his lofty

perch as gracefully as a gray squirrel; and we picked up a
fine dog fox in full fur, as dead as Julius Ceesar; whether
slain by the shot or the fall the intelhgent jury could not
decide.
On examining the tree we found that the fox had en-

tered at a hole near the root and had come out at another
near the limb on which he was sitting.

The owner of the hound claimed the pelt, and as I was
"only a boy" his claim was good.
Much to my regret the market value (seventy-five cents)

did not go to swell my ammunition fund for the ensuing
campaign against the squirrels and pigeons. C. B. S.
Elmiea, N. Y.,

"PODGERS" MORALIZES.
San Francisco, Oct. IQ.—Editor Forest and Stream;

Not very long since I read a thrilling account how a
gusMng young thing of a girl, aspiring to be an Ama-
zonian sportswoman, shot a deer, and drawing her hunt-
ing knife cat its throat in the most approved professional
manner. The article made an impression on me from
the fact that it seemed a terribly cruel thing for a pre-
sumed tender-hearted young woman to do.

I once witnessed the shooting of a deer and cutting its

throat, and I shall never forget the agonized, pitiful, re-
proachful expression of its large, lustrous eyes as, held
down by one knee of the hunter, the sharp blade entered
its throat. The eyes plainly said, "You are human beings
and I am a poor little wretched animal. You j»rate of
humanity. How can you do it?" I turned away. I
could not stand it. I felt as if I had participated in an
atrocious murder. The pitiful last look of that poor thing
haunted me for months, and although years ago I can see
it as distinctly as if it had happened j^esterday. It is

needless to say that from that hour to this I have never
pulled a trigger on a deer.

It is of course the proper thing to ridicule all such, as it

Avill be called, mawkish sentiment in a pei-son indulging
in any kind of sporting, and inconsistent to select one
kind of game for sentimental exception. Consistency is

not the sort of jewelry I am after. I am only thinking
about that cruel, hard-hearted female who could deliber-
ately stoop down and cut the throat of the poor wounded
or helpless animal. To have shot and killed the deer in
the legitimate way I could reconcile to the accepted order
of things. Why not stop there? Thus far she had in the
eyes of the average sportsman done a very creditable
thing. But what necessity of so uusexing herself—so de-
parting from any claim to femininity as to emulate the
butcher and procei d to cut its throat? I doubt if the ani-
mal was any better for it, and the woman was in my esti-

mation a great deal the worse. It was so unfeminine.
And so was the shooting, some will say. Granted, but
that throat-cutting act. Ugh!

I should Uke to see the young woman. I should like to
gaze on her and get an idea of what manner of young
woman she was.
On general principles I would not care to have any

personal differences with a young woman who carries a
knife and cuts deers' throats. She might, or may. some
day cut that of one in addressing whom in writing she
would omit an e and substitue an a. I can't help think-
ing the young person must be of that pecuhar breed and
kind that reporters alone discover who are always a little

"more so"—very remarkable, very stvmning and always
beautiful. The reporter's heroine is something tmheard
of elsewhere, and I am trying to make myself believe it

isvas all a hoax, and that no such "nervy" young female

exists. I think the achievement came off "up country"
where things are always coming off of a most remarkable
character. "Up country" with us is equivalent to that
with you vague location of "out West."

I observe that there is quite a falling off recently in
the bear stories. How is that? Is the repertoire exhaus-
ted, and are bears becoming scarce? We will have to go
back to that original first one, about the bad little boys
that jeered at Eliza for his loss of hair and requested him
to "go up, old bald head!" and the retribution that fol-
lowed for such unseemly conduct, as scripturally illus-
trated by a bear standing on his hind legs with a paw on
each boy's head. This speedy punishment as depicted in
our Sunday school book was impressively pointed out to
us boys as a warning, and a lesson for our guidance. It
was a subject to me of grave reflection then, and gave
me rather a poor opinion of two such foolish boys who
had not more sense than to so conveniently put them-
selves into the bear's reach. We youngstei-s discussed the
question, and the opinion was generally that if it had
been our own case we would have cut and run. Such
was the impression that original bear story made on me.
I have read a good many since that did not impress me
as much, not being on scriptural authority.

We have two shooting clubs here, one called the Cor-
delia, the other the Teal, that have each imder lease a
large tract of marsh land adjoining. Hitherto they have
carried on their winter shooting in harmony, but have
now got by the ears. The Cordelias have leased the
gr-ound previously occupied by the Teals. The lease
having expired the Teals, seeking to obtain a renewal at a
lower price, made an offer that the owners of the marshes
declined. But the Cordelias offered it and obtained the
lease. This stirred up the Teal people and the war com-
menced. The Teals owned a small strip on which their
club house stands, that commands the entrance of the
only means the Cordelias had of reaching their grounds
by boats. Seeing this advantage the Teals promptly closed
the entrance and shut out the Cordelias and gave notice
that any one and every one who chose could shoot over
the marshes. This brought out the fighters in the Cor-
delia Club, who hired a lot of roughs to paddle around
from pond to pond wherever they saw any shooters and
bang away at any duck that came that way long before
he came within shooting distance. The consequence was
that there was no sport for the interlopers. And so the
fight goes on. The last phase of the conflict is the hiring
of a party of "toughs" by both clubs to stand off the shoot-
ers of each. The result is likely to be serious and may re-
sult in some one or more of the hired sluggers becoming
targets and getting peppered with duck shot, as there are
men on both sides who are very careless with guns and
are not over particular as to the size of the game. It is

still a peculiar phase and condition of things in this coun-
try that you can hire more men at less price to take ser-
vice that promises a scrimmage than for a legitimate ob-

J'ect. They won't all fight, but some will, hence we who
lave no immediate interest in either club deprecate such
a condition of things between sportsmen.
In the present instance the membership of both clubs

includes men of means and high social standing, and we
may quote from the old nursery lines:

"Cbildren, your little hands were never made
To scratch out each others' eyes."

PODGERS.

OREGON NOTES.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Among our sportsmen the opinion prevails that Com-

missioner McDonald's recent brief visit will bring forth
an abundant harvest of good results affecting the fishing
interests of the Northwest. While from a business stand-
point his visit was only in the interest of the economic
species of fish, and ostensibly for the purpose of aiding us
in the solution of some important problems concerning
the same, the beneficent influences of his visit among all
classes interested in the subject, whether they be cannery-
men or sportsmen, are quite manifest. His presence
among us seems to have stimulated and encouraged
broader views, and possibly quickened our consciences a
httle. He was a very busy man while in Portland, but
foimd time to pay an official visit to the salmon hate'hery
up the Clackamas River, and also to meet our State officials
at Willamette Falls in consultation about the much needed
and much talked of fishway at that point.
Our sportsmen had counted on entertaining him right

royally, and had planned a banquet. But he came so un-
expectedly, his stay was so brief, and so many things of a
business characted monopolized his time that we were
forced to forego all these pleasures and hope for a more
favorable opportimity in the future when we may be per-
mitted to manifest our appreciation of his conscientious
devotion to our cause.

Many times heretofore, in the columns of Forest and
Stream, I have referred to the abundance of game and its
close proximity to our city. What other city of a hundred
thousand population in the whole world can boast so much
and such a variety of game within its corporate hmits?
Ruffed grouse, blue grouse, quail, Mongolian pheasants
and even deer have been kiUed right here in the city
within the last year. Snipe are quite abundant in season
along the south shore of Guild's Lake, which is entu-ely in
the city, and during the winter months great numbers of
ducks feed along the wharves in the business portion of
the town. A week ago Mr. J. Roberts Mead, the three
Murhard brothers and Mr. Crook within a hour's drive of
the city killed a magnificent buck and a fine doe. Expert
deer hunters estimated the weight of each at about loOlbs.
I have never seen finer or fatter deer, and the boys have
good reason to feel proud of their capture. The doe was
shot right ui the road leading from Portland to St. Helens.
The buck took to the water and swam across the Willa-
mette above the breakwater to Sauvie's Island, where the
boys followed him by boat and killed him. Saoi Douglass,
our taxidermist, prepared the buck's head, and it no\v
adorns the east wall of Mead's drawing room, and is a
beauty. Of course the elk, bear and cougar no longer roam
our streets. But reports from the outside districts show
them to be quite plentiful this fall. Indications point to
a wonderful flight of wild water fowl, and the boys are
correspondingly happy.

When a good man dies.we proclaim his goo4 deedg and

perpetuate his memory. We extol Ms virtues and
smother his faults under the silent sod. But then white
man claims, and generously concedes to himself, both in
life and death, superiority over other beings. Even the
Indian is less selfish, for his dog and his horse go with
him into the valley of death, and are given an equal
chance to reach the happy hunting grounds over on the
other side.

A dog died in our town the other day—H. T. Hudson's
old Boss. He was just a plain, helpless, blind old dog.
Being only a dog, of courae, he had no soid, and so his
virtues and his faults died with him. But the history of
hi3 life would be the history of field spoi-ts in the North-
west for the past eighteen years. There are solemn
moments in every sportsman's life—moments when he
loiters in the present to dream of the past and contem-
plate the future. What sportsman has not looked down
into the honest eyes of his faithful dog and wished in his
heart that there was a dog heaven where the simple love
and devotion of such creatures might find eternal recom-
pense. But "Out of eternal silence does he come! Into
eternal silence does he go!"
Like many another good dog. Boss laid no claim to pride

of ancestry. He was a sort of mongrel Irish setter with-
out a pedigree, but his energy (indicated by the extreme
age to which he attained) and other good qualities placed
him in the front ranks of Oregon's practical sporting dogs.
No one knew better than old Boss when the time arrived
for the hunting boat to sail, and he was always aboard
whether Hudson went hunting or stayed at home. If he
had no master, he would invoice the gang and select one
for the trip and stay right with him through thick and
thin; and he could stand more hardship than any other
dog I ever saw. He was the hero of many harrowing
tales and hair-breadth escapes too numerous to mention.
However, I would hke to relate one of his escapt s, which
may be taken as indicative of his energy and perseverance
under difficulties. Something Uke nine years ago Billy
Newman came down from the hurricane deck of the old
hunting boat Gold Dust one dark night, and, calling me
aside, confided to me the secret that old Boss was dead.
It seems that while we were steaming along at a good
rate Billy had accidentally or otherwise ran against Boss
(who was always under foot and not generally liked by the
crew) and knocked him overboard and into the wheel. I
distinctly remember how sad I felt until we reached Hud-
son's landing, five miles below, where we found Boss
patiently awaiting the arrival of the boat and ready for
business at the old stand.
But as the years multiplied he became rheumatic,

almost blind, and toward the last entirely helpless. His
end came. Chloroform, administered by his lifelong
friend Jim Carraher, sent him peacefully and painlessly
to his eternal rest. So ended the life of one of Oregon's
best dogs; and I feel that even the great Forest and
Stream would not compromise its dignity in printing this
humble tribute to his memory from one who for many
years knew him well and loved him dearly. Poor old
Boss! Your life and your death only exemplify the
truth of the old stanza:

"When lie is forsaken.

Withered and shaken,
What can an old dog do but die?"

S. H. Greene.
Portland, Ore., Oct. 13.

GEORGIA ASSOCIATION
A CONTENTION of sportsmen from various cities of

Georgia met in Atlanta, Oct. 17. Dr. McHatton of Macon
called the meeting to order and explained the object of
the assembling. He expressed his j^leasure at being pres-
ent and said he hoped to see an association formed which
would not only last always, but would be productive of
much good to all who became members of it. He de-
clared the object of the association would be the obtaining
of laws by which game would be protected and by which
the waters of the State would be protected from devasta-
tion by the trap and seine. Those present were: A L
Waldo, G.W. L. Powell, H. C. Brown, H, M,V. Jones, A.
A. Murphey, Atlanta; Dr. H. McHatton, Macon; J, H.
Allen, Hal Morrsion, Atlanta; Col.W. H. Luttrell, Waver-
ley Place; F. L. Rousseau, Manchester; G, M. Corput W
F. Moss, S. Z. Ruff, Alex W. Bealer, Atlanta; G. H. Plant,
Macon; H. H. Summerhour,Warsaw: M.W. Almand, At-
lanta; H. A. Andrews, Ohio; J. H. Nunnally, Litt Blood-
worth, Jr., Ernest Woodruff, Atlanta; R. F. Jones, Dan
Joseph, J. P. Turner, T.;M. Oliver, Columbus; F. H. Cook,
Clarkston; J. S. Doyle, Atlanta; F. M. Akers, Nickajack;
J. S, Baxter, Macon; R. B. Baxter, Sparta; B. H. H. Roan,
Atlanta; Geo. C. Price, J. H. Burr, Macon; E. F. Colzey',
J. H. Edwards, Columbus; W.Woods White, Atlanta; W.'
C. Edwards, Hamilton.
Captain Harry Brown, of Atlanta, was elected perma-

nent president; Dr. McHatton, of Macon, vice-president,
and Mr. T. A. Brown, of Talbotton, secretary. It was
Captain Brown who has done so much to bring about the
organization, and the association could not have selected
a man who will give more time and attention to the work
and who will do it better than he. His election to the
position was only a just recognition of the work he has
done.
The association was named "The Georgia State Sports-

men's Association." Messrs. T. W. Baxter, Mr. Hal Mor-
rison, Mr. J. H. Nunnally, Mx-. S, Z. Ruff and Mr. H.
McHatton were appointed a committee to draft a consti-
tution and by-laws.
Mr. Hal Morrison moved that the president appoint a

vice-president in each county in the State, so that each
of the counties might be more deeply interested in the
matter. The motion went through. President Brown,
however, did not make the appointments, but will take
the matter under consideration and name the vice-pres-
idents as fast as he can secure the names of persons in
each county who will take an interest in the work.
The greater part of the afternoon session was given up

to the discussion of the law which the legislature will be
asked to pass, giving equal protection in all counties
against the potters, but the paper could not be perfected,
and President Brown was instructed to appoint a com-
mittee to prepare the bill, covering the points which
he and the members of the committee may think
advisable. President Brown will appoint that committee
in a few days, and the committee will prepare such a law
as the sportsmen of the State will want. The association
will meet in Atlanta again next yearj
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EXPERIENCE WITH PANTHERS.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I have had some experience with panthers or cougars,

and submit a few of them.
In 1868, in company with two partners, I wintered on

our mining claim on the South Fork of the Clear Water,
Idaho, fifteen miles from the nearest settlement. There

was quite a number of beaver along the river near our

claim. I had a No. 4 trap, and one night 1 set it about a

half mile below the house, just at the edge of a thicket of

thorn briers and swamp dogwood. The next morning
after breakfast I set out to take a look at the ti-ap; and
went up on the high bank, not wishing to go near the

trap on the shore. I found that the ti-ap was gone. I

could see blood on the ice. I went down, and there lay

my trap with a beaver's foot in it; and from the way
things looked there had been a terrible struggle. I thought

I could see other tracks, and concluded that a wolverine

had found the trap. I started to go around the thicket

to examine for tracks, and had gone not more than 10yds.

when I saw some black object moving in the brush to

my left. I thought it was the bimch of black feathers on
the neck of the ruffed grouse, for those birds were very
plentiful along the thickets. But in less than ten feet I

came out face to face with a very large panther. He was
crouched down flat, and I thought was just in the act of

springing on to me. It was the black tip on the end of

his tail that I had seen as he moved it from side to side.

I stopped, looked him in the e^e, slowly drew my re-

volver, raised it and fired, but shot a little too high. The
ball struck just above and between the eyes and glanced

out between his ears. At the crack of the revolver he
sprang high in the air and floundered back into the

thicket. I ran out on to open ground and hollered for

my dog, which for some cause had not followed me. He
came running; and so did the boys, thinking I had caught
a beaver.

I took the dog to where I had shot the panther and told

him to catch him. He ran through the thicket and
crossed the ice about 100yds. below, ran through a small

thicket on the other side and up on to a small bench, where
he treed the panther and began bai-king. We ran over to

where he was; and there, in a small pine not more than
10ft. from the ground, lay the panther, an immense fel-

low, watching the dog. The boys wanted to go and get

my rifle, but I told them no, I would take my revenge out
of him with my revolver. I told them to hold the dog;

and then I went up within about 10yds. and shot him in

the eye. He roUed out dead. It was the largest panther
I ever saw, and measured 9ft. llin. from tip to tip; and
although very poor weighed ISOlbs. His neck was one
mass of scars, his tusks were worn down fully one-half,

and from all appearances it must have been very old.

The next time I met a panther was in that fall, when a
party of four of us were up on the mountain back of the

house. EoU Brown and I were together. Eoll was then
only fourteen years old, but a good shot. He and I started

three deer, and as the snow was about 4in. deep it was
nice tracking. We followed them to a white fir thicket.

Here they had done some tremendous bounding around;
and upon examing closely we found wliere a panther had
made a spiing from the root of an old upturned pine. But
he had missed and had given chase.

I had a young dog, one that had never been after any
varmints, but was fond of running deer or elk. We fol-

lowed, and coming in about 200yds. to where the panther
had given up the chase and turned quartering down
toward the river, we put the dog on the track as soon as

we got a little way from the deer tracks. Away he went
and we after him as fast as Eoll could go.

Pretty soon back came the dog. We kept on to where
the panther had been treed, but ^N^hen the dog had left

him he had come down and kept on. I urged the dog on
again and soon we came to where the brush was not so

thick. Then we saw the dog trotting around as if hunt-
ing for a track. We went down and after looking around
for a few minutes I told EoU I would go back about
100yds. to where I had seen the track last, and follow the
track. As I was starting back the dog reared up on to a
small fir, and on looking up it we saw our animal lying on
the limbs near the top. I went around to where I could
get a good view, and saw it was a cougar instead of a
panther, as we had supposed. I called the dog away
from the tree and told Eoll to shoot the cougar in the eye
or head. He did not want to shoot, but I insisted, and
told liim if he missed I would shoot. He raised his i-ifle

and fired, when out rolled the cougar, and when it quit
wiggling its tail I let the dog go, and he was very fiei'ce

and fought it as long as we would let him. It was not
more than two years old, and was not very large.

I was once up on Canvas Prairie and stopped at my
friend Henry Johnson's. I was in a hurry, but nothing
would do but I must go down into Eocky (3aiion and take
a Thanksgiving hunt with him, as a band of deer had
been seen down there a number of times lately. So
Thanksgiving morning we got in the buggy and drove
down about three miles, unhitched our horses and tied

them up, and I started down a small canon that puts into
the main caiion. I had gone but a short distance when I
noticed quite a number of deer tracks, which had been
made that night. Henry kept around to the right higher
up. When I saw the tracks I motioned to him and he
motioned back that they had been around where he was.
I kept on down around, crossed a ridge to another small
caiion and saw six black-tail deer run out of a small bunch
of brush about one-half mile below me. They had got
scent of me, but could not tell where I was. I slipped
over a small ridge and ran down about half way to where
they were. They wheeled around and tried to run back
over the ridge I had just passed. As they were climbing
a very steep hill I opened fire on them; I fired twelve
shots, killed three dead and badly wounded two bucks.
One was a fine fellow and had a splendid pair or horns,
the other being small. One got away unhiu-t. I dressed
the three I had killed and went up on to the ridge, when
I saw the big buck lie down. I got within less than 30yds.
of him, when he jumped up and passed out of sight
before I could shoot. I saw the well one and I tried to
get a shot at it. I kept following it until nearly back to
the wagon. The time was then getting late, and I let the
deer go and went to the buggj^ when I fovmd Henry
waiting for me. When I told him my luck he said,

"Good for you. We will go back home, and to-morrow
we will come and get your wounded ones and pack the
others in."
The next morning bright and early we were on the

road to where we l^adjeft the buggy the day before, We

had brought along a saddle so we could pack om- deer up
out of the canon; after we unhitched Henry insisted on
our hunting a little while before we went to packing out
the deer. He said he wanted to go down to his left. I

told hirn I would go and follow up my wounded ones as I

wanted their horns and hide, even should the meat be
spoiled. So I went down to where I had jumped the big

buck, and followed his track. He had made straight for

a cliff about 20ft. perpendicular, and looking over I saw
him lying on the rocks below. He must have been dead
when he struck the bottom. Looking up to my right I

saw the other buck lying near the caiion; and almost
straight down, about 150yds., I saw an animal lying
down, but I could not tell what it was. It was too red for

a deer when they are red, but as deer were all in the short

blue I could not teU what kind of animal it was. While
I was sitting watching it, I saw two small animals playing
about 50ft. from the mysterious creature in the canon.
They were about as tall as coons. I had never seen such
playful things. They were spotted, the spots more
square than round. I watched for a while, then I slipped

back out of sight, made a detour and came up on the
other side of the cafion, and about 50yds. from the two
small animals. I crawled up carefully to the crest of the
ridge, and had a splendid view of them as they were still

playing.
I must have watched them for half an hour, and yet I

could not make out what they were. Finally they stopped.

I raised my riiie, fired and killed one. The other started

to run in to the brush. I shot and wounded it, and it

gave a little holler. When it hollered I saw the mysteri-

ous animal I had seen lying in the cafion rise out and jump
up on to a large boulder. As soon as I got a look at her
in her new position I knew it was a panther and that

these were her kittens. I raised my rifle and intended to

break her neck, but I shot her fair on the point of the
shoulder, the ball smashing the bone all to pieces. She
fell back off fi-om the boulder and disappeared in the
thicket, which was about 150yds. long. I ran out and
around to head her off from the main canon, but as she
did not leave the thicket I went clean around it once, and
threw rocks in and hollered, to try and get her to come
out, but this was of no use. So I went down to the lower
end and started through up imder the brush keeping my
rifle ready. I had gone up about 50yds. when I came to

where some one had cut a small cottonwood which had
fallen across the canon and smashed down the brush, I

crawled through up on to the tree, and just as I straight-

ened up I saw, not more than loft, away, a panther rise

up and growl. I raised my rifle very carefully and taking
pains drew a bead on one eye and pressed the triger. The
panther rolled back under the brusii and kept up a big

threshing aroimd for a little while, then all was quiet.

I tramped around on the brush, and made as much noise

as I could, for I could not tell but what there was a pair,

and one might still be unhurt. Finally I tore away the
brush and there was her den. The dead panther was the

one I had wounded. I dragged her out and skinned her,

threw the skin on to the cottonwood log, crawled on up
through the brush and found the woimded kitten, killed

it, dragged them both to one place, skinned them, went
and got the old one's hide, went to the buggy, got a horse,

packed out two deer and was after the third one when
Henry came back.
The two bucks were both spoiled. On Henry's coming

up he said: "Well, Lew, what luck to-day?" I told him I

had got my two wounded deer. "What luck did you
have?" "Bad," he said, "I wounded a big black-tailed

doe, but she got to Salmon Eiver and I cotfld not get her."

"Well," said I, "how many deer are equivalent to a
panther." "Oh, five." "Well then, give me credit for

fifteen." "Have you killed three panthers to-day?" I

told him of my fun. "WeU," said he, "I am worse beat
than ever." On examining the bed where the kitten had
been playing, I saw a deer's foot sticking out from under
some grass. On pulling it out, there was a yearling doe,

and not a mark on it, except on its neck, and only a little

had been eaten out of the back of that. Such was the
last Thanksgiving hunt I have had with that prince of

hunters, H. C. Johnson. Lew Wu^mot.
[What is a cougar as distinguished from a panther in

the Northwest?]

A Washin^on Cougar Hunt.

Tacoma, Wash., Oct. 12.—Below please find account of

cougar hunt taken from this morning's Ledger. The
four cougars are displayed at McNaughton Gun Co.'s

store. I learn that two were killed with No. 7 shot, being-

hit from below between the forelegs. The animals mak-
ing the hardest fight were shot with buckshot, but not
so well placed as the light ones. Then- stomachs contained

a quantity of meat, tallow and deer hair. G. H. G.
John Northover and George Crate, a neighbor of his,

killed four cougars last Sunday in the woods not far from
the former's house. They were all of good size, but not
as large as are sometimes found. Northover and Crate
were hunting bear, three of which had been located by
Crate in a densely wooded valley. On the way there their

dogs crossed the cougars' trails and soon had three of them
treed. Northover shot the first one, the cougar jumping
20ft. to the ground beloAv. A lively scuffle ' between the

beast and the dogs ensued, during which one of the dogs
was badly used up. The cougar crouched once to spring

at Crate. He fired at it but missed the animal, when an
opportime shot from Northover killed the beast. The
other two animals were found in trees near by and soon
kiUed. As the hunters were returning in the evening
from a friutless bear hunt, the dogs started another
cougar at the same place and ran it up a tree. It was a

cedar tree and the cougar was about 35ft. up from the

ground. The animal was springing from limb to limb in
excitement and rage, and several times appeared to be on
the point of springing on the dogs. Crate shot it in the

breast. The cougar sprang up in the air from the Hmb- it

was on and came wliirling over and over to the ground.
The four dogs jumped on it. The cougar clutched one of

these and was killing it when Northover shot the animal
again and it loosened its hold and sprang on another dog.

It was shot four times before it would yield to its fate.

One of the animals, when shot, fell straight to the ground,
grabbing its own foot as it landed and neai'ly biting it off"

in the agony of death. This is said to be the best day's

record for cougar hunting that has ever been made in
' this section, Mr. Northover said that he had never heard
I of that many being kiUed by any hunter in a day's time
before. The anima.ls were kUled about twenty-five miles
pouth of Tacoma.

A BAY DUCK SHOOT.
The black duck are beginning to come into the bay

again, and good shooting is anticipated this fall.

Of course this "reminds" us of a shootwe took a couple

of yeai-s ago. It was later in the fall, rather cold, and
the ducks were pretty wild, having been shot at consider-

ably. But Dan W., that famous Maine bear and lady
killer, came into the office three times a day and teased so

hard that Ave finally agreed to go.

"There is a fellow up the Seekonk who has the slickest

little steam launch you ever laid eyes on, and we can get

him to go easily enough, because he is a thoroughbred."
"Thoroughbred" was one of Dan's pet terms, and ap-

plied to anything that pleased him, be it dog, gun or man.
We let hirn arrange matters. We vrere to be on hand at

the wharf next to Washington Bridge early the next '

morning. The launch was to come from P . When
we reached the wharf with guns and duflie we foimd the

blustering Daniel pacing up and down like one of those

famous admirals we used to study about in school. Dan
was taking the inivt well. No launch was in sight.

We won't attempt to describe the cold, crisp morning.
Such was too true to be enchanting. We danced around
and boxed until the bridge policeman woke up; and his

sleepy eyes probably thought we had be^n up all night.

But the launch at last "hove in sight," as Daniel said.

She had been detained by high tide and a long smoke
stack, which somehow couldn't agree, and tlie draw ten-

der wouldn't open the draw for the launch, and she had
to wait until the tide and smoke stack came to an imder-
standing so she could come through. Such was the ex-

planation of the "thoroughbred."
So we got under way, steamed swiftly down the river

and out into the bay. The big red ,sun, just showing •

above the fog banks, gave promise of a good day, and like

all outings of this kind, the little discomforts of the morn-
ing gave way to the pleasant anticipations of the day before

us. A couple of big white gulls skimmed lazily across our
bow, and one of us coifldn't help reaching for the neat
little 12-gauge that has done its work well beside its larger

brothers. But we were after duck, and the challenge of '

the gulls passed unanswered. It gave us warning to lim-

ber up, however; and it wasn't long before the stubby
Parker and the boasted slayer of countless bags, Dan's

^

ponderous 10-bore English side-snap, with both hammers
that drop when the uninitiated pull the wrong trigger,

were ready with the 12-gauge.
"Now, John," began Daniel, "you are the biggest in

the crowd, and the bow isn't big enough for two, you
,

just situate yourself up there and keep your eye peeled

for a flock. We wiU. stay down here and take anything
that comes our way, and ,

sonny (to the writer), don't

'

you on your life fire across me."
Now, it happened that Dan was lazy and wanted me to

load his shells the night before. His special request was
that I put in plenty of powder, but it wasn't until I had
loaded a half dozen that I remembered he said nothing
about ramming down the shot. We did not tag these

special shells either.

"Mark right," came from the bow, and a couple of

ducks whistled past. Dan turned and fired the 10-gauge,

or plainly speaking the gun fired him. There was a
confused mass of gim and Dahiel in the stem, and the

"thoroughbred" forgot his engine and indulged in a sort

of hilarious encore, till the laimch ran her nose into a;

big wave, and caused John to imitate Daniel in speech, .

and the rest of us to attend more to business.

"Just as soon as I get home you can bet I'll have that

lock fixed so both hammers won't shp," was Daniel's

quiet remark, as he righted himself, and without con-i

descending to face his appreciative audience "situated"

himself for a chance shot, for we were nearly to Pi-udence

now, a good place, with its little coves, for a flock to be

found.

"There's a flock," came from the bow, "start us for the

middle and then shut off the racket."

Our launch was a neat little 25-footer, fitted with the

kerosene oil apparatus for making steam, and the racket

she would make when the power was on was enough to

frighten the bravest duck that ever came into the bay;

but give her a good start, shut off steam and she would
glide upon a flock in good shape. Five hundred yards to

the right and front was a goodly sized flock and for them
we headed. We were nearly upon them when Dan
opened the ball, and up they got, making tbe air whistle.

.

We tiled to drop more as they rushed past, but if any of

'

the readers have tried duck shooting from a little narrow
launch in a heavy sea, they probably know why we didn't,

get more the first rise.

John brought his gun to bear on a loon that was coming
down like a fire engine to join the flock, but he joined the

dead instead, and Dan in his eagerness to secure the

ducks, nearly capsized the whole outfit.

Like a slim black cloud the ducks rose and feU, headed
for some of the little coves off Barrington; .and then wc
started slowly around the island. Three rnore got up near

by on Dan's side. He banged away and never stirred a
feather; and as tliey came past the stern, the little 12-

gauge spoke and one dropped, badly crippled. A shot

with the left and he was picked up.

Dan was beaten in the boat, and suggested we go ashore

and work around the shallows. We went, Dan to the

point and the rest in various directions. After bagging a
few we returned to where we had heard Dan cannonad-
ing. Not a duck did he have, but a loon, bobbing up at a
short distance from the shore, seemed to be the especial

object of his attention. "I've shot at him a dozen times,

but he only 'tmughoos,' dives and comes up again. There
he is now, right by that rock," and Dan slips a couple of
shells into the big gun, wades into the water and takes up
his position on the rock.

With a loud, mocking cry, the loon sj-trings up not 15ft.'

from the frightened Daniel, who half by instinct draws
on him and falls off the rock and picks up the floating

debris of the departed loon. "There, I've got all there id

good of your carcass, anyway. You ought to be ashamed!

of yom-self a-scaring gentlemen in that way. Any of

you feUows ever see a loon?" he inquired, holding the
mass up by the remaining leg.

"We're glad you know what it is," we rephed, and it

wasn't untU we had gone down in Maine and seen Safford

shoot spruce partridge with a 10-gauge, distance 10ft.,

that Dan could say he wasn't the only one who liked short-

distance shooting.

"It shows the killing power of this gun, just as hard,"

was the retort, as he tenderly laid the Dftttered specimen
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on the eand, and we all went aboard the launch and
turned toward the Warren Eiver. Here we had good
sport, Dan retrieving his old time "style" by a double on
a black duck and a big white fellow that no one could tell

the name of.

It began to grow late and the water was giving out, so
turning' toward the Point we obtained a supply and
steamed home.
Lots of fun. a fair bag and—good day, brothers.

TODE.

OCTOBER IN NEW ENGLAND.
The most beautiful October weather has fallen to tbe

lot of the hunter who is so fortunate as to have been ia the
woods. Not a drop of rain has fallen in New England
since the 6th, and then only a mild diuzzle. The trees

have shed their coat of leaves unusually early, and in the
mild mid-Indian summer air the himteris abroad. If we
read the Sunday papers, we shall be led to believe that the
woods are literaUy running over with game, all eager to
be killed. There is no such thing as disappointment,
according to these papers. Not a spot or place is men-
tioned where there is not an abundance of game, and if

the himter does not get it, it is because he is no hunter.
Such twaddle! No one at all famiUar with the woods and
accustomed to the uncertainties and the disappointments
that beset the pathway of the man who goes forth after
game, would write it.

In spite of these articles, I am aware that there are a
number of sadly disappointed Boston gunners, who have
been to a good deal of expense for hunting trips already
this fall. Were it not that they do not care to have their
misfortunes mentioned, some racy reading might be
made. Some of them have met drunken guides and even
dnmken camp owners, and have had the only few days'
outing they get for the year spoiled by this drunkenness.
Mr. Charles H. Cook, with the dry goods house of Bliss,

Fabyan & Co. , can teU a doleful story of this drunken-
ness, and there is nothing but Sir. Cook's kindness of
heart that prevents the name of the camp where he
went being published in full. He does not desire to hurt
the reputation of a weU-known Maine hunting and fish-

ing resort, though he foimd a bad state of affairs there.
The wife of the proprietor is working hke a slave, and
has been since early in the spring, and her husband is

drinking shamefully. On the way to the camp the stage
driver told Mr. Cook and his friend that if they
were out of rum up there, the hunters would have
a good time, but if the proprietor and others were
on a drunk, they would have a hard time and
get no game. Alas! They found the worst to be
the fact. The j)roprietor was the worse for Uquor.
Their guide was drtmk, and kept so for several days.
When asked to go out and hunt, he would say that he
would do so, but on attempting to start he would suddenly
declare that he would not go, and again fall back to his
cups. At last the htmters were discouraged and dis-

gusted. They applied to the wife of the camp proprietor,
apparently about the only sober person about tlie premises.
She tried to get a man to go out with the hunters and
show them to a pond some distance away, where they
hoped to get a deer. She found a wood chopper who
would go. He showed them the pond. Got into the
boat in order to paddle them across. He proved to be so
much the worse for Uquor that he upset the boat, to the
extent that he fell into the water, and the hunters had to
pull him out and do all they could for him in order that
he might not get chilled to death. They had to lay in the
woods that night, the wood chopper being unfit to show
them the way back to camp. Tueu' trip ended in misfor-
tune, as it had begun. They got no game, though the
only man responsible for their troubles did apologize to
them on their way out, after charging them full rates at
his camps.
Mr. W. H. Fisher, another favorite in the Boston dry

goods trade, and who shot the great moose in Maine last
year, an account of which was in the Forest and Strea-M,
has returned from his trip to the Katahdin Iron Works
region. But he got no big game tliis year. The falling
leaves were too thick. Mr. W, B. Hastings has retm-ned
from the Megantic Club preserve with his three deer.
Report says that he could have shot as many more. SIi-.

John Bartleman, of Boston, who has spent several sum-
mers with his mother at the Mountain View House at
Rangeley Lake, has shot a deer this season at Kennebago.
A letter from Mr. PhilUps, superintendent of the Megantic
Club preserve, mentions ten deer already killed there this
season. Peter Jones, of Boston, is back from his hunting
trip to Tim Ponds, in Maine. He brings home a deer.
One moose was seen. He reports seeing the head of a
moose that weighed over 501bs. being brought out from
that section by a guide. The name of the sportsman who
killed the animal he did not leai-n. Dr.' W. G. Kendall
has returned from the Megantic Club preserve with his
full complement of three deer. He is a member of that
club and also of the Massachusetts Fish and Game Protec-
tive Association.
As already mentioned, the record of big game kiUed in

Maine this season is something for that State to be proud
of. More than a dozen deer have already been brought
over the Sandy River Railroad, with two or three moose.
At Bangor the record is a most remarkable one, and ex-
ceeds anything ever dreamed of. Venison is very cheap
in all the Maine markets. It is a little singular that it

has not yet reached the Boston market. Doubtless it wiU
soon begiu to be smuggled through. Partridges are com-
ing through to some extent. A deer has recently been
shot by local hunters at Webster, Me. , a town a few miles
below Lewiston, There were three in the herd and the
buck was shot. A deer has not been killed in that town
probably for fifty years previous. A handsome doe is also
reported to have been shot in China, Me., a to%vn not far
from Augusta, the State capital. The hunters of Maine
are actually wild after the big game. Every man and
boy has his gun, and he proposes to use it. The presence
of deer in the settled farming towns, and near the cities

has excited tliem. The trade in guns and rifles should be
excellent.
Even Massachusetts hunters are fond of inviting their

friends to share the sport in some cover they have kept in
mind ail summer, but have not dared to mention, ilr.

John A. Falconer of Lowell, of the firm of S.W. Falconer
& Sons, and always one of the Harry Moore party to the
trout lakes in the spring, last week invited his friends to
help him hunt a section in Lowell where he believed that
ihere must be a good nuiny birds. Harry Moore was there,

as ready for a joke as ever, and also Sir. Ethan Allen
Smith, another member of the spring fishing parties. Mr.
Geo. C. Moore, Harry's cousin, who is always on hand,
was also with the party. Mr. Falconer had a fine, new
setter, and all expected rare sport. They hunted a swamp
some four miles from the home of Mr. Falconer, but in
that very swamp Mr. Falconer, leaving the rest of the
party for a moment, got turned around and finally wan-
dered back to his first starting point, after he began to be
aware that he did not know where was, anyway. Arormd
he went, always coming back to the same point. At last

he sat down to coUect his senses. Then he heard a railway
train and made a beeltne for it. This was taking him di-

rectly from home, but it gave him his bearings and he
trudged two or three miles home, where he met the rest
of the hunting party a good deal anxious about him. It
was 6 o'clock in the evening and they had begun prepara-
tions to raise a posse of men and search the woods.
Cases are numerous in the newspapers concerning the

number of hunters that have been lost in the woods this
fall. One man wandered miles and miles, in the vicinity
of the Katahdin Iron Works, and it was a couple of days
before he was found by his companions. He was ex-
hausted, too lame to walk and had to be carried out of
the woods. Money would not tempt him to go through
another experience of the kind. One little rule is of great
advantage for the hunter to stick in his hat. First, never
suffer yourself to stray away alone. Secondly, if you
have been so foolish as to stray away from the rest of the
party and are lost, always remember that water runs
down hiU, Then the first running water you come to
follow it down stream. Continue this and you are sure
to come to your bearings or a large body of water, the
lake or river of that part of the country, and once there
you will find it easy to reach camp, or find other people
who can take you there. When the sun is shining the
direction can always be known by calculating the time of
day. Always carry a compass, and in trying it take it

away from the infiuence of your gun barrels. Special.

MICHIGAN GAME AND FISH.
LANSINa, Oct. 20,—Shooting and fishing on Grand River

and Pine Lake is excellent. Pension Examiner Maxwell
takes his tackle and boat about 4 o'clock most every after-
noon, and after being out a couple of hours shows up with
half a dozen fine bass of from 2 to 61bs. each. Maxwell is

a great fisherman and he knows all there is to the busi-
ness. He makes his own rods and tackle, and he has as
fine an outfit as can be found in Michigan, and with aU
due respect to our good friend Herb, of the Bailey House,
Ionia, we just think that Maxwell takes the cake. I don't
want to whisijer too loud about the matter, for if I do, A.
H. Whitehead, the champion of Pine Lake, jiLst walks
me up to his friend Charlie Davis, and points with pride
and keen deUght to an Sjlbs. bass that hangs suspended
over the mantel in Mr. Davis's dining room. I do not
want to take it aU back, so I just say, well, there is a pair
of them, anyway.
At the Whitehead cottage, on Old Comfort Island, Mr,

Farrand and Mr. Whitehead took thirty dozen frogs one
day last week, and on Saturday last, in one of the most
severe storms that has visited Michigan in years, Mr.
Whitehead, Mr. Shank and Mr. Robinson shot eighty-one
ducks, mostly lesser bluebills, with a few helldivers and
three or four velvet scoters that chanced to be caught
away from home.
Pap Fillmore is authority for the statement that while

fishing at Oar Lake one day last week, one of the boys left

his hue for a few moments, and when he returned and
hauled in the line he found a pike that weighed S^lbs.

,

and a blue gill that weighed 1+lbs. , had taken the bait:

but the funny thing of it was that the blue gill had taken
the bait first, and then the pike had swallowed the blue
giU, which made a veiy interesting combination.
Mr, E, Jemison, one of the best shots in Michigan, shot an

albino robin on the college grounds a few days ago, and
the robin is now in the hands of Mr. C. J. Davis, for
mounting. By the way. Mi'. Davis has one of the finest

collections of birds and animals in the State, and some
day when opportunity presents I will tell you something
of it.

Mr, S. T, Smith, of Detroit, is taking in the big Fair,
but he has telegraphed that he leaves to-night for Aber-
deen, Dakota, for a chicken hunt. If there is a man on
earth who is entitled to a good thing, it is Mr, Smith, and
we hope he will get it.

"Diamond Walt," of Exeter, Neb., in Forest and
Stream, of Oct. 7, gives us lots of light on the shooting
ability of the .22 short rifle, but he is a dandy, and his
rifle is a good one. I can take it all in but the penetra-
tion, and it does go a little hard to get that part of it

down nicely. Yesterday I shot a yellowhammer with
my .22-45, and thei-e was not enough of the bird left to
pick up, so I am prepared to believe that if my 45 had
bored its way through an antelope as it did the bird , the
antelope would have dropped on the spot. I can't quarrel
with Walt about the .22cal. rifle, for I do think it is a
very excellent gun, and I am going to test the gun thor-
oughly when I hare time.
Grouse and quail are nearly ripe, and Nov. 1 will see

the dance open in Michigan. Birds are scarce comjiared
with what we had two or three years ago, and it will be
hard work to get even a fair bag.
Senator Pascoe, of Republic Mine, Lake Superior, was

in town last week. The Senator is one of the early
pioneers of the great mining country. He is now retired
from active service, \)ut as a reward for faithful services
his pay is to continue during his Ufe time. He lives at
the Mine, but his principal business is trout fishing and
entertaining his many friends. He has enjoyed the past
season greatly and reports that the fishing gets better
eveiy year. He has taken over oOO trout this season.
Senator Chamberhn, of Iron Mountain, also reports that

trout fishing is excellent. The hard times in the mining
country has driven lots of imemployed men to the trout
streams and.a great many trout have been taken. I told
the Senator of the great yarn told by J. B. C, of Ashland,
in Forest and Stream, of Sep. 9, and his experience at
Thousand Island Lake, and his reply was that the atmos-
phere of that northern country was so rare that fishermen
had no difficulty in getting aU the big fish that they
wanted—inj their minds. I thought that explained the
situation exactly.
The people of"Grand Rapids are having quite an excite-

ment over the pearl fishing in Grand River. A lai-ge

number of pearls have been taken from the fresh water

bivalve, which is so common in the river. Hundreds of
people are constantly wading the stream, and raking the
bottom, searching for the hidden treasures. Several fine
pearls have been found, but they are of little value gener-
ally.

Sir. C. J. Davis, of Lansing, has succeeded in getting a
copy of the elephant edition of Audubon's great work.
It is a work of great value, and very few are fortunate
enough to own the work.
Mr. J. W. Teevin, of the City Marshal's oflSce, Grand

Rapids, was in town a few days last week. Mr. Teevin is

a member of the Jolly Eleven Boat Club. They have a
nice boat house at North Park, and one of the finest Uttle
steamers on the river. The club has been in camp this
summer at Bailey Park, about four miles up the river, and
they have had a great time. Fishing, boating and camp-
ing out is the object of the club and they follow out the
constitution to the letter.

Mr. Perry, the Pontiac beagle man, also spent a day
with us, and we enjoyed his visit hugely. We are going
to visit ]VIr. Perry at bis home and spend a day with him
in hunting bunny, and in looking over his fine kennel.
When we do, we will give you lots of pointei-s in the
beagle business, for a man cannot talk with Mr. Perry for
five minutes without wanting to buy about all of the
beagles that he can get hold of. Mi-. L. S. Hudson, of
Lansing, is a great friend of Mr, Perry and a lover of
beagles, and when the pair get interested on the beagle
question they can make it red hot for outsiders.

Julian.

NEW HAMPSHIRE'S ARMY.
Manchester, N, H., Oct. 16.—"A nice day." How that

phrase so commonly expressed strikes home to the heart
of the unfortunate lover of field sports, who is obliged to
toil at desk or bench fifty-one weeks out of every calendar
year, for his own support and of those dependent upon
him. How a pleasant October morning will bring to his
mind the things that might happen, if otherwise situated
in his business relations, and yet, when an exception in
his routine of life does occur, and the birds or other game
are not to be found as plenty as he had pictured to him-
self, how constantly, on the following morning, our same
friend will resume the everlasting grind of existence,
thankful that he is not obliged to shoot game in New
Hampshire for a hving, even though his salary may be
small.
The hunting season thus far has been a disappointment.

Birds were never so scarce here as now. Squirrels are
more plentiful, though not as numerous as one year ago.
Said a prominent wing shot the other day. "Where six
years ago I could bag sixteen birds in a day, I think I am
doing well this year, if by hard work, I secure four in a
day's hunting, and although various reasons are advanced
for the decrease in number, there really is but one—too
many gunners. There must be something done toward
restocking our game lands, as weU as om- waters with fish,

or wing-shooting wiU soon be an unknown quantity in this
locality."

Such is the whole story. When five thorough sports-
men and three trained dogs put in a full day in our best
bird covers, around Winnipiseogee Lake, as they did last
month, and get but two birds, the reason is obvious, and
the end is near at hand. Laws for game protection are
excellent, but what we need now, and the matter should
be brought before our next Legislature, is restocking, that
the laws may have something to protect in the game line.

A complete prohibition of shooting, although a bitter
medicine, would do good in a three years' dose, and I am
not sure but what it will prove the only effective remedy.
Expert handlers of the shotgun and bird dogs are so com-
mon that the chances of our feathered game to escape the
bag and pot are reduced to infinitesimal proportions.

I am writing the feeUng as frequently expressed in this
immediate vicinity, and hope it does not apply to all other
parts of the State, though I know it does to many locali-

ties, particularly where the work of legitimate sportsmen
is supplemented by that of the summer boarders, who
hunt in season and out, shooting everything that moves,
from deer down to mosquitoes, paying no attention to law
or regard for the property of others. A farmer Hving
near where those of the latter class make their summer
homes told me last week that during the past summer
such vandals had on several occasions been within ten
rods of his house and had shot his chickens, and once
came so near hitting him as to put several shot through
his hat. Who can blame landowners for posting notices
excluding gunners? Such conduct, together with the
black and inexcusable lies hunters and fishermen of the
same class are guilty of concocting in reporting their do-
ings, should be a complete bar to recognition by law-abid-
ing and self-respecting sportsmen.
Coon and fox hunters are getting in their work quite

successfully. Lovers of those sports wiU never see their
wily game exterminated.

Assistant Marshal John F. Cassidy and Mr. Fred. James,
of tills city, have returned from a trip to the Adiron-
dacks, reporting two deer killed by the former and one
by the latter, and an excellent two weeks' vacation so
well enjoyed that they say they are already making
preparations to repeat the trip next season. One thing
they speak of as particularly pleasing is that while there
they were not being continually "jewed," charges being
reasonable, and the hosts and their employees not being
greatly offended if their guests succeed in having a dollar
left in their pockets when coming away, as at most such
resorts.

Considerable interest is being taken in the hunting
match of the Franklin Fish and Game League, which
takes place Oct. 25 and 26. Messrs. M. D. Woodward and
G. O. Thompson choose for one side and Messrs. P. C.
Hancock and G, G. Fellows the other. The losers pay for
a supper. A mistake of their announcement is the count-
ing of yeUowhammers and woodpeckers, such birds being
protected by the laws of the State. At the same time
they ofl'er a reward of $10 for the conviction of any per-
son who shoots a bird contrary to our laws. Evidently all

the members of that league are not as familiar with the
bird and game laws of their State as they should be.

Payson.

Dingman's Ferry Game.

DiNaiiAN's Ferry, Pa., Oct. 16.—^Partridge, quail, squir-
rel and rabbit are very abundant. Deer very scarce.

P, F. F
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CLIMBING FOR BLACKTAILS.
Southern California offers to the deer stalker or hunter

after large game in general, certain peculiarities that
would, perhaps, satisfy the most ardent or enthusiastic
member of the Alpine Club. I have wandered over the
"White, Green, Adirondack, Rocky and other mountains,
but the Sierra Madres for diflacult climbing exceed them
all, and what in other ranges is, perhaps, a pleasure, is

here, to the pioneer at least, or the one who breaks the
trail, labor of the most fatiguing kind.
From a distance of five or six miles the range presents

the appeai-ance of a great wall, cut into innumerable
gulches that radiate one from another in an interminable
manner, showing plainly the work of the rush of waters
in the winter seasons. The waU of tlxe smaller canons is

a divide or "hog's back" which, to the eye, seems a gentle
rising slope, a natural pathway from the valley to the
summit of the range. Nothing could be more deceptive;
once upon the ground the slope is found to be covered
with a growth of greasewood, pcrub oak and other brush
about 4ft. in height, little less than impassable, while in
the underbrush you have the yucca, or Spanish bayonet,
with its lance-like leaves, to spur the horse and rider at
odd moments, a quiet reminder of Orotalus that lurks in
the rocks hard by. The divide which appeared so easy to
climb, is now seen to be in many places almost perpen-
dicular, and if followed for any length of time ending in
a blind lead, bringing the climber to a deep canon, to
enter and reascend which would occupy two or three
hours, and weary a strong man. In short, the Sierra
Madres are an almost endless maze of canons stretching
away in every direction, crossing and recrossing each
other and presenting a labyrinth unequalled, at least in
my experience.
Water must be carried by the would-be hunter, as it is

found only in the caiions, so that besides the rifle a can-
teen is an absolute necessity. Thus accoutered and
mounted on a horse that was known as a "butter," a
term, it should be explained, wliich means that the ani-
mal will lower its head and butt through the bush, I en-
tered the narrow canon of the Verdugo Hills and com-
menced the ascent, for it is in the upper regions where
the manzanita flourishes that the blacktailed deer and
large game is found. Himts are organized here on a
principle that affords the animal the best opportunity for
the display of its powers. The Verdugo Canon is about
a mile long, and forms at its upper end a basin, around
which, sentinel-like, are several peaks. Each of these is

occupied by a hunter, while the dogs are sent into the
canons that branch in all directions to drive the game up.
The sun was just creeping over the mountains from

Arizona, its rays starting the shadows in the caiaon, as we
reached the foot of the trail. It had been a cold morning
ride even in this perpetual summerland. My own mare
was a good climber, hu.t not quite heavy enough for the
work, so I exchanged her for a horse whose climbing
powers are not excelled by any goat living. The trail as-
signed me led directly through the caiion through a most
attractive bit of scenery, a sUvery thread of water wind-
ing its way upward, skirted by low trees and bushes, with
here and there a lofty sycamore. The path followed the
stream for a while, then bra-nching off skirted the moun-
tain rmtil I stood upon a little shelf over the canon.
Down into it again, across, and the main trail was reached
that led in a most extraordinary manner directly to the
summit. My companion, who preceded me on foot, an
old Vu'ginia hunter, had been up before, but the rains had
washed away all evidences of his visit, and it was indeed
a butting process, the horse lowering his head and taking
things literally as they came. One moment I was lying
flat to avoid a branch of manzanita, the next slipping off
quickly to hold the animal and prevent him from going
backward down the steep inchne. Progress on foot was
almost impossible except to the trained climber. The dry
soil rose in clouds at every step, and the trail finally be-
came so steep that I was about to give it up, when the
horse gave a rush—slipped, and I slid off just in time to
see him roll partly over. For a few seconds what I
deemed the wreck of horseflesh was hidden in an impene-
trable cloud, but in the parlance of the ring, the animal
came up smiling, and as the dust blew away stood two or
three yards down the mountain patiently waiting for its
rider. I now led the way myself, and soon was upon a
spur at an altitude of perhaps 2,000ft., and directly be-
tween two cafions.

"Here," said my companion and guide, wiping the dust
and greasewood leaves and twigs from his face, "is one of
the best spots for shooting I know of in the hills. Just
look at it! You can fire into this canon, wheel and let go
into the other. I've done it before this. Now, I'll put
the dogs down in here, and you take the rise just above."
The "rise" wafi a small hill above the one upon which

we were standing—a huge mound or rock jutting out into
the abyss. I had almost reached the top when I heard
the welcome, quick, oft-repeated bay of the dogs, such
music to the ears of the lover of sport. A final scramble
and we were on the mound. I had just turned toward the
canon when the sharp report of my companion's "Winches-
ter echoed down the gorge, and my own Colts was soon
sending back echoes as fast as the magazine would work.
In the East it would never have occurred to me to attempt
the shot, as the deer was so far away on the other side of
the canon that it appeared about as large as a foxhound,
and was dashing along the almost jjerpendicular side,
sending a perfect avalanche of stones and earth down to
the lower level, where the dogs were making music loud
and furious.

Shooting at so small an object in rapid motion and at
such a distance was a matter of chance; but the deer went
down, and I could just see it lying beneath a yucca, occa-
sionally moving its head. "That new dog will eat it up if

I don't go down," shouted my companion. "Keeja it in
sight, and fire if it moves," and with that he dashed into
the bush and went falling, rolhng and leaping down the
almost perpendicular descent.
To take my eye from the deer would have been to lose

the spot, so I sat with my rifle sight an inch above it,

expecting to keep it up, or until my companion had
reached tiie bottom; but the deer hearing the approach-
ing dogs was soon again dashing along the side of the
canon, seeming to my excited imagination to dodge the
bullets I was sending after it. I could hear every one hit
the rocks, but finally rounding a jutting corner the gamy
animal went down, this time out of sight, to be found
by the other hunter a short time after, and shot again in
a desperate effort to escape. It was a fawn weighing
under lOOlbs., and its beautiful skin was penetrated by I

five or six shots of a ,44 Colt and Winchester, telling of
the animal's tenacity of life. That it had been hit so
many times at such a distance, off-hand, firing as fast as
the magazine could be emptied, was somewhat surprising
to me, and while my guide constantly insisted that it

was partly due to my Colt, I am ratlier skeptical, and
only claim a single shot made when the animal started a
second time. My guide and companion was one of
the finest shots in this way I have ever seen. There was
no time for careful aim in his work; it was intuitive, and
in firing at a deer so far away that it looked like a dog,
and at full speed, he could hit at nearly the first fire.

Rabbits at full run were taken by him with a rifle, quite
as difficult shooting as one can conceive. The game was
shouldered and taken to the lower canon, the news
shouted from peak to peak, and an hour later the dogs
were started over the west side of the range. But a broad
track on the trail soon explained the lack of game; a
grizzly had stampeded the herd.
My horse had taken me to the verysummit of the range,

and as I had scored a point, I sat there and watched the
others fallow the hounds down the hog backs. The view
alone repaid me for the labor of the climb, as the whole of
southern California seemed at my feet. To the west and
south sparkled the waters of the Pacific, Santa Catalina
Island rising from it like a grim sea monster thirty miles
off shore, and sixty away as the crow flies. Beneath me
to the west was Los Angeles, the city of the angels, look-
ing like a scattered town rather than the large city that it

is. Turning to the east I looked down the fair valley of

San Gabriel, environed on one side by the Puente Hills,

and rising imperceptibly to meet the lofty Sierra Madres.
Pasadena, El Monte, Duarte and the ranches of many
town were spread before us like a map, the rich greens
and browns telling of orange grove and vineyard—a ver-
itable checker board in the flashing contrasts of color,

while above aU loomed, sentinel like, the lofty peaks of
SantaAna, "Old Baldy," San Jacinto and San Bernardino.

"I'll never forget," said my guide, who had again joined
me, "the last time I looked off the main range. I had
been over ten miles in following up the yarn of the lost

mine, and came out just above the tallest peak you see
over yonder. The black spot is a clump of trees that are
three feet or more in diameter, though it don't look it

from here. I was coming down, and had just got where
I had a view of the valley, when as fine a buck as I ever
clapped my eyes on came ti'otting out of the bush in front,
and before he knew what the trouble was I had him.

"Well, I packed him to where I had left my burro. You
know they call them narrow-gauge mules over in Arizona,
but this old burro was rather the pride of my heart, the
light of my eye, so to put it, and the pet of the band. I

packed the buck on her and started down the trail, having
a long rope fastened to her neck wound about my waist.
I reckon we had gone a third of the way down when we
came to a place where the trail was cut in the solid rock,
a big piece hanging over and in the path. When the old
burro came to that she stopped short. I gave her a push;
then I took the stick and talked Spanish to her, but itwasn't
any use, and go she wouldn't. She evidently thought she
couldn't get around the place with the buck and con-
cluded not to try. It was a fall of perhaps a thousand
feet there, but I went ahead and began to pull, and the
more I pulled the madder I got, until finally I hauled her
on. She made a rush, and—well, it all came in a minute,
I saw the buck hit the rock, and over she went. How I

got the rope oft" my waist I don't know ; but as I chucked
it over the burro was out of sight and I fell back trembling
on the rock. I never even looked over, and never went
down, and I never drove a burro on a bad trail after that.

That was my last deer on the main range, and the coyotes
got that and the burro, and had a close call on me."
The black-tailed deer {Gervus cohimbianus) is the one

most commonly found here, ranging the greasewood and
manzanita patches of the canon slopes, and its trails along
almost inaccessible regions show it to be a timid and re-

tiring animal. In size it resembles the Virginia deer. The
tail is ornamental, cylindrical and conspicuous, black
above and white beneath. The face is strikingly marked
with a horseshoe in front of the eyes, certain old hunters
considering it good luck to kill them on this account.
Some of the natural histories state that the meat is poor,
but the finest venison I have ever eaten was black-tailed
deer, the flavor being of extreme delicacy.
The black-tailed deer ranges all over California and is

found in the Oregon Mountains. The Mexican or Sonora
deer (C. mexicanus) is sometimes, though rarely, found in
southern California, while the whitetail or mule deer are
others more or less frequent in the State.

The black-tailed deer has few enemies in the Sierra
Madres except the mountain lion and the human hunter.
The former lies in wait, and often gives chase to the agile
animal, and at one of the falls in Millard Canon a friend
of mine found a fine buck in the stream. It had taken
the terrific leap of 40ft. over the fall, C. F. H,
Pasadena, Oal.

Rhode Island Ducks.
Providence, R. I., Oct. 16.—Ducks are coming in, and

the boys anticipate some good sport in this line. Game
in general, especially the httle Bob White, is pretty quiet.
A party went down near Westerly a short time ago, but
returned nearly empty-handed. Our new preserve club
is well started, and we anticipate some good from it. The
boys are all taking hold well, and as the majority of them
are already members of the Rhode Island Game Protec-
tive Association, we have no doubt bxit that it will be a
great success. The Journal reports: "During the past
week sportsmen of this vicinity have been afforded am-
ple oppoi'tunity of enjoying sjjort in the lower bay. It

is reported that below Rocky Point, especially in the
vicinity of the islands, there are large flocks of coots,
canvasbacks and black ducks, numbering several thous-
ands, which as yet have not been rendered shy by in-

numerable sportsmen, although the past week has wit-
nessed the visitation of large numbers of marksmen in
row boats, yachts, launches and small steamers, and
many lai'ge bags have been obtained. The ducks have
arrived in local waters nearly a fortnight earlier than
last season and in considerably larger numbers, and the
sportsmen are highly elated at the possible indication of
the revival of a sport which for several years has been
possible in only a limited degree in this vicinity. Last
fall a very large flock made their favorite feeding
grounds just above Fuller's Rock Lighthouse, near Field's
Point, favoring the east shore at the mouth of Bower's
Cove." TODE.

A POT-SHOOTING POT-POURRI.
While there was an unlimited supply of mutton at the

ranch table, it was accursed in our sight from this very
fact. Too much of a good thing makes it proverbially a
bitter pill ere long. Hence, to come at the gist of the
matter on the instant, we decided for a change; and domi-
ciled in the wilds as we were, of course pot-shooting of
the more indiscriminate order became our readiest resource
for the securing of this end.

If, according to the super-sensitive way of looking at it,

this proceeding was declared to be somewhat irregular
and wanton, let it be duly affirmed that we were not
disciples of this particular school of reasoning. Accord-
ing to the natural run of things, the scrimped inner man
and a tender conscience pull apart without any great re
gard being paid to formalities. It was not for us to dis-

pute the propriety of this. We dealt with the case with
unreserved frankness.
The site of the ranch is on the shore of Big Klamath

Lake, in southern Oregon; and consistently with the gen-
eral topographical make-up of the district at large, wooded
mountain slope, arable plow land, intervale and marsh are
all included within its area. Marked amplitude is a dis-

tinguishing feature of the property of couree, as otherwise
its titular appellation of a ranch would never have been
its boast. In fact, its spaciousness is such that om* field of
operations covered but an insignificant fraction of it; a
feature of the situation that took the mete and bovmd-
harried Easterner immensely, and which he enthvised over
with unsparing breath.
Almost every afternoon while the period of our stress

lasted saw us abroad, guns in hand. By "us" a trio is

signified, consisting in addition to the writer of two
urchins, one Walt, his associate shooter, and the other
Cholly, on whom devolved the work of retrieving, carry-
ing the bag and whatsoever other plunder more legiti-

mately proper to the occasion the child could be persuaded
to lumber himself with.
Summer was well advanced, and in due order the wheat

harvest was over, leaving us free to range the stubble, a
broad expanse of which adjoined the ranch dooryard.
Here we could count on a never-faiUng tussle with the
blackbirds and turtle doves, as well as an occasional bout
with the quail.

The turtle doves, I need not say, were the same identi-

cal creatures going by this name in the East. They were
somewhat chary as to the selection of their associates,
rarely being seen in aggregations numbering over four
or five individuals, It seldom paid us to attempt to get
within range of them by stalking, as they were too sharp
to be approached in this way. "We tackled them to the
best advantage as they flew by us or over us as seeking
fresh resting places subsequent to being put up, and which
was wont to result from a drive being made at them by
Cholly, who was liable, among the multifarious offices he
was called upon to fill, to be made to perform this
function.
Under these circumstances the birds were now and

again so reckless in their reading of the points of the
compass as to come within striking distance of us and so
drew our fire. It would be a delightfully gratifying thing
to be able to say that we dropped every bird tliat we shot
at. But super-swift as this particular style of shooting
is we could not brag of so doing. "Super-swift? Bosh!"
one hears the boss shooter of the gun club exclaim.
Unanswerably true nevertheless. Turn to Wilson and
see wha,t he says of the wHd pigeon as a speeder and then
recall the fact that the dove is nearby related to the wild
pigeon. If the winner of money at competitive shoots

—

tossed-up coop pigeons and clay chunks being the targets
be it remembered—has never had actual experience in
this department of marksmanship, the discovery of its

deeply exacting character will astonish him not a little,

and his clod-hopping rural brother who is master of it is

his master also, incredible as it may seem to him.
Being as we were shooters of a quite unpretending

grade our success in this line of endeavor was but
moderate. If we brought down three or four birds during
one outing we counted ourselves quite lucky. As for the
eating furnished by the creatures it was genuinely of the
strain of the race a little dry, but aside from this fault
very good.
The blackbird world here went in for amity and good

win in a way that another bipedal kingdom believing
itself to be iJlimitably its superior in the disposition to
honor the finer dictates of the spirit might creditably pat-
tern after. Intertribal differences bad no place in it

whatever, and aUits members met on the common ground
of an easy-going and familiar comradeship. If one could
trust his powers of identification there were some five or
six sorts of the creatures thus lovingly mingled, the chief
and most conspicuous kinds being the red-winged, the
red and white-shouldered, and the yellow-headed.
The family, as all know, has a strong predilection for

meadow lands and low swampy coverts, and in keeping
with this innate proclivity, the birds in whose pursuit .we
were enlisted, located their quarters in a patcli of cat-tails

adjoining the wheat stubble, where they lodged, loafed,
gossiped, and in short fulfilled every function of their
lives save that of replenishing themselves inwardly. For
this purpose they turned, of course, to the most conveni-
ent som-ce, and just now the wheat gleanings met their
need in this direction to a charm. Several times a day
they fortified themselves with the dehcacy in question,
and when the multitude was fitly represented at the ban-
quet it was a multitude in very fact.

As with the doves we did for the creatures to the best
purpose and effectiveness when they were on the wing,
and hence whenever we came upon them, whether on
the stubble or in their cat-tail retreat, our preliminary
step at the juncture was to flush them. The first move
made by them as thus i-outed, was to withdraw to a
willow thicket some 200 or 300yds. distant, where they
passed a good Httle interval in vilifying and berating us
in a polyglot chorus and aU they knew how. While this
was going on we took the precaution to hide ourselves at
convenient points awaiting the next proceeding in their
programme. This, with more or less meandering and
uncertain tacking hither and thither on their part, was to
return to the cat-tails, and at the last stage of which
maneuver we rarely failed to be given the chance to
pepper them soundly.
As the birds were of different lineage so they were

found to be of diverse flavor. The yellow-headed variety
was the least taking in this particular of the entire lot.

The red-winged and the red and white shouldered were
far more savory. StiU, when all is said, the pie in which
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the birds figured, needed a plentiful admixture of thinly
sliced salt pork—that magmim bonuni in the seasoning
line—to fill the bill perfectly.
Gorgeous swells in their way, the quail here were in-

deed something very fetching to the Easterner, And. it

was the distinguishing boon of the locality to be stocked
with both sorts of the representatives of the race common
to our middle Pacific Coast, and which as all men know,
head the quail roster in point of grace of contour and
charm of costume under the names of the mountain and
the valley quail.

Of these two exquisites the former was the more plenti-
fully met with, the generally sub-alpine character of the
district suiting its idiosyncracies to a dot. But the latter

was no stronger in the locality, although the lead numer-
ically was decidedly with its rival; lower latitudes and
regions of the true valley stamp (as its name would imply)
being its special choice in the residence line. Both species
were emphatically birds of the cover. If they sought the
open it was in furtherance of some fresh scheme edible or
potable in its bearing, which in a way took them out of
themselves. It was of course while on their rounds under-
taken in this spirit that they took the stubble in. But in
doing this they kept their minds well on the alert to study
prudence in connection with their comestible ventm-e,
and so restricted their visitations to the place to one par-
ticular part of it where a closely contiguous thicket of
plum brush afforded a readily reached secure asylum
from inimical attack.
As yet the bevies of either species were made up of the

old birds and their progeny for the year. In point of
growth, however, the juveniles were almost the equals of
their elders. It was only when their attire was studied,
that the yotmg fry were observed to figure in a less telling
way than their papas and mammas.
The quivers of the mated pairs of either breed were

abundantly full m the true family fashion, the broods
numbei-ing at the lowest from twenty to thirty buds and
sprigs. Strict non intercourse was the abiding rule with
these tribes and on which score the blackbirds read them
a signally improving lesson. Sociability of the franker
sort, as it must be conceded, is a flower needing a trustier
form of gentleness to give it bu-th. The subjects of our
present notice had evidently a long road before them to
travel ere they would have done with feral oiSshness
and. distrust.

Whether as rimners or flyers, there was no shortcom-
ing on the part of the birds of either kind, of whatever
age. But be the reason what it may, they preferred to
leg it in parting company with us as we sought to en-
treat them cartridgewise. This unaccommodating and
foxy mode of dealing with us as good as spoiled om'
game. What we were required to hit might be likened
to a lightntng streak fleeting across a few yards of the
earth and then suddenly breaking ofi' and vanishing
utterly. Is it any wonder, then, that we came out a long
way scond best in the tussle? Yet in spite of the fearful
odds against which westi'ove, we now and then succeeded
in making a shot count, and scored even the smallest of
these triumphs with not a little hullabaloo, as the eating
afforded by these bipeds at this particular stage of the
season was simply ravishing.
Our quest usually wound up with a side stretch of about

half a mile in length, made from the stubble to the lake
shore. The hopes of getting in a little telling work
among the blue-winged teal was the incentive by which
we were moved to this proceeding. The fowl in question
as everybody knows, is a genuine delicacy, gastronomically
speaking, more particularly when its development is due
to fresh-water influences.

The species is an abundant summer resident in Big
Klamath Lake, being seen here in all stages of its career,
from a smaU ball of yellowish fluff to the well known suit
of buff and blue. In these riper summer days the juve-
niles of the race were just passing out of the flapper
stage, which is equivalent to saying that they made a
first-rate dish, if not altogether as good as they would be
later, when they had reached their full growth and were
fatter.

Our pm*suit of the creatures gave us lots of fun. The
scene of the chase being the body of the lake, we took
after them of course in a boat. The labor of rowing fell

to the lot of the boys, the writer putting this job on them
very coolly, holding it to be his special privilege to take
his place majestically at the stern and do the popping.
We generally found the birds feeding among the lily

pads; abundant growths of which were distributed in
many parts of the lake, and constituting a singular inter-
esting feature thereof. As the creatures noted our
approach they, of course, scuttled off. The old birds
withdi'ew in due order on the wing, while the younger
fry sought to be rid of us by a natatorial scramble.

It was most generally the latter that were to be most
opportunely attacked by us. The closing in upon them
of necessity involved a deal of racing on our part, and
which always had its hot incidents of tm'ning the boat
in the space of its own length in a hurry, being stranded
on a snag and getting off again all in a fume, partially
upsetting, and so forth. When the quarry was at last
brought within range, as it offered a mark zig-zagging
in every conceivable direction, and at the best with but
its head in full sight, a direct crisis, as is obvious,
was reached, that in a small way, but decidedly for all

that, put the shooter on bis true nerve to make good
his aim.
Now and then in the pursuit of the teal here, we came

across other ducks—the spoonbill and ruddy ducks among
them—but none in sufficient plentifulness to invest us
with the honor of a genuine acquaintance with them
either prandially or in any other guise. The lake was
also the summer home of other fowl not generally held in
esteem as a form of sustenance with civilized humanity.
These were gulls and terns of sundry sorts, cormorants,
and over and above all pelicans. These latter dignitaries
are worthy of an amply free notice commensurate with
their breadth of character and bodily bigness. But here
is no place for the work, and we have no option but to
conclude. W. L. Tiffany.

Arkansas Promises Well.

Little Rock, Oct. 15.—Our quail crop is unusually
large this year, but birds are small yet. Our fall flight of
ducks is on now. Also large flocks of geese are seen
going south. Have enjoyed some fine wood duck shoot-
ing, and have bagged a number of mallards, teal, sprig-
tail and blucbills. We have good mast this year and
expect good duck shooting. Jos. Ibwin.

A VIRGINIA TURKEY HUNT.
Sycamoke Lodge, Va.—Thinking that one of your

many readers might be interested and some of the uniti-

atad instructed in one of the sports that is so fast becom-
ing rare, I give a short account of a turkey hunt which
took place in Brunswick county near Lawrenceville, the
county seat, on the southern border of the State, There
is an abundance of large game, deer and turkey, as well
as quail, aU through that section. Accompanied by three
friends I started out one December morning, our inten-
tion being first to bag a buck. The weather was crisp and
clear (just suited for the sport), with frost to make it

damp enough for the dogs to scent weU.
We foimd no trouble in starting the game, but as aU

deer hunters will testffy, the buck often runs the wrong
way—which was the case with us, the deer coming nearly
close enough for a shot to two of our party, and the hounds
taking it to the river in short order. So at 1 o'clock we
turned om- attention to turkeys with more success. We
hunt turkeys with setters or pointers, which are the best
because they do not open on the track, and are able to get
well on to a flock of turkeys without being heard, so that
they can the more effectually flush and scatter them,
which is absolutely necessary for success.
We started out on horseback, separating in a short

while, and going two and two, more easily to cover the
ground, and giving our dogs a wider range. We had
proceeded a little over a mile through woods and fields

when we heard our friends call to "look out." We knew
they had found the game, and about the same time our
dog started a flock of five gobblers close to us in another
direction. Our friends had come up with about 20 hen
turkeys feeding in a cornfield, and as a turkey needs never
to be told of your presence when you are in sight, they
immediately rose and flew across a field about 400yd8.,
and not scattered, coming down all together. We quickly
put our dogs. Bob and Topsy, after them, and they got
them up again in fine style, putting them up in the big
pines in every direction.

It being then about 4 o'clock, and knowing the birds
would not call together before morning, we began pre-
paring for that time by making new blinds for our visit-

ing friends, in the direction we thought most of the flock
had flown. Our friends did not know the use of a call, so
we purposed placing them so as to get shots at turkeys
coming to the calls of Mr. B. and myself. After finishing
the new blinds we made arrangements for our meeting
the next morning. Just as we separated a very fine tm--

key dashed out of a tree almost over our friends, but it

being so unexpected he got out of range of successful
shot, though one of us fired at it as it went off.

The following morning we met our friends at the ap-
pouQted time, 6 o'clock sharp, and went to the positions
chosen the previous evening. I made a blind on the line

of a fence in a corner, stopping the cracks with dried
leaves and pine bark. Mr, B. went on about a quarter of
a mile from me on the same fence, I had not been in the
blind more than five minutes before, making a call, I was
at once answered by a young hen, which ran up in easy
range, and which I bagged after a little run with my dog.
I broke a wing, and without a dog would have had to give
a lively chase.

I continued calling at intervals, and in about half an
hour was again put on the sharp lookout by hearing a
well-known duck or put close at hand. Looking care-
fully out I discovered two turkeys coming rapidly toward
me, but so far apart as to make a single shot'kill both
impossible. Quickly deciding (as must always be done
in turkey shooting), I shot down the one furthest off,

intending to get the other on the rise; but there was so
much amoke that I could not see; and both turkeys got
off together. Knowing that the range had been all right,

and seeing feathers, I listened for a fall and thought I

heard it. I had then had two shots with nothing heard
from my friends; and it seemed that they "would not be
in it." But I did not have to wait long before a turkey
flew directly over one of our visitors, about 30ft. above his

head; but being engaged in eating his lunch he missed
it. After another short interval I heard a shot in the
dhection of Mr. B., and counted on another turkey,
and not in vain, as he had called up and killed the old
hen of the flock. After waiting patiently for half an
horn- I heard another call; and quickly answering laid

down my call and got readj^ to start, which I had to do
in about a couple of minutes, another hen coming up
directly in front, which I killed dead in her ti-acks.

I then had two tm'rkeys in the blind, and after waiting
some time and hearing no more calls, we whistled our-
selves together and began search for the tm-key which
had flown off after being shot. Having gotten the com-se
pretty well and feehng confident that she had not
swerved, we went straight for about 150yds, , when one
of our friends a httle in advance called out: "Here she
is," And sure enough to my delight there she lay, liav-

ing fallen dead, as I thought I had heard at the time.
After dividing spoils, having a turkey each, we made

our way home, well pleased with our day's sport, and
promising to repeat the same about Christmas.
Some of your readers may recognize my friend Mr. B,

and his dog Old Bob, as their companions in some of their

past visits to our parts. Virginian.

One of the Incidents that Linger in Memory.
Forest and Stream has had many accounts of first

shots at game. The fond recollection of that event in
my own experience is as fresh in my mind to-day as if

it had occvirred but yesterday.
My musket was not a celebrated one, in fact it was

sans tradition, sans pedigree, sans almost everything

—

even a ramrod. This I remember distinctly; for I could
not load the old thing untU. I had manufactured one with
my old "Barlow." If that pai-ticular gun had been
through any celebrated battles I never heard of it; but
it possessed just as many attractions for me then as if it

ha^ been a relic of Bvmker Hfll. But this it might have
been for all I know, 'twas certainly old enough,

I hved near the little town of Camden, Ohio, and was
about ten years of age at the time of this exploit. That
was many years ago—I don't just like to tell how many,
for fear I inight be considered an old man now, and I had
been brought up, as most well-regulated boys were in
those days, to keep my hands off firearms of all kinds.
But, like all boys, my memory was very short when my
mother's back was turned, and I lost no time in sneaking
that old musket and making for the woods, I loaded it

with great ugly slugs of my own make; and the rami'od,

as a matter of convenience in carrying, was left inside

the barrel. As I went marching up the lane and feeling

very big and very brave, I soon spied a solitary yeUow-
hammer and quickly squared myself into position to fire.

As the musket was entirely too heavy for me, big as I

was, it had to be supported across a rail of the old worm
fence. Then I pulled. In the excitement of the moment
I had forgotten to remove the ramx-od, and when I pulled
the trigger the gun refused to go in the right direction,

but set up a mighty back-action sizzle that frightened
me nearly out of my skin, and, throwing the thing upon
the groimd, I went off myself, and I was not at all slow
in doing it either, I waited a long time to make sure
that it would be safe, then went back and picked up the
musket. But the yeUowhammer wasn't there; I never
saw him afterward. The ramrod was aU right, just
where I had left it, inside the barrel, and it requu-ed the
services of the village blacksmith to extract it. H. R.

SEEN AT THE FAIR,

Your very good Mr. Hough has much to say about the
Fair, but may a word not be said by some of your readers
about it? He says So and So has been at the Forest and
Stream exhibit, annexed to which is the Fisheries Build-
ing, but of course he cannot know what So and So has
been a-doing. Now, when I left home Mrs. Kennedy
who had already been to the Fair, said to me, "Now
George, keep off the Midway," And so, as soon as I goi
inside the grounds, I went to see what there was about
the Midway that made my presence there inimical to it.

I found nothing, I mean that I found nothing that I
could harm or destroy, I was put out at about 12 o'clock
that night, and before seekingmy cot (N. B.—Eecent visit-

ors to the Fair wiU understand this is no poetic allusion),

I snatched time to write a postal home to assuremy family
that I was off the Midway. I also observed that as I was
only to remain a week I hoped to finish that department
of the Columbian celebration in time to devote the last
day of my stay to what was on the other side of the
track.

I believe I have never yet put my awkward pen to pa-
per in the interest of anybody's firearms, and I never will,

because I have nothing against any of them. But wan-
dering through the gun precincts my eye fell on one of the
repeating shotgims, the merits of which you devote
some space to in your paper, possibly for hire, and I feel
called upon to warn all your "gentlemen of the hunt"
against them. You can put one up to your shoulder and
pull a httle on the pistol grip after you have pulled the
trigger and the miserable thing gets itself loaded and
cocked again and you never get off your aim a fraction of
a second. All a person (I say a person) would have to do
would be to wave the muzzle around a Httle while he was
a working it and it would cover all the territory in range
of his vision. You could turn an organ-grinder's bald-faced
monkey loose with an arm like that and he would be kill-

ing jacksnipe and green-wing teal with it in two days'
practice, I can't see why some real intelligent man don't
patent a wood duck twine binder that can be driven along
the township roads and harvest aU the wood ducks on
either side for two miles back and do them up in family
and restaurant bunches. Separate gear wheels for total

quail or chicken extermination. Fellow Foresters (and
oh, the alchemy of the name of our national patron saint
of the gentlemen of the hunt), I speak in seeming jest,

and yet I leave it to each of you to decide how much fool-

ishness there is in my thought. You have in a few short
years killed the destructive 10-gauge as dead as though
you had used an ounce and a quarter of shot and five

drams of powder. Kill the magazine shotgun.
Hunting rabbits with ferrets; chasing deer into lakes

with hounds and then shooting them while the guide holds
them by their tails; making glue out of eggs stolen from
mother wild ducks; shooting prairie chickens in July—are
all characteristic methods of slaughter by that vandal
called by the more truly distinctive title of game hog.
He needs two things more—an electric motor to hurry him
from one holocaust to another and a shotgun mitrailleuse.

It is not my province to speak for the Forest and Stream,
nor its to apologize for me. It advertises guns. It caters

to sportsmen. But it is not to its advertisements it owes
its prestige, nor yet to its catering to sportsmen. It owes
it to its adherence to certain principles; and it will not let

go of them if it knows it. One's principles are the essence
of one's vitality. But if we are to have a perpetual class

of American sportsmen to keep alive the blessed gospel of
rest, we must try and enable the general public to prop-
erly categorize the game hog and his weapons. Some-
times he is a foreigner to our aoil, in bis fatherland
accounted too low caste to be intrusted with a gun, whose
swelling New World freedom finds vent in prowling the
suburbs with a fowling piece and killing a rabbit in sea-

son and all things else out of season. Sometime he is a
titled and gentlemanly-appearing foreigner who leaves elk
to rot in Colorado canons or a bai'relful of grouse on the
platform of a Northern Pacific station.

Sometimes it is a pure and free-born American who
says in his heart, "There is no law, or at least nobody
obeys it." And about as often as not he is of high degree.
I recant that. He is as often as not a rich man. But
whether the ignorant emigrant, the enhghtened aristocrat
from Europe or the misguided son of our own beloved
country, he is of earth earthy, and his name is game hog.
You cannot poison him, as you do the wolves that pursue
the timid deer. You cannot trap him, as the weasel that
steals the eggs of the grouse and woodcock. You can
fine him, but you cannot refine him. You can only scorn
him and his methods and his means, until he understands
that the world is looking at his deeds with disgust and
aversion. I have no fight with the proprietors of these new
guns, only I don't care anything about them one way or
the other. If it is as good as I think it is as a repeating
arm, and if they confijie it to the legitimate and reputa-
ble field of magazine arms—the military and hunting
rifle—they will sell them as fast as they make them. If
they are, on the other hand, in the business of manufac-
turing exterminating fowling pieces, then God help the
fowl, unless we can give their exterminator a bad name
in decent communities, George Kjennedy.

Long Island Ducks.

Duck Shooting has been the order of the day in the
Great South Bay, and parties from SayviUe have made
some great strings.
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Partridge, Gray Squirrel and Ducks.
Brooklyn, N. Y., Oct. 14.—I presume that many of

your numerous readers are desirous of obtaining informa-
tion where a reasonable amount of game may be found.
I have been in doubt on the subject many times, and that
I have been misled by a,rtides in the papers which I found
to be untruthful. Very few places within 200 miles I have
not visited, and in the majority of instances only to meet
with disappointment. Now it is my purpose to give to
our hunting friends a locality where they can obtain the
best all round hunting of any place I have found. It

comprises partridge, gray squirrel and duck shooting, and
even fishing if taste tends in that direction. In reference
to partridge, it is p®ssible that the number will be very
much scattered as the past winter was so severe, but quite
a number will be found by a good dog. This will be an off

year on partridge in every place with but very few excep-
tions, and besides, the game law permits the shooting of
these birds altogether too early in this State—Aug. 15

—

when the young are only little more than two-thirds
grown, but I presume the summer hotels mustbe supplied,
or at least their guests so inclined must have amusement.

I have recently returned from my short vacation and I
desire that all good people may have a chance to get rid
of their dyspepsia.
Take the cars of the D. & H. Canal Co. for Delano, Lake

Champlain. It is only about seven hours' ride from New
York. This stopping place is near Ticonderoga. About a
quarter of a mile south of the imaginary depot is a hotel
kept by Henry Blomhard, who will be found very kind
and obliging. He supplies very good quarters and meals
furnished at a very reasonable price, also boats, decoys
and guides. It is mj opinion that the guide I had is the
best I ever had. His word can be depended on and he
never gets tired of hunting, and he would rather hunt
than eat. His name is Charles H. Morrison. He has a
good boat which is perfectly safe even if there is a little

wind. When I was there last week it was too early in the
season for good shooting, but from this time on ducking
will be in full bloom. The kind of ducks to be obtained
are the black, green and blue-winged teal, redhead,
lakers (local name), canvasbacks, butterballs and whist-
lers. Some large snipe on sandy beaches are to be seen,
which the natives call plover. On the hills near by there
is good fox hunting, and good foxhounds can be obtained
at "Ti." Blanchard will attend to all the sportsman
wants in that direction. J, CORBIN.

liittle Reelfoot.

Cincinnati, Oct. 16.—Word has been received here that
a section of land, about a quarter of a mile, caved in not
far from Reelfoot Lake, Union City, Tenn. , several nights
ago. People who viewed the terrible slide next day were
astonished almost beyond belief to see the land sunken
out of sight, the treetops and water about 100ft. below
what had been dry ground the day previous. The sink
was partial on the northern extremity, gradually getting
deeper and deeper toward the southern side until it ob-
tained its greatest depth. It appeared as though this tract
of land had been resting on a shelf rock, which, having
been partially destroyed by the action of the water for an
untold length of time, had suddenly given way and
formed this lake. The strangest thing concerning the
occurrence is that there are hundreds of catfish, perch,
buffalo and other fish swimming around among the debris.
It is almost impossible to be convinced that such a body of
land could fall without producing something on the order
of an earthquake that would have alarmed the surround-
ing country. When Reelfoot Lake was formed in 1812
the occurrence took place in almost exactly the same man-
ner as described above, except heavy earthquake shocks
preceded the sinking of the land. Wick,

Game in Georgia.
Atlanta, Ga., Oct. 19.—The hunting season is now

open, and the outlook is indeed very good; notwithstand-
ing the heavy winter, partridges have done very well,
though they are yet very young. Squirrels and turkeys
are very plentiful in the northern part of the State. Rab-
bits aboimd everywhere and there are more this year than
ever before; the hard winter must have done them good.
There is one class of sport I never see mentioned in

FOKEST AND STREAM, That is possum hunting. Of all
the hunting I ever indulged in, the pursuit of the opossum
is in my opinion the greatest. Except chasing the wily
fox I know of no sport so exhilarating as to go out at
night with a good pack of hounds, torch in hand, and
follow the sullen possum till he is treed. I was out Friday
night with four hounds, and caught six averaging 91bs.
each; that is considered a pretty good catch for one night.
The Georgia State Sportsman's Association met here

yesterday, and after transacting business adjourned to
meet in Atlanta next year. Georgia will soon be as well
protected as any State in the Union, and then woe be it
to the pot-hunter who is now the curse of the State.

W. L. H.

Much Game in Nebraska.
Exeter, Neb., Oct. 16.—All the birds, with the excep-

tion of the robin, and a few meadow larks and snipe have
left this section. Bob White was never more plentiful;
every hedge, thicket, or any place offering the least shelter
has its covey, riduig in the country one can hear the little
fellows calling on every side.
Yesterday a flock of sixteen flew into my corral and

stayed quite a while round the straw stacks. Ducks and
geese have not shown up so far, although they would not
probably stop on account of the water holes being neai-ly
dry.
One can get a jack rabbit by just walking across the

fields, while the little cotton-tail can be shot from one's
doorstep. Chickens are also quite numerous, more so than
for years past. Five wolves were seen about two miles
south of here yesterday. Diamond Walt.

Rhode Island Game Bii'ds.

All reports this fall are not very encouraging. Wood-
cock are fair, partridges scarce and very wild. Few bags
are being made. Of quail there are scarcely any to speak
of. Of the several hundred turned loose hereabouts last
year, but very few are being bagged. It is thought proba-
ble that our last severe winter killed them off. Some of
our best men went oft" a week ago and were gone several
days in the southern part of the State, but bagged scarcely
enough birds all told to speak of.

We don't see so many snared birds in our Providence

markets this fall, thanks to the good work of the Game Pro-
tective Association, but we stUl see that they are snared.
Keep at them, boys, and you will not regret your hard
work.
When the boys go into the brush why don't they knock

over all those little sinners, the red "squirrel and chip-
monk, they come across? Did it ever occur to the majority
of our shooters that these little rascals are sometimes the
cause of the scarcity of birds? Well, they like fresh eggs
as well as the fox, and we might as well wage war on all
the tribe. Give the grays a chance, weed out the reds and
it will help a little.

If you want to make sport of it, try them with the little

.22 rifle. Don't despise the game or the gun. We may
have to come to it some day round these parts.
We shot a cock partridge up in northeastern Rhode

Island yesterday that appears to have been the original
partridge settler of this State. He is a big one and flew
several hundred yards after being hard hit. We would
have lost him if it hadn't been for old Sam, that old vet-
eran of a dog. The bird was marked down as dead and
Sam came near getting a licking because he insisted on
going further on. But he had his own way and later came
down the cart path with the old settler in his chops. The
old dogs know a thing or two. Tode.

"Chained to Business."
What a joy (and one, too, that never cloys) is the dear

old Forest and Stream to one chained to work, day after
day. And on Saturday night, after reading it through, I
sit in my easy chair and through the tobacco smoke gaze
dreamily at shotgun and rifle, fishing rod and spm-s, that
hang on the deerhorn rack facing me. Again I see the
buck bounding past and hear the crack of my old rifle.

He's down! No, up he gets again, but only to fall for the
last time. What memories, O, Forest and Streaam, do
you recall; I cannot wring them from my heart. Years
may roll on, hand wax weak and heart grow old, but
never till both grow cold can I forget the past pleasm-es of
the chase. I would not, for thee would I remember. In
reading your columns my spirit mounts upon the wings
of fancy and once more I stand with gun or rod in hand.
But the clock strikes ten; the dream is broken. In pass-
ing to my room I cannot help holding the light close to
the shining barrels and giving them a loving glance. The
portrait of the moose recalls old memories. I was once
so fortunate as to kill a bull moose, but unfortunately I
spoiled his horns with a 550gi-s. ball. Your animal por-
traits in neat frames add a good deal to my dining room.

Brian the Still-Hunter.

What Should the Squirrel Season Be?
Thompsontoavn, Pa., Oct. 20.—In a number of your

journal three or four dates back I was gratified to find
one writer protesting against the open season date for
squirrels, Sept. 1. Why have not decent, intelligent
squirrel shooters written in support of the view expressed.
At that date and for weeks the squirrel is lean, has fleas,
and as many females are suckling young, there are of
course many baby squirrels. Forty years ago I shot
squirrels—a few last and this season. I cannot realize
that it is sport, but many do enjoy it, and I am sure every
decent one would be in favor of a later date, if his obser-
vations correspond with mine. Speak out, squirrel
shooters. Oct. 15 I should say was the earliest date allow-
able. Each season I am more emphatically convinced
that but one date for opening and closing on all game
would be the best for Pennsylvania. Then the lawless
would have no pretext for hunting, and the law abider no
temptation to overcome. Juniata.

Florida West Coast Resorts.
Bristol, Conn.—In "Answers to Corre.spondents," "C.

B. N." asks for a pleasant, healthy spot near some village
on the Gulf Coast of Florida, to camp this winter and get
a fair share of salt and fresh-water fishing. I would ad-
vise that he go to Indian Beach or Sarasota. This, I think,
is one of the best places to camp on the Gulf Coast. Sara-
sota Bay is the paradise for an expert fisherman, and there
are manj^ streams flowing into the bay that are well
stocked with fresh-water fish. This is also one of the best
places for game in Florida. Deer, wild turkey and grouse
abound in great numbers. C, S, Y.

Michigan Is Over Shot.

Irving, Mich., Oct. 20.—Quail and partridge are not
very plentiful. Squirrels and rabbits ditto. Hunting in
and out of season, and the ferrets wiU soon play out the
best game. As you remark, the closing of manufactories
in city and viUage fills the fields and woods full of men
and boys, while in every place are those wlio kill, kill,
kill, I have not found the time thus far to use my old
Remington and see no chance in this month. Y.

The Winchester "Take-Down."
The new Winchester "take-down" model of '02 repeater

fiUs a long felt want among sportsmen, and is sure to
prove very popular. It can be taken apart almost as easily
as a shotgun, and as it only requires a trifle over 2ft. of
carrying space, can easily be put into a trunk or large
valise. A simple readjustment guards against looseness
of the joint and inaccuracy resulting from wear of the
mechanism.

Gray Squirrels in West Virginia.
Philadelphia, Oct. 19,-1 see in your issue of Oct, 21

a letter from H. B, C. asking for information as to some
locaUty where he can get good gi-ay squirrel shooting. I
have just returned from Capon Springs, W, Va., where I
found the squirrels very plentiful. Two of us got 18 in
one morning. Rabbits are abundant and the quail shoot-
ing promises to be good also. Capt. W. H. Sale, of Capon
Springs, can give any information desired. T. W.

READY NEXT WEEK.

"The Complete Sportsman."
BY HOWLAND GASPER.

A manual of scientific and practical knowledge,
designed for the instruction and information of all

votaries of the gun. Price $2.50. Forest and
Stream Publishing Co., 318 Broadway, New York.

Sportsmen and Farmers.
Flint, Mich., Oct. 10.—I do not wonder that farmers

' 'kick" at sportsmen. I have seen hunters go across farms,
and when they came to a pine board fence or large wagon
gate they would empty both barrels through the boards
and spoil the gate. I cannot see for my life what could
be their object in this except for "pure deviltry."

I cannot afford to pay 40 cents a pound for powder and
then use it up in that way, besides making the farmer
look daggers at me the next time he sees me. I have seen
hunters throw down the rail fence and never stop to put
it up. Well, I dont' put it up either, for I am too lazy to
throw it down. I crawl through a hole in the fence; "that
saves throwing it down; then no one "kicks" at me.

W. H. W.

Grouse in Town.
SOREL, Can,, Oct. 15.—On Sept. 30 a ruffed grouse was

shot in the public square here, about 30yds. from the
express office. On the 14th inst., another was seen in
same locality, which accommodatingly awaited the ai--

rival of a man with a gun, who made short work of it.

Sorel is a city of nearly 7,000 people, and the square,
which is 400x400ft., is in the middle of the town. The
appearance of ruffed grouse in such a place is the more
noteworthy from the fact that these bh-ds are very scarce
in the immediate vicinity. I have been out for them
frequently, but have only killed some fifteen or twenty in
the past four years (of course, I didn't think of hunting
so near home as the square). F. W. G. J.

Game at Umbagogp Lake.
Bethel, Me., Oct. 20.—Sheriff C. M. WormeU, with a

party of Portland friends, have just returned from a deer
hunt on the Magalloway. They shot five deer and brought
out four of them in the hides. Birds are fairly j)lentiful.
Dr. C. D. Hill, of Bethel, has shot a large lot of woodcock
this fall, and pai'tridges are abundant. Around Umbagog
Lake bear, moose and deer ti-acks are seen every day, and
it only needs a sharp, i)ersistent hunter to secure a good
share of large game. This place is reached by Grand
Trunk E. E. from Portland, Me. J. G. Rich.

Minnesota Moose and Indians.
Rice Lake, Wis., Oct. 18.—Looking over Forest and

Stream of Oct. 14 I came across the article "Minnesota
Moose and Indians," by Mr, Shields. He certainly speaks
the truth when he says the moose of those parts are being
butchered. I spent July and August at Grand Rapids,
Minn., and think I am safe in saying that not a few of
the inhabitants of that country make a living by killing
game, and selling it to hotels and boarding-housee the
year around. Observer,

THE HURRICANE AND THE FISH.
Through the kind invitation of friends on Murrele

Sound (or "Swash" as it is locaUy called) I found myself
one bright morning on the way to the coast of South
Carolina, where, several years ago, I have enjoyed rare
sport with the rod and deep sea line. The great storm of
August, which caused such widespread devastation and
loss of life among the Sea Islands, had been over for about
two weeks, but I Httle thought tha,t its effects would influ-
ence the sport that I eagerly looked forward to.

My course lay through the historic little city of George-
town, on Winyah Bay, and from that point I proceeded
up the Wacamaw River about thirty miles to Watchasaw,
where a conveyance met me and carried me to my desti-
nation on the Sound, a distance of about three miles. The
Wacamaw River takes its rise in North Carolina, in Lake
Wacamaw near Flemington, and its short course of about
200 miles, including its many curves, lies at no time more
than ten to fifteen miles from the ocean, after approach-
ing as near as one and one-half miles. A careful survey
of the river, from the shores of the lake,which are thickly
covered at certain points with oyster and clam shells, to
its mouth, leaves very little doubt that it was at one time
a sound with many openings to the ocean. At present it
is afl'ected by the tide for nearly 100 miles from its mouth.
Along the banks are the rice fields, which jjrove a para-
dise to the duck hunter during the winter months.
The first object that attracted my attention to the late

storm was the extremely high tides which prevailed, and
as I proceeded up the river the sight of mullet jumping
around in the fresh water was a sight I had never seen
before.

_
I then noticed that, though only September, the

vegetation had all the appearance of tlie dead of winter,
not a green leaf being visible on the beautiful cypress
trees that fine the rice field banks. And this state of af-
fairs, I was informed, prevailed far inland, where the salt
spray from the ocean seems to have acted on the vegeta^
tion as boiling water might have done.
From the point where I left the river steamer to pro-

ceed across the neck of land separating the river from the
ocean, the effects of the gale were evident in the thousands
of uprooted pine trees, w^hich in many places were piled
10ft. high. These trees had been a source of revenue to
the owners, as they formed an extensive turpentine farm;
but now all that was destroyed. So densely were tlie
fallen trees packed that it would be next to impossible for
the turpentine hands to get about among them, even had
there been enough left standing to operate upon,

Ai-rived at the coast, the scene of desolation was stUl
more heart-rending, for the giant live oak trees, of which
every resident on our coast is justly proud, looked as if
their last day had come. Such as were not uprooted, had
their mighty limbs torn and twisted from the parent
tnmk, and here again the salt spray had destroyed every-
thing green except the salt marsh grass.
While regretting all this, and rejoicing that the lives

and property of my friends and their neighbore had not
met the sad fate of the people around Beaufort, S. C,
we coru^oled ourselves with the belief that though the
wind might ruin the trees on the land, it could not hurt
the ocean and the fishing therein. But, alas! there we
reckoned from ignorance.
Every day (Sundays excepted) for ten days, with choic-

est bait and carefully prepared tackle, we scoured the
soimd from inlet to its furthest points, and nowhere could
we find anything but the smallest kind of blackfish and
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"pig" fish. Where in times past, and up to the time of
the gale, it was no trouble to capture hundreds of fine
whiting, weakfish, bluefish, cavalU, and in fact, all the
varieties for whicli our coast is famous, nothing was now
to be found but the small fry mentioned. Not even the
excitement of a fight with a shark, or the strong pull of
an ocean cat, which have hitherto proved a nuisance to
anglers, occurred to vary the monotony.
Now, what was the cause of all this? Where had the

fish gone? This we were unable to determine; but one
thing we certainly did know, that whereas the waters of
the ocean and sound have always been of the clearest,
being far removed from the mouths of any of our great
muddy rivers, they were now so thick (and the yellow
mud boiled and churned in them as thoroughly as it does
in the Mississippi during a flood) that nothing but accident
could cause a fish to stumble on our bait. For a brief fif-
teen minutes at dead low water the ocean would clear up,
and then the advancing tide would sweep in yeUow mud
like the overflow of a "clay hole." And this, too, almost
four weeks after the gale. Eeliable information reached
me that the clear coral reefs five miles to sea had taken on
a thick coating of this same mud, and of a consistency
that would adhere to the lead of a deep-sea line. Where
did this mud come from? Could it be possible that while
the winds were spreading destruction over the land some
submarine eruption was going on?
One noticeable result of the storm was that hundreds

of thousands of sea fish found their way far up the Wa-
camaw River, where they died and rotted in the swamp.
In the disturbed condition of the ocean they imdoubtedly
mistook the river mouth for the sound inlet.
After ten days of hoping for better luck next day, with-

out that hope ever being realized, it became necessary to
bid farewell to my kind friends and the unkind ocean,
but before leaving I had the satisfaction of seeing nature
reasserting herself and the apparently blasted oaks putting
out their bright yellow buds for another coating of green.
It was certainly a strange sight to see spring m all its
glory at the latter end of September. But there it was,
ti-ees budding, weeds sprmging up through the dead
leaves, and peach, apple and plum trees in blossom; and
so ended my fishing for this year.
Before closing, it is with regret that I have to relate

that the laat storm of Oct. 13 has swept froni the face of
earth the many beautiful homes of my friends and
acquaintances around the sand, and cauHrd the death by
drownmg of fifteen of them. Happily Uie family with
whom I spent my fishing trip escaped with their lives,
but their beautiful summer home is a ruin.

South Carolina, October. W. M. Brown.

ANGLING NOTES.

An Editor.

The biped man is a natural kicker! Some men kick
from what they consider principle, some kick because
they are made that way, some kick for exercise, and some
kick—just to kick. Some kick a feeble, onf^-legged kick,
some kick with both feet, some kick with their "hind
legs" only, and some kick as if they were centipeds instead
of bipeds. Some men kick at their dinner, some kick at the
moon, some kick at the weather, some kick at their luck,
and everybody kicks at the editor. Not all kick for the
same reason, but all kick, just the same.

If there is any living man, who can read, who h.is not
had his kick at the editor, it is because his tm-u bus not
come yet; but it will if he will take the papers, read them,
is patient and in readiness to kick when, in his opinion'
the occasion is rifie. Most bipeds kick with their "hind-
legs," and for the same reason that a long-eared quadru-
ped kicks—they were built that way, ground plan and
hind elevation. The kick may not be sighted for the
editor, but if it is aimed at the proof-reader or fired at the
compositor's range, the editor gets it finally. The editor
wlio edits a paper for sportsmen gets fewer kicks, per-
haps, than his brethren, because very few sportsmen have
"hindlegs" to kick with, and if anglers kick less than dog-
men or gunners itmay be because tliey are a sort of amphi-
bious animal that, if they develop anything, develop wavy,
yielding, soft-rayed fins, like the wings of a cherub, in-
stead of rudimentary hindlegs. I shall not pretend to deny
that a properly adjusted, perfectly calculated kick, if ap-
plied at the right time, in the right place, and in a proper
frame of mind on the part of the kicker, may not do the
kickee a world of good. Few kickers eA^er become artistic
as such, and great care should be exercised that the habit
may not prove chronic and as incurable as the opium
habit, for I have read:

"But as some muskets so contrive it,

As oft to miss the mark they drive at,

And though well aimed at duck or plover,
Bear wide, and kick their owners over."

This train of thought was started from reading what an
angling editor said very recently about himself and his
news|)ai)fc r. The editor was Mr. R. B. Marston of the
Fishing tTUzeUe, and he was on a fishing expedition with
Mr. G. Varde, of the Fly-Fishing Club, London. This is
part of Mr. Marston's story: "I fished with G. Y. long be-
fore the Fishing Gazette was heard of; I first saw it at his
house. 'My dear sir (a favorite expression of his, even
when talking to an old angling chum), if you took up this
paper jWd make a fortune bv it.'

"Well, I took it up. and if I have not made a fortune I
liave made countless friends, which is far better, for if
you have enough to struggle on with and pay tlie' poor's
rate it's all right. I have, as oui- friends across the water
8ay, 'run' the Fishing Gazette simply from a deeply-
rooted love of angling, and a keen enjoyment of the com-
panionship of the lovers of anghng. I have endeavored
to give oftense to no man, but, as dear old Izaak Walton
said, over two hundred years ago, 'there are offenses given,
and offenses not given but taken,' and I long ago found
that it was a sheer impossibility as editor of Fishing
Gazette to please everybody." For Fishing Gazette sub-
stitute the name of any other paper, and in the last quoted
sentence I imagine the experience of every editor wiU be
found, given in a nutshell.

Ouananiche.
Last summer my friend. Mr. E. T. D. Chambers of

Quebec, asked me if the ouananiche of Lake St John
had ever been examined by om- ichthyologists, and if not
he would send specimens to whomever I might suggest
"for life is too short to be spent in wrangling out the
question of identity." Jt is so well known that the

ouananiche is the landlocked salmon, so-called, and that
the landlocked salmon is no other than the sea salmon,
Salmo salar, with its home in fresh water, that mv first
thought was that the ouananiche had been examined, but
I could not find that any of our authorities had ever
passed upon this particular fish from the waters of the St.
John region. It is true that Mr. J. G. A. Creighton,
of Ottawa, in perhaps the best paper that has been writ-
ten upon "The Landlocked Salmon or Wananishe,"
has said, "Nothing in the range of observed facts relating
to the Sahnonidce is better established now than the exist-
ence m certain parts of the United States, Canada and
Sweden of a salmon which inhabits lakes and is anatomi-
cally indistinguishable from the salt-water salmon." It is
quite proper to note in this connection that Mr. Creighton
also said in the article from which I have taken the above
extract: "In British Columbia, too. a lake salmon is
found concerning which my information is at present
too meager to enable me to say more than that it is highly
probable that under similar cu-cumstances some of the
Pacific salmon, admittedly quite distinct species from
Salmo salar of the Atlantic, have acquired a fresh-water
habitat." A year after this was written Dr. Jordan des-
cribed a new landlocked species of salmon from Kamloops
Lake, B. C, and Mr. Creighton wrote me that this was the
fish referred to. Dr. Bean has also described a new land-
locked salmon on the Pacific coast, 0. kennerlyi, distinct
from 0. kamloops. As Mr. Creighton's article is found onlyman expensive book, I thought, with Mr. Chambers, that
it might be well to have a Lake St. John ouananiche ex-
amined by one of our ichthyologists for the benefit of
such anglers as maintain that this particular fish is dif-
ferent from the landlocked salmon of Maine, and at my
suggestion Mr. Chambers sent two fine specimens to Prof.
Samuel Garman, at the Museum of Comparative Zoology,
Cambridge, Mass. Prof. Garman writes me briefly that
the ouananiche of Lake St. .John is not different from
Salmo salar of New England, or to quote him more spe-
cificaUy: "In regard to specific identity, I see nothing
by which to distmguish the fish of Lake St. John from
Salmo salar as represented by specimens from New Bruns-
wick and Maine, or other New England States. It may
prevent misunderstanding if it is explained that I take
the fresh-water individuals, including of course those truly
landlocked as commonly designated, to be the better repre-
sentatives of tli<=! species S. salar. As you ai-e wefl aware,
no distinctions arc made between yotmg born of parents
that have returned from the sea and those of others which
have never been there. Propagation takes place, so far asnow known, only in the fresh waters, and the fact that
some individuals leave them for a time, becoming some-
what modified by so doing, neither gives rise to a different
species, not even a different variety. The change is
simply variation of an individual, which variation is not
at all a necessity for the continued existence of the
species." Referring to the landlocked salmon of Maine
which are known as S. salar, var. sebago. Prof. Garman
says: "In reaUty there is no variety sehago, it is the
species itself; the variation occurring in the individuals
that get to sea, but being individuals that do not repro-
duce the variation—their offspring being the landlocked
—there is no variety." In other words, it wiU be well for
anglers and others to bear in mind that the life history of
the sea salmon begms in fresh water and ends there ex-
cept for such individuals as cultivate a desu-e for 'salt
w^ter. N. Cheney.

ANDROSCOGGIN ANGLERS.
Angler's Protective Club.

Rangeley, M.dMie.—Editor Forest and Stream- The
Angler's Protective Club of the Androscoggin Lake has
been engaged in rearing salmon and trout for these
waters for a long enough time to convince us that the re-
stocking of these waters can be accomplished if proper
support is given to the undertakmg. The club has now a
hatching house, large enough to hatch annually 1,000 000
fish. The water supply is satisfactory in flow, purity and
temperature. Dm-ing the past season we hatched, with a
very small percentage of loss, something more than
200,000 salmon and trout. Our facilities for rearino- the
young fish after they are hatched, are yet too limited to
permit us to rear more than one fom-th of this numberWe were therefore compeUed in June last to plant three-
fourths of our young fry in the brooks, though it would
have been far better to have kept all our fish until fall
had we been able, as one fish 2 or 3in. long is worth more
than ten lin. in length. The fish now in the hatchery
all salmon, are in the best possible condition, are growing
fast and the average daily loss at this time, does not
exceed seventeen fish in all.

We shoifld be in a position to hatch and rear till fall not
less than 1,000,000 fish. To do this we would be compelled
to construct smaU ponds or troughs on the open grounds
ui which the young fry can be placed as soon as they are
old enough to be removed from the hatching troughs
There they must be carefully tended and fed daily To
provide a flow of water for these troughs or ponds a
second dam must be built on the stream. It is essential
also, if we would secure tangible results, that we should
have constantly in our employ a competent man con-
versant with the business, and personaUy interested in the
success of the enterprise. Such a man could be obtained
at once if we were m a position to pay the necessary
salary. Our mcome, about $500 a year, 'is derived from
the voluntary contributions of guides, business men in
Rangeley and its vicinity, the railroads and visitmg
anglers. Of necessity, our receipts are variable and un-
certain and the managers do not feel inclined to make
any expenditures or engagements without the prospect of
being able to meet the expenses from the income
Clearly it is better for us to do our work thorou-^hly for a
short time rather than to do it poorly for an Indefinite

plln^'
^^'^^^^ sP*^^<i $500 on increasing our hatchmg

To provide a fund for this purpose it has been deemed
best to ask the friends of fish propagation and protectionm this region, to become life members of this club on the
payment of a fee of §35. If one-hundred members re-
spond favorably to this caU, we will be able to make all
necessary improvements, to secure the services of a com-
petent man and to be assured of an adequate mcome for
two or three years to come. With this fund we would be
able to put 3,000,000 weU grown fish m these waterswithm three years, acd with the streams closed to allhshmg and the fishing m Rangeley dam maintained as at
present, we may confidently expect aa a result of our ex-

penditure to see better fishing in this locality than has
been known for a generation. Brief as has been our
existence, and hampered as we have been in many re-
spects, good results may already be oberved. The spring
fishing of 1893 was undeniably better than it has been in
five years or more, and more large fish have been seen
and caught in these lakes during the early part of
September than for some years past, while Hinkley
Brook, at the hatchery, never tenanted before but for a
few small trout, is now full of fish, some of which weigh
certainly not less than fib. Surely it is worth while now
to make a systematic effort to place this worthy enterprise
on a business basis.
We are sending out a form of subscription which provides

that payment of the life membership fee is not due or
payable unless at least fifty members subscribe thereto. A
prompt reply to this appeal will enable us to accomplish
much during the present season.
All subscriptions should be sent to Mr. Arthur L.

Oakes, Treasurer, Rangeley, Maine, to whose order all
checks and drafts should be made payable.

The Angler's Pbotectivb Club.
Feedektck S. Dickson, President.

Arthur L. Oakes^ Sec'y and Treas.

"FISHERMAN'S LUCK."
Have your readers ever studied the problem of "Fisher-

man's Luck"? Can they guess why fish do not always biterWhy they bite one day and not the next? And why small
ones almost invariably come to the creel and big ones are
the exception? Is it because the wind is easterly? because
the day is cold? or the sun too bright? or the weather dis-
agreeable? It has been so argued by those who have ob-
sei-ved the phenomena. But are there not more cogent
reasons?

Quite recently I have observed the habits of fishes in the
public aquaria, and I notice that the black bass and vari-
ous other game fishes feed most freely at early morning,
which is a suggestive pointer for the somnolent angler
who goes forth tardily. And I have observed how the
fishes in the tanks are apt to gorge themselves to repletion,
and how they often he off after a surfeit, frequently for
days at a time. Bass no larger than 21bs. in weight will
swallow from ten to fifteen 2-inch shiners at a meal. Do
the small bass have equal chances with the big ones? Not
much! They have to stand one side until the heavy fish
have fed. Again and again the big ones will charge on
the smaller ones to hold them back unti their own wants
are satisfied. So the big fish are pampered and the small
ones are always hungry. It is the little fish that anglers
for the most part catch; for whfle the big ones are sluggish
with repletion, they are on the alert, improving their
opportunity. This is a wise providence in nature, too,
because the intervals of quiescence give the shiners and
other live food a chance to develop and multiply. At least
they improve by accessions from other localities, for it is
notorious that they do not seem to diminish from year to
year as a rule. Another reason may be added to explain
good fishing one day and poor fishing the next, to wit:
The nomadic habits of the minnows, which shift their
locality from time to time, the big fish of course following
them. Good judgment woifld, therefore, instigate an ob-
servant angler to try a different stand in another part of
the fishing ground, if he gets no bites to-day where success
was signal the day before. And as to morning fishing, I
wiU say that of late years I have wasted no hours between
11 o'clock A. M. and 3 or 4 o'clock P. M. There is usually
a good evening spurt about sundown when the fish bite
freely. Charles Hallock.

Canandaigua Rod and Gun Club.
That very flourishing organization the Canandaigua

Rod and Gun Club held its annual election last evening
and selected the following admirable staff of officers-
President, F. D. Crandall; Vice-President, C. B. Lapham;'
Secretary and Treasurer, Frank Christian; Shooting Mas-
ter, Lewis H. Adams; Assistant Shooting Master A P
Wither

;
Chief Angler, Herman Van Vechten; Assistant

Cluef Angler, Wm. H. Fox. The executive committee
comprises all the above, and in addition Messrs. Wm M
Spangler and Alex. Grieve. The president and Prof. J,
C. Norris act as an auditing committee.
After the election the members to the number of about

seventy-five repaired to the Canandaigua Hotel and par-
took of a sumptuous dinner, served by "mine host"
Murphy. The tables made a very pretty appearance,
being profusely and artistically ornamented with flowersm great variety. The inteUectual part of the feast was
most enjoyable. T. C. Parkhurst acted as toastmaster,
and was both graceful and happy. The speeches were of
a high order and greatly enjoyed. Space will not permit
even a synopsis of the "pat" remarks, and it must suffice
to say that Hon. John Raines, Judge Metcalf, Homer J
Reed (a poem full of pith and points). Dr. Chas A Van-
derbeck, Frank Christian, ex-Senator Hicks, as well as
F. J

.
Amsden, of Rochester, aU contributed much to the

pleasure of a most enjoyable evening. An alarm of fire
(which did not materialize into much of a blaze) unfor-
tunately brought the festivities to a close at about mid-
mght, and deprived the happy diners of tlie privileo-e of
hearing from Royal R. Scott and Dr. Charles T. Mitchell
which circunistance was greatly regretted.^ItochesterUmon and Advertiser, Oct. 20.

Does Freezing Kill Fish?
In your issue of Oct. 14 Mr. Hallock writes on this

topic.

Some years ago I kept in a large foot-tub a smaU golden
perch. One day of a very cold winter I left home andwas away several days. On my return I found the water
in the foot-tub sohd ice, and I was told that the fish had
been frozen fast the first night of my absence. I placed
the tub by a fire and thawed the edges of ice loose, then
upset It m the yard. The perch was in the center of this
cake of ice. I broke the cake with an axe without injury
to the little fish, and my sister took it in her hands and
lettmg It he m the palm of one hand gently stroked it.She must have held it thus half an hour, adnurmg its
beauty of shape and colors. She said she was sure that
she had felt a sUght tremor pass over the little feUow
1 laughed at this, but she insisted; and sure enou^^h in
about an hour our perch came to life in her hands? and
after bemg placed in water was none the worse, so far
as we could see. It hved several years with us, but feli
a Yictim to a cat at last, J C Y
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A WEEK IN THE TRITON TRACT.
On the last day of June, ia accordance with plans made

when together at Lake St. John the previoixs year, our
party of three met in Quebec, en route for the grand
fishing in the Canadian Adirondacks. Bert and I were
prepared to remain a month, but poor Clarence had only
a week to spend with us.

During our meetings in the previous winter, when
July seemed a visionary myth too far distant to ever

materialize, we had arranged and re-arranged the pro-

gramme for the month. How great was the anticipa-

tion; but how much greater the realization of our trip.

During the early spring my friend Mr. A. L. Light,

l^resident of the nevply formed Triton Club, had extended
a pressing invitation 'for myself and friends to visit this

great tract, and test the quality and quantity of sport

that it afforded. As this was our nearest point, and
easily reached, we concluded to go there first. Leaving
Quebec at 8:30 A. M., on the Quebec and Lake St. John
Eailroad, we reached Skroders Mills, where the tempor-
ary club house is situated, at 1 P. M. We were warmly
welcomed by the president, and secretary, Mr. Seaton,

and found guides, provisions and camp equipment pre-

pared for us. Mr. Seaton advised us to go to Lake Trois

Cariboux, making our headquarters there. This lake is

located about ten miles from the club house, and has a
fine trail leading to it. The trail intersects some six or
seven lakes of fair size, all of which are crossed by canoe,
giving us a good opijortunity to rest off the effects of the
fifteen to twenty-five minute portage intervening.

A few rods distant from the club house, and paralleling

the railroad, runs the Batiscan, the western boundary of

the tract, a large, fine trout river, the outlet of Lake
Batiscan, a large lake included in the tract, and affording
magnificent trout fishing. Fish of 8 and lOlbs. weight
have been taken from this lake.

We made our start down the Batiscan in mid-afternoon,
and soon reached our first portage, twenty minutes in
length. Fresh from oiu: desks, how this first tramp did
pull on us. It was a warm day and the perspiration came
in streams, and our load increased in weight with the
miles. Tha,t is, the twenty minutes seemed to represent
as many miles. Tiien came a rest, and a welcome one,
crossing Lake Coteau, followed by a fifteen minute portage,

and Lake Caribou. Here we camped for the night. We
spent half an hour on the lake with our flies, and returned
to camp with 36 of the most beautiful red brook trout that
I have ever seen. Average ilb.

Early the following morning, we commenced the day
with a fifteen miimte portage to Lake Licht. In crossing,

we picked up a few trout trolling our flies, and Bert
secured the largest loon I have ever seen; a good shot
with a .44cal. at 400yds. Another twenty minutes portage
and another lake. Here also we had good success trolling

our flies in crossing. A lunch in the shade, and another
portage of twenty or twenty-five minutes, and Lake Trois
Cariboux came into view.
This is a beautiful sheet of water about three miles long,

with two long arms extending to the west. Midway
down, on a beautiful point, in the midst of spruce and
birches, is located an eighteen-foot-square log camp.
Securely and warmly built, it is provided with a log floor,

a small stove, tables, benches and all things necessary for

comfort. Log camps of this description have been, or will

be, placed at various points through the tract, so that com-
fortable quarters can be had at any location desired.

With our arrival commenced our first rain storm, the
forerunner and a foretaste of rank humidity that we ex-

perienced almost daily through the entire month. All
this, too, on account of a blamed owl that commenced its

carols on the opposite side of the lake as soon as we
arrived, and kept up his monotonous tune for a week.
What a pity it was that we did not make a sortie and kiU
the rainmaking hibou.
Plenty of boughs were procured for our bed, mosquito

netting stretched, everything arranged handily, and then
arose the question of where to fish, July is a peculiar
month for fly-fishing in lakes, and the fish must be foimd.
A few were secured at a small I'eau froid (spring hole)

across the lake before dark. The following morning we
all started in different directions to find the best fishing.

Acting on the advice of one of my guides, I took a course
across the lake to the outlet, through which we paddled
for a few rods, and came out into Lake Travers, a lake
about two miles along. We started to search along the
shores for a large inlet, and experimentally I trolled my
flies back of the canoe. The result was astonishing. A
perfect succession of strikes followed, and numberless
were the trout I secured of about lib. weight. This was
indeed sport; but I wanted size as well as quantity, and
requested my guides to go faster. Even then the speed
interfered but little with the fish being hooked.
We made nearly a tour of the lake before we found the

inlet wanted; it was fully a rod wide and came in from
the east. Entering the lake through a bed of lilypads it

formed an ideal spring hole, I cast my flies witlj b^t
moderate success, and I became convinced that the fish

were in deeper water and must be gotten by deep fishing.

We went into shallow water and with a small net soon
secured a quantity of small ouitouche, or chubb. I had
been using No. 4 flies, and hooking on an ouitouche let

the cast sink without a sinker in some twelve feet of
water. In a moment I had a good strike and after a. ten
minute battle I brought to net a 2^poimd trout. In a
few moments I had another of lilbs. For two hours this

sport continued until my bait was exhausted and I re-

turned to camp at 5 P. il. with 34 trout taken from this

hole, with an average weight of fully l|lbs. Bert and
Clarence had not succeeded as well, securing 24 between
them by trolling their flies in various parts of the lake.
For the morrow we planned a trip of a couple of days to
visit Hunter's and Stonewall Jackson lakes. That "man
proposes" but does not dispose was true in our case, as we
awoke to find a heavy rainstorm in progress. In fact, we
were not able to make this trip at all, much to our regret.
The daUy rains were too heavy. Fortxmately, they
always let up late in the afternoon so that we could have
the evening fishing. Mem. , the owl continued his rain-
making cry.

Between showers Bert made a trip to the spring hole
across from the camp, and observed two caribou feeding.
As the law and club rules forbade shooting he was obliged
to finger his rifle nervously, imagine what he could do,
and let it go at that. Fresh moose signs we found on
several occasions, notably on Grant Lake. This lake,
about a mfle long, is connected with Lake TraveiB by a
stream about a quarter of a mile long, and is a fine body

of water full of trout, and is, I believe, a great resort for

moose. In fact, the guides advised us that they never
made a trip to any part of the tract that has been opened,
but that they saw moose, caribou and bear. It was not
our good fortune to meet bruin in the flesh, but we found
his tracks on almost every portage that we crossed. This
occurred probably because we were always prepared to

meet him.
Being prevented from making the trips mentioned, we

confined our fishing almost entirely to Lake Travers, and
during the five days at Lake Trois Cariboux, the weather
allowed a total of only 10 hours' fishing for the party,
with a grand total of 383 trout. The last day at the lake
we had 2^ hours of good weather. Result, Gm-tis 28, Clar-
ence 40 and the writer 25.

Mosquitoes we were not bothered with, and the black
fiies were as nximerotis as they always are in July and
early August, but no more so than at any other point
either in the American or Canada woods. After fully
twenty years of experience, I find a solution of tar and
vaseline, 60 and 40 parts respectively, wiU if applied
twice a day, afford perfect immunity from their bites.

From our own experience, and from the knowledge of
others who have fished the Triton tract, I have yet to
hear of anything except brook trout {Salmo fontinalis)
being taken in any of the waters. Lake and mountain
trout as reported to exist in the tract by "Silver -Doctor"
in Forest and Stream's issue of Sept. 2 are not "in it."

On July 7 we made our returui trip to the club house,
and with much regret, as we wished to see more of the
tract.

On the return journey we took another trail leading
northwest. This we found fully as easy to cross as that
followed on our journey in. We made five portages, in
length from ten to twenty minutes, crossing four lakes,

three of which were aUve with trout. The fiith portage
brought us to the Batiscan River, at a point some six

miles above Skroder's Mfil. Here the river widens out,

forming a small lake, simply perfect in its surroundings,
an ideal spot, and one that has been selected for a perma-
nent club house site. It is but fifteen minutes' trip from
the railroad by canoe via Indian River that crosses the
railroad and flows into the Batiscan at this point.

Our trip down to the temporary club house was beauti-
ful, varied by shooting two rapids, and a stop for lunch.
At 3 P, M. our trip in the Triton tract was ended, and we
could not otherwise claim but that we were more than
satisfied with everything except the weather. A good
cleaning to get the tar coating off, and we sat down to
talk about the tract. We entered the tract as guests and
left as members of the club. The president advised us
that the original tract had been increased from 162 square
miles to 750. Truly, a magnificent preserve, and over
three-quai'ters of it virgin territory and waters. We were
also advised that there are more than 500 lakes over a
mile long contained in the tract. Smaller ponds are
numberless, and all full of trout.

Owing to the great length of the tract, it has been
thought best to erect two club houses, one at each end.
Both are litear the railroad and easy to reach. Any point
in the tract is readily accessible, and can be reached in
less than twenty-four hours from the club houses, and
that by canoe and easy and short portages.

Clarence left us for civilization on the night train with
an immense box of trout to show our prowess with the
rod. Bert and I accepted the hospitality of the club, re-

maining over night, and on the morrow took the train for
Lake St. John to continue our outing in seeking for more
trout, and the wonderful ouananiche in that vicinity.

Eugene McCarthy,

FISHING IN CANADIAN WATERS.
Saturday afternoon, Aug. 5, found the writer leaving

the windy, smoky city of Chicago on the C. & G. T. R. R.
for a several weeks' outing, which I had decided to spend
in Canada, my native land. My life-long friend and old
partner Mr. Stanly M. Clapp, of Toronto, had extended
a kind and urgent invitation to join him in the season's
pleasures. It is needless to tell with what impatience I

covered that thousand miles, for my mind was constantly
reverting to the pleasures I had experienced in more
youthful days. Nine years ago in August, this very
month, I had taken between twenty-five and thirty mus-
calonge and hundreds of black bass in the waters that I

was now hastening to. How vividly I recalled the day,
when after a fifteen mile cruise (for we trolled from a
sail yacht then) we returned to camp and displayed five

beautiful muscalonge. The largest of those fish weighed
37ilbs. and the smaUest 19|lbs. The figiu-es I personally
had forgotten, but obtained them recently from my old
friend Mr. E. K. Bowen, of Na,panee, Ont., who was
with me at the time.

I cannot refrain from relating a j)ortion of our experi-
ence in landing the "big fellow." Our gaff, which was
the best we could purchase at that time in our country
stores, had a way of straightening out on us or nearly so
when we were landing a muscalonge, but we would bend
it back again and go on prepared for the next. When
this "whale" struck he took the hooks in such a way that
he could keep his mouth closed, and after towing him
around the bay for nearly an hour Ave decided that it was
impossible to drown him, as he was apparently as lively

as ever, so we concluded to risk the gaff the first chance
we got. It came soon. E. K. B. got him alongside the
yacht, where he lay sulky and quiet for a few seconds
close to the keel. I reached over very carefully and
quickly put the gaff in him from under, near his forefins.

One mighty splurge and away he went with about 100ft,

of line, also about half the malleable iron part of that
gaff, which had become weakened from so much straight-

ening and bending. We were in a query now how to
land him, and on looking around the boat I found that
the only weapon we had was a 12ft. pole used for jjushing
off shore. The fish was stifi fighting, but showed signs
of weakening, and I proposed to Ed to get him alongside
if possible again, and I would try hard to lut him in the
right spot with the pole. He acquiesced and shortly had
the gamy monster parallel with the stern and about Sft,

out. I stood ready with uplifted pole and as he rested a
few seconds, his head and back partly out of water, I
gave him a mighty and fortunate blow across the neck,
breaking the hooks from the fine, but turning our game
beUy up, where he floated serenely. We came about
alongside and lifted him into the boat. After eyeing the
beauty with much pride, Ed asked me if I could do that
every time. I replied, "Certainly, that's nothing." Then,
he insintiated that I must have been taking lessons in the

stoclrp-ards at Chicago, for he said that such a blow would
certainly have killed an ox.
But now to come back to this summer's outing.
Monday afternoon, the 7th, found me at the pretty

little town of Napanee, Ont. My friend Stanly and one
or two companions of former years were there to meet
me with a beautiful little steam launch; and they told
me that old "Camp Comfort" was waiting and ready, as
they had been out for two weeks,
Tuesday morning early, we were steaming down the

beautiful Napanee River, which empties into the Bay of
Qutnte. As we glide swiftly along this lovely August
morning, out of the river and into the bay, my heart is

thrilled with nature's charm, and it seems that during
my nine years of absence the wooded shores and islands
have grown more picturesque and beautiful still. Fifteen
miles we have passed, drinking in the grandeur of the
scene and breathing the fresh pure air, while we round
Sherman's Point and enter the head of Hay Bay. Stanly
points to the opposite shore and announces, "Camp Com-
fort." I look and descry about a mile distant two white
tents glistening in the morning sun. A few more minutes
and we land. Surely the appellation is no misnomer, for
we find everything to make camp life a joy, and comfort
included. A commodious tent for sleeping (13xl6ft.) and
one for dining (10xl3ft.), are situated in a beautifuLshady
grove, on the farm of our genial friend, Mr. Chas. Curlett,
who for the past ten years has given my companion the
sole right of camping on his land, and would be offended
at an offer of remuneration. He is a big-hearted, whole-
Boified gentleman, who enjoys fishing and appreciates a
true sportsman.
Dinner time soon came, and such a repast I have not

enjoyed in years. Fried black bass, baked pickerel (or
pike, as they are called in the United States), evergreen
corn, new ^potatoes, tomatoes and cucumbers. Dinner
over, we lounged about, talking of bygone days, of pleas-
m-e afield with dog and gun, and of duck shooting trips,

waiting for 4 o'clock to come, when George would steam
up and we would start, for a favorite cove, where Stan
had a muscallonge "marked down," which he said would
weigh 401bs. He had had it hooked over a week ago and
within 30ft. of the boat when it had broke loose and dis-

appeared ; the fish broke water twice and he had a good
opportunity to judge its size. He says, "I have tried
every morning and evening for a week since to get that
fellow or his mate again, but I cannot iiersuade him to
reciprocate my affection."

"I'll give him a twirl this afternoon," I said, and pro-
ceeded to select from my kit a double spinner, two spoons
size 2-0, which play one above the other, and have always
heen a favorite bait with me. Presently George's "all
aboard" soimded pleasantly on our ears, and we lost no
time in getting there. I had just seated myself nicely in
the stern, when glancing up I saw Stanly walking out the
plank, tackle in one hand and a hammerless gim in the
other. To my inquiry "What are you going to do with
that gim?" he replied, "Shoot the stuffing out of that fish

if he strikes again to-day. I'd have had him last week if

my gun had been in the boat." I emphatically declared
he'd shoot no fish that I got hold of, as I wished some-
thing more than the head to bring back with me.
We ran four lines, one from each side of the yacht and

two from the stern, I attending the left and Stan the
right. One trip up the cove was a blank, but on our
retm-n, and when half the distance had been traversed, I

felt a faint tug and then a stronger one at my stern line,

and I knew in a few seconds that I had hooked a large
fish and began playing him. I remarked to Stan that I
had his fish, and he at once got the other lines out of the
way and George shoved on more steam. In thirty seconds
the fish broke water 150ft. below and I saw that he was
only about 18 or 301bs. Stan went for his gun and stood
on the stern deck ready, when I bade him put it away
and get the gaff, which he did. In five minutes I had
the fish coming straight in on top of the water vsdthout a
kick. But here comes the ridiculous part of it. I sup-
posed that Stan knew how to gaff a mascalonge and did
not instruct hira ; but he told me after that he had shot
every one taken for years back after tiring them out and
had really forgotten how to haiidle the gaff. Well. I had
scarcely got the fish alongside when Stan made one
mighty overhand grab, and actually yanked the fish from
my hooks and let him slide off the gaff and disappear in

the depths. He looked around, a sickly grin on his palid
features, and said, "I told you so, why didn't you let me
shoot him?" and gave the gaff one big jjitch overboard
and vowed he'd never take another one in his hands.
Well, I enlarged on his stupidity considerably, for he

had gone at that fish as some farmer would at a hill of
potatoes with a hoe, I gave him a lesson in gaffiing a few
days later on a 151bs. one, and he readily admits his en-or
now, but he is still the object of much I'idicule.

A word about black bass fishing. We are having great
sport with the gamy fellows. Every morning from 5 to 7
o'clock and evenings at the same hours we repair to one
of the many splendid bars which abound in Hay Bay, and
only a few minutes' sail or row from camp, and here
catch them until we are nearly weary of the sport. One
week ago Fi'iday evening my friend and I landed forty-

two black bass in one and one-half hours, weighing from
li to 61bs.

Yes, this is a paradise for fishermen indeed. We use for
bait green frogs, miimows, crawfish and grasshoppers, any
of which can be procured in close proximity to our camp.
I have taken some very large fish this season on angle
worms also. We have kept our farmer friends and
acquaintances in neighboring towns quite well supplied
with fish of late. We never return from a still- fish after

bass without a good big string. I am using a 7oz. Bris-

tol steel rod and an aluminum automatic real for my bass

fishing, and when I hook on to an old "slab-sider," as Stan
calls the big fellows, 1 have sport indeed.

If some of my old Pennsylvania friends chance to read
this article, and doubtless they will, for many of them,
like myself, are lovers of Forest and Stream, I would
say to them, don't waste your time whipping the old Sus-
quehanna as we used to do, day after day, and often re-

turn home with an empty creel, but get over here for only
a couple of weeks, and you will return home much hap-
pier and more contented fishermen.
There are hundreds of acres of rice beds and marsh in

some portions of the bay, and wfidfowl aboimd and breed
there in coimtless numbers. My friend killed forty-eight
ducks from 4 o'clock in the morning to 10 o'clock A. M.,
with one gun, on the opening day last season, and indica-

i tions are good for splendid shooting this fall.
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Our fleet consists of a steam laimch, a large sail skiff

with centei'board, etc., and two rowboats. We have a
couple of wheels in camp, and in the lovely moonlight
nights my friend and I often take a run of eight or ten
miles to get the kinks out of our legs.

Altogether the days are passing only too quickly, and it

is with earnest regret that I think of my departure. Even
now, as I write, an American steam launch passes the
door of our tent and salutes us with three shrill whistles.

They are bound further down the bay after the gamy mas-
calonge.
Since the advent of the shiner or shad in our waters

mascalonge fishing has been sadly impaired; yet for any
reasonable-minded angler a goodly amount of sport can
be had here yet. During the month of August, 1884, an
American yacht from Clayton, N. Y. , with a party of four,
took in one week over 100 mascalonge from these waters,
and thousands must have been taken that season, for the
bay was fuU of boats almost constantly.

I may write up an account of our success at duck shoot-
ing later on. Old Sol has dropped behind the horizon;
insect life is at its highest; I hie me to my comfortable
bed, where I am lulled to sleep by the dreary monotone of
the crickets. Good night. Good night. J. W. S.

Napanee, Ont., September, 1893.

A Bubber-Banded MackereL
Gloucester, Mass., Sept. 2d. — Editor Forest and

Stream: I inclose the tintype picture of a fish which
represents a Uteral curiosity. I received the picture
through the courtesy of Mr. Fred L. Stacy, manager of
Cape Ann Fish Market, Gloucester, Mass. It represents a
mackerel with a rubber band around the body. The band
had been put on when the fish was quite smaU, a tinker
probably. The fish's body under the band did not grow,
which caused i, depression in the full-grown body of
about three-quarters of an inch in depth. The depression
was covered with a healthy skin, in no ways unlike that
on the rest of the body. I measured the fish and the
figures are: Length, I4in. ; diameter of body each side of
depression, 7|in.; diameter of depression, Sin. The fish
was undoubtedly in a healthy condition. The rubber
band was sound and could be stretched like any other
rubber band. Now, if the person who put this band on a
young mackerel will report to Forest aud Strea:^! the
date, etc., it will add interest to this singular case.

Hermit.

Perch and Bass in Bay of Quinte.
Ottawa, Oct. 14.—A party of three, consistmg of Mr.

Alexander Salvini, Mr. William Redmund and myself,
had a good day last Wednesday with the yellow perch
and rock bass in the Bay of Quinte. Although by the
inhabitants of Belleville such small fry are looked upon
with eyes of scorn, they gave us all the sport we wanted
hauhng them in, and caused our long bamboo rods to
bend almost double. The rock bass fought right gamely,
and as they generally came two at a clip, it was very ex-
citing. Yellow perch were more than plentiful, and I
have yet to learn that they lack gaminess. The day was
a perfect one, the bay just rippling enough to break the
sunlight into myriad gems. Our catch amounted to 135
all told, about 50 being rock bass of small size. For sport
let me commend the Bay of Quinte. W. A. D.

Dingman's Ferry Pickerel and Bass.
Dingman's Ferry, Pike Co., Pa., Oct. 14.—Mr. and

Mrs. Meeker, guests of the High Falls Hotel, were out on
the river fishing this morning, and brought in one pick-
erel weighing 3ilbs., and 7 black bass, one weighing
3ilbs., 2 41bs., 2 3ilbs., and 2 I ' lbs. They were caught in
the eddy almost opposite the hotel. They were fishing 4
liours. Philip F. Ftjlmer.

Forest and Stream - at the Fair.

In the "Forest and Stream" Corner.
Mr. L. B. Smith, Great Falls, Mont,, says that most of

the hunters in his country assert that the panther does
scream, and to his own personal knowledge it wiggles its
tail when prepared to attack its prey. His name is duly
enrolled in the list of Forest aud Stream's admirers.
Mr. H. C. Culberson (of the "Kingfishers") of Cincin-

nati, O., was the first one to inscriloe his name in the
register on Friday, the 17th inst., which is against aU
superstitions of Friday being an unlucky day. His friend,
Mr. P. B. Roach ("Ned") of the same city, set his auto-
graph next thereto. Some inquiries in respect to others
of the party and a mention that still others of it would
gi-ace the Forest and Stream nook later on, and they
were gone.
Mr. A. K. Keating and wife, of Fon du Lac, Wis.

,

chatted pleasantly of duck shooting. The latter enters
into the spirit of the sport with all the enthusiasm of her
husband. Mr. Keating is a member of one of the clubs
which own the shooting privileges of the Horicon
marshes. He made a charming little woman glad by
giving her an invitation to shoot on the club's preserves.
Who is she? Why, Miss Annie Oakley. He gave me an
invitation, too, but, while I felt deeply thankful and
grateful, I w ill have to remain here and help the World's
Fair along. By the way, an invitation to shoot ducks on
that ducking Bonanza, the Horicon mai-shes, is never
given to other than distinguished people. Nor are they
given with oppressive frequency to even such people.

It is the unexpected which always happens—sometimes.
While riding in the street-car to the World's Fair I hap-
pened to hear a voice which had a familiar ring. Glanc-
ing down the row of gentlemen who were standing like
myself in the middle of the car with a hold on the hand
straps, I saw in conversation with an aged gentleman Dr.
R. 1. Hampton, of Athens, Ga., a gentleman quite prom-
inent in field trial matters a few years ago. The last
time I saw him he acted as judge at the field trials at
Amory, Miss., in 1888. His dogs all died recently, but
with commendable energy he wiU try again. He stiU
loves sport with the dog and gun.

B. C. Hinman, secretary of the Southern California
Field Trial Club, a resident of Los Angeles, Cal., dropped
into our comer on Friday, the 13th, and we have him on
the list. He spoke of good prospects in sportsmen's
events in California. He promised to call again.

Jos. Hemphile,West]Chest6r, Pa., has taken Forest and
Stream since the very first number. He gave some most
interesting accounts of fishing.

Mr. D. F. StiUman, of Westerly, R. I., mentioned the
death of the two capercailzie which he had endeavored to

preserve and perpetuate, his intention being to stock his

section of country with them if possible. He is not dis-

mayed nor discouraged at the failure, but will probably
make another effort to accomplish his purpose.
Mr. G. W. Rexroat, of Virginia, 111., whose proceedings

with the shotgun have been many times chronicled in these
columns in connection with trap-shooting events, left his

card at the corner where aU true sportsmen's feet turn
toward.
Mr. J. N. Porter of Salt Lake City, but recently of Den-

ver, Col., inscribed his name on the register, a name
which is mighty in the annals of wolf slaying and com-s-
ing. Mr. Porter was dismayed at the great magnitude of

the Fair, and said that it could not be done justice properly
in three months, much less in three days he had to devote
to it. He was right. Goodland and the coursing meet-
ing thereabouts drew him Westward on Saturday, 14th.

Mr. J. B Battelle, editor of Business World, Toledo, O.,

stepped calmly into the exhibit of Forest and Stream
and in a deliberate and careless-like manner spread his

name over the register. He was disappointed in not meet-
ing Mr. Hough and left his regards for him. The latter

gentleman forgot that he was dealing with a newspaper
man when he said Mr. BatteUe daresen't come and went
again.
Mr. Geo, J. Atkinson, Columbus, O., gave some informa-

tion of the Castalia waters.
Frank Campbell, St. Paul, Minn., put himself down as

one who admires Forest and Stream.
Under date of Oct. 14 I find in the register the name of

W. R. Post, Detroit, with the legend, "Fishing too good at

St. Clair Flats to come to the Fair before."

I observe a goodly sprinkling of the autographs of

clergymen in the register.

Mr. John D. Losecamp, Billings, Mont., with his friend,

Mr. J. W. Vaughan, of the same city, called on Saturday,
the 14th inst. The former is active in the cause of big-

game protection, and has been a contributor to the col-

umns of Forest and Stream. The descriptions of the
bountiful trout fishing near their home are enough to

make any trout fisherman look to it as the trout Mecca of

the guild.

Words of earnest praise for the excellence of Forest
AND Stream were bestowed by Mr. Frank E. Davis, of
Baltimore, Md. He said that participation in healthy
field sports made a man morally and physically better.

Forest and Stream is his favorite journal. So earnest
and yet so gentle a sportsman cannot fail to bring honor
on the fraternity. B. Waters.

New York's Innings.

Oct. 22.—Yesterday was Manhattan day at the Fair, and
it was a great day, as one need not say. The Old Guard
was here, and it surrendered. All the old Knickerbocker
families were here, and the 400 were a prominent feature
of the parade. They were just ahead of Buffalo Bill in
the procession, an honor not granted to many. The New
York building was the home of music and oratory, and
318,283 persons passed through the gates and filed by the
building, and claimed that they either came from New
York, or wished they did, or had relatives who lived in
New York, or best girls who bought or wanted to buy
their hats there. Forest and Stream, being published
in New York, was a great feature of attraction on Man-
liattan day, and was affected very much by the crowd,
who recognized it promptly as an old friend.

New York has long arms and no American need feel

out of reach of New York so long as he keeps on the Con-
tinent. New York is Chicago's elder sister, and yester-

day she borrowed Chicago's new hat, and gloves, and
gown, and showed that giddy young thing that sh'>. could
go a jjace or two herself when she felt like it. And
Chicago, with true family pride, looked on approvingly.
On account of its being Manhattan day the Forest and
Stream men put on brand new neckties and invested in
bright, new, glittering shines for their shoes. Forest
and Stream presented an imposing front and was right
in it at every stage. In this way the day was brought to
a pleasant and successful close.

Fish Commission Congress.

The World's Congress of Fish Commissioners, which has
been in session during the past week, met for a very
recJierche banquet at the New York Building on the even-
ing of Oct. 20. President T, W. Palmer presided. Mayor
Gilroy, of New York, being unable to attend. They had
a very fishful menu, as follows:

Blue points.

Celery. Olives.
Clear green turtle soup.
Duff Gordon sherry.

Hors d'oeuvres.

Sea urcliin paste sur canap6. Japanese porphfra.
Puget Bound sardines. Japanese sardines.

World's Fair sardines.
California sauterne.

Boiled striped bass, sauce Victoria.
Pompano au Vin Blanc. Red snapper au Gratin.

Japanese oyster sauce at discretion.
Parisian potatoes. Cuciuubers.

Lobster farcie. Lobster a la Newburg.
Japanese sea ear a la poulette.

Moet & Ciiandon (white seaO champagne.
Filet of beef £i la Ch6ron,

Sorbet au kirsch.
Breast of partridge with truffles.

Salad. Mishinier Nori.
Japanese kan-ten jelly.

Japanese papyrosa miriilora.

Ices and creams. Cakes, .asssorted. Fruit.
Coffee.

The following, from all over the world, were present,
commissioners, fishermen and gents:

Don F. Atristain, Dr. S. P. Bartlett. Dr. Tarleton H.
Bean, Eugene G. Blackford, A. Booth, W. H. Bowman,
James H. Breslin, D. R. Cameron, Morton Chase, Capt. J.

W.Collins, Robert Dunlap, E. P. Doyle, R. Edward Earll,
Dr. Ernst Ehrenbaum, William Edwards, R. E. Follett,
Mr. Foley, John Ford, iHerbert A. Gill, G, Brown Goode.
T. J. Griggs, D. G. Hackney, Edward Hamilton, Robert
Hamilton, Carter H. Harrison, L. W. Harvey, J. C. Hen-
drix, Lewis M. Howland, Dr. W. M. Hudson, L. D.
Huntington, Calvin J. Hudson, Dr. S. J. Jones, George F.
Kunz, R. E. Lewis, INIr. Macdona, C. Matsuetaira, Col.
Marshall McDonald, Frank Muir, T, W. Palmer, Ferd
W. Peck, Fernando F. Perez, Dr. Emile Poniasie, Anton

Pregler, J. J. Quelch, W. deO. Ravenal, Dr. J. E. Reigh-
ard, Frank R. Sommins, Sakaye Sawatari, Edward
Schultz, J. B. Schofefel, Harry G. Selfridge, Mr. Shears,
John T. Starin, Capt. E. N, Symonds, C. Swartz, C. H.
Taft, K. Tawara. R. O. Taylor, J. W. Titcomb, C. H,
Townsend, H. B. Vincent, W. 0. Williams, H. D. Wyllie,
John. C. Wyman, Y. Yambe, P. T. Wall and J. Balfour
Murray.

Visited.

Mr. John W. Titcomb, State Fish and Game Commis-
sioner of Vermont, from St. Johnsbury, of that State,
paused and made examination of the attractions of Forest
AND Stream's display of record fish,

Mr. Fred. Mather, of Newark, N. J., assistant to the
U. S. Fish Commission, etc. , flew down the Appian way
which leads to the FOREST AND STREAM exhibit, and asked
if the lady of the house was in. Mr. Mather, of course,
is here at the congress.
Mr. Frank M. Gilbert, another member of Congress,

proprietor of the Tribune, of Evansville, Ind., and for ten
years game warden of first district of Indiana, also left
his card with us. Mr. Gilbert constitutes a combination
which certainly ought to do good in the world, and I hope
he may long continue to succeed in both his hard jobs, of
warden and newspaper man.
Mr. C. O. Bingham, of Toledo, O., ex-president of the

Erie Duck Club of that city, and a subscriber to Forest
AND Stream ever since the first six months of its exist-
ence, made a brief, but very pleasant call. "The paper
has improved every year of the time," said he, "and
shows no sign of faltering in its purpose. I have watched
its Western work with much pleasure and can't approve
enough of the paper at the Fair."

"The Kinfifishers."

A pilgrim from Cincinnati blew in the other morning,
a man with blue government coat, and a > ap, and an
innocent eye, and a qtiiet manner, and a low tone of
voice. He set these down in the exhibit, and said he
was J. H. Hickman. I asked him if he was "Kingfisher,"
and he allowed he was, and I didn't like to tell a stranger
he lied, so we let it go at that, although I was clear in
my own mind all along that "Bangfisher" was a
man about 10 feet high, with a bass (pronounced "base")
voice, and a laugh hke the sound of thunder in the
hills. As corroboratory of his assertion that he was
"Kingfisher" Mr. Hickman later introduced Col. H.
C. Culbertson, president f the Cuvier Club, of Cincin-
nati, (the "Coloner'of the Kingfisher yarns), and Mr. P. E.
Roach, secretary of that body (the "Ned" of Mr. Starbuck's
North Shore stories), and also spread documentary
evidence in the shape of a card showing a boat and a lone
fisherman, sitting under a tree surmounted by a king-
fisher bird rampant. Finally we concluded Mr. Hickman
was "Kingfisher" and then we all had a good time. The
party left too early in the week to see their friend "Bill,"
of Grand Rapids, who asked for them later. Colonel
Culbertson took home with him a $20 Swiss coffeepot,
made of carved block tin, of which we may hear later;
and "Kingfisher" himself bore away from the Forest
AND Stream exhibit one of its chief gems, the Col. Gay
brown trout {Gayensiits finnan liaddius), which has illus-

trated so long and well the taxidermic skill of the Forest
AND Stream Western staff. May these folk ever know
only halcyon days.

Others.

Mr. A. R. Mead of Ashland, Wis., attracted my atten-
tion when he came in because he carried a lunch in a
trout creel. I have seen a camera carried in a news-
paper, and a baby carried in a strap, at the Fair, but this
was the first time I had seen a lunch carried in a trout
creel. Mr. Rose reports good trout fishing not far from
his town, and says deer are abundant to the south of that
point.

Com. G, Harry Gardner of Cleveland, O., paused Jong
enough to say good morning and to look at the boats and
say good bye. The Commodoress was waiting elsewhere
for him, and he was under orders.
Mr. Ezra E. Howard, of Edgar, Neb., sends his two

boys, 10 and 12 years old, bright, hearty yotmg fellows,
albeit a bit shy, and they leave their father's card, which
says, "Chained to business. Can't come, but send the
youngsters." Fraternally and paternally, Mr. Howard is

all right, I know, though I have only a white paper ac-
quaintance with him.
Mr. Paul Irving Clarke, of New York, who signs him-

self an admu-er of Forest and Stream, was with us only
briefly, but there is no law against wishing he could have
stayed longer.

Mr. John F. Randall and Mr. A. T. Hawley, Jr., both
of Alton, lU., left their names and got away when I
didn't know it, though I discovered their footprints early,
Mr. RandaU has long been interested in the acclimatiza-
tion of Mongolian pheasants and other foreign game
birds. He must love his Excellency, with a little x, John
P. Altgeld, Governor of the State of Illinois, the World's
Fair Governor who doesn't believe in protecting any wild,
thing, or in leaving a murderer in jail.

East and West.

Mr. Henry E. Mayo, of Salem, Me., might have shaken
hands with a sportsman friend from the other side of the
country, for the very next registry below his reads "C. J.
Waldman and wife, New Whatcom, Wash."

The Old World.

On this same morning Mr. Benjamin Fordham, of 130
Kilburn lane. Queen's Park, W., London, England, left
his name only about four inches from that of Mr. George
H. Draper, of 39 rue Galileo, Paris, France. Mr. Ford-
ham is a fancier of dogs, and Mr. Draper was inclined to
favor boats and fishes. E. Hough,

Her Great Trouble.
"What a love of a dog !" exclaimed a caller at a Jefferson avenue

mansion, as a bundle or hair and ribbons trotted into the room.
•'Yes, but he is a dreadful care," sighed the mistress of the house-

hold sadly.
"What do you meau?" asked the visitor in svu-prise.
"Wby, you know I bought Bijou in Paris last summer and he

doesn"t understand a word of Engh'sh, so I had a French maid for him
all winter, but last June she insisted on marrying some horrid creature,
and now we have a French Canadian girl and she worried me dread-
fully."
"Does she abuse him?" asked the visitor indignantly.
"Oh, dear, no ; she's as kind as can be, but these Canadians speak

such poor French—suppose she shiould ruin Bijou's accent. It makes
me sick to think of it.''—Detroit JVee Preas,
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FIXTURES.
DOG SHO"W^.

Nov. 28 to Dec. 1.—New Jersey K. L., at Newark. Dr. W. F. Seidler,

Sec.
Dec. 12 to 15.—R. I. Poultry and Pet Stock Ass'n, at Providence.
Dec. 20 to 23.—Northern Ohio Pet Stock Association, at Akron, O.

H. P. Peck, SecV.
FIELD TRIALS.

Oct. 30.—National Beagle Club trials, at Nanuet, N. Y. Geo. Laick,
Tarrytown, N. Y., Secretary.
Nov. 6.—United States Field Trials Club's Fall Trials, BickneU, Ind.

P. T. Madison, Sec'y, Indianapolis.
Nov. 7.—New England Beagle Club trials. W. S. Clark, Linden,

Mass., Secretary.
Nov. 7.—International Field Trial Club's Fourth Trials, Chatham,

Ont. W. B. Wells, Sec'y, Chatham.
Nov. 15.—Ohio Field Trial Club's Second Trials, Canton, O. C. V.

Lellinger, Sec'y.
Nov. 20.—Eastern Field Trial Club's Trials, at Newton, N. C. Mem-

bers' Stake Nov. 16. "W. A. Coster, Sec'y.
Nov. 27.—Irish Setter Club's Field Trials, at Thomasville, N. 0. All-

Age entries close Nov. 1. G. G. Davis, Sec'y.

1894.

Jan. 1.—Southern California Field Trials, at Ontario, Oal. H. C
Hinman, Los Angeles, Cal., Sec'y.
Jan. 29.—Southern Field Trial Club's Trials, New Albany, Miss. T.

M. Brumby, Sec'y, Marietta, Ga.
Feb. 19.—United States Field Trials Club's Spring Trials. Grand

.Junction, Tenn. Second payment in Derby due Nov. 1. P. T. Madi-
son, Sec'y, Indianapolis, Ind.

United States Field Trials Club All-Age Entry.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Inclosed herewith I hand you a list of entries to this club's

All-Age Stake, trials A. Pointers 29, English setters 29.

P. T. Madison, Sec.-Treas.

ENGLISH SETTERS.

Davy W.—Gen. W. B. Shattuc's lemon and white dog
(Gath's Mark—Daisy IP.).

Maida—J. C. Irwin's black, white and tan bitch (Gath's
Mark—Paxie Maid).
Paul Dombet—Glen Rock Kennels' black, white and tan

dog (Chance—Nettie Bevan).
Lady Gaiety—C. P. Mingst's black and white bitch (Gath's

Mark—Queen Blade).
Columbia—C. F. Hartmetz's chestnut and white bitch

(Gath's Mark—Queen Blade).
Bonnie Bondhu—L. Piausch's black, white and tan bitch

(Count Wakefield—Pearl Bondhu).
Spot Cash—H. K. Devereux's black, white and tan dog

(Vanguard—Georgia Belle).

Dan's Lady—Theo. Goodman's black, white and tan bitch
(Dan Gladstone—Lilly Surges).
Little Miss—Poindexter & Maclin's black, white and tan

bitch (Vanguard—Rhet).
Fleety Noble—Grand River Kennels' black, white and

tan bitch (King Noble—Elsie Belton).
Paul Revere—Grand River Kennels' black, white and tan

dog (Gath's Mark—Paxie Maid).
Cecil H.—J. L. Adams's black, white and tan dog (Dr.

Maclin—Cossette).
Direct—Jack Adams's black, white and tan dog (Gun-

Victoria Lavarock).
Lillian Russell—-Jackson & Denmark Kennels' black,

white and tan bitch (Phillip Gladstone—Lou G.).
Cap Tough—a. J. Gleason's black and white dog (Roder-

igo—Dashing Dixie).
Count Gladstone—A vent & Thayer Kennels' black,white

and tan dog (Count Noble—Miss Ruby).
Chevalier—Avent & Thayer Kennels' black, white and

tan dog (Jean Val Jean—Lucy Avent).
Kingston—Avent & Thayer Kennels' black, white and

tan dog (Chance—Bessie Avent).
LOCHINVAR—Avent & Thayer Kennels' black, white and

tan dog (Chance—Bessie Avent).
Bettie S.—Avent & Thayer Kennels' black, white and tan

bitch (Roderigo—Bo Peep).
Cricket Gladstone—Robt. M. Riley's orange and white

bitch (Rusk Gladstone—Quail).
DashaavAY—Edward W. Watson's black and white dog

(Leo—Julia).
Miss Ruby—P. Lorillard, Jr.'s lemon and white bitch

(Gladstone's Boy—Ruby D.).

Laverna—P. Lorillard, Jr.'s black, white and tan bitch
(Count Noble—Emma B.).

Gleam's Sport—Manchester Kennel Club's lemon and
white dog (Vanguard—Georgia Belle).
Gleam's Pink—Manchester Kennel Club's black, white

and tan dog (Vanguard—Georgia Belle).
^TeAL Schwinge—Henry Schwinge's black, white and tan

Dan Bueges—J. M. Freeman's black, white and tan dog
(Dan Gladstone—Lilly Surges).
Nelly Hope—J. M. Freeman's lemon and white bitch

(Gath's Hope—Lady May).

pointers.
Rena B.—E. M. Barkley's liver and white bitch (Volney

Hall—Leta).
Bounce-G. W. Amory's liver and white dog (Bob—Sal).
Mainstay—G. W. Amory's black and white dog (Main-

spring—Barmaid).
Spotted Boy—Chas. Proctor's liver and white dog (Trin-

ket's Bang—Nellie Bow).
Brown Bang—Lawrence Pointer Kennels' liver dog (Dev-

onshire Sam—Nellie Bang).
Mame S.—R. L. Shannon's liver and white bitch (Brown

Stout—Pearl's Pride).
WiNOWiNG—Will Laird's liver and white bitch (Ranger

Croxteth—Cannie).
Duke of Kent II.—Glen Rock Kennels' liver and white dog

(Tempest—Nadjy of Naso).
Bess B.—A. Boyce's liver and white bitch (Ossian—Devon-

shire Jilt).

Fannie Rush—J. T. Barron's liver and white bitch (Rush
of Lad—Topsy L.).
Dame Bang—W. W. Peabody, Jr.'s liver and white bitch

(Trinket's Cash—Van Bang).
Jingo—Charlotteville F. T. Kennels' liver and white dog

(Mainspring—Queen II.),

Wild Damon—Charlotteville F. T. Kennels' liver and
white dog (Damon—Flora).
Franklin-Allen P. Houston's liver and white dog (Robin

Adair—Blossom).
Rod Graphic—N. T. Harris's liver and white dog (Lord

Graphic—Winning Ways).
Lehman—Jackson & Denmark Kennels' lemon and white

dog (Gordon—Fanny).
Little Ned—W. N. Kerr's liver and white dog (Ridge-

view Dazzle—Kate Claxton).
Flqckfinder III.—Maj. J. R. Purcell's lemoh and white

dog (Old Staunch—Flake of Flocktiuder).
Lady Margaret-Maj. J. R. Purcell's black and white

bitch (Dick Swiveler—Countess Bang).
Princess II.—C. C. Paddock's lemon and white bitch (Shot—^Forp.st Queen II.).

Maid of Ossian—J. B, McGuffin's liver and white bitch
(Ossian—Pickwick).
Tuxedo—J. B. McGuffin's liver and white bitch (Ossian—

Cornelia G.).

Kent Elgin—T. T. Ashford's black and white dog (King
of Kent—Vera Bang).
Midget—J. H. Kerr's black bitch (Harrop—Frankie).
Hops II.—P. T. Madison's liver and white bitch (King of

Kent—Hops).
Hal PorN"TER—B. B. Quick's black and white dog (King of

Kent—Daisy).
Maxim us II.—Grand River Kennels' liver and white dog

(Maximus—Jane).
Plute—Castleman Kennels' lemon and white dog (Fritz

—

Tilley).

Nellie S.—Castleman Kennels' lemon and white bitch
(Fritz—Tilley).

Another Original Dog.
When the sealing schooner Columbia arrived at Seattle

Sept. 26, in addition to a cargo of skins it brought an inter-
esting curiosity in the shape of a dog. According to the
Seattle Telegraph, "It was found on an island in the North
Pacific Ocean that was not inhabited by any human beings
and never had been, from all signs that could be found.
While the Columbia was cruising off Whale Bay on the
Alaskan coast the fresh water supply ran short. A small
boat was loaded with barrels, and three men sent to one of
the neighboring islands in search of water. As they landed
they noticed an animal that resembled a fox in appearance
running up and down the shore. One of the men had a gun
with him and took a shot at it. His aim was bad and he did
not hit it, but the animal did not run away, and came directly
up to the boat and expressed delight at their annval. The
animal was evidently a cross between a fox or wolf and an
Alaskan dog. It would play around them, but it would not
allow itself to be caught. They found a spriug of water, and
after they had filled their barrels they were ready to return
to the Columbia. A storm came up suddenly, which drove
the sealer out to sea, and it was three days before she could
return to take the men on board again. During these three
days this strange wild animal became their constant com-
panion.
The next morning after their arrival the quadruped, after
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having disappeared for several hours, returned covered with
blood. It jumped around them and then started up the bank
into the woods. They followed it out of curiosity for some
distance, and less than half a mile away they found it over
the body of a recently killed deer, which it was Anciously
tearing to pieces. The next morning the aninial acted in the
same way, and following it again they found another deer.
The third morning the Oolunibia cast anchor near by and
took them on board.
They had by this time made good friends with the animal

and had little trouble in taking it with them. For some
days they had trouble in keeping it from jumping overboard,
but finally it became reconciled to its surroundings. Several
weeks afterward they had to go ashore again and took the
animal with them. It started away in great glee as soon as
the boat reached shore. One of the sailors, fearing it would
not come back, ran after it. As soon as it reached the cover
it began to act like a hunting dog. Suddenly it lay down on
its belly and began to creep through the grass like a snake.
After going a short distance in this way it made a spriug
and caught a grouse in its mouth. Within half an hour it

caught a number of grouse in the same way. When they
returned to the Columbia the animal went with them with-
out any persuasion. The animal is now called a dog and is

a fixture on the Columbia. It is perfectly gentle, aud fi-om
an examination of it made by several gentlemen it was pro-
nounced principally dog with a cross grain of wolf or fox.

On the Chesapeake Shores.

Editor Forest and Stream:
I have been on the shores of the Chesapeake Bay and ad-

joining rivers for the purpose of securing some good speci-
mens of the ducker's friend,l.e. , the Chesapeake Bay dog, with
a view of honoring the standard and securing a type principle
iu their progeny.

I am sorry to see the careless form in which most all of the
seemingly leading breeders select their stock for the purpose
of breeding.
This careless, haphazard way of mating will never produce

a uniform type, and the quicker the start is made in the sys-
tematic way of breeding with a view of a type principle the
quicker the breed will attract a world-wide reputation.
Their working qualities have been exemplified ever since

the year 1807, and at this recent date have spread far west-
ward.

I ;have made my selections in regard to type from advices
obtained of the active members of the Chesapeake Bay Dog
Club, and find that body very amiable and accommodating"^
and I should advise all Chesapeake Bay breeders to seek
their advice in i-egard to type, should they chance to come
that way to select stock, as they should regard type as well
as working qualities.

I hope to see the day when the Chesapeake will be bred to
show standard requirements, but not, however, to lose his
noble working faculties. B. Alton Smith.
North .Attleboro, Mass.

The Irish Setter Club's Derby Entries.

Editor Forest and Stream:
The Derby Stake of the coming Irish setter trials closed

with six entries. They are as follows, all whelped in 1892:

Bronx 11.—Jas. B. Blossom's dog (Manus—Rye Lily),
Sept. 12.

Nugget II.—Jas. B. Blossom's bitch (Finglas—Betsy
Crafts), January.
Gem—Geo. H. Thomson's biteh (Shaun—Nora), January.
Irish Boy—Geo. C. Nutting's dog (Blue Rock—Romaine),

May 11.

Patkicius—J. J. Mannions's dog (Duke Elcho—Red Rose),
May 23.

Hattie—C. B. Rutan's bitch (Redstone—Lady Alice),

March.

Newark Dog Show.
The premium list of the New Jersey Kennel League's first

annual dog show to be held in the Industrial Hall, Newark
N. J., lies before us. We have already outlined the form the
list would take, and bur suggestion that a third premium of
cash should be given has been followed in some cases. The
principal challenge prizes are $10 and diploma and others -$5

and diploma, and in the principal breeds the open prizes are
$12, .S6 and 84. Puppy classes are confined to mastiffs, $8 and
.$4; St. Bernards and great Danes $7 and $3, and fox-terriers
.S3 and .$2. Other breeds get $10 and S5 and diploma in open
classes. Rough terriers, the toy spaniels, poodles, pugs,
Italian greyhounds, Mexican hairless, Boston terriers. Clum-
ber spaniels and dachshunds get $7, §3 and diplomas.
The classification is liberal, most of the challenge classes

being divided by sex. The League offers a kennel prize of $10
for best four in mastiffs, rough-coated St. Bernards, smooth-
coated St. Bernards, great Danes, Russian wolfhounds, grey-
hounds, pointers, English setters, Irish setters, Gordon set-
ters, beagles, cocker spaniels, collies and fox-terriers.
Spaniels get classification No. 1. Mr. Radel offers §10 for

best dog or bitch in the show and the club will have a pic-
ture of the prize winner taken at its own expense, which
picture shall be used as the League emblem. The best mas-
tiff bitch with three of her get will win .S2.5. Mr. Reick offers
$15 for best rough St. Bernard barring Sir Bedivere, and Mr.
Radel encourages protection by giving $10 for best of that
breed owned in New Jersey. The Pointer and Collie clubs,
have done well, and the American Fox-Terrier Club offers^
prizes to the amount of -$40. A number of other specials are:
donated and the list will be materially increased by the time'
the catalogue is issued.
The show bids fair to be one of the best held this fall and',

as those connected with it have expended much enthusiasms
and worked hard to give Newark a good show, we sincerely
hope their efforts will be so well rewarded that the fixture*
will become, in reality, an annual one. The show will be
held Nov. 28, and three following days. The entry fee is .§3„

and entries close Nov. 18. with Dr. W. F. Seidler, "784 Broadl
St., Newark, N. J. In the additional rules we find this-
proviso: "In the event of Thanksgiving Day not being Nov..
30, as anticipated, the dates of closing of entries and of the;
show will be one week earlier." The League might have*
made a popular move if it had acted on Forest ANDi
Stream's suggestion to grade entry fees according to prizes..
It is too much to pay -$3 for a $7 prize in the smaller breeds;:
$2 would have been better. The following railroads will
carry dogs free when accompanied by owners or caretakers::
Central Railroad of New Jersey, Pennsylvania Railroad,,
D., L. & W. Railroad, Erie RaUroad, Lehigh Valley Raili-
road, Reading Railroad, B. & O. Railroad.
The judges were announced last week.

International Field Trials.

Editor Forest and St/ream:
Although you have had nothing from these pai-ts lately,,

do not imagine that things are at all dead in the dog and gun
line. Arrangements are about completed for the Interna-
tional trials beginning Nov. 7.

The past severe winter was very hard on the birds, except
in a few places whei-e they were well looked after. On our old
trial grounds up the river, birds were not found in sufficient
numbers to warrant the trials being held there, and it was;
thought the club would have to accept the invitation of the;
Big Point Club to hold the trials on their groiinds. There
was considerable objection to this on account of some of the;
dogs being worked there. The difficulty, however, has beeni
overcome, the club having secured permission from the farm--
ers in the vicinity of Mitchell's Bay to run the trials on their'
lands; 1,200 acres have been .secured. Mitchell's Bay is a
gi-eat duck resort and has two good hotels; it is about twelve

:

miles from Chatham.
Twenty-five out of the thirty-four Derby entries have paid'

their second forfeit. The All-Aged Stake closes on Nov. 1,

,

and everything points to a good entry.
Word has just been received from Mr. Thos. Johnson that'-

he has a cable from Mr. Lonsdale to send his two crack,
pointers, Ightfield Musa and Ightfield Dogwood to the Inter-
national; they will be sent down in charge of "Sef" Hallam,,
who ran them at the Northwestern Trials.
There has been a call from a number of amateur sports--

men for a renewal of the Amateur Stake, and the committee*
have decided to run a stake after the regular trials, openi
only to dogs broken and run by amateurs, provided a sufneii-

ent number of entries are received. The names of the judges
will be published next week.
Ducks and snipe are in good mimbers. The redheads are

coming in for the first time in a number of years. The low
water in the marshes bordering on Lake St. Clair for the
past few years seems not to suit them. On the Big Point
preserve, seven or eight hundred were usually killed, but of
late years only a few were seen. The big .ducks, however,
have been plentiful and this year more so than ever.

W. B. Wells, Sec'y I. F. T. C.
Chatham,. Ont., Oct. 16

The Ashmont Trophy.
Editor Forest and St/ream:

I beg to announce that the Ashmont diamond ticroh'y,-.

which was won by my Irish setter champion Tim, has-been'
delivei-ed to me. It is without doubt the handsomest special
prize of its kind ever offered in the dog world. It must be-
admitted by all that the rivalry that the competition for the
trophy occasioned certainly brushed up interest in dOg mat-
ters, both among the regulars and amateurs, and in this end _

fulfilled the wish of its most generous donor.
L. C. SAUVEDR.

Ohbstndt Hill, Pa., Oct. 16.

How is This?
Editor Forest and Stream:
In reading your report of the Danbury dog shovrI notice

you give my Newfoundland second and special, fiinst with-
held, which is correct according to the records. I went into-
the assistant secretary's office to see about my priiae money,
and he (Lewis Reed) told me that Ben Lewis of Philadelphiak
took second and he (Reed) took special. Mr. Reed's dog ia,

not eligible to enter. John. Calihan^
Danbtjky, Conn., Oct. 18.

Death of Champion Bellegardev

St. Bernard breeders the world over will regret to hear of
the death, Oct. 9, of this well-known St. Bernard. Some
time ago, according to Stock-Keeper, she showed signs of
suffering from an incurable internal complaint and her owner,
Mr. Norrii-Elye, mercifully had a term put to her suffering
by a painless death. Bellegarde was born July 10, 1885, and
was by champion Bayard out of Crevas.se II., a winner at
Crystal Palace, etc. Bellegarde had a distinct influence on
the St. Bernard breed in England, though peculiar to relate
only her female progeny survived, her most promising dog
puppies being born dead, excepting one by Sir Bedivere,
which afterward died from distemper. Among her distin-
guished daughters may be mentioned the noted champion
Alta-Bella, who once beat Princess Florence, and Abbess,
and her granddaughters Beautiful Abbess and Albula.
Bellegarde was noted for her gentle and affectionate expres-
sion. Her winnings include premier honors at the best
shows and once she was reserve for the St. Bernard Club's

-

100 guiuea cup.
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DOG CHAT.

The Irish Setter Trials.

All field sportsmen, whether English setter men, pointer
men or others, wiU regret that the efforts of the Irish Setter
Club in trying to show what the Irish setter can do in the
field do not meet with better resj)onse. Six entries for a
Derby seems almost ridiculous. Still, as Dr. Davis tells us,
there is some excuse for this. Messrs. Perry and Hamilton
lost their five Derby entries through McLin's dastcirdly
work. Mr. Bishop, always a mainstay where Irish setters
were concerned, was compelled through ill health to dispose
of his kennel, and, adds the energetic secretary, "hard times,
lack of time on my part, and the lack of interest o,n the part

ment is that now the dam and granddam feed each other's

lots indiscriminately.

Instead of saying that the news of Bedgebury Lion's death
"reaches us from New Jersey county,^' it would perhaps
have been more correct in the Stocli-Keeper (Eng.) to have
given FOEEST AND Stream the credit, as the news appeared
in this paper alone. For three weeks previously it was
known to only the owners, kennelman and Forest and
Stream.

The story comes from Camilla that John Joiner and sev-

eral others were out hixntiug some time ago when Mr. Join-
er's dog fell into an old well. It was not known at the time
where the dog was, and no hunt was made for him, Mr.
Joiner thinking he would come home in a short time.

10, THE WINNING ST. BEENAED AT CHICAGO AND LEXINGTON, KY.,

of the owners of eligible puppies will, I suppose, account for

the poor showing." The All-Age Stake, we are pleased to

note, promises better. Irish setters hold their own in Eng-
lish trials in mixed competition, and the owners of Irish

setters here are alone to blame for the poor showing of their

breed. The dogs have shown they can do good work, all

they need is more attention on the part of the best trainers,

and this will be accomplished when a trainer finds that it is

as much to his interest to get the Irish setter to the front as

it has been to place the English setter in the prominent
position it now occupies.

U. S. Trials at BIckneli.

The number of entries in the U. S. Field Trials Club's All-

Age Stake produces a peculiar result, one that is without
precedent in this country. That the pointer entry should be
equal to the English setter marks an advance in which
pointer men should take especial pride. The club's enterprise

and daring in holding two trials in one season seem to have
struck the public fancy, and we trust that their conduct of

the trials will be such that they will always merit the good
opinion they now seem to hold among field trial men. The
outlook for successful trials at Bicknell seems very bright,

Mr. Madison informkig us on his return from Bicknell that
they will have plenty of birds. He found seven large bevies

on 200 acres.

Mr. E. O. Damon, whose interest in kennel affairs has
hitherto leaned toward setters, has purchased fi-om Hon.
John S. Wise the young pointer Soult II., by Robert Le
Diable out of Pomps, by Romeo out of Nebula. Romeo is a
son of Graphic a,nd Seph G. , and Nebula a daughter of Meteor
and Beulah, so his breeding is sans reproche. This young
dog combines, we are told, high class bench form with ex-

ceptional speed, and as Mr. Damon's ambition tends toward
the sort of dogs known as "high class" and not "plug hunt-
ers" he intends to develop and run Soult in the U. S. trials

for pointers at Grand Junction, Miss. Mr. Damon is now
looking out for a light weight dog that is a field trial winner
and also a winner at the best shows in England. This blend-

ing of merit may be difficult to find, still we applaud Mr.
Damon's resolve, and trust he will be successful.

Bulldog Stud Book.

We have received copies of "Bulldog Pedigrees," which is

a list of all known bulldogs and their reputed ancestors com-
plete to Aug. 1, 1892, by Messrs. Cyril F. W. Jackson and E.

H. Bowers. This is a volume which no bulldog breeder

should be without. The names of almost 6,000 bulldogs are

indexed in this volume, comprising the particulars of every
bulldog registered at the English Kennel Club since registra-

tion was required 13 years ago; of every bulldog exhibited at

auy one of the Kennel Club's 36 shows, at the 30 shows held
at Birmingham and at the 19 Bulldog Club shows, as well as

of most bulldogs exhibited at less important shows. It also

contains the particulars of every ancestor entering into the
pedigrees of any of these dogs. The price of the work is

$3.75, and can be obtained from this office.

Surrey Janet Arrives.

Mr. H. W. Smith tells us that Cribbage is now in perfect

health, and the same may be said of his other wire-hair fox-

terrier importation, Surrey Janet, which arrived on the Paris
last week, through Spratts Patent. The advent of these two
crack wire-hairs should be followed by both an increase of

interest in the breed and a general iniproveuient ia the home
bred stock. Surrey Janet about a week before she sailed

visited Carlisle Tack, and the result of this union should en-

hance the value of Mr. Smith's kennel. Imported so soon
after mating, there should be no danger of losing the litter,

as has happened so frequently before when shipment has
been delayed.

The Maternal Instinct Strong.

A carious incident is related by Stock-Keeper (Eng.), about
two St. Bernard bitches in the kennels of Mr. F. Stewart
Sandeman, Stanley, N. B. "A 17mos. St. Bernard bitch had
a litter of six puppies. Shortly after they were born, whilst

the mother was away from the litter for a little while, the
grandmother of the puppies, who had not had a litter since

the mother was born, went to the pups and commenced
suckling them, her milk ha^ang returned. When the mother
came back there was a fight for possession, but the old dame
would not give way, and eventually for the sake of peace,

she received three' of the puppies "which she continued to

j|Tickle, A further development in this dual family arrange-

Bighteen days after the dog was lost Mr. Joiner was out
hunting again and heard his dog howl. At first it was hard
to locate the sound, but the dog was finally discovered in an
old dry well, where he had been for eighteen days without
food or water. The dog was drawn to the surface, and is

now as well as ever.

Important.

Our friends seems to forget that Forest and Stream goes
to press on Tuesday now instead of Wednesday, and all com-
munications intended for insertion in "Dog Chat" or other
columns in this department should reach us not later than
Monday. Such letters should be marked "Kennel," so that
they may be opened in the kennel editor's absence at shows,
field trials, etc., and the news be published in proper season.

Business.

To insure prompt attention, all communications of a busi-
ness nature should be addressed to the Forest and Stream
Pub. Co. When sent to members of the staff, who are fre-

quently absent fi'om the office, considerable delay occurs
before "such business is attended to. In the case of advertise-
ments especially would we draw the attention of our friends
to this fact; also, to insure insertion in the current week's
issue advertisements should reach us not later than Monday
morning, and Saturday would be still better.

Akron, O., Will Hold a Show.
The Northern Ohio Pet Stock and Kennel Association

claim the dates Dec. 20 to 23 for their dog show at Akron, O.

the country assisted greatly to pull him through the trying
ordeal which he has just passed. He is now at home, and
with good care is gaining rapidly. "I hope soon to be out,

and with a foot that won't get cold hope to be myself again."
And this wish we know his friends will echo,

A Time for Everything.

Mr. A. W. Smith, of Buffalo, known to the fancy as an en-

thusiastic black and tan terrier fancier, thinks his business
demands all his time and he cannot afford to devote any more
time to dogs, etc. In informing us of this decision, he re-

marks that as he cannot keep out of dogs if he reads the
Forest and Stream, he must give it up. This is one of the
things we can never understand. Are we returning to the
old days when the iron bands of business held men so chained
to the desk that no moment could be spared for relaxation in

the wav of sport? We see no reason why a man cannot de-

vote sufficient time to his business, and still, if his inclina-

tion tends that way, take pleasure in the companion.ahip of a
few dogs. Mr. Krueger probably travels further during the
week than any man in the fancy, still he finds time to return
home at the end of the week and take the pleasure that a
large kennel of beagles affords him. Take Augitst Belmont,
for instance, Thos. H. Terry, Clarence Rathbone, H. W.
Smith, C. S. Hanks, L. C. Whiton, H. W. Huntington, J. H.
Winslovv—we could name a score-^all men who are "up to

their ears" in business, as the saying goes; still they find

time to devote more or less attention to breeding dogs and
presumably derive benefit from it. Pleasure should not in-

terfere with business, nor should we let business interfere

with our pleasure when the time is up; and the Forest AND
Stream exists just to show and teach men how they can best

employ such leisure time as they have in a way that will
bi'ing them the health to better bear the chains of that busi-

ness they seem so devoted to. Our apologies are perhaps due
to Mr. Smith in using his case to point a moral, but this is

how the thing strtick us when we read his letter of resigna-

tion.

Messrs. Luckwell & Douglass have sold the red cocker
spaniel Gold Ring to Mr. H. Herbertson, of Detroit, Mich.

Fits or Hydrophobia.

No better example of the ignorance through which_ the
poor dog is made to suffer can be advanced than that given
by a correspondent in our query column. He describes very
intelligently the symptoms which led him to suppose his dog
had hydrophobia, and the dog paid for the mistake with his

life. Such a fit as this dog seems to have had is familiar in

different degree to those who have kept large kennels of

dogs. There is little doubt but that the fit was caused by
worms, and the dog no more had hydrophobia than the
nearest gate post. Some cold water thrown on the back of

the head at its juncture with the spinal column would, as is

usually the case, have quieted the pup, and a dose or two
of bromide and afterward treatment for worms would pro-
bably have saved to Mr. H. C. DeP. a useful member of the
English setter family. Of such happenings as this are the
mad dog scares of our cities generally manufactured.

Mr. Tulk Selling .Out.

We trust that the desire of Mr. W. J. Tulk, Mr. Stewart's
able coadjutor in his duties as secretary of the Hamilton
Kennel Club, to sell out his kennel does not mean a desertion
of the fancy altogether, but simply to make room for some-
thing better. Last Monday he sold his greyhound Master
Memnon, well known in Canada, to Shirley Stewart, of

Toronto; and also a black dog pup by champion The Scaven-
ger out of Bed of Stones, to A. Eraser, of Ottawa. The same
day Mr. Tulk shipped a brace of cockers to Mr. W. H. Mc-
Cord, of Omaha, Neb., a red bitch by champion Red Roland
out of Golden Duchess and a black dog by champion Red
Jacket out of Topsy. These he had purchased previously
from Mr. W. B. Palmer, of Woodstock.

We have received a picture of the champion cup won by
Mr. Thos. Johnson at the Northwestern field trials. The
trophy seems to be quite a work of art. At the base is a
model of an English setter on point, and this is surmounted
by a handsome vase. Chickens are also represented on the
base of the trophy, and the handle of the cover of the vase
represents the Manitoba game bird. It is a handsome trophy
and Mr. Johnson should feel proud in claiming it.

qtt'

A winner of the National Greyhound Club's medal in-

alres: "Did the custom authorities admit the English pro-

THE WINNING KENNEL OF FOXHOUNDS, AT LEXINGTON, KY.

Owned by the Strodes Valley Kennel Club, Winchester, Ky.

The association intended holding its show in February next
but changed their plans at their la.st meeting. Mr. H. A.
Peck, Mr. John A. Logan, Jr.'s, late kennel manager, is the

secretary.

In its issue of Oct. 7 the Toronto Glohc published several

pictures of winning dogs at: the late Toronto show. They
are half tones and are better than anything of the kind yet
published in a daily paper, and reflect great credit on the
manipulator of the camera, in this case a lady, Mrs. M. G.

Bowman. The Irish setter Tim occupies the place of honor,
surrounded by collie Wellesbourne Charlie, bulldog Lady
Winnie, gi-eat Dane Lord Wolverton, bull-terriers Edgewood
Robin and Katherine Mavourneen, Scotch terrier Tiree, St.

Bernard Lord Dante. English setter The Sultan, beagle
Royal Krueger, and mastiff Lady Coleus. Such illu.strations

are educative and worth a cartload of the pen and ink abor-

tions one generally finds in the newspapers.

The fair owner of the Mount Zion Kennels, Mrs. J. M.
Nicholson, of Albany, has been following the fashion of late

and reducing her stock, but reports prices at panic rates.

Mr, Munhall, whose distressing accident we chronicled

some time since, writes us that the great number of letters

he received from his many sportsmen friends throughout

duction.^f so, what are the medals like and when are they
to be distributed to the long-waiting owners of the lucky
dogs?" We understood from the secretary and so stated
some time since that the medals had been received by the
club and that they had been sent to the winners.

Mr. R. B. Morgan is located at Humboldt, Tenn., with his
string of dogs, and tells us that he has never seen such a
large crop of quail in Tennessee as he finds this year.

On the front page of British Fander^s issue of Oct. 13,

which we find on our de.ska coupleof days sooner than usual,
is a capital picture of a fox-terrier. Oakham Veracity is the
dog's name. He was lately claimed by Mrs. E. Lawrence, a
lady residing in Wales, at -S500. This fair fancier has not
been at all shy in her bargains, for previously to this she had
given -SI, 000 for Rowton Warrant, an evidence of pluck and
enterprise not usually found among fanciers of the fair sex.

In the above journal's notice of Oakham A^eracity we also
find something which can be indor.sed by experiences over
here. We have not so many fanciers among the fair sex as
one could \vish, but the sentiment expressed by our contem-
porary is equally applicable on this side of the water: "The
fancy nowadays, fortunately, is rich in the possession of a
large sprinkling of the fair sex, which fact we cannot but
regard as an unmixed blessing, for the softening influence of
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woman is a soiirce of the greatest good in whatever walk of
life that influence is exercised. Passing, however, from the
sentimental to the serious side of the matter, women who
have espoTised the fancier cause have invariably made their
mark, and while among the males we could mention many
weak-kneed devotees who have given up the pursuit, some
in disgust, we cannot recall a single failure among the fair
sex."

dog may trespass on one's land and incur due penalties,
but according to a decision recently given by Judge Van
"Wyck in the City Court in Brooklyn, trespass on one's legs
doesn't count. A Miss Williams was standing outside
McCormick's large store waiting for a car, when Mr. McCor-
mick's cocker spaniel ran out, jostled against her legs and
upset her. She alleged that she suifered much from the fall.

Suit was entered for $10,000 damages, but the judge took the
same view of the matter that Mr. McCormick did—that the
dog was not a trespasser, and that there was no negligence
onMs partjand dismissed the case.

Gordon Setter Field Trials.

The'FOREST AND StbeAtm exclusively announced the week
after the Rhode Island show that the Gordon setter men in
New England intended hlilding some field trials. Now we
are pleased to say that the inaugural field trials of the
Gordon Setter Field Trials Club will be run at Freemont,
Mass., on Monday, Nov. 20. The All-Age and Derby entries
close Friday, Nov. 10. The forfeit is $.5, which must accom-
pany each nomination, and $5 additional to fill. The judges
are Mr. J. W. Lawrence of Providence, R. I. , and Mr. A. R.
Sharp of Taunton. Mass. The secretary, to whom all entries
must be sent, is Mr. Chas. R. Taylor, whose clever and intel-
ligent a,rticles on field sports in the Providence Journal have
done much to help this branch of sport in Rhode Island and
Massachusetts. His address is Box 1,313, Providence, R. I.

There are many men who still think the Gordon setter the
equal of any breed in the field, but will not run their dogs at
open field trials, believing judges are prejudiced. Here is an
opportunity in a country adapted to the pace and range of
the Gordon, and there is no excuse why a good entry should
not be made by Grordon men from New York, Baltimore, etc.
The entrance is low, the judges are practical sportsmen and
the country is suitable and conveniently situated, so there is

no excuse. If the Gordon men do not come forward on this
occasion they must henceforth hold their peace, but we do
not believe they will allow the flags of their favorite breed to
trail in the mire this time.

Raby Palissy Changes Quarters.

The manager of Mr. Hanks's Seacroft Kennels,W. T. Tur-
ner, in sending us a batch of kennel notes, which are, how-
ever, too late for this issue, shows that the kennel is doing
good work. Recently they purchased Raby Palissy from
Mr. Harris, together with three pups by that dog. Pali-ssy
will shortly be advertised at stixd, and as he is strong in
Pitcher blood and has already done well as a stock getter,
his services .should be in demand. They send notices of six-
teen sales alone of fox-terriers and wolfhounds. They have
sold the well-known fox-terrier bitch Seacroft Myrtle, served
by Warren Duke, Sept. 20. to Mr. E. Holden, Los Angeles,
Cal., also a brother of his by Raby Palissy ex Damson, to
Mr. A. C. Bradbury, of the Maybrook Kennels. Seacroft
Boaster goes to Mr. H. C. Cutter, Hull, Mass. We note also
that the wolfhound bitch Obrouga was mated to Servanates
Oct. 5, and the noted Svodka to Leekhoi Oct. 2. The well-
known fox-terrier bitch Grouse II. visited Blemton Stickler
Oct. 7. All things considered, these seem to be busy days at
Manchester-by-the-Sea.

We have not had space lately to chronicle the many new
advertisements in Forest and Stream, but*we should have
drawn attention to Rinada Pointer Kennels'' list of bargains
in the way of pointers for any purpose. This week Shrews-
bury Kennels offer some well-bred beagles; A. P. Griswold,
choicely bred pointer pups; R. L. Smith, rabbit dog broken
to ferret; L. Dart, English foxhounds; E. W. Fiske, cocker
spaniels; Forest Kennels, coon and fox dog; Thasmo Kennels,
pointers. At stud: Meadow City Kennels ofl:er The Corsair
and Rod's Chaff; E. W. Fiske, St. Bernard Hamlet and cock-
ers Jay Kay. Bambo, Brantford Rufus, all well known.
Wants: A. ' J. Thomas, good English setter; D. A. Wells,
Jr., foxhounds.

Collie Club Sweepstakes.

It is the intention of the Collie Club to have a grand collie
sweepstake, open to all, at the New England Kennel Club
show, next April, provided sufficient support can be guaran-
teed. The conditions will be $5 for each dog, and to this the
N. E. K. C. is expected to add $50, for collies whelped during
1893.

The September issue of the A. K. C. Gazette contains no
mention of the coming A. K. C. meeting.

The new Ashmont trophy will be offered for the first time
at the Newark show held by the N. J. K. L., that is of
course, supposing the entries number 400. The Boston
Terrier Club also offer their silver medal.

Dr. Heffinger has presented a July pup by Wheeler out of
Kate to Mr. L. O. Dennison.

KENNEL NOTES.

"Fancy" at the Fair.

It was our good fortime on "Chicago Day" to see the larg-
est crowd ever gathered in an enclosure, and while we rested
in the cosy comer of the Forest AND Stream's exhibit sev-
eral well 'known dogmen dropped in from the crowd that
steadily passed the railing from morn till night. We were
pleased to meet Mr. N. T. Harris and his wife. Mr. Harris
was fresh from a hunting trip near the Cherokee strip,

where he had made one of a party of gentlemen in a
special car. He reported lots of sport, but a great lack of
water, which made it hard for the dogs. The party also saw
the grand rush of "boomers" that entered the strip last
month. Mr. Harris will attend the Southern and United
States trials and enter some dogs.
Another dogman was Mr. Beck, of Scranton, Pa., who

used to own Othello, a cocker spaniel that won several prizes
in 1887. Another was Mr. Line, of Providence, who showed
the setter Prince L. Of course Roger Williams could not
pass us by, and he dropped in for a few minutes' chat and a
review of the coursiDg the previous week. Judging from
the way the Register has been patronized, Forest and
Stream must have many, many friends, and the majority of
the names we found to be of readers in the West,
In the United States Building we found, in the osteology

department, an interesting exhibition of dog skeletons,
among them a skeleton of Mr. James Watson's collie Clip-
setta, by Eclipse ovit of Nesta. It is beautifully set up
and is quite a lesson in collie formation though "a little

short of coat." There was also a skeleton of a great Dane,
though unfortunately yclept a Siberian bloodhound. The
skeleton of a dachshund was also an interesting study, and
the battered frame of the Esquimaux dog showed every evi-
dence of the cruel treatment these poor animals experience
at the hands of their squatty masters. Several ribs were
broken. The heads of a number of breeds, such as a bulldog,
pug, Newfoundland, different breeds of terriers, etc., were
interesting as showing how poor the specimens must have
been from a fancier's view when in the flesh-

Kennel Notes are inserted without charge ; and blanks
(furnished free) will he sent to any address.

NAJIES CLAJJIED.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Ivanhoe and Talisman. By F. K. Pidgeon. Saugerties, N. Y., for
liver and white and ticked pointer dogs, whelped April 12, 18f>3, by
Wary (Fleet—Lady Pearl) out of Chloe (champioa Tammany—Bertie).
Sviall Hopes. By F. K. Pidgeon, Saugerties, N. Y., for liver and

white pointer dog, whelped April 12, 1893, by Wary (Fleet—Lady Pearl)
out of Chloe (champion Tammany—Bertiej.
Saddleback. By F. K. Pidgeon, Saugerties, N. Y., for white, black

saddle, black ticks pointer bitch, whelped April 13. 1898, by Wary
(Fleet—Lady Pearl) out of Chloe (champion Tammany—Bertie).
Banshee. By F. K. Pidgeon, Saugerties, N. Y., for white, lemon

ticks, spotted ears, pointer dog, whelped April 12, 1893, by Wary
(Fleet—Lady Pearl) out of Chloe (champion Tammany—Bertie).

BRED.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Chloe—Graphic VI. F. K. Pidgeon's (Saugerties, N. Y.) pointer
bitch Chloe (champion Tammany—Bertie) to his Graphic VI. (cham
pion Graphic—Daisy 11.), Sept. 3.

Lina K.—HundesporVs Bergmarm. W. Loefller's (Milwaukee,Wis.)
dachshund bitch Lina K. to his Hundesport's Bergmann, Sept. 18.
LaAy Olga—Diamond Joe. W. Loeffler's (Milwaukee, Wis,) dachs

hund bitch Lady Olga to his Diamond Joe, Sept. 27.
Milwis Hilda—HundesporVs Bergmann. W. Mariner's (Milwaukee,

Wis.) dachshund bitch Milwis Hilda (Windrush Rioter—Lina K ) to W,
LoeflSer's Hundesport's Bergmann, Sept. 19.

WHELPS.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Princess Avon. Grand View Kennels' (Danbury. Conn.) rough St,
Bernard bitch Princess Avon (Prince Barry— Countess Sequa), Oct. 12,
thirteen (six dogs), by MeCarl & Cattaneo's Milton (Tartar—Lady
Gair).

Ivy. Miss Marion E. Bannister's (Springfield, N. .1.) pug bitch Ivy
[champion Bob Ivy—Yuma-Yuma), Sept. 23, four (two dogs), by her
Saxon).
Cricket. F. K. Pidgeon's (Saugerties, N. Y.) cocker spaniel bitch

Cricket (champion Jersey—Rockland Belle), Aug. 4, four dogs, by C.
G. Browning's Cherry Boy (Ebony—Fanchon).

Chloe. F. K. Pidgeon's (Saugerties, N, Y,) pointer bitch Chloe
(champion Tammany—Bertie), April 12, seven (five dogs), by John A.
Hartman's Wary (Fleet-Lady Pearl),

SALES,
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Barney B, White bull-terrier dog, by Barney O'Hea out of Grove
Duchess, by W. D. Brereton, Allegheny, Pa,, ta J, C, Mahler, Pitts-
burgh, Pa.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
AllThere is no charge for answering questions under this head.

questions relating to ailments of dogs will be answered by Dr. T. O.
Shenoood, a meviber of the Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons.
Communications referring to other matters connected with Kennel
Managevient and dogs wiU also receive careful attention.

H. C, De P,, Minton, N. D.—I was the owner of an English setter
puppy four months old, which, prior to yesterday, was the strongest
of the Utter and had never shown any signs of illness. Yesterday
morning I noticed that he was uneasy and fidgety, and at the same
time dull and gloomy. However, as I had fed the larger dogs the
night before with raw meat, and where the puppy could have obtained
some, I laid his strange actions to the eating of raw meat, to which
he was not accustomed. I paid no further attention to his inquietude
until this morning, when, upon liberating him from his kennel, I
noticed he was very dull and uneasy. He commenced scratching the
ground with his paw. and then suddenly pitched headforemost, crying
piteously. Instead of falling at once, for several moments he remained
with the side of his head lying on the ground, while his hind parts
were erect and perfectly rigid. He then fell over on his side and his
legs stiffened out, in which position he remained some little time, when
his limbs relaxed and he commenced working his legs as though he
was running at the top of his speed, still lying on his side. While act-
ing thus he suddenly gave a number of short, sharp barks, after which
he remained a few minutes comparatively quiet, still lying on his side
and shaking from head to foot. He then struggled to his feet and
staggered around in a circle, when he agaui fell on his side and com-
menced snapping his jaws, while his legs twitched violently. At this
time a white foam gathered about his mouth. Throughout his sick-
ness his eyes remained wide open. Having several other dogs around,
and fearing the disease to be hydrophobia, I shot him. Will you kindly
explain this sickness? Ans. Probably a fit, but certainly not rabies
(hydrophobia).

G. M. B., Arkadelphia, Ark.—I have a fine setter pup 6mos. old.
The inside of his ttews on one side are literally covered with excres-
cences like warts, even extending to the gum about the roots of the
teeth. They are of various sizes and seem to be increasing in size and
number. When the lips are parted, a fetid odor escapes, though
there is no visible evidence of tumefaction or abrasion. What is the
trouble, is it dangerous and what can I do for it? Have read "Ash-
mont," but find nothing that touches the case, Aus, Cut off the
warts and touch the stumps with nitrate of silver. Remove a few each
"ay; give the following mixture:

Sulph. preeip m
Liq, sodii arseniatis j fi

Mucilage f iss
Aq. ad jvi

Mix. Give two teaspoonfuls twice a day.

E. H., Marietta, O.—Will you publish a cure for mange in dogs? I
have a Gordon setter that has it bad and it is of some 15 months'
standing. The skin is dry and has the appearance of dandruff. The
disease appears in red blotches about the size of buckshot to that of a
one-cent piece. Hair is thin on the ribs and dry to the touch, as if
there was no oil in it. Dog is poor in flesh, although he has all he
wants to eat; has acquired the habit of running away from home for
a day at a time, sort of "tramp" dog, as it were, Ans. Rub .sulphur
and whale oil all over the dog every other day for two weeks, then
wash off and repeat in a few days if necessary. Treat the dog for
worms.

G. D. B., Boston, Mass.—You will find working beagles advertised in
our business columns. We should advise you to attend the coming
beagle trials, where you could possibly pick out a pack that is prop-
erly trained and see for yourself how they work.

R. M. P., Northampton, Mass.—At the time of registration in A. K. C.
MacD. was owned, in 1886. by Dr. L. R. Taylor, Elsie, Mich., and prob-
ably he has a photograph of the dog. Pansey Mason was also
registered by Dr. Taylor in 1887, but his address is given as Bancroft,
Mich, We should advise you to write to him.

F, W, C, Brooklyn, N, Y",—The Laverack setter is a strain of setters
originally from the kennels of Mr, Edward Laverack, Whitchurch,
Shropshire, England. It comes under the head of English setter,
and a Laverack would be registered under that head.

W. S., Grermantown, Pa.—Can you give me the name and address of
a good man to break in a young setter dog, who hves near Philadel-
phia? Ans. We do not know of one and attention is drawn to our
paragraph relating to this in last week's issue.

E. S , Oswego, N, Y,—We do not know of any one who trains and
sells dogs for treeing partridges, A few lines in our kennel special
columns would probably bring you the desired information,

J. W. P., Wilkinsburgh, Pa.—The breeding of Rip Rap from a field
point of view compares favorably with any pointer now in the stud.

Richmond Jock, Hoosick, N, Y,—If the local authorities have an or-
dinance that dogs shall be licensed, you will have to abide by it.

punting mid ^ani[mng.

FIXTURES.
Oct. 24.—Northwestern Beagle Club's Trials, at Whitewater, Wis

L. Stefl-eu, Sec'y.
Oct. 30.—National Beagle Club Trials, at Nanu-t, N. Y. Geo. Laick

Tarrytown, N. Y., Sec'y.
Oct. 81,—The Cowley County Coursing Association, Winfleld, Kan

J. R. Ballard, Sec'y.
Nov. 1.—Western Kansas Coursing Club's meeting, at Leoti, Kan

W. D. Allphin, Sec'y.
Nov. 7.—New England Beagle Club's TrJ^s. W, S, Clark, Linden

Mass<., Sec',y, ' . .
.

-

KENMORE COURSING MEETING.
OUB report of this meeting did not arrive until just as we

were going to press, and the full report of the running must
lie over till next week. The meeting seems to have been a
great success in every particular. The grounds were good,
and the citizens of Goodland enthusiastic in the sport. At
the business meeting of the club the officers elected were-
President, Dr. Van Hummel; vice-president, M. B. Tomblin'
secretary, C. F, Weber; treasurer, H. C. Lowe; Ex commit-
tee, J. Hubert Watson, H. C. Lowe, T. W. Bartels, The
constitution and by-laws of American Coursing Club were
adopted They also adopted the rules of the National Grey-
hound Club, with this alteration that instead of using that
name the National Coursing Board is named, composed of
the following:
From the American Coursing Club, Dr. N, Rowe and J

Herbert Watson, Cowley County Coursing Club, J. R. Bal-
lard and Ivan A, Robinson. Western Kansas Coursing Club,W, O. Alphin, R. Howard. Huron Coursing Club, John
Longstatt, E, H, ApUn, Kenmore Coursing Club, Dr. Q.Van Hummell and H. C, Lowe. This puts the authority of
the management of all matters to be referred in the hands of
practical coursing men, where it should be.
Mr. E. H. Mulcaster judged satisfactorily and Mr. Ralph

ia^lor, Emporia, Kan., performed well with the slips.
1 ouchwood, who ran at Huron, after his course with Bat-

tle Royal was taken ill and died in a few hours. He was im-
ported and owned by Nelson P. Whiting of Minneapolis,
Mmn. Mr. Bradley lost the pup he bought from Mr. Mul-
caster at Huron, through an accident. The running was as
follows:

SUMMARY,
GooDLAND, Kan,, Oct. 17.—Goodland Stakes, for sixteen or more all-

age greyhounds; $100 of citizens cash and 50 per cent, of entrancemoney to winner, $50 cash and 50 per cent, of entrance money to
runner-up, balance of entrance money to be equally divided between
dogs equal at the finish ; entrance $10.

I.

American Coursing Kennels' light fawn dog Laughed At (Norwegian
Buenretero) beat Goodland Kennels' black dog Rook,
American Coursing Kennels' red dog Light Foot (Major-Chipper)

beat Landseer Kennels' brindle bitch Viola (Babazoun—Verdure Clad)
Goodland Kennels' black and white dog Rear Admiral (Major Glen-

dyne—Lady Alice) beat J, Herbert Watson's fawn bitch Drytime
(Britain Still—Haytime).
H, O. Lowe's black and white dog Battle Royal (Lord Neversettle—

White Lips) beat Nelson P. Whiting''s fawn dog Touchwood IH, (Thorn-
wood—Burning Shame).
H. C. Lowe's black and white bitch Princess May (Lord Neversettle—

White Lips) beat American Coursing Kennels' black bitch Lady in
Black (Trales—Dick's Darhng).

^

St. Patrick Kennels' black and white dog Boomerang (Lord Never-
settle—White Lips) beat Sam'l W. Vidler's brindle bitch Bennaritta
(Norwegian—Buenretero).

J. Herbert AVatson's black dog Royal Crest (Green Tick—Royal
Rate), beat Goodland Kennels' black and white dog Jeff (Don—Nell)
Maybrook Kennels' brindle bitch Miss Dollar HI., beat Allen & Rew'S

brindle and white dog Woodford Boy fLord McPherson—Jessamine).
Goodland Kennels' white and brindle bitch Rhea (Major Glendyne—

Daisy Dublin), beat American Courting Kennels' white dog Living Yet
(Trales-Dick's Darling).
Landseer Kennels' red dog Van's Peter (Babazoun- Carmine) 6ea{

H. C. Lowe's black and white dog Voltaire (Lord Neversettle^White
Lips).
Maybrook Kennels' brown dog Greeushine (MuUingar—Green Finch

III.) a bye.
II.

Laughed At beat Greenshine.
Light Foot beat Rear Admiral.
Battle Royal beat Van's Peter.
Princess May beat Boomerang.
Royal Crest beat White Lady.
Rhea beat Miss Dollar IH.
Nancy a bye,

HI.
Nancy beat Laughed At.
Light Foot beat Battle Royal.
Princess May beat Royal Crest.
Rhea a bye.

IV,
Light Foot beat Princess May.
Nancy beat Rhea.

Mnal.
Nancy beat Light Foot and won.

Kenmore Derby,
For puppies under ISmos., $50 cash and 50 per cent of entrance

money to winner, 50 per cent, of remainder of entrance money to run-
ner-up, balance of entrancemoney to dogs equal at finish.

L
St. Patricks Kennels' brown and white dog Beau Brummel (Dingwall

—Miss Kitten) beat Scout's Rest Kennels" brindle bitch Miss Cody
(Babazoun—Daisy B.).
H. C. Lowe's white and brown dog St. Lawrence beat Goodland

Kennels' brindle and white bitch Fanny (Jeff—Jessie).
St. Patrick's Kennels' red bitch Bird's Eye (Babazoun—Blue Belle)

heat Nelson P, Whiting's brown dog Willis H, (Lights o' London-
Little Nell).
Scout's Rest Kennels' brown and white dog Billy Taylor (Dingwall—

Miss Kitten) beat St. Patrick Kennels' black and white dog Border
Ruffian (Dingwall—3Iiss Kitten).
Scout's Rest Kennels' brindle bitch Boal's Hope (Babazoun—Daisy

B.) beat E. H. Shaw's red dog Beaconsfleld (Babazoun—Daisy B.).
H. C. Lowe's brown.bitch Melitta (Lord Neversettle—White Lips)

beat St. Patrick Kennels' brown and white bitch Bonny Bell (Dingwall
—Miss Kitten).

St. Patrick Kennels' brindle and white bitch Bon Bon, a bye.

II.

St. Lawrence beat Beau Brummel.
Bird's Eye beat Billy Taylor.
Bon Bon beat Boal's Hope.
Melitta a bye.

IIL
St. Lawrence beat Bird's Eye,
Melitta beat Bon Bon.

Filial.

H. C. Lowe's St. Lawrence and Melitta (Lord Neverfiettle—White
Lips) divided.

There will also be held a large open meeting at Winfield
the week following 0()t. 31, and we understand that there
will be a meeting held in Corticana, Texas, Nov. 7. At the
Leoti meeting, Oct. 24, Mr. Mulcaster will judge and Mr.
Cockran slip,

• • • •

Brunswick Fur Club Field TriaJs.

North Acton, Mass., Oct. 23.—The fifth annual field trials
of the Brunswick Pur Club will begin here to-morrow morn-
ing with the running of the Derby. Many sportsmen have
alreadjf arrived, and among the hounds present are repre-
sentatives of the Portsmouth (N. H,) Hunt Club, the Popple
Camp pack, of Phillipston, Mass., the Firgrove pack of
Digby, Nova Scotia, the Oxford (Mass.) pack, and the Sandy
Spring (Md,) pack. Others are expected this evening, among
them the pick of the White Oak HiU Kennels' pack, of
Poland, Me.
As I write the rain is falling fast and there is every prospect

of a northeast storm, but the weather-wise predict clear
skies for to-morrow, and all are hoping that the prophets are
not mistaken. The entries will be made and the judges
selected at the club meeting this evening, too late to catch
the last mail from this little village. With good weather
the trials promise to be a success, Bradley.

• • • •

Mr, W. P. Lamonby, who is the keeper of the Greyhound
Stud Book, is the well-known coursing reporter who covered
Scotland and the North of England for the Field up to 1882
(seventeen years in all) under thenom de plume of "Skid-
daw," After this he went to Australia on an engagement
which lasted ten years, finally returning to England he ac-
cepted an appointment on the Field, which was followed by
his election as keeper of the Stud Book on the death of Mr
David Brown (Maiaa).|

'
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New Eng'land Beagle Club All-Age Entries.

Editor Forest omd Stream:
Inclosed fiBd All-Age entries of the N. E. B. C, which

closed Oct. li with 21 entries, which, with the 11 Derby
eatries, make a total of 32 in all classes:

CLASS A, DOGS AND BITCHES, 13 TO 15lK.

LONIE riTZ Lee—H. A. P. Smith's dog (Pitz Hugh Lee-
Maid).
Daisy—Thomas Shallcross's bitch.
Kitty—E. O. Comforth's bitch (Rowdy—Music).
Snow—Ed Marshall's bitch (Stormy—Lucy).
Model—Ed Marshall's dog (Stormy—June M.).
Jack Bannerman—H. L. Kreuder's dog (Bannerman—

Kate).
GRAYBaEN" DAISY—H. L. Kreuder's bitch (Joe—Grayburn

Gyr),
FaNnT Racer—H. L. Kreuder's bitch (Racer, Jr.—Nellie).

^ GyI-sey a.—F. W. Chapman's bitch (Kenneally's Lee—
tone).

^ MARaTiEijiTE-E. W. Chapman's bitch (Fitzhugh Lee—
Diao). ^ ^

JENJTiE ot- ORlAnI)—E. W. Chitpman's tjiteh (Spot of Ot-
land—Fannie S.).

Vice R.—H. V. Jamieson's bitch (Pitzhugh Leg-Neil).
CLASS B, DOGS AND BITCHES, 13lN. ANiJ tNtiEli.

Adam—Ed Marshall's dog (Sport—Trill).
Lady Novice—A. D. Fisk's bitch (The Rambler—Lady

Vic).
ChAjipion Lou—H. L. Kreuder's bitch (Keno—Fly).
MOLLIE Dean—F.W. Chapman's bitch (Sam—Baby Dean).
Little Lee—F. W. Chapman's dog (Fitzhugh Lee—Dill),

Gypsey Fohest—H. V. Jamieson's bitch (Frank Forest-
Sue Forest).

class E—CHAMPION CLASS, 13lN. AND UNDEE.
ZiLLAH—H. L. Kreuder's bitch (Racer, Jr.—Nellie).
Clyde—B. S. Turpin's dog (Frank Forest—Sue Forest).

CLASS P—BASSETS AND DACHSHUNDS.
ROCADER—F. W, Chapman's dog (Mauprat—Lottie).

W. S. CLARKE, Secretary.
LtNiJENj toss.

« • « i

Makfe thfe f«^. ti & Coui'giiig' Club.

ijrfitOr Forest aiid Stream ':

I notice your paragraph in regard to A ptopiOsed Natltinal
Coursing Club and also your remarks about coursihg rheh
not being inclined to have their affairs controlled by oflficers

of a club which has little affinity with coursing. The idea
seems just, too.

In England the principal coursing meetings are held under
the jurisdiction of the National Cour.sing Club, whose officers

match, and no fair test, one way Or the other j and it would have been
nothing out of the common if one of the small cutters had drifted in

an hour ahead of the big schooner. The mere story of this one race

gives no proof of the America's superiority, and no justification for

the buncombe which has been printed for nearly haK a century.

Even if she had lost the race, the fact would have been none the less

patent that she was ye^rs ahead in design of the whole British fleet.

In order to understand fully the America's superiority, which was
fully conceded in England, it is necessary to follow her history from
the time she arrived at Havre until she was finally sold after the race.

On this showing it will be found that she repre-sented a new departure
and distinct advance iu designing. Important as they are, the great
points of difference between the America, and her British competitors
are unknown to most Americans, and her fame rests on one drifting

match and on the fondly cherished delusion that the America's Cup
was once touched by the hand of Royalty.

The America's visit to England, her great superiority of model, her
freely conceded speed, and the immediate attempts to imitate her, all

mark an important epoch in yachting. The winning of one drifting

race sailed wtJiout time allowance at the request of her owners Is of
itself a trivial incident that in no way merits the fame which has
attended it.

The question of the merits of Valkyrie and Colonia has been raised

in the course of the Cup raCes, atld the Atlantic Y. C. even went so far

as to offer a prize of 8500 for a race between them, which offer, how-
ever, was not accepted. After the last Cup race, however, there is

little ground for doubt that Valkyrie would easily defeat the Herres-

hoff keel. -

Ddring theweek the Sun has published two contributions to history,

which we allude to elsewhere, both being incorrect. The best story of

the America's visit is that told by Mr. Q. L. Schuyler many years ago,

a story that is presumably correct.

West should be a court of last resort and adjudicate upon
important points, which are bound to crop up when cours-
ing becomes more general. I would suggest, instead of
organizing a new club, that the name National Greyhound
Club be retained, but at the annual meeting elect only such
offict'rs as take part in coursing and let the list be largely
bOtnppsed of Western men, sucli as the Bartels, H. C. Lowe,
G. G.Page, Dt. Yan Hummel, and other men connected with
thb coursing blubs out Wfest, togethet with Messrs. Nelson
and Watson in the East.
To preserve the bench element in the club I wotild suggest

that a dog show executive committee be elected composed of
those jnembers who are principally interested in dog shows
Btid who take no practical intere.st in coursing. In this way
the W'hole ground could be covered, the club be kept intact
and its membership greatly increased. At one of the prin-
cipal cout'sing meetings the club cotdd hold its annual meet-
lug, etc. The dog .show end of the club could hold its meeting
Utif titue lu New York and attend to what little business
thei-e Is in this connection The club could issue its own
stud book and Conduct its affairs exactly on the lines of the
National Coursing Club of England.
The reports of coursing meetings past and notice of those

to cOhle sbQ\v that we may expect a boom in this particular
sport, and 1 think it w^ould be well to take time by the fore-
lock and organize now. I have only given my own impre.s-
.sions on tiie subject, but perhaps some other greyhound man
Of coursei- can suggest something better. Corsair.
Brooklyn, N. Y., Oct. 19.

• • • •

Northwestern Beagle Club of America.
MxLWACKEE, Oct. 18.—The following entries were made

for the Northwestern Beagle Club's field trials, which take
place at Whitewater, Wis. , on Nov. 1 :

Class A.—DUUugham & Rummele enter Base; G. A. Buck-
Staff; Royal Rover and Uwaco; Chas. Niss, King Lead.
_Clfiss B.—Dillingham & Rummele, Panic; Chas. Niss,
(^uefenSitiger; Ttu man Sears, Nannie; F. W. Bender, Lottie.
Class C—Trtiraau Seal's, Rags; Theo. Zschetzsche, Judy.
Class D.—G. A. Buckstaft", llwaco; Edward Bender, Little

Coouy Duke; Dillingham & Rummele, Mayfly and Dot D.

;

Louis Steffen, Tony W.
Hotel accommodations have been secured for all that wish

to attend the trials. Louis Steffen, Sec'y,
• • • •

HUNTING AND COURSING NOTES.

How easily errors occur in matters of history is .shown by the letter

of Captain Beckwith to the New York Herald, which we reprint this

week. Twenty years hence this same letter may be unearthed from
musty files of the Herald as conclusive evidence concerning Vigtlant

and Valkyrie. The letter in itself is a curious instance of inaccurate

obserfation, hut what is most remarkable is the HeraWs course in

the matter. After publishing a statement which could not fail to

arouse general denial, it disposes of the whole matter as follows:

"The Herald is in receipt of scores of letters taking exception to Mr.
L. F. Beckwith's communication, 'Won Fairly by the Vigilant,' pub-
lished in the Herald of Oct. 20. While the Herald would like to oblige

all its correspondents, it does not care to open a controversy on the
subject."

VoLXWTEER is now at Lawley's yard, where she is being altered back
to the cutter rig which she carried before being lengthened in 1890. It

is not known whether Com. Forbes will race her regularly next year,

but with a full racing rig her possible performances with the fleet of
1893 would be of the highest importance.

James Ellis, Hyannis, Mass., one of the best known fox
himtcrs in southeastern Massachusetts, is dead at a good old

Mr. H. W. Smith, of Worcester, Mass. , is at Mount Morris,
Avbere he is staying to indulge in ten days' hunting with the
Gennessee Valley hounds.

• • • •

An adjourned meeting of the new San Francisco Coursing
CI lib was held Oct. 13, Dominick Shannon in the chair. Ten
new nieniluTs were elected and the whole membership is now
tweniy-three, in.stead of fifty as stated last week. An open
meeting will be held at Newark Park on Thanksgiving Day
for all-age dogs with a $5 nomination, also a puppy stake for
members at $2..50 entrance. The stock of hares already in the
park will be increased by a strong lot from the plains of
Merced.

Tbk letter from Col. Norton in another column is interesting in

bringing to light a certain foundation of which we, in common with

many others, were ignorant, for the story told after every interna,

tional race. At the same time the fact remains that the origin of the

Cup is unknown to most Americans, and they still cling tenaciously to

the royal flavor with which Time has incrusted the Royal Yacht

Squadron Cup. The letter, which wo reprint from the Sun, gives a

new and picturesque version, for which we believe there is not even

the foundation of a comic cartoon.

In view of what we have repeatedly written about the America and

the first race, Col. Norton's charge of belittling the part played Ly the

American yacht is hardly called for. Leaving aside all heroics and

patriotic feeling, the first race was on its tecbnical merit? a drifting

THE INTERNATIONAL RACES.
Not only are the races for the America's Cup finished, but the two

competing yachts have been laid up, their crews have been disbanded
Lord Dunraven and his friends have left for home, and the yachting
world, with a feeUng of relief that the excitement is at last over, has
settled quietly down to talk first and think afterward through the
winter. The contest has been marked by the best of feehng on each
side, the visitors have made many frieods here and no effort has been
spared in making their stay in New Y^ork a pleasant one. The Atlantic
Y. C, with its very convenient house and station at Bay Ridge, has
been in a position to render special courtesies to Lord Dunraven and
his party, and by invitation of the club they have made their head-
quarters during the races at the club house. Messrs. Watson and Rat-
sey staying there all the time, while Lord Dunraven slept and dined
there very frequently.
The New York Y. C. has not been lacking in its accustomed hospi-

tality, and on the Monday after Lord Dunraven 's arrival a dinner was
tendered him by Mr. J. D. Smith, of the Cup Committee, at Del-
monico's. There were present the Earl of Dunraven, Marquis of
Ormonde, Vice-Commodore Royal Yacht Squadron; Lord Wolverton
Hon. Hercules Robert Langrishe. Hon. Arthur Paget. Com. E. D'
Morgan, N.Y.Y.C.; Vice-Corn. W. Butler Duncan, Jr.. N.Y.Y.C.; Rear"
Com. Archibald Rogers, N.Y.Y.C.; Sec'y J. V. S. Oddie, N.Y.Y.C.;
Latham A. Fish, J. Frederic Tams and A. Cass Oanfleld, of the
America's Cup Committee; Charles Kerr, brother-in-law of Lord Dun-
raven: ex Com, S. Nicholson Kane. Chester Griswold and Irving Qrin-
nell, the Regatta Committe, N.Y.Y.C. ; Gouverneur Kortrighr. Fleet
Captain, N.Y.Y.C: C. Oliver Isehn, Charles J. Paine, R. Suydam
Palmer, H. Maitland Kersey, Fleet Surgeon M. J. Asch and E. T.
Gerry.
On the following Sunday Admiral Belmont, of the Corinthian Y. C,

gave a dinner on board the flagship Ituna to Mr. Watson, at which
were present Messrs. N. G. Herreshofl, A. Gary Smith, Geo. A. Stew-
art, Wm. Gardner and John B. Paine. On Oct. 10 Messrs. Watson and
Ratsey were the guests of Mr. John Macrea, of Bensonhurst, at the
Montauk Club in Brooklyn, there being present J. Rogers Maxwell,
Col. Ketchum, vice-commodore Atlantic Y. C. ; Major J. Fred Acker-
man and H. J. Gielow. On Oct. 12 Vice-Corn. W. Butler Duncan, Jr..

gave a dinner at the Union Club to Lord Dunraven and his friends. Oii
the evenuig ef Oct. 17 Lord Dunraven was the guest of Mr. C. Oliver Ise-

lin at the Knickerbocker Club, a number of yachtsmen being present,
and after dinner the party repaired to the New York 'ST. C", where a
reception in honor of Lord Dunraven was held. On Oct. 14 three of
the visitors, the Marquis of Ormonde, Lord Wolverton and Hon. Her-
cules R. Langrishe, sailed for Liverpool on the Lucania, and on Oct. IS

Lord and Lady Dunraven, with their daughters, and Mr. Charles Kerr
sailed on the Majestic. Messrs. Watson and Ratsey have been on a
trip aroimd Lake Ontario during the past week, and will sail on
Oct. 25.

On Oct. 21 Captain Cranfield and Valkyrie's crew spent the evening
at the Union Square Theater, by invitation of Mr. Keith, the manager.
On Monday night a grand dinner was given in their honor by the
Yachtmasters' and Engineers' Association, of South Brooklyn, and on
Wednesday they sailed on the Teutonic.

On Oct. 16 the New Roehelle Y. C. held a reception in its club house
in honor o£ Mr. Iselin. a large number of yachtsmen being present. In
spite of the modesty of Vigilant's designer, it Is quite probable that an
attempt will be made to do him honor through a pubUc reception in

Providence.
Lord Wolverton is reported as a part owner with Lord Dunraven in

Valkyrie. The full list of the Vigilant syndicate has only lately been
made public, as follows: E. D. Morgan, C. Oliver Isehn, Perry Bel-

mont. August Belmont. Oliver Belmont. Charles B. Flint, Chester W.
Chapin, George C. Clark, Henry Morris (representing the late H. Astor
Carey), E. M. Fulton, Jr., Cornelius Vanderbilt, Dr. W, Barton Hop-
kins, A. Iselin.

In the races Mr. Charles Kerr, Lord Dunraven's brother-in-law,

sailed on Vigilant as the representative of Valkyrie. Rear-Com. Archi-
bald Rogers sailed on Valkyrie in the first four races, m: R. S. Palmer
representing Vigilant in the final race. Mr. Lloyd Phcents was origi-

nally requested to act as referee in case of any dispute, but declined
to do so and no other was chosen.

The management of the races was entirely in the hands of the re-

gatta committee, Messrs. S. Nicholson Kane, Irving Grinnell and
Chester Griswold, but with them on the May were the four members
of the Cup committee, Mejssrs. J. D. Smith, A. Cass Canfield, J, Fred-
erick Tams and Latham A. Fish.

Vigilant was taken to New Roehelle on the Saturday after the last

race; she was gaily decorated with colors from truck to boom and
bowsprit end, and both of her tenders, the Commander and the Hat-
tie Palmer, were similarly attired in her honor. All the way from Bay
Ridge to the Sound she was greeted by whistles and lowered colors,

It has from the first been Lord Dimravan's intention to send Val-
kyrie home as soon as the races were over, but at the last moment

|

he changed his mind and decided to lay her up here for the winter and '

to fit her out in the spring for the regular races on this side. This de-
|

cision is likely to prolong the brief life of the four American boats, or
at least of three of them, and to \ea.4 to the racing of the class in the
club regattas of 1894, a matter for general congratulation, as in the
ordinary course of events the class would probably have disappeared
even more rapidly than after former races, the various syndicates I

naturally having no interest in racing other than for the Cup. As
matters now stand it is probable that .Jubilee will be properly rigged
and that Colonia will be deepened in some way, by more keel or a cen^
terboard, while Vigilant wiU be kept in her present form.
With them and Valkyrie, the racing next year should be far more

exciting than in the present season. Thus far the four Cup defender*
have been handicapped by late completion and faulty constrtietion.
and all will be In far better condition next spring. It is very doubtful
whether any attempt to improve Pilgrim will be made.

It was decided by Lord Dunraven to lay ap Valkyrie at City Island,
hauUng her out on Hawkins's ways, but thus far she has laid at
Tebo's, beside the new wharf, where she has been stripped by Capt.
Cranfleld and her crew.
There is so much to be learned from the series of races, each yacht

displaying so many points of excellence, that any waste of time over
idle excuses is to be deprecated as obscuring the real facts, but each
side seems intent to have its say. Lord Dunraven has made a most
favorable impression by his conduct throughout the whole negotia -

tion and the subsequent races, but this good opinion has not been im-
proved by the following statement, left by him to be given out after
he had sailed:
"The first races, which ought to have been to windward and back,

were reaches. On the first day the Valkyrie had a fluke and came ouf-
ahead. On the second day the Vigilant had a fluke and came out-
ahead, winning the first race.
"The first day's race was void and the second day's was won by

Vigilant. That made a vast difference in the contest for the Cup. but
the merits of either boat were not determined. Looking at it from;
that point of view the first and second races should not be considered
in judging the merits of the ships.

"In the third race Valkyrie was fairly beaten, but Valkyrie was out
of trim and had not enough of ballast. In our desire to conform to
the 85-foot limit we sacrificed t-oo much. We need not have been so
sacrificing, for Vigilant was practically S7ft. long and we should have
increased the length of our boat. This would have helped us much.
Further, we were greatly interfered with by steamers, not being able
to sail Valkyrie at times as we wanted to sail her. But Vigilant would
have won anyway, it is my opinion, yet if it had not been for all this
the difference in time at the close would not have been necessarily sa
great as it was.
"The fourth day's race was a single-reef breeze race and 1 think

Valkyrie would have fairly won the race if our two spinakera had
held out. This v,'as very unfortunate, and it was very singular, too.
Such an accident seldom happens. In fact, I have never known it to
happen in England.
"As a total result, I don't consider that the relative merits of the'

two boats have been determined. I shall leave Valkyrie over here
with the intention of racing the yacht next spring in America, if I can
make arrangement for yacht races. I understand quite a number of
cups were not raced for this year. For these I will try. The course
from here to Marblehead is most excellent and Valkyrie, I think,
would do more than well on them.

"I have been asked if five out of seven races would not be fairer in
the matter of contest for the Cup. To be sure the element of chance
would be lessened in five out of seven races, but I consider this of
insuflicient importance.

' To refer to the recent races again, I think the majority of them
should be to wuidward and back. Only one race complied with that
condition, and that was the last one. But nobody was at fault. Per-
mit me also to say that I was never over-confident, although I thought
Valkyrie had a good chance, and I think so still.

"Jubilee, Colonia and Vigilant—any one of them, or all—should
come to England to race. In fact, I am anxious that they should do
so. I do not know which would win, but it would be splendid sport,
and it is for the sake of sport that I desire it."

On the other hand, while many Americans are willing to give Val-
kyrie credit for her performance in the last race, there are some who
are busy making excuses for her coming so close to Vigilant as she
did. The following letter to the Herald from a member of the New
York Y. C. deals with one important point of the race:

To the Editor of the Herald:
In to-day's issue of the New York Herald, in the editorial article

entitled "We Shall Keep the Cup," you say most correctly and ap-
propriately:

"It is claimed that the Valkyrie would have won but for the splitting
of her spinaker. While this is not certain—for only nine minutes
elapsed between the first split and the final setting of her balloon jib
as a spinaker—it does not detract from our victory. If the spinaker
had not been so light it would not have split, but it was made light
purposely for such advantage as might be gained thereby, and if Lord
Dunraven chose a light sail when a strong one was needed he must
take the bitter with the sweet."
With the single exception of the splendid article in your valuable

paper and the account of the New York Tribune, the entire daily
press of New York have hastil}^ taken the ground that the accident to
the Valkyrie's spinaker lost her the race. This universal inference
could only come from people who did not see the race, as it is false as
to the facts and hasty as to the erroneous conclusion.

I was present on the steamer St. John during the whole race and
carefully observed every course of the two boats.
When the accident occurred the Vigilant had some time previous to

it passed the Valkyrie, taking the lead which she kept to the end of
the race. She was about a mile ahead of the Valltyrie at this moment,
and the accident to the English boat in the rear could not have any
possible action whatever as affecting the Vigilant, which had already
taken the lead in a glorious victory.

It is absolutely necessary to dispel at once the erroneous general
impression of tfie public, and I respectfully ask your assistance In
setting forth its correction and calling the attention of the public to
it through the editorial colunms of your great paper. It cannot be
done too' soon before the wrong impression becomes established.
Every person who attended the race cannot, if his testimony is

called upon, do otherwise than support my statement of the facts,
and as a yachtsman myself, owning a sailing yacht, the sloop Vixen,
I am fully competent to give my opinion.

Leonard Fojujes Bkckwith,
New York Y. C, Oct. 18. Captain sloop yacht Vixen.

Unfortunately for the observer who would correct so many others
equally well placed and equally competent, his statement of the oc-
currence is contradicted by well-established facts; he is doubtless per-
fectly honest in his belief, but he saw very imperfectly the various
incidents of the race. Our own observation is borne out by many
printed accounts, as well as by the testimony of many spectators.
Referring to notes taken with great care from a position just abeam
of the two yachts, we have recorded that at 3:S9 Vigilant ran to wind-
ward of Valkyrie, the latter's spinaker coming iu as Vigilant came on
her beam. At 3:32 a spinaker was set on Valkyrie which instantly
split, falling into the water and dragging under the bow, and not
until 3:38 was the third spinaker set. From our position to leeward of
the big jibtopsail, it was not possible to distinguish just which
spinakers were set, and the tear in the first one was not visible, though
the whole performance of taking in the first sail and setting the
second and third was distinctly seen.
The exact order of events, as determined afterward by careful inquiry

was as follows: The first spinaker, set at the turn, was of heavy
Scotch hnen, and very strong, quite the equal of anything used on
this side. The sail was set flying, in Enghsh fashion, a serious mistake
in so strong a wind, and the foot caught on the steel bowsprit bitts,
making two tears each about a yard long, and close together. Each
of these tears was hastily lashed with twine at the hem and the sail
sheeted out, but one lashing shpped off, and with such a strain on a
raw edge of cloth, the sail could not be properly sheeted down, but
was constantly lifting and bellying far out.
Valkyrie ran for some 50 minutes with the sail holding, but when

Vigilant covered her the spinaker lifted and went over the stay, catch-
ing in a ropsail hank and starting a tear half way up the leach. When
the sail filled suddenly after Vigilant drew ahead, this tear ran across,
rendering it useless. It was mstantly taken in and the only other
spinaker, the very light one, of a finer grade of Scotch linen, was set
in a manner that does credit to the crew, but almost as a matter of
course it burst under such a strain, for which it was never Intended.
Some time was lost in getting it aboard, and in all nine liiinutes
elapsed before the third saU, the "bowsprit spinaker," or what is

called here a "balloonjibtopsail," was set.

This we beheve to be the true statements of the facts; but if any
proof be needed of the incorrect judgment formed by Captain Beck-
with it may be found in his estimate that Vigilant was about a mile
ahead when Valkyrie's spinaker split. The average speed of Vigilant
down wind was 12 knots, or say 13 for the last few miles, at which
speed she would cover one mile in about iy^ minutes. She crossed the
line 2 minutes and 13 seconds ahead of Valkyrie, or less than half a
mile in distance, and yet Captain Beckwith claims that when Valkyrie's
spinaker split, some twenty minutes before, Vigilant was a mile in the
lead.
The mere winning or losing of a race by a few seconds more or less

speaks little for the merits of a yacht, and the present question has
received so much notice only from the fact that this was the closest
race ever sailed for the Cup. While the matter is hardly worth dis-
puting, it does seem that 40 seconds might very easily be lost to a
yacht for 9 minutes without a spinaker, a torn sail dragging under
ner bows for a part of the time and her crew running about the deck.
The fferaWs statement that the first spinaker split because it was

t«o fight is all nonsense; the two sails were probably confused by the
Herald writer. While we believe thoroughly that Valkyrie would have
won had her spinaker held, we are just as firmly convinced that if Vig-
ilant had been handled in the same way as Valkyrie she would have
never passed the other. We did not at first credit the statement thai
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VslUtyrie apniiig her mast on the windward work, and that Captain
Cranfleld did not dare to put sail on; but such has proved to be the
case, as the mast has been condemned and a new one ordered for next
season, the stick having split just below the hounds. Further than
this, we understand that Valkyrie dropped her topsail yards overboard
before the start, not expecting to use them, a refinenjent of racing
which has mainly come in this season and which is not to be com-
mended.
We cannot speak as to the esact condition of Valkyrie's mast, and

the possible danger of a serious disaster in carrying It away: but there
are some instructive points of comparison which present themselves
in connection with the latter half of a race that promises to be histori-
cal. Valkyrie set her first spinaker admirably, taking barely two min-
utes to do it, but the sail should have been set in stops and broken out,
in which case it could have been better tacked down. She sliould, had
her mast permitted it, have set a balloon jibtopsail at once, instead of
the large jibtopsail ; and she should then have set a clubtopsa.il, even
though her small reef might not have paid for the trouble of shaking
out. The work with the torn spinakers was beyond criticism, the
crew worked rapidly and dextrously under very discouraging circum-
stances.
Vigilant was very slow with her spinaker, taking at least 5m,, and

then the sail was not tacked down. She was also in trouble with her
balloon jibtopsail, the spinaker fouling on a hank, just as in Valkyrie,
and being cleared after some delay by a man who went down the stay.
Apart from these two blunders, or mishaps, the work ou the run was
deserving of the highest praise. Every chance wa.s taken in piling on
light sails in a strong and rising wind, and the \v(irk of shakirg out
the reef, lashing the working topsail and setting the clubtopsail over
it was done rapidly and skillfully.

It is also a question as to the exact merits of the rigging on the two
yachts, that on Valkyrie is certainly strong and heavy enough, and
yet her mast sprung, the result, probably, of a long and heavy gaff.
Opinions differ as to the esact merit, of the rigging which Mr. Herres-
hofl has put on Vigilant and Colonia; it is novel and ingenious, and
has stood the test of this season successfully, but there is a question

Set as to its durability, and more than eight or nine races, nearly all in
ght weather, will be required to settle it. The masthead shrouds

and the double stays down the foreside of the mast certainly hold the
spar perfectly to all appearances, but it is a question vvitl/nmny ex-
perienced sailors whether the large number of stays and the neces-
sity for the perfect adjustment of the strain on each is not in itself a
serious element of weakness.
On behalf of Vigilant's performance in this race, it has been urged

by her friends that the centerboard was not working properly, but
there is good ground for doubt as to the material loss from this cause
Mr. Iselin states that the Tttmrd could only be lowered lift., but this
means a total draft of at least 2.5ft , which it is claimed is inadequate
for proper windward work. .Just how deep Vigilant's board can be
dropped we do not know, but it would seem as though a draft of 25ft.
should be nearly enough for an American centerboard sloop to work
with, and that the lack of greater draft could hardly be a serious
hindrance. In many of the large centerboard boats, such as Volun-
teer and Lascfl, the best windward work is done with much less than
the whole drop of the board. Off the wind the board was raised by a
tackle until but ,5ft. projected below the keel, and as this is of polished
Tobin bronze the resistance could hardly be serious in view of the
wide keel which Valkyrie managed to carry to leeward.
To our mind the remarks of the Herald concerning Valkyrie's light

spinaker, as quoted in Capt. Beckwith's letter, apply very closely to
the loaded centerboard of .great size. A weight of three or four tons,
loosely hung beneath the boat, supported by a chain which is inaccess-
ible save by the aid of a diver, is a most undesirable and unseaworthy
appliance, and puts a new aspect on the question of the centerboard
in seagoing vessels. Both Navahoe and Vigilant have experienced
trouble with the lifting gear or chain, and it is easy to imagine that
the parting of the chain, even in such a sea as in the last race, while
not a remote contingency, might be a most serious one, involving
even the loss fo the vessel.
In the various comments both in England and America, on the result

of the races, there is evident quite a general disposition to make the
centerboard, as of old, the great point of difference. In the case of
the EngUsh, who know little or nothing about centerboard boats, as
has been repeatedly proved, this may be excused; but American
yachtsmen have had before them for some years a far wider series of
practical demonstrations, which should have disabused them of an-
cient fallacies, and of theories which, though once correct, are npw
obsolete.
Leaving out the question of rig, whjch has disappeared in the uni-

versal adoption of a modified and improved cutter rig by both sides,
the original issue of centerboard I's. keel involved two vital points of
design—power and lateral resistance. The centerboard sloop em-
bodied the idea of an excess of power at all moderate angles of heel,
derived from excessive beam, and of ample lateral plane in a most
effective form in the centerboard. The keel cutter, on the contrary,
through her narrow beam and low lead, possessed a very moderate
amount of power at normal saiUng angles, though coupled with an
unUmited reserve for purposes of safety: and her latpral plane, de-
pendent on the form of the hull alone, was but moderate in area and
ineffective through its curved form and the great angle of heel.

It requires no deep knowledge of designing or naval architecture to
perceive that these old and extreme points of difference no longer
exist in the two vessels now under discussion. Both possess ample
power for match sailing, as well as reserve stability for mere safety
from capsize, through their great beam and extreme low lead Both
also possess a very large and effective lateral plane in the hull alone,
apart from the centerbo-ard; even in Vigilant the board is not re-
quired for windward work in cruising or ordinary sailing, but only in
racing, and with the centerboard fully housed, or with the slot filled
with lead, she would unquestionably defeat any keel cutter buih be-
fore this year, such as Thistle, Iverna, Irex or Genesta.
In the old type of boat the board was everything; with it jammed,

lost or otherwise disabled, the boat was a helpless hulk so far as wind-
ward work was concerned; but in Vigilant the board has shrunken to
the position of a mere auxiliary, intended to give a necessary but very
moderate increase of weatherly ability. While Vigilant would un-
questionably be slower than Valkyrie without her lioard, just asis
Colonia, it is by no means the case that Valkyrie could be maie in any
way better to windward by the addition of a "board; in fact she stands
nearly or quite even with Vigilant to-day in pointing and in holding
on, in this respect presenting a very marked contrast with all of the
older cutters that have raced for the Cup. There is no denying the
equality, if not the absolute superior! lv, of the keel over the center-
board in the 30, 40 and 46ft, classes, and Valkyrie has shown herself as
a boat of remarkable weatherly power in the largest class.
Valkyrie certainly would not be improved by the addition of a center-

board; and on the other hand, there is good proof that Vigilant, if
deprived of her board, could be made quite as fast and weatherly by
the addition of a deeper keel.
Assuming for the moment that with an increase of draft of about

3ft., making her as deep as Valkyrie, Vigilant would be as fast as she
now is with a centerboard, the main points of difference are more
clearly visible. In the first place Vigilant's driving power is greater
by 12 per cent , a radical difference in the average racing weather. Ivo
less important is the extra beam of 3 to 4ft , coupled with an extreme
hollow section with its higher center of buoyancy and an equally low
center of gravity.

It is no longer a case of moderate beam and ample power against
narrow beam and insufficient power; but of extreme beam and ex-
treme high power against moderate beam and absolutely high power.
In short, the superior speed which we freely concede to 'S'igilant in
topsaU breezes, is not due, as in the case of Thistle and Genesta, to
marked deficiences as compared with the new American yachts of
their class; but solely to the fact that in her the designer has gone to
far greater extremes in dimensions and power than his predecessors
have deemed necessary or expedient: and in doing this he has pro-
duced a vessel that, while very fast under certain conditions, is nearer
to the machine and fiu-ther than anything of her size before floated
from that vague ideal which we all cherish of a sailorman's yacht.
Whether such an advance is either legitimate or desirable is hardly

a matter for discussion in the present state of yachting, when the best
of authorities either have no opinions on the question of restricting
design and encouraging or discouraging certaui types, or else are
afraid to express them. With perhaps certain reserv.Ttinns iu the
matter of unhmited crew and the measurement of the waturline, we
are content to assume that Mr. Herreshoff has acted fairly and wisely
in Introducing in the largest class a type which, by general consent,
has heretofore been confined to yachts of 40ft. and'imder; but we do
wish to point out clearly and emphatically to English and Americans
alike, that in these great modern racers the question of keel or center-
board is solely one of detail, and that the real essence of the discus-
sion hes in the application of extreme power on a given length, to
meet certain conditions which generally, but not invariably, decide
the winner in American racmg.

Society of Naval ArcMtects and Marine Engineers.
The first general meeting of the Society of Naval Architects and

Marine Engineers will take place in New York at 10 A. M., Thursday
Nov. 16, 1893. Through the courtesy of the president and managers
of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers, the meetings wilt
be held in the rooms of that society. No. 12 West Thirty-first street
the sessions extending through Thursday and Friday, Nov. 16 and 17.
The society was organized last winter with every prospect of suc-

cess, the leading men in shipbuilding circles being interested in it. At
tJie coiping meeting sQflie fovirte^n papers wiU be read,

How a Yacht Race is Reported.
Thjs problem of publishing in an evening newspaper on the days

when tliey were held accurate descriptions of the races for the
America's Cup, sailed as they were on the ocean, for the most part
out of distinct sight, at least of land, was solved by the Evening Post
by recourse to rather unusual means. The progre.'ss of each race was
related in the successive editions up to the point reached a few minutes
before the appearance of the paper on the streets, and in an extra
edition, issued in as short a time after the fiuish gun oroclaiaied the
result, the story of the whole race was told, in some detail.
The races, as is well known, were begun at Sandy Hook Lightship,

which IS anchored eight miles from the point of Sandy Hook—the
nearest land—and about the same distance from the Navesink and
Atlantic Highlands of New Jersey the highest points within sight, and
eleven, nine and twelve miles respectively from Coney Island, Eocka-
way and Far Eoekaway—the only available place for observation
from the Long Island shore. At all of these places it was necessary to
establish the best obtainable means of observation, so as to provide
against the chances of failure at any of them on accouut of fog, in-
terference by passing vessels or the attending fleet, or any other of
numerous possible causes of mistake or delay. To make the most of
these coigns of vantage, such as they were, it was essential to have at
each of them telescopes of great power. Even from Sa.ndy Hook or
the hills at the Highlands the naked eye, under the most favorable
conditions, was useless at such a distance. These glasses are not
easily obtained; they are very costly and of such size that the trans-
portation of them, nicely adjusted and fragile as they are, is a difficult
matter, especially to places so comparatively inaccessible as are those
mentioned, most of them being used chiefly by the marine observers,
who report the arrival of the incoming ships. 'These men, by the way,
have strong glasses for their work, but even they have been found
inadequate for following these yacht races with distinctness; the
marine observers are satisfied if they can make out large steamers
after they pass the lightship: the reporters had to dist inguish small
yachts starting from the lightship from among a great fleet of other
boats, and keep track of them fifteen miles further away, that is, for
a distance in one case of nearly twenty-three miles fro'm the High-
lands.
One of the glasses^ used there was an astronomical telescope, re-

quiring the services of three men to carry, and with a maximum mag-
nifying power of 400. Lower-power lenses could be substituted in case
of fog or haze. An observer thoroughly accustomed to the use of the
glass and calculations of distances by means of it made the most ef-
fective use of this fine instrument. As an instance of its power it may
be mentioned that in one of the races over the coarse, fifteen miles to
windward and return, the time of turning the i sur-r stakeboat, twenty-
one miles from where the glass was mo'i'

;

r hen through it,was
within six seconds of Vigilant's official ; i :

i
:

.me seconcis of Val-
kyrie's, stop-watches being employed u-, '.-.h Nii l ue record as accu-
rately as possible. The apparent horizon fi-oni i iris elevated point was
about twenty-three miles distant. To insure safe carriage of this tele-
scope it had to be conveyed from its owner's house near this city to
the Highlands hy wagon.
In addition to these places, which were useful principally for view-

ing the start and finish, other stations were set up further along the
coasts of New Jersey and Long Island, so as to make sure of having
observers constantly as near to the racing yachts as practicable. The
direction of the two courses over which the races were sailed alter-
nately was governed by the wind prevailing at the time of the start,
and the line followed by the yachts might at any time be affected by
changes of the breeze, as it actuaUy was on more than one occasion.
Course No. 1, for instance, fifteen miles against the wind and back,
might be from the Lightship to a stakeboat at a. point more or less off
shore from Long Beach on the Long Island side or from Asbury Park
on the New Jersey side, or it might be straight out to sea. In the first
case Eoekaway, Far Rockaway, Long Beach and Fire Island were the
points from which to see it. In the last the progress of the race was
most distinctly in view from Seabright, Long Branch and Asbury
Park- In the event of a course straight out to s^a each of these points
might at times be found successively the best, as the yachts in going
to windward must tack first toward one shore, then to another. The
same was true of course No, 2, tliirty miles around an equilateral tri-
angle beginning at the same place as the other, except that for this
course no observers were needed as far away as Asbury Park or Fire
Island, as the stakeboats would not be anchored far be.yond Far Rock-
away near the one shore or Long Branch near the other.
But while it was of prime importance that the reporters at these

points should have the best possible means of seeing the race, their
observations were worthless in New York unless their reports could
be transmitted here without loss of an instant that could be saved.
To guard against this the men had command of special rapid tele-
graph operators, with telegraph instruments as near to them as they
could be set up, and assistants ready to carry to the wires each sen-
tence as it was written. In some instances long-distance telephones
were pressed into the urgent se.I:^'^ee with good results.
By these means every movement of the yachts was flashed to the

office in New Y'ork as quickly as what was seen could be sent, by
fingers deft in writing and telegraph ticking, or by voice over the
electric wires.
But experience had taught that the best obser'cations from shore,

no matter how powerful the glasses or how numerous the lines of
vision, were not absolutely to be reUed upon. When the yachts were
running along a straight line before the wind or on a broad reach,
their relative positions and speed might be determined with fair
accuracy, but in the fight against the wind, where short tacks were
the order and windward position rather than speed through the water
was the measure of advantage, only those who followed' the race on
boats could properly describe its progress. Formerly this was left
to the newspaper of the next morning to do. This time the evenmg
newspaper, whose object it is to pubUsh aU the news of the day that can
be secured, wherever it originates, before the paper goes' to press,
determined that the yacht races, in which public interest was so great,
should be no exception to its rule of forestalling the belated morning
paper.
Two of the fastest ocean tugs in the harbor were chartered, boats

able to steam at a high rate of speed in any sea. They were provided
with surf boats, a life-hne caimon for throwing a projectile ashore
carrying with it a rope, twenty homing pigeons of tested speed, and
telegraph operators who could be landed at any point along the Long
Island or New Jersey shores. It was the duty of one of these tugs to
follow the yachts from their anchorage at Bay Ridge to the starting
point, and thence over the course from start to finish. From time to
time a pigeon was sent oft', bearing a message telling of the race, to
cotes at Tompkinsvflle, S. L, and Seabright, N. J. The birds had been
trained to this work during the month before the races by being taken
out every dnx and released near Sandy Hook. In this way they be-
came accustomed to the routes they had to travel during'the races,
and by the time of the first race had improved greatly in speed and
precision, one of them which took forty-eight ininutes to fly from
Sandy Hook Point on its first practice flight to Tompkinsvifle having
covered the distance the day before the race in twenty-four minutes.
So as to make the most of these swift carriers, a typewriter was used
on the tug, by means of which as many words as possible might be
put on the single sheet of tissue paper with which a bird may bs safely
freighted. The best work done in this way was by a iiigeon whu-h bore
a sheet containing 821 words from a point six miir.s east of the IJght-
ship to Tompkinsville in forty-eight miuutes. From Seabright and
Tompkinsville these messages were telegraphed or telephoned. By
one of these pigeons news of the accident to Valkyrie that de'ayed the
start of the last race was brought to this city before the committee on
the flagship knew of it.

The second tug was employed as a tender to the other. Its part was
to carry "copy"—that is, the accounts of the race written on the first
tug—to the nearest point of land. A watertight tin can was used for
making the transfer from one tug to the other. The manuscript was
wrapped in canvas and placed in the tin box. to which was attached a
strong line. This line was thrown from the first tug to the tender, as
it was generally impossible to bring the tugs together in the heavy
seas, and by that means the box was hauled aboard the tender through
the '^ ater. All steam was then made by the second tug to a point as
near land as possible, whence, if the surf permitted, the manui^cript
was sent ashore by the surf-boat. If the waves were so high that the
boat could not safely be landed, the cannon could be brought mto
play, ilie projectile being shot across the high waves, and by means of
the line, it carried the tin box containing the "copy" once liiore pulled
through the water, this time to land. If the surf-boat could be used,
the telegraph operators were sent with it so as to insure speedy trans-
mission of the message to New York. More than once the surf-boat
barely escaped being swamped, and some of the men in it had a more
practical taste of salt water than they bargained for when they set
out for the races. Serious accident was guarded against b}^ men sta-
tioned at places along the shore where the tug would be likely to go
in. They stood by with surf-boats ready to be launched in case of
emergency or to haul in the line carried to them by the projectile. A
system of Morse code signals on the tug's whistle was devised to ap-
prise the men on shore of the intentions of those on the tug, so that
there might be no misunderstanding.
The same signals conveyed messages from tug to tug, when they

were far apart, in case of urgency, and in this way it was found pos-
sible to report the final stages of the races from the tug which was
following tue yachts to the other whfle the latter was near shore, thus
saving: time in getting the news to the wires. Signal men expert in
the wigwag system were also found of service for this purpose between
the tugs and thence ashore, but they were only effective at compara-
tively close range.
The men stationed along shore were obliged to keep bicycles in

rea4inesB ^ <ip lose no tape getting to t}ie nearest telegraph station

with "oopy," fitidina- them faster in most cases than horses, where the
road.s were good, ijnce. when neither biovele nor horse was procur-
ablfi biitween the Atlantic Highlands arid Navesink, an unattached
locomotive on the Jersey Southern Railroad was found of good ser-
vice in .Lfettiiitr ."i report from the tug to the wires in quick time.
The attemj.r, of an hiventive genius to use kites tlown from a tug to

siFtuil the position of the yachts proved impracticable.
\\\t]i .such numerous sources of infornu^timi it will be readily im-

agined that the office in New York was bp.sie£;ed with reports while the
ra'2es were on; and as the points of view alom.- the line from which
they came varied, so, frequently, did the pnrporr of the tnessages that
came in. As the fufl description from the tuy- was received it super-
seded the less dependable bulletins from shire, Tn tJiis wav. for every
column published despatches that would have filled ten probablv were
received, involving no little assortment and condensation. But that is
an ordinary part of making a newspaper —&\'ew«i()f Post.

Move Myths.
The New York Sun has discovered the inventor of the centerboard

in the person of a New York hoatbuilder, as told in an interesting
article last week. While the story may be in part correct, it is cer-
tain that the first use of the centerboard dates back some fifty years
prior to the alleged date. The story brought forth the foUowing
reply, which covers all the essential points:
To the JSditor of the Sun: In the .S'lwi, of yesterday appears, under

the heading of "A Cherry Street Device," an interesting account of
what purports to be the origin of the "centerboard." in which account
it is claimed that this device was first brought into use by Salem
Wines shortly after the year 1820. I would not detract from the
merits of any man who may have assisted in the introduction of this
useful feature in the modern sailing craft, and very likely much
credit may be due Mr. Wines for this introduction; lint for the inter-
est of verity in history, let me say that the use of the centerboard in
vessels about half a century previous to the dnte named for Mr.
Wines's invention appears to be sufliciently weU established. In the
Meld for Oct. 15, 1887, and again in the number for the week following
may be found detailed particulars of. the introduction of the center-
board into several vessels by the British Admiralty from 1774 onward,
through the suggestion and advocacy of Admiral John Schank, the
earliest of which were used upon the America.n lakes during the war
of the Revolution. The account in the Field gives extracts from
magazines of the period, which extracts furnish particulars of trial
trips made in the summers of 1791 and 1792, with small vessels built
with centerboards in them by the Government for experimental pur-
poses. One such experiment was with the Trial, cutter, and was made
off Gravesend on July 3, 1798. The same account states that the sixty-
ton brig Lady Nelson, fitted with centerboards, left the Thames River
for Australia, in January, 1800, and that her model is now in the
Naval Museum at Greenwich. The results of these different experi-
ments seem to have given satisfaction, but do not seem to have led to
the common use of the centerboard in transatlantic vessels, and indeed
for coast service, in yachts or trading vessels fexcepting, perhaps, for
certain ports and localities), the centerboard doubtless better meets
the requirements of these waters than it does those of Europe. Very
respectfully yours, John Hyslop.
The following letter is interesting merely as another erroneous ver-

sion of an old tale:

"To Ihe Ed ilor of the Sun: Ha.ving a vivid recollection of the trip
of the schooner America to England to capture the Queen's Cup, and
that she won tlie .said cup, and never having heard it contradicted. I
submit the fohowing: On the night preceding the race the owners on
hoard the America were notified that the schooner America was ruled
out and could not contend for the cup, as it was a rifle of the club
that cotnpeting yachts must be owned by but one owner, and as the
America had several owners she was therefore disqualified. The next
day (Aug. 21, 1851) the America sailed from Cowes at the moment the
regatta sailed from Ryde, and although the distance sailed by the
America was nine miles longer she heat them -with ridiculous" ease.
Queen Victoria, Prince Albert and young Albert Edward paid a com-
plimentary visit, however, to the winning yacht that did not get the
prize. When the t^ueen took her leave .she gave a polite invitation to
the yachtsmen to visit her at Osborne. The Queen presented thera
with another Queen's Cup. an exact dnplicjire of the Queen's Cup for
which they had not been allowed to coiupete. Tliis is the cup that
was brought home by the schooner Auierica, and deposited by Mr.
John O Stevens and his friends in the hands of the New- York Y. C,
and which has ever since been the bone of contention. Respectfully
submitted, T. B. Tompkins."

The First Race for the America's Cup.

Editor Forest and Stream:
In your issue of Oct. 21, 1 notice an irreverent editorial allusion to

"the touching incident of the Queen and Quartermaster, or 'Your
Majesty, there is no second," " followed by an intimation that the story
had not the, slightest foundation. While this may be strictly true in
one sense it IS n()t quite so true in another. If I were to assert that
the story was published in good faith by a reputable London paper in
1851, 1 should be telling the truth, but not quite the whole of it.

If I am not mistaken it was a paper cahed The Jllustrated Loridon
Journal (I quote from memory, so please do not accuse me of wilfiil
misrepresentation), that published shortly after the America's victory,
a cartoon representHng the dining room of the Royal Yacht, with the
Queen aud her famil.v at lunclieou. To them appears the quarter-
master, or as I remember the types—the "signalmaster,'' and the little
cUalogue occurs as stated.
There are a great many people even in this enlightened age, who

believe that the cartoons of the comic papers are from sketches of
real life. "I seen it all dra^ved out in Fuck or Life'' you may hear
them say, and it is not inconceivable that certain of those who saw
the original "quartermaster" accepted it as literal fact. Thus it easily
began its career in the papers, and even (Daptain Coffin reprints it

apparently in good faith in his history of the America's Cup,
A "myth" you may not improperly term the story, but hke most

myths it has a foundation—however slight.

By the by, since you went out of your way to belittle the margin
whereby America won the Cup, wouldn't it have been just as well to
mention that the race was largely a drift, and that of the .seventeen
English boats entered against her not one, save Aurora, was in sight
at the finish. America's fame does not rest upon this race, but upon
her unofficial performances in Briti.sh waters, which gave her such
prestige that matches could be arranged only by courtesy and to save
the reputation of British yachtsmen. ^ In those days small pains were
taken to keep a yacht's powers mib rnm-i. .\rnerica sailed freely about
Cowes, accepting brushes with any chance craft that came along. The
effect of this free and easy policy was to give the Royal Yacht Squad-
ron such an idea of lier pi'owe.ss that it took a general howl of indig-
nation from in-e-.ss aiifl pcLiijle t.j remind them that, for the credit of
their flag, ttiey must v'oituitaril,^' ;sail to certain defeat. When once
their attention was called to tiiis, they came forward like men and
took their beating with a good grace. " Chas. Ledyard Norton.

A Voyage of 2.500 Miles.

W. S. Rogers and A. M. Bower, too Lansing, Mich,, young men who
arj embued with more or less of the spiirit of adventure, are about to
enter upon an outing trip which if carrieii out as planned wifl, because
of its lengthjand the manner in which it is to be accompUshed, prove a
novel one and furnish fit material for a hook of modern adventure.
Tampa, Pla., is their objective point. Starting on the Grand River,

the course of that .stream will be followed to its mouth, thence south
and west along the coast of Lake .Mictugan to Chicago, where egress
from the lake will be tnade by way of the Chicago River. From the
Chicago River they will utilize the' canal that forms connection with
tne Illinois River, which stream, when reached, wiU be followed to its
mouth, the Jlississippi Having reached the Mississippi, that river
will be made to earr.y tliem to New fjreleans, where thes nope to make
connections V. itii the Gulf of Mezdco by way of Lake."]'ontcbartrain.
The gulf bavin," been reached, the coast will then be foUosvod to the
end of the journey, making in all ,'5 mute of nearly 2,500 mfles.
Messrs. Rogers and Bouer are i)rintci's and are weU known in this
city. On several occasions heretofore Ijoth successfully made shorter
journeys in a small boat, and are tlier.:-fr.i-e .soijDewhat prepared for
the unexpected turn of events which always e/iterinto a trip of this
kind. Their journey, whicn chey begin on Monday ne.vt, they hope to
complete in time to take theh- Christmas dinner among the everglades
of Florida.
The boat that is to withstand the trials and hardships of this long

journey was buUt expres.sively for it. It is ISft. in lengtii. of the
chnker pattern, with a small cabin in the stern, and is rigrged with a
sail at the bow which, with a pair of oars, will constitute the only
means of locomotion. That the voyagers mean to enjoy their trip is
shown by the variety and quantity of the furniahinsrs of the boat.
Besides the usual amount of fishing tackle, hunting outfits and the
paraphernalia for camp life, they will take with them a goodly
number of live fowls and other articles which wifl come ia handy when
the hunting and fishing is poor.
After spending the wnter in the South, during which time some of

the famous hunting grounds of Florida will be visited, the voyagers
will return to Lansing by rail.—Lansing, Mich., Exchange Clipping,
sent by Jir. Julius A. Post.
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Floating a Stranded Tacht.
A PECtJLiAH case of wreckage and of clever salvage was that of the

schooner yacht Pi-iscilla, of New York, which went ashore two miles
west of Watch Hill, Conn., in a fog on Aug. 28. The yacht has a draft
of 9ft., and struck on the rocks at Kapatree Point, dragged over them
and went ashore on Napatree Beach, inside the point and toward
Watch Hill. The ladles were landed through the surf by the lone
captain of the life-saving station, as he then had no crew, and on the
following day a severe storm landed the yacht well up on the beach,
where it was supposed she would become a total wreck. Being a
strong vessel, however, she stood the "racket" first rate, but the
wreckers wanted a large sum to get her oS.
The owner, Albert A. Wright, of Plainfleld, N. .T., with the aid of

Implements furnished him by Messrs. Maxson & Co., of Westerly, and
others, decided to save her himself if possible, and on Sept. 28 she
again slid into the water apparently as sound a yacht as ever, but at
a point 1,000ft. away from where she had landed and into the Narra-
gansett Bay instead of the ocean. By the use of jacks she was raised
and a cradle placed under her, and by means of rollers she was moved
over the bank to the bay side of the beach and along the shore 1,000ft.
to a convenient location, where she was righted up and launched into
deep water. Before launching, her seams were recalked where neces-
sary, her bottom painted and sails again bent, and the following day
Bheleft for City Island under her own sail to have her cabin refitted.
No little credit for the work is due J. Irving JIaxson, who took a
very practical interest in its execution.—jMorime Journal.

Secretaries of canoe clubs are requested to send to Forest and
Steeam their addresses, with name, membership, signal, etc., of their
clubs, and also notices in advance of meetings and races, and report of
the same. Canoeists and all interested in ca.noeing are requested to
forward to Forest ajs'D Stream then- addresses, with logs of cruises,
maps, and information concernmg their local waters, drawings or
descriptions of boats and fittings, and all items relatmg to the sport.

More About Camp Sites.

Editor Forest and Stream:
K "all roads lead to Rome," and the Thousand Islands is the canoe-

men's Rome, as your correspondent "A Radical Conservative" would
have us believe, then there are many A. C. A. men in the Eastern Di-
vision who will never see "Rome." The Thousand Island district pre-
sents many pleasant features to the tourist, or cruiser, but it is far too
remote for the majority of the A. C. A. men in the United States. The
ideal camp site for a camping and racing meeting should be upon wa-
ters without tides or currents, and without islands to chop up the
winds. Lake Champlain has every advantage that the St. Lawrence
enjoys, and has none of its drawbacks. Your correspondent before
alluded to remarks that Champlain, among others, is reached practi-
cally by only one road. On the west side this is true, but that one
road reaches the north fairly well, the south excellently, draining, as
it were, the most populous portion of the Atlantic and Central Divis-
ions. From the Eastern Division there are three distinct roads at
least, covering that entire division. The "narrow and selfish" policy
has never obtained in selecting the sites for previous meets, and pro-
bably never will. Champlain is on the extreme boundary of the East-
em Division, ditto of the Central, and is entirely away from the Atlan-
tic Division. Canada has never been better represented at an A. C. A.
meet than at that held at .Tessup's Neck, excepting, of course, those
held in her own waters. Champlain is central. Champlain is desirable
in itself, and it is easily reached without transshipment except when
the Eastern men cross the lake. My word is for Lake Champlain, and
my tellow men in the eastern limits of the A. C A. will not go five or
six Hundred miles to a meet when the necessity does not exist. Our
radical-conservative friend must be a mugwump, as the two terms do
not gibe in the same breath, any more than Champlain and St. Law-
rence are to be mentioned in the same category. The former is "in it,"
the latter is "not in it."
Now, a word about the camp. I will give my reasons for the de-

crease in canoeing interest at the meets, if you will have it. The
deadly "dude" is responsible for it, and the women in camp are respon-
sible for the presence of the D. D. "We don't look gay m our camp
array, but we're dudes when we're in town," as that charming camp
song puts it, that's a pretty sentiment, but the trouble is that we do
look gay in our camp array. Canoemen are, as a rule, fond of
getting away from the convenlionalities of city and summer hotel life.
Your real canoeist likes to "wear a grease spot on his pants," and
when he strikes one modern meet with its spotted flannels, its "clean
shaves," and its hotel mess, he never goes to another. I am speakinj-
now of that which has fallen upon my eai-s about the healths ol
several clubs in the East. "We're dudes when we're in town," that
no one will find fault with, but as for going to a "swell" A. C. A. meet
the idea is incompatible w^ith true canoeing sentiment. I want no
more of it, and as it seems likely to continue as long as the women
run the camp, my face will long be absent about the camp-fires of my
fathers. Sorry? Sorry is no name for it, for no more enjoyable time
can be imagined than a true canoeists' camp. Joy is unconfined at
such, and entertainment is spontaneous and contagious. Why, we
will be having printed programmes for camp-fires if this state of
things contmues. Stop it! Ilex.

Editor Forest and Stream:
In connection with the matter of a camp site for the 'iM meet and

yom- recent remarks as to the objectionable features of both Jessup's
Neck and Chimmon's Island, it would seem a difficult matter to find a
suitable site for a salt-water meat. My first A. C. A. meet was at Jes-
sup's, and though I had trouble getting there, I enjoyed it from begin-
ning to end. 1 have always thought that with good transportation
facilities and a good caterer, I should be glad to go there again, and I
have heard other A. C. A. men voice the same sentiments. It surely
was a big meet in regai-d to attendance, and the interest in the racing
was vei'y notable. To be sure, it would mean lots of work for the offi-

cers. At Willsborough last year I spent two weeks. One was rainy
and the other wasn't; but I enjoyed both so much that 1 cannot tell
which pleased me the most. Every one was good-natured even in the
rain—for Winne was there—and appreciated the good weatber which
followed; and even the "pirate" at Jessup's caused no more excite
ment than many of the squalls which came and went so suddenly on
the lake. I received a letter from a well-known canoeist recently, and
venture to quote his ideas: "As regards the big meet for '04, my" views
are fresh but my taste is salt. Somewhere near Norwalk Islands, if
possible. New York is a good base of supplies and Norwalk is far
enough away away to give us the privacy we desire. Champlain is a
very satisfactory site, too, and a choicewould be hard to decide upon."
His views agree with mine perfectly, except that I have that lingering
fondness foi- Pecouic Bay. In connection with the last, I would add
that New London has daily communication with Greenport and Sag
Harbor by steamer. F. B. Lewis.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Having read with a good deal of interest the discussion of the next

A. C. A. camp site in the last few numbers of the paper I would like
to say my httle say in thy matter. The ugh an Atlantic Division mem-
ber I do not like salt water meets. Jessup's Neck was bad enough
according to description (1 wasn't tliere), but if anything wor.se can
be imagined than a bald, iminhabited i.sland like Chimmons, with no
shade, a bad beach, 6 or Tft. ri.se and fall of tide, and mosquitoes
galore, as a place for a canoe meet, 1 haven't seen it. The St. Law-
rence, to my mind, cannot be beaten, especially in the neighborhood
of Clayton or Gananoque. I have been there, and I know. It is a
pretty far cry from auywbei'e south or east of New York city, but it
is a case of go further and fare very much better.
Hike the idea of a semi-permanent place for the camp very much.

Going back to the same place, while it may lack novelty to some
members, will be an added attraction to others, especially to the
racers, who will be better acquainted with the waters. Add to this
the greatly lessened cost and trouble to the division having the meet
in charge, and the better arrangement possible, and you have such
an array of advantages as completely offsets anything to be said
against the idea. JVIathjiob D. Wilt (Red Dragon C. C.J.
Philadelphia, Oct. 12.

The Racing Bides.
Editor Forest and fftream:
Although a recruit in the ranks, I am now ready to concede the

truth of the unwritten law that all canoeists are cranks, and with a
desire to gain another step toward the .SSd degree, I beg to express
my opinions upon the subject of racing and the amelioration thereof.
In the columns of the recent editions of your paper have appeared

various articles from the pen of a man. who by virtue of his years
and experience possesses the abifity to- discern the causes of the pres-
ent lack of interest in canoe rilcing and who is also good enough to
suggest the proper remedy. I mean Vaux. His arguments eoncern-
iug the changes in the A. C A. racing rules and the gentle manner in
which he handles the men who have long and loud complaints to make
at the meet, and still make no effort to right the evil, are certainly to
be commended.

I have never had an opportunity to attend any of the meets, but it
Boenia to me that additional intei'est in the racing programme at camp

can best be attained by stimulating the racing at home. The point
has been raised by many that the cost of the present racing machine
is enough to discourage the junior element from building. This is true
enough to a certain extent, but what about the reputable canoeists of
to-day who are building cruisefs? La Gloria, Scarecrow, Infanta, et al.
Now, Mr. Editor, I personally know a gentleman who admitted that he
could not possibly have squandered (if the expression may be per-
naitted) more money on his cruiser unless, perchance, he had utilized
gold or that much abused metal, silver, for fittings.
As a matter of fact, these men are evidently not the individuals who

have complained of the cost entailed in building a fm de &iicle canoe;
neither have I any desire to speak disparagingly of these rakish craft
now becommg so popular. But I do contend that the genial owners
of these boats are responsible for the evil, as it were, resulting from
their inviting canoemen on board. Three men can be comfortably
accommodated on one of these new creations, and it is easy to under-
stand how few men, if any, are left for scrap canoe races after the
various cruisers have been manned.

I am now dwelling on tiie aflPairs of the New York Canoe Club as the
conditions exist to my eyes, and while I do not wish to be personal. I
cannot help expressing my belief that the cruisers of this type are
not a little to blame for the absence of racing men from the club
house this summer. Nor does the interest in this style of craft show
any_signs of diminishing. On the contrary, within the last few days,
I might say, there was an animated discussion at the club as to the
difference between an 18-footer and an 18-rater, and as to whether or
not unanimity of action in the establishment of an 18ft. class would
not be advisable. It is quite possible that I am wrong as to the cor-
rect definition of the class, but the enthusiasm aroused certainly had
nothing to do with canoes. What will become of canoeing if all of
our racing men encourage this style of building?
Now, if I am mistfiken in my theory that home racing will incite

active competition at the meets, I hope some one will be kind enough
to give me the tip and I will subside. In the meantime I must express
my feeling of regret that interest in racing has reached that point
when it becomes conspicuous by its almost total absence in such a
representative organization of canoeists as is the New York C. C.
And this is particularly discouraging to new men, more so in view of
the fact that the location of the club at Bensonhnrst affords its mem-
bers every opportunity to increase their experience in sailing under
such conditions of weather as exists on the St. Lawrence. Gravesend
Bay IS a superb body of water; the New York C. C. has among its
members many prominent racing canoeists, a fleet of boats embrac-
ing the old type of cruising canoe and the modern racing machine,
and still there has been no meritorious work done this year. Verily,
therefore, instead of scoring the regatta committee of the A. C. A.
why not start up the regatta committees of the individual clubs and
give us some inducements at home and then see what happens at the
meets, A. C. A. rules to the contrary. And will not the races outlined
by the regatta committees keep canoeists on their sUding seats rather
than on board the cruisers? J. C. Mowbrav.
New York, Oct. 2.

The New York C. C.
The accompanying picture shows the house of the New York C. C.

on Oct. 15, after the storm. Fortunately the damage, though serious,
is much less than at first estimated. The house has been raised, the

scow, framework and roof being in good condition, and the chief
damage being to the sidmg. The house is now at the Erie Basin for
the winter. The chiof loss is to the iadividual members, the property
in the lockers being damaged or totally spoiled, while many of the
canoes are more or less damaged.

Canoeing as an Amateur Sport.
When you have become discouraged over the prospect of amateur

sport maintaining the hale vigor of other days, with the pernicious in-
fluence of racing bicycling on'one side and the danger of degenerating
into a mere tail to fashion's kite on the other—when, indeed, you have
been taking yourself rather seriously, and reached the conclusion that
your doll is all sawdust—pack up your grip instantly, and make a bee-
line for the camp of the American Canoe Association. If you happen
to have this attack at a time of the year when there is no nleet. hunt
up the nearest canoeist of your acquaintance and "talk it over" with
hxm.

If there is any surer or more thoroughly delightful manner of driving
dull care away than idling a few days at the canoe camp, it needs a
discoverer. Here the sportsman revels in the races, and rejoices that
for at least a couple of days he has escaped the element of greed, be-
coming, alas, too apparent in so many branches of our sport; the lay-
man saunters about the camp, attracted hither and thither by the pic-
turesque flag decorations and the trim, graceful canoes, wondering,
perhaps, at the uniform good nature that prevails everywhere.
A visit to the camp is a wholesome t«nic of which our draughts can-

not be too deep. It is one big family of from two to tiiree hundred men
and women on the very best of terms with one another. No one seems
to have a thought for the morrow, except that it may bring forth suc-
cessful races iu the day, and a joUy car_Qp-flre at night. If these envia-
ble canoeists have cares—and where is the happy mortal free of them?
—at least they are not en evidence; they are put aside until after camp
breaks up.
And these are pure sportsmen, these canoeists; none of your mug-

liunting, rule-evading variety we all know too well. No occasion here
for elaborate definitions of what constitutes an amateur. Every man
is a sportsman, and a sportsman requires no legislation to prompt
him on such questions, any more than does an honest man need an
officer of the law at his heel to keep him from stealing. As a matter
of fact, the honest man is the same whether posting accounts in a
banking house, paddling a canoe, riding a bicycle or playing football;
the athlete who is dishonest iu his sport only lacks the opportunity,
or fears the consequences, to be Mkewise in his business. The bicyclist
who evades the amateur law, makes false affidavits that he may con-
tinue to hoodwink the League of American Wheelman officials, and
cheat the public, would tamper with his employer's accounts with
equal complacency were the occasion ottering.
The only legislation touching an amateur in the American Canoe

Association official book is where it provides that "any member who
is guilty of ungentlemanly conduct, or of racing for money, shall be
liable and may be expelled from the A. C. A.," and it is enough.

I had come "near saying that canoeing is the only competitive sport
absolutel)' pure, but while I will not go so far, I will certainly assert
that it is the farthest removed from any unwholesome tendencies.
Every man pays his own expenses and the trophies are flags pre-
sented by different members of the Association, sometimes provided
for by .subscription among the more entJjusiastic, and not infre-
quently the wives and sisters of the canoeists make and present them
to the A. C. A.—Casjjar W. Whitney in Harper's Weekly.

How Dr. Douglas "Won the "Victoria Cross.
Those members of the A. C. A. who have attended the meets are

acquainted with Dr. C. M. Douglas, of Lakefleld, Canada, the famous
caMe cruiser and paddlei", and inventor of the Douglas folding boat.
It IS generally known that Dr. Douglas is the possessor of that coveted
trophy, a Victoria cross, but the story of how he won it, told as fol-
lows by a feUow canoeist, will be new to most of our readers:
When the 24th Regiment was in Burmah a detachment was dis-

patched to the Little Andamans Islands to rescue the captain and
some of the crew of a British vessel who it was too truly surmised
had fallen victims to the savages. About 20 men formed the small
force under Lieut. Much, who was accompanied by Surgeon Douglas
and Lieut. Glassford, the last named as a volunteer. On arriving at
their destination they landed under a discharge of arrows, and soon
found conclusive evidence that their unfortunate countrymen bad
been barbarously murdered. When they wished to return they found
that their boats were so seriotisly injured as to be useless. Efforts
were made to get off on a raft, but the nature of the coast made this
impossible. Seeing the evident plight of their companions Dr.
Douglas and Privates Murphy, Cooper, Bell and Griffiths, of the
S4th, manned the second gig and made their way through the
surf almost to the shore. Finding their boats half filled with water
they returned, but only to make a second attempt, which proved suc-
cessful. Dr. Douglas and his crew managing to convey five of the
party which had landed safely through the surf to the boats outside.
On a third trip he removed the remainder, all being rescued except
Lieut. Glassford, who was di'owned. The official report eulogizes the
"intrepid, cool and collected" manner in which Dr. Douglas and his
comrades achieved their heroic task, and it is satisfactory to record
that the statutes of the order were for this occasion strained a little
to enable these five gallant men to receive the guerdon of the "Vic-
toria Cross."

Amendments to A. C. A. Rules.
In order to be voted on at the coming meeting of the A. C. A. execu-

tive committee on Nov. 4, all amendments to the constitution and sail-
ing rules must be published in the present issue of the Forest and
Stream. The regatta committee offers the following suggestions: A
rule is needed for defining whether a man may use more than one
canoe at any meet, as in a special race, say for open canoes. The rule
in the combined race should be made more explicit, so as to bar all
standing rigs that do not permit of the sail lowering on the mast, or
in which the mast has to be unshipped to lower the sail.

The retiring secretary-treasm-er, Mr. Burns, calls attention to the
limitation to the ceuterboard in Ride I. as now printed, and suggests
that it be removed.
The following amendments have also been suggested:
Rule IX., third line, after word "appeal," strike out words "and the

decision, if unanimous, shall be final; if not unanimous."
Rule 211., second line, after word "disabled" add "for back strokes."
Rule XIS., second line, strike out words "with the wind free."
Rear-Com. O. G. Belman suggests the following amendment to the

constitution, Article 4, Section 1 ; Honorary members may be elected
by a unanimous vote of the executive committee, providing that they
have been in attendance at a regular A. C. A. meet no less than three
years.
A proposal is made by Mr. F. R. Webb to correct an error In the

boundaries of the Atlantic Division, making the reading, "Along the
middle range of the Alleghany Mountains."

Zettler Rifle Club.
The Zettler Rifle Club brought its summer shoot at Wissel's Cypress

Hills Park to a close on Oct. 22. The attendance during the season
has been rather unsatisfactory. Only 13 members filled out their
scores, leaving three prizes to fall back into the treasury. When the
programme was made up it was expected that there would be an
average attendance of at least the full number of the prizes on the
programme. But bad business and want of interest upon the part of
the members, has caused the unsatisfactory results. On the last shoot
Fred. C. Ross made the brilliant score of 2.34 points out of a pos-
sible 250. Henry Holges was also in good form, and shot himself into
the second position on the prize list. C'has. C Wlssel, the proprietor
of the park, after the close of the shoot invited those present to par-
take of a venison dinner which be had gotten up for the occasion.
The energy with which the hungry shooters attacked Mr. Wissel's
layout showed that these same shooters were at home with the knife
and fork as well as in front of the target. The scores are appended,
10 shots, 3 scores to count:
R Harmann 24 23 33 14 21 21 24 22 22 21—215

M 23 24 23 24 4 22 20 22 20—205
25 18 20 24 12 21 23 19 19 32—303

JA Boyken 14 31 25 23 22 34 18 21 19 8a-S09
20 18 32 22 23 21 18 24 31 19—209
34 34 30 22 18 18 23 19 20 17—205

Geo W Downs 16 31 18 17 19 24 22 22 22 23—204
20 16 17 14 19 21 22 20 17 24—190
17 23 34 21 20 0 23 22 13 18—180

F C Ross 28 22 22 23 24 23 24 24 25 24—234
20 34 23 S3 30 25 22 23 19 23—220
19 25 19 25 25 19 23 24 22 19—219

H Holges 24 21 18 24 31 33 35 34 34 32—326
23 25 34 35 10 20 24 19 24 21—224
22 24 22 18 22 18 24 34 33 22—219

C G Zettler 33 20 22 23 22 21 18 24 31 2:*-217
32 25 21 20 21 21 21 19 24 21—215
12 24 25 25 18 24 21 17 22 24—212

M B Engel 21 23 24 24 19 18 23 35 31 32-517
24 20 22 20 30 31 22 24 23 20—215
22 18 24 22 30 32 32 19 20 24—213

A. C. A. Membership.
Central Division: Fred L. Smith, Rochester, N, Y.
The fohowing ladies are proposed for associate membership: Mrs.

A. Arnois, Miss Lou Bond, Miss Katherine F. Smith; Mrs. Howard
Gray, Lowell, Mass. ; Mrs. C. G. Belman, Amsterdam, N. Y.

Rifle Note from the Golden Gate.
San Francisco, Cal., Oct. 8.—In issue of your journal of Sept. 3S, it

is stated that a report is iu circulation that the California shooters
would like to have another go with the Zettler Club, who defeated the
15-man team of the CaUfornia Schuetzen Club, two years ago in a
match at 200yds., 50 shots per man. I was one of the prime movers as
well as a participant in that match. The contest was very close; 750
shots were fired by each team on the German 25-ring target. The
Zettlers won by a very small margin—^72 rings only. If It were possible
for teams from each club to meet on a common range, I think the
Californians would "try, try again;" though this proposition has not
beeti agitated here, notwithstanding the aforesaid rumor.
The San Francisco Schuetzen Verein, our local oldest rifle organiza-

tion, has definitely decided to put up a couple of thousands to be shot
for during the continuance of the coming "Mid-Winter Fair." The
final details of the programme are not yet definitely decided upon,
though I am informed the objectionable system pursued by Chicago
will be adopted here, viz., two shooting days of each week (Sundays
and Mondays) during February and March, '94. However, as the
round trip rates from eastern points are to be very low, we con-
fidently expect that some of our eastern feUow-riflemeu will visit us.
The Rifle and Pistol Club, held its monthly medal contest at Shell

Mound Park to-day. This is the second shoot of the rifle department
and much friendly emulation was shown among the riflemen partici-
pating. Scores were as follows;
All comers' 10 shot record, re entry; distance, 50yd8.. Standard

American target, any rifle: W. Glinderman 90, E. Hovey 88, Dr. L.
O. Rodgers 87, J. Utschig 85, A. Heeth 83, F. O. Young 82, P. Bohr 81.
Col. S. J. Kellogg 80, H. Heeth 76, F. Fay 70.

Rifie, 200yd3. Standard American target, medal for members only,
no re-entry: E. Hovey 86, A. Heeth 83, Dr. Rodgers 80, H. Heeth 80,
F. Gehret 79, A. Mocker 79, F. O. Young 75, Capt. Klein 73, F. Fav 70
H. Hellberg 70, Col. Kellogg 68, P. Bohr 57.

Pistol, 50yds., standard American target, medal, 10 shots for mem-
bers only, no re-entry: H. Heeth 88, C. M. Daiss 88, F. G. Young 87
E. Hovey 86, Dr. Rodgers 82, A. Heeth 81, T. Bohr 79, F. Gehret 77
Capt .KleiQ 76, G. Ungerman 76.

'

All comers' pistol record match, conditions as above, re-entry F
O. Young 92, E. Hovey 92, H. Heeth 87, C. M. Daiss 85, F. Gehret 84,'

Dr. Rodgers 82, P. Bohr 64.
'

Thirty-shot, all comers' State championship pistol match, no re-
entry; E. Hovey 257, F. 0. Young 255, F. Gehret 243, C. M. Daiss
234, Col. Kellogg 234. Roeel.

Empire Rifle Club.
The Empire Club held its regiUar weekly shoot for medals at head-

quarters, No. 12 St. Marks place, on Thursday, Oct. 17. Wm. Rosen-
baum was in good shooting form and led his competitors with a score
of 243. The scores are appended, 10 shots, 25-ring target, distance
I90ft.: Wm. Rosenbaum 24:3, B. Zahn 239, H. Zettler S38, C. Bayer 236Wm. Miller 233, Chas. Zettler 229. ^ '

Turtle Bay Rifle Club.
The members ol the Turtle Bay Club held a 2-men team match at

headquarters of the club on Thursday night, Oct .19. The scores are
appended:
J OchB, Jr. ...248 240 245-789 H Walter. , . .241 245 244—730
J Oberle 240 242 842—724-1463 J Krampert..239 843 248—723—145
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Iiancaster and North End.
Ephrata, Pa., Oct. 20.—The rmich-talked-of rifle contest for the

championship of Lancaster county, between the Lancaster Schuetzen
Verein and the North lind Rifle Club, came oU on the range at Ephrata
last Thursday and was won by the Lancaster team. The members of
the Schuetzen Verein left Lancaster on the morning train and were
met at the statinn here by a committee from the North End Club,
who conducted the visitors to the Ephrata House, where they were
entertained for some time before going down to the range in the out-
sku-ts of the town. The sighting of rifles occupied some time, and by
the time everything was in readmess for the match the hands of the
watch pointed to U o'clock. The home team led ofE, followed by the
Lancaster boys, and when the match was ended, which took about
two hours or so, the following scores and totals resulted:

Schuetzen A^^erein,

DW Wentzel 8 6 8 9 8 10 8 9 10 10-89
CCFranciscus 5 10 9 8 10 8 8 9 10 8-8,5

T A Anderson 8 10 10 10 7 8 10 10 9 9—91
Benj F Bihl 8 8 6 9 9 9 10 7 10 9—85
J H Wentzel 7 7 9 9 10 10 6 7 8 10-83
Jacob F Wolfer 6 7 9 10 8 8 10 9 9 10—86
Otto E Weber 10 10 8 9 10 10 8 9 9 7—90—609

North End.
D B Lefever 5 7 9 9 10 10 10 8 8 7—83
WD Winters 10 8 8 10 6 7 10 10 10 10-93
SL Sharp 10 10 8 9 8 8 9 6 10 7—85
I N Lightner 5 6 5 6 3 8 4 6 9 9—61
L M Weist 9 7 7 7 7 6 7 7 10 9-76
C H Obreiter 4 9 8 9 9 10 8 8 5 8-78
J A Stober 7 7 5 5 10 10 8 9 9 0—76—551
Peter Donnel, one of the oldest members of the Schuetzen Verein,

was not in the contest, but shot along to try his hand, and made a
score as follows: 9 8 9 10 10 7 10 10 5 3—81.
Although the members of the North End Club tried hard to retain

the championship they so long held, an inspection of the results will

show that they were "not in it," but that the Schuetzen Verein carried
the day by a vtry fair margin. Of the 70 shots fired the visiting team
made 59 bullseyes. Of the same number of shots fired the Ephrata
team made but 43. The highest score made was 92, by AV. D. Winters
of the Ephrata team. Thomas Anderson, of the Lancaster team, was
the second man, and scored 91 points.
After the ending of the match sweepstake shooting was indulged in

for the rest of the afternoon, good shooting also resulting. During
the forenoon a table was set in the main room of the club house where
lunch could be taken by anyone and at any time during the day. In
the evening the visiting club was escorted to the Ephrata House,
where an excellent supper was partaken of. The event was greatly
enjoyed by all participants, and was w-itnessed by a large crowd of
people.

Revolver Shooting in England.
In spite of a desperate struggle on the part of Lowe, Varley and

Andrews to overtake him, the revolver championship of the North
London Rifle Club and gold jewel have fallen to Walter Winans.
Below are details of Ms scores:

Aprils 7 7 7 7 6 7—41
AprU22 7 7 7 6 7 7—41
May 27 7 7 7 7 7 6-41
May 30 7 7 7 7 6 7-41
Sept. 30 7 7 7 7 7 6-41-205
The winner used a Smith & Wesson "Winans Model," .45cal. and

U. M. C. ammunition.
Lowe, with a total of 198, and Varley and Andrews, with totals of

194 each, have to shoot for the second and thu-d places on Oct. 18.

The South London Rifle Club's championship, which does not finish
till the end of the month, looks also like a certainty for Walter Winans.

Greenville Rifle Club.
At the weekly shoot qf the Greenville Rifle Club at its headquarters,

No. 112 Cator avenue, Greenville, N. J., on Friday, Oct. 20, the club
brought the half yearly gallery class competition to a close.
The competition in the first class was somewhat close. Geo. Pur-

kess. the leader, was, however, able to retain his position to the end.
The scores of the shoot on Friday night are appended. 10 shots, ring
target, possible 250: Purkess 242, Plaisted 241, J. Boag 240, W. C. Col-
lins 235, G. Boag 234, John Spahn 233, Chavant 227, John HiU 220,
Agnew 223.

The regular Saturday outing of the club on Oct. 31 called out seven
members. Ex-Capt. Bobidoux and Jas. Doods, having just returned
from a hunting trip in the mountains, did not enter the competition,
but entertained the others with stories of the large bags of game they
did not bring home. In the competition for the 50-shot handicap
match Messrs. Collins and Chavant caught the scratch man napping
and covered up the defeat of last week. The scores are appended,
200yds., 10 shots per score, German target:
Colltas 205 206 197 207 199—1014+60—1074
Chavant 207 1 95 198 204 209—10134-40-1053
Plaisted 211 221 203 197 210 —1042

Lady Miller Club.
The members of tho Lady Miller Club met at headquarters of the

club in Washington St., Hoboken, N. J . on Monday night, Oct. 16.
The appended scores show that the ladies are stiU in shooting foi-m.
May their scores never grow less. Scores; Miss M. Miller 229, Mrs.
Meyns 220, BIrs. Boardman 215, Miss Born 214. Mr.-;. Wt ber 215, Mrs.
Ahrent 213, Mrs. Fischer 210, Miss A. Begerow 201. Mrs. D. Miller 209,
Mrs. Stine 209, Mrs. Stadler 210, Miss Mannheimer 201.

Excelsior Rifle Club.
Thk weekly gallery shoot of the Excelsior Club at its headquarters,

Montgomery St., Jersey City, on Tuesday night, Oct. 17, brought four
members together for competition for the club medals. Here is an-
other club that needs a little shooting interest pumped into its
dormant membership. The scores of the members present are ap-
pended: C. Thomas 240, John Speicber 238, L. P. Hansen 233. R. H.
DufE 222.

RIFLE NOTES.
The Empire Rifle'Cluh, with headquarters No. 12 St. Marks place

New York city, is out with a programme for its opening shoot, to
take place on its headquarters ranges on Nov. 4 and 5. Twelve prizes
ranging from $24 to $1, will be put up for competition. The shoot is
open to all comers.

The New York Schutzen Corps, will occupy the Zettler Bros, gallery
ranges for practice and the instruction of its non-shooting members,
twice a mouth diu'ing the winter.

The Italian Shooting Society, will open its wmter gallery practice
next month on the St. Marks place ranges.

The Lutzon Co., No. 12, D. A. S. G.. will hold its winter gallery com-
petition on the ranges of the Zettler Bros., No. 219 Bowery.
The Greenville Rifle Club hope that the Hudson Club, has not gone

to sleep over its challenge to the latter, for that team match at
200yds.

The Zettler Club, brought its out door season shoot at AVissel's
Cypress Hills Park, to a close on Oct. 22. A full report of the shoot
and the list of prize winners will appear in our next issue.

Barney Zettler, reports that the entries in the champion match
which comes oU on Wissel's Cypress Hills range on Nov. 7 [Election
Day], are coming in fast. It is expected that every tai-get on the
range will be in tise. Don't forget that no entries will be received
after Nov. 4.

The Zettler Rifle Club, opened its winter gallery shoot for the
season 1893-4, at the club headquarters. No. 219 Bowery, on Tuesday
night Oct. 24. The club has put up $200 divided into fifteen prizes,
-which the members will compete for during the winter.

All ties divided unless otherwise reported.

FIXTURES.
If you want your shoot to be announced here

send In notice like the following:

Oct. 34.—H. 0. W. Matz's live bird tournament, Three-Mile House
Shillington, Pa.
Oct. 35.— Silsby Gun Club tournament, Syracuse, Nebraska.
Oct. 25-26.— Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association

tournament, under auspices of Lynn (Mass.) Fish and Game Protec-
tive Association.

Oct..;?6,—BoseviUe Gtm Club tournament, Erb's grounds, Newark
N. J.

Oct. 26.—Iroquois Rifle Club's sixtb annual rifle and irap tournament,
Howard Station, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Oct. 31.—East End Gun Club's amateur tournament, Cleveland, O.
Nov. 8-10.—Highland Gun Club tournament, Des Moines, Iowa.
Nov. 30-Dec. 1.—Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association

tournament, at Dexter Park, Long Island.

1894,

April 4-6.—Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association's
Grand American Handicap at Dexter Park, Long Island.
May 22-24.-KnoxvUle (Tenn.) Gun Club tournament, gl,000 added

money,
June 19-21.—Chamberlain Cartridge and Target Company's first

annual tournament, at Cleveland, Ohio. $1,000 added money,
June (third week).—Atlantic City Rod and Gun Club, three days'

tournament. Address R. C. Griscom, Sec'y, Atlantic City. N. J.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
At the October shoot of the Stock Yard Gun Club, at Kansas City,

Mo,, there were eighteen members present, each one shooting at 10
live pigeons. The winner of the first-class medal was C. K. Carmean
who made a clean score. Second honors were tied for by Mike Steele,
Geo. AVasson, J. M. West and B. R. Bridgeford on 0 each, Wasson win-
ning on the shoot off. Other scores were G. W. Keeney 8, G. W.
Walden 8, R. B. Campbell 8, Bob Monroe 8, L. J. Gillespie 7, J. F. Fry
7, C. J. Mills 7, J. Young 6, A. W. Gillett 6, Ed. Scoville 6. C. P. Baldwin
6, J. W. Olander 5, B. F. Baldwin 1. This club is sis month's old and
during its six medal contests 1,450 birds have been shot at, ,840 of them
being scored. Each shoot was at 10 live bu-ds per man, and the
average kills were 5.75 per score. C. K. Carmean won the club medal
in four contests. He heads the club average with 9'i,o per shoot
George Stockwell having 8«io and T. J. Gilliam 8.

What has become of the New Jersey Trap Shooters' League? It
was understood that a new series of team contests would be arranged
for as soon as the last series was ended, but several weeks have passed
by without a call for a meeting. Secretary Hobart should issue a call
for a meeting at an early date, and not aUow the interest in the league
to flag. Forest and Stream office is at the disposal of the league
n henever they choose to hold a meeting. The sooner one is called the
better for the sport.

Our recent statement that the Interstate Manufacturers' and
Dealers' Association, would hold a tournament at Louis Miller's
Dexier Park, on Nov. 30 and Dec. 1, was based on a positive assertion
from Mr. Miller, that said tournament had been arranged for. We
are informed by Mr. Dressel that no association shoot will be held
this season in Brooklyn, the Lynn shoot ending the season.

Opinions are divided as to the outcome of the two matches between
J. A R. Elliott, of Kansas City, Mo., and J. Frank Class, of Morris-
town, N. J., the first of which was to be shot j'esterday. So far as
skill is concerned the men are fairly well matched, and both have had
experience enough in match shooting to harden their nerves. Each
match is at 100 live pigeons for $250 a side.

Samuel Castle and Chas. M. Hedden, of Newark, N. J., are still

awaiting an acceptance of then- challenge to shoot a team match
against any two men over 63 years of age, 50 or 100 live pigeons per
man, for from $250 to $500 a side, Hurhngham rules to govern. Any
veterans wishing to test their skill will find worthy competitors in the
above gentlemen.

Last spring Louis Miller requested the sporting press to announce
that during this month there would be held on his Dexter Park
grounds, an open sweepstake at 25 live birds per man, $25 entry, he to
add $200 to the purse. LTp to the time of going to press we have been
unable to find out whether or not Mr. Miller intends to run this shoot.

At the monthly shoot of the Washington Park Gun Club, of
Kansas City, Mo., each member shooting at 10 live birds, Durant won
the medal with 9 kills, Williams scored 8, Fernkas 7, Herson 7, Moore
6, Buckner 6, Scott 4, D. Elliott 4 and Rickmers 8.

The West End Rod and Gun Club, of Newark, held their monthly
medal shoot on Oct. 21, each man shooting at 20 bluerock targets. J.

C. Young won the medal with a clean score, E. F. Astfalk breaking 17,

J. Kolbenscblag 15 and T. Freund 15.

There will be open-to-all shooting at live pigeons on John Erb's Old
Stone House grounds in Newark on Tuesday, Nov. 7 (Election Day).
If enough shooters appear there wUl be a contest at either 15 or 20
pigeons per man, $15 or $20 entry.

The Maplewood (N. J.) Gun Club will have an all-day tournament at
targets on Election Day, Nov. 7. The events will be open to aU, and
there will be plenty of lunch and ammunition at hand.

What has become of the proposed team match between the North
End Gun Club, of Philadelphia, and the Union Gun Club, of Spring-
field, N. J.

At the Riverview Gun Club shoot at Amsterdam, N. Frank Northrop,
who averaged 93' lo per cent, used a Wilkesbarre nammerless gtm.

It is said that the Coney Island Athletic Club will soon inaugurate a
new series of cup contests for Kings county clubs.

Franklin, N. J., is to have a new gun club.

, C. H. TOWNSKND.

Jeannette Gun Club.
The monthly shoot of the Jeannette Gun Club at Dexter Park, on

Friday, Oct. 20, did not have that attendance that is usually seen at
the monthly shoots of this club. The fine weather and the fact that
we are in the midst of the game season no doubt has drawn many of
the club members to the country. The monthly shoots of the club
usually bring together from twenty to thirty members to compete for
the medals in the different classes, Messrs. Kroeger and Steffens tied
for Class A medal with scores of 9 kills each. In the shoot-off Kroeger
won on the third bird. H. J. Chester won the Class B medal with a
score of 9. Louis Lehing was the only member to shoot in Class C, and
he got his medal on the score of 2 kills. After the club ent was shot
off several sweeps were shot, and the shoot was brought to a close
with an individual match at 15 birds between C. Meyer and C. Mohr-
mann.
H Often 0022122000-5 C Steffens 1101102113-8
J Vogt 1012202201—7 J Kroeger 1101101111—8
CG Offerman 1001112111—8 C Mohrmann 0111101122-8
L Lehing 1102200203—6 C M Meyer 2222021010—7
A J Chester 1011122221—9 C Meyer 1111010111-8
C Disch 0202120112—7 P Reichert 1022112003—7
Sweep No. 1, miss and out:

H Otten 21222222 J Vogt 20
C Mohrmann 220 J Kroger illlO
0 Meyer 23113111 C Steffens 22122110
C Offerman 0 AJ Chester 0
Sweep No. 2, miss and out:

H Otten 322 J Kroeger 120
C Mohrmann 110 A J Chester 10
C Meyer 0 Reichardt 0
J Vogt 0
Match, 15 birds:

C Meyer 311011111303101—13 G Mohrmann...180111131110001—11

Watson's Park.
BtiRNSiDE, m,, Oct. 11.—The following is the score made here to-day

by South Chicago Gun Club, 20 live birds, Illinois State rules for club
medal:
A Reeves. .12012111111211121211—19 I Watson. .02210221322211202221—17
J Watson. .01000222100111010110—11 L Willard.. 202121211221011 10121—17
Same day, 30 targets for target medal: L. C. Willard 26, A. W.

Reeves 19, Ike Watson 24, John Watson 16.

Oct. i7.—Chicago shooting for club medal, miss-and-out: R. B.
Wadsworth 2, Geo. Kleinman 8, L. M. Hamiline 3, M. J. Eich 1, John
Watson 1.

10 live birds, $5 entrance:
R B Wadsworth 0212112212-9 M J Eich 3031113133—9
Geo Kleinman 2111112010-8 John Watson 1111311110-9
L M Hamiliue 0201221102—7

Oct. 18.

Miss Anme Oakley 3111122121112221131112102—24
Cannon .0222212022122231222012122—22

50 live birds, $100 a side, nUnois State rules, J. M. Franks and R. J.

Stevens:
J M Franks 03222011002022220231000200222020101011221-26
R J Stevens 22100l092l322212121111222212222112111Ct211—36

J. M. Franks withdrew as the noatch was won at 41 birds.
Audubon Gtm Club Handicap Medal Shoot.

G Hoffman. .020111111102110 —11 C B Dicks. . ..021112211221131-1-1—15
Wadsworth. .211022222121021-f2—15 W Shepard. .11012122x003102+4-15
L Hamilme. .02102l0023w *Von Lingerke.211212133210222—14
F A Place. . . .111211021101222-1-8-15 *R J Stevens . . .111201221232220— 9
F R Bissell. . 202021320200102+4—18

* Not members. Ravelrigg.

Coney Island, Not Fountain.
Through an error m the transfer of the copy, the report of the

Fhoot of the Coney Island Rod and Gtm Club on Oct. 11 was credited to
the Fountain Gun Club.

Shooters Fail to Materialize.
Amstbhdam, N. Y.—a more perfect day would be hard to select lor

a tournament than Thursday, Oct. 12. In the selection of dates the
Riverview Gun Club have always been exceptionally lucky. The day
being fine for trap-shooting it was expected it would bring out a fair
attendance at least. The morning trains came and went, only bring-
ing Frank Northrup, of Johnstown, and J. Betts, of Troy. "Where's
the Saratoga, Albany and Canajoharie shootersV" was asked on all
sides. No one knew. After talking over the situation Mr. Northrup
proposed that sweepstakes be shot instead of the regular programme,
as the club could not afford to pay the average money as annotmcedin
programme with such a small attendance. This was concluded to be
the best thing to do under the circumstances. D. A. Devendorf, of
Fort Hunter, and "J. Peck," a familiar face to nearly all league
shoots, with a new shooting name, arrived about noon and helped to
make things Hvely for Crutty's kingbirds. About 1 o'clock Dr. S. A.
Wessels and Chas. W. Sharfl, of Canajoharie, joined our smaU squad
of shooters. Some of the boys were wondering why there was so small
attendance on such a fine day. "Peck" replied to them that "the boys
haven't money to spend at tournaments this fall, you know we are
having those good old Democratic times they told us so much about
last fall." And I beUeve every one present believed he had hit the nail
square on the head.
Shooting was kept up during the afternoon, only stopping long

enough to replenish pockets with shells and allow the gun barrels to
cool somewhat. The following are the scores:
Sweep No. 1, 10 kingbirds, entry $1, American Association rules:

Northrup 10, Hartley 8, Briggs 7. Betts 9
No 2, 10 kingbirds: Northrup 9, Hartley 8, Briggs, 8, Betts 10.
No. 3, 10 kingbirds: Northrup 9, Briggs 8, Devendorf 9, Hartley 7. J,

Peck 8. Betts 10. .
-

No. 4, 15 kingbirds:
Northrup 111111101111111—14 JPeck 111110111111111—14
Devendorf 111111110001111—13 Betts 011111101101111—12
Hartley lllUllOllllOn-18 Briggs 101101 101001110— 9
No. 5, 10 kingbirds: Northrup 10, Devendorf 9, Hartley 9, J. Peck 10,

Briggs 6, Dr. Wessels 8.

No. 6, 15 kingbirds:
Northrup 110011111111111—18 Betts... 101111111101110-12
Devendorf 011001110110011— 9 JPeck 111111010011111—13
Hartley 110100101111111—11 Wessels 111101111111111—14
No. 7, 10 kingbirds: Northrup 10, Devendorf 8, Hartley 8, Betts 8,

J. Peck 7, Wessels 9.

No. 8, 15 kingbirds:
Northrup 111111101111111—14 Betts 110111111111111—14
Devendorf 111011111111101—13 J Peck 101111111111111—14
Hartley 110111111110011—12 Wessels 101111111110111-13
No. 9, 10 kingbirds: Northrup 9, Devendorf 9, Hartley 8, Betts 9, J.

Peck 10, Wessels 7, Scharfl 6.

No. 10, 15 kingbirds:
Northrup 111111111111111-15 Betts 111111101111111—14
Devendorf 111111100111110—13 Wessels 111111111111111—15
Hartley 110011111111111-13 Scharff 011111000101111-10
No. 11, 10 kingbirds, expert rules: Northrup 8, Devendorf 7, Hartley

9. Briggs 8. Wessels 7, Scharff 8.

No. 12, 10 kingbirds, expert rules: Scharfl 7, Barkhuff 3, Hartley 9,
Wessels 10, Hamilton 5.

CHUCTEJnjMDA.

Emerald Gun Club.
The monthly shoot of the Emerald Gun Club at Dexter Park on

Tuesday, Oct. 17, brought together 22 of the members. To the most
of our gun elubs an attendance of such magnitude would be consid-
ered remarkable. To the Emeralds it is nothing unusual. In fact, it
is so every month. The membership of the club is made up of as
bright and agreeable a lot of sportsmen as can be found anywhere
about New York. Louis Miller always looks upon the Emerald's day
at his park as a sort of elixir to his system. With "Shorty" for an
("euiory") cushion Messrs. Hud.son Nowak, Leveridge, Voss and
others are enabled to keep the (needles) of their wit at a sharp point,
and as a result there is never a lack of amusement for the members
and guests.
On this occasion the weather conditions were all that could be de-

sired for a day's outing, and every member made the most of his op-
portunities.
The birds were a fairly good lot of flyers, and while there were only

two clean scores made in the club event, the average shooting was
good. Dr. Hudson shot in hard luck, having two of his birds fall dead
out of bounds. Eugene Doenicke and Gus Greift' by good shooting
and a little good luck made clean scores. Col. Voss, Klein, Moore
and Hogan completed their scores with a total of 9 each. The latter
was highly complimsnted by his competitors for his good form.
Late in the afternoon Capt. Money, of E. C. fame, accompanied by

Major Pence, came into the park. The captain, after the close of the
club shoot tried his hand at 20 selected birds at .30yds., 19 of which
fell to his gun. The birds were all good strong flyers. The scores in
the club event are appended, 10 birds, club handicap rules:

M Quinn 2030123101- 7 P Butz 3210231101— 8
F Klein 20121131<;2- 9 N Maesel 0011020300— 4
J Woelfel 1133031201— 8 G Greiff 1311311221—10
T Leveridge 0111200100— 5 T FRusseU 2130010301— 0
J Hodge 0010000202- 3 J H Moore 2011133323— 9
E Doenicke 1311131112—10 P Fitzgerald 3011313031— 8
Dr Hudson 1»1111«102— 7 HThau 3001113311— 8
C Maesel 1100211012— 7 Henry 0203333312— 8
6 Nowak 1021112202— 8 F Codey 1022110001— 6
J H Voss 2220111112— 9 T McKenna 1010200310— 5
R Regan 0120020212— 6 W E Hogan 2121213130— 9

With the close of the club event a sweepstake at 15 bluerocks, $1
entrance, was shot off with the following results:
Greiff 110111111111111—14 Fitzgerald 100011101000010— 6
Moore ....111100101010000— 7 Hogan 011101011000000— 6
Woelfel lolllOlllOOlOOl— 9 Money 010010110010001- 6
Codey 001111110101011—10

New York G«rman Gun Club.
On Wednesday, Oct. 18, the New York German Gun Club held its

shoot at Miller's Dexter Park grounds. The day was devoted to
sweepstake shooting. The attendance was light, many of the regulars
being prominent by their absence. Fine weather and good birds en-
abled the members present to put in an enjoyable afternoon's sport,
The sweeps were all at three birds, American Association rules. Fred
Santer. M. Goerlitz and P. Garmes, Jr., led the group with the most
kills. The scores are appended:

P Garmes, Jr 031—3 101—3 201—3 2«1—

3

F Santer 212—8 111—3 1«1—2 220-3
NBondon 001—1 001—1 ... 022-3
F Winter 020—1 100—1 220—2 100-1
P Garmes, Sr 000—0 001—1 000-0
JBosenecker 111—3 010—1 0«0—0 100—1
JWelbrock 203—3 112—3 301—2 010—1
W Thomford ... ... 310—3

Stuernagel 001—1 101—2 111—3 113—3
G Smith 303—2 100—1 010—1 100—1
Goerlitz 111—3 130-3 021-3 113-3
Thomford 131-3
Santer 111—3 131—3 301—

S

Basenecker , 000—0
P Garmes, Sr 110-3 113—3 12<J—

2

Falcon Gun Club.
The monthly shoot of the Falcon Gun Club, at Dexter Park, on

Thursday, Oct. 19, brought together ten members in the club event.
The Falcon, whUe one of the oldest gun clubs on Long Island, is, like
many of the others, in need of the injection of new blood into its

ranks. John Vagts was high in the club event vrith OV^ birds to his
credit. The club shoot under i he old rules of gun below the elbow, a
bird Inlled with the second barrel to count as one half a bu-d. After
the club event was shot off a team match was made up at 5 birds per
man. Team shoot follows, 25yda.:
C Meyer....1 0 114 0-2]^ Vagts 1 ^-^
JMeyer....0 1^ 1 14 0—2 JMoUer....! 110 1—4
JBohlmg..l 1 0 1 1—4 JHerrmann}4 0 10 1—24
AVoege...l 0 1 1 1—4 —12i^ A'^an Staden. 1 0 14 0 0—11.5—12

Club shoot:
John Vagts 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 }i 1 ]— 9],i5

E M Meyer 1 1,1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1-9
John Moller 1 1 }^ 1 I ^ 0 0 0 ii-f,y,
John Bohling 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 % 1 3^7
AVoege 1 1 1 U 0 0 }^ U 1 1-6
VanStaden % 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 O-Sj^a
ChasDoscher W 0 0 >^ I 1 0 0 1 0—4
John Meyer ,,.^.,M 11011111 1-834
CG Moller .rr....,.,.,..^.... 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1—5
John Herrmann 1 IJjgllOllO 0—
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Shooting at South Hatfield.

South Hatfield, Pa., Oct. 11.—This is a new place for a shooting:

match, but Lukens Svrartz, the prime mover in thi.« match, is an o]d

shooter and one of the good ones, too, and thf fine lot of birds that he
got together to have a mutch this afternoon for a fine pair of three-
year-old ponies were good enough to make any shooter's mouth water
and trigger finger itch just to look at them it would be hard to find

a better lot even in midwinter, and when they were put into the traps
they showed that their looks did not belie them; for as soon as the
traps were opened most of them were off in a hurry, as if they had an
errand in some distant town. For one. I am sorry some of our good
pigeon shooters were not on hand so that the pony match could have
come off, but as thei-e were not enough shooters on the grounds, it

was decided to have a few sweeps. Two miss-and-out sweeps were
shot off when the dinner bell at the South Hatfield Hotel sounded, and
as boys will eat. every one adjourned to the hotel; and many a
straight score was made at the table, where a good country dinner was
served.
After dinner and a smoke all were again ready to try a shot, but the

way Thomas, of Ambler, was cutting down the birds discouraged the
shooters from around here, and very few of them would go into a
miss-and-out. But Pop Miles was on hand and ready to take the lead,

as he alvvavs is at a shoot. Whether he is shooting good or bad he is

always ready to shoot a match. He is not made of the stuff that
takes water because he misses a bird, but tries again, and says if he
does not kill his birds he does not expect to win. Some people want
the purses fixed so they can win whether they kill or not.

The traps were set in a large level field, about 200yds. from the
hotel, and the boundary staked off with white flags. All shooting was
under Hurlingham rules, with 30yds. rise for both 10 and 13-gauge guns.
Among those present we'-e W. H. Thomas and A. Clemens of Am-

bler; D. Aimen, one of the crack shots of the Jenkentown Gun Club;
M. L. Moyer, G. Hunsburger, M^ A. Freed and Dr. Ritter of Souder-
ton; J. Hildebitel of Telford; W, B. Moyer and E K. Cowling of Lans-
doer; P. Slough of North Wales; H. D., Geo. B. and Wm Rous of Hat-
field, three brothers, as fine built and as genial fellows as could be
found in any famil.^'; three of them would make 18ft. if laid out head
to feet, and can pull the scales at almost 6001 bs. ; they are great bicy-

cle riders, and one of them tells me he has ridden all over this part of

the State this summer, and riding here among the hills is not as easy
as some places I know of. Tbey are also great game hunters durmg
the season and own some of the finest dogs in Pennsylvania.

The shoots were all miss and out, $1, birds extra. No. 1: Thomas
3, Moyer 2. Kile 0, Swartz 0, Clements 0.

No. 2: Thomas 4. Moyer 3, Kwartz 3, Clements 0.

No. 3: Mills 0, Thurman 3, Thomas 2, Hildebitel 1, Aimen 2.

No. 4: Mills 8, Thurman 3, Thomas 2, Hildebitel 1.

No. 5: Mills 1, Thurman i , Thomas 2, Smith 0.

No. 6: Mills 1, Thomas 2, Thurman 1, Aimen 0, Swartz 1.

No 7: Mills 1, Thomas 2, Thurman 2. Swartz 1, Moyer 0, Slough 0.

No 8: Mills 0, Thomas 3, Thurman 6, Swartz 5, Moyer 0, Smith 0,

Hi'debitel 1.

No 9: Mills 4, Thomas 4, Thurman 4, Hildebitel 2, Cramer 0, Moyer 2.

No. 10: Mills 1, Thomas 9, Thurman 1, Hildebitel 2, Cramer 0, Moyer
3, Hunsburger 8.

. „
No. 11, last event, miss and out, last bird at 40yds. nse, all others at

30yds., HurUngham rules: Mills 3, Thomas 7, Thurman 6, Ruth 0,

Tredway 6. H- T.

West Newburgh vs. Boiling Springs.
Newburgh, N. Y., Oct. 21.—The West Newburgh Gun and Rifle As-

sociation has just finished its fall tournament and has chosen the fol-

lowing dates tor its spring and fall tournament of 1894: May 17 and
18 and Oct. 4 and 5. Scores of team match:

West Newburgh.
Ravland 1111011111011101111111111—22

J Rhodes 01 1001 1 1 0101 10101001 1 1 11 1—16
Higginson 1111111011111011011111100-20

T Rhodes 1 101 1 1 1 1 1000101 1 01 1 0111 1 1—18
Taylor 1111111111100010111111111—21
Likely , 1111101111011100111111011- 20-117

Boiling Springs.
Van Dyke 1111111111111111111111111-25
Apgar 1100111110011011111111111-20
Collins 0111011111100111111111100-19
Hobart 01111 lllllllOlOlllOnOlll—20
McAlpin 1111010111111011111011111-21
Dutchy llllllllOlimillllllllOl—24—129

Oct. 19.—No. 1, 15 targets:
Stansbro 111101111000111—12 Taylor 101110101111111—12
Rags 110001111111111-12 Lindsley 112101101101001—10
Donohue 102001111011011-10 Likely 111111001011110—11
Harris 110000010011010— 6 Seymore 001110101011111—10

H G H 111011111110110—12 Lindsley 001011101000110— 7
Taggart 010011000101001— 6 Seymour 111111110101110-12
Sutton 101111111111111—14 G Sutton 111111110111011—13
AVood 111010100000000— 5 Taylor 111111111111111—15
No. 2, 15 targets:

Higginson 111011111011100—11 Donohue 010111001100001— 7
Stansbro 011101110111101—11 Taggart 111000110000000— 5
Rayland 111111111111111—12 Harris 001910011111001— 8

No. 3, 20 targets:
Stansbr'ghlOIIOOlOOlOOIlllllll—13 Orr 01011011100111001110-12
Harris 01101110111100111100—13 G Sutton. ..11111111111011101101—17
Rayland. . .11111111011111111111—19 Seymore. ..00011111111101111111—16

Higginson. 11001110111111111111—17 Taylor 10111111111011111111—18

Likely 11111101111111111111—19 Dutchy. .. .11111111111111111111-20

Lindsley. ..00010111011111000111-12 Van Dyke..11111111111111111111—20
Crane 11001111111111111110—17
No. 5, 25 targets:

Lindsley 1100111101111110011110111—19

Taylor 0111101111111011110110101—19

Ravland 0111111111111111110111111—23

Dutchy 1011011011111111011111111—21

Van Dyke 0111111110111111111111111—23

Higginson 1011101111111111111111110—22

No. 6, 15 targets:
Rayland. ..... . .111011110111111—13 Dutchy 111111110110011—12

Lindsley 110010110011011— 9 Van Dyke 111111111110111—14

No. 7, 5 live birds, $5:
Lenone 01010-2 HOH 01111—4
Taylor 10111—4 Brown 11101—4
Lindsley 01101—3 Apgar 11111—5
Van Dyke 11111-5 Blue Rock 11101-4

Wolfe : 01111—4 Dutchy 11011—4

Harris 00111-3 Wood 01110-3

Rags 11111—5 Collins 00101—2

Oct. 20.—No. 3, 15 targets:
Taylor 111111111111111—15
Post 110110101001110- 9
Rags 111101111010011—11
No. 4, 20 targets:

Taylor 11111111110111111101—18
Post 11111111111110111111—19
Apgar 11101110001111011011-14
Dutchy. . . .01101111111111111011—17
Rags . .....11110110111111110101-16
Hobart . . . .11111111110110111111—18
Ten live birds:

Tavlor 0111111101— 8
Abbott 0100011111— 6

Likely 0111111110— 8
Higginson 0011110011— 8
Post 0111111001— 7
Wood llllOlOIll— 8

Dutchy 111111111111111—15
Hobart 111111011101111—13
Apgar 101111011111111—13

Collins 11011111011111111111—18
Abbott , . , ,0111 1111100011111111—16
Sutton . . . .10101 111111100111111—16
H C H 01101000111001111101-12
Likelv 10111110101111011111—16
Kissam.... 01101010000011110101— 9

Brown 1100111010— 6
Rags 1102111001— 7
Lehone 1001111111— 8
Dutchy 1110111010— 7
Apgar 1111111111—10

^mwer^ to ^amspand^nts.

No notice taken of anonymous communications

J. L. S., Chatham, N. B.—So far as we know, there is no difference,
but there is a popular belief that a vessel is faster with hatches off.

T. S. R., Salem, Oreg n.—A scow of 45ft. waterline, 12ft. beam and
5ft. depth of hold would be large enough. The Ketch rig, a modified
yawl with a larger mizen, would be preferable to a schooner.

Sareatjlt, Eddy, New Mexico.—1. What tools and materials are the
best for taking lead and rust out of shotgun and rifle barrels? 2. What
remedy is effectual for removing the pitting in shotgun barrels? 3.

Are nitro or newer smokeless powders injurious in any way to shot-
guns? 4. Are rifle cartridges loaded with any of the smokeless pow-
ders obtainable in the market? 5. If not, of whom can I obtain infor-
mation as to the loading of the same? 6 Am I right in supposing ex-
plosive bullets are not adapted to repeating rifles? 7. What is the con-
struction of explosive bullets and the material employed? 8. Have
they ever proved successful in as small calibers as .32? 9. Can the
amateur make his own explosive bullets with any chance of success?
Ans. 1. To remove lead use mercury, plugging up the barrel to pre-
vent its escape and shaking so that it will come in contact with all

parts of the bore. For rust use any good gun cleaner. 2. Send your
gun to a gunsmith and have it emeried. 3. If properly loaded, no.
Especial care must be taken, however, to clean thoroughly after
shooting, as nitros are more corrosive in their action than black pow-
ders. 4. Not that we know of. 5. Write the manufacturers of smoke-
less powders. 6. Explosive bullets are not used in repeating rifles. 7.

The bullet is hollowed out and the cavity filled with some explosive
compound, commonly black powder, which is ignited by a percussion
cap or detonating powder. 8. No; their use is almost entirely confined
to the very largest calibers. 9. An explosive bullet may be made by
taking the bullet from a .22cal b. b. cap and inserting the cap and
charge of fulminate into the hollowed point of the bullet. We would
recommend rather the use of split or hollow point bullets.

SAVE YOUR TROPHIES.

Writs for Our Illustrated Catalogue

"HEADS AND HORNS."
It gives directions tor preparing and preserving

Skins, Antlers, etc. Also prices for Heads and
Rugs, Birds and Fish, and all kinds of work in Taxi-

dermy.

WARD'S NATURAL SCIENCE ESTABLISHMENT,

ROCHESTEE, N. Y.

This is to explain that just

now we are not advei^tising

the Game Lazvs in Brief, be-

cause of a dearth in the land.

The last edition has run out and

the new one is not quite ready.

pROM the first issue of this paper it has been

used, and for nearly twenty years this particular

space has been occupied by

ABBEY & IMBRIE,
who now say that they have given up advertising at least tor the present.

^ Sportsmen's Goods.

^
Established 1858.

E. OCUMPAUGH & SONS.

SWEATERS
Boy's Best Wool "ILlfcK™ $2 00

Boy's Best Worsted "IEHk™ $2.50

Men's Best Wool $2 50

Men's Best Worsted'Kr $3 00

Men's Best Made "'t^'S'S? $4.50
White, Black, Blue or Gray.

Halifax, Nova Scotia.

.Sir.?—The sweater is most satisfactory. You cer-

tainly make a fine article in that Une. Send your bill.

G. E. Van Buskirk.

AtWetio Suits of Every Description.

Goods sent 0. O. D. with privilege of examination.

83,85&87 Main St., Rochester, N.Y.

DUCK CALLS.
Grubb's Improved Illinois Kiver Duck Call. The

most natural-toned call made; easy to blow; not
easy to get out of repair, havmg a flue tempered
reed; makes it so you can call teal, woodduck and
bluebill, as well as mallard. This is the only call

you can do this with. Price 55 cents.

Same as above, made of red cedar, silver moimted,
with silver reed which gives it perfect tone, SI
Every one warranted. Address

CHAS. W. GRUBBS,
1537 Milwaukee Ave.,

Chicago, 111.

4 Sportsmen's Goods.

FERGUSON'S PATENT REFLECTING LAMPS,
TUOlUAS J. CONKOV, Bole AKenl*

310 Broadway, New York.

With Sliver Plated Loeomotlve Reflectors

ments.

I,AMP,
b'or Sportsmen s use. Combines
Head Jack iFront and Top), Boat
Jack, Fishing, Camp, Belt and
Dash Lamp, Hand Lantern, etc.

B'or Night Driving, Hunting, Fish-
ing, etc. Is adjustable to any
bind of dash or vehicle,
send stamp for tllus. Catalogue,
and address all orders Lamp Dent.

BARBAINS IN (fONS.
1 Remington Mid-Range Target Rifle, .40-50, Vernier
and wind gauge sights, octagon barrel, pistol grip,

shotgun butt, 9lbs. weight. I nee §15.
1 IS gauge Winchester repeating shotgun, new gun,

iperfect order. Price S 1 6.

1 Scott & Son 10 gauge double gun, side snap, 33in.,

lOlbs
,
rebounding locks, straight grip, laminated

steel barrels. Cost $125. W ilT sell for ^50.

J. P. DANNEFELSER,
9 Chambers street, New York.

TROUT FOR SALE,
YEARLm&S 01 tie Broot Trout, Lake Trout, Brown

BGGS A1S» K»Y
of the same In season. For information inquire
of J. ANNIN, JR.,

Caledonia, Livingston Co., N. Y

Berkshire Trout Hatchery
have for sale healthy BROOK TROUT ranging
size from young fry to four pounds weight, suitablp

for stocking wblic and private waters.

For info I mation and price address

C. Ht. SAGE, Sec'y,
Great Barrington, Magg.

FERTILIZED BROOK TROUT EGGS AFT) Ex-
cellent young fry for stocking, in season. Ad-

dress TROUTIVn<mE. Osceola Mills, Wis.

LIVE WHITE HARES (Lepiw amerwanus)
captured and properly boxed and delivered

to express in Bethel, Me., in good condition on
receipt of orders and reTnittances at $3 per pair
Refer to Hon. H. O. Stanley, Dixfleld, Mn„ Fish
and Q-ame Commissioner. I. O. RICH. Bethel, Me

LYMAN'S RIFLC SIGHr^.A fbr S6 page Catalogue of Sights and
ABSBESS,

yrUe LTHAIC MIDDJ-BF&''J5. OOXXi

FERRETS—OLD AND YOUNG STOCK—NOW
on sale. Our celebrated handbook "All About

Ferrets and Rats." mailed anywhere on receipt of
25 cents. ADOLPH t-^AACSEN & SON,

9a Fulton street, New Yorli city.
Trade mark "Sure Pop."

FOR SALE. — POWERFUL FRENCH FIELD
glass, cost g30, for SIO. Address P. O. Box 392,

Cincmnati, Ohio. 17

LIVE QUAJL FOR SALE—W. VA. BIRDS—GAME
a specialty. E. B. WOODWARD, Commission

Merchant, 174 Chambers St., New York.

TRAINED FERRETS CHEAP; FERRET
Book, ten cents ; ferret muzzles, 20 jts. ; catalogue

free. WALLACE & SON, Lucas, Ohio.

mm ^m^m h;*r.l. Siuoi-Misfnl when all r^?ni^-di*>fif«il. ^r.1rl^P«U«

Miscellaneous. tt Miscellan(

CYCLISTS
DO NOT FORGET

iVNTf-STIFF

For Sale by Dealers In SportIr*g Goods.

E. KOUGERA & CO.,
»6-30 y. William Street, Neu> Torh,

SOLB AGENTS.

The Adirondacks
Map of, the Adirondack Wilderness.
Pocket edition on map-bond paper. $1.00.
"It is the most complete map of the Adirondacks

region ever published."-J?'ores< and Stream.

Pocket Map of Lake Champlain and Lake
George. May-bond paper, 50 cents.

Guide Books.—The Adirondacks, illustrated,
16mo., 272 pages, pseudo cloth cover, 25 cts.

Lake Creorse and Lake Champlain, 25 cts.
Address S. R. STOSDAKI/ Glena Falla, N Y
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Forest and^tream^Book List.
We are the largest publishers and importers in the United States of Books on Outdoor Sports. For fuller descriptions of many of these works send for the

(free) Forest and Stream Illustrated Catalogue. Ail books sent postpaid on receipt of price. Forest and Stream Publishing Co., 318 Broadway, N. Y.
No books exchanged. Registration, if desired, 10 cents extra. Our responsibility ceases after goods have been mailed.

ANGIilNO. Price.

American Angler's iJook. Memorial edition. NoERis $'5.50
American Fish and Ilow to Catch Them l.OO
American Fishes. Large 4to. Goode. Illustrated 3.50
American Game Fishes. Shields 2.50
American Salmon Fishing-. Wells 1.00
Angling and Trolling for Pike 50
Angling on Salt Water 50
Ai'tiflcial Flies and How to Make Them. Shipley 1.00
Book of the Black Bass. (Fishing, tools, tackle.) Henshall 3.00
Book on Angling. Francis 5.25
Domesticated Trout. Livingston Stone 2.50
Favorite Flies and How to Tie Them 5.00
Fish Hatching and Fish Catching. Eoosevelt and Geeen 1.50
Fishing Taclde, Its Material, Etc. Keene. Illustrated 1.50
Fishing with the Fly. Oevis-Cheney Collection. Illustrated 2.50
Fishing on American Waters. Genio C. Scott 2.50
Fly-Fishing and Fly-Making for Trout. With plates 1.50
Fly-Fishing in Maine Liakes. Stevens. Illustrated 2.00
Fly-Rods and Fly-Tackle. Wells. Illustrated 2.50
Frank Forester's Fish and Fishing 2.50
More Ahout the Black Bass. Henshall 1.50
Rod and Line in Colorado Waters l.OO
Salmon Fishing. Hallock 1.00
Superior Fishing, or the Striped Bass, Trout, Etc. Eoosevelt. . . 2.00
The Practical Angler. Clark 1.00
The Game Fish of the Northern States. Roosevelt 2.00
Trout Culture. Slack. Illustrated l.OO
With Fly-Rod and Camera. Samuels. 147 plates. . , 5.00

BOATI^fG AND YACHTING.
Art of Sailmaking. Illustrated. New edition 5.00
Amateur Sailing in Open and Half-Open Boats. Biddle. Illus... 1.50
Boat Building and Sailing. Neison and Kemp. Illustrated 3.00
Boat Sailing and Management. Prescott 25
Boat Sailor's Manual. Qualtrough . . . •. 2.00
Canoe and Camp Cookery. "Seneca" l.OO
Canoe and Boat Building for Amateurs. W. P. Stephens 2.00
Canoe Handling and Sailing. C. B. Vaux. New edition 1.00
Canoe, Voyage of the Paper. Bishop 1.50
Canvas Canoes; How to Build Them, Parker B. Field 50
Corinthian Yachtsmen, or Hints on Yachting. Biddle

. 1.50
Cruises in Small Yachts and Big Canoes. Speed. Illustrated 2.50
Foi-e and Aft Seamanship for Yachtsmen 50
Forms of Ships and Boats. Bland 75
Four Months in a Sneakhox. Bishop 1.50
Frazar's Practical Boat Sailing 1.00
Hints on Boat Sailing and Racing. Fitzgerald l.OO
Manual of Naval Architecture. White 9.60
Masting and Rigging of Ships. Kipping. Illustrated 1.00
Marine Engines and Steam Vessels. Murray. Eighth edition 2.25
Model Yachts. 118 designs and. working diagrams. Grosvenor 2.00
Practical Boat Sailing. Davies. Illustrated 2.00
Practical Boat Building. Neison. Illustrated l.OO
Rigger's Guide and Seaman's Assistant. Sixth edition. Illustrated. 1.25
Ropes, Their Knots and Splices 50
Sails and Sailmaking. Kipping, N.A. Twelfth edition. Illustrated 1.25
Sailor's Lianguage. W. Clark Eussell. Illustrated 1.25
Sailor's Manual and Handy Book. Qualtrough 3.50
Sailor's Sea Book. Eosser. New edition 1.25
Small Yachts. C. P. Kunhardt. Third, edition, enlarged, 470 pages lO.OO
Steam Yachts and Launches. Kunhardt. New edition 3.00
The Marine Steam Engine. Sennett. 244 illustrations 6.00
Yacht Architecture, Designing and Building. Dixon Kemp 16.80
Yacht Building for Amateurs. Biddle 1.00
Yacht and Boat Sailiiig. Kemp. Illustrated, 2 vols 10.00
Yacht Designing, Hints to Beginners. Biddle. Illustrated l.OO
Yachts and Yachting. Cozzens. 135 illustrations 2.00
Yachtsman's Guide. Patterson. New edition 5.00
Yachtsman's Handy Book 1.50

HUNTING—SHOOTING.
Adventures on the Great Hunting Grounds of the World 1.00
American Sportsman. Lewis 2.50
Art of Shooting. Lancaster 3.00
Big Game of North America. Shields 3.50
Breech-LiOader. Greener 1.00
Cruising in the Cascades. Shields 2.00
Field, Cover and Trap Shooting. Bogardus. New edition 2.00
Frank Forester's Field Spoi-ts, 2 vols i.OO
Game Laws in Brief. With Tpictaves from Fo7-est and Stream 25
Gunsmith's Manual, A Practical Guide. Illustrated, 376 pages 2.00
Gun and Its Development, Avith Notes on Shooting. Greener. . . 2.50
How I Became a Crack Shot, with Hints to Beginners. Farrow 1.00
Hunting in the Great West. Shields 75
Hints and Points for Sportsmen 1.50
Hunting Trips of a Ranchman. Eoosevelt 3.00
Instructions in Rifle Fti'ing. Capt. Blunt. 2.00
Letters to Young Shooters. Gallway 2.50
Modern Amei ican Rifles , 2.00
Modei'n American Pistol and Revolver. Illustrated 1.00
Modern Shotguns. Greener l.OO
Pistol, The 50
Shooting on the Wing 75
Shooting on Upland, Marsh and Sti-eam. Lepfingwell 3.50
Shore Birds. Paper , I5
Sport with Gun and Rod. Cloth, handsomely illustrated 5.00
Sportsman's Paradise, or the Lakelan<ls of Canada. Illustrated. . 3.50
Still-Hunter. Van Dyke 2.00
Trajectory Tests of Hunting Rifles 50
Wing and Glass Ball Shooting with a Rifle. H. C. Bliss 50
Wild Fowl Shooting. Leffingwell. Half morocco, $3.50; cloth 2.50

THE HORSE.
Diseases of Horses. Dalziel. Paper 75
Dadd's Modern Horse Doctor 1.50
Horse, The, and His Diseases, and Rarey's Method. 1 . ! 1.25
Training the Trotting Horse 3.50
Horse Training Made Easy. Jennings. Illustrated V. ........... . . 1.25
Horsemansliip for Women. Mead. Illustrated by Parker 1.25
Mayhew's Horse Doctor. 400 illustrations 3.00
Mayhew's Horse Management 3.00
MeClure's Stahle Guide l.OO
Saddle Horse and Gxiide to Riding. Illustrated 1.00
Stonehenge on the Horse. English edition, 8vo ...,,,». ^ ,,, , 3.50
^tQJfteUeiige ©a tb§ JjQrse. American editipn, 18m9 , , , , ,1 , n 1 . , 8,00

CAJVIPING AND ADVENTURE. Price.

Adventures in the Wilderness. Murray. Illustrated $1.25
Adirondack Tales. Murray. Illustrated, 2 vols., eacli 1.50
Camps and Tramps in the Adirondacks. Northrup 1.25
Camping and Cruising in Florida. With map. Henshall 1.50

CAMPING AND TRAPPING.
Amateur Trapper. Paper, 50 cts. ; cloth 75
Camping and Camp Outfl^ts 1.35
Canoe and Camp Cookery. "Seneca" , 1»00
Complete American Trapper. Gibson. Illustrated 1.00
Gipsey Tents and How to Use Them 1.25
Hints on Camping. Henderson. Paper, 25 cts. ; cloth l.OO
Hunter and Trapper. Thrasher 75
Log Cabins and How to Build Them l.SO
Trappers' Guide. Newhouse. New edition 1.00
Woodcraft. "Nessmuk" 1.00

GUIDE BOOKS AND 3IAPS.

Guide to Moosehead Lake. Farrar. Cloth 1.00
GTiide to Richardson and Rangeley Lakes. Farrar. Cloth l.OO
Guide to Adirondack Region. Stoddard 26
Guide to Androscoggin Region l.OO
Guide to Lake George 50Map of Lake George " *

.'

' 50Map of St. Lawrence River
. .

." 1.00Map of the Adirondacks. Stoddard l.OOMap of the Thousand Islands 50
Mountain Trails and Parks in Colorado , 1.50
Our New Ala.ska. Hallock 1.50
Pocket Map of Moosehead Lake. Farrar 1.00
Pocket Map of Rangeley Lake Region. Fabrab l.OO
Southern California. T. S. Van Dyke

, 1.60

KENNEL.
American Book of the Dog. Shields 3.50
Book of the Dog. Vero Shaw. With portraits 8.00
Breaking and Training Dogs. Dalziel 2!60
Breeders' Kennel Record and Account Book. Large 4to 3.00
Diseases of the Dog. Dalziel go
Dog, Diseases of. Hill 2.00
Dog Breaking. Floyd 50Dog Breaking. Hutchinson. Eighth edition 3.00
Dog in Health, Habits and Diseases. Lant)seer. Illustrated 26
Dogs of Great Britain and America 2.00
Dogs of the British Isles. Stonehenge, With 50 plate portraits. . . .

. '.

'. 6.00
Dog, The. Dinks, Mayhew and Hutchinson 3.00Dog Training vs. Breaking. Hawond . . . . . 1.00Dog Training, First Lessons and Points of Judging. Paper. 60
Dogs, Management of. Mayhew. 16mo 75
Dogs, Management and Treatment in Disease. "Ashmont" 2.00
Field Trial Winners 6.00House au<l Pet Dogs. Illustrated .'

v ' '50
Mod<5rn Dogs of Great Britain and Ireland. Sporting Division. Lee 7.00
Modern Training. Waters 2.00
Pedigree Record Book. 200 pages, fifth generation and index. [[. ..[.] . . 2.50
Pocket Kennel Record. FuU leather 50
Shaw's Illustrated Book of the Dog . . . . . . 8.00
Stonehenge on the Dog. With portraits 2.50
The Greyhound, Coursing, Breeding and Training. Dalziel! . . 1.25
The Mastitt; History of. M. B. Wynn 2.50
Tlie Collie, History, Point.s, Etc. Dalziel. Colored portraits. ! l!oO
The Collie. Lee. lUusti-ated 1.50
The Scientific Education of the Dog for the Gun..

!

............... 2.50
The Sheep Dog. Paper, 50 cts. ; cloth l.OO
The St. Bernard, Histoi-y, Points, Etc. Dalziel 1.26
The Spaniel and Its Training. Mercer l.OO
The Fox-Terrier. Dalziel j qq
The Fox-Terrier. Lee. Illustrated. New edition. ................. ... . .\ 1.50
Training Trick Dogs. Illustrated, paper 26
Youatt on the Dog 2.50

NATURAL HISTORY.
Animal Life of Our Seashore 50
Antelope and Deer of America. Caton 2.60
Baird's Birds of North America: Land Birds, 3 vols.' ^30: colored

$60. Water Birds, 2 vols.
, $24; colored ........ ' 60.00

Batty's Taxidermy and Honie Decoration. 44 Ulus., new edition . 1.50
Big Game of North America. Shields [[[[ 3.50Book of Pigeons. Illustrated

. .. .. . . s'.OO
Cage Birds and Sweet Warblers

. ....... .. 2.00
Cage and Singing Birds. Adams *50
Cones' Check List of North American Birds. liiustrated.

. 3.00
Cones' Key to North American Birds. Illustrated

[ [ 7.50
Guide to the Study of Insects. Packard 5!oO
Holden's Book of Bii'ds. Paper 25
Insects, How to Mount. IIanton

. . . . . . . . 50
Life on the Seashore. Emerton 1.50
Manual of North American Birds. Eidgway 7^60Names and Portraits of Birds. Trumbull. 90 illustrations. !!!!'..".!*." 2!50
Naturalist's Guide. Maynard '

^ 25
Nests and Eggs of Birds of the United States! GENmY/.V.*.*.'.'.'.'. ." 2o!oO
Nests and Eggs of North American Birds. Davies. ... 1 75Our Common Birds and How to Know Them 1.50Our Own Birds. New edition ' / ' l.'so
Pheasant Keeping for the Amateur. liliistrated. . . .. . . .. . . .. ... 1.60
Taxidermy and Zoological Collecting. Hornaday. Illustrated. . . ! 2.50
Taxidermy Without a Teacher. Manton ' 50
Taxidermists' Manual. Brown. Illusti-ated

; $ i ; paper! . . . . . . . . . .

.'
" 50

MISCELLANEOUS.
Adventures on the Great Hunting Grounds of the World. . 1*^0
Blackfoot Lodge Tales. Grinnell j 75
City Boys in the Woods. Wells

, , 2 50
Ferrets, Their Breeding and Hunting 25
Mountain Trails and Parks in Colorado. Illustrated 1 50Old St. Augustine, Florida. Eeynolds. Illustrated I'oO
Paw^iee Hero Stories and Folk-Tales. Grinnell... 1*75
Poems of the Rod and Gun. McLellan '

1 25
Poultry, Illustrated Book of .»!./. [Til :1. 5*00
Practical Pigeon Keeper. Wright '

"^"^
150

Practical Poultry Keeping. Beals 1*50
Sam Lovel's Camps. Robinson 1*00
y»ta§ Shop. M , M - m" M m' ; 1,00
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do this not only by his precept and his example, but also
by informing others of less experience where informa-
tion on these points may best be obtained.

F(?r Prospectus and Advertising Rates see Page viii.

Because of Election the next issue of
" Forest and Streannt" will go to press on
Monday, Nov. 6. Advertising copy should
be in ha,nd by Saturday, Nov. 4.

QOOB LITERATUBE.
Notwithstanding the hard times which have pre-

vailed during the past fonr months, the Forest and
Stream has sold dm-ing that time more books than ever
before in a like period. This increase in its book sales is

no doubt due in part to its exhibit at the World's Fair at

Chicago, which enabled a vast number of people to make
personal examination of volumes which up to that time
they had never seen and knew only by name.
There can be no doubt that this wider dilfusion of

sportsman's literature is a good thing, nor that it has a
tendency to elevate the standard of sportsmanship through-
out the country. While all books are not equally good,
it is yet true that in each one of the publications issued
by a reputable house there is to be found a certain amount
of good either in the way of positive additions to. our
knowledge or in a general elevation of tone. This is an
age of progress, of development, and this development, on
the whole, is in the right direction. Examples of this are
seen on every hand, and one of the most striking of these,

in the line of sportsmen's books, is to be foimd in "Ameri-
can Big-Game Hunting," the recently published book of
the Boone and Crockett Club. We venture to say that
there has never been published a volume on big-game
hunting which dealt so little with the coarser aspect of
this sport, the mere butchery of game, and whose tone as

a whole was so decidedly in favor of the rights of others.

For this, after all, is what game protection means; a httle

putting aside of self, a keeping in mind that there are
other people in the world besides om-selves who will want
to slioot and fish, a recollection that there are othere to
come after us.

The Forest and Stream, as is well known, is the largest
publisher and importer in this country of books on the
outdoor sports with which it concerns itself, and while, as
a business concern, it conducts its book business on busi-

ness principles, it is a well recognized fact that the ten-
dency of the publications issued from its press is good,
and that a wider distribution of this Hteratiure not only
gives pleasure to those into whose hands it comes, but also

teaches the gospel of game protection to those who stand
in need of such teachings, and encourages and strengthens
those who ai-e already workers in this cause.

As the interest in outdoor sports increases, the import-
ance of such work is constantly becoming more fully re-

cognized by the public, but this recognition does not
keep pace with the additions to the ranks of the anglers
and gunners; and as novices in sport—like all new con-
verts—are full of enthusiasm, they are likely, from their
very ignorance on many points, to prove far more de-
structive to fish and game than men of more experience,
even though the skill of the latter may be much greater.

It is worth the while of every man who takes a sincere
interest in the better forms of sport to do what he can to
inculcate in others just ideas on these topics. He should

PORTRAITS IN INK.

n.

—

the trapper.

Bill, the trapper, is a figure so out of place in the midst
of the civilization that has swept away forests and game,
that you almost wonder if he is not an Indian who hap-
pened to be born with a white skin, fair hair and blue
eyes, or a pioneer hunter who drank at the fountain of
youth in middle age and so has been preserved smce the
old wild days when the unmeasured wildness stretched
out into unknown lands and sheltered countless game.
He has many of their traits, many of the qualifica-
tions that would fit him to live their lives amid their be-
fitting surroundings; and is as out of place as they would
be in this latter day tameness of men and nature.
His tall, spare form, full of inert vigor and strength,

clad in garments that befit his calling and that bear
odorous witness of it, shacking leisurely among restless,
busy men, on whose incessant bustle he casts wondering
eyes alert through all their dreaminess, is as incongrous
here as would be a betailored, becurled dandy in the
heart of the wilderness.

He has that instinct, or sixth sense, possessed by few
except Indians aud dumb animals, which enables him to
make his way to any desired point without any apparent
guidance, though, save of dark night, he has little use for
it in these narrow and many pathed woodlands.
He treads their rustlmg carpet as silently as a panther,

the sere leaves do not stir, nor the dry twigs snap beneath
his feet, the bent boughs sway to their places behind
him without a sound. You are not aware of his coming
till he appears before you like an apparition, nor of his
going but as you watch him like one dissolving in the
shadows of the woods.
His casual glances discover things which are not re-

vealed to directed gaze, and he translates records that you
cannot read.

Where you see only a knot or wisp of brown leaves, he
discovers the bird under the grouse's disguise of moveless-
ness; on what is to you only a blank page, he reads the
story of some remote or recent presence or passage.
He knows every kind of tree and its varieties, all the

medicinal and poisonous plants by odd and homely names
that often have a tang of folk lore or hint of forgotten
use; and it is as instructive as a professor's discourse on
natural history to hear him talk of the habits of wild
things, for all his quaint superstitions concern some of
them.

You could find no arguments to shake his firm belief
that eels are generated in mussels or that skunks have
power to absorb their own spent effluence, nor do you
care to.

He would not kill a nesting partridge or trap an unprime
fur-bearer, yet he holds all legislative protection of game
and fish to be an infringement on his rights, and is as
cunning as a fox in persistent violation of all such
statutes. All wild things are his by natm-al inheritance,
and what does a week or month matter, and whose
affair is it if he desires fish, flesh or fowl to-day?
He is somewhat conceited and boastful and envious of

another's renown in his craft, to be foremost in which is

his highest ambition.

You confess it is a poor ambition to be most skillful in a
trade that is obsolets and unrequited. With a slightly
different bent, with one omitted trait, he would have had
a higher aim and have been an Audubon or Thoreau, per-
forming viseful if iU-paid labor work, making a name
honorably remembered.
But as he is what he is, he slouches into old age and

down to his last sod-roofed shanty, a shiftless, lazy, good-
natured, disreputable old trapper, hunter and fisherman,
who will be only by a few kindly and briefly remem-
bered.

Yet as you see him stealing through the second growth
woods, tame and ptmy successors of the wild, majestic
forests, or plying the noiseless paddle of his skiff in the
nakedness of a shrunken stream, he is so like a lingering
spirit of the old days, that you are thankful for the pic-
turesque figure which gives one touch of remote half
savage past to the commonplace present.

SNAR SHOTS.
For the past week the Forest and Stream has been

receiving from many points in foreign countries com-
plaints that its subscribers were not receiving their
copies of the paper on time. An investigation showed
that our foreign mail was being tampered with, and
we have reason to believe that a portion of it failed
to reach the post-office for some weeks. Steps have been
taken to remedy this irregularity, which occurs now for
the first time in the paper's history. We have also dupli-
cated their copies to all those who may have failed to
receive Forest and Stream in the regular mail and at
the usual time. We greatly regret the inconvenience
that has been caused to our foreign readers through these
irregularities.

Too late for its place in another page comes this timely
message from our Chicago staff correspondent, written
Oct, 29: "The last words for the Fair are still to be said,
and are not out of place even in these columns. Last
night Carter H. Harrison, Mayor of Chicago, was shot
and killed in his own home by a crazy assassin. This
closes the career of one of the most prominent figures
before the Western public. The Harrisons were vigorous
men always and sportsmen, the family being especially
well known in this capacity among the gentlemen of
Louisiana and the South,"

The World's Fair is over. Our corner in the Angling
Pavilion has been dismantled. The Pavihon itself will
soon be a memory. But the satisfaction of the Forest
and Stream over its part in the Exposition will be last-
ing. Among all the exhibitors at the Fair, we verfly
believe, this journal has held a place altogether unique;
for its representation in the Fisheries Building has been
taken advantage of by thousands of friends old and new
to put themselves into closer touch with their favorite
paper. May the pleasant relations thus manifested never
be broken.

Our pages this week admirably illustrate the success-
ful use of the camera in the woods. To have secured
such admirable pictures of one's moose, as those which
accompany the story of "L, C, I.," affords satisfaction
second only to that which attends the final cap-
ture of the game sought for so many seasons. One
of these days some enterprising amateur photographer
will go into the moose bogs with a birch-bark call, a
camera and a flash-light outfit, call up his moose and taice
a snap shot which will astonish the world.

The fact is that no one can ever tell just when a sports
man's outing really begins, nor when it really ends. He
would show himself an ahen to the craft, who should
reckon only from time of start to time of return. For
the beginning may have been weeks and months before
the actual going; and as for the ending—does not the
vision of the camp present itself so vividly atriid the
pauses of every-day humdrum and prosaic routine, for
weeks and months afterward, that one actually lives his
woods life anew?

The day of profitable trapping has not gone by, par-
ticularly in parts where tending traps may be combined
with killing game for market. A Cascade Mountains
skin and meat hunter is said to have taken in about $3,000
for his last season's work of trapping mink, otter, sable
and gray fox, and killing elk and deer for market.

A glowing grate fire, a fire engine and a shotgun are
all excellent in their way these frosty autumn days. But
the fool who pokes his hand into the fire wiU get burnt,
the fool who stands .in range of the hose nozzle will get
drenched, and the fool who draws his gun muzzle fore-
most will get shot.

The "Saginaw Crowd" have returned from their 1893
outing, and Mr, Mershon promises to teU us of it.

An item is going about the press that two sons of
Andrew Carnegie have been hunting in Wyoming and
report game plenty. What about that Wyoming law
which prohibits the killing of game by non-residents?
Does it amount to anything?

It strikes us that the name of Mr, Charles Piscator who
runs a gunsmith shop in this town is a misfit. If Mr,
Piscator dealt in sandworms for bait or in fishing rods or
other piscatorial supplies, the appropriateness of his patro-
nymic would be more pertinent to his occupation.
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THE SAGINAW CROWD.
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^Continued from page S590

We did not make a very early start next morning. It

was Sunday and we felt more like exploring. There was
lots oi meat in camp and we knew it was not necessary to

get game to prevent our going himgry; so about half of

the party stayed in camp. We concluded to go into bend
No. {5 on an exploring expedition. Bigelow and the Doc-
tor took turns in riding the horse, and as we had but one
pair of saddle bags the lunch for the party was carried in

them, and the plan w^as to meet at the upper end of bend
No. '6 for lunch between 1 and 2 o'clock. Separating, Pad-
dock, Bnggs and Seib were to hunt through the river side

(for tue bend was a large one), and I went with the Doctor
and Bigelow from the other direction.

The thicket was almost impenetrable for some distance,

and bear tracks and trads abounded. After getting in,to

the thicket we kept track of each other by frequent calls.

Once, when 1 was in a place so thick I could scarcely

stand upright, I was suddenly startled by hearing a ter-

rihc crashing some distance in front of me, and listening,

heard that it was coming in my direction. Some large
animal, that I could only conjecture to be a bear, was
tearing along at a great rate befoi-e me. The cover was
so thicK that 1 could not possibly see to shoot until the
animal, whatever it was, came directly on me, and my
feelings were none of the pieasantest, I can assure you.
I looked for the best opening I coidd ^lind and made aU
ready, and it seemed as if the next bound would bring
the creature right on to me. It had veered a little to my
right, and, not 20ft. from me, passed, at as great a speed
as it could make through the tangled thicket—a full grown
steer that had wandered away from some herd, and had
been feeding in the open glades beyond, and, frightened
by the Doctor and Bigelow, had bolted in my direction. I

breathed easier when 1 saw what it was, and was soon out
in the mure open part of the woods. One or two deer
sprang out ahead of me, but it was so thick I did not get
a shot. Tlie same thing happened to the Doctor.
On coming mto the thicket the Doctor had tied his

horse near the bluff, leaving the limch and his vest
fastened to the saddle, it was but a few steps across*

from the iJoint where we intended to take lunch by fol-

lowing the open. After thoroughly beating the cover
without success we came out on the river bank and threw
ourselves down under the sj)reading boughs of an im-
mense Cottonwood to await the arrival of the rest of the
party. Paddock could be seen, not a great way ahead,
coming up on the river bottom; and the Doctor concluded
that he would go back for the lunch. We smoked and
took it easy for nearly an hour, and the Doctor did not
appear, neither did Briggs nor Seib, We began to be

. anxious, for he surely should not have been away more
than half that time. Thinking tnat something must Be
wrong, I fired my revolver four or five times and waited.'

Another half hour passed, and yet no Doctor nor lunch,
and nothing was seen of Briggs or Seib, Then we began
a general fusilade with tne rifles and revolvers, and
another wait of half an hour. Pretty soon, far down the
bank, we could see Briggs and Seib hurrying along. The-
sun was high in the heavens, and the day was frightfully

hot, and they seemed to be hm-rying as if they had busi-

ness. When at last they reached hailing distance Briggs
wanted to know what the trouble was, and when, warm,
tired and cross, he had cUmbed up the bank, and we ex-
plained the situation, he wjis about as mad a man as one
ever saw. He tiiought surely we were in trouble, had
struck a nest of bear or something equally dangerous and
ferocious, and were signaling for help. He had missed
his bearings in coming out and had struck the river about
a mile from where he mtended to, and, as it was so warm,
had given up the idea of having lunch with us. Seib saiu

he ijad come across tlie Doctor's horse: and, pointing in

the diitciioii, we judged it must have been a good way
from where tlie Doctor had fastened him. He said the
horse was loose, and he had fastened him to a tree on the
river bank, and had also left his vest with the Doctor's on
the horse. \Ve now knew that if we had anything to eat
we would have to get it in camp, but we were a little

alarmed at tlie non-appearance oi the Doctor. It seemed,
however, that our nring had had some tflfect, for he
tliuught we had found tlie horse; and soon he appeared,
putting and svveatmg, out ol the thick cUapparal.
Tnere was pleniy of water and plenty ol tubacco; so we

spent another nuur smoking and orinkmg tlie pure water,
and telling stories. It was too warm to hunt, and we
concluded we would wait till the sun sank a little lower
beiore starting back to camp. Paddock said that some
years before he had been nearly down to that point on
the river where we were ti.en lounging. He said that he
and two others were out after some lost hordes, and it was
at a tune when the Indians were a little troublesome.
One or two men had been killed in that country, and sev-

eral horses siolen. He had helped bury one of the men
who had been shot on O'Fallon Creek a few weeks be-

fore, in each case they counted the tracks of seven In-
dians; and as they were looking for their horses they also

kept an eye out lor suspicious characters. They were care-

ful to camp at night m some secluded draw; and after

they had cooked their evening meal they would move a
mile or two down the river and go into camp for fear that
some lurkmg, horse-stealmg Indian had seen their camp-
fire.

At one point where they stopped one of the party went
up on the high bluffs to see what could be seen, and came
back wiih the information that a white pony was feeding
on a little patch of prairie some distance beyond, and he
was gomg to catch it. Paddock cautioned him and said

be knew no stray horse was there and that it was a ruse
of the Indians, who undoubtedly had been watching
them, to draw them into ambush if they should go after

the horse. The j'oung fellow, though, was new at the
business and woiUd nut believe what Paddock told him,
but was bound to go lor the horse; butPaddock convinced
him by going up to the top of the bluff with him, and
carefuUy looking over the gi-ound with the field glass,

they soon discovered that the horse was picketed and
that there was no doubt but that the Indians were near
by.
They moved camp that night after dark, and took a

good long stretch of it. The next morning they went up
to the crest of the butte again, to look rotmd to see what
was going on; and they came right into the Indian camp.
There they were, seven of them; and they were just

saddling their horses. Paddock said they concluded to

give the Indians a scare, and aU three of them were to

fire at once, "over their heads," as he put it, "just to see
what they would do." My impression is that they were
not intending to fire very far over the Indians' heads; but
the old man never admitted that he had killed an Indian
in his life, and may be he never did. He said that the
report of the three rifles caused about as lively a scamper-
ing on the part of the horse-thieves as one could imagine;
they did not stop for anything, but there was a streak of
dust, Indians and horses' feet going out of sight. He re-

marked that they had no more horse-stealing to contend
with from these fellows after that; and it was the end of

finding a dead ranchman minusa scalp. I often wondered
whether Paddock and his two companions had shot into
the air, and if so, why the horse-stealing should so sud-
denly cease.

A little patch of woods near by suggested that there
might be deer in it; and as it covered but a few acres, we
concluded we could breast it, and see what we could find.

Briers and chapparal were thicker and thornier than ever,

but only about waist high. A deer broke cover and made
for the bluffs. It was the first blacktaU we had seen. It

got away safely, for it somehow or other seemed to keep
some of the trees and thickets between it and us, though
two or three of us fired at long range as it scurried away.
Seib knew right where he had hitched the horse, and we
reached the place in the course of the next half or three-
quarters of an hour. There was nothing left but the
bridle; the horse had gone, and the Doctor and Seib were
bemoaning the loss of a vest apiece. When we reached
camp at dusk, we learned that the pony had come in some
time before minus bridle, saddle-bags, saddle and every-
thing; and it seemed almost like hunting for a needle in

a haystack to look for the missing articles. Next morning,
however, the Kid started out; and as luck would have it,

fotmd everything on a sandbar, where the horse had
evidently stopped to drink.
The camp that night was a repetition of the previous-

one; a steaming hot supper on our arrival, a rousing

SUNDAY MORNINQ IK CAMP. .—^ „

camp-fire that was reflecting its ruddy hues on the baked-
clay sides of the neighboring buttes, the shower of sparks
that eddied and whirled high among the leaves and
branches of the overspreading cottonwoods, the lonesome
howl of the timber wolf and the echoing answer from his

neighbor on the next hillside, the hooting now and then
of an owl, and the fluttering of a bat as it passed through
the firehght, all made an ideal camp scene; and stretclied

around the fire, in nearly every imaginable position con-
ducive to individual comfort, was each smoking his pipe
in fidl contentment and happiness, as you all have prob-
ably done many times.

Jack's knee had limbered up a good dealand we planned
to himt near by the following day, which was to be our
last on the bottoms. The very bend in which our camp
was situated Paddock said was full of deer. We had
seen tracks in the morning where they had been in tlie

night not ten rods from our tents. In the soft dust of

the road, as we followed it away from camp, we always
came upon tracks where two or three deer had trotted

along the night before. So this morning, sending the
heavy men to guard the river in front of us, we spread
out, tan-shaped, directly from camp to drive the thickets.

At the furthest point, where Briggs was guarding, the
distance was not over half a mile Irom our tents; next
Jack was stationed, then Ferd, then Bigelow and the
Doctor, and the rest of us were to do the driving. Pad-
dock was near the bluffs on the left and I was next to

him, and the others were strung out toward the river.

We started seven or eight deer that morning in going
through that little piece, and I will guai-antee there were
five times that number in there that we did not see or
hear, A shot on my left as we neared the edge denoted
that Paddock had seen game, and we were pretty certain

he had bagged it. Later on we learned he had. This
was the second shot he had made since he had been with
us and in each case had killed his deer. Pretty soon a
rapid fusilading on my right denoted that Jack had had
another streak of luck, and as we came out on the river

bank we found him and Humphrey skinning the deer
that he had killed. Two deer had come along and Jack
had killed the first one, which blatted so that he had not
shot at the second one. He says now he has not the
heart to shoot at another deer, for as he went up to bleed
it it blatted and looked up at liim vnth those melting eyes
that he sweai-s he can see to-day. We were but a httle

way from camp, so the game was soon taken in and
himg up.
We concluded to make one more attempt in the oppo-

site direction; that is, we were to beat the thicket on the
other side, but equally near. Some of the boys hurried
along the river bank, where they could watch for any-
thing that came out; the rest of us went through the
thickets. Crackl and Paddock's gun speaks; and an
instant later, another report; and as we come up to him,
we find him with the deer, had missed with the

second shot; but, strange to say, his first had gone com-
pletely through the deer's heart, but it ran as much as

50yds. through the thicket before falling. As it disap-

peared after the first shot, he took a second snap at it,

which we afterward found a little bit high, where it had
Bphntered some of the twigs. Continuing on, some more
deer were started, but none of us had shots, owing to the
unfavorable ground. Going in this direction, we came
upon bear tracks; and, a httle later, two wolves slunk
away ahead of us.

About noon the others returned to the camp for dinner,

but I was desirous of climbing the high buttes on the
south side of the river. I knew there must be blacktail

up on the motmtain side; and the day before one of the
party had seen a mountain sheep in that direction. Seib
decided to accompany me, and we started out for a long
and hard climb. The buttes and bluffs were rugged and
steep, but we enjoyed it immensely. Everywhere we
came upon paths where the deer had gone up and down
the mountain. We expected every thicket we came to to

start blacktad. Once a stone rofied down the hill ahead
of us; and on reaching the summit fresh tracks were
found, where the deer had evidently scurried away
unseen.
At last the crest was reached; and far down in the bot-

tom we could see the tents and the men moving around
them like specks no larger than flies. The view to the
northward was grand in the extreme, butte after butte,

cliff after cliff', as far as the eye could see, and as varied
in color as the hues of the rainbow. Shapes most fantas-

tic had been seamed and woven through the hard clay by
the storms of time. Looking in another dhection a great

stretch of level prauie extended as far as the eye could
reach. A flock of sharptail grouse started from the juni-

per bushes in a little crevice near by, but scattered at our
approach, and now we could see them ahead of us, first

one and then another popping up its head and looking at

us with curious eyes, with seemingly no fear of danger.

So far no game, but we had been repaid by the glorious

view and the exhilarating au-, and know that we will have
appetites for dinner when we reach camp. We take

another route to descend that will bring us a little nearer

camp. Down we go, from ridge to ridge, and across one
craig to another. Suddenly, from the thicket far below
us, a blacktail deer bounds down the hillside, appearing
and disappearing as it turns hither and thither among the
cedars. It is several hundred yards away when it starts,

and the distance rapidly increases, yet both of us shove up
om- sights and take snap shots, and really two or three of

them are very good ones, for the dust is thrown seemingly
against the fleeting game, but it gets away unharmed and
we continue the descent. It has grown cold as we near
the bottom, and some heavy clouds are coming up in the

west. When we reach camp about 4 o'clock all is bustle

and confusion. The tents are down and nearly everything
packed. We are met with the information that Paddock
had decided it was going to storm, and that if it should

rain or storm before we reached the plateau top, we would
have hard work getting om- teams out of there all winter.

Certainly this was not a pleasant prospect; we have
families at home and do not care to stay in this place

during a long, cold Dakota winter, you can rest assured.

The hillside, as I said before, is very steep and cov-

ered with this line clay, which, when once wet with a
hard rain, or still worse, by snow, would be so slippery

that it would be impossible to drag the wagon to the top.

It is just as well to start to-night anyhow, for if we reach
the top in safety it wdl make a much better drive home
to start from there at daybreak on the following morning.
Harrison has left a good, square meal out for us, the

rest is all packed in boxes. Seib and I enjoy our repast,

and by the time we have finished, the cavalcade is ready
to start. It is alter dark when we reach the top; it has
been a tedious, hard pull, and we have had to double up
on the teams, sending one back to help another. The
buckboard is gotten up quite easily compared with the

others, and we have been ahead and picked out a camp-
iug'spot about half a mile from the hilltop at the edge of

a little bunch ol cedars; but as the grass is high, it will

have to be cleared away for some distance before it is safe

to Ught a fire. The wind has risen and the clouds thick-

ened, and it is akeady dark as midnight and growing
cold. The tents are gotten up after we have lighted a
tire, which has been no easy task. Standing around with
our coats, forming a circle, we have beaten out the fires

that ran back in the grass, and at last have burned a spot

sulficiently large to render it safe. From the mess chest

supper is brought, beds are made and we turn in.

Whether we are nervous from Paddock's stories, or are.

made anxious by the oncoming storm and the rushing-

wind, I cannot say, but suddenly there rings out on the

night air three reports in quick succession, like the boom-
ing of a heavy cannon. We are all out of the tents in an
instant, but nothing more is heard. The Judge swears
that it is artillery we have heard; even Paddock wonders
what it can be; the rest of us are guessing as well, but
finally conclude that some of the bluffs must have fallen

into the river bed below and made the noise. It certainly

was very much like heavy guns, and not a great way
from us, either. What occasioned it we probably will

never know. It was not long, however, before we were
all snoring, and aside from the pattering of the rain and
the flapping of the tents nothing disturbed us tiU Harri-

son's call for breakfast aroused us the next morning,
W. B. Mershon.

Some Thoughts.

LocKPORT, N. Y., Oct. 23.—I was much interested in

Mr. Hough's notes in yom- last week's number on the

editorials of newspapers, 1 have often had "some
thoughts" on this subject, but could not put them in

writing so happily as Mr, Hough has done. I always read
the editorials of Forest and Stream entire before looking

the paper through. I recall to mind a Christmas editorial

published some eight or ten years ago, that was an honor
to the best sportsman's paper published, and would have
been to any rehgious i)aper. Forest and Stream with-

out its editorial page would be to me like forests and
streams without birds and fishes, J. L, Davison.

**Danvis Folks."

Exeter, Neb.—Am glad to be associated again witti our old "Dan-
vifi''' friends, as my yrite and I liave been witli them from "Uncle
Iiisha'8 Shiop" and "Sam Lovell's Camps" down to the last DanWs
chapter, and are still waiting for more. W. B. F.
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MY FIRST MOOSE.
Seven or eight years ago, late in the month of August,

I called at the office of a friend in the Mills Building, and
found him writing to his guide up in Maine. Our con-ver-
sation naturally turned upon liunting, and my friend told
me that in about two weeks he would be off to the Maine
woods for his annual fishing and hunting trip, and he ex-
tended to me a cordial invitation to join him.
Now, from early boyhood, I may say from babyhood,

there has always been something about a fishing rod or
tackle, wherever seen, that chained my attention, and as
to a pistol, gun or rifle—well, the mere sight of these has
always stirred to life a something within me that I can-
not quite describe, but certainly a feeling quite different
from that aroused by the sight of other familiar imple-
ments. I think my very earliest recollection of and love
for a gun (I could not have been more than eight or nine
years old at the time) was a long single barrel 10-gauge
gun, which had been altered from a flintlock to a "per-
cussion cap," and which we used to keep "loaded for
hawks" upon the farm where my boyhood days were
spent. 1 recall the day I crept along a fence, armed with
this weapon, which Was far too heavy for me to poise at
my shoillder, poking it through the rails and firing at a
cfow which was industriously un-planting our newly
planted com. The result is vivid in my mind to-day.
The gun almost kicked my head off. I went one way,
the gim another, and the crow another. It hurt me, but
not the cfow. Well, from that day to a few weeks ago,
when I again found myself prostrate—this time in a
black muck ditch after firing
my .45-90 Winchester at the
grandest game on this conti-
nent—I have loved a gun.
And so the invitation of my

friend to join him on his trip
immediately stirred to life

that old love, and having ob-
tained a two-weeks' leave of
absence, a fortnight later saw
me on my way to the Maine
woods, to trymy hand at "big
game." I must not here tres-

pass upon your space to tell

you of that first trip, for this

paper is simply to answer your
question of how I got "my first

moose." It is sufficient for
me to say that a new world,
and a new sphere of pleasure
was opened to me by what I

then saw and learned.
Our destination was Dan-

forth's Camp on Parmachene
Lake. I shall never forget
my arrival at that quaint little

town of Phillips, after a ride

over the odd little 3ft. gauge
Sandy River Railroad from
Farmington. Something in
the very air of the place teUs

iron that here is the dividing
Ine between the artificial

customs of society and the
broad, honest, untrammeled
life of nature's domain. You
feel that behind you is left

progress, with its books and
newspapers, its telegraph, its

steam whistles and its hurry,
bustle and toil, and that just

beyond is nature, with her
lakes and streams, her moim-
tains and forests and dense
solitude.

The picture we looked upon
the next morning as we drove
from Phillips to Rangeley
Lake, was something entirely
beyond my powers of description. The early autumn
frost had just begun to tint the wooded hUls, the maple
and bu'ch vieing with each other as to gorgeousness of
apparel. The air was crisp and clear, an indefinable
woody odor pervaded the atmosphere. Often a strutting
partridge would appear in the roadway, eyeing critically
the invaders of his domain, and then whir away into the
thicket. On such a morning the weak feel strong and
the depressed feel buoyant. Here I was introduced to
the guide and his ways, to the birch-bark canoe, the
lakes, with their musical but often unpronouncable Indian
names, to the "carries," and to life in camp. With what
wonder I beheld the skill of the guides in the use of the
paddle, with what superb grace they cause the canoes to
glide like things of Ufe through the clear waters
of the lakes, and with wliat wonder and amazement I
saw them direct their frail craft through the "quick"
water and "rocky rips" of the rivers, for skill and muscle,
too, here come into full play, where a single false stroke
of paddle or pole means an upset into the rushing waters,
and possible serious consequences. How my imagination
took flight when I beheld in Danforth's Camp the deer,
caribou and moose heads with which his place was
adorned. Each told its tale of the skiU, endurance and
patience of the hunter. Each said to me, "You can do
it, too."
Can I ever forget that first experience up at Rump

Pond, when I went out at night to "jack" deer? The
evening twilight falling upon the camp as we care-
fully made all snug in the canoe. The jack lamp on its

stick in the bow lighted, but closed, and not a ray of
light shed from it, but ready to open silently and
flash its bright beams upon the deer. I in the bow,
the guide in the stern. My rifle across my knees
and everything in readiness for a quick shot. How
noiselessly we glide up the stream! What deathly still-

ness! How we Usten for a sound in the bushes. A musk-
rat leaps from a log just ahead, and with a splash dives
into his hole in the bank. How loud it sounded! We
glide into Rump Pond and silently, stealthily start along
its shores. How awfully still ! You breathe and hear
the folds of your coat rub each other. You never heard
fhe sound before. You never before knew stillness coizld

be so stfll. Not a word nor a whisper, passes between you
and your guide. The canoe moves, but you are hardly
aware of it. The skill of the guide with the paddle is

consummate. Not even a drop of water falls from it. A
reed rubs along the side of the canoe. How loud it is!

You never dreamed that a single reed could scrape so
loud. It tells you, though, that the canoe moves. A
beaver starts from shore, and with great flaps of his tail
upon the water, swims away. You are sure he will scare
the deer you are listening for.

And so the minutes and the hours pass. Not a word
has been spoken, not a sound made by yourself or guide,
your feet are numb, a mist has risen from the surface of
the water, cold chills begin to creep down your back and
you feel that you are covered with "goose flesh," but you
never move. Your ears have strained for a sound until
you begin to imagine them. A twig snaps. What is it?

A bush swishes—no "goose flesh" now! A dead stick
cracks, no numb feet now. You know it is an animal.
Will he hear us? Your heart begins to thump so loud
you think the deer, or whatever it is, must hear it. Will
he come into the water? Yes, you hear a step in the
water, you hear the swash of two or three steps. Now is

the time! The canoe has swung around, bow pointing
toward the noise. Now open the "jack!" Noiselessly the
string is touched and the padded hd falls. A path of
light shines dimly through the mist and reaches the
bushes on the bank. But it takes a practiced eye to dis-
cern the deer. He is there though, you only see two
balls of fire about six inches apart. They do not move.
Now if you have a good nerve, a steady hand and a true
eye, and hold your rifle so that the sight rests about ten
inches under and on a fine directly in the center of those
two balls of fire, and press the trigger, you ought to bag
your game; but I shall never forget that I tried it on that

'WE AGAIN STARTED NORTH."

first trip and failed. But that first trip, as I have said,
taught me new delights, and my natural instincts for rod
and gun were quickened, and each successive year has
found me, during my short vacations, somewhere in that
vast wilderness of forests.

It is a good many years since I missed that crow with
the old single barrel 10-gauge, and it is seven or eight
years since I missed that deer on Rump Pond, but since
the Rump Pond failure I have always had one object in
view, and that has been to get a bull moose. Various
parts of Maine have been tried during this time, and
many a good day's sport has fallen to my lot. With my
6oz, "Leonard" I have had some rare hours of fun with
the trout. Armed with my .5x7 camera, I have "spoiled
much glass," but secured some very good pictures of camp
life, and htmting and fishing scenes, I have also to show
some nice deer heads from among the Pistol Lakes. But
still the one object uppermost, has been to get that bull
moose. "Walt"—my camp companion, friend and chum,
Mr. W. L. P.—but whom we will call "Walt" for
short—called down a fine bull moose three years ago,
on Spider Stream, Churchill Lake, but lost him through a
defective rifle. This is the nearest we ever came to
bagging our moose until this season.
A year ago we were advised to try the country north-

west of Ottawa in Canada, and accordingly we opened
a correspondence with ]\Ir. Rankin, the agent of the Hud-
son's Bay Co. , at Mattawa, a point on the Canadian Pa-
cific Railway, about 200 miles west of Ottawa, It has
been our practice heretofore to buy all our supplies and
camp outfit in New York, and ship them to the railroad
station nearest to our intended himting grormd, but fear-
ing trouble and delay with the customs authorities of
Canada we concluded to ask Mr, Rankin to furnish every-
thing—canoes, tents, camp utensils, etc., and we sent him
a detailed list of the supplies needed, aU of which, let me
say, en x>asscmt, he filled to our utmost satisfaction. The
guides, three in number, one for each of us, and a cook
and "general utility man" were also furnished by him,
and, together with the supplies, were at Devix Rivieres, a
station fourteen miles below Mattawa, where we met them.
George Crawford, a half Indian of Mattawa, was our

chief guide, and it is but justice to him for me to say,

that a better all-round man, in my opinion, never es-
poused his profession. Fortunate, indeed, is the sports-
man who secures his invaluable services. Our other guide
was a young Indian, also of Mattawa, named Seymour,
though where he received his patronymic was a fruitful
source of conjecture both to Walt and myself, and as he
spoke very little English, and as one must occasionally
exchangejan idea or two with one's guide, our conjecture
as to the origin of his name was very soon coupled with
regret for our "rustiness" in regard to his vernacular.
He was a hunter, however, and, as he is young yet, let
us hope he will improve some of his spare hours in an
endeavor to master our "mother tongue."
Joe LeClaire was the name of the man Mr. Rankin fur-

nished us as Glief. Joe proved to be an excellent man,
handy with the paddle, whether it was applied at the
stern of a canoe or in the batter pan, and the extraordin-
ary quantity of his flap jacks and most excellent bread
(baked in his little pan in the hot ashes of the camp-fire)
consumed by Walt and myseK, is the best testimonial I
can give him as to his proficiency in the culinary art.
Deux Rivieres is a small village on the south bank of

the Ottawa River in Ontario, the river being the dividing
line between the Provinces of Ontario and Quebec. There
is a small hotel in the place, kept by Joseph Richardson,
and here on Sept. 11 we left our trunks, doffed our store
clothes, and donned our woods attire, which by the way
always should be, everything, all wool. Heavy, hob-nail,
natural tanned leather shoes, and a rubber coat are also
indispensable. A large mackintosh bag affords the most
convenient mode for carrying a change of underwear,
and the score or so of "necessities" one must have in
camp. Such a bag will keep everything dry, and it is "a
place for evcrythingiand everything in its place,"
Prom Richardson we procured two teams to take our

camp outfit, canoes, etc., into
Hurdmann's lumber camp,
sixteen miles north from
Deux Rivieres, at which point
we were to put the boats into
the water. There is no bridge
across the Ottawa River at
Deux Rivieres, and no regular
ferry, but what they have
there is certainly very pictur-
esque—a scow, large enough
to transfer across the two
teams and our belongings.
The current is very swift and
the river is full of floating logs.
The mode of propulsion is to
row with two mighty .oars, A
third oar pivoted upon the
stern is used as a rudder, and
at this our landlord, Richard-
son, took his place, the rest
of us manned the side oars,
and the voyage commenced.
All went well until midstream
was reached, then came that
mighty current and those
wayward logs. We got across,
but how I shall never be able
to tell. At one time I thought
we were in a fair way to strike
the opposite shore about down
at Ottawa, And Richardson's
language as he shouted his
orders to us, well, I simply
decline to record it here, and
let us hope, for his sake, that
it is recorded nowhere else,

Walt secured a very good pic-
ture of the boat with it<» load
and crew.
FromDeux Rivieres toHurd-

mann's, as I have said, is six-
teen miles, and I further say
without hesitation or fear of
contradiction from any truth-
ful man that they are the
worst sixteen miles of road
on the habitable globe. It
was my intention, and I be-

heve it was Walt's also (though he has never admitted
it to me) to ride in one or other of the wagons, but
when it comes to driving over stones and logs and
things two or three feet high, of going up hill at an
angle of 45°, and of seeing horses squat and slide down
from shelving rocks, to see one wheel up on a stone and
the other down to the hub in the mire, one changes his

mind about riding, and walks, and walk we did the
whole long seemingly unending sixteen miles.

We reached Hardman's at about 6 o'clock, a little foot-

sore, perhaps, but a good night's rest repaired all physical
damages. Unfortunately one of our canoes had been
broken on the way in; is it any wonder? and part of the
next day was consumed in mending it. At 3 o'clock,

however, on Tuesday afternoon we put our boats in the
water and started for the woods, leaving, at last, all signs
of civilization behind us. It being already late in the
day we made camp for the night at the foot of the first

lake we came to, which is Russel Lake, about four miles
from Hurdmann's. At this point an incident occurred
which liad the effect of greatly encouraging us. It was
nothing less than that a moose had actually passed within
a rod of our tent during the night. There were his tracks,
unmistakable and plain, when we arose in the morning.
By sunrise we were at breakfast, and by 8 o'clock our
tents were packed, canoes loaded, and we again started
north, our destination being Hamilton Lake, some twenty
miles in that direction. To reach this point several
carries are necessaay, as the way Ues through a number
of disconnected lakes of varying sizes, and which are
mostly nameless upon any maps that we were able to
procure. The weather, which had been almost perfect,
now became stormy, and continued so, almost constantly
during the two weeks we were there, I think we had not
two consecutive days of fair weather during the whole of
the time. Occasional nights suitable for moose calling
did, however, come, and these, you may be sure, were
utilized to their utmost. On such nights we always
separated, one of us going off to some promising place in
one direction from camp, the other in the opposite direc-
tion or at least to such distance that danger of interfer-
ence would be avoided. We always tried to arrive at the
place selepted to "call" at or before sundown, for I h?i,y©
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noticed that very often what has been a blustery day,
becomes a perfect evening for moose calling, the wind
going down with the smi. It was so the day I got ray
first moose. Probably a more unpromising day could not
have begn imagined. A strong east wind had prevailed
throughout the morning and cold rain was intermittent
until afternoon. The lakes were lumpy and at times
quite a "sea" was running. Crawford and I had spent
the day paddling about the lakes, looking for fresh
moose tracks, and incidentally to make selections of
likely places to "call," when a favorable evening should
come. We had paddled many miles, but saw but few
signs, and noplaces that we thought suitable for "calling,"
and it was therefore with not a little fatigue, and con-
siderable discouragement that we arrived at camp about
4 o'clock in the afternoon. We were encamped on Line
Lake at this time, and as we approached camp, Craw-
ford with his canoe over his head, and I, with my riiie

across my shoulder, we met Walt and Seymour similarly
equipped, striding through the carry. In answer to my
interrogations Walt informed me that he was tired of
waiting for suitable weather, and that he was going to
paddle across Hamilton Lake to a place he had spotted,
and there should call, wind or no wind. This may have
seemed to me, for the moment, like folly, but Walt's
courage never flags, and hke a true hunter that he is, he
never allows a chance to go by, and so this windy, un-

outlet I had the satisfaction to note that the wind had
gone down and the lower part of the lake was as smooth
as a mirror.
Somehow I felt that fortune was with us that evening.

The fact that within the short space of time it bad taken
us to paddle from camp the wind had gone down seemed
to argue that things were going our way; and when at

last we ran the nose of our canoe silently on a little sandy
beach and I stepped out, I felt that we had not come there
in vain. Crawford pulled the canoe carefully up upon
the shore, while I made sui-e my rifle was all right, sure
that the cartridge was in the barrel, sights right, and
everything clear and in perfect order. Then I advanced
about 20ft. to a slightly rising piece of firm ground cov-
ered with bushes waist high.
Let me describe the spot as I stood there. Behind me,

Line Lake, some eight or nine miles long, dotted with
many islands. A most beautiful body of water, as pure
and as clear as crystal—ahead of me—looking south, an
impassable bog of many hundred acres in extent, across
which nothing in the shape of man or beast could possibly
make its way. To my right and left tall mountains cov-
ered with a hard wood growth well up to their summits.
But for a hundred paces immediately in front of me, and
extending from mountain to mountain on either side,

was a sort of natural dam to the lake, and across this bit

of terrafirma any animal in going from one mountain to

der^one. "I thought I did, over there on the left." he
answered. "Yes, yes, that's right," I whispered, and im-
mediately I called again. Listen! Theie is no mistake
this time. Sure as there is a sound upon earth, that is

the deep guttural grunt of a bull moose. I could feel my
heart leap and the blood rash, through every vein in my
body, but the sound was far off, to the left of the bog, and
up the moimtain side. I knew considerable time must
elapse before he could come within rifle shot of us. A
thousand thoughts chased through my mind at this mo-
ment, but I think the foremost of these was as to where I

should first see him.
A thick growth of alders fringed the bog, and back of

them a dense growth of small fir, mountain ash, birch
and tamarack extended well up upon the rising ground.
Somewhere through these he must approach. Would he
come where I could get a fair shot, or would he scent us,

and with that keen and wary instinct for which these
animals are so famous, turn and seek safety in retreat?
But listen ! Now we can hear the thrashing of the bushes
as he rushes down toward the bog. I would never have
believed that a single animal could make so much com-
motion. It was as if a whole drove of cattle were rush-
ing toward us. Then stillness again. He has stopped to
listen. I call again, not so loudly this time, and with
a short quick grunt. Great heavens, hear him now! He
is only a hundred rods away, hear the snapping of the

"WE ADVANCED SOMEWHAT CAUTIOUSLY."

promising afternoon he was willing to tramp and paddle
several miles for the mere chance of an opportunity to
call. I think his example and resolute purpose reaUy
were the cause of my going out that evening, for when I
reached our tent I found myself thinking about Walt
and pondering over his words. Did he think the evening
would be a still one? The fact of his going so far argued
that that must have been his idea or at least his hope,
despite his defiant words about "wind or no wind." "Then
I'll go too!" was my mental decision. "Crawford," I
said, "if it is just the same to you, unlikely as it looks at
present, I think I should like to go down to the foot of
the lake and 'call' for a while this evening." "Very well
sir, just as you say," replied Crawford, as he laid down
my rifle, through which he had been running a greased
rag, and looked up at the sky through an opening in the
hemlocks, which were then swaying and moaning in the
stiff wind. "It don't look good, but may be the wind will

I would like to get there by sundown, we will take our
regular supper when we return, for if this wind continues
we will be back here by 7 or 8 o'clock." I don't know
whether Crawford took his "snack" or not, I slipped a
half dozen cartridges (carefully greased) into the magazine
of my rifle (and incidentally a sardine sandwich into my
"Department of the Interior"), puUed on my heavy shoes
which I had hung before the camp-fire to dry, handed
my .44cal. Smith & Wesson revolver to Crawford, and in
a few minutes we were upon the lake heading for the
outlet.

I should say the distance from camp was about two or
two and half miles, and we both put our muscle to the
paddles with a firm determination to cover the distance
in the shortest possible time, for the sun was fast ap-
proaching the mountain top to the west of us, and night
comes quickly among those mighty hills. Our little birch
bark fairly flew through the water, and at every stroke I
could feel upon my face the spray from her pointed bow,
as she split the waves with which the surface of the lake
was ruffled, but before the first mile was covered I noticed
the spray was less frequent, and before we reached the

the other must necessarily pass. An ideal place, truly,
for calling moose, for, should you be fortunate enough to
call your animal down he must pass within rifle shot. I

had "called" here the previous evening, but a light wind
was stirring the trees and bushes, and getting no answer,
had returned early to camp.

Selecting a stout bush against which to lean my rifle, I

raised my moose horn for the first caU. I have forgotten,
by the way, to describe this instrument, which I may
say is simply a horn made from birch bark by twisting it

into shape very much as a confectioner makes a cornu-
copia by winding a sheet of paper about his hand. Mine
is about sixteen inches long, five inches in diameter at
the large end, tapering to a diameter of three-quarters of
an inch at the small, or mouth, end. With one of these
horns, upon a still clear evening, among mountains and
across lakes, I am quite sure a good caller can send his
voice (which must imitate the "calling" of the cow moose)
a good three miles or more. To my first call there was
no answer, Crawford was just behind me crouching in
the bushes. Our ears were strained to catch the faintest
sound as the echoes died away among the mountains.
Stillness reigned. A small bird fluttered in a bush near
at hand, a trout rose to the surface of the lake, just back
of our canoe hid in the bushes, gulped his poor victim of
a fly and with a little splash was gone, leaving a swM
upon the smooth water, glimmering, but silent.

A second and a third call, reverberating echoes, then
dense stillness. Nature seemed hushed in slumber. I

thought as I knelt there listening to the echoes of my calls
from far across the bog and lake that surely I must be
answered. But not a sound broke the almost pamful
quietude. A pair of ducks came with a whir just over our
heads and settled in the water a few yards away. They
had not seen us, but at the next call of the horn rose with
a great splash and flutter and rapidly flew off up the lake.
I think it was the fifth or sixth call (I had been calling at
intervals of about five or six minutes, and a half hour or
so had passed) when I thought I heard a sound not quite
like an echo. Could it be an answer? I felt, rather than
saw, Crawford half rise to his feet. Ah, he too had
thought he heard it.

''Did you hear anything, Crawford?" I asked in an iin-

trees and the thrashing of the branches as he carries
everything before him in his wild rush! Hear him grunt
and snort, and hear the blades of his antlers ring against
the trees! He is coming with a thundering rush, and it

is a moment to fill a hunter's soul with delight.
Crawford whispered just one sentence, as the moose

came tearing toward us, it was this, "Golly, he's a big
wan, hear them shovels agin the trees," and the words
were scarcely uttered, when I saw the moose come to a
full stop just to the right of the nearest bimch of alders.
What a magnificent sight! There he stood in all his

glory, antlers thrown back, nose high in air, his nostrils
dilated and his great mane erect, uttering quick, short
grimts, and occasionally looking from one side to the
other for that cow he had heard calling! "A fuU minute
he stood thus," I was about to write, but I presume it was
actually some five or six seconds, while I gazed uj)on the
sight I had so long wished to see, and for which I had
spent so many patient hotrrs. Now had my supreme
moment come! Was I excited? When I first heard him
answer, yes. Now that he stood before me, no. I had
had time to think what to do, and in another instant I
was prepared to do it.

Some moments before the moose had appeared from
behind the alders I had laid down my moose horn and
taken my rifle from its place against the bush. Again I
carefully but quickly looked it over to assure myself it

was aU right (I have had two friends miss their moose
through defective rifles, and Walt's experience on tSpider
Stream flashed through my mind), and then rising to my
feet I quickly brought my rifle to my shoulder, and
settling my eye carefxdly into the sights aimed for his
heart and pressed the trigger. I do not think the animal
saw me, and I had a fair shot into his right side as he
stood broadside to me.
At the report of the rifle I saw him rise upon his hind-

feet and, as I thought, fall to the ground behind the
clump of alders, and I started to run forward, but had
advanced but a few paces when I saw him moving back
in the direction from whence he came. As he passed an
opening between two bunches of the bushes, I again had
a fair shot, though necessarily a quick one, this time intQ
his left side.
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The smoke had not cleared from the muzzle of my
piece before Crawfordwas past me like aflash, and clearing
with one bound a ditch of soft black muck some 8 or 10ft.

in width, fired two shots from my revolver through the
bushes in the direction of the retreating moose. Crawford
is a fine specimen of an athlete, and his splendid jump
across the ditch must have aroused
within me a spirit of emulation.
However this may be, it is a fact
that while he cleared it at a
single bound, my attempt was a
most miserable failure. At a
single bound I landed plump in
the middle of it. I may be
wrong, but from the way I
settled down in that muck I

shall always believe it to be the
veritable channel leading to the
"bottomless pit." I think I

should still be settling in that
slimy ooze had not a frienly tree
trunk, which had fallen long
years ago into the inky channel,
offered me a little temporary
assistance, and over it I was
fortunate enough to hook my
right arm, in the hand of which
I still held my smoking rifle.

Crawford heard the splash and
turned to see what had happened.
I am of the opinion that the
spectacle I presented struck him
as unsportsmanlike and undig-
nified, but to his credit be it said
he displayed no emotion of any
kind. He reached for my rifle,

and with the simple remark,
"Let me give him one or two
with this," quickly fired two shots
through the alders at what I think
we both feared was an escaping
moose. Then to lend me the grip
of his brawny hand was the work
of an instant, and the next mo-
ment I was once again on my
good pair of legs with compara-
tively dry land under my feet. I
say "comparatively dry land," but
the comparison refers only to the
ditch, for we had now advanced
toward the edge of the bog and
were in mire almost knee deep;
but with whole pocketsful of the
contents of the ditch, I was in no
mood to be critical or particular
about the spotlessness of my
clothing, and with all possible
speed we pushed and splashed
our way through the alders that
grew thickly along the edge of
the bog.
Crawford was the first to

emerge on the other side and
after a single glance he turned
to me with the glad shout, "He's
down!" Sure enough, there he
lay in the grass a hundred yards
from where we stood. We ad-
vanced somewhat cautiously, for
as he had run some two or three
hundred yards after being shot
we were not certain that he
might not again take to his feet.
Crawford advised a bullet through
his heart from the revolver or
rifle to make sure, but I had by
this time approached his head
and looking into his eye saw he
was dead. Yes, dead; and as I
looked at the noble fellow
stretched there upon the grass, helpless now, but a moment
ago so full of life, so magnificent in his strength. I confess
to a momentary feeling of regret. How handsome he was.
how mighty in appearance even in death. He had never
harmed me, not even in the remotest degree, and yet I

had slain him in cold blood. Tricked him, too, and now
he lay lifeless at my feet. Yon will call it weakness, per-
haps, but I here confess that as I stood there in the
fading day, looking upon that noble form, my triumph
over this poor brute was not without a shadow of pain.
Examination proved that my first shot had been fatal.

"SA.W HE WAS DEAD."

The ball penetrated his right side, just back of the' fore-
shoulder, passing clean through his body but missing his
heart and lodging under his skin upon the other side,
where I found it when we were skinning him the next
morning. I have it in my pocket at this moment, and,
battered as it is out of all semblance to its former shape,
it is, to me, quite "a thing of beauty."
Crawford suggested taking the antlers and head with us

to camp, but to this I could not consent, for, as I ex-
plained to him, for the amateur photographer here was a
subject of a lifetime, and I must "spoil some glass" on
this fellow in the morning, just as he lay, and in truth I

must say he was a worthy subject. His antlers, which
are the best balanced set I have ever seen, measure 3ft.

TJin. in spread, with 10 prongs on one and 13 on the
other. Crawford said he was a seven year old animal,
which is a full grown moose, and though thin in flesh, as
is usual during the rutting season, we eptimated his
weight as fully 1.200lbs., an estimate I should say rather
under than over the true figure. He stood full 7ft. high
at the shoulders by actual measurement.
Next morning after an unusually early breakfast we

started out to photograph and "dress" my moose. We
were accompanied by Walt and his guide, and several
good pictm-es were secured, a few of which are inclosed
for your inspection, and for the better illustration of the
events, describe should you wish to use them. It is to
Walt I am chiefly indebted for the photographs; for while
we both carry our cameras upon all of our hunting trips,

on this particular occasion I had left mine many miles
below (we having come up to Line Lake "light"), anrl
not to have photographed '"my fii-st moose" would have
been a calamity second only to missing my shot. These
same pictures I fear, however, have cost my friend
Walt another moose. LTpon the night of the happenings
above narrated it will be remembered that Walt and Sey-
mour were oft" in another direction moose-calling, as were
Crawford and myself. I was fortunate enough to secure
my moose while there was yet daylight sufficient for ac-
curate marksmanship. Not so, however, with Walt. He
called a moose the same evening, but not until near 9
o'clock, and the darkness was such that accuracy of aim
was impossible. The result was a wounded animal whicl i

they followed as far as possible in the darkness, but pur-
suit of which was finally abandoned for that night.
A return to camp followed, the intention being to re-

new the pursuit at daylightj the^following morning,
i A

natural desire, however, to see the moose I had killed,
together with my earnest request for his assistance in
photographing, caused Walt to first visit the scene of my
conquest, resulting of course in great delay to the re-
sumption of his hunt for his wounded animal, and it was
nearly 10 o'clock when he and Seymour arrived at the

spot where they had abandoned
the trail the evening previous.
Signs showed that Walt's shot had~
broken, or at least injured, th
animal s right foreleg. This was
indicated by the absence of that
particular footprint. The trail
also showed considerable blood
upon the bushes on that side and
four separate and distinct pools of
the red fluid told where the
moose had lain down as many
times during the night. Walt's
theory is that the animal did
not move from where he last
laid down until daybreak,
which is probably correct, and
that if they could have been
there at that time, the chance
seemed favorable that they
could have readily bagged their
game. In this theory I am
certainly •inclined to share. At
all events I shall always feel
regret that circumstances were
as they were, and shall believe
that I might have closed this
sketch with a record of two
moose for the trip instead of one,
for although we had one or two
suitable evenings for calling after-
ward they were without result.

Two black bear were shot by
Walt a day or two later, and I

had the pleasure (?) of seeing one
at a very long distance, but as I
was moose calling at the time, con-
sidered it unwise to pursue him.

It took Crawford and me a
whole day to properly prepare
my moose head for shipment to
a taxidei-mist in the city, where
I am having it mounted, and a
large part of the work I did with
my own hands, for when one
secures a head such as the one of
which I write, it becomes very
precious to the owner. Upon om-
long journey back to Hurdman's
I found there was a sentiment
attached to those horns which
would hardly permit of their
being touched by "profane
hands," and certain it is that I
lugged them on my own shoul-
ders every inch of the way out.
Thus does sentiment ever attach
itself to trophies of the chase,
for who that has ever tasted the
delights of the hunt has not some
trophy in his possession upon
which his eyes love to linger as
he recalls days of freedom from
care spent in the pursuit of game?
Thoughts such as these I suggest
will, I am sure, often occur to

I me when I look upon the proud
!

head of the subject of this narra-— — i tive, and, imperfectly as I have
related them, the mere recall of
the incidents connected with this
trophy has been to me a renewed
pleasure, and I will only add that
the primal object sought has been

attained if, by that recall, I have satisfactorily answered
your question of how I got "my first moose." L. C. I.

New York, Oct. :2.

"I JvUeOBD THEM ON MX OWN SHOUUJfiRg."
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CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
[JVojw. a Staff Correspondent]

Oct. 20.—Mr. C. F. Johnson of the Waltonian Manufac-
turing Company, Chicago, is just back from a month's
trip in Oregon and Washington, and he is wild with en-

thusiasm for the sport and sportsmen of the Coast country.
He went there a stranger to both, and came back ac-

quainted, which was enough to raise his ardor. In com-
pany with Mr. Fred Tritchelar, one of Portland's anglers,

and "Doc" Wheeler, of doggy fame in the same city, he
enjoyed sport at the Mongolian pheasants and grouse till

he wished no more, and then went on a five days' trouting

trip in the Cascades, in which the party took 700 trout.

Then, with a party of five, he went on a fourteen days'

hunting trip in Washington, in which time he killed to

his own gun nine deer, a bear and two cougars. The bear
was small, but the cougars (mountain lions) were full

grown. They came past his station on a runway for deer,

being started by the drivers, one about three-quarters of

an hour later than the other.

Such luck as this does not fall to very many mortals;
and no wonder Mr. Johnson wants to go back there. He
says that a city like Portland, where you can, as he did,

take the street cars almost out to where you can kill two
181bs. salmon of a morning, is good enough for him. Mr.
Johnson says he never knew before what it was to see

shooting with the rifle and revolver imtil these Western
men showed him, and according to his story, the streets

of every Coast city are .tenanted by nothing but good shots

and good fellows, all ready to take a stranger out and
show him the sport of the country. I don't know when
I have seen a man come back ofE a trip so pleased clear

through as Mr. Johnson is, and it creates no surprise to

hear him say that he is going back again this fall.

Hard to Supply.

Mr. Geo. A. Rose, of Cleveland, O., asks for a place
hard to supply when he sends the following:

' 'Being one of the many readers of Forest and Stream
who enjoy what you write about the sport had in the
Northwest, and as a party of us are going on a short
shooting trip next month, I write you to see if you can
tell me of some one I can write to in regard to a favorable
locality for quail, partridge and larger game. We want
to find some place not too far away either in this State or
Michigan, as our time is limited to a week or ten days.

If you can do this I can assure you it will be appreciated,

as I have made many a trip with the same result, a light,

very light, game bag."
There is no place in Ohio or Michigan that I know of

where one can find large game and also partridge and
quail. Deer and ruffed grouse go together in the pine
woods, but not quail. A ten days' trip after deer in

northern Wisconsin or the upper peninsula of Michigan
might or might not be successful. One could get deer
and quail on the same hunt in Arkansas or in the Indian
Nations. He can certainly get quail in abundance, and
perhaps a few grouse, in northern Indiana, say about
Newton, Ora, Huntington, or almost anywhere west of

Fort Wayne along the Panhandle road, or east of Chicago
100 miles on the Erie road. If I wanted a pleasant ten
days' faU trip I would rather spend it in the latter coun-
try than search further for bigger possibilities in the
shooting line. One could be almost certain to get all the
sport at quaU a gentleman should wish. E. Hodgh.
909 Skcdbity BuiiiDiNG, Chicago.

BIG GAME IN MAINE.
Fully 100 deer are being shot weekly. It is too com-

mon a thin^ to particularize: most sportsmen now are
after something larger; deer shooting is mere tenderfoot
business. It is like rabbit hunting in the past. Any am-
bitious lady hunter can capture a deer, even "Fly Rod,"
our famous woodscraft writer and trout fisher, is looking
for something more worthy of her steel.

The woods of Maine are filled with the beaten paths of
deer, and it is a daily occurrence to see deer feeding in
pastures and in company with domestic cattle.

We are done eating that sort of steak ; if venison we
must eat give us a bull moose's nose or shin marrow, or a
cutlet from a 7001bs. big-footed bear, roasted on the shore
of a distant lake, far from the haunts of man, seasoned
with the cry of the Indian devil echoing through the dis-

tant mountains—sme qua non.
The papers are full of reports of the slaughter. Our old

bear hunter of Roxbury, Oxford county, has just killed
his forty-fourth bear. G. W. Dunbar of Concord, Me.

,

killed last week a bear weighing STGlbs. , and whose foot
measured 6x9in.
A party of three men from Whitinsville, Mass. , were

badly frightened last week in the Rangeley woods by
some wild animals making fearful screams and driving
some deer in the night time near their camp, probably
wolves. They called the noise terrible yowling.
The middle of October Emery Burbank of Whitinsville,

Mass. , shot a large bull moose near Flagstaff, Me. , whose
head weighed 541bs.

J. C. Havenieyer of New York and Herbert C. Brownell
of Providence, have shot two moose on the Penobscot
waters.
Mr. Henry Young, of Greenbush, Me., shot a bull moose

which weighed 825lbs. dressed weight, on a bog in that
town, only one mile from a railroad and twenty-one miles
from Bangor.

J. H. Howard Gibson and Frank G. Rogers, of Phila-
delphia, killed one moose and two caribou lately. W. F.
Montgomery, of Boston, and Philip Richmond, of Provi-
dence, killed one moose, two caribou and three deer in
October, the whole weighing a ton.
A hunter came into Bangor last week with a 900-pound

moose, kiUed up near the Canadian Pacific, having a fine
head, which he sold for $100, and another hunter sold a
bull moose for $87.

J. lilanchester Haynes, of Augusta, Me., has killed a
moose. S. H. Watts, of Berwick, Pa., brought in a moose,
and Oliver Prescott, of Cambridge, Mass., a buU cari-
bou.
A young man nineteen years old, in Somerset county,

Maine, still-hunted and killed a large bull moose in a
small thicket, and in an instant after the moose fell a bull
caribou leaped out of the thicket at the boy, who hit him
with the butt of his gun, spoiUng the gun but stunning the
caribou so that he cut his throat.
There were over 500 deers' heads mounted in the State

of Maine last year, and this month of October there has

been one-half of that number killed already. It is just as
easy to kill a deer as a sheep after you get to where they
live; and it is wicked to drive them with dogs, as the man-
ner of some is. Public opinion is none too soon coming
to the rescue. That practice belongs to the Dark Ages.
The present laws are good and suflicient to protect the

game of the State, and if lived up to, we shall have good
shooting and big game will increase for years to come.

J. G. Rich,
Bethel, Maine. ^

A STILL DAY.
The day is still. There is hardly a ruffle of the water

that spreads its unbroken calm to the horizon, where
it blends so perfectly with
the blue sky that it is hard
indeed to say where the one
ends or the other commences.
An ideal day for dreaming!
A poor day for sport! How
often I have whiled away
the golden hours under such
conditions. There is always
the hope that a breeze may
spring up and start the fowl
moving, and again you can-

not tell at what moment some wandering
duck may swing to investigate your decoys.
Half dozing, one sits motionless, conscious
only of a delightful sense of contentment,
when suddenly, with a swish-h-h of wings
a duck flashes over the decoys. To seize

the gun and fire instinctively is the work
of an instant. Still he speeds away, ap-
parently untouched, save for a single
downy feather that floats through the

iilife^'r-
haze of powder smoke and settles on the

' s water, lijght as a thought,
3-. How could I miss him? you mentally
1—J exclaim, as your eyes follow his receding
1 — form. All! At fuU five hundred yards
^£Zr his wings go up, and down he pitches

—

"dead," dashing the spray in a shower as

jb.6 strikes
•j ow-vsEND

jja^g ^^Qj. been there?

Bay Ridge, New York. WiLMOT TOWNSEND.

'LOTS OF BIRDS."
Speaking of quail, my son Aleck and I took a run last

winter down to the southern part of North Carolina for
quail, intending to shoot the last ten days of Februaiy,
when the law goes on. We had heard of such splendid
shooting, we went loaded with 600 shells. On the way
down nothing of importance hapiiened, except that I lay
awake all night. The fellow in the next bunk pointed
himself the wrong way, which brought his head next to
mine; just as soon as his head touched his piUow, he
started his saw miU and ran it till daylight. On the
branch line we had quite an exciting little incident. On
board was an officer, having in his custody a negro, who
he was taking to Asheville to be examined in a murder
case. The darky was so frightened, for fear of being
lynched, that he jumped through the car window, while
the train was runmng at a speed of forty miles an hour.
He did it so quick that the officer just had time to catch
him by one foot as he disappeared through the window.
The officer held on until the train was stopped, and the
man taken in again by help from the outside. The pris-

oner was not hurt in the least after bumping along on the
ties, but the poor officer was terribly cut up by the broken
glass.

On arriving we were gi-eeted by a little colored tot,

"Gorn' gunnin', Massa? Lots er birds." The next person
we met, a negro, greeted us with the same salutation. At
the hotel the landlord kindly informed us that there were
lots of birds. While sitting in the hotel office prepara-
tory to going to dinner, the better class of the population
began to drop in. Every one put the same question,

"Goin' gunnin'? Lots of birds." One party told us that a
friend of his had flushed twenty-five bevies the day before.

Another that two of his friends had bagged 115 birds. I

looked at Aleck; he is not very strong; and it did my heart
good to see the peaceful smile that crossed his counte-
nance. He must have been thinking of how we had
struggled through life and at last had reached the happy
hunting grounds.
Dinner over, we were introduced by the hotel proprie-

tor to the nice young man who was to be our guide. For
the afternoon shoot I did not think it worth while to don
my shooting clothes; for if quail were so plenty, I would
take it easy, go as I pleased, and do a good deal of rest-

ing—perhaps whistle them up, as we do the yellowlegs at
home. But, alas! how we are doomed to disai^pointments.
We traveled the whole of the afternoon up hill and down,
across mud holes and through briers on which I left some
of my covering. We flushed just one bevy of about a
dozen birds, out of which we bagged six, when our guide
called us off. I think we could have brought them all to

bag, but the guide told us that he did not want the bevy
killed up too close.

That night the guide came to our room, and suggested
that by hu'tng a team he could take us where there was
good shooting. We told him by all means to engage a
team for the morrow. Then we turned to meditating how
we were going to get rid of those 600.

Breakfast over the next day, we were soon on our way
with fifty shells each in our pocket. After two hours
drive over the worst road I ever traveled, we halted,
made the horse comfortable and started in. It was the
same old story—a tedious tramp before we found any
birds. To make a long story short, after a walk of about
fifteen miles we put up three bevies and got ten birds.

Then we started for the hotel disgusted.
The kind-hearted proprietor was on hand to meet us

on oui- arrival, and to know of our success. You cannot
imagine how sad he looked when he inspected that bunch
of game, which it had taken a team, a guide, two good
dogs and two good guns to gather in, ten little quail.

Our hotel man said he felt very bad, but perhaps we would
meet with better success on the morrow. I begged and
pleaded with him not to feel bad. I told htm our lives

were"made up of disappointments. After he got over feel-

ing bad and I thought it safe, I sadly, but gently, broke
the news to him that I was home-sick, and would take
the evening train for the North. We reached home tired
out after being on the road two days and a night.

I would rather bag one dozen of our big strong Long
Island quail, with a pleasant country to tramp over, and
the comfort of being at home, than to bag 50 of those
small Southern quail and put up with the inconveniences
that we met with. Heretofore when I brought to bag
100 or 200 of our birds during the fall shoot I did not ap-
preciate it, but I feel now that I have a big privilege,

Alfred A, Frazeb,

MORE ABOUT THE .22.

Exeter, Neb., Oct. 25.—Editor Forest and Stream: In
Forest and Stream of Oct. 81 1 see that "Tode" is doubt-
ful of the qualities of the .22cal. short cartridge that I
upheld in your issue of three weeks back, being used in
the .22 short Winchester repeater, and laughs at its kill-

ing at 303yds. True, I am a "Westerner," as he says,
and again that distance counts as merely nothing to one
long residing in the West, where the broncho Is generally
our mode of locomotion. "But truth counts with us and
at all times." In the first place he acknowledges his sur-
prise at the shooting of the Kttle cartridge, trials of which
he has been carrying on in his "cellar." Now then, just
take that little Stevens gun into the open air and give it

a chance to breathe good, fresh autumn air and see what
that little gun can do. If it is a 24in. barrel or longer I
will warrant you can put a .23 short in a target at 303yds,
or further. If not go to your gunsmith and get one of
the best .22 short Winchesters he has—"the best," mind
you, for that is what my gun is—and mark off 325yds.
Throw the hind sight up into the last notch, taking a
coarse sight and let her go. If you are not surprised then
I'll stand treat. Just try it, "Tode," and let us hear the
result in our "family paper."

Citing an incident of the .22's force, I was visiting a
friend eight years ago who had a .22 short Winchester .

single shot rifle. One evening we were on the lawn shoot-
ing at a large sunflower stalk. There were no houses
nearer than foiu' blocks and we had no idea of the httle
ball's going so far when a man came running up and
stopped us. It seems one of the balls had gone 400yds,
and into the leg of his little boy playing in the yard. This
stopped our shooting and caused us a doctor's biU.

This spring in company with a citizen of this place I

stood four blocks away from a windmill and to see if the
balls would cut through the vane fired five shots at it and
all five balls not only hit but cut "clean" througli. True,
the wood is thin, but the blocks are 100yds. in length. I

put the hind sight up into the last notch and caught the
bottom of the front in the slot of the rear sight.

I am not like the "man from the East," anxious to shoot
a grizzly with a .22 or with anything else for that matter.
My experience has been when a grizzly was sighted to go
about my business—and he will do the same. But if one
should ever corner me I would not hesitate to try "my"
.22 on his bearship, for a .22 Winchester in the hands of
one who can handle it and knows what it is capable of
"can do wonders." Dla.mond Walt.

SQUIRRELS AND BASS IN TEXAS.
Waco, Tex., Oct. 23.—In your last issue, "H, B, C." of :

New Hampshire, wants to know where good gray squir-
rels abound this fall, I will tell him thiswise. Some two
weeks ago I heard of a black (fresh water) bass that was .

caught in Montgomery county, southern Texas, that
weighed 221bs. I went there with tent, tackle, squirrel .

gun and not forgetting an 18oz. greenheart rod. We
stopped at New Caney, twenty-seven miles east of Houston,
and took a wagon "for an eight-mile drive through pine :

woods and magnolia groves to East River, one of the trib-

utaries of the San .Jacinto River. We crossed over, how-
ever, in half this distance, two streams so beautifully pure •

and clear, in which we saw so many moderate-sized bass ,

as to induce us to ponder over the fact of going on further. .

We camped on a bluff of sand in the midst of a large .

magnoHa grove, the river just within a few rods of us.

Nature never made to run a more beautiful river, without i

rocks, in the South, than this East River. Our tent was
soon up, and while our cook was getting dinner I just i

slipped off less than lOOyds. and killed four gray squirrels
:

—only moving under two or three trees. It was all we .

wanted for supper. The difficulty was to keep from kill-

ing the squirrels. I am certain I could easily have got 100
each day I was there.

But I was not after anything else but bass and channel
cat. The latter, by the by, is superior in fighting and ,

eating qualities to the former. The water was too clear
for large bass, but the channel cat we caught, and returned
to the water what we could not use. The bait was grub '

worms and minnows, The woods are full of deer and
bear, but as I only went to squirrel hunt and fish I made
no effort for larger game—one large deer walked past
our cook within lOycls., and as leisurely walked off.

Our stay was one week. Each day too short. It was
enjoyable. Bacon for breakfast, boiled or old-fashioned
barbecued squirrel for dinner, and fish for supper.

Tell H. B. C. to go there. Let him takegood tackle, shot-
gun for squirrels and .45cal, rifle for bear and deer; for

'

he will need each. While there I inquired into the weight
ofthat221bs. bass; I was told that several gentlemen will
qualify as to its accuracy. I am certain that there are

'

in South Texas fresh-water bass that will weigh 221bs.,

andl expect to take one such in the next twelve months.
J. Walter Cock.

Nebraska Game.
Beatrice, Neb., Oct. 21.—Wild ducks of all kinds are

here in goodly numbers now, and hunters bring in good
bags of quail. Not many chickens are killed now, as
they are fidl grown, strong flyers, and hunted so close
they get up a long distance away. Lots of squirrels and
plenty of mast for them to feed on, Pike are beginning
to bite, though no large catches are reported up to date.

Good game outlook here for the coming season.
El Comancho.

Two Hundred Miles in a Skiff.

Chicago, Oct. 19.

—

1 started on my trip to-day, which
will be from here down the Des Plaines, Kankakee to the .

Illinois, then down that stream to Spring Lake, something
'

over 200 miles, in a skiff 12ft. long. Expect to have lots

of sport with bass and later with ducks. Will write you
full account later. Spring Lake is one of the finest places
for duck shooting in the State. F. O. S,
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A TRIP TO THE GURNET.
Boston, Oct. 26.—My friend Brann and I not having

succeeded in getting many quail up to date, we thought a
' trip to the Gurnet might afford us some shore shooting.
So we checked our baggage for Green Harbor, which is

not far from Brant Rock. Half an hour's drive from the
station brought us to the Webster House, whose jolly pro-
prietor, ilr. Ma Dan, is well versed in shooting lore. Be-
fore our traps were unpacked he told us we would find
some quail just back of his hen house.
Four A. M. found us on the beach with our dory, with

decoys to imitate the dusky coot, and just as effective as
a more expensive article. We thought we were early
and likely to obtain a good position, but we found that
dozens of boats were anchored long before our arrival.
We were forced to take an outside position and not a very
favorable one. The boats inshore clearly had the best of
it, as the gunners were keeping up a running fire. The
coots seemed inclined to follow the shore line that morn-
ing. We anchored for three hours and brought in 19
birds— butterbills and graywings.
We lost quite a number of cripples, the birds diving

and causing izs some very lively work when giving chase.
A retriever would have been of good service to us, but our
dogjhad been^left at the hotel, we thinking he would be a
nuisance in the boat.
We had arranged for a sailboat for the afternoon,

hoping for better shooting. In the meantime we started
for the Gurnet, which is about seven miles from Brant
Eock and is very hard tramping. We saw just one
flock of white-breast plovers and they were so wild we
could not get within gunshot. We found a few ring-
necks and some peep, and three beetle-heads. The birds

\ have disappeared, and the tramp over that beach was a
dreary and lonely one.
One o'clock found Ben—who was formerly on the Gur-

net light—waiting for us. We were not long in running
out under his skillful handling of the boat. Soon we
located a bunch of butterbills and ran up to within easy
gunshot before they began to dive. We had some of the
best and most exhilarating sport all the afternoon, run-
ning on to the ducks in this manner, that we ever enjoyed.
We would lean far over the side to pick up a cripple,
when just as we were about to seize him by the neck he
would dive; then we would have to wait for him until
the next tack. Thus it was all the afternoon. And to
say we enjoyed it would be very tame. Thirty-seven
ducks made our score for the first day.
The next morning we heard the quail back of the hen

house but thought we would leave them for later. We
went to the beach at high water and found the ducks
scattered all along in small bunches feeding. By careful
maneuvering we picked up eleven more for our string.
Eight here is where om- Irish setter came in on the scene.
Without him we would not have got one bird. The wind
was off shore and was almost a half gale, so that it was
almost impossible to get what you would kill. Old Flash
was battling with the rollers and high winds for over
twenty minutes at one time before he captured his crip-
pled duck. When he brought the duck ashore we be-
stowed enough praise and pats upon him almost to turn
his head.
On our way back to the house we knocked over seven

yeUowlegs, but began to fear of having a chance at the
quail. The trip was an enjoyable one to us. We had all
the ducks we cared about and we intend going again next
week. The quail will hear fx-om us next, AVe also found
an abundance of loons, but they were high and shy,

John P. Wallace,

BOSTON GUNS.
Boston, Oct, 30.—I have to mention a good many un-

successful sportsmen if I keep on the side of truth. In-
deed among all the huntei-s who have been into Maine
from the section of Boston 'this fall, not one in ten has
succeeded in getting large game, so far as my knowledge
goes. Sir, W. P, Tenney and his brother, Harry Tenney,
and Mr. William Gray have just returned from a hunt in
Maine, They are usually successful hunters and get their
share; but good fortune was not with them this time.
They went some thirty miles back from Houlton into a
good game section, but they got no four-footed game
whatever, though they hunted very faithfully. They got
a fair showing of partridges, but even these bii-ds they did
not find as plenty as they expected from the reports they
had read in the papers.
Mr. Geo. H. Lamphier has recently returned from a suc-

cessful hunt in Elaine. He is reported to have kQled
a cow moose and a dozen partridges on a hunt at King
and Bartlett lakes. A party of six Boston hunters have
made a successful trip into the woods of Washington
county. Me. They are reported to have killed a deer a
piece. The papers say that Game Commissioner T. H,
Wentworth, of Bangor, Me., has just returned from
Sebois Lake with a fine deer. He was accompanied by
his son. Thus is the gentleman who was appointed to
take the place of E. M. Stillwell, deceased. He is very
highly spoken of by his colleague in oSice and by aU who
have had to do with him in fish and game protective
matters. There is one feature of deer hounding that it is
very hard for these commissioners to control. The State
of New Hampshii-e permits hunting deer with hounds.
There is a very long border between Maine and New
Hampshire, heavily wooded, and a natural home for
moose and deer. The very worst sort of advantage is

taken of this border by those who desire to hound deer.
In fact the whole Magalloway region is badly infested
with hounds running deer this season. On certain waters
in Maine, but near the bordere of New Hampshire, guides
are regularly employed to put out hounds, ostensiblv in
New Hampshire, but they run the deer into Maine waters
where they are shot. In fact there are already a number
of suspicious cases of deer taken at these waters. Dogs
have come this fall clear over the mountains to the bor-
ders of Richardson Lake and the ponds above. The only
remedy for sportsmen and the owners of camps on Rich-
ardson Lake and Umbagog, who do not believe in the
hounding of deer, is to take the law into their own hands
—which thing they have a legal right to do—and shoot
the dogs. The game laws of ilaine empower any person
to destroy any dog found hunting deer in that State.
Another deer has been killed in the town of Durham.

Me. , but a short distance from Lewiston, So much for

Rame protection and the non-hounding of deer in Maine,
t is within the recollection of thousands of the older
residents of that section of the country when a live deer

in the woods about there would have caused about as
much excitement as would the advent of a live wolf in
the streets of Lewiston or Auburn. Venison has been
cheap in the markets of both those cities of late. Local
and resident hunters have kiUed a good many deer and
brought them home, and having more venison than they
could use in their own home it has found its way into
the markets.
A Mrs. Dwyer, of New York, has beaten the record of

lady sportsmen this fall. She has shot a caribou at
Portage Lake in Maine: at least, so the guides say. They
came upon the animal appai'ently asleep and the rifie was
handed to the lady. Her husband, who was with her,
was greatly pleased with the trip. A party of Worcester
sportsmen are in the Moosehead Lake region. They are
Messrs. A. L. Oilman, T, M. Harris, M. H, Roche, 0. C.
Ward and W. B. Gage.
Some of the Boston hunters are having pretty good

sport in New Hampshire this fall. Mr. A. S. Atkins has
killed 8 partridge and 4 woodcock in the vicinity of New-
market. Ml-, William Lunt has shot 75 birds, including
20 woodcock, during a two weeks' hunt. These gentle-
men are very careful about mentioning the locahty where
they have their success, and who can blame them?
Quail shooting on the Cape this fall is not yet much of

a success. A number of good shots have been himting in
the vicinity of Wellfleet for several days, but they got
very few quaU. They complain that local gunners have
broken all of the coveys, and they darkly hint that this
must have been done before the open season begun. Good
shore bird shooting has lately been reported at Chatham.
The gunners have been few there since the recent gale,
while residents mention good flights of birds. Special.

DUCK SHOOTING NEAR MONTREAL.
]Me. D. Denne writes thus in the Montreal Stm^ of a Sep-

tember day's duck shooting not far from that city:
At 3:30 we were aroused, our lamps lighted and in a

quarter of an hour we were dressed and looking out to
find which way the wind came. There was little of it

and the worst we could have had, but enough to lift the
mist. A good drink of milk and a slice of home-made
bread and butter composed our first breakfast, and very
soon we were in oinr boats, each accompanied by his
favorite guide and dog. There was just light enough on
the water to enable us to direct our different com-ses up
or down the river. The blackbirds in the rushes were
just beginning to welcome the coming morn, A cock
cro%ving on the shore, a bell at the village church, a plash
of a fish or sometimes a muskrat, were the sounds we
heard as we paddled along under the still starht sky. In
about an hour we ar-e aU hidden away in our various
"blinds," our live decoys quacking as innocently as pos-
sible, and feeding away quite contentedly, being well
accustomed to being anchored out as lures.

The "roseate streaks of dawn" were appearing in the
east. The fijtiishing touches were just complete about the
blind, I was preparing to load my gun. My guide sitting
behind me had just got one shell of No. 3 in his, and was
feeling in his bag for another, when we heard the ducks
coming, and from behind. Joe did not hesitate. Up
went his gun, a No. 10, and how it did speak right over
my head, then down splashed three black ducks out of
the twenty-five or more who took that early peep at us.
I was more than disapfjointed at losing my chance at this
flock. They were so near, but it's always" that way with
duck shooting. Be off your guard at any moment." filling

your pipe or something' else, just then you lose the best
chance of the day. However, it's no good "crying over
spilt milk. " We are both ready now. Our dog lias brought
in the ducks, and we are pleased with the result of the
first shot. In a few minutes five black ducks are seen
coming up the river; our decoys quack well. Nearer and
nearer they come; up goes my 12-bore for a right and left.

Down drops one almost among the decoys, another falls

well over the other side of the river, and being only
wounded, goes ashore there, and hides till om- retriever
looks him up later on in the day. Then follows a flock of
teal, a long shot, but we get one bird. Then a bittern's
curiosity costs him his life.

Afterward a long wait, and nothing moving we start
for breakfast with astonishing appetites considering we
liad not gone out fasting. The other boats also return,
finding the day too fine for duck shooting. They bring
a few birds and relate their experience while we enjoy our
second meal. About 10 o'clock it is suggested we ti-y the
different snipe grounds in the neighborhood. We are
soon ready again, but only to be disappointed; the birds
are not to be found near the river. They mtist be up in
the fields, but where, none of the party can say. Then it

is proposed we try for three woodcock, known to be in a
certain cover just outside a big swarajj. These woods are
so thick, and the walking such hot work this lovely bright
day, that we are not over-quick in responding to this last
suggestion, but we do go and have a walk that we won't
forget in a hurry. We hear the birds as they rise and fly
toward the middle of the swamp. We cannot follow them,
so return to the farmhouse to await the evening's flight of
ducks. This does not amount to much, the weather is

not favorable. We are too early in the season for fall
ducks, and the summer ducks won't fly till too late on this
particular night.
Once more we return to the house, change our "things"

and that gladly, as rubber boots were uncomfortable to
walk in, especially on a hot day. We have some good
roast chickens, pies, etc., for dinner. Then drive back to
the "station," and in a desperate hurry, forwe have taken
too long over om- meal hstening to some wonderful stories
of the day's sport. My guide, Joe, is a marvelous ramatmr
and amused us by teUing us that last week he had a flne
fat heron for dinner. He liked it better than duck. The
only fault he could find with it was that his wife could
not wash the smeU of this "gamy" bird off the knives
and forks, although she had tried her best ever since.
''Cliacun a son gout.'-

birds having them alike. When going north or south, to
or from their breeding grounds, these geese are always
found mixed with the wavies, and never in flocks by
themselves. They seldom alight in the lakes here, pre-
ferring the open prairies, where they eat the tender shoots
of the prairie grass. They, of course, do go to the lakes
for water, but only remain in them a few minutes.
John Monroe came in yesterday from the headwaters of

Badger Creek, and brought with him the head of a very
large bull moose which he killed up there. He says there
are quite a number of elk, deer and bear in that vicinity,
and is going back there to-morrow to have another htmt,
Monroe is said to be the best moose hunter in the North-
west. In the early days, when he was employed by the
Hudson's Bay Co.

,
way up m the Saskatchewan country,

he was far and away the most successful hunter of this
game. He is getting pretty old now, and his eyesight is
poor, yet it seems he still knows how to "get there."
No one in this country, Indian or white, knows how

to caU moose, and they are not much hunted. As near
as I can learn, Monroe finds the track, and then instead
of following it he keeps circling until he locates the an-
imal.
Our Indian police and several employees of this agency

had a hunt after a band of train robbers the other day.
They were a desperate set of men and killed one white
man and wounded one poUceman. A party of Kalispel
people were also out after the robbers, and as they had
a reporter with them, the press despatches gave them
all the glory of the affair, I take pleasure in stating
here that Wm, Jackson, well known to many Forest
AND Stream readers, was the leader of our party, and
chased the robbers up over the summit of the moxmtains,
exchanging shots with them every few minutes. Jack-
son drove them so fast that they had no time to eat, and
finally the men were headed off by the Kalispel party,
two of them killed and two captured. J. W. Schultz.

Game Notes.

Dcnbarton, N. H., Oct, 23.—Shooting in this section
has been poor this season. It has been unusually dry all

the summer and up to the present time, and the wood-
cock have left. There are some grouse, but most of those
I have found were old birds.
In Nova Scotia the moose hunting has been poor as far

as I have heard. Several parties who went in from Bear
River returned without any game. A gentleman to
whom I gave some points regarding grounds I had hunted
in the Province, recently retm-ned from a three weeks'
trip. During that time they saw the sun on two days,
and had no weather fit for calling. The party killed one
three-year-old buU moose and got shots at some caribou.
From the northeastern part of Maine I hear that big-

game himters have been imusually successful. Several
men I know have each killed a bull moose. From the
grounds, where I usually go every winter, I hear that
caribou have been plenty. Quite a number have been
killed, two of them having exceptionally fine heads. I
hope to start for this region about Nov. 20. I had a com-
panion who intended making the trip with me, but
owing to sickness he will be unable to go, a.nd it looks
as tliough I should go it alone. After reaching the
grounds I prefer to hunt alone, but it is pleasant to have
a companion on the trip. I happened to find this place
one winter when cruising about in Maine, and I think it

a good place to spend a few weeks each season, I stay
in a comfortable house, and often find deer and caribou
tracks within a quarter of a mile. It is not a place
where deer are as plenty as I have foimd them elsewhere,
but there are a fair number; generally caribou are quite
numerous, and with good stiU-hunting weather I am
quite sure of getting shots. It is also much cheaper
than going to any of the hunting camps, and in the
present financial condition this is quite an item to some
sportsmen. C. M. Stark.

Texas Quail and Ducks.
Velasco, Tex., Oct. 25.—Though we have had no frost

yet, the weather has been and continues perfect for field
work, and contrary to the prognostications of some local
nimrods, who saw last season's tremendous slaughter by
nomads from far Northern and Western cities, quail and
prairie chicken are as thick as "in Indian times" or
"dui-in' the war."
The three Ohio shots, W. L. Gardner and C. H. Stewart,

of Norwalk, and John A, Waite, of Toledo, who during
three mornings last January bagged 980 quail near
Velasco (and most powerfully astonished some of the
natives with their "trick dogs," for which the Buckeye
sportsmen refused liberal offers of mustangs and cows on
the range), write J. W. Moore and W. P. Morrissey that
they will return next month and take in the Brazorian
and Matagordan lakes neighborhoods, a few miles dis-
tant, the greatest winter resort in Texas of ducks and
geese, and already black with fleets of birds. The long
dry spells of central and western- Texas, where the first

flocks touch, have made mud holes of the shallow
prairie ponds and streams up there, and have hurried
the returning Arctic voyages to the coast, where lakes
and creeks are wide, and forty feet deep, with plenty of
rushes and seed grass on their shores, and where skilled
sportsmen are yet few. R. McC.

Florida West Coast Resorts.
Tarpon Springs, Fla.—You may refer any one making

inquiries about himting and fishing in Florida to me, I
will take pleasure in answering all letters inclosing stamp,
I think I am competent, as I have spent the most of the
past ten years in looking up the hunting and fishing, and
locating the desirable camp grounds. Quail ai-e more
than plenty here. Please accept my congratulations on
Forest AND Stream's record at the World's Fair. You
are not only always doing well, but continually doing
better. 'All of which pleases no one more than yours
fraternally, S. D, Kendall.

Montana Doings.
PiEGAN, Montana, Oct. 24.—The water fowl have been

going south in immense flocks for the past ten days, and
the flight is nearly over. Capt. Cooke, Dr. Martin and
the writer were out a few hours last evening and bagged
twenty-five geese, five ducks and twelve sharp-tail grouse.
Twenty-one of the geese were wavies (CTten, hyperhorea)
and four were the rare Ross's goose {Chen rossii).

In comparing these four I find that the warts on the
base of their bUls are of irregular size and shape, no two

Pennsylvania Game.
SCRANTON, Pa,, Oct. 28.—Pheasants are more numerous

on the hills around the city than usual this fall. I heard
of a Frenchman who bagged twenty-one woodcock and
ten pheasants near Newton. Clem, aiarsh shot over forty
pheasants

_
in three days' shooting west of Dunnings. A

two hours' drive from the city wiU take on* among pheas-
ants almost any time. They are rather wild and the
leaves are still pretty thick. The shooting wiU be better
in a couple of weeks, J, H. Fishes.
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A Tragedy of the Bowstring.
RiBELY has the wilderness outing of a party of sports-

men ended in a more deplorable tragedy, than that in

which Maj. C. W. Wells, of S:iginaw, Mich., lost his life

in the Bowstring country of Minnesota. The party con-
sisted of Maj. Wells and Mr. C. H. Davis, of Saginaw,
Mr. R. H. Bennett, of Minneapolis and Mr. Michael Kelly,
of Duluth. The story of Maj. Wells's death is contained
in a letter we have received from his friend Mr. W. B.

Mershon, of Saginaw, who writes: Mr. Wells was with
an old and experienced canoeman, who had been with
bim on these trips a number of years. They were return-
ing to their camp on the Big Bowstring Lake, and either

the guide was not looking or something was wrong, for
Mr. Wells fired at a passing duck and the boat capsized
and remained bottom side up. The guide told Mr. Wells
to keep perfectly quiet and rest lightly on the bottom of
the canoe, and he could work them to the shore, about
300ft. distant. After going about three boat lengths, Mr,
Wells threw up his hands and died, as the newspaper
clipping states. At that time they were just able to
touch bottom with their feet. I learned from one of the
party whom I have seen to-day, that Mcintosh placed a
paddle under each of the arms of h^ dead companion.
He then worked the boat to shore in the icy cold water,
emptied it and went back in the dark and succeeded in
getting the body, unaided and alone, into a Peterboro
canoe. How he did it, without capsizing and in his
exhausted condition, only he can tell. He then paddled to
camp and fell exhausted on the shore. Kelly, another
member of the party was the only one in camp and was
horrified at discovering his companions in this condition.
Mcintosh could not speak above a whisper.
The death of Mr. Wells has cast a gloom over us all, as

he was an old friend of ours, one of the nicest men in the
world, a thorough sportsman and one of the original
owners of our car, "City of Saginaw." In the old days,
the Wells-Birney deer hunting party was well known
when Michigan was fiiU of deer, and hunters came from
the neighboring States. They, all of them, have heard of
the exploits and perfect camps of the Wells party.
There is no doubt that he died of heart failure, for at no
time was he under water, but became thoroughly chilled
and this caused his death.

Grinning Experience.
Hartford, Conn.—Editor Forest and Stream: This

is the month that all lovers of dog and gun are out aft^r
the wily grouse, quaU and woodcock, and much experi-
menting is being done with the different kinds of powder
now in the market. I have tried three kinds of the nitro
powders, and while they are very pleasant to shoot, some-
how I do not get the birds with them that I do with the
old black powder, and wonder why this is so. Am using
the E.G. this fall. This powder makes more noise than
the American wood or Schultze, but after all it does not
seem to get there like my old Hazard powder. I presume
I do not load it right; but I try hard to follow the manu-
facturers' directions. I notice one writer says of Ameri-
can wood powder, that the wadding should be driven
down with two smart blows of a two-pound hammer to
get good results, although the manufacturex-s give no such
instructions. I wish the brethren would send in to For-
est AND Stream their experiences with these powders, as
many of us like to load our own shells rather than buy
those already loaded, and in fact those I bought loaded in
New York last fall were not satisfactory,

I was out one afternoon last week after partridge (I

notice that Charles Hallock calls them timber grouse) and
did not succeed in stopping a couple of grouse I fired at
and thought should stop, and both d^g and myself were
disappointed, as my old pointer feels fully as badly as I
do if the bird don't come down when I fire with a reason-
able chance of getting him. Just then I saw a chestnut
plank lying on the ground, which I set up against a fence
post and paced off forty paces, and fired a charge of No. 7
shot fi-om shell loaded with 2|dr8. E. C. powder, one No.
12 white felt wad and one No. 12 pink-edge wad on pow-
der, and the shot barely stuck into the plank. I then
turned the plank around and fired a charge (Sdrs.) black
powder, same size shot, and they were all buried deeply
into the wood.
The only partridge I brought home that afternoon was

brought down at long range with a load of black powder.
I prefer to use the nitro powder but I want to stop the
birds I hit, as I am never overloaded when I come home,
even with the best make of black powder. Am using
shells with strong primers. Tatters,

for him great fame in the country where it was made. But India is

not America. The conditions are different here. No one in the
United States to-day may count on winning enviable renown by an
unconscionable slaughter of wild animals. The prevailing and grow-
ing sentiment is for moderation in the taking of game. This senti-
ment is shared by most men who claim recognition as sportsmen. It
is the sentiment which pervades the volume put forth by the Boone
and Crockett Club.
"Another means by which the Club hopes to bring about a proper

spirit for the preservation of our big game," write the editors, Messrs.
Theodore Roosevelt and George Bird Grinnell, in their introduction,
"is by frowning on and discouraging among sportsmen themselves all

unsiiortsmanlike proceedings and needless slaughter. The Club has
persistently discouraged anything tending to glorify the making of
tjig bags of game."
That is fine for sentiment and well enough for profession. Bu^ how

does the practice of the Club members in the field accord with the
sentiment and bear out the profession? If for answer we shall turn
to the pages of this "Book" where are recorded their hunting chron-
icles, we shall find that far from being the subject of insincere cant
and simply profession of principle, this spirit of moderation has force
in the wilderness and is a controlling factor in detprmining conduct.
In this respect the "Book" is a credit to the members of the Boone
and Crockett. In a larger sense—for a club numbering seventy odd
members, from various sections of the country, may rightly claim to
be representative— it does credit to the American sportsmanship of
the day. And as the novice may not read these chapters without
learning from them something new in practical hunting lore, so
too he may not read them without learning the manliness of foregoing
wanton killing. Moreover, the stories are well told; the first one is

likely to lure the reader to a second, and that to a third.
Relations of big game hunting in the West must of necessity have a

historical significance, for they deal with coQditioQS of nature and
stages of civilization which are rapidly changing; many of which, in-

deed, as here printed, are already of the past. Thus Capt. George S.

Anderson, now in charge of the Yellowstone National Park, writes of
the time when his command rode for day after day in sight of hun-
dreds of thousands of buffalo, and the particular "Buff.alo Story" he
tells is of an ancient bull which, fleeing before a snowstorm, early one
morning, invaded the inclosure of old Fort Lyon, so that "Capt.
Anderson, having been awakened by his servant, and without
rising from his bed. took aim through the opened window and
"scored a record of buffalo killing rarely or never equalled." Col.
Roger D. Williams in turn writes of "Old Times in the Black Hills,"
and relates how in 1876, when the presence of gold was as yet hardly
known in that country, he engaged in a hunting and prospecting trip

under the direction of "California Joe," long famous as a Cu.ster scout.
The old West, too, the West of yesterday, with its game herds and its

Indians, figures largely in Mr, Grinneirs chapter, "In Buffalo Days,"
here reprinted from Scribner's Magazine. This paper, by the way,
because of its comprehensive scope and the thoroughness and intelii

gence of treatment, is likely to hold a permanent place as altogether
our most satisfactory popular account of the American buffalo.
There is in these stories aboundiag humor, some taste of which the

readers of Forest and Stream have already been given in Mr. Owen
Wister's "VVhite Goat and His Country."- Not without relaxing the
wrinkles which time is bringing to us all. may one read Col. Williams's
description of his heroic pack horse Coffee making a bee line for camp
to be relieved of the giant def»r carcass he had bravely carried almost
24 hours; or Mr. F. C. Crocker's story in the chapter "After Wapiti
in Wyoming" of how the "Pilgrim" gave the mountain-man a lesson
in trout fishing, and with it gave him the sulks for all day Sunday; or
Mr. Bronson Rumsey's story of "Blacktails in the Bad Lands," and
how he trapped the ranch foreman into a contract to pack in the
game, and saddled him with five deer carcasses to be carried five
miles. Going to Idaho in search of big game in 1890, Mr. Dean Sage
found an odd character in one Lanahan, a plausible individual, who
was engaged for guide and packer, and is here described, in a chapter
overrunning with humor, as "A Mountain Fraud."

Mr. Theodore Roosevelt has a spirited account of "Coursing the
Prongbuck," in which is illustrated anew the divergence of hunting
ethics in America from those in foreign countries, where as sports
are more highly developed the rules which govern them are more
strictly defined. Mr. Roosevelt relates that when the dogs could not
overtake the flj'ing game it was the practice of the huntsmen to shoot
it with their riiies. This will likely be scoffed at by a certain breed of
tiritish readers; no doubt it is contrary to the canons of highly
organized coursing. Let them say what they will, it is t he sport of
the open nd is followed in the game's own country. Thank heaven,
we have not yet come down to hallooing after carted stags. Last week,
t,o be sure, some "hunt" in New Jersey did attempt to take a buck
out of a pen to be run with hounds: but the creature went on a ram-
page and they were glad to kill him on the safe side of the fence.
Slore power to the antlers of all deer in such extremity.
Other chapters are Col W. I) Pickett's "Nights with the Grizzlies,"

reprinted from Forest and Stream, and Mr. Archibald Rogers's "Big
Game from the Rockies," originally printed in S<yribner\'i. The allure-
ments, bafllements and triumphs of "Photographing Big Game" are
set forth by Mr. W. B. Devereux; and there is an intelligent and in-

structive jjresentation of the value of "The Yellowstone Park as a
Game Reservation," by Mr. Arnold Hague, supplemented with a sum-
mary by the Editors of what has ttius far been accomplished with
"Our Forest Reservations." Other editorial contributions review
"The Literature of American Big-Game Hunting;" and describe the
Club exhibit at the World's Fair. The Club's constitution and the list

of members follow.
Doubtless the reception accorded the first volume issued by the Club

will be such as to encourage other "Books.'' In the next one we shall
look for something treating of big game in the East. Although in the
introduction of the present volume the Editors single out Maine as the
most notable example of a State's successful care for its game supply,
the subject matter of the book itself relates wholly to the West. New
England surely deserves representation in a Boone and Crockett Club
book on "American Big-Game Hunting;" for the preservation of the
stock of game in the East is due to the practical application of that
very principle of moderation advocated by the Club. Without such
moderation in the hunting of deer, moose and caribou-a moderation
provided for and enforced by intelligent law—these races would long
since have been exterminated.
The volume ia from the famous De"Vfinne Press; its handsome

typography, paper and illustrations are very attractive, and it is in
every way a creditable piece of bookmaking. R.

ill done by any species of rapacious bird. To arrive at
conclusions which should be of any value required the
examination of a great deal of material, and many stom-
achs of each species of hawk and owl had to be inspected
and studied before the observer could satisfy himself as to
the actual facts, and announce the results of his investiga-
tions. When Dr. C. H. Merriam, chief of the Division of
Ornithology and Mammalogy, who was much interested
in this subject, determined to investigate this subject, be
made a fortunate choice in selecting Dr. A. K. Fisher, the
assistant ornithologist of the Bureau, as the gentleman
who should conduct the investigation. The results of his
studies have recently made then- appeai'ance as Bulletin
No. 3 of the Division of Ornithology and Mammalogy
of the XJ. S. Department of Agriculture. Its full title is

"The Hawks and Owls of the United States in their Rela-
tion to Agriculture."

It is often a difficult matter to say that a species of bird
is entirely beneficial or entirely harmful. The line is

seldom drawn so closely as this. Most birds perhaps
do some little harm and much good, or perhaps a
great deal of harm and only a little good. For example,
the bobolink of the North, while with us here in summer
is a useful and beautiful bird, doing little or no harm,
and giving much pleasure, while, after its southern migrar
tion, when it has reached the rice fields of Georgia, it does
damage to the growing crop, which is estimated to
amount to a million dollars a year. In like manner the
crow, most unpopular of our birds in spring, pulls up the
sprouting corn and is cursed by the farmer, but as soon
as the yoimg plants have reached an age when they are
no longer attractive to the crow, he ceases his depreda-
tions and becomes one our most useful birds, destroying
vast numbers of insects which would otherwise feed on
the farmer's growing crops.
The conclusions announced in Dr. Fisher's report are

based on the critical examination by competent experts
of the contents of about 2,700 stomachs of hawks and
owls, a number so great as to give us a fair showing of
the average food of each species which came under ob-
servation. The result of these examinations will surprise
those who have never paid any attention to this subject,
and prove very clearly that a class of birds commonly
regarded as enemies to the farmer and indiscriminately
destroyed on all occasions are really his best friends, and
should with very few exceptions be preserved and encour-
aged to live about his home. The conclusions reached by
Dr. Fisher are given substantially as follows:
First—That owls are among the most beneficial of all

birds, inflicting very little damage upon the poulterer and
conferring vast benefits upon the farmer. The relations
which owls bear to agriculture are peculiar and import-
ant. Their eyesight is by no means so defective in day-
light as is popularly supposed, but is keenest in the early
hours of evening and morning. Hunting thus in dim
light their food consists largely of those animals which
hawks donottroubleatall or destroy only insmall numbers.
The work of owls thus supplements that of hawks and ma-
terially assists in preventing an undue increase of many
noxious rodents. Besides this, though owls are to some
extent migratory, they are, as a class, less so than the
hawks, and so in winter, when the hawks have left the
Northern States, the owls remain here and continue their
warfare against the injurious rodents.
Second—All hawks, with perhaps one or two excep-

tions, are to some extent beneficial to the farmer,
Dr. Fisher divides the 49 species and 24 sub-species of

rapacious birds which he is considering into four classes:
those wholly beneficial or wholly harmless, those which
are in the main beneficial, those in which the beneficial"
and harmful qualities about balance each other, and those
which are positively injurious. The first of these classes
includes the rough-legged and squirrel hawks and the
swallow-tailed, white-tailed, Mississippi and everglade
kite. The second class includes a much larger number of
species, among which are many of the commonest of our
hawks. Such are the marsh, Harris's, red-tail, red-
shouldered, short-tailed, white-tailed, Swainson's, short-
winged, Mexican black hawk, Mexican goshawk, sparrow
hawk and all the owls except the great horned owl. The
third class includes the golden and bald eagles, the pigeon
hawk, Richardson's hawk, the prairie falcon and the
aplomado falcon. The last class, including those species
which feed chiefly on animals useful to man, is smaU,
and contains only the shai-p-shbmed hawk, Cooper's
hawk, the goshawk, duck hawk, the gyrfalcons and the
osprey. These last, with the exception of the fish hawk,
whose only harmful quality is that it eats fish and so
sometimes interferes with the labors of the fish farmer,
are all hunters of game or poultry, and are really the only
species that should imder any circumstances be destroyed.
Of the 2,690 stomachs examined in the preparation of

Dr. Fisher's report, 169 contained the remains of poultry
and game birds, 463 the remains of other birds, 966 those
of mice, 397 those of other mammals, and 633 those of
insects.

Dr. Fisher's report of something over 200 pages is

crammed with facts interesting to the ornithologist and to
the farmer. It is for the latter that it has been especially
prepared, and it is for him that it ought to have the great-
est interest, because it gives him some entirely novel and
extremely useful information as to how he may best carry
on the unceasing war that he has to wage with the powers
of nature. The sportsman, too, may with great advantage
study the interesting pages of this most valuable httle
volume, and he will be wise if, abandoning the precon-
ceived notions which he has with regard to the injury
which most birds of prey do to the game, he shall hold his
hand when he sees a hawk or an owl fly by, recognizing
that in the vast majority of cases the services performed
by these birds far outweigh the harm that they do. We
are all of us far too eager to destroy life, and too glad of
an excuse which may seem to justify such destruction.
Dr. Fisher's volume gives an excuse for refraining from
this killing, which ought to be acted on by many thought-
ful people.

Dr. Fisher's report is beautifully illustrated by twenty-
six full-page colored plates drawn by J. L. Ridgway and
Robert Ridgway.

Summer Homes.
A BKATJTiFtJLLY Illustrated book; list of over 3,000 summer hotels

emd boarding houses in Catskill Mountaina and central New York.
Send sis cents in stamps to H. B. Jagoe, Gen'l Eastern Passenger
Agent, West Shore R. R,, 363 Broadway, New York, or free upou
application.—

The Proposed National Association.
The subjoined call was sent out last week for the organization of a

National Game and Bird Protective Association:
"To all shooting clubs, game wardens, sportsmen and other persons

interested in the protection or game, birds and fish of the U. S.

:

"You are hereby notified that at a meeting held under the auspice.<i
of the Illinois State Sporting Association at Assembly Hall, Columbian
Exposition Grounds, Chicago, 111., on Sept. 31, 1893, a temporary or-
ganization was formed for ilae purpose of calling together at Chicago
at the close of the Fair officers and members of shooting clubs, game
wardens and other persons interested in game, birds and fish protec-
tion, to organize a national game, bird and fish protection association
throughout these United States.
"The rapid destruction of uur game and song bird.s calls for immedi-

ate and united action by all lovers of the fur, feathered and finny
u-ibes; there is a demand for a njore uniform close season and better
enforcement of present laws.
"Believing that a large atttendance could be secured at the close of

the Fair, the call has been made for all sporting clubs, game wardens,
sportsmen, and other persons interested, of the United .States, to meet
at the Sherman House club room, Chicago, 111., Nov. 2. 1893, ai 8
o'clock P. M., to organize. Every person interested in the subject
should be present and participate. Let us make this a national suc-

'^^S?; ^ WoLFRED N. Low, Temporary Chairman.
"F. S. Baiud, Temporary Sec'y, 172 Washington street, rooms 1,007-9,

Chicago, IIL

\0w ^nblicntian§.

AMERICAN BIG-GAME HUNTING.*
In a sheet of newspaper which happens to be wrapped about the

"Book of the Boone ana Crockett Club," which ha.H come to my desk
is a paragraph setting forth the hunting exploits of the Archduke
Frauz Ferdinand d'Kstes in India. His score for two months of this
j ear, it appears, comprised no less than j;,800 head of game the
list including one buffalo, Ave elephants, forty-three black bucks
thirty-nine wild boars, twenty tigers and seventeen jackals. The
Archduke is a mighty hunter, and without doubt such a record won

*AMBRICAN Big Gaiie HUNTING. The Book of the Boone and Crockett
Club. Editors: Theodore Eoosevelt, George Bird Grinnell New
York. Forest and Stream Pub. Co. 1893. Pages 345. Illustrated
Price $2.50,

HAWKS AND OWLS OF THE U. S.

In the view of the vast majority of people, the birds in-
cluded in the great order Raptores are altogether injurious
and should be destroyed at every opportunity. The
farmer believes that hawks and owls destroy his poultry;
the sportsman, jealous of man's prerogative, declares that
these birds—big and little—make away with quail, par-
tridges and woodcock, and is ever ready to shoot the
hawk or owl which may unluckily fly near hicn while he
himself is engaged in his destruction of game bu-ds. The
feeling against the birds of prey is an old one and almost
as firmly fixed in the popular mind as the prejudice against
the serpent. It may be as difficult to remove as that one.
There can be little doubt, however, that this view of the
relation of rapacious birds to man is erroneous. The aver-
age man derives many of his opinions from impressions
gained from observations which are often hasty and ill-

foimded, If he sees a hawk descend into a poultry yard
or make a dash at a game bird, he is likely, without rea-
soning it out very closely, to come to believe that all
hawks spend aU their time trying to catch poultry and to
destroy feathered game. On the other hand, the natural-
ist who, when he kills birds, does it for the pm-pose of
learning all that he can about them, when he dissects a
hawk is likely to find in its stomach only the remains of
mice, snakes, frogs and insects, and he may examine hun-
dreds of specimens before detecting the remains of a game
bird or of a domestic fowl.

It is a good many years since it was first suggested that
most of our hawks and owls were beneficial rather than
noxious, but it is only within a few years, that is to say
since the establishment of the Bureau of Economic Orni-
thology and Mammalogy in the Department of Agricul-
ture at Washington, that any systematic effort has been
made to absolutely determine the proportion of good or
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ANGLING NOTES.
Supervisors May Save the Black Bass.

Nearly ten years ago I wrote an article in Forest and
Stream, urging that black bass should be protected in the
State of New York during the month of June, because
they spawn aU through that month. The issue of the
paper containing my letter had also an editorial support-
ing all that I said on this subject, and more, for it said
that I had understated the case, and asked this question:
"Shall the fish be compelled to change their habits to
comply with the wisdom of our legislators, or shall we
acknowledge that they knew best when they want to
spawn and accommodate ourselves to them?" From that
time to this I have pleaded for a close time for black bass
that would protect them during the breeding season. No
one has pretended to justify the opening of the black bass
season on May 30, except from the selfish motive that
Decoration Day is a holiday and there are men who wish
to fish for black bass on that day. The fishermen of the
lake, for which this law was ostensibly passed, were
among the first to complain of the scarcity of black bass
and to ask that the State take measures to restock it with
adult fish. After the Codifying Commission had taken
testimony from one end of tlie State to the other, Gen.
Sherman, the president, wrote me that he fully agreed
with me that black bass should be protected until July 1,

but that it would be impossible to pass such a law, and as
a compromise the Commission would report June 15 as
the opening of the black bass season. We know how
quickly this was amended and the old date, May 30, re-

stored. The past legislation by the State is evidence
that no aid is to be expected in the future from
that source to preserve the black bass during the
breeding season, but those who are in earnest about, the
matter and desire to prevent the depletion of black bass
waters through the operation of the present unjust State
law, have a remedy if they will but take action and put
the remedy in force. Section 273 of the game laws (Chap-
ter 488, Laws of 1892) reads in part: "Boards of super-
visors may pass at their annual ssession such laws and or-
dinances as shall afford additional protection to and fur-
ther restrictions for the protection of birds, fish, shellfish

and wild animals, except wild deer, and to prohibit the
taking and killing of the same, but no such ordinance
shall be operative until a duly authenticated copy thereof
shall have been filed in the office of the clerk of the
county, and published in the papers in such county in
which the session laws are published, and filed in the
office of the secretary of State. * * *" (This and other
laws relating to the powers of boards of supervisors may
be found in full in the Book of tlie Game Laws.)
Columbia county has already availed itself of the priv-

ilege granted by this section and has made a close season
for black bass in the waters of the county from Jan. 1 to
July 1, and Madison county has made a close season
during the same time for black bass in a portion of its

waters. Still another county passed a similar law and
complied with all the requirements to make it effectual
except to file the resolution with the Secretary of State.
Boards of supervisors hold their annual meetings at the
close of each year, usually in December, and now is the
time for aU who are interested in preserving the bass to
act by presenting the matter to the supervisors in their
respective counties. All the black bass that it may be
possible for the State to plant in interior waters will not
benefit them so much as a rigidly enforced close season
that covers the breeding period, and if fishing is to be
permitted during the breeding season, what good will it

do the waters if the State does furnish a few hundred
bass annually! The remedy is in protection, not in re-

stocking.
"A Wrinkle."

A few weeks ago, under this head, I wrote of attaching
split shot to leaders in a way that would not injure the
leader. I see that in the last issue of the London Fishing
Gazette a writer answers a correspondent who desired to
know how to do this very thing, and describes his method
of doing the trick. The editor of the Gazette, in com-
menting upon it in a foot note says: "We noticed in
Forest and Stream that Mr. A. Nelson Cheney recently
for himself made the discovery of this useful little dodge.'"

I find, however, that the English device and my wrinkle
are unlike, and the former may be an improvement upon
my suggestion. My idea is to put the shot on a gut length
looped at each end and to fasten the leader to one loop
and the sneUed hook to the other, making the shotted gut
length the connection between snell hook and leader.
The English idea is to attach the shot to a piece of horse-
hair about 2in. long, with a loop at one end (gut would
answer the same purpose), and then fasten the horse-hair
by the loop to the leader above one of the knots. In this
way the shotted horse hair or gut length is independent
of leader and snell and may be attached or detached
without disturbing either. The editor of the Gazette says
of this device: ' It is a very old dodge in Ireland in
worm fishing for salmon, in Which style of fishing the
bait is thrown out and then worked gently over the bottom
of the river, and the shot being on a separate fine bit of
gut attached by a loop to the gut line proper, if they get
'hung up' on the bottom you pull and they break off^ thus
saving the rest of yom- tackle." This arrangement is

upon the same principle as the independent sinker and
sinker line used in deep trolling for lake trout. I prefer
my own idea for the reason that the shotted gut length is

part and parcel of the leader, being a continuation of it,

but I have given both, and anglers who are interested
may take their choice.

Llvinfi- Pictures.

Every angler who has a particle of poetry in his soul
and possesses a love of the beautiful—and is there an
angler who has not—is able to recall living pictures that
are framed in his memory simply because he is an angler.
It is Charles Kingsley who said: "The angler only is

brought close, face to face with the flower and bird and
insect life of the rich river banks, the only part of the
landscape where the hand of man has never interfered.'"

But there are other pictures besides those of nature that
the angler cherishes in memory. For years I have en-
joyed a mental picture which I saw one morning on Par-
macheene Lake, in Maine, of a young woman standing

alone in a boat and casting a fly for trout. When my
guide and I roimded a point of land in the lake and came
upon the scene, somewhat unexpected to be sure, we
stopped and watched it with silent admiration, for the
caster was the personification of grace in aU her move-
ments, and there was a businesslike air about it all that
proclaimed the caster to be a master of the art. Last sum-
mer I was fishing in a New England lake and was one day
invited by two young ladies to go out fly-fishing for black
bass. One of them asked that I put an extra rod in the
boat that she might try her skiU. On the pegs in the rod
room I had, mounted, a 4ioz. rod with drawn gut leader,
and flies tied on about No. 14 hooks, which I had been
using for brook trout, and this I put into the boat. We
rowed to a bay filledwith rocky shoals, and there I put the
light rod into the hand ofmy fairyoimg hostess and sne be-
gan to cast, much to my astonishment, like an old hand at
the business, for I had understood thatshe desired me to give
her a first lesson in fly-casting. Questioned, she admitted
that she had cast a little on previous occasions without
taking a fish, and I was inclined to charge her proficiency
in a degree to inheritance. After a few casts, in which
the leader and flies were unrolled on the water as deftly
as the most fastidious fly-fisher could wish, there was a
rise from a black bass of about 2lbs. and the gamy fisher-

woman hooked it. Then I regretted that I had given her
the light rod, for I feared disaster, as the hook was not
large enough to take a secure hold in the mouth of the
fish. The young lady stood erect in the boat, her beauti-
ful, honest brown eyes fairly flashing with, pleasure, and
her lips parted with expectancy as the fish jumped again
and again. The fish was handled skillfully until in an
evil moment the hook came back empty, for the reason I

had feared. I then gave h.er an 8oz. bass rod, with
larger flies, and soon the look of disappointment at the
loss of the first fish gave way to one of satisfaction as she
hooked another bass, which she played safely to the land-
ing net, all the time balancing herself in the wave-rocked
boat, making a picture of health, loveliness and skill com-
bined that will not be forgotten for many years to come.
When one has the pleasure of looking upon such a picture
as this he wonders why more young women do not
engage in the graceful, health-givmg pastime of casting
the artificial fly for trout or black bass. There are women
who use the two-handed salmon rod, and use it success-
fully, though they are chiefly residents across the sea,
but here we have a good field for women with the single-
handed rod and lack only the performers. However,
every year finds a few additions to the number of women
who realize that fly-fishing is not a masculine monopoly,
and they are so warmly welcomed that I expect in time
the field will be more evenly divided. A. N. Cheney.

BASS IN THE CONESTOGA.
This large creek is one of many in Pennsylvania that

have become more or less noted black bass streams. One
of the peculiarities of the fish in the Conestoga is their
distribution, occurring in marked abundance in certain
portions of the streams, while between the more thickly
populated parts of the creek are stretches of water that
are almost without bass although the conditions are sim-
ilar to the well stocked portions. Between the Wahbank
Dam and Petersville Dam, a stretch of three miles, very
few bass are now taken. This was one of the favorite
parts of the creek for bass before the advent of the Ger-
man carp. These fish are getting so large and plentiful

that they are apparently driving the bass from the stream.
A curious incident happened along this part of the creek
last summer. A farmer was driving along the road,
which touches the edge of the creek, when a lot of carp^
close to the bank and apparently spaw^ning, made such a
commotion in the water that his horse took fright and
ran away, breaking the vehicle to which it was hitched.
The farmer luckily escaped serious injury.

Mr. H. C. Demuth tells us that from Potfs Landing to

Eden, more bass have been taken this year than ever be-
fore. The carp in this part of the creek are scarce.
Anglers along the Conestoga are putting one and one

together, carp plentiful, bass scarce, and the former is

growing more and more into disfavor.

Bass weighing as much as 31bs. have been caught in
the Conestoga, and from the tales one hears of strong
tackle broken in twain some monsters must inhabit the
creek.
Speaking of the falling off of the bass fishing in the

Susquehanna, Mr. Demuth gives it as his opinion that the
apparent decrease in the numbers of bass in the river and
its tributaiy during the past few years is owing to the
prevalence of spring freshets, the nmddy water greatly
interfering with the natural reproduction of the fish.

This is undoubtedly the case, for floods that will wash and
carry coal of good size down stream for a hundred miles
or more are sure to cause great destruction among the
bass and other fishes. It takes no stretch of the imagina-
tion to conclude tliat by this cause milUons of the eggs
and young are annually destroyed.
This year has been exceptionally favorable to the spawn-

ing of the bass and good results are looked for. Bart.

Lake Wliatcom.

New Whatcom, Wash., Oct. 23.—Eastern anglers de-
siring recreation and good fishing should come to Washing-
ton. Here is some of the finest fishing in the world. Nearly
all the streams and lakes abound with trout. The fishing
has been unusually good in Lake Whatcom this season,
and especially during September and the present month.
During one week not long ago, I am told that more than
1,000 pounds of moimtain trout were taken there with
hook and line. One man alone brought in nearly 301bs.

in one day. The trout average about l^lbs. apiece.
Trout may be taken lawfully in this State from May 1

to Nov. 1. H.

Are the Trout Returning to the Raquette?
One day in August of this year at a point about one

mile from the Windfall House, I took from the Raquette
River 6 trout weighing 4^\hs. The largest weighed l^lbs.,

the next in size Ifg lbs. Another morning I took from
the same place 10 trout weighing 5flbs, The largest
weighed lib. lacking loz., the next in size lib. less l^oz.
The six; largest weighed 4lbs. 5oz. I took them on a 9|oz.
Bristol steel rod, and you may readily imagine what sport
it was to kiU them. J. M. Graves.

POLLOCK WITH A TROUT ROD.
Manchester, N. H., Oct. 27.—Did you ever fish for

"pollock" with a trout rod? No I Then take advantage
of the first opportunity that presents itself and do so.

Salvini and I created much merriment among the old
fishermen in Portland, Thm-sday, as we left the wharf in
a dory, with our trout rods, silk Knes and long sneUed
hooks. "Them chaps air a-goin' to ketch cod with trout
poles," remarked one old salt; but them chaps were not
after the sluggish cod, they were going out to test a
couple of new rods, and they succeeded in doing so to
their utmost satisfaction.

Anchoring off Bug Light in about loft, of water, bait-

ing an ordinary-sized Limerick with soft clam, weighting
with a couple of BBs, we lowered our bait about 4ft.

below the surface and waited. A sharp pull and the
clicking of the little reel annoimced that Salvini had
"struck," and after a brief struggle the blue and silver
captive was brought within reach of the landing net and
started the string.

Then came my turn; a big feUow, who fought like a
striped bass, taking the bait with a rush, and nmning
with it as gamely as a pickerel. In size they averaged about
a quarter of a pound. They kept us busy long after twi-
light, until Jupiter outshone the after-glow.

I have heard that pollock take readily to the fly, and
wish some one who knows would enlighten me on the
subject. They are game enough, anyway, and as we
pulled homeward through the yellow light of the rising
moon, we counted forty-eight good-sized fish on the
string. Not bad?
Try it some time with a light rod and tackle, and I'm

sure you will agree with me when I say, "It is gi^etrt; sport."
TkE General.

Frozen Suckers Ibawed Out.

New Haven, Ct.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: Having
noticed several communications recently in your valuable
paper in regard to the killing of fish by freezing I wiU
give my experience of some forty-five yeai-s ago. On one
very cold winter's day I witnessed the hauling of a seine
under the ice in the Qurnnipiac River in WaUingford, in
which were caught about 100 suckers. It was a bitter
cold day; the fish were immediately placed in the wagon,
in which there was straw; and on our arrival home (some
four miles distant) the fish were frozen solid. They were
then placed in a tub of water, and in about half an hoxu-'s

time the fish took on an icy coat. Soon the ice-coated
fish seemed to have some life and began to move. Then
the icy coating of the fish began to flake off, and they
were soon swimming, and seemed as full of life as if they
had not been frozen. My impression is, from the facts
above related, that if fish are caught uninjured and im-
mediately frozen in the open air, are kept for several
days in a frozen state and then placed in cold water to
thaw, they wiU be as full of life as before. C. B. B.

"Forest and Stream" at the Fair.

A STAFF STORY OF THE MIDWAY.
It having become necessary, from a journalistic stand-

point, for Foeest and Stream to have a thorough and
authentic story on the sights and doings of that great in-

ternational meeting ground, the Midway Plaisance of the
World's Fair, an assignment was made which put both
our Western representatives, Mr. Hough and Waters, on
duty for that purpose. For reasons found best by the
managing editor of the paper, during a recent visit to the
Fair, it was thought advisable a^so to assign for the story
a shorthand writer. The latter was instructed to follow
the two young gentlemen above mentioned, and being
unknown and unseen of them, to report faithfully what
they said, it being believed that in this manner a story
fully as authentic and perhaps more novel could be ob-
tained. These three persons were all that were detailed
for the work. The dog mentioned balow as one of the
party was included on the motion of the two young men
themselves. Om- shorthand writer transcribes the follow-
ing from his notes:

They Get tlie News.
Mr. Houan (reading telegram)—This yer shorely is

tough. Chief. "You and ^Ix. Waters take Midway to-
night. Rush two columns serious next week's paper."
Whatever do these people take us for, slaves?

SIR. Waters (aUas Chief-with-two-Stomachs) —What,
work? Do they expect us to work? Not while the fish-

ing is good. No, sir. They can blaze with their serried
columns, I will not bend the knee.
Mr. Hough—You can't, maybe, along of rheumatism,

AU the same, we got to get out two serried columns of
stuff before the 10:30 train. I was just going

—

Mr. Waters—So was I. Say, Colonel, we can't do it.

It's too much like labor, and labor is beneath two free-
men who are also gentlemen and scholars. Let's decline
their MS. with thanks.
Mr. Hough—]VIight fire us.

Mr. Waters—Well, even so. I have got a good spot
picked out in the South Sea Islands, where we can go
and sit in the shade and think great thoughts and reach
up and knock oft' a himk of bread fruit when we get
hungrv.
Mr. Hough—That an immortal snap. But I tell you

what, let's just do this for them this time and teU them
not to let it occur again. We can take in the Midway,
you know, and then do 3,000 words on the kaleidoscopic
quality and all that.

Mr. Waters—AU right. Colonel. But we got to have
a dog.
The Colonel—What for?

The Chief {scornfully)—The dog is man's best friend
and the noblest animal what tht-re is. Besides, there's
lots of things on the filidway that you want to try on a
dog first.

The Colonel—That's so. WeU, what do you say to
borrowing Smedgin's great Dane Achates? Smedgin is

away from home.
The Chief—He'll do, I reckon. We'U get him. We

can call him Katie for short.
The Colonel—^Yes, we can whistle and wait

—

The Chief—Say, did you hear about the failure on the
Midway?
The Colonel—Nope.
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The Chief—Yea. Fellow tried to jump over the Ferris

wheel and he failed.

The Colonel—Aw, go 'way?
The Chief—Ain't you going to settle?

The Colonel—Yes, I'H buy the coffee. What kind you
want?
The Chief— Well, I want about five kinds, but I'll

begin at Guatemala. I don't think that Brazil coffee is

good for my stomach.
The Colonel—Which one?
The Chief—What which?
The Colonel—Why, which stomach?
The Chief—Say, I've heard about enough of that.

These things stick to a fellow a long time.

The Colonel—Sure. I knew a man once whose
stomach stuck to him all his life.

The Chief—Monsieur is getting gay!
The Colonel—Coin' to settle?

The Chief—What'll you have?
The Colonel—Java cocoa. Come on. I s'pose we'll

have to get to work, and a few cups of coffee and cocoa
will go well to start on. We've got to sample everything
on the Midway. This here noble perfession of journalism
has its joys and its sorrows.

They Felt Better.

The Colonel {an hour later, in front of Hagenbaek's
circus)—Well, I feel better. This is a gx-eat world.
The Chief—Yes, this is indeed a bright and beautiful

world. It is entirely spherical, of a uniform lovely green
color, with pretty red stripes on it, all equi-distant from
each, other. The world is all right.

The Colonel—You want to keep Katie out of sight of

these lions. They'll take a leg off of him.
The Chief—Naw. These here are tame lions. They

won't eat spring lamb with mint sauce. Say, they wash
'em with cashmere bouquet soap and manicure their teeth.

The Colonel—This old fellow looks as if they fed him
on Wiener wursts. He's despondent looking.
The Chief—Yep. After a lion has lost his grip he's no

good. A tired lion gathers no moss.
The Colonel—Well, I guess we can cover the circus

aU right now. How about the Samoan village.

The Chief—Wait till I buy Katie a redhot. He's hungry
yet, I thought those last three cups of coffee would calm
him down, but he's dead game.

South Sea Islanders.

The Colonel—This is the only thing on the Midway
that isn't a fake. Tliese fellows are sincere. See 'em
whack that drum.
The Chief—They're a prime brand of yeUow niggers,

and if they had heart they ought to make fighters.

The Colonel—They need clothes, I can now under-
stand where my boyish Sabbath school pennies went to.

I'll bet that fellow changes his costume before October is

over. But see him whack the drum!
The Chief—Yes. They are a simple and direct people.

History recounts that when they wanted missionary to

eat, they went right out and ate missionary, and were
glad of it. In short,.we may write them down as those
who loved their fellow man. Come here Katie, air! I'll

have to put a spike color on you.

The Alpine Panorama.
The Colonel—I believe this here is a sort of thing like

the battle of Gettysburg. That long thing his dukelets is

playing is an Alpine horn. They call it a Matterhorn.
That is what is the matter with him. He takes a horn
every now and then. Say, that horn is so long he has to
blow twice to get through it. That's what they call double
tongueing.
The Chief—I used to blow a cornet myself once.
The Colonel—I am ready to beheve it of you. What

do you say to going in and hearing tlie merry Swiss
jodelers do their jodeling, and seeing the Ranz des Vaches
come home in the evening gloaming?
The Chief—Naw. I was through there once. It's all

a spiral. You keep on going up, around a screw, and a
fellow pokes you along, the way they do cattle in a chute.
"Keep on the right! " he says, '.'keep to the right."
The Colonel—Yes, I've been there too. By and by you

get up-stau"s, and just as you got your eye fixed on a job
lot of glaciers, the same feUow says, "Keep to the right
and pass on down stairs." He's a relative of David
Crockett, that fellow—Be sure you're right, and then go
down-stairs. The Mont Cenis tunnel is no railroad at all

compared to the way they railroad you through there.
Come on. Here, Katie! Let go of that Ottoman.

At the Hindoo Jugglers.

The Colonel—I allow this is a plenty good place to go
in and sit down. They make trees grow in five minutes
in here, and draw baskets of flowers out of the air.

The Chief—That's all right. I was in there once, and
the most wonderful thing they do is the way they draw
twenty-five cents out of your clothes. Come on.

At the Beauty Show.
The Colonel—Owing to certain reports I have heard in

regard to this joint, I think two gentlemen of our charac-
ter oughtn't to go in there, not for a thousand dollars.
The Chief—I ain't scared. I'LL go in for five hundred.
The Colonel—Well, you know about Ulysses and the

sirens. They had to put cotton in their ears to deaden the
report.
The Chief—Who's Ulysses?
The Colonel—Prominent dogman before the war.

Come on.

At the Turkish Cafe.

The Colonel—Here, Katie, have some of the Oriental
Ormus and Ind, hot, hot, hot, It'U do you good.
The Chief {in alarm)—Don't let the dog eat that. Do

you want to kiU him;
The Colonel—Mr. Waters, as I understand it, we

brought this dog along for clinical purposes.
The Chiep—That's all right, but give the dog a chance.

Come and have some coffee.

The Colonel—All right. They've got coffee in here so
strong you have to wear smoked glasses while you drink
it. You can get some coffee for Katie if you want to.

He's only had four kinds so far. Get on to the Turkish
bagpipes.
The Chief—Ain't they darlin's? As John Davidson

would say, a man would face a regiment of devils to the
music of the pipes—that is, to get away from the pipes.

At the Algerian Bazaar.

The Colonel—Ah, here are the merchants of Bokharis,
who are selling rugs at a bargain because they are going
to New York to-morrow morning. Been going all sum-
mer.
The Chief—Colonel, where do you get your Oriental

pronunciation?
The Colonel—Always pronounce a foreign word the

hardest way. I was taught this method in coUege, and
have used no other since. Come along, we don't want
any twp-by-four rugs, nor any semi-silverized souvenirs.
I'd buy a sandwich all around, if it didn't cost a king's
ransom on the Midway. Say, I saw a six-foot roller

chair pusher just now, and he said

—

The Chief—He must have been a high roller, wasn't
he?"
The Colonel—Oh, quit! You ain't funny. Do you

know what he said?

The Chief—Nope.
The Colonel—Well, a lady from Indiana had just

asked bim which building the lagoon was in, and he said
he didn't know.
The Chief—I heard a fellow ask a guard what part of

the Government Building he ought to visit to see 'em
hatching fish out of artificial eggs.
The Colonel—Now, about that tall slim chair roller.

You know, I expect he has to eat in the PoHsh restaurant.
The Chief—Poland is a great country.
The Colonel—You say the truth. We owe to it free-

dom on her mountain heights, Kosciusko county, In-
diana, and the small but active Pole cat.

The Chief—Come here, Katie! Let go the Algerian.
Let him go to New York, if he wants to. Say, Colonel,
did you ever go to the Swedish restaurant?
The Colonel—Not if I knew it.

The Chief—I did, and it was a corker. You know I
speak Swede and French just about alike, and so I went
in and sat down and said kind of careless like, "Sjorkss-
keedjwed jorgswatzgen, ride avay!" Guess what he
brought me?
The Colonel—Give it up.
The Chief— Scrambled eggs. Then guess what he

brought me?
The Colonel—Check for $2?
The Chief—Thought you said you hadn't been there?
The Colonel—^I've been all over. You know these

restaurant men forget all about the hereafter. A fellow
ought to go in with a sign card hanging around his neck
which says, "Please do not touch."
The Chief—They'd touch him, anyhow. But where

are we now in the evening' work?
The Colonel—That's so. This story is getting tangled.

Say, let's go see the volcano of Hawaii. That ought to be
good stuff. There ought to be a lavatory there, and we
can go in and wash up.

At the Panorama of Kilauea.

The Chief {as they enter)—Colonel, do you see anything
wrong about that sign?
The Colonel—Why, rather. It says, "No Smoking in

this Building." Now, no self-respecting volcano ought to
have its rights infringed on that way. If I was a volcano
I'd smoke if I felt like it.

The Chief—^So would I, if I was of age, and I aUow
this volcano shorely is.

The Colonel—We ought to have this volcano down in
the Forest and Stream office. We could give a hard-
boiled egg with every subscription to the paper.
The Chief {looking at the cr-ater)—This volcano has

had a drop too much of the craythur.
The Colonel—Hush! There's a guard. Get on to

that moon, won't you. Most over worked moon I ever
saw.
The Chief—Yes, that moon ought to join the eight-

hour movement.
The Colonel—I don't think they ought to have Uttle

fire-extinguishers sitting around here the way they have.
To put a volcano out with a hand extinguisher is sort of
lowering it in public estimation, ain't it? Say, let's rip
this volcano up the back, it's no good.
The Chief—She's already ripped up the back, I'm think-

ing. Who's the artist?

The Colonel—Don't know. He wasn't bad on moun-
tains.

The Chief—These careless ways of running things
ought to be discouraged. The name of the ai-tist ought
to be blown in every mountain.
The Guard—Heear, heear, now! None ov that! Move

an, now, will yez!
The Colonel—I beg your pardon. Captain, but is this

where they have the Honolulus?
The Guard—Naw! Yere t'inkin' ovde Persian theayter,

see? Move an wid yez!
The Colonel—Well, when we get the cold shake at a

volcano I'm due to roast the Exposition. Let's go.
The Chief—That fellow evidently don't known he's

entertaining two sporting mahatmas unawares. Let's go
across the street. Say, over in the Fisheries Building
they've got an exhibit of fish glue. They make cement
out of it, and they show a cracked plate stuck together
with this cement, holding up a big block of granite. At
night they put a piece of wood imder the granite.
The Colonel—What for?

The Chief—Why, to give the cement a rest. Wouldn't
you get tired if you had to hold up SOOlbs. sdl day long?
Say, you gorn' to settle?

The Colonel—What'U it be this time; tea, coffee or
cocoa?
The Chief—Suppose we hit another cup of Javanese

cocoa. Katie didn't drink any cocoa and he's got to have
some. Cocoa is good for mange—at least, I expect it's as
good as a good many things sold for that. It also is good
for canker of the ear, and rabies. Come here Katie. Let
go the nigger!

At the Javanese Village.

The Colonel—This is the only decent place on the Mid-
way, and I'm surprised it isn't better patronized.
The Chief—That's why it isn't.

The Colonel—My dear suM My dear sir I Pish, tush
and tut, tut, tut! Also, fie!

The Chief—Here, Katie! Come here and drink your
cocoa. We'U make a newspaper man out of you yet.
There are three kinds of cocoa. One you get where the
girls wear yellow bodices and white caps, and one you get
where they wear Dutch costumes, and this is the kind that
comes right out of the cocoanut, Katie, drop the wild
man from Borneo and drink your cocoa!

The Colonel—Let the dog alone, if he's enjoying him-
self. He's the only dog that ever went down the Midway,
and he ought to have privileges. Come on, we ought to
see the Moorish theater.

At the Moorish Theater.

The Chief—^I've been in there. Nothing to it but Rosa,
the famous dancing girl. She's a whirler, sort of goes
round and round. Makes you think you've got a wheel in
your head.
The Colonel—It wouldn't be good for you to go in

there, then, my boy. We'll pass it, and wx-ite it up as a
dreamy, languorous scene of Oriental vice.
The Chief—All right. Lefs cross over. But say, you

know why I like Rosa?
The Colonel—Well, no—that is—I didn't know you

did.

The Chief—^Well, I do, because she's the only foreign
girl on the Plaisance that isn't named Fatima or Maud. I
don't think there ought to be too much Volapuk in proper
names.

At the Persian Theater.
The Colonel {gazing at the muscular danciiig)—The

stories of the abandonment of this horrible spectacle have
not been exaggerated.
The Chief—Yes, they dance as if they had the freedom

of the city.

The Colonel—^Let us flee this wicked spot! We can
come again when we aren't in such a hui-ry.

The American Indian Village.

The Colonel—We can surely do this sudden. I can go
an Indian with a tomahawk, but when the same Indian
carries a fan I lose confidence in the tomahawk. Let's
go.

At the Dahomey Village.

The Chief—These here may be genuine Dahomans,
fresh from the realm of King Benzine, but to me they
look a mighty lot like just plain Mississippi niggers. I
kick On paying a quarter to see thirty-eight niggers. I've
seen 700 for nothing.
The Colonel—^Well, well, now don't let's have any

race war here. We got to get this story, and this is part
of it." Come in and see the fiery untamed Amazons that
don't know nothin' but fight, see?
An Amazon {to the CMe/)—How do? Chicago? Chicago?

Poppie? Poppie? Me—Chicago beer! Me—Chicago- beer.
The Chief—The insulting creature! Is there then no

nationality on earth, or even on the Plaisance, that
doesn't hanker after Chicago beer! Let go of the Ama-
zon, Katie! Come on, let's go.

At Old Vienna.

The Colonel—Now, here we at last have it. Isn't
this the Old Vienna we have read about in the pages of
our esteemed contemporary?
The Chief—Yes, it is. You can write a good deal

about old Vienna, or about new Vienna, or any Vienna,
but the plain truth about this Vienna is that it is a big
carousing groimd, where at 11 o'clock you can kiss all

your neighbors, and in the meantime can put in the even-
ing at assiduously buying beer at 10 cents a glass.

The Colonel—Yes, and incidentally you can hear two
kinds of nuisic of the bung-starting sort, and can also
smile at the waiter girls—it won't hurt 'em any. The
Old Vienna of the special correspondents and the Old
Vienna of harsh fact constitute two entirely distinct and
separate entities, Sick 'em, Katie!

At the German Village.

The Colonel—As near as I can see this is pretty much
the same thing—some music and some beer, and then
some more beer.

The Chief—It hath much moreness.
The Colonel—Yes, I don't know why it is, but all

German band music is ulterior—it has beer in its inten-
tions every time. Don't let Katie get in there. Suppose
we do Cairo now.

In Cairo Street.

The Camel Gong—Whang! Bang! Tumpy, tumpy,
tum; whang, bang!
The Egyptla-N Pipes—Whee-ee-eek, ee-eek, whee-ee-ee!
The Colonel—I see they have doubled the price on

this concord of sweet sounds. Costs twenty cents now to
get in.

The Chief—Costs you $4 to get out; but here goes.
The Donkey Boys—Ride-a the donk'! Best-a good

donk' in the street!

The Chief—Try it on the dog.
The Camel Drivers-Ride-a the cam'! T'irty cent

backsheesh!
The Chief—Try it on the dog. Say, Colonel, get on to

his trousers. They're cut tandem.
The Candy Man—^Bum-bum, bum-bum, very good-a

bum-bum!
The Chief—^Try it on the dog. Here, Katie, come and

have some bum-bum. Let go the camel driver, and come
and get some candy. Good fellow, good Katie. There
now.
The Cairene Flower Girl—Buy flowah, nice mistahl
The Colont:e—HeUo, Mary, haven't they suppressed

you yet? What makes you wear that mask? Have you
taken to the veil?

Mary, the Flower Girl—Buy flowah, nice mistah.
The Chief—^Bet your life we're nice, all right.

The Colonel—Mary, raise your veil and I'll give you a
dime. {Mary raises veil, disclosing a nightmare jihysiog-
nomy.)
The Colonel {after intent scrutiny)—I thought there

was something wrong with your face. You may put the
veil down again, {Mary drops veil and hastens away,
swearing in Cairene dialect.)

The Chief {to attendant of bazaar)—Paslez vous Fran-
gais?

The Attendant—Oh, oui, assurement, monsieur.
The Chief—Well, I don't. How much for this hangled

girdle? I think I'd look well in that.

The Attendant {suddenly weary)—Six-fifty,

The Chief—^I wanted a good one.
The Colonel—Let's go see the Nubians. They got two

kinds of Abyssinian fuzzy-wuzzies in there.
The Chief—^We have to sweeten it again for ten cents

apiece before we get in there; but let it go at that, {They
enter, and ivitness the barbaric dances.)
The Chief—^I announce as the result of profound study
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that the skin on all these here foreign niggers is plenty
loose.

The Colonel—I have discovered that the vnild man of
the desert and also the wild woman, chews Yucatan gum.
The Chief—I observe that the wild Bedouin of the

sandy Sahara always builds his fire out of cracker boxes.
Now where in Sahara does he get 'em?
The Colonel—Yes, and where do these Nubian dai'lings

get their tallow candle hair oil? Thank heaven, they're
done dancing.
The Chief—After the ball is over they take up a col-

lection. The dancing comes extra. See the Oriental
liouri coming for us with the derby hat?
The Colonel—Another sweetening? This reminds me

of one of Marshall Wilder's stories. You know, a nigger
got run over by a wagon. The front wheels passed over
hiQi and when he saw the hind wheels coming, he says,
sort of surprised-like, says he, "What! again?"

In the Temple of Luksor.

The Chief {looking tip at the inscription)—i:\xej don't
spell this thing the way my geography does, and I'll bet
a hundred it's not genuine. They hang out a card an-
nouncing genuine Egyjjtian mummies, religious cere-
monies of olden times and all that. Shall we go in?
The Colonel—Sure. That's good stuff, and the paper

ought to have it.

The Chief (to the lady ticket seller)—Are you a mum-
my?
The Ticket Seller—No, I came from Indiana. Tickets

twenty-five cents. If you don't like our show we will
hand you back your money.
The Chief {pointing to sign on temple, of Yuksor)—

I

see you announce Val. Blatz's Hofbrau.
The Colonel—Is that Col. Val. Blatz that lived in the

third dynasty? Have you got a mummy of Col. Val.
Blatz?
The Ticocet Seller—You might go in and see. You

can't expect me to remember all the mummies. I'm from
Indiana. I'm saving my money to go on the stage.
The Colonel—That's right. Be a good gyurl and save

your money. That's the way we got our start, and now
look at us. Give us two tickets. This is on the house.
The Chief {making notes as they inspect the mummies)

—I observe, item, one Egyptian monarch, Rameses I.,

received in bad order.
The Colonel—Yes, but you want to call it Ram'-ses,

not Ram-e'-ses.
The Chief—What do you know about it?

The Colonel—I used to go with a girl that was a
school teacher, and she told me this man's name was
Ram'-ses. That goes. This other feUow is Tot'-mes, not
Thought-mes. He"s Thot-mes II. Hello, Tottiel Little
disfigured, ain't he?
The Chief—Yep. Love's young dream must have gone

wrong with him. He looks all broke up.
The Colonel—Alas! Alas! Is this then the end of a

greatness like his—to be put away in a linen surcingle,
and exposed in a badly sunbm-ned condition to the Ameri-
can public, at twenty-five cents a clatter? Chief, there's
no use in our being great, after aU.
The Chief—We'd bring more'n twenty-five cents.

Live-er matter, you know. The trouble with these fel-
lows is, they've kind of lost news interest. They ain't in
it now.
The Colonel—They ain't no real, orignal, mummies,

you can bet on that. They're only electi'otypes. Hullo,
what's the fellow talking about?
The Lecturer—Ladies and gentlemen: The high

priestesses of the ancient temples of Om and Ra wiU now
give their sacred mystic dances, including the wedding
dance, the funeral dance and the mythological mystery
dance of ancient days, after which all those so desiring
can pass on to the right and visit the ancient tombs of the
pyramids. I can recommend these tombs as faithful in
every respect. Remember you can see the tombs for the
sum of ten cents additional, only ten cents, or one dime.
The Chief—Let's skip the Egyptian priestesses. One of

'em used to be cashier in a State street candy store, and
all the dances are alike. Let's tackle the tomb.
The Colonel—We sweeten it for ten cents noch einmal.

Can't get into the tomb without a ten cent obolus. Come,
give up your obolus.
The Chief—I don't know what that is, but if you mean

my watch, I'U have to go you. I'm going to see the end
of this Cairo game, if it breaks me. Fu-st you pay at the
gate, then you buy some bum-bum candy, and some
things for the loved ones at home, and ride a camel whose
legs are imxjartial in their joints and whose teeth betray a
lack of sozodont positively shocking

—

The Colonel—Well, if you had to carry three country
school ma'ams and a blame fool all at once, you wouldn't
care whether your legs worked forward or backward,
yourself.
The Chief—Mebbe so, yes. Then you sweeten it to see

the Soudan niggers, and in there they spring a collection
on you. Then you pay to get into the mummy temple,
and pay again to get into the tomb.
The Colonel—Anyhow, here goes.
The Chief {at the sarcophagus of Apis)—Ho this is the

tomb of the sacred ox. It'd make a nice watering
trough. Say, I bet you Phil Armour could give those
people poiaters on preserving beef.
The Colonel—Chief, remember we're on duty. You

can get funny, but not gay. Come on, this ox coffin is
like a good many other things; there's nothing in it.

Let's go.
Fortune Teller {at exit from tomb)—Have your for-

tune told, gentlemen. Only twenty-five cents. Have
yoiu- future jxirtrayed by the only genuine Egyptian
fortune teller from the desert. Only twenty-five cents.
The Chief—Well, by the great everlasting enchanted

horn spoon!
The Colonel—We'd better go and write up our stuff

now, I reckon. But where's Katie? We might get his
fortune told.

The Chief—Yes, where is he? I haven't seen the dog
for half an hour. We'll look for him down by the bum-
bum stand.
{Achates is found curled up, dead, near the candy

stand. Expressions of horror from both young mm.)
The CmEF—What! So? He's gone! Sweet sir, speak

but again I Wist not that great Danes will rise in price
when we come to settle? Speak! Alas! Alas! He's
gone. He was a dog which, take him as he ran, he
would not see a night like this again.
Thb Colonel—It was too swift for him.

The Chief—Yes. He couldn't stand the gait.
The Colonel—And still there are some who say that

journahsm, with a big J., is a dog's life. We can npw
refute this error also. But come, weh must away! {Exit
both, bearing Katie by hindlegs.)
[At this point the notes of the short-hand writer cease.

The forms have been held over an hour, but as we go to
press no copy whatever has yet been submitted by the two
frivolous and highly irreverent yoimg ruen who had the
assignment.]
Later, by wire.—Can't get any story on Midway. Noth-

ing to it. E. Housh.
B. Waters.

Mr. Clark Sintz, president and superintendent of the
Sintz Gas Engine Co., had many kind words to say of
Forest and Stream, of its wholesome Uterature and clean
teachings, of the welcome it received at his home by his
family, all of whom read it. He is an old subscriber.

Mr. A. Solmans and wife of South Norwalk, Conn.,
gave the exhibit high praise. Mr. Solmans is an enthusi-
astic trout fisherman, and gave some most interesting nar-
rations of trout fishing in Maine and the East.
Mr. J. W, Ten Eyck Burr, Cazenovia, N. Y., has never

let his subscription expire since Forest and Stream first

started. From bis expressions of esteem, I think that he
wiU always be a subscriber.
This is but a mention of a few of the readers who daily

stop and pay their respects to Forest and Stream. Some
shake hands as they pass by in the dense crowd, with a
mention that they are old subscribers, and that limited
time in which to see all that wonderland, the World's
Fair, prevents them from tarrying.
Mr. W. F. Gray, of Fort Worth, Texas, formerly of

Houston, Texas, one of the best known sportsmen of that
section, visited Forest and Stream at the World's Fair
several times. He at one time owned some of the best
setters and pointers in Texas, and, for that matter, in the
country. Big game hxmting now engages his considera-
tion, and he thinks that before many nioons he will have
killed a moose or two. Better sportsmen that Mr. Gray
do not exist.

Mr. Frank L. Epps, Topeka, Kan, set himself on record
as one who admires Forest and Stream.
Miss Fannie Pearson Hardy, of Brewer, Me.,^fter her

autograph wrote as foUows: "Bringing regards to Forest
AND Stream friends from Chas. H. Ames ('Ebumi')."

W. P. Greenough (--G. de Montauban"), of Canada,
called and numbered himself among the enthusiastic ad-
vocates of the merits of Forest and Stream.
Mr. John W. Titcomb, of the Vermont Fish and Game

Commission, put his name on the hst, as did also W. P,
Andrus, Minneapolis, Minn., Game and Fish Commis-
sioner.

Mr. Royal Robinson, of Indianapolis, Ind., whose fame
in the land as a fancier of bird dogs and field trial judge
are well known, stopped during a few brief moments and
uttered some words of praise for Forest and Stream.
Mr. Gus Haywood, Hampton, 111., said that he would

not attempt to get along without Forest and Stream.
He narrated some most interesting pei-sonal incidents of
big-game huntiag in the far West in the early 50's and
60's. The head of the mountain sheep which watches
with sleepless gaze from the wall of Forest and Stream's
exhibit recalled to his mind a moimtain sheep which fell
to his rifle, on Pike's Peak, in the early GO's. Long canoe
voyages are still a favorite means of recreation in his
outings. The years have not lessened his vivacity nor
energy, though they have added to his love for the best
sportsman's journal. Forest and Stream.
Mr. Claude King, wife and sister, called and graced

Forest and Stream's cosy corner for a short time. On
the register Mr. King inscribed "Kate and CJaude King,
Denver, Col." The winsome little lady apparently en-
joyed the sightseeing heartily. To Mr. King the public is
indebted for that bright and clean periodical, S2wrts
Afield, whose broadness and kindliness are but a reflex of
himself and the section in which he lives.

^ A bright, eager little fellow, eight years old, trim of
figure and natty in dress, stepped into the exhibit and
politely asked what Forest and Stream wrote about.
He was earnestly attentive to the explanation and left
his name, "Gustav Nadler, Chicago, 111.," in the register
in a clear even hand which would outrank by far the
average penmanship of his elders. He went away re-
joicing with a sample copy of Forest and Stream.
As Mr. G, R. Greene, Jr., of New York city, wrote his

autograph in the register, he remarked that he subscribed
for Forest and Stream for three years in advance, and
his tone of voice and kind words implied that he woozld
do it again.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank B. Davidson admired Forest and

Stream pictures. Mr. Davidson, as the readers know, is
secretary of the Chicago Fly-Casting Club, but they do
not all know that he is one of the true kind of sportsmen,
all too rare, who love sport for its own sake. With a
simny, frank disposition and an amiabihty which nev«r
weakens, it is not to be wondered at that his confreres
all love him.
On the register I note the name of C. M. Hampson

("L'Eclaire"), Denver, Col., who wrote his name down in
black and white and vanished.
Mr. H. C. Hammond and son, of Chicago, tarried at the

cosy corner a few moments. Mr. Hammond was at one
time superintendent of the Deaf and Dumb Asylum, at
Little Rock, Ark., and is an ardent admirer of a good
field dog.

Messrs. Walter M. Smith and A. S. Pitt, of Stamford,
Conn., had been enjoying some most successful duck
shooting on Horicon Marsh, in Wisconsin, and were
making the Fair a visit in the stop-over period of their
homeward journey. They seemed satisfied that Horicon
Mai-sh is a great duck ground. They reported large bags.
Gen. W. B. Shattuc, of Cincinnati, General Passenger

Agent of the O. & M, R, R., made a pleasant visit to
Forest and Stream's nook, while Mrs. Shattuc viewed
the live fish and other exhibits in the Anglers' Pavihon.
To his fondness for sport with dog and g\m, General
Shattuc has added that of rod and reel, and is now a
member of the guild of anglers. Hereafter, he will take
more time to devote to his favorite diversions than here-
tofore. Of the class known as pure sportsmen he is.

Dr. J. S. Niven, of London, Ont. , wrote his name in the
register and chatted on bench show jud^ng past and
present. The rea-ders will remember him as an active
and popular judge in thQ earlier days of bench shows.

B. Waters.

FIXTURES.
nOG SHOWS.

Nov. 28 to Dec. 1.—New Jersey K. L., at Newai-k. Dr. W. F. Seidler,
3C.

Dec. 12 to 15.—R. I. Poultry and Pet Stock Ass'n, at Providence.
Deo. 20 to 23.—Northern Ohio Pet Stock Association, at Akron, 0.

H. F. Peck, Sec'y.
FIELD TRIALS.

Nov. 6.—United States Field Trials Club's Fall Trials, Bicknell, Ind.
P. T. Madison, Sec'y, Indianapolis.
Nov. 7.—New England Beagle Club trials. W. S. Clark, Linden,

Mass., Secretary.
Nov. 7.—International Field Trial Club's Fourth Trials, Chatham,

Ont. W. B. WeUs, Sec'y, Chatham.
Nov. 15.—Ohio Field Trial Club's Second Trials, Camton, O. C. V.

Lellinger, Sec'y.
Nov. 20.—Eastern Field Trial Qub's Trials, at Newton, N. C. Mem-

bers' Stake Nov. 16. W. A. Coster, Sec'y.
Nov. 27.—Irish Setter Club's Field Trials, at ThomasviUe, N. C. All-

Age entries close Nov. 1. G. Gt. Davis, Sec'y.

1894.

Jan. 1.—Southern CaUfornia Field Trials, at Ontario, Cal. H. 0
Hinman, Los Angeles, Cal., Sec'y.
Jan. 29.—Southern Field Trial Club's Trials, New Albany, Miss. T.

M. Brumby, Sec'y, Mai-ietta. Ga.
Feb. 19.—United States Field Trials Club's Spring Trials, Grand

Jvmction, Tenn. Second payment in Derby due Nov. 1. P. T. Madi-
son, Sec'y, IndianapoUs, Ind.

POINTS AND FLUSHES.
[By a Staff Correspondent.]

Under date of Oct. 13, Mr. Thos. Johnson, of Winnipeg,
mentions that he has sent two dogs to Mr. Lansdole, and
also that Sefton Hallana will handle four of his dogs in the
competition at Chatham, Ont.

Mr. C. W. Tway, of Irwin, O., stopped oveir a day to visit
the World's Fair. He left his name on the list. Bloomfleld,
la., is his destination, and his purpose is to teach the young
idea of his dogs how to shoot. He was looking in good
health and was as full of bonhomie and amiability as a
mandarin. The United States field trials will receive his
personal attention in a competitive way this fall.

I learn that the severe winter made the quaU crop in Ohio
very short this season.

Many are the earnest regrets I hear from the dog fanciers
over the failure of the World's Fan- dog show, the show
which was run both as a public institution and a private in-
terest. The loss is more apparent now that the real worth
and scope of the World's Fair are known. With the
attendance numbering hundreds of thousands each day,
the World's Fair dog show would have been seen
by more people than the whole dog shows of the country in
one season attract. It is the more regrettable since it.is a loss
which can never be mended. And it is also regrettable in
that the loss was from the personal selfishness of those who
protested to be the best friends and advocates of the World's
Fair. But it has brought its lesson, and such a mistake can-
not ever occur again.

Mr. C. M. Smith, of Akron, O., a subscriber to Forest and
Stream of ten years' standing, made a call at Forest and
Stream's comer in the Anglers' Pavihon. He informed me
that Mr. R. B. Morgan, the well known handler, of Akron,
had gone to JVIississippi, with a string of twenty dogs. He
will spend the winter there training. B. Water.s.

Eastern Field Trials All-Age Entries.

ENGLISH SETTEPvS.

Dashaway—Ed. Watson's black and white dog (Leo

—

Julia), 2yrs.
Cecil H.—T. L. Adams's black, white and tan dog (Dr.

Maclin—Cosette), January, 1891.

Direct—T. L. Adams's black, white and tan dog (Gim—
Victoria Laverack), August, 1891.

Buenos Ayres—L. D. Hargrave's black, white and tan
dog (Antonio—Buena Vista), August, 1892.

Mecca—T. E. Shreve's black, white and tan dog (Paul
Gladstone—Latonia), 3yrs.
Hope's Queen—Greensboro Field Trials Kennels' black

and white ticked bitch (Gath's Hope—Queen Noble), 2imos.
LiNWOOD—W. B. Meares, Jr.'s liver and white dog (An-

tonio—Buena Vista), ITmos.
Miss PiUBY—P. Lorillard's lemon and white bitch (Glad-

stone's Boy—Ruby D.), April, 1890.

Antevolo—P. Lorillard's liver and white bitch (Count
Noble—Trinket II.), October, 1889.

Dot Rodgers—p. Lorillard's black, white and tan bitch
(Roderigo-Gladstone's Girl), April, 1891.
Eugene T.—P. Lorillard's black, white and tan dog (Count

Noble—Ruby's Girl), October, 1889.

Roi d'Or—F. R. Hitchcock's black, white and tan dog
(Roderigo—Bo Peep), January, 1887.

Bess—P. R. Hitchcock's black,white and tan bitch (Chance—Bessie Avent), May, 1891.

Winnipeg—Charlottes-\dlle Field Trial Kennels' black dog
(Manitoba Toss—Pitti Sing), SJiyrs.
Bob Cooper—Hempstead Farm Kennels' black dog (Roi

d'Or—Miss Nellie Y.), 3Kyrs.
Count Gladstone—Avent & Hitchcock's black, white and

tan dog (Count Noble—Ruby's Girl), Syrs, lOmos.
Chevalier—Avent & Thayer's black, white and tan dog

(Jean Val Jean—Lucy Avent), .January, 1891.
LoCHiNVAK—Avent & Thayer's black, white and tan dog

(Chance—Bessie Avent), May, 1891.

Kingston—Avent & Thayer's black, white and tan dog
(Chance—Bessie Aventj, May, 1891.

Bettie S.—Avent and Thayer's black, white and tan bitch
(Roderigo—Bo Peep), June, 1887.

Dion C— VV. Carr's black and white ticked dog (Roi d'Or
—Mildred), February, 1890.

POINTERS.

Gamester—F. R. Hitchcock's liver and white dog (Duke
of Hessen—Woolton Game), May, 1891.
Wild Damon—Charlottesville F. T. Kennels' liver and

white dog (Damon—Flora), April, 1890.
Kent Elgin—T. T. Ashford's black and white doe (King

of Kent ).
^ ^

^

Sanfobd Druid—Hempstead Farm Kennels' black and
white dog (Eson Don—Sauford Quince), April, 1891.
Hempstead Duke—Hempstead Farm Kennels' black and

white dog (Duke of Hessen—Lass of Bow), October, 1890.
Flock Findep. Ill,—Maj. J. R. Purcell's lemon and white

dog (Old Staunch—Flake of Flockflnder), 3yrs.
Lady Margepet-Maj. J. R. Purcell's black and white

bitch (Dick Swiveller—Countess Bang), 2yrs.
Lucky Deal—E. R. Bellman's black bitch (Luck of the

Goat—Midget), March, 1890.

Lad's KUSH—T. H. Gibbes's hver and white dog (Lad of
Rush—Devonshire Belle of the Ball), lomos.
Glbbes's Maud—F. H. Gibbes's hver and white bitch

(Rush of Lad—Topsy), 2>2yrs.
Duke of Kent II.—Glen Rock Kennels' liver and white

ticked dog (Tempest—Nadjy of Naso), June, 1890.
Reno B.—E. M. Barkley's liver and white bitch (Volney

HaU—Leta), 2yrs.
Grouse—C. C. M. Hunt's lemon and white dog (Main-

prin g—Swain's Fly), 4yrs.
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AMERICAN KENNEL CLUB.
The adjourned meeting of the executive committee of the American

Kennel Club, was held at its offices, 44 Broadway, Friday, Oct. 27,

President Belmont presiding. There were present: Associate Mem-
bers, Dr. H. T. Foote; English Setter Club, Wilson Fisfce; Gordon
Setter Club. James B. Blossom; Great Dane Club of America, A. H.
Heppner Mascontah Kennel Club, C. F. R. Drake; National Beagle
Club. H. F. Schellhass; National Greyhound Club. L. C. Whiton; New
^Ingland Kennel Club, Edward Brooks: New Jersey Kennel League.
E. H. Morris; Pacific Kennel Club, James Mortimer; Rochester Kennel
'Club, W. Whitney; Westaiinster Kennel Club, H. B. Cromwell; City of
Straits Kennel Club: W. H. Muir; Pointer Club, W. Jarvis; South
Carolina Poultry and Pet Stock Association, Dr. H. C. Glover. The
following credentials were presented and accepted. Rhode Island
State Fair Association. Frederick E, Perkins; Saratoga Poultry and
Kennel Club, Washington A, Coster; Pointer Club of America, W.
Jarvis; City of Straits Kennel Club, W. H. Muir; Duquesne Kennel
Club, John Morehead.

MEjrSERS NEW AKD OLD.

The Minneapolis Kennel Club, Northwestern Beagle Club of America
and New Orleans Fanciers' Club were admitted. The application of
the Kansas City Exposition Driving Park Association, was laid on the
table, because its constitution and list of officers had not been filed.

The South Carohna Kennel Club and the American Fox-Terrier Club
were reinstated.
In regard to applications by the Portland Kennel Club and the

Oregon Kennel Club, the secretary stated that from affldavits from
these clubs as to the dai es of their organization he had ascertained
that the Portland Kennel Club was organized April 10, 1893. with six-

teen members, and that the Oregon Kennel Club was organized on
April i:^, 189-3, three days later, with twenty-two members.
The application of the Portland Kennel Club was accepted, and

the Oregon Kennel Club was notified of the acceptance of the appli-
cation of the Portland Kennel Club on account of its priority.

THE WESTERN JIEKTIKG.

The secretary reported: "As is generally known, the reported de-
mand for a meeting > if this club to beheld in the West was acceded to
and faithfully tried, the president going out of his way by mailing to
each delegate an ofificial appeal to either attend in person or to arrange
to have his club send a representative. The attempt to hold such a
meeting was a dismal failure. For the first time since June, 1886, the
club failed to obtain a quorum. Your secretary talked with four
delegates from Western clubs, who were unanimous in informing him
that'they did not demand, reque.st, nor expect a meeting to be held
other than at the permanent headquarters of the club. He would
therefore respectfully recommend that the resolution providing for
one meeting each year to be held in Chicago, as adopted at the meet-
ing held May 18 last, be rescinded at this meeting." It was rescinded.

world's fair certificates.

The secretary reported: "I would call your attention the abandon-
ment of the World's Fair dog show bj' the directors of the Exposition,
an action that the A. K. C. had nothing whatever to do with. The
club, however, was put to quite some expense in having a book of
certificates prepared to conform with the requirements of the De
partment of Live Stock, A number of these certificates were issued
upon application of intending exhibitors, and in case appUcation is

made for the club to refund the fees received for such certificates
your secretary desires definite instruction." The secretary was in-

structed to refund the money.
THE NEW ROLES.

The secretary read a letter sent him by President Belmont, July 24:

"I beg to aaknowledge receipt of your favor of June 28 advising me of
the result of the vote"upon the amended rules passed at the meeting of
May 18, 1893, under Article XIV. of the constitution. The total num-
ber of clubs entitled to vote you state to be fifty-five, but this is after
striking out all the clubs dropped for being in arrears for the annual
dues of 1893; also the clubs elected at the meeting of May 18, 1898, and
In addition the name of lyir. Jas. L. Anthony, who resigned as an asso-
ciate delegate at that meeting. It would appear, therefore, that the
thirty-seven votes you report as cast constitute the necessary two-
thirds ratifying the adoption of the rules. However, as the matter is

of serious import and the provisions of the constitution are not clear
to the right of new clubs to vote, I have decided to declare the rules
not earned pending the final decision of the American Kennel Club on
the subject at its September meeting, when you will please bring the
matter to the attention of the club."
CommentiDg on this the president said: "The change in the rules

has been the matter of considerable newspaper comment. There has
been a great deal of criticism about the shortcomings of the American
Kennel Club and various weak points in regard to its rules, and it was
for that reason that I thought it important that the question should
come before the club for final action. It would appear to be a bad
precedent to count the votes of clubs not in good standing. A club
should not vote on so important a question which within the next few
weeks will not be a member of the club."
Mr. Vredenburgh: "The rules were adopted unanimously at a

special meeting of the American Kennel Club. That meeting ad-
journed. Afterward the meeting of the executive committee con-
vened. At that executive committee meeting there were some 10 or
12 clubs dropped from the roll, and therefore I considered they had no
vote. Then there were three clubs admitted. Exclusive of the clubs
that were dropped and the three clubs subsequently admitted, the
necessary number of votes to ratify and carry into effect these new
rules was obtained, 37, which is a two-thirds vote. We required 37
votes and received that number. There was no vote against it. The
question now before us is whether these rules are ratified or not."
After some considerable discussion it was voted "that we consider

these rules adopted to take effect Jan. 1, 1894, instead of July 1, 1894."

It was voted that the new rules be copyrighted.

A. K. C. AJiD c. K. 0.

The following resolutions, forwarded by the Canadian Kennel Club,
"wereread: Extract from the minutes of the Canadian Kennel Club
executive committee meeting held at Toronto, Canada, July 15, 1893.

It was unanimously resolved:
"1. The abolition of the compact that has existed between the

A. K. C. and the C. K. C. would tend to increase the income of each
Club, but would put an additional tax on exhibitors both in the United
States and Canada for the registration of dogs with each club for the
purpose of making them eligible for shows in both countries.
"2 The qualifications for registration in the C. K. C. S. B. are more

stringent than those of the A. K. C. S. B., as only dogs with pedigrees
complete for three generations, or that have won not fewer than two
first prizes at recognized shows are eligible for registration in the
C. K. 0. S. B.

"3 Non recognition by one club of the wins at the shows held under
the rules of the other would complicate records and prove confusing
to exhibitors, and be apt to lead to mistakes in making entries.

"4. Non recognition of one club of the black list of the other would
put a premium on wrong-doing, and would throw a great responsibil-
ity on the club.s which are supposed to use all the reasonable means
in their power to prevent dishonorable conduct in connection with
dogs, and dog shows and field trials.

"We are decidedly of the opinion that the reinstating of disqualified

persons of either club, without due and sufficient consideration of the
charges against them, is apt to have a tendency, so far as the isublic

is concerned, to destroy faith in the management of the said clubs.

"The executive CDmmittee of the C. K. C. believe that the action of
the A. K C. at its May meeting was taken without due consideration
of all the facts and interests involved, especially as regards wins and
black lists.

"Moved by Dr. Niven, seconded by Mr. Bedlington and resolved
that the secretary be directed to acknowledge the communication of
the secretary of the A. K. C , of May 29. to forward a copy of the
representations recommended at this meeting and to state that in the
meantime the C K. C. will govern itself according to the action of the
A. K. C. in regard to the previously e-sisting compact at their meeting
of May '8. Carried."
Laid on the table.

THE OOMMITTBK ON DATES

consisting of Messrs. H. B. Cromwell and Jas. Mortimer, reported:
"After one year's experience we have come to the conclusion that the
objects for which this committee was appointed are impracticable. In
many cases A. K. 0. shows are held in connection with State and
county fairs, which are annual fixtures and must be held at certain
times in spite of any conflict with other shows. Further, it is impos-
sible for the committee to properly learn the reasons why certiin
clubs can hold profitable shows on certain dates and at no other time
Con account of advantageous renting of proper buildings, etc.;.

Further, the committee has already received claims for dates from a
number of clubs in all parts of the country and has thus far failed to

hear from a number of other important clubs which will, without
doubt, hold shows during the coming season. We therefore believe it

to be impossible for your committee to arrange a satisfactory circuit,

and for these reasons we beg to ask for our discharge.
H. B Cromwell, Chairman."

The following preamble and resolutions were adopted: "Whereas,
bench shows are increasing to an extent that renders the control of
dates by the American Kennel Club impracticable and inatvisable.
Resolved, that the sense of the American Kennel Club is to no longer
legislate in the matter of dat-es, leaving the same wholly in the hands
of the clubs and associations holding bench shows."

ADVISORY COKMITTBE AND DOG TRADES.

The secretary read this resolution offered by Dr. J. Frank Perry at

the last meeting of the advisory committee, to be submitted to this

meeting: "Whereas, after some three years experience in the trial of
cases of alleged misconduct, this committee has come to the conclu-
sion and belief that the American Kennel Club should not consider
and render judgment in cases of complaint based on monetary trans-
actions, unless fraud, deceit, trickery or the like is obvious, and that
in complaints where legal redress is possible and these elements do
not appear, this club should not act. Be it therefore resolved that a
resolution be presented at the next executive committee meeting for
action by the A. K. C as a body defining its jurisdiction more specifi-

cally in accordance with the above opinion."
It was voted "That the American Kennel Club shall not consider

and render judgment in cases of complaint based on monetary trans-
actions unless fraud, deceit, trickery or tne like is obvious, and that
in comolaints where legal redress is" possible, and if these elements do
not appear, this club should not act."

treasurer'.? bbport.

The treasurer reported, under date of Sept. 18:

Balance on hand Jan. 1, 1893 $5,004.S0

Receipts from all sources to date.,, ,...4,920 95

9.925.15

Disbursements for same period 7,554 99

Balance on hand $2,270.16

DELEGATE LESLIE'S CREDENTIALS.

i)r. M. H. Cryer, chairman of the committee appointed to investi-

gate and report on the credentials of Mr. Robert Leslie to represent
the Massachusetts Kennel Club as a delegate to the American Kennel
Club, reported: "The papers referred to your committee embrace
two totally distinct subjects, Mr. Leslie's appointment as a delegate,

and secondly, a club dispute. We find that his letter of authority to

act as delegate of the Massachusetts Kennel Club is in proper form,
we have nothing before us other than the letter, but we are aware
that its being referred to a previously appointed committee was on
account of an obiection raised by Mr. Anthony, because of something
Mr. Leslie was alleged to have done in the way of giving Mr. Peshall
information when the latter's case was being considered in executive
session. The Peshall busmess is too dead an issue in our opinion to

resurrect at this late date. We are of the opinion that disputes be-
tween club members must be settled by themselves, and the aid of the
American Kennel Club cannot be involved. If the 'petitioners' of the
Massachusetts Kennel Club are a majority of the club members, they
surely have the remedy in their own hands; If they are a minority,
they must bow to the majority."
Dr. Perry, of the committee, wrote: "My finding in the case of Mr.

Robert Leslie is practically the same as that of Dr, Cryer, In my
opinion his credentials are in proper form and he is clearly entitled to
all the rights and privileges of a delegate. In re the conflict between
the members of the Massachusetts Kennel Club, the minority have no
case." The report was adopted and Mr. Leslie was accepted as a
delegate.

PUG DOG SHOWN AS SPRAKE.

The secretary said he had entered a protest in the name of the club
against the payment of prize money to a pug dog shown under the
name of Sprake, for the reason that the dog was registered as
I, C. P. and has always been shown under the name of Sprake. He
fhad written to Mr. Goodman, the then owner of the dog, e.arly in 1892,

aind informed him that this violation of the rules should cease. The
•dog was, however, again shown under the name of Sprake, and has
been disqualified. The dog: has changed hands and is now owned by
Mrs. Davis, who showed him under the name of Sprake at Lexington
in violation of the rules.

Mr. Mortimer stated that this dog had been shown and won repeat-
ed Ily as Sprake, and that it might be somewhat of a hardship on an
innocent owner of the dog to have him disqualified, and he moved
th at the secretary be instructed to write to Mrs. Davis, the present
owner of the dog, informing her that she can appeal from the dis-

qualification, '^ted.

TRTJKK LINE DOG TRANSPORTATION.

On motion of Mr. Morris the secretary was instructed to investigate
an d ascertain the nature of the compact between trunk line railroad

an d express companies concerning the transportation of dogs to dog
shows when accompanied by their owners.

OTHER DUSINESS.

.An application of Mr. H. C. Trevor, of Southampton, L. L, for the
pr.efix "Meadowmere" was granted, also that of Mr. .T. P. Davenport,
of Omaha, Neb., for the use of the prefix and alHx "Bra-i^ka."

An application of the Northern Ohio Poidtry and Pet Stock Associ-
ation for a change of its title to that of the "AJcron Kennel Club" was
gr anted.

Mr. Lyman W. Clute, of the Sai'atoga Poultry and Kennel Club, re-

qxiested a ruling in the matter of registering the height of a beagle
uj )on entering a show and having such measurement hold good at the
tii ne of judging. The communication was laid on the table.

In the matter of violation of rules by the Danbury Kennel Club, in

fa iling to publish the A. K. C. rules in its premium fist, and the recog-
nized shows, the secretary was instructed to caution said club against
any further infraction of"the rules.

The secretary reported that the credentials for the delegate to rep-
re sent the Duquesne Kennel Club, having been referred back to that
cli-ib, the secretary names Mr. John Moorhead as the regularly ap-
p<iinted delegate.
The charges preferred by Mr. J. B. Martin against Mr. George Bell,

for violation of Rule 25, were referred to the advisory committee.
It was voted that the awards of the show given by the City of the

Straits Kennel Club should be recognized.
An application of Mr. G. W. Patterson, for removal of the penalty

oC disqualification imposed by the American Kennel Club, was granted.
Charges filed by Mr. H. W. Huntington against the New York &

K'ew England Poultry and Kennel Club, for non-payment of a first

p I'ize won by his dog at the show held Jan. 5, 1892, was referred to the
a dvisory committee.
The secretary reported that the Illindio Kennel Club had sent a

Imrge number of hstings but that the check did not accompany it.

The fees had not yet arrived, and they held their show last August.
Tbe club was suspended pending full compliance with the rules.

THE STDD BOOK OOMMITTBE'S REPORT.

As to false pedigree of Stipend Regent, No. 30,351 : "Mr. C. Clark,
the owner of Stipend Regent, purchased the dog from T. Potter, who
claimed to he the breeder. Mr. M. Wilson, owner of the alleged sire,

a;5sert8 that no such bitch as Potter's Daisy visited his dog. No reply
C4in be obtained from T. Potter, and it is recommended that he be dis-

qifialified and the pedigree canceled."
In the matter of false pedigree of black and tan terrier Betsev:

"This bitch won second prize at Denver show this year, and Mr. A.
V\r. Smith, owner of her alleged sire and dam, Buffalo General and
Buffalo Lass, asserts that the latter had no bitch puppies in the litter

o)( August, 1890. No answer can be obtained to letters sent to her
then owner, and it is recommended that he be disqualified and the
rticord of Betsey's win at Denver be canci^led."
Pedigree of the Gordon setter Edgewood: "The sire of this dog,

Bob H., was in charge of D. B. Holton, of Philadelphia, and he bred
hSra to W. C. Redfield's bitch, receiving In return a puppy, the dog
Edgewood. Dr. Roussel, owner of Bob H., says that if any such
sisrvice took place it was a stolen one. The committee are of the
oipinion that it is not their business to enter into the question of the
stirvice being stolen, Dr. Roussel having another remedy for that. It

is well, however, to note that Mr. Hokon evidently had no fear of
roiHking public the Bob H. pedigree, as he exhibited Edgewood at the
Keystone Kennel Club and Dr. Roussel resides within a few minutes'
walk of the building. The committee declines to take any action in

tlie case."
In the matter of the pedigree of the St. Bernards Old Honesty, 25 368,

aiad Bismarck Gypsey, 24.605: "The false pedigree is that of Regalia,
their dam. This bitch is a mongrel but managed to get a pedigree
either from Howarth Bros, of Columbus, O.. or A. M. Stukey of Mount
Sterling, O. Several letters are herewith sent, the tenor of which tend
to prove that Mr. T. A. Howard is not responsible for what was given
through or by authority of A. M. Stukey. No explanation has been
received from Mr. Stukey in response to a request for information
sent to him on Sept. 15, '93, and it is the opinion of the committee that
the onus of proof rests with A. M. Stukey, and pending his giving sat-

isfactory explanation he should be suspended from all privileges of
the American Kennel Club."
On motion th« report was accepted and the recommendations therein

contained adopted.

Badger.
Editor Forest and Stream:
In your last issue I find "Badger" presses his invitation

for Paddy Doolan to make him a visit, and as Paddy is

dyin^ "for that same," if we attend the iviewai-k show, shall
certainly run dovs^n to Philadelphia. 1 don't say Paddy will
do the badger, but he will give a good account of himself.
Have also a light weight bull-terrier no heavier than his
badger that can also make himself known.

Geo. S. Thomas.
Salbm, Mass., Oct. 23.

DOG CHAT.

Field Trial Entries.

The entry in the All-Age Stake of the Eastern Field Club
shows another falling off. How this is to be accounted for
would be diflBcult to explain, unless it is on account of the
abandonment of the Central Trials, though we can scarcely
believe this when we were told that had it been known
earlier that the Central would not hold trials this year, the
entry in the Eastern Derby would have been larger. We
believe that one reason may be foiind in great part owing to,

as in dog show circles, the trials becoming simply the stamp-
ing ground for large kennels, controlled by the best or most
fashionable trainers, and the one dog man thinking rightly or
otherwise that he stands no show of winning. In the All-
Age entry, received too late for last week's issue, we find out
of 34 entries, 17 are entered from five kennels, including the
one dog entered by Me.ssrs. Avent and Hitchcock. This year
we notice the Blue Ridge Kennels are conspicuous by their
absence. The reason for the abandonment of the Ohio Eield
Trials shows deplorable lack of interest in what may be
termed the amateur ranks. In this connection it would be
interesting to know what becomes of the dogs that one hears
so much about in the early spring as candidates for the fall
field trials, but which somehow do not materialize when the
entry forms are scanned. Perhaps they join the great army
of plug dogs, who knows! The interest in the trials in the
East seems to have been almost entirely shifted to the U. S.
Trials, who.se entry is the bright particular star in the field
trial firmament this year. Perhaps that deliberate body the
Senate has something to do with the collapse of the promised
boom in field trials, we tjust that this may be the only cause
and that when the financial clouds roll by the entry in 1894
may make up for the deficiency in 1893.

Providence Dog Show.
The premium lists of the Rhode Island Poultry Associa-

tion are now ready. The show will be held Dec. 12 to 15, in
the Music Hall, Providence. Mr. J. Otis Fellows will judge.
Premium lists will be mailed on application to Mr. H. S.
Babcock, Butler Exchange, Providence, R. I.

^^^^ile out exercising the other day Mr. Ed Brooke's otter
hound dog struck a fox trail and has not been heard from
since. Mr. Brookes thinks he will turn up eventually, but
if he does not he still has the bitch, and she is in whelp.

I\Ir. Mortimer using the brush on a Yorkshire is rather a
novel .sight, one generally .associates him with pointers or
collies or wire-haired terriers. Bpfnre the meeting of the
A. K. C. he showed a very dainty little silver Yorkshire that
he had just secui-ed for Mr. This. Terry, through F. Senn.
It was imported recently and has a more than ordinarily
long coat.

Mrs. Cleveland has an uncle running a celery farm in
Michigan, and to him she ships all the dogs and other beasts
sent to her as presents. The Michigan uncle stood it for a
while, and then became quite generous himself in the matter
of making his friends presents of dogs. He says he prefers
to continue in the business of raising celery rather than to be
keeper of the Administration hounds and board them him-
self.— A^eit' York commercial Advertiser.

Mastiffs for Holland.

It is not often we hear of American bred dogs being sent
abroad and especially to the laud of schnapps and of canals.
Dr. Longest, the well known mastiff breeder, has, however,
recently shipped two promising pups by Ingleside Ma.ximil-
ian out of Gerda II., to a purchaser in Rotterdam, Holland.
The doctor's kennel is evidently aciiuiring a world wide
reputation.

Mr. W. C. Ehrman, Spratts Co.'s energetic biscuit pusher,
has been making a most thorough visit to all the leading
kennels in the East during the past month, and he reports
the dogs doing well on "Spratts." In fact, there is scarcely
a kennel in this section of the country that does not use
Spratts biscuit to more or less extent, being assured of gen-
erally finding the same food at the shows which, as those
who know how biscuit often affect dogs at shows, will readily
admit is an advantage.

If breeding tells, Mr. N. Wallace, of Farmington, Ct., has
a litter of English setter pups that should prove valuable in
the field. They ai-e by Antonio out of Maud Noble, whose
parents were Roderigo and Bo-Peep and Rowdy and Pear
Noble respectively. Antonio and Rowdy Rod are four-hour
race winners.

We stated recently that itwas probable that A. M. Hughes
would take charge of Mr. Reick's kennel, and now we are
pleased to state that such is the case, and from what we-
know of Mr. Hughes the move is a good one, and the dogs:
will soon be looking as their owner would like to see them.
We are also more than gratified to know that it is far fronu
Mr. Reick's intention to leave the St. Bernard fancy.
Although Sir Bedivere has been sold, the New York St. Ber-
nard Kennels .still have a very strong hand, and, judging
from a letter from Mr. Hughes, it will not be his fault if he
does nob, as he tenderly puts it, "steer this beautiful 'barque'
safely to the land of promise."

It is reported that Professor Batchelder, the well-known
trick dog circus man at our shows, is dead. We have an in-

quiry frotn a show secretary, and would like to know Lf the
rumor is true; and if not, his present address.

Newark Show.
One of our oldest mastiff' breeders, Mr. Herbert Mead, will

be the judge of this breed at the N. J. K. L. show this month.
Mr. Mead has judged before, having, we believe, officiated
at New York once. He is the secretary of the American
Mastiff Club, and his kennels are at Lake Waccabuc, N. Y.
The A. M. Club will offer two of their cups in honor of the
occasion. Mr. Mead used to exhibit five or six years ago,
but of late years we have seen nothing from his kennels, so
can form no opinion of the style of mastiff he favors.

We understand that Spratts Co. is making a thorough-
investigation into the circumstances attending the death of
Mr. Nim's pug Dong. According to "Tale Teller" in British
Fancier the dog was playing about the ship, and put intO'
his box apparently in perfect health the night before he was
found dead on the following morning. In calling to mindi
the case of a St. Bernard shipped to Canada recently, and in.

whose stead a mongrel was uelivered, the idea occurs to one:;

Did Dong really die?

eol. .John E. Thayer's coaching party of Oct. 25, came near-
resulting fatally Col. Thayer and a party of friends, includ-
ing his brother, Bayard Thayer, were returning to Lancaster
Mass , from a game dinner at Rutland, and at Brooks Sta-
tion the coach was drawn up in front of the track to allow a
train to pass. The leaders became frightened and plunged
on to the track directly in front of the engine, which fortu-
nately was running slowly. A footman ran to the horses'
heads and was picked up by the cowcatcher of the engine, but
one of the horses was caught in the engine and hurt so badlj
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it had to be ahot. The footman escaped vnth a few bruises.
Mr. John E. Thayer was driving. We don't want to lose
such good and true fanciers and sportsmen as John E. and
Bayard Thayer, and though thev say a miss is as good as a
mile, in a case like this we would rather take the mile.

English Kennel Club Show.
The entries for the show of the year in England, the Ken-

nel Club show at the Crystal Palace, London, which took
place last week, numbered 2,297, which marks the record so
far in kennel annals. As this is such an unusual entry we
may be pardoned for giving the list by breeds. In point of
quality it is expected to outstrip any previous elforb of the
K. C. Barn Elms show in 1887 is said to be the next largest
show held by them. The large entry of fox-terriers is ac-
counted for from the fact that it is also the show of the Lon-
don Fox-Terrier Club, their classes being confined to mem-
bers. That only four Italian greyhounds should be entered
is most peculiar, and mastiffs do not seem to be well repre-
sented. The list is as follows: Bloodhounds 53, mastiffs 29,

St. Bernards 145, Newfoundlands 50, great Danes 46, Irish
wolfhounds 11, deerhounds 56, borzois 2i, Cbou Chous 11, for-
eign dog.s 23, greyhounds 20. pointers 49, setters 83, retrievers
80, spaniels 125, collies 134, old Eoglish sheep dogs 26, beagles
27, basset hounds 35, Dalmatians 10, poodles 23, bulldogs 65,

bull-ten-iers -35, w-hippets 18, Airedales 35, fox-terriers
(smooth) 226, fox-terriers (wire) 125, Welsh terriers 52, old
English terriers 12, dachshunds 90, Bedlington terriers 13,

Irish terriers 121, black and tan terriers 26, white Englisli
terriers 13, Skye terriers 46, Scottish terriers 61, Dandie Din-
mont terriers .56, Pomeranians 31, schipperVes 35, rugs .55, toy
spaniels 66, Japanese spaniels 15, Italian greyhounds 4, toy
terriers (smooth) 19, toy terriers (rough) 28. Total, 2,297.

Sale of Fox-Terriers,

Some good bargains in fox-terriers have been picked up at
the Rutherfrud sales, which are generally held during the
New York dog show. To make room for young stock there
will be another sale at auction held Nov. 17 at the American
Horse Exchange, Broadway, New York. We need scarcely
say that the fox-terrier blood in this old established kennel
represents the very best strains.

The Duchess Kennels have sold the well-known St. Ber-
nard Ellen Terry to Messrs. Woodin & Hoyt, Berwick, Pa.

Ohio Field Trials Off.

Editor Forest and Stream:
A meeting of the Ohio Field Trial committee was held at

the office of the secretary in Canton, O.. on Saturday last, to
discuss the prospects of their trials, entries, etc. In referring
to the entries, it was found that the amount received for the
Derby entry was far short of the advertised stake—$500. A
vote was taken as to whether the members should make good
the difference.
The present hard times and stringency in money matters

compelled a majority to vote against the proposition. This
left no alternative but to declare the trials off until next year.
A vote of thanks was tendered to aU patrons of the club,
whose fees will be returned at once. John BOLtrs.

Grade Entry Fees.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Have just received the premium list of Newark show, and

I think It about time that shows which charge the same en-
try for small dogs as large dogs should give an equal pre-
mium. One dog costs as much as another to bench, and no
more, usually $1.25 to $1.50 per dog for benching and feeding.
Why they should discriminate is beyond us. I can give a
good entry but shall not, only picking out two or three^

I am not taking challenge dogs for 15 and put up a §3 fee,
as S2, provided the dog wins, will not pay traveling expenses;
and $7 as against $12 in various other breeds that have no
more and not so many entries in other classes, is absurd.

Chas. N. Stmonds.
Salem, Mass., Oct. 23.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
There is no charge for anmoering questions under this head. All

questions relating to ailments of dogs will be answered by Dr. T. O.
Shenuood, a member of the Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons.
Communications referring to other matters connected with Kennel
Management and dogs will also receive careful attention.

J. K., Tuxedo Park, N. Y.—Has a greyhound ever been known to
follow a hare after losing sight of it? Ans. Greyhounds have been
known, when put on the fresh scent of a hare to put nose to ground
and hunt out the trail in all its turnings after the manner of the
beagle. The greyhound has the power of scent only m a modified
form, owing to the contracted formation of head and jaws and owing
to the sense having been kept in abeyance by disuse. Once unsighted
the average greyhound stops or makes short jumps to one side or the
other in his endeavor to sight the game again. A greyhound that
would use its nose is not desirable—ne would be too wise and soon
run cunning.

0. H. D.—Will you kindly tell me what to do for my Scotch terrier's
eye? My coachman rubbed some diluted earbohc acid on the dog's head
(to cure maoge), and the acid has probably got into his eye. The
glassy portion has a blue scum, or perhaps dimness would better
express it, on it, and the eye is weak. Ans. Use the following drops:
B Cocaine hydchlor gr. vi

Atroph. sulph er. i<;

AO. distil I sP
Mix. Gutt.

One drop to be placed in the eye four or five times a day.

J. M., Marlboro, Mass.—The beagle bitch Beauty was entered at
Toronto and Providence under the ownership of John Mullane. Pe^-
body, Mass., and as the rules of the shows state that all dogs must be
the bona fide propertj^ of the exhibitor we suppose the bitch is owned
by said John MuUane. It was claimed, however, at the Providence
show that Beauty was really Baby Deane, who was lost by Mr. W. S.
Clarke in 1890. Whether this is the case or not we of course do not
know, and the burden of proof lies with Mr. Clarke. Mr. Clarke's
address is Linden, Mass. We do not see the drift of your query.

Subscriber, Lansinghurgh, N. T.—I have a setter, eleven weeks old
who fell one day, and now his right paw turns directly to the right,
he does not limp, and his leg is not out of joiut; is a finely bred dog,
and I would not like to have him grow up deformed. Is there any.
thing I can do for him? Ans. It is diificult to advise in a case of this
sort. Why not consult a vetermarianf There may be a fracture or
dislocation.

H. W.. Monticello, N. Y.—I have a pointer pup. llmos. old, appar-
ejitly in the best of health ; skin does not itch or seem unheaith v, but
his hair comes out very badly. Ans. Treat for worms. Wash'twice
a week in a solution of creoline (loz. to a pail of warm water).

C. H. R., Tuscola, Mich.—No. 31,001 will be published in the A. K. C.
Stud Book for 1893, and of course is not issued vet. If vou write to
the secretary of the American Kennel Club, 44 Broadway, New York,
he will be able to give you the particulars.

W. C, Barnegat, N. J.—Our kennel advertising columns contain
notices of foxhounds for sale that will run both foxes and hares.

A NEW-SUBSCRIBER OFFER.
A bona fide new subscriber sending us ^ will receive for that sum

the FoKEST AND STREAM one year (price f4) and a set of Zimmerman's
famous "Ducking Scenes" (advertised on another page, price $5)—

a

^ value for

This offer is to new subscribers only. It does not apply to renewals.
For f3 a bona Jide new subscriber for six months will receive the

FoaBSTAND Strkam during that time and a copy of Dr. Van Fleet's

handsome work, "Bird Portraits for the Young;" (the price of which

punting ^tid ^ani[mng.

FIXTURES.
Oct. .31.—The Cowley County CJoiu-aing Association, Winfleld, Kan.

J. R. Ballard, Sec'y.
Nov. 1.—Western Kansas Coursing Club's meeting, at Leoti, Kan.

W. D. AUphin, Sec'y.
Nov. 7.—New England Beagle Club's Trials. W. S. Clark, Luiden,

Mass., Sec'y.

National Beagle Club Trials.

Nanttet, N. Y., Oct. 30.—The fourth annual beagle trials

of this club commenced to-day. The headquarters of the
club are at the house of Mr. H. L. Kreuder. the president.
All the dogs were on hand this morning with the exception
of four out of the thirty-eight entries. The morning was
devoted to measuring the dogs and drawing for class A. A
number of sportsmen were present, among them being J.W.
Appleton, H. F. Schellhas, John Batemen, H. L. Kreuder,
Geo. Laick, Geo. W. Rogers, F. W. Chapman, H. V. Jamie-
son, Pottinger Dorsey, C. Staley Doub, A. D. Fiske, Geo. F.
Reed, Mark Lewis, C. W. Quymi, H. W. Lacy and judges
Bradford S. Turpin and Jos. Lewis.
The draw for class A resulted in:

H. L. Kreuder's Fanny Racer with Glenrose Beagle Ken-
nels' Gypsey A.
Pottinger Dorsey's Rambler with E. J. & J. W. Becker's

Halryon.
George Laick's Trifle II. with Middleton Kennels' Model.
Pottinger Dorsey's Venus II. with^orest Beagle Kennels'

Vick R.
Waldingfleld Kennels' Oracle with H. L. Kreuder's Jack

Bannerman.
Guy D. Welton's Joe with Pottinger Dorsey's Wanderer.
Middleton Kennels' Snow with H. L. Kreuder's Graybum

Daisy.
Pottinger Dorsey's Buck with Waldingfleld Kennels'

Lufra.
Thus 16 out of 19 filled, the absentees being Glenrose

Kennels' Marguerite and Mr. T. Terry's Millard and Glory.
In the Champion Stake Lee II. is absent.
After lunch a start was made near the house, and first

brace,
Fannt Racer—Gypsey A. were cast off at 1:50 in a thick

swamp, Fanny handled by Mark Lewis and Gypsey by her
owner. Both worked merrily in search of a trail, but were
taken up after 20m. hunting without a find. Cast off again
in small swamp, where Fanny jumped a hare, but they did
not run long before they were at fault. Some back trailing
was then indulged in, in which neither had much advantage.
Judge Lewis put up a hare which, however, was soon lost in
a wall. Dogs called off, and going through thick swamp
Fanny started another hare, but dogs could not follow. L'p
at 3:10; Fanny having the best of the heat.
Ramblep.—Halcryon.—Cast off at 3:18 in swamp. Ram-

bler handled by owner, Halcryon by Wm. H. Hviand.
Working to higher land a hare was staged by Mr. Hyland.
Halcryon saw it and was quickly on, but soon yielded the
lead to Rambler, who likes a hot trail, which he followed at
a great speed. Working bare to cornfield, the dogs were
tried for gunshyness and both hesitating a little; game was
soon after lose. Another rabbit was started, and Rambler
carried it across a fielri at good pace, but lost in stone wall.
Nothing more found and dogs up at 4:40 P. M. Rambler
had the advantage in pace and range.
Trifle II.—Model.—Ca.et off 4:47, and after hunting forty-

five minutes \vithout a find they were called up and will be
the first brace down in the morning.
The hares seem scarce where they were rather plentiful

last year, and it is to be hoped that game will be more fre-

quently started, or the trials will not be very satisfactory, as
the short runs of a hundred yards at long intervals scarcely
give the judges time to form an idea of the dog's capabilities.
The weather was typical of a late October day, dull, gray,
cold and without a breath of air. H. W. Lacy.

• • • •

The Winners at Goodland, Kan.
The competition at the meeting of the new Kenmore

Coursing Club at Goodland, Kan., was stronger than at
Huron, S. D.,for the reason that the dogs had been given
more tirue for preparation, the grounds were more even and
the hares stronger. Some of the dogs, perhaps, were a bit
out of condition from neglect on the part of their trainers to
give them the work they actually needed. It is not wisdom
to require one man to handle too many dogs at a meeting or
in preparation. It is very hard work to thoroughly fit up a
greyhound for a coming meeting and keep him in the pink
of condition through two or three meetings. Three, or at
the outside four dogs is all one man can handle.

It was quite noticeable that the Landseer Kennels' dogs,
practically handled by J. R. Cochran under Dr. Van Hum-
mell's watchful eye, were in fine fettle, also kept so through
the meet. The Doctor has very practical notions about
training, and this has undoubtedly carried him through to
victory in so many instances.
Mr. "H. C. Lowe has shown an improvement in his methods

of training, and this season has brought his dogs to the slips
harder and with less flesh than formerly, and as a conse-
quence has gone to the front. In his White Lips stock he
has some of the be.st greyhounds in America, and if they can
be bred on good killing and staying stock they can beat the
world. They have the speed, close working qualities and
the right kind of a spirit.

The Maybrook Kennels have the blood of the best, but
they need a longer sojourn in the Western country and more
work on the long hares. They need more killings. Miss Dol-
lar ran a grand course, but lost her head, as the result of too
little experience. Conditions are everything for a grey-
hound. He cannot be pampered for ten months of the year
and then be made fit to win in a bare two months in a new
climate. They must in a measure be acclimated and innured
to a measure of hardships. A dog lying around a kennel
covered with a blanket constantly, in a climate like our
Western country in the autumn, cannot be kept fit. Take
some of this fast stock, let them lie about the farmers' hay
stacks, go about with the farmer and be given their liberty,
and they can kill off and defeat honestly nine out of ten of
their pampered brothers.
The St. Patrick Kennels, of Denver, Col., are what you

can call hard trainers, but their dogs stand grief all the
same. They are judiciously mixing in new blood and if
kept on the same line will be hard nuts to crack the next
few years.
We were pleased to see a new acquisition to the ranks in

the Scout's Rest Kennels from Nebraska. The practical men
that brought the dogs to the front are Mr. E. H. Shaw, the
Melton Bros, and Messrs. Sweet, Drummond and Cochran,
all of Wallace, Neb. They have the blood of Diogwall, Miss
Kitten, Babazoun, Lady llift'e, Glendyne and Daisv Dublin,
in their kennel, and no better mingling of speed," stay and
beauty can be found in this cotmtry, and alrhougli they did
not get a piece of glory this year, look out for them in '94.

They promise a rousing meet in Nebraska another season,
probably will have a spring meet. Good blood is getting
plentiful and if all prejudice and jealousy could be laid aside
and proper selection and mating be practical we can jump
to a level of the Waterloo winners in a very short time.
Sending across the water is proper enough, but it takes a

couple of years to breed up and adapt the imported dogs to
our climate and methods.

Coursing is going on gloriously and we hope to see many
valuable additions the coming year. Eastern men can
scarcely measure the value of a few weeks' outing in the West
in attendance on these coursing meetings, and as they find
out its merits, coursing will absorb other less interesting and
much less honest recreation.
The Goodland people take a practical interest in the sport;

and before the night of the drawing organized a kennel club,
purchased four greyhounds of the Waterloo Kennel and will
be "strictly in it" another year.

_

They show the right kind
of metal and their little town will get honors for her pains.
It is a very suitable place to hold a meet. Rhea, by Major
Glendyne—Daisy Dublin, one of their purchases, won third
money, notwithstanding she broke her leg in April of this
year.
The vrinners of the two stakes at Goodland, Kan. , went to

their places on merit, although we disliked much to see a
dog like Light Foot take the place he did.
Nancy, the winner in the Goodland Stake, is a very plain

bitch, dark brindle in color, and will weigh about 501bs. She
has a rather neat head, but a sheep neck, straight in back,
with a coar.se tail, badly carried. She is, however, put tip
strong, good bone and good legs and feet. She goes away
with a sprint, keeps close on her hare and shows more stay
than the average of Mr. Lowe's stock. She is by Lord Never-
settle out of Partera and is a bit over two years old. She
showed condition which reflects credit on Dr. 'Van Hummell
and Mr. Cochran, who did the hard work on her.
Light Foot, the runner-up, is a plain, light red dog, weigh-

ing 601bs., strong made and resolute. He goes otit of the
slips slow, but "gets agoing" after a time, and if on a long
hare works down his opponents. He was bred from a brother
and sister, son and daughter of Trales, out of Arthur Mas-
sey's Gipsy, a native-bred bitch. His hardness, strength and
staying powers wholly disftroves the theory that inbreeding
is injurious. It is a necessity, and a little more of it would
give something sure and not so many experiments.

St. Lawrence and Mellitta, the dividers in the Kenmore
Derby, are brother and sister, same litter, by Lord Neverset-
tle and that queen of greyhounds. White Lips. St. Lawrence
is a black and white, nicely and showily splashed, strong,
neat and symmetrical. He goes away in the same style as
all of the White Lips stock, a sort of gallant rush that takes
him to his hare in beautiful style. He holds close to his hare,
and promises to make a killer if Mr. Lowe will give him a
few more hares. With dogs of his spirit there is very little
danger of giving them too many hares. They must have the
kills to give them experience.
Mellitta is a black bitch with white toes and small splash

on her breast. She is good size, probably o51bs. in weight,
rather more rangy than most of the White Lips stock, but
this seems to give her a longer stride. She has the same
whirlwind go to the hare, steadies herself for the Mil and
comes again quickly, scarcely letting her opponent in. She
is probably the best bitch from the cross of Lord Neversettle-
White Lips yet bred by Mr. Lowe. She and St. Lawrence
only lacked a few days of being 18 months old, which prob-
ably gave them a decided advantage, as three months on a
young dog tells when heavy work is before him.
The Dingwall pups were only 1.5 months old, bttt they are

clippers and no mistake. Another year look ' well to their
work. Who can predict what position coursing will take in
the world of sports in the next five years.'

George Irwin Royce.
• • • •

National Beagle Club Meeting.
The annual meeting of this club was held at the "Kreuder

Homestead." Nanuet, N. Y., Oct. 30, at 8:1.5 P. M. Present,
President Kreuder, H. F. Schellhass, J. W. Appleton, Geo.
Laick, H. W. Lacy, G. W. Rogers, F. W. Chapman, H. V.
Jamieson. Treasurer's report showed a balance on hand of
S131.29. Mr. Schellhass was asked to communicate with Mr.
W. H. Child regarding his resignation. Mr. Kreuder re-
ported he had forwarded the Lee II. special to Mr. Dorsey,
who was well pleased with it. Mr. Henry Hanson's resigna-
tion was accepted. Application by the New Jersey Kennel
League for special at Newark show was not granted owing
to expenses incurred by field trials now being held. Mr. A.
Wright Post was proposed for membership by Mr. Laick
and accepted. Election of officers then took place and re-
sulted as follows: President. H. L. Kreuder; First Vice-
President, J. W. Appleton; Second Vice-President, H. F.
Schellhass; Third Vice-President, Geo. W. Rogers; Secre-
tary-Treasurer, Geo, Laick; Executive Committee to serve
with abo\"e ofla.cers: John Bateman, George D. Post, Jr.,
and Edwin M. Field, M.D. H. F. Schellhass delegate to the
A. K. C. for 1894.

A motion was made that the secretary should not be
allowed to furnish reports of meetings to the press This
was lost, and Mr. Kreuder moved that^the secretary use his
own discretion in this matter, but that he be instructed to
ignore the first and second requests for reports from papers
that can otherwise secure reports. Carried. Meeting ad-
journed 10:20 P. M.
Field committee then held a meeting. It was voted that

a dog or bitch must have won a first in the open class before
it can run in the champion class.
Voted that judges should be instructed to award "Re-

serve" to the next best dog to the money winners in each
class. Adjourned 10:50 P. M.

• • • •

Western Massachusetts Fox CJub Hunt.
The sixth aimual hunt of the Western Massachusetts Fox

Club will take place at Westfield, Mass., Wednesday and
Thursday, Nov. 15 and 16. The huntsman's horn will sound
at 5 o'clock Wednesday morning for breakfast. At 6 o'clock
carriages vsdll be ready.at Park Square Hotel, to carry the
hunters to the grounds. Supper will probably be ser%^ed in
the Town Hall at (3:30 P. M. or after the hunt. It is expected
that a much larger number of the members of the club with
friends will be present than last season. Some twenty-five
or more members of the Brunswick Fur Club have informed
President Roraback of their intention of being present and
participating in the hunt. It is to be hoped that the clerk
of the weather will provide the club with unclouded skies,
which was not the case last season, and proved quite a
serious drawback to the success of that hunt. There need
be no question as to the result of this season's hunt, as the
woods are full of foxes awaiting the invasion of the hounds
and hunters. WOROKOCO.
Westfield, Mass., Oct. 27.

• • a •

Fox Hunting at Worcester.
The Worcester Fur Company will hunt the North Grounds

on Thursdey, Nov. 2. The club headquarters wiU be estab-
lished at the Lincoln House on Wednesday evening. The
horn will sound the assembly of huntsmen at 5 A. M, on
Thursday and breakfast will be served at headquarters
Guests and members will be transported to the hunting
grounds in barges, lea-snng the hotel at 6 A. M. sharp. The
meet will be at the historic Heywood Farm, on Burncoat
and the bounds %vill be cast off at 7 A. M. on Bond's Hill'
Sewell's Hill and East Ridge. The annual club dinner will
be served at the Lincoln House, at 7:15, Thursday evening.
"V isitors are asked to inform the secretary, Mr. Guy C. Whia-
den, Worcester, Mass., if they intend joining in the sports.
The M. F. H. is Mr. Addison C White.

• • • •

Mr. T. J. Webster, secretary of the Kenmore Coursing
Club, we regret to say, was taken ill the first day of the
Goodland meeting, and compelled to return home He isnow better, but will not be able to do the Winfield meetina
asmteaded.
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COURSING AT GOODLAND.
The Kenmore Coursing Club's First Meeting:.
GOODI.AND, Kan., Oct. 17.—The initial meeting of the Ken-

more Coursing Club has clearly demonstrated the fact that
there are hundreds of places on the Western prairies where
a coursing meeting can be brought off, and it really seems
that every new place chosen proves to be a better one than
the place where the previous meetings were held. The
onward march that coursrag is making in this country has
received an impetus through this meeting that perhaps will
carry it forward more rapidly than any iniluence it has had
not excepting the big international held at Huron.
Goodland, Kan., where the meet was held, is in Sherman

county, near the western border of the State, on the grandest
of all railroads, the Rock Island. It is a neat little city of
2. dOO people and is the headquarters for this division of the
liock Island. Its road house and shops are quite a feature
of the place, and it has waterworks and other advanced
improvements. It is made up of a select element of the
active young people from the eastern part of the State and
many are from Illinois, Indiana, Ohio, etc., which give it a
refined and citified look.
The people are active, generous to the fault and have

thoroughly captured the hearts of the coursing men, and
unless, as at Great Bend, they eventually think that they are
i dispensable to the club, the meetings may be held here in-
definitely.
The city was agog on the arrival of the coursing men and

the citizens had arranged a reception and banquet in honor
of their guests. The drawing was done at the banquet in
1 he Opera House, preceded by an address of welcome by the
Mayor. Toasts were responded to by "Our Visitors," J. H.
Stewart; "Kenmore Coursing Club," Dr. Q. Van Hummell;
"Coursmg as a Sport," Dr. Koyce; "The Sporting Press,"
Basil Hayman; "Goodland and her Jack Rabbits," M. A.
Rush. The banquet was followed by dancing till a late
hour.
The grounds where the coursing is done are the vast level

prairies which extend from the suburbs, and you can course
for miles without the least interruption or annoyance in the
form of wire fences or other obstruction. The soil is a sort of
loam which crumbles under the dogs' feet, and that Avith the
soft buffalo grass makes a model footing for them. Fortun-
ately the dogs incurred no injury further than that two of
the dogs hadTa couple of nails torn off, which perhaps iniured
the chance of Light Foot in the last course.
The first two days the weather was delightful and cool

with a pleasant breeze, but the third day it was quite hot,
but not enough to distress the dogs, and barring the death
of Touchwood III., the first day, none of the dogs were in
the least injured. After his course with Battle Eoyal,
Touchwood seemed to be much distressed and died in a few
hours. He was owned by Nelson P. Whiting, of MinneapolisMmn and was imported by him. He would have been a
valuable dog in the stud for this country and it was a great
pity that his death had to be recorded.
/rMr. Bradbury, of the Maybrook Kennels' was unfortunate
in losing a very fine puppy, purchased of E. H. Mulcaster, at
Huron, S. D.
While out in the yard, she jumped against a pitchfork

that had been carelessly thrown into some loose hay in the
yard, one of the tines penetrated the heart and she died
suddenly. She was a promising youngster by Glenkirk ex
Gilda.

_
The judging was done by Mr. E. H. Mulcaster of Wiscon-

sin, and gave almost universal satisfaction. The courses
were many of them long grueling ones, but were nearly all
ended by kills or by the hares going in holes, which is
quite a common thing for them to do on these open buffalo-
grass prairies, while in the eastern part of the State it is a
very rare occurrence. They were about equally divided-
white tails and black tails—although the white tails are
rather m the majority. There was no scarcity of hares,
sometimes three jumping away at a time, but in no instance
did they separate the dogs. They are big, strong fellows, and
start away as independent as you please but soon strike their
stride aud are away.
Although there were at least a thousand people on the

grounds each day, perfect order was preserved throughout,
and great credit is given the people of this locality for their
courtesy and great interest taken in this greatest of all
sports, coursing.
The slipping was done by Ralph Taylor, of Colorado

Springs, a son of Col. Taylor, of Emporia, Kan. He gave
good satisfaction, some expressing themselves so strongly as
to say he was about as good a slipper as they had ever seen.
He is a great walker and fairly kept the horses on a trot the
day through. He is just from office work, and how he could
stand the three days' work was a mystery.
.

is' looking forward to a spring meeting, and if so
It will Ifbely be held about April 15.
At the Regular meeting of the club the officers elected for

the ensuing year were; President, Dr. Q. Van Hummell,
Indianapolis, Ind.; A''ice-President, M. B. Tomblin, Good-
land, Kan.; Secretary, C. F. Weber, Goodland, Kan.; Treas-
urer H. C. Lowe, Lawrence, Kan.; Executive Committee, J.
Herbert Watson, Brooklyn, N. Y.; H. C.Lowe, Lawrence,
Kan.; T. W. Bartels, Denver, Col.
Action was taken whereby the constitution and by-laws

of the American Coursing Club should be adopted, substi-
tuting the name Kenmore for American where it appeared,
and that the executive committee be empowered to make such
alterations as it deemed necessary and to report the same at
the next regular meeting.
A very important step was taken in the adoption of the

following:
Moved" that the Kenmore Coursing Club adopt the rules

of the National Greyhound Club, with the following mod-
ihcations, that wherever the name of the National Grey-
hound Club appears in said rules there shall be substituted
therefore the name of the National Coursing Board.
borne of the prominent coursing men from abroad were:

E. H Mulcaster, Fox Lake, Wis.; Dr. Q. Van Hummell,
Indianapolis, Ind.; Mr. Bradbury, of the Maybrook Kennels,
Dover Plains, N. Y.; T. W. & S. F. Bartels, Denver, Col.;
H. C. Lowe, Lawrence, Kan.; D. C. Luse, Great Bend, Kan.;
bani. W. Vidler, Colorado Springs; Ralph Taylor, Colorado
bpnngs; J. R. Cochran and Dr. Miller, Winfield, Kan.;
ii. H. bhaw, W. N. Sweet, F. Drummoud, S. Melton, A. Mel-
^'^^J-^-

Cochran, of Wallace, Neb.; M. Barrow, of Denver,
and Dr. Geo. Irwm Royce, Topeka, Kan.
Tlie meeting has proved a grand success, there never hav-

ing been a meeting held with less friction. All leave for
their homes to enjoy in memory the happy scenes on the
prairies surrounding the pretty little city of Goodland, thehome of the ram makers.
The club having done away with the per cent, plan, taken

from the winnings, happily came through with $78 in the
treasury, and §30 still owing them, with all expenses paid
to date. There is no good reason why a club cannot be man-
aged so that everything can be done on business principles
The future of the club is very bright.
The charter members of the club are: Dr. Q. Van Hum-

mell, Dr. A. C. Cattanach, Denver, Col.; H C. Lowe, Law-

D. C. Luse, C. M. Bradbury, of the Maybrook Kennels;
J

. R. Cochran and P. H. Mulcaster, went to Leoti Saturday
mornmg to attend the open meeting held there Oct. 34. Mr.
Mulcaster will j'udge and Mr. Cochran will slip.

Goodland Stakes,
Latj&hed At—Rook.—The first brace was placed in the

slips at 10:30, about four miles fi-om the city. Laughed At
led from the slips three lengths to the hare, worked up sev-
eral points, turned the hare, served himself, and went on
working a number of points, when another dog joined in
and killed, but it in no way altered the course, as the victory
was a decisive one for Laughed At.
Light Foot-ViOLa.—Viola led up to the hare just as it

hnd stopped to look around, but puss soon got away at a
terrific pace, the bitch scoring several wrenches and a turn,
from which Light Foot took advantage, carrying the hare
away for some hot work, bringing it back toward the spec-
tators he let Viola in for a go-by on the inner for a meritori-
ous kill, but the dog had won handily.
Reak Admiral—Drvtime.—From a good slip Rear Ad-

miral drew away to the hare three lengths to the good,
wrenched rapidly, turned to Drytime, and she looked well to
her advantage and scored like a witch, but getting pumped
out let Rear Admiral in for a go-by; the bitch stopped in the
course, but the hare had clearly outfooted his pursuers and
escaped. Rear Admiral won.
Touchwood—Battle Rotal.—Battle Royal acted badly

in the slips, and several hares getting up kept Taylor busy
to get them sighted, Touchwood pulling into the slips until
he was quite choked, but a hare coming close Battle Royal
caught sight and they went away with Touchwood well in
the lead, reaching his hare four lengths before Royal. He
wrenched several times anf^^ turned to Battle Royal for a
good sequence of points. Touchwood, showing distress,
.stopped. When taken up he was in bad condition and died
in about five hours, evidently from congestion of the brain-
possibly from rupture of a blood vessel.
PRracESS Mat—Lady ix Black.—May showed herself a

whirlwind from the slips, working like a demon on a strong
hare, entirely shutting out Lady in Black.
Bennarita—Boomerang.—To a .short .slip the brindle had

a shoulder the best of it to the hare, turned to Boomerang

MR. H. C. LOWE WITH PHINCE CHAKLIE AND PRINCESS ilAY.

International Meet, Huron, South Dakota.

^^elson P. Whitmg, Minneapolis, Minn.; M. B. TombUn, C.
F. Weber, Goodland, Kan. St. Patrick Kennels, Denver,
Col.; Maybrook Kennels, Dover Plains. N. Y.; Scout's Rest
Kennels (Buffalo Bill's), Wallace, Neb.; E. H. Shaw, Wal-
lace, Nely Michael Allen, Chicago, 111. ; Geo. Irwin iloyce.
Topeka, Kan,

and he, making a game effort for a kill, flecked the hare
lightly, but coming strong made a grand kill. We would
have been pleased to see the hat come off. The slip was
short and the margin was very small if any.
Royal Crest—Jeff.—Two" hares got up just as they were

slipped and Jeff pulled away slightly from the one Crest was
pursuing, which gave Royal Cre.st a good lead up and some
nice work before Jeff began to score, but this country dog.
hard as nails, having killed over forty hares since Septem-
ber, had got too vvise, and after scoring strongly quit dead,
but seeing his master again went up and being placed by
Crest scored several wrenches and a turn, but quit again, be-
ing too cunning for public coursing. As usual in these cases
Jeff's owner made a pretty strong kick, being wholly igno-
rant of the rules, but an explanation was taken in a good spirit
and settled for all time, a good precedent. The hare went to
a hole. Royal Crest won.
White Lady—Willy Nilly.—White Lady went a merry

clip to the hare, having three lengths in his favor, Willy
Nilly running a very erratic course. White Lady let up her
speed after scoring strongly, and let Willy Nilly in for a
turn, but the hare outpaced them for safety and took to a
hole. White Lady won.
Woodford Boy—Miss Dollar III.—Miss Dollar fairly

smothered Woodford Boy, doing some very pretty work,
only letting Roy in for a turn. Again getting possession.
Dollar carried the hare back through the crowd for a beauti-
ful kill.

Rhea—LiviKG Yet.—To a neat slip they went away like
a double team, Living Yet showing a shoulder to the front,
turning his hare to Rhea. She took up the work with a
vim, never again letting Living Yet in for a point and kill-
ing in capital style, won.
Nancy—Belle of Eltham.—Mr. Luse showed a confi-

dent face as he took Belle to the slips, but she was scarcely
in it with the little brindle, who in a short course scored a
decisive victory, killing in pretty style.
Van's Petek-Vol i aire.—Peter led to the hare in a long

run-up, wrenched repeatedly, turned the hare to Voltaire
for a driving course down a hard road to an old sod shanty,
round they went three times, the hare looking for a safe re-
treat among the sods lying looselv about, but they were too
speedy for bunny, and again they went away for a lot of
hard work, and Peter killed and won, Peter showed an in-
clination to lay up his speed a bit, ha\'ing a bad toe, but ran
gamely on to the finish.
Grkenshinf: ran a bye with Mr. LeMoyne's Lord Neversettle—Partera dog that was sent from Denver too late to enter

the stake, and it was well he did for the sake of the other
entries, for he simply snuffed out Greenshine. He is a fac
simile of Master Peter, but a trifle smaller. Had he been in
good hands and well fitted he would have done some grand
work.

This finished the first round, and the first round of the
Kenmore Derby was run off,

Kenmore Derby.
First Round.

Miss Cody—Beau Brtoimell,—Considerable interest at-
tached to this stake when the first brace were placed in the
slips, one of them being from Dingwall and Miss Kitten, the
pair imported by "Buffalo Bill." Beau Brummell showed to
the front m an instant, got over his hare and it was bard to
displace him; he worked up a good string of points, when
Miss worked for a go-by on the shorter corcle, made a phe-
nomenal dash to kill but missed her mark and getting back,
repeatedly made most supreme efforts, but the big white-
tailed hare kept them busy guessing. The dog in the mean-
time made some masterly exchanges, the hare caiTying them
away for a two mile course; in an effort to kill,thebitch fell,
forfeiting her chances, the dog going up for a half dozen
points, drove the hare to a hole and won. Up to the time
Miss Cody fell she had a bit to the good. A wonderful game
pair of pups and hard to beat.
Fanny—St. Lawrence.—St. Lawrence never gave the

country girl a look in, the hare going to the brush on an old
tree claim, and the dogs lost sight. St. Lawrence beat her
pointless. Lack of education made the country bitch act
badly and they were obliged to single slip them.
Bird's Eye—Willis H.—The little red bitch went out of

the slips m pretty form, made a dash for the kill and tripped,
but the cute white tail fairly slipped from her jaws and led
them a merry dance, Bird's Eye having the best of it in
some pretty exchanges, the hare gradually drawing away
from them after a pumping course of two miles
Border Rufflan—Billy Taylor,—This was decidedly

the prettiest course of the meet thus far. The dogs were a
very showy black and white splashed, by Dingwall out of
Miss Kitten, and litter brothers. They went out of the slips
like meteors, and racing up to their hare whirled him about
as fast as the eye could follow them. Billy Taylor had
rather the best of the run-up, but the big brother would not
be denied, and taking the work from Billy's turn steadied
himself and held close to his hare for a dozen wrenches; at
the turn Billy nicked in, and .some beautiful and rapid
exchanges took place, but the big white-tail had all confi-
dence m himself and fairly played with the whirlwinds, and
after nearly worrying them down worked for a hole. Border
Ruffian laid up a bit, but soon came out again, but too late,
as little Billy had the best of it and won. They were a good
pair of representatives of a worthy sire.
After this course lunch was served in picnic style on the

open prairie, without a tree or shrub to shelter us, but
nature afforded a soft velvet carpet in the short, close curly
buffalo grass. It was a most enjoyable feast, the keen air
and long ride giving one a capital appetite.
BeAconsfield— BoAL's HoPE.—Beaconsfield led to the

hare, placed Boal's Hope, she turning to Beaconsfield, and the
big red fellow made a masterly drive and overran his hare
Hope getting in wrenched strongly, taking the hare to a hole
near the spectators. Beaconsfield stopped with the hare in
full view. Boal's Hope won.
Melitta—Bonny Bell.—Melitta went out of the slips

like a rocket, carrying the hare along like a cloud. Bonny
Bell trailing on gamely, and getting an opening went in for
a grand kill of merit, but the black had a long string to her
credit and won. A gi-and bitch and no mistake.
Bon Bon. — She ran a bye with Buenaritta as helper

and a right able help she proved, for dashing in she killed
in 300yds.

Goodland Stakes—Second Round.
Greenshine—Laughed At.—To a slip of 150yds. the dogs

became unsighted, but Laughed At getting on the line of
his hare raced up, and in the subsequent work held posses-
sion aud made a grand kill and won.
Rear Admiral—Light Foot.—Rear Admiral drew away

on the outer circle, scoring four lengths to his advantage in
the run up, held close to the line of his hare and wrenched
several times, placing Light Foot in the turn, the red fellow
holding the gift and adding to it. Good training showed its
value, and the red won with much to spare. The hare went
to a hole. Light Foot won,
Battle Royal—Van's Peter.—The annual squabble

over an accident took place during this course. It seems
that Mr. Lowe iad requested Mr. Vidler, of Colorado
Springs, to ride the course and assist in securing the dogs.
He had a rather smart little pony, and the tricky hare coming
back through the riders he was making an effort to hold up
his horse when Van's Peter came round on the turn and
brushed his hindquarters against the horse's leg, but was
scarcely checked in his speed and did not receive any injui-y.
It came near being a repetition of the Pearl of Pekin case.
Summary measures should be taken to keep down careless
riding. As a rule the owners of the greyhounds running-
keep too close up, leaving a grand opening for an accident.
Lock the door before the horse is stolen.
Battle Royal—Van's Peter.—Battle Royal was un-

sighted from the slips, giving Van's Peter a strong run-up,
several wrenches aud a turn; coming again, he made a game
dash for a kill, but only flecked his game lightly, and going
out wide let Battle Royal in for s^ lot of hot work, Peter's
sore toe throvdng him out wide in the turn, and although he
drew off among the carriages could not wipe off the black
and white's score. Battle Royal won.
Boomerang— Princess May.—Boomerang had gotten

away in the morning with the blanket on as the hare came
down by the wagon where he was being held by his owner
and made a strong course. In the meles he injured his ankle
and as they went from theslips his crippled condition showed
against him and his smart sister put it all over him in a
pretty course, the hare being lost in a cornfield.
White Lady—Royal Crest. -Royal Crest went out of the

slips in his best form, beating White Lady very handily to
the hare and fairly smothering her. It was a long stern
chase, the hare outfooting them. The black won with con.sid-
erable to his credit. He has any amount of speed and at
times works pretty close, but again will go out wide and let
a very ordinary dog score on him. However, he is a valua-
ble dog for coursing men, and if properly nicked will yet be
heard from through his offspring.
Rhea—Miss Dollar III.—This was the neatest pair yet

placed in the slips and acted in model style, both are good
ones and go a clipping gait, so much was expected of them.
£o a model slip they went away together with Aliss Dollar
showmg gradually to the front and reached her hare two
lengths ahead of Rhea, but the little one would not be denied
and taking up the work, some pretty exchanges to place,
Rhea carrying the hare selfishly to herself down through a
ravine, and as they raised the opposite bank, Miss Dollar
took a cropper and stopped; Rhea carrying the jack away
single-handed for two miles to a hole.
Nancy a bye.—Nancy was placed in slips with her big

brother fi-om Colorado for a bye, and the contests were over
for the day.

It was nearly sundown and we were ten miles away from
the town. It is wholly unnecessary to go so far, as hares are
very plentiful neai' by. To-morrow the management promise
to course much nearer home.

THURSDAY.
Kenmore Derby—Second Round.

Beau BEUiiMELL—St.Lawrence —There was considerable
interest centering in this course as the black and white son
of Dmgwell was thought very fast and St. Lawrence had
shown a fast clip. The big fellow showed his heels to Beau
Brumiaell and landed his hare in masterly style, briugiag
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him around and placing Bean, bnt he was unable to keep
possession, and St. Lawrence taking up the work was rap-
idly running up the points when Boal's Hope broke away
from her trainer and raced after the hare with a long piece
of rope attached to the collar. The victory was most de-
cidedly in favor of St. Lawrence, otherwise there might have
been complications. The owner of Boal's Hope was promptly
fined for allowing the dog to escape. The rules are very
strict in this respect and the management should be con-
gratulated for taking prompt action.

BiED'.s Eye—Billy Taylor.—Out of the slips they went
away even, but the bitch had rather the best of it up, turned
the hare to Billy, and then followed a bit of give and take,
Bird's Eye making the kill and winning.
Through the courtesy of Mr. H. C. Lowe the bye was run

out of the order of the running on account of Boal's Hope
having gotten loose in the previous courses, and Melitta ran
her bye with Lady of Fashion.
Bon Boij—Boal's Hope.—Boal's Hope showed the effects

of the extra course she had had but a few moments before,
and went out of slips a bit stiff, Bon Bon leading up for a
good run of points, but the little brindle warmed up and
went in for a couple of wrenches and killed too soon. Bon
Bon won.
Melitta ran a bye.

Goodland Stake—Third Round.
Laughed At^—Nakcy. — In some unaccountable way

T/aughed At had received an injury during the night pre-
vious, the injury in the foreleg gave evidence of there having
been some dispute in the barn. It was quite swollen, and
he went to the slips on three legs, but when slipped he for-
got that his leg was sore and went out like a rocket; but
Rhea was sound and fast, and led him several lengths to the
hare, and switched it about fearfully, the dog making a
game effort to get in, but his leg led him out wild at the
turns, and Nancy, sticking to her game like a leach,
wrenched repeatedly and finally killed, beating the dog
pointless.
Light Foot—Battle Royal.—Battle Royal had sprung a

nail and was sore, letting the big faAvn go up to the hare,
but he soon came to himself and went away for some driving
work, but failed to kill, and Light Foot getting in, scored
repeatedly on a long-winded fellow of a hare and finally
killed and won.
Princess May—Royal Crest.—Princess May led up three

lengths, made a game effort to kill, but missed her game
and fell, sliding along on her side, but she was up and at
him again before Royal Crest had scored very much, and
getting in stayed in the line of her hare, bringing off a beau-
tiful kill and won.
Rhea a bye with Buenaritta, and receiving a good deal

of help was saved from a grueling course.

Kenmore Derby—Third Round.
Bibd'B Eye—St. Lawrence.—St. Lawrence went like a

whirlwind from the slips, led up, wrenched several times
and placed Bird's Eye, but she could not hold possession
from the big fellow, who pell-mell forced bunny to a hole.
Another Dingwall pup against the stout son of Lord

Neversettle and White Lips, and one by one they have gone
down before him. Bird's Eye made a game effort, but it
was of no avail, St. Lawrence winning a decisive victory.
Melitta—Bon Bon.—There seemed to be but two strains

left in, the Dingwall—Miss Kitten and Lord Neversettle

—

White Lips, but the White Lips blood showed its superiority
unquestionably, although three months in age would nat-
urally give an advantage, Melitta being nearly eighteen
months old. She took the matter into her own hands at
once, and keeping possession ran up a good sequence and
won in a decided manner.

Goodland Stake—Fourth Roxmd.
*

Process May—Light Foot.—Princess May led four
lengths in the run-up, turned the hare to Light Foot, but
racing by, kept possession for a lot of work, but the demon
of a hare was able to stay before them, and Light Foot that
Princess May had worked down to his speed took up the
work, and after a hard, long weary jaunt worked the hare
down, but having sprung three or four nails became very
sore and quite dead, allowing the bitch to go on and linish
with a kill of merit, but the dog had scored too many for
her and won the course.
Rhea—Nancy.—Nancy went with her usual fire, but Rhea

sho\ved the effects of the long course she had run the day
previous, and the hare coming back toward the crowd spun
around in a circle looking for Ms hole, but Nancy gave him
little rest and he was kept guessing pretty lively. His cute-
ness, however, brought him near enough so that by a bit of
strategy he made an opening, his heels twinkling in the sun-
light, and, presto! the dogs were quite astonished as the rest
of us at the sudden disappearance. Nancy won.

Deciding Course.

Light Foot—Nancy.—The dog having injured himself in
the course before this, there was very little speculation as to
the result, the more because Nancy was quite fresh.
Out of the slips she simply flew to the hare, ten lengths

ahead of Light Foot, turned and came again, scoring like the
very mischief, but the hare being strong carried her away for
thirty points, till the dog began to come to himself, when he
took a hand, scoring a go-by, two wrenches and the kill.
But the vast score Nancy had rolled up was a most emphatic
victory. Heretofore some unlocked for mishap has generally
marred the finishing course, but happily in this case not the
least unpleasantnes marred the pleasure of the day.

Kenmore Derby.
In the deciding course of the Kenmore Derby only St. Law-

reijce and Melitta were in, and both belonging to Mr. H. C.
Lowe, they very properly di\dded the honors.

Goodland Stakes.
StJMMABT.

Goodland, Kan., Oct. 17.—Goodland Stakes, for sixteen or more all-

age greyhounds; $100 of citizens cash and 50 per cent, of entrance
money to winner, $50 cash and 50 per cent, of entrance money to
runner-up, balance of entrance money to be equally divided between
dogs equal at the finish ; entrance $10.

I.

American Coursing Kennels' light fawn dog Laughed At (Norwegian
Buenretero) beat Goodland Kennels' black dog Rook.
American Coursing Kennels' red dog Light Foot (3Iajor—Chipper)

beat Landseer Kennels' brindle bitch '^iola (Babazoun—Verdure Ulad).
Goodland Kennels' black and white dog Rear Admiral (llajor Glen-

dyne— Ladj' Alice) beat J. Herbert Watson's fawn bitch Drytime
(Britain Still—Haytime).
H. C. Lowe's black and white dog Battle Royal (Lord Neversettle

—

White Lips) bea t Nelson P. Whiting's fawn dog Touchwood IIL (Thorn-
wood—Burning Shame).
H. C. Lowe's black and white bitch Princess May (Lord Neversettle—

White Lips) beat American Coursing Kennels' black bitch Lady in
Black (Trales—Dick's Darling).

St. Patrick Kennels' black and white dog Boomerang (Lord Never-
settle—White Lips) beat Sam'l W. Vidler's brindle bitch Bennaritta
(Norwegian—Buenretero).

brindle and white dog Woodford Boy (Lord McPherson-Jessamine).
Goodland Kennels' white and briudle bitch Rhea (Major Glendyne—

Daisy Dublin;, beat American CoutiSing Kennels' white dog Living Yet
(Trales-Dick's Darling).
Landseer Kennels' red dog Van's Peter ( Babazoun—Carmine") beat

II. C. Lowe's black and white dog Voltaire (Lord Neversettle—White
Lips).
Maybrook Kennels' brown dog Greenshine (Mullingar—Green Finch

III. ) a bye.
U,

fjaughed At beat Greenshine.

Light Foot beat Rear Admiral.
Battle Royal beat Van's Peter:
Princess May beat Boomerang.
Royal Crest beat WMte Lady.
Rhea beat Miss Dollar III.

Nancy a bye.
in.

Nancy beat Laughed At.
Light Foot beat Battle Royal. >

Princess May beat Royal Crest.
Rhea a bye.

IV.
Light Foot beat Princess May.
Nancy beat Rhea.

Final.

Nancy beat Light Foot and won.

Kenmore Derby.
For puppies under 18mos., ^50 cash and 50 per cent of entrance

money to wunner, 50 per cent, of remainder of entrance money to run-
ner-up, balance of entrance money to dogs equal at finish.

L
St. Patricks Kennels' brown and white dog Beau Brummel (Dingwall

—Miss Kitten) beat Scout's Rest Kennels' brindle bitch Miss Cody
(Babazoun—Daisy B ),

H. C. Lowe's white and brown dog St. Lawrence beat Goodland
Kennels' brindle and white bitch Fanny (Jeff—Jessie).

St. Patrick's Kennels' red bitch Bird's Eye (Babazoun—Blue Belle)
beat Nelson P. Whiting's brown dog Willis H. (Lights o' London-
Little Nell).

Scout's Rest Kennels' brown and white dog Billy Taylor (Dingwall—
Miss Kitten) beat St. Patrick Kennels' black and white dog Border
Rufflan (Dingwall—Miss Kitten).
Scout's Rest Kennels' brindle bitch Boal's Hope (Babazoun—Daisy

B.) beat E. H. Shaw's red dog Beaconsfield (Babazoun—Daisy B.).
H. C. Lowe's brown bitch Melitta (Lord Neversettle—White Lips)

beat St. Patrick Kennels' brown and white bitch Bonny Bell (Dingwall
-Miss Kitten).

St. Patrick Kennels' brindle and white bitch Bon Bon, a bye.

II.

St. Lawrence beat Beau Brummel.
Bird's Eye beat Billy Taylor.

A few hunters -with their hounds arrived in North Acton
on Sunday, but it was not till Monday that the rush fairly
began. On the evening of that day the little village was
fairly alive with the unwonted excitement, and not only
was the Na^og House filled to repletion with sportsmen, but
each house m the neighborhood held its quota of enthusiastic
lovers of the hound.
The entries for the trials were made at the business meet-

ing of the club, held on Monday evening, and both the Derby
and All-Age classes showed an increase in number over any
previous year. The entries were as follows:

The Derby.
TiiotiPE-^Dr. A. 0. Heflenger's black and tan dog (Walker), lomos.
Tempest—Dr. A. C. Heffenger's black and tan dog (Walker), 15mos.
Juliette—O. F. Joslin's white and lemon bitch (July—Walker),

9mos.
Peddler—R. D. Perry's black, white and tan dog (Robinson—Mau-

pin), 15mos.
BiLLT—C. L. Wellington's black and tan dog (Native), 17mos.
Peter—C. L. Wellington's black and tan dog (Native), 17mos.
Tread— L. O. Dennison's black and tan dog (Native), 15mos.
Steve—Dennison & Eddy's black, white and tan dog (Walker),

15mos.
Poland Petworth—Wliite Oak Hill Kennels' black, white and tan

bitch (Robinson—Maupin), 15mos.
Poland Paragon—W^hite Oak Hill Kennels' black,white and tan bitch

(Robinson—Maupin), 15mos.
Poland Paramount—White Oak Hill Kennels' black, white and tan

dog (Robinson—Maupin), 15mos.
Poland Plunger—White Oak Hill Kennels' black, white and tan dog

(Robinson—Maupin). 15mos.
Poland Plunder—White Oak Hill Kennels' black, white and tan dog

(Robinson—Maupin), 15mos.

The All-Age.
In the All-Age Stake there are five classes, hunting, trail-

ing, speed, endurance and tonguing, and a hound can be
entered in any or all of these classes.

Diamond—W. R. Dean's black, white and tan dog, (Native). 2yrs.
8mos.

TAKING THE HARE FROM VAN'S PETER AND ROYAL
International Meet, Huron, South Dakota.

Bon Bon beat Boal's Hope.
Melitta a bye.

m.
St. Lawrence beat Bird's Bye.
Melitta beat Bon Bon.

Final.

H. C. Lowe's St. Lawrence ajad Melitta (Lord Neversettle—White
Lips) divided.

G. Irwin Royce.
• • • ° «

BRUNSWICK FUR CLUB FIELD TRIALS
[Special Report.']

The fifth annual field trials of the Brunswick Fur Club
were held at North Acton, Mass., Oct. 23-27. Each year has
seen an increased interest in these trials, and a rapid im-
provement in the quality of the hounds. The meet held
last week was no exception to this rule, and never before in
the history of the club were there so many spectators or as
lartce an entry of high class hounds. The striking difference
in the type of quality of the hounds entered in the first trials,
and of those seen at North Acton last week, show the rapid
progress which has been made in the improvement of the
New England hound, and the club surely has a right to con-
gratulate itself on its success in this direction.
The hunting grounds chosen for the trials this year were

in every way superior to those selected in the past. The
country about North Acton consists of hill and dale, mostly
open meadows and farming lands with here and there a
small piece of woodland or swampy cover. A better place to
see the chase could not be found in New England, and on
many occasions during the week the hounds ran for a mile
constantly in view. Foxes were found in abundance.
This year for the first time the spotting system was used

in judg'ing, and it was generally conceded to be a great im-
provement over the method followed under the old rules. It
simplified the work of the judges and enabled them after the
first day to devote all their time and attention to the best
hounds of the pack.
The judges worked hard and conscientiously and their de-

cisions were well received by all. Their task was no easy
one, for a grander pack of hounds was never seen at a field
trial, and where there were so many good ones it was most
difficult to pick the winners. Nevertheless, as far as the
%VTiter knows, there was not even a little "kick" or any un-
pleasantness. Those who lost were disappointed, but they
proved themselves true sportsmen by being good losers.
A list of those present during the week would include the

great majority of prominent New England fox hunters.
Among those noticed were: Dr. A. C. Heft'enser, L^ O Den-
nison, H. C. Newell, R. D. Perry, W. B. Stone, E. M. Snow,
L, E. Conant, H. S. Curtis, W. R. Dean, Stephen Decatur, F,
W. Eddy, E. W. Gill, E. B. Hayden, E. .J. Hill, O. F. Josliu,
A. B. F. Kinney. J. M. White, C. L. Wellington. Bradford S.
Turpin, F. G. Stewart, Richard Seelv, N. Q Pope, C. P. and
M. G Plimpton, W. S. Clark, F. T. Liveret, A. B. McGregor,
J.- H. Murphy, G. W. Roraback, Herbert R. Morton, F. W.
Whipple, J. U. Goss, and a host of others whose names I
QBimot recall at the moment.

Rock—O. F. Joslin's black, white and tan dog (Robinson—Maupin),
2yrs. 8mos.
Joe J.—O. F. Joslin's black and tan 'dog (Native and Wild Goose),

2yrs. 8mos.
Hendricks—Portsmouth Hunt Club's gray, tan and white dog

(July), 5yrs. 5mos.
Barney-Sandy Spring Hunt Club's gray, tan and white dog (July)

3yrs. 6mos.
Duke—H. A. P. Smith's black, white and tan dog (Robinson—Mau-

pin), 3yrs.
Camp—H. A. P. Smith's black, white and fawn bitch (July), lyr.

lOmos.
Clinker— R. D. Perry's black and tan dog (Avent), 4yrs.
Quiltie—R. D. Perry's black, white and tan bitch (Wild Goose-

Native), 2yrs. 6mos.
Popple—R. D. Perry's black, white and tan dog (Wild Goose-

Native), 2yrs.
Aggie—Kinney & White's black, white and tan bitch (Pooler), 5yrs.
Major—Kinney & White's black, white and tan dog (Native). 4yrs.
LoGAv—Kinney & White's black, white and tan dog (Pooler), 3yrs.
Jim Blaine—Richard Seely's black, white and tan dog (Byron—Buck-

field), 3yrs. 6mos.
Garrett—S. Decatur's tawny dog (July), lyr. lOmos.
Ned—P. M. Whipple's black and tan dog (Taylor), 2yrs.
Spot—F. M. Whipple's black and white dog (Taylor), 2yrs.
JiP—C. L. W^elhngton's blue ticked bitch (English Blue), 5yrs.
Clay—White Oak Hill Kennels black, white and tan dog (Robinson—Maupin), 5yrs.
Flirt—White Oak HUI Kennels' black, white and tan bitch (Robinson

—Maupin), 4yrs. 8mos.
Steve—White Oak Hill Kennels' black, white and tan dog (Robinson—Maupin), 2ys. 4mos.
Zach—White Oak Hill Kennels' black, white and tan dog (Robinson

—Maupin), 2yrs. 4mos.
Leggins—White Oak Hill Kennels' black and tan bitch (Avent), 3yrs.
Pealer—White Oak Hill Kennels' black and tan dog (July), .3yrs.
Sunmaid—White Oak Hill Kennels' white, black and tan bitch (July),

lyr. 6mos.
*Daisy Forester—B. J. Kennedy's black and tan bitch (Native),

3yrs.
*Spot—N. Willard's white, black and tan bitch (Native), 3yrs.

*Entered only in speed class.

The entries having been completed and the usual number
of fox hunting yarns spun, the party went to bed hoping
that the rain which had been falling all day would cease be-
fore morning and give a fine day's sport for the Derby.

TUESDAY.
The rain fell hard all night and when the horn sounded at

6 o'clock it was still coming down iii a steady drizzle. How-
ever, it was the first day of the hunt, every hound and every
hunter was eager for the fray, and so despite the unfavor-
able prospect for sport, hunting togs were donned and 6-.30

found everybody eating a hearty breakfast. By T o'clock the
rain had ceased, and though the clouds were still thick and
lowering, the Derby entries were ordered out at once.
The judges selected for this class were Messrs. F. M

Whipple, W. S. Clark, W. E. Gill, J. N. Goss and Bradford
S. Turpin. The hounds were lined up for their inspection
and after they had familiarized themselves with the mark-
ings and name of each entry, the long line of spectators and
handlers left headquarters for the htmting grounds.
After a walk of a mile or more along the west shore of
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Magog Lake the bounds were cast off on the crast of a hill
in a large pasture at 8 o'clock. They went off well bunched
and somewhat riotously, as puppies are wont to do. But
they soon began to trail, and just as we were all congratu-
lating ourselves on finding a track so easily it was discovered
that they were working rapidly toward a bunch of young
cattle. With considerable difficulty the pack was called off
and worked into a strip of woods where they soon became
widely scattered.
Then began a long and tedious hunt. Now we were in the

dripping woods; then in the open lields; now climbiug a hill
and again picking our way through a swamp; but no matter
where we went or how hard the hounds worked—and work
they did—not a track could be found. To add to our dis-
comfort the rain began to fall, and it was not long before
everybody was drenched. Still we kept on, when good
fortune brought us into an apple orchard, where there was
plenty of fine fruit, and at the same time the hounds found a
more promising trail than they had previously happened
npon, matters began to assume a rosy hue. The track, how-
ever, came lo nothing, but the rain stopped falling, and soon
the sun came out bright and warm, quickly putting every-
body in better humor. Finally when a good-natured farmer
invited us all into his cider mill, life did not seem the dull
and dreary waste which it had. But it is unnecessary to
give further details of this unsatisfactory day's work. For
seven hours the hounds worked industriously without mak-
ing a strike, and at S o'clock we were all back at the Nagog
House, waiting rather impatiently for dinner.
The club were unfortunate in having to start the Derby

on so unfavorable a day. The hard rain had washed out all
the tracks made in the night, and the difficulties of jumping
a fox were too great for the youngsters to master. AU
worked well—some remarkably well—but without the suc-
cess which their efforts deserved. The judges gave no
decision, as a start had not been made.
The perfect evening, without a breath of wind and lighted

by a full moon in a cloudless sky, tempted us out for a moon-
light run. The pups, notwithstanding their hard day's work,
were eager to go, and within ten minutes of the time they
were laid on a fox was running to an accompaniment of stir
eing music, which kept many of the party in the open air till

a late hour. Then to bed, with every prospect of a splendid
day for the running of the All-Age Stake.

WEDNESDAY.
Dame Nature did her best to make a perfect day and suc-

ceeded admirably. The sky was cloudless, there was a light
breeze and a heavy dew covered the ground. But though the
conditions seemed favorable for a good day's sport, the scent
failed to lie, and there was comparatively little driving dur-
ing the day.

It was necessary to secure two more judges for the AH-Age
class to take the place of Messsi-s. Whipple and Goss, as the
former owned and the latter handled hounds entered in this
stake. Messrs. F. A. and C. M. Griffin were chosen, and they
with Messrs. Gill, Clark and Turpin were the judges for the
day.
The hunting party left headquarters at To'clockand thirty-

five minutes later the pack was cast off at the place where
the Dei-by was started on Tuesday. A handsomer lot of
hounds was never seen in New England than those that
covered the pasture in a wild rush, when they were released
at the command of the M. F. H., Mr. R. D. Perry. Away
they went at full speed along the shore of Foot Pond. Some
of the hounds were bewildered by the unaccustomed con-
fusion and fell back to the judges who were struggling along
in the rear; but the great majority kept on and covered the
fields and woods well. There were but few stragglers, the
pack held together, and it was not long before a fox was
jumped, which carried the hounds along through the valley
at a great clip.

With nineteen hounds pressing him hard, reynard took to
a swamp where he made a turn or two. He then ran directly
up a hill which bounded the valley on the east, and as he
crossed the road, was seen by Mr. F. G. Stewart and other
.epectators. There was a bad check in the swamp, and by
the time the pack had gained dry land, the fickle scent had
failed and the hounds cast in vain for the line.

The majority of the pack then trailed west, and after a
time succeeded in jumping a fox. They drove him almost
out of hearing, but the continuous tonguing gave such
promise of sport that Judges Gill, Clark and Turpin hurried
after them, and a merry chase the hounds led them before
they reached home late in the afternoon. The pack always
seemed to be on the next hill, and when finally the hard-
working judges came up with the hounds, the fox had been
lost or run to earth. He had led straight away without a
turn or a circle, and the judges' attempt to get into the hunt
was only a dreary failure.

Meanwhile Barney had been at work by himself, and as
fortune would have it found the track of the fox which had
been seen by the party on the hill. He worked it along
carefully and soon jumped the qxiarry in a meadow, but lost
when the fox entered a strip of pine woods. While he was
driving, Hendricks, Logan, Major and Gyp harked to him,
and all cast well for the line. Hendricks hit it first, the
others packed to him, and with Barney in the lead, drove
the fox up the valley for two-thirds of a mile in plain view of
the party on the hill. Then the chase entered cover and
came rapidly toward Judge C. M. Griffin. As he stood in
the road two foxes burst from the woods directly in front of
him and ran one on each side of him. One passed so near
Mr. P G. Stewart that he threw his hunting horn at him
and turned him sharply back. The pack were at fault when
they reached the road and did not immediately hit the trail
of either fox. In casting Logan caught the scent near the
point of loss, and Barney making a long swing struck it

further away. On they all went, but soon were at fault
again. Barney once more worked the loss and this time
followed the track at a great pace without tonguing, and
.soon lost the fox or holed him.
The driving all through the day was jerky and unsatisfac-

tory, and it seemed quite impossible for any of the hounds to
follow smoothly. Yet a number of them managed to have
considerable sport regardless of the miserable scent. Clinker
had great fun driving a fox by sight for a quarter of a mile
or more; Ned and Spot hustled another along the shore of
Magog Lake, and Garrett and Jim Blaine drove a third so
upar a man who was hunting ruffed, grouse that he killed
him with small shot.
The sport was disappointing. Many returned early to head-

quarters and by 4 o'clock all the hunters were in. The
judges held a consultation and ordered out for Thursday's
hunt the following hounds: Diamond, Rock, Joe J., Hen-
dricks, Barney, Duke, Comp, Clinker, Popple, Aggie, Major,
Logan, Jim Blaine, Garrett, Ned, Whipple's Spot, Jip, Clay,
Flirt, Leggins and Pealer.
At a business meeting held in the afternoon the following

gentlemen were elected to membership: Mr. Frank Hart-
well, Berlin, Mass.; Mr. .A. H. Cutting, Worcester, Mass.,
and Mr. Geo. E, Hawes, North Beliingham, Mass.

THURSDAY.
Thursday morning was clear and cool; the ground was

covered with a white frost, and there was not breeze enough
to ruffle the calm surface of Lake Magog, everything pointed
to a good day's sport, and it proved to be the best of the
week thus far.

The party were off for the hunting grounds a little earlier
than usual. The pack was considerably smaller than yes-
terday, as seven hounds had been "spotted out" and two.
Popple and Pealer, had not yet returned from their first

hunt. As the long line of men and hounds followed, the

familiar road beside the lake, the puppies thathad been taken
out for a moonlight run on Wednesday were heard driving
in the distance and rapidly coming nearer. Suddenly their
fox jumped upon a stone wall but a short distance from the
road and stood staring at the crowd for some moments.
Then he turned back and trotted away. The judges hurried
to the wall to await the Derby pack. Only three remained
in the chase after their twelve hours' run. Tread, Tempest
and Troupe. Tread was leading and tonguing, the others
followed mute. The endurance and trailing displayed by
these three pups in this long chase is worthy of note.
When the youngsters reached the fence they were caught

and the All-Age class, that was already crazy with excite-
ment, was loosed on the hot track. Then came a chorus
that was worth going miles to hear. At tremendous speed
the splendid pack drove the fox through the woods and into
the open fields. There he made a short circle and then dis-
covering that he no longer had a pack of tired pups behind
him he ran to the westward, carrying the pack almost out
of hearing. Soon he turned toward his burrow and now it
was a race for life. As the fox came over the open fields
hard pressed by the pack, which was now somewhat strung
out, he ran close by judges Gill and Clark. The pack was
then led by Logan, who was followed close by Hendricks,
Jip, Clay, Clinker and other flyers, all striving for the lead.
It was a grand picture and one long to be remembered.
None too soon the fox gained his den close by the spot where
the pack had been put on his track. The first judge to reach
the burrow found Hendricks, Major, Logan and Rock dig-
ging madly at the entrance. The other hounds had scat-
tered and a number of them were already hustling a fox
toward Na«hoba Hill, where he was lost or went to earth.
The hounds were now well separated. Soon a burst of

music in the pines on the shore of Long Pond told that an-
other fox was afoot, and in a moment he was seen running in
the open fields. Not far from the woods he lay down in the
grass and watched so intently for his pursuers, that Mr. Kin-
ney walked almo.st to nim before he was seen. Then his fox-
ship lost no time in disappearing, and his departure was
accelerated by the cry of the hounds, who were now hot upon
his track. He ran the open pastures closely followed by the
pack, headed by the fleet Logan, with Rock and Spot good
seconds, then Ned, Joe J. and Major. The pack was soon at
fault in a plowed field, where all the hounds cast well for the
track, but Rock, making a wide swing, caught the scent near
the shore of Long Pond, and led away, carrying the fox
around the pond to the hills on the opposite shore. The rest
of the pack followed some time later, and for a half hour or
more the driving was fast and then all was .still.

During the next hour and a half but little was done and
many thought the fun over for the day. But .soon after 13
o'clock a pack composed of Aggie, Logan, Rock, Major,
Clay, Clinker, Diamond, Hendrfcks and Barney did some
good work. For a time the pace was fast, then scent began
to fail, and finally the fox wa.s lost in a long and narrow
strip of wnods. This ended the hunting for the day.
The judges announced that the following hounds would

be ordered out on Friday morning; Diamond, Rock, Hen-
dricks, Barney, Duke, Clinker, Popple, Aggie, Logan, Gar-
rett, Spot, Jip, Clay and Pealer.

FRIDAY.
The uneasy fox hunter who peered from his window at

dawn found a southerly wind and a cloudy sky which, as
everybody knows, proclaims a hunting morning, and as this
was to be the last day of the trials he congratulated himself
on so auspicious an outlook. Only twelve hounds appeared
at the starting point, for Popple and Pealer were still miss-
ing from the kennels. This small pack coutamed the best
of the hounds that had been entered, and though the names
of all of them are not found among the winners, yet it is no
small honor to have been cho.sen to run on the final day.
At 7:20 o'clock the pack was cast off at the point where the

hounds had been put on the hot fox track the previous day.
They worked rapidly through the little strip of woodland,
but before they had found a trail for themselves they all
harked to a local hound that was driving but a short dis-
tance away. This hound quit and ran ignominiously when
he heard the fierce music of the pack behind him, and then
the flyers drove the fox through the open field into the
birches beside the road; then to a peach orchard, with Hen-
dricks in the lead, and there in some unaccountable manner
the track was lost. A few moments later the whole pack
swung back, streamed over the pastures to the only large
piece of cover in the region, jumped a fox, and drove him
at a terrible pace out of hearing and into Texas. This is an
immense tract of wild country, crossed by a labyrinth of
blind roads and wood paths. Here the pack drove for hours,
and in vain Judges F. A. Griffin and Turpin strove to see
the running—only one glimpse of the race did they get and
that near its conclusion. It was most unfortunate that this
?reat run should have taken place in cover, and in the only
Locality where it could not be seen.
While this chase was going on in Texas, Jip, Logan and

Hendricks were having a little hunt by themselves. They
drove a fox into the open close by Judges Clark and Gill.
The trailing was difficult; Logan did not for the moment run
in his usual fine style, Hendricks seemed indifferent and Jip
distinguished herself by taking the fox away from both these
flyers.

It was now 12 o'clock, and as the Derby entries were to be
taken out for a final run in the afternoon, the horns sounded
the retreat.
After a hasty lunch the youngsters were cast off not far

from the Nagog House. The hunt proved to be a dull one.
Some of the pups ran rabbits, others tongued here and there,
and a few distinguished them.eelves by doing work worthy of
old hounds. Prominent among these were Tread, Troupe,
Tempest, Billy and Juliette. At sunset the pups were called
in, and a long and weary walk to headquarters ended the
field work of the meet, which can justly lay claim to being
the most successful in the history of the club.
At a club meeting in the evening Mr. F. M. Whipple, New-

tonville, Mass., was elected to membership, and the judges
announced the awards as follows:

THE ALL-AGE.

Hunting—First to Sandy Spring Hunt Club's Barney; second to O
F. Joslin's Rock; third to Kinney & Wtiite's Logan.
Trailing—First to Kinnev & VViiite's Logan: second to O. F. Joslin's

Rock, third to C. L. Wellington's Jip.
Speed—First to Kinney & White's Logan; second to O. F. Joslin's

Rock; third to S. Decatur's Garrett.
Endurance—First to N. Q. Pope's Clay; second to Kinney & White's

Logan; third to W. R. Dean's Diamond.
Tonguing—First to Kinney & White's Logan; second to N. Q, Pope's

Clay; third to O. F. Joslin's Rock.
Style-First to Kinney & White's Logan; second to N. Q.Pope's

Clay: third to Sandy Spring Huot Club's Barney.
The .American Field Cup and 31r. N. Q Pope's Highest General

Average Medal were awarded to Kinney & White's Logan.
Dr. A. C. Heffenger'8 Speed Medal to Kinney & White's Logan.
Mr. A. B. F. Kinney's Hunting Medal to Sandy Spring Hunt Club's

Barney.
Mr. O. F. Joslin's Trailing Medal to Kinney & White's Logan.
Mr. Richard Seeley's Endurance Medal to N. Q Pope's Clay.
Bod. (x-nn and Kennel's specials for "be-st ali-rouod hound owned

outside New England and New York," smd "hound showing most
speed and endurance owned outside New England and New York" to
Sandy Spring (Md.) Hunt Club's Barney.

THE DERBY.

Best all-round puppy, L. O. Dennison's Tread; Mr. R. D. Perry's
special for best all-round puppy, L. O. Dennison's Tread.
Mod, Gun and KenneVs special for "best Derby entry bred outside

New York and New England," Dr. A. C. Heffenger's Troupe.
Hall & Snow's special for second best puppy, Dr. A. C. Heffenger's

Troupe.
Hall Snow's special for third best puppy, C. h- Wellington's Billv.

Logan, the winner of the highest honors in the trials, is
owned by Messrs. A. B. F. Kinney and John M. White, of
Worcester, Mass. He is a handsomely marked white, black
and tan, three years old, and was bred by Mr. R. H. Pooler,
Serena, 111. In the trials he displayed in a marked degree
the qualities that go to make the perfect hound
Rock, whose record shows him to be the second best hound

in the pack, is owned by Mr 0. F. Joslin, of Oxford, Mass.
He is by Logan (a Kentucky hound) out of Muse, and was
bred by Granville Smitha, Athens, Ky. The record he haS
made at these trials is a proud one, and he undoubtedly has
a great future in store for him, as he is now but two years
and eight months old. Rock was prepared for the trials and
handled by Mr. F. G. Stewart, whose record with Clay last
year and Rock this shows him to be a remarkably successful
handler and trainer of foxhounds.
Tread, the Derby winner, is a small black and tan hovmd.

He was bred by Mr. L. A. Dennison, Waltham, Mass., and is
by Bonnie out of Maggie. He displayed wonderful endur-
ance, fine trailing qualities and is as good a Derby entry as
the club has ever seen.
In a driving rain on Saturdaymorning all but a half-dozen

hunters left for home, and by evening North Acton had
again fallen into that blissful repose which comes only to a
town which has no store, no church and the neare.st post
oflice two miles away. BRADLEY.

• • •

American Coursing' Club Meeting.
The officers elected at the American Coursing Club's busi -

ness meeting at Goodland, Kan., are: President, Dr. N.
Rowe; Vice-President, Dr. A. J. Cattanach; Secretary, Louis
Zudervan; Treasurer, J. V. Brinckman; Executive Commit-
tee—Ira D. Brougher, J. H.Watson, Dr. Irwin Royce; Ground
Committee—H. C. Lowe, J. H. Rew, D C. Luse. The club
accepting the decision of the National Greyhound Club in the
Pearl of Pekin case, it was decided that Mr. Edmonds should
be requested to refund the difference between first and sec-
ond moneys, that was wrongly paid to him in 1891 Pearl of
Pekin fame. The AmeHcan Field $100 will now be paid to
air. Bartels. The same rules as those adopted by the Ken-
more Coursing Club were adopted and the same Coursing
Board elected. Dr. Cattanach acted as secretary and Mr.
Hayman presided, representing Dr. Rowe.

• a • •

Western Coursing Club.
At the Leoti coursing meeting the principal stake was di-

vided by S. W. Vidler's Buenerita and American Coursing
Club's (F. B. Coyne's) Willis H. Miss Dollar II. and Royal
Crest ran well up but Drytime was again beaten in first
course. Home Stakes divided by R. S. Howard's Bolivar
and W. O. Aliplin's Jerry. Royal Crest, Maybrook Ken-
nels' Greenshine, was sold to Mr. Allplin of Ijeoti, Kan.

• • • •

New England Beagle Club.
The following gentlemen have been nominated for office

to serve the coming year, election takes place Nov. 6, at 7:30
P. M., at the Bacon House, Oxford, Mass.: For president,
F. W. Chapman, H. S. Joslin: vice-president, H. S. Joslin,
F. W. Cielleld, F. W. Chapman; sec'y-treasurer, B. S. Tur-
pin, W. S. Clark; executive committee, Henry Hanson, F.
W. Cielfeld, A. D. Fisk, B. S. Turpin, H. V. Jamieson.

• • • •

A liocal Meeting at Great Bend.
Mr. Z0TEVARN, of Great Bend, Kan., visited the FOKEST

AND Stream World's Fair exhibit recently and discoursed
pleasantly on coursing matters. Among other things he
mentioned that the young men of Great Bend had arranged
to hold a coursing meeting with such material for running
as could be gathered in the immediate vicinity of Great
Bend.

HUNTING AND COURSING NOTES.
The perils of coon hunting were illustrated in a startling

way by a fatal accident to a hunter in Monroe county, N. Y.,
one night last week. Two hunters had discovered the coon
crouching far out on a large limb. One climbed the tree
and sawed the limb to tumble the coon to the ground.
When the limb began to sag and crack the coon jumped to
the ground. The man on the ground sprang forward to get
at the coon just as the limb fell. It struck him on the head,
smashing it, and killing him almost instantly.

• • • •

There is some talk of cutting down the prizes in N. E. B.
C. trials on account of the entries not numbering as many
as anticipated. With an entry of 32 they should feel elated
instead of the other way, and unless the fees are reduced in
the same ratio the change would beget lack of confidence in
the future.

• • • •

The Royal Crest-Maybrook Kennels are now under the
joint proprietorship of Messrs. J. Herbert Watson and Hor-
atio Nelson. Mr. Bradbury; who did so well for both kennels
out West will be the trainer. This combination is a strong
one, and doubtless the stock already in the kennels will be
materially increased.

The comments, questions and suggestions which are coming in from
all quarters, American and English, are remarkable mainly for the

ignorance displayed of the history of the Cup and of the rules and
circumstances of the present races. One exception is the Field, which
gives two independent accounts of the races, with some very sensible

comments on the questions of centerboard, type, sail area and meas-
urement, which might be read with profit by many who are wasting
time and ink in thrashing over old straw.

The New York Herald of Oct. 29 containg a very thorough review of

the late international races, written by Mr. Irving Cox, of the Sea.
wanhaka Corinthian Y. C. While Mr. Cox is evidently a strong be-

liever in Vigilant, his critique is marked by an intelligent observation

and fair judgment, which is refreshing after the manyjcrude and preju-

diced opinions which liave appeared on both sides.

As A ram, the fast steam yacht Feiaeen can hardly be considered a
success; but she will soon make her second dSbut as a comnlerce de-

stroyer, having been sold to the Brazilian Grovernment, which will con-

vert her into a torpedo boat after rebuilding her.

The Marine journal describes Valkyrie aa a "keel sloop," but falls

to give any reason for thus classing her.

The Boston Herald of Oct. 29 contains a very fair comparison of

Colonia and Valkyrie, the conclusion being that Valkyrie would have
beaten tUe.Herreahoff keel. One importantpoint is overlooked by the
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Herald; Valkyrie represents Mr. Watson's ideal of what a keel boat

should be, while Colonia does not represent Mr. HerreshofE's' ideaj

keel boat, but merely the deepest yacht which could be conveniently

launched at the Bristol shops; a very different thing. To test fairly

the ability of the two designers, it will be necessary to deepen Colonia

to the limits which her designers have themselves indicated asneces.

gary—some 16 or 17ft. at least. The Herald also makes an interesting

and probably correct comparison of Vigilant and Jubilee.

Alrbadv four yachtsmen are mentioned as anxious to challenge for

the America's Oup, but there is hardly a possibility that any of them

has the least intention of doing so. They are John Jameson, James

Coats, T. B. 0. West and the Emperor of Germany. There are good

reasons why each of these yachtsmen is not likely to challenge, and

the prospects of a race next year are very far from encouraging.

Vigilant and Valkyrie.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Now that the contest is over once more for the much coveted

America Cup it may, perhaps, interest your readers to hear what a
Britipher has to say about it.

To begin with, I will not refer to any of the races except the last, on
Oct. 13, which, in my opinion, was the only really fair test they had.

On that day there was plenty of both wind and sea to show what
both were capable of doing, the only things to be regretted were the
unfortunate accidents to Valkyrie's spinahers and also to Vigilant's

centerboard. Which of them was most affected by these accidents it

is of course impossible to tell exactly, but the general opinion on this

side is naturally that Valkyrie was the greater sufferer, and even on
your side of the pond the opinion seems to tend rather in the same
direction. Be this as it may, there can be no doubt .about its having
been a grand race, and even if the result was not quite satisfactory to

us on this side, it seems to be admitted on aU, that though you may
be able to teach us something different as to build, sails, etc., still as
to the handling of a racing yacht our boys have not much to learn
from yours.
Another unfortunate thing was the fact of Valkyrie having been

altered from the trim she sailed all her twenty-four races in on this side;

in every one of these slie did all that could be expected of her, so why
her owner was induced to lighten her so much as really to maue
quite a different vessel of her, is what no one here can understand,
and in comparmg the speed she made here, one cannot avoid the con-

clusion that if she had done ns well on Oct. 13 she would have had a
good chance of winning the Cup.
The fastest races she sailed here were from the Nore to Dover on

June 10, and atCowes on Aug. 3. In the first of these her times were:
Nore to Tongue. 30 miles to windward, 2.16.00; Tongue to N. Sand
Head 14^4 miles, broad reach, 1.03.05—34^ miles in 3 21.05—or an average
of 10J4 miles an hour. On Aug. 3 at Cowes she did the 45 miles course,
close haul and run about equal, in 3.49.03, or an average of 11^ miles,

while in the match of Oct. 13, her time for 15 miles to windward and
15 miles rim was 3,26.52, or an average of 8% miles.

One cannot, of course, say exactly whether there was more or less

wind here on these days than in your match, but from the fact of her
not being able to carry her topsail at Cowes to windward it would
seem as if there was even more wind there than in New York. The
reports say it was blowing a gale, but if Valkyrie can carry her top-
sail in a Yankee gale it is certainly more than she could do in a strong
breeze on this side; in what we call a gale here she would require to

close reef and house topmast, just a-s Navahoe and Britannia had to
do in the match for the Brejaton's Reef cup.
Another pniut is, it is well known that Valkyrie is not quite the best

heavy weather craft we have on this side, her best pomt of sailing

being to windward in a light or moderate breeze. Every one who has
seen her in such weather, must admit this, and if she bad been in the
game trim as she was here. I rather think she would have made a very
different display of light windward work in the matches of Oct. 7 and
9: in fact, it may fairly be said that you never saw her in her proper
trim in any of the matches, not even the last, and if she had only had
another two or three -ons of lead on Oct. 13, the opinion here is, that
she would done even much better on that day than she did.

As it was, I see on working at the calculation, that if they had
carried on to The Needles in the same breeze, Valkyrie would have
been something like 45 miles ahead of Vigilant, as for instance she
beat her Im. .55s. in the 15 miles to windward, so on the 3,000 miles over
to this side, at the same speed, 7 miles an hour, she would have beaten
her by about fi}^ hours, equal to 4534 miles.

Another point we have to complain of here is, that the New York
rules do not put our vessels on equal terms, this is clearly seen in the
fact af Vigilant being allowed to carry about l,aO0sq. ft. more canvas,
without any penalty; this would never be allowed in Britain.

Ak Old Yachtsman.
[It is quite possible that the changes of ballast immediately before

the Cup races threw Valkyrie otit of trim and hurt more than they
helped her; but so far as stability is concerned, she was stiif enough
at all times, and would have carried her sail well on the last day with-
out the extra ton of lead. Our correspondent is in error as to the
New York Y. 0. rule, as it does tax sail, as well as length; in fact it is

in principle identicid with the Y. R. A. rule, though easier on sail. It

H.ust be remembered that Vallcyrie paid for 6ft of excessof spinaker
boom, thus making her nominal oail area proportionately larger than
Vigilant's.]

Tacht Captains as Hosts.

Oapt. Cbanipield and the crew of the English cutter Valkyrie were
feted by the Yachtmasters' and Engineers' Association of Tebo's
yacht basin last night. The yaohtmas'ers and engineers thought that
to entertain the visitors would help to establish ihe feeling of good
fellowship between the sailors of England and America, and at the
same time they wanted to show how they appreciated the brilliant

seamanship shown by the Englishmen in handling the Valkyrie in the
races.
e dinner was served in Prospect Hall, Brooklyn, and although

the hall is a large one its seating capacity was tixed to the utmost.
More than 200 sat down to the dinner. The hall was tastefully deco-
rated. The ensigns of England and America were draped together at
each end of the room, the international code of signals was placed all

around the room, and palms, cut flowers and greens helped to make
the^cene a very pretty one.
The Valkyrie men were on hand in time and attracted lots of atten-

tion as they went from the yacht at Tebo"s to the hall. They wore
their blue jerseys with the word -'Valkyrie" and the initials "R. Y. S."
embroidered on the front of each. Capt. "Willie" Cranfield led the
men, and when they arrived at the hall they were received by Capt.
Wicks, Capt. Betts, Engineer North and Theodore Krombach. Each
man was decorated with a big yellow chrysanthemum. The hue of
their jerseys and the yellow flowers helped to make Lord Dunraven's
colors more conspicuous.
About 8:30 o'clock dinner was announced, and Capt. Wicks, the

chairman of the association, escorted Capt. Cranfield to the seat of
honor at the head of the table Mate Ponder, Navigator Harvey, and
the thirty-five sailors of the Valkyrie followed, while the orchestra
played "God Save the Queen," and the American sailors cheered. The
Englishmen occupied a long table in the center of the room, with Cajit,

Wicks at the head and Capt. Cranfield on his right.

There were about 200 present at the dinner, and among them were
old shellbacks who have sailed yachts for years and have won many
races. All were loud in their praisps of the Englishmen, and of the
ability shown by Capt. Cranfield. There was Capt. "Nick" Dand, of
the steamer Stranger, a skipper who has handled yachts for a quarter
of a century; Capt. Bowen, who has grown gray at the wheel, and
who is now in charge of Manning's Basin, was there; so was Capt.
Cooley, of the steamer Radha; Capt. Betts, of the schooner Miranda;
Capt. Wicks, of the steamer Electra; Capt. W. A. Prfsscy, of the
Vamoose; Capt, Roberts of the steamer Emu; Capt. Kelleher, of the
schooner Triton; Capt. C. E. Bailey, of the steamer Corsau-; Capt.
OoUamore, of the steamer Wadena; Capt. G. T. Webster, of the
schooner Orywhea; Capt Charles E. Woods, of the sloop Rose Marie;
Capt. Charles Belmont, of the sloop Sagitta; Capt. J. W. Stafford, of
the schooner Siren; Capt. E. L. Rowland, of the schooner Elma; Capt.
Richards, of t he steamer Ladoga; Capt. Fish of the Vesta; Capt. Frank
T. Acker, of the schooner Cavalier; Capt. Matthews, of the schooner
Brunhilde; Capt. Crosby, of the schooner Coronet; Capt. C. Percival,
of the schooner Republic; Capt. Gulle.r, Chief Engineer Sand, of
Tebos; Superintendent C. E. Brown, Chiei' Engineer Frank Broughton,
of the steamer Spindrift; Superintendent Walford, of the Iron
Steamboat Companj : Superintendent Gregory, of the boats belonging
to the Jersey Central Railroad; Chief Engineer Porter, of the steamer
Nourmabal; Chief Engineer North, of the steamer Electra; Assistant
Engineer F. Huramel and Mate Johnson, of the Nourmabal; G. W.
Lyons, Gus Basoh, Alderman R. T. Blume, T. S. Sprung. Capt. Thomas
Avery, Chiet Engineer Baker, of the Stranger; Stewai-d Petersen, of
the steamer Oneida; David Clark and W. Bishop. All these men are
well known in the yachting world, and the yarns they spun of past
contests on the ocean would make good reading for months.
When all were seated Capt. Wicks welcomed all present and told

how they had met to honor their visitors, the Englishmen. Capt.
Wicks has evidently taken a good lesson from er-Commodore Gerry,
ftud that efflaaat officer is to be congratulated pa having a skipper

who can handle a yacht so expertly and so gracefully occupy the
position at the head of a banqueting table.

When Capt. Wicks bad finished, every one set to work to study the
menu and enjoy the dinner. The cards were very tastefully arranged.
Old Glory and the Union Jack were paint«d at the top. and under
them M'ere the words, "Valkyrie Dinner. Our Tribute." The various
dislies were facetiously named after prominent yacht skippers. One
was "Brand" new salmon, Hansen sauce and Dunraven potatoes.
Capt. Nick Dand recommended this to every one. Then there was
"Johnson" fllet of beef, Crosby sauce and Fish peas. There were
four salads named "Porter," "Sherlock," "Wicks" and "Sam Slicks,"

and as no one wished to hurt the feelings of any of these skippers all

were declared good.
With the dessert came bonbons. Each one present had to snap his,

and wear the paper cap it contained. Capt. Cranfleld's face is tanned
red and his beard is of the fiery hue. His cap was a green one, and a
general laugh was caused when he put it on his head by one joll.y

sailor remarking, in a stage whisper, "The green above the red."
During the dinner the Menio Quartet, composed of Messrs. E. and

C. Senne. J. H. Jackson, and G. B. Knobloch sang. Then came the
toasts and speeches. Capt. Betts gave the first one, "Our Guests,"
and Capt. Cranfield, in a few well-chosen words, replied. He thanked
every one on behalf of the Valkyrie's crew for the entertainment, and
invited all to visit them in England. He said he hoped to be back
again and meet every one nest year.

Then came the toasts, the President, the Queen, the New York Y. C.

and American yachting fraternity, and the Prince of Wales and the
Royal Y'acht Squadron. Several of the Englishmen spoke, and Sailor

Roper sang some songs. It was early in the mornmg when the sailors

left the hall, and every one declared he never had such a good time.—
New York Times, Oct. 2A.

Sailing in Home and Foreign Waters.
Yachtsmen as a rule are inclined to underestimat*. a factor in inter-

national yachting which, in our opinion, is one of the most serious
handicaps which a challenger must submit to—the fact that he sails

amid new and strange surroundings. It is not the material difficulties

of local pilotage and weather conditions, as these may be largely
overcome by open courses, as in the present races, and by a good local

pilot; but it is in the moral effect of sailing among strange yachts,
with unfamiliar surroundings and with the unavoidable conviction that
the sympathies of the spectators are with the other boat. At the
same time, the responsibility of sailing a challenger in a great interna-
tional race is something very different from that in the regular home
events, however important they may be. Both Navahoe and Valkyrie
have felt the effects of this moral handicap this year, and no change of
conditions can entirely remove it from future races. Valkyrie would
unquestionably have profited by being here a month earlier and being
sailed for a lime in her new trim; but even then she would have been
at a certain disadvantage beside the home boat. The Field makes the
following pertinent comments on the subject:

"It is not surprising to find an impression prevailing that our yachts
do not sail as well in American waters as they do at home; in fact,

that directly they enter upon a contest for the America Cup they 'go
all to pieces' in their sailing. The mere eftlect wrought upon the
imagination by the defeat of the yacht which had been successful at
home is sufficient to account for this impression, but in reality there
is good reason for its existence. In the first plac--, it must be remem-
bered that, so far as the sailing master is concerned, he is placed in a
novel situation ; that is, the courses are fresh to him and so are the
whole surroundings—including the phalanx of steamboats and their

hideously distracting greetings. With regard to the yacht herself,

she usually undergoes some alterations in hull, ballasting, trim, and
sail plan at the last moment before starting to cross the Atlantic, and
in the end has to enter upon the contests without proper trials to
determine the value of such alterations. To what extent Valkyrie
was altered we do not know; but she is now 15in. shorter on the water-
line than she was in the contests at home: her topsailyard and jack-
yard are much longer than those used in English waters; her spinaker
boom is about 12ft. longer, and, of course, greater in diameter. We
are not saying that any of these conditions could be avoided, but they
at least are sufficient to cause a difference in the performance of a
vessel either for better or for worse. We cannot say that it is alto-

gether satisfactoi'y from a sporting point of view, that a yacht should
visit a foreign country, and saU herself out in a number of op«n
matches, like Navahoe did here, and finally compete for international
challenge cups; but it is at least more satisfactory for the challenger;
and we cannot help thinking that any future British yacht which
challenges for the America Cup should get over to the other side early
in July, and take part m every available race."

A Cruising Sloop.
At Drake's yard in South Boston, the cruising sloop that is being

built for Mr. J. F. Small is timbered out. Her exact dimensions are:
Length over all 37ft. 6in., length on waterhne 28ft. 6in., beam 18ft. The
overhangs are about Sfc. aft and 6ft. forward. Although she is a
centerboard boat, there will be Oft. of headroom in the cabin.
The cabin itself will be 17ft. 6in. long, and will be fitted with two

double and two single berths, a wash room, clothes press and large
china closet, while the space under the transoms will be utilized as a
store room, being divided up into drawers and lockers. Forward will

be the cook stove and a roomy forecastle with two folding berths in it.

She will have a large water-tight cockpit with seats on the sides.

There is 2fl. of deck between the sides of the house, or trunk, and the
rail. Her mast is to ne stepped 7ft. aft of the stem head. This will

leave a place for thewindlass and also give a fine chance for her crew
to work forward. With her centerboard hoisted she will only draw 3ft.

of water.
The sail plan is very small. The main Doom will be 36ft. and the

mast will only measure 34ft. from the deck to truck. A boat will be
carried on davits at the quarter. The keel is hewed out of a massive
oak log, and will be protected by an iron shoe running its whole
length. The timbers are heavy and only spaced 9in. apart on the cen-
ters. The planking is to be ]i4in. hard pine.

When she is completed Mr. Small will have probably the most com-
fortable cruiser of her size ever seen in these waters. The boat is

from his own designing board, and does him much credit.

By 1 his building of a cruiser it looks as if small boat yacht racing
was soon to lose two amateurs who have been remarkably successful
in the last few years. Mr. J. P. Small is the designer of many of our
flyers. The 21-footer Exile, the fastest wide centerboard boat in East-
ern waters, is of his design. He has also made a wonderful record
with his mosquito boats. The Enigma, now Banjo, was a sure prize-
winner, while the Tantrum has been king pin of the fleet for several
years, though Mr, Small's new '-skeeter," Katydid, has defeated her
the only two times they ever came together. An amateur designer,
who sails his own boats, and even built the Katydid, yet he has a
record in smaU boats that many professionals would be proud of. His
brother, Mr. S. N Small, who will accompany him on his cruises, is

also a crack amateur skipper and designer. The 22-footer Ustane and
the mosquito boat Transit are his productions, both fust and with
good records, but it is his latest boat, the 23-footer Hiladee, that has
brought him the most fame. The Hiladee has pushed the Beatrice
very hard for her laurels this season, and is a splendid all-round boat.

If these two amateur yachtsmen leave the ranks of the racing )nen
it will be a long time before their places are filled, for they combine a
thorough knowledge of both yacht desigmng and sailing with a spirit

sportsmanlike fairness that makes them poptdar even with those they
have heatea—Boston Herald.

More About the Centerboard.
A OORRKSPONDENT of the Bostou Transcript writes as follows of the

early history of the centerboard:
"Referring to the article in your issue of the 18th, taken from the

New York Sxin, I beg to say that in 1670 I wrote for the New York
Herald a paper entitled 'The Origin and History of Centerboards,' the
statements made in which have never, so far as I know, been contro-
verted or even openly doubted. In the year mentioned I ran across a
book in possession of a friend which gave descriptions and diagrams
of two centerboards vessels, which I venture to believe were the first

ever constructed. The book was unfortunately destroyed in the fire

of 1872, and I am unable to recall the title. It was published in London
in 18ul, and is well known in England, as I have seen from time to time
several allusions to it in the Field and other papers. The original cen-
terboard, then called a sliding keel, was invented in 1774, by Capt. John
Schank, a captain in the British Navy, and the boat to which it was
applied was built in this city.

"In 1789, after Capt. Schank had returned to England he built a boat
at Deptford with three shding keels. In the following year the Trial
cutter was constructed on the same principle at Plymouth, and after-
ward several others, three of which. Trial, Cynthia, sloop-of-war, and
Lady Nelson, were at the beginning of the century still in the service
of the British Government. The Lady Nelson went on a voyage of
discovery to New South Wales, and proved to be an excellent sea boat.
"Folkard's 'Sailing Boat' says the present form of board, then

styled the revolving board, is the invention of a British Navy captain,
while a prisoner of war at Verdun, about 1812. The original model
was said to be in the museum at Ipswich, England, and a copy was
deposited in the Adelaide Gallery in London. I have no particular
point to make or any theory to establish, but I suppose aU yachting
men want to learn the facts, and as these points appear to be clearly

made out, 1 Bubmit theia for criticism or correction, H. B. J._

:yacht news notes.
Arthur B. Claflin, son of John Claflin, the dry goods merchant. 18

trying to recover $10,000 from Caldwell H, Colt, of Hartford, for

alleged damages to the steam yacht Puzzle. The action was begun
in the Supreme Court in 1891 by lawyer Robert H Griffin, with Col.

Robert G. IngersoU as counsel, and yesterday Justice Barrett

appointed a commission to take testimony in Florida. The Puzzle

was buOt by Jacob Lorillard to be used as a house-boat in the shallow

waters of Florida. The boat is 90ft, long, 12ft. wide, draws 4i^ft. of

water and has a single screw. Mr. Claflin purchased it of Mr. Loril-

lard, and by a contract made in November, 1889, he chartered it to Mr.

Colt. The latter agreed to pay 82,600 for the use of the boat, of

which he was to take posspssion on Nov. 1. 1889, He agreed to pay
all operating expenses and to return the Puzzle to Mr. Claflin on a
certain date in the harbor of Brunswick, Ga. In his complaint Mr.

Claflin alleges that Mr. Colt tried to sail the inizzle in waters so rough
that the machinery was injured and the hull was strained, and that

he deserted the yacht at Punta Bassa instead of r<iturning her to

Brunswick. BIr. Colt rejoins that the plaintiff knowingly deceived

him with regard to the qualities of the yacht; that the Puzzle is un-
seaworthy and that experienced seamen refused to take her to sea

after March 15, 1890. Mr. Colt denies that he deserted tho boat and
says he left her at St. James City. Fla., in charge of a watchman, after

notifying Blr. Claflin that he could find the Puzzle at that place. Mr.

Colt adds that he was the one who suffered damages, because he had
to hire another yacht for $700 after he found the Puzzle to be unsea-
worthy.

—

New York Sun.

At a meeting of the New York Y. C. on Oct. 26, Vice-Corn. W. Butler

Duncan, Jr., presiding. Lord Dunraven was proposed for honorary
membership b.y Com. Morgan, seconded by Vice Com. Duncan, and
unanimously e"lected, subject to ratification at the next meeting of
the club, as required by the rules. The followin.g new members were
elected: Charles Carroll, Walter C. Tuckernmn, John Corwin, Anthony
J. Drexpl, J. W. Phillip, J. Herbert Ledwith, Robert Hartshorne, J.V.

Wright, Francis H. Davies. Howard Gould, Alexander M. Griswold,
Clarkson Potter, Orme Wilson, the Hon. Cecil Baring, Frederick
Rodgers, E. M. Shepard, Walter Luttgen, John M. McCurdy, John
.Jameson. John H. Sanderson. Joseph H. Kemochan, E. Le Roy Stew-
art, Prescott Hall Butler, Wells L. Fields, F. Edwin Elwell, Edwin K.
Johnson, Frederick A. Johnson, Alfred C. Harrison, John R. Drexel,

C. McR. Winslow, John N. Masury, Lewis F. Chanler, Dr. George
Trowbridge ami J C. Watson. The Am»rica's Cup committee and the
regatta committee presented their reports in parts, and received per-

mission to print them and present them at the nest meeting. The
committee on a new club house reported progress. The following
nominating committee was elected: William P. Douglas, Ogden Goelet,

C. Ohver Iselin, Henry C. Ward, George L. Rives, Gouverneur Kort-
right, John R. Piatt, Edward E. Chase, John G. Beresford and Ford-
ham Morris.

The following papers will be read at the first meeting of the Society
of Naval Architects and Marine Engineers on Nov. 16, at No. 12 West
31st St., New Y'ork:

'•Transatlantic Navigation:" Charles H. Cramp, Esq., President
Wm. Cramp <& Sons' Ship and Engine Building Company, Philadel-

plua, Pa. "Steel Ships of the Qnited States Navy:" Theodore D. Wil-
son, ex-Chief Constructor, U.S.N. "The Development of Shipbuilding
on the Great Lakes:" Jno. F. Pankhurst, Esq . Vice-President and
General Manager Globe Iron Works, Cleveland. Ohio. "Notes on the
Machinery of the New Vessels of the LTnited States Navy:" George
W. Melville, ^Ingineer in-Cliiff, U. S. N. "Comparative Performances
of American and Foreign Freighting Ships—Our Superiority:" Wm.
W. Bates. Esq., late Commissioner of Navigation, Treasury Depart-
ment. "United States Treasury Rules for the Inspection of Machinery
and Boilers," James T. Boyd, Esq., General Manager George F. Blake
Manufacturing Company. Papers are also expected from the follow-
ing gflntlemen, but the exact titles have not yet been decided upon:
Col. Edwin A. Stevens, President Ho bo ken ferries; A. Cass Canfleld,
member America's Cup Committee, New York Y. C.; Joseph H. Lin-
nard, Naval Constructor, U. S N,

Norman L. Munro cannot dispose of the yacht Vamoose pending
the litigation which is now in progress over the vessel brought by
Frank T. Morrill, to compel Munro to give him a bill of sale of the
yacht for $10,000. Justice Barilett decided yesterday to grant the
injunction pending the suit in order to preserve the status quo of the
matters until the hearmg of the case on the merits, otherwise Mr.
Morrill, even if successful on the trial, would wholly fail to secure the
object of his motion. The Vamoose was formerly owned by William
R.Hearst. Morrill wanted Munro to purchase the yacht for him and
agreed to pay S12,000 or less for it. Morrill offered him S2,500 on ac-
count of the purchase, but he would not accept this. Afterward,
when he learned the boat was more valuable than he thought it was,
he offered the S10,000. which Munro declined to accept.—iVew; York
Herald.

An interesting race of steam launches took place on the Ohio River
at Pittsburgh on Oct 14. Numerous entries were made, but there
were only eight starters on account of the cyclone which was blowing
on that day and which prevented the smaller launches from starting,
owing to the heavy sea. The race was over a measured course of six
miles, and the winner was the Gwendoline, belonging to Messrs. Geo.
E. and Chas. A. Painter, of the Pittsburgh Iron Works. Notwith-
standing the heavy sea and strong wind, the Gwendoline covered the
course in 18m. and 35s. She has the reputation of being the fastest
boat, regardless of size, on the Ohio River. Her success is due to the
Roberls boiler, which carries 2501bs. of steam and has been in use
several years with the muddy Ohio River water, and has never needed
repau-s.

The finest yacht photos we have seen this year are those taken by
Messrs. West & Son, Palmerston Road. Southsea, Eng. They are of
large size, 15X12 and 11x9, and show Navahoe, Valkyrie, Britannia,
Satanita and other yachts of the year. The positions of the yachts are
spirited in the extreme, and the work is excellent from an artistic

standpoint. We understand that Messrs. West have sent a represent-
ative to this country who has secured photos of the Cup races.

At its election this month the Ohio Y. C. re-elected Com. Gunckel,
the other new officers being: Vice-Corn. Henry Tracy; Rear Com.,
Henry Marshall; Sec , Gus Keip; Treas., Rufus Long; Fleet Surgeon,
Dr. J. T. Woods; Fleet Captain, George Craig; Measurer, Denison
Steele; Directors—F. N. Quale, D. W. Stroud, J. W. Sanfleet, J. H.
Southard.

A yacht club has been recently organized at Pittsburgh, Pa., with the
following officers: Com., C. E. Painter; Vice-Com., G. Boland; Fleet
Captain, N. M, White; Regatta Committee—C.W. Hodgson, C. Rodgers,
O. Clarke; Fleet Surgeon, H. Jones: Asst. Fleet Surgeon. Dr. J. B.
Keaggy; Treas., S. C. Lighthill; Trustees- G. E. Painter, W. C. Gal-
breath, J, Praeger. The name will be the Pittsburgh Y". C.

The Old Colony Y. C. has elected the following officers: Com., Wm.
Fessenden; Vice-Com., W. V. Baker; Rear-Com., C. V.Greenlaw; Treas.,
E.K.Pratt; Sec'y, Geo. A, Hall; Meas., M.' M. Torrence; Regatta
Committee: Samuel Ware, M. M. Torrence, C. V. Greenlaw, Geo. A.
Hall and Robert Gregg.

It is reported that the Stewart & Binney fin-keel Pilgrim will be
altered to a passenger steaoier, to rim about Hull and Qiiincy, her
flu being removed and engines with twin screws substituted, with cabins
on deck. Messrs. Stewart & Binney have made the plans for the alter-
ations.

The Atlantic Works at East Boston have the keel blocks laid for a
steel steam yacht of 163ft. over all, designed by J. H. Dahi, designer
of the steam yacht Seneca. The yacht is said to be for Mr. George F.
Fabyan, of New York, for whom the Seneca was built.

David HaU Rice, a successful Boston lawyer, died recently at hia
home in Brookline. a^ed 50 years. Mr. Rice was an ardent yachtsman,
the owner of the yawls White Cap and Orgo, and a contributor to the
Forest and Stream.

On Oct. 25, Messrs. Waton and Rat.sey sailed on the White Star
steamer Teutonia. On the same vessel were Captain Cranfield,
Navigator Harvey and Valkyrie's crew.

Jessie, scbr., Mr. McDonough, of San Francisco, will be greatly
altered in rig this winter, the excessive rake of her masts being re-
duced, and the single jib replaced by a double head rig.

Navahoe arrived at Madeira on Oct, '20 and sailed on Oct. 23 for Ber-
muda. Her racing spars were shipped to New York by the Berlin on
Oct. 14 and her sails by the New York on Oct. 21.

White Layde, steam yacht, under charter for the summer to Mr.
Ogden Goelet, sailed for England on Oct. 31, her charter having ex-
pired.

Pastime, schr., F. E Whitney, is out at Frisbie's yard, Salem, for a
new counter, and a lead keel in place of inside ballast.

Chrystal, cutter, has been hauled out at Lawley 's and 2,0001bs. of lead
have been added to her keel.

Wasp, 46-footer, has been sold by Archibald Rogers to F. J. Lippett.

A Record Breaker.
The advertisement I placed with you three years ago has held good

up to date, for I have not had to advertise in any paper since—a good,
paying investiaent anda st«g?er. Geo. F. Reed, Barton, Vt,

^T^
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The "Double Cat" Boat Squlnx.
Thb term "double cat" is not known in the East, but is peculiar to

the lakes in the vicinity of Detroit, Mich., the rig itself being that of
the noted "Mackinaw" boats. Just as the familiar "cat yawl" of the
Eastern coast is a yawl without a jib, in the same way the "double
cat" is a ketch, the after sail being proportionately larger than the
cat yawrs mizen, and stepped further forward. The rig is much used
on the rough waters of the lakes.
Squinx, for whose lines we are indebted to the designer and owner,

Mr. Richard P. Joy, of Detroit, Mich., was designed for use on Lake
St. Clair, where shoal draft and seagoing qualities are equally essen-
tial, and in this season's use she has proved very successful, being
both fast and able, while her rig is very simple and easily handled.
She was built by the Detroit Boat Works, and is well put together;

the keel, frames, sheerstrake and planksheer being of oak. The
frames are spaced 8in., and the planking is double, an inner skin of
J^in. white cedar, laid diagonally, with an outer of J^in. cedar laid fore
and aft. The deck and bulkheads are of mahogany. The hull is
divided into five watertight compartments by the three transverse bulk-
beads and the centerboard trunk.
The method of hanging the centerboard is similar to that used in

canoes, and was devised by Mr Fred Ballin, manager of the Detroit
Boat Works. The centerboard is of J^in. iron, and to avoid any dam-
age through the breaking of the pendant, space is left at the fore end
of the trunk, so that the board may drop to a vertical position without
straining the pin. The board and pin may be readily lifted out at any
time. The dimensions of the boat are as follows:

"double cat" squiNx—dimensions.
Length over all 24ft. Tin.

l.w.l aift.
Beam, extreme 6ft. 6in.

I-w.l 5ffc. lOJ^in.
Draft without board 2ft.

bow.. ]' ift.
Sheer, stern 43^in.
Least freeboard 1ft. 4]4in.
Ballast, iron, keel lOOOlbs.

inside lOOOlbs.

Total 20001bs.
Foresail 243sq. ft.
Mainsail 123sq. ft.

Total 866sq. ft.

The wave lines shown in the smaller drawing are the results of
careful study during experiments conducted in the summer of 1893 in
actual sailing and are onlyformed, as shown, when the boat is on an
even keel before the wind.
The wave lines in the drawing are of the most extreme type, being

formed at a very high rate of speed—for a small boat-in shallow
water, but the same results are achieved, only to a less extent, in
deep water.
The>rrows show the motion of the water; jus*-, under the bows the

CENTERBOARD.

water is given a forward motion and the waves of displacement, or
bow waves, are thrown off, leaving a hollow for the middle body to
travel m, causing the boat to settle deeper in the water by the changem the vvaterlines, although the displacement must remain the same.
If the boat's bow be very bluff, and the bow waves thrown off exces-
sive, the hollow in which travels the middle body will be greater
causing the boat to settle still deeper in the water, with higher wave
of replacement.
From the wave of displacemet the water appears to pass under-

neath the boat, on her diagonals, with a strong current toward the
stern, racreasing the skin friction of the middle body, and forms the
wave of replacement, or stern wave. If in very shallow water this
wave will break, forming a comber from six to ten feet long on either
counter.

It is apparent that although the displacement must always remain
the same, the waterline has become much longer and more narrow
giving the boat a greater tendency to roll.
Concerning the boat's performance in heavy weather her owner

writes:
"Since writing you last I have been through a 40-mile gale with

Squinx, having been caught out in the storm of Sept. 16, which did
much damage to our lake shipping. I was obliged to beat to wind-
ward 12 miles m the teeth of the gale and in a terrible sea, to reach a
harbor. I had three reefs and then had too much sail, but the boat
worked to perfection and handled perfectly. I can truly say that the
double cat is as weatherly a boat as I have ever sailed in an experi-
ence covering all kinds of craft on salt and fresh water."

"Canoe and Boat Building for Amateurs."
The following letter was not intended for publication, but we trust

that the writer will pardon the liberty we take in laying it before our
readers, as such an unsolicited testimonial to the merits of the de-
sign mentioned, and also of the book as a whole, cannot fail to be
gratifying to us. The letter is dated from Victoria, AustraUa:
W. P. Stephens, Esq.
About eighteen months ago I thought I would try to build a boat.

As I had no experience at that sort of work I looked about for a book
on the subject and in Melbourne I found two books, — and also your
"Canoe and Boat Building for Amateurs." I have found the latter
book invaluable, and must thank you for producing such a work.

I may say my business is sheep-farming, and I have had no training
i n the use of tools, but carpentry is a favorite pastime of mine.
With the assistance of a friend I built your canoe Raritania, choos-

ing this design as being most suitable for our river, theGlenelg, which
is quite unsuitable for sailing, beingcarrow and winding in our locality

;

a chain of water holes in summer, but subject to floods in the winter.
I built the Raritania from your instructions and dimensions, and

met with no insurmountable obstacles. I could not procure the tim-
ber you suggest, but made the keel, ttem and stern pieces of American
ash; skin, decks and coaming of kauri pine, ribs of hickory and kauri
Dine, and deck beams, etc., from a piece of inch flooring board Cpine).
I used rather heavier material than you suggest, as I wanted plenty of
strength The result surpassed my expectations, and my assistant
builder and I had a twenty days' fishing trip at the mouth of the
Glenelg, where there is a stretch of eighty miles of deep water teeming
with fish. The canoe carried the two of us with outfit and provisions
(for a week), about BOOlbs., and though down to the gunwale streak
never made a drop of water.
Since then I have had several trips on the River Glenelg in flood

time, and I find the canoe can do anything. The river runs very fast
ra places, but the Raritania can go anywhere. Six months ago I built
a light canvas canoe, 10ft. 6in.x30in., weighing 561bs., and my mate
and I went down stream last flood forty miles, in four and a half
hours and then took matters easy, so you may imagine the current.

I built the canvas canoe frame of kauri pine throughout, but put
no decking on, but instead have covers of American cloth buttonmg
on to studs on tlie gunwale.

I put a mast and lateen sail on the Raritania and a few days ago put
on a temporary keel 3in. deep at the center and about 6ft. long, and
with it can go very close to the wind and carry more sail. I intend
some of these day days to tackle one of the centerboard canoes and
see what I can do to turn out a crack sailer. The Raritania cost me
complete under £4.10, or I suppose you would reckon about $23,
and I have had $5,000 worth of pleasure in building and using her. I
find the chief difliculty here in procuring suitable timber, as all I can
get is American ash from the local carriage builder, and flooring
boards, and Oregon and red pine, but the pine is so full of knots as to
be worthless. I had a great deal of trouble to find a piece of clear
pine and at last secured a saddler's signboard, the only piece I could
find. lean get any amount of kauri pine by ordering it from Mel-
bourne. It is a New Zealand wood and a beautiful wood to work, as
you can get it of any length and size you wish, and as clean as you
like. It is not often you find a knot in Kauri. I do not know how it
would compare with your woods for planking canoes, but I got on the
skin without steaming or boiling. Kauri is very durable. I have a
frame of the horseworks for a chaff cutter of kauri exposed to the
weather for 15 years and partly buried in the ground, and not more
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than J4in. of the outside is rotten. I have the 1889 edition of your
book.

I do not think anj' of our native woods are of much use for boats,
as as a rule they are heavy and apt to split easily, and it is hard to
season them. Again thanking you for your assistance to amateur
boat builders. C. S.

CANOE NEWS NOTES.
The St. Lawrence River Skiff, Canoe and Steam Launch Co., of Clay-

ton, N. Y., have obtained the highest awards at the World's Colum-
bian Exposition for 28 boats exhibited, namely. St. Lawrence River
fishing skiff, St. Lawrence combination row and sailboat, bulb-fin sail-

ing boat Scarecrow, Thames rowboat, Champlain rowboat, yacht ten-
der, general purpose canoe and Canadian paddling canoes.

The annual meeting of the executive committee of the American
Canoe Association will be held at Clark's, West Twenty-third street,
New York, on Nov. 4, with a dinner in the evening at the same place.

The photo of the New York C. C. house, which was published last

week, vnth another view was taken by Mr. Samuel Trimble, Bennett
Building, New York;

Hudson Rifle Club.
The fifth annual prize shoot of the Hudson Rifle Club was held at

their club house Oct. 23, 24 and 25. It was the most successful and
best attended affair the club has ever held. Tbe first and second
evenings were devoted principally to the target of honor, which were
for members only. At the close of the shootmg on the second even-
ing Captain Mahlenbrock offered a few excellent remarks and pre-
sented to the tissemblage Mr. Thos. A. Reynolds, king of the festival
for 1893. Receiving the king medal he responded that he was glad to
)>ave the bonor of tne festival, and furthermore he was delighted to

be able to say he had competed and won the honor from some of the
most noted crack shooters in New Jersey.
Mr. J J. Evans next responded by stating a brief outline of the

club's work during the past five years of its existence and said that
there was no reason why it should not be as well developed and strong
as other like organizations. He hoped that in the next five years the
club would reach such a point with the present elements that it

would be second to none in the State, and that it would have a head-
quarters and ranges that would be equal, if not better, than any like

organization in the country. After a rousing good cheer the captain
and treasurer responded with brief speeches, after which members
and guests partook of the refreshments awaiting them.
The following scores were made on the target of honor, possible 75:

TAReynolds (King) .69 H E Boddey 57
John Smith 68 " -

-

Chas Hutch 65
ABraun, Sr 6:3

J J Evans 62
E P Ingram 58

Dr Jos Autenrieth. .44

H L Hansen 56 John Rebhan 44
Jos Buch 54 Thos Welsh 32
H Mahlenbrock 53 S Middloton 27
Bern Theil 51 C ScMeimacher 16
C Staderman 49

The distribution of the prizes on this target was under the direction
of Messrs. Middleton and Evans, and they were of the most elaborate
ever received by the members of this club. The last evening was, in-

deed, well attended, and representatives of most all the well-known
clubs were present. Among those noticed were Messrs. Ross, Dorrler
and Flach, of the Zettler Rifle Club; Messrs. Rosenbaum, Zahn and
Buss, of the Empire Rifle Club: Messrs. Hansen and Hughes, of the
Excelsior Rifle Club; Messrg. Chas. Hutch, of the Harlem Rifle Club,
and many others.
Shooting was indeed very lively and spirited, and much rivalry ex-

isted between the guests. This was the fifth anniversary of the organ-
ization. High scores were the order of the evening, and by referring
to the Ust at the end it will be noticed that many tried for the golden
apple at the head of the prize list.

At 11 o'clock Capt. Mahlenbrock announced that a supper was in

waiting for the guests, and invited all present to accompany him to
the adjoining dining hall and partake of an elaborate repast. Speeches
and toasts were spoken. Meanwhile the secretaries were making up
the prizes. All m attendance expressed themselves well satisfled,

having spent the most enjoyable evening the Hudson Eifle Club ever
held under its roof. "T''^
The distribution of the ring target prizes next took place, and these

were awarded to the following riflemen;
1. Chas Hutch. Harlem Rifle Clnb 75 74 73—222
2. M Dorrler, Zettler 74 74 78—221
3. F C Ross, Zettler 74 73 73—220
4 W Rosenbaum, Empire 73 73—146-
5. B Zahn. Empire 73 73—146
6 J Rebhan, Hudson 73 72-145-
7. L Buss, Empire 72 72—144
8. T A Reynolds, Hudson 72 72-144
9. J Autenrieth, Hudson 72 71—143

10. L P Hansen, Excelsior 72 70-142
11. L Flacb, MiUer 71 71—142-

12. H Mahlenbrock, Hudson 71 70—141
13. Jas Hughes, Excelsior 69 69—138
14. H L Hansen^ Hudson 70 66—136

It was also stated at this prize shoot that the Hudson Rifle Club will

always be pleased to receive programmes of such prize shoots and
festivals and will endeavor to send representatives to return the com-
pliments bestowed by their fellow friends at this, their fifth annual
festival.

GreenviUe Rifle Club.
The active members of the Greenville (N. J.) Rifle Club are keeping

hard at work at their practice both in the gallery and on the 200-yard
range.
On Friday night, Oct. 27, the club opened its new half yearly handi-

cap series in the gallery range. Fourteen members were present and
participated in the shoot. C. Boag and Robidoux each got a handi-
cap of 7 points from Dorrler and 3 points from Plaisted. Both Boag
and Robidoux, with 7 points added to their scores of 245 and 244, have
more than the possible 250. The scratch men are trying to figure out
where they will come in. The scores in the gallery competition are
appended, 10 shots, possible 250: C. Boag 245, W. H. Robidoux 244,
M. Dorrler 240, G. W. Plaisted 239, Geo. Purkess 232, C. Scheeline 282,

J. Boag 2:30, W. C. Collins 228, C. Agnew 222, J. Dodds 219, C. H.
Chavant 218, John Spahn 216, John Hill 215, H. Mang 178.

At the Saturday outing of the club in Ambruster's Park seven
members were present for practice, but only four entered the 50-shot
handicap sweepstake match. This handicap rule has got to be quite
popular with the members who have been taking part in it and it will
probably be kept up through the winter if the weather is not too
severe for outdoor practice. CoUn Boag entered the competition to-
day with his new .38-55 Ballard. Inasmuch as this was Boag's first

appearance in the handicap match, and that his gun was strange to,

him, the handicapper was disposed to be very hberal, granting him 7&.
points. Boag started off with the modest score of 184 points; Jiet,

wound up his 50 shots with the following 10-shot score:
24 23 23 22 20 21 22 23 22 20-220

The handicapper now thinks that Boag's handicap will have to be-,

revised at the next meeting. The scores are appended, 50 shots, Ger
man ring target, distance 200yds.:
Colin Boag 184 185 205 198 220—992-^75—1067 •

Wm C Collins 190 188 215 203 199—995+60—1055.,
Geo W Plaisted (scratch) 214 206 214 208 210 —1052
CH Chavant 187 200 203 200 185—975-HO—1015.

Ne'w- York City Schuetzen Corps.
The New York Schuetzen Corps, Capt. C. D. Rehm, brought it»

summer season shoot at Washington Park to a close Oct. 27. The;
attendance during the season has been rather light, but what is true
of the N. Y. City Corps applies also to nearly all of our shooting;
societies this season in and about New York. The past year has been
a most unsatisfactory one to shooting Interests. But let us hope that
the advent of the year 1894 will bring with it a larger measure of
prosperity to the business interest of the country. For, with good
business assured our sports will prosper of themselves.
The scores of the members who filled out their scores for the season

on the several targets will be found appended.
In the shooting Friday, R. Busse, was high on the ring target with a

score of 213.

On the buUseye target, C. G. Zettler led with 6.

On the man target Messrs. Zettler and Facklam, tied with 58 out of
a possible 60.

Ring target: R. Busse 213, C. G. Zettler 200, Otto Uihlein 197, H.
Radloff 189, Christ D. Rehm 186, H. Mtmz 185, H. Kuhlmann 161, C.
Gohmann 153.

Red flags: John Facklam 4, R. Busse 3, C. G. Zettler 2, O. Uenstein
1, A. Keller 1, Otto Uihlein 1, C. Rehm 1, H. Radloff 1.

BuUseye: C. G. Zettler 6, R. Busse 4, H. Munz 3, Otto Uihlein 2, A.
Range 2, A. Keller 2. John Facklam 2, C. Rehm 2, W. H. Gerdes 1,

John T. Gerdes 1, H. Kuhlmann 1.

Medal winners on the results of the season shoot are as follows:
Ring target: R. Busse, C. Rehm, O. Uihlein, C. G. Zettle, H. Radloff,
A. Keller, J. Facklam, G. Urnstein, H. Munz (2,000 rings), A. Holzen-
berger, H. Kuhlmann (1,800), John F. Oerdes, C. Gohmann, C. Roth-
weiler (1,600 rings), Wm. H. Gerdes, H. Gerdes (1,700 ring).
For the best bullseye: John F. Gerdes 18, H. Radloff 58}^, C. A.

Range 59, John Facklam 74, Wm. H. Gerdes 7Gi^, A. Keller 79, H. A.
Gerdes 88, Otto Uihlein 105, H Munz 108.

For the most red Flags: R. Busse 23, John Facklam 20, C. G. Zettler
13, A. Keller 13. H. Radloff 12, O. Uihlein 9, Christ D. Rehm 6, C. Roth-
weiler 3, H. Kuhlmann 2.

Turtle Bay Rifle Club.

Thu Turtle Bay Rifle Club seem to have fallen into the practice of
holding team shoots in their weekly gallery shoots. We are inclined
to this idea as being a good one to draw out the members, provided,
however, care is used to make up the teams in such a manner as to
put each team upon an equal footing as to shooting ability. Any rule-

that will give the medium shooter an equal chance with the expert
will conduce to the interest of shooting and the club interested. The,
active members of the Turtle Bay Club are all enthusiastic in the in-

terest of I- fle shooting, and we shall be pleased to note the results of:

their practice from week to week during the season. The scores are;

appended, three-men teams, 30 shots per man, German ring-target, dis;-

tance 20yds.:
G E Jantzer 246 246 245-737
J Ochs. Jr 246 247 243—736
J Oberle 242 242 241-725—2198
H Walter 245 240 241—728
J Krampert 240 241 240—721
H W Tamm 240 240 241—721—8168
O G Fuchs ....241 239 239-719
C H Plate 289 2:39 2fl—719
J Burns 238 236 240—714—2152

Zettler Rifle Club.

The winter gallery shoot of the Zettler Rifle Club for the season
1893-4 was opened on Tuesday, Oct. 24, 13 members took part in the
competition. The club has put up 15 prizes, amounting to $200. This
amount of cash should have the effect to draw out a large number of
the experts of the club. On the opening shoot we were pleased to see.
that old rifleman John H. Brown present as one of the contestants.

'

His score of 244 shows that Mr. Brown, while up in years, has a large,
surplus of shooting ability left in him yet.

Tne champion medal, a trophy which has been put up by the club
,

for a number of years for the best 10-shot score on each shooting
night, will this season come up under new rules. A bullseye target
will be open for the members on each practice night, upon which every

'

member upon filhng out his scores will be allowed to shoot one shot,,

and at the end of the season the member having the best center shotr,

will become the possessor of the much-coveted trophy. In the mean-,
while the trophy will be subject to the fir st best 10-shot score each
week during the winter. On this occasion the first best score was a^

tie between Messrs. F. C. Ross and C. Percival, each having made 244(

out of a possible 250. The honors for the best score for the evening
were divided between Messrs. Holges and Plaisted with 247 each. The
latter had a fine score of 9 centers (25s) and one 22. The scores are!

appended. 10 shots, possible 250. distance 25yds.: H. Holges 247, G. W,
Plaisted 247. F. C. Ross 246. C. Percival 244. B. Zettler 244, J. H. Brown
244, M. B. Engel 244, C. G. Zettler 242, L. Flach 212, H. Strate 242, Gus
Nowak 240. R. Busse 239, H. D. MuUer 237. Ross and Percival tie for
medal on 244 each.

Cincinnati Prize Shoot.

Instead of the regular practice shoot the Cincinnati Rifle Associa-
tion had a little prize shoot; off-hand and rest shooting was indulged
in for points and prizes. The following are the winners:
Point target, off-hand only: First, A. Drube; second, M. Gindele;

third, W. Randall; fourth, C. Roberts; flftli, Wm. Hasenzahl; sixth,
15. M. Brumback
Off-hand target: First, E. M. Brumback; second, Wm. Randall;

third, A. Drube; fourth, C. B. Copeland; fifth, B. Simon; sixth, Wm.
Hazenzahl; seventh, Ottomai- Topf; eighth, C. Nestler; ninth, E. D.
Payne; tentli, R. Weinheimer.
Rest target: First, E. M. Brumback; second, E. D. Payne; third,Wm.

Hasenzahl; fourth, 0. Nestler; fifth, R.Weinheimer; sixth, 8. Stegner.
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RIFLE NOTES.
During a call at the headquarters of the Zettler Rifle Club last week

we had the pleasure to meec- John H. Brown, one of the old members
of the Zettler Rifle Club. Mr. Brown's name is now prominently be-

fore the American public as the inventor of the new segraental wire-
wound cannon, which is now in tlie hands of the U. S. Ordnance Board
at Sandy Hook. The reports as semi officially given out of the work-
ing of this new gun speaks volume for the success of the American
invention in the line of improved ordnance. iMr. Brown informs us
that the American inventors in their investigations for the improve-
ment of smokeless powder are in line with any of the Europeans, and
that another year will probably see an American powder product on
the market that in point of strength and effectiveness will be far in

the lead of anything yet produced in Europe. Already the U. S. Gov-
ernment tests of American powders have produced some wonderful
results.

"Pulling out a bad shot" is a familiar expression to most of our rifle-

men when on the range, and as a general thing when a shooter, after
making a bad shot, comes out with the stereotyped expression that he
will pull it out, the incident is usually passed by without comment.
At the last shoot of the Zettler Club at Cypress HUls Park, on Oct. 23,

Ohas. Zettler, in leading oil on a ten-shot score, unfortimately got a
12 for a starter. Zettler, in a philosophical way peculiar to him, re-
marked to another shooter standing near, "Well, 111 have to pull that
12 out." The individual referred to rephed in a spirit of vexation and
asked him. "How in Harlem can you pull out a 12?" C. Z. in reply
said, "I'll show you," and proceeded to reload his rifle preparatory to
his second shot. The above remarks had the effect to draw the atten-
tion of the other shooters, and when Zettler went into the stand for
his second shot he was the center of attraction for those present.
After an interval of time the discharge of the rifle was followed by the
remark from Zettler, "There, that is how I pull out a 12," the marker
at the target at the same time showing a 24. On his third shot he
made a 25 and on his fourth shot made another 25. He finished his ten
shots with a total of 212. In this instance Zettler showed that it was
possible to pull out a shot; and it is said that C. G. cannot refrain from
recalling the circumstance whenever the doubting Harlemite is near.

It is reported that a number of our prominent New York riflemen
have been sohcited by one of our Jersey City clubs to be allowed to
enroll the names of these shooters upon the books of the club in
order to secure their services in a team match against another Jersey
City club. This is a practice that has been indulged it more or less by
a certain class of rifle clubs in the past We do not approve of such
practices and we believe that all lovers of legitimate sport will uphold
us in condemning societies or individuals who lend themselves to such
unsportsmanlike tricks. Any club that cannot win its matches on the
merits of its legitimate members should leave match making alone.
If our shooting societies would unite in disqualifying or blacklisting
all clubs or individuals indulging in such practices itwould add greatly
to the tone of this sport. Most of our shooting societies have honorary
lists on their membership rolls, and these lists are supposed to contain
the names of men who have won the distinction for services rendr-red.
To put such members on a par with the pot hunter whose only aim is

to secure club privileges in order to get a chance at the honor target
prizes is dragging the legitimate honorary membprs to a very low
level, puts a handicap upon honest sports and brings into companion-
ship a class of men that are decidedly out of their element.

Wm. Armbruster, the present proprietor of the Greenville, N. J.,

Schuetzen Park, is going to put the shooting house into condition so
that the local riflemen can occupy the range during the winter on Sat-
urdays. The members of the Excelsior Club have signifled their in-

tention to combine with the Greenville Club for weekly shooting on
this range. Any other riflemen desiring to participate will have the
privilege of the range extended to them.

In last week's issue was a report of a team match at Ephrata. Pa.,
between teams from the Lancaster Schuetzen Verein and the North
End Rifle Club. Erom the report of the shoot one would infer that
the match was at 200yds. on the standard American target. The
scores of the Schuetzen Verein are exceptionally good if made at
200yds. off-hand. WUl our Ephrata corresDondent inform us as to the
facts.

The Hudson Rifle Club of Jersey City held a successful three days'
prize shoot on its gallery ranges last week. One of the club's JSew
York Annex members got the first prize, outshooting such experts as
M. Dorrler, E. C. Ross, Bodenstab, Rosenbaum and others Chas. E.
Bird, the popular secretary ot the club, under the 710m de plume ot
"Eagle," sends us a full report of the shoot, which will be found in
another column.

The Greenville Rifle Club would be pleased to shoot a friendly match
with the Excelsior Rifle Club on the ranges of the Greenville Schuetzen
Park, Greenville, N. J., on Saturday, Nov. 11, five men a aide, fifty

shots per man, losers to pay for the expenses of the range. What do
you say. Excelsior?

The employes of Wissel's Cypress Hills Park held a target shoot in
that park on Thursday of last week. The fact that mine host Wissel
had laid in a large stock of venison for the occasion had the effect of
drawing together a large gathering of sportsmen from Long Island
and New York.

The championship match which comes off at Wissel's Cypress Hills
Park next Tuesday, Nov. 7, will be highly interesting to all lovers of
rifle shooting who may have the pleasui'e of being present to witness
the contest. A number of our local experts have already started in on
a regime of self-denial in order to get into condition. All entries close
to-night, Nov. 4.

Excelsior Rifle Club.

The season shoot of the Excelsior Rifle Club, of Jersey City, N. J.,

was brought to a close on Friday, Oct. 27. The attendance of the
members during the season has been very light, and the consequence is

that from a financial point of view the shoot has not been a success.
The best lO-shot scores made on Friday are appended: L. P. Hansen
221, John Speicher 201, W. Weber 200, O. J. Boyce 185, C. Thomas 170.

The results ot the season for the best totals for each member par-
ticipating will be found appended: C. Ward 5,452, h. P. Hansen 5,436,
O. J. Boyce 5,331, C. Thomas 5,319, Wm. Weber 5,346. John Speicher
5,242.

Our O-w^n Rifle Club.
HoBOKEN, N. J., has a number of rifle clubs within its precincts.

Among its younger organizations which seem to be alive to the inter-
ests of i-lfle shooting is the Our Own Club, Capt. H. D. Stencken. At
the weekly shoot of the club at its headquarters, No. 131 Adams street,
on Wednesday, Oct. S5. 13 members participated. The scores are ap-
pended: J. H. Kruse 241, A. Meyns 239, G. Victoria 235, W. Dilger 230.

T. Brown 229, H. D. Stencken 228, C. Feldman 219, C. Prien 218, H.
Schultz 213, L. Timseck 207, O. Keller 205, C. Page 204. R. Gellhauer
204.

All ties dtvided unless otherwise reported.

FIXTURES.
If you want your shoot to be announced here

send In notice like the following:

Oct. 31.—East End Gun Club's amateur tournament, Cleveland, O.
Nov. 8-10.—Highland Gun Club tournament, Des Moines, Iowa.

1894.

April 4-6.—Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association's
Grand American Handicap at Dexter Park, Long Island.
May 22-24.—KnoxviUe (Tenn.) Gun Club tournament, $1,000 added

money.
June 19-21.—Chamberlain Cartridge and Tai-get Company's first

annual tournament, at Cleveland, Ohio. $1,000 added money.
Jxme (third week).—Atlantic City Rod and Gun Club, three days'

tournament. Address R. C. Griscom, Sec'y, Atlantic City, N. J.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
On Tuesday, Oct. 24, Samuel Castle journeyed from Newark to Mar-

tin's Pine Brook Hotel to shoot a flnd, trap and handle match against
Eugene Pierre, of Boonton. Each man was to shoot at 25 live birds,
for SlOO a side. T. C. Wright, of the Paterson Gun Club, was chosen
as referee. The birds were a splendid lot of flyers throughout, so good
in fact that on the 25th round each man had 15 kills only to his credit.
LTnder the governing rifles the tie should have been shoe off at 3 birds
each and this the referee ordered the men to do. Mr. Castle was will-
ing, but the backers of Ivir. Pierre demurred and refused to let their
man shoot. After considerable unnecessary palavermg the referee
told the Pierre faction tbat unless their man came to time in a given
number of minutes he should award the match and stakes to Mr.
Castle. At the expiration of the allotted tune Pierre still failed to
face the trap and the referee decided Mr. Castle the winner. At this
point the Pierre party warned the referee that they should t«k© legal

steps to recover the stake money. Under these circumstances Mr.
Wright retained the money. At a later date, however, the Pierre
party acknowledged Mr. Castle as the winner and waived all their
alleged rights to the stakes. l\Ir. Wright thereupon tiu-ned the
money over to Mi'. Castle and the affair ended.
The expressed opinion of all sportsmen who have visited WUIard's

Park in Paterson is that it is one of the best shooting grounds in this
section of the country. Despite this fact, however, the proprietor, if
he wishes his park to retain its present popularity, will have to make
some radical changes in the management during trap contests. No
boys should be aUowed to enter the grounds, and those adults who
enter should be obliged to remain on the grand stand, no one being
allowed in the field except those directly mterested in a shoot. It
would be a wise plan also to estabUsh a rule (and enforce it as well)
that ejectment from the park shaU be the penalty for firing a gun
from any part of the ground except the score. The free and easy
shooting indulged In before and alter the first Elliott—Class match
was extremely dangerous and should not be tolerated. Sooner or
later an accident will happen, and the result might possibly be more
expensive to the proprietor tnan would the loss of the patronage of a
few careless shooters.

The semi-monthly shoot of the Atlantic Rod and Gun Club was held
on Oct. 26 at the West End Grounds, Coney Island. Each man shot at
ten birds, club handicap, American Association rules. Judge Suther-
land was the winner of the first cup and prize, with a straight score.
C. E. Morris and J. B. Voorhees tied with nine each for the second cup
and prize. The latter was divided, and Morris waived his claun 10 the
cup, which was awarded to Voorhees. A Uvely sweepstake contest
foUowed at Ave birds each, one prize. It was divided between J.
Gavin and Capt. Hinman. The score of the club shoot: C. E. Worris,
28yds., 9; J. B. Voorhees, 28yd8., 9; J. Gavin, 25yd8., 8; Judge K.
Sutherland, 25yds„ 10; Judge R. Newton, 25yds., 6; C. Morson, 25yd8.,
8; A, 8. Jamieson, 25yds., 6; M. Bonden, 25yds., 6; T. Buckley, 25yds.,
8; Capt. Hinman, 25yds., 8; C. Pergueson, Jr., 28yds., 7; W.Henry,
28yds,, 6; G. E. Nostrand, 38yds., 8.

T. W. Morfey, the well known boniface of Paterson, and member of
the Paterson arid Newark Gun Clubs, wUl try his nerve and skill on
Saturday, Nov. II, in a contest at 100 Uve pigeons against Theodore
Morford, of Newton. Hurhngham rules will govern, and the stake
wiU be SlOO a side. The match will be shot at Martin's Hotel, Pine
Brook, N. J., beginning at 1 P.M. Mr. Martin wdl furnish the birds
and will have enough extras on hand for sweepstake shooting before
and after the match. The train arriving at Montclau- at 10:10 A. M.
will connect with the stage for Pine Brook.

The Riverside Gun Club held its second shoot at Red Bank, N. J., on
Oct. 27, bluerock targets being used. The sky was overcast and the
light bad. In event No. 1, at 10 singles, Edmund Throckmorton scored
10, Oscar Hesse 8 and Mr. Hibbard 8. The next event was at 25 singles,
Hesse breaking 23, Throckmorton 19, Hibbard 18, James Cooper 17 and
J. B. Bergen 17. At 3 pairs, Hesse 5, Throckmorton 5, Cooper 4, Hib-
bard 4, Bergen 3. At 5 singles, Throckmorton 5, Hesse 4, Cooper 4,
Bergen 4, Hibbard 4.

Capt. A. C. Money, of Oakland, N. J., and T. W. Morfey and Henry
Wolf, of Paterson, N. J., took a day's outing in the vicinity of Wynoc-
kie, on Oct. 26, and bagged eight partridges. Mr. Morfey's Eagle and
a new dog of Capt. Money's did the work for the trio. Harry Wolf
says his share of the bag would have been better than one-fourth had
it not been ihat his-partners "cut him out" of a number of birds by
being too quick on the trigger.

The Brighton Gun Club of East Orange and the Roseville Gun Club
of Newark shot a team match on the Brighton's grounds on Oct. 28,
the teams comprising five men each. Each man shot at 20 bluerocks
and the result was a victory for the Brightens by the following scores:
Brighton—Badgley 20, O'Meally 11, Canfield 11, Gowen 16, Kutcher 15;
total 73. Roseville—Huff' 11, Alfi ed Watton 10, Ganz 14, Meeker 9,
Albert Whatton 18; total 62.

The second match between J. A. R. Elliott, of Kansas City. Mo., and
J. Frank Class, of Morristown, IS. J., is being shot to-day on Class's
Morristown Driving Park, each man to shoot at 100 five pigeons for
$100 a side. If both men are in form the chances are in favor of a
close contest, as there is little if any difference in their skill. Whoever
may be the winner the spectators can be assured of seeing a good ex-
hibition of smooth-bore work.

Among the contestants at the shoot of the Roseville Gun Club at
Erb'8 grounds last Thursday was B. C. Sutton, an old-time bird
shooter, who has just opened a sporting goods store at 317 Market
street, Newark, N. J. Mr. Sutton had nearly a score of years of prac-
tice at live bird shooting but is a novice at targets. He proposes in
his bustDess to make a specialty of hand-loaded ammunition for trap
or field shooting.

If J. A. R. EUiott continues to put on flesh at his present rate he
wiU soon be able to join the Fat Men's Club. He was in ill health dur-
ing the greater part of the summer, but is now coming around to his
old condition. At Wfllard's Park he informed us that for 25 days he
had gained weight at the rat© «f %lb. a day. Just imagine where this
would land him at the end of a year with a gain of 2731bs.

Al Rust, of Philadelphia, is anxious to get on a match between ten
Pennsylvanians and a hke number from the Cosmopolitan Gun Club,
of Plainfield, N. J. Mi-. Rust is not likely to have any trouble in ar-
ranging a match, as the Cosmopolitans are shooters "from away
back," and will be only too happy to try conclusions with their Penn-
sylvanian brethren. Send yom- challenge, Mr. Rust!

The Union Gun Club held its tenth monthy prize shoot at Spring-
field, N. J., on Oct. 24. The threatening weather was responsible for
the fact that only eight contestants appeared. Each man shot at 30
singles. In class A Enoch D. Sliller the only contestant broke 25.

Class B—Briant 22, Williams 16. Class C—Dr. Jackson 10, Savre 15,

Soper 13. N. W. C. 13, Roll 13.

All sportsmen who desu-e a day's sport at the traps should visit the
Maplewood Gun Club on Election Day. The club will hold an aU day
shoot at artificial targets and wiU welcome all comers. The grounds
are within three minutes' walk of the Maplewood station of the Mor-
ris & Essex Railroad. Refreshments and ammunition may be pro-
cured on the grounds.

The Boiling Springs Fishing and Gun Club, of Rutherford, N. J., has
elected the following officers: President, E. A. Jeanneret: Vice-Presi-
dent, C!. H. Coe; Secretary, W. H. Huck; Treasurer, L. Lau; Captain,
C. F. Lenone; Board of Directors—C. H. Coe, W. H. Huck, Martin
Klees, L. Lau, Gus E. Greiff and R. H. Peck.

The election of officers of the Boiling Spring Fish and Gun Club, put
in for Board of Directors: E. A. Jeanneret, C. H. Coe, W. H. Huck,
Martin Klees, L. Lau, Gus. E. Gneff, R. H. Peck. President, E. A.
Jeanneret; 'V^ice-President, C. H. Coe; Secretary W. H. Huck; Treas-
urer, L. Lau; Captain, C. F. Lenone.

Some time in November there wiU be a contest at Willard's Park,
Paterson. for a 12-gauge gun. The conditions will be 10 live birds per
man, $5 entry, birds extra, 12 entries to fill. The gun is a splendid
shooter and is in perfect order.

After the Castle-Pierre match at Pine Brook on Oct. 24, a four-bird
sweep, $5 entry, was shot, the result being as follows: Morfey 4, Erb
4, Wolf 4, Francisco 4, Leonard 3, Hedden 3, Green S, Castle 1. Erb
won first on the shoot off.

Live bird shooters may get all the shooting they want at Erb's New-
ark grounds on Election Day. There wiU be plenty of good pigeons
on hand and the traps wUl be in position from 10 A. M. until dark.

The Forest Gun Club wUl hold a tournament in Philadelphia on Nov.
30. Particulars may be procured from Wm. Morrison, secretary, 3,232
Ridge street, Philadelphia.

Ed Hill, the leading expert of New Jersey's capital city, will soon
face the traps in a contest at 100 live pigeons against T. W. Morfey,
of Paterson.

A number of ladies of Paterson are becoming interested in trap-
shooting, and the chances are that they will soon organize a club.

The much discussed match between teams representing New Jersey
and Kings county, N. Y., is not likely to be shot until January.

Miss Annie Oakley will soon take possession of her new house in

Nutley, N. J., which is now completed.

The Climax Gun Club, of Fanwood, N. J., has given up the idea of
holding a tournament this fall.

The Paterson (N. J.) Gun dub will hold its monthly shoot at Wil-
lard's Park next Tuesday.

The Newark Gun Club will shoot on Erb's grounds on Nov. 9.

C. H. TOWNSKND.

Team Shoot at Pelhamville.
Four members of the AVauregan Gun Club had a team shoot on

Oct. 24 at the club grounds, Pelhamville. William H. Brickner and T.

A. Picken beat George W. Sflberhorn and Wm. H. Picken by a score
of 38 to 32. Wm. H. Picken was substitute for Remsen Darling, who
did not appear. The conditions were 25 Uve birds each. 28yds. rise,

modified Hurlingham rules, for $50 a side. Joseph H. Mills was the
referee. The scores:
Brickner 01 121 11 1 1 11 101 12110201220—20
T Picken 0111011«222220lll012iaoia—18—38
Silberhorn 0112112011020203010103310—17
W Picken 0111010232221110010200100—15—32
G. F. Picken tried to beat Briokner's score o£ 20, but only killed 14

birds

THE INTERSTATE AT LYNN.
Lynn, Mass., Oct. 26.—The final shoot of the season under the aus-

pices of the Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association closed
to-night on the grounds of the Lynn Fish and Game Protective Associ-
ation. The affair was a success despite the limited attendance. A
heavy rain which lasted for two days bothered Manager Elmer Shaner
in putting up tents and making other necessary arrangements ; in fact
the bulk of this work was done in half a day, but it was done as well
as if a week had been consumed. Elmer Shaner is a modern hustler
and not given to doing things by halves.
The Novelty rule was received with favor by all who took part. This

rule is now destined to be more popular than ever, from the fact that
a new indicator is used, this giving each contestant in an event an
equal number of incoming and outgoing targets. In lO-target events
each shooter gets 3 incomers, in 15-target events 5 incomers, and in 25-
target events 8 incomers. This wiU add to the rule an element of fair-
ness which did not exist under the former method of using the indica-
tor, as instance the Charlotte tournament, where in one squad in a 25-
target event one man got 18 incomers while another man got 4.
Below are full scores of the shoot:

Mrst Bay.
No. 1, 10 targets:

White 1010000010—3 Davis 1111011100—7
Jones 0111110010—6 Thomas 1110001111—7
LeRoy 1001101100—5 Harvey lOOnillOl—

7

Martm llilllOllO—8 Mascroft OOOOKXKWO—

1

Forbes ...0011011110—6 Judkins IIIOOIIUI—

8

Snow 1000111010—5 Ulman 1011011111—8
No. 2, 10 targets:

White 0110101111—7 Mascroft 1010011000-5
Davis 1111111001—8 Snow..,. 0101001100—4
Jones 0010000101—3 Forbes . .0011101101—6
LeRoy lllllioni-9 Uhnan 1011111111—9
Thomas 0100000111—4 Judkins ,1111000101—6
Harvey 1001111 111—8 Martin iioi 110101—7
No. 3, 15 targets:

Davis 111111011101101—12 Thomas 111111110011110—13
White 010110101111111—11 Ulman 111101101111111—13
Jones 111001010010100— 7 Judkins 0001 10000001110— 5
LeRoy lOlOOllllUUOl—U Mascroft OOllOllllllOOlO— 9
Harvey OOlOllOlOlOllll— 9 Martin. . . 111101111011110—12
No. 4, 20 targets:

White 11111101011111011110-16 Mascroft.. 11110101011000111110—18
LeRoy.... 11111111101110101111—17 Martin OllHOlOllimOlWU—14
Davis 11010100110111111011—14 Forbes.... IIIOIIOIOOIOOUOIOIO—11
Ulman 01111101110110111011—15 Judkins.. ..OllllOOlOUlllOOlUl—14
Thomas. . . 1100110»110010111111—13
No. 5, 25 targets:

Jones 0010001011100110010100111—IS
Davis 1001101100011111011111001—16
White 1110111110111101111011011—20
LeRoy 00001111 1 : lOOliolollOUiO—15
Uiman OinoillllOOnillillOllOO—18
Judkins 1110000101010110010111101—14
Mascroft 0100111111101111001111111—19
Thomas 1111101101110001100000000—12
Martin llllOllOllOlllOlOllllOOll—18
Proctor 1010010101011000001100001—10
No. 6, 15 targets:

Hasman 110011111111110—IS Harvey 110110101110011—10
White 011111111010110—11 Judkins 00001 lOOllKJOll— 8
Davis 101100111001101— 9 Thomas 111011111101011—12
Jones 110111011011110-11 Martin lllOOlllOllllll—12
LeRoy 101101011010110— 9 Mascroft lllllOOlOllOOll—10
Snow 110001111111011—11 Forbes lllOlOiOOlOlllO— 9
Ulman 110111001111111—12
No. 7, 15 targets:

Jones 000000101011101— 6 .Judkinfl 010111110110010—10
White 101011101011111—11 Thomas OlliliOlOlllOll—11
Hosmor 011110101011111—12 Owens lOllllOllOlOlOO— 9
LeRoy 011110101111111—12 Woodard 0000101 00101 lOO— 5
Davis 111111111111100—13 Martin 101001011111001— 9
Ulman 011111111111101—13 Mascroft 110101011111111—12
snow 100110111110000— 8 Hai-vey 010101001111011— 9
Forbes lllOOOlllllllOO— 9
No. 8, 20 targets:

Hasmann..10101000111100001111—11 Judkins....11111111100110111110—16
LeRoy 11111001111111001111—16 Thomas. ...01000110101100100111—10
Davis lUOllOlillOlllOOlll—15 Martin OlOlOOlOOlOlllllOllO—11
White 11001111111101010010—13 Mascroft ..11111111101011011111—17
Uhnan 11111111111101011101—17 Owens OllOOOlOllOOlllOOOOO— 8
No. 9, 10 targets:

Davis 1110111111— 6 Martin .j^.,. ......0011000001— 3
Le Roy 1101010111— 7 Ulman ........0100001011— 7
Snow 1110111110— 8 Mascroft 0010111101— 6
Harvey 1111111111—10 Owens...: 1011000111— 6
No. 10, 10 targets:

Davis 1111101111—9 Marten. 1111110010—7
Le Roy 1110111111—8 Judkins 1110000001—4
Harvey 1110100111—7 Owens 0100010001—3
Ulman IIIIIOIHO—8 Mascroft 0001100110—4
Snow 00011mil—

7

Second Bay,
No. 1, 10 targets:

Martin lOlllllOll— 8 Poster ...1111111111—10
Waldo 1111001110— 7 Forbes 1011111001- 7
AUison 1111111111—10 Le Roy 0111011111— 8
No. 3, 10 targets:

Allison 0011111111— 8 Foster 1100101010— 5
Waldo 1110101111— 8 Le Roy lOlOllllll— 8
Martin 1111101001— 7 Forbes 1101111101— 8
No. 3, 15 targets:

Alhson 011111111111110—13 Harvey 011010010011111— 9
Waldo 010011111011001— 9 Mulcher 110011101100100— 8
Mascroft OlOOlOlOOOlUll— 8 Davis 010111011111110—12
Forbes 1110101 1101 1001—10 Martin 01 1010101111111—11
LeRoy lOllOllOllUOOl—11 Poster 1100111001OHIO— 9
No. 4, 20 targets:

Judkins ...01011011111011110011—14 Jones 00111111110111111111—17
Allison . . . .00101911110100110010—10 LeRoy lOlOiniOOlOOOllllll—12
Mascroft .

.10110101101101110101—13 Martin linillllilOinoilOl—17
Waldo 11110110110111111010—15 Francis. . . . 110111 lOlOOlliiiiiiO—15
No. 5, 25 targets:

Allison 1011000011110011001100001—13
Waldo 1001100111110000011111010—13
Judkins 1111111101111101110010111—20
Martin 0101111111110110111111111—21
Davis 0111011111101111111111lll-a2
Francis lOlllllllllOOOOlllUOllOl-18
LeRoy OlOllllOllllllllilimoiO—30
Melcher 1101111111 11 0101 11 1 1 11101—21
Jones 0011111111010110011111011—19
Mascroft 1110110011111001111111011—19
Snow 1110010101111110011111011—18
No. 7, 15 targets:

White 111101111111011—18 Poor 111110110010010— 9
Davis 111100119111111—13 AUison 011110001110001— 8
Jones 110101110111011—11 Melcher. lllllOOOOOOUlO— 8
LeRoy 111000110001101— 8 Ulman 111110101111111—13
Judkins 110001100000111— 7 Francis OOllllllOOlllOO— 9
Waldo 111100010001010— 7 Wadsworth 001100100011011— 7
Martin 011010101011111—10 Snow 011111100001101— 9
Daley lOOOOOlOlOOOOOO— 3

No. 6, 15 targets:
LeRoy 101101101011011—10 Melcher 011011100000010— 6
Davis 011011011011110—10 Davery 010010101110001— 7
White 111110111101111—13 Allison 111101011000010— 8
Jones 011001111101010— 9 Waldo OOllllOOOOOlOll— 7
Martin 101111011111110—12 Judkins 010101001101110— 8
No. 8, 30 targets:

White 11111001100011101101—13 Martin 01011110111010001111—13
Jones 10101111111010101011—14 Ulman 11101111110111111011—17
Le Roy. . . .11011100010110101010—11 Melcher.

, ..11110011111100100101—13
Davis 11111011011011111110—16 Francis. . ..11111010111111011110-16
Allison ....lOlOflOllOOOOOllOOm— 9 Poor 11010101110110011111-14
Judkins ...11111111001100011010—13 Daley .00100010011011000011— 8
Waldo 000001 IIIOIOIOIOI001— 9 W'dsworthlOlOlinoillOllOOOOl-13
No. 9, 10 targets:

Davis 0111111011—8 Melcher 1001100111—6
White 1101010101—5 Snow 1011011110—7
Jones 1100111101—7 Riverside OllOlOl 110—

6

Allison 0110010110—5 Francis 1111111011—9
Judlrins OllOOOlOOO—3 Poor 1110111111—9
Waldo 1001101011—6 Wadsworth 1001001000—3
Martin OOlllOOlOO-^ Daly 1100101010—5
Uhnan 0100011111-6
No. 10, 10 targets:

Davis 1101001110—6 AUison 1010H0001—

5

White 1011101100—6 Wadsworth 0111101111—8
Waldo lllllOOl10—7 Francis Ill I J 10101—

8

Judkins 1010010101—5 Poor 0101110011—7
Uhnan lOUOOllOl—6 Daley 1100101011—6
ma-tm. 1111011110—8 Brown 0001000011—8
Forbes 0100101010—4
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EIXIOTT AND CLASS SHOOT A TIE.

Elliott Wins the Shoot-Off.

Several weeks ago J. Frank Class, of Jlorristown, N. J., announced
througli the columns of Forest akd Streasi a desire to shoot a hun-
dred bird match against any man in New Jersey (J. L. Brewer ex-
cepted), for a side. Ko JerseyD:ian seemed to have "sand" enough
to meet Mr. Class in a contest and it looked as though he was fated
not to do any shooting. A couple of weeks ago, liowever, Jas. A. R.
Elliott, the well known Field cup winner from Kansas City, appeared
in the East on business and expressed his willingness to meet the
Jersey expert in one or more matches on the above terms. Mr. Class,
however, was not so wiling at that time to risk .ti^aO a match against
Mr. Elliott, but proposed that they shoot two matches, each at 100
birds, and the sta,ke for each match to be iglOO; ties to be shot off at
S5 birds each; the first match to take place at Willard s Park, Pater-
son, on Friday, Oct. 2~; the second at the MorrLstowu Driving Park, on
Saturday, Kov. 4. These conditions were agreeable to Air. Elliott and
the matclies were duly arranged.
Both men are well known to the public as expert shots, Kllintt in

particular, having shot against nearly all the high-class shots of
America, defeating a goodly number of them. On the famous "Side
Hill Park," in Kansas City, Mo., where the most of the Field cup
matches were shot, his showing was a remarkable one, and the man
who could not come close to "killing straight" had no business to face
him there. During the greater part of the summer he ha.s been in
ill health, but is fast coming back to his old form.

Class is conceded to be one of the best shots in the East, if not in
the country, although his shooting has not brought him up against
any really hot men'excepting Brewer and Fulfor'd. He is about ."ift.

9in. in height, and weighs in the neighborhood of SOOlbs. His position
at the trap while not particularly graceful, is au easy one, and he can
fire a large number of shots without fatigue. For a year back he has
done comparatively little trap work, but before that he was in great
fettle, kilhng an average of 93 per cent, in seven matches. In the use
of the first barrel he is steady and reliable, but his second barrel is

more on the exhibition order, and at times not as reliable as it might
be.

^

Gauging the men on public form the majority of sportsmen would
have had no hesitation in saying that Eh'iott was jthe better shot by
three to four on a hundred, but tbo.se who saw the opening match at
Paterson on Oct. 27 changed their opinions.
Durmg the early hours of the above day the clouds were dark and

lowering and looked as though they might break at short notice.
Toward noon the conditions changed, the clouds l>roke away and 'Old
Sol" showed his bright face. The match was announced to begin at
1 P. M., aud it was further stated that there would be sweepstake
shooting fromll A, M. At the latter hour, however, there were only
a few stragglers on hand end it was long after the dinner hour before
any shooting was done. At this time the sun was shining, but 1
o'clock, at which time Class was the only one of the principals on the
ground, the sun again disappeared and the clouds grew heavier than
before. At this time there were a goodly number of spectators on
hand, and these were kept in good humor watching the work of a few
shooters in a couple of 4-bird sweeps, So entry. The results of these
are here given, ties in the first being divided, and that for second
money in the second event being won by HoUis and Timmons on the
shoot off:

Tie. No. 1. No. 2. Tie
Timmons...1101—3 0111—3 mil
Earnest 0001—1 ....

1111 J Class 1111—4
0 Hedden 0111—3 0

No. 1. INo. 2.

F Class 0101-2 ....
Hathaway..1110—2 1111—4
HoUis 1101—3 1011—3
Leonard..,. 0111—^3 0111—3
By the time the above sweeps were concluded the party was ready

for limch and while this was bemg discussed Mr. Elliott arrived on the
scene accompanied by Mr. and Mrs. M. F. Lindsley, of the American
wood powder fame, Miss Lindsley and Edwin Colliiis. The number of
spectators had by this time reached quite respectable proportions,
and among the party were noted the famiUar faces of Mrs. T W
Morfey, Mrs. F. Class, Airs. John Leonard, Mr, and Mrs. AJ. Heritage,
of Jersey City; "Uncle" John Harri.son, of Dover; Boniface E. C.
George and Dr. Colfax, of Pompton; Capt. A. C. Money, the genial
and ever popular superintendent of the E. C. Powder Co., of Oakland-
"Tee Kay" KeUer, of Plamfleld. full of Climax, .23 short and Kapid
talk; "Dutchy" Smith, of Plainfield, the great "International" expert-
John Cocketair, of Bloomfleld; Benn.y Abbott, of Passaic, who says
the pace at New burgh was pretty warm, but not hot enough to kill-
John Class, of Pine Brook, a brother of Frank, and one who is a good
hand at the trap or in the field; John Leonard and Robert Timmins
of Morristown, both cracking good shots and firm believers in Frank
Glass's ability as a first-class shot; W. H. Green, the expert shooting
carpenter from Harrison; Chas. M. Hedden, one of Newark's old-time
and stUl expert trap and field shots; "Little Neaf" Apgar, who looks
after the shooting interests of Henry C. Squires, and also superintends
theu- loading department; Chas. Harford, Mr. Morfey s partner in the
hotel business, who fancies a good road horse la preference to a gun
but often takes a look at trap shoots; T. C. Wriglit, of Paterson who
so well sustained himself in the Castle-Pierre dispute at Pine Brook-
Mr. Campbell, of Dover, and Harry Wolf, of Paterson, another of
those who has an opinion of the Newburgh pace.
Both prmcipals being ready for the fray and all preliminaries being

duly arranged, T. \V. Morfey, the captain of the Paterson Gun Club
was enhsted as referee, the official scorers being ,Iacob Pentz, of
Shootiiiy and Fishing. A4a.ior J. M. Taylor, of the American Field
and C. H. Townsend, ti'ap editor of Fore.st and Stream. Henry Wolf
officiated as trap puller.
Mr. Elliott won the toss and at 1:50 P.M. he called "null" and

The weather at this time was disagreeable, the atmosphere being
heavy and the light extremely bad. H ortunately these ground, which
have been previously described afford a good background, otherwise
the shooting would have been still more difiicult. The hght kept get-
ting duller and duller as the race progressed, and during the last half
was miserable. Before the first quarter was ended a drizzling rain
drove the scorers to shelter and caused umbrellas and waterproofs
to be put to use. The rain ceased af t;er a few minutes, but half an
hour later began again. At the hah" there was another short cessa-
tion, when once more the clouds opened and the last thirty rounds
were shot in the rain.

From the start it was seen that both men were in fine fettle and
wagers were made that unless the weather made a sudden change 94
would be made or beaten. The birds were a tine looking lot, nearly
all bemg old and weU-feathered. The conditions, however, were all
against the chances of seeing hard-dying birds, no matter what their
inclinations might be.
Mr. Morfey 's red Irish setter Eagle did the retreiving, and did it

well, not a bird being lost on account of anv mistake on his part He
started a laugh, however, when Klhott stepped up to shoot at his
fourth bird. The bird did not rise quickly as the trap weut over and
before the Kansas City man had a chance to call "no bird." or the
bu-d a chance to rise, Eagle shpped away from his handler and
gathered the bh-d.

The kiUing went along with monotonous regularity, the first lost
bird being Class's seventh, a fast left-quarterer \\ hich zig-zagged out
of both charges. He also lost hi.s twenty-fifth, a rather easy incomer
undershooting with both barrels. This gave him 23 on the first
quarter against a eleau score Lor Elliott.

On the second quarter Class lulled straight, while EUiott lost his
fortieth, an awfully fast left-quartering zigzagger, and his forty-tifth
a right-quartering incomer, which he should have killed. Score at the
naif 48 each.
On the third quarter Class again killed straight, Elliott losing his

sixty-third, a fast right-quartermg towerer. Score: Class 73 El-
liott 72.

On the last quarter Class's st-venty-eighth bird, another vicious left-
quartering twister, wi-iggled out of be'th charges, tlii's leaving the men
a tie with 75 kills each out uf 7h sliot ai. The excitement was now in-
tense, and many expected to sfe the r:ice eud with a tie cm 97 e<ach as
Ijoth men were shootintr m almnsl |)ertect form. The fates were
against the shooters, however, as on the eigbty-nrntb round Class got
a fast and tough driver, which got the full benefit of both loads, but
went over the boundary to die. This brought out applause from the
Elliott faction aud a long eho/'us of - ohs:" trom the Class adherents;
but the tune was changed an instant later when Elliott stepped up and
lost a not by any means fast lefi-quartei-ing incomur. Score, Sti each,
and 10 birds each to shoot at. These lu were brought down in fine
style. The scor e stood a tie at StU kills each, aud the spectators cheered
themselves haai se iu l ecognitiou of the splendid exhibition of nerve
given by the two e.vpeus.
Accoi ding to the conditions the tie was at once shot off at 25 birds

each. EUiott killed his first, but Class lost another ugh" left-quarter-
ing driver, which changed dhectiou by the yard. Elliott lost a twist-
ing di'iver OD his eightu round, aud the tie was a tie. Ill luck, however,
was in Class's wake, and his sixteenth bird, full of shot, fell dead over
the boundary. Elliott killed out with a total ot 24, winning by one
bu'd one of tne best contested matches ever shot in this coimtry, and
one which failed to show the shghtesc difference in the slrill of the
men. '1 he luck of the birds was shghtly iu favor of Elhott, but the
difference was so slight as not to call tor more than passing mention.
The noticeably good shots, those on birds above the average, were

as foUows: Elliott l-.2th, 14th (twisting driver;, 28tb (nice second), S3d
(.fast di-iver kiUed at long range with secondji, 34th tfasl left quarter i,

3bth, 55th lelegant second), 73d (long aud quick second), 83d (ditto).
Class, 18th (twistuig driver killed with fine second), 23d (good sec-

ond), 73d (twisting right-quarterer and fast), 91st (fast), 96th (twisting
driver and fast, a fine second).

Elliott's 92d bird was a "no bird" being shot on the ground.
Class's 2d shot on ground gave him another bird as did his 39th, and

his 4th tie bird. His 66th bird failed to rise and was called "no bird."
"Eagle" was released and succeeded in catching the bird after a run.
His 11th tie bird was tmdoubtedly shot on the ground, but was not
called by the referee. His 14th tie bird was run down and caught by
"Eagle." His 16th tie bird was fast in the trap, and he called it, being
allowed another bird which he lost dead out of bounds
EUiott used his second barrel 56 times. His longest run was 34.

Class used his second barrel 58 times His best run was 52.

EUiott's second was tised a number of times when the necessity did
not seem to exist.

Class did not use his second with his usual effectiveness, in fact
toward the latter part of the match it seemed for some reason or
other to get beyond his control.
The times by quarters were 30m., 28m., 32m., 30m. and 28m., the

total time for the 250 birds being 2h. 28m. The match was shot under
Hurlingham rules, excepting the boundary, which was oOyds.
Below in detail will be found the scores as only Forest and Stream,

the greatest sporting journal on earth, can give them. The first fine
of figures show the trap from which the bird was sprung. The second
line shows by means of our copyrighted trap-score type the direction
(from the trap) taken by each bird, while the third line shows the
barrel which grassed the bird. But your particular attention is called
to the second hne, which can bo found exclusively in Forest and
Stream, the g. s. i. on e.

Trap score type—Copyright /».'/.;. by Forest and Stream Publisliing Co.

21322 5 51433444425 3 3232254
JAR Elliott. ...2 12112121222228113212111 1—25

1252442441323553353254342
212122 2 22021120211221112 1—-23

3241435 2 4351245414424515 4

T«-«-4 i^N^—>->?<-i i/-^H«'^-<-
212121122212022111221121 1—24
3342321432251121144244133
11112 1 2 211111101112 1 2112 1—24—96

3 353 3 51424 3 2441411355444 5

J F Class 1 11111012121112122122121 0-23
2122125 2 214244134211554 3 5

12222222212 2 221222212211 2—25
45442 3 5 13441435442 3 242121
T-V-> ..^ /\T«- T <- »^ / T H 1^

2121111 2 1 2 21111212111221 2—25
4242144134251323 42 2 143415
2102111221 S21» 2 2 21112112 1—28-96

SHOOT-OFF OF TIE AT 25 BIRDS EACH.

2155222341222324152214343
r ^i H i i/^i i i->H r '^ \ H^J. \ J. H

Elliott 2 22111102112112111111111 1—24

41245443444243512355442 2 4

Class 0 1 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 • 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2_23

Table showing how the race went by strings of 10 shots each:
EUiott 10 20 30 38 48 58 67 77 86 96 105 115 120
Class 9 19 28 38 48 58 68 77 86 96 104 114 119

After the big race, and in the same kind of a drizzhng rain that both-
ered the shooters then, a number of miss-and-out events were shot, SI
entry. Toward the finish the light got dimmer, and Captain Money
and T. W. Morfey who won the final event, proved the superiority of
their eyesight by killing their birds in almost darkness. The scores:

No. 1. No. 2. No. 3.

Morfey 10 0 111111128120
Lindsley 2220
Money 0 1 111211112111
Bluerock 1111 0 0
Wolf 110 1 11220
Money (re-entry) .1121 .

C. H. TOWNSEND.

The Virginia Championship Cup.
Staunton, Va., Oct. 26.—Editor Forest and Stream: In the issue of

the Forest and Stream of Oct. 21, there is a commuuication from Mr.
William Tell MitcheU. of Lynches Station, Va., in which he accuses me
of violating the principles of fair play, and denounces my conduct as
unsportsmanlike.
With reference to the chaUenge, he says, he challenged me to shoot

for the Virginia Championship Cup.
In reply to Mr. Mitchell, I have to say. Firsts There were no fixed

rules governing the contest for said cup at the time it was donated.
The Winchester Gun Club had charge of the first contest. The same
club controlled the second and the third contest was shot at Shendun,
at the same number of targets, and thrown in the same way as at
Winchester. The "change of rules," as Mr. Mitchell seems to regard
the alteration of the throwing of the targets, was arranged by the
Staunton Gun Club, tinder whose auspices this shoot was conducted.
There had been no fixed rules before, and the Staunton Club decided
that 50 singles from known traps was no test of shooting, so the
following rule was formulated, and was in force when I met Mr.
Mitchell in Charlotte. "Party who challenges to pay all expenses of
shoot. Eighteen singles, known traps and angles, 20 singles unknown
traps and angles (indicator to be used), and six pairs, total 50 targets."
The Staunton Club may have had no right to formulate rules to

govern this, but they certainly made a more sportsmanlike contest by
the change. But knowing and appreciating the exceeding smaUness
of Mr. Mitchell's calibre as a sportsman and a trap shot, I can under-
stand his kick at the change.
Second, Mr. MitcheU claims that I accepted his challenge. This is

partly true. I did accept his chaUenge, but with the ptoviso, that Dr. E.
F. Wayman, who had already challenged me to shoot for the cup,
would resign in his favor. This Dr. Wayman refused to do.

I notified Mr. MitcheU of Dr. Wayman's refusal, aud I have not
received a chaUenge from Mr. Mitchell since the match with Dr.
Wayman was shot. Mr. AHtcheU wanted the match shot in Richmond,
Va., which could only have been done by my consenting to waive the
rule, as to place and time being fixed by the holder of the cup.
Since my return from Charlotte, N. C, there has never been a time

when my health would permit me to take that trip and shoot a match.
Mr. MitcheU's insinuations iu regard to my pleading the "invalid

act," is in general keeping with the nature of the man, and the
charact.er he bear.s among the sportsmen who know him.

I\Iy health for the past six months has been such that for the
greater part of that time I could not attend to m.y business, and
certainly could not go to Richmond to shoot with any "one.
Your trap editor coidd not have known these facts, or his comments

would not have been made. However, I feel that my reputation as a
shot and sportsman is so firmly established in Virginia, that no slur of
MitcheU's can affect me in the sUghest. and but tor the comments of
your trap editor, who I know would not do me an intentional
injustice, I would not have given Mr. JlitcheU the free advertising he
so much desires by making any reply.
This statement from me of the fact,s in the case, is final, as I do not

wish to enter into any further controversy, and Mr. Mitchell's attitude
has rendered him so unsportsmanUke as to preclude the possibility of
my ever again accepting a chaUenge from him.

W. F. SUMMER-SON.

Big Shoot at Reading.
Reading, Pa., Oct. 24.—The bad weather yesterday and his morning

was foUowed at 10 o'clock by sunshine, giving us "good out of door
sports, especially shooting pigeons.
The shoot was held at the Three Mile House on the grounds of the

Reading Shooting Association.
A surprise was in store for most of the shooters, for on the grounds

they met J. A. R. EUiott, "Dr. Gano," the famous Kansas City pigeon
shooter, who said he had just run over from New York for a httle
practice prior to his matches with Frank Class. If he shoots the same
gait in these matches that he did here Class wiU know he has been to a
shooting match when he gets through with him.
MUt. Lindsley was shooting a new gun, and has not got used to this,

being only the second time he has used it.

1% Jack Shaaber was shooting his Smith ejector gun. and says all you
have to do is to hold it right and iJull the trigger.
R. Estee, a new shooter from Gettysburg, has only been shooting a

short time, but if he keeps on improving at the rate he has done for
the last three months, he will make everybody hustle.
Wm. Wolstencroft was handicapped by his load, wiiich was too light

for birds, as plainly shown by the fact 'that most of his birds that
were credited as missed feU dead out oi t)ound«. Harry Thurman

also lost two dead out of bounds, one just behind the score. Jim.
Schmeck was just as happy as ever, missed the easiest birds he had
and kUled some screamers in fine style.

Gussie Kruger ("Blackbird") has just come back to the gun again,
having laid it away for about a year, and says he wiU be on deck again
all right in a short time.
Oscar MeUot started with hard luck, losing his fli-st bird dead out of

bounds, and then shooting a good race up to the fifteenth, losing four
out of his last ten.

Rene Clayton came on the grounds late, but was ready to shoot as
soon as he got there. Rene is always ready, but he doesn't like to
tramp over the mountains after pheasants, although if any shooter
goes to Tamaqua during the season Rene wiU see to it that he has
a good day's hunting, even if he has to stay at home and .send that
genial, whole-souled, fond-of-shooting-or-fishing Hary Gardner along,
and he wUI give you such a tramp it will make your heart ache.
H. C. W. Matz was disappointed, as quite a lot of men that had

promised to go into this shoot failed to appear. Eleven entries when
you expect twenty is discouraging; but Matz worked hard aU day, and
that wUl account for some of his missed birds, as it was Matz here and
Matz there all the time he was shooting.
A preUminary match was shot in the morning, 10 birds per man, $5

entrance, two moneys, as foUows:
Lindsley 1120120121— 8 Matz 0101102110- 6
Elliott 2121123111—10 Kruger 1211012111— 9
Schureck 1112211233—10 Erter 0-J30112182— 8
At 11 o'clock the 35-biTd race was started, with Ollie Hinnershitz as

referee and Sheriff Buckwalter as scorer. Each man shot 10 birds
when we all went into the hotel, where Mrs. Matz had a fine dinner
set out. When aU the boys had been filled up and had a smoke we
started in again and had a good shoot untU dark. After the big
match miss-and-out sweeps were shot, the result being given:
Shoot at 25 live birds, $20 entrance:
W Wolstencroft 2122012230»«32»»223-2202«1—17
HThurman 321120211212112-222««22222—22
O Melot •2221112223231102120«0222—20
M Lindsley 00-22210102011120022220022—16
Dr Gano 11 231323121 1 1122112221 112-25
J Schmeck 120-221-311«110123111«1«212—20
R Ester 121212222-20»1222321222322—23
R Clayton 03210.0211112112102210221—19
John Shaaber 2221221202212111113232111—24
H Matz 300.01111111210130120212-2—18
Blackbird 2020.11211011102211121121—30
Miss and out sweeps:

No.l.
H Thurman 0
J Shaaber 0
Clayton 211
Lindsley Ill
Gans 0
Harrison 110
Chriskeim 0

..111

.111

No. 2. No. 3. No. 4.

10 1120 1210
0 12220
111280 221112 2i6"
111222 112210
111221 211211
0

iii2ii 2iiill 2121
10 2110 2211

122112

Schmeck.

,

EsteeW Wolstencroft.
Live birds, $5, miss-and-out:

HB Rumbach 121111
B M CundaU 21110

.

J Huffman zzaO
Ten live bu-ds, $10:

J O'H Denny 0120123122— 8
N Johnston 2211111010— 8W M C Jones 0112222211— 9
AH King 1011111111— 9

Live birds, $3, miss-and-out:
N Johnston..... 12111112
E H McWhorter 12122122
J O'H Denny 22123120
EM CundaU 111110
Seven Uve birds, $5, 60 and 40^:

.Tohnston 0111112—6
Denny 1023112—6 Jones

.

McWhorter 2121211—7 ~ '

'

King.. , 2222101—6
Ten Uve bu-ds, 10, 60 and 40^:

Johnston 1211121112— 9
Denny 0120101220— 6
McWhorter 3310011121— 8 H. T.

W M C Jones
J O'H Denny
E H McWhorter

E M Cundall 1112020111— 8
J Huffman 2202301003— 5
E H McWhorter ,3111212322—IQ

AH King
W M C .Jones
H B Rumbaugh

Huffman

Cundall

King

Ne-w Jersey Trap Shooters' League.
The foUowing were the awards of prizes in the team contests of the

New Jersey Trap Shooters' League for the season of 1893. First prize.
Si 6, to the South Side Gun Club of Newark, N. J., score 555 in the best
five of the series. Individual prizes, E. A. Geoffroy for first average
in that team; handsome leather gun case donated by the AV. Fred
(Juimby Co., score 116. Second, R. H. Breintnall, a 6J41bs. keg of wood
powder donated by American Wood Powder Co.
Second prize, $12, to the Maplewood Gun Club, score 546. Individual,

first, F. V. Van Dyke, leather sheU case donated by Messrs. Von Len-
gerke & Detmold, score 117; second, J. Warren Smith, score 113, a
canvas gun cover donated by the same firm.
Third ijrize, .f8, to the BoiUng Springs Fishing and Gun Club. In-

dividual, first, Neaf Apgar, hunting coat donated by Messrs. Von
Lengerke & Detmold, score 117; second, J. H. Richmond, M keg wood
powder donated by the American Wood Powder Co., score 94.
Fourth prize, Endeavor Gun Club of Jersey City, score 497, $4. In-

dividual, first, C. W. McPeck, J4 keg of wood powder donated by the
American Wood Powder Co.. score 108; second, Eddie Collins, a can-
vas hut donated by Messrs. Von Lengerke & Detmold, score 106.
By resolution of goveriting committee the balance in the treasurer's

hands was awarded to the two remaining clubs who had not shared in
money prizes, 60 per cent, to Myrtle Park Gun Chib, of Irvington.
score 470. Individual, first to F. Compton, one-quarter keg wood
powder, donated by the American Wood Powder Co., score 112; sec-
ond, T. Smith, 101 loaded shells, donated by Henry C. Squires, score
lOO. The remaining 40 per cent, to the Passaic City Gun Club,' score
461, together with 200 loaded shells, donated by Mr. Squires. A tie for
second, place was shot off between the Maplewood and Union Gun
clubs and resulted in a victory for the former. Another tie for the
gold watch presented to the League by its president stUl remains to
be decided between Messrs, Geoffroy, of the South Sides, and Apgar,
of Boiling Springs, each of the gentlemen having ccored 92 4-5 per
cent, in the last five contests.
The League wiU be continued during the coming season with prob-

ably increased membership, and secretaries of clubs desirous of join-
ing will expedite matters by sending their names to the League secre-
tary, Mr. W. R. Hobart, 59 Halsey street, Newark, N. J.
No better tournaments took place in the State or vicinity than those

of the League, and clubs wiU find it to their advantage to join. It
gives them a standing in the sport and enables their members to form
acquaintances pleasant to make and continue. W. R. Hobart.

Cincinnati Trap Shooting.
Cincinnati, O., Oct. 28.—The live bird trap-shooting here for the

season virtually closed with that given by Mr. Henry Goodman, at the
Five Mile House, Reading Road, .Wondale, Sunday last. Hundreds of
invitations were mailed the sm-rounding lovers of pigeon shooting, in-
viting them to take part. Some 300 spectators undertook the drive,
and witnessed the local and surrounding experts and aspirants for
trap-shooting honors bang away. Arrangements were made by the
management to have served a 5 o'clock dinner with the pigeons shot
and well they succeeded. Something hke 800 birds were sprung; the
entrance in each event being optional—in the majority of instances it
was so, too. Big sweepstakes are a thing of the past, whether to or
for the benefit of that sport.
Ten years ago, Messrs. Barbour and Griffith, Louisvihe, Ky,, con-

troUed the five bird tournament and match shooting of the Western
States, and a tournament or match shoot advertised to take place in
that city, meant a big attendance and hundreds of simolanus in that
twain's coffers. Never in my career have I had thepleasure of record-
ing more pleasant pigeon shooting, and how the interest died out there
so awfidly sudden is mysterious to me. After this, Paris (Ky.) took a
spurt, through Messrs. Nip and Tuck (Nippert and Tucker)', merchants
at that place, but they too are no more. Then came Lexington, Ky.,
with that late noted deceased horse breeder Tick Herr and his coterie
of friends and Lieut. Martin O'Neil, a genuine Kentucky barbecue
entaiUng a loss, as poor Tick was wont to inform me, of hundreds,
that too, with birds at 25 cents each. Dayton (O.) then experimented
and succeeded, the result being the model pigeon shot, now of Chicaso
Mr. Rolla O. Heikes.

^
Not even barring Mr. John Watson, of Chicago, 111., I conscientiously

believe that the late AI. Bandle was the most successful tournament
manager, and especiaUy so in live bird events, the sportsmen trap
shooters of the States have ever had dealings with. His $500 or .§1.000
guarantee was always good, and his jollity and eagerness of heart
sufficient for the biggest of losers to depart if not thoroughly satisfied
—contented. Further it looks hke his record of 100 straight birds,
shot against veteran Capt. A. H. Bogardua, will stand for years to
come; true he shot a 10-gauge against the Captains 12, but as the
Captain said, "It's wonderful I thought I had him beat two days
before the match, but you've tne score. " Wicx.
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Forest vs. Roxborough.
Philadelphia, Oct. 28.—The Forest Gun Club had a double event on

their grounds to-day. The first, which started at 3 o'clock, was not
finished until 4, and it gave very little time before dark for the second
event, which was a shoot for a double-barreled breechloading gun,
13-gauge. When this match was finished it was so dark that the
shooters had to do lots of guessing. The first match was between a
team from the Eoxborough Gun Club and Forest Club. As the
Forest boys only had ten members to shoot and the Eoxboroughs
had thirteen, Frank Cornman, who is a member of both clubs, was
allowed to shoot on both teams, and he did as well for one as the
other, breaking 20 each time.
To make up the deficiency, at the suggestion of the Forest and

Stream representative the names of the Forest Club were put in a
hat and two drawn, these two beiug allowed to shoot double scores.
The choice fell on Morrison and Kiotte. Where they shot their second
Jround is marked with an asterisk (*) on the score.
There were quite a lot of spectators on the ground, as these clubs

are supposed to be closely matched, but the Forest boys got away
"With their rivals in good shape with a score of 217 to 204.

The second event resulted in Landis and H. Thurman (shooting
lor Jackson) tieing on 20 straight. The scores are:

Forest Team.W Morrison 1011110010011111111111011—19
J Henry 1101101111111101111111000—19W Wetzel 1110011011111111111111110—21
WA VanNort llOOllllOOinilllnllllOOO—17
CBiotte .1111010110110101010101101—16
Mills iinioioiioimooiiioiioi—18W McDaniel 11 11 10 1 0101 1 101 1 110000111—17
D Ezrah 01 001 1 01 001 1 1 1 1 1 1 10100101—13
F Robinson 1010001001011100100011100—11
OKowcroft 1110111110010110111001011—1.5
FCornman 1111110010111101011111111—20
Morrison .• 0100110111111011011101110—17
*Eiotte 1100111100111001000000011—12—217

Eoxborough Club.
F Hoaglan 1110111110001111110111010—18
GBlondin 0101111110011101110101010—16
J Cowan 1111010111111111111011111-22
JMcFalls 1001111101001110111111011—18
W Van Fosen 1101100111101111010110110—17
G Lancaster Oil 1101110000100010101110—13
EGilmore 1010101001010001111001000—13
U Cowan 0101010011110001100011010—11
Dr Pepper 0000010101100110011110011—12
CGregor 0110110001100010010111110—13
FCornman 0111101111101111100111111—20
J Taggert 1100010100011110010111111—15
WFree 0100011011011111010111101—16-204
Shoot for gun, 50 cents a chance, miss and out, rapid firing: H.

Thurman 18, Taggert (Hoagland) 0, Mills 6,Van Nort 3, David 0, Henry
0, Taggert (Hoagland) 3, H. Thurman 10, Wetzel 4, Peterman 4, Mc-
Daniel 5, Wiilard 5, Landis 1, David 2, Peterman 1, Willard 13.Van Nort
0, Henry 0, David 1, Wetzel 2, H. Thurman 5, Mitchner 0, Jay 0, Eow-
croft 2, Peterman 12, Ezrah 1, Morrison 1, Wain 2, Van Fossen 10, Lan-
dis 20, Eobinson (David) 4, Mills 0, Irvine (Landis) 0, Riotte 4, Morrison

0, Pepper (Hoagland) 0, Eowcroft 0. Free 9, Wain (Thurman) 11, Mills
1, Hoagland 5, Free 2, Henry (Thurman) 1, Jackson 20, Mitchner 0,
David 8, Landis 2. Willard 3, Wetzel r., Peterman 13, Taggert (Hoag-
land) 3, Henry 4, Eowcroft 4, Landis 16, Van ::^ort 2, Jackson (H. T.) 5,
Hoagland 0, David 4, Watson (Willard) 9, Whitcom (Landis) 3, David
10, Free 4, Mills 2, Willard 4, Eowcroft 0, Landis 7, Strech (Peterman)
7, Henry 2,, Willard 10, Eowcroft (David) 15. Landis and Thurman,
shooting for Jackson, won on 20.

Glenmore Rod and Gun Club.
The monthly shoot of the Glenmore Eod and Gun Club at Dexter

Park on Wednesday, Oct. 25, brought together only eight members.
The regular club event calls for seven birds, five unknown traps, club
handicap rules. J. Flynn was in good form and succeeded in killing
his seven birds, using his second barrel only on his sixth bird. The
birds, as a rule, were a fairly good lot and several of the contestants
made some good long-range kills. J. J. Edgerton, with his old style
10-bore Greener, shot in good form, in a series of 20 birds losing only
three, two of which fell dead out of bounds. Chas. Engelbrecht was
another contestant who made a good showing, killing 18 out of his 20
birds. The scores are appended:
SS Edgerton •111112—6 Chas Engelbrecht 1102122—6
J B Kay 0212011—5 Wm Lair 1122002—5W Levins 1021212—6 J Flynn 1111121—7
E A Vrooms 1212200—5 W Linnington 1212000—4
Sweeps at 5 birds:

S S Edgerton.... 11122—5 12111—5 Wm Lair 02311—4 21123—5
C Engelbrecht... 12202-4 12111-4 J B Kay 11102-4 10.21—

3

Smith 21102-5 11111-5
Sweep at 3 birds:

S S Edgerton 02»—1 Wm Lair 201-2
C Engelbrecht 112-3 J B Kay .'.'..011—2

Monthly Shoot of the Rosevilles.
The Roseville Gun Club had a small turnout at its monthly shoot

held on John Erb's Newark grounds on Oct. 26. The weather was fine
for the sport and a big crowd was expected, but for some unexplained
reason they failed to materialize. E. H, Breintnall and C. M. Hedden,
of the South Side Gun Club, and B. C. Sutton, of Newark, were
among the shooters. All the shooting was at bluerock targets, 10 in
each event, the scores following:

No. 1. No. 2. No. 3. No. 4.

Breintnall 1011111110—8 1001111011—7 1111111101—9 1111011110—8
Rist 0101011001-5 1110010111—7 1000111000-4 0000111000—3
HuflC 1111011111—9 1101001001—5 1000000100—2 1110111000—6
Ganz 0001001001—3 0000010010—2 0011100010—4 OOlOlOOOll—

4

Hedden 1111011111—9 1111111011-9 0110111111-8 1111111011-8
Sutton 1110110001—6 0110100111—6 1100001000—3 0100100110—4
Meeker 1100110111—7

No. 5. No. 6. No. 7. No. 8.
Breintnall 1101101011-7 1111001111—8 1111002011—7 1101101111—8
Eist... 1110101111—8 0111000110—5 1010111001—6 1011011110—7
Huff 1001101111—7 1111111101—9 1100101110—6 1110100110—6
Ganz 1010100000—3
Hedden 1011111111-9 1110100011—6 0101011101—6 llOlllioii—

8

Herron Hill Gun Club.
Pittsburgh, Pa., Oct. 23.—The Herron Hill Gun Club gave an all-

dav shoot on Oct. 17 on their grounds, Brunot's Island, at five events
of bluerocks and the balance of the day at live birds. The scores
were as follows:
No. 1, 15 bluerocks, entrance $1, expert system: A. H. King fli-st

with 13, Kelsy and W. M. C. Jones second with 12, E. H. McWhorter
and McCartney third with 10, Cochran fourth with 9.

No. 2, 10 bluerocks, rapid-firing system, entrance SI: McWhorter
first with 10, Kelsy and McCartney second with 9, N. Johnson third
with 8, Cochran and A. H. King fourth with 7.

No. 3, 15 bluerocks, expert system, entrance gl.oO: Cochran first
with 14, King and Kelsy second with 12, McWhorter and Jones third
with 10, Huffman and 3IcCartney fourth with 9.

No. 4, 20 bluerocks, rapid-firing system, entrance $2: N. Johnson
first with 20, Jones and McCartney second with 19, Cochran third with
18, Kelsy, McWhorter and Born fourth with 17.

No. 5, 15 bluerocks, expert system, entrance $1.50: Johnson, Mc-
Cartney and Jones first with 1.3, Cochran second with 12, McWhorter
and J. O'H. Denny third with 11, Born and Kelsy fourth with 10.

Louis Lautenslagar, Sec'y-

B. F. C, Brooklyn.~We cannot recommend you to good gray squir-
rel shooting within a few miles of New York or Jersey City.

A Beginner, Alexandria, Va.—1. Will small rust spots eaten on the
inside of gun barrels affect its shooting qualities? 2. What shaU I use
as it is for my gun? Ans. 1. No. 2. Try the Winchester Co.'s gun
grease.

W. C J., Duluth, Minn.—To deodorize skunk skins or articles of
clothing scented with skunk odor, hold them over a fire of red cedar
boughs and sprinkle with chloride of lime. Or, wrap them up with
green hemlock boughs for twenty-four hours.

J. H. B., Jackson, Mich.—1. Can solid balls, the size of the barrel
be shot with any accuracy from shotguns? 2. Is any particular gun
better than another for this purpose? 3. Is a choke as good as a cyl-
inder bore for this purpose? 4. Which is the best for shooting large
buckshot, choke or cyhnder-bored guns? 5. Does Greener's book give
information on the above-mentioned subjects? Ans. 1. Yes, with fair
accuracy up to 50yds. 2. There is little or no pretVrence between
standard makes of guns for this purpose. 3. Yes; care must be taken,
however, that the ball is no larger than the smallest part of the bar-
rel. 4. Cylinder. 5. Yes.

A New Sundry.
Coshman & Dbnison have just placed on the market their new

"Star" Oiler which is an excellent oil can at a low price. It contains a
number of improvements on the cheaper oilers not in use. They
guarantee the "Star" to he as good as any oiler in the market except
the "Perfect."-^dtj.

SAVE YOUR TROPHIES.
Write for Our illustrated Catalogue

"HEADS AND HORNS."
It g^ves directions for preparing and preserving

Bilns, Antlers, etc. Also prices for Heads and
Bugs, Birds and Fish, and all kinds of work in Taxi-
dermy.

WARD'S NATURAL SGiENGE ESTABLISHMENT.
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

M^hen

Y^ou

Order

A gun or a rod or a
thousand shells or a
lot of flies, tell your
dealer to put in a copy
of GameLmvsin Brief.
It will only cost you
25 cents extra. All

dealers can supply it.

jpROM the first issue of this paper it has been

used, and for nearly twenty years this particular

space has been occupied by

ABBEY & IMBRIE,
who now say that they have given up advertising at least tor the present.

Sportsmen's Goods.

Established lf58.

E. OCUMPAUGH & SONS,
SHOOTING AND YACHTING

SWEATERS.
Boy's Best Wool $2.00

Boy's Best Worsted "fSr $2.50

Men's Best Wool ^S^T" $2 50

Men's Best Worsted"K"/ $3 00

Men's Best Made $4,50
White, Black, Blue or Gray.

Halifax, Nova Scotia.
S^irs—The svreater is most satisfactory. You cer-

tainly make a fine article in that line. Send your bill.

G. E, VAiJ BUSKIRK.

Athletic Suits of Every Description.
Goods sent C. O. D. with privilege of examination.

83,85&87 Main St., Rochester, N.Y.

DUCK CALLS.
Grubb's Improved Illinois River Duck Call. The

most natural-toned call made; easy to blow; not
easy to get out of repair, having a fine tempered
reed; makes it so you can call teal, woodduck and
bluebill, as well as mallard. This is the only call
you can do this with. Price 55 cents.
Same as above, made of red cedar, sUver mounted,

with silver reed which gives it perfect tone, %\
Every one warranted. Address

CHAS. W. GRUBBS,
1537 Milwaukee Ave.,

Chicago, 111.

4 Sportsmen's Goods. ^ i

FERGUSON'S PATENT REFLECTING LAMPS,
TUOftlAS J. CONRUY, 8ole Asent,

310 Broadway, New York.

With Sliver Pitted toeomotive ReDeaton

Guns, Revolvers, etc. %

Attaeh-

msnts.

For Sportsmen's use. Combines
Head Jack (Front and Top), Boat
Jack, Fishing, Camp, Belt and
Dash Lamp, Hand Lantern, etc.

(for Night Driving, Hunting, Fish-
ing, etc. Is adjustable to any
kind of dash or vehicle.
Send stamp for lUus. Catalogue,
and address all orders Lamp Dept.

BARGAINS m GUNS.
1 Remington Mid-Range Target Rifle, .40-50, Vernier
and wind gauge sights, octagon barrel, pistol grip,
shotgun butt, 91bs. weight. Price SI 5.

1 12-gauge Winchester repeating shotgun, new gun,
perfect order. Price $ 1 6.

1 Scott & Son 10 gauge double gun. side snap, 32in.,
lOlbs , rebounding locks, straight grip, laminated
steel barrels. Cost $125. Will sell for $50.

J. P. DANJ^EPELSER,
9 Chambers street, New York.

LYMAN'S RIFLE SIGHTS.
as for 96 page Catalogue of Sights and

.&11DBSSS,

WM.R.seeA£F£R&SON

,

Manufactm'ers and Dealers In

and BICYCl,ES.
Gun stocks bent, more crook or straightened and

warrante<l to stay. Barrels chokebored, rust spots
bored out and barrels re-browned. Gun stocks made
to order; all kinds of Gun, Rifle and Revolver work
performed.
6x EI^M STREET, BOSXO?>i, 1»IASS.

SHOT SPREADERS
make full chokes scatter more than a cylinder, 12-

gauge only at present. Free circular and sample.
WINANS & CO, , 97 West Kinney St., Newark, N. J.

>

<

Miscellaneous.

Ajjeni
idlea

,t«,S25toS5Qr
Gentlemen, oalng or wlllnff

"OldHeUable Plater." Only
practical way to replate rcjty and
worn knltes, forks, spoon., ele.!

quickly done by dipping in melted
metal. No experience, poUahing,
or machinery. Thick plate at ona
operation; laata 6 to 10 years; Ono
finish when taken from the plater.
Every family haa plating to do.
riater sells readily. Pr.iflti large,
W. V. UarrliHia Ji C<h Columhiu,0

" heard. Succes6.fulvfhensllroiii.:a;ese'nl. SoIdr|J|-c
only by F.Hiscox, SSa B'way.N.Y, Write tor book otumntiX KCC

The AdiFondacks
Map of the Adirondack Wilderness.
Pocket edition on map-bond paper. $1.00.
"It is the most complete map of the Adirondacks

region ever published."—i'^'oreaianrZ Stream.

Pocket Map of Lake Champlain and I^ake
George. May-bond paper, 50 cents.

Guide Books.—The Adirondacks, lUustrated,
16mo., 272 pages, pseudo cloth cover, 35 cts.

r.akp GeorRpa-'d r.ake r>ianiplalii,'25cts.
Address .S. R. STOBUARD, Glens Falls, fi. Y,

POCKET KJSXNEIi RECORD. 50 cts.

For Sale.

TROUT FOR SALE.
YEARLINGS ol tHe Brooi Trout, Late Trout, Brown

^
Trout, CaliforiiaTront&Lanilocieil Salmon.

^ EGGS AMD ERV
ot i same in season. For information Inquire
of J. ANNIN, JK.,

Oaledonia, Livingston Co., N. Y.

Berkshire Trout Hatchery
have for sale healthy BROOK TROUT ranging
size from young fry to four pounds weight, suitable
for stocking »}ublic and private waters.
For information and price address

C. H. SAGS, Sec»y,
Great Barrtngton, Masg.

FERTILIZED BROOK TROUT EGGS AND Ex-
cellent young fry for stocking, in season. Ad-

di-ess TROUTiVIERE, Osceola MillsrWis.

LIVE WHITE HASES (Lepus amencanua)
captured and properly boxed and delivered

CO express in Bethel, Me., in good condition on
receipt of orders and remittances at $3 per pair.
Refer to Hon. H. O. Stanley, Dixfield, Me., Fisli

s Commissioner. I. G. RICH, Bethel,Meand Ga;me C

Old and young stuck now on sale. Our celebrated
handbook -'AH About Ferrets and Rats," mailed any-
where on receipt of Si.icts. ADOLPH ISAACSEN &
SON,9aFultonst.,N.Y. city. Trade mark "Sure Pop.'

LIVE yUAlL FOR iSALB—W. VA. BIRDS—GAME
a specialty. E. B. WOODWARD, Commission

Merchant, 174 Chambers st., New York.

rRAINED FERRETS CHEAP; FERRET
Book, ten cents; ferret muzzles, 20.3ts.

; catalogue
free. WALLACE & SON, Lucas, Ohio.

Uanoe and Boat Building

FOR AMATEURS.
Price, 83.00.

. FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE,
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Illustrated Supplement.

This issue contains an illustrated supplement, a por-

trait of the Woodland Caribou, by Ernest E. Thompson.

The first portrait of this series, the Moose, was pub-

lished Oct, 14. Others to follow will be of the Coon,

Dec. 2, and the White-tailed or Virginia Deer, Jan. 6.

THE WOODLAND CARIBOU.

The woodland caribou is one of the largest of the deer

tribe of North America, being exceeded in size onlyby the

moose and the elk. It is not a graceful creature, like the

smaller deer and the elk, nor, on the other hand, is it

ugly and grotesque, like the moose; in shape and general

carriage—when not alarmed—it is not unlike a young
Alderney cow. When in rapid motion, however, trotting

swiftly through the forest or across the barrens, with

head thrown well back and white flag conspicuous, it is a
pleasing object; but when feeding or at ease, its deliberate

movements and slouching attitudes remind one of a cow.

Wide differences are found in the accounts given by
writers of the habits of this species. By some it is de-

clared to be the shyest and most wary of all the deer

vjtribe, while others speak of it as dull to stupidity, and
as standing and staring about while its companions are

sliot dead around it. In a case which came under our
own observation, something like this took place; the

hunter having shot three out of four caribou, and then
walking toward the remaining animal, which stood

looking at him until he had come close to it, when it

trotted off twenty or thirty yards, stopped and stood

for a few moments, and then disappeared over the

ridge. As the various shots were fired at the feeding

animals, tliose untouched raised their heads and looked

about as if curious to see whence the noise came, and
then resumed their grazing. In this case the animals
liad not been hunted for eight or nine months. Those
writei-8 who have found caribou shy have probably

sought for them in a region where they have been
much hunted, and have learned that the sound of a gun
or the scent of man or a moving object in the woods
portends danger.

Measured from east to west the range of the woodland
caribou is wide, but it is narrow from nortli to south. It

is found in northern New Hampshire, in Maine and in

Canada nortli to Labrador, Across southern Canada it is

found as far west as the great plains. Its western limit

in the eastern forest belt is northern Minnesota, for it is

said to occur in the Roseau Swamp, Further west, in the

Rocky Mountains, it is found again, on the further slope

uf the range, in western Montana, Idaho, Oregon and
Washington, Capt. Chas, E. Bendire lias told us of skulls

tliat he has seen as far south as Boise City, Idaho, and
Judge Greene has written of "queer elk" seen in the
mountains not far from Portland, Ore., which were prob-
ably caribou. In many parts of the mountains of British

Columbia woodland caribou are stiU abundant, though

much less so now than they were a few years ago, when
the country was newer.

We do not know of any direct evidence that caribou

have ever found in the Adirondack region, Dekay, it is

true, mentions Ibis species in his "Mammals of the

State of New York," and as evidence of its former

presence there refers to a pair of caribou antlers that he

had seen, but Merriam has shown that these are elk, not

caribou, antlers. Mr. R. L. McGonigle, long a trader on the

upper Missouri River in the early days of the West, and
an entirely trustworthy person, once described to us a

curious elk-like animal which he shot from the deck of

a steamboat near old Fort Peck during a trip up the river,

and from the description the beast seems to have been a

caribou—a long way from home.
North of the range of the woodland caribou, its place

is taken by the much smaller barren-ground caribou, the

range of which extends north to the Arctic Sea, It is

this species which is spoken of as migrating in such great

droves, and whose numbers have by some been compared
to those of the old time buffalo. The woodland caribou,

though they consort together in herds or bands, are never
found in such great companies as their more northern

cousins, though in Newfoundland their numbers during
the migrations are said to be very great.

The caribou is singular among our deer in that the

female usually possesses small horns, which are carried

much longer than those of the male, though shed and
renewed annually. It was formerly supposed that the

cow caribou always had these horns, but Mr. Montague
Chamberlain, the well-known ornithologist, has'presented

evidence going to show that in a limited district in the

southeastern portion of its range, the cow caribou is some-
times hornless. This is a curious and interesting fact,

and further observation of caribou in Maine and New
Brunswick is needed to determine the percentage of

hornless females.

The color of the caribou ranges from wood brown in

early summer to nearly white in winter, when the darker

tips of the hair have been worn off. The mane about the

neck is nearly white at all seasons, and the legs are always
much darker than the body color. The calf is mottled on
the sides for the first months of its life, and we have killed

full-grown animals which showed traces of this mottling,

which presumably points back to a spotted ancestor.

Extended and interesting accounts of the woodland
caribou are to be found in most works on natural history,

and those given by Captain Hardy in his "Forest Life in

Acadie," and by Judge Caton in his "Antelope and Deer
of America," are especially worth reading.

''PISECO'' AT PORT ROYAL.
Few older readers will fail to recall the stories of adven-

venture in distant quarters of the globe, written by Capt,

L. A, Beardslee, of the Navy, over the familiar pen-name,
"Piseco." Of recent years Capt, Beardslee has been sta-

tioned in home waters. For a term, in near and
friendly neighborhood of the Forest and Stream, he
was in command of the receiving ship Vermont, that

giant house-boat moored at the docks of the Brooklyn
Navy Yard; and thence he went to Port Royal, S. C,
as commandant of the Naval Station at that point. From
Port Royal "Piseco" has contributed occasional letters

dwelling upon the charms of the old town of Beaufort,
with its rose gardens and hve oaks, its delicious climate,

its shooting, its fishing, and other attractions, which pic-

tured by his pen appeared to outsiders to lend an idylUc
character to existence there.

But it is a truth old as story, and sung by the poets,

that while others may journey round the world in quest

of adventure and find it but tamely, there may come
to you in your own home opportunity of worthy under-
takings and noble deeds; and the seafarer in a home
port may hear the call for the exercise of qualities as

heroic as ever those which have carried him through
hurricane and typhoon. Such an emergency confronted
"Piseco" in that fateful August night when cyclone and
tidal wave swept the Sea Islands of the Atlantic Coast.

Paris Island, on which the Government buildings are
situated, was submerged tliroughout its whole extent to

a depth of from three to eight feet; more than one
hundred houses were swept away, the crops were de-

stroyed, the wells were polluted, and many of the dwell-
ers on the island were drowned, while hundreds of
the survivors were left without food or shelter.

Amid this wreck and desolation Captain Beardslee, by
virtue of his position in command of ^the Government

Genbkal Order
|

No. 419.

station, was the natural leader to whom these afflicted

people turned for succor, relief and guidance. That he
was equal to the emergency we may well know, that he
met it with courage and resolution and readiness of

resource we may be assured. There lies before^us General

Order No, 419 of the Navy Department, relating to tJie

storm at Port^Royal, and we print it here in the full text,

not alone for its recognition of the services of Captain

Beardslee himself, but as well for the record it makes of

the men of the command of humble station, who by
their daring and their doing—and as for Dr. Hazel, by
his death—demonstrated once again another truth,

which is as old a story and is sung by the poets, that

when some supreme crisis calls for heroism the heroism
will be found. Here, then, is the order:

Navy Departmen'T, {
AVashington, Sept. 23, 1893.

)

The cyclone which recently swept over the southern Atlantic sea-

board, carrying devastation and ruin in its path, visited the U. 8
naval station at Port Royal, South Carolina, on the 27th and 28th of

August last, with unusual severity, destroying life and doing great

damage to property, both within the precincts of the station and in

the surrounding country, and leaving without food or shelter numbers
of families of enlisted men of the Navy, and employees in the servide

of the Government and others.

In view of the fury and duration of the storm, with the attendant
loss of Ufe and property, and the courage and fortitude displayed by
those who were unfortimately exposed to its violence, it is deemed
proper that a public acknowledgment be made of the important ser-

vice rendered by officers and enlisted men of the Navy, and employees
of the naval station at Port Royal, on that occasion.

But for the prompt measures adopted by Captain L. A. Beardslee,

U. S. Navy, commandant of that station, to meet the dangers of the
emergency when the island, on which the naval station is situated,

was inundated by the sea in the midst of the storm, and the invalu-

able assistance, so che.;rfully rendered by the ladies of the families of

the two officers residing on the island, in providing shelter, food and
clothing, for the homeless and destitute, and in caring for and allevi-

ating the sufferings of the sick and injured of this demoralized com-
munity, the misery following in the track of the hurricane would have
been even more widespread than it was.

It appears from a report concerning this storm, made to the De-
partment by Captain Beardslee, that a most deplorable consequence
of its fury was the death by drowning of Dr. W. Q. Hazel, apothecary
an old and faithful servant of the Government, whose death in a gal-^

lant attempt to save others, exemplifies his character, as shown during
his long and useful career.

Israel Elliot, commandant's steward, and John Broadanax, com
mandant's cook, during the height of the hurricane, waded up to
their necks, in the fierce sea which swept the island, to a falling house,
and with a lighter which they, with others, had secured, rescued from
drowning about twenty women and children, and landed them in a
place of safety. Middleton Grayson, coxswain; Jerry Green, lands-
man; Laurence Green, landsman, and Peter Brown, first-class fireman,
stayed by the steam launches in which they were stationed, endeavor-
ing to save them, until they narrowly escaped going down in them.
The conduct of the Marine Guard, in charge of First Sergeant

Michael Gallager, was most praiseworthy. When the island was
inundated, the marines waded to and fro through the flood, which
was driven by the wind into seas so dangerous that many people were
overthrown and drowned by them, doing their utmost to preserve life

and property.

The same report of the calamity shows that valuable assistance was
rendered on this occasion by Civil Engineer George Mackay, Surgeon
H. C. Babhi, Messrs. G. B. Stratton, Juan Jiminez, J. Hardin Jones
Emil Diebitch, J. H. Disher, machinist, and L. L. Bennett, landsman
and that they, with the force of enlisted men at the station and the
Government employees, without exception, behaved admirably, and
were untiring in their efforts to render assistance to those in danger
and to rescue property from destruction, in many cases at great per-
sonal risk.

Where devotion to duty is so general, and the response to the
appeals of the unfortunate victims of disaster so prompt and eflficient,

it is difacult to select any individual for especial commendation, but
to all those whose names are mentionei in this general order the
thanks of the Department are hereby tendered

H. A. Herbert, Secretary of the Navy.
We make this record, knowing that his Forest and

Stream friends will be grateful for intelligence of
"Piseco" and of his part in the rescues of the Sea Island
flood. But our principal object is to second an appeal
which Capt. Beardslee makes for aid in carrying on the
work which has fallen to him. "I am looking out," he
writes, "for the feeding and clothing of nearly 400 people.
Miss Barton, of the Red Crass Society, having asked me
to continue as her almoner, checks to my order will be
used with discretion. I know all the people of the island
and just what each family most needs. I got Gov. Till-

man to give me an order to have fifty fishing boats built
for distribution; and over one-half are afloat and earning
money. Clothing is needed; thick underwear, old shoot-
ing and fishing garments, old everyday clothes, etc., are
what ai-e wanted, I am doing what I can to reduce the
misery; and it has struck me that an appeal through your
columns to the friends of 'Piseco' might result in help to
us. Will not Forest and Stream readers lenk us a
hand?"

Capt, Beardslee's address is Capt, L, A. Beardslee, Com-
mandant Naval Station, Port Royal, S. C.
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DANVIS FOLKS.-XIV.

A Morning of Song.

The low, dark, gray sky that bad seemed to threaten a

bodily smothering descent upon the earth, now began to

scatter down a thickening shower of flakes, whicb the

rising wind drove far aslant, dappling with flecks of

down, then padding with white cushions the windward
sides of trees, fences and buildings.

A great flock of snow buntings reveling in the storm,

swept along in the driven slant, Mke an accession of bulk-

ier flakes and settled in a long drift among the bent

weeds, as heedless of the storm as its own wind-tossed

The further hiUs were quite hidden by the nearer

woods, and isolated trees and dwellings were vaguely re-

vealed through the drifting veil and the snow, beating

with a soft patter against the shop window, blurred it to

deeper dullness with clinging flakes and the slow trickle

of their melting.
No one but a shoemaker could work, and the rest of the

world could only go a-visiting. Uncle Lisha futilely

wiped the inside of his dull pane and stared forth, but

there was revealed to him only the distorted image of a

woodpecker clinging to the leeward side of the nearest

tree. Sam came in to smoke a second pipe, as did his

father, in violation of his ordinary custom of sitting with
women folks, whose unaggressiveness was a pleasing reve-

lation after the experience of his later years.

But Uncle Lisha was not disappointed in his expecta-

tions, the stamping of feet on the doorstep announced
visitors, and Solon, Joseph, Pelatiah, Antoine and his

father drifted in,|in a snow-laden file, as if they had come
down with the storm and were a noisier adjunct of it; and
each scattered from him his burden of snow in a circle of

melting moisture.
"Dis was ma fader, One' Lasha Pegg," said Antoine,

leading his desiccated parent to the shoe bench, "he '11 gat

great many hoi', One' Lasha, he 'U gat some hoi'. Ah. '11

mekyou intro-duce."

Uncle Lisha stared almost savagely at the old man,
who bowed profusely and said: "Comme est ga va, M'sieu

Pegg?"
"Hear the ol' critter callin' me a shoe peg," Uncle Lisha

gi-owled in an undertone, and roared in a voice so startling

that the old Canadian recoiled before it:

"Commadgy vaw. Good arrth an' seas. If it's talkin'

French yer arter, I'm jest the man. PoUy voo Francy.

Sacree. Mushdaw. There. He's a sassy critter, a-calUn'

on me a shoe peg in my own shop."

"O, no-no-no, bien no. One' Lasha," Antoine protested.

"He'll ant call younot'ing honly M'sieu Pegg; dat was
Muster Pegg, dat was all."

"O, I wanter know," Uncle Lish ejeculated in some
confusion. "Wal, that comes o' speakin' in unknown
tongues. I c'n talk French consid'able but I can't onder-

stan' it noways clear when other folks talks it. Seddaown
by the stove, Ann Twine's father, an' make yourself tu

hum."
The old Canadian stared at his host in bewilderment till

Uncle Lisha repeated the invitation in what he considered

more intelligible phrase, and with a roar that he was sure

must make it understood:
"Sittey daown, smokey you peep," which being accom-

panied by a wave of the hand and a pantomimic suck-

ing of the thumb, and interpreted by Antoine, induced
the old man to take a seat behind the stove and fill his

black pipe with rank, home-grown tobacco.

"An' now what's the news," Uncle Lisha demanded, as

he laid a tap on the sole of a boot, fastened it with three

pegs and trimmed the edge with his knife. "The' must
be some, the hul caboodle on ye turnin' aout in sech a
snowstorm."
"Wal," said Solon, not to be forestalled but with seemly

hesitation, "the' is what you might caUeenamost discred-

ible news."
Uncle Lisha held his hammer suspended while he cast

an inquiring glance at Solon.

"The's a feller," Solon continued, "hes come up to the

village an' instigated hisself as a mai-chant in the BiUins's

saddler shop, an' he's jest cuttin' in on Clapham like all

smutteration, an' is jest a gittin' his hul onmitigated
trade."
"You don't say," said Uncle Lisha, driving home a peg

and fumbling 'abstractedly for another, "An' who is the

critter?"

"Feller f'm V'gennes, name o' Bascom, an' he's jest a
givin' away goods."
"Humph. Won't git turrible rich at that, I don't cal'-

late. Just a baittn' folks. Wal, wal, tew stores tu the

village, an' I remember when the' wa'nt none."
" Ah '11 tol' you. One' Lasha, it was be jes sem one man

Canada, f ome to St. Ursule setthn' up store an' sol' so

cheap, evree body crazy for bought it, an' dat man, he 'U

borry, borry fave, ten, feefty, bonded dollai- evreebody,

den fust dey '11 know, whoop, he '11 bus' up an' gone
where somebody ant known."

"I'd know, but mebby he haint selhn' not tu say cheaper
'n Clapham, for they du say his paounds is aluiighty light

an' his yards pleggid short, but I d' know," remarked
Joseph.
"He 's a sellin' boots a half dollar cheaper 'n what

Clapham is," Pelatiah ventured to offer.

"Boots," Uncle Lisha growled in deep-toned contempt,
"if he gin 'em away folks 'ould get cheated. Boots!
'Tannin' begretched an' makin' bewitched!' Les' hear
suthin' interestin'. Someb'y tell a story er sing a song,

Ann Twine can't yer father give us a French song?"

"Dat was de honly kan he '11 gat. He '11 ant learn foi:

sung Angleesh lak Ah '11 was."
"It's hopesin he won't," said Sam.
"Tune him up, Ann Twine," cried Uncle Lisha, and

Antoine with a few words in French, persuaded his father

to sing in a nasally sonorous voice and with a feeling that

was better imderstood than the words:

"A la claire fontaine

M'en allant promener,

J'ai trouv6 I'eau si belle

Que je m'y suie baign6.

H y a longtemps que je t'alme,

Jamais je ne t'oublierai."*

Then without much persuasion, the, old man sang
'Koulant ma Boule."

"Eouli, roulant, ma boule roulant,

En roulant ma boule roulant,

En roulant ma boule."

"I like that aire abaout roUin' the bull almighty well,"

Uncle Lisha commented when the songs were ended,

but that aire Jimmy Jeimy trouble you, I can't make
much on."

'Dat ant what it said, One' Lasha. It was 'Jamais je

ne t'oubUerai,' sem he '11 said, 'Ah '11 ant never goin' fregit.'

But Ah '11 goin' sing you so you on'stan," and he struck up
more tunefully than intelUgibly, "The girl I left behind
me."

"De bee growl an' weesli for save hees store,

De dove lie shall turn over

An' fall In the water, mek it roar,

If Ah '11 fregit for love her.

If ev'ree chance Ah '11 gat dat way,

An' she ant gat for sign me,

Ah '11 reckon up mah min' for stay,

To de gal Ah love behine me."

'Lord o' massy, yes, if a feller only knows the song he
c'n onderstan' it jest as easy as rollin' oft a lawg. Now
then, Solon, give us 'Brave Wolf.'
The swelling drone of Huldah's spinning wheel had

ceased, and the shop door was softly set ajar that the

occupants of the kitchen might share the musical treat.

"That aire French singin' is turrible satisfyin'," Aunt
Jerusha whispered, as she sat with her ear bent to the

crack of the door and a pinch of snuff half way to her
nose, "considerin' you can't make aout a word on't."

Then Solon, after much preparatory clearing of his

throat, struck up his doleful song in a high pitched voice.

"Cheer up your hearts, young men,

Le-at noth-ing fright yeou,

Be o-of a galUant mind,

Le-at that delight yeou."

When the hero of Quebec at last "died with pleasure"

in the arms of his "Eddy Konk," Joseph HUl lifted up
his voice in commemoration of another humbler and
fairer victim of the great destroyer:

"It was all by the banks of a beauchiful river,

As I walked aout In the sweet month of June,

A pretty fair maid I chanced to diskiver,

As carmly she strayed by the Ught of the moon.

Nya—sing derry down derry,

Nya—derry daown day."

"An' neow it's come your turn, Samwil." And Sam,
after such persuasion as a bashful singer needs, sang of

his beloved woods:

"When the airth is klvered white

An' the trees is naked gray,

O, then 'tis my delight

Tu the woods tu take my way,

Tu hear my haoun' a-hootin', an' a-tootin',

An' hear my gim a-shootin'

When the fox goes streakin' by.

When the greenin' spring has come
Tu fetch the fun o' flshin',

Though I du enj'y it some,

Fer fall I keep a wishin',

Tu hear my haoun' a-hootin', etc.

But the yaller days o' summer
Is the season wust tu bear,

A lunsome spell o' waitin'

Fer the jolly time o' year,

That sets my haoun' a-hootin', etc

O, it's bright in the mornin' airly,

Of a gay October day,

That I deUght most dearly

To the woods to take my way,

Tu hear my haoun' a-hootin', etc.

Ev'ry tree's a painted picter,

An' the grass is green as Jime,

If the' haint no birds a-singin'

I shall hear a sweeter tune,

When I hear my haoun' a-hootin', an' a-tootin',

An' hear my gun a-shootin'

When the fox goes rustlin' by."

"Short an' sweet, Uke a spoo'f'l o' 'lasses, an' good
'nough tu hev more on't." Then Uncle Lisha burst forth

in a stormy song of the sea of "Two lofty ships that from
old England sailed," and went cruistag round on the coast

of "Barboree" in quest of pirates. The stove-pipe rang
with a responsive vibration as he roared:

"
' Lay aloft,' cried aour cap'n, 'lay aloft,' shouted he,

' Look ahead, look astarn, look a-weather, look a-lee,

Crulsin' raoun' on the coast of Barboree,' "

and every one was glad when at length the "JoUy
Pii-ruts" were simk in the bottom of the sea.

"Lisher c'n sing jest as pooty as ever he could," whis-
pered Aunt Jerusha, admiringly.
"An' neow, Peltier, you come in like what the shoe-

maker hove at his wife, but you've got tu be heard from,
just the same. Tune up suthin' lively, neow."

Pelatiah lingered difiidently on the vex"ge{of song, feeUng
his way here and there with an unsatisfactory pitch tH.

at last he launched forth with the recital of experiences
somewhat similar to his own:

'"Tis of a poor yoimg map,
Distraghted quite by love,

His storee I'll relate,

Your tears all for to move,

Conven-iunt a damsel lived.

No rose it could compare
A with the damask of her cheek,

The color of her hair."

So Pelatiah continued his doleful strain tiU the heart-

broken hero went to sea to drown himself and his sorrow.

"That aire's a turrible lunsome kinder song, Peltier, an'

I'm glad the' haint no more on 't. Good airth an' seas,

the' haint no sense in a feller given' uj) that way."
"No," said Sam, "he'd a tarnal sight better go aout an'

kill a wolf, er a fox, er suthin'."

"I swan, Timerthy has sneaked off wi'out singin'," said
Uncle Lisha.

"One' Lasha, Ah '11 wan' gat you medjy ma fader his
foot of it for mek it some boot. He 'II gat hees botte
sauvage ah waar hoff so hees foots mek wet aU de tam."

'All right, fetch him over here," Uncle Lisha shouted,
picking up a splinter of pine and spUtting it to the de-
sired size. ' 'Gittin' on him ready tu go tu Colchester
P'nt? Wal, I'd keep him here a spell yit. Folks never
come back f'm the P'nt no more 'n they du f'm any other
hereafter. Why, they du say 'at you c'n hear th' bones
an' skins a-rattlin' 'fore yon get within a mile o' the P'nt,

an' sech a pollyvooin' !"

"O, One' Lasha, what you talk so? Frenchmans dead
when he gat ready, some tam 'fore, jes sem somebody.
Den le Bon Dieu call it an' he flew up an' le Bon Dieu put
it in veree high roos'."

"Shets it in a coop, more like, Ann Twine. But trot

aout yer father over here. PuU off yer boot, Ann Twine's
father. Pulley hoff you butt." Uncle Lisha was not sur-

prised that his meaning was comprehended by his cus-
tomer, who cried, "Oui, oui," very rapidly, and at once
grappled with his right boot and presently disclosed a very
dirty stocking.
"Naow set your heel agin the side of the haouse. Settey

up you heely. No fersten? He's so ol' he's forgot his own
langwidge."
With Antotne's help, the old man was backed up to the

wall with his heel against the mop-board and Uncle Lisha
stooped over his foot with a sharp-pointed jack-knife
poised threatingly above his toes which were instinctively

curved.
"Quit a-wigglin', yer dumbd ol' toes. I haint a goin'

tu jab 'em. No wiggly paw de toe. There, I thought I

could make you ondestan'," and he succeeded in driving
his knife in the floor at the end of old Justine's big toe.

He transferred the measurement to the pine stick and
marked it by a notch as he did several circumferences ob-
tained with a stiing, and pronovmced the preliminary
labor accomplished, and the old Canadian drew on his
boot with an air of great relief.

The clatter of dinner-getting was a signal for the de-
parture of the visitors, who went forth to find the storm
spent and the landscape smothered to silence in universal
whiteness, and to make their way homeward by un-
marked highways and by-paths.

EOWLAND E. EOBINSON.

* "Down to the crystal streamlet
I strayed at close of day,

Into its limpid waters
I plimged without delay.

I've loved thee long and dearly,
I'll love thee, Sweet, for aye."

—From "Songs of Old Canada," translated by William McLennan.

THE SAGINAW CROWD.
Pilgrimage of 1 892.—V.

(Concluded from page 3S0.')

The morning was not promising for a fair day.
The dark clouds indicated that the ride would by no
means be a pleasant one. As the day progressed the
storm did not increase, but the air was heavy with smoke
from some distant prairie fire, that at times seemed to be
quite near us. Breaking camp did not take long. About
the meanest thing to pack are the kerosene lamps. We
usually take one or two tin reflector lamps along to hang
up on the tent pole. It makes camping more cheerful,
and they are easily transported. At the same time the
chimneys had to be packed and unpacked every night,
and the oil emptied back into the can after we had done
using them. Seib had seemed anxious to have some par-
ticular task allotted to him, and it was suggested that he
be appointed cleaner and trimmer of lamps. This ar-

rangement was made early on the start out, but he soon
fell into his bad old ways of imagining he saw game on
the neighboring hillsides about the time that lamps were
due. He did take care of them one morning, and that
was the end of it; so we excused him, and the not pleasant
task fell into the hands of whoever happened to think of
it.

We made an early start, and the morning passed un-
eventfully. A few antelope were seen, an occasional
wolf, and a shot or two taken at a grouse that happened
to be near the road. There are not many birds to be
found away from the river and the ranch houses. We
arrived at the H. A. ranch in good condition and early in

the day. The horses were given a feed, and, with the
kind assistance of the Texas-despising cook, Harrison set

out his usual bill of fare. We left a quarter of one of

the deer with the cowboys, took some more snap shots
with the kodak, and were soon on our way again. Here
we left the Kid, where he was to put in a long, cold
winter line-riding. The more soberly inclined took him
one side and gave him lots of advice. Boys of this kind
are apt to sow wild oats with a very prodigal hand when-
ever they come to the settlements, and the Kid had
boasted of several exploits that were not to his credit, but
when his home in far-off Iowa was called to his mind,
and a picture of his mother and the family fireside drawn
in tender colors by the Doctor, we know there was a good
deal of good in him yet, and that his heart was in the
right place, for it brought the glistening drops into his

eyes. It is not to be wondered at that these youngsters,

away from all restrictions, and having only the rough
amusement that they can get from occasional visits to

the village bar-room, get to be, to draw it mildly, pretty

tough.
We were all feeUng well, the horses were in good con-

dition, and we sped along the i-oad toward civilization at

a merry gait. Our destination that afternoon was In-

dian Springs, our first camping ground on the way out.

It was a good long drive, but we had the entire after-

noon to make it in, as we had gotten such an early start

in the morning. The little wolf Briggs was contrary, not
disagreeably so of coure, but still it had cropped out at

odd times for the past week. Whether it is a habit he
has contracted from living an immarried life of forty odd
summers and one or two more winters I don't pretend to

say; but the fact exists beyond controversy that that
morning he had developed a full supply of disagreernent.

He objected to Jack's shaving before we broke camp^
said there was no use in using up our limited supply of

soap in useless and wasteful ways. Now, Jack's whiskers
are no disfigurement to his little "j)runes and prisms"
mouth, but the boys did not resent this and thought there

was shght ground for Briggs'e objection, knowing that

this was aU that Jack had used of the soap to date. But
when we lunched and all partook of the yaw onions with
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our bread and bologna he registered his disapproval in

such marked language that there were smothered mur-
murs of revolt. Onions are to Brigga as the red rag is to

the warlike bull.

The buckboard rattled along ahead, and our driver was
busily engaged watching the movements of the roan's tail

to see that no skip in the usual proceeding was made as

said tail took its periodical flirt. Far down the valley to

our right, a full grown wolf started from a clump of

weeds, and trotted away over the plain. Briggs wears
colored glasses when out in the sun. He is not far-sighted,

and I know he bad not seen the wolf; and was equally
certain that it was so far away he could not see it if I

pointed it out. Very naturally, I called attention to it

about as follows: "Boys, look at that big wolf down
there;" and instantly, "it's not a big wolf, it's a little wolf"
came from Briggs. The Judge saw it in the distance, and
turned and looked at the occupant of the rear seat for an
instant in astonishment, and then opened on our cranky
friend. "You ornery contrary cuss. You have done
nothing but dispute the words of gentlemen all morning;
and if you don't own up instantly that you haven't even
been able to see the wolf, much less tell whether it's big
or little, we'll stop right here, and wait for the provision
wagon to come up, and put you in it with Harrison." It

was so ridiculous that we both laughed till we ached. The
poor victim saw he had slippery ground to stand on, but
would not recede from the assertion that it was a little

wolf. "How do you know it's a big wolf?" he argued.
"It is a httle wolf, I say." I think he saw himself "as in

a looking-glass," and was quite decent for the rest of the
time; but, whenever one of his spells seemed to be coming
on, some one would say, "Well, it was a little wolf, any-
how," and Briggs would subside. At home the story was
told to some of his near and appreciative friends, so that
he goes by the name of Little Wolf, especially to the
pedro players at the club.

We arrived at Indian Springs just before dusk, found the
ranch house at the bottom of the hill still deserted, and
made camp again in the old place. Some of the boys
went down into the little marshy spot around the spring
hole to shoot Wilson snipe. Two or three of the others
wandered off over the hills after grouse, returning with
two or three. No snow yet, but a very windy night, and
occasional gusts of rain.

Wednesday, Oct. 12, we broke camp at seven in the
morning and were off on the home stretch. We know
that the train going east arrives at Dickinson about 2
o'clock and have plenty of time to make it unless some-
thing unforeseen haiJX^ens. We, in the buckboard, take
the lead, and arrive at the station about 12 o'clock, the
others stringing in at intervals of haK an hour later. We
find that the train is two hours late, so we have time to
shave and clean up generally. The Judge is much disap-
pointed that he does not find half a dozen letters from his

wife, and immediately keeps the wires hot telegraphing
to find out whether his better half still thinks of him, and
whether the children are well. Not getting an answer
before leaving Dickinson, he determines to keep on the
train and go home, for he is cei-tain that all sorts of things
have happened. He receives a good deal of sympathy
from the old bachelors in the party. Is in excellent
spirits a,gain when, on arriving at Flint, Bob comes aboard
and hands him half a dozen letters that tell him that
everything is lovely at home.
Before leaving Dickinson, Paddock comes in the car,

dressed in his Sunday clothes and cleanly shaved, so that
we could hardly recognize him. He, as well as the rest of
us, has had a good time; and he allows that we are not the
tenderfeet he feared we were at the outset. He said that
usually, when he took a party from the East on a trip of
this kind, he had to put up the tents, attend to the horses,
etc. ; and that ours was the easiest crowd to get along with
that he had ever piloted. He wanted us to promise we
would come again. I sincerely hope we may. May his

shadow never grow less; for in aU my experience I never
fell in with a man that improved more on acquaintance,
or was "aU wool and a yai"d wide" to any greater extent
than our good friend Paddock,
We pulled into Flint at 8:52 Wednesday night, only

twenty minutes late. As Bob's smihng face is seen at the
door the musician that grinds the herophone puts in his

best licks, Jack's mouth organ, with an empty tmnbler for
a sovmding board, strikes up a lively gait, and the rest of
the paxty go through an Indian war dance. Bob reported
having missed us wonderfully; at the same time he had
been driving around the country very thoroughly with
Lee, and had had some shooting; but said it was no fun
without the boys. He had killed about 100 ducks and
geese and grouse since we had gone, and reported lots of
ducks and grouse, but very few geese. We stayed up quite
late that night and fewapjjed stories and made plans for
the morrow.

I shall not go into details of our hunting at FUnt; it is a
repetition almost of many of those of previous years, only
that we did not find as many geese as usual, but plenty of
ducks, snipe and grouse. Whether it was not cold enough
to bring the geese southward we could not say, but my
opinion is that there was so much water all through
North Dakota that they did not congregate in the lakes
around Flint as much as in previous years; and, there
being lots of grain to be had in any direction, they were
feeding undistm-bed in the northern part of the State.

Thursday morning we were up fairly early, but did not
leave the car till about 9 o'clock. We were getting lazy
in our old age, and while before this we had attempted to

take a morning shoot, and also one in the evening, we
are now satisfied to take it easy, and only take in the
evening flight. Bob, the Doctor and Ferd went north to
Scott's, about eighteen miles, and thought they had
picked out a good location. A heavy thunder shower
came on, which interfered with their sportsomewhat, but
they came back with fom-teen geese, seven grouse and
four jack rabbits. Briggs, the Judge and myself started
south for the sand hills after grouse, but it was so stormy
that we gave it up as a bad job, and returned to Lake
Isabel, meeting the rest of the party, bringing in that
night sixty-three ducks.
Friday, all went north, looking for a good location for

geese. Six stayed on John Goodman's place, but the
bu-ds came in high and shooting was poor. At the same
time we got twenty-five geese, nine ducks, five cranes
and two grouse. The other three located at some dis-

tance from the balance of the party; but the geese would
not decoy, and they only got three or four.

I I
Saturday we put in hunting grouse and ducks. Two of

the^boys went off for geesCj but had poor luck. The fol-

lowing four days were put in in about the same manner.
The Judge was not feeling well. He had gone on a

long drive without taking his overcoat; and, becoming
heated from tramping, got thoroughly chflled through on
the drive homeward, and came near having an attack of

pneumonia. The Doctor took good care of him; and I

can yet see Judge's attempt to smile as he thanked the
Doctor for saving his life.

One afternoon Bigelow and myself, after being skimked
on a little trip we had taken to the north, and loafing

around the car until 3 o'clock, concluded we would drive
down to some little lakes thi-ee miles away, and see if we
could not get some duck shooting. As we stai'ted out the
wind was blowing quite strong from the west, and it in-

THE WAY JACK CARBIBD DEEB.

creased as the afternoon went on till it was a stiff gale.

We selected a point on the little sand bar between two of

the small lakes, one taking each side, and, lying down
on our backs, we would rise to a sitting position as the
ducks passed over and give it to them. The widgeon
were passing in countless numbei-s. They would go down
the wind like buUets, and it was as much as we could do
to kill them. It was gi-eat fun, even though we missed
so many, for when we did tumble one over he fell with a
thud and a bound on the bare sand bar, and was easily

retrieved. The little 16-gauge and the smokeless powder
soon began to get in their deadly work. Bigelow, with
his big gun, had been beating me for some time, but
when we counted birds at dusk he had 22 and I had 21.

He gave it up then as being too dark to shoot, but I am a
regiilar night hawk, and had great fun knocking down
four or five more that he could not even see as they
passed over. I would shoot; a streak of fire, and a thump
near by wouldj^be the result. Bigelow did the retrieving

THE BOLD BAD BANDIT.

in excellent shape. We felt quite jolly over om- Kttle

impromptu shoot. Many times, when not much is ex-

pected , it turns out in this way, and is all the more enjoy-
able in consequence.
The cold nights had enabled us to keep our game in

splendid condition and we had given away to those that

wanted it. The conductors and trainmen on the passing
trains had begun to regularly stop off for their daily

supply of ducks and geese, and we were glad to give
them whatever they wanted. The people at Flint did not
esteem it much of a luxury, yet at the same time many
of them were glad of a nice btmch of ducks. The appe-
tite we brought with us from the Bad Lands also pre-

vented needless waste. I developed about as good hold-
ing room as Bigelow. I remember well one night when
we came in, Harrison had cooked two geese and roasted a
duck for each one. After the second goose had been
brought in, and I had carved every morsel from it, a
duck was passed to each hungry hunter; and hungry
they must have been, for it is an actual fact that three-

quarters of the plates contained nothing but bare bones
when we had finished. How good the cigai-s tasted!

Bigelow had a box for state occasions, great big La Rosa
de Santiagos, and on this night they were passed aroimd.
They were ordinarily strong enough to knock over an ox.

Tlie amount of tobacco one can use on a hunting trip is

enormous; in fact, I believe we all smoked too much.
No matter how many cigai-s you take with you you
always run out before coming home, and then resort to

the corn-cob pipe and the country tobacco, if you do not
happen to have taken some with you. After two or three
days' smoking a man who is not used to the pipe finds

the inside of his mouth feeling like the rind of an orange.

The Saginaw Crowd are the best fellows in the world
to be off on a carousal of this kind—they never kick. No
matter what Harrison has to eat, it is always voted the

best meal we have ever eaten. iBriggs does object, as I

stated before, to the onions, but he is not as bad as he
used to be. May be the reason is that we have fewer
onions. Another thing from the kitchen that never went
begging was Harrison's good pancakes in the morning.
How he could bake them as fast and get up the quantity
of them he did on that little kitchen range was always a
conundrum; but plateful after plateful of the golden
brown cakes, steaming hot, came through the swinging
door and disappeared morning after morning.

Finally the time comes for home. Some of us' begin to

think of wife and babies, friends at home, and not least,

though it does come last, the duties of business. I sup-

pose if we could hunt and shoot as much as we want to

do it would not taste half as good. Thursday night the
game is all packed, that is, what we want to use on the
way home and take to our friends. We are in St. Paul
the following noon, and in Chicago at 7:40 the next
morning. Through some blunder our car does not get
properly transferred from the Wisconsin Central to the
C. & G. T. It happens to be opening day at the World's
Fair, and we excuse the blunder on the ground that they
have a great deal to do of an unusual nature. Some of us
have tickets of admission to the opening, and the party
divides up to see the sights. Bob and Seib leave us here,

the latter to remain in Chicago a few days, Bob going
directly home. Bigelow remains to come with the car
on a later train; the rest of us take the regular train for
home.
On Sunday morning, Oct. 22, the car arrives, Bigelow

having come through all by himself, and living like a
lord. Our truck is unpacked, and turned over to the man
to be cleaned. The ammunition, what there is left of it,

is carefully put away in the office for another year; and
the trip of the Saginaw Crowd for 1892 is at an end.

W. B, Mershon.

Postcript.—Jack was anxious to make a good impression
as a thoroughly hardened Western hunter, and said it

would be necessary for him to have something to show
the family at home; for they might think he had not
kiUed a deer or undergone the hardships and fatigue of

camp life; so, rigged up in not only his own regalia, but
what he could borrow from Paddock and Henry, he
mounted his horse, and asked to have the deer thrown on
the saddle with him. The head and skin of the small doe,

the second he had shot, were handy by; so it was thrown
across his lap (as the picture will show), in a very natural
position, that is, it looked as if he had the deer with him
on the horse; but it was also not a very natural position

for a man with a lame knee to carry a deer. It did not
occur to him that he probably could not pack the animal
into camp, holding it on his lap. This fact, though, we
did not point out to him, the kodak was taken; and Jack
was proud of the picture.

Then came Bigelow's turn. He wanted to see what he
looked like; and the contrast between this, and his usual
appearance when going down Fifth avenue on a Sunday
morning or stepping into Delmonico's after theater, is so

startling that we immediately christen it "The bold, bad
bandit." He had borrowed the Kid's shape, Henry's belt

and .44 revolver; and, putting on his pleasant smile,

added to our list of illustrations.

I had this picture enlarged and framed, and expressed
to his wife; and, while she was very much pleased with
it, I am inclined to think it is one of the reasons that
prevent his going to the Bad Lands with us this year. He
was afraid the example would be bad for his children.

W. B. M.

Hard Times and the Game.
Clearfield, Pa., Oct. 30.—I take advantage of your in-

vitation to send a few notes from the game fields of the
Alleghanies. The squirrel crop with us was an utter fail-

ure. Indeed, I do not suppose therfe have been a dozen
big squirrels killed by om- hunters this fall. I can't ac-

count for this as the crop of nuts is here to sustain them,
and our woods have always been the natural home of the
black and the gray squirrel.

Grouse are fairly plenty notwithstanding the long, cold
winter of 1892-3, and the birds are large and in good con-
dition.

I spent two days in the Green Woods some days ago,
looking for deer and deer signs with a view to pitching
our tent next month. I saw but one deer and but few
signs, though I walked over some of the best territory I

know of. I found more hunters and hounds than I have
ever seen so early in the season. All the old camps seem
to be full of hunters and many new ones are being built.

The hard times that have struck us have thrown many
men out of employment, and many of these have taken to

the woods with their guns and traps to hunt and trap for

a living. Indeed, several men whom I met in the moun-
tains told me they were there for the season and for the
money there is in it. This is a sad comment on the states-

manship of the times, and will eventually prove hard on
the game supply.
After looking the ground over carefully I concluded to

give the Green Woods a wide birth this fall, and our party
will again occupy Camp Blue Dell in the mountains of

Himtington county, where our faithful guide, Harry
Hoffiey, writes me deer and bears are plenty. During the
past week I have noticed two bears and one deer hanging
in market, having been brought in by two market-hunters
who prefer to hunt for a scanty living than to work at
panic prices.

I'm glad to notice a new correspondent from our town,
Capt. Thos. E. Clark. The Captain and Mrs. C. are very
successful in catching big salmon, and I'm sure ai-e a val-

uable acquisition to the great army of readere of the best
sportsmen's paper in the world. Frank G. Harris.

Thanks^ving^ for Rain.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Burton Harris, of Pelan, Kittson county, Minn., writes

me under date of Oct. 9: "Messrs. Miller and Oppold, of
Sterling, 111., and Cltne, of Alexandria, Va., left here to-

day, having killed over 700 chickens in two weeks. The
rainy weather was against them. Had they not lost sev-

eral days in this way they would have killed at least

1,200 birds.

All good Christians who read this will thank the good
Lord who sent the rain on these sinners, and I for one re-

gret that he did not give them several more days of it.

Q, 0. Shiblds.
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THE WEST OF LONG AGO.
My earliest memories carry me back to a beautiful

grass country, rolling away in every direction in huge
billows and hills of green. Flowers of a thousand hues
bloomed all around, hundreds of varieties and countless
numbers of specimens, making bright waves of color in
the low draws and around the water lioles.

Rattlesnakes sprung their warning, if you chanced too
near, and coyotes howled, each with voice enough for
ten. Occasionally too the weird, soulless hoAvl of that
gaunt spectre of the jjlains, the buffalo or loafer wolf,
would float across the hills in a ghoulish way that made
one's flesh creep. Buffalo still roamed by the thousands
only a short distance to the west, a 'id eccentric individ-
uals clad in highly fringed and orriatnental buckskins
kept the settlement supplied with meat from these herds.
Qaeer Arabs these men were, blackened by camp smoke
and tanned to a leathery hue by the prairie sun and
winds, free-lances who obeyed no dictates but their own
will and handled a rifle by instinct.

The grass land was a pleasant place to dwell, and to
me was never monotonous until the plow came, ripped
the grass and flowers up by the roots and installed King
Corn in their place. In the early days crystal springs
gurgled and bubbled throughout the land, birds piped
their gladsome notes from every bush, prairie chickens
boomed and cooed from the dew-freshened hilltops in
the early mornings, and the balmy southern breeze,
charged with ozone, came across the millions of acres of
wild meadow and made life worth the living.

Never was it so enjoyable as in the late summer when
the thin blue haze hung over the land, softening the out-
line of distant hill and valley, and lending a dreamy air
to everything. This was Indian summer, when the
golden rod and sunflower bent their yellow heads to the
sun, and the gold and black liveried" humble-bee droned
his buzzing songs among their petals. When the scarlet
sumach plumes and milkweed blossoms touched the green
with color, and the acres of bluestem grass waved, saddle
high, for miles across the hilltops.

If you have watched the sun go down there and lingered
through the long twilight, seen the crimson and gold
slowly fade from the fleecy clouds, and watched the night-
hawk's silhouette cross^ the aftermath of simdown which
lingered in the deep blue dome above, traced the great
horned owl's noiseless flight passing by on nocturnal hunt-
ing bent, and listened to the voices of evening come over
the plain in that softly subdued way M^hich only the
grassland can conjure up, then, truly you^have lived and
not always existed.

There was a charm, too, as subtle but different about
the mist-hung landscape of early moi-ning when wild life

awoke and began to move, the time between the first

tinge of dawn and sunrise. Then there were sights and
sounds which are unknown to the sluggard who waits for
sunrise to wake him. Everything is bright and fresh, a
crisp, new smell is in the air, and a soothing, restful feel-
ing pervades everything. No rtian can be abroad at this
time in any unsettled country without experiencing a sen-
sation of dehght, just from the surroundings and their in-
fluence on his animal nature, though there be nothing
romantic, poetic or artistic in his composition. A feeling
of quietude and self-content will steal over him, his camp
smoke will have a pleasing odor unknown later in the
day, his pipe will taste better and he takes a quiet, restful
delight in all he sees. He watches the bath of the birds,
the perch on a nearby limb, the pluming and oiling of the
feathers, hears the song, of the singer's own composition,
as he rises to salute the orb of day. The hum and buzz of
insect life so noticeable at noontide is wanting, for only
the belated moths are about at early morning, and the
rest are a discord in the quiet harmony of day birth. The
sun tips the hilltops, long, level beams of hght hunt out
the dew-diamonds and lend an opalescent gleam to the
glittering array in Nature's jewel box, the fresh smell
drifts out of the air and the landscape takes on an even
tone as the shadows lose themselves; then a period of.com-
parative oppression settles down and leaves you listless,

and day has come in earnest.
Prairie fires were a source of great danger to the early

settlers of the plains. After the frost came in the fall
and the grass was dry enough to burn, some stray Indian
or emigrant camp-fire left smouldering would be farmed
into a blaze by the wind and miles of country would be
blackened before it would burn out.
Oftentimes at night a lurid haze in the air and a red

reflection in the sky would show where a long front of
fire was licking up the bluestem tangle of grass. When
the wind would spring up and blow wisps of burning ma-
terial far in advance of a fire it would create a draft that
sucked all the lighter sparks high in the air, only to drop
them far in advance of the main fire and setting new
points.

Then the only resource was to "back-fire" against the
hades that swept along like a cyclone of flame and licked
up everything in its path. No horse could outrun the
flames at such times, and nothing could live a minute
once overtaken by the seething, roaring mass which went
by like a whirlwind and left only deatli in its wake.
Many wild animals were caught at such times, and their
shriveled carcasses left to the buzzards, which always
hung on the trail and circled through the smoke of a big
fire. Sometimes tlie ironwork of a wagon and the black-
ened remnants of a team and driver were found, mute
witnesses to the fury of the red blast gone by.
Let a smoky haze steal into the usually clear air and

far up above the loathsome sliape of the prairie scaven-
ger, the carrion-eating buzzard, would be seen; at first a
mere speck, wiiicli soon developed the outhne of a bird
poised on stiffened pinions, slowly sailing, with funereal
solemnity, toward the path of the fire. Whence came
they? Ah, Quien sabe? Well, they knew by some mys-
terious instinct that carrion awaited them there, and
from their vantage point, thousands of feet above the
surface, they dropped with unfailing accuracy, down,
down, down, until their hideous bulk rested beside the
dead, and they commenced then- loathsome work of des-
troying the decaying mass of flesh, nor stopped until it

was done. Not alone or in pairs came the creatui-es, but
by the score, and soon the ghastly feast was over and
they mounted high again in ever widening circles, sailing,
sailing, circling upward, never once flapping a pinion
after leaving the surface, but floating and cu-cling ever
up, up, up, until the eye could no longer see the black
blot against the sky. They are an uncanny bird, these
black bits of the infernal regions, fit company for the

sneaking soft-footed coyotes that snarled and fought with
them for a share of their awful feast.

These things we who dwelled in the great gi-assland of
early days were perforce familiar with, and they are some
of the memories that come to us through the winding
haze of tobacco smoke, when the firelight flickers and
ghostly shadows flit about, when the katydids and crick-
ets chirp in quiet unison, and the phosphorescent glow of
the firefly's lamp makes light among the cobwebbed
corners of our memories, and we brush the dust from
things belonging to by-gone times.
What charm is there about a quiet smoke with some

congenial soul beside a flickering camp-flre that brings
these old memories crowding back so vividly that you
live over again, in mind, the scenes of long ago? Sim-
shine and storm, daylight and darkness, excitement and
peace, flash through your mind and quicken your pulse,
yet you sit immovably gazing into the fire, seeing naught
but former scenes while you stolidly smoke, smoke,
smoke!
The present does not exist and the past is not yet gone,

you live again and cannot forget, but must tiiink on and
on tmtil something dull, prosaic and commonplace calls

you from a land of shadows, back to a world of hard
reality! Yet some people say, "it is so lonesome away
out in the woods!" Bah! They exist, while he who
roughs it and lives a life of freedom in the open air really
lives! El Oomakoho.

THE OLD DAYS AT BARNEGAT.
The wind is abroad to-night. The casements rattle and

the pines toss their great tops angrily as they sway before
the blast. The back log sputters, sending a shower of
sparks out into the night to be swallowed by the black-
ness.

All objects in the room are outlined by the deep gold of
the firelight, and the glass eyes in the elk's head over the
mantle gleam and seem to move in a very lifelike manner,

Lolling back in my comfortable chair and follovsdng the
blue wreaths of smoke as they float upward from my
pipe and fade away in the shadow, my eyes rest upon an
old breachloader of Ene:lish make.
What fond memories it recalls!

Over its brown barrels I watched my first wild duck
come sailing into its fate. Its sharp voice sang the
requiem of my first quail, and the EngHsh snipe has
stopped short, just as he had finished his peculiar cork-
screw twist and laid his course sti-aightaway.
That was when Barnegat was undisturbed by railroads;

when old Bill Chadwick reigned supreme over the sand
dunes on Island Beach and the yellow meadows across the
bay.
How many are there living to-day who can forget the

hospitable ranch? Time can never rob me of the memory
of it, and in the flickering gleam of the fire to-night mem-
ory paints the quaint old house, with its wide verandah
from which hang great bunches of curlew, marlin, plover,
"yelpers," doewich, robin snipe, and small yellowlegs.

1 can see the little barroom with its smoke-stained
walls, and the jolly crew of gimners busy cleaning guns,
loading shells or indulging in "nap."
There are not many of the old time patrons left to listen

to old Bfll's yarns, but their places are fiUed by the de-
scendants of those who frequented the place way back in
the forties. The old register will show the names of
such lovers of the sport as Rem Offley, Jim Lillie, Walter
and Henry Fleming, Max Bai-retto, Jim Newton, Elias
Drake, Lew Livingston, my father W. A. Day, better
known as "The General," and a host of others whose
names I cannot recall. Some of those I have named
have crossed the silent river.

From the beach I hear the hoarse voice of the combere
as they dash themselves to pieces on the treacherous coast,
or perhaps some one holding up a finger, calls attention
to the honking of a flock of geese flying over through the
night; what a weird sound it is.

But it will be an early hour when we rise in the morn-
ing to go out to the blind, so we turn into one of Bill's
cornhusk beds, and settling down between the nubbins
sleep as soundly as though it were a bed of down.
To me there is always something uncanny about rising

before daybreak, and those who do seem to have a sort
of respect for the hour. Everyone converses in a hushed
tone of voice, there is no laughter and the gunners move
about noiselessly in their rubber waders. After a hurried
cup of coffee we would all start for the blind that had
fallen to our lot in drawing for position the night before.
Father and I occupied the "outer stand" one morning

about half a. mile from the house. The decoys are placed,
everything is in readiness, then comes the morning pipe.
Oh, that i)ipe! The best smoke of the day. The genii of
the bowl, obedient to our call, added a zest to and
mingled its flavor with that of our coffee, and kept the
fierce Jersey mosquito at bay. No cigar from Havana s
sleepy isle ever possessed such sweetness or gave more
enjoyment to the smoker.
Gradually the cold light of morning would outline the

meadows, and then the birds would commence flying.
Father's keen eye never failed to "mark" them when the
first bunch would appear hke a minute cloud in the dis-
tant horizon. Here they come, in answer to his whistle,
nearer and nearer, and we crouch, almost breathless, as
they sweep in toward us and make a half circle, head
up to the wind, and swoop down to the decoys. Now!
And up we rise. Bang! Bang! Some drop and the
call of the wounded bring the flock back again. We
give them four more baiTels, and few are left to resume
their flight. But we are not the only ones, for over the
russet and golden meadows the faint pop! pop! tells us
the other blinds are doing good work, and nov\^ and then
a shower of No. 10 settles down around our heads.
And so they keep coming until long after the sun has

taken possession of the sky. Then we gatlier up our birds
as the welcome sound of the horn summons us to break-
fast.

Such a breakfast! Heaps of broiled birds, cooked to a
turn; coffee, rich and brown; home-made biscuit, real
butter, and oh, crowning glory, buckwheat cakes and
New Orleans molasses. LucuUus never spread a feast that
was more appreciated.
In the afternoon, with a good, stout bass rod, and a

few menhaden for bait, one could seldom miss taking a
few bluefish from off' the pier built out over- the surf on
the ocean front, aiid I remember seeing the "General"
and Jim Lillie, both weighing about 220 odd, chase
through the heavy sand following a school of large blues

'

that came along within striking distance of the shore, and
as the menhaden were driven in by their voracious foe,

the two anglers would pick them up, hook them on as
you would a minnow, make a long cast, and ere the sing-
ing of the reel had died out upon the air, strike a fish.

They were not srnall ones, either, but eight and nine
pounders.
But since the advent of the railroad Barnegat has

changed so much that I have no desire to visit there
again. The memoiy of those halcyon days still clings to

me, and will, I trust, as long as I live, to dream of them
beside my fire on winter evenings. Like the old chap in
Charles Dickens's "Haunted Man," I say, "God keep my
memory green." ' The General.

CRAFT FOR THE WILDERNESS.
Whether the barge, the punt or the big canoe stands

next in my affections I scarcely know. The latter we
usually keep on a larger lake not far away, but the road
to which is difficult. To carry a load over it is most de-
cidedly difiicult. Experientia docuit. From our landing
place there we can make exciu-sions in several directions.
Our last one of last season was one of the pleasantest I

have ever taken, albeit it was only for a single day. It is

difficult to give a reader any idea of the pleasures of such
excursions. It is easy enough to tell of Incidents, but to

bring before another person the thousands of momentary,
fleeting, rapidly succeeding delights of an enjoyable day
is not easy. Still, sometimes when I call such days to
mind the cacoethes so'tbendi gels hold of me.

This time, besides the two boatmen, we were just that
partie carree which I have said best suits the canoe, my
invalid sister and myself with two others owning similar
relationships. It was a morning in early September.
The thinnest possible haae was in the atmosphere, there
was no wind and the weather was neither cold nor hot.
For an hour we were paddled up the lake under a granite
precipice that towered 300ft, above our heads. The re-

flections were perfect, more brilliant appearing than if

the sun had been bright. Every seam in thw rock, every
tree, twig and leaf was faithfully reproduced, exact in
form and color. Once we stopped a few mmutes to gum
a leaky seam. The stop was not an annoyance, but only
one more item of interest.

Soon we turned off to our right, passing through a
narrow, weedy channel into another lake, but one
hardly worthy the name. It is not a nice lake at all, for
the lumbermen have made it overflow its banks, and old
stumps and weird, spectral-looking dead trees line its

shores. It is small and quickly passed. Then we go up
its inlet, crooked and shallow, with frequent rapids. Our
bowman, not fit for the place but hard to oust, lets us
strike a rock, knocking a big hole in the canoe. We haul
ashore, where aU except the invalid disembark and
scramble through thick bushes, treetops and fallen tim-
ber in search of an available place for repairing damages.
We find one shortly at an old logging camp, but on the
opposite side of the stream, Two of Us make a "chair"
and carry the lady across without dropping her, a feat 1

have seen attempted with a different result. And so we
all came- safe to land.
But, oh, my! the raspberries! I never saw them so

large or so plenty. While our boatwas being repaired we
ate all we could hold, and my sister lined her hat with
leaves and filled that also, thereby showing her enthusi-
asm, but not improving the hat in the least degree. "On
the contrary, quite the reverse." Raspberry bushes spring
up wherever the land is partially burned over or cleared;
but why the berries should be so huge and in such profu-
sion in this particular spot I cannot say. I usually find

them rather small. I wonder the bears had not found
these before us; but we saw no signs of them, and I have
no doubt also but we were the first human beings to pick
a single berry out of all this accumula ted growth of thirty
years. Nobody has occasion to pass that way in summer.
Log drivers lodge in the old camp a night or two in tlie

spring and then leave it to its solitude. Even I, when
bound for the same point we were seeking this time, had
gone by the winter portage road a hundred or two yards
off. There is no summer road, and the nearest houses are
miles away.
A bit of rag and a little gum soon put the canoe to

rights, and having portaged it over a logger's dam close
by we launched it on another lake that wap a beauty. I
will not undertake to say anything about it. Half an
hour's paddling took us to its inlet, where we made our
tea and took our luncheon in one of the loveliest spots
imaginable. Rocks, trees, rapids, little cascades and
everything combined to make it altogether delightful. I
found the place two years ago and said then that I would
some day bring a party to it. We had to cross the stream
to get to our dining place. We men with our high boots
didn't mind wading in the least, so we made a chair again
and carried my sister over; but the other lady disdained
that mode of conveyance, took off her boots and stock-
ings, and waded liko the rest of us. It was a part of her
lark and she enjoyed it immensely.
Without disitai-aging any one else I will say—since she

is not likely to read these lines—that this lady was the
best "all round" member of a camping party that we ever
had at the lake. Some may have been superior to her in
particular points, but none in the entire combination.
Never tired, always ready to go or willing to stay, able
to cHmb over rocks or through thickets, with any of us,
never out of humor, but always prompt to join in what
the majority decided on, she was a model and a treasure
in the woods. Women, even the best and most charming
of them, have not invariably that balance of qualifications
that makes the first-class camper-out.
After luncheon my sister embarked again and our men

partly dragged and partly carried the canoe, often lifting
it and its load bodily out of the water over some 400 or
500yds. of pretty rough navigation for a bark canoe. The
watercourse was a mixture of sharp little rapids, boulders
of all shapes and sizes and very deep pools. A number of
the latter the men discovered quite unintentionally.
The rest of us crawled along the shore to the head of

the rough water, ^vhe^e wc all embarked. In a few
minutes we came to a widening of the stream where the
water was some 2 or 3 ft. deep, looking black as ink and
growing fuU of tiiat jointed, reed-like rush, called here
proUe (1 do not know its Enghsh name), interspersed with
tliuusands upon thousands of our common New England
wliite pond lilies. The effect was wonderfully beautiful,
tiie whole surface being starred with these lovely flowers,,
scattered on the black water among the green, spear-like
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grass. We went on till we came to a space of some forty
or fifty acres that was neither lake nor marsh, but par-
taking of the nature of both and called by the woodsmen
Lac Rat Musque or Muskrat Lake. It was all covered with
these cane rushes and lilies, with from 1 to 3ft. of water.
When I first found it one season before th e water was
lower and it was with difficulty we could pass in the
canoe. I had been to the head of this chain of lakes

—

there are nine of them—but in going up we had portaged
from one lake to another and had avoided Lac Rat Musque
altogether.
Coming down we followed the outlets of the lakes, and

so discovered this place. It was in goiag up that I found,
all at once, great quantities of these lilies that I had never
seen before in all this region. Nor outside this chain
have I ever seen any about here with the exception of one
little clump of a dozen or so of flowers at a spot on
connecting waters, but some miles away. None of my
companions, who at that time were all Canadians, had
ever seen them before. At that time we left them as sud-
denly as we found them, for below the discharge of Lac
Rat Musque we did not discover one single specimen. On
this trip, however, we found a few further down.
At this lake, after gathering all the lilies we wanted, we

turned back, passing the same lakes and streams, but
making better time, and reaching camp in time for a late

supper, with our invalid none the worse for her long day's
jaunt.
So on the whole, Mr. Editor, even if you should find a

boat combining all the qualities mentioned, I think I will

not part with my good old bark canoe just yet, but live in
hopes to take some other party over the same route on an
equally enjoyable occasion. G. De Montaitban.
Quebec, Canada.

ALLIGATORS ON THE ANCLOTE.
On the 32d of March, 1893, a party of guests of the

Eavey House, Ozena, Florida, took the train for Tarpon
Springs, a winter resort situated on the Anclote River,
about four miles above its confluence with the Gulf of
Mexico. We chartered the little steamer Belle, and com-
menced our voyage up the wildest and most beautiful
stream that we have ever navigated.
The Anclote River, like all Florida rivers, is of a dark

brown color, but the tiny caps of its mimic waves and the
foam from the bows of our steamer were a bright yellow.
In all of our experience we have never seen a river so
crooked; indeed, from start to finish we could not see
more than 200ft. ahead from any given point. Twice we
saw a stream on our right and asked our captain, "What
river is that?" "That's the Anclote; we shall make a big
horseshoe and soon be over there."
"Why not cut a channel across here, at the nearest

point, and thus save a mile that it takes to go around this

big horseshoe."
"Ah! that would not only destroy the beauty of the

river, but destroy our business too."
We steamed around horseshoes, and made curves and

reverse curves through the taU water grasses, wild rice
and palmetto chaparal, until we had gone three miles,
and found that our starting point was only one half of a
mile distant in a straight line. What a paradise this

river must be for geese, ducks and other wild game birds,

in the proper season.
We are eagerly watching and waiting for alligators.

Very soon we hear a noise in the tall grass, and directly
an 8ft. ' 'gator" toddles down the bank and tumbles into
the water, making a great splash.

On we wind through the tall grass, and in making a
short bend, come on to a large gator standing on the

m'PPED GBOUSE OM NEST.

From photo by A. C. Mclntyre.

bank, and our appearance was so sudden, that he stood

stock still, seeming to be too dazed to move. There he
stood as rigid and stiflE as if he was carved from a block

of marble, and although we hallowed and blew the steam
whistle, he remained stationary, and as we steamed
around a bend, the last we saw of him was his enormous
head, standing out in bold relief. Our captain said he
was 12ft. long.

We now leave the prairie scenery and plunge into

dense timber. The stately palmettoes, that grow from 50

to 80 ft. high without limb or bush until the topis reached,

where long, green bows hang down, looking in the dis-

tance like great umbrellas, were numerous. The tall

moaning pines towered above the palmettoes and the
gnarled water oaks lined the banks of the river, with
their long limbs intertwined above our heads, forming a
mass of foUage covered with dark gray moss, which
hung in pendants and festoons, and swung back and
forth, sweeping the awning of our steamer as we passed
tlirough this enchanting scenery.

A great artist had told us that there'are no straight

lines in nature, that her hues are aU fdrawn on graceful

curves a.nd all in harmony one with another. These

thoughts came to us as we passed a cove in a bend of the
river, completely covered with the overhanging trees and
moss. The water shades of the trees were weU defined
in the depths below; indeed, every limb, bush and leaf
were faithfully reproduced, even to the many shades and
tints of green and brown, making up a scene of enchant-
ing beauty that we shall long remember. How crude and
incomplete are all landscape paintings when compared to
nature's own work. We hunt for straight lines and find
none, for we found all the lines were drawn on graceful
and harmonious arcs and curves.
We now plow into a forest so dense that the sun is ex-

cluded. The moaning pines and the water oak trees close
in on each side and interlock their branches over our
heads, making us think that the great king of day was
about to retire for the night.
The river became more narrow but still deep and slug-

gish. Water snakes could be seen here and there, and
numerous small mud turtles and lizards tumbled into the
water at our approach.

"There's one!" said the captain. "Where?" "Right

HEAD OF BLACKTAn, DEKR.

dead ahead, I will run him down, for he is sleeping on
the water." Sure enough, there was a 10ft. "gator" fast
asleep directly under our bow. We came near striking
him with the cut-water of the steamer, but he makes the
water boil in his frantic efforts to give us a wide berth.
We arrived at a point above the tide line, where the

water is no longer salty. The captain takes a drink from
the bilious river, and offers us a glass of the vile stuff.
We decline and tell him in all gravity that water snakes
and other amphibious animals lay their tiny eg-gs in such
streams, when the heat of the sun would hatch them out,
and that there were many well authenticated cases where
men had drank such water, swallowing the tiny eggs, and
that years afterward Uve snakes had been taken from
their stomachs. What did the captain say? He said,"m take another drink, just for luck, you know," and
with a broad grin he drank it. You might just as well
try to drown a mallard duck by pouring water on his
back, as to try to change the opinion of a Florida
"skipper."
We finally reached the end of navigation, where we

landed for a few moments for the the passengers to gather
wild flowers and water lilies.

The scribe did not go into the jungle, for wliile it is

very pleasant to hunt alUgators and snakes from the
deck of a steamer, it is quite another thing to hunt
these animals on shore; besides, the scribe had lost no
'gators nor rattlers, and did not have to hunt them up.
We barely have room to turn our steamer in the nar-

row stream, and begin the return trip. We had ' 'bagged"
(in our minds) 10 alligators on our way up, and we saw
6 more on our way down, making 16 that we saw, rang-
ing from 4 to 12ft. in length.
About six miles from Tarpon Springs we pass an ice

factory, and make some inqmries about ice makintr.
Manufacturing ice involves a great expense. First, a
good artesian well is a necessity, as common rain or well
water will not answer the purpose, as even the artesian
water has to be evaporated before congealing. All rain

,

well or spring water contains so much air that it cannot
be used in manufacturing ice; for if made from the above
water and exposed to the sim's rays, it will instantly
crack into small pieces; while the condensed and con-
gealed artesian water will remain very hard, keep a long
time and is as clear and white as a piece of rock crystal.
The capacity of this factory is twenty tons per day, and
the ice is used largely in fishing vessels to keep their catch
sweet tmtil they reach a market.

"There's one!" "Where?" "Off the port bow." We
look ahead our left and see a large 'gator standing in shal-
low water, exposing his head and back to view. Was
there ever so homely and ugly an animal created as the
alligator? He looks for aU the world like an old rotten
log. He sees us and makes for deep water.
Soon after we pass a mammoth pine tree, and way up

in the tip top we saw an eagle's nest, with the old eagle
feeding the young. The eagle builds' its nest in the loftiest
trees, using coarse sticks, which are interlaced and woven
around the upper limbs, and w hen done it is shaped hke
a large bowl, about three feet in diameter: and this home
is so well constructed that one nest will last during the
lifetime of the pair that build it. They continue to use
the same nest year after year, and the young birds pair
off and set up housekeeping on their own account.
From Tarpon Springs to our tm-ning point, as the bird

flies is six miles, but by the meandering river it ia four-
teen miles, thus making the round trip twenty-eight
miles.

In no other river in Florida are the alligators so numer-
ous or large as in the Anclote River. For the past ten
years they have been much hunted for their skins and
teeth until they have become very scarce; but on the
Anclote River the steamboat men wiU not let their pas-
sengers shoot from their boats, and the result is that the
'gators are not much afraid of the little puffing and
wheezing steamboats; but once let them hear the rattle
and splash of the hunters in their rowboats and they will

keep below the water and out of sight. The steamer is a
friend to the 'gator and the 'gator is a bonanza to the
steamer, R. P. B.

PARRICO THE PARROQUET.
Paerico would sit with his white beak buried in the'

down on his back, and give no sign of life before I wotdd
show that I was awake. He would chirp questioningly,
when I parted the curtains of my bed to look at my
watch, then would settle his nose among his feathers
again if I turned over for another nap. He would not
utter another peep, even if half the morning passed and
he was half famished, before I put aside those lace
draperies and got out of bed. But he would chirp sharply
the instant my feet touched the jaguar skin that served as
a rug, and he would give his plumage a shake that sent
flying a little cloud of white scales that had been loosened
from his feathers. Then, he would shriek "cafe, cafe,"
until silenced by a bit of cake or of fruit, or, better still,

by a sup of the coffee he so dearly loved.
Usually I opened the shutters of the high window, as

soon as I arose, and let a flood of sunlight pour in, to faU
on my bed and the snow white wall beyond, and light up
the shelves of books, the pictures on the walls and the
warm, dark red of the tiled floor. As soon as the window
was opened, Paricco would drop whatever he might have
in his claws, and dance to and fro along the rotmd stick
which, its end driven into a crack in the ancient post of
yellow pine, served as his perch. If I did not promptly
transfer him to the window ledge, he would squall vocif-
erously. If I did put him there he would shout "cafe,
cafe, cafe," until the girl would come from the kitchen,
sometimes to scold him for making so much noise so early
in the morning, and often with the tray whereon were
the little pitcher of black coffee, the roUa and the tin
coffee-pot of scalding hot milk.
Parrico was scarcely larger than a sparrow, and—^let us

hope that he is—quite as courageous, energetic and
belligerent as is that dirty brown intruder on the rights
of native Americans. His pet passion was hatred of
Juan, my mozo, who swept and dusted, arranged books
and papers, made my bed and brought water each morn-
ing.

It was a great convenience for Parrico that his perch
was an inch higher than the top of Juan's head was
when he stood erect; for whenever the boy would pass
beneath the perch the bird would seize upon the curls,
and with his wings violently beat Juan's black plate, to
the great enjoyment of all beholders. Great was the joy
and pride of the bird when his enemy retired, vanquished
and crestfallen, as he did every morning.
Whenever I sat down to write, Parrico instantly gave

up whatever occupation he might have, and begged with
imploring little squeaks, to be allowed to help me. He
would even leave his coffee, to perch upon the tail of the
bronze lion that was my paper-weight, and from that
vantage oversee' my work. And when, for reasons he
never explained, my work did not suit him, he would
scramble down from his roost and climb upon my wrist,
then with his bill seize my penholder, and most earnestly
struggh- to move my pen so as to express the message he

PINTO BLACKTAII. DEER.

had for the world. It is a pity that he was not taught
penmanship in his early youth. Perhaps my pen was too
big and clumsy; at all events his writing never was quite
legible, not even when I let the pen move as freely as
possible, under his guidance. But Parrico seemed to be
more than satisfied with the results of his attempt at
writing, and when he had done enough he would clamber
up to his place on the tail of the lion, and dress his smooth,
brim suit of green, then settle down in quiet content.

He had one great trouble in an otherwise happy life.

We would go out on the corrider to eat our breakfasts
and our dinners; and I would leave him on the table or
on a chair or other place from which he could climb down
to the floor. He would first protest angrily against being-
left behind, then piteously plead to be taken along;
finally would get down to the floor by whatever route
seemed the safest. When the secure ground of the tiled

floor was reached, he would run to the door that opened
on the end of the veranda, in plain sight of the table, the
abundant food, and—more tempting, more to be desired,

tanall else—the plate of yellow butter. It was wildly ex-
citing. It was worth every possible effort and all risks.

That table, that butter must be reached. There wag
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nothing between him and the object of his ardent desire,

except some 30ft. of tiled floor and a step of exactly 5in.

downard. That was a mere trifle to a bird; had he not a
pair of uncut wings which had often safely borne him
from his perch to the window or to my table, and even
from the window ledge to ground, six dizzy feet below,

when he had missed the jasmine in his flight.

So Parrico would boldly trot to the very edge of

the stone step, coolly peer down on the tiles, lift

his wings for the daring flight, and—back out. It

was too much. He could not face the danger of so great

a fall; therefore he would run back a foot, perhaps, from
that giddy height, glance over his back to calculate his

distance, lift his tail to clear the floor, and, like the Irish-

man's squad, would advance backward to the very edge
of that Sin. precipice, and stop. Then he would whirl

around, take another long look at the tiles below, trot

away a foot or more, and try again and again. Now and
then he would stop to appeal earnestly to us, and we
would cruelly laugh at him, and hold out toward him our
coffee cups, or even tempt him beyond endurance by the
sight of the uncovered butter. I am satisfied that, if he
could have given free expression to the feelings of his

soul he would have declared that "I wish I were a girl, so

that I could cry."
He was a good little felloWj after aU, and deserved bet-

ter treatment than we gave, for all his sorrows were
forgotten, and all his wrongs were forgiven as soon as

one of the tender-hearted little girls of the family picked
him up and set him on the floor of the veranda, as one or
other of them was sure to do after listening to his plaints

a minute. Then he would hasten to his dearest friend,

dearest to him at meal times, and seizing with biU and
claws the dress of la sefiora would climb to her arm and
so to the top of the table. Once on the table he would
etraightway march to the butterdish and dfligently strive

to reach its golden contents. Finding that the glass cover
kept him from the luxury he coveted, he would turn to

the nearest cup of coffee, and, after carefully eyeing it to

see that it was not too hot for his comfort, he would dip
his bill in and sip in a most companionable and friendly
way.
After breakfast he was content to perch on a stick

driven into the adobe wall of the corridor that led to the
kitchen, and from that secure throne give orders to the
cook and to the waitress, scold the clarineros and the
pigeons that would now and then alight in search of

crumbs in the patio, and chirp cheerful accompaniment to

the laughing chatter of the always happy trio of girls.

But the instant he heard ray footstep or my voice he would
begin his intolerably rasping chirp, and would not stop
before I would take him on my finger. He would dance
along the length of the window ledge until I had washed
and was ready to sit down to read or to write, and then
he would insist on being taken. When perched on my
shoulder he would nestle against my neck, reaching up
now and then to softly nibble at my ear, in token of his

affection and contentment. Edwakd Perry.

SEA GULLS.
Reading in a daily paper of the arrival of some sea gulls

for the Central Park, brought from England, I have
thought that the park authoiities might not know how
easily the birds may be obtained in this coxmtry, at the
sea shores in winter. The eighteen gulls seen last summer
at Starin's Glen Island resort, were caught by Mr. John
DeNyse, at Gravesend Bay.

I was accustomed when a boy about ten years of age
to catch gulls on the sea shore in England, and have
shown others how to catch them. To make the float or
bait, take a piece of cork 4in. long, lin. wide and tin.

deep, taper the coi-k from middle to each end to about
iin., taper the depth to about i-in. Cut a groove in the
bottom to receive a strip of lead. The lead acts as the
ballast of a boat, and will keep the float right side up.
Take two weakfish hooks, put shank of hooks together
and wrap them with thread. Spread open the bowl and
points of hooks. They will be like the new double Yankee
hooks. Now bore in from one end of the cork, and insert

the hooks as bound together, up to the bowl. This leaves
the points of hooks partly down the float, also about fin.

above the float. In the other end of the float, insert a
thin wire nail about 2in. long. Leave the head out enough
to tie on a piece of fine strong twine; reel line as used for
weakfish is best to use. Take a piece about 2ft. long.
Tie one end firmly to the two hooks, pass under the bot-

tom in the groove, draw the twine tight, and tie to the
wire nail. The head of- nail will keep the twine from
drawing off, and if done right the hooks will not draw
out, when the bird is fast. Tie on the lead in the groove
by a com'se or two of thread round the cork. Make a loop
on the end of twine. Bait this float with smelt a trifle

longer than the float. With a sharp pocket knife cut
down the back of the smelt, spread it open and take out
the back bone. The smelt is then of equal weight each
side. The smelt laid open will cover the top and part of
the sides of the float. Begin at the head part and wind
spool cotton aroimd both float and smelt, thus making
them one. Pass the cotton around about Jin. apart,
from head to tail, and tie the tail to twine near the nail
head. If done neatly the bait looks fit to eat.

To set this float we will want about 30ft. of weakfish
line. Tie one end to loop of twine on float, the other end
to a brick. We are going to try in the bay. We have a
small rowboat and go out in the bay about 500ft. and put
out several floats distances apart. If your float is made
right it will just show the hait as barely swimming, or
Uke a fish on the water. Go on shore and watch and we
see some gulls flying away up in the air, but they are
coming this way and looking for food, and now they have
seen this smelt as it floats, and each one is eager to obtain
the prize as his breakfast. One quicker than the rest
takes the bait and attempts to fly away with it, but the
brick gives the line a jerk and pulls the bait out of his
mouth. It did not hook him, and now another grabs the
fish and is going away with it, but again the brick
snatches, and this time the gull has the hook through his
bill, and now what a commotion. One gull fluttering
but cannot get away, the other gulls screaming and some-
times attempting to get the bait which the caught gull is

fastened to. Now take your boat and boat hook and go
after the guU. As you near him, he wiU fly and dart
many ways, but you catch the line with the boat hook
and take him in the boat and loosen the hook, and now
twist one wing over the other or he wiU. get out of the

boat. And now you have a live bird, not disfigured, but
clean and beautiful, as in his native element.
Another plan is of catching them from the shore. Take

a bluefish trolling line, about 100ft. long, and a lead sinker
of about 21bs. weight. Tie one end to sinker and about
20ft. of the twine and float. Tie end of twine to sinker
and throw into the ocean as far as you can . But you must
endeavor to get it outside of the break of the waves. As
you have one end of the large line on shore, tie to a stick

and take it up the beach as far as it will reach. Now
retire from the shore and watch. We see the gulls flying

along the shore looking for food, they see the smelt and
make for it, take it in their bills and attempt to fly away
off shore. But the sinker gives a jerk, and the bird is fast

with one of the hooks in his biU, and you pull him on
shore. I have caught a dozen in this way some days. I

have caught them at Rockaway Beach and on the south
side of Staten Island.

If this is a gull story, it is a true one. Proof, the gulls

seen at Glen Island last summer. I think it is very inter-

esting to watch several of these water birds as they were
at Glen Island. * In the year 1868 I caught and had Mr.
Ackerst, a taxidermist of Brooklyn, set up thirty-three for

me; and I presented pairs of birds to several of my cus-

tomers, as I was then in business in New York. And I

have some now that I caught thirty years ago.
John Bateman.

THAT ADIRONDACK RED DEER.
TuCKAHOE, N, Y.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: The let-

ter of Mr. Burnham to clear the mystery of the Adiron-
dacks "caribou" has a great many points whicli are
untenable, when we consider the habite and signs of the
Eturopean red deer. I will point out only a few. I have
never in my life, except when it was perfectly at ease,

that is, in safety, seen a stag, as reported by Mr. Robin-
son, trot and keep trotting. On the contrary, when it

was not leisurely walking I always noted it on a lope;

and when in the least alarmed in tremendous flights,

bushes of 8 or 10ft. being absolutely no obstable for any
red deer to take in easy. And I should think when dogs
were sent after it, as Mr. Robinson states, it never would
keep ti-otting, unless badly wounded, when it certainly
would take on the hounds, but not otherwise, if it was a
European stag, which I doubt very much. His track is

given of such a remarkable size that I can only remember
once to have seen its equal, about the size of a. yearling
heifer, and this proved to be one of the strongest 10-end-
ers, and all the foresters in the district proclaimed they
had never seen the equal of his track in size. The photo-
graph you published certainly shows the antlers of a not
much over 4 to 5 year old stag, with one deformed end.
But do you not find sometimes similar sized antlers of the
Adirondack deer, say an old biick? As also the suggested
peculiarity of some offspring of this animal near Elizath-

town in its reported habits is certainly entirely contrary
to the habits of the European stag, as every hunter who
has hunted the royal game will bear me out.

G. Muss-Arnolt.

Mr. Wm. Pickhardt in commenting on the above said

that he did not agree with the strictures the writer has
made upon the article with reference to the red deer
killed in the Adirondacks,
"The gentleman misses the principal thing altogether,"

he said, "when he attempts to argue that the head as

illustrated could probably be that of an Adirondack deer.

The headis that of a perfectly normal red deer which has
no defei^t^ of horn development, but only the natural
character latics."

Mr. Pickhardt went on to say that if the horns had not
been enough to identify the deer, the short tail and light-

colored patch of hair on the rump would have been suf-

ficient. The feet, he said, may not have been as large as

a yearling heifer, but that would depend upon the size of

the heifer, and at any rate, a little exageration with re-

gard to the size of the feet was natural and of no conse-
quence as affecting the identity of the deer.

With regard to the gait of the animal Mr. Pickhardt
said that his red deer "was a beautiful trotter;" he added,
' 'and trotted better thanmany horses I have seen. " What
his gait would be when pursued by dogs he did not at-

tempt to say.
With regard to weight he said he was satisfied his deer

weighed SOOlbs. or more when released, which was about
the weight given by the hunters who killed the animal.
In conclusion lIi-. Pickhardt said that if the habits of

the strange animal which was seen in the neighborhood
of Elizabethtown, and mentioned as a possible offspring

of his red deer, were not entirely in accord with those of

the red deer, no proprieties would be violated, as it would
only be natural to expect a cross to share the habits of

botli parents. J. B. B.

A Pinto Deer.

Dolores, Col., Sept. Q.—Editor Forest and Stream:
We mail you herewith two photographs of curiosities in
our possession, which we believe, if you can reproduce
them in Forest and Stream, would be of interest to its

many readers. One is the antlers of a black-tail deer
with a symmetrical point on each side turned downward.
The other is of the hide or skin of a "pinto" black-tail

deer.

The animal that bore the odd antlers was killed by
George H. Goodwin, of this place, on Beaver Creek, a
tributary of the Dolores River.
The pinto skin we purchased of a young buck Ute

Indian, who had killed the black-tail near this place dur-
ing one of their regular hunts. Some of the older Indians
told the writer that they had known of a similarly colored
deer that roamed on Pine River, this State, and they said

that it was "bad medicine" to kill a spotted deer. While
the majority of the Utes are superstitious about such
matters, there is now and then a young buck who will

(like a white man killing cats) chance the "bad medicine"
part of the business. This pinto's tail was the same in

color as those indicating the natural species, but a care-

less New York fur dressing concern broke or wore it off

in process of dressing, for which they received no extra
thanks from us. This pinto, judging from sixe, must
have been a two-year-old, and your readers wiU under-
stand that the white spots were there to remain and are
not fawn spots. We have bear and mountain Hon skins,

and other trophies of our own catch, but nothing we
prize so highly as the articles mentioned herein,

John,J. Harris & Co,

"Baggfing" a Rattler.

Pine Ridge Agency, S. D.—For many years I have
lived in the Dakota country, where the rattlesnake
abounds. If I have destroyed one I have killed 500. I

have never observed that any of them ever ejected their

venom. Out here they are very sluggish in their move-
ments; when approached by a person they assume the cir-

cular position, with head erect and tail slightly elevated,

and rattling away so that it can be heard many yaxds. I

usually kill them with my buggy whip, and what is

strange, I never knew one to jump at all nor strike out
more than a few inches. If they are teased with the whip
cracker they pay no attention to it, but keep their eyes on
the person. They make no attempt to bite the stick or
whip, but seem to know where to strike. On one occa-
sion I had in my buggy a valise, and encountered a rattler

in the road; he was a fine specimen. I alighted, took out
the valise, placed it on the ground six or seven feet from
the snake, secured a stick about five feet long, placed the
end under his body and Ufted him into the valise. With
the stick I then closed the valise and fastened it, replaced
it in the vehicle and returned home, some fifteen miles.

On my arrival I opened the valise and jumped quickly
away. I then put him in a tin cracker box, perforated,

and shipped him to the National Museum at Washington.
I kiUed a large rattler in July with my whip, and he

made no attempt to jump or strike. Still, I always keep
at a safe distance, Avhich every one should do.

I sometimes capture them with a slip string on the end
of a long stick, bring them to my office, and with pHers
extract their fangs. In this condition they are harmless,
and it is quite amusing to see dogs or cats fight and kill

them. Z. T. Daniel. M.D., U. S. Indian Service-

Strange Tracks.

From earliest recollection the sight of tracks of game
or fur-bearing animals possessed for me a charm only
surpassed by seeing these animals themselves; and now,
after passing more than fifty years in the woods, the sight

of a track, either well defined or obscure, impels me to

scan and determine the species that made it. My experi-

ence extends over a large portion of northern Maine and
Canada, and until within a few years I saw no tracks that
were unfamiliar. Twice, once, in Franklin county and
again in Aroostook, have I been nonplussed over a ti-ack

which at first sight looked like that of the domestic cat.

In each instance the tracks were well defined in the fresh,

damp snow of seven or eight inches. The size, shape,
length of step and spread and depth, all catlike. But
there was no breaking of the surface, not a particle of

snow was disturbed, and the depressions were nearly per-

pendicular, as if a smooth round stick had made them.
Evidently the animal had long, sUm legs, yet stepping
short, also that is rare. I am not familiar with works
giving the natural history of animals, and so am puzzled
and more curious than ever to know about this species.

Perhaps you or some of your readers wiU kindly enlighten
me. Pii^E Tree.

Albino Specimens.

Boston, Nov. 8.—^Mr. E. W. Norcross, of Boston, whUe
spending his vacation in Vermont recently, shot a beauti-

ful albino robin. He seemed to have been deserted by
the rest of the birds, and was flying around the field

alone. Brewster.

Greensburg, Pa,, Nov. 2.—A few nights since the Mc-
Curdy brothers captured an albino raccoon and afterward
shot it. The pelt is pure white with dim gray stripes and
the eyes pinkish. The coon weighed IS^lbs. DEACON.

A Woodcock in the City.

New York, Oct. 31.—As I came across the platform of

the Brooklyn Bridge to west side of Centre street, I noticed

coming down Centre street a bird which I thought moved
its wings too rapidly for a pigeon, and when it crossed the
platform, which was crowded at the time, about 20ft.

overhead, I recognized my old friend woodcock.
H: C. Hawes.

Buffed Grouse on the Nest.

For the interesting photograph of the nesting grouse
we are indebted to Mr. W. H. Thompson, of Alexandria
Bay, N. Y. , the secretary of the Anglers' Association of

the St. Lawrence River. The camera shows a bit of bird

hfe which has been pictured before, but never with such
success.

Mule Deer and Grass.

Eldorado, Kansas, Oct. 32.

—

Editor Farest and Stream:
Rocky Mountain mule deer don't eat grass.

T. B. MURDOCK.

A Massachusetts Man on the "Danvis Folks."

Onset, Mass. , Oct. 25.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: I have
read nearly every number of FOREST AND Stream since it

was published, and have ordered it from newsdealers, as my
business has kept me much on the move. The journal is

much improved, although it was always good.
I wish here to express my appreciation of the writings of

Mr. Rowland E. Robinson. In giving us "Uncle Lisha's
Shop," "Sam Lovel's Camps," and "Danvis Folks," he has
been a public benefactor. But to fully appreciate these
books I think one needs to have been bred and born in the
"country" of New England, like myself and thousands of

others who have had the great pleasure of reading and re-

reading them. And if the wishes (which are prayers) of the
many thousands who have read his writings prevail he will

live long and enjoy what he has so beautifully and graphic-
ally portrayed in his descriptions of the "woods" and "fields"

—nature. D. W. Eldredge.

Comforting in all Weathers.
An Auburn. Gal., subscriber, who is none other than our well-

known contributor "Arefar," writes; "During the whole course of
the yeax there is no corresponding amount of expeuditure that yields

me one-tenth part of the pleasurable return that comes of my annual
subscription to Forest akd Sthbam. The columns of your journal are

to me as the toper's glass of whisky is to him, "they warm me up on
a cold day and cool me off on a hot one."

As Viewed in Illinois.

EvAifSTON, HI.—I can drop any other reading, at any time, in a
moment to read the Fore.st and Stream, with its hunting and fishing;

and I wish I were standing on a certain Michigan stream this very
moment, far away from the "madding crowd," after the nimble deer
and taking in great gulps of pine air, as well as "sowbelly" and
"hardtack-'" C. A. P. Q.
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THE LONE CANVASBACK.
As THE shadows crept from the western hill,

And the wind from the lake came damp and chill,

In his lonely blind, on an ancient log,

An old hunter sat, with his gun and dog.

And the twilight stars and the plodding moon,

And the plaintive cry of the phantom loon,

Told the hunter old that the time bad come
To desist from sport and to pull for home.

But the shades grew dark and the wind grew cold.

And the saucy loon had begun to scold,

While the hunter still, and his faithful dog,

Like two shadows sat on that old gray log.

In the long ago, at the same old stand.

This man with his dog had sat there and planned

How he might circumvent the proud canvas drake

That persistently stayed far out in the lake.

'Twas thoughts such as these, such reveries dear,

Made him blind to the stars and too deaf to hear

The laugh of the loon, the wind's fitful moan,
And tired nature's hints to leave her alone.

But why does he start from his dream profound?

And why does the dog peer anxiously 'round?

Did the rushes sigh or the night wind stir

The low drooping boughs of the lonely flr?

'Twas the whistling wings of a canvas bold.

That came for the night to rest in the fold.

That long years before had been a resort

For him and his friends and birds of his sort.

But to shoot his lake in the falling dew
Was against the rule, as the hunter well knew;
So he buttoned his coat and sat still to hear

What the bird might say of trips far and near.

Quoth the canvas bold: "I am growing old,

And I feel the chill of the night wind cold;

So I'll crawl behind this withered old blind,

And see what comfort an old drake can find.

'But it seems to me that here I can see

A familiar look; but it may not be,

For as I can say, 'twas a bright, still day.

But long years ago, that I came this way.

'Happy days were those when our leader chose
Pretty spots like this for our night's repose;

But the hammerless gun has taught us to shun
The best resting lakes that He under the sun.

"My friends of the past have gone very fast

From the face of earth, since I came here last.

In fact, all alone I am left to atone

For the harmless faults of a race now gone.

"But I wish myself dead. I wish that the lead

Had gone to my heart and killed me instead.

In my lonely days there are very few rays

Of the hope that builds while the frame decays.

"In days long ago, when the Indian's bow,
With its rawhide thong, was our only foe,

We could look with contempt upon every attempt
' That the red man made, or even dreamt.

"But the white man came with his leaden flame,

And destroyed our race, in all but the name.
Our love for our kind lured us up to his bUnd,

With its sirens in front and its death knell behind.

"And they tell me, too, that the old wapato
Doesn't grow any more on Columbia slough;

But I'll dive and see, for there's naught to me
That can take its place this side of the sea.

"But list I Did I hear a strange sound, and near ?

Or was it my heart just beating with fear?

I have wandered about like a vagabond lout.

In fear and distress, till I'ai all worn out.

"If I would not die I must turn and fly.

Where the midnight sun tints the polar sky-

I must steer my flight by the Northern light.

And my sad way wing in the silent night."

PoBTLAJfD, Ore., Oct. 27. S. H. Gbkens:.

MIXED SHOOT IN CONNECTICUT.
It was about the middle of October that I got word to

catch the 7 o'clock train east the next morning for a da-y's

shoot with a friend.

The old gun had scarcely been awakened from its close
season's nap, and its owner had been so busy that the
usual enthusiasm of a foredrafted shoot was almost en-
entirely wanting. Yet with some misgivings and many
conjectures as to the probabilities of finding birds, I wan-
dered to the station next morning and met my friend on
the train. After a ride of about twenty miles we were
dumped, dogs and all, in to rocks, brush and rurahsms,
and by the way, ruralisms are the hardest things we have
to shoot against, except angUcisms and drade-Uke fads.

After wrangling about directions for some time we
reached a mean, partially imderstood etich other and
struck out for glory, leathers and sweet cider. The first

was scarce, but of the last two we got a genteel sufficiency.
I don't know but I've started this big enotigh for a bear
hunt in the Sierras, but it cannot be such, for we've
neither Sierras, bears nor men big enough to hold a
grizzly while another bats its brains out with a sandbag
from the tomb of the mighty Cassar. Still we have a
good many falsifiers, and in a futm-e communication I
will tell you of an athletic one, provided you don't dis-

cover one in this.

We followed the road nearly a mile, when we got over
the fence and struck for brush. We had barely reached
the edge of a maple run when I heard a partridge jump
and saw it go iu to the alders below; we split, Bill to left,

I to right, and moved down on her for action. Slie
wouldn't lie; jumped wild; I got a gUmpse, pulled, aaad
Dinks retrieved to my surprise. "We ai-e not skunk«d
anyway" says BUI, and on we go.
A little way brought my dog to a challenge and made

me feel interested; he had just started ou the trail to crosis

the swamp, when BUl's gun twice answered to his touch;
but smoked without avail. We took the range and after

hunting full half an hour without a jump, tm'ned to the
right and were about to give her up as too smart, when
lo, I heard a sharp whirr above me, and looking, saw her
hugging the ground along the sidehill with a sharp left

angle away. I happened to drop the gun just right, and
she fell without a flutter. We then crossed the road,

and reaching the top of the hiU, BiU tried his luck once
more on a bird that started above him and went past going
down the hill, failing to stop her. We followed, but she
jumped entirely out of sight and we gave her up.
A quarter of a mile brought us to a good woodcock

ground, but theywere non est. On the further side, how-
ever, the dog challenged, and after crossing and reoross-

ing the swamp on a running flock of quail, we managed
to overtake them in the thickest cover Christopher Colum-
bus could discover in five counties. Flushing, they all

held low, not rising above 5ft. , and disappeared in the
brush. I pulled twice, killing the first dead and wound-
ing the second hard. Dinks soon found the wounded
bird, and on flushing it came directly at me and within
6ft. I let it pass, intending to shoot when it got far

enough away; but it settled back on to the ground and
took to its legs to my disgust. The dog soon got the trail

and after following about TSyds. pointed. I could not
find the bird, and he would not stir. I finally pushed
him, and he picked the quail up out of the leaves right

under his nose. Bill came and we hustled the rest of

them as well as we could. I got five more chances and
five more quail. He did some more shooting, but failed to

score. Yet game stiU, he was happy and hopeful. There
were six or seven left, but so hard to find that we gave it

up.

Dropping into a swale some distance below, we started

a partridge. Following, she let us pass, and as I came
back to the fence she ripped out of a maple about 35yds.
away, and crossed me sharp to right and well up in the
air. It broke me aU up to see her come out of the tree,

and I shot a little too high. A few feathers told me I had
hit her, and that was all. Going back into the swamp, I

followed her, and was just balanced on a wing fence when
she started straight to the front, crossing to left. I was
going to do the job right that time, and put the gun just

in front of her (but I could not get it low enough) and let

it go. That was the last I saw of her, untU BiU, coming
up from below, picked her up dead in the exact direction

she had been flying when I fired.

We then drifted on about half a mile and started three
partridge together. They were cunning, and for quite a
while managed to outgeneral us. Driving to the end of

the run we passed them, and coming back they again
tricked us. We opened fire, however, but only to mow
some brush and pepper a big white birch. Driving back
they dropped in the edge of the swale and Dinks got a
point. Running like a redhead around a knoll, I got in

above them. They knew it, and two went to the big
woods without giving a single chance. The third one I

was too close to, and caught him before he could reach a
low-hanging grape vine tha,t he attempted to cover with,

We then had seven quail and fom- partridges, and we
concluded to eat dinner by a little brook up on the hill.

Going up there we discovered the spot sought for, a
brook, a rim of scattering maples, and a plentitude of

moss-covered boulders. It was a spot fair enough for

any one to eat in, and it seems a partridge thought so,

too, for when we were within 50yds. of it up got a bird
and hustled down a swale. We gave up dinner and went
after her. On the right of the brook below was large

timber, on the left now and then a scattering white oak.
After hunting through the big wood we failed to find

her. I suspected she was hid close to the brook. Bill

would not go back so I went alone, tni I reached a cart

path that crossed it. I concluded (it being rather warm) to

test the water there. I laiddown my gun, charged the dog
and had just got stretched out on the ground when there
was an earthquake; that partridge had jumped not 20yds.

above me and was coming down past. I jumped on to

my feet, grabbed my gun and tried to straighten out, but
I rolled like a ship in a heavy sea. I put in the first bar-

rel, but it was inches over her; I managed to get the
muzzle down, pulled it ahead into position and stopped
her with the second. Then I took a drink of water while
the dog retrieved.

We traveled down the swale looking for another good
place to lunch and had just found it when Bill picked a
woodcock out from between two rocks on the edge of

another maple swamp. He called loudly for it to stop,

but it did not seem to know him and kept right along.
I started it next and fired both barrels without scoring,

BUI joining in the chorus. I was ready to bet I could
not hit a balloon just then; and then, well, I missed it

again; I got mad then. Again it got up, this time in

thick scrub oaks (with the leaves on), at very long range.
I put the gun on him that time and he answered the call.

We then dined; rather late, but our appetites were
with us, and they are the finest things in the world to dine
with. As a reUsh, they discount all other kinds, despite

the fact they have never become an article of commerce.
Dinner over, we crossed a range of cleared hills until

we struck a long swale, through which a road runs. We
had just stepped into this path when BUl's dog put a par-
tridge out of the brush just below; and she came up the
hill on our right and near Bill's position. He straightened
out for action in good style, and pulled both barrels. The
first struck; the second never touched her; bijt for all that
he flrmly believed that it was the second barrel that killed

her. The collective enthusiasm of the party now reached
summer heat, and we tackled the big swale.
The lower end was nearly reached, when a partridge

jumped in advance and came back at us. I saw her just

disappearing in the same copse of alders in which I was
standing, and tried to stop her; but was not quick enough.
I fired behind her, but near enough for Bill's safety, who
was not 30ft, from the fine of fire, entirely hidden by the
thick brush. She flew but a short distance, and Bill soon
started and fired, but failed to score. She again flew
north. Dinks got a point, when I started and killed.

We soon emerged into a cornfield, and had just re-

marked of its fitness for quail, when BiU's dog ran down
across the field to the southwest, plump "into a flock of

about fifteen birds, and away they went into the brush
and out of range without a shot. Going into the brush
my dog soon got a point, but they were running and
jumped wild. A couple of shots brought nothing but a
few feathers. Being nearly out of shells I gave up the
main flock and foUowed one I wounded to the left. I

I had gone but a short distance when Dinks challenged
and began to road. I folloAved just outside the brush
slightly in advance of the dog and awaited developments.
So closely did I watch his movements that I stepped di-

rectly over a large woodchuck skulking close to the
ground. Not sighting until he rose I did not molest him,
and he took one good look at me and then cantered
toward his hole. I fear if I had stepped on him he would
have waked me from my reflections with a jerk. Still the
bird ran and I knew from my dog's actions that it was a
partridge. Twice I tried to head it off but each time I
was too short. It finaUy jumped out of sight and I fol-

lowed on in the direction it flew. After hunting for half
an hour I was obliged to give it up without a shot.

All this time Bill had been blasting at a terrific gait and
fully expected to find him stuck fast in the mud from the
weight of his catch. But, alas, for suppositions, whether
liberal or conservative, they are seldom right; and, alas,

for a man's reputation as a shooter when he gets nervous
enough to think he must be careful and n®t miss.
In crossing over Dinks came to a point on a knoU with

only here and there a scattering bird. "Now," I said to
myself, "I've but threa sheUs, and I must kill." As I
stepped in front of the dog up got my wounded quafl.. I
closed my left eye, squinted my sight to the proper notch
and then missed that quail fair and square. I didn't try
twice, but shouldered my gun and went down to pull Bill

out of the mud. It was unnecessary. "How many?" I
inquired. "One," was the melancholy answer. At the
same time Dinks pointed and retrieved a dead quail. BUI
thought that if one had flown on and dropped dead, the
brush must be full of dead quail. But his hopes soon
vanished in a fresh attempt. His mighty bone hunter,
called Shad (in handling which I told him he should use
a bone) pointed; Bill flushed and missed, and in disgust
we left them to their own care, as it was fast gaining
toward night. As we got over the fence in the big woods
a quail started of its own accord, and I missed.
As the sun was just ducking its upper limb, we con-

cluded to seek the depot by the nearest route. BUI was
tired, and thought a team would be the speediest way.
To find one we sought the first house, which lay at the
head of this meadow. A narrow run of scrub oaks and
alders Uned its northern side, and we hunted this going
up. We had nearly reached the end when up whistled a
woodcock, being surprised it was some time before I
pulled on him, but the dog retrieved him, and it was my
last shell. Nothing more, until we were within 50ft. of
the end, was seen, when both dogs pointed. BiU ^ot wild
with the outlook, and made me take his gun as ms shells
would not fit my own. So I stepped up to the dogs, and
a woodcock jumped on my right, but kept low in the
brush, which in the fast gathering darkness made it very
difiicult for me to see. I shot at him, but could not tell

the effect. The dogs moved ahead a few feet and pointed
again. Slipping in another shell, I stepped in, flushed,
and it rose well, and I knocked it spinning, at the same
instant another started on the other side of the run, flew
but a few rods and dropped into the swamp again. I

could not see it. But on Bill showing me the spot, went
in, flushed and kiUed, I then sent Dinks in on the line of
the bii-d I had shot at, but could not see, and he fetched
it in dead, making four woodcock in about five minutes,
on twenty rods of ground.
We had 7 partridge, 9 quail and 5 woodcock, 21 birds.

Not a great big thing for two men, but all but one or two
had been shot in very thick cover, on ground hunted, by
some one nearly every day in the week. We were a pair
of happy gunners. It had been a grand day's sport to us.

We had been in luck all day in finding. We had enough.
We had both shot as well as we expected to, and had a
bag beyond our wildest hopes. We now sought the farm
house, but nothing would tempt its owner to try his
steed's mettle for the next train, so we girded up our
loins and settled down to conquer the necessary two miles
or garnish the wayside with our noble bones. We wanted
the 5:45 train; but we did not get it. We had covered
about half-way, and had just reached the height of a
grand hill, when away to the northeast about two miles,
we saw the headlight of No. 27 swing into the sharp
angle of the V formed by two high hiUs, and give us fight
on a subject of which we had sooner remained in the dark.
We were left. We took it easy after that, and on reach-
ing the station went over to the hotel and had a good,
supper and some coffee, which of all decoctions is best
and mightiest. Then we boarded the next train at 7:10
perfectly happy. C. D. E.

Quail in Northern New York.

Port Henry, N. Y., Oct. 30.—You ask in last week's
issue for reports on the success of transplanted quail. I
give my mite. In the spring of 1892 I planted some ten
dozen West "Virginia birds in this neighborhood. They
mated and thrived that summer and spread throughout
the surrounding towns. Some begun traveling in Octo-
ber, leaving enough bevies for seed, ' I had good sport
with them during the season and left parts of bevies for
a test. Much to my sm-prise, I found some three or four
of the bevies I kept watch of were doing weU. I found in
February one bevy of twenty strong birds that I had not
known of before. AU during this last spring and summer
we have heard their pleasant caUs aU around us; and I
have heard of them for miles around, showing that more
survived than I knew of.

I have been in North Dakota chicken shooting this fall

and afterward to the Fair, so that I have not had much
chance to locate the bu-ds. My wife and I took the dogs
out on Saturday, however, and found in the course of a
two-hours' walk two bevies, one with about forty birds in
it (evidently two bevies that had got together on the stub-
ble) and the other with about fourteen birds. On our way
home we met a man who told us of three other bevies not
far off, one of which he claimed had at least seventy-five
birds in it. Wednesday we wiU be on deck bright and
early. I am rather surprised at their Uving through last

winter here and being winter-kiUed elsewhere, for we
never lack snow and cold to test the hardiest.

W. C. WlTHEEBEE.

North Carolina Quail Season.
Mr. W. a. Bryan, of the Renfro Inn, at Mount

Airy, NC, writes; Ou^ quail and game law is off in this
c uuTy from iNuv. 1 to Maruh 15. It may be of interest
Ik. your rcaaero tu unow the long season here in Surry
oonncy,

_
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WIRE FENCING FOR PRESERVES.
Beookline, Mass., Oct. n.—Editor Forest and Stream:

Will you kindly infox'm me, or let me know where I can
get the information in regard to wire fencing of game
preserves? I would like to find out abotit the fence
around the Brooklyn Gun Club's groimds on Long Island
and Austin Oorbin's preserve. The size and style wire,
number strands, etc., also if there are other preserves or
grounds so fenced. H. A. Horton.

New York, Nov. 2.—Editor Forest and Stream: Your
inquiry of Mr. H. A. Horton regarding fences for game
preserves has been referred to us.

As to Mr. Corbin's park in Newport, N. H., we would
beg to state that the posts are set 12ft. apart. On the
smoothest portions of the line (about twelve miles) the
fence is constructed with a 2in. mesh wire netting, 6ft.

high, and with five strands of out- Glidden barb fencing
above the netting, making the fence 8ft. high. The net-
ting is supported by se\en strands of two-ply No. 12
galvanized twisted fencing, stapled to the posts over the
netting, also in each panel by vertical "cross stays,"
made of fxAin. steel rivetted* to the barb wire over the
netting and also to the two-j)ly twisted wires, through
the netting; the netting is thus held between the stays
and the wires. On the balance and rougher part of the
line (about twenty miles) no netting is used, as it was
found that the netting would bixckle over uneven grotxnd,
and it proved impracticable to use it in stich places, un-
less the line is graded specially for it, which is expensive.
On the line Avliere the netting was not used, twenty-one
strands of our Glidden barb wire was put on, spaced from
about Sin. apart at the bottom, to about 7in. at the top,
and the steel cross stays were rivetted to the wires, as
above. These stays or binders keep the wires from spread-
ing apart, cross-tying the fencing between the posts and
thus in the union imparting more strength and stability.
We have furnished the material and built, by contract,

most of the game preserve fences in this country, and
among those in the neighborhood of New York we will
name the following:
The New York State Deer Park, Big Indian, Ulster

county, N. Y. Fence 10ft. high. Posts one rod apart,
with 19 strands of two-ply No. 12, galvanized twisted
fencing and steel cross stays.

Mr. Geo. Gould's game park at Furlough Lake, near
Arkville, N, Y. Fence 8ft. high, posts one x-od apart,
with 21 strands o! Glidden barb wire and steel cross stays.
Mr, C. C. Worthington's deer park, near Delaware

Water Gap, Pa. Fence 8 ft. high. Posts 13ft. apart, with
25 strands of GlidJen barb wire and steel cross stays.
Mr. J. A. Havemeyer's deer park at Mahwah, N. J.

Fence 8ft. high, posts one rod apart, with 23 strands of
wire, 15 of two-ply No. 13 plain twisted fencing and 8
strands of thick-set Glidden barb wire and cross stays.
Tuxedo Park, Tuxedo, N. Y. Fence 8ft. high, posts one

rod apart, with 14 strands of two point thick-set Glidden
barb wire.
Mr. Magrane Coxe's park at Southfield, N. Y. Fence

8ft. high, posts one rod apart, with 17 strands of two-point
Glidden barb fencing and steel cross stays.

C. W. Chapin's game preserve at Lebanon Lake, Sulli-
van county, N. Y. Fence 8ft. high, posts 12ft. apart,
with 30 strands of two-point thick-set Glidden barb fenc-
ing and steel cross stays.

Washburn & Moen Mfg, Co.,
R. K. Dana, Agent.

STOLEN TIME.
Gainesville, Texas, Nov, 3 —Many weeks have passed

since leaving the confines of your cxty, and having pre-
vioxxsly given myself no indulgence, an irresistible desire
possessed me to try the quail on reaching this point.
Inquiry failed to elicit the information desired uiatil I

haply engaged in conversation with the genial proprietor
of the Lindsay. Arrangements are quickly made for the
afternoon and he kindly loans me a 13-bore, 6flbs., an
ideal quail gun.
O^r conveyance is at the door by 1:30 P. M., and my

companion is soon with me. A drive of three miles brings
us to cultivated fields, where shooting privileges have
been given us, Secixriug our "team" to a near-by fence,
we hie away to the inviting stubbles, with Flossie (a
pointer bitch of great beauty and endurance) quartering
every inch of ground. We make inqxxiries of the "cuUad"
cotton pickers and aremuch encouraged. As we approach
the copse that borders a lovely little stream in front, a
welcome whistle greets us. We give a few answering
calls and Flossie beats the old field beyond. With head
high in air she makes game at the further edge.
Whirr!—a bird rises far in advance; we are now fully

alive to the situation—to/wrr, whirr, whiiT—thej are off
through the growth of alders. Two reports ring out, and
but a solitary bird is secured. We raise a few of the
scattered bird^ and two of their number are brought to
bag. We "mark" the greater number away up the left
bank of the stream. I knock over a couple of rabbits that
dart across my path, and my companion secures a blue
winged teal as we pass a small "tank" or pond.
With renewed hopes the spot is approached where birds

were "marked." Flossie's instinct prompts a motionless
attitude. A rise gives us two more of these rapid flyers
and we bag a number of scattered birds in the copse.
Another bevy is found in a thick bed of weeds, where

the heavily fruited pecan ti-ees make welcome shade.
Almost at oixr feet we discover the game, but our better

natures revolt against ruthless slaughter. An approach is
made and the birds take wing; the cloud of feathers tells
the tale of death. Flossie works to perfection and re-
trieves beautifully. Pursuing, we soon have birds enough
to satisfy our appetites, and decide to drive leisurely
along and try for ducks in the ponds along our route.We scarcely get under way before a jack rabbifappar-
ently rises out of the prairie. Being a tenderfoot I am
surprised. Never before had I beheld such a creature on
his native heath. With long, sweeping strides, the ears
in the ascendant, his speed would more than equal
schedule railroad time in many parts of the South. I ex-
pressed a desire to pursue and endeavor to bag this
creatm-e while going at lightning speed. We drove rap-
idly on in the direction taken by this prairie racer, and
were soon given a duplicate performance. Another at-
tempt was made and the 10-bore Daly charged with 6s
and passed to me. My companion held the reins, and we
Wain began the pxxrsuit. It was to me an exciting chase,

e suddenly spy the jack, vnth head erect and all ready

foi; l-iisincFS. AViiizz! bang!—at this moment a prairie
chicken breaks cover and darts with cannon-ball speed to
my right. Quickly changing position, the left barrel
speaks. Imagine my surprise to find both shots success-
ful. Far ahead another chicken rises and is marked in a
ravine fully half a mile distant. Securing our game, we
lay our course and approach the locality where lies in
hiding one of the noblest of game birds, I leave the
wagon and Flossie assists me in beating the grassy cover.
Success is oxxrs.

We drive homeward in the falling twilight; an occa-
sional jacksnipe makes music for us with his tweak; we
are too tired for further effort, and reach the hotel at 6
P. M. with a goodly bag of quail, a brace of prairie chick-
ens and a variety of other game.

I enjoyed the trip immensely, and will look forward
with much pleasure to future visits here.
Many of these lands are posted, but gentlemen will have

no difficulty in securing privileges from the hospitable
Southern planters. Good bags of quail and ducks can be
made near the city. I cross the Indian Territory next
week and will note any items of interest to sportsmen.

Edward Havens Goodnough.

A DAKOTA HUNTING WAGON.
The object of this communication is to introduce the

Great Dakota Road Rvinner, which was operated some fif-

teen years ago in the southwestern corner of Minnesota
and adjoining territory in Iowa and Dakota, by E. F.
Warner, Esq., of St. Paul, who was at that time a mem-
ber of the wealthy syndicate which operated the Rock
County Farms. A sketch of this remarkable vehicle is

here given that it may not pass into oblivion.
The Rock County Farm is notable as being the pioneer

of its class, antedating the Dairymple, Grandin, Kennedy,
and Humboldt, Trail and Cass county farms by several
years, and its chief promoters, Horace Thompson, Eras-"
mus Deane, George L. Hamilton and Charles H. Bigelow,
leading business men of St. Paul, deserve the credit
which belongs to pioneers for many ideas which were
afterward adopted and put in operation by those who
went into expensive agriculture on the same lines.

One of the original products of the Rock County Farm
was prairie chickens, and "Doc" Warner, as he was
familiarly called, although he was in no respect a medi-
cine man per se, devoted much energy and inventive
genius to gathering them in. This road-runner was the
most conspicuous of his appliances. With his bxisiness

COMFORT IN THE FIELD.

partner and a few chosen comrades outside of the connec-
tion he carefully "scoured" (if he did not absolutely clean)
the adjacent country for birds and other small game which
came in his way. The location was newly settled, and
horns of elk and antelope and buffalo were found all over
the prairie. Perhaps it was his habitual scrutiny of the
plains which prompted him ten years later to gather up
and utilize this ghastly legacy of the defunct occupants,
whereby he realized an income of $70,000 in a single year
—the bone industry becoming the most lucrative of any
in that treeless region.

i The famous Pipestone Quarry was situated within
three miles of Luzerne, the county seat of Rock county.
It was a red cliff of jasper, aligned for half a mile with a
vertical wall, which rose 70ft. above the surrounding
level. For an indefinite period it had been a sort of
Mecca for nomadic tribes of Indians, who resorted thither
from far and near to make their "medicine" and collect
material for pipes. Legends and superstitions in great
variety were associated with it. Altogether it was an
ideal hunting grotmd, and in respect to plentitude of
game a "happy" one for both whites and Indians. Buz-
zards, crows and ravens enjoyed it too.

When the dry September south winds began to loosen
the long tap-roots of the "tumble weeds" and blow them
about the prairie like toy balloons, careering headlong,
and the fields were bristling with the stubble of cut wheat
and Indian corn, the "Do-Funny," as the wagon was
styled, went forth on its autumnal rounds, sometimes into
one State and anon into another. The hunters' dogs were
provided with a spacious kennel which took the place of a
rack in the rear of the vehicle. Guns, ammimition and
provender found their place in ample lockers under the
seats. There was a water butt in front with a faucet, and
a pail swung under the rear axle for dipping water from
the pockets of dxy creeks, or any chance slough that of-
fered. A capacious canvas canopy on two sticks made a
grateful shade from the sun, which was often fervid at
that season of the year. Ice could be carried in quantity
sufficient to last a day, and was often the salvation of our
heated dogs when the temperature was ninety-seven de-
grees. Altogether it was a commodious and comfortable
outfit, and the like of it, I dare say, has never been seen
to this day.
When "Doc" went into Montana on his bone business,

the wagon passed out of commission, and eventually dis-
appeared like a wet weather creek which sinks into the
sand. Its present whereabouts is not oflicially known.
Perhaps from the sketch herewith presented, some worthy
imitation may be contrived in the interest of men who
hunt the prairie stubbles and skirt the sloughs.

Charles Hallock.

North Carolina Shooting Club Site.

Mr. HARVEif Terry, of Coswell, P. O., Washington
county, N. C, advertises this week an unusually advan-
tageous site for a shooting club. It consists of a planta-
tion of 4,000 acres on Lake Phelps, adjoining 170,000
acres of wild lands, both of which offer great attractions
for the sportsman.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
[From a Staff Correspondent.]

Chicago, 111., Oct. 37.—A gentleman asking to be
known as "St. Albans," writing from Poughkeepsie, N.Y.,
asks:

"I should be glad to hear whether it is possible to in-
crease the number of quail by giving them some care
dirring the year? Can they be kept in the neighborhood
where they ai-e fed if moderate shooting is done, or do
they wander as partridges do? What kind of protection
in the winter against snow is it best to give them? What
kind of a structure would you recommend to be made in
the woods so as to protect against the snow and foxes? Is

it practicable to plant some food for them in summer and
fall? If so, what is best?"

I believe it to be unquestionably true that the quail
sometimes migrate in large nximbers, just as squirrels do.
The shooters of Missouri wiU tell you this. The migrations
usually take place just above and below the latitude line
of severe winter. Bob White is not partial to snow and
will move to escape it sometimes. This, however, is rare,
especially in the upper North, and of all the game birds
Boh White is perhaps the most purely local. The feediixg
and roosting grounds can be determined almost to a cer-
tainty for every bevy on a farm, and there is no bird so
easily and directly helped by artificial aid in food and
shelter. Buckwheat is as good food to sow as any, as it

lies on the ground in such way as to be useful in the time
of snow, and the birds are very fond of it. Henq:) is good
and so is wheat. You can always find the birds about a
wheat stubble. They would riot 'in a field of broken down
and uncut wheat. In time of heavy snow they will come
up to a barnyard as regxilarly as chickens to be fed, if

only they once learn they can get a meal of wheat, broken
corn, and almost any small grain, not to say crumbs or
scraps. Broomcorn seed is another thing they like a
great deal, and a small tract put down to that would fur-
nish a great deal of food. In the South a broomcorn
patch is always good for a bevy or more. I should think
buckwheat and broomcorn about as good as anything to
plant for food, the latter to be broken or cut down,
As to shelter, it is hard to say. Lean-tos of brush and

treetops might be useful, but would afford no protection
against foxes, as would nothing else except houses with
entrances too small for a fox. Into the latter the quail
woxild hardly go to roost. Until the weather grows very
severe they prefer to roost out in the open on a grassy
knoU, sometimes in a cornfield, less often on stubble, it

seeming to be their notion that they are less liable to sur-
prise than they woxild be if hampered by more coA^er.

They roost in a circle, and like to be able to spring out in
every direction about the circle, when startled. As the
winter deepens, they take to the hedges or to heavier
cover, sometimes going to brush heaps, and in deep snow
sometimes tucking themselves in under the edge of a
straw stack. Sometimes again, they freeze to death,
x-oosting in the open. Their worst time is when a sheet
of ice shuts their food in on the ground from them, or
when deep snow keeps them from the ground. At times
like that the birds should be fed, and if feed be put along
the edges of their accustomed feeding grounds, they will
find it if the weather allows them to travel at all. Straw-
covered lean-tos along the fences and hedges will be more
apt to be patronized then than earlier in the winter, and
Bob White, usually hard to hive, will then be tractable.
This is the time the trajjper knows so well.

If others would join "St. Albans" in his effort to pro-
tect the quail, the quail crop of the coxmtry could be in-
ci'eased one-thix-d. If trapping were then stopped entirely,
the supply would double, and it would be found diflicult

to kill the birds down too close with a month or so of
legitimate shooting in a region where they were native
and fairly abundant.

Sale of the Jones Buffalo Herd.
Buffalo Jones was in the city this week, and reports the

recent sale of his entire herd of buffalo, numbering 53
head of full and cross bloods, to Charles Allard, of the
Flathead Agency, Montana. This now gives Mr. Allard
the practical, if not the actual, monopoly of the buffalo
of the United States. Add these to his numerous hei'ds
of cattle and to the band of buffalo he already had, and
Charlie Allard may be held a rich man. The considera-
tion in the sale was $36,000. The Jones herd was thought
to be sold once before this summer, but the sale fell

through and the Allard deal was effected later. This puts
Buffalo Jones out of the industry to which he has clung
so long and under such difficultirs. He bears this philo-
sophically, and wishes Mr. Allard all success with his
great herd, E, Hough,

909 Skcukitv BinLDiNQ, Chicago,

The Porcupine as Food.
It is repixgnant to the feelings of many individuals to do

the crawfish act, to take back any statements that they
have made, squarely, fairly and confidently. I am one of
that number. But when I find I am wrong, ' 'what I says
I don't stand to."

Two years ago I wrote slightingly, in fact, disparagingly,
of the flesh of the porcupine as a food. I thought I had
the papex's to prove that xt was "strong" and rank-tasting.
And I had, so far as one specimen was concerned. This
fall, while I was out hunting with two members of the
Catawampus Club, the dog treed a porcupine. Our Uncle
Adam Moore looked the animal over, said it would "do,"
and ordered the animal shot. He then px-oceeded very
cooly to dress it. I said, "You're not going to eat that
thing?" He said he was, if he lived. "Why," said I, "an
Injun down our way tx-ied to eat one a few years ago and
he couldn't, it was so strong." "Would you like to eat an
old buck sheep at this time of year?" I confessed that I

would not. "But you wouldn't object to a piece of good,
fat lamb?" "Nary an object," said I. "Well, neither
would I eat an old he porcupine. I couldn't if I wanted
to. But you will find a fat yoxmg fellow like this pretty
good stuff when you are hungry." And I did, too. But
it did not "taste just like lamb," as many say it does.
Not very long ago I wrote tliat there was no difference

in exceUence between English and American guns. I

stiU think there is none as regards shooting qualities.
But I find the woodwork of the guns manufactured in one
of the above countries is more liable to have small pieces
chipped from it where it joins the iron, and to shrink and
swell, and "bind" the action. I had no preferenc two
years ago. I have a very pronounced one now. We
"live and learn," or think we do. L. I. Flower.
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Cortland County, N. Y.

COKTLAJSID, N. Y., Nov. 3.—The weather for the past
month has been altogether too fine for the scoring of any-
thing like satisfactory bags of ruffed grouse. Local gun-
ners report finding the grouse in goodly numbers, but
claim that the birds have thus far failed to lie well,

flushing wild and indulging in light flights. Wm. Hart-
ranft, a well known field shot, tells me that a letter

recently received by him from a party at Harford Mills,

N. Y. , discloses the pleasing intelligence that a tract of

timber near that village, dozens of grouse of this year's
breeding are to be found. I also hear that good grouse
shooting may be had along the east shore of Cayuga Lake,
some twenty miles north of Ithaca. Around Little York,
seven miles from Cortland, a good many squirrels are
being bagged. The grays are plenty in the vicinity of
Dryden, also. With the aid of ferrets, a big rabbit
crop will be harvested. M. C. H.

Home-Made Explosive Bullets.

Tkenton, N. J., Oct. 28,-1 am not much of a deer
hunter, but I have killed three deer with explosive bullets

from a ,44 Winchester, and can give your correspondent,
"Sareault," Eddy, N. M., a pointer. Mould the bullet

with a mine in the lower end, just the size of a blank
pistol cartridge (.22cal.), pull out the wire and you have
the bullet ready to insert the .22 blank. If you wish to

expand, fill up the empty space with powder. If you
want it to explode put it in just as you get it; the open
space will explode it. Load the cartridge in the usual
way, but I would not advise filling the magaziae, although
I have done it several times. I would keep an explosive
in the barrel and solid ones in the magazine. V. P. W.

More Snared Birds in Syracuse.

Syracuse, N. Y. , Oct. 29.

—

1 found on Saturday, in one
of our city markets, 12 snared partridge. About a year
ago this same firm had about 70 snared birds in their pos-

session and got out of their dilemma nicely. I have re-

ported my find to our local game constable by messenger
and am awaiting the result with great interest. Birds
are very scarce in this county for the very reason that we
have so few "men" in it. Every foreigner here owns a
shotgun, and I often find them with pocketsful of song
birds. In fact, they kill everything that moves about
here, in or out of season. Shall keep you posted on the
result of my find. Fkanklin Jno. Kaufman.

Snipe in Ohio and Kentucky.
Cincinnati, Oct. 29.—Snipe shooting is reported good at

Jones's Station
,
O., and along the tributaries of the Big

and Little Miami rivers, also m the lowlands below Fort
Thomas, east of Newport, Ky. The prospects for a good
season's sport at quail in and about here are poor.

Wick.

A Moose Trophy.

The head of the moose killed by our correspondent
L. C. I., in the hunt so graphically described la last

week's Fobest and Stream, is now being mounted by
Fred Sauter, the taxidermist, at his shop on North AVil-

liam street.

Another Musevun Moose.
Mb. J. Rowley, Jk., of the American Museum of

Natural History, in this city, has just secm-ed on a hunt-
ing trip in New Brunswick a bull moose, which was re-

quired to complete a group of seven, mounted for the
museum.

Siunmer Homes.

A BEAHTrnjiiLY illustrated book; list o£ over 3,000 summer hotels

and boarding houses in Catskill Mountains and central New York.
Send six cents in stamps to H. B. Jagoe, Gen'l Eastern Passenger

Agent, West Shore R. R., 363 Broadway, New Y^ork, or free upon
axjplication.—

^r(d ^iv^r fishing.

OUANANICHE AS GAME FISH.
Wellsvilo;, N. Y., Oct. 31.

—

Editor Forest and Stream:
Some time ago I read in your columns an article from the
pen of Robert C. Lowery, of New York, in which he
touched on ouananiche fishing in the waters around Lake
St. John, Quebec, with adverse criticism as to their fight-

Lag qualities, and their right to far-fame for gaminess
and pluck.
During the last week of July and the first weeks of

August of this year, the Rector and I, with four Indian
guides and two canoes started from Pointe Bleue, on Lake
St. John, on a ten days' outing up the Ashuapmouchuan
and through Lakes Pemoka, Brochet, Plonger, Clair and
Lac a Jeune to the Wassiemska. down which we pro-
ceeded to the Llistassini, tirrning up the latter river to the
first cascade above the junction of the two streams, from
which we journeyed down the Mistassini and across to
Roberval Hotel, where we were staying.
Our first handling of ouananiche, a fish I had heard of

in recent years, was at Chute a L'Oure, on the Ashuapmou-
chuan, a mass of tumbling, roaring water, and extremely
picturesque.
The guide paddled me to a point of rock between two

falling bodies of water, where the mist from the falls

rained down on one in a drenching shower, and the roar
of the cataract was deafening.

I was provided with a 7oz. ash and lancewood rod,
and two Jock-Scott flies on a 6ft. leader. Stepping out on
a slippery rock constantly submerged by the dashing
waves, I threw a 30ft. line across the white, foaming
"brou," and as the swift current caught it, I let out 13 to
15ft. more, so as to reach solid water where the fish could
see the fly. No sooner was the line taut down stream
and I had raised my arm to make the flies skip, than a
fish struck with such vigor that I almost fell off the rock in
my surprise, so taken aback was I at the sudden challenge,
when I had meant my first cast more as a preliminary
wetting of the fine than witli serious intent. Up went a
S-pounder 2ft. in the air, 4:0ft. distant, with head and t^il

together, and falling back into the water, with a rush he
ran down stream until checked, then another wild leap
and he came straight toward the rock on which I was
standing. I pressed the spring of the automatic reel,

taking up the slack as fast as he gaveme the line. When
he stopped, I held him to see what he would do next. He
went down, drawing the point of the rod under, until I

feared he was making for a crevice in the rock, where
the line would be cut.

Putting a strain on him, the line slacked up so quickly
I thought he had vanished. Instead, to my astonish-
ment, he appeared in front of me 2ft. in the air, and at
that moment I heard in the rear an emphatic "sacre"
from the guide, who had been watching the mad capers
of the ouananiche. The latter again took the hook and
line and ran down stream, giving one more leap when I

put the strain on him. Testing the strength of rod and
tackle against his indomitable efforts to escape, I held
him as he fought his way inch by inch, and stepped back
to the main rock. The guide took the landing net, not
large enough, I found, for ouananiche, and endeavored to

push it under him, but his dashes hither and thither pre-
vented his capture at once. At last he was in the net
straggling for dear life. Jim, fearing he would escape,
by a quick movement turned the net over on the fish

,

grabbing both with his two hands against the slipptry
rock. A fierce scramble, four distinct images—^the guide,
the net, a line with hooks dangling, a fish floundering off

the rock into the water—and my first ouananiche was
caught and lost. He gained his freedom with a brave
pertinacity that won my admiration and tempered disap-

pointment at his loss. I thought of Mr. Lowery's stricture
on ouananiche and decided that at least one individual of
the species had redeemed his tribe from the charge of
being, as a fish worthy of one's skill, "flat, stale and un-
profitable." We caught seven that forenoon, ranging
from 5 to 81bs. in w^eight, and the Rector, who is quite
critical on the subject of gamy fish, concluded that he
had seldom more enjoyed a tussle with the finny tribe,

admitting frankly that the ouananiche had fully sustained
his reputation as a fighter of the first order.
When we left the Chute a L'Ours next day, we had

brought to land fifteen fish, and had lost about six more
from "pure cussedness" on their part, and the possession
of only one small net between us. We improvised a
somewhat crude gaff from two large bait hooks fastened
to the end of a straight bough, not having considered it

necessary to bring with us a salmon gaff left at the hotel,

but which next time we tackle the ouananiche we shall
certainly add to our outfit.

Seeing a fin showing above a swirl of foam that was
going round and round among the eddies, breaking up
into small flakes and again uniting in one large sheet,
circling in wide sweeps above the turbulent waters^ we
got into the canoe and paddled within casting distance of
the swirling "brou," A fin rising, by a quick cast the
line was thrown across the direction he was going in.

The flies sank beneath the foam, the line straightened,
and I had him. A vigorous leap, another and yet an-
other, and Jim's stoicism gave way with a shout of ap-
proval. He don't flght, eh? How's that, Jim? Just look
at him. Away he goes with the fine, leaping into the air
seven times by count. He keeps one busy at the reel and
—but where is he? He is making straight for the bottom
if there is any, and like a flash he is coming toward us,

and under the canoe he goes, taking line and rod with
him. Zip! Swish! Seated as I was with my back close to
the prow, with the right hand the rod was thrust behind
and caught with the left on the side he came out on, on
the wa}' skyward for the last time. He must have sneered
a good-bye, "When shall we three meet again?" as I reeled
in a slack line, and nary a ouananiche. This happened
more than once. "To the victor belongs the spoil," and
the ouananiche when you catch him.
Once two were hooked at one cast. It was ' 'the part-

ing of the ways," they with a hook each, and I minus
two. One lying in the bottom of the canoe took French
leave over the side as if shot from a spring-board. They
fight like black bass to which alone I give the palm,
weight for weight, and they accept defeat with a bad
grace. Mr. Lowery must be a blase fisherman, seeking
unusual novelty in Waltonic pursuits, somewhat resem-
bling a gentlemen we met at Roberval, whose present
mission in the world seemed to be a continual search
after new experiences.
In Lac a Jeune we trolled' instead of using fly, and in

that peaceful abode of plenty the ouananiche get too well
fed and flabby, for want of the "sti-tiggle for existence,"
to which are fated his more muscular, finer fellows of the
seething, troubled waters of the wilder cascade. They
lack in vigor and obstinacy.
Our ti'ip to the ouananiche country was one that will

live in ovir memory as of the most enjoyable we could
well have projected, and the Rector returned to Scotland
fully resolved to "repeat the dose." The guides were ex-
cellent fellows, and Fred Philhp one of the best and jol-

liest of the crew.
Shooting the rapids of the Wassiemska and "Mr.

Sweeney" on our way down was highly exhilarating and
fraught with constant danger of a capsize, but in the
hands of our experienced canoemen we missed the adven-
ture and enjoyed the excitement. We shall count the
days until we again renew our acquaintance with the St.

John country and our worthy foes—the ouananiche.
Wlltjam Bruce.

Fishing at English Lake.

Engush Lookout, La., Oct. 23.—^Through the kind in-
vitation of Mr. P. Mallard, member of the Marshall Fish-
ing Club, situated here and on the L. & N. R. R., your
correspondent accepted the pleastu-e of a day's sport last
Saturday, which resulted in a very good catch, counting
46 green trout (black bass), 9 redfish, 11 sheepshead, 12
croakers and 5 speckled trout.

Mr. ilallard was not only entertaining dm-ing our trip,

but proved himself quite an expert at rod and reel fish-
ing; his casting was very pretty and done with great
skill.

There are three clubs at this point, all within a throw
of each other, situated 40 mUes from New Orleans. Their
members are of the best men found in the city, and all
jolly good feUowg.
Good catches were made by every one. Among those

who are known to have made good strings were Messrs,
B. F, Glover, E. Dupre, Muster and Capt. King,

Anodbac.

BARNEY'S POOL.
Why it was called Barney's Pool no one—not even the

oldest inhabitant—could tell. Certainly any other name
would have been as appropriate. Deadman's Pool, Dis-
mal Pond or Dreary Swamp much more so, for a more
desolate, weird, dreary place it would be hard to imagine.
But he who would fish successfully in B, Lake must

occasionally visit the same Barney's Pool, for at certain
spots in the pool—spots well known to the old fishermen
—were gravel beds over which minnows fairly swarmed.
Here the very choicest bait for muskallonge could be
found in the greatest abundance. Often and often have
I filled my minnow pails with the most tempting bait in
an incredibly short time, but I think I can say it was
always with a sense of relief that I closed the lids, pulled
up my anchor and left the desolate spot.
Never shall I forget my first visit to Barney's Pool and

the adventure which followed it. It was a hot day early
in September, hot, close and sultry, not a breath of air
stirred the leaves; B. Lake lay Uke a vast heated mirror,
not a ripple disturbed its surface. The sun was fairly
scorching and seemed to dry up the grass it touched.
All the morning John and I had fished with very fair
success and noon found our minnow pail almost empty.
We had eaten dinner in the woods at the north end of
the lake and were enjoying a quiet after-dinner smoke.
"John," said I, "what shall we do this afternoon? It's

too hot to go on the lake before 6 o'clock and it's now
only 3, We have three hours on our hands to dispose of."

"Well," answered John, "I think we had better go
after bait or we'll not have enough for this evening's
fishing. A little way from here there's a creek comes
down through these woods. By rowing up it we can get
to Barney's Pool, and there we can soon get bait enough
to last us two or three days.

"

A half hour later we were afloat again on the lake and
a short pull brought us to the mouth of the creek, into
which John shot the boat.

It was a deep, sluggish stream, running, or rather lying
dead, under the trees, for current it seemingly had none.
The bushes and trees grew so thick on its banks that the
little sunlight finding its way through the leaves fell in a
pale, sickly light.

The water was black, dead, gloomy looking—decaying
logs, fallen treetops, rushes and reeds obstructed the
channel. The air was damp and filled with the odor of
decaying wood and leaves. Numerous black-backed tur-
tles slipped off" the logs at our approach and glided out of
sight, l3urytng themselves in the murky darkness of the
water.

After following all the curvings and windings of the
stream for possibly a mile, we pushed our way through a
thick growth of rushes and found om-selves on a small
pool of water,

"This is Barney's Pool," said John,
It would be difficult to describe my sensations on first

beholding this pool. There was a sense of loneliness, of
dreaminess, that entered with the very air one breathed

.

A feeling of depression came over me that was impossible
to shake off.

The pool lay dark even in the full daylight. Its waters
black like the stream we had followed. Shores it had
none, but the black water seemed to lose itself in loug,
rank weeds, out of which rose tall, lifeless, barkless tree
trunks, like grim skeletons guarding the desolate spot.

The pool seemed surrounded by a vast swamp, save at
one spot where a little knoll appeared a few feet above
the water, and on this knoll stood the remains of an old
log cabin. Old, deserted, neglected, it but added to the
weixdness of the scene.
When we left the lake the sun was shining. When we

reached the pool great clouds had covered the sky, flashes
of lightning were seen in the west and low rumblings of
distant jihunder indicated the approach of the storm that
had been gathering all day.
A few pulls of the oars and John proceeded to drop the

anchor, announcing that we were over one of the gravel
beds, and we got ready our minnow lines, and the work
of fishing for minnows soon absorbed our attention. For
some reason the minnows refused to bite, although John
assured me "there were thousands of them in there,"
and later experience proved he knew whereof he spoke.
At the end of a half hour we had caught but three; we
moved to another spot with no better success. It began
to look discouraging.
In the meantime the storm was approaching, the

flashes of lightning were more frequent, the thunder
louder; a sudden gust of wind recalled us to the fact that
we had better seek shelter.

"John," I said, "get up your anchor and let us pull for
that old hut," and it was time, for scarcely had we got-
ten inside the old ruins when the rain came down in tor-
rents. Fortunately we found one corner of the cabin pro-
tected by a remaining portion of the roof, and here we
had to remain for three mortal hours listening to the rain
beating on the outside.

Finally it ceased, ceased almost as suddenly as it began;
and we ventm-ed out of our prison, only to flnd night fast
approaching.
This was an xinexpected turn to our adventure. We

had not anticipated spending the night at Barney's Pool,
but here night was almost upon us, and how dark it

would be down that stream. It would be almost impos-
sible to find our way in the darkness through all the wind-
ings of the httle creek, and even if we did succeed in get-
ting back to the lake a strong wind was blowing up it, so
that it would be difiicult, even dangerous, to attempt to
cross it. There was nothing for us but to remain where
we were.

"John," I said, "I guess we'U have to spend the night
here."

"Yes, I guess so," he answered, "and I would a good
deal rather not."
"Why, John?" I asked. "Of course, it's not the pleas-

antest place in the land, but we have spent nights in a
great deal worse places. We can find enough dry boards
in the corner to sleep on, and it'll not be the first night I
have slept, and slept well, on boards,"

"I am not bothered about the sleeping," he answered,
"but I would rather be almost anywhere else. Don't you
know, Mx. Sherman, they say this hut is haunted. They
say there was a man killed here once, and that he haunts
the place, and that strange hghts are seen here at night,
and—

"

Just then a terrific clap of thunder interrupted John,
and another splashing shower coming on we were driven
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back to om- corner. I tried later on to get John back to
the story of the hut, but either he knew nothing more, or
did not like to talk about it. I could get nothing out of
him, and he seemed anxious to avoid the subject, so I

soon gave up the attempt, and we lapsed into sUence.
The time passed slowly away, outside the wind blew
fiercely, driving great clouds across the sky; at times the
moon shone out bright, then heavy clouds obscured it.

The wind whistling through the chinks and crannies of
the old cabin gave forth weird and rmearthly sounds.
The evening was slowly passing away. There had been

a longer interval of silence between us. I was beginning
to feel sleepy and thinking of turning in for the night,
when there came a fierce blast of wind that shook every
log in the old hut. Then followed a dead calm—per-
fect silence—not the motion of a leaf was heard.
Then clear and distinct on the night air came the tin-

kling of a bell. It startled us both, it seemed so near the
old hut.

"It's a stray cow," John. "Some stray cow has wan-
dered into the clearing and is making a meal off the long
grass."

"It ain't no cow," John answered, "a cow never rings
a bell that Avay."

"Well, if it isn't a cow, what is it?" I asked.
"I don't know what it is; but I know it ain't no cow."
"Well, I'll soon see what it is," I said, making my way

to the door of the cabin as I spoke.
In front of the cabin was a cleared, space possibly a

hundred paces in width, and beyond the clearing was a
dense woods. The sound seemed to come from a point in
the woods almost directly in front of me.

I stood in the doorway some time listening to it. John
was right. There was something peculiar in the way the
bell rang, and yet I could scarcely teU wherein the pecu-
liarity lay.

I was trying to determine this when I was surprised to
see a pale blue light shine out distinctly at the very point
I had settled on as the spot where the.bell was ringing. I
was certain the light wasn't there when I first came to
the door.

I called John to my side and together we watched the
light in silence.

The moon was shining brightly, lighting up the clearing
distinctly, and we coxild see a well worn path leading
from the door of the cabin in the direction of the point
wliere the bell was ringing.
"Come with me," I whispered, "and we'll soon find out

what's going on over there."
I noticed John seemed a little reluctant at first and hesi-

tated about going, but finally he followed me. The path
was broad and well beaten, and we had no trouble in fol-
lowing it. We had gotten within 20 paces of the woods
wiien suddenly the light disappeared, and at the same in-
stant the bell ceased ringing.
We hesitated a moment, then hurried along as fast as

we could and entered the woods. To our surprise we
found nothing unusual. The moonlight coming through
the trees gave an abundant light, yet, although we searched
carefully everywhere, we could find no trace either of
animal or human being.

I was just thinking of giving it up and returning to the
hut when I was surprised to hear again the tinkling of
the bell, and looking up I saw the light burning apparently
a short distance ahead of us in the woods. "Come quick,
John," I said, "we'll not let it escape us this time."
As I spoke the bell stopped ringing but the light con-

tinued burning. We hurried forward as fast as we could
and apparently were getting nearer to it. We were only
a few paces from it when suddenly there was a rustling
among the leaves back of us, and before I could turn
aroimd I felt myself grabbed by both arms and instantly
a bandage was thrown over my eyes.

It was so sudden, so unexpected, that it took us both by
surprise, and our hands were bound behind us almost be-
fore we had time to think. Then a low, gruflf voice
whispered in my ear, "Now, Cap, if you know what's good
for you you'll keep quiet and come with us without any
nonsense," and I felt the barrel of a pistol pressed against
my temple. I heard John say, "Mr. Sherman," but a
coarse voice interrupted him with, "Shut up, or I'U blow
the whole head off you." I then felt my arms grabbed by
a man on either side of me, and the same voice spoke
again at my ear: "Now we'll lead you, and walk along
right smart, Cap, for we have no time to spare."
We then started through the woods, my captors guiding

my steps so that I experienced no trouble in walking. I
could not teU the direction we went nor how far, but it
seemed to me we walked for mUes.
Suddenly I heard the crackling of wood burning, I

noticed an increase of fight through my bandage, and
felt a sudden heat on my face as though I was near a fire.
Then we stopped and one of my captors told me to sit
down; at the same time I felt a log of wood pressed
against my knees and I sat down on it.

I had been studying all the time we were tramping
through the woods what the meaning of all this could be,
a,nd what object they had in seizing us in this way. I
listened with the greatest attention now, hoping to hear
something that might enlighten me. I could hear feet
shuffling about and could hear voices talking low at a
little distance from me, but could not make out what was
said. After several minutes of this suspense the same
voice whispered at my ear: "The Captain is coming this
way."

I soon heard the approach of his footsteps, and then
his voice addressed me, though in mufiied tones, as though
he were wearing a mask:

"Well, we've got you this time," he said; "you thought
you would capture us, but the tables are turned, and in-
stead we've captured you."

"I don't imderstand you. Captain," I said.
"No, I supjjose not," he answered, laughing. "Of course

you are very innocent. Of course you are not Government
officers. Of course you weren't sent out to capture a gang
of illicit distillers. Of course you weren't informed that
we had a still near the old hut. Oh, no, my pretty boys,
you couldn't take us in. We watched you ever since you
came here. We saw you hiding in the hut this after-
ooon."
"But I protest. Captain."
"Oh, protest all you want," he said, interrupting; "you

can't fool lis. We saw you sneaking' about the old hut.
You thought we would go there this evening and you
would capture us without any trouble. But we were a
little too sharp for you. We judged you had plenty of
assistance within call, so we decided to tempt you to

leave the hut, and we succeeded, as you are aware."
"But, Captain," I said, "we are not Government offi-

cers."

"No, I suppose not," he answered, sarcastically. "That's
too old a dodge. You'll have to get something better.
Why, wehad a fuU description of you a week before you
came here. We have been watching for you."
"But I will give you proofs. Captain."
"We have all the proofs we want and will not listen to

any more. I have only come here to tell you the punish-
ment the gang have decided on in your case. In the first

place I will tell you that we are going to let you off very
light. We are going to release you when you have taken
an oath not to reveal anything you may have heard or
seen either at the hut or with us."

"We'll very willingly take that oath," I answered.
"And in addition," continued the Captain, paying no

attention to my remark, "the gang has a rule that any
person caught spying in any way on the actions of the
gang shall be branded with a red-hot iron on the right
arm."
I jumped to my feet. "This is monstrous, this is in-

human!" I shouted, "you wouldn't darel"
"Seize him!" said the Captain, "and if he don't keep

quiet, gag him!"
Instantly two men caught me by the arms.
"Now take him to the fire and brand him, We'Ushow

these fellows what we are made of."
I struggled aU I could, but it was useless opposing the

strong arms that held me, I was forced up close to the
fire, then rough hands pulled my sleeves about my elbow.
I was then forced to stoop over until my arm came so
close to ^the fire that the heat against it was terrible.

There I was made to stand several minutes, while I could
hear men working about the fire, apparently heating the
irons.

While all this was going on not a word was spoken,
then a voice said "Eeady."

"It was answered by several voices, "AU ready, Cap-
tain."
"When I count three, strike both together."
There was a moment of silence that seemed an hour.

Then came slowly the words "One

—

two—three."
There was a groan from John, and at the same instant

I felt a sharp, stinging pain shoot up my arm and all

through my body. It was but a second, but what a
second. "Bind them up quick!" said the voice; and in-
stantly a bandage was bound tightly around my arm.
"Now take them back to their seats," and we were led

back to our logs.

"Let them rest awhile." And I heard the Captain's
footsteps walking away, and soon afterward the men who
had charge of us followed him.
For half an hour we sat there without hearing a sound.

I began to wonder at it. Could it be possible they had
gone? Finally I ventured to speak. "John." "Well,
Mr. Sherman." Not a sound was heard even then. No
one interrupted us. "John," I said, "I believe they have
gone and left us. I don't hear anything of them."
Again we listened a few minutes. Still not a sound.

My hands were free, so I determined to venture on re-
moving the bandage from my eyes. After a little effort
I got it off. As I imagined, there was not a soul in sight.
The fire was still burning brightly, but no one was near it.

"Pull off your bandage, John," I said, "there's no one
here."
In a moment John's eyes were free, and we stood look-

ing at each other.
"Are they gone, Mr. Sherman?" said John, doubtingly.

"Oh! the villains, to burn us that way."
For the moment I had forgotten the burning. This re-

called it. The bandage had been wrapped so tight that
my arm was numb and I could not feel the burn. I de-
termined to take off the bandage, and so began to unwind
it very carefully so as not to injure the arm. Fold after
fold came off, and when the last round came off judge of
my surprise to find the arm entirely uninjured. There
was not a scar or mark upon it. John had removed his
bandage and was standing gazing in surprise at his own
uninjured arm.
"Why, I felt the iron burning."
"I thought I did too."
While removing the bandages I had unconsciously

walked nearer the fire. My attention was attracted by
two guttering spots on the grass. I stooped and picked
one up. It was a small piece of ice fast melting in the
heat from the fire. In an instant aU was plain,

"Here," I said, "are the irons that burned us and that
explains why they held our ai-ms to the fire so long. Ice
would hurt as bad as hot iron on arms heated as ours
were. There's some mystery about this that we haven't
found out yet, but we had better get away from here
before they come back. We've had quite enough of them
for one night. Do you know where we are?"
John looked around a while. "Why yes, I know

where we are. We're on the hiU just a Uttle ways above
Somer's Point."
"Somer's Point! Ah, is that so? And the Jolly Fish-

ing Club are camping on Somer's Point."
"Yes, and it ain't but a little ways to their camp."
"Well, they are old friends of mine and we'U go down

and spend the night with them, but not a word about
this night's adventure."

I never yet found a party of campers so hard to waken,
or who seemed so sleepy when we did get them out; but
at last we got them far enough awake to understand that
we wanted to spend the night with them. We made
some paltiy excuse for appearing at such an hour, which
excuse was accepted without comment, and they soon
stowed us away comfortably for the night.

I slept m the tent of my friend Captain Blank. Before
going to bed I noticed the toe of a boot sticking out from
under his cot. It had mud on it that looked too fresh
and wet to have been there many hours.

I said nothing, but I thought a great deal.

F, I. Sherman.

A NEW-SUBSCRIBER OFFER.
A bona fide new subscriber sending us ^5 will receive for that sum

the FoBKST AND STREAM One year (price 84) and a set of Zimmerman'a
famous "Ducking Scenes" (advertised on another page, price *5)—

a

?9 value for 86.

This offer is to neio subscribers only. It does not apply to renewals.
'FoT^ a. bona fide new subscriber for six months will receive the

FoKEST AKD STREAM during that time and a copy of Dr. Van Fleet's
handsome work, "Bird Portraits for the Young" (the price of which

»8).

BY STREAM AND LAKE IN MICHIGAN.
The trouting season for l893 in Michigan has closed.

The wind already sweeps cold and mournfuUy through
the woods. The extremely hot days and remarkably cold
nights have turned the leaves on the ancient oaks to varied
hues of golden richness, and slowly dropping, one by one,
they are claimed by Mother Earth as her own. The
majestic, briUiant-colored, lofty-plumed golden rod nods
gently to the passing breeze. The meadow queen is shed-
ding its lovely flowers of dainty pm-ple, and all nature
tells us, in language unmistakable, that other days and of
a vastly different character are soon to dawn upon us.
The streams of northern Michigan are noted the world
over as being the favorite home of the trout and of the
grayling. The season just closed has been a particularly
good one for the trout and grayUng fishermen. Parties
from aU sections of the country have visited om- world-
renowned lakes and streams, and they have returned to
their homes well pleased with their experience, satisfied
with their catches, and fully determined to come again at
the first opportunity.
The people of Michigan extend the hand of welcome to

aU comers who are honest, law-abiding, respectable
sportsmen, and they will spare no pains to make the
sojourn of the visiting brother sportsman enjoyable and
pleasant. It is the little things, kindly extended, pleas-
antly received, that go to make up the sum total of our
daUy Ufe. So it is with the trout fisher—the successful
experience of others who are engaged in the same pas-
time, will ever be his guide, and the more carefully and
thoroughly he studies the success or failure of others, the
better and more successful trout fisher he will become.
This reminds me of the story of the last party to return

from the trout streams to Lansing; and as their experi-
ence will be interesting and instructive to those who are
to visit that section of northern Michigan on a like mission
I wUl venture to tell you something of it. The Uttle
party, consisting of Frank E. Briggs, T. H. Sedina and A,
J. Bradford, all armed and equipped as the most fastidi-
ous trout could require, left Lansing Aug. 7, Their des-
tination was Baldwin, Lake county. Their headquarters
at Baldwin was at the Townsend House, one of the best
kept and most homelike coimtry hotels in northern Mich-
igan, owned and presided over by J. C, Townsend and his
pleasant and obhging wife. To Mr, H, C. Rudd, one of
the prominent busmess men of Baldwin, the entire party
were deeply indebted. Mr. Rudd has the only large ice
box in town, and among his many other good deeds he
allowed the party to use his ice and ice box during their
entire stay at Baldwin, and he refused to take a penny
for his trouble. A t Baldwin the party was increased by
the addition of Uncle Abe Bush, Roscoe Bonney, John
Updegraflfe and Charles Frost. These gentlemen are old
residents of Baldwin, and as trout fishermen and guides
they can't be beaten. They know every inch of the
country for many mUes aroimd, and they are perfectly
famUiar with every ti'out stream in that section. They
can each one handle a fly-rod and cast a fly equal to the
best of men, and they can land a trout with an ease only
to be acquired by a lifelong experience as trout fishermen.
The party here engaged a livery, and Sam, the German
driver, to take them about the country as they required.
The Uvery was good for a backwoods village, and Sam
did his part faithfully and well.
Baldwin is located on Baldwin Creek, one of the most

lovely little streams of northern Michigan. This stream,
like many others in this section, was once weU filled with
trout, and one could catch a fine string of nice big fellows
within a few moments' walk of the village almost any
day; but, alas! the stream has been literally blown to
pieces, the banks have been torn up, big holes have been
gouged out of the bottom of the stream, and successful
trout fishing or even fairly good catches is a thing of the
past. The law-breaking wretch with his explosive dyna-
mite bombs has put in his dastardly work, and desola-
tion, wreck and ruin follows in his wake on any stream
which he visits. I am told that fish killed by explosives
are always badly crushed, the ribs are torn from the back-
bone, and about every bone in the body is broken.
Five members of the little party fished all of one day a

few miles below Baldwin, and they only took, as the total
catch, fifteen small trout.

At Baldwin the party got together their camp equipage,
and taking the guides and Sam and the team, drove thir-
teen miles to the Little Manistee. Here the entire party
camped in an old, unused log house, located nearthe river,
slept on the gi-ound, did their own camp work and then-
own cooking, and enjoyed themselves as only an old-time
camper can. The Little Manistee for many years has been
one of the most famous trout streams in Michigan; but
here, too, the explosive bomb has been at work, and very
greatly injm-ed the prospects for extra big catches for
some time to come. This stream, like most northern
Michigan streams, is very deep, the water is very cold, the
current runs very swift, the banks on either side are
studded thickly with "a tangled, rank growth of alders,
and one must get into the middle of the river and wade
every foot of the stream in order to do any fishing at aU.
The casts must aU be made in midstream, with the water
hip deep, as the bushes and trees nearly meet over and
above the water, and there is no chance to cast a fly with
any kind of success except one is prepared to wade. To
wade up the stream was utterly impossible, as the current
ran so swift. The party waded and fished down the
stream altogether, and they covered from five to eight
miles each day.

When bait was used in fishing for grayUng, it took
three large bullets to sink the Une and keep'the bait near
the bottom of the stream. The entire party in four days'
fishing took 165 fine trout—not an awful big catch, but
enough to supply the camp, and some extra fine ones for
the friends at home. In camp, they aU turned in and
took turns at camp work. In the way of files they found
that the professor, as a leader, with a grizzly-king and
and a brown-hackle, or a grizzly-Palmer and a dull-Pal-
mer, gave the best results. Each fished with a 9ft. leader,
and about lOOft, of Une. They caught a few rainbow
trout, and a total catch of fifteen grayling. The trout
took nothing but the fly, and the grayUng took nothing
but bait.

One morning early Mr. Briggs took a stroU down the
stream for grayUng; he had just dropped his bait near the
bottom of the pool, when a monster trout caught sight of
it, and, making a rush for it, turned and hit it a sharp
blow with his tail, then tm-ned again and tossed it about
with his nose, then pushed it from one side of the pool to
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bhe other, by pushing against it with his body, and after
playing hide and seek with the bait for nearly half an
hour, he gave a grand whirl and then retired to a quiet
spot near the upper edge of the pool, and placing himself
in position, in plain sight all of the time, he positively
refused to budge an inch. Nothing seemed good enough
to tempt him to make a strike that morning, so Mr,
Briggs left him for some other, perhaps more lucky, fish-

erman to try his skill upon. As bait for grayling the
grasshopper did the best as a rule. The small Scotch
hook gave the best satisfaction of any hook used.
Mr. Updegraffe makes a very nice cast. He has no

trouble when standing in midstream, water hip deep, in
delivering 7oft. of line and landing his fly as softly as a
feather upon the water. He uses a Hght, 7oz.

,
split-bam-

boo rood.
Nine miles up the Baldwin, at Bradford's dam, the en-

tire party spent one evening fly-fishing. They had extra
good luck and took twenty tine trout, averaging about
lib. each. They found it hard work to wade the stream
in the dark and to make their casts to good advantage,
but they were all greatly pleased with their night's work.
They returned to Lansing delighted with the people whom
they had met, pleased with their camping and fishing,

and they would say to any really good fellow who wants
a good time to go to Baldwin.
Uncle Abe Bush is one of the fixtures and old-time

characters of Baldwin, He has passed the three score
milestone by a number of summers, but he is hale and
hearty and well preserved, and a most delightful com-
panion in the camp and on the river. He is a competent,
good guide in every sense of the word, and he knows the
wants of the trout fisher and woodsman thoroughly. His
home is a very modest Httle cabin in the edge of the vil-

lage, where he lives alone. He was a soldier early in life

and his army training serves him well in his old age, for
he is a pattern of neatness always, and his cosy cabin
home is wholesome and exceedingly well kept. A large
piece of canvas reaching nearly across the front of the
cabin tells the wayfarer that he has reached the head-
quarters of the Baldwin Fishing Club, and that Abe Bush
is the president of the club. Inside of the cabin, if Uncle
Abe is at home, he will receive a very hearty and whole-
souled welcome, and if he likes to look over fine fishing
tackle, and hear how the fishing was done a score of
years ago, and about the big trout and the big catches in
the early days in Micliigan, he will be pleasantly and well
entertained. The boys from Detroit, Grand Eapids, and
from many places outside of the State, when they visit

this section make their home at The Townsend and their
headquarters with Uncle Abe. The great abundance of
fine fishing tackle which hangs stispended by wooden pegs
on the walls of Uncle Abe's cabin home, and his com-
fortable, home-like surroundings, seem to indicate that
Uncle Abe stands in well with the boys, and that tney
appreciate liis friendship and reward him well for his
hospitality.

Cans, Canning and Canners.

Some little time ago I mentioned in Forest and Stream
that a party of jolly campers at our lake were having lots

of fun and great sport fishing with tin can floats, and
since the article was published I have been flooded with let-

ters asking how the floats were made and how to use them.
Simply tie one end of the line into the ring in the funnel
end of the can, bait your hook and throw the entire ar-
rangement overboard into ihe water and let it drift.

When a fish takes the bait the buoyancy of the can, con-
stantly pulling upward, soon tires him out, for it requires
quite a pull to keep the can under water. As there is no
line attached to the can except the short line that has the
baited hook on, there is nothing to hold tlie can and it

goes here and there, now on top of the water, and now
imder the water, as the fish moves along, or as the fish

runs deep or shallow. You would be very much sm--
prised to see how soon a big fish will tire out and give up
to the steady puU of the can. With a dozen of these cans
drifting about, it requires the constant attention of three
or four fishermen in a boat to keep the cans in shipshape.
It often gives the boatman a great race to catch the can
and secure the fish. It makes heaps of fun for the out-
siders. With one of the new style of snap hooks you get
the fish every time—they very seldom get off the hook.
To make the float we take a 3-pound can, one that has

I
had canned corn or some other kind of canned goods in
it, take tlie can to the tinsmith and have him slice off

' about one-eighth of an inch from one end of the can;
' then have him make a long fuunel-shaped cap and solder

it on to the cut-off end of the cap; then take a piece of
light wire and make an eye on one end of it, or take a
small screw-eye, that you can get at any hardware store,

. and stick it into the funnel end of the can and solder it

tight, and if the can is airtight you are all ready for
business. As the baited line is short and the can revolves
readfly in the water, it does not require a swivel to keep
the line from twisting up or kinking.
Jugging is one way of fishing, bottle-fishing is another,

but nothing equals the tin can float if you wish to fish in
I that way. The can is light, durable, strong, easily
handled and will last a lifetime if properly cared for,
and if painted white the can may be seen on the water

I for a long distance. For a party, or a picnic at the lake,
can-fishing will afford more amusement at less expense
than anything that can be gotten up to entertain the
party. The can costs you nothing and the tinsmith will
only charge you a dime to fix the entire can in good
shape for actual service. Attorney General EUis, of
Michigan, in his official report states that there is noth-
ing in the fish laws of Michigan which prohibits fishing
with floats.

The trout, the grayling, the pike, the bass, all find a
congenial home in the waters of the streams and lakes
of Michigan. I have in store for you the details of a
most delightful and pleasant trip down the An Sable after
grayling, the acknowledged king of inland fish—and, to
me, some equally as pleasant hours among the quail and
ruffed grouse. Julian.

Pennsylvania. Fish Protective Association.

Philadelphia, Nov. 1.—The celebration of the eleventh
anniversary of the organization of the association will be
held at the rooms of the association on Tuesday evening,
Nov. 14, at 8 o'clock. W. J. Sellers, Sec'y.

"Money ain't eb'ryt'ing in dis country yit," says Uncle
Mose. "People still t'inks a whole lot more ob da man dat
ketches one hah dan ob de man dat buys a whole string ob
Bm."—Induvtiapolis Journal,

FISH CAUGHT IN DEEP WATER.
Denver, Col., Sept. i.—Editor Forest and Stream:

In your issue of Sept. 2, page 189, third column, there is

an article entitled "On Tilefish Grounds," relating the
experience of the schooner Grampus in a recent cruise in
search of that fish. In the last paragraph but two a num-
ber of other fish are mentioned as having been taken
along with the tilefish, two of which were taken from the
stomach of one of the captives. Then the paragraph con-
cludes with this sentence, "The fish as a rule come up
with the stomachs turned inside out."

I desire to ask is this statement an error of the printer,
is it a freak or is it a fact in natural history? If the lat-

ter it is news to me, no matter how well it may be
known to others, and I wotild like to learn more about it.

What fish are meant? The tilefish; all of the several
species named; the swallowera or the swallowed? Were
the stomachs ejected or how were they reversed? What
was the cause? Was it the coming from a great depth?

W. N. Byers.

pt is a fact that many of the tilefish, when brought
suddenly from great depths to the surface, are found with
their stomachs everted and protruding from the gullet.
The same is true of other fish under similar conditions,
notably cod, hake, pollock, rose-fish, red snapper and
grouper. The fish upon which the observation has been
made all have wide gullets through which the stomach
can readily be forced by pressure from within.
The cause of the turning inside out is the sudden re-

moval of the pressure of water from without, allowing
the expansive force of the air within the cavities of the
body to exert itself without adequate resistance. The
eyes are forced from their sockets, the scales are loosened,
giving the surface a blistered appearance, and the stomach
is frequently everted, as described in the account above
referred to.]

FISHING CLUBS OF LANCASTER.
Lancaster, Pa., can boast of three clubs, composed in

large part of enthusiastic devotees of the rod. The
Tuquan Club—Mr. Kevenski, Pres. ; Major Rinoehl, Sec'y.
The Algonquin Club—Harry Moore, Pres.; John Black,
Sec'y. The East End Club—Harry HeiT, Pres. ; T. A.
Deem, Sec'y; F. A. Everett, Treas.
The old Iroquois Club seems to have died away; some

of its members are to be found in one or another of the
clubs now in existence, others have passed over the river
and are beyond the finding processes of man.
The clubs above mentioned are well organized and this

is especially true of the East End Club, which is a stock
company, the members being limited to twenty. The
regular camping ground of the East Enders is located in
a very pleasant grove on Sherman Creek, about one mile
from Blaine, Perry coimty, Pa. This is a most delight-
ful place and an annual reunion is held by the club each
summer. During the present season most of the mem-
bers went into camp the last week in July, Fishing for
pike was very good, but turtling furnished the fun. Pike
were unusually plentiful and about eighty were taken.
The total catch of turtles was forty-two, the largest of
which weighed ISlbs. They were caught on hooks,
baited with fresh meat. Of course turtling isn't sport,
but it's mighty good fun when they're biting and one
has an empty larder to fill.

Not a trace of black bass was to be seen in Sherman
Creek, from whence they have been driven by the vora-
cious pike. Ml-. Justin Roddy, of the Millersville Normal
School, tells us that there are quite a number of bass in
the smaller streams tributary to this creek, fish of excel-
lent quahty and exceptionally bright colors for the kind.
These ai-e a remnant that have escaped the "wolves" of
the larger streams. Last year the East End Club camped
at Wagner's dam, three miles northwest of Landisburg.
The creek here fiows through a narrow gorge, formed by
high hills on either side. The breast of the dam is 35ft.
high, the area of water above about forty acres. Twenty
years ago this dam was damaged to such an extent that
the water had to be drawn off to make the necessary re-
pairs. The creek was known to be full of fish, so before
the water was drawn off, the people for miles around
were notified of what was to take place and invited to
come and help themselves to the fish.

The quantity of fish taken from the stream was beyond
all expectation. Thousands upon thousands of well-
known American forms were gathered in.
On July 8 the Tuquan Club went into camp at York

Furnace, on the Susquehanna, for a stay of ten days.
July 12 Mr. Sec'y Demuth, of the Pennsylvania State
Commission, went down, and with several of the other
members took sixty bass. Somehow or other when
Brother Demuth reaches camp the boys go to fishing,
and it's a bad day if they don't catch them.
Early in July Messrs. F. A. Demuth and J. Porter went

to Fite's Eddy for bass and succeeded in taking twenty-
seven fish, largest 31bs., total weight of catch 401bs.
Mr. John Kevenski, President of the Tuquan Club,

caught three fine crappie whfle at York Furnace, about
500 of these fish were introduced into the Susquehanna
at Columbia three years ago, and are now occasionally
caught. It is to be hoped that they will thrive and mul-
tiply, and so make a deshable addition to the list of game
fishes of this noble river.

To write of Lancaster's fishing clubs and overlook
Major Howell would be quite as bad as to bind up an edi-
tion of the Bible omitting the Book of Genesis.
The Major is in his eightieth year, and may justly be

called the father of anglers in Lancaster. The woods
and banks of streams have been his rendezvoxis for years.
He seeks and finds both health and pleasure in nature,
and in his erect, sturdy carriage to-day is an example of
the benefits of outdoor life. For the past 40 years Major
HoweU has made regular tiips to the Susquehanna and
other streams. Among his favorite resorts on the river
are Safe Harbor and Shank's Ferry, both noted places for
bass and "salmon."
The Major's tackle box is always fuU of light, suitable

gear for the fishes he seeks, every piece in its proper place,
so that there need be no time lost getting "a few more
hooks, lures, leaders," etc. Rising at 4 A. M., he break-
fasts, after which he is off, for there is a drive of ten
miles before the fishing is reached. Man and boat ready,
the Major has entered upon his fishing in good time, and
if the river is in condition a fine lot of bass is his reward.
The small-mouthed black bass, in the swift waters fished
by Major Howell, are as game a fish as one comes across.

Messrs. Howell, Frey and Hubly, often seen together on

these excursions, are a trio hard to beat. The Major in
his long experiences has met with many funny things,
and has had good laughs at the expense of some com-
panion. On one of their recent trips he and Frey were
fishing from the same boat. The Major landed the first
bass, and soon another, when Frey said, "Major, would
you care if I should cast in near your line?" To which
the Major replied, "No, certainly not" Frey cast into
the promising water, and the Major in a spirit of fun
immediately took Frey's end of the boat, and casting in
soon hooked a bass, niuch to Frey's chagrin.
The Major and a friend were on the river at Safe Har-

bor in 1891 when a large "salmon" leaped out of the wa-
ter and circled right over the tip of his rod. The fish
soon again appeared above the surface, this time with the
hook in its mouth. The Major not trusting his light
tackle with such a large fish, directed the boatman to a
sandbar, where he managed to strand the fish. It meaa-
m-ed 23in. from mouth to tail.

Maj. Howell's old bass scores ran high, as many as sixty
bass a day, but nowadays the scores do not run so large,
a dozen fish being a good day's catch. Bart.

"Forest and Stream- at the Fair.

Coffee at the Fair.

The matter of eating and drinking at the Fair is for
the most part to be considered in the light of a luxury.
There is only one thing of that sort which you can have
good at the Fair at a reasonable price, that is coffee.
For this you pay the uniform price of ten cents a cup,
and if you know where to get it, you can secure a bev-
erage such as was never before known in Chicago.
Rather let us differentiate the coffee question, and say
beverages, for the knowing one in World's Fair coffee
matters can show you half a dozen sorts of coffee there,,
all dissimilar and aU good—as good some of them as that,
proverbial coffee which is made at the camp-fire. Per-
haps lovers of this camp-fire cup may get a hint or a bit
of knowledge out of a study of the different foreign cof-
fees of the Fair. The Chief and myself sacrificed our-
selves on one or two afternoons in the purpose of getting
a comprehensive knowledge of the subject.
Between the Fisheries Building and the Lagoon, going

north, is the big and ornate building of Brazil, and back
of this building the Brazilian government dispenses free
coffee, from 1 tiU 4 P. M., each day. It does this to
induce newspaper men to migrate to Brazil, which isn't
a very good place for the profession. Owing to the pur-
chasing clause of this coffee being as it was, the Chief
and I patronized the Brazil product a great deal. Let no
one despise Rio coffee, if this be the coffee we had, albeit
no Rio coffee of the corner grocery ever could produce a
nectar like this. The Brazihan coffee was made by the
"French drip" process, like the Creole coffee of the South,
but on a larger scale. The berry, well browned, is

ground fine, and boiling hot water is poured over a quan-
tity of the ground coffee. The percolations are coffee,
clear-, bright and strong, aromatic, pungent, yet with no
raw or unpleasant flavor. It certainly is 'coffee that
"takes holt." There is a novel and seven poems in every
pot of Brazilian coffee, and at first we came near voting
it the medal of honor, untfl one of the coft'ee girls, a
curly-headed, saucy thing, offended us by intimating that
we could get a line on the Brazil coffee weU enough with-
out ordering more than two cups apiece. That made us
mad, and we told her that we would not colonize Brazil
under any circumstances.

Guatemala Coffee.

Back of the Brazil buildiag is the Guatemala building,
and out in the open air neai- this building they serve you
coffee at 10 cents a cup, while you sit and listen to four
natives play the marimba, an instrument which is a com-
bination of the zylophone, the organ and the piano, and'i.
which gives forth music of just the sort that makes yovt
want to buy more coffee. The marimba is admirably,-
adapted to its purpose of outdoor music, its half barbaric

:

melody being the natural complement to the bright native •

costumes of the pretty coffee girls, and to the mild sweet--
ness of a coffee which is foreign and imknown—to that;
extent we could believe it a distillation born of another-
world. The Chief and I never could make up oiu- minds,
which coffee we Uked best, but we found on comparing
notes that we came around to the Guatemala booths about
four times as often as anywhere else, and so reasoned that
this must be the best coffee. It is true, the music was
good, and the coffee girls passhag fair to look upon, but
all adventitious surrouhdings aside, the Guatemala coffee
was so sympathetic, so touching, so dreamy, yet so potent
and so thriUing, that we could never resist its charm.
Once we drank a pot of it, and then it seemed a hberal
privilege to live upon a world so glorious as this. The
next day, however, the Chief complamed that the coffee
had swelled his liver all up tiU it stuck outside of his ribs.
"Why, I look like a poisoned pup, I'm all swole up so,"
he said, plaintively; and this being the first time 1 ever
knew him to complain of anything once taken into his
confidence, so to speak, I am inclined to ascribe great
power to the Guatemala extract. This also is a drip
C9ffee, and with it one is served a delicate, flaky waffle, a
bit too greasy, and bearing an unpoetic native name
which sovmds like "gufl" or "goff."

Costa Rica Coffee.

Near by the Guatemala buildujg is that of Costa Rica,,
and upon the north side of this building you can get a.
waffle similar to that of Guatemala and a cup of coffee al
great deal larger. The Brazfl and Guatemala cup^ are just
larger than after-dinner cups, but the Costa Rica cup is.
the kind the hired man wants to have alongside when he-
is eating ham and turnips. It is good coffee, better than
you can buy in any big Chicago or New York restaurant,
but the cup is so big it raises your suspicions. This,
is not a drip coffee, but is made by a peculiar steaming-
process. When the crowds grew so big, the last month of
the Fair, this coffee grew weaker, and I suspect plain boilr-
ing, with no frills. A Costa Rica, Guatemala or Brazil]
man who came to Chicago to live would soon forget how-
to make good coffee.

The Coffee of the Plaisance.
Away up on the Midway there are some Algerian

booths where you can have coffee made for you while you
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wait. The be-fezzed heathen who takes your ten cents

puts a spoonful of finely powdered coffee (brand unknown)
in the bottom of a big copper cup, and on this pours boil-

ing water. You can add sugar and you can have milk if

you like. You would better take milk, because this is

much like plain American restaurant coffee, and is

dangerous if not mitigated. No one should use milk with

the Brazil or Guatemala coffee, or any pure drip coffee.

The Algerian coffee looks foreign owing to the copper

utensils and the red fez which you see with it, but it

tastes mild and domestic. Too much of it would make
you hate mankind.

Turkish Coffee.

Observation led the Chief and me to think the Turks the

most Ul-mannered and utterly abominable people on earth,

or at least on the Midway. They are insolent, impolite,

indeed "unspeakable." Accordingly, when we inquired

at the Turkish bazaar how the Turkish coffee was made,

we might have expected the unsatisfactory answers we
got. Served in very small cups, the Turkish coffee was
black, muddy, strong, but rude rather than suave in

its strength. A cup of Turkish coffee has the sound of

brass and cymbals in it, but not the melody of soft airs or

babbling waters, and not the inspiration of the lofty song

of birds. When one finishes his cup he finds a spoonful of

fine, pasty sediment at the bottom of it. This was what
made us wonder how the coffee was made. One evening

we were sitting out in the open part of one of these ba-

zaars, drinking coffee, when we noticed that famous Ori-

ental, Far Away Moses, talking with an American gentle-

man. The latter I approached, after the fashion of the

Midway, and asked him if he knew how the Turkish coffee

was made. He told me that he did not, but added, "Far
Away Moses has told me that he will show me, and when
he does, I will write you and tell you what X learn." I

gave the gentlemanmy card, explaining that the request

was in the interest of science, and that was the last we
heard of Turkish coffee for two or three weeks. Then I

got a letter from 17 Temple place, Boston, Mass., dated

Aug. 21, which read as follows:

"I promised one night to let you know how the Turkish

coffee was made. I did not find out until the day before

I left Chicago, and this is the first moment I have had to

write you.
"The coffee is first ground very fine in a hand mill.

Then a small teaspoonful of coffee is put into a cup and a
teaspoonful of sugar is put in with it, and they are thor-

oughly stirred. Then boiling water is poured upon this.

It is made very simply. W, L. Ceosby."
I did not even know Mr. Crosby's name until I received

this letter, and I wish to thank him not only for the

recipe for Turkish coffee, but also for his faithfulness in

the small promise he made another stranger, I should be
inclined to trust him in larger matters.

The Turkish coffee is Mocha, of course. It impressed
us as being a harsher berry than any of those mentioned
above. The amount is very small, but even one cup is

exhilarating. The method of making it leaves it muddy,
and not so pleasant as the clear drip coffees we bad so

much fancied earlier.

Java Coffee.

Lastly, we tried, and tried often, the heavenly fluid,

soft, charming, enthralling, served by those delightfully

polite and agreeable little villagers, the Javanese, in their

clean and quiet little town upon the Midway. Here you
have the hand of iron in the glove of velvet, a coffee

powerful but seductive, dreamy but compelling, languor-

ous but inspiring. To siton the gallery of the big bungalow,
and sip a cup of this divine essence of happy dreams, and
to hsten meanwhile to the slow, erratic, irregular clack!

clack! clack-a, clack-clack! of the laziest little bamboo
water mill on earth—I know of no situation on this earth
more infinitely or innocently blessed. There is no vicious-

ness in the Javanese coffee, not a bad thought in a barrel-

ful of it, and the brimming measure served you by the
grave but pleasant little brown man is naught but an
amber draught of pure content. It bids you on not to

wild deeds of visionary sort, but teaches you the beauty
of a serene and tranquil hope which makes life seem
another thing. If you drink one cup of coffee in the
Javanese village, you thinK you are going to have your
salary raised. If you drink two, you are certain of it.

If you drink three, you don't care whether it is or not.

[The Chief and I drank three.]

Java coffee is drip coffee. The cup is large and you
can use milk if you like, though it spoils any good coffee.

To suit the average popular taste, the coffee is weakened
a shade after its first strength is developed. The berries

are ground very fine, after careful roasting to a dark
brown color.

A Glorious Dream.

Oct. 29.—To-morrow the White City dies. Its brief but
glorious life has run its term, and, "like the baseless

fabric of a vision," it must fade at the stern light of a
harder day. It was a glorious dream, and that it must
die is pitiful. Against uplifted hands so white and so
pathetic, what can even ObHvion, the all-devouring, do?
Even Oblivion, which has swallowed cities, races and
centuries, says, "I will wait for a little time. This
dream, so white, so pure, so good, shall not die by the
stroke of measured time. It was too glorious a dream."

If it be a pleasure to look upon the dismantling of the
great city, that pleasure may be indulged, for though the
Exposition closes formally to-morrow, the gates will be
held open for some time yet, and those who wish to see
the remnants of the Fair may have that privilege.

The Spirit of the Dream.
But Oblivion relents for a time, and the spirit of this

vision will remain, at least a suggestion of the perished
thought. The great Art Building, the most beautiful of
all the beautiful structures of the Fair, is to be retauied,
and it will be the home of many of the choicest treasures of
the Fair. The Columbian Museum wiU take the place of
the Columbian Exposition, and for years yet to come the
great statue of Winged Victory will dominate over the
defeat to . which Oblivion consents. The spirit of the
dream, holding still much of beauty, much of thought,
much of high import, will five on, and will continue to do

' good to tired and grimed humanity, in manner alike,
though in less measure than the majestic spectacle whose
allotted hour has now arrived. Let us love the daughter
for the mother's sake. For the latter, for tliis White City,
for this inspired creation which was more than the work
of man, for this lesson which came because in this time

it was needed
.
by humanity, and needed at this place

and hour, what shall we say, except this? It was not re-

spect, nor awe, nor wonder, nor humility, nor curiosity,

nor even pride which the people felt for it. It was love.

Therefore we can not bury it as we would a man, with
slow music to the grave, a salute as the ccfiin drops, and
a gay and lilting march as we return to await the calls

for the rest of us. We can not do that. Oblivion does
not ask it. So we will love the daughter for the mother's
sake.

Chicago.

Chicago did it. Chicago made possible the Fair, and
nowmakes possible the perpetuation of the Fair's memory.
Yesterday one Chicago man gave $1,000, OUO for this so-

called museum. Another gave $100,000. This ragged
Monte Christo of a town has a heart and a soul. If you
come to figure on progress and accomplishment, do not
leave out of the calculation the "omnivorous West," nor
that city which is the heart and center of the West.

Mr. W. Gr. Davies, of Whittle's Depot, Pennsylvania
county, Va. , stopped for a good long talk. Mr. Davies
bittei'ly deplores the negro with the gun, who has killed

off about all the small game in his section except on land
closely protected. He says there are more deer not far
from his part of Virginia than for a long time. South of
him, in the Carolinas, he says one can have the finest

sort of woodcock shooting; the Congaree River being
especially good. A few turkeys are stiU left in Pennsyl-
vania county, Mr. Davies says. What is left still, how-
ever, and what will always be left, though Mr. Davies
doesn't mention it, is the imfailing hospitality of Ole
Virginily, which ought to make a cold-blooded Northern
man ashamed of himself. "Come down and see me,"
said Mr. Davies, "and stop a while. I'll put you behind
an old-fashioned big pointer, and give you some bird
shooting and may be a shot at a turkey. All I ask of you
is to write up the little-minded men of our neighborhood,
who don't believe in protecting and keeping the game as

a few of us do." Mr. Davies wanted to have some duck
shooting while in the North, and I was sorry I could not
go out with him.
Mr. H. J. Welch, inventor and patentee of the Welch

& Graves glass trolling bait ("one minnow a day"), and
also of the changeable-center inanimate bait, which latter

device is less known than the former, tarried awhile on
his way from Mr. Graves's one-minnow-a-day booth in
the Angling Pavilion and we discoursed pleasantly for a
while.
Mr. C. A. Damon, of the Burgess Gun Company, now

in charge of the gun exhibit of that firm, as I understand
it, left his card and made a pleasant call while the writer
was absent.
Mr. F. L. Glezen, of Providence, R. I., called several

times during his stay here. Mr. Glezen was disappointed
about his big-game hunt in British Columbia this fall, a
trip on which he had counted much, but will try to con-
sole himself with a duck hunt out in Minnesota, Avhither
he starts this week. Mr. Glezen has killed moose and
caribou in Nova Scotia, but this year his old hunting
grounds were burned over and he attempted to carry out
his long-cherished idea of a trip to the Rockies, only to

find, late in the season, that his hunting partner would
be unable to go, and that so the trip was off. Sympathy
for Mr. Glezen will be ready from those who know how
that is themselves.

Rev. J. H. LaRoche, author of the little poem "O, Fair
White City," lately published in Forest and Stream and
a very pleasant gentleman, called several times at the
cosiest spot in the Fair, but unfortunately the writer
missed him every time, more's the pity for the writer.
Mr. Wm. N. Bycrs, of Denver, Colo.

,
stopped for a little

while, and asked us all to come and see him if we were in

Denver. "We have still some game and some fish in

Colorado," said Mr. Byers, "in spite of aU the efforts of

man to the contrary."
Mr. F. C. Donald, of Chicago, and his 24-karat smile,

dawned on the Forest and Stream space the other day.
Mr. Donald's smUe is surpassed by none and equalled only
by that of Col. R. S. Cox, of the firm of Haller & Cox,
Seattle, Wash. It is a tie between them. "I have been
trying all summer to find one of you Forest and Stream
men,"saidMr. Donald, "but they are all always been some-
where else, I don't believe any of you have been in

town all summer." Mr. Donald is wrong. We have been
right in the heart of the city.

Mr. Geo. L. Wilkinson, of Beloit, Wis., and an admirer
of the g. p. o. e., paused and parleyed, and told us to

come and see him, I wish I could accept all the invita-

tions of this sort I have had this summer. It would be
hard on national affairs, but I wouldn't have to work for
ten years,

Mr, Gardiner M. Skinner, of Clayton, N. Y,, the Skinner
spoon man, and the author of the 421b8. mascaUonge lately

mentioned, stepped in for a time and we had a pleasant
talk. "I sent a copy of our local paper," said Mr. Skinner,
"to the editor of Forest and Stream, showing the account
of my big lunge, and it happened that in the same column
there was the account of the wedding of my daughter,
who was married that same week. The editor man wrote
back, 'Weight of mascaUonge noted. Weight of son-in-

law not stated. Congratulate you, anyhow.' I thought
that wasn't bad."
Mr. A. R, Bechaud, of Jefferson, Wis,, tarried and

made converse at the white birch sign.

Mr. L. K. Liggett, of the Detroit Tigers Canoe Club,
stopped for a few moments. He reports everything dull

at Detroit. "Chicago is taking |100_,000 a week out of
Detroit," said he, "and the Fair is killing everything else."

Mr. Liggett thought the W. C. A. meet next summer
would go to Mullet Lake, Mich.
Mr. A. Ames Hewlett (the "Onondago" of Forest and

Stream), and vice-president of the Lefever Arms Co.,
Syracuse, N, Y. , came into the Forest and Stream corner
accompanied by his son, a bright little fellow, who seemed
to take a keen and intelligent interest in all things sports-

manlike, as shown in that precinct. Mr, Hewlett p^re
and Mr. Hewlett jils both lean much to amateur pho-
tography, and the youngster is the hero of the picture
"On the Watch," shown in ^he Game Laws in Brief. I
can't imagine any pleasure greater than that of having a
bright boy to bring up and educate in manly ways, and I

don't know of a better way to do this last than that
chosen by Mr. Hewlett, who is putting the boy through a
course of Forest and Stream and the thintis fhprt^unto

pertaining, E, Houuh.

Echoes from the "Forest and Stream" Corner. 1

Forest and Stream Exhibit, Last Days of the Fair,
'

1893,—Ml-. B. F, West, of Wichita, Kan,, a State whose «

citizens are justly famous for their broad views—particu-
larly those who reside on the prau'ies—dropped into For-
est AND Stream's corner with Mr, Comstock, of Protean
tent fame, Mr, J. E, Wings, of Riclimond, Va,, was '

already studying the pleasing effects of big-game heads,
fish, feather and pictxires hanging on the wall together.
Mr, Essig, who is on the staff of Messrs, A. G. Spalding & :

Co., sauntered in after a while and joined the group.
The conversation ran mostly on fish and fishing, with de-

,

scriptions of the killing of mou7itain lions, Indians and
bears sandwiched in betimes in the narratives just to give
a quiet bit of color to the fish stories. I remember that
Mr. Essig calmly described how, once on a time when
trout fishing, he held the leader motionless about three
feet clear of the surface of the water and the trout would
spring up and promptly take each one of the three flies.

That was rising to the fly and the occasion. Mr. West
then gravely explained that there were times when the
trout, when not moulting, would bite eagerly at anything.
He himself had taken a spear of timothy grass, reached
out and placed it on the surface of the water, where it

was instantly accepted by a trout. The trout were landed
just as fast as the timothy grass could be whipped back
and forth from land to water, the fisherman resting on a
point of vantage on the bank of the stream during the
thrilling ordeal.
A foreign gentleman and his wife stepped into Forest

AND Stream corner and mentioned that both he and his

wife were both constant readers and admirers of the best
sportsmen's paper, then he inserted on the register, "John
Soderburg and wife, Stockholm, Sweden."
Mr. H. L. Leonard, of Central A^alley, N. Y., a name of

mighty portent when stamped on a split bamboo, twice
visited Forest and Stream, at the Fair. Inclusive in liis

purpose was a desire to see Mr. Hough, whose writings he
admires. Mr. Leonard was not in the best of health and
remained but a short time.
Mr. Eddie Bingham, of Montgomery Ward & Co.'s

mammoth house, walked in one day with his brother and
brother-in-law, Mr. Ira Bingham and Mr. E. L. TuU, the
latter from Boston, Mass. Whether the duck flight was
or was not in session was duly considered. Mr. Bingham,
besides breaking clay pigeons with the same ease, cer-

tainty and quickness with which a hen picks up corn, can
make an epidemic among birds with his shotgun, be the
birds of the water or air.

Mr. Alex. McDonald, of St, Johns, P. Q., Canada, was
accompanied by Mr, Skinner of spoon hook fame, on a
brief visit to Forest and Stream's exhibit.

Mr. J. V. Kridt, Washington, D. C, told of tarpon being
caught near Cumberland Island, near the Georgia coast, by-

one Captain Butts. He said that, so far as he knew, it

was generally supposed the tarpon never wended his

flight so far nor'ard.
Mr. E. Percy Maynard, of Chicago, placed his name on i

the register after a most pleasant conversation on dog
and gun, pistol, rifle and boating, in tlie use of all of

which he is interested and proficient.

Mr. Frank F. Frisbie ("F. F. F," and "Prairie Dog")
honored the corner with a brief call.

Well known to the dog fancier is Mr, Chas. K, Farmer,

:

of Indianapolis, Ind, who tarried but a few moments,
since he had much to see in the short time allotted to the J

Fair. He contemplated returning to Michigan to reside '

again,
DanviUe, Ky,, is the home of many ardent sportsmen, i

said Mr, Thomas P. Flai^, of that city, Bass fishing and
Kentucky reels—Mr. Flaig is an expert reel maker him-i
self^—afforded an interesting theme of conversation. His
father has files of Forest and Stream from the first

number.

Of "Nesmuk" columns of reminiscences could be vmt-
ten from no other data than that furnishedby the many peo-
ple who knew him, and who visited Forest and Stream's'
corner. The dead woodsman must have had a strong in-

dividuality and an endearing character, for all speak of

him in terms of praise and affection. A quiet gentleman

:

and his wife walked into the exhibit one day and wrote;
on the register, ' 'Buck" Delano, Chicago. He then opened:
a volume of "Woodcraft," and pointed out where he fig-

ured in it as one of the characters of the book. "I was.
his companion in his outings for twelve years," said IVIr.

Delano, "and a better companion or woodsman never,

lived than he. 'Nessmuk' could get up a meal out of
anything. No matter how poor the prospect for a meal,
with 'Nessmuk' in camp there was a certainty of some-i

thing to eat. An old shoe or bark would serve if there:

was nothing better."

Mr. Tim Donoghue, of La Salle, 111,, dropped me a liae

in his cheery way and informed me that he would be in
town before the Fair closed. I had about given him up,
when on a cold, dreary day, the last Saturday of the
Fair, he dawned on the cosy corner with the whole board
of aldermen of LaSalle, or rather, as he himself is a mem-
ber, the whole board visited FOREST AND Stream at the
World's Fair. Neither the cold nor fatigue had lessened
his natural affability or warm-hearted vivacity. If Tim'e
friends were all in one line no day would be long enough
for him to run down the line and shake hands as he ran.
finishing it all on the same day.
Mr. J. M. Freeman, of Bicknell, Ind., chatted over field

trial matters, while Mrs. Freeman viewed the fish. He
said that the field trials to be held at Bicknell would prob-
aoly be the best held there in many years. B, Waters.

"Sairy Gamp."

Westboro, Wis., Oct. 33.—I have read what Mi-

Waters, World's Fair correspondent of Forest ane
Stream, says in regard to the famous 10-pound canoe in

which "Nessmuk" made a torn- of the lakes and streams
of the Adirondack region about ten years since. If 1

remember rightly it was not from mere sentiment thai

this name was given, but because Sairy Gamp "neve;'

took water." I think a reference to "Nessmuk'a" account
of the trip referred to in the files of the Forest am
Stream will bear me out in this. J. W. G,

There has never been any book published on big gam<
hunting which contained among its illustrations po large, i

proportion of photographs of live wild game as the Book Oi

the Boone and Crockett Club. The volume is a marvel q
typographical beauty,
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FIXTU RES.
DOG SHOWS.

Nov. 28 to Dec. 1.—New Jersey K. L., at Newark. Dr. W, F. Seidler,
Sec
Deo. 12 to 15.—R. I. Poultry and Pet Stock Ass'n, at Providence.
Deo. 30 to 23,—Northern Ohio Pet Stock Association, at Akron, O.

H. F. Peek, Sec'y.
FIELD TRIALS.

Nov. 7.—New England Beagle Club trials. W, S. Clark, Linden,
Mass., Secretary.
Nov. 7.—International Field Trial Club's Fourth Trials, Chatham,

Ont. W. B. Wells, Sec^, Chatham.
Nov. 20.—Eastern Field Trial Club's Trials, at Newton, N. C. Mem-

bers' Stake Nov. 16. W. A. Coster, Sec'y.
Nov. 20.-Gk)rdon Setter Field Trials Club, at Freetown, Mass. C. E.

Taylor, Sec'y. Providence. R. I.

Nov. 27.—Irish Setter Club's Field Trials, at Thomasville, N. C. All-
Age entries close Nov. 1. G. G. Davis, Sec'y.

1894.

Jan. 1.—Southern California Field Trials, at Ontario, Cal. H. C
Hinman, Los Angeles, Cal., Sec'y.

Jan. 29.—Southern Field Trial Club's Trials, New Albany, Miss. T.
M, Brumby, Sec'y, Marietta, Ga.
Feb. 19.—United Stat-es Field Trials Club's Spring Trials, Grand

Junction, Tenn. Second payment in Derby due Nov. 1. P. T. Madi-
son, Sec'y, Indianapolis, Ind.

POINTS AND FLUSHES.
[By a Staff Corresponde^nt.]

In the few moments Mr. ,J. M. Freeman, of Bicknell, Ind.,
tarried in Fokkst and Stream'.s corner at the World's Fair
ie informed me that already the handlers were gathered
thickly about Bicknell, sha.rpening their dogs' noses and
toughening their legs for the forthcoming trials of the
United States Field Trials Club. Among those he mentioned
were Capt. C. E McMurdo and Messrs, Gillman, Barker.
Bond, Tucker, Fisher, with Messrs, Johnson and Mayfield
close by, and Mr. Avent soon to be in their midst. Birds he
reported as being plentifni. There is every indication of a
good trial, he said. The season of points and flushes will
soon begin. The days will be musical with the rich voice of
the handler as be excitedly stretches his arm preternaturally
high in air and exclaims ''Point, judges!" And the judge
calmly says, "I see it," Then the handler walks forward
with a bold air of apprehension to flush. If he flushes a bird
to the point he .says, "Betcher life I knew ther' was a bird
there."

_

If; he finds nothing, he looks meek and says noth-
ing. Still it looks much easier to handle a dog in a field
trial than it really is. Few realize the mental and physical
strain involved. And to accomplish the best results, a fairly
good knowledge of the principles and rules of competition
must have been acquired. Of course the mere fact that a
man is a professional presupposes a knowledge of handling
but it is not necessarily so. A trainer may handle well in
private shooting and in a field trial under tbe changed con-
ditions incident to it, may handle very badly. In the near
future I may give a few hints on handling dogs in a field
trial. B. Waters.

Irish Terriers.

Anything that Mr. Geo, R. Krehl may have to say on the
Irish terrier is bound to be interesting, as we believe he is
one of the best posted men on the peculiarities and origin of
the "dare-devil" as we know him nowadays. An important
point is touched upon when he says in Stock-Keeper:
"Dark face shadings in Irish terriers frequently form the

subject of serious discussion among the breeders of this
variety, and by those whose knowledge of the breed is super-
ficial are suspiciously regarded as evidence of a taint in the
pedigree. These wi.seacres have as Utile foundation for
their surmises as a certain all-round judge possesses for call-
ing Irish terrier.s a made-up and fabricated breed, and who
in the same breath would probably be capable of considering
bull-terriers to have a better claim to purity of strain. The
wheaten-red is, nowadays, the orthodox Irish terrier color
but people who know the breed in the rough are co^-nizant
of the fact that the national terrier of Ireland is to°he met
with in different parts of the country of various shades of
color, the gray blues used to be highly esteemed, brindles
are to be mot with, and even black and tans, but they were
always rough and Irish."
In showiug what "fancy" has done for the breed he "whis-

pers:" "Auy skillful dog breeder could take a few specimens
of the old rough ]mrent stock, the big .301b. terriers with
shaggy coats aud olteu liuty heads, and by careful selection
breed from tliera a modern bench Irish terrier. The dift'erent
colors are undoubtedly in the blood of our modern speci-
mens, and the dark colors will occasionally reassert them-
selves according to nature's laws of atavism. All Irish
terrier breeders have remarked the gray patch on so many
of their dogs' sterns, and the black eye'lids and muzzle may
be attributed to the same cause. But to pretend that they
should be regarded as disqualifying defects is absurd; they
are undesirable, aud in competition with a dog equal in all
other points, but even-colored all over they would weigh
against their possessor. The best dogs before the public
throw back to a dark union, for Killiney Boy, the very pillar
of the breed, was out of aroUgh black and tan Irish bitch.A whole colored yellow red dog is now orthodox, but even his
ears sbould be of a darker shade than the rest of his coat
and they should be soft aud velvety, without any linty'
straggling hairs. Tlie softer, light colored topknot, which
even the best dogs will occasionally show symptoms of is a
throw-back to tbeir early rough origin."

'

According to this writer a prevalent color among our dogs
bred here is not desiralde, but the "unfortunates" serve
a purpose in tbe keuuel though advised to "keep it dark "
"The most unpardouable color in the Irish terrier is the

deep mahogany red which is so often associated with smooth-
coats, greyhound heads, and a fatuous, unterrier-like ex-
pression. These are to be tabooed by the judge, but breeders
have found that, matched with rough-coated sires they in-
variably throw hard coats. For this purpose they may serve
but they should be guarded in the privacy of the brood ken-
nel. The theory respecting these undesirable mahogany
smooths is that they are the telltales of an early Manchester
terrier experiment, and we have little doubt that when an
old-fashioned rough and topknotted bitch was bred to a Man-
chester, the produce were likely to be clean-skulled and
their coats harsher and less abundant."

Eastern Trials All-Age.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Please find the following entries for the All-Age Stake of

E. F. T. C, which were delayed by accident and arrived after
list for publication was sent you:
Hope's Mimt—Orange and white English setter dog, 2i.<

years (Oath's Hope—Dashing Lady).
Dick Fox—Black, white aud tan English setter dog, 2x4

years (Chance—Countess Rush).
'

Blue Ridge Maek—Black, white and tan English setter
dog, 33^ years (Gath's Mark—Ollie T.)
These three entries are all made by the Blue Ridge Kennels

Va. Washington A. Coster, Sec'y-Treas. E. F. T. C.

DOG CHAT.

Canadian Fox-Terrier Club.

In publishing pictures of the principal officers of the
Canadian Fox-Terrier Club, we may also give some particu-
lars regarding the club. It was established in September,
1892, and although at present only a little over a year old,

has flourished beyond the expectations of its most ardent
supporters. This 'is mainly due to the energy displayed by
its president, Mr. A. D. Stewart—whom, it might be men-
tioned, first entertained the idea of such an oi'ganization
being formed—assisted by the vice-president, Mr. Richard
G-ibson, of Delaware, and the secretary-treasurer, Mr. H. P.
Thompson, of Toronto.
The club was formed with the idea of promoting the breed-

ing of pure breed fox-terriers, and to define and publish the
true type of that breed in Canada. Well has it endeavored
to carry out those objects, as might have been noticed at the
Toronto Industrial dog show last month, where, although
not numerically strong, the quality was far ahead of former
years.
From the few terriers entered by the club at that show,

one might come to the conclu.9ion that the terriers belonging
to members of the club were correspondingly few, but such
is not the case, A great many of the members are old
breeders who own good-sized kennels, but do not often ex-
hibit, and a great many are novices and "don't know" when
they have a good thing.
To give an idea of the number of terriers owned by some of

the members, we might mention the president of the club,
Mr, Stewart, who has in his kennel over a dozen wires and
smooths. The vice-president, Mr. Gibson, of Delaware, who
is well known all over the States and Canada for his particular
strain of terriers, can generally place on the bench a string
equal in both numbers and quality to anything in Can-
ada and the majority of kennels in the United States. The
secretary, Mr, H. P, Thompson, can count between thirty and
forty terriers in his kennel, chiefly young ones, Mr, A. A.
Macdonald, Toronto, has also a goodly number, among which
are to be found the recent importation Dark Eyes and the
well-known Blemton Trump, now a champion. Messrs.
Smyth & Bell, Toronto, have a large kennel, now headed by
the well-known Dusky Trap, Others we can mention are
Messrs. F. S. Wetherall, of Compton, Quebec; J. J. Biggs
and S. Munro, of London, Ont., and many others. The mem-
bers are eager to take advantage of the .services of "the best
in the land7" and are also to be found importing occasionally;
so that a steady improvement may be looked for not only
among the dogs the property of the members, but also among
the whole fox-terrier interest in Canada, The secretary of
the club is Mr, H. P. Thompson, 31 Mary street, Toronto,
Can.
The cups which were competed for at the Toronto show

were all donated by difl'erent firms and people throughout
Canada, and are as handsome as anything of a similar nature
we have yet seen. Each cup has to be won three times be-
fore becoming the property of any one member.

Judging at the World's Fair.

We rather think that some of the jtidges selected for the
proposed World's Fair dog show should congratulate them-
selves upon the fact that the show did not take place. It is
not at all likely that the judging would 'have been carried
out in the oi-dinary and somewhat slipshod methods now in
vogue. If we may take the experience of the poultry judges,
who have been hard at work for the last ten days or more,
the chosen ones are well out of it. Poultry men are divided
on the merits of comparison judging and the more laborious
work of judging by the score card, but the fox-mer is now the
most popular mode at the largest shows, and its advocates
are such well known men as Messi's. Drevenstredt, Diehl
and Zimmer, all more or less known to the dog world. The
comparison advocates got the ear of Mr. Buchanan and it
was decided that judging by comparison should be the order.
The comparison men thought they had, in classic language,
a picnic, and made their plans to find out "what building
the lagoon was in" and other Midway ^)laisantries. But they
found Mr. Buchanan and his committee on awards to be
birds of another feather altogether. Mr. Buchanan thought
that if comparison judging was best, comparison judging
boiled down fine was better. Judging began at noon on
Wednesday, Oct. 18, and by the evening the 19 judges had
passed upon 107 birds, and it was nearly noon of the next
day before some had their reports ready for the committee.
Each judge was given a class and told to go over each bird
thoroughly. He must then make his award on the form
then in hand, must then go to the live stock department and
copy this on another form and then into a book he would
find there. He must then write a detailed description of
each bird to which a prize had been awarded, telling wherein
it was better than others and why others had fallen before
it. Substitute dog for bii-d in the above and one can im-
agine the tribulations and growls that would have arisen in
the dog show judiciary. The judging may be completed by
this time, but as there were 5,000 birds in all, the judges may
be finished up first. Mr. F. B. Zimmer, owner of the Debon-
air kennels of beagles, at Gloversville, N, Y., was one of the
unlucky judges.

Enerlish Kennel Club Show.
The English Kennel Club brought the largest dog show

show in the Stock^K6C2Jer, which was the first English paper
received this week, and comes a couple of davs before the
usual time. This journal \vill find the explanation of their
not receiving the Forest and Stream in the editorial notes
in last week's issue.
To return to the big show, we find that a number of nov-

elties were introduced, chief of which was the new benching
provided by Spratts Patent. To the ordinary benching they
have added a sloping wire covering which will prevent the
dogs fighting, and alao serves as a convenient receptacle for
the prize cards, which are now out of harm's way, and can-
not be torn dowm by the dogs, as is so often the case over
here. It is to be hoped that our own Spratts Co. will adopt
the same improvement. There was no startling d^but unless
we except the reappearance of Mr, Royle, of Manchester, in
the ring, accompanied by a St. Bernard of more than usual
merit for one only 19 months old. Lord Douglass is said to
be a "phenomenon" and should still impi-ove; good color.

. . say he might ^
httle taller. He won three firsts and the championship, win-
niug in the "winners' class." He weighs nearly 2001b8,
Among the interesting competitions was that between the

bulldogs Dockleaf and Monkey Brand, the former winning.
The show of fox-terriers, thongh large in number, was not
better than ordinary. Champion Prompter won the chal-
lenge cup for his owner, Mr. Rotherham Cecil. It is re-
marked in the above journal that fox-terriers are gaining in
size at every show, and that now an ISKlb. dog is considered
by many as the proper weight. In this the breeders seem to
be losing sight of the first principles regarding their practical
utility.

The rough terriers, such as Dtmdees and Scotch, were well
represented and in large numbers, Ainsty Grip and Cham-
pion Kildee played respectively prominent parts. The fair

contingent, with their toy dogs, were out in full array, even
to holding afternoon teas in the alleyways, which, while
enjoyable enough, no doubt, to those who are in_ it, must
pffove a nuisance to those who are not, and who wish to see

the dogs. An extended notice of the different breeds must be
postponed to another week.

Gordon Setter Field Trials.

The Gordon Setter field trials are to be run at Freetown,
Mass., and Mr. J. W, Lawson, of Providence, will judge
with Mr. Sharpe. The club has decided now to run the
trials on Nov. 20, but the entries will close on Nov. 13

instead of 10, The stakes are open to all Gordon setters and
prizes or money are solicited from all admirers of the Gor-
don. All money received in entrance fees will be given in
prizes. A silver goblet has been donated for the All-Age
Stake and a .similar prize is expected for the Derby. While
we are willing to do all that lies in our power to help these
trials along, as such ventures are commendable, we believe
that more interest would be taken in the venture by out-
siders if those who are getting the affair up would publish
the names of the officers of the club and give other informa-
tion that would induce Gordon owners from New York, for
instance, to enter their dogs. These men will scarcely feel

like taking a very active interest in these trials without
knowing who composes the Gordon Setter Field Trials Club
or who is responsible for its proper management. The for-

feit, we understand from another source, is $5 and $5 to fill.

£100 for Eclipse.

At the Crystal Palace show, Mr. Krehl, the owner of the
aged collie champion Eclipse, was offered by Mr. Megson, the
Manchester collie breeder, $500 for the dog. It was refused,
for it is his owner's firm intention that this celebrated "pillar
of the stud" shall eat his last crust at his board. This is true
fancier spirit.

Another Mastiff Coming.
Mr. W. Norman Higgs purchased at the Crystal Palace

show the mastiff bitches Brampton Beauty and Stella HI.
The former, according to Stock-Keeper (Eng.), was purchased
for exportation to this country. Who the purchaser is we
are not told.

The noted wire-haired fox-terrier champion Quantock
Nettle has been repurchased by her former owner, Mr. H.
Hopkins, so that she may end her days while in his posses-
sion. This bitch is said to have won in her day more prizes
than any dog now living.

Mr, W, Patterson has sold to Colonel Knox; C.R,R,A.,
Military Secretary to the Governor of Bermuda, the Scottish
terrier Moorfoot Bodach II., winner of second, Dalkeith, sec-
ond, Glamis. The dog comes out in the Campania.

Some time since we spoke of a Mrs, Lawrence, of Wales,
having paid large prices for some noted fox-terriers. Now
she has gone one better and given $1,500 for Mr. F. Red-
mond's Despoiler, who was formerly known as Belmont
Terror, and is by Belmont Ranger out of Belmont Cheery.
His pups are selling well, and the purchase, even at this
long figure, meets with approbation.

The fox-terrier Result, probably the best known living fox-
terrier, is said to have become stone blind through trouble
with his teeth, eight of which were extracted at one time.
In spite of his affliction the old champion enjoys good health.

The Blue Ridge Kennels have, after all, entered their dogs
in the All-Age Stake at the Eastern field trials. Our readers
will remember that we commented upon their absence at
the time the other entries were published.

The Irish terrier bitch Mr. Geo. Jamieson recently sent to
Canada is named Anna and is a litter sister to Breda Gripper,
and the dog she was supposed to be in whelp to is Poor Dick,
who is not, however, a brother to Poor Pat. The bitch
missed. Mr. Jamieson has purchased another terrier, Shar-

far, for his Canadian friend. This dog has won seventeen
rst prizes and ten specials and Stock-Keeper remarks that

his departure is a distinct loss to the home fancy, as the dog
was getting some grand-headed stock.

Mr. Bousfield advises us rather tardily that the great Dane
bitch Nuremberger, now and then in their charge, was not
at the Lexington show, where she was credited with second
prize. We asked some time since who or what the bitch
was that was masquerading under Nuremberger's name at
that show and in her stall.

The Eastern Field Trials will be held at Newton, N. C,
and not High Point, N, C, as we have seen it stated,

Messrs. Wright & Tallman have decided to dissolve con-
nection in the Nethervvood Kennels. Mr. Wright has the
dogs and Mr. Tallman the experience.

The Grove Kennels are offering in our business columns a
number of fox-terriers for sale. Among them are Raby
Trigger, who when owned by Geo, Raper in England \yon
thirteen first prizes aud was shipped to this country by him .

for competition at New York show, where he was bought at
a large figure by C. D. Bernheimer, since which he has won
reserve, Ne^r York; .second, Philadelphia; second, Baltimore;
first, Wissahickon (last time shown, June, 1893), Another is
Grove Lily, first, Pawtucket, 1893, beating the imported
Blackrock Belle, several brood bitches and a lot of splendidly
bred bitch pups,

Mr. Howes tells us he has bred his noted bull-terrier
Grove Duchess to champion Streatham Monarch, and not
without cause he is another of those who are "living in
hopes."

Through a confusion in names we have done a sportsman
an uniutentional slight. In referring to the coming Gordon
setter trials we spoke of Mr. Chas. R. Taylor as the writer
who had done so much for sport in New England through
the clever articles in the Providence Journal. It was Mr. S.
H. Roberts whom we had in mind, and field trial men will
remember him as representing his paper at the Assonet trials
last year.

It is reported that there is some talk among the New Eng-
land Field Trial Club members of running a sweepstake on
the Assonet grounds. We should think that any .such move
would be preferable to allowing the prestige they have al-
ready won to suffer at all by inaction. New England sports-
men, for their own good and that of their dogs, must not let
the commendable work already done go for naught. Such a
sweepstake event would serve to bring the members together
on the field even if there is not so much money in it.

Colonel Dean, the owner of the black and tan terrier bitch
that was objected to at the Portsmouth show for alleged
faking, admitted before the Kennel Club that the tail had
been singed. The club took no notice of this admission,
which is supposed to be contrary to dog show ethics, but
listened to the affidavit of the Manchester B. and T. Club,
which stated that they did not think the terrier had been
unduly trimmed. Stocks-Keeper comes out flat-footed on
the subject and inquires why the Judge who disqualified
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the bitch was not called by the K. C. to give evidence, and
deduces from this that there is something rotten in the way
the Kennel Club conducts these inquiries, and it would seem
so. While on the subject of black and tans, we might ven-

ture to ask who owns Rhodes Oban and Rhodes Una?

Dog Language.
Little Johnny—Dogs don't need to talk, 'cause anyone can

understand their bark.
Visitor—Can you?
Little Johnny—Easy as rollin' oil a log. When my dog is

at the door and barks, that means he wants to get in; if he's

inside the door and barks, that means he wants to get out.

Yisitor—Humph! Suppose he is half inside and half out-

side and barks, what does that mean?
Little Johnny—That means, that there's a bigger dog than

him in our ja,vd.—Good News.

Irish and Gordon Setter Field Trials.!

Editor Forest and Stream:
Your comments upon the "absurdly few" entries in the

Derby of the Irish Setter field trials, to come off at Thomas-
ville, N. C, next month, are not just.

This has been a very hard year in all business and conse-
quently sport has suffered. Vide the small entries for the
Eastern field trials and one or two others, while the Central,
New England and ' jhio Field Trial clubs have dropped out
entirely. If these clubs, with the large numbers of pointers
and English setters to depend upon, are compelled to
"declare off" it is greatly to the credit of the Irish setter,

which does not number one-fifth as many, that it can con-
tinue its field trials at all.

And so with the Gordon setter, which don't number one-
half the Irish. Yet Mr. Taylor has had the courage to
announce Gordon setter field trials at Freetown, Mass., for
Nov. 20. It will not be a test at all of the Gordon setter's

ability. The time is too short and it will be impossible to
find trainers at such short notice. No prizes are annouuced
and I don't see how Gordon setter men generally can get
ready. Some who run their own dogs and live near the
place of trial can do so, but if the number of entries is few
it will not follow that, with fair notice given early, the trials

of next year may not be very creditable. I almost regret
that Mr. Taylor has made the attempt at so late a date, but
perhaps it will be a prelude to proper trials in coming years.
There is many a good Gordon used in private shooting, and
until frequent field trials have brought him up to the stan-
dard which fifteen or twenty years of public competition
have attained in the pointer and English setter, it will not
be fair to the Gordon, the most beautiful of all setters, to
disparage him as a field trial dog.

A Member of Goedon and Irish Settee Clubs.
Nkw York City, Oct. 30.

Irish Setter Trials.

Philadelphia, Fa,.—Editor Forest and Stream: The fol-

lowing are the entries in the All-Aged Stake of the coming
Irish Setter Trials:
Patricius—J. J. Mannion's dog (Duke Elcho—Red Rose),

May 33, 1893.

Claremont Patst—Perry & Hamilton's dog (Frisco—Nel-
lie IX.), August, 1885.

Teddy O'Boukke—Perry & Hamilton's dog (Claremont
Patsy—Nora of Claremont), April, 1891.

Hawkete Queen—Perry & Hamilton's bitch (Claremont
Patsy—Nora of Claremont), April, 1891.

Currer Bell IV.—G. G. Davis's bitch (Claremont Patsy-
Nora of Claremont), July, 1890.

RoJiAYNE-Dr. Wm. Jarvis's dog (DukeElcho—Romaine),
October, 1891.
Hattie—C. B. Rutan's bitch (Erin's Lad—Lady Alice),

May, 1893.

Belle of Kildaee—W. L. Washington's bitch (Kildare—
Red Rose), November, 1889.

Lady Alice—J. B. Blossom's bitch (Redstone—Lady No-
reen), September, 1890.

Nugget II.—J. B. Blossom's bitch (Finglas—Betsy Crafts),
March, 1892.

Rock—C. T. Thompson's dog (Blue Rock—Elcho's Maid),
January, 1892.
Mr. Abner T. Hetfield, of North Judson, Ind., the owner of

the well-known Irish setter Tearaway, offers a free service as
a special prize to the owner of the winner of the Derby.

G. G. Davis, Secretary.

Dogs Tas Draught Animals.
Me. N. Smith, U. S. Consul to Liege, Belgium, who

recently sent a report to the Secretary of State concerning
the use of the dog as a draught animal by the Belgian
people, and which Mr. Gresham published in a Government
document, says that this utilization of canine power is com-
paratively recent, though it has become as much an institu-
tion in Liege as the mule in Louisville or Memphis. He
thinks thirty years ago a dog in harness would have excited
remark in Liege. We should think that they have been used
a good deal longer than this in Brussels and parts of Ger-
many. We remember seeing these dogs in harness when at
school near Coblentz, on the Rhine, in 1871. They were used
principally for conveying garden truck from the villages
and farms along the Rhine to Coblentz.
One of these turnouts used to interest us greatly. A very

tall fine looking German in a blue blouse made periodical
journeys through the Rhine villages with a comparatively
small black, rough-coated dog, weighing about 601bs., which
decked out in neat harness drew a small cart or rather pair
of wheels between which swung a brightly polished oaken
barrel containing cognac. This the owner "peddled along his
route, and the whole turnout was surrounded by consider-
able romance in our minds, for rumor had it that the brandy
was smuggled. But that is neither here nor there, the fact
remains that the custom of using dogs as draught animals
seemed to have been in vogue for years. The dogs we saw
were generally coarse dogs of great Dane, or low-legged mas-
tiff type, and therefore generally smooth-coated. In passing
through Brussels on our way to Coblentz we noted num-
bers of these dogs in harness. Mr. Smith estimates the
canine power of "unregistered" dogs in this cotmti-y at
7,000,000, and the strength of each dog at oOOlbs., so 'that
there is 3,500,000,0001b8. of dog power idle in this nation
alone, "which is running to waste at the very heels of the
people."

How is This?
EdMor Forest and Stream:
My attention has been called to Mr. Callihan's letter in

jour issue of Oct. 38, and if he is a resident of Danbury and
his dog took the second prize then he is clearly entitled to
the special which was given for best of the breed (Newfound-
lands) owned in Danbury. This must be so whether Mr.
Bead's dog is eligible or not. As to Ben Lems's collection
of prize money, it would appear that unless he held the
identification or an order from the owner the A. K. C. rules
were violated. Reporter.
New Yohk, Nov. 2.

Business.
Htjmboujt, lenn.—Edilor Forest and Siream: 1 shall send you an

ad. next week. I wish to say this, I had excellent results from my
ast one in your paper. R. B. MoaoAK.

KENNEL NOTES.
,

Keimel Notes are inserted witliout clxarge ; and blanks

(fomislied free) will be sent to any address.

BRED.
tW" Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Belle of Surrey—Chatlmm Prince. J. G. Lipsett's (Roxbury, Mass.)
bull-terrier bitch Belle of Surrey (Comet n.—Rose) to Chatham Ken-
nels' Chatham Prince (Hinks—The Shrew), Oct. 17.

Rose—Chatham Prince. J. a. Lipsett's (Roxbury, Mass.) bull-ter-

rier bitch Rose (Patch—CJountess) to Chatham Kennels' Chatham
Prince (Hinlis—The Shrew), Oct. »2.

Grouse U.—Blemton Stickler. C. S. Hanks's fox-terrier bitch Grouse
n. to Blemton Kennels' Blemton Sticliler, Oct. 7.

Brokenhurst Queenie—Baby Pallisy. C. S. Hanks's fox-terrier bitch

Brokenhurst Queenie to bis Raby Pallisy. Sept. 27.

Raskeda—Leekhoi. C. S. Hanks's Russian wolfhound bitch Raskeda
(Kreelat—Khratka) to his Leekhoi (Riezvee—Labedka), Sept. 25

Svodka—Leeklioi. C. S. Hanks's Russian wolfhound bitch Svodka
to his Leekhoi, Oct. 2 and 8.

Ohrouga—Sorvanets. C. S. Hanks's Russian wolfhound bitch Obrouga
to his Sorvanets, Oct. 5.

Damson—Raby Pallisy. C. S. Hanks's fox-terrier bitch Damson to

his P^aby Pallisy (Raby Patter—Maise). Sept, 25.

Seacroft Myrtle— Warren Duke. 0. S. Hanks's fox-terrier bitch Sea-

croft Myrtle (Raby Pallisy—Damson) to L. W. Rutherfurd's Warren
Duke (First Flight—Warren Dawn, Sept. SO.

Seacroft Agatha-Raby Pallisy. C. S. Hanks's fox-terrier bitch Sea-

croft Agatha rD'Orsey—Damson) to his Raby Pallisy (Raby Patter—
Maise). Oct. 1.

Seacroft Fiiss—Starden's King. C. S. Hanks's fox-terrier bitch Sea-
croft Fuss (Venio—Grouse II.) to J. E. Thayer's Starden's King),

Oct. 1.

Trixie H.—Woodale Driver. F. H. Hoyt's (Sharon, Pa.) fox-terrier

bitch Trixie H. to W. F. Porter's Woodale Driver, June 19.

Belle of Sharon—Wood-ale Driver. W. F. Porter's (Sharon, Pa.)

fox-terrier bitch Belle of Sharon to his Woodale Driver, Oct. 3.

WHELPS.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Chatham Queen. Chatham Kennels's (Boston, Mass.) bull-terrier

bitch Chatham Queen (champion Jubilee—My Queen), Oct. 5, four
(two dogs), by Toon & Symond's Prince Gully (True Blue—Polly).
' Maud Noble. N. Wallace's (Farmington, Conn.) English setter bitch

Maud Noble (Rowdy Rod—Pearl Noble), Oct. 11, nine (four dogs), by
Blue Ridge Kennels' champion Antonia (Roderigo—Bo Peep).

SALES.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Jasper. Fox-terrier dog, whelped Jan. 20, 1893, by Blemton Rasper
out of Grouse 11., by C. S, Hanks, Manchester, Mass., to Mr. Mason,
Newton Centre, Mass.
Seacroft Assert. Fox-terrier bitch, whelped August, 1891, by D'Or-

sey out of Damson, by C. S. Hanks, Manchester, Mass., to E. A. Cook,
Germantown, Pa.
Seacroft Boaster. Fox-terrier bitch, whelped August, 1891, by Do-

minie out of Brokenhurst Queenie, by C. S. Hanks, Manchester, Mass.,

to W. H. Fendrich, Columbia, Pa.
Sorvanets—Flodeyka whelp. Russian wolfhound dog, whelped June

19, 1893, by C. S. Hanks, Manchester, Mass., to R. DeW. Sampson,
Pittsfield, Mass.
Leekhoi—Kinjal whelp. Russian wolfhound dog, whelped Dec. 31,

1892, by C. S. Hanks, Manchester, Mass., to C. Hale, Elsworth, Me.
Oroubia^i^Flodeyka whelp. Russian wolfhound dog, whelped Nov.

16, 1893, by C. S. Hanks, Manchester, Mass., to T. D. Dolen, Philadel-

phia, Pa.
Leekhoi—Vinga whelps. Two Russian wolfhound dogs, whelped

Aug. 3, 1893, by C. S. Hanks, Manchester, Mass., to T. H. Kellogg, Wil-

lard, Seneca Lake, N. Y.
Leekhoi—Obroiiga whelj^s. Russian wolfhoimds, whelped Dec. 29,

1893, by C. S. Hanks, Manchester, Mass., one to H. Wiuderle, Edge Hill

Vaiage, Pa., and two to W. Price, Chestnut Hill, Pa.
Leekhoi—Raskeda lohelps. Russian wolfhounds, whelped Oct. 16,

1892, by C. S. Hanks, Manchester, Mass., a white, lemon spots, dog to

N. M. Wanner, York, Pa.; a white, red spots, dog to Eugene Hall, Bur-
lington, Wiss.; a dog to Dr. Streeter, Chicago, III., and a bitch each to

T. D. Dolen, Philadelphia, Pa., and A. E. Pitts, Columbus, O.
Emblem. Pointer bitch, by Fred F. Harris, Woodfords, Me., to Ed.

E. KeUey, same place.
Ellen Terry. St. Bernard bitch, whelped May 10, 1887, by Jacob Rup-

pert, Jr., New York city, to Wooding & Hoyt, The Heights, Ber-
wick, Pa.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
There is no charge for answering questions under this head. All

questions relating to ailments of dogs mil be answered by Dr. T. 0.

Sherwood, a member of tlie Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons.
Communication.s referring to other mailers connected toith Kennel
Management and dogs will also receive careful attention.

R. F. M., Omaha, Neb.—The judgewas Mr. C. H. Mason, and cocker,
we believe, Mr. Dole's Othello.

B., Norwich, Ct.—Cherry Lad is by Cherry Boy (16,838), out of
Flossy T., by Col. Stubbs (4,676) out of Pis, by Grip out of Flirt.

J. E. S.—Write to Mr. H, AV. Huntington. 148 So. Eighth street,

Brooklyn, N. Y., for a copy of the National Greyhound Club Rules.

N. C. S., Newtown, Conn.—I have just lost two valuable pointer
puppies, five months old. and as I have noticed my English setter bitch
by champion Paul Bo nas begun to show symptoms of the same
trouble, I hasten to describe it that you can tell me what to do for her.
It comes on by a twitching in the hind legs, and I should think was a
nervous trouble. It gradually gets worse, and their systems run down
and the twitching increases until they suffer terribly from it, and
sometimes go into spasms. Ans. Probably the result of distemper.
Write again describing all symptoms more fully. In the meantime
give the following mixture:

Pot. brom , 3 ii.

Chloral hydros 3 i.

Tr. bellad |iss.

Aq. ad 3vi.
Mix. Give one teaspoonful two or three times a day.

FIXTURES.
Nov. 7,—New England Beagle Club's Trials. W. S. Clark, Linden,

Mass., Sec'y.

Field Trial Committee Meeting of N. B. C.

A MEETING of the field trial committee was called at 8:20

P. M. Nov. 2. Present, H. L. Kreuder, Geo. Laick, F. W.
Chapman, B. S. T orpin, H. W. Lacy.
The judges were asked to report on the classes they had

judged so far, and then the objection by Mr. H. V. Jamieson
to Mr. Dorsey's Pade was read, he protesting it on the
gi'ound that it was not a beagle according to the entry form
of the N. B. C. Mr. Dorsey's evidence was taken informally.
We would like to have given a picture of this dog, but Mr.
Dorsey refused to have it taken, and would not state his rea-

sons therefor, though asked by the club's president. On the
entry form Mr, Dorsey states Pade's color to be yeUow,
brown and white, age not given; sire Ned, dam Flora, Ned
is by Stonewall Jackson, by imported Chimer. Flora's pedi-
gree is enveloped in shadow. In Mr. Dorsey's examina-
tion before the field trial committee he stated that he pur-
chased Pade from a Mr. Jones, of Ellicot City, Md.
Flora is understood to have been stolen and to give her
pedigree might be prejudicial to Pade's former owner.
Ned's dam is unknown, but Stonewall Jackson is owned by
a man near Ellicot City. Mr. Jones bought Pade as a jiup
and he was hunted by his son. Mr. Dorsey paid $1.5 for him.
Acknowledged he would not enter Pade at a bench show
and stated that he did not think Pade a typical English
beagle for show purposes. Said Pade did not look like a
thoroughbred beagle. Would not breed to him for show
'form, but would for field qualities. Had no idea where he
gets his peculiar form. The committee then decided to
pay the premiums won by Mr. Dorsey with the exception
of Pade's, which was held over until the next meeting of the
field trial committee, which will probably be held during
Newaxk show or sooner. Meeting adjourned.

NATIONAL BEAGLE CLUB TRIALS.
Once more have the members of the National Beagle Club,

one of the most energetic and progressive specialty clubs in
the country, demonstrated that the merits of two beagles
can be determined by a field trial just as well as those of a
pointer or setter. It is hard work, but then the men who in-
dulge in this sort of sport do not consider that. They may
yawn and wonder what in the world they are there for when
the minutes become hours and bunny is non est, but with
the first whimper that proclaims a find all is eagerness and
excitement, and when the whimper becomes a cry and is

answered by the other dog, who quickly harks to his mate,
and sure of the line out pours the glorious duet and away
they go. Then does the beagle hunter think that life is
worth living, and scratches, wet feet, tired limbs, everything
is forgotten in the eager race to see the run, while the music
encourages tired limbs to put their beat foot first.

There was the usual grumble about the lack of rabbits,
poor scent and rough grounds. But then what can be done?
In the open ground and plain cover there seem to be few if
any hares, so that in the end we have to go to the brier
swamps to get through the trials before the week ends. For
spectators it is one of the best places, for they can stand on
the hillside, and in one part, where the sumacs grow, they
can view all the twists and turns of bunny and amuse them-
selves with the frantic efforts of the judges to pick briers out
of their eyes and keep track of how the dogs are working at
the same time. Those who undertake to judge beagle trials
must be stout of limb, have capacious lungs and plenty of
patience and perseverance. These qualities the judges this
year most certainly possessed in generous degree; both are
well versed in field sports and were seemingly m good condi-
tion. Mr. B. S. Turpin was fresh from the Brunswick Fur
Club trials of the previous week, where he acted as one of the
judges, and a week after the foxhounds on the hills round
North Acton, Mass., puts a man into prime condition. Joe
Lewis, the other judge, is about as tough as they are made,
and no run is too long or brier too thick but that he is some-
where about when the check comes and allows a minute's
breathing time.
The quality of the work done in the Derby and large dog

class was scarcely up to last year, but the judges think that
the hunting by the winners in the 13in. class showed consid-
erable improvement, and in this we coincide. Pade and
Spot R. furnished the liveliest heat of the meeting, and kept
us on the jump all the time. Snow and Wanderer did good
work, too, but when they ran together it was in a poor place
for scent—too dry. The Derby work was poor on the wnole,
though MoUie Dean gives promise of making a very useful
bitch. The judges, as stated above, did their work well and
conscientiously, and there was no kicking. The only un-
pleasant feature of the trials was the objection against Pade,
and Mr. Jamieson would seem to be quite justified in the
course he took. This aiJair, however, will be treated of else-
where.
Although the New York paperSj at least the principal ones

published accounts of the running every day, there were
fewer spectators than last year, and the last two days' hunt-
ing was left almost entirely to membex's of the club. We
have already, in last week's issue, given the names of those
present. The utmost good feeling prevailed and as usual
the quip and joke passed around freely when the day's work
was over.
Mr. H. L. Kreuder was field marshal, and it seemed that

both he and his family and, in fact, everything that was his
were at the service of the intruders. There are few men who
would turn their homes into a semi-hotel, and subject them-
selves to the inconveniences that the Kreuder family must
experience. A hunter's appetite is a simile commonly used,
and nothing but solid viands will satisfy it. These we had
in abundance, and whoever does the cooking at the "Kreuder
Homestead" is a chef in her line. When all the hunting was
over it was only appropriate that we sat down to a rabbit
dinner, most excellently prepared.
There was little delay in getting the dogs up for each heat,

and as far as trials go all was well arranged. The members
of the Field Trials Committee are: J. W. Appleton, Wm.
Tallman, Geo. Laick, E. Gerry Roberts, John Bateman, H.
L. Kreuder, H. W. Lacy, H. F. Schellhass, Pottinger Dorsey,
A. D. Levris, F. W. Chapman, B. S. Turpin. We have al-

ready given the first day's work, and the continuation of the
heats in the 15in. class is given below.

TUESDAY, OCT. 31.

Class A— 13 to 1 5 in.—CoNTrtTOKD.

When we pulled up our blinds this morning it was to find
the whole country covered with a white pall, and we knew
that the heaviest frost of the season had .been busy while we
slejjt. Ice had formed in the ponds and ditches, but Old Sol
was soon ready for business, and quickly melted the fi'ost

"crust" and then dried up the grass, so that scent lay badly
all day, and as the day grew older it became quite warm.
The grounds selected are about a mile from the village, and
most of it is very rough, swampy and covered with briers and
sumacs. Hares were plentiful, however, but naturally diffi-

cult to follow, and the scent was so poor at times, even a few
yards from where a rabbit had been started, that the hounds
were continually at fault. An early start was made and the
first brace,
Teefle 11.—Model—Cast off at 8:15. This was the unfin-

ished heat of the previous evening. The dogs were bothered
a good deal at the start; first a cat track led them astray,
and then some dogs getting loose did not improve matters.
At last the serious business of the day began when a hare
was jumped by the crowd. The beagles drove poorly, being
frequently at fault and harking back on the trails. Taken
in aU the work was indifferent, but Trifle had the best of it.

This dog is over two years old but had never been hunted
till three weeks since. Ordered up at 9:17.

Venus II.—Vick R.—These were put down at 9:23, and
both handled by their owners, P. Dorsey and H.V. Jamieson.
Both started well, the ranging being in favor of Vick R. A
long hunt in cover ensued before bunny was found by the
spectators. Dogs were put on the hot "trail and Venus hit
off but Vick soon took the lead, set a good pace and showed
herself much superior in driving and hunting and was at all

times amenable to control. They ran for an hour and twenty
minutes, being taken up at 10:43. Vick was clearly the best,
Oracle—Jack Bannekman were cast off at 10:35. J. W.

Appleton handled Oracle and Mark Lewis the other dog.
By this time all signs of frost had disappeared and scent was
very elusive. During the heat five rabbits were started iu
various places, and though the hounds were laid on hot
trails they could not carry them. Oracle was slowand did too
much pottering. This made Jack Bannerman's vigorous
style of hunting more conspicuous, and he always had the
speed of the other. Neither, however, came up to winning
form. Up at 11:85,

Joe—W ANDEREE.—Cast off at 11:28. Joe had the services
of Mark Lewis and Wanderer was in charge of the veteran
Pottinger Dorsey. The dogs hunted till lunch time without
making a good strike, and in this work Joe seemed to have
the best of it in ranging, making wide casts, but always well
under control; but Wanderer's turn came after we had been
regaled with most appetizing chowder and etceteras. That
Miss Kreuder looks well after our material comforts was the
general sentiment.
After lunch a grand race took place, the hare being a

corker and up to every move known to his kind to throw Ma
pursuers off th& trail, and in foliowing him Wanderer showed
his worth, for he excelled in the way he made his casts and
in picking up the trail at a "loss" and then generally leading
when it came to a hard drive. Joe, in the earlier part, when
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pure hunting was needed, showed that his bump of hunting
sense was well developed. Wanderer is inclined to loaf a bit

In this part of the game. The Judges were fairly pumped
out in this heat, as the going was terribly rough among the
briers and sumacs. Dogs called up at 2:40.

Snow—Buck.—Cast off at 2:.5.5 on a hot trail where hare
had just jumped , and they carried it along at a great pace, fol-

lowing puss up close in all her feints and turns through the
briers. First one led, then the other, Snow having generally
the speed of the other in straightaway drives, but when it

came to puzzling work at the turns Buck showed himself
superior. In hunting for game Snow ranged wider, covered
more ground and worked in a sensible manner. Up at 3:35,

down 40m.
Greybubn Daisy—LtTFRA.—At 3:50 they were cast off in

sumac bushes where so much of the work to-day has been
done. Daisy in the little driving done had the speed of the
other, and also in hunting made wider casts and hunted out
intelligently more ground than the other. Lufra was in-

clined to potter at times. No hare was started and dogs
were called up at 4:45, just as the sun was sinking. A
pleasant walk home and the first series of the large class

was finished. To-morrow the start will be made in the
second series—Joe with Buck, Snow with Wanderer, Fanny
Racer with Vick R.

WEDNESDAY.
Second Series.

Joe—Buck.—These were put down in pasture behind the
"Kreuder Hom&stead" at 8:10. Both were willing hunters
and worked out several likely places without result, until
Buck tongued, but failed to work out the trail. In thick
swamp he started game and carried the trail alone, turned
back and seemed to be driving for all he was worth, but no
game was seen. Up at 9:55. Buck had the best of it, Joe
being off nose to-day seemingly.
Snow—WanderkPv.—Mark Lewis handled Snow, and P.

Dorsey his own dog. Cast off at 10:05 at the edge of open
cover and at once Judge Lewis started a rabbit j and dogs
were brought to the trail, but neither could lift it, though
they cast well and intelligently, the leaves were too dry.
Wanderer then drove for aliill to one side and lost casting
for the trail; he soon hit it off and a keen run took place vdth
Wanderer in the van. Then he let down, and from that time
out Snow took the "reins" and drove hard and fast; in fact,

she pressed her lost hare so close that as it sought shelter in
the ditch and low wall, she nearly nabbed it. There is little

between these two, but Snow has if anything a slight ad-
vantage. Up at 9:35. Wanderer is better in casting for and
hitting off the trails, but when it came to fast driving Snow
showed to greater advantage.
Fanny Racer—Vick R.—These two beagles are probably

as well known as any in the trials; they have frequently won
honors on the bench. They were put down where rabbit was
lost in the last heat at 10:45. Fanny Placer handled by M.
Lewis, Vick R. by owner. Vick soon tongued, but overran
the trail, and a long hunt ensued without finding. In
swampy ground Vick spoke again, then I'anny opened, but
both pottered a good deal. They carried this sort of thing on
for a mile or more on an old fox trail. Then harking back.
Judge Lewis jumped a hare in the open and some merry
bursts ensued, short, but exciting while|they tongued. They
kept this up for twenty minutes, and then were called for
lunch at 1:15. Vick seemed to have the best of rather poor
work on the whole.
After a lunch, in which some hot baked beans, a tender

compliment to our friends from Massachusetts, had played a
conspicuous part, the running was resumed. In the

Third Series

Snow—Wanderer were cast off to test' their finding capa-
bilities. Called up at 2 P. M. without starting anything, it

was found that Snow beat out her ground better and was
under better control.
Wanderer—Vick R.—These went down at 2:04 in woods

for the same purpose. A long, weary tramp followed, in
which every likely spot was himted out, but nothing found,
though Wanderer did a bit of driving by herself some dis-

tance from the other dog. At first he had to be coaxed to hunt,
but finally got down to business. After an hour's walk we
came up to Mr. Reed, who had marked a hare; and hounds
being put on some good driving followed, in which both
dogs did well. They were called up at 3:40, and after a short
consultation the judges announced the results: Snow first.

Wanderer second, Vick R. third and Buck reserve.

Glass B— 13in. and Under.

Little Lee—Gypset Forest.—It was getting late when
these two were slipped, and the hunt was in the direction of
home. Little Lee seemed afraid of briers; he is very small—
llin.—and lightly made. Having hunted always in the
Maine swamps, he does not like this rough country. Gypsey
went the strongest and showed most intelligent hunting.
Nothing started by 4:45, when dogs were called up, and we
found ourselves near the "Homestead" and dinner.
These two will be put down in the morning. Altogether

the day has been rather a blank and the decisions given were
generally on the work done on Tu^day.

THURSDAY.
Class B.

First Series—Continued.

The morning opened cloudy and damp with a light south-
erly wind, which raised hopes that scent would be good to-

day and some fine hunting take place. We were not dis-

appointed, as about the best work of the trials was seen.
The start was with ^
Little Lee—Gypsey Forest in the sumacs and brier

swamp down on Moe's Hillside. They were handled by
owners. A hare was soon found, but they failed to take up
the trail, and when another was started for them they did
not do very brilliant work, though Gypsey Forest proved to
be a much better hound.
INA—Adam.—Ina was handled by owner and Adam by

Mark Lewis. They were both active workers, but in experi-
ence Adam babbled so much that it was di fticult to tell when
he was driving and when he was just enjoying himself. In
a rather poor race Ina had the best of it, both in himting
sense and the little trailing they did.

Lou—Pade.—These two were put down at 9:55 in thick,
swampy cover. Lou had the help of Mr. Kxeuder, and Pade
was handled by Mr. Dorsey. The difference in type was very
noticeable, Pade looking more like a modified basset while
Lou—well, we all know that few can beat this pretty bitch
in type and quality, and how she keeps up! She seemed to
go stronger and looks far better in her hind legs this year
than last, and she is nearly ten years old. Working up to
higher ground a hare was started, but dogs had to be put on
before they picked up the trail which carried them to the
sumac grove where Pade drove fast, and left Lou whose
heart was good, but the pace too warm. Pade ranged wide
and fast and showed some of the best work of the trials.

Up at 10:40.

MOLLIE Dean—Spot R.—These were down at 10:45 in sum-
acs, and Spot R, soon showed that she could run all round
Mollie. Spot is a well made little bitch, an intensely busy
hunter, and probably in her own country on the swamp hares
in Vermont she would range wider, here the thick cover and
briers made her very careful, but she never pottered, it was
all hunt, and when she struck a trail she meant business.
Mollie was outpaced, but she hunted well. Up 11:07. This
finished the first series.

Second Series.

PADS—Spot R.—Down at 11:20 in open ground on hill.

Edge of cover, rabbit started by reporter and hounds put on,

Pade struck first and they held to bunny 's back trail, lost,

and then Pade carried us out into the open where they were
at fault again; the sun by this time being quite warm. [ Spot
then caught the turn and took it up merrily to a loss.

Another rabbit was started hvit trail soon lost. Spot then
distinguished herself, and a short, though pretty run in open
followed. After 30m. hunt Pade opened on a new trail down
in cover again, lost, and then Spot led a merry burst and
every one found it difficult to follow this speedy couple.
Way off to the left Pade struck a trail which he followed
to the swamp and lost. Up 12:35. Pade has_ the speed and
is a wider ranger, but as beagles hunt there is little differ-

ence between them. Where Pade gets his speed is an enigma,
he evidently has some of the old Southern hound in him. He
drives more like a foxhound than a beagle.
Lou—Gypsey Forest—Cast off at 12:37 down toward the

swamp. This heat afforded us a rest after the previous
heat's hard work, running up and down this hill soon pumps

MR. PO-mNGKR DORSET'S PADK.

every bit of breath out of an ordinary man. On a hare that
was put up Gypsey led, but only carried it a few yards to a
check, and Spot was put down with them. No more driving
and dogs up at 1:05 for lunch. Judges consulted awhile, and
decided that Pade wins first, but with the reservation that
Mr. Dorsey explain his dog's breeding. Spot R. second,
Gypsey Forest third, Lou reserve. In case Pade is disquali-
fied Ina takes reserve and the others move up.

Derby.
First Series.

After lunch the first brace in this stake was called.
Lee III.—Clio.—^Dogs were handled by owners. Cast off

at l:.52in same cover where all the running has been done
to-day. Nothing was found, however, and dogs were taken
up to high ground over the railroad track. Cast off again at
2:40. Mr. Jamieson saw a rabbit squatting, and though doses
were brought up and saw it go away, they could not lift the
trail. Lee IH. did not show much interest, anyhow. Scent

PRESmBNT KHBUDER WITH ZILLAH AND OHAilPION LOO.

was very poor on the leaves. Another rabbit was started
by a reporter, and dogs drove well to a road, where they were
at fault, and then worked the back trail to where game was
started. Up 3:05. Neither hound showed up very well, but
Clio had the best of it.

Queen of the Forest—Mollie Dean.—Down at 3:10.

M. Lewis handled the first-named and Mr. Chapman the
latter. Cast off where others were taken up. Shortly after
Mollie started and drove till a gun was fired, and Queen
blinked a little. Then Judge Turpin spied a hare, but neither
could lift the trail on the dead leaves. Then Mollie had a
short spin a few minutes after, and dogs were up at 3:32.

Mollie was far the best, the little one showing little inclina-
tion or experience.
Bell Nye II.—Blanche.—Dovra at 3:37 in same place. W.

H. Hyland handled Bill Nye and M. Lewis the other. We
had more fun in this heat than any other. Working into
open fields on high ground Mr. Hyland jumped a hare, and
both dogs being laid on the trail Bill picked it up and drove
a short distance, and then did some wide casting', but with
little judgment. Afterward he found and carried it to open
fields, but they were checked at a low wall; rabbit passed in
front of them along the wall, but they did not .see it and
could not lift the trail. Going into the next field, where
spectators marked the hare squatting on the short grass
like a stone, the dogs were caught, and the sight of Hyland
and Lewis holding their dogs over the hare waiting for the
word go was most laughable. Hare started and both dogs
went well from the slips in full xiew, and racing across the
open field Bill led to the wall, when bunny fooled them.
Tpey made a pretty picture and conclusively proved that

they-could^follow the}hareTat preat ^speedTwhen they saw it.

They evidently think seeing is believing. Up at 4:15.

Little Lee (a bye) with Mollie Dean. Lee handled by Mr.
Chapman. They hunted twenty-five minutes and then were
ordered up; nothing found. Little Lee, as usual, not doing
much hunting.

FRIDAY.
Second Series.

This was the last day, and opened cloudy and misty. Few
came out to see the work as it was about a foregone conclu-
sion that rain would fall, and it did, just as the stake was
finished.
Mollie Dean—Bill Nye II.—The same old sumac grove

was tried. Cast off at 8:30. A hare was up at once and Bill

had a chance to distinguish himself but failed, and Mollie
did no better afterward. Soon after a reporter jumped
another hare and Mollie hit off the line, but Bill babbled so
much that it bothered MoUie at the checks. Up at 9 o'clock.

Then
Blanche—Bill Nye II. ran together at 9:03 and down

toward the swamp another hare was found by a reporter,

and though dogs were brought to the form, neither could fol-

low the trail, though Blanche followed the line for some
distance mute. Afterward they had a short drive, and as
there was little between them, 'the judges called them up
and decided that Mollie Dean should have first and Blanche
and Bill Nye II. divide second. Reserve withheld.

Champion Stake.

As Zillah had forfeited, Snow was the only aspirant for

the championship title, as Pade was under a cloud, and Mr.
Dorsey had gone home.
Snow was put down at 9:30 to run the time out with Spot

R. Rain fell heavily and nothing was done.
Thus ended the trials of 1893 without the cheers, and as

mtich good feeling as prevailed at the same time last year,

when Lee 11. was hailed as absolute winner.

SUMMAKT.
CLASS A.

For dogs and bitches, all ages, 15in. and over ISin., that have not
been placed first in any class at field trials held by N. B. C. First
prize $60, second $40, third $30.

First Series.

H. L Kreuder's Fanny Racer (Racer. Jr.—Nellie) with Glenrose
Beagle Kennels' Gypsey A. (Kenneally's Lee—Tone).
Pottinger Dorsey's Rambler with E. J. & J. W. Becker's Halryon,
George Laicb's Trifle II. (Leader—Jenny) with Middleton Kennels'

Model (Stormy—June M.)
Pottinger Dorsey's Venus 11. (Lee—Venus) with Forest Beagle Ken-

nels' Viek R. (Fitzhugh Lee—Nell).

Waldingfleld Kennels' Oracle (Orator—Lively) with H. L. Kreuder's
Jack Banrierman (Billy—Kate).
Guy D. Welton's Joe (Billy—Kate) with Pottinger Dorsey's Wan-

derer (Lee—Fairy).
Middleton Kennels' Snow (Stormy—Lee) with H. L. Kreuder's Gray-

burn Daisy.
Pottinger Dorsey's Buck (Tecumseh—Mary) with Waldingfleld Ken-

nels' Lufra (Orator—Lonesome).
Second Series.

Joe with Buck.
Snow with Wanderer.
Fanny Racer with Vick R.

Third Series.

Snow with Wanderer.
Wanderer with Viek R.
Middleton Kennels' Snow first, Pottinger Dorsey's Wanderer second.

Forest Beagle Kennels' Vick R. third, Pottinger Dorsey's Buck re-

serve.
Class B.

'

For dogs and bitches, all ages, 13in. and under, that have not been
placed first in any ciass at field trials held by N. B. C. First prize $30,
second §20, third SIO.

First Series.

Glenrose Beagle Kennels' Little Lee (Fitzhugh Lee—Dill) with For-
est Beagle Kennels' Gypsey Forest )Frank Forest—Sue Forest).

H. Mann's Ina (Dan—Jolly) with Middleton Kennels' Adam (Sport-
Trill).

H. L. Kreuder's Ch. Lou (Keno—Fly) with Pottinger Dorsey's Pade
(Ned—Flora).
Glenrose Beagle Kennels' Mollie Dean (Sam—Baby Dean) with

George F. Reed's Spot R. (Kennerly's Lee—Skip).
Second Series.

Pade with Spot R.
Gypsy Forest with Lou.
Dorsey's Pade, first; Geo. F. Reed's Spot R., second; Forest Beagle

Kennels" Gypsy Forest, third; H. L. Kreuder's Ch. Lou, reserve.

The Derby.
For dogs and bitches, 15in. and under, whelped on or after January

1, 1892. First prize, S20; second prize, $10,

First Series.

H. L. Kreuder's Lee U. (Fitzhugh Lee—June Rose), April, loith

Forest Beagle Kennels' Cho (Bannerman—champion Twintwo), March
35.

H. L. Kreuder's Queen of the Forest (Fitzhugh Lee—Una), Septem-
ber, vnth Glenrose Beagle Kennels' Mollie Dean (Sam—Baby Dean),
Jan. 15.

W. H. Hyland's Bill Nye n. (Rip Van Winkle—Queen Nellie). July
17, with H. L. Kreuder's Blanche (Fitzhugh Lee—Una), September.
Glenrose Beagle Kennels' Little Lee (Fitzhugh Lee—Dill), June 24,

a bye.
Second Series.

Mollie Dean with Bill Nye 11.

Blanche with BiU Nye II.

Glenrose Beagle Kennels' Mollie Dean fli'st, H. L. Krueder's Blanche
and W. H. Hyland's BiU Nye II. divide second. Reserve withheld.

H. W. L.

The Winners.
Snow is a bitch well known on the bench, where she has

won several prizes; she has markings on head but body is

nearly all white. Wanderer is a heavily-marked bitch of
fine build and not so large as Snow. Vick is a well-made,
good-sized bitch, bit big in head and body, nicely marked.
Buck is also a fairly well-made dog, heavily marked with
black. Among the little ones Lou and Shot R. are easily
first in regard to build and style, and both are about the
same size. Shot R. had the straighter forelegs; would be a
winner tu almost any company. Gypsey Forest is a stoutly-
made, prettily-marked bitch, longer in body than the others.
Mollie Dean is a blue-mottled bitch of racy build, little long
in body and not deep enough. Blanche and Bill Nye 11. are
prettily- marked, well-grown beagles, and will come near the
limit in height. Pade shows a mixture of basset, dachshund
and beagle, is a low-set, heavy-chested, long-bodied dog,
with arch of loin and quarters very much on the basset or
dachshund form, A rough sketch shows the type of dog he
is. His color is a sort of dirty fawn shot with dark hair, flat

ears and longish head, and forelegs have almost a crook.

The Pade Protest.

The National Beagle Club has been singularly free from
even a suspicion of unpleasantness during the three trials
they have brought off, and it is particularly regrettable that
anything should have occurred to mar the good feeling with
which we all took this year's trials. The objection to Mr. P.
Dorsey's Pade, who was adjudged the winner of the under
ISin. class, seems to have been made on good grounds, but
unfortunately rather late in the day. If there was doubt
about the dog's status as a beagle, action should have been
taken by the field trial committee when the dogs were meas-
ured for the different stakes on the first day. This was not
done, but two -^vrongs do not make a right, and of course we
can pass no opinion here as to the merits of the case, as it is

still s'ub judice.
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Eoyal Crest Maybrook Ken-

)

nels' b b Miss Dollar n. (Eden
]

Castle—Miss Harknes)

R. S. Howard's f b Elsie (Ax-{
kansas Traveler—Fanny)

St. Patrick Kennels' bk w d j

Border RufiSan (Dingwall-
Miss Kitten)

Ketcbum (Major-Clipper).

A. Massey's be w d O'Rorke
(Prince Patrick—Rose Mac-
pherson).

(Royal Crest Maybrook Ken-

Western Kansas Coursing Meeting.

Otjk report of fhis meeting held at Loti, Kaasas, Oct. 24,

did not arrive in time for last week's issue, and contains

little more than the summary -whicli follows. The meeting
seems to have created considerable local interest, but the

Eastern dogs failed to run into the finals. Miss Dollar III.

and Royal Crest did fairly well and the owner of Drytime
should not be disappointed in the poor showing she made.
She should not have been slipped so soon after Goodland
meeting. A number of well Icnown coursers were present,

including Dr. Van Hummell, whose partner, Mr. J. R.

Cochran, was slipping; D. C. Luse, A. C. Bradbury, Goodland
Kennels owners, the president, R. S. Howard and Mr. E. H.
Mulcaster, who judged satisfactorily.

The attendance was quite good for a small meeting and
everything passed off nicely. The club's secretary is Mr. W.
O. Allplin, and he, with Mr. Howard, had the management
of the whole affair, and did their work well. The summary
follows:

Leoti Stakes.

Sixteen greyhounds of all ages at SIO each, 50% to winner and 25^ to

runner up, ISJ^^.each to next two doKS.

First Bound.
( American Coursing Kennels'

beat -{ bd w bitch Belle of Eltham
(

(Jester—Bit of Fashion).
( Royal Crest Maybrook Ken-

beat < nels' f b Drytime (Britain

/ Still—Haytime).
( A. Massey (ns. D. Grey's) f w

beat < b What Care I (Trales—
.........^ (

Lightning).

S. W. Vidler's bd b Buenarita \ i J
A. Massey (ns. S. Airhart's) bd

(Norwegian—Bueneritero) f
i?'°f-'>v,"rv, rM=.-!n,._p.imr.pr^

American Coursing Kennels')
(ns. F. B. Coyne's) bk w d I ^ y.

Willis H. (Lights of London f
"^"^

-Nell) j

Qoodland Kennels' be b Re- )
,

-

nella (Walnut — Humming V beat < nels' bk d Greenshine (Mul-

Bird) ) ( lingar—Greenfinch HL).
GoodlandKennels'w bd b Rhea ) ( St. Patrick Kennels' bk w b
(Major Glendyne — Daisy >• beat { Bonnie Belle (Dingwall —
Dublin) ( Miss Kitten).

Royal Crest Maybrook Ken- ) Goodland Kennels' w bk d
nels' bk d P^yal Crest V beat { Rear Adnairal (Major Glen-

(Greentick—Royal Rate) ) (
dyne—Lady Alice.).

Second Bound.

Miss Dollar HI. beat Elsie. Willis H. beat Renella.

Buenarita beat Border Ruffian. Rhea beat Royal Crest.

Third BovMd.

Buenarita beat Miss Dollar HI. Willis H. beat Rhea.

Deciding Course.

Mr. S. W. Vidler's bd b Buenarita and American Coursing Kennels
(ns. Mr. F. E. Cryne's) bk w d Willis H. divided.

Home Stakes.

For local greyhounds, all ages, at $5 each, 50^ to winner, 2h% to run-

ner up, laVS^ to each of the next two dogs:
R. S. Howard's f w d Bolivar beat W. O. Allphin's f b Queen.
W. O. Allphin's f d Jerry beat I. G. Noble's f d King.

Deciding Course.

Mr. R. S. Howard's Bolivar and Mr. W. O.. Allphin's Jerry divided.

Cowly County Meet.

Tbk second annual meeting of the Cowly Cotmty Coursing
Association was held at Winfield, Kansas, Oct. 31. A full

report will be given in our next issue. The running resulted

as follows:
The Winfield Cup.

Open stake for 16 or more greyhounds, entrance fee $10, winner 50

per cent, of entrance and $75 cash donated by the citizens of Winfield,

the runner up 25 per cent., third dog to receive 15 per cent., and fourth

dog 10 per cent, of entrance money:
^ X , / o ^T,vlI,,.'.,^ ) ( D. M. Ridle's white and fawn

D. C,Luse's (nsS. W. V.dlers)(. ^g^^ J bitch Lady Maud (late
Maudy Luse).brindle bitch Bupnarita

D.M.Sidle's fawn dog Laughed I J D C. Luse's white and brown
At ) ^^'^M ^ bi'ch Lady Cleveland.

^

F. D. Coyne's black dog

D. C. Luse's Living Yet, a liye.

Buenarita beat Laughed At.

, „„t I
J. R. Ballard's (ns D. C. Luse)

I

''^"'^
1 Nettlefleld.

'

Willis H. beat Living Yet.

HI.

Final Course.

c tT-.ii^'^ 1, T3„^„o^if o 1 ) F. B. Coyne's bk and w d Wil-

^?^T-^'^^^^^^ alfHV^^ \ beat y lis H. (Lights o' London-
(Norwegian-Buenaritero)

] [ Nell) and won.

County Stake.

For dogs owned by resident members only, entrance $2 50. Winner
+0 receive 50;^ of the entrance money, runner up 25%, third to receive

15^ and fourth 10^ of entrance money.
S. S. Raper's black bitch Juli- 1 , j Ricks & Smiths black bitch

ette ( I
Dinah's Pickaninny.

John Weakly's black dog
I t,„„j ( D. S. Hanna'a brindle dog

Lightfoot f
"^"^

) Jack.
C. C. Stevens's brindle bitch 1 . 1 D. S. Hanna's black bitch
Skip f "I Dicky.

E. B. Condit's fawn bitch
| \ E. A. Fisher's bitch Lady

Zip. f
"'^"'^

I Grace.
James Ramsev's fawn and j . „„j \ D. S H.«inna's black and white
white bitch Goldie. i ) dog Jerry.

John Weakly's red dog Gold- 1 , . ( A E. Johnson's brindle dog
dust \ 'I Jo Jo.

Jas. Ramsey's brindle bitch [ j^^„. ( E. P. Condit's fawn dog
Fanny ("

"^""^
) Pedro.

Ricks & Smith's black and 1 j,„„f^ ! D O. Miller's brindle bitch
white bitch Sailor Maud f ) Minnie,
Frank Sidler's white and black | , . I Jas. Ramsey's white and black
bitch Witch Hazel f

"^"^
1 dog Bob

Jas. Ramsey's red bitch Me- 1 f,„„^ l C. C. Stevens's white and black
teor ( 1 bitch Snowball.

n.

Lightfoot beat .lullette.

Skip beat Yip.
Golddust, a bye, Jerry drawn.

Sailor Maud beat Fanny.
U itch Hazel beat Meteor.

III.

Witch Hazel, a bye.Lightfoot beat Skip.
Golddust beat Sailor Maud.

Final Conr.^e.

John Weakly's red dog Golddust (Jack—Minnie), beat Frank Sidle's
white and black bitch Witch Hazel (Bob—Unknown), and won.

• • •

Quality of Courage.
Editor Forest and Stnam:

I have read the articles in a Chicago contemporary upon
the "Quality of Courage," and was much edified at the man-
ner in which Foi;est and Stream disposed of their sophis-
tries with regard to the quality of courage in bird dogs. Let
me add some data gathered from experience with foxhounds.
It is not exactly clear what the writer of those articles was
driving at, but I gather a hazy idea that courage is a very
undesirable qualification in a dog. With pedantic pessimism
he asserts "Courage is the genius of the sulks," and he
attributes to high courage the inability of race horses to
repeat.
"Courage is in the nature of a stimulus, and like artificial

stimulants it fails when the contestant begins to feel the
eftlect of exhaustion. Indeed, if it asserts itself at all, when
it might be useful it is only in resisting the wishes of the
handler, and it matters not whether it be in dog, horse, or
man."
The one qualification that distinguishes the Kentucky fox-

hound, that has given him the national reputation he now
enjoys, that has been bred in him for generations and is as
characteristic of him and as true a test of the thoroughbred

as gameness in a game chicken, is courage. No matter what
his extremity, no matter how lon^ and arduous the'chase,
how great his weariness, he will still strive, however feeble
his endeavors be. His pace may be slow, it will be forgiven
him; but let him show the white feather, quit in the chase,
and his life will pay the forfeit. I know of no more serious
misfortune that could befall a Kentucky fox hunter at a
Kentucky meet than to have his dog fail in this crucial test
and brand himself a quitter. The question that instanter
arises is what is his breeding, where is the outcross, for a
cold cross there must be somewhere. No thoroughbred if

physically capable will ever lack the moral quality of cour-
age. This is the distinguishing trait of the Kentucky fox-
hound. I know of no other that possesses it in such an emi-
nent degree.
We have had the Birdsong, the July and the best of the

Southern flyers, and it is a conceded fact that they cannot
stand in competition with the Kentucky foxhound the test

of enduring courage. They are sprinters. They are light of
muscle and build, of the greyhound type, and are perhaps
the best for their country, but where bard going and long
running is the rule they are physically unable to stay the
pace the Kentucky dogs set day after day.
So far from courage failing a dog at the moment of exhaus-

tion, it is then that the quality of courage demonstrates
itself. It does not take courage to keep a dog in the chase
when fresh and full of redundant energy. It is when the
muscles tire, when the feet ate sore, when weariness and
exhaustion come, it is then that high courage spurs him on
to oblivion of his ills and animates him to those wonderful
exhibitions of endurance that no other animal on earth can
parallel.
Only to-day a fox hunter of the old school who has passed

the biblical limit of life was recalling the exploits of the late
John Shanklin's Tap. Day after d.ay Shanklin called upon
his dogs to make not one chase, but to close the run on
three or four red foxes before he considered the day suffi-

ciently rounded out. And many a morning, my mentor tells

me, he has seen Shanklin take old Tap, who vvas physically
incapable of moving, upon his horse and carry him on the
saddle until some of the fresher and younger' dogs opened,
when he would throw old Tap down, and at the sound, fired

by that high and indomitable courage which triumphs over
physical ills, the old dog would crawl away, limbering his
stiffened limbs, until when the fox was up he would get
away in the front flight,'never to flag again that day. He
was the great grand .sire of a worthy descendant in the
SpringknoU pack who bears his name. Last winter the
younger Tap was caught in a steel trap and his right fore-
foot terribly mutilated, the flesh being torn to the bones and
the toes simply hanging. The next morning after finding him
his whole leg was inflamed and swollen, and no fear was
entertained of his following, but he was chained for conve-
nience in doctoring him. He slipped the collar, and overtak-
ing us went into the chase on three legs and stayed to the
finish. Next day, as may be imagined, the dog's sufferings
were intense. He was fastened in the kennel, but deliber-
ately dug out through a hard clay floor. If he only dug
with one foot he must have sustained his weight on the
mutilated member. There were several inches of snow on
the ground and that dog ran in half a dozen chases with that
foot, leaving a trail of blood behind him. It is the quality of
courage in such dogs that endear them to us. It is the pro-
duct of many generations of careful breeding, and it is in-

digenous to the strain. If it be an undesirable quality then
we and our fathers before us have labored in vain. For it

is our creed that gameness is the sine qua nnn of the red
foxhound. FRAilCis J. Ha&AN.
Louisville, Ky., Oct. 20.

• • • •

Coursing at Corsicana, Tex.

A PE'SV items of interest that Mr. C. L. Witherspoon, secre-
tary of the Corsicana Coursing Club, sends us may be of use
to some of our readers. Corsicana is a town of about 11,000
people, situated in Navarro county, and about fifty miles
from Dallas, also about the same distance from Waco and
Fort Worth. He says: "We have a fine country around and
we have some good coursing grounds, although we are fenced
up considerably with barb wire. Our main coursing ground
is situated some three and a half miles from town. It is

three miles square and level, with plenty of jacks. Our
people seem to take more interest than we expected, and T

think our prospect for success is fine. The stake is for all-

age greyhounds raised in the State. We did this in order to
get the" Texas people to take interest in it before in^dting
others. We shall have a meeting in February, to which we
invite all comers, and especially the Kansas coursers."

Northwestern Beagle Club Trials.

The report by Mr. Waters of the trials at Whitewater,
Wis., has come to hand too late for publication this week.
It will be given in our next issue. The trials were highly
successful. The winners were in the Derby: First, Dilling-
ham & Rammele's Mayfly; second, G. A. Buckstalf's Ilwaco;
third, divided by Louis SifHo's Tony W. and E. Bender's
Little Cooney Duke. All-age stake: First, Ilwaco; second,
Dillingham & Rammele's Bose; third, G. A. Buckstalf's

Royal Rover. Champion class: Mayfly.

• a • •

HUNTING AND COURSING NOTES.

The following item from Mr. T. B. Bartels will be of in-
terest to coursing men. He writes as follows: "As you
probably know Boomerang hurt his fore leg while at
(Joodland before meeting Princess May. I thought two or
three days' rest would (fix it up, but such was not the case.
I have nursed it ever since the meeting. This morning I was
obliged to have Dr. Bock fire it. He put about lo points in it

and then a strong blister on top of that. I shall do nothing
with him until the spring meetings, at which time I hope he
will be as good as ever."

• • • •

Mr. H. L. Kreuder leased about a half mile square of rough
land about a mile from Nauuet during the Beagle Club
trials last week. He takes ib for five years, and as this piece
includes the swamp below Mac's Hillside and is the very best
rabbit country round there under protection, it is very likely
that he will nave rare sport by next year, and if the club
elects to hold their trials on these grounds next year there
should be lots of fun, as rabbits will be thick by that time.
We should advise Mr. Kreuder to have runways cut through
it; they would make it easer to follow the dogs and alford
more opportunities to get "pop" shots at the game as it

crossed.

See advertisement on another page of "American Big Game
Hunting," the Book of the Boone and Crockett Club, which
has just been issued. Every big game hunter and. rifleman
in this or any other countj-j .should have a copy.

The Fife Cutter Sigrun.
The conditions in Germany are hardly favorable to the development

of yachting, the sea coast on the Baltic and the North Sea, the only
available yachting water, is at a distance from the larger and wealthier
cities to which yachting must naturally look for its chief support, and
the rivers and inland waters afford a very limited sailing ground, even
for centerboard sailing boats of the American type. In spite of
natural disadvantages,however, yachting is firmly established through-
out the Empire, and of late in particular it is benefited by the patron-
age of the Emperor himself, a keen and enthusiastic yachtsman. The
formation of the new Imperial Yacht Olub, at Kiel, with the pm-chase
by the Emperor of the Thistle, now Meteor, and the building of the
<JO-rater Irene for Prince Henry, his brother, has given a stimulus to
yachting and yaclit racing that is likely to have a permanent effect.

The accompanying cuts, for which we are indebted to our enter-
prising German conteoiporary, Wassersport, show one of the later
additions to the fleet, a racing cutter owned by Captain Rittmeyer.
The design was originally published in the year book of the Imperial
Y. C, but the cuts here shown were made for the Wasse^sjjort, which
has very kindly furnished us with dupUcates.
Sigrun is a racing cutter of modern type, designed by Mr. Wiil Fife,

.Jr., and in form is fully up to the most advanced ideas prevailing at
the time the design was made, the winter of 1891-2, the yacht having
been launched in the spring and raced with success during the seasons
of 1892-3. The design is specially interesting as a step from the older
type of cutter toward the fln-Ueel, and also from the remarkably
light construction, no less than 64 ijer cent of the displacement being
carried in ballast. The details of cost, construction and dimensions
are given fully in the Wassersport as follows:

DIMENSIONS AUD ELEMENTS.
Length over all 36ft. lOin.

l.w.l 24ft. Sin.

Beam, extreme 6ft. 5in.

l.w.l 6ft. UvD.
Draft 5ft. 7m.
Displacement, long tons 3.94
Ballast, lead keel 3 55
Ratio of ballast to displacement 64s{

Spars.

Ft. In.

Mast, deck to hounds 21

hounds to truck. .... ,10 8

diam. at deck 5U
hounds 5}^

Bowsprit, beyond l.w.l .12 4
diam i%

Boom 38 4

Sails.

Boom, diam..
GafiE . ;

diam. . .

.

Ft. Id.

TopsaU yards \%t

151

Cost.

Design 895 00 Carving ,,..,."...>... f9 50

Hull and spars 570 00 Sails 186 00

Lead keel and bolts S40 00 Blocks and rigging 90 60

Iron work 105 00 Equipment, flags, etc. ... 48 50
Painting 80 00
Coppering 83 50 Total cost .....$1,404 00

The cost is not very different from the 25ft. sailing length cutters,

such as Nameless and Needle, built about New York.
The yacht is fitted up simply for racing, with a small cockpit aft

and a companionway in the flush deck, the interior not being finished

for cruising. The keel and keelson are of oak, the former i^in.
thick and shaped to the lines of the hull; the latter d^in. deep, i'Um.
•wide at the middle and tapering to 3%m. at the ends. The deadwoods
are of oak, SJ^in. thick. The frames are sawn and bent in alternation,

the former sided 1 ^, moulded 214 at heels and IJ^ at heads, spaced
Min.; the latter I14 by between each pair of sawn frames. There
are five floor knees of angle steel, 2X2XWa., with arms 20in. long.

The planking is lin. thick, the five lower planks of pitch pine, the top
sides of European yedow pine, similar to American white pine and
the sheerstrake of mahogany. The beam clamp is 5xl'4in. and the
beams are spaced from 14 to ISio., to fit in with the positions of the
deck openings. The partners are specially reinforced. The deck is of
2|^in. thickness. Near the mast are holes through which the halliards

lead below, where they are made fast. The scale of the drawing is in

meters.

Vigilant and Valkyrie.
The erroneous impression that a centerboard adds to the stability

of a vessel has many times been dealt with in oUr columns; but it is

not surprising to see it coming to the surface again amid the numhef
of absurd ideas which have been published about English and Amer-
ican yachts during the contests for the America Cup. Of all these ab-
surdities, the most mischievous of the delusions abr)Ut the cen»6r-
board is one relating to the eflPeet of a centerboard oh stability, espe-
cially when we find it presented in this circumstantial formr
"Then she (Vigilant) has a larger sail area, which she is enabled to

carry safely by means of the movable fin or centerboard, which gives
her a stiflness only obtained by the English yacht at the cost of an
immense weight of lead affixed to her keel. Finally, when she does
not need stiffness, the fin is taken up and the frictional area is re-

duced, while with the fixed keel the area of opposing surface must
remain, even when a large portion of it could be safely dispensed
with.'' What a centerboard Will do is to make the process of heeling
slower; but if the wind force is sufficient to heel the boat to, say 40°,

she will go to that angle, board or no board. Also, for the same rea-
son that the heeling is slower when the board is down, so will be the
righting slower, and this fact used to be very apparent sometimes in

the old-fashioned Unas or catboats, with their cumbersome boards. It
might also happen in any sized yacht in a strong breeze, and, instead
of making her appear stiff, would have the effect of making her seem
crank and dangerous.
"The reason why a board makes the heeling slower is simply because

it has to move a quantity of water, which, of course would not have
to be moved if the board were housed. It should also be remembered
that a board, if made of wood which will float, will exercise an active
upsetting tendency when the boat is heeling, as its exertion will "be

to come to the surface. If, on the other hand, the 'board' is made of
metal it wfll have some effect in lowering the center of gravity when
it is down, and will thus add to atabihty according to the weight of
the plate and the distance it is lowered; but in the case of a plate hke
the Vigilantes, weighing about three tons, the effect would be very
trifUng, and when the contra effect of the fittings and gear used in
working the plate is calculated, the addition to the stabihty would be
about nil.

"Of course, a plate could be made heavy enough to produce a sen-
sible addition to the stability when lowered, but the time when it
would be most wanted for that purpose—on a close reach—would also
be the time when it would be most desirable to have it up to reduce
the surface friction, and, when up, it would have the effect
of decreasing stability to the same extent that it would increase
it when lowered. It is simply idle to attribute any of the Vigilant's
success to her centerplate. She is an enormously xjowerful vessel,
and these qualities are due to her great beam, great draft of water,
and the low position in which, by that reason, she is able to carry her
eighty tons of lead ballast.
"In considering the power of Vigilant, it is interesting to note that

her great beam was utilized for perching a numerous crew on the
weather-covering board as live ballast. Of course, this is an old-
fashioned device, and one that does not much commend itself to Eng-
lish yachtsmen; but, if the crew has to be on board, the undoubted
best place for them to be arranged is as far as possible to windward.
Still, if they are carried as mere 'weight.' the weight had better be in
the form of lead ballast and stowed in the keel ballast box. Some pull
could, however, be obtained in the length of waterline by using live
ballast. VigUant is reported to have had seventy men on deck during
her matches, and we suppose that not more than forty of these would
be required to work the yacht. The other thirty would weigh about
two tons, which would immerse the VigOant about three-quarters of
an inch and increase her loadilne length perhaps three inches. This
might be an advantage, but we should still prefer the weight (if had to
be carried) in the form of lead ballast.
"There is another point of view from which to regard this matter.

A deck load of men m a sea may greatly interfere with a vessel's good
performance, and under such condition the equivalent weight in lead
ballast, instead of the men carried as live ballast, would be an euoi--
mous advantage. At any rate, the big crew of the Vigilant does not
appear to have availed her much in. her trial to windward in $1 reef-
eaU breeze."'—Field.
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RACING CUTTER SIGRUN

—

-Designed by Will Flfe, Jr., 1893.

YACHT NEWS NOTES.
Our New Orleans correspondent, "Anodrac," writes: I have

learned that the great and fast catboat, Edna H, of Biloxi. Miss , was
completely wrecked in the recent cyclone that visited the Gulf Coast.

Secretaries of canoe clubs are requested to send to Forest and
Stream their addresses, with name, membership, signal, etc., of their
clubs, and also notices in advance of meetings and races, and report of
the same. Canoeists and all interested in canoeing are requested to
forward to Forest and Stream their addresses, with logs of cruises,
maps, and information concerning their local waters, drawings or
descnptionB of boats and fittings, and all items relating to the sport.

THE A. C. A. EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.

Annual Meeting, Nov. 4, 1893.
The present year marks the close of the first full series of meets in

the four divisions of the American Canoe Association. The scheme of
divisions of the one existing body was first begun in 1886, but ic was
not untU two years later that the fourth division, the Atlantic, was
formed, and though the meets of 1888 and 1889 were nominally held
under the new sj'Stem in the Central and Northern Divisions respec-
tively, as a matter of fact the real inauguration of the scbeme of a
meet m turn in each division dates from^l890, when for the first time
the inland waters, the St Lawrence. Lake George and Lake Cham-
plain, were abandoned for theseacoast and salt water. While the di
vision scheme has been followed ever since, a certain departure has
been made in holding one meet outside of the territory of the division,
and also of holding two successive meets in the same place, Wills-
borough Point, in the Central Division, though practically on the
boundary line between it and the Eastern.
While opinions difl'er as to the success of the whole scheme of meets

in the various divisions in rotation, it is safe to say that the expecta-
tions of the originators of the scheme have by no means been realized,
and such serious objections have developed in the practical lest, that
there is now a strong and growing feeling infavorof the abandonment
of an import-ant pai-t of the division scheme, and the selection of a cen-
tral camp ground which shall be used for an indefinite time, until cir-

cumstances dictate a change of location.
The question has been discussed this year, but, as the rules stand,

there ai-e some obstacles in the way, even if such a course were gener-
ally desired ; and there is also a very strong feeling on the part of a
number of the members In favor of a meet near New York city.
The chief business of the executive committee at the annual meet-

ing held last week was the selection of a site, but the circumstances
were such that a final decision by the committee was impossible at
that time and the location of tfit- next camp i< not yet known, ihougti
there is every probabiUt j- that it will be at Crolou Point, on the Hud-

son River, just above Sing Sing, New York. Like the previous meet
ing in the Atlantic Division in 1889, the meeting of 1893 was called at
Clark's restaurant, in New York, for Saturday, Nov. 4. The members
of the A. C. A. executive committee, including the general oSicers of
the Association and the division executive committees, are as follows,
those present being marked thus *:

* Commodore, Irving V. Dorland, Arlington.
* Sec'y-Treas., Geo. A. Douglass, Newark.
* Librarian, W. P. Stephens, Bayonne.
Eastern Division: * Vice-Corn., E. H. Barney, Springfield; * Rear-

Com., C. F. Shuster. Jr., Holyoke; * Purser, E. C. Knappe, Springfield;
* Ex. Com., G. L. Parmele, Hartford; * Paul Butler, Lowell; * R. Ap-
polonio, Winchester.
Atlantic Division: * Vice Com., C. V. Schuyler, New York; * Rear-

Com., Barron Fredricks, Newark; Purser, P. L. Dunnell, Brooklyn;
* Ex. Com., J. R. Lake, New York; F. W. Noyes, Philadelphia; * J. K.
Hand, New York.
Central Division: * Vice-Corn., W. C. Witherbee, Port Henry; *Rear-

Com., 0. G. Belman, Amsterdam; Purser, C. E. Cragg, Port Henry;
* Ex. Com., C. V. Winne. Albany; W. R. Huntington, Rome.
Northern Division: Vice-Com., H. M. Molson, Montreal; * Rear-

Corn., George Schofield, Peterboro; Purser, H. R. Tilly, Toronto; Ex.
Com., W. H. Macnee, Kingston; W. L. Scott, Ottawa: C. E. Archbald,
Montreal
Mr. Noyes was not present, but was represented by Mr. R. H. Peebles.
Saturday was one of the most unpleasant days of the fall, a very

heavy rain fahing steadily all through the day and evening. Those
who once reached the friendly shelter of Clarke's were glad to stay
within it as much as possible, and one continuous session was held
from about 10 o'clock until 6 P. M., a great deal of business being
transacted in a very complete and satisfactory manner. Besides the
executive committee there were present Messrs. Whitlock, Wilkin and
other A. C. A. members, and, apart from the immediate business
which appears on the minutes, the affairs and prospects of the Asso-
ciation were very thoroughly discussed.
Before the meeting was called to order Com. Dorland appointed a

special committee, Messrs. Wilkin, Stephens, Douglas, Schofield and
Butler, to arrange and formulate the various proposals for amend-
ments to the racing rules, these proposals not being presented in such
shape that they could be voted on.
The first business of the meeting when it was finally called to order

was the report from the retiring Sec'y-treas , Mr. R. Easton Burns,
and also the report of the regatta committee.
Contrary to the usual procedure, by which the amendments to the

racing rules are taken up after all other business toward the end of
the meeting. Com. Dorland called for the reports of the retiring
regatta committee and of the special committee at once, and both were
read.
The first amendment proposed was to the "one man, one canoe"

rule, a question having arisen this year over the right of a man to use
more than one canoe in the races, other than the paddling trophy. A
reference to the Year Book disclosed the fact that the second clause
of Rule n., prohibiting the use of more than one canoe except when
specified in the regatta programme, was no longer in the book; though,
so far as we have been able to learn, there is no record or recollection
of the rule having been legally changed. After discussion, it was de-
cided that, in view of the changes in racing since the original rule was
iramed in 1SS4, and of the fact that the conditions which called out the
rule no longer existed, there was no necessity of amending the present

reading, which does not prohibit the use of more than one canoe; and
that a member may in the future enter as many canoes as he may wish
to in the various events.
The next amendment related to Rule V., the record races, two of

the canoes entered this year having carried standing rigs, which were
unshipped and shipped at each turn of the comoined race. Both
canoes were disqualified by the regatta committee at the time, the
common understanding and the established custom being that a hoist-
ing and lowering rig must be used in the combined race, and in order
to prevent dispute in the future the committee recommended a posi-
tive statement to that effect in the rules. After discussion it was de-
cided to insert after the third clause of Rule V. a clause to the follow-
ing effect: The same canoe and rig shall be used in each of the three
record races, and the rig must be fitted to hoist and lower practically.
The existing conditions are not altered by this addition, as the prac-
tice in the past has been in accordance with it. It refers, of course,
only to the three record races.
The next proposed amendment related to Rule IX., the change pro-

posed being to admit of an appeal to the executive committee
from a unanimous vote of the regatta committee, such
appeal being now permitted only in case the regatta committee
is not unanimous in its decision on an appeal- A lengthy discussion
followed, bearing less on the matter in hand than on the question of
any appeal at all from the decision of the regatta committee to the
executive committee, in the course of which the original proposition
was entirely lost sight of. Finally Mr. Winne moved to amend the
motion originally made, to adopt the amendment as proposed by the
special committee, by adding the following words, "which shall con-
sider and decide the same immediately." The result of this amend-
ment to the original motion would be that an appeal might be made
to the executive committee, whether the decision of the regatta com-
mittee were unanimous or otherwise, and that the executive commit-
tee must meet in camp and make an immediate decision. Mr. Appol-
lonio then moved to amend Mr. Winne's motion, making it apply to
the rule as it now stands, and also demanding the deposit of a dollar
with the second appeal; and this motion was finally carried.
In this connection the committee recommended som« minor changes

of the rule to correct some obvious errors, and they were adopted, the
rule as finally adopted reading as follows: Rule IX.—Should the
owner of any canoe duly entered for a race, consider that he has fair
ground of complaint against another, he must give notice of same to
the Regatta Committee; and must present the same in writing to the
Regatta Committee within one hour The sum of one dollar shall be
deposited with each protest, to be forfeited to the Association should
the protest not be sustained. The Regatta Committee shall, after
hearing such evidence as they may deem neccessary, decide the appeal;
and the decision, if unanimous, shall be final; but, if not unanimous, an
appeal may be made to the Executive Committee, which shall con-
sider and decide the question immediately ; and whose decision shall
be final. The sum of one. dollar shall be deposited with the second
appeal also." The final clause of the rule stands as before.
The next amendment proposed was to Hule XII., permitting back

strokes of the paddle, but it was not adopted. Rule XIX. was amended
by dropping the words, "with the wind free," correcting an obvious
inconsistency in the existing wording.
The question of a positive decision as to the awarding of a record

prize in the case of a tie, such as occurred this year, was brought up
and discussed, but was laid on the table.
The report of the purser of the Northern Division was read and ap-
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proved, subject to a proper audit, being ordered returned for that
purpose. In considering this report the question of division repre-
sentation came up. it beiner evident that the Northern Division had
elected more members of the executive committee than it was entitled
to—one for each 100 members, after the first 100. The membership of
the division being but 178, it was entitled to but one member instead
of three. It was moved to refer the matter to the division committee
to decide which of the three should be retained.
The report of the purser of the Central Division was then read and

referred back as incorrect and not audited. A majority of the division
committee being present, they decided to retain Mr. Winne as the sole
representative to which the division is legally entitled.
The report of the Purser of the Atlantic Division was then read.

The question was raised that the Atlantic Division was not paying to
the A. C. A. the legal proportion of its receipts; but on reference to
the Constitution it was found that such was not the case, and the
report was accepted. After a further discussion of the question of
representation, in the course of which several proposals were offered
but not adopted, it was decided to refer the matter to the division com-
mittee, and during the recess a little later a meeting of the committee
was held at which Mr. Hand withdrew, leaving the leg-al number of
representatives. The report of the purser of the Eastern Divi.sion was
then read and accepted.
The following motion was adopted; It is the sense of this meeting

that the financial membership reports of the pursers, as submitted to
the executive committee at the November meeting, shall be the basis
For the election of the Division executive committees for the following
year. The amendment proposing a board of governors was taken up
but laid on the table.
The matter of electing associate members was then taken up, Vice-

'Com. Schuyler offering the following motion: It is the sense of this
meeting that no associate member shall be elected who has not at-
tended one general and one Division meet. The motion was lost by a
vote of 9 to 5, after which the following ladies were elected associate
members; Miss E. Pauline Johnson, Miss Constance Braine, Mrs. A.
Arnois, Miss Lou Bond, Mrs. Howard Gray, Mrs. C. G. Belman.
The next question discussed was that of the date for the meet of

1894, and Com. Dorland made the suggestion that July be selected in
place of August. The suggestion was very favorably received, and on
motion of Dr. Parmele it was decided to begin the meet on July 13.

The question of a two or three-weeks' camp was then discussed, the
former time being decided on.
The question of location was then taken up, and after some prelim-

inary discussion an informal vote was taken, the majority being in
favor of a meet in the Atlantic Division, and most of them naming
Croton Point. The only other site in the division which was seriously
discussed was Chimmons Island, and a letter was read from the owner,
Mr. Warren E. Smith, making a very liberal offer; but in the opinion
of all who had visited the island it was not suitable for an A. C. A.
meet.
After a full discussion of the question, in which it was stated that

Croton Point possessed many advantages and was practically the
only available site within the division. At the same time the officers
had not been able thus far to obtain permission to hold the meet there,
and pending such permission no final decision was possible. A motion
was made that the selection be left to camp site committee and the
executive committee of the Atlantic Division, but finally the matter
was left to the executive committee of the Atlantic Division.
A motion by Mr. Lake, that a committee be appointed by the com-

modore to consider the question of a permanent site for the A. C. A.,
to report to the executive committee at the meeting in camp next
year, was carried after a long discussion in which the two sides of the
question of a permanent or semi-permanent camp vs. a camp in each
division in turn was warmly debated. The motion was finally
carried.
The amendment proposed by Mr. Wilkin, creating a board of gover-

nors, was then taken up and discussed at length, the opinions gener-
ally being in its favor. A number of questions were asked as to the
exact details of the plan and its probable working, and it was finally
carried unanimously as follows:

BOARD OF GOVERNORS.

Board of Governors.—Awv. IV., Sko. 4. The executive committee of
each division, as soon after the passage of this section as convenient,
shall elect one member of that division to serve on the board of
governors of the association, whose duty it shall be to have general
control of the association.
The board of governors at their first meeting shaU by lot determine

their terms of ofRce, one to retire on Nov. 1, 1894, one on Nov. 1, 1895,
one on Nov. 1. 1896 and one on Nov. 1, 1897, and thereafter all mem-
bers shall be elected in each division at its annual meeting in the same
manner as its other officers, and their terms of office shall be four
years or until their successors are elected. The commodore shall be a
member ex-offido.
Duties.—Q-EG. 5. It shall be the duty of the board of governors to

appropriate and apportion suitable sums to the officers and commit-
tees for necessary expenses for the running of the association and the
meets, etc., from the finances in the hands of the secretary-treasurer.
They shall hear and determine all questions of dispute on appeal from
the decisions of the regatta or executive committees when referred
to them.
Quorum.—Bec. 6. At all meetings of the board of governors thi-ee

shall constitute a quorum, but in the event of the absence of any
member, the executive committee of the same division from which he
comes may select any member to represent him during his disability
only, and in the event of a vacancy occurring, the same shall be filled
for the unexpired term by the active members of the division in the
same manner as for a full term.
Meetings.—Sbc. 7. The stated meetings of the board of governors

shall be held during the annual meeting of the association in August,
and at the annual meeting of the executive committee in November,
but special meetings may be held at any other time and place at the
call of the president or at request of three members of the board.

Q/?icers.—Sec. 8. The officers of the board shall be president and
recorder, whose duties shall be as in other organizations and they
shall be chosen annually at the stated meeting in camp.
Art. IX., Sec. 1. Amend by adding after the word ''commodore" in

sixth line, "but no money shall be paid out in excess of the appro-
priation made by the board of governors," and substitute in sixth and
seventh lines "he shall" for "and to."
An amendment proposed by Mr. F. O Webb, of Staunton, Va., to

change the boundaries of the Atlantic Division so as to coincide more
closely with the natural watershed, was carried without discussion.
A letter was read from Mr. J. C. Massa, of the Orange C. C, suggest-
ing that the yearly receipt for A. C. A. dues be in the form of a ticket,
similar to the L. A. W. receipt, but no action was taken. Mr. Winne
offered a motion that the prize fund established in 1892, and tempor-
arily devoted to other use be re-established, which was carried. A
vote of thanks to Com. Cotton and Sec'y-Treas. Burns, was then passed
unanimously, after which the meeting adjourned.
At 7 P. M., the members came together again and others arrived to

the number of fifty, mostly from New York and the Passaic River.
A long table was spread in the large dining room, and a verv pleasant
evening followed. No speeches were made, and the proceedings were
very informal and thoroughly enjoyable. Compared with the meeting
of 1889 at the same place, the number of old members, especially from
the New York and Knickerbocker Clubs, was very small, and very
many familiar faces were absent. On Sunday, the visiting canoeists
were entertained by the various local clubs.

The Shy Boat.
Why don't the Atlantic Division grow? Many reasons are given.

Bicycles, fires, wrecks, etc., but really it is the "shy boat." Ask most
any old canoeist how he became one and he will tell you, "A friend in-
vited me to go with him in his canoe, and I liked it so well that I got a

,
canoe," or "Nessmuk, Vaux, Thetis or Jabber wrote about it and
I went cruising." But most of the Atlantic Division canoeists have
racing canoes, and it would be ridiculous to invite a friend to go
cruising with them, or to allow a novice to attempt to handle the
canoe. The waters of this Division are so well adapted to fine sailing
that we've all tried racing canoes and overdone it, and as not one man
in ten makes a good racer, many have become afraid of their "shy
boats" and large rigs, and either drop the sport altogether or go
about it in half-hearted manner, not caring to go out unless the water
is very smooth, sitting about the house or on the float, killing time, or
making excuses. Some of the older sailors, who love the water too
well to stay away from it, have gone into "Scarecrows" or canoe
yawls. The Division gets almost no new members. The Northern
Division grows, they had the meet this year, and that may have helped
them some, but the real reason is thej^ use mostly open paddling
canoes, or roomy, lightly-decked cruisers with gmalfrigs, which can
be handled by a novice without a surety of a ducking.
Boys! Look back at the cruising and sailing vou used to do when

you were afloat in ail weathers, and sailed races with less than 50ft.
of sail, when you didn't hesitate to ask any one to "come along."
Can you remember any part of your canoe life that you enjoyed as
much? Would you now invit« a novice (unless you owed him a
grudge) to try your shy boat, and would you exuect any one to become
a "canoe crank" after once trying it? If c.anoeing in this division is
to wake up and not die of dry rot the rank and file have got to get
back to cruisers, roomy, comfortable paddlers or sailers, and get new
men to come in or old ones to come back. Let's have some races
with old-fashioned "handkerchief rigs," say not over 50ft., shy boats,
open boats and cruisers together, and see if we don't have some fun.
We're in it for fun and if outsiders see we enjoy ourselves they will
want to join us. Use a canoe that is beamy and has little deck, but
lots "of room, and yotu- friend, or even your best girl, will want to go

with you, and your friend will be apt to want a canoe of his own.
Let's get back to cruisers with very small rigs and see if canoeing in
this division won't wake up. It's time. Canoe Crank.
New York, Nov. 3.

A. C. A.—Pursers' Report.
ATLANTIC DIVISION.

Receipts.

Balance from Purser F. L. Dunnell
, 8367 61

Dues, 1892 OO
Dues, 1898 .'. 246 00
Entrance fees, 1893 31 00
Regatta Committee from Poultney Bigelow ."

. 1 00
Trans. Com. for transporting canoes 66 86
Camp Site Com. sale of lumber, tent floors, etc 102 00
Camp dues \] 55 OO
Sale of Code books 1 30
Transferred to Eastern Division

, [ , ] j 00

$890 77
JBkependttures.

Sundry expenses Division meet $118 75
Regatta Committee

, 4140
Transportation Committee 188 75
Camp Site Committee 287 70
Office expenses 77 64
Paid Sec.-Treas. R. 0. Burns 30^ of entrance fees and

dues 88 80
Transfer to Eastern Division 1 oO
Balance.

, 86 73—$890 77

Membership.
Members, Nov. 11, 1892 383
New members 27
Reinstated . : 0— 27—350
Resigned 11
Transferred to Eastern Division 1

Dropped from roll 45— 57

Total membership Oct. 1, 1893 298

Assets.

Flag poles @, $2.50, stored at South Norwalk $57 50
Members unpaid dues (good) 45 00
Rebate from Regatta Committee, about 10 00

$112 50

Liabilities nothing. F. L. Dunnkli,, Purser.
Audited and found correct.

H. 0. Ward,
( A„/,ix„„„

Wm. MoK. mfiLLBH,
j- Auditors.

NORTHERN DIVISION.
JSeceipts.

Balance from 1893 $4 03
Interest : , 29
Fees from former years , 27 00
Fees of current year 242 00

$273 32
Expenditures.

Balance due A. C. A. for 1892 $8 00
Returned loan of 1892 19 00
Postage and express 8 82
Printing and stationery. 10 90
Incidentals 1 71
A. C. A. treasury 220 58
Balance 4 32—$373 32
Membership Oct. 1, 1892 126
New members 64
Members reinstated 23

87
Members dropped for non-payment of dues. . .35— 52

Membership Oct. 1. 1893
W. G. MaoKendrick, Purser.

EASTERN DIVISION.
Receipts.

Balance, Nov. 14, 1892 $31 93
Dues, 1891 1 00
Dues, 1892 3 00
Dues, 1893 340 00
Initiation fees 45 00
Camp dues, Eastern Division meet 44 00

$464 93
jExpenditures.

Stationery, postage, typewriting, etc $35 88
Printing 28 00
Subscription Forest and Stream , . 4 00
Postage on Year Books 7 26
Expenses, Eastern Division meet at Haddam Island,
June 16-19 239 36
)j« dues to to R. E. Burns, Sec'y-treas .116 70

Balance, Oct. 1, 1893 42 73—$464 93
Number of members, Nov. 14, 1892 362
New members 45
Members reinstated , 3
Transferred . , 1

Dropped for non-payment 63
Resigned 7
Died 1— 71

No. of members, Oct. 1, 1892 , 340
Audited and found correct: John D. Parker, Willlngton R. Slocum,

Auditors. Fbbd B. Lewis. Purser.

CENTRAL DIVISION.
Receipts.

By cash from W. B. Wackerhagen, Secretary $200 00
By dues of members 1893 149 00
By back dues .-

, 10 00
By initiation fees , , 13 00

$371 00
Expenditiires.

To office expenses $14 13
To R. Easton Burns, Secretary, 30^ of receipts , . . . . 80 70
To R. Easton Burns, Secretary, postage on year Ijooks. 4 88
To balance on hand Oct. 16, 1893 301 29—$371 29

Membership.
Membership Jan. 1, 1893 244
New members, 1893 12
Reinstated 1—257
Dropped for non-payment dues 6
Died 2- 8

Total membership Oct. 16, 1893 249
C. E. Wabdwell, Purser.

The building was erected in 1890 at a cost of 810,000, and was re-
garded as one of the best boat club houses in the entire country. It
was insured for .$8,500. The furniture costs $4,000 and the boats,
shells, etc., about $4,000; but this, by no means covers the entire loss.
There were private boats in the club house valued at not less than
$3,000, but the club will find its grearest loss in its relics, which included
photographs of all its officers since the club was organized on
February 18, 18.39, together with prize trophies of every description.
The total loss will not be less than $30,000.
A meeting of the club directors is being held this afternoon, at

which it is the intention to take immediate steps toward rebuilding.
President Jupp says the new building will be much larger and com-
modious than the burned huildiug.—Exchange.

The Detroit Boat Club Fire.

The Detroit Boat Club house on Belle Isle, caught Are about 3:39
o'clock Sunday morning. The wind was blowing a hurricane at the
time, and there being no protection against fire in the immediate
vicinity the club house was entirely consumed, together with its con-
tents, which included all the club's racing boats and shells, as well as
pleasure boats.
There had been a dancing party at the club house on Sunday

evening, but it broke up about 11 :30 and before midnight every person
but the janitor, Gfeorge Kidd, had left the building. Kidd, according
to his usual custom then made an inspection of the premises, put out
the grate fires and retired to bis room on the island side of the room.
He was later awakened by the appearance of flames in his room and,
jumping out of bed, he made a rush for some of the club relics, con-
sisting of old documents, photographs, etc., but he found the hallway
flhed with flames, which rendered progress impossible. Neither could
he retreat toward the island, but he succeeded in getting through one
of the reception rooms and jumped into the river. He thought
possibly he could save some of the more valuable boats, but the
moment he raised the door the flames rushed out and in less than an
hour the entire building had been burned to the water's edge. It was
the first opportunity afforded the fire boat to show what it could do
and it was found wanting. When it arrived at the fire there -frere only
a few smouldering embers, notwithstanding the flames had been seen
by tower watchmen and an alarm turned m. A fire engine was sent
across the bridge, but it, too, arrived too late to be of any service

Hoboken C. C. Smoker.
At the last meeting of the Hoboken Canoe CHub the members de-

cided to hold their first "smoker" on Dec. 3 at their club house, foot
of Tenth street, Hoboken. All canoeists welcome. J. Frost, Capt.

Zettler Rifle Club.
The season shoot of the Zettler Rifle Club for 1893 at the 200yd8.

range was brought to a close in Wissel's Cypress Hills Park on Oct. 32.
The programme called for fifteen shots on practice days, but on ac-
count of the Zettler Club occupying the range on Sept. 10 for the an-
nual fall shoot, the practice shoot was restricted to thirteen days. The
attendance was notwhat was expected, only thirteen members filling
out their scores on the programme, which called for fifteen prizes,
amounting to .$150, divided as follows: For the best 50 10-shot scores,
first $25, second $18, third $15. fourth S14. For the best 35 10-shot
scores, $13, $10, ,?9, $8. For the best 35 10-shot scores, $7, $6, $5, $5 $5,
$4, $4, S3. The following appended scores were made by the members
participating during the season:

2256 2183 2138 2129 2092-10,798 2217 2169 2174 2106
Average for 10-shot scores, 215.9. Average for 10-shot

Chas. G. Zettler, ,35 scores. Philip F. Schr
219 221 207 207 203 204
217 314 204 210 m 219
219 214 208 209 224 216
216 214 204 218 206 230
216 212 205 206 202 213
215 210 204 217 302 207 203
216 209 204 212 204 208 210

^ 218 208 209 215 212 218 205
216 306 207 209 209 311 201
215 207 208 211 221 211 212

2167 2115 2060 1064—7406 2092 2093 3102

Fred C. Ross, 50 scores. Henry Holges, 50 scor
234 222 325 335 215 226 330 217 215 213
220 236 229 225 216 224 220 219 314 211
219 337 219 320 218 224 225 216 213 211
333 338 230 221 214 222 318 215 213 211
388 333 323 218 213 220 219 215 213 209
226 331 330 217 213 221 218 215 213 209
234 336 219 21? 213 221 218 214 212 209
236 219 227 217 211 324 218 214 212 809
284 230 234 215 211 234 318 221 211 309
219 231 228 215 211 231 217 213 211 208

2243 2333 3233 2190 2135—11,033
Average for 10-shot scores, 280.6.

Richard Harmon, 50 scores.

3337 2191
Average

Geo W Plaisted, 50 scores.

2159 2136 2098—10,801
for 10-shot scores, 216.

228 220 215 216 208 222 323 320 211 208
232 221 310 216 209 220 216 318 311 209
210 219 216 311 209 222 215 318 213 207
236 218- 216 314 212 220 215 230 210 207
225 218 213 212 211 221 217 215 311 207
235 219 214 210 314 223 217 223 211 207
236 217 215 215 208 233 216 217 210 208
320 219 211 213 208 324 216 316 210 208
225 217 213 210 207 233 215 316 210 312
229 215 216 312 206 831 219 211 209 207

207
212
212
211
209

Average for lO shot scores, 211.6.

1051—73&8
Average for lO shot scores, 209.6.

B. Zettler 35 scores. M. B. Engel, 35 scores.
201 210 809 315 201 218
213 213 208 213 206 206
217 202 205 217 214 203
205 211 209 205 205 207
228 219 208 210 204 197
215 200 216 '97 203 219 193 192
208 204 215 196 203 212 200 187
817 204 206 197 201 201 126 189
216 200 201 195 219 206 190 188
306 205 197 197 209 204 188 199

2126 2068 2074 9^7250 8095 2073 2001 955—7124
Average for 10-shot scores, 207.1. Average for lO-shot scores, 303.5.

J. A. Boyken, 25 scores: Geb Krauss, 25 scores:!
210 220 201 209
218 209 219 200
206 209 211 301

804 210 308 205
S0& 226 204 217
215 211 204 807 212 199
213 205 199 205 197 197
218 201 205 809 199 197
213 201 208 210 192 198
215 200 209 207 199 196

2118 3092 1035—5835 2081 2031 987—5099
Average for 10-shot scores, 209-4 Average for 10-shot scores, 203-9

G W Downs, 25 scores. Jos Gvinther,25 scores. F Pabarius, 25 scores.
194
198
200
188
178
184
180
191
194

190
187
187
215
190
204
180
186
199
193

185
176
179
179
175

183
185
183
183
198
185
179
178
192
184

152
173
169
169
166
168
177
171
173
174

170
167
164
166

116 125
125 140
120 156
184 148
113
197
176
150
158
157

97
110
112
125

122
1-34

143
115
160

1905 1981 894—4730 1845 1711 833—4389 1440 1245 674—3369
Average for 10-shot Average for 10-shot Average for 10-shot

scores, 189.2. scores, 175,5. scores, 184.3.

Revolver Shooting in England.
On Oct. 18 the ties for the second and minor prizes in the revolver

championship of the North London Rifle Club were shot off. Lowe
and Andrews came to the score with about 198 points each, and Varley
had 195 points.
Varley made a very good fight of it, making the best score,

7, 6, 6, 7, 7, 7—40. Andrews made an inferior 40 as follows: 7, 7, 6, 7, 7,

6

—40, and Lowe was only able to make 6, 7, 7, 6, 7, 5—38. This gave
Andrews the second prize with the following scores: 40 added to 198—
301. Lowe and Varley tied for third prize with 198.

In order to decide who took third prize their next best scores were
taken, making Lowe 38 and Varley 37, so the former takes third prize.
The final resiUt for the revolver championship of the North London

Rifle Club therefore is: First prize and gold jewel. Walter Winans
(Smith & Wesson .45cal. "Winans Model" revolver, U. M. C. ammuni-
tion, black powder):

First score 7 7 7 7 6 7—41
Second score 7 7 7 6 7 7—41
TWrd score 7 7 7 7 7 6-^1
Fourth score 7 7 7 7 6 7—41
Fifth score 7 7 7 7 7 6—41—205
Second prize and silver jewel, H. Andrews (Colt .45cal. revolver,

Eley's ammunition, V. R. and black powder)

:

First score 7 7 7 7 7 7—42
Second score 7 6 7 6 7 7

—

40
Third score , 7 7 6 7 7 6—40
Fourth score 7 6 7 ^ 6 7—40
Fifth score 7 6 5 7 7 6-.3i»—201
Third prize and bronze jewel, C. F. Lowe (Colt .45cal. revolver,

Eley's ammunition, V. R. Walsrode and black powder), score 198.
Varley 198, Capt. Cowan 189, Major Munday 189, Skilton 183, Rand

182, Capt. Richardson 179, Carter 174, Capt. Thompson 160, LuffJ160,
Capt. Jones 160, Ridgway 156.
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All ties divided unless otherwise reported.

FIXTURES.
If you want your shoot to be announced here

send In notice like the following:

Not. 8-10.—Highland Gun Club tournament, Dee Moines, Iowa.

1894.

April 4-6.—Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association's
Grand American Handicap at Dexter Park, Long Island.

May 28-34.—KnoxviUe (Tenn.) Gun Club toiu-nament, 81,000 added
money.
June 19-21.—Obamberlain Cartridge and Target Company's first

annual tournament, at Cleveland, Ohio. 81,000 added money.
June fthird week).—Atlantic City Rod and Gun Club, three days'

tournament. Address E. C. Griscom, Sec'y, Atlantic City, N. J.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
Every sportsman in America knows personally or has heard of

Eene T. Clayton, the handsome blondine who presides over the desti-

nies of the United States Hotel, at Tamaq.ua, Pa., that is to say, his

name is on the signboard and he "presides" when he does not happen
to t e away at a trap shoot. He is a rattUng good shot in the field or
at the trap and usually manages to "puU out whole" in either live

bird or target contests. He has a host of friend-s in trapdom and
adds to the number wherever he goes by his unfailing good nature
and genial manners. He ranks as an amateur among target shooters,
although at time.s his pace is pretty hot. Some months ago he con-
ceived the idea that if an amateur could be provided with the means
of "holding on" to quartering targets instead of shooting into space
in order to break Ins scores would be materially improved, so he put
his thinking cap on and finally evolved what he calls "Clayton's
switch sight," got it patented and put a big lot on the market to catch
the boys. The success of the sight exceeded even the expectations
of the inventor and to-day the demand is in excess of the supply,
although he will soon catch up with his orders. The invention is a
simple one, devoid of all complication and does not require the ser-

vices of an expert mechanic in adjusting. The parts comprise a flat,

thin plate of steel on the front end of which is a bead sight, and a
small screw wliich passes through a hole in the rear end of the plate
and is screwed into the hole intended for the usual fixed bead sight.

Along with each sight is a tap to thread this hole. When shooting
at quarterine targets the sight is moved either to the right or left,

the bead held "dead on" and "a break is usually the result," says the
inventor. It is useful, of course, only when shooting at known
angles. It is really one of the most valuable inventions of recent
date and deserving of the warm reception it has received from
amateur shooters. It is sold at the extremely low price of
which places it within the reach of all shooters.

Josh BiUings' saying that, "It is better not to know so many things,

than to know so many things which ain't so," could be applied with
force to Walter B. Peet, author of an article entitled "Handling the
Shot Gun." which appeared in a recent issue of the Chicago Inter-
Ocean: The article contains many points which will be of benefit to

the beginner, but on the other bandit contains some glaring inaccu-
racies, For instance, in instructions for aiming, Mr. Peet says, refer-

ring to the front sight, "If you see too much of the sight you will

shoot over, if too Uttle your charge will go under." The effect of
seeing too much or too little of the front sight, as every shooter knows,
is the reverse of what Mr. Peet asserts. He also states that, "In the
Hurlingham i ules for trap-shooting, which is the code most used at
present, the contestant is required to hold his gun below the armpit
until the call of 'pull,' " which statement proves conclusively that he
does not study the trap columns of Forest akd Stkeam, Had he been
accustomed to doing so, he would have seen an autograph letter from
the secretary of the Hurlingham Club, stating that the rules had been
altered and that, as in the American Shooting Association rules, the
gun could be held in any position. This letter was published in our
columns over a year ago. Again he says, "A general rule, worth
remembering, is that the stock should not be * * * * so short as
to bend the right arm too much, and bring the right hand close to the
nose of the shooter," This part is all right but in connection with the
article is shown a picture (by Travis), over the caption, "Correct
position for holding gun," which shows a shooter with gun at
shoulder, the gun stock being so short as to bring the thumb near the
ear, and the hammers alongside the eye.

It is amusing at times to hear the remarks passed in reference to
the relative skill of various shooters At the first EUiott-Class match
some of the spectators were heard to say that the two men could de-

feat any two men on earth in a live bird contest,—because they killed

239 out of 250 birds on that particular day. No allowance was made
for the weather conditions nor for the atmospheric effect upon the
birds, the opmion being based solely upon the cold figures. The day
has gone by when any man, pair, trio or quartette of men could sally

forth and "sweep the deck." Solar as individnal skill is concerned
we consider ourselves safe in asserting that there are In this country
at least 100 men, the skill of any one of whom does not vary one per
cent, from that of any other of the number. If all men were in proper
form, all things being equal, a 100-bird contest between these 100 men
•would be so close that the slightest element of luck might determine
the result in favor of any one. In New Jersey there are a dozen or
perhaps fifteen men who shoot so closely together in regard to scores
that it is not a "sure thing" to wager on any one. It is safe to say
that were these men, along with J. Frank Class, to engage in a 100-

bird contest, when conditions were equal and all were in form, it

would be impossible to pick the winner. And yet not a Jerseyman
except J. L. Brewer and John Riggott ever showed pluck enough to
meet Class at the trap in an up-aud-up contest.

New Jersey gun clubs should lose no time in afQUating with the
State League in order that a new series of team contests may be in-

augurated. The contests of this league have tJius far been success-
ful and pleasing affairs, and the only regret of the projectors is that
suchasmaU number of clubs took part in the sport. There are at
least 35 target shooting clubs in the State, and it would seem as though
one half of the.se should be able to muster teams for these contests.
Clubs should consider the advantages of being able to make new and
renew old acquaintances at the monthly contests of the league and
promptly join. Mr. Wm. R. Hobart, 59 Halsey street, Newark, N. J

,

js secretary of the league and is ready to receive propositions for
membership as well as to answer all queries.

In another column will be found an article under the caption of
"Pigeon Shooting—Past and Present," which we commend to the
careful attention of all interested in trap sports. The author is the
well-known "Gaucho" CArthur \\'. Du Bray), whose facile pen has
made bis writings popular wherever sport is known. Mr. Du Bray is

personally and favorably known thi'oughout the country as a genial,
whole-souled sportsman, and one who is sure of a welcome wherever
he goes. His sentiments anont the brutal methods formerly used in

find, trap and handle matches will commend themselves to all who
have the interests of pigeon shooting at heart.

On Thanksgiving Day, Nov. 30, the Forest Gun Club will give an all-

day shooting touraameut on their grounds, Twenty-seventh street
and Lehigh avenue, Philadelphia. The club intends making this one
of the best tournaiueMts ever given in Pliiladelphia. It is the best
equipped grouuil aud easiest of access of any in Philadelphia at the
present time. Blueroek targets ami expert bluerock traps will be
UBed. Wm. Morison, Sec'y. Kid^re avenue, Philadelphia.

In answer to a popular demaud from sportsmen for lower prices on
the higher grades, that they may continue their use as against so-
called smokeless powders, the Hazard Powder Co. has made a reduc-
tion m its 'Electric" and "Duck Shooting" brands of from sixteen
to twenty-five per cent.

The new model 13-bore single barrel shotgun made by the Reming-
ton Arms Co., of Dion, N. Y., is rapidly coming into favor, and is used
by a number of trap shots. It is a light-weignt, and for this reason
will soon attract the attention of the boy shooters.

Another find, ti'ap and handle match will take place at Martin's
Hotel, Pine Brook, X. J., on Nov. 1(3, between Eugrene Pierre of Boon-
ton, and Samuel Castle of Newark. The conditions are S5 live birds
per man, iJSjds. rise for a slake of Sw'i^i a side.

A private lett«r from ReadviUe, N. C ,
reports quail in abundance

all over that section. Tiie Richmond A; Danville Railroad runs direct
to Readviile, High Point, Greenboro, Charlotte and other prime game
centers, and their service cannot be excelled.

Elmer E. Shaner, of Pittsburg, the popular and etficient manager of
the Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association, has devised a
new indicator which does away with afi the elements of luck when
gargets are thrown under the Novelty ride.

Wm. and John Diike.s, of IDast Orange, and Lewis Dentz, of Harrison
N. J,, spent three days lust week in HunttrJou county, and bagged 34
rabbits, "13 quail and 5 gi'ouse. I'his week they were to start for the
West on a hunt for big game.

Programmes of the 1S94 tournament of the Chamberlin Target and

Cartridge Company will be out about January 1. Bound with the
programme will be the company's catalogue and price list, and adver-
tisements of all the leading sporting goods houses of the coimtry. It
will be embellished with a large number of half-tone hunting and
fishing pictures and prominent trap shots. Fifteen thousand copies
will be published of the first edition. Paul North has the -work in
hand.

T. W. Morfey, of Paterson, and Theodore Morford, of Newton, are
to-day engaged in shooting a match on Martin's Pine Brook grounds,
the conditions being 100 live bu-da each, for gilOO aside, Hurlingham
rides to govern.

The entire lot of extra finished guns comprised in the Greener ex-
hibit at the World's Fair have been ptu-chased by Henry C. Squires,
178 Broadway, and are oflfered by him at regular list prices.

The heavy rain of last Saturday caused a postponement of the sec-
ond match between Class and Elliott. The match was to have come off
on Wednesday, too late for this issue.

Some lively work will be seen at Springfield, Mass., on Nov. 25, when
the Yale and Harvard gun clubs will meet at the traps for their annutal
contest at artificial targets.

Wm. Lyman, he of "Lyman Sight" fame has been "doing" the trade
in New Y^ork and vicinity, and met with good success. His sights are
always in demand.

The shoot off of the tie between Bogardus and Hall will be shot at
Sprmgfield, 111., on Thanksgiving Day, Nov. 30.

Nutley, N. ,T., has a gun club, newly organized, which wUl equip fine
grounds in a convenient location.

Next Thursday will be Essex Gun Club day on Al Heritage's ground
at Marion.

C. H. TOWNSEND. 3

Pigeon Shooting—Past and Present.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Pigeon shooting as compared with many other outdoor sports is

of comparatively modern origin. Prior to 1850, the shooting of birds
released from traps had never been gone into to any great extent, so
that as compared with football, cricket and indeed most of the leading
games indulged in by men and boys alike, pigeon shooting is only a
recent pastime.
Unforttmately, for the lovers of this sport the impression has arisen

with many, principally ladies, that it is decidedly cruel to shoot at a
bird sprung from a trap, while some men aver it to be unsportsriian-
like even to go into a pigeon match, declaring in support of their
objection that a bird should be at freedom and allowed to take care of
itself, by eluding its pursuer by stealth or else flying off before he is

near enough to harm it. in other words that nothing but field shooting,
pure and simple, should he recognized.

It is not to be denied that field shooting is on a much higher plane
than pigeon shooting could ever reach. There is absolutely nothing
sentimental in the mere killing of pigeons over trap; it is purely a test
of skill, and was never intended to represent anything else. On the
other hand, the man who stickles on the point of allowing game to
baffle the sportsman by hiding or in any way making itself scarce,
ought not, logically, to shoot over a dog, for the raison d^etre of the
latter is simply to find the game, so that when it is flushed his master
may shoot at it. Now, field shooting without a dog is worse than
Hamlet minus the ghost, for after all the very best dog is the one that
finds the most game, or in other words the dog that allows the least
number of birds to escape without being shot at. So if it is unsports-
manlike to sboot a bird confined in a trap, it is necessarily so to shoot
one that has already been located by a dog, for nine times out of ten,
the gunner unaided would never have had the ofter.

The greatest back set trap shooting has ever had, was when "find,
trap and handle" matches came into vogue. The brutality of many
of these contests was simply horrible; the most barbaroils methods
were used to accomplish certain damnable results, and no wonder that
when fiends calling themselves men, sportsmen forsooth, disgraced
humanity by torturing harmless birds in order to win a few paltry
dollars or acquire a degree of fame(?), no wonder, I say, that the rest
of mankind tabooed pigeon shooting as a whole, making all sufl'er
alike as a penalty for the trickery of cruel black-legs bent on winning
a stake or reputation regardless of the commonest laws of decency.
These "find, trap and handle" matches were in a great measure
merely gambling schemes, wherein the handler performed a vastly
greater part than those who actually did the shooting. In such affairs
it was of uppermost importance to have at one's back a person well
up in the moat devilish arts, in order that he might at least keep
abreast of the man trapping against one for his opponent. Two men
engaged in a "find, trap and handle" match bein^of equal skill, it was
always dollars to cents on the man's winning who had on his side thii

more skillful handler of pigeons-indeed the betting was governed
very often solely on the handler, when it was once known who should
handle against him—clearly jjroving that the shooting was quasi of
secondary consideration, so much stress being laid lipon the effect
I^rodueed on the defenceless pigeon, after it once left the merciless
bauds of its brutal captor. No one could from a demi-civilized stand-
point, uphold such savage practices under the guise of sport, so
naturally enough many becoming disgusted withdrew altogether, de-
claring It a brutal degrading pastime and censuring in no measured
terms Its advocates.
Nowadays, fortunately, all such butchery oC birds is removed. We

now shoot at the best-flying pigeons we can procure; we shoot them
from five ground traps, 5yds. apart, give them a good long start, and
if they are wounded with the first barrel tbe second generally gives
the coup de grace, or else the trapper instantly kills the wounded bird,
ending bis suffering. So that as a matter of fact pigeons are much
more humanely and caref ully treated than poultry huddled up in
coops, carried head down by the legs, bruised and banged about in a
thousand ways, and eventually decapitated with a duU ax or saw-like
knife at the hands of whoever has stomach enougb to jierform this
delicate operation. Pigeons are now shipped in roomy coops, are well
watched and fed, and on all first class shooting grounds are given the
best care, for non-flyers are a dead loss to the purveyor, ergo, as
purely a matter of economy everything is done to insure their being
m good health and weU able to take care of themselves when once re-
leased from the traps.
A great deal of discussion and condemnation has arisen from the

shooter being allowed the use of both barrels when shooting at the
trap. There can be nothing said against it from any rational stand-
point, every one has the same privilege; in the event of a bird being
merely wounded the humane shot at once kiUs it, if possible, with his
second barrel. Many birds that would fly off and out of bounds,
though badly wounded, are at once kiUed outright by the dextrous
use of the ever ready second. In field shooting one always uses the
second edition when the fii-st has not accomplished its purpose, and as
it is weU known that gunshot wounds are not painful until after a
certain time after being received, it is quite clear that a wounded bird
that is at once kUled by the trapjjer on being gathered cannot have
suffered any more than had it been beheaded or killed in any other so-
caUed legitimate method. Birds kihed at the trap are Invariably used
as food, neuce it is that they are well cared for, first to insure their
being good rapid flyers, and secontUy, so that when dead they can
readily be sold for the table. The cruelty therefore of pigeon shoot-
ing is purely imaginary, and not for a moment to be compared with
that inthcted by men who habitually fire into flocks of game birds,
kflling a few and wounding many others that wander off to die a
hngermg death or become a prey of carnivorous birds or beasts. It
was, or nas been a cruel sport, but when properly carried on there is
absolutely nothing of that character about it. On some grounds, I
admit, birds are aflowed to suffer, wing-broken birds or birds shot so
they cannot fly off are permitted to hmp around the traps or lie
stretched on the ground, bleeding and crippled, writhing in their
agony, but tbat is entirely due to the want of management and cannot
in fairness be charged against the sport itself. Such birds being ac-
tually detrimental to it, as they serve as decoys and materially inter-
fexe with the flight of all birds subsequently released.
Let any one wbo considers pigeon shooting cruel go to John Watson's

Park at Chicago, and then he wiU, he must change his views. The
same must be said of all the crack clubs of America, where thousands
and thousands of pigeons are shot every year, and never a one is
aUowed to suffer, unless indeed those that fly off wounded—against
which wounded birds afield act as an oft'set.

Another thing, men who habituafly shoot pigeons are for the most
part provided with the best guns and use the best and most expensive
ammunition made. In these days of nltro powders the gathering of
woimded birds, of yore an art by itself, has from disuse become
almost oljsolete. Now one uses a weU choked duck gun loaded with
a powder that instead of producing a volume of smoke so dense aa to
be impenetrable, emits a thin vapor, transparent and fleeting, obscur-
ing notbing from view, leaving the bird clearly visible, admitting
thereby tbe Instantaneous delivery of the second barrel. Aside from
tnis, either because certain smokeless powders dehver the load more
compactly and with greater force, fewer bii'ds are sent off woimded
than formerly; it is now generally a clean, sudden kill, resembling the
impact of an electric shock, or else a clean miss altogether, though of
course some birds must be woimded and wfll so continue to be bo long
as shooting at them exists in any form.

It is to be regretted that men still continue to import pigeons long
distances, geueraUy by rail, when they come packed too soUdly in
crates, and where their feathers must perforce become sofled and
stuck together to such an extent they cannot fly. Such shooting is

totlrely devoid of sport. Itis at such pigeons that long runs of inili^

are made, and It is in witnessing such insipid slaughter that men form
erroneous ideas as to the possibilities of the sport. To charge the
tameness of such shooting against the sport in general is parallel to
comparing a game of baseball as played by some small viUage club,
on a ground ankle deep in mud, swimming in ice water in winter, or
chasing an antelope mounted on a worn-out city hack. And yet many
men who have not the faintest idea of the pace and vim latent in a
cooing pigeon, who have never seen one dart out from an end trap as
though each wing was trying to overlap the bill in its anxiety to anni-
hilate space, will complacently tell you that killing pigeons is easy,
that you hold the gun where you please, that you are allowed two
barrels, that it is always done in an open field, and to sum it up that
the bird has no chance. All I can say to such is—let them try it—at
Watson's in winter, with the wind at Lake Michigan, at Larchmont in
a shifty breeze, or at any crack New York club—to say nothing of
hundreds of places where gootl strong birds are trapped, and where
the wind has a fair sweep at them. One single effort will dispel the
Uliision, for while it is easy enough to kill 70 or 80 per cent, of one's
pigeons, yet every 1 per cent, after 85 is very hard to squeeze out, so
hard indeed that but few men have the power of reaching beyond as
a steady average.
Pigeon shooting should always be done over two or more traps, ex-

tending at least 20yds. apart at the extremes. The strings that oper-
ate the traps should always be concealed. The traps should invariably
be placed on a totally bare spot, clear and smooth, the King trap being
the best, though a scoop trap makes very fair birds of only mediocre
ones and scorchers of really good pigeons. The rise should never be
less than 30yds., while the boundary is about correct at 50.

In the matter of guns, assuming the 12-gauge to be standard, a 16-
bore ought to go in at least 4yds. instead of 2; for no 16-gauge with an
ounce of shot can equal a correspondingly good 12, even with the
4-yard handicap in effect, with its second barrel. A thoroughly good
16-bore is absolutely certain, when properly loaded and held, lip to say
28yds. rise with the first barrel; but on thunderbolts that vanish
through the air, leaving naught for the wistful eye to gaze on but a
dim, fleeting meteor franticaUy endeavoring to overtake its own
shadow, a Iti-gauge can't be compared to a 12. It is not in the gun nor
in the load, though skillful, steady handling wfll accomphsh great
things. On this subject I may be pardoned for speaking feelingly, as
experience is avowedly the best teacher.
Over-loading should be avoided, especially in long matches. Great

scores have been made with only 3drs. to, say, 46grs. of E. C. and
IJ^oz. of shot. Per contra, J. L. Brewer, perhaps the greatest pigeon
shot to-day, uses tremendous charges of powder, going up to 50grs.
or more. PhysicaUy a very powerful man, constitutionally rugged,
of a nervous organization that little feels, such a man can lead a pace
on loads that few could, with impunity, follow. No amount of load-
ing can counteract bad shooting, whereas the very best shot and
holder may soon become totally disabled by over-charging his gun.
It is erroneous to suppose that anything beyond the rational limit is

advantageous. The speed of a charge of shot may be increased up to
a certain point by adding to the powder; after that its pace is gained
at the expense of the regularity of its deUvery, but above all the jar-
ring and bouncing of an overloaded gun will make flinching a cer-
tainty, will generally scatter the charge and may strain the very best
gun. The writer has seen men using but2j!4drs. of E. C. kill bird after
bird stone dead. He himself has made good scores with a 16-gauge
using oniy2}4drs. of same kind of powder. The crack pigeon-gun
maker oi London, a man whose name is known the world over as
having always advocated large charges of black powder, advises his
customers to keep under the 47gr8, limit. That, coming from such
high authority, ought to convince any one of the futility of attempt-
ing to obliterate time and space by using such tremendous charges
that no gun can long withstand them. All nitro powders are greatly
influenced by the kind and quantity of wadding used; 43grs. weU
wadded will actually shoot much harder than 48 with insufflcient
wads. So, also, does the' crimp play a very important part.
Velocity or penetration (synonymous terms) to the whole charge is

more certainly obtained, with regularity of shooting, by a rational
load well wadded and crimped than by more powder not so well con-
fined and held down.
Close observation of this very interesting sport teaches these things

—isolated cases to the contrary proving nothing. A small percentage
of men can withstand continued severe punishment without its inter-
fering with tneir entire nervous system—the worst that happens to
them is a bruised face or shoulder—but the great majority bruise
themselv^es less because they hug their guns less and less as the shoot-
ing progresses, dodge away from it in fact, and score less in conse-
quence. A gun with a very crooked stock, when overloaded wfll kick
back and hurt the shoulder; one with a straighter stock in addition to
this reaches up for the jaw or cheek bones and gives these such a
sudden joit at every discharge that self-preservation soon asserts
itself, and instead of facing the stock, the only way to properly align
the gun, the head is bobbing away from it and the muzzle is not point-
ing where the shooter is looking; result, pigeon moves off gracefully
and serenely and a goose egg adorns the score. The mania for over-
loading is very natural, especially among those who have for many
years used coarse, slow-burning black powder. Of this kind four
drams could be used In an 8lbs. la-bore, and then but little recoil was
felt. Indeed only a portion of the load was consumed, whereas now
with nitro powder a four dram charge is tremendous, out of afl reason,
if properly wadded and sheU crimped as it should be. Fortunately,
we are becoming educated to the new powders, and in proportion to
our knowledge generally, so do we decrease our charges.

It needs no vivid imagination to discover that in days when spring
traps were in vogue and fated pigeons were tossed in the air to be in-
stantly snapped out of existence by men using scattering guns—shot-
ted to the last notch—there was not much sport in it, for then be the
bird never so good, the impetus given him by the trap spring pre-
cluded all possibiUty of his taking flight untfl he had overcome the
impetus of the powerful flip. In the meantime, whUe dazed and com-
pletely bewfldered, a whirlwind of small shot came pelting at him, so
large in scope and dense in volume that there was no evading it. So
his aspirations were cut short, and riddled, he faUs to the ground
without even having spread his wdngs.
Nor could the 2lyds. rise plunge trap be considered much better

form, for here also, although to a lesser degree, the birds were pitched
out ot the trap and given an unnatural fUght, being generally killed
the moment tbe trap was sprung. Both styles were bad alike. They
balked nature in the endeavor to accelerate motion, and neither style
had a vestige of semblance to field shooting. The traps were always
known ones, which is all wrong. The rise was short, though quite
far enough for the guns then used; but above all, there was fdways a
suspicion in the minds of some that they were getting a plentiful
supply of harder birds than their opponents. And although this very
frequently was a matter of luck, still it wfll always obtain where
known traps govern.
Now, with good lively birds, traps further away and many yards

apart, no one can be favored when shooting under standard rules;
birds if in condition cannot be "extinguishefl" untU after they have
risen, it is wing shooting sure enough, and very different from pop-
ping at the Jack-in-the-box style contemporaneous with muzzleloader
guns, whose shooting quahties, albeit perfect inside of 25 or 30yds.,
have only the halo of loving reminiscence of our boyhood days to re-
commend them. Gaucho.

Hell Gate Gun Club.
The monthly shoot of the Hell Gate Gun Club at Dexter Park on

Tuesday, Oct. 24, brought together only ten members. Usually this
club turns out twenty to twenty-five men at Its monthly shoot, but
the fact that Tuesday was bluerock day probably kept many of the
members from coming out. To the ordmary pigeon shooter biuerocks
are an abomination, for which he has no use. To face five targets in a
twenty-target club event and break two, four or six, as the case may
be, is hkely to break the courage of the ordinary five bird shooter and
cause him to pack up his kit and make a break for home. The Hell
Gate Club has, however, a number of members who are equally at
home with biuerocks or pigeons, and when the conditions are right
they can put up good scores shooting at either. On Tuesday aU the
members were ofl' in their shooting, Dannefelser was in extreme hard
luck, breaking only five out of bis twenty. H. Shortemeyer, one of
the prominent Emerald Gun Club members, put in an appearance dur-
ing the aftei-noon and helped to make matters interesting for the
other contestants. A series of sweeps at biuerocks and live birds were
shot off foUowmg the club event, the results of which wiU be found
appended:
Club shoot, 20 biuerocks:

J H Voss. .10111111001111101110—15 Doenick. . .01001000010001111010— 8
C Weber... 11011111000000011010—10 A Muefler.OlOlOOOOOOOOOOllOOOO— 4
Reiger 11)000110101000001010— 7 L Heinz. . .imilOllOlOUlOllll—IB
Brodie OOOOOllUllOOilOOOOOO— 6 D'lmefels'rOlOOOlOOOlOlOOlllllO- 9
H W Voss.OOllluUllllOlOlOlll—14 Knodel. . . .10000101001011001000— (5

No. 1, 10 biuerocks: J. H. Voss 8, Brodie 0, 0. Weber 7, Reiger 4.

No. 3, 10 biuerocks: J. H. Voss 7, Brodie 3, Weber 8, Reiger 4, H.
W. Voss 5, Greenville 5.

No, 3, 15 biuerocks:
Shortmeyer . . . .011101011111011—11 Brodie 011011110100101-, 9
E Doenick 011110111111011—12 Knodel lOOOOlOlOOlOllO— 6HW Voss lOOlOllOlllOllO— 9 Rieger 011110100001001— 7
Greenvflle 101011010010011— 8 Maeller 110101100000000— 5
Dannefelser....010001000101001— 5 Weber 111001111011110—11
Six live birds, 28yds.

:

Brodie 201112—6 Shortmeyer 212221—

S

Weber 011211—5 J B Kay 021220—6
Knodel 000021—2 Doenick 110022—4
Rieger 102102—4 Rebenstein 020201—4
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Kensington vs. Herman Rose.
The Kensington Gun Club, of Kensington, had a clay-pigeon match

on Wednesday, Oct. 25, on the Weisbrod & Hess farm, Holmesberg.
The party left the headquarters of the Tip-town Club, Second and
York streets, in six gaily decorated wagons and numerous private
carriages. The result was:

Kensington Gun Club.
Doll llllllllllllliniOlliniO-23
Kolb 0100010011011101000001001—10
Kramer 1110110011111001001011100—15
Scheuffelen 1010000110000111011001100—11
Weisbrod 1100110110011101101001111—16
Breitting 0010000100001010101110111—11
Haeurer 0101 1 1000101000011 1000100—1

0

Leyrer 0111001101000000001101011—11
Schauffelen 1111111010111001000010101—15
Hers 0001110011110101001101010-13-135

Herman Rose Gun Club, Southwark.
Rose 1010111101000011010011010-13
Singer 1010111111101111110111111—21
Burger 0110111100111111011000001—15
Negele 01 01 101 100101 100100100000—10
H Weinmann .0001000000001100001101001— 7
Blnm .1010010110111100111111101—16W Weinmann 0101100111100100010111011—14
Demme 0110011101100100011010001—12
Holweg. 0111000001111001100000011—11
Metzger 0000101100011010000010111— 9—122

New Utrecht Rod and Gun Club.
Thb New Utrecht Rod and Gun Club held its monthly shoot at

Woodlawn Park on Oct. 28, ten members reporting. The shooting
was at live birds. The scores:

Sweep No. 1, live birds, all ties divided:
C Ferguson, Jr 211—3 J Foster •01—1
J B Vorhies 112-3 J V Shields 02«-l
C Ferguson, Sr 101—2 Wm M Hall 102—2
CFNostTand 111—3 D Deacon 212—3
P Adams 101—2

Team race—5 live birds per man, winning team to shoot off for gold
medal and 50^ o^ entrance money:

Team No. 1. Team No. 2.

C Ferguson, Jr., Capt.10211—4 D Deacon, Capt 12102—4
C E Nostrand 12102—4 J B Vorhies 12212—5
P Adams 11020—3 W F Sykes 021 12—4
J V Shields 12112-5 ERasch 01111-4
C Ferguson, No. 2 21122-5—21 J Koster 12211—5—22
Team No. 2 shot off for the medal and money, miss-and-out.

D Deacon OlillO E Rasch 221221
J B Vorhies 120 J Koster 121221
WFSykes 111212
A great many birds having been shot at before the regular event,

there were not sufficient on hand to finish. The tie between Sykes

Koster and Rasch was postponed untU the next regular live bird shoot
of the club which will be held on November 11.

Tournament at Mt. Eisco.
Mt. Kisco, N. Y., Oct. 28.—Inclosed find scores made at our club

grounds to-day.
No. 1, 10 bluerocks. entrance $1, expert rules: Piatt 7, Halpin 7, C.

Sutton 7, Diehl 7. G. Sutton 6, Pelton 1.
No. 2, same: Piatt 8, C. Sutton 7, G. Sutton 9, Betti 4, Baily 7, Halpin

8, Gray 6. Dunn 4.
t

, ./ , t-

No. 3, 10 bluerocks, 50 cents: Piatt 8, Halpin 8, Wood 8, Bette 6, C.
Sutton 7, Gray 6.

'

No. 4, SI: Halpin 8, Piatt 8, G. Sutton 7, Diehl 7, Bette 6, O. Sut-
ton 5.

ton*2
^' ^" ^' P^^tt 6, Halpin 5, Diehl 5, Baily 3, C. Sut-

No, 6, rapid firing: G. Sutton 10, C. Sutton 9, Piatt 8, Betti 6, Flewel-
Im 4, Halpin 3. . . ,

No. 7, 3 live birds, entrance S2, each man to pay for his birds:
Piatt 220—2 Wood . 220—2
Halpin 202—2 G Sutton 122—

8

C Sutton 210-2
No. 8, 15 bluerocks, entrance $1:

C Sutton 011010111101101—10 Flewellin 111010110101100- 9
Piatt 011110100101101— 9 Diehl 100011011110110— 9
Dunn ..000000000110010— 3 G Sutton 111111111111110—14
Betti 010010101101001- 7 Halpin 111110110111100-11
No. 9, team shoot, White Plains vs. Mt. Kisco, 25 birds per man:

White Plains.
C Sutton 0010111011111111100111111—10
D Gray 0000010011 01 1 1 1 1 101 1 0001 1—1

3

Halpin 1001011110011101111011110-17
Piatt 1111111001111011101111111—21-70

Mt. Kisco.
Betti 1011110001101000110100101-13
Wood 0011110110011101111111111—19
Baily 1101110111111100000110100—15
G Sutton 1001111111111001111011110-20-67
No. 10: Wood 10, Piatt 9, C. Sutton 9, G. Sutton 9, Bette 5, Dunn 4,

Diehl 3, Gray 2.
. .

.

No. 11. expert rules: Piatt 8, G. Sutton 7, Halpin 5, C. Sutton 5,
Bette 5, Diehl 3, Gray 3, Dunn 2. F. M. Dunn, Sec'y.

Cup Shoot at Maplewood.
Oranse, N. J., Oct. 30.—Inclosed find scores of the regular monthly

cup contest of the Maplewood Gun Club, held last Saturday on the
club grounds at Maplewood. Conditions oif shoot, 50 single bluerocks
per man. Keystone system.
Breintnall 0011100)101111111111111010110111101111110111011011—38
O L Yeomans llllOlllllllllllllllOlllllllllllllllOlllllOlinill—46
Warren Smith 111111111111111 101011111 1111110101111)100111111111-44W Van Idestine.

.
.100)0101101111010101 llOlOlollllOOlOOlOllllOlOllOOl—30

Dr Fisher 01111111110110101111111111110111100110001000111010-35

MOHEGAN.

Goodman L.eads the Climax.
On Oct. 30, in a cold air and with a stiff wind, ten members of the

Climax Gun Club met at Brewer's Grove, in Fanwood, N. J., to indulge
in theu- usual monthly practice at bluerock targets. The shooting
was from five traps, one man up, unknown angles, the number of tar-
gets shot at by each man varying according to realative skill. Good-
man, with an allowance of ten targets, carried off the honors. The
scores:

Smith (2S) 1110001001110001111111111 —17
Keller (25) 1011101111011111110011111 —20
Brantmgham (25) 1111111111010011110111011 -SO
D Terry (26) 1111101111010111110011101 —19
Manning (29) 1000111111111t110011000010010 —17
Goodman (35) lOlOOlOllOlllOlllOlOlllllllllOOllll—25
Monday (35) 11011111100000100101101101010011011—20
Scott (32) 01001101101111011111011111111101 -24
J Darby (35) 10101111001101110100010100110001001—18
D Darby. (30) 010110000110110111011111101011 —18
Sweepstake No. 1, 10 singled, unknown angles, 50 cents entry, three

moneys:
Smith 1101111110-8 Scott 1001111111-8
Keller 1100111001—6 Manning 1101011111—7
D Terry 1101111101-8 Pierson 1110111111—9
Brantmgham 1110111111—9 D Darby 1111111011—9
Goodman 1110)11110—8

Miss and out:
No. 1. No. 2.

1

Smith 110 0
D Terry 110 0
Pierson 0 10
*Terry 110 110
Keller 0 1111110

No.l.
*Pierson 110
*Keller Ill
Smith
*D Terry
*Re-entries.

1111111
1110

A. G. H., Brooklyn, N. Y.—Is the .45-75 Sharps as good a gun at
500yds. as the .45-90 Winchester? Ans. In point of accuracy, yes.
G. S. H., Pawling, N. Y.—A few days since one of my shooting com-

panions sent me an albino water thrush, or swamp robin as we call it
here. It is without one spot or particle of color anywhere. Is this
not a rather rare specimen, or is it more common to find a perfect
albmo than I had supposed ? Ans. It is certainly very unusual, though
such cases have been noted in many species of birds and mammals.
W. B., Cleveland, O.—1. Where can I buy some white powder which

IS in all percussion caps and in the bottom of rim-flre cartridgesf
I want to reload some .22cal. shells. What is the price? 2. Where
can I get a book on the game laws of Ohio? What will it cost? Ans.
1. You cannot safely handle the fulminate; it can be done only by the
manufacturers. 2. The Game Laws in Brief will probably give you
what you want. See the advertisement of it.

SAVE YOUR TROPHIES.
Writs for Ogr lllastrateil Cttaloem

"HEADS AND HORNS."
It gives directtons for preparing and preserving

Skins, Antlers, etc. Also prices for Heads and
Bugs, Birds and Fish, and all kinds of work in Taxi-
dermy.

WARD'S NATURAL SGIEMGE ESTABLISHMENT,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

It is a
Beauty!
The new Oame Laws in Brief has 25 half-tone

pictures, and is a beauty. Of the pictures 8 are new
In this edition. Holders of old Briefs should have
the new, too. 25ct8, Sold everywhere. We send it.

pROM the first issue of this paper it has been

used, and for nearly twenty years this particular

space has been occupied by

ABBEY & IMBRIE,
who now say that they have given up advertising at least tor the present.

Established 1858.

E. OCUMPAUGH & SONS.
SHOOTING AND YACHTING

SWEATERS.
Boy's Best Wool

Boy's Best Worsted

Men's Best Wool
^

WHITE OB
BLACK $2.00

$2.50

$2,50

Men's Best Worsted "iSS" $3.00

Men's Best Made ""^^S'Sr $4.50
White, Black, Blue or Gray.

Halifax, Nova Scotia.
Sirs—The sweater is most satisfactory. You cer-

tainlymake a fine article in that line. Send your bill.

G. E. Van Buskiek.

Athletic Suits of Every Description.
Goods sent 0. O. D. with privilege of examination.

83,85&87 Main St., Rochester, N.Y.

DUCK CALLS.
Grubb's Improved Illinois River Duck Call. The

most natural-toned call made: easy to blow; not
easy to get out of repair, havmg a fine tempered
reed; makes it so you can call teal, woodduck and
bluebill, as well as mallard. This is the only call
you can do this with. Price 55 cents.
Same as above, made of red cedar, silver mounted,

with silver reed which gives it perfect tone, H
Every one warranted. Address

CHAS. W. GRUBBS,
1537 Milwaukee Ave.,

Chicago, 111.

Sportsmen's Goods. %

FERGUSON'S PATENT REFLECTING LAMPS,
TUU»1A8 J. CONR.OY, Hole ARfint,

310 Broadway, New York.

With Silver Plated LosomotiTe Reflestors

For Sportsmen's use. Combines
Head Jack (Front and Top), Boat
Jack, Fishing, Camp, Belt and
Dash Lamp, Hand Lantern, etc.

exCBI^IOR 1,AMI»,
For Night Driving, Hunting, Fish-
ing, etc. Is adjustable to any
kind of dash or vehicle.
Send stamp for lUus. Catalogue,
and address all orders Lamp Dept.

BARGAINS IN GUNS.
1 Remington Mid-Range Target Rifle, .40-50, Vernier
and wind gauge sights, octagon barrel, pistol grip,
shotgun butt, 91bs. weight. Frice $15.

1 12-gauge Winchester repeating shotgun, new gun,
perfect order. Price $ 1 6.

1 Scott & Son 10 gauge double gun, side snap, 32in.,
lOlbs

, rebounding locks, straight grip, laminated
steel barrels. Cost $125. Will seU for $50.

J. P. DANNEPEIiSEB,
9 Chambers street, New York.

LYMAN'S RIFLE SIGHTS.
mi for 66 page Catalogue of Sights uid

ADDEBS8,

mC. LTICAM. IdDDLBFO^'J), 00X11,

{ Guns, Revolvers, etc. J

WM.R.SCHA£F£R&SON,
Manufacturers and Dealers in

FIR.K AR>XS, FISHIISG TACKt,E
and BICYCI^ES.

Gun stocks bent, more crook or straightened and
warranted to stay. Barrels chokebored, rust spots
bored out and barrels re-browned . Gun stocks made
to order; all kinds of Gun, Rifle and Revolver work
performed.
6r EItM: street, BOSTON, :«ASS.

SHOT SPREADERS
make full chokes scatter more than a cylinder, 12-
gauge only at present. Free circular and sample.
WINANS & CO., 97 West Kinney St., Newark, N. J.

AGENTS Mli5!oo>7.ii
Liiilic:3 or (..fiiu-.. Best seller known. Keed-

vury liuus'.', place ot business or farm
^ear round. ^'liume'* Electric Molor
saUkiiiasoriightuiachiuery. Cheap-

esi poweroii t arih. Coiiuected ioslantly lo

wash or sewing raacbine, corn sheller,
pumps, fans, lathes, jewelers' or dentists*
machinery, &c. Clean, noiseless, lasts
a life-lime. No experience needed. To
show in operation means a sale. Guar-

.
nteed. ProOis immense. Circnlara free,

P. UAKKISONA: CO.,X-7,ColaiDbtu,Ow

FOR COMFORT WEAR A

SWEATER
BUT GET THE BEST. LIST FREE. BOX 366
CONCORD, N. H. 20

The AdiFondacks
Map of the Adirondack Wilderness.
Pocket edition on map-bond paper. $1.00.
"It Is the most complete map of the Adirondacks

region ever published."—/^'oresf and Siream.
Pocket Map of Lake Champlain and Lake
George. May-bond paper, 50 cents.

Galde Books.—The Adirondacks, lUnstrated,
16mo., 272 pages, pseudo cloth cover, 25 cts.

r^ake George and ir.aJ««. rhainplalii.'25 cte.
Address S. B. STODDARD, Glens Falls, S. T.

POCKET KENNEL RECORD. 50 cts.

For Sale.

TROUT FOR SALE.
YEABLINGS ol tie Brooi Tront, Laie Trout, Brown

BGGS AJ*J> KK.Y
of the 8am© in season. For information Inquire
of J. ANNIN, JR.,

Caledonia, Livingston Co., N. Y.

Berkshire Trout Hatchery
have for sale healthyBROOK TROUT ranging
size from yoting fry to four pounds weight, suitable
for stocking 'jublic and private waters.
For information and price address

C. H. SAGC Sec'y,
Great Barring^ton, Masg.

FERTILIZED BROOK TROUT EGGS AND Ex-
cellent yoimg fry for stocking, in season. Ad-

dress TROUTMERE, Osceola Mills, Wis.

LIVE WHITE HARES {L&pua amencanua)
captured and properly boxed and delivered

to express in Bethel, Me., in good condition on
receipt of orders and remittances at $3 per pair.
Refer to Hon. H. O. Stanley, Dixfleld. Me., Fish
and Game Commissioner. I. G. RICH, Bethel, Me

Old and young stock now on sale. Our celebrated
handbook "Ail About Ferrets and Rats," mailed any-
where on receipt of 25cts. ADOLPH ISAACSEN &
SON ,92 Fu Iton St. ,N. Y. city. Trade mark '-Sure Pop.

'

I
IVE gUAlL FOR SALE—\V. VA. BIRDS—GAME

J_J a specialty. E. B. WOODWARD, Commission
Merchant, 174 Chambers St., New York.

TDRAINED FERRETS CHEAP; FERRET
Book, ten cents; ferret muzzles, 20cts. ; catalogue

free. WALLACE & SON, Lucas, Ohio.

Uanoe and Boat Building

FOR AMATEURS.
Price, SS.OO.

W)R SALE AT THIS OBTIOK.
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FOREST AND STREAM.

ANGLING. SHOOTING. THE KENNEL.

The American Angler's Book.
Combining the natural Wstory of sporting fish, the art of

taking them, with instructions in fly-fishing, fly-making and
rod-making, and directions for fish breeding. Description of

salmon runs, inland trout fishing, etc. By THAb. Norbis.

80 illustrations. Cloth. Price, S5.50.

American Fislies.

A popular treatise upon the game and food fishes of North
America, -with especial reference to habits and methods of

capture. By G. Browk Goode. With numerous illustrations.

Cloth, 496 pages Price, $S.50. This is, by far, the most pop-

ular -n-ork which has ever been pubhshed on the fishes of

America, and is the book that no angler who takes pleasure

in knowing the fishes which afford him sport., can afford to

miss.

Book of the Black Bass.
Comprising its complete scientific and life history, together

with a practical treatise on angling and fly-fishing, and a full

description of tools, tackle and implements. By James A.

Henshaix, M.D. Illustrated. Cloth, 470 pages. Price, S3.00.

Dr. Henshairs monograph is the standard work.

riore About the Black Bass-
Being a supplement to the "Book of. the Black Bass." By
James A. Henshall, M.D. Fully illustrated. Cloth, 204 pages.

Price, Si.50. This is a supplement or sequel of Dr. HenshalPs
first volimie, in which the author's aim is to bring the sub-

ject matter down to date.

Fly=Fishing and Fly=Making for Trout, etc.

By J Harrington Keene. With plates of the actual material

for making flies of every variety. Illustrated. Cloth, 160

pages. Price, $1.50. The matter of the book embraces every-

thing which the fly-fisherman wants to know about the senses

of fish, practical fly-fishing, casting and fly-making; with list

of standard flies and their dressings; the feathers, silk and
other material used in fly-making, there are samples of all,

attached to blank sheets like pictures by way of illustration.

Fishing Tackle.
Its Materials and Manufacture. A practical guide to the best

modes and methods of making every kind of appliance neces-

sary for taking fresh-water flsh and for (he equipment of the

angler and fly-fisher. With 454 illustrations and explanatory

diagrams. By J. Harrington Keene. Price, SI.50.

With Fly=Rod and Camera.
By Edwakd a. S.«auELS, President of the Massachusetts Fish
and Game Protective Association, author of ''The Ornithology
and oology of New England and Adjacent States and Prov-

inces," "Among the Birds," Associate Editor of "The Living

World," etc., etc. Cloth, 480 pages (7x§i^in.), 147 Ulustra-

tions. Price, $5.00. The author is known as one of the most
devoted and expert salmon fishermen of America. The vol-

ume is like-nnse noteworthy as an example of the rare possi-

bilities of amateur photography.

Fly=Rods and FIy=Tackle.
Suggestions as to their Manufactiu-e and Use. By Henry P.

AVells. Illustrated. Cloth, 364 pages. Price, S2.50. The
most exhaustive work on the subject in print.

MANUALS.

Game Laws in Brief.

Laws of the United States and Canada Relating to Game and
Fish Seasons. For the gtiidance of sportsmen and anglers.

Compiled by Charles B. Reynolds, Editor of Forest and
Stream. Pajjer. Price, 25 cents. Gives all sections relative

to game and fish seasons, limit of size or number, non-resi-

dents, transportation, etc. All in brief, but full enough for

the practical guidance of sportsmen and anglers. Carefully

compiled, and shorn of verbiage. Handsomely illustrated

with numerous half-toneengravings from Forest and Stream.

Woodcraft.
By Nessmitk. Cloth, 160 pages. Illustrated. Price Sl.OO. A
book written for the iDstruction and guidance of those who
go for plea.sure to the woods. Its author, having had a great

deal of experience in camp life, has succeeded admirably in

putting the wisdom so acquired into plain English.

Tricks of Trapping.
Camp Life in the Woods, and the Tricks of Trapping and
Trap Making. Containing hints on camp shelter, all the tricks

and bait receipts of the trapper, the use of the traps with in-

structions for the capture of all fur-bearing animals. By W.
Hamilton Gibson. Illustrated. Cloth, 300 pages. Price, $1.00.

Log Cabins.
How to Build and Furnish Them. By 'Williasi S. Wicks. New
and enlarged edition. Price, $1.50. Mr. Wicks might have
called his book "Every Man His Own Log Cabin Builder,"

for he has set out to describe fuUy and particularly each de-

tail in the process of construction. Plans are given for

cabins, large and small, with details of exterior and interior.

Hints and Points for Sportsmen.
Compiled by "Seneca." Cloth. Illustrated, 224 pages. Price,

$1.50. This compilation comprises six hundred and odd hints,

helps, kinks, wrinkles, points and suggestions for the shooter,

the fisherman, the dog owner, the yachtsman, the canoeist,

the camper, the outer, in short for the field sportsman in all

the varied phases of his activity.

Names and Portraits of Birds

Which Interest Gunners, with Descriptions in Language Un-

derstanded of the People. By Gtihdon TRUiiBirLL. Cloth, 322

pages. Price, $2.50. The average gunner with this work at

hand would have little difficulty in identifying the contents

of his bag from the text alone. Identification is further facil-

itated by portraits of the birds.

Antelope and Deer of America.
A comprehensive scientific treatise upon the natural history,

including the characteristics, habits, affinities and capacity

for domestication, of the Antilocapra and Cervidce of North

America. Second edition. By John Dean Caton, LL.D.

Cloth, 426 pages, 50 illustrations; steel portrait. Price, $2.50.

The Gun and Its Development.
With Jiotes on Shooting. By W. W. Greener. Breechload-

ing Rifles, Sporting Rifles, Shotguns, Gunmaking, Choice of

Guns, Chokeboring, Gun Trials, Theories and Experiments.

Fully illustrated. Cloth, 770 pages. New edition. Price, $2 50-

The Art of Shooting.
An Illustrated Treatise on the Art of Shooting. With Ex-

tracts from the Best Authorities. By Charles Lancaster.

Illustrated with numerous drawings from instantaneous

photographs. Price, $3.00. New edition.

Field, Cover and Trap=Shooting.
By Captain Adam H. Bogardus, Champion Wing Shot of the

World. Embracing Hints for Skilled Marksmen; Instruc-

tions for Young Sportsmen; Haunts and Habits of Game
Birds; Flight and Resorts of Waterfowl; Breeding and Break-

ing of Dogs. With an appendix. Cloth, 493 pages. Price,

$2.00. There is no other man in this country—or in any
other, for that matter—better fitted to teach a novice the arl.

The Still=Hunter.

A Practical Treatise on Deer-Stalking. By T. S. Van Dyke.
The information contained in "The Still-Hunter" is as ex-

haustive as it is possible to make it. 390 pages. Price, $2.

The Breech=Loader and How to Use It.

288 pages. Price, $1.00. A book for that numerous class of

sportsmen who delight in a day's shooting, but have neither

the time nor the means to make the sport a life's study.

CAMP AND HOME.

Uncle Lisha's Shop.
Life in a Corner of Yankeeland. By Rowland E. Robinson.

Cloth, 187 pages. Piice, $1.00. "Uncle Lisha's Shop" is

brimful of quaint humor and sentiment, and there is an

unmistakable touch of human nature in Uncle Lisha himself

and his good old wife. Aunt Jerushy; in Sam Level, the

hunter, and in fact in all the other characters introduced.

Sam Lovel's Camps.
A sequel to "Uncle Lisha's Shop," by Rowland E. Robinson.

Cloth. Price, $1. When Uncle Lisha went West, Sam Lovel

took Antoine as his partner, and the fortunes and misfor-

tunes of the two as trappers are described with all the charm
of our author's quaint style, while their friends and enemies,

and all with whom they are brought into contact, in the

course of the story, step on to the stage real living creatures.

Pawnee Hero Stories and Folk=Tales,

With Notes on the Origin, Customs and Character of the

Pawnee People. By George Bird Grdjnbll. Cloth, 417

pages. Illustrated. Price, $1.75. New edition, revised. Like

most Indian tribes, the Pawnees are story tellers. They have

a vast fund of folk-tales and traditions, which have been

handed down from father to son, and transmitted from gen-

eration to generation. Tears ago, when the tribe lived in

Nebraska, the author of the present volume camped and
hunted with them, and joined in their village life. The nights

were given up to story telling, and many of the tales told

in the lodge and by the flickering camp-flre were carefullj'

translated and written down. When published they excited

great interest. They are tales of daring and adventure, weird

acoounts of magic, mystery and the supernatural ; relations

of the ways of life in the old, wUd days; stories of war and

the craft of war parties, the history of the tribe as treasured

by the very old men. There is mother-wit in these stories,

they are fuU of humor, sentiment, pathos and human nature.

Blackfoot Lodge Tales.

The Story of a Prairie People. By George Bird Grinnell.

Or. 8vo., $1.75. In this volume the story of the Blackfoot

tribe is told by a friend, one who has hunted mth them on the

prairies, slept in their lodges, hved in their camps, and shared

their daily life. The stories which constitute this history

have been taken down by the author from the lips of the

narrators, and are given without change as told to him.

There is a singular and charming freshness about the stories,

which give the history of renowned warriors of ancient and
modern times, show how ancient customs arose, and explain

natural phenomena. The account of the daily life, customs,

and history of the Blackfeet presents a series of graphic

pictures of savage life in peace and in war.

Our New Alaska

;

Or, The Seward Purchase Vindicated. By Chables Hallock.
Cloth, 209 pages, iUustrated. Price, $1.50. Mr, Hallock's

writings are always vivid and full of life.

Dogs: Their Management and Treatment
IN DISEASE. A Study ot the Theory and Practice of Canine

Medicine. By 4shmont. Cloth, 208 pages. Price, $2.00. The
Forest and Stream says that this is one of the most valuable

treatises on canine management and therapeutics that has
appeared on this side of the water.

Kennel Record and Account Book.
Boards, $3. An indexed volume of 180 pages, consisting of a

series of carefully prepared blank entry forms suited to the

registration of all kennel events and transactions.

Dog Points and Standards.
First Lessons in Dog Training, with the Points and Standards
of all Breeds of Dogs. Paper, new edition, 106 pages, revised

to date. Price, 50 cents.

Training vs. Breaking.
Practical Dog Training; or Training vs. Breaking. By S. T.

Hammond, Kennel Editor of Forest and Stream. Revised and
re-written. To which is added a chapter on training pet dogs,

by an amateur. Cloth, 165 pages. Price, $1. A book for dog
owners, who, by the instructions here plainly given, can suc-

cessfully train their hunting dogs.

riodern Training;
Handling and Kennel Management. By B. Waters. Illus-

trated. Cloth, 373 pages. Price, $2. This treatise is after the
modern professional system of training. It combines the
excellence of both the suasive and force systems of education,
and contains an exhaustive description of the uses and abuses
of the spike collar.

House and Pet Dogs;
Their Selection, Care and Training. Paper, price 50 cents.

Lee's Modern Dogs.
History and Description of the Modern Dogs (Sporting Divis-

ion) of Great Britain and Ireland. By Rawdon B. Lee, kennel

editor London Field. Illustrated, 584 pages. Price, $7. This
is a standard work by an acknowledged authority, and is up
to date. It treats all sporting breeds exhaustively. The illus-

trations are idealized portraits of typical specimens.

Kennel Secrets.
How to breed, exhibit and manage dogs. By Ashmont. The
dog from the time he is conceived to the time he curls himself
up for his last long sleep is treated from every standpoint that
could possibly occur to a man of wide experience with dogs.
Every important subject that has engaged attention has been
fully discussed, generalities being held practically valueless

and misleading. Blustrated, 344 pages. Price, $3.00.

The Spaniel and Its Training.
By F. H. F. Mercer. To which are added the American and
English Spaniel Standards. Cloth. Illustrated. Price, $1,

Scientific Education of Dogs for the Gun.
By H. H. Cloth. Price, $2..50. The instructions are the re-

sult of the author's amateur practical experience of 37 years.

Forest and Stream says: "This work is a very weil written

treatise upon the subject, containing some new ideas and
much that is interesting and instructive to the new beginner
as well as not a little that will be beneflcial to even old

hands to study."

YACHT AND CANOE.

Small Yachts.
Their Design and Construction, Exemplified by the Ruling
Types of Modern Practice. With numerous plates and illus-

trations. By C. P. Kun-hardt. New ed., 470 pp. of type and
illustrations and 87 plates. Size of page, 14^x121^. Price,

$10. This book is intended to cover the field of small yachts,

with special regard to their design, construction, equipment
and keep.

Steam Yachts and Launches;
Their Machinery and Management. By C. P. Kunhardt.
With plates and many illustrations. New ed., 267 pp Price,

$3.00. A complete review of the development and present
status of the marine engine and boiler as applied to steam
yachting.

Canoe and Boat Building.
A Complete Manual for Amateurs. Containing plain and
comprehensive directions for the construction of Canoes,
Rowing and Sailing Boats and Hunting Craft. By W. P.

Stephens, Canoeing Editor of Forest and Stream. Cloth.

Fourth and enlarged edition, 2&4 pages, numerous illustra-

tions, and fifty plates in envelope. Price, $2 00.

Canoe Handling.
The Canoe: History, Uses, Limitations and Varieties, Practi-

cal Management and Care, and Relative Facts. By C. Bo^vyeb
Vaux ("Dot"). Illustrated. Cloth, 168 pages. Price, $1.00.

Yacht Architecture.
By DisoN Kemp, Associate of the Institute of Naval Architects
and Member of Council. Second edition. Super-royal 8vo.

,

530 pages, numerous plans and designs. Price, $16.80.

A Manual of Yacht and Boat Sailing.
By DrsoN Kemp, Associate Institute of Naval Architects (Mem-
ber of the Council). 750 pages, with numerous plans and

" Price, $10.

THE ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE OF FOREST AND STREAM BOOKS WILL BE SENT FREE.
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Forest and Stream Book List.
We are the largest publishers and importers in the United States of Books on Outdoor Sports. For fuller descriptions of many of these works send for the

(free) Forest and.Stream Illustrated Catalogue. All books sent postpaid on receipt of price. Forest and Stream Publishing Co., 318 Broadway, N. Y.

No books exchanged. Registration, if desired, 10 cents extra. Our responsibility ceases after goods have been mailed.

ANGIilNG. Price.

American Angler's Book. Memorial edi ion. Noreis $5.50
American Fish and How to Catcli Tlieni l.OO
American Fishes. Large 4to. Goode. Illusti-ated 3.50
American Game Fishes. Shields 2.50
American Salmon Fishing. Wells 1.00
Angling and Trolling for Pike 50
Angling on Salt Water 50
Artificial Flies and How to Make Them. Shipley 1.00
Book of the Black Bass. (Fishing, tools, tackle.) Henshall 3.00
Book on Angling. Francis 5.25
Domesticated Trout. Livingston Stone 2.50
Favorite Flies and How to Tie Them. 5.00
Fish Hatching and Fish Catching. Roosevelt and Green 1.50
Fishing Tackle, Its Material, Etc. Keenb. Illustrated 1.50
Fishing with.^he Fly. Orvis-Cheney Collection. Illustrated 2.50
Fishing on American Waters. Genio C. Scott 2.50
Fly-Fishing and Fly-Making for Trout. With plates 1.50
Fly-Fisliing in Maine Lakes. Stevens. Illustrated 2.00
Fly-Kods and Fly-Tackle. Wells. Illustrated 2.50
Frank Forester's Fish and Fishing 2.50
More About the Black Bass. Henshall 1.50
Rod and Line in Colorado Waters l.OO
Salmon Fishing. Hallogk 1.00
Superior Fishing, or the Striped Bass, Trout, Etc. Roosevelt... 2.00
The Practical Angler. Clark 1.00
The Game Fish ot the Jforthern States. Roosevelt 2.00
Trout Culture. Slack. Illustrated 1.00
With Fly-Kod and Camera. Samuels. 147 plates 6.00

BOATING AND YACHTING.
Art of Sailmaking. lUustrated. New edition 5.00
Amateur Sailing in Open and Half-Open Boats. Biddle. IUus. . . 1.50
Boat Building and Sailing. Neison and Kemp. Illustrated 3.00
Boat Sailing and Management. Prescott 25
Boat Sailor's Manual. Qualtrough 2.00
Canoe and Camp Cookery. "Senega" 1.00
Canoe and Boat Building- for Amateurs. W. P. Stephens 2.00
Canoe Handling and Sailing. C. B. Vaux. New edition 1.00
Canoe, Voyage of the Paper. Bishop 1.50
Canvas Canoes; How to Build Them. Parker B. Field 50
Corinthian Yachtsmen, or Hints on Yachting. Biddle 1.50
Cruises in Small Yachts and Big Canoes. Speed. Illustrated 2.50
Fore and Aft Seamanship for Yachtsmen 60
Forms of Ships and Boats. Bland 75
Four Months in a Sneakbox. Bishop 1.60
Frazar's Practical Boat Sailing .• 1.00
Hints on Boat Sailing and Kaciug. Fitzgerald 1,00
Manual of Naval Architecture. White 9.60
Masting and Rigging of Ships. Kipping. Illustrated 1.00
Marine Engines and Steam Vessels. Murray. Eighth edition 2.25
Model Yachts. 118 designs and working diagrams. Grosvenor 2.00
Practical Boat Sailing. Davies. Illustrated 2.00
Practical Boat Building. Neison. Illustrated l.OO
Rigger's Guide and Seaman's Assistant. Sixth edition. Illustrated. 1.25
Ropes, Their Knots and Splices 50
Sails and Sailmaking. Kipping, N.A. Twelfth edition. Illusti-ated 1.26
Sailor's Language. W. Clark Russell. Illustrated 1.26
Sailor's Manual and Handy Book. Qualtrough 3.60
Sailor's Sea Book. Rosser. New edition 1.25
Small Yachts. C. P. Kunhardt. Third edition, enlarged, 470 pages 10.00
Steam Yachts and Launches. Kunhardt. New edition 3.00
The Marine Steam Engine. Sennett. 244 illustrations 6.00
Yacht Architecture, Designing and Building. Dixon Kemp 10.80
Yacht Building for Amateurs. Biddle l.OO
Yacht and Boat Sailing. Kemp. Illustrated, 2 vols 10.00
Yacht Designing, Hints to Beginners. Biddle. Illusti-ated l.OO
Yachts and Yachting. Cozzens. 135 illustrations 2.00
Yachtsman's Guide. Patterson. New edition 5.00
Yachtsman's Handy Book 1.60

HUNTING—SHOOTING.
Adventures on the Great Hunting Grounds of the World 1.00
American Sportsman. Lewis 2.50
Art of Shooting. Lancaster 3.00
Big Game of North America. Shields 3.50
Breech-Loader. Greener 1.00
Cruising in the Cascades. Shields 2.00
Field, Cover and Trap Shooting. Booaiidus. New edition 2.00
Frank Forester's Field Sports, 2 vols 4.00
Game Laws in Brief. With i:iictmes from Forest and Stream 25
Gunsmith's Manual, A Practical Guide. Illustrated, 876 pages 2.00
Gun and Its Development, with Notes on Shooting. Greener... 2.60
How I Became a Crack Shot, with Hints to Beginners. Farrow l.OO
Hunting in the Great West. Shields 75
Hints and Points for Sportsmen 1.50
Hunting Ti-ips of a Ranchman. Roosevelt 3.00
Instructions in Rille Firing. Cast. Blunt 2.00
Letters to Young Shooters. Gallway 2.50
Modern American Rifles 2.00
Modern American Pistol and Revolvei*. Illustrated 1.00
Modern Shotguns. Greener 1.00
Pistol, The 60
Shooting on the Wing , 76
Shooting on Upland, Marsh and Stream. Leffingwell 3.50
Shore Birds. Paper 16
Sport Avith Gun and Rod. Cloth, h mdsomely illustrated 6.00
Sportsman's Paradise, or the Lakelands of Canada. Illustrated. . 3.60
Still-Hunter. Van Dyke 2.00
Trajectory Tests of Hunting Rifles 60
Wing and Glass Ball Shooting Avith a Rifle. H. C. Bliss 60
Wild Fowl Shooting. Leffingwell. Half morocco, $3.50; clotli.-. , . . 2.60

THE HORSE.
Diseases of Horses. Dalziel. Paper 76
Dadd's Modern Horse Doctor ,,,,,,, 1.60
Horse, The, and His Diseases, and Rarey's Method. .. 1.26
Training the Trotting Horse 3.60
Horse Training Made Easy. Jennings. Illustrated. 1.25
Horsemanship for Women. Mead. Illustrated by Parker 1 .25
Mayhcw's Horse Doctor. 400 illustrations. ' 3.O0
Mayhew's Horse Management 8.00
McClure's Stable Guide .......................... 1.00
Saddle Horse and Guide to Riding. Illustrated l.OO
Stonehenge on the Horse. English edition, 8vo 8.50
^iopei^eiige on the jlorse* America ecUtion, l^mo 2.00

CAMPING AND ADVENTURE. Pricc.

Adventures in the Wilderness. Murray% Illustrated $1.25
Adirondack Tales. Murray. Illustrated, 2 vols., eacli 1.60
Camps and Tramps in the Adii ondacks. Northrup 1.25
Camping and Cruising in Florida. With map. Henshall 1.50

CAMPING AND TRAPPING.
Amateur Trapper. Paper, 50 cts.; cloth 75
Camping and Camp Outfits 1.26
Canoe and Camp Cookery. ' Seneca" 1.00
Comi>lete American Trapper. Gibson. Illustrated 1.00
Gipsey Tents and How to Use Them 1.26
Hints on Camping. Henderson. Paper, 26 cts.; cloth 1.00
Hunter and Trapper. Thrasher 75
Log Cabins and How to Build Them 1.60
Trappers' Guide. New-house. New edition 1.00
Woodcraft. "Nessmuk" l.OO

GUIDE BOOKS AND MAPS.

Guide to Moosehead Lake. F^vrrar. Cloth l.OO
Guide to Richardson and Rangeley Lakes. Farear. Cloth , l.OO
Guide to Adirondack Region. Stoddard 26
Guide to Androscoggin Region l.OO
Guide to Lake George 60
Map of Lake George 60
Map of St. LaAvrence River l.OO
Map of the Adirondacks. Stoddard l.OO
Map of the Thousand Islands 60
Mountain Trails and Parks in Colorado 1.60
Our NcAV Alaska. Hallock . 1.60
Pocket Map of Moosehead Lake. Farrar 1.00
Pocket Map of Rangeley Lake Region. Farrab l.OO
Southei^n California. T. S. Van Dyke. 1.50

KENNEL.
American Book of the Dog. Shields 3.50
Book of the Dog. Vero Shaw. With portraits 8.00
Breaking and Training Dogs. Dalzbel 2.60
Breeders' Kennel Record and Account Book. Large 4to 3.00
Diseases of the Dog. Dalziel 80
Dog, Diseases of. Hill 2.00
Dog Breaking. Floyd 60
Dog Breaking. Hutchinson. Eighth edition •, 3.00
Dog in Health, Habits and Diseases. Lakdseee. Illustrated 26
Dogs of Great Britain and America , 2.00
Dogs of the British Isles. Stonehenge. With 50 plate portraits 6.00
Dog, The. Dinks, Mayhew and Hutchinson 3.00
Dog Training vs. Breaking. Hammond l.OO
Dog Training, First Lessons and Points of Judging. Paper 50
Dogs, Management of. Mayhew. 16mo 76
Dogs, Management and Treatment in Disease. "Ashmont" 2.00
Field Trial Winners 5.00
House and Pet Dogs. Illustrated 60
Modern l>ogs of Great Britain and Ireland. Sporting Division. Lee 7.00
Modern Training. Waters 2.00
Pedigree Record Book. 200 pages, fifth generation and index 2.50
Pocket Kennel Record. Full leather 50
Shaw's Illustrated Book of the Dog 8.00
Stonehenge on the Dog. AVith portraits 2.50
The Greyhound, Coursing, Breeding and Training. Dalziel 1.26
The Mastiff, History of. M. B. Wynn 2.50
The Collie, History, Points, Etc. Dalziel. Colored portraits l.OO
Tlie Collie. Lee. Illustrated 1.60
Tlie Scientific Education of the Dog for the Gun 2.60
The Sheep Dog. Paper. 50 cts. : cloth l.OO
The St. Beruard, History, Points, Etc. Dalziel 1.25
The Spaniel and Its Training. Mercer 1.00
The Fox-Terrier. Dalziel 1.00
The Fox-Terrier. Lee. Illustrated. New edition 1.50
Training Trick Dogs. lUustrated, paper 25
Youatt on the Dog , 2.50

NATURAL HISTORY.
Animal Life of Our Seashore 60
Antelope and Deer of America. Caton 2.60
Baird's Birds of North America: Land Birds, 3 vols.

, $30; colored,
$60. Water Birds, 2 vols.. $24; roloved 60.00

Batty's Taxidermy and Home Decoration. 44 Ulus., new edition 1.50
Big Game of North America. Shields 3.50
Book of Pigeons. Illustrated 8.00
Cage Birds and Sweet Warblers 2.00
Cage and Singing Birds. Adams 60
Cones' Check List of North American Bii'ds. Illustrated... 3.00
Cones' Key to North American Bli-ds. Illustrated 7.50
Guide to tlie Study of Insects. Packard 6.00
Holden's Book of Bii ds. Paper 26
Insects, HoAA^ to Mount. jVLvnton 50
Life on the Seashore. Emerton 1.50
Manual of North American Birds. Ridgway ... . . , , 7 50
Names and Portraits of Birds. Trumbull. 90 illustrations. . . 4 2.50
Naturalist's Guide. Maynard 1.25
Nests and Eggs of Birds of the United States. Gentry 20.00
Nests and Eggs of North American Bii-ds. Davies 1.76
Our Common Birds and Hoav to KnoAV' Them 1.50
Our Own Birds. New edition 1 50
Pheasant Keeping for the Amateur. Illustrated 1,56
Taxidermy and Zoological Collecting. Hornaday. Ilhistiated 2.60
Taxidermy Without a Teacher. Ma.nton 60
Taxidermists' Manual. Brown. Illusti-ated; $1; paper 50

MISCELLANEOUS.
Adventures on the Great Hunting Grounds of the World 1.00
Blackfoot Lodge Tales. Grinnell 1 75
City Boys in the Woods. Wells 2.50
Ferrets, Their Breeding and Hunting , 2."»

Mountain Trails and Parks in Colorado. Illustrated..,,,,.,.,,,,,.. 150
Old St. Augustine, Florida. Reynolds. Illustrated l.OO
PaAvnee Hero Stories and Folk-Tales. Grinnex4.. . . ,.; 1.7n
Poems oJl the Rod and Gun. McLellan , , , 1 .2.5
Poultry, Illustrated Book of. .5.00
Practical Pigeon Keeper. Wright 1.60
Practical Poultrj' Keeping. Beals 1.60
Sam Lovel's Camps. Robinson 1.00
Uuclo Lisha's Shop. Robikson.

, , 1,00
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BALLOT BOX AND MOOSE HEADS.

As we all know, there has been excitement over the

doings of certain political "bosses" in the vicinity of New
York on Election Day; and public-spirited and patriotic

citizens have come to the front with commendable

activity and determination to insist that the purity of the

ballot must be preserved. Among others, whose names

are in print as taking part in the movement to enforce

the election laws, is an individual of wealth and stand-

ing, who, by reason of his present and past services in

this line, is held up to the rising generation as a shining

example of what a good citizen should be. And yet this

same man, so solicitous that certain statutes shall be

respected, has a record of numerous moose kUled in the

summer months in Maine, in open, bold, impudent and

contumacious defiance of the game laws of that State.

We would not pretend to say that the protection of

game and the purity of the ballot are of equal import-

ance; but we defy any one to show us why it is not the

part of a good citizen to respect and abide by the statutes

relating to them both, and we defy any one to tell us how
a man, who shouts for the purity of the ballot in New
York and slaughters moose out of season in Maine, can

claim to be better than those Scribes and Pharisees, who
make broad their phylacteries, and love the uppermost

rooms at feasts and chief seats in the synagogue and
greetings in the market, and of whom it was declared

that they were Uke unto whited sepulchres.

The fact is that it is a poor brand of citizenship that

cannot stand crossing a State line, and a very fragile

conscience that must needs be left at home in a safe-de-

posit vault when its possessor goes into the woods.

THE RED FLAG AND THE PARK.

With eyes starting from their sockets and hair on end,

a correspondent rushes madly into the columns of a con-

temporary and advocates the building of a railroad

through the Yellowstone National Park. A great fear

has fallen on him. The Park is in danger, he [wishes

to save it, and this can be done only by building

a raih'oad through the reservation. Many schemes have
been broached for protecting the National Park, but

never,[,we think, one so novel as this.

This correspondent, a Mr. Brackett, describes the Park,

as has been done so many hundred times before, and
declares that he heartUy desires its protection, and above

all the preservation of its forests and its great game.
He wants it protected, but he is in deadly fear of its

destruction by the miners of Cooke City and the citi-

zens of Montana in general.

The burden of his statement is that while the people of

Montana are fond and proud of the Yellowstone Park and
of the great game of their mountains, they have lately

determined to burn the Park forests and to slaughter its

herds of game. These methods of showing pride and
affection are unusual, but Mr. Brackett—who appears to

think that the shrewd and sensible people of Montana
have suddenly gone mad—solemnly and repeatedly warns
us that unless a railroad is allowed to be built through the

Park or the northeastern corner of the reservation is cut

oli", the " desperate" citizens of Montana will rise in their

affection and their pride, burn the Park and kill all the

big game within its boundaries.

This would be a dreadful state of things were it true.

But it is not. The alarm felt by Mr. Brackett is un-

necessary. Old mountain men delight in relating hair-

raising stories to frighten the pilgrim who will beUeve

them, and the typical "bad man" hugely enjoys bluster-

ing and threatening and telling what a terrible fellow he

is, and how many men he is accustomed to eat for break-

fast. Such talk dues not count for much with those who
understand the peojile who live in Montana's mountains,

but their stories are likely to scare the inexperienced

.

Even if what Mr. Brackett states were true—even if the

people of Montana were determined to rebel against

United States law and to destroy the Park and all that it

contains—they, with all other sensible men, should know
that it is not by thi-eats of anarchy and rebellion that they

can accomplish what they wish. Threats do not move
the American people.

It was by threats and dynamite and blood and fire that

the anarchists of Chicago strove to coerce the citizens of

Illinois, but such efforts did not succeed, and never will,

until the character of the American people and of Ameri-

can institutions shall have wholly changed. To say that

the honest and industrious men of Montana will become

anarchists and outlaws unless they can have their way is

not only the sheerest nonsense, but is to circulate as foul

and evil a slander as was ever penned against a great

State and a class of citizens as worthy and as law-abiding

as any within the borders of this broad country.

Mr. Brackett's letter voices the sentiments only of a

little clique of local speculators who believe that the

passage of a bill to permit a railway to pass through the

Park would enable them to sell out their holdings of land

at a profit. The v^st majority of Montana's citizens be-

lieve that no radroad should be built within the Park

borders.

We do not believe that the Park needs Mr. Brackett's

remedy, and we entreat him to calm himself.

WORLD'S FAIR AQUARIUM.
The aquarium at the World's Fair will not be main-

tained in Chicago after all. The contents of the tanks

were transferred by the U. S. Fish Commission to the

Illinois State Laboratory of Natural History at the close

of the Exposition. On the next day the South Park Com-
missioners asked to have the aquarium put in their charge,

promising to assume the expenses from that date.

The State Laboratory consented to turn over the prop-

erty on condition that the aquarium should be managed
as a biological station as well as a living museum for the

people. On November 8 the Commisssion reconsidered

their action and decided that no money was available for

maintaining an exhibit of the kind. Therefore the State

Laboratory wiU take such parts of the collection as can

be utilized for alcoholic preparations to be divided among
schools and museums, and the remainder will be distrib-

uted by the U. S. Fish Commission.

The loss to the Chicago public will be felt when it is

beyond repair.

Some idea of the extent of the work required to main-

tain a great aquarium may be gathered from the fact that

nearly fifty loads of specimens were brought to the Ex-
position by the cars of the Fish Commission, about 50,000

gallons of salt water were circulated in the marine sec-

tion, and in the fresh-water section as much as 38,000

gallons of water were used in one hour, the cost of the

water at current rates having been nearly $100 daily.

The marine section, contrary to all expectation, was
managed very successfully and Math scarcely any trouble.

The fresh water of the city is so charged with fungus and
fish parasites as to make the care of this section a great

bm-den. If any man, scientific or unscientific, will pub-

lish a satisfactory method of destroying fungus without

injury to fish, he will be regarded as a benefactor by
aquarium directors. In spite of all difiiculties, however,

the number of species of animals in the Aquarium when
the Fair closed was about 130, and aU of them were in

fine condition.

SIDE-HUNTS.

Now, NOT to take a one-sided view of the side-hunt,

here are some considerations on both sides.

For the side-hunt it may be said that it gives a play-day

for a large number of participants—the more the merrier.

It is thoroughly democratic; every man-jack who can

muster a shooting-iron is entitled to a place in the skir-

mish line; and whatever may be his individual score, the

participant who finds himself on the winning side may
claim some share in achieving the result, and an equal

participation in the feast which crowns the victory.

Taken all in all the side-hunt supphes an occasion for a

crowd of jolly fellows to have a jolly time.

Against the side-hunt it may be urged that its essence

is competitive, and that this shooting for count and to

outscore the other fellows is not a high grade of sport

in the field; that it encourages the inordinate killing of

game and the destruction of much wild life which is in

no sense legitimate game; that it breeds the kill-every-

thing spirit, which is ixnworthy and baneful; and that, in

a word, it lowers the tone of field sportsmanship in the

community.
Side-hunting will last probably as long as birds fly and

the competitive spirit endures in human nature; but it is

a tremendous pity that Yankee ingenuity cannot devise

something in the way of outdoor wildwoods contests more
reasonable than rivahnes in wholesale and indiscriminate

destruction of animal life,

MANSLAUGHTER AND SUICIDE.

We have alluded more than once to the suggestive fact

that of recorded accidents with sporting; firearms a large

proportion may be credited to the ignorance or foolish-

ness or recklessness of shooters who are at the moment
in the act of violating the game laws. It often hap-

pens that the man, who is so hungry for venison that

he cannot wait for the open deer season, is likewise so

eager to get meat that he cannot stay his hand long

enough to determine whether what he is about to shoot

at is a wild animal or a human being. So, too, the

gunner, who is not sportsman enough to observe the ap-

pointed times and seasons, is not sportsman enough to

observe the rules of carrying a gun in a proper manner,

and brings woe upon himself or his comrades in conse-

quence.

If this theory be well fotmded, game wardens would do

well to be vigilant out of season, and fore-handed in the

apprehension of transgressors, to the end that the life of

the game and of the unlawful gunner as well may be

preserved. It is certain, for instance, that if the game
wardens of Staten Island had pounced down upon a cer-

tain untimely robin shooter in their district one day last

week, and had arrested him in time, they would have

rescued the life which he threw away, when in crossing a

fence he pulled his gun muzzle foremost toward his own
devoted head.

In some States, as in Michigan, it is declared an offense

to point a firearm at a human being, even in play; and

certain penal codes, as that of New York, punish a futile

attempt at suicide as a crime. If these killings of one

another and of themselves by game law breakers shall

continue, it will be in order to lock up every out of season

gunner as intent on manslaughter if he shall be found

with others in the field, or as contemplating suicide if

alone.

A WOLF STORY.

In his interesting notes from Manitoba Mr. Ernest E.

Thompson quotes from the Canadian Sportsman a story

of a human skeleton and near by it the skeletons of five

wolves, found "on the south side of the Lake of the

Woods," in 1890. Near the human skeleton was a revol-

ver; and seven empty cartridge shells told the story of a

desperate fight for life.

Mr. H. W. Munson, of South Dakota, sent us the other

day, clipped from the Minneapolis Journal, a special dis-

patch from. West Superior, Wis., dated Oct. 24, 1893,

which reads as follows:

West Superior, Wis., Oct. 24.—A very startling: story has just been

brought from the Rainy Lake gold country by R C. Emmons, an ex-

plorer who has been quietly investigating the deposits there for Chi-

cago capitalists. While following up a small stream tributary to

Rainy Rirer, Mr. Emmons came upon a deserted log cabin. Curiosity

lead him to following a trail leading into the forest south of the cabin,

when he came upon the skeleton of a large man. Near by was a rifle

with a broken stock, and close beside the skeleton was a broadax

with a rusty blade, and within a radius of 60ft. lay the skeletons o£

nine large timber wolves.

Now the Rainy Lake gold country is in Manitoba, south

of the Lake of the Woods; and the Eainy River flows

north into the Lake of the Woods. The region to which

was assigned the location of the wolf story of 1890 is the

region to which is assigned the woK story of 1893. Who
may doubt that the one is only a new version of the

other? And no one knows how ancient the first tale may
have been before it came to Mr. Thompson's attention;

for this Canadian Sportsman, to which it is credited, is

not only a most diligent hterary thief, but never hesitates

to steal a good yarn, even though it has been lying out in

the woods a long time and is weatherbeaten with the sun

an d rain of years^

Here is a bit of prognostication. The beagle is a com-

ing dog. And here are some reasons which back up the

prognostication: (1) Because he is cheap, so that any one

may afford to possess a well-bred specimen. (2) Because

he is easily trained. The veriest know-nothing may take

a beagle out into the field, put him on a track and see him
go. (3) Because he makes music while at work; and
most hunters having heard the music once want to hear

it again. (4) Because his game is commonly abundant,

and is found in regions where there is no use for bird

dogs or deerhounds. (5) Because the newly devised field

trials have given an impulse to beagle interests in this

country. (6) Because Forest and Stream here and now
says a good word for the breed. If you do not believe that

this has anything to do with it, just keep your eye QJ^

I
beagles for the next fiv e years.
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NOTES OF A TRIP TO MANITOBA.

In Two Parts-Part One.

The attitude of Bohemians in New York, Paris, and
elsewhere is this—we wiU hear anything that is intexest-

ing, and it is aU the more interesting if true, but if it be

uninteresting, although true, we have no use for it. In

many respects my trip resembled a thousand others, and
these common parts are the ones which I shall be careful

to omit. I was in search of what interested me. With
suflSlcient confidence in my instinct of choice, but in

doubt of my unprompted industry. I drew up and signed

The only buffalo now in Manitoba are those in possession

of Sir Donald Smith in his park at Silver Heights. These
I saw Sept. 7, 1893. They then numbered 10—2 fine old

bulls, 3 old cows, 3 young bulls, 1 yearling calf, 1 three-

months' calf. With them also is a cross between a buffalo

and a highland cow, a rough, mean-looking animal.
These are all that are now to be found in Manitoba, as

the famoxis Bedson herd is no moi'e. Dr. Howden, of

Winnipeg, related to me a curious adventure with the

Bedson buffalo. While driving with a friend outside of

Winnipeg some years ago, there was, on the road just

ahead of them, the flaming red wagonette of an adver-

tising tea house. The buffalo were feeding in the dis-

tance, but as the red rig approached they became much
excited, and very soon came rapidly toward the tea cart

with angry demonstrations. The driver tried to drive off,

but they were too quick for him. The horse broke loose

LAKE CHASKA AND BURNT HILL.

a vow that I would have a skin, a sketch and a page of

ioumal for every day I was away. Then I set out from
Toronto via the Great Lakes,

Among the passengers was a young doctor, who told

me: "Early in June, 1889, near Burlington, I found a

nest of a yellow warbler, building in a Tartarian honey-
suckle. In the morning the male was killed by a cat, and
the next morning 1 found the female dead and hanging
from the nest by the neck in a loop of horse hair, about

6in. long. After the death of the male I had seen a

cherry bird stealing the materials of the yellow bird's

nest, perhaps the robber had deranged the horsehair so

the unhappy female had been entangled by chance, or

was it suicide?"

His other story was that -'Dr. I., of Toronto, had a
snipe which broke its leg, but it made for itself a sort of

splint of mud and feathers, which effectually bound the

breach till it was perfectly healed."

At the "Soo" I saw some ravens picking up food from
the surface of the water as they flew, and at Thunder
Cape I made an observation on the perfect accuracy of

oral tradition, which I am sm-e would interest Max MijJler.

No one on board seemed to know its height, and the most
commonplace fellow passenger on board asked me. I

didn't know, but having a vague idea that it was 800ft.

high, I kept on the safe side and said it was "nearly

1,600ft." He set off to air his new-found knowledge, and
I heard him tell the next man it was 1,600ft, high, and
the next passed it on, saying it was over 1,800ft. high,

and presently one carne and said, with the air of a man
bursting with information, "How high would you sup-

pose that to be?" I said 1 didn't know; what height is it?

"Well, sir," said he, "1 hear them say it's 3,000ft. sheer

at the cliff, and double that a little way back!"

Recent investigation has brought to light and clearly

demonstrated the astonishing fact that Dante made the

preliminary studies for his "Inferno" on the C. P. R. R.,

along the North Shore of Lake Superior, so that the

sooner we get out of it the better. I positively saw noth-

ing at all of interest till we reached the classic precincts

of Rat Portage, and here, as there was time, I got out and
was surprised to see that many of the telegraph poles

were bored by woodpeckers. Such ill-directed labor

looked, at first blush, like pure malevolence, for the poles

are cedar and have no bore worms in them, while the

spruce, which abounds on every side, is full of wood-
pecker food. But, when more facts are arranged, it

seems that the woodpecker discovers the borere by hear-

ing. They hear this tremendous humming in the poles

and conclude that the father of all the borers is in there,

and would be a glorious ca.pture, hence the excavations.

The Lam-entian Inferno runs out just about where the

Manitoba Paradise runs in, i. e., Long. 90° W. Here we
begin to have a level alluvial country with aspen forests,

and to make discoveries which were both true and inter-

eeting
At Beausejour Station was an Indian with two young

moose for sale; they were much like httle calves, with
short thick necks and long ears. They were dullish red

in color, without spots, and stood about 36m. high at the

shoulder. But the stop of three minutes was not enough,

either for a sketch or a photo, so I missed a good chance.

At Selkirk the Rev. Mr. McLaughlin, a missionary from
Berens River, came on board, and 1 got from him all the

information I could about the parts of every region he
had visited. He remembered the abundance of moose,

caribou and spruce partridge along the east coast of Lake
Winnipeg, and the total absence of small deer and elk,

so far as he knew. But his item on buffalo wa.s the most
interesting. In 1889, when he resided at a station called

Victoria, north of the Saskatcliewan, some Indians whom
he knew personally killed 5 buffalo out of a herd of 11,

near the Hand Hills. He saw a part of the spoils, includ-

ing a large head, which was sold in Winnipeg for $130.

He said also that it is quite well known that there are a
considerable number of buffalo still in the woods of the

Peace River.
As new buffalo notes are at a premium just now, I give

here aU that I have;

almost immediately and the man escaped on its back, but
the oft'ensive red cart was totally demolished.
According to Rev. Mr. McKellar, missionary to the

Saskatchewan, the last year in which the buffalo came in
numbers was 1878. During the latter part of that summer
the herds of buffalo in the South Saskatchewan were
literally countless. As fax as the eye could see in a day's
travel the whole country was dull brownish with their
woolly coats. But that was the last of them. No more
great herds ever came to the north. The last wild buffalo
noted in ^Manitoba were three, which, according to Dr.
Shaw, of Carberry, crossed the Assiniboine 4 miles north
of Grand Valley about Nov. 7, 1879, traveling rapidly
northwesterly, and were lost in the region west of Riding
Mountain. A Mr, McFadden saw them crossing the As-

In the Winnipeg Free Press, April, 1891, there appeared
an account of a tragedy that took place in the St. Peter
Reserve. A famfly of 18 Indians were in one tepee to-

gether when they were attacked by wolves and only two
men escaped alive!

In the Canadian Sportsman for May 28, 1890, the fol-

lowing appeared: "A dispatch from Winnipeg states that
a few days ago a party of loggers stumbled over a pile of

bones on the south side of the Lake of the Woods that
were the silent and ghastly record of the terrible death of
some human being. The bones consisted of a human
skeleton, and the skeletons of seven wolves. A revolver
and seven empty cartridge shells were lying near the for-

mer, and it is supposed that the man was attacked by a
pack of wolves, and had made a desperate fight for his

life, killing seven of their number before being overpow-
ered by the ferocious beasts. An old explorer named
McManus, who has lived at Rat Portage for years, has
been absent on the lake for a longer time than usual, and
it is feared that it is he who has fallen a victim to the
wolves. An Indian from Rat Portage is also missing, and
it may be be who has met such a horrible death, but the
revolver and remnants of clothing, it is said, resemble
those worn by McManus."

I wrote to the Reverend Mr. McLachlan, of Berens
River to learn the truth of the St. Peter tragedy, and re-

ceived in reply the following interesting letter:

Berens Rivkr, March 9, ISQZ—Mr. Ernest W. Thompson: Dear Sir—
Your letter catne to band by the last mail, and in reply I hag to state
that 1 have raade inquiry regarding the story of which you write and
find it without foundation. I heard the story last winter, and a young
man at Bad I hroat River is said to be its author. There is no doubt
whatever of its being a hoax.
Wolves are quite numerous here this winter, but do not seeto to

band together to any extent, and are not, so far as I know, dangerous.
Last week one of the Indians on going to his flah cache, where he had
been doing his fall fishing, found a splendid black wolf in 'a trap. He
tied his mouth with a line, took him out of the trap, and nitched him
up in his dog train and made him help haul home the load of fish.

The H. B. Co. officer here had him chained up at the fort, and intends
trying to make a cross with one of his dogs. I have seen a number of
wolves, but none like this specimen. The fur is exactly like a silver

fox in color, thick and beautiful. The ears are much more rounded
than usual, giving the head more of the appearance of a bear than a
wolf. I have handled it, but there is never any sign of crossness, and
no attempt at biting.

Foxes have been very plentiful, and some splendid black and silver

ones have been taken. Deer freindeer) have been remarkably scarce '

this winter. I fully believe they have migrated on account of the
wolves. Ptarmigan have been abundant this season, owing probably
to deep snow to the north of us.

At any time I shall be most happy to furnish you with any inform-
ation in my power. I remain, yours truly, J. A. McLachlajt.

It is just possible that the Rat Portage tragedy may be
similarly explained away.
These anecdotes refer to the great gray wolf, but the

prairie wolf (C latrans) figures much more conspicuously
in the annals of the settlement now. They are so numer-
ous that the skins of as many as seventj^ or eighty find

their way to the main store at Carberry in a single

winter, and one or more may be seen in almost any
morning's drive.

Mr. Etobt. McOuUough related to me the following inci-

dent of one of these: "One winter's morning I went,
with a boUer in my hand, to get some feed from the
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siniboine, and Dr. Shaw saw their trail a few hours later

where they crossed the Rapid City trail.

At Winnipeg I visited the shop of my friend Hine, the

taxidermist, and saw there a very large timber wolf
which had been killed within the city limits last winter.

This was also the only one that had been seen near Win-
nipeg for years, while the prairie wolf is as common as

ever. This, it seems to me, illustrates a curious sort of

selection. These animals are similar in food and habits,

and have the same enemies, and yet the larger and
stronger animal succumbs. The sole reason for this that

I can see is that the lesser one is enabled by its lighter

weight to pass over the snow when pursued, while the

greater weight of the timber wolf proves its destruction.

Even in the timbered parts of Manitoba large wolves are

very rare now, but occasionally one heare of some tragic

adventure that reminds one that the timber wolf still

exists and is a foe to be feared when hard pressed. Mr.
Gordon. Wright, of Carberry, informs me that in the

winter of 1890-91 a man was attacked by wolves in the

woods near High Cluff and entirely devoured.

driving shed. The door was slightly open and as 1

approached I saw an animal inside, which dashed abuiiV

in the shed, its action showing it to be a wild creature. 1

ran to the door just in time to prevent its escajje; barring
the passage with the boiler, I rushed to the stable and
back with a fork. The wolf, for such it was, took refuge
under a reaper and there 1 speared him, but tiie fork only
pierced the loose akin of his belly and he turned on me.
I held the fork to the ground with all ray strength and
was barely out of reach of his jaws, for the handle was
short, but I dared not withdraw the fork to strike him
again and had nothing to finish him with, so that it was
a deadlock. However, after a struggle, 1 got the end of

the handle fixed imder a beam and rushed off to get a
club. When I came back the wolf was gone. I thought
to see no more of him, but next morning I found him
but a few yards from the same place, quite dead, the
fork having penetrated his bowels when 1 speared him.
But why should lie return to this shed?"

And Mr. T. Kerr tells me that one winter a prairie

wolf without any hatir on it hid itself under his straw-

etack. and although drivenaway it returnedand ensconced
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itself under the granary, where he shot it. It evidently
had some disease which had entirely deprived it of its
hair, except a little patch on the shoulder; it apparently
had suffered much from the cold, judging from its
violent shivering.
Notwithstanding the abundance of the prairie wolves,

much attention is being directed now to sheep farming,
for it. proves to be very profitable, and a bell on the neck
of each animal is found an ample protection from his
traditional foe.

I scarcely stayed to see Winnipeg I was so anxious to
get back to my own, my ancient hunting grounds about
Carberry, so I boarded the train and sped westward.
Part of my plan for the summer had been to sow wild
rice {Zizania aquatica) in as many localities as possible,
so with this object in view I laid in a supply, and when-
ever the train crossed a slough or pond I contrived to
throw a paper bag of the seed into its deepest water. I
fear it was rather late to be successful, but if it fails I
shall try again at the next opportunity and do what I can
to induce others to try it. At Carberry ultimately I
sowed the seed in many ponds and lakes, but the lateness
of the season and the fact that the seed was last year's,
and therefore probably dead, was against the experiment.
At length I reaciied Carberry, the town that grew up

after I came, the town which I felt almost my own, so
well did I know every individual and building in it. Six
years had flown by since I left it, and now of all the
crowd about the station platform I saw not one familiar
face and was recognized by no one. (I need not bother
you with my personal feelings.) I went to the hotel of
an old friend and found a stranger in possession, and on
all the store signs were new, strange names. I was
gloomy and sad when I turned in, but next morning
brought a change. I did find that a few of my old chums
were left and the changes in the country, it must be
admitted, were decided improvements. The old prairie
trails were all gone and, indeed, forgotten, for the new
farmers do not know what a trail is, the Government
roads are everywhere in use now, all fenced, ditched and
graded in the most approved Eastern style. Virgin
prairie is a thing of the past and the big plain is now a
vast region of highly-cultivated farms.
In a long walk taken across the country next morning,

I was surprised at several changes in the district.
First—The meadow larks, shore larks and vesper sparrows
seemed to have increased enormously. Second—The
Missouri skylark has totally disappeared. Third—Where-
ever a little patch of the original prairie has been pre-
served, it is now covered with poplar trees {Populus tre-
muloides). Fourth—The amount of water has greatly de-
creased, what were bogs are now pasture lands, what
were marshes are bogs, and what were great lakes with a
belt of rushes are now great marshes with a little central
pond, or no open water at all. So much for the changes
of a few years. Another change in animal hfe I must
not forget, viz., the striped gopher (S. J3-lineatus), seems
to be nearly extirpated, while the yellow gopher (S.
richardsonii) has been excessively multiplied. They have
become a plague to the farmers, and I am informed that
last season the county council at Carberry alone paid
bounties on 40,000 gopher tails. I attribute the disap-
pearance of the striped goplier to the plowing of the
land, for this species burrows so near the surface as to be
within reach of the plow, while the yellow gopher
makes a burrow several feet deep. The great multiphca-
tion of the latter, Jiowever, I attribute to the destruction
of the hawks, chiefly Swainson's hawk, which was once
so very abundant throughout this region, and has of late
been greatly reduced in numbers.
Two other changes in the wild life were noticed. First

—

The mourning dove, once rare in the country, and never
seen on the big plain, is now abundant about every barn-
yard that is near trees and water. Second, and yet more
surprismg, is that the sharptailed spai-row (Ammodramus
caudacutiis nelsoiii), never before seen so far north, is now
also abundant in the great sloughs about Carberry and lias
also been taken at Winnipeg. The common shore lark
{Otocarys alpestris xnaticola), as already remarked, has
also greatly increased and manifests a remarkable parti-
ality for breeding on vacant lots both in Winnipeg and
Carberry, At the latter place I found three of their nests
on the baseball gi-ound, and although the ground was
played on every evening, the young were reared.

But on this, my first extended excursion, my heart was
greatly cheered with the sight of two or three'unchanged
ancient landmarks. One or two were simply hills,
pointed cones of sand and beyond the reach of harm by
human hands; but the others were anc'ent historic ti-ees;
great tall spire-like spruces—old Stimson's spruce north
of Carberry; Castleman's spruce north of Fairview, and
the Lone spruce on Sewell Hill, and my heart leaped for
joy to see them standing yet. When the first settlers
came on this plain m 1878, ere yet there were roads or
finger posts, these spruce trees stood silent sentinels on
the hiUs and were their landmarks and their guides.
Butler when he crossed our plain in 1870. speaks of the

solemn spruce tree standing on the hill by the crossing of
Pme Creek (Murphy's), and away back in the buffalo
days, when Larivieres and McKenzies killed their winter's
meat where Caiberry now stands, these black pointed
monuments were the witnesses of the slaughter and the
fingerboards of their temporary camping grounds.
Long may they be spared from ruthless lire and wanton

axe to be the mementoes of the past, the only visible
memorials we have of the romantic days that are gone.

Ernest E. Thompsok.

Capt. Beardslee's Heroism.
Editor Forest and Stream:
It was very handsome in j'ou to caU attention editorially in your

last issue to Capt. Beardslee's heroism at Port Royal. But while
recognition is made officially and otherwise of this distinguished
service, I trust that his equally signal efforts at Key West severaj
lyears ago will not be forgotten or overlooked. It was mainly by his
help and the assistance of his naval brigade on that occasion that the
town was not entirely destroyed by fire. His mastery of tbat con-
flagration was a strategic piece of work, for which pubhc credit has
not appareuUy been given him. And if philanthropy and bravery
wUl go still further back for illustration, why there was his efQciejit
work in Alaska in 1878-80, and at Formosa several years before, in each
of which critical occasions the sole responsibUity was Jthrown upon
him, involving careful judgment, quick expedients and prompt action;
and in never a case has he score«3 an error or a mistake. May his
shadow nerer grow less. Oh^ H^lwcr. '

THER CHIPPYMUNK.
He skipps along ther orchard wall beneath ther autumn sun,
With fluffy tail tucked on his back wOe work's a-bein' done,
A pilin' heaps o' nuts, to pack um in his largest trunk,
Thet serious leetle acrobat, knowed as the chippymunk.

I seen one in ther woods ter-day, en watched him on ther sly;

He stopped off workin' ter give nuts (with twinkles in his eye)
Unto a troubled feller "monk" wat couldn't elknb a bit
(Was waitin' with leg smashed up till natur' mended it).

Also he smoothed his fur, upsot like burrs up m ther tree.
En didn't show he thot he'd sunk his rustic dignity.

'Twarnt enny his own relations 'cause his coat was thin en bare,
While ther chestnuts was a-fallin' an' frost was in ther air.

Some things we need remindin' ov, a chippymunk ken tell

Erbout heart "eddycation" ef we only listen well.

Wen he stroked ther httle feller on his faded, rumpled skin,

He showed thet tetch o' natur' as binds ther hull world km.
Eemarkin', "I won't notice w'at ther proud chipmunks 'ell say,
For a brudder's bin is empty an' his fur is der wrong way."

Clarence Pixneo.

SOME TRICKY LEOPARDS.
Should any of the readers of Forest ajjd Stream dur-

ing their visits to some traveling menagerie question the
keepers in charge of the cat animals as to which gives
the most trouble in escaping, I will warrant that the
answer in a large majority of cases will be "leopards,"
and I am forced to acknowledge that my experience con-
vinces me of the truthfulness of the assertion. The nar-
ration of some of my leopard scrapes smacks so strongly
of fiction that I dare not describe them but for the fact
that there were always other parties present on each oc-
casion who can verify every statement which I shaU
make.
During the early portion of the '60s I was in the habit

of making Boston my headquarters, and very naturally
became acquainted with various parties in the different

sliipping offices, sailor boarding houses, etc., where I
would be most likely to pick up news of the arrival of
anything in the wild animal Kne, that might come into
port. One day one of my scouts came in with the news
of the signalling of a vessel from Calcutta, and proposed
that I should accompany him down the harbor in a row-
boat, so that the ship could be boarded before her arrival
at the wharf, thus giving him a chance to pick up board-
ers for his house, and myself an opportunity to bargain
for a stray monkey, or anything else in the way of wild
beasts. We boarded the vessel just off Fort Warren, and
found that the captain and first ofiicer had made aVen-
ture on their own account for my especial benefit. It
consisted of a tigress, pair of leopards, three sloth bears
and four zebras; aU on deck, while a portion of the cabin
was occupied by a delegation of rhesus and bonnet mon-
keys.
Having bargained for the entire lot, I hurried ashore

and immediately telegraphed Mr, Frost, manager of the
Van Amburgh Menagerie, which was just going into
winter quarters in the building on Broadway, New York,
just above Spring street, formerly occupied by a Chinese
museum. Before Mr. Frost's arrival I had landed all the
animals, and in so doing just managed to escape a claw-
ing from the male of the pair of leopards, which was
about as wicked a brute as I had ever handled.

I disposed of the entire lot to Mr. Frost. They were
immediately shipped to New York, and on their arrival
were shifted to the different cages which had been pre-
pared for them in the various portions of the building.
This took place at night, and the leopards were taken up
to the second floor to an apartment which ran back to
Mercer street, and in which there was a large gothic win-
dow, glazed with frosted glass, which reached down to
the floor. In shifting them into the stationary cage some
one remarked that the bars seemed rather vdde apai-t but
Van Amburgh instantly vouched for the safety of the
^rating, and nothing more was thought of it. When the
ast animal had been properly shifted Van proposed that
the entu-e party should accompany him into the Prescott
House, which adjoined the menagerie building, and take
something in honor of the occasion. Just as they had
ranged up in front of the bar the menagerie watchman
burst^into the room and yelled out, "There's one of those

infernal leopards loose." Thereupon the convivial meet-
ing instantly adjourned and an immediate break was
made for the door.
On returning to the menagerie it was found that the

brute was promenading back and forth on the floor
against the lai-ge gothic window, with nothing but the
g:lass between him and the open street, on the opposite
side of which was planted a gas lamp, whose light made
the leopard appear like a huge moving silhoutte. Luckily
the shipping cage had not been removed, and to tear off
the remaining portion of the front left after transferal
was the woi'k of but a few seconds. It was then turned
on its side with the open front toward the leopard. Two
men crouched behind and shoved it toward him. He
squatted and when it came within a short distance of him,
ran into it and allowed it to be shoved against the glass.
The removed boards were immediately thrust down be-
tween the case and the sash without a movement on his
part, but the moment the case was turned top upward he
commenced a series of charges which required a good
deal of nerve and strength to withstand, and so to prevent
a second escape while the boards were being firmly nailed
down. After everything was properly secured Van
moved a second adjournment "to see a man," and laugh-
ingly said, "I don't think the guests in the St. Nicholas
Hotel would sleep much if they knew that a leopard had
been loose in this neighborhood to-night."
About a year after the above-mentioned incident I went

with a lot of animals by steamer direct from Boston to
Philadelphia. They were stowed on the main deck for-
ward, which was closed in and roofed by a hurricane
deck. Among them was a female Indian leopard and a
pair of Bennett's wallabys. On the first night out I was
just in the act of turning in when one of the crew thrust
his head into my stateroom door and said, "Mr, Thomp-
son, that elephant cat of yours is loose. Will it do any
harm?

'
I have a distinct recollection that my reply was

terse. Hastily drawing on my trousers and thrusting
stockingless feet into shoes, I hurried forward, and in so
doing passed through the officers' mess room, a door from
which communicated with the compartment in which the
animals were stowed. On the table stood a lantern, which
had evidently been left by the terrified seaman. Picking
it up, I opened the door, stepped inside and by the dim
hgbt made out the leopard playing with the body of a
wallaby, precisely as a cat would with a rat.
Immediately on my entry she dropped her prey and

began to scramble toward the top of a lot of bags of
potatoes which had been piled forward. Instantlv plac-
ing the lantern on the deck I shouted out to her 'in the
same unrefined language which I had addressed to the
sailor. She suddenly turned, sprang down and in a
twinkling was standing directly in front of me, with her
nose not a foot away from my knees. I impulsively
reached down, seized her neck with both hands, and as
she threw up both paws to rake my arms swung her
upward and slammed her down on the deck with suffi-
cient force to knock the wind completely out of her.
Just then I realized the critical position into which I had
heedlessly rushed and began to call for help. The door
was carefully opened for a few inches and I recognized
the keeper's voice asking what I wished. I requested a
rope on the instant. There was a shuffling of feet and I
heard some one climb the stairs to the hurricane deck.
By this time my attention was drawn to the leopard
which was reviving so rapidly that I was forced to
repeat the slamming process. That being finished I
agam shouted for rope and was requested to exercise a
little patience, as a man had gone on the upper deck to
;et It out of a locker. It seemed as if a full hour passed
before he returned and then the keeper wished to know
what I wanted done with it. In lurid language I re-
quested him to make a halter knot in it and then join me
at which he showed a good deal of hesitation; but I finally
bulbed him mto venturing alongside of me, when on look-
ing down I found that the animal had again recovered,
but was completely cowed by rough usage. Not daring
to loosen my grip, with my feet I managed to get a bight
of the rope under her chin, and by dint of sharp language
forced the keeper to make fast the halter knot. He was
then directed to pass the free end of the rope into the hole
she had made in escaping and out again through the grat-
ing near the end of the case; from thence to take it to the
parties on the outside, who were told to pull with a will
when I gave the signal. All being ready, I raised one
foot for a kick to hurry her, let go, and called out to pull;
but she was too quick for us, as she darted into the case
as if shot from a cannon, and the pulling party fell all in
a heap. I instantly sprang forward and turned the case
topside up, picked up the loosened bar and held it up-
lifted, m order to keep it cowed. The keeper was then
ordered to bring in a board, hammer and nails; but the
moment he attempted to close the opening her claws just
missed catching him, and I was forced to do the nailing,
which was finished without the slightest protest on her
part.

Some months later I secured a fine male from South
Africa, which was forwarded to Philadelphia, and I fol-
lowed shortly after. Not long after my arrival I deter-
mined to try and mate them. The male was shifted into
a small cage, which was placed on trestles; immediately
in front of the large one containing the female, with only
about 6in. of space intervening between the gratings.
They remained in this position the greater portion of the
day, without either animal showing the slightest ill will
toward the other. Late in the afternoon I got up on the
small cage, hfted a bar in the larger one containing the
female, and then drew up one in the male's cage. The
instant there was a clear opening, he sprang through like
a flash, seized the female by the throat and pinned her to
the floor. Impulsively I kicked the small cage off its
supports, and sprang into the larger one with a piece of
board in my hands, which I had picked up with the in-
tention of using it for forcing the male to shift, if he
showed any reluctance in so doing. The board was
brought down on the male's head, with sufficient force to
split it, whereupon he loosened his hold, and backed into
a corner, while the female staggered into another, the
pair spitting and snarling like demons, while I stood be-
tween them, with my back against the grating, beating
a tattoo on the floor of the cage with the two pieces of
board.

Calling out to the parties who had been assisting me
and receiving no answer, I hastily glanced over my shoul-
der and found that the room had been suddenly vacated,
with the doorleading into the adjoining apartment tightly
closed. A few strongly worded expressions caused it to
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open slightly, and after some delay a few pieces of plank

were brought in and arranged so as to make a temporary

partition. I then backed out and slipped the loosened

bar into its place. After which the small cage was re-

placed on the trestles, the male driven into it, and the

female given the entire range of her cage. On the next

day she scarcely showed any signs of her rough treat-

Txient FRA^fK J. Thompson,
[to be concluded.]

The Fable of the Fox and the Lioness.

Fort Smith, Ark., Nov. 8.—In your last issue Mr.

Hough describes, among other things, a group of mounted
lions at the World's Fair, two of which were "kittens,"

which he astutely surmises (because of the difference in

their color) "were not of the same litter." Now I never

raised any lions of my own, and am therefore unable to

speak of them with authority, but I believe there is ex-

tant a moss-grown story to the effect that the "varmints"

with which the footstool is provided once had a mass
meeting, and the sisters got to discussing family matters,

and some of them began bragging about the number of

little ones they were in the habit of imposing upon the

commissary department at each impose. When all but

the lioness had "filed their claims" thatlady was requested

to state the extent of her accomplishments in this hue.

She adjusted her glasses and looking haughtily upon the

crowd remarked, "One, but that one is a lion."

Hoodoo.
[This is the ancient fable of the Fox and the Lioness;

but however witty, it is not true to nature; there are

sometimes three or four cubs in a litter.]

The Linnsean Society of New York.

A REGIXLAB meeting of the society will be held at the

American Museum of Natural History, Eighth avenue
and Seventy-seventh street, on Tuesday evening, Nov. 28.

Papers: L, S. Foster, "A Consideration of Some Ornitho-

logical Literature, with Extracts from Current Criticism.

II. 1884 to 1893." , Arthur H. Howell, "Birds in Our
Great Cities." Arthur H. Howell Secretary (212 Madi-

son street, Brooklyn)^

A Connecticut Wildcat.

Portland, Conn-, Nov, 8.—An adult wildcat (Lynx
rufus) was killed this morning in Durham, Conn., by
Frank Francis. It weighed nearly 251bs. , and is now in

the possession of Mr. W. P. Post, of Middletown. Mr.

Post will present it to some museum. John H. Sage.

in low voices, we caught up with other teams going in One other unpleasant insult of the large number of men

the same direction as ourselves, and soon we were an ' who congregate on the deer grounds, besides the danger

integer of a long procession that wound snakehke among
,

to human life entailed, is the numerousquarrels tliat anse

the silent farms aid stretches of woods. In the outskirts — c...^ Onr r,nrtv fortunatelv was

of Smithtown we pa.ssed the house of a German who had

reported the night before that his cabbage patch had been

ravaged by deer.

Several miles further we left aU signs of civilization be-

hind. On either side of the road, which wa-s just the

width of a wagon track, rose a forest of scrub oak and

pines. The procession began to move slower, and pres-

ently halts became frequent. Some distance in front, flt

the head of the line, we could see lanterns moving about

and every now and then ghostly figures stooping down
and examining the gi-ourd. The leaders of our party

were looking for tracks in the sandy road.

It is a common thing when tracks are found to obliter-

ate them, the hunters marking the place by some sign

known only to themselves. Then when it is light enough
they come "back with their dogs and put them on the most
j)romising track. This early start and search for tracks

before daylight is the most picturesque feature of the

hunt, and one peculiar to the locality.

We reached our destination just as the sky was begin-

ning to pale in the east. The horses were drawn up a side
" and then hitched to the trees, and the hunters began

"Game Laws in Brief.'''' Bevised to Jan. 1, 189U. Oame and Fish lau8

of all the States, Territories ayid Provinces. Correct, reliable, hand-

somely illustrated. Published by the "-Forest and Stream.'''' Sold by

all dealers. Price 25 cents.

THE LONG ISLAND DEER POCKET.
The Long Island deer season, which lasts but six days,

from Nov. 10 to 16, opened last Friday. On that day
about fifteen deer were killed. Judging from previous

years it is probable that fifty or sixty deer wiU be killed

before the season closes.

Few people besides the local sportsmen know of the
excellent hunting afforded by this Long Island pocket.

One gets a vague idea from the daily newspapers that

deer are hunted and killed somewhere on the island be-

tween Brooklyn and the jumping off place, but as a rule

little stock is taken in these accounts. Every one knows
that there are quail and rabbits on Long Island, but it

takes an exaltation of the imagination that costs effort

for those who have hunted in the Adirondacks, «r Maine,
or Michigan to believe that deer are to be found aside

from semi-domesticated specimens within inclosures.

It is a fact, however, that good deer hunting is to be had
on Long Island less than fifty miles from New York city.

The hunting has its limitations to be sure, and there are

many sportsmen to whom these limitations would appear
insm-mountable, but as far as the number of deer to the
square mile is concerned there is very little to complain
of. There are few locaUties, indeed, where sixty deer
could be killed in six days within two miles of a certain

spot.

And yet this is the condition of affairs that exists on
Long Island to-day. The hunting coimtry is a stretch

five miles from Ronkonkoma on the southeast to Central
Islip in the other direction, and of less width. The deer
occupy in addition to this about 7,000 acres of land owned
by the South Side Sportsmen's Club, Cornelius Vander-
bUt, Robert Cutting and C. Roberts; but on this latter no
hunting is allowed. It is on account of the protection
afforded mainly by the South Side Club that they exist

to-day. Otherwise the last deer would have been killed

off a decade ago.
The evening before the season opened found a Forest

AUD Stream representative quartered at Trainer's Hotel.

Smithtown. In the comfortable barroom were assembled
a number of representative hunters who annually come
together for the deer shooting. Plans were laid for the
following day, and battles in which Cervus virginianus
figured prominently were refought. The conversation
never lags in such a company of sportsmen.
One story with a curious moral was told, A hunter

watching on a stand only a few rods from two others
and in plain sight of them wanted to take a drink and
remembered that he only had enough whisky in his flask

for his own need. He did not want to share the precious
remnant and he did not want to be seen drinking it by
the others. So he determined to go behind the nearest
bush, where he could have it all to himself without
acquiring the reputation of being a hog. Scarcely had
he reached the bush when up jumped a fine buck which
the hunter straightway toppled over. Was ever selfish-

ness so rewarded?
Friday morning an early start was made. Just at 4

o'clock the hotel contingent emerged from their comfort-
able quarters into the chill atmosphere of a frosty morn-
ing. Our team was in readiness and soon we were
bowling along at a brisk rate in the direction of the hunt-
ing grounds. The distance from Smithtown is about five

miles. Hauppauge, Ronkonkoma and Central Islip are all

nearer. As we drove along the starlit road, conversing

stamping their feet and trying by various other means to

start the blood in circulation. All hands allowed that it

was a cold morning.
The stars were still shining brightly overhead aa we

proceeded to take our stations, under the direction of B.

B. Newton.
The order of the day was to line the road, and hunters

were stationed along it at short intervals for half a mile

or more, making a cordon that meant death to any deer.

Before all had fairly gained their positions the yelping

and baying of hounds was heard to the northward. Tlie

dogs were driving our way, but it was too dark to see

what thej'- had.
Shortly after daylight a large buck which had circled

on the dogs and thrown them off the trail, tried to run

over the Foei:st and Stream man from behind. The
newspaper representative, fortunately, was armed and
succeeded in repelhng the onslaught. When the smoke
of battle cleared away it was found that the first deer of

the day had been killed—a fine buck weighing over

200lbs. Soon after a second buck tried to run the gaunt-

let, but turn which way he would he was met by a volley

of fire, and finally fell dead close to the road.

In the meantime frequent shots were heard to the cast-

ward, where a party from Stony Brook and St. James
were supporting the right flank of the Smithtown hunt-

ers. This party succeeded in killing two fine does, Many
shots were also heard to the south, where Hauppauge,
Babylon and Islip parties were guarding a stretcL of rail-

road track. This latter point is one of the most CT'.ebrated

stands on the hunting grounds. Most of the d^er started

north of the railroad, if they are not kille 1 socrer will

cross the railroad within a few hundred yarcs of t/.e same
spot. Only a short way off are the grounds the South

Side Club and safety. But few are the deer L^:\ t fain this

protection untouched. To do it they must racuint the

railroad embankment in the face of a terrible fire cl buck
shot.

A great many hunters argue that the deer make ftr the

lands of the South Side Club because they kno they will

be safe there. Others say that most of the deer Iielt^ been

born and bred there, which is a much more logical ' tate-

ment. A third reason w^hy they should take tlii^cirec-

tion, which would be sufficient were the former IrtC. ing,

is ofti-n overlooked. That is the brook that flows thr, ugh
these grounds and eventually contributes to the trout

ponds nearer the ocean. In the old days, when there was
no protection on the South Side grounds, the deer used to

take the same course. It is their inborn instinct to run to

water when pursued by a swift dog, and when bard

pressed no deer that ever lived would resist its prompt-

ing.

The stream enlarges as it approaches the ponds and is

navigable for boats. It is said that years ago deer started

at the head would run down the brook and sometimes
even reach the ocean.

If the woods are full of deer it must be acknowledged
also that they are full of men. This is the cliief draw-
back to the sport. There are entirely too many hunters.

It was variously estimated that from 250 to 500 hunters

were out that day. These men were not scattered over a

wide area, but mostly grouped in a few constricted spots

where deer were known to pass. No accidents were re-

ported on the opening day, but one could only thank an
All Merciful Providence that such was the case. In large

bodies of men there are always to be found some ignorant

and thoughtless individuals.

In the afternoon the Smithtown party resolved to beat

fi-om [^e Sayville road westward toward the east

border of the South Side Club grounds. A portion of the

hunters got in their wagons and drove around to the low
wire fence which marks the club territory, and there

strung out en cordon to intercept any deer coming that

way. The others formed a line, and with the dogs started

to beat the intervening country. This country was very

open. Small pines grew siiarsely, but one could often see

for long distances among them. The ground is flat, but

intersected here and there by little valleys, which slope

downward toward the club grounds. In the sandy soil

could be seen many deer tracks. Some were old, and
some only made the" night before, but take it all in all

they were more abundant than the writer has had the

pleasure of seeing in localities celebrated for deer hunt-

ing:.

The line of beaters extended nearly a quarter of a mile

from end to end, and the hunt was what is commonly
known as a breast hunt, When they had nearly reached

the club fence a nice buck sprang up from a clump of

'oushes near one end of the line, and Geo, A. Smith, the

popular president of the Smithtown Rod and Gun Club,

knocked it over. It could not be persuaded, however, to

give up the contest on the spot and ran nearly half a mile

before the dogs pulled it down and put it hor.s de combat.

This was the tliird and last deer that fell to our lot.

Tlu-ee fine bucks should be enough to satisfy any one,

however, for a single day's hunt. The last deer killed

had had a hind leg broken some time before. The wound
was perfectly healed, and the deer ran as well on three

legs as other deer run on four. It was in good condition.

Its horns, however, were mere stamps, which was prob-

ably a result of its crippled condition.

over the ownership of game. Our party fortunately was
in no serious quarrel. Here is a sample, however, of

what often happens. A party of hunters driving along

the bridge road heard hounds ahead of them driving a

deer. As they came in sight of the raihoad they saw
three hunters stationed there raise their guns and fire in

succession. They hastily jumped out of their wagon and
formed a line along the railroad, whfle one of tneir party

took their dogs and ran ahead to where the shots had

been fired. The men there reported that they had failed

to drop the deer, and that the dogs had lost it. The fresh

dogs w-ere loosened and soon had the track. The deer

made a short run, and then in attempting to cross the

track was killed by one of the hunters last upon the scene.

All gathered around the deer and mutual congratula-

tions were in order. The hunters who had first shot now
appeared and demanded a share of the deer. They could

not prove that they had wounded it, but as their dogs had
been running it, although they had lost, it was finally

decided to let them share, and a hindquarter was skinned

out and given to them.
_ ^

Scarcely had this been done when a "howling mob'
from the' northward, to use my informant's expression,

appeared on the scene. Their spokesman advanced with

his fist raised in the air, and yelled, "Where in sulphur

and brimstone is our deer?" There were thirty or more in

the party, and a division with them would have meant
scarcely a smefl for the hunters to whom the deer rightly

belonged. Fortunately it had been put in their wagon,
and on a given signal the driver lashed his horses, and

before the invading party realized the situation, had car-

ried the deer safely away. The last comers claimed to

have started the deer.

In counting up the spoils of the chase it was found that

besides the three deer killed by the Smithtown party and
the two already credited to the St. James party, three had

been killed by hunters from Hauppauge, one near the east

line of the South Side Club and one near the spot where

our first deer was killed. An eleventh deer, a large

buck, was killed in a cabbnge patch just after daylight.

Besides thepe, other deer werp undoubtedly secured by

parties from Islip, Sayville and other points, so that it is

probable at least fifteen deer were killed on the opening

dav.
The Smithtown hunters are generally accredited to be

the leading party both in point of sportsmanship and suc-

cess. It is largely made up of members of the Smithtown
Rod and Gun Club, who control several thousand acres of

good gunning ground. The following gentlemen belong

to this club: A. E. Hallock. G. H, Newton, Luther Hal-

lock, Chas. Otton, Andrew Lamb, Geo. A. Smith, George

Strong, Frank Strong, Mellville E. Brush, Capt. L. Brush,

James H. Trainer and A^ail Blydenburgh. In addition to

these, friends and invi+ed guests of the club were present.

One has to have an invitation to join such a party. Among
the other hunters were J. W. Arthur, of Northport; Uncle
"Lem" Garland H. J. Hartman, of Huntington; Sydney
Blydenburgh, Dan Sherry, Clark Waterbury, Wflliam

Sheely and Messrs. Elsnerr and Detlefsen, of Brooklyn;

Capt, Rogers, Wm. Rich, Capt. Low Davis, WiU Jeffrey

Smith and Will Jonas Smith, of Stony Brook; G. W.
Smith, Devorex Emmett, Ben. Powell and D. Lawson, of

St. James's, and B. B. Newton, Chas. Conklin, Louis Bly-

denburgh, C. Darling and Chas, Hunting, of Smithtown.

Uncle Lem Carl, who is an honorary member of the

Smithtown Rod and Gun Club, is a shming example of

what an outdoor hfe and a love of field sports will do for

a man. He is seventy years young and more, but his

three score and ten years sit lightly on him. His hair is

still dark and he is sound as a four-year-old colt and just

as full of spirit. One could look a long way and fail to

find a more enthusiastic or successful hunter.

Years ago deer used to he found all over Long Island to

within a short distance of Brooklyn. At that time they

were generally hunted from horseback. Long and excit-

ing chases were the rule. Now the deer are confined to a

limited area and most of the hunting is done on foot, the

deer being driven to the hunters by hounds.

Some time ago there was a period of ten years in which

no hunting was allowed. The deer multiplied rapidly

and it is reported that on the first day that the law per-

mitted hunting no less than fiftj^-fom- deer were killed.

The season of 1892 was not a v.'ry good one so far as

results a.e concerned, but a New York taxidermist, Fred

Sauter, mounted thirty heads of detr killed on the island

that year. This probably included half the total bag.

There is good sport to be had on the island if you are

lucky, also plenty of chances for disappointment and

some danger. If you wish to go next year you liad better

t»t-«ui by cultivating the friendship of the local sportsmen.

This is a pointer.
[

J- B. BURNHAM.

Oakdale, L. L, Nov. 13.—Deer have been killed to date

as follows: By parties from Smithtown and Hauppauge, 11

;

Islip, 9; Sayville, 3; Bohemia, 3; West Sayville. 3; Bay-

port, 1. ^- Fraser.

Told in One Sentence.

At the meeting of the National Sportsmen's Association,

adjourned from last September, was held in Chicago,

Nov. 1, seven members present, the name was changed to

"National Game. Bird and Fish Protective Association;"

these ofiBcers were elected: President, M. R. Bortree,

Chicago; First Vice-President, A. L. Lakey, Kalamazoo,

Mich.; Second Vice-President, Joseph Huuter, Washing-

ton, D, C; Secretary, Fred E. Pond, Mflwaukee; Treas-

urer, T. P. Hicks, Chicago; Attorney, F. S, Baird, Chi-

cago; the annual dues were fixed at $5 for a club and $1

for an individual; and the meeting adjourned to Jan. 10,

1894.

The Louisiana Snipe Flight.

Franklln, Sl. Mary Parish, L:i., Nov. 5.—Such quanti-

ties of snipe have appeared that old hunters say that this

season will be unequaled since "befo' de wah," Several

splendid bags have been reported. Mr. L. S. Frere sent

down 10 dozen to be distributed among his friends here.

He found them in the "Floatmg Prahie," near New
Iberia. He reports ducks imusually plentiful. Mr, J. J.

Pringle has arrived, and was out with his gun Saturday.

I haven't learned tiie size of his bag, but it is always a
large one. The writer spent a very enjoyable day on the

of Mud L^ke and bagged 67, CatsJ
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NEW HAMPSHIRE SIDE-HUNT.
"We have met the enemy and we are theirs," is the

spntimeiit of one-half the active members of the Franklin
Fish and Game League, whose first annual hunting match
obcurred Dot. 25 and 36 as announced. Beaten by a count
of over 56,000, the unfortunate side claim, witli reason,
that such drfeat was not administered by any art, cun-
ning or craftiness pertaining to or associated witli the use
of gun or rod, nor by any means fair to tliem or credit-
able to those who accomplished their overthrow; but by
that vulgar and invincible power, the almighty dollar,

welre they humbled. They also claim that much of the
game was not killed during the two days, if within a
week of the hunt, and should not have been counted.
Each side chose four fishermen, and they in turn evi-

dently engaged all the help they cordd, for the purpose of
making a showing. P. C. Hancock captained the win-
ning side and had on his list several "dudes"—men averse
to taking life of any kind, bi^t who proved capable of run-
ning up a score as was expected of them, procuring the
goods at Faneuil Market, Boston. M. D. Woodward cap-
tained the unfortunate and sadly deluded party, who
went searching the woods for what their opponents could
procure in a city by the barrel with the assistance of
neither dog or powder, or any established sportsmanlike
methods. Game counted as follows: Gray squirrels,
partridges, pigeons, woodcocks, wild ducks, rabbits, 100
each; harry wickets, crows, muskrats, 50; black squirrels,
wild geese, owls, hawks, woodchucka, 200; foxes, minks,
300; raccoons 500 One amusing incident was the count-
ing of a string from "out of town" for Woodward, when
the "cart" and "expenses" were furnished by Hancock's
side, through the sharp practices of the teamster. The
captains did the counting, and a glance at the scores of
individuals and groups, which follow, will make further
comment -unnecessary if one is acquainted with the New
Hampshire game regions.

Capt. Hancock's Side.—G. F. Elliott: 16 partridges, 17 squirrels, 2
rabbits. 2 coons. 1 miDlr. 0. L. Eddy: 6 partridges, 9 squirrels, 1 crow,
1 woodchuck. H. E. Colby: fi squirrels, 1 rabbit. J. V. Goss: 7 squir-
rels, 1 duck 1 partridge. G. G. Fellows: 16 squirrels. 6 partridges, 7
rabbits. 2 muskrats. 6 crows, 0 foxes. 3 woodcock. E. F. Pike: 9 crows
9 rabbits, 1 owl. M M. Fitzgerald: 1 fox, 1 coon. 2 crows, :^ muskrats,
1 owl, 23 rabbits, 3 partridges. 25 squirrels. 1 hawk, I mink. J. W.
Dresser: 1 rahhit, 33 squirrels 3 crows. 2 partridges, 1 muskrat. P. C.
Hancock; 4 squirrels. 1 partridge. C. N. Emerson: 14 squirrels, 4
partridges. E. A Jones: 2 ducks, 6 partridges. 5 woodcock, .51 squirrels
1 rabbit. The Duces: 209 squirrels. 29,925 fish count, G. W. Stevens:
3 crows, 4 partridges, 1 muskrat, 12 squirrels. C. O. Bucklin: 6 squir-
rels, 1 crow, 2 muskrats, 1 rabbit, 8 partridges. Count: game, 58 900:
fish, 38,0.35; total. 96,925. 6

, ,

.

M. D. V>^oodwahd"s Side.—J. W. Russell: 1 fox, 1 hawk, 2 partridges.
12 squirrels. 0. 0. Thompson: 8 partridges, 6 squirrels, 1 crow. W.'
E. Stone: 2 rabbits. 1 crow, 1 muskrat. 2 squirrels, 3 partridges. G E
Buiill: 1 partridge, " squirrels. 1 crow. Parker and Hoyt: 4 partridges!
1 squirrel. 8 rabbits. F. W. Gordon: 4 squirrels, 1 rabbit. Carleton
Stewart. Daniell and Ernerson: 27 partridges, 2 crows, 1 woodcock, 82
squirrels. G rabbits. Leach and Morrill: 3 crows, 1 partridge, 24 squir-
rels. C. H. Hinds: 2 ducks, 1 crow, 16 squirrels. 1 partridge, 1 mink, 1

owl. C. M. Babbitt: 1 fox, 5 muskrats, 3 squirrels, 3 rabbits, 2 par-
tridges. Davis and Morrison: 1 coon. 2 hawks, 3 duck.s, 6 crows 1

owl, 2 partridges, 18 squirrels M. D Woodward: 2 foxes 36 squirrels
1 partridge. Count: Game, 32,500; fish, 8,0,50; total, 40,.550.

The supper, for which the contest was inaugm-ated,
occurs lo-night in the new Franklin Hall, furnished by
the defeated side without open protest, probably because,
although they are aware their adversaries got into the
mud to down them, they feel that their own skirts are a
trifle dusty and think "settling" the wisest course.
Ladips and other guests were invited, and arrangements
are made for an elaborate spread and an enjoyable affair.
The New Hampshire Central House Club, of Goffstown.

proprietor F. A. Condon, captain, 15 members, and an
equal number headed by Mr. O. B. Pierce, were to have
had a match hunt Saturday, the 28th, but the forenoon
being wet only the former party started and brought in
a count of about 3,000, enjoying a supper and pleasant
evening at the Central House. Proprietor Condon is a
hustler and is anxious to get at Mr. Pierce's team ag.iin.

PaYson.

ON A STAND IN WEST VIRGINIA.
The following extracts are from a letter written to a friend by a

commercial traveler who, after reporting a good business trip, breaks
oCC into this story of a deer hunt in tlie mountains of West Virginia:

I COXJLD not help it, but stole half a day Friday and
dropped into the trough and took a turn at a deer with
the boys, and as usual got a fine buck, whose liranching
antlers I have in my possession as evidence of the fact,
and a splendid pair they are, four prongs and perfect. I
took Frank Turley down with me, and told John Van-
meter 1 wpuld not be there; wanted to surprise them. We
left Moorfield at 6 o'clock in the morning and were on the
stand nearly an hour before any of the hunters put in an
appearance. I occuppied my time in building one of my
old time fires, which was blazing and melting the frost
for about ten feet around, when they rode up the high
stand on the road to Painter's Lick,"where we watched
some years ago, John V. was so much surprised to see
me that he kept rationally quiet all day, and John Cun-
ningham, who was along, grinned audibly immediately,
upon which I asked for his coon dog, and that brought
him to.

In no very parliamentary language I abused them for
being late, and hurried the starters off with ten hounds
for the big mountain in front of us to get to work and
run the deer in, telling them to come when I shot, for it

meant venison every time.
About half an hour after I heard one se.t of dogs run-

ning on the Tater Row. and going straight for Zadick's
Hill, hut they soon doubled and made for our stand, hut
turned at Clifford's HoUow and took back under full cry
for the Sycamore, as I thought, but soon went out uf
hearing and I supposed they had run in at the rear. Just
then 1 heard another set of dogs coming over the Back
Bone, heading for the pastures where old Lou and John
rode so majestically the day we watched and gottbe littL'
deer. Nearer and nearer came the dogs, and I knew by
the bee line they took that they had a right royal buck in
front, and that they were running to kill by the way they
were tonguing only once in about 50 to 60yds., and they
were close on him. I had watched there so often, I was
sure he was coming straight to our stand, and soon I
spied the buck coming through the little clump of wood
over the fence fresh as a daisy about 500yds. ahead of the
dogs just topping the ridge" opposite. He looked every
inch a monarch of the forest, and I called to Frank Turley,
the dead shot of the South Branch. The buck looked to
be heading for Walnut stand, and I sent Frank up the
road and stood on the fence to watch the chaae and to be
ready fur him if he should change his course and come
ip. my direction, The hounds were now in the field, and

five good ones in fuU cry which to me was worth all the
venison in WestVirginia; and the buck coming straight to
Frank Turley.
The crack of a ride was a serious interruption to the

stillness of the crisp morning aif, and shot after shot
rang out till I counted five, and 1 could see the game old
fellow stagger, lean against a bush and drop on his
haunches, grit to the last, but struck every time. The
dogs came up and he landed one of them ten feet up in
the air, and dropped as dead as Hector
The hunt was over and up the road the procession

came, all riding two by two, the first time I ever saw as
much order on a Hardy hunt. As I had the only buggy
in the party the buck was loaded into my vehicle and we
started for the Old Fields to butcher the deer and divide
the spoils. As we were driving quietly over the rocky
road all of a sudden there was the greatest commotion, in
which my old horse joined, and all was hurry scurry.
The set of dogs I had heard and supposed gone to the
river were coming into the Gap full cry with another
deer. With the companionship of the deed deer and a
prancing steed I was almost run over by the retiring
hunters, and there was a babel of orders to go to the Mill-
bery, back to the divide, to Clifford Hollow and Saw Mill
Mountaua, High Bank and the Tumbly Dam, Zodick's
Hill and Cousin Williams's gate. The road was full of
dogs, horsemen and footmen. I sat and looked on. You
can imagine the melee, having seen it once.
The Syc-amore was occupied by Will Wirt Harness, a

splendid shot, and if he went there it was sundown for
the deer. Into the woods, over the rocks, rode the hun-
ters; and after the road was cleared I drove to the trough
gate, intending to tie my horse and watch for the deer.
Then just as I got there, down came a full-grown doe.
not 10ft. from the head of my horse, and over the fence
straight to the Sycamore. My gun was in the case and
not loaded. From all quarters came the hunters, Big Ike
bellowing at the top of his voice, "Open that gate, open
that gate!" "Jump it, you fool," I exhorted. In the
meantime the self-same gate was wide open and he and
the dogs and a dozen men were through and into the
fields, and the deer going over the upper end of Sawmill
Mountain to the river. I sat there on the road listening
to the chase. In a few minutes the rifle cracked; the soft
eyed doe was stretched across the pommel of a saddle;
and he continued the mai-ch to the old fields, where the
decision of the day's sport was to be made.
To the starter of the dogs went the hide and the firat

choice of the meat; to the man who killed it second
choice and the horns. For the rest of those engaged
in the hunt the plan is this: Some one is chosen to put a
stick on a piece of meat. The himters all stand in
a row looking to the pieces laid out. One man is
placed facing them, his hack to the venison, and
the one chosen puts the stick on a piece and calls to
him, "Whose piece is this?" "Big Ike's," he answers, and
so on tin the last piece is come to. which is his own.
John Vanmeter held the stick while Will Harness named
the receiver, and as you may imagine, neither he nor
John got left. The stick was changed and I thought the
voice too much like a mind-reader's who asks, "What have
I in ray hand?" Turley gave me the horns, and I asked
for a piece of the neck, which I carefully wrapped up and
gave to Joe Cunningham, who was too lazy to go, but not
much elated over the venison I brought him.
The two we killed to-day make twenty-five so far this

season, and they were out to-day; what luck I have not
heard, but rather expect they got something.
Turley hit that deer five times in succession, and the last

shot was in the head just below the eye, and the game
running every inch it was able about 200yds. away from
him. This same man is a capital shot at anything on the
wing. Harness shot his deer through the head, and they
weighed, buck 177, doe 1381bs., and both very fat and in
splendid condition. F. H. I.

WASHINGTON CITY NOTES.
There is marked activity among the hunters of the

seat of Governiuent these days. At the railway stations
and steamboat wharves are to be seen men, dogs and
guns destined for promising hunting grounds, near to or
remote from Washington. Deer, bear, moose, squirrel,
ducks and quail are the great objects of interest, and not
a few parties are planning their annual turkey hunt in
the mountains of Pennsylvania and the Virginias. Deer
and turkey are said to be plentiful, but reports of the
scarcity of quail are ratlier discouraging. The severe
weather last winter is to blame for this state of things.
Reports from further south are better as to birds, and
Messrs. Jos. H. Hunter and Chas. Simpson are taking a
three weeks' trip to North Carolina. With the aid of
Hunter's celebrated Black Wonder good bags of the savory
Bob White are sure to be made.

Col. Cecil Clay has just left Washington for Canada,
not as a bank cashier, but to bank some moo.se. The
colonel, as is well Isnown, has an empty coat sleeve, and
IS one of the best one-armed shots of the country. His
hobby is moose, one of the finest specimens of which, a
handsome bull, shot several years ago, is now the central
figure of the magnificant group in the National Museum

Messrs. M. A. Tappan, Chas. Laird, Atkins and Lan-
voigt are going to Buckingham county, Virginia, after
deer and turkeys. Thp reports from that section are very
good for the game men lioned. An occasional bear relieves
the monotony theiv also.

Reports of deer in the South Mountain, Pennsylvania,
are f avorable. They are said to be more abundant than
kist year, and hunters claim that there has been a steady
iucrease in the number of deer in this section for the past
tliree years.

Considerable game is beingreceived herefrom Virginia.
Cdtlett's Station, Fredericksburg and Milboro are the prin-
cipal shipping points. Deer, bear and turkeys are plenti-
lul in the mountains, and Millboro is a good point from
which to reach the game. Good accommodations, reas-
onable rates and no restrictions barring strangers, are to
be found there.

°

Nov. 1 the duck sea-^on opened on the Susquehanna
Flats below Havre de Grace. It is estimated that several
lliousand ducks, consisting of canvasbacks (very few), red-
lieads, blackheads and coots, were killed. Ducks were
there by the thousands, and the main object of the
slaughter was for the pecuniary profit, most of them being
shipped to the markets. Quite a number of Washin^--
tonians go to the mouth of tlu- Susquehanna for ducks.

°

The fi.'jhiug rods are not all put away yet. Bass fishin°f

for the past two weeks has been out of the question owing
to muddy water. At this writing the water is just about
"bass clear," and we know of several parties who are
quite ready for the sport.

Messrs. Coburn, Otterback, Einstein, and other members
of the Washington Anglers' Club, go to the foot of the
Great Falls, fishing the river from there to Cabin John's
Bridge; Chas. Laird and Ownes are trying the fishing at
Tuscarora, just above the Monocacy; and Arthur McCor-
mick and Harry Fiske go up Point of Rooks way for a bit
of the same sport.
Perch fishing on the Eastern Branch is done for.

Channel cat fishing furnished good sport early in October.
Dr. Patten and your humble servant took a day on the
Branch and caught a fair string of catties. They are very
game, but the perch iiavn't as much puU in them as a
good healthy minnow. BA.RT.

Washington, D. C, Nov. 10.—Editor Forest and
Stream: Our gunners were busy on the marsh, while the
rail and reed-bird season lasted. But they are gone and
the quail season is now at its best. Very fair shooting can
generally be had in Maryland and Virginia, with stiU
better sport as you travel further South into North
Carohna and adjoining St-ates. This year it is not as
good as usu .1 liere, because of the cold weather last
winter wliicli killed many birds. Still w-hen two gunners
can bag 40 quail in half a day's work or 14 wild turkeys,
as I was told the other day, it is not bad sport, for this
section.

But North Carolina is the favorite resort. Last Monday
morninar, the Washington papers recorded the arrival of
William K. Vanderbilt, the millionaire railroad magnate
of your city, on his shooting trip to North Carolina. He
was accompanied by three friends, in the sleeping car
Idler. He had a dozen fine dogs. They live on the train
during the hunt. It is well stocked with provisions and
all the conveniences of a comfortable roughing trip.

They will be joined by George Vanderbilt, who is

wintering at his magnificent home near Asheville, N. C,
where he has thousands of acres, well supplied with
game, reserved for his own use and that of his special
friends.

Many members of the Washington Capital City Gun
Club enjoy their winter sport in North Carolina and
adjoining States, where the quail are always plentiful,
and the open season extends to March 15. J. M. Green,
treasurer of the club, leaves to-night with Captain West
for some days' shooting in the Vanderbilt resort, and other
members of the club will go later. Seventy-Six.

NEBRASKA'S ABUNDANT GAME.
Broken Bow, Nebraska.—a^ifo?- Forest and Stream:

Never before has Nebraska seen such abundance of game
as this season has produced. First—prairie chicken
yielded the hunter some tremendous bags in September
and now the abundance of quail, geese, snipe and duck
fills the sportsman's bosom with delight. Though the
flight of wildfowl is no greater than in some former
years, still the combination of land and water fowl that
may be found in many localities in Nebraska cannot be
excelled in any State of the Union and can be equalled by
but few. As in former years, the Platte River from
Columbus to North Platte affords shooting _pa?' excellence
for waterfowl. At Clark's the well known hostelry of
Col. West has entertained numerous parties of jolly sports-
men who have departed with well filled bags,'and the re-
membrance of many a happy incident to relate to their
less fortunate brethren who have remained at home,
"Chained to business."
Cozad, Brady's Island and Gothenburg have had their

quota of visiting sportsmen, and still they come. Any of
tlie points mentioned along the line of the Union Pacific
R.R. will be found ne plus ultra for aU kinds of game,
the accommodations good and the officials of theU.P.R.R.
courteou« and obliging to their patrons.
The variety of game that one can bag is surprising.

Near Clark's I shot in one day seven distinct varieties of
duck and geese, besides snipe, prairie chicken, sharptail
grouse and quail. There may be localities where one can
make larger bags of some particular bird, but no place
where one can find good shooting on a different kind of
game each day in the week as they can here.
The semi-occasional stir among Nebraska sportsmen to

have the game laws better enforced has just broken out,
and I hope will do some good. It is safe to say, however,
that these spasmodic attempts will amount to little untU
an organized effort is made to protect game during the
close season. The eame warden system is the only one
that has ever proved satisfactory, and until a fund is

raised to support such system, local protection will be of
little avail.

I am always willing to advise brother sportsmen who
intend visiting Nebraska as to routes, locations, etc., for
the best shooting, and am amply repaid in th^ knowledge
that I have done a good turn. I will gladly answer any
inquiries that may be made. C. P. Hubbard.

Elk Hunting and Mule Trading,
One often hears of beginners, when over-anxious to

shoot their first deer, having shot instead a cow or a
mnle, but little did I dream of such being my misfortune.
We were driving a bunch of milch cows from Colorado
Springs to Glenwood Springs, a distance of 200 miles,
across the main range of the Rockies. When we reached
Eagle River, a few miles beyond Battle Mountain, we
decided to camp for a few weeks in order to let the
stock, which was very footsore and thin, gain strength
and flesh from the abundance of grass that grew there.
The place was surely a himter's paradise, game of. all

kinds was plentiful. I never failed, when watching the
lick, located about a mile from camp, to get several shots
at deer or elk, but did fail many times to hit one. After
many unsuccessful visits I laid aside my rifle with (Us-
gust, substituting a shotgun heavily loaded with buck-
shot, fully determined that the next elk or deer that got
in range of the buckshot should be my meat. The night
the imfortunate shot occurred was a dark one, which is

the only excuse I have for making such a mistake. I
had not been there long when in walked what I supposed
to be an elk. No one but those who have had a similar
experience can imagine my disgust and madness whea I
found my elk to be a mule. It was a costly shot for me,
but might have been worse. The mule was cured, how-
ever, and after many trades and a final sale I came out
with only a |25 loss. . yj, L. Jenkjns,
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BOSTON RIFLES JIN MAINE WOODS.
Boston, Mass., Nov. 7.—Still the exaggeration con-

tinues. The papers are full of it. There never was any-
thing like it, the noise the daily and Sunday papers are
making about hunting this fall. As a rule real hunters
and successful hunters are not pleased with the fact that
the papers are so greatly overdoing the matter. I have
talked with several of the beat sportsmen I know and
they tmite in condemning this feature in the pa.pers. It

is believed by them all that the Forest ais^d Stream will

keep out of such stuff, and continue to stick to the truth.

One of them asked me Saturday if I bad seen the state-

ment in the last issue by J. G. Rich, that 100 deer a day
were being killed in Maine? I had read it with a good
deal of surprise, and had been thinking how utterly

absurd such a statement is. The next man I met was a
gentleman from Maine, and from one of the best game
sections in that Sta,te. He had not succeeded in getting

a deer, however. But he had just seen Mr. Crosby or his

representative, the Bangor taxidermist. That house had
received up to last week, 10 moose heads, 5 caribou heads
and 36 deer heads. Now, does this look as though 100 deer
a day were being killed in Maine? If a sportsman kills a
big-game animal the first thing he does is to leave it with
a taxidermist—at least the head—to be mounted. One
hundred deer a day for twenty days in October would
mean 2,000 deer, and only 36 heads left with the leading
taxidermists to be mounted! Although admitting that
deer are remarkably plenty in Maine, and being certainly
very glad of it, yet I hope that Mr. Rich will pardon me
if I think that his statement is too utterly absurd to be
worth disputing.
Mr. Geo. H. Lamphier, mentioned last week as having

killed a cow moose at King and Bartlet recently, desires

me to say that it was not a cow moose at all that he suc-
ceeded in getting, but a young bull. A gentleman who
saw the animals on the buckboard coming out gave me
the report, honestly thinking that the dead moose was a
cow. Mr. Lamphier tells me that he has no use for a
cow moose and he wishes that no sportsman would shoot
them. He also got a fine deer on his trip.

Mr. Mark Hollingsworth , a well-known Boston artist

and lover of the rod and gun, has been spending a vaca-
tion at Billy Soule's camps at Cupsuptic Lake. He has a
friend with him and they ought to get their fuU quota of
deer. Mr. C. E, Goodrich and wife, of Boston, have been
on a liunting trip to the vicinity of the Katahdin Iron
Works. They are reported to have taken three deer.
Marketman H. W. Pickham, of Boston Highlands, has
made another successful deer hunt in Maine this year.
He is the gentleman who, it will be remembered, brought
out the live deer from Maine last year, a young buck,
described in the Forest and Stream ' at the time. The
wonder was how the deer was caught, but when a cele-

brated case of selling a deer alive to parties outside of
Maine came to be tried in court there it was at once sug-
gested that this was the Pinkham deer. This time Mr.
Pinkham was accompanied by M. O'Haren, the Brooklyn
contractor, and David H. Power, of Tremont street. At
Eastport they were joined by some other hunters and
they made a journey of some 75 miles into the woods
beyond Calais. Mr. Pinkham got three deer, Mr, O'Haren
got two and Mr. Power one, a score of six. Mr, Pink-
ham's market will doubtless have venison again hanging
at the door.
An excellent guide in the Rangeley region, and a man

inclined to tell the truth, writes that the deer are plenty,
but that it is a very poor time to hunt them now. There
is a vast body of fallen leaves, dry and crisp, on the
ground, and it is impossible to move without a noise that
will scare the deer so that they are off, even before the
hunter gets a gUmpse at them. The forests are now more
open, it is true, but it is impossible to move without a
great noise. The weather has been dry in the deer coun-
try, and every stick cracks that is stepped upon. The
great bed of leaves covers every dry twig, so that it is

not possible to avoid stepping upon them. He advises
"his customers," he terms them, to put off their deer
'flunt till the ground is covered with snow. It will then
be "good tracking," and the noise of the leaves and dry
twigs will be avoided. Mr. Geo. H. Cutting, of Andover,
another good guide, also advises the same thing. He
has known of several deer being started in the lake
region, and though running only short distances, not be-
ing wild at all, yet it proved to be utterly impossible to
approach within gunshot.

Messrs. F. A. and B. Fuller, with Mr. F. A. Merriam
and Mr. West of Boston, have been on a deer hunt to
Sherman, Me. They are reported to have secured six
deer in the vicinity of Hunt Mountain, west of the east
branch of the Penobscot. They had Edward Whitehouse
and D. H. Perry for guides. Dr. William Appleton and
his brother-in-law, Mr. Geo. De Forest, have recently i-e-

turned from their annual hunting trip to the Adiron-
dacks.
A gentleman informs me that J. B. Garland shot, at

North Grafton, Mass., the other day, a prairie chicken
weighing 86oz, He supposed at first that he had killed a
big partridge, but was later informed by a man more
skilled in natural history that it was positively a prairie
chicken. Later the newspapers spoke of "several prairie
chickens" being killed in the vicinity of Grafton; all

doubtless coming from this one bird. The Massachusetts
Fish and Game Protective Association wiU doubtless be
pleased to learn of this bird, since they liberated several
prairie chickens in that section, or in the western part of
the State, a couple of years ago. Doubtless the bird kiUed
was one of the liberated birds or their progeny. That sec-
tion of the State has thus far been rather barren of results
ill the attempted restocking with prairie chickens.
Mr. W. B. Phinney, well-known in the Boston coffee

trade, has just returned from his annual gunning trip to
the Cape, This time he was accompanied by some
friends. They gunned pretty thoroughly over the
vicinity of Marshfield and towns thereabouts. They
found very few quail, though having good dogs along.
Partridge they found to be more plenty than they had
anticipated, from reports. They secured a good number.
Mr. C. Z. Bassett, of Appleton & Bassett, and his friend,
Mr, Thairlwall, have retm-ned from their annual gunning
trip to New Hampshire. They were accompanied, for a
few days, by Dr. Langmaid—aE the time that gentleman
could secure from a very active profession. They hunted
the vicinity above Concord, and obtained a fair showing
of woodcock, bagging eighty on the trip, covering some
over t\vo weeks. The greatest number for any day was
only nine, however. They were there through what

might be termed the first flight, and staid till the second
flight should have begun, a couple of weeks ago. But
that second flight has been a mystery to gunners this fall.

Mr. Bassett believes that it has gone long ago, though
other gunners are still looking for the birds. Several
sportsmen of Worcester county, in this State, will give
the woods another trial this week, not believing that the
second flight has yet gone south. The weather has been
unusually warm this fall, though there have been one or
two cold snaps, Mr. Bassett and his friends found it to

be uncomfortably warm during a good part of their stay.

This unusually warm weather leads the sportsmen to
think that the second flight of woodcock may not have
gone. Mr. Thairlwall wiU go down to his commodious
camps at Plymouth Ponds this week, in order to be there
for the duck shooting. Mr. Bassett will doubtless find

time to join him, for a few days at least. Probably there
are not two men in the cotmtry that enjoy camping, fish-

ing and hunting more; genial bachelors that they are.

They have a host of friends among sportsmen.
Nov, 10.—A party of prominent business men left Bos-

ton on Friday evening, by Pullman train, on a hunting
trip, and one that they are very hkely to enjoy. They go
into the woods some 15 miles beyond the Katahdin Iron
Works, in Maine, into a celebrated moose and deer coim-
try. The party is made up of Mpssrs. Calvin Austin, man-
ager of the Bangor and Boston Steamship Co. ; Geo. C.

Moore, manufacturer. No. Chelmford, Mass ; John A.
Faulkner, Lowell; E. A. Smith, Lowell; Leroy S, Brown,
of Blaney Brown & Co., Boston; and Hany B. Moore, of
J. E. Soper & Co., Boston. Mr. Moore's name is men-
tioned last, but he is not likely to be least if there is any
fun in the party, as the readers of the Forest and Stream
may be able to remember. Mr. Brown is much interested
in the Inglewood Club, in New Brunswick, of which he
has for some time been chairman of the house commit-
tee. Mr. Moore and some other members of the above
party have also become members of the Inglewood this

year. The party will be quartered at Gerrish's Camp on
the present trip. Mr. Moore and Mr. Brown left a day in

advance of the others, in order to make all camp and
other necessary arrangements. They go for moose and
deer, but they have hunting sense enough to be aware
that they may have to be satisfied with partridges and
squirrels. StUl they are expert hunters enough to find the
big game, if such a thing is possible.

Mr. E, M. Gillan. commercial editor of the Boston Ad-
vertiser, spent a few hours in the Reading woods one day
last week. He found that the partridges are scarce and
very wild. He got one snap shot at a flying bird, just at

the edge of the opening, and was sure that he saw the
game fall to the ground. But he himted high and low,
and no bird could he find. There was a stone wall just at
the edge of the opening, and his setter bitch seemed de-
termined to go over this wall. He called her back once
or twice, with a sharp reprimand, and ordered her to

look after the fallen bird. She would begin to nose, but
would be off for the wall in a moment. At last he let her
go in disgust, and continued the search for the bird alone.

But his time was soon up, and he had to give up the
search in disgust. He whistled his dog in, but she failed

to come till he was some rods away toward home. He is

now satisfied of what he did not then stop to think; the
bird fell with a broken wing, and had quickly ran to the
wall and doubtless over or under it, and the dog had
trailed it away from the spot where it had dropped.
The opening of the Bangor and Aroostook Railroad,

which goes far up into Aroostook county, is opening a big
hunting section to sportsmen, or at least making it easy
for sportpmen to get to the game. Mr. Geo. C. Cutler of

Boston and Dr. W. H. Simmons of Bangor left the latter

city Thm-sday for a hunting trip into the upper Aroostook
country. The region is good for large game, and has not
heretofore been much visited by hunters. Prominent
Bangor sportsmen seem to think that caribou are getting
to be more plenty in Maine. They were more plenty a
year ago than on previous seasons, and the season of 1893
is beating even that record. It is certain that more moose
are being killed in that State this year than last. Mr. E.

N. Dickinson of New York came through from Bangor
last week with a big moose. He got him in the upper
Aroostook country.
Partridges begin to come into the Boston markets by

underground raflway from Maine. Several boxes and
other packages were noted last week, that must have
come from that State, though they were shipped from a
station just over into New Hampshire. Then the chances
for getting the birds to Boston illegally by water are many.
Once the steamer has sailed and the game wardens are
powerless. Game Warden Frisbie made a seizure of game
being illegally shipped at the steamboat wharf at Belfast
the other day. The package was apparently a barrel of

apples. Apples were at the outside of the barrel, but in-

side, and nicely surrounded with apples, were 17 ruffed
grouse and a gray squirrel or two. The barrel was ad-
dressed to Adams & Chapman, Boston. The penalty is

$5 for each bird that is attempted to be shipped out of the
State, but at last accounts the shipper of the game was
hard to find.

It is really wonderful how the deer have worked down
into the inhabited towns in Maine, One was killed in
Benton, a farming town some five miles from the city of
Waterville, the other day, A boy is reported to have
killed him with a Stevens single-shot rifle. The readers
of Forest and Stream will excuse me if I have referred

to this feature of the habit of Maine deer several times,

since it is a feature so remarkable. Thirty years ago a
live, wfld deer in the town of Benton would have been as
remaa-kable as a full dressed native Esquimau ^in the
streets of New York. Game protection, and especially

non-hoimding and non-crusting, are working wonders in
Maine. Special.

Qua,il in Florida.

Altoona, Pa., Nov. 6.—Some time ago you published
some accounts of Florida camp hunts which had been
written to me by my brother, who has been located down
there about six years. He now writes me that quail are
very numerous and that there is plenty of other game, too.

He says that he can guarantee an excellent time to any-
body who is willing to go down there for a good time
among the deer, quail, turkeys, foxes, and later on snipe.

If anybody who wants sport and does not want to pay too
highly for it, will write to me on the above subject, I wiU
cheerfully answer their questions. My brother has all the
dogs necessary for either fur or feathers.

Edwabd Banbb,

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
IFrom a Staff Correspondent.^

Chicago, IU., Nov. 4.—^Mr. J. W. Redington, editor of
the Puyallup Commerce, Puyallup, Wash., has been
spending a few days in the city. Mr. Redington was one
of the Government scouts in the Nez Perce campaign,
starting with Gen. Howard's troops from Portland, cross-

ing the range, and staying with the troops till the end of

the campaign. He did correspondence for the Salt Lake
Tribune and other papers on this trip, and was able,

naturally, to send in some exciting stories. He says, as

do all who were in that campaign, that Chief Joseph was
a general of no mean sort, Mr, Redington insists that the
best place left to find bear is in the Salmon River Moun-
tains, basing this assertion on the abundance of bear
found in that region when they crossed that country, in

the Nez Perce pursuit, and on the fact that fur hunters
have gone in there since.

Mr. J. W. Schvdtz, of Piegan, Mont., a well known
Rocky Mountain guide, passed through Chicago this week
on his way to New York, leaving regrets that he could
not meet the Western end of Forest and Stream, in

which regrets said end unites.

Mr. H. M. Joralmon, of Denver, Col., leaves his card,
and it would have been a pleasure to meet one who was
once a Ught in sporting journalism,

A Parting View.

This week saw almct the last of the Fair, it being sim-
ply wonderful how rapidly the exhibits were packed
away for shipment. One of the most interesting of these
vanishing attractions was the magnificent display of furs
made in the Russian Department, Manufactures Building.
Seldom has so beautiful a collection of furs been seen,

and the handhng in the arrangement was such as to
interest the sportsman as well as the possible purchaser.
The skins of the bear, the wolf, the fox, the sable, the
otter and many other animals were mounted and grouped
in a most fetching style. This section of the great build-

ing was safe to show a crowd of admirers at any hour of
the day.
Another valuable display of similar sort was that of

C. G. Gunther, the New York furrier, in the same build-
ing. This exhibit showed almost all the American fur-

bearing and game animals, and the mounting, without
exception, was axtistic in the extreme, A striking

feature was the gray wolves, which sat at the corners of
the exhibit, as grim and gaunt as any that ever lapped a
chop in life.

The Wolf & Periolot Fur Company, of Chicago, was
another firm making a highly creditable display of furs
and fur-bearing animals. It seems that the furrier's art

to-day must include practical taxidermy. E. Hough.
909 Sbodbitt Building, Chicago.

LUCK IN NEW HAMPSHIRE.
Manchester, N, H., Nov: 3,—September and October

furnished an unusual number of quiet and bright days,
no breeze to move the faded and falling foliage; such
being the ideal weather to gladden the heart of the still-

hunter, and the slack business, with a large number o'f

mills and workshops running short hours or three or four
days 'a week, gave many who love sport an opportunity
to indulge their taste, and they have seldom come home
empty handed. While birds have remained scarce, gray
squirrels have proved tmusually plenty in every direction

from the city and have been taken in strings ranging
from six to above twenty. Stephen Reed, of Amoskeag,
shot a beautiful one on the river bank, near the falls,

Saturday, the 28th, that weighed 21bs. and 2oz. Frank H.
Lamper and Arthur P. Spiller are among the most suc-

cessful squirrel hunters in the still Une, and their

aggregate of birds for the season is getting quite large,

considering the general scarcity.

Dr. Frederick Perkins and family and Mr. Frank Heald,
have returned from a five weeks' camping tour in the
vicinity of Moosehead Lake, Maine. They brought two
deer as trophies of their skill. They spent a portion of

their, time fishing for camp supplies, and it ia refreshening
to hear the Doctor in his enthusiastic manner tell of his
exploits with the trout and land-locked salmon he
encountered. He was particularly pleased with the
latter, this being his first experience with them, and his

account of his capture of a 6|-pounder on a fly-rod, with
75ft. of line, is extremely interesting. He declares that
60ft, of his line was taken before he could wink, and he
showed a scar on his finger caused by a cut the line made
by catching in a slight scratch previously there, and
wearing it in deep before he could remove the finger from
the coils. He thought he was an hour landing the fish,

but his guide set it at twenty-five minutes. He says he
was nearly as tired as the fish and greatly excited.

Before going there was much discussion as to whether the
party should attend the Columbian Ex^oosition or make
the Maine trip. They are now aU well satisfied with their

choice, and the Doctor says he not only enjoyed himself

better in Maine, at about one-fourth the expense possible

in Chicago, but gained 201bs. in weight. Deer and bears
were very plenty, but hard to fiind on account of the dry,

faUen foliage,

Melvin Hall, of Auburn, and a small| party, captured a
coon Saturday night, Oct, 28, that tipped the scales at

221bs. Chief T, - W. Lane's dog Jack was out for the
occasion. The old dog, sick and lame all summer, has
recovered sufficiently to add a few more to his already

long list of conquests, his record standing at 344 coons in

five years, and I think is unequalled in New Hampshire.
Payson.

Between Press Day and To-day.

Interesting events of the week were the meeting of

the Pennsylvania Fish Protective Association in Philadel-

phia Tuesday night, the annual convention of the Ver-
mont Fish and Game League at Burlington Friday night,

and the htmt of the Western Massachusetts Fox Club at

Westfield, Wednesday and Thm-sday—all these between
our press day and to-day.

Ferrets and Ferreting.
Flint, Mich.— If there is any one nuisance ia the

country it is hunting rabbits with ferrets. I would not
take advantage of a rabbit in that way; one might as well
shoot a bird sitting still. A man who cannot get his

rabbit on the run or his bird on the wing does not deserve
any game. Give me a Remington and a hound,

W. H. W.
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Thirteen Miles from Boston.

Boston, Mass., Nov. 5.— have read the different arti-

cles on. the amount of game in this vicinity vehich ap-
peared in your paper, and agree with them on the general
scarcity of it m all respects but as to woodcock.

I live some thirteen miles from the Hub and have a
very fair chance to observe the comparative abundance of

birds from year to year, and this season the woodcock
have been far more plentiful than at any time during the
past three or four years. I was away during the last two
weeks in October, which are considered by me about the
cream of the woodcock season, so I cannot tell how thick
they were then ; but despite the fact that I am not a crack
shot and have been out but a few times, since Sept. 15 I

have bagged twenty-iive woodcock, the largest bag for a
day being five, which I got inside of an hour and a half.

This record will, I think, better show the amount of that
particular game which has visited this section than any
other method that I can think of at present. I wish that
more writers Nvould put their game statistics in a similar

way, as simply saying that such a kind of bird has been
"much scarcer than usual" gives me a very scanty idea of

the actual amount of game in that locality. Last year I

bagged seventeen woodcock, and was out about the same
number of times as during the present season, my biggest

bag of these birds (woodcock) being three.

Ruffed grouse and quail are unquestionably much
scarcer than usual, which is greatly due to the severity of

last vrinter and the increase of foxes, skunks, the farmer's

tabby and other vermin. Last year I brought sixteen

ruffed grouse to bag, while this year my record is but
seven. The talk in the Sunday papers about the crowds
of birds on Blue HiU is absolute rubbish, as I have been on
the hill as much as most persons, 1 think, and if a man
gets six shots at grouse he is doing mighty well, let alone
getting six birds. J. H. B.

California Shooting Notes.

North Ontario, Gal., Oct. 19.—Editor Forest and
Stream: The shooting so far has been very unsatisfactory
and many places that had abundance of birds early in the
summer have been drawn blank; a state of affairs that is

hard to explain except that the continual shooting at
jack rabbits, stimulated by a bounty of twenty cents per
head, has driven tbe birds into the light cover or foot hills.

The weather which has been exceedingly warm may have
driven the birds into the small caflans along the moun-
tains, and as the weather is changing there may be a
change for the better within the next thirty days. F, L.
Lovrades of New York, and G. S. Hamilton of St. Paul,
Minn,, have just finished a four weeks' hunt that has not
been all that could be desired, but owing to the weather
they did little shooting after 10 A. M., and for the time
spent did very well, averaging from ten to twenty birds.

They just returned from a trip to Lower California, and
report deer very plentiful in that country. There have
been quite a number of sheep (bighorns) killed in the
neighborhood of Mt. San Antonio, this county, recently,
as well as several deer. The long close season has greatly
benefited, the sport on big game. What we need now is

more protection for quail. As our (open) season lasts six
months the quail have httle chance, and unless the season
is shortened it will be but a short time until we wiU be
without birds. For gameness and cunning, our game
excel, as they are swift flyers, lie well to a dog, and un-
less killed outiight will get away in most cases, and often
recover, as it is a very common thing to get bii'ds with a
badly healed wing or with one foot.

There is some good material in this county for a gun
and game protective club, and we hope to soon be able to
eport the organization of one. H. M, Tonner.

Wisconsin Deer Season.

Marshfield, Wis., Nov. 2.—The hunting in Wisconsin
this fall has been very poor, not from the lack of game,
but from the warm and dry weather which has prevailed.
Partridges were very wild, it being imposaiblo to get
within eight or ten rods of them, and they would not lie

for a dog at all.

The deer law now makes the open season from Oct. 1

to Nov. 1. For a number of years it was from Nov. 1 to
Dec. 1. The law as It stands now in my opinion is a very
poor one, as two-thirds of the deer killed around here this
fall were does or fawns. The old bucks are just beginning
to travel good. In my opinion if the law is allowed to
continue it will exterminate the deer just as quick as run-
ning dogs. We have a game warden in our town, but
the boys keep running rabbits all the time, but come in
with a nice big deer instead of rabbits. I suppose the
deer do not run into the holes as soon as the rabbits.
The little cottontails have not got up into our new

country yet; all are lai'ge white fellowSj and there are lots
of them. E. S. B.

A liost Hunting Party.

Vancouver, Wash., Nov. 12.—Gen. Carlin has organ-
ized four well-equipped parties of United States troops,
about eighty men in all, to go to the relief of his son, W.
E. CarUn, A. L. Himmelwright, J. Harvey Pierce, all of
New York, and their guides, who were lost in Bitter Root
Mountains, in Montana. Gen. Carlin is satisfied that
everything has been done for the relief the party; stUl, he
is apprehensive that an accident, such as the stampede of
their pack train, or separation in searching for the train

,

might endanger the safety of the members. Three of the
relief parties have left points in Idaho and Montana for
the head of the Clear Water. The fourth party left Fort
Walla Walla last night.

—

New York Times, Nov. IS.

]\£innesota Game.
My friend Harris writes me on Oct. 31, from Pelan,

Minn. :
' 'Have j ust returned from a ten-days' hunt fifteen

mUes south. Had poor luck. All 1 got was a two-year-
old bear and about fifty partridges. Saw two elk and the
tracks of about twenty others. Since returning I killed a
deer within three miles of the ranch. Moose are now
heading toward the Lake of the Woods."

G. O. Shields.

Gunning Experience.

Oakland, N, J.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: We notice
in your issue of Nov. i a letter, signed "Tatters," saying
that he is not getting such good penetration with E. C,
as he is with black powder. We would advise him to try

the following load in a 13-gauge: 3dr. powder, one thin
13-gauge black-edge and two 11-gauge iin. black-edge, as
made by the U. M. C. Co. Put firm pressure on the wads,
with lioz. No. 7 shot, thin top shot wad, and good
crimp down. We recommend the 11-gauge wad, as from
"Tatters's" letter we are incUhed to think that, perhaps,
his gun is not bored true to gauge. A shell with a No. 3
primer should be used. If "Tatters" will commvmicate
with us direct we shall be pleased to help him out of his

difficulty, and can assure him that he will get as good
results with E. C. as with any black powder if he will
do so. We are always glad to' hear from any sportsmen
who are having trouble with their load.

Noel E. Money (American E. C. Powder Co., Ltd.).

An Iowa Month's Score.

Matlock, Iowa, Nov. 2.—Following is a partial list of
game killed in this immediate vicinity and it represents
about the average bag: Oct. 1, B. Flesch—4 quail, 1

chicken, 1 rabbit; P. C. Bishop—3 quail, 3 chickens, 1

chick, 2 rabbits. Oct. 9, E. J. Bishop—3 quail, i chicken.
Oct. 18, F. Wyman—8 quail. Oct. 19, P. C. Bishop—

8

chickens, 1 rabbit. Oct. 28, W. Heithetter—4 ducks, 2
chickens. Oct. 29, P. C. Bishop—1 duck, 2 chickens, 2
quail. Birds are fairly plentiful, but hard to find.

Shooting should remain good for a month yet. Rabbit
shooting will be excellent this winter. Longfellow.

AN ASTRONOMIC FISH.
Editor Forest and Stream:
The UroMidea quiescens or "little star gazer," was de-

scribed by James E. De Kay in the Natural History of
the State of New York as a smaU fish not more than
about 3in. long when full grown, found in a rivulet that
runs into Round Pond in Hamilton county and in that
vicinage.

Dr. De Kay called it "curious" and placed it in the
family Triglidai, which includes several species of marine
fishes, some of which are rather rare in New York salt

waters. The rose fish, hemdurgon or snapper was said to
inhabit northern waters from Greenland to New York, its

proper southern limit. This fish reaches a length of 2 or
3ft.

The American sea raven or Acadian bullhead, another
northern fish of similar size, gets rather sparsely so far
south as New York.
The common marine bullhead, not elegant, but good

for the table, 1 to lift, long, frequents Long Island
Sound. The "sea swallow," a sort of small flying fish,

no more than 6in. long, and the Prionotus lineatus,
called "grunter," "banded gurnard," sea robin or flying
fish, are all other members of De Kay's family Triglidce
occurring in the New York marine, the latter rather com-
mon and growing to the length of IBin., but seldom eaten.
All these fish, like the little star gazer, have remarkably
large pectoral fins, giving them the flying fish aspect.

I send you this reference to the Uranidea quiescens in
order to learn from your readers of other localities in
which this rather interesting fish is found. Dr. De Kay
knew of it only in Hamilton county. It is a very singular
and beautiful fish, its fins spotted, its body banded and
prettily marked. Its specific name, quiescens, refers to its

habit of lying most of the time at rest at the bottom of
the pool or stream, like a sucker, but it darts quickly
through the water if disturbed. The eyes af the little

fish are on the top of its head, looking directly upward,
whence it has received the name Uranidea or star gazer.
This fish in central Dutchess county exists, so far as is

known, only in one or two streams. One of these passes
through the farm of the late Macy Bowman in Stanford,
Dutchess county. SmaU, lying generally close to the
bottom, or occasionally darting swiftly through the
water, it may easily escape notice. I shall be glad to
hear of this fish, thought to be so rare, if it shall be seen
in other localities.

Besides some species of stickleback and this little star
gazer, there are no other members of the Triglidce family
found in fresh water. All the others are salt-water fishes,

and the sticklebacks frequent both salt and fresh water.
James Hyatt,

HoNBYMEABBBOOK (BaDgall P. O.), N. Y.

NETS IN PENNSYLVANIA STREAMS.
MuNCY, Pa., Nov. 1.—Bass fishing has been good the

latter half of the season. Fishermen when they have
been out generally speak of the large number of small
black bass in the river. They can be counted by schools.
We noticed during the season that the catch of large

pike-perch was in excess of that of previous years. The
smaU streams seem to be full of small ones from 2 to 3iin.
long. Evidently the planting is going to bear fruit.

It is gratifying to aU lovers of the sport who fish hon-
estly and squarely, that some of the worst offenders have
been hauled in and fined. One man in particular who
had previously looked upon the fish as all his if he could
by hook or crook catch them, has changed his mind in
regard to his exclusive property in them since passing
over his $50 fine. There is, however, an immense amount
of illegal fishing, so much that a gentleman remarked the
other day that "The fishing is annually spoiled by the
innumerable number of nets and outlines which are set.

I sat fishing on a bridge pier of the canal near Montom-s-
ville in September, and saw a man put six nets into the
water. He set these while in sight. How many he set
after he turned the bend, and before he came in sight I
do not know."

If the wai'den who lives in Williamsport sees these lines
I hope he wiU make himself a little more useful, and take
some measures to put a stop to the wholesale capture of
fish in this way. There are three here in Muncy yet,
three or four parties in Montoursville, and a half dozen
in Williamsport that need his attention. Fishermen do
not like to turn informers unless requested to do so.
Considerable comment is heard on all sides near the

headwaters of all our trout streams about the abuse of
the streams in fishing. It seems to be largely the ward-
en's fault or rather the fault of not having a warden
there where and when he is needed.

It is conceded by those most interested that a local

warden is needed, especially during the trouting season,
in each trouting district. They give as their reasons that
the warden living forty or fifty miles away cannot find
out who offending parties are, even if he does hear of
their misdoings. It was common talk last May that
Loyalsock Creek had been dynamited, and that Otter Run
had been limed. These things were true; at least, reliable
men who were in position to know said they were true,
AU the large trout in the latter stream were gone. We
know this from personal knowledge, having been there in
1893 and again in 189-3.

Another reason why they wish ftirther protection is that
fishermen, local and otherwise, wiU insist on taking every
fish that bites, no matter how smaU. They say the law
in regard to the 6in. limit is whoUy disregarded. This
they say is depleting their trout streams. We got a
peep into the catch of two men on Wolf Run in June,
1893. They had between eighty and one hundred trout,
and of aU these but eight or ten would measure the re-
quired 6in.

"FROZEN FISH THAWED OUT."
Editor Forest and Stream:
In the Forest and Stream of Nov. 4 I notice a short

article entitled as above. The same subject has been
touched on several times recently in yotu- paper. Whether
a fish once thoroughly frozen and apparently dead will
revive on being carefully thawed out, is a question of
sufficient interest to justify any one in recording his ob-
servations who has himself fairly tried the experiment.
Mine were as foUows:
On Christmas day two or three years ago we were

camped in a log hut, if one might judge from the temper-
ature, very near the vicinity of the North Pole. The
thermometer was in the neighborhood of 40° Fahrenheit
below zero. We were deer hunting, and the hunting
was exceUent. Having kUled one big feUow and thus
satisfied my thirst for blood, some other form of amuse-
ment was in order. Suddenly a discussion of this subject
a few months before in the London Fishing Gazette came
to naind. My temperament is such that the moment I
hear any statement which seems curious or upon its face
improbable, if the statement admits of the test of actual
experiment I itch to try it. It is wonderful how unsus-
pected are the results tlms sometimes directly or indirectly
obtained, even in a field of inquiry supposed to be thor-
oughly thrashed out.

Remembering the discussion whether a frozen fish
would revive on being thawed out, the temptation to try
the experiment imder such favorable conditions of time,
temperature and locality was irresistible.

A hole was cut through the ice of a neighboring pond,
and seven or eight trout of about 12in. in length were
speedily caught with a smaU hook and deer meat for bait.
When drawn from the water and thrown upon the snow-
covered ice which hid the surface of the pond, the trout
were almost instantly frozen as stiff as a stake. While
fuUy alive to and appreciating the fact that one engaged
in experiment cannot be too precise in his methods of
procedure, it was so brutally cold that I neglected to note
the period which elapsed between the time when the first

and the last fish was takt-n, but I should say it certainly
did not exceed twenty minutes.
The frozen fish were then collected as carefully as

though made of glass, wrapped with equal care in a coat,
and with the utmost possible care carried to camp some
half mile distant. Within five minutes after camp
was reached, the fish were put in a tin vessel of ample
size filled with spring water. This Avas about noon. All
that afternoon and aU that evening until 10 o'clock I
watched the trout, the vessel being all the time kept near
enough the fire so that its contents could not freeze, yet
far enough so that the water should not heat, I do not
think three consecutive minutes passed during aU that
time when the fish were not under observation. That
night the cold was so cruel that one of the guides sat up
till morning to tend the fire. My orders were to examine
the fish from time to time, and to be sure that the water in
which they were, neither froze nor became perceptibly
warm, I have every reason to beUeve, from my long
acquaintance with the men and their interest in the ex-
periment, that my instructions were carefully carried
out.

On turning out in the gray of the next morning I at
once examined the fish. The water was neither frozen
nor warm. Till nightfall they were le^ft undisturbed,
their condition being examined at frequent intervals.
When first introduced into the water the fish appeared

as dead as Julius Csssar; and though they thawed out per-
fectly, dead as Julius Csesar they remained throughout
the experiment. Not the slightest sign of life was at any
time detected or detectible,

I do not mean, be it understood, to call in question any-
thing which has heretofore been said on this subject in
your paper, I only mean to say that under the above
conditions I obtained the above result.

New York, Nov. 4. HeNRY P. WeLLS.

Another Kekoskee Witness.

Editor Forest and Stream:
It seemed to me when I read that Kekoskee fish story

that I had heard something Uke it before from my neigh-
bor Chase, Chancing to meet him a few days ago, I
questioned him concerning it,

"Yes," he answered, "I read the story in the paper, I
was there an' I can tell you what I seen. The hole was so
fuU of bullheads that a man couldn't drive a spear to the
bottom of it, an' when he pulled it up maybe there'd be a
dozen on it all stuck together by the' horns. I rigged a
bushel basket with ropes in the handles, an' we c'd push it

just underneath the smface with a pole an' histe it right
out again chuck fuU o' buUheads, with now and then a
pickerel, tUl we fUled a thirty-bushel sleigh box as full of
'em as it c'd hold. An' while we was there there was
eighteen such sleighs loaded with 'em runnin' over fuU,
and the road for a mile was black and read with buU-
heads that had spilled off and got smashed and trompled.
Yes, sir, that's what I see mjself; but they did teU the
almightiest lies about it in that paper!" Awahsoose.

A Big Bass and a Tripped Anchor.
Sing Sino, N. Y,, Nov. 7.—B, F. Kipp, of Sing Smg,

caught to-day a 16-pound stiiped bass with rod and reel off
Croton Point on the oyster beds. The fish fought so hard
that Jilr. Kipp had to trip anchor to save it. W. S, S.
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ANGLING NOTES.
Fish and Food.

It is perhaps unfortunate th.tt there are times when
|

one lacks the courage of his convictions, and this may
j

be because tiie convictions are diametrically opposite to

accepted facts, and to run counter to them only subjects

the man of convictions to ridicule; but what are under-
stood to be facts are not always facts when the condi-

tions from which they arise are changed. But, to a case

in point. Some yearsago in a discussion witli an angling
friend I contended that fish preyed upon one another
only because of a scarcity of other fuod, that it was un-

natural for trout to prey upon their own offsprings or
their relatives, and that they did so only in self-preserva-

tion in the absence of other food, and that this had come
to be a habit with some old fish which an abundance of

other food than their own kin would correct. My friend
contended that trout -were born cannibals and that he
could prove it. A lot of trout were placed in an aqua-
rium, the fish being in size from fingerlings to about 6oz.

in weight, and with them were placed a lot of minnows.
Some of the minnows w^ere larg«»r than the smaller
trout, but no other food was provided, wliicli I admit
was rather rough on the minnows, and not all that I

desired as a test of the cannibalistic tendencies of tlie

trout. For a time all went well, the minnows gradually
disappeared and not a single trout lost its me^s number.
Minnows were supplied at intervals as their number
grew less and the trout waxed fat. On one occasion
only large minnows were left in ihe aquarium, and then
one morning one of the little trout was missing, then
another, untU more minnows were put in. I saw them
put in and saw every trout, big and little, go for them
and eat until they were gorged. This, to me, proved that
famine had stalked in the tank (come to think of it I do
not know as famine could stalk in the water, but it was a
shallow tank and I will let her go at "stalked") and the
little trout had been eaten only as a last resort to fill

empty stomachs. With fresh minnows supplied to the
trout they ceased to war on one another, and this state of

things continued untU there was a dearth of minnows.
As this occurred frequently the trout grew gradually less

in num.ber until only two remained, and they were nearly
of the same size. One morning one of the two trout was
in the tank alone and the other was on the floor outside
dead, with marks on its body that show^ed that his

brother had tried to eat him. I stuck to my original
belief, but I did not air my views, for they were not
popular. The experiment itself supported my position,

only I could not convince my friend to that way of think-
ing, for he argued, food or no food, fish were made to eat
each other, and a continued round of Chi-istmas dinners
would not change their natures.

Testimony from Europe.
In one of my notes in Fokest and Stream last August

I made mention of a letter from a gentleman in Austria,
who informed me that he had solved the food question
for fish of all ages, by rearing natural food of various
kinds by artificial means at slight cost. I continued the
correspondence with him, and he gave me something of
his method of rearing the foi-'." , and of the marvelous
results obtained from its use. In a paper that I wrote for
the Fisheries Congress of the World's Fair I gave an out-
line of what Mr. Von Scheidlin had accomplished after
forty years of experimenting, but it is too long to rehearse
here. This is a quotation from one of his papers: "Abun-
dance of food still remains the very soul of all fishcultui-e,

with all its issues. A proof of this is that one with suf-
ficient food can raise all kinds of fish, large and small, in
a pond, without their preying upon one another." This
is not guesswork, but the result of actual experiment.
He feeds no niammal food, but various kinds of live nat-
ural food—insect, Crustacea and amphibia. Of fat- pro-
ducing food he feeds three parts to one part of flesh-

producing food, and as a result has reared trout that in
one year have weighed one to two kilogrammes each or

2i to 4flbs. ! I have for three months been steeping myself
in these papers and letters which give this new method
of fish rearing, and even yet the results make me gasp, as
I read them, and think them little short of the miraculous.
I hope later that I may be at liberty to treat the system
more in detail in these columns for the benefit of all con-
cerned.

Rearing Trout for Market.
A correspondent at Palmer, N. Y., describes a spring

that he has, and the facilities for making a trout pond,
and asks if it will be profitable to build a pond and stock
it with, trout for market. He has a flow of water that
will sustain, perhaps, good adult trout, and temperature
and other conditions are favorable, but I was obliged to
say that the all important food item was lacking. With
Mr. Von Scheidlin's system the scheme would be feasible.
One of our best known fishculturists told me of his ex-
perience rearing trout for market on mammal food. He
said he hauled his liver, etc., to the pond in a two-horse
wagon, and carried the trout to market in a basket on his
arm.

Salmon in Fresh Water.

I believe that it is always in season to discuss what
salmon may or may not do about eating in fresh water.
There are those wno contend most earnestly that salmon
do eat in fresh water, but I think that most of the evi-
dence is the other way, Mr. R. B. Marston is out with
what he has gleaned upon the subject, and it should have
a place in the testimony : "I have for many years past
made inquu-ies in all parts of the world where salmon
come up out of the sea into the rivers to spawn, viz., in
our own coimtry, in Germany, Scandinavia, Newfound-
land, Canada, British Columbia and along the Pacific
coast of the United States, especially on the Columbia
River, * * * My inquiries were tlirected to ascertain
if food was ever found in their stomachs after they had
been for a few hours in fresh—not brackish—water. The
reply was always the same: food was found in salmon
caught in estuaries in salt water, but nothing whatever
after they had been any time in fresh waters. Of course
I know salmon will rush at a bait, for I have caught
them with artificial flies, with angels, with phantoms
and with prawns, and I know they wiU take a bunch of
lob-worms in roily water. My argument is that salmon
when in our rivers required good square meals daily, as
pike, perch, trout and other fresh-water fish do, they
would destroy every living thing, because they are the
most active of all fish, and come in such vast armies that
the native fresh-water inhabitants could find no escape

from them. * * * I think that Frank Buckland's
theory is correct, viz., that they come into our rivers pro-
vided with a rich store of fat on which they can exist for

a long time; he thought that the old kelts which are

unable to get away to the sea may destroy otiier fish now
and then," This is about the position taken by Mr. John
Mowat, who has had oo years' experience on the salmon
rivers of Canada, and may si'rve as a compr<imi3e between
tliose who hold extreme views on this subject of salmon
eating or not eating in fresh water.

Rods.
A correspondent writes me: "In looking over 'Stod-

dard's Adirondacks' I note your chapter on fishing, and
am glad to see that you recommend an 8 or lOoz. rod. I

use one of lO^oz., split-bamboo, for trout, black bass or

other fish, and would like to fight a lUlbs. salmon on it.

I have owned it eleven years, and it has won prizes at the
tournaments of the National Rod and Reel Associotion, in
other hands, and to raise over 80ft. of heavy line from
the water is the most severe work that can be put upon a
rod. The rod is as good to-day as it ever was. Of course,

the whippers have needed replacing, and the rod is sent
to the maker every spring to be varnished. Last summer
when the black bass would not look at a fly, I hooked a
small frog through the rudder post and cast it from side

to side of the boat about BOft, until a /Jibs, bass assaulted
the frog—my frog, mind you—and I was obliged to de-
fend my property and arrest the bass.

"I never had a liking for those viands which give no
exercise to the biceps and allow a man to cast all day
with one arm. i^Iy old rod compels a change and has
made me ambidextrous in casting; although the left is

not so strong as its fellow, yet is capable of giving its

dexter brother a short rest."

It is true that I recommend such a I'od as is mentioned
in the letter, saying that with a short tip it would answer
for both bait and fly fishing, and I believe it to be good
advice for a man who does not care to burden himself
with more than one rod, but I do not practice exactly
what I preach in this instance, for I have no scruples

about being burdened with half a dozen or more rods,

and always like a rod to fit the fishing as surely as I like

the line to fit the rod. I have two or three bamboo rods
weighing between 4^ and 5oz,, and have had good sport
with them on occasions, when very possibly heavier rods
would not have answered as well, but for fly-fishing for
trout or black bass I confine myself as a rule to a rod that
happens to weigh 8oz. It is true that I have several of

the same weight, but I think that a man becomes attached
to one rod -even if he owns a score of rods that are similar.

One thing I do not do, and that is to use a fly-rod for
bait-fishing, or a bait-rod for fly-fishing; each has its

place and I keep ea'-h in its place, A rod should not be
judged by weight alone. If the action and balance fit

the angler and' he does good work with it easily, let the
rod weigh what it will if it is somewhere around the 8oz.

notch. A 3oz. rod will kill a big fish if there is plenty of

water and no snags; and so a ,22cal, rifle will kill a bear
if the bear is securely chained and the cartridges hold out,

but a man does not wish to spend his entire summer vaca-
tion killing one big fish or one bear. There is an eternal
fitness of things even in fishing rods.

Minnow-Casting Reels.
Mr. B. A. Warner, of Granville, N. Y., writes me: "I

apply to you for information in regard to reels for bait-

casting. Please inform me if any practical working reel

has yet been devised which in casting revolves only the
spool, leaving the handle loose. I have perfectetl such a
reel, and if no other is on the market desii-e to secure a
patent on it. You know the advantage of such a reel over
the old style, the principal of which is the ease and free-

dom with which the spool revolves, and especially the
smooth motion with which it may be started on relea'^ing

it at the cast, no force being required to overcome the
inertia of the handle as in the old-style reels. The hand e

engages automatically when grasped to reel in the line,

and disengages on the same principle when i-eleased. 1

am a constant reader of Forest and Stream and any in-

formation given in its columns I shall see." There is such
a reel now on the market; in fact, more than one, but I

have tried only one, and that is patented by Wm. Mills &
Son. Mills devised the reel at the suggestion of the late

M. M. Backus, of New York, as I remember the facts, and
the model reel was sent to me for trial. This must have
been eight or nine years ago, for the reel was patented in
1885. The reel did all that was claimed for it, and my
only objection to it was that the lever to engage and dis-

engage the handle was on the same side with it. It was
not H serious objection, but one that I imagine would be
difficult to overcome. The reel mentioned by Mr. Warner
may differ in its mechanism sufficiently to enable him to

patent it, and I judge from what he says that it does differ

from any that I have seen. A, N. Cheney.

Minnow-Casting Reels.
New York, Nov. 11.—Editor- Forest and Stream:

At th<( top of the proof slip you sent me I notice the con-
clusion of an answer by Mr. Cheney t j Mr, B. A. Warner,
of Granville, N. Y., wiio says he has invented a minnow-
casting reel, of which "the handle engages automatically
when grasped to reel in the line and disengages on the
same principle when released." Mr, Warner asks Mr.
Cheney if he knows whether anything of the kind has
already been devised. Mr. Warner should examine
patent No. 481,143, dated July 1, 1890, to D. Harris for
"Fishing Reels," which exactly meets this description.

Of course it does not follow that Mr. Warner's method of
accompUshing his result may not show a patentable dif-

ference from that of Mr. Harris. Henry P. Wells,

Pickerel of the Tioughnioga.
Cortland, N, Y., Nov. 2.—The pickerel fishing along

the Tioughinoga and East rivers has been a surprise even
to the oldest of the local anglers. Everybody has been

' taking pickerel during the last month or two. Bert Hart-
ranft and W, A. Baker caught eight large ones one fore-

noon recently. Messrs, White, Edwards, Fuller, Hillick
and Lockhart have all taken nice catches from the East
River and within three miles of Cortland, The largest

catch is credited to Edwards, who in one afternoon
caught an even dozen ranging from f to 2lbs in weight.
The heaviest one I know of was taken by W, A. Baker. It

weighed 3|lbs. A few local fishermen have lately tried
Lock Pond, Crooked Lake. Tisco Lake, Little York Lake
and Uyden Lake for pickerel, but report discouraging
luck. M. C. H.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
[JVom a Staff Oorrespondent.]

The Natchaue: Prizes.

Chicago, 111., Nov, 10.—The interesting competition in-

stituted by th-^ Natchaug Silk Co,, of Willimantic, Conii.

and Chicago, closed Nov, 1, and the company, througii

their Western agent, Mr. H. L. Stanton, of Chicago, an-
nounces the following awards of prizes, in accordance
with the conditions advertised in Forest and Stream for

the past season:
First prize, $50 in gold, for the heaviest muskallonge,

was won by John J, Hddebrandt, Logansport, Ind,. who
caught on Oct. 26 in the Kankakte River, a muskallonge
weighing 26*lbs,

Second prize, $2.5 in gold, for the heaviest small-mouthed
bass, was won by George J. Bradbeer, Detroit, Mich., who
caught Sept. 30 on a No. 1^ Natchaug silk line, in the St.

Clair Flats, a smaU-mouthed black bass weighing 71bs.

2oz,

Third prize, $25 in gold, for the heaviest lake trout, was
won by Paul Lang, Orford, N. H., who caught May 14 on a
No. 1 Natchaug siik line, a lake trout weighing 14Jlbs, , m
Newfound Lake near East Hebi'on, N. H.
Fourth prize, .$25 in gold, for the heaviest brook trout,

was won by R. N. Parish, Oakdale, Conn,, who caught in.

the waters of Rangeley Lake, Me,, on Sept. 15, a brook
trout weighing Gibs, 9oz,

Fifth prize, $25 in gold, for the heaviest large-mouthed
bass, was won jointly by B. Waters, of Chicago, one of

the Forest and Streaji staff, and Ben. Wolf, Evart,
Mich. , each having caught a large-mouthed bass weigh-
ing 61bs. 2oz.

Sixth prize, $25 in gold, for the greatest variety of

fresh-water fish caught in one day, was won by Will
Cunningham, Attica, Ind., who caught 101 fish, includtng
11 varieties, in one day, the largest of which weighed
12ilbs,

Seventh prize, $25 in gold, for the largest fish caught
on a No. 1 line, was won by J, B. Carlin, Ashland, Wis.,
who caught a 26lbs. muskallonge July 22 in Pelican Lake,
Wis. The fish was not weighed until the fifth day after
being caught. It measured 47in. in length and lilin. in.

girth, and no doubt would have weighed fully 281bs. had
it been weighed when first taken.

Angling Information.

I had quite a talk: with Mr. Stanton when he handed
me the above, and it occui's to me that among the letters

we looked over together there may be some angling in-

formation of interest to the general fishing public. For
instance, Mr. Bradoeer's catch of a 7 lbs. 2oz. small mouth
bass, is a fact worth remembering. This is the Lirgest

small-inouth I ever knew taken, and I should be person
ally glad if some one would tell us the small-mouth record.
Certainly this beats the big Toledo small-mouUi, which
atso, by the way, came from the Flats. Mr, Bradbeer's
letter shows that he was tickled about to death. He was
twenty minutes landing this fish.

More than twenty minutes must have been .the fight
which Mr. W. M. Cunningham, of Attica, Ind,, had with
a 3jJi lb, cattish which he killed in the Wabash river, as

he says himself, without gaff-hook or net. Mr. Cunning-
ham, it will be noted, won the prize for tiie greatest
variety. In his letter thereon he says: " On Sept. 22 I

caught 60 rock bass, 3 pickerel, 1 salmon (pike-perch), a
numbsr of bullheads, not counted, 1 perch, 2 08weg(j
bass, '6 speckled ba^s, ("croppies"?), 4 black bass, one of
whicu weighed 4flbs., also several dogfish, and one cat-

fish of 12.Ubs. They were all caught one day, in the
Kankakee River, above Momerce.
Frum all accounts, that must have been Mr. Cunning-

ham's busy day.

Rangeley Trout.

Mr. Parish's 6lLi. Doz. Rangeley trout takes the prize,

and it must have been a noble fish. It is not, however,
the largest trout of the season by any means. In Sept.

(so it IS stated, though no dates are given), Mr. J. C.

Dougherty caught on the fiy in the Rangeley waters, dur-
ing one day's fishing, seven brook trout, weighing respeci-

ively 81bs., Gibs, loz., 4lbs. l3oz., 4lbs. 2oz., 3lbs. 5uz., 31bi ,.

4lbs, 4oz, I saw a photo>;rapli of the.se fish. The big one,

held by the gills in the angler's hand, dragged its tail on
the ground. It may be asKed why this fish did not take
the prize, and the answer is that Mr. Dougherty is a mem-
ber of the Natchang Co., and so they declared him not
eligible.

Lake Trout.

A fine catch of lake trout (Mackinaw trout) was that
made by Mr. J. M. Kellogg, of Manitowoc, who says that
" in twelve hours' tisliuig (in October) in Thousand Islands
Lake, northern Wiscon.'iin, I caught 29 lake trout aver
aging 7^1bs. each, tlie lax-gest weighing iBlbs," Mr. Kel-
logg sent in a photograph of 12 of these trout. The 12

weighed l281bs._ Yet he never got a prize,

Another man who made a good run and got nothing
was Mr. L. F. Reed, of Ripon, Wis., who caught a brook
trout near Wautoma, May 11, which weighed 3lbs. loz.

Mr. Reed looks cross-eyed at the eastern catches, calling

attention to the fact that the Wisconsin season ends Sept. 1

,

A Fishing Conductor.

Away up on the Ashland division of the Lake Shore
road there is a fishing conductor, J. B, Carlin by name,
who reads Forest and Streaji and sometimes writes for

it. As nearly as I can learn, the Lake Shore road values
Mr. Carlin m'">st as a guide when some of the officials want
to go fishing. Early in the season Mr, Carlin bought him
a new No. 1 Natchaug line, and sailed in deliberately after
prizes. He had some magnificent fishing, as his scores
show. Of his trip to Thousand Island lake he has told in

Forest and Stream. In his detailed scrres of his catch
he notes, with railroad accuracy, the exact time when he
landed each fish, thus, one 1:33 P.M., the next at 1:4b, the
next at 2:35, etc. On May 16 he caught nine lake trout,

weighing from 2 to Bibs. On the next day. May 17. he
caught twenty lake trout, running from 2 to 8lbs. On
the iSth he took 14 lake trout, from 2 to 9Jtlbs; and on the
day following fifteen, from 2 to 121bs, stopping at 1:10

P.M. In June he took one day I27lbs. of bass, pike and
mascallonge. In July he went into commission To cap-
ture a Uve mascallonge for the World's Fair, and July 22
landed the famous live 'lunge which saw the World's
Fair—and died. This fish, six days after its capture,
weighed 261b8, Mr. Carlin does not claim any prize for
it, bat lets that go to the Kankakee mascallonge (which I
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would need some assuring before believing to be anything

but a great northern pike), although, he modestly says he
thinks his fish might have weighed 2Slbs. when first caught.

Mr. Carlin asks how much his fish probably shrunk in its

week of confinement. If killed and put on ice, it should

have shrunk probably 3 to 51bs. If it was alive and in

the water all the time it may not have shrunk so much,
though if you leave a 'kmge alive for a week he is safe to

eat aud digest several pounds of food. This fish had no
chance to eat, and so just digested, which naturally means
a loss of weight. Had Mr. Carlin weighed his fish at once,

he would probably now be jingUng in his pockets, pro-

vided he hadn't spent it for fishing tackle, an additional

|50 ta gold for " heaviest mascallonge," and his little No.

1 line would have earned still more for itself.

" Forest and Stream " Was In It.

Forest and Stream was iu it also, of course. You
can't keep it out of first money, and the best you can get

out of it is a divide. IVIr. B. Waters, a much better dog-

man than he is angler, divides fifth prize, for the largest

large-mouth bass, with Mr. Ben. Wolf, of East Michigan.

Of this Forest and Stream bass I wrote last July, and
told how we caught it in Gdler's Lake, nearMuckwonago,
Wis. I say "we,' and I say it advisedly. No dogman
could have caught that bass alive, and it was due almost

solely to skillful handling of the boat (for I was rowing
Mr. Waters and J. B. H. at the time) that we saved the

fish, to say nothing of finding the place where the fish

was hid in the water, in the fiist place, which latter I did

without word or advice from Mr. Waters. This was the

second time I have piloted tiiis same dogman to the big-

gest bass of the season, and he is beginning to put on airs

and allow that dogmen are coming up in the world. To-

day Mr. Stanton gave me $12.50 gold to take to Mr.

Water's. I exjject we'd better spend that money—that is,

if I conclude to give any of it to Mr. Waters. At present,

I am not quite clear that he ought to have it, as he did

nothing but hang on to the rod, while the bass and I did

all the hard work. I may say, however, that if we had
known that Mr. Ben. Wolf was going to catch a bass

weighing 61bs. 2oz. , we would have caught a bigger one.

I know where there is a good deal bigger one, up there,

and next summer we will go up and catch him.

It is interesting to say, in conclusion, two things : first,

that the Natchaug Silk Co. will renew this competi-

tion next year; second, that they base the success of this

year's contest largely on Forest and Stream, the bulk of

their answers having come in through their advertisement

in that paper. E. Hough.
909 SEctiBinr Building, Chicago.

"Forest and Stream" at the Fair.

Reminiscences.

The Fair has now become a journalistic reminiscence,

for newspapers do not live in the past—at least, good ones

do not. They find their opportunities in the present, and
recognize them, and work them to their full. Yet some
reminiscences of the Fair are still in order.

Tlie Most Pathetic Tiling.

The most pathetic thing at the Fair was the Chilean

angler at the Anthropological Building. Hundreds of

years old he was, and here were only his bones, liis mum-
mified figure. The curious woven fibre of his time had
preserved the bones of his head, also those of much of the

body. The humerus and ulva, the femur aud some of the

bones of the foot could still be seen. He was a man of

good stature for his kind, as became an angler. Here,

near by him, found in his grave, were the things he used

and loved. Here were his bone fish hooks, his copper
gravis or fish spear, his bow, his rude arrows, his paddle,

his old spear heads, even his bone and cojiper sinkers, the

latter, singular to say, shaped almost identically as the

lead sinkers we use to-day, when we take our tobacco
pouch and sundry-bag, as this man did, and our water
bottle, as he did, and our boat, as he did this ruined balsa

near by, and go fishing, as he did, and enjoy ourselves, as

he did in years long past. His tackle was not so good as

ours is, but his heart may have been as good and simple

and honest as that of any angler of to-day. Here it is,

here is his story. Here is his history, exhibited with him-
self. This man lived, hundreds of years ago, let us say,

and in him was the instinct of sport. He had his loves,

his griefs, his joys, his sorrows, his sins and his punish-

ments therefor, just as we do now. He lived, he grew, he

had his keen joy in the chase, his zest in the air of heaven,

his exultance in successful use of strength and skill, just

as we do now. He Lived his day, and he lay down and
died, just as we do now, and others took his place, as

others yet will ours. Yet he had, as we have, that long
clinging to life, that unreasonable but imperishable yearn-
ing for deathlessness, that rebellion against oblivion,

which we have now, and ever will have. He wanted to

survive. His friends, loving him as ours do us, placed

with him in the grave not perishable flowers, but the

sterner things he loved to handle. And so, surviving yet,

pathetic enough with his poor belongings to make your
eyes dampen. No. so-and-so. of Prof. So-and-so's collection

of So-and-sos, holds out his bony hand, as good as yours or

mine, to us across the years. He was an angler, and may
God and nature rest his soul. Friend from Chile, was it

good fishing, and did you have a pleasant day?

The Funniest Thing at the Fair.

The funniest thing that happened at the Fair—that is

hard to say, since so many funny things came up all the
time. No one on earth , who has not filled an attendant's

place at some exhibit at the Fau-, can have any idea what
unspeakable idiots there are loose in the world, or how
low is the order of inteUigence shown by a great mass of

the total of humanity. The prize "fool question" would
be worth money, but it would be hard to determine. For
instance, people, and hundreds of them, would stand
before the Forest and Stream big tarpon—whose name,
by the way, they pronounced in all sorts of ingenious

wrong fashions—and would ask the most absurd sort of

questions, some of them almost too much even for the
12lb3. trigger pull politeness of the urbane Chief in at-

tendance.
"Is that the real fish, mister, or just half of it?" one

seeJier would inquire.

"That is half of the original fish, bones and all, madam,"
would be the reply, as good as any for the purpose.

"Is that fish ahve?"' another would ask, and the Chief,

tired out with the same question, would say, "No, sir, it

is not, but it once was."
"Is it good to eat?" another curious soul would ask.

"No, sir," he would learn, "it isn't good to eat now."
Then there would be a grave silence.

Take it all in all, I have heard about as funny things at

the sign of the Forest and Stream tarpon as anywhere, but
the funniest thing I saw was one eA^ening at the Sixty-

third street gate, and by the way, the Chief before-men-
tioned figured in it, too.' He and Billy Hofer and I were
coming into the Fair one night after dinner, and the Chief
had a camera along. That was in the days of high-hand-
edness in camera matters, and the guard at the gate said

:

"You can't make pictures in hei'e without a permit."
"What, got to have a permit to photograph after dark?"

said the Chief, who it seems had left his permit in the
pocket of another coat.

"Well, you can't take that thing in there without a
card," said the gateman, and though we guyed and
chafEed him a good deal he stuck to it, and it looked as

though we would have to lick him if we got the camera
through. At length a thought struck the Chief. He
pulled out a card about four by six inches in size, flashed

the blank side in the face of the gateman and said:

"I suppose that's what you want to see."

"Thafs good enough for me," said the guard pom-
pously, and the tiu-nstile clicked three times. This is

what the card had on the other side of it:

: WORLD'S FAIR. :

: MANITOBA GOVERNMENT EXHIBIT. :

: Visitors to the Fair should see the :

: Manitoba Exhibit on Stony Island Avejtoe, :

: bet. 57th and o9th Sts.
|

: Magnificent display of the Natural History and Products :

: of this great Agricultural Province. '

: Admission Free. Open from 8 A.M. to 10 P.M. :

When Billy Hofer and I saw the true backwardness of

this wrong but successful camera permit, we joined the
Chief in a fit of laughter that nearly caused our arrest

anyhow. I think that the whole incident, showing as it

did the stupidity and inefliciency of an absurd system, and
the lofty pomposity of its agent, made up the funniest
thing I saw at the Fair.

The Most Popular Building at the Fair.

Probably the most popular building at the Fair was the
Fisheries. Other buildings, such as the Manufactures or
the Art Budding, may have held more crowds, because
they were larger, but the Fisheries caught the popular
heart, and was visited and revisited by incessant throngs.
This is the history of every exposition showing good dis-

plays of live fishes.

The IVIost Popular Paper at the Fair.

Forest and Stream, being next to the door of the main
entrance of the Angling Pavilion, had a location of extra-

ordinary value. It was visited by untold thousands. No
one, who has not stood there hour after hour, day after

day, can imagine the numbers of the throngs that passed
and tarried there, or can reproduce the original impres-
sions conveyed by such multitudes. The Forest and
Stream register is a rare and valuable album of auto-
graplis. Few newspapers have ever had this singular
opportunity of meeting face to face so large a per cent, of

their constituency, or of learning so well the people, from
which aU constituencies are drawn. It was one continual
levee, reception and review, and it woifld be strange in-

deed if the paper were not benefitted by it aU. Richer
than ever in its life it is in the personal friendfships, the
congratulations, the handshakes of its friends. The silent

friends came out, the ones of which a paper never hears,

who buy the paper and read it, but never say anything
about it to the publishers. These silent readers, truly by
thousands, shook hands with Forest and Stream at the
Fair. To them all the paper could do no less than return
thanks, and I should think the makers of the paper would
go on in their work with an added sense of their responsi-

bilities in trying to serve a constituency so large, so kindly
and so friendly. It is easy saying that Forest and Stream
was the most popiflar paper at the Fair. One cannot be-

lieve there ever was a paper more loved by its family; and
after this season's rare experiences the paper cannot help
loving its family even more than ever.

The Most Beautiful Woman at the Fair.

The most beautiful woman at the Fair, and this is

relevant, too, in a paper which goes into the best of
families and among the best of men—blew into the For-
est and Stream exhibit one day last August. She didn't

walk in, but just sart of floated up over the step, her feet

never touching the floor at all. She cast upon the be-

longings of the place beams from eyes as bright, but a
good deal solter than the search light on the Manufac-
tures Building. A gentle radiance lit up the dark corner
where we try to hide the carpet sweeper, and when she
spoke the glass eyes of the fishes in the cases softened
and grew kind. Everything kind of swam, and ti-embled,

and grew melodious and sweet, and whether it was a
case for scent, sight or hearing, I never could seem to

rightly tell. The best of everything has been at the Fair,

and the only way you could possibly tell what was the
best was by the length of time through which you re-

membered a thing amid all the confusion of impressions.

I mathematically figure out that this was the most beauti-

ful woman, being, or angel there was at the Fair, because
I remember her, or it, longer. I remember, too, that

she, or i , was frank and courteous, and that she said she
came from Kentucky, and the Blue Grass region (the same
country about which Mr, Waters writes so feelingly in a
late issue). Then, unfortunately, all becomes a blank,

for just as I was asking her to illuminate the register

with her name, her husband, or something of the sort,

came along and told her they would have to hurry if they
got through the Government Building before dark. So
all there remained to do was to press into her hand the

last sample copy left in the place, of the greatest paper on
earth, and fall back exhausted into the chair, as she

floated away down the colonnade. Does any gentleman
in Kentucky know who this, or it, was? There can't be
any doubt about it, and there's only one Helen in this

competition. As to color of hair or eyes, or any de-
tails of that snrt, neither the Chief nor myself can tell,

for we forgot to notice. AU. we know is, she. or it, never
touched the floor, and that when she, or it, was there,

you could see the tacks on the carpet sweeper in the
darkest corner of the place. So we allow as how this was
tlie most beautiful woman, angel, or spirit, there was at

tlie Fair. As she is strong, may she be merciful as she
goes through life.

The Biggest Gun at the Fair.

There seems to be doubt whether this was the Krupp
cannon, D. H. Burnham, Director-General Davis, the
photograph concession man, the restam-ant waiter, or the
unspeakable Turk.

The Funniest Man at the Fair.

The funniest man at the Fair was the "lecturer" in the
ostrirJi farm. He kept even the ostriches stirred up.

The Luckiest Man at the Fair.

The luckiest man at the Fair was the sportsman. He
c.iuM see the whole world of sport and the most imjjroved
implements for its practice. He could see every sort of
wfld animal he ever heard of, big game, small game,
bird, quadruped or fish, of this or any other land. He
could see paintings and photographs of the wildest parts
of every country on the globe. He could see the boats,
the vehicles, the means of transportation, of every people
on the earth. He could see collections of weapons of all

times in the history of every nation on the earth. He
could see the most magnificent collections of modern
weapons and implements of the chase ever gotten together
in the history of the world. No gun ever made but he
could see it represented here or equaled, and no rod, reel,

line or appurtenance of angling did he ever dream but he
could come here and see it actuaUy, and more beside it.

What a chance for outfitting the sportsman had! From
elephant gun to coUector's toy gun, from the ducking
piece of America to the blow gun of Ceylon, from the
gold mounted fly-rod to the long fishing arrows of South
American river tribes, from jeweled reels to Alaskan bone-
headed spears, from shining racing canoe to the Ama-
zonian balsa or the East Indian outrigger—what could he
not get? He could get anything and all things he wished,
and be shown things of which he never would have
thought. To the sportsman also the Fair served its pm-
pose of education. The sportsman knows more than he
did a few months ago. He knows how excellent are the
products made for him by the makers of this and other
countries. He has had the privilege of seeing and
handling these. He has selected and bought with an
aided and better judgment. The impetus to sporting
trade must certainly be felt. In this Forest and Stream
must surely rejoice, and in this widening of the sports-

man's horizon take a pleasure other than a material one.
Of these it was its privilege and duty to tell,

909 Skcukitt Building, Chicago. E. HOUGH.

F IXTURES.
DOG SHOWS.

Nov. 28 to Dec. 1.—New Jersey K. L., at Newark, N. J. Dr. W. F.
Seidler, Sec''y.

Dec. 12 to 15.—R. I. Poultry and Pet Stock Ass'n, at Providence.
Dec. 20 to 23.—Northern Ohio Pet Stock Association, at Akron, O.

H. F. Peck, Seo'y-
FIELD trials.

Nov. 20.—Eastern Field Trial Club's Trials, at Newton, N. C. Mem-
bers' Stake Nov. 16. W. A. Costtr. Sec'y.
Nov. 20.—Gordon Setter Field Trials Club, at Freetown, Mass. 0. R.

Taylor, Sec'y. Providence. R. I.

Nov. 27.—Irish Setter Club's Field Trials, at Thomasville, N. C. G.
G. Davis, Sec'y.
Dec. 13 to 16.—Chicago K. C, at Chicago. G. H. Goodrich, Sec'y.

1894.

Jan. 1.—Southern California Field Trials, at Ontario, Cal. H. C
Hinmau, Los Angeles, Cal., Sec'y.
Jan. 29.—Southern Field Trial Club's Trials, New Albany, Miss. T.

M. Brumby, Sec'v, JIarietta, Ga.
Feb. 19.—United States Field Trials Club's Spring Trials, Grand

Junction, Tenn. P. T. Madison, Sec'y, Indianapolis, Ind.

The N. J. K. L. Meeting.

A MEETING of the executive committee was held at
Newark on Nov. 8. Present: Messrs. Radel, Kuebler,
Hauschet, Eisele, Seidler, Morris, Winters, Browe, Linck,
Christopher, Sattler, Hahne, Seilz and other members of the
league.
The house committee reported that they had flxed up the

hall ready to receive the benches and that the superinten-
dent, Mr. Read, from Spratts Patent, had expressed an
opinion that it was an excellent place for a dog show.
The printing committee reported receipt of the lithographs

from ihe Buffalo Courier Co. and that all arrangements had
been made for advertising the show very extensively.
The fiaaace committee reported progress, that enough

cash was on hand to meet all liabilities. This committee
was requested to present a detailed account from the
treasurer for the next meeting.
An offer from the Carbolic Soap Co., of New York, to dis-

infect the show was accepted. A silver cup was oft'ered by
Dr. George Hoenung and another from Harry Ai'thur for the
best puppy in the pointer puppy classes.

Members elected: Dr. W. W. Varick, of Jersey City, and
Mr. Wackmueller, of Newark. The meeting then adjourned
till the following Tuesday, Nov. 14.

Give Him a Chance.

MONTICELLO, N. Y.—I have "Training vs. Breaking" and
have been training a young pointer by it. I have been train-
ing him about ten months more or less. I have had him in
the woods three times. He is a first-class hunter, very fast,

and has a good nose; but as yet he has failed to point on
scent. I have worked him as near as I could according to the
instructions in the book. I am working him on grouse. I
have killed two with him in order to let him know what
they were and what he was to hunt for; but I do not want to
kill any more unless he points them. Would you kindly in-
form rue how to proceed with hira '? He is well bred, and I
think he should make the best of dogs if properly handled.

A. C. A.
[You have not given yoitr dog one hundredth part of the

opportuuilies needed to develop his pointing qualities. Do
' not be discouraged if he does not point at first. There is
' every probability that he will do so sooner or later. If you
kill H bird now and then so the dog can see it done, it will
prove a great incentive to him to exert himself in seeking
and pointing.]
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INTERNATIONAL FIELD TRIALS.
NOV. 7 TO 10.

The fourth annual field trials held by the International
Field Trials Club, were brought to a successful close last
Friday morning. The trials were held on the grounds of the
Big Point Club near Mitchell's Bay, about 14 miles from
Chatham, Ont.
It is unfortunate that the club could not procure better

grounds for their trials. Besides the inconvenience in being
so far from town the country is not at all well adapted to
the work. The open country is too well cultivated, and the
cover is chiefly fallen timber and in this most of the birds
were found. At the same time this sort of work was a good
test for intelligence and hunting sense, for a dog that tried
to keep up a fast gait. Dogwood for instance, in this rough
stuff had to jump from one log to another, and while this
looked very pretty either the dog misses the birds or flushed,
Cleopatra, the winner in the All-Age Stake, proved her ex-
cellence in both styles of hunting, for she kept generally to
the ground in cover, and went in and out of the nooks and
crannies between the logs with a purpose that was rewarded.
There were altogether too many fences for vride ranging and
naturally the trials—all being o'n foot—had to be conducted
at a comparatively slow gait. It partook more of an ordin-
ary day's shooting than any trials we have attended, and
this we believe is the aim of the club. The weather through-
out, excepting the morning of the third day, was beautiful,
though the warmth of the sun, was uncomfortable both for
man and beast during the midday hours. The ground was
dry, which made scent elusive. The judges, Messrs. John
Davidson, Monroe, Mich , G. T. G-uttridge, Chatham, Ont.,
and W. T. Tristem, Detroit, Mich., were very painstaking
and conscientious in their work, and probably the tmfavor-
able conditions under which the trials were run made them
give several dogs another chance that might well have been
left out of the second and third series. They seemed to pull
well together and gave their conclusions promptly and with
satisfaction to all. On Mr. W. B. Wells fell the burden of
carrying details and he did his part well. Mr. Wells is a
Game Commissioner for Ontario, and also a leading member
of the Big Point Club.
Mitchell's Bay is a famed ducking resort and there is

capital snipe shooting.
The scarcity of quail prolonged the running to twice the

length of time that it should have taken. Last February the
weather was very severe, and throughout the country the
quail crop suffered. In some districts there is scarcely a bird
and only on these grounds, where these birds were well taken
care of, were any bevies left. It is more than probable that
next year the trials will be held on the old grounds, nearer
Chatham, as the grounds will be restocked.
Most of the hunting was on land about two to three miles

from the hotel at Mitchell's Bay. The greater part of the
sportsmen put up at Raymond's National Hotel, a sort of
mixture of country grocery store, beds and a bar. The out-
look was not very inviting when we reached the hotel on
Tuesdav night after a long day's tramp, but a good meal
awaited us, and when we found we should not all have to
sleep in one bed we began to take, a more roseate view of
matters. The beds were comfortable, at least those that
Mr. T. G, Davey's forethought had set apart for the repre-
sentatives of the two kennel papers, and Mi-. Raymond, our
host, was untiring in his efforts to make all feel at home.
His charges were reasonable, and there was no disposition
anywhere to take advantage of the opportunity. Mr. Wells,
Mr. Baugham and others had to drive some distance from
the village to the club house, where they put up. Quite a
number of sportsmen followed the dogs during the four
days. Among them we noticed Paul F. Bagley, of Detroit,
Mich., a son of Governor Bagley; Geo. Armstrong, from the^me city; Mr. Hayne, Saginaw, Mich.; .John Baird, George

v^iia,uua,ux, v^uu., i. vj. uttvey, juunuou, uut. ; ii. w. iviitcueii
and A. McKill, Glencoe, Ont.; Rev. Mr. Franklin, Wallace-
bury, Out., with Mr. Lane, of England; Chas. Allen, Both-
well, Ont.; Ed. Warner, Woodstock, Out., and Christopher
Robinson, Q. C, one of the counsel in the recent Behring
Straits arbitration case, who, with Sir Charles Gwoski, do-
nated the cup in the All-Age Stake, a,ud J. B. Stoddard, of
ThomasAdlle, N. C.
When all are anxious to see thework of the dogs and owing

to the nature of the country a clear view for any distance
could not be gained without some effort, it is perhaps excus-
able that there was not the order maintained that we are
wont to see, spectators from the surrounding country often
gettmg too close and in front of the Judges and reporters.

A, fi®
is little more to add excepting that the rules say that

the first and second prize winners must run together. This,
however, was not done in the All-Age Stake, and this is com-
mented on in its proper place.
The drawing for the Derby took place at the Rankin House

on Monday evening, and afterward the annual meeting was
held, when the officers for£en8uing year were elected.

TUESDAY, NOV. 7.

The Derby.
For setters and pointers whelped on or after Jan. 1, 1892

Forfeit $2.50 and $2.50 additional for starters; eleven starters-
40% of entrance money to first, 20^ to second, 15^ to third and
lO^to fourth. The dogs were drawn as follows:
Thos. Johnson's English setter Sancho (Manitoba Toss—

Pitti Sing) with Dr. Totten's pointer Warwick Nellie (Cam-
den Dick—Windsor Fauniej.

n?-^^,^^^^'^ English setter Mars (Cincinnatus—Mars)
with T. G. Davey's pointer Ridgevlew Comet (Lad of Kent—
Ridgeview Lass).
Paul F. Bagley'spointer Dick (Duke of Hessen—Abbess of

Kent) with Dr Totten's English setter Speculation II.
(Toledo Blade—Cambriana).
W. B. Wells's English setter Luna (Cincinnatus—Daphne)

with Forest Kennels' English setter Forest Trip (Druid, Jr—
Breeze K.). \

>

A. D. Welton's Irish setter Fingaln (Finglas—Ruby Glen-
more) mth T. Johnson's pointer Paul Francke (Ightfield
Upton—Genevieve).
B. Bangham's English setter Doe a bye.

First Series.

Every one was up by daybreak this morning and soon
ready for the drive of 12 miles to the Big Point Club grounds
The weather was cold and crisp, a heavy hoar frost covering
the ground with its white pall. Arrived at the grounds the
start was made about three miles from the village of
Mitchell's Bay, a noted duck shooting resort. Game was not
at all plentiful, and when found was generally hidden in the
thick brush of fallen trees or in the fence rows. No time
was wasted in starting the first brace with
bANCHO AND WARWICK NELLIE.—Cast off at 9:27 A M

Sancho is a small black setter and was handled by "Sef"
Hallam. Nellie is a light-weight pointer of fair body forma-
tion, but not by any means a show bitch. She was handled
by Jos. Spracklin. She proved herself much the best in no.se,
pace and range, and showed a good deal of hunting sense in
working out the fence bottoms where birds had been marked.
Her style on point is rather slovenly, dropping on her belly
lusariably. She caught the second bird she pointed, and
then further on pointed the rest of the bevy. Afterward she
nailed several singles. Sancho acted very puppyish, and vras
guilty of chasing one single that got up ahead of him. Dogs
were down 32m. *

Mars AND Ridgeview.Comet.—Down at 10:06 where others
taken up, and sent off in large atubble field. Mars had the

services of Jos. Spracklin, and Ridgeview Comet was han-
dled by Charles AUen. Mars is a good-looking EngUsh
setter, hunts intelligently, and whUe not being particularly
fast, covered more ground than the pointer, who was evi-
dently not himself, having cut a pad on each hind foot, but
he did not go lame. Whether this had much effect or not we
cannot say. He is said to be a very fast and wide ranger, but
here he kept very much to his handler. There was little
work done on birds Mars pointed one of the outlying singles
of previous bevy; the point was honored by Co'met. Mars
afterward pointed false. They were ordered up at 1 1 o'clock.
Dick and Speculator 11.—Put down at 11:10 in same

ground. Dick is a pointer and was handled by J. Huddle-
ston, and the English setter Speculator had tiie services of
.Jos. Spracklin. Neither dog showed much inclination to get
out and hunt, though the setter ran the best. He pointed
once, but nothing was found, and a few yards further he just
stopped as a bird flushed wild out of fallen tree. They
found nothing else, though down tiU 12:30. A reporter put
up during the heat a nice bevy of birds that the dogs had
passed. Lunch was in order now. The keen morning air
and the long drive had sharpened our appetite.s, and it was
a pretty hungry crowd that fell to by the roadside. The next
brace down was
Luna and Forest Trip.—They were cast off at 12:52 P. M.

Luna is an almost white setter, ma-rked on head and stern;
Forest Trip is an English setter, white body and lemon
marked head. Jos. Spracklin handled Luna and Mr. Mae-
Gregor had charge of Forest Trip. They started in very
rough cover, but getting into open Trip got out to his work
the best, going in a merry style and hunting intelligently.
Here Luna did not do so well, but in cover Trip would
scarcely hunt, and the honors fell to Luna, who seemed to
be quite at home among the fallen timber. Luna pointed
unsteadily once. Trip backed, but unsteady at shot. Luna
pointed as bird flushed another time. Considering her better
endurance and all-round hunting ability, she had the best of
a rather poor race. The sun made us all uncomfortably
warm and dryied the leaves and grass. The scent was poor.
These two ran 57 minutes.
Fingaln and Paul Francke.—Down at 2:22. Fingaln,

handled by Jos. SprackUn, is an Irish setter, and Paul,
handled by Sefton Hallam, is a big white English setter
with black marked head. Fingaln was the first to score,
nailing birds at edge of a wheat field, Paul would not back,
Fingaln steady to shot and kill, but Paul broke a little.
Again Fingaln nailed a .single, but moved a little as handler
flushed, h ingaln got two more further on, and followed
this up by another single. Fingaln showed himself to be a
careful ranger, getting out fairly well, always under good
control, good nose and lots of sense. He gained many friends
for the Irish cause by good work in a rough country. Paul
was heedless, would not back and showed little hunting
ability. Up at 3:12.

Doc (a bye),—Down at 3:20 with an outside dog. Handled
by Jos. Spracklin. A great deal of varied ground was
hunted out in a forty-five minutes' run, but no game was
found, though Doc went out to his work well and hunted
intelligently. The judges then consulted and called for

Second Series.

Wakwick Nellie and Mars.—Down at 4:25. These two
ran for fifty-five minutes, but could not scare up a feather,
though Mars consoled himself for the lack of game by point-
ing a black cat in a tree stump in a very stylish manner, and
was steady to a wild flush. Nellie proved the speediest and
wider ranger, hunting out the likely ground independently.
Though Mars was not so fast he also hunted out the likely
places in a busy manner. This finished the day's work,
three miies from the hotel,

WEDNESDAY.
Another beautiful Indian summer's day. The air keen

and frosty in the early morning hours, but genial and almost
too warm, especially for the dogs, as the day grew older.
The start was made in the same rough country that we
hunted over yesterday. The first brace down was
Sancho and Fingaln, at 7:50 A. M. in a corn patch. The

reason for Sancho's re-entry on the scene is not apparent,
as he had done nothing in the previous heat to warrant it.
He raced round as usual at a good speed, but with little
intelligence or aim. Fingaln got out well and succeeded in
finding a small bevy on which he acted nicely. Up at S:18.
It looked very much at this stage of the game as if there
was some hope for Home Rule after all, as the Irishman had
the sympathy of the crowd.
Forest Trip and Doc—Down at 8:25. Soon after start-

ing in rough cover Doc made a/cmx pas in flushiug a single
from a fallen tree stump. He redeemed himself later by
pointing two birds and then stopped on foot scent. He
hunted industriously and with fair intelligence, quartering
his ground more thoroughly and at greater speed than
Trip, who, however, did somewhat better to-day among the
fallen timber. Still he showed no good reason why he
should have come into the second series. They ran 39m.
Luna (a bye) had Speculator II. as a brace mate. They

were cast off at 9:10. A great deal of varied country was
covered, but they failed to fi^nd. Up at 9:26.

Third Series.

Warwick Nellie and Fingaln.—They were put down at
9:30 in a large stubble field. While Fingaln got out to his
work well and quartered his ground systematically, the
pointer had the advantage in wide and fast ranging. Two
points were made by Fingaln, one of which scored. Up 9:46
Doc and Mars.—Down at 9:58 after a two minutes' run

and a half-mile walk to different ground. Spracklin handled
both dogs. In a corner of cornfield a bevy flushed wild, and
on the scattered birds in fallen timber some lively work en-
sued, though the dogs were not very steady; the nature of
this cover work does not conduce to steadiness. Doc was
first to score, getting a small bevy and then a single, but he
also flushed once. Birds were scattered among the logs and
each dog scored, though both unsteady at flush. Up at 10:i±.
In the style of work done and the way he ranged. Mars had
slightly the best of it. Judges after a little consultation
then announced Warwick Nellie first, Fingaln second, Mars
third and Doc fourth.

All-Aged Stake.
For pointers and setters. Forfeit $5 and $5 additional

for starters. Purse—Pk-st 40% of entrance money and cup
presented by Sir Cassimer Gzowski and Chi-istopher Robin-
sou, Q. C, cup to be held yearly uutil won thrice by same
kennei or owner; .second 3Q%, third 15% of entrance money.
The dogs were drawn as follows:
A. P. Heywood-Lonsdale's Dogwood (Ightfield Dick—Ight-

field Beda), 18mos., with W. Hutchins's Monk of Furuess
Fan (Monk of Purness—Faydith), 4Xyrs.

T. G. Davey's pointer Jone (Lord Graphic—Devonshire

Lill.

Eddy & Armstrong's English setter Toledo Bee (Toledo
Blade—Maggie Bee), 3yrs., with A. P. Heywood-Lonsdale's
pointer Musa (Ightfield Dick—Ightfield Clio), 2>:,'yrs.

W. B. Wells's English setter Luke (Toledo Blade—Cam-
briana), 3>^yrs., with T. Johnson's English setter Manitoba
P^che (Manitoba Toss—Pitti Sing), Syrs.

C. Clark's English setter Athol (pedigree unknown), 4yrs.,
with T. G-. Davey's English setter Brighton Tobe (Locksley—Leddersdale II.), 3yrs.
Thomas Johnson's English setter Manitoba Patti (Duke ,

of Gloster—Flora), 4yrs., with H. D. Mitchell's Gordon
setter Ned (pedigree unknown), 4yrs.

T. G. Davey's English setter 'Brighton Clip (Canadian
•Jester—Ijassie), 2Xyrs , a bye.
No time wa.s wasted in commencing the first series in this

stake, the draw having taken place the previous evening.
The first brace,
DOG^vooD and Monk of Furness Fan, was called at 10:58.

Dogwood is a stylish looking liver and white pointer and
was m charge of "Sef" Hallam. Fan is a white and orange
Eaglif^h setter and .was handled by Charles Allen. They
started in wheat stubble and ranaed out well, especially
Dogwood, who goes great guns all the time, but his legs go
faster than his head, I should surmise, especially when the
cover is rough. Jumping from log to log at speed while
very pretty is not calculated to find bii-ds in such cover.
Though both made game they failed to find birds that
flu.shed as judges came up. Further on Dogwood scored
nicely on two birds and was steady to shot. Fan dropped to
order. Dogwood had clearly the best of it in pace, nose and
wide ranging. Up at 11:32. A break was then made for
lunch by the roadside, but no time was wasted and we soon
had the next brace,
-Jone and Joker.—Down at 12:09 in open stubble. The

ground was very dry and the sun so warm that the dogs soon
became distressed and their noses failed them at critical
times. J. Spracklin handled -Jokerand T. G. Davevhad Jone
in hand. They got among a lot of scattered birds in rough,
fallen timber, and it was hard to tell once or twice whether
dogs or handlers were responsible for the birds that flushed
out of the brush. Joker was the flrst to stop as a bird flushed,
Jone dropping to order. Jone nailed a single nicely. They
should have pointed some birds in cornfield that were flushed
after they passed. Neither dog did work that entitled them
to much consideration, though certainly they ran at a bad
time of day. Up at 1:28.

Cleopatra and Glencoe Lill.—J. Spracklin brought out
Cleopatra and Glencoe Lill had the services of T. Anderson.
Cleopatra is a small, nicely-formed bitch vnth markings on
head. Lill is a large, loosely-made English setter, almost all
white. Cleopatra was said to be fast, and she certainly did
seem to go like the wind alongside such a slow coach as Lill.
She hunted out her ground very much after the style of the
celebrated Wun Lung, and is about the same size as he was,
makes wide casts, covering the likely spots and always has
an eye to the fences. She picked up the only bevy found,
Ijill backing nicely. A great deal of mixed ground was
himted out. Lill needed continued urging to get out and
hunt. Cleopatra soon became a favorite. Up at 2 o'clock.
Toledo Bee and Musa.—Toledo Bee, a heavily marked

rather good looking English setter was handled by Spracklin
and "Sef" Hallam had the English pointer, a lightly built
white and liver. Cast off at 2:08 in stubble. They ran till

2:45 and threshed out a lot of miscellaneous country. Several
Eoints, on footscent probably, were taken by both dogs. No
irds were found throughout the heat, though both dogs

hunted intelligently and at a good pace. The pointer was
the faster, more stylish on poiut and was going stronger
when called up at 3:16, after being down Ih. Sm. A severe
test in the dry warm going.
Luke and Psyche.—Down at 3:17 in fallen timber. W.

B. Wells handled his handsome heavily marked English
setter Luke; and Psyche, a small black setter, was in charge
of "Sef" Hallam. Luke scored a nice stylish point in cover
and was steady to shot, but Psyche coming up went on and
flushed a single. After hunting out a lot of ground in
which Luke showed the most systamatic range, he pointed
the largest bevy yet seen in a stylish manner, a picture of
which we hope to bs able to publish shortly. Psyche is fast
but has a slouching aimless style of going and by no means
had the nose or ability of Luke. Up at 4:10.

Athol and Brighton Tobe.—Down at 4:15, edge of woods.
Spracklin handled Athol and T. G. Davey Tobe. Both are
rather plain looking English setters. Athol first to point,
but bird got up after handler tried for it. Some birds were
flushed that Tobe should have got. Athol then claimed
a point, dogs were unsteady and birds flushing continually
otit of the old tree stumps. Neither dog behaving very well,
handlers being a little too eager. Athol nailed a single
nicely and was well backed. Then at finish Tobe stopped
on a bird, but Athol not backing, went in ahead and flushed
the bird, a bad piece of work, both steady to wing. There
was little difference in speed and range, and both seemed
off nose. Up at 4:50.

Manitoba Patti and Ned.—Patti, an English setter, nicely
marked, was handled by "Sef" Hallam, and Ned, a Gordon,
had the services of Tom Hallam. It was getting dusk now,
and though they covered a good deal of ground no game was
found. Patti had much the best of it in every way; Ned
being something of a potterer, a handy dog for the gun,
probably, in this fallen cover, but not a field trial dog. They
will go down to-morrow. The finish was about two miles
from the hotel.

THURSDAY.
On looking out of our bedroom windows this morning it

seemed as if we were doomed to a day of inaction. During
the night a heavy fog had come in from the bay and the mist
was so dense one could scarcely see across the road. Every
one had expected that the trials would close to-day, and this
would have been the case could we have commenced at the
usual hour. There was nothing for it, however, but to wait.
Anticipation soon gave place to ennui as we waited for the
fog to rise It cleared a little by 9:30 and the dogs were
called out. Although we could scarcely see across the fields,
the uufini.sbed heat with Manitoba Patti and Ned was con-
tinued at '.:);43. They were cast oft' near the hotel on ground
not yet hunted over. They did not find, but Patti did much
the best ranging. \Jp at 10:02.

Brighton Clip a bye. This he ran with Ridgeview Comet,
Mr, Davey handling him and Chas. Allen having charge of
Comet. Clip is a heavily marked English setter with a
tan head. Soon after starting it was found that the pointer
had something, and Clip was brought to back, which he did
stylishly. Allen put up a nice bevy, both steady to wing.
Clip pointed footscent and a field further, hunting alone on
scattered birds, Clip nailed two nicely. Up 10:27. Clip
showed fair range, but not an over keen nose.

Second Series.

The judges then called for
Dogwood and Jone. Mr. Davey handled Jone the first

part of the heat, but feeling indisposed, Allen took his place,
Down at 10:47 in wheat stubble. This was a more cultivated
part of the country and going was good for the dogs, hut
birds were scarce. The sun began to show himself at this
time, and the mist was qnickly dispelled by the aid of a
north wind, the only semblance of a breeze we have had dur-
ing the trials. Both dogs started well and ranged out, but
Dogwood was the speedier, and the stubble just suited his
style of action. Had he a little more intelligence in hunting
out the likely spots and not be so intent on covering so much
territory he would be a better dog and get more game prob-
ably. Nothing was found. Up 11:20.
Cleopatra and Toledo Bee.—Jos. .Spracklin had both

of them in hand and sent them off at 11:27 in large stubble
field. Cleopatra as usual went a fast gait but knew what
she was alter and missed few likely places. Bee hunted
intelligently too, but cannot cover the i^round nor quarter
his ground so systematically as the bitch. Bee pointed two
or three times in his peculiar dropping style, but nothing
came of it. He was honored by the bi tch. At 11:42 they
were called up and it was decided to take lunch by the road-
side and then move on to the old grounds. The sandwiches
tucked away where they would be most appreciated, no time
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was wasted on digestion, but jumping into the wagons we
soon had the next brace down.
Brighton Tobe and Ltjke.—Down in cornfield at 12:26.

"Working into fallen timber Luke was said to have flushed.
Up at 1:11. Tobe hunted out his ground more independently
and always had the speed and range of the other, who
seemed to loaf a bit to-day. It was a pity more satisfactory
work was not done on birds, ground was fast drying up and
scent lay badly.
Manitoba Patti AND Brighton Clip.—Down at 1:13 in

fallen cover. Another unsatisfactory heat; a lot of ground
was threshed out, but not a feather found. Patti got out to
her work the best and made wider and more intelligent in-
dGDCQClGIlt' C3>stjS

MUSA (a bye).—Sent off alone at 1:43 and ran well till 2:15.
She goes with equal vim either in stubble or over fallen tim-
ber, and it would be perhaps more to her credit if she didn't
skip the logs quite so fast.

The judges then consulted and called for
Dogwood and Cleopatka.—A 4.5-minute wait for dogs to

be brought up, as we had hunted away from the wagons,
and these two fast travelers were sent' off at 2:57 in bean
stubble. This was a very pretty race, and led by Cleopatra
may be termed the best approach to "high class" work yet
seen in the trials. Both dogs are fast, the pointer having the
advantage, but when it comes to intelligent, systematic
range and nose Cleo must take the palm, and she is also
under best control, though we do not mean to infer that
Dogwood is at all heedless. Getting into fallen timber Cleo
did a pretty piece of work among the fallen logs. Pointing
and reading up to a fallen tree she located the bevy and
made a most stylish point, held it till Dogwood came up,
and he stiffened out a yard or two behind, completing one of
the prettiest scenes we'ever saw at any field trials, the sur-
roundings lending a charming background. A large bevy
was put up and dogs were steady to vdng. It was a proud
moment for Spracklin. If the fates and the light are pro-
pitious this scene will be published in Foeest and Stream.
They were called up shortly after 3:83. If Dogwood would
hunt between the logs in fallen timber he would stand a
better chance of finding birds. Cleo's more intelligent work
in this respect was very noticeable.
ManitobaPatti AND Brighton Clip.—These were sent off

together again at 3:35 after the scattered birds. Some time
after Clip pointed by a fallen log, and Patti backed, but
nothing found there, though a few yards to right as dogs
were sent on, spectators flushed two 'birds. They were up
at 3:54, with the running all in favor of Clip.
MtrsA AND Brighton Tobe.—Down at 4:04. This was along

tiresome heat and continued till dusk. Tobe seemed off
nose, and did not avail himself of several good chances on
bevies. They both ranged wide and intelligenly. In rough
plough birds flushed in front of Tobe, but whether he was
responsible or not no one could see. Mr. Davey claims
that he was urging his dog on with his hat in hand and
scared up two outlying birds, and they getting up caused
the balance to flush, but admits his dog should have found
them. None of the judges or spectators were in a position
to see what the dog did. Previous to tMs Tobe had flushed
a bevy in long grass out.side of woods. There was a little
talk over the last flush, and there was some little feeling
displayed, but we believe all was smoothed over afterward,
and it was the only hitch during the trials. Every one was
disappointed that the finish must go over till another day.

FRIDAY.
Mnal Series.

MusA AND Brighton Tobe.—The morning broke cloudy,
and the air was raw and chilly, but there was little wind.
The start was made in fields by the hotel, at 8:12, but it was
some time, an hour or more, before we met a farmer who put
us onto a "bird district," the dogs meanwhile ranging out
well. Muaa is said to have flu.shed twice on entering
woods, then both dogs pointed staunchly in different places
and each had a single. Previous to this both dogs made un-
certain points and moved on. Dogs were called up at 9:34
and judges consulted. There was some discussion as to
interpretation of rules of running first and second dogs
together, but as handlers and owners were willing and
anxious for a decision at once, the judges announced Cleo-
patra first, Brighton Tobe second, and Musa third. The first
award was entirely indorsed, Tobe's previous day's work
and Musa's flushes to-day should have caused Luke and Dog-
wood to be tried again. These named, however, were the
best dogs in the stake. Congratulations over, we were
quickly in the wagons where our baggage had already been
stowed away, the fourteen miles to Chatham were covered
in good time in spite of the rough roads, and every one
seemed pleased that the weary tramping was over for this
year, H. W. LAcr.

Finsbury Duke and Finsbury Dong.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Finding myself illy reconciled to the unfortunate results

of my September pug importations, I sent immediately to
England for the most promising dog before the public, as
well as for the best obtainable son of the lamented Dong, and
the pair was shipped, through Spratts Patent, from South-
aiupton, Oct. 21, per the fast American Liner New York,
which reached her dock on this .side on the morning of the
28th or in four hours less than seven days. And I would here
say that, while the expense of shipping by the fast lines is
sUghtly greater, the results are far more satisfactory, as the
dogs apparently receive more consideration and care,- better
quarters, and the nervous tension of the passage is largely
reduced by the quicker time. Had poor Dong been for-
warded by a fast mail steamer, it is fair to presume that he
would be alive to-day, and impressing his character upon the
fancy. On the other hand, had his excellent young son, who
was sea-sick the entire trip, been sent by freight steamer,
there is little doubt that he would have shared the fate of
his sire. As it was, he arrived in rather poor condition,
while his mate, who is a better traveler, landed in fine fettle.
Finsbury Duke (E. 35121) was born Oct. 6, 1891, and is by

Champion Confidence ex Ladybird, the latter being better
than naif-sister to Pooty, the dam of Dong. Confidence is
one of the most famous and successtul show dogs and sires
in England, and Ladybird herself is the winner of four first
prizes at the Pug Club shows in London. Duke has been
seen at quite a number of the best shows in the kingdom,
among his wins being first at Newcastle-on Tyne, two firsts
at Edinburg and first at the Pug Club Show, London, defeat-
ing Fair Masher, Bradford Silver King, Clarence, Bradford
Chief and others. He is a beautiful little fellow, weighing
only 12>.2'lbs., and if there are any who can beat him in a
single feature, there are none %vho can equal him in all-round
quality. He is, moreover, a fine sire, and with his royal
breeding, which is entirely new on this side, a successful
future may confldentlv be expected for him.
Finsbury Dong [Reg. E.) was born Aug. 16, 1891, and is bv

Dong ex Mabelle, the latter being by the famous King of
Diamonds ex Daisy, He likewise is a small dog, weighing
under 141bs. and of high quality, possessing in mauv respects
the strong characteristics of his sire—the same immense head
and wonderful \vi-irLkle, the broad square muzzle, the
magnificent eyes and the dense black trace and markings,
while in body properties he is all that could reasonably be
desired. Owing to his youth, he has never been shown,
although it was the intention to bring him out at Birming-
ham, Oct. 26, at which time he was on the water: but hTs
late owner writes: "I think he will do you a lot of good, both
on the bench and at stud," and it is hoped and believed that
this friendly prediction wiU be verified.

Altogether, I am well pleased with this little pair, and am
sure the pug fancy will be similarly inclined on personal
acquaintance. F. C. Nms.
Paisesville, Ohio, Nov. 6.

POINTS AND FLUSHES,
[By a Staff Correspondeni.]

From Mr. Eugene H. Lahee, Alton, 111., a gentleman
sportsman of the true type, comes the sad information that
his setter dog, which he highly prized, is dead. The photo-
graph of the dog Avhich he mentions is that of a handsome,
upstanding fellow, with every evidence of high breeding and
symmetry of form. Mr. Lahee writes as follows: "I have
lost my beautiful setter Ben Ruhj (No. 27,966 A. K. C. Regis-
ter). Some villain poisoned him. I think it must be one of
a gang of thieves and house-breakers who have been working
about here. He was one of the most intelligent dogs I ever
saw and I feel his loss deeply. I send you a picture of him,
which is the only one I have."

The practical workings of a field dog on game, as to the
manner of the performance, seem to have caused a variety
of opinions among sportsmen. Mr. Johnson and Mr. Hough
may be the best representatives of the different views. Mr.
Hough's standard is rather high, however, even for an
extremist. To fill it fully a setter or pointer must be able
to jump a twelve-rail fence, taking a whirl sidewise at the
highest point of flight. If run over har.'^hly by a heavv truck
wagon or folded up violently by the kick of a mule the dog
should show no more emotion than mild .surprise and suf-
fer no physical inconvenience whatever. The dog should
have a large head and large feet, the first for a large brain,
the second because a dog with big feet is stronger than one
with small feet. The dog is supposed to eat heartily at
every opportunity and to work till he is choked off. I would
like very much to see a discussion on the qualities of a field
dog between the two gentlemen hereinbefore mentioned,
and as I have been at some pains in describing the ideal of
one of them it is but fair to give the views of the other.
Under date of Oct. 28 Mr. .Johnson writes me as follows:

"I note your little chaff re Mr. Hough's idea of a field dog.
Mr. Hough and Mr. D. evidently have a sympathetic cord,
re the work a dog should do and how he should do it. But
men Uke myself, who watch a dog's every movement, who
see things that create pleasure and delight in every motion-
something that warms you up to think of, and who never
have a thought as to whether the bag contains game or not,
can never agree with men whose only interest in his dog is
when some attendant or friend calls his attention to its being
on "point," and the more he kills the more loudly will he
bawl of the brilliant work his dog did.

"I am going on a moose hunt on Monday, so Chatham is
not likely to see me this year.
"Sefton Hallam, late with A. P. Heywood Lonsdale, Eng-

land, is open for an engagement either as breaker or to take
charge of a kennel. Mr. Lonsdale speaks of him in the
highest terms, and for the short time he has been with me
I have found him everything I could wish. He is running
my own and Mr. Lonsdale's dogs at the International Field
Trials on Nov. 7, after which he will be at liberty. His ad-
dress is care of W. B. Wells, Chatham, Ont., or Thos. John-
son."

Mr. W. B. Stafford, the well known handler of Trenton,
Tenn., met vtdth an accident at the United States Field
Trials which might have had serious results, but fortunately
resulted in nothing worse than a general roughing and shak-
ing up. He had a horse which was spirited and somewhat
fractious. In mounting him after lunch, he slipped, the
horse got out of control and dragged him by the foot 40 or
oOyds., kicking vigorously in the meantime. Most happily
Mr. Stafford's foot got disengaged from the stirrup and the
danger ended.

The trial of the fiend MacLin, who, it will be remembered,
achieved notoriety for acts of inhumanity heretofore un-
known in the dog world, takes place on Xov. 16. More
funds are necessary for his prosecution. While it cannot be
said that there is any direct claim on the dogmen to con-
tribute there is a fraternal claim which should not be
ignored. All organizations, or fraternities, or families, etc.,
have a pride in the good name and the good behavior of its
members. Any flagrant violation of accepted laws, \vritten
or unwritten, is followed by an earnest denouncement of the
offense and punishment is possible. Esprit de corps is
necessary if favorable public sentiment is to be held, and if
the fraternity hold its own self respect and confidence.

The Maclin Matter.

In some remarks on the Maclin matter which I sent in a
day or two since, I mentioned that there was not sufficient
money on hand to prosecute Maclin. That was true then,
but not now. After lunch on Thursday, at Bicknell, after
announcing some other business, Mr. P. T. Madison, secre-
tary of the U. S. F. T. Club, gave a brief mention of the inci-
dents pertaining to Maclin's inhumanity to the dogs in his
charge, and that his prosecution was fixed for Xov. 16, and
the prosecution fund was short 850, and that those desiring
to do so could contribute. It is a pleasure to write that there
was a most generous response. Mr. J. M. Freeman for a few
minutes could not take in the money as fast as it was offered.
By the prosecution of Maclin there is a probability that the
wretch will receive a richly merited punishment, but in any
event the denouncement of the outrage is on record, and
there is not the apathy among the fraternity which there
seemed to be. Following is a list of the contributors: P. T.
Madison, J. L. Adams, Royal Robinson, J. H. Kerr, B.
Waters, Manchester Kennel Co., each S5; G. T. Kerr, -'sS;

Prof. Edm. H. Osthaus, Maj. J. M. Taylor, J. M. Avent and
C. Davies, each .$2; Samuel Socwell, L. W. Blankenbaker, G.
H. Reed, Frank Richards, J. H. Johnsen, Geo. E. Gray and
Theo. Goodman, each SI; cash, $1; total, -S49. It will be re-
membered that Maclin's outrage was in starving to death a
number of dogs which he had in training for sportsmen. He
was charged with the crime and arrested. The kennel the
night following was burned with both its li^dng and dead
occupants. At the justice trial Maclin was not convicted.
He was indicted afterward for perjury and arson, for which
he will be tried on the date aforementioned.

The Glen Rock Kennels' black, white and tan setter dog
Paul Dombey (Chance—Nettie Bevan) died recently. He was
entered in the All-Age Stake of the U. S. trials. He had dis-
tinguished himself in the Southern trials and, I believe, was
bred by Mr. H. S. Bevan.

As far as a rabbit supply and good coursing grounds are
concerned, no better place for a beagle trial than Bicknell,
Ind.. could be found. Duriug the running of the field trials
a great numbei' of rabbits were found, sometimes two at a
time, and one time five were found. It would strain a
beagle's voice were he to attempt to follow and give full
measure of tongue to each trail he could rtm at one time.
There are rabbits by the thousand about Bicknell. They are
found in the open weed fields and in cover alike.

B. Waters.

The FOEEST and Stream is put to press each week on Tues-
day, Correspondence intended forpublication should reach
us at the latest by Monday, and as viuoh earlier aspracticable.

DOG CHAT.

Chicago K. C. Show.
The premium list of the Chicago Kennel Club show to be

held Dec. 13 to 16, comes to hand as we go to press. The list
is very liberal in some respects. Mastiffs, rough St. Bernards
and great Danes get -$40, -520 andSlOin open classes, challenge
$15. There are other prizes of S30, $15 and $10 for such breeds
as pointers and setters, and collies and fox-terriers get §30,
810 and -S5 in open, and no class gets less than SIO and $5.
Entries close Dec. 4 with Mr. Goodrich, LTnity Building, 79
Dearborn street, Chicago. The judges are: For" St. Bernards,
mastiffs, great Danes, beagles, E. Bardoe Elliott, Maywood,
111.; bulldogs, bull terriers, fox terriers, collies, rough ter-
riers, greyhounds, black and tans, Yorkshires, pugs and toys,
George Wilson, Chicago: pointers, setters, field and cocker
spaniels, Tim Donoghue, La Salle, 111.; foxhounds, deer-
hounds and Russian wolfhounds, Col. Roger Williams, Lex
ington, Ky.; Irish water spaniels, W, H. Colcord, Chicago;
miscellaneous will be divided, under 301 bs., E. Bardoe EUiott;
over 301bs., Geo. Wilson. Further consideration must be left
for next week.

Gordon Setter Trials.'

The entry blanks for the Inaugural field trials of the
Gordon Setter Field Trials Club, have been sent out. The
entries closed last Monday. The president of the club is the
popular sportsman, E. Knight Sperry, New Haven, Conn.,
W. H. Tellinghast D.D.S., vice-president and secretary Chas.
R. Taylor, Providence, R. I. Mr. Taylor al^o sends us a
photograph of a handsome silver epergne that has been given
for competition in the Derby, by Miss S. A. jSTickerson,
owner of the Inwood Kennels. Mr. C. M. Kenyon gives a
similar prize in the All-Age Stake. Mr Tom Hallam was
thinking of entering Ned, the Gordon, that ran at Chatham
last week, but we are afraid the entries closed too soon for
him to have attended to it after those trials. Mr. Taylor
thinks the trials will prove a success the prospects being
very encouraging.

Rustic Beauty Goes West.
Not content with taking the crack St. Bernard Sir

Bedivere from Mr. Reick's kennel, ]\Ir. C. A. Pratt, of
Little Rock, Ark., has purchased at a long figure a good
bitch in Rustic Beauty, that Mr. Reick imported recently.
We are not surprised at this sale for, judging from Arthur
Tricketts, remarks when here, we thought perhaps this might
be the good bitch he had in view. Rustic Beauty besides
being in the first rank as a show bitch is also a good mother,
and this is almost as an important consideration these days
of disappointment. Mr. Reick has a good litter out of her
now. Mr. Pratt deserves every good fortune in his plucky
purchases. Rustic Beauty was shipped Nov. 7.

Entries closed last Saturday, for the local dog show to be
held in Hamilton, Ont., Nov. 18, in the old armory.

N. J. K. L. Show.
The committee have made several changes in the premium

list: In Russian wolfhounds a puppy class has been pro-
vided with cash prizes. In pointers two puppy classes will
be provided with cash premiums and a silver cup as a
special will be given in each of these classes. In bulldogs
and collies a puppy class with cash premiums will be given.
In poodles it is probable that separate classes will be made
for dogs and bitches, as well as puppy classes in the curly
division. In Italian greyhounds a challenge class with a
cash prize will be provided, and probably a puppy class.

The celebrated English bulldog Found It has, it is stated,
been purchased by a fancier on this side.

The once celebrated Duke of Marlborough is dead, having
been killed through a kick from a horse.

Mr. R. K. Armstrong, manager of the Cragstone Kennels,
cannot buy the collie Poufford Ormonde, so purchases a won-
derfully good seven-months pup by the crack out of Ruft'ord
Daisychatn, and also two good bitches in whelp to Rufford
Ormonde. This kennel should be able to show a strong team
even now.

Mr. Symonds writes us that he has withdrawn from the
firm of Toon & Symonds, and that Mr. George Thomas takes
his place. The firm will now be Toon& Thomas. We regret
Mr. Symonds's decision.

Mr. W. J. Tulk, assistant secretary of the H.KC. and
owner of the Hamilton Greyhound Kennels, has gone into
partnership with John G. Kent, of Toronto, in English grey-
hounds and Russian wolfhounds. All the dogs will be kept
by the Hamilton fancier, and the kennels will be known as
the Terra Cotta Kennels. Messrs. Kent and Tulk intend to
lower the flags of some of the American kennels that are
strong in the same breeds, and they are negotiatiag now for.
and intend to import, some good dogs. Among the dogs
they have on hand at the present time, is the wolfhound bitch
Krimena, Thinner of first prize puppy class New York show
last spring, as well as several others, at different shows.
She is due to whelp this week to Champion Argoss. Mr.
Kent is well known as an enthusiastic fancier, he having at
one time owned the finest greyhound that ever came to
America—Champion Memnon—now dead. He also owned
several other dogs, but of late years has dropped out of the
fancy. However, his old love for dogs has induced him
to go into them again, and he is welcome.

We regret to hear that Dr. William Mole, V. S., of Toronto,
is down with typhoid fever, and wish him a speedy recovery.

There was a mistake in the N. J. K. L. premium list, re-
garding the special ottered by Mr. W. C. Reick, owner of the
N. Y St. Bernard Kennels. It should have read, "for the
best St. Bernard dog in the show, barring Sir Bedivere."
This bars Priacess Florence and on Miss Whitney's previous
rulings, we don't see where Mr. Reick could have been
accused of working a point for Princess Florence, even had
the original reading of the offer been correct.

The Toronto Kennel has changed its quarters to 49 King
street. The club had a sort of house warming Nov. 9, and
with Pres. -J. F. Kirk in the chair, a pleasant time was
passed. Mr. Kirk gave an interesting talk on the troubles of
recovering lost dogs, recounting many of his own amusing
experiences. The rooms are supplied with all the kennel
journals of this country and England. The club has done
and will do much useful work iu Toronto. A smoking con-
cert win be held iu about a fortnight, Messrs. Williams,
Elmore and Eraser, the secretary, having the arrangements'
in hand.

Mr. J. H. Laroche, of Binghamton, N. Y., appeals to the
aid of "The Gentleman's Sporting Paper" to recover a
pointer dog that escaped from a baggage carat Oil City, Pa.
last Thursday. It is a large dog, white and liver ticked',
short tail, wears a nickel-plated collar and answers to the
name of Bevis. If any of our readers in that section drop
across such a dog we are sure they will be only too glad to.
give information to this office or to the owner.
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THE UNITED STATES F. T. C. TRIALS.
KOV. 6 TO 11.

The old field trial grounds at Bicknell, lud., were used for

the runnins? of Trials A of the third annual trials of the

United States Field Trial Club, comraencmg Nov. 6.

The trials were wonderfully successful both m respect to

the number of starters and the quality of the competition.

There were ^2,400 in purses, of which S600 was apportioned to

the Setter and Pointer Derby respectively, 1350 to first, |200 to

second and S150 to third; SlOO additional to the absolute w-m-

ner; total value of stake, $1,300. The All-Age Stake for point-

ers and setters respectively, had a total value of .¥1,100, di-

vided into $300, $175 and $135, first, second and third respect-

ively: $100 additional to the absolute winner.

The first payment of fees on Derby entries .amounted to

•$790 the second to $630, the third to 1300. In the All-Age

iStake the nomination fees paid in amounted to $580; starting

fees, $800. Total fees, $3,090.

There were seventy starters in all the .stakes, which made a
remarkably large trial. ^ . ./ , , t. * i

(lifcThere was a large number of visitors each day, who loi-

iowed the trials with close attention. Among those present

were Messrs. J. L. Adams, Louisville; J. E. Isgrigg and L.

Rice, Chicago; S. H. Socwell, W. A.rHinesley, T. P. Whiting,

J. H. Kerr, J. B. McGuffin, B. Schwinge and G. T. Kerr,

of Indianapolis; John A. Hunter, Bloomington, Ind.; Col.

A G. Sloo, J. R. Balmer, Vincennes; J. M. Taylor, New
York: C. H. Proctor, Union City, Ind.; A.M. Young and
Mr Atherton, proprietors of the Manchester Kennel Co.;

A. J. Latta, Jr., Denver; J. M. Freema,n, Bicknell, and a

number of others. From thirty to forty horsemen followed

the trials each day, and there were spectators who rode in

carriages. Several ladies showed their interest by honoring
the trials with their presence, some following on horse-back,

some preferring to follow in a carriage.

The weather as a whole was remarkably pleasant and
mild—too warm, however, for the best field work of the

dogs.
The grounds were too limited in area for such a large trial.

Four or five times as much would be none too much. The
same grounds were worked over once at least every day,

and sometimes twice. Then too, the same objections pre-

vail now as in times past. The fields are too small, there

are too many fences and the grounds are strung together

too irregularly. There were plenty of birds iu a limited part

of the grounds, while in others they were scarce. On the

whole, the judges did remarkably well considering the

limited test afforded by the grounds and the difficult con-

ditions of weather, that is warm and dry weather.

The judges were Mr. John Bolus, Wooster, O.; Mr. Royal
Robinson, Indianapoli.s, Ind., and Mr. John Barker, Racine,

Wis. Mr. Robinson could not remain to judge the All-Age
:Sgtter Stake. Capt. C. E. McMurdo, of Charlottesville, Va.,
.acG<3pted an invitation to judge instead.

It SF3S a great trial for the pointers, as the records will

,«how. Indeed, pointers have improved greatly. The best

iones do not potter or loaf, they carrv a high nose, go to their

birds quickly and accurately, and have the dash and fire of

their rivals, the setters. Great advances have been made in

pointer breeding iu the past two or three years. The im-
provement is not limited to field quality. It includes physi-

cal form. The average or poor pointers of this trial would
be equal to the best of ten years sgo.

MONDAY.
The Pointer Derby.

The dogs were drawn in the following order;

<;^astleman Kennels' lemon and white bitch Nellie S. (Fritz

.—Xei.ley), W. B. Stafford, handler, with Charlottesville F'ield

'Trial Kennels' black and white dog Wrecker (Rip Rap—
iCroxie Wise), Capt. C. E. McMurdo, h.andler.

CastleHjjan Kennels' lemon and w^hite dog Piute (Fritz—
TeJley), W. B. Stafford, handler, with Glen Rock Kennels'

liver and white dog Twinkle (Duke of Kent II.—Bessie
Capae), C. E. Davies, handler.

E. M. Beale's liver and white bitch Alice Leslie (King of

Kent—Belle Randolph), S. J. McCartney, handler, with Geo.

]E. Gray's liver and white dog Strideaway (King of Kent—
pearl's Dot)^ ow»er, handler.

.lohn H. Alex^^nder's liver and white bitch Fayette Alex-
jander (King of Kent^Lennie Bijoii). B. W. Buttertiekl,

jaandler, with G. R. Howse's (agent) liver and white bitch

Lulu K. (Ossian—Pearl's Dot), G. R. Hovvse, handler.
Charlottesville Field Trial Kennels' liver and white ticked

bitch Selah (Rip Rap—Dexter's Dolly), Capt. C. E. Mc-
Murdo, handler, with W. N. Kerr's liver and white dog Lit-

tle Ned (Ridgeview Dazzle—Kate Claxtoii), F. Pdchards,
handler.
Horace F. Wood's liver and white bitch Rose (Os.sian—

Forest Queen II.), B W, Butterfield, handler, with George
Catlett's black and white bitch Queen (Ossian—Pearl's
Pride), G. R. Howse, handler.
Dr. John R. Daniels's liver and white dog Beppo's Genius

(Beppo III.—Lord Graphic's Gem), C. Barker, handler, a
bye.
After the drawing took place, a start was made and the

trials began at a reasonably early hour. The weather was
rather warm for good work. There was but little air stirring.

Birds were not moving in the midday hours, and during that
itime the compefciti.on dragged slowly. The trials were started
about a mile from town.
On the decision for first place the judges agreed unani-

imously. On second and third they could not agree. Messrs.
Bobinson and Bolus were agreed on Little Ned for second,

while Mr. Barker's choice for that place was Selah, and Ned
for third. The majority preference prevailed. It was as fol-

lows; First, Strideaway; second. Little Ned; third, Selah.

Nellie S. and Wkeckeb started at 8:18. The work ou
birds was poor, though the opportunities were limited.

Wrecker flushed a bevy which he had a good opportunity to

point. Nearly all the work was in the open. Wrecker car-

ried him.self well and with spirit, though not diligent at all

times. His range was wider than Nellie's. The latter was
obedient, but not uniformly diligent. Up at 9:11.

Plctb jV^JD Twinkle were cast off i3.;h8. Twinkle was a bit

the wider in range. Both were industrious workers, though
not widB rang.er«. Piute's work on birds was very faulty, he
flushing three time.? when he should have pointed. Twinkle
made a good point on a single bird; Piute refused to back,
stole the point, and winding up by flushing the bird. Up at
10:36. Twinkle, while not a wide ranger, keeps busily at

work and is cheerful and willing to obey. He carries him-
self well and with animation. The weather was quite warm
at this time.
^LicE Leslie and Stkideaway began at 11:05. Worked

jon $<;me scattered birds marked down in woods. The dogs
/aiit^(^^;o find. On other scattered birds Strideaway made
,three,exG(ellent points. In pace, range and style Strideaway
'was the ibetter, though Alice displayed high capabilities of
speed »fid range when she exerted herself to do her best. She
Old uot, however, mainta.in them uniformly. On birds she
..did not show the good results which the' opportunities af-

forded. Strideaway was steady to wing and shot, staunch
'and true ou point, obedient, works to the gun, and has a very
• superior range and uniform high speed, besides being most
«plaasant and easy to handle. Up at 1 1:05.

Fayette Alexander and Lfla K. got the word to start
(ftt il'.lO. The work of this brace was positively inferior.

•5Chey r^n till 13:10, and were again started after lunch at
]13:40. Their range and speed were limited. Lula, though
Iher range was irregular, showed in respect to it supeiiority
ov-er her competitor. They had not enough capability to
make a further tj::ial jjfcesBary, Up at 1:05,

Selah and Little Ned commenced at 1:05 and ran a good
heat. Both were fast workers, Ned somewhat the better.

The heat was run in woods and open fields. Ned pointed a
bevy some distance from his handler, but moved and the
bevy fiushed. Ned had the better of the work on the scat-

tered birds, and, sent on ngain to range, he located and
pointed a bevy well. Selah pointed a bevy nicely in corn,
and Ned caught the scent of it as he was called in to back; he
then pointed it. Up at 1:36. Both showed good pointing
capabilities, though Ned was not reliably steady at all times.

RO-SIO and Queen began at 1:.50. and after a run in the open
were worked on some marked birds, which they failed to
find, but many of which were flushed after them by the
spectators. The conditions for good work were favorable,
yet they made some points, however, not in the staunchest
manner. After ranging about the open till 3:26 they were
ordered up. Their performance was inferior.

Beppo Genius being the odd dog ran a bye heat with an
English setter, beginning at 2:39. Beppo made a decidedly
poor .showing, flushing repeatedly when he should have
pointed. The dogs left in for the second tests were Twinkle,
Selah, Strideaway and Little Ned.
Twinkle and Selah were started at 3:3.5. A long search

without any profitable results was made, during which
Selah regaled herself with a rabbit chase which exhausted
her somewhat for the time being. Each beat out the ground
diligently and each pointed; Selah discovered error and
moved on, while Twinkle afterward pointed steadily and
w'as bflcked, nothing found. Twinkle was making game
and flushed a single bird, and moving on into thick weeds
he flushed the bevy. On the scattered birds each dog made
two points. At this juncture they were ordered up and
Wrecker was given an opportunity to display his abilities in

locating and pointing, which he failed to employ satisfac-

torily. He had opportunities to make several points. L"p
at 3:45.

Steideawat and Little Ned were ordered down at 4:33.

Strideaway remained out at his work, Ned losing time and
effort by coming in to his handler betimes. Their pace was
fast and range wide, Strideaway being the superior in both.
Both dogs disappeared over a rise in the ground and when
seen again they were both on point on a bevy which flushed
wild. Again sent on they sought well for bevies, each main-
taining a good range. At last Ned began to potter. Near a
point whicti Strideaway made there were no birds, but five

rabbits were started. A short distance further on a bevy
was raised by horsemen. Each dog got a point on the scat-

tered birds. The judges followed the dogs into corn for a
w^hile, but darkness setting in the running ended. Time 4:55.

TUESDAY.

A light rain fell in the night and the morning air held a
light mi.«t The start was a trifle late. The Bunting farm,
about one mile from town, was selected for the beginning of

the day's work. The vegetation was heavy with wet. A
;entle breeze blew from the south.

The Setter Derby.

The order of drawing was as follows:

Ed J. Brown's black and white dog Bock Roderigo (Rod-
erigo—Queen London), C. Barker, handler, with Manchester
Kennel Co.'s blick and white bitch Callie White (Gath's
Mark—Georgia Belle).

B. W. Butterfleld's black and white dog Flying Jib (Max
Noble—Daisy Belton). owner handler, with Aveut & Thayer's
black, w'hite and tan bitch Cigarette (Boderigo—Nora II.), J.

M. Avent, handler.
W. A. Hinesley's black, white and tan bitch Lottie H.

(Gath's Hope—Liila Hill), B. W. Butterfield, handler, with
C. P. Mingst's black and white bitch Lady Gaiety (Gath's
Mark—Queen Blade), J. Gude, handler.

F. R. Hitchcock's black, white and tan dog Solitaire (Roi
d'Or—Tory Diamond), .1. M. Avent, handler, with J. A. Pea-
body'.s black, white and tan bitch Rod's Mollie (Roderigo—
Lilly Bo.xer), F. Richards, handler.
Avent & Thayer's black, white and tan dog Topsy's Rod

(Roderigo—Top.sy Avent), J. M. Avent, handler, with John
T. Mayfield's black, white and tan bitch Nelly H.'sLady
(Antouia—Nellie Hope), owner, handler.
Jackson & Denmark Kennels' black, white and tan dog

Earl Palmer (Frank Whitley—Dulcuiia), Thomas Bond,
handler, with Chas. Proctor's black, white and tan dog
Kenwood (Cinch—Steven's Ruby), F. Richards, handler.

C. P. Hartmetz's liver and white bitch Columbia (Gath's
Mark—Queen Blade,, J. Gude, handler, witn Sun.set. Kennels'
black, white and tan bitch May Win (Prince Lucifer—Lady
Gladys), withdrawn.

St." Louis Kennel Co.'s black and white bitch Lady K.
(Rock—Madge), W. B. Stafford, handler, with John T. xMay-
field's black, white and tan dog Roderigo (Antonio—Lady
Hope), owner, handler.

P. T. Madison's black, white and tan dog San Antonio
(Antonio—Nellie Hope), J. Gude, handler, with J. H. & J.

A. Hunter's orange and white bitch Daisy Hunter II. (Anto-
nio—Daisy Hunter), J. H. Johnson, handler.

Fint Scries.

Rock Roderigo and Callie White began their heat
about 8:34 iu the open. A short run with Callie in the front
resulted in the flush of a bevy, Callie showing a tendency to
unsteadiness. The dogs failed to find some scattered birds in
stubble, after diligent search for them. In woods. Rock re-

fused to back Oallie's point, to which there was no bird,

Callie made four good points, and roaded two birds to a flush
in diflicult cover. Rock made one point. Upat8i53. Callie
carried a high head and had a plea.sing manner of working.
She was speedy and ranged well, and was more obedient.
Flying Jib and Cigakette were cast off" at S:S0. After

the first part of the heat, Jib fell off in the speed and range
he then displayed, though he did not seem to be seeking
earne.stly when at his best speed. Cigarette maintained a
uniform pace and was seeking birds. The dogs were ordered
up at the expiration of half an hour to be put down again.for a
trial of point work. At 1:15, they cast off" for such trial on
scattered birds of a bevy which had been found by Ken-
wood. No find. Flying Jib pointed a bevy which Cigarette
had passed and of which she had flushed an outlying bird.

In cover he pointed well twice on singles. Cigarette was
then sent on alone, and although there were several oppor-
tunities, she did not secure a point. Up at 1:30. .Jib did not
display good judgment in working out his ground, though
he worked diligently. Cigarette made a poor showing on
birds; she is a busy woj-ker with a fair range.
Lottie Hand and Ladt Gaiety began at 9:00. The

dog.s were taken to a point favorable to work up wind on a
be^y which had been marked down. Gaiety flushed one.
Lottie flu.shed intentionally and chased, Next, Gaiety
flushed- Next she secured a good point. Up at 9:30 after a
very ordinary performance in every respect.

Solitaire asp Rod's Moll began at 9:45. A false point
by Moll, and next a bevy flushed, which Solitaire was goad-
ing. Moll was found on point afttir being lost for a while.
Solitaire made some listless points. Moll had a pleasant
way of working. The heat ended at 10:33.

TopsT Rod and Nellie H.'s Lady began at 10:45. They
were both fast workers, with the be.sl range and pace in favor
of Rod. He sustained the good performance and promise
made in the trials ou chickens at Souris, Manitoba, this fall

Nellie showed excellent qualities and will undoubtedly im-
prove with opportunity. Rod found and pointed a bevy and
Nellie refused to back; she pressed forward and pointed,
showing an intention to flush, Rod maintaining perfect
steadiness under the trying circumstances. Nellie has capa-
bilities of a high order which will undoubtedly be perfected

by wore training. Up at H:33,

Earl Palmef. and Kenwood began their heat after lunch
at 13:40, The work on the first birds found was unsatisfac-
tory. The bevy on which a point was claimed for Kenwood
was on the wing at the time. The bevy took alarm and
flushed again before any work was secured. Kenwood
pointed a bevy nicely in woods. Earl on top of a high fence
on which he had room to stand made an excellent, stylish
hack. Karl, working alone, was next tried on singles. He
pointed, then roaded to a flush. Next he made a flush and a
good point. The heafc ended at 1:13.

Columbia and Mat Win were next in order. The latter
was withdrawn by permission and Columbia ran a bye at the
end of the series.

Lady K, and Rodepjgo were started at 1:51. Roderigo
false pointed twice and Lady flushed a bevy. Roderigo next
pointed where a bird had been flushed, after which he pointed
a bevy. Both had superior pace and range. Lady often
barked when running. She works out her ground skilfully.
Up at 2:33.

The foregoing report was furnished by a competent gentle-
man, your reporter not having arrived sooner, owing to un-
expected delay.
San Antonio and Daisy Hunter II. were cast off at 2:45.

The latter has m uch the action and manner of seeking of her
illu.strious dam, Daisy Hunter. She displays similar intelli-
gence and skillful searching. Her pace, too, was excellent,
and San was content to follow her a great deal of the time.
Daisy secured three points and two flushes. They were
taken up at 3:34 and the party went to other grounds. Off
again at 4:38, Daisy working with undiminished diligence.
She found aud pointed a bevy nicely. San refused to back,
charged forward aud flushed the bevy, Daisy holding her
point steadily. Next she pointed a single well in open weeds.
The heat ended at 4:36.

Columbia had run her bye, having Lady K. for a running
mate, from 3:45 to 4:15. "VVTiile she showed pace and range,
she was too unsteady to wing and shot to be fairly rated in a
competition. She shows qualities worthy of development by
more training,

WEDNESDAY.
The temperature was comfortably warm. Clouds over

cast the sky. There was a light fog which was gradually
dispelled as the morning advanced, and toward midday the
clouds broke away. On some sections of ground birds were
found in abundance. In other .sections birds were scarce.
Rabbits were abundiJnt in every field.

The judges selected Topsy's Rod, Daisy Hunter, Roderigo,
Columbia and Flying .Jib to run again, with Callie White
and Rod's Moll to be on hand if wanted. An early start was
made and the first brace was cast off but a short distance
from town.
Topsy's Rod and Daisy Hunter II. commenced at 7:50.

A haK .hour of diligent work resulted in Daisy flushing a
large bevy in the open while she was going at speed. She
was a shade the faster in pace. Both took wide casts and
beat out a wide scope of country, searching for birds intelli-

:ently and carrying themselves with spirit. On scattered
lirds'Topsy scored two points. Up at 8:29.

Roderigo and C;olumbia were cast oft' at 8:33. The latter
pointed a single. She broke shot. Next she pointed a bevy
in a thicket and was unsteady to shot. On the scattered
birds neither was able to score favorably. Roderigo was the
better ranger. The heat ended at 9:15.

Callie White and Rod's Moll ran from 9:33 to 9:45 with-
out finding, when they were ordered up and the All-Age
Pointer Stake was begun, the Derby dogs thus having in the
meantime an opportunity to rest.

Callie White and Flying Jib started at 3:45 and ran
40m. Callie had decidedly the better of the competition in

judgment in locating and pointing birds, and also in finding
They were worked on a large bevy marked down in woods.
Callie pointed a .single well. Next both roaded birds out of

the woods into the open, Callie the quicker and more accur-
ate. She located and pointed them, ;Jib having turned off"

in the opposite direction and pointed. Both were steady to

shot. Next Jib pointed some scattered birds and was
steady to shot. Each flushed excusably. In the open Callie
pointed a bevy and Jib backed. Jib fell off in hia perform-
ance in the latter part of the heat. Callie had a decided
superiority in the work done. Still Jib was placed equal
with her in the awards.
In the evening the judges announced Topsy's Rod first,

Daisy Hunter II. second; and three were placed equal third,

namely, Roderigo, Callie White aud Flying Jib.

The All-Age Pointer Stake.

Out of 29 nominations there were 30 starters, a remark
percentage. They were an excellent lot of pointers.

The drawing was as follows:

C. Proctor's liver and white dog Spotted Boy (Trinkett's

Bang—Nellie Bow), F. Richards, handler, with J. H.
Kerr's black bitch Midget (Hannop—Frankie), J, Gude,
handler.
.Jackson-Denmark Kennels' lemon and white dog Lehmen

(Gordon—Fanny), Thos. Bond, handler, with G. W. Amory's
black and white dog Amory (Mainspring-Bairmaid), T. H.
Poiudexter, handler,
Gi-and River Kennels' liver and white dog Maximus II.

(Maximus—Jane), C. Barker, handler, with B. E. Quick's
black and white dog Hal Pointer (King of Kent—Daisy), Geo.
E. Gray, handler.
R. C. Shannon's liver and white bitch Mamie S. (Brown

Stout— Pearl's Pride), G. R. Howse, handler, with T. Tash-
ford's black and white dog Kent Elgin (King of Kent—Vera
Bang), J. M. Avent, handler.
N. t. Harris's liver and white dog Rod's Graphic (Lord

Graphic—Winning Ways), L. W. Blankenbaker, handler, with
W. W. Peabody, Jr.'s, liver and white bitch Dame Bang
(Trinket's Cash—Van Bang), G, E. Gray, handler.
Major J. R. Purcell's black and white bitch Lady Margaret

(Dick Swiveler—Countess Bang), owner, handler, with Gleu
Rock Kennels' liver and white dog Duke of Kent II (Tempest
—Nadjy of Naso), C. E. Davies, handler.

Charlottesville Field Trial Kenuels' liver and white dog
Wild Damon (Damon—Flora), Capt. C. E. McMurdo, handler,

with C. C. Paddock's lemon and white bitch Princess II.

(Shot—Fore-st Queen II.), B. W. Butterfield, handler.
W. N. Kerr'.s liver and white dog Little Ned (Ridgeview

Dazzle—Kate Claxton), with Lawrence Pointer Kennels'
liver dog Brown Bang (Devonshire Sam—Nellie Bang), J. E
Fisher, handler.
A. P. Houston's liver and white bitch Frankie (Robin Adair

—Blossom), L. W. Blankenbaker, handler, with W. Laird's
liver ;i,nd white bitch Winowing (Ranger Croxteth—Cannie),
Geo. E. Gray, handler.
Charlottesville Field Trial Kennels' liver and white dog

Spotted Hoy and Midget ran from 9:56 to 10:39, running
an inferior heat. Their range was but moderate and their

pace was leisurely. Spotted Boy got four points on single
birds which bad been flushed and marked down. Midget re-

fused to back
Leilman and Mainstay were cast off" at 10:43 and ran

thirty-one minutes. They worked flfteen or twenty minutes
before finding. Lehman pointed a bevy in a ravine, which
was the only bevy found during the heat. Lehman main-
tained a good working gait, beat out his ground well and &
great deal of it.

Maslmus and Hal Pointer began at 13:06, after lunch.
Maximus followed up a bevy. Next he pointed a bevy in,,

brush, and a remaining part flushed as the dogs moved for

ward. Maximus pointed twice; nothing found. Each ma4
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a point respectively on singles. Hal flushed one and Maxi-
mus pointed one. Each had good speed, Maximus the bet-

ter, and better, too, in working out his ground. He pointed

birds mth fairly good skill, and was more intent on workmg
to the gun than was his competitor.
Ke&t Elgin and Mamie S. ran a decidedly one-sided heat.

They were cast off at 12:40 and were ordered up at the expira-

tion of thirty minutes. Mamie flushed an outlying siagle,

then pointed the bevy. Next, Kent roaded to a point on a

hevj, Mamie following and pointing. On scattered birds

Kent showed decided superiority. He got three points and
Mamie two, one of which she got by cutting in ahead of

Kent, the other she divided with him Kent showed excel-

lent range, speed, style and judgment in pointing. He was
under good control.

, .

Rod's Graphic and Dame Bang began at 1:10, Their

heat was above an average one. Hod having much the better

•of it. He opened the work on birds by pointing well two in

a, ditch, and was steady tx) wing. Dame pointed at a clump
of brush as a single bird flushed from it. On other scattered

birds she missed many opportunities. She pointed very close

to a single bird and dropped to wing. Up at 1:40. Dame,
when ranging, returned frequently to receive orders. Rod
ranged fairly well at good speed.

Lady Makgaret and Duke of Kent H. began at 1:53.

Lady flushed a bevy. Next she flushed a single, after which
she pointed one well and was steady to shot. Duke pointed

a single. Each then flushed a single. Poor work consider-

ihg their eood opportunities. Lady pointed a single in open,

Kent at the same time pointing on probable foot-scent to

right of hei-, and she was unsteady to wing. Each got a
point in com, and Kent refused to back. Up at 2:23. Both
ranged fairly well and had fairly good speed.

Wild Dam'iN and Princess II. started at 2-M, Down
36m. Damon was much the better and steadier in his point
work, and more finished in his workm every way. Princess
flushed repeatedly, one a bevy flush. Damon pointed a
single, a bevy and made two flushes.

Little Ned and Brown Bang began their heat at 3:00

and ran till 3;40. Ned pointed a bevy in a clump of briers,

and Bang backed indifi'erently. Bang was irregular in

range. Ned had good speed and fair range and was looking
for^irds eonstantly. A large part of the ground they worked
over was unpromising.
After this heaJt .the Derby was resumed.

THURSDAY.
The day was delightfully pleasant, too warm for the best

performance of the dogs, though they did remarkably well.

j£t was a great field trial day, great in itself so far as good
fcompetition is concerned, and great in its portend of the
pointer's bold ability to struggle with the setter on even
terras for supremacy.
The start was made on the Horn Farm, about three and a

half miles from town. There were not so many birds found
as was desirable, yet on the whole there were sufficient to
test the finding and pointing qualities of the dogs to a fair
degree.
After lunch Mr. P. T. Madison, the secretary, called a

meeting of the board of governors for the purpose of appoint-
ing a .iuflge for the All-Age Setter Stake, vice Mr. Royal
Robinson, who could not remain later than Thursday night
on account of business interests which required his attention,
Capt. C. E. McMurdo was. invited to judge, and he most
obligingly accepted.
Mr. Madison then mentioned that S50 more were necessary

for the prosecution of Maclin, and $49 were contributed in a
few moments.
A larg-, orderly crowd of spectators followed the trials all

day. There were about forty horsemen. There were a num-
ber of carriages. Several ladies were interested spectators.
Franklin and Winowjng began the work at 9:03. Frank-

lin pointed a bevy nicely in briers near a fence, and was well
backed. Both were steady to shot. Started on to look for
the scattered birds. Franklin pointed part of the bevy
which had lit in the open. He next pointed several birds of
the bevy and got two points on singles. Winowiug made a
good point on a .single, then in the open pointed a bevy well,
but, being urged on to locate better, the bevy flushed' while
she was moving. Next she pointed a single and Franklin
backed. Both showed good range. Franklin the better, and
he, too, was surer and better in locating and point work.
Down 28m.
Jingo and Maid of Ossi.4,n were cast off at 9:33. Maid

pointed nicely a bevy in the open. Sent on, .she next flushed
an outlying bird of a bevy, the latter flushing as her handler
walked up. The scattered birds were followed into corn,
where Maid got a point on a single and Jingo pointed a rab-
bit. Down 83m.
Maisstay and Brown Bang were cast off at 10:12. In the

open Bang flushed part of a bevy, took a short turn, came
back and flushed the rest willfully, whereupon he was
ordered up, his run being 17m. Mainstay was sent on alone
for 20m., when the heat ended with no find to his credit.

The party then went to lunch, the judges in the mean time
holding a consultation. They announced that Mamie S.,

Maximus II., Rod's Graphic, Franklin, Hal Pointer, Jingo
and Kent Elgin would be next to run.
Mamie S. and Little Ned were started at 12:37. Mamie

in a deep ditch was near where a bevy flushed. Howse
claimed point, but one of the judges told the reporters it

was not. Both pointed a bevy in corn and were steady to
shot. Up at 1:04 Mamie beat out her ground without any
approach to regularity. Ned was the better ranger. Both
were diligent.
Rod's Graphic and Maximus II. showed a fair range and

speed in the 12m. in which they ran, beginning at 1:17. No
birds were found.
Franklin and Hal Pointeb were down llm

, besdnning
at 1:36. Franklin exhibited a wide range, beating out Ins
ground with excellent judgment. No birds were found.
Kent Elgin and Jingo were started at 1:56. Jingo made

a point on a few birds in the open weeds and was steady to
shot. The birds were followed. Jingo pointed twice, "but
nothing was found to the points. Kent pointed a raljbit,

which jumped toward him and he bit it. Each made several
points to which nothing was found. Up at 2:21, Kent had
the advantage in range. Both were fast and diligent workers.
Maid of OsSIAN and Winowing were cast ofl' at 2:33. In

the open weeds Winowing flushed part of a bevy, then
pointed and moved to get a more favorable position, when
the remainder of the bevy flushed. The birds were marked
down and the dogs were worked to find them, but they did
not succeed. Up at 2:45.

Spotted Boy and Lady Margaret were cast off at 2:47.

Spotted Boy flushed a bevy in the open. In open he next
made a very stylish point, Lady, about 40yd.s. away, backing
handsomely and steadily There was nothing fotmd to the
point. Lady was the better in speed and range Up at 3:00.

Franklin and Kent Elgin came in competition in what
proved the final heat of the stake, commeneiag at 3:22 in a
large open lagweed field. Franklin led oft' in the cast, Kent
following closely behind. Avent whistled to him to change
his course to get on an independent cast, and Kent turned to
the order. The handlers drifted apart. Kent took a ca.st

across the field into a cornfield, and not reappearing a search
was made for him and he was found pointing a bevy stanchly
and accurately in the corn. He was steany to wing and
shot, At the same time, about one-eighth of a mile away on
opposite side of the weedfield, Franklin pointed a bevy nicely
and was also steady to shot. After taking Kent out of the
cornrield, and at the edge of it, Kent caught .scent, roaded
again into the corn and pointed a bevy. Part of it flushed.
Going on a few steps, he pointed the remaining part. In the

meantime Franklin had been giving an exhibition of excel-

lent ranging. He beat out his ground with excellent judg-

ment, had a steady gallop, went to his birds promptly and
accuratelv, and required very little handling. Blankenbaker
seldom blew his whistle. It was obeyed promptly and cheer-

fully. Franklin has a most finished training without m the

least lessening his self-confidence. The brace was a most
excellent one, and the heat was a close one. Kent's previous

heat was inferior, however, and he was not equal in judg-

ment in ranging and in skillful working to the gun as com-
pared to Franklin.
The judges announced the winners as follows: J^rrst,

Franklin; second, Kent Elgin; third. Little Ned.

The Derby Absolute.

Strtdeaway and Topsy's Rod, the two Derby winners,

were started at 3:51, Mr. Madison announced to the specta-

tors that the good order and quiet must be maintained. A
long stretch was worked before a find was made Stride-

away .showed very superior quality, carrying himself in a
dastiinEC manner and going at remarkably high speed, having
in those qualities some advantage of his competitor. In an
open weed field Strideaway wheeled quickly to a point on a

bevy, moved on to locate better, when the bevy flushed.

Strideaway next pointed one of the single birds in the open
weeds and was steady to shot. In the meantime, the dogs
being separated, Rod pointed twice, once on a bevy and again
on some remaining birds of it. He then roaded in some bad
cover, the birds probably running. The judges consulted
about five minutes and ordered them on again. Strideaway
had had a shade better in range, showed more speed and
dash. Thev were run ten minutes more. Up at 4:50. The
work on birds was limited by too few opportunities. The
brace was a remarkably good one, probably a better one than
ever in a Derby ran off an absolute heat in this country, con-
sidering the excellence in both performers. The pointer and
setter were both sharp and quick in point work, with skill-

ful judgment in locating. They, too, ran in their different

heats up to high class form, and therefore are reliable per-
formers.

FRIDAY.
The All-Age Setter Stake.

Gen. W. B. Shattuc's lemon and white dog Dave W. (Gath's
Mark—Daisy F.), G. R. Howse, handler, with H. K. Dev-
ereux's black, white and tan dog Spot Cash (Van Guard-
Georgia Belle), Geo. E. Gray.

J. M. Freeman's black, white and tan dog Dan Burgess
(Dan Gladstone—Lily Burgess), J. Mayfield, handler, with
Avent & Thayer's black, white and tan dog Lochinvar
(Chance—Bessie Avent), J. M. Avent, handler.

J. L. Adams's black, white and tan dog Direct (Gun—Vic-
toria Laverack), L. W. Blankenbaker, handler, with Avent
& Thayer's black, white and tan dog Count Gladstone (Count
Noble—Miss Ruby), J. M. Avent, handler.

J. M. Freeman's lemon and white bitch Nelly Hope (Gath's
Hope—Lady May), J. Mayfield, handler, with J. L. Adam's
black, white and tan dog Cecil H. (Dr. Maclin—Cossette), L.
W. Blankenbaker, handler.

L. Rausch's black, white and tan bitch Bonnie Bondhu
(Count Wakefield—Bonnie Bondhu), J. Gude handler, with
Henry Schwinge's black, white and tan dog Teale Schwinge,
R. M. Riley, handler.-
Manchester Kennel Co.'s liver and white dog Gleam's Sport

(Vanguard—Georgia Belle), A. P. Gilliam, handler, with Ed-
ward W. Watson's black and white dog Dashaway (Leo-
Julia), S. J. McCartney, handler.

Manchester Kennel Co 's black, white and tan dog Gleam's
Pink (Vanguard—Georgia Belle), A. P. Gilliam, handler,with
Avent & Thayer's black, white and tan dog Chevalier (Jean
Val Jean—Lucy Avent), J. M. Avent, handler.

P. Lorillard, Jr.'s, black, white and tan bitch Laverha
(Count Noble—Emma B.), F. Richards, hanr^Ier, with Avent
& Thayer's black, white and tan setter bitch Bettie S. (Rod-
erigo—Bo Peep), J. M. Avent, handler.

P. Lorillard, Jr.'s, lemon and white bitch Miss Ruby
(Gladstone's Boy—Ruby D.), F. Richards, handler,with Avent
& Thayer's black, white and tan dog Kingston (Chance-
Bessie Avent), J. M. Avent, handler.
Theo. Goodman's black, white and tan bitch Dan's Lady

(Dan Gladstone—Lilly Burgess), J. H. Johnson, handler,
with Grand River Kennels' black, white and tan bitch Fleety
Noble (King Noble—ELsie Belton), C. Barker, handler.
As in the All-Age Pointer Stake there were twenty start

ers out of twenty-nine nominations, the largest percentage
of starters ever known in the stake of a prominent club.
Capt. C. E. McMurdo, Messrs. John Bolus and John

Barker were the judges. The weather was delightfully
clear, calm and pleasant, but entirely too warm and dry for
g'->od work. Birds were at no time plentiful during the day.
Some of the heats were ruu without finding birds. There
was a good deal of time lo.st in dismounting, working out
small fields, going to others quite as limited, etc. As on every
preceding day, there was a large attendance of spectators, of
whom several were ladies.

Dave W. and Spot Cash were cast off at 7:35. Spot was
first to point on a bevy, Dave from the opposite side pointing
it independently; a moment afterward and it looked as if it

was his find, he being closer to it. How.se shot and the dogs
were steady. Each got a point on singles. IJach made a
point to which nothing was found, and Spot wound up the
work on birds by a good point on a single, which was well
backed by Dave. Up at 8:13.

Dan BiTRGESS AND Lochinvar commenced at 8:30 and ran
45m. without finding. Each ranged well, Dan the wider.
Lochinvar was difficult to handle, and required much whist-
ling and loud orders to keep him under control.

Direct and Count Gladstone were cast off at 9:12, the
temperature then being quite warm. The grounds were un-
favorable for the display of good speed. The larger part of
the heat was in woods and corn. Each failed to point a bevy
in corn, passing close by it. Direct made a good point on a
bevv in a treetop and was steady to shot. The scattered
birds were accurately marked in corn and the dogs worked
overthe ground without finding them, they probably holding
their scent. Up at 9:35, Both ranged well, considering their
opportunities. The work on birds was ordinary.
Nellie Hope and Cecil H., at 9:41, were started in an

open weed field. Nellie pointed a bevy in corn, then moved
on. Sent on, Cecil dropped to a point on a bevy and was
steady. Cecil made two points on scattered birds and Nellie
backed. Cecil backed Nellie's point on a rabbit. Both showed
good speed and range. Cecil showed the better work on
birds. Up at 10:09.

Bonnie Bondhu and Teal Schwinge started at 10:13 on
some scattered birds flushed by handlers. Bonnie pointed
and was steady to shot. Teal flushed a single willfully.
Teal pointed twice in woods, while separated from his com-
petitor, and the judge who went after him reported two
points to his credit. Bonnie pointed a cat and was backed.
Bonnie showed the better work.
Gleam's Sport and Dashaway began at 11:14 'and ran

one hour without finding, though a bevy was seen to flush in
the open. Each ranged wide, Sport the better, he having a
very wide range which he maintained at good speed. It was
oppressively warm at the time this heat was run.
Glkam's Pink and Chevalier, after hunch Avere cast

oflE at 12:.56. Chevalier pointed a bevy in the open and was
steady to shot. On the scattered birds, Chevalier was first

to point, then Gleam joined in the point and both were
steady to shot. Up at 1:24. Both ranged Avell, Gleam the
better and wider ranger.
Laverna xVND Bettie S, at 1:50, were started in the open.

Bettie roaded up wind to a point, which she left, then Lar

vema willfully flushed the birds. Bettie displayed but aver-
age range, while that of Leverna was narrow and her gait
was slow. Down 48 minutes.
Miss Ruby and Kingston commenced at 2:25. Ruby had

gone about 100yds. when she pointed a bevy nicely in weeds
in the open, and she was steady to shot. Kingston was off

on a cast. The dogs became separated, working quite a
while entirely apart. Each got a point on birds in woods
and were steady to shot. Kingston made two points appar-
ently on foot scent on which he dwelt too long. In open
weeds he pointed a bevy well. It was difficult to compare
their range, but so far as they ran togetherRuby showed the
better range and better judgment in beating out her ground.
Dan's Lady and Fleety Noble began at 3:43. Lady had

two bevy points to her credit and one single-bird point.
Fleety made several false points. Each ranged wide and
fast, Lady the better in judgment.
In the evening the following list of dogs for further trial

was placed on the bulletin board: Dashaway, Chevalier
Dan Burgess, Gleam's Pink, Lochinvar, Dave W., Dan's
Lady and Gleam's Spot.
There was much discussion and unpleasantness over the

selection by the fireside in the evening. The fact is that the
work on birds was too limited, owing to limited opportuni-
ties, to form any decisive opinion of the merits of the best
dogs. Several heats were run in areas too small to give the
dogs an opportunity range and seek bevies. There too was
a great deal of turning and twisting made necessary by fitting

the work to the grounds. The day too was warm, which
added to the diflQlculties. To me it seemed as if it was an
impossibility to determine with even approximate accuracy ,

the rating of the dogs on the limited work done by them.
With the exception of a few which were palpably out of the
money, on the score of insufficient range and disinclination
to work industriously, the rest needed further trial to deter-
mine which ones were the best.

Later.—The balance of report did not reach us in time for
publication, but the result was Chevalier first, Dan's Lady
second. Gleam's Sport third. Mr. Waters thinks Sport the
best in the stake, and Gleam's Pink should have had second l

money. Chevalier won the absolute.

New Jersey Kennel LeagueZShow.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Permit me, through your column, to remind' exhibitors!

that our entries close on Saturday next, Nov. 18, and to ask
for their support, considering that it is the first show of the-

young club and that if this one is a success, others will follow
which will help to make a very desirable fall circuit.

We think it is to the interest of all to give us their geherall
support. It will be found that our premium lists with ai

large addition of specials and others announced below, make
an array equal to those of older established organizations,
with the profits of previous successes to draw upon. We feR
that we had done enough, that we should not be called upon

.

to assume further risks, but the members of the committee
are disposed to be accommodating and have divided classes

in some cases, opened others for puppies and are prepared to
consider all requests that are sent in before the entries close,

Above all, we are anxious to see our city on an equality
with others in regard to the character of its canines, and !

many of the club members and their friends are wealthy, it

may be expected that many will take back dollars in.stead of

dogs. We wish to see the best specimens on hand to attract
the public, and if our first attempt is a success, we will do
better in the future.
We therefore leave the matter in the hands of owners and

exhibitors, feeling that we have done our best, and it novr
remains for them to do something which virtually is of im-

portance to themselves. W. F. Seidler, M.D.; Sec'y.

Newabk, N. J., Nov. 10.

Flaps from the Beaver's Tail.

Toronto, Can.—The Toronto Kennel Club have removed
to more central rooms at King Street, West. A special gen-
eral meeting will probably be held this month to revise the
winter programme.

I hear the Hamilton Kennel Club proposes holding another-
local show in thenear future, but no particulars have reachedi
me yet. Those friendly gatherings are always enjoyable.

The inmates of Mr. A. A. MacDonald's kennel of fox-ter-
riers will in future be recognized by the prefix of Aldon,,
he having registered it with the C. K. C.

Mr. E. H. Caddy, of Bedingston, Ont., recently bou^Tifc th6>

rough St. Bernard bitch Royal Mona, one of the best m Can-
ada, from Major J. C. Guillot, of Windsor. Also a bitehi

puppy, one of her last litter.

Compton Vendue, the winning fox-terrier at Toronto, has
been down with a bad case of distemper, but Mr. Wetherall
tells me he is now on the safe road to recovery. Mr. Weth
erall has prevented the spread of the disease by keeping his
show dogs isolated, a wise precaution. H. B. DONOVAN.

Field Trials in North Carolina and How to
Reach Them.

The Eastern Field Trials Club will meet afc Newton, N. C, Nov. 30,

and the Irish Setter Club's field Trials will be held at Thomasville, N.
C. Nov. 27 to !29, inclusive. The Chesapeake & Ohio Railway offers
the quicke.st and best route from Chicago, St. Louis, Louisville, De-
troit, Cincinnati, and the principal cities of the West and Northwest,
making connection at Charlottesville, Va., with Richmond & Danville
trains for Newton and Thomasville direct. The accommodations
offered by this route are strictly first class, embracing solid vestibuled
trains, electric lighted, steam heated, and equipped with Pullman
sleepers, and the celebrated C & O. dining cars. The physical con-
dition of this road is second to none in America, and the scenery
through the Virginias is a revelation to the traveler, presenting
mountains, rivers and cailons in greater variety, extent and grandeiu:
than can he seen elsewhere east of the Rocky Mountains. For tickets
and full information inquire at nearest ticket oflice, or address C. B.
Ryan, Assistant Gteneral Passenger Agent, Cincinnati, Ohio.—.4dv.

Summer Homes.

A BEAXJTIFULLY Illustrated hook; list of over 3,000 summer hotels

and boarding houses in Catskill Mountains and central New York
Send sis cents in stamps to H. B. Jagoe, Gen'l Eastern Passenger
Agent, West Shore R. R., -363 Broadway, New York, or free upon
application.—.4du.

A NEW-SUBSCRIBER OFFER.
A bona fide new subscriber sending us ?5 will receive for that sum

,

the Forest and Stream one year (price $4) and a set of Zimmerman's
famous "Ducking Scenes" (advertised on another page, price 85)—a,
?9 value for J5.

This offer is to new subscribers only. It does not apply to renexcals.

.

Tot bona fide new subscriber for six months will receive the

FoRKST AND Strsam during that time and a copy of Dr. Van Fleet's

handsome work, "Bird Portraits for the Yoimg" (the price of which-
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COURSING AT WINFIELD, KAN.
•TfiTHE promises of a large entry to the two stakes were
hardly met by those of whom great things had been expected.

Dr. Van Hummell was here the week following the Good-
land meeting, and in a ro\igh estimate had made up twenty-
two prospective entries for the Wlnfield Oup, but at the last

moment he failed to materialize with even one entry. Mr.
H. C. Lowe, we imderstand, was called to Chicago by friends

unexpectedly, and several others who had promised an entry
were not as good as their word, and the result was that the
entry in the open stake only numbered seven all told, while
it was confidently expected that there woiild not be less than
thirty-two entries. However, the members' stake received
twenty entries, and lively competition was entered by the
selected dogs from last season's best, and a very interesting
meeting was brought off. Mr. W. S. Vidler, of Colorado
Springs, sent down his beautiful bitch Buenarita to cross

swords with Willis H., owned by Mr. F. B. Coyne, of Huron,
S. D., and Mr. Luse's Living Yet and D. M. Sidle's Nor-
wegian—Bueneritero dog Laughed At.
In this stake the three States were represented, first money

going to Colorado and second to South Dakota. These dogs
were sent in charge of those who showed that they can act
disinterestedly, even when they have dogs in competition
with those in their care.
The meeting as a whole went smoothly, and several who

last season were a bit loud were quite changed in their man-
ner, and their example was well followed by others.

Fortunately there was no Prince Charlie—Meteor fiasco,

and barring two or three courses we had plain and clear
decisions.
Mr. E. H. Mulcaster did the judging, and he gave good

satisfaction. He is quiet, intent on his work, and is consid-
erate"and courteous to all. Mr. J. R. Cochran handled the
slips in his qtiiet and earnest way, and we perceive a ten-
dency to add a little art to his careful work, and in two or
three instances the slipping was quite a masterly effort Not
one particle of fault can be found or was found with his
work. He gave up any idea of entering a dog in order to be
entirely free from any entanglement in having a dog in the
stake. He is thoroughly interested in his dogs and is a good
fitter, but his place is w'ith the slips, although he can illy be
spared from the ranks of active coursers. Clubs could look
a good while and not find as good a slipper.

The officers of the day were either negligent or entirely
helpless, for the crowd was positively the most unruly that
we have ever seen on a coursing ground, and in the last
course broke ranks and all went at a breakneck pace, but
fortunately there were no broken bones as the result. Clubs
owe it to the public safety to have men of authority to con-
trol the mass of spectators that visit the coursing grounds.

, You can scarcely expect men to take valuable dogs where
they will be subjected to the risk of injury.
The grounds selected for the running were the same as the

club used last season, but more fences had to be made, and
the dry weather had deprived the hares of cover, and as a
result we were obliged to take more time to rim the stakes
through. The club contemplate a change in the grounds for
another year, there being several places near where a meet-
ing can be held.

Several members of the club have taken hold of breeding
with a will, and a Derby of 32 young dogs can be made
easily another year. There are over 40 young pups in sight
that will be eligible to the stake. Cold blood mtist go is

what they all agree upon, and next year an open stake and
the Derby will be the two stakes.
Mr. D. M. Sidle has taken an interest with D. C. Lttse, and

at present has a share of them from Dick's Darling and Lady
Maud. Mr. D. O. Miller has recently purchased two valu-
able pups of E. H. Mulcaster, by Glenkirk and Miller's Rub,
and a litter brotoer of Laughed At and Buenarita and one
from Lady Maud from D. M. Sidle. Others are negotiating
for some good ones, so that in a couple of years the woods
will be full of them. Two of the entries were by a son of
Trales and Lady Graham Glendyne out of native bitches and
they went well to the front.
The city of Winfield takes very little interest in the meet-

ings, and we would not be astonished to see the meet next
year held near some other live town.
There are dozens of good places where a coursing meeting

can be held, and all that is necessary is for one or two active
men to stir up the people and select good grounds and the
active dog men will second their efforts.

The winner of the Wmfield^ Cup, Buenarita, is by Nor-
wegian, a half brother of the great FuUerton, four times
winner o'f the Waterloo Cup, and out of Buenaritero, an im-
gortation from Col. North's kennel. She is the bluest of the
lue blood, and is a most wonderful performer, consistent
and reliable. She is a dark brindle, wall weigh about 501bs.,
rather lightly built, but racy looking. She goes out of slips
strong and keeps coming, and is very handy with her teeth.
She is fit to go in any company, and hard to beat when in
condition. She is owned by S. W. Vidler, of Colorado
Springs, and was given him as a share of a litter that he
raised for Mr. Luse. She is about twenty months old. At
Goodland she was thrown out by Boomerang in a short, un-
satisfactory course, but was thought a good one for all that.
She won at Leoti, and now a second win is placed to her
credit.
The runner-up, Willis H., proved a good one at the Huron

meet, and was sent on this circuit by Mr. T. B. Coyne, of
Huron, S. D. He is a good-sized greyhound, rangy, well up
on legs, and is nearly black in color. He looks racy, and
certainly goes away strong and fast and is a good killer. He
is by Lights o' London (Trales—Dick's Darling) out of a
native bitch called Nell.
The winner in the County Stake, Gold Dust, is a native

bred one, the sire being Brindle Jack and the dam Winnie.
He is a rather blocky, round-backed fellow, red in color, and
will weigh about 581bs. He has a good burst of speed and
keeps coming. He won by the hardest kind of work.
Witch Hazel is by Bob, a son of Trales and Lady Graham

Glendyne, out of a native bitch. She is white with black
mai-kings, is a very neatly-tuned bitch and will likely weigh
4olbs. She is not fast out of the sUps, but soon gets to work
and keeps increasing her "lick" and stays with it. She is
about twenty months old. Every course was won on merit,
her bye being her hardest course. Her staying qualities
will be quite an item in her breeding. She is owned by Mr.
Frank Sidle, the yoimg man who judged the meeting here
last fall and a resident of the county.

TUESDAY.
It has been extremely dry in this locality for some time

and in the morning there came up one of those peculiar
freaky prairie winds, the air was filled with clouds of dust,
and the coursing grounds being located eight and a half
miles from the city made it a very disagreeable ride out, and
on our return we might properly have been taken for colored
jnen. The fields in which the coujsing was done were stub-
ble and meadow, and being so dry the dogs kicked up such
a dust that it at times entirely obscured them from view.
Some portion of the grounds were covered with rocks wluch
lent a spice of danger to the sport. Wire fenqes were
numerous, but openings had been made through them and
in only one or two instances was the judge kept from fol-
lowing the dogs closely. Hares seemed to be very plentiful,
but got up wild. There was but a small crowd of specta-
tors for the opening day and they seemed to be more diffi-

cult to control than when they came in larger numbers.
The owners of the dogs rode in ahead of the dogs at times
and the admonition of the marshals seemed to have little

effect. Most of the courses were good fair trials, but the
hares do not work like those on the buffalo grass prairie.
Open even grounds are far the best for coursing always.
Mr. D. C. Luse while riding after his dogs in one of the

courses took a header which fortunately only resulted in a
badly sprained wrist.

Winfield Stake.

First Round.
Lady Maud (late Maudy Luse)—Buenarita.—Buenarita

led two lengths to the hare, turned to the white, and then
before she had scored made her a racing go-by and knocking
the hare about smartly, let Lady Maud in for the kill. Bue-
narita won.
Laughed At—Lady Cleveland.—Laughed At led three

lengths to the hare. They then chopped it between them for
a quick kill. Laughed At won decisively.
Willis H.—Nettlefield.—Willis H. seemed to be in good

form, and fairly smothering the bitch, led her three lengths,
turned and carne back for a masterly kill.

Living Yet.—A bye with Lady Cleveland, the hare escap-
ing after a pumping course.

Cowly County Stake.

First Round.
Juliette—Dinah's Picaninny.—Juliette got away eight

lengths ahead of the "nig," reaching the hare as he went
through a hedge into a cornfield, but getting sighted raced
away again; taut Dinah's Picaninny was coming to herself,

and gave the older black a go-by. But when again in view
Juliette was working the hare, Picaninny was unsighted.
The hare went through a hedge again and Juliette raced
after him, but Picaninny again gave her a go-by and killed.

They were two blacks, nearly the same size and difficult to

judge. The little black seemed to have the best of it, but the
flag went up for Juliette.
Jack—Lightfoot (Weakley's).—Lightfoot led sis lengths

to the hare and made a vigorous effort to kill, but the hare
came around, giving Jack a look-in. Lightfoot would not
stay out long, and being placed, worked up a good series.

The big brindle, however, was able to take a hand now and
then, and finally they mixed it between them for a kill.

Lightfoot had the best of it, and won.
Skip—Dicky.—Dicky was too speedy out of slips for the

big brindle; but Skip got in on Dicky's turn, and from there
on carried her hare ahead, and killed and won. A good bit

of work.
Lady Grace—Zip.—Lady Grace was too young, being but

a 13mos. pup. Zip cut out the work, the little one acting as

though she scarcely knew what was wanted of her; she being
on one side of the fence and Zip on the other, but as they
went out into a stubble field she had an opening, but Zip
was too clever and kept possession till they lost sight of the
hare, as it went tlirough the hedge and directly through the
camp ground and escaped,
Goldie—Jerry.—Jerry had the best of the out one of

slips, but then Goldie was up for exchanges. Jerry took up
the turn from Goldie and made two wrenches and killed.

He went to the slips lame, and while the owners were secur-
ing their dogs the owner of Goldie carelessly allowed his
horse to step on another foot. There seems to be little care
taken among the owners of the dogs. Horses and dogs were
mixed up promiscuously half the time. Tbe course was
short and unsatisfactory, and gave what might be called
a chance to let them in again, but the flag went up for
Jerry.
Golddust—Jo Jo. — Golddust gave a good exhibition

handling his hare nicely, working it along faster than Jo Jo
could run. Jo Jo waiting for a kill and after two efforts

finished the hare, but Golddust had won hands down.
This closed the cour-sing for the day, and it being 4 o'clock

and a long ride before us, all were anxious to be away.

WEDNESDAY.
The second day was only a continuation of the first. The

wind came up with the sun and continued strong all day;
but the dust having been nearlyall blown off the road, itwas
less disagreeable, though the long ride to the grotmds was
verv unpleasant.

It was rather too warm for pleasiu-e or for the dogs, hut
none of them showed distress, although some of the courses
were quite long ones. There was little of special note in the
day's running. The crowd of spectators had increased con-
siderably, and were disorderly in proportion. Never have I
attended a meeting where there was as much go-as-you-
please as here. The marshals made but feeble efforts to keep
the crowd in order, and even when they did enter a protest
they Avere met with some uncomplimentary reply. The
smoothness of a meet depends largely on the proper manage-
ment of affairs, and officers should see to it that order is

maintained; otherwise it becomes a haphazard scramble.
The same grounds were coursed over as yesterday, but the

hares had become frightened, and those we missed had
changed locations. It was after 10 o'clock when the first

brace was put in for the remainder of the Cowly County
Stake.
Pedro—Fanny.—Pedro was a bit quicker to get away

fi'om the slips, but Fanny soon drew up for a go-by, but the
hare was beyond reach and going like the wind, occasionally
taking a sly look back to see if the turtles were coming; and
finally concluding that there was very little show for any
amusement, went into the adjoining county.
Sailor Maud—Mennie.—Maud went out of slips cjuite a

bit to the good, the hare rather favoring Minnie. A few fee-

ble wrenches and Sailor Maud gave her a clever go-by,
worked the hare smartly, and killed. Maud won.
Bob—Witch Hazel.-This brace were a pretty pair of

little white ones, Bob being the sire of Witch Hazel. Bob
led five lengths to the hare, wrenched several times, placed
Hazel and she took the hare clean away from Bob, turned
him to a piece of stubble again, drove him away over the
plowed field, and reached him near a school house, the
children taking in the sport greedily. In a pasture Hazel
played with Bob, gave him repeated go-byes, and killed,
coming off a clever winner.
Meteor—Snowball.—Snowball is a rough-coated bitch,

probably half Scotch deerhound, and was scarcely able to
keep in "sight, and after a half mile quit and came back.
Meteor was a good 100yds. behind as the hare went over the
stony bluffs. Meteor won with very little to his credit in
points made.

Winfield Cup—Second Round.
Buenarita—Laughed At.—This course was one of im-

portance. The brace were brother and sister, and had
showed themselves grand working dogs. They went from
the slips with Buena lapping the dog, but when well
straightened out she drew up on the outside and would have
scored a go-by, but on the instant the hare slightly favored
the dog, and he being hard by gave a couple of wrenches and
a kill, but he had fairly got his teeth on it when Buena was
assisting in the kill. It was a short dash, and there was
little chance for competition, and we confidently expected to
see the hat come off, but the red flag went up for Buenarita
a winner.
Willis H.—Living Yet.—A good slip and Yet drew away

four lengths up to the hare, and then switched him about at
a merry pace^ wrenching repeatedly, brought the hare
around to Willis, and he took up the work, placing a few
wrenches and a turn to his credit. Willis came away and
raced up for a meritorious kill. For a few seconds your cor-
respondent was interfered with by the flag steward, who got

out of his place, and it was said that several wrenches were
placed to his credit just before the kill, but they must have
been very numerous indeed to enable him to wipe off Living
Yet's score, but it may have been done. Willis H. had the
decision.

County Stake—Secmid Roxind.
Lightfoot—Juliette.—Lightfoot rushed away from his

black rival and fairly smothered her, with scarcely a look in
for -Juliette.

Zip—Skip.—Zip skipped up to the hare. Neither are fast,
but Zip did most of the early work, and then Skip held the
place for a long course, but too late. Zip's first work carried
her through and gave her the verdict. Skip was inclined to
look on.
Golddust (a bye).—He was placed in slips with Van's

O'Rell for a bye, Jerry being drawn lame, but it being past
past the hour for closing the day's running, was taken out.
He should have had his course by all odds, as it was the last
on the card, but his owner did not lodge an objection and it
went over till morning.

THURSDAY.
The wind changed to the north during the night, and by

daylight was blowing a gale, which gave a very dismal out-
look for the day's sport. Overcoats and gloves were in good
demand as protection against the piercing wind, but by 10
o'clock it warmed up somewhat and the wind had lessened
At the camp grounds the tent stoves assisted materially in
cheering our souls. Before the regular running the commit-
tee decided to run Golddust's bye, which was highly im-
proper, as the judge had not yet arrived, and in fact did not
see the course. He ran with Van's O'Rell, and the latter
niade an example of him, racing up to the hare three lengths
ahead, rattled him about, came back quickly and knocked
him to Golddust for the kill without merit. After the course
it was discovered than Van's O'Rell had cut his leg, as it was
supposed on a stone, but others thought that Golddust bit
him at the same time that he seized the hare. It was a won-
der that more dogs as well as horses and men were not in-
jured over the very rocky corner where this course was run
Fanny—Sailor Maud.—This was fairly the hardest course

yet run. Fanny was unable to give Sailor any assistance
whatever, Maud had a regular merry-go-round course in a
pasture, into the road, back to the pasture again, and round
and round, the yotmg bitch making efforts to kill; into a
cornfield they went, and back again, and finally she wearied
poor Fanny out. Fanny didn't seem to be able to gallop
even.
Witch Hazel-Meteor.—Meteor had the foot of Hazel

up, and made the first turn. Hazel coming in, vsrrenched
several times and exchanged with Meteor, Hazel getting in
went from sight, wrenching strongly, and it is said threw
the hare to Meteor for the kill.

Winfl.eld Gup—Deciding Course.
Buenarita led three lengths to the hare, placed Willis H.,

but with little parleying raced by him, opening a gap of
four lengths and making a beautiful kUl, won. Her victory
was decisive and unquestioned, and left the impression that
she is a hard nut to crack.

County Stake—Third Round.
Skip—Lightfoot.—Lightfoot was given very little help in

this course. Skip threw up the sponge and Lightfoot fin-
ished with a kill and won.
Golddust—Sailor Maud.—Golddust scored a decisive

victory over her younger rival, although Sailor Maud did re-
markably well after having such a trying course but a bare
hour before. The course was in a cornfield and the ground
very yielding. Another year and Sailor Maud will show
some strong work, she being only sixteen months old now.
Witch Hazel (a bye) with her kennel mate Laughed At.

In a pretty long course she showed great staying powers,
fairly making an example of the fast son of Norwegian and
Bueneritero. The Glendyne blood kept her trotting.

County Stake—Fourth Round.
Lightfoot—Witch Hazel.—Lightfoot led three lengths,

did some merry work and letting Hazel in she rattled up a
pretty scale of points, forcing the hare into a stone corral for
a kill and decisive victory.
Golddust ran a natural bye with some brindle dog, and a

most trying course he had, too. The work was on a very
large whitetail, which I am told is rarely ever seen in this
part of the State.
During the course a farmer's sheep dog joined in and made

two go-bys on the very tired dogs in his efforts to kill, but he
quit and let the greyhounds make the kill. It was quite
amusing to see the woolly fellow outfoot the greyhounds,
and was scarcely believed by the spectators, who were unable
to see it in the distance.

County Stake—Deciding Course.

Golddust—Witch Hazel.—Both dogs showed the effects
of the two previous courses and went out sore, Golddust
leading four lengths but was unable to score; the hare carried
them nearly a mile away, then they brought him around,
Hazel making several wrenches, but Golddust came by
handily, but could not reach his hare for a good half mile,
but bunny had spent his force and they literally tired him
out; both hounds and hare were but just able to gallop when
Golddust killed and won. The spectators became fairly
frantic and nearly all joined in the course. A sad ending,
perhaps, was averted by the voices of two or three cooler
neads who called to them to desist. We would dislike much
to see another sad ending like the Pearl of Pekin fiasco, but
it is likely to be repeated if such unseemly breaks are made
in the final course at these local meets. G. Irwin Royce.

The Winfield Cup.
Open stake for 16 or more greyLounds, entrance fee $10, winner 50

per cent, of entrance and $75 cash donated by the citizens of Winfleld,
„he runner up 25 per cent., third dog to receive 15 per cent., and fourth
dog 10 per cent, of entrance money:

D. C. Luse's (ns S. W. Vidler's)
brindle bitch Buenarita

D. M. Sidle's fawn dogLaughed
At

F, D. Coyne's black dog

beat

beat

D. M. Sidle's white and fawn
bitch Lady Maud (late
Maudy Luse).

D C. Luse's white and brown
bitcli Lady Cleveland.

J. R. BaUard's (ns D. C. Luse)
Nettlefield.

D. 0. Luse's Living Yet, a bye.
Buenarita beat Laughed At. Willis H. beat Living Yet.

m.
Mnal Course.

S W. Vidler's bdl b BuenaritaJ beat
1 F. B. Coyne's bk and w d WU-
V lis TEL. (Lights o' London—
) Nell) and won.(Norwegian-Buenaritero)

j

County Stake.
For dogs owned by resident members only, entrance $3.50. Winner

to receive 50^ of the entrance money, runner up 25!t, third to receive
15^ and fourth 10,^ of entrance money.
S. S. Raper's black bitch Juli- 1 . J Ricks & Smith's black bitch
ette f I

Dinah'a Pickaninny.
John Weakly's black dog) ^,„^ i D. S. Hanna's brmdle dog
Lightfoot f 1 Jack.

0. G. Stevens's brindle bitch) i D. S. Hanna's black bitch
Sk-ip

. . f 1 Dicky.
E. B. Condit's fawn bitch
Zip. (

James Ramsey's fawn and I

white bitch Goldie. f
John Weakly's red dog Gold-
dust

Jas. Ramsey's brindle bitch
Fanny

Ricks & Smith's black and
white bitch Sailor Maud

beat

beat

heat

E. A. Fisher's bitch Lady
Grace.

D. S. Hanna's black and white
dog Jerry.

A. E. Johnson's brindle dbg
Jo Jo.

E. P. Condit's fawn doff
Pedro.

D. O. MiUer's brindle bitch
Minnie,
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Frank Sidle's whifce and black } j^. ( Jag. Ramsey's white and black
bitch Witch Hazel }•

oeoi
-j Bob.
C. C. Stevens's white and black
bitch Snowball.

Jas. Ramsey's red bitch Me- i

teor ;

Liehtfoot beat Juliette.
Skip beat Yip.
Golddust. a bye, Jerry drawn.

Lightfoot beat Skip.
Golddust beat Sailor Maud.

beat

n.
Sailor Maud beat Fanny.
Witch Hazel beat Meteor.

HL
Witch Hazel, a bye.

Final Course.

John Weakly's red doe Golddust (Jack—Minnie), beat Frank Sidle's

white and black bitch "Witch Hazel (Bob—Unknown), and won,

• • • •

NORTHWESTERN BEAGLE TRIALS.
The inaugural trials of the Northwestern Beagle Club of

America were successful and important enough, in entries

and interest, to encourage the club to farther effort. It was
a remarkably good trial for a first event. Next year the
club intends to hold a much larger and more important one.

They will furthermore endeavor to make friendly arrange-
ments with the National Beagle Club to arrange dates so
that parties who desire can enter their dogs for competition
in both events. This matter is an important one and worthy
of the serious consideration of both clubs. An amicable
arrangement for mutual benefit in respect to dates would of
itself be great encouragement for the formation of other
clubs, which clubs would also arrange events to take part
in the circuit.
The trials began on Wednesday, Nov. 1, five or six miles

from Whitewater, Wis., a tovm of about 5,0fX) inhabitants,
on the Chicago. Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway. Thattown
was the headquarters of the field trial party. A most rest-

ful, peaceful town it seemed to be, quiet a.s a country village,

the only visible sign of life being a straggling ped&strian
now and then or a rustic team plodding leisurely along. A
'bus and large three-seated carriage furnished transporta-
tion for the entire party.
The tiny hounds merely occupied room in the wagons as

chinking. Taken as a whole, they were good in looks, most
of them showing good quality and breeding.
In the party were Mr. G. A. Buckstaff, the president, who

hailed from Oshkosh, Wis., a sportsman in every sense, who
took victory or defeat alike with no change in his amiability;
Mr. Louis Steffen of Milwaukee, the secretary, who, with
Mr. Buckstaff, has worked diligently to make the trials a
success, and to the efforts of these two gentlemen the suc-
cess is chiefly due; there were also Messrs. Fred. F. Merrill,
Charles C. Sidler, C. Niss, Jr., Rudolph Engelman, A. Hirt-
reiter, E. Remmele, .John Mennier and L. J. Petit of Mil-
waukee; H. A. Dillingham and Theo. Zschetz.sche, Jr., She-
boygan, Mich., and Bdw. Bender and F. W. Beorler, Ocono-
mowoc. Wis. There were a few local gentlemen who were
present from curiosity. The club members and those who
participated directly in the trials wore the club's colors,
black, white and tan. Mr. John Davidson judged, and a
most laborious task it was. The running was all done in a
hilly country, the cover varying much in character. Part of
it was open woods, free from undergrowth, part was two or
three-year-old oak suckers which grew about stumps on land
which had been cleared of wood, and part of it was woods
with a thick growth of underbrush. Great activity was
necessary at all times, but in some heats where the rabbits
would lead the hounds a good run in a wide circle, the whole
party would scurry away, up and down hill, through bush
and bramble, to some better point of vantage, and betimes
glimpses of the judge could be caught as he flitted through
the openings with a knee action like Directum's. He worked
conscientiously and industriously. His decisions, too, were
good and sound. As a whole they were well received, and in
the few instances where they were not well received they
were, nevertheless, right. To openly and persistently ques-
tion the judge's decision, even after the judge was kind
enough to minutely explain his reasons for it, was in shock-
ing bad taste, aside from the fact that it was wholly wrong.
Yet one of the competitors, who is also a club member, was
guilty of that act I learned that he told Mr. Davidson later
that he was sorry for it, and that, of course^ pardons a great
deal. The proper way to receive a decision is to be quiet and
respectful. The day of the blatant kicker is past. There is

no encouragement for him other than to stay away. As this
was a first trial and a partial amende was made for the of-
fense, his name is withheld.
But one thing the club ought to do next year without fail.

The guide, Mr. Junius Finch, who also was a handler in
some of the heats, felt that it was incumbent on himself to
loudly, ceaselessly comment on the work and interpret every
detail to the judge. He was most offensively impertinent,
did not even have the merit of being correct in his interpre-
tations, but was consistently a foul-mouthed vulgarian at
all times.
At a recent meeting the following list of officers was

elected: President, G. A. Buckstaff; Vice-Presidents, Chas.
Niss, Jr., andH. A. Dillingham; Sec'y-Treas^ Louis Steffen.
Kxecutive Committee, E. B. Elliott, E. H. Remmele, Fred
F. Merrill. All officers of the club are members of the field
trial committee, of which Mr. Dillingham is chairman.
The work of the dogs was qtiite good as a whole, some of

it excellent. Nearly all were true workers and there was
very little babbling. The grounds were not considered as
being first-rate, both on account of a large part being too
heavy in cover and the whole too limited in area.

The Derby.

There were four entries in this stake, which was for dogs
and bitches, 15in. or under, whelped after Jan. 1, 1892, §2 to
nominate, S3 to start; 40, 30 and 10%, first, second and third.
Following is the order of drawing:
Dillingham & Remmele's black and tan bitch Mayfly

(Beebe's Doc—Beebe's Peg), handled by J. Finch in the first

heat, by Mr. H. A. Dillingham in the second one,
against

Ijouis Steffen's black, white and tan dog Tony W. (cham-
pion Tony Weller—Topsy), owner, handler.

G. A. Buckstaif's black, white and tan dog Hwaco (cham-
pion Royal Krueger—champion Elf), owner, handler,

agai7ist

E. Bender's black, white and tan dog Little Coony Duke
(champion Little Duke—Lottie), F. Bender, handler.

Mayfly, winner of first, is a slender built black and tan,
with but little beagle type or expression, but she is a wonder-
fully eager and industrious worker, follows a trail closely
when the scent is good. She also has great speed and en-
durance. Her voice is pinched and squeaky; she was a
diligent hunter, with no inclination to loaf betimes or trust
to another dog to do the finding. The slender, tough little

freak proved' not only too formidable for anything in the
Derby, but in the Champion Stake, under better working
conditions, outclassed with ease her competitors.
Hwaco, a gamy, tidily built little dog, was quite a close

competitor. He exhibited great merit in hunting, following
the trail closely and was fairly good in working out a loss.

His voice is quite good. Little Coony Duke and Tony W.
ran a very even competition, and exhibited good working
abilities.

WEDNESDAY.
Rather a late start was made. It was a little late when

the beaglers were ready to beagle; then it took the livery
man a long time to get his team ready, and then there was
more timejost.in hunting up a saddle horse for the judge.

Finally, a kindly faced yellow ec[uine was secured, a''con-

servative beast which was happiest when standing still-
then its face was placid, and its eyelids half closed, bulged
out with dreamy contentment. "On account of the wire
fences the horse could be u.=?ed but little, and on the second
day the judge followed the beagles afoot.

The weather was delightfully pleasant, but too dry for
good work. The hounds followed the trail with extreme
difficulty and losses occurred frequently; in fact, a few yards'
run and a loss was the character of the running till the
evening hours, when the atmosphere and ground were
damper. A warm, dry, southeast wind prevailed. The
grass was so dry that it soon put a polish on the_ soles of

one's shoes, which made difficult walking on the hillsides, and
in the woods the dry leaves rattled noisily under foot. The
work, as can be imagined, was patchy and unsatisfactory
under the circumstances

First Series.

Tost W.—Mayfly began the competition at 8:46. Mayfly
showed a decided superiority, Tony depending largely on May-
fly to do the leading and work, although he followed her
closely. Up at 9:29.

IWACd—Little Coony Duke began at 9:3.5. Duke was
a bit too fat for active work. Duke was first to open on
a track, but soon lost. Ilwaco was the sharper and better
hunter, and was quicker and closer in trailing. The heat
ended at 10:30.

Some heats were next run in the All Age Stake to give the
puppies a rest. The time given in the heats will indicate
the order of running.
Tony W.—Little Coony' Duke started at 2:50. On

their first rabbit they first performed fairly weU, doing work
about alike, and better than that of the forenoon. Both
trailed well and worked out a loss with fair skill. Up at 3:40.

Mayfly—Ilwaco began the deciding heat for first place
at 3:47, Ilwaco in the mean time having run a heat in
the All-Age .Stake Ilwaco took the lead on the trail of a
marked rabbit. Mayfly following it closely. They ran it

about 12.5yds. to a hole. On the next rabbit both seemed
over eager and excitable. The wind had subsided and the
scent was better at this juncture. Mayfly took a cast and
appeared to be picking out a trail, but lost it. On the trail

of the next rabbit Mayfly was first to open on it, Ilwaco soon
joining. Both gave tongue merrily, Ilwaco having incom-
parably the better voice. After a few moments Ilwaco lost

the trail and took a cast in the open while Mayfly made
eager pursuit on the trail in the woods. Up at 4:45.

The winners were announced as follows: Mayfly first, Il-

waco second; Tony W. and Little Coony Duke divided third.

The All-Age Stake.

The All-Age Stake had two classes. Class A and Class B,
the former for dogs, the latter for bitches, each for competi-
tors 15 to ISin. in height. Prizes same as in the Derby.

CLASS A,

fcG. A. Buckstaff's black, white and tan dog Royal Rover
(Rover—Singer G.), owner, handler,

against
Chas. Niss, Jr.'s, black, white and tan dog King Lead

(Groodwood Driver—Missis of Goodwood), owner, handler.

Dillingham & Remmele's black, white and tan dog Base
(Spelo—Gypsey Belle); first heat. Finch; second heat, Dilling-
ham, against
G. A. Buckstaff's Hwaco.

The pupiiy Ilwaco, already mentioned in the Derby, won
the stake with something to spare.
Base, winner of second, follows a trail well, is industrious,

though not uniformly so. He has but an ordinary voice.
Quite speedy on a t/ail, good at casting and finding a lost
trail; he showed superior merits.
Royal Rover was a good third. He has a good voice, sticks

well to the trail, but does not perform so quickly as his more
successful competitors.
Royal Rovee—King Lead—Began at 10:30. Rover was

first to open on the trail of a rabbit which was started by
spectators. King was close to his handler and gave no heed
to Rover for some moments, but joined in and went to the
rabbit hole which Rover found. On the next rabbit Rover
gave tongue, and King a moment later started the rabbit and
gave chase. 12:04 and the party went to lunch.
Base—Ilwaco began an interesting heat at 1:27. Base

had a record of second in the National Beagle Club's trials,

and he was looked upon as the invincible competitor of the
trials. Ilwaco, on the first rabbit, opened joyously and fol-

lowed the trail close and well, considering the day. Base
heeded him not, and, though he crossed the trail two or
three times, he paid no attention to it. Sent on again. On
the next rabbit, Base took the trail first, Ilwaco joined, both
puzzling along 30 or 40yds; at the top of the hill, Ilwaco
.sprang forward and opened first, though it was most stren-
uously claimed and maintained by Base's supporters that
he opened first. Mr. Davidson saw the matter correctly as
above. The writer was a bit to one side and nearer, so he
could see and hear the whole performance clearly. Base led
away, following the trail closer to a loss. Then Ilwaco took
up the trail and carried the rabbit in a long swing, Base not
joining in again for several moments. The rabbit finally ran
to earth. Up at 3:15. On the second rabbit the honors were
vei'y nearly even, while on the first rabbit it was entirely
one-sided in IIWaco's favor. The description of the heat is

drawn out at some length on account of the unpleasant dis-

cussion which ensued immediately at its close.

There was but one entry, Lottie, in Class B., for bitches,
same conditions governing as in Class A.
Also, there was but one entry, Judy, in Class C, for dogs

or bitches, all ages, 13in. or under. Same fee to .start as in
the other classes.

Lottie—-Judy were called to run together. The for-

mer was owned and handled by F. W. Bender. She is by
Drummer out of Lofty. The latter was owned and handled
by T. Zschetzsche. She is by Spelo—Nell. They began at
2:30. This heat was simply a walkover heat, neither dog
having any competition in her class. The little beagle, Judy,
showed excellent merit, following with great dash and
accuracy. Lottie was getting heavy in whelp and was rather
soft in flesh. She had a good voice and showed excellent
sense and judgment. Up at 3:45.

THURSDAY.
The weather was much cooler and cloudy, with signs of

rain. A drizzly rain set in in the forenoon and fell for an
hour; making excellent hunting conditions The character
of the work on this day was incomparably better. The
rabbits too made longer runs. There were some magnificent
chases. The running was on the same grounds as that of
yesterday.
Base—Royal Rover were started at 8:10. Rover was

first to give tongue on a trail which both dogs carried about
200yds. to a hole. Both afterward worked on a cold trail,

which Base gave up and Rover followed patiently out into
the woods to a find, giving tongue melodiou.sly. Both joined
in and ran the r.abbit in a circle an eighth of a mile in diam-
eter. Base leading part of the time, and he was quickest to
recover a loss. It was a magnificent heat. Up at 8:58.

King Leap—Lottie ran a bye, starting at. 9:10, ending at
9:80, doing barely average work on a lively rabbit.
Judy—Base ran a working heat merely to put the former

on an equality of conditions for the Champion Stake. The
heat last 57 minutes, beginning at 9:50.

The judge annotmced the winners of ClassA as follows:
First, Hwaco; second, Base; thii-d, Royal Rover.

Champion^CIass.
Class E, open to all dogs and bitches which won a first

prize at these trials. No entry fee. Prize, gold medal,
donated by Mr. G. A. Buckstaff.
Lottie—Ilwaco were ordered off at 11:10. Lottie showed

greater judgment and skill in hitting off the trail, and had
rather the best of it in followine and leading. LTp at 12:11.

Judy—Mayfly began at 12:15. This was a well contested
heat, but Mayfly showed more dash and could follow the
trail better, though Judy made a most meritorious compe-
tition in a long run. Up at 13:35,

Mayfly—Lottie —The former really excelled herself in
this heat, which began at 13:43, and was, according to con-
ditions, the last one home. It seemed as if Mayfly had let

out all her reserve forces to show just what she could do,
and she did astonishingly well, far ahead of ans^thing pre-
viously done in the trials. She carried one rabbit at great
speed in a wide circle through the brush alone, and it Ayas
really a one-sided race. This heat ended the trials, with
Mayfly the winner.
The party then went to lunch, where they were photo-

graphed in a group. The champion medal was exhibited.
It is designed in skillful style, emblematic of the beagle
fancy, and is a trophy to feel proud of. Silk ribbons, donated
by Mr. Steffen, with the prizes in gilt letters on them, were
distributed to the winners. Next year the club intends to
give a prize for voice, a most desirable act, as voice is quite
essential to the best performance of a beagle. They may get
other grounds, as those used are full of holes, which the rab-
bits would take when pressed the least. Several entries were
lost through the death of one dog, through another being in
season, etc. If signs go for anything in making a forecast,
next year will prove a banner one for beagle field trial inter-
ests. B. Waters.

• •

Corsicana Coursing' Meeting.
Editor Forest and Stream:
A new ambition has captured the minds of the sporting

public in this section of Texas. On account of their symmetry
and beauty, for many years we have kept the greyhound as
pets and enjoyed the pleasure of the chase as a pastime, but
until now never, in any section of this State, has there been
a club organized, with money to back the re.spective favorites.
"Miles were scattered" behind the flying jack and the pursu-
ing hound in rich profusion, the dogs and the hare only touch-
ing a few prominent points in transit across the broad
prairie.
We have had no rain since June, and the ground was

rough and hard, terminating a three-days' race in one.
The drawing commenced'at 11:30 A. M. on Nov. 5, with

eight dogs, drawn as follows: Gibbs's Brillet against Kis-
singer's Queen. Queen won. Witherspoon's Frankie K.
against Sheet's Fannie. Frankie won. Borden's Clark
against King's Looney, Undecided. Kenner's Maud D.
against Petty's Queen. Queen won.

Second Round.
Petty's Queen beat Witherspoon's Frankie K. after a hard

contest, and much dissatisfaction at judge's decision. Kis-
singer's Queen beat Borden's Clark.

Third Round.
.
Petty's Queen beat Kissinger's Queen and won first money;

Kis-singer's Queen second, and third and fourth divided be-
tween Witherspoon's Frankie K. and Borden's Clark.
There was no jockeying in these races and very little funny

business. The natural ambition and pure eagerness of the
blooded dog to capture, and the liberty and even life of the
hare, all combined to make the races honest and interesting to
the carnivorous bipeds. Two rabbits out of eleven escaped.
Frankie and Queen, I neglected to state, started first a crip-
pled rabbit, Frankie killing, but no decision.
The consolation race was won by Maud D. There will be

another meet, probably about the Christmas holidays, of
which you will have due notice. The rabbits were large and
well-developed, and acted on the principle that he that runs
and gets away may live to run another day. C. L. W.

Cowly Com'sing Club Meeting.

At the meeting of the Cowly County Coursing Associa-
tion the following officers were elected for the ensuing year:
President, D. M. Sidle, Winfield, Kan.; Vice-President, C.
M. Scott, Arkansas City, Kan.; Secretary, E. Cochran, Win-
field, Kan.; Treasurer, Ivan A. Robinson, Winfield, Kan.;
Executive Committee, H. E. Steinhilber, E. A. Fisher and J.

R. Ballard, of Winfield, Kan. ; Ground Committee, J. R.
Cochran, Frank Sidle, Winfield, Kan., and D, O. Miller,
O.xford, Kan,
Action was taken to name a .stake for the ne.x;t meeting,

the Derby for dogs under eighteen months, in place of the
Members' Stake, and also to have an open stake to be named
by the journal bidding the highest for the privilege. Moved
that the secretary be admitted as honorary member of the
club without dues during his term of office. The judge was
to be paid $10 per day and expenses, and slipper $5 a day for
.services during this meeting, with special vote of thanks for
the vei-y efficient way they performed their duties. Moved
and carried that the Cowly County Coursing Association
adopt the rules known as the National Greyhound Club
rules, with the following modifications, that, wherever the
name of the National Greyhound Club appears in said rules,

there shall be sub.stituted therefor the name of the National
Coursing Board, this board is composed of the following
named members: From the American Coursing Club, Dr.
N. Rowe and .1. Herbert Watson; Kenmoi-e Coursing Club,
Dr. Q. Van Hummell and H. C. Stone; Huron Coursing
Club, John Longstaff and E. H. Alpin; Western Kansas
Coursing Club, W. O. Alphin and R. Howard; Cowly County
Coursing Association, John R. Ballard and Ivan A. Robin-
son.
Adjourned to meet at call of the president.

• • •

Altcar Coursing Club.

Mr. L. F. Bartels writes: "We have .started a new coursing
club called the Altcar Coursing Club, We want to make
this the banner club of this country. We have a member-
ship now of twenty, and all of them are practical coursing
men. We are going to give a meeting in the spring—proba-
bly the second week in March—at Goodland, Kas. The
Goodland boys have guaranteed to hang up §400 and will try
to make it more. We will dispense with the puppy stake
usually given and will give the Altcar Stake for 32 or more
dogs, the Altcar Plate for the dogs defeated in the first

round, and if the entries in the stake warrant it will give
the Altcar Purse for the dogs defeated in the second round
of the stake. The Goodland boys assure us that March is

usually very mild and nice with them up to the 21st or 23d.
Any information desired can be had from Sam W. Vidler,
the secretary, at Colorado Springs, Col. As this is the first

spring meeting talked of we want your as.s*istance to make it

a good one. We want an early notice in Forest and Stream
so that every coursing man can make arrangements to leave
his business' in Marcn and come to Goodland, and also that
every one will have ample time to put his dog or dogs in con-
dition."

• • •-

Mr. Greo. W. Roraback, of Westfield, Mass., sends us word
that he has lost his foxhound Kate, blue mottled and black,
ISin. high, and will pay $10 for his return or information
leading to her recovery.
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N. E. BEAGLE CLUB FIELD TRIALS.
The first annual field trials of the New England Beagle

Club were held at Oxford, Mass., Nov. 6 to 10, and the clnb
has reason to congratulate itself on the number of high class

beagles which started in the various events. All the classes

were strong, but the work iu the Derby and 15in. champion
class was particularly good.
The grounds selected for the trials furnished an abundance

of rabbits, but the Oxford cottontail does not run as well as

his Nauuet brother, and is all too ready to seek refuge in the
stone walls which bound the fields. Then, too, the cover at

Oxford is in many places so thick that it is quite impossible
to follow the beagles closely, and consequently only a frac-

tion of the work can be seen by the judges. This in a close

trace is apt to cause dissatisfaction.

The arrangements for the comfort of the club members
.and their gnests were admirably carried out under the direc-

ition of Vice-President H. S. Joslin. The Bacon Hotel gave
ius a good breakfast at an early hour, and a hearty dinner
after the work of the day was over. Hot lunches were served
iin the field, and barges conveyed all who wished to ride to

and from the hunting grounds. The beagles were comfort-
ably kenneled in a barn near headquarters.
Among the gentlemen present during the week were

T. W. Chapman, H. S. Joslin, Mark Lewis, A. D. Fiske,

E. O. Cornforth, Thomas Shallcross, Henry Hanson, H. V.
Jamioson, R. D. Perry, W. R. Dean, F. G. Stewart, O. F.

Joslin, W. S. Clark, F. W. Cielfield, O. J. Smith, Bradford
S. Turpin. Cassius Hoyle, A. W. Barber and many others.

The judges, Geo. F. Reed and A. C. Krneger, did not at-

tempt to follow the beagles as closely as has been customary
in former trials. Their decisions, however, were well re-

ceived, except in the 15in. open class which Is spoken of else-

where.
Among the winers are some previously unknown to fame.

Louie Fitz Lee, winner of first in the Derby, third in the
open class, and specials for the most effective ranging, great-

est sustained speed and best starter, is a handsomely marked,
strongly built white, black and tan dog. The record he has
made here has never been equalled. Buckshot, second in

the Derby, is a blue ticked dog, already fit to run in any
company "and sure to make a great record in the future.

Lady Novice, winner of the 13in. class, is a strongly built,

ha,ndsome little beagle of great intelligence.
_
The other win-

ners a^e all well known and need no description.

On Monday evening the annual meeting of the club was
held in the smoking room of Bacon's Hotel. President F.

W. Chapman was in the chair and the roll call was answered
by H, S. Joslin, H. V. Jamieson. Henry Hanson, Geo. F.

Reed, E. O. Cornforth, A. D. Fiske, Thos. Shallcross and
Bradford S. Turpin; the latter, in the absence of Secretary
Clark, was appointed secretary pro tern. After routine
business had been disposed of the election of officers for 1894

took place, with the following result: President, F. W.
Chapman; Vice-President, H. S Joslin; Secretary-Treasurer,
W. S. Clark; Executive Committee, A. D. Fiske and Henry
Hanson.

It was voted that the N. E. B. C. should apply for mem-
bership in the A. K. C. as a field trial club, and that the time
of application shotild be left to the discretion of the execu-
tive committee.
Bradford S. Turpin's resignation as a member of the field

trial committee was accepted, and Geo. F. Reed was elected

to fill the vacancy. The meeting then adjourned.
The field trial committee was at once called to order, those

present being F. W. Chapman, H. S. Joslin, Henry Hanson,
Geo. F. Reed and H. V. Jamieson. It was voted that the
judges should name a reserve dog in eacb class in addition

to the winners of money prizes, and that the Derby should
be started on Tuesday morning.
The beagles nominated in the various classes were then

called upon to fill. In the Derby H. L. Kreuder's Lee HI.
and Queen of the Forest, Henry Hanson's Olaf, Forest
Beagle Kennels' Clio, Glenrose Beagle Kennels' Ruin, and
Geo. F. Reed's Flash failed to appear. In Class A, H. L.

Kreuder's Grayburn Daisy and Glenrose Beagle Kennels'
Marguerite were absent^ but in Class B all the nominees
were present.
The drawing in the various classes then took place. This

completed the work of the evening, and at a late hour the
field trial committee adjourned.

TUESDAY.
Tuesday morning was clear and cold, a heavy white frost

covered the ground and there was no wind. The day was an
excellent one for hunting, and the running in the Derby was
completed. The quality of the beagles competing in this

stake has never been equalled at any previous field trial, and
there were at least two hounds in the class that could easily

have defeated any former winners of this event. So evenly

were these matched that the judges found it difficult to

make a decision. One of them, Louie Fitz Lee, was run
nearly six hours during the day, and his rival, Buckshot,

was down for about four hours. The endurance of these

pups, combined with their splendid work, made a note-

worthy performance.

The Derby.

For dogs and bitches 15in. and under, whelped on or after

Jan 1, 1893. First prize S40, second $25, third $15:HAP Smith's Louie Fitz Lee (Fitzhugh Lee—Maid)
with Glenrose Beagle Kennels' Molly Dean (Sam—Baby

^H^S Joslin's Jean Val Jean (Chubb—Mystic II.) with
Thos. Shallcross's Buckshot (Daye--Dai&T);

Glenrose Beagle Kennels' Little Lee (Fitzhugh Lee—Dill)

with Rockland Beagle Kennels' Blanche (Frank Forrest—
Ina).

First Series.

Louie Fitz Lee—Mollt Dean.—This brace was put down
at 8-00 on a side hill in Plaisted's pasture. Louie was handled

by Bradford S. Turpin and Molly by P. W. Chapman. Louie

covered his ground rapidly and showed great dash and hunt-

ing sense in his work. Molly did not work as well as she

did at Nanuet the previous week. In thick brush Louie

started a rabbit and drove to a stone wall, where the game
took to earth; Molly did not get on till the run was nearly

over Soon after two rabbits were put up by the spectators,

but the scent did not lie well and neither beagle could fol-

low Finally Henry Hanson, who has a happy faculty of

ium'pirig a rabbit whenever one is particularly needed, sup-

plied the game. Molly took the track first, but Louie car-

ried the rabbit under a stone wall, led off through thick

brush and marked the burrow where bunny sought refuge.

They were taken up at 10:00.

Jean Val Je.vi^—Buckshot.—This couple was laid on at

10-07 the former in charge of E. F. Barnes and the latter

handled by Thomas Shallcross. After a long hunt in which

both beagles tougued, but neither could start, a rabbit was
jumped by a spectator. Jean was put on the track. Buck-

shot harked to him, and in a thicket where the judges could

hardly struggle ahead the beagles drove to a final loss. Then
Buckshot hit the track of another rabbit which had been

started by the crowd, but he could not carry it, nor could

Jean aid him. Judge Krueger was the next to supply a rab-

bit but this was also lost, and then for variety the beagles

succeeded in driving one across the field to a wall very pret-

tily, Buckshot leading. Taken up at 11:20.

Little Lee—Bla^iche.—This brace was ordered down at

11-25 Lee was handled bv P. W. Chapman and Blanche by
Mark Lewis. Blanche, who is a larger and^stronger beagle

than Lee worked with more life than her competitor. The
scent was still poor and two rabbits were lost. The second

one, however, was driven for some distance by Blanche,

while Little Lee struggled along far in the rear. Orderedup
at 13:05,

This finished the running in the first series, and after lunch
at the Huguenot Monument, erected in memory of the
founders of the town of Oxford in 1687, the judges ordered
down the first brace in the

Second Series.

Louie Fitz Lee—Buckshot.—These rivals for first prize
were put down at 12:45. Judge Reed started a rabbit, but on
the dry leaves neither beagle could follow, and bunny was
safe without the necessity of running far. Worked to a large
alder swamp, Louie, who is a splendid starter, jutaped a rab-
bit. A long and very hot race followed in the swamp, where
the trailing was good. This rabbit was the very king of run-
ners, and though prpssed hard refused to go to'earth. Back
and forth through the swamp, now in the open and again iP
thick cover, he led the eager hounds. The judges could not
follow the brace, find from points of vantage on stumps and
stone walls saw what they could of this great run. During
the first part of the race Buckshot had the advantage, but
after that Louie did the better work, catching more tutus
and running at greater .speed than his rival. They were
taken up at 2:37 while still driving.
Jean A^al Jean—MolltDean.—At 2:42 these beagles were

cast off on the track of a rabbit which .some enthusiastic
hunters had taken from a wall where it had taken refuge.
The brace drove a short distance and then were at fault in a
road, where they made a final loss. Drawn away to an old
orchard, a rabbit was seen in its form, and a hot race in thick
cover followed. It was possible to see only a small fraction
of the work. Taken up at 3:25.

Louie Fitz Lee—Blanche.—They were put down in thick
cover at 8:25. A swamp and several pastures were worked
without result. Then a rabbit was bolted by a spectator,
Louie hit the track before Blanche, and had the best of the
race through the woods to an open field, where they lost. Up
at 4:30.

Louie Fitz Lee—Buckshot.- This brace, which, had
already run together for nearly two hours, was put down
again at 4:30. They beat out their ground well and Louie
jumped a rabbit, which was lost after a short run. At 5:13,

when it was so dark that one beagle could be distin-

THB FOXHOUND LOSAN.

Winner of Principal Prizes at Brunswick Eur Club Trials, 189.3.

Owned by Messrs. B. F. Kinney and John iL wblte, Worcester, Mass.

guished from the other with difficulty, theywere ordered up.
In the evening the judges made the awards, giving first to

Louie Fitz Lee, second to Buckshot, third to Blanche and
reserve to Jean Val Jean.

WEDNESDAY.
The club was again favored with excellent hunting

weather. The day was still and cool, and the sky overcast
with clouds, so that the scent lay well. Game was not
found in as great abundance as on Tuesday and the entire
day was spent in running six couples. The first series in
Class A was completed and one brace was run in the second
series.

Class A.

For dogs and bitches, all ages, ISui. and over '1 Sin, , that
have not been placed first in any class at any field trials.

First prize $55, second prize $35, third prize $35.

Rockland Beagle Kennels' Fanny Racer (Racer W.-^Nel-
lie) with E. O. Corntorth's Kitty (Rowdy—Music).

H. A. P. Smith's Louie Fitz Lee (Fitzhugh Lee—Maid)
wit h Glenrose Beagle Kennels' Gypsy A. (Kenneally's Lee

—

Tone).
Middleton Kennels' Model (Stormy—Jime M.) with Forest

Beagle Kennels' Vick R. (Fitzhugh Lee—Nell).

Thomas Shallcross'.-^ Daisy with Glenrose Beagle Kennels'
Jennie of Orland (Spot of Orland—Fanny S.).

Rockland Beagle Kennels' Jack Bannerrhan (Bannerman
—Kate) a bye.

First Series.

Fanny Racer—KiTTV.—Thiscouplewascastoff on Clark's
farm at 8:05. Fanny was handled by Mark Lewis and Kitty
by her owner. E. O. Cornforth. Both worked well, but Kitty
was inclined to range where she pleased and paid little re-

gard to her handler- We had a long and tedious hunt
through thickets and pastures; Fanny who is inclined to be
noisy tonguing now and then but failing to make a start.

Finally on a swampy side hill a woodcock was flushed and
at the same time Fanny trailed very prettily to a start. The
rabbit was an excellent runner. Three times he circled the
large pastuae and for a half hotu" furnished good sport and
then was lost by the beagles. Much of this race was in

cover where it was impossible for the judges to see more
than a fraction of the work. Occasionally Fanny was seen
in the lead, but more often Kitty was in front cutting out
the work and setting a very fast pace, Ordered up at 9:20

Louie Fitz Lee—Gypsy A.—Louie, the Derby winner,
notwithstanding his hard luck of yesterday was as full of

life and energy as ever, and covered his ground in the
splendid style characteristic of him. He was handled by
Bradford S. Turpin, and Gypsy A. was looked after by F. W'.
Chapman. The brace was cast off in cover at 9:25, and
working through a swampy thicket, Louie made game,
(jypsy was quickly with him and together they jumped a
rabbit which led "straight away for a stone wall, Louie
driving at great speed and leaving Gyp far in the rear.

Drawn away to thick cover, Louie trailed to a start and ran
the rabbit to earth before Gypsy was fairly started. The
beagles were then worked further into the cover and Louie
again started a rabbit which almost ran over Gyp, who was
40,yds. or more distant from her running mate; this fluke
gave her a long start but Louie quickly pahsed her and
drove the rabbit into a stone wall. Not long alter another
rabbit was seen by a spectator and the beagles were put on
the track. Gypsy hit ic first but could not hold her advan-
tage and Louie ran on even terms with her, driving the rab-
bit to earth. Up at 10:30.

Fanny Rackk—Kitty.—At 10:45 these beagles were put
down for the second time that the judges might have an op-
portunity to see more of their work than was possible in the

first race. They were cast off in a pasture and Kitty soon
hit a cold track which she worked to the wall. While she
was making it out the rabbit was jumped by the spectators
and in the race which followed Kitty was never overtaken.
She showed herself to be a clever and rapid worker. 'This

brace was taken up after a half hour's run.
MODEL—Vick R.—These well known beagles were tiast off

in a pasture at 11:15. Model was in charee of Mark Lewis
and Vick R. of H. V. Jamieson. For forty-five minuties they
worked through a fine rabbit country without making a
start, and then the judges, catching sight oE the bmch
Wagon, ordered them up. Aftei- enjoying a hearty New Eng-
land lunch of baked beans, brown bread, doughnuts and cof-
fee, the hounds were again put down and once more the
weary hunt was resumed. The beagles became widely sepa-
rated and Vick jumped .a rabbit, ran him some distance, and
lost in an almost impenetrable swamp before Model could bb
got on the track. Both the handlers had to flounder through
the mud and water of the swamp to get their beagles, who
could not be called off. At last we all got out of the -wilder-
ness, and in a field overgrown with bushes and briers Mark
Lewis kindly jumped a rabbit. Model at first ran alone;
then Vick struck in with him, worked a fling handsomely at
the stone wall, and led the way across the pasture to a heap
of stones, where the rabbit went to earth. Vick drove at a
good pace and Model was content to follow. They were
taken up at 2:15.

Daisy—Jennie of Ori^antj.—This brace was ordered down
at 2:35 at the place where the last brace had forced their rab-
liit to take to his burrow. Both were handled by their own-
ers, Thomas Shallcross and F. W. Chapman. For a few
moments the hounds amused themselves by running the old
track. Then they were drawn away to another section of
the brush field, where Daisy trailed to a start. The race that
followed was a short one. Jennie was the faster of the pair,
but neither did well, and the rabbit was soon lost. They
were taken up at 3:12.

Jack Bannerman (a bye). The bye, handled by Mark
Lewis, was put down at 3:20 to run with Kitty. They were
worked through the brush field, where nothing was found,
,and then away to a side hill thickly covered with alders.
Here the beagles quickly jumped a i-abbit for whom the
hounds had no terrors, and who absolutely refused to take to
his burrow. A pretty race was run in the cover, but portions
of it only could be seen Kitty was the faster and seemed to
have the best of it, though Jack caught a number of turns
and was in the race all the time. At 4, while still running,
they were ordered up and the handlers had a lively scramble
in catching the gamy brace, who were driving like mad on
the hot trail. This race finished the running in the first
series.

Second Series.

Gypsy A.—Vick R.—This couple was put down in oak
woods at 4:12 and a rabbit was immediately started by H. V.
Jamieson. Vick drove alone for some time and lost, and
Gypsy refused to take the track, though started with Vick.
The rabbit made one circle and then went to ground in a
culvert. An unsuccessful effort was made to get him out,
and then the beagles were started again in another part of
the woods. Gypsy soon jumped a rabbit and led through
the valley and across the nmd into thick cover. Here anoth'er
rabbit was started by the tonguing of the excited beagles.
Each hound took one and both were driven to earth. Taken
up at 4:40. The driving in this race was very fast, the scent
lay well and the tonguing of the beagles was as regular as
clockwork—a most enjoyable run.

THURSDAY.
The clouds which threatened rain on Wednesday evening

disappeared during the night and Thursday proved to be an
excellent hunting day. The scent lay well, rabbits were
found in plenty and the running in both the open classes
was completed.
Louie Frrz Lee—Kitty.—This brace was put down on

Huguenot Hill at 8:08 and was handled as in the first series
Louie, comparatively unacquainted with his handler, covered
his ground at a pace which made it difficult to keep track of
him in the thicket, and was under little control. Kitty
worked carefully and with less speed than she displayed on
M^ednesday. A rabbit was jumped by Judge Krueger and
the beagles were ordered to this place. There was a long
wait to find Louie, and when he was brought to the starting
point the scent was cold. The hounds trailed slowly through
thick cover to an open field, where the track was lost, the
work being very even and without advantage to either.
Soon a second rabbit was jumped by a spectator. The hounds
were called up and put on the hot track. Louie worked the
turns and led the chase to a ledge where the rabbit went to
earth. Taken up at 9:05.

This race finished the running in the 15in. class and in
the evening the judges announced the winners. First went
to Gypsy A., second to Vick R., third to Louie Fitz Lee and
reserve to Kitty. These awards we:e a decided surprise and
occasioned much adverse criticism and dissatisfaction. It
was difficult to see in what respect Gypsy A. was superior to
Louie Fitz Lee and Vick R., and no one could understand
why the latter should have been placed over Louie without
meeting him in either series. It was surely an injustice to
the Nova Scotia beagle, and was not in accordance with the
field trial rules, which provide that the first and .second and
second and third prize winners shall run together.

Class B.

For dogs and bitches, all ages, 13in. and under that have
not been placed first in any class at any field trials. First
prize ^^30, second KO, third $15.

Rockland Beagle Kennels' Lou (Keno—Fly) with Glenrose
Beagle Kennels' Molly Dean (Sam—Baby Dean).

_ . ^-Beagle
Kennels' Gypsy Forest (Frank Forest—Sue Forest).

First Series.

Molly Dean—Lou.—At 9:17 this brace was cast off in a
pasture. F. W. Chapman handled Molly, and Lou was in
charge of Mark Lewis. Lou started off in the careful,
methodical style characteristic of her, but Molly showed
little spirit and interest in her work. Mark Lewis started a
rabbit, and when the beagles were put on together Lou
caught the .scent first, but neither could carry it any distance
on the dry leaves. A second rabbit was jumped by Mark
Lewis and again the hounds were unable to drive. Once
more they were put on the hot track and this time they suc-
ceeded in running a short race, Lou doing most of the lead-
ing and working the turns prettily. Taken up at 9:55.

Little Lee—Lady Novice.—This brace was laid on at
10:00 where the last couple had been taken up. Lee was
handled by F. W. Chapman and the interests of Lady were
looked after by Mr. Morse. Lady was a merry, rapid worker
under excellent control; Lee showed some interest in liis

work, but is too small for a field trial performer. After
working thiough several fields Lady Novice trailed to a start
and until the run was over did all the work, Little Lee being
unable to come up with her in the briers. The rabbit was
driven into a stone \vall. The br.ace was ordered up at 10:33.
Adam—Gypsy Forest.—At 10;40 this lively couple was

put down in a field covered with tall weeds. Both worked
well, the former in charge of Mark Lewis and the latter of
H. V. Jamieson. Gypsy soon trailed to a start and away
went the game—either a fox or a rabbit—straight thi-oiigii

the field, across the road and down into a .strip of woodland,
where two foxhounds joined the chase and the beagles were
caught off. In this race the little howftds ya^i a,t a, ^4Uipg
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pace, first one and then the other leading, but Gypsy set the

pace during the greater part of the run and caught more
turns than Adam. When they were brought back to the

weed field both tongued and trailed, but failed to start, and
the judges ordered them up at 11:10.

This finished the running in the first series and the judges
after a short consultation ordered down the first brace in

the second series.

Second Series.

Lady Novice—Gypsy Forest.—Thesemerry little workers
were laid on in a weed field at 1:15. Worked away to thick
cover a rabbit was started by the spectators. The beagles

were called up and Lady caught the scent before Gypsy.
Away they went driving the rabbit in hot haste to a stone

wall,'whei-e be attempted to find refuge, but no sooner had
bunny popped into the wall than he jumped out again, and
once more the chase was on and finally the game was lost.

Lady had the best of the race, doing more than her share of

the leading and working the majority of the turns. It was
a very pretty race. The hounds were taken up at 11:46.

Just as the run was over the lunch wagon came in sight

and was heartily welcomed by the hungry crowd of sports-

men. While we were eating a party of eleven men straggled

by, each armed with a gun, and in the rear of the procession

came a mongrel dachshund. We all wondered that there

was any game left in the county.
Adam—Lou.—This couple was cast off at 13:45 at the place

where we had lunch. They were worked through a number
of open fields to a pasture overgrown with weeds and brush,

where a rabbit was jumped by the crowd. Lou led the chase
till the rabbit made a fling; then neither could carry the trail

further. Adam, as usual, tongued here and there, but noth-

ing came of it, and the brace was taken up at 1:35,

The awards were po.sted by the judges in the evening. First

was given to Lady Novice, second to Gypsy Forest, third to

Lou, and reserve to Adam.
Class C.

For bassets and dachshunds, all ages, $10 to start. First

?irize, 40^; second prize, 30^, and third prize, 20^ of entrance
ees.

Glenrose Beagle Kennels' Rodeur (Mauprat—Lottie), a bye.
There was but one entry in this class, Rodeur, and he was

handled by his owner, F. W. Chapman. A. D. Fiske offered

Lady Novice as a running mate, and theill-a.ssorted pair were
cast off at 1:28. A rabbit was seen in its form and started
within a few feet of the hounds. Neither of them saw it, and
when put on the hot track neither could follow. Both cir-

cled, Bodeur casting very wide; but all in vain. Finally the
rabbit was discovered by a spectator and the hounds drove
him into a wall some 20yds. from the start. This race occa-
sioned much merriment, and the judges were so pleased with
thegraceand beauty of the "Chapman lope" that they divided
first between Rodetir and his owner.

It was now 2 o'clock, and as the entries in the champion
class had not yet been made, further work was postponed till

Friday morning.
FRIDAY.

The day was the coldest of the week, but the hunting con-
ditions Avere good and the running in the champion classes

was most interesting.
The entries in the champion classes closed on Friday morn-

ing with six nominations.

Champion Class— 13 to 1 Sin.

For dogs or bitches, all ages, 15in. and over 13in., that have
been placed first in any open class at any field trial, .^10 to
start. First prize, 80$^ of entrance fees and title of field trial

champion.
Middleton Kennels' bitch Snow (Stormy—Lucy) with For-

est Beagle Kennels' bitch June Rose (Frank Forest—Juno
(jlenrose Beagle Kennels' bitch Gipsy (Kenneally's Lee-

Tone) a bye.
First Series.

June Rose—Snow.—These well-known ^vinners were cast
off at 8:20 in Plaisted's pasture, on Huguenot Hill. June
was in charge of her owner, H. V. Jamieson, and Snow was
handled by Mark Lewis. Both started well and showed
hunting sense in their work. In a thicket June trailed to a
start and led the race for some distance; checked at a stone
wall Snow caught a turn, but June again took the lead and
held it till the rabbit went to earth. Drawn away June
tongued, Snow harked to her, and they trailed together; \mt
before they found the rabbit it was started by a spectator.
Both hit the hot scent at the same moment, and away they
went at speed, June catching three tiirns while Snow 'had to
be content with one. They ran to a loss on the dry grass.
Soon after both trailed for some distance on what was prob-
ably the feeding trail of a fox. Meantime F. G. Stewart had
caught the rabbit which had been driven into the wall, and
by order of the judges it was set free on a rocky side hill.

The beagles were put on and June did a beautiful piece of
work trailing, slowly but surely, over the stones to the wall,
while Snow followed. Taken up at 9:50.

Gypsy—a bye.—Gypsy drew the bye and handled by her
owner. F. W. Chapman, was put down at 9:57 to run with
Snow. Working in cover Snow gave tongue but failed to
start. Then Thomas Shallcross discovered a rabbit in its

form. The beagles were called up and Snow taking the lead
drove the rabbit quickly to its burrow in a stone wall.
Gypsy meantime circled and happened upon another rabbit
which she followed for some distance and lost in an open
field, this rabbit, however, seeking refuge in the wall close

by the place where Snow ha4 driven hers. Drawn away to
an alder swamp Gypsy made a start and ran the game to a
stone wall. Then in a weed field Mr. Shallcross once more
provided a rabbit, and in the run which followed Gypsy's
work was superior to Snow's. Up at 11:18. In these races
with June Rose and Gypsy A,, Snow did not work as well as
she had done at Nanuet, N. Y., and failed to do herself
justice.

Second Series.

June Rose—Gypsy A.—This brace was put down at 11:25

where the last couple had been ordered up. A rabbit was
start.ed by Judge Reed, and June got away on the trail be-

fore she could be caught, but no harm was done, for Gypsy
harked to her and they ran an even, pretty race till the game
was lost. Then June jumped a rabbit, but soon lost in the
multiplicity of trails with which the field was now covered.
Drawn away to new territory Gypsy started a half-grown
rabbit; June was on at once and did some fine trailing, catch-
ing the turns and leading her rival easily during the greater
pa^t of the run. The judges now consulted and finally

ordered the beagles on. Mr. Jamieson then borrowed a gun
from a spectator that he mi^ht work his beagle as in an
ordinary hunt, but on protest by Mr. Chapman the judges
directed him to return it to its owner. Soon after this epi-

sode Gypsy jumped a rabbit some distance from the judges
and ran nim alone, June being too far away to get on run-
ning terms with her mate before the game ran into an ac-
commodating wall. At 13:50 the judges announced that they
were unable to agree and asked that a third judge be selected
to aid them in reaching a decision. The owners failed to
agree upon a third party and it began to look as if the dead-
lock would not be broken. Just then F. G. Stewart joined
the party with a rabbit in his pocket and by request of the
judges he liberated it in the middle of a large field. Bunny
quickly crossed two open fields and disappeared in thewoods.
The beagles were then worked to the track, June took it and
led across the fields to cover, doing all the work and showing
her wonderful trailing powers to the best advantage. At 1:08

the hounds were ordered up and one of the most eventful

races in the history of beagle field trials came'.to an end.

First was won by June Rose and reserve by Gypsy A.

Champion Class, 1 Sin. and Under.

Bradford S. Turpin's dog Clyde (Frank Forest—Sue For-
est), with Bradford S. Turpin's bitch Belle Ross (Ross W.—
Cricket).
Rockland Beagle Kennels' bitch Zillah (Racer, Jr.—Nellie).

Withdrawn.
Zillah was necessarily withdrawn. All the others filled

and ran.
Clyde—Belle Ross.—This brace was put down in cover

at 1:15, handled by owner. For an hour and a half the beagles
hunted withou t finding a sign of a rabbit. Then Belle gave
tongue; Clyde harked to her, quickly trailed to a start and
easily outstripped his kennel mate in the run to the wall.

Belle drove true and steadily, but was much too slow for

Clyde. Up at 2:40. Clyde won first and Belle Ross reserve.

This run brought the trials to an end, as there were no
entries in the brace or pack stakes, and but one, Louie Fitz
Lee, in the endurance stake. The judges then awarded the
specials as noted below.

SPECIAL PRIZES.

Most musical voice, Rockland Beagle Kennels' Jack Ban-
nerman, .

Most accurate trailing. Forest Beagle Kennels' June Rose.
Most effective ranging, H. A. P. Smith's Louie Fitz Lee.
Most stylish worker, Thomas Shallcross's Buckshot.
Best starter, H. A. P. Smith's Louie Fitz Lee.
Greatest sustained speed, H. A. P. Smith's Louie Fitz Lee.
Best Derby entry bred by owner, Thomas Shallcross's

Buckshot.
Best All-Age entry bred by owner, Middleton Kennels'

Model. Bradley.
• • • •

The record made at theBrunswick Fur Club field trials by
Logan, whose picture we print to-day, places him among the
notable hounds of the country. His winnings at North Ac-
ton, Mass., were first in trailing, speed, tonguing and style;

second in endurance and third in hunting. He has won the
highest honors in the foxhound world for '93, and his owners,
Messrs. A. B. F. Kinney and John M. White, Worcester,
Mass. , are to be congratulated in the possession of so fine a
hound to lead their well-known pack.

New York Yacht Racing' Association.

A MBKTiNG of the New York Y. R. A. was held at O'NeiU's, Sixth
avenue and Twenty-second street, on Nov. 10, Com. B. F. Sutton, the
president, being in the chair. When the meeting was called to order
delegates from the following fourteen clubs were found present:
Audubon, Bayonne, Brooklj'n, Columbia, Harlem. Hudson River,
Indian Harbor, Jersey City, New Jersey, Oceanic, Shrewsbury. Staten
Island Athletic, Tappan Zee and Yonkers Corinthian yacht clubs.
The minutes of the previous meeting were read and approved. The
report of the treasurer as submitted showed a balance after all debts
were paid of $101.
The resignation of the Bayswater Y. C, of Bayswater, h. I., was

read and accepted. It wonld seem that at a meeting of this associa-
tion held iust before its Labor Day regatta a resolution was intro-
duced and adopted concerning a proposed regatta that was to bo held
by the club on Labor Day. The resolution disapproved of such
regatta. The resignation was undoubtedly the result of such action.
The Newark Bay Yacht Club of Bayonne, New Jersey, and the North

Shrewsburry Yacht Club of Red Bank, N. J., having disbanded, were
dropped from the association.
The more important feature of the meeting was the report of the

Regatta Committee, which was read by its chairman, Mr. George E.
Qartland. A synopsis of the report follows :

The Committee says that •' 141 entries had been received, 12 less than
last year ;

" that it is to be regretted that the tide did not serve the
contestants on their return, that while last year everything was in its

favor there being a good southerly breeze and the tide serving, this
year although the start was with the tide it did not run long enough
to be of much service to the large yachts that were compelled to sail

the longer courses. With a breeze the race could have been finished
by sunset, but the Committee were compelled to remain until after
12 P. M.
The report also calls attention to the two recent storms just pre-

vious to the regatta, asci-ibing to them the keeping away through
partial or total loss of at least .35 starters, considering which fact, the
actual number of starters, 75, was a very good showing.

It goes on to say that the preparatory signal was given at 11:40
A. M. and Classes A to H, 1 to 5 and 6 to 10 were started at intervals of 10
minutes thereafter, the handicap signal being given at 12:20 P. M. The
wind at the start was west by north, weather clear, tide last of ebb.
The wind gave every promise of increasing, there being a good breeze
in the LTpper Bay that completely died out by sunset. It also calls at-
tention to the feet that many of the contestants turned the Bell Buoy
just below Swinburne Island instead of the Swash Channel red bell
buoy, and says that no excuse can he made for this mistake, as the
circulars contamed full, clear and complete description and diagram
of the course.

It speaks of three protests having been received, the first by Mr.
Louis Wunder, of Vixen, against Lurline, Mr B Barnett claiming the
Lurliue did not go the full course.
The second was by Lizzie F., of the Hudson River Club, againsi

Maud M., Harlem Club, in which same claim as first protest was made.
The third was by John A. Cameron against Clara S., both of Hudson

Biver Club, making same claim as two former protests.

The committee sustained all three protests, and awarded the race
and prizes to Vixen, Lizzie F. and John A. Cameron respectively. The
committee disqualified the cabin cat Willie K. and op^n cat Little Dean
for fouling the stakeboat at the flDish, but says chat the result was not
affected by their disqualification. The following were named as prize
winners:
Class A—Com. B. F. Sutton's Loyal over Com. A. J. Prime's Florida

by 3h. 7m. 4iioS.

Class E -Mr. J. G. Meehan's Fair Wind, Brooklyn Y. C. over May B.
by;3;to 13',oS-
Class F—Kx-Coni. J. T. Lalor's Peerless, Harlem Y. C, over Henry

Ward Beecher by 3m. 12s
Class 6—Mr. C. Wunder's Vixen over Star by ah. 6m 45»,oS.
Class 1—Mr. M. Flynn's Lizzie F., H. K. Y. C, only boat sailing

proper course
Class 2—Mr J. JlcCarthy's John A. Cameron, H. R. Y. C, only boat

sailing- proper course.
Class 4—Ml- ^V. E Elsworth's Mary. Bayonne Y. C, only boat fin-

ishing in this cIa^s,

Class 5—Vice-Com F. M, Randall's Hit or Miss, Pavonia Y. C, wins
from Surprise by aim. STs.

Class 7—Noraiati. Jlr. George Hansen, H Y C, wins, her competi-
tor, Edna, Messrs. Dickson & Kelloek, Y. C Y, C, not crossing fin-

ishing line.

Class S—J. M. Sawyer, Jr.'s, Arrow, Shrewsfeury Y. C, wins from
Pa.ullne B. by 13m. IS^ioS.
Class 9—S. W. Roof, Jr.'s, Gertrude A. wins from Harry C Miner

by 18m. 7'ioS.
Class 10—F. Fabian's Chip, Bayonne Y. C, over Crest by 4m. 45', oS.

Of the eighteen classes, there were entries in all and starters in all

but class B. No boats in classes C or 6 finished, and in c'asses D the
Avalon, H the Bessie and 1 Mosquito, sailed over, and under the rules
are not entitled to a prize, but the committee have awarded them the
pennant in their respective classes.

The expenses of the committee were §187.42, the principal item be-
ing S111.G9 for printing. The total expenses of the regatta were
S544 48, receipts from all sources S416, leaving a deficit of 5128.48. This
deficit may be slightly reduced. The committee say further that
under the conditions this is an excellent showing when we take into
consideration the absorbing interest manifested in the trial and inter-

naiional races, the general depression of business, and the two severe
storms, all of which tended to distract attenciou and lessen interest,
and conclude by coograiulatiug the association on the successful ter-

mination of its fifth annual regatia. The report was signed by Mr.
Garllaud, Judge Charles E. Simms, Jr,, and Wm. Cagger.
A motion was made to receive and adopt the report, which was

amended by adopting all but that part relating to class 7. The amend-
ment was carried. The committee were then, on motion, thanked by
the Association.
Com. A. J. Prime, of the Y. C. Y. C ,

now rose to a question of priv-
ilege and made a statement concerning class 7 in which he claimed

that the Edna had finished properly and that sufficient evidence, in hi*

opinion, was presented to the committee to support this statement^
and that notwithstanding this alleged fact the committee had throwni

Edna out and awarded prize to another boat, and asked that it be re-

ferred to the executive committee by the regatta committee. The re-

gatta committee voted to so refer it'and asked that they be notified of

the meeting of the executive committee and be allowed to present

evidence in the matter, which request was granted.
Three very important amendments were noticed for action, but

because of the absence of two-thirds of all the clubs, it requiring 16

and 14 only being present, action was deferred. A resolution was of-

ferred by ex-Com. Prime to the effect that when this meeting adjourns
it will be to meet on Friday, December 15, 1893, and that the secretary
instruct the clubs and delegates. The resolution was adopted.

It may not be amiss to call attention to the proposed alteration to

the Constitution. Article VIII. relating to Assessments, add after the
words annual meeting "and any club failing to be represented at »
regular meeting of the Association shall be fined the sum of $1.00."

Also add the following to the clause: "Any yacht club in the Asso'
elation giving a race or regatta open to one or more clubs in the Asso-
ciation, under any rules contrary to the Association, shall be fined

such a sum as the delegates of the Association shall determine."
We question whether the adoption of the above would be a wise

move, as it is certainly an innovation, and tends to conflict -with th»
individual rights of the clubs to hold races under special conditions.

American Model Y. C.

PROSPECT PARK—BROOKLYN.
Tuesday, Nov. 7.

A PAIR breeze of wind favored the model yachtsmen in theirllast

races of the season, being from N. E., blowing about eleven miles an
hour according to Sergt. Dunn.

It was evident by the late arrival of some of the yachtsmen that
they were detained by voting "late" and often, and great credit must
be given to Mr. Thos. Clapham in voting early and not often, thereby
arriving in good time to start his boat in her class, it being a long
journey from Glen Cove, L. I. His efforts were not without reward,
his yacht, a Clapham model through and through, winning in three
straight heats.
Neola proved that she is at the top of the heap, and it will probably

be a long time before she will be dislodged from that eminence; it

would be worth the while of some of our yacht designers to take a
look at her.
Ampere showed her speed under the skillful handling of her owner,

the little Mischief pushing her closely. Taken all in all a very pleasant
day was spent.
Next year the club will have a salt water station where the capabili-

ties of the models will be fully tested, and streaky winds will be of the
past.
Course, Southwest Cove to Point of Rocks and return, in heats, best

two out of three, distance one-half mile. Weather pleasant, wmd N.E,
about eleven miles an hour. First class:

FIRST HEAT.
Start. Finish.

Neola, J. E. Pfeiffer 1 2.3 00 1 35 50
Ohyesia, C. Van Ness 1 S3 30 1 37 56
May, H. Fisher 1 a3 12 1 36 45

SECOND HEAT.
Neola 1 40 43 1 54 10
Ohyesia 1 40 52 1 55 06
May 1 41 21 1 55 53
Second Class.—To windward 34 mile:

PniST HEAT.
Skimmaug, C. Mallory and
Thos, Clapham II 41 06 11 52 10

Marjorie, H. Fisher 11 40 45 11 51 59
Comet, Geo. W. Townley ..11 41 03 11 53 51

SECOND HEAT.
Skimmaug 12 02 33 12 11 57
Marjorie 12 02 13 13 12 28
Comet 13 03 03 12 13 14
Third Class.—Triangular. Start from buoy off club peninsula to

buoy off point at Southwest Cove, to Point of Rocks, thence to finish
off club peninsula, distance }4 mile, in heats, best two out of three:

FIRST HEAT.

Elapsed. Corrected,
12 50
14 26
13 33

18 27
14 14
14 31

11 04
11 14
11 48

9 25
10 15
10 11

12 50
14 17^
13 21

13 27
14 0514
14 19

11 29
11 89M
13 27M

9 50
10 55M
10 2514

2 35 85 2 56 20 SO 45 20 45
2 35 22 2 51 43 16 31 16 14^
2 35 23 2 53 00 17 38 17 08
2 35 40 2 54 42 19 03 18 58>^
SECOND HEAT.
3 03 09 Disqualified.
3 01 55 3 20 12 18 17 18 10^
3 01 50 3 19 48 18 18 17 48
8 02 10 3 25 18 23 08 23 Oi}4
THIRD HEAT.
3 29 02 3 52 05 23 03 23 03
3 28 45 3 46 45 18 00 17 53^
3 28 33 8 47 20 18 47 18 17
3 28 50 3 52 43 33 53 23 4934

Frank Nichols.

YACHT NEWS NOTES.
Valkyrie is now lying alongside of Utowana in Tebo's basin, her

ballast and all her fittings having been removed. The bottom inside
has been cleaned and painted with red lead, and the yacht put in

excellent condition for the -vvinter. On the north side of Tebo's new
pier lies Colonia, her mast still on end. but slushed down and carefully
canvassed. A very large number of yachts, both sail and ste^im, are
lying in this popular winter berth, and the adjoining section of South
Brooklyn is becoming quite a yachting center. Mr. Bishop, the yacht
plumber, and Mr. James Gregory, the brass worker, have established
branch stores near Twenty-third street on Third avenue. The new
drydock at Tebo"s is now in position, replacing the old one, which has
been moved to the head of the slip. The ballasting of the new one is

completed and it will soon be ready for service.

At Wintringham's yard the old building shed originally erected to
cover the Yama in building, and also the closed house built for the
Norwood, have both been torn down, and a much larger and perma-
nent building shed, completely inclosed and well lighted, has been
erected on the spot occupied by them. In this shed the cutter Gavi-
lan is hoiised for the winter. The first keel laid in the new shed will
be for a cutter of the semi-fin Wasp type, designed by Mr. Charles
Olmstead. She will be .35ft. l.w.l. and olift. over all. On the railway
is the schooner Iroquois, being scaled and repainted. The usual num-
ber of yachts are laid up in the basin.

The Treasury Department has decided in the case of Mr. Geo. H.
Thornton, No. 79 White Building, Buffalo, that a sailing skiff 2lx4ft.
beam, to be used as a pleasure boat, is, if made in Canada and brought
to the United States, subject to duty according to component material
of chief value. Such classification is made by the collector of customs
at the port of entry, subject to the protest of the importer and ulti-

mate decision by the Board of General Appraisers at New York and
the courts.—Jlfarine Journal.

Yankee Doodle, the fast launch buUt by McBride Bros., of Philadel-
phia has recently been launched after being on the dock for about
seven weeks for important alterations, including a new engine, her
wheel is of bronze, three bladed, 34in. diameter, and is expected to
make 600 revolutions.

The wrecked steam yacht Feiseen, recently purchased by the repre-
sentatives of the Brazilian Government, has been rebuilt at Wood &
Sons yard. City Island, the work being hurried as much as
possible, 28 men being employed on her. She is now 7ft. longer, or
85fi. over all. She has been flttPd with a steel conning tower of J^in.
plates, in place of her pilot house, and on this conning tower a
machine-gun has been mounLed. On the deck forward of the tower
is a Howell-Hotchkiss torpedo gun, carrying an 18in. torpedo, and on
the deck aft is a one-pounder Hotchldss rapid fire gnn, on a cone
mount. Provision has been made for carrying two torpedoes in ad-
dition to the one carried in the gun. The steam yacht Nada, sister to
Feiseen and the Javelin hare also been purchased and will be similarly
equipped. In addition to these three a Yarrow torpedo boat is ex-
pected this week from England.

Bouncers.
RosLYN, L. L, Nov. 9.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: I notice that
several papers, in reporting the fall regajta of the Brooklyn Model Y
C. at Prospect Park on Nov. 7, give the name of the winner in Class 2,
as "Nameless." I entered and sailed this boat as the Skimmaug.
Why she is called Nameless in the reports I do not know. The Skim-
maug was built by me last winter from the lines of the Bouncer, which
distanced all competitors, and was the first of the shovel-nosed" type
ever designed for racing and cruising purposes. The Bouncer was a
centerboard boat, and won all her races without shifting ballast. The
Rkimmaug was designed to test the Bouncer model with a weighted
fin-keel, and her performance of last Tue.sday proves it to be probably
better adapted to that questionable method ot acquiring power with-
out paying for it than any other form of boat. These boats sail over
the water, not through it. The Skimmaug is of the following dimen-
sions: Length over all 59in., length on waterline 44in., extreme beam
loin., draft of hull proper 2iD., depth of fin 9in She is uncapsizabl
and unsinkable. Thomas Clapham,
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Secretaries of canoe clubs are requested to send to Torbst and
Stream their addresses, with name, membership, signal, etc.. of their
clubs, and also notices in advance or meetings and races, and report of
the same. Canoeists and all interested in canoeing are requested to
forward to Foebst and Stream their addresses, with logs of cruises,
maps, and Information concerning their local waters, drawings or
descriptions of boats and fittings, and all items relating to the sport.

The annual meeting of the A. C. A. executive committee was marked
by a rather more businesslike mode of procedure than is usually the

case, and the work of the committee was carried out very thoroughly
and completely. Each matter which was brought up was very thor-

oughly discussed before final action was taken, all present being per-

mitted to express their views. Apart from the various changes in

the rules, the present condition and the prospects of the Association
were discussed at length, the question of a semi-permanent camp
receiviog a good deal of attention.

This same question is likely to become a vital issue in the near
future, as many old members hold that the moving from place to

place each year, while not realizing the theoretical benefits expected
from it, involves a very large annual expenditure and also an amount
of labor on the part of the officers which would be greatly lessened if

the meets were held for a period of years in the same place. On the

other hand, many uphold the present system as fairer to each locality

and as bringing new members into the Division in which the meet
happens to be held. As far as the question of membership Is involved,

we are of the opinion that the transient gain in the shape of men who
join for one meet and are not heard of again, will be more than offset

by the men who will join because the Association is strong, vigorous
and active, and who will come to meets wherever they may be held

because they are good meets and make a most enjoyable outl

ing at a small expense. Besides this class of new members, a
meet in the same place for several years is likely to attract ihe

old members by Its convenience and low cost, thus retaining as active

participators in each meet many who have found the annual expedition

from place to place to be entirely too expensive. One leading feature

of the fixed camp would be the construction of two or three necessary
buildings, kitchen, mess shed and ice house, by the Association, and
the use of one of these for the storage of members' effects, tents,

tent fioors, cots and perhaps an open canoe, from year to year, thus
doing away with one of the most troublesome and expensive items of
transportation. Many a man who now hesitates about going to a
meet on account of past experience of the great expense and trouble,

would decide in a moment if he knew that his tent, tent floor and cot

were already on the ground and could be made ready within an hour
after his arrival.

It goes without saying that one radical feature of this plan would
be the prohibition of all cottages and wooden buildings, and the rigid

enforcement of the rule that tents only would he allowed on the

property. Against the scheme is urged the experiences of the West-
ern Canoe Association at Ballast Island, but the cases are by no means
parallel. Ballast Island is a small summer settlement of cottages, ex.

isting as such long before the Western Canoe Association was formed.
On the island there is no room for camping or camp life, and the
neighboring islands offer the attractions of summer hotels and large

ballrooms. In the event of the selection of a permanent or semi-
permanent site for an A. C. A. camp, every precaution would be taken
to secure an isolated locality, apart from hotels and aottages, 'and to
preserve this isolation as long as possible. If it should be decided to

purchase instead of leasing the property, then any improvement in

the neighborhood which would make it too public for a camp would
almost of necessity be accompanied by an increase of value in the
land, which might be sold, and a new and more distant site purchased.

A balance in the A. C. A. treasury is a novelty that is likely to be
fully appreciated by the members, as it is some years since anything
of the kind has been seen. The very expensive meets of the Atlantic

and Eastern Divisions in 1890-91 left a heavy debt which was only
wiped out by the strenuous exertions of Com. Winne in 1893, leaving

an empty treasury to the incoming administration. In resigning their

offices. Com. Cotton and Sec'ty-Treas. Burns turn over to their succes-

sors a sum of nearly S.300, with some assets which makes the real

balance still greater. A meet near New York is likely to be more
than ordinarily expensive, but we hope that the financial report for
1894 will show at least an equal balance. The work of the officers

this year is a matter for general congratulation, and we hope that it

may be many years before a deficit is again met with.

Our Trip Down the Grand.

We had been preparing for the trip and thlnlcing about it and talking
it over at morning, noon and night, until our respective wives were
nearly frantic, and we suspect looked forward to the auspicious day
witli almost as much eagerness as ourselves, although prompted by
different feelings. They longed for the respite from our incessant
boat, river and camp talk, while we looked eagerly forward to the
anticipation of our dream.
During the fall of 1893 we bought a couple of canoe yawls, 20ft x46in

with 9ft. cockpit, a boat made by a party at Traverse City. Mich who
has lived aU his life on the shores of Lake Jlichigan and wlio has
studied and experimented until his boats are as near perfection for
cruising these waters as it seems possible to make thera. Our plans
now being to invite a couple of friends and take our boats from our
busy Western city of Grand Rapids, down the Grand River to Grand
Haven, and thence to the small body of water known as Black Lake
some twenty-five miles south of Grand Haven, and which sets in some
six miles from Lake Michigan. Ye Scribe is the happy owner of a
small summer cottage situated on the south shore of the lake and
known in these parts as "The Bandbox." '

What a cold, mean, disagreeable, wet spring we have had here this
year to be sure, for weeks the sun never showing his welcome face
until we almost begin to despair of its ever getting warm. However
in desperation, we at length set it down that May 90 would certainly
find us afloat on the raging Grand, even if we had to wear our arctic
overshoes and ear muffs; and so we will pass over the time inter-
vening until the appointed morning arrived, bright, pleasant and
springlike.
The two large canoes had been stored through the wint«r in a dry

warm room, and they had not been in the water many minutes before
the unwelcome fact became evident that they both leaked, and leaked
pretty bad, too. A short trip to an adjacent tin shop supplied us
with a couple of dippers, and, after carefully stowing our manv bas-
kets of provisions and bundles of blankets, etc., so as to take the least
possible damage from the watery element, we shoved off, and in a
moment we were swiftly rushing down with the current under one of
the different bridges which span the river—a score or more of specta-
tors waving us bon voyage from the railing.
Fifteen minutes of this swift current brings us well down toward

the lower part of the city, and we soon steer both craft in to the shore
of Robang Island, where we bale out, set sails, mamsail and mizzen on
each boat, and again push out, and the hands of the town clock point
to 9:80 A. M.
Oh, what a time we did have for the next three hours! What with

leaking boats and the very meanest wind which ever blew, coming
from fully three points of the compass in as manv minutes (it is per
haps quite unnecessary to state that none of these points were over
the stern of our craft) we felt a little discouraged, and at l o'clock ran
the bows of our boats ashore below a httle patch of willows up on to
a green bank and just where a pretty little stream came tumbling

down from the higher hills beyond. We discover one bundle of blankets
are soaked, also some of the provisions, and we very soon have them
spread out on the fence drying (not the provisions, but the blankets").
We then proceed to punish a varied assortment of eatables in triie

camper's style, after which we wait under the trees for a lull in the
wind. Ye Amateur Photographer takes one or two views, and at 3
P. M. our boats are again pointed down the river. How far have M'e
proceeded on our way, do I hear some one ask? Well, really that is a
rather ticklish question; but if yon must know, we are just five miles
from our starting point, and we expect to reach Black Lake to-mor-
row night. The wind is not as vexatious now, it blows from one direc-
tion at a time for several minutes, so that during the next hour a
number of miles are reeled off. The boats are not leaking quite as
badly, although very far from dry yet.
The early evening finds us some two miles above the village of La-

ment, which is about twenty miles from our starting place. We hold
a council of war under a shady hill as to whether to go into camp at
once or to proceed toward Lament.
About a week before our start ye Scribe had evolved a stunning

plan for a canoe tent, his idea being to set this tent over the 9 foot
cockpit, and thus form a very snug little berth for two on the floor of
the boat. The tent had been finished at the last moment, at a consid-
erable expense, and safely stowed under the after deck; but when the
"leaking business" commenced was transferred to the top of the deck,
from whence, during some of the morning buffeting with wind and
wave, it had no doubt slipped off, unobserved, into the river, as it now
was very painfully conspicuous by its absence.
Adding this disaster to the wet boats and the wet bed clothes, we

CAMP AT LAMONT.

decided to push on down the river, and just before dusk our two boats
are on the bank at Lament. The inevitable youngster appeared ten
seconds after our landing, and to our inquiry as to whether there was
a hotel nearj answered in the affirmative. Ye Scribe and his first mate
at once started off under the leadership of the youthful inhabitant,
and after walking in our wet shoes what seemed an interminable dis-
tance we had the "hotel" pointed out to us—a neat white building set
well back from the street and surrounded by a number of apple trees,
a porch, or as lit would be termed in the South, a "gallery," ran the
entire length of the house.
We mounted the steps, and looking through the screen door, a cosy

and comfortable looking room, lighted by a kerosene lamp, met our
view. Our repeated knockings, however, met with no response.
"Blamed funny hotel," remarked the First Mate. Ye Scribe, who was
cold and wet and hungry, said, "Yep, very funny." First Mate
shinned aroimd the house to a large barn, but not a sign of a proprie-
tor. "Well, gee whiz," again remarked First Mate, "this is the fun-
niest deal I ever struck. What shall we do?" I had thought I heard
voices over across the street, and I started in that direction, leaving
the First Mate to capture the landlord if he appeared during my ab-
sence. A short walk brought me across the yard and the wide street,
where down a short distance I found three or four old men sitting on

"those ONE-MINUTE TASKS."

the ground with theirTbacks against the fence, evidently engaged in
some weighty discussion.

I at once inquired if they could inform me as to who ran the "hotel'
across the way.
"Why yes," answered an old man at the end of the row, "an old

covey by the name of keeps it."

"Ah, does he live very near here?" I inquired.
"Why yes," came the reply, "fact is I'm him; thought the old

woman was over there," and getting on to his feet, we trudged across
the street, making arrangements as we went for supper and accommo-
dation for four weary travelers through the night.
By this time it was about dark, so we made as quick time as pos-

sible back to the landing, only to find our companions had decided to
row across the river and camp out for the night. We tried to per-
suade them to take up their abode at "the hotel, ' but, as their boat
had not leaked as badly as ours, and as they had managed to keep
their bedclothes dry, they determined to try the camp; so we turned
our own boat over to them for protection and trudged back to the
hotel, stopping on the way long enough to buy a couple pair of dry
socks, of which we stood sadly in need.
We at length reached our haven and before many minutes, with

well washed faces and hands and our feet encased in warm drv socks,
we drew our chairs up to a truly welcome repast. Hot tea, good
bread and butter, cold corned beef, plum sauce, cheese and cake soon
played their part so well that our hard day's work with wind and
weather and leaky boats passed into the land of "the things that were"
and we felt serenely happy.
The landlord and his wife, with a boy, their grandson, appeared to

be the entire houseiiold, and we soon discovered the landlord to be
quite a character in his way. He had moved into this neighborhood,
so he told us, in '46, and was evidently a walking encyclopaedia of the
surrounding country. I asked him if he was in Lamout when the
bridge was built across the river.
"Oh. yes," he replied, "it was built in '68."

1 told him my father-in-law was the contractor who built the bridge,
"What, Mr. B.f" he asked.

"Yes," I answered, "did you know him?"
"No," he said, "I dare say I have spoken to him when the bridge

was being built, but I would not know him now."
After musing a few minutes be remarked, "That puts me in mind.

There's an old fellow lives just a little way down the street—odd old
fellow, deaf as a door-post now—makes guns—rifles—never sells any
that I ever heard of, he's got a lot of 'em'now. They are heavy rifles—carry a four ounce ball—about such guns as the fellers use who go
to kill elephants and tigers and lions down in Africa. Can't imagine
what he makes sich guns for, but I guess he is 'a little cracked in the
upper story.' I asked him once what in thtnider he was going to do
with his guns? He told me he guessed some day he would take 'em
up to Duluth or Minneapolis and see if he couldn't sell 'em. I told him
there wasn't any elephants around Duluth to kill—but about the
bridge

—

"About the time the bridge was begun tliis same old feller started
off to git married, he was going to marry some girl down in Ohio.
He didn't though—no—cum back without her. He said the girl
wanted him to be married by a Catholic priest and he didn't want to
be married by a Catholic priest, and besides he said if he 'give in' to
her the first thing he would have to give in right along, an' so they
didn't splice, and he came back here and settled down right over
where he is now, fooling along making guns. Well, about tivelve
years after that I was over talking to him one day and something
wuz said about the bridge, when he told me he never see the bridge.
'Never see the bridge,' says I, 'why what you been doing here these
twelve years?'

with our host that the man was probably "a little cracked."
I cannot take the space to tell all the History our landlord gave us,

but at length we grew sleepy listening to how he built a lumber wagon
one winter which he used for two or three years and then sold, and it
had been running right along for thirty-.six years, and for all he could
see it would last thirty-six years more—"looked pretty tough—wheels
were dished some " but "it was a might good wagon yet," etc.
We had promised to put in an appearence at the landing at 6 A. M.

the next day, and just one minute after that time found us hustling
our boats down the steep bank where lay the boats all in ship shape,
the leaks evidently swelled up and our companions waiting for us.
They had erected a tent, using the mainsail of one of the boats, lash-
ing together the handles of two pair of oars, spreading apart the
blades in the dry grass and laying the boom across the crossed han-
dles with the head of the sail sloping back to the ground, the ends
filled in with brush, etc.—a good camp-fire right in front, which, re-
flecting its heat from the sail down on to the weary campers, they
slept like lords—warm and dry. Several juvenile inhabitants crossed
the river in boats and paid them a visit, lured no doubt by the fire.
Boys, bonfires and boats have a natural affinity, and are drawn toward
each other as naturally as the magnet draws the needle.
Again we are on the move. A light breeze comes fitfidly from the

way we are going, but we depend on an "ashen" or rather a "spruce"
breeze for the first hour, then the breeze gradually freshens, we take
in the oai-s and begin the rather discouraging task of "beating" down
the river. However, our boats prove themselves flyers and we do not
despair of reaching our destination, Black Lake, by nightfall. What
a glorious morning it was—the trees just freshly clad in their spring
suit of vivid green, tlie banks and fields stretching away back from
the river; great green pal;ches of velvet grass, the spring flowers show-
ing along the banks—cowslips and honeysuckle, and I remember sail-
ing along a stretch of at least half a mile where the bank rose abruptly
from the river perhaps 7 or 8ft., and along the top the entire distance
shone among the green grass thousands upon thousands of the pretty
white "wake robin" or trilllum.
And the birds, the birds, the birds 1 It seemed as though every tree

held a congregation. The robins with their gurgling notes; thephcebe
bird with his phaibe-phcvbe ascending and descending note; occasion-
ally the brilliant oriole with his full, deep song; and the catbird with
his querulous, genuine mockingbird palaver. It seems to me when
I listen to this mockingbird of the North that he is always just "get-
ting ready" to sing—tuning up. as it were. Whenever we passed the
low-lying meadows we would find the bobolinks in countless numbers,
and yet some pessimist wiU ask, "Is hfe worth living?" To such an
one we say, "Go out into the woods on a bright spring morning and get
your answer from the trees and the flowers and the birds."
By 9 o'clock our breeze is pretty steady and strong, although dead

against us Along the river on either side are fishermen and fisher-
women and flshergirls, all intent on capturing the finny denizens.
Even if we had the time, there is not one in our party who can lay
claim to even being a passably good fisherman; to use the phrase of
the street gamin, the fish are all evidently "dead on to us," and our
bad luck to a man is proverbial.
Our companions are perhaps half a mile ahead, and we all at once

notice as they near the shore that they are holding a short talk with a
large, roughly-dressed man, who is standing on a low dock at the edge
of the river. He shouts something after them in German as they come
about and recede from the shore, and a moment later begins to dance
around on the dock and sing some rollicking German air in a rich,
melodiotis baritone voice. We at once decide him to be, as our host
at Lament would say, "a little cracked," and so are not surprised at
his actions or conversation as we direct our helm so as to bring our
boatxlose in to where he is still clumsily pirouetting around the dock.
As we approach he stops his dancing and asks earnestly, "Where you
go, ah?"
"Oh," we reply," we are going to Grand Haven."
He says nothing in reply until we have come about and are leaving

him, then he shouts witn strong German accent:
"Gotag to Grand Haven, eh, veil. Grand Haven ish a pritty blace,

ha, ha, ha," and he goes off into hearty laugh. Then suddenly he
shouts after us, "Who vas der richest man, eh?"
My companion cries back, ",ray Gould !" and the reply comes back:
"Shay Glould? Nein. Jesus Christ vas der richest man," and he

stands silently watching UK until we are out of sight. Poor fellow.
We wonder if he enjoys with his clouded mind the glorious sunshine
and the green fields and trees and birds as we do this lovely morning.
The river grows deeper as we proceed, the wind stiffens until, timing

our boat in her reaches, we find in the narrower portions of the river
we make the tack from bank to bank in just a minute. It goes with-
out saying that at these points we are kejjt pretty busy and have little
time in wlbich to admire the scenery. Further on, however, when
nearing Spring Lake, we come to some long, wide turns, which give
us two or three long reaches of perhaps a mile or more each. We
pass several abandoned saw miUs \vhere our Western lumber barons
have piled uj) theii' big round dollars, even as their workmen have
piled up the big stacks of pine lumber oh the many docks which here
line the shores.
About 1 P. M. we land on one of the slab docks and eat a hurried

lunch. We are nearing Lake Michigan. The breeze is stiff, and we
are anxious to get away on our lake trip of twenty-three miles from
Grand Haven to Black Lake. We find, on again taking to the boats,
that the breeze has grown yet stronger. M'e are delayed a few min-
utes to wait for the swinging of the bridge to enable us to pass, but
are soon rapidly nearing the huge sand dunes which stretch along the
shore of Lake Michigan. We now meet and pass many boats of every
description, from the simple row boat to the huge lumber barge whose
bow cuts the waters of all our chain of lakes. The wind is now steady
and strong, and we sing out to the other boat, asking if it would not
be well to reef before getting out into the big lake. They think, how-
ever, we can do it jnst as well when we reach the piers which form
the Government Channel, and so we fly along toward the channel,
through the city of Grand Haven.
As we near the channel, however, the very unwelcome fact becomes

apparent that our steady breeze which we enjoyed on the river is

evidentlv a land breeze, as Old Lake Michigan lies beyond the harbor
Eeaceful and glittering under the warm sun, and we are actually ob-
ged to resort to the oars to get our boats beyond the piers. As Koko

says in "The Mikado," "Here is a pretty state of things."
Our boats idly toss on the sun-kissed waves, and aU that, but at

present we are in no mood to be "idly tossing." Here we are twenty-
three miles from our haven, time 2:W P. M. We are all business men
and have made arrangements to be back in Grand Rapids before noon
to-morrow, and so for want of any better occupation we stiU "idly
toss."
We "scratch the mast" and "whistle" for a breeze, but all to no

purpose, and across from the other boat comes the request, ' Isn't It
time to reef?"
We at length decide to land, and as we have drifted and paddled

perhaps a couple of miles down the beach, we turn our boats shore-
ward and slowly paddle in to the hard white sand. We hold a consul-
tation and decide that as we have considerable time and pi-o visions on
hand we might get up a good dinner, and if a breeze should spring up
in the evening we could then be in good physical condition to take ad-
vantage of it, and as it would be a moonlight night could continue on
our way. So very soon a coffee pot is simmering over a beach fire,
while just below a layer of hot sand with a bed of coals on top repose
several "Murphys," while a table is improvised from slabs and drift-
wood, on it; are placed our stock of eatables—bread and butter, black-
berry jam, bologna, beans, bananas, corned beef, cake, crackers, eggs
(hard-boiled), sardines, water. We have not been able so far co gain
any believers to our statement as to carrying the latter article, but
nevertheless it is a fact. Of cotu*se you know as well as we do that
the sun coming down on the water does burn a person's nose terribly,
but it seems as though all our relatives and friends have forgottien
this fact. Well, there is no use in talking, we did have a great dinner.

"Oh, who can clog the hungry edge of appetite
By bare imagination of a feast?"
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Not we forsooth, for surely there was no need of exercising our
Imagination. The food was there, also the appetite, and how the
victuals disappeared.
The long afternoon at length reached an end. With everything taut

and trim, our dunnage safely stowed, we waited for the favoring
breeze, but it came not, and so at 7:.30 we pushed ofE v.-itii sails all set.

but with a man in each craft wielding the oars. Occasionally a little

breath of air would come from the land and drive us on our way only
to die away again, when we would resume the oars, and thus we went
until about 9 oclock, when a smart little breeze came over our beam
and we spun along merrily for about 20 minutes, when again it died
away, and we had just manned the oars when we felt the breeze again
freshen, and this time it stayed by us steady and strong, at times
driving us ahead furiously, then settling back into a steady, whole-
some breeze.
The North Star was directly over our stem. We could easily make

out the line of the shore on our left as we sped southward. The
moon was about half fuU and slowly sailed her way through the arch
above us. We expected to reach the Holland Piers, the entrance to
to Black Lake Harbor, before the moon sank below the horizon, and
we kept an anxious eye out for the red harbor Ught on Holland Pier.

The revolving light at Grand Haven showed plainly behind us and we
could see the hghts of some large steamer as she steamed out into the
Lake bound no doubt for Chicago or Milwaukee. It was, of course,
too dark to see our companion boat more than 500 or 600ft., and as she
proved a faster sailer than our boat, we kept within hailing distance
most of the time, so as to ready to heJp each other in case of any ac-
cident.

It must have been nearly 11 o'clock when we first sighted the Hol-
land Light, a mere red speck on the horizon, and if we allowed our
eyes to wander from it we would be obliged to search a considerable
time before sighting it again. Gradually, however, the light grew
more distinct as the lights at Grand Haven faded from view, but it

(lid seem as though we never would reach the pier. From keeping my
eyes on the light ahead and consequently holding my head in one posi-
tion, the back of my neck at length got very tired and painful, as weU
as my right arm and shoulder from holding the tUler.
The moon sank lower and lower until at about 12:.30 she disappeared

from view in a mass of haze cloiids, presenting a most wondrous and
weird scene of beauty. Our companion craft occasionally falling
behind us and then forging ahead, with her two white sails shining
indistinctly in the uncertain light, reminded one forcibly of Maryatt's
phantom ship the Flying Dutchman.
At 1:15 A. M. we made the pier, and we found it hard and dark work

beating our way through the channel and up into Black Lake. It was,
however, familiar waters and at just 2:lS we grounded our boats on
the sand in front of the Band Box We had now been going twenty
hours since our start at Lament and were almost too tired to tell our
own name. It took but a few minutes to open up the hospitable
doors of our little hotel, less time to build a warm fire in the httle box
stove in the corner of the main room, put fresh sheets on a couple of
beds, and just three minutes after our heads struck the pillow we
were in the land of dreams.

"Who'er has traveled life's dull round,
Where'er his stages may have been,

May sigh to think he still has found
The warmest welcome at an inn."

The foUowing morning when I awoke I reached for my watch, and
looking at it, I nudged my bedfellow and asked him, "D., what time do
you think it is?"'

After getting his faculties collected, he made reply, "Well, about
half-past?."
Poor fellow, he made all his arrangements before leaving home to

take the 9:40 A. M. train from Holland for Muskegon. My reply par-
alyzed him. "Just 10 o'clock."
We soon have the coffee pot simmerme on the httle stove and pro-

ceed to fish out the remnants of our various viands. We find a consid-
erable supply still on hand, but the supply dimim'shes perceptibly
before our campers' appetites.
We now pull the two boats up on the beach, clean them out thor-

oughly, stow them away safely in our 16X24 boat house, during which
procedure we hail a small passing steam yacht and make a bargain
with the captain to land us at Holland dock in time for the afternoon
train to Grand Rapids.
Well, take it all through, our trip has been a success. The wind was

certainly against us most of the time, but we had good weather, and
have added another leaf to memory's pleasant pages; and none of us
need have a fear of straining the covers of our book of life by binding
in too many of such leaves. J. B. B.

The A. C. A. Reports.
In addition to the reports of the Divisions, published last week, wn

print the following reports of the secretary-treasurer and regatta
committee.
Through an error the new amendment creating a board of trustees

was published last week in the form in which it was first published in

the Forest and Stream, and not as it was passed. The correct
amendment is printed herewith:

REGATTA COMMITTEE REPORT.
Dr. Or.

E. H. Barney, Cash $10 00 Oldnere & Horn, flags §10 00
F. S. Rathbun 5 00 Mrs. Strachan, silk flags. ... 15 00
Paul Butler 6 00 Mrs. Strachan, 5 bunting flags 5 00
Brooklyn C. C 5 00 W. Robinson, silk flag. 5 00
Yonkers C. C 5 00 Hemenway & Son, 4 flags. . . 15 00
Mohican CO 5 00 Kingston Foundry Co., buoy
W. R. Huntington 5 00 weights 2 94
Hartford 0. 0 5 00
R. S. Oliver 5 00
Totasset CO 5 00
Balance 23 94

Oldnere & Horn, sundries... 11 00
F. A. Folger, steamer for
buoys -. 15 00

$78 94 By bal. due J. B. Carruthers 23 94

REPORT OF SECRETARY-TREASURER OF A. C. A., 1893.

Hemenway & Son's bill for $3,50 was paid out of balance, $1.58, and
85 received from one of last year's ads, in Year Book, making actual
cash balance from last year C1892) S3.0S.
Year Book. $424, made up as follows:

Printing and binding §348 50
Colored plates and express charges CO 60
inusic electroi ypes 12 00
Expenses (trip to Gananoque to sohcitads.) 2 90

S424 00
Receipts for advertisements $361 00
Transportation on New York Central 25 00—$386 00

Net cost of Year Book $.38 00
There was an expenditure for stamps in soliciting ads. which it was

impossible to keep separate from the general expenses; it would
probably amount to $5. which would increase the cost of the Year
Book to $43.
Code Signals.—Two hundred of these were procured from the Atlan-

tic Division and paid for to J. C. Rankin & Co,, the printers. Only a
few were sold, $4.20 being the receipts. Some were used and the
balance sent to the librarian with other property from the camp.
Gamp expenses were made up as follows:

Labor $149 35
Lumber 171 30
Badges 20 70
Hardware 18 16
Tents (rent) 19 75
Flagpoles , 15 00
Freight .. 18 85
Meals for postmaster and bugler 28 00
Sundry small items , 20 99

$4H4 19
Deduct from this

Camp dues $240 00
Lumber sold in camp ,,...,..,,,, ,..„,„,„.,..,,, 217 34—$457 34

Net cost of camp...,, , $0 a5
Bank commission, S6.31. This is an item which has not appeared in

former statements, but as the bank would not collect drafts and
checks for nothing, it appeared simpler to lump the comiaissi"us in

one sum than to deduct from each pajTnent and shore credit the
amounts.
The eissets of the Association available for the use of Mr. Douglas

are:
Cash balance ,,...$189 40
Transportation on N. Y. Central ,..,„,...„ 25 00
Amount due by Northern Division „,,. 88 74
Flags and buoys from regatta committ*^e , 15 00

$318 14

Regatta committee 23 94
This amount may be decreased by the foUowing items.

Flags purchased and not used $10 00
Two barrel buoys 5 00— .15 00

Making net expenditures of regatta committee 8 94

FINANCIAL EEPORT OF SECRETARY-TREAStJRER, 1893.

To balance from former sec-
retary $1

Ferdinand & Co., 1892 5
Year Book .361

Year Book postage 21

Camp dues 240
Lumber sold in camp 217
Code books sold in camp 4
Eastern Division, .30^ 116
Atlantic Division, 30^ 88
Central Division .30;^ 50
Northern Division, on ac-
count 131

To balance
Due from Northern Div. . .

,

) 40
5 74

Hemenwaycfe Son, 1892 $3 50
Office expenses 52 52
Express charges 7 45
Forest and Stream 4 00
Year Book 424 00
Year Book postage 21 82
Code books (200) 16 00
Code books dutj; 5 60
Lease of camp site , , 1 00
Camp expenses 464 19
Insurance 2 50
Transportation 15 50
Bank commissions 6 56
Regatta committee 23 94
Engraving paddling trophy.. 1 ''O

Balance.^. 189 40

$12:38 98

$278 14 " By balance (total) $278 14

The correct amendment reads as follows:
*

Board of Oovemors.—Sv.c. 4. In each division at its next annual
meeting the active members thereof shall elect in the same manner as
their regular ofiQcers, one member of that division to serve on the
board of governors of the Association, whose duty it shall be to have
general control of the funds and finances of the Association. The
board of governors at their first meeting shall by lot determine their
terms of office, one to retire on Nov. 1, 1895, one to retire on Nov. 1.

1896, one to retire on Nov. 1. 1895, and one to retire on Nov. 1, 1898, and
thereafter all members shall be elected for a term of four years or
untU their successors are elected. The commodore shall be a member
ex-officio.
Duties.—Sec. 5. It shall he the duty of the board of governors to

appropriate and apportion suitable sums to the officers and commit-
tees for necessary expenses for the running of the association and the
meets, etc.. from the finances in the hands of the secretary-treasurer,
and the Association shall not be responsible for any amount in excess
of the sums so appropriated. They shall hear and determine all ques-
tions of dispute on appeal from the decisions of the regatta or execu-
tive committees when referred to them.
Quorum —Sec. 6. At all meetings of the board of governors three

shall be necessary to make a quorum, but in the event of the absence
of any member from any cause, the executive committee of the same
division from which he comes may select any other member of the
Association to represent him during his disability only, and in the event
of a vacancy occurring, the same shall be filled for the unexpired term
by the active members of the division in the same manner as for a full

term.
Meetings.—Sec. 7. The stated meetings of the board of governors

shall be held during the annual meeting of the Association in August,
and at the annual meeting of the executive committee in November,
but special meetings may he held at any other times and places at the
call of the president or at the request of three members of the board.

Officers.—Sec. 8. The officers of the board shaU be president and
recordar, whose duties shall be as in other organizations, and they
shall be chosen annually at the stated meeting in camp.

EXPERT RIFLEMEN.
Wissel's Cypress HiUs Park was on Nov. 7 the scene of the most

successful and best contested rifle tournament ever shot in this coun-
try. The riflemen engaged in the contest were the representatives
from the most prominent shooting societies in New York, New Jersey
and Connecticut, Not since the summer of 18S6 has New York seen
so many expert riflemen engaged in a contest for championship hon-
ors as were gathered together on Tuesday.
The match in 1886 brought together twenty-five contestants who

were at that time the best in the country. The match on Tuesday in-

cluded the moft expert of those engaged in the contest in 1886, as well
as many new candidates for championship honors, who have become
prominent since the last contest.
From New York, New Jersey and Connecticut came the entries,

and included the best marksmen of the many societies located in these
States. The magnitude of the entries was a great surprise to every
one, Even our working committee hardly dared to hope for an entry
equal to that of 1886. But like everything else that seems to be a suc-
cess, when our local shooters found that everybody w^as going in then
they also, even the lamentors, began to climb over one another in
their haste to get in, with the result of 38 paid entries on Saturday
night, Nov. 4
As early as 8.30 A. M. the expectant riflemen began to arrive in the

park, and when the hour for opening the shoot dfew near the shoot-
ing house was well filled and the riflemen present were busily engaged
in getting themselves as well as their rifles into shooting trim.
The preliminaries preparatory to the opening of the match were

very much simplified by Dr. J. A. Boyken, who after Mr. PISisted bad
called the shooters to order to elect a committee to take charge of
the shoot, made the motion that inasmuch as the organizers of the
shoot had brought it to a successful head, that they be requested to
finish their work by continuing their good work.
This motion seemed to meet the desires of all present, and Messrs.

C. G. and B. Kettler and Plaisted were requested to act as the commit-
tee of the shoot.
Promptly at the time set (10 A. M.J the contest was started. The

shooting house contains ten shooting stands, eight of which were oc-
cupied by the shooters in toe match. They were distributed three
and four on a target. At most all shooting contests there are sure to
be incidents of a more or less humorous nature.
M. Harrington of the N. Y. Rifle Club on his first shot, being in a

state of mental aberration, neglected to insert a bullet in his barrel,
the result was a goose egg. Mr. Harrington felt that he had received
what the pugihsts call a knock out blow, and he was inclined to retire
from the contest then and there, but on the advice of a bystander that
he still had ninety-nine shots to score with, he reconsidered the mat-
ter. Another contestant who Struck ill liick on his first shot was
Wm. C. Collins of the GieetivUle (N.J.) Rifle Club; m his case the rifle

was properly loaded, and, as the shooter claimed, properly held, but
the marker at the target was unable to locate the shot, and Mr. Col-
hns was forced to accept a goose egg for a starter. To a young shooter
hke Collins, this experience was a decided "Douche" to his ambitions,
but William has plenty of grit in his personahty, and a little upset of
that nature was only an incident to be soon forgotten. Collins again
stumbled on his tenth shot, making another miss, here was more dis-
com-agement for him, but from this point on to the end he kept his
shots on the target.
We noticed that all of the contestants from the expert down to the

lay shooter were at times disiuciined to accept the results of the mark-
ers' showing, but during the day there was not one who had faith in
himseJf or his rifle to risk challenging the markers' showing.
There is a rule among the New York shooters which is enforced at

all shoots, that if a shooter doubts the correctness of the marking at
the target, he can, on depositing Si with the committee, challenge the
marking and have it investigated. If the shooter's challenge is sus
tained his $1 is returned to him, otherwise he forfeits it. All riflemen
know the imcertainty and the eccentricities of the lubricated hullet in
cold dry weather. It requires the best kind of management upon the
part of"the shooter at such times to keep his rifle in normal conditiun.
and his temper as well. All riflemen are afflicted with streaks of
crankiness in their nature, and like the cracks in the weather board,
the older (in experience) the|shooter the more pronounced become his
crankiness. But on Tuesday the most that could be heard from any
of the contestants was a quiet growl over the results of an unfortunate
shot, and when the eccentricities of the buUets became too pro-
uoimced, Che individual would lay aside his rifle and seek out .John
Wissel, who seemed to be possessed with the means to remove the
wrinkles from his countenance and return him to his work with re-
newed spirit. And thus the day roUed on, here and there a shooter
rolling up good scores and building "p hopes for champion honors,
and at other times cast down by the success of some other contestant
in the race.

It was expected that the contest would result in a new record being
made, but such was not the case. That no new record was made was
due to Che lateness of the season, and also to the fact that those from
whom the breaking of the records was looked for were under too high
a tension. The contest in many respects resembled an individual race
and each contestant was sinched to the last degree. Fred. C. Ross,
Brooklyn's favorice rifleman, led his competitors, and at the close of
the contest he was 13 points ahead of M. Dorrler. with a total of 2194.
His last single score for the Wissel Trophy was 229,

THE WISSKL TROPHY.

The hopes and asph-ations of all of the contestants centered in the
Diamond L>jcket. presented by Jlr. Wissel. The first man in the group
to show up as a likely candidate was C. G. Zetler. This old shooter
started off in the race hke the old racer chat he used to be, but like
maD7 another, the pace was too hot for him, and at the flniah 0. Q.

was in the rear with the other unfortunates who had found the pace
too hot and the distance too far.

The next man to show in front was Henry Holges, with the fine
score of 229. Many thought that this score must remain high, and Mr.
Holges was the recipient of many congratulations from those present.
Whatever Holges' innerfeelings may have been, he openly expressed

his belief that the Trophy would never come his way. In this he was
right, for not long afterward Louis Flach succeeded in putting up 230,
which proved to be the high score of the day. This score was fol-

lowed by another made by Chas. Hutch.
Fred Ross had a grand opporttmity at one time in the race. He had

a possible 234 on the ninth shot. A twenty-one w^ould tie and a twenty-
two meant victory. The result of his shot was a twenty; total 329,
one point behind the leaders.
After each man had finished his 100 shots his scores were footed up

and his total chalked up.
The tie for the Wissel Trophy betw een Messrs. Flach and Hutch

was, after a consultation with the two shooters, ordered by the Com-
mittee to be shot off, three shots each. In the meantime the day was
fast drawing to a close and the light uncertain. Hutch ruined his
chances by making a 14 on his first shot. He finished his score with a
total of 57. Flach made 60, thus winningthe much-coveted emblem of
expert marksmanship.
With the finish of the shooting came a desire on the part of the

shooters for something to stay the inner man. The Committee, how-
ever, had anticipated their wants by a previous consultation with
mine host Wissel. After a sufficient 'time had been given the thor-
oughly tired marksmen to remove the stains of the contest, they were
escorted to the dining haU, the tables of which were laden with one
of those game dinners for which Mrs. Wissel is so justly celebrated.
By the natural fitness of things, Wm. Hayes was placed at the head

of the table, with the two champions, Ross and Flach, at his right and
left. With the finish of the dinner came speeches and the presentation
of the trophy, and the division of the entrance money to the winners.
Mr. Hayes in his remarks paid a high tribute to the memory of an

old comrade and fellow-rifleman, George Schalk, of Pottsville, Pa.,
who only a few days since passed over to the great majority.
Other speakers were : Mr. Fabarlus, that worthy old shooter, who,

although his age is nearly four score (76), takes as much pleasure in
his rifle as he did in his boyhood days; Mr. Dutcher, from Patterson,
N. J.; Mr. Brooks, from the same city; M. Dorrler, Mr. Holges, from
the Harlem district; L. C. Watts, of Newark, and others. As all

things are said to have an end. so had this meeting of expert riflemen.
Each and every man expressed his utmost satisfaction over the match
and its arrangement. To mine liost Wissel and his worthy wife was
voted the best wishes: a long life and a happy old age. The scores of
each contestant will be found appended:

F C Ross, Zettler R C 22 22 24 25 20 21 24 20 21 24-223
24 24 19 20 16 24 23 23 20 lS-211
25 23 18 24 18 20 21 22 22 24-217
34 24 24 23 22 24 22 24 22 19-228
33 24 22 19 24 21 20 22 22 33—220
33 24 23 21 21 22 25 20 21 21-217
34 22 -M 20 22 zb 21 21 25 19-219
82 24 23 21 19 22 23 21 24 24-223
24 23 23 24 23 2! 24 24 23 31-229
20 21 22 21 21 20 17 23 22 20—2o7-ai94

M Dorrler, Greenville R C 24 18 22 21 22 22 23 21 21 20-314
21 20 25 24 25 18 25 21 21 23—228

- 22 34 23 20 22 16 30 22 20 24-212
19 33 22 22 21 23 23 25 33 34—223
28 32 18 22 23 22 22 21 21 18—211
^ 23 30 22 14 23 22 31 23 35-316
21 22 19 22 19 23 23 22 23 34-219
28 23 24 22 22 22 23 33 33 30-322
34 25 22 25 18 18 21 23 23 23-321
24 21 23 22 24 25 23 33 18 18- 320—2181W Hayes, Newark S. S 34 81 19 24 21 17 20 30 38 24—213
34 33 33 17 21 23 20 28 34 33—219
24 23 22 18 24 32 31 33 31 17-315
20 23 22 21 23 20 22 24 24 21—220
24 20 23 22 24 23 17 23 20 22—218
34 20 31 31 17 24 31 23 23 23- 317
19 31 23 23 17 21 20 31 32 18—305
31 32 21 28 23 23 18 19 24 24- 218
31 23 19 21 30 22 23 33 34 31—316
34 21 23 23 88 32 32 20 23 25—225—2166

Charles Hutch, Harlem R. C. , , .18 35 18 18 84 22 22 24 20 22—218
31 18 35 34 23 23 18 21 17 24—214
20 19 23 30 25 22 19 20 21 18-206
25 20 33 19 15 31 16 81 19 19—198
25 23 34 31 38 21 20 32 21 21-219
22 83 82 80 83 84 20 25 22 23- 224
24 83 23 22 24 25 24 20 22 23-230
18 21 25 19 25 23 17 19 18 25-209
23 34 35 34 23 22 23 17 83 24-228
24 34 22 31 21 24 23 20 22 23-224-2165

L P Hansen, Excelsior R C 21 33 14 32 17 31 31 31 85 22—207
24 18 24 18 21 17 24 21 32 25-214
17 25 19 19 21 23 21 23 88 22—213
33 31 18 31 23 23 81 84 35 18-882
23 35 35 18 34 16 34 83 80 32-222
21 22 24 21 33 24 22 85 20 34—225
34 18 22 21 18 18 19 23 20 24—206
31 19 29 22 34 21 24 31 30 21-213
24 24 21 24 19 17 21 23 25 33- 220
18 23 21 25 15 33 19 33 33 30-308-8150

Geo Schlieht, Miller R C 32 83 31 31 22 20 19 34 33 19—214
32 21 22 18 23 23 23 24 33 34—222
24 21 34 81 18 31 17 31 31 32-310
24 30 83 35 82 19 33 34 17 19-316
33 24 22 23 23 24 23 32 24 18 -225
30 34 20 34 33 23 31 25 34 21—225
28 22 18 23 24 21 20 17 23 33—214
23 9 16 33 33 81 35 32 22 23-307
33 23 22 20 33 31 23 19 20 21—314
22 25 19 14 17 19 21 23 23 18-301—3148

Louis Flach, Zettler R. 0 31 20 16 19 21 18 22 21 16 23—197
80 30 33 19 19 81 33 32 21 30—308
25 33 20 19 16 31 34 85 33 18-313
24 33 18 23 21 83 33 19 18 18-308
86 31 18 23 28 23 21 23 25 22—222
22 21 24 17 19 25 22 20 19 23—312
20 23 23 20 24 23 22 19 20 34—318
19 24 20 25 34 23 24 24 22 25—330
19 23 24 23 16 22 22 23 35 23—318
22 24 22 23 33 32 33 18 30 35—223-2146

H Holges, Zettler R. C 22 21 22 19 22 15 19 21 22 33—306
38 35 19 23 20 34 20 33 20 21—316
30 33 34 30 34 18 35 33 32 33—322
22 22 25 24 22 25 22 22 35 20-229
17 34 23 33 22 30 31 15 33 19-307
33 84 21 18 20 19 19 24 22 20-210
14 :.4 22 21 21 21 21 20 21 18—203
23 22 20 21 21 21 22 22 21 24-217
S3 24 22 23 24 24 22 16 20 18- 215
23 81 20 21 2S 18 21 24 23 23-217—2141

H M Pope, Hartford R. C 19 21 21 25 18 18 31 18 83 18—302
16 23 22 21 20 20 31 22 21 24- 210
23 24 33 22 21 22 23 18 24 20-218
22 19 23 23 24 23 24 21 21 23-232
31 23 24 17 21 24 18 24 25 22-219
21 23 23 23 19 17 33 20 22 22-813
24 23 21 20 33 17 34 34 31 30—217
22 16 20 21 21 21 18 22 23 23—206
23 35 19 15 23 21 24 24 31 25-321
22 17 25 S2 20 19 19 20 20 16—200—3128

Geo W Plaisted, GreenvUleR. C.17 20 20 24 24 22 25 12 25 23—312
32 24 23 17 20 22 20 23 22 35—318
24 21 18 25 20 20 17 23 23 20-213
23 23 32 13 22 22 21 23 12 21—201
19 24 23 20 24 16 22 17 20 18—202
18 17 24 24 39 17 15 17 23 1&-192
80 19 23 19 19 24 23 22 20 24—213
32 31 18 31 30 31 21 22 21 23-210
15 21 21 21 19 22 23 20 24 22—208
22 as 22 20 22 21 33 21 83 17—214—2083

R. BuBse, New York City S. C. .19 20 25 22 23 21 12 18 20 21—200
19 22 24 24 15 20 24 23 23 18-212
20 20 17 17 23 22 20 21 19 22-203
21 24 19 24 23 25 19 21 33 32-221
24 34 23 25 18 22 18 24 19 21—318
34 34 17 21 22 18 19 21 21 18—305
31 35 23 21 24 18 18 12 20 19—201
23 22 22 19 18 21 23 23 22 20-213
33 21 20 22 21 19 33 23 24 20-216

„ „ 15 16 19 11 21 22 18 25 21 21-lb9-2078
B. Zettler, Zettler R. C 33 24 31 19 24 22 18 25 19 20-205

23 18 16 35 24 21 23 23 30 32—214
15 16 19 18 31 21 21 9 23 23—185
25 15 21 22 19 20 20 23 23 20-208
19 23 22 24 23 24 18 18 20 34—315
24 22 33 32 23 22 23 21 30 20—218
83 83 19 22 32 83 2] 19 17 18-205
23 S3 33 19 33 35 30 17 33 18-813
17 34 30 19 15 19 31 24 23 33—308
31 33 81 19 21 88 19 21 35 28-304—SOW
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J A Boyken, Harlem B C 23 19 19 23 24 20 24 23 22 17—214—
- ^i^'^^--^^, yir 24 23 24 23 23 20 19 22 21-216—

.

^ .

g2 20 25 30 22-205
fe,.19 21 23 23 16 11 18 20 18 16-185

I 22 21 23 22 23 24 24 22 24 22-227

1
123 24 15 18 20 23 25 20 22 20-210
' 25 22 23 19 19 13 21 23 25 24—214

' '23 21 21 17 10 22 21 21 21 15—193^ 1 24 21 20 23 19 17 24 20 31 23-211

|!16 25 14 19 18 18 22 23 18 19—192-2066

Uhas G Zettler^ Zettler R C .31 20 22 22 24 1 7 23 22 25 24-220
,,19 23 22 33 20 20 14 23 19 21-204
I 24 20 20 22 23 2 i 2-H 20 23 21-234

f:
35 20 16 22 24 22 24 22 2.= 20-220

' 23 23 19 16 IS 18 2' 22 2i 22 206
* "28 18 22 19 23 21 20 21 21 16 - 204

\23 22 20 22 22 19 16 2) IB 20-203
fU 17 24 18 15 19 21 19 21 19-187
. -23 24 19 18 16 23 16 16 18 2 -175
' '20 25 21 23 15 19 23 6 20 16—187—2030

S J Lyons, ColIinsvUle 193 191 209 194 186 215 184 210 210 196-1988

WC Collins, Greenvile B C.164 188 211 190 213 181 197 180 212 195-1931

F W Hofele, Ind N Y S C..190 190 177 1!)6 200 187 183 1!I5 185 180-1883

WDutcher, Patergon R C..188 190 164 176 198 171 185 307 irK 203-1860

J S Case, N Y R C 167 190 180 193 166 190 194 204 20S w
W Brooks, PatersonRC...128 138 155 183 138 188 161 149 ];9 172-1516

F Fabarius, Zettler B, 0.. ..105 162 142 119 133 130 140 141 197 173-1442

C. E. Gensch, A. J. Chester, J. Bodenstab, H. HoUwedel, V. Kreyer,
withdrew.
Wiseel trophy, best 10 shots, possible 250:

Louis Flach 19 24 20 25 24 23 24 24 22 25- 230

Chas Hutch 24 23 33 22 24 25 24 30 23 23-230
Fred C Ross 24 23 22 24 23 21 24 24 23 21- 22 ;i

Henry Holges 22 22 25 24 22 25 22 22 25 20- 2:'9

,1 A Boyken 23 21 23 22 23 24 24 22 24 23-227
Wm Hayes 24 21 23 23 22 22 22 20 23 2s-225
L P Hansen 21 22 24 21 22 24 22 25 20 24-225
Geo Schlicht 20 24 20 24 25 23 21 25 24 21—225
Chas G Zettler 24 20 20 23 25 2:3 23 20 23 24—224
M Dorrler 2] 20 25 24 25 18 25 21 21 23—223
H M Pope 22 19 22 23 24 28 34 21 21 23-222
R Busse 21 24 19 24 23 25 19 21 23 22—221
GW Plaisted 22 24 23 17 20 22 20 23 23 25—218
B Zettler .....24 22 22 23 28 22 23 21 20 20—218
J J Youne 23 24 20 22 19 23 23 23 15 25—216
8 J Lyons 19 21 19 25 22 22 35 24 23 25-215
Wm C Collins 25 21 23 17 15 18 19 30 38 21-218
M HerringtoE 21 20 23 5^2 18 22 20 20 24 19-208
J S Case 20 21 22 23 15 82 21 25 33 16-208
Wm Dutcher 19 20 21 20 21 24 28 24 21 r>-207
F C Watts 23 19 22 18 24 18 23 23 16 21-206
FW Hofele 20 21 18 20 23 17 19 22 24 16-200
F Fabarius 15 14 14 22 18 19 21 18 22 24—197
W Brooks 21 14 19 18 17 20 16 21 17 24—188

Rifle Notes.

The Williamsburgh Schuetzen Corps, Captain G. A. Schmidt, of

Brooklyn, N. Y., has removed its headquarters to No, 139 Evergreen
avenue. Beginning No. 12 tbe corps will shoot twice a month during
the winter season for the club trophies.

In the issue of Forest and Stream of Oct. 7, under the heading of

"Rifle Notes," we gave the shooting societies a short diatribe upon
what we considered to be the proper thing to build up a healthy
interest in shooting matters. We are pleased to note that the germ
of our advice has struck soil in many directions and the result is that

we hear of a renewed interest upon the part of many of our local

societies in adopting gallery iiractice for tbe wmter season. The
New York and the New York City Bchuetzen Corps have formulated
programmes for a winter shoot, and we hear that several others of

our New York societies are considering the advisabihty of adopting
the same course.

The three-days' prize shoot of the Empire Rifle Club, with head-
quarters at No. 12 St. Marks place, New York city, which was opened
on Saturday, Nov. 4, was highly successful. There was a large

attendance of prominent riflemen from the many shooting societies

In and about New York. The competition was brisk during the three

days and many good scores were the result.

We read with interest the rifle notes of our Paciflc Slope contribu

tor "Roeel," which appeared in last week's issue. As we have hereto-

fore remarked, we wish that the east and the extreme western part of

this country could be brought still closer together, so that our great

army of ^rifle shooters could have greater facilities for social inter-

course and friendly competition on the range. However, we have a
medium of intercourse open to us in thi^ columns of Forest aud
Stream, and while this old standard of the true sportsman abides with

us we may feel, as week by week we peruse its columns, that a kindred
Interest draws us into those close fraternal relations that even the

breadth of a contment cannot separate. To ''Roeel" we would say
keep up the Intercourse, let us know what the brotherhood on the

Paciflc Slope are saying and doing. In the words of that good old

mother to her departing son, "Write often."

While the riflemen who had been engaged in the contest at Wissel's

on Tuesday, Nov. 7, were discussing the merits of Mr. Wissel's game
dinner, a match was made between Gus Zimmerman and Fred C. Ross,
for 100 shots a man, $100 a side. The match to be oft'-hand (.no palm
rest), both men to shoot lubricated bullets loaded from the breech,

without cleaning. To many who know the two sbooters, the first imr
pression would be that the match was somewhat one-sided. But when
the conditions are taken into consideration, there is but little choice
between them.

The champion match at Cypress Hills Parfe has been the means of

creating renewed interest in rifle shooting. There is every prospect of

there being several individual matches made and shot off before the
winter sets in.

Providence Should Have a Club.

Proyidknok, E. I., Oct. Editor Forest and Stream: It has often
occurred to me very strange that a city like Providence has no rifle

club. Why don't some of our riflemen get together and form some
Buch an organization? To be sure the militia boys have their shoots
all summer, but there is a class of shooters who cannot spare a day
every week to practice; but if a club was formed, a good indoor
range started and some interest shown, why wouldn't it he a success
here as well as in our other cities? Are we going to let that old arm,
the rifle, fall into disuse? We can't use them in the woods hereabouts
on account of the danger, but it looks as if there is a day coming
when we shall be glad to do our shooting in an indoor range, and with
the rifle. Game is getting more and more scarce, and sometunes
aft«r tramping a good day in the woods we come home without hav-
ing fired the gim.
As for a matter of economy, indoor rifle practice, with our low-

priced ai ms and ammunition, should be one of the most popular.
Who can say that the sport is not fascinating? Not many who have
tried it, I am sure.
Of course there are one or two rifle galleries here in Providence,

but all gentlemen sportsmen have experienced the company they
generally attract. "Sports," but not sportsmen.
Now I for one would like to hear the views of some of our riflemen

here in this city, and should this fall under the notice of any such,
Should be pleased to communicate with them. Look at the fun the
boys are having in the clubs in other cities and see what we are miss-
ing. Come, who wUl start the ball rolling. A. C. H.

Greenville Rifle Club.

At the weekly gallery shoot of the Greenville Rifle Club at its head-
quarters, No. 112 Cator aveime, Jersey City, on Nov. 10, the following
appended scores wei e made, 10 shots, 35-ring targe': Dorrler 243, J.

Boag 227. Robidoux 2:i4, C-jlhiis 2:10. C. boag 229, Sfheeline 22:3. Agnew
S15, Hill 217, Pnrkess 240. PKnisted 23 1 Spahn 231. Gotlhardl 230, Dodds
229, Chavaut 218, Maug 200, Darnels 156.

The two days' gallery prize shooting tournament, which was opened
on Nov. 11, was brought to a successful close Nov. 12. The programme
put up by the club was in every respect of the most liberal character.

Twenty prizes, ranging from $40 to $2, with a premi'im list of Ave
premiums from $10 to $2, was sufflcieut to bring together the most
expert gallery shooters in and about New York.
Of the members of the club who were conspicuous for their per-

sonal labors in making the shoot a success and adding every possible

pleasure to the wants of the visitors, may be mentioned the Vice-

President, Edw. Barr. John Hill, Al. Lembeck, Wm. C. Collins, Capt.

Robidoux, Jas. Kaiser, Jas. Dodds, Henry Mang, President Henry
Gotthardt, Colin Boag, and in fact, all the active members «f the club,

for there was not one that did not contribute in some manner to make
the tournament a success. Among the prominent riflemen present

who participated in the shoot were the following: Otto Uehlem, presi-

dent of the German-American Shooting Society of New Y'ork; Henry
Holges, B. Zahn, Louis Flach, L. Buss, Wm. Rosenbaum, Fred. Lmd-
kloster, New York. From Jersey City came Gapt. L. P. Hansen, J.

Bebhan, Capt. Henry Mahlenbrock and Capt. E. Fisher, from Uobokea,

Visiting marksmen pronounced the ranges the finest ever shot on.
Scores: M. Dorrler 73, 74—147; L. Flach 72, 74—146; C. Hutch 73, 73—148;
L. P. Hansen 62, 73—145; Wm. Rosenbaum 72, 73—145; Wm. Robidoux
73, F. C. Ross 74, E. Fisher 72, L. Buss 72. W. O. Collins 72, C. Boag 71,

G. W, Plaisted 71, Jas. Dodda 71, Hy. Holges 71, Otto TJehlein 70, B.

Zahn 70, J. Rebhan 76, J. Spahn 69, F. Ltndkloster 69, Geo. Piu-kess 68.

Premiums 5 best tickets: M. Dorrler 357, L. Flach 357, L. P. Hansen
356, H. Holges 339, C. Boag 349, E. Fisher 349.

Cincinnati Rifle Association.
Cincinnati, O., Nov. 5.—The Cincianati Rifle Association held its

regular practice shoot at its range to day and made the scores
appended. Conditions were 200yds. oft" hand at ihe Standard target:
Gindele 10 9 9 8 9 0 8 7 7 9- 85

998 10 69679 5-78
6 9 7 10 4 8 10 8 9 7-T8

Payne 10 10 8 7 7 9 9 9 6 8-8385779868 10 9—77779888975 8-70
Brumback 8 6 7 6 6 9 9 10 10 8—79688896879 7—7668868 10 699 5—75
Simon 8 7 6 9 6 6 10 7 9 6-74

8 10 9876586 5-72
67 10 849767 6—70

Stegner 6 5 7 10 7 6 5 8 5 10-69
7 4 10 10 3 6 7 10 6 4-67787357476 6-60

Topf 9 7 8 7 7 10 10 4 5 8-75588698568 &-68487786558 5-63
Drube 8 6 10 9 8 10 8 10 8 6-83

9 10 6 10 98896 8-838667 10 8987 7-76
Hake 10 7485 10 664 4-64565375 7 74 5-.54553244689 6-52
Wuerth 9 38780853 2-55546532305 2-35353343365 0—34
WeUinger 10 8 10 776688 10-80889788976 7—79

5 10 6976 10 76 10-76

Revolver Shooting^ in England.
The final competition for the revolver championship of the South

London Rifle Club took place on Oct. 31 on a cold but otherwise favor-
able day for shooting. The result is as follows, Walter Winans, win-
ner of championshiiJ and gold Jewel, using Smith & Wesson revolver,
Winans model, U. M. C. ammunition:
First score 7 7 6 6 7 7-40
Second score 7 7 6 6 7 7—40
Thkd score 7 7 7 6 7 7—41
B'ourth score 7 7 7 7 6 7—41
Fifth score 7 7 6 7 7 6—40—203
Lieut. Heath, winner of silver jewel, using Colt .45cal. revolver,

Eley's ammunition, black powder, total score 300.

C. F. Lowe, winner of bronze jewel, using Colt .45cal. revolver, black
and smokeless powders, total scores 196.

F. H. Frost 188, Howard 178, E. V. Keen 170, Mortimer 146, R. 8.

Kemp 128, CoUman 125, H. Andrews 104, dementi Smith 77, Lieut. Var-
ley 73, R. de Sails 61, Roxburgh 61.

Mr. Winans thus won the championship for revolver shooting of
both the North and South London rifle clubs; Mr. C. V. Lowe has won
both the bronze jewels (third prize) of both the North and South Lon-
don rifle clubs: Mr. Andrews, the winner of second prize at the North
London Rifle Club, did not complete his score at the South London
Rifle Club, retiring after a few shots, as he did not seem satisfied with
the conditions. Lieut T. W. Heath, the winner of second prize, is

getting up a "National Pistol Association" for next year and hopes to
have good prizes for all sorts of pistol shooting and a championship
jewel for the competitor making the highest aggregate score at both
the North and South Loudon rifle clubs. We will give fiurther detaUs
after the project takes shape.

Hartford Rifle Club.

Hahtford, Conn., Nov. 11.—Inclosed find scores of the Hartford
Rifle Club shot at their tri-monthly shoot at Union Grove this after-

noon. Conditions were Standard target, 200yds. off-hand. Weather
was good:
Medal match, one entry only:

H M. Pope 9 6 7 8 10 8 5 10 10 9—82
F K Rand 7 7 10 9 10 5 9 6 8 9-80
J M Foote, Jr 7 9 7 6 7 8 7 7 7 10-75
J Edwards ; 6 10 5 7 7 6 8 7 5 6-67
W J Dunbar 3 8 5 6 9 5 8 3 9 6-62
Re-entry match:

Pope .«. 10 10 8 7 8 10 8 10 9 6-809787 10 89 10 6 10-83
10 7 10 799876 7-80
8 7 8 6 10 10 9 8 10 10-86

Dunbar..... 10 10 7 9 9 8 9 9 10 5—86895898767 9-76
Rand..-. 10 8 7 10 7 8 7 10 7 9-88867797 10 9 10 7-81
Foote 8 9 6 8 10 7 10 4 7 8-77

98 10 767488 10—77
H. M. Pope, Sec'y.

New York Central Corps.

At the monthly meeting Nov. 8 the results of the season shoot for

1893 were given out and the prizes distributed to the members as fol-

lows:
Class medals for most number of bullseyes: Champion class, Gus

Zimmerman; 1st, H. D. Mtiller; 2d, J. Eisenhardt; 3d, E. Berkmann

;

4th. W. Schneeweiss.
Medal and money prizes on man target: 1st medal to P. Bauman,

2d medal to G. Zimmerman; 3d, $15, F. Shroeder; 4th, $12, J. Jorden;
5th, $10, J. Eisenhardt.
Prizes on ring target: Champion class, G. Zimmerman, F. Schroeder,

F Schmidt, J. Reitweesner, H. Kroeger; 1st class, H. D. MuUer, A.
Rohde, H. Y'^oung. R. Flierdl, E. Richard, W. Seppenfeld; 2d class, J.

Duks, J. Eisenhardt, J. Jorden, F. Bauman, C. F. Gennerich, W. Weil-

baer, W. Treschmacher, H. Graunerman, M. Teschmacher; 3d class,

M. Fichen, F. Luhrs, E. Berkmann, H. Halsten, J. Lowe, W. Fajer, H.
A. Ficbe, J. Faersch; 4th class, W. Schneweiss, F. Jutjens. A. Richter,

A. Lubeck, W. Bergmann, A. Luck, L. Grote, J. Ehlenberg, J. M. Ten-
ges, H. D. Schmidt.
Point medals: Champion class, Q. Zimmerman, F. Schroeder, F.

Schmidt; 1st class, H. D. Muller; 2d class, J. Eisenhardt, W. Koch; 3d
class, W. Fajen, J. Foersch, H. Holsten, F. Luhrs, J. Lowe, E. Berk-
man; 4th class, F. Jutjens, W. Schneeweiss.

Miller Rifle Club.

Amokg the many shooting societies located in Hoboken, N. J., there

is none more prominent for its many victories and the distinction of

its members as crack shots, than that old club known as the Miller

Rifle Club. The club derives its name from that old and well known
rifleman, David MUler; a man who in the earlier history of the now
famous Zettler Rifle Club, was one of its most reliable team members.
The Miller Club has upon its membership rolls some of the best off-

hand rifle shots in the country, and the history of the club is replete

with victories gained over the best and strongest rifle clubs located in

New Jersey. The club whose headquartexs is located at No, 423 Wash-
ington street, is now in a flourishing condition, and its members are

highly interested in the winter gallery shoot. Scores of the members
participating in the weekly shoot, Wednesday, Nov. 1 ; 10 shots, 25-ring

Dewey 206.

Empirie Rifle Club.
""On Tuesday, Oct. 31, the Empire Rifle Club held its regular weekly
gallery shoot for club medals, 6 members participating. Wm. Rosen-
baum, the crack .shot of the r-hib distioguishing himself by making a
total of 1.205 points on the 2.5-ring target in a series of 50 consecutive
shots. This is a flrsr clu.^s average on this range, which by the way
is full 100ft.; Rosen ba urn's best effort in 10 shots during the evening
was 245. The next best seore was made by Ben Zahn, who made 241.

Zahn will with min e experience be a hard man to beat, either at
800yds. or In the gallery. The «i ores are appended, 10 shots, 20-ring
target, distance lllOft : Wm. R<: seubauni 245. Ben Zahn 241, Henry
Zettler 2.38, H. Rosensi j aus n». Chas Zettler, Jr. 836, W. Busse 235.

The three days' gpllery prize shoot of the Empire Rifle Club, which
was opened on Saturday nigVt, Nov. 4, was brought to a sucbessful
close on Monday night, Nov. 6.

Many of the local shooting societies were represented by their best
marksmen. There were also several delegations of riflemen from Coh-
necticut and New Jersey.
Among the many visitors from New Jersey were M. Hickey, of th6

Friday Night Club, Hoboken; Messrs. Mahlenbrock, Bird, Ebe, Middle-
ton. Pfeffenberger and Busch, of the Hudson Rifle Club, Jersey City;
Michael Dorrler, Greenville Rifle Club, Greenvflle. From Connecticut
came Mr. Harry M. Pope, of Hartford, and Mr. S. J. Lyons, of Col-
IinsvUle. Among the local experts who took part in the contest were
Fred. 0. Ross. Louis Flach, C. G. and B. Zettler, of the Zettler Rifle
Club; Chas. Horney, of the Wflhamsburg Shooting Society. Brooklyfa.
The programme called for 12 prizes ranging from $25 down to $1.
The competition for the first position on the prize listwas extremely

lively to the end of the tournament, and when the last shot was fired
and the resiflts of the three da.ys' shooting footed up, it was found
that the honors for first position belonged to that old expert, M.
Dorrler, with two scores of 74 each or a total of 148 points out of a
possible 150. Henry Holges and Chas. Hutch were both close behind,
the former with a total of 147 and the latter with 110. The range
being full 100ft. long and the center of the bullseye only J^in. in
diameter, calls into play the test exertions of the rifleman, close
shooting rifles and tbe best of ammunition. The rifles used by the
experts in this contest were the Winchester (single-loader) and the
Ballard. On the question of ammunition and its merits they were
divided, some using U. M. C. and others .the Winchester (.22 rim-fire
short). Considering the inexpensiveness of these little cartridges,
their close shooting qualities are remarkable. The scores, tickets 3
shots, 2 best tickets to count:
M Dorrler.. .74 74—148 F C Ross. . . .78 73—145 WRos'baum71 71-142
H Holges.. . .73 74—147 B Zahn 72 72—144 C Horney. . .70 70—140
C Hutch.... 71 75—146 L Flach 71 72-143 S J Lyons. ..67 67—184
L Buss 73 73-146 C G Zettler. .70 72-142 HM Pope. . .66 67—138

Hutcb vs. Buss.
Chablbs Hutch, of the Harlern Rifle Club, and Louis Buss, of the

Empire Club, had a well contested 100 shot match last week on the
range in Sulzer's Harlem River Park. The conditions were $25 a side,

.22cal. rifles, distance about 200ft., 18 ring target.
The result was a victory for Hutch, with a margin of 17 points. The

scores are appended:
Hutch 17 17 14 17 15 14 16 17 15 14—156

15 17 17 13 16 16 18 27 16 16—161
14 16 11 18 17 18 13 18 18 10-153
16 17 17 18 18 18 17 15 9 16—161
16 18 18 15 13 14 17 18 18 12—159
15 15 17 16 16 18 17 17 16 17—164
17 16 16 15 18 12 18 15 16 15—158
14 14 17 15 18 14 17 17 13 17—156
15 13 16 17 18 18 16 17 15 16—161
16 16 13 17 8 16 14 17 15 1.5—147—1576

Buss 13 14 15 17 16 10 12 17 15 16-145
15 17 14 13 17 16 17 16 15 16-156
18 14 14 18 17 15 14 17 13 17—1.57
15 16 17 14 14 16 17 16 16 17—158
14 15 14 14 16 14 17 16 16 13-148
15 17 16 14 16 16 16 15 15 14—155
17 16 14 15 16 17 17 15 16 1.5—158

15 17 17 17 17 11 17 17 16 16-160
16 14 16 14 15 17 18 18 17 16-161
15 16 16 18 10 14 14 16 17 16—161—1559

Excelsior Rifle Club.

'

The Excelsior Rifle Club of Jersey City, N. J., has got Its winter
gallery shoot for the season 1893-94 weU under way. While the mem-
bership of this club is small compared to some of our other local

shooting societies, the enterprise and shooting spirit of the active
members is up to a par with the best. The club has several members
whose experience in rifle practice is limited to one or two seasons, but
for all that thej' are by their energy and perseverance fast coming to
the front as experts with the rifle. Among the younger members of
this enteresting coterie of riflemen there are no one who gives more
promise as a good shot than J. Binns. At the weekly shoot on Tues-
day, Oct. 31, Mr Binns put up the good score of 243 points on the 25
ring target, outshooting such good men as L. P. Hansen, John
Speicher and others. The scores, 10 shots, distance 70ft. : J. Binns 243,

L. P. Hansen 242, John Speicher 236, C. Thomas 235, R. H. Dufl: 226,

C. L. Pinney 323.

Our Own Rifle Club.

The Our Own Rifle Club, of Hoboken, N. J., has started out well
on its winter practice, and the active members of the club give prom-
ise of turning out a team of excellent shots before the season is over.
The club has several matches in contemplation with the other

Hoboken and Jersey City Heights clubs, and as the season advances
the Our Owns will no doubt give a good account of themselves. The
scores of the members participating in the regular weekly shoot on
Tuesdav, Oct. 31, 10 shots, 35 ring t^get: A. Malz 24, G. Victoria 884,

J. H. Kruse 333, A. Steuber 234, W. Dilger 231, F. Sessman228, Capt.
Hencken 223, Theo. Brown 224, C. Prein 215, H. Schultz 215, O. Keller

206, J. Stein 208, J, Offien 304, D. Page 303.

A Rensselaeirwyck Score.

At target practice yesterday afternoon, at the Rensselaerwyck
range. Major Charles H. Gaus, inspector of rifle practice of the Third
Brigade, and Major Robert Lenox Banks, Jr., did some remarkable
shooting. Major Bjnks made a score of 49 out of a possible 50, Major
Gaus scored 48 out of 50.

Major Banks' shooting was all the more phenomenal as at the first

shot at 500yds. he scored 4, and the succeeding 4 shots were bullseyes,

and all the five shots at th« 600yds. range were bullseyes.

\hoatinQ.

Zettler Rifle Club.

The weekly gallery shoot of the Zettler Rifle Club, at headquarters,

No. 819 Bowery, New York City, on Tuesday night, Oct. 31, brought
together fourteen members in competition for the club prizes.

Louis Flach and Henry Holges tied for the honors for the high

scores of the night, each making 248.

The champion medal was won for the week for the best score on his

flrst entry by Flach who made 247. Several of the other members in

the competition made good averages. The scores, 10 ehots, 25 ring

target distance 75ft: Louis Flach 248, Henry Holges 248, K. Zettler

^"47 T C Ross 247, Geo. O. Plaisted 245, R. Busse 245, <5us Nowak245,
Henry Strate 244. M. B. Engel 243, C Percival 242, C. G. Zettler 240,

H D Miiller 239, Geb Krauss 236, R. Hormann 238.

Excelsior Rifle Club.

WwcKLY gallery shoot Nov. 7, 10 shots, 75ft.: 0. Buechle 339, James
Hughes 333, Hennessey 323, Ward 331, Weber 227, C. Thomas 323.

All ties divided unless otherwise reported.

FIXTURES.
If you want your shoot to be announced here

send in notice like the following:

1894.

AprU 4-B.—Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association's
Grand American Handicap at Dextex Park, Long Island.

May 22-24.—Knoxville (Tenn.) Gun Club tournament, $1,000 added
money.
June 5-7.—Kansas State Sportsmen's Association's fifth annual

tournament, Topeka, Kansas. J C. Clark, Sec'y.

June 19-21 —Cwamberlaiu Cartridge and Target Company's first

annual tournament, at Cleveland, Ohio. $1,000 added money.
June (third week).—Atlantic City Rod and Gun Club, three days'

tournament. Addi-ess R. C. Griscom, Sec'y, Atlantic City, N. J.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
Matches galore are on the tapis, and aU of which we have cogni-

zance should be well contested, the principals in each case being
closely matched. One of those which will interest Jerseymen partic-

ularly wiU take place at Willard's Park, Paterson, on Thursday, Dec.

7. the prmcipals being Dr. P. J. Zeglio of VVarrenviUe, N. J , andT. W.
Morfey of Paterson. Each man will shoot at fifty live birds, 30yds.

rise, 50yds. boundary, otherwise Hurlingham rules to govern. Dr.

Zeglio is a well-known member of tbe Newark Gun Club and in form is

a good ninety per cent. man. The bulk of his shooting has been in

team matches and sweepstake shooiing, and this will be his iaitial

contest as a match shooter in this locality. Morfey is a seasoned
match shooter and is weU known in shooting circles as a steady man
before the traps. Another proposed match wifl be of interest to both
New Jersey and Pennsylvania if arranged. The challenge for this Is

probably now en route. The ohaUenging parties are John Rofchaker
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of the Cosmopolitan Gun Club of PlainfieJd and Charles ("Dutchy")
Smith of the same town, who challenge Albert Rust of Pliiia'lelpliia

and Wm. Wolstencrnft of Frankford to a match at 100 live birds each
under American Shooting Association rules, the losing team to pay for
the birds, the stake to be nomiDal. This affair should be a closely
contested one as there is scarcely any diiference in the shooting
strength of the teams. If possible the match will be shot at the Fan-
wood grounds of the Climax Gun Club. Then there is the prospective
match between T. W. Morfey and the Trenton expert Ed HiU, the
date not yet arranged, and a chance for the return match between
"Little" Neaf Apgar and Ed. Hill, this to be shot, if at all. at Pater-
son. Each of these will be at 100 live birds per man. Again W S.
Canon, the one-armed expert of Newark, and Rowland Gasper of New
York, are likely to have another at one another, so taken aU the way
through there will be plenty of sport.

About fifty sportsmen went to Pine Brook, N. J., on Saturday, Nov.
11, to witness a 100-bird match advertised to be shot between T. W.
Morfey of Paterson and T. E. Morford of Newton. The visitors how-
ever were disappointed, as Mr. Morford failed to appear. It trans-
pired that neither of the principals were interested in the making of
the match, the terms being arranged, and a forfeit of $^5 each being
placed in the hands of Mr. Frank Faber of Butler by other parties.
Mr. Morford knew nothing of the arrangement until the above pre-
liminaries had been gone through with, and then he at once put his
foot on the whole business, refusing positively to shoot a match for
money, his position not allowing him to do so. Messrs. Martin &
Uottschalk of the Pine Brook Hotel, -where the affair was to take
place, received no notice of Mr. Morford's refusal to shoot, and were
eJlowed to go ahead with advertising the shoot, procuring the birds,
etc. Mr. Morfey also thought everything w^as correct, and at the ap-
pointed hour he was on hand ready for business. His disgust as well
as that of the others who were on hand can be better imagined than
described -when they learned that there would be no match. The par-
ties who pretended to be acting for Mr. Morford are of course respon-
sible for the outcome of the affair. Mr. Faber, the stakeholder, turned
over the forfeit money to Mr. Morfey, and this ended the affair.

The live bird shooters of New Jersey and those of Kings county,
N. Y., know positively that they are to meet at the traps in an inter-
state contest at Uve pigeons. Mr. Jacob Pentz, the projector of the
Bontest informs us that all preliminaries are arranged and that Dec. 5,

New Yorkers and Jerseymen who wish to may wager their shekels
and at the same time witness some of the livehest kind of shooting.
This match was brought about by a remark made by a Kings county
expert in the presence of Mr. Pentz, the remark in substance that no
State could turn out a team to defeat a Kings county contingent. As
a loyal Jerseyman "Uncle Jake" could not allow such an opinion to
50 unchallenged, and he at once offered to show the Kings county
gentleman that Jersey could put up a team to make Kings county
lustle. Hence the match should be one well worth the witnessing.
Sach team will comprise HO men, each man to shoot at I.t live pigeons
inder Hurlingham rules for honors, the price of birds and a nominal
itake of $10 a man. The match will probably be started at 9 A. M., in
)rder to finish before dark. Both New Jersey and Kings county are
Well stocked with expert shooting men and as a matter of course each
(rill put out their choicest men. and that a battle royal irill result.

A small party assembled at Erb's grounds in Newark on Election
)ay, and amused themselves with trap practice. Among them were
r. A. R. EUiott, of Kan,sas City, and ai. F. Lindsley, of West Hoboken.
rhe opening event was a 25-bird practice shoot between ElUott and
Landsley, the result being ElUott 23, Lindsley 31. Then followed three
,0-bird sweeps, K5 entry, with two moneys in each, the scores bemg:
3anon 8 7 7, Lindsley 10 10 9, Elliott 8 8 8, Erb 6 8 8, HoUis 9 8 9. This
rraa an unusually light attendance for a holiday, but was doubtless
>wlng to the absence in the field of a number of the usual frequenters.

Everybody who shoots a gun Icnows George A. Mosher of Syracuse,
md knowing him favorably everybody will of course be pleased to
earn that he has assumed the position of assistant manager of the
Dewly formed Syracuse Gun Co., an organization which promises to
mt on the market the simplest high-grade harmnerless gun ever made,
ilr. Mosher has our best wishes as well as those of his hosts of shoot-
ing friends for his future success.

Miss Annie Oakley and her manager, Frank E. Butler, have been at
the Continental Hotel in Newark for the past two weeks awaiting the
ajmpletion of Miss Oakley's new house at Nutley. "Little Sure Shot"
B in perfect health and spirits despite having given two performances
avery day for six months when in Chicago.

The monthly shoot of the Eoseville Gun Club, of Newark, will be
beld on John Erb's Bloomfield avenue grounds, on Thursday, Nov. 23,
imd all shooters are invited to be present and take a hand in the sport.
The shooting will be at artificial targets. Shooting will begin at 10
A. M.
Elliott and Class are to come together again to-day in a 100-bird con-

test at the Morristown Driving Park. The match will be called at 1
P. M. They were to have shot on the White Plains track on Thursday
but were unable to do BO, as the ti-ack is undergoing extensive repairs'

"L. H.," Asbury Park, is informed that under the conditions he men-
tions "E." would be entitled to second money.

C. H. TOWNSEND.

Class in Great Form.
Those who visited Paterson on Oct. 27 with the intention of seeing

I'rank Class of New Jersey "snowed under" in bis match against Jas
\.. R. ElUott of Kansas City, and instead of that saw a tie at ninety-six
tills each on the 100th round, were rather surprised at the skiU and
aerve of the Jerseyman in holding his own so gamely in a contest that
fras nip and tuck from start to finish. Then when he lost the shoot
>flf—the hardest kind of a nerve tester by losing a bird dead out of
bounds—they were willing to acknowledge that Class still retained his
)ld staying powers. The birds on that occasion were a fairly good
ot but the weather conditions were all against them, else the above
Igures would probably not have been reached. The consensus of
>pinion seemed to be that while Class was off in the use of his second
jarrel his first barrel form was superior to that of ElUott, the latter
»eing a shade slower.
The second match was to have been shot at the Morristown Driving

i'ark on Nov. 4, but on that day the ram feU in torrents and it was
jostponed to Nov. 11, which proved to be better as far as weather con-
litions went than the day of the Paterson match, but far from what
^ desired. The ligtit was dull during the entire afternoon, while a

, raw breeze from the northeast blew with just force enough to
the pigeons life, clear away the smoke and send an occasional
up and down the spine.

'/The attendance was lair, the more prominent among whom were
Mrs. and Miss Lindsley and Eddie Collins, of West Hoboken; Al.

iritage and wife, of Jersey City; T. W Morfey and Henry Wolf of
iterson; Dr. P. J. Zeglio, of WarrenvUle; John Rothaker, of Ger-
intown; Neaf Apgar, of Henry C. Squu-es & Son, New York; Chas.
lith, of Plainfield; Mr Campbell of Dover, and a number of Morris-

'own sportsmen whose names could not be learned.
It was 1:50 P. M. wh^-n the match began, T- W. Morfey acting as

• eferee, Henry Wolf pulling the traps aud the scoring being done by
htr representatives of the sporting journals. Class won the toss and

lirst to the score, pulling down a fast driver from No. 2 trap, one
I doing the work. Elliott also got a fast one, a right-quarterer

; No. 4 irap, which was stopped with a clever first. Everything
I! L ^'ressed swimmingly until Elliott went to the score for his' tenth
bi.i "PuU" was called, over went No. 2 trap, and the fall of the
rau was instantly foUosved by two reports from Elliott's gun, but
iuvjst useless was the act of pulling the trigger, as the bird, a shm,
ati y blue ont», jumped fully 5yda. as the trap went down, caught its
ruitrs iu a trice, aud must have been not less than a yard from the
iiV'is boundary before the second barrel, quickly as it was pulled,

n its way. Flyl well its speed was simply wonderful, wiiile as
lug hurt we do not beUeve either charge flew close enough
<y frighten it.

i;er men lost again until the twenty-first roimd, when Class got
which was almost identical as to form, color, speed and method

,
u with the one above described. Class, however, hit this flyer

i .th barrels, but its great speed caused it to go behind the Une
J i c. The round ended with 23 kills for Class and 22 for Elliott, both
f Class's and oue of Elliott's being dead out of bounds, and all the
jst heing good ones.
A t Lis Stage of the game it was plainly seen that Cla.ss was in by

A- best form, quicker by several yards and centering his birds
II h his first barrel. His second also was used with much better
I han in the previous match. Elliott- was certainly out of fettle,
slow and draggy in the use of either barrel and not getting his
iawu as cleanly as of old. At times he w^ould for a tew rounds
lis usual snap but this was soon followed by a lapse back.
I he first quarter the birds were good enough for any one to
e on, there not being a genuine "duffer" in the 50, The round
lot in 30 minutes.
tie second quarter Class was the flrst loser, on a right-quarter-
iver fast enough to gel away from any one, but which got the
[ of both charges and gave up Che ghost just beyond the fence,
liad similar luck on his eighth bird, an incomer to the right and

L -iSk one at that. It was barely touched with the flrst barrel, but
lught the second in full only to faU dead outside. Class lost no more
I this roimd. ElUott's twelfth and fourteenth were lost and the
alf showed Class 47, Elliott 44, with everybody conceding the race as
!(k)d as won by the Jerseyman.
On the third quarter ElUott seemed to pull himself together, and

ipt tmtil the thirteenth round was he'scored against, thia being a dead
hat of boimds of one of the ugliest flyers of the day, a right-quarter-

ing driver from No. 5 trap, which never stopped zig-zagging untU its

life left it just beyond the line Elliott also lost a circler to the right
aud finished the round with 23 kills, Class scoring 24. his lost bu-d
being dead out of bounds. The figures now showed 71 for Class to
67 for ElUott, with the same fine form on the part of Class and a lapse
by Elliott 10 his slow shooting.
The final quarter was alniost a repetition of the one preceding it.

Class losing thirteenth bird dead out of bounds and getting the rest,

while Elliott had a driving twister carry two ftill loads over the fence,
missed another and scored 23.

This ended the race with a total of 95 kills for Class against 90 for
Elliott.

The birds were a fine lot and not more than three or four refu«ed
flight ivhfn the trap was sprung. r<^<iiiirinii Maggiti .-. Only i.ne bird
was called. Hnd tlie day be<-n a fow d.-t'i-^^es c(jiJer .mid the light
clearer f l.e birds would havf been veritable huniiuer.s," and evtn as
it was they were fast enough t" keep the shooter.-; thinking.
The Jer.-ey cnick once oK re surpi is' d the talent, his score of 95

being more creditable than the 96 killed at Paterson. birds and weather
con.«idered. And it must not be forgottf^n that he did not miss one of
his 100 birds, while his score in an 80-yard boundary would have been
98 kihs. His form is now better than ever and if he retains it he
should quit even with the hottest of the cracks.
Both men used Greener guns, EUiott using American wood and

Class Schultze powder. The time of the race by quarters was 30m.,
30m., 33m. and 32m. The longest runs were, Class 20, 32 and 26 ElU-
ott 23. Cla.ss used his second barrel 47 times and ElUott 43 times.
At this point we might give the score of the shoot by throwing in a

whole lot of Is, 2s, Os and •3," but Forest aud Stream has got beyond
that stage. Instead of using a column to explain to you the direction
of fUght of each bird and leaving you to guess as to whether the prin-
cipals did their best work on drivers or incomers, on right or left
quarterers, we show you in a neat, handy form, readily understood,
the approximate direction of flight of each bird, using for this pur-
pose our own exclusive trap score type, one of the many good things
which has helped to make Forest and Stream what it is— the great-
est journal on earth for sportsmen and everj^body else.

Here is the score and the trap score type; the flrst line of figures
showing the trap sprung and the third the barrel used.
Figures in third line: 1, flrst barrel kiU; 2, second barrel kill; •, dead

out of bounds; 0, missed.

Trap scare type—Copyright ms, by Forest and Stream Publishing Co.

3142322434515125222422314
Class 1 2221221222112221122.2.1 2-23

4522122 5 244.5 25422 3 334 2 444
Ti-^*—>\;"j''Si->;^\<

—

) ) ) >'V ) ) >y^-»T^82«211221123212211123212 2—24

332245313433 3 54 3 114344233
NH<->^^-^w/t^i-*\-^T H-^w^'\i/ \7< \\ \->
1112212221.2212331222312 1—24

443243154121442242 43 24242
-)N\ <-\ <-'S.\ '^ 1^\-M- \-> TH^H \->-»
221221111112.11221221222 1—24—95

42121432124 542442 5 4224113
Elliott 1 21112222011222221122.23 0—22

2442424415425552445212454
H 4-N H\ S, \ \->->y'N -+ T /T<—>\\2222213.2220201221222321 2-22

4222433414155545 3 44 3 52133
\ v^^-T^N T TN .s" H^-> i ^ H->->'^

/

111111222211.21211211120 1—33

441442 2 453153415413341422
2123131011.2121111221111 1-23-9

Table showing how the men stood on strings of ten shots each-
Class 10' 20 27 37 47 57 66 76 85 9.t

EUiott 9 19 27 34 44 54 63 72 80 90
C. H. TOWNSEND.

*• Father Time" Wins a Buggry.
Philadelphia, Nov. 11.—Trap-shooting around Philadelphia has

been very slow since the game season opened the first of this month,
but promises to be lively in a few weeks. On Saturday next the new
club at Fitzwatertown, abotit 12 miles from here, will have a Uve
bird shoot for several prizes, and on Thanksgiving Daj' the Forest
Gun Club wfll hold a tournament. In this shoot there will be no divid-
ing of purses until the pro rata equals the entrance, this will make
the boys shoot, and probably there will not be so much dropping for
place. About the middle of December the Keystone Hhooting League
will give a three days' tournament, two days at targets, one day at
live birds, and with such men as A. J. Hust, W. and J. Wolstencroft
H. C"LaQcii8"J David, W. Garvin, H. Thurman, Capt. Pack and the
rest of the League boys as hustlers it should be a great success. One
of the main events will be a team race between residents of Pennsyl-
vania and New Jersey, and as we expect a delegation of good shooters
from New Jersey it will make a very interesting shoot. We have con-
ceit enough here to think we can hold our own with any State in the
Union at the traps at either targets or Uve birds.
The only shoot advertised for to-day was on the grounds of the

Flourtown Club and for a buggy as the prize. The srounds of this
club are about a rude from the town, which is just outside of the PhU-
delphia city limits. The club is quite a lively one f .r the number of
members, and they have some very good shooters in their ranks who
will be able to hold their own next year at the Pennsylvania State
shoot. The club bas just joined the Association and say they intend
to take part nejct year and try to win some of the trophies.
The smaU number of shooters on the grounds compelled those that

were present to take extra chances, so as to get the buggy shot
off, J S. Peterman shooting for J. H. Matz. M. T. Sheets, D. D. Yeakel
W. S. Kerper and himself, A. Peterman for W. Rhodes.

'

These grounds are vexy hard to shoot on, there heing a hull right in
front of the traps covered with trees and bushes, and Che scores were
very poor, as some of the trees had their leaves on them and some
were bare, making a very broken background.
Shoot for a buggv, miss and out: J. H. Matz 0, Worthington 1, H.

Thurman 4, Landis 2, David 3, W. Rhodes 5, M. T. Sheetz 1. H. Thur-
man 0, Landis 1, David 4, David 0, Landts 11, J. S. Peterman 7, H. Thur-

A few one-money miss-aud-out events wound up the day's sport.
H. T.

"Waverly Gun Club.
The monthly shoot of the W iverly Gun Club, at Dexter Park, on

Monday, Nov. 6, brought ogether only four metntiers in the club
event. The day's shooting was devoted to smashing the bluerock
targets. In the regular club event for the club medal the honors
went to O. HiUmer, who succeeded in breaking 6 out of the 10 shot
at. with Pop Van Siaden second with 5 to his credit. The third
sweep resulted in a tie betweeJi Van Staden, HiUiner and Rugen with
5 each. In the shoot-off the old veteran's staying qualities abided
with him to the tind and he got the Verdict. The fourth event resulted
in a tie between Van Staden aud HiUmer with 6 breaks each. The
shoot-off resulted in another victory for the veteran. The fifth aud
last event of the day was a repetition 1 if the fourth ; Van Staden pul-
verized 7 of the 10 shot at and pocketed the pot. Messrs HiUmer,
Fehliesen and Rugen tied for second money with 5 each, and on the
shoot-off Fehliesen shot out his competitors. The scores are here
appended:

No. 1. No. 2. No. 3.
H Van Staden 0110010101—5 0110010101—5 lOOloiniOl-5
O HiUmer 1101010101—6 0010100101—1 0100110101-5
C Fehliesen 0101000001—3 1110011001—6 0001010000 -2
Rugen OlOOOlOOOO 2 01 1 1 l'XI«X)0—4 0101101001—5
LGrau 01000()1100—3 0001000010 -3

No. 4. No. 5
H Van Staden 0000111111—6 0111101110 -7
O HUimer 1100100111—6 1101110000—5
C Fehliesen 0100001100—3 1001001110—5
Bugen ..iii.... I...1000000001—2 0001001010—3
LGrau OOUOOOlll—

5

Wauregan Gun Club.
Pelhamvtllb, N. Y., Nov. 10.—Ten live birds per man, prize cap and

coat:
J H MUls 0022013201—6 A Dietzel 0203212012—7W H Brickner...,.,..l«l312*)«l—6 M F Brickner 11»W11121—

6

F Kerker •110201»11—6 J Dietzel 130110»1«3—

6

J W Spencer 03»2200112—6 J A Picken 0100002000—

3

G W Silberhorn 00101»000»—2 J HarmeUng •031000002-3
D Volenti 3001301121—7 F M Lyon 3020120.02—

5

The birds were a fs'.st lot of flyers. The pri^e was a fine bunting cap
and coat. D. Volenti and A. Dietzel tied and shot off at three birds
each; A. Dietzel won with one kiU. I. H. Miijjs, Referee and Sec'y,

Election Day at Maplewood.
Tbe following scores were made on Nov. 7 at tournament of the

Maplewood (N. J) Gun Club. Messrs. Whitehead, Hobart and
Thomas, of the South Side Gtm Club, were present.
No. 1, 10 birds, 50 cents: Smith 7, Hobart 6, Osterhout 6, Yeomans

7, Thomas 8, Dr. Fisher 8, Van Idestine 5, Whitehead 8, Drake 9.

No. 3, 10 birds, 75 cents: Hobart 6, Fisher 7, Osterhout 3, Yeomans
6, Van Idestme 4, Drake 10, Smith 9, Thomas 4.

No. 3, 15 bu-ds, $1:
Van Idestine. . . .010101101011110— 9 Osterhout 110111000001011— 8
Hobart 011111111011101—12 Fisher 011111101111011—12
Thomas OOlllOOll lOllul— 9 Smith 100111111111111-13
Yeomans 01 1 1 1 101 n lOul 1 - 1 1 Drake 1 lOlOl 1 1 101 1 1 1 1—12
No. 4, 10 birdi, |l: Hou.irt y, Fi^hei- 6. Thomas 7, Yeomans 6, White-

head 9, Drake 9. Maiith 10, Osterhout 4, Thompson 4
No. 5, 30 birds, 81 50:

Fisher 111111 lOuOUOlOlllll—15 Osterhout.. 00001000010100100100— 5
Smith..,.. .111101 11111101111011—17 V'nId'stineOuOllllJlllOOOOOOllI—10
Drake 1011 1 1 1 11 1] 110111111-1 8 Thompson.OllOHOllllOOOllOOOl—11
Thomas. ...11110111000111101010-13 Hobart. . . .11011111010101110110—14
Yeomans,. 11111111110110101110—16
No. 6, 10 birds, gl: Thomas 7, Hobart 7, Whitehead 7, Yeomans 8,

Smith 10, Fisher 4, Van Idestine 5, Drake 9, Thompson 5, Osterhout 5.
No. 7, 15 bu-ds, $1:

Hobart 111111111011010—12 Quad 101110111100110—10
Thomas 101111111110101-12 Drake 111111101111011—13
Fisher 111000110010011— 8 Dr Little 010110000111101— 8
Yeomans 101011111111011—11 Thompson 101100000111000— 7
Smith 110110001111011—10
No. 8, 10 bu-ds, $1, expert rxUes: Thomas 5, Yeomans 7, Fisher

6, Hobart 8, Smith 8, Osterhout 5, Whitehead 8, Thompson 6, Dr. Lit-
tle 3, Drake 5, Howard 5.

No. 10, 10 birds, $1:
Thomas 1001000111-5 Little 1011110100-6
Fisher 1110101110—7 Quad 1111100110—7
Thompson 1111111000—7 Howard 1110001001—5
Yeomans .1011110111-8 Smith 1010110101—6
Whitehead 1111101101—8 Osterhout 1100010111—6
Drake 1111011011 -8 Hobart lOOllOllll—

7

No. 12, 10 singles and 5 pairs, gl.50:
Drake llllllllll 11 10 01 10 10—16
Fisher 1111011011 10 01 10 10 10—13
Hobart IIOOOIIIOI 10 01 10 11 10—12
iJeomans 1010111010 10 11 10 10 11—13
Thompson lOlllOlHl 10 01 00 10 10—12
Thouias 0111101001 00 11 10 11 10—12
Smith 1110111111 10 10 01 01 10—14
Little 0000001000 00 01 10 01 10— 5

MOHKOAH.

Rochester Defeats Onondag^a.
Rochester, N. Y., Nov. 2.—Twenty members of the Onondaga

County Sporting Club, of Syracuse, came to this city to-day and tried
conclusions at clay pigeons with the Rochester Rod and Gun Club on
the Monroe avenue groimds in the mOrning and afternoon. The con-
tests consisted of seven sweepstake events of ten, flfteen and twenty
birds, and a team shot of twenty men on a side of twenty-flve birds.
All of the sweep.stakes were closely contested, and many exceUent

scores were made.
The local club had made arrangements for making the occasion one

long to be remembered with pleasure by the visitors, and that their
efforts were most successful the happy crowd of Syracuseans who
left the city at an early hour this morning gave evidence Lunch was
prepared for the guests at the grounds, aud in the evening all the
marksmen enjoyed a banquet at Worden's. After partaking of a
sumptuousmeal—for every onehad a ravenous appetite—a programme
of toasts was carried out.
President Fulton announced 'V. c. Hadley as toastmaster. Mr.

Hadley proved himself the right man in the right place. He is a crack
shooter, but he is also a crack at presiding over a banquet table. The
speeches w^ere not of the " cut and dried " sort. .The listeners were
hardly in a mood for such. Jokes at the expense of one another,
lively stories and reminiscences were the order, and for several hours
all had a royal good time. Letters were read from C O. Barrett, the
weU known Boston shooter; August Schmitt, ex-Vice-President of the
Rochester Gun Club, and others.
Here are the subjects of the toasts to which responses were made:

"Ououdaga Sportsmen's Club," Harvey McMurchy; " Syracuse Ath-

Gus Moshier; " What I Know About Shooting Mud Hens," C. Wolcott;
'•Gim and Sporting Goods," G. H. Mann; "The Sword of Bunker
HiU," a song, Dan Lefever; " The Laws for the Protection of Fish
and Game," C. Ayling; " What Part His Bitters Took in the Conven-
tion," G. HoUoway; "How I Made 79 MUes in 68 Minutes," Jimmy
Wood.
The summary of the days shooting contests follows : Team shoot,

25 single King bu-d targets: —
Onondaga: H. Ayling 33, Mosher 20, Cool 17, C. AyUng 22, Dugard24,

D. Wallers 19, Cruttenden 9. G H. Mann -21, C. Howell 19, Herman 16,
Mowry 22, Tuttle 19, Carr •,i3, McMurchy 31, Hi Uoway 20, Lefever 20,
Macomber 17, Perry 21, Marble 31, C. Green 30. Total :i94.

Rochester: W. J. Mann, 31, Stewart 24, Glover 19 Tassell 21. Quirk 14,
Foley 21, Borst 21, Meyer 21, Hadley 24, Van Ostrand 21, Lane 33, Byer
23, Hicks 22, Babcock 15, 1. Ressenger 23, Norton 20, Glover 22, Wolcott
30, Hunt 20, Newton 23. Total 417.

The Ne-wark Gxta Club.
The turnout at the November shoot of the Newark Gun Club, held

on John Erb's Newark grounds on the 9th, was better attended than
the preceding one, but still the members do not show up as they
should. Not a resident member was on hand, those present being T.
W. Morfey, Henry Wolfe and T. C. Wright, of Paterson; M. F. Linds-
ley, of West Hoboken; Dr. P. J. ZegUo, of Warrenville, and W. G.
HoUis, of Kearny. J. A. R. ElUott, of Kansas City, was also present
and took part in the fun.
The poor attendance at the recent meets of this club are undoubt-

edly caused by the unsettled state of the money market, and just now
the number of absentees is likely to be larger Chan usual, a number of
the regular attendants being away in the fleld aud covert.
The day was not an exceedingly favorable one, the air being cold

and raw and the Ught by no means clear. The birds were fair and the
haudUug and retrieving of the usual order, which always means good
on the.se grounds. The opening event was fl. $2 miss and out; then
came three 10 bird events, S5 entry, 3 moneys, the third of these events
being also the club shoot. After this there were shot three miss and
out events, $2 entry. The scores are detaUed:
No. 1:

Morfey 1110 Wright 2211
No. 2; No. 3. No. 4.

Morfey 0100021221— 6 1131110212— 9 11110.1011— 7
Lindsley 12-2312-2321—10 22-<!2031233- 9 03022032-20— 6
EUiott 0'2131322]3— 9 1311111211—10 2112131101— 9
Wright 2122013121— 9 0021111101— 6 11U23010*— 7
Hollis 21 10-301 li*— 7 1131111313—10 3111011210—8
ZegUo 2121131131—10 3111112211—10 11112-22-413—10
Wolf 30«3UI31 10— 6 3121101«00— 6 0310011122—7
In No. 3 Wright and Wolf shot off for third money, Wright winning

on the second round of the miss and out:
N0.5. No. 6. No 7. N0.5. N0.6. N0.7.

Lindsley 2-220 13 233-33 Zeglio 11212 10 0
Wright 0 0 13111 HoUis 130
Morfey 11180 10 12111

Election Day at Fanwood.
Below are the scores made at the live-bird shoot held by "Dutchy"

Smith at Brener's Grove, Fanwood, N. J., on Nov. 7, The entrance fee
in each event was g3. The birds were a good lot:

No. 1. No. 3. No. 3. No. 4. No. 5.

C Smith 121-22 -5 0-2332 -4 1112 4 2011—8 1123-4
Rnthacker 32211—5 22122—5 11-22 - 4 2001—2 21J2—

4

Pierson 12^22-5 31320—4 0-2o3-2 030.-3—2 0012—2
Darby -2^1121-4 1132-2—5 2100 2
Scott Terry 20ri-4 11211—5 2012—8 2022—3 1110-3
Clark 11221—5 12221—5 2112—4
D Terry „,.....,.... 01211-4 2211—4

The World's Fair Championship.
Chicago, III., Nov. 9.—To-day John Watson showed me the World's

Fair championship medal which he had just received from the manu-
facturers for forwarding to its owner, Mr. Chas. Grim, of Clear
Lake, la., who left the matter of design, etc., to Mr. Watson. The
medal is a handsome one, with the usual diamond, the green wreath.
The face shows a miniature world for token, and the conceit of the"
world's championship is very happUy carried out in the detail. Both
front and obverse are Created simply and with reserve, and the gem is
one of real value. I believe this is the finest shooting medal I have
seen of its class, and one cannot escape the conviction that under the
stereotyped phrase, "value $li30," there is an actual and full value to
the dollar. It is a sterling medal and commemorative of a sterUne
event. E. Hough.
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Election Day at Dexter Park.
In order to accommodate some of his regular patrons, whose politi-

cal aspirations are "passe," Louis Miller opened his grounds on
Election Day for live birds and bluerocli shooting.
The shooting opened with a sweep at 15 bluerocks, in which Shorte-

meyer and Phister divided first. The second event was at 6 live birds,

which went to Piiister, with a clear score. The third event was a
repetition of the second and resulted in a tie between Phister, Fessen-
den and Shortemeyer, with 5 kills eaf'.h. The fourth was the same as
the second and third, and was won by Fessenden with a clean score.
The fifth event was at 1.5 blueroclis. The result was a tie between
Shortemeyer and Short, each with 13 brealjs to their credit. The
sixth and last event of the day was at 10 bluerocks, 6 entries. In this

sweep Shortemeyer came to the front with 9 breaks to his credit.

The scores.

No. 1, 15 bluerocks:
Shortemeyer. ...111110111111111—14 Levens 110110110111011—11
Phister 110111111111111-14 Short 011111111101111—13
No. 2, 3 and 4, 6 live birds, 28yds.

No. 2.

R Phister 111112—6
Dr Hudson 112101-5
T Short 120113—5
W. Levens 231120—5
Fessenden 112201—5
L Shortemeyer 112202—5
C Simmons 022100-3

No. 5.

L Shortemeyer 011011111111111—13 llOllllUl—

!

T Short 111111111011110—13 0101111011—7
E Phister 011111111001111—13 0111111101-8
H Knebel, Jr 001010100010111— 7 0111101001—6
C Simmons 010101100111101— 9 0010111111—7
W Levens 100111101010011— 9 1010000011—4

No. 3. No. 4.

111210-5 221201-5
101001—3
010111—4
•02221—4
2221.1—5 112112—6
022111—5 021122—5
1011«3—4

No. 6.

Crescent Gun Club.

^The monthly shoot of the Orescent Gun Club at Louis Miller's Dex-
ter Park grounds, on Thursday, Nov. 2, brought together only five

members m the regular club event. A match between Capt. Shep-
hard and J. W. Coulston, at 25 birds each, both of whom are members
of the club, which was shot off just previous to the club event, was
robbed of much of its interest on account of Coulston's inability to

give the Captain a close race. The birds were as a lot good, hardy
flyers, and Capt. Shephard, although a good shot, could only bring 19

of them to grass. If Coulston will only remove the extreme drop in

the stock ofhis gun to the normal, he will find that his birds will be
more liable to receive the contents of his cartridges. Extreme drop
in gun stocks is one of the failings of the novice in trap-shooting. In

the club event at 7 birds, L. Hopkins was high with a clean score to

his credit. He was, however, kept on the "ragged edge" by President
Gilman up to the end of the contest, when the latter dropped out with
a clean miss on his seventh and last bird.'

After the close of the club event the members indulged in a series of
sweepstakes at 3 birds, miss and out. Hopkins continued his good

form by killing all his birds. John Cottier, a man prominent in Kings
county politics, came on to the grounds late in the day and tried his

new Diamond Daly ejector at the birds. Want of practice and the
new gun, coupled with the good quality of the birds, was too much of
a handicap for Mr. Cottier. The scores:
Individual match, 25 birds, American Association rules;

Capt Shephard 10222201 121221 01220202210-1

9

J W Coulston •112000233002001200012012—13
Club match, 7 live birds, American Association rules:

L Hopkins 2 2 12 11 1—7 Capt Shephard... 0 2 2 1 • 2 2—5

J W Coulston 000^20 0—1 W Gilman 111111 0—6

Morey 001 020 1—7

Sweepstakes, 3 birds, miss and out, 3 moneys:
No. 1. No. 2. No. 3.

^'\^^^ \ s/i—

>

L Hopkins 12 2—3 1 1 1 2—3 1 1 2—3

Capt Shephard 2 2 2-3 1 1 2 2—3 1 2 1—3

M Johns 12 1-3 0

Morey 0 0 3—1 0 1 1—2 0 0 0-0

W Oilman 1 2 1—3 0 1 1 0—2 0 1 1—3 1

H-><- ^/"^
JW Coulston 0 2 2—2 1 • 2—2 2 0 1—2 0

C Mohrman 2 11-3 111-3

J Cottier 0 0 2-2

Parkway Rod and Gun Club.

The monthly shoot of the Parkways at Dexter Park on Wednesday,
Nov. 8, did not have its usual representation of class members. The
election the day previous and the hunting season now on were no
doubt responsible for the light attendance. Of the first class members
Leo Helgans was the only one on the ground, and the result was
that he had a walkover for the A class prize, on a score of five out of
seven. In Class B there were four entries, and the class winners
proved to be H. Bramwell, with a clean score of seven kills to his
cr-dit. In Class C Col. Selover got the bulge on his class competitors
and captured the parachute on a clean score. The club appropriates
a certain amount each month for the purchase of prizes to be divided
between the three classes. On this occasion the prizes were three silk

umbrellas. There is also a gold medal, which goes to the member

who makes the best score at each monthly meeting, the same to bg
worn by the member winning it until the next monthly shoot The^
result of the club event was a tie between Bramwell of Class B and
Col. Selover of Class C. In the shoot off Bramwell won the medal
with two kills out of three to Selover's one. After BramweU had paid
the penalty to which all such honors are subjected, a sweep at three
birds, miss-and-out, was made up with eleven entries. The result was
a victory for Lee Helgans on his ninth bird. The scores are appended:

Club shoot, class handicap:
Class A. 28. Class C, 21.

E Helgans 2220012-5 A Andrews 1210030 - i
Class B, 25. H Knickman 000232 —3

T Short 1111102—6 J Wooley 1100311—5
H Bramwell 1211121—7 A Lehman 0211103—5
H Bookman 2201110-5 H Selover 1112112—7
T T Edgerton 1211911—6

Sweep, 3 birds, 3 moneys:
E Helgans 333—3 T T Edgerton 181—3
H Le Maire 301-3 H Selover 110—2
A Andrews 133

H Bookman 231

Q Pebler Uli -3
W Schaur OiO-

1

D Van Siclen 000—0
T Short 031—3
H Bramwell 101—2

Nassau Gun Club.
The Nassau Gun Club held its monthly shoot at Louis Miller s

Dexter Park grounds on Tuesday, Oct. 31, eight members participat-
ing. The regular club event called for 10 birds per man, American
Association rules. The shoot was opened at such a late hour in the
afternoon that there was no opportunity for sweepstake shooting,
and the consequence was the shooting was confined to the club event.
The birds were a fairly good lot, and there were some instances in
which the ability of the shooter and the quality of his gun and
cartridges was made prominent. An interesting feature of the shoot
was the shooting off of the tie between Messrs. Selover and Young.
Both killed 10 straight in the regular event. Jim Bennett was also a
tie with them, but in the shoot off, 3 birds, miss and out, Bennett
dropped out. Messrs. Selover and Young fought it out nip and tuck
to the eleventh bird, when Young slipped up on an easy left quarter-
ing incoming bird. It was one of those shots where the over confidence
of the shooter plays havoc with his winning chances. The scores are
appended

:

E Helgans 2200212112- 8 H Selover 1211211121-10
J Young 1212111122—10 C Magee 1112201112— 9
J Bennett 2112112311—10 J A Still 1101»10101— 6
P Von Dreele 2122^12221— 9 TT Edgerton 1121112111—10

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
C. B. Willis, California.-Please send address for a letter awaiting

it.

M. H. AND Soy, Brooklyn.—You will find quail shooting in the neigh-
borhood of Eastport, on Long Island, for Thanksgiving.

SAVE YOUR TROPHIES.
Write for Our Illustrated Catalogue

"HEADS AND HORNS."
It gives directions for preparing and preserving

Skins, Antlers, etc. Also prices for Heads and
Bugs, Birds and Fish, and aU kinds of work in Taxi-
dermy,

WARD'S NATURAL SCIENCE ESTARLISHMENT,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

PAID HIMSELF
A DOLLAR.

The Editor of the Game Laws in Brief prints In the
jSrie/ a standing offer of a reward for detection jf errors
and omissions. He found out for hunself rhe other
day that he had omitted a Michigan lO-years Moi golian
pheasant law. For this l e had a capital excuse. But
excuses don't go In game law manuals so he l ollected
the dollar, paid it and squared up. That rpward offer is

notblutt. The Brie/ aims to ue Infallible, .ind that's
just % bout, what it is.

jp^ROM the first issue of this paper it has been

used, and for nearly twenty years this particular

space has been occupied by

ABBEY & IMBRIE,
who now say tJiat they have given up advertising at least tor the present.

Sportsmen's Goods. |

Established 1858.

E. OCUMPAUGH & SONS,
SHOOTING AND VACHTING

SWEATERS.
Boy's Best Wool "ISS" $2.00

Boy's Best Worsted "SSr $2.50

Men's Best Wool "IS?!" $2 50

Men's Best Worsteil"KS''$3.00

Men's Best Made "« S'ii»T $450
White, Black, Blue or Gray.

Halifax, Nova Scotia.
Sirs—The sweater is most satisfactory. You cer-

tainly make a fine article in that line. Send your bill.

G. E. Van Buskirk.

Athletic Suits of Every Description.

Goods sent C. O. D. with privilege of examination.

83,85&87MaitiStj0Gliester,N.Y.

DUCK CALLS.
Grubb's Improved Illinois River Duck Call. The

most natural-toned call made; easy to blow; not
easy to get out of repair, having a fine tempered
reed; makes it so you can call teal, woodduck and
bluebill, as well as mallard. This is the only call
you can do this with. Price 55 cents.
Same as aboye, made of red cedar, silver mounted,

with silver reed wliich gives it perfect tone, $1
Every one warranted. Address

OHAS. W. GBUBBS,
1537 Milwankee Ave.,

Chicago, TU.

FERGUSOM'S PATENT REFLECTING LAMPS,
TUUIYIAS J. COINK-Oy, Bole Aarent.

310 Broadway, Mew Vork.

With Silver Plated Losomotlve Befleators

ments.

For Sportsmen s use. Combines
Head Jaclt i Front and Topi, Boat
Jack, Flshmg, Camp, Belt and
Dash Lamp, Hand Lantern, etc.

exCEI^SXOR L,AI»IP,
For Night Driving, Hunting, Fish-
ing, etc. Is adjustable to any
kind of dash or vehicle,
send stamp for lUus. Catalogue,
and address all orders Lamp Dept.

BAR&AINS IN GUNS.
1 Remington Mid-Range Target Rifle, .40-50, Vernier
and wind gauge sights, octagon barrel, pistol grip,
shotgun butt, Qlbs. weight. Price $15.

1 12-gauge Winchester repeating shotgun, new gun,
perfect order. Pi-ice $ 1 6.

r$50-

J. P. DANNEFELSER,
9 Chambers street. New York.

FOR COMFORT WEAR A

SWEATER
BUT GET THE BEST.
CONCORD, N. H.

LIST FREE. BOX S

With Fly-Rod and Camera.
Frloe «6.00. For Bale at this offioe.

X Guns, Revolvers, etc.

i

CHEAPEST HOUSE
II« AMBRICA FOR

GUNS! GUNS!!

AGEXT FOR
Remington,

Parker,
L. C. Snnith,

Lefever, etc.

THE H. H. KIFFE COMPANY,
4-73 Broadwav, New Vork.
Catalogue free. Mention Forest and Stream.

WM.R.SGHAEF^R& SON,
Manufacturers and Dealers in

FIR£ AR9IS, FISHIISG XACKLK
and BICVCL,£S.

Gun stocks bent, more crook or straightened and
warranted to stay. Barrels chokebored, rust spots
bored out and barrels re-browned. Gun stocks made
to order; all kinds ot Gun, Rifle and Revolver work
performed.
6i EI^M STREET, BOSTOX, MASS.

SHOT SPREADERS
make full cbokes scatter more than a cylinder, 12-

gauge only at present. Free circular and sample.
WINANS & CO., 97 West Kinney St., Newark, N. J.

Small Yachts, 470 p., $10

TROUT FOR SALE.!
YEAfiUNSS ol tie Brooi Trout, Late Trout, Browm

Tront, California Trout & Landlocied Sa]

EGGS Also FRV
of the same In season. For Information Inon I

J. AITNIN, JK.,
Caledonia, Livingston Co., N. T

of

FERTILIZED BROOK TROUT EGGS AND Ex-
cellent young fry for stocking, in season. Ad-

dress TROUTMKRE, Osceola Mills, Wis.

LIVE WHITE HAKES (Le^yus amencanus)
captured and properly boxed and dellverec!

CO express In Bethel, Me., in good condition ot
receipt of orders and remittances at $3 per paii
Refer to Hon. H. O. Stanley, Dixfleld, Mh., Flsi.
saxd Game Commissioner. I. G. Rl CH. Bethel, Me

Old and young stock now on sale. Our celebrated
handbook "All About Ferrets and Rats," mailed any-
where on receipt of 2octs. ADOLPH ISAACSEN <S

SON,9aFu]tonst.,N.Y. city. Trade mark -Sure Pop.'

FOR SALE.—Chesapeake Bay Dog; Greener Ex-
press rifle; acott hammer 12-gauge; Purdyham-

merless ejector. Oliver T. Sherwood, Southport, Ct.
20

$10
TAKES 8 FERRETS. READY FOR HUNT-
ing. C. S. MOTT, Bos 95, Norwich, Ont. 20

LIVE QUAIL FOR SALE-W. VA. BIRDS—GAME
a specialty. E. B. WOODWARD, Commissior

Merchant, 174 Chambers St., New York.

TRAINED FERRETS CHEAP; FERREl
JL Book, ten cents; ferret muzzles, 20.;ts.; catalogu*
free. WALLACE <l£ SUN, Lucas, Ohio.

Canoe and Boat Building
FOB

Amateurs.
Price - - $2.00.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.,

818 Broa4way, New York.
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JF he is a friend of yours; if he is inter=

ested in shooting or fishing; if he is not a

reader of FOREST AND STREAM; if you

would like to have him see it for three

weeks ; and if you will give us his name,

we will supply him with one of the

Forest and Stream's Silver Bullseye

Cards, which will make it easy for him to

send for the paper. ••••••
SOMEk. CANLNE COMPLICATIONS.

The courts have been considering a batch of canine

cases lately; and some knotty points of dog law have been

unraveled, which it would be just as well for us all to

know about.

Thus, if one happens to be a fragile young woman, she

should understand that a big powerful dog has the right

of way on city sidewalks; and the owner cannot be held

liable for injuries sustained by those against whom the

beast runs amuck. This has just been determined in a

New York case where an action was brought by a young

woman, who, while walking on Sixth avenue had been

thrown down, and had one of her legs broken, in collision

with a dog big and powerful as aforesaid. She sued the

owner for damages. The Court held that inasmuch as the

animal was not trespassing, but was going along the pub-

lic street, where it had a perfect right to be, the owner

could not be held responsible for the results of the col-

lision.

A more complicated dog and woman collision is now
before the Vermont courts. The point to be determined

in this instance is whether one man may be held in dam-

ages for injuries inflicted by another man's dog in the

owner's own house and upon the owner's own wife. To

the unsophisticated lay mind it w^ould appear that at all

events in this case, too, the dog was not trespassing. The

cause is that of Isham vs. Dow. Dow had some sheej).

Isham had a dog. Isham's dog attempted to eat up

Dow's sheep. Dow had a gun. With it he set out to kiU

Isham's dog. Isham had a wife. Isham's dog, wounded
by Dow's gun, ran into Isham's house and jumped against

Isham's wife, knocking her down, and injuring her so

severely that she was critically ill afterward. Isham vs.

Dow for $10,000 is the result. What became of the dog

is not told.

What is a person to do when a stray and friendless dog

persists in casting itself upon his good graces and adopt-

ing him for a master? The Brooklyn police courts have

gone so far at least as to say that he may not hurl the

animal through a window. The other evening a citizen

set out to make a caU. On the street he encountered a

wretched stray dog, which made up to him, Ucked his

liands, and then and there, in canine dumb show, took

him for better or for worse. The man responded with a

kick, and boardea a street car. The dog followed him in

and nestled down at his feet. Brooklyn street cars do not

carry dogs, and when the conductor spied the animal, he

asked the man if it belonged to him. The man looked

down at the dog, and the dog, misinterpreting the glance,

responsively wagged its tail in content and good w^ill.

Then the man swore some, grabbed the dog, swung it in

the air and dashed it through a window. The glass

crashed; the astonished dog went yelping up the street;

the man swore some more ; the women in the car made
a commotion; the conductor called a policeman; the po-

liceman carried the canine catapult off to the station

house; the judge fined him $25 in court the next morning

for cruelty to animals; and he made himself square with

the car company by paying for the smashed glass. All

of which teaches us that a dog, as well as a human be-

ing, may sometimes be mistaken in his man. This

Brooklyn citizen was not at all the kind of person the

dog took him to be.

Dogs have certain recognized legal privileges, one of

which is that of proceeding in an orderly manner along

the public highway unmolested by other dogs ; and the

courts will sustain a man who endeavors to uphold this

right for a dog, even when the dog belongs to somebody

else. The Massachusetts case of Matteson vs. Strong,

damages for dog bite, is the one in point. Daniel B.

Matteson, of Palmer, was out walking, attended by

Albert King's dog. The quadruped was set upon with

ferociously felonious intent by the dog of Homer C.

Strong, Esq. Matteson attempted to restrain King's dog

when Strong's dog attacked it. He was bitten by the

aggressor, brought suit in the Superior Court and recovered

$375 damages. But Strong contended that the plaintiif

had attempted to separate the dogs after they had begun

fighting and that by so doing had unnecessarily put him-

self in danger—had cast himself into the breach when he

should have stayed out of it. He carried the case up to

the Supreme Court. There the finding of the lower court

was sustained in a decision which it will be well for one

to note carefully for future guidance. It reads:

We cannot say, as a matter of law, that the plaintiff was not in the

exercise of due care in putting his hand on the collar or neck of the

dog which was in his custody, in order to bring him along and prevent

a fight. Under the circumstances it may have been a very proper

thing for him to do, and at the time It may not have seemed to ex-

pose him to much, if any, danger. In cases of this kind a great deal

depends on the size, the apparent disposition, the conduct and the

situation of the two dogs, and upon other circumstances which are

usually proper for the consideration of a jury. There was other

testimony which would have warranted the jury in finding that the

plaintifiE was negligent, but neither the undisputed evidence in the

case nor the hypothetical statement embodied in the defendant's

second request for a ruling was enough to justify the court in order-

ing a verdict for the defendant.

THE ANARCHIST ARGUMENT.
The letter elsewhere printed to-day came to hand last

week after Forest and Stream had gone to press, but be-

fore it had been published. It is written by an Eastern

banker, whose connections with railroads and mines in

Montana is close and has extended over a number of

years. In the course of his business journeyings this gen-

tleman has become familiar with the Park and Cooke

City miners, as well as with ranchmen and miners in

many localities in central and southern Montana. We
are not surprised to see our correspondent take up cudgels

in behalf of the good men of Montana. They are abund-

antly able to take care of themselves and need no defense,

but it is irritating to see one's friends called bad names in

print, and the impulse is strong to say a word.

Most of this ground, except where wanton attacks are

made on the character of Montana people, has been thor-

oughly gone over in past years, and the communication

of Mr. Brackett only brings to the surface old straw to

be threshed over again. It would be a simple matter to

take his letter, paragraph by paragraph, and pull it to

pieces, showing by conclusive testimony that he has

failed to inform himself on many points in connection

with the National Park. It is absurd, for example, to

any one who is familiar with the Park in winter, to

read his statement that the game has long since been

driven from the vicinity of the Cooke City wagon road

and never returns to it, for it is perfectly well known that

the greatest winter range for elk within the borders of

the reservation is along the Cooke City %vagon road,

I thousands of them being seen there daily throughout

the winter. No one expects to find game camped along

the roadside in summer, for then it has withdrawn to the

higher lands and to the timber.

But it is not worth while to go over this ground, which

must be tliorougbly familiar to all readers of Forest and
Stream. Those who have forgotten the details of the

case are referred to an article in this journal about a year

ago entitled "Cooke City vs. the National Park."

SNAP SHOTS.

Here is a foreign minister of whom any country might

be proud, and it is the privilege of these United States to

take pride in him. Minister W. W. Thomas, Jr., repre-

senting our Government in Sweden, took part in the great

elk hunt given by King Oscar, the other day, in the for-

est of Hunneberg, in honor of the Emperor of Germany.

When the hunt was over the diplomatic representatives

of France, Germany and Italy were all present and ac-

counted for, but Minister Thomas had disappeared, and
much solicitude was felt lest he had been wounded by

the game or some other calamity had befallen him. It

was not until 10 o'clock at night, and when the party

was about to break up, that he came in, worn out with

fatigue, all tattered and bespattered with mud; and ex-

plained to King Oscar that having wounded an elk he

had thought it the sportsmanlike thing to follow it up

and give it the coup de grace. The chase had been long

and arduous, but the American had to show for his re-

ward the finest specimen of all the forty elk killed in the

hunt; and for his pluck he received the congratulations

of both the sovereigns.

Nine of the Montana elk which were exhibited near the

Cliff Dwellers in the World's Fair have been secured by

Mr. Edward H. Litchfield, of Brooklyn, for his game pre-

serve in the Adirondacks. The elk were last week taken

to a farm in Rome, N. Y., where they will winter. With
them are three black-tailed deer, also destined for Mr.

Litchfield's preserve. This experiment of restocking the

Adirondacks with elk, for such in effect it is, will be

watched with decided interest. The elk was indigenous

to the North Woods; and was exterminated only by fool-

ishly persistent pursuit. There is much ground for

believing that once again restored to its native home the

species would thrive; and that with the protection

accorded it by wise laws and by an enlightened pub-

lic sentiment, it would become a permanent factor ia the

game supply of the region.

Major J. Fry Lawrence, of Louisville, Ky., who died

suddenly whUe on a hunting trip, on Nov. 11, was presi-

dent of the Kentucky Fish and Game League, an organi-

zation numbering 1,500 members, and one of the most

powerful institutions of the State. He was a member of

the.World's Fisheries Congress, and attended some of its

meetings in Chicago last month. The discussions bearing

upon the protection of fish awakened his liveliest interest.

The extensive distribution of fish by the U. S. Fish Com-
mission in Kentucky waters was due largely to the per-

sonal influence of Major Lawrence, and no one appreci-

ated more fully than he the lasting benefits to be derived

from inteUigent stocking of streams.

There is a clause of the New York game law which

forbids one person to kill more than three deer in a sea-

son. From what we can learn this law is on the whole

beneficial, but it does not restrain the raids of some
of the meat hunters who live on the borders of the

Wilderness and make annual autumnal forays on the ven-

ison supply. Some of these hunters take out wagon
loads of game just as they did before the law was en acted.

As we go to press the meeting of the Amei'ican Orni-

thologists' Union is being held at Cambridge, Massachu-

setts. The attendance is large, and many interesting

papers will be presented to the Congress. The hospitali-

ties of the Nuttall Ornithological Club, which might

almost be called the father of the A. O. U., will be

ofliered during the meeting.

The subject of the alarming decrease of food fishes in the

waters of the Atlantic coast is one of importance which
it would be difficult to over-estimate. The consideration

of it, set on foot by the New York Commission, should

receive attention from every one who can contribute sug-

I gestion or information.
. ^
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DANVIS FOLKS.-XV.

The First Fox.

Sam moving about cautiously in his stockings was at-

tempting the impossible feat of building a fire in the
stove without maliing a noise, for it was early and he
hoped that he might not disturb any of the family.

The wood tumbled about in the box as if endowed with
perverse life. The griddles would slip and clatter and the

doors bang as if they were made for no other purpose,
Uncle Lisha being a light sleeper was roused and
came forth to learn the cause of the unseasonable disturb-

ance, with his waistcoat in one hand and buttoning his

suspenders fumblingly with the other.

"What on airth is the motter, Samwil? Baby haint
got the croup er nuthin', has he?" he whispered anx-
iously.

"No," was answered in a hoUow whisper, "goin' hunt-
in'. Thought I'd hev me a baked tater and cup o' tea tu
start on 'f I c'd get 'em 'thout wakin' the hull neighbor-
hood, but this consarned stove's ben dancin' a jig sence I

fust touched it an' the wood, turnin' summersets. But
I've got the taters in. Sorry I waked ye, Uncle Lisher,

Drive, you ol' fool, quit yer whinin' an' caperin'. We
haint goin' yit."

"I'd slep' a plenty," and Uncle Lisha drew a chair to
the stove and toasted his feet comfortably on the hearth.
"Where be you goin', Samwil?"
"Well," said Sam, carefully filling a powder horn while

Drive watched the operation with intense interest, whin-
ing and treading the floor with his front feet, "I'm a-

goiri' tu take Peltier a fox huntin'. I b'lieve 'f I c'n git

him int'rested in 't an' hev liim kill a fox er tew it '11 git

him over mopin' an' honin' himself to death arter that
misible gal. The' haint nothin' like huntin' tu take a fel-

ler's mind offem trouble."

"Wal," said the old man in a draughty whisper that set

the candle flaring, "I d' know but what it'll help some,
but I shall reckon more on fishin'. But I teU ye, I b'lieve

he's kinder taken a shine tu that aire Varney gal, 'at was
here tu the apple cut, an' that's a-goin' tu cure him."
"'T wont 'mount tu shucks. Peltier haint that kind o'

chap tu shift his likes sudden. I don't b'lieve he'll ever
keer a row o' pins for any other gal. The best 'at can be
done for him is tu git him from dwellin' on his trouble,

an' I don't know o' nothin' better 'n huntia'. The quiet

of the woods an' the noises which is nigh about the same
thing, is mighty soothin', an' the smeU o' the dead leaves

an' the spreuce an' balsam is stren'thenin' tu the narves
an' when you git raly woke up with the hootiu' o' the
haound a-drawin' nigher an' you hear the fox a-rustlin'

the dry leaves an' snappin' the dry twigs, it seta your
heart afire an' burns aout all the foolishness an' trouble."

"Mebby," said the other, "but fishin' is turrible soothin'.

I'd ruther chance it on fishin' an' that Varney gal. She's

a strornary nice gal."

Sam opened the oven door and tested his cookery with
a pinch. "My taters is done. Set by an' ha' some, Uncle
Lisher?

"

But the old man chose to wait for a more elaborate

meal, and Sam hastily swallowing his tea, potatoes and
cold meat and assuming his equipments was ready to de-

part just as Pelatiah appeared, and the two held forth in

the growing whiteness of the winter dawn with the old

hound sobering down to the business of his life, ranging
steadily before them.
There had been a hoar frost in the night and every

fence and tree was turned to misty silver and pearl, and
the mountain arose before them against the paling azure
like a great cloud of pearl, tmstable, ethereal, as if the
lightest breeze might waft it away. There was a haziness
in the atmosphere giving it an apparent softness that
seemed to belong to another season, and make one almost
expect to hear the songs of birds coming from the silver

foUage and sea |the stir of insect Ufe among the feathery
herbage of the frost, grown in a night upon the snow.
But the few sounds that scarcely broke the silence

were all of winter. The smothered chuckle of the ice-

bound brook, the resonant crack of a frozen tree, the
muffled crow of a housed cock, and the discordant cries

and flicker of the gay plumage of a jay early faring
abroad were the only signs of life astir save the himters
and their hounds.
Old Drive soon found the warm trail of a fox that had

been mousing among the snow-covered aftei'math, and he
presently set the mountain side and hills to bandying
melodious echoes that awoke all the valley from its slum-
bers.

A dozen house dogs burst into vociferous baying at the
distracting mixltitude of airy voices and as many cocks
sent forth their ringing challenges, and one by one tlie

farmhouse chimneys began to lift their slanted pfllars of

smoke against the peajl-gray hills and blue of the sky.

There began to be signs of choring, the creaking and
slamming of barn doors, the lowing of cattle, and men
calling them to partake of their brown loaves, the stacks.

Then were heard the mellow notes of horns and conches,
presently followed by a cessation of the sounds of labor.

These, after a time, began again, with the clear, woody
ring of ax strokes, the muffled thud of flails, the shouts ,of

ox-teamstei-s and the drawling creak of their sleds.

The hunters gave heed to none of them. Only to the
voice of the hound were their ears attentive as it tended
toward the hills that buttressed the mountain side, letting

here an echo fall asleep, there awakening another to wild
mimicry,
"Ef he haint got him up, he will in less'n five minutes,"

said Sam after a moment of breathless listening to the
hound's eager baying. "You puU foot for the south end
o' Pa'tridge Hfll. The's a big hemlock in the aidge of a
leetle clearin'. Stan' there. If he gits past ye goin' he'll

come back that way. Stick to 't as long as the dawg stays

on the hiU, I'll go to the north end."
He struck ofl; at a swinging gait and Pelatiah in a di-

vergent course made his way to the point indicated. He
reached it much out of breath with climbing and excite-

ment, his heart beating such a tumultuous accompaniment
to the music of the hound, drawing nearer and nearer,

that he could scarcely hear it.

He cocked his gun and strove to settle his ti-embling

nerves while he strained his eyes to catch a glimpse of the
fox, for he could hear the hound crashing through the

brush and whining and panting as he puzzled over a
double of the trafl. Then his heart stood still at a sudden
flash of ruddy fur among the brush, his gun was at his

shoulder, his finger feeling the trigger, and with a qualm
of disgust he saw a red squirrel scampering along a log.

The music of the hound swept past, and Pelatiah's heart
sank with the sense of lost opportunity. But he remem-
bered Sam's assurance that the fox would come back,
and took hope again. He backed into a comfortable
I)osition against the hemlock and listened half dreamily to

the pulsing diminuendo of the hound's bugle notes and to

the minor voices of the woods. A party of inquisitive

chickadees sounded their cheery call close about him, a
nuthatch piped nasally as he crept in a downward spiral

along the branching ti'unk above. A woodpecker indus-
triously tapped a dead tree, the squirrel dropped a slow
shower of cone chips, and a company of jays attuned
their voices to unwonted softness as they discom-sed to-

gether.
Yet he was continually aware of the hound's mellow

notes overbearing all these sounds, though faint and far
away, tiU suddenly there broke above them aU the short,

thin report of a rifle, and almost with the fading out of

the brief echo the baying of the hound ceased.
^"Wal," said Pelatiah, letting his hopes down to

the earth with a sigh. "The fox 's dead, that' ssar-

tain, but I shouldn't ha' thought Sam would ha' cut in

ahead on me an' shot him. That wan't the 01' Ore Bed!
'Twan't laoud enough! It's some skunk that's sneaked in

an' stole aour fox, an' by gol, he'll haftu hump hisself if I

don't ketch him er run him in."

He pushed rapidly forward in the direction that he
heard the shot. His course was lengthwise of the ledge,

with so few obstacles that a haK hour's walk brought him
to tlie end of the fox's track, marked with a great blood-
stained wallow in the snow. Leading straightaway from
it toward the Uttle valley behind the hill went the tracks
of a big pair of boots with a disproportionate stride.

"A short-laiged critter," Pelatiah remarked, as he set-

tled himself upon the trail, "an' I guess my shanks' bosses
'11 fetch him."
The trail presently led him to a narrow clearing and a

httle gray house that stood in forlorn nakedness of shade
trees and outhouses, close to an untraveled highway. The
big boot tracks held straight across the poor little garden
with its feeble array of bean poles bearing their withered
garlands of rustling vines, past the starved woodpile and
its dull ax, to the neatly swept doorstep.
"Consarn his picter," and Pelatiah waxed hot with

wrath as the trail grew warmer, "he's sneaked intu Wid-
der Wigginses. But he needn't cal'late petticuts '11 save
him. I'll skin 'im if the's a dozen women stannin' raound,
The blasted thief."

He stepped softly upon the plank doorstep, and was
about to enter, when he heard the excited voice of a boy
and stopped to listen. He also heard the sibilant rush of

air from the nipple of a gun and the soft pop of a with-
drawn patch mingling with disconnected words andknew
that the speaker was cleaning a rifle.

"Oh, ma," cried the voice with a grunt that indicated
the pushing down of a patch, "I teU ye, it was fun. I

popped him right plum through the head, an' sir, I

dropped him right in his tracks. An' haint he a neat one.
An' neow I'm goin' to skin him an' sti'etch him an' take
him daown to Olapham's an' sell him an' git you some tea
an' sugar."

"It '11 be turx'ible good tu hev some agin, 'specially

when a body is feeling so peaked," said a feeble voice.

"An' haow did you happen tukfll a fox, BiUy? That's
men's game."

"Oh, I was up on the hill tryin' tu git a pa'tridge, an' I

heai'd a haoun' dawg a-comin' an' I jes' stood still as a
post, an' fust I knew it, I seen the fox come bobbin' along
an' up an' let him hev, an' daown he flopped, an' sir, I

couldn't b'lieve 'twas treue, an' when I r'ally got a holt

on 't I got dizzy an' all of a tremble, an' the nex' thing I

thought on was the tea an' sugar fer you. An' then the
haoun' dawg come up an' chawed him a spell, an' then I

slung htm on my back an' p'inted fer hum."
All the fire of Pelatiah's wrath was quenched and he

was about to retire as silently as he had come, when he
was arrested by the voice of the Avoman pitched to a tone
of earnest reproof.

"0, BiUy, you hedn't ever ortu done that. You'd orter
waited an' gin the hunters the fox. It's jest stealin'.

Father aUus said so. O, Billy, they '11 be arter you, an'

nob'dy knows whot they won't du tu ye. Whose haoun'
dawg was it, Billy?"

"It was Sam Lovel's ol' Drive. It's the fust fox 'at ever
I shot," BiUy whimpered, "an' haow be I ever goin' tu git

yer tea an' sugar?"
"It don't make no dift'unce, youmus' take that aire fox

right stret tu Samwil Lovel, You've got tu take it tu
them it belongs tu. Mebby the Lord '11 pervide; but I

d' know, it's long a-waitin'. Hang up the gun an' start

right stret off. Take the fox an' start right off like an
hones' man."
Pelatiah broke in unceremoniously upon poor Billy's

mournful preparations for departure, liis unannounced
appearance startling alike the boj^ and his sick mother,
who stared at him half frightened, half indignant, from
her uncomfortable support of scant pillows.

"The' don't nob'dy want no fox, M'is Wiggins," he burst
out impetuously. "Samwil an' me don't want him, ner
won't hev him, nuther. Bub c'n take him right daown tu
Olapham's a' git all he can fer him. Dollar an' a half, I

shouldn't wonder. We won't hev it, I tell ye. We wouldn't
tech tu take the fust fox 'at a boy ever shot. We know
how he feels, me an' Samwil."

Certainly not by experience did Pelatiah know; but by
sympathy, perhaps he did, to-day.

"Be ye much sick, M'is Wiggins? Bub hed better git

Darktor Stone tu come up. I'll hev mother come over.

Good day."
He hurried to go, in as great confusion as that in which

he left the widow and her son, who found not words but
only grateful looks to thank him.
He stopped at the meager woodpile and plied the dull

ax with sturdy strokes tfll three or four armfvfls of wood
were ready for the stove, and then hvtrried away up the
long eastern slope of the hUl. He laughed at himself as
he recalled his recent small adventure, "Poor leetle

shaver, a-floppin' raoun' in his dead father's boots an' me
a-bilin' myself up tu hck somebody. Gol!"

Tilen through the stiUness of the woods the mellow
cadence of the old hound's bugle notes stole upon his

eai's, and all his thoughts were turned to the day's pur-

pose. Listening to get the direction, he became assured
that the earnest, insistent baying was almost confined to

a fixed point.

"By golly, he's started another, an' holed him, I guess.

But I'H mog over and git the dawg."
As he neared the place, the steep western side of the

hill, he found that the hoimd was moving in small circles

and felt renewed hope, and his heart gave a great choking
bound as he caught a glimpse of the fox dodging among
the rocks and brush of the steep hillside. So steep and
slippery was the footing that Pelatiah was obliged to slip

his arm around a sapling to hold his position, and so
standing he cocked his gun and waited, his heart rising

and sinking as Drive's notes approached and receded.
Suddenly, like a ruddy blossom that had burst from the

wintry hillside, the fox appeared on the top of the rock
and turned to look back at the dog. The sight was drawn
against the arched side, the trigger was pulled, there was
a kick of reassuring force, a responsive roar and a writh-
ing, slowly-lifting Jcloud of smoke that for one moment
of sickening doubt Pelatiah tried to peer through, and
then he was filled with unspeakable joy at sight of the
fox lying beside the rock, gasping spasmodically, while
his magnificent brush was moved with tremulous undu-
lations. And then he knew how Bflly Wiggins had felt.

Not tin he had laid hold of his prize did he find voice to

halloo to Sam, but then he did it with such repeated
vociferations that there was danger of alarming all the
valley.

Sam soon appeared on the scene, imperturbable but con-
gratulatory.
"You done almighty well, Peltier, but where's your

t'other fox? I hearn a shot an' the dawg come tu me."
"Wal," said Pelatiah, hesitating a little, "Widder Wig-

ginses boy shot him, an' I hedn't the heart tu take it away
from him. An' she's sick an' they're poorer 'n snaikes.

No tea ner no nothin',"

"An' ye done almighty weU, Peltier," Sam said, after

attentive consideration of the case. "Huldy an' me 'U go
over there to-morrer an' see tu 'em. An' neow le's skin
that au-e fox. By the gret horn spoon, he's a buster."

Rowland E. Robinson.

NOTES OF A TRIP TO MANITOBA.
In Two Parts—Part Two.

CConcludedfrompage

One day I met with a curious example of the readiness
with which some people adopt and repeat tiie opinions of

others rather than see and judge for themselves. I was
out driving with a young friend, fresh from England,
and he gave utterance to that stale, groundless, but too
common remark, that bird life was rare in this covmtry
and bird music unknown. At the moment he was speak-
ing, half a dozen meadowlarks were pouring out their

finest strains, twenty shore larks were within hearing,

and the chinks of the music were filled up with the notes
of innumerable vesper sparrows, longsijurs, savanna
sparrows, and shattuck bimtings, while crows, kingbirds
and wild ducks were within sight and hearing.

In my journal, next, I find these two notes. The first

relates to an extended published account of my last hunt,
in which D. was a successful participant.

"G. W. tells me that on the Sunday when D, received

the account of the hunt in which he figured so prominently,
he spent the whole day in reading it over till he had it

nearly by heart, and this was all his conscience would
permit him to do on that day, though he eyed the old

rifle tenderly from time to time; but he went to bed very
early and arose soon after 13 to thoroughly clean out h&
old 'blunderbuss,' although the himting season was half

a year ahead."
Another note runs: "Two of the farmers have been

out gunning after each other for some time, and I heard
Mrs, D, describing them as two persons who had a great
disregard for each other."

One day while driving in the hills with a friend we
came face to face with a bear. Of course, we had no gun.
This is the third time in my fife that this has happened,
and in every case I was gunless, also in every case bruin

went ofl: at racehorse speed.

On another occasion a number of the old settlers were
swapping wild pigeon yarns. One had fired into a great

flock and brought down eleven pigeons with a shotgun;
another had fired into a vast cloud of the birds with a
rifle and brought down thirteen; then another speaker
had fired both barrels into a solar ecHpse of biUions of

pigeons and brought down nothing but a wretched little

sparrowhawk.
Late in August a farmer came to tell me that while

driving his binder he put up a strange beast that seemed
slow and stupid. He had never seen its hke before, it

appeared to be a cross between a deer and a lynx, as it

had long ears with black tips on them, but yet had the

head, tail and color of a deer. It was only 20yds. away
when he started it, and it moved so slowly that he set his

dog after it. But although the latter, a collie, was close

at hand the strange slow^ animal suddenly developed into

a gray streak and was out of that field (one of 100 acres)

before the dog could get started. This last piece of in-

formation was enough. "My friend," said I, "you have
struck a narrow-gauge mule," and sure enough when I

went to the same place I put up the same mule, brought
him down on the wing and went home in triumph with
the first jack rabbit (Lejyus campestris) I ever killed, and
the only one I ever heard of being killed north of the

Afisiniboine!

I subsequently learned that since my last residence in

Manitoba the species had greatly increased and is now
abundant in southern and western Manitoba, with the

natural consequence of occasional occurrence in the ad-

joining regions.

Late in August I went with a medical friend for an ex-

tended buckboard trip into the sandhills. We were far

beyond the fm-thest settlement and not even looking for a
trail, when suddenly we came upon a fresh track, and on
following it were led to an Ojibway camp of two tepees.

The Indians had a freshly-kflled moose, and I tried to buy
a quarter of it, but they would not sell any. I then tried

to buy the head, but no, they still said "no sell" and

i

even refused to sell enough for a meal. "Well," said I,

"we want some meat for our dinner." To this the spokes-

man replied only by handing us his knife and mtimating
by a gestme that I was to cut what I needed. That done
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I asked "how much for this?" "No sell. Give,"the re-
plipd with emphasis.
Then a bright idea struck me; so, beckoning to my com-

rade over by our camp, I said. "Shaw, let me have
yom- -whisky flask." Then said I to the redman, "Will
you have some of this?" His Enghsh before was broken
and labored, but now he replied promptly, "You bet!"
He then produced a Httle tin vessel into which I poured a
proper quantity, which he swallowed joyfully. "Call
your friend," said I, and the other Indian was duly made
happy in the same way. Now, all this time the squaw
was toiling and moiling about the fire, cutting wood and
drawing water for us as weU as for her lord, so I held up

I am afraid I early lost all hold on his respect by asking
him if Scotland was a lai"ge town, and also if it was not
named after Sir Walter Scott, wholfirstjmade it famous.
But on a certain day I fell forever in his estimation.

He was a carpenter and I was using liis saw. A nail
loomed up in my plank just in the line of cutting. I

stopped and said to the Scot:
"They say that there is nothing that pleases a carpenter

more than to hear you sawing a nail with his best saw."
The carpenter dropped his liammer and his lower jaw;

for a moment he regarded me dumbfounded. Then, with
a rough ejaculation and a voice seething with scorn and
disgust, he vehemently burst forth, "Well, that just

J

mULE DEER SKETCHED AS SHE RAN.

the still available iiask and said, "Shall I give the scjuaw
BOmeT" Her eyes sparkled ^vlth the pleasure of anticipa-

tion. But the redman vshook liis head, and with an air of

stern rebuke said, "No, bad for squaw."

My sitting room at Carberry had become a sort of resort

in evenings for those of the inhabitants who had tastes

artistic or for natural history, and the usual belt competi-
tions in yarns were often observable. I have already
mentioned briefly a pigeon match we had thei-e, and an-
other evening wolves was subject of contest. Two of
the latter stories ran as follows: A friend of the narrator
was making a trip on foot 100 miles through the Canadian
woods in March, when, toward one evening, as he was
drying his clothes over a brisk fire, he heard the cry of
wolves ra,pidly approaching him. He was entirely un-
armed, and there being no time to lose, although at th-:

moment he was stark naked, he quickly shinned up tin

nearest tree, and there the wolves kept him until next
day, when they left him. He came down unhurt, but
nearly frozen, reclothed himself and got back to a settle-

ment all right. But he died six months afterward from
nervous prostration induced by the horror of that night.

The next contribution was to this effect: "We were
snowed up in a shanty on the Petawawa, some six of uk.

and at last were about starving, when one evening we
heard wol ves close at hand . Tlien a struggle on the pori 1

1

of our shanty. We rushed out with axes and firebrands,

just in time to drive back a pack of wolves and secure a
tine fat buck, killed, neatly bled and ready cleaned forua,
and all done while one could count three; and so we were
saved."

shows how much you know about it, for there is nothing
worse for a saw."

I groaned a little and went away to lie on the prairie
for a while, but x^resently an Irishman came along. I re-
lated the incident to him and he fairly bellowed over it.

This made me feel so much better that, like Diogenes,
having found a man I was contented, and went again
about my business.

On another of these eventng-s the subject of conversation
the was difficulty of getting a decided answer out of a half
breed, and I was able to contribute the following personal

The crowning glory of another pinnacle ran thus:

"Yes, I knew him; that's young McHooly; awful sigl it

now; terribly mangled he was; the doctor didn't think he
would pxill through; but they are good stuff those Mc-
Hoolys. Ye see, he had just got his first watch, a brand
new Waterbury of the old-fashioned build, and like all

youngsters, he was forever winding it. Well, that's al!

right for a Waterbury, you know; but it was all wron-
for him. Ye see, he got it out one day on the prairie ani

kinder recklessly exposed the machineiy, and first thm^
he knew the breeze blew his coat tail in among the cogs,

and he never knew till he was dragged in. Fortunately,
it was the hour movement; for it was twenty minutes
before help came. They say if it had been the minute
movement he never would have known what he died of.

It seemed to affect his brain, too; so he'll never be tio

good only for a bookkejier or a school teacher, or some-
thin' of that sort."

On one occasion no one had a yarn ready and I wa-
called on for a story. I could not think of one so gave
the following excuse:
A himdred years ago a famous hunter was killed by a

buck on the banks of the Ohio. His friends bui'ied him
where he fell and each one placed over the grave a pair of
antlers, and each one made it a duty to bring a pair of
antlers whenever he found himself in the neighborhood.
The custom continued for years, until there was a vast
pile of deer horns 30 or 40ft. in diameter and even more
in height to mark the grave of the old deer slayer; the
additional pairs were always thrown on top, and loose
ones were aJso puUed away and piled on top, so that when
last seen this wondrous pile was perfectly tightly inter-

locked. There they were, hundreds of antlers, but so
securely intertwined that it is absolutely impossible to ex-
tract a single specimen,
"Now," said I, "that is just the way with my stories. I

have himdreds of them piled up right in sight, but I'm
blest if I can pull one out of the pile or find a loose one to
offer you."
But it wasn't needed; my yarn set the rest agoing.

A newcomer from the land of Burns afforded us some
amusement byhis truly nattonal manner o£ taking a joke.

"Of course not," I said.
' 'Besides, realgood cedar ain't so plenty as it used to bt-,

"

"I know all that, but what is it to cost?"
' 'Tiien I've seen the time I could just step to the swamp

with a spade, and git all the tamarac ribs I wanted in five

minutes, but it ain't like that now, I suppose I'd ha' to go
a half a mile or more for 'em."

"I know all that, what I want to know is"—

-

"An' maybe you think it's no trick to srit jest the right
sort of gum jest when ye want it for caulking."

"Botheration! are you going to tell me or not?"
"Another thing, it ain't every man you meet can build

a canoe."
"Do you think I'd be here fooling around if I thought

it was?"
"Well, I dunno, there's a terr'ble lot o' work about it,

it's near a two weeks' job. an' wages is away up now. it

ain't like it was twenty year ago, I tell ye, canoe building
was cheap then, but ye got to squeal for it nowadays,
'specially when they is built to order."
"Now, look here," I said, "I'm not beating you down,

and I don't want any more explanation. Once for all,

what would she cost?"

"Well, I dunno, ye crowd a man when he's busy, ye
have to pay for it; I dunno, but I guess ye can't git that
canoe under fo' dollars, an' I ain't partic'lar to do it at
that even."

By this time, you see, I was once more quite at home
in Carberry, but my visit was drawing to an end, for the
summer was nearly over. I had more than carried out
my programme, for T had one and a half sketches, three
pages of notes and three skins for every day of my trip.

Besides, I had sown wild rice in fifty different localities,

and had renewed my acquaintance with the scenes of my
early days. Once more the Bald Hill, the Lone Spruce,
and Lake Cbaska were familiar friends, and the song of
the prairie lark my daily delight.
Among my sketches from life are two at least, which I

prize out of all proportion to their artistic worth. They
are drawings of wild deer as they stood or ran, and in one
instance I might have used my gun instead of my pencil
had I been so inclined.

On Sept. 6 I gathered up my accumulated treasures and
returned to Winnipeg, and there proceeded to make a
careful search among the taxidermists, etc., for interest-
ing items of natural or other history.
The Albion Hotel is a place that all visitors speedily

find, for the yard in rear contains, besides some bears,
lynxes, etc., in cages, tliree moose, three elk, a mule deer
and a Virginia deer, running loose, following and sniffing
suspiciously at the strangers who venture near them. I
had not much time for sketches, but procured a snap
camera, and exposed twenty plates with the usual result,
as I found out when too late, not one pictm-e! This was
the more disappointing, because the moose were very fine
animals and had given me several opportunities of photo-
gi-aphing them while they fed on grain that was lying oti

the ground. This, according to some books, is not
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experience, which was to the point and also illustrated the
vast size and purchasing TXJwer of a dollar in the back
country, where nearly all Dusiness is done by truck and
swap.
In the summer of '85 I was traveling among the back

lakes of Ontario and thought I should like to take home
a good birch canoe. There was a half-breed named True-
axe, who was famous for his canoes, so I sought him out
and asked him if he could build me one. He was reclin-

ing in the sun by his door, and whittling a stick at the
time. He replied slowly:

"Well, I dunno, I'm terr'ble busy, what size do you
want?"
"To hold two men and a hundred weight of baggage."
"Well, I dunno, there's a terr'ble lot of work about a

canoe like that."
"I know that, I don t expect to get it for nothing."
"Ye see it ain't like it was twenty year ago, when I

cwld cut a doaen canoe b^rk? right at the door."

possible, and, according to others, it can be done only if

the animals kneel or straddle grotesquely, but these
moose neither straddled to any extent nor knelt, they
simply lowered their heads and fed like horses.

I also went a good deal among the Hudson Bay Co.'s
men, and in particular was regaled with tlie conversation
of two old factors, whom I shall call Cumberland and
Garry. We went together to the remains of the old fort,

and in this, the best of company, I saw it thoroughly, and
learnt much I never knew before. The old gateway is

almost all that now stands, but the outlines and remains
of the walls are clearly visible. The soft maples {Negundo
aceroides) that were planted in the central courtyard
twenty-five years ago—Garry told me, are still there; they
are about 40ft. high, and the largest measures 4ft. ll^in.
in circumference a foot from the ground; the next in size
is 4ft. 7|in., and all the rest are but little less.

Down toward the river front are the remains of the
south bastion, and here -aa we stood together I heard the
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story of tlie old fort for the last forty years told by eye-
witnesses. "Here's where I stood" said Garry, "where
Eiel shot Scott. Here were we held under the rifles of
the half-breeds. I could see the puff of smoke, out of the
corner of my eye, but I could not see Scott without turn-
ing my head, and this we dared not do, for we did not
know but that that might decide our own fate. Here's
where they imprisoned the Governor, and here is where
he leaped from the window to escape."
And so they talked on and exchanged little bits of

gossip, and asked after this one that went to Ungava, or
that one who was sent in command to the Mackenzie
Delta, and remarked on the degeneracy of the present
times. Yes! this was a favorite topic, and in connection
with it Garry gave a brief sketch of his own life.

When a boy in Edinburgh, forty years before, he had
read Ballantyne's "YoimgFur Traders," and became forth-
with fired with a desire to enter the Hudson Bay Co.'s
service, and see this great Red River with its plains, its

buffalo and its wild life. It was no easy matter in those
days to get an appointment in this great exclusive cor-
poration, but he had influential friends, and after his
well backed application had been on file nearly a year he
was ordered to join their ship at Liverpool, and ultimately
found himself at Fort Garry as an articled clerk.
"These were the happy days," said he, "all we of the

company were like brothers together, we had lots of
work, but also lots of play, we lived merry lives and had
as much of adventure as was necessary to vary them.
The Indians in those days were never starving, they had
plenty of buffalo and gave us no trouble. For thirty-five
years I have roamed this region in the service of the com-
pany, and during all of that time I have never once had
to defend myself from Indians, though I had to fight
many tinies to save myself or my goods from white
men.
"In books we read continually of the North American

Indian, either as a 'bloodthirsty savage' or as the 'noble
redman'. One description is as false as the other; we have
always found them like a lot of big children, whimsical
and capricious at times, but usually disposed to be kind,
and always manageable if humored a little. Things went
smoothly enough in those days, and the first to break the
general good feeling was the advent of missionaries. I

don't say it is religion that was the cause, but the fact re-
mains, and we all observed it, that wherever a mission
was established trouble began, and the Indians, from
being wild men with no vices, became mere beasts, with-
out a single manly quality, with their own vices grown
rampant and every evil passion and disease of the Old
World added. The reason in part was no doubt that the
missionaries demolished one set of moral ideas without
replacing them with others, and also these teachers ex-
erted themselves continually to make the Indian settle

. down in one place to be taught. Now, this is incompat-
ible with hunting, and being a hunting race they had no
taste for agriculture, therefore they were simply reduced
to destitixtion, and the destitute population of the village
naturally became depraved and criminal. This, at least,
is partly an explanation, but of one thing every trader in
the company is sure, as long as an Indian remained wild,
that is, a real nomadic redskin, we could give him a year
or even two years' credit with perfect safety, but as soon
as the missionary influence began to manifest itself and
the Indian cut off his long hair and wore breeches, we
knew from wide and invariable experience that we could
not trust him as far as we could see him, and were not
allowed to give him credit to the value of a single copper."

Ernest E . Thompson.

RAILROADS AND THE PARK.
Editor Forest and Stream:

Col. Wm. S. Brackett, of Fridley, Mont., in a letter re-
cently published, couveys the idea that there is bat one
possible way to reach Cooke City by railroad, and that by
way of the National Park. This statement is not correct,
as a line of road has already been surveyed from Billings,
on the Northern Pacific road, to a point near Laurel,
where the Yellowstone is crossed, the road then following
Clark's Fork of the Yellowstone River, crossing Rock
Creek and Bear Creek, to the mouth of the canon of
Clark's Fork. Entering the canon, the line of road will
pass completely through and thence west by north into
Cooke City. As far as the canon of Clark's Fork the
road can be built at a very low cost. That portion which
will have to be built through the caiion will present the
same features as the engineers had to contend with on the
Northern Pacific, the Union Pacific and the Rio Grande &
Western. This survey was made by Phihp M. Gallaher,
chief engineer of the Billings, Clark's Fork & Cooke City
road, and the members of the engineering corps were one
of the best set of men that have ever rim a line through
the Western country; so that there can be no doubt as to
the feasibility of such a line, with the additional advantage
of not having heavy snows to contend with.
Cooke City, as I know it, consists of a low grade silver

camp, containing an immense amoimt of ore, also gold
ore in paying quantities, and I fear tha,t perhaps it is the
fact that there being such a valuable franchise to be
secured that is making it more apparent that it will not
hurt the Park or tend to cause the disappearance of game,
as it was considered it would do only a few short months
ago.
As to the danger of fire, I think the people of Yellow-

stone and Park county, on the line of the Northern Pacific
Railroad, can and will testify that there is nothing more
dangerous as far as fires are concerned than to have the
locomotive running through that country. If they suc-
ceed in patting a line of road through the Park and should
use steam—as they certainly will if successful—we may
depend upon it that all the timber land will be burned.
Mr. Brackett intimates that the people of Cooke City, or

at least a portion of them, threatened to burn the forests
of the Park and slaughter the herds of big game within
its boundaries. If Mr, Brackett pretends for one moment
to say that the desperate men, as he terms them, or men
who have become desperate through waiting for a road to
be built in to Cooke City expect to do anything of this
kind, I can assure Jiim that any jury of his fellow citizens
in Montana are perfectly competent to handle any such
characters. As far as my experience with Montana men,
miners and mine owners, goes, I have found them as a
class to be men of a great deal higher grade tlxan any-
thing Mr. Brackett would wish us to beUeve, and far
above any dirty incendiarism, and I fear that Mr. Brack-
ett must have received his information from rather a poor
source if he wishes us to believe anything of this kind.

Mr. Brackett must know as he is familiar with that por-
tion of Montana that a road built in through the portion
of the Park that is spoken of would be impossible through
the winter and early spring months, the snow being any-
where from 15 to 40ft. deep along part of the line and
remaining always until late in the spring. This I under-
stand they expect to avoid by a system of heavy snow
sheds, but the fact still remains that all this trouble can
be avoided if the other road is built, that is the road
reaching Cooke City from the east. It would seem as if

this question of opening the Yellowstone Pa,rk to railroad
companies should be settled now once and forever, and
all corporations taught that the land given by the United
States to the people, either for the protection of game or
forest lands, as sanitariums for futm-e years or as a source
of protection of the water supply for the large river
systems either east or west, cannot be encroached upon
in any way or manner. If this could only be understood
thoroughly so that the question could never come up
again, it would seem as if some good work had been done
this year. I trust that the Government will put the
stamp of disapproval so strongly on this matter that it

shall never be heard of again. There is but one objectinn
that I can imagine can be brought against a road through
the Clark's Fork Caiion, and that is that elks crossing
from the Park to the Prior Mountains cross the lines of
the surveyed road at a point say from fifteen miles south
of Dilworth to the mouth of the canon. This ranch, if I

remember rightly, is known as Brown's, and the elk
crossing over through this gap are generally on the move
and are not apt to remain for any length of time between
through the two hills, so that I do not think the danger of
either frightening or killing would be at all excessive,

I do not know Col. Brackett, and presume that his letter

was written in good faith and with a thorough feeling for
the ijreservation of the Park, as he claims it was; but I feel
that the other side of the case should be stated before any-
thing further is done in this case. Mr. Brackett is thor-
oughly mistaken if he thinks that sportsmen—or "mis-
guided sportsmen, who, as lobbyists," as lie terms it

—

are opposing the wishes of the people of Montana. I fear
"the people" to whom he refers occupy a very small por-
tion of Montana, as the Montana people that i have met
and lived with are very proud of their Park, and always,
I trust, will be. I have yet to find any of these men who
are, as he states, incensed against the 'Eastern dudes who
are fighting the proposed railway to Cooke City. Mr.
Brackett must remember that these men are not fighting
a railroad to Cooke City by any other route; and in fact,
many of us have interests in Cooke City which we would
most gladly see something done with, and are only too
anxious to see a railroad built from any other part of Mon-
tana into Cooke City as long as it does not interfere with
the Park,

I agree thoroughly with him when he says let us pre-
serve the forests and preserve the game of our park in an
enlightened, rational and broad-minded spirit. The last

clause fills the bill exactly. I trust Mr. Brackett will be
broad-minded enough to see another route is possible, and
let his line of road from Cinnabar along the Yellowstone
to Cook City fade away, for I am sure in later years Mr.
Brackett would not be proud of having had a hand in
opening up our Park to the innumerable roads that would
be built through it. He must know that this is a case
of one out all out, or one in all in. He says that he wishes
to avoid impending and overwhelming disaster to the
Park, and at the same time do justice to the Clark's Fork
miners. On this point I am sure we will agree and I
trust he will see the justice of this course.

Yellowstonk.

THE QUEBEC WINTER CARNIVAL.
Quebec, Nov. 11.—Editor Forest and Stream: A winter

carnival, in the historical city of Quebec, has been decided
upon, and the citizens of that grand old Gibraltar of
America have been heartily tendered the cooperation of
the sister cities of Montreal and others who will send
down large contingents of several hundred members of
military, snowshoe and athletic clubs.
Quebec, with its grand old forti-esses, walls mounted

with cannon, and warlike surroundings; its natural to-
boggan slides in many directions, its imposing gftes,
forming arches, which may be appropriately decorated,
its spacious skating rinks, covered, and in open air,

where thousands may enjoy such exercise and take part
in hockey and lacrosse matches on ice, its renowned
curMng rinks and curlers, its beautiful drives, outside and
inside the walls of the city, its grand citadel, frowning
forts, batteries and glacis, with the military guards and
fine regimental bands, its Indian tribes from the great
Lake St. Jean and Lorette district, who will be encamped
in their wigwa,ms, with their dogs and sleds; there will
be also the typical Canadian trappeurs' huts, with aU the
accessories connected with the hunters' life.

Every foot of Quebec and its surroundings, in all direc-
tions, has seen the fierce battles and struggles of two
great European powers, and the memorable disaster by
which Gen. Richard Montgomery, of the Continental
Army, on Dec. 31, 1775, lost his life while scaling the cliff,

fighting for its possession. Its history is filled with the
most important early records of America.
Although Canada, by the fate of war, was changed

from a French to an English colony, a great portion of
its people have retained the use of their language and love
for fatherland. Thousands above and below Quebec can
only speak French. Time has made but little change in
their customs and habits, and there are many peculiarities
connected with their life, making them a remarkably at-
tractive and interesting people. Quebec has long been
renowned for the amiability and hospitality of its citizens
of all nationalities and stations in life, and has always
been the favorite garrison town of the British Army.
The magnificent new Chateau Frontenac Hotel, one of

the finest in America, controlled by the Pacific Railway
people, will be open. It is built on a site unequaled in the
world (on the Dufferin Terrace), and will be conducted in
the very best style of a high-class hotel, and is now one
of the great attractions of the place,
The enthusiasm shown by the Quebecers, and their

united eft'orts to make this carnival a success, will, no
doubt, be well rewarded. AU the railroad compani .s are
heartUy entering into the scheme, and cheap excursions to
the far-famed city during the first week in February will
no doubt attract an immense number of excursionists,
who will greatly enjoy their visit.

The carnival is under the distinguished patronage of
their Excellencies the Earl and Countess of Aberdeen, and I

the Lieutenant-Governor of the Province, and the execu-
tive committee is composed of s»me of its best citizens.

Quebec, in mid-winter, is in all her glory; the weather
is cold, but dry and invigorating, and it is the gayest
period of the year; every one is ozonized, full of vim, and
outdoor enjoyments are in great vogue, and once enjoyed
are never forgotten. J. U, Gbegory,

HORNS OF FEMALE CARIBOU.
Boston, Nov. IS.—Editor Forest and Stream: Your

editorial in issue of Nov. 11 on "The Woodland Caribou"
surprises me in one particular, viz,, in the statement that
"the female usually has horns." My own impression was
that only about one female caribou in a dozen had horns.
I have personally seen no great number of caribou, but of
these only one female had horns. I have the head of this
one now in my possession.

I think the guides and hunters in Maine whom I know
and with whom I have talked about this matter have all

agi-eed with my observation. If I am wrong in this I
would like to be corrected and hope you will receive and
publish enough testimony from such sources to settle this
point.
The last bunch of caribou that I saw was composed of

one bull and four cows, and not one of the cows had any
trace of horns. Apropos of your items about "Abino
Specimens," let me say that Owen Chase, of Brownsville,
Me, , recently showed me the skin of a young white otter
secured somewhere in the neighborhood of Passadum-
keag, and he reported another specimen as having been
previously taken in the same region. C. H. Ames.

[As stated in the editorial to which our correspondent
refers, the female woodland caribou usually has horns.
All the authorities agree that in the genus Rangifer—
which includes the caribous of the new world and the
reindeer of the old—both sexes bear antlers, and if we are
not mistaken it was Mr. Montague Chamberlain, who first

called attention to the fact that a considerable proportion
of the females of the woodland caribou in Maine and New
Brunswick were hornless. We have been told by hunters
of the district north of the Bay of haleurs, that, in their
experience, it was the exception to find a female caribou
without horns. Mr. Ames's testimony as to the proportion
of horned females among those that he has seen in Maine
is interesting so far as it goes. We refer om- correspon-
dent to Caton's "Antelope and Deer of America," pp. 199
to 210, and "Standard Natural History," volume 5, page
305, or to any good work on natural history or almost any
work on hunting in northern latitudes.

A recent letter from Mr. Chamberlain, in answer to a
request for latest advices on the point in question says:
"Regarding the hornless cow caribou of Maine and New
Brunswick, I still have the opinion that I expressed in my
letters to Forest and Stream. After the letters appeared
I continued my research among the hunters, and all that
I learnec. confirmed the opinion that very few of the cows
have horns. Some hunters had not met with any cows
wearing horns, some had seen many examples."]

SHARK AND REMORA.
Probably none of the fishes in the Aquarium at the

World's Fair have attracted more attention than the
sharks with their almost constant attendants, the
remoras. Many visitors have mistaken the remoras for
yoimg sharks and have expressed wonder at the wise
provision of nature by which the young are carried
aroxmd and protected by their mother. Some even went
so far as to suppose that the mother nursed the young
while attached to her body.
As a matter of fact, the remora differs widely from the

sharks in sti-ucture and habits. It belongs to the spiny-
finned fishes, near to the crab-eater and the mackerels in
the modern systems of classification, while the shark has
its nearest relatives among the skates and chiraseras, fish-

like vertebrates with cartilaginous skeleton and other
peculiar characters.
The remoras are commonly known as "suckers" or

"sucking-fish," They have a very wide range, being
found in all seas, though most abundant in temperate and
sub-tropical regions. Four species occur on our coasts
and all of them are parasites on larger kinds of fish or
other aquatic animals. Some of them are fomad attached
to vessels, other fasten themselves by preference to
sharks, swordfish, billfish and turtles. One of them is so
constant in its attachment to the swordfish that it is

called the swordfish sucker; another one is equally weU
known as the billfish sucker.
The largest of the remoras, individuals measuring 4 or

oft. in length, according to Mr, Silas Stearns, are to be
seen about vessels on the red snapper banks, in the Gulf
of Mexico, where they remain to secm'e the bait that is

thrown ovei'board.

The peculiar sucking organ by means of which the
remoras attach themselves to their hosts, is shown in the
accompanying drawnng by Mr. Baldwin; it is a modified
dorsal fin, moved forward to the top of the head for the
convenience of its possessor. This disk is a very power-
ful organ, as may be discovered when a living fish is

allowed to attach itself to a table and one attempts to pull
the fish away.
Does the presence of the parasite worry its host? Cer-

tainly, if we may judge from the efforts made by sharks
to rub off the remora by contact with the rockwork in the
aquarium. The sharks often become greatly emaciated
and worn out by their efforts in swimming with such im-
pediments. It is not unusual to see too or three remoras
attached to the same shark in captivity. The parasite
does not feed upon its host, but darts away to consume
any fragments of food remaining from the meal of the
shark, and as quickly returns to its lodging place.
Although perfectly able to swim well, it prefers to be
carried around without unnecessary exertion.
The early discoverers of North America saw the

remora and wrote about their habits, especially their use
by the natives of the West India Islands in fishing for
larger sea animals. The following account, from
Ogilby's "America," is pubUshed in the "Fishery In-
dustries of the United States:" "Columbus from hence
[from Cuba] proceeding on further Westward, discover'd
a fruitful Coast, verging the Mouth of a River, whose
water runs Boyling into the Sear. Somewb^t further he
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saw very strange Fishes, especially of the Ouican, not
unlike an Eel, but with an extraordinary great Head,
over which hangs a Skin like a Bag. This Fish is the
Natives Fisher; for having a Line or handsom Cord
fastened about him, so s^on as a Turtel, or any other of
his Prey, comes above Water, they give him Line; where-
upon the Gitican, like an Arrow out of a Bowe, shoots
toward the other Fish, and then gathering the Mouth of

the Bag on his Head like a Purse-net holds them so fast,

that he lets not loose till hal'd up out of the Water."
The U. S. Fish Commission has been very successful in

keeping remoras alive at Wood's HoU, at Washington
and in its great Aquarium at the World's Fair, and the
species has been under observation for six months at a
time. Mr. L. G. Harron has been immediately in charge
of the salt-water fish, and to him we are indebted for the
notes on habits here recorded. "

In the aquarium the remora is nearly always attached
to sharks or turtles, leaving its host only when fed. It

prefers to consort with the sharks, but when there is a
scarcity of these animals, it will accompany turtles of
suitable size. The big green turtle sent by Mr. Black-
ford has seldom been without a guest of this kind. The

all. When continuous night has become continuous day
without any perceptible approach to spring an Alpine
traveler naturally asks whether he has not reached the
limit of perpetual snow. It is true that here and there a
few bare patches are to be found on the steepest slopes,
where most of the snow has been blown away by the
wind, especially if these slopes face the south, where even
an Arctic sun has more potency than it has elsewhere. It
is also true that small flocks of little birds—at first snow
buntings and mealy redpoles, and later shore larks and
Lapland buntings—may be observed to flit from one of
these bare places to another looking for seeds or some
other kind of food, but after all evidently finding most of
it in the droppings of the peasants' horses on the hard,
snow-covered roads. The appearance of these little birds
does not, however, give the same confidence in the
eventual coming of summer to the Arctic naturalist as
the arrival of the swallow or the cuckoo does to his
brethren in sub-Arctic or sub-tropic climates. The four
Uttle birds just mentioned are only gipsy migrants that
are perpetually flitting to and fro on the confines of the
frost, continually being driven south by snowstorms, but
ever ready to take advantage of the slightest thaw to

SHAEK AND REMOEA.

remora is just as well contented to be on the upper side

of its host, in which case it is upside down, as on the
lower side.

When swimming fi'ee, it moves as easily and gracefully
upside down as when upright, and it rolls over without
any apparent eflort. When the remora becomes sick it

leaves its attachment and lies on the bottom, where it

either recovers or soon dies. It is very quick in its move-
ments, darting after its food "like a shot." and returning
at once to its resting place. It is fond of beef but it is

particularly devoted to clams.
In the aquarium at Wood's Holl, one of the remoras

became a universal pet, and would come to the surface
and feed out of the hand. Its attitude when at rest was
singular, the hea(i and front part of the body being
always raised a little above the level of the tail, thus re-

sembling the poise of some water snakes. T. H. B.

THE COMING OF THE ARCTIC SUMMER.
In his address before the Geographical Section of the

British Association for the Advancement of Science, Dr.
Henry Seebohm paints a vivid pictiu'e of the sudden
coming of the Arctic summer, and we quote from the
Oeographical Journal for October the following para-
graphs:
"The sudden arrival of summer on the Arctic Circle ap-

pears to occur nearly at the same date in all the great
river basins, but the number of recorded observations is

so small that the slight variation may possibly be seasonal

and not local. The ice on the Mackenzie River is stated

by one authority to have broken up on May 13 in latitude
63°, and by another on May 9 in latitude 71°. If the Mac-
kenzie breaks up as fast as the Yenisei—that is to say, at

the rate of a degree a day—an assumption which is sup-
ported by what little evidence can be found—then the dif-

ference between these two seasons would be nine days.

My own experience has been that the ice of the Pechora
breaks up ten days before that of the Yenisei, but as I

have only witnessed one such event in each valley too
much importance must not be attached to the dates. Ac-
cording to the Challenger tables of isothermal lines, the
mean temperature of January and July on the Arctic Cir-

cle in the valleys of the Mackenzie and the Yenisei
scarcely differ, the summer temperature in each case

(being about 55° F., and that of winter —^25° F., a diiier-

.6nce of 80" F.

"On the American side of the Polar Basin summer comes
almost as suddenly as it does on the Asiatic side, but the
change appears to be less of the nature of a catastrophe.

The geographical causes which produce this result are the
smaller area of the river basins and the less amount of

rainfall. There is only one large river which empties
itself into the Arctic Ocean on the American side, the
Mackenzie, with which may be associated the Saskatche-

wan, which discharges into Hudson Bay far away to the

south. The basin of the Mackenzie is estimated at 590,000

square milt«, while that of the Yenisei is supposed to be
exactly twice that area. The comparative dimensions of

the two summer floods are still more diminished by the

difference in the quantity of snow.
"The arrival of summer in the Arctic regions happens

so late that the inexperienced traveler may be excused for

.-sometimes doubting whe.ther it really is going to come at

press northward again to their favorite Arctic home-
They are all circumpolar in their distributions, are as
common in Siberia as in Lapland, and range across Can-
ada to Alaska as well as to Greenland, In sub-Arctic cli-
mates we only see them in winter, so that their appear-
ance does not in the least degree suggest the arrival of
summer to the traveler from the south.
"The gradual rise in the level of the river inspires no

more confidence in the final melting away of the snow
and the disruption of the ice which supports it. In Siberia
the rivers are so enormous that a rise of 5 or 6ft, is scarcelv
perceptible. The Yenisei is three mileswide at the Arctic
circle, and as fast as it rises the open water at the margin
freezes up again and is soon covered with the drifting
snow. During the summer which I spent in the valley of
the Yenisei we had 6ft. of snow on the ground until the
first of June. To aU intents and purposes it was mid-win-
ter, illuminated for the nonce with what amounted to
continuous daylight. The light was a little duller at mid-
night, but not so much so as during the occasional snow-
storms that swept through the forest and drifted up the
broad river bed. During the month of Msiy there were a
few signs of the possibility of some mitigation of the rigors
of winter. Now and then there was a little rain, but it
was always followed by frost. If it thawed one day it

froze the next, and little or no impression was made on
the snow. The most tangible sign of comingsummerwas
an increase in the number of birds, but they were nearly
all forest birds, which could enjoy the sunshine in the
pines and birches, and which were by no means dependent
on the melting away of the snow for their supply of food,
Bettveen May 16 and 30 we had more definite evidence of
our being within bird flight of bare grass or open water.
Migratory flocks of wild geese pissed over our winter
quarters, but if they were flying north one day they were
flying south the next, proving beyond all doubt that their
migration was premature. The geese evidently agreed
with us that it ought to be summer, but it was as clear to
the geese as to us that it really was winter.
"We afterward learnt that during the last ten days of

May a tremendous battle had been raging 600 miles as the
crow flies to the southward of our position on the Arctic
circle. Summer in league with the sun had been fighting
winter and the north wind aU along the line, and had
been as hopelessly beaten everywhere as we were wit-
nesses that it had been incur part of the river. At length,
when the final victory of summer looked the most hope-
less, a change was made in the command of the forces.
Summer entered into an alliance with the south wind.
The sun retired in dudgeon to his tent behind the clouds,
mists obscured the landscape, a soft south wind played
gently on the snow, which melted under its all-powerful
influence like butter upon hot toast, the tide of battle was
suddenly turned, th« armies of winter soon vanished into
thin water and beat a hasty retreat toward the pole. The
effect on the great river was magical. Its tliick armor of
ice cracked with a loud naise like the rattling of thunder,
every twenty-four hours it was lifted up a fathom above
its former level, broken up, first into ice floes and then
into pack ice, and marched down stream at least a hun-
dred miles. Even at this great speed it was more than a
fortnight before the last straggling ice blocks passed our
post of observation on the Arctic circle, but during that
time the river had risen 70ft, aboye its winter "level,

although it was three miles wide, and we were in the mid-
dle of a blazing hot summer, picking flowers of a hundred
different kinds, and feasting upon wild ducks' eggs of va-
rious species. Birds abounded to an incredible extent.
Between May 29 and June 18 1 identified sixty-four species
which I had not seen before the break up of the ice.

Some of them stopped to breed and already had eggs, but
many of them followed the i-etreating ice to the tundra,
and we saw them no more until, many weeks afterward,
we had sailed down the river beyond the limit of forest
growth.
"The victory of the south wind was absolute, btitnoten-

tii-ely uninterrupted. Occasionally the winter made a des-
perate stand against the sudden onrush of summer. The
north wind rallied its beaten forces for days together, the
clouds and the rain were driven back, and the half-melted
snow frozen on the surface. But it was too late; there
were many large patches of dark ground which rapidly
absorbed the sun's heat; the snow melted under the frozen
crust, and its final collapse was as rapid as it was com-
plete.

' 'In the basin of the Yenisei the average thickness of the
snow at the end of winter is about 5ft. The sudden trans-
formation of this immense continent of snow, which lies

as gently on the earth as an eider-down quilt upon a bed,
into an ocean of water rushing madly down to the sea,
tearing everything up that comes into its way, is a gigan-
tic display of power compared with which an earthquake
sinks into insignificance. It is difficult to imagine the
chaos of water which must have deluged the country be-
fore the river beds were worn wide enough and deep
enough to carry the water away as quickly as is the case
now. * * *

"The alternate marching of this immense quantity of
ice up and down the Kureika was a most curious phenom-
enon. To see a strong current up stream for many hours
is so contrary to all previous experience of the behavior
of rivers that one cannot help feeling continuous astonish-
ment at the novel sight. The monotony which might
otherwise have intervened in a ten-days' march-past of
ice was continually broken by complete changes in the
scene. Sometimes the current was up stream, sometimes
it was down, and occasionally there was no current at all.

Frequently the pack ice and ice floes were so closely
jammed together that there was no apparent difficulty in
scrambling across them, and occasionally the river was
free from ice for a short time. At other times the river
was thinly sprinkled with ice blocks and little icebergs,
which occasionally 'calved' as they traveled on, with
much commotion and splashing. The phenomenon tech-
nically caUed 'calving' is curious, and sometimes quite
startling. It takes place when a number of scattered ice
blocks are quietly floating down stream. All at once a
loud splash is heard as a huge lump of ice rises out of the
water, evidently from a considerable depth, like a young
whale coming up to breathe, noisily beats back the waves
that the sudden upheaval has caused, and rocks to and fro
for some time before it finally settles down to its floating
level. There can be little doubt that what looks like a
comparatively small ice block floating innocently along is

really the top of a formidable iceberg, the greater part of
which is a submerged mass of layers of ice piled one on
the top of the other, and in many places very imperfectly-
frozen together, the bottom layer becomes detached,
escapes to the surface, and loudly asserts its commence-
ment of an independent existence with that commotion in
the water which generally proclaims the fact that an ice-

berg has calved.
"Finally comes the last march-past of the beaten forces

of winter, the ragtag and bobtail of the great Arctic army
that comes straggling down the river when the campaign,
is all over—worn and weather-beaten little icebergs, dirty
ice floes that look like floating sandbanks, and straggling
pack ice in the last stages of consumption that looks
strangely out of place under a burning sun between banks
gay with the gayest flowers, amid a buzz of mosquitoes,
the music of song birds, and the harsh cries of gulls,

divers, ducks and sandpipers of various species."

THE BUFFALO REMNANT.
Winnipeg, Manitoba,—Awayup in the northern part of

the Canadian northwest, almost as far from New York as
London is, there are a few herds of buffalo, numbering
in all between 200 and 300 head, the probability being
that there are not more than 200. The Indian is still,

however, their greatest enemy and is making good use
of his knowledge of the haunts of the buffalo.

A law was passed at the last se.«sion of the N. W. T.
Legislature to preserve this fiame, but noth withstanding
this their numbers are fast diminishing. There is no
treaty with the Indians living in the Vermillion District,
where the buffalo are found, so the operation of the law
does not extend to them. Even if it did there are not
enough mounted police in that country to enforce it.

The possibilities are that the slaughter which has been
going on with more or less regularity all summer will be
resumed with increased energy as soon as the snow gets
deep. Then the fleet-footed Indian on his snowshoes
chases the unwary animal into the drifts, where, becom-
ing imbedded in the snow, he falls an easy prey to his
pui-suer. I have discussed the subject with several trap-
pers who have come to Winnipeg from the far north and
they all agree that the law cannot preserve tlae buffalo as
long as they are within gunshot of the Indians. The
scarcity of food in the Vermillion District is another
thing that makes it evident that the buffalo must go.

Rod Random.

Washin^on Wildfowl.

Spokane, Wash,, Nov. 8.—Sportsmen now are paying
their attention to ducks, geese and chickens. While it is

unlawful to offer them for sale, we who do not ' 'shoot"
sometimes get hold of them. Four gentlemen went out
a few days ago I understand, near Davenport, forty miles
west, and returned with 80 geese and other game. Other
parties have succeeded in bringing back 50 and upward.
Sunday seems to be a big day with the average sportsman;
on that day the trains leaving the city take a goodly num-
ber of people, the success is varied, but on Monday num-
erous families enjoy the toothsome duck. A. B. K,
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THE FIRST "CLOSE SEASON."
From the neiv " Gavie Laws in Brief."

When you come to think of it, that prolonged voyage
of Father Noah with the animals shut up in the Ark was
the first "close season" of which we have any record.
Old Noah, as one might say, had the first game preserA^e

in history. Thus it appears that game protection is an
ancient and honorable institution, its origin coincident
with the Deluge. The beneficent results of that close
time were far-reaching even to the uppermost parts of
the earth, and far-extending even to the present time. If

the human race owes its own preservation to the fact that
Noah had sense enough to get in out of the wet and knew
enough to stay in while it rained, quite as truly do we
owe all our shooting to the sagacity and enterprise of the
pioneer game preserver of the earth.

As a game protector Noah was a decided success. He
shut in all species of game, and the inclosure of gopher
wood was pig-tight, bull-proof and horse-high, as the law
demands. No poachers presumed to trespass on the pre-
serve. There was nobody to say that he didn't know it

was close season, or he didn't faaow that elephants were
included in the law. During all the year and more that
Noah was in command not a gun was fired on any kind
of fur or feather.
There is nothing in the record to indicate that Noah

himself had any sporting instincts or cared particularly
for hunting big game ; but among his claims to distinction
it must be put down to his credit that he was the great-
grandfather of the most renowned sportsman the world
has ever known. For Noah begat Ham, and Ham begat
Cush, and Oush begat Nimrod, who "was a mighty
hunter before the Lord." The very fact that Nimrod's
achievements in the chase
are thus referred to in the
chronicle of the times, and
were thought worthy of re-
cord along with the story of
the Deluge and the peopling
of the earth, shows us that
even in that primal age his
fellow men accorded to an
expert sportsman recogni-
tion and honor for his sports-
manship. The fame of Nim-
rod has endured from that
day to this; his name still

stands for prowess with the
weapons of the field; and
budding sportsmen forthese
thousands of years have
swelled with pride when
local editors have tickled
their vanity by dubbing
fchem "mighty Nimrods."
Inasmuch as Noah lived

for three hundred and fifty

years after his voyage in the
Ark, it would not be in the
least unreasonable to as-

sume that he survived long
enough to witness some of
the hunting exploits of his
own posterity; to take a
just pride in the redoubt-
able skill of his great-grand-
son, and to hear, with the
indulgence of an old man
for the exuberant fancy
of the young, the hunting
yarns which Nimrod used
to spin as they sat around
the fire in the cabin at night.
We may almost fancy the
venerable patriarch at such
times beaming on the story
teller with senile smile, and
making reply, "Yes, son,
you are a great sportsman,
let you tell it; but when I

was a younger man than I
am to-day,|away back in my six-hundredth year, long
before you were born, I had a little game pocket of my
own, such as the world will never see again. And come
to think ot it," he would add, reflectively, "I allow it was
a lucky thing, Nimrod, that a man with your true sports-
man proclivities was not in the Ark along with me and
the game."
For as it is now, so was it in the days of Noah. From

the time of Ihe Flood to your own, my dear sir, who
ahall read these pages, never yet has youngster told a
hunting story that his elders could not go him one better.

Our curious and interesting picture of the Ark is from
one of the rare volumes of De Bry's Voyages, printed at
Frankfort-on-the-Main, in the year 1591. It has been
engraved for the Brief from a copy of the book now in
the possession of the editor. Old as is the drawing it is

yet of a date some two hundred years more recent than
that of the manuscript preserved in the British Museum,
from which we have taken for our title page vignette
the quaint picturing of the Hares leading the Dog to the
gibbet.
There were artists in those days. This picture of the

animals coming out of the Ark and the older caricature
of the Hares and the Dog are inimitable in their way.

erroi-s from time to time, one in the issue of Nov. 11,

near the bottom of page 402. The way you have it

punctuated it reads, "the little wolf Briggs," w'hereas
I meant to have paragraphed this and used "The Little

Wolf" as the title to the narrative. In the eighth line

from the last, on page 403, in speaking of the way Bige-
l"w was rigged up, you have it that he borrowed the
Kid's "shape." This was, I think, written "the Kid's
shaps," for I meant the leather riding leggings most of
the cowboys wear.

This year's trip was very successful, beautiful weather,
everyone well and no accidents. While Dakota is full of

hunters we had no difficulty in finding fair shooting.
Sharp-tailed grouse were very plentiful, some ducks, and
we had two good days of goose shooting. One afternoon
five of us got fifty-five. W. B. M.

WAS HE HIT OR PLAYING POSSUM?
We had feasted on rank bacon for more than three

months and were as meat-hungry as only hunters can be,

with all chances against us, when one morning old
Snoozer growling savagely, called our attention to the
hillside opposite camp, and I mentioned to my partner
that there must be a deer over there. S. grabbed his

gun, and had not gone over 200yds. when I heard him
shoot and call me. Not knowing what might be the
matter, I picked up a rifle and started on a run to join
him. "No hurry," he calls, "I got him. Just step up
and pass your opinion on that shot." I joined S. and he
pointed out a large buck down on his isack and beating
the air with all fours, apparently in his death struggle. I

could see the bullet hole a trifle above the tip of the
shoulder, and the distance being nearly 300yds., praised S.
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As Seen by a Caribou Hunter.
Editor Forest mid Stream:
The picture of the woodland caribou in last week's sup-

plement is beyond criticism; simply perfect.

Pine Tree,

The Saginaw Crowd.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Now that ' 'Podgers" the Commentator has given over liis

commenting, and more's the pity, it appears to be in
order for some of the rest of us to take upon ourselves the
duty of saying that Mr, Mershon's story of the "Saginaw
Crowd" has been admirably well done throughout; and
for one I can testify to appreciation of it. May the
Crowd gather together for many years to come and the
Crowder-in-Chief be there to tell of it for the rest of
us. Henry R. Brown,

Mr. Mershon notes "There have been a few typographical

Fac-simlle from De Bry's Voyages—LeMoyne's Brevis Narratio — printed in the year 1591. Engraved for the

Game Laws in Brief from the original in the possession of the editor of the Brief.

for his excellent marksmanship. "I'll go around and
bleed him and bring him down. My pocket knife being
rather dull I told S. to go ahead and I would bring him
a skinning knife, I returned to camp, got the knife, and
upon rejoining S, on the spot, whei'e I only a few minutes
before had seen a large buck in his death struggle, there
was nothing but a few blood spots and some haii', while
S. stood scanning, the surrounding brush with eyes as big
as saucers.
Well, we looked for that buck for a whole day and

never found him, not even with Snoozer's help, and to
this day, had I not seen the fresh tracks and blood, I
would be hard to convince that the whole thing was not
a day dream, caused by a stomach overloaded with musty
bacon. . Mux.

Alabama Game Conditions.

Seuia, Ala., Nov. Nov. 8 —For a number of years fol-

lowing the war game of all descriptions became very
scarce, as all the newly made citizens bad old army mus-
kets and blazed away at everything from a tomtit up,
wild or tame. But now affairs have changed; thanks to a
wholesome game law, game has again become plentiful.

Squirrels and quail are found within a mile of the city
limits, turkeys within two miles, ducks in the river at the
city wharf nearly eveiy morning that is cold, and on the
ponds close around throughout the day; deer within 20
miles, the grounds being easily reached by rail. Ducks
are coming in earlier and in greater quantities than has
been known for years, consequently the market is well
stocked with game killed by pot-hunters of dusky hue.
The sportsmen have had but little sport owing to a long
drought that makes hunting difficult. A party of gentle-
men went on a deer hunt a few days ago, but it was too
dry to be a success, only one deer being the result of a
two days' hunt. As soon as the remainder of the cotton
crop is gathered, fox and cat hunting will be in order, as
there are several fine packs of hoimds here, and great
sport is anticipated.
Fishing for trout and perch has been excellent through'

out the year, and is still fine. I shaU tell you of a bear
hunt that I am going on shortly. May,

"BiNKiNS went out hunting this morning." "All alone?" "Yea:
didn't even take a dog." "S'pose he'll kill anything?" "No; not un-
less he gets melancholy and commits smclde."—Washington Star.

THREE DAYS IN PENNSYLVANIA.
Although the reports from most aU of the easter i

counties of Pennsylvania are that quail are very scarce,
and most of the gunners are bringing in very smaU bags,
there are some counties that still have a few left.

Two of us—Landis H. Davin and H. Thurman—left

Philadelphia Oct. 31 to pay a visit to our old trap-shooting
friend Wra. Spicer, at his home in DanviUe. And on
our arrival at 6:30 the next morning Spicer was there to
meet us and hustled us off to his home, where his good
wife had a steaming warm breakfast ready for us. Then
we were hurried into the wagon with two fine ponies
attached, and in a jiffy were oft: along the river road
almost before we had time to look at the dogs or anything
else, as Billy said we were late and everything would be
shot off before we got there. There were lots of gunners
out, this being the first day of the season. The rabbit
shooters were thick and then- hotmds had the birds pretty
well scattered before we got at them, but we had a fairly
good day and came back at night with two quail and two
rabbits, and I certainly think we could have gone over
the same gi-ound the "next day and doubled it. We re-

turned with such appetites that I thought we would dis-

may Mrs. Spicer, but the more we ate the better she
seemed to like it.

This day our team left us about five miles from town on
the farm of Mr. Davis, one of the finest in this part of the
country. The son of Mr. Davis gave us a hearty welcome
and told us to pitch in, but tliat there was not much
game, as a party of eighteen the day before had only been
able to get two rabbits and one quail. Before we had
been out a half hour a covey of birds flushed wild and
went to cover along a small creek, where we marked

them down, and from that
time until 12 o'clock we had
some good shooting. When
we came in for lunch the
count was thirty-three quail
and one rabbit. After an
hour's rest we took another
short tramp and succeeded
in bagging ten more quail
before the wagon came for
us. The bag this day was
forty-three quail, one rab-
bit, one squirrel, two snakes.
The next morning it was
raining, but nothing daunt-
ed, we started for pheasants
in Wolf Hollow, fourteen
miles oft". The day was a
disappointment to Spicer
and J. Kessler, who was
with us witli his dog, as we
found that the men in the
neighborhood had skinned
out the pheasants very ma-
terially; in fact Mr. Craw-
ford told us that he had
killed only the day before
nine pheasants over the
same gi'ounds that we htint-

ed, and we only got four
pheasants, three quail and
one rabbit. Spicer and
Kessler said they cotild have
started a great many more
close to town, and we would
not have had a ride of
twenty-eight miles, which
up and down hill in this

country takes considerable
time. But we were more
than satisfied with the trip,

and hope at some future
time to be able to repay
our friend Spicer for his

kindness. They were cer-

tainly three pleasant days.
Total bag: Sixty-seven quail,

four pheasants, four rabbits,

two squirrels and two snakes. The best that has come
into this town so far this season.

Laj^dis and Thurman.

American Dog and Chinese Pheasants.

Holland, Mich., Nov, IS.—Editor Forest and Stream:
I inclose letter which you have forwarded me from Mr.
C. J. Ashley, Shanghai, China, As I am unable to take
advantage of Mr. Ashley's excellent offer, I send you his
letter for publication, if you desire, so that any one
wanting Mongolian pheasants and having such a dog as

Mr. A. wants, can exchange to advantage. A. G. B.
Shanghai, Oct. 11,

—

A. O. B.: Dear Sir—I see in
Forest and Stream of Aug. 26 that you are anxious to
get the pure-bred Mongolian pheasant. It was from here
that om- Consul, Judge Denny, sent several lots of pheas-
ants to Oregon. I can send the pure-bred pheasant from
here to New York. I am not in the business of shipping
pheasants, being a resident here many years and fond of
sport, I am anxious to get a good dog, either an Irish
setter bitch about two years old and well trained, especi-

ally to reti'ieve, as very few English dogs that we get
here retrieve, or a pointer bitch of good breed and well
trained, to cross with dog that I have, I will guarantee
to dehver in New York city two dozen pheasants (as you
may direct, so many cocks to so many hens), you to
deliver the dog in New York city. Of com'se I should
have to ship several lots of birds to insure having two
dozen, but if a few more than two dozen should anive
safely you are welcome to them all. If we can agi'ee to
exchange an early answer will oblige, and the pheasants
can be landed in New York in time for breeding next
spring. If you look up the Forest and Stream of March
10, 1893, page 230. you will see something of our shooting
last winter. C. J. Ashley.

Pennsylvania Wild Turkeys.
MUNCY, Pa., Nov. 13.—Last week some bags of 6, 8 and

10 ducks each were brought in. Wild turkeys are re-

ported very plenty on the Bald Eagle Mountain, west of
this place. They have come down to the corn fields.

Pheasants are plentier than last year. There was some
fun with the squirrels, but it did not last long—the know-
ing ones had all the fun, the rest had the hunting.

J. M. E.

QAM£.
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MUD AND MISERY.

A YEAE ago this winter I was in Caddo Parish, La.,
building a mill. On Saturday there was to be a cucus in
Shreveport, and the hands all said they wanted to go.
This met with my approval, as I had been wanting to

work in a day's shooting at Soda Lake. So I paid off on
Friday and bade the boys be on hand by sun-up Monday
morning. They all returned except one, who met with
a female that—but of this in future.

The accounts which I had heard of the ducks on Soda
Lake were enough to cause one to adopt the creed that all

men are liars. There live a civil engineer and his rod-
man at the house, who, when I told them of my plan,

said that as it looked Uke a spell of wet weather, when
they, of course, couid do no work, they would like to go
along, besides ithe U. S. engineers were working some-
where about the lake. I did not find out what that had
to do with the case. Then there was Church, of course
he would go. Church was a "dead game sport" of tiie

sort peculiar to some sections—^warm-hearted, reckless,

generous to many faults, but a good shot and rider.

Also, he knew the trail to Soda. The civil engineer was
not just a plain engineer, but rejoiced in the title of

assistant engineer. That night we found Church in his

favorite seat by the big
open fire at the back
of the store, playing
"sell out" with the
Doctor. In about five

minutes we had bor-
rowed two horses and
a mule and gotten
down from the shelves
our grub for a couple
of meals. As ducks
were to be so plenty
we did not need to

take much — just a
hunk of bacon, a little

salt, two bottles of
pickles and some
crackers. No use to
fool with canned corn-
edbeef. However, I

stuck into the sack two
cans from Armour's,
and as the rodmanhad
a predilection for on-
ions, I put in about a
peck. Have you ever
noticed that an amount
of stuff which seems
more than ample in
the store dwindles
down to a most ridic-

ulously small portion
when you open up the
sack at dinner time?
Church told uj» of a
colored woman who
would get some hot
coffee and biscuit at 2
o'clock the next morn-
ing, and offered to ride
and tell her to have it

ready for us. In about
an hour he returned,
said "all right," and
took up the game with
the Doctor.
When I woke up at

1 o'clock and called
the leveler and rodman
it was cloudy and cold,

the wind blew hard,
and the scummy clouds
dashed across the moon
in a wild race. Old
Uncle Felix, who held
the keys to the yard,
was hard to rouse,
though I knew he
heard me pound on
his cabin door. When
he came out, slowly
rubbing his eyes, he
said,"youse gwine hab
rain to-day," and after
catching up and sad-
dling the stock he re-

marked, "Boss, done
fouget dat nickel!"
This was the first I

had heard of " dat
nickel," however, I
gave him one. '"Got
your slicker?" Mine was tied on to my McCiurnen saddle.
"I'm going to leave mine and wear this big coat," said
the Engineer. "Guby Boss," said Uncle Felix, as his
legs cast swift shifting shadows while he swings the
lantern.
As we ride out of the httle lane from the yard the geese

hiss and scold, and some pigs grunt and scramble out of
the way. The clouds cast strange moon shadows and it

is cooler. In a few minutes we see the fire light showing
in red streaks through the sides of Aunt Susan's cabin.
She is on time with her biscuit and coffee, and as a work
of special courtesy has some "salt meat" in the pan over
the fire. Her husband, jjro tern., objects to her charge
of fifteen cents and urges her to collect twenty. We
settle the matter by giving her twenty-five cents. Now
it is quarter after two and almost dark; the clouds are
thick and heavy as we ride past the mill and take the
road along the river toward "Hayti," where we expect to
meet Church at the crossroads. We ride through miles
of cottonfields and acres of dead cotton woods, bleached
skeletons of trees. Before we are within a mile of the
crossroads we hear furious riding behind us and Church
comes loiJrng along. "I had to stay and finish my game
with the Doctor. When you all come to the crossroads
take the right hand trail bj'- the row of cabins and I will
overtake you about the Gum Spring. I've got to ride on
and get Walter Ivy's maverick." Church always called
Ivy's gun "maverick," because there was no name on the
rib. It had done wonderful shooting in the past, accord-
ng to tradition, and I saw it bring down 115 ducks on

another trip. The Engineer was armed with a Colt's
10-gauge, his rodman had an old Scott gun, and I had a
Parker 12-gauge and a .4ocal. Colt's six-shooter. Church
had been a deputy sheriff in '84 and always had a .41cal.
Colt's at his saddle horn. The rodman rode the mule, an
old gray sway-backed relic of the War. His chief had a
pony of which it& rider stood in awe, I had a pretty good
horse, the best swimmer of the lot, and Church rode a
httle black stallion that was always having to be hunted
whenever he was not being ridden. We had been riding
now for two hours or more and w-ere past the Gum
Springs. It blew harder every minute, and began to
rain, the fog drifted through the trees in great clouds,
every now and then a branch torn off by the wind would
come crashing down.
Church had overtaken us with the miraculous gun and

assumed the lead. We so'm came to Eed Bayou, which
we could not cross, for the ford was too deep and swift to
attempt before day. "We will have to ride up the bayou
to the bridge at Nute Smith's and cross there." The wind
had gone down but the rain descended still; there was no
end of the water. We had to partly reconstruct the floor
of the bridge before it was safe to cross. In the bayou
were heaped up cabins and outhouses which had been
brought down by last spring's floods, the water was rising
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fast. It was beginning to get a little light now, and the
high water marks left on the trees by the last flood could
be seen above the reach of our gun muzzles as we sat on
horseback and splashed through the mud and water in
single file.

About three mUes further on we were riding in pro-
found silence except for the slosh, slosh of the horses' feet
in the mud, when two beautiful turkeys sailed across a
little opening in the woods just ahead of us. Church
tried to fire his gun without any cartridge in it, dropped
it with a withering denunciation, pulled his Colt's and
shot twice, the second ball broke the wing of the last

turkey, which fell floundering in the short brush. I did
not know whether to congratulate him for the shot or
revile him for not having his gun ready. We had been
in line, so that I, who rode next, did not hke to risk a
shot for fear of hitting him. Unfortunately for us, when
Church jumped off his horae at the exact spot where the
turkey fell, no turkey was visible. It had vanished, and
though we hunted for half an hour we had to abandon
the foolish bird at last. We rode on again in sflence,
save a few mntterings from Church in reference to his
luck. I noticed that our guide turned his horse's head
oftener than it seemed necessary to me. We were in the
heart of an interminable swamp, and still the rain fell

and the water rose to meet it.

At last I hinted that we should be somewhere near the
lake now as it was after 2 o'clock P. M. and we had been
riding steadily for about twelve hours. Church said he
could put his finger on the Use at a few moments' notice,

but it was an hour later when we broke out of the willow
brush and saw the lake in front of us and the Caddo
hUls on the opposite side. We had come in to the lake
about fifteen miles from the point where the cabin was
situated. Our horses w^ere up to their knees in water
now as we began our return march, skirting along the
edge of the lake.

As yet we had not seen a duck. Church said it was
too warm, but our fingers were numb and I don't think
Church was competent to give an xmprejudiced opinion.
At last we came in sight of our cabin, but there was

Red Bayou between us, much deeper and almost as swift
as it had been in the morning when we refused to cross
it about ten miles above. As we dismounted to rest and
consult, a fat maUard drake dashed out of a little clump
of willows, four guns came up, and the poor old drake
fell as though he had flown against a board fence. Each
one asked the other "What made you fire?" and each one
said, "I did not want to have any more turkey scrapes."

It was decided by a majority vote, with only one dis-
senting voice, that Church should swim across and get
the old punt which we could see fast to a tree by the
cabin. In the meantime the mallard should be picked
and our gi-ub gotten ready to cook as soon as we should
be across. At the first attempt Church's pony got bogged

up, and after being
helped out refused to
go into the water
again; so Church
waded out as far as he
could and struck out
for the other shore.
The water was cold,
as we aU found after-
war d . At last the
leaky old boat, which
the Engineer called a
"canoe," arrived; our
saddles and guns were
crossed safely, and I

was to work up the
dinner while Church
crossed the horses.
The cabin had lately

been under water and
the inside was soft
mud, not an inviting
place for a banquet,
but we were hungry
and the Engineer and
Church were thirsty.
The horses were

crossed in a most
unique way, the rod-
man made the bridle
fast to the stern of the
punt, and Church
grasped the horse's
tail with one hand and
a thick club in the
other. The rodman
paddled and Church,
swam and pounded,
sometimes under the
water and occasion-
ally above, until one
horse was over.
The mule was the

last to undergo the
ordeal. Judging from
the language and
noise, he made it very
interesting for Church.
I was too busy trying
to keep a fire in the
smoky hut to look out
at the fun. It was be-
ginning to get dark
when all were across
and Chtirch had found
his pony, which he
had forgotten to tie

and which had wan-
dered off as usual.
The duck was de-
voured in a minute,
the crackers (nothing
but dough now) were
sent after the duck,
the comedbeef was not

^ fit to eat, having a
"sort of grees pus"
over it, in short, we
cleaned up everything
but a dozen or so of
the onions.
Church removed his

clothes and tried to dry them, with poor success.
"Are you sure of the trail back? If you are not, let us

stay here to-night," said I.

"Certainly I am; I know every tree in the parish," said
our guide.
Our horses had had nothing but water and were shiver-

ing and tired, but I made up my mind to a twenty mile
ride, and we were soon in the saddle again. Still it

rained, and it was "plumb" dark. I suppose we had
gone about a mQe when Church had the grace to ac-
knowledge that he had not the remotest idea of where he
was. We could hear the rushing of water on all sides
and seemed to be surrounded by torrents.
"Here is where the old bridge used to be, we will have

to swim this bayou."
"All right, guide."
We had tried the foolish experiment of loosening the

bridle and giving the horses their heads; they at once
made motions as though they would roU, instead of im-
mediately taking the right course, as they should have
done according to the books. The little horse swam
boldly over—and back.
"The bank is too steep to land. I'll try it further up."
This time they did not return and it was my tm-n. I

did not like it. The cold rushing water -with no shore
visible was not inviting, but Church yelled "Come on,"

'

and I thought of the fmi of hearing the Engineer cross,
80 I thrashed my horse rmtil he slipped into the water
with a deep grunt. When we reached the opposite bank
there were logs in such a jam that we had to swjm up
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stream for a good bit before finding a suitable landing.
I could hear the engineer and rodman as they took the
water together; neither wanted to be last.
Church said he was dead sure of the way now. "This

is Black Bayou, all we have to do is to follow along this
bank." We followed the bank for about 2003^ds. and then
came on another slough, which Church called "Cow
Hide,"
We kept this game up until we had crossed fiye bayous;

out horses were worn out and had to oe more than coaxed
before they would cross the last, which was wider than
any of the others.
"Let us find a spot above water and camp until day,"

said the engineer.
Church said he now knew exactly where we were.
"That is a fine thing," said I; "I do, too."
It was with difficulty that we found a "high spot" to

camp on. When we found it, it was only a few inches
above the water level. Still the rain fell; the water seemed
to be rising at the rate of an inch an hour.
We dismounted, stiff and heavy, and tied the bridles to

small bushes so the horses could eat the twigs, which they
did so thoroughly tliat a spherical space was soon cleared
about each animal with a diameter twice the length of
the tie hne.

After several unsuccessful attempts, we made a fire by
soaking lead pencil chips in whisky, and then the rod-
man and engineer holding my slicker over me, I used the
last match and got a blaze. It was lucky that the engi-
neer had such a supply of Fabers. At last we had a mon-
ster fire, and were warm, though soaking wet.
The rain had dwindled to a heavy fog and after a while

the moon showed us a little light. We sat around the
fire on rotten and soaking logs, but there were few jokes
retold. Suddenly a large cur dog appeared. He was so
hungry that his behavior was most friendly. I gave him
the spoiled can of beef and we were friends at once.

I spread my saddle blanket for a bed (the saddle sup-
plied an excellent pillow), made the dog lie down, and I
lay between him and the fire, as close as possible to
both. Only once did I wake up, when the fire burned
low, and all was quiet but the rushing water and the
horses as they broke off small branches and groimd
them up.

We had used all the available wood at hand, so I had
to go some distance to find any. As I was stepping along
carefully on account of snakes just in front of me I spied
a bear. His back was turned and lie stood up pawing a
tree as I have seen them do in Colorado.
In an instant I jerked out my Colt's and was selecting

a place to fire at, just behind the fore shoulder. The rush-
ing water made such a noise that he had not heard me
and the wind blew from him to me. I calculated to give
him three cartridges as quickly as I could pull the trig-
ger and have three to stop him if he came or ran.
As I finished this plan in my head the bcRr turned and

saw me and said, "We must be on an island."
It was the engineer.
He had been gathering twigs for his horse, and making

the finest image of a bear I ever saw, with his long over-
coat and httle wet black hat pu'Ied over his ears. When
I told him that in three seconds he might have been "too
dead to skin" he became quite angry.
Do you suppose he was provoked because I had not

fired? I don't know.
We carried some wood back and revived the fire. The

hound had taken my place on the saddle blanket and was
shivering and sad, probably the result of the spoiled
corned beef. The rodman and Church slept without a
turn until it was daylight. Our breakfast consisted of
two red raw onions each. The derelict dog seemed to
have no appetite, though he was convalescent.
We held a pow-wow and decided to follow up the

bayou we had crossed the night before until we came to
some known spot. All that day we floundered around in
the swamp, not seeing the sun once. Every now and then
the bayou widened out into a lake, which we had to skirt
for fear of bog holes.

As dusk settled down again \V^e were a sorry crowd; the
clouds had vanished and it was much colder. We had no
matches nor means of making a fire; our provisions con-
sisted of about six small onions and one sick dog; our
horses yt^ere worn out and we were not very fresh.

"I wish I was in my own dear back yard," said the rod-
man, "how quick I would go into the house."
"Shut your fool face and try and make a little fire with

your gun," was all Church could say.
We tried dissecting a cartridge and strewing the pow-

der along a log and then exploding a cap, but we had
nothing to catch; every shred of clothes we wore was wet
and it was of no avail to flash the powder.
The others sat down with their backs to a fallen cypress

and proposed to wait for day.
I did not see the fun in this; so I skirmished about, and

found a large tree long dead; and with my big jack-knife
1 whittled into it until I found some soft dry punk in the
interior. Then I cut up four or five cartridges and
moistened the powder, made a pile of punk and powder
in layers and suitable proportions and snapped a cap at
the mass. Alter several attempts I had a red coal about
as large as one's fist.

After blowing until my face ached and my eyes ran on
account of the smoke; it was disheartening to see the red
grow smaller and smaller and the ash grow larger, until
there was nothing left but a little spark which soon van-
ished.

At any rate my efforts had warned me a little. As I
called the dog and made htm lie on one side with the log
on the other, I could hear a rooster crow away off to the
right. The others were all asleep and strange to say I
soon was in the same fix.

At day we all woke in ample time, om- horses apparently
had not moved during the night, but stood with heads
hanging down and eyes shut.

I told of the rooster I had heard crow during the night.
We saddled our disconsolate stock and stiffly moved off
in the direction from which the sound seemed to have
come.
In about five hundred yards we left the forest and en-

tered a cotton field. We could see a Httle bunch of cabins
away over across the dried stalks,

"That's Israel's store," said Church.
Israel had corn for our horses and crackers for us, also

some vitrified, dark-colored bread which he called "ginger
cakes," out of respect for honorable age. He also sent a
woman to make us some coffee.

After eating for an hour or more our stock had ad-

vanced almost to par; we were full, warm and contented.
Church and I went again to Soda, when we brought

back 208 ducks. P. B.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
ti?Vom a Staff Correspondent.]

Phenomenally Good.
Chicago, 111., Nov. 11.—The season just closing has

been a phenomenally good one for wildfowl in all this
section of the West. The shooters who struck Minnesota
just before the freeze up had great shooting. E. T. Mar-
tin, a market-shooter operating in that State, sent in to
Van Uxem last week for 3,000 more shells, and reported
very heavy mallard shooting.
Mr. Abner Price, of this city, with a friend, are lately

back from Duck Island Club, below Peoria. Mi-. Price is

an old time duck shooter, but says he never had a better
shoot. The two guns killed over 800 mallards in two
weeks.
At Hennepin and Swan Lake clubs, Senachwine Lake,

and the Illinois River country thereabouts, some very
heavy shooting, largely on mallards, was had for over a
week. Last week the weather warmed up, and the flight
worked back north above Koshkenong and all over the
Horicon Marsh.

Mr. L. M. Hamline, of the Diana Club, returned from
Horicon Marsh Monday last. He says that he has hunted
ducks all his life, and all over the country, but never in
his life did he see in one flight as many ducks of all kinds
put together as he did of mallards on the day before he
left.

In the South Also.

Clear in the South, also, the flight has reached, as wit-
ness the following from the valued Foeest and Steeam
correspondent, "Arodnac,"in Louisiana, who writes from
New Iberia, Nov. 4:

During this past week I visited the towns Jeannerette. N"ew Iberia
and Abbeville. Never in my life have I seen as many snipe and ducks.
I learned at Jeannerette that Mr Henry Hebert, the well-known
sportsman, and the best shot of the parish, has been killing from
seventy to ninety snipe a day. My friend, Mr. L. Lyons, told me that
boys of 13 to 15 are bagging from twenty-five to "forty ducks of a
morning.
At Abbeville a number of pot and professional hunters were in town

Thursday while I was there, selling teal duck at 10 cents and mallards
at 25 cents per pair, snipe 70 cents per dozen. The merchants of
Abbeville state that such a quantity of game was never seen before,
and complain that it has cut down their sales of meat and other pro-
visions. Mr. Ed Smiley, a thoroughly reliable gentleman, told me
that a boy killed and picked up fifty-four greenwing teal with two
shots.
At New Iberia the snipe are more numerous than duck.
We have had very dry weather for two months, and this accom-

panied by the late low tides on the Gulf, has dried up all the sea
marshes, and the game has been compelled to seek the small lakes
and rice ponds near the towns, which causes such a slaughter. Every
man and boy who Owns a gun can be seen going to or coming from a
hunt.
The outlook for quail shooting is splendid, and as soon as the frost

lays down the high brush I will give them a trial.

Slaughter the Rifirht Name.
Slaughter is the right name for the way ducks have been

killed along this line of migration this fall. No one can
tell what made the flight so heavy here, especially as re-
gards the unusual numbers of mallards. So far as I kno sv,

the best shooting had anywhere in the United States this
fall was uu the Horicon Marsh. I have just taken from
Mr, Pfi-cy Stone's note book a few of the scores of the
Diana Club, which I append, Mr, Chas, Wilson shot at
the club nineteen days and he bagged 544 ducks. Dr. H,
C. Buechner kiUed on one trip of four days 127 ducks, and
on another ti'ip of three days 141. One day he brought in
36 mallards, Mr. C. B. Dicks in three days bagged 131
ducks. Mr. Hamline's big day was 58 ducks, of which 54
were mallards. John Yorgey, the Diana keeper, and a
member of the club, on one day killed 110 ducks, and 10^
of these ivere mallards. Query: Is that a thing to be
proud of? And query again: What did he do with them?
Mr. Melchior in one day killed 127 ducks, many of them
mallards. Mr. Barrell in six days kifled 192 ducks, and
150 of them were mallards. Query: Is that anything to
be proud of? Mr. Shailer succeeded in killing 41 mallards
in one day. Mr, P. F. Stone in ten days, or parts of days
(he does not shoot afternoons), killed 318 ducks, and he
told me once that he got over 40 mallards one day, Wal-
ter Dupee sliot ten days. His smallest bag was 23, and he
ran up to 48, Others shot in about the same ratio.
The average at the Diana club house for the past thirty

days, big bags and little, good shooters and poor, has been
over thirty ducks to the gun, each day, and of these by
far the greater number were mallards. About half the
club members shoot all day, early and late. The other
half shoot about half the day, usually stopping after the
morning flight. At the Upper Club such bags have not
been frequent, but were possible, as those who ptished
down to the lower end of the upper marsh discovered
lately. I have not the scores of the Upper Club.

Slaughter the Right Name.
I have always been friendly and always expect to be to

the Horicon clubs, and I know personally almost every
man mentioned above, and I belong to the Upper Club
myself; yet, I repeat, slaughter is the right narhe for such
shooting as that, and I know of no mairket shooting this
year, anywhere, so murderous as that. I shot with
market-htmters last winter, and I am invited to come
there and shoot again, but I will say that I saw no such
murdering as this, nor do I want to. Readers can frame
their own opinions and their own criticisms, but these
certainly are the facts. Probably the Horicon marsh
bred 50,000 ducks this year, if any estimate can be made
on such matters, and the members who preserve this last
of the great Wisconsin duck marshes certainly are en-
titled to the sport for which they fight the law breakers,
but if the marsh raised 5,000,000 ducks, I can conceive no
sportsmanlike title conveyed through a club membership
to kill every one of those bu-ds possible. Let a few of them
go. Give the poor birds a chance. It is just as much
fun to kfll 25 mallards in one day as it is to kill 50, and
the man who has 25 of these great birds in his boat ought
to start home and throw his sheUs in the water if he can't
resist the temptation. That's enough, especially in these
days. This big flight doesn't mean that the ducks have
bred in unusual numbers this year. It means that they
are passing sout^h over this section this fall, for reasons
known xo no one.

I think the boys will be staggered a little when they see
the above figures in print. It seems natural to go on
shooting while one can, but it won't hurt to think this
thing over. Mr, Stone, the club manager, grew serious

as we looked over these figures. He says he thinks a
movement will be made to establish a daily limit to the
bag for each gun. He thought 50 mallards would do.
Half that is plenty for mallards, though a bag of 50 mixed
birds would not be so bad. Mr. Stone deprecates the
habit of pounding the birds all day, and raxely ever stays
out after 10 o'clock in the morning!
Of course when one shoots he want to get a bag, but

there is reason in all things. Is not the matter herein
worth thinking over? And is not slaughter the right
name for shooting such as the above, no matter who on
earth did it?

The Story Continued.
Let us continue logically the story of destruction and

depletion, not croaking, but just giving facts. It's a long
way to Washington, away out on the Pacific coast, isn't
it? Certainly away out in Washington the game and fish
never will nor cotild be exterminated, could they? Well,
here is what comes to me in a letter from Snohomish,
Wash., imder date of Nov, 1:

It may interest you somewhat to hear of the shooting and fishing in
this locality, though I cannot say much in favor of it. Owing to the
denseness of the forest it is almost impenetrable, and it seems to be
the invariable opinion of those who have hunted elsewhere that it is
the worst—the -'meanest" country to hunt in that ever was. Difficult
as it is one might have some sport by simply following the cut trails,
were it not that they are incessantly hunted in season and out by as
lawless a class of shooters as ever shouldered a gun. Three or four
years ago both ruffed and blue grouse were abundant along all the
trails and roads in this vicinity, but now you might go a dozen
miles without seeing one. There are stUI a few deer not far awaj% but
the prospect of seeing one unless driven by dogs would be dim indeed.
Bears of the black variety seem to be more plentiful than any other
large game, and with two or three good dogs there would be no great
difficulty in getting a shot at one, especially to a person with plenty of
wind and a pair of strong legs. Cougars are also occasionally met
with and they seem to he of a more courageous and dangerous type
than their cowardly relations of California and the Eastern States.
Duck shooting is pr bably the finest sport to be had on this coast, at
least this immediate portion of the coast. It would, however, be
difficult for a duck to rest upon any of the beautiful waters of this
immediate vicinity f r half an hour without being snot at Three or
four years ago these same waters were full of ducks, but now ttiey
knnvr enough to stay away. But at various points along the Sound
within twenty or thirty miles of here the ducks are said to be lu
millions and the shooting fine.

The trout fishing is a prominent feature of this country. The
treams are magnifloent and have before now swarmed with trout of

several varieties. But the fishers are proportionate in numhers and
fully equal to the occasion of depleting the waters. Already it is
necessary to go from twenty to thirty miles away to get first-class
fishing. But when one does go so far it is a comfort to say that he
gets it, certainly all that any one could ask. Talking about the
number of people that fish here, I Tjuist say that it is something
astonish ng All ages and all sexes fish not only for sport but for the^
pot -mostly for the pot. The State has good game and fish laws, but
very few persons pay any attention to them. Yesterday was the last
day of the trout season, but I think that I could safelv undertake to^
find fifty violators of the law within two tnilps of thi's place to-day,
The methods employed by the-e people are tho.si' which procure for-
them the greater amount of fish in the shortest si)ace of time. This-
includes the use of dynamite, nets, spears and various other contri-
vances which I could describe but do not know the names of, as I
never saw them until I came here. It is the finest field for a game-
warden imaginable, but where they keep themselves is more than 1
know,

1 could tell you some things about the trout, the flies which I have
found to be best, etc., but I have now to limit myself lu the amount
of writing that I do. and consequently must refrain. Should it be;
desirable, however, I should be pleased at some other time to do so.

JEP7HA G. DUKLAP.

Mr. Dunlap could please the Forest and Stream's large'
family no better than by writing more of his part of the
country. Meantime, how about the continued story? If
Forest and Stream did not raise its voice for the sake of
a different story, wliat would be the conclusion of this
story, and how long before the conclusion came?

The South.

Mr. Wilbur Dubois of Cincinnati writes Mr, Waters of
this ofiice as follows:

A friend and I want to go quail shooting in January somewhere in'
the South for a couple of weeks. Can you recommend some really
good point where we could find plenty of birds, with possibly a
sprinkling of woodcock and inallardsf (I don't know whether Mr.
Hough would say this is a hard bill to fill or not.) My friend is Mr.W.
W. Peabody, Jr., secretary of the B & O. S. W.R R , and he will have a.
private car and can go to any locality, and we should he happy to
have you and Mr. Hough go along if we can contrive to get away. We-
expect to have a lady with us, and I am afraid this will spoil the-
affair for Mr. Hough. Perhaps he could reconcile himself to his fate,
however, if informed that she is an old acquaintance of his, Dame
Bang byname. In the way of femininity this will be the only local (

demon in the car.
We hope to get off some time in the month I have named. From,

your wide experience in the South I thought you might perhaps know
of some particularly good locality.

Mr, Dubois was advised by Mr. Waters to go to south-
ern Louisiana. If it should come to pass that the Western,
force of Forest and Stream could join the jmrty, there
AvoiUd be a heavy jar as we all struck the sea coast coun-
try. Of that, more, or maybe less, anon. afi they say in,

some newspapers.
This morning Mr. John E. Ennis, district passenger'

agent of the Missouri Pacifig Eailway, invited me to his
office, and asked if I did, not \yant to join a private party
in a special car, to go to Rockport, Tex., where tliey were
invited to enjoy the hospitality of a Texas baron, a friendi
of Mr. Ennis's. Tarpon fishing, canvasback shooting, and;
later quail shooting, are among the attractions and cer--
tainties of the trip. Rockport shipped 55,000 canvasback:
ducks in ninety days last winter, and the tarpon fishing"
there is better than it is in Florida, so they tell me. The
quail shooting along the Aransas Pass Railroad, north of
Rockport, is notedly good. Invitations are coming in
pretty well to-day, and I don't know where one could
get more inviting ones than the two above. I handed Mr,
Ennis the invitation from Mr, Dubois, and the former at
once formulated a .scheme to merge both these pioposed
trips into one, and will write Mr. Peabody to that effect.

Should this be the event, and should the Western staff be
able to join the car, there would be a still greater crash as
we brought up against the deep-water improvements at
Rockport. That would be, to use the vernacular, a trip
for your life. Of this also some more after a wliile, and
may Forttme throw 7-11 out of her checkered box, for I
know of no man more deserving than myself, nor any
man who wotild like a trip better than Mr. Waters.

Wants to Know.
A gentleman to be known as "IL," of Cleveland, O.,

writes as below:

I notice a letter from "F. O. S " on page 384 of Forest and Stream
for Nov. 4, speaking of Spring Lake. What county is this in and what
is nearest railroad station. Do you know what accommodations can be
had near the lake?
Also can you inform me where fair duck shooting in latter half of

November, also in first half of December is likely to be found, with-
out trespassing on preserves, where a helper can be engaged, distance-
not over bOO miles from Cleveland?

Spring Lake is an old channel of the Illinois River, not
far below Peoria and only a few miles from the Duck
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Island Club preserve, where Mr. Abner Price had the fine

shooting mentioned above. Manito, on the branch from
Peoria, is the nearest railway station. When I was last

there Lawrence Haggerty was running a very comfort-
able hotel for shooters on a cabin boat. Quarters of some
sort could probably be obtained if he has left. I foiind

everything very comfortable and had good shooting on
my trip. It is still open country, I believe.

As to the late duck shooting, one could not do better

than to go to lower Louisiana, or to Texas. "H." would
very likely find just what he wanted at Rockport, where
I am told there is open shooting. The country back in-

land from the sea coastjis also good. Eeelfoot Lake. Tenn.

,

would once have filled this bill more nearly. You have
to stretch your 600 miles these days tf you want a cer-

tainty of shooting.

Good Deer and Duck Shooting:.

I am told by one of the conductors on the Wisconsin
Central line that deer are very abundaht along that road
this faU. He particularly recommended Gills' Landing,
where the Fox and Wolf rivers unite, about 210 miles
above Chicago. At almost any point north of that dis-

tance, clear up to Ashland, one is in good deer country.
The crop is unusually abundant this fall, but probably
more illegal deer were killed this season than ever before.

This is owing to the closing down of the mines in the iron
country. The miners all went out hunting, and they
killed thousands of deer before the law opened, though
they left thousands more—because they couldn't get
them.
My same informant seemed well posted on the Minne-

sota country through which he ran, and named points
where friends of his had had good wildfowl shooting this

fall. The duck shooting was excellent at Heron Lake,
Cottonwood county, also at Big Stone Lake, and at Lake
Traverse. It was very good at Morris and Ashby, and
near Fergus Falls. This is Charlie Burton's old country.
He and his friends shot for years each fall at Seven Mile
Lake, not far from Ashby,
The chicken crop in Mirmesota was good this year.

909 Sboority Buildins, Chicago. E. HoUGH.

BOSTON AND MAINE.
Boston, Nov, 18.—Boston gunners are waiting for the

flights of coot and other ducks at the best gunning re-

sorts along shore. At Annisquam but few birds have
yet been taken. A big storm is wanted to start them,
^ome of the gunners have been down there, but with in-

different success reported. At Essex River the shooting
has yet been poor, though some black ducks have been
taken. Many of the gunners the best posted, do not wait
for storms for good black duck shooting. On the con-
trary, they watch at the fresh-water creeks and rivers,

nights and mornings, and take the ducks as they come in

to their favorite drinking resoi-ts. They claim that black
ducks require fresh water for drinking, and that they will
leave the salt water twice a day and fly inland for it.

This they do in fair weather, but in rainy weather they
can get fresh water enough in the Uttle pools up among
the rocks, just above the high tides. Mr. Fred E. Whit-
ing, assistant business manager of the Boston Herald, is

anticipating a duck shoot of this sort with some friends.

A number of Boston gunners have been off Dennis and m
other parts of Barnstable Bay after coot the past week.
They report that the black duck keeps well off shore and
are very hard to get. The same is true of Chatham Bay,
though some good bags of coot have lately been made
there. At Brant Rock there has been but little good shoot-
ing yet. No geese have flown yet, and ducks have not
yet been plenty.
Gov. William E. Russell is back from his fall shoot in

Maine. This year he has spent considerable time in the
vicinity of Poland Springs, making that celebrated resort
his headquarters. It is reported that he has not succeeded
in getting a deer, though several have been seen in that
neighborhood. One was killed in the town of Hebron,
only a few mUes away from the Governor's hunting
ground, last week. A couple of noted sportsmen of the
Androscoggin Gun Club, of Lewiston, Me., Mr. G. R.
Hunnewell and Mr. E. L, Post, gave the Governor and his
distinguished party a beautiful day's sport with their ex-
cellent bird dogs. The Governor is said to have made
some excellent shots, bringing his bird down with the left

barrel on a long distance. The Governor is much pleased
with partridge shooting in the vicinity of Poland Springs.
Messrs. HunneweU and Post were congratulated by the
Governor and is party on the fine training and beautiful
wor^i of their dogs, and the party wih doubtless try the
early woodcock and partridge shooting another season
there, and with the same gentlemen and their dogs.
A movement is on foot in Lewiston, Me., for the forma-

tion of an association of Maine sportsmen and gunners,
for the purpose of hberating different species of game
birds. The association is proposed to be something like

the Massachusetts Fish and Game Protective Association,
in its work toward the acclimatization of game birds at
least. This movement originated with Mr. G. Gay, of the
John P. Lovell Arms Co. , of Boston. Mr. Gay is soon to
issue a circular letter to the sportsmen and hunters of that
State, calling a meeting at Lewiston, Dec. 7. In the cir-

cular Mr. Gay will call attention to the success the Massa-
chusetts Association has had in liberation of sharp -tailed

grouse from North Dakota, pinnated grouse from Illinois

and Iowa, and quail from the South. He will call atten-
tion to the fact that Maine is believed to be admirably
suited to the propagation and growth of such birds as the
black game of Norway and Sweden. But in this move-
ment Mr, Gay, or any other enthusiast in the propagation
of game birds, will find that it will require special acts of
the Maine Legislature to make it legal to let loose any sort

of game or fish in the woods or waters of that State. The
Fish and Game Commission of Maine will be likely to look
upon any such proposition as one requiring supervision,
lest some sort of game be introduced that shall prove in-

imical to the noble game and fish already there. It was
proposed in the Maine Legislature, at its last session, to
take some steps toward the introduction of black game
from Norway and Sweden, but the measure was killed,

Sartly because there was a fear that the game already in-

igenous to the Maine woods might be injured thereby.
Still the "tracking snow" is very slow about coming,

and the deer hunters, all ready to go to JIaine, are waiting.
Up to Nov. 19 there had been no tracking snows in the
lower part of Maine, though a couple of inches had fallen
in the northern sections, only to go oft' about as soon &s it

came. The body of leaves is so great on the surface that
deer htmting is next to impossible. The deer mentioned
in the papers as captured of late, are doubtless stumbled
upon, or possibly—though I dislike to say it—taken with
the aid of dogs. On the first snows deer hunting must
be excellent in many sections of that State. I have a
number of reports from different sections in Maine, which
mention a good deal of hunting that will be done as soon
as the snow comes, by resident gunners. If city sports-

men wish to accompany them, they will doubtless be
welcome, providing they are wilUng to pay the resident
hunters well for guiding and toting the game, if any is

taken. The same reports say that the amount of lumber-
ing to be done in Maine th^ winter is unusually small,

and thus a great many men, who would otherwise have
been employed in the woods, either chopping or teaming,
will have the time on their hands, and much of it is

Ukely to be used in himting. It looks like a hard season
for the game.
Indeed, Maine grows more and more in danger of being

"hunted to death." Her own people are very enthusiastic
over the abundance of big game reported this year, and
the way that it is believed to be increasing, and every
man and boy is either the owner of a rifle, or soon will
be. From its own people there will be gunners enough
to destroy aU. the game in the State, tf the increase in
sporting enthusiasm is continued. Then the fame of the
State is reaching across the water. A London hunter,
with "a plenty of money," has lately been in Bangor, and
he has had great luck—so the papers say—and has kiUed
an albino deer in the woods somewhere above that city.

He is reported to be greatly pleased with his success, and
to declare that he will be back another season with a big
party of his friends to hunt big game. Then, the amount
of reporting that the daily and Sunday papers are giving
game matters in Maine is sufiicient to send an army of
deer hunters into that State. These reports only "score
the hits;" the misses are never mentioned. Such is

scarcely fair shooting, but it has its purpose just the same;
a false notion of Maine hunting is put into the heads of
even those who ought to have sense enough to know bet-

tea. But nevertheless the tendency is greatly against the
retention of a supply of game in the wUds of Maine.

SPECTAi.

MORE ABOUT THE .22.

HORNELLSVILLE, N. Y., Nov. 4,.—Editor Forest and
Stream: In all probability the air must be awful thin in
Exeter, Neb., where "Diamond Walt" can do such great
work with a .22 short rim-fire, cartridge. It may be that
the yards are shorter out there, and the wood soft, be-
cause the .22 short R. F. here will not penetrate 5in. of
pine nor Sin. at 200yds.
We have some good shots here, but they can't kill a

woodchuck that is twice the size of a prairie dog at 303yds.
with a .32-40. I do not beheve that any one can see a
prairie dog at 303yds. , let alone shooting it.

I am a gimsmith and sell the best of all kinds of rifles,

I belong to the rifle club, was champion of the county for
seven years and won the medal this year, so I know a
httle about rifles. I have a new plug hat, if "Walt" can
hit it at 32oyds. off-hand with his .22 short Winchester
I'll give him the hat and $10. If he does not hit it in five

shots it will cost him §5 to treat; or I'll let him shoot at
the hat all day and give him a dollar every time he hits

it, if he will give me twenty-five cents when he misses.
The .22 long rifle is the proper cartridge to use at any
range over lOOyds. J. Otis Fellows.

Toledo, O.—Editor Forest and Stream: Having read
in recent articles of Forest and Streaji the experience
of various brethren with the .22cal. short cartridge, I was
tempted to experiment a little on my own account, which
I did with the following result:

I took the side of my barn as a starting point and meas-
ured off with a line 330yds. or 60 rods, and then elevating
the sights I fired several shots. Upon going to the bam I

found that the bullets had gone entirely through the lin.

pine boards which compose the side of the barn; how
much further they went 1 am unable to state. Every one
of the bullets struck fairly and made a neat, round hole.

The cartridges used were Winchester .22 short; the gun a
Winchester single shot .22 short, having a 24in. bai'rel,

which I have used for five and one-half years and which
in that time has been fired many thousand times without
having cost one cent for repairs. Thus much for the pen-
etrating power of the .23cal. short. Autokee.

New Haven, Conn. Nov. A.—Editor Forest and Stream;
I have used a'.22cal.[tn outdoor shooting, more or less, for
the past five or six years. My present .22 is a MarHn re-

peater model of 1891, with a twist in the rifling of one
tm-n in 18in. It is fitted with Lyman front and rear
sights (no middle sight), and will take short, long and
long rifle cartridges indiscriminately in the magazine. I
give it the best of care, particularly the inside of the
barrel.

I have never made any long shots such as "Diamond
Walt" speaks of; but I once shot a woodchuck sitting in
the mouth of his burrow, so that I could see nothing but
his head, which disappeared at the report. Walking up
to the burrow I was surprised to find the woodchuck stone
dead. He had been killed instantly, and had not had
time even to sUde down his burrow, which they nearly
always manage to do, if within a foot or so of it. The
distance actually measured 97yds. I have often killed

muskrats, ducks and grebes at from 150 to 200yds., and
am perfectly satisfied in my own mind that the .22cal. is

good up to 300yds., if, as "Diamond Walt" says, "one
knows how to use it."

The other^morning a friend, also a lover of the .22cal.,

and myself went out to a small pond near here in the
hopes of seeing some ducks. W^ arrived at the pond just
before daylight and found a man with a shotgun already
there, apparently also looking for ducks. When light
enough to see we saw four ducks in the center of the
pond. The pond is somewhat circular in shape and about
300yds. in diameter. My friend and I opened on the
ducks and all four of them were being blown ashore dead
before the man with the shotgun had a chance to fire

once, they being out of range for him. They proved to
be ruddy ducks, and a more disgusted man than he of the
shotgun I have seldom seen. They now adorn our collec-

tion. Of com-se I do not mean to say that we only used
four cartridges that morning, but our record was not a
bad one considering.

The .22 long rifle is a cartridge far superior to the .22-

short for range, accuracy and penetration; as I and_ my
friends have often proved by firing at stationary objects

on the water. There is not so much variation and a con-
siderably flatter trajectory. I sincerely hope that the
devotees of the .22cal. will increase as its virtues become
better known. Telilla.

Editor Forest and Stream:
I think I have used nearly every make of .22 rifle, and

while I strongly recommend them for small game, they
are far too small for deer and other large game. As re-

gards their range, it is far greater than usually supposed.
With a .22 short cartridge from a Merwin & Hulbert rifle

I shot a large osprey 5ft. Sin. from tip to tip at 120yds,
distance, the bullet going faMy through the neck. A
friend of mine who was standing fully 200yds. further off

than the bird said that the little bullet sang past him high
in the au.-, and was traveling very fast. With a .22 Win-
chester I made some good shooting from a small bluff at

a log in the river, some 600 or 700yds. away. The cartridge
in this case was the .22 long rifle. The first deer I ever
shot fell to this gun, with a long rifle bullet in the heart.

On another occasion I fired four shots at a deer quite close

to me without any result. Now I use the .45-90. The .22

short will penetrate about 3in. of well seasoned pine, but
wood is a poor thing to test penetration with, unless the
very greatest care is used in getting timber, sound, of the
same age and degree of solidity. There is too much varia-

tion in "pine," as many call spruce, hemlock, Norway
pine and even basswood. What we need is some invari-

able material. A self-registering, pneumatic target an-
swers very well for tests of impact, and the ranges tell

the trajectory and range of a rifle. I shall try sheets of

felt in my next test and will write you my experience.
Many of my friends say that wood seldom tells the truth.

I have shot a .22 short through 4i:in. of clear, sound pine,

and on trying it again on simflar wood (to all appearance)
I have found the bullets only penetrated from 2 to Sin.

A long rifle will go through a oin. pine slab (white pine, I

mean). All these penetration tests were made at 20 and
30ft. I very much doubt a .22 short going through 4 or
even 3in. of very soft pine at 200yds. At least, I have
never seen any one do it and never did it myself. Eastern
and Western yards are so extremely alike that the error

between the measurements may be disregarded, unless
indeed the distance is measured by a human "pedometer."
I hope to hear some more of this. L. D. voN Iffland.

The Ontario Moose Season.

Belleville, Ont., Nov. 10.—Deer have not been killed

in such large numbers as usual in this county since the
season opened, and partridges and ducks have also been
scarce. Writing from Bobcaygeon, however, Mr. Robt.
Foy states that one day last week eight deer took the
water in Concession Lake at once before the dogs, and
four of them succeeded in escaping.
Incited probably by the example of other law-breakers

from your side of the Une whose exploits in violation of
our game law have been published to the world in full

detail, two New Yorkers have invaded our territory and
have gone to the Mattawa country in pursuit of moose,
which are protected under the laws of this country until
Oct. 20, 1895. The game warden has been informed of
the facts and the apprehension and punishment of these
outlaws and the ruffians whom they bribe to guide them
are among the probabilities of the near future. R. S. B.

Deer in the Cabbage Patch.

Mt. Pleasant, L. I., Nov. 16.—Some weeks past we
noticed in our garden, which is some 50yds. from the
house, quite a well-worn deer trail. Surprised that deer
should come so near the house, we investigated the matter'
carefully, and learned that a fine buck and a doe made
regular trips to our cabbage patch at an early hour in the
morning. Figuring that the loss of some fine cabbages
was well worth a shot at the buck, we waited untU. the
morning of the 10th and had no trouble in securing the
buck by a well-calculated shot.

This buck, so far as we can learn, is the heaviest deer
taken this year on the island. Weight dressed, 275lbs.;

age, 4 years; with an unusually perfect head and antlers.

F. L. Schenck.

To Refrain from Quail Shooting.

Pittsburgh, Pa., Nov. W.—Editor Forest and Stream:
At a special meeting of the Pittsburgh Gun Club, held
Nov. 10, at W. S. Brown's gun store, 520 and 522 Wood
street, the following resolution whs unanimously adopted,
viz. : Owing to the scarcity of quail in Pennsylvania at
present time the members of the Pittsburgh Gun Club are
Tespectfully requested to refrain from shooting same
within the State of Pennsylvania during the season of
1893. By taking this action and securing the co-opera-
tion of other sportsmen's clubs, there is every reason to
believe the quantity of quail will be very materially in-
creased during the season of 1894.

Elmer E. Shaner, Sec'y.

Iiong Island Deer and Ducks.
Sayville, L. I., Nov. 20.—From the best obtainable in-

formation it is estimated that sixty deer were killed on
Long Island in the season which closed last Thursday,
Of these twelve were killed by local parties, including one
nine-year-old buck. A pet doe owned in Sayville came
to a tragic end at the hands of a so-called sportsman
from New York, who bought her for a consideration of
$25 and then foully murdered her. As might have been
expected, his work was clumsily executed, for though
shooting buckshot in a barn he missed his first shot.

Ducks are very scarce at present, owing it is said to the
continued mild weather. They will probably be back
again inimmbers later.

Pennsylvania Game.
Susquehanna, Pa., Not. 13.—Our gunning season

promises well here. Birds and rabbits are plentiful, with
a few wildcats thrown in. I drew a bead last week on
one in Wolf Swamp, about fifteen rods off, with No. 6shot.
It did not stop him. Night coming on I called the dog off,

promising to foUow him up another time. O. H. S.

" Chained to Business."
GRiFPrN, Qa.—Your paper is all that a sportsman could wish. It Is.

to those who are bound by business ties a source of pleasure, and
they can, after reading it, "clank their chains" and think of pleasant
things that "used to be." p. i.
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Monroe Marjsh Ducks.
Detroit, Midi., Nov. 18.—The Monroe Marsh Club at

the head of Lake Erie is xjrobably one of the finest duck
preserves in the West, as it comprises a very large amount
of wild rice land, and also has a splendid bay fiUed with
wild celery, and is the first place that the canvasbacks
stop to feed coming from the north. A great many can-

vasbacks ai-e killed there every year. The highest bag
this season was made by Deeming Jarves, on Nov. 17,

being 48 canvasbacks. "^The same gentleman killed on
Nov. 15, 58 mallards, and on Nov. 16, 30, making 136

ducks for the three days' shoot.

Indians and Game.
Mitchell, S. D., Nov. 14.—^A^'ord was received here

from Fall River county that about 200 Indians passed

through Edgemont on their return from a hunt in the

mountains. The Indians say they secured over 700 deer

and antelope besides other game. The people of Fall

Uiver county are protesting that the Indian agents are

doing absolutely nothing to stop this fearful slaughter of

game, and while tlie white settlers are prohibited from
killing deer and antelope even for their own use, the beef-

fed redmen ai-e permitted to kill aU they want and more
too. H. G. Nichols.

Micliigan Quail and Grouse.

Saginaw, Mich.—I have been out after birds near home
two days since the season opened, but find that where
quail were very plentiful last year, they are very few now.
No doubt they are winter kiUed, but am glad to say there

are enough left over for seed, so that with an open winter
they will be thick again another year. Ruffed grouse are

more plentiful than for the last two or three years. 8ome
very large bags have been made, I hear, though so far I

have not been fortunate enough to get over half a dozen
birds in a day's tramp^^ W. B. M.

The Gatineau Country.

Athens, Ont., Nov. 15.—We have just returned from
our annual deer hunt up the G-atineau in Quebec; secured
fourteen fine deer and over 700Ibs. of salmon, besides bags
of ducks, partridges, etc. Took a lot of kodak views of

scenes on the trip, but the box containing plates got
broken and plates were spoiled. B, L,

"Piseco" at Port Royal.
Commandant's Office, U. S. Naval Station, Port Koyal, S. C, Nov.

W.—Editor Forest and Stream: I wish you could be made to realize

how much your comi)limentary editorial, in issue of the 11th inst.,

just received, is appreciated, not only by me, who gets the lion's sliare

of the praise, but by the little band of whites around me who are in

daily contact with poverty and distress, beyond my wish or power to

describe, and who welcome every dollar or other articles sent to help
us help the starving.

It is now over two months since the deluge. The little corn, peas
and potatoes that, ruined for all other purposes, could be and was
used as food by the hungry, is gone. Through some unknown cause
the fall stoelc of bass and "winter trout" (squeteague) has not put in

its usual appearance. I fished four hours a week ago. WTiere last

year at this time I would have been as sure as a fisherman can be of a
goodly catch of sheepshead and whiting, a few 6in, yellow-tails was
my only reward—no end of toadflsh my punishment. I fished for
recreation. Others go out daily in the boats Gov. Tillman so kindly
gave me, to get 1 ood for their families, and never now with anything
flke success, and in another month the small remainder will be gone,
following the prawn and shrimi> to Florida; and all will stay gone
untH that happy day late in March comes that brings the drumfish.
Houses, furniture", bedding, stock and crops are gone, and nearly

400 people on this island alone are living now on the food doled to
them weekly by the Red Cross Association, and what do you think this

ration is? Let me tell you, and you try to see how far it would go
with you. For a family of 7 persons, for one week, 1 peck of grits,

lib. of pork. Reduce that to the share of one crippled person, but
still with an appetite: grits, '^qt. per day, pork i.,glb. per day.
Of course there are lazy people among them who wouldn't work a

stroke if they could get enough of anything eatable to keep hunger
away, but the above-described ration don't fill the bill or even a small
part of their stomachs. But there is not work of any kind for the
large majority. The phosphate works are all stopped, dredges and
flats sunk and wrecked. They would rebuild their homes, and such
as have been able to save of their own wrecked cabins—"rectified"

they call it—or of their neighbors' that have floated on to their land,
enough lumber for a start, are without hardw^are and tools. The Red
Cross is now issuing nails, and a worthy lumberman, Mr. Amos Cum-
mings, has offered at cost to Miss Barton as much rough lumber as
she wants, and I am in hopes of getting a share for our poor.
Of course we personally do what we can, and many a boiler full of

grits and pork has gone from our kitchen; but it is a task beyond our
means to begin to do what we would like to do—and feel ought to be
done. So we all call on our friends to help us, and I Hatter myself that
among the Forest and Strkam clientage there are still a goodly num-
ber of friends of Piseco.

A Sick-Bed Vow.
Bethany, W. Va.—I find myself this fall living in a beautiful wooded

hill country in West Virginia, a country whose scenery is as beautiful
as any I have ever seen, but which contains but little game. Three or
four weeks ago I snatched a few hours from my very confining duties
and tramped with dog and gun over these grand hills to see if they
would yield any feathered game. I succeeded in bagging a few quail,

doves and one ruffed grouse. Since then I have been suffering from
a severe attack oC sickness. No one but an ardent lover of sports
afield can realize with what intense longing my thoughts have dwelt,
as I lay in bed, on the pleasures of bird shooting. I made a vow that
I would spend my two weeks' vacation at Christmas in quail shooting.
Now I write to beg some fellow sportsman to tell me, either through
the columns of this paper, or, better, by a letter directed to the under-
signed at the FoBKST and Stream office, where I can find good quail
shooting not more than 300 miles from Wheehng, W. Va. Prairie
chicken shooting would be preferred, but I suppose that is out of the
question, I do not inquire about accommodations. AllI wish to learn
is where quail are plentiful. Shephajid.

"American Big-Game Hunting" Abroad.
The hunter and naturalist will find a never-failing charm in these

papers and in the beautiful illustrations. * * * There is variety of
sport as well as variety of style, and bison and elk, blaektail and
wapiti, prong buck and bighorn are among the wild animals whose
trail is follow-ed by the club. The scene changes with the nature of
the sport and the game; and each writer proves himself something of
a student of nature as well as a lover of manly exercise, while there
are few who do not give evidence of a dash of the vigorous and char-
acteristic humor of the West. The (^Edinburgh) Scotsman, Oct. SS.

Pennsylvania Railroad Tours to "Washington.
Pursuing the policy which has been so successfully maintained dur-

ing the past few winters, the Pennsylvania Railroad Company an-
nounces a series of pleasure tours to Washington for the fall, winter,
and spring of 1S93-4. These tours have won great popularity on ac-
count of the universal interest which attaches to the National Capital,
the low rates, convenient limits, and liberal conditions which the
tickets bear.
The dates of leaving New York are November 30th, December 14th,

December 28th. January 18th, February 8th, March 1st, March asd,
April ISth, May 3d and May 24th..

The rate for these tours will be §13 from New York, Brooklyn and
Jersey City, covering all necessary expenses excepting meals en route
The special train will leave New York at 11:00, Brooklyn 10:40, and
Jersey City 11:14 A. M., and arrive in Washington at 5:20 P. M. A
tourist agent and chaperon will accompany each tour and render
valuable service in the welfare of the participants.
On the third day the parties will leave Washington at;^:l.5 P. M , thus

affording considerable time in the most be,iui iful and interesting of
American cities. Tourist agents at IIDG Broadway, N. Y. and 8»jU

Fulton St., Brooklyn will book parties in advance for hotel accommo-
dations at Washington.— .4.di!.

m Hijd ^iv^r fishing.

THE TRIGGER FISH.
Mr. p. G. Sanford, of the Winchester Arms Co., has

added to the articles of vvrtu in his cosy office, in the same
block with Forest and Stream, a handsome mounted
specimen of the trigger fish. The curious creature re-

warded and astonished that gentleman one day last Octo-
ber, when he drew up his line from Long Island waters,
at the old wi-eck, about half a mile off Westport, Conn.
Mr. Sanford was fishing with fiddler bait and was intent
on the capture of black fish, the wonted and prosaic fish

of the neighborhood, and when this curiosity stuck its

head above the surface, the fisherman did not know what
to make of it, until he found that it had a trigger, and
then, being a gun man, Mr. Sanford recognized it as a
specimen of the trigger fish, common enough in some
waters, but a rarity in the Sound. He brought the speci-

men to New York and put it into the hands of a taxider-

mist for preservation. His j)ride in the handsome trophy
would be complete if it were not that the fish is a muzzle-
loader.
Our illustration, taken from the "Fishery Industries,"

shows the peculiar first dorsal tin from which the fish

takes its name. There are three spines which, when
erect, can be lowered only by Y)ressing back the last one
behind. Pressure against the large spine in front has no
effect, nor against the second one, but when the third is

pulled back as one would a trigger, all will fall, with a
sharp click, and lie flat, sinking into a recess in the back
like the trunk of a centerboard. Mr. Sanford has been
studying this natural trigger device, and one of these days
probably we shall see it applied to the Winchester arms.
These particulars of the species are found in the "Fishery
Industries:"
"The leather-jacket of Pensacola {Balistes ca^prucus),

called 'trigger fish' in the Carolinas, and at Key West
and the Bermudas known as the 'turbot,' occasionally
finds its way as far north as Massachusetts. It is, how-
ever, of no importance north of Florida. In the Bermudas
it is considered a valuable food fish. According to Mr.
Stearns, 'it is very common in the Gulf of Mexico from
Key West to the Mississippi River, and lies in deep water
near the coast on the ground where red snappers and
groupers are caught. It is one of the most abundant
species. In regions where it is not eaten it is regarded as

a pest by the fishermen from its habit of stealing bait

from their hooks. Its manner of taking the bait is rather
peculiar, I think, for instead of puUing the fine backward
or to one side it raises it up so quietly that the fisherman
does not perceive the motion, and then, by careful nibbling
cleans the hook without injury to itself. Expert fisher-

men, however, can tell by the "lifting of the lead," as it

TRIGGER FISH,

is called, what is going on below, and know what they
have to contend against. The usual remedy is to seek
other fishing grounds where leather-jackets are not so
troublesome. When one of these crafty fish has been
hooked there is not much probability that it can be
landed, for its sharp, powerful teeth are almost sure to

cut some part of the gear, enabling it to escape. I have
several times known of their biting in two the large red-

snapper hooks on which they were caught. They remain
throughout the year on the fishing grounds, where the
water varies from ten to forty fathoms. On these same
grounds it is probable that they spawn.'
"Only adult species have been seen in West Florida.

More could probably be learned of its spawning habits in
the vicinity of Key West, whei-e it occurs in shallow
water and quite near to the shore. At Key West it is

known as the turbot, and is a favorite article of food.

It is to be seen almost daUy in the market.
"The skin of this species is used for scouring and polish-

ing purposes at Key West and the Bahama Islands.

In the Bermudas also the skin of the turbot is used by
carpenters almost to the exclusion of sand-paper, the
former being better adapted for fine work in polishing
wood."

ANGLING NOTES.
Spawning of American Saiblinsr.

There are but three bodies of water in the United States
where the American saibling are known to exist. In one
of these three lakes, Sunapee Lake, in New Hampshire,
the saibling affords excellent fishing, as the fish are
abundant and of good size. On the shore of this lake is

the only hatchery in the United States devoted in great
part to hatching the saibling artificially, and therefore it

is of especial interest. A magnificently located and thor-
oughly equipped private summer hotel and sanitarium is

in process of erection at Soo-Nipi Park, the property of
Dr. John D. Quackenbos, at Sunapee Lake. The Doctor
spent last week on the ground superintending important
modifications in the plan. He writes me under date of
Nov. 4:

Poem in Prose.

"I have just returned to New York from the dreamy
haze of a N'ew Hampshire Indian summer, leaving behind
me on the Lighthouse Shoals at Sunapee the grandest
sight ever looked upon by angler—the American saibling
spawning on their self-selected mid-lake beds. There, in
water from one to two feet deep, in all the glory of their

nuptial tints, flash schools of these dazzling beauties, now
circling in proud sweeps about the rocks they would

select as the scenes of their loves, the poetry of an epi-
thalamion in every motion; now offering to the sunlight
in graceful leaps those gleaming sides of gold dashed with
vermiUon; anon, suddenly darting in little companies,
the broad margin of their fins seeming to trail behind
them hke white ribbons under the ripples. Oh, what a
wedding garment. Nature has given such to no other
salmonoid; even death does not rob our saibling of it. In
three hours, on Wednesday, Nov. 1, 1 helped to take eighty-
one specimens, ranging from 1 to 51bs. each, and on
Thursday, in three and a half hours, we captured sixty-
one. It is not considered advisable to keep the nets on
the beds for more than three or four hours a day, lest the
fish should become alarmed and desert the shallows for
deeper and less accessible groimds. There seems to be no
hmit to the hordes that are coming up from the depths on
to that three-acre reef, and if the weather prove favora-
ble the screens in the new and elaborately fitted hatchery
bid fair to be crowded with eggs to the possible capacity
of one and one-quarter millions."

Cold-Featured Business.

"Already there are 300,000 brook trout eggs in situ,

double the largest number ever taken before, and forty
huge landlocked salmon (from 6 to ISlbs. each) await the
accomplished hand of human accoucheur. Too great
praise cannot be lavished upon the faithful attend-
ants at the Sunapee hatchery—Mr. Alonzo J. Cheney,
Mr. Wm. W. Hubbell and Mr. Henry C. Brown, of Hud-
son Center, the last-named gentleman a member of the
town board of education, who has consented to give his
time as long as necessary to the prosecution of the good
work. No weather deters these men, no hardship. With
icy hands they tenderly loose spawner and milter from
the net's clutch at dead of night, up to their breasts in
freezing water when the necessities of the case demand
it, beaten and drenched with tempest, but even with
sprightliness unchiUed, always cheerful, never complain-
ing, no half-hearted service, no profanity if things do not
go exactly right. I have nowhere seen such disinterested
devotion. And then the courtesy shown to visitors, who
must at times be very trying. Some afternoons there are
regular receptions, and over and over again to inquiring
lady and wondering farmer must be told the old story

—

and it is always fully told without a sign of impatience.
Verily one may sit on the porch of the camp nowadays
and take lessons in genuine politeness—by which I mean
kindness kindly expressed.

Then and Now.
"Nor can one help contrasting the success which has

providentially crowned the efforts of our new Commis-
sioners with the comparatively scanty 'take' of previous
seasons. The lie has been most effectively given to maledic-
tion. The reported allegation that no new hatchery -Cs^as

needed at Sunapee because 'the ignoramuses appointed by
the Governor could not half fill the old' (§275 woodshed),
has been demonstrated to be as preposterous as it was
malicious; and above all, the gentleman angler and sports-
man finds, in the way business is conducted at the station
of the N. 13. Fish Commission, abundant confirmation of
his opinion that fish catching and fish hatching may be
successfulUy carried on in an atmosphere of refinement
and morality."

Postscriptum.

Since receiving the letter above quoted from Dr. Quack-
enbos I have heard direct from the Sunapee hatchery in
a letter from Mr. Brown, that on Nov. 3, 148 saibling were
taken in the nets; on the 4th 26, and in the forenoon of
the 5th 16, making a total of 333 in five days. This catch
of spawning saibling has not been equaled in any previ-
ous year. The saibling yields about 1,200 eggs to the
pound of fish, and 200 at least of those already captured
are females averaging 31bs. in weight. Say that they wiU
give 3,000 eggs each, the fish now in hand will furnish
600,000 eggs and the season is not yet over. But 600,000
is a remarkable result and one not before dreamed of at
the Sunapee hatching station. Looking over my memor-
anda of odds and ends pertaining to fishculture I find
that in 1891 the catch of .spawning saibling at the Sunapee
hatchery between Sept. a and Nov. 2 amounted to a total

of 128 fish. The saibling taken in September and early
October of that year must have been taken in the nets at
the mouth of the brook, on which the hatchery and camp
are situated, and not on the Mud Lake shoal to which
they usually resort for spawning purposes. The largest
catch in one day in 1891 was 61 on Oct. 31. The unusual
catch of spawning saibling this year is particularly grati-

fying for other reasons than those already stated, as this

lake must be the one to furnish saibling eggs and fry for
other waters, if other waters are to be stocked with this

beautiful game fish; and it is not at all probable that the
N. H. Fish Commissioners will consent to sending eggs
to other waters before Sunapee Lake itself is "made stiff"

with the fish which is often called by the name of the
lake. As I am closing these notes another letter comes to
me stating the eggs already assured at Sunapee amount
to over a million, and the maximum number any previous
year was 300,00. A. N. Cheney.

The Seductive Smelt.

Quebec, Nov. 4.—^In your issue of 21st ult. that grand
fisherman, sportsman and fluant raconteur Ghas. Hallock
relates of the "seductive smelt," and it would seem the
sport is rather costly in the localities he mentions.
Here in Quebec it is now at its zenith, and all the ex-

pense attached is time, a bamboo rod, piece of cord and
half a dozen small hooks, some folks put the whole half

dozen on their line at once in the same manner as flies,

but with a few shot for sinker, and three fish at a time
is a common occurrence. Some connoisseurs use worms
for bait, but the majority a bit of red meat and then a
smelt cut up, which 'these small cannibals seem to prefer.

The best time is when the tide begins to flow to about
tliree-quarters full, and then at the finish of the ebb. The
wnarves are fined with fishermen of all sizes, ages and
tackles. Forty rods on one barge, all catching, is not an
unusual sight. Even the ladies enjoy the sport from the
decks of the Quebec Yacht Squadron.
Good smelt fishing is to be had in August at all the

watering places on the lower St. Lawrence, Muncy Bay,
Caconne Riviere OueUe, Kamom-eska, Riviere du Loup,
etc., etc., and at Quebec from the beginning of October
to late in November. Fresh smelts sell at from eight to

ten cents per pound, and at one time I have known the
seiners to sell their prospective draw for 75 cents to |1,
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the purchaser getting Avhatever that draw of the net
might contain, the uncertainty making it interesting.
Whatever may be the cause, it is a fact tbat within the
last ten years smelts have been exceedingly more plenti-
ful than formerly, and the quantities taken make it a
boon to the citizens.

The tommy cod, although taken in quantities in the
lower St. Lawrence all summer, only arrives here about
Christmas, when they are taken through the ice; Cabanes
built on the ice of the bay of St. Charles River, are often
leased to parties for the tide, but it is tame fishing and
the fish not for a moment to be compared to the lively
smelt, which is a real delicacy. Both smelts and tomcods
are only caught in tide waters, Three Rivers being their
lunit on the St. Lawrence. X 95.

"Frozen Fish Thawed Out."
Montreal, Can.—Previous to my last visit to the north

of France the downpour of rain had been very great.
The canals had overflown into the fields. Winter setting
in with unusual severity gave us a solid sheet of ice on
the ground both sides of the canal banks. Until the snow
came we enjoyed the best of skating, and while skimming
along we frequently noticed large fish imbedded in the
ice, and several of these frozen fish we cut out and carried
home quite stiff. I saw them thawed out before the fire.

They became quite lively and would doubtless have re-
mained so had they been restored to their element.

David Denne.

In Washington Waters.
Spokane, Wash., Nov. 8.—The first of the present month

was a sad one for all fishermen. On that day the law
regarding trout went into effect. It did not, however,
affect those who are fond of catching salmon, which
come up above the mouth of the Little Spokane, about
twelve miles below the city. Some friends went out last
week and returned with three salmon weighing 9, 11 and
121bs. respectively, all caught with a 7-ounce rod and
spoon hook. A. B. K.

liake Minnebella Black Bass.

Mr. Geo. Elmer, of Minneapolis, sends us a photograph
showing a catch of 143 black ,bass made on June 27 and
28 on Lake Minnebella, seven miles south of Litchfield,
Meeker county, Minn. The top string of 20 fish weighed
701bs., and there are 62 fish which weighed 2*lb3. on the
average. The fish were taken with live frogs for bait and
used 7-0 Kirby Carlyle hooks.

The 999th Time.
Asv the next time will round out the 1,000th repetition

of this injunction to no-name correspondents who send
notes for publication, requests for information, money
for papers or books. Sign your name. Anonymous
communications will not be published. Anonymous in-

quiries will not be answered. Anonymous senders of
money will not have their orders filled.

Pennsylvania Fish Protective Association.

The eleventh annual meeting and dinner of the Pennsyl-
vania Fish Protective Association was held in the rooms at
No. 1020 Arch street, Philadelphia, Tuesday evening, Nov.
14, and was a most enjoyable gathering of members and
their friends. President Henry C. Ford, of the Pennsylvania
Fish Commission, read a valuable paper, which is here
printed in full, reviewing the work of the Commission; and
a most gratifying and encouraging review it is. Mr. A. M.
Spangler, who has the credit of being the father of the Asso-
ciation, and who during the eleven yeai-s of its existence has
been untiring in promoting the interests with which it is

concerned, read an address full of good counsel, aud worthy
the careful reading and reflection of even a wider circle than
that to which it Avas immediately addressed.
The Pennsylvania Association is an organization of grow-

ing strength. It is engaged in an unselfish and wholly pub-
lic-spirited work. It should have the active, hearty, co-opera^
tion of thousands Avhere it now has the support of tens. As it

shall become better known, as the people of Pennsylvania
shall come to understand what it means for them and for their
children, they will give it increased recognition. In these
days, when for the most part every man is for himself, aud
when most of us appear to believe that after us is the deluge,
and act on that principle, it is a duty to support and uphold
such an organization as this Pennsylvania Association, a
duty which belongs to every citizen of the State who is intel-

ligent enongh to appreciate the Importance and necessity of
putting an end to fi.sh-basket greed and imposition,

Work of the Pennsylvania Commission.

Gentlemen of the Pemisylvania J^ish Protective Associ-
atinn:

Six years ago, when the members of the present State Fish
Commission succeeded the former board, the retiring presi-

dent of that board extended his welcome in these discouraging
words: "You will find that your task is a thankless one.

No matter how earnestly he may labor for the good of the
State, a I^sh Commissioner will receive more kicks than
blessings." Yet after six years' incumbency as Commission-
ers, although we have been assailed at times, it has only been
after energetically enforcing and upholding the laws; and the
abuse has come almost solely from that class whose interest

has been to profit by their violation.

We would briefly call your attention to some of the good
work accomplished by the State Fish Commission. It has
fitted our rivers and streams for the increase of fish by tear

ing out the illegal devices erected for their wholesale destruc-

tion. It has established a cordon of wardens, who patrol the
rivers and streams of our Commonwealth as policemen watch
the streets of a great city, \vho are alike the terror of poach-
ers aud illegal fishermen. Laws are respected only when
they are enforced. As a result of the Commission's work in

this respect, the fishery laws are no longer the dead letter

they were only a few years since. There is a universal senti-

ment throughout the'State that renders their violators more
and more the object of public obloquy. The man who takes
a trout out of season or under size, is to-day noted and
marked as gtiilty of an unmanly act, and as one capable of

meaner deeds.
Your rivers have not only been cleared of destructive de-

vices, but by artificial stocking their capabilities have been
increased. We scarcely need remind you of the good work
of shad restoration in the Delaware, where the production
has inL-ieased si.Kfold iu six years; or to the great increase in

the yield of whitefish and pike-perch in Lake Erie through
the "millions of these fish planted from our Erie hatchery.

The Commission has restored and kept in condition hundred
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of trout streams in spite of incessant Ashing, and in scores
of our moimtain lakes new and better varieties of fish are
now caught in addition to their former indigenous inhabi-
tants. The Commission is daily receiving information of
present success and future possibilities.

The pike-perch deposited in the upper Delaware have so
increased that they are taken in large numbers from Lacka-
waxen to Hancock and are gradually increasing in the lower
reaches of the river.

Large numbers of smolts, the young of the Atlantic sal-

mon, are present in the mountain tributaries of the upper
Delaware where they were planted two years ago and give
promise that the day may come when the salmon angler will
cast his silver-doctor and Jock-Scott iu the splendid pools of
our noble river.

During the past year the Commissioners have deposited in
Pennsylvania waters of brook trout and other species of
trout, about 4,000,000; of whitefish in Lake Erie, 25,000,000; of
lake herring in Lake Erie, 1,-540,000; of pike-perch, 30,000,000;

a total of over 60,000,000 of these varieties of fish alone.
We hope next year to make a large addition to these

figures from the output of the new shad hatchery which the
Commission mil have in operation next spring—an appro-
priation having been made for its erection by the last Legis-
lature. And yet this same Legislature was either so indiff-

erent to the future fishing interests of the State or so ignor-
ant of what they were doing that they passed an act legaliz-

ing the re-erection of fish baskets in our rivers, although
these had been destroyed by the Commission at great expense
to the State. This, too, in spite of the special recommenda-
tion by the Governor that severer laws should be passed for
their complete abolition. This act meant the obstruction
of every river and stream in the Commonwealth by illegal

devices, it meant the annulment of the usefulness of the Fish
Commission in stocking the Commonwealth's waters; it

meant the destruction of the restored industry of shad pro-
duction in the Delaware. It assured the depletion of the
mountain trout streams as well as the lowland tributaries of
our great rivers. It meant the retrogression of fishculture
and the triumph of barbaric methods. In short, it meant
fish temporarily plentiful for individual profit and the lasting
poverty of our waters for the people. But this iniquitous
act was not permitted to become a .law. Pennsylvania for-

tunately possessed a chief executive who had the courage to
stand up for the rights of her people against the greed of a
few. The hands of progress were not turned back on the
dial and the friends of fish protection and of fishculture are
indebted to Governor Pattison for the veto that saved Penn-
sylvania's good name.
This year has been a busy one in the annals of the State

Fish Commission, Its splendidly illustrated report with its

elaborate history of the fish of Pennsylvania, .stands at the
head of similar State publications, and has secui-ed it the
approval of the scientific world. The other publication of

the Fish, Fishing aud Fisheries of Pennsylvania, intended
for the Columbian Exposition, has besides had wide circula-

tion throughout the State. The State Fish Exhibit at Chi-
cago was fuiother work requiring close study and attention
to perfect Under the able management of Colonel Gay it

proved one of the greatest attractions of the Exposition, and
has done much to popularize fishculture.

* Before closing, we wotild thank your Association for the
assistance given the State Fish Commission. With the con-
stant support of an association like this, and its kindred
societies throughout the State, the enforcement of the laws
and the protection of the spawning fish is assiired. More
than this, the assaults of ignorance, and the hindrances of

the lawless will always yield before the might of intelligent

and concerted action.
H. C. Ford, Pres. Pa. Com. of Fisheries.

A Word of Counsel.

\^ an age like the present, in which progress is the order
of the day, it would be an anomaly if an organization such
as the Fish Protective Association of Pennsylvania should
fail to keep pace with the stirring spirit of the times. It has,

if not a remarkably notable, at least an honorable record
and cleaily merits a place in the front rank of associations
of kindred character. \^'hen I retrospect its history, its

quiet, unpretentious origin, its earnest doings, and whatwas
expected of it by its founders, and how more than fully
those expectations have been realized, 1 cannot repress a feel-

ing of honest pride at the thought that during the eleven
years of its existence it has been my privilege to have held
close connection with it, shared the toils and its sometimes
perplexities and harassiags, as well as the enjoyment of its

triumphs, so mauy of which it has achieved, aud of which,
wheiher because of the inherent modesty of its members or
for some other reason, the genei-al public has not the full

knowledge it should have. This hiding of our light under a
bushel is, I think, a wrong to ourselves aud at the same time
a wrong to the public.

If there has been merit in our transactions, if in any
marked sense we have promoted the public welfare or even
honestly endeavored to do so, it is due to us that the facts

shall be made known. 1 do not believe there is a single
member present or connected with us who will not agree
with me that the widest possible dissemination of the princi-

ples upon which this association rests is a consummation
much to be desired and worthy of special effort. Therefore,
while thei'e is nothing criminal or even intentional in the
withholding referred to, it must be conceded that if men are
entitled to approval for commendable doings, and if such
commendation is comforting and calculated to encourage
renewed and more eai-nest endeavors, as it undoubtedly is,

then this Association is fairly entitled to such recognition.
There is nothing egotistical in this remark. It is a simple
declaration, the truthfulness of which cannot fail to com
mend itself to every one who gives it a moment's thoughtful
consideration. It is not a trumpeting of our operations, but
a plain, fair and square presentation of important facts for
general information.

I fail to recall any association of equal membership, re-
spectability and usefulness in its special line of work, that
does not annually publish a full report of its operations and
their results. We have done nothing of the kind, at least
not in suflicient detail, but have contented ourselves with
laboring for the promotion of the public good, accepting as
compensation the pleasant consciousness of having, during
these eleven years, been faithfully discharging an important
public duty. In one sense, such compensation is ample, but
would not our sphere of usefulness have been greatly en-
larged, if, instead of having the impression go aljfoad that
we were merely a company of anglers, and our organization
a mere sporting club, the community at large was made
familiar with the true character of the Association and
naturally, would not its membership have been materially
increased?

I have said that this covering up of our doings has been
clearly unintentional, though none the less a wrong to our-
selves and a wrong to the public—a wrong to the public for
the reason that the object specially aimed at is the promotion
of an interest in which all citizens are concerned. We, hav-
ing given thoughtful consideration to the subjects of food
fish propagation, distribution and protection, are presumed

.

to be at least somewhat familiar with them, and to compre-
hend them more fully than those who have not devoted time
and attention to them. Such knowledge comes not by in-
tuition. It cau be gained only by careful observation and
investigation, and should therefore be as widely disseminated
as possible by those who have acquired it, for it must be
admitted that there are comparatively few persons in this
great commonwealth who have comprehensive knowledge of
the subjects named or of our restrictive fishery laws, and
there are many who are not only ignorant on those points,
but of the existence also of laws that relate to the fishery in-
terests of the State.

Again, how comparatively few have anything like an ade-
quate conception of what would be the dollar and cent value
of our entire fishery resources were they properly protected?
Aud how fewer still there are sufficiently interested to make
the subject a study? How small the number of those who,
if questioned, could tell whether the annual shad products of
the Delaware River—the now finest shad stream on the con-
tinent—could tell even approximately, whether they amount
to an hundred thousand or a million of dollars! Right here
in the city of Philadelphia, the intelligence of whose citizens
is proverbial, how many could tell with any degree of accuracy
whether these products have increased or diminished, and
the probable causes for such fluctuations, and how much
more productive that river would become if all citizens would
agree to abide by the law's simple behests in regard to fish
protection?

If such ignorance, indifference, or whatever you may please
to term it, exists in the city, what probability is there that
the same condition of things, or worse, does not prevail in the
rural districts?
The more the subject is considered, the more apparent it

becomes that lack of information and appreciation of food
fish value, coupled with ignorance, willful or otherwise, of
our restrictive laws, lie at the foundation of the evils we are
considering, though there have been instances in which cor-
rupt legislation was a potent factor. Take as a case in point
the action of the last Legislature of this State in regard to
the repeal of the law forbidding fish baskets in public
streams. By a system of log rolling, in the highest degree
discreditable to anumber of the people's representatives from
this city, the pernicious bill passed both houses, and but for
the brave and commendable exercise of the veto power by
Governor Pattison the profitable shad fisheries would have
again been ruined, and the notably good work of the State
Fishery Commissioners during the past six or eight years

—

not only in that stream, but in all the principal streams of
the State—would have been rendered abortiv^e.

If, then, ignorance or disregard of the fishery laws lies at
the foundation of the evils we have been considering, en-
lightenment would seem to be the legitimate remedy. But
if enlightenment were general, would the illegal killing of
fish be entirely abolished? I fear not. Every man, woman
aud child in the community is aware that it is a violation of
law to steal, and yet thefts ranging from a penny to a million
are every-day occurrences. But if there were universal
knowledge ot the restrictive laws, naturally greater respect
would be paid to them, for the majority of men are honest,
if not for honesty's sake, for the fear of incurring the penal-
ties that attach to dishonesty.
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While, therefore, it would not be reasonable to expect that
the campaign of enlightenment, though carried to almost
perfect success, would result in universal obedience, it would
no doubt be followed by reforms that would greatly improve
the present lamentable condition of affairs and afford rea-
sonable ground for the hope that there would be wrought
through the powerful agency of public opinion such salutory
changes as would in a large degree make amends for past
improvidence.

It only requires a little thoughtful consideration of the
subject to satisfy every one that the task of restoring fruit-
fulness to our food fish producing waters and thereafter
maintaining them in that condition is herculean in charac-
ter, if not, in view of the mischief that has already been
wrought, impossible of performance. It means the disabus-
ing of the general public mind of many misconceptions
vrhich now so largely pervade it. Among those misconcep-
tions a leading one is the belief that a fish in public waters
is the rightful property of the individual who can capture it,

at whatever time and by whatever means, restrictive legisla-
tion to the contrary notwithstanding. It means the inculca-
tion of the important truth that the repopulating of food
fish waters and the thereafter protection of them would be
rnillions of value to the country, and therefore a matter of
direct interest to every citizen. It means the legitimate in-
stead of the unlawful and wicked abuse of one of the Al-
mighty's richest bounties.

It may be asked, and the question would be a pertinent
one, What has the Pennsylvania Fish Protective Associa-
tion to do with all this.^ Much, gentlemen, very much. I
am led to hope that these hastily penned thoughts will have
a stimulating effect ui)onall pre.sent. T&stimony has already
been borne to the faithfulness that has characterized the
work of this Association, and in doing so have spoken whereof
I knew. But more than that is needed. We have been labor-
ing with a view to the accomplishment of a great end. The
harvest we hope to gather is plentiful but the laborers are
few. Many more are needed, and with a view to the securing
of them it becomes vitally important that the work we have
been doing, and the object of it, shall be more generally un
derstood. It should not dishearten because our numbers are
few compared with the many whose hearty co-operation is

essential to success. We must encourige others by the
widest possible dissemination of the principles that control
our actions, and for that reason I would have the community
at large made more familiar with them, It is enjoined that
the left hand shall be kept in ignorance of what the right
hand doeth. The injunction applies to works of charity,
but ours is not a work of charity, though one of beneficence.
I would have the community at large more fully acquainted
with our transactions, not for the sake of securing flattering
commendation, but with the hope of awakening a more gen-
eral interest in fish propagation, distribution and protection.
Who shall say what may be the result of our example? I

feel satisfied that if the unselfish work of this Association
and the beneficial results that have followed were generally
understood, there would be a notable increase in our member-
ship and a consequent enlargement of our sphere of useful-
ness. Necessarily we have been restricted in our operations,
but we have done what we could and can only hope that our
efforts will stimulate others, until the reforms which we
have endeavored to inaugurate will be emulated by many
and the contagion spread, until our food fish producing
lakes, rivers, sea, gulf and bay coasts will have the protec-
tion needed to restore their famed fruitfulness, uow so
nearly exhausted. If we can by united and judiciously
directed endeavors convince others that what to-day seems
almost impracticable may eventually be accomplished, a
great step in advance will have been taken. If it is shown
that we have zealously co-operated with the State Fishery
Commissioners in their successful attempts to rid the streams
of Pennsylvania of devices inimical to fish life, have more thau
quintupled the shad products of the Delaware, making it in
that respect the leading stream of the country—and are still

earnestly engaged in efforts to bring about like beneficial
results in all the principal waters of the Commonwealth,
our example will prove a stimulus to many and lead to the
organization of like associations in every section of the
State. Let the world know that our labors have had but a
single object—the promotion of the general welfare. Such
knowledge will enlighten the ignorant and dis.sipate un-
founded prejudices so widely prevalent against nearly all
associations of a kindred character. One of the most for-
midable obstacles in the way is the immense water area to
be cultivated and the almost absolute requirement that each
water shall have special guardianship. In a word, the inter-
ests to be protected are so many and so varied, so widely sep-
arated, and each requiring the same vigilant care that has
been bestowed upon those within our State, that complete
success might almo.st he despaired of . But "what man has
done, man can do." What was once decreed impo.s.sible in
Pennsylvania has already been achieved in part with the
almost positive assurance that eventually complete success
will be attained. Why may not like restilts be hoped for in
other States, in all the States?

If the work of repopulating American waters was not so
general in its character—and if, instead of participation being
a duty devolving upon every citizen, thus practically making
it everybody's business, which is generally understood to be
nobody's business—the ownership was vested in individual
or corporation proprietorship, there would be much less in-
difference. Note, if you please, as an apt illustration of this,
the vigor and earnestness with which the menhaden fisher-
men assert and defend their claimed to be rights. When
legislation hostile to their piratical work is sought, they do
not fold their hands and submissively await results. Having
come off victors in their hitherto contests with States, they
turn their attention to Congress. Their agents, well supplied
with the sinews of war, visit Washington, and it needs not
the saying, those sinews, on more than one occasion, have
been used with telling effect. The menhadenites have mil-
lions invested, and they protect those investments with the
most sturdy pertinacity, which is not surprising, when the
amount of the capital is considered. Their unity of action
and untiring perseverance, if displayed in a righteous cause,
would be worthy of the highest commendation, and even
whea exerted in behalf of the interests of a vocation which,
to my mind, is in deadly opposition to the food fish interests
of the almost entire seacoast, it is worthy of imitation, not
in the direction in which they have been exercising it, but in
behalf of the more laudable work in which we are engaged.

It has been the lack of such concentration of eftbrt that
has given menhaden fishing so long a lease of life. Have vou
ever met an individual not directly financially interested in
menhaden fisheries, or not in the employ of those corpora-
tions a,s lobbyists or special agents of some kind, who has not
unequivocally and unsparingly denounced them?And yet with
this almost universal public sentiment in open opposition,
how difficult a matter it is to secure signatures to petitions
and remonstrances intended to implant in the minds of
honestly-disposed but over-persuaded Congressmen the con-
viction that there exists a vital necessity for the correction
of this overshadowing abuse of public rights.
Is it surprising, in view of this most indefensible apathy,

that each succeeding year these menhadenites become more
.-aggressive and arbitrary, demanding as an inherent right, as
A natural prerogative, the privilege of pursuing a vocation
which all experience has demonsti-ated to be inimical, in the
most extended sense, to the food fish interests of the almost
.entire seacost. Did time permit I could satisfy even the most
incredulous that this is not an empty assertion, but the decla-
iration of an incontrovertible truth.

Instead of stalwart and steady opposition to this gigantic
wrong by the aggrieved public on the entire coast from Maine

to Florida, the menhadenites doubtless note with great satis-
faction the feeble and scattered protests, which, so far as in-
fiuence upon Congress is concerned, might as well have been
presented to the waves that break upon the beaches.

It affords me much pleasure to bear testimony to the efforts
of the Pennsylvania Fish Protective Association for the sup-
pression of this enormous evil, and at the same time am com-
pelled to state the fact that, instead of united and hearty
support from the seashore people, the cold shoulder was giveu
them, and, as a matter of course, the result was failure. But
a single failure should not dishearten. Another effort should
be made, and it would greatly redound to the credit of this
organization if it would agtiin take the initiative and once
more endeavor to work out a great and sorely needed re-
form.

^
During the recent sittings of the World's AuxiliaryFishery

Congress a resolution was ofl'ered and, I believe, adopted,
authorizing the appointment of a committee of three, whose
duty it shall be to report on the subject of menhaden fisher-
ies; and it was a feattire of the resolution that—although not
exi^ressed in so many words—the committee was to be com-
posed of individuals known to be favorable to the claims of
the menhaden corporations. I have not learned the names of
the gentlemen composing the committee.
As must be apparent to those who have followed me in

these hastily penned remarks, my object has been not to pay
compliments to the Pennsylvania Fish Protective Associa-
tion, but to state some simple truths and to awaken, if pos-
sible, a feeling of more general interest in our work. If our
doings have been meritorious, the community should know
it, if our labors do not merit such designation, the sooner we
disband the better. If we have influence let it be shown. If,
in.stead of being a mere fishing club, as many believe, we
have, to the full extent of our abilities been exerting our-
selves for the general good, not only in our own bailiwick
but in supplementing the praiseworthy endeavors of the
State Fishery Commissioners; it is our right that we shall
be placed before the community in our true character. It is
not risking much to assert that a concise, detailed report of
our proceedings would be read with interest by the advocates
of fishery reforms, and that such published reports would
have the good effect of stimulating other organizations to
like endeavors, and would, moreover, -prove valuable vehicles
of information to the many who need to be educated upon
the subject.

It would co.st something to publish such reports, but the
expense would be more than met by the increase of member-
ship. On that point there can hardly be any difference of
opinion. I have too much faith in the public spirit of Phila-
delphia to doubt for a moment that when the real objects of
the Pennsylvania Fish Protective Association are fully
understood, our means for an increase of past and present
usefulness will be largely augmented.
In conclusion, Mr. President, my remarks this evening

have been largely of an advisory chai-acter. Presuming
upon my long affiliation with the Association, I have offered
a word of counsel which may or may not be acceptable.
However that my be, I trust the sincerity of my motives
will not be questioned. I am firmly convinced that if

the largely depletedA™erican waters are to be repopulated,
now, if ever, is the time when that important work, already
begun, shall be pre,ssed with quadrupled energy by every
available agency. There has already been too miach halting
and hesitation. Prompt, determined and per.sistent action
is demanded. Further delay means the lengthening of the
cords and the strengthening of the stakes of the dcspoilex's
of our fishery resources. The greater the procrastination
the more formidable the task will become. Increased effort
here and elsewhere, and those efforts combined and concen-
trated, is the need of the hour.

A Sea Fishery Conference.

Pkesident L. D. Huktington, of the New York Fish
Commis.sion, has issued the following call for a conference
which gives promise of marking the "beginning of a move-
ment for the protection of the food fishes of the Atlantic
Coast:
New York, Nov. 15.—Dear Sir: The growing scarcity of

edible fishes along our coast line, from Maine to Virginia, is
a matter of importance that should not be overlooked by the
States interested. The cause, or causes, of this diminution
should be ascertained and some remedy, if possible, should
be applied at once by the enactment of simple and uniform
legislation in all of the seaboard States before the now
reduced supply becomes further exhausted. With this object
in view, and with a desire for a full, impartial and thorough
examination of the whole subject, we, the undersigned
citizens of the State of New York, have determined that
some effort should be made to obtain a conference of
the Commissioners of Fisheries, as well as other citizens
of the seaboard States interested, who have made the
matter a study, in order that some plan of action be
adopted to secure the protection and preservation of food
fishes. We, therefore, invite you cordially and request that
you will personally invite such citizens of" your State as may
feel sufficient interest in this matter, to attend a conference
to be held at the office of the Commissioners of Fisheries of
the State of New York, at No. 5:3 Broadway, New York citj'',

Wednesday, Dec. 13, 1893, at 10 o'clock A. M. This invitation
or reqttest will be extended to all members of the Commis-
sions of Fisheries of the States of Maine, Massachusetts,
Rhode Island, Connecticut, New .lersey, Pennsylvania, Dela-
ware and Maryland, and the Commissioners in aclditiou will
be reque.sted to invite such citizens of their States as would
be likely to take sufficient interest in the matter to attend
such conference.
We sincerely hope that yotu* State may be represented by

you, as well as by other citizens, at this conference, and that
the results may prove of benefit to all the seaboard States.
Please acknowledge the receipt of this communication as
promptly as possible, and give such expression of your senti-
ments on the subject as you may entertain, and advise us
whether you will be present at the conference. We remain
yours very respectfully, Austin Corbin, Henry W. Book-
staver, Henry P. McGown, Koberl B. Roosevelt, H. C. Faha-
stock, John L. Hill, W. C. Harris, Charles E. Whitehead,
Henry S. Wilson, W. B. Williams, Albert E, Cochran, Jas.
E. Hulshizer, Edwin M. Felt, Thos. W. Cuthbert, I. B. Will-
iams, James W. Beers, Silas C. Force, I. F. Parker, George
H. Penuiman, Arthur M. Hunter, Jenkins Van Schaick,
Watts T. Miller, P. Howard North, William K. Vanderbilt.
Calvin E. Pratt, Phiueas C. Lounsbury, Wrn. P. Clyde, W!
Bayard Cutting, Richard V. Harnett, Charles B, Reynolds,
George G. DeWitt, Alex. Taylor, Jr., Wm. M. Fleiss, Samuel
F. Prentiss, John S. W. Thompson, Timothy L. Woodruff,
Paul Worth, H. A. Craft, S. W. Doubleday, Fred Mather,
Ezra S. Connor.

L D. HtFSTrSGTON, A
W. H. Bowman, / Commissioners
David G. HACKNEr, V of Fisheries
Robert Hamilton,

(
State of New York.

A. Sylve,9ter Joline, J

Salmon in Delaware River.
Concerning the interesting experiment of introducing

salmon into the Delaware, we have the following information
from Fish Commissioner H. C. Ford:

"I have received word from various points on the upper
Delaware above Lackawaxen, in reference to the large plant
of 3,000,000 salmon fi-y made nearly two years ago. The
smolts, measuring from 6 to 8in., swarmed in the river and
its tributaries in which they had been placed, and so far the

stocking has been eminently successful. * * * I inclose
you a letter from Dr. Bradley, of New York, in reference to
the salmon fry placed in Blooming Grove Creek, a tributary
of the Lackawaxen. '

'

From Dr. Bradley's letter we extract the following: "I
am happy to inform you that the salmon fry have 'panned
out' fine, and last August the smolts in Blooming Grove
Creek were very numerous and could hardly be kept off our
hooks while fishing for trout. They were from 6 to Bin. long
and in fine condition. Is there anything new about salmon?
Were any taken this season in the Delaware? We have
now about fifteen large pools in the Blooming Grove stream,
and our fishways are in flue condition. Do you see any
reason why Blooming Grove Creek should not make a good
salmon stream? or any reason why the salmon should not
come back to the stream?"
Mr. Ford of course has told Dr. Bradley about the captures

of salmon in the Delaware, as he informed a representative
of Forest asd Stream at the meeting of the American
Fisheries Society la.st June. Prospects certainly appear
bright now for the success of salmon planting in that river,
and it would be too bad to disappoint the hopes of the
anglers by lack of vigilance in the protection and increase of
that splendid fish. Mr. Ford is desirous of continuing the
planting and it is to be hoped he will be able to go on with
the good work.

^he Rennet

FIXTU RES.
DOa SHOWS.

Nov. 28 to Dec. 1.—New Jersey K. L., at Newark, N. J. Dr. W. F.
Seidler, Sec'y.
Dec. is to 15.—R. I. Poultry and Pet Stock Ass'n, at Providence.
Dec. to 23.—Northern Ohio Pet Stock Association, at Akron. 0.

H. F. Peck, Sec'y.
FIELD TRIALS.

Nov. 27.—Irish Setter Club's Field Trials, at Thomasville, N. 0. G.
G. Davis, Sec'y.
Dec. 13 to 16.—Chicago K. C, at Chicago. G. H. Goodrich, Sec'y.

1894.

Jan. 1.—Southern California Field Trials, at Ontario, Cal. H. C
Hinman, Los Angeles, Cal., Sec'y.
Jan. 29.—Southern Field Trial Club's Trials, New Albany MiSB T

M. Brumby, Sec'y, Marietta, Ga.
Feb. 19.—United States Field Trials Club's Sprmg Trials, Grand

Junction, Tenn, P. T. Madison, Sec'y, Indianapolis, Ind.

A PLAIN BUSINESS TALK.
Those who have dogs for sale and others who own stud

dogs which they keep more or less for public service are be-
coming convinced that FOREST AND Stream is excelling all

other mediums for reaching the public. This fact is being
continually brought to our notice. Only last Tuesday a
prominent collie breeder in this country, in fact about the
most prominent one, an advertiser in all kennel journals, re-

marked to us: "I tell you what it is though, without fooling,

Forest and Stream is the only paper I get business from."
And why is this thus? The answer is very easy. Forest

AND Stream is a clean paper; its kennel columns are free

from the acrid, calumnious controversies and sensationalism
that have done so much to hurt kennel interests recently in
the minds of the better element of sportsmen and dog owners,
consequently FoREST AND STREAM appeals—and it is the
only kennel journal that does appeal—to that better element.
Further, the high standard which its other departments
have attained, their literary merit and accuracy, combine to
make this a true sportsman's paper. This is the reason why
you find Forest and Stream on every club table, whether
literary, social, hunt, fishing, gtm, yacht or kennel club. This
necessarily opens up a field of readers which no other similar
publication can cover. The result is obvious. When you
get an answer to an advertisement in Forest and Stream
it generally means business. These answers come from men
well able to pay for their hobbies; men who do not merely
write for the sake of writing, and who when answered are
never heard from again. Dogmen want the best prices for
their .stock, and if they are wise they will place their adver-
tisements, as will any other merchant, in the paper that will
bring them closest to the wealthiest class of readers. Dog
breeders should know that a class paper devoted entirely to
dogs, or chickeuH, or horses, is not the journal that brings the
best re.su Its to its advertisers. How can it be so? Such
journals circulate merely among their own class, most of

whom are in the same business. The cheap rate they may
give may become a very dear one if persisted in when no re-

turns are received. It is cheaper to pay a fair price in a
journal that your own common sense tells you must neces-

sarily circulate among a more varied and larger class of

readers, and where you stand twenty chances to the other
one of a return for your money. This the wise advertisers in
the kennel department have long known, and they show it

by extending their "advts." from year to year.

The Chicago K. C. Premium List.

ErMtor Forcfit and Stream:
One is accustomed to regard anything hailing from Chicago

in a progressive light; so that it is somewhat of a surprise
when the schedule of the Chicago Kennel Club for 189.3 is
received to find amon^ the many inconsistencies no clas.^cs
provided for wire-haired fox-terriers, Irish, Scottish, Dan-
dies or Skyes. Some of the largest kennels in the States
are owned by lovers of the above breeds, and how very flat-
tering this must be to the efforts of such fanciers as Me.ssrs.
H. W. Smith, Comstock, Edward and Henry Brooks, all of
whom have spent large sums of money imporiiug the best
which England could produce. ButtheChicago Kennel Club
has done ftself well in pi'oviding a class for that nondescript
animal called tbe ''rough and wire terrier," offering the
large prizes of rio to first (what a nice task for the judges to
decide?) and for second of this breed, against -5200 for
either mastiffs, great Danes or rough St. Bernards. Well,
well, for "rough and wire terriers," and the date is Chicago'
December, A. D. 1893. W. P. Fkasei^
Toronto, Can., Nov. 18.

Mr. C. E. Buun, the noted mastiff breeder of Peoria, 111.,
sends us a handsome catalogue describing his well known
dogs. It is quite daintily arranged, printed on heavy board
and tied with blue silk cord. Capital half-tones of Ormonde,
Leamington, Rii.ssingtou, Sinaloa, Caution's Own Daughter
and champion Lady Coleus adorn its pages. The picture of
Sinaloa's head is especially a very pleasing one, framed as it
is by a hor.seshoe, Avhich is supposed to bring the good luck
that we trust this young fancier will experience.
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POINTS AND FLUSHES.
\By a Staff Correspondent.^

The Eastern Fielfl Trials.

Newton, N. C, Nov. 18.—Tlie Members' Stake of the

Eastern Field Trials Club will not be run this year, the

necessary support not being forthcoming. Mr. Pierre Lonl-

lord, Jr., was the only member present who had any entries

for that stake, and he preferred to refrain from entering,

rather than to win it without any competition. This is a
lamentable falling ofE in interest and support as compared
with the time when the Members' Stake compared favorably

in every particular with any stake of the trials, considering

that the handlers were members and therefore did not have

so much finesse in handling as some of the professionals.

Nevertheless, there were some very good handlers among the

members in the competitioos mentioned. The other stakes,

so far as can be judged from present indications, will not have
a large number of starters.

Newton , the place at which the trials will be held this year,

is forty-eight miles west of Salisbury, on a branch road of the

Richmond and Danville Railroad. It contains about 2,000

inhabitants, and has a much greater air of prosperity than
most North Carolina towns. The dwellings are homelike,

with a profusion of flowers about them which make a most
pleasing and gratifying eiTect to the eye. Birds are reported

to be moderately plentiful, and the grounds most satis-

factory; but this will be more fully touched on iu the report

of these trials. The Secretary, Mr. Washington A. Coster,

has been here several days attending to the preliminary

arrangements. Mr. Bdw. Dexter, of Boston, and Capt. C. E.

McMurdo, arrived to-dav. Others already present are Major
J. M. Taylor, Messrs. Pierre Lorillord, Jr., A. T. Latta,

Denver, Col., J. M. Avent, C. Tucker. Mr. S. C. Bradley,

one of the judges, is here, Mr. J. B. Stoddard is at Thomas-
ville, and is expected to arrive to-morrow, while the other

judge, Mr, "W. W. Titus, is expected to arrive before the

trials begin, though no word has been received'from him in

some time.

Field Trials in General.

From a gentleman who is a known observer of field trial

matters, whose judgment is sound and whose sportsmanlike
interest is surpassed by none, I received a letter recently from
which 1 take the following excerpt; ' Has it ever occurred

to you that field trials are losing prestige? The bitter

bickernings and personal paper controversies from those who
ought to keep quiet, are the cause of it. * * * I am
cosmopolitan not to get or rather take a prejudiced view, but
I think I prefer the English idea of field trials, viz., to be
managed and run without the professional element.''

It is too true that certain papers, which ostensibly pose as

supporters of field trials and dog shows, furnish every facility

for the publication of private brawls, malice or vernom.
Instead of drawing on the great fund of literary abundance
with which field sports are so richly endowed, their columns
teem with malignant personalities or discordant themes, or

with columns of the excellence of certain kennels, written

by the owners of them, the advertisement sometimes cloaked
under a challenge or a description of a novelty or to illu.s-

trate an immate'rial point, yet all served up to the reader as
good modern reading at a high figure.

To Fur;i:si' a^d Stream the sportsmen should bestow
unlimited appreciation and esteem for a new and better era

in sporting journalism. Its pages are clean, wholesome and
instructive. Its writers are the best in the laud. There is

no place in its columns for the brawler, the shark and the
malcontent. Not that these sorts of people do not attempt
to come in, but that they can not. That Forest AND
Stream's good work is appreciated, no one could learn

better than we did at the World's Fair, where each day
brought its large number of visitors to Forest akd
Stream's exhibit, who expressed their preference in terms
of affection for a journal which gave them such healthful
knowledge, fresh fTom the forests and streams. And there
are genuine sportsmen enough in the land, men who love the
sport truly for its own sake, to carry on the good work, let

others pander to the disturbing element as they may.
B. Waters.

Chicag'O K. C. Show.

The premium list of the Chicago Kennel Club show seems
quite a businesslike programme at first glance, and shows
that the club has catered for the most popular breeds almost
entirely. The show will be held Dec. 13 to 16, at the Second
Regiment Armory, corner of Washington Boulevard and
Curtis street, a new venue for a Chicago show, but one that
is said to be well adapted. The show opens on a Wednesday
and closes on the Saturday night following, but is not under
A. K. C. rules. This should not be in any way a detriment,
as many exhibitors will no doubt welcome shows of this sort
where t^hey win money with their dogs without the fear of
counting for the challenge class. The prizes offered are ex-
tremely liberal in some respects For mastilfs, great Danes
and St. Bernards (rough) the challenge prizes are -$15, open
class S40, Si20 and SIO and puppy classes with ^S10 and §5.

Smooth St. Bernards get 810 challenge prizes and SSo, §1.5 and
S5in open classes and puppy prizes the same as the above.
Russian wolfhounds and deerhounds get §15, $10 and §5 for
each sex, grej'houuds and American foxhounds have the
same, with a third prize of S5, no challenge classes. Pointers
and setters have SIO iu challenge and $30, A15 and $10 iu open
and $10 and $5 in puppy classes. The pointers, as before are
not divided by weight. Irish water and field spaniels fare
alike with open cla.'^ses of $10 and $5. Cockers get challenge
classes with $10, and in the open $15, $10 and $5. Collies are
well treated, with challenge classes $10 and open $30, $15 and
jlO. Bulldogs get $10 and $5, bull-terriers have a challenge
class with $10, open $15, $10 and $5. Dachshunds, toy ter-

riers, Italian greyhounds and miscellaneous and toy spaniels
have one challenge class with $10 and $5. Beatles have one
challenge class with $U), open classes $15 and $10.

Fox-tevriei-s get challenge $10, open $20, $10 and $5, pup-
pies ->lli and -So, and a novice class with $15, $10 and $5. Pugs
get the same except puppies have but $5 for each sex. York-
shire, black and tan and rough and wire terriers, any vari-

ety, $10 and $5 for each class. This latter arrangement is

scarcely wise, although it is stated thaL if four dogs of one
variety are entered, special classes will be made.
The entry fee is $4 for the first three breeds mentioned and

$3 for the others and must be sent off by Dec. 4 to G. H.
Groodrich, room 735, Unity Building, Dearborn street, Chi-
cago. A selling class at auction has also been instituted, the
sale to he on Saturday, and an entry fee of $1.50 is charged
for each dog not entered iu regular classes, and 5 per cent,

off amount of sale as auctioneer's fee in every case. B^ntries

for this class will be received up to Dec. 13. The usual ar-

rangements have been made for expressage, etc. Jas. A.
Locke will be superintendent and L. F. Whitman the "vet."
Spratts Patent will bench and feed. Specials will be re-

ported later.

The show is not burdened by rules to any great extent, and
we are sorry to see that the good which the A. K. C. has
sought to do' by curtailing the puppy classes will not prevail

here. It is a great error and may prevent many from exhib-
iting. Litters of puppies are provided for, and puppies under
six months of age may enter for exhibition only by paying
the fee of $3. In tact, the club has catered to the "pup pur-
veyor" at the expense of considering the general health of

the show. The judges are drawn entirely from the West,
and whether they have been chosen wisely will be shown
when the entries are ia. Their names were published last

week.

The fact that the Chicago K. C. offer challenge classes at

their coming show without providing rules that will explain

the eligibility of such entries, and tie compulsory entry in

the same, is rather an anomaly. Challenge classes are only
known under A. K. C. rules, and we do not think a show
held outside of these rules could compel any one to show an
A. K. C. challenge dog in their challenge classes unless they
make rules that cover the point. Not owing allegiance to

the A. K. C, they have no rights in the challenge ruling.

Nothing is mentioned in the rules of the Chicago K. C. as to

what qualifies a challenge dog.
Since the premium list was issued the club has offered the

following additional prizes for their coming show: Grey-
hounds, challenge, bitches, prize SIO; bull-terrier puppy class

dogs, prize $5 and $3; bitches $5 and $3; black and tan terrier

challenge dogs and bitches $10. There was a mistake in the
premium list, for we are now informed that Mr. E. Bardoe
Elliott will judge the spaniels and not Mr. Donoghue.

THE UNITED STATES F. T. C. TRIALS.
SATURDAY.

The weather was much cooler than that of yesterday,
though mild; clear and comfortable. Birds were hard to

find until toward the latter part of the afternoon. The
grade of the work was ordinary in respect to fljiding and
pointing and excellent in respect to ranging. There was a
large attendance of spectators.
Chevalier akd Dashawat began a,t 7 :44. Chevalier was

far superior to Dashaway in range and speed, the latter

being slow and narrow in. his casts. Chevalier made a point
on a bevy and was ordered up, he having run six minutes.
DashawaV ran alone for nine minutes more without Bnding.
Dan Burgess akd Spot Cash were down seven minutes,

beginning at S;02. Dan pointed a bevy in woods. Both dis-

played good range and speed.
Gleam's Sport ran a bye heat and showed excellent capa-

bilities in the nine minutes in which he ran. On some
marked birds he roaded and pointed, winding tip the work
with an excusable flush. He made a good point on a single
bird. His speed and ranging were excellent. He carried
his nose well.
Gleam's Pink and Lochinvae were started at 8:27, and

were ordered up at 8:43. Pink found and pointed a bevy
nicely in the open and was backed by Lochinvar.
Dave W. and Dan's Ladt at 8:51 commenced and ran

till 9:05. They ranged wide and fast on ground unfavorable
for a trial, it being mostly bare open ground. Dave pointed
a bevy in com.
Count Gladstone and Fleety Noble began at 9:15.

There were many opportunities for points during the heat,
very few of which were taken advantage of. Fleety ought
to have pointed a bevy which the handlers flushed. She
next made a false point and a point on a single, which
Count refused to back. Up at 9:35.

Chevalier and Gleam's Sport, at 10:10, showei some
wide, fast ranging in the open field. Sport the faster and
better ranger, and far more sensible in beating out his
ground. The judges called Mr. Avent to order for whistling
and shouting too much at his dog. Up at 10:-iO.

Dan's Lady and Spot Cash showed some excellent
ranging in the seven minutes in which they ran, beginning
at 10:50.

Pink antd Dan Burgess ranged eleven minutes. They
ranged fast, wide and well. No birds found.
Dan's Lady and CHEVALrEU were cast off at 1:33. By

mistake Chevalier was cast off with her. Both ranged wide.
Thev were ordered to go on a certain course. Sport cast
back and pointed a bevy well. On the scattered birds which
were running in corn Lady pointed and was backed. Both
moved on. reading, Sport the better. They roaded and
pointed, the birds at last flushing wild ahead.
The judges evidently disagreed in their opinions.

The prizes were awarded as follows: First, Chevalier;
second, Dan's Lady; third. Gleam's Sport.

In my opinion Sport was the best dog iu the stake. He
ranged fast and wide, and had the faculty called bird sense
in a high degree. Gleam's Sport for first, Gleam's Pink for
second, and Chevalier and Dan's Lady for third, would have
been much a better placing of the dogs.

The All-Age Absolute.

Franklin and Chevalier were started at 3:13 and ran
till 3:44. Franklin was ill and ran in poor form compared to

the great showing which he made in the AU-Age Stake. He
appeared to be completely off his nose, and he was lacking in
enthusiasm in his work. One of the judges saw him flush a
bevy willfully. Chevalier made three points, two on bevies
and one on scattered birds. Franklin sought well. Cheva-
lier ranged with energy. Chevalier won. B. WATERS.

Eastern Field Trials Derby.
[Special to Forest and Stream.]

Newton, N. C, Nov. 20.—The Derby had nineteen starters:

Lad's Rush with Solitaire, Beryl with Topaz, Thalia with
Miss Hattie, Selah with Lady Araminta, Leona with Maid
Marion, Cactus with Pauline, Blue Ridge Mark with Rod's
Mark, Alene with Topsy's Rod, Bessie Shoupe with Tate,
Antoinette a bye. Mr. Coster acted to-day as judge in place
of Mr. Titus, who arrived at noon. Messrs. Bradley and
Stoddard are the other judges. Birds are abundant, twenty-
two bevies were found to-day. The work to-day was very
inferior save that of Selah, Alene, Topsy's Rod, Bessie
Shoupe and one or two more. There is a large attendance of

.spectators. The grounds are excellent. B. Waters.

DOG CHAT.
Phiiadelphla K. C. Trials.

Prom reports it looks very much as if the^ Philadelphia
Kennel Club will once more hold a show. Several of the
moneyed men of the club are willing to help to this end.

With proper social backing and the right sort of manage-
ment, Philadelphia should become a good show town yet.

The Keystone Club did fairly well with wretched weather to

contend vrith and no particular social element to lend a
hand. At a recent dinner and meeting of the P. K. Club
the field trials arrangements were made. The party will
leave Philadelphia on Saturday evening, Nov. 25, and ar-

rangements have been made to stop at Thomasville, N. C,
where the trials will be held.

Those who are intending to go are Messrs. Alexander,
Mitchell, Phelps, Fiuletter, Schreiber, F. S. Brown, Dr. Davis,
Dr. Darby, Dr- Littleton. Col. Ridgway, T. F. Sturgis, J. B.
Baker and F. G. Taylor.
The entries for the AU-Age Stake are J. H. Winslow's

Breeze Belton (Breeze Gladstone—Nellie Belton), Francis G.
Taylor's Sandy Gladstone (Breeze Gladstone—Belle of Dela-
ware) and Katie Noble II. (Breeze Gladstone—Katie Noble),
Dr. G. G. Davis's Currer Belle IV. (Tim—Currer Belle III.),

C. H. Phelps, Jr.'s Carmen (Paul G.—Belle Ray), Pierre Loril-

lard, Jr.'s Miss Ruby (Gladstone's Boy—Ruby D ), Antevolo
(Count Noble—Trinket II. i, Dr. Rodgers's (Roderigo—Glad-
stone's Girl), and Eugene T. (Count Noble—Ruby's Girl), P.

Pv. Hitchcock's Roi d'Or (Roderigo—Bo Peep), Bess (Clarence
—Bessie Avent), and Annie T. (Roderigo—Juno A.)

— Mr. W. C. Reick sailed for Europe last Wednesday. With
the recent sale of Sir Bedivere and Rustic Beauty in our
mind it is not unlikely we shall hear something more soon.

Newark Dogr Show.
The American Spaniel Club offers the following specials,

open for competition to members of the club only: $5 for
best brace of field spaniels, $5 for best brace of cocker
spaniels, $5 for best brace of Clumber spaniels, $5 for best
brace of Irish water spaniels. An open bitch class is made
for French poodles, with $7 for first, $3 second, and diploma
third; also puppy dog class with two cash prizes and
diploma. Ruby, Blenheim and Prince Charles spaniels will
be divided by sex in the event of five entries. A puppy class
with two cash prizes and diploma will be made for bulldogs.

I The entries are: Mastiffs 19, rough St. Bernards 70, smooth
St. Bernards 24, bloodhounds 4, Newfoundlands 2, great
Danes 16, Russian wolfhounds 13, deerhounds 3, greyhounds
22, whippets 7, pointers 44, English setters 26, Irish setters 19,.

Gordon setters 17, beagles 13. foxhounds 3, dachshunds 12,

Clumber spaniels 1, field spaniels 9, cocker spaniels 18, collies.

13, bulldogs 9, bull-terriers 13, Boston terriers — , smooth fox-
terriers 28, rough fox-terrier^ 4, Irish terriers 18, Dandle Din-
mont terriers —

,
Bedlington terrier 1, Scotch terriers 4, Skyc

terriers 5, black and tan terriers (over 71bs.) 7, Clydesdale ter-
riers 3, poodles 38, Yorkshire terriers 7, toy terriers 5, King:
Charles spaniels 5, ruby, Blenheim and Prince Charles span-
iels 2, Japanese spaniels 1, Italian greyhounds 4, Schipperkes.

1, pugs 6, Mexican hairless 4, miscellaneous 9, selling class 4.

Total, 533.

Strideaway Changes Hands.
In a recent issue we spoke of Mr. E. O. Damon, owner of

the Meadow City Kennels, of Northampton, Mass., devoting
his attention to pointers. Mr. Damon did not hesitate long^
and the wires have been hot between Northampton and
Bicknell, Ind., lately, with the result that Strideaway (King
of Kent—Pearl's Dot), which made such a grand record at
the U. S. trials two weeks since, becomes his property. To
win the Derby was honor enough, but to beat Avent &
Thayer's Topsy's Rod and all that that means, stamps him
as a crack young dog with a brilliant future if lucky, and
Lad of Rush must look well to his laurels. Strideaway's
work was fully commented upon in our report of the U. S.

trials. He will remain in the hands of his late owner and
will endeavor to repeat his successes at the U. S. trials B in
February next. Mr. Damon has received Soult II. from Mr.
Wise and is well pleased with him. If the Meadow City
Kennels continue on the line they have started they_ wUl
will soon have a formidable kennel. Pearl's Dot, it will be
remembered, won first in Derby of 1889, at the Indiana trials,

and is by Trinket's Bang, who is also the .sire of Spotted Boy
and Cherrystone, both field trial winners. We understand
that Mr. Damon paid $1,000 for his new acquisition.

New York Horse Show.
Several of our best known dog breeders and exhibitors are

also interested in horses, and we were pleased to see that in

the keen competition during the horse show held in Madison
Square Garden last week they fairly held their own. Mr. H.
W. Smith, the wire-hair fox-terrier exhibitor, took several

prizes for best turnouts; his noted horse Skyhigh won against
33 competitors in the class for single harness high steppers.

He won other prizes during the week in tandem competitions,
with Skyhigh and Sky Rocket, tooling his own team in a
workmanlike manner. Then the Chestnut Hill Stock Farm,
owned by Mr. Mitchell Harrison, entered houses in 33 classes;,

but his hobby chiefly runs to hunters, and his horses Sea-
breeze, Acrobat, Shylock, Escape and Gamecock showed the
way over the fences, ridden by Caff'rey, and winning several
competitions. Mr. A. H. Moore's Granite, a lady's hack, also
caught the judge's eye on two occasions, winning a first and
a second. Th e show was a great success, realizing something
like $100,000, with a prize list of $33,000.

Saratoga P. and K. Club Show.
Mr. Lyman Clute, secretary of the Saratoga Poultry and

Kennel Club, writes us thas the club promises to hold one
of the best shows iu the State at Saratoga Springs, N. Y.,

.Jan. 16 to 19, 1894. The premium list is very liberal, there
being 201 classes. All challenge classes have $5 for first;

open classes $10 for first and $5 for second in the larger
breeds, with $7 and $4 for the smaller breeds. Many valu-
able specials are offered. Classification No. 1 of the Ameri-
can Spaniel Club has been adopted and many leading ken-
nels have promised their entries. Their guarantee fund is

nearly $2,000 and they are bound to make the show a suc-
cess. Conventional Hall, second only to Madison Square
Garden, will hold the exhibit, opratts Patent will bench,
and feed the show.

Jos. Lewis, the well known manager of the Oak Grove
Kennels, has received a new English setter from Mr. R. W.
P. Lewellyn. It arrived Tuesday last. Further particulara
are not yet to hand.

One of the Yale men in a recent football match with the
Pennsylvania team is said to have been bitten iu the back by
one of the "Pennsy" boys. They now think of matching
Handsome Dan, their mascot bulldog, against the human,
biter.

All signs point toward Newark next week, and it is

rumored that there will be quite a gathering of the clans.

Several new dogs are to come out and the pouiter cla.sses are
sure to be strong in this respect. Rinada Pointer Kennels
have Chancellor and one or two others ready, and Charles
Heath will uphold the honor of his town and kennel with a
young liver and white dog by Pontiac—Bloomo among others,
and old Graphic may also be on exhibition. A new ruby
spaniel is another surprise. Golden Taffy by name, by Golden
Ibiz—Beauty and bred by Mrs. Jenkins, Teddingford, Eng-
land. Ben Lewis will have a strong team, one of which will
be the pointer Tempest.

If the Chicago Kennel Club will listen to the voice of rea-
son they will at once make some further provision in their

Eremium list for the rough terrier contingent. We have
eard a number of complaints since the list was received.

Dog show committees .should realize the fact that the wire-
hair fox-terrier, Scottish terrier and Irish terrier elements
are becoming very .strong and quite as important in their
way as the mastiff, St. Bernard, collie, and more so than the
great Dane.

At the last meeting of the Pacific Kennel Club a discussion
arose upon a rather novel petition from dealers in dog foods
and furnishings. This asks the kennel clubs to sign an
agreement binding themselves rot to make contracts with
any benching firm that requires the club using their bench-
ing, etc., to enter into a contract which forbids other com-
panies from making exhibits in the show. The P. K. C.
finally agreed to sign the petition.

A special to Forest and Stream from our staff correspond-
ent, Mr. Hough, dated Vincennes, Ind., Nov. 21, reports:
"The case of McLtu, the fiend dog burner, comes up for trial

here Tuesday morning. Much interest. Many witnesses on
both sides. Prosecution's best hope is conviction for per-

The sale of Messrs. L. & W. Rutherfurd's fox-terriers at
the American Horse Exchange last Friday afternoon was a
fairly good one A number of terriers changed owners at
froni $20 to $45 each. Among those we saw at the sale were
Winthrop Rutherfurd, .James Mortimer, Dr. Glover, R..
Lyons, Fred Lewis, German Hopkins, C. F. R. Drake, 0.
Purroy and others.
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KENNEL NOTES.
Kennel Notes are Inserted without charge ; and blanks

Cfurnished free) will be sent to any address.

BRED.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Grove Duchess—Sireatham Monarch. Chatham Kennels' (Boston,

Mass.) buU-terrier bitch Grove Duchess Cchampion Baron—Dutch Rose
II.) to John Moorhead, Jr. 's champion Streatham Monarch (Streatham
Flyer—Trentham Baroness), Oct. 28.

WHELPS.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Lady Vemi-s. Eberhart Pug Kennels' (Cincinnati, O ) pug bitch

Lady Venus (Spokane-Lalla P^okhj, Oct. 26, eight (four dogs), by
theirSir Douglass (Douglass II.—Lady Verne).

Chloe. F. K. Hdgeon's (Saugerties, N. Y.) pointer bitch Chloe
(champion Tammany—Bertie), Nov. 7, four (three dogs), by his

Graphic VI. (champion Graphic—Daisy II.).

SALES.;
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Gem—Florence vihelps. Black and white ticked English setters,

whelped Oct. 1, ]89.3, by Martin J. Flaherty, Providence, R. I , a dog to

Stephen H. Briggs and a bitch to Richard Randall, both of same
place.

Trinkle. Silver fawn pug dog, whelped July 8, 1893 by Happy Toby
out of La Belle Senora, by Eberhart Pug Kennels, Cincinnati, O., to

Miss C. R. Hall, Hartwell, O.
Tremoni, Jr. Black and white English setter dog, whelped April —

.

by Tremont out of Jennie F., by E. O. Damon, Northampton, Mass., to

W. M. Wood, Fittsfleld, Mass.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
ITiere is no charge for answering questions under this head. All

questions relating to ailments of dogs will be answered by Dr. T. O.
Sherwood, a member of the Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons.
Communications referring to other matters connected with Kennel
Management and dogs wiU also receive careful attention.

£ J. J. C, Detroit, Mich.—Dash D. is not registered.

A. I., Tampa, Fla.—Write to Spratts Patent. 259 East Fifty-sixth
Street, New York, or Dr. H. 0. Glover, 1293 Broadway, New York, for
their vermifuge. Full directions will accompany the packet so that
you will have no trouble in administering the medicine.

W. C. W., Port Henry, N. Y.—Prince Robert (A.K.C.S.B. 15,091,

Vol. VI.) is by Robert le Diable (5,556, Vol. IV.) out of Ferry, by Tam-
many (4.114, Vol. HI.) out of Erie, by Rake II. out of Browney.
Robert le Diable is by cham. Croxteth out of Spinaway; Tammany by
Pilkington's Tory out of Moonstone.

J. C. W., New York.—I have a ten-weeks' old fox-terrier puppy
which seems to have caught cold; is troubled by a bad cough followed
by gagging, and also has poor appetite. Ans. Probably distemper
coming on. Give the following mixture:

Pot. bi. carb 3ii
^.''^Morph. sulph gr. IJ^

Tr. gent, co 3 i

Aq. ad 5iii

K Mix. Give one teaspoonful tlu-ee times a day.

B. A. D., Cambridge, Mass.—I have a pointer bitch, she is a good
hunter and a good retriever, but flushes the birds and runs after them
when they rise. Will you inforna me how I can break her of this?

Ans. The trait to which you refer is very easy to correct. There is no
part of training which requires so short a time and so little exertion.
Put a eheckcord on your dog and when in the presence of birds, you
can control him easily with it. When he flushes prevent from him
chasing, and if he is persistent and hardheaded, punish him with the
whip. If extremely hardheaded, use also a spikecoUar. By punishing
him for his errors or disobedience, you will in time reduce him to
subjection. "Training versus Breaking" or "Modern Training" will
give you more elaborate information if you require it. We can furnish
them.

WESTERN MASSACHUSETTS FOX CLUB.
"I haven't shot a fox, but I've had an experience," re-

marked Jerome Marble, the well known sportsman, when I
met him on Montgomery Mountain last Wednesday after-
noon. I also have had an "e.xperience," and but for the
warm welcome I received as Forest and Stream's repre-
sentative, it would have been a very cold one. This was at
the sixth annual gathering of the Western Massachusetts
Fox Club at Westfield, Mass., Nov. 15 and 16. On Tuesday
evening the bustling little town was invaded by many men
from outlying towns as far away as Worcester, who, with
guns, corduroys and leggings besieged the Central ITou.se
until there wasn't a bed left, and the re.st went to the Foster
House, kept by a brother fox hunter, Mr. Hatfield. The re-
ception and lodging committees, composed of Messr.s. J. D.
Cadle, G. E. Whipple and N. A. Harwood, and R. D. Gillet,
Dr. J. A. Shepard and J. T. Way, soon had every one com-
fortably settled, and the Business Club threw open its doors
to the visitors, who spent a pleasant evening with stories of
former hunts and anticipations of the deeds to be done on the
morrow, Avhile Charles F. Rice, a visitor from Worcester,
kept the fun going by singing several comic songs.
"Early to bed and early to rise" is the New England fox

hunter's motto, and daybreak on Wednesday found a num-
ber of sportsmen ready for the drive to the hills in the vicinity
of the Montgomery Reservoir, about four miles from town.
Each conveyance held a hound or two, all eager for the
fun they knew instinctively was coming. The weather
did not look propitious nor did it turn out at all favorable for
the hunters. It rained a little and snowed a little—in fact, it
was "foul weather" for the sport. Nothing daunted, the fol-
lowing hunters were on hand when the hounds were cast o(V
and afterward during the course of the day: Senator .John
K. Thayer, Charles J. Rice, -J. M. Marble, 'B. F. Kinney, J.
M. White, Capt. D. M. Earle, E. S. I&iowles, C. B. Holden,
R. D. Perry, W. R. Deane, President Kennedy of the Worces-
ter Fur Club, all of Worcester, Mass. ; O. F. Joslin and F. J.
Stewart, of Oxford, Mass. ; Albert Hobbs, of Brookfield, Mas-,

,

M. T. Mason, of Northampton, Mass., owner of the Connecti-
cut Valley Kennels; G. H. Hibbard and W. C. Doane, of Chi-
copee, Mass.; Mr. Perkins, of Ware, Mass.; J. W. Clarke, of
Montgomery, Mass.; Mr. Gibbs, C. R. Austin, O. M. Ball, P.
R. Otis, J. B. Hazehon.l J. R. Jeflers, F. F. Shepard, B. R.
Holcomb, L. P. Lane, H. N. King.sbury, R. H. Kneil, J. F.
Way, C. E. Hibbard, W. Warren, J. S. Gross, C. D. Allen,
bugler, and G. W. Roraliack, president of the club. The sec-
retary, Mr. Goodnow, was prevented from taking part in the
fun this year. A number of others took part during the two
days' hunt whose names I could not secure. The weather
cleared toward noon, but it did not become any warmer, and
it required a good^deal of hardiness and "anticipation" to
hold a post with the damp, cold wind blowing through one's
whiskers.
About thirty hounds were cast off soon after daybreak in

the vicinity of the lower Montgomery reservoir on the east
i^ide of the Montgomery range. Led by B. R. Holcombe's
Prince, they were soon in full cry on the trail of reynard,
even before the hunters could distribute themselves on the
most advantageous points. During the day the hounds
worked away from the east side of the range into the reser-
voir valley, and finally the fox took most of"them toward the
summit of the mountain. Mr. L. P. Lane, the treasurer of
the club and a cashier in the First National Bank of West-
field, Avas stationed near the storage reservoir, and to him
fell the first brush, and three sharp reports rang out, which
was a signal to the other shivering hunters that a fox had
bitten the dust. Mr. Lane thought sufficient for the day is
the pelt thereof and returned to town early with his prize.
On the level ground between the reservoirs Mr. Hatfield had
Stationed himself, and he was the next to stop the earthly

career of another fox. Then fortune favored E. Williams, of
Westfield, on the opposite side of the ridge, aud soon the
third brush was laid low, and J. W. Clarke bagged the last
one near where Mr. Lane had potted his. This completed
the score of the day, and though the hunters held on to their
posts wishing and waiting for a chance to burn powder, the
day was drawing to a close when the retreat was sounded,
and the stragglers came in one by one to the farmhouse,
where the carryalls and barges, etc., were waiting to take
the cold and hungry crowd back to town.
A gathering of New England sportsmen is not complete

without a feast, and the W. M. F. C. is no exception. The
tired hunters quickly donned their go-to-meeting clothes and
prepared for the banquet to commence at 6:30 P. M. Form-
ing in twos at the Central House, the company, about 1.50

strong, marched to the Town Hall, where three long tables
loaded with good things awaited them. When every one,
after an hour's activity, had heaved the sigh of satisfaction.
President Roraback introduced the Sumuer Male Quartette,
who rendered some glees in a pleasintr manner. After an
encore the president introduced the toastmaster, H. W. Eley,

DR. VAN HUMITELL WITH VAN'S PETER AND NANCY, AUD JUDOB WILLIAMS.
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a prominent lawyer of Westfield, who forthwith gave utter-
ance to some very practical ideas in a very earnest manner.
Among other things he illustrated a true hunter as a type
of individuality and that we were in need of this individuality
in every sphere of life as a check to communism, socialism
and anarchism. His similes were well drawn and the speech
was a blending of hunt and patriotism. He then introduced
Hon. L. F. Thayer, chairman of Selectmen of Westfield, who
amused the company with some witty stories about foxes
and lawyers. Senatoi-elect Ledyard Bill, of Paxton, Mass.,
of whom much was expected, after expre.ssing his
pleasure in being present, excused himself from mak-
ing a speech on account of a cold. Then the quartette
warbled again and President Kinney, of the Worces-
ter Fur Club, congratulated the club on the excel-
lence of its hounds, their o\\Tiers and the character of its
gatherings. The Hon. Arthur S. Kneil, of Westfield, made
an amusing speech; he pleaded guilty to being an original
sinner and his witty stories put every one in a good humor,
especially when he told the good old story of the stranger
who, when asked by a fox hunter, when the hounds were in
full cry, "Do you hear that heavenly music?" remarked that

"putting lord NEVERSTILl, INTO SUPS."
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he "couldn't hear it because those d dogs made such a
noise." Hon. H. C. Bliss, representative-elect for West
Springfield, Mass., then followed with some bright remarks
after being introduced as another original sinner. Repre-
sentative O. F. Joslin, of Oxford, also made an appropriate
speech. After this Mr. Ely presented a handsome hammer-
less, in the name of the club, to President Roraback, who,
big, bluff, hearty sportsman though he is, was visibly
affected and unable to more than thank his fellow clubmen
for their kindness, which was as much a surprise to him as
it Avas appreciated. A few words from W. R. Dean, of
Worcester, and then Senator John R. Thayer, of the same
town, made a very sensible speech, in which he dwelt upon
the advisability o'f New England business men devoting
more time to relaxation and pleasure in their daily life, so as
to better recuperate them for their work. The quartette
warbled again and was encored, of course. E, Sprague
Knowles spoke briefly and then as the company was dis-
persing Mr. Chas. F. Rice, of Worcester, favored us with a
couple of good songs, accompanying himself on the piano.
The annual business meeting of the club was then called

to order by the president, and the members, without any red
tape or oratorical frills, proceeded to elect oflicers for the
ensuing year, as follows: President, Geo. W. Roraback;
First Vice-President, F. S. Gross; Second Vice-President,
Wm. Warren; Treasurer, L. P. Lane; Secretary, C. M. Good-

now; Executive Committee^ in addition to the above officers,
John T. Way, G. A. Lakin and Robert H. Knell. The presi-
dent, as the meeting adjourned, invited every one to partici-
pate in the hunt next day. The visitors were escortetf to the
Business Men's Club and an hour was passed In pleasant
conversation, etc.

THURSDAY.
The weather had become much colder during the night

and a heavy frost had brought ice to the ponds. Bugler
Allen sounded the reveille at 5 A. M., and though it was a
good two hours before Old Sol could be counted on to dis-
perse the gloom, the hunters hurried to the hotel for break-
fast, and a start was made about 6:30 for the East Mountain,
several miles from town.
Before going any further we might as well relate a little

joke in which a Westfield man, Mr. A. R. Brown, was the
victim. This member of the reception committee, pro tern.,
had been indefatigable in attending to the comfort and
wants of the visiting sportsmen, and it was midnight ere he
sought his own roost after giving the club bugler strict in-
junctions not to pass him by when he made his matutinal
roundup. It was still dark when tara-tara-ta-ta sounded the
clear notes of the bugle under his window. Scarcely realiz-
ing that he could have been asleep five hours, he nevertheless
hastily dressed himself and with the ardor of a fox hunter
hurried along the deserted streets to the hotel for breakfast.
Not a soul was stirring, and congratulating himself on his
activity, he reached the hotel only to find it clothed in dark-
ness. Then he bethought himself to strike a match and look
at his watch when he found it was just 2 o'clock. Realizing
that it was all a joke, he stole back to bed and slept so
soundly that the genuine reveUle failed to wake him, and it
was 8 o'clock and the hunters had "gone away" two hours
when he opened his eyes, and there was one hunter less that
day.
But to continue our story. I luckily had no such experi-

ence, thanks to Mr. Conners, who rattled me out of the
warm sheets in short order, and providing me with a "pocket
pistol" of large caliber loaded to the muzzle, to be used only
in case an Ariitic fox came along, I was soon seated along-
.side Mr. C. R. Austin, who had kindly constituted himself
my chaperon.
No time was lost after the company arrived at the foot of

the mountain in casting off the hounds, about fifteen couple,
and every man with gun in hand made his way to a point of
vantage where a fox might be likely to pass. Among the
hounds were Messrs. Kinney & White's Logan, the noted
performer at the B. F. C. trials, and Aggie and Major,W. R.
Dean's Diamond, John R. Thayer's Grover, O. F. Joslyn's
Rock and .Juliet in charge of P. G. Stewart, G. E. Perkins's
Towser, from Ware; C. E. Brace of Lee had two, Mr. Mason
three. A number of others came from the Ohicopee Hunt-
ing Club. Messrs. Owen Bros, of Granby had three hounds
and Charles Clark of Chester two. From Westfield there
were B. R. Holcorab's entire kennel of sixteen, with Dot,
Dash, Prince and Drive as leaders, J. Jeffers's two Illinois
and three Southern dogs, C. D. Allen's Jeff, Jo and Dan, J.
T. Way's Jake, C. E. Austin's Babe, Williams Bros.' three
dogs, Mr. Tice and R. H. Parks one each.
Some of the hunters placed themselves along the sides of

the steep hill, while others climbed to the very top—^no easy
matter—as it was almost like going up the side of a house,
and the loose stones made ^anything but secure footing.
Once on the summit, however, the glorious view amply re-
paid one for the loss of bx-eath. On the west side lay a
.stretch of country bounded by the continuation of the Mt.
Calm range, and at the foot of the hill lay the Hampton
Ponds, noted bass waters; on the east side a grand panorama
lay before us. About five miles away, but seemingly almost
at one's feet, wound the famed Connecticut River, with the
towns of Holyoke, Chicopee and Springfield nestling on Its
banks at the foot of another range of mountains.
There is little to be said of tne hunting, or whatever one

may choose to call it. Ambu.shing would be a more correct
term. Once the hounds strike the trail they are scarcely
seen by the majority of the hunters. The "heavenly music"
alone is what may be termed the .hunter's barometer, that
warns bim by its gradually increasing sound to be on the
alert for the passing fox, and then aU is tension and excite-
ment, or, as proved to be our experience, the music gradually
fades away in the distance aud the tension is relaxed and
there is nothing to do but loaf and wait and try to keep
warm. We waited a good deal that day for the fox that
never came. As the hours passed away we thought what a
good opportunity this must be for a man to review his past
and maKe good resolutions for his better guidance in the
future, resolutions which, I fear, would be forgotten if the
fox came along and he missed it. The hounds drove toward
the south continually the first hour, and to a newspaper man
fell the first brush, E G. Clark of the Times and Ncivs Letter
bowling over a handsome fellow at the southern extremity
of the Mt. Tom range. Another fell to the aim of Gurdon
Bill, of Springfield, and Owen Upton, of Westfield, secured
the third and last one.
As might have been expected as soon as the sun had dried

the frost out of the leaves and grass, scent lay very badly
and the strong cold wind did not improve matters. With
no music in the air to keep us up to fighting pitch, and a
sense of our duty, discipline relaxed about 10 o'clock and
several of us getting together at the north end of the range,
a bonfire was built on the lee side of a large rock and here
we sat till nearly noon, toasting our shins and swapping
stories till the wee sma' voice inside admonished us that it
was a long time between meals. We then broke camp and
made for the wagons at the foot of the hill where we found
the rest of the company assembled. Luncheon over and
"pistols" exchanged, the hunters and what dogs had been se-
cured jumped into the wagons and we drove down into the
. alley searching for a note to guide us to the other hounds.
Nothing was heard, however, and after driving round for an
hour a few of the more patient hunters scattered into the
woods again to seek their dogs or wait for them to turn up.
The rest drove back to town thoroughly chilled through.
There was little hunt, owing to the adverse weather condi-

tions; but the opportunity to meet such a jolly, whole-souled
lot of sportsmen amply repaid one for any phy.sical discom-
fort. These Massachusetts fox hunters are ]olly fellows, and
I can a.ssure "F. G. H. " that far from their lonely vigils being
productive of misanthropy and other brooding ills, our expe-
rience leads us to believe that in a true appreciation of the
joys of this lifenot even a rolUcking, hard-rid&ng Kentuckian
could excel them.

I cannot conclude this "tale of a brush," as one might term
it, without thanking the members of the W. M. F. C. for the
many courtesies extended to me during my visit. Although
a stranger to all. Forest and Stream was an easy passport
to their good graces. Especially am I indebted to Mr. and
Mrs. S. S. Conners. "Woronoca" met me at the station and
in.sisted that I should make his house my home during my
stay, and besides introducing me to the comforts of his well-
appointed house, Mr. Conuers did all in his power to aid me
in forming the pleasant acquaintances which I hope to renew
at the next meet. H. W. L.

• • • •

The Worcester Fur Club's score of foxes "assassinated" so
far this season is as follows: Lyman A. Baker 8, Frank Hart-
well 5, Charles H. Howe 4, E. T. Whittaker 4, Henry Newell
4, N. S. Harrington 3, A. C. White 3, John M. White 3, John
R. Thayer 2, W. R. Dean 2, A. B. F. Kinney 2, J. E. Fuller 2,

5. A. Smith 2, A. C. Moore 3, James Adams 2, L. E Bliss 2,

George H. Waite 2, E. ,J. Bates 1, E, W. Gill 1, Geortre Bates
1, Charles E. Steele 1. Henry L. Kinsley 1, L. E. DivoU 1,

Albert Hobbs 1, E. H. Gate 1, D. C. Luther 1, R. D. Perry I,

Milton Rand 1, Charles Pierce 1. Total, G4,
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Californian Coursing Notes.

San Francisco, Ncv. 6.—Things in the coursing line are
pretty busy now in and about this city. Most of the leash-
men can be seen at early dami exercising tbeir dogs in anti-
cipation of the big meeting that is to come off on the Newark

frounds on Thanksgiving Day, under the auspices of the new
an Francisco Coursing Club. It is pretty certain that at

least from 50 to 64 dogs will enter for this stake, and as the
major portion of the proceeds will be handed o'f-er as a dona-
tion to our Midwinter Fair (which, I may say, is spreading
out into vast proportions and bids welito rival in many of
its exhibits the great one of Chicago), the managers of the
coursing meeting are expecting to see the largest crowd at
Newark that was ever seen on these grounds before. All the
crack dogs of the Pacific coast are sure to be nominated, and
if weather suits, and of that there is but little fear, the lovers
of the leash hereabouts will witness two such days' sport
as has not been seen here for some time. Of course, Mr.
Grace will be in the saddle and the greatest slipper in
America, James Wren, will handle the leash, so there cannot
be any danger of mistakes.
On this occasion there will be two stakes, an All-Aged one

at $5 each for all comers and a Puppy Stake at S2.50 each for
members' dogs only. The new club has now 46 members on
its books and they control about 140 dogs.
There were two very fine specimens of the greyhound

added to our stock of longtails last week. Mr. R. E. de B.
Lopez, who has brought from Australia during the past
year many fine thoroughbred horses, arrived here last week
again from the southern hemisphere, bringing another con-
signment of thoroughbreds and the two dogs referred to
above. The breeding of these dogs is of the bluest blood
and if their performance in the field will be anything in pro-
portion to their appearance they should be dangerous oppo-
nents. They will be run at Newark on Thanksgiving Day,
so we will soon see what they are likely to do when pitted
against some of our California cracks.
The interstate meeting, which was postponed until spring

in consequence of the international event, bids fair to equal

would have a nxit to crack that would throw the Chicopee
Lass—Pearl of Pekia case completely in the shade, and may
cause a rehearsal if not a reversal of the whole proceedings.
Of course I take it for granted that the card was run as

printed in the papers above mentioned. Gazehound.
• • •

Condition of Greyhounds.
Editor Forest and Stream:
In your paper of Nov. 4, Dr. G. Irwin Royce in his remarks

on the winners at Goodland, .speaks of my greyhounds beinsr

in better condition this year than ever before, hence they
have gone to the front. Now I am not finding fault with the
Doctor having his opinion, every man has a right to that,
but any one reading his remarks might suppose that this was
the first year my kennel had taken honors on the coursing
field.

I think the record of my kennel during the five years that
I have been coursing in this country, will bear comparison
with any greyhound kennel in America, as the following
results show. It may be as well to mention that for seven
years the only coursing meeting held in America, except in
California, has been the American Coursing Club meeting,
held annually in October at Great Bend, Kansas. I have had
the pleasure of running greyhounds at that meeting for five
years out of the seven, with the following record. In 1888, I
was the runner-up in the American Field Cup, a thirty-two
dog entry, with AVhite Lips; in 18S9 I was again the rtinner-
up for the same cup, with White Lips. In 1890, I ran with
the last four in the same stake, with Lancashire Lass. In
1891, I ran into the last four for the same stake, with Master
Peter, and in 1892 I was the ntnner-up for the same stake,
with Master Pet«r, and I think every man who was present
on those occasions will admit that it was only a bit of bad
luck and not the want of condition in the greyhounds that
prevented my taking first honors on some of those occasions.
A greyhound must be fit to run to enable him to be a

runner-np in a thirty-two dog stake, especially when cours-
ing a Great Bend jack. The only other public coursing
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any of the meetings held hitherto on the celebrated Merced
plains. The lovers of the leash in that district are already
making arrangements and the purses will, as usual, be worth
competing for. The meet will be held, I think, on Washing-
ton's Birthday. Indeed, this is a much better season of the
year to hold a meeting on the plains than in November, as
the hares will not then be such flyers and much mote satis-

factory coursing may be looked for. Due notice, of course,
will be given before the end of the year of this great event.
A coursing club was started in the southern portion of the

State last month, with its headquarters at Los Angeles, and
I have it on the best authority that some young gentlemen
of the millionaire class who reside about Bakersfield, also in
the southern portion of the State, intend forming a club
among themselves during the coming winter months, and
will give good purses to be competed for. This is what is

wanted, not only in California but all over the country; and
if these young gentlemen with long purses and high social
positions will only take to the grand old sport, it is safe to
say that in a A'ery few years the game of the leash would
become the most popular, as it is the most enjoyable, of all

our field sports.
The Chicopee Lass—Pearl of Pekin case evidently promises

to be one of the celebrated cases of the leash in this country.
I see [that at the last meeting of the American Coursing
Club held at Goodland, Kas., on Oct. IS last, it was
agreed to accept the decision of the National Greyhound
Club in this case. This surely is somewhat singular to say
the least of it, as I read in the very same issue that the N. G.
Club had been most unceremoniouslj^ washed out of exist-

ence by almost the same individuals a few days before, pre-
sumably, I suppose, in consequence of their incompetency.
It does not appear that even tne usual cheap compliment of
a vote of thanks for past services was accorded the kicked
out body, yet these very men of the American Coursing
Club, or at all events the greater portion of them, accept the
decision of the club in the Chicopee Lass case, that upsets their
own ruling of a year ago. This surely is an admitted proof
that the N. G. Club knows more of coursing rules and ethics
than do the gentlemen of the American Coursing Club. Why
then, may I ask, are they so unceremoniously nurled from
their exalted pedestal and replaced by the very men who by
their own action admit that they are their inferiors in cours-
ing knowledge? Strange work this, is it not? Judging the
new organization by such methods as this it is difficult to
see how they can gain confidence from outside clubs.

I see that the International meetirg as reported in Forest
AND Stream was, on the whole, a success, and that with the
exception of the course between Ban Boy and I/aplander,
which evidenly was misjudged, Mr. Williams did very well,

and possibly with more experience will be all that could be
wished for as a judge. But what seems a puzzle beyond all

comprehension is the working of the card as published,
for surely never since the first coursing match was run in
the world were dogs so outrageously mixed up and made to
run altogether out of their proper places. For instance, why
did Voltaire in the second round of the Cup get a bye, as it

clearly belonged to Delsarte. Why the former was brought
up to the top of the card from the bottom beats comprehen-
sion; consequently nearly all the dogs ran in the wrong
place before the card was finished for the Columbus Cup.
The same thing occurred at Goodland last week. I trust

that some of the gentlemen who had charge of this depart-
ment will explain how they managed or what guided them
in their actions. If any of the losers in the cup had made
protest I am inclined to think that the N. G. Club, or the
more recent formation, the "American Coursing Board,"

meeting ever held this side of California, to my knowledge,
imtil this year, was at Hutchinson, Kansas, in 1890, when
I won the National Derby with Liberty, by Lord Neversettle
out of Partera, and my two greyhounds Little Climber and
Line of Luck, both by Lord Neversettle out of Partera,
divided the Hutchinson Stakes with Babazoun.

H. C. Lowe.
Lawhenge, Kansas.

• • •

Forest and Stream Fur Club's Meet.
The annual outing of the Forest and Stream Fur Club

took place at Wakefield, N. H., Oct. 16 to 26. The weather
was hot and ground dry, making it hard following for the
hounds, whose occasional loss of the trail was in marked
contrast to the steady driving of previous years.
An early start was" made Monday morning. The hounds

soon hit a hot track and trailed rapidly awfiy, and soon had
reynard on his feet. Each "assassin" grasped firmly his
murderous 10-gauge and eagerly scanned the surrouiiding
hills for a sight of the fox, but all were disappointed. The
hounds drove steadily westward and soon were out of hear-
ing. No more was heard from them for the day, in fact, one
of the dogs was not found until Wednesday, and another not
until after the meet was over. Ill luck seemed to follow us
the whole week, for after the hardest kind of work on our
part and hours of unsatisfactory trailing by the houuds we
succeeded in killing 4 foxes against 9 the previous year.
Some of the boys not so enthusiastic over fox hunting as

the others, gave it up and turned their attention to other
game, and such a bombarding you never heard, the result of
which was 12 rabbits, 10 partridges and 41 gray squirrels.

M.
Faemington, N, H.

• • o •

HUNTING AND COURSING NOTES.

The Los Angeles Coursing Club held its first meeting Oct.
29, and is said to have been a success. Tom Rice's Tom won
first prize, and C. J. Nestor's Queen was the runner-up. The
club will hold another meeting shortly.

• •

A meeting of the executive and field trial committee of the
National Beagle Club of America will be held at the A. K.
C. rooms, 44 Broadway, New York, on Monday, Nov. 27, at
4 P. M.

• •

We have received a picture of the "Buckstaff medal,"
awarded at the N. W. Beagle Club trials to Messrs. Dilling-
ham & Remmele's beagle Mayfly. A beagle's head is rep-
resented on the medal, which bangs from aTbar under which
is a rabbit "on the run." It seems a handsome piece of
work and we congratulate Mayfly's owners upon their good
fortune.

Westfield, Mass., is a pretty town, through which the
Westfield River runs. The town is surrounded by hills

covered with woods and brush, afl:"ording a capital hunting
country. Grouse are plentiful and there are lots of foxes.
The town seems to be devoted to the manufacture of whips
and segars. Mr. Jeffers, who showed the foxhounds Nora
and Nancy at Providence and Danbury, winning firsts and
seconds, kindly piloted us through the American Whip Co.'s
large factory, affording us a novel and entertaining experi-
ence. Another whip and dog man is Mr. Whipple, wnose

fancy runs to English setters, of which he has had a large
number. He just lost a Rockingham—Donna bitch,'Donna
Innees, that he thought a great deal of. She was afflicted

with paralysis in the hind parts, and her ownerjfeltjcom-
pelled to put her out of her misery very recently.!* He, owns
a good-looking dog. Buck II., by Buckellew out of,Lady
Mary.

• • • •

Mr. Dell A. Hamilton, of Worcester, Mass., has bought the
foxhound Hector from John G. Sibley, of Gilbertville, Mass.,
and on Thursday last shot two foxes ahead of him in the Gil-

bertville country.
• • • •

The Worcester Coon Club is composed of Chas. S. Barton,
L. N. Kinnicutt, Charles Bowker, Waldo Lincoln and George
Richardson, and they have a good many skins to show.
With their coon dog iSI^ed they grassed three big "ringtails"
last week.

• • • •

Uncle Nathan Harrington, of Worcester, Mass., who is

said to be 76 years old, has a great reputation as a fox hunter
and original character. He was expected to be present at
the Westfield hunt, but did not turn up. He shot his third
fox this season near Dority Hill with the first barrel. The
day after this hunt a party of hunters including the veteran
sportsman, were discus.sing the merits of black and smoke-
less powders in fox hunting. One hunter remarked: "I don't
want any black powder in mine when I am fox hunting, any
more than when I am in the brush; there is so much smoke
that you can't .=ee to put the second barrel on. What do you
think about it, LTncle Nathan?" "Black's good enough for
me. You don't need to see to shoot the second barrel :iffyou
can kill 'em with the first." And that's true enough.

• • • •

The Radnor Hunt has elected the following officers: Pres.,
A. .7. Cassatt; Yice-Pres., Rudolph EHlis; Treas., George
Philler; Sec'y, W. S. Ellis; M. F. H., Charles E. Mather.
Governors—Clement A. Griscom, Henry L. Geyelin and
Lincoln Godfrey. Charles E. Mather. M. P. H., gave a
breakfast at the club house on Saturday morning last.

After breakfast the members and guests had one of the
finest hunts of the season. Starting a fox about 8:45 they
ran him to earth after an hour and a quarter's run. Another
good run followed with a fox that was lost near Haverford
College, This hunt is one of the few in the country which
has not to draw on the wily aniseed bag for its fun. They
follow the real Simon pure with a brush on it. Frank Gil-

lard is the huntsman, son of the noted huntsman of the
Duke of Rutland's Belvoin Hunt, in England.

• • • •

President Roraback of the Western Massachusetts Fox
Club, tells us that hereafter the dogs that take part in the
annual hunts will be registered with the club before they run.
This is a good move. It leads to greater accuracy in pedi-
grees and lends more interest to the competition.

• • • •

Word comes from Denver, Col., that "a nice little coursing
party" will charter a special car and go to Goodland, Kas.,
for a quiet bit of coursing. The members of the party will
put in .^S each for an eight-dog stake and run it off in a day.
Mr. Ralph Taylor will go along and has kindly consented to
slip. Should the weather be unfavorable the aft'air will be
put off till Dec. 30. Coursing interests are simply on the
hum out in Denver; every Sun'day parties can be seen driving
out in nearly every direction with from two to six hounds,
going out for a course.

• • • •

The St. Patrick Kennels have matched Buenarita (Norwe-
gian—Buenretero) against A. C. Lighthall's Buster (Goldust
—Lady) for -SlOO a side. The race will be run off near Denver
on Nov. 26.

The popular interest in a contest for the America's Cup is a fairly

constant quantity, varying a little according to chance circumstances,

sucli as the personality of the challenger or defender, or the record of

either boat; but it is at all times sufficient to create a stir, throughout
all parts of America at least. The technical interest, on the part of

experienced yachtsmen of both nations, is a far more variable quan-
tity, disappearing almost entirely in some contests, such as those be-

tween Madeline and the Countess of Dufferin, and Mischief and At-

lanta, in which both defender and challenger were of the same type

;

and rising to the highest pitch in such races as that of 1885, in which
the wide compromise centerboard v\'as pitted against the narrow keel.

Although the old issue of sloop and cutter, with its clearly marked
line of separation over vital points of design, has entirely disappear! d,

and the two contestants of 1893 hare very many points of design in

common, the technical interest this year is quite as great and even
more important than the popular, as is shown by the numerous com-
ments and criticisms which have appeared since the last race, some of

which we reprint this week. Of the British criticisms, it must be said

that in the main they are remarkablj' fair and impartial in the state-

ment of facts, and correct in their deductions.

IjiMEDtATKLT after the races there was a revival of the old clamor
over the cent«rboard on the part of some British critics, but on sum-
ming up the races finally most of them now concede that Vigilant's

superior speed lies in her power, and not in the mere possession of a
centerboard. The Field devotes some space to an interesting discus-

sion of both the centerboard and the extra live ballast of Vigilant, but
in our opinion it undervalues the importance of the latter, Vigilant"

8

gain in carrying a very large crew is a double one. In the first place,

apart from all mathematical considerations, it has been repeatedly de-

monstrated in practice in this country that under the proper condi-

tions live ballast is the best by far that can be carried, and will almost
invariably defeat fixed ballast, even in the form of low lead. While it

is a long step from Mary Emma, Sir Iselin's racing sandbagger of

1875, with her dj-af t of 3i3in., to VigUant with her draft of 14ft., it is

quite certain that both Mr. Iselin and Mr. Herreshoff had the old boat

in mind when the new Cup defender was planned, and that in the ab-

sence of any specific limitation to the crew, sucli dimensions and form
were chosen as would give the greatest possible effect to live ballast.

That there was a material gain in this way can hardly be disputed in

the light of past experience in the same direction; but the advan-
tage did not stop with the mere carrying of the weight at the end of a
long horizontal lever, the half beam of the yacht, and the facility for

trimming fore and aft by this extra weight. Under the interpretation

of the measurement rule wiiich has been followed this year, each
yacht is allowed the privilege of being measured with no crew on
board. What this means to Vigilant is easily seen when we consider

that after measurment she takes aboard no less than 414 tons of
U7imeasured ballast, while Valkyrie, with less than forty men to Vig-

ilant's seventy, has but SJ^ tons of unmeasm-ed ballast. This means
that the excess of sailing waterline over measured waterline is upward
of one foot more in Vigilant than in Valkyrie, a clear gain of that

much length.

A.SSLMLVG the right of Vigilant, in default of any express prohibi-

tion, to avail herself of this kind and amount of ballast, there still
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Tis a nice question of ethics "whether such a course is to be considered

fair and sportsmanlike. This much may safely be said, that had it

ibeen Valkyrie instead of Vigilant that thus took advantage of a plain

defect in the rules, there would have been a greater clamor than was
raised over the alleged over-length of Thistle in 1887; and further, that

it is one of those tricks -which can be played just once. It is quite

probable that before next season a flxed limit of crew will be incorpor-

ated in the rules; or if this should not be done, every designer will be

awake to the privileges accorded him in the tacit indorsement by the

club of Vigilant's action ; and she will no longer have a monopoly of

this "unmeasured increment" of power.

Those yachtsmen who first took an interest in the keel yacht

through the lively controversies of 1S79-80 will remember well a

peculiar type of English yacht which attracted much attention on.

this side from the fact that it possessed quite a large amount of beam;

the "Itehen boat," commonly called, or "lengther," at that time racing

very actively about Southampton water. These yachts were unique

among British craft in being one of the two exceptions to the then

universal tonnage rule, the other being the racing yachts of Lake
Windermere, and both were raced under a waterline length rule.

Another pecuhar feature of the Itehen boat was its rig, many being

semi-sloop rigged, with mast very far forward and a single jib.

These yachts, to which the Yachtsman alludes in an article quoted

elsewhere, were most excellent examples of the evil of great power
on a limited length, being of great beam and draft, with a large area

of midship section, excessive sail area, fast in smooth water, bad in a

sea. and at all times hard to steer. Their beam, however, commended
them to Americans, and several were built in Boston about 1880, others

were imported, and the type has played an important part in the

evolution of the present American keel cutter; Pappoose is directly

related to the Itehen family, though of later and better design, and

both Liris and Kathleen are closely related to Curtsey, Lil and Eclipse,

The'earliest of the Boston keel yachts, ante-dating even the Itehen

boats, though different and more crude in model, had much in com
mon with them, a great beam, a hollow midship section, the hull be-

ing that of a wide centerboard boat, and an excessive draft, made up
by a deep oak keel with an iron keel below.

Whether in its crudest form, of the primitive Boston keel, built

from centerboard moulds, and with a midship section resembling a

draftman's T square, or in the more elaborate work of skilled de-

signers, with a beautifully curved section of the "wineglass" form;

the type was marked by certain strong characteristics. The beam
and draft were great in proportion to length, the section was very

hollow, giving a minimum of accommodation below, the weight was
hung very low, the sail area was excessive, requiring a large crew,

the boat was very fast under normal racing conditions—smooth water

and moderate breezes—but .'expensive to build and run, hard to steer,

and a poor seaboat.

In the general features of her design Vigilant is closely allied to the

Itehen boat, and the experience with this type on both sides of the

Atlantic, shows pretty clearly what may be expected from her and

others like her. While various circumstances, such as the defects of

IJrls's rig and the perfection of Minerva's design have operated at

times to restrict the development of this type, there is no question

that it is diretly favored by local conditions in America and existing

American rules, and we do not for a moment question the right or the

wisdom of a defigner, who, after studying these conditions and rules

produces an extreme example of the type to race under them. One
question we would raise, however, at this time, and that is whether it

is best for the clubs either actively or passively to continue to encour-

age through the rules a type which is so expensive, unhandy, and,

we believe, detrimental to the best interests of yachting. No doubt

the experiment has paid, and paid well, this year in the defeat of the

fastest yacht which has ever challenged for the Cup, but now that the

whole yachting world is awake to what was but six months since the

exclusive secret of Blr. Herreshoff. this great advantage of the de-

fender has largely disappeared. This being the case, would it not be

to the advantage of all parties, in view of the prohibitive expense to

which racing has been raised this year, to impose certain reasonable

limits on crew and sail area, if not to make an eifort to transfer the

principal racmg to a smaller class than 87 or a possible 90ft.

In mentioning the Itehen boats, the Yachtsman endeavors to prove

thatthe value of beam was fuUy realized in England before the suc-

cess of Puritan and Mayflower. This, however, was very far from

being the case, even the victories of the Itehen boats over some of the

fast tonnage cutters of the day failed to make any serious impression

in England, and it is quite probable that but for the visit of Genesta

and Galatea to America, and the success of the yachts built to meet

them, the narrow cutter and the lengther would still be racing in Brit-

ish waters, It was the defeat of Genesta by Puritan which grave a ful-

crum to the lever which a few yachtsmen had been using ineffectually

for some time to overturn the old tonnage rule.

As THE various quotations show, the lessons of the races have been

studied with considerable care on both sides, and the erroneous im

pressions published just after the last race are likely to have little effect.

It may do no harm, however, to recapitulate the more salient points

developed by the races, some of which were only visible when the ex-

citement was over, and there was time for a cooler and clearer view.

In the first place, the radical and deciding difference between the

two yachts laid neither in the size nor in the centerboard, but in the

type, as indicated in the midship section. That of Vigilant approached

the T square or the "wineglass" form of the old yachts already dis-

cussed, and of tlie still greater extreme of the modern fin-keel; while

Valkyrie showed in her section the greater area and the fair and easy

S curve of the modern cutter as found on both sides of the Atlantic.

The inequality in this respect was most marked, far greater than in

any other.

As regards actual size or power, let us assume that Vigilant could

be reduced in dimensions and sail area, of course preserving all pro-

portions, until her sailing length and rating exactly coincided with

those of Valkyrie, and what would be the result. On the basis of

Valkyrie's actual measurement, apart from the excess of spinaker

boom, the reduced Vigilant would be about 83ft. l.w.l
, 10,500sq. ft. of

sail. All time allowance being thus eliminated, we believe that Vigilant

would still win under any conditions that are favorable to her in her

present size. The best and fairest conditions in all of the races were

those of the triangular course, and the very large margin which can-

not be explained away out of the lead of 12m., would more than

cover the reduction of Tigilant's size to Valkyrie's ratmg.

As regards the centerboard, if we assume that, while stUl of the

same rating, Vigilant is robbed of her board and deepened in propor-

tion to Valkyrie's draft; or, on the other hand, that Valkyrie has her

lead raised to Vigilant's draft and a centerboard inserted, there still

exists a difference in beam, form of section and ratio of sail to

length, which experience tells us must make Vigilant the faster

Doat.

Several minor points present themselves before we leave the hull;

the all-metal construction of Vigilant and the elaborate composite

build of Valkyrie are nearly equal in the matter of weight, while the

copper-sheathed bottom of the latter was probably as good or nearly

SO for the ten days following the last docking as the bronze bottom of

: her rival. The triangular form of Valkyrie's lateral plane aided her
greatly in all the maneuvering as opposed to the long, straight keel

and sluggish movements of Vigilant. Tbe question of wheel vs. tiller

is a hard one to decide, but even many American yachtsmen concede
a certain superiority for the tiller in racing.

Going now to that portion of the yacht above the deck, many inter

esting points present themselves. In the novel and original disposition

of her rigging Vigilant was unquestionably superior to Valkyrie, the
latter having the old mechanical details of the conventional cutter rig,

such as all shrouds to the hounds, while three of Vigilant's ran to the
upper cap and but two to the hounds, Vigilant's mast was also stayed
fore amd aft by two wire rope stays, from upper cap to a point just

above ttihe deck, set up with turnbuckles, and strained over an A.
shaped hrace, acting like the bridge of a fiddle, just where the thrust

of the gaff came. The rigging throughout was more complicated, and
made up of more parts, each demanding an exact amount of careful

a,djustmpnt, but it was at the same time lighter and gave better sup-
port to the spars, than the conventional shrouds and runners of Val-

kyrie.

No doubt there was a certain element of weakness in the experi-

mental nature of the rig, and also in the fact that a failure of one of
themany members would be likely to:result in a general wreck, but the
fact is that Vigilant's rig kept her spars in her under the tremendous
strain of the last bad quarter of an hour. The comparison of the two
rig8,as seen through the series of races, is likely to lead to the general
adoption of theHerreshoff rig, and it is more than likely that Valkyrie
will profit by a similar arrangement of shrouds and iron work next
season.

In sail, so far as material and making goes, the advantage was mani-
festly with the English boat, the cotton of course is no better than
that used here, but the duck is more carefully made, and driven up
harder in the making than in American mills. So much lies in the
bending and using of the sails that it is a hard matter to say whether
the blame for a poor sail lies with the maker or user; in this case it is

only necessary to say that Mr. Eatsey's work was as perfect as one
would wish to see, while every sail bore the evidence of tender and
careful manipulation in bending and working out to its best form.
Vigilant's sails were well made, and of a special grade of very fine

duck, but they by no means set as well in use as those of Valkyrie.

In the matter of sail area. Vigilant had some advantage in the pre
vailing light weather, in being over-canvassed; while Valkyrie would
probably be materially improved for American racing by more can-
vas, with possibly a htte more.

In the sail plans, however, as worked out by the designer, there was
a marked difference, and all in favor of American practice. This dif-

ference was in the jibtopsails; In the first place, as in all American
cutters, the bowsprit extends beyond the cranse iron, in the case of
Vigilant, just over 2ft., thus throwing the topmast stay well forward
and keeping the jibtopsail well clear of the jib and mainsail, while on
Valkyrie the topmast stay comes down to the cranse iron. With no
pole outside the sails carried on this stay are different, the British
fashion being to carry ordinarily a "No. 1 jibtopsail" extending the
whole length of the stay, but cut high in the clew, hke the American
"large jibtopsail." This sail was set on Valkyrie whenever the spina-
ker was used, as in the final race. The same sail was used on Vigilarjt,

but only in reaching or on the wind; in a strong breeze with spinaker
set and also in reaching in moderate breezes, she relied on a "balloon-
jibtopsail," improperly called by most yacht skippers a "balloonjib,"a
very large sail of Irish linen, extending the whole length of the top-
mast stay and sheeting aft well beyond the mast.

This very useful sail was carried by Vigilant at all times save when
on the wind, and for windward work in very light airs she had a
special "balloon jibtopsail," considerably smaller, a sail not com-
monly used. Valkyrie had indeed a sort of "balloon jibtopsail," her
"spinaker jib" or "bowsprit spinaker," as the English t<;rms go, but
she used it very little, and never as Vigilant used one or the other of
her "balloon jibtopsails."

When dead before the wind Vigilant had her main boom well off,

her spinaker with the sheet carried around the fore/stay, her jib and
staysail lowered, and her balloon jibtopsail set, the wind from the
spinaker being spilled into the latter saO. Valkyrie, on the contrary,

had her boom further in, the spinaker was can-ied square across the
deck, the balloon foresail was set, also the jib, and only the No. 1 jib

topsail.

In connection with the spinaker two other points remain to be
noticed, while Vigilant'is spinaker boom was just off the length allowed
by the rule, Valkyrie paid for an excess of no less, than 6ft. oE spinaker
boom, a penalty of nearly half a minute in 30 m/.les; a most extraor-

dinary and unusual handicap for a designer to assume voluntarily for
the sake of a little more speed down wind.

The difl'erence in setting light sails, spinakers and jibtopsails, was
also very great; on the British boat they were set flying, no matter
how hard the wind, while on the American they were as invariably set

in stops and broken out. No doubt on short liourses there is a certain
advantage in being trained to set these sails without the delay and
trouble of stopping them up, but in anything more than a very hght
breeze the advantage is entu-ely on the side of the American plan; and
in fact, in any weather it is the better. The actual handling on Val-

kyrie was far better than on Vigilant, but there were times in the
races when it would have been an advantage in coming around a mark
to have the spinaker mastheaded and hauled out before the turn was
made, leaving only the breaking of the stops when once on the new
course. The disadvantage of the Bnghsh plan was plainly shown on
the last day, the spinaker being first torn on the foot in setting it flying

in the strong wind.

Apropos of this setting in stops, the Yachtsman remarks: "British
skippers do not care to risk their spars by such a sudden and tre-

mendous jerk as the breaking out of a stopped spinaker is bound to
cause," This, however, does not explain the fact that the spars never
break under the same conditions on an American yacht, and that
spinakers and balloon jibtopsails are invariably set in this manner
without damage to the sails or spars.

In this point of setting light saOs in stops Valkyrie's crew was at a
serious disadvantage, enough often to offset their unquestioned
superiority in drill and quick working.

This drill and discipline of the English crew was shown in many
ways, the quick handling of the spinakers, and the machine-Uke
regularity and quickness with which the head sheets were handled in

tacking, but it was by no means the case that the handlmg on Val-
kyrie was uniformly better tha n on Vigilant. As long as everything

ran properly in the accustomed routine, the EngUsh crew was the
better, but under adverse conditions and in emergencies it did not
show up as well as the crew of Vigilant. The finest work done in the
whole series of the races was that on board Vigilant in the run of the
final race; her mixed crew of Norwegians and "Sou'wegians" turned
to with a will and shook out a reef and packed on sail in a way that
made one forget all about their slow and clumsy work a Uttle before
in setting the spinaker.

It may be assumed that after weeks of trial and careful working up,
Vigilant was in very perfect form, and sailed as near to her best as
any yacht does in her first season. So far as stability goes, Valkyrie
probably lost nothing by the reduction of weight and ballast on this

side, she was at all times a stiff boat, and even in the last race would
have carried her whole mainsaU easily to windward, and at no time
did she show the need of the ton of lead put aboard before that race.

I
' ~

t is most likely, however, that the experiment of putting her in a new
and very different trim at the last moment, and sailing hex m the Cup
races without a trial, resulted as such a venture usually does, to the
yacht's disadvantage, and that, while stiff enough, she was off her
fore and aft trim, and acted differently. Whatever the loss in this
way may have been, it was not enough to influence appreciably the
final result.

Looking now at the performance of the two yachts, that of Val'kyrie
in the windward work of the last race has been generally over rated
by British yachtsmen. In the first place, neither yacht was canvassed
according to the weather conditions existing at the time of the start,

but on the basis of telegraphic reports of a heavy gale coming up the
beach and timed to reach Sandy Hook at noon. It may be said now
that this "gale" proved far lighter off New York than was anticipated,

and moreover it did not begin until the race was over, reaching its

height about 10 P. M. instead of at noon. With a falhng barometer
and the telegraphic reports, both yachts shortened sail more than was
necessary, but with different results,

Valkyrie turned in a small reef, setting her No. 2 jib, forestaysail
and jibheader. This disposition of canvas was one she was accus-
tomed to, and she balanced and handled perfectly under it; she could
have carried the whole mainsail and jibheader easily, though it is

possible that she might have gone no faster to windward. Vigilant,

contrary to all American usage, followed Valkyrie's example in a cer
tain way. She, too, turned a reef into her mainsail, but her first reef
is nearly twice as deep as Valkyrie's. With this serious cripplmg of
her driving power she still carried her No. 1 jib, it being hanked to the
Stay and difficult to shift. Her foresail was set and a jibheader over
the reefed maujsail. The result of this morfydite reefing, which was
strongly opposed by some of those in charge was that the yacht was
robbed of the driving power of the big mainsail, so essential to the
speed of a wide craft, and at the same time the big jib paid her head
off continually, causing her to work in a manner never seen before.
Had she followed the usual Americon practice of carrying whole

mainsail and headsails, without a topsail, she would have gone faster
and easier, and would have been at the outer mark from three to five

minutes sooner. Much has been said about the poor working of her
centerboard, but the loss from this item was probably very little, on

and off the wind, the reduced mainsail and the very bad balance, how-
ever, was a far more serious matter.

Added to this error in canvassing came other evils as usual in its

train, and Vigilant was never worse handled than in the first half of
tliis race; she made a miserable start, and when she had made up a
part of this loss by hard footing she was robbed of it all by the seri-

ous blunder of the first off shore tack, which placed her back again
right under Valkyrie's blanketing.

The handling of Valkyrie in this part of the race has been justiy
praised, she won the start by sheer sklU at the stick and quickness of
turning in the boat herself, and she wassailed beautifully, keeping her
rival under her lee.

In strong contrast to this, however, is the work of the two boats on
the run in; the good work on Valkyrie ended when she set her spina-

ker, and the bungling stopped on Vigilant with the tardy breaking out
of the same sail. With her spinaker once drawing, though with two
bad tears in the foot, Valkyrie set her large jibtopsail and balloonfore-

sail, still carrying the reefed mainsail and jibheader, and apparently
settled down to a quiet afternoon sail home. Her crew worked
briskly and skillfully in shifting spinakers later on, after the first one
tore, but apart from this incident she sailed along in a leisurely, go-
as-you-please fashion, making no effort to set more sail.

Vigilant, on the other hand, although the wind was steadily freshen-
ing, no sooner had her spinaker drawing than all hands were at work
on the balloon jibtoptail, the larger one of the two, and this sail was
set, after some trouble with a fouled hook, which made it necessary
to send a man down the topmast stay. While this was doing, men
were at work along the boom casting oft' the reef, and at the mast-
head and gaff end lashing up the jibheader and sending down the
halliard and sheet for the second clubtopsail, which was set over the
smaUer sail. All of this work was difficult and dangerous, and in the
rising breeze carried with it a serious risk of losing everything; but
to all appearances the only thought on Vigilant was to win. On
board Valkyrie no effort was made to prevent Vigilant from passing
to windward, but she steered a straight course in, regardless of her
dangerous opponent, the latter passing her easily at the last.

By way of excuse for the apparently slack work on Valkyrie, it is

said that her mast was sprung on the last of the windward work, and
that no more sail was set because it might carry away and kill some-
body. There is every reason to doubt that the mast was damaged at
aU, but If it wer»^ an occasion like this, the last possible chance after the
work and outlay of a whole season, is one that justified almost any
risk, and to racing men, in default of conclusive proof of the weak-
ness of the mast, the excuse wUl seem a poor one. Froiy what we
know personally of the men on Vigilant, we feel safe in saying that
had they been in charge of Valkyrie, with but ^Os. to save, as events
proved, and in the leading berth, they would either have .saved tbe
time or have been towed in dismasted. As the wind blew toward the
close of the race, the risk on Vigilant was no small one; but with larger
spars and sails than Valkyrie, a mast smaller in diameter, and Ughter
rigging, and with whole mainsail, clubtopsail and balloon jibtopsail

set, besides the big spinaker, she was simply sailed to win—or to break
down—regardless of all ordinary considerations of safe saiUng.

To us Valkyrie's work to windward was disappointing, from the
models and rigs of the two boats, we had looked to see Vigilant's supe-
riority lessen materially or disappear entirely under such conditions of
sea and wind as prevaUed in this race, and to see Valkyrie beat her
decisively to windward. So far as we can see, Valkyrie was canvassed
and sailed perfectly, from tbe start to the weather mark, while
Vigilant was very badly canvassed, poorly sailed, and possibly
hindered somewhat by the derangement of her centerboard. Under
these conditions Valkyrie's gain is very much less than we looked
for.

Apropos of the final race and that "sprung" mast, the Pield of Nov.
4 speaks as follows: "With regard to the Valkyrie not having set her
clubtopsail on the run home, Lord Dunraven informs us that it was
not done because so much time would have been lost in hauling down
the jibheader and setting the l,700sq, ft, topsail, and Valkyrie was
rolling so much more than Vigilant that he did not like to risk sending
a man out to the gaff end to lash the clew of the jibheader, and so be
able to use the sheet without hauling the sail down. The masthead
had shown some signs of weakness, but that had nothing to do with
the non-shifting of topsails." This is a rather humiliating confession
as in effect it admits that the British tar, with his heart of oak,
stopped short at a job that was done, and done well, by good Yankee
sailors born in Norway and naturalized on Gowanus mud and Krom-
bach's beer. Working at the ends of these long spars is neither safe
easy nor pleasant, but if it is done on one boat it must be done on the
other, and the failure to do it is a strong admission of the superiority
of the opposing crew. While Valkyrie rolled more than Vigilant, the
work on the latter was dangerous enough to involve serious risk to
the men in the very probable event of the topmast going; but there
are times in a great race where a heavier risk is justified by the cir-

cumstances, and this was apparently one of them. The setting of
corresponding sails on Valkyrie, even after Vigilant had shown tha
way, would have changed the result of the race.
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CURRENT COMMENTS ON THE RACES.
The opinions and criticisms evoked from tooth sides of the Atlantic

by the recent international races would make in themselves a very re-

spectable volume of current yachting history, but the bulk of them,
both American and British, are not worth preserving, their chief

characteristics being strong national prejudice mingled with an ex-

tensive ignorance of everything pertaining to the origin of the Amer-
ica's Cup, the early races and the details of the arrangement and
actual sailing of the present contest. As typical of this class we may
mention a correspondent of The Yachtsman, who asks a number of
questions concerning the origin of the Cuii; and on this side a cor-

respondent of the Marine Journal who, ignoring the fact that it is all

but a phvsical impossibihty for a challenger from across the ocean to
win from the picked one of four defendmg yachts, demands a return
to the conditions of the first race, compelling the challenger to sail

against an unlimited fleet. It is probable that very few of these com-
ments come under the eyes of our readers, and we herewith present
some of the more important ones. T]ie YachUnia,n sums up the whole
matter as follows:
We still adhere to our belief that an extra spread of l,000sq. ft. of

sail without any alteration in hull dimensions, would not have sufficed

to put Valkyrie on an equality with Vigilant, but this is a mere matter
of opinion, and the main point is, as has been pointed out, that our
champion yacht, although the best that could be chosen from the fleet

of our large class racers" was outsailed because she was outbuilt.

"Now, we fancy that even patriotic esroerts on the other side of the
Atlantic, will hardly interpret this phrase as indicating that Mr.
Herreshoff has conclusively established his superiority over Mr.
Watson in the art of yacht dasigning—thisis not the sense in which we
understand the verb "to outbuild;' and it is an everyday phrase in

British yachting circles.

"There have been innumerable instances in which inferior designers
have turned out a craft which has beaten the efllorts of the best 3''acht

architects, simply by adopting the extreme dimensions at their dis-

posal, and signal proof has often been afforded of the inferiority of
these designs in the defeat of such boats in a succeeding year by
yachts ofsmaller dimensions, but designed with consummate skill.

We could point to very many such instances under the 1730 rule, and
this is the sense in which we understand the word 'outbuild.'

"It must not be supposed, however, that we seek to disparage Mr.
Herreshoff. None but a vessel of superlative quality could have
sailed as Vigilant did during the last International races, and her
designer's reputation is too well established to suffer from an un-
generous and untrutliful attack as such an intention would cause the
foregoing lines to become. We merelj' intend to emphasize
'Thalassa's' argument, that the extra beam and sail spread of

Vigilant, went a very long way toward her victory over Valkj-rie.

Some journals are in the habit of calHng Vigilant the 'more power-
ful' vessel, and by this, we presume, a reference is intended to her
greater beam; for, so far as we can learn, she is the reverse of

'powerful,' and to our thinking, Mr. Watson would find it an easy
task to beat Valkyrie tlwroughly with a vessel of Vigilant's beam and
sail spread.
"But the fact is simply this, that the ideas of our designers are more

cramped than those of our enterprising cousins, arid if we may
ever hope to see the old Cup back in these waters, the challenger must
be prepared to build a craft of proportions so extreme that no advance
can be made on them during the period of Yankee incubation.
"We have referred in another place to Satanitaas an illustration of a

misdirected elTort (from an International point of view) to out-Herod
Herod. She has been a successful yacht this season in the waters for
which she was built, but, as Mr. Leslie reminds us, the cliitiatio con-
ditions of Sandy Hook are widely different from those of the Solent
and the Clyde, and such a boat as Satanita would be the very worst to

choose as a challenger for the Cup.
"When we first published the news of Lord Dunraven's challenge and

that of Mr. Carroll, we predicted both Navahoe's and Vailtyric's

failure in their respective enterprises, although we confess that the
former made such a very mtich worse display than w-e had anticipated
that our hopes were somewhat raised as regards Valkyrie. In both
cases the primary odds were fearfully against the challenger—as they
will always be, until the challenger sees his way to build for one object
only, leaving all other considerations in the background or until sotue

sucb International arrangement as Thalassa suggests becomeK an ac-

complished fact. The latter alternative, although by far the more
desirable, will, we fear, be difficult of realization, for the Arnerica Cup
has become of transcendent importance among International trophies;
and although ovu- American cousins have now sbown themselves
willing to take up the glove on terms as fair as in any preceding cases,

yet it is perhaps too much to expect of them to grant an abandonment
of what may be called their historic advantages, for it must be re-

membered that these have been embodied in the conditions governing
races for the Victoria Cup.

"It would go far to achieve a greater degree of equality between the
two countries if a uniform rule of measurement could be arranged.
This is an old idea, of course, but it may be none the worse for that.

Although this in itself would not liy any meaas obviate all the
dilBculiies of a challenger on either side, it might prove to be a boon
to both countries, for it is quite possible that under the existing

regime, a challenger fit to cross the ocean may become an actual im-
possibility, and this would be avoided by a common ratintr rule of a
more sensible nature than that now existing in either country, u-bile

at the same timeit would certainly tend to put new life into the classes

less dignified than that of 'cup challengers' and 'cup defenders.'

"That our present rating rule is not the best that could be devised

for cultivating the microbe of a successful challenger, must ije pmeoi
to anyone who remembers the extinct length classes of Souihamptou
Water. We are no great admirers of the type of boat evolved by that
system of measm-ement, but we have not the slightest doubt that, had
this primitive rule of mere load-line length been adopted instead of the
present bastard scheme, our 85-footers of to-day would have been fit

10 cope with any sailing thing afloat. These same Southampton
'footers" are now of historical interest. They were brought to gre^t
perfection long before the era of the Gene^ta—Puritan races, and. that
being so, they form a conclusive argument in favor of the Britisher

when the question is raised as to which of the two countries, England
or America, has taught the other the more in the matter of yacht
designing. Prior to the Genesta challenge, the almost unballasted
beamy skimming-dish, fitted with a centerboard, u-as the pride and
joy of American yachtsmen. But it was not a skitDtoiag-dish that met
lienesta, although one was fruitlessly built for this purpo.se. Puriiiiu

was a combination of the keel boat and the beamy centerboard. The
keel boat attributes were, however, lost sight of in the crow of aelf

gratulation with which Uncle Sam announced his triumph. Then,
when the Galatea matches were sailed, the defender, .Mayflower, v.'as

t-ndowed even to a greater extent with the features of tiie keel boar,

and Uncle Sara crowed louder than ever over the virtues of his (Britisli

invented) centerboard. But the climax was reached wheu Volunteer
—a stUl further advance in the keel direction—defeated Thistle. This
tune there could be no question about it, the American type was
invincible—at least that is what the Americiiu press would have had
us beUeve. But the new deed told another tale from experts in yacht
racing—as then understood by the New York Y C.

"Now all this time we had a local class of some importance at

Southampton. That it was of .soine importance' may be gathered
from the fact that many owners were willing to support it at an ex-

peuditure of considerably over £600 for tlie mere building of a 30ft.

boat. These yachts were generally (in the tTCue.sta period) of about
three beams to length-or fully as broad as any of the then Yankee
centerboai-d cracks of the same length—and they were deep keel boats,

with a very hollow midship section. How, then, did our cousins teach
na the value of beam?
"Does not the blame for such a^boast being even possible, lie with the

Yacht Racing Association in sticking to a rule which, as the South-
ampton classes proved under their very eyes, did not and could not,

produce what they have lately stated to be the object of their doubtful
ambition—the 'fastest' yacht? We have not yet learned the full

value of the centerboard, although we have invented it, even in view
of Valkyrie's defeat; but this is hardly to be wondered at when one
calls to mind the experience gained in our waters through Queen Mab,
not to speak of Iverna and many other British centerboard boats, and
also through the record of Navahoe. l^ut w e had learned the value of

beam long" before the time when Uncle Sam 'claims' to have taught
ua our lesson. On the other hand, the ViEtlant of to day far more
closely approximates to the Southampton 30 footer of '84 than to her
boasted Yankee prototype of the same date. Her ancestry is not
doubtful—it is British."

In the same number the Yach tsman suggests the deeirabihty of

square courses and no time limit, but offers no better reason for either

than that it would remove all possible grounds for the criticism that
Vigilant, though fast enough at home, could not win over British re-

gatta courses. What a foreign yacht can do over bad local courses i«

a matter of no importance whatever. No one thinks the w-orse of
Genesta because she was beaten by Puritan over the inside course, and
it will be a long day before the courses for a Cup contest will be
arranged aftei- those which, through local conditions, some of the
British clubs are compelled t<3 race over. Apart from the prevalent
light winds on our coast, no bi?tter or fairer courses are to be found
anywhere than off Marblehead or outside Sandy Kook, or even off

Newport. This same cry for four-sided cuurses was heard from the

t!lyde after the defeat oi Thistle, and was as absunl then as it is now.
"The da.v has fortunately gone by when iraportimt international

matches m'e decided over"local courses, and no time record over such
courses can stand alongside of an actual trial on the open sea, as in

the present races. , . ^
The Yachtsman, however, continues aa follows: "Our opiQioiilS^tbat

Vigilant would have proved the crack of this season (notwithstanding
the fleet she would have been required to meet) had she been built
only for racing in these waters. She likes smooth water, and she
would get it, in most instances, throughout a British season. The
moral of her success seems to point to the fact that in the large class
our designers have regarded excessive safl spread with too much
dread, and that Mr. Soper, in designing another Satanita. should rely
on enormous initial power and a corresponding area of sail, rather
than upon, as in the smaller classes, great length of loadline and small
sails."
In discussing the previous races The YacMsrunn makes the statement

that it was generally admitted in America that had Irex challenged in

place of Genesta, she would certainly have taken the Cup home.
This wih be news to Americans, as it has never been considered at all

possible here that Irex would have fared materially better than Ge-
nesta. Trusting only to memory, and without looking up the records,
we are strongly of tl^e impression that at the end of 1884 Genesta had
won as much prize money and was considered quite as fast a boat as
Irex, the latter only begiiming her long and honorable reputation
with her second season, in which she showed great improvement over
her original form, as was the case later on with Iverna. It is quite
possible that O'Neil might not have made the serious mistake that
Carter did in the last great race, but we doubt very much whether he
would on the whole have sailed his boat any better, as Captain Car-
ter's handling was generally commended here.
We recently quoted some remarks from the Field on centerboards

and ballast, the subject being continued in the following issue as
follows:
"In reference to the remarks we made last week about the ballast

crew carried by Vigilant in her trial races and races for the Cup. we
find that the Boston Herald has directed attention to the matter in a
very sensible manner. This paper says it is fortunate for Vigilant
that there was no restriction as to number of crew, as there is in the
small classes, as otherwise Vigilant would not have been able to carry
her big sails in a strong breeze. The Boston Herald says the aver-
age weight of the seventy men on board Vigilant was 1501bs , or
nearly 4)4 tons in all. The Boston paper concludes by saying 'it is

nothing more nor less than shifting ballast in human form—in other
words, men and not lead are shifted.'
"The question of carrying big crews in beamy boats has been

pretty well discussed, both in this country and in America, and
the sort of craft it engenders has been generally deprecated. In
the result crews have been limited in the small classes in both
countries. As a matter of fact however, a big crew (instead of
dead weight in the form of ballast stowed under the platform) Is more
objectionable in a large vessel than in a small one; and it must be
remembered, as we pointed out last week, that weight in the lead
keel or inside ballast box would be generally more efflctive than the
equivalent weight under the weather rail on deck. This matter is so
httle understood that it is deserving of illuetration. The accompany-
ing wood cut represents the midsection of a yacht with a beam of

2^ft., and draft of water 14ft. The figure 1 represents the general cen-
ter of gravity of the weight of the vessel and everything on board her;
and 3 represents the center of buoyancy when the yacht is heeled to
!35°. The length of the righting arm is represented by 3, the resultant
of the weight of water displaced acting upward through 2, and the
weight of the yacht acting downward through 1; the weight of the.
water is exactl.y equal to the weight of the yacht.

"If a w eight be placed on deck at 4 it will raise the center of gravity
(1) determined by the equationW X F

D
whereW is the weight on deck in tons, F the height the weight is in
feet above the center of gravity (1), and D the weight of the yacht in
tons. Say the weight equals that of thirty men, or 2 tons (thirty men
.Hi e chosen to represent the ballast men VigUant carried in her races
over and .hove the forty men required to work her). It will be pre-
sumed the average height these thirty men are located above the cen-
ter of gravity is 10ft.; when the yacht is in the upright position they
would raise the center of gravity (if the weight of the yacht equalled
150 tons)

8X10
150

=0.13ft.

A study of the figure will show .that, if the center of gravity (1) is
raised, therighting arm (.3) will be shortened (by sine of angle) 0.053ft.,
and so the righting power would be decreased.
"But the weight (4) is placed, say, 10ft. out horizontally from (1)

measured wlien the yacht is in the upright position, then (by the
same equaiiou) (1) would be shifted horizontally in the direction of
the small arrow, and the righting arm (.3) would be lengthened 0.13ft,,
or double tlie decrease due to placing the weight (4) so much above
(1). Thus there would be still a gain of 0.0t>2li. in length of righting
lever, or stiffness, by having the thirty extra men on deck; there
would be a still greater gain if they were below in. say, the position
(TjJ. Next, suppose that, instead of having the thirty extra men on
deck, an equivalent weight of lead (2 tons) is placed on the keel at (6)
lift, below the center of gravity (1), then by the equation already
cited, the center of gravity would be lowered 0.15ft,, and the righting
arm (3) would be lengthened 0.06ft. Thus the Hfi:ect on the stability
of the yacht in smooth water would be the same whether the men
were out to windward on deck, or an equivalent weight placed on the
keel. But in point of fact, the weight in a fixed position on the keel
would be much more effective than a more or less shifting weight on
deck; and in a sea way the bad effect of having weights winged out
would not be experienced
However accurate the F'ield's calculations may be, they are based on

false premises so I'ai- as the actual form of the vaeht and disposition
of the ballast is concerned, and they introduce an element, the height
of the center of gravit y, which Ufjedlessly complicates the matter.
In a wide flat boat, at leafec, the height of the center of gravity need

not be considered ami. the leal question being the adv'antage of a
certain weight at 4, mi the weather deck, or stowed as low as practi-
cable inside. tb«3 actual conditions are nearly as shown in the follow-
ing diagram.

While this section is not correct, it represents quite nearly enough
tliat of VigUant, and the angle of keel shown, 15 degrees, is about
Otat a,t which such a model will do its fastest sailing. The Field's

diagram is not intended to be correct, but the advantages of live bal-

last depend so much on the type of boat that we have, in the second
diagram, attempted to represent as closely as is possible the true
section of VigUant, the position of her lead, the amount of freeboard
and the angle at which she is at her best. The lead keel if shown by
the solid black, the center of buoyancy in the upright and inclined

positions is indicated approximately, the weight of the crew on deck
is shown at 4, and that of the same weight of lead stowed as low as
possible by the shaded section at 6.

In its first position, at 4, this weight is at a distance of about 12ft.

from C. B. 1, whUe m the position 6 it is about 4ft., its righting power
being measured in the one case by the lever arm 12 and in the other
by the arm 4, or a gam of 3 to 1.

The Field assumes that if this weight were not carried at 4 in the
shape of crew it would be carried below the present keel in the shape
of more lead; but it would be much nearer the case to assume that
the designer, after selecting the extreme limit of draft possible, had
still provided for his crew weight on deck, and that if denied this privi-

lege he would be compelled to put the same weight in lead at 6 in the
second diagram, on top of the existing lead keel, rather than at 6 in

the first figure, below the same keel. A study of the second diagram
wfil show that, apart from measurement of waterline and the shifting
of the crew in any desirable direction, the gain through the weight of
the extra crew at 4 is most important in a boat of Vigilant's section,
and to it must be added the weight of the normal crew, 2J4 tons more,
acting on the same long lever arm.

Passing to the matter of sail area the Field says:
"In a clever article on the America Cup races, the Shipping Gazette

intimates that neither the New York nor the Y. R. A. rating and time
allowances sufficiently value sail spread. There is no doubt some
truth tn this, but under such limited conditions that it is scarcely a
matter which can be adjusted without creating worse anomalies. The
Vigilant has, in round numbers. 1500 sq. ft. more canvas than Valkyrie,
and, according to the accepted formula, if Valkyrie's speed equalled 12
knots Vigilant's should be 13.5 knots, and the allowance on a course
of thu-ty miles would be six minutes. But it is seldom that the
conditions for ' fuU speed ' exist, and the Y. E. A. adopted 0.4.5 of
the full speed allowance only, the following being found by a special
formula. The New York formula is somewhat different, and .5 of the
fuU speed allowance is used, It can be supposed that the Americans
discovered in the same way we did that the average tioi^ one yacht
can allow another is only about half what the extreme time would be.
In considering this subject of excessive sail, the cases of vessels being
under-canvassed must not be overlooked. Satanita is an example of
this class of vessel, and, while small sails are in some ways to be com-
mended, there is no doubt if a rule were framed to promote such an
end, that a very undesirable type of huU would be at the same time
promoted. But, leaving the rating rule out of the question, there has
been evidence this season that the scale of allowances between large
and small vessels is inadequate. That is to s ay, the 'curve' appor-
tioning the aUowances is too flat, say between 40-rating and 150-rating.
This, of course, could be easily remedied by altering the scale; but it

would be rash to do it on the evidence of one season's racing only."
The following, also from the Field, was written, we believe, by Mr.

Harry Horn, who came over specially to report the races. What he
says about the over-confidence of Valkyrie's crew is quite correct,
and it is quite possible that the good showing of the yacht in the first

attempt at a race was a positive hurt to her afterward. The Field's
comments on the moral effect of racing on the wrong side of the pond
among a strange fleet, are quite in harmony with our own views:

"It seems hard to have to say now for the fourth time that the crew
of the English boat has become demorahzed after a race or two, yet
this is the case. It seems that the crew came over here too confident,
and consequently are easily cast down. The circumstances and con-
ditions have much to do with this state of affairs, as ocean sailing
among a lot of steamers is very difl'erent to racing in the Thames,
Clyde, or even at Plymouth. This fact must be recognized by any one
wanting to win the America Cup, and it seems clear that any yacht
coming out with the intention of winning this Cup should come early
in the year and get used to the conditions of the case, and practice
ocean sailing rather than over Isle of Wight and Torbay courses. It is
the old. story; the boats of the place, be it England, Ireland, America,
or the Fiji Islands, are the most suitable to the place. Hence to bear
them in theu- own waters you must accommodate yourself to the cir-
cumstances, and not think that by mere pretty work, such as starting
first, tacking in no time at all, etc., you can win. No, no. That is not
the game, but rather to go over the course at a reasonable speed and
keep going right along; no pretty work is needed to do this. Not that
this should be put down as the primary reason for defeat, but rather
as one of them, since nothing demoralizes a crew more than to get a
good start and then lose it. True, aU the last four challengers
have tried to look the same wind as the defenders. This was
wrong, as the defenders in each case were beamier, hence pro-
bably closer winded. Again, one and 'all of the challengers
have added to their sail plan for these waters, and most of
them have found their trim altered for this reason, and have
found the boats hard to steer in a fresh wind; this was particularly
noticeable in the case of Genesta. On the last day, in a fresh wind,
her helm was across her all the time; and one hears the same yam
about Valkyrie; but these are trifles; the whole question must simmer
down to one of power, i. e., driving power, and, plainly put, it is sheer
nonsense to expect one boat to give another 10 or 14 per cent, in sail
area, i. e., driving power, and expect to win. This, after all, is what
we have been doing for the past eight years, always, no doubt, expect-
ing that the Yankee boat could not carry her sail; but having been
wrong now four limes in eight years, it seems that the time has come
now when we should give in and try to equal our good friends in
power to drive a given hull, etc., through the water.
"When the time allowance which Vigilant had to allow Valkyrie was

declared in the New York Yacht Club the writer had the honor to be
near that true and clever yachtsman. Gen. Paine, and heard him say
that he would rather have the cloth (/. e., l,000=q. ft.) than the time
allowance. These few words cover it all. and show the cause of our
continuous defeat, namely, our want of driving power. To put it
plainly, what would the world think of a man with a steam
yacht of 85ft. l.w.l., capable of developing 1,000 I. H. P., challenging
another yacht of, say, 85ft. 6in. l.w.l., with 1,100, for a 30-mile race,
and giving him 128s. time allowance? Surely the most appropriate
term other than crank would come from an English rather than an
American dictionary.
The last race for the Cup was indeed a surprise to many, as the ma-

jority believed that Vigilant would beat Valkyrie badly in a fresh
breeze, and were surprised to find Valkyrie leading them by Im. 553.
at the outer mark, while, on the other hand, the Valkyrie party ex-
pected that in such weather their vessel would beat Vigilant easily to
windward. Both boats were perfectly handled, and a better race
could hardly have been sailed. Vigilant's speed down wind was some-
thing to talk about afterward. The result of these races proves con-
clusively that if we want to win the Cup we must give up our foolish
idea of expecting to do it with a boat of 10 per cent, less sail area,
and therefore with far less power, and no doubt it would be better
if the next chaUenger were to arrange it so chat the sail area should
not exceed a certain amount by 1 per cent., as in the case of the l.w.l.
It was unfortunate that Valkyrie lost her two spinakers, as, but for
this accident, she wotfid certainly have won this race; but, as she
would surely have lost the next triangular one, there was not so very
much cause for regret, the general opinion of everybody being that
in a hard reaching wind Vigilant would beat Valkyrie very badly. It
was very evident that the races took place far too late in the year, and
it is more than likely that they will never be sailed so late again.
"Valkyrie shipped a couple of tons of lead the day before the race,

which reduced the lime allowance she had to receive from VigUant
from Im. 488. to Im. 33s., the reason for putting in this lead being that
the vessel was not steering well, it being evident that in stripping out
all her cabin fittings they had lifted her stern, and consequently she
was by the head. It seems a great pity she was not saUed at exactl.y
the same l.w.l. as the one on which she won her best races in England."
The question of the inequality of sail area, and in fact of size in gen-

eral, between the challenger and defender has been discussed at length
by Lieut.-Col. J. T. Buckndl ("Thahissa") in several pubUcations: but
the true gist of the matter comes down to this, that the privilege of
outbuilding is one of the chief prerogatives of the defender, and one
that in all probabihiy he will be loath to resign. As long as it existn,
the only one to blame for an inequality in size or sail area, in other
words a deficiency of power on the part of the challenger, is the de-
signer of that vessel. It rests with him to select his elements and
dimensions for the home or foreign racing, or both; but if he would
win the Cup, he must keep to the latter alone. Certainly Valkyrie
comes ne-arer to the American ideal than any previous challenger; in
fact she carried more sail than Volunteer, but Mr. Watson couid not
possibly know how much his opponents were prepared to outbuild
him as soon as they knew his apuroximate power.
We fully agree with Col, Bucknill that the contest would be far fairer

if the two parties were bound by the same limit of sail area or saUing
length, and we can see nothing unfair in it; in fact, we are of the opin
ion that some reasonable limitation on saU or size would be of advan-
tage all around, to the defender aa much as the challenger, in inducing
a more moderate and less costly type of yacht. In our opinion a re-
turn to the 70ft. class for Cup racing would be of the greatest advan
tage to the defender and it would be stUl better if some Umit, however
large, were placed on the sailing length as well.
"Spinaker," the Clyde correspondent of the Boston Globe, is, as

usual, at sea over the centerboard, and ^ith amusing results. In one
letter he writes: "What Vigilant has again proven is that a center-
board means everything on certain points of sailing, and in a certain
weight of wind." Three days after, just after the final race, he writes:
"Friday's race has at least proven one fact, that the latest design in
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British keel boats is more than a match for the latest American
design in centerboards in anything like a good breeze of wind and a
head sea; and this confirms the Clyde opinion, that the centerboard
is a holiday toy, not good enough to face a race across the Atlantic,
with its varied checks of wind." We are not much surprised at these
opinions of our Clyde friend, but we are at the accompanying editorial
opinions in the Globe, that: "The one thing which stands out the
most prominently after the winning of the Cup is. perhaps, the
triumph of the centerboard type over the keel. The improved Ameri-
can centerboard has again beaten not only the improved British keel
but also what was supposed to be the best American keel which could
be turned out." This opinion, however, is in a great measure con-
tradicted by the remainder of the same article, which goes on to
point out the radical differences in other important points between
vigilant and Valkyrie, leaving the impression on the mind of the
reader that perhaps the centerboard had really little to do with the
result after all.

'Spinaker" has been on this side and should be well posted in Cup
matters, but he falls Into the error of stating that the New York T. C.
has laid down an ultimatum that a challenger should establish a
record at home before crossing the Atlantic. No such condition ex-
ists, either within or without the deed of gift.

Crossing to this side, the Intelligencer, of Belleville, Ont., has
always devoted much attention to international racing since the days
of the Atalanta challenge; and, as it proves, is possessed of an incon-
veniently long memory. In an editorial on the races it handles in a
vigorous manner the question of Vigilant's relationship to the Ameri-
can centerboard sloop, quoting liberally from the old .^loop advocates
as to what really constitutes a sloop, and showing how far VigQant is

from the qualifications once universally accepted.
A writer over the nomdephime of '"'Pioneer," in the San Francisco

Field Sports, discusses the two yachts very fairly, and though evi-
dently an American, touches on the same question of the type and
origin of Vigilant, as follows: "The victories have been American
largely through our natural aptitude for new ideas; the main evi-
dence of conservatism being the continued use of an almost eliminated
little centerboard in a deep vessel of another type. We said some
years ago that boards were better than keels, and light draft with in-

side ballast only, better than deep vessels with outside weight. We
have taken the transatlantic rig bodily, also their depth and manner
of carrying ballast ; then why not honestly say we are sailing deep
cutters and beat John BuU at his own hobby? Is it not more to our
credit to build fast«r models and sail them better, than to shout etern-
ally about the centerboard doing it all, making beUeve that we are
sticking to skimming dishes with inside ballast?"
The Model Yachtsman and Canoeist comments on the races as fol-

lows: "There has been a prolific crop of excuses for our defeat and
numerous utterances from people who find it easy to be wise after the
event. Attention has been drawn to the circumstances of Valkyrie
being lightened until her l.w.l. was shortened l.'Jin. just prior to sail-

ing, and it is surmised that she did not sail in America up to the form
she showed in her races at home. It is also noticed that Vigilant car-
ried a lot of live ballast by having about twenty men on board that
would not be required to work the shij), and there may well be some-
thing in both of these items that has contributed to bring about our
defeat. The ballast taken out would probably have been useful in the
second race, but not sufficient to have turned the loss into a win. In
the last race it would no doubt have been of considerable advantage,
and perhaps turned the scale in spite of accident. The live ballast in

a beamy boat like Vigilant would count for something, it may be more
than can be gauged; and we think it would be better in future races if

the crews were limited, as there is no telling how far this feature can
be carried with success, even in large yachts; and that the depend-
ence, even to a small degree, on live ballast is objectionable, no
yachtsman who wishes well to the sport will be inclined to deny.
Valkyrie was, however, designed and built—talent and money made
then* effort in her—to win the America Cup, and the combination has
failed. For our part we expected it would, it is a big special task,
and if ever the Cup is to be won all conventionality must be set aside.
The challenger must be designed, not for our waters, our courses and
our breezes, but those of America. It must be remembered that the
time allowance is small, and conseauently is not a prime factor in
arranging for success; that under these conditions and the conditions
of American breezes and waters, that the limiting of the l.w.l. makes
it practically a length class race, and therefore that the most power-
ful boat of the length is sure to win. In smooth water and long
heaves of sea, beam gives more power than depth of body, and whether
the great beam pays over here or not, it will pay over there." We
could continue these quotations indefinitely, but enough are given to
show the general drift of opinion, at least on the part of the yachting
press.

Society of Naval Architects and Marine Engineers.
INATOCRAL MEETING—KKW YORK, NOV. 17, 1893.

The present year has been a most eventful one in this country, and
occurrences that would ordinarily have attracted wide notice have
been almost lost sight of in the bustle and excitement of the great
Chicago jubilee. Many events of seemingly great importance just
now are destined to be forgotten before they have been long relegated
to the domain of history; while others that may seem small and insig-
nificant beside the vast pageants and imposing ceremonies of the
Columbian year, are destined to assume an added importance as they
glide further and further into the past. To this latter class belongs
the organization of the new Society of Naval Architects and Marine
Engineers of the United States, which, as has already been told in

the Forest and Stream, was called into existence early this year, and
which, within the present week, has celebrated its inaugural meeting
in New York.
When we consider the vast interests which must be favorably af-

fected by the successful carrying out of the new scheme, and of the
work long since accomplished in the same direction by similar societies

of other nations, notably Great Britain, it is a matter of wonder that the
formation of such a society has '.een so long deferred in the United
States. It would profit little now to discuss the causes of such inac-
tion, as it is evident that they no longer exist, but on the contrary
have been superseded by others which have resulted in the very suc-
cessful inauguration of a body which promises to be permanent, and
to have a most powerful influence on the progress of naval design at
home and abroad.
The work of the society this year has gone no further than the pre-

liminary organization and the annoimcement of its aims, but the roll

up to the date of the meeting included 265 members and 170 associ-
ates. The meeting was called for Nov. 16-17, the American Society of
Mechanical Engineers very courteously placed its club house at tbe
disposal of the sister organization, and the meetings were held in the
roomy and well-appointed lecture room. After a meeting of the
council the general meeting was openedby the president, Clement A.
Griscom, of Philadelphia, the president of the International Naviga-
tion Co., in the following address:
Gentlemen—You have conferred upon me the honorable duty of

calling together the first general meeting of the Society of Naval
Architects and Marine Engineers of the United States. While I am
very grateful for this distinction, I do not accept the honor as a per-
sonal tribute, but rather as your recognition of the important inter-

ests over which I preside, and which are so intimately connected with
your art.

The organization of this Society at this time and under the inspira-
tion of siich names as WiUiam H. Webb, Charles H. Cramp, George E.
Weed, H. Taylor Gause, WilUam T. Sampson, Horace See, Frank T.
Fernald, Francis T. Bowles, Washington L. Capps, Edwin D. Morgan,
George W. Quintard, Harrington Putnam and Jacob W. MiUer, is sig-

nificant of the lively interest which the busy people of this country
are at last taking in the international struggle for marine supremacy.
Your articles of incorporation state that the particular object of

this Society is the promotion of practical and scientific knowledge in

the arts of shipbuilding and marine engineering and the allied profes-
sions, and this object is to be furthered by meetings for social inter-

course among members, at which shall be read and discussed profes-
sional papers on appropriate topics, the knowledge thus obtained to
be circulated by publication.
That the need of such a society as this was recognized by the naval

architects and marine engineers of our country is strikingly exhibited
by the immediate response to the call for members by a roll of 265 ap-
plicants duly qualified by professional standing,which roll of members
includes, I can certainly say, most of the distinguished men of the
profession in this countiy, and the appreciation of the need for this
society was quite as remarkably shown by the application of 170 gen-
tlemen to become associate members, who, although not profession-
ally quaUfied as naval architects or marine engieeers, are quaUfled by
profession, occupation or scientific attainment to discuss the qiiaUties
of a ship and her propelling machinery, and this fist includes experi;
enced stiip owners, gaUant yachtsmen, scientific experts of kindred
professions, and men interested in the development of our national
and commercial navy. You are, therefore, to be congratulated that
your society has been so successfully and happily inaugurated.

Societies similar to yours exist in Great Britain, in France and in

other European countries, and it is admitted that their influence upon
the development of the art has been invaluable. As long ago as
January, 1860, eighteen distinguished naval architects and marine
engineers, and otherwise scientific men, met at the haU of the Society
for the Encouragement of Arts, Manufactures and Commerce, in
London, and established the British Institutions of Naval Architects.
TBe-e eighteen men were all distinguished and included, among
•tners. the P^verend Joseph Woolley, Principal of the School of
Mathematics and Naval Construction, Portsmouth; .lohn Scott Rus-
sell, John Penn, John Grantham, Nathaniel Barnaby and E. J lit ed.
The first meeting of this institution was held March 1, 1660, with Sir

John Somerset Packington president; and surely you will all sustain
me in the expression that to the knowledge disseminated by the de-
liberations and discussions of that society, mdelv promulgated during
the thirty-three years of its existence, Great Britain owes much of the
development of her commercial and naval power.
There can be no doubt that such a society as vours, so firmly estab-

lished by your distinguished membership, should exercise a valuable
mfluence on the future of our Naw and of our commercial marine.

Sir Nathaniel Barnaby, late chief constructor of the British Naw,
and one of the organizers of the British Institution of Naval Archi-
tects, remarked in my presence a year or two ago that no nation
could maintain an efficient navy without a prosperous commercial
marine to support it. This is a truism from a distinguished and
ob=ervat)t man, and when I found the rolls of this society, even now
in its infancy containing the names of distinguished naval officers,
naval architects and naval engineers, who have chiefly devoted
themselve to the development of our merchant marine, I was
reminded of Sir Nathaniel Barnaby's remark, and congratulated
myself, as an American, that at last there had arisen in this country a
public sentiment that is organizing to improve and to develop the art
of shipbuilding, and it struck me also as significant that this society
wa.s called into existence almost with the construction of our new
national navy, showing that the appropriation by Congress for a series
of cruisers and battle ships not alone adds power and influence to our
national flag, but stimulates throughout the land an interest in mari-
time affairs, without which no nation can be truly great, and has al-
ready created a public sentiment anxious to support and encourage
the development of our mercantile marine.
In our country, where the national policy is to maintain no large

standing army, and only a moderate navy, a Naval Reserve merchant
fleet, quietly and usefuUy employed in the peaceful pursuit of com-
merce, is as necessary as are the millions of weU-trained and self-sup-
porting State militia, slumbering on their arms, unseen and industri-
ously employed, to the support of the regular army.

It is a constant source of proper national congratulation that it is
not necessary that the power and strength of our nation should be
represented by its regularly maintained army and navy, but the assur-
ance of our national safety.- from foreign and domestic foe is in the
reserve power of the people, ready and able and wilUng to respond to
a national call.

Our splendid State militia is recognized as the source from which our
national army would be instantly strengthened in time of war, but
the nation seems to have overlooked the fact that our navy should
have a similar reserve strength. The national sentiment which is

now producing a new navy cannot overlook the axiom that a navy
cannot be sustained successfully without a merchant marine to sus-
tain it.

The inauguration of your society, therefore, seems to have occurred
at a fruitful moment, when our new navy is well under way, meeting
with a popular response; and when there is also shortly to be reahzed
an important addition to your merchant marine and naval reserve
strength. And your first general meeting occurs at a time in our
naval and commercial history when its discussions are sure to have a
great influence on the future of the arts which represent the building
and running of ships, both naval and commercial.

I shall not detain you with a history of the decline of our foreign
commerce nor with the history of shipbuilding in this country. As
long as your yards were supported by orders from our merchants,
your skill occupied no mean place in international competition. Cir-
circumstances forced the merchant of the last generation to abandon
ship owning in foreign trades, but. being educated to transportation,
his son, with the energy of the father, largely became the builder and
operator and owner of the railroads of this generation.
The ship owner in foreign trade nearly passed away, the practice of

the art in that field slumbered, but that the art of shipbuilding had
not expired with .you is shown in the magnificent types designed and
constructed for the trade of our coast, our Lakes and our inland
waters, and perhaps nothing is more significant than the fact that you
are always aoie, when necessary, to build a better naval cruiser than
the last, and a better yacht to defend the America Cup.
As I am one who believes the Cup is here to stay, so do I believe that

with a demand for commercial vessels, your architects and engineers
and mechanics will show that the skill still remains with you, not only
to cope successfully with the highest talent of any country, but also to
keep in advance. Gentlemen, the future influence of this society—on
the art of shipbuilding and on the laws which affect the safety of hfe
and property at sea—is in your hands.
The first paper was on the subject of "The Evolution of the Atlantic

Greyhound, ' by Charles H. Cramp, Esq., President Wm. Cramp &
Sons' Ship and Enguie Building Co., Philadelphia, Pa., read by Sec'y-
Treas. Capps, Mr. Cramp being present, but unable to read it him-
self. The second paper was on the "Determination of the Approximate
Dimensionsof a Vessel to Fulfill a given Prograumie or Requirements,"
by Joseph J. Woodward, Naval Constructor, U. S. N. Following this
was a paper on "United States Treasury Rules for the Inspection of
Machinery and BoUers," by James T. Boyd, Esq., General Manager,
George F. Blake Manufacturing Co. After a recess for lunch, the
afternoon session was opened with a paper on the "Production in the
United States of Heavy Steel Engine. Gun and Arujor Forgings." by
Russell W. Davenport, Esq., Vice-President Bethlehem Iron Co., South
Bethlehem, Fa. The final paper of the first day was on "Coal Bunkers
and Coaling Ships," by Albert P. Niblack, Lieutenant U. S. Navy.
During the day a nominating committee was appointed and an election
of permanent officers held, resulting as foUows: Clement A. Griscom,
President; Chief Constructor Theodore D. Wilson, U. S. N., First
Vice-President; Charles H. Cramp, Chief Engineer George W. MelvUle,
U. S. N.

;
George W. Quintard, Ii-ving M. Scott, Francis A Walker and

William H. Webb, Vice-Presidents, and Assistant Naval Constructor
AVashington L. Capps, U. S. N., Sec'y-Treas.
v< In the evening, over 80 members met at the Brunswick, the dinner
being foUowed by speeches.
The second day's proceedings opened with the reading of a paper on

"Steel Ships of the United States Navy," by Theodore D. Wilson, ex-
Chief Constructor, U. S. N. In the absence of George W. Melville,

Engineer-in-Chief U. S. Navy; his paper entitled "Notes on the
Machinery of the New Vessels of the United States Navy," was read
by Secty-Treas. Capps. The next paper read by the author was on the
"Comparative Performances of American and Foreign Freighting
Ships—Our Superiority," by Wm. W. Bates, Esq,, late Commissioner
of N^avigation, Treasury Department.-
During the afternoon session three papers were read: "Some

Thoughts on the Design of New York Ferryboats," by Col. Edwin A.
Stevens, Pres. of the Hoboken Ferry Co. ; "On the Law of Frictlonal
Resistance," by Prof. W. F. Duraut, of Cornell Unirersity. and on
"The Steam Yacht as a Naval Auxiliary in Time of War," by Wm.
Gardner, Esq. Osving to lack of time, tiie following papers were read
by title only: "The Wetted Surface of Ships," by David W. Taylor,
Naval Constructor, U. S. N. "The Influence of Speed and Weight of
Machinery on the Determination of the Other Elements of the Design
of Steam Vessels," by John J. O'Neill, Esq , Naval Architect and
Marine Engineer. "The Development of Shipbuilding on the Great
Lakes," by .1. F. Pankhurst, Escj., Vice-President and General Manager
Globe Iron Works, Cleveland, Ohio.
We are unable, owing to lack of space, to give even an abstract, of

the various papers and discussions, but the proceedings on both davs
were interesting in the extreme. Both papers and discussions will be
pubhshed later on. The meeting finally closed ^vith expressions of
thanks to Lieut. F. I. Bowles, to whom the Society owes its first in-

ception, and to Pres. Griscom and Sec'y-Treas. Capps, who have each
contributed largely to the success of the first meeting.

Southern IT. C.

NEW ORLEANS, NOV. 5.

Quite a crowd of people witnessed the race on Nov. 5 between the
sloops Nepenthe, 50 Oft., and Montauk, 43.4ft. of the Southern Y. C.
For quite a while there has existed a friendly rivalry between the two
boats, and it was decided to arrange a race, so that the question of
superiority be settled.

The breeze had been very light during the forenoon, almost from
due north. At abcmc 1:30 P. 31. the wind shifted a little to the west,
then began to freshen, and when the starting gun was fired it was
blowing about 10 mfles an hour.
The race was run over a triangular 15 mile course and under the

rules of the Southern Y. C.
Nepenthe, owned by C. P. Richardson, was sailed by Capt. Young.

Montauk. owned by Peter Labouise, was sailed by Commodore Dennis
Ansiel, of Pass Christian, Miss.
The signal gun was fired at 2 o'clock P.M.; at 2:01:50 Montauk

crossed the line and Nepenihe foUowed about liJ^ minutes later. The
course to the first stake was a dead beat to windward, both boats were
handled beautifully, but Nepenthe after turuiug the stake shou ed her
wonderful speed and fluished the first circuit with enough time ahead
to win the race. By this time the wind had increased in velocity to 17
miles an hour, which exactly suited Nepenthe and forced Montauk to
haul down her topsail.

ThefuU times were:
Ist 3d Cor-

Start. round, round. Finish. Elapsed, rected.
Nepenthe 2 03 10 3 00 03 3 5:i 50 4 41 55 2 38 45 2 38 45
Montauk 2 01 50 3 07 35 4 30 'JO 5 06 Of) 3 54 16 2 59 22

Anodrac.

A. C. A. Membership.
Atlantic Division: Wm- J. Leatt, Philadelphia, Pa.; Stephen

Woods, Arlington, N. J. Central Division; W. H. Burtis, Rochester,

Navahoe.
The first heard from Navahoe after she sailed from Madeira on Oct-

23 was at Fortress Monroe on Nov. 15, the yacht arriving there with

Navahoe came through it safely. She wUl probably lay up at South
Brooklyn.

Summer Homes.
A BEAunrtrLLY fllustrated book; list of over 3,000 summer hotels

and boardmg houses in CatskUI Mountains and central New York-
Send six cents in stamps to H. B. Jagoe, Gen'l Eastern Passenger
Agent, West Shore R. R., 363 Broadway, New York, or free upon
application.—^dv.

Green-viUe Rifle Club.
The success of the club in its prize tournament has been the means

of awaking the Greenville citizens to the fact that the local rifle club
is of a decidedly lively character. For a young organization to dare
to back a gallery programme aggregating nearly mOO against the
judgment and advice of old and experienced men famUiar with the
management of shooting tournaments, and to carry the venture
through successfully merits recognition. So the Friday night shoot
foUowing the tournament, brought out the active workers of the
club, and many of GreenvUle's^citizens who had become possessed with
a desire to inspect the club house and ranges of the society. The vis-
itors were extended the privileges of the house by the house commit-
tee under the lead of Vice-President Barr. The shooting was interest-
ing in many ways. John Spahn, one of the second class men. made
the fine score of '245, beating that old expert M. Dorrler one point. It
is expected that Spahn will engrave that incident upon the memory of
the little Spahns for future reference. Messrs. Tracy and Bischof,
two new members brought into the club at the last regular meeting,
on Nov. 13, were present and participated in the shooting. The scores,
10 shots, 25-rmg target: J. Spaha 245, M. Dorrler 244, J. Boag 237, C.
Scheeline 238, C. Boag SZ2, G. Purkess 232, Plaisted 230, Chavant 238,
Collins 228, Gotthardf 221, Agnew 216, Dodds 215, Daniels 2a3, Graef 213,
Bischof 214, Barr 196.

At 100 Yards.
Stbacdsr, N. Y., Nov. 10 —Editor Forest and Stream: I inclose

target made by myself at 300yds. offhand, that I wish to submit to
you and ask you if you have any target in your memory which
measures less string measure, which is 83^in. I am unfortunate in

one subject; I have no one as witness to the fact; but it was done in

good faith. I fired two other shots at the same target that were out
about liu., but fortunately they were the first two, consequently those
that caught tbe center are consecutive. I would like to know who has
made a better string. I would not object to have it published, only
for the controversy it might bring up. I wlU let you use your own
judgment about it. A. A. S.

Excelsior—Greenville.
The Greenville Schuetzen Park, at Greenville, N. J., was on Satui'-

day, Nov. 18, the scene of a friendly contest between two teams made
up from the members of the Excelsior and the Greenville Rifle clubs.
M. Dorrler and L. P. Hansen were selected as captains to represent
the contesting teams, and the men were chosen without regard to
their club afflnities. The weather conditions were the worst seen on
this range this season. At one moment the target could hardly be
seen on account of the heavy banks of clouds rofling in from the south-
west, and whose inky blackness was so deep that at one time during
the afternoon lights had to be Ughted in the shooting house in order
to permit the scorers to record the shots. At times the clouds would
roll by and the light would be aU that could be desired; but while the
luckless shooter was reloading his rifle for another shot that veU of
blackness would roll back again, until it became a matter of luck as
to whether one could get a glimpse of the bullseye or not. Dorrler
led his team with the high score of 232. Hansen was at the head of his
team with 215. The conditions of the match were 10 shots per man,
distance 200yd3., German ring target. It was intended to have shot a
series of lO-shot matches, but the weather was such that the second
match was cut down to 5 shots, which ended the afternoon's sport.
Dorrler's team was successful in both events, which was quite satis-

factory to the winners, at least. All hands adjourned to the Hotel
Armbruster, where mine host had prepared an abundant lunch for the
benefit of the tired shooters.
An hour was spent in feasting and pleasant intercourse, after which

an adjournment was made to meet again on Saturday, Nov. 25.

First match:
Capt Dorrler i..;. ....... .25 35 23 22 21 20 23 23 21 19-232
Weber 22 22 21 21 19 31 21 19 31 19—201
Collins 18 24 19 20 23 21 21 31 16 24—307
Boag 22 16 30 18 25 8 15 24 19 14—181-811
Capt Hansen 23 23 21 15 20 19 20 25 25 24—215
Plaisted 16 22 20 20 21 21 10 22 22 21—201
Chavant 24 22 17 22 23 15 20 19 16 20-m
Spicker 19 20 15 15 21 21 23 19 19 15—187-800
Second match, 5 shots per man;

Capt Dorrler 16 21 S2 23 21—102
Weber 31 33 16 22 13— 96
Collins .,,.18 9 20 16 14-77
Boag 20 22 19 25 25-111-386
Capt Hansen , 12 19 19 20 23- 93
Plaisted , , 19 17 14 22 20- 92
Chavant ....^ ......14 23 17 18 24— 96
Spicker 18 17 30 19 22— 96-37;

Ne-ve Tork City Schuetzen Corps (Team Shoot.
The team held its opening shoot in the Zettler gallery Nov. IT,

divided into two teams under the leadership of Messrs. Range and
Radlotf as captains, 10 shots per man. gallery distance:
Range, Captain. 2S1 Radlolf, Captain 230
Zettler 2.36 Busse ,.,..235
Rehm 331 Munz 303
Kuhlmann 199 Maltzer 214
Wieber 190—1077 Roedel 138-10-Jll

MiUer Rifle Club.
The weekly gallery shoot brought together only ten members in tbe

medal competition. The honors for tbe evening for the highest score
fell to Geo. Schlicht. with 343 points; the old veteran D. Miller was a
close second with 242, L. Schmidt was a good third with 241, the other
scores are as foUows; Meyers 336, Sohl 2:i8. ex-Captain Dewy 201,

Meyer 218, Vanderbeyd^n 237. Rogers 314, WUl 207
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Zettler Rifle Club.

THE"fweekly gallery shoot on Nov. 14 brought together seventeen

members in competition for the club prizes and the champion medal.

The champion match at Cypress Hills on Nov. 7 and the fact that the

day was also Election Day necessitated the postponement of the regu-

lar monthly meeting of the club fi-om the 7th to the 14th.

The fact that the plection of a new board of officers comes off next
month and other matters pertaining to the interests of the organiza-

tion would be called up. had the effect to bring together more than

the usual number found at the Tuesday night shoots. Speaking of

the election to come off nest month, in canvasing the matter with

some of the prominent and more active members the general drift

seems to be toward a re-election of the present board. The present

officers are prominent in the board of officers of the new Bund estab-

lished in New York the past year and is thought to be desirable to let

matters remain as they are. B. Walther, Geb Krauss, Gns Nowak,
Fred Ross, C. Q. Zettler and B. Zettler contain in their personality an
encyclopedia upon the ways and means of perpetuating rifle shooting

interests. , . ^ ^ .

The club at the present time is in first-class condition and bids fan-

to hold its present position as the leader among the fraternity of rifle-

men for many years to come.
With the close of the business before the club an adjournment was

followed by a lively competition among the members present for high
scores.
The champion medal was captured by Fred C. Boss with the fine

score of 247. The honors for highest score of the night was divided

between B. Zettller and Ross, each with 248.

Champion medal, 10 shots, first entry: F. C. Ross 247, M. B. Engel
246, L. Flach 244, .J. H. Brown 243, C. Percival 242, Plaisted 241, Holges
241, Walther -Ul, B. Zettler 240. B. Basse 239, P. F. Schmidt 238, C. G.

Zettler 2.38, Gus Nowak 23b, George Krauss 234, R. Hamann 2.33, H. D.

MuUer 233, H. Strate 233. A. H. Kohlmetz 2:30. C. J. Watson 22G.

Best 10-shot score, five entries: B. Zettler 248, F. C. Boss 248, H.
Holges 247, >I. B. Engel 246, R. Busse 245, L. Flach 245, P. F. Schmidt
245, B. Walther 24.5. .T. H. Brown 243, C. Percival 242, C. G. Zettler 243,

G. W. Plaisted 241, Geb Krauss 2:38, Gus Nowak 2:38, H. D. Muller 235,

A. H. Kohlmetz 230, C. J. Watson 228.

Oiir Own Club.

The weekly gallery shoots are being well patronized. Last week it

was voted to present a medal to the member bringing in the most can-

didates for membership during the next year. This will no doubt
stimulate the active workers of the club, and will result in a consider-

able increase in the membership. The competition for the medal is

liable to be the means of bringing into the club an undesirable element,
easy to acquire, but difficult to eradicate. Scores in the weekly com-
petition, 10 shots. 25 ring target, gallery distance: .J. H. Kruse 239, A.

Malz230, F. Sessmar 244, A. Struber 234, Capt. Hencken 226. W, Dilger

927. M. Heldmann 223, H. Schultz 219, W. Bohmke 219, O. Keller 212, F.

Offen 209, J. D. Sinclau- 209, D. Page 206, F. Vonderhayden 205.

Wuestner, Sr.. L. Schenck, Edw. Wuestner, Jr., 'Geo. Buyer, A. Huel-

sen, F. Bischof, 0. W. Graef, Valentine Holzapfel, W. Charlock, Chas.

Zoncada.

There is a report current among the New Jersey riflemen that the

members of the Excelsior Club of Jersey City are contemplating a
consolidation with the Greenville Club. If this event should take

place it would bring together the strongest body of riflemen within

the borders of New Jersey, and would no doubt add much to the rifle

interests of Hudson county.

The Excelsior and the Greenville Bifle Clubs will have a friendly

team match on the Greenville Schuetzen Park range on Saturday
afternoon, Nov. 25. Each team will consist of five members selected

from their respective clubs.

All ties divided unless otherwise reported.

FIXTURES.
if you want your shoot to be announced here

send in notice like the following:

Nov. 28-30.—Brigg's three days' tournament, at Toronto, Canada.
Nov. :30.—Riverside (Cal.) Sportsmen's Club tournament.
Nov. 30.—Bogardus—Hall match, at Springfield, 111.

Nov. 30.—Wentz—Bacon match, at Dayton, Ohio.

Nov. 30.—Cedar Rapids (la.) Gun Club tournament.
Nov. 30.—Janesville (Wis.) Gun Club tournament.
Nov. 30.—All-day shoot at live bh-ds. on John Erb's ground, Bloom-

field avenue, Newark, N. J.

Nov. 30.—AU-day shoot at Wiedenmeyer's Park, Newark, N. J.

Nov. 30.—Riverside Gun Club tournament, at Red Bank, N. J. IJve

birds and targets.
^

Nov. 30.—J. A. Hartner's tournament, Orangeville, Md.
Dec. 10-12.—West End Gun Club tournament, at Davenport, la.

1894.

Jan. 9.—New Jersey vs. Kings county, team shoot, on Al. Heritage's

grounds, Marion, N. J.

April 4-6.—Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association's

grand American handicap at Dexter Park, Long Island.

May 1-6.—Arkansas State Sportsmen's Association's tournament, at

Fort Smith. Arkansas.
May 22-25.—KnoxvUle (Tenn.) Gun Club thirteenth annual tourna-

ment: first days, target, Sl.OOO added money, known tJ-aps, unknown
angles; last day, Uve pigeons. Open to the world. No handicap. B.

Van Gilder, Sec'y.
June 5-7.—Kansas State Sportsmen's Association's fifth annual

tournament, Topeka, Kansas. J. C. Clark, Sec'y.

June (second week).—New York State Sportsmen's Association for

the Protection of Fish and Game, thirty-sixth annual tournament, at

Utica, N. Y., under auspices of Oneida County Sportsmen's Associa-

tion.
June 19-21.—OhamberUn Cartridge and Target Company's first

annual tournament, at Cleveland, Ohio. $1,000 added money.
June (third week).—Atlantic City Bod and Gun Club, three days'

tournament. Addi-ess B. C. Griscom, Sec'y, Atlantic City, N. J.

11

Target shot by Henry Walters, of the Turtle Bay Bifle Club, Oct. 8,

shots, .22 R.F. short U. M. C, distance 50yds., 59 out of possible 60

Excelsior Kifle Club.

The weekly gallery shoot on Nov. 14 was of more than ordinary in-

terest to the members. Twelve members participated. Another
pleasant feature was the presence of Geo. C. Varick, one of the old

members of the society, and whose home has of late been in Old Vir-

ginia. Mr. Varick is a native of Hudson county, and is well known to

the shooting fraternity in and about New York. L. P. Hansen, the
popular captain of the club, was in fine fettle and succeeded in making
the highest score of the night. Ten shots, 25-ring target, distance

asvds.: L. P. Hansen 246, Chas. Thomas 236, O. C. Boyce 2.33, John
Spicher 233, Thos. Hughes 230, C. L. Pinney 230, C. Ward 229, James
Hughes 229, G. C. Varick 227, Wm. Weber 226, C. Bauchle 222, C.

Reers 221

Lady Miller Club.

The members keep up an active interest in meetings and weekly
practice. On Thur.sday night, Nov. 14, the club opened the new series

for the nest six months' practice. Ten members participated. The
following were medal winners: Miss Miller first class, Mrs. Ahrens
second class, Mrs. Stein third class. The ladies all shoot off-hand at

the same target and at the same distance as that u^ed by the Miller

Club, viz., 75ft. This being a fact, we think that the members are en-

titled to much praise for the good scores they make. The score-
Tuesday night. 10 shots, 25-ring target, distance 75ft.: Miss M. Mi
227. Miss Begerow 226, Mrs. Meyns 214. Mrs. Fisher 210. Mrs. Ahr^^»
208, Miss Kloepping 210. Mrs. D. Miller S05, Mrs. Stein 205, Mrs. Weber
203, Mss A. Anderson 200.

RIFLE NOTES.
The New York City Schuetzen Corps has organized a team for gal-

lery practice during the winter. R. Busse, Captain; C. F. Roedel, Sec-

retary; H. Radiof. Treasurer; O. G. Zettler and A. Runge, Shooting
Masters. The team will occupy the Zettler range on the first and third

Friday in each month.

The rifle match between F. C. Boss and Gus Zimmerman, which was
booked to take place in Wissel's Cypress HiUs Park on Thursday, Nov.
2-3, is reported to be declared off. The cause is said to be owing to

Zimmerman's rheumatic afflictions which will incapacitate him from
holding a rifle for some time to come.

Now that the match between Ross and Zimmerman is off, the shoot-

ing fraternity would like to see a contest brought about betwten Ross
andM. Dorrler. of Greenville. N. J. It is a matter of debate between
the followers of these two experts as to which is the belter shot in a
100 shot race. This matter was nearly brought to a head the night
following the champion match at Cypress Hills Park on Nov. 7, and it

was a matter of much disappointment to those present that the match
was not consummated then and there. Who will throw down the
gauntlet to reopen the incident?

The Miller Rifle Club wUl hold a gallery prize shoot, open to all

comers, on its headquarters range on Dec. 24 and So. A programme
of 16 cash prizes ranging from S30 down to $1 will be put up for the
riflemen to compete for.

The regular monthly meeting of the Greenville Rifle Club. Nov. 13,

was of great interest." Several of Greenville's prominent citizens who
were present at the tournament two days before were so much pleased
with the arrangement of the club house and the personality of the
membership that they made application for membership. The per-

sonality of the candidates, nine or whom were residents of Greenville,

and one from Bayonne City, were such that under a suspension of the
by-laws the ten gentlemen'were unanimously elected as meoabers and
instructed in the third degree of active workers. They were Edw.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
Next week J. A. R. Elliott wUl attend the Toronto tournament and

the week following he will devote to field shooting. Then he will

return to this section, unless'some unforeseen accident occurs, and
will shoot a match against J. Frank Class, of Morristown, under the

following conditions: Each man to shoot at 200 pigeons, for a stake

of S500 a side, Hurlingham rules to govern except as to boundary,
which shall be 50yds., match to be shot at Willard's Park. Paterson,

N J., beginning not later than 10:30 A. M. on a date to be fixed. The
birds to be used in the above match will be brought from Missouri

and all "hummers" are guaranteed. After his return Mr. Elliott will

also shoot a 25-bird match at Pine Brook, N. J., against Samuel Castle,

the Newark veteran, the stake to be SlOO a side. This wiU be 2,5yds.

rise, single barrel only aUowed, gun to be held below the elbow until

bu-d is on the wmg. Although Mr. Castle is sixty-three years of age
he is by no means an easy mark at any style of shooting and is par-

ticularly expert at the style mentioned for this match. The parties

who arranged for this match were desirous of making it a find, trap
and handle affair, but much to his credit it can be said that Mr.
Elliott emphatically refused to shoot any such match, claiming, and
justly, that such matches should not be sanctioned by any fair-

minded sportsman, as the temptation to outbird an opponent in order
to defeat him was an incentive to resort to brutal methods of hand-
ling. In this stand Mr. Elliott will be upheld by sportsmen at large.

Find, trap and handle matches are out of place in this age of enlighten-

ment, and if shooters do not have the interests of legitimate sport at

heart and discountenance such contests, they should be stopped
by the authorities.

Destruction is being wrought among the quail in the vicinity of
Lynch's Station, Va., those who are doing the most of the work being
Charles Heath, of Orange, N. J., and Wm. Tell Mitchell, of the
"Pocket Farm," where we spent our summer vacation. Both men are

crack field shots, and having dogs second to none in the country, meet
with success on all their forays. The birds are plentiful not only in

that section, but all along the line of the well-equipped Richmond &
Danville Railroad as far as AshevUle, N. C. Northerners who are
looking for good shooting and incidentally wish to meet a jolly lot of

whole-souled sportsmen, cannot do better than to take this line and go
as far as Charlotte, N. C. where we will guarantee that any of the
members of the Charlotte Gun Club will be ready and wUling to put
them on the track of all the birds they care to bag. Landlord Quincy,

of the Buford Hotel, wiU take good care of them while in town. We
have put up at this house and will vouch for fair treatment for all

who stop there. Another prime place for the feathered game is Mount
Airy, N. C, seventy miles from Greensboro, via the Cape Fear &
Yadkin Valley Railroad. Mount Airy is situated in a picturesque
locality, with beautfful scenery, and is a beautiful place.to spend an
outing. Game is very abundant, and W. A. Bryan, of the Benfro Inn,

is always ready to direct sportsmen to the best spots for sport, as well

as to take good care of them during off hours. His place is equipped
on modern lines and the terms are e.xtremeJy reasonable.

Boston, Mass , Nov. 15.—The monthly meeting of the Massachusetts
State Shooting Association, composed of the leading trap-shooting
clubs throughout the State, was held yesterday on the grounds of the
Massachusetts Bifle Association. All sections of the State were repre-

sented by teams and individual competitors, and the excellent weather
conditions, coupled with the large attendance, made the occasion note-

worthy from a sportsman's point of view. Match for team champion-
ship, M. S. S. A., teams of three, representing only clubs belonging to

the association, 10 Boston targets each man: Boston Shooting Asso-
ciation, Climax S, Choate 9, Warren 9, total 26. Marblehead Club, Cur-
tis 7, Pray 6, Marvel 8, total 21. Lowell Gun Club, Bule 7, Little 6,

Burton 7, total 20. Worcester Sportsmen's Club, team No. 1, Mass-
croft 6, Oilman 8, Davis 5, total 19. Team No. 2, Harvey 6, Buck 7,

Hoyle 6, totiU 19. Lynn Sportsmen's Club, JIartin 4, Ullman 7, Forbes
6. total 17. Match for individual badge, M. S. S. A., 20 Boston targets,

unknown traps and unknown angles, twenty-seven contestants: Cli-

max 19, Choate IS. Buck 17, Francis 17, Davis 17, Ullman 16, Jones 15,

Allison 15, Judkins 15, Burton ,15, Masscroft 15, Nichols 14, Gilman 14,

Bule 14, Harvey 13, Derby 12, Parker 13, White 12, Little 12, Wads-
worth 11, Forbes 11, Warren 11, Hooper 10, Martin 10, Hoyle 9,

Weatherby 9, Keating 6.

A letter from Eoger Van Gilder, secretary of the Knoxvllle Gun
Club, gives us the pleasing information that the tournament of the
club to be held in May, 1894, will last four days instead of three as pre-

viously announced. May 22, 23 and 24 will be target days with gl,000

added to the purses, and May 25 wUl be devoted to live bird shooting
and a championship match at targets, $10 to 825 entry. The number
of targets will be announced later. The prospects are that the 1894

shoot at Knoxvllle wiU be the greatest shoot ever held in the South,
and that the entries will go far above one hundred. The addition of a
live bird day will attract a good many Northerners who would not go
so far to shoot at targets alone, but who will do so when they are as-

sured of a chance to ruffle feathers. Now at this point we would sug-

gest to the KnoxvUle clubmen that they make their entries not less

than Si a bird, have no events with less than six or seven birds, and in

no event have more than four moneys.

Bed Bank, N. J., Nov. 18—The club held a shoot yesterday afternoon
on its Beach street grounds The targets were bluerocks thrown from
5 traps at unknown angles. The summary follows: No. 1, 10 singles:

James Cooper and John Cooper tied on 8 each; Mr. Gurnsey and Tim
brook Davis, 6 each; C. E. Throckmorton 4, R. L. Linderman 3. No. 2,

10 singles: Guernsey 8, James Cooper and Davis, 6 each; Linderman
5, John Cooper and C. E. Throckmorton, 4 each. No. 3, team shoot at

25 singles per man: Teaml: Guernsey 17, Jas. Cooper 14, Davis 13,

W. N. Little 17; total, 61. Team 2: E. W. Throckmorton 14, John
Cooper 18, Linderman 17, C. E. Throckmorton 12; total, 61. This event
was decided by a shoot-off' at 5 birds per man, and was won by Team
2. which scored 13 to their opponents' 9.

Much to the regret of the army of Uve bird shooters of New Jersey

and New York, tlie long talked of question of supremacy between the

representative shooters of Kings county, N. Y., and of New Jersey

will not be settled untU Jan. 9. Last week we announced that teams

of 20 men each as above would meet on Dec. 9, but after we were m-
formed to that effect it appears that the Kings county men decided

that they could not shoot until after the holidays. Hence the shooters

the two States wfll be obliged to nurse their patience untd that

uate When the match comes off it wUl be on the grounds of the well-

known Al. Heritage at Marion, N. J., where so many battle-royals

have been fought to a finish. The Jerseymen particularly regret the

change of date, as they were all cocked and primed for the fray on

Dec. 5.

The Merion Gun Club and West Manayunk Shooting Associationmet
m a team contest at Lower Merion, near Phfladelphla, on Nov. 14, the

teams comprising ten men each and each man shootmgat fifteen tar-

ets. under the rapid-firing system. John Heft of the Boxborou^h
Gun' Club was referee. The result: Merion -T. Barker 14, H.Kmcaid
14, S. MiUer 13, C. Osborne 10, Corman 10, J. Humphrey 10, Booth 9,

Pvle 9, O. Freyer 8, W. Roberth 6; total, 106 Manayunk—H. Rudolph
14 P. Byrne 13, F. Ogle 12, T. Schofleld 10, B. McMonable 9, W. Shields

9, S. Hoffi 9, W. A. Wize 8, L. Bernard 6, F. Merkel 5; total, 95.

On the day announced for the Morfey—Morford match at Martm's
Pine Brook Hotel, those who had guns with them shot a few sweep-

stakes, the results being as follows: Event No. 1, 5 birds, §5 entry, «J

moneys—Class 5, Wolf 4. Leonard 4, Morfey 4, Martin 3. No. 2, same
—Martin 5, Class 5, Morfey 5, Wolf 4, Leonard 4. No. 8, same—Martin
4, Morfey 4, Leonard 4. This was shot off, miss and out, Morfey cap-

turing the pot. The bu-ds were a fairly good lot.

The Midway Gun Club held its monthly shoot at Mattawan, N. J., on

Nov. 17, live bu-ds being used. A good lot of flyers were supplied. In

the first event at 6 birds James Van Brackle killed 6, John Terhune 4,

E Mulcahy 3. John Applegate 3, WiUlam Perrine 2, Charles Mairhead

1, Frank WorreU 1. At 5 birds Van Brackle took first on a straight

score. F. Worrell and Mr. Gosner shot two matches at 3 bu-ds each,

Worrell winning both.

The return match between Messrs. Edgarton, Forbel, Selover and
Young, which was to be shot off on Nov. 15, at Dexter Park, at 35

birds, S25, highest score to take the pot.. Young not showmg up, the

other three contestants made a three-cornered match of it and shot it

out. Lee Helgans being present shot along to keep himself in prac-

tice Geo. Forbel killed 20 out of his 25, Edgarton 19, and Selover 17.

Helgans killed 20.

Dr. P. J. ZegUo reports that game is scarce in the vicinity of War-
renville, N. J., and that bringmg in two or three birds as the result of

a day's tramping is about the limit. This is about the consensus of all

reports received from the northern portion of the State. In the south-

ern counties fair bags are made, although nowhere is the supply any-

thing to brag of.

M. F. Lindsley and T. W. Morfey were biUed to shoot a 50-bu-d match
at Erb's on Nov. 17, but the match was postponed owing to the Class-

EUiott match taking place at Paterson on that day. The Class-Elliott

match, by the way, was to have been held on the Driving Park at

White Plains, but as the track was undergoing repairs the match was
transferred to Paterson.

A big list of entries is expected at the three days' live bird tourna-

ment to be held at Toronto, Can., on Tuesday, Wednesday and Thurs-

day of next week. Among the shooters wfll be a number of well-

known Americans, including Eolla Heikes, J. A. R. Elliott, Harvey
McMurchy, John Parker and M. F. Lindsley, all of whom will try to

uphold the shootmg honors of the BepubUc.

There -wiU be open sweepstake pigeon shooting at Watson's Park on
Thanksgiving Day (Nov. 30^, commencing at 10 o'clock A. M., and on
Friday and Saturday following, commencing at 1 o'clock P. M., with

luncli at the park cottage.

W S. French, secretary of the Oneida Coimty Sportsmejo's Associa-

tion informs us that his association claims the second week in June,

1S94, for the thirty-sixth annual tournament of the New York State
Sportsmen's Association for the Protection of Fish and Game, to be
held at Utica.

At the last medal shoot of the Colt Hammerless Gun Club, of Hart-
ford, each man shooting at 25 targets, Cook won with 24 breaks, J.

Melrose got 23, Risley 23, Olmstead 23, S. HUls -30, Hotchkiss 19, Pitkin

17 and Stone 14.

John Erb w ill have his Uve bird traps in position from 10 A. M. untfl

dark on Thanksgivrng Day and wfll have enough good birds to supply
all comers. There wiU be no regular programme, but impromptu
events wiU be arninged to suit the shooters.

The Riverside Gun Club, of Red Bank, N. J., announces an open-to-

aU target and live bird shoot on its grounds on Thanksgiving Day.
Shooting all day and everybody can bo assured of a welcome.

The East Side-.AIutual Gun Club will hold a Uve bird shoot at Wie-
denmeyer's park, Newark, on Thanksgiving Day. The events will be

open to all comers.

John A. Hartner informs us that he will hold an open to aU shoot at

targets at his home, OrangeviUe, Baltimore county, Md., on Thanks-
giving Day.

Louis Miller wUl keep open house on Thursday, Nov. 30 (Thanksgiv-
ing Day). Bluerocks, Uve birds and roast turkey will be the order of
the day. .

J. A. R. Elliott is meeting with great success in the introduction o£
his new loading block among the sportsmen of the East.

The Hell Gate Gun Club wiU hold its monthly shoot at Dexter Park
on Nov. 27. „ „

C. H. TOWNSEND.

Targets at Sardinia.

Sahdinia, N. Y., Nov. 15.—The foUowing scores were made on the
Union Gun Club's grounds at the two days' tournament given by the
members on Thursday and Friday, Nov. 9 and 10:

No. 1, 10 singles:

Kelsey llllllUOl— 9 Hammond 1111111111—10

Olmsted lUllllOll— 9 House 1110111011— 8

Andrews 1111111111—10
No. 2, 10 singles:

Kelsey 1111111101— 9 Bice 0111101111— 8

Hammond. 1011111011— 8 Schwab 1111001101— 7
Olmsted 1111111111—10 Colegrove 1111101110— 8
Andrews 1111111111-10
No. 3:

Kelsey 1111110111—9 Olmsted 1111111101—9
Hammond 1111111110—9 Bement 1110101110—7
Andrews 1011111101—8 House 1100011111—7
No. 4:

Kelsey 0111111111— 9 Andrews 1111111111—10
Hammond 0011111111— 8 House 0011111101— 7
Olmsted 1101111111— 9 Bement IIUIOJIII— 9

No. 5:

Kelsey 0111111111—9 Hammond 1111110111—9
Andrews 11 111011 11—9 Bement 1110111 Oil—

8

Olmsted 1011011111—8
Second day, 10 Uve birds:

Kelsey 2121011121— 9 Olmsted 0211013101— 7
Hammond iJSOllSS-^lO— 8 Bement 1021210:^02- 7
Andrews 1122111211—10 House 0221010210— 6
Three live birds:

Kelsey 122—3 Bement 011—8
Hammond 100—1 Andrews 101—

a

Ten targets:
Kelsey 1111111111—10 Andrews 1111111111—10
Hammond 1011011111— 8 House 1111101101— 8
Olmsted niOllllll— 9 Bennet 1110111011— 8

Five pau-s:
Kelsey 11 01 10 10 11— 7 House 01 11 01 10 11— 7

Hammond 11 11 11 11 11—10 Olmsted 11 11 11 10 10— 8
Andrews 10 11 00 00 10— 6 Smith 11 11 01 10 11— 8
Bennet 11 00 11 01 10— 7
Fifteen singles:

Kelsey 101111010111111—12 Honse 100111111011111—12
Hammond 111110111101100—11 Bement 001111111010111—11
Andrews 111111111111111—15 Smith 111111110011111—13
Ohnsted 101111111111110—13 Colegrove 101111111110111—13

E. Andrews.

Castle Defeats Pierre.

The second match between Samuel Castle, of Newark, and Eugene
Pierre, of Boonton, was shot at Martin's Pine Brook Hotel, on Thurs-
day, Nov. 16. It was one of the much-to-be-condemned find, trap and
handle affairs, and judging from reports the handling of the birds was
in no wise gentle, nor was the cayenne pepper box aUowed to get
empty.
Each man shot at 25 live pigeons, under old Long Island rules, and

the birds are said I o have been all "corkers," which may be believed
when the manner of "livening" the birds is considered. The stake was
S300. The score follows:
Castle ooioiiiiioiiooomnniii-18
Pierre 0000110111110111101011011—16
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Class Defeats Elliott at Patersoil.
Once more has the pigeon shooting talent been surprised and once

more was J. Franlf Class the one who surprised them. It will be re-
membered that when Class and Elliott first met in a contest it was
predicted that Class was outclassed and would fall an easy victim to
Kansas City Elliott's skill. There were some, however, who believed
that Class not only retained his skill of former days, but also possessed
latent skill and nerve which had never been called forth. Class sus-
tained this good opinion by tieing his opponent on S6 kilts out of the
100 birds, and lost the shoot-ofif at 25 birds each by having a bird fall

dead out of bounds. When the second match was- shot, at Morris-
town, Class again took the field by storm by kUUng 95 to Elliott's 90.

Class's 5 lost birds falling dead out of bounds. His friends simply
took this as a matter of course, but there were still many to say it

was ''a fluke 1" They did not take into consideration the fact that
this self-same Class in match shooting had previously averaged over
93 per cent, at 850 birds, nor did they consider that to kill 95 of the
Morristown birds required more science than to kill 98 such as were
trapped for the first match.
On Nov. 17, however, those of the doiihters who went to Willard's

Park, in Paterson, saw Class kill 99 out of 100 fair match birds against
95 killed by Elliott, who lost three birds dead out of bounds. The day
was a fair one for the sport, although not by any means clear. When
the match started, at 1:52 P. M., the sun was shining brightly and the
sky was clear. Within an hour, however, the sky had clouded and the
air became chiU and raw, making it uncomfortable to stand about
without an overcoat. The attendance was light, not over fiftv specta-
tors being on the grounds, owing to lack of advertising. It had pre-
viously been announced that the match would be shot on the White
Plains track, but as that place was in the hands of about 150 Italians
undergoing repairs, the scene had to be shifted to Paterson at short
notice.

It was just 1:52 when Elliott stepped to the score and downed a slow
bird, which scarcely left the trap before catching the contents of
the first barrel. Class followed by grassing a fairly fast driver, using
both barrels. Previous to this T. W. Morfey, of the Paterson Gun
Club, had been chos«n as referee; Henry Wolf, of the same club,
pulled the traps, while the representatives of the sportsmen's journals
acted as scorers. Mr. Morfey 's red Irish Eagle did the gathermg, and
did it in great form. The match progressed smoothly until the seventh
round, when Class scored the first goose egg, losing a right-quartering
driver, which in our judgment he should have killed. However, this
was his only lost one of the match.

Elliott grassed 15 and then lost a right-quartering driver that twisted
in all styles. His 17th was similar in direction and'flight, and Ihi.s also
went over the hills and far away. The tii st quarter ended with 24
kills for Class to 23 for EUiott.
The Kansas City man ran into hard luck on the second quarter. His

third bird was hit hard with both barrels and seemed barely able to
carry its dose, but nevertheless it managed to get over the ISin. wire
fence marking the 50yds. bouudary and then gave up the ghost. His
17th bird, which like the one above mentioned was a right-quartering
twisting driver, was hit awfully hard with both loads, but this, too,
died over the fence. When this bird was examined it was found to
be hit, and hit deep at that with no less than seven No. 7 trap shot.
On the third quarter Elliott's 12th bird refused flight as the trap was
pulled, and before it could make up its mind whether to fly or not,
wideavv^ake Eagle pounced out and gatijered It. Tliis of coure gave'
Elliott another bird, which turned out to be another of those riglit-

quartering twisters, which caught both barrels full and went over the
fence to die. Following this he killed 38 straight and ended with a
score of 95 kills to Class's 99.

The scores show conclusively that both men were down to form.
Class used a quick and effective first barrel, while he abandoned his
slap bang style with his second, the result being some fine second bar-
rel kills. Elliott shot in form much superior to that he displayed in

the previous match, both barrels being used safely and effectively.
The general opinion was that in his present form Class outraiLks
Elliott, and is shooting well enough to defeat any man in the country.
He is certainly doing remarkable work and improving with each eon-
test. That he has been greatly under-rated in the past is sure, and
those who have persisted in placing him into the third rank will prob-
ably alter their opinions. An average of %% out of 100 for three
matches is a fine showing, even though the bii-ds be not of the "genu-
ine bluerock" order.
A glance at the detailed score will show that Elliott's weak point is

on birds bearing to the right, all his lost birds taking this direction.
The birds as a whole were not near as good as those trapped for the
previous match, but still they were a rair lot of match birds. Only
two birds were called on account of refusal to flv.

Elliott's best runs were 38, 19 and 15. His second barrel was used 55
times to kill. He used a Greener gun and American wood powder.
Class made a run of 93 and used his second barrel 45 times to kill.

He used a Greener gun and Schultze powder, his cartridges being
loaded by Von Lengerke & Detmold.
The times of the match by quarters irere 24m., 29m., 25m. and 35m.,

a total of Ih. 43m. for the 200 birds.

The exceptional birds (the direction of flight is shown by the de-
tailed score) were. Class's 4th, 6th (quick kill), 9th (very fast). 16th
(splendid second), 34th (lightning bird and quickly killed), 40th' (fine
second), 63d (awfully fast, elegant second), 64th, 67th. 82d (an ugly
zig-zagging driver killed in beautiful style), 89tb (a zig-zagging, right-
quartering driver, changing direction by the yard, as one a kill as
could be made).

Elliott, 3d (good), 9th (fast and a quick second which was needed),
I2th, 14th and 27th (all fast ones and well stopped), 31st (fast, hit with
both barrels and quickly). 34th (same), 41st (best bird and prettiest
kill of day, a lightning driver), 57th (elegant kill of extra good bird),
78tb (humming driver, a great second barrel kill), 81st (fast and a
good kill), 88th (good kill of fast bird)

.

Class's 7th bird, the only one he lost, was a hummer and could have
been miase(J.by almost any one. His 97th was shot on the ground and
he was given another bird which was a fast one and well killed.

Elliott's 28th was shot on ground, referee giving him another bird;
on his 32d the trap was pulled before he called "pull" and another
bird was allowed, the same occurring on his 36th round. His 42d bird,
which fell dead out of bounds, v as hard hit with both barrels, and
dropped less than a yard beyond bounds. His 62d bird was one which
any one would have been excused for missing but he hit it hard with
both barrels and saw it drop over the boundary. On his 83d round he
called no bird on a dulTer.
Below is the score in the style usually presented by Forest and

Stream, which style, by the way, all our esteemed contemporaries
would like to copy if Uncle Sam's copyright did not prevent them
from doing so.

Please note that the characters in the third line signify as follows:
1, first barrel kill; 2, second barrel Idll; 0, missed; •, dead out of
bounds. In the second line an H siguifles a bird which is killed close
to the traps, commonly called a flipper. T signifies a towerer.

Trap score tiipe—Copyriyht is'js, by Forest and Stream Publishinc Co.

2413144152544444435141143
Elliott 1322232 2 2S22S230S02212 2 1 2—23

2 4 224354124431244355 4 3114

432152434145123 4 315513413
^H<r-'<-^^^^^^^^^ > > >^^-»<-^/-^

—

H—

»

11132221112.11121 1 1 11121 1—24

44255114452454255222 5 5245

112111231122111121112121 3—25—95

333.3 44233352 5 13331333 3 512

Class 2 21223021123333331312111 1—34

2 32452425 3 441322514431354
11222211 2 111 3 21312122113 1—25

134413524123433354 3 344434
->\ -s- >/-^H H H T -»«-^->/^ H
J3111131111S211311111121 1—35

114 14133 4 53134 4 5133413411
8S333121121113121111132.3 2-25-99

How the race progressed in strings of 10 shots each:
Elliott , 10 18 27 37 46 56 65 75 85 95

Class 9 19 29 39 49 59 69 79 89 99

Saturday's Match at Morristown,
The day following the shoot at Paterson the men met again on the

Morristown Driving Park, and once more was a surprise administered,
this time by the unaccountably poor work done by Class, who at one
stage of the game seemed to lose both nerve and skill, losing no less

than 9 birds in 23 shot at. Up to the first of these misses he led Elliott

by one bird, but from this out he was as good as beaten.
During the early part of Saturday the weather was clear and crisp,

with a stiff southwesterly wind. Before the match began the condi-
tions were loaterially changed, the sun bad become obscured and the

air became raw and damp. The vnnd did not change its direction,
blowing at about twelve mfles an hour. The attendance was light,
not over seventy-five people being on the ground. Among these were
Al Heritage, of Jersey City; M. F. Lindsley and Eddie CoUins, of West
Hoboken; "Uncle Jack" Harrison, of Dover; John Cockefair, of Bloom-
field; Samuel Castle, C. M. Hedden and J. E. Wheaton, of Newark;
Messrs. Campbell and Wemple, of Glen Ridge; Elliott Smith, president
of the American Wood Powder Co. ; S. R. Martin and John C3ass, of
Pine Brook; J. R. Boyle, of Willard's Park, Paterson; John Riggott, of
Rockaway; Dr. P. J. Zeglio and J. F. Zeglio, of Warrenville, and J. W.
Hoffman, of Orange Valley.

It was 1:40 P. M, when the first shot was fired, .John Riggott being
referee. Elliott shot first, bringing down a fair right-quartering driver
with his first. Class following with a first-barrel kill of a left-quartering
driver. The first miss was by ElUott on his 11th round, when he made
a clean miss with his first and put his second too far behind a fast
right-quarterer. Class ran clean to the 20th round, when a left-qiiar-
tering mcomer flipped out of his first load and only got enough of the
second to accelerate its flight. Score on first quarter, 24 each. At this
stage a drizzling rain started, making every body feel miserable for
half an hour, when it stopped.
On the second quarter Elliott lost his 3d, a fairly fast one, his 12th,

an awful ugly twisting driver which fell dead out of bounds, and his
17th, which was missed with the first and sunply frightened with the
second. It was in this quarter that Class began his miserable work,
using his old slap-bang style of firing both barrels, a style of which
he was never the master. The birds that he lost were not the slowest
of the day and on the other hand none of them were what could be
called "screamer.s." In a string of twenty-three he lost no less than
nine, and while three of these fell dead out of bounds the others were
no more than feathered; in fact, three of them were simply fright-
ened. He had been shooting a ragged and erratic first barrel from
the start, and while this streak lasted his second was little, if any,
better. Of the nine lost six were on this quarter, his total being 43 to
Elliott's 46.

Elliott's form was first-class throughout, his kills, as a rule, being
neat and clean. On the third quarter he lost his 9th bird dead out of
bounds, this being a mean twister with plenty of staying powers,
which enabled it t.o carry the shot out. His 20th looked like a clean
miss with the first, while the second simply hurried it across the
field. Class lost his 1st, cleanly missed, his 2d, which was a fairly
fast twLsting incomer to the left, and his 7th, a fast twisting left-
quartering driver which fell dead out of bounds. At this point he
seemed to pull himself together and of the next tbirty-eight birds he
lost only one, and that fell dead just over the fence. At the three-
quarter mark Elliott had scored 69 to Class's 05 and the race was all
over but the shouting.
On the last quarter EUlott lost his second, a bird which flipped up as

the trap was sprung, and then dropped out of the first charge He
put his second in and whfle the bulk of the charge appeared to enter
the ground immediately under the bird's body, it took to its wings
and may be still flying for all the damage it received. His 10th also
went over the fence and then he killed out, making his total 92 fnr the
match. Class's only loss on this quarter was his 19th bird, which fell
dead out of bounds, giving him a total of 89, this being the third time
only in three years that he has fallen below the 90 mark.
There is no doubt but Elliott could have killed one or two birds more

in the last half, three of those he lost being only fairly fast. His
form was far above that of Class.
The time of the match by quarters was ,35m., 33m., 37m. and 30m., a

total of 3h. 5m.
Elliott used his second barrel 63 times to kUl. His best runs were 16,

15 and 15.

Class used his second barrel 50 times to kill, it being used 28 times
to kill in the first half. His best runs were 19, 14 and :36.

The birds were not the cracking good lot that they were expected to
be, although several yards faster as a whole than those trapped at
Paterson the previous day. They were of the mixed order, which are
likely more than any others to cause hard shooting. Some were
"screamers," then would come a few fairly good ones, then a batch
which were all the way from very fast to very slow, this keeping the
.shooters guessing on each shot.
This was the fourth match shot between these experts, and the

scores have run as follows, exclusive of the shoot-ofiC of the tie in the
first match, when out of 25 birds EUiott killed 24 to Class's 23.

1. g. 3. U. T. Per cent.
Class 96 95 99 89—379 94.75
ElUott 96 90 95 92—373 93.25
The full score of the final match is here given

:

Trap score type—Copyright, fnmi, by Forest and Stream Publishing Co.

425148 5 1412133535513 44 3 21

Elliott 1 12132211101112222112111 2—34

5 43112 3 435355154552443324
T-^t/^T THH i t T ^Ti'T^—»^H/'T7'^*-22032313133•222220222211 2-22

3422434451418424334335113
32323123»221222232012131 2—38

51413523321311231314 53121
HH i. /"^^ ? \ T\/ 4- ^ 4- 4.

102323312023222232121211 1—23-92

5542244311544354423314555
\<-t-i \-> X*-<-H T ^\ t ? \ e'T/' T H 4.

Class 1 12221332133231129101222 2—24

4533 5 32545145254325315155
H T H t N/ 't, 4 t 4 t t N J' ^ H/111331222.01.20222012301 3—19

5135134331 5353 3 54 3 34 3 254 2

001201«21211112112223212 2—22

42445332213 451335443 2 8543
S./' 4. t \ T-^iT-^H \T-^H 4<-T^ t H t<-122111113111223122«11212 2—24—89

The score in strings of 10 shots each:
Elliott 10 19 28 37 46 55 64 73 88 98
Class 10 19 29 35 43 50 60 70 80 89

The Virginia Championship Again.
Lynch, November.—Editor Forest and Strearn; In your issue of

Nov. 4 I notice a reply to my article on the Virginia championship cup
from W. F. Summerson. The facts I give herewith, and call on your
trap editor to correct in a foot note any mistakes that I may make.
At Charlotte, N. 0., in the presence of Mr. Townsend I chaUenged

Mr. Summerson for this cup after asking him if there was any one in
ahead of me, receiving a reply that there was not and that he would
shoot me for it at Richmond, Va., and name an early day, also inform-
ing me of the conditions under which Ve should shoot, to which I
agreed. I then waited some time for him to set the day, but only re-

ceived reply to my letters of inquiry that he would shoot as soon as
able, and learning he was off shooting at country fairs and other
places, I notified him he must either comply with the conditions and
shoot or forfeit this cup, and was somewhat surprised to receive the
following letter from Mr. E. F. Wayman, dated June 12: "I notice

A Stray Shinplaster
Comes to us once in a -while for a copy
of "Game La-vvs in ^ Brief;" but shin=

plasters nowadays are scarcer than Moose
In New York; and 23 cents in postage

stamps will do just as well.

A NEW-SUBSCRIBER OFFER.
A bona fide new subscriber sending us $5 wiU receive for that sum

the Forest and Strkam one year (price ^) and a set of Zimmerman's
famous "Ducking Scenes" (advertised on another page, price $5)—

a

$9 value for 86.

This offer is to neto subscribers only. It does not apply to renevxtle.

For $8 a boTwi^de new subscriber for six months will receive the

Forest and Strkam during that time and a copy of Dr. Van Fleet's

handsome work, "Bird Portraits for the Young" (the price of whiofa

your challehge in the American Field to shoot Mr. W. F. Sunamerson
for the cup. I beg leave to inform you that mine comes in first. Am
only waiting for him to get in a better condition. He has been verv
sick."
To which I replied: "You make a mistake for theise reasons, that

while my challenge to Mr. Summerson was only published last week I
challenged him while at Charlotte, N. C, on the 18th dav of May. and
if you will recollect the conversation between us on the way to Knos-
viUe, Tenn., you wfll remember that I told you I had challengwl Mr
Summerson for this cup and that I considered I had a walkover for it'
This challenge was given and accepted in the presence of clie trap
editor of Forest and Stream, and jVIi-. Summerson then told nie no
one was in ahead of me and that he would name an early date for the
race. But assuming you had in an earUer challenge, you nor Mr.
Summerson neither had any right, under the rules governing this cup"
to postpone a match over .30 days. Any other challenger has a right
to force a shoot, as your agreement with him wotfld be a waiver of
your right against any one else, and hence if it wexe as you say, you
now have no rights In the matter until after my race with him, which
I shall insist upon coming off, or Mr. Summerson must forfeit the
cup."
At the same time I wrote Mr. Summerson: "I received a letter from

Dr. E. F. Wayman to-day stating that he had a challenge in for the
State cup ahead of mine and guess that he based his opinion upon the
date of my challenge that was published last week, but as I Challenged
you while at Charlotte, N, C, May 18, you can point out to him Ins
error, as you wfll recoUect you told me in Mr. Townsend's presence
there was no one in ahead of me for this cup; that you would shoot
me and set an early day for the race, and as you now have only four
days left in which to comply with the rules I hope you will do so, a.s
neither you nor myself have any right to change the rules governing
this cup. * *

.

"If Dr. Wayman Is so anxious to shoot we could aU then shoot at
once, or we could throw heads and tails for who should shoot you
first, and then the other shoot the winner on the same day, and it

don't matter where the cup is to be shotfor in this State. I only want
time enough to get there."
Does the above look like I would not shoot anywhere but Rich-

mond? And if he had been in such health that he could not go to
Richmond, why did he write me on June 14 as foUows: "Why not go to
Tolchester, Md.? If you will go. Twill." When I wrote him, upon
seeing an account of the cup race between him and a local friend, he
repUed as foUows: "My friends Dr. E. F. Wayman and Mr. John M.
Kinney formulated rules under which it [this cup] is to be shot.-
In future, should you want any information on the subject, you can
correspond with either of the above gentlemen." I immediately wrote
Mr. Kinney, inclosing a stamped envelope, but up to this time have
received no reply; and now this gentleman tells us that the Staunton
Gun Club formulated the rules under which it is held. I can't see how
they or any one else had a right to change the original conditions of
this cup, and would like to read the code of rules that are more sports-
manlike and yet aUow a man to ignore challenges.
The above is but a plain statement of facts in this case, and I leave

the sporting public to judge whose course has been the more correct.
In conclusion, let me say to Mr. Summerson that, should he feel

that he ever wishes to meet me at the score for money or glory, I will
pocket my pride and take pleasure in showing him his true standing '

as a shot. W. T. Mitchkll.

An Old-Time Picture.
We pubUsh this week an excellent half-tone reproduction of a photo-

f-aph taken at Le Roy, N. Y., in 1864, during the tournament of the
ew York State Sportsmen's Association. The picture represents Mr.

W. Wingert, a noted inventor and gunmaker of Detroit, Mich., and his '

partner, Charles Bradford, both of whom have passed over to fhe
great majority. Mr. Wingert is said to have been the first man in tip

country to transform a muzzleloader into a breechloader, and i

'

picture shows them in the act of e.xamining a pair of the altered gun
The guns thus altered were the Lafaucheux, the barrels of whieli

(before altering) were fastened to the fore end by two pins pissing
through lugs on the under side of the barrels. The method of pro
cedure was simple. Once the screw-end was separated from rlif

W. WINGERT. C. BRADFORD,

breech, the hole in the lug nearest the forward part of the fore enfl

was lengthened to admit of play for the pin forwai-d and back. The
pin passing thi'ough the rear was transformed into a catch and thei

operation was complete. AU that was necessary in manipulating the,

gun was to loosen the rear catch, sUde the barrels forward on the

forward pin and tip them ready for loading.
After repeated inquiries and a deal of correspondence we have failed

to elicit any further information in reference to either the firm, the
working of the altered guns, ammimition used, or in fact any points

of interest beyond what is here given. We imderstand, however, that

Mr. Bradford was a regular visitor to the New York State shoots and
was the first one to use a breechloader at them.
We would be pleased to pubhsh any further information which it

may be in the power of any of our readers to impart on this interest

ing subject. For the photograph from which this cut was made
Forest and Stream is indebted to Mr. C. H. Fmch, a veteran sports
man of Syracuse, N. Y., and one of the charter members of th'

Onondaga County Sportsmen's Club.

The Paterson Gun Club. <

The semi-mothly shoot of the Paterson (N. J.) Gun Club took plaoj

at Wiillard's Park on Nov. 14, there being a fair turnout. The dn
was fair and quite a number of spectators were present. The shoofl
ing comprised both target and live bird events. Among those whr
took part were "Benny'' Abbott and "Charley" Lenone, of Passaic'
Edward HiU and Charles Zwirlein. of Trenton. In two events at 1

targets each the scores were as follows:
No. 1.

Lenone. 111111111011111—14
Abbot 100001000111100— 6
Morfey 101101110111101—11
Wright 011011110111111—12
Hopper 000110000100000— 3
Boyle 100011010011111— 9
Wolf.. 000101010111010— 7
HiU 101111111111001—12
Then came the club shoot at 10 live birds each:

Morfey 220101 1213-8 Wright 112221 1201—
Abbot 0002112111-7 *Wolf 1221112211—1
Lenone 120121U11—9 *Hopper 1111111123—1
*For birds onlj.

No. 2.

llllOlllOlllllI—

1

101011001001 (Kll—
111011111101111—1
010101101011111—1
000001101001111-

oiooiioiiiiiooi— .

110111011011110-1
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New Utrecht Rod and Gun Club.

Neav York, Nov. 14.—Inclosed find scores of the last New tJtrecht
Rod and Gun Club shoot. The live-bird shoots of the club will be held
at Woodlawn on the second and fourth Saturdays of each month, and
the clay-bird shoots will be held on the first and third Saturdays of
each month at Eighty-second street and Third avenue. Bay Ridge,
where the cluD has erected a suitable building on the grounds of Mr.
D. C. Bennnett.
Club shoot, 10 live birds:

D C Bennett 10.1011111— 7 J Koster 3211012112— 9

J B Vorhies 21«1102»02— 6 M Van Brunt 012112.111— 8W F Sykes 12.101121.- 7 C M Meyer 0«ai«no«l— 5

B Raach 2011.10111— 7 J V Shields 1112221011— 9

G E Nostrand 1111111111—10 QW Cropsey OlllUOlll— 7

0 Fergueson, Jr 0211122111— 9 A A Hegeman 1112122 — 7
Hegeman arrived late; could not finish his score owing to darkness.
In the club shoot, as above, G. E. Nostrand took the medal and first

money. Ties for second were shot off as below, and M. Van Brunt
took third alone.

Ties for silver medal and second money in the club shoot: C. Fer-
gueson, Jr. Ill, J. Koster 0, J. V. Shields 110.

Second event, shoot-off of tie from last live-bird shoot: W. F. Sykes
e, B. Rasch 0, J. Koster 5.

Third event, sweep, 3 live birds, tie shot off miss and out:
B Rasch 102—2 J Koster 101—2
O Fergueson, Jr 011—2 J V Shields 212—3
C M Meyer 102—2 CW Cropsey 011—2
M Van Brunt 011—2 G E Nostrand 211—3

Q. E. Nostrand and J. V. Shields divided first, and the ties for sec-
ond and third were shot off miss and out, M. Van Brunt having with-
drawn:
B Rasch 21111220 — 7 J Koster 0 — 0
C Fergueson, Jr. 11112112211211—14 Shields 110 —2
C Meyer 20 —2 GW Cropsey. .. .11211112222110—13

W. F. Sykes.

Kings County vs. New Jersey.

A MEETING of representatives of Kings county gun clubs was held at
W. D. Oilman's Saturday evening last, for the purpose of receiving
report of the committee appointed to confer with the representatives
of the New Jersey clubs. The committee reported having arranged
that the match be shot by teams of twenty men, fifteen birds per man,
under American Shooting Association rules. The officers for the team
were then elected: W. F. Sykes. Captain; J. C. DeFraine. Treasurer;
A. A. Hegeman. Secretary; and the following committee of seven
were chosen to select the team: W. F. Sykes, C. Furgueson and G E.

Nostrand of the New Utrecht Rod and Gun Club, C. Plate of the Erie
Gun Club, C. E. Morris of the Atlantic Rod and Gun Club, J. C. De
Fraine of the Coney Island Rod and Gun Club, and Elias Hel^ans of
the Parkway Rod and Gun Club. Among the names submitted by the
representatives of the different gun clubs present for a place on the
team were:
Vernon—Gus Grieff, L. A. andH. E. Thompson.
Glenmore-Wm. Levens.
Crescent—Walter -Giftiian, Capt. Shepard, Chas. Simmonds, L. T.

Hopkins.

Erie—C. Plate, 0. Detlefsen, Hy Dohrman, Wm. Lair.
Parkway—E. Helgans, J. Blake, Jas. Bennett, R. Phister, A. Van

Wyckoff.
Coney Island—Dr. Van Zile, F. Pfaender, Saml. WorthridgSj John

Schliemann.
Fotmtain—Dr. Wm. Wynn, Dr. Eddy C. Wingert, L. T. Duryea.
New Utrecht—C. Furgueson, Jr., G. E. Nostrand, C. M. Meyer, D.

Deacon, D. C. Bennett, M. Van Brunt, G. W. Cropsey.
Atlantic—C. E Morris, Hy Balzer, J. B. Voorhies.
The date appointed for the match to take place is Tuesday, Jan. 9,

1894.

Unknown Gun Club.
Tbe monthly shoot of the Unknown Gun Club, at Dextef Park on

Nov. 9, brought together an even dozen members In the club event,
at 7 birds, the birds as a whole were good strong flyers and gave the
shooters many opportunities for long range kills.
• iFour of the contestants, Messrs. Vroome, Hyde, Flynn and Vagts,
finished their scores with 7 kills to their credit. With finish of the
club event came a 3-bird miss-and-out sweep. Scores:
Vroome 1212212-7 Vagts 1111121—7
Brown 1100121—5 Schumacher 0111121—7
Hyde 2221211—7 Plate 1121012-6
Skidmore 1210210—5 Lohden.. 1202011—5
Runkin 0220011—4 Deitrich 01 01 110—

4

Flynn 1221121—7 Beomerman 2010010—3
Sweep at 3 birds:

Plate 112-3 12 Flynn 111-3 11

Beomerman 281—3 20 Lohden 121—3 20
Deitrich 120—2 Hyde ...111—3 20
Brown 122—3 11

Imwer^ to ^ones^ond^nk.

No notice taken of anonymous communications

S. Vau W.—Will you please state whether it is lawful to use ferrets
in hunting rabbits in New York State? Ans. Yes.

SwAMPSEED.—We would like to publish your game note and more
like it, but you do not give any place, so we cannot know what locality
is referred to.

D. B.. Rye, N. Y.—Please answer whether ducks can be shot by sail
lawfully? Ans. The law provides that wildfowl must not be i=hot
"from any boat other than a boat propelled hj hand," but they may
be shot from sailboats in Long Island Sound, Gardiner and Peconic
bays.

G. 8., Germantown, Pa.—Is there any law forbidding non-residents
from shooting quail in Atlantic county. New Jersey, and if so where
do I apply for a license? Ans. You will require a license, to be
obtained from Charles H. Barnard, Secretary of the West Jersey
Game Protective Society, 416 Royden street, Camden, N. J.

J., Grand Rapids.—I notice in Forest and Stream of April 20 a re-
port of game killed by the Coimtry Club, of San Francisco. I see
they include robins in the list. In this State, as you, of course, know,
the robin is not considered a game bird, and is protected by the game
law as a songster. Is the California robin referred to a different
species than our Eastern robin? Ans. A variety of the same bird—
Merula migt'atoria propinqua.

T. A. B., Woonsocket, R. I.— Last year while hunting at West
Canada a party shot a doe which had horns, but with little thought
threw the head in the stream. I was there one week after and spent
nedrly two days hunting for the head, but could not find it. Last
spring our guide found it. and now I have the horns and part of the
skull. Do you know whether any one can tell any difference in the
cranium of a buck and doe? Ans. The sex could not be determined
by the skull.

A. G H., Brooklyn, N. Y.—As I am going to purchase a rifle for all-

around hunting purposes, and have decided on a .38-cal, I would like
to know whether you consider the .38-55-255 (powder 48grs.) as good a
cartridge as the .•38-56-2.55 in point of accuracy and penetration? Not
to use the 330gr. bullet in the latter, range 200yds. Also do you think
it better to buy the graduated peep sight and bead combination in
preference to the common sporting rear sight, i. e., notched for every
40yds.? Mind, I speak of a hunting rifle not to be used at the range
and where facility of reloading, penetration, etc., are considered.
Ans. For hunting, we would advise the latter cartridge and either
open or Lyman sights.

J. Q., Tavistock.—A writer in Scientific American of Oct. 7 states
that the gall of the rattlesnake is an infallible cure for the bite of that
reptile. Please answer through your valuable paper whether there is

any foundation for this statement. Ans. We never heard of the
remedy. The note in the Scientific American is from a Mexican cor-
respondent, who says: "What I know from my own experience to be
an infallible cure is the gall of the snake itself. One drop of it on the
wotmd will effect a cure, even when inflammation is far advanced. I
have seen a dog treated whose head had already swollen to twice its
natural size, and t cured him almost instantaneously. The gall may
be preserved in e ohoh or even dried, requiring in the latter case only
to be moisten , even saliva alone between two stones will do. (I
have seen a case o I this kind.) If preserved in alcohol, of course the
whole bag of the ga '1 is put into the liquid entire."

J. B., West Park, N. Y.—Please inform me through your Answers
to Correspondents: 1. What conditions are necessary for the thriv-
ing of wild rice, and would it grow in a lake with lily-padded borders,
and a muck and rotten vegetation bottom, and if so would it interfere
with the black bass fishing? Will it spread from year to year or will
it die out, and when should it be planted, spring or fall? 2. Can
hunters come from Dutchess county and carry off our game (Ulster
county)? 3. What is the lowest figure that decoy ducks can be
obtained, and of whom? Ans. 1. Wild rice should be planted in the
fall as soon as the seed can be obtained. It is perennial and under
favorable conditions will rapidly spread. It would be more likely to
improve your bass fishing than otherwise, as it would in various ways
increase their food supply. We see no reason why it should not do
well in your lake. 2. There is nothing to prevent. 3. Write some of
the advertisers whose names you will find in our columns.

SAVE YOUR TEOPHIES.

Write for Our Illustrated Catalogue

"HEADS AND HORNS."
It gives directions for preparing and preserving

Skins, Antlers, etc. Also prices for Heads and
Bugs, Birds and Fish, and all kinds of work in Taxi-

dermy.

WARD'S NATURAL SCIENCE ESTADLISHMENT,

EOCHESTEE, N. Y.

In addition to that antique and unique picture of

Noah's Ark
in the new Gome Laws in Brief, tliere are 2.t half tone
Illustrations selected from Forest and Stueam. The
Brief is a picture book and game law manual combmed.
It interests equally those wlio want the law but care
nothing for pictures of the field, and those who want
pictures but fare noMiiug about the law. All dealers

}n sportsmen's necessities and luxuries sell It. 25 cents.

jp^ROM the first issue of this paper it has been

used, and for nearly twenty years this particular

space has been occupied by

ABBEY & IMBRIE,
who now say tJiat they have given up advertising at least tor the present.

Sportsmen's Goods.

ESTABUSHKD 1858.

E. OCUMPAUGH & SONS,
SHOOTING AND lACHTrNG

SWEATERS.
$2.00

$2.50

$2.50

$3.00

J Sportsmen's Goods. J

Boy's Best Wool

Boy's Best Worsted

Men's Best Wool

Men's Best Worsted ^i^Tci^

WHITE OE
BLACK
WHITE OE
BLACK

WHITE OE
BLACK

Men's Best Made ""I $4.50
White, Black, Blue or Gray.

Haufax, Nova Scotia.

Sirs—The sweater is most satisfactory. You cer-

tainly make a toe article in that line. Send your bill.

G. E. Van Buskihk.

Athletic Suits of Every Description.

GiOOds sent C. O. D. with privilege of examination.

83,85&87 Main St., Rochester, N.Y.

DUCK CALLS.
Grubb'8 Improved Illinois Biver Duck CalL The

most natural-toned call made; easy to blow; not
easy to get out of repair, having a fine tempered
reed; malces it so you can call teal, woodduck and
bluebiU, as weU as mallard. This is the only call

you can do this with. Price 55 cents.
Same as above, made of red cedar, silver mounted,

with silver reea which gives it perfect tone, f1
Every one warranted. Address

CHAS. W. GRXTBBS,

1537 Milwaukee Ave.,

Chicago, m.

FERGUSON'S PATENT REFLECTING LAMPS,
TUOIUA8 J. GONROY, Sole Agent,

310 Broadway, New Tork.

With Silver Plated Loeomotlve Befleetort

Attach-

msnts.

For Sportamen s use. Combines
Head Jack (Front and Top), Boat
Jack, Fishing, Camp, Belt and
Dash Lamp, Hand Lantern, etc.

excci^sioR i^Amp,
For Night Driving, Hunting, Fish-
ing, etc. I.s adjustaljle *.o any
kind of dash or vehicle.
Send stamp for lUus. Catalogue,
and address all orders Lamp Dept.

CHEAPEST HOUSE
rMP AMERICA FOR

GUNS! GUNS!!

TROUT FOR SALE.
YEAELINfiS 01 tie BrooS: Tront, Laie Tront, Brown

Tront, California Trout
/

"

EGOS AMD FRY
of the same In season. For information inquire
of J. ANNIN, JR.,

Caledonia, Livingston Co., N. Y.

FERTILIZED BROOK TROUT EGGS AND Ex-
cellent young fry for stocking, in season. Ad-

dress TROUTMERE, Osceola Mills, Wis.

AGFKX FOR

BARGAINS IN GUNS.
1 Remington Mid-Range Target Rifle, .40-50, Vernier
and wind gauge sights, octagon barrel, pistol grip,
shotgim butt, 91bs. weight. Price $15.

1 13-gauge Winchester repeating shotgun, new gun,
perfect order. Price $16.

1 Scott & Son 10 gauge double gun, side snap, 3Sin.,

lOlbs., reboundmg locks, straight grip, laminated
steel barrels. Cost $125. WiU sell for $50.

J. P. DAI^NEPELSER,
9 Chambers street. New York.

Modern Training,
Handling and Kennel Management.

By B. WATERS.
A comprehensive and practical guide to the

training, care, management and breedlD" of eld
dogs. Cloth. 373 pagPR. Price 82.00
Forest and Stream Pub. Co., 318 B'way, N.Y,

Remington,
Parker,

L. C. Smith,
Lefever, etc.

THE H. H. KIFFE COMPANY,
473 Broadway, - New York.
Catalogue free. Mention Forest and Stream.

WM.R.SCHA£F£R&SON,
Manufactui-ers and Dealers in

FIRF AR3WS, FXSiaXT^G TACKI^C
and BICVCLKS.

Gim stocks bent, more crook or straightened and
warranted to stay. Barrels chokebored, rust spots
lx)red out and barrels re-browned . Gun stocks made
to order; aU lands of Gun, Rifle and Revolver work
performed.
6i EI,M SXREEX, B0SX0:N, MASS.

SHOT SPREADERS
make full chokes scatter more than a cylinder, 12-

only at present. Free circular and sample.
'

" & CO., 97 West Kinney St., Newark, N. J.

LrVE WHITE HARES (iepw am&ncanm)
captured and properly boxed and delivered

to express in Bethel, Me., in good condition on
receipt of orders and remittances at $3 per pair.
Refer to Hon. H. O. Stanley, Dixfield, Me., Fish
and Game Commissioner. I. G. RICH, Bethel,Me

Old and young stock now on sale. Our celebrated
handbook "All About Ferrets and Rats," mailed any-
where on receipt of 25ct8. ADOLPH ISAACSEN &
SON,92 Fulton St.,N.Y. city. Trade mark "Sure Pop.'

Lincoln Jefferies hammer gun, 10. 32. 14. 3. Good con-
dition. Splendid duck gim, 850. E. Norris, 718Qh-ard
Building, Phila. 21

For Sale.—W. W. Greener hammerless,2 sets barrels,
10 and 12-ga., $325 grade, $100. 2 weU broken English
setters, both retrieve. H. D. Ogden, Chatham, N. J.

21

f^or Sale.—$100 Letever hammerless, fine condition,
J? 10-30-81^ for $45. John Feulner, Unadilla, N Y

21

LIVE QUAIL FOR SALE—W. VA. BIRDS-GAME
a specialty. E. B. WOODWARD, Commission

Mercliant, 174 Chambers St., New York.

TRAINED FERRETS CHEAP; FERRET
Book, ten cents; ferret muzzles, 20cts. ; catalogue

free. WALLACE & SON, Lucas, Ohio.

With Fly-Rod and Camera.
Price 85.00. For sale at tills office.

Book of the Black Bass. S3.00.
FOR SALE AT THIS OFFICE,
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Standard Works for the Sportsman's Library.

ANY BOOK HERE NOTED WILL BE SENT POSTPAID ON RECEIPT OF PRICE BY THE FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., 318 BROADWAY,, NEW YORK.

ANGLING. SHOOTING.

The American Angler's Book.
Combining the natural history of sporting fish, the art of

taldng them, with instructions in fly-fishing, fly-making and

rod-making, and directions for fish breeding. Description of

salmon runs, inland trout fishing, etc. By Thad. Norms.

80 illustrations. Cloth. Price, $5.50.

American Fislies.

A popular treatise upon the game and food fishes of North

America, with especial reference to habits and methods of

capture. By G. Brown Goodb. With numerous illustrations.

Cloth, 496 pages. Price, p.50. This is, by far, the most pop-

ular work which has ever been published on the fishes of

America, and is the book that no angler who takes pleasure

in knowing the fishes which aflrord him sport, can afford to

miss.

Book of the Black Bass.
Comprising its complete scientific and life history, together

with a practical treatise on angling and fly-fisliing, and a full

description of tools, tackle and implements. By James A.

Hbnshall, M.D. Illustrated. Cloth, 470 pages Price, $3.00.

Dr. HenshalPs monograph is the standard work.

flore About the Black Bass
Being a supplement to the "Book of the Black Bass." By
Jambs A. Henshall, M.D. Fully illustrated. Cloth, 204 pages.

Price, $1.50. This is a supplement or sequel of Dr. Henshall's

ficrst volimie, in which the author's aim is to bring the sub-

ject matter down to date.

Fly=Fishing and Fly=Making for Trout, etc.

By J Harrington Kebne. With plates of the actual material

tor making flies of every variety. Illustrated. Cloth, 160

pages. Price, $1.50. The matter of the book embraces every-

thing which the fly-fisherman wants to know about the senses

of fish, practical fly-fishing, casting and fly-making; with list

of standard flies and their dressings; the feathers, silk and

other material used in fly-making, there are samples of all,

attached to blank sheets like pictures by way of illustration.

Fishing Tackle.
Its Materials and Manufacture. A practical guide to the best

modes and methods of making everj- kind of appliance neces-

sary for taking fresh-water fish and for the equipment of the

angler and fly-fisher. With 454 illustrations and explanatory

diagrams. By J. Harrington Keenk. Price, $1.50.

With F!y=Rod and Camera.
By EnwAiiD A. Samuels, President of the Massachusetts Fish

and Game Protective Association, author of '-The Ornithology

and Oology of New England and Adjacent States and Prov-

inces," "Among the Birds," Associate Editor of ' The ,l,iving

World," etc., etc. Cloth, 480 pages (7xQ}4m.), U7 illustra-

tions. Price, $5.00. The author is known as one of the most
devoted and expert salmon fishermen of America. The vol-

ume is likewise noteworthy as an example of the rare possi-

bilitips of amateur photography.

Fly=Rods and Fly=Tackle.
Suggestions as to their Manufacture and Use. By Henry P.

Wells. Illustrated. Cloth, 364 pages. Price, $2.50. The
most exhaustive work on the subject in print.

Names and Portraits of Birds

Which Interest Gunners, with Descriptions in Language Un-

derstanded of the People. By Gurdon Trumbull. Cloth, 223

pages. Price, $3.50, The average gunner with this work at

hand would have little difficulty in identifying the contents

of his bag from the test alone. Identification is further facil-

itated by portraits of the birds.

Antelope and Deer of America.
A comprehensive scientific treatise upon the natural history,

including the characteristics, habits, affinities and capacity

for domestication, of the .iTntUocapra and Cervidte of North

America. Second edition. By Johk Dean C!aton, LL.D.

Cloth, 426 pages, 50 ilhistrations; steel portrait. Price, $2.50.

The Gun and Its Development.
With Notes on Shooting. By W. W. Greener. Breechload-

ing Rifles, Sporting Rifles, Shotguns, Gumnaking, Choice of

Guns, Ohokeborhig, Gun Trials, Theories and Experiments.

Fully illustrated. Cloth, 770 images. New edition. Price, $2.50-

The Art of Shooting.

An Illustrated Treatise on the Art of Shooting. With Ex-

tracts from the Best Authorities. By Charles Lancaster.

niustrated with numerous drawings from instantaneoua

photographs. Price, $3.00. New edition.

Field, Cover and Trap=Shooting.
By Captain Adam H. Bogardus, Champion Wing Shot of the

World. Embracing Hints for Skilled Marksmen; Instruc-

tions for Young Sportsmen; Haunts and Habits of Game
Birds; Flight and Resorts of Waterfowl; Breeding and Break-

ing of Dogs. With an appendix. Cloth, 493 pages. Price,

$2.00. There is no other man in this country—or in any

other, for that mattei-—better fitted to teach a novice thearl.

The Still=Hunter.

A Practical Treatise on Deer-Stalking. By T. S. Van Dyke.

The information contained in "The Still-Hunter" is as ex-

haustive as it is possible to make it. 390 pages. Price, $2.

The Breech=Loader and How to Use It.

288 pages. Price, $1,00 A book for that numerous class of

sportsmen who delight in a day's shootmg, but have neither

the time nor the means to make the sport a life's study.

MANUALS.

Game Laws in Brief.

Laws of the United States and Canada Relating to Game and

Fish Seasons. For the guidance of sportsmen and anglers.

Compiled by Charles B. Reynolds, Editor of Forest and

Stream. Paper. Price, 25 cents. Gives all sections relative

to game and fish seasons, limit of size or number, non-resi-

dents, transportation, etc. All in brief, but full enough for

the practical guidance of sportsmen and anglers. Carefully

compiled, and shorn of verbiage. Handsomely illustrated

with numerous half-tone engravings from Forest and Stream.

Woodcraft.
By Nbssmuk. Cloth, 160 pages. Illustrated. Price $1.00. A
book written for the instruction and guidance of those who

go for pleasure to the woods. Its author, having had a great

deal of experience in camp life, has succeeded admirably in

putting the wisdom so acquired into plain English.

Tricks of Trapping.
Camp Life in the Woods, and the Tricks of Trapping and

Trap Making. Containing hints on camp shelter, all the tricks

and bait receipts of the trapper, the use of the traps with in-

structions for the capture of all fur-bearing animals. By W.

Hamilton Gibson. Illustrated, Cloth, 300 pages. Price, $1.00.

Log Cabins.
How to BuUd and Furnish Them. By William S. Wicks. New
and enlarged edition. Price, $1.50. Mr. AVicks might have

called his book "Every Man His Own Log Cabin Builder,"

for he has set out to describe fully and particularly each de-

tail in the process of construction. Plans are given for

cabins, lai-ge and small, with details of exterior and interior.

Hints and Points for Sportsmen.
Compiled by "Seneca." Cloth. Illustrated, 224 pages. Price,

J1.50. This compilation comprises six hundred and odd hints,

helps, kinks, wrinkles, jjoints and suggestions for the shooter,

the fisherman, the dog owner, the yachtsman, the canoeist,

the camper, the outer, in short for the field sportsman in all

the varied phases of his activity.

CAMP AND HOME.

Uncle Lisha's Shop.
Life in a Corner of Yankeeland. By Rowland E. Robinson.

Cloth, 187 pages. Price, $1.00. "Uncle Lisha's Shop" is

brimful of quaint humor and sentiment, and there is an

unmistakable touch of human nature in Uncle Lisha himself

and his good old wife, Aunt Jerushy; in Sam Lovel, the

hunter, and in fact in all the other characters introduced.

Sam Lovel's Camps.
A sequel to "Uncle Lisha's Shop," by Rowland E. Robinson.

Cloth. Price, $1. "When Uncle Lisha went West, Sam Lovel

took Antoine as his partner, and the fortunes and misfor-

tunes of the two as trappers are described with all the charm

of our author's quaint style, while their friends and enemies,

and all with whom they are brought into contact, in the

course of the story, step on to the stage real living creatures.

Pawnee Hero Stories and Folk=Tales,

With Notes on the Origin, Customs and Character of the

Pawnee People. By George Bird Grinnkll. Cloth, 417

pages. Illustrated. Price, $1.75. New edition, revised. Like

most Indian tribes, the Pawnees are story tellers. They have

a vast fund of folk-tales and traditions, which have been

handed down from father to son, and transmitted from gen-

eration to generation. Years ago, when the tribe lived in

Nebraska, the author of the present volume camped and

hunted with them, and j oined in their village life. The nights

were given up to story teUing, and many of the tales told

in the lodge and by the flickering camp-fire were carefully

translated and written down. When pubUshed they excited

great interest. They are tales of daring and adventure, weird

accounts of magic, mystery and the supernatural ; relations

of the ways of fife hi the - id, wild days; stories of war and

the craft of war parties, the history of the tribe as treasured

by the very old men. There is mother-wit in these stories,

they are full of humor, sentiment, pathos and human nature.

Blackfoot Lodge Tales.

The Story of a Prairie People. By George Bird Grinnell.

Cr. 8vo., $1.75. In this volume the story of the Blackfoot

tribe is told by a friend, one who has hunted with them on the

prairies, slept ui their lodges, Uved in their camps, and shared

their daily life. The stories which constitute this history

have been taken down by the author from the lips of the

narrators, and are given without change as told to him.

There is a singular and charming freshness about the stories,

which give the history of renowned warriors of ancient and

modern times, show how ancient customs arose, and explain

natural phenomena. The account of the daily life, customs,

and history of the Blackfeet presents a series of graphic

pictures of savage fife in peace and in svar.

Our New Alaska ;

Or, The Seward Purchase Vindicated By Charles Hallock.

Cloth, 209 pages, illustrated. Price, $1.50. Mr. Hallock's

writings are always vivid and full of life.

THE KENNEL.

Dogs: Their Management and Treatment
IN DISEASE. A Study ut the Theory and Practice of Canine

Medicme. By Ashmont. Cloth, 208 pages. Price, $2.00. The

Forest and Stream says that this is one of the most valuable

treatises on canine management and therapeutics that has

appeared on this side of the water.

Kennel Record and Account Book.
Boards, $3. An indexed volume of 180 pages, consisting of a

series of carefully prepared blank entry forms suited to the

registration of all kennel events and transactions.

Dog Points and Standards.
First Lessons in Dog Training, with the Points and Standards

of all Breeds of Dogs. Paper, new edition, 106 pages, revised

to date. Price, 50 cents.

Training vs. Breaking.
Practical Dog Training; or Training vs. Breaking. ByS. T.

Hammond, Kennel Editor of Forest and Stream. Revised and

re-written. To which is added a chapter on training pet dogs,

by an amateur. Cloth, 165 pages. Price, $1. A book for dog

owners, who, by the instructions here plainly given, can suc-

cessfully train their hunting dogs.

riodern Training;
HandUng and Kennel Management. By B. Waters. Illus-

trated. Cloth, 373 pages. Price, $2. This treatise is after the

modern professional system of training. It combines the

excellence of both the suasive and force systems of education,

and contains an exhaustive description of the uses and abuses

of the spike collar.

House and Pet Dogs;
Their Selection, Care and Training. Paper, x^rice 50 cents.

Lee's Modern Dogs.
History and Description of the Modern Dogs (Sporting Divis-

ion) of Great Britain and Ireland. By Rawdon B. Lee, keanel

editor London Field. Illustrated, 584 pages. Price, $7. This

is a standard work by an acknowledged authority, and is up
to date. It treats all sporting breeds exhaustively. The illus-

trations are idealized portraits of typical specimens.

Kennel Secrets.

How to breed, exhibit and manage dogs. By Ashmont. The

dog from the time he is conceived to the time he curls himself

up for his last long sleep is treated from every standpoint that

could possibly occur to a man of wide experience with dogs.

Every important subject that has engaged attention has been

fully discussed, generalities being held practically valueless

and misleading. Illustrated, 344 pages. Price, $3.00.

The Spaniel and Its Training.
By F. H, F, Mercer. To which are added the American and

English Spaniel Standards. Cloth. Illustrated. Price, $1.

Scientific Education of Dogs for the Gun.
By H. H. Cloth. Price, $2.50. The instructions are the re-

sult of the author's amateur practical experience of 37 years..

Forest and Stream says: "This work is a very well written

treatise upon the subject, containing some new ideas and

much that is interesting and instructive to the new beginner

as well as not a little that will be beneficial to even old

hands to study."

YACHT AND CANOE.

Small Yachts.
Their Design and Construction, Exemplified by the Ruling

Types of aiodern Practice. With numerous plates and illus-

trations. By C. P. KiTNHARDT. New ed., 470 pp. of type and

illustrations and 87 plates. Size of page, 14>^xl2}^. Price,

$10. This book is intended to cover the field of small yachts,

with special regard to their design, construction, equipment

and keep.

Steam Yachts and Launches;
Their Machinery and Management. By C. P. Kunhardt.

With plates and many illustrations. New ed., 267 pp. Price,

$3.00. A complete review of the development and present

status of the marine engine and boiler as applied to steam

yachting.

Canoe and Boat Building.

A Complete Manual for Amateurs. Containing plain and

compreliensive directions for the construction of Canoes,

Rowjug aiul Sailing Boats and Hunting Craft. By W. P.

Stephens, Canoeing Editor of Forest and Stream. Cloth.

Fourth and enlarged edition, 264 pages, numerous illustra-

tions, and fifty plates in envelope, Pi-ice, $2.00.

Canoe Handling.
The Canoe; History, Uses, Limitations and Varieties, Practi-

cal Management and Care, and Relative Facts. By C. Bowyer
VArx ("Dot"). Illustrated. Cloth, 168 pages. Price, $1.00.

Yacht Architecture.

By Dixon Kemp, Associateof the Institute of Naval Architects

and Member of Council. Second edition. Super-royal 8vo.,

530 pages. luimerous plans and designs. Price, $16.80.

A Manual of Yacht and Boat Sailing.

By Decon Kejip, Associate Institute of Naval Architects (Mem-
ber of the Council). 750 pages, with numerous plans and

Price, $10.

THE ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE OF FOREST AND STREAM BOOKS WILL BE SENT FREE.



Forest and Stream.
A Weekly Journal of the Rod and Gun.

NEW YORK, SATURDAY, DECEMBER 2, 1893.

The Forest and Stream is put to press

on Tuesdays. Correspondence intended for

publication should reach us by Mondays and

as much earlier as may be practicable.

Plliw WE KNOW IT for we have much of

the material already in hand and you believe it

for you reason from the past, that the "Forest

and Stream" this winter will be richly freighted

with good things to read. But that friend of

yours, with tastes like your own, does not real=

ize what he is losing when he misses the paper.

Give us his address and we will send him a

complimentary copy. It will open his eyes.^

Ou7' harvest being gotten m, our governour sent four

men on fowlmg, that so we might after a more special

manner rejoice together, after we hadgathered the fruit

of our labours; they four in one day killed as much

fowl, as with a little help beside, served the company

almost a week, at which tifne amongst other recreations,

7Cie exercised our arms, many of the Indians coming

amongst us, and amongst the rest their greatest king

Massasoyt, with some ninety men, whom for three days

we entertained andfeasted, and they went out and killed

five deer, which they brought to the plantation and

bestowed on our governour and upon the captain and

others.—Letter of Euward Winslow, 1611.

THE PILGRIMS' THANKSGIVING TURKEY.
The observance of a day of thanksgiving had its origin

very early in the beginning of New England. Barely a

year had elapsed after the landing at Plymouth Rock,

when Governor Bradford issued the iirst proclamation

for the setting apart of such a day. The Indians had

shown the new-comers how to manure their lands "with

herrings or rather shads, which we have in great abun-

dance, and take with great ease at our doors," and plenti-

ful crops had been gathered. In November the ship

Fortune arrived with a reinforcement of thirty-five

colonists. There was abundant reason for the Governor's

command. The 13th of December, 1631, was made a day

of rejoicing; and the delectable custom of feasting on

Thanksgiving turkey was instituted there and then.

The Pilgrim Fathers were sportsmen—not, perhaps,

"ti-ue sportsmen" according to the highly artificial code

we have developed, but sportsmen according to their lights

in that day and generation. "Let your shot be most for

big fowls, and bring store of powder and shot," wrote

Edward "Winslow to his friends in England in 1621.

"Bring every man a musket or fowling-piece; let your

piece be long in the barrel and fear not the weight of it,

for most of our shooting is from stands." No shooting-

flying nonsense there we may well believe. It was meat

the Pilgrim Father was after when he rested his piece,

braced himself for the shock of the recoil, then pulled

h'ficnself together and chuckled as he saw the devastation

wrought by the swan-shot. Amid the hardships and dire

privations of the planting of the colony—forty-six of the

one hundred and one settlers, be it remembered, died in

that first winter—there was no time nor thought for the

fine friUs of the art. He was the best sportsman who
could show the most for it; and one of these days it wiU

be m. order for some appreciative student of colonial

history—^Rowland E. Robinson for example—to tell us

how considerable and important was the part taken by

these grim old Puritan sportsmen with their heavy-

weights long in the barrel, in the establishing of Plymouth

Plantation.

There was game galore in those days. "And now,"

writes Bradford, " begane to come in store of foule as

winter approached, of which the place did abound when
they came first (but afterward decreased by degrees).

And besids water foule ther was great store of wild

turkies, of which they took many, besids venison, etc."

That was written in 162i,and there you have,more than two

hundred years ago, the noted beginning of game decrease

in America ; a subject on which, no doubt, these first

comers waxed eloquent in their old age, when they took

to recounting old times to their grandchildren, and one

as well, upon which every descendant of the Pilgrims may
wax eloquent in our own day as he tells his grandchil-

dren what duck shooting was when he was young.
The wild turkey indeed has been obliterated, not only

from the bounds of Plymouth Plantation, but from New
England. Some afiirm that still he may be found in

the wilder parts, the skulking sm-vival of a noble race;

but no Massachusetts sportsman of 1893 would dream of

going out to shoot a wild gobbler for his Thanksgiving

dinner, as did the men of Plymouth in 1631. To the

"great store" in those early days does a grateful nation

owe the blessed institution of Thanksgiving turkey. The
name of the sportsman who shot the game for that first

feast of rejoicing has been lost in the lapse of time, but if

ever turkey hunter hunted better than he knew it vras

this man whose hunting and whose home-bringing set

the pattern for the Thanksgiving feasting of lo! those

hundreds of years. The wild turkey of New England has

perished from the face of the earth, but he has left an in-

delible impress upon the Thanksgiving platters of a

nation, and for this achievement the bronze plumage of

the Pilgrim bred will shine for all time gloi'ified as with

the sheen of pure gold.

THE COAST FISHERY CONFERENCE.
' What are the causes of the prevailing scarcity of food

fishes in Atlantic Coast waters? What can be done to

remove the destructive agencies and to restore the fish-

eries? These are questions which have been forcing

themselves with growing insistence upon the attention of

fishermen for months past. TJiat the time is jrjpe for

their consideration is demonstrated by the commimica-

tions which are pouring in upon the New York Fish Com-
mission in response to their circular published in our

columns last week calling for a conference on the subject.

The meeting will be held in this city on Dec. 13. It

will be attended by representatives of the United States

Fish Commission, the Fish Commissioners of Maine,

Massachusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut, New York,

New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland, Vir-

ginia and North Carolina, the last two States having

been included on the suggestion of United States Com-
missioner MacDonald. Fish protective societies, angling

clubs and individuals will be represented. It is but fair

to assume that the menhaden fishermen and the pound

men will be there and give their side of the case.

The investigation is one which cannot be completed

in a day; this conference of Dec. 13, let us hope, will

only mark the beginning of a movement which shall

not be abandoned until the important purpose declared

by the projectors shaU have been secured.

AN IMPORTANT POWDER TEST.

"We print to-day the first portion of the report by Mr.

Armin Tenner on the gunpowder tests recently conducted

by him. The introductory paper is preliminary to the

actual figures of the test; it deals with certain fundamen-

principles of the science of shooting; and like the entire

report it is deserving of careful study. The conclusion of

the report will be given in succeeding issues.

These tests by Mr. Tenner and the experts who acted

with him are the most thorough, inteUigent, comprehen-

sive and exhaustive public trials of sporting gunpowder

ever made in this country. The conditions attending

them were such as to command confidence in their im-

partiality of conduct and correctness of conclusions.

The trials are timely and meet a recognized demand.

Popular knowledge has by no means kept pace with the

introduction of new and novel explosives. Sportsmen

have had put into their hands compounds, of the con-

stituents and properties of which they know absolutely

nothing, beyond the bare statements of the manufacturer.

The ijowders have been taken on trust ; and their use has

of necessity been in large measm-e ex]jerimental and

uncontrolled by any adequate comprehension of govern-

ing principles. Under such circumstances, Mr. Tenner's

report pubUshed in the FoEEST and Stream will be wel-

comed by the shooting public ; and we may expect not

only that it will materially add to popular information

on the subject of explosives, but that it will lead as well to

a more reasonable and intelligent use of gunpowders.

Mr. Tenner's name is not unfamiliar to the readers of

our shooting cplumns, to which he has been a frequent

contributor. Born in Thuringia, Germany, Mr. Tenner
came to this country at the age of seventeen, enlisted in

the 11th Missouri Volunteers, and at the close of the war
took up his residence in Cincinnati, where he was con-

nected with the German press. He was one of the organ-

izers of the Cincinnati AccHmatization Society and the

Cincinnati Zoological Gardens, serving as secretary of

both these institutions and as manager of the Gardens.

Going abroad as manager of the International Telephone

Company, he secured franchises for the operation of tele-

phone exchanges in Russia, Italy, Switzerland and other

European countries.

Always interested in guns and shooting, he indulged

his bent in that direction, and of late years has been

active in promoting the popularity of trap-shooting in

Germany. He was long a director in the German Shoot-

ing Association, and acted as manager of their tests of

arms and powders. Concluding at length that, as he

puts it, Germany was too small a country for him, Mr,

Tenner came back to America, bringing with him a fine

set of the most approved ballistic instruments of the

day; and as he has already stated in our gun columns,

he proposes to establish here a proof house for the test

of firearms, on the plan which has proved so popular and
so useful under his management abroad.

THE RACCOON.

No LONG- description is needed to introduce to our read-

ers the raccoon, figured in our animal supplement of to-

day. Almost every man and boy in the country knows
the coon, and most of them have had the pleasure of

hunting it in the moonlight nights of the late autumn and
early winter.

The raccoon belongs to the group of split-footed car-

nivores known as the Arctoidea, or bearlike animals, and
is in the same family with the coati-mundis of South

America, which are often seen in menageries, and may
be recognized by their peculiarly long snouts and their

long ringed tails. Its nearest relation in the United States

is the raccoon-fox or Bassaris of the Southwest. There

are two species of raccoons in North America and one in

South America. The two first are known as Procyon lotor

and hernandezii, and the South American form, the crab

eater, is Procyon eancrivorus. This is somewhat larger

than the common North American animal, but as its fur

is much shorter, it does not appear to be so large.

The coon is distributed over the whole of the United

States wherever forests grow, and we have also seen its

track along streams on the great plains where the only

timber consisted of an occasional Cottonwood in the river

valley. It is especially abundant in the South, and in

that section is eagerly pursued by the negroes, who hunt

it with dogs, driving it into a tree from which it is then

shaken out, or, if the tree cannot be chmbed, shot; or the

tree is felled. The same method of pursuit is followed in

the New England and other States.

The coon is readily tamed and becomes an amusing pet.

As it gains confidence, however, it is likely to be trouble-

some, for its caj)acity for mischief is unlimited.

Past numbers of the Forest and Stream have had
numerous accounts of the pains and pleasures of coon

hunting, and to these the readers who are not familiar

with this fascinating sport are referred.

This number contains as an illustrated supplement a
portrait of the Coon, drawn by Mr, Ernest E. Thompson.
This is the third in a series of four. Those already

printed are: The Moose, Oct. 14, 1893; Woodland Cari-

bou, Nov. 11. The last one will be of the Virginia Deer,

Jan. 6, 1894. The dates of the former series, of which
copies can be supplied, are as follows: Sept. 8, 1893, The
Panther, Oct. 6, The Ocelot. Nov. 3, The Canada Lynx.

Dec. 1, The Bay Lynx. Jan, o, 1893, Gray Wolf. Feb.

3, White Goat. March 3, Coyote. April 6, Antelope-

May 4, Fox,

In one of our early October issues Mr, G, O, Shields,

writing from Pelan, Minn.
,
reported, "I have lately talked

with many settlers who live in and near the moose
country, and they all say that they ahaU continue to kill

moose and other game, the same as heretofore, law or no
law." Senator Henry Keller called at the office of the

Hallock Enterprise the other day and gave out that when
the Minnesota Legislature met again he would introduce

a bin offering a reward of $25 for the conviction of a
person found guilty of killing moose or elk or prairie

chicken out of season. We shall see what we shall see.
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A STORY OF INDIAN DAYS.
No doubt there are some few moments in the hfe

of every man, and of a mountaineer in particular, when
he really thinks that his life is about done. And when he
honestly thinJjs so, he acts just as though it was true,

although he may really have been in no danger. At other
times he may be placed in the utmost peril and danger;
bullets may be flying thick around him, yet he seems to

heed them not and does not get scared until the danger
is over.
In the summer of 1861, I mined in Georgia Gulch in

Colorado. I worked hard six days, and kept Sunday by
hunting, as much for the love of it as for the meat I

usually secured. Along in October we shut down our
claim and began to scatter for the winter. Father con-
cluded that he would stay on the claim; but I was too
fond of hunting to want to spt-nd another winter in the
mountains so near the snow range. Some friends were
going down to winter where the Arkansas Elver puts out
of the mountain; and I concluded to go with them.
Game was reported to be plenty and so it was. Snow
had begun to fall in South Park and the traveling was
heavy the first two days; then we got out of the snow
belt. The first day out I killed an antelope, the next a
big blacktail buck; and these kept the company in meat
until we reached Canon City. Here the teams stopped a
few days while the men hunted around for a suitable
place to winter. George and I went down on to a small
stream called Hard Scrabble. Here we found game in
abundance, such as elk, deer, black and white tail, ante-
lope and turkeys, with good feed and plenty of water.
We killed two deer and hung them up; went back, got
the outfit, moved down, got our d^er and then went to
building a cabin on the Maxwell Grant for winter quar-
ter-.

I had begun to see that my friends were very stingy and
thou>j;ht they would get what money I had brought along,
irrespective of what I was to pay for my part of the cook-
ing, which was done by Al's wife. I made up my mind
that I should leave them as soon as an opportunity pre-
sented itself. A man named Vicroy owned a ranch three
miles below whei-e we were camped; and he had started to
build a mill. He wanted a man to uig out a place to set

the wheel, so I took the job. I got my traps together,
settled up with my friends, and went down to work. As
there was no particular hurry for the excavation, I hunted
more than half the time. We had all the game we
wanted.

I had been in my new quarters about ten days, when
one evening Vic wanted to know if I could drive oxen. I

told him I could and that I had graduated in buUwhack-
iog, and had stood up near the head of my class. Said
he, "That's good. Will you take two yoke of oxen and
go down to Major & Eussell's winter quarters, and leave
a light wagon and bring back a heavy one? It is fifty

miles down on the Arkansas Eiver. You can go down in
two days and come back in two. Pueblo U half way."
'All right," said I, "when shall I start?" "To-morrow."
The next morning early I yoked up two yoke of good

oxen, hitched on to a light wagon, put in my blankets,
some bread, a little salt, sugar and coffee, and a fore-
quarter of an antelope, for I always like to have a piece
of meat to roast when I am sitting around a camp-fire
alone; it helps kill time.
"You can stop at Pueblo," Vic told me, "I will over-

take you there."
I supposed it must be a town, but when I got there I

found it to contain about a half dozen houses, all of
which seemed to be filled with red pepper, or chili, as
they called it, except one cluster, which was inhabited by
a Mexican named Juan Chickette. A more bloodthirsty
looking greaser 1 never met. I told him who I was and
tiiat Vicroy owned the team and would be there that
night. Juan told me I could stay and put the oxen in
bis corral and feed them if I would pay him then. I
told him. I had no money, so I would go up on the creek
and make camp, for I had some doubts about Vic's com-
ing that night. I went up a short distance, camped,
turned the oxen out, watched them until nearly dark,
then hobbled tvvo, and prepared camp for the night.
Next morning early 1 was up after my oxen, which had

not gone far. I let them feed until I got through my
breakfast, then hitched up and started on my road. I

saw a great many antelope and a few whitetaii deer, but
none were near enough for me to get a shot at.

I kept hurrymg up the oxen, and by three o'clock I had
reached the big ranch. Here were those big prairie
bchooners, just such as I had used a few years before,
chains by the ton, yokes by the cord, work-oxen by the
thousand. It was their winter quarter for trains tliat had
come ovit and could not get back before winter set in on
the plains. Here I received kind treatment and was well
cared for. I told the foreman who I was and what I
came for ; and that Vicroy had said that he would over-
take me at Pueblo, "Oh," said the foreman, " he may
not come, you can wait or you can take the wagon ; fur
Vic may not come, he is one of those fellows who are al-

ways beiiiud. 1 have known him for years."
When bed time came they wanted me to sleep in the

house, but I would not ; I was used to sleeping outdoors,
and the weather was fine.

The next morning I told the foreman I would start
back, as there Avould be no use of my waiting; so I
hitched on and started. Sometimes I would get up in
the wagon and ride, sometimes I would walk and hurry
the oxen up, for I wanted to reach Pueblo before dark.
Along about noon I saw a small cloud of dust rising

ahead. I thought it was Vic, and sure enough it was.
He came up and began to apologize for not coming
sooner; some teams had come down from the mines for
vegetables and he could not get away. I told him that
his friend Juan would not keep me unless I paid him in
advance, which I would not do, for I was afraid to let
them know I had a dollar.

"Well," said Vic, "you stop there to-night. I told him
I would pay him when f come back."
"No," said I, "I would rather camp where I did coming

down." Then we separated.
Probably an hour had elapsed. I was poking along

behind the wagon, when I thought I could hear Indians
yelling. On looking back I could see quite a cloud of
dust rising. I got up into the wagon and stopped the
team so I could listen. After listening a little while I

could hear Indians yelling. I started up the team, but
kept watching back, I could see the dust plainer; it

seemed to be coming, and I could hear the yelling more
distinctly. My first thought was to leave the team and
run for the river. If I could get to the brush I would be
all right. But it was more than a mile. If I left the
wagon there would be nothing to get behind to make a
fight.

One thing was certain -they would soon be there. I

had passed over a piece of rolling ground, which hid
them, but the dust was rising nearer, and the yelling was
getting to be very distinct. I was certain that the Indians
were on the war path, that they had got Vicroy and had
seen me and would soon have my scalp dangling from a
girdle.

I stopped the team, got up on top of the wagon box and
could see them coming. Yet they must have been a mile
and a half away. I thought I could see some near the
timber.

I jumped down, unhitched the oxen, turnpd them
round, chained them to the wheel, climbed back up into
the wagon, took some bullets out of my shot-pouch, laid

them on my roll of blankets, laid my pistol by them, and
then rested my rifle across the hind end gate and waited
for them to come. And come they did. One seemed to
be at least a quarter of a mile ahead of the main body. I

waited until this leader got within about 200yds., when I

fired. At the crack of my rifle down went the horse and
rider. But in an instant the Indian was up and started to
run for the river. The yelling was terrific; the Indians
began leaving the road to head the leader off. I reloaded
my rifle as quick as I could, but before I could get a cap
on the nipple they began shooting at the dismounted In-
dian, and soon I saw him stumble and fall. Then they
closed in around him. In a few minutes two of them
started toward my wagon. They had a white handkerchief
on a spear. I got down out of the wagon after sticking
my pistol in my waist. They rode up within about 10yds.
and spoke to me in Spanish. I could understand them
tolerably well; they told me they were friends to the
white man. The Indian they had killed was a Comanche
and had been stealing their horses and was on the best
horse they had, and if I had not killed it he would have
got away.
Soon they raised the bloody scalp on to a spear and be-

gan their war dance around it. I hitched up and left.

But I was so weak that I could hardly stand up. It was
nearly dark when I got back to Pueblo. I put the oxen
in the corral and ate and slept in the house that night, for
I had not got over my scare, and old Juan's cut-throat
countenance looked like the harbinger of peace compared
to those Arapahoes. The next day I reached home.
When Vic came he told me that his horse had bolted to

the brush as he was nearer the river, and he hid until
they passed. Then he did not know what to do, for he
thought it was a war party. But he ventured near enough
to Big Ranch to see people moving around; and when the
Indians returned they stopped and exhibited the scalp.

Then he felt much better, for he was afraid they had got
my sc^p as well as his team. Lew, Wilmot.

TWO DAYS AT HAMMONASSETT.
We reached the club house nestled in this remote Con-

necticut valley at dai'k. On the way thither the presi-

dent and I had picked up two flight woodcock and two
quail and had given the dogs a preparatory run through
stubble and alders in prospect of the work of the mor-
row. The Doctor arrived shortly after, having shot over
the club land on the way up from Madison. He emptied
his game pocket of two woodcock, a quail and a partridge.
We sat before the blazing hickory logs taking our otmm
cum dig. and laid our plans for the morning. Eex, Wad
and May lay stretched in lazy idleness before us and the
birds of other hunts looked down on us from their hooks
and perches on mantel and wall, and gave us prompting
for many a story of doubtful accuracy.
The thermometer stood at 28° F. as we packed the dogs

and ourselves into the club wagon at 8 o'clock next morn-
ing bound for the "Episcopal chm-ch region." The sun
was just topping Pea Hill; not a cloud in the sky, every
leaf and twig and blade of grass glistened like silver under
the heavy coating of hoar frost.

What words can paint che fall glories of the woods seen
through an atmosphere so clear that hills ten miles away
seem to be close at our feet.

What pen can tell of the thrill of hope and courage and
strength and thankfulness for very life, that infused us as
we climbed those glorious wooded hills, up, up into the
blue ether, away from the dust, the worry, the turmoil,
the sorrow of everyday life, up toward tlie blue of God's
Heaven, into the arms of om- dear mother Nature, with
her kindly touch, which softens all our sorrows and heals
all our wounds.
In the shadowy depths of the woods the frozen ferns

gleamed white and ghostlike on each side of the road, or
looked like coarse lace set out against the darker back-
ground of forest and glen. We have cast aside all

our troubles for the time. Here in a "Happy Valley" of
our owUj a Connecticut Arcadia, where the silver bill and
the financial situation are not, our greatest anxiety is the
fear tiiai perhaps two steaks, some chops and ham and
eggs will not be enough for dinner.

'S^^e first cover visited was a buckwheat patch planted
by the club and allowed to stand and "die down," afford-
ing unlimited food and good cover. Old Wad had scarcely
reached its edge when he began to make game, and the
l>up Rex, as he came around, backed up his grandsire in
Jiandsome form. Before we were organized for our shots
ithe birds flushed wide off, but the Doctor's gun dropped a
single. Wad retrieved neatly, and before we had gone
twenty paces another and smaller bevy flushed at the ex-
treme upper end of the field and dropped into some alders
near the chm-ch brook. We found them without much
trouble, and from a staunch point by Rex in thick cover
I winged one bii'd which dodged off to the left, and an
instant later fired at what proved to be a large hen bird
to the right. I saw a cloud of feathers drift down wind
and supposed I had killed; but after following my winged
bird for some distance and being unable to find it. I re-

turned for the other. The bird was not where it should
have been, but some light feathers and a half point from
Rex showed me that this bird, too, had been wounded
only. The pup, however, took the trail, and working i

down slowly and snakelike, came finally, 60yds. below, to
]

an open spot with grass tussocks at the end and edge of the
alders, wliere he made his final and unmistakable stand. '

We watched the pup and called Wad around, who backed
in great shape. The scene was typical of a point on quail
in cover. A hundred yards below stood an old and de-
serted farmhouse, weatherworn and gray. The brook,
ten steps from us, babbled and gurgled on its way to the
sea. and the old chm-ch of ninety years, looking strangely
out of place in this out-of-the-way region, loomed up
against the cloudless autumn sky to the right. The dogs
stood almost at right angles to each other. Eex, with his
head inchned sharply to one side, slightly crouching, and
his left hindleg cataleptically poised, stood as though
carved in stone. Wad at his right on a most stylish back-
ing point, head, back and flag all on a line.

We watched them and commented on them, and on our
beautiful surroundings, on hills and woods, and on the
delightful excitement of the moment. What was the
hurry? A few seconds, or moments, made no difference,
and one don't get these sensations so often that they can
be thrown away. At last I walk up and whirr goes the
bird straightaway. I score a kill on an easy shot and
Rex and Wad move on and point. Wad reti-ieves—Rex
has not yet learned this, senior year study.

1 start to move down to where some of the birds were
supposed to have flown, but missing my dog I turn and
call "Rex," and see him pointing at the same tussock
from which my bagged bird had flown. I walk back and
say, "Why, Rtx, you were a good dog to find that bird,

but don't shake my trust in your intelligence by pointing
again where she got up. Come away, come on, good
dog, Rex; come on, don't be a fool." No reply from the
graven image. I walk up and kick about the grass, but
find nothing. "Rex, come away from there," Finally I

take him by the collar, but as I do so he breaks his [loint

and puts out his paw and rests it on a thick bimch of

grass, and as I part the matted grass I see and lift out a
fine hen quail in her last gasps, It vcae the bird 1 had
wounded which had run with the other, and the sagacious
brute of a dog had made his mind, or scent, up that there
were two birds in that bunch of grass, and by his intelli-

gence had added one to our bag.
We left this cover after the proper amount of caressing

and good-boy-ing had been done, and went up the hill to

the upper buckwheat and into woodcock and partridge
cover. The Doctor had three pretty chances on the way
up, two at quail and one at a woodcock. The woodcock
and one quail came to bag.

I was walking through a tangled thicket of sprouts,

cat-briers a,nd alders when Ri^x gave xmmistakable evi-

dence of being on a partridge trail. I "got ahead,"
"crashing through the brash," unable to make progress
without noise. The pyrotechnics went off and so did my
feather-weight gun, and I saw through the scrub oak
which had not yet shed its leaves, a bundle of brown
feathers fall to the ground, but only winged, and in my
hurry to get to the spot on account of iiex'a unfinished
education, I h>st an easy shot at another bird, which got
up when I was hors de combat with the gun open and
tangled up in a grapevine.
Tne dog took the trail and I lost him, but after a time

came upon him lying down beside a rock and evidently
satisfied with himself. I could see no bird and the dog
would not go on when ordered to. As soon as I could get
the Doctor with old Wad, I explained matters and a
"dead bird" "seek" to the old boy disclosed my dead
partridge within 10 paces of my dog and a hundred yards
from where I had fired. As soon as the bird was bagged
Rex got up and began hunting again as before.

We went down the hill to keep our appointment with
the president at Bunnell's Bridge. Before noon we liad

started four bevies of quail, but we shot indiffer-

ently and the birds acted as though they did not want to

come to bag, and at noon we had but five—three quail, a
woodcock and a partridge. We lunched at Bunnell's
Bridge, on the banks of the Hammonassett.
At this point our president left us for the club house

and New Haven, and the Doctor and I finished our
day by a tramj) to the club, picking up three more birds

and watching the fine working of the two dogs, Wad and
Rex. We had a dozen points, but in many places it was
impossible to shoot. We put our eight birds—five quail,

two partridges and one woodcock—in the ice box, got
into our sweaters and slippers, and dropped off after sup-

per into that gentle insouciance which always follows a
day's hunt and a good meal.

• We hunted hah the next day and added thi-ee quail,

two partridges and two woodcock to our score. After
luncheon we bowled down to Madison, eleven miles, be-

hind the club pair, and at 9 o'clock were recounting
another happy outing to our wives and indorsing om-
statements by the present of twenty-three birds—eleven
quail, seven woodcock and five partridges. Incog.

A Moose on the I^ast Day.

Washington, D. C, Nov. 25 —Three weeks ago, just

as I was about leaving here for a short trip to the woods,
I read with interest a well-illustrated account by one of

your correspondents of how he killed his first moose.
1 killed my first moose on Oct. 36, 188;^, still-hunting

on a perfectly still day, with neither snow, rain or wind
to help me. I am just back from my tenth moose hunt
and report that on Saturday I killed my last moose, on a
bitter cold windy day, with the frozen leaves covei<ed

with several inches of crusted snow, just the day when
the sensible still-hunter stays in camp to clean his gun,

boil bean soup, mend moccasins and the like.

This was my last day, however, so out I went and in

the face of adverse circumstances got a young bull about
five years old which measured 6ft. 3in. My measure-
ments are those of one who has measured a good many
and lived out, I have never yet seen a 7-foot moose. The
head and horns weighed 77ilbs. My Indian shouldered

these while I took the hide, .5Ubs,, and we had a two and
a half hour tramp with them the next morning in a
blinding snowstorm. That is what 1 caU good work
and the sort of hunting that gives the m®st pleasure—
the hunter's wits against the game's.

Your correspondent I mentioned wondered where one
of his guides, an Indian, got the name of Seymour. His

name is not Seymour, it is Ignace Simon. He and his

brother Hyacinthe are both good hunters, and I have
employed both of them at times as far back as 1884 and
1886.

Tney are sons of old Antoine Simon, who was drowned
I five or six yeais ago in the Ottawa River,

(
The Canadians drop the nasal twang in pronouncing

French, and Simon becomes Seerao, mistaken by your
I correspondent for Seymour. Cecil Ciat,
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WILD TURKEYS OF NORTH AMERICA.
BY D. G. ELLIOT.

ALTHOUaH the New World has contributed but one
genus to the great family of the Phasianidce, yet the

species that are comprised within it are the most import-
ant and valuable to man of all the known forms of fz;ei\li-

naceous birds, pither in their wild state, as furnishing

food to forest dwellers, or through the various domesti-
cated strains which knowledge and ingenuity has been
able to produce from the wild creatures themselves.

The turkey is of very ancient lineage, and existed in

early geological times, various portions of the skeletons

having been found both in the Miocene of Colorado and
the post-Pleiocene of New Jersey. These represented
species larger, as well as smaller, than those livmg to-day.

Very confused ideas prevailed among Europeans of a
few centuries ago as to the native country of these splen-

did birds, and the trivial name by which they are every-

where recognized was bestowed on account of the erro-

neous belief that they were introduced into England from
Turkey, and were indigenous to that country.

IJp to the last few years it was supposed only one species

of the genus Meleagris existed, the common wild turkey,

as found in the eastern border of North America, and that

from it sprung all the domesticated races in their differ-

ent forms, so familiar thi-oughout the world, and ir was
not until 1856 that Gould separated the bird, then believed

to be found only in Mexico, from its northern relative,

as M. mexicana. This is very distinct from the common
wild turkey, and undoubtedly is the source from which
the greater portion of the domesticated birds are de-

rived. The name of the genus Meleagris, from the G-reek

l-iEXeLxypid, a guinea fowl, is another evidence of the con-

fused ideas existing regarding these bii-ds, and it was sup-

posed to be the same species known to the ancients under
that name. Externally, on a large scale, in their general
form and mode of carriage, turkeys have a certain re-

semblance to guiiiea fowls, but their skeletons possess very
different characters, and of course in these days there is

no likelihood of any one confounding the two in any way
whatever. They represent two well defined subfamilies

of the one great family.
The visible characters which identify and separate tur-

keys from all other birds may be briefly stated as follows:

Head and upper portion of neck naked, with a wrinkled
skin, covered more or less with wartlike protuberances,
an extensile appendage on the forehead, a dewlap present,

a tarsus covered before and behind with broad scales,

and armed, in the male, with a spur. The feathers are

firm and smooth, and of highly metallic colors, especially

in the male, which sex is also distinguished by a "beard,"
or tuft of lengthened hairlike feathers projecting from
the brea-st. Turkeys are both arboreal and terrestrial, and
are capable, when on the ground, of outrunning a fairly

swift horse.
At the present time there are four species and subspecies

of the genus recognized in North America, and one, a
most gorgeous bird, fairly rivalin.L;- tlie hummingbird in

tiie resplendent metallic" brilliancy uf its plumage, is a
native of certain portions of Central America.
The four North American birds are about equal in size,

having a general resemblance to each other in the colors

of their plumage, but each possessing characteristic dif-

ferences, which cause them to be readily recognizable.

One has been known since the discovery of the North
American continent, another was described, as already
stated, in 1856, and the other two within a few years, one
indeed only in the summer of 1893. They are Meleagris
gallopavo, the common wild turkey; M. mexicana, the

Mexican turkey, but not restricted by any means to that

country; M. gaUopavo osceola, the Florida wild turkey,

and M. gallopavo ellioti, the Rio Grande wild turkey.

These four may be characterized in a key somewhat as

follows:
I. Plumage higlily metallic.

a. Upper tail-coverts and tail very dark reddish chest-

nut, the latter tipped with rusty,

a'. Primaries white with black bars. M. gallopavo.

b'. Primaries brownish black with white bars, not
reaching the shaft. M. g. osceola.

b. Upper tail-coverts and tail chestnut, tipped with
buff. M. g. elUoii.

c. Upper tail-coverts and tail tip'ped with white.
M. Diexicana.

It will be seen by the above that the first two species

are very similar in appearance and that the main differ-

ence is in the coloration of the primaries, or long stiff

feathers of the wing, sometimes called "flight feathers."

In the common wild turkey the black and white are

pretty equally distributed on these feathers, and they buth

reach the shaft, while in the Florida bird tin- white bars

are narrow, somewhat broken, and do not reach the shaft.

These markings, though apparently so insignificant and
apt to be overlooked by the casual observer, are never-

theless constant, and it is by such characters, trivial as

they may seem, that the subspecific forms are estabhshed

and the geographical distribution of animals on our globe

ascertained.
The next two, species and subspecies, have more evi-

ilence that they should be separated from the Northern
.and Eastern bird, and while the If. g. ellioti at first sight

might be mistaken for the common wild turkey, by com-
paring the two it would be at once perceived how much
they differ in the coloring of the rump, upper and under
tail-coverts and tail. The feathers of the rump are black,

with a metallic coppery bronze subterminal bar, and
broadly tipped with dark ochraceous buff; the coverts are

chestnut with narrow black crossbars, and broadly tipped

with buff. The tail is mottled with pale chestnut and
black, with a subterminal black bar, and broadly tipped

with dark ochraceous buff. The feathers of the rump of

.the common wild turkey and also the tail-coverts are

broadly tipped with dark chestnut, and the tail is tipped

with rusty, giving a very different appearance to tliese

parts, as shown in M. g. ellioti. The primaries of the

last-named also are more like 31. mexicana than those of

M. gallopavo, and furnish .-ui additional character to dis-

tinguish the Rio Grande bird. The female of M. g, ellioti,

however, in the grayish tips of the feathers on the upper
parts of the body and the pale buff tips on those of the

under surface, differs so entirely from the females of all

other spepiea of turkey, that it raiBeg a serious question

whether this form should not be accorded a full specific

rank equal to mexicana and gallopavo. Lastly, M. mexi-

cana, in its white-tipped tail-coverts and tail, is easily dis-

tinguished from the other forms-

Wild Turkey

—

Meleagris gallopavo.

Meleagris gallopavo, Linn. Syst. Nat., Vol. I., 1766, p.

268.

Habitat, eastern United States, from southern Canada
to northern Florida and eastern Texas, west to the plains.

Naked skin of the head and neck blue, the wattles red.

Feathers of neck and body generally coppery bronze,

changing with gi'eenish or purplish reflections, and mar-
gined with black. Back and rump black, with red reflec-

tions; sides, and upper and lower tail-coverts dark chest-

nut, with a subterminal black bar, and with purple

reflections, and tipped with dark chestnut. Tail chestnut,

barred and mottled with black, with a subterminal black

bar, and tipped with pale chestnut or rusty. A long,

pendent tuft of hair-like feathers from the center of the

breast. Bill and legs red.

It has been a moot question among writers what should

be the proper name for this well-known bird, but as Lin-

neeus gave that of ga/Zojxw'o to the "New England wild

turkey" of Ray, there can be no doubt as to its rightful

appellation. The turkey was first introduced into the

West India Islands in 1526 in a domestic state, and into

England in 1541. In the reign of Francis I. it was im-
ported into France, and it was first served on the table in

that country on the occasion of the wedding of Charles.

IX., in 1570. Bred with care it increased rapidly, and
was soon introduced into Asia and Africa. At the time

of the settlement of America the turkey was generally

disti-ibuted all along our eastern seaboard from Florida

to the New England States, but it has long since become
practically extinct as a wild bu'd north of Pennsylvania,

and in that State it is confined to a few mountainous dis-

tricts. Its range was given by most writers as much
more extensive than is really the fact, because it has been
confouHded with the Florida bird on the eastern coast,

and with the Rio Grande tm'key in the southwest, these

forms having only lately been recognized as distinct. It

may now be considered as restricted from Pennsylvania
to northern Florida of the Atlantic States, through the

Gulf States to southern Texas, north to Canada and west-

ward to the plains. Its habits are so well known and the

methods employed for its capture so thoroughly under-

stood, that it is not necessary to discuss them here; but no
more wary, keen-eyed, alert wild denizen of the forest

exists in any land than this noble bird, and any hunter

may well feel proud and elated when, by methods only

permissible to the true sportsman, matching his knowl-
edge and skill against the sagacity and cunning of this

thoroughly game creature, he succeeds in outwitting and
bringing to bag so splendid a quarry. Long may it be

preserved, the grandest of our feathered game, to orna-

ment our woods and rouse its echoes in the early spring

time with its rolling challenge, sounded from some lofty

perch, in defiance of its rivals or in response to the low
call of the female.

Florida Wild Tur\^ey—Meleagris gaUopavo osceola.

Meleagris gallojxivo osceola, Scott. Auk, 1890, p. 376.

Habitat, Tarpon Springs, Florida, and about the south-

ern half of the Peninsula. Resembling 31. gallopavo, but

differing in having the white on the primaries and outer

secondaries in the shape of narrow broken bars not reach-

ing the shaft. The inner secondaries grayish brown with-

out bars and mottled with brown on inner webs. The
subspecies is found in the southern part of Florida, but

its exact range has not yet been definitely ascertained.

The type specimen came from Tarpon Springs, where it

was procured by Mr. Scott. It is a well marked race,

easily recognized from the common wild turkey by the

characters given above. It is abundant in the section of

the State it frequents, and is named after the celebrated

Seminole chief.

Rio Grande Turkey—Meleagris gallopavo ellioti.

Meleagris gallopavo ellioti, Sennett, Auk, 1893, p. 167,

pi. III.

Habitat, lowlands of southern Texas and eastern Mex-
ico. Distinguished from other turkeys by the ochraceous
buff tips on the tail and its upper and lower coverts, by
the deep blue black of the lower back destitute of the

brilliant metallic reflections of the other forms, and in

the female by the grayish tips of the feathers on the

upper parts, and the pale buff or grayish white edgings

of \hose on the under surface. The tips of the tail and
those of the upper coverts are paler than in the male.

This is a very strongly marked form of wild turkey, so

strongly characterized indeed in the female as would
warrant it, as I have already said, to be considered an in-

dependent species. There is no female turkey that I

have ever seen so peculiarly marked as is that sex of the

Rio Grande form, the nearest being the female of M. mex-
icana, but this bird has no gray edgings on the upper
back and only extremely narrow ones on the lower sur-

face. The general coloring of the feathers is also entirely

different.

Mr. Sennett, who procured and described this new tur-

key, states that it is common on the coast, and in the low-

lands, from about the Brazos River in Texas, to Vera
Cruz, in Mexico, wherever timber and food are abundant,
up to an altitude not exceeding 2,000ft. above the level of

the sea. No evidence has been obtained that it inter-

grades with any other form, all tlie specimens procured
being remarkably alike, and exhibiting a conspicuous
ditt"(?rence from the other known kinds of wild turkeys.

It is a large bird, frequently weighing over 20lb3., and the

males are very handsome indeed in their metallic and
buff colored plumage.

Mexican TurWey—Meleagris mexicana.

Meleagris ijiexicana. Gould Proc. Zool. Soc, 1856,

p. 61.

Habitat, Rocky Mountains, from western Texas to

Arizona, and south along the table land of Mexico, above
an altitude of 3.000ft.

The Mexican turkey can aUvays be recognized by the
broad white tips to the tail-coverts and tail. Tiie general

plumage is fiery copper, with black and green reflections,

and the primaries are barred with black and white like

those of 31. gallopavo, quite different from those of osceola

and ellioti. This bird is undoubtedly the source from
which all the domesticated strains with white-tipped
feathers arose. The jet black or bronze, domestic race,

were derived from the eastern wUd hird, but whenever a

tame turkey is seen with these peculiar white or very
pale buff-tipped feathers, it is very certain it contains

some of the blood of the Mexican species. This turkey is

a bird of the highlands, rarely met with below 3,000ft.

above the level of the sea, and from that up to 10,000ft,

It is veiy common in the localities it frequents, often

met with in large droves; I have seen thirty or forty

of them together, and it does not differ in its habits

from the other species. When the Spaniards first entered

the City of Mexico they found extensive zoological gar-

dens maintained by the Emperor Montezuma, containing

nearly all the animals of his own country, as well as

others brought from a distance, and to the beasts of prey,

it was stated, that turkeys were supplied as food. High
livers and greatly favored we must regard these pets of

imperial majesty. When the turkey was first domesti-

cated in Mexico is not known, but its introduction into

Europe in the sixteenth century would show that it was
reclaimed from the wild state long prior to the advent of

Cortez.
The Mexican turkey grows to a very large size and it

seemed to me that the average, judging from those I shot

and saw in New Mexico on the borders of Arizona, was
larger than that of our Eastern bird. The males are

very handsome, and especially conspicuous from the

amount of white, or buffy white, on the lower back and
tail. They are shot mainly from the roosts on moonlight
nights or in the early morning, and on account of the

lofty trees in those localities and the height at which the

birds perch, a rifle is the only weapon certain to reach
them and bring them to the ground. They are very
tenacious of life and many sorely wounded birds contrive

to effect their escape amid the shadows of the surround-
ing woods, or in the dense brush and thickets of the

mountains and valleys. I have treated this bird in this

paper as a species, although in the A. O. U. List it is con-

sidered only a subspecies of the common wild turkey.

Possibly the two forms may run together, but at present

it is not known that they do, and so I leave it as a

species.

With the last species the list of wild turkeys known at

the ^present day to inhabit North America is exhausted;

but before bringing this article to a close it would per-

haps be well to say a few words upon the "noblest Roman
of them all," albeit he is not a North American citizen—the

gorgeous ocellated turkey of Yucatan and Guatemala.
This wonderfully plumaged bird is slightly smaller than

our wild turkey, and is a native of the district lying be-

tween the base of the promontory of Yucatan and the

extensive forests which overspread the northern and east-

ern portions of Guatemala, and westward probably to the

lands bordering the Usumacinta and Rio San Pedro. It is

doubtful if it is found in the repubhc of Honduras. It

dwells in districts interspersed with open tracts and dense
forests, is even more shy and wary than our own bird, if

such a thing could be deemed possible, goes in small flocks,

and in its habits resembles closely our wild turkey. The
best description would give but a faint idea of this bird's

appearance, but the following may help one to recognize

it if seen for the first time: Head and neck deep blue, the

lower part of the sides and front of the latter covered with
bright red wartlike excrescences, A large, thick wattle

between the eyes, extending to the bill, and another pen-

dent over the biU, both deep blue, and terminating with
yellow excrescences. Similar wart-like excrescences over

the eyes and also between the eyes and the bill, bright

yellow. Feathers of upper part of back bright metallic

green at base, succeeded by a line of black and tipped

with yellow. Back and rump feathers blue at base, fol-

lowed by a line of black and broadly tipped with red, this

last color richest on the rump. Scapulars like the back.

Secondaries white, irregtdarly barred with grass green.

Primaries white, barred with brownish black. Shoulders

and smaller wing-coverts rich green, margined with black;

greater wing-coverts deep red. Upper part of breast

like the back. Flanks and lower parts generally black,

feathers tipped with brilliant red. Upper taU-coverts and
tail feathers light brown at base, mottled with black, fol-

lowed by an irregular bar or broad spot of deej) blue,

margined above and below with black, succeeded by a
line of yellowish; the remainder of terminal portions deep
red. The coverts are very long, extending half way down
the tail. Biff, legs and leet red. Such is the plumage of

this extraordinary bird, which far outstrips the peacocK
in gaudy apparel, and vies in its changing tints and bril-

liant metallic hues, resembling the rainbow in their

startling contrasts, with the hummingbirds, those fairy-

feathered jewels of the air. Various vain attempts have
been made to domesticate it, and it is not probable that it

will ever be, like its northeim relative, a familiar object

near the abodes of men.

THAT WHITE RATTLESNAKE.
Beatrice, Neb., Nov. 1.—In the issue of Oct. 38, "Dr,

Jes," of Douglas, Wyo., advances the theory that the
white rattlesnake I mentioned as being captured neai- here
was simply an ordinary rattler which was shedding his

skin.
Mr. Chas. King, living 13 miles east of this city, has the

snake still alive, and yesterday I drove out to see it. Mr.
King's replies to my inquiries, I think, preclude any other
theory than that the snake is an albino. I saw it a few
days after he first captured it, and again yesterday, and I

can see no difference in the condition of the skin, although
about forty-five days, twice the time consumed in the
process of shedding the skin, have gone by. I stiU hold to

the theory I first advanced, that the snake is an albino, a
freak in a specimen of the common black prairie rattle-

snake. Mr. King tells me that the Smithsonian Institute

is corresponding with him and will probably secure the

little serpent for their collection. I hope this will be
brought about, so that Eastern readers of the FoREST and
Stream may see it too. fili-. King said:

"I captured the white rattlesnake about Sept. 30, The
skin smooth and the color bright then, and I do not notice

any change now in the condition of skin or in the color

compared with the same at the time of capture. There is

no change in any way that I can detect up to the present

time (Nov. 13). The snake is perfectly healthy and Uve-
lier than is generally the case with a rattlesnake. I feed
it milk and water mixed, once in two or three days. It

does not lap the milk like a cat or dog, but puts its mouth
down in it and drinks after the manner of a horse

or cow and swallows very fast. If not disturbed it

will drink all it wants before leaving the dish

and then does not drink again for two or thyeg
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days, as near as I can determine. I have not noticed
any change in the color of either the spots or the
body since he has been in my possession, The skin is at
the present time smooth and glossy, not inclined to
roughness, nor does it differ from the skin of any snake
except in color. I put a live mouse in the box a few days
after capturing him. This one he struck and killed and
then swallowed it. I have since put a number of field

mice and common house mice in the box with him, but
he does not molest them in any way, though they run all

over him. The mice if left in the box a day or two
become sluggish and die, though the snake does not touch
them."
The little fellow is very lively for a rattlesnake and

carries a set of fangs such as always go wiQi the ordin-
ary rattler; and he seems to be of a rather pugnacious
disposition. If 3^ou so much as put your hand toward his
box, when he can see you, he starts his "music box" and
coils at once, all ready for business on short notice.

I would like to hear from other readers if any other
cases of a like nature have ever come under their notice.
I have killed many rattlesnakes, but never saw anything
like this one. El Comakcho.

AMERICAN ORNITHOLOGISTS' UNION.
The eleventh congress of the A. O. U. was held at Cam-

bridge, Mass. , Nov. 20 to 23. The business meeting, which
always precedes the public sessions, was held at "the resi-
dence of Mr. C. F. Batchelder on the evening of Nov. 20.
At this meeting the old officers were reelected, as follows:
Dr. Elliot Coues, President: Messrs. Wm. Brewster and
H. W. Henshaw, Vice-Presidents: Mr. John H. Sage, Sec-
retary, and Mr. Wm. Dutcher, Treasurer. The council
for the year consists of Dr. J. A. Allen. Messrs. C. B. Corv,
C. F. Batchelder, D. G. Elliot, Robert Padgway, and Drs.
C- Hart Merriam and L. Stejneger. Eighty-three associ-
ate members were elected, but there were no elections of
honorary, corresponding or active membei's.
The new committee on "Classification and Nomencla-

ture of North American Birds" consists of Dr. J. A. Allen,
Wm. Brewster, Dr. Elliot Coues, Dr. 0. Hart Merriam and
Robert Ridj^ way.
The new committee on "Protection of North American

Birds" is made up of Dr. Frank M. Chapman and L. S.
Foster, Dr. Jonathan D'wight, Jr.

,
Capt. 0. E. Bendire and

Mr. Montague Chamberlain.
The public meeting, at which the papers presented to

the congress are read, was held in the Nash lecture room
of the University Museum. In the absence of the presi-
dent, Dr. Coues, who is detained in the West, Mr. Wm.
Brewster, the vice-president, presided. On behalf of Har-
vard University, Dr. George L, Goodale welcomed the
Union to Cambridge. The following papers were read:
Bird Migration in Chester county, South Carolina, -viewed with

Reference to its Gauss—Leverett M Loomis.
Brief Remarks on the Origin of Bird Migration—Frank M. Chap-

man.
The Survival of the Fittest—D. G. Elliot.
Protective Coloration and Natural Selection—J. A Allen.
Protective Miinicry- J A Allen.
The Island of Trinidad and its Bird Life; Illustrated with Lantern

Slides - Frank M. Chapman

,

On the Tongue of Dfudroica fzgrina—Frederic A. Lucas.
Observation on the Ruby-throated Hurnmingbird-Jane L. Hine.
General Impressions of Tropical Bird Life—Frank M. Chapman.
The Labradoi' Duck.— Another specimen, with some additional data

of extant speciiueDS—Wm. Diitcher.
Remarks on the Ne.st of Cistothorus palastris -Louis B. Bishop.
Habits of the Double-crested Cormorant (Plicdacrocorax dilqphus)

in Rhode Inland - Geo H. Mackay.
Remarks on the Fauna of Wyomine—C. Hart Merriam.
Some Mexican Notes—E. W. Nelson.
Change in Feedmg Habits of the Night Hawk since the General Use

of Electric Lights—A. P. ChadlJourne.
Instance of Reasoning in the Scarlet Ibis—A. P. Chadbourne.

The paper which had in it most of popular interest was
that by Mr. Frank M. Chapman, on the Island of Trini-
dad and its Bu-d Life. It was read before a large audi-
ence on the afternoon of Wednesday, and was listened to
with great attention. It w:fS quite fully illustrated with
lantern slides imd was the paper of the day. Many other
of the papers were of unusual interest.

It was voted to hold the next congress of the Union in
New- York city, a session to begin on the second Monday
in November, 1894. Sixteen active and thirty associate
members were present during the congress.
The members of the Union were invited to attend an

informal reception on Monday evening, Nov. 20, at the
residence of Mr. C. F. Batchelder to celebrate the twenii-
eth birtliday of the Nuttall Ornithological Club. During
their stay in Cambridge every hospitality was extended
to the visiting members of the A. 0. U. by the Nuttall
Club.

At the close of the meeting thanks were tendered to
Prof. Geo. L. Goodale for the use of the Botanic Lecture
Roojn of Harvard University; to the Colonial Club, of
Canabridge, for courtesies extended, and to the Nuttall
Ornithological Club for its cordial welcome and generous
hospitalities extended the visiting members.
As remarked last week, the A, 0. U. may almost be

called the child of the Nuttall Club, and tlie parent on
this occasion extended to its lusty offspring kindnesses
which will long be remembered by the members of the
Union. These and the other pleasant features of the con-
gress of 1893 render the meet perhaps the most enjoyable
that has ever been held.

Female Caribou Horns.
• New York, Nov. 23.—Your picture of caribou I con-

sider very fine. In regard to the female caribou with
horns my experience has been that when with young they
always carry antlers, sometimes so lai-ge and so w^ell
bunched that they come to an untimely end. I killed one
on my last trip by mistake: a good sized cow ,seen with
antlers 100yds. a^vay among the bushes can be very easily
mistaken for a young stag.

I am glad they are going to have a carnival at Quebec,
only wish I was not so crippled, they always have a jolly
time at these carnivals. I have been there and would
advise all who are able to go by all means, it is a most
delightful experience^ Wakeman Holberton.

A NEW-SUBSCRIBER OFFER.
A boriafide new subscriber sending us $5 will receive for that sum

the Forest and Stream one year (price 84) and a set of Zunmerman's
famouB '•Ducking Scenes" (advertised on another page, price 85)—

a

?9 value for $5.

This offer is to new subscribers only. It does not apply to renewdla.
VoT^Bk bona fide new subscriber for six months will receive the

Forest and Stream during that time and a copy of Dr. Van Meet's
handsome work, "Bird Portraita for the Young" (the price of which
is 83).

MODERN SPORTING GUNPOWDERS
In the Light of the Public Powder and

Primer Tests Carried out at Chi-
cago and Carney's Point,

New Jersey.

BY ARMIN TENNER,
Expert In Gfuiipowder, Gims and Ammunition.

General Observations on the Theory of Shot
Shooting.

For centuries black powder, which, as is well known,
consists of a mixture of saltpeter, charcoal and sulphur,
has been used as an explosive and as a propelling agent
for all kinds af weapons, from the smallest pistol up to
the heaviest cannon.

Saltpeter, or nitrate of potash, represents oxygen in a
solid form, one volume of saltpeter containing about as
much oxygen as 3,000 volumes of atmospheric air. When
raised to a certain temperature, this oxygen will easily
separate and combine violently with the carbon, thus
forming carbonic acid and a certain proportion of car-
bonic oxide; and these in conjunction with free nitrogen
constitute the principal gaseous products of combustion.
The charcoal employed in the manufacture of gunpowder

is generally obtained from light, spongy wood. In Eng-
land and on the European continent dogwood or alder
buckthorn is considered to be best adapted for all smaU-
arm powders. Lately numerous attempts, with more or
less success, have been made to substitute other materials
for wood, mainly with the object of diminishing the
quantity of smoke usually developed by a charge qf ordi-
nary black powder.
The quality of the charcoal exercises a great influence

upon the behavior of a gunpowder, inasmuch as the rate
of combustion and the hygroscopic nature of the same are
to a great extent governed by the kind of wood and the
mode of burning employed in the manufacture of the
charcoal.
The sulphur, having a great tendency to combine with

oxygen at a moderate temperature—about 560° F.—facili-
tates the ignition of black powder. The comparatively
non-absorbent properties of black powder and non-sus-
ceptibility to age are chiefly due to the sulphur. These
qualities and its comparative non-susceptibihty to dry
heat and cold impart to black powder its greatest ballistic
value. Many of the nitro powders do not compare favor-
ably in this respect wdth the old propelling agent.
Fine-grained powder, as a rule, burns quicker in a closed

space than coarse-grained, and the gases are generated
accordingly in the same proportion. For this reason the
recoil is generally greater and more perceptible to the
shooter with the former than with the latter. Fine-
gi'ained black jjowder also develops a higher bursting
strain in the gun barrel than coarse-grained, wdaich in
some especially fine-grained kinds frequently reaches and
sometimes even surpasses the limits ordinarily drawn
for nitro powders only. A finer grain than FFF should
not be used in shotguns.
The object sought by the gunner in loading a still finer-

grained black powder is the desire to propel the pellets
as quickly as possible to the destination. Many shooters
believe that this can be accomplished best with the fine-
grained, and that on this account they need not lead a
quartering bird as much as if they were using a coarser-
grained powder.
While it is true that the finer-grained powder will

bring the pellets to a distance of 40yds. somewhat quicker
than the coarser-grained, this difference does not practi-
cally cut any figure. A bird flying at the rate of forty
miles per hour will travel about two to three inches
further if the pellets are propelled by coai-se-grained than
if they were driven by fine-grained black powder; if, in
both cases, the distance between the shooter and the bird
at the moment of firing is 40yds. Considering that the
pattern at sucli a distance shows a diameter of from 2ir to
8ft., this trifling difference will hardly increase the
chances of hitting the bird.

The pellets constituting a pattern at 40yds. never
reach a point simultaneously. As soon as the shot
has left the muzzle of the gun it begins to spread both
longitudinally and laterally, and this dispersion increases
with the increase of the distance. At a distance of 40yds.
the difference in time of the arrival between the foremost
and hindmost pellets of a shot charge amounts to about

of a second; here the shooter has to reckon with a
greater difference than the one caused by a smaller or
quicker combustion of the powder, consequent upon the
size of the grains. Some claim that owing to the partic-
ular nature of certain powders a greater stringing of
the shot is caused than by some other powder. This
assumption, however, cannot be substantiated by any-
thing like a plausible explanation.
Chokebore barrels generally throw the shot through the

air in a more compact form than those of open or cylin-
drical barrels. So far an unimpeachable explanation of
this phenomenon has not been found. That theory prob-
ably comes nearer to the truth which asserts that the
pellets eliding along and rubbing against the sides of the
barrel when passing the choke are directed toward the
center of the shot charge; because it is a well-established
fact that the pellets having been subject to the most fric-

tion are the ones generally found on the target the furthest
away from the center and among tlie scattering shots.
To determine this very question, as to what portion of

the shot charge generally constitutes the center of the pat-
tern, I have, on a former occasion, tired over 1,000 shots,
using for thisjourpose shots of different colors.

The causes for the occasional scattering of shots from
the chokebore barrel will be explained hereafter.
There can be no doubt that black jjowder has rendered

valuable service, both as a blasting and as a propelling
agent, and that for a long period of time it has met all

reasonable expectations, as regards the purposes for which
it was emxjloyed; but at length it has fallen imder the
same law to which all human creations are subject, viz. , the
old and good must give way before the new and better.
As a blasting agent, it has already lost much of the

ground it formerly occupied. Nearly all great mihtary
nations have also substituted for the oldblapk powder, as

a propeUing agent for their infantry rifles, nitro or smoke-
less powder, mostly made of gun-cotton, and it is only
a question of time when the former will take the place of
the latter for heavy ordnance purposes.
Black powder has held its own thxis far as ammunition

for sporting rifles. But recently, very promising results
have been achieved Avith nitro powder, even in this de-
partment; warranting the assumption that at an early
day nitro powders will be employed for this kind of am-
munition also, thus leaving for the black powder, for the
present, only a use for revolver cartridges. But it can
reasonably be expected that for this weapon too, a suitable
nitro powder will soon be found.
As a propelling agent for shotguns, nitro powders have

been long employed, among the oldest of which is the
Schultze powder; formerly known in Germany as wood
or Hetzbacher powder, , and originally invented by the
German Colonel Schultze.
The Schultze powder used in this coimtry is of English

origin, being manufactured in England under the super-
vision of Mr. Grifiith, one of the most celebrated ballistic
experts in the world, and to whom it owes many of its

present valuable qualities.

The object aimed at primarily by the military author-
ities in introducing the nitro powder for infantry weapons
was of a somewhat different nature from thtit which has
and does present itself to the sportsman in choosing a
smokeless powder.
In infantry weapons the principal aim was to create

for the small caliber rifle and tlie long bullet a higher
velocity , that is a greater penetrative force, than can be
attained with black powder, thus rendering it possible to
open an effective fire on the enemy at a longer range than
heretofori'. But all this can only be accomplished to a
satisfactory extent by the aid of nitro powders, which,
moreover, in case of rapid firing, obscure less the field of
view.

Now, why should the gunner desert black powder in
favor of a smokeless, in face of the fact that the limits for
killing penetration with the shotgun and black powder
can and will hardly ever be materially extended by means
of another propelling agent, since black powder, summer
and winter, in sunshine and rain, varies very little in its

behavior, seeing that in proportion to its work, the strain
upon the gun is comparatively low, that it reacts less
violently under increased charges than many of the nitros,
and does not create corrosion in the barrels as readily as
some of the nitros, that it is less sensitive than smokeless
powders to obstructions in the soul of the barrel? The
answer to this question should easily be given by any
intelli^gent gunner.
In the first place, it is the comparatively great amount

of smoke produced by black powder, which, under certain
conditions, especially in a quiet air, can become very
annoying, inasmuch as it hinders a quick and certain
use of the second barrel, rendering it frequently difiicult
for the gunner to determine quickly the effect oi the first

barrel. Then again, black powder, as a rule, produces a
much heavier, and for the gunner more perceptible, recoil
than nitro powders. The recoil of a service charge of fine-
grained black powder, for instance, is nearly doable that
of a service charge of DuPont or Walsrode smokeless
powders. In case of frequent shooting, this heavy recoil
often compels the gunner to cease shooting, or at least
effects detrimentally his shooting ability.

Furthermore, black powder is more noisy, heats the
barrels quicker, and generally fouls them more than the
smokeless powders.
Comparing one with the other, the advantages and dis-

advantages of black and nitro powders, leaving out of
consideration for the present the question whether and to
what extent the use of nitro powders presents a greater
danger for the gun and gunner than black powder, the
result would be always in favor of the nitros.

All nitro powders at present accessible to the gunner for
use in shotgtms, are more violent in their action than
black powder. This greatt r violence, however, under
normal conditions, can hai"dly be considered as an alarm-
ing element, but it can, through many causes, become
really dangerous, and very few gunners are in a position
to discover these causes and guard against them.
Here is the field for such instruments and devices as are

scarcely at the command of the individual sportsman.
Systematic experiments carried out under strictly uni-
form rules are necessary, and these again can seldom
be carried out by the layman.
The qualities of a propelling agent, especially those of

nitro powders, are more or less affected, (a) by dry heat;
(b) by moisture in the atmosphere; (c) by long storing;
(d) by the igniting agent; (e) by the wadding material; (f)

by the method of crimping.
Now, if in any given case several of these causes which

have a tendency to increase the violent nature of tlie

powder combine, the gunner will meet with strange phe-
nomena which will startle him, and probably induce him
to discard the use of such a powder. As a rule, the
gunner is thus tempted to condemn nitro powders in
general, and to fall back to the noisy black powder.
Several nitro powders tu the market to-day, however,
may be considered as comparatively safe in the hands of
the inteUigent, sensible sportsman.
The first requisite in the use of all nitro powders is to

avoid, as much as possible, any and all excess over the
standard charges, then the selection of a suitable shell

and a proper wadding material.
In several of the European countries proof-houses are

established and maintained, either directly by the States,

or are conducted under tiie rules laid down by statute,

where they merely test raw gun barrels and finished guns
for strength. In addition to and independent of those
jH-oof-houses, there are private institutions in many of the
countries maintained by contributions from the gunning
fraternity. The object of these institutions is to furnish
gunners on a broader scale all the information per-
taining to the different branches of gunnery. Here the
real qualities of gxmpowders, guns and ammunition and
parts thereof are determined by the aid of the most
improved scientific instruments and devices, and in ac-

cordance with weU established and uniform rules. The
results of the work of these institutions are regularly and
continuously put before the great mass of gunners through
the medium of the sporting papers, or by way of printed
minutes.
Of course these institutions are frequently looked upon

with distrust by some manufacturers of or dealers in
sporting arms and ammunition, at least from those who
have good cause to fear a fair and thorough comparative
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test between their own articles and those of their com-
petitors. But that distrust has long ago given way to a
better sense of understanding. The conviction now pre-
vails that the work of these institutions not only benefits
the gunners at large, but also the well-meaning manufac-
turers and dealers, and that they afford .specially to the
home industry a great assistance and help. It may be
presumed tliat in this country also such an institution
will not suit the taste of some interested yjarties, although
an attitude of this kind would hardly conform to the gen-
eral principle of American enterprise, for which it is

claimed that our manufacturers willingly follow the
progress of tlieir industry. The g-unners, however, can,
if they follow the example set by their fellow sportsmen
of the old countries, easily overcome all such unwarranted
opposition or jealousy, inasmuch as they will simply
patronize and bestow their confidence on such manufac-
turers and dealers as do not £ear or hesitate to see their
products subjected to a fair and honest comparison with
other similar articles of manufacture.
The encouragement I received at the hands of numerous

gunners from all over the country in respect to my inten-
tion to establish in this country an institution of the kind
alluded to, makes it appear pretty certain that such an
institution will meet with a great deal of cooperation and
assistance at the hands of the intelligent and wideawake
American sportsmen.
Following m^ request, numerous suggestions have been

offered by gunners as to how the powder test should be
conducted. As far as these suggestions touch a general
interest, they have been taken into consideration. I have
thus been obUged to dwell in my report on questions not
in direct relation to these tests, and to give my report
somewhat the character of a treatise on the theory of shot-
shooting.

The Bursting Strain in Gun Barrels.

The combustion of nearly all gun powders takes place
under different conditions in a confined space from those
in the open air. In the open air most of the nitro powders
burn comparatively slowly, and, contrary to black pow-
der, without explosion. On this account! the handling of
nitro powders is not as dangerous as that of black powder.
As much as SOOlbs. of gun cotton powder can be bmned
in the open air without creating thereby any serious dan-
ger for the surroundings. But when powders are brouglit
to combustion in a confined space, their behavior under-
goes quite a change. The nature of ignition plays in this
case a very important part.

When a cliarge of powder is exploded in the gim bar-
rel, the stored potential energy is transformed into live
force. The developed, strongly condensed gases occupy
about 230 times the sp.ace of the volume of the original
powder charge, and, in consequence, a strong tension is

created, first, in and near tlie powder chamber, and then
along a certain portion of the gun barrel; this is termed
bursting strain, or gas pressure, and imparts to the pro-
jectile, and in the shotgun to the shot charge, the ijropel-
ling force. The more space afforded to these gases to
spread in a gun barrel, the less the strain will be at a
given point, and on the other hand this tension will in-

crease if its spreading is for some cause made difficult, or
if confined to a small space. For this reason the tension
will always be comparatively low with such powders as
generate their gases more slowly and gradually than with
a powder which burns more suddenly, and which devel-
ops the great bulk of its gases before the shot charge has
found time to move much toward the muzzle and create
a larger space for the expanding gases.
The modern blasting agents develop, as a rule, their

gases so suddenly that on this account they cannot be
employed as propelling agents. Such a sudden comljus-
tion and development of the gases is called a detonation.
Every guni)uwder, the black powder not excepted, can,
through the agency of a highly violent yjrimer and for
other causes, be brought to a very sudden ignition or
combustion, although the black powder will, in this res-
pect, resist many ordinary causes more effectually than
the nitro powders. But this sudden combustion hardly
ever assumes the natm-e of a real detonation, yet it may
resemble the latter so closely that, especially with a
powder susceptible to dry heat, it no longer conforms to
the limits of safety for the gun and gunner.
The perceptible signs of such sudden conbustions are

generally an extraordtnai-ily heavy recoil, producing fre-
quentl}' a ringing in the gunner's ear, a marked vibration
of the gun and a bad pattern, sometimes coupled with a
balling of the shot.

As long as the gunner uses a well built, sti'ong gun, he
is seldom exposed to any real danger, although, in some
instances, the action of the gun is more or less damaged.
But the case is quite different if such a shot happens to
occur in a cheap, less substantially made gun, which,
as a rule, does not possess sufficient strength to withstand
such a liigh pressure. Here the locking device will likely
fail to answer its purpose, or the barrel may bulge or
burst. Even with powders not affected by dry heat, such
a result can be brought about merely through the agency
of a violent primer.
Nitro powders, as a rule, will not stand an increase of

the charge beyond the standard load as readily as black
powders, but in spite of these facts, many shooters will
not draw correct conclusions from them. They seem to
believe that the strength of penetration will grow with
the increase of the powder charge, and do not conceive
that such is not the case, that they frequently achieve
just the contrary from what they are striving at, and that
they create a source of eminent danger.
In a subsequent chapter it will be demonstrated that

many American gunners are in this respect guilty of
gross carelessness, and ill-informed. They simply indulge
in the luxury of wasting powder and shot.
The loads of nearly all nitro powders are measured with

.the dip-measure, which affords ample accuracy. Three
drams by measure repres'^nt, according to the specific
weight of the different powders, from 38 to 41grs. by
weight? equal to 3 65 to 2.13 grams. Tiie corresponding
charges of Walsrode powder are smaller by weight and
in bulk, they are for 12-bore guns, 29 and 31, or 31 and
32gr.^.

All propelling agents develop iji summer, and especially
in warm and dry weather, a higher bursting strain than
in winter in a low' temperature or moist atmosphere, and
fine shot again creates, owing to the larger surface of
friction, a higher gas pressure than the coarse or larger
pellets, and the bm-sting strain of l^oz. is less than with
J^z, of the same size shot,

In America much shooting is done in summer and dur-
ing warm weather. A great number of our celebrated
shots prefer to load for 12-bore ammunition Sidrs., in-
stead of the normal charge of 3drs., or of Walsrode
powder Slgrs. in place of 29grs.; forgetting that these
maximum charges are only suited and intended for cold
or wet weather.
As a rule the pattern is always less satisfactory from

the large load than from the service charge, and in some
cases where powders susceptible to dry heat are used, the
chances of a balling of the shot are materially increased
by the heavier load.
The quantity of powder loaded in excess of the standard

charge is therefore uselessly Avasted, and the same rule
applies generally, as wdl be subsequently shown, to an in-
ci'ease of the shot charge beyond l|oz.
The gas pressure in a shotgun reaches the highest point

in the cartridge chamber and immediately in front of the
same in the direction toward the muzzle.
Black powder, as a rule, produces at this point less gas

pressure than the nitros, but a somewhat higher bursting
straui in the middle and up to the muzzle than the latter.
It has been stated, previously, that the bursting strain,
especially when smokeless powders are used, is influenced
by several causes. The soft, elastic felt wad diminishes
the gas pressure compared with the felt or any other hard
wadding material, and also diminishes the chances for a
balling of the shot, which occurs much less frequently in
Europe than in America, probably on account of the
more moderate mean temperature' and the higher per-
centage of humidity in the air prevailing there, compared
with a large part of this country.
The true causes for the balling of shot have thus far

not been satisfactorily established. Some advance the
theory that owing to an exceptionally sudden combus-
tion of the powder, the temperature in the cartiidge is

raised to a point of fusing a portion of the shot. But
since the wad has its place laetween the powder and shot,
the effects of such a high heat would naturally leave its

traces also on the felt wad. The heated gases passing the
edges of the wad to fuse the shot would necessarily char
these edges more or less.

In the course of the experiments at Chicago, in a com-
paratively large number of cases, the shot balled, and these
were nearly all cartridges loaded with more than 3drs.
fo nitro powder; but no charred or singed wad was
found.

Again, others hold that the balling of shot is brought
about by a friction of the shot differing from the normal
conditions whereby the cohesive quality of the pellets is

increased to such an extent that they cling together in
lumps of greater or smaller dimensions. This theory like-
wise is not unimpeachable.
In my opinion, which is shared by many others, it ap-

peal's more probable that in consequence of the sudden
generation of the gases of a large powder chai-ge and the
high tension thus created in the shell, the energy devel-
oped ceases to exercise its forces in a gradually shoving
manner, but more in the shape of a heavy blow, thereby
causing a portion of the shot to press together. Such a
heavy blow apparently is too sti'ong for the wad to retain
its quality as a buffer. As a matter of fact, the balling of
shot occurs more frequently with hard wads than with
soft and elastic ones; and this presumably for the reason
that a soft wad more effectually deadens the force of the
blow tlian a harder material. It was further proved in
Chicago that the tendency of balling was less with harder
shot than with softer, and less with pellets of a more
even spherical shape than with those less regular in form.
The balling of the shot occurs more frequently in the open
barrels than in the chokebore. The cause for this may be
due to the effect of the passage of the shot through the
choke, whereby the bunches formed are again torn apart.
If this theory is correct, the next question would be,
why, in such a case, the choke should not show traces of
bulging, since a hard and stiff top wad often suffices to
bulge the barrel at the point of the choke in soft Damas-
cus laarrels.

Twelve-bore guns are generally chambered for 2| and
2ri shells. Some gvms are chambered for 3in. shells. In
guns chambered for 2^ shells, 2| shells can be us^d with
about the same result as the longer ones, provided the
proper wadding material is employed. In all such cases
the felt wad should be somewhat larger in diameter than
the bore of the barrel. An elastic wad 11-gauge will
then be most suitable for a 12-bore barrel, in order to
prevent the gases from passing the wad at the point
between the end of the shell and the end of the chamber.
The 2-J shells, however, should not he used in a gun cham-
bered for 2| shells, and a shell Sin. long will, in such a
case, present a serious element of danger. If the 3in.
shell is crimped strongly it can be squeezed mto a 2|
chamber, but when fired in such a chamber the crimped
part cannot open and conform to the shape of the cham-
ber in the regular manner. An artificial obstruction is

thus created which prevents a normal expansion of gases
and, as the Chicago tests have proven, is likely to cause
a bursting strain in the chamber higher than the average
gun can safely bear.

At the point where the cartridge chamber ends, and the
so-called "soul" of the barrel commences, there shoudd
never be a perceptible shoulder; that point should be of a
conical or tapering shape and ought not to be of great
length. The latest American guns, as a rule, are in this
respect made in strict accordance with what experience
and science have proven to be the safest and most advan-
tageous style, so are also the Francotte and other imported
guns.
Wads made of cork or other materials less elastic than

felt should never be used in connection with nitro pow-
ders, for the reason that they may give occasion for ex-
traordinarily high gas pressure, and on similar groimds
the use of brass shells is not advisable.
In order to achieve a thorough combustion of the nitro

powders, the shells should be crimped at least iin. The
strong crimp also serves to prevent the shell loaded in the
left barrel from opening through the eft'ects of the shots
fired from the right barrel, or vice versa. But even if the
shells are crimped well, it shows good judgment on the
pai-t of the gunner, if he, after firing several shots from
one barrel, examines the cartridge loaded in the other bar-
rel, or takes out the latter and loads it in the barrel for
the next shot.

If the crimp of the shell becomes loose and the shot
charge happens to move up a shorter or longer distance
in the barrel and such a shell is fired, a bulge or burst
piay be the consequence, the effect being'about the same

as in the case when the muzzle of the barrel is filled with
dirt or snow.

Shells made of very stiff pajjer should not be turned
down more than ^in., and fur such shells the round crimp
is preferable to the square-edge crimp.

Pieces torn from a shell and deposited in the soul of the
barrel ought to be considered an element of danger, inas-
much as they may serve as an artificial obstruction. If a
fired shell shows traces of damage, or when other strange
signs accompany a shot, the gunner should in all such
cases ascertain whether his gun barrel is free of all ob-
structions before he continues to fire.

The question as to how much bursting strain a shotgun
will safely stand has been put to me by numerous parties.

This question can hardly be answered in a general way,
since the gas pressure still comparatively safe for one gun
may prove hazardous for another less substantially built
gun. It may, however, be assumed that all shotguns
placed in the hands of a gunner should be strong enough
to withstand the bursting strain developed by a proof-
house charge of powder and shot for finished guns.
The proof-house charge for finished guns, as prescribed

by law in several European countries, for the testing of
finished guns, is equal to about 7dr3. black powder and
Ifoz. of shot. In order to determine what gas pressure
such a load would give in this country, and to establish a
standard of comparison for all nitro powders in reference
to bursting strain, e^drs. of DuPont's FFF black pow-
der, which appears to develop, bulk for bulk, a greater
gas pressure than the European blacK powders, and l^oz.

shot, No. 7, were loaded into the gas-pressure gun at Chi-
cago, and fired. This load developed a bursting strain of

1,100 atmospheres or 16,1701bs. to the square inch. Very
few guns would prove sti'ong enough to withstand such a
strain for any length of time.
About 75 per cent, of the figures quoted is as much as

the ordinary shotgun ought to be subjected to. The limit

for shotguns is much lower than that drawn- for the
modern small-bore mihtary rifles, which will stand a gas
pressure as high as 3,500 atmospheres, or from 35,000 to

40,0001bs.

For measuring the bursting stram, a Hahn's pressure
gauge for 12-bore was employed at Claicago and Carney's
Point, and this caliber forms'the basis for all experiments
herein referred to.

The consti-uction of this instrument, which at the
present time is recognized as the most improved and re-

liable, differs from all the old similar apparatuses, inas-

much as with it the bm-sting strain can be taken simul-
taneously or separately on the old crusher gauge princi-

ple and by means of a spring device.

The bursting strain figures quoted herein were all

determined with the spring device. The double spring
taking the place of the metal cyhnder on the crusher
gauge is actuated by a piston plunger, reaching into the
interior of the barrel and there conforming accurately to

the side of the bore.
When the gases press against this piston, the latter acts

on the spring, pressing it together. A pin reaching to

the spring next to the barrel and resting there is driven
outward in proportion to the degree the spring is pressed
together, and this pin travels through a graduated screw
disk, thus registering the extent of the contraction of the
spring, or, in other words, enabhng the operator, by
means of the graduated disk, to read off the gas pressure
in plain figures.

This spring is much more sensitive to low as well as to

high gas pressure, than the metal cylinder, which, when
pressed down to beyond a certain depth, wiU, owing to

the increased dens'ty of the metal, offer much more re-

sistance proportionately than it did in its original length
and shape. Consequmtly the spring device, as a rule,

furnishes somewhat higher figures than those obtained
under similar conditions with the crusher gauge, but the
figures secured with the former may be ccnsidered nearer
the truth than those obtained with the latter. This ex-

planation appears to be called for, since in its absence,

a.nd when the figures herein given are compared with
those obtained with the crusher gauge, the former might
be looked upon as far too great and therefore unreliable.

The fact that the gas pressure values as obtained at Chi-

cago and Carney's Point seem rather high when compared
with similai- figures taken from the same powder charge
in Europe, can hardl / be accounted for simply by the dif-

ference in the instruments employed. There can be no
doubt that these variations are, to a gre;.t extent, due to

the difference in climate. It is certain that the majority
of propelling agents will, when loaded bulk for bulk, de-

velop a higher bursting strain in this country than in

Europe, where the mean temperature is below that of

America and the air less dry than in a great portion of

the United States.

The gas pressure gauge plays in ballistic experiments a
very important part. It is of great value and help to all

gun and ammunition manufacturers, and indispensable

for powder manufacturers.
In the absence of such an instrument, the ballistic

properties of a powder, especially with reference to

its degree of violence, can never be satisfactorily estab-

lished, and, again, the causes for increased bursting

strain in gun barrels can only be determined with the aid

of such an instrument.

Velocities and the Method of Ascertaining Tlnem.

The term velocity applied in a general way designates

the rate of speed at which a projectile or the bulk of a
shot charge travels through the air up to a certain point.

This velocity can be ascertained by various methods, but
the instrument now generally employed is the chrono-
graph Le Boulenge, originally invented by a Belgian mili-

tary officer bearing that name. The application of this

instrument is as follows: When a bullet or shot charge
leaves the muzzle of the gun, it is obliged to cut a fine

silver or copper wire stretched across the muzzle. This

wire conveys a current to an electro-magnet on the upper
partot the instrument to which a cyHndrical roJ, covered
with a zinc sheatli, is perpendicularly suspended and held

by the attraction of the electro-magnet. This rod, which
is called the chronometer, drops immediately the wire be-

fore-mentioned is broken and the current opened. The
target is connected by wire with a second electro-magnet

on°a lower part of the chronograph, wherein a second
current is created. To this second electro-m agnet a shorter

rod is similarly suspended ca lled the registrar, which drops

as soon as the perpendicularly suspended and sliding tar-

get is moved from its contacts and the current thereby in-

terrupted. The shot charge having cut the yfh^ stretched.
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in. front of the mnzzle of the gun and thus opened the

first circuit, the chronometer is caused to drop. Before

it has fallen below a certain point, the shot charge has
reached the target and forced this away from the con-

tacts, causing thereby the second rod or the registrar to

drop. The shorter rod falls on a disk and doing so re-

leases a spring, to which a knife is attached and which
now flies horizontally to the falling first rod, thereby

nicking ii at a certain point the zinc cover of the latter.

Now, the longer this chronometer falls—that is the longer

time the shot requires to reach the target—the higher up
on the long rod this nick made by the knife will be found;

and, on the other hand, the quicker the shot gets to the

second screen and causes the registrar to drop, the lower

the knife mark on the zinc will be. With the aid of a
graduated rule, which graduation conforms strictly to the

laws of gravity, the time occupied by tlie traveling shot

in reaching the target can easily and quite accurately be
determined.
The velocities were taken at Chicago and Carney's Point

with the chronograph at a distance of 40yds. from the
muzzle of the gun. The figures quoted should be under-
stood thus: When a velocity of, say, S04f t. is mentioned,
it means that if the ]3ellets had continued to travel a full

second at the rate of speed they traveled up to 40yds.
,
they

would then have reached a distance of 804ft.

Velocities taken up to a distance of 40yds. are termed
Initial Velocities, although, in a strict sense of the word,
this term should only apply to the velocities at the muzzle.
But it is almost impossible to take the velocities at this

point, and, therefore, they are, as far as hand-fire weapons
are concerned, generally taken at distances from 25 to

75yds. , with the shotgun at 40yd8.
Velocity represents life force or penetrative power.

From the velocity figures a pretty reliable conclusion can
be drawn as to the killing power of a shot charge; and no
other means or methods employed for ascertaining the

Eenetrative power constitute as trustworthy a guide as the
gures obtained from the chronograph. For this reason

the velocities will be taken herein as the basis for com-
paring and judging the penetration of the several pow-
ders.

Gunners, as a rule, use for determining the power of

penetration of a certain powder or gun a cardboard or

paper pad. The results of such tests are unrehable and
generally misleading. Lead bullets and shot deform more
or less in striking any kind of an object, and this deformT
ation is governed by the velocity imparted to them. Shot
pellets driven with a comparatively low velocity will as a
rule deform less than those propelled by a higher velocity,

a.ndthe former will thus penetrate deeper than the latter,

although they lack in actual killing fox'ce. To illustrate

this still better it may be here stated that a bullet fired

from a large caliber rifle will at a distance of 300yds. pen-
etrate a sand jjile or block of wood only half as deep as at

a distance of 1,000yds., although at the latter distance the
real penetrative power is only about one-half of that at a
distance of 300yds. It is easily explained why such should
be the case, the buUet is simply deformed to a much greater
extent at the shorter distance than at the greater. The
same law applies to shot pellets; and for this reason the
results obtained by a penetration test of such a character
are of very little value.

The gunner will do much better if, in testing a powder
or gun for penetration, he will employ a metal plate of
sufficient size as a target. This target should be painted
with white lead or any other suitable color. Pellets No.
1 fired against this target at a distance of 30yds. should
make marks about the size of a three cent nickel piece;

that is, flatten out that much, if they strike the target
with sufficient force.

The figures obtained with the chronograph, especially
when, as it was done at Chicago, the^ are taken in con-
nection and simultaneously with the bursting strain, o£fer

many valuable hints for ballistic researches. If, for in-

stance, the chronograjjli registers a velocity below 700ft.,

then the penetration is lacking and short of sufiiclent

killing force. If, on the other hand, the velocity of a
shot charge exceeds 900ft., an unsatisfactory pattern may
generally be looked for. For 12-bore guns the most ad-
vantageous velocities are those moving between 800 and
900ft.

A propelling agent maintaining, under all conditions, a
velocity of 800ft. and above, affords ample guarantee for
a regular and sufficient killing power. If, on the other
hand, the velocity drops below 800ft. , it means a decrease
in penetration, and all velocities under 700ft. wQl not kill,

as a rule, at a distance of over 40yds. Nine hundred feet
velocity may be considered the maximum speed for all

shot charges fired from a 12-bore gun. Guns of a larger
caliber loaded with standard powder charges will give a
higher mean velocity than those of a smaller bore. The
mean velocity of an 8-bore gun, charged with a standard
load of black or nitro powder and shot No. 7, is about
890ft., that of a 10-bore gun 840ft., that of a 16-bore gun
800ft., and that of a 20-bore gun 770ft.

Larger size shot will, with the same powder charge,
give a higher velocity than that of a smaller size. The
difference between shot No. 1 and shot No. 3 at a distance
of 40vds. is about 30ft.; between the former and shot No.
5, 60ft.; between No. land No. 7, 90ft., and between No. 1

and No. 10, 175ft.

Increased shot charges generally diminish the velocity.
The difference between Vg and l^-oz. shot in a 12-bore gun
is about 30ft. in favor of the smaller charge, and in a
similar proportion the penetrative power of the smaller
charge exceeds that of the heavier. In other words, the
larger the shot charge the smaller, as a rule, the pene-
trative force. But this fact alone would hardly warrant
the advice to gunners to use as a maximum shot charge
l^oz. shot in a 12-bore gun.
The object by the gunner in loading l^oz. of shot, is to

increase the chances of hitting. He desires to obtain a
closer or, at least, a larger pattern with the heavier charge.
But, even in this respect, the desired end is very rarely
reached, as a rule, and as the Chicago test has again
proven, IJoz. of shot do not improve the pattern much
compared with one obtained from l^oz, charge, and the
chances of hitting are by no means improved. Taking it

for granted that one particular gun will give a better
pattern with l^oz. than with l|oz. of shot: the same as
one gun will shoot one size shot better than another, and
again, another gun wiU shoot one kind of powder better
than others; all phenomena which aft'ord the institutions
for testing firearms, powder and ammunition, good oppor-
tunity for rendering the gunner valuable services by way
of establishing for each gun the most suitable kuid of

powder and powder charge, the best adapted shot charge
and wadding material, etc. ; a problem which the average
gunner can hardly ever solve satisfactorily, yet, in

general, the results reached in this respect in Chicago
will fit the case pretty closely, and the experiments were
conducted in the premises, as in all other lines, with a

view only to the rule, not with regard to exceptions.

Attention has been called to the fact, previously, that

the shot cloud in traveling through the air wiU spread
both longitudinallj^ and laterally, and that the pellets

constituting; a shot charge never reach a given point
simultaneously. It has a so been stated that, as a rule,

the shot charge fired from a chokebore barrel, retains a
more compact shape than that fired from an open barrel.

Similar conditions apply to smaller or larger shot charges.

The smaller shot charge generally will disperse less in

proportion than the larger, and the difference in the

arrival of the foremost and hindmost pellets is greater

with the larger shot charge than with the smaller. This

very difference, however, offsets all the presumable ad-

vantages of the larger charge in the way of an increased

chance of hitting against the smaller charge, for the
simple reason that even when the larger shot charge
makes a better pattern on a stationary target, this differ-

ence in the time of the arrival of the pellets is never taken
into account.
The conditions are different when in both cases the

shots are fired against a moving object. In this event,

only those pellets come in consideration which arrive

somewhat like simultaneously and which constitute the
pattern or killing circle. Here the size and density of the
pattern is about the same from both charges, and conse-

quently the chances of hitting are alike, with the killing

force always in favor of the i^ellets from the smaller charge.
Pellets striking game very forcibly will accomplish best

what is most desirable; they will produce a violent shock,
and it is a shock which makes a bird, when hit, coUapse
and drop almost perpendicularly to the ground.
After this deviation from the object at issue, the main

theme shall again be resumed.
The velocity of shot decreases as the distance of travel

increases, and this law applies in a more marked extent to

finer shot than pellets of larger size.

Shot No. 1, for instance, shows at a distance of 10yds. a
mean velocity of 1,142ft.; at 60yds.

,
only of 820ft. Shot

No. 5 has, in the first place, 1,130ft.; in the second place,

720ft. velocities. Shot No. 7 shows, at 10yds. , a velocity

of 1,085ft. ; at 60yds., of 640ft. Shot No. 10 has, at 10yds.,

a mean velocity of 1,080ft.; at 60yds., only of about
438ft.

The length of the barrel, above 24in., does not exercise

a great influence on the velocity or penetration, especially

with nitro powders, which generally develop the bulk of

gases before the shot charge has moved more than about
Uft. in the barrel.

For nitro powders the maximum length for ban-els is

reached with 26in.

The Recoil.

The gases developed by a powder charge in the gun
barrel have the tendency to expand uniformly in all

du-ections; they act, therefore, with the same force on
the bullet or shot charge and the breech or stock of the
gun.
The backward acting force, push or kick transmitted to

the shooter's shoulder is termed recoil. The higher this

velocity creating the recoil the more perceptible the back-
ward movement of the gun will be to the shooter, and
heavier guns will give away to this backward movement
to a less extent than guns of lighter weight; hut the
shape of the stock as sxich has no bearing on the recoil

as long as the stock fits the gunner's shoulder. If the
force of the recoil is exercised more gradually the gunner
will hardly notice any difference between a light and a
heavier gun, but if this force is brought to bear in a more
sudden and pushing manner, the effect will be more sen-

sible to the shooter, and in some cases it may assume such
proportions that, as previously remarked, the shooter's

abilities are seriously affected, or it may even compel him
to discontinue the shooting for the time altogether. The
extent of recoil is ascertained by means of several for-

mulas, which serve their purpose better than the various
recoil gauges or devices for measuring the recoU. Larger
powder and shot charges naturally pi-oduce a heavier
recoil than smaller charges, and this difference again
will be more marked with lighter guns than with those of

a heavier weight.
Nitro powders, as a rule, develop a lighter recoil than

black powder, especially fine-grain black powder, and from
this it would appear that the former generate their gases
more gradually than the latter. This, however, is not the
case. It is evident, therefore, that the recoil is influenced
by other factors, wliich still await discovery.

* The recoil takes effect from the moment the gases com-
mence to develop, but it reaches its highest point only
after the shot charge has left the muzzle of the gun.

Tlie time occupied by this process is only about one-
fourth to one-sixth of a second, and for this reason the
shooter does not feel the effect of the recoil in accordance
with its pi'Ogressive development. The recoil is felt by
him only after the shot charge has left the muzzle, because
the sense of the recoil is not transmitted from the shoulder
to the brain in such a shoii time as that elapsing from the
moment of ignition and the moment the shot cliarge

quits the gun.

The Effects of the Climate and Humidity Upon
the Properties of Gunpowders.

It has been stated previously that all propelling agents
are more or less susceptible to the influence of dry heat,
moisture in the air, and low temperature, and that on this

account many of them change their ballistic properties.

The effect of cold, to which all gunpowders are sub-
jected, may be presumed as being about the same in
this country as elsewhere. This effect is seldom felt to

any marked degree until the thermometer points to zero,

and increases in extent as the temperature sinks and as

the cool metal exercises a stronger chilling effect upon the
gases generated by the powder charge.

All gunpowders develop in cold weather a lower burst-

ing- strain and velocity than in warm and dry weather.
This influence can never be neutralized totally, but it

can be overcome to a certain extent by means of an in-

creased powder charge. Such charges as 3|drs. of B. C.

,

Schultze, S. S., DuPont and Wood, and 31 or 32grs. of the

j

Walsrode powders are then in place, and even the black

I

powder, which is less affected by cold than the nitros,

should be loaded in heavier charges.

Black and some nitro powders are very little affected

by dry heat or humidity, but some of the latter are rather

susceptible to these influences, and it is quite a difficult

task in such a case, to find the means of successfiflly

meeting and preventing these effects. The phenomena
coupled with the effect of dry heat have been described

before. The effect of moisture is especially^ noticeable

with cartridges having been stored for some time. Gen-
erally a slower velocity or diminished penetration, an
irregular combustion and a tendency for hang-fires are

the perceptible signs of the inliuence of moistm'e.

Very few countries in the world can compare with
some parts of the United States of America in regard to a
high mean temperature and a Ifigh percentage of moisture

in the air. These influences are, in all probability, the

causes for the fact that several gunpowders show a differ-

ent behavior in this country from that in Em-ope, and
even act different in one section of this country than in

another. It has also been pointed out that some powders
developed at Chicago a higher mean bursting sti-ain than
they generaUy do in Europe, where the air is compara-
tively less dry than in the West, This difference will

assume larger jsroportions in such localities where the
moisture in the au' or the temperature reaches extreme
figures.

The mean temperature for the total year in Germany is

about 50 " F, or10° C, The highest variation is 69° F., equal
to about 20° C,

France has a mean annual temperature of 58° F, , or

about 12° C, The mean annual temperature in St, Peters-

burg, Russia, is 42° F,, or about 5.50" C. In New York
and along the Atlantic Coast tlie mean annual tempera-
ture is 52° F, or about 12° C, the lughest variation 108° F,,

equal to 42° C. Turlock, in California, reaches a mean
annual temperature of 89° F., or about 31° C, while in

Texas Hill, Arizona, the mean annual temperature
reaches thestartUng figure of 108° F., equal to about 43° 0,

The highest variation at this point is 122° F,, or about
50° C,

In California and several of the Southern States the

temperature seldom drops below the freezing point, but

in a number of the Northwestern States frequently much
lower than in Central Europe.

In tlie Central European States the moisture contained
in the air averages dm-ing winter 83.7;?; in the spring

72. 3;^; in summer 65,7;?, and in the autmnn 79;^, therefore

for the total year 75. 2;^. At Pike's Peak, at a point over

14,000ft. above the level of the sea, the humidity for the

total year reaches 81;^, and at Mount Washington, 6,000ft.

above the level of the sea, for the total year 90;^. The
Pacific and Atlantic States show about the same degree of

moisture in the air for the year, namely, 71;;^ in tlie former
and 77;r in the latter.

In Europe the air is saturated with moisture the most in

the winter. In this country the highest points of humidity
are reached in summer, and frequently, on a hot, bright

day, the moisture of the air mpasures D-l ;, a phenomenon
which accounts for the fact that the same degree of heat

appears often in this country comparatively more oppres-

sing than in Europe.
Some of the States west of the Mississippi and in the

South show a remarkably dry air. The mean humidity
in Texas for the year is 68;?, in Colorado 55;^, in New
Mexico 53;?, in Montana 50;^, and in Nevada 44;?,

The variation in the percentage of moisture is greater

in this country for the single day as well as for the total

year than in central Europe, and the highest extremes are

found again in America.
From the figures quoted it will appear evident that such

powders, which are susceptible to dry heat, must show a

different behavior in those sections of the country where
a portion of their moisture is absorbed by the air, than in

parts where the percentage of moisture in the air is more
uniform and high,
A powder doing quite well in New York and California

may, owing to the effect of the dry air, prove compara-
tively useless in Colorado, New Mexico and Texas.

The combustion of the dryer powder will be much more
sudden and the gases wiU be developed a great deal

quicker than under normal conditions, resulting, as a rule,

in an extraordinary heavy recoil, a bad pattern, and per-

haps, in some cases, in a balling of the shot.

For all such sections of the country those powders are

the best suited which are non-susceptible to dry heat or a

dry au-. and the result of the Chicago powder test fur-

nishes, in this respect, the necessary guidance. But, if

the gunner prefers for some reason to continue the use of

a powder to which he is accustomed, although it does not
meet the requirements just referred to, then he ought, by
all means, never to load more than .3drs. for a 12-bore

gun and the equivalent for guns of other calibers. He
should likewise use an elastic felt wad and avoid a too

strong crimp of thesheU.
Gunners residing or using grmpowder in such parts of

the counti-y where the percentage of moisture in the air

is high, should again consider the question if and to what
extent a propelling agent is hygroscopic. A powder
which absorbs moisture readily will hardly answer in this

case, inasmuch as both the ignition and combustion of

the powder will not take place under normal condition.

The penetration will be lacking in force and hang-fir?a

will occasionally occur.

In duck shooting, in rainy or foggy weather, and in

snow, those powders will give the best results wluch are

the least affected by humidity in the air.

At Chicago all powders were tested in regard to their

susceptibility to moisture.

The Behavior of the Several Powders Toward
Highly Increased Charges.

It has been obsery^, previously, that all nitro powders
react to increased CTiarges more violently than black

powder. As long as the ordinary 2*in. shells are used,

there is hardly any danger on account of an overcharge

of powder, whether this increase has been brought about

intentionally or accidentally. When the powder charge is

much in excess of the standard load, the shell will either

not permit the regular size wad, or the regular shot charge

or the crimp or turn over will be shorter than usual. All

these last named factors will counterbalance to a great

extent the effect of an increased powder charge. But
when longer or brass shells are used, or the Walsrode
powder is loaded into shells not provided with an extra

high base wad, then the reaction of ttie increase will

exercise its full force, and in such a case more or less

danger is created.

Jt will be shown that tb© various powders, jas long as the
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charges are only slightly increased, will still produce
permissible bursting strains.

The question now remaining to be answered is: How
will the several jjowders behave if the charges are in-

creased, say by one-half of their bulk or weight? It l-as

been considered necessary to solve also this question.

Clean and Corroded Gun Barrels.

The preservation of a person's teeth depends to a great
extent on their cleanliness. If they are neglected, if the
remnants of food are allowed to accumulate, the teeth

will decay, and, sooner or later, fail to answer the pur-

pose for which they are intended and needed. A good
housekeeper will take pains to have her cooking utensils

bright and clean. From a person moving in good society

and laying claim to culture and refinement, it is expected
that he should never allow dirt a resting place under his

finger nails, and a good mechanic will always see that his

tools are clean.

A gun is the shooter's tool; it is and ought to be also his

pride. He should never allow the residue of powders to

exercise a detrimental effect on the barrel, and this can
only be prevented if the gun is cleaned immediately after

it has been used, or perhaps one or two days thereafter.

A clean gun will do better service than a neglected one.

Some gunners cherish the preposterous belief that a

fun with the '-soul" full of rust spots and cloaked with
irt will shoot sharper and kill better than one where the

interior of the barrel is spotless and bright. Occasionally
a person of this type will even go so far as to create rust

in the soul of his gun artificially. It is hardly worth
while to argue with such persons and to endeavor to con-
vince them that they are doing a foolish thing. Against
such stupidity the gods even will fight in vain.
The residue of all gunpowders, if left in the gun barrel

for any length of time, will show a tendency to corrode
them. Black powder, as a rule, will corrode the metal
less than some of the nitros, which all contain more or
less acids of some kind, and these will facilitate the cor-

rosion of the metal. This effect may in some cases be
strong enough to show its influence even in the case where
the barrels are cleaned within a reasonable time after

use. Such a quality of a powder is certainly not a desir-

able feature.

This question, too, has been considered important
enough to be made the subject of a test.

Soft or Chilled Shot.

The question whether soft or chilled shot will give the
better penetration or exercise the best killing effect is one
of those frequently discussed in gunners' circles. A
great many gunners hold that chilled shot, owing to its

being somewhat harder than the soft shot, will penetrate
the skin of an animal or the feathers of a bird more
readily than soft shot.

The difference in the effect of both in this respect is

very small indeed, so trifling that it will practically cut no
figure. While it is true that the soft shot pellets will

more easily deform than the chilled shot pellets, the kill-

ing qualities of both are yet about the same, because, as
previously pointed out, it is the shock brought about by
the pellets striking the game which produces the most
effect, and this effect is nearly the same with both kinds
of shot. The chilled shot is principally preferable to soft

shot on account of leading the barrels less rapidly than
soft shot.

The Effects of the Primer Upon the Qualities
of Gunpowders.

On a previous occasion it has been said that the primer
may influence the behavior of a propelling agent. This
I'ule aj)plies more particularly to the nitro powders, which
generally—and as the Clricago and Carney's Point tests

have again clearly demonstrated—cannot be exploded
satisfactorily with the common or black powder primer.
These powders require a special or strong primer, such as

in this country is known as primer No. 3. These primers
are made with due regard to the nature of the nitro
powders. The fulminate is chosen with a view to bring-
ing about a more effectual ignition than can be produced
with the ordinary primer. To accomplish this requires a
great deal of skill and knowledge of the action of the
fulminates; since certain fulminates may, under certain
conditions, cause too A'iolent an explosion of the powder,
and thus create a serious element of danger. On the
other hand, the force produced by the explosion of the
fulminate may prove so powerful that instead of igniting

the powder it will develop sufficient gases to start the
shot charge before the flame of the primer has found time
to take proper efl'ect upon the powder.
The question now arises: Do some of these strong

primers as such and as lately introduced for the use of

nitro powders, really repi'esent an element of danger?
This question has been considered of so great import-

ance that, although the Chicago test ha^ solved it pretty
satisfactorily, it was concluded to arrange a special

primer test, which has been since carried out, and the re-

sult of which is herewith submitted to the American
sportsmen.

All powders tested at Chicago were subjected to another
test at Carney's Point, where the new Schultze powder
•called Pomptou, and a new leaf powder made at Walsrode,
••and which reached me after the Chicago test had been
concluded, were tried under the different conditions, and
the result of this ti'ial is now embodied in this report.

The velocities were taken at Carney's Point by one of

the gentlemen connected with the firm named, and the
bursting strain was again taken by Mr. Thomas, of the
U. M. C. Co., with the assistance and under the control of

myself and others. The Chicago test pointed to the fact

that some of the powders would likely undergo a material
change in their behavior if tried under different condi-
tions and in another section of the country. This opinion
has been fully verified by the Wilmington trial.

The primer test, as far as this problem mvolves the in-

terest of the shooting fraternity, was made as thorough
and exhaustive as ijossible, and the result of this trial in
connection with that of the povrder tests will, I think, set-

tle quite conclusively many questions in the iiremises on
which the opinions of the gimners of this country are at
great variance.
In order to enable the reader not conversant with Con-

tinental European standards of weights and measures to
digest all figures herein quoted, the equivalents of the va-
rious European weights and measures may here be given
in American standards. One meter is equal to 3.2807ft.

,

ten meters are equal to 32. 8087ft. (In the tables of this

repoi't the meter has been reckoned as being equal to 3ft.

and 3fin.) One millimeter is equal to .03937in. One gram
or gramme is equal to 1.5.4233grs. One atmosphere is

equal to 14.71bs. pressure to the square inch. Ten atmos-
pheres are equal to 147.01bs.

All powder charges were carefully measured or weighed
and the shot counted for each load with the shot-counter
or trowel.
Watson's Park was selected for the Chicago tests. The

proprietor of this celebrated shooting ground, IVtr. John
Watson, afforded us all possible opportunities for con-
ducting the trial, and his son, I. Watson, rendered us
throughout the test much valuable assistance. Both of

these gentlemen and fellow sportsmen are entitled to the
thanks of those called upon to conduct the test, and to

those who witnessed the trial, for their complaisance dis-

played in the premises.
I am further under great obligations to Mr. William

Thomas and Mr. C. S. Hisey, who volunteered to serve at

Chicago as expert witnesses, and who devoted much time
and rendered valuable assistance in the execution of the
work. They controlled all experiments, and every gas
pressure figure quoted in the report on the Chicago trial

has been ascertained by these two gentlemen.
The primer test like"wise bore a public character, and

was carried out at the shooting ground of Messrs. E. 1,

DuPont de Nemours Co.'s gun cotton factory at Carney's
Point, New Jersey, near Wilmington, Delaware. These
gentlemen placed the grounds named and some of their

instruments kindly at my disposal, and rendered us all

possible assistance to bring the test to a satisfactory issue.

The experiments conducted at Carney's Point were
carried out under different climatic conditions from those
at Chicago; and they constitute, therefore, a valuable
link in the trial as a whole.

[TO BE CONTINUED,]

BOSTON MEN IN MAINE.
Boston, Mass. , Nov. 25.—Of late a big number of big

game huntei's have been happy. There has been one or

two "good tracking snows" in Maine, and deer have been
obtained so much more easily than had previously been
the case, with the ground deeply covered with dry leaves.

Hunting, up to these snows, had, in fact, become "a game
of chance," with the chances against the hunter. Deer
are very wild animals to approach at the best, and with
the woods fuU of dry, crackling leaves, the chances have
been decidedly against the hunter. "This brings me to

mention what I am asked to mention by a gentleman well
known to the hunting fraternity, Mr. L. Dana Chapman,
treasurer of the Megantic Club, a gentleman greatly

interested in fish and game, and well posted on fish and
game subjects. His name here I use, not by his authority,

but for the force it carries. He is surprised at the manner
in which the newspapers of the day are treating the sub-

ject of big game hunting, especially this fall. "One
would think, by reading these articles, that there were herds
of game around loose, and to get a moose or deer, all the
hunter, even the novice, has to do is to select his location

in Maine and go there and come home with a fuU quota
of game. There never was a greater mistake. While
deer are really plenty," says Mr. Chapman, "it must be
remembered that it takes hard and earnest hunting to get
them, and sometimes for a good deal of time. Deer are a
shy game to hunt, and oftener than otherwise the chances
are decidedly against the hunter. This is right and does
not discourage the genuine hunter in the least."

Some good work is being done by the Megantic Club in

the way of stocking with landlocked salmon, under the
dii-ection of Mr. Chapman, Secretary Arthur W. Eobinson
and Supt. Robert Phillips. These gentlemen have recently
retm-ned from a trip to Big Island Pond, one of the ponds
of the Megantic preserve, where they went to put in their

new home 1,000 landlocked salmon of last season's hatch-
ing. The little fish are some 3in. in length. They took
them in cans up to Kennebago Stream. It was a job to

keep the water sufliciently aerated till the cans reached
the Phillips & Rangeley Railroad, when it was found that

the roughness of the track gave the cans sufficient motion
to keep air in the water. From Kennebago Stream the
fish were carried in wire-covered pails, to their home. Mr.
Chapman says that not more than three or four fish were
lost, notwithstanding the long carry through the woods,
and he very kindly says that much of this success is due
to the carefulness of their three guides, James Mathison,
Will Haines and Jerry Wilbur. These guides take great
interest in the restocking business in Maine waters. Tiie

little salmon were liberated in a brook that runs into Big
Island Pond. They kept together for a time, but in the
course of an hour or two they had all disappeared. The
club, under the superintendence of Mr. Phillips, has built

a hatchery at the same pond, wliere the location seems to

be excellent, and the plan is to obtain a lot of trout eggs
and hatch them. Mr. Chapman is also interested in

obtaining a lot of smelt eggs from Lake Auburn in the
spring and hatching them at the Big Island Pond hatch-
eries. This measure is proposed, in order that the land-

locked salmon may have food. Commissioner Stanley is

of the opinion that the success of landlocked salmon in

Maine, or any other waters, is contingent upon a plenty of

landlocked smelt for food. It has been found to be com-
paratively easy to get the smelt eggs, at their spawning
time in the spring, and they hatch out in a few weeks,
reqmring no great care, when they are ready to be
Uberated.
Mr. Chapman's restocking party did not succeed in get-

ting any big game on their trip, though in an excellent

deer country. They saw them, heard them run and ' 'heard
them skulk," but the leaves were too dry to get within a
gunshot. But at the same time over 40 deer have already
been killed at the Megantic Club preserve this season

;

severdl since the recent snows. Dr. Heber Bishop, so well
known as one of the promoters of the club, with a couple
of friends is there at the present writing. They will hunt
in the Kibby Valley. The Doctor usually brings out a
moose.
Mr. A. R. Justice, A. W. Kelley and their friend Mr.

Voorhees, of New York, have been to the Megantic Club
preserve, with good success this fall. Mr. E. A. Best and
friend Mr. Currier, of New York, have lately returned
from Spencer Bay, on Moosehead Lake, where they got
three deer. Mr. Henry V. Cunningham, attorney, with
Melvin C. Adams, at .20 Pemberton Square, was to leave
Sunday evening for Aroostook county. Me., on a much
needed vacation. He is hoping to get a deer, though his

stay will be necessarily limited. Dr. W. L. Simpson of

Boston, and D. L. Sj^arry have just returned from King
and Bartlett with a couple of deer. Mr. S. C. Dizer, of
Prouty & Dizer, of Boston, is back from the Maine woods.
He got a deer.

The Harry Moore party got back to Boston on Monday.
The party went away with small expectations, but the
gentlemen have come back greatly pleased. They went,
as the readers of the Forest and Stream will remember,
to Gerrish's Camp some 15 miles in from the Katahdin
Iron Works, in Maine. They are charmed with the region,
under the very brows of White Cap Mountain, one of the
larger of the Katahdin region, in a deep valley. Early in
the trip the ground was bare and the leaves dry, and they
found it very hard to get shots at deer. But still they did
secure one doe, which Mi-. Calvin Austin, who was obliged
to leave for home after two or three days' hunting, brought
out. About the fourth day there came Bin. of snow,
and the right royal fun began. The whole party was
delighted with the multitude of deer, as evinced by the
tracks. Indeed the tracking of deer was almost bewilder-
ing, even on the first day after the storm. They found
that the deer were amply able to take care of themselves,
and had to be approached with a great deal of caution.
Almost invariably the deer they were trying to approach
would be behind some "blow-down," and often he would
skulk; or if the hunters had got too near, he was off with
beautiful bounds. Mr. Leroy S. Brown carried a shotgun.
He had supposed that deer would not be plenty and that
he could get a few partridges while the others hunted for
deer. But when he found that deer were as plenty as

partridges, his idea changed. He found it very hard to

get within shotgun range of deer, though he had a
number of shots that would have been easy for a rifle. At
last he approached a "blow-down" with "a good deal of
caution, the tracks leading up to it in abundance. Out
popped a handsome doe, and was off. Naturally, and
earlier in the trip, Mr. Brown would have supposed that
the game had all flown, but he had learned caution, and
peered into the brush a moment longer. A big pair of

eyes met his. His gun came to his shoulder. A beautiful
buck fell at the discharge.
Mr. Geo. C. Moore got a handsome buck. Mr. Faulkner

got a buck and Mr. Smith got a buck. Each of the party
had a deer, except Harry Moore. Alas for him! Always
the life of the party I Was he to go home without a deer?

Yes; it must be so! But there is something to tell. He
had shot a moose, a fat two-year-bull. Was Harry
frightened when he came upon the beast? No. He had
heard of the camel at the World's Fair, and his first

thought was that one of them had strayed. His next
thought was to shoot it. It was done. But oh, the misery
of getting the camel down three miles from the side of

White Cap Mountain and through dense woods to camp,
where it could be transferred by teams! It was done, how-
ever, and the moose came to Boston. It was taken out
to Harry's place at Jamaica Plain, and hoisted up into a
couple of trees in front of his residence, where it was
admired by a host of people. The next day Harry's pro-
vision man placed it standing on a couple of barrels, in
front of his store, and within an hour there were hundreds
of people looking at the creature. The amusing part of

the story is that all the servant girls thought it was a
camel sure. They had been riding in the electric cars,

and "Did'ut they see the hump?" Special,

Dr. George McAleer of Worcester, H. S. Seeley of New
York, Senator Risteen and Dr. Heber Bishop, president of

the Megantic Club of Boston, left last week for a two
weeks' sojourn near the boundary moimtains in north-
western Maine. Their main camp will be in the Kibby
Valley, not far distant from the headwaters of the rivers

St. John, Penobscot, Kennebec and Chaudiere in Canada.

THE MICHIGAN DEER SEASON.
Dayton, 0.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: Your corres-

pondent from Marshfield, Wis., hits the nail on the head
in regard to the open season in that State, and the same
applies to the Upper Peninsula of IMichigan. I spent the
season up there this year, and talked with many hunters,
residents as well as'visiting sportsmen. All agree that
the open season should be November instead of from
Sept. 25 to Oct. 25. The change would protect the deer
for several reasons. In the first place, there would not
be nearly so many does and fawns killed. As any ex-
perienced hunter knows, at that season of the year the
majority of the deer kiUed would be bucks. Whereas,
under the present law, it is just the reverse.

At the lake where I was camped there were three
camps, and the total number of deer killed was just fifty;

and I believe there were only ten or eleven bucks, the rest

were mostly fawns, This will doubtless seem a very large

score. But one of the camps was occupied by two pro-

fessional hunters, who killed and shipped thirty-three

deer. Is it any wonder that deer are getting scarcer? I

need not teU any brother sportsman, who has hunted in

that country, how they got so many deer; for we all

know they get them any way they can without regard to

law.
And that brings me to my second point, which is, that

by making the open season in November much of this

slaughter of the innocents would be prevented, because
then they could not hunt at night with headlight, on
account of the snow and moonlight nights, but would be
compelled to get their deer by still-hunting in day time,
the same as the rest of us. And even they do not object
to that, because, being expert hunters, they could kill

their share of big bucks, and one big buck would bring
them more money than three little fawns. So even if

they only killed one-half or one-third as many, they
would be as well off", and it would make a vast difference
in the future supply of the deer. Of course this night
hunting is wrong, but I have my doubts if it can be
stopped. As nearly every settler in that country has a
headlight and uses it to get his supply of meat, it would
reqmre an army of game wardens to enforce the law,

1 have hunted a number of years in both Wisconsin
and Michigan, and my experience teaches me that in
both States the open season ought to be the same and
should not begin before Nov. 1. I hope the sportsmen of
these States who enjoy legitimate still-hunting will bring
such a pressure to bear on their legislators as to change
the open season in both the States to November. It

would increase the supply of deer and give us all a
chance to enjoy legitimate sport. Besides, then there
would not be so much venison sjjoilt by warm weather.

Buckeye.
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CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
[From a Staff Correspondent.]

Philosophy Censured by Mr. Hough.
ViNCENNES, Ind. , Nov. 15.—The great sage of Concord,

Ealph Waldo Emerson, was a thinker, but his thoughts
do not all bear inves igation, and at beat he must have
shone more as a philosopher than a newspaper man,
which latter follows much the harder calling. Philosophy
is dead easy compared to news. Emerson, in one of his
jagged rhymes, deprecates travel as follows:

"Who bides at homej
Nor goes abroad,

Carries the eagles and bears the sword."

This doctrine may do very well as applied to foreign
travel, for we have a good enough and big enough
country right here, but take it in general, it will do best
for him who is out of affairs and concerned only to medi-
tate. Travel is tlie best education, and had Emerson nad
more of it, he might have graduated out of philosophy
into the higher plane of journalism, in which he likely
would have been a corker, being naturally able to make
ic short.

I venture the assertion that, philosopher as he was,
Ealph Waldo Emerson did not know how to clean a quail.
Further, I will venture that a great many readers of
Forest and Streajvi do not know how to do it. Had I
obeyed the advice of the philosopher whose ignorant
wiseness I once loved because I couldn't imderstand it

and didn't dare call it anything but wisdom, I should,
perhaps, be now carrying more eagles in my pockets, but
neither I nor the public at large would ever had known,
let us say, how to undress a quail in the speediest and
neatest way in the world.

Clean Quail with Scissors.

To clean a dozen quail in six minutes, and do it without
even soiling your hngers, you need a pair of scissors.
The long-handled, short-bladed scissors used by taxider-
mists are best, as they cut bones with less exertion of-
strength. This morning my friend had a bunch of birds
befone him. Taking up one cf them he removed the head,
wings and feet in five brief clips, cutting off the wings
pretty close up to the body, and the legs above the
knuckle joint, just where the feathers begin. Then he
tore the skin of the breast, rolled it back from the sides,
and stripped it dow-n along the back almost in one piece.
A few plucks at the remaining feathers left the bird bare
except the tuft of feathers on the tail. Again taking up
the scissors the artist inserted a sharp point through the
flank of the bird up npar the shoulder, and made a" clean
cut back through the ribs to the thin part of the belly,
under the end of the breast bone. This was repeated for
the opposite side. Of course the bird then fell nearly
apart, the viscera being all exposed. The artist did not
now reach in with his fingers to eviscerate the bird, but
placing the points of the scissors well up in the cavity of
the body, just above where the heart lay exposed,
he made one neat clip and cut the liga-
ments wdiich bind the upper viscera to the back
bone. Then still using the scissors and not his fingers, he
easily and in one movement raked back all the viscera,
which hung quite free of the abdominal cavity and
attached to the tail or "Pope's nose." One more clip
close up to the body severed the "Pope's nose" and viscera
and tail feathers all fell at a stroke, the bird remaining in
the hand clean and free from blood. The fingers of the
artist were not soiled. He could have w^orn kid gloves
and not have soiled them. The bird was as clean as any
I ever saw, and the whole operation was performed in one
half less tiirie than I ever saw used in doing it before. If
Ralph Waldo Emerson were alive I would back .John A.
Balmer, of Vincennes, Indiana, against liim for all kinds
of money in a quail cleaning match. For my part, every
time I go away from home 1 learn something, if I have
luck. This wriuJile, which Mr. Balmer learned in course
of his amateur taxidermic work, is worth remembering.
You can clean quail in the parlor in this way, and prop-
erly put in practice quail cleaning may thus be made a
family amusement, in which one's wife, if he has any
good one at all, should cheerfully and eagerly join.

Philosophy, Field Trials and the Fair.

It all happened this way. Mr. Balmer, who is the best
shot and leading sportsman of his town, was up at the
Fair a few weeks ago and asked the Western representa-
tives of Foxiest and Stream to come down and go shoot-
ing with him after the close of the the U. S. field trials at
Bicknell, which point is only 15 miles from Vincennes.
According to this programme, which fortunately was
found possible of carrying out, Mr. Waters and myself
met Mr. Balmer here three days ago, being brought
over from Bicknell by force and arms by Colonel Albert
G. Sloo, whose big plantation is about seven miles out of
this city. Colonel Sloo, in his large-heatted way, asked
Mr. Balmer to divide time with him, and so we shot all
day Monday with both gentlemen and Mr. Tom Sloo, the
Colonel's son, out on the wide acres which lie around
White Hall. Monday night we could not resist the
Colonel's hospitality and staid over with him and his
charming family, to be joined again Tuesday by Mr.
Balmer. Wednesday we shot with Mr. Balmer down in
the Wabash bottoms, and to-day, Mr. Waters being-
called South by further field trial w^ork, I am loafing and
inviting my soul, and debating whether or not ever to go
back to Chicago, and whether it would not be much bet-
ter to stay here and watch Mr. Balmer clean quail.

Has a Meat Dog.

Mr. Balmer has a home, and a nice wife and a fine boy.
He also has a rattling four-year-old colt, and three dogs,
and a great deal of leisure time. Compared to that of the
city w^orker, his life is that of a prince, the more especially
because one of his dogs, the old Gordon, Duke, is what the
field trials folks contemptuously term a "ineat dog.*' He
plugs around, and finds birds, and points them, and you
can kill them, and then he retrieves them. Any of these
qualifications would, as I understand it, disqualify him
tor field trials work; but I confess they still seem useful to
me. When I want to go out and get some birds, because
there is a hard winter coming- on, I want a plain, unvar-
nished meat dog, with no ruffles on hiru, and a disposition
to point birds, and a set of legs which will work like an
eight-day clock. Duke has been rim over by a wagon
eleven times, and he only has one eye; but he can jump a
wire fence, and on the morning of your fourth day of
hunting he stands up on his hindlegs aud hollers for joy

when he sees the gams come out. That sort of dog is good
enough for me, and I don't care who knows it, and after
a. while plenty of shooters will think the same way. When
it comes to field trials, it is another thing, for a day of

j

trials running can in no way be compared to a day of
shooting, the purposes of each being entirely dissimilar to
those of the other; a fact which many overlook. When it

comes to having sport at quail shooting, give me a meat
dog or give me death, that's all I hope. Vive le meat
dog.

A Good Dog Country.
"There a,re numbers of good dogs about here, the region

being a sort of trainers' headquarters, and moreover,
being the natural home of Bob White. Colonel Sloo al-

ways has a good dog or two about him, and we found
three in his kennels when we were there. Jack W.,
Stocking and a puppy. Poor old Jack! Ms history is ap-
proaching its end. His life has been a grand and success-
ful one in its doggy way, but now there are few glories
and few pleasures left for him, for he is growing old.
Tuesday morring we had the old fellow out for a couple
of hours, but he went quietly, and though he pointed and
retrieved his birds confidently as ever, he was gamer than
he was strong. He went lame, and -when he lay down at
the house soon stiffened up sadly. Dog heaven is not far
off for old Jack, I fear, and he wnll soon repose in Colonel
Sloo's illustrious canine graveyard.

Fair Abundance of Quail.

The quail crop for this section, pretty well south in In-
diana, is perhaps not so good as it has been, but there
seems to be a fair abundance of birds. On and around
Colonel Sloo's place we put up eleven bevies the first day

• and eight during a part of the second. The cover to which
the birds took is very rough and full of briers, the shootmg
trying one's sk'll thoroughly. Mr. Balmer is one of the
best quail shots I ever saw, yet we only got thirty-one
birds on our best day. Yesterday was nearly a blank.
We went across the Wabash on the Illinois side, where,
by reason of the singular differences in legislative wisdom,
they have been shooting quail for six weeks. We only
put uj) three bevies all day, and they were wild as deer.
We are not getting a gi-eat many birds as yet, the weather
being too cold for them to move much, but we are hav-
ing delightful times and getting plenty for reasonable
sport, and enough anyhow to practically illustrate Mr.
Balmer's method of dressing quad and the ways in which
Mrs. Sloo and Mrs. Balmer cook them, each and all of
which is excellent in its respective way, though perhaps
not so intrinsically wonderful and startling as the way in
which I atu them. In this latter accomplishment I think
there could be no question as between Ralph Waldo Em-
erson and myself. The situation being as it is, I can at
present see no legitimate reason for staying here less than
a year, and may condescend to write something further
about it within the next six months or so, if not too busy
shooting.

The Cuvier Club Annual.
Chicago, Nov. 25.—In the mail here is an invitation to

be present at the annual dinner of the Cuvier Club, of
Cincinnati, an affair which I observed the Cincinnati
papers mentioned as bidding fair to surpass all previous
events of similar nature. The menu given by the daily
papers shows that game has as large a place in the gastro-
nomic proclivities of this body as the preservation and
protection of game has in its purposes of organization. It
would have been pleasure to meet so rare an assemblage,
among them Col. Culbertson and "Kingfisher," through
whose joint graces Forest and Stream is honored. It is

hard to send i-egrets in reply to a letter like the following
from "Kingfisher," which is too characteristic to keep
private:

A few days ago "the Colonel" sent you an invitation to attend the
annual game dinner of our "Cuvier Club," and I trusr you will see it in
the light of a duty to your "innard man*' to come down and partake
of the spread.

It will be no "swallertail coat" affair; just a plain assembling: of the
club members—over 400—and a very limiced number of invited guests,
to eat, drink and be merry, have a good time and swap a few lies.

There will be no "tiowiu' bole" accompaniment, except in the shape of
some wine and a few gallons—60 or 80—of '-aig noggg, with three g's.

I have not seen t he "score sheet" (menu) yet, but it will be one that
will satisfy the most "facetious," as Dick Macauley would say, and
I'm sure you will enjoy it all, for you will be among friends and
brothers of the gentle craft. Come down.
Leave Chicago Wednesday night and get here Thursday morning,

Z'iii, and that will give you time to "profligate 'round" a Utile and get
the lay o' the land before the festivities begin.
The Kingfishers will "be thar,-' with the possible exception of "Kel-

pie," and we wiU all be glad to see you.
Call at the ofSce of the Superintendent of Mails and ask for

Jeems Mackerel.

Still Another Came Dinner.

Could one have been present Thiu-sday at Cincinnati, he
must have hastened away to reach Cleveland, at the other
end of the State, in time for a certain little banquet ^here,
the invitation to w^hich reads for Friday, Nov. 24. This
comes from an ex-Chicago man, Mr, John Howley, well
known in insurance and in sportsmanship. Mr, Howley
is now of New York, and writes me from there, but it

seems he has a custom of coming out to Cleveland once a
year to eat quail, since the menu sjjeaketh thus:

Mr. John I. Lynch, sportsman, of Canton, Ohio, and Mr. John How-
le3' (w-ho is also a sportsman), of New York, will take part in an
aneieai custom and dine with their friends at the usual place, the
HuUeudeu, Cleveland, Ohio, Friday evening, Nov. 24. The leading
subject for discussion -will be The Quail. You will, of course, be
with us. John A. Kejllt.

Yes, of course, we would be there, all of us who had
the chance, but there was no chance to get to either Cin-
cinnati or Cleveland, and regrets had to go again to the
framers of the interesting symposium above.

The Carlin Huntine: Party.

The Chicago Evening Journal to-night, Nov. 25, reports
in a dispatch from Portland, Ore. : Brigadier-General W.

1 P. Carlin, sends to the Associated Press the following dis-

patch just received by him from Lieutenant Charles P.

[

Elliott, of the Fourth Cavalry, dated Nov. 23, Falls of the
North Fork of Middle Fork of Clearwater: "Carlin party
found on river to-day. Carlin, Spencer, Pierce, Himmel-
wright are well. Colgate lost. Kelly joined them in
mountains. Will work down river by boat."
Will Carlin, or WiUie as his friends know him, is a

friend of Capt. DuBray, of the Parker, gun, who men-
tioned to me the trip which young Carlin was about to
take into the Bitter Root country. Capt. DuBray spoke
very highly of the young hunter's quaUty in sport, but I
imagine he and many others will be rejoiced to learn
news even no better than the above of a party exposed to
so dangerous a hazai'd.

Something of a Hunter Himself.

By the way, Capt. DuBray seems to be something of a
hunter, himself, as witness what I find in a Memphis
paper:
Mr. A, W. DuBray, the representative of Parker Bros., the famous

gun manufacturers, has been in Merupbis several days. He spent two
days last -n-eek at Waponoca, the guest of Mr. Robert Galloway, the
president of the club, and was delighted with the duclc shooting there.
He had no difficulty in makmg th" i\m'\t of ,)() in two hours the second
day. Mr. DuBray has been given a cordial reception by the sportsmen
of Memphis and vicinity, and bas accepted several invitations, among
them one from Sonierville, where he will take a bird hunt to-morrow'.
He has shot hundreds of deer and ma-uy bullalo on the plains, hunted
ostriclies and other game in South Amoi-ica and birds everywliere. At
the trap he is among the most espei-L in tli:_' country, but he is a thor-
oughbred sportsman and at his best in tlie field. Mr. DuBray is an
Englishman by birth, but he has lived in .America many years, and
now resides at Dayton. Ky. He is by birth and breeding a gentleman,
whom it is a pleasure to know and "a sportsman whose company on
any kind of a hunting expedition it is a privilege to have.

This be high praise, but I reckon we'll have to let it go
at that, as I know of no dissenting voice. E. Hough,
909 Security Building, Chicago.

THE HABITS OF THE CARIBOU.
Noticing your article in a recent issue of the Forest

AND STREA:\t ill regard to tlie acfions of caribou imder fire,

I had some experience in the sumtner of 1893 that may
prove interesting. On the evening of July 2.5 we were
camped on the height of land between the Great Lakes
and Hudson's Bay. South of us tibout half a mile were
the headwaters of the Spauisli River, emptying into Lake
Hiu-on. North about two miles the Moose River took its

rise. Our camp was on a narrow ridge between two
small lakes. While the guide was preparing supper I was
as usual on the lookout for anything that might be in the
wilds, and I saw a caribou swimming across a narrow
portion of one of the lakes about 3.50yds. away. We
watched the animal until it rearhed the shore or low
water bank of the lake. My coui|)anion intending to
frighten the deer before it reaclir d cover attempted to fire

his .45-70 Wincliester, but the cartridge failed to explode,
making only a sliglit click. We liad not been observed
and the animal was quietly feeding, but when the ritie

snapped it instantly sprang forward like a spirited horse
from the lash of a whip, and after a few bounds disap-
peared in the timber. Considering the great distance and
the trifling sound made the animal must have been very
much on the alert. . Ten days later, on the same tri^, we
were canoeing in an easterly direction through a lake
about half a mile wide. On the north shore about a
quarter of a mile ofi' a caribou was traveling westward,
sometimes on the bank and sometimes in the water. We
turned the canoe in the direction of the deer, and -without
lifting his paddle from the water the guide propelled the
canoe forward. When within 2U0y(ls. the animal sighted
us for the first time, though we were all the time in full
view out in the open lake. The caribou came to a stand
and stared stupidly in our direction. In order to observe
its gait in running I fired a shot. The deer instantly
turned aroimd and galloped off in tlie direction from
which it had come, keeping in full view for 200yds. at
least, though it might have reached cover at any time by
a single bound. From the experience I have had I woidd
advise the caribou hunter to be very careful to avoid
noise and lo prevent the deer from getting wind.

S. R. Claeke.
Toronto, Nov. 23.

An Interesting Time While it Lasted.
Messrs. James and F. A. Duptjy 7-eturned home last

night from a ten days' hunting and fishing outing on
Tygart Creek, Kentucky, Their brother Dr. Van Dupuy,
of Dayton, was with them during the most of the time
but returned home a few days ago. Mr. George Howland,
of Tygart, also camped with tliem. During their hunt
they killed seventy-five squirrels, two turkeys, some quail
and other game. They had quite a thrilling experience
one morning during their encampment. About thi-ee
o'clock they were all awakened hy a glaring light and
ominous roaring and roused up to find the entire front of
their tent in a blaze. Big patches of the burning canva.'<

were falling on their beds and among their cartridges and
it lookedjto them on their first half-awakened gaze as if

the entire universe was afire. Tiie tent had caught from
the camp fire which Dr. Van had been up some time
before to replenish. By prompt work the blaze was
extinguished and part of the tent saved, but not without
some burns being received by each of the campers. F. A.
was severely burned on the hand and had his hair, eye-
brows and mustache singed, while James Dupuy received
bad burns on his wrist. The Dr. and Mr. Howland also
felt the hot touch of the fiery enemy. The embers set fire

to their hunting coats and in two instances was found to
be burning about pockets ftdl of cartridges, but Dr. Van
with a cup of water and some careful work succeeded in
extinguishing the fire without any explosions. It was an
interesting time while it lasted and all will remember
their experience for some time.

—

Ironton Republican.

Game About Hot Springs.

Hot Springs, Ark., Nov. 20.—Editor Forest and Stream:
As every winter and spring brings many sportsmen to this
famous sanitarium, you may suggest to all the boys whO'
contemplate coming, to bring along their guns and tog"

.

AVe have very good game shooting here. Plenty of quail
and gray squirrel shooting, and there is not much more,
exciting sport than the latter in our river bottom lands,
where the frisky little fellows have to be taken on the run
and leaping from tree to tree. More skill is required to
bag them than quail or other wing-shooting. Duck shoot-
ing in the lowlands adjacent to this point is fine, while in
the early spring we have good sport with snipe. Those
who like large game may find plenty of deer in the Ozark
Mountains all around this city, and some black bear. Our
markets are generally well supplied with these varieties
of game aU tlirough the winter season. The open season
on deer in this State is from Aug. 1 to Feb. 1; on quail
from Oct. 1 to March 1. Turkey may be shot till April 1.

The other game I have mentioned may be taken at any
time. Aside from the field shooting, I want to say to
brother sportsmen that we maintain a good gun club here,
with well-equipped grounds, and make it a point to enter-
tain the best we can all shooters who visit our city. All
they need do is to make their presence known to us and
we will try and afford them some sport. We shoot regu-
larly once a week, and our grounds are at the service o
visiting sportsmen every day if they desire.

J. L. Wadi^w,
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Reminiscences.

It happened on the Ohio River steamer Mary Housten,
between Cincinnati and the Coney Island of the West.
The boat was jammed with shooters and their families,

and a jolly crowd it was with the hundreds of sportsmen
on board bound for the Coney Island shoot entertaining
those present with reminiscences. The best was that of

ill-. Andy Huber, of the West End Rabbit Shooting Club
of this city,who has a very badly crippled hand and which
by the way may be termed the 'moral of the story related.

Some fifteen or twenty of us were bunched together hav-
ing a jolly time on the lower deck. Huber was talking.

"Veil, poys," said he, "you fellers talk apout sport, I

don't pelieve you ever knowed what dead game sport vas.

Now, I tell you. Apout twenty-five years ago. when I

first come to dis gouutry, dere vas a feller over the river,

now where Fort Thomas is apout, what fought he could
shoot rabbits better than anybody. Veil, anyway, we
went out shooting, both of us. The first rabbit what got
up he killed just so good as I or you could. Al and I

fought my name vas Dennis, and I vas scared right

there. Veil, we shot along till apout 10 o'clock, I having
six and him three. We vas going along, he apout fifty

yards back of me, when I t'hought 'I'll fool tbat duck,'

like the fellers here say, yon know. First thing you know
I vas away from him, a little to his right, and over a little

hUl. I said now is my chance. I took one of my best

looking dead rabbits, got behind a bush what was there
and made him wiggl'^' with my hand, just like he was
playing, you know, when Peter Hans come along, and
dat fool shot, and here's my hand to prove it. I yelled

like an Indian, but it cost liini anyhow $-i for the trinks,

and we laughed at that feller for years." Wick.

How Long was tliat "First Close Season?"
Editor Forest and Stream:

If that reward for errors in the Brief holds good for all

game seasons mentioned I take it that it must apply to

the statement about the duration of the "first close

season," which was the time during which Noah and the
animals were sailing around in the Ark. The Brief
prints this, with delightful indefiniteness, as "the year
or more." Now I always supposed that Noah was shut
up in the Ark for forty days. If I am right.you may
send me the reward. Hartford.

[If "Hartford" will look at the record he will fiad that
Noah was in the Ark much longer than forty days, and
if "Hai'tford" or any one else will tell us exactly how
long that first close season lasted he shall have a copy of
the Brief v^ith the compliments of the publishers.]

Florida Quail.

Tallah ASSEE.Fla.—In traveling over the country around
Tallahassee I have noticed that the quail are even more
numerous and in better condition than they were last

year; and as one sportsman scored his 3,000 long before
the end of the season you will be able to have some idea
of their number. The country north of Tallahassee is well
stocked with quail, but the ducks are not coming in as

soon as usual. The country south of the town and on the
Gulf coast is as well stocked as any sportsman could wish.
Turkeys are numerous; deer fair; bear scattering, and
geese and ducks coming in thick. Hunting parties are
going out continually, and all report good luck consider-
ing the dry weather. The hunting laws of the State have
caused the game to be very abundant and residents are
well disposed to strangers. G. A. L.

Of all Fools an Old Fool.

When we were returning from a canoe trip my friend

B,, to punish me for not taking a gun, took pains to call

my attention to eveiy fiock of ducks and geese passing in

easy range, until his "mark," "here and there," or "be
ready for this and that" became exasperating. Near
home and turning a sharp bend in the river we came
upon a flock of black ducks, and when my friend called

my attention to them I drew my revolver and fired two
shots in quick succession. "Way too high," sings out B.

"Crack," answers the revolver, and "give it to them
again," says B., "you knocked one's head off." There
was something on me, and somebody's decoy is minus its

head, please don't sue for damage* Mux.

Ferrets and Ferreting.

COMPTON, Que.—I cannot agree w^ith your correspond-
ent, W. H. W. , under the heading of "Ferrets and Fer-

reting," in your issue of Nov, 18, as the title only brings

to my mind the many happy days I spent on the old sod
with ferrets. I think that there is not much advantage
taken of a rabbit when he is bolted by ferrets, as I kno%v
from personal experience that he is extremely hard shoot-

ing, and no poor shot can shoot such a rabbit, but
W. H. W. in his letter might mean with nets; in that

case I agree with him, as that is as bad as poaching.
Fred. V. Wetherall.

Beaufort Wildfowl.

Beaufort, N. C.,Nov. 24.—Ducks are more numerous
here this season than for any time in five years. Geese,

too, are plentiful, and the hunting promises to be first

class. Decoys and batteries can be had at any time. The
climate is fine. A sailboat (Capt. Smith) meets all trains

at Morehead City, which is two miles across the sound
from this place. M. P. Robinson.

Montana Game.
Billings, Mont,, Nov. 15.—Chicken law goes in effect

to-da3^ Have been quite plenty. Deer fairly good, but
have had no snow yet here. Friend cauie in yesterday
with three, the result of four days' hunting forty miles
above here. Hope to have a trial at them myself soon.

J. W.

Adirondack: Deer Season.

We went to the West Canada Lakes Sept. 25, 1892 (tak-

ing in the last days of hounding). The party who killed

the doe went out about one week or so before we went in.

The doe was in milk; but it is often seen later than that,

one of our party killed a doe this year that was in milk in

October. T. A. B.

On the Grouse Moors.
BowDON, Eng.—I have just returned from the moor :

had two days' grouse driving ; five guns killed seventy-
five brace fiVst day ; and ninety-three brace second day.
Plenty of birds and very strong on the wing. R. N.

The Musky Odor of Venison.

De Beque, Colo., Nov. 20—Will not some one of

your readers kindly give me a recipe for removing the

strong, musky odor from venison killed in running time.
C. A. C.

ANGLING NOTES.

About Avoca.

AvocA, N. C, Nov. 10.—^I was in Chicago the whole
s>jnmer and could not rebuUd hotel to my notion and
enjoy Chicago at the same time, therefore I concluded to

give'the birds and turkeys a partial rest and let them re-

cover from the terrible winter of 1893-3, Tiie turkeys

are in abundance and birds and deer moderately plentiful.

Sdme of our old friends are constantly inquiring, and a
few beginning to put in an appearance anyway. Myself

and three sisters own an old style Southern plantation

house, and we are caring for such sportsmen as will come.
W. R. Capehart.

liouisiana Ducks.

New Orleans, Nov. 20.—Mr. E. J. Trenchard, one of

New Orleans' leading sportsmen, returned alter a very
successful day's hunt at Boutee station, having killed 79

mallards and one black duck. His hunt was the

result of a morning shoot. The grounds are thirty miles

from this city. Ducks are very numerous all over the

State. Anodeac.

New Brunswick Deer Increasing.

Dorchester, N. B.—Our new game act is being fairly

•well enforced and with very favorable results. The pro-

tection to deer is having a marked efl'e'ct in the increase

n the numbers to be foimd in our Province to-day, E,

Fishing- for Jack Salmon.

A CORRESPONDENT wishes information about the manner
of fishing for what he is pleased to call "'pickerel or jack
salmon." Some of the questions he puts are tliese: What
size of hook should be used? With minnows for bait do
you use a sinker, if so what size and how far from the
hook? When using frogs for bait where do you hook the
frog, and what size should the frog be?

In the first place the fish in question is neither a
pickerel nor a salmon; and furthermore it is not related
to either of the fish named. The fish is properly a pike-
perch, although it is sometimes called a wall-eyed pike.

In spite of the fact that the word pike occurs in each of

the common names given, the fish really belongs to the
family of perches, in various waters it is called green
and yellow pike, glass-eye, salmon, jack, dory, okow and
hornfish. It has a smaller relative, very like it in appear-
ance, which inhabits similar waters, and wliich is called

Sanger, sand pike, pickerel or pickering. Never before
have I heard of the pike-perch by the names pickerel or
jack salmon in the same waters, though each is common
enough in waters widely separated.

But starting with the fact that the fish is a pike-perch, I

will answer the questions at the beginning of this note as

best I can. Nothing is said of the size to which the fish

grow in the waters where the correspondent proposes to

fish, but it is safe to say that hooks No. 1 to No. 1-0 will

answer. I have frequently caught pike-perch on hooks of

these sizes wdien fishing for black bass, and caught them,
tjo, on hooks with single gut, although it would be
advisable to use hooks on fine gimp if one was to fish

specially for pike-perch, as it would in many cases pre-

vent the cutting of the gut by the teeth of the fish, for

the pike-perch has teeth closer set than the true pike, and
mo>re of them. In fact the pike is about the only fish that
will drive the pike-perch.

Whatever the lure used for pike-perch, a sinker -is re-

quired. As a rule they are bottom leeders, but have been
known to take a fly on a shotted leader. The pike-perch
is one of the few fishes that one does not always know
where to fish for; they are here to-day and gone to-mor-
row. They appear to be fresh-water rovers, except at

spawning time. For ordinary fishing put a sinker on the
upper part of the snood, be it gut or gimp, which will

bring the sinker six or seven inches above the hook. In
still water with minnow bait a couple of split double B
shot is all-sufficient, or even one if the minnow is not.too
large. The object is to caiTy the minnow near to the
bottom and keep it there, and the sinker that does this is

sufficient.

In hooking the minnow pass the hook through the skin
under the back fin; a minnow so hooked will roam more
than one hooked through the lips, a method used in cast-

ing and drawing, which is not necessary in pike-perch
fishing. If frogs are used for bait get the small green
frog about the size of a silver half-dollar. Pass the hook
through the skin of the frog at the end of the spine
where the hindlegs join, or pass the hook through the
flesh of one leg. It requires more weight to keep a frog
down than it does a minnow, and even then the frog,

after being some time on the hook, will fill with air, be-

come bloated,and come to the surface if it is not taken in

hand and the air gently squeezed out of it, and many
times, even then, it is better to put a fresh frog on the
hook. I have spoken of the foregoing as tlie ordinary
method of fishing for pike-perch.

There is another way, out of the ordinary, and I believe

it never has been told in print untfl it was told to me.
Lake Cham plain is quite famous for its pike-perch, where,
by the way, they are called Champlain pike. This style

of fishing is practiced in water 20 to 40ft. deep, generally
in the inlet rivers, and the outfit consists of a rod about
2ft. long, with a three-ring tip or a funnel top. Just
above the hand-grasp is a wire cleat, in place of a reel, on
which the line is wound. Sufficient line is unwound from
the cleat, say 3 or 4ft. , and the end passed through the rod
tip. To the end of the line is fastened a lead sinker about
the size of a mans middle finger, and if the current is

strong the sinker mu.st be heavier, heavy enough in any
event to take the line promptly to the bottom. Below the
sinker is a piece of fish line, perhaps 2ft. long, terminating
in a gimp-snooded hook about iNo. 1^. The hook is baited

with a dozen or so of earth worms, putting the hook
the middle of each worm and leaving the ends to form a
wrisgling mass.
To operate this curious outfit the lead is lowered to the

bottom from a boat, and the boat is rowed up and down
and across the current, while the fisherman with the
cleated stick exercises himself to keep the lead on or very
near the bottom as the boat moves, which drags the mass
of worms 2ft. after the lead. This style of fishing has
procured large strings of pike-perch when other methods
failed, and there was a determined efi'ort to keep the mat-
ter secret, but a friend told me of it. without a pledge of

secrecy, and now it has found a place in Forest and
Stream, where all good things find a place sooner or later.

The Lake Champlain proper pike-perch have lately been
taken with exactly the same tackle used in deep trolling

for lake trout. This is an excellent method in big waters,
for you are sure to find the fish by keeping at it, and 1

have already said the pike-perch is here to-day and there
to-morrow.

Transporting Fish Alive.

Another correspondent wishes to know the best way to
transport black bass alive over a country road a distance
of from five to fifteen miles. The least amount of water
that would be required for half a dozen fish from 6in. in
length to 21bs. in weight, and if it would be a good plan
to blow air into the water through a hose while trans-
porting the fish.

To answer the correspondent intelligently I should
know the season of the year when the bass are to be trans-
ported, and If little and big fish are in one can at the
same time, and if it is an experiment to see how little

water may be needed to get the fish from one w^ater to
the other, or merely the least approximate quantity that
would be used ordinarily. If it is only a trial a few bass
can be taken in w'et cloths if the cloths are kept wet and
cool, but I assume that this is not the case. It is not a
parallel case exactly, but a can that will transpert safely
40,000 shad fry will only transport safely 5,000 trout fry,

and this will show the difficulty of calculating for 6in,

bass and 21bs. bass in the same can. Fish and fish fry that
may be transported safely under certain conditions will

be partly or wholly lost if transportation is attempted
under other conditions.

I once lost 60,000 trout and salmon fry during a night
run of 200 miles on the fast mail. I had BOOlbs. of ice,

more than enough for ordinary purposes, but the cans
were meant for 3,000 fry each, and I had 5,000 in each. I

knew when I started that I had too many in each can,
but I had to take them as they had absorbed the sac and
there was nothing to feed them, and there were no more
cans of any size. Again I received 50,000 sea salmon fry.

They had been on the cars all night and the ice had given
out and they were "sick." I iced them, put the cans in a
wagon and drove rapidly for six miles over a rough road
and planted a fair lot of fry, much recovered from their
railway journey. Still, again, by direction of the U. S,

Fish Commission, I took a carload of California yearling
salmon for planting in New England, The last previous
trip of the same car there had been a loss of about 8,000
yearling Atlantic salmon, and I had doubts about the re-

sult. The car was on an Eastern "flyer," and as we
reached the station at which we were to stop we began to
take the salmon from the tanks where water had been
pumped by the steam pump in the car, and put them in
transportation cans. I noticed that several cans were
crowded and that the salmon were coming up for air.

Hastily they were iced and "worked" with syringes, but
still thej'- came to the top and turned on then- sides. As
quickly as possible I got these cans into one of the wagons
and took my seatby the driver to make the trip ofthree anda
half miles, the next longest being one and a quarter miles
from the station. I told the driver to pick out the rough-
est part of the road and let his horses run if the wagon
would stand it. At the stream I had two dead fish, and
all told the loss was less than tinrty, chiefly fish caught in
the gratings of the tanks under the car. The next trip

the car made there was a loss of 8,000 yearling landlocked
salmon.
There is a right season and a wrong season to transport

most fishes, and the wrong season is during the hot
months. Black bass are a spring spawning fish, and in
the North hibernate during the cold winter months, but
they are transported best in the spring before the weather
becomes hot, or in the fall after it becomes cool. The
best black bass for transporting are those weighing from
1 to lib. each, and fry should not be used except in case
of necessity. The larger fish can be handled more easily
and safely,- and they will become spawning fish sooner in
the new waters. In the spring or fall fifteen ^Vlb. bass or
ten lib. bass may be transported safely the distance
stated by the correspondent in a common milk can hold-
ing ten gaUons of water. This is not the limit, for a
greater number of fish have been safely transported a
longer distance in containers of this size, but what I have
given is a safe number.
Some years ago 660 black bass averaging one and one-

half pounds each, were transported a distance of about
300 miles and were on the road thirty hours. The time
was June, and many of the fish—some as heavy as 2ilbs.
—were females heavy with spawn. There was a loss

of only ten per cent, of the fish, and the water allowed
them was four gallons per fish, for the entire trip. To
show what may be done—a few days ago I saw two men
on the Delaware & Hudson R. R. with a lot of bait fish,

that they were taking from the Mohawk River to Lake
Champlain. The fish were white chubs, which means
the fall fish, and they had in their can over 800 fish, and
at Saratoga had not lost a fish. They were ordinary bait
fish, some larger and some smaller than a man's middle
finger. The water had not been changed since they
started, four hours before, and they did not propose to
change it until they reached their destination, several
hours later. In summer the same can would not have
transported safely the same distance 200 of the same fish.

In transporting any Jish it is better to use the water you
start with than to atieinpt to procure fresh water on the
journey. In all probability the fish are accustomed to the
water they are started on their journey in, and to replace
it is buying a pig in a bag. If necessary keep the tem-
perature down with ice; if necessary to freshen the water
in the can or container, do so, if it has a wide mouth, by
taking out water in a dipper or other vessel and pouring it

. back from a height above the can. A transportation
syringe is used for the same purpose, but for a- single jour-
ney a make-shift will serve the same purpose. If there
are two or more cans the water may be siphoned from one
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to another by using a short piece of rubber hose. Any or
all of these means will aerate the water. To "work" the
cans is to use ice, siphon or syringe to reduce temperature
and aerate the water, and to "work" the cans is attended
with better results than to attempt to introduce fresh
water.

Transporting Fish Fry In Hermetically Sealed
Bottles.

At the very time that this question of transporting
black bass came before me I was about to make a note of
another way of transporting hsh. Readers of FOEEST
AND STREA3I will recall a discussion a few years ago about
caiTying bait fish in fruit jars that had been sealed. This
matter came up at a meeting of the American Fisheries
Society in Washington two years ago. after the reading
of a paper hy Mr. W. P. Seal upon "Transportation of
Live Fishes." The discussion which followed the reading
of the paper is not printed in the proceedings of the so-
ciety, as it should be, but I distinctly recall that Mr. Worth
said that he had made some experiments in this direction,
and that bait fish in sealed jars lived little if any longer
than those in open jars, the claim having been made that
hermetically sealed fish would live longer.
In the History of the Fisheries of New South Wales,

by Lindsay G. Thompson, Chief Inspector of New South
Wales, published by authority of the New South Wales
Commissioners for" the World's Columbian Exposition.
I find this very interesting statemeiit: "About two years
since the writer made the experiment of traveling trout
fry to the several streams assigned to them in jars about
three parts filled with water and hermetically sealed.
This mode of transmission proved so successful that at
Sydney it has quite superseded the old method of for-
warding in open jars. Fry can be sent in the jars for any
reasonable distance. After determiuing by actual experi-
ment that it would exist so imprisoned for seventy-two
hours, the method was still further tested by shipping to
Wellington, New Zealand, some fry of the oru. which
originally had been sent thence and hatched out in New
South Wales. The attempt proved successful, and in like
manner the experiment was repeated between Welling-
ton and Sydney.
In the appendix to the history from which I have

already quoted, is a paper upon "Fresh Water Fish Ac-
climatisation," by John Gale, Queanbeyan. Mr. Gale
relates how he distributed a lot of "American brown trout
and English spotted trout." The descriptive terms, brown
and spotted, have evidently been reversed in some way,
but the fish were from three to five inches in length

—

" strong, vigorous fish." The trout were placed in cans
of six gallons each, 150 in each can, and all were deliv-
ered at their various destinations witiiout loss, except one
portion which was lost by taking water from a brackish
stream. "As an experimeat we also brought four trout,
three perch, and three carp, in hermetically sealed jars,
and the result was successful, only one trout—a little fel-
low sick from the start—succumbed. The distance from
Ballarat to Queanbeyan is about 350 miles, and the fish
were thirty hours in transit. Bibbenluke is another hun-
dred miles, and Braidwood thirty-four miles; so that our
efforts, so far as placing the fish in the waters of tlieir

respective destinations, were highly successful."

Something for Fry Men to Think About.
Three rivers in which 60, 40 and 60 of tliese little trout,

respectively, were planted, became thoroughly stocked
with them, furnishing fishing in a few years that is now
•unsurpassed. The second year after planting hundreds of
little trout were netted in one river as an experiment.
Mr. Gale concludes his paper by recommending to the de-
partment that instead of planting trout fry that they be
kept in ponds until a year old and then distributed.

A. N, Cheney,

FLY-FISHING FOR POLLOCK.
Halifax, Nova Scotia.—In your issue of Nov. 4 "The

General" wishes to hear from some one on fly-fishing for
pollock. He says catching them on a light rod with bait
"is great sport"; but let him take out his fly-rod and tackle,
and follow my directions, and he will vote it even a greater
success.

Let me give you one ^age from my own experience.
Leaving the landing stage one alternoon in a light boat,
having a good man at the oars, and equipped with a lOi-
foot lancewood rod, an oiled silk medium line and one fly
on a 3-foot leader at the end of it, we rowed to a narrow
channel where I knew the pollock were generally to be
found feeding. Getting my tackle together, we watched
till we saw one break water some 800yds. away. Rowing
rapidly to the spot, I made a cast, and almost immediately
there was a gleam of silver and a fine fish was away witli
a great rush, making the line fau-ly hum. Three^ more
similar rushes, and we had him in the landing net.
Again I thi-ew out my line, and again a fish. Now the
school is gone, and we have to watch till another breaks
water, and away we go again after the school. When we
got back to our landing place there were 99 as fine pollock,
ranging from -Jib. to l^lbs., as you could wish to see!
We were gone just three hours. Pretty good, was it notV
The fish go in schools; and to fish in this way a calm day

is essential. However, should there be any ripple on the
water, by rowing about and casting or traiUng the fine as
for lake trout, one can often make a good catch.
They take the fly beautifully, often jumping right out of

the water, coming down on top of the fly; and so shai-ply
do they bite that a miss is almost never made by any one
who can handle a rod. After they are once hooked' they
never break water; and afiiord as much sport every bit as
either a trout or bass of an equal size.

A word as to flies. They are not very particular as long
as you give them a fight one; however, Parmacheene-
belle is, I find, the best, and closely following are Jenny-
Lind, gold-ibis, silver-doctor and red-coachman. Only
one should be used, as the fish are so numerous and bite
so sharply, that if you use more, as I once did, you wiU
have trouble. I put fom- flies on a 6-foot leader, immedi-
ately hooked fom- fish, and almost as soon lost four fish,
one leader and four flies, and all the fun I had out of it

was watching the poor fish about four feet below the sur-
face, all pulling away as hard as possible and in opposite
directions. So, "General," use one fly only. Fhes tied
on No. 1 Sproat hooks are the best. ,

Should any one try this plan, I am sure they will say it
is fine sport; and any more particulars any reader may
wish I wlU be more than pleased to fm-nish from my past
experience with pollock. Micma_c.

THE VERMONT LEAGUE.
The third annual gathering of the Vermont Fish and

Game League was held at Van Ness House, BurUngton,
Nov. 17. The programme for the day called for a con-
gress of the sportsmen of Vermont, to be convened at 2
P. M.
The meeting was attended by sportsmen from various

parts of the State, regardless of membership in the League.
Its object was to have an informal talk on subjects
kindred to the aiuis of the League and the work of the
State Fish and Game Commissions. The meeting was an
experiment, it being the first one of its kind, and although
the attendance in the afternoon did not at any time ex-
ceed thirty men, it was a pronounced success. Commis-
sioner Titcomb presided, and Richard Rathburn of the
United States Fish Commission was present and answered
many practical questions. The following topics were
discussed with much interest : The decrease of fish in
Vermont waters and some of the causes ; how to best in-
crease the supply of fish and game ; the introduction of
new varieties of game ; statutory limit as to length of
fish—whether best form of protection; the protection
of game. Three professional seine fishermen from Lake
Champlain were present and contributed much informa-
tion with reference to the decrease of fish in the lake.
The statutory limit as to length of fish was perhaps more
freely discussed than any other. Commissioner Titcomb
suggested a plan to do away with the so-called " six inch
law" as follows: Empower the Commissioners with au-
thority to close up all the small tributary streams in
which the trout do not grow over six inches before they
work down into deeper waters. Post these streams and
pubhsh a fist of them in the State papers, county by
county. Have a heavy fine for the mere act of fishing in
waters so posted, and allow free fishing regardless of size
in the main streams. It was generally believed that such
a law could be better enforced than the present six inch
law, although the latter is quite generally observed by
the market fishermen.
At 7 P. M. the board of management assembled, with

Gen. W. W. Henry in the chair. Some recommendations
for action at the annual meeting were made, and at 7:30
the annual meeting was called, Vice-President Henry still

in the chair. The treasurer's report was read and adopted.
Thirty-four new members were voted in. Dr. T. H. Bean
and Richard Rathburn, members of the U. S. Fish Com-
mission, were elected honorary members. The member-
ship fee was reduced from $5 to $3 and the annual assess-
ment from .$3 to $2. The committee reported this list of
ofiicers, who were elected: President, H. R. Dorr, Rut-
land; Secretary, .J. W. Titcomb, St. Johnsbury: Treasurer,
A. W. Ferrin, Montpelier; Vice-Presidents, C. M. Wilds,
Middlebury; E. C. Smith. St. Albans; J. G. McCuUough,
Bennington; W. S. Webb, Shelburne;F. D. Proctor, Proc-
tor; Jas. W. Brock, Montpelier; Ei-astus Baldwin, Wells
River. Executive Committee—Addison coiuity, D. A.
Bisbee, Bristol; Bennington, W. H. Bradford, Benning-
ton; Caledonia, James Ritchie, St.Johnsbury; Chittenden,
Wm. W. Henry, Burlington; Essex, Nathan Hobson,
Island Pond: Franklin, F. J. Hawley. Swanton; Grand
Isle, N. W. Fisk, Isle La Motte; Lam'oille, E. L. Noyes,
secretary, Hyde Park; Orange, W. S. Curtis, West Ran-
dolph; Orleans, li. S. Haskell, Derby Line; Rutland, C. A.
Gale, Rutland; Washington, C. C. Warren, Waterbury;
Windham, F. W. Childs, Brattleboro; Windsor, C. i'\

Chapman, Woodstock. Auditors, A. B. Noyes, E, W.
Raymond, J. H. Mclntire. Membership Committee U
A. Woodbury, H. R. Dorr, J. W. Titcomb.
On motion, a committee was appointed by the chair,

consisting of the presidentjand the secretary of the League
and one member from each county, to be known as the
legislative committee; it being understood that this com-
mittee will be called to order at any time by the president
or secretary of the League, or simply on the request of two
members of the committee. The committee is: Addison,
W. K. Peake; Bennington, M. S. Colhum; Caledonia, E.'

A, Silsby; Chittenden, Fred H. Wells; Essex, Kathau
Hobson; Franklin, Chas. C. Gilmore; Grand Isle, N, VV.
Fisk; Lamoille, C. S. Page; Orange, J. B. Peckett, Jr.-;

Orleans, W. W. Miles; Rutland, S. E. Burnham; Washing-
ton,. Geo. W. Wijjg; Windham, Julius J. Estey; Windsor,
Wm. S. Dewey.
On motion, the president appointed a committee of five

for the introduction of new game into our State, as fol-
lows: N. P. Li'.ach, Highgate; W. Y. W. Ripley, Rutland:
W. Seward Webb, Shelburne; Jerome M. Celot, Middle-
bury; B. R. Seyrnonr. Burlington.

Dii-ectly following the annual meeting came the annual
dinner. Just sixty-six sportsmen witli their friends as-
sembled in the dining-room to enjoy tlie mt-uu invpared
hy mine bust Clark, manager of the Van Ness. Among
the various dislies named on the menu appeared the shad
and wall-eyed pike of Lake Champlain and black ducks
from the preserve of the Swanton Gun Club, with the
cumplimeuts of which they were presented. Among
those in attt-ndance were Congressman W, W. Grout, of
St. Johnsbury: Col. A. P. Childs and Wm. E. Hawks, of
Bennington; Geo. Atkins, of Montpelier; Gen, W. W.
Henry, Col. U. A. Woodbury, B. R. Seymour, Fred. H.

the
Col.

, , - _ wanton

;

Hon. Nelson Fisk, of Isle La Motte; Dr. C. A, Gales, of
Rutland; State's Attorney John B. Peckett, of Bradford;
E. W. Raymond, of Post Mills, representing the Ompom-
panoosuc Valley Fish and Game Club; Dr. W. S. Curtis
and John F. Mead, of West liandolph.
H. R. Dorr, the president of the League, being pre-

vented from attendance by sickness. General William W.
Henry acted iis toastmaster and in his happy faculty for
telling stories contributed much toward the pleasure of
the occasion. Toasts were responded to by H. S. Peck,
who in the absence of Mayor Hazleton, v.'elcomed the
sportsmen to Burlington. Mr. Richard Rathburn, repre-
sentative of the v. S. Fish Commission and member of
the joint commission to adjust differences on the Great
Lakes as between the United States and Canada, re-
sponded for the U. S. Fish Commissioner

J. W. Titcomb, State Fish and Game Commissioner
and secretary of the League, responded for the Commis-
sion:

Permit me to nay that I believe the future prosperity of Vermont
will be largely enhanced by, if It does not dtepend entirely upon, two
essentials—namely, a careful attention to oui- roads and the protec-
tion of our forests, streams and ponds. The former essential, 1 am
pleased to remark, is Ln good hands—a State road iea^-ue recently
organized; the latter is the subject which claims our attention to-nii?ht.
The protection of our forests and streams in its liberal sense may be

interpreted as the protection of the forests with a proper care for their
wild inhabitants, and the improvement of our waters bv stocking them,
and wholesome laws for the protection of their inhabitants from anni-
hilation.
In our forests the deer are increasing: raridly and promise jjood sportm the future under proper restrictions. Our game birds have not de-

creased much in the past few years, but the market-hunters appear to
be on the increase, which indicates that, some law restrictmg the sale
of game in the markets may be essential. New species of birds should
he introduced. The Enghsh phea;-ants. introduced by our esteemed
member, Dr. Webb, appear to have ali eady obtained a foothold. A
flock of quad introduced last summer survived tlie extreme cold of
last winter. While no practical method of increasing: our game by
artificial propaf^ation has been discovered, the art of raising fish arti-
ficially should put Dame Nature to shame. It is a curious fact that
Dame Nature is quite as wasteful in sowing the seeds of fish life as in
spreading the seeds of vegetalion. Take, for example, the common
maple. Its seeds are blown to the four winds of heaven, hut few of
them come to maturity. The same wa.ste in varying proportions
occurs to the naturally deposiied spawn of the various food and game
fishes.

While it is estimated that only 2 or 3 per cent, of spawn naturally
deposited becomes the mature fish, 90 per cent, can he hatched out as
fry and the larger proportion reared until flngerlings or larger.
Under these conditions it is no longer a question as to' whether our
streams can be restocked, provided the water is kept free from mill
wash or other deleterious substances.

The speaker then gave a resume of the work done at
the State hatchery at Roxbury under the immediate
supervision of C. C.Warren. The capacity of the hatchery
is now 3,000,000 fry, with the possibility of rearing 250,000
fingerlings. From the estimates of the U. S. Fish Com-
mission 100 fingerUngs are equal to 1,000 or more fry.
But of course there is always a loss in rearing frotn frv to
fingerlings. They have in stock at the iiatcherv about
22,000 trout in all; 2,000 larger trout, 2,000 averaging 6ia.
long, one year old last spring, and about 18,000 which are
being reared from eggs which hatched last spring.

Col. Clark F. Rowell, of Keene, N. H., ex-president of
the Cheshire County Fish and Game League, and travel-
ing passenger agent of the Fitchburg road, responded for
the Granite State sportsmen, and said in substance:
The cost of the New Hampshire hatcheries in the aggregate

amounted to about $4,000, while this year it will be nearly $8,000. The
annual income in that State from the summer visitors, sportsmen and
pleasure seekers, is, carefully estimated, $6,000,000. Mr. Rowell said
that his State was sometimes called the "Switzerland of America,''
and that they were trying to make her such in fact as well as in name.
"And remember, geni lemen of Vermont," said he, "you are neighbors,,
so you too may cultivate this same desire to be a great summer re-
sort; you have every qualirication, with this beautiful Lake Cham-
plain before you, one of the finest bodies of water in the world. And
I predict in time her shores will be thickly populated, her islands
beautified and her historic places made into national parks. I sin-
cerely believe the water in New Hampshire or Vermont is worth more
per acre than tlie land, and will soon pay a much larger revenue." He
advised stocking the streams and lakes with trout, and where now
hundreds are placed put thousands and Vermont will soon ha rivaling
New Hampshire for the title "Switzerland of America."

Congressman Grout said that there was no place on the
continent better for the trout than the waters of Vorrnonf.
She has large natural facilities for furnishing fish of the
small species. He thought Congress would sustam the
hatchery at St. Johnsbury by liberal appropriations. In
a few years there ought not to be a town in the State
wherein there will not be summer boarders,

J. B. Peckett, Jr., of Bradford: Dr. D. A. Bisbee, of
Bristol; Dr. C. A. Gale, of Rutland; Hon. Nelson W. Fisk,
of Isle La Motte; A. P. Childs, of Bennington, and Col.
C. C. Gilmore, of Swanton, also spoke. Gen. W. Y. W.
Ripley, of l?.utland, and a veteran sportsman, sent a let-
ter, wliich read:

I take it that the object of your association is not only to preserve
the fish and game of the State, but to make it more abundant. The
first question that sugcesis itself is, is there a necessity? aud if so,
why? That such necessity exists is afparenl to all. To the second
question, "why:''' the answer is easy. It is hecaiisL- the rate of de-
struction has been, and is yet greater than iho rate of increase: unless
you can increase the rate of production or decrease the rate of de-
Ptruci ion, your fish and game are doomed to total extinction. Can
you increase the rate of production? In some lines this is possible to
a certain extent. You have now in successful operation a State
hatchery fur tlie proi'agation of fish, and the general Government ia
building another- Great hopes are founded on these enterprises; but
in the nature of things it must be years before any marked results
can be obtained, and in the meantime your native stock is steadily de-
creasing.

I speak now not of favored localities, hut of the State at large; and
not of a period of a single year, but of a number of years. It is true
tliat s'jine years are better than others, for trouc. for example. A
good breeding season, free froni heavy rainfalls which create floods to
wash away the spawning beds, is likely to make the fishing better in
the third year thereafter. Favoraule weather during the fishing sea-
son also increases the catch f ir thutyear; but taking a period of five
consecutive years, most people will admit that there is a steady falling
oif in the supply both of fish and of game.

I do not think it is possible to increase the supply of game by any
artificial means; furred aud feathered game must stand or fall on its
own opportunities. And taking fish and lioth classes of game together
can see no better, aud certHliuly no more economical method of preser-
vation and increase than to allow each cla=s better opportunities and
more of them.

First, as to fish. I shaU speak only of the trout, as I am not suffi-

ciently familiar with bass to give an intelligent opinion. I would ear-
nestly rfcoinineud increasing the limit of size from Gin. to 9in. Every
troui! should liave at least one opportunity to try to propagate his
species. The trout that is just under the legal limit of Oin. on the .Slst

of August, when the season closes, is practically, and in nine cases out
of ten eniii'el.v, worthless as a breeder. Most of them are immature
and incapable; those which are capable produce but few eggs, and th©
result is almost nothing. These same trout are of legal size next May,
when the season opens, and are legallj- killed, and have never had a
chance to try for themselves to do what we so much wish to see ac-
complished, namely, the restocking of our brooks.
The trout of just under Oin, in length that is put back into the

water on the last day of the season is a mature fish of suitable age
and size to make its efforts of some avail during the saiuf season.
Neither is it any considerable hardship) to any one to make the limit
9in.; aud what there is of hardship would only last one or at most
two years, for the number of 9-inchers would theu be nearly equal to
the number of 6 inchers now and afford much more spurt to the
angler, to say nothing of the vastly greater value as food. I am
firmly of the opinion that no one enactment w^ould do so much for the
trout brooks of the State as such as one as I have suggested, '^ijt I
would go further, I would shorteu the open season at least Cne
month, making the open season commence on .June 1 and close ."^ug.

31, or commence May 1 and close July :il—it is not very material
which. But three months fishing is all the brooks of Vermont will

stand at the present time.
I would also recommend a shorter season for birds. It is not possi-

ble to fix a limit of size or age for them, nor is it possible, so far'as it

is no ft- known, to incrnase the supply by artificial means; we must
depend upon the birds themselves and they will surely disappoint us
unless we give them a better chance. I would advise making the
open season on both woodcock and grouse (commonly called
partridges) commence on October 1 instead of on September 15
as now, and shortening the season by at least 15 days at the other end.
I know that many people will take exception to this, especially as to
woodcock. I have heard it said by sportsmen living near the north
line of the Stale, that their woodcock had all migrated beforeSept. 15
even. 1 thiuk this is a mistake; the birds have simply changed their
grounds; they have left the cold, wet swamps, finding themselves
more comfortable among the ferns and white birch saijUngs on warm,
sunny hillsides during the day, retmming to the lower grounds for
food at night. I have shot these birds every season, probably, for 40
years, and my record shows that the very best shooting has been the
last 10 days in October, and the very best bag I ever made in this State
was on Nov. 5, while I have kiUed ttiem. one bird, at least, as late aa
Dec. 5. My observation has been that they do not leave a locality till

the}" are forced to go by weather so cold as to make boring impossible
for them, or till they are driven out by over pursuit, and in luis last
case, that they will be found within a rode or two it the sportsman
knows where "to look for them and has a thoroughly good dug.
Now, to conclude where I began The whole question is in a nut-

shefi; you must increase the supply or decrease the demand. If you
put water into a barrel through an inch pipe and di-aw it, with no stop
_ - ge, through a Sin. pipe, your barrel will soon be empty
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The World's Fair Aquarium.
Editor Forest and Stream:'

I beg to be allowed to comment briefly on some of tbe
statements embraced in the editorial on the "World's Fair
Aquarium," in your issue of the ISth inst., regarding the
character of the exhibit and the loss of the material in
Chicago.
First.—All the material required to produce 75,000 gallons

of sea water was in the. Fisheries Building when I resigned
ray position as "In charge of the Aquarial Exhibit." This
consisted of all the coustitucnts—solid and liquid—of that
amount of sea water—excepting the pnre water. This
material cost delivered in the Fisheries Building about -S^OO.

Owing to ignorance of the requirements in its re-iucorpora-
tion with the water to restore it to its proper condition on
the part of those charged with this work, this was not used,
alome 8 or 900 gallons of bitter residue in carboys being
thrown a\Vay.
Something like nineteen iron tank cars of sea water were

then transferred from the ocean, and most probably the salt
alone of the original material was used to make an additional
supply. Owing to favorable conditions, the shipment of
sea water in bulk was successful. In warmer weather the
water would have become fouled, and had it been very cold
would have fro/en solid in the tanks, and it would" have
proven au interesting and e.xpensive problem to remove it.

I simply desire to make the point that 7.5,000 gallons of
good, pure and sjenuine sea water, can be produced in
Chicago for about ^400.

Second.—If 3S,(i00 gallons per hour of fre.sh water was
used, it was out, of all proportion to the necessity, 10,000
gallons being ample under proper coniti(jns.
Third.—The great cost of maintenance was due to exces-

sive mortality, because of careless and incompetent methods
in tran.sporting and handling the fish, by reason of which
they ^vere very much brtiised and lacerated, aud thus became
an easy prey to fungus and also to the fact that the condi-
tions in the tanks were not healthy or i'a.vorat)le. There was
an entire absence of aquatic plants in the fresh-water section,
atid but an insignificant showing in the salt-water ones, not
with.standing that the original conception promised all the
luxuriance of vegetable life common to the ornamental pond,
and that the fresh-waier vegetation could have been procured
right here, within the range of the Krupp gtm. Plant life is
an absolute necessity in the establishment of healthful con-
ditions in the aquarium, and also in prodticing that feeling
of contentment necessary to the successful keeping of live
fish.

Prof. W. H Ball criticised the unfavorable conditions and
results so conspicuous in this exhibit, in the Nntioji of
Sept. 14.

"Fungus" and "fish pai-asites" are everywhere where there
is water, and are only virulent or troublesome in:der unwhole-
some conditions. During 1891 I furnished two articles tu
Forest a>.d Stream on this subject, but cannot remember
the dates. One was entitled "Brackish water for injured
fish," and the other "A curiotis parasite .ind its relation to
temperature." In these articles stiggestions were offered
for dealing with these pests. Opportunity for extended
observation and experiment in this direction "was aiJorded in
this work, but so far I have not se6n or heard the suggestion
of anything having been seen or discovered that would be of
value in dealing with live fish.
The aquarium exhibit as a whole, was a very common-

place one, and leaving out the Salinrjn idn-- of which the
sbowiug was poor, and several species not difficult to obtain,
I will guarantee to duplicate the fresh-water part of It with
larger specimens in fine condition from the Lagoon in
Jackson Park. Of the commercial food fishes, the lake
trout (one and two years old, artificially hatched), sturgeon
(siiiall or mediums pecimens), blackjbass and pike-perch, com-
prise the list. Of the salt-water commercial species, there
Avere sheep.shead, led-snapper. sea-bass and tautog, repre-
sented by medium sized specimens, and scup, spot, croaker,
and a few other species represetited bv small specimens.
The Wisconsin Fish Commission "made a vastly better

exhibit of valuable food fishes under nothing like so
favorable conditions—even to carrying and keeping white
fish in splendid condition.
The most .striking features of the aquarium exhibit were

suckers, cathsh, mudfish aud gars, and great tanks meant
to be spectacular in effect were filled with fingerling fish.
All ot the salt-water .specimens shown at one time could

have been transported in one, or almost, two carload.s.
At the close of the exhibit it was stated in the Chicago
papers, that the exhibit comprised 3,500 specimens. As the
greater part of the collection consisted of small fish, five car-
loads of .'.00 hsh each, ought surely to be a liberal estimate
tor transporting them. This would leave forty-three (say
torty) carloads of ti.-sh ro cover the losses during the six
mouths ot the exposition, ou the claim that nearly fifty
carloads were carried there. Was ever such mortality heard
of before? '

The large amotiut of money aud labor expended ou this
exhibit should have resulted ia the making of a grand and
comprehensive exhibit as outlined in the original conception.

1 be aquarium is a grand one aud in tank capacity, next to
thHt at Brighton, England, the largest in the world.
Although compulsorily adapted to a building already
designed and for temporary use only, it had all the conditions
tavorable to a great success, and it is therefore tiufortuuate
that \vhile we claimed to be able to accomplish results not
heretofore achieved in this direction, and had suppo.sed we
had made some advances in methods of transporting and
handling live fish, we should have made so poor a showing
before the world. \Vm p Seal

New York Commission.
A KEGULAK meeting of the Commissioners of Fisheries of

the State was held Tuesday. Nov 14. The bn,siness trans-
acted was important in that it included the acceptance of the
report of the Committee on site for the proposed new hatch-
ery in Sullivan county and the appointmeut of the Pre.sideut,
Mr. L. D. Huntington, as a Committee to have the plans
prepared and proceed with the erection of the building
The land upon which the hatchery is to be located, was
donated by the people of the neighborhood, aud great inter-
est was shown by all lixing at Rockland. This hatchery will
get its water supply from the IJeaverkill, one of the most
noted trout streams in the State, and bids fair to be of great
service in the artlQcial propagation of trout.
The following were the principal features of the report of

the chief game aud fish protector: In the second district,
William Kidd reported that he had received ^100 penalties
and §20 costs in a suit against Jesse Connors and others for
illegal fishing, and ^20 penalty and costs against William
Van. Wagner for shooting song birds, aud *25 aud costs
against Bruiu Sawyer for killing quail. lu the third district
Matthew Kennedy reported that he had convicted Charles
Nichols of maintaining a fish weir in the stream, and Nichols
had been fined ^:75 and costs. Thomas Parker and William
Brigham had plead gtiilty to shooting duck from naphtha
launch, and were fined -^35 aud silo costs. Godfrey Smith,
Kichard Reed, A'alentiue Morrissey, Jacob Weber and
William Pettinger, pleaded guilty to shooting duck at night
and paid S137.50 to settle the action. He, Kcunedy, also
brought an action against Ruppert brothers, the sons of the
New York brewer, for shootiag from naphtha launch, and

against John Stall, Jr., for Sunday shooting and fishing. An
intere.sting case Avas decided in the fourth district where a
man nfimed Harold C Henderson was arrested for allowing
dogs to run at large in the woods during the closed season.
Henderson is a New York city man, and he claimed that he
left the dogs in charge of one Frank Wood. The Court there-
fore held that Wood was the party who should have been
arrested. The protector of the ninth district, Sherman F.
Snyder, reported that the fish-ways on the New York .side at
Lackawaxen, Pennsylvania, are in very bad shape, and says
that if nothing is done for them before winter they
will probably go out with the ice in the spring. The flsh-
Avays on the Pennsylvania side have been thoroughly
repaired, and are all right. Henry C. Carr reported that he
had secured the conviction of .Joseph Barter and Charles
Baker for maintaining a fish-way in the Susquehanna River,
and they were fined s.5b each. He also reported that he had
convicted five men for spearing fish in the Susquehanna River,
and that they were fined S15 each. George M. Schwartz
seized and destroyed during the month fifty-two gill nets and
seven fykes and valued at §150. Charles" H. Barber reports
that on Oct 1, three live deer were seen within three miles
of Greenwich, and on Sept. 39, a deer was shot at Shnshan
within ten miles of Greenwich. This is the first time in
twenty-five years that deer have been found in this immedi-
ate vicinity. Charles C. Clark, special protector, reports that
he arrested H. Bingham for taking partridges. He was fined
j?25 and all co.sts. On Oct. 21, he arrested George Phillips and
William Spencer with twelve snared partridges in possession.
They were taken before a justice of the peace and plead
guilty and were fined .?20 penalty and costs, A great many
trap nets and fyke nets were destroyed dtiring the month.
The Commissioners signed the circtilar already printed,
which has been sent to all parties interested from Maine to
Virginia, calling a conference to discuss the Atlantic Coast
fisheries. It is intended at this conference to discuss the
advisability of securing uniform legislation along the Sea-
board States for the protection of food fishes. It is believed,
tha*:. while there may be many causes for the gradually
diminishing supply of" edible salt water fishes, still the con-
tinued use of purse and pound nets has had much to do with
diminishing the supply. It is believed that a law could be
enactad abolishing the use of pound nets and pro-sdding that
purse nets shall not be used in any waters the depth of which
does not exceed the depth of the net used, and that valuable
results could be obtained. There is no dotibt but that fisher-
men are unanimously resolved that these agencies have had
the greater part to do with the destruction of edible food
fishes, and as recent investigations have to sotne extent at
least x'roven, that the majority of fishes like menhaden,
mackerel and others come into the shallow waters along otir
coast to spawn, and they should be at least protected during
the spawning season. It is believed that there will be a
large and representative gathering at this conference, and
that many important suggestions will be made and mnch
reform legislation influenced.
At the meeting of the Commissioners, the report of the

Comn:iittee appointed to purchase the land necessary for the
uses of the hatchery in Stettben county was adopted, and the
Committee's purchase of land confirmed. The President was
also empowered to address a letter to Hon. Edward Hannan,
Superintendent of Public Works, urging ttpon him the nece.s-
sity of providing for the repair and maintenance of the fish-

ways of the State. The fish-way at the Troy Dam, the mo.st
important in the Htidson River as far as the salmon are con-
cerned, is entirely destroyed, and the fish-way at Lackawaxen

,

which is absolutely necessary in order to allow the shad and
black bass to ascend the Delaware into New York territory,
is also sadly in need of repair. The fish-way at the Troy
Dam need not be re-built, if, as the Commissioners have sug-
gested, the sttperintendent will extend the apron in part of
the dam so that the salmon pass over it, but the fish-way at
Lackawaxen must be re-built. This fish-way has been of
great value, and black bass and shad were caught above
Lackawaxen in abundance during the past season as far up
the river as its junction with the east branch of the Dela-
ware. The entire power of maintaining these fish-ways is

imposed by statute upon the Superintendent of Public
Works, and he cannsethe general fund for the purpose of
their snpport. The Commissioners of Fisheres are simply
given advisory powers as to their first construction. After
that they ure entirely under the control of the Superintend-
ent of Public Works and should be maintained by him.
Numerous complaints have been made to the Commissioners
of Fisheries and in the newspapers as to the condition of the
fish-way. Commissioners have no power in the matter what
ever, and reference in every case should be made to the Sup-
erintendent of Public Works. The Commissioners have
called his attention to these matters frequently, but without
any satisfactory reply. E. P, Dovle, Sec'y.

F IXT U RES.
DOG SHOWS.

Nov. 28 to Dec. 1.—New .Jersey K. L., at Newark, N. J. Dr. W. F.
Seidler, Sec'y.
Dec. 13 to 15.—R. 1. Poultry and Pet Stock Ass'n, at Providence.
Dec. to 33.—Northern Ohio Pet Stoclr Association, at Akron, O.

H. F. Peck, Sec'y.
1894.

Jan. 23 to 26.—New Orleans Fanciers' Club, at New Orleans, La. G.
W. Sentell, Jr.. Sec'y.
March 13 to 16.—Mascoutah Kennel Club, at Chicago, III. J. L.

Lincoln, Sec'y.

FIELD TRIALS.
Dec. 13 to 16.—Chicago K. C, at Ciiicago. O. H. Goodrich, Sec'y.

1894.

Jan. 1.—Southern California Field Trials, at Ontario, Oal. H. C
Hinman. Los Angeles, Cat, Sec'y.
Jan. 39.—Southern Field Trial Club's Trials, New Albany, Miss. T.

M. Brumby, Sec'y, Marietta, Ga.
Feb. 19.—United States Field Trials Club's Spring Trials. Grand

Junction, Teun. P. T. Madison, Sec'y, Indianapolis, Ind.

Mascoutah entries close Bee. 4.

Hamilton Dog Show.
Toronto, Can.—The third and most successful of Hamilton

local shows was held Nov. IS, and was a most gratifying
success from all points of view. The entries according to
the catalogue were 205, of which spaniels and terriers form
the greater part. In the black cocker dot; class there were
10 entries, including such well known specimens as King
Raven (for exhibition only), Chandler's Beau Kay, etc. The
bitch class was still stronger, no less than 10 being entered.
The other color dog class had S, in which wereTlamilton
Jack, shown at Toronto; Russett, Red Justice, etc. Mr. W.
B. Palmer showed for exhibition only the red dog Cherry
Punch, received from Mrs. Smylhe, Nov. 18, and is a winner
of about 20 prizes. The correspondiug bitch cla.ss had 4.

From Dr. Griffin's Kennel were Principio, Kathleen Mavour-
neen, Edgewood Robin and White Rose, not for competition,
as he judged these classes. Bull-terriers in all numbered IS;
fox-terriers total 39, and include the smooth bitch Bonaly
Belle and Policy, the latter not for competition. Irish
terriers had two uew ones in Boxwood Pat and Lady Alice,
both very soft coated aud bad colored. Dandies had 2,

Skyes 1, Bedlingtons 4, Airedales 2, 's^Mte English terriers 1,

and black and tans 6.

Pugs were a poor lot of seven, and Yorkshires only two.
The St. Bernards and mastiffs were also a poor lot, as were
great Danes. Collies had a fair class of fonrteen, in which
Finsbury Dude stood well to the front and won easily.
Judging was put off till 7 P. M. in order to draw the crowd.

Mr. E. Tinsley took setters, pointers and all spaniels: Dr.
Griffin, btill-terriers, and Mr. A. D. Stewart, advertised to
judge the rest, was aided by other specialists in several of the
terrier classes.
The show was held in the Drill Hall, a large, light and

clean building, the dogs being tied to staples driven into the
floor and placed in five long rows. Ample sawdtist was pro-
vided and everything was beautifully sweet and clean, f^^-^
Several Toronto men were there, including G. B. Sweet-

man, A. A. Macdonald George Bell, Mr. Bickford and H. P.
Thompson. H, B. DONOVAN.
MASTIFFS.—£)05fs.- 1st. Arthur Garrick's Don; 2d, W. D. Croy's,

Tom. Bitches; 1st, Thos. B. Steam's Hope.—Puppies -Docfs.- 1st,.
Mrs. Edward Martin's Grimsby Jack.
GREAT DANES.—X(0£/s,' 1st and 2d, E. Jackson Sanford's Ormond;

andD^nau. PvvviES—Dogs: 1st, Chas. Osier's Toy. £itc/ies." 1st, E.
.Jackson Sanford's Metta.

ST. BERNARDS.-DofiTs; 1st. D. Peace'r^Jefferson; 2d, J. Somer-
ville's Laddie; 3d, T. J. Senior's Help.—Puppffis—foas.- 3d, John
Rose's Sam.

NEWFOUNDLANDS. -Bitches: 1st, John Radigan's Nell,

GREYHOUNDS.—Dojrs,' 1st, A. McEachren's Bute. Bitches: 1st, Dr.
Lackner's Venus; Bd, C. Webster's Jess.

COLLIES.—Doys; 1st, W. A. Mighton's Finsbury Dude; 2d, J. Mont-
gomery's Bruce; 4d, Mark O'Rourke's Kenneth. Bitches: 1st, E. Har-
ris's Mayflower; 2d and 3d, J. Montgomery's Flossie and Jean.—Pup-
pies—X)oas.' 1st, Mark O'Eourke's Kenneth; 3d and 3d, R.Evans's
Monarch and Colonel.

RUSSIAN WOLFHOUNDS.-Doffs.- 1st, J. W. Steven's Guard.
POINTERS.—flogs.' 1st, J. W. Bowman's Boxer. Bitches: 1st with-

held; 2d, J. Down's Nellie.

ENGLISH SETTERS,—Dogrs.- Isfc, Dr. Malloch's Romany; 2d, J
Down's Towser; 3d, D. Murray's Sport.

GORDON SETTERS.—Dogs.' 1st, H. Bryant's Jack; 2d, W. R.
Harper's Ponto; 3d, Geo. Flett's Duke.
IRISH WATER SPANIELS.—Dojfs; 2d, H. Bryant's Dash.
FIELD SPANIELS.-Xio£rs,- 1st, J. R. Cline's Darkey Joe; 2d, Chas.

Wilson's Rtuben; 3d, J. D. Roach's Jacks. Very high com.. J. Mc-
Keown's Jacko. Bitches: 8d, J. McKeown's Topsy; 3d, P. McKay's
Ruby.

COCKER SPANIELS.—Black—iiofirs.- 1st, 2d, 3d and high com.,
Raven Kennels' Beau Kay, Chancellor, Jay Kay and Sport. Very high
com., John Cooper's Blackie. Bitches: 1st, 3d and high com., Raven
Kennels' Molly Bawn, Raven Cryo and Modjeska; 2d. Charles Wilson's
Reba. Very high com , A. T. Malcolmson's Daisy. Com., B. J. Wood's
Ruby and J. McCann's Nellie.—Puppies—Dogs,- 1st, F. Flynn's Black
JuBtic. Very high com., Gilbert Clayton's Black Prince. High com.,
G. T. Ritchie's Dandy. Bitches: 2d. Ravan Kennels' Modesty.—Other
THAN Black—flogs; 1st, W. Tocher's Derby; 3d. T. Clappison's Ham-
ilton Jack; 3d, Raven Kennels' SunUght. Very high com., W. C. Nib-
lett's Russett. High com., F. Flynn's Red Justice. Com., W. Mc-
Laughlin's Koko. Bitches: 1st, W. C. Niblett's Gypsy Queen; 3d, T.
Gould's Goldie; 3d, G. T. Ritchie's Scotty. Puppies: 1st, J. J. Guy's
Heatherbloom.

BULL TERRIERS.—flog-s; 1st, Mark O'Rourke's Pup. Bitches: 1st,
Dr. Rennie's Countess of Wentworth. Very high com., Robert Aitche-
son's Vixon.—Puppies.—flogs.' 1st, Mark O'Rourke's Pup; 2d, W.
Kilbv's Dixy; 3d, R. Aitcheson's Tartar. Bitches: 1st. Dr, Rennie's
Countess of Wentworth; 2d, J. Reid's Mollie; 3d, E. Harris's Prin-
cess H. Very high com., Neil McLean's Maggie.

FOX-TERRIERS.—Smooth—flogs; 1st, D. Gillies's Jack Vandal; 2d,
Smith & Croswaithe's Jack; 3d, C. Turner's Hamilton .lim. Very high
com , Thos. Meade's Jerry. High com., James Miller's Pepper. Com.,
Miss Whitcombe's Jack. Bitches: 1st, Hamilton Fox-terrier Kennels'
Bonaly Belle; '3d, J. Hood's locaste; 3d, James Hughson's Sultana.-
Puppies—flogs; 1st, W. B. Smith's Viper; 2d, J. W. Hammond's Jack.
Very high com., J. W. Pearce's Bart and F. McBeth'sDennio. Bitches:
1st, Fred. Henstridge's Josie; 2d, H. Bawden's LiUv.—Wire-Haired—
flogs; 1st, John Hendrie's Wentworth Twig. Bitchen: ist and 3d,
Miss M. McGlverin's Saltie and Biddy; 2d. F. McBeth's Rags. Very
high com., A. White's Rose.—Ptrppias-flogs; 1st. F McBeth's Domino;
2d, Miss M. McGiverin's Tyke. Bitches: 1st and 3d, Mrs. Cook's Vick
and Nellie; 2d, Miss M. McGiverin's Nipper.

IRISH TERRIERS.—flogs; 1st, Rev. T. Geoghegan's Boxwood Pat;'
2d, J. Hood's Rugby Ben. Bitches: 1st, Rev. T. Geoghegan's Lady
Alice; 2d, J. Hood's Rugby Kit.

DANDIE DINMONT TERRIERS.—flogs; Ist, H. D. Steven's Dan;
2d, W. T. Ramsay"s Inkosi.

SKYE TERRIERS.—flogs; 1st, Geo. Johnston's Rats.

BEDLINGTj3N TERRIERS.—flogs; Equal 1st, George Johnston's
Badger and Patrick Booth's Blucher; 3d. G. T. Thomson's Danger
FiiFPiEs- Bitches: 1st, Alex. Wati's Blue Bell.

AIREDALE TERRIERS.—flogs; 1st, C.W. Rickett's Worry. Bitches:
1st, C. W. Rickett's Nell.

DACHSHUNDS.—Bt7c7i.es; 1st and 2d, C.W. Rickett's Freda and
Hulda.

WHITE ENGLISH TERRIERS.—flog.s: 1st, J. M. Harris's Turk.
BLACK AND TAN TERRIERS.—fli<c//.c.s; 1st, J. E. Anderson's

Grit; 2d, W Presnail's Lady.—Puppies—flogs; 1st, Perfecto Kennels'
Charlemagne. Bitches: 1st and 3d, Perfecto Kennels' Bon Eon and
Chocolate Chip; 2d, J. Baikie's Pearl.

PUGS —Dogs: Is, Miss Annie Dingwall's Punch; 2d, W. H. Thomp-
son's Fred. Bitches: 1st. W. C. H. McAllister's Lily Herb; 2d, Mrs.
W. Macdonald's Juno.—Puppies—flogs; Prize witnheld, Bitches: 1st,
Mrs. H, Shadel's Milly; 2d, 'W. H. Thompson's Nellie.

YORKSHIRE TERRIERS.-flogs; 2d, Miss Harris's Cricket.

TOY TERRIERS.-BiicAes; 1st, John Connel's Lady.

KING CHARLES SPANIELS.—flogs; 1st, Sliss Chowne's Prince.

BARBET E.— Dogs; 1st, Mrs. J. Down's Pomeroy; 2d, J. Hartley's
Beauty. Bitches: 1st, Mrs. J. Down's Dolly.

FRE.S'CH POODLES.—flogs; 1st, Miss Annie Hendrie's Figaro.

A Russian terrier was entered in the miscellaneous class; but did
not come to time.

Flaps from the Beaver's Tail.

Toronto, Can.—Forest and Stream noticed the sale of
the Irish terrier Shagar to a gentleman in Canada. Dr. W.
H. Drummond, of Montreal, his new owner, sends me the
following particulars of the dog: "Shagar (E. K. C. S. B.
35,31V) was formerly owned by Dr. A. Lees Bell, Dumfern-
line, Scotland. He is by Ballymacarett out of Fair Lass
and weighs 231bs., whelped Jan. 2, 1892, and is the wdnner of
twenty-five firsts and specials includiug cup for best dog in
show. Is the sire, by difi'erent bitches, of Inverness Balfour
and Lefroy, first and second respectively in puppy class, and
Benbeach Biddy, second open, two thirds and one fourth,
Edinburgh, last month. Considering the dog's youth and
the fact that he has never been advertised at stud this record
is a good one." I hope to hear a good account of him on this
side.

Young stock from this kennel has been going freely,
among others being puppies of the Commissariat—Tartayo-
ter litter to the Very Rev. Dean Carmicbael, Mr. Richard
White aud Dr. Prendegast, of Montreal; Mr. W. .J. Crossen
Cobourg, and Mr, .1. W. Darcy, Boston, Mass. Dog puppy
(Commissariat—Ballymoney) to Mr. Jas. Ferguson, Mon-
treal, and dog puppy by same sire out of Rugby Norah to
Mr. F. E. Catne, Montreal. H. B. Donovan.

McLIn Gets His Deserts.

The McLin trial was concluded Nov. 21 and resulted in. a
verdict of guilty. McLin was sentenced to three years in
the penitentiary. The charge on which he was tried whs for
perjury. He swore at his trial before the local Justice of the
Peace that he had only four living dogs and no dead dogs in
his kennel at the time the affidavit alleged cruelty. Thns
ends one of the most dastardly episodes in the history of
dogdom in this country. It is. we believe, unnecessary to
point out that the sentence will serve as a warning to others,
for we do not think there can be anotherman in the business
who would be guilty of such cruelty.
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EASTERN F. T. CLUB'S TRIALS.

The cliaiige of the scene of action from Higla Point, C,
where the club's trials had been held for many years hereto-

fore, notwithstanding the extortion, ill service and unsatis-

factory field trial grounds which there obtained, to Newton,
N. C, was a great and satisfactory gain to all concerned.

There is hardly a detail or interest of the event, from the

greatest to the least, but what is benefitted thereby, rhe
Hotel Newton furnished comfortable accommodation. Com-
pared to High Point, it was palatial.

.

The grounds were good enough for all the requirements ot

a field trial. They were largely cultivated, in a loose fash-

ion, some of the fields with corn, others with cotton, and yet

others with wheat. And there was in all a stretch of ground
which gave room for the day's work. Every dog had ample
room to display his range and judgment in seeking for

bevies in the open fields of stubble, corn and sedge, while

there was cover enough to afford shelter for the birds and
test the perform.Hnce of the dogs on scattered birds, and close

work in cover. There were but few thickets so dense that

the dogs Avere concealed from view when Avorking in them.
The general features of the grounds were favorable, too.

Long, parallel, uneven ridges, with shallow valleys between,
broken here and there by irregular, gentle hills and hollows,

with broad fields and stretches of woodland intermixed,

made grounds which, for the purpose, were difficult to im-
prove on. They were threaded with small runs, ditches and
water courses, in a loose, scattering way, all of which was
favorable for the habitat of the quail, and quail there were
in abundance. Pull, large bevies was the rule.

Horses there were for all, though from the best to the

poorest was a longjspan, with a motley collection of tempers,
kinds and blemishes within it. Yet they were good enough
for the purpose.
No animal, en passant, ever earns its $125 pev diem more

plumply than a country horse at a field ti'ial. However
sportive or buoyant he may start in, or however great his

self esteem may be, on coming out at the end of the week he
is sedate and careworn and tired. What with plodding
Avearily through soft fields and thickets, jumping ditches or

sprawling through them at a hazard, and going on, on and
on hour after hour in a walk, trot or gallop, is it to be won-
dered at if the field trial horse could not smell the battle

afar off, at the end of the week, or even could not smell
at all?
The regularly appointed judges were Messrs. S. C. Bradley,

Greenfield Hill, Conn.; J. B. Stoddard, Chicago, and W. W.
Titus, WaA'-erly, Miss., all professional handlers, whose deeds
in the thick of successful field trial competition form ho
small part of the annals of it in this country.
Owing to some delay caused by a railroad Avreck Mr. Titus

did not arrive till Monday noon, therefore Mr. W. A. Coster,
the secretary of the club,"acted in his place by appointment
of the governors in judging the Derby, which stake was run
first.

There was a good attendance of sportsmen, many of them
well-known field trial men, while there were a few neAA'

comers. Nearly all Avere from the North, as the following
partial list will show: There were Messrs. James G. Orr,
Brooklyn; P. Lorillard, Jr., E. E,. Hearn, Thomas Sturges,
W. Pritchett and Prof. B. H. Osthaus, New York; A, T.

Latta and W. A. Latta, DeuAw; EdAA-ard Dexter, Bo-ston

;

Albert Baker, Terre Haute; T. H. Gibbes, Columbia, S. C;
P. Moeller, Nyack, N. Y.; C. H. Phelps, Jr., Walter B.
Smith, Philadelphia; P. Henry O'Bannon, C, T. Joyce,
Greensboro, N. C; G. Muss-Arnolt, Tuckahoe, N. Y.; T. H.
Beall, Linwood, N C; T. L. Bossa. New Canaan, Conn.; A.
V. Brewster, Troy, N. Y.; Prof. J C. Schuyler and son,
Lincolnton, N. C; Luke W. White, Frederic'ksljurgh, Va.;
J. S. Churchill, New York; E. J. Daw, Washington, D. C,
and many others.
The competition was skillfully managed and satisfactorily

decided. Much praise is due the judges for their painstak-
ing industry and care. They had a perfect grasp of all the
details of their duties, and could promptly estimate the
value of any situation or combination of details to a nicety.

They could easily nnderstand the circumstances of any dog's
Avork at a glance, yet a few of the handlers wasted some
thought and efl:ort in defining to them the excuses for a
point which was birdless or a flush which was straight and
inexcusable, yet they seemed unconscious that they made no
impression on men who could not be deeeiA''ed inasmuch as
they were expert handlers themselves.
The new grounds and better accommodations seemed to be

more satisfactory to everybody, and the prospects of the club
are better accordingly for greater and better trials hereafter.
Of the winners in the stake. Miss Ruby, by steady, uniform

Avork of good character, won first. She showed clean and
quite thorough point work, besides industrious seeking for
birds at good range and speed.
Dick Pox ran an excellent heat, showing dash, range and

skillful point work. He ran under his hunting form in his
first heat, AA'hich injured his chances for a higher place.

Third place Avas difficult to decide, there beina; several
which had done good and fast Avork, and others which bad
shown possibilities of working well. Kent Elgin, on the
whole, ran much under his grade of Avork exhibited in the
United States trials, and but little more pi-aise than that he
showed good speed can be bestOAved on Count Gladstone.
These two divided third.

The Derby.

The Derby was for all setter or pointer puppies Avhelped
on or after Jan. 1, 1892. Three prizes: First 500, second $250,

third $150, and Breeder's cup, \'alue §100, to the breeder of
the Avinner of the Derby.
There were 19 starters draAvn to run in the following order:
T. H. Gibbe's liver and white dog Lad's Rush (Lad of Rush

—Devonshire Bell of Bell), J. Wil.son, handler, with F. R.
Hitchcock's black, white and tan dog Solitaire (Roi d'Or—
Tory Diamond), J, M. Avent, handler.
P. Lorillard, Jr. 's lemon and white bitch Beryl (Gladstone's

Boy—Ruby D.), C. Tucker, handler, AA'ith F. R. Hitchcock's
black, white and tan bitch Topsy (Count Gladstone—Tory
Diamond), John White, handler.

Aa' ent & Thayer's black, white and tan bitch Thalia (Jean
Val Jean—Lucy Avent), J. M. Avent, handler, Avith E. L.
Gilmer's black, white and tan bitch Miss Hattie(Gath'sHope
—Queen Noble), P. L. Bevan, handler.
CharlottesAdlle Field Trial Kennels' liver and white bitch

Selah (Rip Rap—Dolly), Capt. C. E. McMurdo, handler, Avith

P. Lorillard, Jr. 's black, white and tan bitch I^ady Ara-
minta (Eugene T.—Dell Rivers), C. Tucker, handler.
P. Lorillard, Jr.'s black, white and tan bitch Leona

Eugene T.—Be.ss of Hatchie), C. Tucker, handler, Avith John
Brett's blue belton bitch Maid Marion (Rockingham—^Myr-
rha 11.), OAvner handler.
Henry Pope's blue belton dog Cactus (Rockingham-Myr-

rha IL), John Brett, handler, AA^ith Eldred Kennels' black,
white and tan bitch Pauline (Paul Gladstone—Kill Ray), W.
H. Hammond, handler.
Blue Ridge Keonels' black, white and tan dog Blue Ridge

Mark (Gath's Mark—Ollie T.), D. E. Rose, handler, with
Greensboro Kennels' black, white and tan dog Rod's Mark,
F. L. Bevan, handler.
Chas. P. Stokes's black, Avhite and tan bitch AUene (Gath's

Mark—Ruby's Girl), D. E. Rose, handler, with Avent &
Thayer's black, white and tan dog Topsy's Rod (Roderigo—
Topsy AA^ent), J, M. Avent, handler.
Chas. P. Stokes's black, Avhite and tan bitch Bessie Shoupe

(Gath's Hope—Countess Rush), D. K. Rose, handler, with
Avent & Thayer's black, Avhite and tan dog Tate (Jean Val
Jean—Mamie Avent), J. M, Avent, handler.

. P. Lorillard, Jr.'s black, white and tan bitch Antoinette
(Antonio—Dai.sy Hunter), C. Tucker, handler, a bye.
The average performance of the competitors was not note-

Avorthy for merit, though some of the be.st heats were fairly

good. There Avere a number of heats which Avere inferior in
the quality of the AVork exhibited. Some of the entries vvere

short of experience, and several showed capabilities AA'hich,

AA'ith more experience, ought to result in better perfonuance.
None of the dogs ran Avith uniformity. The ones Avhich

ran best did mixed work, good and bad. Saving Topsy's
Rod, the competitors were in merit from fairly good down
to poor performers.
Topsy's Rod won the stake easily, he excelling his 'com-

petitors in every particular, excepting Allene's work on scat-

tered birds, and a matter of style in respect to several. He
is industrious, enthusiastic in his work and a good per-
former. He goes at high speed and beats out a good range._
Allene in her first heat seemed to be a dangerous competi-

tor, but her first heat Avas far the best.
Tate was a strong competitor for .second. While he had

not done any Avork which was high class, his work had been
uniform, of a fairly good grade, and had he made a spurt or
two when in thick Avork on scattered birds, his chances
Avould have been far greater. Selah divided third with Tate.
She raTi in good form in one heat, but in her other heats she
ranged with poor judgment, though seeking diligently
throughout the heats.

MONDAY.
The air was crisp and bracing, the .sun, which shone clear

and bright, not haAnng dissipated entirely from the air the
heaA^y frost of the previous night. The start was made about
three miles from toAvn. Birds there were in abundance,
though at such times as ordinary dogs ran there appeared to

be a, scarcity. Yet, taking the Avork, good, bad and indifter-

ent, there was by night a total result of twenty-two beAies
found, which Avas two bevies less in count than the score of

some othcL- gentlemen who kept a tally on them. SaA'e the
work of four or five dogs, the competition of this day was in-

ferior. Much time was lost betAveen heats by the dogs being
far away in the AA-agon.

First Series.

Lad's Rush and Solitaiek began at ,8:55 and ended at 9:48.

Neither dog did any good Avork, though there were abundant
opportunities. Solitaire went the Avider, yet at times broke
away from work to the gun and was difficult to again i;et in
control. Ru.sh pointed a beA'y nicely in the open, and was
held some minutes Avhile Solitaire was calhd in to back, but
he was not within call. Rush was unsteady to shot. Ou the
scattered birds. Solitaire flushed tAvice, and made one point
to which nothing Avas found. Bird after bird was flushed ou
ground Avhich the dogs had worked OA-er. They made a poor
showing under favorable conditions.
Beetl AXD Topaz began at 10:09 and ran 41m. Topaz

pointed a large bevy in sedge. It flushed Avild. On the
.scattered birds Beryl pointed one. At the same time Topaz
broke away from control and was quite unmanageable during
the rest of the heat. Among the scattered birds she flushed
five times in succession under good conditions for clear
point Avork. Beryl Avas the better ranger, though not a Avide
one, and Avorked to the gun. Topaz needs a lot of flni.shing

in her training.
Thalia Asd Miss Hattie ran 38m., beginning at 10:58.

Hattie pointed a bevy in corn, though after the first stifi'eu-

ing she stood in a half point listlessly, then broke in and
flushed the beA'y. After a short search Hattie pointed a
bevy nicely and Thalia backed Avhen cautioned. As the
bevy flushed Hattie chased beyond control. Many opportu-
nities to point oiithescattered'birds were not seize"d, though
each got a good point on singles. Hattie required a lot of
whistling and calling to keep her in control, and needs a
good deal of training. The beat Avas ordinary.
Selah and Aeaminta Avere started at U:.50 and ran 35m.

Excepting a bevy flushed by horsemen, no birds Avere found
during this time. The running was suspended and the
party' Avent to lunch. Lady made two flushes on scattered
birds and Selah by the edge of a large ditch pointed a bevy
well which was in the ditch. Lady Hushed a bird and next
she pointed a bevy well. Selah was much the better ranger
and beat out the ground intelligently. She made the best
exhibition of sensible ranging of any dog in the .stake up to
that time. The heat ended at 2:01,

Leona akv> Maxd MAtaoN.—Ran oOm., beginning at 2:06.

Neither ranged Avide, but the range of Maid Avas very narrovv
and her spe^d slow. Leona did all the work on birds, one
point on a bevy, one on a single and a point on a single
which she passed ou and flushed.
Cactus and Pauline Avere started at 2:41. Neither .shoAved

much aboA'e ordinary. Their range Avas narroAV, and they
seemed to be lacking in knowledge of bird Avork. Cactus
made a point on scattered birds, and one on footscent. Up
at 3:17.

Blue Ridge Makic and Rod's Mark began at 3:20. A
bevy flushed suspiciously close to lilue Ridge Mark, but he
evidently caught no scent of it, as he kept straight on his
course. After a turn to the end of the field, the brace was
Avorked back to the scattered birds Avhich had settled in the
open Aveeds. Blue Ridge Mark handled hard, constant
whistling and calling being necessary to work him. Rod's
Mark had found the trail of a .single and was roading, Avhen
Blue Ridge Mark happened to come up on it and pointed it.

The scattered birds then flushed. Moved on and both dogs
soon roaded and pointed alternately. They were ordei-ed in
another direction, for seemingly they had failed to l(.>cate,

but the horsemen flushed a bevy close by which the dogs
had almost roader] to a find. Up at 3:55. Both dogs handled
hard. Blue Ridge Mark showed speed, but did not beat out
his ground with judgment. Rod's Mark Avas diligent too,

but had but average range.
Allene and Torsr's Rod ran the heat of the day, and a

good heat it was for any competition. They began at 8;.58.

Rod made a point on a single in weeds. Then Allene pointed
the scattered birds. Next Rod pointed and moA-ed on and
the bird flushed Avild. Allene made two flushes on singles,

111 Avoods both pointed on the same single, then each got an
independent point on single birds. In the open Aveeds Allene
was roading nicely on a bevy which one of the party acci-

dentally walked up. She next pointed a bevy in alders, and
Avas doing good Avork. Next in the open she roaded and
pointed alteiTiately on the trail of a bevy which she at last

pointed, standing to it in stylish firmness. Rose did not go
to the right place, though near the bevy. He ordered Allene
on, and Rod to one .side was sent in and got the point. All
the credit of the Avork belonged by right to Allene and it

probably was so considered. Then Allene secured three good
points on singles and Rod one, the latter also pointing, but
nothing found to it. Up at 4:30. Rod was the Avider ranger,
yet he did not work out his ground so thoroughly as Allene.
Both had excellent speed. Allene was the sharper and Aviser

in bird work,
Bessie Shoitpe and Tate began their heat at 4:37 and

ended at 5:14, Bess pointed; nothing found. Tate pointed a
beA'y and was backed, then on the scattered birds Bess out-
worked him completely, making three good points. Her
style Avas the better of the two.
Antoinette a bye, and was started under Mr. Stoddard's

charge at 4:47, and ran thirty minutes. She had Rose, one of

Mr. Lorillard's other dogs, for a running mate. In a hollow
they found birds, but which was first it was imposstible to

determine. They movud up, and Antoinette had the point
and Rose was backing Avhen we got in sight of them. On
scattered birds Antoinette pointed tAvice in woods just as the
bird flushed.
This ended the day's work. The jiJdges in the evening

selected eight dogs for further competition, namely, Topsy

Rod, Allene, Bessie Shoupe, Leona, Selah, Antoinette, Tate
and Blue Ridge Mark. It AA'as quite a good selection, though
in respect to Leona, I considered her work inferior to that of
Beryl, though the latter made but little showing in jioint
work, yet .she could not mpke a good showing in competition
with a'partially trained dog, which of itself was not a poor
reason for giving her further trial.

TUESDAY.
Heavy clouds were piled together in dense masses, shut-

ting off every ray of sunlight. There were signs of better
Aveatber, but a few morapnts before the first brace was cast
off a light .sprinkle of ruin began falling steadily, which con-
stantly increased iu volume until it became a steady rain.
The temperature turned colder. After the second brace ran
the judges announced that the competition was suspended
on account of the rain. Then followed an uncomfortable
ride of five miles or more in the rain to town.
ToPST's Rod and Blue Ridge M.akk Averc cast off at 9:35.

They had hardly gone 50yds., when both struck the trail of
a bevy, Rod in the .stubbie where the birds had inferentially
just left and Mark in the woods, the dogs pointing about
40yds. apart. Mark was nearer the birds and roaded to a
point. Rod roaded rapidly toAvard the weeds and. showed he
could folldw on a trail quickly and accurately. He was run-
ning in good form, diligently and cheerfully. Mark showed
good speed and quality also, though not quite equal to Rod
in range. L"p at 9:50.

Bessie Shoupe axd Selah began at 9:54. Selah in the
open roaded nicely to a point on a bevy. Rose called Bess
in and brought lipr toward Avhere Selah Avas reading, and
she, too, got a point on the bevy. Aside from shoAving that
she could point, she had no claim to the piece of work,
Selah Avas decidedly superior in range and .speed, covering a
good scope of ground .and Avorkiog Avith judgment. On the
scattered birds Selah pointed a .single and Bess pointed
footscent apparently. Selah made an excusable flush, or
rather the bird Avas wild and fiushed as the bitch Avas walk-
ing. toAvard it. Up at 10:06. The j-ain was thickening, and
no further work was attempted on this day.

WEDNESDAY.
The heaA^y rain had thoroughly soaked everything exposed

to it, and the grass, Aveeds and other vegetation were bur-
dened Avith heavy drops of Avater. A dense fog obscured the
Anew, and there were signs which indicated that the storm
might not yet be over. A late start Avas made, and after a
three-mile drive over roads heavy Avith mud, the competition
Avas re.sumed. The fog gradually lifted, the clouds broke
aAvay, and the afternoon was warm and pleasant. The work
of the day was of a tame character. No dog ran a clean,
sharp heat, or CA'en a heat which Avas a uniform average
grade of good field trial work from start to finish.

Bessie Shoupe and Selah, which wpre ordered up on ac-
count of rain yesterday, were started at 10:.52 to com inue their
unflnished heat. Selah pointed a bevy and was backed by
Bes.sie, and to .shot both Avere steady. On the.scattered birds,
Selah made several flushes, and Be.s.sie made two points on
singles and one point to Avhich nothing was found. Neither
showed above ordinary in range, pottered frequently, and
beat out the ground Avith little regard to regularity. Up at
11:17.

TATE AND Antoinette were cast ofl' at 11:20. The weeds
were so wet that the handlers preferred to ride horseback,
and, with the consent of the judges, they so rode. A.ntoin-
elte flushed a lievy. Sent on, Tate pointed a bevy in the
open, which fiu.shed wild. Tate pointed on the .scattered

birds, Antoinette backed Avell for a few moments, then broke
her back. She avhs puppyish and inat tentive to her Avork,
though she ran well for her own pleasure. With more expe-
rience she will greatly improve. Tate hunted intelligently
for birds, had a fair range, and did some clean point work.
Up at 11:3.5.

Allene and Leona, at 11:43, started in a cornBeld. AUene
pointed a bevy well and Avas backed. Both Avere steady to
shot. The birds Avere folloAved to dense cover, Avhere Leona
secured a point on a .single. Allene pointed a beA-y in corn.
Neither showed good range, while Leona was friA'olous in
her Avork. Alipne did not work independently at times, and
ran much below the form displayed in tier Hr.st heat.
Blue Ridge Makk xsu SI';laii were cast ofl" after lunch,

at 1:24, and AA-ere ordered up in 33m. without finding. Neither
ranged Avith judgment. Selah made one point, to which
nothing was found.
TATE AND Allene began the final heat at 2:10. Allene

pointed a bevy nicely and Tate backed. They behaved well
to wing and .shot. On the scattered birds in cover Allene
was quicker and sharper in locating and pointing. Tate
pointed a single and Allene backed. A Uene made two points
on singles. Tate in the open made a flush on a bevy, Avhich
flew biit a few yards into cover. Allene got a good point on
a single of it, and the heat ended. Time, 2:17. Allene out-
pointed Tate, A\ hile he was the better in range and judgment
in working his ground.
The Avinners were announced ab follows: First, Topsy's

Rod; second, Allene; third was divided betAveen Tate and
Selah.

The All-Agre Stake.

This stake was open to all setters and pointers which had
never avoii a first prize in an All-Age open stake at the Phila-
delphia, Southern, United States or Central field trials. The
prizes were, first if500, second -$350, third ^ir>Q.

It will be noted that 16 out of the 20 starters are dogs
whose names have figured iu field trials before. It wa.'*

strictly professional in its composition, excepting one entry.
The drawing took place on Monday night. The order of
running was as follows:
P. Lorillard, Jr.'s orange and Avhite bitch Miss Ruby

(Gladstone's Boy—Ruby D.), C. Tucker, handler, Avith Blue
Ridge Kennels' black, white and tan dog Dick Fox (Chance
—Countess Rush), D. E. Rose, handler.
W, Carr's black and Avhite ticked dog Dion C. (Roi d'Or

—Mildred), T. H. Beall, handler, Avith Avent & Thayer's
black, Avhite and tan dog Chevalier (Jean Val Jean—Lucy
Avent), J. M. Avent, handler.

F. R. Hitchcock's black, Avhite and tan dog Roi d'Or
(Roderigo— Bo Peep), J. White, handler, Avith C. C. M.
Hunt's lemon and white pointer dog Grouse (Mainspring

—

Swain's Fly), John Lewis, handler.
Greensboro Field Trials Kennels' black and white ticked

bitch Hope's Quepn (Gath's Hope—Q.ue*^n Noble), F. L. Bevan,
handler, Avith (.'harlot tesville Field Trial Kennels' black dog
Winnipeg (Manitoba Toss — Pitti Sing), C. E. Buckle,
handler.
Hempstead Farm Kennels' liver and Avhite pointer bitch

Sanford Druid (Exon Don—^Sanford Quince), A. Cameron,
handler, with AA^ent & Hitchcock's black, white and tan
dog Count Gladstone (Count Noble—Ruby's Girl), J. M.
Avent, handler.

T. E. Shreve's black, white and tan dog Mecca (Paul Glad-
stone—Latonia), John Lewis, handler, with P. Lorillard,

Jr.'s, liver and Avhite bitch Antevolo (Count Noble—Trinket
II.), C. Tucker, handler.

P. Lorillard, Jr.'s, black, white and tan bitch Dot Rogers
(Roderigo—Gladstone's Girl), C. Tucker, handler, Avith Blue
Ridge Kennels' orange and Avhite bitch Hope's Mint (Gath's
Hope—Dashing Lady), D. E. Ro.se, handier.
F. R. Hitchcock's black, Avhite and tan bitch Be.ss (Chance

—Bessie Avent), J. White, handler, with Hempstead Farm
Kennels' liver and Avhite dog Bob Cooper (Roi d'Or—Mis-s

Nellie Y.), A. Cameron, handler.
Major J. R. Purcell's liver and white pointer bitch Lady

Margaret (Dick SAviveller—Countess Bang), owner, handler,
witli P. Lorillard, Jr.'s, black, white and tan dog Eugene
T. (Count Noble—Ruby's Girl), C. Tucker, handler.
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Hempstead Farm Kennels' liver and white pointer dog
Hempstead Duke (Duke of Hessen—Lass of Bow), A. Came-
ron, handler, with T. T. Ashford's black and white pointer
dog King Elgin (King of Kent—Vera Bang), J. M. Avent,
handler.

First Series.

Miss R-ubt akd Dick Fox opened the competition at 3:40.
Soon Miss made a .good point oa a bevy and was well
backed by Dick. To shot, both were steady. Dick flushed
a single. In the thicket, a quail was heard to give three or
four sharp notes of distress, and a moment afterward a
small bawivrose just clear of the undergrowth and heavy-
winged, flew away with the quail iu his talons. Unfortu-
nately, the guns were not loaded and the marauder escaped
unharmed. The quail did not come back. Miss in a short
time found and nicely pointed a bevy in the open, and was
nicely backed by Dick". As Miss moved on, Dick passed close
by the bevy, having the wind (jf ir,, yet he failed to recognize
any sceut. Each got a point on scattered birds, and soon
thej-eafter Dick backed Miss' point on another bevv in the
open field, both doing their part stylishly. A single point
by Miss concluded the work on birds. Her .iudgmeut and
skill \ver(- excellent, Dick had speed and fair range, but as a
bird finder and in point work he was surpassed by Miss.
Dios G. ASO CnEVALiEP. were started at 3:13.

" Dion soon
drew lip on a point to a bevy by the edge of a ditch. He was
steady to shot. Chevalier pointed on top of a hill, probably
on footscent, as a couple of birds were flu.shed some yards
away from the iKjint by horsemen. At 3:30, they were taken
to other grounds, a shooter having disturbed the birds iu
that .section. In twenty minutes they were again sent on
and ran till 4:12. No more birds were found. Chevalier was
the speedier and wider ranger, though he started away in
sti-aight lines, or started away much as it happened without
any intelligent plan in his work. Diou was diligent in hunt-
ing for birds. In pace he was moderate and his range was
not wide.
.Roi d'Or AXD Grouse were cast offl at 4:17. Grouse soon

secured a point on two or three birds in open sedge and was
unsteady to shot. Roi made a half point and nothing was
found to it. Grouse pointed ne.\'t a lievy and two singles,
Ami was unsteady each time. Up at i-S>3.

' He \A-as the Mjider
and better ran.ner, worked his ground cunningly and was
in a sneaky way unceasing iu his efforts to find birds. Roi
was diligent, a bit heavy in his gallop from too much fle.sh
and not equal to his short-haired competitor as a bird finder
HOPK'.S QujiEK AXD WINNIPEG started at 5:03. Each dog

worked within a narrow limit at the start. Winnipeg po£
tered a great deal. Queen pointed a. bevy and on the scat-
tered birds picked up several points. Winnipeg flushed one
and pointed one. The heat lasted a little over 30m., with the
work of it in Queen's favor

THURSDAY.
The weather was very similar to that of vesterday: the

same dense fog in the morning, the same clear warm day
after the fog was dispelled, though there was a dilference in
the latter part of the afternoon when heavy black clouds
obscured the sky and rain threatened, though none fell.

.
The competition was on dilierent ground from that of
previous days and was west from town. There were more
cover and rougher grounds, though not unfavorable to goorl
work. Birds were not found so plentifully as on previous
days.
There were fifteen dogs taken into the second series

whereas seven or eight would have amply filled the pur-
poses of the competition. Playing to the gallery or to the
whims of owners is not any part of a field trial competition.
Some of the dogs taken into the second series ware palpably
inferior, and even the owners could not have expected a
further trial of them. Encouragement to owners must be
presented in some other form than running their dogs when
they are palpably defeated. Moreover, there is an element
of insincerity in running dogs as if they really had a chance
to win when they have no chance. Up to the point of select-
ing the second series the judges had conducted the competi-
tion admirably and handled it well afterward, too.
Sa^^ford Dreid and Codnt Gladstone began at 9:50 and

ran thirty-five minutes. The heat was a poor one, and in
point work fell far short of the opportunities. Druid was
seen to leave a plum thicket, where he had been some mo-
ments, after whicii Coimt entered and a bevy was seen to
flush from the thicket. The birds lit in open and plum
thicket about KlOyds. away, and Count was in their \icinitv
a few moments afterward and pointed to a flush. Next he
flushed a single bird on a cast some distance from his
handler, and next he pointed some .scattered birds. He was
self-willed and reqtiired much whistling and loud orders.
Sent on after the scattered birds Count pointed one, and
pointed to wing as some scattered birds flushed. Part of the
time he did not work to the gun, and hLs handling was noisy
and difficult. His work on birds was below the average
The one quality he excelled in was uniform high speed,
which he largely misapplied. Druid was disposed to be over-
cautious and constrained when on scent, pointing inaccur-
ately, and his speed was irregular as was also his range
Mecca and Antevolo started at 10:39 and ran till 11:31,

excepting fourteen minutes occupied in vacating the land of
an irate owner or tenant. Mecca started a bit slow but grad-
ually i ncreased his range, sometimes searching wide and well,
sometimes narrow and leisurely. In the open, Antevolo
pointed a bevy and Mecca backed. Mecca got a point on one
of the scattered birds. Antevolo was speedy but irregular in
range.
Dot Rogers and Hope's Mi>rT began at 11:46 and ran 34ra.

Dot pointed a bevy in pines and Mint pointed or backed, pre-
sumably the latter. Both were steady to shot. Dot in thicket
pointed a single, and sent on in the open pointed a single and
was backed by Mint. The latter made two points to which
nothing was fouud. He ranged in a narrow scope and was
not spirited in his work. Dot was fast and had a fair range,
although she was running in playfulness part of the time
and not seeking for birds.
Bess and Boh Cooper started at 12:33 and ran thirty min-

utes, when the rvmning was suspended while lunch was in
order. Bob made a point on a bevy and Be.ss backed or
pointed. Bob got a point on a single and was backed, Bess
was neither fast nor a wide ranger, nor did she show any en-
thusiasm. Bob showed little merit as a competitor.
Laby Margaret a>"d Eugene T. were started at l;5i.

Lady pointed a bevy well by the edge of woods and was
steady to shot. Eugene showed good speed and range, while
Lady, though diligent, was a bit irregular in her range, not
remaining out at her work so constantly as she could have
done, yet she kept up a good rate of speed. Up at 3:55,
Hempstead Duke and Kent Elgin began at 3:48 and ran

49 minutes. Duke made game, but failed to locate. In
woods, Kent pointed a bevy, and Duke, coming in, made an
independent point on the same bevy. Duke made two points
to which nothing was foimd. Sent on, Kent pointed a bevy
and Duke hacked. Each ranged very well, covering a good
scope and maintaining a fast gait.
Lucky Deal had a bye and ran alone. Mr. Titus taking

the charge of the judging of her while the preceding heat was
being run. She was .started at 3:49 and ran 30 minutes. She
ranged irregularly, much of the time close to her handler.
She made several flushes on scattered birds.

Second Series.

Miss Rubt Aijd Dion C. started at 3:55 and ended at 4:11.
Miss Ruby was the better rauger and had the faster pace.
Diou pointed a bevy, then moved ou resolutely, and .Miss
Ruby coming in pointed the bevy. To shot Dion was some-
what unsteady, and the heat then ended.
Dick Fox and Chevaubb, at 4;12, began their heat. Dick

pointed near the edge of briers, and Chevalier, about 80yds.
away iu the open field backed proudly. Dick did not have
the birds accurately. He took a short turn, crossed the fence
into the -R-oorls and pointed the bevy. On the scattered birds
each got a point. Dick took a^ back cast in woods atid pointed,
and Chevalier backed. It probably was on footscent. On
the rise of the bevy. Rose had shot toward it without aiming,
and wounded several birds, Each dog pointed twice on the
crippled singles. Chevalier was headstrou.g and required a
deal of whistline: and loud orders in handling him. He beat
out his ground with inferior judgment, and needed prompt-
ing and helping a great deal in searching for bevies. Dick
was ranging fast and with judgment, and devoting his atten-
tion to hunting for birds. Chevalier followed him betimes.
As the dogs were ordered up, Dick caught scent in the open
field and the ne.xt moment stifl'ened on a point on a bevy. He
made an excellent showing. Up at 4:36.

Dot Rogers and Grouse began at 4:43. Dot ran in high
spirits, but was not always seeking for birds iu her casts.
Grouse was earnestly intent on bird finding, sneakingly skirt-
ing the edge of likely places, and feeling the air carefully
with his nose, which he carried rather low. In woods he
pointed an outlying single, which he flu.shed and chased.
Cast back to where he pointed, he pointed the bevy. On the
scattered birds Dot crouched prettily to a point on a single.
Grouse pointed to a flush, and next he pointed, roaded to
locate and the bird flushed wild ahead. He made another
point on two birds, Dot backing him well. LTp at 5:10. This
heat ended the day's work.

FRIDAY.
A sharp freeze took place in the night, sufficient to make

ice and freeze the surface of the ground. The rough mud of
the roads the night before was^solid in the morning, and
made a most lumpy surface for the Avagons to run over three
miles to the grounds. As the sun mounted higher the wind
died away and the weather turned warmer^ Birds were
found in ample quantities. They lay remarkably well tfi the
points. The work of the day was, as a whole, inferior.
There was no dog which showed even good work. The
judges managed the competition skillfully, and demon-
strated their ability to perform first-class judging.
Kent Elgin and Ladv Margaret began at 9:10 and ran

16m. Lady beat cuif but little ground. "Kent ranged wide
and at .good speed, ljut selected the easy going No birds
were found.
Hemp.strad Duke and Eugent; T. started at 9:33, and

Duke made a flush ou a bevy. Eugene pointed scattered
birds in pines. Both pointed iu sedge and no birds were
found. On a bevy marked down in the onen Eugene roaded
almost through them, then dropped to a point. Eugene
flushed two. Both ranged well, but their bird work was
ragged. Up at 10:10.

Hope's Queen and Antevolo started at 10:11. Queen
made three points, to which there was nothing found. Ante-
volo was much the wider ranger and swifter in pace.
Count Gladstone and Mecca were cast off in a cornfield

at 10:43. Mecca pointed a bev.y and Count coming in after-
ward from the side pointed the same be\'y. To those who
did not seethe occurrence it looked as if Count was pointing
and Mecca backing. Mr. Avent went forward, flushed the
birds and the dogs were steady to shot. Count next made a
half point on a cripple which was flushed behind him. Sent
on Count broke away from controL Mr. Avent mounted a
horse and after some minutes found him and brought him
back. The dugs were again .started together. In woods on
scattered birds Mecca puinted one aud was a bit unsteady.
Count pointed a single and was steady to shot. Mecca made
twn points to whicn there was nothing found and Count,
made a similar point. Each dog then at the s:ime time
pointed separately on singles, lu the walk through the
woods .single birds were fltx.shed right and left by the specta-
tors on ground gone over by the'dogs. They made a poor
showing con.sidering their many opportunities. Count had
greater speed and ran wider, though it could not be called a
range in any useful sense. Up at 11:45.

Antevolo and Kent Elgin were cast off at 1:01, after
lunch. In open weeds Antevolo roaded up a bevy to a flush
most carelessly aud indifl"erently. About 100yds. further iu
the open weeds was another bevy. Antevolo pointecl it and
at the same time KeniL, a few yards away, was half pointing
and shoNved indecision almost in the middle of the bevy.
The whole resulted in the birds being awkwardly flmshed.
There were two or three large bevies scattered in the open,
the bevies having lit near each other. There never was a
better opportunity for a dog to run up a large score of .single
bird points. Antevolo broke away from control and ranged
elsewhere while Kent roaded through the birds and got a
point on a single and a fl ush on another, while the spectators
following flushed 30 or 40 birds by ones twos and threes.
It was slobbery work. Up at 1:15.

Count Gladstone Aia) Kent Elgin began the final heat
of the stake at 1:30. Kent pointed up xvind of a bevy in corn.
Avent held him ou point and whistled vigorously for Count,
the latter out of sight and heedless of the importunate calls.
Kent roaded up wind a piece, gave up the trail and no further
etifort was made to locate the birds. After the dog moved
on, the birds were seen rtinuing in the cornfield near where
Kent pointed and they were flushed by a horseman. In the
open, Kent pointed a bevy nicely and Count backed. Both
were steady to shot and wing. Up at 1:40. Count liad the
jireater speed aud ran wider. Kent showed a superiority in
finding and working to the gun. Count, save in the one
quality of speed, showed very ordinary field quality.
The judges announced the winners as follows: Miss Ruby

first, Dick Fox second, Kent Elgin and Count Gladstone
divided third.

SATURDAYS
The New Subscription Stake.

The drawing took place on Friday night, the five starters,
Hempstead Duke and Topsy Rod, Miss Ruby and Count
Gladstone, running in the order mentioned, with Rip Rap a
bye. The latter is owned by the Charlottesville Field Trial
Kennels, is by King of Kent—Hops, is black and white in
color and was handled by C. E. Buckle. The others have
been mentioned in the preceding stakes.
The morning was clear aud frosty. It was arranged that

Mr. Titus would take charge of Rip Rap's competition on
the grounds w^est of town, while the rest; of the competition
was run on the .grounds east of town, thus saving a tuU day
in time -with no detriment to the trials. There were mucu
fewer birds aud rougher cover and grounds west of town,
hence Rip Rap could not make the showing iu number of
bevies found aud points made as his competitors on the bet-
ter grounds. It was much harder for him to work alone, too.
Mr. Cameron delayed the start by not appearing on lime,
and barely escaped being shut out.

_
The conditions of the stake w^ere S.50 entrance, subscrip-

tion transferable. 50 per cent, to first, 30 per cent, to sec-
ond, 30 per cent, to third. S350 added to first by club.

First Series.

ToPSY's Rod and He.mpste.\d Duke began at 8:29. Topsy
beat out about twice as much ground as his competitor. The
going was hard owing to the ground being frosty and frozen
so that it was the more punishing to the faster dog. He was
decidedly .superior in his point work. He foimd four bevies,
and showed quickness, dash and accuracy in pointing. Of
points on scatrered birds he made many. He is much the
easiest dog to handle of Mr. Avent's string of competitors.
Duke's pace was but moderate comparatively and his rano-e
fair. He false pointed several times, ,and made errors by
flushing awkwardly. Up at 10:39. Their afternoon heat
began at 1:15. The frost had been thawed by the warmer

temperature and the footing was better. Rod maintained
his pace throughout, and was going quite as strong at the
finish as at the beginning. Rod found two bevies and the
third one was pointed by both. On single birds, he greatly
surpassed his competitor, he being sharper, more accurate
and enthusiastic. About fifteen minutes before the heat
ended, Duke suddenly collapsed from cramp or a fit, and the
signs seemed unfavorable for Duke's further stay in this
world. After a few minutes he recovered and gamely tried
to go on hunting, but he was too incapable to go much.
There was not much go left in him at the end of the heat.
Miss RuET AND Count Gladstone began their first two

hours at 10:45. Miss Ruby got a point on the remaining half
of a bevy after flushing the first part of it. Their work after-
ward was very clean on bevies and singles, though in this
respect Miss Ruby was something better. Count made a lit-
tle wider fling at times, yet their range was nearly equal, as
also was their speed. The heat ended at 13:4.5. They were
both a bit fatigued. They started on the second two hours
at 1:18. Miss Ruby became very fatigued in the last part of
the heat. Up to about the middle of the heat there was lit-
tle difl'erence lu point work. In the last half he greatly out-
worked her, doing good work on bevies and singles, the lat-
ter being a weak feature of his ordinary work. He handled
more easily. Miss Ruby was not prepared with a view to
this event.
Rip Rap (a bye).—He was put down at 10. He started a

bit slow% but soon caught an easy, swinging stride which he
maintained well until 13 o'clock noon when the first heat
ended. His range was but modestly wide, yet he worked his
grotmd out cunningly, selecting such places for searching as
bevies would be most likely to frequent. He located skill-
fully aud was most reliable on point, holding every one
steadily until the bird was flushed. His work, too, was
nicely done with reference to the gun. Many of the bevies
found were not followed. Rip showed that he cotxld have
made a large string of points on singles had he been worked
on them. In his second heat he ranged slower than in the
forenoon, and toward the last of the heat was easing up in
his ranging betimes. The handler rode on horseback or
went afoot, as he pleased. Nearly an hour was used before a
find was made. Going down wind just after crossing a ditch,
and flushed an outlying single, then pointed well on the
bevy. By searching the likely corners well he found another
bevy in sedge and made a good point on it. He got three
good points on the scattered birds of it and made one flush
going down wind. After more diligent searching he pointed
an outlying single, and when it was flushed the bevy flushed
wild shortly afterward. Next he pointed and nothing was
found. He next was started after lunch, at 3:56. He wheeled
prettily to a good point on a bevy in stubble. He flushed a
bird iu woods. Sent on, he located a bevy skillfully in woods
and pointed it staunchly. He made four good points on the
scattered birds and one flush. Nothing more was found be-
fore the heat ended, though much ground was worked out.
Nov. 37.— [Spcciai to i orest and Stream.]—The Eastern

Club's Subscription Stake was finished by noon to-day.
Count Gladstone was first, Topsy Rod second and Rip Rap
third. Count and Rod ran together 30m., and Rip Rap ran
in better form with Ruby for one hour. B. Waters.

GORDON SETTER FIELD TRIALS.
The initial trials of the Gordon Setter Field Trials Club

were brought to a conclusion late in the afternoon of Nov. 31.
Considering the hasty manner in which these trials were
arranged, great credit is due to Secretary Mr. Chas. R. Tay-
lor for his sacce.ss in bringing so many Gordons together. Hi
fact no one who has the good of the field dogs at heart could
but be agreeably .surprised at the comparatively large num-
ber of entries made, especially when one considers the fact
that it was entirely a New England entry. None of the bet-
ter known kennels such as Dr. Di.Non's, James Blossom's and
others were represented, and for the good of the breed these
breeders should at least have countenanced the enterprise by
sending an entry or two even if their dogs were not keyed up.
to field trial pitch. They would not have sufltered greatly by
comparison, as but few of the dogs that ran seemed to have^
had nuich preliminary work in the field. Several of them
were as fat and looked as trim and as glossy as if they had
just roused themselves from their master's hearth rug.
Owing to the disadvantages under which the Gordon labors
in this country, where he is scarcely considered a quota in
the field element, it would scarcely be advisable to criticise
the work done in these trials with too heavy a pen. At the
same time there were two or three exceptions that showed
work quite on a par with the average work seen in the more
pretentious field trials between English setters and pointers.
Taken as a whole, however, the running was mediocre, there
was altogether too much pottering and nosing out of old
trails that a more practical dog would never consider for an
instant. There was also a good deal of hesitation on points,
and most of the dogs were deflcient in nose qualities. This,
combined with the great scarcity of game, made the trials
rather tedious, aud many of the dogs had to be judged simply
on suppo.9ition, as they failed to find game. Still, I don't,
think the judges erred iu their deci.sious, for they certainly
picked out the best dogs iu both stakes.
The trials were advertised to start at East Freetown, Ma«s.

a very rural district some ten miles from Fall River, Mass!
The headquarters were at a farmhouse about five miles from
the little station, and there being little provision for the
entertainment of hungry sportsmen the visitors did not fare
as well as they would have liked. The provident ones had
secured beds in the house before coming down, but several
others were not so lucky and were compelled to put up with
the soft side of a board floor in the barn. This, with the
thermometer down at freezing point, could not have been a
very genial experience. The grounds hunted over were very
rough and totally unflt for the purposes of a trial, as may be
surmised when the whole day's work in the Derby resulted
iu no birds being found. One of the judges, Mr. A R.
Sharpe, a member of the New England Field Trial Club'
offered the new club the court:esy of finishing their trials on
the club grounds at Assonefc, Mass., about eight miles away.
This proposition was gladly accepted, and ou Tuesday morn-
ing at r o'clock the oarty drove do wn to Assouet and com-
pleted the trial ou the old grounds. Here the prospect of
finding birds was a little better, but the scarcity of game
proved conclusively that the N. E F. T. Club were wise in
declaring their trials off this year. The grounds have been
improved by some cultivation and if the club could only
devise some means to protect the birds they turn down, next
year no doubt they would be well able to briug off their
trials successfully. Among the visitors who followed the
dogs during the two days' work were Noyes BiUings
DotlgeviUe, Mass.; J. ,J. Scanlan, Pall River, Mass.; Walter
liaylis and Dr. Heywood, Taunton, Mass.; J. W WeUs
Attleboro, Mass.; C. T. Bro\suiell and W. Tomlinson, Ne-vv
Bedford, Mass.; J. J. Pearle, Hampden, Conn,; J. J. Arnold
Lonsdale, R. I.; M. Med bury, Providence, R. I • S h'
Roberts. Pawtucket, R, I.; Cnarles R. Taylor, Providence"
R. I. The judges were Mr. A. R. Sharpe, of Taunton, Mass •

who IS well knowu as a setter breeder aud whose do"-s ran
in the N. E. F. T. C. trials last^year, and Mr. J. A. Law-well i

son, ot Providence, who is also an English setter man They
performed their duties well and .satLsfactorily. we believe to
theowTjer.s, They followed the work closely aud were not
afraid to go wherever the dogs went, and that is saying agood deal, for some of this swampy ground is not by any'means plea.sant going. They kept the dogs on the move at agood pace, in fact quicker than we walked at Mitchell's Bay.

The Derby.
For Gordon setters born on or after Jan. 1, 1893, S5 forfeit^
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$5 additional to fill. There were four entries drawn to run

as follows: ..,

H. O'Keilly's Tlasli Noble, handled by W. TomUnson.witli

C. T. Brownell's Trim, handled by owner. , ^,
J. J. Arnold's Don, handled by owner, with Mr. Jewett's

Punch, handled by W. Tomlinson.
i,r

Flash Noble axd Tkim.—They were sent off at 11:37 A.M.
The heat was a poor one. Flash was nnder little control,

would not range, but keepinfi most of the time to the crowd
and finally quit business altogether. Trim covered his

ground fsdrly w^ell, in fact did all the huntmg, but had no

opportunity to .show work on bird.s. Up 11:46.

IJONAKD Punch,—Down at 11:47. Don pomted on toot-

scent or rabbit trail. Punch gave aa exhibition of speed

quite unusual in this breed, and did he gallop with his

head instead of his legs, figuratively speaking ot course, he

would be a good dog. He seemed, however, to be ;)ust gallop

and nothing more. The way he cleared fences, ditches, etc.,

was quite amusing. In a cedar swamp a point was claimed

for him. but nothing came of it. Finally Punch was lost

for twenty minutes in a swamp. Up 13:55. Punch showed
no intelligence in his range, and though Don did not get out

far he worked out hia ground with some idea of what he
was there for. The party then adjourned to the farmhouse
for lunch, as the luuch wagon which had been ordered to

follow did not turn np.

Second Series.

The second series in the Derby was then commenced with

Don and Te [M. Down at 3:39 The going was more suitable

here, being more in the open, than the ground hunted over

this morning. A lot of varied country was covered, but
neither dog found, and called up at 4:05. Don showed better

work here, but both dogs pottered a good deal. It was then
decided to run a heat in the

All-Age Stake,

First Series.

for which the dogs had been already drawn as follows

:

C. T. Brownell's Gordon Grouse (Ben Butler—Gordon
Rose), handler, owner, with Noyes Billings' Minnie T.

(Ranger B—Diana).
E. K. Rperry's Jolly G (Juke—Redfield's bitch), handler, L.

A. Pearle, with C. T. Brownell's Doctor (Ben Butler—Belle).
J. J. Scanlan's Dan (pedigree unknown), handler, owner,

with Miss S. A. Nickerson's Count Noble (Ben Butler

—

Belle), W. Medbury, handler.
J. C. Lavin's Smut (Tom—Maud), with T. H. Hughes'

Prince H. (Nat—Jessie).
As there was only one brace out, SirtiT—Prince H.—they

were put down at 4:06 in stubble. They pottered on foot

scent at edge of woods, but failed to make out anything

;

were taken up at 4:24 and put down in different ground,
but neither found birds. They had only very ordinary range
and did aot display any symptoms ot bird sense or of much
training.
The party then gave up for the day_ and the lunch wagon

having turned up, supper was eaten in the bam, and tho.se

of the visitors that remained were soon at rest.

TUESDAY.
The start for Assonet was made about 7:45. The ground

was hard from the iiost overnight and ice had formed in the
ditches and shallow ponds. There was little wind, but the
eight-mile drive was a chilly one and the sportsmen were
glad to get to work at 9:50 with the continuation of the
All-Age Stake in its proper order.

Grouse and Minnie T.—They were cast off in the open
country near the old Meeting House, and working down
toward "Coster" Swamp, so named after "Wa.'^h" Coster last

year, as it was here most of the birds were found in the last

trial, when he judged. Several birds rose wild ahead of the
dogs and were marked to cover. Here Minnie pointed one of

the scattered birds nicely, but Grouse refused to back, tak-

ing no notice of the point. Mr. Billings flushed the bird, but
did not kill; Minnie steady to shot and wing. Grouse cau-
tioned. Getting into the open Minnie pointed again and bird
flushed wild ahead of her. Beating out more ground without
further result, dogs were up at 10:12. Neither dog ranged
wide, but Miunie showed best control and was far more in-

telligent in hunting out her groand.
Dan and Count Noble.—Cast off at 10:29. Both got out

to their work fairly well, Dan ha\dng the wider range, but
did not show much hunting sense, in fact, scarcely any, and
amused himself by chasing crows. The heat was all in favor
of Count; although there were no birds found, still he exhib-
ited some speed, intelligent range and evidence .of training.
Smut and Ppjnce H.—These two ran again for six minutes,

starting at 10:.57. They hunted out some likely cover but
failed to find. Both pottered and did nqt get out far from
their handlers.
Jolly G. and Doctoe.—These two were then ready to run,

and starting at 11:08 ran for 17 minutes, covering a lot of
mixed ground, but without showing trace of a feather. The
heat was all in favor of Jolly, for she hunted out her ground
more intelligently and was seemingly better trained.
This completed the first series in A"ll-Age, and the final in

the Derby was then called for

Tlie Derby—Final Scries.

Don and Trim were put down at 11:41. Their range was
very ordinary, and instead of casting and making some use
of wind and likely places, they preferred tonose round a good
deal. Don seemed like an aged dog, and was too fat. Trim
showed a propen.sity to chase small birds. Getting on to hill

out of swamj,), Don loaded to a bevy which he pointed, but
Trim came in ahead ,iud walked the birds up. Arnold shot
and killed and Don retrieved. Up at 13:18, and judges de-
cided that Don wins first, Trim second, and Punch third.
We then went on with the

All-A(je Stake—Second Series.

Jolly G. and Dan.—Put down at 12:37 in the same place
to work toward scattered birds of previous bevy. They both
soon made game in grass and briers, but pottered, nosing out
their ground like beagles on a cold trail. At edge of corn
Jolly roaded to a flush down wind. Neither dog showed
much intelligence iu casting for scent and very little method
in working out the ground. Coming to cover again at the
corner, Dan flushed and chased. Entering Avoods, Jolly
pointed three birds nicely. Pearle shot and killed, Jolly re-
trieving well. Jolly redeemed her rather ordinary hunting
by this piece of work, and showed good training. Up al:

13:47.

Count Noble and Minnie T.—Down 13:53. Working in
a»ether direction and into very wet swampy ground both
pointed a bevy, but Count Noble had the preference. Med-
bury shot and killed, dogs steady. Count retrieved nicely.
The bird was thrown in again and Minnie sent to fetch She
was scarcely given sufficient time on such a bird and place,
when Mr. Biliings picked bird up and threw it in another
place; Minnie then pointed where bird had lain, and after-
ward retrieved the bird. Getting out of woods onhill, atedge
of another cover. Count flushed a single in going very
slowly np wind, but redeemed himself by pointing another
just beyond in nice style, Miunie honoriug his point, bird
flushed wild. Up 1:20. We were then feeling pretty hungry
and making for the barn where the barges were found one
of those All Night lunch wagons so familiar to residents in
the manufacturing towns in this part of the country. It was
the most elaborate lunch we have yet encountered at a field
trial: "red hots" were steaming in a cauldron, the cofj'ee was
hot, and besides sandwiches, etc., an array of 106 pies served
to chase away one's appetite even before eating, Ueaving 90
pies still on the counter, we started the next brace.

Doctor and Dan.—Down at 3:10, in a cabbage patch. Get-

ting into pines a single rose in front of Dan, cross wind. Dan
started to chase, but stopped to order. Doctor ranged out
much the best, Dan not showing much inclination to leave

his handler, pottered around and seldom galloped out.

Doctor .showed better in this beat by comparison. Up 2:58.

Doubtless by this time the judges had picked their winner.s,

for
"

Count Noble and Jollt G. were called out at 3:0*.
_
The

weather had been getting a little warmer and conditions
were good for work if game had been more plentiful. In
brush, at start, both pottered a bit on old trails, but working
out into open and up the hill they moved over to the bare,

open country near the Meeting House. Here they astonished
us by the width and speed of their range. They really ran
up to good form, the little one. Jolly G., showing the most
intelligent ranging and speed, although the bareness of the

ground for the^most part precluded any idea of finding game.
The ground here is improved to what it was last year, a good
piece of it having been sown with grain, No birds were
found and dogs were called up at 3:40.

The judges after a little con)?ultation decided that Jolly G.
wins first, Count Noble second and Minnie T. third.

There is little to choose between the two first, although
Jolly G. has the advantage slightly in speed and his work on
birds was the cleaner. Thus ended the first outing of the
Gordon Setter Field Trial Club. The silver epergne for the
winner of the Derby goes of course to J. J, Arnold's Don,
and to L. A, Pearle's Jolly G. falls the cup for best in All-

Age Stake. The lunch wagon was visited again and then
we severally made tracks for home. H. W. L.

Newark Show.
This show opened Tuesday morning with a very high class

of dogs, numbering 526. There are several good mastiffs
such as Emperors William and Maximilian. St, Bernards
are very strong, such dogs as Marvel, Princess Florence,
Miss Anna Roland, Lothario, etc. being on hand, and a
number of new exhibitors make the competition interesting.

Smooths are also as good as anything outside of New York.
The display of Russian wolfhounds is grand, Messrs. Hunt-
tington and Steadman Hanks showing strong kennels. The
greyhound exhibit is al most up to New York form. Pointers
contain capital eniries from the Hemp.stead Farm, C. Heath's,
Springside. Victoria and Netherwood kennels. English and
Irish "setters have many old faces, and so have the Gordon
classes. Beagles are fair, and some well-known dogs are on
the bench. Spaniels show up pretty strong with entries from
Swiss Mountain Kennels, Dr. Bradbury, R. P. Keasbey and
E, W. Fiske. Collies are rather poor, and w^e are dlsapoiuted
not to see a better entry. Chestnut Hill Kennels seem to have
a walk over. Fox-terriers have some of the best in the
country as entries come from Blemton and Rutherfurd Ken-
nels, and Messrs. Smith andHuimewell send some good Avires.

The other terrier classes are just average. Geo. Thomas is

down with a team. Poodles are especially strong, and go
ahead of New York entries, the Meadowmere Kennels mak-
iug tlie principal entries. Prof. D. Burke will provide the
trick dogs. The building is scarcely so well adapted for a
show^ as it might, as many of the terriers etc. have to go
upstairs. The show promises to be a success, as there is a
good deal of local interest evinced. As we go to press as
judging commences we cannot give the awards this week
but will have a full report in next week's issue.

Akron Poultry and Kennel Club Show.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I beg leave to call your attention to the fact that we have
changed our name "by consent of American Kennel Club
from Northern Ohio Poultry, Pet Stock and Kennel Associa-
tion to the Akron Poultry and Kennel Club. Our first show,
under A. K. C. rules, will be held in Akron, O., Dec. 30 to 23,

and bids fair to be a grand success. We are working hard
on our specials and are meeting with good success, So far

specials are chiefly cash. We have secured a fine hall which
will be Avell heate'd and lighted, and is situated in the busi-

ness part of the city. Our specials and premiums Avill be
paid on the last day of the show. We have secured the
services of "Uncle" John Davidson to judge all classes. We
hope to have some of the Eastern dogs stop off ou their way
East from Chicago. We will prepare a good place and take
care of them until our show opens. Our premium list is

now ready to mail to any one on application.
H, P. Peck, Sec'y.

Akron, O.

Irish Setter Club Field Trials.

TiioMAsviLLE, N. C, Nov. 27.—Special to Forest and
Strea m: Heavy rain stopped the Irish Setter Club's Derby
about the middle of the afternoon. There were five starters,

Irish Boy, Gem, Nugget, Patricus and Hattie. The work
w^as poor. It is certain that Gem will win first. Nugget sec-

ond and Patricus third. The All-Age had six starters,

Romayne, Claremont Patsey, Teddy O'Rourke, Lady Alice,
Nugget II. and Currer Belle.

Claremont Patsey was lost soon after starting and he has
not yet been found. The stake will probably be finished by
noon to-morrow. The Philadelphia trials will then begin,

W. S. Bell, Pittsburgh, was to judge both trials.

In the evening Mr. Bell departed forhome, having received
a telegram informing him that his wife was dangerously ill

with pneumonia;^ B. Waters.

DOG CHAT.
The Hamilton K. C. Show.

There are not many kennel clubs, hampered with debt
through the financial failure of their first dog show, that
would indulge in further shows or hold together in the
way the Hamilton boys seem to have done. There is the
difference between fanciers and fanciers, and all those in-

terested in kennel aft'airs should be pleased to hear that
their latest venture has been successful. Although they
gave simply prize cards and ribbons, still there was a heavy
hall rent and ot her incidentals to be met, but no entry fees

were charged, and the club feels proud that it can put even
-$35 to its empty treasury. The attendance, Ave are told, in the
evening was quite large, and a pleasant feature of the gath-
ering was the large number of ladies present. Several
of them exhibited, among them Miss McGivern, whose fancy
runs still, we notice, to Avire-haired fox-terriers. She won
several prizes, in the open shoAv of 1S90 she was also success-
ful. Miss Annie Heudrie shows poodles and her brother
fox-terriers. Mis. Cook, who seems to be a strong Avire-hair

advocate, entered three fox-terriers. It is always a hopeful
sign when the fair sex turn cheir attention to dogs; they
make better fanciers of their brothers and husbands. The
latter are too often' inclined to giA'e np if everything does
not turn out as expected, Avhereas the woman generally
tries again. There is a "better-luck-next-time" expression
about herthat is Avautiug to a great extent among the sterner
sex. When such shows as these can be held in Hamilton
we may still liA:e in hopes of a more ambitious one being held
in the near future. We only wish the club members' purses
were as big as their hearts, A pleasing feature of the show
Avas the fact that the officers and managers of the show had
their dogs "on exhibition only."

The cleaj-est explanation of the new classiflcation at Eng-
lish Kennel Club shows we fijid in the notice of the Birming-

ham show, and as there will surely come a change in otir
claseification sooner or later, especially with regard to chal-
lenge dogs, we pubUsh the new list: The old "challenge
classes," in which winners of ten points in open classes at
shoAvs held under Kennel Club rules had to compete, are now
abolished and "winners' classes" substituted, and in these
classes competition is restricted to Avinners of four or more
flr.st prizes, but wins in puppy, local and selling classes do
not count. The "open classes," which AA-ere formerly re-

stricted to dogs that had not won ten points in open classes
at shows held nnder Kennel Club rules, are now thrown open
to all, no prize Avinner being debarred from competing. Win-
ners in these classes AAdll be recorded in the Kennel Club Cal-
endar and Stud Book. As this classification permits the old
champions and noted prize AAinners competing in both classes,
"limit classes" are added for dogs which have not Avon more
than three first prizes at .shows held nnder Kennel Club
rules, wins in puppy, local and selling classes not being
counted, and a dog that has never won a prize is eligible for
this class. ' One dog may be entered in any number of classes
for which it is eligible.

" NoAdce classes require no definition.
This AAdll also serve as a handy guide for intending pur-
chasers of English dogs when looking through the prize lists

of shows held under E. K. C. rules.

We understand that some, in fact all, the entries of the
Rinada Pointer Kennels are absent from the Newark
show owing to distemper. This is a grievous disappointment
to Mr. Pickhardt, as he had hopes to win a considerable
number of blue ribbons there, and also hoped to dispose of
some of the dogs. Good ones always find a market, and the
dogs that were entered certainly ar& good ones, and had he
desired to sell them they Avould have brought long prices.

Sefton Hero is in America.

A week or two since Mr. Freeman Lloyd reported that it

was generally supposed that the collie Sefton Hero and the
bitches purchased by Mr. Panmure Gordon Avere still in the
latter gentleman's "kennel, and rebuked him gently for not
letting the public have the services of Sefton Hero. These
dogs have long been in Mr. Pierpont Morgan's kennels, at
Highland Falls, N. Y., and we have no doubt that Mr. Arm-
strong Avould be only too pleased to Avelcome any English
bitches that may be sent to Hero. A friend of ours tells us
of a capital puppy he owns by Sefton Hero out of Ormskirk
Dolly, bred since the dog came over.

Mr. John Finlayson has sold his bulldog Governoi-, that
has been mentioned at Brooklyn and New York shows, to
the owner of Rinada Pointer Kennels for $150. He will be
shown at Newark.

If any one wishes to strengthen his pointer team Mr. Davey
affords an opportunity when he tells us that he wants to sell

Lady Gay Spanker, Miss Rumor and Josie Bracket. All
these are Avell knoAvn on the bench, as they are in the chal-
lenge class and are broken to field Avork. Jone, the setter
he ran at the Chatham trials, is also for sale.

Death of Hepsey.
One of the most unfortunate St. Bernards that ever came

to this country was Hepsey. We write in the past tense, for
Hepsey died last Wednesday night at Col. Ruppert's ken-
nels. She had been brought doAvn that day from the country,
but on arrival was seen to be very ill. Before her death she
had eleven fits, dying in the last one. Dr. Sheiwood AA'as

summoned, but too late. The post mortem revealed that
death Avas due to enlargement of the heart and congestion of
the lungs. Hepsey was Avell known on the bench and Avas
the highest-priced St. Bernard bitch imported to this country
np to the advent of Princess Florence. She cost Mr. Diffien-

derffer 83,500.

A Buffalo Kennel.

Perhaps our little rub had something to do with it; any-
how, we are pleased to see that Mr. A. W. Smith, of Buffalo,
is not going to desert us after all; for he has gone into part-

ner.9hip Avith Mr. W. S. Patterson, and the kennels wi 11 be
known as the Buft'alo-Mayville Kennels. Of course black
and tan terriers Avill be the breed, and they have one good
one, known to fame—Louie—already in the kennel, besides
several of Dr. Foote's strain.

Mr. C. H. Mason has resigned his position on the Fanciers'
Journal. Disagreements m the management of the paper,
it is rumored, is the cause of this step. It is not stated who
will take his place.

Rather late in the day the president of the Maacoutah
Kennel Club Avrites ns that the club will hold its fifth annual
dog show March 13 to 16, 1894. This show will of course be
under the rules, and it Avill go far to solve two interesting
questions. First, Avhether Chicago can stand two .shows in

four months, and second, what advantage a club having the
indorsement of the A. K. C. has over a show that is held
without the fold of its protection.

Old Trap or Old Jock.

We have it upon very good authority that the picture
which is said to represent "Old Trap" in "Kennel Secrets," is

not really of that dog, but of Old Jock. Trap had an
evenly marked black and tan head Avith black spot oa
stern. His picture was published in the Fox-Terrier Chron-
icle, in the fourth number of Vol. I.

Ml-. W. Tallman has taken charge of Messrs. F. E. & P. T.
Lewis's kennel of pointers and setters. The kennel is strong
in show dogs and Avill make a bid noAV for field trial honors.
Messrs. Lewis are to be congratulated on the change.

We omitted to state last week in our remarks about the
horse show in New York that Hemi)3tead Farm Kennels'
Macbeth won fli-st in class for stallions calculated to get
hunters.

Cocker Weight.

We note that in the National Dog Show to be held at Bir-
mingham this Aveek the folloAving alteration has been made
in weight of cocker spaniels: They must not exceed 251bs.

when full groAvn.

We are sorry to hear that Mr. Sam Rogers's Ebor Larch-
mont, a promising young wire haired fox-terrier, that won
first prize at Mount Holly, was poisoned last Saturday Aveek
and had a close call. Hot lard, raAv eggs and mustard
proved an antidote, as we should imagine it would, and
now the dog is himself again, but thin, and it he probably
prevented from showing himself at Newark.

There being no quorum present, the Eastern Field Trial
Club held no club meeting during their trials this year.

The libel suit brought by Sir. Vero ShaAV against the
British Fancier has been settled amicably, but we see that
as a result of the arrangement the manager of that journal
has resigned.

The Eastern Field Trials Club have under consideration the
establishing of a new stake, limited exclusively to shooting
dogs, with such other restrictions as will keep the competi-
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tion within the limits contemplated by the club. Such a
stake ought to be very popular and well supported.

The English setter dog Rushwood and fox-terrier Raby
Rasper were brought over through the firm of Toon &
Thomas. Rushwood goes to Jos. Lewis' kennel and Raby
Rasper to a gentleman in Los Angeles, Oal., and was pur-
chased from Mr. Geo. Raper.

Maybrook Kennels have removed from Dover Plains, N.Y.,
and are now located at Englewood, N. J.

Mr. G. W. Sentell, Jr., secretary of the New Orleans Fan-
ciers' Club, writes us that they intend to hold a much larger
show than their first one, Jan. 22 to 26, 1894. They have a
guarantee fund of $1,000 and expect to raise more.

Mr. Henry Huber, owner of the pointers Glenbeigh, Sally
Brass II., etc., has preferred charges before the Pacific Ken-
nel Club against another well-known San Francisco fancier,
alleging that he has issued false pedigrees, etc.

Beagle Field Trials.

Rochester, ISr, Y. , Kov. 19,—EcZitor Forest and Stream:
In last M'eek's issue of "Turf, Field and Farm a correspond-
ent refers to "Billy's" mild report on beagle field trials, and
also comments on report rsf J-j-ialsina Western paper, wherein
reference is made as to how the rabbit was started, i. c, Mr.
So and So "kicked up" the rabbit, etc. The correspondent
evidently was simply killing time or filling space, and in
doing so he has innocently written what might be misleading
or wrongly interpreted by the public.
In the fir.st place, "Billy's" report of the trials was simply

a compliment to his paper, as they had declined to instruct
him to attend the beagle trials at their expense. Out of pure
love for sport ho visited Nanuet one day on his own hook,
hence the mildness of "Billy's" report.
Secondly, this writer draws a comparison between his sys-

tem of hunting rabbits with an old foxhound and that em-
ployed during trials of having a' rabbit "kicked up" and dogs
^ui on to run it.

I believe this system is generally employed by sportsmen
to permit the dog to find the rabbit. In addition to this, a
sportsman puts his dog on a rabbit that he may "kick up,"
instead of shooting him in or just starting from his form.
Now, during trials of beatiles timeis limited, and muchmust
be done mtlnn the time allotted for the sport.

A brace of dogs are put dfiwn at a time and three or four
dozen men are scattered about watching the dogs work.
The two dogs are carefully working up on a cold trail, the
three dozen men are walking about and scattered over con-
siderable area, when Mr. So and So "kicks up" a rabbit and
the judges order the dogs taken to the hot trial, and the race
begins.
Does this method of testing the dogs' powers, then, pre-

sent itself to him as improper? However, from a general
impression and not from actual statistics, I would say that
during trials the dogs themseh es actually start as many rab-
bits as are started for them in the manner described, if an
equitable handicap is allowed dogs for excess in area covered
by men.

I do not make this explanation or statement as in any sense
criticising the writer in question, as he frankly admits small
practical knowledge of field trials; but simply to prevent a
wrong impression being made on those who fancy beagles
and have never attended a beagle trial.

H. L. Ketoer, Pres. Nat'l Beagle Club^ Nanuet, N. Y.
• • • •

National Beagle Club Meeting.
PSESENT: H. L. Kreuder, in the chair; H. F. Schellhass,

Geo. W. Rogers, John Bateman, A. P. Appleton, H. W. Lacy
and Geo. Laick, secretary. The protest against Mr. P. Dor-
sey's Pade was acted upon. Mr. Dorsey's statement, made
at the meeting held at Nanuet, N. Y., was read before the
committee, particulars of which were published in Forest
AND StreA^M at the time. Mr. Kreuder then read a letter
which he had written to Mr. Dorsey and also Mr. Dorsey's
reply. Mr. Dorsey offered a letter from the breeder of Pade
regarding Pade's pedigree, and also a letter from Mr. Jojies,
of whom he purchased the dog, who gave it as his opinion
that Pade contained the blood of bench-legged beagles, and,
therefore, he considered the dog a pure-bred beagle. Mr.
Dorsey also showed a photo of Pade. After considerable
discussion it was moved and carried that,
Whereas, In the que.st ion of protest filed against Pade in

Class B of the N. B. C. field trials of 1893, the field trial com-
juittee of said club having taken and considered all evidence
both as to individual merit, pedigree, breeding, and ex-jjarts
practical opinions, be it

Jtc-soivcd, That whereas we, the field trial committee,
from the best information furnished us and upon our best
knowledge and judgment, do consider and declare that
said dog Pade is not a beagle such as is defined by the stan-
dard adopted by our club. It is therefore resolved that we
sustain said protest against said dog Pade and declare his
win in Class B of said field trials null and void.

It was also resolved that Mr. Dorsey be exonerated from
any intent of wrong doing in the matter. The committee
then adjourned at 6 P. M., and the official placing of the
dogs in Class B will be considered at a meeting to be called
shortly.

• • • •

HUNTING AND COURSING NOTES.

ters of harriers. One is H. R H., the Comtesse de Paris,
who hunts the country round Stowe. The other is Mrs.
Cheape, who hunts the Bentley harriers in Essex.
Lady Ileen Hastings until recently hunted a pack in Ire-

land, but she is to be married shortly, and two masters in
one household will not do, so her brother, the Earl of Hunt-
ingdon, takes her place with the pack. We remember that
years ago Mr. James Hall's daughter "Pop" often hunted
the Holderness hounds in Yorkshire, and we heard that
after her father's illness or death assumed the mastership
for awhile. But she was always a very manly young woman
and the best "horseman" in the hunt.

• • • •

The beagle bitch Baby Deane, shown at Toronto and
Rhode Island shows under the name of Beauty, was re-
covered by her owner, Mr. E. W. Whitcomb, on 'a writ of
replevin. After getting her Mr. Whitcomb sold her to the
man who has had her the last three years. We understand
that the name in which she was entered at the shows was
not the name of the man who claimed to own her.

• • • •

Some very good bargains in beagles are to be had in the
new sales list Mr. Kreuder has sent out. Several prize win
ners, such as Fanny Racer, Fanny K. and Weenaunau are
among them.

c. • • •

A new coursing club known as the Noe Valley Coursing
Club has been organized with the following officers: Presi-
dent, J. T. Kelly; Vice-President, J. Doyle; Secretary. W.
Ring; Treasurer, T. Donovan; Board of Directors, J. O'Far-
rell, J. Moflit, D. Mahoney, T. Kelleher, D. Burfeind and J.
Roche.

• • • •

The West Chester (Pa.) Hunt Club held a fox hunt last
week lasting six hours. The fox went away near Glen Loch,
ran through East Bradford and Avas finally unearthed on a
farm in West Bradford, where he had taken refuge. Rey-
nard was taken alive.

• •

In line with its misleading policy our Quaker contemporary
would have us believe that its New England Beagle Club
trials report was written by our correspondent "Bradley."
This gentleman, so well known among the beagle and fox
hunting element that it is almost superfluous "for him to
use this nom de plume, wrote a report of those trials for
Forest and Stream only. We think it only fair to "Brad-
ley" to publish this explanation.

• • • •

It is about time that Chicopee Lass—Pearl of Pekin fiasco
was allowed to rust. There is no earthly use in wasting
more ink over it. Whatever the merits or injustice of the
case may be the rule is plain as daylight and decision should
have been given at once according to the rule with no "ifs
nor buts" from anybody.

The coursing men in San Francisco all intent upon win-
ning something in the coming big meeting, a local paper says:
"To lovers of coursing it is quite a sight to see on the Point
Lobos road in the early mornings the number of dogs that
are now in training for the San Francisco Coursing Club's
meeting, which will be held at Newark on Thanksgiving
Day and the following Sunday. >io less than thirty-two
longtails were out in a buueh on Thursday morning last,

accompanied by their various trainers. Si.x of the dogs,
which are owned by T, Cronin, were all looking in the pink
of condition. T. C. Cummings had Mr. Seal's dogs and one
or two others he is training for the Newark meeting. Jerry
Shea's trainer had also five or six fine dogs, among which
was noticed the fiyer Moondyne. They seemed to enjoy their
outing immensely judging by the way they were scampering
over the hills. M. Tieruau's and J. J. Edmonds's dogs Val-
ley Queen and the old veteran GlenfaiTon, both looking as
fresh and lively as puppies, were also taking a practice jog.
News from San Jose, Merced, Sacramento and .Stockton
states that the dogmen of those sections are busy rraiuing
their sprinters for" the big meeting. It will be the fii'st

coursing event held by the San Franciscos, and as rbe recent
rainfall has placed the ground in nice condition for dog rac-
ing the prospects of a good day's spon are firsr-clas~ indeed.

"

Petaluma is a favorite ground for Dhe SanFiaucisco coiir.scrs.

Out there betting is indulged in to a grear exvenc, and of
course is responsible for a good deal of the interest mani-
fested by outsiders.

• • • •

The mastership of hounds or harriers is not confined alto-
gether to the sterner sex in England, for we find, according
to the London Times, the names of two ladies who are mas-

Cincinnati Practice.
CrNcmNATi, Ohio, Nov. 19.—The Cincinnati Rifle Association held its

regular practice shoot at its range to-dav ami made the scores
appended, the conditions being 200yds. off-hand at the Standard
target:
Gindele 10

10
10
9
6
5 . _

Brumbacli 8 5 10
8 5 10
7 7

Topf 10 7
5 5
6 7

Randall 7 6
g 10 9 8
10 7
4 7

7 8 8 7 10 8 9 8-83
8 9 5 8 7 9 9 8—80
8 7 10 8 9 10 8 9-1
8 8 3 9 9 8 10 6—77
G 9 10 6 10

7 8 9

6
' 10
7 6
8 9
6 7

8 8—76
8 8 6-75

9 6 9 10 10—81
9 6 9 10 10—75
7 9 9 8 7—78
6 5 9 5 4—66
9 7 4 7 7—67
7 3 8 7 6-1
9 10 6 10 10—77

5 8 6—77

See.,

Drube 6 6
10 7
10 6

Pathoff 4 10
3 8

5
G 10 10
3 9 6

6 6 5 10 7
5 8 4 6 10
3 6 8 5
6 6 9 7

6 10 9 6
7 5 7 4

8 6—76
4 9—

(

9 4—69
7 5—66

6—61
8 3 4—58

4

Nagel.,

9 9 10
5 10 6
6 4
6 6
9 3
5 4

6 6

9 10 9 9 10-81
7 & 8 9 10-80

8 9 6-79
4 10 6 5-67

5 10 4 10 8 6-64
7 5 4 3 8 3-59
6 3 6 2 0 2-37
3 2 4 10 3 7—51

Zettler Bifie Clxib.

At the weekly shoot, Nov. 2i, with the exception of Fred Ross, who
made the fine .score of 249. and Gus Nowak, who captured the cham-
pion medal on the creditable score of 24H, on his first entry, all the
other members seemed to be rather out of form. If. is not uncommon
of a Tuesday ni^rht to see twenty or thirty scores made of 246 or
better. President Walther contented himself with wtxtehins the others
in their attempts to put up high scores. Another old time rideman,
Jolm H. Brown, has got to be a regular attendant at the Tuesday
night shoots again this season. His return to the use of his rifle agam
is highly gratifying to all the members.
Champion medal, 10 shots, first entry: Gus Nowali 246, C. Percival

243. F, C. Ross 243, H. Strate 242, B. Zettler 241, C G. Zettler 240, H.
Holges 239, Plaisted OBT. Kolmetz 2-37, J. H. Brown -236, M. B. Eugel 236,

H. D. Mulier 2-36, F. Fabarius 235, R. Busse 2^4.

Best 10 shot score, b entries: F. C. Ross 249, Gus Nowak 246, R.
Busse 245. H. Holges 344, J. H. Brown 243, C. Percival 243, H. D. Mulier
242, C. G. Zettler 242, H. Strate 242, B. Zettler 241. G. W. Plaisted 240,
M, B. Engel 240, A. H. Kohlmetz 237, F. Fabarius 'iio.

Greenpoint Rifle Club Prize Shoot.
The fourth annual gallery prize shoot of the Greenpoint Rifle Club,

which was lield on the. rauMS in Knieste's Arion Hall on Nov. IS and
19 was quite successful, both financially and otherwise. The pro-
gramme called for eight prizes ranging from gl2 down to 81, and an
extra or consolation prize for the shooters having the lowest score,
all shots to be on the target, no misses. This prize fell to Geo. Worn,
with a score of 33.

Many o£ the Brooklyn rifle clubs' were represented by their best
marksmen. There were also visiting riflemen from New York, among
whom were AVm. Rosenbaum and Louis Buss, of the Etnpire Club.
The two days' competition resulted in some good scores. The Empire
Club's representative, Rosenbaum, got the first prize on two scores of
74 each or a total of 148 out of a possible 1.50. There were six ties for
the last four prizes. Tickets 3 shots, two best to count:
Wm Rosenbaum 74 74—148 M Eberhardt
M Gute 74 73—147 M Mason
Louis Buss 73 73—146 M Herbst
M Knoetger 73 72-145 M Albers
G Worn 73 72-144 M Albrecht

,73 72—144
,71 73—144
.71 73—144
,71 73—144
:2 72-144

Greenville vs. Excelsior.
The team match between teams from the Greenville and Excelsior

rifle clubs was shot in the Greenville Schutzen Park Nov. 25.

The meiLibersliip of the two clubs is made up of the best of New
.Jersey's riile taltut, an.l the rivalry is of that order that begets the
best social relations, and stimulates a healthy interest.
The clubs are comparatively young, but the membership contains

many men who have been for years known to the fraternity as good
shots. The Excelsior Club, under the leadership of Capt. L. P.
Hansen, has for five years been one of the leading rifle clubs in Hud
son county.
The Greenville Club, sometimes stjded "The Farmers," is also com-

posed of as equally good material, and is in fact more cosmopolitan

in its make-up than the Excelsiors, for its members are descendants
from nearly every nation in Europe. The Greenville Club has shown
its progressiveness by building a home (club house) for its members,
a place where the members can come together for the enjoyment of
rifle shooting as well as for those social relations which tend to good
fellowship and those ties that bind together the best elements of man-
hood.
Since the club decided to build and own its own club house, which

was less than a year ago, it has more than doubled its membership.
With the club ranges for a primary school for the education of the
members in the use of the rifle, and the close proximity of that old and
popular shooting range, the Greenville Schuetzen Park, there is no
reason why the Greenville Club and the Greenville district should not
become the huh around wliich the rifle interests of New York and New
Jersey can revolve in a healthy whirl.
But to revert to the match, the result of which we started out to

chronicle. Neither the Excelsior or the Greenville club had any great
desire to deplete the treasury of the other by the winning of any large
stakes, so the match in question was made for a nominal sum. suffi-

cient to cover the cost of thS use of the range and such refreshments'
as the needs of the members of the two teams might require during
and subsequent to the match. Each team was made up of five men.
The Greenville team was composed of the following men; M. Dorrler.
captain; Geo. W. Plaisted, W. C. Collins, Colin Boag and C. H, Cha-
vant. The Excelsior team were: L. P. Hansen, captain; John Speieher.
O. J. Boyce, .James Hughes and Wm. Weber. The conditions called
for fifty shots per man, off-hand, at 200yds. It was expected that the
shooting would be close and interesting, and as a consequence there
was quite a gathering of the members and friends of the two clubs to
see the shooting.
Tbe weather conditions were line considering the lateness of the

season. A moderate westerly wind, the air sharp and crisp, and the
light all that could be asked for. In the shooting house a good big
stove with a liberal supply of coal made the shooters as comfortable
as one could desire.

In the first roimd of 10 shots each Hansen led all his competitors.
But from this point on the Excelsior team was not in the hunt, Dorrler
and Plaisted struck one of those expert gaits that requires extra fine
shooting to approach. Dorrler's total for the 50 shots was 1,112, an
average of 22.2 per shot, Plaisted's 1,078, an average of 21.5. The
nearest approaching score on the part of the Excelsior team was
Captain Hansen whose total was 1,060, an average of 21.2 per shot.
W. Collins, of the Greenville team, started oft' in his first string in

great form, but for some reason he was not able to keep up his aver-
age. Colin Boag was in hard luck throughout the match.

Greenville Rifle Club.
M Dorrler. Captain 22 20 21 18 24 18 22 23 24 25—217

17 24 21 20 21 24 22 24 24 22-219
. 23 22 24 22 23 23 24 21 2i 25-231
24 18 18 24 23 23 24 23 24 21—222
21 24 18 24 22 25 22 25 18 24 -223—1112

G W Plaisted 20 20 20 18 21 23 23 21 19 19-203
21 24 28 24 24 19 18 23 25 18 -219
17 20 23 22 20 20 2^ 24 23 22-215
23 22 24 21 24 19 23 20 21 24—221
24 23 25 23 20 19 25 17 20 24-220—1078

W C Collins 20 16 29 21 22 23 23 23 20 24-211
21 20 13 31 21 11 11 23 19 20-172
22 18 33 16 20 19 20 20 21 18—197
9 18 19 24 21 12 23 21 20 23-189
18 15 1 6 15 14 23 23 23 25 25-198— 973

Chavant 17 17 20 17 17 17 19 21 18 .33—185
20 23 19 18 31 24 22 23 19 20-309
19 23 20 18 21 •'9 23 23 21 16—203
23 22 24 23 23 23 IS 19 20 16-205
23 24 17 20 19 18 20 23 22 15-2ol—1003

CBoag 20 7 13 14 21 21 17 19 12 24-168
9 16 25 21 19 21 21 20 19 21—192

16 14 21 14 22 9 12 24 11 19-163
21 15 18 20 24 12 15 18 19 16-173
16 15 16 19 21 15 22 13 19 20-177— 877
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Capt Hansen

J Speieher;

O J Boyce.

J Hughes.

,

Excelsior
33 20

2.3 22
25 23
23 24
24 20
18 24
20 23
23 23
18 23
9 18
19 36
21 19
23 24
21 20
13 14
22 22
24 20
23 23
15 10
19 22
23 17
20 23
25 21

24 18

Club.
23 21 24
21 23 24
20 22 18
13 18 20
23 18 22
22 18 17
21 21 15
23 16 19
19 24 21
20 23 18
17 13 II

19 33 9

33 ol 18
20 24 19
23 20 15
18 21 19
23 18 14
17 22 15
32 20 23
24 24 20
24 14 20
25 14 17
22 24 23
17 17 23
19 16 35

23 20 21

18 17 22
21 21 20
19 20 ,20

SO 19 22
21 17 21
18 23 11

19 21 17
18 19 2.->

20 28 22
10 24 18
15 39 34
14 23 34
23 18 39
20 19 23
0 16 0

18 21 36
20 19 21

11 23 21
23 20 19

24 15 22
17 23 34
24 19 21
18 19 17
22 22 33

21 21-

25 2:^.

23 23-

18 22-

17 25-

20 20
20 39
23 32
39 20
17 37-

n 17-

3 9 33
2' 21-

17 16
23 -32

20 19-

36 37-

20 31-

16 17-

23 0-

20 18-

34 23-

22 37-

23 14-

23 20-

-236
-216
-233
-300
-215—loco
-395
-190
-393
-310
-300— 987
-148
-388
-306
-303
-205— 949
-340
-186
-299
-205
-386— 936
-398
-187
-814
-394
-210-3003
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Washington vs. Southern.
New Obleaus, Nov. 20.—Quite an interesting rifle match took place

yesterday between the Washington Artillery and Southern rifle clubs
this city, wherein the former team was defeated by a gcere of 3.3; 0 to
3,896, the Southerns winning by 476 points. Both clubs used the riflts
of the Southerns, which handicapped the Washingtons to a great ex-
tent. There will be a return match at Washington Artillery Hall Dec.
2, where the Artillery boys may have a chance to get back their
laurels.
The foflowing gentlemen composed the W. A. team: Cor]-,. L V.

Gray, Gen. J. A. Boney. Wm. Whitney, D. L. Morse. W. D. S'l-phen-
son, W. K. Nourse. E, D. Hubbel. R, A. Sigus, Lieut. H. M. Baker,
Lieut P. Underbill, Sergt. E. P. Owens. Capt. D. Selph (clinmpion
rifle shot of the South,), Thoseof the Southern were as follows: t 'apt.
W. R. Hutchison, Lieut. Johnson, Lieut. O, Matter, R, J. Douylas,
John Maas, J. Sickinger, John Hensel, Jacob Hensel, J. J. Lemare. K.
Pelago, John Hellinger and Jules Abadie. Capt. Selph, after a recep-
tion tendered his team, was presented with a picture by the janiti r of
the Southern Rifles, which was drawn by J. J. Lemare. Anoucac

Miller Rifle Club.
The Miller Rifle Club held its weekly gallery shoot at heailqiiai ters.

No. 423 Washington street, Hoboken, N. J.." on Wediiesdav. Nov. 33.
Thirteen members participated in the competition foi- tjie ciuh rnedyl.
Capt. Fisher led his members in the race for liigli score, making 339.
The scores: E. Fisher, captain. 339. David Miller 33r, Geo. Beldicht 33li,
F. Lain 2.33, A. Meyers 233, M. Murphy 2:il. F. Solil 230, M, Back 339. J.
Meyer 225, M. 'Vaoderhayden •321, F. Brandt 217, U. Will 2i:3, A. W.
Dewey 211.

Lady Miller Club.
The members assembled on Nov. 20 for their regular weekly com

petition for class medals. The medal w-inuers wero as follows: Mrs.
Meyns first class, Mrs. Stine third class, Mrs. Anhert second class.
Scores: Mrs. 3Ieyers 330. Miss Kloeppint; 315. Mrs Stadler 315, Miss
Sanders 208. Mrs. Stine 310. Miss Maiinlielm 305, Miss, Begerow 206, Mi^s
J. Anderson -303, Miss M. Jliller 3!'.i, Mrs. Fisher 213, JIi's. I). Miller 205.
Mrs. Anhert 314, Mrs. Weber 304, 3Irs. Richmond 305, Mrs. Bordman
305, Miss A. Anderson 303.

Empire Rifle Club.
The weekly competition of the Empire Club for club prizes, on Tues-

day, Nov. 21, brought together six membej-s. Roscnliaum again came
to the front with the fine score of 245 out oi: a possible 350. The Em-
pires are looking for a series of matches in tlio gallery during the win-
ter season. Scores: W. Rosenbaum 315, Louis Buss 2-34, Chas. Zettler
2.37, Maisenholder 231, H. Zettler 23-<, W. Buss 3-30.

RIFLE NOTES.
The New York Rifle Club wfll open its winter indoor season shoot on

Saturday, Dec. 3, on the ranges of the German American Shooting
Society, and will continue to hold n eekly sh'iots dm-iug the season
up to April, 1894. This is one of New York's oldest rilie or.£ranizations.
and the pioneer in the buildintc of the liistorv of Creedmoor and tiie
N. R. A.. The New York Rifle'Club is anotlier society whom we would
be pleased to see built up to its former position in^he fraternity of
riflemen. Its present membership contains a class of men of the
highest class of respectability, ardent lovers of their favorite sport
and at all times ready to extend the right hand of fellowship to a,

brother rifleman when he gives the proper count'ersign.
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In the team matcli between the Greenville and the Excelsior Clubs
recorded in another column, on« of the Greenville team, Plaisted, tried

the experiment of priming; his sliells with about eight grains (meas-
ure) of nitro powder, and using the new Winchester (No 3 w.) primer,
the remainder of the shell (.38-50) was filled with Hazard F. G. powder,
the result was a comparatively clean gun after each shot. His total

score was the second highest of the ten men engaged in the match,
Here is food for study for some of our lubricated bullet cranks, who
are on the lookout for ways and means to improve their shooting.

The Empire Rifle Club, with headqu.arters at No. Vi St. Marks place,

New York city, request ua to say tliat they are open to shoot a team
match or series of three malcheK, bp.st two out of three, with any club
in or about New York (barring the Zettler.sl for .g25 a side. The num-
ber of shots per man to he left to an agreement to be decided between
the Empires and the club accepting the challenge. The Empires
would be pleased to hear from the Miller Club of Hobokeu, N. J.

What do you say. Millers?

The Greenpoint Rifle Club, Capt. John Knieste. had a successful
prize shoot on its headquarters range. No.' 168 Driggs avenue. Green-
point, on Saturday and Sunday of last week, a report of which will be
found in another column. If our Greenpoint friends will take the
trouble to forward to this office the results of their shoots from week
to week they will find them recorded in the columns of Forest anb
Stjieam.

During the hours in which the Greenville and the Excelsior riflemen
were discussing the merits of Madam Armbruster^s hiuch, on Satur-
day evening of last week, there was quite a discussion on the shooting
merits of several of our experts located in and about New York. Sev-
eral of the .Terseymen present expressed themselves as willing to go
down into their pockets to raise a stake to match Greenville's cham-
pion. M. Dorrler, against any man in New York, F. C. Roes preferred,
for 100 shots. Now, when this news reaches the ears of the ijromotevs
of rifle shooting interests in New York and Brooklyn, we ai-e inclined

to the behef that the Jersey people will And that their prouuuciamento
is not made in vain,

All ties divided unless otherwise reported.

FIXTURES.
If you want your shoot to be announced here

send in notice like the following:

Nov. 28 30.—Brigg's three days' tournament, at Toronto, Canada
Nov. 30.—Riverside (Cal.) Sportsmen's Club tournament.
Nov. 30.—Bogardus—Hall match, at Springfield, 111,

Nov. 30,—Wentz—Bacon match, at Dayton, Ohij.

Nov, 30.—Cedar Rapids (la.) Gun Club tournament.
Nov. 30.—Janesville (Wis.) Gun Club tournament.
Nov. 30.—All day shoot at live birds, on John Erb'a ground, Bloom-

field avenue. Newark, N. J.

Nov. .30,—All-day shoot at Wiedenmeyer's Park, Newark, N. J.

Not. 30,—Riverside Gun Club tournament, at Red Bank, N. J, Live
birds and targets.

Nov. 30.—J. A. Hartner's tournament, Orangeville, Md.
Dec. 10-13.—West End Gun Club tournament, at Davenport, la,

1894.

Jan. 9.—New Jersey vs. Kings county, team shoot, on Al.' Heritage's
grounds, Marion, N. J.

April 4-6.—Interstate Manufacturers' and Deaiers' Association's
grand American handicap at Dexter Park, Long Island.

May 1-6.—Arkansas State Sportsmen's Association's tournament, at
Fort Smith, Arkansas.
May 23-25 - Knosville (Tenn.) Gun Club thirteenth annual tourna-

ment: first days, target, SI.000 added money, known traps, unknown
angles; last da3% live pigeons. Open to the world. No handicap. R.
Van Gilder, Sec'y.
June 5-7.—Kansas State Sportsmen's Association's firth annual

tournament, Topeka, Kansas. J C. Clark, Sec'y.

June (second week) —New York State Sportsmen's Association for

the Protection of Fish and Game, thirty-sixth annual tournament, at

Utica, N. Y., under auspices of Oneida County Sportsmen's Associa-
tion.

June 19-31.—Ohamberlln Cartridge and Target Company's first

annual tournament, at Cleveland, Ohio. $1,000 added money.
June (third week).—Atlantic City Rod and Gun (Hub, three days'

• tournament. Address R. C Griscom, Sec'y, Atlantic City, N. J.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
"Ejector" inquires as to the number of straight scores made in

events shot under the oue-raan-ux)" rule during the 1893 series of
tournaments of the Manufacturers' Trap-Shooting Association. There
were three of these events eflcii day. Nos. a and 6 being at 15 singles

each, unknown angles; No. 8 at '^iO singles, Slyds. rise, unknown angles,

all "one-man-up." The only straight made duruig the season in No. 3

was made by J. G. Wright, at Wheeling. W. Va. In Event No. (i, Har-
vey McMurchy made a" straight at Lansing, Mich., and another at

Allentown, Pa. No straight scores were made in Event No. 8. Asa
matter of reference, we api>end a table showing the highest scores

made in each of the above contests during the season:
No. 3. No. 6. No. 8.

Savannah, March 1—13 2-15
Second day 2-30 2-12 1-18

Greensboro. April ,
3—13 1—13 3—16

Second day 1—14 2-14 1—17
Lansing, May 3-13 1-15 J-18
Second day 1-13 4-12 1-17

St. Louis. July 2-13 2-13 1-19
Second day 3-13 2-14 1-19

Wheeling, August 3-13 2-13 1—18
Second day 1-15 3-13 1-19

Allentown. September..,.,, 3—13 2—14 1—19
Second day 2-13 1—15 2-19
This gives an average of 84.82 for the leading scores in Events Nos. 3

ard 6, and 81.56 for the leading scores m Event No. 8 during the sea-

son.

We have received from W. R. Ilobart, secretary of the South Side

Gun Club, of Newark, N. J., an announcement of the thirteenth

annual New Year's Day touruauient, to beheld on the club grounds,

below Emmet street station on the Pennsylvania R. R. Shooting will

begin at 9 A. M., and two sets of bluerock traps will be used. Targets

two cents each. Lunch and all kinds of ammunition may be procured
on grounds. This club always has a big attendance and a fine day's

sport on these annual occasibns, and the members are always pleased

to welcome visiting sportsmen. The South Side Gun Club, which was
organized in 1881, has a record of which any club might be proud, viz.:

That for fifteen years it had never missed having a Saturday afternoon

practice on its grounds, this showing a consecutive run of 690 Satur-

days We doubt if any club in existence can equal this record. The
first Ligowsky clay pigeon trap ever shown in the East, was purchased
by this club and its members have used every style of artificial target

ever invented. Exclusive of glass bahs the club has used over 300,000

artificial targets. Secretary Hobart, who was one of the organ isiers

of the club, was also the organizer of the (now defunct) Essex County
Gun Association and of the New Jersey Trap-Shootei-s' League. It. is

hoped that other New Jersey clubs wdl refrain from arrangmg open
tournaments for New Y'ear's Day, which has come to be known as

South Side day among shooters.

"Find trap and handle matches are the only ones to shoot," said a
prominent Jersey shooter to us a few days ago, "and ifyou newspaper
men will keep shady and not tell the public all you know such matches
will do no harm to any one." But just here comes the rub. So far as

the staff of Forest "and Stream is concerned they can be depended
npon not to "keep shady" when any knowledge of brutahhandling of

pigeons comes to them. As a newspaper devoted to legitimate sports

we feel it our duty to tell the public all we know eoncernmg illegal

acts on the part of so-called sportsmen, as by so doing we can better

subserve the interests of legitimate sports. And our opposition

to this style of match, be it imderstood, only applies

so long as brutal methods of handling pigeons are

resorted to. When a handler .attempts to make his OTiponent's birds

fly the harder by resorting to the use ot vitriol, pins, cayenne pepper,

etc he ceases to be a sportsman. We have seen tiad, trap and
handle matches shot without any resnrtmg to mhuraan methods, the

principals depending upon their judgment alone in selecting birds

which would be too hard for one another, and with these matches we
are in accord. The style first mentioned, however, with its illegal

methods will always be opposed by us.

Secretary Hobart of the New Jersey Trap-Shooters' Leaeue, is con-

fident of being able to ' eoniplete arrangements for another series of

team shoots to begin early m the new year. Just now a Large num-
ber of Jerseymen are off: on their annual hunting trips, but as soon

as they return a meeting will be called and the sport given another

boom." It is hoped that the membership will be much lai ger than dur-

ing tb§ Ij^st'serieg

The members of the Vernon Rod and Gun Club competed on Nov,
22, at Dexter Park, in the regular monthly live bird shoot for the
club's annual prize. Each shot at seven birds, club handicap, Ameri-
can Rules. Dr. Little. Gus Grieff. J. Osterhout, P. Weisseuborn, F. A.
Thompson and W. H. Thompson killed 7 each, and tied for the trophy
and first prize. On the fhoot off Dr. Little wor, killing 19 more
straight. Dr. Lamadrid took the second prize with 6. The scores:
Dr. Little, aSyds., 7; Gus Grieff, SSyds, 7; J. Osterhout. 28yds.. 7; F.
Weisseuborn. 85vds., 7; F. A. Thompson. 28yds., 7; W. H, Thompson,
37yds

, 7; Dr. Lamadrid. 37vds., 6; Dr. Shilling, 25yds., 5; Dr. Huskis-
son, 21yd8., 5; Dr. Wischerth, 37yds, 4. Ties for first prize—Dr.
Little 13, Gus Grmff 11, J. Osterhout 10, P. A. Thompson 3, F. Weissen-
horn 0, W. H. Thompson withdrew.

The winners of the gold medals recently offered by the Hamilton
Powder Company are: Foi" Quebec, J. Truax, Cote St. Paul (j'lub;

Ontario. J. Wayper. Hespeler Club; Manitoba, Sidney Fairbairn.
Minnedosa Club; British Columbia, C. Minor, Union Club, One of
these medals was given for competition in each Province and was shot
for by one member from every club therein. The candidate was
chosen by a series of twelve club"matches, and to him was presented a
silver medal struck from the same dies as the gold one. About ninety
clubs entered altogether, and there were some very interesting
matches.

The Bridgeport Gun Implement Co., of Bridgeport, Conn., with its

usual generosity, otters a Christmas gift of a turkej", duck or snipe call

to each purchaser of a set of its No. 964 cleaning tools. This is a lib-

eral offer, and doubtless thousands of sportsmen will take advantage
of it. The No. 954 set, which sells for lg3, comprises a cocobola clean-
ing rod a Budd-Petmecky cleaner, bottle of Belmontyle oil, tube of
Paravasahne, cocobola handled screwdriver, oil can and a supply of
chamois and fiannels. They are made in 10, 12,14,16 and 20-gauge.
The outfit is a complete one and well worth the price charged.

Here is another golden opportunity for some of our a^fed shooters

to test their skill, Samuel Castle of Newark, and Capt.'A. W Money
of Oakland, stand ready to shoot a match. 100 live birds each man,
against any two men in America whose united ages aggregate 133

years. Who will be the first to take up the gauntlet thus boldly
thrown down. The amount of the stake can be made anywhere from
$100 to $1,000 a side. And by the way, Messrs. Castle and Hedden are

still wanting for an acceptance of their ofi'er to shoot a hundred bird

match against any two men 64 years of age or over.

Harvey McMurchy's eyesight is coming back to him and along with
it his old shooting skill, and at a recent shoot of the Onondago County
Sportsmen's Club he broke 70 targets consecutively; including 50 in the

club event. The fat, fair and forty A, G. Courtney, who looks after

the road trade interests of the Lefever Arms Co., broke 43. Chas. H.
Mowry, editor and publisher of the S^Mvting Goods Gazette got 43, M.
Williams got 43, A. C. Ginty 43, C. Wagner 43 and C Dugart 43.

At the regidar monthly shoot of the North Side Gun Club, held at

the Queens County Driving Park grounds, Maspeth, eight members
competed for the club's annual prizes, best average scores to count at

the close of the season, at 7 birds each, gun handicap. 'I'he seui e: T.

Tiernan, 2Syds., 7. J. H Meucke, asvds.. 7; M. D. Manning, yriyds., 5;

A. Duryea, 30yds., 6; C. M. iMeyer, -.iSyds,, 6; S. Lyon, 2Syds., 6; H,
Otten Jr., 25yds., 5; VV. R. Smith, 35yds , 4,

W. H. Skinner of Chicago has severed his connection with the Bur-

fess Gun Co. and is now general agent for the United States for the
oerband Arms Co., of Worcester, Mass. He will soon visit the job-

bing trade in the South in the interests of the Forehand hammeriess,
and later will take in the Paciflc Coast. Mr. Skinner has much to say
in favor of the Burgess as well as the Forehand gun.

Charles Zwirleiu of Yardville, N. J., says he is accumulating a lot of
pigeons and in the near future will send out invitations for a sweep-
stake shoot. He says the birds will be good enough for any one to

practice on without resorting to any of the brutal methods adopted by
handlers during find, trap and handle matches.

Al Heritage says that on Jan. 9, the day on which the great team
match between kings county and New Jersey will be shot on his

grounds, he will have stages and cabs to meet every train arriving at

Marion depot. This will be the premier event of the season and is sure
to attract a big crowd of spectators.

Charley Zwirlein says he has always found that pigeons which had
been well-kept and were in good condition when trapped, could fiy

plenty fast euouf;li to fool any shooter, and that the methods adopted
in some find, trap iiiicl haudie" uuitches were useless as well as brutal.

The time is approacliing when ckibs throughout the country will

hold their annual elections, and we would consider it a favor if secre-

taries would promptly forward us i esaltsfor publication. Would also

bo glad to receive notice of changes, if any, of shouting days.

Capt. John S. Shepherd, formerly secretary of the now defunct
National Rifle A'sociatiou and one of the strongest military shots in

the State, has developed into one of the best pigeon shots on Long
Island, being able to hold his own against any of the cracks.

A series of team matches at targets has been planned between the
Maplewood Gun C'lab of .Alaplew\,od and the Union Gun Club of Spring-
field. The first shoot of the series took place oa Thursday on the
Maplewood grounds.

Can any of our readers inform us where wild duck eggs can be pro-

cured y A correspondent wishes to try the experiment of hatchmg
aud breeding them, and would be thankful for the above information.

A couple of Newarkers recently started a deer near the United
States Pow-der Works at Dover, but failed to capture it. This is said

to be the first deer seen in that region in twenty years.

Ferd. Van Dyke, o:ie of the be.st and most popular shots lii New
Jersey and for several years couueeLed with Vau Lengerke & Det-
mold, has severed his couneetion with that firm.

It is the New Utrecht Rod and Guu Club instead of the Coney Island
Athletic Club that is expected to engineer a series of team shoots for a
silver cup, open only to Kings Comity clubs.

The semi-monthly shoot of the Paterson Gun Club will be held at
Willard's Park, on Tuesday, beginning at one o'clock. Visiting sports-
men are always welcome.

At the last shoot of the West Jersey Gun Club, of Camden, Griscom
won first place by breaking ^17 out of 50 targets. Teaming broke 43
and Moore 41,

Many members ot Long Island gun clubs have returned from their
fall hunting trips and there is an improved attendance at the club
shoots.

Geo. A. Mosher has been West looking after the interests of the
Si'racuse Gun (Jo., and reports a good trade.

The E-Jcelsior Gun Club of Pearl River will hold aa open to all

tournament at targets on Dec. 14.

The Zeglio-Morfey match announced for Dec. 7 is oiE
C. H. TOWNSEJtD.

Monthly Shoot of the Climas.

The monthly shoot of the Climax Gun Club took place at Benner's
Grove, Fanjvood, N, J., on Nov. 33, ten members being present. The
day was cloudy and threatening. The opening event was a -'warmer''
in "the form of a team shoot, in which "Tee Kay" Keller and Thomas
Brantingham were opposed to "Dutchy" Smith and J. Manning, each
man shooting at 15 targets, from five traps, unknown angles. The
result:
Keller nillOlllOOUll-12 Smith 111100011011111—11
Br'ntingh'mOlinOOnnini-13—34 Manning. .. .011111010111111-13-33
By the time the above match was disposed of and the "wet goods"

put away the party had been strengthened by the appearance of D.
Terry. M. Goodman. T. Scott, J. Darby, W. Pearson and W. Terry.
The club shoot was next in order, the members shooting at from 35

to 35 targets each according to their ability. In these events the
shooting is one man up, five trap,?, unknown angle.s. The results:
Smith iiiniiniioininiiniii —24
Brantingham 1111111011110111110111111 _22
Keller lOnoilllUOlUllOlllOOll —19
D Terry lOlllOOlllOllOUlllOUlOl —18
Manning m> 1111111111101111110111101111: —26
Goodman\:35) llOllOllOlllllllOlllllOOlllllOlOUl—37
Scott (33) llllllllllOlOlllllllllOllllinoi —38
J Darby (35) 01101111011110111111110111111011111 39
W Pearson (39) OOOllIiniOOlllOOllllOlOOOlOO —16
W Terry (33) IIOIIOIOOIIOIUIOOOOIIIIOIIIUIO —21
Then came a sweep at 10 targets, entry nominal:

Smith 11 r 1 ] 1 1 1 n— 1 0 S Terry ..1010111111—

8

Brantingham 1111111111—10 Goodman 1101111110—8
Keller lllinuiill- 8 Mack 0011010101-5
Planning 1111000111— 7 Darby 1001011101—6
D Terrv 1101010011— 6 Squire 0111111100-7
Pearson llOllllUO— 8

Final event, miss and out: Smith 3, Keller 10, D. Terry 1. S. Terry
0, Squire 8, Mack 3.

Greenville Rifle Club.

The club held a very successful shoot Nov. 24, 20 members were
present and participated in the competition for the club medals.
There were no high scores made during the night, all hands seemed

bent upon devoting the time to congratulating each other over the

wonderful progress that the club is making in its struggle for exist-
ence. Although it is hardly a year since it ventured into the uncer-
tainties surroundins the purchasing of land and tl.e building of the
club house and ranges, it is now safelv across the divide, the trail
ahead is dear and well defined, and all that is required to land the
club at the end of the journey in safety is economy and good judgment
on the part of its leaders. If they do this they will become the
pioneers lo a legion of other sccinties throughout the country who
will start out on the same journey and in the near future w"e may
hope to see the columns of FoRKST and Stbeam recording the weekly
events of a new era in ritle shooting in this great coiintrv. Scores,
10 shots, possible 3.-i0: Jas, Boag 2:i7. M. Dorrler 2:i7. Robidonx 237,
O. Boag 334, Chavant 231, Sclieeline 333, J. Dodds 333. Pkiiated 230.
Purkess 230, Collins 337. Gotthardt 336. Barr 225, Spalin 218, Mang S15,
Agneau 203, Daniels 193, Biachof 191, Wuratner 167, Huelsen 178,
Lutz 228.

Shoot for a Gun at Paterson.
Goon shooting weather was dealt out to those sportsmen who visited

Willard's Park, Paterson, on Nov. 23. Not clear by any means, but
still not cloudy enough to seriously affect the vision, and with a stilf

northwesterly wind that made fair birds good and good ones better.
The shoot that attracted the party was at 10 live birds, igS entry, for a
8100 Scott gim. The shooters haUed from all over Jei'sey, among them
being Chas. Verniorael and Chas. P, Lenone, of Passaic; Capt. A. W.
Money, the E. C. powder man. of Oakland; M. F. Lindsley, of Ameri-
can wood powder fame, of West Hoboken; Neaf Apgar, of Evona,
representing Henry Squires Son; J. A. R Elliott, of Elliott Brothers,
Kansas City, Mo.; Eddj" Hill, the well-known Trenton expert : Charles
Zwirlein, another noted projector of pigeon matches, of Yardville;
John W. Hoffman, of German Valley, who is anxious to shoot another
match against W. S. Canon; Dr. P. j. Zesrho, of AVarrenville: J. Frank
Class, of the Morri.stown Drivino; Park; John Leonard, also of Morris-
town; Ferd. Van Dyke, the pipuJar live bird and target expert of New-
ark; Samuel Castle, the Newark Gim Club's veteran expert; A. W. Du
Bray, representing the Parker Gun Co. ; the great international shot,
"Dutchy" Smith, and his side partner, "Tee Kay" Keller, of Plainfield;
T. C. Wright, Henry Wolf, T. W. Morfey, Charles Harford and August
Deitrich. the champion military rifleman of the State, all of Paterson,
and "Uncle" Jacob Petitz, of Bergen Point, who, along with Mr, Mor-
fey, had the shoot in chai'ge.
About 400 birds had been furnished for the occasion, and of these

about 350 were what can justly be termed "screamers," as fine a lot of
fl.yers as one would wish to see Irai^ped. Quick to take wing when the
traps were sprung, tricky and strong on the wing and good "lead car-
riers," withal they were good enough for any one to practice on.
Preparatory to the main event the party"shot a couple of sweep-

stakes, the conditions being 7 live birds per man, $5 entry, the first
having two and the second three moneys. In event No. 2 7 men tied
for first mone.y and shot off for it in the gun contest. Here are the
scores of the first two events:
Sweep No. 1:

Lindsley 1231201- 6 Money 1222311-7
Elliott. 2221311—7 MorfeV 1121221—7
Class 1110802-5 Hoffman 2212121—7
Sweep No. 3:

Lindsley 1333013—6 Zwirlein 1111121—7
Elliott 1311111-7 Hill 1113111-7
Class 2211211—7 P Jay 1 123132-7
Money 31 1 221 1—7 Cast le 1 1 2 1 2«1- 6
Morfey 2100223—5 Apgar 1113133-7
HofI'man 1120331—6 C Smith 1213310-6
Then came the main contest at 10 live birds. 3f7.,'jO entry including

the birds. It was desired I hat t he gun sliuuld yif Id StiO. which would
have been covered by t welve entri.'.s. Ttie entries, however, reached
nineteen, which left £a."i to l.e shot for in fidditien to the guu. This
was divided 60 and 40 per cent, and high guuK tofd<: all. There were
fifteen men in the field, Cafjt. Jlnney havint? twn cliances. W. S.
Canon's chance \vas shot by Samiier Castle; .T. ititrKoti's chance by
Frank Class, and "Wanda's"" chance by J. A. R. Klliott. The man-
agers put out the pick of the birds tor this shoot, and a rattling lot
they were, with not a "duffer" among them. So jjood were I hey that
of the nineteen entries only five full scores resulted Elliott was in
his best form, no bird seeming to be too good for him, and on both
his own and "Wanda's" entries he killed' straight, scoring thirteen
consecutive first barrel kills. Clas-J, too, was in line fettle, all houj. h
using a ptrange gun, a Boswell 12-gauge belonging to Moi fey, with
which be scored 9 on each his own and Kiggott's entries, his lost birds
falling dead out of bounds. "Dutchy" Smith shot in his old Dunnel
ten form aud kdled good, bud or ind'itlV-rent birds with equal facility.
Capt. Money did some prettv work with both barrels, seoriiiK one of
the star shots of the day with a beautiful second barrel kill of an ugly
and fast cireler. In-. Zegho had his shooting clothes on and was not
disposed to let any of his birds cross the fence. He got a fine chance
to show his skill with the first barrel on his fourth round and s?rassed
hisbiidin elegant style. Lindsley got a sky;scraper on his third
round, and although he filled it with lead it was game and went away.
HiU also got a "sereamer" on his eit;hth round and found it too fast
for him. t)n his third i>iad he made a beautiful second barrel play.
Zwirlein's third was fast, his next still faster, and only killed by a
masterly second, while his fifth goi away clean. On C;i"noTi's chance
Castle had terribly hard birds on his first, third, fourth, fifth aud
seventh rounds, and three of their got away. Apgar's fr.urth wA a
terror, and caused "Little Neaf" to pei spire in the vain effort to stop
it. Van Dyke's lost bird was another hot one, as was Hoffman's thu-d,
also lost.

"Tee Kay" Keller acted as referee. The scoring as usual was done
hy the representatives of the sportsmen's journals, while Henry Wolf
pulled the traps. Eagle, Mr. Morfey's red Irish setter did the retriev-
ing. The scores:
VVright 0303123312— 8 Van Dyke 1111021113- 9
Canon 0120011111— 7 Elliott 1111111111—10
Vermorel 111.12000.- 5 HiU 1131121021— 9
C Smith 1113111112—10 Zwh-lein 1113022101— 8
Lindsley 2230223333— 9 P Jay 2:21121232-10
Money 12U31123a—10 Riggott 231»332222— 9
Apgar ]320;i22111— 9 Money 1301113311— 9
Castle 1113311031— 9 Holfman 3101.3
Glass l]3iJn3»23— 9 Wanda 1112232111—10
Morfey I0i03.-.>w

This left five men in a tie for the gun and money, and they divided
up the value. Fir.st money in P>ent No. 2 which was carried over to
the gun shoot, was won and divided by Elliott, Money and Zeglio
The day was closed with two miss and out events, $3 entry in each.

In the second Money and Morfey gave their eyes a severe test by con-
tinuing to shsot until it was so dark as to compel them to do lots of
guessing. The re-sults:

Money 131333 1223331 Castle 111210 10
Smith 10 PJay , .10
Morfey 10 2111320 Lindsley 2230 230

0. H. TOWNSKND.

"Valley Gun Club's Opening.
On "Wednesday, Nov. 33, the new and exclusive organization known

as the Valley Gun Club held its opening shoot on its grounds at Elrns-
ford, a station on the Nortliei-n R R. The club is one comprised
solely of members of the "select -100" and its membership is limited to
300. The grounds are on the property of H. H. Worthington. A
special car took a big party up from New York and another party
drove from Tarrytowu in aud on a tally-ho. The weather was favor-
able for the bu'ds which were a good strong lot.

In an opening sweepstake at 10 birds first money was won by Benj;
Kittndge on 10 kills, B. McCh-egor and N. S. Siuith being winners of
the balance. In sweep No. 3 De Forest Manice and Edward JafCray
killed 10 each and took the cash. In the third event C. C. Worthing,
ton was first and B Kittredge second.
Then came the main event of the clay, a 10-bird contest for members

only, first prize being a silver cup valued at 5?!oO. The entrance fee
was.S5 and to the pot the club added $50, the pot being divided 6f:» and
3i% for second and third moneys. There were thirty-four entries aud
the only one to grass 10 birds was Henry Btdl, the nineteen-year-old
son of the ex-president of the Stock Exchange. Cup and money, of
course, went to the high guns, so after .=ome had missed three birds
each it was agreed that during the rest of the match two misses
should put the shooter out. The scores:
P L Theband OlOlOw, G De Forest Grant. ...20330w.
N S Smith 1200Ow. C C Worthington 1110331130—3
B McGregor 32O310w. B F Fah-ehild 3llll3100wW S Edey 0222233330- 8 D T Kennedy lOlllOw.
N C Reynal 033O'.,'3w. A T Sullivan 22n]01l0w
Henry Bull lni3-'ll;23—10 A M Crommelin SOllOw.
n S Jarfray 2^;n;»i')„';iOw. Htuart Scott 03203w.
W S Cochrane OOUw. G Thebaud 3310n0w.
G D Petrie lOllOOw. Benj Kittridge Oiifigw.
W M Wright 123100W. "W Whitehouse 1ij300w.

De Forest Manice 012302w. Robert Graves OtHJw.

E G Whitehouse .. . .OlOOw. W Rutherford 0333120w.
K Jaffray 0311330w. J B Baker llOSOw.
R Jaflray S3300w. W T Alexander 20033w.
P Jaffray 00331 w. D Bacon 122^:00w,
E Jaffray 201 330w. H Edey Ill3233102—9
Charles E Lord 0300w^ C T Berg 02300w.
On the shoot-off for second mone.y H. Edey won.
During the afternoon an elegant luuch was served, aud taking alj iij

all the opening was declared a grand success.
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Watson's Park.
BuRNSiDE, 111., Nov. 3.—Chicaeo Shooting Club, new Illinois State

rules, miss and out: Geo. Kleimnan 2.3. R B. AVadsworth 23, A. E.
Thomas 3, J. Watson 1, I. W. Dukes 17. This is the last miss and out
shoot; Geo. KJeinman wins the medal for good.
Same day, 10 live birds. So entrance, one money:

BBWadsworth liaimiSi—10 I W Dukes 1220001122-7
Geo Kleinman 2^12132111—10 A E Thomas 2222021222— 9
Nov. S.- South Chicago Gun Club, 20 live birds, new Illinois State

rules, for club medal:
A Reeves.. 111101U122011123022 -17 Ike Watson010l2J2221011 1212212—17
LCWillai-d0201 1201001212121221—15 J Watson. .12111002121121022011—16
P Miller. . ..10210011110011202001—12
Ties on 17:AW Reeves 11111-5 IkeWatson 22202-4
Same day, 30 targets, for target medal:

LC Willard 111111110110011011Illinilll11-2fl
P Miller lllllimOllllininilllOUlll—28
Ike Watson 101111101111111111111111111111-2.8
John Watson OUOlOlOlOOUlllOlOlOOllOlllll—19
Ties on 28:

A W Reeves 10101—3 Ike"Watson .11110-4
PMUler 10110-3
Nov. J5.—Audubon Oud Club, new Illinois State rules, 15 live birds,

handicap shoot, allowing birds as a handicap.
S A Place 122111110111112-144-2-15
C B Dicks 022022012222021—11-fO—11
R B VVadsworth 112212221220212—]4-!-l—15
C E Felton 212211101211202—];3-K) -13
L M Hamiline 202)20220112221—12^3-14
*Lauterbaek 11 1 1 1 21 11 120212-14
John MeCauley 002211221212101—124-2—14
*Not a member.
Nov. J6.—Lake Countv Gun Club, 10 live birds, for club medal,

handicap shoot by distarce«:
Hasting-s r32yds.) 0(311111020-6 Keohler rsiyds ) 2022210001-6
Ford (,.32yas.j 1112121002—8 Cave (:Jlyds ) 1320122211—9

John Watso.vi.

Harvard Defeats Yale.
Hahtford, Conn., Nov. 34.—The Yale Gun Club and the Harvard Gun

Club were unable to make satisfactory arrangements at Spriagfield for
their annual match this year, so thev met on the Colts Club grouuds
in this city. Here the arrangements were complete and the contest
passed off satisfactorily, notwithstanding the cold and windy weather.
Shooting commenced at 1:45 o'clock and was ended at 3:30. The best
score was made by Mr. Benedict, of Yale. The two teams were accom-
panied by a number of friends. The judges were C. L. Hotchki^s and
Allen Willey; the referee, Fred Risley, and scorer, A. H. Pitkin, all of
the Colt Club. The Harvard team won with the score of 119 to 113.

Harvai'd.
Gould iiiiniinmnoooioiioiiioiii-34
Lawton iiii noiooiioinniiiiiininii-25
Lee ononooiii 11 111! 1111100111100-22
Sargent iinnuiiinnoiioioiioioiiii-25
Heckscher 1 1 on 1 1 ] i uioi n iiooi iOi 101 1u i—23-ii9

Yale.
Wells 011111111101001001001010100110-17
Benedict llilllloiDi I JOI1 111111 1 1 llllOl ^ 26w Miller iioiionoiiiiiniioniiiiinio-25H MiDer 010 1 1 1 1 1 1 n 1 1 1 01 01 1 1 1 00 1 1 1 1 1 01—23
Hankiin llOllllOnOI I UIOlOOlOOIinilO-23-113
After the match the two following 50-ceiir s,. eepitaki f were shot-

Gould IlllinOllO— 7 Hick.'-clitr 1111111111—10W Miller 0)11111111— 9 Burke 1010000001— 3
Sargent IDOlDlll— 9 Franklin Oiiomioi— 7
Benedict 11)1110111—9 Lawton lilinilll—10H Miller lOllllOlll— 8 Melrose 0)11)01111— 8
Lee lOlOllllll— a Nelson ..1011110111— 8
Sweep No. 3:

MFCook 10111111)1-9 Sargent 10)111)111-9
Lee llllinOOO-T Lawton ....0)01011111—7
Benedict 011))1)l!l—9 H.'ck.scher 110110)011-7W Miller 1)1)101111-!) Kaufmau '.1011001111—7
Gould lOlloOOOOO 3

Cook won first money, Lee and Lawton divided second.
M. F. Cook, Sec'y Colt Club.

Emerald Gun Club.
The monthly shoot at Dexter Park Nov. 31 was highly interesting

The weather conditions were favorable, and the birds were on the
average a good lot. There were many iostanci-s where individual
members received hearty applause for their good judguiHui in makintj
kills at long range, at hard driving birds. P.McKerma was ti>.' recip-
ient of much good-natured chaffing on the part of the other siiooters
for his inability to get on to his birds. He wound up Ids score with
only two kills to his credit. Gus Nowak was resplendent in his old
gold sweater. He was in good shooting form, having just returned
from a successful rabbit chase on the eastern end of Long Island.
Nowak spoiled his chances for making a clean score by letting his
sixth bird get away. Fitzgerald was in hard luck when his fifth bird
well loaded with shot, fluttered across ibe boundary to die on the
outside. Both Ool. Voss and DoeuicL-k shot in that hard luck that all
good shots sometimes fall into, when it seeius almost imxjossible to
get on to a bird, Dr. Hud.son had Uh: luck tu get some birds whose
external coating seemed to be iraprrvioLis U> the Doctor's shot, and
flew away to fall victims to the ever present pot Imnter on the out-
side Counselor Cody started off in great form, and up to his ninth
bird made good clean work, using his second barrel only twice. His
ninth bird, however, was too foxy for the worthy counselor. Its
flight was as eccentric and as liard to cover as the proverbial flea, and
when last seen was making a beeline for Connecticut. Messrs. Sciiort-
mier, Griell. Fessenden and Nick Maesel shot in good form, and each
finished their scores with 9 kills to their credit.
Dr Klein 02100001)0-4 J H Moore 001)100213-6
MQuinn 0)02112211—8 Fessenden 10)2)12111—9
E Doenieck 12«0201112—7 Wm Hogan 1022022221—6

Atlantic Bod and Gun Club.
The monthly shoot of the Atlantic Rod and Gun Club, at West End'

Coney Island, on Thursday, Nov. 33, was not favored with the attend-
ance that one usually finds at the meetings of this well-known club
There are, however, many reasons for the light attendance at this
season of the year, and they all hold good with" the Atlantics, as well
as with the other clubs on Long Island, whose membership is largely
made up of enthusiastic field shooters. November is the month to
which all lovers of the shotgun look forward to for an outing in the
fields and meadows, and the regular club shoots are left to those
unfortunates whose environments compel them to submit themselves
to the routine of ofQce and factory. In fact, they are chained to busi-
ness. The shoot on Thursday brought together only seven members
to compete in the club event. This was the last shoot of the season.
The prizes put up by the club (two cups) are, we believe, won by
Messrs. Morris and Ferguson, and will be presented to the two gentle-
men at the next annual meeting, to be held in January next.
The shooting on Thursday l esulted in a tie between that old veteran

Thomis Buckley and young Ira McKane, each killing their 10 birds.
The shoot-ofE for the cash in the pool w-as well contested up to the
tenth bird, when Mr. Buckley slipped up on an easy left-quartering
bird and left young McKare the winner of the pool.
Young McKane's handling of his gun and the judgment in the use

of his second barrel will make him a hard man to beat when he has
had a few more years' experience at the trap.
There is another prodigy connected with the club in the person of C.

Ferguson, 2d, the ten-yeax-old son of 0. Ferguson, Jr. It was our
pleasure to witness the work of this little embryo shooter in the
sweepstake, competing with his sire and the other members engaged
in the shoot. The little fellow used a 16-gauge oJ-Slbs. Francotte gun.
and although he was handicapped with a disabled' digit, which would
not permit him to get a firm grip upon his gun barreks, he succet ded in
killing 6 out of 10 in the first event, and 3 out of 4 in the second, when
his cartridges gave out.
Another oldtiiie shooter who is well known to the shooting fratern-

ity of New York and the West, is C. Schmidt. He shoots well, handi-
capped as he is with only one arm, his left being amputated below the
elbow. He killed his 10 birds in the first-sweep, bixt two of them got
over the boundary to die. In the second sweep at 5 bii'ds he killedhis
5 straight, but lost on the shnot-ofl on his first bird:
J B Voorhees .2221113201— 9 C Ferguson, Jr 2213110311— 0
A Schtnitt 221111m11— 8 T Buckley 2312311222—10
I McKane 1112211311—10 C Ferguson.. ...3000210212— 6
C Meyer 212002)011- 7
Sweepstake, 5 birds, 2Syds.:

C Ferguson, Jr 11111—5 A Schmitt 23111—5
C Meyer 30220—3 C Furgueson, 2d 21100—3

Opening of the Larcbmont Season.
O.NLY a small nuoiber of shooters took advantage of the opening of

the shooting season on the fine grounds of the Larchmont
Yacht Club^ which occurred on Saturday, Nov. 25. While there was
a lack in number.*, however, there was no luck in skill on the part of
those who took part, among them being Geo. Work. Fred. Hoey, Fred,
G. Moore, Mr. Williams, Arthur W. DuBray, Dr, Wynn, Capt. A. W.
Money, Dave Johnson, j. M. Knapp and Henry Smith. The grounds
were in fine condition and the birds furnished by Fred. Knof '.were a
rattling lot of flyers, above the average even for these grounds' where
the birds are always good.
The day's sport comprised seven events, Nos. 1 and 2 being at 5 birds

each. $5 entry, two uT^ueys; Nos. 3 and 4 at 7 birds each, $10 entry,
two moneys; Nos. 6, 6 and 7 were each miss and out events, 85 entry
in each, one money. In all sweepstake shooting on these grounds
high guns take all the money. The results:

No. 1. No. 2.

William'; (30) 20121—4 10211—4
Moore f39) 22122-5 21232-5
Wynn C^i)) 13211-5 13202—4
Smith (29) .....22220-4 2101w
Hoey (30) 2210w :.00w
DuBray (30) 2100w 1022
Johnson (28) UOOOw 0020'

mamng.

No. 3. No. 4.

2210222-6 10130SV
21020W X'202020—

4

1022222-5 1120222-'
1220222-6 1)02122-
2222223 -7 3232022-^
2022210-5 1222121-
0220210-4 0200020—2

T P McKenna 2010000000—8
Dr Hudson 0102111220-7
R Regan 2210222120—8
J Maesel 1110011121-8
Col Voss 1002111,102 -7
J Woelfel 200l0iS210-0

Dr Leveridge 0003»inil—

6

C Maesel 010) 02221 1—

?

G Nowak ] !2]2'M-;':','—

9

Schortemier,
P Fitzgerald
Gus Grieff

Kr.owlton (29) 22221—5 32221—5 2222202-6 2122222-
Work (30) 031002W 2122212—^
Money (30) 132100w 1122210-

No. 5. No. 6, No. 7
Wflliams 0 223220 1130
Moore 32232 0 231220
Wynn 0 21112112 31121122
Smith 0 1121110 13221220
IToey 3220 2120 233219
DuBray 13310 10 1280
Johnson .21220 1110 10
Ivnowltun 230
Work 13322 1212)233 22132)1
Money 210 211110 221220
Knapp 21211110 0

In event No. 5 Moore and Work divided the money ; in No. 6 it went
to Wynn and Work, and in No. 7 to the same experts.
The number of bii-ds kiiled and lost by each of tlie contestants were

as follows : Work, 31. 3 ; Kaowlton, 25, 2 ; WvTan, 32, 5 ; Smith, 32, 7 ;

Hoey. 28, 7 ;
Williams, 35. 8 ; DuBray, 25, 8. Moore, 27, 8

;
Money, 22,

6 ; Johnson, 15, 17 ;
Knapp, 15, 2.

Erie Gun Club.

PButz 1101321011—S T Cody 121I12ll02-9
N Maesel 2333101222-9

Nassau Gun Club.
The shoot of the Nassau Gun Club at Dexter Park on Thursday.

Nov. 23, brought together only eight members in the club event. The
weather conditions were fine for outdoor sports and the birds fairly
good, Lee Helgans was the < uly man in the competition who was
equal to the task of having liis birds collected within the usual bound-
ary, R. Woods was uufrirtunate in having one of his fall de<id over
the boundary, leaving him one behind Helgans on his total. A series
of threesweeps followed the club event:
W Hatfield 2110000»13— 5 G U Forbell 00«1121l00— 5
R Woods, lll»221121— 9 P H Vondrule 1110011200- 0
M E Hayden •111010002— 5 C Magee 0101)11100— 0
E Hel.gans .2122212222—10 T T Edgerton. 0112023102— 7
First sweep, gl entry, 3 moneys:

T T Edgerton 121-3
E Helgans 022—2
ME Hayden 011-2
R Woods 121-3
Two moneys:

No. 2 No. 3.

Edgerton 10012-3 21211
Hn'rteld lim-^ 11321
Referee E. Helgans.

GU Forbel ni—

3

P H Vondrule
, .111—3

No. 2.

Hayden lU;08-3
Helgans 01111—4

No. 3.

100
002

The monthly shoot of the Erie Gun Club at Woodlawn Park, Long
Island, on Wednesday, Nov. 22, was, considering that it was called in
the midst oC the game stasou, unusually well attended. Sixteen mem-
bers participated in the club event. The conditions were for the best
averages for the season, handicap rules, seven birds per man. Fine
weather and a fairly good lot of birds enabled the members in the
competition to put lu a good afternoon's sport. Of the sixteen com
petitoi's only four were able to make clean scores. Charles Plate
would have been in with a clean score only for a httle hard luck with
his fifth bird, which had just enough reserve force left in it to get over
the boundry, where it was gathered, nuieh to the disgust of the un-
lucky shooter. The time consumed in the club event carried the day
so fur into the shades of night that there was opportunity for only
one sweep at three birds, and the ties in this event had to be divided
on account of the approaching darkness. The scores:
FGref 132n023-5 J Plate 1122)11—7
C Plate 1121.1)—6 HDohrman 1221231-7
D Lynch 210011 1—5 H Victor 310«000-2
G Slmfeldt 0002230-3 E Marryat t 1222111—'
C Luhrsseu 1001 102— 4 M Elssasser 3210212- (W Lair 2111103—6 C Mohrman 1112021-t,
J Schmidt 0202011—'1 H Balzer 1220220—5
H Jauskowsky 0221012—5 J Schmadeke 2111111—7
Referee and scorer, C. A. Sellar.

Vernon Gun Club.

Brighton Defeats Koseville.
The monthly shoot of the Roseville Gun Club was held on Erb's

Newark grounds on Saturday, Nov. 35, in a strong wind, which ren-
dered target .shooting extremely difficult, the discs Hying hither and
thither at 1 heir own sweet will. The attendance was fair, A feature
of the day wa.s the return match between teams ot five men each'
representing the Roseville Gun Club and the Brigliton Gun Club of
East Orange, each man shooUng at 25 targets. The result

:

B-id^eley... . 9 Meeker 4
Kuccher 9 A If Wbatton 6
Gowen 10 Huir 9
Canfleld 7 Ganiz 14
O'.Maley 15—,'jO Alb. Whatton 1:3—45
During the aftrernoon eight sweepstakes at 5 targets each were shot,

the results being as follows

:

S 1

3 George
,. A lbWhat ton 5
1 Gantz., 1

, . Alf Whatton -I

1 Rembe 4

The club held its monthly shoot at Dexter Park Nov. 22, under the
old Long Island rules of gun below the elbow, both barrels allowed.
A warm southwest wind and a clear sky made the day pleasant for

outdoor sport. This was the first time that the members have shot
gun below the elbow; their scores are highly creditable. It was some-
what difBcult for many of the members to keep their guns in the
proper position until the bird was on the wing, and as a consequence
some were subjected to discipline by the referee. Another day at the
trap, however, will do away witb much of the desire for the old habit
of keeping the gun up to the shoulder:
Dr Little 2121131—7 Osterhout 1)11113—7
Gus Grieff 1111111—7 Weissenbom 1112111—7
Dr SchilUng 2101230—5 F A Thompson 131)113—7
Dr Lamadrid 1101111-6 W H Thompson 132)111-7
Wischerth 0201310 - 4 Dr Huskinson 1301210—5

Tie: W. H. Thompson retired; Weiiseuborn 0, F. Thompson 3,
Osterhout 10, Grieff 12, Little 13.

Canfleld 3
O'Mealey.,. 3
Ku teller

,

Badgeley..

3

Meeker..
Qoweu..,..,

,

Gillen ,.

5 G
2 1

3 3
.. 2
4 2

.! 4

3 1

3 3
4 1

1 3

G 7

3 3 ,

1 4

8 'a *4

1 u

Muff. 3

The Swannanoa Country Club.
As the climate of Asheville is so wonderfully favorable to outdoor

exercise, it is ver.y natural that the Swannanoa Country Club should
nlay an important part in the social atmosphere of this attractive
health resort.
Kenilworth Inn being located just outside the city limits and sur-

rounded by a large park of 160 acres, and the valleys leading there-
from so desirable^ for the hunts, the Country Club bave their club
rooms most favorably located in Kenihvorth Inn, and also, neai- by, a
well planned kennel provided with a pack of finely bred hounds.
These hounds have been carefully selected, are great stayers, and
make a smart pack. Every oiJportunity i.s afforded that visitors of
Asheville, as well as recidents, maj'^ enjoy the chase, and the club

I rooms are always the center of much social pleasure.
The regular meets are Wednesday and Saturday afternoons. Oc-

I casional bear and deer hunts are made up by those who enjo.y the
wilder siiorts. while the bi-weekly opossum and coon hunts are a
Suurce i.f the ^jreatepi pleasure.
Reached by the Richmond & Danvil.e K. R. in through Pullman cars

' from New Yovk.—Adv.

A Coasting Trip on Lake Michigan.
If the reader will fancy a trim built St. Lawrence River skiff 22ft.

in length, .54in. beam, body of cork pine, deck of mahogany, brass
trimmed, cat rigged, with her name in white letters on a blue ground,
surmounted by a still fancier scarlet pennant, both the work of fair
hands, a good idea will be had of the craft in which two voyagers made
the coasting trip from Chicago to Muskegon.
The first idea of the voyage was evolved in the long winter evenings,

and dire were the predictions and lavish the advice showered upon the
projectors thereof by well meaning friends. Sunstrokes, rheumatism
heat, cold, rain, squalls, inhospitable shores, murderous tramps and a
thousand other cheerful disasters were predicted for any one fool-
hardy enough to attempt a trip of 175 miles in an open "boat upon
"treacherous Lake Michigan,"
In the meantime the two mariners went on with their preparations.

As they would be obliged to go ashore at night, or in case of storm.
the Swallow was fortunately light enough to be beached with the aid
of a couple of rollers, backed by a little "beef." It was also necessary
to be provided with comfortable sleeping quarters, as they might be
compelled by a hard blow to lay up for three or four days at a time on
a comparatively uninhabited coast.
A tent was obviously too bulky for their hmited storage room,

hence, after some cogitation, a plan was hit upon that proved so suc-
cessful that future cruisers mav do weUto take note of if. A gossamer
waterproof covering 18ft. long'and 9ft. wide, and weighing not to ex-
ceed Slbs, was procured; to the sides and ends of which were fastened
saaps to which small ha^s of shot might be attached to hold down the
covering in case of a wind storm. At night the boom would be
hoisted about 3ft. above the deck, a crutch being placed astern ; over
the boom was thrown the waterproof, forming a low long tent with
open ends; which could be closed in case of rain, or covered with
netting to avoid mosquitoes, though the latter was not found necessary
on the trip.

For beds a piece of stout, yard wide canvas with a strong hardwood
crossbar at each end was drawn taut for the length of the cockpit,
14ft ,

by means of a block and fall. A crossbar amidhips resting upon
the gunwale of the boat prevented sagging, and with the addition of
blankets and air pillows as conjfortabe a resting place as tired men
could wish was thus provided, with the added merit of occupying a
very small storage space when under way.
The larder was abundantly supplied with the choicest brands of

canned goods, including many delicacies, such as sardines, jeUies and
preserves. These, together with bacon, fresh eggs, coffee, tea, etc.,
as well as full Hquid provision, were in the competent hands of the
chef.
Two small alcohol stoves fitting into specially made boiling tins

proved an agreeable relief from slow and smoky wood fires. All
cooking and table utensils with the exception of the bulkier tins were
stored m a specially fitted basket, while in another would be placed
such articles as were needed for a coming meal. Right here it may
be said that one great source of comfort on a trip of this kind consists
in system, in having a place for everything and keeping everything in
us place. Both voyagers had past experiences with cargoes stowed
helter-skelter, so it was determined in this instance that everything
should be get-at-able at all times.
The start was to be made from the Calumet Heights Club on the

shore of the lake, 25 miles southeast of Chicago, so one bright Tues-
day morning in August the skipper and his crew of one boarded the
Swallow and amid the wavings of hats and handkerchiefs headed for
Michigan City, 26 miles distant, before a gentle southwest breeze.

It was the tacit understanding that the skipper was to have full con-
trol of the boat when under way, the c/ie/ performing the dutips of
deck-hand, while on shore the chef was supreme, and the whilom com-
mander occupied hhnself as dish washer and scullion generally.
The coast east of the club house is of the most desolate character

and, with the exception of a group of fishermen's huts three miles
from the club grounds, no human habitation or being was met with
for a distance of 18 miles.
The Swallow skimmed steadily along these shores of solitude and

sand dunes until noon, when a landing was made and the first
luncheon eaten under the shade of a friendly poplar, our only visitors
being the sociable little wrens, who peered and twittered inquisitively
at the strangers from the branches, scarcely an arm's length distant
Our bill of fare consisted of gumbo soup, ham sandwiches, stewed
tomatoes, crackers, marmalade and coffee served on white china and
plated ware, for the artistic soul of the chef despised the rust and
grease of tin and iron table furnishings.
After luncheon a delicious half hour of nicotian repose in that

strange solitude of lake and beach and sky, backed by the tall sand
bluffs covered with their growth of scrub oak and pine, we again em-
barked, but the wmd faUing we drifted along slowly until dark being
eight miles short of Michigan City.

'

We camped for the night about a mile east of a group of huts inhab-
ited by fishermen, and a rude sort of roadhouse. Here our sleeping
arrangements were for the first time tested, with much satisfaction
and in the intense stillness, broken only by the lapping of tiny wave-
lets, the voyagers passed into dreamland.
At daybreak the skipper had thrown aside the covering from his end

of the boat and was drinking in the glory of the dawn. While musing
upon the impressiveness and fascination of the birth of the new day
ever recurring yet ever mysterious and beautiful, he observed a great
commotion at the httle settlement a mile back; the keen eyes of the
fishermen had alre.ady discovered the Swallow, apparently washed
ashon , and there was hot haste' to get theu- heavy sailboat off the
beach and to embark to secure the prize. From their gestures and
movements they appeared to be filled with a noisy and joyful antioi-
jation of a rich find, for the flotsam and jetsam of the great lake
:'orms no inconsiderable part of their scanty I'evenue.

It was with a feeling of lazy amusement that the skipper debated
whether they should be allowed to land, that he might witness their
discomfiture at finding their prize inhabited or whether he should
awaken the chef that breakfast might be under way. The latter
course prevailed and when the wreckers were still a quarter mile dis-
tant the voyagers emerged from their shelter, to the evident surprise
and disappointment of the crew of the smack, and after puttino- about
and vainly trying to beat againt the light breeze they took t^o their
heavy oars and labored back in a dispirited fashion to their delayed
morning meal.
In the meantime the sun was rising, and cloud and wave were glow-

ing in crimson and gold, while the chef, enlivened by the incident of
the morning, was busy preparing a famous meal, to which the fullest
justice was done. A smart land breeze springing up we were socn
spinning along for Michigan City, which was reached at 9 A. M.
Here the chef went up town to make a few purchases, and his blue-

gray knickerbockers and blouse, straw helmet and well-fdled stock-
ings, created a mild sensation oh the streets of the burg, but after
visitin.g all of the principal grocers he returned minus butter—"The
cows weren't laying," he reported. So the skipper, who had been
reading and idly listening to the enthusiastic comments of the boys
on the beach upon the appearance of our little craft, whose poh'shed
decks and side lay ^cleaming in the sunlight, now headed her for Neiv
Buffalo, ten miles distant, which was reached about noon.
After luncheon the breeze dii-d out almost completely, not over a

mile an hour being made until sundown. After leaving New Buffalo
the character of the coast changes from the sand dunes of Indiana
with their crop of stunted pines, scrub oaks and poplars, to bluffs
crowned with a fine forest growth. A clay sub-soil tends to hold the
moisture, the hot soutawest winds are tempered and moistened by
their passage over the lake, and all conditions are favorafiie for
abundant crops of fruit and vegetables. Groves of mighty elms
maples, oaks and other trees abound, the shores are dotted wirti
houses and settlements, and the beach with piers and boathouses; in
short, the wilderness of Indiana gives way to a garden, and where for
days scarcely a human being was encountered here nne is seldom out
of sight of a trim farmhouse., or beyond the sound of the tinkling cow
bell, or the bark of a house dog.
After sunset. haviUfT made iiut four or five miles in a burning tun

since noon, we east about for a sleeping place, and headed for shore
where we heard the gay shouts and laughter of a bathing party

'
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Arriving shortly after the bathers had disappeared we found the
•owner of the place, from whom we received a courteous assent in
^answer to our request to camp out on his beach.

After the Swallow was hauled up, preparations for supper were be-
gun, to the great interest and amusement of the lady bathers, now
emerged from their dressing rooms, and who proved to be city people
enjoying their summer outing at Lakeside, such being the name of
the beach. After supper a stroll was indulged in, and shortly after
dark the occupants of the Swallew had turned in and were about half
asleeiJ, when they were aroused by the sounds of merry voices, and
the summer boarders were again on hand in the usual proportion of a
half dozen of the softer sex to one male. Singing and stylarking at
a camp-fire are highly interesting doubtless, but when one is sleepy
.and not "in it" there be other things more absorbing, so the fitful

snoring of the two mariners was soon a sort of obligato to the song
and laughter on the beach.
We were shortly after awalrened from our doze by the sound of

whispers and suppressed giggling near at hand, which proceeded from
a bevy of girl.s, who, like true daughters of Eve, were curious for a
closer inspection of the outfit of the two strangers, whom they believed
to be asleep, and whose quarters they had banteringly approached on
tiptoes. Much feminine comment was whisperingly indulged in over
our table, whice was set for breakfast, and we were amused at the
commiserating tones in which they spoke of "two men trying to do
their own cooking." It was to be feared at one time from the indig-
nant, though smothered grunts and snorts that emerged from the
chefs end of the boat that he was about to emerge from his shelter
and argue that point with them.
At length, however, they withdrew, and we knew naught more until

daylight. After an early breakfast we were favored with a visit from
our host, and after a stroll with him over his grounds, the Swallow was
headed for St. Joe. twenty-two miles distant.'

Scarcely a breath of air was stirring and we crawled along with a
hardly perceptible motion, with the sun beating down upon us with a
fierce and constantly increasing intensity, until it became too much for
even our seasoned pates.
At 11 o'clock, warned, in spite of moistened cloths worn inside our

hats, by the throbbing of our temples and the strained fullness of our
eyeballs, that the danger line was approaching, we slowly made the
beaoh. about a mile distant, and after the temporary reUef of a bath,
lay quiescent under the shade of a tree and in the airiest of costumps.
The spot chosen proved to be a desolate o^e, the settlement being a

couple of miles back from the coast on account of a long inland
•swamp behind the timbered sandhills. Not a breath of air was stir-

ring, the leaves of the trees hung lifeless, the hot sand shone with a
gleam painful to the eyes, not a sound was heard save the constant
hum of inisects and the metallic whirr of the locust—all nature seemed
oppressed with the overpowering sultriness. After the lightest of
luncheons, we tried vainly to read, to talk, to sleep. It seemed as if

our exposure of the morning had affected our nerves, for without
energy we were filled with a strange restlessness. Covering the upper
part of our faces with damp cloths to shut out the fierce light, we
dozed away the day fitfully and uneasily, pestered by all manner of
humming, buzzing and crawling things.

All day long we lay in our retreat until about dusk, a land breeze
siDringiner up, we embarked, hoping to recuperate our wasted energies
as well as to make a few miles' headway in the cool of the evening.
The breeze continued to freshen, and as the Swallow sped joyously
along under full sail our spirits revived and we threw off the dull
lethargy of the day.

St. Joe was 18 miles away, and we reeled off mile after mile in fine

style until yiitch dark, when the c/i?/ suggested that we go ashore for
supper and camp. The skipper said little, but keot right on sailing.

The breeze was an ideal one and perfectly steady. Up to evening we
had made but four miles. Our average was suffering, and though the
night was dark as a pocket, the rush through the water and the play
of the breeze were delightful after the unconscionable heat of the day.
•'Keepyour eye open for fish-nets and stakes, you man of pots and

pans." quoth the skipper, "and j'ou shall sleep in St. Joe this night."
"Luff her, har-r-d!" faii'ly yelled the cfte/ in reply, and the Swallow
brought up quivering in the darkness within 10ft. of a fish-pound. It

was a close shave, but no damage, and on we sped for another half
hour with the St. Joe light looming up in the distance. "Luff again !"

yelled the lookout, and again we brought up dangerously close to a
net. Fearing lest they might become more numerous as we ap-
proaehert St." Joe, and the breeze having materially freshened, we
shortened sail and felt our way slowly till we rounded the light and at
10 o'clnck drew up on the beach alongside the bathing toboggan of the
Hotel St .loseph.

.\ dance was iu progress and all was bright and gay at this resort,
and in the ujtervals the piazza was thronged with couples iu evening
costimie through which the two sun-baked, travel-stained tramps
passed, intent upon supper and bed, and followed by curious and in-

quiring glances from many a white-clad maid.
After a fine night's rest and an excellent breakfast a start was made

at 9 o'clock for South Haven, distant twenty miles, with a head wind
and quite a lump of a sea, the worst possible conditions for a boat of
our type, which, being intended for river sailing, can make but little

headway in rough water on the wind.
Soon after setting out the wind freshened and rollec up such a surf

that it was not possible to land without wetting both ourselves and
cargo, and the latter being well covered against spray, we settled

down for an all-day beat, and we certainly had it, and most exasper-
ating it was to note our slow progress and poor course in the big seas.

His companion declared that during the entire day the skipper was
half hidaen in a violet haze of profanity.
But all things have an end, and after a long day of tossing and buf-

feting we made South Haven about dark, and, leaving our craft at the
Life Saving Station, proceeded to a hotel. We must confess appear-
ances were against us, and we were not surprised when the clerk ap-
pealed to the landlord: "Say, these fellows want a double-bedded
room." "Well, they can't git it," was the prompt and somewhat alco-

holic rejoinder. "Yes, begad, tbey kin, too; blankety blank me if 1

didn't cleanforgit about 80: give 'em that."
Thirty proved to contain two very good beds, and the travelers

were soon iu the land of nod, though both confessed to tossing in their
dreams in continuation of the shaking up had during the day.
A strong N.W. wind and a heavy sea, while adding materially to the

view from the bluffs, put a veto upon starting out the next day: so
our tiniu was put in doing the town and vicinity. The former has
rather an unusual situation, being intersected by several deep I'avines,

giving it something of an individuality, while the view lakeward from
the blutfs is very fine, reminding one of the New Jersey coast. A num-
ber of beach resorts finely situated lend an air of liveliness to South
Haven, although the town is not dependent upon the summer boarder
for its prosperity, as it is in the very e< nter oC the fruit belt, and
boasts a daily line of steamers to Chicago.
South Haveu is a prolubit^ion town, out future voyagers may be

assured tli.at their liquid needs can be supplied without difficulty by
dint of a little quiet inquiry—at least we had no trouble in getting
our order.^ for the "goods" filled promptly, and an excellent quality
of Milwaukee brew it proved.
During the day a visit was made to. the State Experimental Farm

in the subiu hs, and we were much pleased at the results of "Know-
how" as applied to farming. We were especially struck with the
fine appearance of a 2.i-aere field of corn this drouthy season, its

condition being pei-ft ct in every I'espect. while throughout the vicin-

ity the coin had t-ithei' been cut for fodder or was so badly fired

that not m<ii'e than one-fourth of a crop can be expected. The aver-

age fannei' does not seem to realize that it pays to farm with "brains,"
to judge from appearances.
Beyond the Stale Farm we came on a friendly old peach farmer,

and during a hall hour's gossip he kindly filled us with rip'e peaches
from his eai'Iy trees. Dui'ing our stay we were also the recipients of
miiny courtesies at the hands of the president of the village of
South Haveu, but we regret to state that having neglected to lock
th'^ locker in our boat we were relieved, iu our' absence, of an un-
opened quart bottle of 3 star Ivlouongahela. This was doubtless the
work of some nnleut. prohibitionist who desired to remove tempta-
tion from our path, and wlu) could not conceive that the liquor was
intended for medicinal purposes only,

The next moruiug a\ e started under a reef, with a strong, puffy land
breeze from the S E , and made a fine run to Saugatuck, eighteen
miles, in three hours, passing Ganges Pier en route. Saugatuck is a
quiet village, perhaps a mile inland, on a picturesque river which
widens into a lake, on the opposite shore of which is the small vihage
of Douglas. The view from the observatory at Saugatuck, both lake-

ward and inland, is specially fine.

From Saugatuck to Ottawa Beach was a long, slow beat, the wind
having headed us; but we arrived about 3 P. JML., and found both
Ottawa and Macatawa beaches populous with sixteen carloads of ex-
cursionists from interior points. Steam launches, ferry and excmsion
steamers, canoes, yachts and all manner of pleasure boats, together
with numerous bathers and promenaders, made an animated picture
equalled by few resorts on this coast.
The shores of Black Lake we found fully occupied with resorts and

summer cottages. At the head of the lake, about six miles from the
beach, is the thriving town of Holland, This was settled, as was msot
of the .surrouudiug (•ountiy, bv Hollanders, who were attracted by the
low lands, so like those they had left across the ocean. Lately new
blood and rnoderu methods have infused fresh life into the old town,
and it now boasts a fine ue.w hotel, keptupin good style, together with
many haudsomo stores and buildings. Many of the signs as yet, how-
ever, tell of theiiii-sence of the lie Groots, Van Trumps, De Pauws,
etc,, in goodly n, rubers.
After a. night ax Oitawii Beach we started next morning for Grand

Havon, 20 miles, with a fine S.E. breeze, arriving about noon.
After dim;er we tool? the little excursion steamer for a trip around

Spring Lake, which we found to be a beautifully situated and irregu-
lar sheet of water, upon the banks of which are found many pretty
villas and resorts, the chief of the latter being the Spring Lake House,
adjoining the village of that name, and three miles from Grand
Haven. At the head of the lake, eight miles distant, is Fruitport,
once a thriving resort, but the hotel was destroyed by fire a dozen
years ago and has never been rebuilt. Throughout this locality are
found magnetic springs specially valuable in rheumatic complaints,
and at any of the bath houses one may see a fine assortment of the
be-caned, be-chaired and be-crutched testing the virtues of the waters.
On our return to Grand Haven we found the wind had hauled to the

north, and for a few hours the entire communitj^ was weepine. sneez-
ing and snuffling from the smoke from the forest fires raging between
the city and Muskegon. Fortunately, howevef-. the wind shifted later
in the evening and relieved us from what promised to be a most dis-
agreeable night.
The following morning we headed toward Port Sherman, the harbor

connecting Lake Michigan and Muskegon Lake, and distance 13 miles
from Grand Haven, Muskegon being about six miles inland, on the
bank of the latter lake. We had but little breeze at starting and were
soon after becalmed, making three or four miles in so many hours.
We could see and hear the forest fires raging and roaring about half a
mile inland, but the beach being protected by the sand hills interven-
ing, we went ashore for luncheon, after which, still being without
wind, we got out a tow line and did the "mule act" for a couple of
miles, the Swallow towing almost as easily as a rowboat.
A slight breex.e from the north setting in, we again set sail; but

could make little headway, so at i o'clock we decided to put up for
the night at Lake Harbor and proceed to Muskegon by the Lake
Harbor Suburban Eailway.
We found Muskegon to be a prosperous and handsome city of 8,i-

000 or 40,000, well built and paved, and with all modern improvement.
Having friends here, invitations for luncheon, visits, etc., were plen-
teous; but our appearance after our ti-ip we felt to be so trampish
that we were compelled to decline in most instances. A rent in the
basement of the skipper's best trousers he decided was inconsistent
with a too extended social indulgence.
During the night a heavy rain fell—the first for six weeks— and the

morning broke wet and cloudy, but we made for Lake Harbor on the
early train with the view of having the Swallow towed up -by the
aid of a small oil launch, which we had observed there. We found
the captain, but he represented that it would be a great inconven-
ience to get the launch out; he had not steamed her up this Season,
and she was doubtless out of order; he would have to get help to
take her over the bar at the harbor mouth; it would interfere with
his regular trip with his excursion boat up Mona Lake, etc , etc., at
which the sagacious skipper winked significantly at the^ attentive

JF he is a friend of yours; if he is inter=

ested in yacht, boat or canoe; if he is not a

reader of FOREST AND STREAM; if you

'would like to have him see it for three

weeks ; and if you will give us his name,

we will supply him with one of the

Forest and Stream's Silver Bullseye

Cards, which will make it easy for him to

send for the paper. ••••••
chef, which that functionary furtively returned, both wisely inferring
that a large fee would inevitably result from all these preliminary
objections.

It was now 9 o'clock in the morning and pouring rain, so it was
decided to take the excursion trip around the lake with the captain
before determining whether the Swallow should be towed or sailed to
our destination. There was but one other passenger and the captain
comjilained oitterly of the lack of patronage this season, as did in
fact every re.sort keeper on the east shore. "Everybody spending
their money at the World's Pair," said he. "Some of 'em here leave
their butcher's and grocer's bills unpaid, but they're bound to go to
the Fair. Goin' mj^self, b'gosh, a little later on !"

After sundry confidences and exchanges of Michigan Havanas with
the captain we ventured to question him as to his towing charges and
he replied: "Well, boys, if you can't possibly sail up I'll help you out,
but I'd much rather not if you can get along without me. You see it

is five miles to Port Sherman and five miles more to the steamer
dock, and there's the time lost coming back. Boys, I don't see how
I could make that tow for you under two dollars!"
The chef, whose expridenoe is mainly with city prices, almost

fainted away, being prepared for a demand of at least five times that
sum.
However, it was not found necessary to get out the launch, as the

clouds lifted somewhat and a fresh land breeze sprang up before our
return and we headed the Swallow for Port Sherman after a friendly
handshake with the honest captain.

Arriving at Port Sherman it came on to rain heavily again and we
had a wet beat up Muskegon Lake, but finally arrived at the Goodrich
dock about noon, when we put the Swallow aboard the City of Racine
and arrived at Chicago without incident the following morning.
Here the captain verv kindly dropped our craft for us into the river

and we coasted quietly past the World's Fair to South Chicago and
reached the club house about sunset, thus completing our coasting
trip of 175 milt-s without th*^ slightest mishap or inconvenience, and
so well pleased with our expci-ience that it is planned next season to
continue the trip from Muskegon to Macinac Island.

The A. C. A. Meet of 1894.
Amekti.no of the executive committee of the Atlantic Division,

American Canoe Association, was held at No. 860 Broadway. New
York, on Thursday. Nov. 23, Vice-Com. Schuyler calUng the meeting
to order at 5:4.'5 P. M.
There were present, Vice-Com, Schuyler, Eear-Com. Fredericks and

Messrs, Lake and Hand, of the executive committee.
Vice Cora. .Schuyler stated that the purpose of the meeting was to

detei-raice on the" site of the annnal meet of 1S')4, the selection of
whicli had been refei-red to the executive committee of the DivisioQ
by the general executive committee of the Association at the annual
meetiusr.
Mr. Lake stated that he with several members of the committee had

visited Crotou Point and found that it would answer the wants uf the
Association in everj' respect; ttiat the proposed site had been thor-
oughly gone o\'. 1- and liad been found ample for the requiremonts of
the meet ; that Com. IJorland had consult -d the owner of the point,

Mr. Cockroft, and obtained permission to camp on the point, to thin
out tlie undergrowth of trees, and otherwise prepare the site tor the
meet. Mr. Lalte further stated that Mr. Cockroft had been very
obliging, and had promised to do all in his power to make the meet a
success, incluihng the use of a launch; and would furthei' agi-eo to
have the passenger propeller running fi'om Sing Sing to Ftockland and
Haverstraw, stop at the cunip twice a day Mr, Lake moved the
adoittion of tlroti.m Point as the site for the meet of ISUl. Rear-Oom,
Fredericks seconded the motion, and it was unanimously carried.
On motion, duly seconded, the meeting adjourned.

Jas. K. Hakd, Acting Secretary.

CANOE NEWS NOTES.
The annual meeting of the Eo3'al C. C. was held on Nov. and

though no i-ei'Oi'i has reached us of the proeeeduigs, it is quite prob-
able chau.tfes of tile most radica,! nature have been made in the tueas-
uremenL rules. The li, C. V. is an example of line olderuslnl con-
servatism, ami only Inst year it refused to recognize the .sliding scat,
while eliutfi-'ig ienaeiously la the useless and illo.i<ioa] qualiticatiou of
Clinker build ; bio: now there is a li!;,'!iliood that ir, has swung to the
other extreme, and rem.,'V ^

.
i,

!

;
. : : ir atious on the beam of

canoes, Tne elTeet . £ such -aid it he genera,lly adopted,
would, in all probability be the lOxtJU canoe, -o far as
saihn,tc is concerned, suhstitui.,.r- , n u -script type of small sailing
machine

.Mrs. (iieo. L. Parmele wishes, through the Forest axd Stream, to
thank those members of the Eastern Division, and such other mem-
bers of the A. C A. as are in any way interested ; for the choice and
beautiful gift, which Ihey presented to her, through their representa-
tives, Messrs. Isriappe, Red, ami Banks on her birthday, Oct. aG, 1893.

Summer Homes.
A DEAurlFiTLiA- illustrated book; list of over 3,000 summer hotels

and boarding liouses in Catskill Mountains and central Xew York
Send six cents iu stamps to H. B. Jagoe, Gen'l Eastern Passenger

Agent, West Shore K, R,, '^0'3 Broadway, New York, or free upon

applicatjoijj—-(i<*»'*

In replying to the remarks of the Marine Jowrnal, we have been led

to a greater length than we at first intended; but the whole question

is so complicated that any attempt to discuss it in a few words would
inevitably lead us into the same hasty generalizations and incorrect
definitions on our side as are found in the explanation of our oppo-
nent. It would be a good thing if the question could be settled, once
for all, and still better if some new term could be found in place of
the clums.v expression "sloops, cutters and yawls," to distinguish

these various yachts in a general way, without regard to minor points
oE rig, centerboard, etc

,
just as too term "schooner" is applied to

every yaehr with a fore and mainmast, regardless of model and of
details of rig. The term "sloop" is no longer appUcable to singlestick

yaclits, and the term "cutter" is not popular with Americans, though
strictly correct.

The Fobbst and Stream recalls with pride that it was one of the
first "cutter cranks," at the time when that term was considered by
its inventors an opprobrious epithet, when the man who dared to say-

that as good a yacht could be budtfrom a design on paper as from a
model whittled from a pine block was called a fool; when he who
advocated a higher standard of seamanship, Corinthian .sailing and
racing rules was called an Anglo-maniac dude, he who maintained the
value of lead ballast and a deep hull was compassionately set down as
merely crazy, and he who dared to say that the existing American
sloop did not represent the highest degree of perfection attained or
attainable, was a dangerous, mischievous and evil-disposed fellow.

Somehow or other we have lived through all of this opposition, we
have seen one after another- of the principles which we were the first

to advocate in print, the deeper hull, the cutter rig, the paper design,

the lead Keel, and dozens of others engrafted into American yachting;
with what result is seen in the fleet of to-day.

We havealso had occasion to notice whenever any p.\rticular feat-

ure, such as the lead keel, after first being abused, has been adopted ;

that the cry has invariably ijeen raised that it was either a new Ameri-
can invention, or that it had always been a part of the American
sloop; and it is by this process that the term "sloop" has by de-

grees been twisted from its original meaning at the beginning of the

controversy to include to-day everything fast enough to reflect credit

on its designers.

In looking back, we find nothing to be ashamed of and little that we
would change ; tiinn lias brought an ample justification of the posi-

tion which we rook iu matters of desi^u. model and rig fifteen years
since. Many things which we once advocated as the best have been
superseded by later improvements ; but iu their day they were the
best, and superior to the equivalent features of the sloop.

On one material point we were wrong, and we have ao hesitation in

admitting it, in fact have done ao freely for some years. We made
the error of mistaking for a law of natm-e. H.ved and immutable,
what was onl5^ a very bad rule of a yacht club and of mistaking as
real the fictitious value of extreme narrow beam as shown in the
racing under that rule. We have no excuse to make for this error,

perhaps we should have known better ; but we have seen a similar

mistake made in later years, and with added opportunities for kno-s-1-

edge, by experienced yachtsmen, who have recognized as a law of

nature the misleading oonclusions derived from the rules which
restrict the length and enlarge the sail area of racing yachts. Are our
old opponents also ready to admit their mistakes in deriding the

yacht designer, the cutter rig, the lend keel and the flush-decked keel

yacht, or will they continue to build cutters and call them sloops,

forgetful of the volumes of printed controversy in which they have
put themselves and their typical rig and model on rBocjrd forever ?

AVhile maintaining, as a mntter of technical truth, the cutter origin

of the modern Amerioiin ..^iML'Iesriek yacht, we h^ve no intention of

depreciating the worU of 3ir. Burgess and other American designers;

on the contrary, we consider them deserving of the highest praise for

having led the great body of yachtsmen against their will to some-
thing infinitely better than had been known before. The sloop men
died hard, they stood by their beloved craft until she figuratively

speaking capsized and sank under them; but after the victory of
Puritan gave them an opportunity to come down gracefully, and with

characteristic modesty to adopt the new type with the claim that they
had always believed in it and nothing else, they have vied with the

"cutter cranks" iu hm rj ing from one improvement to another.

While the disnnctive features of yachting as it is carried on to-day,

including the science of designing and the art of construction,as well as

the model and rig, are aU of British origin ; there is hardly a detail in

any part of the work that has not been improved iu being adopted by
Americans. At the time when the sloop and cutter first came into

actual competition, the adherents of each ^ype were equally blinded

by conservatism, the American by his belief ui a length rule, in child-

ish theories of the increased resistance at greater depths and in the
necessity for very light draft; and the Englishman by his unquestion-
ing faith in the perfection of the old tonnage rule as a basis for racing
measurement. The American was the more fortunate in having his

beliefs rudely shattered at an early stage of the fight, and being

compelled, against his will, to reconstruct them on a sounder scientific

basis, while the English yachtsman continued for some years to race
the narrow cutter at home, and only awakened to the faults of the

type and of the rule which produced it when he tried to recapture the

America's Cup and was beaten by a wide American cutter. There is

BO much lor Americans to be proud of in the improvements made
since 16.S.J, auil lu the production of such racing craft as Volunteer,
Gos.soou, (Jloriaiia, Wasp and Vigilant, that it seems small and mean
to deny and misrepresent the true origin of all this advancement.

Tub New York Serald is rapidly making a reputation as a comic
paper, and yachtsmen who tire of dry technical details will find much
to amuse them in its columns. The story of Navahoe's voyage was
funny enough, telling how Captaiu Carroll actually navigated her for

twenty miles by dead reckoning, but it was surpassed a few days later

by the graphic account of the sailing of Valiant. In this thrill ng
story it is told how Cajitaiu Vanderbilt before the "ropes were cast

Oil," was coinj. d.jv. ii stair.s" in Ills yacht when he fell and ac'ually

sprained his hautl. After damages were repaired, Captain Morrison
pulled a "rope" as seven bells were sounding, which happened to be

at half-past three o'clock, and the yacht .sailed away with the New
York Y. C. burgee Huttei iij ;

i rem, the reporter olTering no
exp'anatiou as to where st r ensign. After all this it is

not surprising to read a fe- i -
: . i _r that the Ericson war vessel

Destroyer, which has been spousoued at the Erie Basin, has bad
"numerous stays put in along the outer side of the huh to give greater

buoyancy." The climax was reached this week, however, in an
editorial on the stability of warships in which the ineta-ceuter is de
fined as "the center of gravity of the volume of water the vessel dis-

places." In reading such nonsense one is led to think of the time
when the reports of Amerioaa yachting in the Herald were as full

and accurate as those of the weather in Paris und four-iu-hand-driving

in ECirpBe,
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Keel Sloops and Centerboard Cutters.

A SHORT time since we commented on the ilarine Journal's mention
of Valkyrie as a "keel sloop;" and that paper, quoting our words, re-

plies as follow s:

"We have observed that nur esteemed contemporary has invariahly
classed Valkyiie as a cutter, but for wha', reason we have always
failed to perceive. The lenn "keel sloop'' is distinctly perspicuous
and certainly describes the yacht to a nicety. A sloop is any vessel
rigged with onejiiast and carrying head sails. It is the rig which
always determines the i^lass of the vessel, and not the hull. A sloop
does not necessarily carry a centerboard. The Colonia is a keel sloop
and so is Valkyi-ie, while the Vigilant is a centerboard sloop. The
term "sloop,'' as specifying; this rig, is seldom heard in England, how-
ever, where "cutter" is the common expression. But the typical
English cutter yacht, narrow beam, straight stem, deep hull and mov-
able bowsprit, is not nearly so common now as it used to be. The
type has approximated closely to our typical sloop-yacht in hull as
well as rig. But the term cutter is also applied to a ship's boat pro-
pelled by oars, and to a swift steam vessel, as a revenue cutter. There-
fore the'appellation "keel sloop" is especially perspicuous and exactly
describe.^ the Valkyrie as no other words could. So far even as her
hull is concerned, in beam or style, the Valkyrie does not approach
the ideal cutter style.

"It is, of course, unnecessary to state these things for the informa-
tion of Forest and Stream, but we mention the matter merely to
show that we used the term advisedly, and for the benefit of any of
our readers less well informed who might be inclined to dispute the
point.

"

The whole question of cutter and sloop is so old thatmany yachtsmen
have lost all interest in the discussion; but on the other hand there
are many who have come into yachting only since the disappearance
of the American sloop with the building of the Burgess boats, and to
whom thequpstionisnewandinterestine. As strict accuracy of nomen-
clature is always desirable in technical matters, it is perhaps worth
while to look closely into the discussion which has come up between
the Marine Journal and the Forest a>d Stream, especially as the
Joumii\ from its high technical standing, may rightfully assume to
speak with snme authority.
Before giving our reasons for classing Valkyrie, as well as many

American yachts, as cutters, let us look at some of the statements
made by the Ma-i ine Journal: In the first place, that paper is correct
in saying that it is the rig and not the hull which determines the class
of vessel, though, as will appear, this statement requires a great
deal of qualification and explanation in the present case; and also it

points out very properly that a sloop does not necessarily carry a
centerboard.
WheB It comes to a definition of the term "sloop," and its combina-

tion with the term "keel,''' the Marine Journal is very much at sea,
or more properly, ashore, as its attempted definition is that of a
landsman, as found in any standard dictionary. So far from being
"any vessel rigged with one maat and carrying headsails," the sloop
is but one, and the least numerous and important one at that, of the
two great fleets of single-stick vessels to which the general character-
istics of "one ma»t and carrying headsails" can properly apply.
While there are certain modifications of the siugle-masted rig

which are neither sloops nor cutters, the great majority of the rig
may be divided into these two classes, the points of difiference between
them being numerous and radical. W ithout going back so far as to
determitie which is the older, the cutter or the sloop, the inquirer
who takes u\> the history of the subject about the middle of the last
century, %vill at once remark a most radical difference. The cut-
ter rig of that date is essentially a sea-going rig, showing plainly its

derivation from the smaller naval vessels of the day; in fact, it was
mainly used In the British navy. In proportions and mechanical
details the rig was an adaptation of the schooner or brig to a single-
masted vesael, with the same square topsails and cumbersome and
complicated gear. The sloop of the same time, on the contrary, as
found in the same waters, of the Chaanel and the North Sea, was a
shoal water craft, probably of Dutch origin, and the rig, evolved from
the necessities of inland navigation, was of the most simple and
primitive form, derived from the sailboat instead of the naval vessel,
a long mast and bowsprit rigidly set up, and with a large mainsail,
one jib and perhaias a fore and aft topsail. In Holland, in England
and in America the small simply-rigged sloop was extensively used
for inland navigation, buth for commerce and pleasure, so far as the
latter end was followed at the time; while the cutter was used for all

sea work, whether in smuggling, in chasing smugglers, or in the few
yachts of the day.
This prime difference once noted, we may pass over almost a cen-

tury, and take up the question some twenty-five years back, at the
time when the Single stick rig first began to compete with the schooner
in American yachting. During this long period the cutter had disap-
peared as a smuggler or chaser of smugglers, and had come into gen-
eral use in Great Britain as a pleasure yacht, first with its high sides
pierced with gun ports, and its square topsails, then without its arma-
ment and with fore and aft topsails, but still preserving Its main char-
acteristics.
On this side of the watm- the development of a century had been ex-

clusively coufiQi d to the Dutch sloop instead of the British cutter, and
the type had attained its perfection in the noble sloops of the Hudson
Kiver, with their huge lower masts, heavy fixed bowsprits and single
jibs. Wherever vessels were used in American inland waters, the sloop
alone was found, the SQjall river schooners coining in at a later date;
it was the passenger boat, the carrier of bricks, lumber, hay and grain,
and the plea-sure yacht or the small sailboat, differing in size and fin-

ish, but almost uniform in model and rig.

It was about 1870 that the sloop yacht began to increase in size and
numbeiaand compete seriously with the;schooner, which up to this
time had monopoJi-i-d ail ot the racing at home and abroad in the
sizes over .Wft., and we will take the sloop rig of that day and compare
it with the cutter t ig as then found in British waters.
The sloop sail plan in general outline was very lofty, but short on

the base, a high oarrow rig, and this sail plan was made up of a large
mainsail with great hoist and short galT, a single jib of great size, and
a very small working topsail. The mast, which was stepped far for-
ward, was very long in proportion to the waterline, the masthead or
doublings was short, and the topmast was a short, fight spar, out of
all proportion to the lower mast. The bowsprit was a large and
heavy timber, generaUy square, octagonal or even triangular in sec-
tion and solidly built in as a part of the hull and bitlwarks.
This bowsprit was supported by a heavy main bobstay and often a

variety of smaller bobstays, according to the individual tastes of the
bi.ildeV or shipsmith. The mast was set up with shrouds and its sole
support in a fore and aft direction was a heavy jibstay, from the mast-
head through a beehole in the bowsprit and tnen down to the stem,
just inside of the main bobstay The topmast was permanently
shipped iu two iron caps, and could not be housed when in use, and
was only shipped and unshipped with ditflculiy when repairs made
it necessary. The whole rig was as fixed, rigid and inflexible as that
of a toy yacht; the spars, once shipped when the yacht was built, re-
maiuid in place until ihey rotted or blew away.
The cutter rig differed from the sloop iu every point mentioned, the

outline of the sad plan was long and low rather tlian narrowand high,
the mainsail had a long boom, a very long gall, and a short hoist, this
sail being but a moderate proportion of the total area; in place of the
one large jib, carried always, and reduced iu area only by reefing or
taking out the "bonnet,''' there were two headsails, the jib proper, set
to the bowsprit end as in the sloop, and the fore staysail, set to the
Btemhead. The topsail was much larger in proportion than in the
Sloop, and a greater variety of sizes was carried.
The mast of the cutter, a short slick, but with long masthead, was

stepped near thn middle third of the waterline, further aft than in the
sloop, and was supported in a totally different manner; it was inde-
pendent of the bowsprit, the forestay running from the masthead to
the stem of the > acht at the deck, where it was set up with a tackle,
and in addition, ou each side o£ the masthead was a pendant and run-
ner, set up with a ttickle also, to take the strain of the jib, the weather
tackle being always set up, and the lee one slacked oil, when off the
wind to allow the boom to swing oft'.

The topmast of the cutter was of great length, almost or quite that
of the lower mast, and this taunt spar was so fitted that it could be
readily lowered to the cap or even stowed on deck in a strong breeze.
Tne bowsprit was a clean round spar, also fitted to run in and out eas-
ily, and to this end the solid bobstay of the sloop, with its preventers
and "baby" bobstays. was replaced by a short bobstay of copper or of
wire rope, and a strong tackle, by which it was set up. The two bow-
sprit shrouds were also rigged with tackles, so that they could be
shortened and set up again when the bowsprit was "housed," or drawn
in on deck in bad weather. The jibstay of the sloop was lacking in
the cutter, there being uo stay from the masthead to the bowsprit
end.
The sloop was limited to just three working sails—a large mainsail,

a large jib and a working or gafftopsail. The cutter, on the contrary,
carried a mainsail, five or six jibs, two forestaysails, two topsails and
a gafftrjTsail—a second and smaller mainsail for very heavy weather
or for saving the racing mainsail iu makiug passages. Whatever the
conditions of sea and wind, the spars of the sloop were fixed and tm-
m ivable, and she was limite<l, outside of the spinaker, jibtopsails and
clubtopsail, to three working sails, with the choice of stowing the top-
sail entirely and of reefing the mainsail and jib. The cutter, on the
other hand, could exercise an almost tinrestiicted choice as to the
spars and sails for any pariicular weather, ranging from the whole
mainBail and the largest jib and forestaysaU of very light material,
with a yai-d or sprit topsafi instead of the jibheaded working topsail,
down to the boused topmast with whole lower sails, or the reefed
mainsail with smaller jib to suit it; or, further down, until her topmast

was on deck, her bowsprit housed well Inboard, her mainsail stowed
on the boom and a small heavy storm trysail set, with its correspond-
ing st^rm jib.

The sloop was a great sailboat or toy yacht, fitted for light weather
and unable to adapt her spar and sail plan to more severe conditions.
The cutter was essentially a miniature ship, with housing spars set up
by runners and tackles, and with a large outfit of sails for all weather-,
and capable in an hour's time of making a radical change in her entire
sail I5lan.

This vast difference In the two rigs is found in the primitive craft of
the last century, in the yachts of less than a generation ago, and later,

some dozen years back, when had just begun the process of adapta-
tion and improvement which has resulted in the extinction of the
American sloop rig.

"With these essential points of difference were some minor ones that
are worth noting, though they were more matters of mechanical de-
tail than of principle. 'While the mainsail of the sloop was made of
cotton, usually of very light canvas, and was laced along the foot to
the boom, that of the cutter was of hemp, linen, of heavier texture;
and the foot was made full and rounding, not laced, to the boom, but
falling below it, the clew made fast by an outhaul, allowing it to be
set up or slacked off, according to the dampness of the w-eather, the
tack being hauled down to the deck by another tackle, or triced up
when it was desired to reduce sail The boom of the sloop was
usually supported by a single "toppinglift," from the masthead to the
boom end, on one side of the sail; while the cutter had two similar
lifts, on« on each side of the sail, but running from the slings of the
mainsheet instead of the boom end, and known as "quarter lifts."

Then, too. the mainsheet of the sloop was rove with but one hauling
end, amidships; while that of the cutter was led with one end to each
quarter and along each side of the deck; one thus being to windward
all the time.
The method of setting the jib was also very different, the one big

jib of the sloop was permanently lashed to hanks which ran on the
jibstay, the sail being stowed on the bowsprit and kept out there
through the season; on the cutter each of the many jibs was set on its

own luffrope, there being no jibstay; the tack was loose and was
hooked to a ring which traveled on the bowsprit, and one jib could be
quickly lowered, taken in, and stowed below in its bag, a larger or
smaller one being set in its place. The club or jnckyard topsails, too,
were different, tho.se of the sloop being set on spars parallel with the
gaff and topmast, while the topsail yard and jackyard of the cutter
crossed the topmast and gaff respectively.
The minor mechanical details of the cutter were more numerous and

perfect than the sloop, all tending to carry out the great principle of
adaptability to all possible conditions.
Those yachtsmen who watched and studied, as so many did, the

Scotch cutter Madge when she came tri New York in 1881, and who
from constant use were familiar with the sloop of that day, such as
Shadow, Mistral or Schemer, will recognize the distinctive features
which we have pointed out as belonging to the two rigs. If the fact
has not struck them before they may note in this connection that
to-day the sloop rig has entirely disappeared save in a few old yachts
of the smaller classes, so much so that whpn once in a while on the New
York Y". C. cruise a veritable sloop with single jib, clumsy bowsprit
and short topmast, falls in with the fleet for a day or two, coming
from some out-of-the-way nook and disappearing no one knows
where, even old yachtsmen look at her with wonder. The typical
sloop yachts, those which made the rig famous, Arrow, Gracie,
Fanny and Hildeeard, have been so thoroughly altered that they are
as near to the modern cutter rig as it is possible to make them, and
the term "sloop" now fails to describe them correctly.
While many features of the cutter rig were adapted to American

yachts between 1880 and 1886, the turning point in the great change
of rig is marked by the building of Puritan in the latter year. She and
the many Burgess singlestickers which followed in the next six years
were essentially cutters in rig, both sp&r and sail plans being based on
the principles which we have already shown were characteristic of
that rig. At the same time there is no question that the American
modification of the conventional cutter rig has been from the first an
improvement on the original. The general proportiions of the rig and
the subdivision of the sails has been retained, though in applying the
rig to different models and different climatic conditions many minor
proportions and mechanical detaUs have been altered, and for the
better.

While the modern proportions of mast and topmast differ from the
fashionable fad of 1880. the characteristic long housing topmast of the
cutter is found on all American yachts in place of the stubby broom-
stick that served as a topmast for the old sloop. Ou many of the first

American cutters the bowsprit was fitted to house, in the conventional
British fashion, but with different models on both sides, the housing
bowsprit is now almost a thing of the past in America and England,
In setting the jib American practice is not tmiform, the sail being
sometimes set flying and sometimes on a slay; but in the distinctive
characteristic of the cutter rig, the use .of two headsails in place of
one, the British custom is followed exclusively. The use of runners
and tackles is also universal, while the fittings of spars and blocks,
the hounds, masthead, gamm»m strap and a hundred details are taken
from the cutter and not from the sloop.

It must be said that in almost all cases an improvement has been
made on the original detail, but that detail was taken from the cutter
rig and not the sloop.
There are three importint points of American practice which have

been retained on this side and adopted on the other—the use of cotton
in place of linen, the lacing of the mainsail to the boom and the cut-
ting of the clubtopsail with the yards parallel to topmast and gaff in-

stead of crossing them.
The many changes of keel contour in both sloop and cutter, and the

adoption of the length and sail area rule, have led to alterations in
the position of mast, length of bowsprit and other detailsj but they
have not affected the mam proportions and principles which distin-
guish the cutter rig from the sloop, and the ng of the larger Amer-
ican single-stick yachts to-day is a modification of the cutter rig that
has no relationship whatever to the national sloop rig of 1880.

We have thus far confined the discussion to the limits laid down by
the Marine Journal, the rig and not the hull as determining the class;
but most of our readers know that there is really much more involved
in a thorough consideration of the question. While it is the rig,

strictly speaking, which gives the name, it has happened in practice,
as a mere matter of convt-nience. and in default of suitable terms,
that the names which properly belong to the rigs alone have been
transferred to the hulls which carried them. This practice has been
followed in America and England for a dozen years, and though tech-
nically incorrect, it has the sanction of usage and convenience.
Under this enlarged definition the term "sloop" is understood to

mean a vessel rigged as we have described, and also possessing cer-
tain marked characteristics of hull. To compare the hulls as we have
already compared the rigs, it will be necessary to select some certain
period, and we will take the sloop and cutter during the period of
their greatest development and improvement apart from each other,
the one in America and the other in England, and each entirely free
from any influence of the other. This time wUl be from 1800 to 1880,
after the latter date the two types coming into direct competition in
American waters.
The yacht which carried the sloop rigup to 1880 possessed a strongly

marked individuality, there was nothing of compromise about her, the
sloop men had the courage of their convictions, and built their boats
and areued for them t>oldly in many a hot discussion. The typical
sloop up to that time was a vessel of great proportionate beam to
length, yery fimited draft, small displacpment, with light and bulky
baUast, stone, slag, and sometimes iron, distributed over the inside of
the hull, a large cockpit and trunk cabin, and a large centerboard and
no outside keel. These were the essential features of the design, and
to them may be added the secondary features of heavy and bulky
wooden build, a low freeboard amidships, a very crooked shter with
high tjow and e.speciaUy a high stern, a nondescript "clipper stem,"
and a short, heavy coimter, the steering being done by a wheel instead
of a tUler.

The sloop model shows comparatively little change in shape and
proportions from the primitive forms down to the yachts of a very
recent period, but the model of the cutter has changed materially
from time to time, according to intended use, and, in the case of
yachts, to measurement rules and improvements in construction.
While always much deeper than the sloop, the cutter model was origi-
nally very wide, differing little, if any, from the sloop in beam.
In the course of the pectdiar evoluiion which British yachts under-

went between 1840 and 1880 under the stimulus of racing and the old
tonnage rule, the proportions of the original models were greatly
changed, the depth t)eing increased and the beam gradually decreased.
Up to about 1870 the principal cutters were of moderate beam and
depth, showing a hollow or S section quite similar to the section
adopted here in recent years in the new keel boats. The proportion
of beam to length ran down very rapidly between 1870 and 1880, as the
use of a lead keel became universal, and at the latter date it was but
1 to ,5, or 16ft. beam for 80£t. l.w.l., and in the next five years it ran to
the extreme point, in Galatea, of nearly six beams, even going as high
as seven in the smaller classes.
None of the older and wider cutters ever crossed the Atlantic, and

American yachtsmen troubled themselves very little about foreign
and presumably inferior models until they were forced to do so by the
attacks of the early "cutter cranks,'" about 1878, and the actual in-

vasion of the sloop's waters by a hostile fleet of British models, either
imported or built here from imported designs.
These "tj"pical" cutters, imported about IbSiD, were all small, and

even more extreme In narrow beam and great (lepth than the larger
cutters of the day, and their rig, with its preposterously short lower
maat and equally long topmast represented the extreme carrying out

of a fashionable fad which was popular in England only for a short
time. Considering the interest which these peculiar craft excited
among American yachtsmen, and the hot arguments over their mf>rit8

as compared with the sloop, it most naturally followed that from
that time to the. present day the word "cutter''' has been understood
to mean exactly such a yacht as Madge or Clara, ignoring all past or
future verieties of the rig and model.
The characteristic features of these cutters were narrow beam, great

depth and draft, and corresponding heavy displacement, a fl-it side, a
very straight sheer with high freeboard amidship, a plumb stem, a
long counter tapering to a fine edge, a flush deck and no cockpit or
cabin trunk, while the bottom of the yacht was carried down in a fair

curve into a deep keel of lead, there being no centerboard. Many of
these points, though characteristic, were merely secondary, such as
the use of a tiller for steering, the absence of a cockpit, the sheer and
contour of stem and stern ; the essential principles of the cutter, dis-

tinguishing it from the sloop, being greater displacement, different
proportions of beam and depth, the shaping of the hull into a keel,

dispensing with the centerboard. and the use of lead ballast in place of
iron, stone or slag, such ballast being placed outside the vessel. It is

interesting to note also that the cutter was of much more elaborate
and stronger construction than the sloop, and was built from a design
on paper made by a professional yacht dpsigner, while the sloop, as a
rule, was produced by the builder alone from a half model cut out of
wood.

Literally speaking, had the rig of Madge been transferred to
Schemer, and vice verm, the first would have become a sloop and the
latter a cutter; a sort of renuctio ad ab.'iurjfam which shows how
faulty and inadequate Is the dictionary definition according to
ris. While tho extension of the two terms to cover the model and
hull as well as the rig has led to much confusion, it was perhaps the
easies., and best method at the time of distinguishing the two rival

types.
In our opinion then, the distinction between the cutter and sloop,

according to the popular us« of these terms, involves certain import-
ant principles of rig and hull, accompanied by a still larger number of
minor characteristics, and where a question arises of the classing of a
particular vessel, it must be decided not on one or two alone, but on a
maj'->rity of these principles and details. The addition of a lead keel
and a double head rig to an old centerboard sloop does not necessarily
make her a cutter, nor does the possession of a centerboard, a cock-
pit, a wheel or a cabin trunk make a vessel a sloop.
Coming now to the h^art of the whole discussion, let us look at the

earlier Cup defenders, the great Burgess-Paine trio. Taking the sail

plan first, that of Puritan, Mayflower and Volunteer has nothing In
common with the sloop rig of the time, as shown on Gracie, Arrow
and Fanny. Not only are the proportions different, but the number
and disposition of the sails is directly the opposite of the sloop. It is

true that the mainsail is lashed to the boom, the topsails are cut in
Amprican fashion, the topmast is shorter than in the small imported
cutters, while there are many improvements in minor mechanical de-
tails, but in spite of this it needed but a glance at Puritan in company
with such typical vessels as the sloop Gracie and the cutter Genesta
to show^ that she was utterly unlike the former and very like the latter.

Now, looking at the hull, the first point which strikes the eye is the
beam of the yacht, which is tlioroughly American in extent, even
wider by several feet than the old cutters. The next feature, how-
ever, the form of the topsides, including the sheer, stem and counter,
is merely that of the cutter, every characteristic of the sloop's top-
sides being lacking. Taking next the yacht out of water the broads
side view shows a cutter of moderate draft, with a little drag to the
keel and a moderate rake to the sternpost, but nothing at all sugges-
tive of the straight keel, square forefoot and plumb sternpost of the
sloop, while the greatly increa.sed depth and the positive keel outside
the hull, and that of lead, too. all point to the cutter rather than the
sloop as the original point of departure from which all alterations
have been made.
Coming to the midship section, a marked departure from the com-

pre.ssed beam of the extreme cutter is found, the beam and bilge sug-
gesting the old sloop, but as we go downward into the reversed curve
of the floor continued into the deep keel all resemblance to the sloop
is lost, the section beiug really a revival of the old cutter section of
the days before the beam was sacrificed to the tonnage rule. On deck
and below we look in vain for the cockpit and great cabin trunk of the
sloop, but we find the same centerboard trunk and board, still an es-
sential feature of the design in Puritan
In summing up this inventory of leading features, we find that two,

and two only, of the vital ones, are derived from the sloop, the beam
and the centerboard ; the others are taken from the cutter, improved
in some details, the form of the topsides is copied directly from the
cutter, the depth, amount of displacement and midship section are
each a Gomproiiii.se, but to an extent that was condemned by the
theory and practice of the sloop men, but which finds its counterpart
in one stage of the cutter's development ; while the lead keel was
taken bodily from the British. The construction of the early "com-
promise" was that of the cutter rather than the sloop, and would hnve
been still better had it leaned even more to the former and furlher
from the latter.

Considering not the vessel alone, but the previous training of her
designer, his expressed opinions, and the loncj controversy over
points of design which preceded her building, we have always classed
Puritan as a centerboard cutter, and have denied tbe tardy claims of
relationship put forward by the s'oop men after she had proved a
success, and not the failure they confidently predicted. While in no
sense a servile copy of British models, and displa)ing in all parts of
her hull ami rig the skill and enterprise of her designer and those as-
sociated with him, she was essentially a cutter and not a sloop.
'Whatever question might be raised over her. there was no possible

ground for dispute iu the later yachts. Volunteer, with still greater
depth, and then the large fleet of Burgess cutters in which the center-
board was entirely discarded. In deference to national prejudices, it
has been the custom of most American writers to class ail of these
later yachts, more particularly the successful ones, such as Pappoose
and Gossoon, as "keel sloops"; but, in addition to the fact that all

of the.se yachts possessed the distinguishing characteristics of the
cutter, in hull and rig ; it is also true that there has never existed in
this country a class of typical keel sloops.
Although keel schooners were numerous in American waters, the

sloops were almost exclusively centerboard craft, and without the
least semblance of an outside keel, even of wood. Tne Yacht List of
1674, out of a total of over 500 yachts, shows but seven keel sloops of
any size over 30ft. 1 w.l and only two of these over 40ft. There are in
the same list a couple of dozen small keel boats, about 18 to 25ft. l.wl.,

mostly located about Boston, but in none of our researches have we
been able to discover any well defined type of keel sloop in this country
prior to the beginning of the cutter agitation and the importation of
designs and yachts from England. The few keel boats other than the
large schooners existing here were as exceptional as the few center-
board sloops and catboats existing at the same time in England, and it

is impossible to group them into any distinct class The American
sloop was a centerboard sloop, the type which first displaced her was
the centerboard cutter, and the only disTinct type of keel single-sticker
which this country has ever known is the cutter, whether of moderate
beam like Bedouin, or great beam, like Uolonia.
The nearest approach to a native keel sloop was found iu Eastern

waters nearly fifteen years ago; the vessel, in various sizes from 25 to
35ft. I.W.I., being built substantially on the moulds then used for cen-
terboard yachts, but with a deep outsidn keel of oak and a sloop rig.
While these were really keel sloops, though they violated the most
sacred canon of the sloop men in carrying an iron shoe behiw the oak
keel, they were few in number; and with the spread of cutter ideas
they soon disappeared, giving place to the imported "lichen boat" of
about the same proportion ot beam and draft, but with the conven-
tional cutter rig and a deep body, the midship section showing a fair
S curve which merged the hull proper into the wide and deep leaii
keel.
There have been more important changes in yachting on both sides

of the Atlantic within the past ten years than in the previous half cen-
tury; many and complex causes have been at work—the extreme to
which the old Thame* rule ran itself, the defeat of the old sloops by
the imported cutters, followed by the defeat by the American cutters
built to meet them of the larger cutters which challenged for the Cup,
the abandonment of many old measurement rules in favor of the
length and saU area rule, improvements in construction and ballasting,
the use of steel and of composite build.
One important result has been the total extinction of the American

centerboard sloop, even the existing vessels of that type having been
so radically altered that they are no longer recognizable. Another im-
portant result has been the widening of the once narrow British cutter
to its original proportions, with many changes of secondary details.
A third result has been the construction of a'new and better pleasure
fleet in America, stUl wide, and in some cases still retaining the center-
board; but based primarily on those principles of safe proportions, low
weight and seagoing rig, which from the first have, constituted the
greait superiority of the cutter over the sloop.

If the Burgess boats are, as we contend, properly cutters, it is not
necessary to discuss the later Herreshoff craft, tli^y are identical in
jirinciple and differ mainij' in having even greater draft.

If Gloriana is a sloop in rig or hull, what, then, were Fanita and
Vixen, the representatives of the 46ft. class, up to the time that Amer-
icans began to adopt the id^as embodied in the cutter? One may
search iu vain through the history of American yachtiuEr for anything
in the pa-it suggesting the model or rig of Gljriana, Wa.^p, Navahoe
and (;;olonia: all that he will find will be in direct opposition to the
model, the ri^ and the ballasting of these yachts. Tne most marked
suggestion of the sloop principles in some years is found in the ex-
treme beam, the high bilge and the live ballast of Vigilant, but the
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good old sloop men like Capt. Coffin and "Devoted Yachtsman," would
turn in their graves at the suggestion of an American sloop with a
cutter rig, a lead keel of 70 tons and a draft of 14ft.

We cannot close without an allusion to the very comical argument
of the Marine Journal, that a cutter is not a cutter because other
varieties of boats or vessels are called cutters. This multiplication of
meaning in nautical terms Is so common that it is understood by all,

and no one but a landlubber would be in the least confus^ed or would
suppose that Valkyrie was a ship's boat because she was classed as a
cutter. If the reasoning of the Marine Journal is correct, then a
yawl-rigged yacht is a sloop because the term yawl also applies to a
ship's boat, and a schooner like Volunteer is als^ a sloop because the
term schooner is commonly apphed to a small vessel used for the
rapid and comfortable transferrance of beer in bulk. The term "rev-
enue cutter," which has its parallel in "gun sloop" and "sloop of war"
is one of those misapplications frequently met with; the early armed
sailing cutters were used mainly in chasing the French and Dutch
smugglers in the English Channel, and the term was quite naturally
transferred in course of time to the steam vessels which replaced the
old sailing cutters.
There is nothing in the history of yachting that is more fascinating

and instructive than the study of primitive models and rigs, and of
their gradual changes, combinations and improvements, with the in-

fluences such as measurement rules, local conditions and increased
technical knowledge which have produced these changes. If anything
is to be learned from such a study, however, it must be conducted
fjom a purely impartial technical standpoint, setting aside all patri-
otic and political feeling and looking only for established facts, where-
ever they may be found.

The Centerboard-Cutter Nelle.

The yacht illustrated in the accompanying drawing was designed
by F. W. Martin, of the new Racine Boat Manufacturing Company, of
Racine, Wis., for Commodore Jesse Searles, of the Racine Y. C,
and is intended for both cruising and racing on Lake Michigan.
The draft being limited by local conditions, a large amount of
beam has been taken, 12ft. extreme beam on 30ft. l.w.l., giving
ample stability and plenty of deck room on each side of the cabin
trunk, but at the same time a very fair and easy form has been
secured, both in the cross sections and the waterllnes. The total over-
hang is quite moderate, but has been disposed to give a very shapely
and pleasing appearance to the topsides, while permitting of a good
ending to the aiagonals. The keel will be of iron, about 7,0001bs., the
centerboard of ^in. iron plate, working tnrough it, the frames will be
of steamed oak, and the planking of IJ^in. cypress, single planked
to the waterline and double planked on the topsides; the
decks will be of white pine IJ^in. square. The interior will

be finished in quartered oak. The depth of the hull allows the center-
board to house under the cabin floor, the after end coming into the
cockpit where the hoisting tackle is rigged, leading aft, so that the
hauling part is near the main sheet. The tackle will run under the
cockpit grating and the chain pipe will take the drainage from the

SAIL PLAN.

cockpit. The yacht will be commenced at once as soon as the new
shop is ready; another similar design has been made by Mr. Martin
for a Chicago yachtsman.

YACHT NEWS NOTES.
Valiant, steam yacht. W. K. Vanderbilt, sailed from New York on

Nov. 19, on a long cruise to the Mediterranean, the Red Sea, and pos-
sibly to Ceylon or the East Indies, the cruise to last ten months. On
board the yacht are Mr. Vanderbilt and his family and a party of
guests.

White Layde, steam yacht, lately under charter to Ogden Goelet,
arrived at Cowes from Newport, R. I., on Nov. 14. having sprung her
mizen mast, stove her skylights and sustained other damage in a gale
on Nov. 9.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
Anonymous communications are not replied to by newspapers now-

Wants a Companion.—Erie, Pa., Nov. 21.—I would like, through the
medium of your valuable publication, to enter into correspondence
with some young man with the object of planning a canoe voyage and
Ashing trip to be taken next summer.—Harry N. Cole (223 West 20th
street, Erie, Pa.).

C. C. M., Philadelphia. Pa.—What is the proper proportion of shot
to use, using 3drs. E. C. powder in a 12-gauge, moderate choke Parker
gun? How should it be wadded to produce best pattern and penetra-.
tion at 40yds. and at 30yds.? Ans. IJgoz. Next the powder use one
pink-edge, one thick felt, and one thin card. Over the shot use a thin
too shot wad. For further information on this subject see Greener's
"Breech Loader, and How to Use It." Postpaid $1.

SAVE YOUR TROPHIES.
Write for Our Illustrated Catalogue

'HEADS AND HORNS."
It gives directions for preparing and preserving

SkinB, Antlers, etc. Also prices for Heads and
Ruga, Birds and Fish, and all kinds of work in Taxi-
dermy.

WARD'S NATURAL SCIENCE ESTABLISHMENT.
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

REWARD
For the first notice of an instance v.-liere the law quoted

in the Game Laws in Brief, prescribing' yame ai-dfisli
seasons of any stale or Terntoi-y, is r.ot the general law
in force at the time of this revision, I will t ive So.
Fof first notice of an erroneous statement of a game or

Bsh season in any State or Territory, or of an omi.sslon
of a prescribed season, I will give §1.
These offers relate to general, not local. laws, and to

lecognized game and flsh (not, for exampie, to the Con-
necticut bobolink, rice ulrtlandrobin season).

Chaeles B. Key>oi,ds.
Office of FOBEST AND STREAM, 31S Bioadway, New York

JPROM the first issue of this paper it has been

used, and for nearly twenty years this particular

space has been occupied by

ABBEY & IMBRIE,
who now say that they have given up advertising at least tor the present.

THE DAVIS HAMMERLESS.
mVLl. GRADE $60.00

Extra Heavy u-iuib id au (irwi" b i

Without Extra Oharga ^ j

Fine and Special Grades to Order, $/S to $200.
SHuOTine QUALITIES (TNSUBPABSKB IN ALL QBADES.

New In design, simple In construction, the parts few In number and Interchangeable.

HAS BEST OF WORKMANSHIP and BEST OF MATERIAL. THROUGHOUT.
Long Breech Frame and through Lugs, Compensating Hinge Joint, Extension Rib and Patent Fore-End.

Cocks by opening the Barrels, and on closing them the Sears and Triggers are both blocked by positive motion
making thfi Gun ABSOIiUTELY !?APE.
SEND FOR PRICE USTS AND DESCRDPTITE CUTS OF THE PATENTED SYSTEM, ETC. TO THE MAKERS.

N. R. DAVIS & SONS (Assonet), Freetown, Mass.
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Forest and Stream Book List.
We are the largest publishers and importers in the United States of Books on Outdoor Sports. For fuller descriptions of many of these works send for the

(free) Forest and Stream Illustrated Catalogue. A.I books sent postpaid on receipt of price. Forest and Stream Publishing Co., 318 Broadway, N. V.

No books exchanged. Registration, if desired, 10 cents extra. Our responsibility ceases after goods have been mailed.

ANGLING. Price.

American Augler's Book. Memorial e. i ion. Noueis $5.50
American Fish and How to Catcli Them l.oo
American Fishes. Large 4to. Goode. Illustrated 3.50
American Game Fishes. Shields 2.50
American Salmon Fishing-. Wells 1.00
Aiig'ling- and Trolling for Pilte 50
Angling on Salt Water 50
Artificial Flies and How to Make Them. Shipley 1.00
Book of the Black Bass. (Fidliing, tools, tackle.) Henshall 3.00
Book on Ang-ling'. Francis 5.25
Domesticated Trout. Livingston Stone 2.50
Favorite Flies and How to Tie Them 5.00
Fish Hatching- and Fish Catching-. Eoosevelt and Green 1.50
Fishing Tackle, Its Material, Etc. Keene. Illustrated 1.50
Fishing- with the Fly. Orvis-Cheney Collection. Illustrated 2.50
Fishing- on American Waters. Genio C. Scott 2.50
Fly-Fishing- and Fly-Making for Trout. With plates 1.50
Fly-Fishing- in Maine Lakes. Stevens. Illustrated 2.00
Fly-Rods and Fly-Tackle. Wells. lUustrated 2.50
Frank Forestei*'s Fish and Fishing 2.50
Moi-e About the Black Bass. Henshall 1.50
Rod and Line in Colorado Waters 1.00
Salmon Fishing. Hallock 1.00
Superior Fishing, or the Striped Bass, Trout, Etc. Roosevelt... 2.00
The Practical Angler. Clark 1.00
The Game Fish of the Northern States. Eoosevelt 2.00
Trout Culture. Slack. Illustrated 1.00
With Fly-Rod and Camera. Samuels. 147 plates— 5.00

BOATING AND YACHTING.
Art of Sailmaking. Illastrated. New edit'on 5.00
Amateur Sailing in Open and Half-Open Boats. Biddle. Illus... 1.50
Boat Building and Sailing. Feison and Kemp. Iliusirated 3.00
Boat Sailing and Management. Prescott 25
Boat Sailor's Manual. Qualtrough 2.00
Canoe and Camp Cookery. "Seneca" 1.00
Canoe and Boat Building for Amateurs. W. P. Stephens 2.00
Canoe Handling and Sailing. C. B. Vaux. New edition 1.00
Canoe, Voyage of the Paper. Bishop 1.50
Canvas Canoes; How to Build Them. Parker B. Field 50
Corinthian Yachtsmen, or Hints on Yachting. Biddle 1.50
Cruises in Small Yachts and Big Canoes. Speed. Illustrated 2.50
Fore and Aft Seamanship for Yachtsmen 50
Forms of Ships and Boats. Bland 75
Four Months in a Sneakbox. Bishop 1.50
Frazar's Practical Boat Sailing 1.00
Hints on Boat Sailing and Racing. Fitzgerald 1.00
Manual of Naval Architecture. White 9.60
Masting and Rigging- of Ships. Kipping. Illustrated 1.00
Marine Engines and Steam Vessels. Murray. Eighth f dition 2.25
Model Yachts. 118 designs and working diagrams. Grosvenor 2.00
Practical Boat Sailing. Davies. Iliustrat d 2.00
Practical Boat Building. Neison. Illustrated 1.00
Rigger's Guide and Seaman's Assistant. Sixth edition. lUustiated. 1.25
Ropes, Their Knots and Splices 50
Sails and Sailmaking. Kipping, N.A. Twelfth edition. Illustrated 1.25
Sailor's Language. W. Clark Eussell. Illustrated 1.25
Sailor's Manual and Handy Book. Qualtrough 3.50
Sailor's Sea Book. Eosser. New edition 1.25
Small Yachts. C. P. Kunhardt. Third edition, enlarged, 470 pages 10.00
Steam Yachts and Launches. Kunhardt. New edition 3.00
The Marine Steam Engine. Sennett. 244 illustrations 6.00
Yacht Architecture, Designing- and Building. Dixon Kemp 16.80
Yacht Building for Amateurs. Bhddle 1.00
Yacht and Boat Sailing. Kemp. Illustrated, 2 vols 10.00
Yacht Designing, Hints to Beginners. Biddle. Illustrated 1.00
Yachts and Yachting. Cozzens. 135 illustrations 2.00
Yachtsman's Guide. Patterson. New edition 5.00
Yachtsman's Handy Book 1.50

HUNTING—SHOOTING.
Adventures on the Great Hunting Grounds of the World 1.00
American Sportsman. Lewis 2.50
Art of Shooting. Lancaster 3.00
Big- Game of North America. Shields 3.50
Bi-eech-Loader. Greener 1.00
Crviising- in the Cascades. Shields 2.00
Field, Cover and Trap Shooting. Bogardus. New edition 2.00
Frank Foi-ester's 'Field Sports, 2 vols 4.00
Game Laws in Brief. With -pictuves from Forest and Stream 25
Gunsmith's Manual, A Practical Guide. Illustrated, 876 pages 2.00
Gun and Its Development, with Notes on Shooting. Greener... 2.50
How I Became a Crack Shot, with Hints to Beginners. Farrow 1.00
Hunting in the Great West. Shields 75
Hints and Points for Sportsmen.. 1.50
Hunting Trips of a Ranchman. Eoosevelt 3.00
Instructions in Rilie Firing. Capt. Blunt 2.00
Letters to Young Shooters. Gallway 2.50
Modern American Rifles 2.00
Modei'u American Pistol and Revolver. Illustrated 1.00
Modern Shotguns. Greener 1.00
Pistol, The 50
Shooting on the Wing 75
Shooting on Upland, Marsh and Stream. Leffingwell 3.50
Shore Birds. Paper 15
Spoi't with Gun and Rod. Cloth, handsomely illustrated 5.00
Sportsman's Paradise, or the Lakelands of Canada. Illustrated.. 3.50
Still-Hunter. Yan Dyke 2.00
Trajectory Tests of Hunting Rifles 50
Wing and Glass Ball Shooting with a Rifle. H. C. Bliss 50
Wild Fowl Shooting. Leffingwell. Half morocco, $3.50; clotli 2,50

THE HORSE.
Diseases of Horses. Dalziel. Paper 75
Dadd's Modern Hoi'se Doctor 1.50
Horse, The, and His Diseases, and Rarey's Method 1.25
Training- the Trotting Horse 3.50
Horse Training Made Easy. Jennings. Illustrated 1.25
Horsemanship for Women. Mead. Illustrated by Parker , 1.25
Mayhew's Horse Doctor. 400 illustrations 3.00
Mayhew's Horse Management 3.00
McClure's Stable Guide 1.00
Saddle Horse and Guide to Riding. Illustrated 1.00 .

Slonehenge on the Horse. English edition, 8vo 3.50
Stonehenge on the Horse. American edition, 12mo 2.00

CA]>IPING AND AD\^NTURE. pri«e.

Adventures in the Wilderness. Murray. Illustrated $1.25
Adirondack Tales. Murray. Illustrated, 2 vols. . each 1.50
Camps and Tramps in the Adirondacks. Northrup 1.25
Camping and Cruising In Florida. With map. BLenshall 1.50

CAMPING AND TRAPPING.
Amateur Trapper. Paper, 50 cts. : cloth 75
Camping and Camp Outfits 1.25
Canoe and Camp Cookery. "Seneca" 1.00
Complete American Trapper. Gibson. Illustrated 1.00
Gipsey Tents and How to Use Them 1.25
Hints on Camping. Henderson. Paper, 25 cts.; cloth. l.OO
Hunter and Trapper. Thrasher 75
Log Cabins and How to Build Them 1.50
Trappers' Guide. Newhouse. New edition l.OO
Woodcraft. "Nessmuk" 1.00

GUIDE BOOKS AND MAPS.
Guide to Moosehead Lake. Farrar. Cloth 1.00
Guide to Richardson and Rangeley Lakes. Farraii. Clotli 1.00
Guide to Adii-ondack Region. Stoddard 25
Guide to Androscoggin Region 1.00
Guide to Lake George 60
Map of Lake George 60
Map of St. Lawrence River 1.00
Map of the Adirondacks. Stoddard 1.00
Map of the Thousand Islands 50
Mountain Trails and Parks in Coloi'ado 1.50
Our New Alaska. Hallock , . 1,50
Pocket Map of Moosehead Lake. Farrar 1.00
Pocket Map of Rangeley Lake Region. Farrar 1.00
Southern California. T. S. Van Dyke 1.60

KENNEL.
American Book of the Dog. Shields 3.50
Book of the Dog. Vero Shaw. With portraits 8,00
Breaking and Training Dogs. Dalziel 2.50
Breeder.s' Kennel Record and Account Book. Large 4to 3.00
Diseases of the Dog. Dalziel 80
Dog, Diseases of. Hill 2.00
Dog- Breaking. Floyd 60
Dog Breaking. Hutchinson. Eighth edition . . 3.00
Dog in Health, Habits and Diseases. Landseer. Illustrated 25
Dogs of Great Bi'itain and America 3.00
Dogs of the British Isles. Stonehenge. Witli 50 plate poi-traits 6.00
Dog, The. Dinks, Mayhew and Hutchinson 3.00
Dog Training vs. Breaking. Hasimond 1.00
Dog Training, First Lessons and Points of Judging. Paper 60
Dogs, Management of. Mayhew. 16mo 76
Dogs, Management and Treatment in Disease. "Ashmont" 2.00
Field Trial Winners 6.00
House and Pet Dogs. lUustrated 60
Modern Dogs of Great Britain and Ireland. Sporting Division. Leb 7.00
Modern Training. Waters 2.00
Pedigree Record Book. 200 pages, fifth generation and index 2.60
Pocket Kennel Record. FuU leather 60
Shaw's Illustrated Book of the Dog 8.00
Stonehenge on the Dog. W^ith portraits 2.60
The Greyhound, Coursing, Breeding and Training. Dalziel 1.26
The Mastitt", History of. M. B. Wynn 2.60
The Collie, History, Points, Etc. Dalziel. Colored portraits l.OO
The Collie. Lee, Illustrated 1.60
The Scientific Education of the Dog for the Gun 2.50
The Sheep Dog. Paper, 50 cts. ; cloth 1.00
The St. Bernard, History, Points, Etc. Dalziel 1.26
The Spaniel and Its Training. Mercer l.OO
The Fox-Terrier. Dalziel 1.00
The Fox-Terrier. Lee. lUusti-ated. New edition 1.60
Training Trick Dogs. Illustrated, paper 26
Youatt on the Dog 2.60

NATURAL HISTORY.
Animal Life of Our Seashore 50
Antelope and Deer of America. Caton 2.60
Baird's Birds of Noi'th America: Land Birds, 3 vols., $30; colored,

$60. Water Birds, 2 vols., $24; colored 60.00
Batty's Taxidermy and Home Decoration. 44 illus., new edition 1.50
Big Game of North America. Shields 3.50
Book of Pigeons. Illustrated 8.00
Cage Birds and Sweet Warblers 2.00
Cage and Singing Birds. Adams 50
Coues' Check List of North American Birds. Illustrated 3.00
Cones' Key to North American Birds. Illustrated 7.60
Guide to the Study of Insects. Packard 6.00
Holden's Book of Birds. Paper 26
Insects, How to Mount. Manton 60
Life on the Seashore. Emerton 1.50
Manual of North American Birds. Eidgway 7 50
Names and Portraits of Birds. Troibull. 90 illustrations 2.50
Naturalist's Guide. Mayxard 1.26
Nests and Eggs of Birds of the United States. Gentry 20.00
Nests and Eggs of North American Birds. Davies 1.76
Our Common Birds and How to Know Them 1.50
Our Own Birds. New edition 1.50
Pheasant Keeping for the Amatem-. lUustrated 1.50
Taxidermy and Zoological Collecting. Hornaday, lUustrated 2.60
Taxidermy AVithout a Teacher. Manton 60
Taxidermists' Manual. Brown. Illustrated; $1; paper 60

MISCELLANEOUS.
Adventures on the Great Hunting Grounds of the World l.OO
Blackfoot Lodge Tales. Grinnell 1 75
City Boys in the Woods. Wells 2.50
Ferrets, Their Breeding and Hunting 2n
Mountain Trails and Parks in Colorado. Illustrated 150
Old St. Augustine, Florida. Reynolds. Illustrated 1.00
Pawnee Her'o Stoi'ies and Foll^-Tales. Grinnell 1.75
Poems of the Rod and Gun. McLellan 1 .26
Poultry, Illustrated Book of 5.00
Practical Pigeon Keeper. Wright 1.50
Practical Poultx-y Keeping. Beals 1.50
Sam Level's Camps. Robinson l.OO
Uncle Lisha's Shop. Robinson ,' I.OO
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The Forest and Stream is put to press

on Tuesdays. Correspondence intended for

publication should reach us by Mondays and
as much earlier as may be practicable.

Christmas Books.
Every year just about Christmas time we receive by

mail and telegraph many orders for books from persons

who have put off until the last moment the purchasing of

their holiday gifts. When these customers have finally

made up their minds what it is that they want, they wish

to have their orders filled at once—by telegraph, if that

were possible.

This year we urge those who contemplate sending to us

for their Christmas gifts to forward their orders at once,

so that they may be sure to receive in time whatever it is

that they desire. About Christmas time all business

people are pushed- to their utmost to fill their orders; the

mails and express companies are overwhelmed with par-

cels; transportation is slower than at other times, and

mistakes in the delivery are likely to occur. It will,

therefore, be a real advantage to our customers as well as

a great help to ourselves if orders can be sent in at once.

To facilitate this, by aiding customers to making a

selection, we print in this issue a very full descriptive list

of our books covering two pages of Forest and Streajni.

To this list we refer such of our friends as may contem-

plate ordering books for the holidays. In it will be found

standard works on all forms of out door sports, and at all

sorts of prices, so that a selection should not be diflScult.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHINE CO.

• • • 318 Broadway, New York. • • • ..

THE MASSACHUSETTS TROUT LAW.

The proceedings instituted by Mr. "Walter L. Gilbert,

of Massachusetts, to test the meaning of the statute for-

bidding the sale of trout during the close season has just

been terminated by a decision adverse to ]Mr. Gilbert

handed down by the Supreme Court.

Mr. Gilbert is engaged in the industry of ti-out culture.

He raises fisb. for the market and has long been contend-

ing for the privilege of marketing them in the close sea-

son. He was the author and promoter of a bill in the

Legislature to permit the sale of artificially reared trout

at times when wild trout might not be taken. The bill

was defeated, its opponents contending, and rightly, that

thus to open the market for domestic trout would result

in the captui'e and sale of wild trout.

Then, throwing consistency to the winds, Mr. Gilbert

claimed that the law already existing gave him the very
privilege which he had been endeavoring to secure by the

proposed new law. He contended that the statute forbid-

ding the sale of trout in close time was intended to apply

only to wild trout; and that in despite of it he might law-

fully seU his cultivated fish. To test the case he sold one

of his own trout in the close time, and induced a friend to

lodge complaint and institute a prosecution. The lower

courts decided against him and he appealed to the

Supreme Coui-t, which (in the opinion printed in fuU in

our angling columns) declares that artificially bred fish

are not exempt from the provisions of the statute. The
court further holds that such a law is constitutional, even
though "owners of property may thereby to some extent

be restricted in its use," for '-it has often been declared

that all property is acquired and held under the tacit con-

dition that it shall not be so used as to destroy or greatly

impair the public rights and interests of the community."
This outcome of Mr. Gilbert's putting the statute to the

test is just what we predicted it would be. There is a

vast deal more of bed-rock constitutionality in the fish

and game laws than many lay critcis give them credit

for; and the more clearly the principles of protective legis-

lation are comprehended, so much the more reasonable

and constitutional do the statutes reveal themselves to be.

We have never fully shared the ferocious opinion that

Mr. GHbei-t should be drawn and quartered for his as-

sault upon the trout law. We are quite ready to believe

that he has been engaged in an honest fight for what he
thought to be his individual rights. Now that the courts

have fomd against him, and that his eflcorts have resulted

only in demonstrating the impregi^bility of the statute

he was contesting, we trust that he may still flind abun-

dant reward for his commendable enterprise as a trout

culturist, with the opportunities afforded him vmder the

law as it stands.

AN APPEAL FROM "PISECO."

The story was told the other day of the experience of

"Piseco" (Capt. L. A. Beardslee, of the Navy) and his com-

mand in the terrible storm which swept the Sea Islands

last August; and some account was given of the devasta-

tion then wrought, and of the suffering which followed.

But the half has not been told, nor can it be told, of the

desperate condition of the survivors. The storm destroyed

everything—houses, clothing, food, crops. The people,

some thirty thousand of them, were left absolutely desti-

tute of the means of subsistence, without even the opportu-

nity of working to earn food. All that now stands be-

tween them and death by starvation, cold and disease, is

the supply of rations, clothing and medicine contributed

from outside and issued to them under the direction of the

Red Cross.

By virtue of his position as commandant of the Naval

Station on Paris Island, Capt. Beardslee has had thrust

upon him the responsibility of caring for the hundreds of

helpless people on the island, and, assisted by Mrs.

Beardslee, he has been acting as Miss Barton's agent on
the island. For months Capt. and IVIrs. Beardslee have

been surrounded by this misery and distress, to the miti-

gation of which their daily thought and endeavor have

been devoted. To bear up imder this constant strain, we
may well believe, has called for fortitude in an imusual

degree.

With the coming of cold weather the condition

of the storm sufferers is more desperate than before.

The demand for succor should be answered more promptly

and more generously than ever before.

Because of the pleasant, and in a way intimate, rela-

tion which "Piseco," as a contributor to Forest and
Stream, has so long enjoyed with its readers, and because

we honor him for the noble work he is doing and for the

lofty spirit which animates him in that work, we second

his appeal in behalf of the storm sufferers of the Sea
Islands.

" Thus it stands," he writes. "There are 30,000 Ameri-
can, citizens who must be almost entirely supported by
charity xmtil they can get a spring crop in April or May.
Unless they are furnished with food they will starve; with
bedding, they will die from exposure; with medicines,

they will perish of fever. Everything not perishable is

needed, especially money to buy lumber, nails, brick and
hardware to rebuild the houses; cast-off and warm cloth-

ing, cooking utensils, pans, pots, spoons, &c. Most of the

express companies send free all articles directed to

MISS CLARA BARTON,
President Red Cross Association,

For Storm Sufferers, Beaufort, S. C.

Articles sent to the Clyde S. S. Co., Pier 39, East River,

New York, then to care of James E. Edgarton, Agent,

will be forwarded to Beaufort free.

MEDAL AND DIPLOMA.
The World's Fair medal, which is to come to Forest

AND Stream one of these days, will be of bronze and in

diameter a half-inch more than the width of this column.
The design has been submitted to the Secretary of the

Treasiu-y by Aug. St. Gaudens and the medals will be
ready for dehvery in about six months. The obverse side

bears a figure of Columbia, which in this particular

instance is typical of the character of the Forest and
Stream as a national journal—national in scope, in sym-
pathy, in influence, in warm support. On the reverse

will be a figure of Youth, which on our individual medal
will signify that the prize-winning sportsmen's journal

of America will never lose the buoyancy, the vigor, the

enthusiasm, the sprightliness and the joyance of the

youthful spirit.

The diplomas wiU be ready with the medals. Mr. John
Boyd Thatcher announces that the matter to be placed on
each diploma wiU be limited to 300 words. Now does
any one dream that it will be possible to put into 300

words aU that ought to be said about the Forest and
Stream's exhibit at Chicago?

THIRTY-SIX PAGES.
This issue contains thirty-six pages, provision thus

being made for the prompt giving of our annual list of all

the field trial winners of the year.

SOME FOREST AND STREAM CONTRIBUTORS.—

L

COL. SAMUEL WEBBER—"VON W."

No ONE who should have seen "Von W." in mature
life, standing over 6ft. 2in. in his stockings, would have
supposed that he was such a puny infant that his grand-

mother made a standing joke of having put him in the

coffee-pot when a baby (in 1823); but it was, perhaps, due
to that very delicacy in infancy that he owed the robust-

ness of later years.

His father, an old physician, devoted as much care to

his physical development as to his mental education, and
he was brought up, like most country boys, to groom and
drive the horses, take care of the cows and pigs, hoe corn
and potatoes, and saw and chop wood, and encouraged to

frequent holidays in the woods and fields. Like Christo-

pher North, he became a fisherman as soon as he was
breeched, and at twelve years old was the possessor of an
old-fashioned French flint-lock fowling piece and was a
pretty fair rifle shot.

From that time until he left home at seventeen to get a
mechanical education in the

mills and shops at Lowell,

all his holidays were spent

in the woods, and if neither

fish nor game were in season

he collected wild flowers

and rare plants. In those

boyhood days, from 1836 to

1841, the hills of the Con-
necticutVaUeywereclothed

^ with a heavy old growth of

.J:

oak, beech and chestnut,
' ~

• the abode of numerous gray
squirrels, and it was no uncommon thing to get half a
dozen before breakfast any good autumn morning. But
the advent of the railroads in New Hampshire has
stripped the hills of those trees, and gray squirrels are

usually scarce, though "Von W." reported an unusual
invasion of them last year. This was the favorite game
of his early years and gave him skill with the rifle as

well as with the shotgun. Ruffed grouse were always
more accessible in the old woods than in the present

sprout lands which have taken their place, though there •

are possibly more birds now than then. But as yet
sporting dogs were almost unknown in the country towns;
wing shooting was a hidden art, and "Von W." says he
never claimed to be anything more than a fair shot on the
wing, though he often took a squirrel on the jump.
His especial weakness was trout fishing, and he had the

reputation among his townsmen of being able "to catch
trout out of a stone wall," and in fact, some of the moun-
tain brooks were little else in late summer.
During the first half-dozen years of his mill life his

annual "fortnight's vacation" was always obtained in June
and spent on the trout brooks of New Hampshire and
Vermont, and in later Life, when more deeply engaged in
business, he always found time to slip off once in a while,

for a day or even a half day, to some neighboring stream
or old nook known as a haunt of ruffed grouse or gray
squirrels, or perhaps to a woodcock cover, and by the
active exercise in the open air keep himself in good fight-

ing physical condition. Always very fond also of eques-
trian exercise, he spent many hours every year in the
saddle, until he met an injury received from a fall due to
the breaking of the transom bolt of a wagon in 1861 while
driving in the rain to inspect a camp ground for use by
the battery of artillery, which he had raised, as well as
two of the New Hampshire regiments. This mishap dis-

qualified him for service in the field, as weU as for future
saddle exercise. It, however, in no way interfered with
his pedestrian powers, and since 1871 when he gave up
"miU life" and devoted himself to the practice of his pro-
fession as a hydrauUc engineer, he has been able to devote
many odd days to the trout, as well as some to the birds

and squirrels, and when in 1876 he was appointed chair-

man of the New Hampshire Fish and Game Commission,
he visited many of the waters of the State with the view
of stocking them.

In coimection with Ms colleague, the late A. H. Powers,
Col. Webber introduced the "winninish," or landlocked
salmon, into New Hampshire, and built the first State
hatching house at Livermore Falls, in 1877. He also
planned and superintended the erection of the fishway
over the Amoskeag FaUa, at Manchester, N. H,, one of
the most successful ones ever built,

A year in '50-51 was spent in Europe, where he served
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as one of the jurors on machinery, at the original "Crystal

Palace" in Hyde Park, and after his return he arranged

the interior of the one on Eesei-voir Square in New York,

afterward destroyed by fire. He was one of the judges at

the Centennial in Philadelphia in 1876, serving on four

groups; judge at Atlanta in 1880, and laid out Machinery
Hall in New Orleans in 1884, and arranged the engines

and shafting. The title of Colonel, by which "Von W."
is commonly known, was earned by service as aide-de-

camp to the Governor of New Hampshire in '61-2-3,

in charge of camp grounds for new regiments.

A subscriber in early life to the old Spirit of the Times,

"Von W." was well acquainted with many of the "Spirit

Crowd," Wm. T. Porter, "Frank Forester," Phil Anthon,

cum multis aliis, of the old sporting writers. His pro-

fessional duties have carried him into every State in the

Union east of the Mississippi, and he has been over most

of the country from Nova Scotia to New Orleans, though

his fishing and shooting have been confined to New Eng-

land, taking in Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont and
Massachusetts, with whose waters he is pretty familiar.

Though fast approaching the allotted period of three

score and ten, "Von W.'s" love for the woods and the

waters, the fields and the flowers, and "all that dwell

therein" are undiminished, and though he can not discern

the sights of a rifle as well as of yore, he can stiU cast a

fly or wield a paddle, though he prefers a mountain

stream to the cramped confinement of a boat or canoe.

DANVIS FOLKS.-XVI.

Going Fishing.

At an early horn- the two anglers were behind the
woodshed.Pelatiah turning the moist soil, dotted withgreen
tufts of young motherwort and catnip, while Uncle Lisha
stooped before him, turning the clods with his fingers end
picking up the lusty worms as they were disclosed.

"The 's sati'faction in fishin' from the fust start," he
said as he dropped a worm into the battered teapot be-

tween his feet. "More 'n there is in huntin'. You don't

see nothin' afore you when you're puttin' paowder int'

your horn an' shot int' your bag. But when you grab
holt of a worm's head an' feel him a lettin' go of the airth,,

slow an' reluctan', you c'n eenamost feel a traout snatcbr-

in' at him. An' there bein' worms goes to show the' must
he fish, bein' that they was made for one'nother. There,
Peltier, I b'lieve we've got 'nough," and he arose, straight-

ening his spine with the backs of both grimy hands which
he then brushed on his trousers, and the two set forth,

A dappled sky, filtering soft streams of sunshine, and a
constant waft of south wind invited them; the long
whistle of meadowlarks called them, and a highhole on
a dry stub drummed a rapid, ringing roll to accelerate
their steps.

Presently they came to a thicket that hordered the
brook, where gray stumps of departed trees stood half
disclosed among the misty ramage of saphngs and the
dark pyramids of young evergreens, and where yellow
beds of adder tongue mimicked sunlight, while spears of

bloodroot pierced their own green shields and the first

moose flowers splashed the shadows with their white
blossoms.
As they entered it a partridge uttered a note of alarm

and went hurtling away out of a flurry of dead leaves,

and a woodchuck smothered his own querulous whistle

as he retreated into his newly opened hole.

Uncle Lisha, feeling in his pocket for his knife, slowly
searched for a proper rod.

"An' the's consid'able enj'yment gittin' a pole," he con-
tinued, as if his discourse had suffered no interruption.

"You don't wanter be tu fast, er you'll be lierble tu run
awoy f'm good ims an' git desput an' take up wi' a mean
un, jest as lots o' folks du in this world, 'goin' through the
woods an' takin' up wi' a crooked stick,' at last. Then
agin, you don't want tu be tew slow an' perticlar er you
won't never git tu fisliin'. An' arter all there will be dis-

app'intments, Peltier," he went on, bending down a sap-

Ung and slashing it from the stump. "You pick you aout
one 'at looks all right, but when you come to trim it, it's

crookeder 'an a snarled waxed eend, eriess it's top-heavy,
er suthtn', an' that's the way o' the world agin. But you
don't want tu give uj) fer that, an' say the' haint no decent
gals—^fishpoles, I mean, an' say you'll be dumned if you
try tu go a-flshin', fer the's just as good fishpoles stan'in'

as ever was cut, an' the's lots o' fun waitin' for you, tu git

your sheer,"
"When you've got a holt o' the best lookin' one the' is

an' it turns out tu be brittler'n dry popple, what's the use

o' tryin' to pick aout another?" Pelatiah asked as he care-

lessly trimmed a young birch.

"It wan't nothin' hut dry popple an' you misjudged,"
Uncle Lisha answered as he neatly trimmed the branches
and knots from his pole, * 'an' you wanter try agin, not
seddaown an' mump."
He put the finishing touches to his work, snapped his

knife shut against his hip and began to tie on his line.

"I don' cal'late the' 's as much fun gittin' ready for
huntin' as the' is fishin'. You buy your gun er borry it an'

you do' know what it's goin' t' du, maybe kick you Uke
all possess' an' kill nothin'. If it's one you've hed you
know aU abaout it, an' haint no expectations one way ner
t'other. An' you don' make it er fin' it, o'ny feed it so
much paowder an' tow an' shot. I don' cal'late these fel-

lers 'at has 'em a j'inted pole, wi' a leetle brass windlass
on 't, gits half the enjyment we du. They must feel al-

lers afeered o' breakin' on 'em er suthin' an' they must
feel almighty mean to be a foolin' fish wi' them feather
contraptions. Fishes' feelin's orter be considered some.
We give 'em the chance o' gettin' suthin' good. They
offer 'em nothin' more 'n dry hus's. But le's we git tu
fishin'."

The trout were as plenty and as hungry as they had
been the day before and gave these simple anglers aU the
sport they desired, wherein, if no fine art of the craft was

exercised, much good judgment and knowledge of the
habits of the shy trout were displayed.
Making their slow way down the stream, they crept

stealthily up to every promising place, taking here a
wary old trout from his log-roofed stronghold or root-

netted hiding place, and there, three or four from be-
neath a circling raft of foam bells that slowly wheeled
and undulated at the foot of a tiny waterfall, reinforced
with new bubbles as others burst and keeping ever the
same.

They came to an alder-arched bit of water that looked
promising, but there was no chance to make a cast.

Uncle Lisha hunted the bank for a chip, which being
found, he coiled his line upon it and set it afloat. It went
tossing and whirling down stream among the shadows and
the sparkle of rapids, uncoiUng the line as it went, till it

was aU out and the baited hook was drawn overboard, and
with a wavering plunge went out of sight.

There was a sharp tug, responded to by a too vigorous
strike, and a fine trout came flying out of the water with
a long, upward curve thathung him on an alder bush 6ft.

above the brook.
Uncle Lisha waded down stream to secm-e him, begin-

ning to discourse again as he splashed cautiously along
the slippery bottom.
"As I was sayin', I cal'late fishin' is better'n huntin'

most any way you take it. You're more sartain o' gittin'

suthin' as a gin'l thing, an' ef you don't you don't feel no
wuss ner nigh so tired. An' what you git, you git, an'

what you waound, goes off an' gits well, stiddy a hngerin'
an' suff'rin' an' dyin' mis'able. Then agin—

"

He was reaching up for the danghng fish, rising on his

toes, "it's soothiner," both feet slipped, and with a great
splash he sat down, half damming the current that swirled
and gurgled about his hips.

"Yes," he reiterated stoutly as Pelatiah helped him to

arise and regain the bank, "It's soothiner, but I won't
say I like it quite so dumbed soothin'. But I don't keer
a dam, I've got the fish."

His clothes were rung out and they fared forward, the

A SNAP-SHOT ON "ton TV."

old man stiU enjoying the sport while his -trousers slowly
dried in the genial air.

The brook babbled its endless story to them. From dis-

tant meadows came the songs of meadowlarks, the cackle

of flickers and the long wail of a plover. On the soft

breath of the south wind were wafted past them in

wavering flight the first butterflies, purposeless of aught
but mere enjoyment.

"It's soothiner," he repeated, "on accaount o' hunting
bein' excitiner. You git more time tu sit an' think abaout
nothin' an' look araound an' listen an' git tu feeUn' peace-
able, when the luck haint tu almighty bad. But that
don't make a feUer so grumpy an' rantakerous as onlucky
huntin'. When I ben a humpin' over ol' boots and shoes
till I do' know myself by srneU or feelin' f'm a side o' so'

luther, the' haint nothin' 'at fetches me tu myself agin
like goin' a-fishin'. I'd livser git a mess 'an tu not, feelin'

better carryin' hum a respectible string an' hevin' more
pluck tu go agin female opposition nex' time the fit takes
me, but if I don't git enough tu raise a smell in the pan,
I've hed me my fishin'. I've seen the brook an' heard it

a-talkin' tu itself an' mebby to me, I do' know, an' like

'nough seen some odd capers o' birds er animals an' got
the kinks aouten my joints an' so don't caount I've lost

the day.
"Ssh-h. See that pleggid mink."
He pointed out the lithe, alert dusky form poised on

the verge of a brookside boulder, intently scanning the
eddying current beneath, and the two watched him make
a noiseless arrowy plunge, and emerge with his writhing
prey and bear it into the net-barred fastnesses of the
bank.

"An' he's a hevin' his leetle fishin' tu, which I don't be-

gretch it tu him, seein' he does it so slick an' handy."
"An' naow, Peltier, I guess we might as weU caU it

we've got enough. We might git more but we do' wanter
be hawgs. You've got a string o' fish 'at ought tu make a
man happy an' contented an' fergit lots o' trouble, an' I

hope it does, better'n all Hamner's pizen, which it's hopesin'

you've forsook. Naow, whenever you git daown-hearted
go a-fishin'. You'd a leetle druther hev it a good day, but
go anyway if you can't make the weather an' you're
feelin' starve."

So they took their way homeward in the gathering
twilight, with the vibrant purr of the toads ringing all

about them, and now and then a startled bird scurrying
out of the dead grass before them.

"See the pooty pooties, bubby," said Uncle Lisha,

dangling his string of fish before the dehghted eyes and
reaching hands of Sam's baby. "No, couldn't hev 'em
naow, bubby, but when he gete big an' wears trouses he
shell go 'long wi' LTncle Lisher an' ketch snags on 'em, an'

mammy'U cook 'em an' tell us tu go ag'in,'

EOWLAND E. EOBINSON.

OUR FORESTS AND STREAMS.

Their Destruction and Necessary Preservation.

Nest to and co-equal with food, wood and water are

the first necessities of life, whether savage or civilized;

nor can any food except fruit, be properly fitted for the
use of man, without the aid of both. The explorer, the
emigrant, the miner, and the sportsman, aU seek for

them at the end of the day, as essential needs for the
shelter and rest of the night, and the classes to which I

have referred, are all well a\\ are how essential to each
other are these two great factors of existence.

The wood will not grow without the water, nor can the
water be so retained and preserved as to yield its full

share of blessings to man without the aid of the woods to

protect the soil from the burning rays of the sun, and
check the consequent evaporation in the heats of summer,
while the annual fall of the leaves in autumn, aided by
the mosses which have grown up under the shade, retain

the water of the winter's snows, when melted by the
coming spring, and yield them gently and slowly to the
streams, through thousands of hidden channels, to find

their way in due time to the sea, whence drawn up by
the sun, they return to the earth in rain, and perform
their annual and ceaseless round of beneficence.

This is no new topic, and my words may seem hack-
neyed and tiresome, but the questions of forest preserva-

tion and water supply form one of the greatest engineer-

ing problems of the immediate future, and I write them
as one, because they are so intimately and inseparably

connected that it is impossible to divide them, and because
the water supply of New England, to speak of my own
knowledge, is already being perceptibly diminished by the
destruction of her forests.

I am writing from a quiet country village on the baixks

of the Connecticut Eiver, where I was born many years

ago, and to which I have returned withui a few years,

after a busy life, mostly spent among the great water-

powers which have grown up on our sister river of New
Hampshire, the Merrtmac, having commenced my ap-

prenticeship to mechanics and engineering in the then
new city of Lowell 52 years ago, and having seen the
first water%vheel put in motion in what is now the busy city

of Lawrence. I have seen these cities grow up until the

water power which brought them into existence was util-

ized to its full original capacity, and seen dams raised,

new canals dug and extra "flowage rights" purchased,

the channels from Wtnnesquam and Winnepesaukee
deepened, and every possible means employed and pre-

caution taken to save the greatest quantity of the annual
spring surplus of nature's precious fluid, and steam engines

added to keep the mills in steady operation during the

year, until the amount of steam power in Lowell equals,

if it does not exceed, the full provisions for water, and
doubles of itself the full scheme of the original pro-

jectors.

After six years at Lowell and five years at Lawrence I

spent four years on the Chicopee Eiver, at Springfield,

Mass., and then returned to the Merrimac, at Manchester.
N, H., where beside some interregnums, I resided for 16

years. All this time I have seen the rivers shrink to lower
and lower levels in the summer droughts, as the forests

were gradually destroyed around their sources in the

White Mountain region, and the spring freshets become
more destructive to roads and bridges and arable land
along the meadows on their banks, and the steam engines

called into more constant use, until it is a question asked
by many people, although I must say I do not agree witn
them—Is water power w-orth having:

It was not, however, my recollections of nay experiences

among the waterpowers, which have prompted this

article. It was the sight of a couple of loads of huge
oak logs, which I saw yesterday morning, on their way
to a sawmill just behind my residence. This mill was
built some thirty or more years ago, for a boot and shoe
factory, and was for some years quite successful, but the

death of one of the partners in the business, and the

greater economy of manufacture in the region of south-

ern New Hampshire and eastern Massachusetts, where the
business has concentrated, rendering an isolated factory

unprofitable, caused the abandonment of the enterprise,

and a larger steam engine was put into the building, and
its purposes diverted to stripping the neighboring bills of

their remaining forests.

The manufactm-e of pargetized kerosene cans, made of

sapling pine, and saturated with glue, was carried on for

some years, but was finally taken to another town, where
cheaper rents and a more abundant supply of second^

growth pine was offered, and for three or four years past

the shop has been employed in getting out chair stock,

which is sawed out here in the rough and sent down into

Massachusetts to some of the large furniture factories, to

be put together and finished. A word or two will de-

scribe the situation. This is no new village just started

in the edge of the woods; it was settled nearly 150 years

ago, and was a frontier fort in the time of the old French
War, and an important shire-town at the beginning of

the century, and claimed among its inhabitants some of

the most jjrominent lawyei-s in the State, and had at one
time 1,800 population, now shrunk to barely 1,600.

It stands on a gravelly terrace about 100ft. above the

beautiful meadows, or "intervale," as it used to be called,

of the Connecticut, just about midway between its sources

and its mouth. These meadows are here about a mile

wide, and are inclosed by parallel ranges of hills in New
Hampshire and Vermont rising from 35 to 5U0f t. above

the river in the first ranges, which are backed by success-

ively higher elevations, until they reach the Green Moun-
tains on the one side and, the backbone of New Hampshire
on the other. This gravelly terrace, jutting out from the

eastern hills, was probably once the bed of an old glacial

lake, the ice and the waters being held back by the bold

rocky cliffs which close in on the river at Bellows Falls,

eight miles below. It is permeated with veins of bog-

iron sand, which render the water derived from wells

t somewhat unpalatable for drinking, being decidedly

chalybeate, and entirely unsuitable for laundry purposes,

and the consequence is that the main sux^ply of water for

I the village has for many years been derived from copious
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springs whicli broke out all along the base of the eastern
hills, and here, at last, we come to the point of my story.
For years past the supply of water from these springs has
been becoming more and more uncertain as the hills
were stripped of their clothing of wood, and the difficulty
became serious last year, in the late summer of 1893.
This was followed by a very cold January this year, 1893,
with but little snow, and the consequence was that nearly
all the lead pipes from the springs froze up and burst,
giving the village plumber all the business he could
attend to for many weeks this spring, and freezing all the
email brooks up solid, and destroying all the trout, for
which this section was once famed.
Although occasional showers have kept the surface of

the ground in a moister condition this year, so that agri-
culture has not been materially interfered with

,
yet there

has not been rain enough to fill the springs, and many
families are to-day suffering from want of their accus-
tomed supply of water.

This may seem trivial, but the greatest results are
brought about from an accumulation of small causes, and
there are probably hundreds of New England villages
that can tell the same story of the extinction or diminu-
tion of their water supply, due to the destruction of the
forests,

"Many a little makes a mickle," as the old Scotch pro-
verb says, and these notes of the effects of forest destruc-
tion in one New Hampshire village, multiplied by the
number of instances to which it is equally applicable,
show the serious dangers which threaten our water
supply.
There is still another point of importance to New

Hampshire which at first sight might be sneered at by
the "Gradgrind" school of political economists, and that
is the value of the forests to the State as an attraction to
summer visitors.

Independent of the great beauty they add to the scenery,
and the welcome shade they offer in the heats of sum-
mer to the mountain climber and the glen explorer, they
keep the streams full and supply the lover of field sports
witli that most delightful of all recreations, trout fishing,
which is one of the great attractions to the hosts of visi-

tors to the White Mountains, who on a conservative esti-

mate are said to leave in the State $5,000,000 annually.
To return to my observation of facts as a practical and

pertinent illustration. Up to the time of opening the
Connecticut River system of railroads, up this valley in
1847-9, the ranges of hills on either side the river were
practically heavily clothed with hard wood timber, maple,
oak, beech, birch and chestnut, with a few remaining
pines and hemlocks.
The great bulk of the pine timber had been cleared

years before, though I well remember, when a small boy,
more than sixty years ago, being taken by my father to

see the bonfires one evening, where they were burning the
pine logs in piles, where they were cut to clear a small
piece of land near the village. There were a few old Nor-
way pines left on top of the Vermont ridge, and some
small lots of white pines belonging to old estates. The
Norways have long since gone, and aU the white pines ex-
cept a few which served to mark the boundary lines, or
grew on ledges or ridges inaccessible to any mode of con-
veyances. The straight oaks and chestnuts were con-
verted into railway sleepers and ties as fast as possible,

and the tops and branches used for fuel for the engines.
Luckily for the lovers of the forests, coal is now cheaper
than wood, and the roads all burn that for fuel instead,

and it is rapidly coming into use for all domestic purposes,
for which, on the basis that one ton of coal is equal to two
cords of wood, it is cheaper.
The destruction of the old chestnuts and oaks has ex-

terminated the gray squirrels, of which my gun furnished
many a good famUy dinner fifty years ago. and the trout
brooks, from which my rod secured many a Sunday's
breakfast in spring and early summer, are deserted for-

ever by their spotted denizens, who have either been
boiled or frozen.
A dozen or more years ago when, as a member of the

New Hampshire Fish and Game Commission, I was ex-
amining the waters of the State with a riew of restocking
them, and particularly of restoring the salmon to the
Slerrimac and Connecticut rivers, in both of which they
were once abundant, I met my old friend, the late Hon.
Geo. G. Fogg, who had returned from serving his country
as Minister to Switzerland, and he said to me that "our
labors would be useless unless we began at the other end
and restored the forests first."

He had seen in the coui-se of his residence abroad the
damages which had been caused in years past by the
mountain torrents in the spring in both Switzerland and
Germany, and studied the forestry laws which those

nations have adopted to compel the land owners to cut
only full grown trees, and forbidding them to strip the
hillsides entirely of all the wood, great and small. As the
result of such observation he made the remark above
quoted, and the correctness of it has been proved by the
fact that several brooks, \Vhich I have since then restocked
in the Connecticut Eiver Valley, have been again stripped

of their trout by the dry summers, and the result of my
•labors entirely destroyed.

Thus, as I have said, from minor and trivial facts as

illustrations, I have drawn up to my point of the import-
sance of the preservation of our forests as the conservators
themselves of our water supj)ly.

Either by State or national legislation the cutting of

"natural growth" timber less than 12in. diameter at a
height of 3ft. above the ground should be forbidden, and
by this I intend to exempt all artificial plantations, such
as may be grown for use as "hoop, hop or bean iJoles,"

and should also compel the removal from the forests of

all the refuse of tops and branches as well as of the mer-
chantable timber instead of leaving it on the gi-ound to

be kindled by a spark from the fire or pipe of some care-

less sportsman or heedless boy and thus destroy miles of

forest to no purpose. It may be said that the State has
no right to interfere with private property, to which I

reply that the health and welfare of the whole people are

always considered as superior and paramount to the pe-

cuniary rights of individuals, and that the same law of

eminent domain which is exercised in laying out railways
and determining many public rights is equally appUcable
to prevent the undue destruction of the forests, when it

can be shown that such destruction is far-reaching and
harmful in itself.

The State of New Hampshire foolishly sold all its "wild
lands," about the heads of its principal rivers, "for a
mere song," to himber speculators twenty-five years ago,

but many of the other States yet own such lands in their
own right, and with them as with the National Govern-
ment, there is no difficulty in enacting the necessary
laws, while as above stated, it seems to me that the ap-
plication of the laws of eminent domain will permit all

the States to accomplish the same purpose of forest pre-
servation. It is often said that there are more acres
growing up to wood in New England than are being
cleared, but I am skeptical as to the truth of the state-
ment, for I know that from the highest hill-top in town
I cannot see half the woodland which was visible in my
young days, and where a tree had to be climbed then,
after reaching the summit, to get a view there is now a
barren quartz rock with a few blueberry bushes growing
up round it, whereas the eye has a clear sweep of from
twenty to forty miles in every direction.
Should this pi-ocess of devastation continue, as it has

within my recollection, the hills of New Hampshire will
in time be left as bare as those of Spain or Judea, which
tax both faith and imagination, to conceive of as ever
having been the promised Canaan, "flowing with milk
and honey."
So much for prevention; let us now look at another

side of the question, greater economy in the use of wood,
and the substitution of other material for various pur-
poses. I spoke of the loads of "oak logs," coming into
the miU, to be cut up into "chair stock." Surely here is

a chance for the mechanic and metallurgist to devise
chairs and tables of brass or steel tubing, as well as bed-
steads, which latter can be seen any day in New York,
near Union Square, imported from Birmingham, and sold
if my memory serves me, for §20, as light, neat, clean and
affording no harbor for noxious insects.

Another great object to be attained is a metallic railway
tie or sleeper, to which purpose thousands—I know not
how many—cords of wood are devoted annually. European
engineers are experimenting on this matter, and it is high
time we were attending to it ourselves. There are so many
purposes for which wood is indispensable tha,twe must use
every effort to presence it for them.
Another great cause of forest destruction is the manu-

facture of wood pulp for paper, and here nature offers a
multitude of substitutes, many of them even better fitted

for the purpose than wood, although at present the first

cost may not be so low. The dry stalks of fiax, where it

has been raised only for the seed, all the plants of the
nettle tribe, aU the milkweeds, the stalks of the cotton
plant, are all valuable paper materials, and I see in a paper
before me to-day that some establishment in Kansas has
succeeded in making paper from stmflower stalks! There
are surely annual vegetables enough which can be grown
in suflicient abundance to furnish materials for paper
stock, without destroying the forests which preserve the
other great necessary for its manufacture, the waterl
Then again, like the inhabitants of all older countries,

we must have more brick and stone houses to live in, in-

stead of contenting ourselves with "shingle palaces," The
extra first cost will in time be saved in insurance. Our
ancestors found the New World an imbroken forest, and
hewed their way into it with axe and saw in the best
practicable manner. Their descendants, following the
methods which were a necessity then, but are an extrava-
gance now, bid fair to leave it a desert, like the Old World
countries of which I have spoken already, and it behooves
every one who is able, by voice or pen, to warn his country-
men in time of the dangers wliich may follow if the laws
of Nature are heedlessly broken. Sam. Webber.

WHAT IS A SALAMANDER?
BY DR. R. W. SHUFELDT.

Ali, sorts of opinions in history, both past and present,

have been entertained as to what the nature of a sala-

mander is. Aristotle, who wrote when science was com-
paratively in its infancy, believed that there were some
animals so constituted that they were incombustible. In
proof of this he cited the salamander, which "when it

walks through fire, extinguishes it." JEllian, too, evi-

dently believed this to be the case, and although he is

careful to state that salamanders are not born of fire, nor
is that their natural habitat ; yet when the bellows of the
forger fad to quicken the flame on his forge, there is a
salamander near, and the only remedy is to find and de-
stroy it. Phny, another sage of early time, firmly de-
clared that the saliva of a salamander applied to any
part of the body whatever would cause the hair to fall

out ; consequently we find Dioscorides referring to pre-

listic moderns refer to the spirits of fire as the salaman-
ders of that element, and it is by no means uncommon
even to-day to find people in plenty who still have the
salamander myth in their minds, and will innocently ask
if such a creature does not really exist, and possess the
power to pass unharmed through an ordinary fire, quickly.
I know a captain in our army whom I never could con-
vince that those spiny-coated lizards of the west, popularly
known as "horned toads," were not "some kind of a sala-

mander, or a crustacean, that could pass unharmed
through the flames of a camp-fii-e." And another officer

of the same regiment, more open to conviction, had his
mind disabused by me of the belief it had, that larval
salamanders and the famous "Gila monster" were one
and the same animal, and that their "breath was poison-
ous," and would cause certain death to the person who
unfortunately happened to breathe it.

In Europe, from the very earliest times down to the
present day, all the tail-bearing amphibia were considered
by nearly everybody to be salamanders, and consequently
popularly associated with the mythical creatures so named
by the ancient and medieval writers.
Over a century and a quarter ago or in 1768, a natural-

ist by the name of Laurenti designated a genus of verte-
brated animals of the Class Amphibia, as the genus Sala-
rliandra, and to this genus biologists now restrict all the
typical forms known to us as salamanders. They are
most interesting creatures to study, and it is hardly neces-
sary to add, that they are not possessed of any of the
remarkable powers which the writers of the middle ages,
and both before and since, would have us believe.
For the reader to fix the position held by the salaman-

ders in the natural system, he must know that the great
group we designate as the Amphibia, is primarily divided
into four other chief divisions, these being known as the
Urodela, the Anura, the Peromela, and the Labyrintho-
donta—the last being all extinct and are known to tis

only through their fossil remains. In the third men-
tioned we classify the peculiar little worm-like or snake-
like creatures of which the Concilia is an example, but
their natural history cannot occupy our space here.
Anura include a perfect host of animals—the tailless

batrachians—of which frogs, toads, and their kind are
prominent examples. Lastly we have the Urodela, a
group created to contain such remarkable and diverse
forms as the Siren, the Proteus, the Amphiuma or
"Congo snake" of the Southern States, the Menopoma,
and then a subgroup of the Urodela—the Salamandrida,
and it is the first subdivision of this—the Mecodonta that
contains, among numerous other genera, the genus
Salama7idra.

Salamanders are found distributed very generally over
nearly the whole of Europe, especially the central and
southern parts, and they occur also in Syria and in Al-
giers. Great Britain, or the British Isles, lack them en-
tirely, nor are the salamanders found in the fauna of the
United States. These truly harmless little creatures se-

crete themselves under the debris of the forest in damp
and shady localities, where they feed upon numerous
kinds of insects and worms. They are viviparous, the
thirty or forty eggs of the female parent developing in the
oviducts at one time, and the young when born being
deposited in sluggish, stagnant water, where they live and
grow for some time. To the biologist, the development
of the young of the salamander offers a chapter in science
of great interest and importance, as they pass through a
series of stages, or a metamorphosis of a very instructive

nature. Neither physiologically nor structurally are they
for some time aa high in the animal scale as the parent
animals. In other words, among other things, they pos-

sess external feather-like gills, and consequently are com-
parable with the adults of a gi'oup of creatures lower in

the scale of creation than Salamandra—I refer to the
Perennibranchiata.

I have said that we have no true salamanders in the
United States, but what we do have, are a number of
genera of amphibians, the representatives of which are
more or less nearly allied to SalamarLdra, and of these
genera, the genus Amblystoma is especially rich in forms,
being variously distributed all over the country.
Some naturalists have fallen into the habit of calling

them salamanders, and in reality in external appearance,
one of our American "Elfs" or amblystomas, closely re-

sembles a continental salamander. Like the latter, the
young pass through a "tadpole stage," and a "perenni-
branchiatal stage" before assuming the arlult form. In
the latter condition they live in the fresh water pools,

have four limbs, and breathe by gUl-shts, that possess

feather-like external gills. To better appreciate the ap-

pearance of the adult of one of these creatures, I submit
here a drawing o'f our "tiger salamander" {Amblystoma
tigrinum) made from a photograph that I succeeded in

THE TIGER SALAMANDER.

Natural size, from a photograph by the author.

pared salamander oil to be used as a depilatory. Accord-

ing to Phny, too, the salamander was of cold complexion,

and had the power of emitting a cold, venom-like aconite,

but of such a virulent nature that it poisoned the wood
of trees over which the animal crept, and bread baked
vnth such timber would kill whoever ate of it. What was
mythical and fabulous in the writings of the early authors,

passed down with mediajval history as actual beliefs—be-

liefs strongly impregnated with similar absurdities. This

is seen in that remarkable work of the time, the Physiolo-

gus. which still taught that a salamander could quench fire.

But the Arabic Physiologus taught that it was a stone

that possessed that property. Later, asbestos proved to be

the stone in question, asbestos was the salamander of

Marco Polo, and a kind of incombustible cloth was manu-
factured from its fibres. Thus the Arabs, who knew not
whether a salamander was beast or bird, and in some
way mixed it up with the Phcenix, came to believe that

asbestos cloth was made either from the feathers or else

the hair of a salamander. So Bacon and some other -writers

of his titne called asbesto.s 3^^la^lande^'3 wool. Caba-

obtaining in New Mexico, During the aquatic existence

of one of these amblystomas, they are known in Mexico
and southwestern United States as the axolotl, what
Cuvier, the great French naturalist, for a long time
thought to be an elf tadpole. He was the more certain of

this, inasmuch as they can in this immature stage re-

produce their kind! Axolotls were even I'eferred by nat-

uralists to a different genus

—

Siredon, and were there re-

tained for a long time. Some of them were kept and
studied with great interest in aquaria at the Jardin des
Plantes at Paris, and it was here, to the astonishment of

aU, that their true nature was revealed. Without any
apparent reason one of the specimens one day sud-
denly was transformed into an adult amblystoma, and
the fact threw a flood of light into the natural history of

the entire group. Since that time they have been studied

by biologists all over the world, and the writer of the
present article had an excellent opportunity to gratify

his own tastes in that direction during a sojourn in New
Mexico for a period of five years. Through the Smithson-
ian Institution I sent xipward of 300 of the living young
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the "tiger salamander " (see fig.) over the United States
and Europe, where they were very generally distributed
in the biological laboratories of the various institutions of
learning. The results of my own personal studies have
already been published {Science, Sept. 25, 1885), and are
of too great length even to abstract in the present connec-
tion. Fingers and toes, and even more of the limbs, of
these creatures will reproduce themselves, after having
been amputated, and this is also an interesting fact about
them.
Personally I have never examined the spotted salaman-

der of Europe, but we read that the "body is covered with
warty glands, which secrete a milky fluid of a glutinous

THE COWBOY—VOKLD'S FAIK,

and acrid nature like that of a toad, and which, if not
capable of aifacting the larger and more highly-organized
animals, appears to be a distinctive agent to some inferior
species. Thus Laiirenti provoked two gray lizards to bite
a salamander, which at first attempted to escape from
them, but being still persecuted, ejected some of this fluid
into their mouths ; one of the lizards died instantly, and
the other fell into convulsions for two minutes, and then
expired. Some of this juice was introduced into the
mouth of another lizard ; it became convulsed, was
paralytic on the whole of one side, and soon died. This
poxyer is the only foundation for the long-cherished
notion that the salamander was one of the most venomous
of animals." The same writer asserts that "a copious
secretion of this fluid might damp a moderate flame for
an instant or two to which a salamander had been com-
mitted, and the animal suflCer no harm," and this accounts
for the other long-cherished myth !

Mind you, I do not vouch for either of the above ac-
counts and only give them for what they are worth. They
may be true, but I think it would take an heroic dose of
salamander juice to kill a good healthy man, that is all
I have to say on the matter.
This contribution will not have been written in -vain if

it succeed in convincing a score of its readers, who may
have been influenced by previous and contrary ideas, that
a salamander is nothing more than a small, harmless am-
phibian, with a history brimful of interest, and at any
rate, in so far as man is concerned, its bite is not veno-
mous, and if you chance to be bitten by one you can
ignore such proverbs, as "if bitten by a salamander at
once summon as many doctors as the animal has spots,"
or " if a salamander bite you, put on your shroud," and
the like. Further, I beg of you not to {mt any faith in its

saliva as being a sure cure for leprosy, nor in the state-
ment of a former time that a salamander has the faculty of
transmuting quicksilver into gold. Such myths are now
only entertained by the hopelessly ignorant and super-
stitious. In the history of all that is and has been, no
such miracles have ever been known to nature, and it is

quite safe to predict that they never will be. Myth and
miracle both have their origin in ignorance, and the only
radical cure for either afi:ection known to me, is a heroic
dose of a full knowledge of the facts pertaining to any
particular subject.

Another White Rattlesnake.

New York, Dec. 4.—I saw an article in the Foeest
AND Stream by El Comancho, about a white rattlesnake.
In the spring of 1890 I was on a ranch in the southwest-
ern part of Texas, about forty miles from BeeviUe; and
there rattlesnakes were very thick, especially after a
rain. We have killed as high as fifteen in one day; and
one week we killed on an average six a day and there were
only five of us. One of the boys killed a rattlesnake that
was very white except his rattles, they were light brown.
At that time I said it was born that way, and the skin
was thick and tough as any rattlesnake's skin. It was
skinned and stuck on the back of a saddle. But that was
the only one I ever saw or heard of. Fred Savage.

The LinnsBan Society of New York.
Eegular meetings of the society will be held at the

American Museum of Natural History, Eighth avenue
and Seventy-seventh street, on Tuesdav evenings, Dec. 12
and 36, 1893, at eieht o'clock. Dec. 12—Frank M. Chap-
man, "The Mammals of the West Indies." Louis B.
Bishop, M.D., remarks on the Breeding of Brewster's
Waxbler, with exhibition of -specimens. Dec. 26—Mrs.
Olive Thorne Miller, "A Rocky Mountain Study." B. H,
Dutcher, remarks on the Fauna of Montauk Point, L. I.
Erank M. Chapman. "An Analysis of the Bird Life of
the Vicinity of New York City,"

Arthur H. Howell, Sec'y, 213 Madison st., Bklyn. I

AT CAMP LUCKY.
When we broke camp the last of February it was

agreed to hunt there the following season. We had taken
a fine lot of fur and shot all the game we wanted near by
camp, and, best of all, there had never been a cross word
or jar between us during the five months we were to-

gether. The last of September found us on our return
over the same route as before, making the trip in the
same length of time, but working much harder owing to
the low stage of water. It was near sunset when we
reached the landing, a short distance from the camp,
whose roof was seen above the bushy banks. Our labor
was ended, we would soon have supper in our tidy, cosy
camp, and turn in early to enjoy a wtll-earned rest.

But our pleasant anticipations were checked on entering
the camp yard on seeing it littered with piles of moose
hair, shank bones and scraping frames. The story it told

was plain enough. After we left a pack of Canucks from
from over the border had come in on their annual raid on
the moose yards, making Camp Lucky their headquarters.
We knew of several yards in easy distance where it was
probable there were twenty or more moose. We had shot
but one. All the others, doubtless, were killed by these
butchers and their skins unhaired to lighten theni. We
dreaded seeing the inside of the camp, and found it even
worse than we expected. The ground was strewn with
browse, bones and hair, shreds of filthy garments, cast off

Liiits and socks. Our pine-plank table, our pride as a nice
lob of backwoods cabinet work, had served as a meat
iiock. We had partitioned off a fur room at one end with

: edar splits. That had been torn out for fuel and a large
;
iile of dry wood went with it.

When we found speech I allow it was not to breathe a
prayer. After fetching up our duffle and supplies, we
jumped in with a will to get out the rubbish, for it was
growing late. The browse in our berth followed the rest.

And when it was fairly decent Joe went to break browse
whfle I got supper. In a few days we had the camp set
to rights, including a new partition, for which we found
splits at an old logging camp a mile distant.
This done, Joe started one morning to look for beaver

sign at a chain of ponds, leaving me to watch for caribou
at a pnnd a short distance from camp. This pond was
about a hundred rods in length and two hundred yards in
the widest part. On either side a narrow bog extended
the entire length, Avith many caribou paths, and was a
favorite haunt of that game. The wind was blowing half
a gale, but I got a sheltered position in the edge of the
black growth. It was about ten o'clock, and I had about
decided to leave when I saw three large bulls come on to
the bog on the opposite lower end. They were large, and
as near alike as so many peas, with great head-works.
They came on deliberately, and halted opposite me. I at
once threw up, but found it impossible to hold on so
strong was the wind A few yards in front was a stub;
this I gained and got a good 'brace. As I went I calcu-
lated on the allowance for distance and wind. Holding
well up and on the wind about l8in., I fired, and down
went the bull apparently stone dead. The one in front
turned calmly around and snuffed of him. He offered
another fair broadside, but I didn't want another.
To get to that side I started to the lower end to cross on

a fallen tree. It was nearer to keep on the bog, but a
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family of beavers had built a dam that season, so it was
flooded in places and I struck into woods a little way.
With a parting glance at my game, which still lay quiet,
I hurried so as to skin it out while warm, but I was per-
haps twentj' minutis on the way and only to find the
caribou gone. In getting up he seemed to have swung
around as on a pivot, pressing down the deep moss mak-
ing a basin which was full of crimson water. I felt
pretty sure of finding him, however, as his track led into
a plain path which the others had taken. Evidently the
chilly water stanched his wound, which perhaps revived
him, as not a drop of blood was seen after a few first

steps. All kept in the jiath till it terminated a quarter of
a mUe at a low, hardwood ridge. Here the whirling
leaves stopped me, so I returned to camp.
About sunset Joe came in with a bunch of ducks and

partridges and a good report of the beaver. The incidents
of the day were talked of till bed time, and Joe allowed we
would find the caribou later by following the animals
that would follow and feed on it, in which case it would
be worth more than if taken to camp. Carcasses of game
as well as the offal where game is dressed out, offer the

best chances for trapping and are always availed of. I

have in mind a hunter who took sixteen sables at a moose
that was shot and lost.

Some six weeks later we were assured the carnivora
were feasting by seeing tracks of fox, fisher and sable
leading in the supposed direction of the caribou. So one
morning we started with a couple of traps in the trail of
a fox. A fox has a better nose than sable or fisher, and so
would take a straighter course; for until comparatively
near the bait both fisher and sable tack and try back. We
made no mistake, for the carcass was found about a mile
in an air line from camp. The shot went clean through,
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taking the liver in its course. The antlers were fine, with
twenty-seven points. These we cut olV with a portion of
skull and pate for a trophy; then hauled the carctiss on to

a knoll, chopped off legs and nf^ck, packing them on top,

and cooped all in by driving stakes closely together around
it, except an open space of some six inches at either end.
Next we roofed it with flakes of bark from a dead pine,
with large flakes projecting well out over the openings
where the ti'aps were to be, all weighted down with cuts
of green wood. Then were set two tilt-ups for the chain
of each trap to be fastened to, so that when caught the
animal would be swung well up from the *:round, secure
from injury by others, and as regards fishers, to prevent
self-amputation, as is their wont. The result justified

Joe's prediction, as we took off seven sables and a pair of

fishers, Pine Tree.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
[JVom a Staff Correspondent.]

Lost Opportunities.

Vincennes, Ind., Nov. 33.—As I have before remarked,
Ralph Waldo Emerson was a great man. In fact, he
was so great that my parents named me after him, on
which account I have always retained for him about the
only lasting respect I ever had for anybody. I have
always felt, since I was named after him, that he was
right in my class, Ralph Waldo was all right, and as I

have said, was way up in his busines.s—of i)hilosophy.

Yet I have lately entertained serious doubts as to whether
he knew how to dry out a rubber boot, A good many
people don't. If Ralph Waldo Emerson, when he came
from a day's walk in rubber hip-boots, had taken two tin

tomato cans, capacity of about one gallon each, and
had cut the top and bottom out of each, and had in-

serted the thus cylindrified cans, one in eacli boot leg,

and had then hung the boots up in a warm place by the
straps he would have had a scheme for getting the air

into and the damp out of his boots, whicli would have
been philosophically correct and useful. The trouble
with Ralph Waldo Emerson was he didn't seem to catch
on to liis opportunities. You may search faithfully in his

writings on Power, Wealth, Culture, Beauty and all that,

but you will find no hint as to a method of drying rubber
boots. Some men seem to just tlirow away their chance.
Ralph Waldo had a real good start, once, but he couldn't
seem to keep up with the pi-ocession, even though he did

hitch his wagon to a star. This way of drying out boots
I found to be practiced by Mr. John Balmer, here at

A^incennes, with whom I have been continuing my quail

shooting for a week or so more. I have been chained to

business here.

The Second Oldest Town.
"Vincennes is the second oldest town of the United

States. Mr. Reynolds, the editor of Forest and Stre.vm.

has written a very interesting book about "Old St.

Augustine,'" and could make one just as interesting about
old St. Vincents, which even yet has a strong French
flavor, transmitted from the early days. Once upon a
time, a long while ~ago, three French explorers, one of

them, maybe, De Soto, struck the Wa'iash River on their

way to the great unknown inland country of America.
The Wabash was good enough for them and they went
down it a-boiling, because she was high that year. When
they had passed the submerged bottom lands for miles
and miles, and seen nothing but yellow jaunders and
opossums in the woods, they came to a high gravelly knoll,

on the left bank of the river, and here there was the vil-

lage of some friendly Indians. At this point the voyagers
paused. They lived there for a year or more, and one of
them married an Indian girl or so, in a fit of abstraction,

and remained there when the others pushed on down the
Wabash and the Mississippi, to eventually get it in the
neck somewhere in Texas. Still, the fellow that staid

behind didn't have any the best of it, for he died of fever

and ague to a moral certainty, though he sort of made a
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nucleus for a white settlement which I presume was the
second stopping place or rallying ground made by the
whites on this continent. The historian can put these
facts into longer and better shape, and Mary Hartwell
Catherwood can get incident for another early-Indian
romance, than which not even any of her earlier stories
shall be more interesting, more thrilling or more Ameri-
can.

Survivors and Descendants.
I am not sure it was De Soto wlio went on down the

river after the building of the city, but it must have been
one of the De Soto family who staid behind. Allowmg
for the natural changes wrought by time, one might thus
account for oW Sal Soda, still prominent in that region,
as he who runs may read, if he tackles one of the country
biscuits. Vincennes is in the heart of a very permanent
and enduring sort of country. Eound about"^ her stretch
green and fertile farms, to be sure, but the forest prim-
eval still lines the wimpling Wabash, and under the
walnut and hickory trees there prevail the ways of other
days. Rude shanties, every other one deserted, and clear-
ings overrun with shrubs and vines, the tears of nature
at her scars, gash here and there the silent woods. Even to-

day, there are wild turkeys in numbers in these woods,
and squirrels many and many a one, and quail, and yel-
low jaunders, and rabbits, and feve'n-aig', and sal soda,
and coffee, which you will do well to take in capsules. It
is, in the woods country, all much as it was in De Soto's
time. Half of the countryside obstinately clings to its

age, or its youth. The other half bustles on, commerc-
ially and modern. The first half shoots still the old
muzzleloading rifle. The latter half uses the hammerless
shotgun, and kills the quail which the first half over-
looks and unconsciously protects.

The Quail Supply.

Mr. Balmer and I have hunted in different directions
about town, and he tells me the quail are far less abun-
dant than is usually the case here. Still, this hap. not
troubled us, for we have had all the shooting we
need ask, bagging in all our trips up to date I suppose,
nearly 150 birds, less than a dozen to the gun daily. Our
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biggest day was over at Bicknell, where John Mayfield
took us out, leading us in part, I fear me, over the
trial grounds of the U. S. Field Trial Club, for which
courtesy I beg to thank the members. Certainly these
preserves are well stocked. In our few hours of shoot-
ing in that day we put up 15 bevies, all large and full.

Without following the singles very much, and killing
only two or three birds out of each bevy, which would
benefit rather than injure next year's crop, we bagged B7
birds, intending to stop at the three dozen mark. On
that day Mr. Mayfield took out with him Mr. J. Freeman's
field dog Nellie Hope, a very bright and snappv worker,
and a young dog, St. Blaze, belonging to Mr. Charlt-s
Baggott, of Cincinnati. Mr. Balmer had along his old
Duke, and between the three we got a lot of work on
birds, and had really a most delightful day in every way,
not the least charm of which was the dinner we ate at
the Widow Horton's farm, four miles out from Bicknt-U.
Three such hungry men I warrant the Widow Horton
never fed before.

At Bicknell we saw a lot of dogs of aU sorts, among
these my old friend, Dame Bang, now the property of
Mr. Peabody, of Cincinnati. Dame Bang, I understand,
scorned to monkey with field trials, and didn't get a place.
She shows much more embonpoint now than when I saw
her last. Also in George Gray's string we saw Stride-
away, just sold for $1,000 cash, a good price for a yoimg-
ster.

We saw and shot over dogs and dogs, but in the end
always came around to Duke, Mr. Balmer's old reliable
meat dog, of whom I am constrained to say something
more, because the longer I know him the more affection I
have for hiai. Duke is the sort of dog of which we have
too few—the old-time dog, with no antecedents, no records,
and no limits. Duke has hunted for us now eight days|
over all sorts of country and in all sorts of weather, and
he is as good as new to-day, in spite of his unknown
weight of years. As I said earlier, Duke has only one
eye. His mother only had one eye, and his sir-e may have
been One-Ej^ed Riley, for aught any one knows to the
contrary, although Riley is an Irish name, and Duke is a
Scotchman, being one of the despised Gordons. As if the
breed of a bird dog made any difference, after he has
proved that he has nose, and legs, and brains. All these
Duke has. This week I saw him worry a skunk, and
thereafter go right on pointing birds, just as if nothing

had happened—a thing whose possibility I have heard
irnorant folk deny. As to Duke's Ugs—well, a big mas-
tiff mauled him up yesterday, and ate one of his legs
nearly off, but on the three remaining he manages the
deliberate trot which serves him as a field gait. As to
brains—well now, you would only need to shoot over him
one day to see that he has brains. He knows bird hunting
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that once in a while, and I love him every time. Thes
are the great characters, man or dog. By what formula,
and through what type, shall we produce these characters,

. man or dog? What kennel Guelph or Ghibelline, my
friend Waters, friend Johnson, light men all of ye, and
not profound enough to love a meat dog without "type,"
or "quality," or what not—what one can theorize this
out, and say how or why such a man or such a dog is

born? Nay, I can say why myself. It is to make us love
humanity and caninity the more.
Type me no types, when it comes to choosing friends.

Dukes in Indiana. Dick (dead now) out in Kansas, Rex
(long since dead) of Iowa, Ben of Illinois—I have known
perhap=! a dozen of these dogs that I call great, and never
a one had a reputation. Such dogs are like gold—where
you happen to find it, sans science and beyond the
province of theory. The best of kennel science can do no
more for sportsmanship than to give us more of just such
dogs. Perhaps, when professsonahsm, and rancorous-
ness, and jealousy and all the uncleanliness of poor com-
mercialism shall have had their day in the world of dog

—

a day now speeding to its natural waning, for we must
have better ways for so great and growing an industry;
we shall see or at least hear, of more dogs like these name-
less ones, which you buy for $25, and wouldn't sell for
their weight in precious stones. Then, my friend John-
son, my friend Waters, and all other men great in kennel
wisdom, we can each declare and believe that he has the
best dog on earth, but we wont necessarily despise a dog
because he has cockle burrs in his tail or quail feathers
mixed up with his back teeth as Duke has.

A Side Hunt.
I notice the words of wisdom the editor of Forest and

Stream has for the question of "side hunts." Shall it be
confessed, I have just engaged in a side hunt myself.
The Chief boasted of his prowess on quail, and it seemed
well to sit on him some, therefore we agreed to shoot
score for score on quail for two days, the low bag at the
end of t^e second day to pay for a supper for the two, or
for such friends as 'might be about at the time. I had
along two guns, a cylinder Lefever, and a Smith, nearly
cylinder right and choked left. The Chief thought he

as well as a man, and he will swing around ahead of a
running bevy, and point them surely in his low-headed
style, and then retrieve, and point another bird while he
still holds the dead bird in his mouth—another thing de-
clared mythical sometimes. He will break shot, in his
old-fashioned way, because he is used to seeing meat, and
loves the touch of feathers in his mouth, but his sort of
breaking shot is not hard to condone, for he is always
after the next bird also. Moreover, Duke is a large-
hearted, magnanimous fellow. When the puppies steal
his points, and monkey around and bother him, he does
not resent it, but holds his point, and you can wager there
is something there, too. And w^hen the erratic and ignor-
ant youngsters straighten out on a point, he will back any
one of them as far as he can see him, though he must
often know it is only courtesy on his part. I recall a
gretty picture out of yesterday's day, which Mr. Adam
aimer, of Decatur, 111., and I put in" together. We had

out only old Duke and Gwendoline, another of Mr. Bal-
mer's lot, and one with a nose keen as a brier. It was a
cold, windy day, and the birds were wild as deer. We
had a bevy spread on dry leaves, a sittiation which a dog
must be a good one to master. Time after time the little

one got aliead of Duke and snapped up the single points,
and he in his slow, deliberate way, backed her every time.
At length he started on a puiczling trail of his own, and
had just located his bird when Winnie sprang in ahead of
him, and stole the point, crouching all twisted to one side.

I know Duke was angry then, but he never flinched,
though he did insist on retrieving that bird himself. The
two made a pretty field scene as they crouched, motion-
less and eager, and I can see it keenly and sharply out-
lined even now, as I think it will long remain in the
mind.
Duke has a bare spot on his nose. It is a mere trifle.

One day he followed his master upstairs in a grocery
store. Becoming lost or frightened he jumped out of the
second story window, smashed tlirough the awning and
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landed on his nose on the stone sidewalk. It is hard to
down a good dog. Duke has been accidentally shot
twice, this by his first master, a market-hunter. ' Once
he was shot square in the side with No. 8, and once in the
head with No. 6. This was where the poor fellow lost his
eye. His remaining eye is big and soft and brown, a
luminous, kindly eye, with the melancholy in it, but with
no harshness in its glance. Slow, deliberate, awkward,
with no style about him at all, Duke is plodding on
toward the end of his life, doing his duty every day, un-
enyious, unboastful, charitable, kind, I meet a man like
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would rather shoot one of these than to use his own
gun, a heavier Parker. We agreed to shoot these two
guns, changing at the end of the first day, and the Chief
allowed he would rather shoot the scatter gun first. Un-
fortunately for him he didn't know which was the scatter
gun, and so I thought it about right to give him the close
gun first, telling him it was the scatter gun. "All you
have to do is to point over in the direction of the bird," I
told him, "and you'll get it sure if you shoot quick
enough." Well, he shoots his left barrel first by habit,
and so he was trying to foUow^ instructions with a gun
whose first oarrel wouldn't spread six inches in the firing
distance. Somehow he didn't get very many, and I told
him to shoot quicker, and he did; but stdl he didn't get
them. The next day he said he guessed he'd rather have
the chokebore after all. So I gave him the cylinder and
told him to take his time. "All you have to do with this
gun," I said, "is to wait till your bird gets steady on the
wing, take plenty of time and don't shoot too quick."
Tne Chief followed copy, but he had worse luck than be-
fore. He was awfully deliberate, and sometimes w^hen
we saw him waiting on a bird with that old scatter gun
(Mr. Balmer was in the secret with me) we could hardly
keep respectably quiet. The result of the Forest and
Streak staff side hunt need not be told. All the Chief
said when he was enlightened was, "Well, I hadn't any
too blame much confidence in you anyhow, but I didn't
think you'd do a low-down thing like that."

The 'Simmon Fruit.
Down in Indiana grows a wild sweet fruit, derided,

mocked at, unappreciated—the j)ersimmon. In late
November, after the frosts have taken out the pucker and
brought forth the blended sweets of this odd woods pro-
duct, you shall go far before you find a morsel to assail
your palate with a keen savor. To walk the brown woods
tUl lunch time and then to sit you down to rest and eat
your htmter fare, beneath a 'simmon tree, with the ripe,
deficate fruit about you for dessert—you first having duly
counted and spread out before you for admiration the
brown birds from your game pockets—now. now, now, this
is not a bad world at all so long as it has this chance
within it.

"Forest and Stream" was First.
Nov. Forest and Stream, printed in New York,

was the first paper on the ground at Bicknell with the re-
port of the U. S. field trials. This I know because I was
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there at the time it arrived. The tardier rivals had
nothing to offer readers about the triais for they had
already seen the Forest and Stream report. It is no
wonder that the sporting world turns to Forest and
Stream. It stands to reason. The world moves.
At Vincennes it was my fortune to attend the ti-ial of

McLin, the fiend who burned up the dogs at Bicknell. As
stated elsewhere, McLin got three years in the peniten-

tiary as a consequence of his crime. Tbe verdict gave
general local satisfaction. There are stern features if

need be in sportsmanship.

About the Midway.

Mr. Howley writes further: "My Thursday evening

dinner piece de resistance is Forest and Stream. I read

with especial interest the thrilling experiences of yourself

and Mr. Waters while among the natives of the Midway
in search of copy."
Evidently Mr. Howley is laboring under a mistake. So

also must be Mr. and Mrs. Claude King (of Sx)Orts Afield,

Denver) whose card left for this office says: "Called to

offer our congratulations on your serio-comedy, 'The Mid-

way Plaisance.' That was, honestly, great."

There must be a wide-spread misapprehension out some-

where about this, because Mr. Wilbur Dubois, of Cincin-

nati, writes the same thing, as follows, to Mr. Waters:
"The 'Staff Story of the Midway,' in Forest and

Stream for Nov. 4, is truly great—one of the brightest

extravaganzas I ever read, and all dehcious fooling. Be-

sides the wild fun I got out of it, I picked up a bit of in-

formation that is worth the price of the paper for a year,

namely, that Javanese cocoa will cure canker in the ear.

Why did you keep this back from me so long? I am fond

of cocoa myself, and while treating my setter this summer
I could have had him in the dining-room at the breakfast

table, and could have slopped half a cup of cocoa into his

ear just as easily as not. You ought to tell 'Ashmont'
about this for his new book.

"It is a pity Katie foundered on bum-bum candy, or we
might have borrowed him for our trip South. She had
fed so miscellaneously on Ottomans, Amazons, and wild

men from Borneo, however, that I fear he would have
found our Christian fare too tame for her oriental appe-

tite, and she might have died on our hands, as Mollie

O'Brien did on Mr. Hough's. By the way, remembering
Fidus Achates, it is a wonder Mr. Hough didn't say that

Katie's other name was Fido. Katie, however, was good
enough for a dog like him (I mean like Achates, not Mr.

Hough), for aside from her unspeakable cannibalism, the

human mind revolts at his drinking seventeen cups of

heathen coffee, clear, without cream or sugar, all in a
single night. After making such a spectacle of herself,

he deserved to be carried out by her hindlegs at the end
of the play. I see I have got the sex of this classic

animal a little mixed, but I haven't been able to make up
my mind whether it was male or female.
"Was Katie's life insured? After his experience with

Mollie O'Brien I should think Mr. Hough would have
taken this precaution, and yet, if you had suggested it to

him he would have rejected the proposition with disdain."

Mr. Dubois is away off. Everybody is away off. To
ascribe the wild and vaporing imaginings of a shorthand
writer to two such men as Mr. Waters and myself is to

lay a charge which needs no refutation. I trust our
dignity and elegance of diction is too well known to per-

mit even the momentary existence of a suspicion to the

effect that such is our usual style of conversation, or our
manner of conduct. Is it then always to be proven true

that to be great is to be maligned?

An Echo of the Fair.

Mr. F, A. Whitman, of Macomb, 111., writes and says

he wants his name pasted in the Forest and Stream
register, wherever that now may be, for that in July he
tried to register and couldn't, because the lady attendant
was so busy talking to her best young man. It is written

and it shall be posted. Names there have good company.

The Carlin Party Rescue.

Dec. 2.—In x-egard to the rescue of the Carlin hunting
party, who were snowed in in the Bitter Eoot country, a
special to the Omaha iJee^had the following details:

The lost party consisted of W. E. Carlin, J. H. Pierce, A. H. Himmel-
wriglit and M. Spencer, guide. They were in bad shape when found,
Iseing out of provisions, nearly stai-ved and barefoot, and with scarcely
any clothing. They were slowly making their way down the river.

George Colgate, ttie cook of the party, gave out a few days before the
rescue and had to be left, and it is feared may have died. All possible
will be done to find him dead or alive. The rescued and the rescuers
are expected here on Tuesday, and General Carhn will meet the party
here.
The story of suffering, desperation and hardship told by the lost

hunters was frightful. Ever since the heavy snows set in in the Bitter
Root Mountains, they told Lieut. EUiott, they had been making an
effort to return to Kendrick. For many days they had battled with
the mountain blasts and drifting snow, slowly heating their way down
the Clear Water in an effort to reach civilization. Their progress was
impeded by the swollen river, which was often blocked with floating

ice, rendering passage exceedingly difficult and dangerous. They
managed to cross the Clear Water in several places at great risk to

their lives, being compelled to wade the icy current up to their necks
or swim amid tbe floating blocks of ice and snow. Nearly all the horses
died of cold and starvation
The men were put on half rations of hacon and bread. Their shoes

had become worn out fi-om constant tramping over the mountain
rocks and their clothmg was torn into shreds. At last the struggle
became too great for George Colgate, the cook of the party. He be-
came utterly exhausted and was unable to proceed further. Colgate
realized the situation fully and advised his companions to attempt to
save themselves.
When Lieut. Elliott and his snowshoers came upon the exhausted

men in the Middle Fork of the Clear Water they were bravely flghtiug
their way through the snow. The reception they gave the gallant
officer and his men was more than a welcome.

909 Sbcurity Bun-niNG, Chicago. E. HOUGH.

Pennsylvania Game.
' MUNCy, Pa., Nov. Bl.—A flock of about twenty wild
turKeys was seen just across the river from this place the
first of this week. The boys ai'e after them. The 9:39

on the P. & R. the other morning scared up a large flock

of quail. We made for the spot where we marked them
down, when lo and behold! there it was, "No trespassing,"

etc., and the quail were safe. Numerous reports reach us
concerning the deer hunting. A party of Williamsporters
bring in five from the vicinity of Trout Run. Hon. C. W.
WilUamson and son have killed six on the headwaters of
Larry's Creek. Some successful ones are reported from
English Centre. A man by the name of Zach Clark killed

a large bear near Brookside. More deer have been killed

in the northern part of the county for the last three or
four falls than before for years. There is little or no
hounding done, and they increased immediately when
this work was no longer continued. J. M. E,

DEER IN MICHIGAN.
Lansing, Mich., Nov. 28.—The deer season is closed.

The woods have been full of hunters who came from all

sections of the country, and it has been positively danger-

ous for a man to go into the woods. I have not learned

of any serious accidents occurring, but it has been re-

marked often by those who have been in the great north

woods and have returned home that it was a wonder that

half of the hunters were not kiUed by careless shooting.

A couple of years ago Mr. F. D. Simonds, of Columbus,
Ohio, came to Lansing and invested in real estate. He
has a beautiful piece of woodland covering nearly forty

acres. He has platted the entire property and, as Engle-

wood Park, it is known the State over as one of the finest

additions to our city. Mr. Simonds has made a handsome
fortune out of his Lansing venture, and as he accumu-
lates valuable real estate, his love for the gun and his

enjoyment of a life in the woods quite overcome him.
Early in November he got out his Winchester .45-70-40.5,

and packing his grip the morning of the 5th, he started

for the woods. He first put up at the Ingleside Hotel,

Charlevoix, where he spent a couple of days in talking

with the people who came into the village, and trying to

find a favorable point to spend a few days with a fair

prospect of getting a shot at a deer. His investigetion led

him to East Jordan, and from East Jordan he went to a

little four-corner place in Antrim county called Ches-

tonia. Here he put up with a settler, Mr. S. C. Wilcox,
and from this place he started out each morning on his

hunt. This section of country is partly settled up, but
there is an immense body of hard wood timber, and in

the woods at several places he found hunting camps.
For tliree days he ranged the woods for miles around

and did not even get sight of a deer, although deer was
said to be fairly plenty. Getting discouraged he started

for home, but the night he reached Charlevoix it began
to snow, and in the morning the snow lay on the ground
about three inches deep. This condition of things encour-

aged him somewhat so he went back to Chestonia. The
next morning early he started out, and he had hardly
reached the woods before a big buck boi-e down upon him,
and, passing aboiit twenty rods to one side, he exposed
his whole side, giving Mr. Simonds an opportunity to

send a 405-grain ball through his left hip high up. The
big fellow tumbled to the ground with his leg smashed to

pieces, but he very soon got up and started ofl' on three

legs and made good time for the Jordan River, about eight
miles away. Mr. Simonds foUowed him to the river, and
supposing that the buck had crossed the river he plunged
into water and made the other shore, but as he was not
able to strike the trail he re-crossed the river and, after

searching for a short time, he again found 1;he trail, and
after going about half a mile he found the buck taking a
rest in a little clump of bushes. The buck by this time
had bled a great deal and had got so stiff that he could

hardly rise, but as the hunter came up he again attempted
to make off, when he received a 405-bullet through the

neck, which finished the hunt. Mr. Simonds found his

way out by the aid of a couple of hunters who heard his

shot, and being short of meat the hunters were glad to

assist him for a portion of the carcass. Mr. Simonds
brought home the skin, which he has sent to Columbus
to have tanned for a rug, and the head, with the big five-

prong horns, he is having set up for his library. He is

well pleased with his hunt, but thinks deer are too scarce

in the section where he was to make it an obiect to go
there at any great expense, thinking to get many deer.

The hunters in that section use the .40-60 mostly; but one
whom he met had any other, and that was a .38. Mr.
Simonds got lost the first day out, and but for coming
across a straggling hunter, like himself, he would laave

had quite an experience of a night in the woods. There
is a trail in the woods which is widely known as the

Simonds trail, and as he struck the big buck while on this

trail he quite naturally thinks that the Simonds trafl is

quite a famous place. JtTLLA.N.

West Branch, Mich., Dec. 1.—Deer were very plenti-

ful this fall, and still there were very few shot. There
was one crew of thirteen hunters who came here from
Ohio who did not get a deer, and they are not the only
hunters that went home empty-handed. Om- local hunt-

ers had the best luck. One gentleman in this town shot

six deer the past week. He shot two deer with one bullet.

The number of hunters is increasing each year. Forty-

three were camped on a lake near here and it is lucky
that no one was kiUed. Rabbits are very thick but par-

tridges are few. O. N. B.

Central Latce, Nov. 28.—Last Saturday closed the law-
ful deer hunting in this State, and as far as I have learned

the hunters in this region have had pretty good succe.ss,

There w-as a good tracking snow toward the last of the

season, which has seldom been the case for several years

past. In fact it fell in Otsego county to a depth of three

and a half feet, which was not only unusual, but decidedly
too much of a good thing.

Some deer have been shot in the Jordan and interme-

diate swamps, but the most I think were found in the

great forests of our eastern counties.

One party of eight who went somewhere in the direc-

tion of Alpena kiUed sixteen. They saw bear signs but

had no shots at bruin.

Here the snow is a few inches deep, the lake not frozen

as yet. The "boys" have planned a "side-hunt" for

Thanksgiving day, but there is little game here now
worth shooting. I am glad to be able to say that I never
took part in one of those "side-hunts." I regard them as

an abomination. Kelpie.

forces combined a great power can be exercised in the

work of saving fish, game and the forests from annihila-

tion, and cheapening fish-food for the masses.

Let us rally in large numbers and with fixed determina-

tion at this annual meeting to be held at the Hotel Yates,

in Syracuse, beginning at 10 A.M., Thursday, Jan. 11.

It is expected that the Commissioners of Fisheries, the

Forestry Commission, Chief Protector Pond and his depu-

ties, the representatives of aU the hatcheries, and men
both in and out of the State who are prominently inter-

ested in the work wiU be present. The attendance should

be very large and representative, such as to command the

attention and respect of the good people of the entire

State.

We feel certain that you will see to it that your organ-
ization is fully represented by earnest men.

John. B. "Sage, Secretary-Treasurer.

INew York State Association.

BixPFALO, Dec, 1,

—

To all Members of the New York
State^ssociation for the Protectioyi of Fish and Game :

The annual meeting of tliis Association will occur on Jan.

11. Your attention is thus early called to the fact that

you may have ample time to prepare for it. Full and
strong delegations should be selected for this meeting, for

its pi-oceedings will be important. The work of the Asso-

ciation becomes more and more important as the years go
by, and the people of the State are looking to it for good
service in its sphere of duty.

The Association now lias the favor and confidence of

State officials whose creation was a direct result of the

agitation of the subject of protection. Those officers and
the Association are now in happy accord, and with such

TEXAS HAS ATTRACTIONS.
Victoria, Texas, Nov. 24.—We have had a protracted

drought in Texas during the past summer and fall, and
in consequence the grass is short and the cover for quail

so poor that they do not lie well for the dogs, although

we have a goodly number of them, perhaps as many as we
usually have.
The best^shooting is along the rose hedges inclosing the

pastures, where the quail gather for protection from
hawks. Several fair bags have been made by our
hunters during the past few weeks. Two gentlemen went
fifteen miles to the hedges and returned to our little city

by 4 o'clock with sixty-seven quail. A friend and I made
the same trip and returned with forty-four birds. We
found them very wild and frequently had to follov7 them
a quarter to half a mile before we got in shooting distance

of them, after they left the hedges. We found the best

shooting along the hedges. One of us would take one
side and one the other, and thus get shots when the birds

flew out no matter which side they flew. We found
numbers of empty shells along the hedges which showed
conclusively that a great deal of shooting had been done
along there.

Besides quail there have been several deer killed in the

wooded bottoms of the river near town. A party of four

wlio went about thirty miles south from here into the

O'Connor Pasture on the west side of the San Antonio
River, killed fom* deer and report having seen more than

200. Not having any way to save the meat, they did not

try to kill more, as they found ducks and geese abundant
and killed a number of them.
We are short on fish however, which have died in large

numbers owing to the drying up of streams and lakes

during the drought, and the prospect is poor for good
fishing in the near future.

With our mild winters when snow is almost unknown

,

I know of no place where the conditions are more favor-

able for winter hunting than South and Southwest
Texas. In almost any one of the coast cotmties from the

Sabine River to the Nuices, first-rate sport can be had
and ducks and geefee and quail are abundant. Guy.

MAINE BIG GAME STATISTICS.
Bangor, Me. , Nov. 26.—Editor Forest and Stream: In

your issue of Nov. 7, we notice "Special" states, that

"there was never anything like the exaggeration of the

amoimt of game being killed this fall." Now as he has

made several misstatements, we take up our pen to cor-

rect some of them. In the first place he quotes J. G.

Rich as stating that fully "100 deer are being killed daily.

If he will take the trouble to look up Mr. Rich's article

under the date of Nov. 4, he will find that it reads "100

deer weekly."
As we are in the best position to know about the quan-

tity of big game that is killed in Maine, we will state that

100 deer a week is> rather low estimate of the[number. We
have counted between 300 and 500 carcasses of deer, cari-

bou and moose that have come into or through Bangor
alone thus far this fall; and they constitute only a part

of what are killed in the whole State. We think that

there will have been at least 1,800 deer, caribou and
moose killed in the three months open season this year.

Now a word in regard to heads. Up to Nov. 7, we re-

ceived for mounting at oiu- Bangor establishment alone

16 moose, 13 caribou and 91 deer heads, instead of 10

moose, 5 caribou and 36 deer heads, as "Special" has it.

The gentleman who informed him either had not been

in our place, or if he had must have made a very poor

guess. Why, for the week from Nov. 18 to Nov. 25, we
have received [25 deer and one caribou head, and with

good snow storms for the next month, we estimate that

the total number of heads which we will receive from our

two establishments, Bangor and Rangeley, wfll reach

surely 250, Now as there are several other taxidermists

in Maine who each get a few (John Clayton of Lincoln

will probably get nearly 100), we estimate that there

will have been fully 500 heads mounted in Maine this

season, and of course quite a number of heads are car-

ried home by sportsmen from out the State to be

mounted by local taxidermists ; and furthermore, cer-

tainly not more than one-fourth of the animals killed

have heads that people think worth saving, so many of

them are does and fawns. So you can see that l,800,is a

very good estimate. We have received heads from a

great many of the people whom "Special" mentions as

having killed big game. We are not writing this article

as an advertisement but as a perfectly correct statement

of the facts of the matter.

The weather is very cold, ponds are freezing and there

is snow in northern Maine. S, L, Crosby & Co.

Indian Rook, Me., Nov. 27,—Deer are very plenty, as

you already know, but from the best information I can

get through guides and hunters not more than one hun-

dred have been killed in this section, comprising Oxford,

Franklin and Somerset counties, I have been in the

woods a few hours (since snow came) and find tracks as

plenty, or more so, than I have ever seen before. Bears

are frequently found on beech ridges gathering beech

nuts to prepare themselves for winter. Billy Soule

kflled one a short time ago and three more were seen

near where it was shot. There have been but two days

of good still-himting this faU. A crust formed soon after

snow fell 9.nd deer were on the alert.

C, J, Richardson.
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Delaware Game is Going.

Rehoboth, Del., Nov. 19.—The ducking so far has been

very poor this fall. There are a good many small ducks,

teal, or what they call them here, "butterballs," being the

most numerous, A party came down here from Phila-

delphia last week and spent three days down Rehoboth
Bay at a gunning shanty; they only got two geese and
about half a dozen black ducks and teal. I have only

shot about fifty teal this whole fall, but I only go to a

pond a short distance from my office, and only stay an
hour or so. There are so many gunners that the game is

very wild. Nearly every farmer and his hands have

guns, and as they have nothing else to do they go and
scare the game up. Rabbits and squirrels they have been

shooting at ever since last August, and they are about

exterminated now. I did raise two coveys of partridges

early in October, but as I have not seen anything of them
lately I think they are all killed. Although the game
law of this State does not allow killing them at all for

three years, the people here claim and take the right to

do as they please on their own land, and as no one seem&

to care they kill off everything. G.

West Virginia Game Scare.

Centrax, City, "W. Va.—At the beginning of the shoot-

ing season, which began Nov, 1, our sportsmen soon as-

certained that the severe winter had been destructive to

the quail, and they did not pursue their sport with charac-

teristic enthusiasm. This is the first season since my
residence in West Virginia that I did not take up my gun
and start for the fields on the opening day. Others

seemed to feel as I do—that with the scarcity of the birds

there should be little shooting. A few days ago I went
out without a dog and started three coveys, in all perhaps

25 birds. I saw more than I expected to see. But the

strangest part of the hunt was that I didn't see a single

rabbit, though I beat the best of ground. Got but 3 quail,

leaving, you see, a good lot for seed.

Ducks were plentiful during their migration a week or

so ago, and the reverberation of gun reports told the story

of effort more than of success, considering the amount of

game brought in, I think our fowlers do not know the

stratagem necessary in duck shooting on the Ohio—at
least didn't practice it. * *

California Shooting.

Los Angeles, Nov. 21.—The ducks are with us. Gan-
vasbacks are reported as being plentiful at Bear Valley

Lake, about sixty miles from here, and large bags are

being made by those who have the time for the trip. A
well known sportsman of this city bagged one day this

week sixty-three ducks in eighty-seven shots, all single

birds, and he only shot from daylight till 9 A. M. His

bag included eight mallards and one canvasback. I was
out yesterday and killed a brace of those choice birds. I

presume that the recent cold weather and liigh winds
drove the flight down from the north. The majority of

the birds bagged so far have been widgeon and green-

wing teal. Quail shooting in the immediate vicinity is

not what it might be, and one has to go about thirty

miles to get really good shooting. Culpepper.

Loyalty and Disloyalty.

Central City, W. Va.—We have pot-hunters and law-

breakers here just as other places have them. Some
boast of their disregard of the laws. To such I have put

the question, "Isn't it dishonesty to violate the game
laws?" "Well, no, we can't see it that way," they

answer. "But, see here, don't you defraud the honest,

law-abiding citizen when you kill game before the season

opens and thus take the game that was his as much as

yours?" A veteran, who talked loudly of loyalty, exhibited

his inconsistency in declaring his disregard of the game
laws. I reproved him by telhng him that disobedience to

any reasonable law, especially, is disloyalty. In principle,

if not in degree, unlawful shooting of game is rebellion

as well as secession. XX.

Nebraska Game of 1893.

Sutton, Neb,, Nov. 29.—Quail are reported as being re-

markably plentiful in this vicinity this fall and good bags

are still being found within a few miles of town. Other

game is scarce and no chickens at all this year, and
owing to the ponds being mostly dry no ducks have been

seem Cottontail rabbits are, however, quite plentiful

and this morning's light snow insures plenty of sport

for those who are able to go out. Being unable to go, I

have to content myself with wishing good luck to the

fortunate ones.
,

In the Adirondacks.D

Keene Valley, N. Y., Nov. 20.—O. M. Crawford
caught a small bear in a deadfall a few days ago. Bear

are reported to be very plenty this fall. Deer are very

plenty where we hunted now. I hope they will change
the law and have it later. That is what every good hunter

says. I went to North ^Hudson hunting partridges the

other day; did not have any luck; they are very scarce

and wild this fall. E. W. B.

Feathers for Bonnets.

The veteran trapper and white egret hunter Smith left

for Mexico via San Francisco Wednesday. Mr. Smith
went as far south as Tepic on his last trip. He received

a little over $3,500 for his skins and bird plumes, which
he gathered in eighteen months.

—

Yuma {Arizona) Senti-

nal, Nov. S5.

Massachusetts Sportsmen in South Carolina.

Blacksburg, S. C,,Nov. 25.—Messrs. J. H. Wesson and
O. E. Hodskins, of Springfield, Mass., are registered at

the Cherokee Inn, and will spend some time hunting in

this section.

A NEW-STJBSCRtBER OFFER.
A bono fide new subscriber sending us $5 wiU receive for that sum

the Forest axd Stream one year (price $4) and a set of Zimmerman's

famous "Ducking Scenes" (advertised on another page, price %S)

$9 value for $6.

This ofEer is to new subscribers only. It does not apply to renewals.

For 83 a bona fide new subscriber for six months wiU receive the

FoKKST AOT Stream during that time and a copy of Dr. Van Fleet's

handsome work, "Bird Portraits for the Young" (the price of which

i»S3).

MODERN SPORTING GUNPOWDERS

In the Light of the Public Powder and
Primer Tests Carried out at Chi-

cago and Carney's Point,

New Jersey.

BY ARMTN TENNER,

Expert in GuDpowder, Guns and Ammuaitlon.

American wood powder, 43grs., equal to 2.72 grams, l^oz
,
equal to

" ~ Nitro Club shell, U. U. C. ^
'

[Continued from page 1,73.]

The Chronograph and its Connections.

The electric currentA passes through a fine copper wire

stretched across and immediately in front of the muzzle

of the gun, as shown in Fig. B, and the electro-magnet a
on Fig. A; the electric current B pas-

ses through the electro-magnet b and
the target placed at a certain distance,

for taking the velocities of shot char-

ges, preferably at 40 yards, from the

gun. The figure "SO vi." appearing
on Fig. B stands for 30 meters, equal

to about 100 feet.

The target is so arranged as to rest

against a metalhc contact z and is

pressed against this by means of the

spiral spring s.

The electro-magnets a and b on
Fig. A, carry, as long as the current

remains closed, the cylindrical-shap-

ed weights aand /?. When the two
currents are opened, a and b lose their

magnetism, and thus the weights are

caused to drop,
In quitting the muzzle of the gun

the shot charge tears the wires and
thereby opens the current A, causing

the weight a to drop, a certain time
thereafter the pellpts reach and strike

the target and by their force press the

latter away from the contact z, open-

ing thus the current B and forcing

the weight /3 to drop. In falling the

latter strikes

on a round
plate g, releas-

ing a knife m
held up to this

. ^ time by the
^g- ^- hook h. The

knife m is actuated by a spring
which causes it to move quickly
and with considerable force in the
direction of the faUing weight a,

nicking the zinc-sheath of this at

a certain point.

If the shot cloud in traveling

from the muzzle to the target has
requiredcomparatively a short time
this mark made by the knife will

be found near the middle of the
weight, but if more time is con-
sumed by the traveling shot, the
mark will appear further up on the
rod. The distance of this mark
from a certain zero point on the
weight shows and represents the
time consumed by the shot charge
in breaking the two currents, and
with the aid of a graduated rule

the time actually required by the
shot charge in reaching the target
can now easily be determined in
accordance with the rules and on
the basis of the laws of gravity.

A shot-cloud at 40 yards from the
muzzle measm-es, according to the
size of the pellets, from 13 to 20
feet lengthwise, and the bulk of

the charge reaches the target
somewhat later than the foremost
or leading peUets.

It is therefore necessary to im-
part to the target sufficient resistance to prevent thf first

arriving pellets from breaking the current, and this is

accompUshed by means of the spring s in the rear of the

target, which holds the latter in its place until the bulk

of the pellets have reached it and exercises their force.

Table A.—Bursting Strain and Velocity Test.

Thermometer 75° F., equal to 21° C. ;
barometer, 29.65 ; hygrometer, 90^

[The fractions quoted in connection ivithfeet denote inches.']

DuPont's black powder, 3>4drs. FFF, IJ^oz. shot No. 7, equal to 366

pellets:

43.5 grams, shot No. 7,

Bursting Strain.
6,276.9 lbs. equal 427 atm.
6,585.6 " •' 448 "

6,806.1 " " 463
5,4,89.0 " " 370 "

6.144.6 " " 478 "

Mean bursting strain, 6,250 lbs.

Variation, 1,367 lbs.

The same load in Smokeless shells:

Bursting Strain.
6.923.7 lbs. equal 471 atm.
7,926.6 " ' 478 "

6,762.0 " " 460 "

5.644.8 " " 384 "

6,497.4 " " 442 "

Mean bursting strain, 6,750 lbs.

Variation, 2,282 lbs.

!. wads:
Velocity.

805.0 ft, equal 244 meters,
871.10 " 264
792.5 " " 240
766.0 " " 232 "

802.4 " " 243
Mean velocity, 807 It.

Variation, 105 ft.

Velocity.
875.2 ft. equal 265 meters.
828 9 " 251
878.5 " " 266
832.8 " " 252 "

805.8 " " 244
Mean velocity, 844 ft.

Variation, 73 ft.

American wood powder. .3.8grs., 1%oz. shot No. 7, Climax shells, with-

out black powder priming, furnished by Montgomery Ward & Co.:

Bursting Strain. Velocity.,rsting i

4 468 8 lbs equal iOi atm.
5,042.1 " 343 "

4,865.7 " " 381 "

4,601.0 " " 813 "

4,733,4 " " .322
"

Mean bursting strain, 4,742 lbs.

Variation, 574 lbs.

American wood powder, 3drs., IJ^oz. shot No. 7, loaded by I. Watson,
in U. M. C. Smokeless shells:

858.8 ft. equal 260 meters.
No record.
710.0 " " 215
693.5 " 210 »

766.0 " " 232 "

Mean velocity, 755 ft.

Variation, 165 ft.

Buntting Strain.
6,117.9 lbs. equal 457 atm.
6,497.4 " '• 442 "

6,:i94.5 ' " 435 "

5.747.7 " " 391
"

.5,968.2 " '• 406 "

Mean bursting strain, 6,145 lbs.

Variation, 7.50 lbs,

American E. C. powder, 3drs.
, IJ^oz, shot No. 7, Nitro Club shells,

U, M, C. wads:

Velocity.
871.5 ft. equal 264 meters.
812.3 ' " 246
795.9 " " 241 "

785.10 " 238 "

799.0 " " 242
Mean velocity, 812 ft.

Variation. 96 ft.

Bursting Strain.
5.350.8 lbs. equal 364 atm.
5,924 1 " " 403 "

6,938 4 " " 472 "

5.394.9 " " 367 "

5,203 8 " " ,354
"

Mean bursting: strain, 5,762 lbs.

Variation, 1,735 lbs.

Velocity.
789 2 ft. equal 2,39 meters.
828 9 •' " 251 "

812.3 " " 246

789 2 " " 239 "

805 8 " " 244
Mean velocity, 804 ft.

Variation, 39 ft

American E. C. powder, 8drs., l%oz. shot No. 7, in Smokeless shells,

U, M. C. wads:
Burating Strain.

7.066.0 lbs. equal 480 atm,
8,217.8 " " 559 "

7,864.5 " " 535 "

7.394.1 " " 503 "

7,-379 4 " " 502 "

Mean bursting strain, 7,584 lbs.

Variation, 1,151 lbs,

American'E C. powder, ,38grs., equal 2.45 grams, IJ^oz. shot No. 7, in

Climax shells, without black powder priming, furnished by Mont-
gomery Ward & Co.

:

Velocity.
828.9 ft. equal 251 meters.
858.8 " " 260
852.0 " " 258 "

885.1 " " 268
8-32 3 " " 252
Mean velocity. 851 ft.

Variation, 57 ft.

Bursting Strain.
4,336.5 lbs. equal 295 atm.
3,983.7 " " 271 "

3,807.3 " " 259 "

4,160.1 " " 283
Miss-flre.

Mean bursting strain, 4.071 lbs.

Variation, 529 lbs.

Velocity.
733.7 ft. equal 223 meters.
660 0 " 200
788 7 " " 223 "

669 3 " " 301 "

Miss-fire.
Mean velocity, 699 ft.

Mean velocity, 78 ft.

Schultze powder, 3drs., IJ^oz. shot, in Nitro Club shells, U. M. C. wads:
Bursting Strain. Velocity.

6,2.32.8 lbs. equal 424 atm. 805.8 ft. equal 244 meters.
6.563.2 " " 446 " 818.10 " 248

5,747.7 " " 391 " 812.8 " ' 246

6.894.3 " " 469 " 835.5 " " 2.)0
"

7,070.7 " " 481 " 845 5 " " 256

Mean bursting strain, 6,501 lbs. Mean velocity, 821 ft.

Variation, 1,:323 lbs. Variation, 40 ft.

The Fame load in Smokeless shells, U, M. C wads:
Bursti7tg Strain.

9.075 2 lbs. equal 616 atm.
7,770,3 " " 529 •

9,408.3 " " 640 "

10,378.2 " " 706 "

9,8:^4.3 " " 669 "

Mean bursting strain, 8,894 lbs.

Variation, 2,602 lbs.

Velocity.
858.8 ft, equal 260 meters.
875,2 ' " 265
845 5 " " 256
852 0 " " 258
871.5 " " 264
Mean velocity. 861 ft.

Variation, 30 ft.

Schultze powder, 38grs., l%oz. shot No. 7 in Climax shells, without
black powder priming, lurnished bj Montgomery Ward & Co.:

Biirstina Strain. Velocity.Bursting Strain.
3,717.1 lbs. equal 253 atm.
4,424.7 •• " 301 "

5,835 9 " " 397 "

7,100.0 " " 483 "

6,982.5 " " 475 "

Mean bursting strain, 5,611 lb=^.

Variation, 3,883 lb?.

759.5 ft. equal 230 meters.
749 7 " ' 227
75'' 5 " " 230 "

789 2 " " 239 "

779.8 " " 236 "

Mean velocity, 767 ft.

Variation, ;30 ft.

Fig. B.

Schultze powdei (Pompton), 3drs., ll^oz. shot No. 7, in Smokeless
shells, U. M. C. wads:

Bursting Strain. Velocity
9.G72.6 lbs. equal 658 atm. 871.5 ft. equal 264 meters.
9 927 3 " " 676 " 891.8 " '• 270

10.787.1 " " 693 " 888.4 " " 269

Mean bursting strain, 10,128 lb?. Mean velocity, 883 ft.

Variation, 1,115 lbs. Variation, 20 ft

Schultze powder (Pompton), 3Mdrs., IJ^oz. shot No. 7, in Smokeless
shells. U. M. C. wads:

Bursting Strain. Velocity.

10,510.0 lbs. equal 715 atm. 895,0 ft, equal 271 meters.
11,304.3 " " 769 •' 901.7 " " 273

11,172.0 " " 760 " 878 0 " " 266

Mean bu-sting strain, 10,995 lbs. Mean velocity, 891 ft.

Variation, 794 lbs. Variation, 23 ft,

S. S. powder, 38grs., equal to 3drs., IJ^^oz. shot No. 7, Smokeless
shells, U. M. C. wads:

Bursting Strain.
8,055.0 lbs. equal 550 atm.

10,099.3 " 619 "

8.305.5 " " 565 "

"10,000.0 " " 6i:i »

8.540.7 " " 581
"

Mean bursting strain. 9,001 lbs.

Variation, 2,0.4 lbs.

DuPont's black powder FFF, 3drs.,

Bursting Strain.
6,8.50 0 lbs. equal 466 atm.
7,554.4 •' •' 514 "

7,056 0 " " 480 "

7.290.6 " " 496 "

7.364.7 " " 501 "

Mean burstmg strain, 7,203 lbs.

Variation, 704 lbs.

Velocity.
922.4 ft. equal 287 meters.
980 0 " 304
893.4 " " 278
908.2 " " 275
891.8 " " 270
Mean velocity, 919 ft.

Variation, 89 ft.

)z. shot No. 7:

Velocity.
868.7 ft. equal 263 meters.
863.4 " •• 259
950.0 " " 295
886.8 " " 266
886 8 " " 266
Mean velocity, 890 ft,

Variation, 87 ft.

American Powder MilTs "Deadshot" FF, .3}4drs., IJ^oz. shot No. 7:

BxiTsting Strain. Velocity.

4 292 4 lbs. equal 292 atm. 785-1 ft. equal 238 meters.

4 512 9 " 307 " 775.11 '• 235
4'277 7 " " 291 " 911,6 " " 276 "

4 292 4-' " 292 " 789.2 " '• 239

4 468.8 " " 304 " 845.0 " " 256

Mean bursting strain, 4,368 lbs. Mean velocity, 812 ft.

Variation, 2:35 lbs. Variation, 136 ft.

Laflm & Rand's "Orange festra" FF. 3}4drs., IJ^oz. shot No. 7:

Barstijig StraiiHc

4,189.5 lbs. equal 235 atm.
4,424.7 " " 301 "

4,071.9 " " 277 "

4,160.1 " " 283 "

4,348.3 " " 289 "

Mean bursting strain, 4,218 lbs.

Variation, 353 lbs.

Velocity.
782.6 ft, equal 237 meters.
785.10 " 238 "

762.6 " " 237
795.9 " " 241 "

775.11 " 235 "

Mean velocity, 788 ft.

Variation, 13 ft.

Velocity.
833.3 ft. equal 252 meters.
855.4 " " 259
951.1 ' " 288
924.8 " " 280

1,069.3 " " 318 "

Mean velocity, 926 ft.

Variation, 237 ft.

Bursting Strain.
8,261 4 lbs. equal 563 atm.
9,760.8 " " 664 "

7.908.6 " " 538 "

7,644.0 " " 520 "

7.952.7 " " 540 "

Mean bursting strain, 8,313 lbs.

Variation, 2,116 lbs.

The same load in Nitro Club shells, U, M. C. wads:
Bursting Strain. Velocity.

7.996.8 lbs. equal 544 atm. 848.9 ft. equal 257 meters.
8,731 8 " " 594 " 901.7 " " 273

7.203.0 " " 490 " 835 6 " " 253

8,261.4 " " 562 " 901 7 " " 273

8.099.1 " " 557 " 845 5 " " 256 "

Mean bursting strain, 8,058 lbs, Mean velocity, 866 ft.

Variation, 1,528 lbs. Variation, 66 ft.

S. S. powder, 3drs., li/s^z. shot, furnished by Montgomery Ward &
Co., in Climax shells:

Bursting Strain.
5,439 0 lbs, equal ,370 atm.
5,7:33.0 " " 390 "

5,174.4 " " .352
"

6.144.6 " " 418 "

6.041.7 " " 411 "

Mean bursting strain, 5,626 lbs.

Variation, 970 lbs.

Velocity.
743.0 ft. equal 225 meters.
749.7 " "277
756.2 " " 229
779.3 " " 236 "

No record.
Mean velocity, 755 ft.

Variation, 36 ft.

DuPont's smokeless powder, 3i4drs., IJ^oz. shot No. 7, in Smokeless
shells, U. M C. wads:

Bursting Strain.
9,099 3 lbs equal 619 atm.
9,496-3 " " 646 "

8.878.8 " " 604 "

11,127.9 " " 757 "

7.952.7 " " 541 "

Mean bursting strain, 9,510 lbs.

Variation, :i,175 lbs.

The same load in Nitro Club shells:

Bursting Strain.
7,433 5 lbs. equal 505 atm.
6,894.3 " " 469 "

6.806.1 " " 463 "

7.395.2 " " 496 "

5;894.7 " " 401
"

Mean bursting strain, 6,862 lbs.

Variation, 1,529 lbs.

Velocity.
863 1 0ft. equal 262 meters.
904.10 " 274
898.3 " " 272
871.5 " " 264
891.8 " " 270
Mean velocity, 886 f c.

Variation, 40 ft.

Velocity.
789.2 ft. equal 239 meters.
878.5 " " 266
951.1 " " 288
871.10 " 264 "

865.3 " " 268 "

Mean velocity, 872 ft.

Variation, 168 ft,
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Walsrode smokeless powder in grains, 29grs., IJ^oz. shot No. 7, fur-
nished by O. Hesse, in Bischwell shells;

Bursting Strain. Velocity.
8,19a 2 lbs. equal 556 atm. 832.3 ft. equal 252 meters.

^ 8,305.5 " •' 565 " 842.2 " " 255
^ 8,305 5 " " 565 " 878.5 " " 266

7,3T9 4 " " 503 " 885.1 " " 268
8,217 3 " " 5&9 " 885.1 " " 268

Sl\Iean bursting strain, 8,076 lbs. Mean velocity. 864 ft.

Variation, 926 lbs. ' Variation, 53 ft.

Walsrode smokeless powder in grains, 31grs., l^oz. shot No. 7 (win-
ter load), furnished by H. C. Squires, in Bischwell shells:

Bursting Strain. Velocity.
9,055 2 lbs. equal 616 atm. 842.2 ft. equal 255 meters.

10,432.3 " •' 709 " 957 8 " " 290
11,745 3 " " 799 " 9181 " " 278
8,790.6 " " 598 " 918.1 " " 278
9,819 0 " " 670 " 845.5 " " 258 "

Mean bursting strain, 9,972 lbs. Mean velocity, 896 ft.

Variation, 2,955 lbs. Variation, 115 ft.

Walsrode powder in grains, 29grs., IJ^oz shot No. 7, brought to this
country from Germany in the year 1892, and since stored in Chi-
cago:

Bursting Strain.
7,581,9 lbs. equal .517 atm.
8,305.5 " " 565 "

8,878 8 ' " 604 "

8,349 0 " " 568 "

Mean bursting strain, 8,273 lbs.
Variation, 139 lbs.

Velocity.
832 3 ft. equal 253 meters.
875.2 " " 265 "

871.10 " 264
878.5 " " 266 "

Mean velocity, 864 ft.

Variation, 46 ft.

Walsrode in grains, 29grs., IJ^oz. shot iJo. 7, furnished by O. Hesse in
Climax shells, primed with black powder:

Bursting Strain Velocity.
7,026.6 lbs. equal 478 atm. 795.9 ft. equal 241 meters.
8.437.8 " " 574 " 823.2 " " 249 "
9,055.2 " " 616 " 805.8 " " 244 "

8,746.5 " " 559 " 805.8 " " 244 "

8,746.5 " " 559 •' 808.11 " 245 "
Mean bursting strain, 8,402 lbs. Mean velocity, 807 ft.

Variation, 2,029 lbs. Variation, 27 ft.

The test for bursting strain and velocity was continued
and partly repeated on Sept. 22. On that day the ther-
mometer registered 66° F., equal to 16° 0., the barometer
29,8, the hygrometer 15%.

Table B.

American wood powder, SMdrs., I^ok. shot No. 7, equal to 366 pellets,
in Nitro Club shells, U.M. 0. wads:

Bursting Strain.
6.585.6 lbs. equal 448 atm.
6,056-4 " " 413 "

6,056.4 " " 413 "
5.8h0.0 " " 400
7.070.7 " " 481 "

Mean bursting strain, 6,389 lbs.
Variation, 1,190 lbs.

The same load in Smokeless shells:
Bursting Strain.

9,584.4 lbs. equal 652 atm.
7,SS8.1 " " 523 "

6,908 2 " " 466 "

6,717.9 " " 457 "

8,805.3 " " 559 "

Mean bursting strain, 8,845 lbs.

Variation, 2,867 lbs.

Velocity.
865.8 ft. equal 262 meters.
848.9 » " 257
888.4 " " 269
934 7 " " 283
825 5 " " 2.50

Mean velocity, 872 ft.

Variation, 109 ft.

Velocity.
865.8 ft. equal 262 meters.
85'!.2 ' " 260
868 7 " " 263 "

878.5 " " 266 "

937.11 " 284 "

Mean velocity, 881 ft.

variation, 79 ft.

E. C. powder, SJ^drs,, li^oz. shot No. 7, in Smokeless shells, U. M. C.
wads:

Bursting Strain.
9,011.1 lbs. equal 613 atm.
7,688.1 " " 583 "

7,644 0 " •' 520 "

7,776 3 " " 529 "

6,835.5 " " ,465 •'

Mean bursting strain, 7,791 lbs.
Variation, 2.166 lbs.

Velocity.
914.9 ft. equal 377 meters.
759.5 " " 230 "
974.3 " " 295
855.4 " " 259
901.7 " " 278 "

Mean velocity, 881 ft.

Variation, 215 ft.

Schultze powder, 3i,4drs., IJ^oz. shot No. 7, Smokeless shells, U. M. C.

Bursting Strain.
12,936 0 lbs. equal 880 atm.
9,9.«13 " " 679 "

11,107 2 " " 760 "

7,467 6 " 508 "

11,657.1 " " 793 "

Mean bursting strain, 10,611 lbs.

Variation, 5,469 lbs.

S. S. powder, SJ^drs., IJ^oz. shot No,
wads:

Bursting Strain.
8.349.6 lbs. equal 568 atm.
7,42 1 5 " " 505 "

8,393 7 " " 571 "

6.629 7 " " 451 "

7,599 9 " " 517 "

Mean bursting strain, 7,674 lbs.
Variation, 800 lbs.

DuPont's smokeless powder, 38grs.,
shells, U. M.. C wads:

Bursting Strain.
5.747.7 lus. equal 391 atm.
7.555.8 " 514 "

7.526.4 " " 612 "

5,880.0 " " 400 "

4,689.3 " " 339 "

Mean bursting strain, 6,279 lbs.

Variation, 1,808 lbs.

The same load in Smokeless shells:
Bursting Strain.

8,173 2 lbs. equal 556 atm.
9,408.0 '• " 640
9,555 0 " " 655 "

8,526 0 " " 580 "

6,321.0 " " 430 "

Mean bursting stram, 8,396 lbs,
Variation, 3,234 lbs.

DuPont's smokeless powder 40grs.,
shells, U. M, C- wads:

Bursting Strain.
8.040.9 Jbs. equal 547 atm.
6,350 8 " " 364 "

11,568.9 " " 787 "

6.541.5 " " 445 "

5.703.6 " " 388 "

Mean bursting strain, 7,440 lbs.
Variation, 6,218 lbs.

The same load in Smokeless shells:
Bursting Strain.

9,849.0 lbs. equal 670 atm.
8,040.9 " " 647 "

11,965 8 " " 814 "

12,936.0 " " 880 " '

6,541 5 " " 445 "

Mean bursting strain, 9,868 lbs.
Variation, 6,359 lbs.

Walsrode in grains, furnished by O.
Bursting Strain.

8,349 0 lbs. equal 568 atm.
8,173.2 " 556 "

7,732.2 " " 526 "

7.780.8 " " 529 "

6,8(jti.l " " 463
Mean bursting strain, 7,770 lbs.
Variation, 1,548 lbs.

Velocity.
886.1 ft. equal 268 meters.
861.11 261
881 9 " " 267
842.2 " " 255 "

1,027.10 " 311
Mean velocity, 899 ft.

Variation, 185 ft.

7, in Smokeless shells, U. M. C.

Velocity.
941.2 ft. equal 285 meters.
891.8 •' " 270 "

848.9 " " 257
908 2 " '• 275 "

957.8 " " 290 "

Mean velocity, 909 ft.

Variation, 109 ft.

IJ^oz. shot No. 7, in Nitro Club

Velocity.
762.9 ft. equal 231 meters.
852 0 " " 258 "
841.2 " " 255 "

852.0 " " • 258
785.10 " 238
Mean velocity, 618 ft.

Variation, 90 ft.

Velocity.
855.4 ft. equal 259 meters.
833.3 " "252
862 0 " " 258 "

835 6 " " 253 "

83810 " 254 "

Mean velocity, 843 ft.

Variation, 23 ft.

IJ^oz. shot No. 7, in Nitro Club

Velocity.
855.4 ft. equal 359 metfers.
808.11 " 245
878 5 " " 266 "

802 4 " " 243 "

818.10 " 248 "

Mean velocity, 838 ft.

Variation, 76 ft.

Velocity.
852.0 ft. equal 258 meters.
828.0 " " 251
885.0 " "268
952,8 " " 290 "

887.5 " " 266 "

Mean velocity, 881 ft.

Variation, 124 ft.

Hesse, 29grs., IJ^oz. shot No. 7:
Velocity.

832.8 ft. equal 252 meters.
838.10 " 254 "

884.4 " " 269 "

858.8 " " 260 "

865:3 " " 262
Mean velocity, 865 ft.

Variation, 53 ft.

Before commenting on the results shown in the forego-
ing tables, it appears advisable to single out for the gunner
some of the points which ought to govern a comparison.

It has been said before that one of the most desirable
features of a propelling agent is that it should retain its

talli.-'lic properties under all conditions. There should
never be any extraordinary variatious in bursting strains
and velocities. The latter should never drop below 77olt.,

because all figures below cease to represent the desirable
killing force, and they should not exceed 900ft. , for the
r^eason that liigher velocities generally give cause for a
less satisfactory pattern, as this has been clearly demon-

strated whenever the charges of E. 0., Schultze, S. S.,

Wood and DuPont powder were increased to Sidrs.
It has been stated previously that a bursting strain of

13,0001bs._to the square inch still maybe considered as
comparatively safe, but such a pressure is certainly too
high to be endured by the average gun for any length of
time. A gas pressure of 10,0001bs. may be considered to
have reached the highest point of safety for a continuous
service.

As will be seen, the gas pressure of a service charge of
DuPont's black powder is about 7,2031bs., the correspond-
ing velocity 890ft.

The black powder known as "Dead Shot" developed a
lower gas pressure, but the velocities were, in some
instances, likewise eomewhat low, and the same rule
applies to the "Orange Extra." American wood powder
dropped in two instances below the desired average
velocity and reached only in the Smokeless shell the
required figures, and this both in regard to bursting strain
and velocities, E. C. powder likewise makes the best
shovving in the Smokeless shells, whereas it fell a little

short in the two other instances, although it should be
borne in mind that 38grs. in a common shell and without
black powder priming hardly represent a sufficiently
strong charge of this powder. S. S. powder did well in
point of velocity in two instances, but in one case these
figures reached a point higher than desirable for a good
pattern; it dropped below the average values in the
Climax shells.

Schultze Powder gave the best results in point of
velocity in the Smokeless shell and as regard gas pre s-

sure in the Nitro Club shell. In the Climax shell the
velocity figures approach very closely the lower normal
limit.

Schultze powder (Pompton), which differs from the
regular Schultze powder by a much harder grain,
developed high and also uniform velocities, but the burst-
ing strain, especially that of the increased—S^drs.

—

charges, appears somewhat high, which may to some
extent be due to the fact that this powder was tested for
bursting strain and velocity separately from the others
and in a comparatively dry atmosphere. The quoted
figures, however, demonstrate that the maximum load of
this powder, when used in warm and dry weather, should
not exceed 3drs. The increased charges of Walsrode
grain powder naturally developed a corresponding high
gas pressure and higher velocities than the standard
charge, but the figures of bursting strain still move in
the permissible limits.

The velocities of the standard charges, those in Climax
shells primed with black powder included, are quite
uniform and of sufficient height, and the gas pressures
likewise move in the normal limits and show only slight
variations.

American wood powder, as Table B shows, did not
appear very sensitive to increased charges, which may
partly be due to the fact that cool and cloudy weather pre-
vailed at the time; a condition more beneficial to this
powder than to any other, inasmuch, and as will be de-
monstrated hereafter, the wood powder is more hygro-
scopic than the several other powders tested.

E. C. powder unexpectedly showed great variations
with the increased load, which are of less consequence as
far as the bursting strain is concerned than in regard to
the velocities.

The gas pressure figures prove that this powder, like all

nitro powders, will occasionally re-act heavily to increased
charges.

S. S. did comparatively well with the increased charge.
DuPont's smokeless powder was tested in two lighter

charges, both making a good showing in piunt of velocity,
but the variations in gas pressure appear to prove that the
combustion of this powder lacks somewhat in uniformity.
This powder is not yet in the market, and before it is in-

troduced there is little doubt but what it will, in this re-

spect, be sufficiently improved. The slight fault is prob-
ably due to an oversight in the process of manufacture.
It belongs to the gun cotton powder class, and its chemical
composition warrants a good prediction in regard to its

future. It still lacks somewhat in point of non-suscepti-
bility to moisture, but being a gun cotton powder, it will
only be a question of time when it will likewise in this
respect do as well as nther powders of this class.

But the experiments teach that in its present condition
the DuPont smokeless powder should not be loaded, bulk
for bulk, with black powder; 2fdrs. constitute the maxi-
mum charge for warm and dry, 3drs. for wet and cold
weather.
The bm-sting strains developed by the Schultze powder

likewise show that it is unwise to load more than 3drs. of
this powder for 12-gauge guns in summer.

The Pattern Test.

The pattern test commenced on Sept. 23. Inasmuch,
and as previously observed, one particular gun seldom
shoots all kinds of powders equally good, it was concluded
to use several guns for this occasion. The guns employed
were: A Francotte* gun, loaned by Von Lengerke & An-
toine; a Greener gun; a German gun, with the right bar-
rel of cylindrical bore, the h f t, as all the others, choke-
bore; and a Smith gun. Both barrels were used by the
German gun, thus making in reality five different guns.
From all powders five rounds were fired, one shot from

each gun. All shots were fired at muzzle rest, and at a
distance of 40yds.

The weight of the Greener gun was above 71bs, , those of
the others below 71bs. The figures quoted ia Table C con-
stitute the number of pellets counted in each case within
the 30-inch select circle.

Table C.

3i4drs. DuPont's black powder FFF, llgoz. shot No. 7:

139 305 167 107 177 — 795 Average pellets 159; var. 98

3drs. DuPont's black powder FFF. li-goz. shot No. 7:

249 279 268 159 270 — 1231 Average pellets 244; var. 116

3drs. American Powder Mills' Dead Shot, IJ^goz. shot No. 7:

230 271 241 123 241 — 1106 Average pellets 221; var. 148

3drs. Laflin & Hand's Orange Extra, I'^'^oz. shot No. 7:

240 268 224 147 111 — 990 Average pellets 198; var. 157

Sdrs. American E. C. powder in Nitro Club shells, IJ^oz. shot No. 7;
256 245 123 161 240 — 1025 Average pellets 205; var. 133

Sdrs. American E. C. powder in Smokeless shells. IJ-goz. shot No. 7:
220 344 149 93 187 — 893 Average pellets 178; var. 151

3dr8. American E. U. powder in Climax shells, IJ^oz. shot No. 7:

196 277 256 148 363 — 1140 Average pellets 228; var. 129

* The best mean pattern was obtained with the Francotte gun.

3drs. Schultze powder in Nitro Club shells, IJ^oz shot No. 7:

284 258 108 149 283 - 1081 Average pellets 316; var. 174

The same load in Smokeless sheUs:
196 173 219 98 214 — 900 Average pellets 180; var. 116

The same load in Climax shells:
158 290 192 115 120 — 875 Average pellets 175; var. 175

Sdrs. American Wood powder in Nitro Club shells, l^oz. shot No. 7:

134 152 231 176 150 — 843 Average pellets 168; var. 197

The same load in Smokeless shells:
180 192 80 101 175 — 728 Average peUets 136; var. 112

3drs. American Wood powder, by Watson, in Smokeless shells. Ij^goz.

shot No. 7:

246 218 254 117 223 — 1058 Average pellets 211; var. 137

Sdrs. American Wood powder in Climax shells, IJ^oz. shot No. 7:

139 207 132 133 194 — 794 Average pellets 158; var. 85

Sdrs. S. S. powder in Smokeless shells, IJ^oz. shot No. 7:

155 249 155 98 195 — 803 Average pellets 1L«J; var. 151

The same load in Nitro Club shells:
191 206 129 113 2.38 — 877 Average peUets 175; var. 125

The same load in Climax shells:
242 188 278 163 283 — 1154 Average pellets 2:30; var. 120

Sdrs. DuPont's smokeless powder in Smokeless shells, IJ^oz. shot No. 7:
174 280 1.52 88 188 — 8S2 Average pellets 174; var. 193

The same load in Nitro Club shells:
175 243 204 163 245 — 1030 Average pellets 206; var. 122

Ts. Walsrode powder in grains, li-^oz. shot No. 7:

178 259 258 134 337 — 1066 Average pellets 213; var. 135

TS. Walsrode powder in grains, from Hesse, 13^oz. shot No. 7;

240 172 243 122 249 — 10.32 Average pellets 206; var. 127

31grs. Walsrode powder in grains, from Squires, IJ^oz. shot No. 7:
170 150 257 143 231 — 950 Average pellets 190; var. 135

39grs. Walsrode powder in grains, Climax shells, IJ^oz. shot No. 7:

135 163 183 146 138 — 865 Average pellets 173; var. 48

Sdrs. Schultze powder (Pompton) in Smokeless shells, IJ^oz. shot No.7:
182 127 178 140 250 — 877 Average pellets 175; var. 123

SMdrs. American wood powder in Smokeless shells. IWoz. shot No. 7:

151 173 204 187 185 — 900 Average pellets 180; var. 53

SMdrs. American wood powder in Nitro Club shells, IJ^oz. shot No. 7:
185 180 177 84 215 — 841 Average pellets 168; var. 131

SWdrs. B. C. powder in Smokeless shells, \%oz. shot No. 7:

219 205 230 87 258 — 999 Average pellets 199; var. 171

The same load in Nitro Club shells:
2.38 288 253 126 302 — 1202 Average pellets 240; var. 176

3Mdrs. Schultze powder in Smokeless shells, 13^oz. shot N<">. 7:

189 155 96 155 121 — 716 Average pellets 143; var. 93

The same load in Nitro Club shells:

219 240 210 138 253 — 1060 Average pellets 213; var. 115

3Udrs. S. S. powder in Smokeless shells, IJ^oz. shot No. 7:

190 190 189 225 186 — 980 Average pellets 196; var. 37

The same load in Nitro Club shells:

214 237 206 123 203 — 982 Average pellets 196; var. 114

38grs. DuPont's smokeless powder, in Smokeless shells, IJgoz. shot
No. 7:

220 264 219 78 345 — 1026 Average pellets 205; var. 186

The same load in Nitro Club shells:

236 258 257 137 284 — 1173 Average pellets 234; var. 147

40grs. DuPont's smokeless powder in Smokeless shells, IJ^oz. shot No. 7:

174 146 155 147 229 — 831 Average peUets 170; var. 83

The same load in Nitro Club shells:

349 254 2.37 172 195 — 1107 Average pellets 231 ; var. 83

The foregoing table shows the surprising result that the
mean pattern obtained with the nitro powders are superior
to those given by the black powders. In many cases the
black powder is preferred by gunners simply for the rea-
son that better patterns are expected from the same, and
on former occasions I have often found that this presump-
tion was well founded. In judging the values of the pat-
tern the corresponding velocities must always be taken
in consideration, since, as repeatedly observed, the lower
velocities generally produce remarkably good patterns.
The figures contained in Table C could easily lead to

erroneous conclusions if the given pattern values would
not be compared with the corresponding values of veloci-

ties. Let us pass the black powders for the present, and
direct our attention to the nitro powders.
American wood powder shows in two instances unsat-

isfactory patterns; ia the other case 211 pellets constitute
the mean pattern, and this value is confronted by a mean
velocity of 812ft.

E. C. powder makes the best showing in the Climax
shells, but the corresponding velocity is only 699ft.

Schultze powder gives in the Nitro Club shells a mean
pattern of 216 pellets, with a corresponding velocity of
82ift. S. S. powder makes in aU three shells a good
showdng in point of pattern, among which the values
obtained in the Climax shells represent the highest figures,

namely, 230 pelUts. But the corresponding velocity again
is only 755ft., or below^ the permissible limit.

DuPont's smokeless powder makes the best showing as
regards pattern with the SSgrs, charge, which produces a
corresponding velocity of 81 3ft.

Schultze powder (Pompton) shows a somewhat lower
mean pattern, but this is confronted by the comparative-
high velocity of b83ft.

Walsrode grain powder gave a mean pattern of 213;

pellets with a corresponding velocity of 864ft.

With the increased charges the "E. C. powder has, in
one instance, given the high pattern of 240 pellets, con-
fronted by a very satisfactory velocity, but on the whole
this powder, too, produces a less satisfactory pattern as.

the velocity inci'eases.

Schultze powder shows with the increased charge the'

best pattern in the Nitro Club shells, namely 212 pellets;;

the velocity is about the same as that of the E. C. powder*.
S. S. powder did well in both .shells, giving, with a very-

high velocity, a mean pattern of 196 pellets. Wood pow-
der only reached a mean pattern in one instance of 180
pellets; the corresponding velocity is above 870ft. Wals-
rode x>owder maintained in both shells the average veloc-

ity, but fell, compai'ed with the Schultze E. C. powders,
somewhat short in point of pattern.

On several occasions it has been observed before that
many gunners claim to obtain a better pattern with IJoz.
of shot than with l^oz., and that they consequently would
increase the chances of hitting by using the larger shot
load. I have already attempted to show that even in such
a case where a larger number of pellets form the l^oz,

charge are counted on a stationary target than from the
l^oz. charge, this fact would by no means substantiate and
prove the correctness of the assumption mentioned.
But the question is: Does the larger charge really pro-

duce on the average a better pattern than the smaller
charge? The answer to this question can be found by
comparing the pattern values contained in Table C with
those found in the next table:

Table D.

Chicago, Watson's Park, Sept. S5, 1893.

PATTEP.N TEST WITH 1^ OUNCES SHOT.

Schultze powder, Sijdrs., l^oz. shot No, 7:

Velocity, 841.9 ft. equal 355 meters.
805.8 " " 244 "

192 pellets.
314 "

244 "

Average, 832 ft. Average, 316 pellets.
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E. C. powder, 3}4drs., IMoz. shot No. 7;

Velocity; 812.0 It. equal 246 meters. 219 pellets.

793.1 " " 243 " 256 "

227 "

Average, 805 ft. Average, 2.34 pellets.

Walsrode powder in grains, 31grs., IMoz. shot No. 7:

Velocity, 845.0 ft. equal 257 meters. 284 pellets.

838.5 " " 255 " 208 "

249 "

Average, 841 ft. Average, 247 pellets.

American wood powder, SJ^drs., IJ^oz. shot No. 7:

Velocity, T48.3 ft. equal 226 meters. 25"; pellets.

756.2 " '• 229 " 2.50
"

2.37
"

Aveiage. 705 ft. Average, 247 pellets.

S. S. powder, 3i4drs., 1340Z. shot No. 7:

Velocity, 789.2 ft. equal 239 meters.
" 756.3 •' 229 "

Average, 771 ft.

DuPont's FFF powder, S^dr.s., I140Z. shot:
Velocity, 835.1 ft. equal 253 meters.

83S.5 " 254

143 pellets.

175
235 "

Average, 184 pellets.

208 pellets.

171 "

157 "

Average, 836 ft. Average, 173 pellets.

DuPont's smokeless powder, SJ^drs., I140Z. shot;
Velocity, 845.0 ft. equal 257 meters. 232 pellets.

" 914.9 " '• 277 " 259
238 "

Average, 879 ft. Average, 243 pellets.

Now let us compare the figures found in Table D with
the best values contained in Table C. What do we find?

We find the surprising and instructive fact that in nearly
all cases a decrease in velocity and in pattern, or at least,

in the last instance, such a small increase that it prac-
tically amounts to nothing.
Schultze powder has lost 77ft. in velocity and gained

only 4 pellets in pattern. E. C. powder shows a loss in

velocity of 76ft. and a decrease in pattern of 6 pellets.

Walsrode powder lost 45ft. in velocity and gained 57 pel-

lets. Wood powder lost fully 130ft. in velocity and
gained 67 pellets in pattern. S. S. powder shows a de-

crease in velocity of 138ft. and a loss in pattern of 12 pel-

lets. DuPont's black powder lost fully 190ft. in velocity

and 2 pellets in pattern. DuPont's smokeless powder
shows a decrease in velocity of 50ft. and a gain in pattern
of 9 pellets. In point of pattern only Walsrode and
wood powder show slight gains, but in the last case this

gain is more than counter-balanced by the accompanying
loss in velocity, because a velocity of 757ft., as the
wood powder produced, hardly represents a sufficient

killing force.

Among the properties excepted from a reliable propel-

ling agent is the non-susceptibility to moisture; since all

highly hygroscopic powders wdl be affected detrimentally
through the inlluenceof moisture in the air, whei'ebythey
will cease to produce a sufficient penetrative force for a
killing eff . ct. A powder easily affected by moisture will,

as a rule, not stand storing, unless kept in a very dry
place.

The so-called waterproof shells afford very little protec-

tion against the influence of moisture.
In testing and judging powders it is, therefore, neces-

sary to establish if, and to what extent, a particular pow-
der is hygrosco2)ic, and at what i)wcentage of moisture
the ettect^f the latter begins to be felt, inasmuch as one
powder may stdl do good service with a certain percent-
age of moisture, while another containing the same per-

centage may cease to give satisfaction. A quantity of

each of the several powders was filled in open dishes and
these placed in a refrigerator, showing 75 per cent, of

moistiu-e, and there kept and subjected to the influence of

the humidity for 18 hours. They were then loaded in the
regular manner and fired.

Table E.

Chicago, Watsori's Park, Se^it. 27, 1S9S.

MOISTURE TEST.

DuPont black powder FFF, 3drs., IJ^oz. shot No, 7:

Bursting Strain. Velocity.

7,938.0 lbs. equal 540 atm. 1,041.00 ft. equal 315 meters.
7,908.6 " '• 538 1 031.00 " 312

11 C. powder, 3drs., IJ^oz. shot No. 7:

7,732.9 lbs. equal 520 atm. 785.10 ft, equal 238 meters.
8,173.9 '• •' 556 " 818.7 " " 248

American wood powder, 3drs., IJ^oz. shot No. 7:

4,y98.0 lbs. equal 340 atm. 723.00 ft. equal 220 meters.
4.468.8 " " 304 '• 726.6 " '• 222

Schultze powder, 3drs., V^oz. shot No. 7:

6.497.4 lbs. equal 442 atm. 782.6 ft. equal 237 meters.
7,0-.i2.3 " • 5-,'6 " 802.00 " •' 243 "

Schultze powder (Pompton"), 3drs., 13^oz. shot No. 7:

6,937.4 lbs. equal 472 atm. .SIS.IO ft. equal 248 meters.
5.688.9 " 3S7 " 885.1 " " 268

S. S. powder, 3dra
,
IJ-goz. shot No. 7:

7.026.0 lbs. equiU 478 atm, 779.3 ft. equal 236 meters.
7,144.2 " • 688 " 808.11 •' •' 245

Walsrode powder, SIgrs., IJ^oz. shot No. 7:

10.598.7 lbs. equal 721 atm. 898.3 ft. equal 272 meters.
10,113.0 " •• 688 " 883.1 " " 268

Walsrode powder, a9grs., IJ-goz. shot No. 7:

7.688.1 lbs. equal 523 atm. 835 6 ft. equal 253 meters.
7,791.0 " •• 530 " 852.00 " " 238

UuPont smokeless powder, 3drs., l^oz. shot No. 7;

ll,6,i7.1 lbs. equal 793 atm. 891.8 ft. equal 270 meters.
13.127.8 " " 876 " 852.00 " 258

To ascertain to what an extent the several powders
were affected by the moisture, the values quoted in Table
E must be compared witli the corresponding values given
in Table A. It will thus be found that the burstint; strain

of the DuPont's black powder did not change, wliile the
velocities show a slight increase. E. C. powder shows a
small incretise in bursting strain, with a loss in velocity.

Wood powder lost 2,0001bs. in pressure and 120ft. in

velocity. Schultze powder shows a decrease in the burst-

ing strain of about l,50ulbs., and a loss in velocity of 70ft.

Schultze powder— Pompton— lost 3,0001bs. in bursting
strain and 69ft. in velocity. S. S. powder shows a loss in

gas pressure of about l,0001bs. and in velocity of 133ft.

Walsrode, Slgrs., winter load, shows a slight increase in

gas pressure and a loss in velocity of 4ft. Warlsrode
29grs.—standard charge—lost oOOlbs. in gas pressure and
in velocity 18ft. DuPont's smokeless powder shows an
increase in bursting strain with velocities about the same
as before. This test was by no means a severe one. In
actual service the powders are frequently put to a much
more trying treatment. This theme will again be touched
in the report pertaining to the Wilmington trial.

In about the same degree as some powders are suscept-
ible to the influence of moisture, others are again affected

by dry heat. A reliable propelling agent should likewise
be non-susceptible to this last-named influence.

To ascertain if and in what degree the various powders
are affected by dry heat, the powders were put in a closed
oven showing a temperature of 205° P., equal to 80° C,
and kept there for one hour. After being taken out and
given time to cool, they were loaded in the usual manner
and fired.

A powder not affected by heat should show only slight

increases in both bursting strain and velocity.

Table F.

Chicago, Watson s Bark, Sept. 2S, 1893.

DRY HEAT TEST.

Walsrode powder in grains, 29grs., IJ^oz. shot No. 7:

Bursting Strain. Velocity.
9,231 6 lbs. equal 628 atm. 895 00 ft. equal 271
9,231.6 " " 628 '• 888.4 " •• 269

Schultze powder CPompton), 3drs., i%oz. shot No. 7:

12.539.1 lbs. equal 8,53 atm. 1,093.10 ft. equal 331
10,025.4 " • 682 " 974 3 " " 295

E. C. powder, 3drs., l^^oz. shot No. 7:

8,599 5 lbs. equal 585 atm. 852.00 ft. equal 258
9.011.1 613 " 908.2 " " 275

Schultze powder, 3drs.. IJ^oz. shot No. 7:

9,408.0 lbs. equal 640 atm. 1,031.1 ft. equal 312
8.746.5 559 " 1,027.10 " 811

American wood powder. 3drs
, IJ^oz. shot No. 7:

6.983.2 lbs. equal 475 atm. 885.1 ft. equal 268
7.159.6 '• " 487 " 828.9 " 251

DuPont's smokeless powder, Sdrs., IJ^oz. shot No.
14,700.0 lbs. equal 1,000 atm.
14,259.0 " " 970 "

S. S. powder, 3drs., IJ^oz. shot No. <

9,275 7 lbs. equal 631 atm.
10,249.9 " •' 697 "

951.00 ft. equal 288
858.1 > 260

1,037.00 ft. equal 317
997.4 •• 302

meters,

meters,

meters,

meters,

meters,

meters,

meters.

DuPont's powder FFF. 3drs., IJgoz. shot No. 7:

7,908.3 lbs. equal 538 atm. 951.00 ft. equal 288 meters.
7,718.2 " ' 526 " 974.3 " " 293

For the purpose of comparing the figures in Table F,
the corresponding figures m Table A must again be con-
sulted. This done we find that the Walsrode powder
shows an increase in gas pressure of 9581bs. , in velocity
27ft. Schultze powder (Pompton) gained l,1541bs. in
bursting strain, and 140lt. in velocity. E. C. powder
.shows an increase in gas pressure of SOOlbs., in velocity of
29ft. Schultze powder gained 1331bs. in bursting strain

and 168ft. in velocity. American wood powder increased
its bursting strain by 3211bs., its velocity by 12ft. S. S.

powder shows an increase in bursting strain of l,4491bs.,

in velocity of 91ft. DuPont's black powder gained 6101bs.

gas pressure and 72ft. in velocity. DuPont's smokeless
powder shows an increase in gas pressure of 4,9691bs., in
velocity of 29ft.

An increase of bursting strain up to 1, OOOlbs. may still

be considex-ed natural and permissible, and an increase of
velocity of 50ft. may be regarded as of no imj^ortance.
To ascertain how far the several powders differ in the

way of heating the gun barrels by rapid and continued
firing, equal rounds of shots were fired in quick succes-
sion from each powder, and in every case the temperature
measured in the middle of the gun barrel. DuPont's
smokeless and Walsrode powders showed the lowest and
same degree of heat; then followed Schultze powder with
increased heat, and then, with the same values, E. C. and
wood powder, then Schultze (Pompton), then S. S.

powder, and then, with the highest degree of heat, Du
Pont's black powder.
The recoil test produced the following result: Least

recoil, of even value, DuPont's smokeless and Walsrode;
then followed, with increased recoil, E. C, Schultze,
Schultze (Pompton) and American wood powder; then
S. S. powder, and then, with the heaviest recoil, Du
Pont's black powder.
In regard to the development of smoke, the several

powders are governed by the following rotation: Du
Pont's and AValsrode developed the least smoke, of even
value; next came Schultze, Schultze-Pompton, E. C. and
S, S. powder; then wood, and as last, of course, DuPont's
black powder.
The barrel fouling test resulted for the several powders

as follows: The least fouling of the gun barrel was found
with the DuPont's and Walsrode smokeless powders;
next came Schultze, Schultze-Pompton, and S. S. powders;
then wood and E. C. powder. The residue of the E. C.
powder proved, occasionally, to be of a quite solid form
and tending to clog the locking device of the gun.
Among the black powder, Laflin & Rand's "Orange

Extra" produced a remarkable small residue, much less

than generally found with black powders.
With this last test, the Chicago powder trials were con-

sidered finished. It was understood and agreed, however,
that a repetition on a smaller scale, and in conjunction
with a i^rimer test, should take place on some future day.
and in another section of the country.
For this second test, to which all interested parties were

a^ain invited, Messrs. E, I. DuPunt de Nemours Co. kindly
placed their shooting ground and some of their instru-

ments at their gun cotton factory located at Carney's
Point, New Jersey, near Wilmington, Delaware, at our
disp>osal.

Schultze powder—Pompton—^reached Chicago after the
test there had commenced, and I was further requested
to test a new Leaf powder recently brought out by Messrs.
Wolff & Co., Walsrode. Both of these powdere were sub-
jected to an exhaustive test at Carney's Point. So that
the result of this trial will afford the same basis for judg-
ing these powders as the basis established for ti'e others.

The experiments at Carney's Point commenced with the
primer test. The experiments were conducted with a
view to ascertain to what extent the qualities of the sev-

eral powders, as far as bursting strain and velocities are
concerned, are affected" by the primer, and especially to
determine, if, and to what degree, the stronger primer
will increase the violence of the nitro powders; that is,

render them more or less dangerous; and further, which
primer will, as a rule, secure the most regular ignition.

It has been further determined, how much faster the
stronger primer will bring about an ignition and combus-
tion of the powder charge than the common or black
powder primer.

Table G.

Carney's Point, N, J., Oct. SO, 1S93.

PRIMER TEST.

DuPont's smokeless powder, 2a4drs., l}4oz. shot in Eiey shells:
Bursting Strain. Velocity.

8,507.2 lbs. equal 576 atm. 841.9 ft- equal 255 meters.
9,261.0 6:30 " 828 9 " '• 251

10.143.0 " " 690 " 818.7 " " 348 "

10.922.1 " " 743 " 818.7 " " 248 "

9,318.8 " " 634 " 808.4 " " 343 "

The same load in Smokeless shells:
10,936.8 lbs. equal 744 atm. 858.0 ft. equal 260 meters.
7,898.9 •* " 537 " 828 9 " " 251
9.834.3 " " 669 " 852 0 " " 258
9.437.4 " " 642 " 858.8 " " 260
6,330.4 " " 432 " 795.9 " " 241

The same load in Rival shells:

8,517.9 lbs. equal 579 atm. 828.9 ft. equal 251 meters.
8,114.4 '• " 5.53 " 822.0 " " 249
5,909.4 " " 402 •' 766.0 " " 333 "

8,055.4 •' 582 " 825.5 " " 250
6,-394 5 " " 435 " 812.3 •' " 246

The same load in U. S. Rapid shells:

6, '-]5.0 lbs. equal 450 atm. 812.0 ft. equal 246 meters.
.5,909.4 " " 403 " 779,8 " " 236
7,673.4 " " 522 " 766 0 " " 232 "

7,9:38.0 " " 540 " 799.9 " " 243 "

8,996.4 " " 613 " 799 9 " " 242

The same load in Bischwelter shells:
9,162.8 lbs. equal 624 atm. 822 0 ft. equal 249 meters.

13.891.5 " 945 " 842.2 " " 255
8.070.3 " " 549 " 928 0 " " 281

11.234 8 " " 840 " 858,8 " " 260
10'010 7 " " 681 " 828,9 " " 251

The same load in Bachmann shells:
10.739.4 lbs. equal 732 atm. 822,0 ft. equal 249 meters.
10,495.8 " " 714 " 843.2 " " 255
6,776.7 " " 471 " 795,9 " " 341
9;481,5 " " 645 " 812.0 " " 246

10.407.6 " " 708 " 8.38.10 " 254

The same load in Winchester shells. No. 3 primer:
8.349.6 lbs. equal 468 atm. 795.5 ft. equal 241 meters.
6.492.7 " " 441 " 785.10 " 288
7.849.8 " " 584 " 812.0 " " 246
6.041.7 " " 411 ' 782.6 " " 237
6.570.9 " " 447 " 676.0 " " 223

The same load in Nitro Club shells:
8.996.4 lbs. equal 612 atm. 833.3 ft. equal 252 meters,
6.174.0 " •' 420 " 795.5 " " 241
7, :364 7 " " 501 " 818.0 " " 248 "

7,982 1 " " 543 " 82S.9 " " 251
5.953.5 " " 405 " 785,10 " 238

The same load in Creedmoor shells, Winchester No. 2 primer:
6 394,5 lbs. equal 435 atm. 756,2 ft, equal 229 meters,
5.997.6 " " 408 "

6,129,9 " " 417 " 743,0 " " 225 "

7.100.1 " " 483 " 782,6 " " 2-37

7,011,9 " " 477 " 782.6 " " 237

The same load in Kynoch's Grouse shells:
5.071 .5 lbs. equal :M5 atm. 766,0 ft, equal 232 meters.
7,;364,7 • 501 •' 812,0 " " 246
7.585.3 " " 516 " 805.8 " " 244 "

7,,364.7 " " 501 "

6,52e.8 " " 444 " 769.4 " •' 3.33

The same load in Climax shells, common:
4,851 .0 lbs. equal 330 atm. 704,4 ft. equal 314 meters.
4,9,38,3 " •' 3:36 " 733.7 " " 222
4,6:30.5 " " 315 "

4.762.8 " " 324 "
5.247.9 " " 357 "

The same load in Sporting Life shells:
6.262.2 lbs. equal 426 atm. 782 6 ft. equal 237 meters.
6,3945 " " 4.35 772.7 " " 234
7,408.8 " " 504 " 766.0 " " 232 "

6.749.3 " " 459 " 921.5 " " 279 "

7.673.4 " " 522 " 832.0 " " 249 "

Oct. Continuation of the Primer Test.

Therpiometer 69° F., equal to 20.5° C; hygrometer, 90;'4.

Walsrode leaf powder, 31grs.. equal 2.1 grams; li^joz. shot No. 7, ia
Smokeless shells:

Burstinci Strain. Velocity.
6.009.4 lbs. equal 402 atm. 792.5 ft. equal 240 meters.
8.055.6 " •' 549 '• 841.9 " '• 255
7.717.5 " " 525 " 835.3 " " 250
6,5'; 1,6 ' 447 " 795.9 " " 241
6,659.8 " " 458 " 805.0 " " 244 "

Mean bursting strain, 7,003 lbs. Mean velocity, 812 ft.

Variation, 2,040 lbs. Variation, 49 ft.

The same load in Vienna shells:
Bursting Strain. Velocity.

6,953 0 lbs. equal 473 atm. 848.4 ft. equal 2,58 meters.
9.966.6 • 678 " 818.7 •' " 248

10.054.6 •' " 684 " 848.4 " 258
9.966 6 " " 678 " 885.1 " " 268
8,995.4 " " 612 " 828,9 " " 251 "

Mean bursting strain, 9,186 lbs. Mean velocity, 845 ft.

Variation, 3,101 lbs. Variation, 77 ft.

Walsrode leaf powder, winter load, 32 grs., equal to 3.3 grams, 13^oz.
shot No. 7, in Vienna shells:

Bursting Strain. Velocity.
10,407.6 lbs. equal 708 atm. 868.7 ft, equal 263 meters,
11,466,0 " " 780 " 875.2 " 265
9.790.0 " " 666 " 852.0 " " 258 "

10,231.0 " " 696 " 865.3 " " 262
10,201.4 " " 762 " 865.3 " " 262

Mean bursting strain, 10,419 lbs. Mean velocity, 871 ft.

Variation, 1,676 lbs. Variation, 23 ft.

DuPont's smokeless powder, Sdrs., IJ^oz. shot No. 7 in Rival shells,

common:
Bursting Strain. Velocity.

6.438.6 lbs. equalm atm. 709.3 ft. equal 211 meters.
7 893.9 " " 537 " 852.0 " 258
9.393.3 " " 639 " 871.10 " 264
8.555.4 " " 982 " 835.6 " " 258
7.805.7 " " 531 " 712.6 " " 213

The same load in Smokeless shells:

9,:393.3 lbs. equal 689 atm. 861.0 ft. equal 261 meters.
11,025.0 '• " 750 " 885.1 " " 368
8.158.5 " " 555 " 852,0 " " 358
9.702 0 " " 660 " 891.8 " " 270

10,672.2 '• " 696 " 855,4 " " 259 "

Schultze powder (Pompton), 3drs . IJ^oz. shot No. 7 in Eley shells:

8,9.52.3 lbs. equal 609 atm. 838. 10 ft. equal 354 meters.
9.304.1 " 633 " 828.9 " " 251

8.820.0 " " 600 " 785.10 " " 238
9.922 5 " " 675 " 835.6 '• " 253 "

8.952.3 " '• 609 " 836.6 " " 254

The same load in Smokeless shells:

9,:348.2 lbs. equal 636 atm. 858 8 ft. equal 260 meters.
9.613.8 " 654 875.2 " '• 265
9.081.6 " " 618 " 8:31.10 " 252 "

9.878.4 " " 672 " 878.5 " " 256
9.884.3 " " 669 " 885.1 '• " 258 "

The same load in Rival shells, common:
6.329.9 lbs. equal 417 atm. 808.11 ft. equal 245 meters.
5,7:33.0 •' 390 " 802.4 " " 243
6.394.5 " " 4:15 " 812.3 " " 216
7,408.8 ' " 504 " 818.10 " " 248
8.423.1 " " 573 " 828,9 " " 251 "

The same load in Sporting Life shells:

8.114.4 lbs. equal .5.52 atm. 802.4 ft. equal 243 meters.
8,158 5 " 5.55 " 808.11 " 245
5,688 9 " " 387 '• 766,0 " " 2.32

6,041 7 " " 411 " 782.0 '• •' 237
6.262.7 " " 426 " 785.10 " 238

The same load in Nitro Club shells:

7.408.8 lbs, equal 504 atm. 802.4 ft. equal 248 meters.
6.085,8 '• " 414 " 831.10 " 2,52

9.084.6 " " 618 " 815.4 " " 247 "

8,9.^2.3 " " 609 " 808.11 " 245 "

7.864.7 " " 501 " 838.5 " " 254 "

The same load in Bachmann shells:

9.702.0 lbs. equal 660 atm. 842.0 ft. equal 255 meters,
9,56X7 " " 651 '• 8:35.6 " " 258 "

9.496.2 " " 066 " 8:38.10 " 254 "

9.172.8 " " 634 " 691.0 " " 209 "

9,:304.1 " " 633 " 785.10 " 238 "

The same load in Bischweiler shells:

7,408 8 lbs. equal 504 atm. 828 9 ft. equal 251 meters.
8,298.8 " ' 564 " 825.5 " " 2.50 "

8,202 6 " " 558 " 818.10 " 248
7.629.3 " " 519 " 828 9 " " 251 "

6,923.7 " " 471 " 795.9 " " 241

The same load in U. S. Rapid shells:

5,999 6 lbs. equal 408 atm. 812.3 ft. equal 246 meters.
7,188.3 " " 489 " 812,3 " " 346
4,983.3 " " 339 " 775.11 " 235 "

4,542.3 " " 309 " 712.6 " " 212
7,188.3 " " 489 " 815.7 " " 247 "
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The same load in Winchester Rival, No. 3 primer:
10,759 4 lbs. equal 732 atm. 828.9 ft. equal 251 meters.
7,879.2 " " 546 " 795.9 " " 241
7.805.7 " " 531 " 825.5 " " 250
6,526 8 " " 444 " 802.4 " " 943 "

8,202.6 •' " 558 " 812.3 " " 246

The same in Climax shells:
6,262.2 lbs. equal 426 atm. 795.9 ft. equal 241 meters.
4,894.1 " " sm " 694.9 " •' 210 "

5,203 8 " " 354 •' 795.9 '• " 241 "

The same load in Kynocli Grouse shells:

8,775.9 lbs. equal 597 atm. 821.11 ft. equal 249 meters.
7,330.6 " " 498 " 805.8 " " 244 "

5.953.5 " 405 " 802.4 " " 243
9.172.8 " " 624 " 845.0 " " 256
8,952.3 " " 609 *' 789.2 " " 239

The same load in Creedmoor shells, Winchester No. 2 primer:
5.556.6 lbs. eq'ial 378 atm. 795.9 ft. equal 241 meters.
4,674 6 " • 318 "
4.894.1 " " 333 " 7.36 6 " " 223 '

4.718.7 " " 321 " 713 9 " " 216
4.851.0 " " 380 " 683.0 " " 205 "

At this juncture a heaYj- rain set in.

Schultze powder. 3drs , 1!-^oz sh it No. 7 in Smokeless shells:
8.580.1 lbs equal 583 atm. 802.4 ft. equal 213 meters.
7,8/5 7 " 5:J1 789.2 " " 239

- 7,:-J20.6 " " 498 ' 795 9 " " 241 "

The same load in Eley shells:

7.276.5 lbs. equal 495 atm. 785.10ft. equal 238 meters.
7.629.3 " " 519 " 79'.9 ' 241
8.334.9 " " 567 " 795 9 " " 241

The same load in Nitro Club shells:
5.865.3 lbs equal :399 atm. 766 0 ft. equal 2:32 meters.
4.938.2 " '• 366 " 746.3 " •' 226 "

8,864.1 " " 003 " 835.5 " " 250

The same load in Winchester Rival shells, No. 3 primer:
6.659.1 lbs. equal 453 atm. 782.6 ft. equal 237 meters.
5.556.6 " " 378 " 762.9 " " 231 "

5.762.4 " " 392 " 775.11 " 2:35

The same load in Kynoch shells:

7.232.4 lbs. equal 492 atm. 789.2 ft. equal 239 meters.
5.512.5 " " 3-5 " 756.2 " " 229
6.938.6 " " 46^i " 723.6 " " 219 "

The same load in U. S. Rapid shells:
5,20:3.8 lbs. equal 354 atm. 766.0 ft. equal 238 meters.
6.521.8 " " 444 " 762.9 " 231
5.865.3 " " .399 " 775.11 " 235

The same load in Winchester Rival, common:
5.821.2 lbs. equal 396 atm. 766.0 ft. equal 232 meters.
5,8o5-3 " •' 399 " 726.9 " " 220 "

4.851.0 " " 330

The same load in Creedmoor shells, Winchester No. 2 primer:
4.806.9 lbs. equal 327 atm. 717.0 ft. equal 217 meters.
4.542.3 " .309 "

4,674.6 " " 318 "

The same load in U. S. Climax shells:
4.454.1 lbs. equal 303 atm.
4.410.0 " " 300 " 743.0 ft. equal 285 meters.
4.336.5 " " 295 " 717.0 " 217 "

E. C. powder, 3drs., IJ^oz. shot No. 7 in Smokeless shells:
6.350.4 lbs. equal 4.32 atm.- 815.7 ft. equal 247 meters
8.790.6 " •' 498 " 808.11 " a45
8.658.3 " " 489 " 825.5 " " 250

The same load in Eley shells:

7.144.2 lbs. equal 4S6 atm. 808.11ft. equal 245 meters.
5.071.5 " " 345 " 792.5 " " 240
5.159.7 " " 351 " 799.0 " '• 242

The same loid in Nitro Club shells:

4.762.8 lbs. equal 324 atm. 756.2 ft. equal 229 meters.
5.909.4 ' " 402 " 733.6 " " 219
5,55.6.6 " " 378 " 782.6 " " 237 "

The same load in Kynoch Grouse shells:
5.247.9 lbs. equal ;357 atm. 772.9 ft. equal 231 meters.
4,938.2 " " 336 " 753.10" " 228
5,247.9 " " 3,57 " 782.6 " " 237

The same load in Rival shells, common:
4.674.6 lbs. equal 318 atm. 828.9 ft. equal 251 meters.
4.630.5 " •' 315 " 7:33.3 '• 221
4.630.5 " " 315 " 723.6 " " 219

The same load in Winchester Rival, No. 3 primer:
4,806.9 lbs. equal 327 atm. 756.2 ft. equal 229 meters.
5,037.4 " " 342 " 772.7 " " 234 "

4.894.1 " " 333 '•

The same load in U. S. Rapid shells:
4,806.9 lbs. equal .327 atm. 7-36.6 ft. equal 223 meters
4.674.6 " •' 318 " 723.6 " " 219
4.718.7 " " 381 " 7.36.6 " " 223 "

The same load in Climax shells:

4.586.4 lbs. equal 312 atm.
4.498.2 " 306 "

4.851.0 " " 330 " 681.0 ft. equal 209 meters.
The same load in Creedmoor shells, Winchester No. 8 primer-

4.630.5 lbs. equal 315 atm. 743 0 ft. equal 285 meters.
4.601.1 " •• 313 " 710.6 " 215 "
4.543.3 " " 309 " 759.5 " " 230 "

Walsrode leaf powder, 31grs., equal 2.1 grams, IJ^z. shot No. 7:
7.791.0 lbs. equal 530 atm. 874.9 ft. equal 265 meters
7;5r0.5 " • 515 " 858.3 " " 260 "

'

8,158.5 " " 555 " 881.9 " " 267

DuPont's smokeless powder, 2^drs., IJ^oz. shot No. 7:

8.158.5 lbs. equal 555 atm. 888.4 ft. equal 269 meters
5.115.6 " " 348 " 815.7 " " 247 "

8.246.7 " " 561 " 861.11 " 261

Walsrode powder, granul., 29grs., equal 1.90 grams, IJ^oz. shot No. 7
8.511.4 lbs. equal 579 atm. 815.4 ft. equal 247 meters
8,48.3.1 " 573 " 812.0 " " 246 "

'

7,011.9 " " 477 " 785.10 " 238

3i^drs. DuPont smokeless powder, i%oz. shot No. 7:

9,(i57.9 lbs. equal 6.57 atm.
34grs. Walsrode leaf powder, IJ-goz. shot No. 7:

0,615.0 lbs. equal 450 atm.

34grs. Walsrode powder, granulated IJ^oz. shot No. 7:
7,893.9 Ibe. equal 537 atm.

SJ^drs. Schultze uowder, IJ^^oz. shot No. 7:

7,982.1 lbs. equal 543 atm.
S>^dre. Schultze powder (Pompton), IJ^oz. shot No. 7:

11,510.0 lbs. equal 783 atm.

SJ^drs. American wood po wder, IJ/^oz. shot No. 7:

7,188.3 lbs. equal 489 atm.

334drs. S. 8. powder, 1 Vsoz. shot No. 7:

11,818.8 lbs. equal 804 atm.
B}46vs. E. C. powder, t%oz. shot No. 7:

8,379.0 lbs. equal 570 atm.
34grs. Walsrode leaf powder in Smokeless shells, IJ^oz. shot No. 7:

6,983.7 lbs. equal 471 atm.

Oct. Continuation of the Primer Test.

S. S. p > vder, .3drs., l|^oz. shot No. 7 in Eley shells:
Bursting Strain. Velocity.

7.3G4.7 lbs. equal 501 atm. 760.0 ft. equal 832 meters.
6.791.4 " 462 " 789,8 " 8.39 "

6.958.5 " " 405 " 786.9 " " 218 "

The same load in Smokeless shells:
7,4:38.2 lbs. equal 506 atm.
8,158.5" " 555 '• 749.7 ft. equal 227 meters,
6,967.8 " " 474 " 703.3 " " 213

Tie same load in Nitro Club shells:
7,542.1 lbs. equal 513 atm. 706.6 ft. equal 214 meters.
5,071.5 " " 345 772.7 " " 234 "

5,9.53.5 " " 405 " 687.9 " " 208

The'same load in Winche-ter Rival, No. 3 primer:
6,660 1 lbs. equal 453 atm. 792.5 ft. equal 240 meters.
5.898.0 '• 800 " 671 6 " •' 203
5,071.5 " " 345 " 700.0 " " 212 "

The same load in U. S. Rapid shells:
6,218 1 lbs. equal 483 atm. 696.9 ft. equal 211 meters.
5,865.3 " " 399 " 720 3 " " 216 "
5,071 5 " " 315 " 693.6 " " 210 '*

The same load in Climax shells:
5.512.5 lbs. equal 375 atm.
4.674.6 " " 318 " 786 9 ft. equal 21 8 meters.
4,630.5 " " 315 " 703.3 " " 813 "

The same load in Winchester Rival shells, common:
5,600.7 lbs. equal 381 atm. 687.0 ft! equal 208 meters.
4,983.3 " " 339 " 720,3 " " 216
4,8'51.0 " " 330 " 678.0 " " 205

The same load in Kynoch Grouse shells:
7,011.9 lbs. equal 477 atm.
4,894.1 " " 333 " 703.3 ft. equal 213 meters.
5,292.0 " " 860 " 696 9 " " 211

The same load in Creedmoor shells, Winchester No. 2 primer:
4.718.7 lbs. equal 381 atm. 720.3 ft. equal 216 meters.
4,851.0 " " 330 "

4.674.6 " " 318 " 700.0 " " 212

American wood powder, Sdrs., IJ^oz. shot No. 7 in Eley shells:
6.085.8 lbs. equal 414 atm. 762.9 ft. equal 231 meters.
5.512.5 " " 375 " 713.9 " '• 214
5,298.0 " " 360 " 789.2 " " 2.39

Same load in Smokeless shells:
6.085.8 lbs. equal 414 atm. 749 7 ft. equal 227' meters.
5.484.3 " " 369 " 713.9 •' " 214
5.247.9 " " 3.57 " 772.7 " " 234

Same load in Nitro Club shells:
5.9.53 5 lbs. equal 405 atm. 746.6 ft. equal 223 meters.
5,159 7 " •' .351 " 769.4 " " 233 "

5.292.0 " " 360 " 691.0 " " 209 "

The same load in Winchester shells, No. 3 primer:
6,129.9 lbs. equal 417 atm. 687.9 ft. equal 208 meters.
5.3.36.1 " " 363 " 723.6 " " 217
5.159.7 " " 351 " 691.0 " " 209 "

The same load in U. S. Rapid shells:
4,674 6 lbs. equal 318 atm. 723.6 ft. equal 217 meters.
4,498 2 " " 316 " 687 9 " " 208 "

4.454.1 " " 303 " 678.0 " " 205

The same load in Climax shells:
6.997.6 lbs. equal 408 atm. 743.0 ft. equal 225 meters.
5,292.0 " " 360 " 691.0 " " 209
5,292.0 " " .360 " 785.10 " 838 "

The same load in Winchester Rival shells, common:
5.865.3 lbs. equal 399 atm. 788.9 ft. equal 220 meters.
5.292.0 " " .360 " 678.0 " 205
5.336.1 " " 363 " 728.9 " " 220

The same load in Kynoch Grouse .shells:

5,292.0 lbs. equal .360 atm. 691.0 ft. equal 209 meters.
5.203.8 " " 354 " 703.3 " " 213
5,071.5 " " :545 "

The same load in Creedmoor shells, Winchester No. 2 primer:
5.380.2 lbs. equal 366 atm. 691 .0 ft. equal 209 meters.
5.600.7 " " 381 " 786.9 " " 218
5.909.4 " " 402 " 696.9 " " 211

ANGLING NOTES.

Forest and Stream as an Educator.

Only a few weeks ago I pointed out in these columns
that boards of supervisors had it in their power to protect
black bass during the month of June; protection that the
State law denies them, although they spawn through the
entire month. The note was copied into a Warren county-
paper and the supervisors of the county were urged to
take action upon the suggestion at their meeting then
near at hand. One of the first things they did when they
assembled was to introduce a resolution making a close
season for black bass in all the waters of Warren county
from January first to July tenth. The extra ten days
beyond what was advocated in FOREST and Stream,
namely, January first to July first, will benefit the fish

undoubtedly, but it will cause some confusion, doubtless,
as other counties, so far as they have shortened the season,
have fixed upon July first as the opening day for black
bass fishing. I suggested this to one of the supervisors and
he adopted the suggestion.

Catching versus Stocking.

During the past few years occasional notices may have
been seen in the country papers that such and such lakes
have been restocked with black bass by the jDlanting of
a certain number of bass weighing from one-quarter to
one-half pound each. I have in mind one such lake that
was restocked with 200 bass, and this is a big plant as they
average. For a year or two the bass furnished by the
State have run in numbei-s to each applicant from 60 to
800 and formerly the number was much smaller. Of
course the waters are improved by just so many fish, but
they will not restock the lakes if June fishing is per-
mitted.
There is another view of the case besides the June fish-

ing. Last week I went into the smoking car of a railway
train to smoke a cigar and found a lawyer distinguished
all over the State and who is as fond of fishing as he is

versed in law. AVhen our cigars were lighted the con-
versation turned to fish and fishing and among other
things he told me that one day last season while fishing
with a friend in the same boat on the St. Lawrence they
caught together 235 black bass. At night there was a
question as to who caught the greater number of the fish
and it was decided to try it again the next day, each man
in a separate boat. My friend caught 163 black bass that
weighed 207 lbs. and his friend caught 188, weight not
given, or a total of 346 bass in one day and 581 in two
days, or about, judging from weight given of one lot. 725
pounds of fish. As he told how he caught all his fish on
a single hook, and that hook as good as new after t^vo
days' fishing; and how his friend took an unfair advantage,
considering that it was a fishing match, and used a bait
hook with minnows and above it a fly on the leader, and
in this way made 21 double catches, I became so interested
in this recital that I forgot to ask what he did with so
many fish. As I look back now I realize that I neglected
to put a very important question to him. If he owned a
fish market I could imderstand what became of the fish,

but as he is a lawyer I am still in the dark concerning the
disposal of over a quarter of a ton of black bass. How-
ever, another question arises: W^ill 200 black bass per
annum do more toward stocking a lake 36 miles long,
than 581 much larger black bass taken in two days from
the St. Lawrence will do toward unstocking that stream.

A Story About Two Mascalonge.
While my lawyer friend was yet telling us of his black

bass fishing he incidentally mentioned that after years of
fishing in the St. Lawrence he never had captured a
mascalonge. I considered it a pertinent question to ask
how it came about then that not long ago two masca-
longe were exhibited in the city where he lives, and duly
chronicled in the newspapers as being the fruit of his
skill as an angler. That did not phase him in the least;

he only laughed and said: "I only claimed that I
'hooked' them, and now I wiU tell you the truth. I stole
them. I found a net set contrary to law, where I had
previously found others and destroyed them, and in it

were two mascalonge of about twenty-five pounds each.
I hooked out the two big fish, cut the net in pieces, and
let the other fish in the pound escape." A. N, Cheney,

FROZEN FISH THAWED OUT.
Boston, Mass., Nov. 19.—Some years ago a friend made

up a party for a day at ice-fishing in Laconia, N. H. Pro-
curing a good supply of bait at the Quincy Market (I am
not certain whether they were "mummyclmgs" or
shiners) he took a late train and spent the night at a hotel.
Next morning was a perfect fishing day with the single ex-
ception of the thermometer being 28° below zero. As there
was no wind and they were ardent lovers of this winter
sport they soon found themselves on the ice, notwith-
standing the cold. Having cut a few holes through sev-
eral feet of ice they decided to bait up, but met with a
disappointing obstacle in finding that the contents of their
bait can had become tired of waiting and had frozen solid.

As nothing was to be gained by standing on the ice they
returned to the hotel, and, for experiment, put the can on
the stove to thaw, which it soon did. To their surprise a
large number of the fish were swimming around as if

nothing out of the way had happened. All the fish were
then put into a tank with running water in it where all

that had been doubtful of recovery were soon as well as
the others. I wish I were sure that the fi.sh were not
"mummys" as, if they were, the above would not be at
all strange.
The other_ case was when a jar of fish was sent to the

house in which my mother was staying while in France.
As it was too late to cook them when they arrived, the
cook left them outside the window thinking that they
needed plenty of air. During the night the thermometer
dropped to several degrees below freezing, and, very
naturally, the contents of the can were a chunk of ice im
the morning. This the cook reported with great conster-
nation, but was told to put the can on the stove and see
how it worked. This he did, and left it until almost en-
tirely free from ice, when he took it off and found the fish
in perfect health.
As regards leaving fish out of water until they freeze

solid and then thawing them, I have tried it many times^
myself and they have never lived. This is, I believe, due
to the fact that their kmgs are devoid of water at the:
time, although I am not at all certain. J. H. B.

Silver Bay, Lake George, N. Y., Nov. 28.—In the lat-
ter part of October I went out for a day's fishing with
Capt. Harris of the steamer Ticonderoga. Early in the
forenoon we caught a few perch, which froze almost as
soon as we got them in the boat. About 3 o'clock in the
afternoon Capt. Harris suggested putting on one of our
perch and trolling. This we did, spinning him on an or-
dinary gang. After trolling about half an hour we took
in the line and found that the perch had revived and was
flopping quite vigorously. H. S. Paine.

Waltham, Mass.—Last winter while catching chubs for
live bait I caught a small salt water perch or cunner. He
was kept alive for over two months in a cold outhouse.
Every night the water, fish and all, would freeze to a
solid cake, every day he would be melted out, and in a
short while be as lively as ever. He must have been
frozen and thawed out at least forty times without the
slightest injury to him. FONTINALIS.

Groton Oil and Bullheads.

Editor Forest and Stream:
I noticed with deep interest an item in your journal off

the remarkable catch of two fishes on one hook at one
time.

I have had an experience in this direction, only a little

more so. It was back in the early seventies that good old
Deacon WiUiam H. Phillips of Chagrin Falls, O., and the
writer, went one balmy evening in May to the head of
Adams & Co.'s pond to angle for the festive bullhead.

It was late when we arrived, and, after baiting up, set-

ting our rods and building a fire, we opened the lunch
basket and made way with its contents, after which we
lighted our pipes and took a smoke, conversing the while
on the degeneracy of the times, the cussedness of inani-
mate things and matters in general.
Elnocking the ashes out of our pipes we went to our

rods and pulled up, when a very great surprise was in
store for us. Deacon Phillips had thirteen bullheads
strung on his line and I had twelve.
We had used fat pork for bait, and, hearing that the oil

of rhodium would attract fish, we went to a drug store
and purchased a supply, which was freely poured on the
bait. An analysis showed that the druggist's clerk had .

made a mistake and sold us croton oil.

This incident was related at the meeting of the Ameri-
can Fisheries Society in Detroit in 1891 by Hon. A. 0.
Williams, at the time Fish Commissioner of Ohio, and I
regret to say that it was received with doubt, if not de-
rision, but good old Deacon PhiUips, well along in the
eighties, is still alive and active in both mind and body,
and you cannot make him mad quicker than to smile
when this remarkable incident is related. Fly Fisher.
Put-in-Bay, C, September, 1893.

Izaak Walton Club.

LOCKPORT, N. Y., Nov. 23.—This place boasts another
anglers' club recently formed called the Izaak Walton-
Club. I was the guest of Mr. Hustin at their lodge om
Lake Ontario, Four-Mile Point, four miles east of Youngs-
town. It is an ideal home for the fisherman and is loved
equally well by the bass. Fully 1,000 of the gamy beau-
ties have been captured on the grass beds, 300yd8. frona.

shore, during this season. On Oct. 4 W. E. Hustin and
William H. Case, expert anglers of Lockport, put in a
fall day's fishing there. They captured 29 black basa.
Mr. Hustin captured 10 of these and twice landed tvsjoi anH

a time. Of the first pair one weighed 2ilbs. andl the
other 3ilbs. M. H.. H.

Some Michigan Fishing Notes..

Central Lake, Mich., Dec. 1.—The herrings visited
our river after their usual fashion somewhere - about the
12th of the month. I was sick in Grand Rapids at the
time and did not see them.
The trout fishing hereabouts was very poor last sum-

mer. My luck was about the same as that of "VonW.,"
I caught about half a dozen. I think that overfishing and
the non-observance of the jsix-inch law. explains the
wherefore.
There see.tned to be a disease among the black bass last'

summer which also affected the sunfish. Many were-
^ en dead. No explanation is offered. Kelpie.
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SALE OF TROUT IN CLOSE SEASON.
The Massachusetts trout law, Public Statutes, Chap. 91,

Sec. 53, provides: "Whoever sells, or offers or exposes
for sale, or has iu his possession a trout, land-locked'sal-
mon or lake trout, except aUve, between the first day of
September and the first day of April shall forfeit for
every such fish taken^in this Commonwealth between said
dates, ten dollars." [A subsequent enactment changes
the dates].

Mr. Win. L. Gilbert, a trout culturist, having caused
himself to be prosecuted for the saile of a trout reared by
Mm, carried his case up to the Supreme Court to deter-
mine whether the statute quoted applied to trout arti-
ficially reared, and to test its constitutionality. The fuU
text of the decision is here given:

COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS.
Boston, Dec. 4, 1883.

1 certify the annexed to be a true copy of the opinion of the Supreme
Judicial Court in the case of Commonwealth vs. Gilbert, decided on
the 28th day of November, 189.3.

Geo. F. Tdcker, Eeporter of Decisions.

Allen, J.—There are two questions in this case, namely,
whether the defendant's act was within the true meaning
of the statute forbidding the sale of trout; and, if so,
whether the statute is constitutional.

1. The defendant contends that the penalty imposed by
Public Statutes, Chap. 91, Sec. 53, for selling trout does
not extend to the sale of trout which have been artificially

propagated and maintained. Whatever force this conten-
tion might have if Sec. 53 stood alone, a reference to other
sections of the same chapter and to the history ot this
legislation makes it clear that such trout are not exempted.
The chapter contains many provisions for the protection
of trout and other useful fishes, and amongst them are
those for the encouragement of their artificial propagation
and maintenance. No question is made that Sec. 53 is ap-
plicable to all other protected trout except such as have been
artificially propagated or maintained; as, for example, to
trout found in such small or great ponds and such
streams as are specially protected by the provisions of
Sees. 10, 12, 14, 23, 24, 27. By Sec. 26 it is provided that
^'fishes artificially propagated or maintained shall be the
property of the person propagating or maintaining them;
and a person legally engaged in their culture and main-
tenance may take them in his own waters at pleasure,
and may have them in his possession for purposes prop-
erly connected with said culture and maintenance, and
may at all times sell them for these purposes,
but shall not sell them for food at seasons when their
capture is prohibited by law." A close season
for trout was fixed by Sec. 51, which has since been
changed by Statutes 1884, Chap. 171. Sec. 53 by its terms
imposes a penalty upon every person who "sells or offers
-or exposes for sale, or has in his possession a trout" except
alive, during the close season. Statutes have long existed
restricting the modes of taking trout, but the first pro-
^sion making their sale punishable is found in Sts. 1869,
Chap. 384, Sec. 28. This, after modifications in Sts. 1874,
Chap. 186, and 1876, Chap. 221, Sec. 1, was re-enacted in
Pub. Sts. Chap. 91, Sec. 53. The object of all these
statutes was to protect and preserve the trout. The
same statute which first forbade their sale also con-
tained the provisions upon which the present
statute is founded, to encourage their artificial propaga-
tion and maintenance. In order to malie the protection
of the trout more effectual, it was deemed necessary by
the Legislature to punish [prohibited?] the sale, during the
close season, of all trout except those which are alive.
This was probably on account of the difficulty in distin-
guishing between trout which had been artificially propa-
gated or maintained and other trout. On the construction
conte ded for by the defendant the law could not be so
well enforced. In view of the provisions of Sec. 26, it

seems to us plain that the penalty imposed by Sec. 53
extends to artificially propagated trout.

2. Nor have we any doubt that the statute is constitu-
tional. The importance of preserving from extinction or
undue depletion the trout and otlier useful fishes in the
waters of the Commonwealth has been recognized and
illustrated in many familiar statutes and decisions from
an early time. Such protection has always been deemed
to be for "the good and welfare of th's Commonwealth,"
and tiie Legislature may pass reasonable laws to promote
it. Such laws are not to be held unreasonable because own-
ers of property may thereby to some extent be restricted
in its use. It has often been declared that all property
is acquired and held mider the tacit condition that it shall
not be so used as to destroy or greatly impair the public
rights and interests of the community. Many illustra-
tions might be cited where such resti-ictions on the use of
property have been held valid. But the cases are familiar.
The limitation is that the restrictions must not be unrea-
sonable. The Legislature may "make, ordain and estab-
lish all manner of wholesome and reasonable orders,
laws, statutes and ordinances, directions and instructions,
either with penalties or without; so as the same be not re-
pugnant to this constitution, as they shall judge to be for
the good and welfare of this Commonwealth." Con-
stitution Massachusetts. Chap. I., Sec. 1, Art. 4. The
Legislature may forbid the catching or selling of
iiseful fishes during reasonable close seasons estab-
lished for them; and to extend the prohibition so as
to include such as have been artificially propagated or
maintained is not different in principle from legislation
forbidding persons from catching fish in streams running
through their own lands. The statute under considera-
tion falls within this power. Commomwealth v. Look,
108 Mass., 452; Commonwealth v. Alger, 7 Cush., 53, 84,
85; Commonwealth v. Tewksbury, 11 Met., 55. 57: Cole v.
Eastham. 133 Mass., 65; Eideout v. Knox, 148 Mass., 368'
Bla^r v.^ Forehand, 100 Mass., 136; Phelps v. Racey, 60

Verdict to stand.

The liittle Star-Gazer.
Editor Forest and Stream:
At this date I fancy I shall hear no more of this curious,

rather rare and pretty little fish in consequence of the
publication wf my letter in Forest and Stkeam Nov. 18.A very intelligent correspondent, Mr. H. AUender, of
Greystone, Conn., writes that this fish was quite abimd-
ant in a brook in Cedar Hill Cemetery in Hartford
county sixteen years ago; that he had it in an aquarium
for SIX months, that these fish by their pectorals would
sastam themselves at times almost vertically on rock
work, and that they fed on auimalculiB and scraped beef.

It is evident that the alimentation is peculiar, as they
are so quiescent, do not notice bait, or very seldom take
the hook. They lie still until touched, when they dart
very quickly. Sometimes they move about slowly. They
must feed naturally on minute organisms.
Mr. AUender mentions that Fred. Mather has published

in a pamphlet issued by Forest and Stream the fact that
the Uranidea quiescens, as testified by Dr. C. Hart
Merriam, occurs in various streams of the Adirondacks.
Two other correspondents seeing my letter in Forest

AND Stream have written to me about this fish. Mr.
Geo. S. Holmes, of Pawling, Dutchess county, N. Y., says
the fish is in several streams thereabout. Also Mr. J. M.
English, of Muncy, Lycoming county, Penn., has fre-

quently caught it in his minnow net.
Altogether, therefore, we know of two localities in this

county, one in Connecticut, one in Hamilton county,
another in the more northern Adirondacks and one in
northern-central Pennsylvania. Is this all?

Basgall, n. y. James Hyatt.

Tlie Record Sawfish.

I BEG to offer the inclosed photograph of a sawfish
caught by myself in Florida
waters during April, 18 9 3,
which is said to be the largest
yet landed with rod and reel,

having been gaffed in deep
water in the manner known to
tarpon fishermen as permitting
a record. The fish weighed
over SOOlbs., and was 14ft. in
length, the saw being 3|ft.

long, on which were 48 teeth,
all in perfect condition after
landing. The manner of catch
was as follows: While I was
lunching at midday in a row-
boat three miles above Fort
Myers, the bait was taken,
quietly at first, but after a run
of 20ft. the reel sang merrily
until over 500ft. of No. 18 line
had gone out, when tlie chase
was in progress that kept up
for six hours and a half, when
the boat had been towed six
miles from anchorage. A stout
tarpon gaff was used in 7ft. of
water, with which he was
towed ashore after much hard

pulling and cautious handling. The rapid movements of
the saw were at times uncomfortably close to the boat,
but no damage was done, and the claim is made for a
record for landing with rod and reel the largest fish in
Florida waters. E. H. Tomlinson.

A Fly-Casting Challenge.

New York, Dec. A—Editor Forest and Stream: In
reading over an article in the Chicago Tribune, 1 see that
Mr. R. C. Leonard of New York is designated as being the
champion fly-caster of the world. I am prepared to make
a match with him for any reasonable sum that may be
agreed upon, in salmon fly-casting. Rods limited to 20ft.
Length of casts, accuracy and delivery to count. Shoot-
ing the Une is prohibited, as that is considered not a fair
cast. The competition to take place on still water, which
i^ the only way to facilitate accurate judging on each in-
dividual cast. Jas. Kjress.

Protector Northrup's Net Haul.
Alexantjria Bay, N. Y., Aug. 29.—Protector J. North-

rup has just returned from a trip up Black River Bay and
Sacketts Harbor, with a capture of eighteen hoop and
gill nets. The weather was boisterous all the time he
was away or he would have gotten many more. They
set at night and draw by daylight. We find that the
netters are getting afraid of the law and dodge every
point possible. W. H. Thompson,

Sec'y Anglers' Association of the St. Lawrence River.

Spawning of Rainbow Trout.
Grand Rapids, Mich.—In issue of Sept. 2 I see Mr. H.

Stewart, of Highlands, N. C, speaks of the rauibow trout
crossing with the fontinalis. Now, with us the rainbow
(SalveUnus iridcus) commences to spawn about March 7 and
the f07itinaUs not till Oct. 10. (These dates are from the
Paris State hatchery). Do the fish change their times of
spawning in different parts of the country? I can readily
see how the brown trout (JarLo) and fhefontinnUs may cross
as they spawn here at nearly the same time; but the crossing
of the iridens and fontinalis is a sticker to me. Please give
me what information you can on the subject.
Although the rainbow are said to commence spawnin""

here iu March they certainly are not all through by the first
of May, for May 1, 1893, I took a rainbow in the Pare Mar
quette River, a male fish that contained quite a quantity of
milt. He weighed 31bs. 7oz. dressed. The largest I have
known taken there weighed 51bs. 6oz. dressed, and was 2V-.4ia
in length, 5%in. in depth. We have the best success as'we
do in the brown trout fishing, at night, either with fly or
bait.

If we can only stop the dynamiters, spearers, etc. (and we
have just convicted some of them), I think the Pere Mar-
quette River and branches will be the finest fishing waters
in the country, with its game fish—brook, rainbow and
brown trout and the grayling. Henry Perkins.

In reply to a Michigan correspondent who asks about the
spawning time of the rainbow trout, I have to say that the
second year after these fish were introduced into the waters
of western North Carolina, I noticed the males on the spawn-
ing beds with the common brook trout in the month ot Jan-
uary, which is the end of the season for the spawning of the
latter fish, who are on the beds from November until a few
days after the new year. The next vear I saw them again
together still earlier, and Jthe next year I and one of my
friends both took some fish that^ve^e evidently hybrids, hav-
ing distinct marks of both kinds.

I mentioned this to Colonel McDonald, the United States
Fish Commissioner, who thought I was mistaken. As the
rainbow trout have left the upper part of my stream and
have gone below a perpendicular fall of 90 feet, above which,
of course, they cannot return, I have seen no more of them
in this part of my waters, and consequently have had no fur-
ther opportunity of investigating this matter.

But in the more recent reports it has been stated, just now
from memory I cannot state precisely where it has been said
that the rainbow trout have changed^their spawing season in
the East and go on the beds about the same time as the com-
mon brook trout do, and thus the question of the mixing of
the two species seems to have become simplified and made
quite possible.
As environment has very much to do with the habits of"

all kinds of animals, and especially in regard to the season
of propagation, I think there can be little doubt that in such
a climate as that of North Carolina the hastening of the
spawning season of fish may very likely be accomplished,
jast as with our fruits, the winter apples of the North are
fall apples here and cannot be kept in gocd condition nearly
as long during the winter as in the North,
Every student of natural history will have discovered, if

it has not occurred to him as a necessary corollary of the
vital functions of both animals and plants, as regards their
reproductive methods, that what may happen to one may
equally happen with the other, and thus, while our fruits
mature earlier than those of the North, so do our auimals,
not only fish but birds, and I have noticed the same with
sheep, whose lambs arrive often before the end of the year
and may be seen skipping about the pastures on Christmas
day, when in the North the ewes have all they can do to
keep themselves alive without burdening themselves with
the support of precocious progeny. It will also occur to
the minds of your scientific reader that even the human
race partake of this precocity in warm climates and are pre-
pared for marriage some years earlier than in northern
climates. Henry Stewart.

For Central New York Waters.

Syractxse, N. Y., Dec. 4.—Mr. Henry Loftie has placed
orders for fish fry in lakes and streams of this ^ncinity as
follows: For Oneida Lake, .50,000 muskallonge. Onondaga
Lake, 2.5.000 rnuskallonge. Otlsco Lake, 25,000 muskallonge.
Otisco Late, yU.ouu pike. Seneca River,' 50,000 pike. Seneca
River, 25,000 black bass. Onondaga Creek, 25,000 California
trout. Oneida River, 25,000 black bass. Peck Brook, Onon-
daga Valley, 15,000 brook trout. Mr. M. J. French has
placed orders for the Tully Lakes as follows: 50,000 pike,
25,000 muskallonge, 1,000 black bass. All these are for
waters in Onondaga .colmty.

ienmh

FIXTURES.
DOG SHOWS.

Dec. 12 to 15.—R. I. Poultry and Pet Stock Ass'n, at Providence.
Dec. 13 to 16.—Chicago K. C, at Chicago. G. H. Goodrich, Sec'y.
Dec. ao to 2-3.—Northern Ohio Pet Stock Association, at Akron, O.

H. F. Peck, Sec'y.
1894.

Jan. 2.3 to 26.—New Orleans Fanciers' Club, at New Orleans, La. G.
W. SenteU, Jr., Sec'y.
Jan. 16 to 19 —Saratoga Poultry and Kennel Club, at Saratoga, N.

Y. L. W. Clute, Ballston Lake, N. Y., Sec'y.
Feb. 20 to 23.—Westminster Kennel Club, at New Y'ork. James

Mortimer, Superintendent.
Feb. 27 to March 2.—Columbus Fanciers' Club, at Columbus, O. G.

F. Mooney, Sec'y.
March 7 to 10.—City of Straits Kennel Club, at Detroit. Mich. Guy

D. Welton. Sec'y.
March 13 to 16.—Mascoutah Kennel Club, at Chicago, 111. J. L.

Lincoln, Sec'v.
March 20 to 23.—St. Louis Kennel Club, at St. Louis, Mo.
April 3 to 6.—New Eogland Kennel Club, at Boston, Mass. D. E.

Loveland, Sec'y.
April 18 to 21 —Southern California Kennel Club, at Los Angeles,

Cal. C. A. Sumner, Sec'y.
May 2 to 5.—Pacific Kennel Club, at San Francisco, Cal. H. W.

Orear, Sec'y.
FIELD TEIALS.

1894.

Jan. 1.—Southern California Field Trials, at Ontario, Cal. H. C.
Hinman, Los Angeles, Cal.. Sec'y.
Jan. 15.—Pacific Coast Field Trial Club, at Salinas, Cal. J. M. Zil-

garif, Sec'y, San Francisco, Cal.
Feb. 5.—Southern Field Trial Club's Trials, at New Albany, Miss. T.

M. Brumby, Sec'y, Marietta, Ga.
Feb. 19.—United States Field Trials Club's Spring Trials, Grand

Junction, Tenn. P. T. Madison, Sec'y, Indianapolis, Ind.

NEWARK DOG SHOW.
Nov. SS to Dec. 1.

There are several men in Newark to-day who look back
upon a week such as they never experienced before, and if
asked the que.stion if they liked it would scarcely know what
to answer. That the first show given by the New Jersey
Kennel League was a success they know and feel pleased
thereover, but Avhether the game is worth the candle is an-
other thing. It means much mental tear and wear for a few
heads, but we must say the Newark men stood up well, and
had a due appreciation of their position. The New .Jersey
Kennel League is a club of workers as the way they went
about with determination proves.
The show that opened Nov. 28 was a good one; we won't

say it was the best ever held in Newark os far as quality of
dogs was concerned, but in management, and up to date reg-
ulations, and results it was far ahead of any previous effortswhen the old New Jersey Kennel League held the helm of
dogdona m New Jersey.
In spite of cold water thrown liberally by some who should

have known better, it was well proved last week that Newark
naust take rank as a show town, and the Germans a good lot
ot tanciers. There was during afternoons and evenings a
capital attendance, and they were good people, too, the sort
of peo )le that give an cclnt to any gathering. The first three
days the weather was all that could be desired, but Friday
was a wet day, most of it, though in the afternoon and evert-
ing it cleared and the crowds came back again. The rain did
not trouble the management a great deal, for by that time
they were on the safe side, though of course they wanted all
the 'velvet" they could get. But when all was over they
looked happy—about -$500 worth the pre.sident surmised.
The Industrial Hall is a poor building for the purpose- the

rniddle part where you cannot put any dogs is all right' but
the sides where most of the benching was is dark, and tow-
ards 4 P.M. it was almost impossible to see the dogs. Why
not light the lamps? one would say at once, but unfortun-
ately the hall is situated outside the dav circuit of the elec-
tric lighting system, and nothing could be done till the nio-ht
current flowed. The benching of course was done by Spratts
L'0..m then- usually efficient manner, and, contrary to previ-
ous experience in Newark, there was lots of straw and
plenty of food. It was a bad hall to disinfect as there was no
"lift" for the vitiated air, but Buchan's carbolic disinfectant
did its part well and did not make itself offensive in dolus it
as is too often the case at shows.

'

There is one thing we must grumble about and that is
the benching of the dogs. The numbers were terribly mixed
and created great confusion. It is time this custom became
obsolete. It annoys every one, except the owners of dogs who
should give way in their selfish desire to make things easy for
themselves. The public demand an alteration. In taking our
notes we were often asked by visitors which was the winnerm a keunel grouped all together, without regard to their
proper numbers even there. This sy.stem, or rather lack
of system, delays the judging. We say nothing of the
trouble it gives the reporters; they are never considered in
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the qiaestion. Mr. John Read superintended with his accus-
tomed ability. He is a host in himself, and a show cannot
go far wrong when he is about, and, besides, he always helps
the poor reporter in every po.ssible way; still, he should put
his foot down for rotation of numbers.
The quality of the dogs was on the whole excellent, but

this part is treated more fully in our critical report. We
cannot refrain from saying a word about the catalogue; it.

was well and completely arranged and printed in attractive
style; there were, of course, some errors in entering, in fact,

rather too many, but this is accounted for by not sroing to

press till the Thursday before the show. The catalogues fur-

nished the press were' the best we have ever seen; between
each printed page were two blank sheets securely fastened
in and not, as is too often the case, just gummed in to fall

out at the first turn. A number of the A. K. C. pictures of

noted dogs adorned the pages.
The members of the executive committee. President,

Edward H. Radel; Vice-Pre.-idents, Edwin Field, M.D.,
Charles Heath, W. O. Kuebler; Secretary, W. F. Seidler,

M.D.; Treasurer, R. R. Moore; Edward R. Christopher,
Chairman; Walter Browe. A. A. Eisele, August Hahne, M.
A. Hanchett, Frank Linck, E. H. Morris, Dr. L. R. Sattler
and W. J. Whelan, were untiring in their efforts to make
every one satisfied. There is .such^a thing as killing one with
with iitidness, and the president came very near committing
murder in thLs respect. Luncheons, dinners, etc., were en-
joyed by nearly every visitor at one time or another during
the show; in fact tbe.se men could not do enough for the
'"regulars." A pleasing feature of the first day was a
luncheon given by the following ladies' committee to Mrs.
"^Tiitney and her friend: Mrs. A. Hahne in the chair, Mrs.
M. Hanchett. Mrs. A. A- Eisele, Mrs. E. H. Radel and Mrs.
W. O. O. Kuebler.
The regular judging was all completed by the first day,

and considering there were only three rings this was pretty
good. The big dogs were bunched on the ground floor and
smaller ones upstairs. .Judging gave in most cases satis-

faction, though in one or two instances that we allude to
in the proper place there was some little kicking.
Who was there!' Well, pretty nearly all the fanciers

found New York. Among the best known we saw James
Mortimer, R. L. Banks, Jr., Dr. LougesL, R. P. Keasby, A.
C. Wilmerding. E. M. Oldham, C. H, Mason, Ed. Booth, A.
M. Hughes, E. W. Fiske, Fred. Schmitt, Jchn Finlayson, W.
H. Thomas, Dr. Arbery, A. H. Heppner, C. D. Berfiheimer,
H. W. Huntington, H. S. Pitkin, A. L. Page. -Joseph Lewis,
H. M. Nelson, W. Tallman, Major J. M. Taylor, C. J.

Peshall, A. D. Lewis. H. D. Cromwell, A. C. Pick'bfirdt, Mr.
Hooper, Geo. W . La Rue, C. A. Bradburv, German Hopkins,
Gus. W. Lovell, F. S. Webster, Georee H. Thompson, J.

Phelan, R. C. Lyons, R. A. De Rusey, H, I^. Krueder, Dr.
Krantz, Dr. Guenther, G. W. Whelan, George S. Thomas,
Ben Lewis, J. R. Gilmore, F. F. Dole; Hejiry Jarrett, F.
Stern, George \V. Runtou.H. C. Grasf, W. Turner, Dr. Foote,
H. G. Trevor, .James Eowden, H. Mann, W. G. Hobbie, Mrs
Smyth, Mrs. Meacham, Mr.s, Van Wagener, Mrs. Jones, Mrs.
Lewis,' Mr.s. Gilmore, Mrs. Buclde, etc.

Mastiffs (fi. Mead. Judge).— the exception of Dr.
Lougest's entries there was Jittle quality shown, and the
entry was therefore poor, all things considered, the Ma.stiff
Cluti members not coming to the front, as they should do
•when their secretary judges. There were no challenge dogs
and Ethel was not in shape, and as she is not really up to
challenge form Mr. Mead cannot be blamed for withholding
first. The dog class (6) had two good ones, improving all the
time, Emperors William and Maximilian, that were fully
described at Providence; third went to Duke IV., whose
faults are straight stifles, poor body, faulty ears, but head
fairly well shaped. Jefferson needs depth of body, has good
legs, head well shaped, but a bit long. Open bitches (4) saw
a repetition of Providence, and the winner, Lady Diana, is

coming along all the time. Her hindlegs are her worst
feature, too straight. There were no puppies. The specials
all fell to Dr. Lougest's kennel.
St. BERKAF.D.S (Mi>>)i A. H. IVldiney, Judge).—There was

quite a gathering of these handsome dogs, and of course with
our best kennels represented there was lots of quality, but
on the other hand some of the classes were made up of
rather poor stufi'. Several of the best dogs were not in good
condition as to coat and flesh, and should really have been
kept in their kennels. The challenge roughs were repre-
sented by Otos and Princess Florence in their respective
classes. Otos looked in full bloom, but the Princess was
dead out of coat, with a tail like a rat. It is not justice to
the bitch to show her at a disadvantage in this way, and she
clearly lost the other half of the special for best in the show
through this. Excepting coat she looked as well as hands
could make her, and Mr. Hughes has now a" chance to keep
the curls down. In open dogs (19) Marvel and Roland, Jr.,
held their New York positions, but Marvel was dead out of
shape and should not have been shown. This doe requires
to be shown in full coat or not at all. His genuine St. Ber-
nard quality, Ijone and head pulled him through. Roland,
Jr., an improving dog, looked well, but is not in the .same
class when quality or tyi e is considered. Lord Walbeck,
third, has a very pleasing head—deep and square and well
marked; good bone, body dips a bit, and was shown light
Ashland Jnmbo is light in body, should be stronger in pas-
terns, have more blaze, but has improved in head on his
spring form. That typical good little dog, Lothario, I think
might have been higher up, and no mistake would have been
made if he had been second or at least third. Of the
others I liked Royal B.; had he more stop his
head would be a [very good one, excellent bone, nice body,
coat and hindlegs; he is a big dog, too, and will do to'

watch. Ben Butler is another typical dog and well deserved
his letters, muzzle a bit narrow, skull good and in other
parts and condition he is above the average; he is a bit nar-
row behind. The others call for no particular mention
Open bitches (12) were not so good on the whole. Between
Miss Anna and Simray there is little to choose, for though
the former excels in quality Sunray beats her in size, bone,
depth and massiveness of head, body and legs, and had she
shadings would be near the top, having improved in head
considerably. Lady Bountiful is plain [in head and out of
coat and faulty behind, otherwise well shown. Surprise
needs more stop, has a plain, hounfly head and was out of
coat, very good bone. M'ibs .lerome I like better in head,
good legs and bone, and all things considered, can beat her
kennel mate. Counte.ss Mad^e, vhc, well deserved her let-

ters; and should have been third, for I.>ady Bountiful has too
little white and not nearly so good a head. Madge has the
best shaped head in the class, in fact a splendid head, but her
almost white face is very much against her, markings must
be considered. Glenisla deserved another letter. Novices
were a big turnout and bad to judge, nothing ver^' striking.
Imperatoi''s .size and quality, bone and .coat ofl'set his faulty
hindlegs and Hat rib. Lan.sanne has a very poor long

,
houndy

head, uo blaze and was out of coat. Ashland Jumbo should
have beaten her, better type all round. Sir PJinlimmon is

quite a fair dog, nice head, but eye too deeply .set, and is

light in rib and body. Wieland is a very taking dog, rich
color, head well shaped, though a trifle short, and is a bit
faulty behind, was in good coat and well deserved his let-

ters; he is a better dog than Lausanne. Vindex II. must de-
pend on a good head, deep and massive, for his hind parts
and body show his .strain too much. Space will not permit
of an extended notice of all mentioned dogs, but we may
say Tonzo's excellent front and coat offset his faulty hind-
legs and rather plain head. There were four vhc. and five
he. cards in this class. The winning dog puppies were fairly
good. In bitches I liked Miss Amanda, lots of quality and
a nicely formed bead, with well boned legs, she was easily
first.

The smooths were a mixed lot. In challenge dogs cham-
pion Scottish Leader, looking as he generally does, fit and
well, seemed a rather subdued dog this show and conse
quently improved in expre.s.sion. Empress of Contoocook gets
deeper and deeper in body, but is still the same old sweet-
ness. In open dogs (8) I hardly agree with the placings.
Major Plon Plon is faulty in front, only a fair head, but shows
more character than .second; his worst fault is' that he is

not a smooth, too much coat by far. Chester, second, is a
smooth, but is not at all straight in front, washy in coloring,
a fair head, but hottndy, no shadings, is straight behind; his
tail has been shortened and it curls over. There was only
one in it—Belisarius, a smooth and worth two of either of
the others; his head and front alone, to say nothing of coat,
entitled him to a more prominent position; though fatxlty
behind, he is better than either of the others. Ray is straight
in stifie and a light eye spoils an otherwise fair head, he is

small, too. Ctesar V. was second at New York last spring
as a puppy and has improved. Nemo II. is faulty at both
ends, but of fair type. Rome has little to commend but
markings. In bitches (6) the hotxndy Bellegarde won easily
and was well shown. Sunol lacks markings and her muz-
zle needs squaring, nice skull, coat and legs. The well-
known Charmion came third; she has a nice type of head,
but her hindparts are not as they should be, tail and legs
faulty, In novices {'>) Chester won, the other not aescribed
yet, Duke of .Jersey, is wretched behind and Leader of Essex
I failed to find. The puppies (3) were only moderate, with
the exception of Hellgate Keeper, whose rather houndy head
shows, nevertheless, some character; he is not abovereproach
in hindlegs. The specials will be found in their proper place
and the judge had evidently changed Jier mind about Ash-
land Jumbo, for I see that when judged again for special
for best owned in New .Jersey he beat Lausanne.
Bloodhounds (Jam es Mrrnimer, Judrye),—There were only

two, but good ones. Our old friend Belhus, of course, was
to the front and a son of Jack the Ripper, ten months old,
showing excellent wrinkle, leather and length of head, but
of course not furnished yet behind that, came second.
Newfoundlands (Miss A. H. WInlney, .IucIqc).—Only two

and had .Leo had a brush on him and coat straightened out,
he could not have lost to Carlo, well known, but small and
out of cost.

Great Danes (^1. H. I/eppncr, Judge).—Qnite a number
of them were benched, but on the whole, quality was de-
ficient. Many of the dogs were coarse and heavy; they were
well judged. No challenge entries. In open dogs, (12)
a .strapping big dog in Yarrum took the blue from Hepburn
Hero, better in front and shoulders but not so good in body
and head, a bit coarse. Schult Hero is faulty in front and
muzzle, a bit too broad in .skull and has a curled tail, other
wise fair; his color is peculiar. Some well known dogs got
letters deservedly. Open bitches (-3) had nothing to come
near Hepburn Flora Belle, a well made one all round and
very typical, does not carry tail just right and her toes turn
in slightly. Malta is rather a nice sort too and beats Flora
in iTont and condition, the latter seemingly in whelp and
quite fat. A fair puppy was shown in Thor.
' Russian Wolfhounds (Jdhn lirctt, Judge).—A charming
lot of these handsome hounds were benched, and it is very
evident that America is making rapid strides in breeding
specimens that, according to acceptable theories, should hold
their own in almost any competition. .Judged on the lines
of the older importations they are immensely superior, if we
are to judge them as of greyhound breed. The challenge
class had A rgoss, Zerry, Princess Irma aud "\'inpa, a quar-
tette of quality very pleasing to .«ee. Argoss and Zerry were
rightly at the head of aS'airs aud were well shown. In fact
the way -John Stokes put this kennel down was a reminder
of the old days \vhen Duke of Leeds led in condition In
open dog.s (5) the haudsome Leekhoi, full of quality and a
type all his own, though not in his Providence form, won
nicely over Peter the Gi-eat, who is rather coar.se, compara-
tively, be in turn beating Nagrajdai in head, chest and ribs,
but losing in bone. Alexis was outclassed among these. The
bitch class (2) was poor and first was rightly withheld. This
judge wants good legs on a hound. Veatka is better in fore-
legs than Raskeda, who has grown badly there, but from the
shoulder back I think she beats the second winner, especially
as the latter has such shockingly pricked ears, though this
may not have shown in the ring. The two puppies, about a
year old, Irmina and Riga, black and white and as like as
two peas, are charming animals, well grown, in excellent
.shape and very sweet in quality. They are a credit to their
breeding.
Dkerhounds (John Brett, Judge).—Entries here were

small. In open dogs (2) a dog we spoke of recently as a
coming winner, bore out his promise, for Lochiel is a well-
built hound, excellent coat, legs and loin and good strong
head; he ^won well over Douglas. Minna was alone in
bitches and deserved her win.
Greyhounds (John Brett, Judfye).—A' capital lot as a

whole and competition keen, but they were well judged in
most iusiances on practical lines. Maud Torrington is show-
ing age and looked a bit soft and had to give way to Best-
wood Daisy in all round quality; champion Spiuaway was
absent. In open dogs (11), a nice lot walked in and a capital
dog, Norway Cross a brother of the noted coursing bitch
Buenrita, was placed ahead of the well known Cheeky, who
has now tacked Charlie to his name and lost some of his
flesh, and is cleaner in shoulders but was not in condition,
here Cross excelled him, a bit faulty in feet and head, but a
well put up greyhound. Snowball "has grown up well too,
but he is bad in feet and shoulders not oblique enough. Bees-
wing is a nicely made dog, weak in muzzle, but his good
body and legs deserved his recognition. Dallas loses in
quarters and loin and head is poor. Dakota will take a
higher place when developed, he is a (Jreeutick pup. The
bitch class had three good ones, Wild Rose winning, and
nicely shown, over Mi,s3'Dollar III. and Drytirne, both fresh
from their work on the W^estern plains. Nellie's Girl has
also been out before, but was a little outela.ssed here and so
was Maid, third, who should give way to Drytirne, reserve,
as the latter excels her in size, feet and ribs. Some nice
whippets were shown, five in all and contrary to custom,
they were of correct size. Newark is a center for this breed.
Pointers (J. H. Winsloiv, Ji(dye)— [Sfecial Report].—

The pointer classes had a large entry and ttie quality was
above average. In heavy weight challenge class for dogs,
Pontiac had a walk over. Tempest being ab.seut, and old
Graphic, looking very well, not being for competition. Pon-
tiac, the winner, was in fine shape and in him Mr. Thomp-
son, who has but lately purchased him, has got a treasure.
Breeders should not ne.glect this dog too long, he caunot
last forever. His blood is of the very best, and barring one
or two faults he is as good as the best.
In challenge heavy weight bitches Woolton Game was the

only entry, and she having met with an accident in being
conditioned was absent,
In the open class (7) for dogs—55 pounds and over—the

Spring.side Kennels' Hylas of Naso rightly proved the win-
ner; he has a good head, muzzle might he cleaner, fair neck,
ears nicely carried, a bit heavy in leather, shoulders heavy,
loin and hind parts good, stands rather wide in front and
not always true; a dog showing much pointer character, but
hardly quality enough. The same kennels' Ridgeview Panic,
Mr. Wiuslow placed second here; 1 differ with him; I liked
Mr. Heath's Roswell for second; Panic is too wide in skull,
muzzle too short and not clean enough, eyes light, neck
good, slightly throaty, shoulders loaded, legs want more
bone, stands back on his pasterns, feet not the best, chest
good depth, ribs should be better sprung, loin and hind parts
good; in these parts he has improved over his last year's
form, but as a whole I don't think he is looking better.
Roswell, third, by Pontiac.out of Bloom, is a new liver and

white with a good head, which would be improved with-
more length in muzzle, ears good and well carried, eyes a
trifle light, expression good, neck a bit throaty, but nice
length and well set on shoulders, which are hardly clean
enough, legs and feet good, chest might be deeper, ribs well
sprung, loin fair, stifles well bent, a trifle light in second
thighs; this, however, will be improved with age and more
muscle; stern fine, but too long and abominably carried.
Does not handle his hindparts as well as I should like; this,
however, is due, I believe, to his overgrowth for his age, he
being but 13 months old. He is a dog showing good pointer
character, lots of qtiality and is certainly a nice puppy, unless
he grows coarse will make his mark some day. Dave took,
the reserve card; he has not got a good head, skull too broad,
muzzle short, not clean enough, ears poorly hung, neck
throaty, is out at elbows, feet poor, good middle piece, and
hindparts good, stern carried a bit gaily. Vhc. went to
Heather and Signal W. Heather I prefer to Dave in head,
legs and feet, eyes light, ears not properly carried, muzzle
rather snipy and not clean enough, neck good, well set on
shoulders, feet fair, good legs, bone, middle piece and hind-
parts; too straight in stifles, stern fair. Signal W. is plain
in bead, ears thick in leather and not w^ell hung, good neck
and shoulders, rather leggy, feet poor, stern coarse, too long
and not properly carried. Mark Anthony, he, a liver and
white, not nicely marked, and liver not dark enough, skull
broad, ears thick, heavy in shoulders, wide in front, barrel
too round, back on pasterns; feet poor, slack in loin, stern
fair.

In open bitches, 501bs. and over. Lady Tammany had~a
walkover, Bloomo II, and Westminster Ina of the."Rinada
Pointer Kennels being absent. Lady Tammany is too broad
in skull, is cheeky, nice muzzle, fair eye, ears too heavy,
shoulders fair, legs and feet good, ribs nicely sprung, long
in loin, nicely bent stifles, light in second thighs, good,
stern—a rather nice bitch,
-Duke of Hesseu, looking splendidly, and Rock II,, met
in challenge light-weight class for dogs; the deci.sion never
was in doubt; Rock II. is hardly in the same clas.s with
Duke. Rock is too broad in skull, cheeky, eyes stary, muz-
zle not clean euough, neck too short and throaty, heavy in
shoulders, does not stand quite true in front, ])ack on hia
pasterns and not the best of feet: too long in body; if he-
stood higher on his le^s he would be much improved in
general coutour. In the same class for bitches Fan N. had
a walkover. She has a nice skull; with more length of
muzzle she would be improved; neck short and heavy, less
good but too short for length of her body, shoulders should
be cleaner, feet fair*.

In open class for dogs, under 5.51bs., I differ with Mr.
Winslow considerably. Hempstead Ijuck, whom he placed
first, I like for third place and Ridgeview Tenuy, the reservs,
I should have placed first. I however understand that at
the time of judging Tenney showed up very badly. Bang
I should have left second and Ridgeview Fauwt, thir(L
would have been the re-serve. Hempstead Luck is a good
fronted dfig. His sktill is too wide, and his frontal bone too
prominent, muzzle might be longer and cleaner, earw should
haug better, eyes a trifle too light, has a nice neck, shoulders
cotild be cleaner, legs and feet good, nice chest au<l ribs,,

hind parts Kood, but stern if finer would be imfiroved, how-
ever, it is ^vell made, but carried a hit saily. A dog showing
good pointer charactei', was in excellent "condition, as were
in fact all the eutries of Hempstead Farm, Bang took
second. A good-fronted dog, with good skull, muzzle might
be cleaner aud squarer, ears heavy m leather and not extra
well carried, a good length of neck a bit throaty, has excel-
lent shoulders, legs and feet, might be deeper in chest, loin
long but strong, hind parts good, stifle straight, stern good.
A dog .showing character, but not enough quality, un-
doubtedly of good breeding were his pedigree known,
Ridgeview Faust, third, should have had the reserve. He is
too cobby in btiild, neck short and heavy, shoulder.s poor,
back on his pasterns and not true in front, although better
there than last year, loin and hind parts good. Advance,
reserve, I do not like, too wide iu front, skull broad, cheeky,
muzzle not clean, eyes light, plain headed, nice neck, shotil-
ders poor, back on his pasterns, feet fair, behind hLs shotil-
ders nicely made. Ridgeview Tenny, vhc, impressed me as
being the best one in his class. He is by no means, though,
the good one he has been cracked up to be, good skull,
cheeky, muzzle clean, hardly deej) enougli, ears not well
carried, excellent neck, hea\'y in shoulders, might be closer
at the elbows, does not stand true in front, back on his
pasterns, feet only fair, nice body, loin and hind parts, stern
well made, but carried too high. Speculation, he, is not the
right kind and Mr, Winslow treated him kindly. He has a
nice ear, fair legs and feet aud a well-made stern, otherwise
there is not much to his ci-edit. Chancellor, of the Rinada
Pointer Keunels, was the only ab=cntee.
Open bitches under .50lbs. (11), two absentees, Rinftda

Pointer Kennels' Ridgeview Lass and Brackette. Here again
I differ with Mr. Winslow; Hempstead Kit given the reserve,
should undotibtedly have been first. She is by far the best
in the class, and I like her as well as any bitch in the show.
Wild Lily who took first I should have liked for second
place. Springside Nell, third, suited me. Fan Fan II. the
bitch that took secoufl I liked for the reserve. I have been
told that at time of judging, Hemp.stead Kit would not show
herself to advantage. Wild Lily is well knovvu, .she is now
in the challenge class and Mr. Lovell is to be congratulated.
She is uot my style of a bitch and some whom she has beaten
I prefer. I think when bred that she should make an ex-
cellent brood bitch. Fan Fan II., second, nice head, ears
good, eyes light, muzzle would be improved with more
length, neck good, shoulders, legs and feet good, barrel too
round, hind parts fair. Springside Nell, third, barring
a rather long body and a trifle of legginess, suits me. She
has a nice head, good neck and .shoulders, legs and feet
excellent, wonderful bone, chest might be deeper; with
more age she will let down a bit I think, and it will
take a good one to beat her. Hempstead Kit, reserve, a good
bitch, with a nice head, eyes a bit light, nice neck, shoulders,
legs aud feet, good depth of chest, splendid loin and hind
parts, a bitch showing much character and quality. She
beats the winner iu head, shoulders, feet aud loio, Vhc.
Bloom, Miss Lancashire aud Hempstead Duchess, Bloom, a
bitch showing quality and character, is well known; Miss
Lancashire, skull broad, cheeky, nice muzzle, ear poorly
hung, good neck, shoulders poor, barrel too round, front legs
badly turned out, back on her pasterns, feet only fair, loin
aud hind parts good; rightly placed. Hempstead "Duchess is
a bitch much the same type in body as Miss Lancashire, but
has good forelegs and feet, is straight in stifle, skull too
broad, muzzle not clean enough, Sally Kent, he, not good
in head, eye light aud stary, nice neck, too long in body,
shoulders fair, legs and feet good, stern fair' should stand
higher on her legs. In pjuppies, dogs, Count of Kent, a rather
promising puppy, won first. Talisman, outside his well made
head, has not much to recommend him. In bitch puppies
Counte.ss Kent, a sister to the whining dog puppy, properly
won. She should have been in Ijetter shape. The specials:
American Field cup for best pointer dog or bitch, rightly
won by Dtike of Hessen; $10 for the best dog in open classes,
owned by member of Pointer Club, was won by Cbas. Heath's
Roswell; the same for best bitch was won by Wild Lily; the
kennel prize was won by Springside Kennels. I prefer
Hempstead Farm. Mr. Arnolt's special was won by Hylas-
of Naso. RtKADA.
English Setters (John Brett, Judf/e).-Considering the

time of year when the English setter man's fancy turns to
field trials aud the pursuit of Bob White there was a good
lot of this breed benched. Old champion Paul Gladstone
wasN. F. C, unfortunately, or he would have booked another
win to his count. In challenge bitches the pretty Spectre beats.
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Victress Lewellyn ia quality, head and forepart oaly. In
open dogs (15) the well Jinown Glendon scored again, beats
Netherwood in hind parts, where he is plain, but head and
forepart generally are very good, though he's a bit throaty.
Robin Goch looking better than yet seen, in nice coat and
feather, is beaten in front by the others; they are three
handsome dogs. Deceive, well known, was reserve; he loses
in forelegs, and his head marks make him look a bit dished:
it's a good head though. The Earl and Viscount are both
food dogs, but scarcely show the quality of the others; they
ave been out before many a time. Drake Lewellyn is faulty

in stop and droops in quarters a bit; otherwise a nicely
formed dog. Kent's Rex has a rather coar.=e head, but
should have been noticed for legs and body. Open bitches
(9) saw Domminuni a \vinner again ; she was out of coat,should
have more stop and she looks a bit wide in front; otherwise
a well made bitch, though she moves a bit close behind.
Monk's Nuu, second, should have a little deeper muzzle,
shows lots of qnality, and with a little more time in body
will beat the winner; she is shy yet, too. Prima Donna,
third, well known as a good one, is getting a bit throaty, but
was shown in excellent shape. Lulie, reserve, I would like
better if she were truer in front, is a bit out before eye, but
excellent in body and hindparts; out of coat. Lady Hope is

faulty in pasterns and feet, nice head, expression and body,
would do with more .stop, out of coat. A nice class, well
judged. A remarkable thing about these classes was the
fact that the lately deceased Rockingham and Donna were
responsible for the winners in each class; truly a remarkable
record.

iKisn Settees {John Brett, Jiidge).—Take out Oak
Grove Kennels and quality was not very strong here. The
kennel named .showed five challenge dogs, and to Kildare
and Dick Swiveller fell the prizes in dogs, and of course
Queen Vic beat Noma in the bitch class; both looked,
though, short of coat. Queen Vic followed this up by win-
ning the Ashmont Trophy and dividing special for best in
show. In open dogs (7) the best was the well-known Erin's
Lad, but the Judge could do no better than second, with-
holding first, this seems a trifle hard, but holding the chal-
lenge dogs in his eye perhaps it was excusable, as Erin's
head is plain, and he is none too good behind; Denny third
has a big, coarse head. Bitches (6) were much better, the
well-known Lady Cleveland winning, though I liked Kate
quite as well, had she a little more .stop, she is nicely made
all round; Rosamond is a bit dish-faced and ears don't hang
well, good front and color; Lucy M. is not true in front, and
muzzle not square enough.
GoiiDON Setteks {Juh n Brett, Judge).—Theve was little

new here, and clas.ses were not as large as they seemed, as a
food many entries were N.F.C. Rexmont won in challenge
ogs and " the well-known Ladies, Gordon and Waverly,

have often been seen before. Then Duke of Wellington had
no competition in the dog class. In bitches (3) first went to
the well-known Katherine, who heats Bessie in front and
stern, but not in head by any means, in fact it is the best
head seen on a Gordon for some time, excellent expression
and if a trifle larger would be almost perfect, but she is plain
otherwise; Beauty is but a moderate sample. Mont Gordon
Setter Kennels had nine entries N.F.C. on account of their
owner being on the executive committee. Quite right Mr.
Morris.

Beagles (Jos. Lewis. Jud(ie).—We are surprised that with
a good club judge and liberal classification, there was not a
larger entry, but suppose the field trials bad something to
do with it. ' In challenge dogs. Doctor and Roy K. met and
their placing is quite a matter of opinion, but I think Roy is

the more typical beagle, neither are good in head but Roy has
the better forelegs and shorter, more cobby head but loses a
little behind. Challenge bitches did not fill. Open dogs
over thirteen inches, (3) was a win for Lee HI. who with
more stop and squarer muzzle would be a good beagle, he
won pretty easily from Mr. Winkle who never did impress
us as favorably as does his owner. Trifle II. I thought,
though he lacks quality and is coarse in shoulders and skull,
could have come in .second, as he is.only beaten in head by Mr.
Winkle and excels in other parts.
In bitches (3) Avrongly entered in under thirteen inch class.

Lady of Denmark is light in body, feet come together and
muzzle should be shorter, other parts good. Lucy S. is a
weedy rather leggy .specimen, her skull and ears are her best
points. Under thirteen inches challenge dogs had the vet-
eran, Frank Forest, looking a trifle light but in good health.
Champion Lou was absent. In open dogs (3) (small size), it

was not difficult to put Laddie first, he shows lots of quality
and expression, he could be improved with a cobbler body
and stronger muzzle. Harper fails behind, very weak, and
is coarse in skull. In corresponding bitch class, Baby Deane
won once more; she is a nice beagle and with a better muzzle
would be a very good one. Princess K. is spoiled by a weak,
poor head, but is good behind this, excepting coat, which is

too soft, forelegs good.

Foxhounds (Jos. Lewis, Jxidge).—With Commodore win-
ning no fault can be found, for he excelled the others in
every point bnt ribs, and he was well shown, much better
than at Mt. HoUy. Buckshot, second, has a rather plain
head, but is well formed in body, legs and shoulders. Glen-
wood Belle loses very much to the others in loin and quar-
ters, but has an excellent, straight front, head needs more
stop and ceat is too fine for a foxhound.
Dachshumds (James Alortirncr, .J i(dc/c).—Newark isaGer-

man stronghold and we were not surprised to see a lot of
dachshunds, but the terrier type prevailed and there was
nothing to touch champion Janet, who had the challenge
class to herself and never looked better. Tchyosaurus's cap-
ital long head and body and good forepart sufficed to beat
Faustus, though I should like to see less wrinkle. Faustus
is too coarse in skull and has too much stop, but beats the
others in bone and body and looseness of skin. Fitz has
scarcely crook enough, is light in bone, is a little too prom-
inent in brow, but shows a lot of quality. Nig, Jr., reserve,
is short-eared and shoj-t-headed, but is a nice specimen of
his typp. Pautus, vhc, I like better in length of body and
head, but is rather weak at the knees and ears are not set on
so well, and Pirshmau could well have had another letter.

It was a good class all round. Bitches (4) had Cherry for
winner; she is too full in eye and a bit faulty in miizzle,
and ears are flat and short, but her body is of good length
and has plenty of skin. Nellie is light in bone and knuckles
over, feet open and flat and faulty in tail. Dachsy, third,
has poor ears and is too flat in loin. Nellie, he, carries
her tail too high and has too much stop.
Spaniels {James 21ortimcr, JuJi/e)—The entries were not

numerous, but there was a lot of qnality, The cockers
especially were good, and little fault can be found with the
placing. The Irish water spaniel, so-called, is something of
a spaniel and that's all. He didn't get anything. The only
Clumber has a pretty good head and nice body. In field

spaniels Newton Abbott had here to succumb to" Brantford
Mohawk, who beats him in head a good deal and front, but
loses in body and condition, II open black dogs I.')) the well
known Warwick again beats Echo in front and body, with
Sorry Jake coming between, all have been out several times
before. The bitch class was drawn blank, and in livers two
turned up. Ilfracombe, the winner, had a sore on eye and is

throaty, nicely formed head, good body, butis not quite high
enough on leg. The Shrew loses in bone and muzzle.
CocivEKs.—Those two excellent cockers Middy and Miss

Waggles furnished the challenge winners, and with the ex-
ception of Middy being shov^li a littla light were in their
customary form. Open black dogs had four entries, and
first fell to King Raven, Jr., from the same kennel, shown a
bit fat his body looked dumpy, but is well formed, and with
a little more stop his head would be a good one. The well-

known Jaj^ Kay came second. Woodland Count, third, is

too coarse in head, thotrgh its formation is good, nice coat
and feather. Wildflre, vhc, is also coarse in head, other-
wise he will do There were five in the bitch class; and the
well known Miss Phyllis, nicely formed all round, beats
Rideau Rhea in head, which should have more stop, but is

well formed from the head back, but not yet quite in the Swiss
Mountain bloom, though she shows feather and coat. Wood-
land Kitty is too full in eye and has a low, crooked front. In
other than black dogs (4) the good looking Othello was at the
head, with Brantford Rufus, the red, second, faulty before
eye and muzzle, and lo.sing in forelegs. Denver, third, is a
bit coarse in head, coat should be flatter, has a good set of
legs though. In the bitch class Ruth S., faulty in head, won
from Red Niobe, but it is a near go, there is "little between
them. Fan is too round in skull, in fact her head is plain,
her good body and legs will, however, always command at-
tention. There is little to choose between these three. Swiss
Mountain Kennels took the kennel prize without any
trouble.
Collies {Martin Dennis, Judge).—There was not a very

strong showing here and the judging was not such as one
can commend. There is not much trouble in picking the
winner when Welleshourne Charlie and OrmskirkShep meet
in the challenge class and Charlie won. He was not in such
good coat as at Toronto, but had enough of it to carry him
over everything here. We were pleased to see old champion
Luella once more on the bench. Mr. -Jarrett must have quite
a company of old stars to draw upon ; Luella looked well, too,
and can down lots of them yet. In open dogs (4) the judge
was not quite so happy. There were only two in it, Prince
Wilkes and Yorkshire Surprise, and they should have been
just the other way. Prince's head is coarse compared to the
other. Both are well made collies, but neither have much
under-coAt, and Surprise gets his tail up too gaily, but his
head and ears should have pulled him through. Cawdor Dan
is very coarse in head. Bitches (3), Deepdale Madge, first;

should be a little stronger in muzzle; carries his ears well
and is nicely made, but soft in coat. Scottish Girl is scarcely

is not as good in formation of head, but was in better condi-

tion, is more truly a curly, is a regular dandy in deport-
ment and is without such a fault of conformation as seen in
Rajah.
In the open class for curly bitches, Mrs. Van Wagenen had

Rosa on exhibition, but as she did not consider the dog in

prime condition, criticism may be out of place. Dinah, first,

is a cobby, well coated specimen, bright, stylish and good in

his proportions. Victoria, second, has greatly improved since

the pet dog show, but is not equal to Dinah in curl, nor is she
as stylish and elegant, she was shown too fat, but in splendid
condition otherwise. Listelle, third, is a very pretty little

dog, cobby, well coated and has a gay carriage, and pressed.

Victoria very closely. Black Maria, reserve, is of this same
order, and scored over Jeanne vhc, for gay carriage, both
being abottt equal in other respects Juno, he, was only in-

ferior in build, therefore deserving his letters.

In curly dog pups Mrs. S^an Wagenen again met the Mead-
owmere Kennels and had it not been for the fact that the
classification was again disregarded and her pups appeared
in coats of a woolly nature, rather long for curls, she might
have done better. ".Jumbo, first, is a bright, well-made ptip,

with a coat that showed evidence of care. Ami, second, was
selected as the best of the fair exhibitor's team, and though
about the poorest shown in the class, being very shy, he is

really a ptip of much merit, beating even Jumbo in shape
and length of head, as well as in eye; in body he was not as

well matured, and this, with his coat, prevented his taking
the blue. Nigger, third, is also inferior in these same re-

spects, yet he is a capital little poodle, with many good
points, and though more developed than Ami, and more cor-

rect in coat, still the other deserved second on head and eye
alone. Solo and Fidele, both V. H. C, also have good head
and are A'ery promising. Jabot and Paris, both H. C, were
the poorest of their respecti%'e kennels, but neither was un-
worthy of notice.

Of the bitch curly pups Jeanne and Black Maria were
about on an equality, and Juno but a little inferior in con-

formation.

CHAMPION
First Challenge Class, Newark Show, ISJS.

up to Chestnut Hill form; should be longer in head, fair coat
and stands on good legs. Cawdor Mayflower has prick ears,

but a nice head, good length, shape and expression; short,

open coat. In puppies a most miserable andbarefaced attempt
at dropping the ears of a very good bitch was very apparent,
and after getting the vet's opinion that the ears had been cut
the judge should have withheld the prize. The bitch was
afterward protestea and disqualifled. Can't Tell, second, is

a rather plain sort; skull faulty, forelegs not the best, though
plenty of bone; good coat. She afterward stepped into first

place" Chestnut Hill Kennels took the kennel prize. But
how Prince Wilkes came to beat Welleshourne Charlie for

best in show is a puzzle—we give it up.
POODLES {Edwin H. Morris, Judge) [Special Report by

the Judge].—In respect to both quality and quantity these
classes surpassed any previous exhibition in America. One
entry more and there would have been forty. In the chal-

lenge class Lion and Berri met, and were placed thus. Liion

was in capital form, allhongh less dirt and oil on his coat
would have been better. Berri was not in good condition,

was low in flesh, which made his length of loin and other
faults conspicuous. It is here, in a more cobby build, in

closeness of cords, in squareness, but not in length of muz-
zle, in a dignity of bearing, and in ear and eye, that Lion
beats Berri, and as condition on this occasion was also in his

favor, the win was an easy one. Berri's coat was more clean,

he has a longer muzzle, better skvtll, and were it not for a
certain stalehess, might in arch of neck and style make good
the other deficiences. Champion Dexter was for exhibition
only.
In the open class for cordeds Bismark was the only one in

competition, and was given first. This dog is cobby and
stylish, but in bone, muscle, topknot and head he is not a
model.
In the open dog class for curlies there was not a poor speci-

men, and Tabor, he is a bright, stylish, fair coated dog.
Nigger, vhc. , is rather better in loin and conformation gener-
allj*. Jumbo, reserve, is also good in these respects, and his
cm'ls are fairly close and thick. Max III. has that great de-
.sideratiim, brightness, activity and jiroudness of carriage,
but unfortunately on the end of his tail were cords; on his
body during the "judging was a flufiiy, straplike coat, and
his "expression and disposition were not in his favor; when
I took notes this dog appeared in excellent curl, and his

fair owner said, "Why did you not say you wanted curls,

for a bucket of water was all that wa"s needed." He also
needs more bone, which cannot be supplied in this manner.
Rajah II. is the' dog the judge put over Milo at the Pet
Dog Show, and in reversing his decision he was quite
aware of this. The classification at the former show said
'"other than corded," and be appeared in the newest Pai-isian
style with coat combed. On this occasion he had
a "close curly coat like that of a curly retriever rather
than of a poo"dle. It was a clever piece of work on the part
of the manager of the kennel in order to get the dog to fit

the classification, but the Frenchman who owned and exhi-
bited him at the Pet Dog show was more clever in one
respect; he trimmed his dog and kept him in motion so that
the faulty formation of the bone just above the hock could
not be detected. The short curls make this fault apparent
and do not suit his build; be.sides, the dog was evidently
recovering from some skin disease. Rajah though is an
excellent poodle, large, yet cobby, strong in limb, stout in
frame, yet active and bright, if not elegant in his new coat.
He is very good in muzzle, skull, expression and texture of
coat,^ Milo, fii-st, on theoiher hand, has too prominent an eye,

PONTIAC.

Cwnei by Mr. G. H. ThompiOB, New York.

In the other than black curly class three excellent red
specimens were entered. Diamont, first, being unusually
good, with capital curly coat, good in texture, thickness and
closeness, in build and elegance, as well as shape of head,
beating Poo Bah, second, in proportions, coat, style, head
and expression. Vivette, third, is inferior to Poo Bah in-

mouth and expression; in build she has a slight advantage,
and there is but little to choose between them. These dogs
were shown in splendid form, as were most of the curlies.

Diamont took the special for the best red and -Lisette the
special for the smallest, in the judging of which age had to
be considered, it being the intention to bring otit the small
order now favored in Paris.
Bulldogs {Jaracs Mortimer, Judge).—There was a pretty

fair showing here and a new one made his bow. Leonidas,
looking well, took care of the challenge class dogs, no bitches
entered. In open dogs (5) a good one in Reve Royal, by
Rustic Swell, was easily first; good head, especially in skuU
and ear, shoulders well out, lots of bone and a nice tapering
body, with good swing, and is dark brindle in color.

Romance, shown at ProN-idence, was second and Governor,
probably better known to all the "boys" than any other bull-

dog in America, came in for third; we admire him for his
winning ways and not his good looks entirely—he has a
long head—has Governor. Bathos was on exhibition only
and looked well. Dolly Tester and Queen Mab furnished the
winners in the bitch class; Dolly loses the other in head,
body and bone. A promising pup in Daisy Belle took first

in puppies.
Btjll-Teep.iees {James Mortimer, Judge).—There was a

mixed lot here, some of the best and a lot of others. Cham-
pion Attraction, looking well, was the only challenge entry.
In dogs Cordouna upheld his Providence form, beating
another good one in White King, whose broad skull, cheeki-
ness and long pasterns spoil an otherwise well-made dog;
he is also a bit faulty in hocks. Lord Blandford, third, was
at the Pet Dog show. Diamond King arrived too late for
judging. In bitches (3) Kit won again; she beats Edgewood
Fancy II. in muzzle, feet and loin, and is also better behind.
British Queen is not true in front, faulty in head, nice body
and condition. These were all heavy-weights. In light-

weight dogs (3) Ted Pritchard and Tarquin were placed as
named; Ted beats in head and front. In bitches (3) Newy,
coarse in head, was second at the Pet Dog show; she won,
but the others vrere too poor to count. F. F. Dole won the
kennel prize.
There were no Boston terriers, although the club gave a

special.
Fox-Terriers {James Mortimer, Judge).—These classes

filled well, but the prizes went to old faces. Blemton Victor
II. furnished the only challenge dog, he was fairly well
sho^vn. In open dogs (16) first and second went to Blemtons,
Stickler and Rasper, the same as at Providence; they were
better in heads, cleaner in shoulders and had a little more
quality than the other winner. Tip Top, who was well shown.
Warren Layman was also at Providence. Blemton Rattler,
vhc, is also an old face; he showed too much daylight under
him and is full in skull. Raby Palissy, vhc, I thought a
better dog, his ears are big but" head good and shoulders
might be cleaner, but he's a terrier all over. Raby Domino
could do no better than he in this company; plain head, soft

coat. In open bitches (9) the Rutherford Kennels had their
revenge with Warren (Captions, and but for weak muzzle
and soft coat she is a nice terrier; the well-known Blemton
Vindex coming next, she struck me as a bit light all round.
Warren Dorothy next, faulty before the eye, good houlders,
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body and forelegs, but coat very soft. Richmond Jesmine,
reserve, I would like better were she shorter in pasterns and
harder in coat. Arrandale Sybil is full in brow, light in
pasterns, and muzzle should be stronger, nice stamp outside
of this. Dame Primrose should have a stronger and longer
muzzle, her coat is also not hard enough. Seacroft Empress
is a nice little pup, feet could be better, and skull is round
and full yet.

Wire hairs were few but choice. Oakleigh Bruiser was the
only dog shown, short of coat and light, but he is a nice stamp
of terrier with a good long head. Suffolk Tassel beats Sister
Grit in head and body, hut is beaten in texture of coat by
Sister. The latter was the only pup shown and won. Blem-
ton Kennels took the kennel ni-ize.

lEiSH Terriees {James Mortimer, Judge).—Only a fair
lot all round. Galtees was the challenge winner. Open
dogs (4) saw Crib the winner again. I don't agree with his
forelegs, but his head, body and coat are good. Killarney is

broad in skull and muzzle not strong enough, forelegs not
just straight, a nice stamp of terrier though behind the head.
Daddy Murry is leggy and droops in quarters, good long
head. Paderih Rhu is a nice type of terrier but has too much
stop. Bitches (5) and a daughter of .Jackanapes came to the
front, her muzzle is too sharp and coat not wiry enough.
Ballylisbreden is too thick in skull, good coat. Erin has too
much brow and coat should be harder. A poor puppy was
shown and given third. There were no Dandies and biit one
Bedlington. the Toronto winner Tibbie.
Scottish Tehrxees (James Mortimer, JitcZge).—Challenge

dogs had Tiree, not in as good coat as I have seen him, and
only Scotch Hot in open dogs. In bitches, Bella II 's badly
crooked front, knuckling over too, was I suppo.se the cause
of the weedy Glenshea being placed over her, as Bella is a far
better terrier otherwise.
Skye Terriers (James Mortimer, Judge).—Sir Stafford

and Endcliffe Maggie were the challenge aspirants and the
judge could not separate them. Sir Stafford looked light
m loin aiid out of coat; here Maggie beat him, but length
and head and front and bone were much in Sir Stafford's
favor. Sir Thomas easily vanquished Prince Charlie in
dogs, that is almost black in color and had a short, .snipy,
foxy head. Nellie, the Glover.sville winner, was the onlv
bitch shown. The black and tan terriers are all well known
and properly placed. Broomfield Sultan for a wonder failed
to show up, and so near home, too. Some so-called Clydes-
dales were shown but were not up to the stamp that were
shown some years back.
D' YoEKSHiRE TERRtERs (E. H. Morvts, Jtidge).—Many of
these have been seen, and this year Young Ted in good coat
was alone in the challenge class. In open dogs (5) Duke,
rather light in body color but in excellent coat, won nicely
from Ben, who is bigger and not so true in tan. Prince,
third, is quite big enough and light in coloring. Bennieis
smutty in tan. Bitches had two; Lady Nell, the winner, has
been seen before, a rather nice sort, bright tan. Baby Belle
is beaten in color, length of coat and ears.
Tot Teeeiees (E. II. Morris, Judge).—! did not agree

with the decision that put Sport first over Prince, as the
latter has a much better head and tan markings, the others
are poor. Dot, not entered in time, would have beaten the
lot, weighs l^Ibs., and is well marked and coated.
Tot Spaniels (E. U. Morris, Judge).—In King Charles

spaniels Romeo, well shown, was the only challenge entry,
and a son of his in open dogs, Romeo's Own, had no com-
petitors, has a capital head, nice tan and when let down a
bit in body will hold his own with anv of them. A ruby
spaniel, Dorothy, was judged later on in'the week, and I did
not see her. Mrs. Senn showed a nice Jap in her Tokio, in
excellent condition.
Italian Geethounds furnished no surprise, as the win-

ners are all well known.
The Shipperke Mickie took a turn once more, his mustache

in grey now. In Mexican Hairless Jewel, the Pet Dog Show
winner, was alone and in excellent show condition.
Pugs (Miss ^4. JET. Whitney, Jxid(je).—A.\\ the entries are

well-known winners, though their previous order was
changed in one or two instances. Lady Bonsor beat Bess
this time and rightly, better head and body.
Miscellaneous (Mr- Mortimer. Judge).—A motley crew,

and no wonder a boy on the outside asked when the per-
formance commenced. Chimo, an Esquimo, was short of
coat, perhaps some of our critics will say we don't know any-
thing about coat in this breed, but it's a cold fact that in
the lang syne Tuctoo, a noted winner in England, hailed
for several years from the Hebden Bridge Kennels; Little
Bilk a Welsh terrier, got second, but I liked the smooth
GoUie, though it had a little too much coat, for the top posi-
tion—true bred and something we all know about—Sheffield
Lad; the "Pom" was all out of coat and should not have been
shown.
In selling class Blue Belle won. H. W. Lact.

LIST OF AWARDS.

Mastiffs.—CHALtKSaE—BiteTies,- Ist withheld; 2d, B. F. Lewis's
Ethel.—Open—Dogs,- 1st and 2d, Dr. C. A. Lougest's Emperor William
and Emperor Maximilian; 3d, Mrs. A. G. Winter's Duke IV. Very
high com., W. Arnot's Jefterson. Com., Q. Osborne's Rover. Bitches;
Ist and 2d, Dr. 0. A. Luugest's Lady Diana and Gerda If.

;
3d, H.

Schierloh's Torfrida.

sr. BERNABDS.—Rough-Coated— 0haLlEn&e—£)o3s,' 1st, Fred
Schmitt's Otos. Bitches: 1st, New York St. Bernard Kennels' Princess
Florence.—OPES^—PcC°i' J st. New York St. Bernard Kennels' Marvel;

M Schmitt's Roland, Jr.; 8d, S. Miller's Lord Walbeck. Reserve, F.

LlBck's Ashland Jumbo. Very high com., C. Kirschler's Ben Butler and
E Booth's Lothario. High com , G. Schmitt's Major Hector, C. C.

Brandt's Roland and E. W. Fiske's Hamlet. Com., A. Hahne's Lord Es-

sex J.F. Lutz's Gladie and J C.Dillon's Kilmeney. Brtc/ies.- 1st and very

higt com. Dnchess Kennels' Miss Anna and Countess Madge; 2d, Swiss

Mountain Kennels' Sun Ray; 3d, F. Smith's Lady Bountiful. Reserve,

and high com., New Y'ork St. Bernard Kennels' Surprise and Miss

Jerome Com., M. Sellinger's Lyda, J. M. Bennett's Gleuisla, W. J.

Whelan's Miss Nellie —Novice—1st, Dr. C. A. Lougest's Imperator;

gd E Wagner's Lausanne; 3d, P. Link's Ashland Jumbo. Reserve, F.

Wiemann's Sir Plinlimmon. Very high com., Grace Decker's Tonzo,

E H Radel's Wieland, E. W. Fiske's Hamlet and H. F. Mager's Vin-

dex il High com., L. D. Ward's Pluto, A. Hahne's Lord Essex, Leon

Rose's Duke and F. Linck's Beda of Essex. Com., J. Rayser's Uaro R.

and Barbara Schmitt's Colonel Major.—Puppies—X>ogs; 1st and 2d, F.

A Reiker's Bruce and Rector. Reserve, P. F. Flanagan's Sir Noble.

Very high com., F. Schmitt's Guido. Bitches: 1st, Duchess Kennels'

Miss Amanda; 2d, F. Waldmann's Cleopatra; 3c'., W. V. Ruckeishaus's

Daisy. Reserve, P. F. Flanagan's Lady Esther.

HIST BERNARDS.—Smooth-Coated—Challenge—Dogs.' 1st, Swiss

Mountain Kennels' champion Scottish Leader. Bitches: 1st, Duchess

tCennels' Empress of Contooeook.—Open—Doffs; 1st, Louis Faure's

Stedman Hanks's Lonkhoi and Peter the Great; 3d, H. W. Hunting-
ton's Nagrajdai. Very high com., Frances B. Jennings's Alexis.
Bitches: 1st withheld; 2d, Lenox Kennels' Veatka. Very high com.,
Chas. Stedman Hanks's Raskeda.—Puppies—1st and 2d, H. W. Hunt-
ington's Irmina and Riga.

DEERHOUNDS.—7>og.3; 1st, Albion L.Page's Loehiel; 2d, Frank F.
Dole's Douglass. Bitches: Albion L Page's Minna.
GREYHOUNDS.—CHALLEXGK—lst, A. "W. Purbeck's Bestwood

Daisy
; 2d, Albion L. Page's Maud Torrington.—Open-Dogs.- ,1st.

Walter S. GUson's Norway Star; 2d. Phil. J. Walsh's Cheekey Charlie;
3d, iWoodhaven Kennels' Snowball. Reserve, S. Wellman Clark's
Beeswing. Very high com., Berlin Kennels' Dallas. High com., May-
brook Kennels' Dakota. Bitches: 1st. Joe Lewis' Wild Rose; 2d and
reserve, Maybrook Kennels' Miss Dollar H and Drytime. 3d, W.
Tallman's Maid. Very high com., Rudolph H. Woifa Nellie's Girl.
High com., Miss M. Travers's Beulah,

WHIPPETS.—Dof/s.- 1st, D. E. Douglas's Peeping Tom; 2d Frank
Farrow's Prince; or Robert the Devil. Bitches: 1st, James E. Doug-
las's Firenzi; 2d, Richard Thompson's Bess; 3d, Fred. Thompson's
Young Peggy.

POINTERS.—Challenge— (.5r,lbs. and over): 1st, George H.
Thompson's Pontiac —Open— Doj/.s (551bs. and over): 1st and 2d,
Springside Kennels' Hylas of Naso and Ridgeview Panic; 3d, Charles
Heath's Roswell. Reserve, A. S. Hoflcman's Dave. Very high com.,
Stanton W. Pentz's Heather and Netherwood Kennels' Signal W.
High com., James J. Faye's Mark Anthony. Bitches (501bs. and over)

:

1st, Springside Kt-iineis' Lady Tammany.—Challenge—Dogs (under
.Wlbs.): 1st. Hempstead Farm's Duke of Hessen; 2d. Charles E.
Connell's Rock II. Bitches (under BOlbs ): 1st. Red House Farm

Advance. Very high com., Netherwood Kennels' Ridgewood Tenny.
High com., Red House Farm Pointer Kennels' Speculation. Bitches
(under 50ibs,): Is'-., George W". Lovell's Wild Lilly; 2d, Charles E.
Connell's Fan Fan H.; 3d, Springside Kennels' Springside Nell.
Reserve and very high com., Hempstead Farm's Hempstead .Kit and
Hempstead Duchess. Very high com., Cyrus P. Wilcox's Miss Lan-
cashire and George H. Thompson's Bloom, Com., A. M. Hopper's
Sail}'- Kent.—Puppies—Dog.?.- 1st, George H. Thon)p.son's Count of
Kent; 2d, Frank R. Pidgeon's Talisman. Bitches: 1st, Clifton Ken-
nels' Countess of Kent; 2d, M. A. Hauchett's Lillian T,; 3d, Frank K.
Pidgeon's Saddleback.

ENGLISH SETTERS.—CHALLENGB-Bi^c/ie-s.' Isfc, William Bryce,
'n.—

~

, els'

- - - Valley..
Very high com., Victoria Kennels' The Earle and Joe I,ewis''s Vis-
count. High com., ,Ioe Lewis's Drake UnweWyu.— liitches: lst,Nether-
wood Kennels' Doinminum; 2d, F. C Fowler's Monk's Nun; 3d, E. J.
Myers's Prima Donna. Reserve, Netherwood Kennels' Lulie. Very
high com,, Joch F. Lane's Lady's Hope.
IRISH SETTERS.—Challenge— Dogs.' 1st and 2d, F. C. Fowler's ch.

Kildare and champion Dick Swiveller. Bitches: Ist and 2d, F. C. Fow-
ler's champion Queen Vic and champion Noma.—Open-i>ogs.'
1st, withheld; 2d, Redstone Kennels' Erin's Lad; 3d, C. B.Rutau's
Denny. Bitches: 1st, Dr, S. G. Di.TOu's Lady Cleveland; 2d, F. C.
Fowler's Kate; ad, Dr. William Sar vis's Rosamond. Reserve, M.
A. Hancheit's Lucy M.
GORDON SETTERS.—Challenge—Dogs.- 1st. Smith Bros', cham-

pion Rexmont. Bitches: 1st and 2d, Dr. S. G. Dixon's Ladyl Gordon
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High com., J. W. Lushear's Rome. Bitches: 1st, Duchess Kennels'

BeQegarde; 2d, Swiss Mountain Kennels' Sunol; 3d, Henry Schierloh s

Oharmion. Reserve, Fred. Schmidt's Guess Noble. Very high com.,

Ohas H Baker's Lady Leeds. Com., S. M. Baker's Susan M.—Novice
—l8t M H Thiman's Chester; 2d and 3d, Rivermount Kennels' Ray
and 'Nemo H. Reserve, L. D. C. Wood, Jr.'s, Duke of Jersey. High

com Frank Linck's Leader of Essex.—Puppies—1st, Fred. Schmitt s

Hellgate Keeper; 2d and very high com., Duchess Kennels' Franciscan

and Heroic.

BLOODHOUNDS.—1st and 2d, Dr. C. A. Lougest's Belhus and Vigi-

lant.

NEWFOUNDLANDS.—Sst, Pbil. J. Walsh's Carlo; 2d, Warren L,

Hoagland, Jr.'s Leo.

GREAT DANES.—X)ogs.- 1st, Fritz Von Bernuth, Jr.'s, Tarrum; 2d,

Hepburn Kennels' Hepburn Hero; 3d, M. Schult's Schult Nero. Re-

serve, Martin Hahnie's Pasha. Very high com., Mr. Preckmueller's

leo, New York Pug Kennels' Duke, Ernst Hug's Hannes U. and Dr. A.

J Hahn's Tyras. High com., Fritz Von Bernuth, Jr.'s, Y'^enoh and

Dr Arberg's Bismarck D. Bitches: 1st, Hepburn Kennels' Hepburn
Flora Belle; 2d, Ohas. Busch's Malta; 3d, Martin Hahule's Flora.—

PuppiKB—1st, New York Pug Kennels' Thor.

RUSSIAN WOLFHOUNDS.-CHALLBNQE-lst and 2d, H. W. Hunt-

ington's champion Argoss and Zerry

—

Open—Z>ogs; 1st and 2d, Chas.

and Lady Waverly.-Open— Dogs.- ist. Dr. S. G. Dixon's Duke of
Wellington. Bitches: 1st, Dr. 8. G. Dixon's Katherine; 2d, Mr, GritBn's
Bessie; 3d, C. B. Rutau's Beauty.

BEAGLES.-Over 13in.—Challenge—1st, B. F. Lewis's Doctor; 2d,
H. L. Kreuder'B champion Roy K.

—

Open—Dogs: 1st, H. L. Kreu-
der's Leo III.; 2d, Oakview Kennels' Mr. Winkle; 3d, George Lalck's
Trifle II Bitches: 1st, D. F. Summer's Lucy S.; 2d H. Hanson's
L'ddy of Denrarak

—

1:3in. axd Undek—Challenge—Dogs; 1st, H. L.
Kreuder's champion Frank Forest.

—

Open— Dogs.- 1st, N. A. Bald-
win's Laddie; 2d, W. A. Dukes's Harper. Bitches: 1st, John Mul-
lane's Baby Deane; 2d, H. L. Kreuder's Princess K.

FOXHOUNDS (American).—1st, Roger D. Williams's Commodore;
2d and 3d, F. A, Oatmau's Buckshot and Glenwood Belle.

DACHSHUNDS.—Challenge—Ist, Windrush Kennels' champion
Janet.—Open—Dogs; 1st, Windrush Kennels' Icthyosaurus; 3d and
very high com., Carl H. Sehultz's Fanstus and Pantus; 3d. Dr. Emil
Guenther's Fritz. Reserve, T. J. Bissell's Nig, Jr. High com., G.
Krantz's Pirschmann, Com., Dr. C. Motzschenbacher's Dachs.
Bitches: 1st, G. Krantz's Cherry; 2d, Dr. C. Motschenbaeher's Nellie;

3d, T. J. Bissell's Dachsy. High com.. Dr. Emil Guenther's Nellie.

IRISH WATER SPANIELS.—Prizes withheld.

CLUMBER SPANIELS.—1st, Owahgena Kennels' Glenwood Flossie.

FIELD SPANIELS.—Ant Color-Challenge—1st, Edward WUaon's
Braniford Mohawk; 2d, Rowland P. Keasbey's Newton Abbott.—
BLACB.-OPEN Doys: 1st, Dr. S J. Bradbury's Warwick; 2d, Owah-
gena Kennels' Sorry Jake; 3d, Rowland P. Keasbey's Echo. Com,
0. A. Young's Don.-LiVKR—Open—1st, Owahgena Kennels' Ilfra-,

combe; 2d, Dr. S. G. Bradbury's The Shrew.

COCKER SPANIELS.—Any Colob—Challenge—Dogs.- 1st. Swiss

Mountain Kennels' Middy. Bitches: 1st, Swiss Mountain Kennels'

Miss Waggles.—Black-Open—Dogs; Ist, Swiss M. Ks' King Raven, Jr.;

2d and very high com , Edwin W. Fiske's J-iy Kay and Wildfire; 3d,

Luckwell & Doua;las's Woodland Count. Bitches: 1st, Joseph Kay's
Black Cherry; 2d, Swiss Mountain Kennels' Rideau Rhea ; 3d, Luck-
well & Douglas's Woodland Kitty. High com ,

Miss Mane Antoinette

Eisele's Gypsey —Otheii than Black—Open—Dogs; 1st, O.T.Sackett s

Othello; 2d, Edwin VV. Fiske's Braniford Rufus; 3d, W. Tallman's

Denver. Bitches: 1st, Swiss Mountain Kennels' Ruth S.; 2d, Edwin
W. Fiske's Red Niobe; 3d, James H. Black's Fan.

COLLIES,—Challenge—Dogs; 1st, Chestnut Hill Kennels' Welles-

bourne Charlie; 2d, J. Livingston'.s Ormsku-k Shep. Bitches: 1st,

Chestnut Hill Kennels' champion Luella.—Open—Dogs; 1st, Chestnut

Hill Kennels' Prince Wilkes; 2d, J. EUice's Yorkshire Surprise. High
com., W. B. Focher's Cawdor Dan. Bitches: 1st, Franlf Bourne s

Deepdale Madge; 2d, Chestnut Hill Kennels' Scottish Girl; 3d, W. B.

Focher's Cawdor Mayflower. Puppies: 1st, Chestnut Hill Kennels

Can't Tell. Central Park Kennels' Lassie Gowrie disquahfled.

BULLDOGS.—Challenge—Dogs; 1st, R. D. Winthrop's Leonldas.

—Open—Dogs; 1st, J. R. Gilmore's Reeve Royal; 2d, Toon & Thomas b

Romance; 3d, J. A, Finlayson's Governor. Very high com., J. K. tiU-

more's Cameron. Bitches: 1st, J. H. Matthews's Dolly Tester; 2d,

Central Park Kennels' Queen Mab. Puppies: 1st, Central Park Ken-

nels' Daisy Belle.

BULL-TERRIERS.—Challenge -lafc, F. F. Dole's champion Attrac-

tion.—Open—Dogs (SOlbs. or over); 1st, F. F. Dole's Cardonna; Jd,W.

J. Owen's White King; 3d, Castle Point Kennels' Lord Blandford,
Very high com , F. .Senn's Derbv Dutch. Bitches: 1st, Castle Point
Kennels' Kit: 2d. F. F. Dole's Edgwood Fancy It.; 3d. Retnor Kennels'
Diamond King —Open— Dogs (under .30lbs.); 1st. F. F. Dole's Ted
Pritchard; 2d, Castle -Point Kennels' Tarquin. Bitches: 1st, Castle
Point Kennels' Newy. Other prizes withheld.

FOX-TERRIERS.—Smooth—Challenge—Do.gs; 1st, Blemton Ken-
nels' Chief Blemton Victor It.—Open—Dogs; 1st and 2d, Blemton
Kennels' Blemton Stickler and Blemton Rasper; 3d and reserve, L. &
W. Rutherfurd's Warren Tip Top and Warren L>iyman. Very high
com.,- C. S. Hanks's Raby Pallisy and L. B. Banks's Blemton Rattler.
High com,. J. M. Dale's Rabr Domino. Com., H. W. Lincoln's John
Ridd and H. C. Graef's Suffolk Surprise. Bitches: 1st. 3d and very
high com , L. & W. Rutherfurd's Warren Captions, Warren Dorothy
and Arrandale Syble; 2d, Blemton Kennels' Blemton Vindex. Reserve,
C, S. Hanks's Richmond Jesmine. High com., H. C. Graef's Dame
Primrose. Puppies: 1st, C. S. Hanks's Seacroft Empress.—Wibe-
HAIRED-Dogs; 1st. H. H. Hannewell, Jr.'s Oakleigh Bruiser. Bitches:
1st, G. M. Caruschan's Suffolk Tassel; 2d, H. W, Smith's Sister Grit.
Puppies: 1st, H. AV, Smith's Sister Grit.

IRISH TERRIERS. -Challenge—1st, H. O. Conner's Galtees,—Open
Dogs: 1st, Dr. W. F. Kenny's Crib; 2d. F. Senn's Killarney; 3d, W. L.
Morgan's Daddymurry. Very high com., M. Bruclsheimer's Paderih
Rhu. Bitclies: 1st. G. G. HammiU's Hill Top Surprise: 2d, Huguenot
Kennels' Bally lisbredan; 3d and com., John Welsh's Erin and Briar.
Puppies: 1st and 2d, withheld; 31, Huguenot Kennels' Caragh.

BEDLINGTON TERRIERS.—1st, C. W. Lougest's Tibbie.

SCOTTISH TERRIERS.—Challenge—1st, Toon & Thomas's Tiree.—
Open—Dog.?; 1st, Toon & Thomas's Scotch Hot. Bitches: 1st, T. H.
Garlick's fJlenshea; 2d, Toon & Thomas's Bella II.

SKYE TERRIERS.-Challenge—Equal Ist, 0. A. Shinn's Sir Staf-
ford and H. K Caner's Endcliffe Maggie.—Open—Dogs,' 1st, Samuel
Barr's Sir Thomas; 2d, John Parker's Prince Charlie, Bitclies: 1st,
Geo. Heritage's Nellie.

BLACK AND TAN TERRIERS.—Challenge—1st, RocheUe Kennels'
Broomfield Madge.— Dog.s; 1st, F. F. Dole's Jasper; 2d. Rochelle Ken-
nels' Rochelle Lord. Bitches: 1st and 2d, Toon & Thomas's Gipsy
Girl: 3d, Rochelle Kennels' Roclielle Topaz.

CLYDESDALE TERRIERS —Isf, J. McCue's Grover; 2d, Central
Park Kennels' Belle of Clyde; 3d, John Vaugh's Bright Bess.

POODLES.—Challenge -1st, Central Park Kennels' Lion; 2d, L. A.
Biddle's Berri.-OPKX—Corded on Russian— Ist. Dr. S. N. Duer's Bis-
mark.—Curly or Fkench (Black)— Dog.f; Ist, 3d, reserve, very high
com. and high com., Meadowmere Kennei-^' Milo, Rajah, Jumbo, Nig-
ger and Jabot; 3d, Mrs. G. A Van VVageDen'.s Ma^. Bitches: 1st, 3d,
reserve, very high com. and high com., JVleadowmere K'-nnels' Dinah,
Lisette, Black Maria, Jeatiue and Juno; .2d, J. D Wade's Victoria.—
Puppies—Dogs; 1st, 3d and high com,, Meadowmere Kexinels' Jumbo,
Nigger and Jabot; 3d, very high com. (2) and high com., Mrs, A.
Van Wagenen's Ami, Solo, Fidele and Paris. Bitches: 1st. 2d and 3d,
Meadowmere Kennels' ,Ieaune, Black Maria and Jumbo.

—

Open (other
than black)— 1st, 2d and 3d, H. H. Hunnewell's Diamont, Poohbah and
Vivette.

Y'ORKSHIRE TERRIERS.-Challengk—1st, F. Senn's Young Ted.
—Open—Dogs; 1st. F. Senn's Duke; 2d, J. Foster's Ben; 3d. J. A. Fin-
layson's Prince Reserve. Mrs. G. A. Van Wagenen's Bentiie High
com , F. Oberfs Tip. Bitclies: 1st, J. Foster's Lady Nell; 2d, .1. A.
Finlsj'son's Baby Belle.

TOY TERRIERS.—Other than Yorkshire—1st, F. Senn's Sport;
2d, J. Bowden's Prince; 3d, New York Pug Kennels' Bounce. High
com., J. Meyer's Clytic and 0. B. Gett-hius' Dandy.
KING CHARLES SPANIELS.—Challenge- 1st, Mrs. F. Senn's

Romeo —Open—Dogs; 1st, Mrs P. Senn's Romeo's Own.
RUBY', BLENHEIM AND PRINCE CHARLES SPANIELS.—Ist,

F. R Jones's Dorothy.

JAPANESE SPANIELS.—1st, Mrs. F. Senn's Tokio.

PET SPANIEL PUPPIES.—Any Varikty—Ist, Mrs, E. H. Radel's
Pansy.

ITALIAN GREYHOUNDS.—Challenge—1st, J. Lewis's Spring; 2d,
F. H. Hoyt's Bvron.—Open—i?i^c7ies; 1st, J. Lewis's Lady Lee; 3d, C.
Lohmaan's Fofly; 3d, F. H. Hoyt's Trixie.

SCHIPPERKES.—1st, Chestnut Hill Kennels' Mickie.

PLTGS—CHAi-LENGE-lst, Dr. M. H. Cryer's Bob Ivy; 2d, New York
Pug Kennels' Nellie Bly.—OPBN—Dogs; 1st, J. Bowden's Treasurer;
2d, E. Adams's Medlar. Bitches; 1st, J. Bowden's Lady Bonsor; 3d,
Dr. M. H. Cryer's Bess.

MEXICAN HAIRLESS.—5i<c/tes; 1st, Dr. Sherwood's Jewel.

MISCELLANEOUS-lst and 8d, Central Park Kennels' Chimo and
Chow Chow; 2d, J. Morau's Little Bill. VL-ry higli com. Toon &
Thomas's Sheffield Lad and Chestnut Hill Keunels's Bluebelle.

S 'LLING CLASS.—Ist, Chestnut Hill Kennels' Bluebelle; 2d, Toon
& Thomas's ShefBeldLad; 8d, R. Buckle's Douglas.

SPECIALS.
Mastiffs—Best American-bred dog, Emperor William; best hitch

ditto. Lady Diana. Beat bitch with thrpe of her progeny, Oerda II.

Best kennel. Dr. Longest. Best bitch in open class. Lady Diana. Best
bitch with three of produce from the same litter, Gerda II.

St Bernards—Best kennel. New York St. Bernard Kennels. Best
dog in show barring Sir Bedivere, Scottish Leader. Best rough or
smooth owned in New Jersey, Ashland Jumbo St. Bernard Club
medals—Best American-bred dog, rough or smooth, Franciscan; best

bitch, ditto, Empress of Contoococb. Best smooth dog, American-
bred, open. Major Plon-Plon Best kennel smooths, Dutchess Ken-
nels. Best smooth dog or bitcb in open classes, Bellegarde.
Great Dases -Best great Dane, Hepburn Flora BelJe, also president

Great Dane Club challenge cup. _
Russian WoLPBOUND&-Best kennel, H. W. Huntington's. Best

puppy, Irmina. Best in show, Argoss.
Deerhoitnds—Best in show. Lochell.
Greyhourds—Best kennel, Maybrook Kennels. Best owned in New-

Jersey, Miss DoJlar III. National Greyhound Club medal—Best in

show. Wild Rose. Norway Star, reserve.

Whippets—Best owned in New Jersey, Peepuig Tom.
English Setters—Best in open classes, Domnoinum.
Irish SErrTERs-Best kennel. Oak Grove Kennels. Best owned in

New Jersey, Major (2). „ „ „. ^ ^ .

Gordon Setters—Best kennel, Or. S. G. Dixon. Best m show,
Katherine.
Beagles—Best kennel, Rockland Beagle Kennels.
FosBOUNDS—Best bitch, Glenwood Belle.

DACHSHCNBis—Best brace, Windrasb Kennels.
Span 1EL.S—Spaniel Club specials—Best t)race field siJaniels, Warwick

and Shrew. Best brace cockers, Middy and Miss Waggles Others
did not fill. Best kennel of cockers, Swiss Mountain Kennels. Best

cocker in open classes. Miss Phyhs. Othello, reserve.

Collies— Colli© Clab medals, for members only—Best dog in opea
class. Prince Wilkes; best bitch ditto, Scottish Gu-I. Best collie iu

show. Prince Wilkes. Best kennel, Chestnut Hill Kennels. Best bitch,

in show, champion LueUa.
BuLLDOG.'i—Best in open classes. Reve Royal.
Bull-Terriers—Best sired by Gully the Great, White King. Best

pair under 201 bs., Tarquin and Newy. Best In show, champion At-

traction. , . , „ ^
Fos-TERRiBRS^American Fox-Terrier Club specials— Best three

American-bred in open or puppy classes, Biemtons Rasper, Stickler

and Vindex. Best wire-hair m open classes, Oakleigh Bruiser. Best
wire-hair puppy. Sister Grit. Best smooth puppy, Seacroft Empress.
IJest kennel. Blemton Kennels.
Scottish Terriers—Best bitch in show, (ilenshea.

Poodles—Best red poodle, Diamont. Smallest poodle, Lisette^

Toy Spaniels—Best in show, Romeo. Best pet spaniel puppy.
Pansy. „ .

Italian Greyhoun-ds-Best in show, Spring.
, . , . . _ . ,

Ashmont trophy for best American-bred dog or bitch in show, Insn
setter Queen Vic.

, ^ »^ t t
Mr E H. Radel's special picture to be used as the N. J. K. L. em-

blem, Princess Florence and Queen Vic will both appear, prize divided

Saratoga Dog Show.

The Saratoga Poultry and Kennel Club shcsv to be held

.January 16 next Is expected to be the largest in the State

outside New York City. This show, no doubt, will be the

first one held under the new A. K. C. rules, and the premium
list has been revised in accordance with the new rules.

In all challenge and open classes the first prize will be $7

and second prize in the open classes §5. The puppy classes

have .^5 in nearly all classes. They will compete by sex.

The American Spaniel Club has donated the "Bell Cocker

Cup" and four other specials.
.

The secretary, Lvman H. Clute -writes: It is earnestly

hoped that all breeders and owners of dogs and especially of

foxhounds, will honor us with their entries, as there is a pos-

sibility of ore:anizing an American Foxhound Club and in

due time draft a standard by which they may be judged.

The secretary's address is Ballston Lake, N. Y.
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THE BULLDOG.
With the single exception of the fox-te)Tier, it can confi-

dently be asserted that the old English bulldog is the popu-
lar dog of the world, notwithstandiHg the fact that it has
for very many years past been the most maligned animal of
the genios cards. Having been unfairly stigmatized as a
ferocious dog and "incapable of any education" whatsoever,
the bad name has stuck to the bulldog like glue, and even in
these enlightened days people are to be found who entertain
the most absurd notions respecting a bulldog's character
and disposition, and which, needless to relate, are quite the
reverse of the real truth.
Whatever degree of ferocity the dog which was employed

for baiting the bull may have possessed, its savage fierceness
does not appear to us to have been directed against mankind,
but against its foe, the bull, and we find very serious fault
with the historians of the past for not having made this per-
fectly clear. From the language employed by most of the
old writers on bulldogs the student is left with the strong
impression that the bulldog was akin to a man-eating tiger,
and this solely in consequence of the dog's valiant deeds of
daring when engaged in combat with a mad bull. According
to the Sportsman Co.hiiiet, the first well authenticated bull-
baiting took place during the reign of King John in 1209 at
Stamford, in Lincolnshire, and originated in the following
circumstance: "William, Earl Warren, Lord of Stamford,
standing upon the walls of the castle, saw two bulls fighting
for a cow in the castle meadow, till the butcher's dogs pur-
sued one of the bulls entirely through the town. This sight
so pleased the Earl that he gave the castle meadow, where
the bulls' combat began, for a common to the butchers of
the town, after the first grass was mowed, on condition that
they should find 'a mad bull' theday six weeks before Christ-
mas for the continuance of 'that sport for ever.' "

Bull-baiting seems to have flourished at Tutbury, in Staf-
fordshire, from 1374 to 1778, while it went on very extensively
in London, BirminghanQ, Stafford, York, Shefiield and Cred-
iton down to the passing of the act for the prevention of
cruelty to animals in 1835.
The bulldog appears to have been in favor all over the

world long before the present century, and the "fumner"
seems to have been as keen in the year 1800 to acquire speci-
mens of the English bulldog as he is in the year of grace
1893, for a writer of the former period says of the bulldog:
"The breed is not so numerous In consequence of the great
number purchased and transported to other countries, for
which the most enormous prices have been given."
The same writer, in describing the character-istic attributes

of the breed, says: "It is a distinguishing and invariable
trait in the true bred bulldog to attack the animal in front,
and never to make a cowardly attempt at the extremities.
The dog whose breed has been preserved genuine and uncon-
taminate aims at, and makes most ferociously for, the face
of the bull, and, sinking to the ground the nearer he ap-
proaches, makes a desperate effort to seize upon the lin, as
the most tender seat of irritability and excruciating pain, if

he succeeds in the attempt; failing in which he relaxes
_
not

in his efforts, but with the most incredible and determined
fury fastens upon the tongue, the eye, the underjaw, the
throat, or some part about the hfad or face (never degrading
his character by making a pusillanimous attempt behind),
where, having secured his hold, he i-etains it beyond the
power of description, in opposition to every energetic and
desperate effort of the bull to get himself disengaged,

"

Although very few of the present day bulldogs have
been permitted by their owners to try their luck with a
bull, there can be no manner of doubt that a large num-
ber of our best show specimens would .sustain the reputa-
tion of their ancestors if encouraged to attack a bull.

The heart is still in them, but as a good bulldog is now
worth on the average about three or four sovereigns per
pound weight (the su7u paid for Dockleaf was equivalent
to six sovereigns for every sixteen ounces), the value acts

as a deterrent to sport of any kind -svith them for fear of

their receiving a disfigurement which would operate to their
detriment in the show ring. But, as we said before, some
bulldo.ti men know that the heart is still in the breed, for
they have tried their dogs at big game. Not so very long
ago' we were strongly of opinion that the breed had lost its

proverbial iduck, bttt experiences (which for obvious reasons
cannot be made public) have disabused the erroneous im-
pressions we had formed , and we now are strongly of opinion
that several of the be.st show specimens of to-day would, if

required, emulate the prowess of the old bull-baiters from
whom they are descended. A large number of the dogs on
view this week at the Aquarium can claim as their ancestor
the dog whose owner was wicked enough to make a wager
"that he would, at four distinctintervals, deprive the animal
of one of his feet by amputation; and that after every indi-

vidual deprivation he should attack the bull with his previous
ferocity; and that last he should continue so to do upon his
raw stumps."
The recorder of the above fact says, "The experiment was

made and the result sufficiently demonstrated the truth of
the prediction." Strange to say, the scene of this .shocking
experiment was the site where the Uoyal Aquarium now
stands, i. e.. Old Tothill Fields, Westminster. Doubtless
owing to the fact that the old writers failed to properly
express their meaning when Avriting of the bulldog, the
breed fell somewhat into disrepute, and we are bound to

confess that about thirty or forty years ago the bulldog was
not associated with—well, let us say—the aristocracy of this

country, whose companion it is our pleasing duty to record
the national dog of England to-day. Somewhere about the
year 1875 a body of geurlemen, of whom the prime movers
were (Inter a I id) Messrs. J. A. Berrie, Vero Shaw, C. P. W.
Crater, .1. Saudell and others, formed a club for furthering
the interests of the bulldog, and since that date the breed
has steadily grown in popular estimation until it occupies
the proud position in the lienuel world that it does at the
present time. The Bulldog Club has spent large sums of
money in bringing the virtues of the bulldog prominently
before the public, and by dint of a plucky perseverance and
holding of a grand exhibition of the breed at frequent intervals

in the principal public re.sorts, one of the quaintest and most
amiable species of the eauine race has been rescued from
sinking into oblivion, and the trtie nature and character of

the bulldog have been firmly implanted upon the minds of
those who, through the shortcomings of past historians, were
wont to regard this ancient breed as one of the most repul-

sive and dangerous auiniuls in the whole of the animal crea-

tion The Inilldog is admirably adapted as a townsman's
dog, as it does not need galloping exercise like most dogs do,

and a daily walk with its master is sufiicient to keep a bull-

dog in form. As a playmate for children we can positively

assert from experience of many years' duration no dog can
excel the bulldog. Kind and gentle in its every action, it

«njoys a romp on the carpet or grass as much as would the
greatest tomboy that ever lived. There can be no doubt
whatever that, as a protector of life and property, our friend
the bulldog will take some beating. Few if any strangers

but what have a wholesome dread of a bulldog, and rhere-

foro it is quite easy to believe the old Staffordshire farmer
who, writing to the newspapers, said that "he had found
from long experience that two good bulldogs loose in his
yard did hiuch more toward making his neighbors honest
than did all the parson's preaching.'' That acknowledged
authority on dogs, "Stonehenge," paid the bulldog a high
compliment when he wrote "that not only was it the most
courageous dog, but the most courageous animal in the
world," and when to this character it is added that the btill

dog is" at the same time gentle, amiable, devoted to its mas
er, and never known to snap or snarl unless urged by it

t

master or mistress so to do, it will readily be realized tha
the bulldog is indeed a staunch and ttseful friend to man.
The following rhyme, which appeared in the Stock-Keeper

so long ago as the year 18S.5, very cleverly and correctly de-
scribes the bulldog's character, and that, combined with its

humorous and pathetic tone, entitles the poem to the highest
place in the bulldog man's memory:

EPITAPH ON OLD CHARLEY,
A HRINDLE AND WHITE BULLDOG, BY HIS OWNER, THE REV. JAMES ADCOCK'

SEPT. 1, 1859.

This lowly spot, inscribed with Charley's name.
Acquires fresh interest from his well-earned fame.
For while he lived no sturdy rogue or thief
Approached the tiouse to supphcate reUef

;

And many a time has laughter made me weep
To view his horror of an unwashed sweep.
Yet had lie not the shadow of a fear,
Nor heeded odds when other dogs were near;
Venus and Mars held o'er him equal sway,
And either call he scorned to disobey.
His knotted shoulder and his vise-like jaw
Serv'd well to keep the mongrel curs ia awe;
But when some worthier rival grac'd the stage,
Full of high mettle, void of needless rage.
He'd dare the onset, nor would seek retreat
Till prostrate lay that rival at his feet.
His pluck and bottom were above all praise,
And scars the prowess told of bygone days

;

Yet was he ever faithful, ever true

—

Gentle and playful as a kitten too.
Curious in food, how fond was he of cake 1

And every sort of biscuit one could bake!
Whilst with a nut to see him was a treat—
He'd crack the shell and then the kernel eat.

But now at length invidious disease.
In league with time, has wrought his health's decease,
And chemistry, in shape of prussic acid,
Hath stopped his breath, and rendered him quite placid

.

Charley, farewell 1 and as thy looks no more
Shall scare the beggar from thy master's door,
So all who knew thee best shall fondly tell

How kind a heart did in thy bosom dwell.
Peace, then, to his remains ! Here Charley lies,

And if his race can claim a Paradise,
May he I he best of kennels there obtaiDj
And live to bark and play and fight again.

The bulldog which was used for baiting the bull had the
unsightly habit of invariably showing its teeth, in consequence
of the lower jaw protudtng to so great an extent that the lips

could not cover them. We are rather inclined to think that

this natural " showing of the teeth " came to be regarded by
the uninitiated as indicative of rage and anger, and it a,s-

sisted in keeping up the bad name which the bulldog has
been most unfairly given for ferocity. The Bulldog Club,
thei'efore, when it drew up a standard description of a per-
fectly-formed pure-bred old English bulldog, made it essen-
tial "the teeth should not be seen when the mouth is

closed." The bulldog, as described in the standard drawn
up by the club, portrays a dog beautiful in outline of body
and with head and facial details of surprising quaintness
and interest. It was soon found that the task of breeding
bulldogs to accord with the standard was a very, very diffi-

cult one, and not so many years ago it became the practice
of a few men who could not breed a perfect bulldog to en-
deavor to manufacture one, and to this "art" the term
"faking" was applied. Thanks to the Kennel Club, "fak-
ing " of dogs is now almost extinct, for the severity of the
penalty for the practice of the "art " is so great that it has
acted as a complete deterrent to those who were not, above
the commission of the crime of faking. It may possibly in-
terest not a few readers if we recapitulate a few of the fak-
ing dodges which used to be practiced on the unfortunate
bulldog in order to make him capable of wirming a prize.

The chief dod^^es employed by the " faker " consisted of
beating or punching the top lips of the dog a day prior to the
show in order to make the flesh swell and so improve the size

of the muzzle, an alternatiNe method fortius being the appli-
cation of an irritant medicament which would similarly cause
a swollen state of the lips. Plugs were employed for fitting up
the dog's nostrils—the size of the nostril being a point of im-
portance in the breed ; one nostril was "plugged'' one day and
the other the next. The muscles of the ears ^vere cut in prick-
eared specimens in order to obtain the correct "rose" shaped
ear. The most fiendish act of all, though, was the process of
shortening the nose, for Avhich purpose an instrument of tor-

ture called "jacks" was employed. This consisted of a per-
forated plate of metal which was .shaped so as to fit the
whole of the nose; this plate had two strong cords attached
to it, which passed to a specially constructed collar. The
metal plate being applied to the nose, was tightened up each
day tmtil the cartilage of the nose was squashed up close to
the forehead. This inhuman practice started when the vic-

tim was about five months old, and the processof shortening
the face generally lasted for several months. Huge pads
were employed for putting under the pup's shoulders for the
purpose of causing them to stand well away from the ribs in
the orthodox manner, and the way of getting the low-to-the-
ground appearance consisted in compelling the pup to sit in
a pen in which, from itsheight, it was impossible for the dog
to sit upright, and by this means the pup's legs were given a
bowed appearance, and consequently the adult did not have
too much daylight under him.
The faking" of the tail was probably the most frequent tor-

ture the bulldog had to endure. According to the club's
standard the tail of a bulldog should not from its shape be
capable of being raised over its back. Now, for some years
cock tails were the rule rather than the exception, and in or-

der to drop the tail one method was to cut the muscles o<" the
tail close up to the rump, and then sear the incision with a
hoc iron, while another was to disjoint the tail and pull it

every day for mouths, until it was impossi le for it to ever
get into union again.—Licensed Victuallers' Gazette,

The English Kennel Club Show.
It is always interesting to hear what the judges say of tne-

dogs they pass upon, and in the case of the show recently
held by the E. K. C. at the Crystal Palace it is e.«pecially so,,

as in a majority of the breeds it was a show of England's
best.
Bloodhounds, Mr. William Foster, the judge, avers in the

English Kennel Gazette, were the largest entry and the best
lot ever exhibited. The well known Burgundy, owned by
Mr. Brough, was beaten by Bowne's Statesman, a grand
young hound, though the judge in seeing Burgundy on the
bench afterward thought him hardly used, and from this
Burgundy's owner derives his sole consolation in defeat.

"Mastiffs, taken as a whole," says W. Norman Higgs, "I
thought a great deal better than what we have seen lately at
our large shows, and cripples were conspicuous, T am pleased
to say, by their absence, although in one or two cases some
did not move so well as I could have liked." Open dogs was
the principal class here, and the fight lay between the old
champion, Mr. Taunton's Beaufort and Dr. Turner's Ayr-
shire, the winner in "limit" dogs. Mr. Higgs writes: 'Con-
sidering that Beaufort is now in his tenth year, I think it is

simply wonderful to see how well the old dog looks. He cer-
tainly moved a little faulty in the ring, but I put this down
to, in a great measure, a nasty running kennel sore. With
this exception and his age, I could not find much the matter
with him, and I consider him to be the most perfect mastiff'
I ever saw." Beaufort, it will be remembered, spent a year
or two of his career in this country in Mr. Winchell's kennel^
and although he was not used by breeders as freely as he
should have been, it will scarcely be gainsaid that his in-
fluence on the breed in this country, though unfortunately
not so extensively used as Minting or Ilford Caution, has
been very great, an influence that is now being carried on by
his son, Beaufort's Black Prince. Osburga II. won in the
corresponding bitch class and also the 0. E. M. C. Breeders'
Challenge Prize. Beaufort took the Dog Championship
medal, but not being eligible for the O. B. M. C. Dog Forty-
Guinea Challenge Cup, having already won it six times, this
fell to Ayrshire.

Irish wolfhounds do not interest fanciers on this side so we
pass them over.
In deerhounds the winner in the novice class, Bossie

Byron, was also first in limit class, but the best in the breed
is W. H. Singer's champion Swift, who had a gala day. Of
him Mr. R. Hood Wrignt^says: "He is built on grand lines,

shows himself full of da"sh"and fire and it will take a good
one to lower his colors." Of the best bitch, E. W. Bell's
Rossie Blue Bonnet, the judge remarks, "She is just about
perfection. When younger she was too narrow, but since she
has been bred from she has altered in this respect, and may
divide the honors with Swift as being one of the two best of
the present time."
In Russian wolfhounds the Duchess of Newcastle's Golub

and Milka were the bright particular stars of the competi-
tion. Golub was in grand form and showing his beautiful
neck. This dog has been accused of being wanting in that
point owing to the heavy covering of hair. Of the winning
bitch Milka Mr. Wright says: "The lovely and large Milka
was alone. She has such a perfect formation both in body,
head and feet that one forgets her want of coat, and what I
do like is a big one, full of quality, and she comes up to this
standard, and to her I awarded thechampion medal." A new
one appeared here in open bitches, "the beautiful Sudarka,"
whom Mr. Dobbelmann brought over from Rotterdam, Hol-
land. She is only beaten by Milka in skull formation and
the least bit in outline.
Evidently it is about time the English fanciers founded a

chow-chow club and arranged a standard. There were a
dozen specimens shown here and the jtidge acknowledges
that he did not feel at home with the Chinese. There are as
yet no rules laid down as to the best color or nothing to
guide one in other points. In the foreign dog class, always a
puzzler to judges, Mr. Wright bunched the prize winners,
divided the dogs into four groups and picked the best from
each. Yezo, the exponent of the new breed, that Mr. Raper
gave first to at Edinburgh, was soon picked out for repeti-
tion.
Greyhounds. Here the same judge felt more at home, and

Mr. Raper's Real Jam seems to have been aptly named, for
she took the cake; in fact, all of them nearly—limit, open
class and the champion medal. She is described as a "sim.ply
lovely bitch, covering a lot of ground, with grand neck and
shoulders, perfect feet, and shown in the pink of condition."
Beagles, also judged by Mr. Hood-Wright, do not seem to

have called for much enthusiasm. Mr. E. B. Joachim's
Reader appears to have been the best, taking the champion-
ship. He IS full of quality, with lovely ears, good body and
feet. There were some rough-coated ones shown, too. Mr.
Nutt's Pulborough Trusty proving the best here, "nice and
level, with good ears and expression." We should like to.

have given more particulars in this breed, but the judge de-
votes little space to them, and his descriptions are not very
instructive. He judged them by gaslight, and acknowledges
he did not satisfy either himself or the exhibitors in this
breed and in whippets. He gets in a good grumble on the
stewards, and as it is applicable to some extent in some of our
shows, we quote him: "Not a single committeeman or ring
steward came near me after lunch, and I had to do both ring
steward's and judge's Avork. Now, if one is judging breeds
not perhaps so popular as some, it is not courteous to leave a
judge at the far end of the Palace entirely to his own devii es,

while in the, well, say mo.st popular class, half a dozen ring
stewards and committeemen assisted, not only in their own
legitimate work, but were so anxious lest the judge should
reverse, that they told what this particular exhibit had done in
the previous class or classes. Now, I call that real kindness."
Pointers were an average collection. About a dozen nevv

faces appeared. There was, however, nothing amon^ them
with sufficient merit to lower the colors of previous winners.
Sanford Bang and Sanford Graphic, old winners, were on
hand.
The judge, Mr. E. C. Norrish, gives a very good report

from which one can gather an excellent idea of the more
prominent dog's good points and faults. The winner in the
winner's class for bitches, Mr. Chapman's Heather Bee, had
to give way in the open class to R. S. Bryan's Molton Bronte,
of whom Mr. Norrish writes: "Looked at as a show bitch,
Bronte is very nearly perfect, although her neck would have
a more stylish appearance if a trifle longer and cleaner in the
throat." She captured the champion prize for best pointer
of all classes, and also with Molton Belle divided with Mr.
Brough's pair of bloodhounds the honor of being the beat
brace of sporting dogs in the show.
The judge of Irish setters, Mr. Charles Austin, delivers

himself of some opinions relative to this breed that are
interesting in view of the marked improvement the Irish
setters ha-ve made in this country. Mr. Au.stin says: "The
mo.st noticeable point in the Irish setters seems to be the
great variety of types one sees, and the variety is more
marked in the heads than in anything. In spite of the
Irish setter description, one does not .see many heads with
stops or deep .square muzzles, etc. In fact, one of the pre-
vailing types seems to be a head in which the top of the
skull and the end of the nose were in the same plane as it
were, making a long, flat head without any sort of stop.
And as this sort of head is usually tapered "fjff to the muz-
zle the general effect is that the animal has a sort of sheep-
dog-like look. Then there are Roman no' es and very much-
cut-away uuderjaws. All the.-ie poiuL.-i are most objectionalde
in any setter, but I regret to .say 1 s;iw several of them in
the ring. Th? majority of dogs 1 had before me were good
in coat, body and color, but in several instaacea the feet
and legs were not all that could be wished,"
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RECORD OF FIELD TRIALS OF 1893.

Bexar Field Trials, at Floresville, Tex., Jan. 16 to 17.

Sire. Dam.
PUPPY STAKE—2 Staeteks.

Prize. Name of Dog. Owner. . Color Breed.
First Rod's Deuce West End Kennels Eng. setter dog
Second. . .Rod's Clip West End Kennels

THE DERBY—7 Stakters.
First Modoc F. F. Myles Eng. setter dog
Second...Waif Mrs. C. M. Rounds Eng. setter dog
Third Argentine A. J. Ross Eng. setter dog

ALL-AGE STAKE—9 Starters.
First Manitoba Frisk West End Kennels Eng. setter dog
Second. . . Duchess of Kent West End Kennels Pointer bitch
Third Jesse James F. F. Myles Eng. setter dog

(Judges' and handlers' names, breeding, etc., were not given in report.)

Pacific Coast Field Trials, at Bakersfield, Cal , Jan, 16 to 21.
Judges—R. T. Vandevort, Pasadena; D. M. Pyle, Bakersfield; W. Dormer, San Francisco.

THE DERBY—18 Starters.
First George P Jas. E. Watson Black Pointer dog Old Black Joe II Black Bess ..

Second. . .Countess Xoble H. T. Payne Black, white and tan Eng. setter bitch Stanford Lilly C
(
Jim P Jas. E. Watson Black Pointer dog Old Black Joe II Black Bess..

Third. . < Doctor P Jas. E. Watson Black Pointer dog Old Black Joe II Black Bess .

.

( Johanna California Kennels Black, white and tan Eng. setter bitch Gladstone II Janet

ALL-AGE STAKE—9 Starters.
First Starlight T. J. Watson Black, white and tan Eng. setter dog Dan Gladstone Miss Alice. .

.

Second. ..Old Joe II Jas. E. Watson Black Pointer dog
Third Pelham California Kennels Black, white and tan Eng. setter dog Harold Sunlit

Amount. Handler.
CM Rounds.
CM. Rounds.

C. M. Rounds.

C. M. Rounds.
C M. Rounds.

Southern Field Trials, at New Albany, Miss., Feb. 6 to 1 0.

THE DERBY—21 Starters.

Judges—F. I. Stone, Chattanooga, Tenn.; P. H. Bryson, Memphis, Tenn.; Dr. M. F. Rogers, New Albany, Miss.

First Sport Manchester Kennel Co Liver and white Pointer dog Vanguard Georgia Belle $400
Second. . .Dick Fox Blue Ridge Kennels Black, vrhite and tan. . . .Eng. setter dog Chance Countess Rush $250

(
Lochinvar Avent & Thayer Kennels Black, white and tan— Eng. setter dog Chance Bessie Avent

( $66.66
Third. . { Chevalier Avent & Thayer Kennels Black, white and tan. . . .Eng. setter dog Jean Val Jean Lucy Avent J |66.6fi

( Lillian Russell Jackson—Denmark Kennels. .Black, white and tan— Eng. setter bitch Philip Gladstone Lark ( .$66.66

ALL-AGE STAKE—19 Starters.
Judges—Dr. M. F. Rogers, F. I. Stone, A. M. Young, Manchester, Tenn.

First Whyte B H. S. Bevan Black, white and tan Eng. setter dog Roderigo Florence Gladstone $300
Second. . .Antevolo Pierre Lorillard, Jr White and lemon Eng. setter bitch Count Noble Gladstone's Girl $200
Third Novelist Avent & Thayer Kennels Black, white and tan Eng. setter bitch Roderigo Bo-Peep $150

(Major J. R. Purcell's Plockflnder III. awarded Pointer Club's special of $100 for best pointer in the Trials.)

United States Field Trials, at New Albany, Miss., Feb. 13 to 18.

Judges—Col. A. a. Sloo, Vincennes, Ind.; P. H. Bryson, Memphis, Tenn.; B. M. Stephenson, LaGrange, Tenn.

THE SETTER DERBY—13 Starters.
First Lillian Russell Jackson—Denmark Kennels. .Black, white and tan Eng. setter bitch Philip Gladstone Lou K.
Second. ..Lochinvar Avent & Thayer Kennels Black, white and tan Eng. setter dog Chance Bessie Avent
Third Sport Manchester Kennel Co Black, white and tan Eng. setter dog Vanguard Georgia Belle

Absolute Thinner—Lillian Russell; $200 additional.
ALL-AGE POINTER STAKE—13 Starters.

First Lad of Rush ...J. L. Adams Liver and white Pointer dog Rush of Lad Topsy L
Second.. .Ben A Dr. D. W. Yandall Black and white Pointer dog Stoddard Jet II

( Ridgeview Beppo—Graphic Kennel Liver and white Pointer dog Beppo HI Revelation
Third. . < Rex G. A. Castleman Liver and white Pointer dog Mainspring Dell

( Bounce G. W. Amory Liver and white Pointer dog Bob Sal

ALL-AGE SETTER STAKE.
First Novelist Avent & Thayer Kennels Black, white and tan Eng. setter bitch Woodhill Bruce Novelty
Second.. .Bettye S Avent & Thayer Kennels Black, white and tan Eng. .setter bitch Roderigo Bob-Peep
ThiTfi i

Eugene T A. P. Gilliam Black, white and tan Eng. setter dog Count Noble Ruby's (jirlxnira.
. ^ ^ulu M Whyte Bedford Lemon and white Eng. setter bitch. . . .Toledo Blade

Absolute PFmner—Novelist; $200 additional.

Northwestern Field Trials, at Morris, Man., Sept. 4 to 6.

Judges—W. Hamilton Spencer, Grand Forks, Dak.; John Davidson, Monroe, Mich.

THE DERBY—12 Starters.
First Ightfield Dogwood.. A. P. Heywood-Lonsdale Liver and white Pointer dog Ightfleld Dick Cowslips
Second. ..Dolly Shaw R. W. Shaw Black and white Pointer bitch Ightfield Upton Genevieve
Third Selah Charlotteville F. T. Kennels. .Liver and white Pointer bitch Rip Rap Dolly Dexter

ALL-AGE STAKE—15 Starters.
First Dick Bondhu II John Wootton Black and white Eng. setter dog Dick Bondhue Manitoba Belle .

.

Second. . .Brighton Tobe T. G. Davey Black and white Eng. setter dog Locksley Leddersdale
Third Cleopatra W. B. Wells Black, white and tan—Eng. setter bitch Mingo II Cambriana

CHAJMPION CUP—5 Starters.
First Manitoba Shot Thos. Johnson Black and white Pointer dog Ightfield Coton Ightfield Psyche..

$250
$200
$150

$175
$41.66
$41.66
$41.66

$175

J
$72..50

] $72.50

D. M. Walters.
Owner.
D. M. Walters.
D. M. Walters.
R. M. Dodge.

M. De Motte.
Mr. Allender.
R. M. Dodge.

A. P. Gilliam.
D. E. Rose.
J. M. Avent.
J. M. Avent.
Thos. Bond.

Owner.
C Tucker.
J. M. Avent.

Thos. Bond.
J. M. Avent.
A. P. Gilliam.

L. W. Blankenbaker.
Ed. Garr.
H. M. Short.
W. B. Stafi'ord.
T. H. Poindexter.

J. M. Avent.
J. M. Avent.
Owner.
A. P. Gilliam.

Sefton Hallam.
Sefton Hallam.
Capt. C. E. McMurdo.

Owner.
Tho.s. Hallam.
Joseph Spracklin.

First. .

.

Second.

Third..

First. .

.

Second.
Third..

Manitoba Field Trials, at Souris, Man., Sept. 12 to 14.

Judge—W. Tallman, Plainfield, N. J.

THE DERBY—13 Starters.
Kennels Black, white and tan Eng. setter dog Roderigo Topsey Avent.. .Topsey's Rod Avent & Thayer

, ^ ^
. .Tate Avent & Thayer Kennels Black, white and tan—Eng. setter dog Jean Val Jean Mamie Avent $il5
(Thalid Avent & Thayer ' — ^ ^ -. - ..

.
,

(Hoodoo W. T. Ellis

• Kennels Black, white and tan Eng. setter bitch .Jean Val Jean Lucy Avent.
.Black, white and tan—Eng. setter dog Duke of Manitoba Cora.

Thos. Johnson.

J. M. Avent.
J. M. Avent.

.50 1 J. M. Avent.

.50 ) Owner.

.Count Gladstone IV.Avent & Thayer

.CJhevalier Avent & Thayer

. Bettye S Avent & Thayer

First. .

.

Second.
Third..

.Zero J. B. Roberts.

.Joe J. B. Roberts.

.Zuleika W. F. Ellis...

ALL-AGE STAKE—17 Starters.
Kennels Black, white and tan—Eng. setter dog Count Noble Ruby's Girl $225
Kennels Black, white and tan. . ..Eng. setter dog lean Val Jean Lucy Avent $125
Kennels Black, white and tan Eng. setter bitch Roderigo Bo-Peep $100

AMATEUR STAKE—8 Starters.
Pv.ed Irish setter dog Rover Rose [*]
Orange and white Eng. setter dog Cabel Fan [*]
Liver and white Eng. setter bitch Duke of Manitoba Cora [*1

[*] First prize, $50 silver cup. Second prize, doublebarreled shotgun.

United States Field Trials, at Bicknell, Ind., Nov. 6 to 11.

J. M. Avent.
J. M. Avent.
J. M. Avent.

Owner.
Owner.
Owner.

Third prize, pair of slips.

Judges—John Bolus, Wooster, 0.; Royal Robinson, Indianapolis, Ind.; John Barker, Racine, Wis. In All-Age, Capt. C. E. McMurdo judged in place of Mr. Robinson.

First. . .

,

Second.
Third..

First. .

.

Second.

Third..

First. .

.

Second.
Third..

First. .

.

Second.
Third..

THE POINTER DERBY—13 Starters.
.Strideaway Geo. E. Gray Liver and white Pointer dog King of Kent Pearl's Dot
.Little Ned W. N. Kerr Liver and white Pointer dog Ridgeview Dazzler Kate Claxton.

.

.Selah Charlotteville F. T. Kennels. .White and liver ticked. .Pointer bitch Rip Rap Dolly Dexter..

THE SETTER DERBY—18 Starters.
.Topsey'sRod Avent & Thayer Kennels Black, white and tan Eng. setter dog Roderigo Topsey Avent..
.Daisy Hunter II J. H. & J. A. Himter Orange and white Eng. setter bitch Antonio Daisy Hunter.

( Roderigo J. T. Mayfleld Black, white and tan Eng. setter dog Antonio Lady Hope
I Callie White Manchester Kennel Co Black and white Eng. setter bitch Gath's Mark Georgia Belle.

.

( Flying Jib B. W. Butterfield Black and white Eng. setter dog Max Noble Daisy Belton.

.

Absolute Winner.
Strideaway Geo. E. Gray Liver and white Pointer dog King of Kent Pearl's Dot

ALL-AGE POINTER STAKE—20 Starters.
.Franklin A. P. Houston Liver and white Pointer bitch Robin Adair Blossom

, .Kent Elgin T. T. A.shford Black and white Pointer dog King of Kent Vera Bang
.LittleNed W. N. Kerr Liver and white... Pointer dog Ridgeview Dazzle Kate Claxton..

ALL-AGE SETTER STAKE—20 Starters.
.Chevalier Avent & Thayer Kennels Black, white and tan Eng. setter dog .Jean Val Jean Lucy Avent
Dan's Lady Theo. Goodman Black, white and tan Eng. setter bitch Dan Gladstone Lilly Burge.S8 .

.Gleam's Sport Manchester Kennel Co Liver and white Eng. setter dog Vanguard Georgia Belle.

.

Absolute Winner.
Chevalier.. Avent & Thayer Kennels Black, white and tan— Eng. setter dog Jean Val Jean Lucy Avent...

.

S350
$200
$150

$250
$50
$50
$50

Owner.
P. Richards.
C. E. McMurdo.

J. M. Avent.
J..H. .Johnson.
Owner.
A. P. Gniiam.
Owner.

$100 Owner.

S200 L. W. Blankenbaken.
$175 J. M. Avent.
$125 F. Richard.

$200 J. M. Avent.
$175 J. H. Johnson.
$135 A. P. Gilliam.

$100 J. M. Avent.
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Prize.
, Name of Dog.

International Field Trials, at Mitchell's Bay, Ontario, Nov. 7 to 10.

Judges—John Damidson, Monroe, Mich.; O. T. Guttridge, Chatham, Ont.; N. T. Tristem, Detroit, Mich.

THE DERBY—11 SxARTEHS.
Owner. Color. Breed. Sire. Dam.

First Warwick Nellie Dr. Totten Diver and white Pointer dog Cambden Dick Windsor Forest..
Second... Fingaln A. D. Welton Ked Irish setter dog Finglas Ruby Glenmore..

Third ^^a-rs W. B. Wells Black, white and tan— Eug. setter dog Cincinnatus Daphne
( Doc R. Bangham , Black and white Eng. setter dog Bangham's London. . . iSTell

A^mount. Handler.
$82 W. Huddleston.

. $60.50 Jos. Spracklin.
. $30.7.5 Jos- Spracklin.
. $20.50 Jos. Spracklin.

ALL-AGE STAKE—15 Starters.
First Cleopatra W. B. Wells Black, white and tan Eng. setter bitch Mingo II Cambriana
Second. . .Brighton Tobe T. G. Davey Black, white and tan Eng. setter dog Locksley Leddersdale.. .

Third Musa A. P. Heywood-Lonsdale Liver and white Pointer bitch. Ightfield Dick Ightfield Clio

62 & cup..Jos. Spracklin.
$46.50 T. G. Davey.
$23.25 Sefton Hallam.

Eastern Field Trials, at Newton, N. C, Nov. 20 to 25.
Judges—S. C. Bradley, Ch^eenfield Hill, Conn.; J. B. Stoddard, Chicago; W. W. Titus, Waverley, Miss. W. A. Coster tooU Mr. Titus's place in the Derby.

THE DERBY—19 STARTERS.
First Topsy's Rod Avent & Thayer Kennels Black, white and tan Eng. setter dog Roderigo Topsey Avent
Second... Allene Chas. P. Stokes Black, white and tan Eng. setter bitch Gath's Mark Ruby's Girl

Third ' Ta.te Avent & Thayer Kennels Black, white and tan Eng. setter dog Jean Val Jean Maniie Avent
•

( Selah Charlottesville F. T. Kennels. Liver and white Pointer bitch Rip Rap Dexter's Dolly. .

.

(Breeders' Cup, value $100, to breeder of winner—Avent & Thayer Kennels.)

ALL-AGE STAKE—20 Starters.
First Miss Ruby Pierre Lorillard, .Jr Orange and white Eng. setter bitch Gladstone's Boy Ruby D
Second. . .Dick Fox Blue Ridge Kennels Orange and white Eng. setter dog Chance Countess Rush.

.

Third ^ Kent Elgin T. T. Ashford Black and white Pointer dog King of Kent Vera Bang
"/ Count Gladstone IV.Avent & Thayer Kennels Black, white and tan Eng. setter dog Count Noble Ruby's Girl

NEW SUBSCRIPTION STAKE—5 Starters.
First Count Gladstone IV.Avent & Thayer Kennels- Black, white and tan Eng- setter dog Count Noble Ruby's Girl
Second. . .Topsy's Rod Avent & Thayer Kennels Black, white and tan Eng. setter dog Roderigo Topsey Avent.. .

.

Third— Rip Rap Charlottesville Kennels Black and white Pointer dog King of Kent Hops

$500 J. M. Avent.
$250 Dr. Rose.

( $75 )J.M. Avent.
1 $75 ^ Capt. C. E. McMurdo.

$500 C. Tucker.
$250 Dr. Rose.
$T5

I
J. M. Avent.

$75 j J. M. Avent.

p875 J. M. Avent.
$75 J. M. Avent.
$50 C. E. Buckle.

First Don
Second...Trim
Third....Punch

First .Jolly G
Second. . .Count Noble.
Third...-TMinnie T

Gordon Setter Trials, at Assonet, Mass., Nov. 20 to 21.
Judges—J. W. Lawson, Providence, P. T.; A. P. Sharpe, Taunton, Mass.

THE DERBIT-4 Starters.
J. J. Arnold Dog Tom Floss.

.Dixey Beulahll.

.Pete Judy
C. T. Brownell Dog.
L. C. Jewett Dog .

ALL-AGE STAKE—8 Starters.

E. K. Sperry Bitch Jake Redfield's bitch .

.

Miss S. A. Nickerson Dog Ben Butler Belle
Noyes Billings Bitch Ranger B Diana

Irish Setter Club's Field Trials, at Thomasville, N. C, Nov. 27.

First. .

.

Second.
Third .

.

First. .

.

Second.
Third.

.

Judge—P. Lorillard, Jr.

THE DERBY"—5 STARTERS.
Red Bitch Shaun Nora
Red Bitch Tim Currer Belle IH
Red Dog Duke Elcho Red Rose

ALL-AGE STAKE—6 Starters.
.Currer Belle IV Dr. G. G. Davis Red Bitch Tim Currer Belle III
.Romayne Dr. Wm. Jarvis Red Dog Duke Elcho Romaine
.Teddy O'Rourke Perry & Hamilton Red Dog Claremont Patsy Nora of Claremont.

.Gem G. H. Thompson.

.Currer Belle IV Dr. G. G. Davis. .

.

.Patricins J. .J. Maninon. . .

.

Owner.
Owner.
W. Tomlinson.

L. A. Pearle.
W. Medbury.
Owner.

F. M. Beall.
Owner.
J. Lewis.

$85 Owner.
$63 John Cassidy.
$35 G. W. Hamilton.

Philadelphia Kennel Club Trials, at Thomasville, N. C,
Judge—S. C. Bradley, Greenfield Hill, Conn.

Nov. 28 to 29.

First. .

.

Second.
Third..

First. .

.

Second.
Third..

THE DERBY-^l Starters.
.Antoinette Pierre Lorillard, Jr Black, white and tan Eng. setter bitch
.Ightfield Rosalie Pierre Lorillord, Jr Orange and white Eng. setter bitch
.Zoe .John Lewis (agent) Liver and white Pointer bitch

ALL-AGE STAKE—10 Starters.
.Miss Ruby Pierre Lorillard, Jr Orange and white Eng. setter bitch Gladstone's Boy Ruby D
.Dot Rogers Pierre Lorillard, Jr Black, white and tan Eng. setter bitch Roderigo Gladstone's Girl
.Antevolo Pierre Lorillard, Jr* Liver and white Eng. setter bitch Count Noble Trinket II

C. Tucker.
C. Tucker-
John Lewis.

C. Tucker.
C. Tucker.
C. Tucker.

[*] Prizes were equally divided between first, second and third,

PHILADELPHIA KENNEL CLUB'S TRIALS.
The trials of the club began on Tuesday, immediately

after the Irish Setter Club's trials were concluded, and on
the same grounds.
Mr. Bell was to have judged these trials in addition to the

Irish Setter Club's. His sudden recall home on account of
illness in his family ha>< already been mentioned. Mr. S. C.
Bradley was invited to judge. "He performed his duties ad-
mirably, and gave satisfaction.

The Derby.
There were but four starters, and of these three were

owned by Mr. P. Lorillard, Jr.

;^
pointer bitch Zoe, handled by John Lewis,

with P. Lorillard, Jr.'s, black, white and tan setter dog Al-
monta, handled by C. Tucker.
P. Lorillard, Jr.'s, black, white and tan bitch Antoinette,

with his orange and white bitch Ightfield Rosalie, both han-
dled by C. Tucker.
Almonta and Zoe showed but ordinary range. The

former pointed a bevy in the open, then intentionally flushed
it. Sent on. Alraonta was reading slowly on a bevy when
Zoe came in and made a point on it. On the scattered birds
the dogs and handlers made a jumble of it. Almonta
flushed an outlying bird of a bevy and chased. Up at 3:34.

Down 31m. The heat was a poor one.
Antoinette and Ightfield Rosalie started at 3:45. An-

toinette made a stylish point in a roadway in woods, and
Rosa backed quite as stylishly. They were steady to shot.
Hosa pointed on footscent and was backed. At 4:15 the heat
ended. Antoinette had decidedly the best of the heat.
Ightfield Rosalie and Zoe" were started, after a few

minutes' rest, at 4:22. Rosa false pointed. Going down
wind, she flushed a single, then pointed the bevy. Zoe
backed. Save a point of Rosalie, the work on the scattered
birds was ragged, both scoring flushes.
The winners were announced as follows: First, Antoinette;

second, Ightfield Rosalie; third, Zoe.

The All-Age Stake.

This stake was begun and finished on Wednesday. The
weather was uncomfortably warm. The grounds were most
unfavorable and diflicult to work. Dense thickets, steep
hills, rough cover and bare fields were the prevalent con-
ditions. Birds were scarce.
There were ten starters, Mr. P. Lorillard, Jr., took all the

prizes, fixst, second and third. As in the Derby, this stake
was a sweepstake, 50, 30 and 30 per cent. Following is the
order of drawing:
Dr. G. G. Davis's Irish setter bitch Currer Bell IV. (Tim—

Currer Bell III.), J. Cassidy, handler, with P. Lorillard, Jr.'s
liver and white bitch Antevolo (Count Noble—Trinket II.),

,C. Tucker, handler.
P. Lorillard, Jr.'s black, white and tan dog Eugene T.

.(Count Noble—Ruby's Girl), C. Tucker, handler, with F.
R. Hitchcock's black, white and tan setter dog Roi d'Or
.(Roderigo— Bo Peep), J. Cassidy, handler.

P. Lorillard, Jr.'s orange and white bitch Miss Ruby (Glad-
stone's Boy—Ruby D.\"C. Tucker, handler, with xMurray
Mitchell's orange and white dog Sandy Gladstone (Breeze
'Gladstone—Belle of Delaware), W. P. M"cClure, handler.

F. L. Hitchcock's black and white bitch Annie F. (Rod>:r-

igo—Juno A.), J. Cassidy, handler, with Francis G. Taylor's
lemon and white bitch 'Belle of Delaware, W. P. McClure,
handler.
F. G. Taylor's Katie Noble (Breeze Gladstone—Katie

Noble), with P. Lorillard, .Jr.'s Dot Rogers (Roderigo

—

Gladstone's Girl).

Currer Belle IV. and Antevolo started at 9:06. Belle
poon made a good point on a bevy. Antevolo was lost
during some minutes. Brought together, they were sent on.
Antevolo flushed two birds, then pointed the bevy. On
scattered birds Antevolo pointed, then roaded the birds up.
Bell pointed twice on singles. Antevolo made a point and a
flush. She next pointed, nothing found. Antevolo pointed
a single. Antevolo was speedier, but her range was faulty,
though .«he ran wide. She was lacking in judgment in beat-
ing out her ground. Up at 9:50.

Eugene T. and Roi d'Or started at 10:02 and ran till

10:34. Roi ran a bit heavy. On a bevy he made a flush.
Eugene got three points on the scattered birds. He was the
better in speed and range.
Miss Rubt and Sandy Gladstone ran 59m. without find-

ing, and then they were ordered up. Both worked diligently.
Sandy carried too much flesh, yet he made a good showing.
Had he been properly prepared there is little doubt but what
he would have been in the money.
Annie P. and Belle of Delaware were started at 11:58

and up at expiration of 30m, They ran a poor heat. Annie
pointed a bevy and one single, and each flushed.
Katie Noble II. and Dot Rogers started at 1:38 and ran

44ra. Katie made a false point, then passed clos° by a bevy
which the handler afterward flushed. She flushed on the
scattered birds and chased, and Dot made a point or two, he
having a decided advantage in the heat.
Sandy Gladstone in the heat -with Miss Ruby showed the

effects "of his previous long heat and was not working so
well. Ruby pointed a bevy and was nicely backed by Sandy,
though the latter was a bit unsteady to winy: Each got a
point on the scattered birds. Miss was the better in speed,
range and bird work.
Antevolo and Miss Rubt were cast oil at 3:18 and ran

11m. Antevolo flushed two outlying birds of a bevy, then
pointed and Ruby backed. Antevolo flushed a remaining
bird. Ruby made three good points on single birds, one of
which was quite a distance above ground in a tree.
Currer Bell and Dot Rogers ran 10m., beginning at

3:35. Dot pointed a bevy and flushed a single. Dot was the
speedier and wider ranger, and showed greater skill in
locating. Bell was faulty in pointing on footscent.
Sandy Gladstone and Eugene T. ran 13m. without find-

ing.
Miss Ruby, easily the best dog in the stake, won first. Dot

Rogers second and Antevolo third, the latter two not show-
ing specially good work. B. Waters.

The movement to which we alluded a couple of weeks
since is a petition signed by the prominent dog-furnishing
and dog-medicine firms of the country, asking kennel clubs
not to bind themselves to exclude all exhibits in this line
but those of the firm doing the benching, etc. Some ten or
twelve clubs have already signed the agreement. It is not
right that any one person or firm should monopolize all the
privileges of a show to the e.xclusion of all others engaged in
a similar business. Competition is the life of trade.

IRISH SETTER CLUB'S TRIALS.
There was a light attendance, and, as the record will

show, the stakes had meagre support. The diligent efforts
of the secretary, Dr. G. G. Davis, should have met with bet-
ter appreciation and better encouragement. His unceasing
efforts in promoting the success of the trials during many
months past, with no reward other than advancing the in-
terests of his favorite breed and the cause of sportsmanship.
With such a competent and indefatigable worker in estab-
lishing a healthy competition of Irish setters, it is strange
that o vners are so apathetic to their own interests.

It is certainly true that the advancement of the Irish set-
ter as a field dog can never be attained on such lines of
neglect and indifference as obtain at present. And granting
that owners have an active interest in promoting competi-
tion, it is not every day that such an earnest and competent
secretary can be engaged.

The Derby.
MONDAY.

As a competition it was not keen nor high in its grade
Following is the list of starters, the drawing taking place on
Monday morning.
Mr. W. S. Bell of Pittsburgh judged on the first day andwon much praise by his skillful managing and judging A

message received in the evening informing him of the severe
illness of his wife caused his immediate return to his home.
Mr. Pierre Lorillard accepted an invitation to judge in Mr

Bell s place. He concluded all the competition save the heat
between the two winners for the special prize.
First prize was -S7o, second $50, third .$25.
Geo. C Nutting's dog Irish Boy (Blue Rock—Romaine),H Smith, handler, with Geo. H. Thomson's bitch Gem

(Shaun—Nora), P. M. Beall, handler.
Jas. B Blossom's bitch Nugget II. (Finglas—Betsy Crafts),H bmith, handler, with J. J. Mannion's dog Patricins (Duke

Elcho—Red Rose), J. Lewis, handler.
C. B. Rutan's bitch Hattie (Redstone—Lady Alice), a bve

J. Lewis, handler.
The morning was cloudy, with an uncomfortably rawness

and dampness. A start was made about four miles from
town at the Melburne place. The grounds were rough, nar-row hills, ridges and small valleys and draws, with frequent
ditches and small water courses. Birds were not found in
abundance. About noon, a light drizzle of rain began to
tall, which gradually thickened to a heavy downpour
Irish Boy and Gem were cast off at 9:31. Boy soon

flushed a bevy in woods. On the scattered birds, Gem
roaded but crossed up wind of them. Boy coming in closer
and up wind of them got a point. Gem p'ointed a single, andBoy refused to back. Next Gem pointed a bevy in the open
and on scattered birds in woods got a point nicely on a single.
Boy backed when cautioned. Gem made another point on a
single and soon thereafter the heat ended. Time 10:10. Gemwas much the better in every particular.
Nugget II. and Patricius were started at 10:24 and ran

till 11:15 without finding birds. Their range was narrow,
although they showed some speed and sometimes took a
moderately good range, which was not maintained long at
one time.
Hattee ran a bye, beginning at 11:16 and running tUl 11:58,

She pointed a bevy well. Her range was narrow and her
manner puppyish.
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Gem and Nugget were started at 13 and ran 9 minutes.
Nugget flushed a bevy. Gem made two good points on scat-

tered birds and Nugget made one. Gem had the better

range.
Patricius was run a few minutes without finding.

In the evening Mr. Bell announced the winners as follows:

Gem first, Currer Bell second, and Patricius third.

The All-Age Stake.

After lunch the All-Age Stake was drawn. It had six

starters. ^ . ^

Dr. Wm. Jarvis's dog Romayne (Duke Elcho—Komame),
John Cassidy, handler, with Perry & Hamilton's dog Clare-

mont Patsy (Frisco—Nellie IV.), G. W. Hamilton, handler.

Perry & Hamilton's dog Teddy O'Bourke (Claremont
Patsy—Nora of Claremont), G. W. Hamilton, handler, with
J. B. Blossom's bitch Lady Alice (Redstone—Lady Noreen),

H. Smith, handler. ^ , ^

J. B. Blossom's bitch Nugget II. (Pinglas—Betsy Crafts),

H. Smith, handler, with Dr. G. G. Davis's bitch Currer Bell

IV. (Tim—Currer Bell III.).

The prizes in this stake were $170, divided in 50, 30 and 20

per cent., first, second and third respectively. The cup pre-

sented by Mr. Fitzgerald was also for the winner of first.

The grounds were diflicult to work and birds were scarce.

RoMATNE and Claeemont Patsy started at 1:45, and ran
about a half hour, when in woods Patsy was lost. Nearly a
half hour was unsuccessfully devoted to searching for him.
Rain was falling steadily. The judge decided to end the
trials for the day. Patsy was found next day.

TUESDAY.
The morning opened clear and balmy. The day was mild,

with a gentle breeze. The conditions were favorable for

good work in every way.
Teddy O'Boiteke and Lady Alice were cast off at 9:5.5.

Both dogs were near a bevy when it flushed. On scattered

birds of the bevy marked down in woods they lost several

opportunities to point. On other scattered birds of a bevy
flushed by a cur dog, Teddy made three good points and one
flush. His range was not wide, though better than that of

Lady.
NXTGGET II. and Cueeer Bell IV., at 10:37, began their

heat. Bell pointed, Nugget backed, and nothing was found.

Bell flushed a bird, and next she found and pointed a bevy,

and Nugget backed the point. Both were steady to shot.

Nugget pointed twice on singles, showing some unsteadi-

ness. Bell pointed three times. Each had speed and good
range, Bell the better. Up at 11:12.

Romayne had a bye. He was started at 11:35, and worked
over some rough ground, finding and pointing a bevy. He
beat out his ground systematically, though his range was

- narrow. Up at 13:23.

Four dogs were kept in the competition, and were run in

the order given below.
Ndgget II. AND Teddy O'Boueke ran 14m., beginning at

12:35. In weeds Teddy made a good point on a bevy and was
well backed. On the scattered birds Teddy made two flushes

and one chase. Nugget made a flush and soon afterward the

heat ended. Teddy had a wider range, though he was
irregular in his casts.

ROMAYNE AND CUKEEE Bell IV. began at 13:56 and ran
14m. Some scattered birds afEorded good opportunities for

point work, which were not taken advantage of. Their
range was near alike, though Bell had more dash in her way
of going, and the advantage was with her.

After lunch Mr. Lorillard announced that Currer Bell IV.

was first, Romayne second and Teddy O'Bourke third.

Nugget had done work cxuite up to the grade of Teddy's and
was more obedient, A division of third would have been
more correct.
This conchided the stake. As Mr. Lorillard had not seen

the work in the Derby, he objected to judging the heat be-

tween the winner of the Derby and the winner of the All-

Age for the best setter in the trial. Major J. M. Taylor and
B. Waters were invited to judge the heat, and they ac-

cepted.
Gem and Cdreee Belle IV. were started at 1:58, after

lunch. They were worked in some dense weeds down a val-

ley, then into a broad stubblefleld. Both showed speed and
ranged wide, Gem covering more ground and beating out
her range with judgment. On a bevy she located and pointed

it accurately. Belle about 20yds. behind pointing on the
trail. Gem maintained a better pace. An eS:ort was made
to find the scattered birds, but as a yotmg man informed the
party that they were trespassing the dogs were ordered up.

The heat and prize was awarded to Gem. This ended the
rials. Up at 2:84. ' B. WATERS.

The McLin Case.

final success is very largely due, was constantly besieged
by inquiries as to when the trial day woiild come. On last

Sunday no one knew this, and IMr, John Balmer and my-
self spent much of the afternoon among the court oflicials

endeavoring to learn when Indiana vs. George McLin would
be called. We found out, after being persistent for an hour
at a Salvation Army prayer and song service in the county
jail (in which service McLin took a prominent part, and
lifted his voice joyfully and ferventlv) that the case was
set for Monday at 1 P. M. We then telegraphed Mr. P. T.

Madison, secretary of the U. S. Field Trials Club, at In-

dianapolis, and Mr. Mayfleld at Bicknell, to be on hand.
Mr. Madison could not come. Mr. Mayfleld was on hand,
and with him were twenty-eight witnesses from in and
around Bicknell, all for the prosecution. Defense had
seventeen witnesses. Bicknell was about deserted, about
the only man left being Riley Gillmore, the justice before
whom McLin was originally tried. Riley had a cold and
didn't want to come till later, but as he and his records were
necessary, Mr. Pritchett asked that the case be continued on
till the first thing Tuesday morning, meantime a.sking an
attachment for Mr. Gillmore and one or two other witnesses
who were not on hand.
On Tuesday morning the witnesses were all on hand, and

the selection of a jury was completed with less than its usual
delay. McLin was seen

,
to^ be nervous and concerned, mak-

ing marks on a bit of paper with a pencil, and not as cheer-

ful as he was during the Salvation Army meeting at the
jail. He is a smallish, wrinkled, old sort of appearing bony
man, not prepossessing and not handsome, though much
bleached by long confinement in jail. His father, brothers,

and friends were with him. He called in his defense many
of the witnesses used by the State.
Tuesday closed with only a portion of the witnesses ex-

amined, and the record of Wednesday was the same, a red
hot neighborhood interest meantime developing. The toils

seemed gradually to tighten, and it appeared that McLin
was about to get punishment for his moral unfitness as a
citizen, if not m one way then in another, for though the
charge of cruelty was covered up by the charge of perjury,

ViNCENNES, Ind., Nov. 33.—As stated earlier by wire, the
McLin dog fiend case came up for hearing in the District

Court at this place, Tuesday morning, Nov. 21.

The statistics of the case is as follows: McLin starved the
dogs left in his charge, which fact was discovered by Johu
Mayfleld, whose quarters at Mr. Phillipi's farm house in the
edge of the village of Bicknell. were not far from the so-

called kennel run by Mr. McLin. Some of the dogs were
starved to death, one was so weak it could not cross the step

at the door. McLin was needlessly careless and cruel. At
one time he had a good reputation as a trainer and handler,
and always started plenty of dogs. His future seemed as-

ured, and had he been of a normal moral nature he would
not now be where he is. The excuse of drunkeness does not
seem available to explain his conduct, and it is hard to un-
derstand why he neglected the dogs as he did, for in training

his dogs he was never known to be very severe. At any rate,

he did neglect and starve them, and when he saw himself
detected he burned down the kennel in which the dogs were
confined and destroyed dead and alive alike. Then he fled

the town, going to the timber country of the bottoms to live

for awhile.
McLin Avas first arrested on the charge of cruelty to

animals, but the information on which he was brought be-

fore the justice's court was proved too specifically, alleging

that McLin did such and such acts on one certain date. Mc-
Lin sent for a bright criminal lawj-er of ^"incennes, Charles
Pritchett, promising to pay him his fee, but never paying it

all. Pritchett went through theinformation, held the prose-

cution to it literally, proved that the charge did not hold for

the date named, and then, by the beauties of the law cleared
his man, McLin testifying that he had not committed the
acts charged.
At the meeting of the Grand Jury McLin was informed

against again, and it was sought to have him indicted for

cruelty, for arson and for perjury. Mr. Pritchett, never
having been paid by McLin, or even thanked by him for

his services, now in resentment went over to the other side

and was instrumental in getting his ex-client handsomely
in limbo, with an excellent chance for a trip over the road.
Although the cruelty charge could not come up, and although
the crime of arson could not lie, siuce the value of the
building was not proved to be sufficient thereto, McLin
was indicted for perjury, and failing to secure bonds went
to jail, where he has lain for a long time.
It is legally difficult, in most cases, to make the charge

of perjury stick, and although the popular belief was that
McLin deser\'ed some sort of punishment, the lawyers ad-

mitted that there was a good chance for him to escape
again from justice. The case attracted much local atten-

tion as it was set forward on the docket from day to day,

and John Mayfleld, to whose patience and persistence the

T.

the sentiment was strongly against him, and the testimony
confirmed the popular hope that he would receive a heavy
sentence.
On Thursday the examination of witnesses closed, and by

evening of that day both prosecution and defense had practi-

cally closed.
CMcaqo, Nov. '25.—On Thur.sday night I was obliged to re-

turn from Vincennes. This morning I have a telegram from
John Balmer, of that city, which says briefly: "McLin gets
three years in penitentiary. Perjury proved."
There are not manymen like McLin, but every owner of a

dog may feel safer after reading of this verdict. Whether
motion for new trial will be made does not appear, but this

is not likely, and in any case the result would probably come
in the nature of a severe rebuke to McLin and all of his like

who are of the mind that because a dog cannot talk it is safe

to be inhumane and monstrous with it. Certainly all sports

men should be congratulated on this verdict. In turn also

they should thank the gentlemen who have contributed to

the' fund for this prosecution, and especially should they
acknowledge indebtedness to the men like John Mayfield
and Mr. Freeman, who took time and trouble and risked
neighJ)orhood animosities, doing the work and .sticking to

the thing until the fit and proper end. E. Hough.
909 Security Bdildikg, Chicago.

DOG CHAT.

American Kennel Club Meeting.

The regular quarterly meeting of the executive committee
of the American Kennel Club will be held on Thursday, Dec.

31, at 3:30 P. M., at the oflice of the club, No. 44 Broadway,
New York city. This being the last meeting of the year a
full attendance is earnestly requested.

.

The Columbus Fanciers' Club Show.

The Columbus Fanciers' Club will hold their dog show
Feb. 28 to March 3. The premium list will be ready for dis-

ti-ibution not later than Jan. 15. They have provided the
usual classes for all breeds and prizes will in the aggregate
amount to more than 11,000 exclusive of liberal kennel and
numerous special prizes. They will also offer a handler's
prize of sT5 on the u^ual conditions.
The club have secured a commodious ground floor room

on the most prominent block in the city and can conveniently
bench 400 dogs. Judges have not been selected as yet, but as

Mr. Geo. F. Money, the secretary writes us, they will en-

deavor to choose those who will be acceptable to the greatest

number and "keeping in mind that harmony and content-
ment among exhibitors is the para amount question, we
will hope to receive their liberal patronage." Secretary',? ad-
dress is 376 N. High street, Columbus, 0.

New Irish Terrier.

A new Irish terrier makes his advent this week from the
other side. This is Hazard, who was purchased by Mr. Geo.

M. Weld from Mr. R. W^alker. Hazard is said to be a good
one and a winner of numerous prizes. He is by Master of

Arts out of Miss Jenny.

There are several important features in our kennel busi-

ness columns this week. We draw attention to the Hemp-
stead Farm Kennels' array of good things, and their high
reputation in the fancy is a guarantee that the best of blood
can be obtained from thern. Anyone who wants a collie

that has beaten the hitherto in vincibleWellesbourne Charlie
should look at Mr. Jarrett's announcement. Then Geo. S.

Thomas is well known in the fancy as a smart handler and
conditioner of show dogs; the Maybrook Kennels are also

ready to condition dogs for the coming shows. C. T.

Brownell offers Gordon setters for sale; G. D. Roberts,
partridge and woodcock dogs; S, A. Pearle, English setters;

C. F. Kent, foxhounds; J. H. Miller, foxhounds; H. Bisby,
pointer bitch; King Don Pointer Kennels, pointer pup and
brood bitches; M. H. Raniett, greyhounds; J, M. Schaffer,
coon dogs. Exchange: Setter dog for setter bitch broken.

We draw attention to the fact that we have several copies
of "Bulldog Pedigrees," by Cyril W. Jackson and E. H.
Bowers. Every bulldog breeder should have one. Rawdon
Lee's work on "Modern Dogs (Sporting Division) of Great
Britain" is receiving a good deal of attention just now.
Every setter or pointer man should read it. It's useful. We
can supply it.

"Listening to the Argument" and "Thinking it Over" are
the titles of two prett.y artotypes received. The former
represents six Irish setter puppies in various attitudes of

attention, and the latter is certainly a happy delineation of
the wise look a puppy puts on when his "thinker" is work-
ing. The puppy at the end of the group looking as if he
was whispering in the other one's ear is very cute. The
size is 32 x 38 and are published by W. T. Higbee, Cleve-
land, Ohio.

Pointer Club Meeting.

At a meeting of the executive committee of the Pointer
Club of America, held Nov. 27, at 2 P. M., in the office of

John S. Wise, the following gentlemen were elected mem-
bers: E. O. Damon, Northampton, Mass.; Wm. Hawkins,
Monterey, Mass.; James Mortimer, Hempstead, L. I. and I,

Bijin, New York. Mr, A. A. Savage, Newtonville, Mass,,

was dropped from the roll of.membership. IMr. C. L. Wright
of New York, was proposed for membership but was not
elected.

Douglas Will Try the Wolves.

Frank Dole did not care to take a big dog like the deer-

hound Douglas, second to Lochiel, home again, so Mr. Jarrett
stepped in as a friend and some more money and dog changed
hands. The Chestnut Hill man broke for the telegraph office

and now Mr. Mitchell Harrison owns Douglas and will take
him to Colorado Springs in a week or two, where he goes to

recuperate from the illness that .succeeded his recent accident
in the hunting field. We are pleased to hear he is almost
himself again.

There is one man who is glad there was a dog show in

Newark. This is Mr. Charles Bassini, the well-known horse
owner. There is another man who is sorry he entered a
dog at that show. This is Mr. Frank X. Ammann, also of

Newark. He entered No. 21, Courage, but it did't get any-
thing, still it was the dearer to the heart of Mrs, Bassini
than any of the champions when she discovered that it was
her long lost Zero. Zero showed his affection warmly, and
compelled Mrs. Bassini to come and look at him while
standing airale.ssly near the St. Bernards' benches waiting
for her husband. Then .she found it was lier Zero. The
pseudo owner was hunted up and he, appreciating Zero's!)

feelings in the matter, released his claim, although he had:
paid $30 for the dog to a horse dealer, who will be dealt with

J

later. Mr. Ammann thiuks it a cold snap all round for him.^

Field Trial Record. '|

Recognizing the importance to breeders and field trialj

men generally in having a concise record of the field trials,

we publish in this issue the record for 1893. The foxhound
and beagle trial frecord will appear next week.

;

Great Danes Change Hands.
j

Mr. Glynn did not have to wait long for his advertisemeii|
in Forest and Stream to give him good results. He has
sold to Mr. J. A. Lawrence of Columbus, 0.,the great Danes
Lord W^olverton and Sentas, winners at Toronto last Sep-

tember. Mr. Lawrence has also purchased from Mr. Bera-
heimer, who has ordered a pair from Germany, the noted
great Danes Hepburn Hero and Hepburn Flora Belle; with
these he has a strong kennel indeed. Flora Belle is in whelp
to Hero.

Sales were slack at Newark to outsiders, so the fancy did s

little bargaining among themselves. Mr. Henry Jarrett

proprietor of Chestnut Hill Kennels, sold his collie dog Can'*

Tell to the great Dane enthusiast, Mr. A. H. Hepener, ofNew
Brunswick, N. J. Can't Tell took second to Lassie Gowrie,

but can now claim a first, as Lassie had to step down.

When Mr. Charles Heath buys a collie it is a subject fo(

wonder, as we generally associate him with the pointer sed

tion. He took a fancy to Yorkshire Surprise, however, secouc

at Newark, and recently imported by Mr. John Ellice, aat

the chains changed hands. Mr. Ellice had to take something
home, so "Billy" Tallman parted with the greyhound Maid
third in open bitches. There were several offers for tht

Maid.

The noted bulldog King Lud is now owned by Mr. Jame
E Condou, of Providence, R. I., who is likely to own somi
more cracks shortly.

Mr. E. H. Morris sold the Gordon setter Fairmont to Mr
E. H. Johnston, ex-secretary of the N. J. K. L, Fairmon
has won firsts at New York, Washington, Elmira and Boi
ton this year as a puppy.

Paddy Doolan waited anxiously for that badger. Was i

sick? We believe that this is the first engagement he ha
missed.

During Newark show the noted Irish setter Lady Clevt
land visited champion Kildare, and such a union of qualit.

should be productive of good results.

A Rare Accident.

While exercising in the ring at Newark the third-pri2

winning Gordon bitch Beauty was run into by a St. Bernar
puppy and her hindleg broken. Dr. Glover was, fortunately

near at hand and set the limb.

Mr. W. J. Owen is a recent acquisition to the bull-terru
fancy. He came from Birmingham recently, bringing wit
him White King, by Gull theGreat, that took second to Cor
donna. Others are to follow. White King is brother to tb

noted White Queen.

Reprehensible Practices.

There was a good joke on the " Vet." at Newark. Befo
the fox-terrier judging he approached the judge and in ths

confidential, impressive manner that judges sometimes me
with inferred how good his terriers were and the recognitic

he expected they should receive. The judge calmly took tl

numbers down on his .sleeve, and the " Vet." went awj
happy. Of course they wei-e the first ones fired when thi

came into the ring. Then the " Vet." showed the other si"

of his character, and grossly insulted the judge by imp
tation. This same man. Dr. Sat tier, afterward was gml
of a most reprehensible action. During Thursday night
the show he stole a service of Blemton Rasper, and this a

tion was reported by the watchman to the committee. Th
acted promptly in the matter, and compelled a payment
the stud fee to Mr. Belmont's representative. This m
should feel the hand of the A. K. C. for awhile. As an o:

cial of the show, his action should meet with some ofiici

punishment.
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ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
T}iere is no charge for answering questions under this head. All

questions relating to ailments of dogs will be answered by Dr. T, Q.
Shenoood, a member of the Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons.
Communications referring to other matters connected with Kennel
Management and dogs will also receive careful attention.

Julian.—We cannot find any mention of the Irish setter Forest
Corinne in any of the stud books.

If "Young Sport" will send his name and address we shall he
pleased to answer his questions about a dog license.

Young Sport.—My rabbit hound dog vomits nearly every day;
otherwise in good health. What treatment would you advise? Ans.
Give a dose of castor oil and afterward the following powders:

5. Bismuth sub nit 3 i.

Div. in pulv xii.

Give one three times a day.

H. L. B.. New York City.—I have a small spaniel hitch about 1-3

months old, which until recently has been perfectly healthy. Now,
however, she whines when touched roughly, and, though usually play-
ful, she now lies still all day. Ans. Give an aperient and then the
following mixture:

E. Sodii salicylas 3 i.

Aq. ad
Mix. Give one dessertspoonful three times a day.

W. A. B., Wautoma, Wis.—I have a valuable three-year-old English
setter dog that has had fits at irregular intervals of about sis weeks
ever since I owned him (two years). Acts exactljr as though he had
been poisoned with strychnia, but stands the heat well and does not
show it in any other way. Don't think he has been poisoned but don"t
know. Fits last from ten to forty minutes. Ans. Give two compound
colocynth pills and follow with this mixture:

Pot. brom 3 il.

Chloral, hydr grs. xxxvi.
Liq arsenicahs 3 i.

Aq. ad 5vi.

Mix. Give one tablespoon ful twice a day.

J. H., Hohoken, N. J.—I have an Irish terrier eight months old; it

had mange recently and lost all its coat. Skin is quite dry and rough,
also she passes blood and white slimy stuff, and I cannot get her into
condition. I would like to know what to do for her. Ans. Treat for
worms. Apply the following, castor oil 1 part, sperm oil 3 parts, kero-
sene 1 part, all over the dog every other day for two weeks, then wash
off and repeat if necessary. Also give this mixture:

Bismuth sub nit , . . 3 ii.

Tr. cinchon co . . , , 3 iii.

Tr. spir 3ii-

Aq. ad , 5vi. .

Mix. Give one dessertspoonful three times a day.

J. W. E., Baltimore, Md,—I have a setter bitch, three years old,

Which has been in the country since last spring and hunted all year on
woodcock. She was returned to me in September in very poor condi-
tion, being very thin and mangy. I have tried everything I know, with
good treatment, food and exercise to get her back in condition, but
while she appears to be perfectly well and her stools appear to be
healthy, she is thin and mangy as when she came home. Ans. Treat
for worms. Apply the following: Sublimed sulphur 21bs., oil of tar
lOoz., cottonseed oil 1 gal. Mix together. To be well rubbed all over
the dog every other day for two or three weeks, then wash off and re-

peat if necessary. Also give two grains of citrate of iron and strych-
nme twice a day.

A. J. B., Ballston Spa, N. Y.—What is the trouble with my Gordon
setter bitch and what can I do for herf .She has got over her heat and
appe»red to be sick. She was all di'awn up with back humped up, and
I doctored her for inflammation of the bowels. I cured her of that
but she cannot hold her water and there are little spots like brick dust
mixed with it, but she seems to have a cold nose about all the while
and is getting as thin as a rail. Ans. Try the following mixture:

Pot. citrat 3ii.

Tr. bellad
Tr. nux. vom aa 3 i.

Aq. ad Jvi.
Mix. Give one tablespoonful three times a day.

F. C, New York City.—You need not feed a St. Bernard eight
months old more than twice a day. In the morning two or three dog
biscuits—Spratts or Excelsior meat dog cakes are both good. For
supper, the principal meal, if you have not sufficient table scraps for
him, boil beef trimmings or some mutton and some vegetables, and
then pour the broth over stale bread or cooked rice, cornmeal or oat-
meal. Then chop up the meat fine and mix thoroughly with the soup
and bread or rice, etc. On the ingredients mentioned you can change
the dog's diet every day and so keep his bowels in good condition. A
handy way of feeding is to pour hot soup or hot water on crushed dog
biscuits, of course feeding cold.

punting Htfd ^ani[smg.

FIXTURES.
Jan. 15.—Brunswick Fur Club's winter trials. Bradford S. Turpin,

Sec'y.

Buenarita vs. Buster.

Denvee, Col., Nov. 26.—The match between the above two
named dogs, for .%50 a side, best two courses out of three, on
Nov, 36, Lad the effect of stirring up the coursing blood of

about 200 enthusiasts. Had the weather been at all desir-

able, undoubtedly a much larger number would have been
present. The evening previous a rain set in and continued
about two hours; turning cold it froze, leaving the ground
very smooth and slippery. Then an inch or two of snow fell.

At 8:30 Sunday morning, the Cherry Creek road was lined

with buggies, carriages and vehicles of all descriptions, all

wending their way to Gulley's Farm, twelve miles east of

Denver, which had' been designated as the tryst.

The business preliminaries having been adjusted the even-
ing before, there was no occasion for delay and everything
went with promptness and dispatch. j\lr. Lighthall failed

to bring his dog Buster, as he claimed he was not in condi-

tion and asked the privilege of substituting Lady Golddust,
which privilege was accorded him by the Bartels Bros.,

who were backing Buenarita.
At 10 o'clock the dogs were put in the slips, when a black

tail was found in its "form." Lady not having been in slips

before, refused to leave them, but struggling and pulling

back she succeeded in getting both dogs and slipper tangled
np, while the jack made for other parts. The dogs and
slipper having got untangled, another start was made
and in a few minutes a second jack was put up, only
to have Lady repeat her performance. The dogs were then
put in single slips. To a long slip both dogs apparently
sighted, but Bueua losing .^ight, Lady quickly shot to the
front for a short time. Bueua re-sighting quickly, closed np
the gap between her and Lady rmd soon passed her, taking
the lirst turn. She served herself twice, then placed Lady
several times, each time racing past her easily. As the jack
went under the wire fence, Buena fell behind. Lady, how-
ever, was unable to take ad%'autage of it, as the jack was
out-footing both dogs and soon made his escape by taking to

earth. Bueua won hands down.
After a half hour's rest, the dogs were again put ia the

slips. A good sized white tail was put up, who simply
romped away from both. Buena sighted and made the run
up, but was "not allowed to score, as Lady had not sighted.

Beyond taking a few wrenches by Bueua, before Lady got

in, no work was done. The judge yery properly called it a
no-course.
The third and final course was the best of the day. To a

long slip, Buena at once shot to the front and led as she
pleased, turned and placed Lady, raced past and then worked
her jack nicely, simply smothering Lady in the earlier part

of tlie race. Lady, however, was not to be denied and warm-
ing up, closed up'on Buena, passed her and wrenched a fevp

times, when a third dog from a house near-by joined in the
course. The rabbit escaped in the next field, Buena won
course and match.
The match over, the Messrs. Bartels then treated the

visiting coursers, who had arrived too late to see the match,
to several courses between their Dingwall—Miss Kitten

puppies. The rabbits treated these dogs precisely as they
had Buena and Lady. After allowing the dogs to make a
turn or two and a few wrenches, they seemed to let out
another link and bid good-bye to the "dogs. This finished

the cottrsing and every one wheeled about for home. -Just

as we started, that genial fellow Chas. Barrow, commonly
known among the boys as "L'ncle Charlie," invited judge,
slipper, tbe visiting coursers from Goodland and Colo.

Springs, and a few of the local boys to dine with him.
Arriving at his house we found everything in readiness for

us and a right good dinner it was that we sat dovm to.

Toasts were drank to the hostess and host, to the judge and
slipper, to Buenarita and her owner, to the St. Patrick
kennels and their proprietors, and last but not least to Mr.
A. C. Lighthall and his lady. The evening was spent in re-

hashing the courses and recounting experiences, etc.

Messrs. Vidler, Taylor, Barley and L. F. Bartels entertained
the boys with songs, which were greatly enjoyed. A real

treat was the song specially written for the occassion by Mr.
Bartley and sung'by him, with guitar accompaniment.
Another match between Buena and Buster has already

been made on same conditions as the above. Dr. Norman,
who gave complete satisfaction in the former match as

judge, will officiate in the same capacity between Buster and
Buena, and John -Jones, who handled the slips, will again
try his hand at it. The date of the matct has not yet been
agreed upon.
A number of other matches are being talked of, but

whether anything will come of them remains to be s6en.

Secretary Vidler and President Bartels, of the Altcar
Coursing Club, who were both present, did not lose an op-
portunity to talk up Altcar and the spring meeting, and sitc-

ceeded in getting a number of the boys interested. In talk-

ing up Altcar Club, they were ably assisted by Messrs. M. T.

drier and Frank Robinson of Goodland, who came tip to see
tbe match. CoLO.

• • • •

Coursing at St. Louis.

The inclosed coursing meeting held at Brentwood Park,
St. Louis, Mo., Nov. .30, under the auspices of the St. Louis
Coursing Association, drew a large audience. Four courses
were carded to be run as finals for the -SlOO stakes offered at
the tournament held Nov. 11.

First Round.
John Bambrick's fawn dog Topper, by Jim K.—Folio, and

-John Egan's white bitch Ponto II., by Spring—Ponto I. The
fleet-footed Jack beat both bounds, the score showing Ponto
11 points. Topper 7.

T. O'Keefe's fawn bitch Nellie K.. by Jim K.—Folio, and
Charles A. liobinson's fawn bitch Flirt, by Spring—Speed.
Both ran neck and neck, turning the rabbit midway of the
course, Flirt making a beautiful kill. Nellie K. w^as given
the verdict on points, however, much to the dislike of the
crowd. Score, 8 to 6.

Edward Burgess's blue dog Sarslield, by Spring—Antrim,
and Geo. W. Wilson's fawn bitch Nettie, by Spring—Speed.
Sarsfield won by score of 12 to 7.

Thomas Young's fawn bitch Tessa, by Spring—Speed, and
R. S. McDonald's blue bitcb Cora, by Essex—Maid of Enuis-
After undecideds Tessa won by a score of 7 to 2.

Second Round.
Nellie K. and Ponto IT.—Won by Nellie K.; score, 6 to 2)4.

Sarsfield and Tessa—Won by Sarsfield; score, 6 to 5.

Deciding Course.

Nellie K. and Sarsfield—Won easily by Nellie K. making a
good kill in a short distance from the slip; score, 3 to 0.

• • • •

Brunswick: Fur Club.

DoKCHESTEH, Mass., Dec. 3.—The sixth annual winter
meet of the Brunswick Fur Club will be held at some point
in Maine during the week of Jan. 15, '94. The exact location
will be announced later. Beadfoed S. Turpin, Sec'y.

• • •

HUNTING AND COURSING NOTES.

A warm little incident, .says the San Francisco Call,

occurred early in the week past between the two well-known
coursing men .John Efigan and Jerry Shea as to the u.se of

the promising hound Moondyne, and were it not for the
timely arrival of D. J. Henley on the scene the probability
is that one or two widows would be in the city by this tbue.
Healy was generally suppo.sed to be the real owner of the
dog Moondyne, and as the latter is a near relative of tbe
great English W;iterloo winner he is much prized by the
lovers of the leash for breeding purposes, hence the anxiety
of Mr. Eagan to obtain tlie services of the do.K and the equal
determination of Sliea that the dog sliould be jealously
reserved for his own and Healy's kennels. The real owner-
ship of the dog then came into the dispute, but by the per-
suasive eloquence of Healy the question was finally .settled

without arbitration. Hc.aly has announced to all California
that the dog is the joint property of himself and Shea.

• • • •

The Portsmoutli (K. H.) Hunt Club pack, composed of

July's and Walker's, ran a fox to a fair kill last week. The
run lasted five and one-half hours and the death took place
in an open field several miles from the jump.

• • • a

Mr. H. A. P. Smith, Digby, Nova Scotia, has challerged
Mr. F. W. Chapman to run Gypsy A. against Louie Fitz Lee
for §200 a side. This challenge grows out of the dissatisfac-

tion over the awards in the 1.5in. All-Age class at the N. E.
B. C. trials.

• • • •

Major, one of the best hounds of the well-known Kinney &
White pack of Worcester, Mass., was drowned last week. He
broke through, the ice while driving a fox.

Travel and Adventure in Africa.

* Travel and Aventure in Southeast Africa. Being the narrative of
the last eleven years spent by the author on the Zambesi and its

tributaries, with an account of the colonization of Mashunaland and
the progress of the gold industry in that country. By Frederick
Courtney Selous, C.M.Z.S., Gold Medalist of the Royal Geographical
Society, Author of "A Hunter's Wanderings in Africa." With
numerous iUustrations and map. Loudon: Rowland Ward & Co,
Limited. New York: Chas. Scribner's .Sons.

By a curious coincidence which can hardly be other than accident,

Messrs. Rowland Ward & Co., of London, have chosen a most
opportune time to publish Mr. F. C Selous's book on, "Travel and Ad-
venture in Southeast Africa " Since ic made appearance, the papei-s
have been full of accounts of fishting ia 31ata ( ili

I 'in-i :Arir] in this

fighting Mr. Selous Iriiuiself has taken a promii^ :a.gonlya
short time a^ro been wounded in a battle wir: ;u of Lo
Bengula. Mashunaland, Matabihland and the r,,^ ,.. , i.es, Ross.
Jameson and Rhodes and of the chiefs Khama ana J.u Brugula have
lately become words familiar to all our eyes, and this' Jends a special

interest to ihe hook in question, wliich tells us, and very fuUy, about the
places and the people of that little known country and about hunting
and explorations in it, at a time when but few white men had pene-
trated its borders and the products of the white men were almost
unknown
Africa has always been a cotmtry of great game. Its beasts are

great in size, great in their numbers and many of them great in their

ferocity. Through the southeast portion of this continent and the

practically unknown country which lies between the Limpopo River and
the territory north of the Zambesi, Mr. Selous has traveled for many
years, and this volume gives the story of what he has done during the
last eleven. His occupation was that of hunter, natural history collector

and trader, and these occupations naturally led him into parts of the
country where game was plentiful and so the book abounds in simply
told and interesting tales of the hunting of lions, elephants, rhinocer-

oses, and in fact of all forms of South African game. The flrst nine

chapters of the book deal with his experiences from the beginning of
1882 to the end of ISSr. during which years natural history collecting

occupied most of his time, but mingled with the hunting stories will ha
found a great deal that is interesting touching the character of the
country, his personal experiences among the South African boers,

accounts of natives and their modes of war, as well as some ethno^
logical material which is most interesting. Later chapters treat of
journeys to the north of the Zambesi, where the author very nearly
lost his life among the fierce tribes which inhabit that country.
Although the title of this volume is "Travel and Adventure in South

Africa," the book is much more than this. It is in large part

—

that is to say, from Chapter XIV. to Chapter XXIV. inclusive—history,
and a history of absorbing interest, which gives the story of the past
and the present of that Mashunaland which the British are now
occupying. The author relates with a great deal of detail the se-

quence of events which led up to the occupation of this territory by
the British South Africa Company's pioneer expedition, and tells about
the early history of the colonization of that country, his narrative
carrying us into the present year, and he tells us that '"Before this
work is through the press, the first section of the railway from the
east coast of Mashunaland will be completed through the district in-

vested by the deadly 'tse-tse' fly, and will, it is hoped, be carried on
from there into the heart of the country without delay. Mining
machinery will then be poured into the gold producing districts, and it

is not too much to hope that before the end of this century large
mining towns will have sprung up in each of the gold-bearing dis-

tricts. Each of these mining centers wOl support a large farming
population, so that as the mining towns grow so will the land be oc-
cupied and cultivated imtil at no distant date the homesteads of British
and South African settlers will have been scattered throughout the
length and iweadth of the breezy downs of Mashunaland." How import-
ant a part has been played by the author in the occupation of this new
country is shown in the present volume, and the story is told in a most
simple, modest and attractive style.

It is impossible in the space of a review to give any just idea of the
contents of this large volume of over .500 pages, but the book is full of
interest to the general reader, as well as to the ethnologist and the
sportsman. One point of great interest to the big-game hunter is

treated by the author. It has been supposed that for African hunting,
tremendous rifles carrying large balls and enormous charges of
powder must be used, but Mr. Selous's experiences show that a .45

caliber rifle is extremely effective even on the largest game. He has
used such a rifle on giraffes, buffalo, rhinoceroses, hippopotami and
even on elephants, and the first day he tried it on these last, he killed

six of these animals, using a long, solid, hardened 540grs. ball and a
powder charge of 75grs. He believes that under many circumstances,
especially in thick bush, a large heavy bore rifle will be more effective
than a small bore for shooting elephants, but that when one is going
on long journeys where the weight of Ms outfit is an important con-
sideration, it is not necessary to carry anything larger than a .4.5-caUber

rifle of the right kind. The ball will penetrate the elepl^ant's heart or
lungs, or even his brain, and where It penetrates a vital part, it will
kill. Many instances are given where men have hunted elephants
with great success, using rifles no larger than .40 or .45. This advice,
of course, does not apply to the professional elephant hunter. He
concludes by saying, '-Should any of my readers acting on my advice
determine to try a .450 bore rifle, let them be very careful about the
kind of bullet they use. For large game, as I have already said, you
want a long heavy solid bullet, and for large antelopes and lions the
best kind of bullets is one weighing about 360grs. with a small hollow
at the point and thick walls around the hollow part and a heavy solid
end. Such a bullet will mushroom on striking an animal, but wUl
also have great penetrating power. The small hght express bullets
with scarcely any base, a "large hollow in points and thin walls are
useless for anything but very small animals; being driven at an im-
mense velocity by a heavy charge of powder, they break all to pieces
on impact, and merely inflict surface wounds on such animals as the
larger African antelope."

It is an open secret that Mr. Selous is the original of the Allen
Quartermain, whose name has been made famUiar to many thousands
of people by the stories of H. Ryder Haggard. The adventures given
in this book are some of them strange enough to deserve a place in
fiction, yet the whole story is so simply and honestly told that it bears
the unmistakable impress of truth. Not since the publication of
Gordon Cumming's book, we think, has there appeared a volume on
African hunting which is at all comparable for interest to this one.
The volume is handsomely illustrated by more than twenty full page

engravings and there are more than thirty large and handsome cuts in
the text. Many of the head and tail pieces and the cuts in iUus-
trations are devoted to wild animals and shooting scenes, but many
others are of great interest because they give forms of houses,
utensils, modes of dressing hair and other things, whieh have a bear-
ing on the habits of the strange people who occupy the region through
which the author passed.

All that pertains to the mechanical part of the book has been wel
done. The volume is issued on this side the Atlantic by Messrs. Chas.
Sci-ibner's Sons.

^

Is commenting on the changes of the A. 0. A. rules the Field points

out that a man is now at liberty to select one of several sailing canoes

for the trophy race, according to the weather. WhUe such a literal

interpretation of the rule may be possible, no such construction has

been contemplated, the idea being to allow a man to use one canoe
,

in each of the various classes. We doubt very much whether any re.

gatta committee would recognize a construction of the rule by which
a man might bring two or more canoes for the unlimited, club and
trophy races, sailing either at will, and no fear of such treatment need

deter British canoeists from challenging for 4-tQerican cups.

American and British Rules.

The American Canoe Association executive meeting was held in New
York on Nov 4. and the rules for racing and the date of the annual
meet were settled for 1891. Several minor points of administration,
such as fines for unsuccessful protests, were discussed at considerable
length, and more or less decided upon; but strange to say, the grow-
ing unsatisfactory state of saiUng racing in canoes, which was clearly
demonstrated at the divisional as well as the principal meets of the
year, was not touched upon by any motion or alteration of existing
legislation. A pleasant sensation of balmy drift, hopeful of brightness
for the coming season, and not burdened with unpleasant twisting of
the neck in looking back upon the past, is the only frame in which the
uicture can be set and exhibited.
In this state of legislation, the American canoe racing will go for-

ward for anothar year of tight-laced racing; and with the experi_fince
of English racing as well as of past American racing, we should say
with a high probability of a further considerable decrease in the sport
of canoe sailing, and comparative exodus into canoe yawl sailing.

One very peculiar point appears to have been passed as a law in
American'racing, namely, that a man can enter as many canoes aa he
likes for any race; therefore, unless there is some further wording
left out of the report, it would seem such a man could before the
starting time pick such canoe of his plural entry as he considers best
suited to the circumstances then supervening. This, of course, would
be a choker to international racing, as the visitor would probably have
but his one canoe and rig, and therefore no choice of weapons to
meet his antagonist with.
The American annual meet is fixed for July 13 to 37, and will pro-

bably be on the Hudson river near Sing Sing.
With the Eoyal Canoe Club's general meeting coming off as late as

Thursday night, we are, of course, at the time of going to press, una-
ble to say whether English canoeing in the senior club will remain for
next season : '

.
- > M -j i jove as the Americans have determined

to glide in; iLit. if not all, at least a sufficient
amount of; will be passed at the general meeting,
and new lift ; 7_i n lIhj <i'orL.—Field.

Summer Homes.
A BEAcnFTLLT iUustrated book; list of over 3,000 summer hotels

and boarding houses in Catskiil Mountains and central New York.
Send six cents in stamps to H. B. Jagoe, Gen'] Eastern Passenger

Agent, West Shore R. R., 36'3 Brpadway, New York, or free upou
application.—.cld^;.



BOS FOREST AND STREAM. [Dec. 9, 1898.

There is always a satisfaction in having an antagonist who will fight

until one side is defeated, and then, if he proves the loser, will own up
squarely that he is in the wrong. How this applies to our contro-

versy with the Marine Jotirnal may be seen by the latter's brief and
evasive reply to our criticism of last week: "Our esteemed contem-
porary, Forest and Stream, has seen fit to admit the validity of our
referring to the Valkyrie as a sloop. It says: 'The old issue of sloop

and cutter, with its clearly marked line of separation over vital points

of design, has entirely disappeared, and the two contestants of 1893

have very many points of design in common.'' " Such a perversion of

our words is neither a bold defense against our criticisms, nor a frant
admission that no such defense is possible.

The winter crop of paper challenges and new boats promises to be
quite up to the usual standard, but thus far, outside of the racing

between Valkyrie, Jubilee, Vigilant and Colonia, there is no sign of

building in any racing classes, and, to judge from the statement in The
Yachtsman, the prospect is as bad on the other side.

Of the various rumors afloat concerning the future of the Vigilant

the only one which is at all probable is that the Emperor William has
made an offer for her, with the intention of racing her in British

waters next year. It is certain that the Emperor is looking for a new
yacht, and the purchase of the Vigilant is perhaps the surest and
cheapest way of procuring one. The reports that any of her present
owners will take her to England next year, or that any challenges will

be sent from this side for the Victoria or Cape May cups are without
confirmation, and lack probability.

Some Useful Definitions.

New York, Nov. ZS.—Editor Forest and Stream: A.propos of the
comments in your issue of December 3 on the yachting news in the
New York Herald, will you kindly define in intelligible English what
the metacenter of a vessel is? The writer was appealed to the other
day and in the effort to define it found on examination that what he
believed to be the metacenter was in reahty the metacentric height.
A reference to the dictionary left him with a rather hazy idea as to
what it was, unless it be as stated in the Hsrald, the center of gravity
of the volume of water displaced. The question is asked for informa-
tion solely, and in the belief that the majority of yachtsmen are
equally ignorant of this question and would De glad to have a clear
definition of the matter. Sdbscriber.

A clear and full answer to our correspondent's question, the second
one of the kind which we have received within three weeks, cannot be
given in a few words, but necessitates the definition of several other
terms used by naval architects, and the construction of a diagram
similar to that published two weeks since. The subject, however, is
likel,y to be of interest to a great many of our readers whose ideas of
the metacenter are as hazy aa those of our correspondent or of the
Herald writers, and as the term, a very important one to the naval
architect, is likely to be much used in connection with the new war-
ships, we shall try to give a clear explanation of it.

The question of the stability of a vessel, alsvays a most important
one, as shown in the historic capsizes of the war vessels Captain and
Eurydice and the merchant steamer Austral, as well as of thousands
of other missing craft, involves the consideration of two vital attri-
butes—the center of buoyancy and the center of gravity. The first of
these, commonly designated as C B," may be defined as the center
of gravity of the volume of water displaced by a vessel, whether up-
right or inclined, the displacement being the same in any position.
Let ns imagine a ship caught in the ice and frozen fast, then lifted

bodily out, leaving a cavity in the ice. If this cavity be filled with
water and this water frozen in turn and lifted out, the piece of ice
would be an exact counterpart in form of the ship's bottom below
water, but would differ from it in that the ice would be solid and
homogeneous throughout, while the ship's bottom would be hollow
inside, and of different density in its various parts. The center of
gravity of the piece of ice would be the center of buoyancy of the
vessel, and its position will depend solely on the form. It will be
understood that it is different from the center of gravity of the whole
vessel, and also from the center of gravitj"^ of the actual bottom of the
vessel, as both of these depend, not on the form, but on the consti'uc-
tion and the weight of the various parts, the bottom planking or
plating, armor, engines or lead keel. The center of buoyancy may be
located exactly by a comparatively simple calculation, always lying
in the vertical fore-and-aft plane of the vessel, and of course bdow
the water line, and being the same for any given model, whether the
ship be buUt of wood or steel. It is the point through which the
buoyancy of the vessel acts to right the ship and prevent a capsizp,
and as the leeward side ia immersed and the windward side einersed,
the center of buoyancy shifts to leeward.
The center of gravity of a vessel, commonly indicated by C. G., is

the common center of all the weights, of hull ballast, spars, sails,

equipment and crew; the point on which the ship would balance if

litted out of water and susppnded by a line. While the center of
buo,yancj' shifts to leeward with regard to the vessel as she heels, the
center of gravity does not move in relation to the vessel, but is fixed
as long as all of the weights remain in their normal positions. In the
diagram the center of buoyancy in the upright position is indicated
by B. and its new position for a heel of 1.5° by B^ ; the center of grav-.
ity being at G, in the middle vertical plane of the vessel and at a con
Slant distance from the waterline.

In order that the vessel may be in a state of equilibrium, G must be
in the same vertical as B, and when it is in this vertical the vessel will

remain in a state of rest, with no tendency to move from it. As soon,
however, as a vessel feels the wind in her canvas and begins to heel,

the centers move to leeward, but the center of buoyancy moves much
faster than the center of gravity. With a heel of 15°, the C B will

have moved perhaps to the position B, while the 0 G has moved but
a few inches from its first position.

When in an upright position, ihe upward pressure of the water acts
through B, coincident with the middle vertical longitudinal plane, but
as the vessel heels, this middle plane becomes inclined, and the 0. B.
at the same time shifts away from it to the position Bj. The upward
pressure now acts vertically through B], on the line Bj M, aud the
point in which this line cuts the vertical plane, at M, is the metaceu-
ter for that given angle of heel. As a matter of fact, the vertical

through each successive position of the C. B. as the vessel is gradually
heeled will not cut the plane in the same point; but for all angles of
inclination up to 10 or 15°, the intersections will practically coincide,

and the point of common intersections is called the metacenctr.
To frame the definition in few words the metacenters of a floating

body are the points in which tne verticals through the various posi-

tions of the center of buoyancy as the body is inclined, intersect the
middle vertical logitudinal plane. There are really an inflnite number
of these metaeenters, but as already explained, those for all inclina-

tions between 0 and 10 to 15° are so closely coincident that in practice
It is assumed that the vessel has but one metacenter, that at some
given angle of heel within 15°, commonly denoted by M.
The metacenter, like the center of buoyancy, depends solely cn the

form of the vessel, ^d in no way on the gonstruction or ballasting,

audits height above the C. B., the distance B.M. in the diagram, may
be easily calculated, and this calculation is commonly made for a new
vessel. Of itself, however, it is of 11; tie value and in order to reach
any useful results it is necessary to know the "metacentric height,''
the distancft G. M., and from it the position of the center of gravity.
The center of gravity may be located by two methods, first. directl.y,

by calculating the weight and the istance from certain assumed planes
of every component part of the vessel, each timber, plank, spar, etc.

;

and second indirectly, by practical experiment, heeling the ship by
known weights, and then calculating the metacentric height.
This latter process is employed in the case of most war vessels, and

has just been completed on the new Machias, with the very unsatis-
factory result of a metacentric height of but 4in. The vessel, with her
bilges pumped dry and everything on board lashed in place, is moored
carefully in smooth water, often in a drydock. and two equal weights,
such as ballast, guns or shot, are placed on the extreme sides of .the
deck, as at W, W. Sometimes four equal weiehts are used, two on
each side. A plumb line and bob are suspenlled from a deck beam
amidship, and the position marked when the vessel is upright, with
the ballast equally distributed on each side. One pile of ballast is then
shifted from starboard to port side, incIiDing the vessel, and the angle
is measured by the plumb line. The second pile of ballast is then
moved across to the other three, and the new angle marked. Now
the two piles are replaced and the plumb line compared with its origi-
nal position: then the two port piles are successively moved to star-
board and the two angles noted. From the mean of these four read-
ing the angle of heel due to the moving of a given weight is calculated,
and from this angle b.y another calculation the metacentric height is

obtained, and the position of the center of gravity located permanently
as a basis for all fur hi r calculations of the effects of varying weighus
of coal, guns, ammunition, water, etc. The Amsler integralor, de-
scribed in the Forest and Stream of April 14, 189.i, has proved of great
service in shortening all stability calculations.
Should the vessel ba heeled a little more than the 15° shown, the ver-

tical through the new center of buoyancy will cut the lino B M. con-
tinued a little above and to the left of M., and other verticals for
further additions to the angle of heel will intersect each other in suc-
cession in a series of points to the left and above M. The curved line
through these points is called the "metacentric,'' and is used in the
study of stabihty. but it need not be considered here, having nothing
to do with the ordinary metacenter and metacentric height; and we
only mention it in order that the term "metacentric" may not be con-
fused with "metacentric height."
The nature and importance of the metacenter was first pointed out

by a noted French scientist, Bouguer. in his "Traite du Navire,"
published in 1746; to hira we owe the name and the many original in-

vestigations which have since been elaborated by others. It is sup-
posed that the name is derived from the Greek words meia, change;
and fceiitro?)., center; signifying a changing center, or as some inter-
pret it, the limit of change of the center of gravity. To understand
the exact relations betwi_«»n the metacenter and the center of gravity,
let us look at the operation of the two forces of gravity, and buoy-
ancy as shown in the diagram.
The position of the center of buoyancy is fixed as soon as the lines

of the vessel are completed, but the position of the center of gravity
may be anywhere in the vertical plane, above or below the center of
buoj'ancy, according to the construction, weight of spars and rig-
ging, and the material and disposition of the ballast, inside iron or
stone, outside iron or outside lead. The righting power of the yacht
is always measured by the horizontal distance between the lines of
action of the two forces, the weight of the yacht acting downward
through G to right her; and the buo.yant pressure of the water acting
upward through B, and fonning a fulcrum.
This horizontal distance, G. Z., is known as the "righting lever,"

and the longer it is the greater the vessel's stability. With wide
decks, a lofty, heavy rig, and inside ballast, the center of gravity
must be high above the center of buoyancy; and with a light con-
struction, a moderate form, a light rig, and all ballast in a deep lead
keel or a bulb fin, the center of gravitj- may be brought well below
the center of buoyancy, giving great reserve stabi ity and an im-
munity from capsize.
In any given vessel,ther lows the center of gravity can be brought by

means of improved construction and ballasting; the longer the right-
ing lever G. Z , and the greater the stability; while a heavier construe
tion, which raises the center of gravity, must necessarily shorten G.
Z. As the center of gravity ajiproaches the metacenter,'thf; metacen-
tric height being lessened in proportion, the righting lever G. Z. also
decreases, disappearing entirely when the center of gravit.v coincides
with the metacenter and the metai^entric height becomes O. In this
position the righting power ha-s vanished, and the vessel is in a dan-
gerous condition, and if the center of gravity continiies to rise, or the
n^ti'je ii'e' ti suidealy lowered throui^h an added angle of inclina-
tion caused by a heavy sea, a new lever then is created, but this time
on the wrong side of the center of; buoyancy; the weight of the vessel
now acting through the center of gravity to capsize instead of right-
ing the vessel.
It will thus appear that the metacentric height is a most im-

portant element of a vessel, and one which the designer must have in
mind from the commencement of a design. In the modern yacht,
with low lead ballast, there is, in all ordinary forms, an asstirance
from the start of ample stability; but in a war vessel, with excessive
top weight in the form of armor and .armament, and with the possi-
bility of empty bunkers, watertanks, storerooms and magazines at
times, the question of the metacentric height becomes a vital one.
At the present time, we are sorry to say, there is a strong probability
that several of the new vessels are no better off than the Machias
whose recent test, as already stated, showed a metacentric height, as
reported, of but four inches.
We have at hand no flgta-es relating to modern yachts, in fact, we

are not aware of any experimental determination of the metacentric
height of any American yachts: but the following figures give a rough
ilia I of the metacentric heights of various types of vessels: The
monitor Miantonomah. as rebuilt, is credited with a height of 15.8ft.,

the ill-fated BritisU warship Captain had but 3.6ft., another warship,
the Warrior, had 4 7ft., the Iron.Duke.had •3.0ft. and in the larger war-
ships the metacentric height may vary from 2 to 14ft.

As to yachts, Mr. Uixon Kemp gives the metacentric height of the
old schooner Sappho as 7.3rt., of Miranda, with six tons on keel, as
3.5ft., of the old cutter Rose of Devon, the same length as Puritan,
aft. narrower and some 2rt. deeper, with all ballast inside, as 4ft., of
Floriuda as 3 7ft., and the famous yawl Jullanar as 3 3ft.
Thus far we have dealt only with an Inclination of a vessel at right

angles to her length, but as it is possible to incline lier in any direc-
tion it f Hows that there must be a metacenter for each of such incli-
nations In practice, however, only two positions are considered, the
transverse inclination, and that in the dii-Hction of the length of the
ship, depressing the bow or tiie stern. The metacenter already des-
cribed Is known as the "transverse," the other as the "longitudinal"
metacenter. It is found m the same way, but the longitudinal meta-
centric height is much greater, approaching the length of the vessel
Instead of but two or three feet. In common use the term is applied
to the transverse metacenter only.
While a certain amount of metacentric height Is absolutely essential

to safety, too much is very vindesirable, as the vessel, though very
stiflf, is correspondingly unsteady and subject to violent and abrujit
motions both in rolli ig and in pitching and scending. In a yacht this
is merely a matter of comfort, but in a war vessel it is of great impor-
ance as affecting the aim of the guns. While the stability wiiioh at-
tends a large metacentric height is essential in racing, it is the prac-
tice in fitting out for cruising to retain the lofty racing mast and also
to raise the inside ballast on cork or by other misans, thus increasing
the height of the center of gravity and decreasing the metacentric
height

It wfil be seen that the Herald's definition applied to the center of
buoyancy, and not the raetaoentHr ; in a. latei- issue a second attempt
was made to explain the suljject, but with little more success. The
whole subject of stability, including the metacentric height and the
motions ot a vessel under sail or in a sea is a most iruportaut and in-
teresting one and well worth further discussion, but for the present
we must rest with the attempt to answer the questions of our corres-
pondent; we hope in a manner which will prove intelligible to the lay
reader. Should we have failed in any way we will gladly endeavor to
explain those points which have not been made clear.

YACHT NEWS NOTES.
The 10-rater recently ordered from the Herreshoffa Is presumably

for Henry Allen, owner of Wenonah. That noted racer has been sola,
and sent to Germany, her new owner being Prince Henry of Prussia.

The coming Christmas number of The Yachtsman promises to excel
all previous special numbers, and to be of interest to American as well
as British yachtsmen, as it contains excellent pictures of Navahoe,
with a design for an imaginary challenger for the America's Cup. It
is advertised on another page.

'I he outlook for the forthcoming season is very far from encourag-
ing. So far as racing yachts are concerned, there are practicallv no
boats on the stocks, and no orders forthcoming. Almost all' our
celebrated yards are in a state of collapse at a season in which the
hammer is wont to be painfully heard. The order for a 40 rater re-
cently given to Messrs. Fife has been countermanded, and Admiral
Montague has also rescinded his order for a vessel of i he same class
to be designed by Mr. Watson. BIrs. St;henley has withdrawn her
order for a new 5-rater. No new tens, no new twenties, no new forties,
no new first-class racers—a sorry report at the end of November.—j/je
Yachtsman,

A Florida Cruise.
DijRixs the summer of 1898 a scheme was devised at Okoboji Lake

la
,
by a few members of the Okoboji Yacht Club, to take acruise down

the west coast of Florida during the following winter.
Starting from Sutherland, Fla.. a winter resort situated on Clear

Water Bay, and "crabbing" along the west coast, taking in the bays
and bayous as far as Cape Romano, where we were to leave the main-
land and steer across the Gulf for Key West, the objective point of
the cruise.

It is seldom that a plan devised so far ahead is carried out; but our
pai-ty carried out our scheme to the end thereof, and the following is
a faithful log of svhat occurred:
We chartered the oyster schooner Blanche for the term of thirty

da,ys, the owner was to furnish craft, captain and cook, while we were
to furnish provisions, wood and water and help run the schooner, the
hire, craft, captain and cook, being IgaoO for thirty days.
After the bargain was made it was arranged that the captain should

have five days to make one more trip to Cedar Keys for oysters. He
returned in four days and was much surprised to find an order (from
the owner:) to deliver his cargo at St Petersburg, whieh would' take
five days' more time, and as we were unwilling to e.xtend the time on
the contract, he hauled the Blanche out into six feet of water and
dumped seventy barrels of fine, fresh oysters into the bay.
The good news Hew from house to house, and everybody, old and

young, black and white, came with baskets, barrels and boats and
"toted" off oysters until the supply was exhausted. We captured a
barrel of the.se oj^sters and found them as fat, sweet, and as fine in
flavor as any that we had eaten further north.
We made Ozona a rendezvous to fit out the Blanche for the cruise

and while some of the party stopped at the San .Marino, the scribe and
tw^o others stopped at the Eavey House at Ozona.
Of our party of five, the Commodore, the Caterer and the "Distin-

guished Landsman." were from Ouiaha. Neb,, and the "Chief Marine"
and "Scribe" weie from Iowa.

It was arranged that (he commodore and the distinguished lands-
man, should occupy the two bunks in the little stuffy cabin, while the
rest of the boys had ' state rooms" fitted up la the hold of the
schooner.
Feb 11, 1S98 —Large delegations came down to the dock from the

San Marino and Eavey House to see us off. A bevy of young ladies
from the San Marino presented one of our boys with a rich fruit cake,
and with cheers, and much waving of handkerchiefs, we sailed r.ub
into the gulf. After sailing a few'miles, a black cloud came up from the
south, and the captain ran back under the lee of Anclote Light House,
where we anchored for the night
We turned into our bunks with a strange aud uncomfortable feel-

ing, as if we had suddenly lost our liberty.
There were the strange noises that one alwavs hears on board of a

vessel at sea; the bilge water swashmg about under the floor of the
hold the never ceasing roll and pitch of the vessel as it heaves on the
long, dead swells of the gulf, the creaking of blocks, the groaning ofbooms and gaffs as they swing back and forth on the masts, the flap-
ping of halyards and running rigging, the thumping of the rudder
post and the peculiar cracking sound of the barnacles on the bottom
of the schooner, were discomforting noises that kept us more or less
awake the first, niijht out; but, after a few days, we became so accus-
tomed to these sounds that we could sleep right through the whole
nighr, as if in our own beds at home.
Long before daylight, our captain got under way and proceeded on

our course, (b, by W ), which would bring us to Egmont Light House
situated at the pass into Tampa Bay. '

'

After sailing about fifteen miles, we hove to over a rocky reef aud
commenced to catch fish; taking them in as fast as we could bait our
hooks. Within twenty minutes we had caught more groupers red
snapper, Spanish mackerel, aud gruuters, than we could possibly'useWe bore away on our course, throwing nearly all the fish overboard'
as fish do not keep long in that latitude.

'

The commodore caught the largest fish; it was a red snapper that
weighed laibs. Our cook made a chowder of the 13-pounder which
together with sweet potatoes, hoe-cake and coffee, made up a dinner
that made the boys wild with delight.
We kept the schooner on her course until sundown, when the wind

came out dead ahead and soon kicked up a nasty sea. We made lack
for tack, and fought our way into the teeth of the wind, the little
40-foot schooner jumping over the seas and wetting the cecks with
the brmy spray. We secured the hatches, reefed the sails and pre-
pared generally for a very wild night; and kept her headed into the
wind for an hour longer, when we made the Egmont Key Light and
no light was ever rn^jre welcome.
The wind was now blowing a gale from the south. And the Blanche

being a flat-bottomed craft, built for "crabbing" around the bays and
bayous inside. Tionmled the great sea,s, every stroke of which made
her tremble frrn i .sri i,, i „ ^tern; and we fresh-water sailors thought
she would kn.! . :

:
: ii-om her bottom.

The captain n for three mortal hours we fought the Un-
equal fight. Til. .li getting more dim and distant, clearly
showing that we were uot holding our owu; then came a squall, with
heavy rain, shuttin- out the distant light. We hauled down the fore-
sail-and jib, thus heaving ijer tu.

We rode the squall out, again set sail and bucked into the wind and
great seas for one hour more, when the captain said that wo couldnow make the lee of Boca Egg Shoals, which we did, and came to
anchor.
We all ate a hearty supper (except the Distingui.s-lied Landsman

who not only lost his dinner, but missed hi.s supper,} and, aUhoucfi
the Blanche pounded the heavy rollers and tUL-ged at ihe tvvo ancho'ra
all night, we Okoboji yachtsmen turned in and slept the steep of the
just.
Feb. 13.—The late gale blew out long before daylight, and after a

breakfast of ham, eggs, sweet potatoes and coft'ee," we got under way
and very soon made Egmont Light, around which we sailed into Tampa
Hay, which is about sixty miles long and from fifteen to twenty mhes
wide. We laid our course 8. by E., which took us into the mouth of
the Manitee River, which runs through a belt of land tli.at produces
fruit and garden truck in great abunuance. Here, we eame. to anchor
and had a fine swim on the beach, and found by i reading with our
t-oes that we were over a clam bed. We secured a ilrie lot nf elains
which we soon made into a chowder that was highly appreciated bv
all hands. - - j

Feb. 14.—Early in the morning we left the Manitee River and sailed
N,E. by N". for the city of Tamua. which we reached at: 3:.30 P. M, We
made fast to one of the many dock.-?, and all hands put on their boiled-
shirts and went ashore to tak(3 in the town, Tampa contains about
15.000 inhabitants. 6,000 of whoiu arn .Spanish, who largely work at
cigar making. The north end of the city is given up to these people,
and is called Spanishtown. Many of them are of the African race but
all speak Spanish, from the gray-headed old man of eighty dow'n to
the toddling little babies; and even the parrots talk and swear in Span-
ish, making us think we were in some foreign city.
We saw no one smoking pipes, but nearly all were smoking very long

cigars; for every eigarmaker has five wrappers given him by his em-
ployer daily with enough fillers to make up said cigars, which he can
smoke or sell as he may elect. The people svere well dressed and
seemed contented and happy.
The Tampa Bay Hotel is the largest hotel in the South. The main

buUding is TOOft. long and 300ft, wide. The hotel and grounds take in
fortv acres, and every foot of this land not covered with buildings is
artistically laid out in drives, walks and gardens, the latter containing
a great variety of tropical trees, plants and flowers, thescentof which
fllied the air, go where you would.
The dining-room is a vast dome built of iron and glass, with beauti-

ful pictures in the base panels. Th- inclosed courts of the hotel are
covered with iron and glass roofs, and floored with mosaic tiling
These courts are adorned With tropical plants and flowers, with here
and there fountains made in grotesque torm, and when these courts
are lighted up at night with hundre-osof many-colored electric lights
the effect is extremely dazzling and beautiful.
Outside of the big hotel iliere are no flue buildings in the city.
Feb. 15,—We were up bright and early to catch the fiood tide and

sailed down the bay, u hich is about 60 mUes long.
We had a free sheet, a tiae whole sail breeze, and made a quick run

to Palmasota Pass, the entrance from Tampa Bay ir>fr> Pdhuasota
Bay. where we anchored for the night, having clam ;oBp aud fried
clams for supper.
Feb. 16.—After an early breakfast we commenced beating up Palma-

sota Bay. We overhauled and passed a schooner, the Nelly Bly with
a load of Yankees on a cruise like ourselves.

'

We finally came to anchor ofl' the captain's home, which is situated
near the Pass into Sarasota Bay, where we remained one day for the
captain to repair our dinghy.
We went ashore and dug some clams that our cook made into a

chowder that was fid food for the gods. The captain's wife sent us
some native wine and one of those plain cakes that our grandmothers
used to make, which one can eat as bread aud not dream that you see
said grandmother by so r ating.

About one hour before supper we took our sea bath, which was
smiply delightful and luxurious. Indeed, whoever cornea South and
returns without taking a sea bath has lost no small part of the pleas-
ure of a winter outing on Florida's coast.
In surf bathing it is better to bathe when the tide is coming in aa

then the tide ana waves are in harmony and it is impossible for 'the
seas to carry you out; but with the tide running out there is an under
tow that has a strong tendency to carry you out to sea, and manv
have thus lost their lives. There is no danger from sharks in surf-
bathing, if people do not swuu outside of the breakeis, for sharks
always keep outside of rhe breakers. When at anchor in shaUow
water we l£ept ow roap to wR.tch for shftrks while we Ijathed bu^
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while at anchor in deep water we bathed on deck, for a shark might
be hiding under the schooner.
Feb 17.—We were called up at sunrise for our morninEc coffee, and

one hour later got under way and beat down Sarasota Bay until

noon, when the wind and tide turning against us. we went to anchor
off TonylBoat Pass, where we caught Spanish mackerel and other fish.

After dinner w took the dinghy and sailed across the bay to Long
Key—all islands are called keys here—where we found an old squatter
sovereign.
He was an old man on the shady side of seventy, tall, lank and lean,

with long, uncombed, white hair and beard; he walked with a cane,
as be had a temporary attack of rheumatism.
He was a soldier, and had gone to the war from Minnesota. At the

close of the war he took tliis ranch as a soldier's claim.
There w^^re some old stories floating around that the gulf pirates of

the last century had made a rendezvous of this key, and that much
gold and silver was waitiog for a discoverer The old man had made
several excavations In liis unsuccessful hunt after the Spanish doub-
loons. He lived in a small house built of pine boards battened on the
outside, with port holes tor windows, which closed at night with board
blinris. His chmuiey and fireplace were built of boards with cement
lining, which was decidedly dew to us.
Pine knois were near at hand for fuel and light, clams could be dug

within five rods from his door and all the fish that he could possibly
use could be caught from his dock. He drank no tea or coffee, but
rain water simple and pure, and occasionally a native wine, made
from the juice of the erape and sugar-cane molasses, two parts of
the former to one o£ the latter, making a floe wine, which, if taken in

large doses, would soon make a man forget all of his immediate
troubles.
Twenty years ago a St Paul doctor had told him that his lungs

n ere nearly gone and that he would not last more than one year, but
he had lived on this key for twenty years and was very much alive

and still kicking. He Lad seven acres under cultivation, the larger
part of which was in string beans, which were nearly ready for
market. We pickeil and ate oranges and bananas from his trees, and
taking another parting drink of his native wine bade him good-bye.

Feo. 18 —We rook an early breakfast and set sail to catch a light
breeze from tlie northwest, which slowly wafted us on our course
down Sarasota Bay.
Our skipper, a Florida cracker of the deepest dye, wa5 the most

egotistical shellback that we have ever encountered. He alwa.ys
leaned on a .great personal pronoun; indeed, the great I was alwaj's
in his mouth. We were quietly and silently taking in the fine scenery
on this beautiful bay when the captain broke out as follows:

"I have sailed over this bay for many years. I know every foot of
the bottom. Now you would think there was deep water to the lee-

ward of that key. but there is not six inches of water between that
key and the mainland at low ude."
We were running south and were in the middle of the bay, and as

the captain ceased speaking we ran on to a sandbar and stuck fast.

Everyhodj- but. i.he captain and cook, who dare not laugh, laughed
heartily. ,aiid one of the boys told the stnry of the iJilot on the lUis-

soui i tiivr-r who xaiil iii:- knevv"evr-ry snag in the river.

The captain was murh chagrined and tried to let himself down
easily. "Whj I I l^new that bar was there, but I supposed we had
water enough to let us over, f don't want any of you -fellers' to talk
to me when I'm miking these bars. If I'd ben looking for the bottom
instead of chaffing witii you uns. I'd steered clear of this d— bar."
We took in our sails, ran a kedge anchor out into the channel, and

after waiting about two hours for the tide, we kedged off, hoisted sails

and proceeded on our course.
At 3 P. M. we arrived at the village of Sarasota; which consists of

one hotel, one st,eamboat dock, one store and a few poor houses oc-
cupied by fishermen. A steamboat lands semi-weekly, supplying the
people with what they most need, and carrying away fish and garden
truck to Northern markets.
While eating our supper at the dock this evening, two darkies were

sitting on the dock and they looked so hungry that one of the boys
suggested that we give the coon the fruit cake, that the ' San Marino''
ladies had given u.s at the send off. Said cake had been on the table
every (lay Hiijce leaving O una hut iL was too much for our stomachs;
even the cracker cwk could not get away witli the mysterious com-
pound We traded off 'he cake for a "coon" break down dance.
Whew! I : how thos-i 'c<jons" did dance and sweat, and at the finish

—which i.rouL'lit ii the hnu.se -we passed up the cake, which they
divided up and devoured OL th(j spot,
-How Hsinnisbed LLMse Sati Marini) ladies would be could they know

that tlie rich and expensive cake luade by their dainty and bejevveled
fingers h.id enuin tn such a ludicrous and ignoble end
As u e left verj- early I he next morning, we never knew whether the

"coons" survive'rl nr perished after eating so much indigestible stuff.

We made everything ready for au outside run of fifty miles due
south next day. The wind was out strong from the northwest, and
we had our iierldinc out f<N- ;uj airing.

What a delightful laud '. We can see oranges, yellow and ripe, hang-
ing on tiee.s tliat are iu full bluom. the perfume of which fills the
•whole SI rent. The gardens are teeming with vegetables, ripe and
rea<i,\^ ffr t h(» r,fible. and with strawherrins ripe aod luscious, it is our
fault if we go hungry. The most wonderful thing ar.out it all is that
such a pool-, sandy .soil should produce such fine fruit and vegetables
in such great abundance.

Uiilu-s IL r.iiij^ we have our meals served on deck, using one of the
hatches for a table. We have a piece of burlaps for a tablecloth, with
tin cups ariLl ijlates, ami iron kuives. forks and spoons, which have, be-

come oxidized (piiie the slvle now. you know, by t he aei ion of the
salt air Our cool; sa.N S. " "fisn't possible lo shine knives and forks at
sea." We have hoe "cake every meal We watched the cook while
making hoe cake. He took Indian corn meal and some salt and poured
on boiling liot water, stirring at the same time, until it was of the con-
sistency . f thin cream, then he buttered his pans and put the thin

mush in the bottom of each pan, making the cakes about one-half
inch thick. They are then baked until they are thoroughly browned
through and through, making the cakes nearly all crust. We continue
to eat I his cake da> after day. Long befoi-e these primitive meals are
ready our boys congregate around the table, proving that whatever
else may go wrong w'ith ihem. their appeiiies are all right.

We think that the millionaire who said, ' I II give onehundred thous-

and dofiars for an appetite that will make a piece of plain bread and
butter taste good," had better come down here, take a cruise on a
schooner and take his meets on deck in open air.

Feb. 19.—We get under wav and find a heavy N.W, wind blowing,

which soon increased (i) a gale; but it w-ill only drive us all the faster,

so we take in the mainsail and prepare for a scud down the coast
under a reefed foresail alone, \Ve batten down the hatches, secure
the anchors, water barrels and all other loose truck that incumbered
the decks, and i)oint her nose st raighc for the pass, through which
we can see the great rrillers chasing each other down the coast.

We soon reach the Gulf and head her S. by W., and she drives along
at a good pace, riding the great seas in fine shape. As the wind had a
clean sweep of "iOl^ miles the seas were immense. The hctle schooner
would go far duwn between the great vSeas, so deep that we could not
see the land, and ihen she would cHmb the ne.^r sea. and looking back,
we vvould watch the following coaaier as it ciiased us up with the
most iiilease interest. Would it catch us an 1 break over our stern?

0\>r captain had put in) .h'st enough sail lo make the schooner out-

run the waves, and we wei e thus saved froui the coamers astern.

AVe held on bv the standing rigging and enjoyed every moment of
that exciting diiy s run. We would look ahead for a big roller, and
when the scliouiier would tackle it the captain would say, -'See the
Utile heifer jump',"
The Itlsi iuguished Landsman had fed the fishes from the start, and

he was now in his cabin bunk repeating the old chestnut, "If the good
Lord will once more let me get ashore," etc., and then he would break
out iu quite a different strain, using language more forcible than
polite.

We could only have a cup of coffee for dinner, as it was impossible

to keep anything on the galley stove.
, ,j

We otTered the landsman a cup of coffee, a piece or cold pork and a
hard tack He said we could all go somewhere else so far as he was
Concerni'd. and turned his face lo the I'ack his bunk.

About :i p M we could see a leng line of white water, which the

captain said was Boca tJrand Shoals, which ran from the shore straight

out into the Gfulf for eight miles.
^ , , ,

At the seaward end of these shoals the Government has placed a
large bell buoy, which the motion of the seas constantly and mourn-
fully rings. The course or channel into Charlotte Harbor is outside of

ttiis'buoy, but tUere are two small passes between the buoy and ttie

shore that can be used by light draft vessels, and the captain steered

straight for one of these. " . „ -j
'Either go below or pet into the main rigging," Siud the captain.

We all chmhed into the rigging and took in the fun.

Dmvn we went between tw o great breakers, and one great coamer
came over the l.nw and washed overboard everything tliat was loose,

and the roar nf tlie lireakers, the screaming of the s-a birds, and the

splashofthe white caps made up a scene that the boys wiU long re-

aiember. , . ,

Wp soon pass into smooth water and come to anchor in Charlotte

Harbor, making the day's run of sixty-five miles in aLout etght hours.

After a good square meal we all turned Into our bunks and slept at

the rate of ten tnoTs per hour.
p^h 00.—We proceed on our courFe, which takes us down ban

Carln.s Bav. A more beautiful bay we never saw. It is about five

miles wide and twenty-five imies long, and is interspersed with smnd
islands, that stand well up out of the water and are covered with piue,

palmetto and live oak trees.
. , . . .

It is a paradise for yachtsmea. We tJiinb that lu tbe near nitwe

these beautiful islands will be improved by Northern men of means,
who are seeking a climate that wdtl let them down easy in the after-
noon and evening of life.

We are all on deck with field glasses taking in the beautiful scener.v.
The N.W. wind blows just hard enough to make it deUghtfuUy cool.

We are gliding noiselessly through the clear, blue water, and can see
the bottom as clearly as if looking through plate glass. We can see
the great coral rocks that seem to come .so near the surface that we
shudder, thinking the Blanche will end the cruise here and now.
"Cap, do you see that big rock'/ We shall strike it

"

The captain laughs. "There are ten good feet of water on top of
that rock;" and he is risht, for we pass over with plenty of room.
We can clearly see the sea fan, as it stands up three or four feet

from the bottom, swaying back and forth by the action of the tide;

and the live sponges clinging to the rocks, some of which are in the
form of a hollow- cone, and are used by the ladies for holding house
plants. There were tangled masses of seaweeds and a great variety of
sea plants, very beautiful, but to us nameless. Large schools of fish
were darting through this marine forest, ever trying to establish the
Darwinian doctrine of the survival of the fittest by devouring the fish

that were smaller and weaker than themselves.
We arrive at St. James, the principal town of the whole lower penin-

sula. The village of St. James consists of one large hotel with cot-
tages, one store with a large stock of generiil merchandise and a long
dock where the largest ocean steamer can Ifind at low tide. The whole
plant was built by a stock company from the North, the members of
which soon got tired of holding' such unproductive property and
dropped out one after another, until the stock got into the hands of
three or four men, who no d ubt make it pay a good interest on what
it cost them.
After dinner the boys generally light their pipes and cigars, get into

easy positions and proceed to discuss and settle profound questions,
that grave Senators and other profound statesmen seem afraid to
tackle. We thus disposed of the temperance question in thirty min-
utes. We polished off the railroads speedily, and the Standard Oil
Company was then roughly handled, but not disposed of for the
reason that the captain at that moment had a strike from a shark,
which cut off all debate.
Yesterday at St. James there was a crowd of loungers on the dock,

and among the crowd was a lot of "cracker" tarpon guides relating
their wonderful experiences while fishing for tarpon.
One told of a tarpon that had jumped into and out of his boat; an-

other bad been towed five miles by a large tarpon; another had run
his taepon on to a beach and stranded him. There was a short pause,
when our commodore started in with all of the gravity of a preacher
at a funeral as fofiows:

' Two years ago the twentieth of th's month a man by the name of
John B Smith started alone in a rowboat from Punta Rassa to row
over to the lighthouse. When about half-way over a large tarpon
jumped high in the air, and coming down head 'first his nose struck be-
tween two planks in the bottom of the boat, the planks sprang apart,
letting the body through, but sprang back, catching the fish by the
tail. He rowed quickly ashore and secured the tarpon "

Everbody howled their approval and one old Dutch skipper said.
•'Youshust take the keg" (cakej.
The hotel grounds are laid out on a grand scale, with coooanut trees

on each side of broad streets. The hotel gardens are very fine, con-
taining tropical fruits and all kinds of vegetables. We saw^ new pota-
toes, strawberries, tomatoes, onions and cabbages, all ripe and ready
for the table. We found a "curio" shop, in which we saw a great
variety of animals artistically set up, among which were bears,
foxes, wildcats, panthers and numerous different birds, together with
snakes and fishes, all of which were killed in Florida, and all set up
by an artist in a way that made them look lifelike and interesting.
The said artist was setting up a tarpon that weighed IT.^lbs., caught
by Bishop Wliipple. of INIinQesota. This same taxidermi.st offered to
set up a 1001 bs, tarpon for one of our boys and forever declare that
the purchaser caught. said fi.sh on a aOOf t. line, with reel and rod for
the modest sum of $30. We declined to purchase any set up tarpons,
but bought a lot of tarpon scales, which are silver-tipped and very
transparent and beautiful. As the taxidermist could easily catch tar-
pon in his net for stocking his store, we concluded that many an old
fisherman had thus caught his tarpon and hung it up in his Northern
home as a trophy of his skill.
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St. Lawrence Y. C. Season of 1893.
The season of 1893 has been for the St. Lawrence Y. C. one marked

by disaster unparallelea in the history of the club; of postponed and
unsatisfactory races, and of little general activity. There were few
new boats at the beginning of the season, and in this respect the only
really new feature on Lake St. Louis has been the revival of the cat
rig. Two years ago there was hardly a catboat on the lake, all the
old boats of that rig having been changed into cat sloups, but this
year the Water Witch, tbe only.new boat of any size, is a cat. and sev-
eral small cats have been broughtiln from outside points.
The IH foot class races were in some respects the most interesting

of the season, Bug repeating her victorious career of last year; and
this class ijromises to be the fighting class of the club. Chaperon,
with a little more ballast inside developed quite a new turn of speed,
and to her the honors of the sea.son belong. The usual racing and
cruising on May 24 had to be abandoned the boats not being ready,
and a gale, with extremely high water, did great damage along the
waterfront. Several boats were driven ashore, and the club pier,
while it stood better than any other in the vicim'ty, was much
damaged.
Tbe first race of the season was sailed on June 10, and was the first

series race for the A, 30fi., 2.5ft. and -ilft classes. There was a strong
west wind with heavy puffs from the north, and nasty broken sea.
The result was as follows:

Leuerth. Elapsed. Corrected.
Chaperon. E S. Clouston 30,02 2 09 55 2 09 55
Eagle, G. H. Levin 36.02 2 18 33
White Squall, Gesnor 31.01 2 3o 34

30pt. class.
MoUie Bawn, W. Kavanagh 2t.9'3 1 SS 35 1 51 28
Valda, G. H. Duggaa •...3:3.51 158 10 J 52 34
Frolic, E. K. Grreeae 2S.45 2 06 24 3 04 34
Unda, R. A. Kidd 26.00 Did not finish.
Rita, C. O. Clark 23.00 2 13 25

21 FT. CLASS.
Thora, H. A. Simms 19.05 2 28 26
June li'.— Second series race, for A, 30ft., 25ft. and 24ft. classes

Eleven boats crossed the line, but at G 10 only half the course had
been c ivered and the race was abandoned.
June 24.—First series ra<,>e for -v'5 and isft. classes; south wind with

showers, freshening to a good breeze at finish:

Length, Elapsed. Corrected.
Bug, G, H , Duggan 1 5 . 08 3 09 30 3 05 42
Debutante, W S. Clouston. 18.00 3 22 20 3 22 20
Little Marchioness, R. C. Nelles 17.00 3 10 47 3 09 .58

Wide Awake. H. M. Molson iti.oy 3 -^1 :33 3 20 05
July 1.— Sir Donald A. Smith cup race. The start was made at 11

A.M. and thirteen boats ci-ossed the line. There svas a lieht draft of
air from the southeast at the start, and the day w^as hot and fine.
Lulu, Valda and Chaperon, in the order named, went away from tbe
fleet, but by 2:15 ihe \vind was dead, only the first leg of the course
had been covered and the race was abandoned.
July 8.—Third aeries race for the A.. 30 and 21ft. classes.
Eagle, Chaperon. Valda. Mollie Bawn, Frolic, Coqcette. and Rita

started. A fresh clubtopsail breeze was blowing and the weather was
threatening. On the second leg of the course, a reach from the
Valois to tlie Chateauguay ouoy, a thunder squall of unexampled
force struck the lake.

Valda, Eagle, Chaperon, and Molhe Bawn were leading, and were
carrying all ).lain sail when the squall of wind, rain, and thunder
struck thein. Eagle and Chaperon instantly capsized and sank within
a quarter of au hour, Valda and MolUe Bawn were knocked down, but
got their canvas on deck in time to avert disaster. Hila and two
boats that were not racing. Petrel and Butternut, were also capsized
at ,-1 moderate distance from shore. Valda under bare poles ran down
under Eagle's lee and look off one of her crew-, but was unable to
make fast to the wreck, drifted down to leeward, anchored, put in
three reef.s. worked back lo Ea^le and took off two more of her crew,
all that were still on her. She then ran down to the Chaperon, and
picked up three of her crew and was the only boatlin the fiei-t under

A Stray Shinplaster
Comes to us once in a -while for a copy
of "Game Laws in -Brief;" but shin=

plasters nowadays are scarcer than Moose
in New Yoric; and 25 cents in postage
stamps will do just as well.

control during the whole squall, and Its successor, which was only less
furious than the first.

The naphtha launch Idle Hour put off from Pointe Claire, and re-

ceived the remainder of the Chaperon's and Eagle's crews, with the
exception of C. H. Levin, the commodore of the club, who went down
with his ship. The crews of the Rita. Petrel and Butternut were res-
cued from the shore. After this most unfortunate disaster all racing
was postponed for one month.
Aug. 26.—Re-sail Sir Donald Smith's cup. The start was at 3:40,

The day was very fine and warm, and there was hardly wind enough
to carry any of the boats over the fine. There were twelve starters,
and at "O P. M the race was abandoned.

Sept. 2.—Re-sail Sir Donald Smith's cup race. There w^as a heavy
.gale from the northwest. At the start it was blowing harder than it

has ever done on a racing day on Lake St. Louis. It being reported
that the Chateauguay Buoy had been carried away, it was decided to
sail around the Pointe Claire Buoy, a course of about seven miles to
windward and return. All the boats at the start carried three reefs in
the mainsail and stormjib.
Valda more than held Chaperon until Valois Bay -was opened, when

the wind lightened up: the sloop got into trouble in changing jibs,

when Coquette passed her. The wind let up steadily all the time the
windward work was being done, and at Pointe Claire all were carrying
full lower sail, but on the run it freshened up until it was heavy work
carrying spinakers. The time of the race was as foUows:

Start. Finish. Elapsed.
Chaperon, A. E. Jarvis .S 31 37 4 47 40 1 16 03
Coquette. A. Hamilton 3 33 38 4 51 53 1 18 45
Valda. G. H, Duggan 3 32 11 4 55 55 1 23 45
Mollie Bawn, W Kavanagh 3 32 00 5 00 44 1 281

:

Dream. A. Irving 3 .32 10 5 02 53 I 30 42
Undine, G. Marler 3 -34 30 5 11 05 1 36 35
The course was not officially measured, but Chaperon was the win

ner. At a meeting of the saihng committee, held on Sept. 9, it wf s
decided that under the terms on which the cup is raced for the sailing
committee had no power to alter the course, and the race was declared
off.

Sept. 9.— Resail ot second series race for A, 30ft., 25ft. and 21ft.
classes. There was a strong southwest wind, and single-reefed main-
sails were carried throughout the fleet.

A CLASS.
Elapsed. Corrected.

Chaperon 1 54 28 1 52 54
Coquette 2 07 39 2 05 35
Deam 1 54 11 1 54 11

30ft. class.
Mollie Bawn 1 57 44 1 52 03
Valda a 01 02 1 53 5'^

Undine 2 15 13 2 08 32
Sept. 16.—Third series race for 18ft. class. Strong, squally west by

south wind:
Elapsed. Corrected.

Bug a .31 03 2 28 04
Pirate 2 49 35 2 48 85
Little Marchioness 2 51 47 2 51 47
Sept. •23.—Resail Sir Donald Smith's cup. Another attempt was

made to sail this race in a light air. Tlie fleet had now dwindled to six
boats, and again after the time limit had expired not half the course
had been sailed, and the race had to be abandoned.
Sept. 30 —Fifth race for Sir Donald Smith's cup:

Elapsed. Corrected.
Mollie Bawn 2 08 .36 2 08 86
Waterwitch, Butternut and Undine did not sail over the course.
As a result ot the season's racing, Chaperon wins the Honorary Com-

modore''s cup by taking two straight races in the A Class series. She
also won the only race that was sailed for the Sir Donald Smith cup.
Mollie Bawn wins the 30ft. class series, and the Commodore's cup by-
two straight wins and the Sir Donald Smith cup by a sail over. Bug
wins the series in the 18ft. class by two straight wins.

Keel and Centerboard in the Cup Races.
QFrom the Boston QlobeO

ALTHOtroH the result of the Cup races was the triumph of the
centerboard over the keel type of yacht, yet the centerboard as shown
in Vigilant was a nearer approach to the keel type than ever before,
and there was a great-, deal both in the racing during the Cup contest
and earlier in the season to encourage the strong adherents of the
keel.

Vigilant, an improved centerboard, won over Valkyrie, an improved
keel, yet the differences between the boats were so marked in other
waysthat it may well he doubted if the question of type was brought
any nearer settlement than before.
American e.-cperience in the 30, 40 and 46ft. classes seems to have

shown almost conclusively that a keel-boat can be designed to beat a
centerboard in these lengths. The only apparent reason for not
carrying the same idea into the lat-ger classes was the excessive draft
—from a cruising standpoint-which must; be given a keel-boat in
order to secure as good powers of holding up to wicdward as would
be possessed by a centerboard with moderate draft of hull,, but practi-
cally unlimited draft for wiudvvard work by dropping her board.
When therefore two of the Cup defenders w^re announced aa of the

keel type, it was confidently expected by advocates of the type that
sufficient draft would be given, and that all considerations save those
of racing would belaid aside. In one of the.se. Pilgrim, an extreme
draft was promptly taken, but in the other, Colonia, a draft was taken
which was Ihe greatest permitted by the launching facilities at the
works where she was built, only a little over 15ft.

Pilgrim did not come up to expectations held of her, but Colonia
did ,iust what was expected of her, because of her lack of draft and
consequent ali.seuce of sufficient, lateral plans. She slid to leeward
badly iu windward work, and was never in it in this line with the
centerboards, and undoubtedly would have shown little better against
Valkyrie.
In every other respect Colonia was the equal and in some respects

the superior of Vigilant, and the question which now most naturally
arises is where would she have been had she been given proper draft
to do good windward work-?
Th answer cannot but be favorable to her admirers or tho.se of the

keei tv|ie in general, and about as interesting a thing as could happen
for ne'xt season's racing would be for Mr. Rogers to have Colonia
deepened as she ought to be, in order to make her the enlarged Wasp
she was supposed to be but wasn't.
lu Valkyrie Mr. Watson aiiparently had sufficient draft at 17ft., and

the yacht held to windward very well with Vigilant. Her designer's
failure seems not to be in that he adopted the keel type or failed to
make a much better boat in windward work than Thistle, but in that
he did not give her enough sail, and did not follow closely the latest
approved speed patterns of shahow bodies, extremely hollow gar-
boards and straight keels.

vvith a sail plan more nearly the equal of Vigilant's, and with a form
of hull more nearly approaching that of the fin keels, Valkyrie would
have been a much more dangerous eust'imer than she really was.
There is more and more reason, as the science of yacht designing

dev 'lopes, for believing that, exrjept In the very small classes, the
centernnard is more of a question of expediency than of speed. It
will not be an easy thing for Americans to confess the defeat of the
cherished centerboard, but our ow-n cutters have shown that it can be
beaten in three classes previously named, while Colonia's perform-
ances have given reasons.for belief in the same direction in the larger
classes.
The types of boats produced by America and Great Britain are

approaching each other more closely every year, and the contest for
the Cup are ceasing to be the distinctive ones nf type which they once
were. It would be no discredit for one country to drop or for the
other to adopt the centerboard, but the simple use of a centerboard by
our British cousins will not win them the Cup. They will have a
chance at it when they build a boat suited to American w-eather con-
ditions and which takes advantage of the rules under which the
defender is built, and not before.
That such a boat could cross the ocean safely no American will

doubt after the cruising qualities shown by Navahoe. Neither would
she be required to make a record in English waters before coming,
though there is little doubt but that she could make one if she chose.
Jubilee would be found a vastl3- dift'erent boat abroad than Xavahoe,
while either Jubilee or Vigilant woiUd undoubtedly prove an eye-
opener in British waters.
And both could and would be sent across if necessary.

W. E. ROBIJJBON.

Zettler Rifle Club.

The weekly gallery shoot for the champion medal and the cash
pri'/.es, Nov. 28. brought together thirteen members. The competition
for the champion medal resulted in a victory for Louis Klach on a
score of 245; Ross was a good second with 24i. The best score of the
night was made by Ross, 248.

Champion medal, first entry- Louis Flach 245 F. C. Ross 244, Geo.
W. Plaisted 243. B. Walther 243, M. B. Engel 242, B. Zettler 229, Geb.
Krauss 238, H. Holges 236. C. G. Zettler 234, H. D. Muller231, H. Strate
2-31. Gus Nowak '231, A. H. Kohlmetz 225.

Best score, five entries: F C. Ross 248, Louis Flach 245, H. Holges
245, 6. W. Plaisted '24;^. B. Walther 243, M. B. Engel 243, Gus. Nowak
242, H. D. Muller 239, H, Strate 239, C. G. Zettler 239, B. Zettler 339,

Geb, Krauss 238. A. H. Kohlmetzm
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Jersey Men at the Targets.
The weekly outing of the [Greenville Eifle Club, in Armbruster's

Shooting Park, Ureenville, N. J. on Dec. 2, brought together only four
members iii the fifty shot handicap sweep. The result of the contest
was a surprise to at least one of the four. Plaisted. in his experi-
ments of late with nitro, combined with black powder, led him deeper
into the fields of experiment, and on this occasion he came on to the
range with his cartridges loaded with another brand of nitro. This
time the combination did not pan out a scucess and the result was
that two of the three competitors buried him under such a total, that
he has not been able to reach the surface as yet.

Collins and Chavaut are highly elevated over their victory over the
old man and propose that at the next competition they will bury that
other old veteran, M. Dorrler, in the same hole. Michael says he will
try to be there to participate in the ceremony.
Chavaut's third and fourth scores. 221 and 220, show that he is

capable of expertwork when the conditions are favorable.
Colin Boag has a habit of changing his sight, that is not conducive

to reliable work under match conditions in off hand shooting.
Many old and expert rifllemen make it a rule never to move their

sights after once starting out In a match, but follow the variations in
their rifle by holding for it. The scores in the Saturday's competi-
ton are appended: 50 shots, off hand, 200 yards:

W C C llins 80 2,3 17 19 24 20 14 23 21 14-195
20 21 19 17 16 21 24 19 18 24—199
16 20 2.3 20 19 20 19 22 25 21-205
23 17 21 18 17 18 23 24 28 18-201
30 18 35 20 12 20 24 81 20 19-303—1003+60=1003

C H Chavaut 88 15 23 19 20 14 22 19 22 81—197
28 16 33 31 34 31 16 31 33 33-308
24 24 21 80 20 23 28 23 22 83—221
31 23 18 33 35 24 33 23 30 31-320
18 33 17 31 20 20 18 25 80 31—197—1043+40=1083

GW Plaisted 20 16 34 35 30 20 19 18 24 12—198
20 18 24 20 17 19 21 17 18 33—197
33 15 18 17 21 18 18 88 12 18-181
20 22 17 17 24 83 34 16 31 30—306
20 21 33 22 20 20 31 18 83 19—207— 989—Scratch

C Boag 33 30 21 15 30 13 80 83 15 13—183
14 83 22 19 15 80 18 15 20 38—188
18 33 30 17 17 17 20 31 19 20—191
24 23 22 20 17 11 34 22 34 16-303
SO 15 23 18 35 19 31 18 22 19-200— 965+75=1040

Port Chester Scorers.
Port Chester, N. Y., Dec. 1.—The Port Chester Bifle Club had a

shoot on Thanksgiving at its range "just for fun." Last year we had
a turkey shoot and voted it a nuisance and a bother and made no
money by it. So this year we decided upon a quiet time by ourselves
and we had it. While waiting for the members to arrive' we started
an individual ten-shot score to pass away the time. This was shot out
in due time and then having ten persons on hand we appointed the
two lowest men in the individual score as captains and they picked
out a team of five each and we shot a team match of five shots, which
resulted in a surprise for all hands, ns it was expected a different re-
sult would be the outcome. We then had another five-shot race, in
which the other side squared accounts. Below are the scores; 200yds.,
•off-hand, German (25) ring target:

Bachman 19 30 19 17 30 34 25 15 23 18—199
Rudd 23 33 18 13 16 19 17 39 20 22—189
Horn 13 14 17 17 18 21 88 24 18 19 -183
Smith 35 38 20 15 22 14 28 21 o 16—177
Townsend 13 13 9 9 18 23 23 23 12 03—164
Hess 9 17 21 88 17 20 19 18 15 0—158
Merritt 9 0 11 19 0 18 17 9 15 18—110
McNeil 12 0 12 18 18 13 9 10 13 0— 91
McQuilken 0 13 0 9 13 16 0 13 0 0— 64

First match.
Team No. 1. Team No. 2.

Bachmann..]8 16 31 16 24—95 Smith 15 17 23 22 31—98
Kudd SO 18 18 31 33—94 McQuilken.. 18 17 12 17 17—81
G Rudd 20 13 20 13 18-84 Hess 14 14 19 14 13—73
Townsend... 17 17 0 17 21—72 Merritt ... .18 0 28 10 88—73
McNeil 0 20 33 16 11—70—415 Horn 13 20 33 12 0-67—391

Second match.
McNeil 33 22 23 17 10 -93 Smith 32 19 19 19 33—102
Rudd 14 16 81 81 19—91 Horn 14 21 33 18 16— 93
Bachmann..l8 19 9 30 81—87 Hess 30 20 19 19 11— 89
Townsend... 0 18 25 14 13—79 McQuilken. o 13 31 22 30— 76
GRudd 18 0 0 14 14-46-396 Merritt. ... 9 10 14 38 14— 69—438
Dec. 2— Scores to-day, 800yds., off hand. German ring target:

McNeil 23 83 34 17 35 S3 17 14 28 24—212
Rudd 31 33 34 19 15 17 83 33 19 19-202
Smith 19 23 19 81 23 19 23 13 19 10—188

Rudd.

Hoboken Riflemen Shoot.
The annual prize and turkey shoot of the Gen. Herzog Co. No. 8,

Washington Rifles of New Jersey, which was held a Dierken's Hall
Hoboken, on Thanksgiving Day, was quite successful. The mem-
bers came out in force, hoping that the fates would land the boss
turkey in their individual possession, and the resident riflemen in
and about Hoboken turned out in large numbers, hoping to get a
chance in the final division of the cash programme which was hung
up for visiting shooters.
Fred. Brandt, the shooting master of the company, and under

whose management the shoot was left, was an ever present factor
in the success of the day's sport.
Captain Ernest Fisher, of the Miller Club, was present and par-

ticipated in the competition on the public target. The Our Own
Club and other local clubs were prominently represented "by their
best shooting talent. Captain Wm. Yorkel. of the Ernest August
Company, while well^down in the list of winners, was way up in the
esteem of his fellow competitors as a promoter of the day's pleasure.
David Miller, he of the Miller Club, was on hand, and landed with

the winners. David knows a trick or two with the rifle yet.
In the medal shoot, open for members only, the winners proved to

be Otto Schmidt, first, with 69, 69 -138, and Charles Larsch, second,
with 69, 68-137.
In the competition for the turkeys, among the members, 3 shots per

man, possible 75, there was exhibited a deal of good-natured chaffing,
and wen Fred. Brandt succeeded in putting up a score of 70 points the
members and visiting shooters accorded him their heartiest wishes
over his success.
Public prize target, cash prizes:

Capt E Fisher 74 74—148 David MUler 70 73—142
Fred Brandt 73 74—146 John Meyer 70 71-141Wm Dilger 70 74—144 Capt Wm Forkel 67 70—137
L Schmidt 71 78—143 Otto Schmidt 66 68—134
JHKruse 71 71-143

New York City Schuetzen Corps.
Ten members assembled in the gallery of the Zettler Bros. Dec. 1

for gallery practice. The men were divided into two teams of five
men each under the leadership of Capt. A. Range upon the one side
and Capt. H. Kuhlman on the other. The evening was devoted to the
shooting of two team matches. In the first contest Capt. Kuhlman's
team was the victor, and the second match was won by Capt. Range's
team. Scores:

Fu-st Match.
Capt H Kuhlman 218 Capt A Range 225
R Bussse 243 C G Zettler 235
A KeUer 288 H Radloff 286
M Maltzer 231 M Munz 816
A Lutwig 227—11?7 Ch Rehm 222—1124

Second Match.
Capt A Range 331 Capt H Kuhlman 215
C G Zettler 3.33 R Busse 236
H Radloff 337 Ch Rehm 311
M Munz 333 A Keller 329
M Maltzer 331—1144 M Raedel 197—1088

Greenville Rifle Club.

Hartford Rifle Club.
The Hartford RifleClub held theirjregularnsi-monthly shoot atUnion

Grove on Thanksgiving morning, standard target, 200Tds., off-hand,
light good, wind unsteady from 9 o'clock, varying from one to two
porats. Medal match, single entry:
H^Pope 89 10 89997 10 10-89
F K Rand 6 10 7 9 9 8 5 7 8 7-76W J Dunbar 699 10 57549 7-71
FBCovel 855699756 7-67
Re-entry match;

Pope (100 consecutive shots) 10 78 10 69689 7—80
9 10 10 9 9 10 9 6 8 8-88

10 9 10 7 9 9 10 7 8 10—89
10 8 8 10 9 9 10 7 8 10-89
10 6 9 10 7 9 9 9 10 9—88
10 978 10 7989 9-86
10 7977778 10 8-80
89 10 89997 10 10-89

10 7 8 8 8 9 10 10 9 6—85
„^ 10 8786997 10 7—81—855
ga^f 7 8 10 6 9 9 9 9 10 8-85
J^iiiioar 6877 10 9 10 97 10—83
Coyel 7 7 8 6 8 10 6 6 6 10-74
Tyler 564 10 57668 9-03

H. A. Pope, Sec'y.

Pronunciamento Not Made in Vain.
Zettler Rifle Club, New York, Dec. 4. -In Forest akd Stream of

last and this week, we read a great deal about matches, especially
from Greenville, N. J. We hope that the Greenvi lies and Excelsiors
do not thmk that we are to do the challenging; we are to be chal-
lenged, and at any time they wish to have a match or matches on the
same conditions as the championship was won, and on such condi-
tions as have been mentioned by our spokesmen at Cypress Hills, L. I.,
on Ivov. 7, they can be accommodated at any time and for an v amount.
VV e don't throw down our gauntlet so soon. Riflemen.

Miller Rifle Club.
The Millers held an informal shoot on Thanksgiving Night. David

Miller, notwithstanding the fact that he had only a few hours pre-
vious labored long and arduously in eli'orts to subjugate the old
enemy, turkey, whose presence is abroad in the land at this season
of the j'ear, had nervous force enough left in him to shoot himself
into first position.
Ex-Cai3tain Dewey also seemed to have added new power to his

nerve center after his day'a experience, and retired with a creditable
score
The scores are appended: D. Miller 240, Aug. Meyns 237, M. Meyer

236, F. Sehl 231, P. Lehl 231, J. Bach 230, M. Willis 838, A. W. Dewey 381,
Murphy 319, Vanderheyden 319, Kummel 801.

Empire Rifle Club.
The weekly gallery shoot, Nov. 28, was not up to the usual attend-

ance, only three members participating. The scores are appended:
Wm. Rosenbaum 344, B. Zahn 240, W. Bass 3:53.

The weekly gallery shoot on Dec. 1 brought together twelve mem-
bers in competition for the class prizes. W. C. Colhns and M. Dorr-
ler divided the honors for high scores, each making 841. Scores'
W. 0. Collins 241, M. Dorrler 841, 0. H. Chavant289, W. H. Robidoux
230, Agneau 212. Hill 305, J. Boag 239, Purkesg 3.38, C. Boag 3S6, Hy.
Qotthardi 825, Daiiels 811, Maug 202,

RIFLE NOTES.
In last week's issue, under the beading of Rifle Notes, we mentioned

the fact of our experience in shooting nitro priming (Sgrs.) in our
rifle shells (.38-50 everlasting) with the new Winchester (No. 3 W.)
primer, and the balance of the shell filled with F. G. powder. Wis
risked the experiment in a 50-shot match and the result was a total of
1,078 points on the German ring target, or an average of 81.5 per shot.
The results of this shooting were such that we had a desire to try the
rifle with the same load from the machine rest and ahoot a series of
shots without cleaning. The opportunity for such a trial came last
week, and with the aid of our expert, Mr. F. C. Ross, we proceeded to
carry out the trial. The location selected was on the range (200yds.)
in Wissel's Cypress Hill Park, and the rest used was one owned by the
Zettler Bros. A few preliminary shots were fired to find the target,
and then a new cardboard was put up as a background to catch the
total shots as well as one over it to catch each ten-shot string. A total
of fifty shots were made in ten-shot strings without cleaning, seating
the bullet in the barrel with a seater. The result of the fifty shots
was a group that could be covered by a rectangle 4x4|^in. The first

string of ten shots, using the rectangle to find a common center,
measured IS^jjin., the second string 13i2|„in., the third string 14in.,

the fourth string ll'igin., the fifth string 13^, gin., aggregating a total
for the fifty shots of 64', gin., or an average variation of each shot
from a common center of about l.aSin Now the question comes up,
how would this target be considered from a standard of (non-clean-
ing) shooting based on the lubricated bullet. We would like to hear
from some of the fraternity as to what they consider the merits of
this target to be. based upon their experience with the lubricated bul-
let without cleaning. There is one feature about this target that has
surprised us much, and that is that there was not a greater perpen-
dicular variation than 45gin. in the flight of the bullets, for the shells

were faulty from the fact that they were a lot of old shells, .38-55,

picked up promlscously and cut down to the length of the old .88-50

everlasting (old style), for which the rifle was originally chambered,

A number of weU-known exponents of rifle shooting being assem-
bled together a few nights since in one of our New York rifle resorts,
and the ever present subject peculiar to such cranks being uppermost
in the minds of all, the question of team shooting was launched b<y

one of them i^robably with a desire to create a ripple upon the surface
of the at present quiet sea of rifle matters. One individual expressed
his belief that New Jersey could produce a half-dozen men who could
hold their own at 300yds. against any that could be produced in New
York and Brooklyn The New Yorker took exception to the New
Jersey man's remarks and requested him to name a similar number
of Jersey shooters who could successfully compete against a team of
New Yorkers, made up as follows: F. C. Ross, H. Holges. Louis
Flach, J. A. Boyken and Chas. Hutch. The Jerseyman was prompt
with his candidates and trotted out his selection as follows; Wfiliam
Hayes, M. Dorrler, Geo. Schlicht, Geo. W. Plaisted and L. P. Hansen.
"There," says the Jerseyman, "is a team that can do up your New
Yorkers!" Then the engagement became warm and the patriotic
spirit of the representatives of the two States was wrought up to a
high tension. It reminded one of the days when the champions of
State rights were abroad in the land We did not linger to hear the
finale of the argument, and have not heard any further in relation to
the matter except that the Jerseyman departed for home firm in the
belief that he had the best team.

We note with pleasure that the fraternity in Cincinnati keep on in
their practice even though the cold season is advancing upon us. The
Massachusetts Rifle Association at Walnut Hill have been the pioneers
in keeping up rifle practice throughout the winter season. The Zet-
tler Club of New York is another of the older societies who have in
the past devoted regular days through winter for out-door shooting.
Chas. C. Wissel always keeps the Cyprus Hills range shooting house
in condition to be made comfortable for the shooters at all seasons of
the year. This winter Wm. Armbruster, proprietor of the Greenville
(N. J.) Park, will have his range open every Saturday afternoon dur-
ing the winter for the accommodation of the Greenville and Jersey
City riflemen. With Wissel's park open on Sundays for those shoot-
ers"who have no time to devote to the rifle during the week and the
Greenville Park open on Saturdays the fraternity in and about New
York will have plenty of opportvmities to indulge in their favorite
sport. We learn, also, that Newark has, or is soon to have, a new
shooting range where riflemen will find accommodations for shooting
seven days in the week at all seasons of the year.

The Greenville Rifle Club would like to know what the boast of tie
Hudson Rifle Club, made in the columns of Forest akd Stream many
weeks since saying it was always ready to fulfil its obligations, and
that it was never at a loss for (best) members to fill up its team. In
the light of past events the GreenvUle Club queries: What does it

amount to?

The atmosphere about New York is full of rumors of challenges
floating around trying to find lodgment among some of our rifle
experts.
We trust that none of our experts, through ain imperfect under-

standing of the etiquette governing rifle shooting matters, will under-
take to prevent these little germs from finding lodgment.

The ideal "Perfection" mould, which can be supplied for most of
the popular calibres, is designed to meet the wants of riflemen who
like to vary their loads for hunting, target shooting, short range work
and other purposes. This mould is so arranged as to cast bullets of
great variety in weight. For instance, the .38-40 M. will cas eight dif-
ferent bullets, varying from 105 to SlOgrs. The Ideal tools have given
satisfaction to thousands of rifle cranks and are eminently practical

useful.

Excelsior Rifle Club.
The weekly shoot on Nov. 21 brought together twelve members in

the handicap race for club medals. The good work of J. Binns in the
gallery is bringing him into prominence as one of the experts of the
club. Scores: J. Binns 340, L. P. Hansen 238, C. L. Pinney 338, Wm.
Weber 834, C. Thomas 339. 0. Ward 288, Geo. C. Varick 837, R. H.
Duff 825. James Hughes 321, J. Rver 313, Thomas Hughes 304, William
Hughes 203.

- . -
s .

The competition on Tuesday night, Nov. 88. brought together only
seven members. Again Binns showed his good form by making the
fine score of 240. Scores; J. Binns 846. W. J. Hennessey 340, O. 0.
Boyce 2.37, C. L. Pinney 837, R. N. Duff 335, C. Bauchle 330, G. G.
Rears 280.

All ties divided unless otherwise reported.

FIXTURES.
If you want your shoot to be announced here

send In notice like the following:

Dec. 10-12.—West End Gun Club tournament, at Davenport, la.
Dec. 25.—Union Gun Club tournament, at Springfield, N. J.; 9 A. M.

to 1 P. M. live birds; 1 P. M. until dark, targets. Open to all.

Dec. 25.—Open sweep at live birds, on Erb's grounds, Bloomfleld
avenue, Newark, N. J.

1894.

Jan. ].—South Side Gun Club's thirteenth New Year's annual,
at Newark. N. J.

Jan. 9.—New Jersey vs. Kings county, team shoot, on Al. Heritage's
grounds, Marion, N. J.
Feb. —.—Reading Shooting Association tournament; two days

targets, one day live birds, at Three-Mile House, ShiUington, Pa.
April 4-6.—Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association's

grand American handicap at Dexter Park, Long Island.
April 24 27.—Central City Gun Club's tournament. Central City, Neb.
May 1-6.—Arkansas State Sportsmen's Association's tournament, at

Fort Smith, Arkansas.
May 17-18.—West Newburg (N. Y.) Gun and Rifle Association's

spring tournament.
May 22-25.-Knoxvflle (Tenn.) Gun Club thirteenth annual tourna-

ment: first days, target, $1,000 added money, known traps, unknown
angles; last day, live pigeons. Open to the world. No handicap. R.
Van Gilder, Sec'y.
June 5-7.—Kansas State Sportsmen's Association's fifth annual

tournament, Topeka, Kansas. J. C. Clark, Sec'y.
June 11-17.—New York State Sportsmen's Association for the Pro-

tection of Fish and Game, thirty-sixth annual tournament, at Utica,
N. Y., under auspices of Oneida County Sportsmen's Association.
June 19-31.—Otamberlin Cartridge and Target Company's first

annual tournament, at Cleveland, Ohio. ,'81,000 added money.
June (third week).—Atlantic City Rod and Gun Club, three days'

tom-nament. Address R. 0. Griscom, Sec'y, Atlantic City, N. J.
Oct. 4-5.—West Newburg (N. Y.) Gun and Rifle Association's

fall tournament.

Boiling Springs vs. Passaic City.

Passaic, N. J., Nov. 30.—The fourth contest between the Boiling
Springs Fishing and Gun Club and the Passaic City Gun Club for a
silver cup of the value of S50 was held on the fine grounds of the first-
mentioned club at Boiling Springs on Monday last and resulted in a
victory for the Passaic boys. This club has won three of the four
shoots and becomes the possessor of the prize. The afternoon was
dark and clmdy and the targets were thrown very swiftly, and these
two things made the shooting hard and accoimts for the low scores
made all around. Mr. Gardiner, of the Passaic team, was suffering
greatly with neuralgia, which explains his low score. As Mr. Palmer
fired at his seventeenth target his gun burst, about 6in, off the muzzle
of his right barrel being blown asunder and the two barrels torn apart
for about 18in. One peculiarity of the accident was that he broke his
target. The event rather unsettled his nerves, I judge, although fin-
ishing his shoot with another and heavier gun may have had somer
thing to do with it:

Boiling Springs.
Paul 1110110111110110110111000—17
James iniiiiiiiioonoioiooiioi—18
Huck 1 01 1 01 1 01 1 1 ] 001 01 1 01 1 001 1—1

G

Lane 0110000011101110101011111—15
Bergen OlOlllOlllOOUKXnnilOOO—15
Griffith lOnoillllllOlll nil 11110—31
Lenone lllOllOOllKllonnilOOOll-17
CoIHns 0010100001011111011110011—14
Grieff OlllllOlOllOUniOOOllOll— 17
Hollister 1001111101111101101011101—18—168

Passaic City.
Bowes 1011 1010111 10101101001 1 1 1—17
Kelly lOlOinon 110011011100111—17
Gardiner 001 101 1 1 1 000 1 OOOO l on l Oi ) 1 0- 1

0

Shaw 11111100110111001)0101111 -18
Palmer OlOllin lOOlOlOl 1 lOOnOOl -15

Jelleme lOlOOllOniOllOllUinilO—IS
Abbott 0111111110111111011110111-21
Gaston , 0111 1 110110111 1 1101111000 -18
Wise UllOllllIlllOOlllllllllO—31
Kevitt illOlllllllllinOllllOlll—82—1771234,5 1 S S k 5 a
Abbott 8 7 8 6 8 9 Kelly 5 7 7 6 ,

.

Wise 6 9 8 6 7 11 Bowes 8 6 7 7..
Hemion 6 .. .. 8 .. .. Pau & B 8 8
Kevitt 5 .. 7 Grieff 8 6 7 ..

Griffith 6 6 8 5 8 9 Gardiner 7 8 5 10
Lenone 5 0 7 S 6 Gaston 7 7..,.
Apgar 9 9 10 10,. James 85,...
Hall 4 4 4 ,. Jelleme 7 .. ,. ..

Burgess 2 Lane 7 7 4 ..

Shaw 9 9 Collins 7 6 ..

Palmer 7 5 9 6.. Huck 66..
Blauvelt 6 Hollister 7 11

N. B.—All the above sweeps were at ten birds each, except No. 6,

which was at fifteen birds. W.

Hell Gate Gun Club.
Twenty-seven members of the Hell Gate Gun Club, of Nen^ York

city, assembled in Dexter Park, Long Island, on Tuesday, Nov. 2S, for
the final shoot of the season of 1893. The club event called for 10
birds per man, club handicap rules, 5 traps. The prizes consisted of
four merchandise prizes put up by the club to be competed for during
the season, the best averages to count. The weather on Tuesday was
such as one meets with at this season of the year, atmosphere clear as
a bell, a cold north wind that might have been stored in the Arctic
regions for along season, with a cutting edge that would penetrate
the heaviest clothing. It was a day in fact that required one to keep
well in motion when exposed to the sweep of the wind in order to keep
his circulation in a normal condition.
The birds were an average lot and the consequence was that only

one of the 87 members in the contest, H. Thau, succeeded in making a
clean score.
One member, J. Newman, succeeded in making a clean score of

goose eggs; he should be entitled to re<30gQition for a trophy at the
annual meeting in January. Four finished their scores with 9 kills.

Among them was Wm. Hogan, who slipped up on his tenth bird. It
was a case of over confidence on Hogan's part, A hctle more care
would have enabled us to record a clean score for William. Col.
Voss was another one of the quartette in the 9 hole. The Colonel was
forced into his position by the good slaying qualities of his third bird,
who when once on the wing kept going until be got beyond the reach
of the Colonel as a counter except at the final round up, when it

counted as one in the heap to be divided for the final debut in the
kitchen pot. Eugene Doeinck in his at'th bird got one of those birds
that one sees now and again, one that when once free froia-^he trap
seems to fill the entire distance from trap to boundary in one elongated
streak; one of those birds that the shooter never seems able to lead,

I

but is always a Utile beMnd him.
The prize winnexs for the season, as given to us hy Mr. Doeinck, are

I as follows; First, Eugene Doeinck; second, C. Weber; third, P. Woelfelj
' fourth, J. Linck. Scores;
E Doeinck (38) 1131031121-9 F Mahlenbrock (35).. 0000283120— 5

.1001101110-0 R Lindner (88) 01»0oa0032—

5

A Maeller (85)

I

J Sehm ('35
)

P Woelfel f2.5)

I

F Fraenzkinck (88).
' J Newman ('85)

C Rieger ( 28)

J Strahmann (88) .

.

F Trootel ( 88)
T Rasmus (SO)

C Weber (28.)

J Brode (28;

J H Voss (88)
I Ch Raben&tein ( 8Sj

.

.0100820110-5 H W Voss (3K)
.

.lU00188-'3a—7 A Knodel f->)
. ,

.

.0000181020-4 A Kiechle ,

.0000000000—0 F Beuz i -J .

.01 11 081200-0 FFay (2:. i

.28..180311—7 Daniels ( I.' -

J

.2012013020- 6 H Thau (8s i

.3011111000-0 R Regan "(-881

. 20101 38801—7 W Hogan ....

.8308110131-8 JLiuck(35)

.1111111813-9 EPetenson (38)..

.1818101381-9

. .0801810101— 6

.M^il-imu— 7
>|"!"'i'Jii888— 6
,1 "-:i'<2ty— 4

. .|J-.'||-.'11 il!88— 8
. ..U011100081— 5
..2in31Ull—10
..2310000010—4
. .8212212120— 9
. .0110220201— 6

,.,00101S30»0—
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The Toronto Tournament.
ToROKTO, Ont., Dec. 1.—Mr. George Briggs's tournament at the

Woodbine Park, Toronto, Nov. 28. 29 and 30, was not as great a suc-

cess in the way of attendance as could have been desired, but, to use
the stereotypi d expression for such occasions, those present had
lots of good shooting and seemed to enjoy themselves thoroughly;
and as Mr. B. is a good loser, and paid out the guarantee without
even a frown, we will conclude that the affair was a success all

around. The universal prevalence of the grip tept a good many
Canadian enthusiasts away and the last day of the tournament fall-

ing on your Thanksgiving Day, when about every gun club in the
States held a local shoot, which kept a good many Americans from
coming over whom we know would otherwise have been here.

The birds were far above the average in quality. Mr. Briggs had

fone to considerable expense to provide good roomy lofts in which to

eep them and as a consequence a duffer was a rare exception, and
generally when the trap was pulled there was a crack of wings and a
streak through the atmosphere, that required a very quick shot and a
bold just right to secure the desired mark on the score sheet.

The weather was fair and it was very bad, the first and third days
were clear, but a very strong wind blew across the traps, assisting

many a bird over the boundary that on a quiet day would have been
scored dead. The second day's shooting was started with the snow
falling heavily, but before noon it turned into rain, and it rained so

Eersistently and hard that though those shooting knew it made the
irds slower in starting from the traps and slower in flight, yet it

also made them—the shooters—so wet and uncomfortable that about
3 o'clock they asked for a postponement, which was accordmgly had
till the next day.

^ Mr. C. "W.lMiner, of the Union Gun Club, Victoria, British Columbia,
won first oney in' the guarantee with the only straight score made.
He has made himself very popular among the boys in T6rt>nto, and no
one begrudged him his success. He shoots a 73^1bs. Greener with E. C.

powder in both barrels. Following are the scores:
No. 1, 20 pigeons, entry .SIO. $600 guaranteed:

McMurchy.nil0n02223112002r2—16 R Smith. . .21220202121001101811—15W Stroud..2iJ222000120012122222-1.5 O Hardy. ..12211112122221210112-19

U Munson. 10201201100102122000—11 M Reardon.0iailll0101012210101—14
W Dorlandlll0220011110012lll0—14 C Ayre 21011101221210010001—14
W Strickerll 020200021001022021—11 W Emond .11211120111211121221—19

W Fitch. . .'00022211011(«222022—14 C North. ...21102011222011011221—16

ASt John. .11201121200103011100—13 J Stanton..002010211201 10112022—13
J Townson221122l0111021121001—16 D Nogood.ll00020112131001w.
D Blea 01011212111111121121—18 P Wordley.11201021110021000112—13
A Dixon. .

,10122111102120321111—17 J Davis. . . .10! 222201 10201002220-13

J Stroud. .20221221012221202002—15 T Hanson. 11111110123111000012—15
D C 00221111022021110002—13 J Pwice 202001111002w.
D Black.. ..01111211112211121010-17 Chambers.. 101010021200w.
D Casey... 11101121120200W. W Heath. .202112112111000100w.
Moorcroft. 02202000202200120011—10 J Brown. . .12001102212222012122—16

F Herbert.20111221022200002012—13 C W Miner.12211112112221211112—20

J Bellamy .11011102110022110022-14 A Emond. .21112010022121102121—16

A C Eddy..11112200121002111210-15 T Margetts01121211202112100111-16
H George..21 122223222122000022—16 J Blackall.02011001111211111122—16
No 2, tea pigeons, entry $7:

George 2111000112— 7 Dixon 3100101211— 7
Blea 2122201121— 9 McMurchy 2321111111—10
Roger 1111112031— 9 M. D 1200321212— 8

Eoiond 2110111212— 9 C. W. Miner 1210011122— 8

R. Smith 2220111111— 9

Extra No. 1, 5 pigeons, entry g3: H. George 4, W. Emond H. Mc-
Murchy 5, W. H. Skinner 4, W. Fitch 3, W. Stroud 4, C. W. Miner 5, A.
St. John"?, D. Munson 5, M. D. 4

Extra No. 2, 5 pigeons, entry §2:

Lewis 23200-3 Beldam 11321-5
Emond 11213—5 McMurchy 11012—4
Eddy 11022-4 W. Stroud 03212^
M. D 12201—4 D. Munson 10001—2
Crozier 10000—1 C.W.Miner 12111—5
Fitch 22100—3 R. Smith 00111—3
Anderson 20010-2 Moorcroft 13130-4
D. C 02112—4
Extra No. 3, 5 pigeons, entry .^2: Emond 3, McDowall 3, Townson 2,

Buerg 5, Kemp 3. Gordon 5, Oruthers 3, Norton 2, Stiffle 3, Bellamy 4.

Extra No. 4, 10 pigeons, entry $3: Emond 8, Bellamy 9, D. Spence 6,

A. Spence 6, Rogers 7, Hardy 10, Blea 7, McMurchy 10.

Extra No. 5. 5 pigeons, entry 83: Bellamy 5, Peardon 2, McMurchy 5,

Hardy 5, Sintzl 3, Emond 4, Miner 5, J. W. Brown 5.

TARGET EVENTS.

No. 1, 10 singles, entry $4: Stroud 8, M. D. 8, Eddy 10, Stephens 6,

McMurchy 10, D. C 6, D, Black 8.

No. 2, 15 singles, entry Si -50:

Stroud 110011101100111—10 M D llOOlllinOIllll—11
McMurchy 101111101111111—13 Black 100110111110011—10
Stephens 110111011011111—12 Kirkpatrick 001000010101001— 5

Stark 011110101011111—11 McDowall 101101001110111—10

Eddy 111111111101010-12
No. 3, 10 singles, entry gl; Stephens 9, M. D. 5, McMurchy 10, Eddy

8, Stroud 9. Emond 9, Skinner 9, Lewis 8, Black 5, Crozier 8.

No. 4, 10 singles, entry: Emond 8, Skinner 8, McMurchy 9, Brown 7,

Stephens 9, D. C. 7.

No. .5, 10 singles, entry $1: Slcinner 8, R. Smith 6 Emond 10, Lewis

6, Kirkpatrick 9, McMurchy 10, Stroud 7, Sontag 7, Black 10. M. D 10.

No. 6, 10 singles, entry $1: Mr. D, 8, McMurchy 9, Lewis 10, Bellamy
7, Kirkpatrick 7, Martin 9, Black 7.

No. 7, 10 singles, entry $1: Mr. D. 9, Miner 8, Stroud 9, Emond 10,

Eddy 8, McMurchy 10.

Murchy 10. D. C. 8, R. Smith 8.

No. 10, 10 singles, $1 entry: Bellamy 8, Kinney 5, R. Smith 8,

McMurchy 9, Emond 9, Brown 7, M. D. 7, D. C. 8. McDowall 9.

No. 11, 10 singles, $1 entry: McMurchy 10. Emond 10, Bellamy 6,

C. W. Mner 8, Brown 8, Casey 8, M. D. 9, R Smith 6, Kinney 6, D. O. 6.

No. 13, 10 singles: Emond 8, McMurchy 10, R. Smith 9, Trigger 5,

M. D. 8, D. C. 6, C. W. Miner 8, Brown 6. C. G, W.

Thanksgiving Day at Dexter Park.
True to his custom, Louis Miller this season again sent out his invi-

is to
a Thf
1 try - .

of 10 events, 7 at bluerocks and 3 at lire birds, was of a nature to

draw the average Dexter Park devotee, providing he was within

drawing distance. This season many of Miller's patrons are tailing

advantage of their opportunities to gut away to the shooting resorts

of the South and along the Atlantic coast too far away to be within

reach of their favorite pigeon ground, and as a consequence the as-

semblage at Dexter Park on this day was not up to that of years gone
by. Those who were able to be on hand during the day were amply
repaid for their pilgrimage. Nesv Jerse.v, New York, Long Island and
even Connecticut sent its representatives to participate in the day's

sport. The day was one to be long remembered as the mildest and
most pleasant for a long Une of yeai-s. From early moru until even-

ing an overcoat was a supertluous appendage. The day's sport
opened with a 10 target sweep at bluerocks. In this event G. Wood
landed first on the list with nine breaks to his credit.

It was after the fifth event that Mine Host Miller said, "Gentlemen

,

Mrs. Miller desires your presence down at the house" (hotel). A re-

nuest of this nature upon such an occasion required no repetition on
the part of Brother Miller, and in short order the hungry shooters

had theu- legs under the tables in Mrs. Miller's dining room, where all

soon engaged in the discussion of the ever returning (annualj subject

—outs and ins of turkey. An hour devoted to this question had the

eflfect of putting each and all in the best of humor with himself and
his surroundings. With the return to the shooting house came a re-

sumption of hostihties with the bluerocks.
With the opening of the live bird events came the most interesting

part of the day's sport to the lover of shotgun shooting. Mr. MiUer

had on the grovmds a fine lot of selected birds that once liberated from
the trap tarried not, but made haste to reach the next coimty. Many
got away from the traps in safety, only to faU victims to the pot-hunt-

ers on the outside, while some few escaped the general fusilade and
will no doubt be returned to pass through the same experience again

at some future date.
.

Lack of space will not permit us to go into the details ot the many
interesting incidents connected with the three live bird events, but we
leave to our readers who have seen good birds and handy shooters

combined at the traps to supply by their imagination our omissions in

this case when no doubt they will live over again the events o£ a most
interesting Thanksgiving Day s sport ot the traps. Scores:

No 1 10 bluerocks: G. Wood 9, W. Thompson 8. L. Schortemeier 7,

W. Kattenstroth 2, T. Short 7, J. Ferris 7, U. Osterhout G, S. Lyons 6,

S. Charier 4, J. Frank 0.

No. 2. 10 bluerocks: Thompson 6, Lyons 6, Short 7, Schoitemeu" 7,

Osterhout 7, Charles 6, Ferris 6, Wood 6, Kattenstroth 3

No. 3, 15 bluerocks: Wood 12, Ferris 12. Schortemeier 12. Osterhout
11. Short 10, Thompson 9, Charles 8. Lyons 7. Frank 6, Kattenstroth 1.

No. 4, 10 bluerocks: Schortemeier 0. Wood 8, Short 7, Ferris 6, Fea-

senden 0, Lvons 4. Osterhout 3 Hosford 2, Charles 2.

Na 5, 10 bluerocks: Ferris 10. Schortemeier 9, Skidmore 7, Lyons 3,

Short 5, Wood 4, Hosford 4, Fessenden 3. Katttenstroth 5, Thompsons
No. 6, 10 bluerocks: Schortemeier 10, Ferris 8, Woods 7, Short 6,

Iijrons 6, Kattenstroth 4, Skidmore 3.

No. 7, 10 bluerocks: Woods 8, Ferris 8, Schortemeier 8, Short 8,

Skidmore 7, Lyons 7.

No. 8, 5 live birds: Ferris 5, Schortemeier 4, Skidmore 4, Knebel,
Jr., 4. Edgerton 4, Fessenden 3, Floyd 3, Wood 3, Lyons 2, Katten-
stroth 1.

No, 9, 7 live birds: Fessenden T, Floyd 6, Wood 6, Kattenstroth .5,

Schortemeier 5, Skidmore 5, Knebel, Jr., 5, Edgerton 5, BloUneri 4,

Lyons 1, Ferris 2, Neisch 1.

No. 10. 5 live birds: Kattenstroth 3, Fessenden 3, Altenbrand 3

Edgerton 2, Loeble 2, Floyd 1.

Chicago Traps.
Chicago, Dec 1.—The Chicago Shooting Club will hold its first con"

test for the new club trophy at Watson's Park, Tuesday. Dec. 5, at 1

P. M. Future contests will be on the first Tuesday of each month.
The conditions are 15 live birds per man, the shooter winning the
medal the greatest number of times during the year to become abso-

lute owner of same.
TOO COLD.

Watson's shoot Thanksgiving Day did not amount to a great deal,

a cold and heavy snow practically killing all sport. Capt. Anson, now
released from baseball duties and again pestering some in trap mat-
ters, was on hand, and so was Geo. Kleinman. The rest of the crowd
was John Ruble, and Capt. Anse relates gleefully that he and George
skun the rest of the crowd both at birds and targets.

The Garfield Club issues a neat season card, showing the percentages
of the members in each of its three recognized classes, A, B and C.

F. E. CoppernoU wins the Class A medal, Dr. J. W. Meek the Class B
medal and R. S. Mott that for Class C. The full percentages of leading

records follow, and may serve to give other clubs a pointer on a neat
and stimulating club system.

Total Total Total Percent-
shoots Birds Birds age for

attended shot at killed season
Class A.

4.35

343
404
255
61

203
121
374
175
306
153
.338

3a3
203
370

aass B.
226
337
.317

215
154
1.36

271
240

Class C.
280
147
116
241

FECoppemoll....20
H B Tefft. 16
TP Hicks 19
Jas. P O'Brien 12
Geo. H Brown 3

F E Adams 10
Osw.VonLengerke. 6

AVD.-ake 19
W R Fleming 9

CP Richards 16

J H Robbins 8

S Palmer 18
S E Young 18
A C Patterson 11

Thos. O'Neil .15

W Palmer 12
Geo. Lauterbach..l8
Dr. J W Meek 17
WPNortbcott....l2
FSBaird 9
MRBortree 8
M L Bowers,....,.16
FE PUz: 15

500
400
473
300
75
250
150
475
225
400
200
450
450
275
375

300
450
425
300
225
200
400
375

RS Mott 17
J Northcott 10
Wm. Scott 8
Dr. Hodson 17

425
250
200
425

87
85.5
85
85
81.3

81,8
80.6

78.7
77.7

76 5
76.5

75.1

74
73,4
72

75.3
74.9
71.7
70.7
68.4

68
67.7
64

58.8

No. kill-

ed 10 best
scores

230
226
227
312

203

221

203

213
301
191
201

196
203
313
188

189
174

189
147

P'c'tage
trophy
scores

92
90 4
90.8

84.8

81.2

88.4

80.8

84.3
80.4
76.4
80.4

78.4

80.8

84.8
75.2

56.7 169 67.6

DECATUB.

Decatur, 111., Gun Club heJd a Thanksgiving shoot, and that live

young city furnished a good turnout.

STOLE IT.

• The other day I happened to look at the "rod and gun" department
of the Cincinnati CommercioZ Oazelte,aud saw a paragraph which
seemed famihar. It was a description of the World's Fair champion-
ship medal which John Watson had made for Charlie Grim of Clear

Lake, Iowa, who won it so handsomely here. The paragraph was
taken bodily from Forest and Stream, and no credit was given. I

thank the geJitlemauly thief for this and other thefts, there being a
silent adrnisson that I can write a lot better than he can. Forest and
Stream is liberally stolen from, but can afford it. E. Hough.

Union and Maplewood Tie.

Ora>-gk, N. J., Dec. 2.—Inclosed find scores of the shoot of the
Maplewood Gun Club held on Election Day. The team shoot
between the Union Gun Club of Springfield and the Maplewoods
was very close and exciting from start to finish and resulted in a tie.

The tie will be shot ofl' at Springfield on Christmas afternoon. On
Christmas morning the same teams will shoot a five bird race, five-

men teams at ten live pigeons per man. Manager Miller says he wfil

have a good supply of birds on hand for sweeps.
Team match, Un on vs. Maplewood, at 25 targets per man:

ApKar 0111111111111101110111111—22

SiKier " oioioimnoiionmiiioi—19
Xerry' ' 010110110t111010110111010—16

Brant "

! !
1100111011011101001110011—16

Sickley 1111111111011111111111111—24

Jefferson' 000011 1111000101011001010—12

Tillou '"' 0011111011111111010111001—18

Miller.'.'.".'.".".". 0111011110110101111111111—20-147
Maplewood.

Yeomans 1100111110101111011111111—20

Hobart """
" 10011011111 llOlOllOoOOOOl—14

Sigeins 1101111111111101111111101-22

Quad 1101101110011001011111110—17

Van idestine" 1110111011110101110010101—17

Drake 101 1111 1001 0111101 1 11 1 1 1 1 —20
Smith " ' lOlOliniiiOllOlliniOOlOl—17
Breintnall 1001101101111111111111101—30—147

No. 1, 10 targets §1: Apgar 8, Hobart 6, Sigler 8, Yeomans 7, Bur-
bidge 9, Smith 9.

No. 2, 10 targets §1 : Hobart 7, Apgar 7, Burbidge 8, Yeomans 7,

Sigler 10, Smith 9.

No. 3, 10 targets SI : Miller 9. Sigler 10, Burbidge 5, Drake 8, Yeo-
mans 8, Apgar 8, Smith 6, Sickley 7, Briant 6, Jackson 4.

No. 4. 10 targets §1:

Van Idestine 0011001010—4 Hobart 1111111011—9

Smith 1011111111-9 Whitehead 0111110011—7

Burbidge 1111111110-9 Drake 0100101111—6

Yeomans 0111011111—8 Terry Ill 0000*101-4

Sifgins 0111111111—9 Miller 0111111011-8

Quad 1011101010-6 Jackson linui 1101-8
Apgar 1111111101-9 Nick Smith 1010111101—7
Sigler 1111100011-7
No. 5. 10 targets §1: Hobart 6, Burbidge 9, Apgar 8, Yeomans 9,

Smith 6. Sigler 10.

No. 6, 10 targets:
Hobart 1 1 11001000-5 Breintnall , . . . 1 lllllllll-lO

Smith 1011001111-7 Drake 1111111111-10

Sigler 1111101111—.4 Miller 1111110100— 7

Yeomans 1110011111—8 Bryant 0110111111—8
Van Idestine 0110011111—7 Jackson 0001000010 -2
Siggins 1111110111—9
No. 7, 10 birds §1: Sigler G, Breintnall 9, Smith 7, Yeomans 9,

Drake 10, Van Idestine 7. Mohegan.

Hartner's Thanksgiving Day Shoot.

Oranokvillk, Md., Dec. 1.—Inclosed find scores made yesterday at

the hoUdav shoot given by John A Hartner. The shooting was at

standard Keystone targets The best shooting of the day was done by
Mr. Hartner. who uses a 71bs. Greener and American wood powder.
Wm. A. Field also did some good work. The results:

Event No. 1, lOiargets, 5 traps, entrance SI:

Wm Field 1111011011—8 Hartner 1111111111—10

J Oatiz 1101101110—7 MissTheman 0010010000—2
J Shackleford 1100111010— 6 Mrs. J A Hartner. ...1010110111— 6

G H Hall llOllOUll— 8 Kimble 1001101100— 5

p Snider 1101101110—7 Miss Stableford. . , .0000000000-0

No. 2. 10 targets, entrance 50 cents: J. Catiz 7, Shackleford 7, Field

9, S. H. Hall 9,'SQider 8. Hartner 10, Mrs. Hartner 3, Kimble 7.

No. 3. 13 targets, entrance SI;

Catiz... 111010110101111—11 Kimble 101101110111001—10

Shackleford.... 110111011101111—13 Hartner 031111111111111—14

Field ....111111011111011—13 Wise 110010011110110—9

GHHail ...101100110001101— 8 Adams -110111100111011—11

No, 4, 10 targets: Catiz 8. Shackleford 8, G. H. Hall 5, Kimble 6,

Wise 7, Adams 3, Lynch 7, Jackson 9, Hartner 10.

No. 5, 10 targets:
Catiz . .7 1101111011-8 Wise 1000111000-4

Shackleford 1000110101-5 Adams 1101100011-6

Field UOllllOll-8 Lynch ,,„.. 1011011101-7

GHHaU 1101110001—6 Jackson..'. ,..•....1110111011—8

, Kimble .....1100001000-3 Hartner 1101111111—9

Forest City Gun Club Tournament.
Philadelphia, Nov. 30.—The Forest Gun Club Tournameht of to-daj^

was not the success anticipated, what with football matches and other

games going on all around us made the attendance very slim at this

shoot. Not more than three squads of six in any event in the whole
day. Such old reliables as H. Landis, E. David, J. A. Mills, John W.
Treadway and H. Thurman were on hand of course, and our old

friends from Delaware, John Evans and John Cleaver were also there

and shooting in great form. The programme called for 10 events, five

at known angles, and five at unknown angles, and a surplus shoot.

The club charged three cents for each target thrown and allowed one'

cent each for^a surplus shoot, all the shooters that shot through the

programme being entitled to enter, paying only the price of the tar-

gets. This event was shot off at 15 targets, known angles.

The weather to day was a surprise to every one, more like a spring

day in May than a winter day. In the middle of the day it was very
warm.
The afternoon brought over some of our shooting friends from

Frankford; among them being Jas. Wolstencroft, Wm. H. Wolsten*
croft, Isaac Wolstencroft, r-apt. W. H. Peck and Nat Swope.
Mr. A. J. Rust, captain of the Keystone League, I am sorry to say is

lying at his home ve^y sick with pneumonia, but we are aU in hopes,
from reports received, that he will soon be on his feet again.

The principal workers deserve great credit for the smooth wav in

which everything was allowed to glide along to suit the shooters and
make a pleasant day for every one. The shooting was started exactly

at the time the programme" said it would be. and tbe programme
events were finished at 2:30 P. M., after which the day was finished

with extra events.
No. 1, 10 targets, known traps and angles: Landis 9, David 8,

Henry 8, Mills 8,'Morrison 10, Tredway 10, Whitcomb 8, Lane 9, Thur-
man 9.

No. 2. 15 targets, known traps and angles: Landis 13, David 11,

Henry 14, Mills 10, Morrison 11 Tredway 13 Willard Ki, Lane 13, Cleaver
11. Evans 14, Thurman 12, Whitcomb 14

No. 3, 30 targets, known traps, unknown angles:
Landis 11111111111011101111—18 Thurman. .11111111111111111111-20

Davids 11111011111011111110—17 Lane 10100111111110111111—16

Henry ...11111111111111111111—20 Willard.. . .11111101011111111011—16

Mills 00011001001001110001- 8 Cleaver.. . .11110111101111111110—17

.Morison.... 00111101000100111011—11 Evans 11111101110111111110—17

Tredway . .11111111011011111011—17
No. 4, 15 targets, known traps, unknown angles: Landis 13, David

14, Henry 12, Mills 10, Morrison 15, Tredway 13, Thurman 13, Willard

12, Evans 14. Lane 10, Cleaver 14.

No. 5. 10 targets, known traps, unknown angles: Landis 9, David 8,

Henry 9, Mills 9, Morrison 8, Tredway 9, Thurman 9, Whitcomb 7, Lane
8, Willard 6, Evans 8, Cleaver 8.

No. 6, 20 targets, known traps and angles: Landi.s 17, David 17,

Henry 18, Mills 15, Morrison 15, Tredway 18, Thurman 16, Willard 18,

Cleaver 16, Lane 16, Evans 20.

No. 7, 10 targets, known traps and angles: Landis 9, David 8. Henry
10, Mills 8, Morrison 10, Tredway 9, Thurman 10, Wetzel 8, Lane 8,

Whitcomb 7, Evans 7, Cleaver 9.

No. R, 15 targets, unknown angles: Landis 15, David 14, Henry 13,

Mills 8, Morrison ll, Tredway 11, Thurman 13, Evans 13, Whitcomb 8,

Lane 11, Blondin 7.

No. 9, 20 targets, unknown angles:
Landis llllillOillllllOllll—18 Thurman..11111111101111111111—19
David 11111011101111101101-16 Evans 11111011111111101101—17

Henry 10010111111111111101-16 Cleaver. .. .11111101111111111111—19

MUls 1 1110111110110110111-16 Lane 00111101111111100111—15

Morison . . . .00110111111101011 11 1—15 Blondin ... .1 1 1 111 1 1 011110011111—1

7

Tredway ..11101111111111111011—18 Stillwell. . .01011000000110111101—17

No. 10, known angles. 10 targets: Landis 8. David 10, Henry 9,

Mills 0, Morrison 10, Tredway 7, Thurman 9, Whitcomb 6, Lane 8,

Blondin 7. Evans 9, Cleaver 9, Chew 6, Werzel 5, WiUard 9, W. H. W. 8,

J. H. W. 9, Pack 5.

Surplus shoot. 15 targets, known angles: Landis 12, David 14, MiUe
6, Thurman 13. Lane 13, David 14, Morrison 15, Cleaver 15, Henry 14,

Tredway 13. Evans 14.

Extra event No. 1, 15 targets, unknown angles: Landis 14, J. H.
W. 18, Thurman 13, Cleaver 15, Henry 15. Will u d 1 1, Jlills 9, David 13,

W. H. W. 12, Pack 9, Blondin 8, Morrison 12

Extra No. 2, 20 targets, unknown angles: Landis 16, W. A. W. 17,

Cleaver 18, Lane 16. Wihard 16, J. H. W. 17, David 15, Henry 17, Thur-
man 15, Tredway 18.

Extra No. :i, 10 targets, unknown angles: Morrison 7, Henry 10,

Lane 12, Tredway 8, W. H. W. 10. Landis 9, Whitcomb 4. U. T.

Flemington Gun Club.

Flemington. N. J., Nov. :30.—The fir,=t four events were at live

pigeons, the fifth was at bluerocks. The Uve birds were slow to start,

but when they got started were "daisy cutters." all fast flyers. All

moneys divided, Match at live pigeons, 28 and :iOyds. rise, SI entrance,
American rules, one trap:
Shaffer OOOiO -1 Lott 10211-4
Henzler 11102-4 Hulsizer 10011—3
Trewin 02020-4
Second, same conditions:

Shaffer 00220-2 Chamberlin 0O220—

2

Lott 10211-4 Picket 02000-1
LaRue 12111-5 Broadhead OOlOO-l
Reading 00212—3 Heuzler 11102-4.

D B Boss 01011—3 Hulsizer 10011—3
Third, same conditions:

Moore 22001-3 LaRue 01211-4
Shaffer 00001-1 Hulsizer 00010-1
Broadhead 30301-3 Chamberhn 02030—3
Henzler 01023-3
Third, 6 live birds:

Shaffer 110001-3 LaRue 211101-5
Broadhead 0321 10—4 Hulsizer 2 12011—5
Henzler 110131-5
Match at 10 single bluerocks. 3 traps, unknown angles, no entrance:

O LaRue 0001 1 1 1 1 1 i- 8 O reen 0001 1 1 1 100—5
Moore 1011110110-7 Hulsizer 1110000100—4

Hyde 1101011101—7 Henzler 0100100001-3
Lott . . 1101101011—7 Broadhead 1010000010—3

Chamberhn 0010101101 -6 Shaffer 0001000001—2
Pickel 1110011001—6 P LaRue 0000000000- 0

Tennison 1100011011—6

At Matz's Three-Mile House.
Shilllngton, Pa , Dec. 1.—I send herewith scores made yesterday by

members and friends of the Reading Shooting Association. The day
was a beautiful one and everybody had a good time. The shooting
was done on the grounds of the association connected with the Three-
mile House of Henry Matz, president of the association, and every-
tbing was in tip-top"order. Among the visitors were Dr. Swartz of
Lebanon; Oscar Melot of Fleetwood; Bob Fritca of Kensington;
George Zellers and George Gruber of Stouchburg.
The birds were a good lot, in fact poor birds are rarely seen here.

The number of dead out of bounds show that they were lead-carriers.

The scores follow, event No. 1 being at ten live birds, S5 entry, three
moneys; No. 2 at live birds, S3 entry, three moneys, and No. 3 a miss
and out, §1 entry:

No. 1. No. 2 . No.3.

Fritch ... ,.....01110102»0—6 13101—4 0

Meloe""... ...it,,.. 1021101232—8 11211—5 122

Swartz"" "'. 2201111110—8 10»11—3 21«

Z,.l|prs .' 2110»11001—6 01201—3 212

Gruber' 3232133113-10 22210—4 0

Tchaab^'r 101»221221—8 02121^ la

Harrwon 2030222223—8 22012—4 232

Smeck "" 1022111112—9 21111—5 212

Oechte'r' " 1011212010—7 22011-4
Matz 11«32121«0—7 21223—5
Knensinittz 2U<il010221—7

Shillington.

On the East Side-Mutual Grounds.
Wiedexmeyer's Pauk, on Hamburg Place, Newark, N. J., was

visited on Nov. 30, by a baker's dozen of shooters, this being a good
attendance when the number of club shoots on that day are con-
sidered. The scores:
No. 1, 10 birds, $5 entry:

Koegel 0110101111—7 Yung... 1101110001—9
Schork 1011110011-7 Perry 1100111011—7
Koehler 0111111110-8 Reinhard OlOllOlOll—

B

Hassinger 001 11 11111—8 Terraent 0101101201—5
Hemrich 0110100111—6 Lenthauser 0100100000—2
Schilling lOOOlllOOl—5 Mahon 1100110000—4
Fischer 1110101001—6
No. 3, 5 birds, $4 entry: Koegel 3, Hassinger 4, Perment 4, Koehler 3,

Fischer 2.

No. 3, 5 birds, S4 entry:
Koegel 11011-4 Heinrich 10000—3
Hassmger 11111—5 Perry 01111—4
Perment 01111—4 Yung 11110—4
Koehler 11010-3 Schilhng [1111-5
Fischer 11111-5
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DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
• There is a strong feeling among New Jersey trap-shooters in favor
of forming a league of live bird clubs and arranging a series of team
contests, one on the. grounds of each club, a trophy to go to the club
MlUng the highest aggregate number of birds in the series. The idea
is a commendable one and should be at once brought to a successful
issue. There are active clubs enough in the State to form a strong
league, while as to the skill of the Jersey shooters little need be said.
The most active of the live bird clubs of the State, leaving out a few of
the "exclusive" organizations, are the Newark Gun Club, Paterson
Gun Club, Boiling Springs Fish and Gun Club of Rutherford, Climax
Gun Club of Plainfleld, Union Hill Gun Club, Midway Gun Club of
Mateawan, Riverside Gun Club of Bed Bank, and the Central Gun
Club of Long Branch, a total of eight clubs. There are a number of
organizations which hold occasional shoots, but the above are all that
can be considered as doing regular work. If such a league were
organized, Trenton would probably come in time with a club, and pos-
sibly the recently formed Cosmopolitan Gun Club and the Union Gun
Club of Springfield might also enter the ranks. We should be pleased
to see such a league formed and will do whatever lies in our power to
hasten the formation, which cannot be effected at too early a date.
The series of shoots should begin in January, in order to run out the
full series before the season gets too far advanced. We imderstand
that an effort to form a State League is to be made on the day of the
shoot between New Jersey and Kings County, but see no reason why
the scheme should not be started at once,

^The Myrtle Park Gun Club of Irvington held a target shoot on
Thanksgiving day, about half a dozen shooters being on hand. The
events were at 10 targets each, and the results follow: No. 1: Comp-
ton7. Smith?, McCollum 4, Osborne 6,. No. 2: Osborne 7, Smith 8,
McCoUum 8, Compton 10. No. 3; Compton 8 Smith 6, McCollum 6,

Osborne 5. No. 4: Osborne 5, Sinith 10, McCollum 5, Compton 8.

No. 5: Wilson 5, Osborne 6, Cummings 6, English 6, Baldwin 2. No. 6:
McCollum 8, T. Smith 8, M, Smith 4, Osborae 8, Fred. Compton 10,
Cummins 6. No. 7: McCollum 8, Tracy 0. M. Smith 4, Osborne 8, En-
ghsh 7, Cummm 7. No. 8: McCollum 5, T. Smith 8, W. Compton 4,
Osborne 6. Fred. Compton 5. No. 9: McCollum 5, T. Smith?, W.
Compton 4, Osborne 8, F. Cempton 8, Cummins 7. No. 10: McCollum
9. T. Smith 9, AV. Compton 6, Osborne 7, F. Compton 8, Cummin 7.

No. 11: McCollum 6, T. Smith 8, W. Compton 8, Osborne 8, Fred.
Compton 7, Cummin 8. No. 13. McCollum 6, Tracy 2, M. Smith 8,
Osborne 8, English 9, Cummin 8. .

SPWe are informed by I\Ir. C. H. Finch of Syracuse, who furnished us
the picture of Messrs. Wingert and Bradford of Detroit, published in
our issue of Nov. 18, that the article accompanying the picture con-
tained a number of errors and omissions. Mr. Finch, who has the
most complete record of the New York State Conventions of any man
in the State, says: "The first breechloadei s seen at a State Conven-
tion were at Niagara Falls in 1865, Jas. Myer, Jr., having a Lafaucheux
pin-fire and Dr. Mead of New York having a central-fire (I think a
Scott). It was at the LeRoy Convention in 1867 that the altered gun
appeared, one being shown by Charles Bradford, one of the subjects
of your illustration, and the other, a central-fire, by Daniel M. Lefever.
At the same shoot was shown the first specimen of the chokebore,
brought by 0. M Spencer (I think he was the rifle-maker). This choke
was a queer-looking institution, and screwed on to the muzzle. This
was a single-barrel gun and seemed to be effective."

The grounds of the Union Gun Club, at Sbringfield, N. J., will be the
scene of some big shooting on Christmas Day, provided the weather
be favorable. Enoch D. Miller informs us that there will be Mve bird
shooting from 9 A. M. until 1 P. M., with a lot of pigeons that wiU
make the boys hold their guns true in order to score straights. In the
afternoon, beginning at 1 P. M., there will be shooting at artificial tar-
gets. The above events, both at live birds and targets, will be open to
all and should attract a big crowd of contestants. During the after-
noon there will also take place the second of the series of shoots be-
tween teams of five men each from the Union (Jun Club and the
Maplewood Gun Club, each man to shoot at ten live pigeons. Later
on there will be a match between teams of ten men each from the
same clubs as above, each man shooting at twenty-five targets. There
will be plenty of Christmas lunch, hot coffee, etc., on hand.

The Rochester Gun Club team won the first of the series of three-
cornered shoots between Auburn, Syracuse and Rochester shot at
Auburn. The scores of the teams follow:
Rochester Team: Hadley 24, Norton 18, W. J. Mann 22, Hicks 20,

Stewart 19, Rissinger 17, Sleyer 21, C. Smith 18, Glover 23, Wolcott 15,
Lane 21, Beyer 22; total, 240.

Auburn Team: Bridgden 20, W. H. Stewart 19, Vanderloo 17, Gar-
rett 21, Levitt 14, Stelle 14, Whyte 22, Tuttie 22, Goodrich 23, Whitney
21, Wagner 22, Carr 23; total, 238.

Syracuse Team: Le Fever 20, G. H. Mann 14, Dugard 23, C. Ay-
ling 23, Ginty 21, Hollowayie, Hudson 20, Hookway 19, Courtney 20,

H. Ayling 17, McMurchy 21, Mowry 18; total, 232.

The regular holiday shoot of the Empire Gun Club was held on
Thanksgiving Day at the Flatlands shooting grounds. Dean street and
Howard avenue, Brooklyn. Eleven marksmen, under the captaincy
of Joseph Woolley, participated in the shoot at five birds each, twenty-
five yards rise, Long Island rules. J. Woolley, J. Morgenbacher, Frank
May and Joe Foster Icilled four each for first place; F. Bennison killed
three and won second. The score: Joseph Woolley 4, John Morgen-
bacher 4, Frank May 4, John Foster 4, Samuel Bennison 3, Edward
Gott 2, George Passnacht 2, James Murray 2, Charles Rungert 1, Jos-
eph Geary 1, Henry Gerken 1.

At the Thanksgiving Day shoot of thePerth Amboy (N. J.) Gun Club
W. F. Watson killed all the birds he shot at.

The Delancy Gun Club, a new organization of Newark, N. J. held a
shoot on Thanksgiving Day on Wheeler's Point Road, each member
shootmg at 10 hve pigeons, for a medal. The scores:
F- Maier 1119312122—10 C. Haskard 0100222201— 6
F. Farley 2320112111- 9 E. Haskard 0000112002- 4
J. Fischer 0131122112- 9 'C. Barnes .2202120122- 8
G. Smith .....2111101220—8

The addition of a live-bird day to the programme of the Knoxville
Gun Club IS likely to increase their entry lists far beyond the num-
bers recorded at last May's shoot. Several Northern shooters have
signified their intention of going down for the final day's sport, but
the chances are that they will be on hand from start to finish. The
$1,000 to be given away on the first three days will be a strong
mcentive.

Harry Matz, the genial and popular president of the Reading Shoot-
ing Association, writes us that his association will hold an open to all
tournament in February on the association grounds, at the Three-
Mile House, ShiUington. There will be two days' sport at targets and
one day at live pigeons. Mr. Matz promises a lot of bh-ds that will
fool the talent.

Enoch IX Miller, of Springfield, N. J., writes us that he has just re-
turned from a hunt in Pennsylvania and reports as a result of four
daj s' work a bag of thirty-two partridge, three quail, four rabbits and
one woodduck. Mr. Miller hunted alone during the entire time. We
doubt if any better bag has been made this season by one gun.
We learn from Mr. W. S. French that the Oneida County Sports-

men's Association had decided upon June 11 to 17, inclusive, as the
dates upon which shall be held the thirty-sixth annual convention and
tournament of the New York State Sportsmen's Association for the
Protection of Fish and Game, at Utica.

The West Orange Gun Club was recently organized with these offi-
cers: President, Charles Grosbung; vice-president, Frank Storms;
financial secretary, S. Schwab; treasurer, P. J. Feeney. The club
held its initial shoot on Thanksgiving Day and afterwards discussed a
dinner given by Wm. P. Dunn at the Llewellyn Park Hotel.
At the last shoot of the West Jersey Gun Club, of Camden, the

number of targets broke and missed were as follows: Griscom 35-14,
Moore 32-18, Voorhees 43-15, Hanson 43-15, Thompson 47-7, Chalmers
38-14, Ridgeway 35-25, Hufly 29-31, Gitts 39-10, Learning 34-16.

The new catalogue combined with the programme for the 1894 tour-
nament of the Chamberlin Cartridge and Target Company, of Cleve-
land, Ohio, will be ready for distribution about Jan. 1. It wiU be an
elaborate affair and well worth procuring.

J. J. Blauvelt, manager of the Excelsior Gun Club of Pearl River,
N. Y., notifies us that blue rock targets will be used at the club's
open tournament on Dec. 14. Trains leave N. J. & N. Y. B. R. fErie
station) at 7.52 and 9 52 A. M. and 2 P. M.
We regret to state that A. J. Rust, captain of the Keystone Shooting

League, is confined to his Philadelphia home suffering from an attack
of pneumonia. We unite with his many friends in wishing him a
speedy recovery.

Thomas W. Morfey, of Paterson, and Charles F. Lenone, of Pas-
saic, were to have shot at Paterson on Dec. 1, but sickness in the
family of Mr. Lenone caused a postponement.
Next Thursday will be Newark Gun Club day at Erb's grounds and

it is hoped that more than the usual half dozen shooters will appear.
The West Newburg Gun and Rifle Association claims May 17 and

18, and Oct. 4 and 5 for its 1894 tournaments.
Trap scores should reach us not later than Monday P. M. in order

to Insure insertion in the same week's issue.

There will be all day shoots at Erb's grounds on Christmas and New
Year's Day. Live birds will be used.

C. H. TOWNSBND.

If you have a friend

who is so attached

to business that he

cannot go shooting,

but might at least

Hke to read about

it in " Forest and

Stream/' tell us his

name and address

and we'll send him

one of the

.'FORESr AND STREAM'S" SILVER BULLSEYES.

Thanksgiving Day at Erb's.

The fine weather of Thanksgiving Day drew about a half-dozen
shooters to John Erb's "Oldstone House" grounds in Newark, and
between 1 P. M. and dark 300 birds were trapped. The birds were of
good quality. Among those present were W. S. Cannon, the one-
armed expert; W. G. Hollis of Kearny, Dr. P. J. Zeglio of Warrenville
and "Uncle Billy" Hughes of Jersey. During the day there were
shot six sweeps at 10 birds each, $5 entry, two moneys. The sport
only stopped when darkness prevented the birds from being seen.
The scores:

No. 1. No. 2. No. S, No. 4.

Cannon.... 1220201012— 7 1202023221— 8 2112022122— 9 2112212200—8
Hollis 0212110023— 7 1011122312— 9 2002133123— 8 1101101100— 6
PJay 2230110031— 7 3111222112—10 1122121112-10 2222121100—8
Erb 1111021101— 8 1010011012- 6 1120011202- 7
Hughes 1222122012— 9 0100101020— 4 1201122102— 8
John's 0101010211— 6 1121101131— 9 2220011210— 7
Morris

No. 5.

Cannon , ,
2222311112—10

Hollis ..1223121112-10
PJay 1101123111— 9
John's 1120201202— 7

0010121220— 6

No. 6.

2311000002— 5
2101011101— 7
1111111012— 9
0000111030— 4

On the Morristown Grounds.
Half a dozen experts visited the Morristown Driving Park on Nov.

80 and put in an hour shooting live birds. Among the party were M-
F. Lindsley and J. A. R. Elliott, who came from Hoboken to arrange
a match for Mr. Elliott against Mr. Class. They succeeded in doing
this and yesterday were billed to settle the affair at Whlard's Park,
in Paterson.
The birds shot at Morristown were a good lot, as is shown by the

absence of clean scores. Event No. 1 was at 8 hve birds, ^7 entry, and
No. 2 at 10 live birds, $10 entry, and the results are here shown:

No. 1. No. 2.

Leonard 12112012—7 2001201011-6
Lindsley 00222220—5 0220122222—8
Timmons 02112121—7 0211000101-5
Elliot 22213021—7 0101313121—8
Class 22213200—6 2121121100-8
Armstrong 02222211—7 2001021t)12-6

Imwer^ to ^ams^md^nts.

No notice taken of anonymous communications

O. W. S.—We cannot give you the name of the dealer in Indian
reUcs.

J. R. T., Norwich, Conn.—Can you tell me how to dress the skins of
small fur-bearing animals—mink, muskrat and fox—and can you tell

me w here I can find any information on the subject? Ans.- The sub
ject is too complex to answer here. Gibson's "Camp Life and Tricks
of Trapping" gives full information on the subject. Price $1 post-
paid,

W. L. M., Pittsburgh, Pa.—Under the head "On a Stand in West
Virginia," page 427, Nov. 18, you give us an interesting story of himt-
ing deer with hounds. Is this not contrary to law of West Virginia
or did this incident happen prior to code of 1884, which prohibits the
use of hounds? My last copy of Oame Lavjs in Brief does not show
that this law was changed in West Virginia. Ans. It appears to
have been a clear violation of the statute.

C. H., Yonkers, N. Y.—1. Where can I get a map and guide to Long
Island, one giving the railways, roads, lakes, bays and rivers, and such
other information as would be useful to a gunner? 2. Being very much
interested in the article on "Deer Hunting on Long Island," I would
like to know if a non-resident can shoot on the grounds mentioned, or
if it is owned by private individuals or clubs? 3. Where on Long
Island or the neighborhood of New York would I be likely to get some
duck shooting about Christmas? 4. I shot a few ducks on the Hudson
near Tarrytown, but they smelled and tasted so strongly of fish that
they were almost worthless as food. I would like to Irnow if there is

any way to destroy the fishy taste and smell. What Irind of duck it

was I don't know. It was larger than a widgeon and not so large as a
mallard (such as I knew them in the British Isles). It was evidently a
diver of some kind. Ans. 1. We can send you road map of Long
Island for either 81 or 82.50. 2. There are no restrictions againHt;
shooting on the grounds mentioned in the article. 3. Write O. B. Tut-
hill, E. Bloriches, L. I., or Jacob De Wsial, Sayville, L. I. 4. We can-
not name the duck from your description, though it was very likely a
coot. To destroy the fishy taste, parboil the ducks in water with an
onion in it. After parboiling them discard the onion and lay the ducks
jn cold water for half an hour, after which they may be roasted,
broiled, fried or stewed. This receipt is from "Hints and Points for
sportsmen." Postpaid §1.50.

SAVE YOUR TROPHIES.
Write for Our Illustrated Catalogue

"HEADS AND HORNS."
It gives directions for preparing andpreserving

Skins, Antlers, etc. Also prices for Heads ana
Bugs, Birds and Fish, and aU kinds of work in Taxi-
dermy.

WARD'S NATURAL SCIENCE ESTARLISHMENT.
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

EBENEZEK. JACK!*ON takes leave to say that
there Is no sensible character located in all the Mates,
whether he hangs up his brim in a fine new-painted
house or in a log hut with the bark on, who will not

rejoice like tliunder
when he hears of the just arrived and piled up in my
store percussion-locks and caps, and slap Ms thigh that
the horses will startle at ic a mile ofiC!-Advertise-
ment iu Kentucky paper fifry-five years ago.

If Eoenezer J. were In business to-day, you may
depend upon it tli it hi; counters would carry a piled up
stock of Game LaicJ in B-ief. Ail dealers should have
it. Write Forest and Stream Pub. Co. for terms.

Jp^ROM the first issue of this paper it has been

used, and for nearly twenty years this particular

space has been occupied by

ABBEY & IMBRIE,
who now say that they have given up advertising at least tor the present.

C. B. WILKINSON,
42 John Street, New York.

Mamifacturing Jeweler.

MEDALS AND BADGES
A SPECIALTY.

Special Designs furnished on application
free of charge.

"THE ART OF SHOOTING."
PRICE $3.00. FOB SALE AT THIS OFFICE.
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Standard Works for the Sportsman's Library.
ANY BOOK HERE NOTED WILL BE SENT POSTPAID ON RECEIPT OF PRICE BY THE FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., 318 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

ANGLING.
e a 9 • B •

The American Angler's Book.
Combining the natural history of sporting fish, the art of
takmgthem, with instructions in fly-fishing, fly-making and
rod-making, and directions for fish breeding. Description of

salmon runs, inland trout fishing, etc. By Thad. Noreis.
80 illustrations. Cloth. Price, $5.50.

American Fishes.
A popular treatise upon the game and food fishes of North
America, wiih especial reference to habits and methods of

capture. By G. Brown Goode. With numerous illustrations.

Cloth, 496 pages Price, |3..50. This is, by far, the most pop-
ular work which has ever been pubhshed on the fishes of

America, and is the book that no angler who takes pleasure
in knowing the fishes which afford him sfwrt, can afford to

miss.

Book of the Black Bass.
Comprising its complete scientific and life history, together
with a practical treatise on angling and fly-fishing, and a full

description of tools, tackle and implements. By James A.
Henshall, M.D. Illustrated. Cloth, 470 pages. Price, $3.00.

Dr. HenshalFs monograph is the standard work.

riore About the Black Bass
Being a supplement to the "Book of the Black Bass." By
Jajhes A. Henshall, M.D. Fially illustrated. Cloth, 204 pages.

Price, $1.50. This is a supplement or sequel of Dr. Henshall's

first volume, in which the author's aim is to bring the sub-

ject matter down to date.

Fly=Fishing and Fly=Making for Trout, etc.

By d Harrington Keene. With plates of the actual material

tor making flies of every variety. Illustrated. Cloth, 160

pages. Price, $1 .50. The matter of the book embraces every-

thing which the fly-fisherman wants to know about the senses

of fish, practical fly-fishing, casting and fly-making; with list

of standard flies and their dressings ; the feathers, silk and
other material used in fly-making, there are samples of all,

attached to blank sheets like pictures by way of illustration.

Fishing Tackle.
Its Materials and JIanufacture. A practical guide to the best

modes and methods of making every kind of apjiliance neces-

sary for taking fresh-water fish and for (he equipment of the
angler and fly-fisher. With 454 illustrations and explanatory
diagrams. By J. Harrington Keene. Price, SI -50.

With Fly=Rod and Camera.
By Edward A. Samuels, President of the Massachusetts Fish
and Game Protective Association, author of "The Ornithology
and Oology of Kew England and Adjacent States and Prov-
inces," "Among the Birds," Associate Editor of "The Living
World," etc., etc. Cloth, 480 pages (7x9i4in.), 147 iUustra-

tions. Price, $5.00. The author is known as one of the most
devoted and expert salmon fishermen of America. The vol-

ume is likewise noteworthy as an example of the rare possi-

bilities of amateur photogi-aphy.

Fly=Rods and Fly=Tackle.
Suggestions as to then- Manufacture and Use. By Henry P.

Wells. Illustrated. Cloth, 364 pages. Price, $2.50. The
most exhaustive work on the subject in print.

MANUAL5.

Game Laws in Brief.

Laws of the United States and Canada Relating to Game and
Fish Seasons. For the guidance of sipwrtsmen and anglers.

Compiled by Charles B. Reynolds, Editor of Forest and
Stream. Paper. Price, 25 cents. Giv«s all sections relative

to game and fish seasons, limit of size or number, non-resi-

dents, transportation, etc. All in brief, but full enough for

the practical guidance of sportsmen and anglers. Carefully

compiled, and shorn of verbiage. Handsomely illustrated

with numerous half-tone engravings from Forest and Stream.

Woodcraft.
By Nessml-k. Cloth, 160 pages. Illustrated. Price $1.00. A
book written for the instruction and guidance of those who
go for pleasure to the woods. Its author, having had a great

deal of experience in camp life, has succeeded admirably in

putting the wisdom so acquired into plain English.

Tricks of Trapping.
Camp Li'e in the Woods, and the I'ricks of Trapping and
Trap Making. Containing hints on camp shelter, all the tricks

and bait receipts of the trapper, the use of the traps with in-

structions for the capture of aU fur-bearing animals. By W.
Hamilton Gibson. Illustrated. Cloth, 800 pages. Price, $1.00.

Log Cabins.
How to Build and Furnish Them. By William S. 'VA'icks. New
and enlarged edition. Price, $1.50. Mr. Wicks might have

called his book "Every Man His Own Log Cabin Builder,"

for he has set out to describe fuUy and particularljr each de-

tail in the process of construction. Plans are given for

cabins, lai'ge and small, with details of exterior aiid interior.

Hints and Points for Sportsmen.
Compiled by "Seneca." Cloth. Illustrated, 224 pag<s. Price,

$1 .50. This compilation comprises six hundred and o dd hints,

helps, kinks, wrinkles, jjoints and suggestions for the shooter,

the fisherman, the dog owner, the yachtsman, the t:anoeist,

the camper, the outer, in short for the field sportsmsui in all

the varied phases of his activity.

SHOOTING.

Names and Portraits of Birds
Which Interest Gunners, with Descriptions in Language Un-

derstanded of the People. By Gordon Troibttll. Cloth, 232

pages. Price, S2.50. The average gunner with this work at

hand would have little difficulty in identifying the contents

of his bag from the text alone. Identification is further facil-

itated by portraits of the birds.

Antelope and Deer of America.
A comprehensi\e scientific treatise upon the natural history,

including the characteristics, habits alQnities and capacity

for domestication, of the Antilocapra and Cervidfe of North

America. Second edition. By John Dean Caton, LL.D.

Cloth, 426 pages, 50 illustrations; steel portrait. Price, $2.50.

The Gun and Its Development.
Witl I'-iotes on Shooting. By W. W. Greener. Breechload-

ing Rifles, Sporting Rifles, Shotguns, Gunmaking, Choice of

Guns, Chokeboring, Gun Trials, Theories and Experiments.

Fully illustrated. Cloth, 770 pages. New edition. Price, $2 50-

The Art of Shooting.
An Illustrated Treatise on the Art of Shooting. With Ex-

tracts from the Best Authorities. By Charles Lancaster.

Illustrated with numerous drawings from instantaneous

photographs. Price, S3. 00. New edition.

Field, Cover and Trap=Shooting.
By Captain Adam H. Bogardus, Champion Wing Shot of the

World. Embracing Hints for Skilled Marksmen; Instruc-

tions for Young Sportsmen; Haunts and Habits of Game
Birds; Flight and Resorts of Waterfowl; Breeding and Break-

ing of Dogs. With an appendix. Cloth, 493 pages. Price,

$2.00. There is no other man in this country—or in any
other, for that matter—better fitted to teach a novice the an.

The Still=Hunter.
A Practical Treatise on Deer-Stalking. By T. S. Van Dyke.
The information contained in "The Still-Himter" is as ex-

haustive as it is possible to make it. 390 pages. Price, $2.

The Breech=Loader and How to Use It.

288 pages. Price, $1.00. A book for that numerous class of

sportsmen who deUght in a day's shooting, but have neither

the time nor the means to make the sport a life's study.

CAMP AND HOME.

Uncle Lisha's Shop.
Life in a Corner of Yaukeeland. By Rowland E. Robinson.

Cloth, 187 pages. Price, $1.00. "Uncle Lisha's Shop" is

brimful of quaint humor and sentiment, and there is an

unmistakable touch of human nature in Uncle Lisha himself

and his good old wife. Aunt Jerushy; in Sam Lovel, the

hunter, and in fact in all the other characters introduced.

Sam Lovel's Camps.
A sequel to "Uncle Lisha's Shop," by Rowland E. Robinson.

Cloth. Price, $1. When Uncle Lisha went West, Sam Lovel

took Antoine as his partner, and the fortunes and misfor-

tunes of the two as trappers are described with all the charm
of our author's quaint style, while their friends and i^nemies,

and all with whom they are brought into contact, in the

course of the story, step on to the stage real living creatures.

Pawnee Hero Stories and FoIk=Tales,

With Notes on the Origin, Customs and Character of the

Pawnee People. By George Bird Grdtntell. Cloth, 417

pages. Illustrated. Price, Sl-75. New edition, revised. Like

most Indian tribes, the Pawnees are story tellers. They have

a vast fund of folk-tales ajnd traditions, which have been

handed down from father to son, and transmitted from gen-

eration to generation. Years ago, when the tribe lived in

Nebraska, the author of the present volume camped and

hunted with them, and joined in their village life. The nights

were given up to story teUing, and many of the tales told

in the lodge and by the flickeriag camp-fire were carefully

translated and written down. When pubhshed they excited

great interest. They are tales of daring and adventure, weird

accounts of magic, mysterj' and the supernatural: relations

of the ways of hfe in the cid, wUd days; stories of wai- and

the craft of war parties, the history of the tribe as treasured

by the very old men. There is mother-wit in these stories,

they are full of humor, sentiment, pathos and human nature.

Blackfoot Lodge Tales.

The Story of a Prairie People. By George Bird Grinnell.

Cr. Svo., $1.75. In this volume the story of the Blackfoot

tribe is told by a friend, one who has hunted with them on the

prairies, slept in their lodges, hved in their camps, and shared

their daily life. The stories which constitute this history

have been taken down by the author from the lips of the

narrators, and are given without change as told to him.

There is a singular imd charming freshness about the stories,

which give the history of renowned warriors of ancient and

modern times, show how ancient customs arose, and explain

natural phenomena. The account of the daily life, customs,

and history of the Blackfeet presents a series of graphic

pictures of savage life in peace and in war.

Our New Alaska ;

Or, The Seward Purchase Vindicated. By Charles Hallock.

Cloth, 209 pages, illustrated. Price, $1,50. Mr. Hallock's

writings are always vivid and full of life.

THE KENNEL.
Dogs: Their Management and Treatment

IN DISEASE. A Study ot the Theory and Practice of Canine

Medicme. By A^shmont. Cloth, 208 pages. Price, $2.00. The
Forest and dtream says that this is one of the most valuable

treatises on canine management and therapeutics that has

appeared on this side of the water.

Kennel Record and Account Book.
Boards, $3. An indexed volume of 180 pages, consisting of a

series of carefully prepared blank entry forms suited to the

registration of all kennel events and transactions.

Dog Points and Standards.
First Lessons in Dog Training, with the Points and Standards
of all Breeds of Dogs. Paper, new edition, 106 pages, revised

to date. Price, 50 cents.

Training vs. Breaking.
Practical Dog Training; or Training vs. Breaking. By S. T.

Hammond, Kennel Editor of Forest and Stream. Revised and
re-written. To which is added a chapter on training pet dogs,

by an amat«ur. Cloth, 165 pages. Price, $1. A book for dog
owners, who, by the instructions here plainly given, can suc-

cessfully train their hunting dogs.

flodern Training;
Handlmg and Kennel Management. By B. Waters. Illus-

trated. Cloth, 373 pages. Price, $2. This treatise is after the

modem professional system of training. It combines the
excellence of both the suasive and force systems of education,

and contains an exhaustive description of the uses and abuses
of the spike collar.

House and Pet Dogs;
Their Selection, Care and Training. Paper, price 50 cents.

Lee's Modern Dogs.
History and Description of the Modern Dogs (Sporting Divis-

ion) of Great Britain and Ireland. By Rawdon B. Lee, kennel

editor London Field. Illustrated, 584 pages. Price, $7. This
is a standard work by an acknowledged authority, and is up
to date. It treats all sporting breeds exhaustively. The illus-

trations are ideahzed portraits of typical specimens.

Kennel Secrets.
How to breed, exhibit and manage dogs. By Ashmont. The
dog from the time he is conceived to the time he curls himself

up for his last long sleep is treated from every standpoint that

coxild possibly occur to a man of wide experience with dogs.

Every important subject that has engaged attention has been
fully discussed, generalities being held practically valueless

and misleading. Dlustrated, 344 pages. Price, $3.00.

The Spaniel and Its Training.
By F. H. F. Mercer. To which are added the American and
EngUsh Spaniel Standards. Cloth. Illustrated. Price, $1.

Scientific Education of Dogs for the Gun.
By H. H. Cloth. Price, $2.50. The mstructions are the re-

sult of the author's amateur practical experience of 37 years.

Forest and Stream says: "This work is a very well written

treatise upon the subject, containing some new ideas and
much that is interesting and instructive to the new beginner
as well as not a little that will be beneficial to even old

hands to study."

YACHT AND CANOE.

Small Yachts.
Their Design and Construction, Exemplified by the Ruling
Types of Modem Practice. With numerous plates and illus-

trations. By C. P. KtiNHARDT. New ed., 470 pp. of type and
illustrations and 87 plates. Size of page, 14J4X1'2>^. Price,

$10. This book is intended to cover the field of small yachts,

with special regard to their design, construction, equipment
and keep.

Steam Yachts and Launches;
Their Machinery and Management. By C. P. Kunhardt.
With plates and many illustrations. New ed., 267 pp. Price,

$3.00. A complete review of the development and present
status of the marine engine and boiler as apphed to steam
yachting.

Canoe and Boat Building.
A Complete Manual for Amateurs. Containing plain and
comprehensive directions for the construction of Canoes,
Rowing and SaUing Boats and Hunting Craft. By W. P.

Stephens, Canoeing Editor of Forest and Stream. Cloth.

Fourth and enlarged edition, 264 pages, numerous illustra-

tions, and fifty plates in envelope. Price, $2.00.

Canoe Handling.
The Canoe: History, Uses, Limitations and Varieties, Practi-

cal Management and Care, and Relative Facts. By C. Bowteb
Vaux ("Dot"). Dlustrated. Cloth, 168 pages. Price, $1.00.

Yacht Architecture.
By DrsoN Kejip, Associate of the Institute of Naval Architects
and Member of Council. Second edition. Super-royal 8vo.

,

530 pages, numerous plans and designs. Price, $16.80.

A Manual of Yacht and Boat Sailing.
By Ddcon Kejip, Associate Institute of Naval Architects (Mem-
ber of the Council). 750 pages, with numerous plans and
designs. Price, $10.

I
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Forest and Stream Book List.
We are the largest publishers and importers in the United States of Books on Outdoor Sports. For fuller descriptions of many of these works send for the

(free) Forest and Stream Illustrated Catalogue. All books sent postpaid on receipt of price. Forest and Stream Publishing Co., 318 Broadway, N.Yi
No books exchanged. Registration j if desired, 10 cents extra. Our responsibility ceases after goods have been mailed.

AI^GI^ING. Trice.

American Anglei**S Ifeoolc. Memorial edition. NORRIS .$5.50
American Fish and How to Catch Tliem ; l.OO
American Fishes. Large 4to. Goode. Illustrated .i 3.50
American Game Fishes. Shields 2.50
American Salmon Fishing. Wells 1.00
singling- and Trolling for Pike 50
Angling on Salt Water 50
Artificial Flies and How to Make Them. Shiplut 1.00
Book of the Black Bass. (Fishing, tools, tackle.) Hbnshall 3.00
Book on Angling. Frjlncis 5.25
Domesticated Trout. Livingston Stone , 2.50
Favorite Flies and How to Tie Them 5.00
Fish Hatching and Fish Catching. Roosevelt and Green 1.50
Fishing TacMe, Its Material, Etc. Keene. Illustrated , 1.50
Fishing with the Fly. Orvis-Cheney Collection. Illustrated 2.50
Fishing on American Waters. Genio C. Scott 2.50
Fly-Fishing and Fly-Making for Trout. With plates 1.50
Fly-Fishing in Maine Lakes. Stevens. Illustrated 2.00
Fly-Rods and Fly-Tackle. Wells. Illustrated 2.50
Frank Forester's Fish and Fishing 2.50
More About the Black Bass. Henshall 1.50
Rod and Line in Colorado Waters 1.00
Salmon Fishing. Hallock . 1.00
Superior Fishing, or the Striped Bass, Trout, Etc. Eoosevelt. .. 2.00
The Practical Angler. Clark 1.00
The Game Fish of the Northern States. Eoosevelt 2.00
Trout Cultui^e. Slack. Illustrated 1.00
With Fly-Rod and Camei'a. Samuels. 14-7 plates 5.00

BOATIJfG AND YACHTING.
Art of Sailmaking. Illastrated. New edition 5.00
Amateur Sailing in Open and H?ilf-Open Boats. Biddle. Ulus... 1.50
Boat Building and Sailing. Neison and Kemp. Illu.strated 3.00
Boat Sailing and Management. Prescott 25
Boat Sailor's Manual. Qualtrough 2.00
Canoe and Camp Cookery. "Seneca" 1.00
Canoe and Boat Building for Amateurs. W. P. Stephens 2.00
Canoe Handling and Sailing. C. B. Vaux. New edition 1.00
Canoe, Voyage of the Paper. Bishop 1.50
Canvas Canoes; How to Build Them. Parker B. Field 50
Corinthian Yachtsmen, or Hints on Yachting. Biddle 1.50
Cruises in Small Yachts and Big Canoes. Speed. Illusti-ated 2.50
Fore and Aft Seamanship for Yachtsmen 50
Forms of Ships and Boats. Bland 7,5
Four Months in a Sneakbox. Bishop 1.50
Frazar's Practical Boat Sailing 1.00
Hints on Boat Sailing and Racing. Fitzgerald 1.00
Manual of Naval Architecture. White O.CO
Masting and Rigging of Ships. Kipping. Illustrated 1.00
Marine Engines and Steam Vessels. Murray. Eighth fdition ... 2.25
Model Yachts. 118 designs and working diagrams. Grosvenor 2.00
Practical Boat Sailing'. Davies. Illustrated 2.00
Practical Boat Building. Neison. Illustrated 1.00
Rigger's Guide and Seaman's Assistant. Sixth edition. Illustrated. 1.25
Ropes, Their Knots and Splices 50
Sails and Sailmaking. Kipping, N.A. Twelfth edition. Illustrated 1.25
Sailor's Language. W. Clark Russell. Illustrated 1.25
Sailor's Manuarand Handy Book. Qualtrough 3.50
Sailor's Sea Book. Rosser. New edition 1.25
Small Yachts. C. P. Kunhardt. Thii-d edition, enlarged, 470 pages ] O.OO
Steam Yachts and Launches. Kunhardt. New edition 3.00
The Marine Steam Engine. Sbnnett. 244 illustrations 6.00
Yacht Architectui'e, Designing and Building. Dixon Kemp 10.80
Yacht Building for Amateurs. Biddle l.OO
Yacht and Boat Sailing. Kemp. Illustrated, 2 vols lO.OO
Yacht Designing, Hints to Beginners. Biddle. Illustrated l.OO
Yachts and Yachting. Cozzens. 135 illustrations 2.00
Yachtsman's Guide. Patterson. New edition 5.00
Yachtsman's Handy Book 1.50

HUNTING—SHOOTING.
Adventures on the Great Hunting Grounds of the World 1 .00
American Sportsman. Lewis 2.50
Art of Shooting. Lancaster 3.00
Big Game of North America. Shields 3.50
Breech-Lioader. Greener 1.00
Cruising In the Cascades. Shields 2.00
Field, Cover and Trap Shooting. Bogardus. New edition 2.00
Frank Forester's Field Sports, 2 vols 4.00
Game Laws in Brief. With i^ictuves from Forest and Stream 25
Gunsmith's Manual, A Px'actical Guide. Illustrated, 376 pages 2.00
Gun and Its Development, with Notes on Shooting. Greener... 2.50
How I Became a Crack Shot, with Hints to Beginners. Farrow l.OO
Hvmting in the Great West. Shields 75
Hints and Points for Sportsmen 1.50
Hunting Trips of a Ranchman. Roosevelt 3.00
Instructions in Riile Firing. Capt. Blunt 2.00
Letters to Young Shooters. Gallway 2.50
Modern American Rifles , 2.00
Modern American Pistol and Revolver. Illustrated 1.00
Modern Shotguns. Greener 1.00
Pistol, The 50
Shooting on the Wing 75
Shooting on Upland, Marsh and Stream. Leffingwell 3.50
Shoi-e Birds. Paper 15
Sport with Gun and Rod. Cloth, handsomely illustrated 5.00
Sportsman's Paradise, or the Lakelands of Canada. Illustrated.. 3.50
Still-Hunter. Yan Dyke 2.00
Trajectory Tests of Hunting Rifles 50
Win^- and Glass Ball Shooting with a Rifle. H. C. Bliss 50
Wild Fowl Shooting. Leffingwell. Half morocco, $3.50; cloth 2.50

THE HORSE.
Diseases of Horses. Dalziel. Paper [ 75
Dadd's Modern Horse Doctor 1.50
Horse, The, and His Diseases, and Rarey's Method 1.25
Training the Trotting Horse 3.50
Horse Training Made Easy. Jennings. Illustrated 1.25
Horsemanship for Women. Mead. Illustrated by Parker. 1.25
Mayhew's Horse Doctor. 400 illustrations 3.00
Mayhew's Horse Management , 3.00
McClure's Stable Guide 1.00
Saddle Horse and Guide to Riding. Illustrated , 1.00
Stonehenge on the Horse. English edition, 8vo 3.50
Stonelieuge on the Horse. American edition, Umo. 2.00

CAMPING AND ADYENTURE; irico.

Adventures in the Wilderness. Murray. Illustrated. $1.25
Adirondack Tales. Murray. Illustrated, 2 vols^, each. ; 1.50
Camps and Tramps in the Adirondacks. ]Northrup 1.25
Camping and Cruising in Floridai With map. Henshai^l 1.50

CAMPING AND TRAPPING.
Amateur Trapper. Paper, 50 cts. ; clotk . 4 ^ v. 75
Camping and Camp Outfits ; » 1.25
Canoe and Camp Cookery. "Seneca" l.OO
Complete American Trapper. Gibson. Illustrated 1.00
Gipsey Tents and How to Use Them 1.25
Hints on Camping. Henderson. Paper, 25 cts.; cloth. 1.00
Hunter and Trapper. Thrasher 75
Log Cabins and How to Build Them , 1.50
Trappers' Guide. Newhouse. New edition 1.00
Woodcraft. "Nessmuk" 1.00

GUIDE BOOKS AND MAPS.
Guide to Moosehead Lake. Farrar. Cloth 1.00
Guide to Richai'dson and Rangeley Lakes. Faerak. Cloth 1.00
Guide to Adirondack Region. Stoddard 25
Guide to Androscoggin Region 1.00
Guide to Lake George 50
Map of Lake George 50
Map of St. Lawi'cnce RiA^er 1.00
Map of the Adirondacks. Stoddard 1.00
Map of the Thousand Islands 50
Mountain Trails and Parks in Colorado = . 1.50
Our New Alaska. Hallock . 1.50
Pocket Map of Moosehead Lake. Faiirar l.OO
Pocket Map of Rangeley Lake Region. Farhab 1.00
Southern California. T. S. Van Dyke 1.50

KENNEL.
Amei-ican Book of the Dog. Shields 3.50
Book of the Dog. Vero Shaw. With portraits 8.00
Breaking and Training Dogs. Dalziel 2..50
Breeders' Kennel Record and Account Book. Large 4to 3.00
Diseases of the Dog. Dalziel 80
Dog, Diseases of. Hill 2.00
Dog Bi-eaking. Floyd 50
Dog Breaking, Hutchinson. Eighth edition 3.00
Dog in Health, Habits and Diseases. Landseer. Illustrated 25
Dogs of Great Bi-itain and America 2.00
Dogs of the British Isles. Stonehenge. With 50 plate portraits 6.00
Dog, The. Dinks, Mayhew and Hutchinson 3.00
Dog Training vs. Breaking. Hammond l.OO
Dog Training, First Lessons and Points of Judging'. Paper 60
Dogs, Management of. Mayhew, 16mo 76
Dogs, Management and Treatment in Disease. "Ashmont" 2.00
Field Trial Winners 6.00
House and Pet Dogs. Illustrated 50
Modern Dogs of Great Britain and Ireliand. Sporting Division. Lee 7.00
Modern Training. Waters 2.00
Pedigree Record Book. 200 pages, fifth g'eneration and index 2.60
Pocket Kennel Record. Full leather 50
Shaw's Illustrated Book of the Dog 8.00
Stonehenge on the Dog. With portraits 2.50
The Greyhound, Coursing, Breeding an d Training. Dalziel 1.25
The Mastiff, History of. M. B. Wynn 2.60
The Collie, Historv, Points, Etc. Dalzii^l. Colored portraits 1.00
The Collie. Lee. Illustrated 1.50
The Scientific Education of the Dog for the Gun 2.50
The Sheep Dog. Paper, 50 cts. ; cloth l.OO
The St. Bernard, History, Points, Etc. Dalziel 1.25
The Spaniel and Its Training. Mercer 1.00
The Fox-Terrier. Dalziel 1.00;
The Fox-Terrier. Lee. Illustrated. New edition 1.60
Training Trick Dogs. Illustrated, paper 25
Youatt on the Dog , , 2.60 f

NATURAL HISTORY.
Animal Life of Our Seashore 501
Antelope and Deer of America. Caton 2.60
Baird's Birds of North America: Land Birds, 3 vols., $30; colored,

$60. Water Birds, 2 vols., $21; colored 60.00
Batty's Taxidermy and Home Decoration. 44 Ulus., new edition 1.50

'

Big Game of North America. Shields 3.60
Book of Pigeons. Illustrated 8.00
Cage Birds and Sweet Warblers 2.00
Cage and Singing Birds. Adasis 50
Coues' Check List of North American Bird.s. Illustrated 3.00'
Coues' Key to North American Birds. Illustrated 7.50
Guide to the Study of Insects. Packard 6.00
Holden's Book of Bii ds. Paper 25
Insects, How to Mount. Manton 50
Life on the Seashore. Emerton 1.50

|

Manual of North American Birds. Ridgway 7.50
Names and Portraits of Birds. TRUiiBULL. 90 illustrations 2.50
Naturalist's Guide. Maynard 1.25;
Nests and Eggs of Birds of the United States. Gentry 20.00;
Nests aud Eggs of North Amei*ican Birds. Davies 1.76

^

Our Common Birds and Hoav to Know^ Them 1.501
Our Own Birds. J^ew edition 1.50
Pheasant Keeping for the Amateur. Illustrated 1.50a
Taxidermy and Zoological Collecting. Hornaday. Illustrated 2.601
Taxidermy Without a Teacher, Manton 60'
Taxidermists' Manual. Brown. Illustrated; $1; paper 60;

MISCELLANEOUS.
Adventures on the Great Hunting Grounds of the World l.OO
Blackfoot Lodge Tales. Grinnkll 17^
City Boys in the Woods. Weli^ 2.50!
Ferrets, Their Breeding and Hunting 2.^'

Mountain Trails and Parks in Colorado. Illustrated 1 5&
Old St. Augustine, Florida. Eeynolds. Illustrated l.OO
Pawnee Hero Stoi'ies and Folk-Tales. Grinnell 1.75'
Poems of the Rod and Gun. McLeulan 1 .2.5
Poulti-y, Illustrated Book of. , 5.00
Practical Pigeon Keeper. Wright

, 1.50
Practical Poultry Keeping. Beals , l,o(>
Sam Level's Camps. Robinson 1.00
XJttcle Lislia's Shop. Robinson, 1,00
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Christmas Books.
This year we urge those who contemplate sending to us

for their Christmas gifts to forward their orders at once,

so that they may be sure to receive in time whatever it is

that they desire. About Christmas time all business

people are pushed to their utmost to fill their ordere; the

mails and express companies are overwhelmed with par-

cels; transportation is slower than at other times, and
mistakes in the delivery are likely to occur. It will,

therefore, be a real advantage to our customers as well as

a great help to ourselves if orders can be sent in at once.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.

PORTRAITS IN INK.

III.—THE SHOEMAKER.

The old shoemaker, grizzled, unkempt, slovenly clad,

warped with many years over last and lapstone, is a

figure in as strong a contrast to the Major as is his untidy

siiop to the orderly display of the other's.

But you will be more at your ease here among the

clutter of leather scraps, worn footgear and lasts, with

the battered old gun in the corner beside the worn rod

whose term of service is still extended by many bonds of

waxed ends.

Here you may sit at your ease or your peril on the rough

little counter or on one of the half dozen rickety chairs,

weak but hospitable even in the decrepitude of age.

Here you wiU find more genial companionship and get

more useful information in an hour spent with this un-

assuming craftsman than in a day with the pretentious

Major.

You discover that it is not altogether greed for fish and

game that entices him abroad in the few days wherein

are conjoined an allurement of propitious weather and

slackness of work.

He admits with a laugh at himself, that he killed noth-

ing in his last day's outing, but asserts that he had never-

theless a right good time. He got a fortnight's kinks out

of his back and, shoulders, a heartening smell of the woods,

a feast of fresh, air, and caught some of the wood folk at

a new trick or uttering a heretofore unheard or unrecog-

nized note, or he has seen some strange freak of nature.

If you are interested, he imparts to you his small discov-

eries, a poor but hospitable host sharing his meager fare

with a hungry wayfarer.

Or, you may find him just returned from a stolen half-

day's excursion, rejoicing over a lucky shot, never claim-

ing it to be more, and he relates with the particulars of

circumstance and place, the finding of his grouse and how
he brought it down, as it whirred and clattered almost

unseen in the haze of brush.

When you desire a sight of the finest bird he ever

killed, he bashfully confesses that he left it at a sick

neighbor's on his way home (a mile out of it though), but

as he knew the sick man would not care he stuck one of

the tail feathers in his hat, and this he displays with

great satisfaction. He sticks it up on the waU beside the

dried head of a big bass and the plumy tail of a gray

squirrel, and you know by the far away look in his eyes

that it will need but a glance at these when the days of

toil are long unbroken to conjure up the pleasant, restful

loneliness of the woods, the glint of clear waters and the

music of their voices.

He does not consort much with men in his outings, but

of choice with boys, whom he delights to instruct in

woodcraft and the mysteries of the gentle arc. He baits

the small boys' hooks with infinite care and unhooks the

horned pouts and thorny-backed perch for them, un-

tangles lines and recovers snagged hooks for them; he

mends the big boys' tackle, is uncle to them all and re-

joices in their luck as if it were his own.

As you listen to his kindly and interested discourse con-

cerning the wild world and its sports that he so unaffect-

edly loves, and look at the liomely, genial face in setting

of grizzled hair and beard, beaming with genuine enthu-

siasm, you realize that it needs something more than an

eminently respectable presence and learned talk of high-

bred dogs, fine guns and fancy tackle, or even the posses-

sion of them, to make a true sportsman, for here is one in

patched raiment and leather apron, who scarcely knows
a pointer from a setter, nor ever owned a high-priced gun
or rod, and yet is a true sportsman in the best sense of

that abused title.

For is he not an ardent lover of honest sport, appreci-

ating something in its achievements beyond skillful

slaughter and the making of heavy scores? Is it not a

privilege to have the confidence of this honest man and
to associate with this simple and enthusiastic lover of

nature?

BEARS OF NORTH AMERICA.
Mr. Brown's article on the different species of North

American bears printed in another column will be read

with equal interest by sportsmen and naturalists. Per-

sons who have traveled much through the central Rocky
Mountain region will not have failed to notice that,

among the captive bears so frequently seen chained up at

stations, saloons and ranch houses, there are but few
which are black in color. At the same time these bears

are almost always short-clawed animals and thus are not

of the grizzly type. No doubt many of those who have
noticed this preponderancy of pale, short-clawed bears

have wondered why the brown form of Ursus americamis
is so much more common than the black in this region,

for all who have noted these facts have taken it for

granted that these bears—though not black in color

—

were really black bears. At the same time the speculative

traveler will have observed that many of these captives

are red in color, as a red cow is red, or rather even paler

still, almost the color of a yellow dog. He will have ob-

served too, that some of them seem unusually flat-faced

and have not the cast of countenance which is noticed in

the dead bears which have fallen to his rifle, or in the liv-

ing ones that he has seen in cages. Mr. Brown's discovery

in the Rocky Mountains of a third species of bear which
is red in color, would account for some of the puzzling

facts that we have referred to.

The paper is in its own field one of the most important

that we have published for a long time, but additional

material is needed far the confirmation of some of Mr.

Brown's conclusions and for the establishment of his

hypothesis. It may well enough be within the power of

some of our western readers to supply skins, skulls and
observations which would be welcome to the author of

this paper, and we are sure that he would be glad to re-

ceive communications on this subject.

SNAP SHOTS.

. The decisions of the lower courts in the Moses Sunday
fishing case have just been sustained by the New York
Court of Appeals. Mr. Robert H. Moses, of this city, is a

member of a club which controls the fishing of Clark's

Lake, in Orange county. In the spring of 1892 the club

caused the punishment of certain trespassers, and in return

the trespassers instigated the prosecution of Mr. Moses

for fishing in the club waters on Sunday. Hewas convicted,

but on the ground that the statute did not apply to private

waters carried the case to the highest court, only to have
the conviction stand. It is unlikely that this finding wfll

have any appreciable effect upon Sunday fishing in the

State. The law will continue to be practically a dead

letter, resorted to only at rare intervals as a spite measure

for revenge, as it was in this case, and in the case of the

net fishermen's prosecution of the Sunday fishermen at

Jamaica Bay a year or two ago.

The circumstances attending the death of Wallace E.

Blackford of Brooklyn, at the early age of 23 years, were
pathetic in an unusual degree. It was only on the previous

Monday that Mr. Blackford had been married; while re-

turning from the chvu-ch where the ceremony had taken

place he was prostrated with illness, grew rapidly worse

and died on Monday, Oct. 11. Wallace was the only

son of ex-Fish Commissioner Eugene G. Blackford, and
was associated with him in the responsible management
of their establishment in Fulton Market of this city.

He was a yoimg man of proved business ability,

esteemed for his sterling traits of character, and by his

winning ways endeared to hosts of friends. In this

sudden bereavement by the death of one in whose
bright future a father's hopes were so fondly centered,

ex-Commissioner Blackford will have the deepest sym-
pathy.

Ex-Fish and Game Commissioner Elliott B. Hodge of

Plymouth, N. H., who died last week, will long be re-

membered as one of the pioneer workers in the public

interests of fish and game protection. When Commis-
sioners Powers and Webber were exploring the State in

1877, in search of a suitable sjjot for a trout and salmon

hatchery, they discovered Mr. Hodge photographing at

Plymouth, and he put them on track of the springs at

Livertaore Falls, where the first hatching house was
started. He was of the greatest assistance to the Commis-
sion for several years, and when Mr. Powers resigned,

from iU health, was selected to take his place, which he
filled with great success for several years, until he was
attacked with the insidious disease which has finally car-

ried him off. A native of New Brunswick, his early life'

was spent in that province and Canada, among the sal-^

mon waters, and he was wonderfully familiar with all

the habits and characteristics of the Salmonidce. He also

proved an admirable game protector, • and probably

brought more men to justice for violating the laws

than was ever done before in New Hamj)shire. After his

retirement from the Fish and Game Commission he still

retained the charge and direction of the hatcheries,

which, now ten in number, were responsibility enough
for any one man.

When Mr. Edmund Day, of the Salvini Company, who
is known to Forest and Stream readers as "The General-,"

sent an invitation to the staff last week to spend an even-

ing at the Star Theatre, he wrote: "As we are indebted to

Forest and Stream for locating the sections of the coun-

try where good shooting is obtainable, it will afford us no
end of pleasure to unravel the mysteries of the romantic

drama before the staff." It is interesting to note that

of the players who unraveled the mysteries, two others

besides Mr. Day are sportsmen. Alexander Salvini is

very fond of quail shooting, and Miss Eleanor Mor-
etti, his leading lady, devotes much enthusiasm to trout

fishing. Sportsmen are to be found in all occupations and
vocations of life, but the stage has produced one of the

very finest brands. Members of this profession have un-
usual opportunities for observation, and are never loath

to communicate what is of interest to brothers in the

craft. May their writing long add charm to the pages of

Forest and Stream.

The wholesale destruction of eggs of wildfowl, on the

breeding grounds north of the United States, is an abuse

which has often been commented upon in these columns,,

and for the correction of which it appears difficult to de-

vise a sufficient remedy. The Indians gather the eggs for

food; and vast quantities also are collected for the white

XDart, or albumen, which is used extensively in tne arts.

Under the present tariff, while eggs are taxed five cents per
dozen, albumen is admitted free. The Wilson Bill will

make the whole egg free. President W. R. Huntington
of the Ohio Fish and Game Commission sends us a letter,

in which he contends that this proposed change of duty
will stimulate the destruction of wildfowl eggs for com-
mercial purposes. Just how it is to have this effect we do
not clearly understand; but every one will agree unre-

servedly with Jlr. Huntington's proposition that the im-
portation of game bird eggs should be prohibited, if a
practicable measure can be devised for accomplishing that

end.

Our game columns this week contain three news items

which are fuU of suggestion. One reports the coming of

Em-opean red deer to an American game park; a second
records the importation of foreign game birds contem-
plated by the sportsmen of Maine; and a third chronicles

a movement to bring to Pennsylvania quail from the

West. These game stocking entei-prises are as yet in large

degree experimental and tentative; but as increasing at-

tention shall be given to such work there will soon be
abundant experience to furnish safe guidance. This is

the day of small beginnings. Such movements grow with
tremendous rapidity in America. It is certain that we
shall make test of oae expedient and another, until in one
way or another an abundant game supply shall be as-

sured.

Special interest will be taken in the projected importa-
tion of black game and capercailzie into Maine. A full

account of the habits and game qualities of the species,

from the pen of Hon. W. W. Thomas, .Jr., our Minister

to Sweden, has been printed in the Forest and Stream.
Many persons who are familiar with the home of these

birds and with the northern portions of the United States,

have testified that American covers are suitable for the
game. Their introduction on an adequate scale is surely

most desirable; we trust that the promoters of the Maine
movement may have support.
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FROM PENOBSCOT TO YELLOWSTONE
IN TEN MINUTES.

"When I was a small boy I remember reading a story of
a fortunate individual who possessed a pair of magic
boots. "Seven-league boots," he called them, and when
he wished to make a journey—there being no ocean grey-
bounds or limited express trains in those days—he pulled
on the magic boots and strode away over bill and dale,

across rivers and through lakes, covering seven leagues at
each stride. Of course he had an advantage over his less

fortunate townsmen, andwhile they were plodding around
the circumscribed area of the village, he was visiting the
most distant portions of the kingdom.
Seven-league boots are not common in these degenerate

days. The magic of the old necromancers is obsolete
and the customs of old do not obtain in the year of grace,
1893. But a new race of wizards— de siecle magicians
—have appeared on the earth and things which would
have been deemed- impossible by our fathers are to the
younger generations every day facts. The grand chef
d'ceuvre of these wise men—the White City, the Dream
City, the Magic City—arose from the marsh on the shores
of Lake Michigan.
This entrancing city, for sis short months the acme of

the world's art, knowledge and science, is now undergo-
ing dissolution.

But during its short existence it made easy of accom-
plishment feats which would have taxed even the wonder-
ful properties of the seven-league boots. The four corners
of ilie eanh were drawn together. The habitations and
manners and customs of antipodal countries were brought
into juxtaposition, while people of all races and complex-
ions, jostled one another, uttered a babel of strange
tongues and produced a kaleidoscopic exhibition of strange
costumes and lack of costumes.
There were a hundred places in this White City where

the magic of its builders was so potent that by merely
entering a portal one was on the instant transported far
away from the bustling, energetic metropolis of the great
West to places far and near, where the rush and roar and
excitement of the city were at once forgotten and one
breathed the soft, languid atmosphere of the Orient, or
the healthful, bracing air of our own pine-clad mountains.
East or West. These illusions were so real that it was
difficult to believe that outside the inclosing walls were
the beautiful palaces of the Fair.

From the Penobscot to the Yellowstone is a far cry, and
a journey from one to the other is a matter of days of con-
stant traveling, even in this age of steam. That is, it is

usually a matter of days, but this summer I found it only
a question of a short walk, such as the owner of the seven-
league boots might have taken. There was a little bit of
everywhere at the Fair, and people from everywhere
under the sun paid their respects to Uncle Sam, but two
years ago when I said adio (good bye) to Nick Sockben-
son, Francis Sockalexis and Gabriel on the bank of the
Penobscot River after our long canoe joiurney down the
East Branch, I did not think that a portion of the Indian
Island would drop down on the shore of the South Pond
at Jackson Park.
Thousands of people visited the various Indian camps

which formed part of Prof. Putnam's ethnological exhibit.
A group of birchbark wigwams and a house with a frame
of spruce poles and covered with bark, comprised the
Penobscot camp.
The little house was closed to the public, but the wig-

wams were open during the day and many people entered
the narrow doorways. They watched deft fingers weave
ash splints and sweet grass into various shapes, bought
the pretty baskets, miniature canoes, bows and arrows,
and corn-husk dolls, and asked all sorts of questions of
the handsome black-eyed women and dark-skinned men.
I They examined curiously the snowshoes and paddles,
and the canoes drawn upon the shore of the pond. To
most of the throng the camp was simply a part of the
ethnological exhibit, and its inhabitants a strange people
of a difiEerent race and color from their own. But to me
it was the Indian Island and the Maine woods, and when
I crossed the threshold of the bark-covered house or those
of the wigwams I took a step which put to shame the
longest stride ever made by the seven-league boots. It
was the Indian Island because there was my friend (and
a good friend, too) Nikola Sockbeson to bid me welcome,
"Pohweenokzemm uijia." There was his wife Kiatettn,
a much handsomer woman than most of those among the
sightseers, and there was their pretty daughter Ada.
Tnere was young Sozap Sockalexis and his girl wife
Sozou, who is shy and gentle as a fawn. There was
E^tetin's sister Mrs. Fransway and her daughter Josie,
both fine-looking women. Then there were Noel and
Azon Paris, and Micel Attean and Charlie Daylight, the
last so-called because that is the literal translation of his
family name, Jayquaddis

It was the Mame woods, because there were the spruce
poles and the birch bark, which had been brought all the
way from the forests of the Penobscot. There were the
skins of deer shot in localities where I have hunted with
Nick and Francis. There was the immense hide of the
big moose which Sozap Plasoa shot last winter up back
of Pamedomcook, near Meelapswagamoc. In a corner
of the camp were ongamock (snowshoes) and nodahonga
(paddles). Through the half-open door I could see three
canoes at the edge of the water. Louis Pielsock built
one of the birch bark ones, Sebat Shai the other, and the
canvas-covered one was constructed by Sozap Eanco.
There was the fragrance of sweet grass and soft musical
tones of the Wabenaki tongue.
Many pleasant evenings were spent at the camp after

the labors of the day were over, and many pleasant meals
were eaten when mine was the only white face at the
table. What talks Nick and I had over our cigars of our
wayfaring by flood and field, of our camps and tramps
and long voyages in canoes. How many incidents were
recalled, and how we laughed as we lived our adventures
over again, and thought of the time when Andy Patter-
son almost broke his neck on MiUinoket Carry by capsiz-
ing the sled with our outfit on it. And then of that day
when I shot the buck near Lunxus Mountain and Francis
got excited and put his right boot on his left foot; and the
time when Gabriel made the potato soup in the rain and
was asliamed to give it to us, but my wife got it and liked
it BO well she ate it aU. We remembered how we were

caught in the rain on Mud Pond Carry; and how near
we came once to being smashed in the drive near the
rafting-out place on the Penobscot; how we had to hustle
and tug to lift the canoes over the boom with nothing but
the slippery logs to stand on. The big trout we caught
were expatiated on, and the still bigger ones we lost were
mourned over a?atn.
Sometimes my wife would go with me, for she has been

in the woods with Nick for her especial "guide, philoso-
pher and friend." We told the old stories over again, the
old legends of the Algonquin mythology which had been
told so many times around the camp iii-e, but which
seemed new again—the stories of Ktaadn and of Gloos-
kombe, the first man, the man from nothing; the stories
n'karneeyeh aleedebeeklunk (of the old times).
We used to take the canoe on summer evenings, after

the gondolas and electric launches were tied up for the
night, and paddle through the tunnel into the grand
court of honor, where we would float and gaze enraptured
at the entrancing beauty of the great white palaces loom-
ing grandly against the dark, starlit sky. How the dusk
softened their outlines, and how immaciilate they seemed.
It was subhme, and it is with no irreverence that I say it

seemed as if we had drifted into the midst of the city
whose streets are paved with gold.
How still it was with the people gone and no sound of

voice of footfall. We would paddle around the shadowy,
bosky shores of the wooded island, sometimes penetrating
little coves where trees and thickets of shrubs hung over
the water, shutting out all view of the buildings, so that
we hardly reahzed that we were not sure of seeing a deer
come out to drink. Then up into the North Pond, to the
Art Palace and back to the camp, the canoe with those
surroundings running like a wild bird in a cage. I never
saw the Fair as I saw it those summer nights with Nick
in the canoe. Sometimes I would sit in the stern and

PENOBSCOT INDIAN CAMP.

Amateur photo by H. A. Brooks.

paddle; sometimes he; with the other in the bow, face to
face, so that we could talk, and no one who saw the Ex-
position appreciated its beauties more than my friend,
whose forefathers were paddling their birchen craft on
New England rivers long before the great Genoese sailed
from Palos.

I never will forget one June night when Nick left me at
the landing at the Woman's Building and I stood on the
pier and watched him as he crossed the lagoon and disap-
peared behind the island. His paddle made no sound in
the water, but with swift, sure strokes the canoe glided
like a specter out of sight. There was the past and the
present as I stood there alone by the water—the fairy pal-
aces representing the highest civilization the world has
attained all around me, and an Indian in a bark canoe
gUding past them. That is the way extremes met at the
Fair, and art and nature went hand in hand.

I used to go very often from the Penobscot camp and
walk across the bridge where the Spanish caravels were
moored, around the Agricultural Building, across the
plaza in front of the Administration Building down the
way between the Mining and Electricity halls to the
bridge leading to the smaller island. Then instead of
crossing the other bridge to the large island, I would turn
to the left into a path bordered with trees and bushes. A
few steps and I entered another doorway, which must
have had magic properties, for the Columbian Exposition
had once more disappeared.
Where was I? A few moments ago I had said adio to

friends on the Indian Island, had taken a short walk and
lo! I had crossed the continent. The Penobscot wigwams
had vanished and I was in a hunter's log camp in the
mountains of the Yellowstone. Would not the owner of
the seven-league boots have been jealous of such a feat?

Such a sudden translation from East to West might well
daze one and make him doubt his senses, but I knew I
was not dreaming, for there was the cabin and there
was the prairie schooner outside the door; and in-

stead of bidding good-bye to Nick Sockbeson was say-
ing, "How do you do, Billy," to Elwood Hofer, who
is called BiUy by his friends for the good and suffi-

cient Western reason that it isn't his name. Most ex-
hibits were decorated with signs telling what they were,
but though Billy Hofer would not have anything about
his shack which detracted from its truthful appearance,
he did pin up a sheet of paper (to save his own breath),
which informed curious visitors what it was not:

This is not Daniel Boone's, nor

Davy Crockett's, nob Abhaham

Lincoln's, nor Uncle Tom's Cabin,

BUT A Hunter's Camp, such as is

Used in the Booky Mountains.

And in fact, at night after the last belated caller had

disappeared down the path and we had shut the door and
secured it with the wooden pin, we were to all intents
and purposes in the mountains without a single incon-
gruity to dispel the illusion. The cabin, soUdly con-
structed of logs chinked with mud, stood on the island
where nothing but a green mass of foliage met the eye
through door or window. The old prairie schooner, dingy
with long service, stood by the door, over which was the
bleached skull of an elk surmotmted by branching antlers.
Inside, the shaggy head of a buffalo bull was the first

object seen as it looked down from the half partition; at
the back of the cabin was a big fire-place flanked on either
side by a buffalo skull. On the mantle were two bear
skulls and over them another pair of elk antlers. On the
floor were the hides of elk, antelope, blacktail deer and
moose. A bear skin thrown over a box formed a con-
venient seat by the table on which lay a six-shooter and
a pair of field glasses.

Kit Carson's rifle stood in a corner, and Villalonga's
hung on pins driven into the logs. Two other rifles were
supported by the elk antlers over the mantel, and under
them were crossed a pair of web snowshoes. A pair of
long skees, or Norwegian snowshoes stood in another
corner, and near the table were other skulls of bighorns
and buffalo. There were saddles, pack saddles, bridles,
lariats, shaps, buckskin hunting coats, sombreros and all

the paraphernalia necessary for a trip after big game. A
fly-rod hung on the wall.
Two bunks and a big 7ft. settle built of round wood

with the bark on were very inviting with their piles of
blankets. If one cared to read, Forest ajjd Stream lay
on the table. A back door opened out to a thicket in the
rear of the cabin, where a foot-path led down to the
lagoon. Several large oak trees stood guard and rustled
their leaves in a friendly fashion above the low roof.

I was the recipient of Billy Hofer's hospitality on sev-
eral occasions and remember with especial pleasure
several nights in October which I spent at the hunter's
cabin.
Those were pleasant chats, long to be remembered,

which we had, with the doors and windows closed to
keep out the chill night air with its suspicion of winter,
while a noble fire roared up the chimney. With the set-

tle drawn tip before the blaze and pipes alight, we told
stories of the East and West, of the mountains and the
woods, of expeditions in the saddle and afloat, of the pur-
suit of the beasts of the field, the fowls of the air and the
finny denizens of many waters. Then, after throwing
fresh sticks into the bed of glowing embers in front of the
big back log, we would wrap our blankets about us and
go to sleep.

One night I went to the cabin early in the evening; the
rear door had been left ajar for me and I had three hours
to myself before Billy came. I buflt a fire, drew the set-

tle into place and sat there watching the blaze and the
fantastic shadows which danced attendance. Through
the open door the shimmer of water twinkled and sparkled
through the foliage; a strain of distant music came softly
to my ears like a memory, and now and then a swiftly-
moving shadow flitted by on the lagoon, hardly distin-

guishable through the leaves, and vanishing as quickly as
it came.
As I sat there the great World's Fair seemed like a

dream; like something one has read of, or heard of, or
experienced a long, long time ago. It seemed like other
things I have thought of and dreamed about while sitting

by many camp-fires, and the log cabin was, to me, at that
moment miles away in the wilderness.
Some mornings we broiled our own steak over the fire

and sometimes 1 went down to the other camp and had
breakfast with my Wabenaki friends, thus making the
retm-n journey across the continent. To sleep in a log
cabin on the Yellowstone with Billy Hofer and breakfast
in a bark wigwam on the Penobscot with Nick Sockbeson
the next morning was made possible to me by the power
of the latter-day magician of 1893, and of the time I gave
to the great show the hours I silent in those two camps
were by no means the least profitable. W. A. Brooks.

PINCHER.
The drowsy hum of a big fiy, darting to and fro amid

the sunbeams which flood my room with their genial
rays, almost makes me believe that summer is still with
us, instead of brown November. Yet the bare branches
of the trees that make a network against the cold sky,

the flying leaves that now and then tap upon my window
in their passage, and the small white clouds scudding
across the sky recall the fact that the harvest of the year
has come, and soon 'neath the white robe of winter the
earth will take its long sleep.

Were it not for the huge fire of logs that crackle on the
hearth in the wide old-fashioned fireplace, there would be
a chiUiness in the atmosphere of this room, despite the
sunbeams, so I fill the brown bowl of my pipe with some
"Old Virginia" and draw my arm-chair closer to the
blaze.
This movement disturbs old Pincher, my Enghsh set-

ter, who has been stretching out aU morning on the deer-

skin rug, but he is not a bit sulky over it, merely raps the
floor gently once or twice with his tail, blinks his eyes
drowsily and proceeds to go to sleep again with one eye
open.
Pincher is over 15 years old now. Born in Orange

county, New York State, of respectable parents, Pincher
first made his appearance in our family, from father's

great-coat pocket.
His puppy days were passed quietly in the comfortable

old barn, in company with five or six foxhounds, a saucy
terrier and a pair of pointers.

To old Isiah, my fathers body servant, fell the task of

breaking the puppy, and poor Pincher's life was made a
burden for him. Not a meal went by but what he was
compelled to stand in a very uncomfortable attitude be-

fore the tempting dish, while Isiah with uplifted finger

held him in check, with "To ho, easy, doan yo move sub.

To ho—easy boy"—until the word was given to "Go on."

I shall always remember the bright October morning
when father and I, accompanied by Isiah, StonewaU the

pointer, and Pincher, started out to give the pup his first

real field experience.
Just such a day as this, full of sunlight, the air sharp

and invigorating, and the earth just hard enough to make
walking comfortable. Pincher at once evinced a dis-

position to range too widely, and of course the first break
he made was to flush a big covey far outside of any
possible range; but when we struck into the cornfield,
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that ran along the rich bottomland of the James River,
Stonewall came to a point, and the puppy wheeling: sud-
denly behind him, stopped like a statue, his bead just
turned over his shoulder, and front paw raised, backing
the old one up in as pretty a fashion as one would ever
t^ish to see.

I^aihet ^as to the tight of me some little distance
behind, and both dogs held the point patiently until he
came up and gave the word. Then as they advanced
into the stubble up jumped a big covey of quail with that
loud rattle and whir, and Pincher tumbled over backward
with such a comical expression of surprise on his face
that I missed clean with both barrels through laughing
at him. Father scored two birds, however, it would take
a great deal to "phase" him, and we marked the birds as
they scattered to tne lower field. Isiah held Stonewall
and allowed the puppy to retrieve, which he did very
prettdy; in fact, from his earliest days up to the present
time I never knew Pincher t<i chew a bird.
On our way to the lower field Pincher came to a point

on a clump of cornstalks, and as I walked up flushed a
single bird, which I dropped with my second barrel.
The covey had scattered in close to the little patch of

woodland that bordered the cornfield, and although we
hunted all over the ground we only found one bird,
which fatherbagged, but as we were passing through the
woods on our way to the field beyond both dogs came to
a stand about ten feet apart and flushed two birds; we
both scored and then for the n^xt five minutes we were
kept busy. It seems that the birds had taken refuse
undf'r the leaves in the wood and we secured eight in
less than five minutes.
Pincher acted like an old-timer all through it and Isiah

was loud in his praises, when suddenly a big brown
swamp rabbit jumped up under the puppy's nose and
with an excited yelp he si^art'd after it.

Isiah almost cried with moriification. "Come yeah yo'
daimfool dorg, come hack yeah; wha' fo' yo" dun cha.se
dat old no 'count rabbit? Come yeah, now, ain' you
'sharnt^d; doan' you lick my haind. you all dun erwine to
ketch dis yeali switch, yeah me? Lor', M irse General, I

dUn think I l^roke dat dorg from chasin' rabbits, 'det-d I

did, sub, but he's jus' like a common yall(-r houn', ain' got
no mo' sense dan a woodchuck. Come yeah, you low
down trash! Ain' you 'shamed?"
Weil, Pmcher was in disgrace, until, in the next field,

he held a point at the fence corner for nearly two min-
utes, until we could climb over and get to him.
But since that dav he has pointed many a covey, his

hearing has been de^-troyed and age has crept slowly upon
him, and now who better deserves his position upon the
hearth?
But if I take the old gun down to rub up its brown bar-

rels, the fire of other days will brighten his eye, and he
runs to the door, anxious to revisit the scenes of his youth-
ful exploits.

His old trainer dozps by the kitchen fireplace, his
shining bald head circled by a scant growth of white
wool, and sometimes in the eveniut: I go in to smoke a
pipe with him, and as he fills and refills his capacious
"cohn cob"' with my best tobacco we live over again those
happy days when "Dat daimfool pup dun chase de swamp
rabbit." The General.

DANVIS FOLKS.—XVII.
A Raising Bee.

Because of the greater inter-dependence of the people,
"bees" had been much more common in the days of
Uncle Lisha's youth than in these of his old age, but he
had not lost his fondness for attending them. So one
May morning, when Sam and his father came into the
shop and told him of a raisin' at Jonathan Young's, he
needed no urging to drop his tools and toss aside a boot
from which he had but half ripped the worn sole, slough
his apron, don his coat and hat, and declare his readiness
to accompany them,

"I can't du no gret, onny help du the settin' raound, an'
mebby hoi' the foot of a pos' er du the spry runnin' raoun',"
he said as he plied his short legs to keep up with his long-
limbed comrades, carrying his hat in his hand to fan his
face at every swing of his arm.
There v^ere tufts of blue violets in the mixed dun and

green of the meadows, and, like stars in the evening sky,
the first dandelions shone far apart in the greening pas-
tures which the newly turned-out sheep were overrun-
ning, too eager for the fresh grass to heed the passing
strangers.
A new-come bobolink sang before and above them, now

atilt on a fence stake, now aflight on vibrant wings.
Robins were flying to and fro busj' nest-building, and a
plover's wailing call drifted down on the breeze from a
distant field. The haze on the woods was thickening with
gray-green mist of opening buds, with here and there the
yellow tower of a leafing poplar shining out of it.

Whatever subtle impression the changing season may
have made on them, they made no sign but to say, "It's

an airly spring and a fine growin' time," and after a while
came to where their neighbors were gathering about the
recumbent bents of Jonathan's prospective barn, and the
chips of hewing and chiseling that exhaled the fine fra-
grance of fresh cut wood. The carpenter, as redolent of
the same odor as if he were born of a ti'ee, was hustling
about with a square and scratch-awl, while the people
lounged about, watching his movements with curiosity or
gossiping of neighborhood or town affairs. Jonathan
Young, nervously expectant, went from group to group,
discoursing of the baru that was to be.

"Goin' to hev bay on tlie west side o' the barn floor an'
a scatfil on the east, wi' a stable 'uunder it, high 'nough
'tween j'ints so 's 't a man o' my hayth won't knock his
head olf in 't," and Jonathan was oft. 4in. in his stock-
ings.

"Haint ye 'fraid o' bein' dizzy-headed when we git
'way up on that scaffii?" John Dart inquired, anxi(.iusly.

"Hes the path master warned ye aout tu work on the
rhud in our deestric"?" one inquired of a distant neighbor.

"No. ner won't tech tu till arter plantin'."
"Wal, aourn hes, the 'tarnal critter, an' thp rhuds haint

no more settled 'n my rhud tax is," the first speaker re-

marked, iind then directed his remarks against the fathers
of the town. "Et" the s'lec'men don't spunk up an' du
suthin' abaout the bridge tu the village, the taown '11 hev
a lawsuit on its ban's fust it knows. One o' the bupments
is all cove in, an' the stringers is so rotten you c'd spit
through 'em. 'Taint safe fer a dawg tu cross. Darn sech
s'lec'meii-^lackmen, that'9 what I call 'em."|

Uncle Lisha found a seat with others, exempted by age
from an active part in the labors of the bee, on a pile of
rafters where they might sit to comment and criticise un-
disturbed till toward the end of the raising.
Their attention was divided between the active move-

ments of the carpenter, a group of the atVdetes of the
company endeavoring to get up a wrestling match and a
partv of boys playing an old fashioned game of ball.

"You'd better save yer stren'th fer liftin'." was Gran-
ther Hill's hoarsely whispered advice to the wrestlers.
"Ye'U need all ye got, fer the' haint none tew many men.
Them boys a-straddlin' an' a-yawpin' raound haint no
'caount. It's a heavy frame con°iderin' the way trees hes
dwindled sea' I was on airth. It's lucky they hev, fer ye
couldn't raise anol'-fashioned buildin' wi' the men they've
got nowerdays. Ye'd better keep yer wrastlin' till arter
raisin'."

Solon Briggs slid himself on to the rafter close beside
Uncle Lisha, and began speaking in a voice that could
not be (jverheard. "That narrowtyve you was relatin' of
was turrible intercstin'. Uncle Lisher. Du you s'pose you
could designate the spot where the ol' gentleman climb, or
thought he climb the tree?"
The old shoemaker looked a moment at Solon and then

sent a roving glance along the towerinsj; mountain wall,
its lower steeps rising like a mist of tender green to the
bristling firs that climbed in dark array up the rugged
steeps to the bald, gray peak.
"Good airth and seas, Sol^n," he said at last, turning

his face again to his interlocutor. ' Er' ye knowed wit'iin
a mild, ye might as well hunt fer a needle in a hay mow.
It Ti ust ha' been east o' aour oF place. Ye know where
that is?"

"An proberly," said S )lon, "he was p^rsecutin' his
sarch in the same direction er p'nt o' compisses?"
"Wal, I s'pose so. more tiwards the top. Whv, you

haint a goin' huntin' arter the money be ye, Solon?''
"Good land o' massy, no," cried Solon nervously.
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"Cause if ye be, I've hearn him say 'at he harried it by
a big yaller birch, an' that's consid'ahle of a guide, b^in'
there hain't mor'n fifty yaller birches tu the acre up that
way."
"Neow then, men," the carpenter shouted in an au-

thoritative voic«, "come right this way," and there was a
general movement toward the place indicated.
"Take a holt o' this aire bent."
The men swarmed upon the sills and sleepers and laid

hold of the section of frame.
"Be ye ready? Then up with it. All togeth r. Hang

tu the foot o' them pos's you men wi' the crowbars. Up
she goes."
The parallelogram of heavy timbers rose at first almost

with a jerk, then more slowly, as it was reared beyond
the reach of some.
"Put in your pike-poles there," cried the carpenter,

and these being set and manned, it started upward again
more rapidly, then more slowly as it reached the perpen-
dicular. The carpenter was off one side squinting at it.

"Up wid her more! Don't be afeared. Put in some
pike-poles t'other side. Up a leetle more. A lee-tle more.
There, whoa up. All right. She's up an' daown as a
clever cat's tail. Naow, stay lath it."

The bent was temporarily fastened in place with boards
nailed diagonally upon it and the sills, and so in turn the
others were raised and the girts entered and pinned.
Then the long plates were uplifted by strong hands and
pike-poles and shoved alnng the beams, to which the
surest-footed of the company mounted and raised them to
their place on top of the posts and fastened them.

All the while a running fire of jokes was kept up, not
a f w of which were directed against the carpenter, whose
orders nevertheless were implicitly obeyed.
Now, the corps of exempts and invalids were dislodged

from their comfortable post on the pile of rafters. These
were sent aloft, joined in pairs and raised. Then Jona-
than Young, st mding apart, drawn to his fullest height
and with arms akimbo and puffing out his cheeks with a
long exhalation of satisfaction, looked with pride upon
the gaunt, yellow skeleton of his barn and prosp^^ctively
clothed it with boards and shingles and filled it to reple-
tion with hay and grain and heard the swallows twitter-
ing und.^r the eaves or saw them darting with unerring
flight in and out of the gable swallow holes, which re-
minded him to call to the carpenter:
"Don't forgit to make some swaller-holes fer luck,

Simeon, an' cut 'em in the shape of a heart," and he
glanced back to the house door, where his wife s ood with
her daught rs, gazing at the gaunt structure tliat already
dominated the premises, quite overbearing the riumble
log house. They wished it was the frame of a new
house.
Jtmathan's half-growTi son came along the path newly

worn from the house, but henceforth to be an established
way, bearing a great tin-pail of cider, bending away from

his burden, with free arm outstretched, with head bent
low, staggering and bracing against the weight, which
he stopped often to shift from hand to hnnd. A tin cup
voyaging to and fro on the foamy surface touched the
shores «"ith hoppitable clinks, till it was swampeil and
went down to the shining bott'^m. The pail came fi'st to
John Dart, who eyed the sunken cup for a moment and
declaring, "There's mnre'n one way to skin a cat," lifted
the pail to his lips. Then some one rescued the cup with
a hooked stick and drafts were more easily obtainable if

less copious. The company, comfortably and con'-ene-
iently seated on the sills of the barn, were now served
with cakes, pie and cheese.
"When I was on airth first," said Granther Hill, dip-

ping up a second cupful, "the' want no cider to speak on,
It was rum lu bees, New Enarhmd rum er Jamaiky
sperits fer high duck duins. Cider '11 dii. hut it haint so
sartin as rum an' it's bulkier I don't cal'l-^te a man c'ld
du much fitihtin' wi' two three quarts o' cid^r a. swashin'
raound inside on him. Rum was what we useter du it

on. When John Stark was a raisin' men fer Bennin'ton
he wus in more of a pucker fer rum 'an he wa'' fer
paowder an' lea-l. Bat he got both an' the Hessians tew,
er l^a^tways, we did," and he comforted himself with
amither draught, pronouncing it "good for the time o'
year."_

Eunice Young felt flattered by the returning empty
pans and plat' s. She was sure' the supply had been
bountiful, now she knew its quility was approved.
The boys rmhed back to 'heir unfi ished game of two

old cats." The wrestlers, refresl^ed in strength and
spirits.^ tussled in "back holt," "side holt" and "arm's
length" in the center of an interested ring of sp ctators.
The oldest and most sedate kept their seats, smoking and
boasting of their youthful deeds.
As the afternoon waned and the barn's new shadow

crawled on its first journey toward the house thoughts of
the eveninir chores fell upon the cnriviviality of the com-
pany, and they began to <Lep- rt. till there wi re none left
on the late busy scene only Jonathan, still viewing with
pride his new possession, ;<nd tlie carpenter pi' king up
liis scattered tools and planning work for the nio'row.
As Solon and A.ntoine vJodded across the fields in i-om-

panv the first said: "Wal. Antw ine. I've got the p'ints o'

compasses from Unfile Lisher nigh 'nough so's we can
make 'em corroborate wi' the place where that aire
money's hid. Your usr'ter the woods 'an what I be an' I
want you tu du the engineerin' an' I'll work the divinin'
rod. I've got me a superguberous one 'at I cut from the
north si'ie of a witch hazel bush."
"Bah gosh." cried Antoine. "Ah'll can injin near an'

injin far. Ah'll was be prefick injin in de hwood, me.
We'll 10 to-morrah mawnin', ant it?"

"Wal, yes, I Muess we'd better, an' we'll get an' airly
start an' meet up back o' the ol' Peggs place. You fetch
a t-p ide an' I'll bring a crowbar an' a bit o' suthin tueat."

"All raght, M'sieu Brigg."
"Bone swear, Antwine," and each went his separate

way home. Rowland E. Robinson.

SOUNDING THE ALARM.
During the past fall while hunting with rifle for

squirrels in the heavy timber, I have at different times
noticed that both birds and ma nim.ds seem to have several
ways of warning others not only of their own kinds, but
also of diffi<rent species of the presence of a supposed
common enemy. In fact, the practice might be called
the warnmsr system of animated nature.
As an illustration, suppose the hunter to he going

stealthily through the woorls, or quietly seated upon a
stump or fallen tree, and while there to be seen, as he is

almost sure to be, by some of the sharp-eyed little wood
folks. Now suppose the little thing has before been giv-
ing out some notes or sounds peculiar to its species; all at
once those sounds will be changed to others having a
different cadence from those at fir.^t given; or as soon as
the hunter is discovered the sounds may quicklv ceaae, or
even if the little thing was quiet be'ure, some sharp note
of dinger will often take the pla e of itsstdlneas; and
other mammels and birds in the i nmediare vicinity will
understand the warning, and t;.ke up the signals' until
nearly ev* ry animated thing for quite a distance around
will be apprised of the danger. Then for a while they
will act with the utmost discretion until confidence is re-
stored when the wood life will resume its normal ways
until some movement of the hunter again produces the
same phenomenon. How far beyond the commencing
point those danger signals are kept up or extended, one
may be unable to discover, but I should judge by what I
have observed that they extend in all directions beyond
gunshot distance.
Should any one either with or without a gun while in

the woods where wild life is plenty, take note of this sys-
tem of cautionary cries, he wotdd find it very interesting
and instructive.

Among the causes that lead to the detectiou by animals
of a person when still-hunting there is one that he sel-
dom or ever thinks about, which is the eff. ct the sight
of his shadow has upon them, especially when the sun is

low. No matter how stealthily one may be going along,
or how carefully he may be concealed behind a tree, or
even be seated, his long tell-tale shadow when slightly
moving may be a greater cause of the non-appearance of
game than he is aware of.

Still another cause, which, of course, cannot be obviated
much, is the appenrance of the face and hands in con-
trast with tlie clothes of the gunner or with surrounding
objects. That often attracts the attention of animals, but
more especially is their attention attracted by the move-
ments of the hands while manipulating the gun. Ooe
cannot hel[< but notice, should he occasionally take a look
behind him when quiet in the woods, how near squirrels
and other animals will conifc up to him from that direc-
tion, while in front he will see none of tdem, thus show-
ing conclusively that the contrast m ide by the face and
hands with surrounding objects has more to do with,
making the hunt other than a successful one than many
gunners are aware of; consequently, we might suppose
tliat, so far as complexion is concerned, since his color
more nearly corresponiistfj surrounding woodland objects,
an Indian would be more successful as a still-hunter than
would one of us, his pale-fbced brothers.
Sometimes while gunning t ie taking' advantage of the

knowledge of a few points of little consequence seemingly
like these may make a marked difference in the contents
of one's game bag. 4. L. L.
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SPECIES OF NORTH AMERICAN BEARS.
For three-quarters of a centixry the question of how

many species of bears are peculiar to North America has
been a problem to zoologists and a puzzle to all others
interested in the pursuit of these noble objects of the
hunter's ambition. Leaving out of consideration any
questions but those affecting the relationship of our bears,

among themselves, the disputed points are really three in
number: First, is the large grizzly of the Pacific coast to

be separated from those of the Rocky :\iountains? second,
what is the "cinnamon" bear? ami tl ird, what is the
"barren ground bear?" The uncertainty as to the third
point is easily explained by the meager description given
by Richardson in the "Fa,una Boreali Americana," Nor
is it a long chase from condition to cause, through the
confusion which has surrounded the first and second, in
view of the great variability of these animals in size and
color. It is comparatively of late years only that natural-
ists have gone beyond external appearance for their
specific characters," and during the period since anatom-
ical structure began to be considered, it has hardly been
felt safe, by cautious systematists, to base generaliza-
tions on the fragmentary collections of our natural his-

tory museums, unattended, as a large part of tlie speci-

mens ai'e, by any exact data as to the accompanying
conditions of claw, coat, skeleton and locality.

Within a few months specimens have come into my
hands and, by a coincidence, about the same time similar
material has come into the possession of Pi'of. E. D.
Cope, which seems to settle the identity of the "cinna-
mon," at least. As to the grizzly—what I shall say here
exprpsses only my own judgment for future exami-
nation of larger series of specimens, in connection with
all desirable information regarding them, may possibly
cause a revision of this species, but I venture the belief

that the views here set down will not be materially
changed.
In searching among bears for the most reliable specific

characters, it has been found best to rely on certain
features presented by the skull. In a general way, these
are the proportion borne by the extreme breadth, across
the zygomatic arches, to the extreme length from the
pre-maxillaries to the posterior end of the occipital
condyle, measured along the under surface; the propor
tion of the length of the hinder molar in the upper jaw
to the length of the skull; and the contour line of the
upper surface of the cranium from front to back—whether
it is convex over the forehead, when looked at from one
side, or what degree of concavity it presents. There are
also more or less variable arrangements of the cusps of
the teeth, but these are highly technical and it is not
necessary to take them into consideration here.

Now,, first as to the grizzly. The earliest description of
this bear, accompanied by a scientific name, was that of
Ord in 1815, as Ursus horribilis, based upon the specimens
collected by the Lewis and Clarke expedition in 1804-6
on the upper Missouri River above the mouth of the Yel-
lowstone. He was followed in 1823 by Say, who adopted
Ord's name for the bears collected by Long's expedition
in 1820 near the head of the Arkansas River in Colorado.
In 1831 Richardson based the name ?7m<s/ero.7; on these
two descriptions and on a young male killed on the Sas-
katchewan by the Franklin expedition, of which he was
naturalist. With one exception, which will be again
referred to, all the designations which were subsequently
applied to the grizzly were founded on these earlier des-
criptions; they contain nothing new and have no title to
consideration. What we have, therefore, to do is to com-
pare our specimens with Ord's account and with each
other, in the light of such facts as have been learned
since his time, to find out whether there is one or more
species of grizzly.

The measurements which will be given here for the
j)urpose of comiiarison, are taken from a small number of
skulls in my own possession, but do not differ much from
the average of a much larger series. These show the skull
of the Rocky Mountain grizzly to have an average length
of 13.44in., with a breadth of 7.67in., or taking the length
as 1,000 the proportion of breadth is .570. Tlie grizzly is

a narrow-headed bear, with the profile of forehead slightly
concave—a slight "stop," as it were, in front of the eye.
The teeth in this bear are very large, the hinder upper
molar being especially so, when compared with the
black bear, or with the brown species {Ursus arctos) ot
Europe and Asia, the proportion of its length to that of
the skull being about .107.

Throughout the Rocky Mountains the so-called "silver-
tip" and the "cinnamon" of hunters are regarded as dif-
ferent species, and the great grizzlies of ihe Pacific Coast
are commonly looked on as still another. With reference
to the two former, it will help clear the matter to say Iiere

that the bear called "cinnamon" by hmiters, whether or
not it be distinct, is of the grizzly typo and is a very dif-

ferent animal from that to whicli naturalists give the
same name; this bear is externally, much more like the
black and will be taken up further on.

I have before me now the skuUs of two grizzlies, with
whose obsequies I was somewhat associated, which serve
admirably for comparison, each having been an excel-
lent specimen of tlie supposed form which it represents;
the one being an old male "cinnamon," killed on one of the
heads of the White River in Colorado; the other being an
adult female "silver tip" killed some years later, 50 miles
or so to the northward. These skulls do not show a sin-
gle character separating the two forms. The cinnamon
is 13.75in. long and 7.75in, wide, a jH-oportion of .564;
with a hinder upper molar 1.4in. long, or a proportion of
.108 of the length of skull. The female is 13in. long and
7.75in. wide, a proportion of .597; the binder molar being
l,5in., a proportion of .109. A skull of an old male from
CaUfornia, in the collection of the Academy of Natural
Sciences, gives: length 14.35in., breadtii S.33in,, propor-
tion .584; length of hinder molar 1.5in., proportion .105.

The range of variation in the proportions of five other
skulls taken at random, being Irom a maximum of .610
to a minimum of .510, it will be seenhow insignificant the
variation is in these three skulls, representing silver-tip,

cinnamon and California bears.

In 1859, in the reports of the Mexican Boundary Sur-
vey, Baird described specimens collected in Arizona,
under the name of Ursus horribilis var. horrioius. I do
not see any distinction whatever between these hears and
the^most ooniroon form of the grigzlj found in that

southern region, and in fact they are not now regarded
as distinct.

It has again, been said that the bears found in the region
where the Lewis and Clarke specimens were procured,
bear a resemblance to those from the Pacific Coast moun-
tains. This may well be true; matter in motion, whether
it be in the form of water or of grizzly bears, finds out
the lines of least resistance, and a species from the west
of the mountains, working its way eastward, would find

its natural path up the vaUey of the Columbia and the
Snake rivers into Idaho and Montana, but personally I do
not believe that any of these skulls will show^ peculiarities

which are constant and not dependent upon size and
powerful development. Size, however, unaccompanied
by other fixed points of difference, is not a sound specific

character, and in any event, while it is probably ti-ue

that the average size of bears from the Sierra Nevadas is

greater than that of those from the Rockies, it is also

certain that in the latter they sometimes reach enormous
bulk. I have now in memory, days and nights spent in

wa,tching for a grizzly whose well known track covered
quite as much of his native soil as would that of any
California specimen w^hich I have ever seen, and that was
in a Rocky Mountain region which shall be nameless,
for while as yet I have never seen this bear in the flesh,

he is still alive, and in hopeful moments I have imagin-
ings of a time when my eye may rest upon him—through
the sights of my .45-125.

Size is, furthermore, quite as variable with these ani-

mals as any character can be, and thereon I am about to

state conclusions, which will certainly be scorned hj
those fortunate followers of Nimi-od who slay 1,500 or
l,0001bs. grizzlies. It is a curious fact In the geograph-
ical distribution of animals—for which an explanation
might be sought among ethical rather than physical
causes—that l,0001bs. bears are not found inhabiting the
same range of country as Fairbank's scales. I have seen
but one grizzly actually weighed, and that was a male
which died in the Philadelphia Zoological Garden in 1881;

a larger and finer specimen than the average, and which
weighed a trifle under SOOlbs.

By far the largest of these bears that I have seen were
one from the Sierra Nevadas, known as "Sampson," who
with his owner, old "Grizzly Adams," was the delight of
my schoolboy holidays, thirty years ago, in Barnum's
Museum a,t Broadway and Ann street, New York, and
the male of a pair now in the Cincinnati Zoological Gar-
den, which, I am informed by Mr. Stephan, the superin-
tendent, were captured in San Joaquin county, California,

in 1871. Quite recentlj^ this bear was under discussion
between Mr. F. J. Thompson, the former superintendent
of the Cincinnati Garden, and myself, and we independ-
ently estimated his weight at SOOlbs. 1 am disposed to

believe that he is quite as large as "Sampson." Not in-

frequently bears are olJered to me for sale, by parties in

the West, w-eighing 1,200 or more pounds. In such cases
I always offer a sliding scale of prices, so much a pound
up to 6001bs. and an increased rate for each 100 addi-
tional. It always happens that the weight finally comes
down to the lower limit, and the owner acknowledges
that the one first given was estimated. I confess myself
profoundly skeptical as to the present existence of a bear
weighing l,0001bs.

,
anywhere between the Gulf of Cali-

fornia and—say the Mackenzie River.

Color, in the grizzly, is even more uncertain than size,

and ranges from a deep blackish-brown to pale yellowish-
brown, the last being more unusual than the first, In
most cases the hairs are paler at the tip tlian at the base.

Therefore, leaving out of consideration the differences
between individuals when compared with each other, it

may be easily seen that a rough-coated animal with each
hair of two or more colors, or shades of color, will pre-
sent a very different appearance in full winter pelage
from that offered by his more or less worn and faded
coat at other seasons. The hunters' "cinnamon" is a
reddish-brown grizzly with little or no paler shade on the
ends of the hairs; the "silver-tip" is a darker grizzly

with the tips a light gray, making a striking contrast to
the black-brown bases of the hairs, which plainly show
where the hair is shorter—on the legs and feet. The most
common form is a mixture of light and dark, giving a
truly grizzled appearance to what the voyageurs, in their

daring excursions, knew as Voin'S gris or cendre; but
almost any dozen of skins collected in any one locality

will contain specimens which it is hard to assign definitely

to either form. Color, then, falls to the ground, as well
as size and skull characters, within the limits of this

species.

One point there is to consider, in which all these bears
agree and in wlrich they differ from all others in America;
that is, the long foreclaw. This character has sometimes
been undervalued, as possessing less stability than I be-
lieve exists. During the past twenty years I have been
on terms of more or less amicable acquaintance with a
great many bpars of this species, both dead and alive, in

captivity and in their native mountains, and the large
foreclaw, generally blunt at the tip, has been present and
conspicuous in all colors, sizes and ages, from the cradle
to the grave, which I have ever seen, and could never be
mistaken for the short, curved, pointed claw of the rest
of the family on this continent.
There has been less confusion surrounding the black

bear, although he, too, has had his troubles. The species
was first described by Pallas in 1780, under the name of
Ursus americanus, and the black form has been so known
ever since. This bear is characterized by a moderately
broad skull, the width averaging a little more than .600

of the length; a profile which forms a gentle, continuous
convexity from the occipital suture to the nasal orifice,

although an occasional specimen shows a slight concavity
of the forehead. The teeth are comparatively small, the
hinder upper molar in three specimens averaging .093 of
the length of skull. The foreclaw is short, curved and
pointed, much as in the cat. In the Mexican Boundary
Survey in 1859, Baird placed under Audubon's name of
t/rsMS americanus var. cinnamoiiieus three brown bears,

collected in Arizona. Tiiere is nothing in his description
to warrant a separation of these specimens from the black
I'orm: as the supposed differences in the skull are trivial,

and it is a well known fact that cubs of both colors are
sometimes found in the same litter. Coues and Yarrow
mention such a case on the authority of IVIi'. H. W. Hen-
shaw in the Zoology of the Wheeler Survey.
These brown bears seem to be common in the South-

west, and judging from their tracks they reach a size
quite up to the standard of large black sp'^cimens. I have
uQt beeij fortunate enough to kill any of these bears, bi^t

in December of last year, among the dense brush at the

bottom of a deep caiion in the Chisos Mountains of south-
western Texas, I picked tip a good-sized skull bearing all

the characters of americanus, and scattered around,
among the bones and debris of the carcase, were a few
shreds of skin with brown hair still attached, showing
what the color of the original owner of the skull had
been.
In 1853 Atidtibon and Bachman, in the "Quadrupeds of

North America," described Ursus americanus var. cinna-
momeus, which I believe to be a wholly different animal
from that of Baird, just refeiTed to, and of other authors,
and of this bear it is necessary to speak at some length.
In December, 1873, through the kindness of the late

Gen. .James S. IBrisbin, U. S. A., a bear was received at

the Zoological Garden, in company with other specimens
which fixed it as a Rocky Mountain inhabitant. At that
time Gen. Brisbin was stationed at Omaha, Neb,, and it is

a fair inference that these animals came from the region
mcst easily reached by the Union Pacific R, R,—south-
western Wyoming or the contiguous portions of Colorado
or Utah, When I first saw" this bear 1 was impressed
witn its want of likeness to any I had ever seen ; his color,

contour of head and general appearance being most
striking. This animal is still living in the garden.
While coming East, over the Union Pacific Railroad, in

1884, in the possession of a saloon keeper near the station

at Green River, Wyoming, I saw another bear, precisely
like the first, but was tmable to ptirchase it. In reply to

inquiry, the owner said it came from "up country,"
which, as applied to bears in that locality, would be very
apt to indicate the Sweetwater or Wind River mountains.
Several years later I had the good fortune to kill a third
specimen on one of the heads of the White River in
Colorado, but owing to heavy snows the spoils of this bear
were not brought out. In 1891 Mr. James E. Cooper, the
well-known showman, now dead, brought from the West
and presented to the Zoological Society, a bear which a
single glance showed to be also of this interesting form.
Mi-, Cooper said he bought it out on tlie Union Pacific,

and as it was a very old animal and had been in captivity
for a long time, I have little doubt that it is the same one
I saw at Green River seven years previously. This bear
was happily in poor health, and his skeleton has now
come under observation. Finally, during the past sum-
mer. Prof. E. D. Cope procm-ed a somewliat broken skull

in a cave in the Ozark Mountains, Missouri, which in all

essential characters agrees with that of the Cooper bear.

In this skuU the differential characters are very strong-
ly marked; its length is ll,25in., with a breadth of 8in.,

giving the very high proporcion of ,710, The posterior
upper molar is 1.25in. long, and is even larger relatively

than in the grizzly, being ,110 of the length of skull; and
tlie concavity of tlie forehead is very great. All these
points far exceed those of any other North American
species, and are so striking that the veriest tyro in

anatomy would need but a glance at the head of the one still

I living, to recognize that his skull must be, essentially, in

proportion and ccratour, like tiie one just described, Tlieae

bears are each about 5ft, 4in. long and have the claw
of the black species.

The color of the specimen now living, is in autumn a
rich reddish brown, almost bay; as his coat becomes worn
and faded, he becomes pale yellowish brown, the color

being generaUy uniform over the body. To illustrate

how light he sometimes becomes, I may mention that

some years ago the proprietor of a traveling menagerie
was most desirous of purchasing him to fill a cage left

vacant by the death of a polar bear. The skin of the

Cooper bear is before me now, ar^d is almost of a flaxen

color, with traces of a darker shade on the nape. This

bear being in bad health never had as rich or full a coat

as the other one. The one which I met with in Colorado
was killetl in November, and was of similar color to the

first, and I should say, parenthetically, that while no de-

tailed examination was ever made of the skull of this

specimen, its general character was that of the one just

spoken of.

Audubon and Bachman's description relates only to ex-

ternal form, but in connection with the plate accompany-
ing it, no doubt is left in my mind that it applies to these

specimens as well. It cannot, however, be retained as a

variety of americanus, the fact being that it is a strongly

marked species, quite as much, if not moi-e, unlike the

black than it is even to the grizzly. From the black it

difl'ers in the greater width of the head, the greater size

of the molar teeth, a,nd the highly concave forehead,

whfle it departs from the grizzly in an even greater rela-

tive width of head ; in a les.s degree in the two otL er charac-

ters, and in having a small claw on the forefoot. It must
therefore be raised to full specific rank aa Ursus cinna-

momeus (Aud. and Bach ), and we have at last a "cinna-

mon" bear with a distinct and decided personality.

Unfortunately, nothing authoritative can be said re-

garding the bear spoken of by Richardson in 1831, in the

"Fauna Boreali-Americana,"as the "barren-ground bear."

He states that it ranges from north and east of the Great
Slave Lake to the Arctic Sea, and that it differs from the

black bear in "greater size, profile, physiognomy, longer
soles and tail," and from the grizzly, "in color and com-
parative smalln( ss of claws." His description of its color

is not unlike that of cinnamomeus, as given above, and hie

reference to "profile and physiognomy" as compared with
the black bear, is suggestive. In a general way he wa»
disposed to regard his animal as resembling the brown
bear of Europe and Northern Asia, and indeed, calls it

Ursus arctos var. americanus. Now it is true that ex-

ternally cinnamonieus is not unlike small light-colored ex-
amples of arctos; and Audubon and Bachman suggest, in

fact, that their bear may perhaps be the same as Richard-
son's. It is worth considering also that cinnamomeus is

certainly not common in the United States, otherwise ita

conspicuous characters could not so long have remained
unobserved by zoologists; a fact which might be accounted
for by supposing it to be an intrusion from a northern
range. However, in the absence of further material from
that region, no definite opinion can be ventured, but it

would not be surprising if they turn out to be the same.
It is interestmg, by the way, to note that Richardson

speaks of a "Ranging Bear" found in the western
districts of the United States and "said to have a longer
body and legs than the black bear and to be more
ferocious when wounded." As far as I know, this is the

first literary mention of a name which still survives as
"range bear" in portions of the Rockies, as applied to

certain grizzlies, long-bodied and lank from individual

tendency or lack of food.
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Summing up now the conclusions reached iere, we
have as the three known species of hear peculiar to North
America:

Ursus horribilis Ord. Grizzly Bear.

Characters: Foreclaws much longer than hinder ones. Skull narrow

;

breadth averaging about .570 of the length; forehead slightly concave;

hinder molar in upper jaw very large, averaging about .107 of the

length of skull.

Color: From blackish brown to reddish brown, generally with

paler tips to the hairs, giving a grizzled appearance, especially on the

back and sides.

Size: Large; from 400 to 800lbs.

Eange; The Rocky Mountain region from northern Mexico into the

British possessions and Alaska; Sierra Nevada and Cascade Mountains

of California. Known locally as "silver-tip," "cinnamon," "brown,'

"grizzly," "range bear" and "bald face."

Ursus americanus Pallas. Black Beak.

Characters: Foreclaws shorter than in the grizzly; curved and
pointed. Skull moderately broad; averaging about .600 of the length

;

forehead generally convex (occasionally somewhat concave); teeth

small; hinder upper molar averaging about .092 of length of skull.

Color: Jet black, rusty black and reddish brown, or mahogany.

Size: From 250 to 4001bs. (exceptionally larger).

Range: The whole of the United States and Alaska; northern

Mexico and British possessions. Known locally as "black bear,"

"brown bear," "cinnamon bear," "yellow bear," and "cranberry

bear."

Ursus cinnamomeus C^ud. and Bach). Cinnaiion Bear.

Characters: Foreclaws as in americanus. Skull very broad, about

.710 of the total length; forehead very concave; teeth large, the

hinder molar about .110 of the length of skull.

Color : Rich reddish brown or bay , to pale yellowish brown (isabella)

the change to some extent being seasonal.

Size: Moderately large, about 4001bs, in the specimens observed.

Range: As far as known, the central Rocky Mountain region; per-

haps much further north; the Ozark Mountains, Missouri.

Arthur Erwtn Brown.
Zoological Gardeit, Philadeli'hia, Nov. :30, 1893.

Bluebirds in December.

TaKuMA, D. C. , Dec. 3.—Notwitbstanding the fact that we
have aheady experienced the present winter several very
cold days and nights in this latitude, it has not had the
elfect of driving all the summer birds southward. To-
day in a piece of timber adjoining my place, an unusual
number of birds attracted my attention, and upon coming
closer to them I found they were robins (31. migratoria);
over a dozen bluebirds; besides juncos, sparrows, and two
or three sjiecies of the smaller woodpeckers. The bluL^-

birds were in fine plumage, and the sexes were about
equally represented. Dr. R. W. Shupeldt.

Proceedings U. S. National Museum.
Separate papers recently issuedby the National Museum

contain a description of a new storm petrel from western
Mexico and a catalogue of a collection of birds made in

Alaska by Mr. C. H. Townseud during the cruise of the
U. S. Fish Commission Steamer Albatross, in the summer
and autumn of 1888, by Mr. Robert Ridgway; descriptions

of new species of American fresh-water crabs, by Mary J.

Rathbun; and land shells of the genus Bulimulus in Lower
California, with descriptions of several new species, by
WiUiam Healey DaU. N. H.

Horns of Female Caribou.

Indian Rost, Me., Nov. 37.—^I notice what you say (in

your issue of the 11th) in regard to hornless cow caribou.

Since reading your remarks I have inquired of, several of

our most reUable guides and caribou hunters about cow
caribou. Their estimate is that not more than one in

twenty of the cows have horns. I knew of six cows
killed from one drove, two of them had horns. I have
heard of only one besides those. C. J. Richardson.

'^//f^ B^s 0^^'

LAKE POYGAN DUCKS AND FISH.

Being at Oshkosh, Wis., the first week in November, I

asked my old friend Orson Cook if there was any duck
shooting. " Why," said he, you're right in it. Get on the

steamer John Lynch at 1 :30 P. M. and go to Tustin, thirty

miles up the river at the head of Poygan Lake. Never
been there? Well, you want to go, for it is the place for

ducks and fish. So much wild rice up there that the mal-

lard's get so fat they can't fly, and the boys kill 'em with

paddles. Bass, pickerel and perch so plentiful it's no fun

to catch 'em." "Here, Cook," I interrupted, stop that now
and tell the truth about the ducks." "So I will. The
ducks are there. You can get guide, boat and decoys

there, and will find an excellent hotel right on the edge

of the shooting grounds. Go, and have a good time. I'd

go with you but I sprained my knee launching my yacht

to go on" this very trip, and have had to lose all the fall

.shooting."
The next afternoon found me on the steamer, also there

was an old trunk bearing on its outside the scars of six

years' battle with the baggage men of thirty different

States, its interior stuffed ^vith an old corduroy suit,

wading boots, flannel shirts and extra heavy undercloth-

in"-; besides these there was a 12-gauge gun that has been

carried by me hundreds of days and looks like a mighty

old gun, but it's just as good as ever.

A few niUes up the river the boat entered and steamed

across Lake Butte Des Morte (pronounced Beauty More),

some twelve miles long by tsvo miles wide, with many
thousand acres of bog and rush-grown mai-sh on either

side. AVhen I remarked to the captain that it looked good

for mallards, he said it was, but there was a gun for nearly

every bird. Asking if it were so at Tustin he said, -'No,

for tliere is no cover for shooters there. The rice is all

down, and no ducks can be got without decoys, so it isn't

much use for the natives to hunt up there. If you can

get Charlie Laubenhammer to take you out you will be

all right. He knows all about the ground and is reliable.

He will get you the best shooting to be had."

At i P. M. "vve entered Lake Poygan, 12 miles long and
miles wide, most of its shores marshy and a good deal

f ib shallow water. Darkjiess came on when w^ >ygj:e

half-way through the lake, but before it came I was glad-
dened by the sight of acres of ducks on the . water and
thousands in the air. When within half a mile of Tustin
the boat stuck on a bar, so it was 7 P. M. before the hotel
was reached. The hotel was a surprise, in such a little

hamlet. It was strictly clean, ablaze with light and thor-
oughly warm, and supper could be had, even if the boat
was two hours late. The hostess asked if it was a hunting
trip, and being told it was and that my trunk was on the
boat, she said, "It must come to the house to-night," and
started a porter for it at once. She then asked if I wanted
breakfast early enough to get on the lake before daylight,
and whether a boatman had been engaged. Telling her
no, she said, "Charlie Laubenhammer is the best one. He
lives a mile from here, but I'll send the boy to get him to-

night."

Next morning when I came out from breakfast Charlie
awaited me. Charlie is a young flaxen-haired German,
modest as a girl, and not "a bit of deceit or dishonesty
in him, always paying strict attention to his work, and
anxious to do all he could for me. His boat house was
but a few steps from the hotel, and while he got boats
and decoys ready I looked at the lake. It was fringed
with a growth of wild rice, from a quarter to three-quar-
ters of a mile wide, all of it now fallen down, but easily

to be traced by the thin ice that covered most of it. Here
and there in the open water were large flocks of widgeon,
redheads, bluebills and a few mallards, but there were
very few flying. Charlie said it would not be long till

the shooters and fishing boats would stir them up. By
this time he had put out two boats, or rather, wide canoes,
13ft. long, 3ft. wide, sharp at both ends, with about 4ft.

decked over at each end. They run very easy, are steady
enough to shoot from, and except that they will ship some
water in a sea, are well-nigh perfect.

We took an observation trip of two or three miles
before locating, which we finally did in an old blind fifty

yards outside of the rice and less that half a mile from
the hotel. Decoys out and myself snug in the blind,

Charlie said, "Now I'll go round and stir them up."
Wherever ducks were in sight he paddled toward them,
pounding the decks of his boat with the paddle, and occa-

sionally firing his gun he soon put everything to flight

within a mile of us. It was evident too that other hunters
were afield. Guns were beginning to roar and clouds of

ducks took wing, till there were thousands in sight. For
the first half hour no ducks decoyed. They were in large

flocks and were very suspicious, but as they flew about
in an aimle.ss way the flocks got broken, and after explor-

ing our end of the lake and flnding no ducks but our
decoys began to pay attention to them, none, however,
coming near enough to shoot until two redheads alighted

two hundred yards away and swam to the decoys. It

was amusing to see those two ducks swimming among
the decoys, examining them with evident curiosity and
plainly suspicious. At last I concluded to verify their

suspicions and rose up to shoot. Oh, what a scramble
those ducks did make to get right away from there, but
one of them was too late. He did not get ten feet before

he fell dead into the water. The other one, by some
unaccountable means, got off and is probably a good
duck yet.

Some time after this a lone bluebill came in and got
killed, next some widgeon offered a long shot and one
got a shot in the head; more bluebills came and got
away; a lone mallard came and was killed; two widgeon
offered a nice double and both went scot free; next came
a mallard, too high, but try him once, knocked out a
feather anyway; and look, he is coming down and half
alights, half falls, eighty rods away. Charlie sees it and
gives chase, and it turns out a long chase, but the bird is

bagged. A bluebill goes down with a broken wing, goes
under the water and comes up no more. Charlie says
they get tangled in the rice and can't get up, which is

probably true, as they frequently dive and are never
seen again, although there is nothing to prevent seeing
them if they did come up. Matters go on this way till

noon, sometimes several good shots are had in close suc-

cession and then we wait half an hour. There is no time
lost picking up the dead ones, as they drift back to the
edge of the ice and stay there. The wind has been blow-
ing a rough cold gale all day and I am thoroughly
chilled, my feet ache with cold and I call Charlie to keep
the blind while I go to the house for a hot dinner. He
collects the dead and we find thirteen that have fallen to
my gun and Charlie has managed to get a few besides.

I was gone two hours at dinner, Charlie meantime
doing considerable shooting. Going out to him I found
he had bagged six, and was lamenting my absence, as
there had been a nice flight soon after I left. The wind
blew so cold that there was no comfort for us in the
afternoon; so after bagging four more I came in, leaving
Charlie to take up the decoys. Barring the cold, it was a
very pleasant shoot. A first-class shot would have bagged
about twenty-five ducks, but I consoled myself with the
thought that seventeen ducks were enough for one man,
and laid the missed shots to the water being very rough,
and that I had but once in ten years fired a shot from a
boat.
Next day the weather was better, and although fewer

ducks were flying they decoyed better, and an average of
two diicks to each three shots was made, though there
was an unaccountable number of cripples, which Charlie
had great fun chasing, and invariably got, if they did not
stay under the water. Unfortunately for this days sport,
I had a bilious headache whicli soon made the shooting
intolerable, and after eighteen had been bagged put an
end to the sport.

Fourteen of the ducks killed were sent to a couple of
friends, and thf rest were given to Charhe. He charged
$2 per day for himself, two boats and decoys, but said he
had sold the ducks (except a few given to some poor peo-
ple) at ten cents each, and msisted on deducting the
money from his wages. Those who have had much ex-
perience with hired guides and boatmen will agree with
me that it is refreshing to find one with some manhood,
and not wanting the earth. There may be places where
more shooting can be had, but there was enough there,
and it is seldom that a strictly good hotel right at the
ground and such a boatman can be had. The shooting
time is from Sept. 1 till Dec. 1,

Lake Poygan is abundantly stocked with bass, pickerel
and perch, the latter of uuu-ual size. One of the fisher-

men told me that he and his boy had caught, from Aug. 1

to Nov. 1 this year, 200 barrels. The captain of the
steamer said, "During the month of Oct. I took to Osh-

^Q§h{ 08 thj"
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and have this morning 31 barrels. The wonder is, that
these- waters are not depleted, but they are not. I've
known this lake for many years, and they were never
plentier than now." These figures do not sound very
large, but when we consider that more than 90 per cent,
of these are game fish, that more than 1,200 barrels are
taken every year, and the fish do not decrease either in
size or numbers, it shows that it is a good lake for fish,

and a good place for the angler.
The best fishing with hook and line is right in front of

Tustin. Take steamer .John Lynch at Oshkosh, go to
Tustin (fare 50 cents), stop with Mrs. Drummer at the
Lake House (terms $1.50 per day), and if your visit is sea-
sonable, either for fish or ducks, you can be happy.
Take your wife too, it is an entirely suitable place for
ladies. "O. H. Hampton.

LAKE CHAMPLAIN DUCKING.
New York. Nov. 6.—Editor Forest and Stream: Have

just returned from a duck shooting trip on Lake Cham-
plain. Found the shooting good, but, as I w^as told by
the residents and my companions, not so good as it had
been for several years back.
The best shooting is over stools and from points. The

custom is to build a blind of the stones that abound along
the shore and wait for the birds to stool. Thus we were
comfortable, and the broad bills and whistlers, with occa-
sionaUy a redhead, would come winging along and would
get knocked over. But there was many a one that
"Vainly the fowler's eye would mark its course to do it

harm." Generally there was a fair brace hanging on the
nails on the north side of the house.

It seemed to me that the ducks were altogether too
wild for a region so remote, and on inquiring I was told
that there were several steam yachts from Rouse's Point
and other places on the lake that were constantly jDursu-
ingthem as they rested in the middle of the lake, with
rifles, and by this practice making them wild, eventually
driving them from their feeding grounds, shortening
their stay and preventing their return the next year.
The people who live along the Alburg and Isle of Mott

shore complain of this, and say that these doings by
steam yachts will surely drive all the ducks away, and
spoil what would otherwise be a very fine shooting
ground. I write you this that your voice may be raised
to rebuke this unsportsmanlike metliod of killing, that
drives away a thousand ducks to one it bags; for as near
as I can ascertain they ncA^er have more than one or two
ducks to show for a day's hunt. Two or three years ago
there were a large number of wild geese here, but this
banging at them with rifles has sent them on another
route, and now a flock of geese over Alburg is an event
to be talked of.

I trust this article will meet the eye of those who in-
dulge in this reprehensible practice, and. that they will
cease chasing and will take their seats on some point and
let the ducks fly up to them, and they will enjoy them-
selves, and while waiting for the game to come they ca,n
reflect on the satisfaction that a consciousness of doing
right always brings with it. And when the evening
comes they will be happier in conscience and have more
birds than they would get in driving them all out of the
country. J. R. Latham, M.D.

[As this pursuit with boats is directly against the law,
why do not the aggrieved parties take steps to put the
steam yacht shooters in jail?]

THE DUTY ON WILDFOWL EGGS.
Clevel.\nd, 0., Nov. 2S.—Editor Forent and Stream:

In the Wflson Bill, which has just been made public, you
will notice that it proposes to make the yelk of eggs of
birds free. The duty now on eggs is 5 cents per dozen
and egg albumen is free. This bill if passed would make
the entire egg free. Albumen is used very extensively in
the manufacture of pepsin and other chemical prepara-
tions. It was formerly obtained from the eggs of common
hens, but as albumen from the eggs of the migratory birds
could be bought a great deal cheaper on account of its

being admitted free of duty, it has resulted in the gather-
ing of millions upon millions of these eggs, from which
the white or albumen is taken, shipped in bulk or dried
and sold in this country at about 25 cents per pound.
Egg albumen is used also as an adulteration for certain

chemical preparations. The effect of this is to stimulate
the gathering of eggs of all kinds of migratory birds
from their hatcliing grotmds all over the Northwest.
Under the present duty' of 5 cents per dozen on eggs and
free albumen, the gathering and destruction has been
going on at a rate ten thousand-fold more destructive than
that of all the shooters in existence. Many eggs half-
hatched are gathered, broken and thrown away.

It should be to the interest of all to have a prohibitory
tariff put un everything of this kind, or to make it a
criminal offense to gather or offer for sale in any shape or
part thereof, the eggs of migratory birds.

Years ago ducks fn quented our marshes by the millions.
We can now say and could say for the past five or ten
years, that they came here only by the thousands, which
is the result of this promiscuous gathering of their eggs.
What can we do to bring this strongly before the Ways

and Means Committee and our intelligent Congressmen?
We must work well and fast. Will you be kind enough
to enter into a correspondence with your several Repre-
sentatives in Congress, showing them the importance of
prohibiting the importation of these eggs. It is not a
political question in the least, but one that is very im-
portant so far as the protection of migratory birds is con-
cerned.
Trusting that you will use every effort in your power

and use your influence in successfully bringing this before
the pubUc, I am with sincere regards,

W. R. Huntington,
Ohio State Fish and Game Commissioner.

Nebraska Game Grounds.

CoiilTMBUS, Neb., Dec. 5.—Game is reported as being
very plentiful along the Platte River Valley, and judging
by the number of quail and jack rabbits I have seen hang-
ing up for sale in all the towns from Kearney east, I think
it true. Hunters, however, report birds of all kinds as
being very wild. An acquaintance brought in the other
day as the results of one day's shooting, 23 quail, 1 chicken,
3 jack rabbits and 4 cotton tails—pretty fair bag for one
gun, wasn't it? Geese are very scarce on the river and
flying wild. W. R, l\
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THE SQUIRE'S YALLER DOG.
'It's goin' to rain," croaked the Growler as he rolled out

of bed and flattened his nose against the pane.
"Not a bit of it," said I, "when the fog clears off the

fiat the day will be glorious."
"Are we goin' to take that cussed yaller, composite,

flea-bitten dog of the Squire's with us?" demanded the
Growler,

"I guess so, the Squire says he's a daisy for grouse."
"Then mark my words sonny, we won't get a bird to-

day."
The cheery voice of the Squire summoned us to break-

fast, where a steaming pyramid of flap-jacks, fried as
only they can be fried in Bluenose land, awaited our at-

tack. The Growler alluded in dismal terms to the deadly
effects in certain cases of buckwheat upon the human
system, but he appeared to be stowing away his share.
The valley of the Nashwaak seemed like an enchanted

land thqt morning as we climbed the hillside. Millions
and millions of frosty diamonds and sapphires were flash-
ing and blazing in the stubble and from every naked twig
in the woodland. Jack Fr. st bad robbed October of her
gorgeous crazy quilt, but he had decked her in a gai-ment
still more beautiful.

Far to the north, the river, like a broad belt of silver,
extended through ample intervales that were dotted with
the white houses of the settlers and flanked by noble bills

on either side. Some of the latter were cleared and
ofiiered pasture gi'ound for a multitude of horses, sheep
and cattle; others were clad to the summit in sombre firs

relieved by an occasional patch of birch, beech or maple.
Once over tbese hills we shall be out of the region of firs,

and into the second growth of wood, in which are hurry-
ing brooks, and alder swales, and sunny glades, and
ancient grassy roads where lurk the furtive grouse.
There were just four of us. Flash and Jeff, the Growler

and I. Flash was a pointer of peerless pedigree, valued
by his former owner at a fabulous sura, but knocked
down to the Growler as a special friend at a ruinous
figure. Jeff was a wretched mongrel, owned by the
Squire. He had a guilty, terrified aspect that suggested
a career of crime and retribution, but what he had ever
done or what anybody had ever done to him (barring the
fox trap) was a mystery even to his intimate friends. He
seemed to be especially depressed in spirits this morning
and eyed our preparations for the chase in a mournful,
hopeless manner.

"Don't you worry about him," said the Squire as the
Growler surveyed the dog dubiously, "he'll root out more
partridges 'n five minita 'n yer bilyun-doUar p'inter kin
find 'n a month !"

The prophecy began to be fulfilled at once. As we left
the farmhouse the spirits of the mongrel rose with a
bound, he sneezed and shook himself at the prospect of
the fun ahead, and darted into the first low-lying belt of
firs like a flash. Not like the Growler's Flash, I grieve to
say, for that stately animal had just come to a dead point
on a squirrel that was perched upon the farmyard gate.
We had no thought at all of finding game in these firs, but
at that instant a sharp, musical yelp arose from Jeff, and
out of the stubble a noble grouse went roaring up the
hillside, followed by the mongrel at his topmost s])eed.
The flight w^as fully 100yds,, but as the bird struck the
ground the dog was on him again, and up he rose and
thundered across the swale into the firs. There even
Jeff could not find him; we tramped around for over half
an hour, but failed to discover where the cunning rascal
was hidden. Regretfully we gave him up and began to
climb the slope.

Is there any sight, I wonder, in all the realm of forest
and field more agreeable to the eye than that of a brace
of dogs, with nose to ground and tail at work (be it ever
so brief a tail), scurrying hither and thither hot upon the
scent of grouse? The pointer could not begin to cover a
fraction of the ground that the light and agile Jeff" tra-
versed, but he was honest in his efforts, and honesty in
dog or man should be respected. We followed for a while
an old wood road without starting a feather, when away
to the left came the mongrel's warning note, a sound of
whirring wings, and a bird flew over the path ahead and
treed in a clump of cedars, I saw exactly where he
lodged, and, as the ethics of grouse hunting in these parts
do not compel a man to hft his hat and apologize to a bird
that chooses to tree, nor yet to club him out of the tree
for the purpose of missing or maiming him in the air, I
dropped this one out of the cedar top instanter, and had
the pleasure of seeing the mongrel retrieve him in the
most scientific manner. The pointer meanwhile was justi-
fying his right to exist by burrowing for a ground hog at
the root of an old rampike.
We worked carefully but without further result through

the scrub until we struck an old wagon road whose grassy
bottom seemed to promise birds at every turn. Jeff
crossed and recrossed the road in wide, sweeping circles,
but gave no siijn. Then we heard his music over in a
bunch of tall spruces on the right. The Growler scanned
them through without success. The mongrel insisted that
the bird was there, nevertheless, and barked long and
furiously. Then the pointer, whose knowledge of the
matter must have been limited, rushed upon the scene
and set up a vigorous howling. And then—Ca^,sar's ghost!
a big gray knot flew off tlie trunk of a tree within a yard
of the Growler's head, and went sailing ov'er the scrub
with his trunk checked for Labrador. Startled though he
was, the Growler let go at him with both barrels, and, as
we emerged from the shadows a flurry of feathers flutter-
ing down showed that the shot had told. For a quarter
of a mile we waded through the brush and over the blow-
downs, but caught no sight of him. We were retracing
our steps sadly when the mongrel came running to us with
the bird in his mouth, having foimd him at least 200yds,
from where the Growler had fired.

We regained the road and had progressed about a dozen
yards when—heavens, what an explosion! One, two,
three, four, live, six! Before we could recover our wits
they were all gone, and only the mournful howling of
the dogs told the dismal tale, "Hello," exclaimed the
Growler, dropping the final vowel in his excitement, and
sprang to the right af ter two of the birds, while I rushed
into the cedar swamp across the road. Then the wood-
land fairly rang with the mad music of dog and gun.
When we met again the Growler smded freely. We had
made a clean sweep.
Four birds more were added to our bag while yet the

morning was youug—one a tremendous old drummer that
was routed five times and finally succurubed to the

Growlers deadly left, and another which the mongrel had
actually captured unaided and quietly laid at our feet.

We asked him how he did it, but he merely wagged his
forlorn remnant of a tail and bounced into the bush as
though nothing unusual had happened.
On a big mossy log, by the side of a clear, sparkling

stream that ran across the road, we sat down for luncheon.
The Growler insisted on boiling coffee in a kettle that he
had laboriously carried with him, and never did choicest
Moccha on sea or shore send forth more grateful odor.
In the afternoon the wind sprang up and the birds were

wild; we had just three hard-wing shots during the next
two hours and missed them all. The Growler grassed a
belated woodcock up the brook, and a snipe on the edge
of the clearing. About this time the pomter flushed a
porcupine and came whining to us with his head full of
quills, the extraction of which engaged our tmdivided
effort for a season. We returned to the Squire's by way
of Italy, as he facetiously termed the bush where he
hunted his cows at nightfall, and here the composite
treed a fine sprtice cock which the Growler ventilated at
once. The bird lodged in the tree and the Growler was
forced to climb. He was up there so long that when he
was working down the pointer regarded him as an enemy
and seized him by the leg. I must have laughed im-
moderately, for the Growler maintained an awful silence
the whole way out. He soon thawed, however, and
when we took our leave of the Squire and his rosy-
cheeked wife and boarded the evening train forborne, the
Growler was happy as a king full.

•'What is your opinion of that 'cussed yaller composite'
now?"' I asked the Growler,
The Growler answered not, but just then I heard a

rumble and jar like the collision of two heavily loaded
trains. It was the collision of two trains of thought. It
was the Growler changing his mind. Pi40WLEE.
Frkdericton, N. B.

SHORT vs. LONG BARRELS.
Chicago, Dec. d.—Editor Forest and Stream.: Mr,

Armm Tenner's statement "that the length of the barrels
above 24in, does not exercise a great influence on the
velocity or peneteation, especially with the nitro powders
which generally develop the bulk of gases before the shot
charge has moved more than l|ft, in the barrel, and the
maximum length of barrels is reached in .86in,,'' is so as-
tonishing that I hasten to give the facts, which are just
the reverse of his statement:
The editor of the London Field in the fall of 1889, to

settle what seemed to be a never-ending discussion among
British sportsmen of long vs. short barrels, niade the fol-
lowing test, using the Le Boulenge chronograph for ob-
taining velocities. The powders u^ed wrre Schultze, E,G.
and, if I remember correctly, J. B., all nitros. Also Cur-
tis & Harvey's black and brown powder, the latter not a
nitro. Two sportsmen sent their famous 2f)in, guns,
which were beaten by SOin, guns with all powders, i. e..

for penetration,
Some correspondent then suggested that a cylinder bore

gun be tried with a loose fitting bullet, which would
touch the wire exactly the same with each trial and cut
the gun off 2in, at a time until reduced to SOin. This
suggestion was acted upon and the trial proved that for
every inch of reduction a corresponding loss in pf-netra
tion resulted with all powders. When the barrels were
reduced to 20in. the loss was '40 per cent, in penetration
for the nitros, and 13i per cent, for black. This was ex-
actly the reverse of what sportsmen were prepared to
hear in regard to the nitros, proving that its force was de-
veloped near the muzzle, Curtis & Ilarvey's "brown"
powder was the best for short barrels,^

I yet have these articles clipped from the Field in my
possession
In the book called "Shooting" (Badmintion Library),

published prior to these trials, that great sportsman Sir
Ralph Payne-Gallvvey says, "No sane man will claim that
a 28in. barrel shoots as har-d as a SOin.

"

Recoil is less with nitros thfn black for two reasons.
First, the charge of nitro starts slower and burns more
rapidly, and second, the absence of smoke gives less
square feet of striking force or vacuum in the atmos-
phere, also producing less recoil for the same reason.
The recoil of nitros is a push, not the sudden kick of

black.
I would not give the snap of a finger for Mr. Tenner's

powder test if made with one gun only, unless a cylinder
bore, as various forms of choke perform best with certain
powders. 1 have two guns by the same maker, both light
SOin. 12-bores. The old one shoots most uniformly with
E. 0., while the new does best with Schultze.

I once owned a Harrington & Richardson full choke 12-
bore that would, more than one-quarter of thetime, wlien
foul, ball No. 8 shot with the right barrel and black pow-
der, but with other sizes the patterns of both barrels w^ere
alike, I believe it almost, if not quite, impossible to ball
shot with any powder in a cylinder bore gun, and if I re-
member correctly there was 'less stringing of shot in the
Field trial with cjlinders than chokes.

I will not criticise Mr, Tenner's theory about testing
guns with cardboards, as the late Mr, J, D. Dougall has
said, "Such ideas would prove the weakest-shooting gun
to be the hardest shooter."

I am in perfect accord with Mr. Tenner in regard to
soft and chilled shot, and 12-bore charges, I have never
yet found a charge for a properly bored, ?'. e., true to
gauge 12-bore, equal to Sdrs, and l^oz. if properly wadded.
Any increase of powder and shot in my experience has
been detrimental to the shooting qualities of the gun.

I strongly advise sportsmen to buy Charles Lancaster's
"Art of Shooting," also "Shooting," first volume (Badmin-
ton Library),
Questions often discussed have been settled long ago,

and these books give data, also much other very valuable
information relating to guns and shooting. Wanderer,

The above having been referred to Mr, Tenner, he sends
us the following comments:
Editor Forest and Stream:
'Wanderer'" is astonished because I stated that the

maximum length of shotgun barrels, especially in the
case where nitro powders are employed, is reached with
26in, He cites the results of some experiments carried
uut by the London Field over four year.-^ ago to prove
that I am wrong. I am familiar with the results in ques-
tion and all other experiuients conducted by the Field in
the premises since lbS9, but my tests and those of others
carried out more recently make a ditferent vsUowing aod

warrant the statement made in my report. I have tried
something like 300 guns with different lengths of barrels,
and have found that, as 1 said, neither pattern nor pene-
tration is improved with barrels longer than 26in., com-
pared with the results of barrels of this length and even
shorter barrels.

"Wanderer" saj^s that he would not give the snap of a
finger for niy tests if they had been made with one gim
only. He has learned since that 1 used five different guns.
But if Mr. '"Wanderer" would ever have occasion to

see how such experiments are carried out by the London
Field and what instruments are employed, as it has been
my gcod fortune to witness, I fear that he would snap
his fingers quite freely.

My gas pressure gun enables me to determine the burst-
ing strain at three different points in the barrel, namely,
at the cartridge chamber, in the middle of tlie barrel and
at a point near the muzzle of the gun. Nitro powders as
a rule develop, as stated by me, the bulk of the gases or
energy before the shot charge has reached the n\uzzle of
the gun; they have therefore exercised tlieir full propell-
ing force at sucli a point; and it is to be presumed that
when this is done the extra length of the barrel is super-
fluous and has no longer any bearing upon the effect of
the shot, i. e. . the penetrative power of the pellets. In
former time longer barrels were quite in place. The old
and coarse-grained black powder develops the gases
slower than the modern propelling agents, and to utilize
the total effect of such a powder charge requires a long
barrel.

I am pleased to know that '"Wanderei-" agrees withme
on some points, and I venture to say if lie had witnessed
the Chicago tests he would not differ with me on any of
the questions at issue. Armin' Tenner.

BOSTON AND MAINE.
Boston, Dec. 2.—Up to Nov. 30, there had been two

snowstorms in the big-game sections of Maine. The first

snow gave pretty good hunting, and a great many deer
were taken. One Boston hunter, who was fortunate
enough to be in the vicinity of Moosehead Lake at the
time, saj's that he never saw better himting. It took only
a few minutes the first morning after the snow to come
upon deer tracks, and these tracks immediately led to
others. "We tried to select a big track and to stick to
it," he remarks, "but it was impossible. We gave up
the attempt, being aware that we were in the imme-
diate vicinity of a big herd of deer. The tracks went
every way; the deer evidently browsing imalarmed. I
called my guide in consultation, and we made up our
minds to move very slowly. The woods were full of
blown-down trees and patches of dense evergreens, and
we determined to look each of these over thoroughly
before attempting to pass them, or to make the least
noise. It was rather tedious work, and we had crept up
to and cautiously around a number of thickets and wind-
falls before we actually came to the deer. About 11
o'clock we came near to a windfall, nearly inclosed in a
thicket of spruce and ground hemlocks. The tracks of
deer—very fresh—seemed to go directly into the thick?t.
We were prelty certain that we were near the game.
Creeping almost on our hands and knees in the wet snow,
we slowly, and with the greatest caution, approached the
thicket, 'Ihst!' whispered my guide, pointing through
the thick spruces. Peering in that direction I saw the
eyes—all of the head of a deer, A second glance showed
me that it was a buck. I was not excited ! I took in the
situation calmly. Another look showed me the heads
and a part of the bodies of a couple of does. They were
ruminating quietly the breakfast of browse. It seemed
almost a pity to shoot. My guide intimated by signs that
I should shoot tiie buck, and he would take one of the
does, I signified to bin:, as well as I could, that the buck
was all I A'anted. A^ery caivfully I took aim, resting my
Winchester over a root of the upturned tree behind which
we were hiding, I pressed the trigger. There was a
loud report and the does were up and away, but the buck
simply dropped his noble head, and was dead—shot
through the brain. It was one of the most successful
shots I ever made, but only one that any hunter ought to
be capable of making. Such is stiU-hunting, followed
carefully and patiently. I had all the deer I wanted,
though the guide was in for getting one of the does. He
felt sure that they had gone just over a little rise and
stopped. I would not follow them. But the tug of
getting the game out of the woods! That buck must ha,ve
weighed ISOlbs., after disembowelling. But we reached
the neighborhood of teams at last, and I have a fine head
and antlers as trophies of that day."
The Harry Moore Party, told about in the Forest and

Stream last week, had a glorious hunt, on the same snow
mentioned by the gentleman above. Tliey wei-e fifteen
miles in from the Katahdin Iron Works, at Gerrish's
Camp, it will be remembered. But all of the story was
not told last week. There was not exactly a tenderfoot
in the party, but one of those nicest of men, whom it is a
pleasure to know—one that may be disturbed if his steak
is not done to a turn, or if there happens to be a wrinkle
in the sheets of his bed. He dearly loves to be with that
parly on their hunting and fi.shing trij^s, but oh the hard-
ship, the roughing—it causes! It hm-ts him to the very
core, and each time he calls himself a fool and vows he
will never do so again. On this trip it took considerable
urging to get him started, and even then he only grabbed
on to the hand-rail of the last car of the train, as it were,
with a thousand nli^givings. But the railway ride was
jolly and he IVlt quite cheerful till dinner had to be eaten
at 10 A. M., before entering the fifteen miles of woods to

the camp. "A pretty time for dinner!" he suggested.
"Who can eat anything at this time of day?" But the
party took hold, suggestmg to the growler that it was the
last opportimity for a meal till camp was reached. The
buckboard M'as mounted, nervous man seeking the betit

seat. The progress was slow, and the jolting fearful.

The unhappy one stood it for a number of miles, tUl his
store of patience was exliausted. He was heard mutter-
ing to himself "Curse a fool! ' On she went over logs,

over stones and into mudholes. "Curse a fool! What
am I here for anyway?" The end of the load where the
team would be able to haul more than the provisions was
reached and seven mih s umst now be made on foot, Tlie
growler could not walk; his shoes were too thin. But at
last, thoroughly worn out b_v the tremendous jolting and
twisting of the butkbuard, he took to his legs with the
others. They reachea camp, but not before dark, and
two hours ahead of the team on which was every scrap of
provisions, A co^d camp and no supper. Curse a fooll"
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This from the m^.n who is disturbed by trifles. At last
the team arrived, and within three-quarters of an hour
the cook had ready broiled steak, roast potatoes and such
biscuits! The face of the over-particular man was
wreathed in smiles once more, and he allowed that if he
could have the best bunk in the camp, he should be happy
again. He was told to take his choice and he did so,
afterward wishing that he had taken any other bed of the
lot. Not a man would change with him, however, and in
a short time every man but the one who gave me this yarn,
was asleep. Did they snore? Ask any nervous man who
has ever slept in the camp with a lot of tired hunters and
guides. The roof did not come off, but it might have,
the snoring was loud enough, only that it was heavy
logs. Alas, for the nervous man!" His eyes would not
close. He twisted and he turned. He twitched and he
rolled over; all in vain. His eyes would not close. He
thought the other boys were all asleep, but one lay with
the blanket stuffed into his mouth to keep from bursting
with laughter. The nervous man sat up in bed and
looked at the boys to see if there was one awake that he
could talk to. Every man but one actually snored, and
that one made believe snore. No. All were asleep, and
the nervous man lay down again. He went through the
same maneuvers perhaps a dozen times. He twisted and
he turned. At last he could endure it no longer. He
jerked up in bed, he kicked off the blankets, and jumped
for the floor. "This is a lot of fun!" he roared.
Every man was awake in an instant, and such a laughter,
[t was worth a whole trip to Gerrish's Camp. Later the
aervous man calmed down and drowsed a little. The
hunt for deer the next day cheered him up, and he slept
better the second night. Now he talks of the glorious
sport, and wants to go again.
E. S. Dorr, A. D. Kidder and J. F. Desmond, of Boston,

with W. F. Clark, of South Rumford, Me., have recently
returned from a successful deer hunt at Clark's Pond in

have had no other wish than to get at the truth. To have
read the Maine papers this season and many of the papers
outside of Maine, a novice in hunting would have got the
impression that all one would have to do would be to go
to any part of that State and he would find moose, deer
and caribou as thick as sparrows and to be had for the
shooting. I must again add that these papers have only
recorded the successes, while on the subject of the disap-
pointments and weary days spent in hunting, only to go
home empty-handed, they have been entirely silent.

Special.

FOREIGN CAME FOR MAINE.
Bath, Me., Dec. 9.—Editor Forest and Stream: In re-

sponse to a circular letter (Ittter inclosed) which had been
sent to all sportsmen of prominence in the State, the fol-

lowing gentlemen met at Hotel Rockineham, Lewiston,
last Thursday: E. M. Blanding, editor of the Maine
Sportsman, Wm. Ledyard and J. C. Higgins of Bath, E.
L. Post of New York, Geo. E. Thompson of Bath, Edward
E. Hardy and Fred Sutherland of Boston, and Dr. Crock-
ett, Dr. Irish, Dr. R. H. Daintree, J. A. B. Farnham, T.
R. Catland. H. E. Doten. A. F. Field. D. S. West, George
Gifford, J. F. Moody, H. A. Bates, W. H. CoUins, E. H.
Gledhill and Frank Cain of Lewiston.
Mr. E. G. Gay introduced the vice-president of the

Massachusetts Fish and Game Association, Mr. Edward E.
Hardy. Mr. Hardy related the experiences of the Massa-
chusetts association since IST-t. He said that in that State
sharp-tail grouse, prairie chicken and Rocky Mountain
quail have been found the best birds. "Our greatest
difficulty," said Mr. Hardy, ''has been with the shipping.
In many cases the birds were not properly packed . The
boxes in which the game 1=? shipped must have cloth tops
or the birds will dash their brains out, the first impulse of
a game bird being to jump in the air when frightened.

seventh part is worked. There is no doubt about our
winged game being on the decrease. It is worth our while
to put our hands in our pockets, but we require legislation

to protect the birds. If we do introduce these birds we
must not allow our birds to be shot too soon, as has been
the case in Massachusetts.

"I think our Maine people, once they are alive to the
fact that protection is necessary, will make the very best
game wardens in the country. We are thoroughly alive

to Ihe necessity of tish protection, and the poaching of
past years is never attempted now. It will be the same
with game birds. Mr. Gay is deserving of our thanks for
calling this meeting."
Mr. Edward M. Blanding said: "The subject is an im-

portant one and cannot be lightly considered. With wise
laws better enforced Maine will, indeed, become a sports-

man s paradise. But in importing game birds we must
take good care not to injure our native game, than which
none better exists in the world. I think Minister Thomas's
opinion is particularly valuable, as he is a Maine man. I

trust we shall see you all in Bangor on Jan. 2, when the
Maine Sportsmen's Fish and Game Association will hold
its first annual meeting."

Letters were then read from Col. E. C. Farrington,
secretary Maine Sportsmen's Fish and Game Association;
Hon. P.'O. Vickery of Augusta, Hon. J. Manchester Hay-
nes and others, expressing expressing regret at not being
able to be present at the meeting, and showing warm in-

terest in the objects of the Association, promising their
personal and financial assistance. On motion of Mr. Led-
yard the meeting organized by electing E. G. Gay Presi-

dent and J. C. Higgins of Bath Secretary and Treasurer.
The constitution and by-laws of the Massachusetts Fish

and Game Protective Association were adopted by the
association. The meeting adopted as a name the Maine
Game and Protective Association.
The following vice-presidents were elected: Eugene

CAPERCAILZIE—Male and Female
Photo from Pair Imported in 1893 by Mr. D. F. Slillman, of phode Island.

Mexico, in that State. They killed a remarkably heavy
buck deer, which the hunters took to Boston. It is said

to have weighed nearly SOOlbs.

Megantic Fish and Game Club.

Boston, Dec. 9.—An important meeting of the directors

of the Megantic Fish and Game Club was held in Boston
the other day. President Alexander Taylor, Jr., w as on
from New York, and presided at the meeting. Superin-

tendent Robert Phillips was just in from the preserve,

and made suggestions in regard to improvements that

can be made on the preserve this winter. He is to finish

up the hatchery, begun this season, so as to make an ex-

periment in the hatching of trout eggs this spring.

Another important feature considered at the meeting was
the advisability of reducing the price of some of the

treasury stock. It was finally voted that a few shares of

the treasury ssock—sufficient "to bring the membership up
to 800—be sold at $50 each with the assessments of 1893

remitted. A committee was appointed to make arrange-

ments for the annual dinner of the club, to be held early

in January. Superintendent Phillips brought from the

preserve with him two beautiful specimens of caribou, and
the members of the Megantic Club are pretty sure to eat

caribou at their annual dinner. They are not obliged

to "first catch their rabbit;" for the caribou, right from
their own lands, are ali'eady caught.

I owe ]Mi-. J. G. Rich, a correspondent of Forest and
Stream who is always interesting, an apology. The
statement that he had claimed that 100 deer a day were
being killed in Maine was an error. Mr. Rich actually

wrote "lOO deer weekly," and it was so published in the

Forest AND Stream. So far as my frie nd Crosby, the

taxidermist, is concerned, the figures he objects to in re-

gard to the number of big game heads he has for mount-
ing, or had had up to the date he mentions, were given
to me by a gentleman who had visited Mr. Crosby's place,

and I so stated in my account in the Forest and Stream.
My objections to the newspaper statements concerning
the quantity of big game being killed in Maine this season
have been founded on the complaints of sportsmen who
have visited that State this season without success, and I

The boxes must be so low that the birds cannot jump high
enough to hurt themselves.
"We feel, that the sharptail is the best bird we can get

for Massachusetts. It can stand any cold, and is not
fond of the heavy timber, but prefers the edges of the
woods. Great care must be taken to place the bird in
suitable localities. We experimented with Rocky Moun-
tain quail, California valley and mountain quail, and we
found the Rocky Mountain quail to succeed the best.

Last winter practically exterminated our native quail in

Massachusetts, and our work this season will have to be
rep.airing this disaster."
Mr. Gay said that quail was not being seriously thought

of by Maine sportsmen, but the capercailzie and black
game of Norway and Sweden were the birds most favor-
ably talked of.

Mr. Thompson read the report of Minister Thomas re-

lating to these birds; this has already been published in
Forest a^'d Stream.

C. A. Brambe, of the Boston Herald, was called upon
by Mr. Gay to speak on the black game of Sweden, where
he has passed many seasons with the gun. He told inter-

esting things about the food of the black game, showing
that Maine has an abundance of birch, etc., that furnish
food for the black game. He mentioned the f.sct that
Sweden's forests were so like Maine's that the first time
he visited this State he could have easily imagined he was
in Sweden.

Dr. R. H. Daintree of Lewiston, who has shot the black
game and capercailzie in Scotland, expressed his convic-
tion that the birds would succeed in Maine, and went at
some length into the methods to be followed in rearing
the birds, which is similar to the course pursued in rear-
ing i^heasants.

Mr. E. F. Field said: "Our game birds are decreasing,
and unh^ss %ve do something to restock, we shall be with-
out. Woodcock are getting scarcer each year, and part-
ridge seem to me to be getting few and far between. If

we could introduce capercaUe and black game it would be
a great step."
Mr. J. L. Moody said: "Maine has thirty-five acres of

land for every man, woman and chUd, and not over one-

M. Hersey, Dr. C. A. Packard, George Thompson, H. A.
Bates, E. L. Post, E. F. Field, P. O. Vickery. William
Ledyard and E, L. Merrill were appointed an executive
committee.
In order to make the society as far reaching as possible,

and that no sportsman should refuse to join on account
of expense, the membership fee was placed at $2, and the
yearly dues at §1. The meeting showed one thing, at
least, very plainly—there is a singular unanimity among
those who follow the gun upon the subject of game im-
portation, and that the Maine sportsmen will stand shoid-
der to shoulder in this matter. L.

President Gay has issued a circular letter dated Dec. 9,
in which he suggests "that the buying of birds and liber-

ating them promiscuously over the State, is not feasible,
on account of a very heavy expense, and the innumerable
dangers that all young birds are subject to.

"My plan of proceeding in this matter is to secure a
suitable place, build suitable coops, yards and pens for
hatching, which can be built at an estimated cost of
about $3..50. The birds can be secured at no great cost,
and then you are ready to proceed to business. All game
birds can be bred in captivity. The black game is bred
extensively in this manner in Scotland and in England,
and in my judgment it is the only plan where success can
be assured. Year by year you (;an liberate all of the
birds that you do not require for breeding purposes, and
the bu'ds thus released wdl help the cause along by breed-
ing for themselves.

"I have already perfected plans for the procuring of
black game, sharptail and pinated grouse, and if these
plans meet with the approval of this association, in three
months' time 1 ^ill have the houses and pens cojnpleted,
the birds procured, and will be raising the chicks this
coming spring. I would estimate the cost of all work, in-
cluding the building of coops and pens, for the coming
year, from §.800 to .^1,000, and with this a grand good
work would be commenced that would be as lasting as
our Maine hill. I would also like to add in connec-
tion with this that in two years' time we can make this
self-supporting.
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CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
[From a Staff Corres^pondentSi

Arkansas.
Ohioago, 111., Dec. 1.—^About the game supply in Ar-

kasas, Mr. Jos. W. Irwin, of Little Rock, Ark., writes:

"We have had the greatest flight of ducks this year that

has ever been my lot to see, and every man in the State

that could rustle up a gun seems to have done so and gone
duck shooting with good success.

I have just returned from a day's quail shoot with a
friend. We found the birds very plentiful. From 9 A.

M. to 4 P. M. we put up no less than sixteen fine bevies of

full-grown, strong-flying birds, and if our shooting had
been first class we had chance enough to have made a

very large bag. As it was we left plenty of them for a
good many days of just such shooting. Young Mr. Du
Bois, of Cincinnati, could find good quail shooting in that

country and mallards too, unless the winter is much
colder than usual.

Spring Lake Preserve.

Lately I stated to an inquirer that, so far as known,
the duck grounds of )Spring Lake, 111., remained open to

the public. Last week I learned that a club or company
has been organized to control these grounds also. Mr,
A. H. Fahnestock, of Peoria, 111., prominent in the Dtick
Island or Beebee Lake Club, is interested in the new
move, and he or Mr. Chauncey M. Powers, of Decatur,
111., could give information. I learn that a cabin boat
will still furnish quarters to hunters, and there is talk of

the sale of shooting permits, though on all this my infor-

mation remains vague.

Plenty of Rabbits.

If one liked to shoot cottontails, and there are worse
sports, he would do well to stay away from Bicknell, Ind.,

for there the rabbits are too numerous for sport. Two
guns could kill two hundred in a day. Parties have gone
out there and killed a wagon box full in a day. In our
quail shooting near that point we often saw several rab-
bits moving about at once, and they were fairly a
nuisance, men and dogs tiring of them.

Field Ethics.

QuaU shooting, over good dogs, is the best and prettiest

sport America affords, as one may have earlier recorded
his belief. But quail shooting, even over good dogs, may
be a pleasure or not, just as one has or has not a pleasant
shooting companion, or rather one who observes the
ethics of the field. The man who wants to make a big
bag, the man who wants to beat somebody else, the man
who is a "claimer," and the man who kicks—all of these
should go into the sportsman's prayer book as things from
which to be delivered by Providence. Any one of these
can spoil the prettiest autumn day that ever shone.
My httle quail shoot at Vincennes was very pleasant,

and that to even the last degree, for we not only had
plenty of birds and good dogs, but I had a pleasant com-
panion, and one who appreciated the ethics of the field,

and did not let go by the little courtesies which do so

much to make or mar a day afield in company. When the
dogs pointed he always found it my turn to take the shot,

and when, as once in a while occurred on a bird that took
a flight midway between ua, we both fired into the same
bird, his call was always quick, "Your bird, sir," though
often I knew it was not my shot that killed, but his own
far more regular work. Qualities like these one does not
always find even among his best shooting friends, but
when they are found, a day behind the dogs does not de-
generate into a scramble or a hunt for count, but remains
a pleasure unalloyed and a bit of dignified and gentle-
manly sport. W herefore I hope Mr. Balmer will forgive
my saying anything about it.

By the way, my friend writes me to-day about the
quail:

Yesterday I went out to tlie ground where Adam and you had your
last day's hunt. Hitched at the Nigger's shanty, and found the first

bevy just over the hill. (I had Duke and Gwen only). Got two birds,
right and left, on the first rise, and following scattered birds, got two
more. Here a change came over the scene. The farmer who occupies
the house with the coat in place of a window, came out to greet me,
carrying on his shoulder a 36in. double-harreled muzzleloadJng shot-
gun. He recognized the dogs and wanted to go hunting with me.
That was enough; I was hoodooed. I don't know whether it was the
fact that I was looking down those 361n. barrels all the time, or the
fear that I could kill a bird on the wing once in a while; anyhow, from
the time he joined me until the time he left I was completely para
lyzed. In crossing a fence I would lose all control of myself and just
roll over it any way. He took me a long cast away above the pond,
where he reported "skads" of birds (that were not there), and after
spending the Dest part of the day tramping we returned to the old
grounds. Here he left rae to refresh the inner man, and soon as his
back was turned I found a bevy and immediately regained my accus-
tomed form. I had good shooting for 15 or 20 minutes, when the fellow
again returned and spoiled the remaining hour of the day.
I dared not count my birds in his presence, but waited until I got

home, when I fished 19 quail out of tbe folds of my old hunting coat.
These, with three or four rabbits that the fiend received from me made
my bag for the day. I hunted from 10:30 till 4 o'clock. The day was
perfect, but no man living could make a bag under tne circumstances
I will not hunt in Illinois any more this season, and feel that there

ought to be some birds left over.

P. S.—I don't think that long gun was loaded, for he made no
attempt to shoot. If I had only been sure of this!

Mr, Balmer met the same "hoodoo" which his brother
and I encountered at the same place a few days earlier,

but he got off: better- than we did. There were two of
the young farmers who followed us, and they were so

kindly in trying to show us the birds that we could not
think of leaving them. They kept close up with us, and
had us so nervous that we went to pieces altogether in
our shooting, and simply made an exhibition of ourselves,

although our occasional kill of a bird highly pleased and
astonisUed the spectators, to Avhom the knocking over of

a rabbit on the run seemed a marvel of skiU. With such
an attendant our friend is to be congratialated on his bag,
which was a good deal better than either of ours. Our
main source of happiness was that we didn't bag on j of
the countrymen, they clung so consistently to the line of

fire.

Billy's Lounge.

Visitors at the Himters' Cabin at the Fair will bear in

mind the great seat of honor which stood before the fire-

place within the cordon which barred back the too in-

quisitive public. This piece of furniture was made by
"Billy" Hofer, the Rocky Mountain man who had the
cabin in charge for the Boone and Crockett Club. The
construction was of young pine trees for legs and frame,
the seat being made of a full-size beef hide put on raw
and dried on tight as a drum. This great lounge is far
longer than any man, a.nd wide proportionate. It has
been conch, settee and divan in general for many a visitor

of note. Here Billy curled up and read papers when
business was slack, and before it he sat on the skins by
the fire and told stories betimes when business was good
and the seat of honor had a fair occupant. The big raw-
hide lounge became a sort of landmark, and a good many
persons wanted to buy it when the cabin efl'ects were dis-

posed of at the close of the Fair. It could only of natural
right go to but one place, however, and there it has gone,

namely, to the Western ofiice of Foeest and Stream.
Here it stands, as solid, as comfortable, as wide and wel-

coming as before, and will remain so after the White
City itself has disappeared. Come up and sit on it. It

won't cost you a cent, and all you have to do is to admit
that Billy Hofer built on honor when he made the big

rawhide settee. "I didn't want that thing to go jtist any-
where," said Billy, "and I did want it kept somewhere."
It will stay a long time where it is, a fixture of FOKEST
AND Stream, and I hope will come to be again a fixture of

sportingdom as it was at the other cabin.

Princess of China.

In some reminiscences of the Fair, comment was made
on the vision which broke the record at the record-break-
ing Forest and Stream corner, and in regard to this a
writer in the "Society Chat" columns of the Lexington,
Ky., Daily Leader has something to say. It seems a
certainty that the vision lives somewhere around Lexing-
ton, and the Leader on the data afforded has instituted a
search in behalf of the recorder of the record-breaker,
stating among other things that it wtts probably the
Princess of China whom the Forest and Stream men
saw illuminate the carpet sweeper, and to whom they
gave a sample copy of the paper. I have been through
Chinatown in San Francisco and other places.
While I don't know who or what this vision was, I al-

low it wasn't any Chinee. Thank you very much, and
none the less, good friends in Kentucky, and' if you locate
the vision, as I hope you will, kindly learn if possible,

whether any of the gentlemen of the family remain un-
supplied with sample copies of the greatest paper on
earth.

A Great Season South.

Continuing the dive into the mail box I find the follow-
ing from the Forest and Stream correspondent "Ai-od-
nac," who writes from Welsh, Louisiana:
"Never in my days have I seen as much game as m

the past two weeks. I arrived at this place yesterday
evening and at the hotel met several kid drummers who
wanted to go shooting ducks. We had but one mile walk
to the rice field from the hotel, and arrived on the grounds
at half after four and shot until dark. Tho result was
my three dude drummers had exploded seventy-five
shells and killed four mallard ducks. I shot thirty-seven
shells and killed thirty-one ducks. The time we had to
shoot was one hour and twenty minutes. I had agreed
with them to kill only greenheads, as the ducks were so
numerous one could pick and make a fine bag. I suc-
ceeded in making all drake mallards but two, which were
pintails. Is there any place else that you know of where
this could be done?

"I am sure that any one, a fair shot, who would take
the trouble to make a blind, and use decoys and be will-

ing to wade in water 4in. deep, could kill 100 to 150 of a
morning only a mile from the hotel. I shot in n\y Sun-
day clothes.

"Several years ago there never was known to be but
very few ducks in this vicinity, but the cultivation of
rice here has brought them in by the milhons, not
thousands. The shooting, unfortunately, does not last

but until Dec. 10. As soon as aU the loose and fallen

rice is eaten up the ducks leave for the sea coast, about
twenty-eight miles south of here, and there they are hard
to get, yet numerous.

"Mallards can be bought almost anywhere at 8 cents
apiece. They are chea,per than meat, in consequence of
which the butchers suffer.

"The quail season will be good."

Plasa Rod and Rifle Club.

The Piasa Rod and Rifle Club, of Alton, 111., sends in a
handsomely lithographed roster of the club membership,
showing on one page the portraits of all its oflicers, and
on another those of the remaining members. Glen. E. H.
Lahee is president, and Mr. H. R. Wills vice-president,

Mr. G-. R, Hewitt filling the secretary's chair, and Mr.
G. A. McMillen that of treasurer. Mr. Wills, from his

portrait, one would not take to be a rifie shooter, but he
is, as I have learned in many hard-fought matches here,
involving the championship of Halstead street. He isn't

near as innocent as he looks, and neither is Mr. Lahee.

May Move.
Dr. 0. Stewart Bamber of Rochester. N. Y., a lover of

that noble animal, the dog, is in Chicago for a few days,
and says that he may move West this far, as the shooting
about Rochester doesn't altogether suit him. There is

shooting of almost any sort, one way or the other, out of
Chicago, if you go far enough after you start.

Hard Year for Quail.

Chicago, Dec. 9.—The quail season in Illinois being
now at an end, and the Indiana season being also i)rao-

tically closed, it is possible to review with accuracy the
question of the supply of birds. There is no longer any
question that the severity of last winter was almost ruin-

ous to the qtiafl. in all of northern Indiana and Illinois.

Around Warsaw and other points where last fall we had
excellent shooting, there were this fall next to no birds at
all, a party of three guns getting only 9 birds in a day
over the choicest of the covers in an exceptionally good
section of country. Such bevies as were found were
small. Last year was the great quafl. year for this region,
but this year is the reverse of that. It will take the best

of nursing and years of good weather to bring the birds
back in such abundance as that of the last two or three
years. It is good counsel to all Chicago shooters and
those who are accustomed to shoot in northern Indiana
not to fire another gun this fall, and to go further South
for the shooting next faU if the birds at that time con-
tinue scarce as now. The sportsmen of Warsaw intend
to stock their country heavily with quail this coming
year. Their preserves should be respected until the bu-ds

have again taken good hold, and the shooters of any
locality could not do better than imitate so good an
example, besides trying to feed and shelter such few
bevies as may be left this fa,ll.

It is probable that this will be another hard winter for

quail in northern lUinois and Indiana. Very heavy snows
have fallen and there has been much alternate melting
and freezing, so that poor Bob White's daily bread must
be hermetically sealed away from him by an impervious
coating of ice. Unless there should be a general thaw
and a passing away of this icy covering, we can hardly
hope for less than a further slaughter of the innocents.

You can hardly destroy the quail crop in thirty days of

legitimate wing shooting, for the little fellovv.s are wonder-
fully fit to take care of themselves; but when they are

weak and starving there is no fun in the thought of try-

ing to bag them. Therefore let us all leave the famine
belt alone for a while in our shooting.
In the lower half of the two States mentioned the

weather was not so severe last winter, and the birds were
more abundant this season, but even there they were
more scarce than is usually the case. Even so far south
as Tennessee it was a "bad year." The worst enemy quail

have is the weather. Let us hope the present winter will

grow milder and not worse.

Trip is Off.

IVIr. Wilbur Dubois, of Cincinnati, writes that his shoot-
ing friend, Mr. Peabody, will be unable, on accoimt of

increased duties in business, due to his recent promotion in
railroad work, to take the contemplated shooting trip to

the South, and that therefore the dates are off all aroimd.
Mr. Dubois adds:

"I have not yet had my annual shooting trip, and want
to run off somewhere for a shoot of ten or twelve days. I

am uncertain where to go, and hardly know whether it

would be advisable to try so far South as Louisiana, and
avail myself of your courteous card of introduction to your
New Orleans friend.

"I congratulate you on your courage in denouncing the
slaughter of ducks, in Forest and Stream of Nov. 25.

Wise words bravely spoken."
Mr. Dubois will do well to get pretty well South for his

shoot, though possibly he can get good enough country in

Mississippi or Arkansas. It is a delightful change to leave

the blizzard of the North and be out for a time in the pleas-

ant strawberry weather, which in the South they dignify
by the name of winter.

For Fish Warden of Iowa.

Hon, J. G. Smith, the veteran shooter and long-time presi-

dent of the Iowa Association, is out as candidate for State
Fish Commissioner under the new regime. Mr. Smith is

well versed in the way of legal work, is a rational and
earnest sportsman, and his appointment would be a fine

one. It would be finer yet if the State would give him a
decent appropriation with which to work. Granted that,

and the abused waters of Iowa might once again have a
little of their old tirne supply of fish life. If Mr. Smith is

appointed I hope he will, just for the sake of auld lang
syne, place some fish in old Skunk River, where I used to

fish when I was a boy, and where the netters and dyna-
miters have since made it impossible for anybody to catch
a fish. That was once a glorious bass stream.

Speaking of Bass.

Speaking of bass, a good one indeed was that taken this

season by Mr. Frank Lawrence of Chicago—a fish taken
in Green Lake, Wis., weighing Tibs. 2-koz. Mr. Lawrence
is showing it, nicely mounted, at Spalding's store. If he
had only laid his plans right he .might be wearing
diamonds in the Natchaug competitio n.

She also Shoots,

Mrs. Kate F. Miller, the bright little newspaper woman
who edits the Industrial World, Chicago, is not only a
journalist but a shooter, and at chicken or even quail can i

kill a mess of birds all right. Mrs. Miller favored this

section of Forest and Stream with a very pleasant call

this week, and we talked over many things, including
the wanderings of the "Saginaw Crowd," with most of

whom the lady is well acquainted.

Moved In.

The clean and gritty publication Sports Afield this week
changed its place of publication from Denver to Chicago,^

and its bright young editor, Mr. Claude King, is now
busily squaring himself around in his new and bigger
home, fii-st taking time to come and talk fraternally with
the Western part of Forest and Stream.

Memoriam.

On Tuesday morning, Dec. 5, Mr. Vilroy Q. Paxon,
since 1889 in the employ of Mr. E. S. Rice, general agent
of the DuPont powder, this city, died after a brief illness.

Mi. Paxon was, during the late war, a sergeant and first

lieutenant in the loth Infantry of Illinois. Since the

war he was for twenty years in the service of the Adams
and American express companies, later going in with Mr,

Rice. In all capacites he was faithful, cheerful and effi-

cient. He was a sportsman of the ti-uest sort and leaves

many friends. E. Hough.
909 SECtnuTY Building, Chicago.

Stocking Methods.

MiLFORD, Conn., Dec. 7.—There have been scarcely a
half-dozen quail killed in this neighborhood since the

opening on Oct. 1. This is in marked contrast with the

experience of former years, and the better class of hunters

have determined to take some steps to remedy the evil.

It is proposed to begin by attempting to restock by buying
West Virginia or Tennessee birds and in the late winter

pairing them off as far as practicable in separate coops or

inclosm-es and then turn out in March. An unique plan

was tried last winter by a Long Island shooting club and
resulted very successfully. It consisted in fixing a num-
ber of empty barrels with long axis pointing east and
west about the stubble near cover. The open end is cov-

ered with large mesh wire netting, allowing the quail

entrance and egress, but keeping the larger vermin out.

By baiting up to these barrels the quail became used to

them and in cold weather and snow use them for shelter.

I am informed that during the very severe weather of last

winter the supprintendent of this club found a flock of

quail in almost every barrel. The Hammonassett Club, in

eastern Connecticut, have ordered this plan to be tried

during the coming season in order to preserve if possible

the large number of birds which will be left over. This

club has stocked for two years past and as a consequence
there are many birds there settled for the winter. Almost
every patch ot "died down" buckwheat within a mile or

two of the club contains a large flock. Incog.
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Game Near Asheville.

ASHEVILLB, N. C, Dec. 1.—The hunting season in Ashe-
ville has opened in great shape, and those who have been
in the field say that quail are ijlentiful. They also report

a large flight of woodcock, and in the lowlands just south
of Asheville, on the French Broad Eiver, woodcock and
snipe shooting has already commenced. The largest indi-

vidual bag yet made in one day was sixty-five birds by a
well-known hunter here. Last week a party was organ-
ized for a deer hunt, in which the week was consumed.
The party went out into the Smoky Mountaia range
within sight of Asheville. The result of the week's hunt-
ing was four bucks and three does. They had very httle

trouble in finding the deer, and besides this rather large
bag, members of the party killed in all twenty-six wild
turkeys, one wild__hog and numerous pheasants and quail.

The Battery Park'Hotel has become headquarters for a lot

of sportsmen and the Hunt Club is the feature of the day
at present in Asheville. The section immediately sur-

rounding Asheville is without doubt the best huating sec-

tion in North Carolina. Almost any sort of game can be
found easily, and this is accounted for by the fact that
nearly all of the land around Asheville is posted and the
shooting privileges are in possession of some members of

the Hunt Club. There is no difficulty for the visitors to

secure shooting privileges.

The game preserve which is being completed by Mr.
Greo. W. Vanaerbilt, in connection with his magnificent
mansion, will be the finest game preserve tn the world.
It comprises about 60,000 acres of magnificent forest and
good vantage ground for game. It is said that he wiU im-
port almost every kind of game that can flourish in this

climate, and it is expected that within the next two or
three years the evtensive preserve will be completed. The
preserve, of course, is within sight of Asheville, and will
comprise a large portion of the Mt. PLsgah range of moun-
tains.

^

Illinois Game.
Neponset, 111., Dec. 3.—The game season has prac-

tically closed m this section of the State. For some un -

known cause prairie chicken and quail, and even the cot-
ton tail rabbit have been scarce. Owing to the scarcity
of game, trap-shooting has been carried on to more than
the usual extent. But to me the sport at the trap falls

far short of a day in the stubble or in the marsh or the
forest. Regardless of the favorable spring and summer,
there was a great shortage in the prairie chicken crop.
A bag of half a dozen birds for a man with his dog would
have been considered an exceedingly good day's shoot.
The quail season closed Nov. '60 with but little game
bagged. We have as good a waterfowl marsh as can be
found in this part of the State, but owing to the lack of
fall rains haven't had the water to make shooting as good
as usual. Thousands of ducks find their way into Chicago
markets from the Winnebago and St. Peter marshes
annually.

1 have a letter from George S. Wells, an old friend of
mine, of Lewlston, Mon., who, in company with anotber,
had just returned from a deer hunting trip among the
foot-hilLs of the Rockies. He says that heavy snows ren-
dered it impossible for them to procure feed for their
saddle horses and pack animals, and owing to this fact
their trip was greatly shortened. But Wells did not re-
turn with empty i)ack saddles; that is not his nature. He
will stay on the trail as long as any man 1 ever knew.
On this trip Wells and his companion brought back for
the result of a seven-day trip the carcasses of eigh t black
tail deer, besides an abundance of small game. Mr.
Wells reports a goodly quantity of both large and small
game throughout the country they traversed. R. E. M.

Back from the Maine Woods.
Dr. George McAleer and friends have returned from

their winter hunting trip. On their way from the head-
waters of the Dead River to their camp in the Moose River
Valley, which is only a blazed ti'ail through the wilder-
ness, two miles of which is along the summit of the boun-
dary mountains, they encountered the fresh footprints of
an enormous bear, which measured 7 by Sin. It was de-
cided to go in pursuit the next morning, but Gin. of snow
fell during the night and destroyed all chance of success,
so this was abandoned. But what spoiled the bear hunt
was just what was needed for still-hunting, and so the
party turned its attention to other gatue. They saw
forty-four deer while in camp and killed two does, four
bucks and a very lai-ge bull caribou. They made several
efforts to locate moose in the many mountain gorges and
notches and over into Kibby Valley, but the trail picked
up and followed one day would be entirely obliterated the
next by the heavy snowfall that occurred every day while
in camp, and so they were unable to get a. shot. They
speak in terms of highest praise of their cook, Hei'b Heal,
and the extensive and elaborate menu prepared for their
Thanksgiving dinner. When they left there was a depth
of 15in. of snow on a level, and they describe the forest in
its heavy mantle of snow as a wealth of beauty and love-
liness, and tlie glistening of the mountain tops in the ris-

ing and setting sun a marvel of richness and splendor
worth making the journey to see.

—

Worcester {Mass.) Spy.

Deer in Connecticut.
West Winsted, Conn., Dec. 4.—Thinking that it might

interest you to know that we still have deer in Connecti-
cut, 1 inclose slip taken from the Winsted Citizen, Nov. 29:

"The first deer seen in this locality in years was seen be-
tween Winsted and New Hartford in the town of Bark-
hamsted this morning. A number of farmers and rail-

road hands witnessed the rare object, as it disappeared in
the woods. Shortly after i) o'clock this morning near the
old dam of Barkhamsted, bordered by the highway and
Philadelphia, Reading & New England tracks on one side
and woods on the opposite side, the deer was discovered
near the old -wrecked shanty situated near the dam, by
farm hands. Section Boss Heaney of Winsted was a wit-
ness and says the deer was a good sized one. The farmers
immediately gave chase, but the deer was too fleet footed
and escaped by taking to the woods. W. B. P.

[Connecticut farmers would do just as well not immedi-
ately to give chase, for the law protects deer in that State
for ten yeai's to come.]

Genesee Valley.

Rochester, N. Y., Dec. 5.—The annual meeting of the
Genesee Valley Fish and Game Protective and Propagat-
ing Association occurs on the evening of Jan. 10, at
Rochester. F. J, Amsden.

MODERN SPORTING GUNPOWDERS

In the Light of the Public Powder and
Primer Tests Carried out at Chi-

cago and Carney's Point,

New Jersey.

BY ARMIN TENNER,

Expert tn Gunpowder, Gims and Ammunition.

[Continued from page li98.]

With reference to the figures quoted in Table G atten-

tion must be called to the fact that the DuPont, the Wals-
rode leaf and Schultze powders (Pompton) were fired in

the several shells while the weather was clear and com-
paratively dry, and that rain set in at the time when the
ignition test had reached the Schultze powder, whereby
the hmnidity in the air was considerably increased, the
effect of which is noticeable with this and the other
powders, which aU show a decrease in bursting strain and
velocities as compared with the corresponding figures ob-

tained under normal conditions. The velocities dropped,
even with the No. 3 primer, frequently below the limit

representing a sufficient killing force, considering that a
velocity below 750 can no longer be regarded an equiva-

lent for a satisfactory penetration,

The effect of the moistm-e as here illustrated is very in-

structive for the gunner. By examining these figures, he
will find the explanation for the question, why occasion-

ally, in rainy weather, the bu-ds appear to be more tough
than in dry weather? Why he will not succeed in bring-

ing them down in the usual style? It is because the hair

of an animal or the feathers of a bird are wet that the
pellets do not seem to do as effective work, the gtmner is

told. Not a bit of it. The wet hair or feathers are not re-

sponsible for such a phenomenon. It is the powder, as a
rule, which, owing to its susceptibility to moisture, fails

to develop a sufficient penetrative power.
It is claimed for the gun cotton powders that they are

not susceptible to the influence of moisture, or at least in

a less degree than other powders. • To ascertain how far

such a claim is justified, it was concluded, after the effect

of moisture had been felt even with the E. C. powder, to

settle this question at this point of the experiments.
Consequently a nmnber of shells were loaded with the
standard charges of DuPont's and the two Walsrode
smokeless powders and fired, and this experiment proved,
as will be seen by the figures quoted, that indeed the gun
cotton powders are very little affected by an ordinary de-
gree of moisture tn the air.

Resuming the theme at issue, it is shown by the figures

that the best results for the DuPont's Smokeless powder
were obtained w^^h the Eley and Smokeless shell, which
gave about the same values, and, if we take the bursting
strain in consideration, that the Smokeless shell takes the
first place. The Winchester Rival shell produced quite

sufficient velocities, with comparative moderate bursting
strains, but occasionally hang-fires were noticeable,

which, by the way, were experienced with all common
primers, and even in some cases with the Winchester
No. 3 j)rimer, a phenomenon explained by the result of

the ignition test as shown in Table L. Even the Nitro
Club shell did not quite hold its own in all cases, although
the velocities obtained with this primer may still be re-

garded as satisfactory. The U. S. Rapid shell pi-oved to

be somewhat weak for the DuPont's Smokeless which,
like all gun cotton powders, rejquires a strong primer.
The Walsrode powder can only be used in special shells

or exploded with a No. 3 primer such as that of the
Smokeless shell, unless the ordinary shells are primed
with black powder. The most dilficult powder to ignite

is the leaf powder, but even this was regularly and satis-

factorily exploded by the Smokeless shell.

The primer test with Schultze powder—Pompton

—

proves that this powder ignites comparatively easy, a
quality it possesses in common with the regular Schultze
powder. The velocities obtained with the Eley, Smoke-
less, Nitro Club, Rival, Rival No. 3 and Kynoch shells

are all satisfactory, but those obtained with the other com-
mon shells are hardly of sufficient height.

When the Schultze powder was reached, a heavy rain

set in, and on this account the velocities are throughout
lower than they would have been if taken in dry weather.
They reach the requisite figures only with the Smokeless,
Eley, Nitro Club, Rival No. 3 and Rapid shells. The
highest mean velocity was obtained with the Smokeless
shell.

The velocities obtained with the E. C. powder likewise

show plainly the effect of moisture, only those produced
by the Eley and Smokeless shells are up to the standard;

the Smokeless shell gave the best velocities of the two.
Toward evening of Oct. 37 a few experiments were

made for determining the question to what extent the

several powders react to moderately increased charges,

and the result of this test is embodied in the foregoing

table. The primer test was postponed tili the following

day.
Although the rain had ceased on the next day and all

powders which were kept under roof and in a dry place

over night were loaded fresh from the cans, the effect of

the humidity prevailing on the previous day was still

plainly noticeable, as this will be seen from the velocity

figures contained in Table G.

S. S. powder developed throughout very low figures,

which in no instance reached the requisite limit. The
primer test with this powder proves that it can only be
regularly exploded with No. 3 primer unless the common
shells are primed with black powder.
American wood showed a similar behavior; it developed

comparatively low velocities. By comparing the burst-

ing strains of the several powders with one another it

will be seen that the No. 3 primer, as a rule, produces a
higher mean gas pressure than the common primers.

This phenomenon corresponds closely with the conditions

under which, with the two primers, the ignition and
combustion of the powder charges take place. The
stronger primer simply causes a quicker ignition and
combustion of the powder, and thus by it the gases are

more suddenly developed than with the common primer,

which produces a slower ignition and combustion. The
strain upon the gun barrel therefore is higher from the

No. 3 primer than from the common primer.

This increase of strain to the gun, however, is by no
means alarmmg, and is hardly important enough to

induce the gunner to prefer on this account the weaker
primer. As long as the nitro powders retain their

present properties in the way of the requirements for a
reliable and thorough ignition, the No. 3 primer cannot
well be dispensed with.
The last-named explanation might be construed that the

No. 3 primer, as such, used in conjunction with a nitro

powder, constitutes an element of danger. In fact, it is

frequently asserted that the common shells primed with
black powder were much more safe, for nitro powders,

would be less liable to bulge or burst guns, than No. 3

primers.
This assertion, like many others made every day in the

year by persons believing or even claiming to have gone
deep into the study of the theory of shot shooting,

whei-eas they have, as a rule, barely touched its surface, is,

of course, not based on facts. But to shed some light

also on this particular sphere, tests at Carney's Point

were likewise made in this direction, and the result

of these experiments is shown in Table I. It has been
said before that the moisture test at Chicago has been a
comparatively mild one. The powders were in this case

subjected to the influence of 75 per cent, humidity only.

The strange behavior of some of the powders at Carney's

Point during rainy weather induced us to subject all

powders to a second moisture test under strictly similar

conditions.
All powders were put in open earthen dishes and placed

in a cellar in which the humidity measured 85 per cent.,

and having no ventilation whatsoever. After having re-

mained there 24 hours they were taken out, loaded in the
usual manner, and fired.

The result of this interesting test is laid down in

Table H.
Table H.

Carney's Point, Oct. 28, 189S.

MOISTURE TEST.
Schultze powder, 3drs., l%oz. shot No. 7:

Bursting Strain. Velocity.

4,410.0 lbs. equal 800 atm. below 650 ft.

4.410.0 " " 300 " " " "

4.454.1 " " 303 " " " "

S. S. powder, 3drs., l^oz. shot No. 7:

4.498.2 lbs. equal 306 atm. below 650 ft.

4,586.4 " " 313 " 674.9 ft. equal 204 meters.
5,027.4 " " 342 " 723.9 " " 230

American wood powder, 3drs., l^oz. shot No. 7:

4,586.4 lbs. equal 312 atm. below 650 ft.

4,586.4 •• 312 " •' " "

4,511.7 " 311 " " " "

DuPont's smokeless powder, 3drs., IJ^z. shot No. 7:

below 4,410 lbs. below 650 ft.

E. C. powder, 3drs., l%oz. shot No. 7:

below 4,410 IDs.

4,498.2 lbs, equal 306 atm.
below 4,410 lbs.

Schultze powder (Pompton), 3 drs., IJ^oz. shot No. 7:

below 4,410 lbs. below 650 ft.

below 650 ft.

687.9 ft. equal 208 meters,
below 650 ft.

Walsrode leaf powder, -Slgrs. IJ^oz, shot No. 7:

6 570 9 lbs. equal 447 atm. 813.3 ft. equal 246 meters.

6,394.5 '• 4.35 ' 818.10 " 248

6;780 4 " " 462 " 792.5 " " 240

Walsrode powder in grains, 29grs., l^oz- shot No. 7:

7,270.5 lbs. equal 495 atm. 802.4 ft. equal 243 meters.

7 452.9 " '• 507 " 812.3 '• • 246

7,452,9 " " 507 " 805.el" 244

DuPont's powder, FFF., l^oz. shot No. 7:

5.071.5 lbs. equal 345 atm. 812.3 ft. equal 246 meters.

5,037.4 - •• 334 779.8 " - 2i6

5.071.4 " " 345 " 772.7 " " 2.34

As will be seen from the figures quoted in Table H the

majority of powders will not stand the influence of a

moisture in the air of tioyi under the conditions before

mentioned, and that even the DuPont's smokeless and the

E. C. powders, which are less hygroscopic than some of

the others, after having absorbed 2 and 2}% moisture res-

pectively, lose considerably in propelling energy.

It was found that the several powders subjected to the

influence of moisture had absorbed the latter in the fol-

lowing proportions

:

DuPont's smokeless pdr. .2f^ Schultze powder .

Walsrode leaf powder. . .2% Schultze (Pom.) powder.3.4^

Walsrode grain powder.. 2i,^ S. S. powder 4^
DuPont's black powder. .2% Americanwood powder.7^
E. C. powder, 2^%
A portion of the Walsrode leaf powder was placed in

an oven and there tried under a temperature of 205° F,

=80° C, and then tested for bursting strain and velocity.

Walsrode leaf powder, 31grs., IJ^oz. shot No. 7:

Bursting strain. Velocity.

8 070.3 lbs. equal 549 atm. 785.10 ft. equal 238 meters.

sis-g.O " " 570 " 858.8 '• 260 "

8,820.0 " " 600 " 825.2 " " 250

iVIean bursting strain, 8,423 lbs. Mean velocity, 822 ft.

Variation, 750 lbs. Variation, 73 ft.

Table I.

Comparative Test Between No. 3 Primers and Common Primers,
Primed with Sgrs. fine grain Black Powder.

Walsrode leaf powder, 31grs., I^oz. shot in special shells:

Bursting Strain. Velocity.

7,893.9 lbs. equal 537 atm. 852.0 ft. equal 258 meters.

The same load in Climax shells with black powder priming:

9 173 8 lbs. equal 624 atm. 799.0 It. equal 242 meters.

8;996.4 " " 612 " 855.4 ' " 259 "

Schultze powder (Pompton), 3drs., in Smokeless shells, IJ^z. shot

'

8,240 7 lbs. equal 561 atm. 835.6 ft. equal 253 meters.

The same load In Climax shells with black powder priming:

4 6-30 .1 lbs. equal 315 atm. below 650 ft.

4^498.3 " " 306 atm. " 650 "

DuPont's smokeless powder, 2%dvs., IJ^oz. shot No. 7 In Smokeless

^^9^788.2 lbs. equal 666 atm. 818.10 ft. equal 248 meters.

The same load in Climax shells with black powder primmg:
8 202 6 lbs. equal 558 atm. 792.5 ft. equal 240 meters.
8'643.6 " " 588 " 855.4 " " 259

E 0 powder, 3drs., IJ^oz. shot No. 7 in Smokeless shells:
'

5,865.3 lbs, equal 399 atm. 815.7 ft. equal 247 meters.

The same load in Climax shells with black powder priming:

4 718.7 lbs. equal 321 atm. 746.0 ft. equal 233 meters.
4,m.i " " 312 " 730.0 " " 219 "

Walsrode powder in grains, 29gr8., IJ^oz. shot No. 7, in special shells:

6,615.0 lbs. equal 450 atm. 799.0 ft. equal 242 meters.

The same load in Climax shells with black powder priming:

4 497 0 lbs. equal 510 atm. 783.6 ft. equal 3 7 meters.
7',408.8 c04 " 766.0 ' " 232

Schultze powder, 3drs., IJ^oz. shot No. 7, in Smokeless shells:

7,893.0 Ib.s. equal 5:37 atm. 825.5 ft. equal 250 meters.

The same load in Climax shells with black powder priming:

4 586 4 lbs. equal 312 atm. 687.9 ft. equal 208 meters.

4i586.4
" • 312 " 684.6 " " 207

American wood powder, -Sdrs., i%nz. shot No 7, in Smokeless shells:

4,806.9 lbs. equal 337 atm. 752 10 ft. equal 238 meters.

The same load in Climax shells with black powder priming:
4,851.0 lbs. equal H-iO atm. below 650 ft.

4,718.7 " •' 3.1 J
" '
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S. S. powder, adrs., IJ^oz. shot No. 7, in Smokeless shells:
Bursting Strain. Velocity.

7,805 7 11)8. equal 5:11 atm. 818.10 ft. equal 248 meters.
The same load in Climax shells with bhck powder priming:

^.m H ll)s. equal 429 atm. 789.=! ft. equal aS9 meters.
7,011.9 " " 477 " m 4 " • 243

Thp forey;o{ng tahie shows that only four of the powdprs
tested will stand black powder priming, and that the
bursting strains of both the No. 3 primer and the com-
mon shell, primed with black ponder, are about the
same, where^ts the velocities of tiie No. 3 primer are
superior to those of the common primer.
The DuPonfs S. S. and both Walsrode powders de

veloped velocities sufficiently high to warrant a good
killing power; they can therefore, if necessary, be used
for hve bird as well as for artihcial target shooting, but
the velocities obtained with both Schultze, E, C. and
American wood powders only justify the use of these
powdeis in common shells primed with black powder for
artificial targi ts. To use them also for Jive birds would
be equivalent with cruelty to animals.

All powdt-rs were again tested at Carney's Point for
pattern. The gun and barrel us< d was a 12-l)r>re choke.
Distance between muzzle of gun and target 40y( Is. The
shot charges—366 pellets No. 7, equal to Hoz.—were
loaded witli the shot counter or trowel. All shots fired
from muzzle r< bt. The figures qtiote'l in the following
table represent the number of pellets counted in each case
within the 30iu. select circle.

Table K.—Pattern Test.
3drs. E. C. powder. shot No. 7. in Smol'eles-s shells:

187 ^4:j 3J4 217 19^-1083 Average pellets 216; var. 57; cor vel. 816ft,

3drs. Schultze powder (Pompton), Ifguz. shot No. 7, in Smokeless^
shells:

176 111 175 205 207- 874 Average pellets 175; var. 96; cor. vel. 865ft.

- 3drs. Schultze powder, IJ^oz. shot No 7. in Sinokeless shells:
203 329 187 211 200 -108a Average pellets 206: var. 42; cor. vel. 795ft.

32sr8. Walsrode It-af powder, li^oz. shot No. 7, in Vit-nna shells:
169 159 176 197 171 872 Average pellets 174; var 58; cor. vel. 871 ft

SIgra sa-nf powder, same shot and shells:
178 172 166 171 200 -890 Averag. pelleis 178; var. 34; cor. vel 842ft

29era. Walsrode powd , sraa., IJ^oz. shot No. 7, in Bischweiler shells:
17.1 188 172 194 183-907 Average pellets 181; var. 24; cor vel. 8I2ft.

3drs, American wood ponder, IJ^oz. shot No. 7, in Smokeless shells:
261 218 247 251 109—1119 Average pellets 221; var. 152; cor. vel. 747ft.

?drs. S. S. powder IJ^oz. shotNo 7, in Smoi<eIess shells:
169 158 189 221 206 953 Average pellets 189; var. 16i; cor. vel. 734ft

2%di s DuPont's smokeless powder, IJ^oz. shot No. 7, in Smokeless
shells:

214 190 171 192 177—944 Average pellets 189; var. 43; cor. vel 838ft.

In view of the fact that low velocities generally pro-
duce highly satisfactory pattern, in judgint; and compar-
ing the pattern the corr spmding velocities must always
be taken into consi.leration. Applying this rule to the
results -enumerated in Tal>le K, E C, DuPonfs smoke-
less, Walsrode leaf powder (3lgrd.) and Schultze (Pomp-
ton) powder make, with about even values. tiie b< st show-
ing. S hultze powder did well in point of pattern, bat
the velocities are somewhat low and the patterns are
irregular. It takes, therefore, together with Walsrode
gram powder, the S"Cf>nd place. S. S. and American
wood powder are out of competition, since the velocities
of both are below the requisite limit. The next table
shows the time required by tiit diff' rent pow ders between
the moment of the pulling of the trigger and the moment
the shot quits the muzzle of the gun, or in other words,
how much quicker the ignition and combustion of the
powder charge is brought about with the No. 3 primer
than with the common primer.
Although thes'- differences only move in fractions of a

second, they are nevertheless of importance in shooting
at fast moving game, especially if we bear in mind tiiat
the pellets of a shot charge never reach their destination
simiiltaneously. The chances of hitting a moving object
are influenced by the slower or quicker burning of the
powder irret^pective of the primer and by the irregular
arrival of the pellets. If in addition to these two last
named factors, the ignition and combustion of the powder
is delayed on account of a weak primer, then, indeed, the
gunner will find himself handicapped to a great extent,
if he leads for instmce, a quartering bird in the usual
manner. For this reason, the strong primer causing a
quick, sure and thorough transformation of the powder
into life energy, is preferable to the common primer for
the use of niiro powders.

Table L.—Primer Test.
The figures opposite the different makes of shells repre-

sent the time which elapsed in every case between pulling
the trigger and the moment the shot charge left the
muzzle of the gun:

DuPont's Smokeless powder, service charge. \%oz. shot No. 7, loaded
in F, ev RhHlls- '

0 0521 sec.

0.0495 sec.

0 0917 sec.

0.0178 sec.

Av. 0.0469 sec.

Av.

Av.

Av.

Av.

0.04T9 sec.

0.0616 sec.

0.0464 sec.

0.0493 sec.

0.0515 sec.

Av. 0.0493 sec.

in Elev shells:
1. 0.0-158 sec. 3. 0.0428 sec. 3.

The same load in Kynoch shells:
1. 0 0523 sec. 2, 0 0119 sec. 3.

The same load in Bachmano shells:
1. 0.0489 sec. 3. 0.0H3 sec. 3.

The same load in Smokeie^s shells:
1 0 0147 sec. 2, 0 il4H9see. 3.

The same load in Nitro Club shells:
1. 0.0460 sec. 2 0 05 5 sec. 3. 0.0465 sec. Av.

The same load in Winchester Rival No. 3:
1. 0.0109 sec 2 0 0.507 sec. 3. 0.0570 sec.

The same load in U. S. Rapid shells:
1. 0.0161 see. 2. 0 0553 sec. 3. 0.0465 sec.

Schuhze powder, service charge, IJgoz. S'lot No. 7, loaded in Eley
shells:

1. 0 0523 sec. 2. 0.0.553 see. 3. 0 0564 sec. Av. 0 0546 sec.
The sa l e load In Kynoeh shells:

1. 0 0411 sec. 2. 0 0569 sec. 3. 0.0519 sec.

The same load in Baehm .nn shells:
1. 0.0a53sec. 2. 0.0.-)48 sec. 3. 0.0559 sec.

The same load in Climax shells:
1 0.0828 Sf-c. 2. 0.0913 sec

The same load In Winchester Rival No. 2. common:
1. 0.1153 sec. 2. 0.1192 .see. 3. 0.1370 sec.

The same load in Nltro Club shells;
1. 0.0627 sec. 2. 0.0573 sec. 3. 0.0594 sec.

The t>ame 'ond in Smokeless shells:
1- 0.05 '6 see. 2. 0 0543 sec. 3. 0 0522 sec.

The same load in Wmchester Rival No 3:
1. 0. 05(36 sec. 2. 0.0629 sec. 3. 0.0614 sec.

The same load in U. S Ha|)icl shells:
1. 0.0587 sec. 3. OU7llsec. H. 0.0874 sec.

The same I ad in Cr edmoor shells, Winchester No 2 primer-
1. 0.0794 eo. 3. 0.088J sec 3 0.0 98 Sec. Av. 0 0827 sec.

Suhiiltze p,)« der (Pompton), service charge, 1)4, iz. shot No. 7. loadedm Itle.v 8 el's:

1. 0 0.378 sec. 2.

Av.

Av.

Av,

Av.

Av.

Av,

Av.

Av.

0.0499 sec.

0.0553 sec.

0.0870 sec.

0.1238 sec.

0.0598 sec.

0.0533 sec.

0.0603 sec.

O.Oee sec.

The sarof load in Climax shells:
1. 0.0810 sec 2. 0 0961 sec Av. 0.0«85 sec.

The same load in Smokeless shells:
1. 0 0543 sec. 2. 0.05^6 sec. 3. 0.0449 sec. Av. 0.0509 sec.

The same lopd in Nitro Club shells:
1. 0.0642 sec. 2. 0.0548 sec. 3. 0.0568 sec. Av. 0.0586 sec.

The sam" load in Winchester Eival No. 8:
1. 0.0683 sec. 2. 0.0746 sec. 3. 0.0659 sec. Av. 0.0695 sec.

The i^ame load in U. S Rapid shells:
1. 0 07:32 sec. 2. 0 0738 sec. .3. 0 0787 sec. Av. 0.0752 sec.

The .same load in Creedmoor shells, Winchei^ter No. Sprimer:
1. 0 0934 sec. 2. 0.0864 sec. 3. 0.0933 sec. Av. 0.0910 sec.

loaded in

3. 0.0401 sec. Av. 0.0413 sec.

Av. 0.0398 sec.

Av. 0.0434 sec.

Av. 0.0649 sec.

Av. 0.0646 sec.

Av. 0.0460 sec.

Av, 0.0617 sec.

Atnerican wood powder, service charge, IJ^oz. shot No.
Elev shells:

1. 0 04:33 sec. 2. 0.0407 sec.

The same load in Kynoch shells:
1. 0.0.301 sec. 2. 0.04:^,6 sec. 3. 0 0458 sec.

The same load in Bachmann shells:
1, 0 0440 sec. 2. 0 0463 sec. 3, 0.0401 sec.

The same load in Climax shells:
1. 0.1658 sec. 2. 0.0640 sec

The same load in Winches' er Rival, common:
1. 0.0689 sec. 2, 0.0678 860. 3. 0.0571 sec.

The same load in Smokeless shells:
1, 0 0456 sec. 2. 0.0.5-^8 .-ec. 3. 0.0396 sec.

The same load in Ni'ro Club shells:
1. 0.0648 sec 2. 0.0014 sec. 3. 0.0591 sec.

The same load in Winches' er Rival No. 3:

1. 0 05.34 sec. 2. 0.0.540 sec. 3. 0.0592 sec. Av. 0.0555 sec.

The same load in VS. S. Rapid shells:
1. 0 0611 sec. 2. 0 0587 sec. 3. 0 07:37 sec. Av. 0.0645 sec.

The same load in Creedmonr shells, Winchester No. 3 primer:
1. 0.0681 sec. 2, 0 0732 sec. 3, 0 0607 sec. Av 0.0673 sec,

E. C. powder, service charge, l^oz. shot No. 7, loaded in E'ey shells:
1. 0 0667 sec. 2. 0.0608 sec 3. 0.0620 sec, Av. 0 0633 sec.

The same load in Kynoch shells:

1. 0 0618 sec. 2 0.0601 sec 3. 0.0613 sec, Av. 0.0610 sec.

The same load in Bachmann shells:
2, 0 0575 Sec 2 0 0598 sec. 3. 0.0584 sec. Av. 0.0585 sec.

The same load in Climax shells:
1. 0.0769 sec. 2. 0 0:86 sec Av. 0.0777 sec.

The so load in Winchester Rival, common:
1. (.08 6 sec. 2 0 09.56 sec. 3. 0.0789 sec. Av, 0.0873 sec.

the sa.i.e oad in Smokele.-s shells:
1. 0.0622 sec. 3. 0 0542 sec, 8. 0.0518 sec, Av. 0.0500 sec.

The same load in Nitro Club shells:
1. 0*^573 see. 3. 0 0548 sec. 3. 0.0589 sec. Av. 0.0570 sec.

The same load in Winehfster Rival No. 3r

1. 0,0534 sec. 2. 0 0584 sec 3. 0.0698 sec. Av, 0.0605 sec.

The same load In U. S. Rapid.shells:
1. 0.0858 sec. 2. 0.07:39 sec. 3. 0.0731 sec. Av, 0 0776 sec.

The same load in Winchester No, 2 primer. Creedmoor shells:
2. 0 0S91 sec. 2. 0.0809 sec. 3. 0.0913 sec. Av. 0.0871 sec.

S. S. powder, service charge. IJ^oz, shot No, 7, in Eley shells-
1. O O508s.'C. 2. 0.0.515 sec. 3. 0.0544 sec. Av. 0 0542 si

Av.
The same load in Kynoch shells;

1 0.0.378 sec. 3. 0.0613 sec. 3. 0,0531 sec.

The same load in Bachmann shells:
1. 0.0409 ^ec. 3. 0.0541 sec. 3. 0.0,598 sec.

The same load in Climax shells:

1. 0.0;50sec. 2. 0.0692 sec

The same load in Winchester Rival, common:
1. 0.0878 stc. 2. 0 0842 sec. 3. 0 0936 sec.

The satne load in Smokeless shells:
1. 0.0545 sec. 2. 0 0558 .'ec. 3. 0,0.599 sec.

The same load in Nitro Club shells:
1. .0616 sec. 2. 0 0613 sec. 3. 0.8606 sec.

The same load In Winchester Rival. No. 3:

1. 0 0692 860. 2. 0 0,599 sec. 3. 0.0596 sec.

The same load in. U. S. Rapid shells:
' 0.0724 sec. 2. 0 0697 sec. 3. 0.00.34 sec.

The same load in Creedmoor shells, Winciiester No.
2. 0 0880 See. 2. 0 0718 sec. 3. 0.0777 sec.

Walsrode leaf powder, Smokeless shells:
1. 0.0575 sec. 2. 0.0678 sec. 3. 0.0527 sec.

The same load in Vienna shells:
1. 0,0445 sec - 2. 0.04:36 sec. 3. 0.0463 sec.

Walsrode grain powder, smokeless shells;
' 0.0497 sec. 3. 0.0452 sec. 3. 0.0409 sec.

The same load in Bischweil shells:
1. 0.0480 sec. 2, 0.0493 sec. 3. 0.0478 sec.

Judging and comparing the result of the test as given
in Table L, we must consider all points at issue through a
ballistic glass and examine at the same time the figures of
the povt-der test in Chicago and at Carney's Point, permit-
ting a conclusion as regards the nature and qualities of
the strong primer If we do so, we come to the conclu-
sion that the strong primer is decidedly preferable to the
common primer for the use of nitro powders. We also
learn that the Smokeless shell takes the Krst place among
all the American shells and is unsurpassed by any im-
ported shell. Both the U. S, Eapid and Winchester
Rival No. 3 show meritorious points, and prove that but
very little is required to make them suitable for all nitro
powders; they are quite adapted for some nitro powders
even in their present state.

sec,

0,0574 sec,

Av. 0.0517 sec,

Av. 0.0721 sec.

Av. 0.0885 sec.

Av. 0.0570 sec.

Av. 0.0811 sec,

Av, 0.0629 sec.

Av. 0.0685 sec.

i primer:
Av. 0.0791 sec.

Av. 0.0593 sec.

Av. 0.0448 sec.

Av. 0 0452 sec.

Av. 0.0483 sec.

Corrections.

The figures pertaining to the test for bursting strain
and quoted in Table G in our last issue, show errors in
several instances. The table as corrected and revised is
here repeated

;

Bursting strain test with slightly increasedpowder charges.
3i^dr8, DuPout smokeless powder, IJ^^oz. shot No, 7:

12,g;36.0 lbs. equal 880 atm.
84gr8. Walsrode leaf powder, l^^oz. shot No 7:

11,166.0 lbs. equal 780 atm.
34grs, "Walsrode powder, granul ited IJ^oz. shot No. 7:

11,745.3 lbs equal 799 atm,
3i^drs. Schultze powder, 1 J^oz. shot No. 7:

7,982.1 lbs, equal 543 atm,
SJ^drs. Schultze powder (Pompton). IJ^oz. shot No, 7;

11,510.0 lbs. equal 783 atm.
3i^drs. American wood powder, l^-^oz. shot No. 7:

7 188 3 lbs. equal 4ii9 atm,
I, S,S. powder, IJ^oz. shot No. 7:

11,818.8 lbs. equal 804 atm.
3^drs. E. C. powder, lj.^07. shot No. 7:

8,379.0 lbs. equal 570 atm.
34grs. Walsrode leaf powder in Smokeless shells, IJ^oz. shot No. 7-

11,107.2 los, equal 760 atm.

Kansas Quail for Pennsylvania.
A aiEKTiNa was held recently in Reading to devise

measures for stocking the covers of Pennsylvynia with
quail, A committee of 15 was appointed to solicit sub-
scriptions for the purpose. The members chosen were:
William SeitziDger, Peter Texter, C, W. Potteiger, J. K,
Getz, James Smeck, Frank Swartz. Fred, Gerhart, A. C.
Buck waiter, all of Reading; W. D Filbert. Womelsdorf;
Thomas Bucher, Boyertown; Oscar Melot, Fleetwood;
James Gougler, Leesport: G, M, Rick, Bethel; L, H.
Focht, Birdsboro. The following committee was ap-
pointed to purchase birds, receive them when shipped and
provide a place for keeping them until spring: A. C.
Buckwalter, Frank Yost, George Eitter, Fred. Curtis and
George Scheele.
The birds wiU be distributed p7'o rata to subscribers.

The quail will probably be secured from Chas. Payne of
Wichita. Kans,, who has advised the Pennsylvania im-
porters that he can supply any quantity up to l.OOOdoz.,
at $4 per dozen.
Herbert Green's motion that it be the sense of the meet-

ing to refrain from further shooting in the county during
the remainder of the season was overwhelmingly de-
feated. Those present organized themselves as the Berks
County Gunning and Fishing Protective Association.
A correspondent writes; "It seems to me that there

must be something rotten when Charles Payne, of Wi-
chita, Kansas, i an offer to furnish any number of birds
desired, from one pair to one thousand dozen quail. I
am all for the protection and the propai;atiim of quail and
other game birds, but I do not believe in helping to deplete
any portion of the United States. If Charles Payne's
offer was not so astoundingly unlimited I would not have
SrHid a word. Will yuu cast some fight on this matter?
My opinion is that it would be far better if the members
present at the Reading meeting had vot( d for Mr. Herbert
Green's moti<jn instead of knocking it out. The example
set by the Pittsburgh Gun Club in unanimously passing a
resolution not to kill any more quail in the State during
the present season is to be highly commended, and could
be followe-d by all other similar organization in Pennsyl-
vania witn advantage to our future prospects."

Red Deer for America.
Mr. W. H. Root, the importer, exporter and dealer in

living wild animals, of Laramie, Wyo., tells us that he
has just sold to Mr. Austin Corbin seventeen European red
red—fifteen females and two males. They will be shipped
m April or May by the White Star Line from Liverpool to
New York; and are destined lor Mr. Corbin's Blue island
Park in New Hampshire. There are alreadv within the
27,000 acre inclosure, 400 elk, 300 deer, with 40 buffalo and
about as many moose.

Yellowstone Park Game.
A PARTY recently out from Fort Yellowstone in the

National Park saw about 40 buffalo near Twin Buttes;
anotlier party saw 23 in the Hayden Vallev. The last
party also saw a herd of about 1,000 elk in Hayden Val-
ley, one of whici) had a rope on him and was very tame.
Another big baud of elk estimated at oOO was recently
seen back of Electric Peak.

Woodland Caribou in Montana.
Jennings, Montana, Nov. 22.—Edito7'Forestand Stream:

Please send me the Forest and Stream of Oct. 14 con-
taining portrait of the moose. Have just got Nov. 11
issue with fine portrait of woodland caribou. Quite a
number of the latter are yet to be found in this section of
country. L. O. M.

The Forest and Stream is put to press each iveek on Tues-

day. Correspondence intended for publication should reach

us at the latest by Monday, and as much earlier aspracticable.

0 0599 sec, 3. 0 0718 sec,

if'h shel's:

0.0711 sec. 3. 0.0698 sec.
The Sdme load hi Bachmann shells:

1. 0.0642 Sec. 2. 0,060i^ec. 3. 0.0517 sec.

The same load in Kyo
1. 0.07;j9 8ec. 2.

Av 0.0831 sec,

Av. 0.0716 sec,

Av. 0.0589 sec.

Michigan Babbits and Ferrets.
Irving, Mich., Dec, 4.— Editor Forest and Stream: Is

there a law in this State (Michigan) forbidding the use of
ferrets in hunting rabbits? Some say there is, some not. I
looited out of my sitting room window Sumlay and saw
three men returning from a rabbit hunt. The first car-
rieda bo. for the ferret, tHe^2her^wohad^sti;-k,^on

ocures the shiny silver

pooa hooks, highly
. with considerable

1 J.1 c J! ,,. 1, :.~— " enjuuiavT by a veteran lakesman of my acquaintance "fish
there is no law, then if some of your Michigan readers will alarms''

^
cixiiucmuc uau

assist we will endeavor to have one. J. C. Y,

HOW TO CATCH PICKEREL.
It is well known that the pickerel has neither the stub-

born fighting power of the black bass nor the lightning
activity and gameness of the trout, but he is a splendid
fish nevertheless. Few amateur, yes, for that matter, few
prosessional fishermen ever discover the truly successful
way to land the best fish in any waters. Study of the
habits, foot! and lurking places of any fish is necessary for
a painstaking angler who would make the most of his op-
portunity.

Bait-fishing has long been favored by conservative-
sportsmen and backwoodsmen. They have always fished
in that way and shun improvements and resent innova-
tions. You cannot call the attention of such a man to the
fact that fully seventy per cent, of the fish that sirike get
off; that many others slyly steal the bait and leave him
with an empty hook without once tautening the line; that
live bait are a nuisance, har<l to procure and very short-
lived. It is no use. He prefers to broil in the sun and
feed ungrateful but sophisticated pickered which lie under
the lily-pads and dine at his expense.
Trolling is par excellence the real way to fish. Neither

skittering with a spoon or bit of dead fish, nor still-fish-

ing, nor bait-casting can be compared with it. It is restful,
exciting and profitable to a high degree. But if you troll
you must have some lure. Here again the conservative
man doggedly comes to the front with a piece of perch
strung on a gang of hooks that trail out behind like so
many ice tongs. He will not believe that the pickerel see
through his little game, and that though he may deceive
a few small ones, their older brothers will winkingly
scorn his wilted cai-rion.

The over-progressive man on the other hand frequents
the shops ever on the lookdut for some new patent bait.

['"here is no law whatever on rabbits in Michigan.]
Of course any one who has ever used a trolling spnon

I will never return to bait and will grow to love the aim
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plicity and neatness of this tackle. But its failiire to kill

will surely disappoint many, many times, when wind and
weather are most propitious and the locality known to be
a good one. I long puzzled over this, and tried all man-
ner of changes, but the nickel and red combination re-
mained unsuccessful. In some waters it was better than
others, however, and I wondered why.
A few seasons ago I fell in with an old angler, a hermit,

who had devoted much time to fishmg, and particularly
to fishing for pickerel. His cabin was on the shore of a
small lake, well shut in by high wooded banks, and wild
enough to be but little frequented. It was at his invita-
tion that I bunked in the cabin during my stay, and on
the first night he told me more of pickerel ways and
pickerel lures than I had ever imagined a human being
could learn.
In the first place, he said, a man must realize that the

fish most numerous in a pond will, as a rule, be food for
the pickerel. According to what those are the lure must
vary in different locality. He always used a spoon, he
said, but made it himself, and the line and sinkers as
well, though this latter for a casual fisherman would be
impractical. Tlie chief trouble with the market spoons
was tlieir undeviating sameness in coloring and shape,
and their unscientific construction. Long research had
taught Lim much as to the effectiveness and results of
different tones and tints in spoons. On a lake where
yellow perch breed plentifully they are apt to kill off the
other young fry and baitfish, and their own young in con-
sequence become the prey of the pickerel. In such water
an all copper spoon will be always attractive and wiU be
reliable if rightly made. Sunfish in other lakes are the
only food and here solid brass spoons are the only kind
to use. In still other localities the common "shiners"
swarm, and because of their feebleness and tender flesh
are highly prized by the pickerel. Here you will use a
spoon of German silver—with no red anywhere about it.

The beauty of these devices is at once seen. The reddish
metallic luster of copper suggests the ruddy fins and
scales of the perch aa no red paint can, and it is a steady
flash not intermittent, red and white like the painted
traps. The brass takes off well the lighter gold of the
roach or sunfish, and the silver is a perfect substitute for
the glittering shiner.
All of these spoons were small, not over an inch and

a quarter in l- ngth by thrfe-quarters wide, and of an
even regular shield-like shape. The hooks, a grapijle of

SHIELD SHAPE AND KIDNEY SHAPE.

them soldered together, must hang on a short shank so
that the end of the spoon just plays over the points of
the hooks without catching. This remedies a striking
defect in the store spoons w hen the distance between the
spoon and the barbs invariably allows cross-coming fish

to bite and fling off before being struck. Then, too, the
even shape maki'S the spinning perfectly regular, the
effect being that of a shining, but not of a wobbling
object, as the other kidney-shaped ones appear. The
hanging on a spindle must give a perfectly free swing
and the revolutions wiU be fiilly twice as quick as those
of the old-fashioned kind.
The line should be dark-colored, grayish if possible, heavy

as curtain cord and braided. You will see many out troll-

ing with 200ft. of it trading behind the boat and even
then their spoon has not sunken well. These human rope
yralks do not reaUze the miles of cord they handle, pulling
in every time, grass clogs the spoon or it fowls. And
these long strungout clumsy manufactured spoons will
catch in the pickerel-grass twice more than old "Tom's"
do; let your line be of only 40ft. length, 35 is enough, and
on it place three heavy buckshot for sinkers. One 6ft.

Jrom the spoon, another 14 or 1.5ft. from that, in the
middle and the third 6ft. from the boat end. Cut on the
bank a short pole of a thumb's thickness, not over 3 or 3|^ft.

long, and fasten your line well to one end. Select light
bouyantwood always, and then when you suddenly strike
a bad snag, you can at once let it go overboard and your
gole will float the line till you can back up and puU loose,

iigged thus your spoon will play about 4ft. deep and then
the pickerel bite. Bigger fish lie deeper. For them use
twice as heavy weight and play about 10ft. down. Such
fish seldom frequent the shallows even to feed and will
not rise for to bite.

Never strike with the pole; just hold it motionless near
the surface and braced firmly. Let the rowing be gentle,
even and slow, and make no motions in the boat. Every
movement there is plainly shown by the spoon in its vi-

brations and tends to alarm the fish. When one strikes,
the spring of the pole will hook him firmly and you will
fling the short pole into the bottom of the boat and land
your fish. No kinks nor snarls to bother you, for your
line is short, and no losing a valuable spoon every time
you hook a sunken log. On the lake where old Tom bved,
we used only the copper, for it was a yellow perch ground
and the spoons I noticed for another thing were, before
use, pohshed, even the hooks themselves brightened and
scoured. Our catches there and the unusual luck that
has followed me since with my home-made tackle, con-
vinces me that if others will try these ideas they will enjoy
some rare sport on the lakes and jionds this season.

Hakry Peescott Beach.

The Little Star Gazer.

Editor Forest and Stream:
In your issue of Dec. § Mr. James Hyatt notes the fact

that in my "Adirondack Fishes," published as an extract
from the Report of the Adirondack Survey in 1883, I in-
sert the Uranidea on the authority of Dr. C. Hart Mer-
riam. I c-nsidered the authority sufficient, as Dr.
Merriam had more experience in that region than I, but
a year or so later Mr. A. R. Fuller sent me a pint jar of
them taken from a stream emptying into Meacham Lake,
near his hotel. There are nine species of this little fish,

according to Jordan (JIanual of the Vertebratas), ranging
from Canada to Georgia, and wdl. no doubt, be found in
most small, cool, stony brooks. They are plenty in the
streams flowing into the Genessee River, south of Roches-
ter, but I have not met them on Long Island.

Fred JIather.
Cold Sphiso Hahbor, N. Y.

THE ONONDAGA ANGLERS' YEAR.
The annual report of the Anglers' Association of Onon-

daga Cou.ity was presented to the Supervisors this after-
noon as follows :

To the Honoi-aUe Board of Supervisors of Onondaga
County:
"We have the honor to present this annual report of

the Anglers' Association of Onondaga County:
"The active work of Game Protector Jackson this year

did not commence untU March 28. It was not deemed
necessary to incur the expense during the winter months,
but since the Legislature, at its last session, amended the
game laws (secti n 136), allowing the use of fyke nets of
not less than Ifin. bars, in Seneca River between the first

day of October and the first day of May to catch bullheads,
catfish, sunfish, suckers and eels, it will be necessary dur-
ing the time which this legalized netting may be allowed,
to keep a protector on duty most of the tmie during the
winter months, so that no fish are caught and killed,
otiier than those named: also that illegal fyke nets of
less than Ifin. bar are not used in the Seneca River.
Some concerted action should be taken, to the end that
this amendment to the game laws shall be repealed, to
the next session of the Legislature. It is impossible to
prevent illegal fishing and the killing of game fish if nets
are allowed to be used at any time.
"The following amount of fish fiy, obtained from the

State hatcheries have been put in the streams and lakes
of the county during the year: 100,000 pike in Seneca
River, 100,000 pike in TuUy Lake, 100.000 muskallonge in
Tully Lake, .50,000 muskallonge in Oneida Lake, 50,000
muskallonge in Onondaga Lake, 25,000 California trout in
Onondaga Creek, 50,000 muskallonge in Otisco Lake, 8
cans black bass in Tully Lake 6 to 12in. long. This was
done under the action of the association at a cost of $70.99
for the distribution only, which was paid from the county
appropriation.
"The total amount paid this year to Protector Jackson

and assistants for salari es and expenses to Dec. 1, 1893, is

$756,87. Of this amount $433.81 was paid from the funds
of the association, and |323 06 was paid fi-oni the amount
of $500 apprnpriated by your honorable hoard for the pro-
tection of fish and game pursuant to Sec. ii74, Chap. 31
of the General Laws approved May 5, 1893, subject to ex-
penditm-e by the District Attorney in his discretion. The
uuexpended balance of this appropriation is $105.95.

"It has hFen our aim to administer the funds of the as-
sociation and of tiie county in such manner as to obtain
the greatest possible etficiency, with the least possible
outlay of money, to protect the public waters of this
county from the depredators who, without such protec-
tion, would soon deplete the waters of its food fish which
add so greatly to the economy, comfort and enjoyment of
the people.
"The importance of increasing the quantity and cheap-

ening the price of fish food increases as the years go by.
Fish protection is for the benefit of the raapses, not the
few, and it would seem to be a duty which oflicial repre-
sentatives of the people owe to its people to provide them
with an abundance of fish at the smallest cost, whether
obtained in the markets or as the proper result of days
spent in life-giving recreation.
"The thanks of tlie yieople of this county are extended

to your honorable Board for the assistance you have
given the cause of protecting the public waters.

"This association has a membership of 305, of which
number 61 joined the present year. All of the revenus
are strictly applied to the protection and propagation of
food fish in the waters of Onondaga county.
"The efficiency of the work done during the year can-

not be estimated solelj^ by the number of nets, etc., cap-
tured, or of parties arrested and convicted for illegal
fishing. The fact that a game protector is constantly on
patrol of the waters deters many parties from illegal
fishing.

"We respectfully petition your honorable Board to ap-
appropriate the same sum of"money as last year, promis-
ing that our efforts shall be devoted to an economical ad-
ministration of the same.
"Annexed hereto is the detailed report of the work

done by the Protector for the year ending Dec. 1, 1893.
D. H. Bruce, President.

George B. Wood,
Amos Padgham, [-c ±- ...

M. J. FiiENCH,
^Executive Committee.

William Everson, J
Syhactjsk, Dec. 5.

Addressing the Board after the reading of the report,
Gen. Bruce said that the gi-eat object in view was the
cheapening of fish food by increasing the possibilities of
supply. The Anglers' Asssociation had only one paid
officer; the reward of its members generally was in the
feeling of having done something for the public good.
As a result of the appropriation made last year, and in
recognition of the enterprise shown, the. Fish Commis-
sioners of the State, tlie General was authorized to say,
had determined to establish a hatchery somewhere on the
northern shore of Oneida Lake, and "the consequent ad-
vantages could not be too highly estimated. What had
already been done had made the lake an especially good
fishing ground this year, more fish having been taken
from it with hook and fine than in any five years previous.
Gen. Bruce concluded with an earnest appeal for the
renewal of the appropriation.

The Breaking' Strain of Gut.
We are often asked by tackle dealers, and have also

had several letters from anglers, asking us to give them
the breaking strain of gut of different thicknesses. The
names given below are weU known in the trade. The gut
tested was perfectly dry, and of course would stand a
much greater pull if soaked ki water for a short time.

91bs.

SALMON GUT.
Sizes 2^ \
Strain 151bs. 121 ds. lOibs.

LAKE AND TROnT GTJT.
Padron. Regular. Fiua. Refiaa. Ix Drawn. 3x Drawn.

8lbs. ribs. 51bs. <llbs. 31bs lib.

S. Allcock & Co.

Summer Homes.
A BEADTiFtTLLY illustrated book: list of over 3,000 sumuier hotels

and boarding houses in Catstili Mountains and central New York.
Send six cents in stamps to H. B. Jagoe, Gen'l Eastern Passenger
Agent, West Shore R. R., 363 Broadway, New York, or free upon
application.—.4dt>.

Note on Spawning Conditions of Sturgeon.
By Bashpord Dean, Columbia College, New York.

Of the breeding habits of the sturgeon (A^cipenser sturio)
little has been recorded either by praciical flshculturists or
by students of embryology. In the following preliminary
paper a few notes are given as to the movements of the fish
during spawning and as to the natural conditions under
which the eggs are deposited and hatched.
Along the eastern coast of the United States a rich sturgeon

fishery has been becoming very generally depleted. And in
view mainly of cultural needs an experimental .study—during
the spring of 1893—was carried on by the writer in behalf of
the Governmental Commission of Fisheries. The station
cho.sen for the experiments was in the region of the mouth of
the. Delaware at Delaware City, a point -specially favorable,
as the work of Prof. Ryder* in 1S88 had demonstrated.
During the writer's visit about 50 fish were brought in

daily to the wharves of the fishermen, and during the
spawning time there was abundant material for cultural
studies.
As to the mode of occurrence in this locality of the adult

fish a few notes might be given. They are usually taken as
they pass up the river in "schools." These "schools" or
"runs," as the gill-netters state, comprise as many as 30 or
40 individuals; they occur at brief intervals, are usual at the
beginning of the tides and as frequent by day as by night.
During the season of well-marked "runs" the earlier fish are
of unripe o%'aries ("cow fish"), valuable, therefore,, in the
making of cnviare; these, acconlingly, might well be ex-
pected to pass further up the river to .spaw"n. From a few
days to a fortnight later occur spawning fishes ("runners"),
a "run" that is surprisingly brief, often at a particular point
not longer than one or two days A great number of spawn-
ing fish is then usually to be taken. The fishermen maintain
that these spawning days occur regularly each year and at
nearly corresponding times; and it is of interest to record
that the writer, three months before his visit, was told by
Mr. Reuben Anderson of Delaware City the exact day when
ripe fish were to be taken. Thereafter, although "runners"
are brought in intermittently, it has proven most difficult to
secure at the same time the snawning males and females.
The later fishes are in the majority of cases spent ("slunk-
er.s"). The breeding habits of the sturgeon have been ob-
served in a locality a few miles below Delaware City. Here,
when formerly very abundant, the fish were known to come
into shallows noted for swift-running current and clean,
shelly bottom, and would be seen depositing their eggs.
This would occur, according to fishermen, about the be-
ginning of May and continue for three or four days. The
spawning fish is said to have been attended by several
"bucks" (males) and frequently pressed on its side as the
eggs were extruded. This testimony appears trustworthy,
as the males are clearly to be distinguished bv their smaller
size; and the fishes' white abdomen might rea lily be con-
spicuous. This habit is the more probable sinee spent fishes,
in every case as far as the writer is awfire, are ahraided,
often severely scratched, on the ventral side. On these
grounds the eggs were repeatedly found, sometimes glued to
submerged twigs, often to stones and shells, in patches,
sometimes string-like, but never in masses. Recently, how-
ever, no spawning in shallows appears to have been observed.
The egg,s that are occasionally taken are attached in stringy
patches to sunken nets or water-soaked brush fragments
from the region of the river's channel. The channel region
seems accordingly be.st adapted for trials in artificial propa-
gation, and this influence the results of the writer seem
strongly to emphasize. In one experiment, for example,
where a half dozen hatching boxes containing eggs similarly
conditioned were arrayed from river margin near the mark
of low water out to near the channel, the eggs of marginal
water.s speedily died, while those of deep water in large part
90 9.5^) were safely hatched.
The arrangement of the eggs in their layers, moreover, was

found a condition necessary for aeration. This mode unfor-
tunately is not easily attained. The eggs soon after fertiliza-
tion become viscid, and unless speedy cure be given, will
shortly glue together in a dense jelly-like mass. Of this the
inner and poorly aerated eggs speedily die, and their disin-
tegration appears to cause the destruction of all. It is clear
therefore, that in the disposition of the adhesive eggs upon
the hatchery trays the greatest promptness is required. As
a detail of this process the eggs were found to be most con-
veniently spread when under water; a mass of eggs placed
upon the submerged tray a few minutes after fertilization is
readily to be rolled out in a single layer, and may thus be
held till attached (about twenty minutes later). In the ex-
periments of the writer the most favorable material for tray
bottom proved to be a coarse mosquito netting. On this a
single layer of eggs was ea.sily arranged, the meshes of the
netting proving sufficiently large to allow eggs to enter and
become favorably attached, but not large enough to allow
the eggs to pass through; a well prepared tray bottom thus
received on either side the best conditions for aeration.
Floating hatching boxes with bottom and ends of fine metal
gauze were found to give satisfactory results. Space was
economized by making the box a deep one, placing the hatch-
ing trays almost vertically, allowing four or five to a box. If
the trays be slightly inclined downward against the direc-
tion of the current they are naturally less apt to suft'er from
deposits of silt. Under natural conditions the hatching of
eggs took place (water temperature 60° to 73° F.) between 92
and 100 hours.

* Prof. John A. Ryder, U. S. F. C. Bulletin, 1888.

Spawning of Rainbow Trout.
Cold Spring Haubok, N. Y.—In issue of Dec. 9 this ques-

tion is raised. Not only can Mr. H. Stewart, of North Caro-
lina, cro.ss the rainbow with the fontinalis, as far as the
simultaneous spawning is concerned, but I could do it on
Long Island if 1 wished. On Dec. 7 of the present year I
took ecrgs from brook, brown and rainbow trout and could
have crossed them if so desired. Outside of the knowledge
that this can be done there seems to be no reason for bastard-
iziiig fish unless when there is a lack of males of the species
which is spawning. Just how far hybrid fishes are fertile is
not known, and it seems that there must be a barrier some-
where, as in the case of other animals. I have seen trout
labeled "one-sixteenth" of one species, but confess to being
skeptical about it. Such crossings would require more care-
ful isolation than is possible in the State establishments in
the outdoor ponds where screens of wire cloth is all that
separates the ponds, and surely the eye could not detect the
proportions of blood in such a fish.
That the rainbow trout has changed its habit of spawning

when brought East is sure, and as all animals modify their
habits in a changed climate or die out, this is not surprising.

Fred Mather.

A NEW-SUBSCRIBER OFFER.
A bona fide new subscriber sending ua $5 will receive for that sum

the FoKssT AND Stkkam one year (price U) and a set of Zimmerman's
famous "Ducking Scenes" (advertised on another page, price 85)—

a

59 value for $5.

This offer is to neio subscribers only. It does not apply to renetoals
For 53 a bona fide new subscriber for six months will receive the

foRKST AND Stream during that time and a copy of Dr. Van Fleet's
iiandsome work, "Bird Portraits for the Young" (the price of wMoll
ism.
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F IXTU RES.
DOG SHOWS.

Deo. 12 to 15.—R. L Poultry and Pet Stock Ass'n, at Providence.
- Dec. 13 to 16.-Chicago K. C, at Chicago. G. H. Goodrich, Sec'y.

W Dec. 20 to 23.—Northern Ohio Pet Stock Association, at Akron, O.

H. F. Peck, Sec'y.
1894.

Jan. 23 to 26.—New Orleans Fanciers' Oluh, at New Orleans, La. G.

W. Sentell, Jr., SecY. , , „ .

Jan. 16 to 19.—Saratoga Poultry and Kennel Club, at Saratoga, N.

¥. L. W. Clute, Ballston Lake, N. Y., Sec'y.

Feb. 20 to 23.—Westminster Kennel Club, at New York. James
Mortimer, Superintendent.

_ „ ^
Feb. 27 to March 2.—Columbus Fanciers' aub, at Columbus, O. G.

F. Mooney, Sec'y.
, „ , „

March 7 to 10.— City of Straits Kennel Club, at Detroit, Mich. Guy
D. Welton, Sec'y.

. „, ^ ^
March 18 to 16.—Mascoutah Kennel Club, at Chicago, 111. J. L.

Lincoln, Sec'y.
March 20 to 23.—St. Louis Kennel Club, at St. Louis, Mo.
April 3 to 6.—New England Kennel Club, at Boston, Mass. D. E.

Loveland, Sec'y.
April 18 to 21.—Southern California Kennel Club, at Los Angeles,

Cal. C. A. Sumner, Sec'y.
. „ , „

May 2 to 5.—Pacific Kennel Club, at San Francisco, Cal. H. AV.

Orear, Sec'y.
FIELD TRIALS.

1894.

Jan. 1.—Southern California Field Trials, at Ontario, Cal. H. C.

Hinman, Los Angeles, Cal., Sec'y.

Jan. 15.—Pacific Coast Field Trial Club, at Salmas, Cal. J. M. Kil-

garif, Sec'y, San Francisco, Cal.

Feb. 5.—Southern Field Trial Club's Trials, at New Albany, Miss. T.

M. Brumby, Sec'y, Marietta, Ga.
Feb. 19.—United States Field Trials Club's Spring Trials, Grand

Junction, Tenn. P. T. Madison, Sec'y, Indianapolis, Ind.

Southern Field Trial All-Age Entries.

This stake closed with 33 English setters and 6 pointers.

ENGLISH SETTERS.

3. W. Murnan's orange and white bitch (Vanguard
—Floyd).
Clio II.—J. A. McCargo's black and white bitch (Duke-

Clio).
Paul Dombet—Harry Button's dog (Chance—Nettie

Bevan).
Gleam II.—J. W. Renfroe's bitch (Gleam—Tube Rose).
Gleam's Pbide—W. W. Newson's bitch (Gleam—Pride's

Belle).
Feeemont—Bryson «fe Bedford's dog (Gladstone's Boy-

Speckle Gown).
Acolyte—W. C. Duke's dog (Toledo Blade—Sue II.).

Dot Rogers—p. Lorillard, Jr.'s bitch (Roderigo—Glad-
stone's Girl).

Eugene T.—P. Lorillard, Jr.'s dog (Count Noble—Ruby's
Girl).
Antevolo—P. Lorillard, Jr.'s bitch (Count Noble—Trin-

ket IL).
Miss Rubt—P. Lorillard, Jr.'s bitch (Gladstone's Boy

—

Ruby D.).

Mattie Burgess—W. J. Baughu's bitch Dan Gladstone
—Lilly Burgess).
Rock Gladstone—W. J. Baughn's dog (Dan Gladstone-

Nellie Y.).

Bombay—Will WiLson's dog (Chance—Nettie Bevan).
Cecil H.—J. L. Adams's dog (Dr. McLin—Cosette).

Direct—J. L. Adams's dog (Gun—Victoria Laverack).
DeSoto—Whyte Bedford's dog (Coimt Noble—Florence

Gladstone).
Zulu M.—Whyte Bedford's bitch (Toledo Blade—Rhett).
Dick Fox—Blue Ridge Kennels' dog (Chance—Countess

Rush).
Hope's Mint—Blue Ridge Kennels' bitch (Gatb's Hope

—Dashing Lady).
Blue Ridge Mark—Blue Ridge Kennels' dog (Gath's

Mark-OllieT.)
Bess—F. R. Hitchcock's bitch (Chance—Bessie Avent).
Dashaway—Ed. H. Watson's dog (Tern—Julia).
Lillian Bussel'l — Jackson-Deumark Keunels' bitch

(Philip Gladstone—Lou G.)
Count Gladstone IV.—Avent & Thayer Kennels' dog

(Count Noble—Ruby's Girl).

Chevalier—Avent & Thayer Kennels' dog (.Jean Val Jean
—Lucy Avent).
Loghinvar—Avent& Thayer Kennels' dog (Chance-Bessie).
Kingston—Avent & Thayer Kennels' dog (Cbance-Bessie).
Bettte S.—Avent & Thayer Kennels' bitch (Roderigo-Bo

Peep).
Gleam's Sport—Manchester & Watrous Kennels' dog

Vanguard—Georgia Belle).

( Gleam's Pink—Manchester & Watrous Kennels' bitch
(Vanguard—Georgia Belle).

Hope's Pride—Manchester & Watrous Kennels' bitch
(Gath's Hope—Georgia Belle).

POINTERS.

Lad's Rush—T. H. Gibbs's dog (Lad of Rush—Devonshire
Belle of the Ball).

Lebanon—Jackson & Denmark Kennels' dog (Gordon—
Fannie).
Fisher's Nero—Geo. D. Fisher's dog (Fenwick—Cricket).
Kent's Maid—John E. Till's bitch (King of Kent-

Galena).
Lady Margaret—J. R. Purcell's bitch (Dick Swiveller-

Countess).
Flockfinder III.—J. R. Purcell's dog (Old Staunch

—

Flake of Flockfinder).

DERBY ENTRIES—SECOND FORFEIT.

The folio \ving entries have paid second forfeit in the
Derby:
The Boy—W. D. Taylor's dog (Gladstone Boy—Echo).
Solitaire—F. R. Hitchcock's dog (Roi D'Or—Tory Dia-

mond).
Amethyst—F. R. Hitchcock's bitch (Count Gladstone-

Tory Diamond).
Topaz—F. R. Hitchcock's bitch (Count Gladstone—Tory

Diamond).
Sandstone—F. R. Hitchcock's dog (Count Gladstone

—

Tory Diamond).
Rod—F. R. Hitchcock's dog (Roi D'Or—Tory Petal).

Callie White—Manchester & Watrous Kennels' bitch
(Gath's Mark—Georgia Belle).

Nettie Gladstone—Manchester Kennels' bitch(Dan Glad-
stone—Queen Novice).
Fanny Rich—Jackson & Denmark Kennels' bitch (Glad-

stone's Boy—Manitoba Peggy).
Earl Palmer—Jackson & Denmark Kennels' dog (Frank

Whitley—Dulcina).
Major Thomas—W. E. Smith's dog (Gladstone Boy—Bell

Foster).
Blue Ridge Mark—Blue Ridge Kennels' dog, pedigree

not given.
Anton—Blue Ridge Kennels' dog, pedigree not given.
Alice Bryant—Blue Ridge Kennels' bitch, pedigree not

given.
Lillian O'B.—Blue Ridge Kennels' bitch, pedigree not

given.
Sallie Ross—Bob Cooper's bitch.
Opal—G. E. Gray's bitch (Count Gladstone—Diamond).
MART EARLY—Patrick Henry's bitch—Gath's Hope—Glad-

Stone's Girl).

Ruth Oberly—Patrick Henry's bitch (Gath's Hope—Glad-
stone's Girl).

Hope's Pride—W. A. Henesley's bitch (Gath's Hope-
Lulu Hill).

Lottie H.—W. A. Henesley's bitch (Gath's Hope—Lulu
Hill).

Rod's Mark—Greensboro Field Trial Kennels' dog (Rod-
erigo—Mark's Maid).
Miss Hattie—Greensboro Field Trial Kennels' bitch

(Gath's Hope—Queen Noble).
IGHTFIELD ROSALIE—P. Lorillard, Jr.'s, bitch (Fred-

Rosa).
Antoinette—P. Lorillard, Jr.'s, bitch (Antonio—Daisy

Hunter).
BERYLE—P.Lorillard,Jr.'s, bitch (GladstoneBoy—Ruby D.)

LADY ArAminta—P. Lorillard, Jr.'s, bitch (Eugene T.—
Dell River.s).

LeonA—P. Lorillard, Jr.'s, bitch (Eugene T.—Bess of

Hatch ie).

Monitor—J. W. Shreiver's dog (Gath's Hope—Clio E.)

May—A. L. Finney's bitch (Gath's Hope—Gladstone Girl).

Lookout or Miss B.—Byron & Bedford's bitch (Tremont
-Sue II.).

Dame Durdeln—H. S. Bevan's bitch (Eugene T.—Dell
Rivers).
Little Dorritt—H. S. Bevan's bitch (Whyte B.—Andro-

meda).
Misty Morning—Chas. T. Field's bitch (Field's Antonio—

Cosette).
Gleam's Pride—W. W. Newsome's bitch (Gleam—Pride's

Bell).

Bessie Shoupe—C. P. Stoke's dog (Gath's Hope—Countess
Rush).
Allene—C. P. Stoke's bitch (Gath's Mark—Ruby's Girl).

Pauline C—M. F. Rogers's black, white and tan bitch

(Breeze Gladstone—Katie Noble).
BowDRE—Avent & Thayer Kennels' dog (Roderigo—

Novelist).
Cigarette—Avent & Thayer Kennels' bitch (Roderigo—

Norah II.).

Hester Prtnn—Avent & Thayer Kennels' bitch (Roderigo
—Norah II.).

ToPSY's Rod—Avent & Thayer Kennels' dog (Roderigo—
Topsey Avent).
Thalid—Avent & Thayer Kennels' dog (Jean Val Jean—

Liicy Avent),
Futurity—Herbert Merriam's bitch (Gath's Mark—Roe).

pointers.

Wrecker—Charlottesville Field Trial Kennels' dog (Rip
Rap—Croxie Wise).
Ripple—Charlottesville Field Trial Kennels' bitch (Rip

Rap—Croxie Wise).
Lad's Rush—T. H. Gibbs's dog (Rush of-Lad—Devonshire

Belle of the Ball.)
Alice Leslie—E. M. Beale's bitch (King of Kent—Bell

Randolph).
King of Lynn—R. Leslie's dog (Tempest—Nadjy of Naso).

UNITED STATES FIELD TRIAL ENTRIES.
Derby B.

The following named dogs have failed to pay second for-

feit in Derby B. P. T. Madison, Sec'y-Treas.

pointers.

Bud Rogers-0. G. Stoddard's dog.
Kentzo—H. J. Smith's dog.
Venture—F. R. Hitchcock's bitch.

—Hempstead Farm's dog.
Fred of Idstone—Idstone Kennels' dog.
The Friar of Idstone—Idstone Kennels' dog.
Black Beauty—A, T. Latta, Jr.'s bitch.

ENGLISH setters.

Rod's Clip—West End Kennels' bitch.

Count Roderick—C. H. C. Mills's dog.
Gleam's Sam—H. J. Smith's dog.
Jess—F. R. Hitchcock's bitch.
Sandstone—F. B. Hitchcock's dog.
LoiiKOUT—Bryson & Bedford's dog.
Ightfield Mukat—p. Lorillard, Jr.'s dog.
Almonta—P. Lorillard, Jr.'s dog.
Velma—P. Lorillard, Jr.'s bitch.

Ophelia—P. Lorillard, Jr.'s bitch.

Duke of Veragua—L. W. Smith's dog.
J. H. Trezavant's bitch.

Boundless—Captain Patrick Henry's dog.
Scott's Wood Faust—W. B. Stafford's dog.

All-Age Stake—Trials B.

pointers.

Bounce-G. W. Amory's liver and white dog (Bob—Sal).
Mainstay—G. W. Amory's black and white dog (Main-

spring—Barmaid).
Kent Elgin—T. T. Ashford's black and white dog (King

of Kent—Vera Bang).
Jingo—Charlottesville F. T. Kennels' liver and white dog

(Mainspring—Queeny II.).

Hob Nob—Charlottesville F. T. Kennels' liver and white
dog (King of Kent—Hops).
Hod Graphic—N. T. Harris's liver and white dog (Lord

Graphic—Winning Ways).
South II.—E. O. Damon's liver and white dog (Robert le

Diable—Pomps).
Lad's Rush—T. H. Gibbs's liver and white dog (Lad of

Rush—Devonshire Belle of the Ball).

Mame S.—R. L. Shannon's liver and white bitch (Brown
Stout—Pearl's Pride).
LoHMAN—Jackson & Denmark Kennels' lemon and white

bitch (Gordon—Fanny).
Strideaway—Geo. B. Gray's liver and white bitch (King

of Kent—Pearl's Dot).
Winnowing—Will Laird's liver and white bitch (Ranger

Croxteth—Cannie).
Flockfinder III,—Maj. J. R. Purcell's liver and white

dog (Old Staunch—Flake of Flockfinder).
Lady Margaret—Maj. J. R. Purcell's black and white

bitch (Dick Swiveler—Countess Bang),
Kent's Maid—John E. Gill's black and white bitch (King

of Kent—Galena).
Sandford Druid—Hempstead Farm Kennels' black and

white dog (Econ Don—Sandford Quinn).
Hempstead Duke—Hempstead Farm Kennels' black and

white dog (Duke of Hessen—Lass of Bow).
Hempstead Luck—Hempstead Farm Kennels' black and

white bitch (Duke of Hessen—Merrv Legs).
Rex's Belle—C. A. Cooledge's black and white bitch (Rex

—Bird).
ENGLISH SETTERS.

Camille—D. G. Rowland's black, white and tan bitch
(Roderigo—Topsy Avent).
Dave W.—Gen. W. B. Shattuc's lemon and white dog

(Gath's Hope—Daisy F.).

Chevalier—Avent & Thayer Kennels' black, white and
tan dog (Jean Val Jean—Lucy Avent).
LOCHINVAR—Avent <& Thayer Kennels' black, white and

tan dog (Chance—Bessie Avent).
Klsgston—Avent & Thayer Kennels' black, white and

tan dog (Chance—Bessie Avent).
Bettie S.—Avent & Thayer Kennels' black, white and

tan bitch (Roderigo—Bo-Peep).
CoDNT (Gladstone-Avent& Thayer Kennels' black, white

aud tail dog (Couut Noble—Miss Ruby).

PAUL DoMBEY—Harry Dutten's black, white and tan dog
(Cnance—Nettie Biven).
Bonnie Bondhu—L. Raucsh's black, white and tan bitch

(Count Wakefield—Pearl Bondhu).
dashaway—Edward A. Waters' black and white dog

(Leon—Julia).
Desoto—Whyte Bedford's black, white and tan dog (Count

Noble—Florence Gladstone).
Zulu M.—Whyte Bedford's lemon and white bitch (Toledo

Blade—Rhet).
Bess—F. R. Hitchcock's black, white and tan bitch (Chance

—Bessie Avent).
Dick Fox—Blue Ridge Kennels' black, white and -tan dog

(Chance—Countess Rush).
Hope's Mint—Blue Ridge Kennels' orange and white dog

(Gath's Hope—Dashing Lady).
Blue Ridge Mark—Blue Ridge Kennels' black, white and '

tan dog (Gath's Mark—Ollie T.)
Lillian Russell—Jackson and Denmark Kennels' black,

white and tan bitch (Phillip Gladstone—Lou G.).

Cecil H —J. L. Adams's black, white and tan dog (Dr.
Maclin—Cossette).
Direct—J. L. Adams's black, white and tan dog (Gem-

Victoria Lavarack).
Miss Hattie—Greensboro F. T. Kennels' black, white and

tan bitch (Gath's Hope—Queen Noble).
Hope's Queen—Greensboro F. T. Kennels' black and

white bitch (Gath's Hope—Queen Noble).
Gleam's Pride—W. W. Newsom's black, white and tan

dog (Gleam—Pride's Belle).
Bombay—Will Wilson's black, white and tan dog (Chance

—Nettie Bevan).
Dot RODGERS—p. Lorillard, Jr.'s black, white and tan

bitch (Roderigo—Gladstone's Girl).

Eugene T.—P. Lorillard. Jr.'s black, white and tan dog
(Count Noble—Gladstone's Girl).

Antevolo—P. Lorillard, Jr.'s liver and white bitch (Count
Noble-Trinket II.).

Miss Ruby—P. Lorillards, Jr.'s liver and white bitch
(Glad.stone's Boy—Ruby D.).

Tremont—Bryson & Bedford's black, white and tan dog
(Gladstone's Boy—Speckle Gown).
Bob Cooper—Hempstead Farm Kennels' liver and white

dog (Roi d'Or—Miss Nelly Y.;
Gleam II.—Major J. W. Renfroe's dog (Gleam—Tube

Rose),
Dan Burges—G. M. Freeman's black, white and tan dog

(Dan Gladstone—Lilly Burgess).
Gleam's Pink—Manchester Kennel Co.'s black, white and

tan dog (Vanguard—Georgia Belle).

Gleam's Sport—Manchester Kennel Co.'s lemon and white
dog (Vanguard—Georgia Belle).

Hope's Direct—Manchester Kennel Co.'s lemon and white
dog (Gath's Hope—Georgia Belle).

Spot Cash—A. Smithnight's black, white and tan dog
(Vanguard—Georgia Belle).

Tennessee Dictator—B. M. Stephenson's black, white
and tan dog (Rodei'igo—Pet Gladstone).
Tennessee Axtel—B. M. Stephenson's black, white and

tan dog (Roderigo—Pet Gladstone).
Tennessee Rod—B. M. Stephenson's blue belton dog (Rod-

erigo—Pet Gladstone).
Pembroke's Grouse—A. L. Rice's black, -white aud tau

dog (Pembroke's Don—Sue of Hatchie).
RoDSTONE (formerly Rodrigo)—P. T. Madison's black,

white and tan dog (Antonio—Nelly Hope).
Acolyte—Dr. W. C. Duke's black, white and tan dog

(Toledo Blade-Sue H.).

Bogs for Private Shooting.

Editor Forest and Stream:
I mean the same class of dogs which have been most un-

fortunately and untruly referred to as "plug" dogs. The
term was first applied by a distinguished field trial man in
the heat of a personal controversy about individual dogs and
would show, if accepted literally, a want of truth and can-
dor which I feel sure that the originator is incapable of. The
dog for private shooting not only cannot be belittled, but
cannot be overrated; and it is only for his improvement that
field trials are encouraged. The invidious distinction is a
mistake. It would be as just to call a horse a "plug" be-

cause his trotting was under a 2.10 gait, though as a fact the
useful and desirable road horse is the more desiralile animal
and it is entirely for his sake that the educated trotter is use-

ful. Of course this line of statement is true of the breeding
and running of the racehorse, and is its only reason or excuse.
Entertaining these views as to the true and valuable shoot-

inc dog, I was very much interested in a statement in your
last week's paper to the effect that the Eastern Field Trial

Club contemplated olfering a prize for private shooting dogs
to be handled by their owners. It will be necessary of course
to hem this stake in with restrictions to define the term
"private shooting dogs" or whatever term may be adopted.
It should exclude all dogs that have been ever run or en-
tered in field trials, and also the employment of professional

handlers. Of course I am not elaborating details, which
must be the work of the club. I think the stake would be a
very popular one.
There is now a feeling among owners of, say, one or two

dogs, that they have no chance against large kennels, assisted

by professional handlers, and judged by rules and standards
unfitted for private shooting dogs. That the field trials

show the capabilities of dogs as races do those of the
horse, but that after all the desirable dog for use is still the
dog our fathers shot over and for whose sake trials were in-

stituted.
Of course the rules of judgment of merit should be changed

for shooting dogs. Moderate but steady range, bird sense or
knowledge of the ways and habits of the game, perfect

breaking and obedience, and retrieving might well be .substv

tuted for the speed and wide ranging now justly required in

our field trials, while the generous rivalry of the owner-
,

sportsmen managing their own dogs wiU add very much to

the pleasure of field trial meetings. Let us all indorse the
scheme and make it the favorite stake. The field trial men
I have seen are xanauimoxas in its favor. It will conduce to-

ward good judgment in all the stakes and goodfellowship. I

Let the club offer generous stakes, good cheer aud welcome,
and many pleasant times in the future are before us. Nil.

Deo. 4.

American Spaniel Club Meeting.

A MEETING of the above club was held Nov. 24 at 6.3 Broad-'
way, New York citv. Present: Messrs. A. C. Wilmerding in
the chair, E. M. Oldham, R. P. Keasbey, Albert E. Foster.
Minutes of last meeting read and approved. Voted that

the committees on trophy for World's Fair show and medalai
be discharged.
Moved and seconded that the communication from Mr. H

C. Glover be answered by the secretary to the effect that
while the Spaniel Club is in accord with the proposition sub-
mitted by him, yet as they do not give dog shows, they hardly
think they are in a position to sign the same.
Voted that the Bell cup be offered at the coming Saratoga

show, provided one of the club's classification be adopted. '

It was then voted that Mr. Foster having won the Field
Spaniel cup the required number of times, it is now hereby
officially awarded to him, aud the secretary be ordered to rei

turn his bond for the same and this fact be duly published.
On motion the pre.sident appointed the following committer

to obtain .specials for the coming New York show: A. C
Wilmerding, R. P. Keasbey and A. E. Foster. Meeting ad^

jourued.
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BEAGLE FIELD TRIALS RECORD OF 1893.

National Beagle Club Field Trials, at Nanuet, N. Y., Oct. 30 to Nov. 4.

Judges—B. S. Turpin, Dorchester, Mass., and Joseph Lewis, Moodus, Conn.

CLASS A—13 TO 15 IN.—16 Startebs.

Prize. Name of Dog. Owner. Color. Sex. Sire.

First Snow Middleton Kennels White and tan Bitch Stormy Lucy

Second. . .Wanderer Pottinger Dorsey Black, white and tan Dog.. Lee

Dam. Amount. Handler.
$60 Mark Lewis.

_ _ $40 Owner.

Third"" ' 'Vick^^R
"

.V.V. ^Porest^Beagle Kennels'.
'.

'. '. '. '.

'. iBlack', white and tan'.". . . . . . . . !Bitch Mtzhugh Lee Nell". $20 H. V. Jamieson.

ReserveV.Buck ..." Pottinger Dorsey Black, white and tan Dog .Tecumseh Mary Owner.

CLASS B—13IN. AND UNDER—8 Starters.

First Spot R Geo. P. Reed Black, white and tan Bitch Kennealy's Lee i^iP^^- • • •

:

Second. . .G^psey Forest Forest Beagle Kennels Black, white and tan Bitch Frank Forest Sue Forest

Third. . . ;ChampioU Lou H. L. Kreuder Black, white and tan Bitch Keno ^ly

Reserve ..Ina H. Mann Black, white and tan Bitch Dan Jolly

Pottinger Dorsey's Pade was awarded first, but afterward disqualified.

THE DERBY—7 STARTERS.

Owner.
H. V. Jamieson.
Owner.
Owner.

First Mollie Dean Glenrose Beagle Kennels Black, white and tan Bitch Sam........ Baby Dean..
'\

\ Blanche H. L. Kreuder Black, white and tan Bitch Fitzhugh Lee . , Una
Second,

j 33^^ js^yg jj W. H. Hyland Black, white and tan Dog Rip Van Wmkle Nell.

Reserve withheld. CHAMPION STAKE.
First Snow Middleton Kennels— (Walkover.)

Northwestern Beagle Trials, at Whitewater, Wis., Nov. 1 to 2.

Judge—John Davidson, Monroe, Mich.

THE DERBY—4 Starters.

P. W. Chapman..
1 M. Lewis,
j Owner.

First.
Second.

Third..

Mayflv Dillingham & Remmele Black and tan Bitch Beebe's Doc glebe's Peg..

id.'.'.Ilwaco G. A. Buckstaff Black, white and tan Dog Royal Krueger Elf

First. .

.

Second.
Third..

First.

.

First.

.

First.

.

l' Tony W. Louis Steflfen .' .'

'.
'. '. '. '. '.

'. ".Black, white and tan Dog Tony Weller Topsy

.

I
Little Coony Duke. -E. Bender Black, white and tan Dog Little Duke Tottie

ALL-AGE STAKE—CLASS A—FOR DOGS—4 Starters.

Ilwaco G. A. Buckstafif Black, white and tan Dog Royal Krueger Elf

Base . .Dillingham & Remmele Black, white and tan Dog Spelo Gypsey Belle.

". Royal" iiov'er.". G. A. Buckstaff Black, white and tan Dog Rover Singer G

CLASS B—FOR BITCHES—1 Starter.

.Lottie.

$8 J.Pinch & H.Dillingham
$6 Owner.
$1 / Owner.
$1 j F Bender.

Owner.
J.Finch & H.Dillingham
Owner.

Owner.

Ovcner.

.J.Pinch & H.Dillingham

..F. W. Bender Black, white and tan Bitch Drummer Lofty

CLASS C—UNDER 13 IN.—1 STARTER.

Judy T. Zschetzsche Black, white and tan Bitch Spelo Nell

CHAMPION CLASSY Starters.

.Mayfly Dillingham & Remmele Black, white and tan. . , Bitch Beebe's Doc Beebe's Peg Gold med.

New England Beagle Club Trials, at Oxford, Mass., Nov. 6 to 1 0.

Judges—Geo. F. Reed, Barton, Vt., and A. C. Krueger, Wrightsville, Pa.

THE DERBY—6 STARTERS.

First Louie Fitz Lee H. A. P. Smith Black, white and tan Dog Fitzhugh Lee Maid $40 B. S. Turpin.

Second Buckshot Thos. Shallcross Black, white and tan Dog S^^^V^-
P^^^^^

?/^,^''t
Third "Blanche Rockland Beagle Kennels Black, wnite and tan Bitch Prank Forest Ina $15 Mark Lewis.

ResSve".:Jean Vai Jean H. S. Joslin.. . Black, white and tan Dog Chubb Mystic II E. F. Barnes.

ALL-AGE STAKE—CLASS A—13 TO 15 IN.—9 STARTERS.

Wr^t GvDsevA Glenrose Beagle Kennels Tan and white Bitch Kenneally's Lee Tone

^prnml"
"

"Vick R .Porest Beagle Kennels Tan and- white Bitch Fitzhugh Lee Nell

Third
"

"Louie F"itz Lee H. A. P. Smith Black, white and tan Dog Rowdy .
.

Maid

Reserve".".Kitty E. O. Cornforth Black, white and tan Bitch The Rambler Music

CLASS B—13IN. AND UNDER—6 Starters.

Pirst, Ladv Novice A. D. Fiske Black, white and tan Bitch Frank Forest Lady Vic

Second
'

' Gvosev Forest Forest Beagle Kennels Black, white and tan Bitch Keno Sue Porest

Thi?d "Lou Rockland Beagle Kennels Black, white and tan Bitch Keno Fly

Reserve.'.Adain' Middletown Kennels Black, white and tan Dog Sport Trill

CLASS C—BASSET AND DACHSHUNDS-1 Starter.

Mauprat Lottie

.$35

$20

P. W. Chapman.
J. V. Jamieson.
B. S. Turpin.
Owner.

Mr. Morse.
H. V. Jamieson.
Mark Lewis.
Mark Lewis.

First.

.

.Rodeur Glenrose P. W. Chapman.

First June Rose Porest H. V. Jamieson.

B. S. Turpin.

i Kennels Black, white and tan Basset

CHAMPION CLASS—13 TO 15 IN.—3 Starters.

!le Kennels Black, white and tan Bitch Prank Forest Juno II. .

.

CHAMPION CLASS—13 IN. AND UNDER—2 Starters.

First Clyde B. S. Turpin Black, white and tan Dog Frank Forest Sue Forest

vr)Pcial Prizes—Most musical voice, Rockland Beagle Kennels' Jack Bannerman. Most accurate trailing, Forest Beagle Kennels' June Rose. Most effective ranging,

H A P Smith's Louie Fitz Lee Most stylish worker, Thomas Shallcross's Buckshot. Best starter, H. A. P. Smith's Louie Fitz Lee. Greatest sustained speed, H. A.

P' Sraith's Louie Fitz Lee. Best Derby entry bred by owner, Thomas Shallcross's Buckshot. Best All-Age entry bred by owner, Middleton Kennels' Model.

Brunswick Fur Club Trials for Foxhounds, at North Acton, Mass., Oct. 23 to 27.

THE DERBY—13 STARTERS.

Judges—F. M. Whipple, W. S. Clark, W. E. Oill, J. N. Goss, B. S. Turpin.

Strain. Age.

First Tread L. O. Dennison Black and tan Dog Native 17 months.

Second
'

' Troupe Dr. A. C. Heffenger Black and tan
mT...j T3;ii„ n T, Wf>lliTio.tnTi Black and tanThird" : ".BUly^r.".'.

".".. ..'.."... c."L.~Wellingtom:: Black and tan Dog

ALI^AGE STAKE-Six Classes Designated as Below—37 Starters.

Judges—F. A. and C. M. Gh'lffln, W. E. Gill, J. N. Goss, D. S. Turpin.

Walker 15 months.
Native 17 months.

Hunting.

First Barney Sandy Spring Club Hunt Gray, tan and white Dog..

Second. ".".Rock ..:::::."" O. p. JosUn ,
White and tan .

rpjjird Logan Kinney & White Black, white and tan.
.Dog..
.Dog..

.July. 3 years 6 months.

.Robinson—Mai I pill 2 years 8 months.

.Pooler 3 years.

Trailing.

First Logan Kinney & White Black, white and tan Dog ^^^.^^ • •

:
? years.

Second
'

Rock . .0. F. Joslin White and tan Dog Robinson—Man pi u 2 years 8 months.

Third S\v C. L. Wellington Blue mottled Dog English blue 5 years.

Speed.

First Lo°-an Kinney & White Black, white and tan Dog Pool er 3 years.

Second
'

' Rock
'

"

"
O. F. Joslin White and tan Dog Robinson—Maupin 2 years 8 months.

Third ""Garrett" S.Decatur Harenie Dog July 1 year 10 months.Dog..

Endurance.

First Clay N. Q. Pope Black, white and tan.

.

Second .Logan Kinney & White Black, white and tan.

.

Third .Diamond W. R. Dean Black, white and tan..

.July 1 year ]

.Robinson—Maupin 5 years.

.Pooler 3 years.
, .Native 2 years 8 months.Dog

Tonguing.

First Logan Kinney & White Black, white and tan Dog Pooler 3 years.

Second Clay N.Q.Pope Black, white and tan Dog Robinson—Maupin 5 years.

Third . . . . Rock : O. P. Joslin White and tan Dog Robinson—Maupin 2 years 8 months.

Style.

First Logan Kinney & White Black, white and tan Dog Pooler 3 years.

Second Clay N. Q. Pope Black, white and tan Dog Robinson—Maupin 5 years.

Third. . . .Barney Sandy Spring Club Hunt. Gray, tan and white Dog July 2 years 6 months.

Best all-ronnd hound owned outside New England and New York, and hound showing most speed and endurance owned outside New England and New York^
Sandy Spring (Md.) Hunt Club's Barney.
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POINTS AND FLUSHES.
\By a Staff Correspondent.1

Professionalism vs. Sport.

r THIKK that the reader will grant that when professional-
ism invades the realms of sport that the latter suflfers from
the eifects of the invasion. The man, or men, who follow
the sport for its own sake become steady contributors to

those who follow it for the sake of the revenue derived from
The lovers of the sport m%y tolerate a reasonable or

unreasonable degree of professionalism, but there comes a
time when the amateur public has had enough of contribut-
ing to the coifers of the professional under the guise of a
competition.
When the amateur is confronted with an array of profes-

sionalism at every turn, an array so formidable that there
is almost a certainty of his losing in a competition, what,
as a sensible man, is he to do? And what does he do? The
history of competitions will readily afford the answer.
At the outset let me state that there is nothing intended

in this communication to reflect on the standing or value of

professionalism. To professionalism the world is indebted
for its best advancement. In the kennel world the profes-
sionals have bred the highest class of dogs, and perfected
systems of training and conditioning which are of lasting
benefit. They, too. have attained a wonderful degree of

skill in their specialty. The need of it is conceded. Its

value is unquestioned. The only particular under considera-
tion is the inability of the amateur to cope with professional-
sm and the consequent harm it does to sport.

Professionalism in Field Trials.

To those who have noted the development of field trials

from the tentative beginnings to the present time, it has been
apparent that the drift of the competition has constantly
been toward professionalism.
The beginnmg of field trial competition had a simple and

direct object in view, namely, to determine which dogs in a
competition were the best. The purely commercial features
were few and relatively insignificant. There were then no
regularly organized kennels which bred puppies in dozens to
supply the public demand. The stitd service of a dog in most
instances was a matter of asking. The trainer commanded
no large fee on the score of having a successful field trial

record. Puppies did not sell for higher prices than horses.
Through all the intermediate changes which mark the

evolution of field trials through their years up to the pres-
ent, the professional has grown constantly more skillful and
more formidable, and the amateur of to-day is much the
same amateur as tho.'^e amateurs of the intervening years
from the beginning of field trials. The amateur of to-day,
however, has been gradually driven out of competition by
overwhelming force and superior skill. He has learned by
expensive experience that he can not successfully or credit-
ably compete, hence he wisely holds aloof from participation
as a contestant. And why should he do otherwise? Why
should he match his fondness for sport against the trained
professional skill of an expert, who has only an interest
measured by the po.ssibility of gain? But the question is

hardly necessary in view of the fact that the amateur is not
coming in competition with the professional very frequently
in 1893. The classes are differentiated.

The Inducements to Amateurs.
What are the encouragement and induc'?mentto amateurs?

In the first place, he has opposed to him as handlers men
who have made a profession of dog training and handling
for years; men who have been in dozens of field trials and
know how to take advantage of every circumstance, and
who know what to avoid; in short, how to make the best of
everything. These men are thoroughly conversant in the
matter of rules and field trial requirements. They know to
a nicety what quality of dog to select for a field trial compe-
tition. Many of them have a large kennel from which to
select their dogs.

It needs no argument to establish that a man who has 100
well bred dogs to select from can produce a better lot than
the man who has but two. The man who has the 100 can
enter five or six or ten picked dogs in a field trial where the
other man can enter but one or two at the most, and Avith a
probability that they are inferior. With five to one or ten to
one chances against him, how much less, then, is his chance
of winning? With the success of the five or six or ten entries
of the big kennel come a good win of prize money and a
ready sale at remunerative prices of the remainder of the
100 puppies on the score of relationship to the ones which
won. The amateur is so far surpassed in skill and material
that there is not even a forlorn hope left to him The purely
business phase of field trials, tltat is, to win purses which,
being quite large, are worthy of keen effort to capture; to
make reputations for dogs with a view solely to fees for stud
services or sales of puppies, and to win a wider reputation
and prestige which go to make up that invaluable feature o£
a business called the good will—all these are well known to
the field trial supporters.
No field trial club, whose environment is such thatitmtist

draw its chief support from amatetir.?, can survive if it
throws open its trials to the competition of the world, if it
uts up sufficient money to tempt the professional At this
ay, there is no place in any game section of the United

States but what a professional will go to if a field-trial event
is inaugurated and money enough offered in prizes. This is
partictilarly true if the competition is largely amateur.

For Instance.

I have in mind a club which this year held a field trial.
There was a good deal of enthusiasm in its membership. It
offered good cash prizes, enough to make them attractive.
A professional took a string of dogs to those trials, and won
all in two stakes except a trifling division in third. He made
a trip of 1,800 miles, more or less, as near as I can estimate
the distance. He won the prizes all right. He had a perfect
right to compete. There is no question whatever in that re-
spect. But from the point of the amateur, what is the re-
sult? That club will probably never hold another trial.
Some of the members expressed admiration for a man who
would go so far to win their money. Others said that they
were willing the money should go, in return for the knowl-
edge of what constitutes a good dog.
But they have now the knowledge. They have a stock of

admiration. They have a knowledge that there is no chance
to win against tbe professional, and that knowledge keeps
them in future out of the trials, and wisely so. If that club
holds another trial, and that or a similar win is repeated—as
it probably will be—the fate of that club is a certainty.
The Philadelphia Kennel Club threw its competition open

to the world last year. What was the result? From having
been a gathering which was the embodiment of goodfelloM'^-
ship and friendly competition, it as.9umed all the stern
earnestness of a competition on one line, a competition
straight to the money without any embellishment or senti-
ment. There were the usual unpleasant features and un-
pleasant responsibilities fnisted on the men who followed it

for the love it; by the men who followed it as a business.
That ended the open-to-the world feature. This year it re-
turned to the previous conditions, i. c, a restriction to mem-
bership. It was a wise move. Though urged to again re-
open its competition to the world by aiSpareatlvdisinceresced
field trial supporters, the club had the flrm"ne-s and good
sense to refuse. There is no very good reason why it should
devote its energies and its revenues to something in which it
is not particularly interested.
Several cluba which had arranged to hold field trials this

year withdrew from the venture. Nearly every one of them
had some sjjecial reason for withdrawing. Undoubtedly the
hard financial year, had some effect in producing such re-

sults.

The Distinction.

While professionalism has grown steadily and has been
energetically encouraged, the amateur has received very
little attention. Once in a while an amateur stake has been
arranged, which, being run with a large element of specta-
tors who were professionals, was largely an event for
amu.sement or derision.
The solution of the problem is the holding of trials similar

to that of the Philadelphia Kennel Club. The members own
their dogs and in the competition handle them themselves
or engage professionals to handle them.
The great trials of the United States, the Eastern field

trials, the United States and the Southern trials, are almost
exclusively supported by professionals or semi-professionals.
They afl'ord every opportunity for a professional com-
petition.
For a new club of amateur membership and support, to

frame its existence and policy on the same lines as the great
clubs aforementioned, is to court failtire. Each club in its

policy must be governed by its support and its environment.
Clubs can be organized and their competitions arranged

for limited prizes. It is a great mistake to attempt to offer
prizes which will equal those of the great clubs which are
better known, which have the prestige which comes from
years of success and good name, and which have trained
and skillful managers.
There is one thing certain. The man who owns one dog

and in whose nature there is a fondness for the sport in a
pure form, is worth considering and encouraging. When
the competition is reduced to the great kennels alone field

trials are in their decadence. In the competition between
the great kennels some one or two kennels are sure in the
end to defeat the other.s, and the great kennels alone can not
maintain field trials, interest the public at large or meet the
true demand of field trial competition. After all is .^aid and
done it is tbe man who owns one dog or two for the love of
them and of field sports who is the fottndation of the super-
strttcture. He should be properly recognized, first because
he is engaged from a love of sport, second because withotit
him there is sure to be a cramp or a break, and third because
the whole interest would be better with him as a member
and supporter.

Dr. R. H. Tullis, of Columbiana, Ohio, writes me that the
shooting in his section is poor this year. He is fortunate in
owning a .sister to Strideaway, the pointer which made
such a phenomenal competition in the U S. trials at
Bicknell.

Manitoba Shot.

The follovving, in a letter from Mr. Thomas Johnson, of
Winnipeg, followed me around a part of the field trial cir-
cuit, hence was received too late for last week's issue. It
recounts the loss of a valuable dog, a dog great in the quali-
ties which make a companion and a worker. Under date of
Nov. 27 Mr. Johnson writes:
"You will sympathize with me I know when I tell you

that Manitoba Shot died a week ago to-day. In Shot I had
the mosit pleasant shooting coiupauion I ever owned in dogs
and I hardly ever hope to have his equal for ottr prairies.
He was dift'ereut in disposition from any other dog I ever
owned. He had any amount of courage.,"yet fxoiu the first

time be went afield, if he through accident or down wind
made a flush, even if he was a half mile away from me, he
would feel so mean that you had to give him a friendly slap
and a word of encouragement before he wotild again go with
his peculiar style and dash.

"I have seen him scores of times this fall turn around on
his point to see how far I was away, and if I was a long dis-
tance, he would drop until I got near him, when he would
rise to his point again. I feel his loss very keenly, so mtich
so that 1 shaU probably not take any part" in field trials this
year.

"I have returned Mr. Lonsdale's dogs to England, but my
own are still at Chatham. Our mutual friend Mr. Wells
will likely keep them until the end of the shooting season
there."

I do heartily sympathize with Mr. Johnson in the loss of
so great and valuable a dog. He was that great combination
in the best sen.se, a great lield-trial competitor and a gi-eat
field dog, terms which are now commonly believed to be
contradictions. The same good sense, industry and pleasure
in working to the gun, were traits, if 1 remember correctly,
which were pos.sessed by the whole litter of which he was
one.

I well remember Shot's first field trial competition last
year at Morris, Man. When he was placed in the Derby
there was a wail long, loud and harsh from some present
who had an interest in setters. The following day Shot ran
in the All-Age Stake, and there was a full attendance of spec-
tators to see what was to be seen. They saw Shot go with a
dash, an intelligence and a skillful beating out of the
grotmds which either silenced completely his detractors or
excited their admiration. On birds he made that day some
brilliant performances. He was nearly a model of what
breeders should strive for in field performance, good sense,
endurance, industry and good temper.

Mr. John Davidson, in a letter of recent date says: "My
loueliue.ss was relieved by a little accident lately, just byway
of variety, I suppo.se. A runaway team, dragg'ing the front
wheels of a lumber wagon, dashed into my buggy, starting
me on an exctirsion toward the moon and reducing part of
the buggy into kindling wood. The bystanders stated that
I came down with such force as would have killed anything
but a mule or a Scotchman, and I am not prepared to dispute
them. I was badly bruised, but was feeling recovered in
about 20 minute.s. No bones are broken, and the soreness and
stiffness ai-e gradually disappearing."
There was but little difference between that accident and

meeting a disappointed exhibitor. I am glad it was no worse.
B. Watees,

900 Security Bctldinq, Chicago.

Akron Show.
It .seems as if the Akron Poultry and Kennel Club is mak-

ing every effort to get up a nice show in this busling Ohio
town. Mr. Peck, the secretary, writes us that everything is

looking bi'ight, and they have secured a fine hall that will
be lighted with 100 electric lights, and will be well heated.
It is located in the center of the business part of the city, and
street cars run past the door every five minutes. In addition
to cash specials that are in the premium list, SIO cash is
oft'ered for the best kennel of four American foxhounds, and
S.5 cash for best kennel of fotir beagles. The committee is
still at work on specials, and hope to secure more cash; all
arrangements have been niado to take care of the dogs that
come from the Chicago show.
We received the premium list too late to be of much bene-

fit except to those of our readers who receive Forest and
STEEA.M on Wednesdays. The show will be held Dec. 19 to
23. The classilication is very liberal, there being 148 classes,
but as the prizes are on the percentage plan, 60 and 30 per
cent, of the entry fees, the club has no direct interest iu the
matter as no club money is at stake. No doubt several of
the Chicago entries vnll take the show in on the way home
and wins will count. The entry fee is SI and enti-ies close
Dec. 13.

Irish and Gordon Setter Field Trials.

Editor Forest and Stream:
In their remarks on the unsatisfactory re.sults of the vari-

ous field trials just finished, in the way of entries and attend-
ance, it seems to me that the papers have ignored the mo.st
potent influence of all, viz., the last summer's silver panic
and subsequent "hard times." Considering the fact that
most of us have had grim business necessities to attend tOj
and but little heart of time for the indulgence of our hobbies;
it is a matter for congratulation that we have done as well
as we have.
As regards the Irish setter field trials, when we reflect that

the Central, Ohio, and New England field trial clubs gave
up entirely this year, and look at the sparse entries of the
Philadelphia and other strong clubs, it don't seem to me that
six Irish Derby and eleven All-Age entries show up so badly.
It must be remembered, that there are at least five broken
English setters and pointers (combined) to every field trained
Irish setter, and that it is much easier to get ten very good
performers from fifty entries than two such from an entry of
ten. Lovers of English setters and pointers have had twenty
years of field trials to train up to and comp-jte in. Long be-
fore that time we Irish setter men will have the satisfaction
of seeing otir favorites compete successfully in open trials.
Business ought to improve before another year rolls around,
and next autumn see a better state of affairs. So let us hope
that Dr. Davis will look at matters in this light and continue
his efficient and almost indispensable services as secretaryof
our Irish Setter Club, for it was not iuflift'erence that made
him the only member that attended the late field trials at
Thomasville, N. C.

I may be allowed to remark here that I sent my red bitch
Nugget II. to the trainer in North Carolina as soon as I be-
came her owner, last October, and ran her in the trials,
although she had then been only a short month in trainer's
hands, and was suffering from an absce.ss on her neck, which
has been lanced. Perhaps that caused her to get only second
iu the Derby, as she had shown, previously, great speed and
good powers for such a green pup, and, afterward, hearing
that there were likely to be so few entries in the All-Age
Stakes, I sent my red bitch Lady Alice, which divided third
last year with Currer Bell, to a North Carolina trainer,
although she hadn't .seen a bird since then and was very fat.
As she had only two weeks' preparation .she wasn't placed
this year.
Doubtless others acted from like motives, endeavoring to

help the Irish setter field trials. If the owners of the large
Irish kennels, which now contain the best bench show win-
ners, Mr. Fowler and Dr. Sauveur, would also enter their
dogs, the field trial entries would foot up a goodly number.
Let us hope that they will next season.
So with the Gordon setter field trials at Fremont, Mass

on Nov. 20 last, which seem to have been the result of labors
of Eastern owners of Gordons who probably disliked to have
the season pass without an effort to do something. And so
they formed a Gordon Setter F^eld Trial Club. " But they
started too late, and didn't announce their intention until
October. A month is not enough time to prepare in; train-
ers and handlers are hard to get, especially in the Noith and
East, and the result was that the entries 'had to come alto-
gether from kennels near the placeof trial. Allusion has
been made in some of the papers to the fact that the well-
known Gordon kennels of Dr. Di.Kon and Mr. Blossom were
not represented.

I can't speak for the doctor, but I know that I was not in-
dift'erent. Gordons are my favorites, even over Irish setters.
It was not possible to run my own dogs; and, after vain en-
deavors to get a handler, I had to give up making any
entries.

^

The two which I intended to enter were as fat as
a miller's hogs, ;iiid hadn't seen a bird since last year. As it
was. so short was the notice, some of the dogs mi\di_- ;l poorer
showing because ini.ndled bv siraLigors or an} cue tiiat could
be gotten. Pets, taken from their owners' "lireside almost,
are not ready for a creditable appearance in the field, espe-
cially if that field be bai-e of birds.
Let all credit be given to those that took so much trouble

in the cause of the Gordon setter; but let us hope that ample
notice will be given next time. Doubtless tho.se present at
the field trials had "a good time; but so many excuses have
been made heretofore for the comparatively poor showing by
Gordons that I think we, their owners and"advocates, .should
endeavor to .start them for public competition, with such
training and other timely preparation as shall give them a
chance for creditable performances as other breeds have had.
Gordon setters are probably only half as numerous as the

Irish, and while many are used for private shooting, very
few are prepared for public competition.
Cannot we Gordon owners join our forces, and instead of

desultoi-y and divided efforts, endeavor to get together in
time for field trials next year that shall be properly prepared
for and at timely notice?

If anything which I have said shall encourage owners of
Irish and Gordon setters, or be the means of getting theni
together for united efforts for next year's trials,! will be very
glad. James .13. Blossom

A Member of Irish and Gordon Setter Clubs.
New Toss. Cms, Dec 9.

Death of Rioter.

Editor Foreit and Stream:
I write to inform you and your readers of the death of that

well-known dachshund, champion "Windrush Rioter. This
great dog was found dead in his kennel this P. M., evidently
having died from a fit, though I never knew him to have one
before. Champion Windrush Rioter has met every dachs-
hund dog (except champion Jackdaw) of late, ancl to his
honor, it may be said, his li.st includes nothing but firsts.

Champion Windrush Rioter was whelped Nov. 29, 1887.,
and bred by Mr. J. G. Ravenor. Mr. F. F. Dole imported
this dog for me in the spring of '91. He was probably the
best known dachshund in America, he and champion Janet
having always been kennel mates and shown together. He
was sired by champion Maximus out of Polecat. His wins
are as follows: In England, fir.st open Birmingham 1889;'

first open Liverpool, Gloucester, Southnmpt(jn and Stock-
bridge 1890; in Canada, first Montreal, Hamilton, Toronto
1891; in this country, first Dan bury, Gloversville 1891; first
Albany 1892; first challenge Chicago, Jackson, New York,
Philadelphia, Washington, Pittsburg and Brooklyn 1892;
first challenge New York, 1893; specials at every .show where
they were given. These are the only times shown. We feel
his loss keenly, as he was a pet as well as a show dog.

Edward A. Makice.
Dec. 4.

Southern California Field Trials Abandoned.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I have been a.sked to notify you that the trials that were
to have been held here on the 4th have been abandoned and
am exceedingly sorry to have to write it, as I had hoped
there would be a good meeting. There are plenty of birds
on the grounds, and in fact the shooting during the past
week has been better than at any time since the season
opened. There was, however, a lack of interest evinced
lately by the very men who should have taken the keenest
interest in the trials.

The eut ry , \vhieh was none too larse, suffered by the deat h of
C. J. Miller, who would havehad five starters, and were with-
drawn alter paying the second forfeit. Again, the changing
of dates had an unwholesome ett'ect. Had they held to the
first date chosea they would at least have received thecred.it
of being firm in their decisions.
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It is to be hoped that the northern meeting will he suc-
cessful, but as it has suffered by Mr. Miller's death the pros-
pect is not charming.
At best the number of starters on the Coast is small, and

when four or five are withdrawn it is hard to keep the inter-
est from flag-gin.e.

There are numbers of birds all around iis, and the duck
shooting has been better than for years. A party returned
from the Santa Anna River on the 2Ttti and reported ducks
in great numbers. The reports from Elsimere Lake are very
flattering, so that the sportsmen are at least havina: good
sport afield. Dr. Green, of Hesperia, informs us that the
mountain quail are a perfect pest in his town, and as the re-
port is reliable a party from Los Angeles and Ontario will
try them next week.
We will give you a few items of interest shortly on the

kennel question, as there i a very good outlook for some Al
material in pointers and setters. J. C. Collins, sheriff of Los
Angeles county, is going into pointers, and has started with
the bitch Brown Betty, who did so well at. the trials last
year, though not in the money. There is not a .single good
specimen in southern California of either bulldog or bull-
terrier, aud a kennel of either should do well. T.
Okxario Beach, Cat, Deo. 2.

Smoking at' Shows.
Editor Forest and Strtcim:

I have noticed in attending dog shows, outside of New
York, that smoking; has been allowed in all parts of the show
building. Although the chances of fire originating from a
segar being thrown on the fioor, may be small, it seetns hardly
worth the enjoyment of a smoke to run the risk of such a
thing happening when there are so many valuable dogs on
exhibition.
Take the Newark show building for instance, there was

not much to the building itself, it Is true, but there was
plenty of inflammable material in it, and I would venture to
say that out of the 500 odd dogs exhibited there, not one-half
could have been removed in case of fire, to say nothing of the
loss of life to those attending the show.
That the attendance is affected by it is cprtain. The New

York show would never have been what it is to aay, if
smoking had been allowed in all parts of the building, and
the sooner kennel clubs make a rule against it, and have it
enforced, the better it will be for all concerned.

I do not say this against the managers of the Newark
show alone, it is allowed almost everywhere, but I do say
that there is a place for everything, and that a dog show is
not the place to smoke. An Exhibitor.
New YoRiv, Dec. 7.

[As far as we could judge the Newark managers were very
strict in regard to smoking in the show building.]

DOG CHAT.

Imperator Sold.

While at Newark show Mr. 'Pitkin, of Hartford, Conn.,
was nibbling at Imperator (2,5,411), by Alton out of Hilda,
winner in novices, but the deal fel 1 through. Now Mr. Frank
Linck, of Newark, N. J., has purchased Imperator. Be.'^ides
this handsome dog, Dr. Longest sold a ma.stiff bitch pup by
Beaufort's Black Prince out of Gerda If., to Mr. Wm. Arnot,
of Newark, and a young ma'-tift'dog by Ingle.side Maximilian
out of Gerda II., to J. H. Goldberg, of New York. It will
therefore be seen that the Newark show i> already exerting
a beneficial influence, and that Newark citi2eus and fanciers
will not be content until they can show some of the best.
Mr. Linck already has a very fair dog in Ashland Jumbo,
who should have been second to Imperator at Newark.

A Newfoundland Saves a Life.

The Newfoundland scores again. It is only human nature
on our part to attribute the following to a Newfoundland
proper: the vicious escapades we naturally attribute to the
big^ black, curly dogs that roam about under the same cate-
gory. On the morning of Dec. 8, about half past three.
Meuer's gi-ocery store in Kingston, Ont., was fotmd to be in
a blaze. The owner of the .store was in the country and only
his aged mother was in the dwelling rooms at' the time.
She was awakened by the dog, a large Newfoundlaud, howl-
ing and throwing himself against the door of her room. The
faithful animal succeeded in saving the life of his mi.stress,
but was smothered himself in the smoke.
We are indebted to Mr. R, S. Bell, of Bedeville, Out., for

the particulars iu the case.

According to an account of the occurrence which we find
in Le Chenil it is almost as much as a man's life is worth to
kill a dog in Turkey's capital. Major Marini, military
attarhe at the Italian Legation in Constantinople, having
killed by accident one of the dogs that infest the streets of
that city, was pulled from his horse by a Turkish soldier,
roughly handled and eventually taken before a police ofificer.

There, having established his ideutity, he was given his lib-
erty with profuse apologies, but he promises to respect here-
after, iu the same light as he would a human beiutr, the life
of the canine pariah in the streets of Constantinople.

Saratoga Show.
The premium list of the Saratogadog show, tobe given by

the Saratoga Poultry and Kennel Club, comes to us in good
season. Tlie early issue gives exhibitors plenty of time to
choo.se their entries aud condition them properly. Challenge
classes divided by sex are given iu almost every breed with
S7 and diploma as prizes. In open $7 and .s,") and dii)loma is

the rate for nuistiffs, St. Bernards, all setters, collies, great
Danes, greyhounds and foxhounds, both strains. Puppies
get §5 aud diploma. Other breeds have $7, $4 aud diploma.
The kennel prizes are club diplomas. Spaniels have Classi-
fication No. 1. Collies, spaniels and beagles are already
nicely treated iu the vay of specials and American foxhound
have *;10 for the best. The eutry fee is $3. which is rather
too nuich for the amount of money Kiveu, but as wins will
count this perhaps will not be considered so much. Mr. W.
A. Coster is the superiutendeut, and we have not seen him in
this capacity since the old show at Cincinnati, when Hugh
Dalziel judged and Mr. Coster's patent-homemade-stick-to-
the-ribs a'l eat-it food soured on all of us. Mr. C. H. Mason,
Philadelphia, Pa., is the judge. Sprattl Company will bench
and fped. Mr. Lyman W. Clute, Ballston Lake, N. Y., is
the secretary.

A man has just completed a journey from San Francisco
to New York on foot. The feat becomes interesting to our
readers from the fact that he was accompanied by his dog,
which, under the conditions of the wager, he was to deliver
in this city within six month.s. The qufulruped, however,
did not pay that strict atti-ntion to stomachic conditions
that it should have done ai d for some di-tance after leav-
ing Toledo. O., his owner was compelled to trundle a wheel-
barrow containing the dog, as the animal had fed not wisely,
but too well, before leaving that city. The distance was to
be covered within six mouths aud tliis was done with some
days to spare.

The rumor that Mr. F. Redmond had sold his crack fox-
terrier' champion D'Orsay to the plucky Welsh lady, Mrs.

Lawrence, for §2,500 is denied by the St-^ck-Keeper. Mr. Red-
mond still owns the dog. This gentleman had quite an
innings at the fox-terrier show at Wolverhampton, winning
no less than ^400 with his team. Thi's team, besides the in-
dividual prizes, won the team prize aud Mr. Redmond also
took the brace prize with D"Orsay and Dickon II. In the
competition for the team prize, Mr. Stephens spoiled his
chance by including Stipendiary, whose size marred the level-
ness of the lot. Stipendiary, howe%'er, had his revenge in the
stud dog competition, for with his celebratedsget, D'Orsay,
Hunton Justice and Acton Blanche he was enabled to beat
Rowton Warrant, who is himself a near relation of the great
stud dog. Speaking of the team prize reminds tis that many
of our exhibitors in showing and making up their teams for
the kennel prize attach too mttch importance to the individ-
ual wins of the dogs in their preAdous competitions. This
should not enter into consideration so much as the general
"sortiness" and levelue.^s of the team, and if exhibitors
woitld bear this iu mind there would be lessgrumbling when
a judge with a proper conception of his duties places a ken-
nel ahead of another whose individual members have perhaps
won more firsts than the other. And another point is often
lost sight of, the mere fact of a dog winning a first should
not be considered alone, btit the competition it had to con-
tend with in doing so.

One of the Sefton Hero—Orm.skirk Dollie pups bred over
here was sent to England on the Majestic Oct. 25.

There must be a bad link in Geo. Bell's long chain of luck,
for the other day his noted fox terrier champion Dusky Trap
was rttn o\ev by a trolly car in Toronto. Dusky Trap is,

however, a tough member and a terrier all over, for he
escaped with some brtiises only.

The charges and cotinter-charges between Mr. H. Huber
and E. P. Schell, both of the Pacific Kennel Club, have not
yet been considered by the club because at the last meeting
a quortim could not be had. A peculiar feature in kennel

bably, ere this appears, be the owner of the well known bitch
Prudence, now in the Shrewsbury Kennels.

As a means to secitring that sprightliness of action so much
desired in the ring, especially when collies and terriers are
under jtidgment, a mouse in a cage was brought into the
ring at the Cambridge (Eng.) show recently held. This was
during the competition between Rufford Ormonde, the col
lie, and Jack St. Leger, the wire-hair fox-terrier, for best in
show. At the supreme moment the mouse was released and
Rufford Ormonde scored the run up and kill, much to the
discomfiture of both the wire and his owner, Mr. Clear.

Some of our judges who are in mortal terror when the
novice classes come in of reversing some previous decision,
may take heart of grace from the fact that such an old hand
as Geo. Raper, at this same show, withheld first from a wire-
hair fox-terrier puppy, and then in novices a few minntes
afterwarc awarded it first prize.

We find in Stock-Keeper that the railway authorities
have decided that if a dog's fare has been paid he is as much
entitled to a seat as any of the carriage's two-legged occu-
pants. We do not know how these things are arranged
nowadays, but years ago one could purchase dog tickets on
the railroads, and one's canine companion was allowed to
travel along in the same compartment. This has since
struck us as a most landable concession on the part of the
railroad companies. Would that the same authorities over
here had some such milk of canine kindness in their corpor-
ate systems.

_
There are many people who would like to take

their dogs with them when traveling, but rather than con-
sign them to the dirt and tender care of the baggageman in
a crowded baggage car, leave them at home. But when our
railroad and express companies combine to charge double
rates for less attention than they give other freight, we can-
not hope for such a millenium as this.

The English Stock-Keeper does us the honor of publishing

AfROYAL FLUSH,
Collie Puppies by;;christlaii out^of Ouida, Christian by Christopher."

club'Tlegislation was the appearance of counsel^for^oth
parties. This is by no means a desirable innovation, and is one
that should be discountenanced at once. A man's ca«e must
be pnnr indeed when a lawyer is needed for a private investi-
gation that it not in any way a court of law. The presence
of lawyers in such a case is a trespass. We understand that
as vet no charsres have been preferred against Mr. Huber by
Mr. Schell with the A. K. C.

M. K. C. Club.

The Maryland Kennel Club has .gone up Salt River, we
understand, as far as giving another bench show is con-
cerned. The uuple:i«antness arising from the action of an
irresponsible scribbler last year determined those who had
the best interests of the club at heart and made good the
losses not to expose themselves to any more of the same sort
of thinar. The game is not worth the candle they .say, and it
is not when tile reputation of such men can be'attacked by
any dissrnutled scribbler thst comes along and can find ah
empty column to fill. Mr. W. S. Diffenderffer has re«i£rned
a.s secretary, member aud delesate to A, K C, and Messrs.
Will FarbeV and C. Dift'enderffer have also resigned. So it's
verv probable that we must count Baltimore" out of next
spring's circuit.

We are pleased both for thp paner's sake and that of the
dos public to see Mr. V. M. Haldemau's name once more
at the top of the Funcivr'H .Inn rual's editorial page. A gen-
tleman will always ri.~e to the sttrface, though meteoric
blackguardism may tiecome rampant for awhile, it cannot
last, and the clean man comes to the top once more. We
look for an era of cleaner kennel journalism now through-
out the fancy. It is needed goodness knows.

Mr. R P, Keasbey, the senial secretary of the Spaniel
Club, had a smile of large dimensions with him at the New-
ark show. It was all on account of Madge. Madge is a
cocker spaniel bitch, and she brought joy to the kennel of
Keasby when she whelped eight pups to Little Nig. That
three of these are reds snd one fell in the milk ha« nothing
to do with this tale. Mr Kea.sbev has had diabolical luck,
for although he is one of our oldest exhibitors he has never
been able to breed any voung stock. It never rains but it
nours, and last week a litter of six field spaniels arrived by
Echo out of his Bess. These pups are all well aud hearty,
and it looks as if the worst is over. 'Sir. Keasbev is joining
the beaele ranks, but even here his ill luck pursued him. for
after buyimr a Royal Krtteger doi? last September he had
two days' himting with it. and it hunted so well that some-
body thought he would like it, too, and that is the last he
has seen of it. He is not disheartened, however, and willprob-

extracts from^FORRST AND Steeam's National Beagle Club
field trial report. We also note that the journal coincides
with us in our estimate of Pade from the rough sketch we
ptiblished, aud which estimate was unanimotisly borne out
bv the decision of the field trial committee which disquali-
fied Pade.

Mr. C. A. Shinu, well known as the owner of the Skye, Sir
Stafford, is coming out largely in this breed. During the
Newark show he arrived from Europe with live Skyes.

All the boys seem to take a little pleasure in giving a dab
at Mr. Morris. Perhaps he may be a little ahead of the
times, or the other way, but when there is some solid helpful
work to be done, there is no one who gives his time and
energy more willingly than Mr. "Dexter" Morris. At Newark
for instance, he mnst have been an invaluable aid in giving
time and labor that he could ill afford, besides the benefit of
his experience in show matters, to the interests of the N. J.
K. L. in the preliminary work of their late show. The
rather vicious communication in the daily on his work in the
ring were entirely uncalled for and unnecessary. The old
saying crops up here whether we like to own up or not.

New Jersey Kennel League Meeting.
This club has acted with commendable promptness in

disciplining their "vet," reference to whom we felt com-
pelled to make in our last issue. At a meeting held Dec. 8,
Dr. Sattler was expelled from the N. J. K. L. on Artice VI.
of the constitution, which reads: "The executive committee
may suspend or expel anv member for conduct prejudicial to
the League," etc. The other business done was chiefly the
pa.s.sing of accounts, one of which was for a large suna for
service rendered by the veterinary, who was .supposed to be
a volunteer, which will help to curtail the balance on hand.

The Akron people seem to have a just conception of the
value that the kennel journals are to .shows and other ven-
tures connected with dogdom. The f'-ict is too often lost
sight of, aud the accompanying acknowledgment which we
find in the premium list is as rare as it is gratifying: ""To
the -Journals.—We desire to specially acknowledge our ap-
preciation of the favors conferred upon our association by
the various fanciers and .sporting journals who have so
kindly noticed our exhibition in their columns and by the
donation of specials, and to all such we have to sav it will
be a great plea.sure to us to afford them every facility for
distributing sample copies, taking subscriptions and other-
wise enlarging their circulation, and if they will visit our
exhibition or send samples we will be pleased to render
them all them favors within our power. No fancier can
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reach a Mqh sbmuUng in the fraternity without the aid, of

mch journals. Their aidis invaluable and they are always
worth more than their sutiscription price." The italics are

ours, but the man who concocted that is imbued with con-

siderable horse sense, even if he be a chicken man.

Puppies at Shows.

It may be well to draw attention to the new A. K. C. rule

regarding puppies at shows which goes into efifect Jan. 1,

1894. "Rule 10—No entry shall be accepted of any puppy
imder six months of asre, either for competition or exhibi-

tion, subject to a penalty of .$10 for each under age puppy
placed on exhibition." We have several times drawn atten-

tion to the fact that the intention of the old rule to exclude

puppies under six months old from dog shows was frustrated

by entering such puppies for exhibition only, which meant
really—for sale only, and both exhibitors and buyers suftered

in consequence. The Saratoga show next month will be the

first show held under the new rales, and we trust for the

sake of exhibitors that the rule will be rigidly enforced.

It is a pity that the Providence show, at least the kennel

part of it, has not been put in the hands of a practical dog-

man, one used to show usages. This office has never received

a premium list, and even the A. K. C. only received its list

within the week. There is no intimation or instruction to

exhibitors about listing excepting the remote notice in the

A K. C. rules, and in an irregular manner. We are told

that unless there are three entries in a class the flr.st money
advertised will not be paid. This is poor cheese paring policy

and not at all fair to the judge, Mr. J. Otis Fellows. A
number of fanciers who wanted to show there failed to do
so because they did not know the secretary's name nor ob-

tain a premium list.

Birmingham Dogr Show.

The Birmingham show, held Nov. 2.5 to 39, was not a suc-

cess in the non-sporting division, but in the sporting division

there was a good gathering Space forbids our commenting
on the show this week, but we may say that America was
represented by Mr. W. C. Reick, who unfortunately, in

rousing the beautiful St. Bernard Lady Mignon from her

slumbers, received a slight bite on the hand. Mr. Keick is

now a full-fledged fancier, dogman or whatever the correct

term may be.

The next English Kennel Club show will be held April 10

to 12 at the Crystal Palace, London.

Detroit Dog Show.

Owing to the conflict of dates with the Columbus Fanciers'

Club and to assist in forming a Western circuit, the City of

Straits Kennel Club have had to change their dates to March
7 to 10 1S94 So the club will hold its second annual bench

show on tho.se dates at the Detroit Auditorium. The pre-

mium list wUl bp ready Jan. 15, and will be mailed to any

address on application. There will be about .$2,500 in cash

prizes and specials, be.sides the club's cups medals, etc. The
show will be under A. K. C. rules, and awards will count.

The dogs will be judged by Messrs. John Davidson, James
Mortimer and Chas H. Mason.

Detroit will be well represented at the Chicago show this

week. The well-known Tom Blake leaves that city with a

string of ten winners, w^hicb include .John Mandt's English

setter Washtenaw Grouse, Fred. Moe's Irish setter Nona,

W Howie Muir's deerhound Bruar II., Mr. Predhomme's
English setter Dick, Guy Walton's beagles champion JuneM.
and Pomp, Mr. Parkinson's beagle Jennie Lind, Blake &
Herbertson's cockers Pickpania, Lady Dufferin and La Dina.

From Chicago Mr. Blake will go to Akron, O.

The Sussex spaniel Ilfracombe, first Newark, did not live

long to enjoy the sweets of victory. Shortly after the show
she was taken sick with a throat affection that would not

yield to treatment. This is quite a loss to the Ohwahgena
Kennels, who imported her through Mr. Morris.

Death of Champion Harper.

Champion Harper, one of the cracks of the bulldog fancy,

has fallen a victim to the poison fiend at Mr. Mariner's ken-

nels at Milwaukee. The Graven Imago was also poisoned,

but beyond destroying her unborn pups, of which King Lurd
was the sire, no further harm was done. This is most un-

fortunate, and we trust that Dr. Mariner will be able to pro-

tect himself in future and get a line on the wretch who did

the woi-k.

punting m\d ^aniimng.

FIXTURES.
Jan. ]5.-Bruuswick Fur Club's winter trials. Bradford S. Turpin,

Sec'y.

San Francisco Coursing Club's Meeting.
(^Special Report).

The meeting which I mentioned in my last communication

which was to take place at Newark, under the auspices of

the newly organized San Francisco Coursing Club, Avas com-

menced yesterday, and in every respect surpassed the most
extravagant expectations of the club, or indeed of the whole

coursing community. . n ,

Sixty-four dogs were entered for the All-Aged Stake, and
twelve for the^Puppy Stakes. All the crack dogs in the

State were entered for the former, and never, I believe, since

coursing was inaugurated in California was such interest

taken in any meeting.
.

The weather for the past five or six days was certainly any-

thing but what was desirable, as the rain fell in torrents,

and continued until early yesterday morning Nothing

daunted however, fully 200 people and about SO dogs put in

an appearance at the railway station determined to brave

anything rather than postpone the meeting. Fortune favors

the brave however, for no sooner had the train gone beyond

the neighboring city of Alameda than the weather cleared

up and on arrival at the park we found that the rain had

iust fitted it for the most perfect coursing, making the sward

springy and elastic and perfectly safe for dogs to run over.

It was noticeable, too, that the great proportion of the

crowd in their enthusiasm for coursing, did not forget that

it was Thanksgiving Day, for large hampers were to be seen

in all directions, and few, I think, will gainsay the assertion

that the leg or wing of a good turkey is a thousand times

more toothsome when partaken of under conditions such as

surrounded thecrowd at Newark than if taken at the family

table however highly polished the surrounding furniture or

costly the ware on the mahogany dinner table may be.

The card for the day's work was a hea^-y one, and no time

was lost, as it was settled that the first rouod must be fin-

ished by 5 o'clock. The officers of the club had taken every

possible precaution to have everything in shipshape order,

and consequently everything moved 1 ike a piece of machinery,

not a single hitch occui-ring during the whole day. The fact

that 33 regular courses and four undecideds was got through

n just six hours is ample proof of how smoothly things

^The field officers were: Judge, John Grace; slipper, James
Wren- slip steward, J. R. Dickson; flag stew ard, J. H. Per-

rego: field stewards, J. W. Butterworth, John Eagan and P.

p. ifolaTV.

Just as the first brace of dogs were handed to the slipper

Mr. D. Shannon, president of the club, stepped on to the
stand and addressed the crowd, telling them of the beauties
of the chase and the unalloyed pleasure that is attached to

coursing when carried on strictly according to rule and free

from petty or unfair motives. He trusted that no such
charges could ever be fairly brought against any of the mem-
bers of the club or those who may course within its folds,

and the public could depend on it that no unworthy actions

would ever be tolerated within it. Mr. Shannon was loudly
cheered on resuming his place.
The coursing during the day was without doubt the

greatest that has been seen outside of Merced. The hares
were regular flyers, and many of the courses were more than
sufficient to try any pair of dogs in the world. Nearly all

the great cracks went down, such as the great Skyrocket,
Long John, Moondyne, Nelly Bly, Twilight and others of less

fame.
But assuredly the most astonishing course of all was the

run between Long John and Pride of the Park. The former
dog is a large, heavy dog, weighing about sixty-five pounds,
and has a wonderful dash of speed in him and has won many
good stakes, while Pride of the Park is the most diminutive
greyhound I have ever seen go to slips. She weighs but
3.51bs. and is much more like an Italian greyhound than any-
thing else, and as both dogs passed into the park in charge
of Wren, considerable was the chaff and hadin.a.ge that
greeted his ears and that of the owner of the beautiful little

creature—Pride of the Park. lu the very height of the fun a
big jack jumped up, and on the dogs being loosed, to the
utter astonishment of all the crowd the little fellow shot
right to the front, and do his utmost, the big brindle could
not get within a length of her while she closed steadily up
to the game and eventually brought it round, and before
Long John could steady himself she was round again like a
top and took second "turn; indeed she was all round both
hare and dog and scored every point in a long course. The
crowd went literally frantic with excitement, but when the
little thing grabbed the hare and it was seen that she was
not able to hold it, the cheering was louder and longer. Long
John, however, came gallantly to the rescue and without
showing an atom of jealousy at'his discomfiture by so in.sig-

nificant a rival, prevented thei longeared jack from running
away with her into the escape, by grabbing it by the neck,
finishing its earthly career in an instant. Never before was
vi.ctor—quadruped or biped—so vehemently cheered. One en-
thusiast rushed out as sue was being led back to the kennels
and lifting her up over his head called for three cheers for
the "little fairy." It was given three times over.
Another event, too, that caused some excitement was the

course between Skyrocket and Dark Rustic. It was looked
upon as such a certainty for the former that •i!20 to SI could be
had in the pools on the course, but no one would even risk
that much on the event, so certain did every one feel that
Rustic could not beat the great Skyrocket; "but on this oc-
casion the unexpected occurred with a vengeance, for in a
good course the only thing he scored was the run up.
The following is a summary of the day's running:

All-Age Stake.

\ third $25, fourth $35; next fourFirst prize $100, second
dogs $10 each.

First Bou7id.

Jack DEMPSEr—Little Rose.—T. J. Cronin's white dog
Jack Dempsey and Dowling and McCormack's black and
white bitch Little Rose were the first pair called to the slips.

A hare was soon started and there was seen a course worth
traveling miles to see. Both dogs went as if locked in the
slips for 500yds., and then Jack drew out for first turn, which
he got, and the balance of a long course was in his favor,
but he had to put his best leg foremost, as Little Rose was
constantly at his side. He eventually killed and won.
SwANEK—Flirtation.—W. Creamer's black and white

bitch Swanee and George Dougherty's brindle bitch Flirta-
tion were next handed to the slipper, and a hare was soon
started that put the pair of longtails at their best to take a
turn out of him. They eventually succeeded, however, and
after this Swanee had the balance of a fine course almost to
herself. The bitch will be heard of yet, as she is both fast
and clever. Swanee won.
Maey An^n—Gem.—p. Tieruan's fawn bitch Mary Ann and

D. O'Connell's black dog Jim had the next spin, and a most
determined one it was, for though Mary Ann won she had to
put forth her very best efforts, for .Jim is no slouch and
showed well in a long course. The bitch killed and won.
Glen Farron—Salvator.—The same owner's well known

red dog Glen Farron surprised most people, and certainly his
owner, by the way the old veteran polished off' D. J. Heuly's
nomination, the brindle dog Salvator.
Depend On Me—Wattle Bloom.—T. J. Cronin's white

and black dog Depend On Me and R. E. de Lopez's fawn
bitch Wattle Bloom were then placed in the slipper's hands,
who had some difficulty in getting the latter sighted, as it

was the first time she was ever in slips. Three hares passed
by before she could be got to look at one; but eventually
they were let go and the little youngster shot out and led
Mr. Cronin's tine dog until nearing the stand, got first and
second turn and then got a cropper. This completely threw
her out of the balance of a long course. Depend On Me won.
White Clood—Electric—A. Seal's white and brindle

bitch White Cloud and Eugene Gray's white and brindle
dog Electric had a fine course, but the former proved too
much for her handsome opponent and won a fine course.
Longfellow—Moondyne.—J. Perigo's black and white

dog Longfellow, to the surprise of the crowd and the disgust
of the talent, completely shattered the high pretensions of
D. J. Healy 's brindle dog Moondyne by giving him a thorough
thrashing.
Faii;t—Blackstone.—J. Reilly's fawn bitch Fairy was

altogether too much for Dr. Proctor's black and white dog
Blackstone, and simply ran round him.
Coomassie—Overland.-W. Perry's white and brindle

bitch Cooniassie ran clean away from M. Culligan's white
and brindle dog Overland and won with ease.
Sting—Nhllt Blt.—P. D. Nolan's brindle dog Sting and

James Byrnes's fawn bitch Nelly Bly had a fine undecided
course in'which both dogs showed up well, both as runners
and workers. But in the second attempt Sting won a one-
sided course.
Long John—Pride of the Park.—P. Tiernan's brindle

dog Long John and J. J. Edmond's brindle bitch Pride of
the Park furnished the first real surprise of the day. The
latter is the smallest greyhound that has ever gone to slips
in this State. She does not weigh more than 351bs., but she
can run and work, and Tiernan's great crack, Long John
had to strike his proud colors to this wonderful little speci-
men of the greyhound. Never was surprise so great, and
never before was a dog awarded such unmeasured cheering
by an enthusiastic crowd.
SH0RT.ST0P—Captain.—P. C. Curtis's brindle dog Short-

stop had a sharp, short course with H, McCracken's fawn
dog Captain, which he won easily.

Skvrocket—Dark Rustic—The next pair sent out was
P. C. Curtis's white and black dog Skyrocket and P. D.
Dolan's black dog Dark Rustic, but great as was the surprise
of the course between Long John and Pride of the Park, this
course was a still greater one, for the greater dog fell com-
pletely before this utter and complete outsider. Fifty dol-
lars to §1 was offered, but no one would accept of it. On
being slipped the great crack led up, as usual, and took first

turn, but that finished him, for Rustic did all the rest and
won cleverly. Such cheering has not been heard on a cours-
ing field for years.

1 Queen of THji Vallet—I^adv U- GJvEndvne.—J. D«\v-

ling's brindle bitch Queen of the "Valley beat H. McCracken's
white and black bitch Lady H. Glendyne handsomely in a
long course.
Garrowen—Pv,AMBLER.—J. Buckly's white dog Garryowen

had an easy thing with J. P. Burke's black and white dog
Rambler.
Vallet Queen—Sir John.—J. J. Edmond's white and

black bitch Valley Queen easily beat Dowling & McCor-
mack's brindle dog Sir John.
Barry F.—Governess.—James Byrnes's black and white

dog Barney F. had a short, sharp course Avith J. Wren's
fawn bitch Governess and won.
Waratah—Glenade.—R. E. de Lopez's black and white

dog Waratah beat P. Tiernan's Glenade after a good course.
This dog showed a fine dash of foot and he Is also a good
worker.
Blue Jack—Chief of the Valley.—-P. Ryan's black and

white dog Blue Jack beat J. Dowlrng's brindle dog Chief of
the A^alley easily.

Spokane—Lady Napoleon.—Carney's white dog Spokane
and W. Dalton's fawn and white bitch Lady Napoleon had a
very fine course, the latter portion of which the judge could
not see, as it was behind the stand and the crowd^ was so
great that Mr. Grace of course could not get even a glimpse
of the work done by the dogs. Of course he had to^ decide
on what he did see, and sent the flag up for Spokane, which
certainly had the best of it in the first part of the course.
Magpie—Roll Along.—P. Ryan's black and white dog

Magpie and James Grace's black and white dog Roll Along
had a sharp course; the former won. This course was judged
by .1. R. Dickson, as Roll Along is owned by Mr. Grace's son.
Sculptor-White Rustic—Thos. Mc Hugh's black and

white dog Sculptor, after an undecided heat, beat Dowling
& McCormack's white dog White Rustic easily.

Dotty Dimple—Active.—T. J. Cronin's white and fawn
bitch Dotty Dimple and D. J. Hendy's black and white bitch
Active ran a great course, which the former won, but it must
have been a very close thing.
Olympic—Bluestone.—P. Tiernan's brindle dog Olympit:

easily beat Dr. Proctor's black and white dog Bluestone.
Wee Lassie—Occidental.—J. Perigo's fawn bitch Wee

Lassie had a good run with J. Byrne's fawn dog Occidental,
the former winning.
Tom Hayes—Lazy Girl.—P. Tiernan's black and white

dog Tom Hayes had a good course with John Lucy's brindle
bitch Lazy Girl and beat her well.
Ban Boy—Home Rule.—T. Mclnemey's black and white

dog Ban Boy and T. Cooney's brindle and white dog Home
Rule had one of the finest courses of the day. Ban Boy win-
ning by the "skin of his teeth."
ViDA Shaw—Domino.—J. J. Edmond's white bitch Vida

Shaw ran away from H. M. N. Spring's black and white dog
Domino and won.
Rustic Maid—Presto.—Dowling & McCormack's white

and black bitch Rustic Maid beat A. Seal's white and black
dog Presto easily.

Natty—Twilight.—M. Kerrigan's black dog Natty (the
Evergreen) beat in a good course Dr. Wadan's beautiful
black bitch Twilight, which certainly was another astonisher
to the talent.
Little Banshee—Swede.—J. Mclnerney's black bitch

Little Banshee had it all her own way in her course with J.
Moory's brindle and white dog Swede.
Olden—Red Prince.—J. Healy's black and white dog

Olden W. beat A. Merrill's fawn and white dog Red Prince
in the la.st and certainly not the worst course of the day.
The balance of the stake and the Puppy Stake will be run

off on Sunday next, when an enormous crowd may be
expected. Gazehound.

• • •

In the Good Old 'Way.

The Valley Hunt Club had their first run of the season
Dec. 24. Starting with twenty-two rider.s, Reynard was
found on the wooded hill west ofWawa Station, and he gave
a lively chase, crossing the railroad with the hounds but a
short distance behind. After a short but spirited run he
took to earth in the rocky hill on the Wolf Farm.
Another fox was soon started, however, in a bush pile in

the centre of a large Held on the same farm and afforded the
best run of the day. Starting not more than 100ft. in
advance of the hounds he gained rapidly at first, and cross-
ing a marshy meadow on Charles Dowd's place the hounds
were thrown off the scent, but after a short delay they again
took up the trail, and a hard run was given for several miles,
but the hounds succeeded in overtaking him soon after he
crossed the road on the south of Barclay's Woods.
The brush was captured by Cooper Sickel, and close behind

came John Everhardt, the master of hounds. While cross-
ing a field on the Struther's Farm the horse that Cooper
Sickel was riding stepped into a woodchuck hole and was
thrown, but nothing resulted except a skinned nose and a
broken stirrup leather.
Those who kept up well during the chase were Harry

Shortridge, Clinton Wells, George Price, Frederick Y. AUis,
Geo. Yarnall and Edward Mayhew.—P/wktdelpMc/- Titms.

• • •

HUNTING AND COURSING NOTES.

One of the gayest fox chase witnessed in East Bradford
township, took place near West Chester, Pa,, Dec. 7. The
start was on the farm of C, Heller, There were present the
West Chester Hunt, the Garfield Avenue Hunt, the Gibson
Hunt, Cream Ridge Hunt, Green Hunt, Mortonville Hunt
and Strode Hunt—in all over seventy hunters with their
packs, aggregjating over one hundred dogs.
While waiting for the hour for dropping the fox to arrive

a lunch was served by Farmer Heller, and by 1:30 o'clock
there were over five hundred people present, some in the
saddle, some in carriages and many on foot. Councilman
Shaner, of the West Chester Hunt, brought forth the fox,
which liad been captured by his hunt some weeks ago. He
was a fine, large fellow, with lithe limbs and big brush. He
was given a start of five minutes, which he mlide good use
of. The hounds started in hot pursuit, and in their wake
the horsemen followed in a mad scramble and much blowing
of horns. The dogs soon divided. One portion took a
Brandywine course, against the efforts of the hunters, while
the other and main portion stuck closely to the fox's trail,

and soon riders and pack were out of sight and hearing o\'er
the hills toward Glen Loch, the old hiding place of tiie fox
before he was captured weeks ago. The chase was continued
into the afternoon, and terminated by the fox eluding hia
pursuers in a cavern near Downingtown.

• • • •

The Rose Tree Huntj^ of Media, Pa, , had a bad turn of luck
a week or two since. Some of the hounds while at exercise
were bitten by a pre.sumably mad dog and the most of the
pack were destroyed, as symptoms of rabies had developed.
The hunt has now received ten couple chiefly from Virginia
we believe, and these will be entered at once.

The members of the Hoboken C. 0. held their first smoker on Dec.
•2 at the club house foot of Tenth street, Hoboken. Every one was
provided with pipes and tobacco and there were plenty of refresh-
ments on baud. An e.xcellent musical programme was one of the
features of the evening. Mandolin, L. Kretzmer, P. Gottsohalk, P
Miiller; guitar, ,T. Wartiecke; banjo, G. V, Btrahan, E. Muller, Bart!
Allen, Lhe Texaa; vocal solos. Com. J, R. Lake of N, Y. C. C., G, P.
Douglass, lanthe; humorous reading, P, Muller; T, Cameron, a
Yale College student; pantomime, client art, Dr, Hertel, and imita-
tions, (i. iiletz. The following clubs were represented: New York,
Brooklyn, New Jersey Y^acht Club, Vixen crew, Janthe, Arlington'
Orange, Rutherford, Koiokerbocker,

'
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§madng.

While the rules of the Amiirican Canoe ABsociation were based

originally on those of the Royal Canoe Club, the two have for some

years differed greatly, the American rules having been amended from

time to time to keep pace with the advance of canoe racing, while the

R. O. C. has clung most tenaciously to several absurd and obsolete

restrictions. At the last annual meeting, ia 1892, a strong effort was

made to revise the rules to meet modern conditions, recognizing the

Butler sliding seat and remodeling the definition of the second class,

but it failed entirely through the opposition of the more conservative

members.
This year, after another dull seasoa of racing, the movement for a

change has not only been more general, but the change itself has

been radical in the extreme, and after declining for years to go as far

as the Americans, the Royal C, C. has now at one jump far out-

stepped them ; with what results remains to be seen. The continued

existence of a bad rule has, with other causes, brought canoe racing

to a very bad state, so much so that even a decided improvement of

the rule may now fail to restore it.

Whether the new rule, published elsewhere, will prove a success is

a matter of conjecture, and for our part we doubt the wisdom of thus

destroying the distinctive features of a canoe, as established by long

use. The increase of beam, if accepted by canoeists, will tend to a

larger and clumsier canoe, and one more difiicult to transport; a very

serious consideration where canoe meets are an established custom,

as in this country. The limit of sail is still retained at llSscj. ft. for

16ft. length, with the probable result of a waterline of less than 14ft

In order to get at least ISOsq. ft. of sail. The remaining 2ft. of over

all length allowed will be put into a raking sternpost, which is evi-

dently permitted by the rule, and into a bow like the modern fin-keel

racer.

With the same limitations of depth and centerboard, the canoe built

under the new rule would be an inferior craft to .such American canoes

as Wasp, Bee and Glenwood; but as we understand the FidcVs report,

all restrictions on ballast, centerboards, depths and draft have been
swept away, and the path left clear for a bulb fln racer without the

least semblance of a canoe.

The former recognition of the canoe yawl class is not new in Eng-
land, and little change has been made in the old rule. The class

would be a good one here, but all etTorts of the A. C. A. to bring out a

definite class of larger and wider canoes have proved failures, owners
have not indicated any desire for a racing class of tUs type of canoe-

The paddling classes call for no comment, they are similai- to those^

which have worked well in practice on this side, and probably wil
answer perfectly well. While the change has on the whole much to

commend it, we have grave fears of the "canoe" of the future wliich

must result from the new R. C. 0. rules.

THE liOG OF THE FRANKIE.

The '92 Cruise of the Shenandoah C. C.

BT THE COMUODORB.

Pro Log.

"Why is it," asked Capt. Jim one evening last June as we sat smok-
ing our pipes around our evening camp fire on the banks of the Green-
brier, after a successful day's fishing. "That you fellows, in your
summer cruising, always go down the Shenandoah? Aren't there
other rivers just as beautiful and just as accessible that would afford
you as much sport and give you more variety than you get by always,
year after year, going down the same stream? don't you ever get
tired of it?"
"Well, Captain," I replied, "why is it that you always make this

same Greenbrier trip year after year ? Aren't there other good fishing
streams that would do as well, and give you more change—more va-
riety? Don't you ever get tired of this same old Parkersburg pike?
of climbing these same mountains? of fishing this same stream? of—"
"Great heavens, man !:" be broke in impatiently. (That wasn't ex-

actly the expression the Captain used, but it looks better in print).
"Have you no eye for the beautiful I Can a man ever get tired of such
a magnificent trip ! Bucli grand, varied and beautiful scenery] Such
a lovely stream 1 to say nothing of the fishing! Why, if I had a hun-
dred years longer to live, I should grudge every year missed from this
trip and count it as much lost to me; aman who has the love of nat-
ure in his soul, and who can admire and appreciate beautiful scenery
can never tire of such a trip. I grant you there may be other rivers
where the fishing is as good, and other trips where the scenery is as
beautiful, although it is hard for me to believe it. But life is too short
for me as it is, to exhaust the possibility of this trip and—

"

"Precisely, Captain," I exclaimed in turn, interrupting him. "That
is just why we cruise the Shenandoah, year after year. There may be
other beautiful streams, in fact I know that there are, but there never
was a finer all around cruising stream in existence-one combining so
many good points, such as grand, imposing and beautiful mouiitam
and pastoral scenery; fine, bracing, beautiful climate; bold, dashing
rapids; good fishing, 'accessibility, etc.. and the more we cruise it, the
more we love it and want to cruise it again, and we really have no
more desire to lose a season in exploring some new and undeniably
beautiful and desirable stream than you have to lose a season from
the Greenbrier in exploring some new and no doubt really excellent
fishing grounds, see?"

" I see," said the Captain as he lit a fresh cigar.

The Log.

Wednesday, July 27.—The party this trip consists of Col. C. L.
Cooke in anew canoe Mary Lou, George Bell in the canoe Shenandoah,
Lacy Gibson in the canoe Clyde and the Commodore (F. R. WebbJ in
the canoe Frankie, all members of the Shenandoah Canoe Club of
Staunton, Va.
We drove dowzi to Bowlings on Middle River, yesterday evening

with the four canoes, loaded in as many express wagons, and each
cahoe loaded to the guards with camp duffle. I brought Frankie (my
small boy, not the canoe—althoueh as before stated the canoe was
along also) down to stay all night with us at the first camp.
We went into camp without wetting a keel or a paddle, right under

the big willow trees just below the bridge at Bowlings, where I Jiave
often had a desire to camp: and the four canoes, each with its pic-
turesque httle Mohican tent of sti'iped awning elotli over it, were soon
in position for the night, while I fixed up a tent for Frank by rigging
up our dining fly close to the ground on short poles, and filling it with
Straw, over which I placed my rubber sheet and one of my blankets,
closing up the open end of the fl.y at his heap with a rubber coat.
Oapt. Jim Bumgarduer and Rick Bell drove down at 0:30 and took

supper with us, and I got up a royal supper of fried ham. fried pota-
toes and onions and cheese omelette, flanked with biscuits and pot of
hot coffee, to which the party did full justice.

The night was hot, but with the flaps of our tents up on both sides
we passed a very comfortable night, soothed by the drowsy roar of
the big dam but a few yards above us, and were out betiini s in the
morning, and after Bell had photographed the camp with hUs fine,

large Anthon.y camera, provided especially for this kind of work, the
tents were quickly struck, the canvas packed and we were ready to
start.
The weather is intensely hot and the river very low. so low that at

our camp pretty much all the water in the river passes down the mill-
race, and we were obliged to carry the canoes fifty yards or so below
the camp before finding water enough to float them, and then make
another carry over the reefs under the railroad bridge, but after pass-
ing the mouth of the millrace the water improved and we were able to
step into our canoes and paddle carefully and slowly along.
Frank rode in my canoe until we reached the carry at the railroad

bridge, when I set him out anc kissed him good-bye and left him
standing in the middle of the river, fishing rod in one hand, his
luuch basket in the other, and his preposterous big straw hat on his
head, a forlorn little figure, looking wistfully after the canoes and
watching theiu out of sight (He will fish all the forenoon and go up
home on the noon train).
We found the water discouragingly low, and had to get out at every

riffle for tte flrsi|few miles and ease the canoes over. In shooting one
promising-looking rapid Lacy, whose paaoe is an old one, ripped a big

hole in the bottom of it, through which the water rushed in a torrent
that threatened to swamp him instantl.y. He promptly sprang out
into the water, which was nearly waist deep and hastily rushed his

boat ashore, beaching her just before she filled, and we had to lie up
h re for an hour while the disabled canoe was unpacked and turned
bottom upward in the hot sun to dr.y out. Once dry, a canvas patch
was quicklj' and easily plastered over the break, and she was ail right
again.
A canvas canoe may be more easily injured thau a wooden one, but

the injury is not apt to be so bad as in a wooden boat, for there is no
wood to splinter and shatter and repairs are very easily made.
Our detention here was a pleasant one, as we had a nice shady

gravel bar to lie upon, and while doing the repairs George took a snap
shot of the proceedings with his Kodak.
As the day advanced the heat became excessive, and about 11 or 12

o'clock in the long open reach of river above Laurel Hill we felt it

keenly, and the large sponges which we kept saturated with water in

our helmets proved to be a great comfort as well as an undoubted
protection. We were glad to note that the water improved as we got
further down the river, and the cruising became more pleasant and
less troublesome.
At noon we reached the place where Beall and I camped last vear;

and as it was a nice shady place with a spring house only a short dis-

tance away we laid up here for several hours for lunch and rest, and
then pushed on down for our evening camp ground, which Cooke and
I had selected as long ago as last Blay.
We had a very pleasant afternoon's cruise, as the heat of the stm

was tempered by the clouds all the afternoon and reached our chosen
campground—a beautiful turf-covered bank, shaded by several im-
mense willow trees, near Baily's farmhouse—at 5 o'clock, where as
soon as we had the canoes drawn up on the bank under the trees, we
proceeded to take a good refreshing plunge in the river.

The river at Bowlings is quite red, while as we go further down it

gradually clears, and at our evening camping place it is clear enough
for bass fishing.

The evening was quite blustery, Avith a high wind and several rain
storms vi.sible at different points, but beyond an occasional sprinkle
we had no rain. The wind dislodged several large limbs from the old
decaying willows, which crushed down in our immediate vicinity dur-
ing thf evening, causing us some uneasiness lest some of them might
smash in a tent or a canoe, but fortunately none of them fell quite so
close to us. Wrote a short letter home before turning in for the
night.
Thursday, July 2S.—It didn't rain last night for all the bluster, and

we passed a pleasant night, and were up early this morning, and after
a good breakfast of bacon, eggs and boiled potatoes the camp was
struck, the canvas packed and we were afloat by 7:30, the camp first

being photographed by Beall.
Our day's cruise was a delightfully pleasant one, but not specially

eventful. This part of the river is quite interesting to me, with its

numerous reefs and falls, all on a mild, eas.y scale; good to get our
hands in, as it were, before tackling the serious business of the Shen-
andoah. The water continues to improve as we descend, and we had
but little difQculty at the reefs and rapids, although Col. Cooke had to
do the bullfrog act quite occasionally.
We passed the mouth of Christian's Creek not far below our camp,

and its added volume still further improved the water. The stone flsli

dam below it could not be shot, but was easily portaged, whUe the next
one, a little below, was jumped at the expense of a thump or two.
We portaged the big dam at Humbert's Mill by sliding the canoes over
the crest at the right hand end, with Beall in the water below to ease
them down. Our letters were left at the mill here to be carried over
to Moimt Hope and mailed.
A party of young people (including several "jerne.v mansions," as

the Colonel with his somewhat limited and imperfect knowledge of the
German language is accustomed to designate the pretty girls we see
from time to time along the river) hastily collected on the bridge to
.see our flotilla pass under, and were promptly gathered in with the
Kodak by Beall as we came down. Not far below the bridge we
reached the beautiful, shady bank at the Miller place, where George
and I lunched last year, and we laid by here for a couple of hours for
otir usuul noonday lunch and siesta, We found a party of Staunton
boys encamped here on a fishing and loafing trip, including among
others, Ed. Baker, B^n. Fultz and George Haines.
Fortunately for us, the afterneon was again cloudy, so we took ad-

vantage of the temporary obscuration of the intensely hot sun to
start again as early as 2 o'clock. The Kline Dam was portaged in the
same manner as the Humbert Dam, and the afternoon's cruise was
like the morning's, pleasaut but uneventful, and we made an early
camp at the Graitan place—a nice camping place and one I have often
marked as a good place for a canoe camp. 1 did not feel very well this
evening, having smoked once or twice too often during the day, and
so retired early. The evening was again threate n iug and blustery, so
the boys put up the dining fly over the mess table before supper, but
the impending rain evidently went some other way, for we got none
of it.

Friday, July 29.—To-day's run was a short one, only five miles, but a
most eventful one. It was a beautiful morning, the threatening
storms of the evening before having all vanished, and after George
had taken a couple of good photographs of the camp the tents were
struck, the canvas packed, and we were again afloat upon the lovely
little river, which down here meanders through a most attractive and
interesting section of old Augusta. To our left, up on the bluff, was
the fine old Finlay mansion, and not far away was the ample residence
of Col Crawford, with Wm. Bell Crawford's comfortable and hand-
some home also in sight just above us up the rivei'.

For a couple of hours our cruise was delightful, the river scenery
was lovely, the water good, atfordiug us fine sport in shooting the
numerous stiff little rapids and falls which abound along the course of
the stream.
At the snug httle fall a mile below our camp the Colonel hung up

badly on the ledge which constitutes the fall, and George got a couple
of excellent Kodak snap shots at him while he was doing the bullfrog
act. The bullfrog act, it may be said in passing, consists in straddling
the canoe, when it sticks on the rocks, one foot out on each side, and
standing up and lifting the boat over the rocks in a series of jerks and
shoves—a most ludicrously ungraceful performance, and one that is

quite hard on the canoe, as well as more trouble and work than
quietly stepping clear overboard alongside the canoe and lifting the
stern end up and shoving it gently over the obstruction—a regular
lazy man's act m fact.

We passed smoothly on down to the big dam at Hoy's mill, where
the canoes were easily portaged by sliding them down on the rocks
at the right hand end into the deep waiei- below, The other fellows
did the work while I manipulated the Kodak; in other words, I

pressed the button and they did the rest. The set of pictures
obtained here we regarded especially interesting and valuable.
The dam several iiules below at Mount Jilerithen is broken out and

we found that the consequent lowering of the water in the mill pool
had uncovered a, particularly rough series of reefs, 100yds. long, just
around the bend below the Hoy dam. resulting in a particularly nasty,
sti fit little fall. The channel is close under the left buLk and the
water very strong, swift, rough and rather deep, while a couple of
overhanging trees just above the surface ot the water a little below
the head of the rapid made the passage an ugly and risky one.
Lacy went down it first and promptly hung up in the trees, while

the Colonel, without waiting for Lacy to get out of the way! came
right down on top of him with an alarming smash which stove a hole
in the bow of the Mary Lou, fortunately above the waterline, and
threatened more serious damage, if not destruction to both canoes.
They broke their way out of the trees and went drifting and bumping
together sidewise down the rest of the fall until they finalff reached
the smooth water below, while George and I remained quietly back
paddling in the pool above the verge of the fall, waiting for them to
get through and laughing at their tribulations.

I followed, and by laying my canoe a little across the current as I
shot over the upper edge and by a strong, dexterous shove atrainst
the tide with my paddle, as I reached it, which threw me out around
the overhanging branches, I made the shoot safely and passed on
down the rapid, to the smooth water below, where I rounded to and
waited for George.

I hadn't long to wait, I saw him enter the fall and disappear behind
the trees; then I heard a yell and a splash titid the next instant his
canoe came rolling out from under the trees bottom up with George
waist deep in the furious torrent holding manfully on to the stern
painter which he bad instinctively grasped in the capsize, and
struggling to maintain his fooling and right the boat, while the surface
of the water was strewn with his most cherished belongings bobbing
serenely along down the rough choppy waves of the rapid." My first

thought was ohl for the Kodak! what a picture for the collection! my
next thought was alas! the poor Kodak: the vuluuble Anthony
camera, the large and expensive collection of glass plates and Kodak
rolls! the numerous valuable exposures already made, alas! sub-
merged in the now righted but water logged canoe and all irretriev-
ably ruined.

I did not stop long to mourn or moralize over this irreparable loss,
but quickly drove my canoe back up the rapid cm-rent towai'd ilie

scene of the disaster to render what assistance I could, and picking
up the floating articles right and left as I went, while George waded
ashore, towing his water logged canoe after him. while the air grew
sulphurous with his remarks; indeed the natives d iwu in that aeclion
can smell brimstone yet, and I think it quite probable that the river
will not be able to freeze up thfs winter in that vicinity.

I reached the bank as soon as he did and Lacy and the Colonel were
speedily on the scene, and his canoe was hauled up on the rocks and
the water baled out of her. and his blankets, mattress, clothing, etc.,

rpread over all the adjacent territory to dry out in the hoc sun, while
the ftir rfSounded with the smashing of ruined, useless glass plates

(accompanied with plenteous choice scriptural quotations of an ob-

jurgating and denunciatory character), as he took package after

package from their dripping wrappers and smashed them on the rocks.

The cameras as well at the plate-holder were badly warped and!

twisted and rendered useless for the time being, even if there had been
a fresh supply of films and plates, and the whole outfit was afterward
boxed up at Mt. Meridien and sent home by express, This catastrophe
had quite a dispiriting effect on the entire party, any one of whom'
would gladly have assumed the capsize if thereby the loss of the pho-
tographic equipment could have been avoided.
We tarried here for four hours, from ten until two o'clock, waiting

for Beall's things to dry out, and while here we took our nooday
lunch of cold boiled ham, sardines, hard-boiled eggs and bread and
butter, spiced with olives and pickles and washed down with a pint of

lemonade apiece, and the Colonel and I improved the opportunity to

go a-flshing, easily securmg a supply of helgramites for bait by simply
turning over the rocks in the swift water andscrapingin the creatures
with a small-meahed landing-net as they loosed their hold on the rocks
and drifted away in the rapid current.

[to be cominubd.]

The Royal C. C. Rules.
The following report of the annual meeting of the Royal C. C. on

Nov. 5!3 we take from the Field:
The autumn annual meeting of the Royal C. C. was marked, and

will long be remembered as a most business-like meeting. The failure
in first class canoe racing during the past season, the death of the
second class sailing (long foretold), and the dissatisfaction in the
paddling classes had roused up the real leading spirits in the club and
they came to the meeting in agreed form of mind to do or to die, andl
they "did." Bach motion for reformation was carried by well over
the required majority of two-thirds; indeed some were carried nem
con. The opposition was weak in numbers and still more feeble in
argument; and therefore, so far as the senior club is concerned, the
gate is open for a big revival of canoe sailing next season. What the
other clubs of the country may elect to do cannot yet be known; they
are undoubtedly in the same straits as to slackness of sport and stop-
page of progress as was the parent club, but we have little doubt that
one or two of the most go-ahead clubs will see the wis om of the
changes in the B. C. C, and will probably follow the lead and finally
will acknowledge the advantages of simple untrammeledTules, antJ
will also accept the advisability of common adhesion to "one set of
classification rules among the whole of the clubs.

Months ago, and for months past, we have advised a clean sweep'
away of the old complex rules. They liave now been swept away, and'
in their place three simple rules for yawls, canoes and paddling stand,
allowing the greatest latitude in model, rig and ballast, in fads or fit-

ment, and yet conserving thoroughly the genus canoe. The novice at
canoeing, and the professional boat builder, need no longer quail at
the idea of attempttng to enter the lists of canoe designing for com-
petitive sailing, as was commonly the case under the complex limita-
tions of the past. All is now clear, and almost anything as to model
or fitment may be constructed within three simple, but very necessary
limitations of class.

The classes now stand thus: I. Canoe-yawls; XL canoes; and IH.
paddling canoes.

, T, /length of L.W.L.Xsail area\
Canoe-yawl. Rating ( \ not to exceed 0.5.

Beam not less than .3ft. No transom or counter stern. Rudder shall
be hung abaft, the stern. No deck seat shall project beyond the per-
pendiculars of the sides of the canoe. The certificate of such rating
granted by the Y. R. Association, or by the Thames Boat Sailing As-
sociation (if same rule) shall be deemed the yawl's rating, subject to
verification by R. C. C. if necessary. Thel.w.l. length shall be marked
at each end, and such marks .shall be above water when the yawl is

lying in smooth water in complete and usual racing trim (i. e., with •

crew on board).
Sailing Canoes —Rule 33: "No transom or counter stern shall be

allowed; the rudder shall be hung abaft the stern," and length over
all shall not exceed 16ft.; beam shall not exceed iift.; rating (as for
yawls) not to exceed 0.3; a sliding deck seat is allowed in a canoe.
Certificate of rating and the marking of waterline, see canoe-yawls
rule.

Paddling-canoe —First class, any canoe. Second class (Rob Roys)
Any material or build, decked with wood; not to exceed 16ft. in
length; greatest beam not less than 26in.: minimum depth from level
of top sireak to under side of gai'board. Sin. ; and from inside of
center of deck to garboards, llin.

Taking yawls fir.st, it will be evident to the expert that the new
definition permits any form of ballasting, even to a bulb fin keel.
Overhang to any extent is permitted, but the rudder must be hung
abaft the stern; and no transom or "sawn off" stern is permitted.
The minimum beam limit of 3ft. was retainpd as a mark line between
the canoe and the yawl. The sliding deck-seat was barred in yawls, in
that, where maximum beam is unlimited, the permission of sliding
seats was unnecessary, and would fot-ter an undesirable narrow
acrobat-balanced craft, which would probably bring into yawls as
much uncruisable nature as ever appeared in the smaller canoes; and,
as yawls are intended for open water cruising and racing, it may truly
be termed a life-saving clause.

It might have been fairly ruled that, where a bulb fin keel is carried,
it shall be liftable, so as to aUow of shallow water work and of land-
ing without the assistance of a dinghy or a waterman's boat; but, on
the whole, it is probable that the disadvantages attendant on the fixed
bulb fin, or, indeed, any fixed deep draught keel, will speedily enforce
their weight in £ s. d. on the owner of the craft so fitted. A moderate
amount of out.side or keel ballast wfll enable a shallow center-plate to
be housed with but a vcy .small amount of case or trunk within the
yawl, and will thus permit of compai'atively good clear sleeping
space; and, at the same time, wiU furnish that essential feature for
sea work, a large range of rehable stabifity, reliable as compared with
the dangerously shiftable quantity known as crew stability.

As to sailing canoes, the scope for new design is very wide and
there is ample latitude in which to build a craft abls to compete with
a fair chance of success in racing, and at the same time to be a com-
fortable and roomy cruiser for open water canoeing. The existing
fleet of first class boats of Stiin. beam are not driven out of existence,
and many of them, we know, would come in well on a comparatively
inexpensive rebuilding, i. e., by replanking, framing and covering
boarding out to the 30in. now allowed for beam. The heavy expenses
of building come ou in the center plate and rudder construction,
hatchways and other fittings; these are all in place and can be left
untouched.

In paddling, the old-time single streak canoe, commonly known as
the cedar pencil, will again be admitted, and the fastest possible time
will be attempted; useless though they are for any work but fast
racing, still they are much in favor with the paddling athlete and will
furnish true sport at the regatta.
Canadian canoes are not specially named or legislated for, and

this we think a grave oversight, but seeing that the wording of the
second class rule is very slack, merely staling that they are "to be
decked with wood," and no definite amount of such decking being
stated, a Cai

I adian canoe which has end decks can come in. The old
rule, from which the wording is taken, was intended and used to
prevent oiled linen decks being put in competition with heavier
wooden decks.

On the whole, there is flowing freedom in the new legislation which
should have a b-neficial effect ou the racing in the coming season.
The new leaf wliich the club has turned over should, however, be
faced by a new schenio of racing programme; convenient courses and
bunched fixtures should be coupled with somewhat more substantial
prizes. Inter-club racing should undoubtedly be the aim, not only of
the Royal Canoe Club, but of each club in the country, and the first
move in that direction is about to be taken by the executive of the R,
U. C, in compfiance with the decision of the general meeting that the
executive otHoers shall use their best efl'orts to approach the other
clubs with the object of creating an Inter-Club Canoe Racing Council.

CANOE NEWS NOTES.
The Sing Sing Y. C. has tendered the American Canoe Associatioa

the use of its club house during the meet of the organization at
Croton Point next summer. The yachtsmen's quarters are just across
the stretch of water known as Crawbucby Cove, which lies between
Sing .Sing and Croton Point, and will prove very convenient for the
canoeists in many ways. Some of the members of the yacht club are
old canoeists, the most prominent being Messrs. J. Herbert, Wifiiam
M, and Harry Carpentc-i-, and George Fisher Secor, and the organiza-
tion w ill do us utmost to sliow every courtesy to all visiting canoeists.
The officers of the Sing Sing Y 0 are: Com

,
Ralph Brandreth; Vice-

Corn,, Francis Larldh, Jr.; Rear-Com., Charles S. Raymond; Sec,
Robert T. Dennis: Treas., Joseph Thompson. Some of the prominent
members are John V. Cockcroft, who owns Croton Point, where the \
meet is to be held; Col. Franklin Brandreth, Col. Edwin A. McAlpin,
Col Henry C. Symonds, Wm. Clinton Mead, president of the village of
Sing Sing; B. Scuyvesaut Gibson, Samuel V. Lane. Wm. J. McCaffrey
and Clement C. Moore.

The Hartford C- C. has sent out invitations for a camp-fire on Dec,
16 at Hartford.
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We reeret to learn that Mr. Woodward T. Norgrave, a member of
the Red Dragon O. C, and one of tlie oldest conoeists on the Belaware
River, was instantly killed by an express train on the Philadelphia &
Beading B. B-

Our comments of last week have brought out a reply from the

Marine Journal, which we reprint in another column. Those who
have followed our side of the dispute will recognize that we have

not denied the existence of the sloop down to the present day, and
we are content to leave with them the decision whether we liave

established the two main points of our argument that the two types,

sloop and cutt«r, are each marked by certain characteristic princi-

ples; and also that the modern American yacht possesses the charac-

teristics of the cutt-er, and not the sloop.

The course of development which we have traced in singlestick

yachts, by which the modernized and modified cutter has replaced

the old sloop, m also found in the case of the schooner yacht, the

circumstances being almost identical. The old American schooner

rig, used up to 1885, with a large foresail, single jib and ilying jib-

boom, has given place to theEagliah rig made famous by Miranda in

1876, with a very large mainsail, small foresail and the head rig of a
cutter, with pole bowsprit and double headsails. This rig, by the

way, was known for a long time as the "two-masted cutter,'' a
nicknume often given to Miranda in her early days. It is the basis

of the modern American scliooner rig, the old-time schooners having
disappeared almost as completely as the sloop.

A LiTHOOBAPH of the famous Maria is still extant, printed in New
York in 1853, which shows the yacht, with the America in the back-

ground. The rig is essentially a sloop, with sing'e jib and very short

topmast, but the title of the picture is "The Cutter Yacht Maria,

owned by John C. Stevens, Esq., Com. New York Yacht Olub."

The exploits of the bogus "Charles HerreshofE" and "Dixon Kemp,
Jr.," are quite obscured by those of Mr. Howard W. Ream, which
lhave just come to light. The English swindUr, with his beggnrly

haul of a few pounds in England and a few dollars in New York,

Ihas no place beside the American genius who actually induced the

Herreshoffs to begin the construction of a costly yacht without show-
ing them a dollar.

A Florida Cruise.
(Continued from Page 5090

Feb, 21.—We sailed out and anchored under the lee of Sanibel Light,
but did not go outside, as there was a head wind.
For dinner to-day we had clam soup, sheepshead fried, new pota-

toes, hoecake and cofEee; and we had the apjjetite to gen away with the
whole outfit. After dinner we went ashore and made the lighchouse a
visit.

Sanibel Lighthouse is built of boiler iron, in tubular form. A
winding stairway conducts you to the lantern, which is 130fc. from
the level of the sea. A very fine view of the Gulf and Bay can be en-
joyed from the top.
There are two keepers who stand watch and watch every night, year

in and year out.

The Government has built two substantia! houses for these keepers
and their families These houses stand on piles 16ft. from the ground,
for a tidal wave once passed over the key, sweeping everything from
the island. One of the keepers had been fifteen years on that lonely
key with wife and children. They seldom saw visitors and heartily
greeted all who came.
We put a small sheepshead on a shark hook and threw it out from

the dock, lying the shore end of the rope to a snubbing post. In about
fifteen minutes the slack of the line began to move off

,
when our com-

modore ran up and gave the line a.sharp jerk, and then the fun com-
menced. We had struck our first shark, and right lively did he make
it for us. The strong manilla line would whirr through the water this
way and that, then he would try to run under the dock and thus to
entangle the line around the piling; but the commodore held a taut
line oh him until we got him near enough to uae a harpoon, which was
driven into his back; then with a pull all together we landed him on the
dock with three cheers and a tiger. He was 8ft. long, with a mouth
large enough to snap a man's head off at one bite.

The "Distinguished Landsman" had the captain strip off a piece of
his skin for a knife-sharpener. The skin of a shark is very rough,
like emery paper and makes excellent knife-sharpeners.
Feb. 22.—We left San Carlos Bay at daylight, sailing down the Gulf

on our way to Cape Romano. With a smooth sea and a fair wind, we
had a delightful nm outside. On our way down we saw three very
large devilfish; the largest was about 8ft. long by 6ft. wide. They are
wide, flat and very ugly and black, hence the name A few hours later
we saw a large loggerhead turtle, that the captain said would weigh
about 4001bs.

We made Cape Romano at 3 P. M., and come to anchor in a snug
harbor, where we shall remain until we get a fair wmd. From Cape
Romano we shall run straight across the Gulf for 150 miles, which will
take us out of sight of laud for about 10 hours, when we shall see Key
West, the objective point of our cruise
We are now among the 10,000 islands, and from the masthead we

can nowhere see a house or habitation, for the whole country, as far
as the eye can reach, is one vast "howling wilderness," covered thickly
with pine, palmetto and water oak trees.

Feb 23.—At 4 P. M., we sailed out into the great Gulf of Mexico and
laid our course S. by W. for Key West. The wind was fair, and we
went gliding over the long swells at a six-knot speed. The receding
land became so distant that it looked like a long, low cloud just above
the horizon, and then the king of day sank into the watijr, looking like
a great ball of fire. •

-

The Distinguished Landsman was loath to take this outiside run,
and long and regretfully did he gaze on the fleeting strip of laud, H13
wanted the captain to crab clean around the keys, th\]s ever keeping
one piece of land in sight: and he argued that we could then anchor
under the lee of a key every night, where the water was shallow and
safe. He said, "In case the vessel should spriug a leak at night the
water would be so shallow that we could stand on the deck of the
cabin until morning. Suppose a S. E wind should spring up to-nigtit

and blow us 800 miles and land us on the coast of Texaa or Mexico and
drown the whole party. How can you sleeij with only a li4iu. plank
between you and the bottom of the Gulf?"
Precious little did the Landsman sleep that night. Several times did

his night-cap appear above the companion way, asking the captain
about the direction of the wind, the prospects of a gale, and what
would the captain do should thus and so happen; and, after compar-
ing the compass with the North star, he would again turn into his un-
easy and sleepless bunk
Feb. 24.—We are all on deck early to see the sun rise from the

water, which was far more beautiful than the sunset of the previous
night. We had made a fine run during the night, and the captai.7 said
we would see Key W, st by noon. We found one schooner in sight,
and, as she was bound for Key West, we had her company during the
run. About noon ttie cook went to the masthead and soon sang out,
"Land! oh I"

He said he could see no laud, but could see trees and the tall masts
of the shipping, Finally we saw tlie laud, and it looked so low and
near the surface iliat we came to the conclusion that a great tidal
wave would sweep it out of existence. We anchored off the fort, and
went ashore to see the city.

Key West is a city of 25,000 inhabitants. It is situated on an island,
or key, bearing the same name, and tha city covers a large part of the
island. The island is composed of coral rock, and the highest jiart is

not over 8ft. above the level of the sea at high tide. The streets run
from beach to beach at right angles, and one can see the blue ocean
from any of the streets, look as you may. A sireet railroad runs
around the city, making a circuit of ab mt 15- miles.
The stores are largely built of wood, and many of them only one

story high, with the old stvie sash fronts, holding small panes of glass
All of the stores are closed on nights and Sundays with tight board
blinds, thus giving a burirlar a good cbance to work without interfer-
ence I rom the streets Many of the st. ire keepers live ia tlie rear or
their stores, and the customer is forced to smell the odors frani the
kitchen stove. The prices of all Northern made goods are trecnen-
dously high, but all sponges, fish, shells, cigars and fruit are sold very
low.
The greate.st industry is the manufacturing of cigars. About 1-^,000

men, women, boys ai d girls, black and white, work in the cigar fac-
tories. All of these people speak the Spanisti language, and we think
that three-fourths of the whole city speak Spanish alone. The names
on the cigars are largely Spanish. We saw on a hat store this sign,
"Bl Sombrero Blanco." Tt.e little toddling pickaninnies talked Span-

ish, even the parrots swore in Spanish, and to all intents and purposes
Key West is a SpaniKh city.
We visited a large ciear factory that employed 1,000 hands. In one

large room were 30 girls stripping the stems from the tobacco
leaves. The room was full of steam that is used to keep the leaves
moist, and the air was stifling with the moist nicotine. The sirls
looked thin, 5'ellow and prematurelv wrinkled and old. We watched
one Cuba ! darky diide, who was making a 88.1 cigar. He had long,
dainty tingery, and u.=ed them deftly iu his profession, We noticed
that he put- the pointed end of e.teh cigir in his mouth to moisten it

for the linal twist. The eigarniakers hire a Spanish reader, who reads
Spanish newspapers to them while they work. They are a Well-
dressed lot of men, and seem contented and happy.
The first day-Saturday—that we arrived at Key West our capta.in

got on a spree and all day long he kept the path w^arm between the
Blanche and the nearest saloon, and all day long he swori^ at the cook
and abused the crew. About sundown be came aboard and moored
the Blanche out between two slips, and laid down on the forecastle,
using some stove wood for a pillow. After a while he roused up and
said, "Keep her S S. W. and let her go." then he again fell asleep and
sno'-ed like a quarter-horse.
After about an hour he got on his feet and started aft, btit stubbed

his toe, made a frantic effort to save himself by catching at the stove-
pipe, when in he went with the pipe in his arms, making a great
splash. We ran to tlie rail to give him aid, for the water was
deep and contained many sliiirks. He came up blowing like a
porpoise, and struck out for tiie dock, which he reached, and haneing
on to a pile with one hand he looked up u'i; h a drunKen leer and sa'd,
"Why, what's the matter up there " We fi'ially got a line under bin
arms and ll.-ihed him out on d ^ck. and put him to bed, where he sang
sailor songH, like Biack-Eyeri Siisau 11 rid otliera that would not bear re-
peating, until near miduight, when he went to sleep, giving us also a
chance to sleep.

The nest (hty he wa= verv penitent and put in the whole day listen-
ing to a Sah aiiou Array preacher, and came home very devout. How
ludicrou--, and yet hou much lik» the old shellback.

All the fresh water used in the city comes from the clouds in rain or
heavy deiv, ail being stfired in hu-ge cisterns No other water is ob-
tainable unless it be evaporated sea water, which is too expensive.
All the houses, small or large, are built with verandahs, and much of
the time both day .:md eveuiue is spent on these verandahs:, where
they have their parties and eotei'taiti th^ir friend and relations No
one thinks of going to bed before midnight, and no one thinks of get-
ting up before 9 o'clock in the morning. The business houses open
very late and close verj' early
On Sundays all business houses are religiously closed and everybody

goes to church in the forenoon, after which e' erybody indulges in a
tlie dinner, and then the afternoon is given up to s ocial visits on
the vei andahs, or the carriages are broutrht out and the little ponies
are whipped up and down the streets until eveninj,', when all go to
church again, after which they finish the Sabiia'h ou the verandas.
The colored people oiitnumlier the whiter, and outvote the latter by

a largo majority; hut the wtiites liave goiten to uiudward of the
blacks, by having a State la .v iii.Td", vvliei'ein all sherifl's and mayors
are appointed Vjy the governor, thus cutting the Hacks out of all

offices u ithin the appoiutui;:: jiower of sheritf or mayor.
Feb 27 —After taking on wood, water and fruit, we proceed to sail

N. b\ E ,
kee|iiDi=r within siKhtof the Keys; we thus sail until sundown,

when W.-C came to anchor under the lee of a key, V\'e jump out of our
beds and go over ilie sine for a .salt water bath, finding the water
about tliree feet deep with a fine sandy bottom, making it pleasant for
our feet.

We sail on our course for about fifteen piiles, when the wind goes
down and all hands soon have fish lines over the side. We caught
Spaiii-h iiiHckei el, and red grouper, and then came the sharks and
drove t be fi;,h ay. The flulf is our fish market, for we have only
to ancli.;>r ov,-r a bed of rocks, when we can in a few minutes catch all

the flsh that " e can u.se. We have passed many fishing boats from
Key West. They are constructed with a well to keep their catch alive
until they get to market.
We have seen several spongers plying their vocation as follows-

Each schooner carries four small boats, which carry two men each.
Each rowboat contains a jointed pole from forty to sixty feet lorn?,

with claw-hooks secured to the bottom of the pole, and a water glass,
for viewing deep water. One man keeps his head in the water glass
over the side, looks the bottom over for sponges: and when a sponge
is found, his male adjusts the pole until the proper length is had,
when the first man takes the pole and runs the claw-hooks under the
sponge and tears the same loose and pulls it into iht) boat.

B. P. BeUj.
[to be concluded next -week.]

Another Yachting Swindler.
The following letters, for which we are indebted to the Providence

Journal, tell a story which has afforded no little amusement to
yachtsmen during the past week. Mr. Howard B. Ream. .<is told in

the extracts alluded to in the second letter, has a very shady career,
having been in jail in Chicago. He has just been under arrest in Bos-
ton on charge of theft, but was released on the confession of one of
his associates.
The letters are as follows:

The Waldobf, 1

Fifth Avenue and Thirty-third Street, y
New York, Oct. 23, 1898.

j

Messrs. Hen-eshoff Bros, Bristol, R. I.:

Gentlemen—I am contemplating budding a steam yacht. Will you
kindly inform me as to the length of time you would require to build
a boat of the following rough description. Just when you could
guarantee to deliver her in New York.

I want a steel boat about 185ft over aU, which is, I believe the maxi-
mum length of a boat which will pass through the St. Lawrence into
the Great Lakes.
Beam in proportion to length. Draft accordingly. About six state-

rooms, bath room and closets, cabin, small office or library andpaairy
forward of engine room and boilers. Aft of boiler and engine room
have chart room, galley, captain's and engineer's room, crew's quar-
ters, etc. Of course this is a rough idea, but can be detailed later. I

want her finished and furnished as fine as she can be, especially cabins
and staterooms, and large cabin and deck over lower cabin. Best of
engines and boders. Electric lights throughout in abundance. Steam
heat. Electric calls and every modern improvement in yachts up to
date, in short, what 1 want is a 185ft. boat built in the best shape of
steel, combining comfort, luxury, speed and safety. What I want to
know at once is when could you guarantee to deliver her, providing
yoti got my order between now and Nov. 15, ana a rough maximum
cost of such a craft. 1 inclose a simple sketch of cabin and stateroom
plans which 1 think could be workedia a boat of that length. If you
will reply at once, staling when 1 could receive her aod probable cost,
I will run up to Bristol and consult you further. I remain respect-
fully yours, Howard W. Ream.
CCare The Waldorf, New York.)

Editor of the Journal:
DsAii Sir -Regarding the 185ft. steam yacht we had contracted to

build for one "Howard W. Ream," and on which we have stopped
work, we beg to make public the following statement:
In the early part of November last, we were approached by Mr.

Beam, by letter, .egardina- the construction of a steam yacht, and
later he came to Bristol to confer with about it. The ontcume was
that he entered into a contract with us for the construction of what
was to be the finest steam yacht afloat, its bottom plating to be of
Tobin bronze and the topsides of best mild steel and the sides of deck
houses of aluminum.
This contract was dated Nov. 9. and was entered into by us upon

the representations by Ream that he was iu the stock brokerage busi-
ness in Wall street. New Yorlv. having an otlice at 136 Liberty street,
and that he was then fitting up new ollices at 40 Wail street, for the
purpose of doing a general banking bu-iness, and w^us then on his way
to Boston to ari'aiige for the opemug of a branch house iu that city.
He (Ream) also stated that he was the owner of a fine residence at
Little Ntcl-, L, I., which was worth $:At,O0i), also property iu One Hun-
dred and Elghty-.^l.>;lh street, New York, valued at about S40,U00. No
expense was to lie spin ed to make this yacbt the most luxurious and
rinest of iis class aU-jat.

It is a rule with builders to have a certain sum jjayable upon the
signing of a contract, which in some cases is wai^eri, or deferred, for
a short time, and which was done iu this case, be dieam) requesting
it to be defei-red until >iov. 20, the request being made by him iu
order lo allow him time to dispiise of some securiiies- the proceeds of
which were to provide lor the first and succeeding payments. Upon
the payment becoming due, and after the time going by, we requested
payment, ;iud were put orf from day to day, wtiioli aruused our sus-
picions as to the reliability and the truthfulness of his former slate-
inenis, and we instituted fartlier iiuiuiries. wnich brought out that lie
has no property in Ne .r York or, in tact, any .vhere else, and is, what
is vulgarly termed, a dead beat ' nf the worst l\Tn-. Our crmtract
was signed by him as llowMi-d W Ream," and lie Hgured in New
York as ••Howard A. Keam." Farther search brought out his career
at Chicago m the fall of 1892, and the following extracts from Chicago
newspapers show him up there:

Havtntr learned the above, we stopped work on the yacht, the loss
on which, to us, will be not inconsiderable at the pre-ent time, as con-
siderabld material has already been purchased and ranch preliminary
work done, but this may be of benefit to some yachtsman who may
wish, at short notice, a handsome and very roomy steam yacht 01
about the dimensions which were, or ^re, i85f t, over aU, itiOIt. water

line, 23ft. beam with e}4ft. draft of water, to be driven by two triple
expansion engines working t'Win screws. Respectfully,
Bristol, Dec. 4. Hebrkshoff Mira. Co.
The Journal continues:
"The preliminaries were arranged in good time, and as Mr. ftpam

wanted his yacht as quickly as it could possibly be built, desigfaer Nat
Herreshoff set to work on a model. Mr. Ream had sent in his oi-igihil
letter a !jketch of what he thought w^odld be the proper thing in the
way nf the interior cabin of a modern yacht. Mr. Herreshoff, there-
fore, had Mr. Beam's idea in mind when he w ent to work on the model.
He rtarted in on Nov. 9, and when lie finished his labors he had tiirned
out what the HerresbofTs colisider the finest modfel of a steam yacnt
that he or anybody e'se ever created. The firm was proud of it and
Mr Ream w;is satisHed. The specifications of the proposed yacht
called for the following:
"Length 18,5ft. over all. 25ft. beam, having a draft of water of 8ft.

Gin. Hull plated below water line with Tobin bronze and steel above.
Yacht to be fitted with twin screws, driven by triple «>xpansion en-
gines, and two boilers. To have six staterooms, saloon and bath room
forward of machinery, dining room, galley and crew's quarters aft of
machinery. Large deck saloon, with sides of aluminum Complete
electric plant, steam steering gear and steam capst'ui, rigged and
equipped complete, and furnished in crew's quarters and galley. One
steam launch and three rowboats. Regular speed sixteen miles per
hour. Completed on or before June 1, 1S9J, and delivered at New
York for the sum of 16140,000, same to be made in ten equal instal-
ments.
"Mr. Ream further stipulated that the yacht was to be two-masted

and schooner rigged. In the matter of detail Mr. Ream said that his
yacht should have a search fight; that the deck saloon should be fin-

ished in mahogany, and the quarters of the officers and crew in but-
ternut.
"The company, at Mr. Ream's request, began to rush work, and

contracts for materials and lai or were made without delay, w^en
the work was stopped on Saturday and telegraphic communication
had with the parties having the contracts, a summing up discovered
the following as the yirogress of the work on the yacht: The shop in
which it was to be built was 20ft. shorter than the required length of
the yacht, and as a preliminary to lengthening It, piles nad been driven
for the additional foundation; a number of patterns had been pre-
pared; one-third of the beams had been fitted of material on hand;
all the steel angle frames were rolled and were at the Bristol Railroad
depot awaiting unloading; castings for a duplicate engine were made,
and work on the engine was well progressed, even to the forging of
the shaft; a number of Ihe Tobin bronze plates were rolled; one-half
of the steel plaiing was finished: all the deck beams and other deck
parts were rolled and cut to size: the shop had been cleared of other
boats and machinery, and a number of steel-workers had been em-
ployed for some time. This was practically all, hut In addition a large
gang of steel-workers tiad been engaged to start in yesterday. These
men were, of course not put to work, and the others were laid off

''

Mr. Ream's bill for two days at the Waldorf Is not yet paid, and the
proprietors of the Adams House, Boston, are also looking for him.

The Rig l*roclaims the Vessel.

(From, the Marine JoUrnnt.)

The matter of improvements iu rig^ as well as in design of hull of
yachts and all other vessels is ahd always has been a very important
one. It is p!ea«,ant to find that our wOrin^' contemporary Forest and
Stream recognizes the fact: that the detailed history of such improve-
ments, so many of which have been made in recent years, constitutes

a valuable record;, never, perhaps, hitherfo perfectly compiled, and it

has therefore in its own province as a popular weekly among yachts-
men, devoted a page and a half in its issue of Dec. 2 to a review of
the development of yachting types. It is certainly gratifying that
the incentive for such a lengthy and attractive article was supplied
by nn incidental remark in th • Marine Journal. We referred to the
yacht Valkyrie as a "keel sloop." Fork.st and Stream took excep-
tion to the term and, though it admits among other things that we
are "correct in saying it is the rig and not the hull which determines
the class of vc'^sel," ft avers that "it would be a good ihing if some
new term could he found 10 place of the clumsy expressions 'sloops,

cutters and yawl^,' to disiitiguish these various yachts in a general
way, wiihout regard to minor points of rig, centerboard, etc." It

also remarks that "the whole question is so complicated that any
attempt to discuss it in a tew words would lead to hasty generaliza-

tions," and then proceeds to elaborate and explain the "complica-
tions."

This, if our yachtsmen friends will calmly consider the matter, 13

exactly where the mistake is made. Our contemporary explains ex-

tensively how the present types of yachls have been evolved, both aa

to hull and rig, but is inclined to misrepresent the fact that because of

these evolutions the sloop-rigged vessel is none the less a sloop than
her more clumsy predecessor of a century ago— that a vessel rigged
with one mast and carrying headsails is just as much a sloop now as
she ever was. It is the rig that always does and inevitably must de-

termine the name of the type of vessel, he her hull of th« finest clipper

model Mr flat and full like 'a barge. The Valkyrie when spoker at sea
by a passing ship was entered in the ship's log as a sloop yacht. So
was the Navahcie. So would any vessel of similar* rig be referred to

by a sailor. If a man went to an American shipbuilder and said: "I
want you to build me a cutter," the shipbuilder would get at his inten-

tions by asking: "You mean a keel sloop?'" and the yachtsman would
answer, "Yes." The term "cutter" is the common term in England.
As applied to yachts, it was only imported here with specimens of

"English cutlers " That the English theraseh-'es deem the term wholly
a designation of the vessel's rig is shown by the fact that tliou^h other
and larger vessels may have hulls on exactly the same lines, the quali-

fication of "cutter" is never applied to them. Who ever heard of a
•cutler schooner" or a "cutter ship?" Neither does any one hear of

a sloop yacht in England exctpt the "American sloop." An illustra-

tion of the fact that modifications in rig do not affect a vessel's class

is shown in the adoption of four and five masts, of double topsail

yards and other innovations of comparatively recent date on square-
rigged vessels. They are none the less ships, barks or brigs, however
many yards or patent appliances they carry. A yawl-rigged yacht
al« ays has a jiggermast aft and a sloop has a single mast \vith head-
sails.' We quite fail to see what necessity there is for attempting to
complicate the matter, and we fear that Forest and Stream has not
the sympathy of the shipping or the yachting world in its demand for

greater particularity of definition, Wherein lies the necessity for any
complications? A sloop is a sloop all the world over, and so is a ship
or a bark, barkentine, brig or schooner, according to the rig of the
vessel.

SYACHT NEWS NOTES.
The new yacht Colitmbia, built by the Messrs. Cramp for J. Harvey

Ladew, of New Y'ork City, left their yard on Dec. 2, under the com-
mand of Captain Sergeant, for Long Island Sound, where she will have
her trial trip over the American Club course, from Larchmont to New
London, a distance of eighty miles. The quickest time over this course
is held by the late Mr. Gould's yacht, A'alanta, with a record of 17.21

knots per hour. This boat, it will be remembered, was also built by
the Cramps, but ttie Columbia will to a certainty make a better record.
She is certainly one of the handsomest .steam yachts afloat, and much
skill and care have been used in the design of her hull and in her con-
struction, which is of the stanchest character. The principal dimen-
sions of the yacht are: Length, 180ft ; beam, 23ft.; depth, 15ft.; and
displacement 400 tons, with a draft of 10ft. Her engine is of the four-
cylinder triple-expansion type, the high pressure cylinders being
21>.4in. in diameter; intermediate cylinder, 31iu, ; the two low press-
ure cylinders each 33in, diameter, and the stroke of all pistons 20in,

With a steam pressure of ItiOlbs and a piston speed of about 930ft, per
minute, her engine are expected to develop about 1 ,800 horse power,
which will make her, in proportion to her displacement, the highest
powered steam yacht adoat, and will certainly enable ber to make her
guaranteed speed of ly knots an hour. In all her fittings and uphol-
sterings the utmost cartjand taste has been the principal point, com-
bined with excellent ideas as to comfo/t. The electric light Installa-

tion has been splendidly carried out, and presents cei tain features of
excellence not hitherto applied to marine work. She is also fitted
with the Williamson Bros ' steam steerer and the American Ship
Windlass Company's wiudlass. Her rig is regular steam yacht rig and
gives tier, with the One lines of her bull, an exceedingly graceful and
speedy appearance, and she will doubJess be awarded the honor of
being called the finest yacht in the large fleet composing the New
York Yacht Club. After the trial trip she will be ready to go in com-
mission in a very short time.

—

Marine Journal,^

Tb« report of the purchase of Vigilant by the Emperor William had
origin iu a silly joke, and is untrue.

Mr. Cla;jham is now bu^y with two racing craft of the Bouncer type,
a cabiu cat i'llf c. long, lOfl. beam and 13ia. draft, for a member of the
Dougiastou Y. C., and a sloop 20ft. long, 6t. beam, for a C midian
y^acbtsman. Mr. Olapham slates that the prospects for work this
winter are very good.

Mr. Thomas Manning, of the Yacht Agency and the American Yacbt
List, has received from the Cooimirtee on Awards of the World's Fair
the medal for the best arrangement and display of yachting records.

The Yonkers Y. C. has elected the followdng ofQcers: Com , William
I. Bl-^ckmore; Vice-Com , ,Johu O'Leary; Fleet Captain, O. L.
Bloomer; Recording Sec'y, George L. Bohvell; Financial Sec'y, Chas.
E. WUliams; Treas.. H Van Aleu; Meas., George Warren; Steward,
Herbert James; Trustees. A. K. Rhipman, T. C. Poole and Thomas
Luckey.
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Army Shooting' Record.
Since 18S9 the details of practice in rifle and carbine firing by the U.

S. Army has been practically unchanged, and the following data are
Interesting as showing the best record reached ia the several yearly
competitions held in the various Division and Department contests.
It is fair to assume that with the number of men at this drill and the
number of vears over whicli the records reach, that these figures
represent alf that there is in a shooting way in the regular issue of
rifle and carbine.

In rifle shooting, using the Springfield Cal. .45, the best individual
record in competitive firing including known distances and skirmish,
was made by Sergeant R. N". Davidson, Company G, 16th Infantry in

the Department of the Platte rifle competition, held at Bellevue,
Nebraska, in August 1892. The score was 630 out of a possible 800,

equal to 78.75^.

The best individual record in known distance firing, was made by
Lieut. C. H. Muir, 17lh Infantry, in the Division of the Missouri rifle

competition, held at Camp Douglas, Wisconsin, in August 1890. The
score was 848 out of a possible of 400, equal to 87^.

The best individual record in skirmish firing, was made by Sergeant
T. O'Rourke, Company G, 15th Infantry, in the Department of the
Missouri rifle competition, held at Fort Sheridan, Dlinois, in
September 1898. The score was 308 out of a possible of 400, equal to
77^.
The best team record (the team consisting of ten men) is 5950, this

being the total of the Department of the Missouri rifle team for 1892.

The possible score of the team Avas 8000 points, so the above named
total is equal to 74 38^.

The shooting in the competitions is at 200,300,500 and BOOyds.; at
the first distance the position is off-hand and standing; at 300yds.
kneeling or sitting; at 500yds. lying down prone; atGOOyds. lying down
prone or on side or back.
In skirmish firing the shooting is at silhouettes target; distances

from 200 to BOOyds. and the men are permitted to assume any position
they please in firing.

In the Cavalry arm where the Springfield carbine Oal. .45 is the arm,
the best individual record in competitive firing with the carbine (in-

cluding known distances and skirmish practice^ was made by Black-
smith A. Keiser, Troop H, 6th Cavalry, in the Cavalry competition
held at Fort Wingate, New Mexico, in August 1890. The score was 646
out of a possible 800, which is equal to 80 75^. In this same competition
Blacksmith Kaiser also made the best individual record at known
distance firing; his score being 339 out of a possible 400, equal to
84.75^.

The best individual record in skirmish firing was made by First
Sergeant F. E. Toy, Troop G, 7th Cavalry, in the competition held
at Fort Levenworth, Kansas, in August 1893. The score was 323 out of
a possible 400, which is equal to 80.75jf.

The best team record (the team consisting of ten men) is 5765, this
being the total of the Department of the Missouri CarbiDe team for
1892. The possible score of the team was 8000 points, so the above
named total is equal to 72 OG^
The distances fired over and the manner of shooting are practically

the same as those prescribed for the rifle.

FrFTV shots (full size) from a machine rest without cleaning, dis-

tance 200yds., with Ballard Srhuetzen rifle .SS-.W, lubricated bullet
weighing 298grs. Powder chai ge, 6grs. (weight) nitro, and balance of
shell filled with Hazard's FG powder.

Best When He Is Alone.
Indio, Southern California.— California is a much larger State than

most of our Eastern friends realize; in fact, most of our Californian«
themselves have only a hazy idea of its size This station is over 600
miles southeast of San Francisco, and still it is many miles from the
outer limita of the State. The many degrees of latitude thus em-
braced within her borders imply a vast variety of climates. It is, I
believe, a general impression in the Eastern States that all of southern
California affords a fine winter climate for invalids. This is true to a
certain extent, but different portions vary extremely in climatic cop-
ditions; for instance, Los Angeles and Riverside are towns famous for
their healthfulness, and still asthmatic; consumptive and rheumatic
patients are fain to get further away from the moist winter weather
of the coast region.
Having suffered within a year two attacks of grip I found it very

desirable to come to a warm and dry climate, hence this letter is

written in the midst of an oasis which gems a truly desert scene.
Passing seven miles west over a flat plain overgrown with sage brush,
mesquite and cactus, one reaches the sheer front of the San Jacinto
Mountains, which culminate about 25 miles northwest in the snow
bearing peak of the same name, rising over 10,000ft. above sea level.
Twenty miles northeast of this uplift (though seemingly in this clear
atmosphere only five miles) rises Uld Baldy, the dominant sentinel of
the San Bernardino Mountains, whose altitude surpasses that of its
mighty neighbor. The plain between the ranges is very dry—about
Sin. annual rainfall. To-day, Nov. 15, an average specimen for this
time of year, temperature at 6 A. M. was 60° F.; at noon, 76°; at 6
P. M., 74°; this in the coolest part of the premises.
Upon deciding that a temporary stay in the wilds was necessary, I

began to consider what "shooting irons" would afford me most pleas-
ure on my trip. After consideration I decided first to take a Smith
& Wesson .22 single shot, Bin. barrel target pistol, and secondly to rig
up a .25-20-86 W. C. F. single shot 2Sin. barrel Slbs. shotgun butt, set-
trigger, Lyman rear wind-gauge and Winchester interchangeable disk
front sight. I had some years ago thought a .38 the best caliber for
200yds., but soon discarded it for the .32-40. This I still use in the
rather windy climate around San Francisco; but in the still atmos-
phere of this vicinity the cute httle .25 "gets there" delightfully at
100yds.. though I have not tested it at any greater range, I don't
much like the .22 for ^general shooting, though realizing that for a
moderate range it is very accurate. The shot that gives me satisfac-
tion is not one at 40 or .50yds., but at distances much beyond that,
distances that would be well in reach of the .25. As a minor point,
the little .25 cartridge (W. C. F.) is to my eye a thing of beautv. My
pistol experience is not extensive, but I am well able to hold niy own
with the best revolver shot I have met here. He is a middle-aged man
most of whose life has been spent on the frontier. He uses a heavy
,45 Colt. Of course he and all the localB look with considerable con-

tempt on the little S. & W. They can see no good ia anything that
doesn't make a big hole. They like to "feel" a pistol or rifle when it

goes off, and certainly with their big jumping .44s and .45s their desire
in this direction is gratified.

Some fair rifle shots are to be found in all frontier towois, but I infer
from what I see and hear that the average backwoods rifleman js at
his best when he is alone. When he is put before a target for a string
of a di^zen or so shots off-hand he isn't "in it" with the experienced
club rifleman. Unfortunately there is no game in this vicinity to oc-
cupy the sportsman's attention. Roekl.

Pennsylvania Teams.
Ephrata, Pa., Dec. 2.—Thursday last, Nov. 30, our club (North End

Rifle Club) -\vas at Lancaster City to participate in an aU-day shoot, a
report of which I clipped from the Lancaster Intelligencer nf Friday,
and inclose to you: The shooting was at 200yds., standing rest, Ameri-
can targets, ten for the center, and Jacob W. Balz was scorer. The
North End club showed the best shooting of the day,,and the result of
the five-shot and three-shot matches was as follows:

North End Club.
28 28 26

6 7 7 4 6-34 12 14 25
24 20 25

Coatsville Club.
25 30 27

7 7 5 7 8-34 24 23 25
J. Pugh 7 6 7 6 9-35 21 20 24

8 4 10 7 9-38 17 25 24
H. Thorn 5 8 6 9 9—37 24 24 16

7 5 4 4 8—28 23 22 17
9 10 8 9 10—46 24 18 27

Lancaster Schuetzen-Verein.
29 24 27

Howard Wentzell, 9 7 5 7 8-36 25 25 27
21 22 15

B. F.Biehl 7 9 10 7 7—40 19 15 24
8 6 10 10 7—41 28

D. ^Y. WentzeU 9 8 7 7 9-^ 25 24 17
0 4 7 9 8—28 15 17 20

19 20 27
7 5 7 0 5-24 19 22

H. Breiter 18 26 1.5

Cincinnati Rifle Association.
Cincinnati, Dec. 3.—The Cincinnati Rifle Association held its regular

practice shoot to-day and made scores appended. Conditions 200yds.

,

off-hand, at the standard target:
Gindele

8

9 8 10 9 10 10 8 9 8-899879998 10 8 7—848789 10 9899 5-83
Louis 9 10 8 7 10 9 9 6 7 7—8297B857886 9—73766 10 98575 8-71
Wellinger

5

8 B 6 10 9 7 8 10 8—77868665978 10—73
9 5 8 5 6 10 3 10 10 7—73

Payne

677887977

8-745677976 10 9 7—73487785789 10-73
Brumback 8 7 7 8 7 9 7 7 10 8-78659988986 8-76766888597 8—72
Hake 7 5 8 8 8 10 9 7 6 6—73

5 6 0 10 7 8 10 4 3 8-61755954554 9-58
Drube 10 10 9879988 9—87

10 10 7 6 10 8 9 10 8 9-8795999 10 77 10 8-83

Greenville Rifle Club.
Twenty-one members of the Greenville Rifle Club on Friday night

of last w^eek kept the four club ranges in constant use untU a late hour
in competition for the club prizes. The excellent arrangements which
are to be found in the lieadquarters of this club are such that on
nearly every night of the wtek a large number of the members may
be found there busily engaged in perfecting themselves in the use of
the rifle, and on regular shooting nights t he headquarters are crowded
with the members and their friends. Es-Capt. Robidoux was in fine
fettle and succeeded in putting up the high score of the night. The
scores are appended, 10 shots, 25-riug target, distance 82ft.: Robidoux
241, C. Boag 238, Geo. Purkess 2-37, J.' Boag 236, M. Dorrler 2.35, Plaisted
235, ScheeUne 234. Dodds 233, Spahn 232, CoUins 228, Lutz 229, Chavant
233, Gotthardt 227, Bischof 218, Agneau 209, Graef 209, Daniels 208,
Holzapfel 206, F. Wuestner 202, Hill 200, E. Wuestner 199.

A small contingent of the regulars ventured out in the fog and rain
on Saturday last and etideavored to moke themselves believe that
there was sport in rifle shooting under the conditions present at the
time. The atmosjihere was so heavily charged with mist that it was
hard to discern just where the buUseye was located. Messrs. Boag,
Oolhus, Plaisted and Chavant shot through the regular 50 shot handi-
cap sweep, Boag with his Uberal handicap landing on top:
CBoag 19U 206 202 188 197+75-1058
WC Collins 178 206 192 210 197-1-60—1043
G VV Plaisted 212 199 213 201 207 —10:32
CH Chavant 212 186 198 185 20;i-{-40—1024

Zettler Rifle Club.

The annual meeting of the Zettler Rifle Club for the election of
officers for 1893-4 took place at the headquarters of the club on Dec. 5.

The old board was re-elected, viz., B. Walther, Pres. ; Qeb Krauss,
Vice-Pres. : Gus Nowak, Sec'y; Chas. G. Zettler, Treas.; B. Zettler,
Shooting Master. The close of the business before the club was fol-
lowed by an adjournment, after which the members gave their atten-
tion to the work of putting up big scores on the prize target and for
the champion medal. Messrs. Holges and Flach divided honors for
the best score for the medal target, and Messrs. Ross and Flach on
the prize target. During the evening there was much interest evinced
over the rumors of the many matches that are said to be brewing
between some of our local experts. There is no doubt but that rifle

shooting interests in and about New York have of late taken a decided
turn for the better, and it is expected that when the season of 1894
opens there will be plenty of sport for our riflemen. Scores:
Champion medal: Henry Bulges 245, Louis Flach 245, R. Busse 244,

F. C. Ross 244, C. G. Zettler 242, B. Zettler 239, Gus Nowak 2:38. H. D.
MiUler 2i7. H. Strate 237, M. B. En gel 236, H. H. Kohlmetz 2.38, Geb
Krauss 280, R. Harmann 236.

Best 10-shot score, five entries: F. C. Ross 247, Louis Flach 247, H.
Holges 216. M. B. Engel 245, R. Busse 244, B. Zettler 248, C. G. Zettler
242, H. Strate 242. Gus Nowak 238, H. D. Miiller 238, A. H. Kohlmetz
288, Geb Krauss 236, R. Harmann 236.

New York Schuetzen Corps.
Thirty-seven members of the New York Schuetzen Corps, Capt.

Offerman, assembled in the gallery of the Zettler Bros, on Friday
night for gallery practice and team shooting. This corps has inaugu-
rated a series of bi-monthly shoots for the coming season, and while
it is the first attempt of the corps in gallery practice, the prospects
are that the venture will be highly successful.
The evening was devoted principally to team-shooting, the members

being divided into teams of fifteen men each, ten shots per man.
First match:
Capt Tholke's team 3,176 Capt Lemcke"s team 3,097
Second match:

Capt Wehrenberg's team :3,316 Capt Offermaun's team 3,298
lu an individuul contest between six of the members, ten shots each,

the following scores were made: Henry Strate 239. Fred Facompre
239, Dr. Chas. Grosch 238, Fred Feigle 238, John D. Wiikuis 237, Aug. J.
Christian 237.

New York Against New Jersey.
Editor Forest and Stream:
Ever since the championship match at Cypress Hills on Election

day. the air has been full of chBmpionship talk. The Ross-Zimmer-
niann match being off next is :i much desired match between Ross and
Dorrler. But last and grt-ate.st of aU is New York vs. New Jersey.
"Whoop her up. uoys, ' there are lots of people looking at you and
waiting to see that match materialize. In figuring on the'possible re-
sult and taking the champinnt^hip shooton Nov. 7 as a base of calcula-
tion, I find the total number of poitits made by the five men on the
proposed New York team ( Ros.^, Holges, Flach, Hutch and Boyken)
to be 1U,;12, while for Neu- Jersey representatix es (Dorrler, Hayes,
Hansen, Schlicht and Plaisted} we have a score of lO.rv'S, or a lead of
16 points. Again, (aking the best 10 shot scores of each team we have
New York 1.145, New Jersey 1.116, or 29 points in favor of New York.
The best possible way to decide is to have a match before the weather
gets too cold. All those "Jersey 'Skeeters" in the above list aie of
the non-migratory sort and can be found congregated on the eastern
side of Newark Bay any sunny Saturday should any one be looking
for them. Who dares knock the chip oflf? R. R.

ILady Miller Club.

Aftbb a week of busy work in preparing for Thanksgiving and its

many cares, the members of the Lady Miller Club came out Monday
night prepared to put up their customary good scores in regular club
practice. The ladies shoot in three classes for medals, and on this

occasion one of the members, Mrs. Mannheimer, presented an extra
prize suited to the boudoir, for the member making the highest score
of the night. Mrs. Mannhelmer's prize was won by Mrs. Meyns on
the creditable score of 231. The scores are appended, medal winners
being marked with an asterisk: *Mrs August Meyns 231, Miss M. Miller

218, *Mrs. Boardman 218, *Miss Begerow 210, Mrs. Ahnert 209, Misa
Sanders 207, Miss Kreiger 200.

Our Own Rifle Club.

The weekly gallery shoot of the Our Own Club of Hoboken on Dec.
4 brought together twelve members in competition for the club medal.
Captain Hencken, J. H Kruse, W. F. Dilger and Wm. Bohmcke, had a
close race for first position, and the result was undecided up to the
last shot. Kruse succeeded in pnlling himself into first place over
Bonicke and Dilger by one point, and the two latter came in one
point ahead of Captain Hencken. Scores: J. H. Kruse 235, William
Bohmcke 2:54, W. F. DUger 234, H. D. Hencken 233, H. Malz 233, Otto
Schmidt 230, 0. Feldmann 228, Hy. Schultz 227, O. KeUer 226, J. D
Sinclair 215, H. Moser 215, D. Page *214.

New York Rifle Club.

Six members of the New York Rifle Club assembled in the St.
Mark's Place Gallery on Saturday P. M. for weekly practice. The
honors for high score of the day went to A. H. Isbell with 241. The
scores are appended, 10 shots, 25 ring target, distance 100ft.: H. H.
Isbell 241, M. Herrington 238, C. E. Fensch 2.38. R. J. Young 238, E. B.
Chadbourne 2.36, F. C. Hamilton :22r.

Excelsior Rifle Club.

The weekly shoot of the Excelsior Club on Dec. 5, had an attendance
of 8 members. The shooting was not up to the average of the weekly
shoots. The absence of Captain Hansen may have had a depressing
effect upon the nerves of these present. The high score of the
evening was made by L. A. Ryor. J. Hennessy 238, W. Weber 247, R.
H. Duff 232, W. Hughes 198. J. Bims 225, Bryce 2.30, J. Hughes 222, L.
A. Ryor 239.

Beideman Rifle Club.

Beideman, N. J., Dec. 6.—The following shows the weekly scores of
the Beideman Rifle Club, conditions 25yds., strictly off-hand. Targets

2in. bullseye, i4,iu. ring, possible 250. Week ending Nov. 25:
. J. Mehard 245, E. L. Gardener 245, J. L. Wood. 2.37. A. Schmittman

235, A. McGowan 235, W. Gilbert 232. Week ending Dec. 2: W. Gilbert
238, J. L. Wood 2-33, E. Gardmer 231. Pistol score, 50yds., possible 100:

H. J. Mehard 10 10 10 10 9 9 9 6 8 8—92
Walt Gilbert, Secretary.

RIFLE NOTES.
Keproducefl in another column of this issue wUl be found a fac-

simile of the flfly-shot target, of which we made mention last week.
Our purpose in using a combination load of this nature was to overcome
if possible the extreme fouling of the rifle barrel one gets when using
black powder by itself. Our reader mays query as to why we did not
use nitro fuU charge and done with it. Our answer is, that having had
considerable experience with nitro in shot guns and a little with the
rifle, and knowing somewhat the ecaentricities of the nitro explosives
we did not care to venture too deep with the Ballard action and the old
style shell, and then agf in the sample of nitro supplied to us was too
small to have loaded enough shells for a series of shots. All of our
lubricated cranks are well acquainted with the many perplexities
met with in shooting black powder without cleaning and how we have
all been looking forward to the time when our powder manufacturers
would come forward with a powder that.after combustion would not
leavethe interior of our rifle barrels like a Pittsburgh chimney long in
use. Ore of our old riflemen, John H. Browm, whose name is familiar
to the patrons of Forest and Stream, some years ago gave cnn-
siderable time and study to the "use of nitro in the rifle. His expe-
rience was much the same as that of many others in the fact that
reliable work could not be done with the nitro using the shells and
primers then on the market. It was the advent of the new Winchester
(No. 3 W.) primer that brought us back again to the subject of nitro
powder in the rifle. A few trials with the new primer from muzzle
rest and oft' hand gave good results, these were followed by the fifty
shots published in this issue. We are expecting new supplies of nitro
for experimental work on or about Christmas. When the new powder
comes to hand, we shall proceed to take a little deeper dip into the
mysteries of it, and if we are lucky enough to come to the surface
again we shall he pleased to give the readers of Forest and Stream a
little further light upon what we found.

We note that the War Department has at last decided upon a smoke-
less powder. Report says that the Leonard Powder Co., of New York,
is the successful bidder for the first order to be placed by the Govern-
ment for 10,0001bs. of powder for ordnance and small arms purposes.
The success of an American company in securing the Government
patronage for smokeless powder is a matter of congratulation to all
true Americans, and we congratulate President John H. Brown and
his co-workers in the Leonard Powder Co. for their enterprise in push-
ing their American powder to the front. Mr. Brown is one of the
veterans in the fraternity of rifle shooters and is best known to the
American public as the inventor of the Browm segmental tube wire
gun, now in the hands of the Ordnance Board at Sandy Hook.
At the annual ball of the New York Central Corps in Terrace Gar-

den on Thursday night of last week, many of our prominent (Jerman
shooting societies were represented. During the night a group of the
several societies represented became interested in the topic of team
shooting and the result was that a match was made to shoot a gaUery
match on the Zettler Bros, ranges early in February between teams
made up from the New York Schuetzen Corps, the New York City
Corps and the Harlem Independent Corps, each team to consist of ten
men, the losing team to pay for the expenses of the gaUery and the
usual refreshments.

The report of the Hartford Rifle Club shoot in last week's issue, in
which H. M. Pope is credited with a total of 855 points in 100 shots on
the standard American target is highly gratifying to the many friends
of this popular sportsman. With his bicycle and his rifle Pope has got
an acquaintance that extends from Maine to the Pacific.

—The Zettler Rifle Club wOl hold its annual gallery prize shoot at the
headquarters on Jan. 20, 21 and 22. On the prize target there will be
fifteen prizes ranging from $25 to $1. On the bullseye target there
will be ten prizes, from $10 to $1. Tickets will be three shots, 35 cents
each, or three for 1$.

At the monthly meeting of the New York Schuetzen Corps last
week three prominent riflemen, Messrs. B. Walther, Gus. Hmmerman
and Capt. A. Kuobloch were made members of the society.

All ties divided unless otherwise reported.

FIXTURES.
If you want your shoot to be announced here

send In notice like the following:

Dec. 10-12.—West End Gun Club tournament, at Davenport, la.
Dec 21.—Elliott vs. Class, 100 live birds each, on Erb's grounds,

Bloomfield avenue, Newark, N. J., beginning at 10 A. M.
Dec. 25.—Union Gun Club tournament, at Springfield, N. J.; 9 A. M.

to 1 P. M. live birds; 1 P. M. until dark, targets. ' Open to all.

Dec. 25.—Dexter Park live bird and target shoot.
Dec. 25.—Open sweep at live birds, on Erb's grounds, Bloomfield

aven ue. Newark, N. J.

Dec. 28.—Team of three shoot, at Willard's Park, Paterson, begin-
ning at 10 A. M. Three men from any club, §80 entrance per team, 15
live birds per man.

1894.

Jan. 1.—New Year's tournament, Towanda (Pa.) Rod and Gun Club
at Towanda, Pa Live birds and targets.
Jan. ].—Dexter Park five bird and target shoot.
Jan. 1.—South Side Gun Club's thirteenth New Year's annual,

at Newark. N. J.

Jan. 9.—New Jersey vs. Kings cotmty, team shoot, on Al. Heritage's
grounds, Marion, N. J.
Feb. —.—Reading Shooting Association tournament; two days

targets, one day live birds, at Three-Mile House, ShiUington, Pa.
April 4-B.—Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Associatioh''8

grand American handicap at Dexter Park, Long Island.
April 24 27—Central City Gun Club's tournament. Central City, Neb
May 1-6.—Arkansas State Sportsmen's Association's tournament, a

Fort Smith. Arkansas.
May 17-18.—West Newburg (N. Y.) Gun and Rifle Association'

pring tournament.
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May 22-85.—Knoxville (TennO Gun Club thirteenth annual tourna-
ment: first days, target, $1,000 added money, known traps, unknown
angles; last day, live pigeons. Open to the world. JSTo handicap. R.
Van Gilder, Sec'y.
June 5-7.—Kansas State Sportsmen's Association's flCth annual

tournament, Topeka, Kansas. J, C. Clark, Sec'y.
June 11-lG.—Kew York State Sportsmen's Association for the Pro-

tection of Fish and Game, thirty-sixth annual tournament, at Utica,

N. Y., under auspices of Oneida County Sportsmen's Association.

June 19-21.—Ohamberlin Cartridge and Target Company's first

annual tournament, at Cleveland, Ohio. $1,000 added money.
June (third week).—Atlantic City Rod a.nd Gun Club, three days'

tournament. Address R. C. Griscom, Sec'y, Atlantic City, K. J,

Aug. 31-24,—Pennsylvania State Sportsmen's Association annual
tournament, under auspices of AJtoona Rod and Gun Club, at "Wop-
sononock Park. Altoona.

Oct. 4-5.—West Newburg (N. Y.) Gun and Rifle Association s
fall tournament.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
After the Elliott-Class live bird match at Willard's Park. T'aterson,

on Dec. 8, the Clas.9 contingent seemed to be still in doubt as to the

fact of their Morristown favorite being the inferior in point of shoot-

ing ability to the expert from Kansas City. As a result, Mr. John
Leonard ot Morristown, who has financially backed Mr. Class in all

his recent matches, held a consultation with liis principal, and then
proposed to Mr. Elliott a match on the following terms: Each man
to shoot at 200 live pigeons for a stake of $300 a side ; match to be
shot on the grounds of John Erb, Bloomfleld avenue, Newark, N. J.,

on Thursday, Dec. 21; Hurllngham rules to govern except as to tlie

boundary, which shall be governed by the rules of the grounds; the
difference between the price of the birds and the gate money to be
paid by the loser. The above was agreeable to Mr. Elliott, and he and
Mr. Class placed $50 fofeit money each in the hands of Mr. T. W.
Morfey of Paterson, to be turned over by the latter to Mr. John
Riggott of Rockaway, who was decided upon as stakeholder and
referee. In case, however, of Mr. Riggott refusing to act as referee, a
referee shall be selected by the contestants on the day of the match.
The match is to be play or pay, barring rain. This match is one
which should attract a big crowd of spectators, as it will be a fine ex-

hibition of the art of shooting, and beside.s will be shot strictly on its

merits. John Erb, as is well Iraown, can furnish as good pigeons as
any man in this country, and for this occasion he will try to get them
as "good as can be found. Ttae trapping and retrieving on his grounds
is done by expei'ts, and there are never any ledioxis drags to test the
patience. Under tliese conditions there is no reason why the niatcb
should not be run off in four hours, The chances are that the match
will be exciting as both men are shooting in Iheir best form, and many
who have watched their recent work are of the opinion that, all

things equal, there is not a difference of one bird on 100 in their skill.

An analysis of the shooting of the two men fails to show even the

above difference. In their five matches they have shot at .'iiO birds

each, Elliott killing 405 and Class 493, this making Elliott's 94.285 and
Class's 93.904. Counting in the birds which fell dead out of bounds
with those scored we find that Class hit 06,7fil of his birds, against

Elliott's 96.100. These figures do not seem to leave much margin of

skill on either side of the ledger, and were we asked whom we consid-

ered the better shot we should be unable to cast a vote on either side.

The coming match will be the first affair at 200 birds a side shot in

Newark for many years, and those who miss the opportunity of seeing

it will miss what cannot fail ro be a fine exhibition, no matter which
man wins.

Thursday, Dec. 28, will be a great day at Willard's Park, Paterson,
when there will occur a contest between teams of three men each,

comprising some of the best .shots in this section of the country. The
affair was projected and will be managed by Mr. Jacob Penlz of the
Newark Gun Club. The teams will comprise three men each from
any one gun club, fifteen live pigeons per man, Hurlingham rules

except 50yds. boundary, $;M entrance fee per team, five entries two
mone.ys, over five entries three moneys. Shooting will begin promptly
at 10 A. M. in order that all may have the benefit of a good light.

Up to the time of going to press six teams have entered, but there

is a strong chance that more vrill fall in before the day of the shoot.

Entries are expected from the Riversides of Red Bank, Centrals of

Long Br^iuch, Union Hills of Guttenberg, Emeralds of Brooklyn and
others. Below are the teams already entered:
Newark Gun Club, Team No. 1— Samuel Castle Charles M. Hedden

and Ferdinand Van Dyke, all of Newark.
Newark Gun Club, Team No. 2 -Milton P, Lindsleyand Eddie Collins

of West Hoboken, and Dr. P. J. Zeglio of Warrenville.
Climax Gun CUib. of Plainfield—Neaf Apgar. of Avona; Enoch D.

Miller, of Springfield, and Charles Smith, of Plainfield.

Trenton Gun Club.—George Cubberly, of Long Branch; Eddie Hill,

of Trenton, and Chas. Zwerlein, of Yardville.
Cosmopolitan Gun Club, of Plainfield.—A. W. Money, of Oakland;

John Rothaker, of Phfiadelphia and Thomas W. Morfey, of Paterson.
New Utrecht Gun Club, of Bay Ridge.—0. Ferguson, G. E. Nostrand

and C. E. Morris, all of Long Island.

On Saturday Dec. 9, some interesting shooting was indulged in on
the race track at Guttenberg, N. J. The afternoon was disagreeable

for sport, the fight being bad and the rain coming down at times in

torrents. The event of most interest was the shoot in which M. F.

Lindsley the famous wood powder man and J. A. R. Elliott the
American Meld champion, were pitted against Berkery and Charles
Woolmington, of Hoboken. Each man shot at 25 live pigeons under
Hurlingham rules, except boundary which was 50yds,, for a stake of

$100 a side. The birds were a good lot and woifid have been still better

with clear weather. All the shooters were in good form and it was
only by a narrow margin that the wood powder team won. The
scores:
Lindsley 1011111.1.111110111111111—21

Elliott n.nnnioniiioiiiiiiii-22—43
Berkery lOnOOllllllUOllllimoi-20
Woolmington 0011 11 11111111101111 11 101—21—41

"Ned" Banks, the genial secretary of the Altoona Rod and Gun
Club, notifies us that the club claims August 21, 22, 23 and 84 1894, as

the dates upon which will be held the annual tournament of the Penn-
sylvania State Sportsmen's Association. The shoot will be held on
the summit of 'Wopsononock Mt,, near the present club grounds of

the Altoona Rod and Gun Club. Mr, Banks says: "Our club wfil

spare nothing to make the shoot the success of the season and I

beUeve we can show visitors something in the way of skyline that they
never saw before."

The first of the series of shoots for the championship medals of the
Riverside Gun Club, of Red Bank, N. J., took place on Dec, 8. The
scores: Event No. 1, 25 targets, John S. Hoey 22, J. C. Cooper 21, E.

M. Cooper 20, James Cooper I'l', A. Whymer 11, T. L. Davis 10, Oscar
Hesse 21, C. E. Throckmorton 10. No 2, at 15 targets, E. M. Cooper 14,

Hesse 12, Hoey 12, Jas. Cooper Jr. 11, N. Campbell 8, J. P. Cooper 9,

Oscar Hesse Jr. 8, L. S. Campbell 6.

The West End Rod and Gun Club, of Syracuse, N. Y., made the
following scores at their last shoot, each man shooting at 15 targets.

Fred Klock 11. Vince Case 9, Lewis Simpkins 14, Edward Klock Jr., 10,

David Papworth 12, John Flannery 12, James Breen 7, Marshafi Hall

10, John Goodrider 8, George Steves 10, John (felly, Edward Church 7,

P. H. Bellinger 9, H. L. Blye 8, Frank Klock 10.

The new 100-page catalogue published by Henry C. Squires & Son,

is a marvel in its way, bolh as to the number of articles described and
the low prices quote'd. There is scarcely an article in the sporting

goods line that is not mentioned, and besides the book shows prices

on many articles useful to others than sportsmen. Copies are sent to

all who apply.

It is about time for the public to hear something about the lately

proposed live bird match between T W. Morfey, of Paterson, and M.

F. Lindsley, of West Hoboken. The conditions were to be 50 live birds

per man and the stake $50 a side. This match could be shot at Erb's

on the 21st inst., previous to the Elliott—Class match.

The Stroudsburg Gun Club will hold a one day shooting tournamen
on the club grounds near Broad street, Stroudsburg, Pa., on Dec. 25

A programme that is up to date in every respect will be arranged.
Stroudsburg is on the D., L. & W. R.R , N. Y. S. & W. R.R. and W.
B, & E, R,R, You are invited.

Our list of fixtures for 1894 is growing apace, but there is a marked
scarcity of events previous to April. Send in your announcements as

sooitas possible, so that shooters may have plenty of time to arrange
for attending your tournament.

Wm. Tell Mitchell, of Lynch's Station, Va,, says in a private letter

that game is not as plentiful as was anticipated thus far this season.

He says his best bags thus far have been 48 and 38, respectively.

Don't forget that open to all tourament at live birds and targets to

be held on the Union Gun Club grounds at Springfield, N. J., on
Christmas Day.

But a few weeks more to roll by and then will come that great

team match between the experts of New Jersey and of Kings county,

N. Y.

Louis Mfiler announces open to all shoot at live birds and target, to
be held at Dexter Park, on Christmas and Kew Year's Day.

Don't miss the Elliott—Class 200 bird match at Erb's, on Thursday,
Dec. 21.

Don't forget to send in the result of your club elections.
0. H. TOWNSBND,

EUiott Wins the Fifth Match.
Once more have J. A. R. EUiott. the A merican Field champion, of

Kansas City, Mo., and Frank P. Class, champion of NewJersey, met
at the traps and once more has ElUott been victorious. This contest,
the fifth of the kind shot between these closely-matched experts, took
place at Willard's Park, Paterson, N. J., on Friday, Dec. 8, and there
were on the grounds just 92 people, including the shooters. Surely it

looks as though it were useless to try and attract a crowd to see a
shooting match in Jersey. These matches between Elliott and Class,
thougli not for fabulous amounts, are nevertheless ' on the square,"
and our firm belief is that in each and every one of the five matches
each man shot to kill as many birds as possible. This being the case,
and there being only a slight difference in the number of birds killed by
the two men, it seems curious that the attendance at this match should
have been so fight.
The day was an ideal one for early winter, the air cool and crisp,

the wind blowing lightly from the northwest, its keen edge being
nicely tempered by a clear sun. The grounds were rather heavy and
sloppy from the melted snow. The birds can be disposed in few words
as an extremely indifferent lot, in fact, there were only 22 birds noted
by the press representatives at all above the ordinary. They were the
poorest lot as a whole trapped in the series. Forty-four out of the
lot were "flippers,"which merely jumped from the trap and attempted
to alight within a few feet, but were killed too soon to get the chance.
In the score these are designated by an "H".

It was 2:20 P. M. when the match began, C. M. Heddon, of Newarlr,
being chosen as referee, T. C. Wright, of Passaic, as trap-puUer and
the representatives of the sportsmen's journals doing the scoring. El-
liott won the toss and shot ilrst, killing a left-quartering driver. Class
followed by killing a "flipper." Neither man lost until the ninth
round, when an incoming right-quarterer got away from Class,
although it was by no means fast. On this round Class's twelfth and
fifteenth, both left-quartering drivers, carried their lead over the
boundary. EUiott 25, Class 22.

On the next round Elliott scored another straight, while Class's first

and eleventh fell dead out of bounds. At the end of the round ElUott
had scored 50 to Class's 45.

The third round opened with a kUl by each. Elliott, who was in
splendid fonn, centering his birds beautifuUy, kept up his killing until
the twentieth roimd, when a right-quartering driver only moderately
fast got away from Mm. This left him with a straight run of 09 lulls.

His twenty second bird, a fast driver, was hard hit but was lough.
When Eagle started for him he managed to evade the dog's mouth,
and finally gathered strength enough to get clo.se to the rear boundary.
Here Eagle made a jump for him, but just as the dog's jaws were
about to close on the bird he struck a slippery spot and slid over the
line, grabbing the bird not more than six inches from the line. This
bii d could have been gathered by a man. On thi.s round Class lost his
third and twelfth birds. The round ended with a score of 73 for ElUott
to 09 for Class.
On Che fourth round EUiott killed 25, while Class lost his eleventh

and tw enty-fourth, the race ending with 98 kills for ElUott to 91 for
Class.
We do not consider that we would be justified in adversely criticising

Class on the form he displayed, which was miserable. At least two-
thirds of his kills were "slobbers," he showing very few of the clean,
centering shots made by Elliott, who was at his best. For Class's
work there was an excuse. Early in the week he knocked the skin
from the middle joint of the middle finger of his right hand, put
thereon a piece of black courtplaster and supposed that would end
the matter. On the following morning, however, he was obliged to
remove the plaster, the finger having become badly inflamed and
swollen. As it continued to grow worse he finaUy consulted a physi-
cian, who said he was afraid the finger had been poisoned by the black
courtplaster. On this day the finger was extremely painful and was
still badly siroUen. With this handicap a fine exhibition from him
was not to be expected.
The match was an extremely uneventful one, the shots above the

average being here noted: ElUott 34th and 35tb (both fast drivers"),

43d (left-quarterer). 46th (a very fast towering driver, a nice kill), 48l:h

(a quick kill), 51st (ditto), 54th (ditto on fast bird), 72d (awfully fast
driver and a pretty secontl, but dead out of bounds by action of dog
as before explained).

Class's 9th (twisting incomer to right, dodged both loads), 23d (fast
driver and neat first), 40th (left-quarterer, behind with first, got swift
and brought down by pretty second), 5yd (fast driver, lost, shot
behind), 63d (fast left-quartering driver, good second), 69th (fast
right-quarterer and a clean second), 72d (elegant second on driver
that was awfully fast), 75th (the star shot of the day on an ex-
tremely fast driver that was yards away before the trap settled), 86th
(an ugly /.Ig-zagger of a left-quartering driver and extremely fast, did
not course a yard and got clean away from both barrels) and 94th
(fast right-quarterer, quick first).

Class's 12tb bird struck the wire fence and fell over. His 15th just
managed to get over. His 18th and 100th were shot on ground pur-
posely and other birds allowed. His 49th was shot on ground, but
seemingly not noticed by the referee.

Elliott's 47th, 52d, 55th, 60th and 93d birds were all plainly shot
while on the ground, but none of them were called by the referee.

Elliott's runs were 09 and 28, Class's 23 and 12. EUiott used his
second barrel 45 times, Class 43.

The times by quarters were as follows: 3.5m., 28m., 32m, and 25m.,
a total of 3 hours.
In strings of 10 shots each the race ran as below:

Elliott 10 20 .30 40 50 60 68 78 88 98
Class 9 17 36 35 45 54 63 73 83 91

Below are the detailed scores, shown as only the greatest journal
on earth can show them:

Trap score type—Copyright isss, by Forest and Stream PuhUshing Co.

12315 3 3415321143525144115
Elliott 2 22111212121122112122321 1—25

5242451334524234542152112
t»HH ^^^i«-t T^NN H^^^<-^ TTHS- H H222211113221212122222212 1-25

354421341242312122 5 45335 2

THNT4,-^HNH4-i^H-M-<-H<-7'/^T,^H-^ „^J.11211112221211112202«21 2—23

3121313455142141344221441
Si*-H i i-^^>^\i^H \i/\H-^<—>4.<-«?'<-T<-311111122111111111111311 1—25—98

534344 3 444234514155435144

Class 2 1122212013»21«212122111 1—23

213 1532454123412212134555
-^J-Ti-^t H«-i H i H H^<-<-H /\ ^ H H H
• 121122223«1112122212122 2—23

5442452351441543134442224
210111111110221111231211 3—23

244431153413 4442414543545
2112212 12101111111111110 1—2'3—91

Previous to the above contest a few of the shooters who were on
hand amused themselves by shooting sweeps as shown below. No. 1

at 10 birds, $5 entry, one money; No. 2, same; No. 3 at 10 birds, $5
entry; in this second money was shot off miss and out, and divided by
Morfey and Green:

No. 1. No. 3. No. 3. Tie.

Morfey 2221211220—9 22221»2012—8 12.1221011—8 222323

Green 0011120111-8 1111011210-8 1.21110222-8 222211

Hedden lll221«lll-9
Lindsley 1«22102121—8 220

Elliott 1121112121
C. H. TO'SVNSEND.

Garfield Gun Club.
Matches shot Nov. 30 from 5 unknown King traps, 30yds., 10 Uve

birds:
Brown ...1222120110—8 1211121101— 9
Baird 2121200112-8 1211111112—10
O'Brien ,...2111002010-6 2112121122—10

1111111200— 8
Esman

, 1121102321—9 2221221101— 9
Lauterbach 2200200121—6 2222112101— 9
Hicks 2221110122— 9

1022121112— 9
2211022220— 8

Richards 1201012012— 7
Palmer 1102211212—9 2222110211— 9
Wescott 0020200110—4 1220200212— r

2220822202— 8
J Northcott 2000^02020-4 0000102021— 4

1 -i/n ni oni 1 Q

RockefeUer 2021011121—8 loiiiouol— r
Spane O0OOU0221—

5

Fleming 1121001112— 8
Drake 02220—3 1222212210— 9

Hodson 20102—3 0122011111— 8W Palmer 022—2 22021.20010- 6
2121030022— 7
2222212120— 9
1122112111—10

Same conditions,
Brown

8 birds:
111211-6

Adams 2iY^)a--e
-5

110111—5
221220-5

Lauterbach. ., .201212--5
-6

12210W.
200212-4

Mott 212103- 220322—5
Cop S22222—

6

221021—5
202222—5

Wescott
W Northcott

020111—4
210110-4

..202213—5
12103W.

J Northcott
McEUigott

110212-5
110110-4

211113-6

Perth Amboy Gun Club.

Perth Asraov, Dec, 1,—The Perth Amboy Gun Club held a Thanks-
giving shoot at live birds and bluerocks on their grounds yesterday,
with all sorts of prizes. It was one of the best day's sport that has
been witnessed in eastern New Jersey in many years, and was attended
by hundreds of pigeon-shooting enthusiasts from all parts of the
State, with a goodly sprinkling of New York cracl^s. WiUiam V.
Hartman of Perth Amboy Gun Club entered in four of the five live

bu'd shoots, and killed every bird, making a clean score in every one
of the events.
The first match was with the rifle, and ten contestants faced the

targets. Thomas Brantingham of the South Plainfield Gun Club was
the winner on a score of 31 out of a possible 36. He won the immense
turkey. Six men faced the traps In a shoot at five live birds, con-
ditions 2"yda. rise, and but one barrel to be used. James Van Brackle
of Matawan killed every bird but his second. James L. Tooker killed
every bird with the exception of his fourth, thus tieing Van Brackle
and "WUliam F. Hartman killed his five birds straight, taking first

money. The next match was at five live birds, same conditions as
first event. William F. Hartman and James Van Brackle killed their
live birds and divided first money. Leander B. Cambell of the River-
side Gun Club of Red Bank killed four birds and took second money.
James M. Glens and O. Brown of the home club, who kiUed ttiree each,
divided third money.
The next event was a match at five live birds with similar condition

to previous match. William F, Hartman captured first money by
killing every bird. Dr. Brace of the Perth Amboy Club and Leonard
CambeU of the Red Bank Club tied for money and divided the purse.
There were eighteen entries in the fourth event, which was a target
shoot. Each man had three shots with twelve points to a shot, mak-
ing a possible 36. The prize was a young pig. William F, Hartman
made a clean score and was tied by H, Jones of the Midway Gun Club
at Matawan.
The excitement was intense in this contest, as Hartman had so far

made a clean score in ever.y event. In his shoot off Hartman only
made 32, and Jones scored 33 and took the young porker, A match
at 10 ten bluerocks followed: Conditions, 2.5yds, rise, both barrels

allowed. Brantingham and Fred. Mason of the Perth Amboy Gun
Club broke 8 birds each and divided first money. James L. Tooker
broke 7 and took second money. WiUiam Manning, who broke 6 took
third money. The last match of the day was at three live birds each
man, 25yds, rise, single barrel, William F. Hartman won first money
by kU ling every bird, Geo, Terry took second money by kUling his

first two birds.

Central Gun Club.

Ddmth, Minn. —The Thanksgiving afternoon shoot under the
auspices of the Central Gun Club, drew a large number of contestants

and spectators. There is nothing of a novelty in a Thanksgiving Day
shoot in some cUmatts, nor here, in ordinarUy warm faUs, but when
such a large number of entries will turn out and the thermometer
registering zero all day, it shows that the sport is on the increase in

this section, and illustrates to what extremes the enthusiasts wiU ex-

tend. While the scores were not as good as expected, nor nearly up
to the standard of some of the old time regulars, the second best men
came in for the most honor and surprised the best of them, altogether i

the scores were as satisfactory as could be expected. The severity of

the weather considered, and everybody enjoyed a good afternoon's

shoot. Darkness prevented the shooting of the full number of events

on the programme, and they will, with a few additional ones be that

on New Year's Day, weather permitting. The prizes offered in this

shoot were 4 turkeys in each event. The winners in first event to be
handicapped 4yd8. Scores and winners as foUows:

First event, 15 singles: Pastoret 11, Nelson, Day and Moork 10, Proc-

tor and Little 9, Qunderson 8, Moore and Bakke 7, Ownen, Larson and '

Johnson 6, Springer 5, Jones, Stevens, Dewar and McDonald 4, Carle-

son 3, Heimbach 0. Winners: Pastoret first, Nelson second, Proctor
third, Gunderson fourth. The first three won on shoot off.

Second event, 15 singles: Dodge and Greene 10, Day, Nelson and
Moork 9, Johnson, Moore and Larson 8, Myers, McDonald and Dewar
7, Little, Owens and Wood 6. Pastoret and Springer 5. Greene first,

Day second, Johnson third, Myers fourth, all on shoot-off. Nelson
and Pastoret handicapped 4yds. in this event.

Third event, consolation, 10 singles, open to all not winners in events

one and two; Owens, Moork, McDonald and Springer 4, Moore and
Little 3, Stevens and Armstrong 2, H. Little and Carlesonl. Owens
first, Moore second, Stevens third, H. Little fourth, each on shoot-off.

Glenmore Rod and Gun Club.

The monthly shoots of the Glenmores at Dexter Park of late have
been noted for the light attendance on the part of the members. In
times past this old organization used to have an attendance at its

monthly shoots equal to any of the many clubs that jjatronize this

popular resort, but things are not as they used to be. Now an attend-

ance of half a dozen members at a monthly shoot is an exception
rather than the rule. At the last regular shoot on Nov. 20 there were
four men on the grounds to compete in the club event, 3Iessrs. Edger-
ton, Vroome, Levens and Kay. They shot through the club event and
one 5-bird sweep and then retired.

Club event:
T T Edgerton 0121120—5 W Levens 2003112—5

E A Vroome 1213111—7 J B Kay 1101011—5

Sweep, 5 birds:

T T Edgerton 20'311-4 J B Kay 11122-1

W Levens 02312—4

I<ive Birds at Easton.

'

OciTE a party of sportsmen assembled on the trap-shooting grounds
at Easton, Pa,, on Thanksgiving Day, and enjoyed a day's sport at the

traps. Among the shooters was "Big Jim" Smith, the good-natured
expert from Hackettstown, to whose kindness we are indebted for'

these scores. The morning's shooting comprised four events at three

live birds each, $1 entry, birds extra. The scores:

1 a h 1 2 S h
Givens 001 110 Mock Ill 111 Oil 100

Smith Ill 111 110 111 Vincent Ill 110

Sage 001 110 White 000 Oil

Brown 110 010 Oil 010 Be» Ill Oil

Mowder Ill 111 HO 001 Luckey Ow ...

Events Nos. 5 and 6 were at 5 birds each, $2 entry; No. 7 at 3 birds,

$1 entry:

White 10001

Smith 11111

Mowder 01101

Mock 11101

Brown lOlll

G
00111
inn
11001
11011

5
BeU mil
Carty 11101

Vincent 11111

Felker

11011
00111
00011
01001

"Waverly Gun Club.

Eotm members met at Miller's Dexter Park on Dec. 4. The after-

noon was devoted to smashing blue rocks. The club event called for

ten birds, this was followed by four sweeps of ten birds each:

O. HUkner 1100101010-5 L. Grane 0000000010—1

P.Van Staden 1001101000-4 J. Fehleism 0010101001-4

£. S. Benscotten's Disappearance.
Rkadkrs of Forest and Stiieajt, more especiaUy of the trap deparf

ment, will recall the totally unexplained disappearance of the onc«

well-known trap-shooter, E. S. Benscotten of Ohio. To-day I have th«

following letter from an employer who knew Benscotten after hir

pariure for the West:
"MAN'f'HESTER, N. H., Nov. 27.—Nearly two years ago I saw an iten

in FoRE,sT AJ.'D Stream written by you, telling of the mysterious disap

pearance of E, S, Benscotten, and so I send to you to ask if you have

ever heard anything further of him since that time, "^Vhile he was a
Spokane he was in my employ CI was at that time chief engineer of th^

Washington Water Power Co.), and I liked him so well that I hav<

tried in many ways to get some trace of him, but so far without anj

success whatever, Henry A, Herrick."
Nothing whatever has been heard of the missing man since tha

time, 80 far as I know, and the case bids fair to i emain one of the uo
solved mysteries, -whether of accident or crime. E. Hodoh,
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Close of the Climax Season.
The Climax Gun Club, of Plainfleld, N. J., held its twelfth and final

shoot of the season on Dec. 6, on its grounds adjoining Benner's Grove
in Fanwood. The day was cold and damp, which accounts for the fact

that only a dozen members put in an appearance. This being- the date
for the annual election there would certainly have been a good attend-

ance had the weather oeen clear.

The scores in the club shoot are given below:
Brantingham (25) llCKDllOllOOllllllllOlOlll —18
C. Smith (25) 0111111111111111111111111 —24
Keller (25) 1110111110111110101111111 —21
D. Terry (95) IIIOIIIOIIIIOIIOIOIIIIUI —20
Apgar (25) OOOlllllUlllllllllUllll —32
J. Darby (35) 11110111101111001011111011110101011-26

Manning (29) 00111110111111111101101010111 —22
W. Terry (.32). . . . : 11000111110101111011111111010001 —22
Goodman (35) 00111001111010010101111111101101011-2.3

F. Mundy (35) lOOllOllOOlOlOlOlllOw.

Trust (.30) 010011110000110111111101011010 —18
Delancy (35) OllllOlllOllOllOlOllw.

In the system of handicapping the strongest shoot at 25 targets

each, and the others are allowed to shoot at enough extra targets to

give them an opportunity to break as nearly as possible the same
number of targets as the scratch man can break. All the shooting is

at bluereck targets from five traps, unknown angles, 16yds. rise, one
man up, shooting from the center. This system of handicap has been
well received by all the members and has resulted in some close work
all around. In adopting the bne-man-up style of shooting the club
has also pleased its members.
There is one point in particular for which the club deserves to be

commended and that is in its conduct of sweepstakes, the entrance fee

to which on club days cannot exceed fifty cents, no matter how many
birds are shot at. This is a wise provision and gives the man with a
limited depth of pocket an opportunity to shoot during an afternoon
without risking a month's salary. And then again a member can
enter any sweep by simply paying for the targets, this making his

shooting still cheaper. In fact there is an utter absence of any chance
for the strong to devour the weak.
The club has been ve'-y successful during the season, and will open

the season of 1894 with a fat treasury, an increased membership and a
determination to take part in all tournaments of the season, teams
being entered wberever practicable.
At the annual business meeting, which immediately followed the

club shoot, some enthusiastic speeches were made anent the past,

present and future of the club, and all present vowed to put forth
extra efforts to keep the club in the front rank.
The election of officers for the ensuing year resulted as follows: R.

B. Manning, President: Chas. Smith, Vice-President; Daniel H. Terry,
Secretary and Treasurer. The above.named officers, along with Thos.
Keller, Thos. Brantingham, Thos. Darby and August Trust, were
elected as a Board of Directors. The Shooting Committee, the most
important part of an organization of this character, is composed of

T. H. Keller, Neaf Apgar. Charles Smith, Thos. Brantingham and Jas.

Darby, in whose hands tlie interests of the club are safe.

"Dey ver Goot Enof fur Eny Boty."
A SHORT time ago Charles Smith, the great international expert live

bird, target shot and bonifaee, best known perhaps to the people of

this and other countries as ••Dutchy," sent cards to a number of de-

votees of the smoothbore in New .Jersey, New York and Pennsylvania,
inviting them to attend an all-day shoot at live pigeons, to be held
under his management, on Thursday,Dec. 7, beginnmg at 11 :30 A.M. on
the Climax Gun Club grounds, adjoining lienner's Grove, Fanwood,
N. J. In winding up his invitation, "Dutchy" said, ' The birds will be
furnished by your humble servant, and they will be 'goot enof fur eny
boty.' Charles Smith ('Dutchy')-" And before the day ended the
shooters who were on hand perfectly agreed with -'Dutchy," .some

even contending that some of the birds were ' too goot fur eny baty."
The day was a raw and cutting one for those who were obliged to

stand about the grounds, and overshoes and great coats were at a
premium. The grounds where the shoot was held have previously
been described in the.se columns as well adapted to shooting either

targets or live birds, the background being clear and there being just

enough undulation to the ground to keep a shooter guessing when a
bird flew low.
The attendance was good despite the threatening aspect overhead.

Among those present were W. F. Quimby, senior partner of the
W. F. Quimby Co.. of New York and Ne-»vark; M. F. Lindsley, of

West floboken and the American Wood Powder; Ferd. Van
Dyke, of Newark, well known as an expert either at tar-

gets or feathers; J. A. R. Elliott, of Elliott Brothers, sporting goods
dealers, Kansas City, Mo.; Arthur \V. DuBray, the genial and
ever popular advocate of the merits of the guns manufactured by
Parker Bi-others, of which goods he is the Southern representative;

3-partner —
Aaron Woodruff and W. H. K. Davey, of Elizabeth; John Rothaker of
Philadelphia, who always finds time to slip away from his brewery in-

terests when "Dutchy" holds a shoot; "Tee Kay" Keller, of Plainfleld

who said Climax were "good enough;" "Little Neaf" Apgar of Avona,
representing H. C. Squires & Son; Daniel Terry of Plainfield, and the
immortal "Dutchy."
The birds were a crack lot of flyers and if the same kind could be

guaranteed for matches they would command a good price. Quick
as a flash in getting away wnen .the traps were sprung; fast and ir

regular in their flight and tough and hard enough to carry any quan-
tity of shot, they were a lot of birds, the trapping and shooting of
which were well worth witnessing. They were by far the best lot of
birds trapped in this lucality this season and could scarcely be ex-
celled at any time or on any grounds.
The first event of the day was a "warmer" at four birds per man

for the price of the birds. The scores

:

DuBray 1311—4 Keller 1111—4
Zwirlein '21'32-4 Hill 1101-3
Then came a little miss and out event, with an entry fee of :

DuBray Ill HiU Ill

Keller 210 Quimby 0
Zwirlein 0

By this time the party had increased in numbers, and the real sport
of the day began. Events No. 1 and 2 were at 5 birds each. S5 entry,

No. 3 at 10 birds, glO entry, three moneys in each. All events were
shot under the revised rules of the American Shooting Association.

No. 1. No. 2. No. 3.

Quimby 12212-5 2'21'20-4 1121209002-7
Lindsley 11020—3 2'2202—4 02212-32221—9

Van Dyke 01121-4 02110-3
ElUiott....- 12222—5 212'32-5 1212122.21—

9

DuBray 103»1—3 01222—4 1012112112—9
Campbell l'2100 -3 20201-3 1020311229—7

HiU 12111—5 I.lll—4 1012201111—8
Zwirlein 11»11

|
4 02202-3 2211111102-9

Smith 21120-4 312«1—4 0OOI2.1221-6
Keller 11110-4 .0100-1
Rothacker 11022-4 1011211112-9
AVoodrufif -

1121211001-8
Davey 001 •'220120-5

Apgar 21«'2021111—

8

D Terry 0«0212n21—

7

The wind-up was a miss and out, $1 entry, with nine men in

DuBray, Campbell, Pearson and VV. Terry each missed and retired on
the first round, and on the second round' Rothaker, Lindsley, Apgar,
Zwirlein and Hill divided the pot, the supply of birds being exhausted.
Soon after the party repaired to the hostelry of "Dutchy" in Plain-

field, where a general jollification was held. "Dutchy" was elated

over his success in getting such a rattling lot of birds to fool the boys,
and worked off said elation by inviting them to partake of a toothsome
lunch, which they disposed of in a graceful manner. The hour at
which the last of the visitors left Plainfield has not yet been divulged.

Crescent Gun Club.

The monthly shoot of the Crescent Gun Club at Miller's Dexter Park
on Dec. 7, brought together four members. The club event was pre-
ceded by an individual match, at twenty-five birds each, between
Messrs. Jones and Coulston, the result of which was a victory for

Jones with a total of fifteen kills to Coulston's thirteen. The club
event at seven birds resulted in a tie between Messrs. Vogts, Hop-
kins and Jones with seven kills each. The club event was followed by
a series of five three bird sweeps, in which the honors were evenly di-

vided. With the close of the sweeps, there being a few hirds left in

the crates. Messrs. Coulston and Jones shot another race at five birds
each, this contest resulted in a victory for Coulston. Scores:
Match. 25 birds.

Jones .
002.02-2112201201222200020-15

Coulston 01«1220»02-20002112O210100—13
Club snoot:

Coulston 1011011—5 Hopkins 3111111—7
Yaght 112'2111—7 Jones 2223121-7
Sweeps, §1 entry, two moneys:

No. 1. No. 2. No. 3. No. 4. No. 5.

Coulston 200—1 111—3 000-0 100—1 100-1
Vagts 211—3 020-1 217—3 011—3
Hopkins 111—3 1-20-9 •^^i—3 200—1 111—3
Jones 202-2 001—1 023-2 221—3 211—3
Match for five birds:

Coulston 0'3222—4—1 Jones.... 01120—3—2

Rhode Island Traps.
Westerly, R. I., Dec. 8.—On Thanksgiving Day a number of sports-

men about here indulged in a trap shoot on the grounds of Mr. Alfred
Chapman, near Burton's Pond. The day was perfect with a very
light breeze. The boys were a little nervous in the regular shoot, ss
they do not come together very often, and many easy shots were
missed, but considering everything did very well. After the regu-
lar shoot they indulged in scrub shooting, making much better scores.

Westerly is becoming a very sporty town and before long we can
have a club here as good as the best, as we have plenty of material
and many brilliant shots. Keystone trap and targets were used.
Appended find scores, 25 singles per man:
GE Chapman 0110111101111011011110010-17

SRathbone 0010101000100101101011000—11
Arnold Clark 0010001101011101101011011—14

J M Lewis, Jr 0100000001011101100101111—12

H E Sisson 0100001111111011111011111-13
J M Lewis, Sr 0000101011100010110110000—10
Ralph Hoxie 0011111000111100011011111-16

G Tingley 0111110001011011000000100—11
S A Chapman 1011101110111111010111001—18
J Gallagher 1100001001010000100110000— 8
E Dolan 0010101111100001011110101—14
B C Bentlev. Jr 1100011110001110011101110—15
Amos Champlin 0101110111010111110010011—16
E M Chapman 1011010111101010111010111-16
E A Morgan ,1011011011011111011000111—17
T J Bannon OlllOlOlOOllOlOllIOOOOlOO—12

One of the Party.

Wauregan Gun Club.
Pelhamville, N. y , Dee. 8.—Event No. 1, 10 live birds per man:

J H Mills ...3210201022 - 7 A Dietzel 2121«010«l-6
W H Brickner 1111'201m0—6 F M Lyon •'2el000022—

4

F Keeker 121021'2«00 -6 R Wanzer 1 1'2»0021 11—

7

J W Spencer 21211.2100-7 F Jarvis
, . .

.-. •021001210-5
GW Silberhorn •2»-3^020022-5 JPicken 2'201020000-4

D Valenti 0001101010—4
The birds were a fast lot of fiyers and the snow on the ground made

it difficult for the shooters to score. J. H. Mills, Sec'y.

Shooting at Pine Brook.'

On Thursday, Dec. 7, a couple of hundred sportsmen gathered on
the shooting grounds connected with Martin's Pine Brook Hotel to

witness a match between Samuel Castle and Charles M Hedden. of
Newark, against Eugene Pierre and Mr. Karliart, of Pompton. The
day was damp and raw, and those who were not supplied with heavy
coats felt decidedly uncomfortable. The match was another of those
detestable and unsportsmanhlre affairs classed as find, trap and
handle matches, in which each handler tries to out-pio, out-puppar,
out-cut, out-vitro!ize. out-pinch, or in any other ways out-brutaUze
his opponent. A game of this character is an ignoble one and it is

astonishing to see that a spectator is attracted by it.

Castle and Karhart shot at 15 birds each while 10 each were shot
at by Hedden and and Pierre, this comprising a total of 25 for each
team. The conditions were 25 birds a team, $100 a side, 25yds. rise,

gun below the elbow until bird is on the wing. 80yds. boundary. Tht
birds were classed as the hardest ever trapped, the drugs, pins, scis-

sors, etc., having done their work well. The birds trapped for Castle
and Hedden must nave been attended to by a superior (?) handler, as
they were much faster and more trichy than those shot at by the
opposite team. The result:

Castle 111101111111111—14 Karhart. . . .011111111001111—12

Hedden 1000111111— 7—21 Pierre 1001101110— 6—18

No notice taken of anonymous communications

L.B. H., South Wareham, Mass.— Can you inform me whether you
have ever known quail to breed in captivity or not? Ans. Yes; it is

not uncommon.
J. D. T.—Can some of the readers of the Forest and Stream inform

me if good shooting can be had in the vicinity of Lake Dora, Orange
Co., Florida? Does any reader know of a good quail county in Florida,
where good duck shooting may also be enjoyed? Ans. We should
think that Tallahassee would be the point,

B.—I was chatting the other day with an old gentleman, who told
me the saying: "Everything is lovely, and the goose hangs high,"
should read: "Everything is lovely, and the goose honks high." The
latter sounds more sensible; but is there any significance in the fact
that a goose honks high? Ans. It may refer to the high flight of
geese in clear weather.

Fred Savage, New Y'ork.-Will you be kind enough to tell me
through your paper where the best place is for all around hunting
and trapping for a living and sport? Ans. Your question is so vague
that it is hardly to be answered. However, we recommend the moun-
tains lying between thenorthern tributaries of Peace River and streams
flowing into the Liard River.

Subscriber, Temple, Texas.—I have a large white pelican—mounted
—that has become soiled by exposure to open doors, dust, etc. How
can feathers best be cleaned? Ans. Wash the bird with warm water,
but no soap; wijje off the water with a cotton cloth and then apply
turpeni ine, rubbing with the grain. To dry this latter apphcation, lay
the bird on a sheet of fiaper and cover with plaster Paris. If one ap-
plication does not thoroughly clean the bird repeat several times.
—From Hornaday's "Taxidermy and Zoological Collecting." Price,
$2.50.

J. M. H., Philadelphia.—Will you please let me know through your
paper what advantage does the metal patched bullet have over the
lead ball. I have .45-90 Winchester in which I used the metal patched
ball which has a copper covering with lead inside. Old hunters ob-
jected to the balls saying that they being so hard would ruin the bore
of my rifle in course of time, and that the lead ball was better on ac-
count of it being softer. Then again they said that if the ball should
hit the game it would not do the damage that a lead ball would,
as it would not flatten out as the lead ball. Ans. The metal cov-
ered balls have much greater penetration and are less likely to
upset than lead balls. The copper covering in no wise injures the
rifling of the gun, as it is very soft and oily, and made exactly to
gauge. For deer hunting the lead bullet would be preferable.

SAVE YOUR TROPHIES.

Write for Our Illustrated Catalogue

"HEADS AND HORNS."

Skins,
Bugs,
dermy.

WARD'S NATURAL SCIENCE ESTABLISHMENT,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Now that the President's Message has called attention
to the subject of

extraterritoriality,
In not extraordinarily terrible nor excessively elongated
languace we wish to remark that no extreme limit of
this extensive I'ounlry is excludtd ns being extraterri-
torial to the scopi- of the Game iMirt-- !ii Brief. It covers
the com input .'tiid ^ives ail that erne " auts to know of
the law.s rt-latiuK to the vxtrafui aueous exereitation Of
rod aurt gun. Sold bv all dealers and by Forest and
Stream Pub. Co. Priee XXV. cents. With Dictionary,
SX extra.

Jp^ROM the first issue of this paper it has been

used, and for nearly twenty years this particular

space has been occupied by

ABBEY & IMBRIE,
who now say that they have given up advertising at least tor the present.

THE DAVIS HAMMERLESS.
s^'ElIT'AL GHADE 360.00

Extra Heavy Guns in all Grades
'

Without Extra Oliarge.

Fine and Special Grades to Oraer, ^JS to $200.
SHuUTlJNti QUALITIES dNSTTSFASSED IK ALL QBADES.

New In design, simple In construction, the parts few In number and Interchangeable.

HAS BEST OF WORKMANSHIP and BEST OF MATERIAI. THROUGHOUT.
Long Breech Frame and through Lugs, (JompensatlnK HlnKe J oint, Extension Rib and Patent Fore-End

Coclis by opening the Barrels, and on closing them the Sears and Triggers are both blocked by positive motion
making this Gun ABSOLL'TEJLY SAFE.
SEND FOR PBICE LISTS AJsUi DESCRIPTIVE CUTS OF THE PATENTED SYSTEM, ETC. TO THE M.AKF.BS.

N. R. DAVIS <& SONS (Assonet), Freetown, Mass.
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Forest and Stream Book List.
We are the largest publishers and importers in the United States of Books on Outdoor Sports. For fuller descriptions of many of these works send for the

(free) Forest and Stream Illustrated Catalogue. Atl books sent postpaid on receipt of price. Forest and Stream Publishing Co., 318 Broadway, N. Y.

No books exchanged. Registration, if desired, 10 cents extra. Our responsibility ceases after goods have been mailed.

ANGLING. Price.

American Angler's Book. Memorial edition, NoREis $5.50
American Fish and How to Catch Them l.UO
American Fishes. Large 4to. Goode. Illustrated 3.50
American Game Fishes. Shields 2.50
American Salmon Fishing'. Wells 1.00
Angling and Trolling for Pike 50
Angling on Salt Water 50
Artificial Flies and How to Make Them. Shipley 1.00
Book of the Black Bass. (Fishing, tools, tackle.) Henshall 3.00
Book on Angling. Francis 5.25
Domesticated Trout. Litingston .Stone 2.50
Favorite Flies and How to Tie Them 5.00
Fish Hatching and Fish Catching. Roosevelt and Green 1.50
Fishing Tackle, Its Material, Etc. Keene. Illustrated 1.50
Fishing with the Fly. Orvis-Cheney Collection. Illustrated 2.50
Fishing on American Waters. Genio C. Scott 2.50
Fly-Fishing and Fly-Making for Tront. With plates 1.50
Fly-Fishing in Maine Lakes. Stevens. Illustrated 2.00
Fly-Rods and Fly-Tackle. Wells. Illustrated 2.50
Frank Forester's Fish and Fishing 2.50
More Abont the Black Bass. Henshall 1.50
Rod and Line in Colorado Waters 1.00
Salmon Fishing. Hallock 1.00
Superior Fishing, or the Striped Bass, Trout, Etc. Roosevelt. . . 2.00
The Practical Angler. Clark 1.00
The Game Fish of the Northern States. Roosevelt 2.00
Ti"Out Culture. Slack. Illustrated o 1.00
With Fly-Rod and Camera. Samuels. 147 plates. 5.00

BOATING AND YACHTING.
Art of Sailmaking. lUastrated. New edition 6.00
Amateur Sailing in Open and Half-Open Boats. Biddle. Illus... 1.50
Boat Building and Sailing. Neison and Kemp. Illustrated 3.00
Boat Sailing and Management. Prescott 25
Boat Sailor's Manual. Qualtrough 2.00
Canoe and Camp Cookery. "Seneca" ; 1.00
Canoe and Boat Building for Amateurs. W. F, Stephens 2.00
Canoe Handling and Sailing. C. B. Vaux. New edition 1.00
Canoe, Voyage of the Paper. Bishop 1.50
Canvas Canoes; How to Build Them. Parker B. Field 50
Corinthian Yachtsmen, or Hints on Yachting. Biddle 1.50
Cruises in Small Yachts and Big Canoes. Speed. Illustrated 2.50
Fore and Aft Seamanship for Yachtsmen ". 50
Forms of Ships and Boats. Bland 75
Four Months in a Sneakbox. Bishop ...1. 1.50
Frazar's Practical Boat Sailing 1 .00
Hints on Boat Sailing and Racing. Fitzgerald 1.00
Manual of Naval Architecture. White 9.60
Masting and Rigging of Ships. Kipping. Illustrated l.OO
Marine Engines and Steam Vessels. MLTiRAX. Eighth edition 2.25
Model Yachts. 118 designs and woriiing diagrams. Grosvenor 2.00
Practical Boat Sailing. Davies. Illustrated 2.00
Practical Boat Building. Neison. Illustrated 1.00
Rigger's Guide and Seaman's Assistant. Sixth edition. Illustrated. 1.25
Ropes, Their Knots and Splices 50
Sails and Sailmaking. Kipping, N.A. Twelfth edition. Illustrated 1.25
Sailor's Language. W. Clark Russell. Illustrated 1.2.5
Sailor's Man^lal and Handy Book. Qualtrough 3.50
Sailor's Sea Book. Rosser. New edition 1.25
Small Yachts. C. P. Kunhardt. Third edition, enlarged, 470 pages 10.00
Steam Yachts and Launches. Kunhardt. New edition 3.00
The Marine Steam Engine. Sennett. 244 illustrations 6.00
Yacht Architecture, Designing and Building. Dixon Kemp 16.80
Yacht Building for Amateurs. Biddle 1.00
Yacht and Boat Sailing. Kemp. Illustrated, 2 vols 10.00
Yacht Designing, Hints to Beginners. Biddle. Illustrated l.OO
Yachts and Yachting. Cozzens. 135 illustrations. 2.00
Yachtsman's Guide. Patterson. New edition 5.00
Yachtsman's Handy Book 1.50

HUNTING—SHOOTING.
Adventures on the Great Hunting Grounds of the World 1 .00
American Sportsman. Lewis 2.50
Art of Shooting. Lancaster 3.00
Big Game of North America. Shields 3.50
Breech-Loader. Greener 1.00
Cruising in the Cascades. Shields 2.00
Field, Cover and Trap Shooting. Bogardus. New edition 2.00
Frank Forester's Field Sports, 3 vols 4.00
Game Laws in Brief. With pictures from J^bresi and /Stream 25
Gunsmith's Manual, A Pi-actical Guide. Illustrated, 376 pages 2.00
Gun and Its Development, with Notes on Shooting. Greener. . . 2.50
How I Became a Crack Shot, with Hints to Beginners. Farrow 1.00
Hunting in the Gi*eat West. Shields 75
Hints and Points for Sportsmen.. 1.50
Hunting Trips of a Ranchman. Roosevelt 3.00
Instructions in Ride Firing. Capt. Blunt 2.00
Letters to Young Shooters. Gallway 2.50
Modei'n American Rifles 2.00
Modern American Pistol and Revolver. Illustrated 1.00
Modern Shotguns. Greener 1.00
Pistol, The 50
Shooting on the Wing 75
Shooting on Upland, Marsh and Stream. Leffingwell 3.50
Shore Birds. Paper 15
Sport with Gun and Rod. Cloth, handsomely illustrated 5.00
Sportsman's Paradise, or the Lakelands of Canada. Illustrated.. 3.50
Still-Hxmter. Van Dyke 2.00
Trajectory Tests of Hunting Rifles 50
Wing and Glass Ball Shooting with a Rifle. H. C. Bliss 50
Wild Fowl Shooting. Leffingwell. Half morocco, $3.50; cloth 2.50

THE HORSE.
Diseases of Horses. Dalziel. Paper 75
Dadd's Modern Horse Doctor 1.50
Horse, The, and His Diseases, and Rarey's Method 1.25
Training the Trotting Horse ' 3.50
Horse Training Made Easy. Jennings. Illustrated 1.25
Horsemanship for Women. Mead. Illustrated by Parker 1.25
Mayhew's Hoi'se Doctor. 400 illustrations 3.00
Mayhew's Horse Management 3.00
McClure's Stable Guide 1.00
Saddle Horse and Guide to Riding. Illustiated 1.00
Stonehenge on the Horse, English edition, 8vo 3.50
StoneUeuge on tlie Horset American edition, 19iuo 2.00

CAMPING AND AD^TENTURE. Price.

Adventures in the Wilderness. Murray. Illustrated $1.25
Adirondack Tales. Murray. Illustrated, 2 vols., each 1.50
Camps and Tramps in the Adirondacks. Northrup 1.25
Camping and Cruising in Florida. With map. Henshall 1.50

CAMPING AND TRAPPING.
Amateur Trapper. Paper, 50 cts.; cloth 75
Camping and Camp Outfits 1.25
Canoe and Camp Cookery. "Seneca" 1.00
Complete American Trapper. Gibson, Illustrated l.OO
Gipsey Tents and How to Use Them 1.25
Hints on Camping. Henderson. Paper, 25 cts. ; cloth 1.00
Hunter and Trapper. Thrasher 75
Log Cabins and How to Build Them 1.50
Trappers' Guide. Newhouse. New edition 1.00
Woodcraft. "Nessmuk" 1,00

GUIDE BOOKS AND MAPS,
Guide to Moosehead Lake. Farkar. Cloth l.OO

,

Guide to Richardson and Rangeley Lakes. Fabear, Cloth 1.00
Guide to Adirondack Region. Stoddard 25
Guide to Androscoggin Region 1.00
Guide to Lake George 50
Map of Lake George 60
Map of St. Lawrence River 1.00
Map of the Adirondacks. Stoddard 1.00'
Map of the Thousand Islands 50
Mountain Trails and Parks in Colorado 1.50
Our New Alaska. Hallock 1.50
Pocket Map of Moosehead Lake. Farrar _ 1.00
Pocket Map of Rangeley Lake Region. Farrab 1.00 1;

Southern California. T. S. Van Dyke 1.60
f

KENNEL.
American Book of the Dog. Shields 3.50
Book of the Dog. Vero Shaw. With portraits 8.00
Breaking and Training Dogs. Dalziel 2.60
Breedei's' Kennel Record and Account Book. Large 4to 3.00
Diseases of the Dog. Dalziel 80

1

Dog, Diseases of. Hill 2.00
Dog Breaking. Floyd 60
Dog Breaking. Hutchinson. Eighth edition 3.00

1

Dog in Health, Habits and Diseases. Landseer. Illustrated 25
j

Dogs of Great Britain and America 2.00 '

Dogs of the British Isles. Stonehenge. With 50 plate portraits 6.00 '

Dog, The. Dinks, Mayhew and Hutchinson 3.00
Dog Training vs. Breaking. Hammond l.OO
Dog Training, First Lessons and Points of Judging. Paper 60'
Dogs, Management of. Mayhew. 16mo 75
Dogs, Management and Treatment in Disease. "Ashmont" 2.00'
Field Trial Winners 6.OO1
House and Pet Dogs. Illustrated 50i
Modern Dogs of Great Britain and Ireland. Sporting Division. Lee 7.00'
Modern Training. Waters 2.00*
Pedigree Record Book. 200 pages, fifth generation and index 2.50
Pocket Kennel Record. FuQ leather 50
Shaw's Illustiated Book of the Dog 8.00
Stonehenge on the T>o^. With portraits 2.50
The Greyhound, Coursing, Breeding and Training. Dalziel 1.25 I

The Mastiff; History of. M. B. Wynn 2.50 I

The Collie, History, Points, Etc. Dalziel. Colored portraits 1.001
The Collie. Lee. illustrated 1.50
The S<-ientific Education of the Dog foi- the Gun 2.50
The Sheep Dog, Paper, 50 cts. ; cloth 1.00
The St. Bernard, History, Points, Etc. Dalziel 1.25
The Spaniel and Its Training. IVIercer l.OO^
The Fox-Terrier. Dalziel 1.00-
The Fox-Tei'rier. Lee. Illustrated. New edition 1.50
Training Trick Dogs. Illustrated, paper 25i
Youatt on the Dog. 2.50

NATURAL HISTORY.
Animal Life of Our Seashore 50
Antelope and Deer of America. Caton 2.60
Baird's Birds of North America: Land Birds, 3 vols.^ $30; colored,

$00. Water Birds, 2 vols., .$24; colored 60.0O
Batty's Taxidermy and Home Decoration. 44 iUus., new edition 1.50
Big Game of North America. Shields 3.60
Book of Pigeons. Illustrated 8.00.
Cage Birds and Sweet Warblers 2.00
Cage and Singing Birds. Adams 60
Coues' Check List of North American Birds. Illustrated 3.00i
Coues' Key to North American Birds. Illustrated 7.50,
Guide to the Study of Insects. Packard 5.00
Holden's Book of Birds. Paper 26
Insects, How to Mount. ]\L\nton 50
Life on the Sea.shore. Emerton 1.60
Manual of North American Birds. Ridgway 7.60
Names and Ptu-traits of Birds. Truimbull. 90 illustrations 2.50
Naturalist's Guide. Maynard 1.25
Nests and Eggs of Birds of the United States. Gentry 20.00
Nests and Eggs of Noi'tli American Birds. Davtes 1.75
Our Common Birds and How to Know Them 1.50
Our Own Birds. New edition 1.60,
Pheasant Keeping for the Ainateur. Illustrated 1.50
Taxidermy and Zoological Collecting. Hornaday. Illustrated. 2.50
Taxidermy Without a Teacher. Manton 60
Taxidermists' Manual. Brown. Illustrated; $1; paper 50

MISCELLANEOUS.
Adventures on the Great Hunting Grounds of the World 1.00
Blackfoot Lodge Tales. Grinnell.. 1.7^
City Boys in the Woods. Wells 2.50
Ferrets, Their Breeding and Hunting 2^
Mountain Trails and Parks in Colorado. Illustrated 1,
Old St. Augustine, Florida. Reynolds. Illustrated l.OC
Pawnee Hero Stories and Folk-Tales. Grinnell 1.7{
Poems of the Rod and Gun. McLellan i ,2£
Poultry, niusti'ated Book of , 5.0(\
Practical Pigeon Keeper. Wright 1.5C
Practical Poultry Keeping. Beals ,,,,, l,5C
Sam Lovel's Camps. Robinson 1.0(1
Uncle liislia's Shop. Robinson, , , l,Oi\
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The Forest and Stream is put to press

on Tuesdays. Correspondence intended for

publication should reach us by Mondays and

as much earlier as may be practicable.

Christmas Books.
This year we urge those who contemplate sending to us

for their Christmas gifts to forward their orders at once,

so that they may be sure to receive in time whatever it is

that they desire. About Christmas time all business

people are pushed to their utmost to fill their orders; the

mails and express companies are overwhelmed with par-

cels; transportation is slower than at other times, and

mistakes in the delivery are likely to occur. It will,

therefore, be a real advantage to our customers as well as

a great help to ourselves if orders can be sent in at once.

FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO.

• • • 318 Broadway, New York. • • •

THE COAST FISHERY CONFERENCE.
The conference called by President Huntington and

others, to consider the subject of the fish supply of Atlan-

tic coast waters, brought together a large number of fish

commissioners, commercial fishermen, rod and line

anglers and others interested, at the Gerlach in this city

last week. While the meeting resulted in no definite

action looking toward a solution of the question it was

called to consider, the proceedings were extremely inter-

esting, and brought a mass of testimony from all sides

and a wealth of opinion and suggestion. A number of

papers were read, some of which had been put into type

for to-day. but which are withheld, pending the publica-

tion of the full official report by the secretary in our issue

of Jan. 6,

RAILROAD ROUTES TO COOKE.

The condition of things in the National Park along the

Yellowstone River, East Fork and Soda Butte Creek this

winter is a good commentary on the plan—so often ad-

vanced—to build a railroad along these streams from
Gardiner to Cooke City. We are informed that the con-

tractor who carries the mail between Cinnabar and Cooke
City has applied to the Post Office Department to have the

Cooke Cily route abandoned for the winter, because the

mail must be carried sixty miles on snowshoes, and the

work is too dangerous. For many months in the year
deep snows overlie this whole region, and no railroad

could be operated unless snowsheds were bmlt over prac-

tically the whole route. This would require sixty miles of

snowsheds—a railroad running inside of a house the whole
distance between the two points.

On the other hand, a route from the east, such aa we
have often suggested, and as is mentioned in Mr.

Gallaher's letter, printed in another coltimn to-day,

would have no snow to contend with, except for a very

short distance through the mountains, A railroad from
Cinnabar to Cooke City, if built, would be a summer line

only, and would, therefore, be of no value whatever to

the suffering Cooke City miners, about whom we hear so

much.
We yield to no one in our interest in the Cooke City

mines, or in our sympathy for those who have so long

been holding claims there in the hope that they might
some time get an outlet to the world for their product, but

the relief which its true friends desire for Cooke City is a

real relief and not a pretended one, and a railway which
could only be operated for four or five months during the

year would be a good deal worse for Cooke than no rail-

road at all.

Mr. Gallaher is a civil engineer, a practical surveyor,

whose word should carry weight.

It would naturally be.imagined that Montana men and
Montana newspapers would be strenuous for the honor
of their own State, and would indignantly resent the im-
putation that any considerable class of its citizens is so

lost to all sense of rectitude and decency as to destroy

public property because legislation which suits them is

not enacted. This is not always the case, however, for

we have seen that Colonel Brackett calls Cooke City

miners, and others living in the mountains to the east of

the National Park, anarchists, and now the Livingston
Post, in its issue of Nov. 30, covertly incites law-breakers
to wreak their vengeance on the National Park. It says:
Everybody concedes that the destruction of the Park by flre would

be a public, a national calamity, and about the only way to avert such
an impending danger is for Congress to grant the reasonable request
of the people of the West by passing the segregation bill.

However natural it might seem to hear language like

this in the slums of Paris, London, Chicago or New York,
it is a new tone to come from the free and manly West.
The Post, like the three tailors of Tooley street, considers
itself, and a few Livingston town lot speculators, "the
West," and in its eagerness to start the hoped-for railroad

boom does not hesitate to bring disgrace on its own State.

Truly, 'tis an ill bird that fouls its own nest, and we fancy
the Montana press generally can not feel very proud of
the Post.

THE GOOD GOVERNOR AND THE EGGS.
There are those who will say that if Governor John P.

Altgeld of Illinois were not wanting in common sense he
would not now be occupying the extremely foolish posi-

tion he is in of having been blackballed by a sportsmen's

club. His official record with respect to game legislation,

they will say, is a bad one, so bad that he should have
known better than to subject himself to the peril of the
rebuff given him by the Swan Lake Shooting Club of

Chicago, when he tried to get into it the other day. But
this only demonstrates anew how harshly, intemperately
and wrongly we may judge our fellow men; they who so

reason do not know Mr. Altgeld for the man he is and we
have shown him to be. If Gov. Altgeld has—to use a cur-

rent idiom of the West—"run up against" thirty-one

blackballs, he has done so strictly within the line of his

duty as a truly Good Governor, and only in the way of

carrying out his campaign against the machinations of

the Wicked Doctor.

The story was told in these columns last summer, how
Dr. W. O. Blaisdell, of Macomb, having imported into

Illinois certain game bhds, to wit, chuckor partridges,

from India, had sought to obtain a law for their protec-

tion, and how the Legislature falhng into his net he
would have succeeded but for Gov. Altgeld. The Good
Governor vetoed the bill, and at the same time pulled the
mask from the plot of the Wicked Doctor. The imported
birds, he declared, had been brought into the country to

menace the liberties of the people; they were to be used
for the purpose of inveigling the people of Illinois into

jail.

The partridge plot being thus nipped in the bud, or per-
haps we should say addled in the hatching, it is a signifi-

cant fact that the Wicked Doctor has from that time
to this kept mum about whatever became of the
imported birds. And indeed he might, for well
he knew that the progeny of the chuckor fowl
were a horrid brood, more to be dreaded than harpy or
cockatrice. If the Wicked Doctor hugged to his breast
the delusion that no one but himself knew what sort of

eggs he had in his basket he was hugely mistaken. The
event goes to show that in Illinois evil may not be incu-

bated by Wicked Doctoi's, not so long as a Good Governor
holds down the executive chair. How the Good Governor
came to find out about the pestilential chuckor eggs is not
known. Perhaps he was told by the Indian jugglers in

the Midway, who while they could not do Indian jugglery

a little bit, may have knowu something about Indian birds

and eggs. If the Good Governor got his information there
he got more for his admission money than most people did.

Be this as it may, whether he had it from the jugglers or
whether the same prescience which had smelled out the
bird jail plot told him the nature of the eggs of these

fowl, he knew that the eggs themselves were lurking in
unsuspected concealment, biding their time and full of

malign potency to bring humiliation upon innocent and
unsuspecting individuals.

In his praiseworthy search for the baneful eggs of the
chuckor, Gov. Altgeld has discovered thirty-one of them
in the ballot box of the Swan Lake Shooting Club. There
must be many more for him to uncover. It is a wicked
world and the seeds of evil multiply with alarming rapid-

ity. All good citizens will congratulate him upon the
success already attained, and applaud him if he shall con-
tinue the prosecution of the search. He wiU probably
find more eggs by seeking membership in other sports-

men's clubs. The Good Governor must not give over
until Illinois shall have been whoUy redeemed from the
plotting of the Wicked Doctor,

SNAP SHOTS.

The full text of the opinion of the New York Court of
Appeals in the Moses Sunday fishing case is printed in
our angling columns. It is a familiar principle that the
game and fish laws apply to all waters, whether public or
private; but the New York statute violated by Mr. Mosea
is not a part of these laws; it is a section of the penal
code. Its purpose is not to protect fish but to promote
the observance of the Sabbath. The court holds that the
statute applies to all fishing, private as well as public,

even though "it does not affect the sensibilities of any
one," and "does not interrupt the repose or religious lib-

erty of the community."

The story told by the rescued Carlin party and printedL

in another column is a moving tale of hardship and suf-

fering made tragic by the death of the cook Colgate. It

was a terrible alternative which was presented to the
members of the little band, to abide with the helpless

man, when to stay was to be counted certain death; or to

abandon him to his fate, and if might be save themselves.

There has been some intemperate criticism of the party
because of the course they took in this extremity; but the
reading of Mr. Carlin's own story carries conviction that
they did the only thing left for them to do.

A Denver dispatch in last Tuesday's papers reported
that a deputy game warden of Colorado has discovered
another small herd of buffalo, larger than the one found
in Lost Park last summer, in North Park, Routt county, a
region more isolated than any other part of Colorado.
There are said to be two dozen in the herd; and they are
very tame, being fed by some of the ranchmen of the
park. It was hadly prudent in the warden to make known
his discovery, although the Colorado law forbids the
destruction of the game.

We print the request of a Maryland correspondent for
evidence as to the effects of protracted close seasons for
game birds. Maryland is talking of forbidding the kill-

ing of quail for a period of years, Massachusetts is think-
ing of a like measure. What have been the practical

results of close periods of one, two, or three years, when
tried as they have been at various times in other States?

We would be glad to receive something on this point.

The annual meeting of the Maine Sportsmen's Fish and
Game Association will be held in Bangor Jan. 2. The
New York State Association for the Protection of Fish
and Game wiU have its annual convention in Syracuse
Jan. 11, The Massachusetts Association for the Protec-
tion of Fish and Game will celebrate its annual reunion
on Jan. 16.

Walter Aiken, of Franklin, New Hampshire, who died
on Tuesday of last week, was a representative of the best
type of the sportsmen of New England. An active and
successful business man, he found his favorite recreation
with rod and gun, and was worthily counted among
those who dignify field sports by participation in them,
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Treasure Seekers.

Tele morning after the raising, Solon and Antoine ap-

peared almost at the same time near the site of the old

Peggs homestead where Uncle Lisha's father lived and died

and where he himself was born and passed his boyhood—

a

place desolate with complete desertion, telling yet its

mutely pathetic story of the years when it was stirred

with busy life.

It was told by the ruined chimney and broken heai"th-

stone, the crumbling wall of the cellar, now a shallow,
shapeless pit; the sprawling lilacs and blossoming fox
lilies, long since run wild away from the sunken doorstep;
told by the lea,ning crotched post that once upheld the
creaking sweep of the well, to which no path led now; by
the untrimmed, sprouty-rooted cherry trees, straggling
along the fallen wall that was matted by gall-bulbed
stalks of goldenrod lopped upon it by the winter snows,
and by the rank tansy bed, the dry, brown heads over-
shadowing the young leaves that furnished no more med-
icine for the sick or garniture for the dead.
The treasure seekers turned their backs on the scene

without giving it a sentimental thought, and pressing
through the second growth that selvaged the forest began
to climb the lower slopes of the mountain. The moss-
patched and lichened-clad trunks of the ancient forest
now rose all about them, great maples, beeches and pop-
lars, with here and there a fir that had straggled down
from its brethren of the heights, and huge yellow birches
shagged with rustling manes from writhed roots to lofty
branches.
"Whenever Solon drew near to one of these he held his

forked divining rod with the point upward, a prong in
either hand, with his palms turned inward, walking
slowly, while Antoiue carried the grosser tools, the spade
and bar.

It was laborious traveling over the ankle-deep moss and
the loose rocks, and climbing the prostrate tiunks ia aU
stages of decay, and scaling ledges that barred their way.
At length they reached a little plateau where flourished

a colony of yeUow birches about the hoary patriarch of
their tribe.

Solon studied the place with increasing satisfaction.
"This looks as if it might be the very spot, an' I'm goin'
tu try it thorer. You've kep' the line, haint you, An-
toiue?"
"Jes as straight as a bee was, Ah bet you head."
Antoine sat down upon a log, dropped his tools beside

him and filled his pipe, while his companion, holding his
divining rod before him and curiously watched by the Can-
adian, marched with slow and stately steps around the
great birch.

"I know it '11 work on silver," he said, "fer I hove a
quarter hit' the grass in the do'yard, an' when I come
over it, it most wrung the bark off."

Perfect silence pervaded the forest about them, not
even the querulous cry of the ubiquitous jay or the jeer
of an impudent squirrel was heard in their neighborhood,
and afar off above them on the mountain, only the cease-
less surging moan of the wind-swept evergreens. It
seemed, indeed, as if the invisible spirits of the under
world might be guarding here the treasure so long since
committed to their care by the old Eanger.
Solon had gone twice around the great tree, each time

widening the circle, when uttering a joyful exclamation,
he suddenly stood still and stared like one entranced on
the eai-th before him, to which the tip of his hazel twig
was pointing.
"Come here, Antoine," he cried, "drive yer crowbar

right in there. My goodness me! I c'ld n't hoi' it! It jest
flopped ri' daown in spite on mel I dub'lieve we've faoun'
the identicle place!"
Antoine drove his bar into the ground and left it stand-

ing by itself, while he stood back rubbing his hands and
cried out joyfully:
"We 'Umos' gat it. Ah, Solem! Fus' Ah 'U goin' bought

it hoss ah' waggin an' free dog, an',watch, an' git cap-
lock on mah gaun an' bought it hoi' hwoman caleckko
red dress an' kish lip [kid slippers], Ah do' know 'f he be
yaller or red. An' pork t'ree time a day an' more onion
Ah 'U min' to, an' mud turkey, an' Ah 'U goin' Canady
vis'tin' an' Montreal. An' Ah 'U goin' built im white
haouse wid green blindin', an' bought it two bonded nacre
Ian' an' set in de settlin' room an' see de mens work, an'
smoke all de tam w'en Ah '11 ant heat."

' 'I haint ezackly settled in my mind haow I shall inves-
tigate my funds," Solon declared when he had an oppor-
tunitj' to speak, "but let's duff in a-diggin' an' see what
we got. But you wanter remember one thing, Antoine,"
he said very impressively, "if ever we du strike the money
you mustn't speak a laudible word afore we git a holt
on 't er it '11 sUde intu the baowels o' the aii-th."

"Oh, no, no-no-no. Ah '11 won't spoke no more as
snaikes," wherewith they fell to digging with great en-
thusiasm.
The ground was composed of loose rock more than soil,

and the digging was slow and laborious, but the crowbar
and spade clinked merrily, awaking echoes that had never
before found voice in that green solitude, and at last at-
tracted a party of jays that for a while kept up a discord-
ant and annoying outcry above the delvers and then flew
screaming away, as if to proclaim to all the forest that
strange work was going on within it.

They had sunk a little pit somewhat deeper than their
knees, when Antoine, driving his bar deep into a crevice,
it struck something which gave forth a sharp, metaUic
sound.
Solon shook his open hand at Antoine to beat back the

exclamation that the suddenly parted lips foretold, but
too late.

"O, mon Dieu, we '11 gat it!" he cried, and the words
were followed by a smothered clink and rumble.

"There," Solon groaned, sinking back on the edge of
the pit and casting his spade from him as a thing of no
further use. "Naow you've done it! It's moved, an' jest
on accaount o' your darned, useless, onsensible Canuck
gabble. Darn ye tu altermuttable darnation!"
Antoine looked dismayed, then defiant.
"Bah gosh, all feesh hooks! You s'pose mans goin' shut

off hees head so long he '11 fregit de nowse of hees vowse?
Bah gosh, po, Ah guess not me, not for feefty, fave hon-
ded, bah goah, fave tausan' doUarr'

"No, you'd rather gab, gab, gab, 'an tu hev the hull

world, you infernal, eternal, internal, external fool!"

Solon groaned and howled in despair and wrath. "An'
we most the same as hed it. Oh, by thunder! I'm as

good a minter lick ye as ever I had t' eat!"

He made a half-threatening movement, and Antoine
scrambled out of the hole and got behind a tree, where he
looked forth with craned neck, as if expecting the explo-

sion of a blast.

"'FAh '11 gat mad, Solem! you'll ant leek me pretty

heasy, an' Ah 'U gat mad pooty quick 'f Ah '11 tried. Den
you'll wan' ta' careful, fer Ah '11 was danger mans, me,
Br-o-o-o-o-o!"
He uttered a terrible growl and pranced a little way

from his cover, but was disappointed that this demonstra-
tion made no impression on Solon.
"Ah tol' you Solem," he said in a more peaceful tone,

" 'f you can fetch back dat moneys fer givin' me leekin',

Ah '11 wiUin'. But dat ain't gat no difference. You
leek me, it gone jes' de sem. De bes' way was for come
aout here an' heat aour deeny? Come."

" I guess that's a sensible idee," Solon conceded, climb-
ing out of the hole and picking up his coat, from the
pocket of which he drew forth a packet of luncheon and
tossed Antoine's coat to him. Then they sat down upon
a mossy log and began an amicable repast, Solon supple-

menting his companion's coarse and meagre fare with
portions of his own boimtiful supply.

"Ah an't see mah hoss an' dawg an' watch an' white
haouse, an' Canady half so plain Ah was while ago,"
said Antoine ruefully.

"I tell ye what, Antoine," Solon said between mouth-
fvds and waving his jack-knife toward the scene of their

labors, "when we get aour victuals eat, I'm goin' tu try

the rod agin. It looks philosophioable tu me 'at if you
can find it once you can agin', an' ef we du you can keep
yom- hed shet."
"Ah '11 will, sah, Solem. WhatAh '11 goin' spoke, Ah '11

mek notion. Shssh." Suddenly sinking hia voice to a
whisper and pointing to a little black animal moving awk-
wardly and aimlessly about the border of a yew thicket
near them, "See dat black woodchuck. See me strike it

wid a stone."
Stooping cautiously, he picked up a fragment of a rock

and threw it with such true aim that it struck the animal
full in the side, evoking a sharjD, snarling cry of pain and
anger. Almost at the same moment there was a crashing
rush in the tangle of brush above as Antoine breathlessly

asked:
"What mek dat nowse?" and a great she bear came

lunging out of the thicket with a fierce and startling

"woof, woof."
As if simultaneously impelled by the impetus of her

charge, both men sprang to their feet and went tearing
down the ragged mountain side at a breakneck pace,

wondering at their own sureness of foot, and silently pray-
ing it might be further vouchsafed them, as they plunged
from rocK to rock, snatching at trees and saplings, and
leaping over prostrate trunks that they had slowly climbed
over in their ascent.
Never did men maintain a better pace over such a

course, and it was kept up till they emerged, blown, torn
and trembling, into the clearing, and sank down on the
first cradle knoU. Coats and tools were left far behind,
nor even remembered till now they were half rested,

Antoine arose, straightening his stiffening legs, and after

listening a moment shook his fist at the mountain.
"Damn dat bears. 'F he '11 come aout here Ah '11 leek

it, me."
' 'I p'sume tu say 'f you want her very bad you'll find

her up back there. I don't."

Then they made their way homeward, chopfaUen, yet
in a measure thankful. A few days later they made an
expedition for the recovery of their things, whose disap-

pearance was causing domestic comment, and Solon tried

the magic power of his rod but it made no sign.

RowLAj^D E. Robinson.

HUNTING WITH A CAMERA.
Yellowstone National Park, November, 1892.—

Editor Forest and Stream: A few years ago I wrote
for the FoKEST and Stream a short sketch of my first at-

tempt at photographing wild animals in their home in

the Yellowstone Park; and this, I think, was the first

article of the kind ever pubhshed. Last winter I made
another snowshoe trip after game pictures, hoping espe-

cially that I might get photographs of buffalo,

I fitted out at the Mammoth Hot Springs, not as com-
pletely as I wished, for I was disappointed in not getting
a long focus camera. I had to content myself with a
No. 3 Kodak, a handy little machine, but not suitable for

good game pictures. StiU, hampered as I was, the trip

was very interesting, so much so that I think it may in-

terest some of your readers.

The commanding oflicer at Fort Yellowstone kindly de-

tailed a soldier—Private Dare—to accompany me. For
him the trip was a scout, and only one of many made by
the soldiers stationed in the Pai-k. We spent one day
getting our outfit in shape. We had the best snowshoes
(skis) obtainable and spent part of a day heating wax, tal-

low and rosin into them with hot irons, making the wood
very smooth and waterproof. John Fossom, who acted
as mail-carrier and telephone line repairer for the Park
hotels, joined us for the start to Norris.

We reached Golden Gate about sunrise and found that
we must climb up over the rocks to the right, in order to
reach Swan Lake flat. The snow blows from the open
country, drifting over the roadway clear into the canon,
and forming an overhanging barrier impossible to pass.

The climb over the rocks is not the easiest, as they are
nearly perpendicular, and one is hindered by his snow-
shoes, pole and the pack on his back. We aU reached the
high ground safely and from here on our road was com-
paratively level to Norris Geyser Basin, As the sun
reached the noon mark it warmed up the snow, making
it very hard snowshoeing, I had not been on snowshoes
for a long time and was quite willing to rest at the Crystal
Spring Canon when we reached it. We had intended to

make this our first night's camp, but found the cabin in
very bad condition, and anything but a comfortable place
in which to spend a winter night without any bedding.
We built a fire in the broken stove, made a cup of tea to

go with our luncheon, waxed the bottoms of our snow-
shoes and rested for two hours. By this time the snow
was very sticky, and had our shoes not been in the best
possible condition we could not have moved at all. Aa it

was, they would hang on to the snow in the shady places

—the snow there being colder—and we would have to

strike the sides of the shoes with the pole to knock the
snow off. Often there was from five to ten pounds sticking

to each shoe, and when one gets tired toward the end of

a long day's tramp, he would swear that not less than a
ton clings to each shoe. All the snow under the shoes
clear to the grass roots comes up at every step; and the
snow was ten feet deep on a level. By rubbing the bot-

toms of the shoes with a candle now and then we got
along very well until about 3 o'clock, when we had no
more trouble, for then the snow got cold everywhere, and
the shoeing was easy. We reached the long hill north of

Norris early, ending the day's trip with a splendid run of

half a mile in about 70 seconds.
The next day we spent at Norris Hotel, resting. Here

Pete Nelson was in charge as caretaker. Pete is one of
the most expert and fastest snowshoers in the country.
He is also always having adventures with lions, bears,

and other wild animals. A short time before we reached
the station he saw a lynx go in the open door of the meat
house, and, thinking to secure it alive, he slipped up
and was shutting the door on it, when it attempted to

come out. He kicked it back, when it bit him through
his boot. Pete shut the animal in, thinking he had it se-

cure, but the next morning it was gone, having gnawed
through an inch board, where it was slivered a little.

Pete has more respect for the teeth of a lynx now. Here
I was able to secure a very good negative of a Clark's

crow during the day, shot with the camera from the win-
dow at a distance of 80ft,

Norris is one of the coldest places in the Yellowstone
Park, There is hardly a day in the year when ice does
not form. No matter how hot it may be during the day,

if the night is clear, there is sure to be ice next morning.
We were up by 4 o'clock of the morning of Feb. 36 for an
early start, Dave and I for the Grand Cailon, and Pete
for the Mammoth Hot Springs. He went to the door at

4:20 to look at the thermometer, and called out, "If I

tell those fellows at the Springs how cold it is here, they
won't believe me."

" What's the matter, Pete; what ails you?"
"Why it's 35° below zero."

"No! Let's see."

Sure enough it was—35°, I had to look carefully to be-

lieve my own eyes. There was not a particle of wind, the
candle did not flicker at all, but soon began to bum dim,
even while we were looking at the thermometer. It

registered 33° below when we started at 5 A. M, We did
not notice the low temperature much; the exercise we
were taking in snowshoeing was enough to keep us com-
fortably warm.
Before we were 100yds. from the hotel we noticed a

fresh mountain Hon track along the snowshoe trail. In
places the animal had left the road, passed behind trees,

stumps or piles of logs that were good places to look along
the road ahead for game. It was evidently hunting for

its breakfast. Other fresh tracks covered the road in

places; now a lynx, a rabbit, squirrel, a fox, birds for a
short distance, and even mice tracks. About two miles

from the hotel the lion track became so mixed up with
older tracks that we could no longer pick it out. Here
we found a hole in the snow that led down and under a
small bridge buried under five feet of snow. The snow
arotmd the hole was patted down with the tracks of ani-

mals. The space xmder the bridge was probably utilized

by some of them for a den, I could see only a short dis-

tance down. Further on we saw tracks of porcupine,

martin, and, along the Gibbon River, mink. We could see

no sign that the lion had succeeded in getting a meal. AU
along the road to the canon we found a network of tracks.

At the caiion we saw the trail of a small band of elk and
where they had been feeding. On a point overlooking the

mouth of Cascade Creek was a place that was used often

by lions to look for elk. Several fresh trails led to this,

and as long as we were about here we saw that it was
often used, but could never succeed in seeing one of these

beasts, nor could we see from any sign that the lions had
ever killed anything larger than a rabbit.

Just as we chmbed the hiU to the hotel we saw two
foxes. Quite a number of these animals hang around
the hotels aU. winter and live on the waste meat that has

been thrown away during the summer. They have to

burrow through the snow after it. I have noticed some
very beautiful specimens, some almofit black, some silver

gray and some cross foxes. The most numerous were
light red.

The man in charge of the Canon Hotel did not go out

much and so could not tell us anything about what was
going on in the animal world around here. The Canon
Hotel is a very interesting place, as it is on one of the

greatest game trails in the Park. A great many animals

of all kinds pass here winter and summer, because they

cannot cross the canon for miles and miles below.

Next morning was clear and cold. We packed up
early, taking enough grub for two or three days' camping
in a cabin. We had secured two single blankets, one
rubber blanket and one small ax, A tin cup, each a spoon

and our sheath-knives made up our camp material. We
carried all the provisions we could handily. Traveling

up the Yellowstone, we saw the usual number of tracks

along the road and to and from the river. There was
one place much used by otter. They had a slide of about

30ft.
,
ending in the water. On a bank of snow was a

I)lace much used by them while eating fish. I passed

this spot many times, but could not get a picture

of the animals, though I have often seen them.

The river was open most of the way; it was possible to

cross only at two or three points. All the kinds of water-

fowl that breed in the North were wintering along the

river, including swan and geese. At Camp Creek I saw
a very black fox, a few gray hairs on his breast and beUy,

otherwise it was jet black.

We reached Hayden Valley a short time after sunrise.

A band of ten elk were feeding close to Alum Creek, We
were high up in the dead timber on the side hill, cutting

off a point in the trail and to get a good view of a portion

of the vaUey. There was a cloud of mist or steam rising

from the warm water in the creek. The elk saw us and
made for the creek, traveling in the water, except where
they could cut across from one bend to another in shallow

snow. I ran down the hill to cut them off, or have them
pass close by me. I reached the creek in time, but could

1 not get a picture; the elk trotted up the creek within

i 50yds. of me, splashing the water over each other in

showers. The steam was too thick to think of taking a
I shot with the Kodak; I would have got but a blurred
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negative. With a rifle I could have easUy killed several.

They passed on up the creek and disappeared in the
steam. I could hear them splashing water, long after
they were out of sight.

We had to ford the stream "feoon after the elk passed us,

it was rather cold wiirk at the time, but one gets used to

such things when hunting, either with a rifle or camera.
That's a part of the programme we have to go through.
Our intention now was to make for a little cabin on

what they call Trout Creek; a cabin built for the use of
scouts while on their winter trips. I had never seen it,

hut felt sure I could find it although it was "cached."
We struck out over the hills, taking; a southwesterly
course. About a mile from where we crossed the creek,
we came in sight of the first band of buffalo; there were
twenty-seven in the bunch, five of them calves. Some
were feeding, others lying down; they were on ground
that is not quite warm enough to melt all the snow off,

but it was thin and all gone in places. To the north up a
little hot creek, we saw two very large bulls. Traveling
Oil t made for a high knoll, where I dropped my pack

• atld shoes, to have a rest. I went to the top and sal

down on the sdnny side of a large boulder; just west of
mfe ahd less than a quarter of a mile distant were eight
large bulls, one of them mouse colored. 1 watched them
rooting for grass quite a while, when three of them lay
down. I ate my lunch and waited in the hope that they
would change their position, as it was impossible to gt t a
good picture where they were. To have any sort of a
negative, I must get within 100ft. of them, I mu-t have
the light right, but as the wind was coming from the
sun, I had to give up getting a negative of that
bunch.

Off still further west I could see three buffalo on a point
of a ridge, two lying down, one feeding. To the north I

could see a large band of elk. They were just at the edge
of the timber, on the north side of Hayden's Valley. By
carefully counting, we made out between 300 and 400 in

this band. We spent an hour on the knoll looking around.
Besides the large game, we saw oth<^r things, and once
what we supposed to be ravens from the way they moved
around over the snow. They proved to be wolverines,
however. Traveling on, we would scare up a fox or
coyote every little way. 1 do not know what so many
animals of that kind J^nd to live on. We seldom—if ever
—saw a dead animal.

After a while we got into some broken hills, where
there were strips of timber. Here the snow was very
much drifted. From the west and exposed side the snow
would be blown to the east side, where it was in drifts

from 10 to oOft. deep. Then, too, parts of the timber
would be full of snow. Only where the wind struck the
western edges would there be any sign of bare ground.
Everywhere we could see signs of game; their trails

through the snow—even through the deep drifts and in
thii sheltered part of the timber the snow would be
tramped down by elk and buffalo, where they had spent
hours seeking shelter from some severe storm. Some of
the exposed side hills were covered with snow only as
deep as the tops of tne rye grass and sagebrush. On these
places bimches of elk were to be seen, three, four, and
soraetimes five in a place. Once we came up to a little

basin or pot hole and on the side directly across from us
an old bull elk was digging away in snow 8ft. deep.
While watching him I noticed to myris^ht two more bulls

not over 75ft. away. I had not noticed them at first,

as they were standing against the bare ground of

the basin's rim, which was just their color. None
of the bulls saw us. I was getting the camera out
for a shot, although the sun liad disappeared under a
bank of clouds that was coming up in the west, but just
then four more bulls made a run from left to right
across the hole. They had not seen us, but had got our
wind before they started. They passed between the single
and two bulls, stopping for a second about one hundred
feet from us. There was no use shooting, as it was too
dark for a picture; but what a good chance it would have
been if the sun had only been shining. All the bulls lef t

except one of the two to the right. He did not notice
that anything was wrono;, but went on feeding while we
were out of sight. At last he noticed that he was alone.

This seemed to astonish him and he looked all aroumi,
but seeing nothing to frighten him he went on feeding
for a time, but showed by his actions that he did not
feel safe. Every few seconds he would look up, step
around and move his ears in all directions to catch any
sound and smell of the wind for danger. Notliing was
wrong so he would feed a little more. He was a noble
animal an-l I disliked to go without his picture, but we
could not wait, so we commenced to climb a snowbank,
which brought us in sight. Even then he looked for
some time before he moved off. I began to think he was
partially snow blind, although I am not sure this was
the case.

Soon after leaving the elk we were in a violent snow
squall. The air was full of snow, one could not see
twenty feet ahead. It seemed as though it would smother
us. We sought shelter in timber while it lasted—about
ten minutes, After the squall was over we soon reached
the little valley through which the wagon road runs that
leads to Larry's old dinner station. Following a ridge
to the right we saw five more buffalo, two on the same
ridge, one off to our right and two on a side hill, none of
them over one hundred and fifty yards away. All were
sleeping except one on the side hill. The snow that had
just fallen covered them like a blanket. The sun was
still behind a thick bank of clouds, so there was no
chance this day for a picture, and not wishing to disturb
the animals we slid down off the ridge and turned up
Little Trout Creek to hunt up the bit of a cabin.

This %ve foiind hidden under a snowbank, all except
a bit of the front. Snow covered it completely, except a
hole where the chimney was, as it had been occupied for
two nightii a montii before we came. The drift hung over
the front hke a shed roof. We found a lot of swamp 1 ay
in the cabin and enough wood to last a few hours. We
threw off our paciis and set to work to make ourselves
comfortable. The cabin was 7X 10ft. inside and about 7 ft.

high, with an outside chimney, the fireplace in the cor-
ner. The door, a small one with a small window in it,

gave a bit of light. We had to provide ourselves witli
wood enough to last all night and this was quittj a task as
we had only one little camp ax. I cut a dry tree down
and into lengths handy for packing. Dare taking it t« the
cabin on his shoulders. Every move we made outside the
cabin was on snowshoes; if we stepped off, down we would
go to our waists, for the snow was very deep in the little

gulch in front of the cabin, I could not find bottom with
a 6 ft. snowshoe pole.

W hen we fired up, the cabin was soon full of smoke, but
we bettered this a little byputtmg pine boughs up around
the outside of the chimney. The inside of the cabin was
soon quite homelike, with, a bright fire and our duds
hanging up to dry. We squatted down in front of the
fire to do our cooking and eating, and were as well satis-

fied, if not better, than in the great, empty, lonesome
hotels. They always give me the blues. I can be con-
tented in a hole in the ground better than in a deserted

hotel. We found an old tomato can, in which we made
our tea, and out of other cans we made water buckets and
pans to warm up our baked beans. No fault was found
with the cook, food, or service; everything went. By

THE CABIX IN THE SNOW.

Amateur photo by E. Hofer.

eight we were so sleepy we were glad to turn in. We
piled up the hay in front of the fire, put a blanket down
on this, and using firewood for pillows, drew the other
blanket over us and went to sleep. The one that got froze
out first would gpt up and put on more wood.
In the morning we were up before daylight. We were

blackened by the pine smoke, but a wash and scrub in

the snow made us clean and comfortable and able to stand
any amount of cold. We left everything in the cabin ex-
cept the camera, and struck out for pictures, with the
canon hotel for our next camp. Going back we took a
different route. While in the open country I saw a band
of twenty buffalo, but they were where I could not get at
them for a picture, and did not disturb them, as I was in

no hurry. We followed high ridges when possible, for

these gave us a better view of the country. Away off to
the east, toward the Crater Hills, were larg^e bands of elk,

mostly cows, calves and spikes. I did not care for a pic-

ture of these, and continued on toward the foot-bridge
across Alum Crtek. Eunning down a long, steep hill, I

surprised a fox. How he did "light out," with me after
him. I was gaining on him every second, running down

A NATIONAL PARK BUFFALO.

Amateur photo by E. Hofer.

hill, and I would have been on top of him in a moment,
but he turned sharp to the right, while I flew past. While
running he lost time looking'back to see what kind of an
animal it was tliat could run ftister than he on the snow.
He seemed so astonished that I got laughing until I came
near taking a header into a snowbank. I beUeve the fox
would have laughed at me had I fallen. The joke would
have been on the wrong party.
We found a lot of ducks in Alum Creek, and they flew

as though they were very fat and heavy. I took a shot
at them with the camera, but did not get anything. AH
Alum Creek bottom was pawed or rooted over by buffalo
and elk. There did not seem to be a square yard of snow
that had not been disturbed. It was liard snowshoeing
along the river until we reached Cascade Creek. There
the shoes would not stick. We were three-quarters of
an hour getting from the bridge up to the hotel. This is a
hard climb, winter or sumtner.
After resting a day we loaded up with provisions and

struck out for the cabin. Dare went by the most direct
route, while I hunted for a picture or two. I found a
buffalo on the ridge about a mile from the Crater Hills,
before I could approach near enough to get a shot clouds
began to gather. He was on an open side hill in such a
position that I could not get clos -r to him than 100yds.
As soon as he saw me he commenced to move for higher
ground. I got two shots at him as he was making his
way through deep snow, following a trail he had traveled

befoi-e. I spent an hour or two looking- for other ani-
mals, and saw a band of buffalo off about a mile in the
edge of the timber to the south of the vall'y. The clouds
were now quite thick and the light too dull for pictures.
I madp my way toward the cabin, and when I struck
Dare's snowshoe trail I found a mountain lion's ti-acks in
it: he had followed Dai-e for half a mile, turning off into
the timber to the right, when Dare's trail started up the
gulch -wdiere the cabin is.

The next day I saw where the same lion, or another,
had followed my trail about as he had Dare's, only he
had come almost up to the cabin door.
We now made a visit to the hot country on and around

Mary's Mountain, saw signs of buffalo everywhere, but
could not find a band. On Mary's IMountain is the first

place I ever got a photograph of buffalo.
Our provisions getting low we made another trip to the

hotel. What a lot of s-tuff one can get away with on a
snowshoe expedition. When we left the hotel the morn-
ing was clear and cool, —25'. The snow was in splendid
condition for shoeing. When the sun came out the trees
and everything was covered with a thick frost that shone
like silver crystals, the frost was as thick on everything
as thouKli an inch of snow had fallen. I took two pic-

tures with Dare in the foreground. They look cool and
wintry.

I found another buffalo bull on about the same ground
as the first one. I got a good picture this time, for I had
better light. I slipped up carefully to where I had seen
liim sleeping, but he was not there. Going a bit further,
I looked over the rim of a hill and saw him out in the
deep snow. He was breaking a trail to new feeding
gri-iund. I worked around to get close to him, and as
soon as he saw me he rushrd back up his trail to a little

hill, passing within 50ft. of me. I "pressed the button"
when he was in the best position. He was going like a
.^team engine through the snow. I supposed I had a first-

class picture, but it proved that the camera could not get
there fast enough. The legs were blurred, and the nega-
tive of no use except as a memento of the hunt. Getting
negatives of this kind is like wounding an animal and
having it get away from you. You know it will suffer
and die and be lost to everything but the bears and wolves.
It always gives me a sickening feeling to have it happen.
With a negative, though, that don't come until the hunt
is over. Tne buffalo ran to the top of the knoll and
stopped. Dare was between him and higher ground.
The snow- was not much over a foot deep where he was
standing. I went around and up on the knoll with him
and took three shots at about 75ft. Wishing to get better
pictures and nearer views I commenced working side-

ways up to him, keeping my snowshoes pointed down
the hill, in case I had to run from him. At first his
head was turned from me, but as I got closer he faced
around, shaking his head now and then. I cut the focus
down to 50ft., and was just about that distance from him
when he showed decided objections to my coming closer.

Dare said, ' Look out, he's getting mad!"
I said, "Yes, and I'm .going, too!" I pressed the button

just as he started for me and then made a break for the
deep snow. He came up to within 25ft. by short, quick
jumps, but by this time I was where the snow was 4ft.

deep. He then turned and made for higher ground, pass-
ing Dare, who liad moved out of the way. I don't think
the buffalo intended to attack me; he was only running a
bluff. But I did not care to stand there. I thought his
bluff enough for me. There was too much buffalo behind
it. Elwood Hofer.

[to be concluded next week.]

COUGARS IN THE NORTHWEST.
Okjlnogan, Wash.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: In
your issue of Oct. 28, in the foot note to my article, you
ask what is a cougar as distinguished from a panther in
the Northwest.
The cougar is shorter both in body, neck, tail and legs;

his head is broader and his legs larger and more muscular;
he is gray and has not a red hsdr on him, and his tail has
a black tuft on it. The habits of the two are the same.
Either will kill a cow when hungry.
Jim Curley and I were riding along on Clearwater once

when I noticed, a short distance ahead of me, a cougar
crouched down behind a pine log watching a cow which
was feeding only a short distance below. The cougar
was so intent on its prey that it had not noticed us.

We stopped and watched it for a few minutes, while
the unsuspecting cow kept feeding toward the log. Jim
proposed to wait until it made its spring, but I told him I
was afraid it would kill or cripple the cow before we
could prevent it, and that we would put my dog after it.

We started to ride to it. when it soon saw us and
started for a thicket up the mountain. I put my dog
after it and he soon treed it. We hitched our horses and
went up near the tree. I called the dog to me and Jim
shot the cougar in the head. As soon as it quit kicking
I let go the dog and urged him to fight it, which he did
until we made him quit. We skinned it and had the
skin tanned for a rug. Lew Whjmot.
[The characteristics of the cougar given by Mr. WUmot

are not such as naturalists regard as of specific value. We
have seen panthers which were stout so as to seem short-
necked and thick-bodied,which had broad heads and were
gray in color. These we have believed to be old individ-

uals. The younger ones are much more slightly buUt and
seem to be longer. They are red in color, often nearly as
rnd as a deer in the summer coat. There are only two
species of long-tailed large cats known in North America;
one is the cougar, panther or puma, and the other a
southern form, the jaguar, which is spotted somewhat
like a leopard, and just crosses the Eio Grande into Texas.
No doubt our correspondent has seen grizzly bears of
many colors, but we do not imagine that he reg u'ds color

as a good specific color in the bears. Tiie deer is red in
summer and gray in winter, yet although he has a coat of
two colors at different seasons of the year, he is still the
same animal. So, a panther may be spotted—as it is

when new born—red for the n^xt three or four years of
its life, and after that, if it Uves so long, gray, and it

would naturally grow more miKClllar and heavier as it

grew older.]
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A TIME WITH A LEOPARD.
[Being the conclusion of the paper "Some Triclcy Leopards," in

Issue o£ Nov. 18.]

I ONCE had under my care a leopard called Lucy, and
she was one of the most singular animals that I ever saw.
Lucy knew no one but the party who fed her, and he
could do about as he wished with her. In order to test

her I changed keepers, and Lucy invariably transferred

her allegiance, taking every opportunity to try and claw
her former boon companion. On returning to his old post
the original keeper hadn't the slightest difficulty with
her after the first meal had been received from his hands.
I was so fortunate as to breed from her, and in the adjoin-

ing den a lioness had two whelps, which she refused to

suckle any longer when they were about two weeks old.

I ransacked the entire neighborhood trying to find a bitch

in milk, but was unsuccessful, and while standing in

front of the cage worrying and fretting, I ordered the
keeper to take one of the whelps and hold it in front of

Lucy, to see how she would act. He picked it up and
held it far enough away to be out of her reach. She
walked up to the grating, gazed fixedly at it, but made no
attempt to reach for or harm it. I then directed him to

advance it slowly toward her; when it reached the grating
she gently thrust her nose through the bars and began to

lick it. Giving a gulp of relief, I ordered it placed inside

the cage, when she'picked it up and softly placed it along-
side the two youngsters belonging to herself. The second
young lion was treated in precisely the same manner, and
henceforth she acted as their foster mother, giving them
the same care and attention as her own whelps.
Daring my connection with the Zoological Garden,

Philadelphia, I received the following telegram from the
city office: "Leopard loose on one of boats of the Clyde
Line from New York. Send head keeper down to catch
it." I obeyed the order literally by sending the head
keeper, while I remained in the garden, From my pre-
vious experiences with leopards, I was perfectly willing
that the head keeper, or anybody else, might catch the
animal, and was delighted that the task had been passed
to another party. But my self-gratulation did not last

long, for later in the day a second dispatch arrived say-
ing: "Come down, as Nash can't catch the leopard."
On getting down on the river front. I found the pier-

heads filled with people looking out at the barge Chesa-
peake anchored in mid-stream. Taking a small boat, I

wasjsoon alongside, and found that Nash, the head keeper,
was completely at his wits' end and unable even to locate

the brute's whereabouts on the craft. All that he knew
was that on the night previous, while the longshoremen
were unloading the barge, they came across an empty
cage, and shortly afterward a leopard appeared in the
midst of them. There was an instant stampede, hatches
closed, and the craft towed out and anchored in the mid-
dle of the river. As it was late, I determined to make no
attempt at a capture until the next day, and returned to

the Garden, where I ordered the carpenter to transform a
shifting-den into a trap-cage. Tlie next morning I or-

dered a little Alsatian to follow me as soon as he had
completed his forenoon's work. I had picked him up in
Batavia, Java, as a deserter from a Yankee whaler, and
selected him, as I was sure from previous experience, that
dependence could be placed on him if matters came to a
tight pinch.

Calling at the city ofiice before going on board the
barge, I found a tlioroughly demoralized board of direc-

tors, every one of whom had a plan for capturing the
animal, a major portion of which had been suggested by
some acquaintance. All were anxious to know what
course I intended to follow, and seemed much disappointed
when they were informed that I had no fixed plan, but
intended to watch and take advantage of the first op-
portunity that might present itself, and sooner than run
the slightest risk of injury to any one, would shoot the
creature. Finally, I managed to get away, but not until
the society's actuary had been ordered by a member, who
generally carried things with a high hand, to purchase a
large jar of chloroform, and accompany me. On arriving
on board of the barge, I ordered some holes chopped
through the hurricane deck, so as to try and locate the
beast's position belovs^. After several trials we managed
to make one directly over him, lying well aft, on a mat-
trass, among a lot of furniture. Gently covering the hole,

my plan for capture was instantly formed, and to under-
stand it one must recollect that the hurricane deck only
reached from the stern to about three-fourths of the
length of the barge, leaving the forward portion of the
main deck entirely open. The main hatch ran completely
across the boat and I knew that all the cargo on the
main deck forward the hatches had been removed, with
the exception of one or two hogsheads. Sending on shore
I procured a lot of large tarpaulins and long strips of
plank. Just as my arrangements were about completed
for the first move, a chap with a fire annihilator strapped
to his back made his appearance, and announced that the
directors had sent him to capture the leopard. On asking
how he intended to do it, replied:

"You just drive him into a corner, place some pack-
ages around him, so that he can't get at me, and I will
turn on the gas, which wiU partly asphyxiate him, and
then you can haul him into a cage."
"You just get him into a corner, as you describe, and I

will catch him without any asphyxiation."
Whereupon the asphyxiator retired in a high dudgeon,

and I prepared to go on with my own plan. Gently lift-

ing back the hatches, so as to leave a slight opening for
their entire length across the deck, I lay down on one
side with the Alsatian on the other, both watching to
detect the animal's move forward, when he would be
disturbed, as I had planned. At a signal from myself a
pole was thrust into every hole which had been cut
through the deck, causing the leopard to spring forward,
with an angry snai'l, and seek refuge behind one of the
hogsheads. Instantly the opening of the hatches was in-

creased, the tarpaulins lowered as so many curtains, while
the Alsatian and myself quietly dropped down and
secm-ely fastened them at the bottom and sides by nailing
on the strips of board, while the parties on the hurricane
deck secured the upper edges in a like manner. Climbing
back on to the hurricane deck, I drew a long breath and
mentally concluded that my spotted friend had allowed
himself to be outgeneraled in the opening of hostilities.

I now began to watch for the arrival of the carpenter
with the altered shifting den, when my attention was
attracted to a boat coming alongside, containing a party
with a terrier in his arms, who responded that he had
been sept by the bo3,rd to patch the leopard, His idea

was that the leopard, being a male, would go into a trap,

in which was placed his dog, which was a female. I told

him to go down below and set a trap, with the bitch for a
bait, but he declined, saying that was my business and
not his, and he went ashore threatening to report my
stubborness to the board. In the meanwhile the carpenter
arrived, and taking him down on the main deck forward,
I showed him a door which opened directly into the

division occupied by the leopard. It hung on T hinges
and swung outwardly, making an easy job to loosen the

hinges, hoist it suflficiently for an entrance into the trap

cage and then refasten it. So soon as the hinges were
unscrewed and the door hoisted high enough to let the
light flash in, the brute charged, and it took all of my
strength to hold it against him. The carpenter clambered
up the hurricane deck, and it was some time before I

could induce him to return and complete the job. I then
sent a messenger ashore to the agent's office, requesting
the attendance of one of the tugs for a short time.
While waiting for it I received two more visitors, who

had been sent by the board to catch the animal. They
belonged to some wandering menagerie and professed to

know all about capturing escaped leopards. They were to

go down alongside the tarpaulins, and by carefully pulling
aside the laps could see jiist the position of the animal,
and lay their plans accordingly. Just as I expected, s*
soon as a ray of light showed through the opening there
was an angry roar and a charge,which tested the strength
of the tarpaulin partition, and the would-be catchers
never stopped until they dropped into their boat along-
side. I then warned them that if they attempted to come
on board again they would be pitched into the river, and
I immediately wrote a note to the directors saying that if

I was bothered any more I would exercise tny prerogative
and shoot the animal.
On the arrival of the tug I got the engineer to rig his

steam pumj) and pass me the hose pipe, which was in-

serted in the laps of the tarpaulins and the entire apart-
ment thoroughly wetted, so as to make it as uncomfort-
able as possible for its occupant. During the operation
he. again charged, but catching the full force of the
stream in his mouth, darted behind the hogsheads. So
soon as the head keeper came from the garden for the
purpose of remaining on board all night, I went ashore
and informed the agents tha,t the leopard was secured
forward, so that the barge could be hauled in and the
balance of the cargo discharged without danger. This
was immediately done and the barge again towed out and
anchored.
During the night the keeper did not lack for company,

as nearly every newspaper had a reporter on board. They
made the pilot house their headquarters, and shortly after

midnight a dull thud was heard, when there was a rush
down the ladder to the main deck forward, where they
soon saw the eyes of the captive flashing behind the bars
of the trap cage. The next morning on stepping into the
agent's office I learned of my success and that the keeper
had loaded the animal on a cart and started for the
garden.
On going to the office of the Society to report and re-

ceive expected congratulations, I found only one director
present, who gave me a fearful blowing up because the
chloroform party would not be present at the transfer in

the garden. It seemed that he had expressed such a
wish, and was apt "to lay down the law" if matters did
not go just as he wished. Inwardly chuckling at my suc-
cess and the expected war of words, I hurried back to the
garden and found that the animal had been shifted before
my ax'rival. The day after the cai^tiu-e was Sunday, and
the Society's receipts were lai'gely increased by the noto-
riety given to the escape by all the city papers.

Feank J. Thompson.

WASHINGTON NOTES.
Squirrel shooting in the woods around Washington

fxxrnished recreation for quite a number of gunners dur-
ing October and November. Two boys were out in the
woods near Woodley very early one October morning,
and it was not quite day when they were met by a gen-
tleman, who asked them how they were making out.
The reply was, "Oh, very well, sir." The gentleman,
gun in hand, walked with the boys to a corner of the
woods. On the way he received much advice on the sub-
ject of shooting squirrels, which was taken very good-
naturedly from the youthful wiseacres.
The corner of the woods was barely reached, when the

gentleman shot a squirrel, which one of the boys stopped
to pick up. Just as he was stooping over, the light fell

upon the gentleman's face, and the boy, still in a stooping
posture, was fairly paralyzed on recognizing the Presi-
dent of the United States. He seemed quite unable to re-

gain his perpendicular, and the President noticing the
boy's embarrassment, cheered him up, said the advice he
had been given was good, and wishing the boys a most
successful hunt bade them good-morning.
Hundreds of gunners from this city spent Thanksgiving

Day in the country, some going to Virginia, Manassas
being one of the principal points—others into Maryland.
Quite a number of turkeys were killed. Grouse (pheas-
ants) were scarce. Quail unusually scarce. More rabbits
were bagged than anything else.

One of om- younger friends secured his bird in a very
unusual, though not unheard of, way a few days since,

just north of the city. With gnon and Sport, this name-
sake of the father of ornithology in America started out.

The dog got up some birds and the shooter missed. Pres-
ently more birds were gotten up, and notwithstanding
the bad aim of our nimrod, one came to bag. It was one
of the plumpest quail of the season, and was taken by the
hand fi-om the briers and tall grasses in which its feet
had become badly entangled. Bart.

A White Deer.
A SHORT tim^ ago mention was made that a white deer

was seen by hunters in the vicinity of President, this

county, and afterward at Clough's Dam, near Marionville,

Forest county. What is thought to have been the same
deer was shot near Foxburg, Forest county, Wednesday
morning by H. A. Gilson of that village. It is the first

albino deer that has been shot in this vicinity for the past
quarter of a century, and visitors from all parts of the
country have called at the DuBois House to get a sight of
the freak of nature,

—

Oil City (Pa.) Derrick, Dec. 11,

[COPYBIGHTED.]

MODERN SPORTING GUNPOWDERS

In the Light of the Public Powder and
Primer Tests Carried out at Chi-

cago and Carney's Point,
New Jersey.

BY ASMIN TENNER,

Expert In Gunpowder, Guns and Ammunttlon.

[Concluded from page SSh,}

The Summary of the Powder Tests.

Although the various tables embodied in this report
and their annexed explanations afl:ord to every gunner
an opportunity to draw correct conclusions as to what
powder made the best showing, it can nevertheless be
assumed that a great number of sportsmen, who are not
thoroughly versed on the subject at issue, and who are'
not sufficiently acquainted with all ballistic questions,
may still not be able to follow these figures in all direc-
tions, and, therefore, expect me to express an opinion on
this subject.

I am fully aware that this is not an easy task and that
such an attempt is coupled with a great deal of responsi-
bility, Y^'et, I must admit, that although I have tried to
make my report as comprehensible as possible, the aver-
age reader can hardly be expected to digest all the figures
as readily as those who have conducted the experiments
and were thus able to follow the behavior of the different
powders in every particular.

In performing this duty I shall endeavor to exercise
the same impartiality and good will toward all interested,
which have marked the powder and primer tests from be-
ginning to end, and wherein every step could be and has
been witnessed and controlled by disinterested, compe-
tent persons.
I am far from intending to wound any one's feelings or to

harm any persons, from a business point of view; this the
more so, since I am convinced that all directly concerned
in the outcome of these tests are, without exception, en-
deavoring hard to impai-t to their article of manufacture
the highest possible degree of perfection.
But if I wish to remain true to my original intention to

serve the cause of my American fellow-sporting men, I can
hardly avoid awarding, in view of the result of these testa,

a higher figure of merit to one powder than to another,
because it is but natural that in such a comparative trial

one kind of powder should display properties not possessed
in such a high degree by others.

In judging a powder from a strictly ballistic standpoint,
one is compelled to pass an opinion frequently not ia
accord with the taste and opinion of a particular indi-
vidual or a cex'tain class of gunners, of whom many have
their hobbies, and among them the force of habit and
theory, unfortunately, still reigns supreme. I am further
aware that my deductions will likely find opposition here
and there, and that one possessing a greater degree of
ballistic knowledge and experience on matters of shot
shooting than I can claim for myself, even if he should
speak with angel's tongue, would hardly succeed in re-
moving with one stroke the confused ideas prevailing now
in regard to what a propelling agent can do and should
do, and on the point of the best method of loading cart-
ridges, etc. But I hope I shall meet with the concurrence
of all intelligent gunners if I a.dopt for judging the ballistic

qualities of a gunpowder the following basis:

The bursting strain of a powder should be in proportion
to the effect achieved; that is, when the penetration is

satisfactory, the gun should not be subjected to an ex-
traordinaiy strain. The bursting strain should, under all

conditions, be as uniform as possible; it should be about
the same in wet as well as dry weather. The velocities
should always conform to a certain degree of uniformity
and should move between the limits representing on one
side a sufficient penetrative power, and on the other a

'

guarantee against wild shots or bad j)attern. The pattern,
too, ought to be quite uniform. The powder should not
be susceptible to moisture in the air or dry heat; it should
not foul the barrel to a great extent nor cause corrosion if

the gun is not cleaned immediately after use; it should
produce a light recoil only; should develop little or no
smoke; should not react too violently to highly increased
charges; and ought not to heat the barrel too quickly in
case of rapid and continuous shooting.
Translating these several qualities into figures or points

of merit, they should be valued as follows:

Points of merit.
Comparative lowest bursting strain 30
Evenness of the bursting strain 15
Highest velucity (penetration) 20
Evenness of velocities , 14
Best pattern with a sufflcient corresponding velocity S5
Evenness ol: pattern if accompanied by a sufflcient velocity. 14
Non-susceptibility to moisture 15
Non-susceptibility to dry heat 1,5

Least fouhng of barrels 8
Least recoil , 8
Least smoke 8
Least heating of barrels 5
Least liability of causing a corrosion of gun barrel 15
Least degree of reaction to bighly iucreased charges 8

Total loo

By awarding the corresponding figures in every division
on the face of the result of the tests, we obtain a pretty
correct and just gauge of values.

In the comparing and judging the qualities of the sev-
eral powders in regard to bursting strain, velocity or
penetration, and pattern in direct conjunction with one
another, all velocities of less than 750ft. have been thrown
out.

To place all powders on an equal footing, only the
results obtained from the Smokeless and Nitro Club shells

have been taken in consideration, for the E. C, American
wood, S, S., DuPont's smokeless, both of the Schultze
powders, and for the Walsrode powders only these ob-
tained with the special shells adapted for these powders.
As basis for comparing the velocities and patterns, the
mean values obtained with the standard (Sdrs. powder,
l^oz. shot) and the increased charges— rs. of j)0wder
and l\oz. of shot, of the Walsrode powders 39 and 31 and
81 and 32grs, , have been taken, with due consideration of
the behavior of the several powders in general.
The relation of the strain upon the gun to the effect

achieved is, with the different powders—taking the rrean
values in both cases as a basis for comparison—as follows:
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DuPont's black powder, bursting strain 6,9971b3., ve-
locity 918ft.; American wood powder, bursting s+rain
6,3711bs., Telocity 835ft.; E. C. powder, bursting strain
7,6.i51bs., velocity 883ft.; S. S. powder, bursting strain,
8,319Ibs., velocity 900ft.; Schultze powder (Pompton),
bursting strain 8,9701bs., velocity 890ft.; Schultze powder,
bursting strain 8,9701bs., velocity 846ft.; DuPont's smoke-
less powder, bursting strain 10,8101bs., velocity 872ft.;

Walsrode leaf powder, Slgrs., bursting strain 8,0091bs.,

velocity 8361bs. ; Walsrode grain powder, 29grs. , bursting
strain 8,0661bs., velocity 847ft.

Dividing now the sum of the bursting strain by that of
the velocities, we obtain the best showing for the black
powder and then for American wood

;
they are entitled

to 30 and 29 points of merits respectively; then follows
E. C. powder, to which 28 points are awarded; next in
order are, with about the same values, S. S. powder and
the two Walsrode powders, which accordingly are
awarded each with 26 points; then follow the two Schultze
powders, each credited with 24 point, and DuPont's
smokeless receives 18 points.
In reference to the evenness of bursting strains, it should

be remembered that the piowder showing the best
uniformity under all conditions, ought to receive the
highest recognition.

Table M.
THE RELATION OP THE SEVERAL POWDERS IN REOARD TO EVEKNESS OF

GAS PRESSURE.
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4,468 7,926 2,947 6,682 2,214 4,777 8,458

DuPont's smokeless. 7,952 13,127 5,175 10,589 6,129 4,161 10,290

7,203 10,249 3,046 8,720 4,228 1,536 5,751

6,953 10,054

8,878

3,101 8,503 2,109 3,101

Walsrode granulated 6,806 2,072 7,842 703 1,389 2,425

4,936 10,378 5,440 7,909 2,499 1,499 5,968

Schultze, Pompton.

.

5,688 10,787 5,099 8,237 3,827 4,302 8,121

6,850 7,564 704 7,202 2,175 706 2,881

5,203 8,217 3,014 6,716 2,300 2,301 4,601

Taking the figures quoted in Table M as a basis, Wals-
rode grain powder is entitled to 14 points of merit, and
DuPont's black powder to the same figure (14 points);
Walsrode leaf powder is credited with 13 points; Ameri-
can wood powder with 12 points; E. C. powder with 11
points; S. S. powder and Schultze powder each with 10
points; Schultze (Pompton) with 8, and DuPont's smoke-
less powder with 6 points.

For comparing and judging the penetrative power only
these values are taken in consideration which were obtained
in each case with the best adapted sheUs. DuPont's black
powder is credited with 20 points of merit; S. S. powder
received 18 points; Schultze powder (Pompton) is rated
with 20 points; DuPont's smokeless powder with 19;
Schultze powder with 18; Walsrode grain powder with 18;
E. C. powder with 18; Walsrode leaf powder with 17,
and American wood with 17 points.

Table N.
SHOWING THE JTIQURKS TAKEN AS BASIS FOR COMPARING AND JCDGING

THE POWDERS IN REGARD TO EVENNESS OP VELOCITIES.
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Feet. Feet. Feet. Feet Feet. Feet. Feet.

713 878 165 795 145 7 235

802 891 89 846 196 106 150

S.S 779 1,069 290 924 274 113 867

782 875 93 888 178 203 381

802 1,093 291 947 297 86 443

772 1,011 269 906 115 60 269

E. C 789 885 96 837 187 71 258

818 685 67 857 66 67

785 891 106 838 32 57 110

In accordance with the results shown in Table N,
points of merit are awarded as follows: Walsrode pow-
der grained and Walsrode leaf powder, each 14 points:
E. C. powder 13 points, DuPont's black powder, DuPont's
smokeless and American wood powder each 11 points;
Schultze powder and S. S. powder each 10 points, and
Schultze powder (Pompton) 9 points.

For comparing and judging the pattern, the corres-
ponding velocities must be taken in consideration, and
this done, we obtain the following gauge of rating:
Schultze powder receives 23 points. DuPont's smokeless
24, Schultze powder (Pompton) 24, DuPont's black pow-
der 21, Walsrode powder in grains 25, E. C. powder 24,
Walsrode leaf powder 21, American wood 23 and S. s!
powder 38 points.

Evenness of Pattern.

In regard to evenness of pattern the powders are classi-
fied as follows: Schultze powder (Pompton) is credited
with 14 points, Walsrode leaf powder 14, S. S. powder 14,
American wood 13, E. C. powder 11, Wftlsj-ode powder in

grains 11, DuPont's smokeless powder 11, DuPont's black
powder 10, Schultze powder 10.

When a powder is tested with a view to ascertain if and
to what extent it is hygroscopic, such an examination
must be extended in the direction of establishing as to
what a degree the powder is capable of absorbing mois-
ture and at what point the influence of moisture begins
to exercise a detrimental effect, for the reason that one
powder will show these signs at a lower point or per-
centage of moisture than will another.
The following table shows how far the several powders

meet the demand made upon a propelling agent in this
respect from a ballistic standpoint:

Table O.
RESULT OP MOISTURE TEST.
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Per c"t. Per c't. Per c"t. Feet. Feet. Feet.

1.5 2 0.5 None. 146 146

DuPont's smokeless 1.69 2 0.31 20 over 222 242

1.7 4 2.3 121 " 250 371

1.78 3.5 1.72 64 " 196 260

Schultze, Pompton.. 1.76 3.4 1.T3 78 " 240 318

E. C 1.19 2.5 1..31 53 188 241

Walsrode, in grains. 1.68 2.25 0.57 5 38 43

1.66 2 0.34 None. 44 44

2 5 112 185 297

On the basis of Table O points of merit have been
awarded to Walsrode leaf powder 15, Walsrode grain
powder 14, DuPont's black powder 11, E. C. powder 7,
Schultze 5, Schultze (Pompton) 5, DuPont's smokeless
powder 5, S. S. powder 4, American wood 0.

Dry Heat Test.

The powders increased their velocities as compared with
the mean normal velocity as follows: Walsrode leaf
powder 22ft., credited with 15 points of merit; American
wood powder, increase 50ft., points of merit 13; DuPont's
black powder, increase 56ft., 13 points of merit; Walsrode
grain powder, increase 55ft., 13 points of merit; DuPont's
smokeless powder, increase 79ft., 11 points of merit; E. C.
powder, increase 70ft. , 11 points of merit; S. S. powder,
increase 1 30ft. , 9 points of merit; Schultze powder, increase
185ft., 9 points of merit; Schultze (Pompton) powder, in-
crease 197ft., 8 points of merit.

Test for Ascertaining fn What Deerree the Several
Powders Will React to Highly

Increased Charges.
This trial established for the different powders the fol-

lowing basis of rating: DuPont's black powder, 8 points
of merit; Schultze (Pompton) powder. 7 points of merit;
Schultze powder, 8 points of merit; Walsrode leaf powder,
6 points of merit; E. C. powder, 6 points of merit; Wals-
rode grain powder, 5 points of merit; S. S. powder, 5
points of merit; American wood powder, 5 points of
merit; DuPont's smokeless powder, 4 points of merit.

Heatingr of Gun Barrels.

Result of test as follows: DuPont's smokeless and Wals-
rode grain powder, each 5 points of merit; Schultze,
Schultze (Pompton) powder, wood and Walsrode leaf, S. S.
and E. C. powders, each 4 points of merit; DuPont's black
powder, 3 points of merit.

Fouling of Gun Barrels.

The result of this test warrants the following schedule
of rating: Walsrode grain powder, Walsrode leaf powder
and DuPont's smokeless each 8 points of merit; Schultze
powder, Schultze (Pompton) powder and S. S. powder
each 7 points of merit; wood and E. C. powder each 6
points of merit; DuPont's black powder I'point of merit.

Recoil Test.

The recoil test furnished a result justifying a classifica-
tion as follows: DuPont's smokeless and Walsrode
grain powder each 8 points of merit: E. C, Schultze
Schultze (Pompton), wood, S. S. and Walsrode leaf pow-
ders each 6 point of merit; DuPont's black powder 3
points of merit.

Smoke Test.

This trial showed that the various powders should be
rated in the following rotation: DuPont's smokeless and
Walsrode grain powders each 8 points of merit; Schultze,
Schultze (Pompton), Walsrode leaf, E. 0. and S. S. pow-
ders each 6 points of merit; American wood 4 points of
merit and DuPont's black powder no points of merit.

Now, if we apply the gauge of value somewhat differ-
ent from the rule laid down herein for judging the various
powders, and follow in this respect the views and fancies
of the individual gunnei-s, the ballistic properties of a
particular powder will appear in a different light from
that established by our standard of merits. If, for
instance, a gunner lays no stress upon the question
whether or not a powder is influenced by moisture or
dry heat, if he does not care for smoke, recoil and heat-
ing of gun barrels, then the several powders will be
credited each with points of merits as follows: DuPont's
smokeless 113, Schultze and S. S. each 124, Schultze
(Pompton) 125, Walsrode leaf .126, DuPont's 'black 130,
E. C. and Walsrode grained each 132. When we pay no
attention to the bursting strain and the behavior of a
powder toward highly receive charges, then the pow-
ders would receive this rating: DuPont's black 117
points of merit, American w^ood 108, Schultze and S. S.
each 112, Schultze (Pompton) 115, E. C. 121, DuPont's
smokeless 122. Walsrode lef^f 127. Walsrode ^ain ^35,

To some gunner the smoke may appear particularly ob-
jectionable, he may consider the penetration of the
highest importance, and he likely may regard the sums
allottpd for these qualities as too low. Let us see how
the powders will rank if we follow his inclinations and
views. Suppose we multiply the respective figures in
each case by three, the result will then be as follows:
American wood 194 points of merit, DuPont's black 199,
S. S. 201, Schultze 202, DuPont's smokeless 204, Schultze
(Pompton) 206, E. C. 214, Walsrode leaf 218, Walsrode
grain 232.

For particularly timid souls the question as to what a
powder will likely do when the charge is considerably
increased, may be preeminent of all. He may conclude
that the figure allowed for this quality is insufficient.
Very well. Suppose we multiply this figure in every case
by ten and see now how the powders will show: Du-
Pont's smokeless would receive 186 points of merit, S. S.
198, American wood 199, Schultze (Pompton) 217, E. C.
220, Walsrode in grains 225, Schultze and Walsrode leaf
each 226, and DuPont's black 229.
With the foregoing examples the different views nour-

ished and presented by the individual gunners may be
considered as exhausted, and it now remains to recapitu-
late the result of the judging from a strictly ballistic
standpoint.
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50 Broadway, Room 103, New York City.

Deer and Skate-Straps.

Appleton, Wis., Nov. 27.—A singular incident occurred
last Saturday afternoon about a mile down river from the
city limits. Sly sixteen-year-old boy with others about the
same age were skating on Fox River, when they saw a
good-sized buck trying to cross on the ice, which was
very smooth. Of course he got down, and the three
"kids" surrounded him and in some way succeeded in
tying him head and foot with skate-straps. How they
did it beats me, as they said he "kicked like a mule,"
and "his feet were so sharp." After they had him fast
they did not know how to manage him. They dared
not kill him, as my boy knew enough about the game
law to know that it was close season on such game.
Finally a man living near by suggested that they take
him home alive, which they thought was a good idea.

They got a hand sled and loaded him up, but he would not
stay loaded. After repeated trials they gave it up. The
man then offered .$5 for it. This the boys thought a
good offer, but when they found he proposed killing it

they told him he would be fined $100 at least, so he
withdrew the offer. The boys then towed the deer ashore,
cast off their lines (or straps) and bid him good-bye. He
slowly ascended the river bank and then skipped. Of
course he had been driven on to the ice by dogs. Thus
it appears that deer are not yet all driven out of this

country, when they can be found within a mile of a busy
city of 15,000 inhabitants.
Hunting parties did not succeed in killing the usual

number this fall. October for the open season instead of
November is what beat them. Had shooting deer been
allowed this month the hunting conditions would have
been fine, and no doubtmany deer would have been killed.

C. V. y.

Green Mountain Deer.

Springfield, Vt., Dec. 15.—It wiU be welcome news to
many readers to know that deer are increasing rapidly in
this part of the Green Mountain State. Two were seen
within two miles of here this summer, and last Tuesday a
fine buck was seen on a farm by the Connecticut River,
by one of the men who gather cream for the local
creamery. Twenty-five miles north of here they are
quite plenty, and the trout streams are lined with tracks.
A wildcat was shot by one of our farmer boys last Wed-
nesday. The animal came into the yard. The heavy
snows evidently tnade foraging a bard matter, for it was
yery poor, ' y( ^ W
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EXPERIENCES WITH DEER AND MOOSE.
This is for the Beason of 1893 in northern New Hamp-

shire. Jacking, still-hunting and hounding are all prac-

ticed and sanctioned by law.
Mr. Bumford, proprietor of the Connecticut Lake

houses, came in to Second Lake with guests for a day's

hunt. Going up the long dead-water of East Inlet in

mid-day they paddled slowly, silently, back toward the
dam for a twilight shot. They hadmade nearly the whole
distance, and having neither seen nor heard any game,
began to tire of the monotony. The ubiquitous kingfisher
was seated on the stub of a tree, and our friend, to test

his skill, fired and missed. At the instant they rounded
the last bend, three deer, a large buck and 'two does,

startled by the report, as they stood quietly feeding in the
stream, were springing up the bank, and sooner than it

takes to tell it were lost to view behind the thick woods.
They were saluted in their retreat by a couple of shots,

but no damage was inflicted. It was a sad ending for
that twilight shooting.
But the day, or rather the night, was not yet done.

Wending their sorrowful way to the sliore of the lake, the
coming darkness made necessary a cliange of programme.
"Wrapped in overcoats and blankets, and seated under a
brUUant head light, the guide sent the frail, but steady
Indian Rock boat noiselessly along the east shore toward the
foot of the waters. Shotgun had replaced rifle, as a close

encounter was to be courted. The jack was closed, the
ears were strained to catch the faintest sound. Several
boats, in fact, were at this moment hovering about the
shores in the darkness bent upon the same errand. A
few ducks went scurrying through the gloom, a nocturnal
water rat disturbed the surface and caused a sudden ting-
ling of the nerves in expectation of something bigger.
Boats narrowly escaped colliding in the blackness, still

our redoubtable host held to his work. Finally, about
midnight, after careful maneuvering in the neighbor-
hood of a suspicious splashing and stamping, the cap of
the headlight was suddenly, but noiselessly removed, and
there, not eight rods away, the body and antlers of a noble
buck were outlined against the sombre woods. A quick,
sure aim, a loud report, a crashing in the underbrush as
the quarry plunged away for a few rods, and all was still.

Yes, it was noble game—the meat alone weighing
265lbs. It was photographed, and visitors another sea-
son will see the picture if they peep into the showcase in
the oiiice, and I\Ir. Bumford will lell you the rest, and
assist you to find as manj^ more of the same sort, if you
have the patience and the steady nerves to match.

Occasionally a moose is found roaming in tliese parts,
and hardly a year passes but one or more are killed.
One day in September Mrs. Farnsworth, whose house is

situated on the shores of First Lake, while about her
household duties, had her attention attracted to what she
at first supposed to be a tree with roots attached floating
upon the surface of the water, but on closer inspection
she discovered that a bull moose was. making for the east
shore. Her hu^band, Josh, as he is familiarly called, and
the most redoubtable hunter in these parts, had j ust gone
from the premises, but the hired man was at once in-
formed of the presence of moose. Seizing Josh's Marliii
magazine rifle, which was always supposed to be loaded
to the full, and the boat being at hand, he lost no lime in
overhauling the great animal. A moose is a swift and
powerful swimmer, but he is no match for a man in a boat
that is supplied with good oars. The surface of the lake
was not a little rufiled by a high wind blowing at the time,
but coming alongside the beast and within a few rods, he
dropped the oars and taking the rifle commenced a lively
fusilade. One missile lifted a tuft of hair from the back
of the animal's neck, and had it gone an inch lower
would have proved fatal. Another struck one of the
huge antlers, which so stunned the moose that for a
moment he sank well out of sight, and Mrs. F., who was
an interested spectator, supposed the game was killed;
but the hired man knew better, for he distinctly heard
the hum of the lead as it went on its deflected course
across the lake. The moose was not long in recovering
from the concussion, and was soon up and at it, more de-
termined than ever to make the bank, which he soon did
with hLs pursuer not far behind him. When once his huge
hoofs felt the solid ground beneath him he seemed in no
haste to retreat further, but actually faced about, and with
his ugly, fiery eye bent on his enemy stood stamping, as
much as to say, "Come on if you dare." Surely his
majestic form offered a sulficient target, but unfortunately
the hammer fell with only a dull thud, w-hen the further
attempt to shoot was made, and no spare cartridges had
been taken along. It was a bitter disappointment, but
had to be borne, and the great woods of the Dead Dia-
mond region into which he plunged still continue to be
pastures new and inviting, where no doubt he has found
congenial companionship, and with truth can tell of at
least one "hair-breadth" escape!

Messrs. Dudley, Eustice and Shurtleff (Fish and Game
Commissioners for New Hampshire) while on their annual
camping expedition up the Magalloway River earlier in
the season, counted fifty-seven deer during their three
weeks' sojourn.

Diamond Ponds, justly celebrated for its fine trout,
where a hotel is kept by our genial friend "Mort" Noyes,
is also the home of the deer. The excellent marksman
and veteran hunter, the Clerk of the Court, had a little

vexatious exjjerience here this season. The dogs had been
put out as usual, and our friend had stationed himself on
his favorite runway, standing well back in the shadow of
a friendly tree, and at the time resting his rifle in the
crotch of the same. Great good fortune seemed to favor
him, for a great buck broke cover and stood irresolute for
a moment on the shore of the pond. The opportunity was
not lost; tlie deer, at the repait, confused as to the w"here-
abouts of his enemy, plunged in and swam directly to-
ward the Clerk of the Com-t. Again and again the rifle
spoke, while the game, after much tacking, finally gained
the shore near where the hunter stood, only to be shot at
again. When the magazine was emptied and the buck
was gone, it was discovered tliat the sights had been
raised by a fiend who had borrowed the piece to use at a
long distance target and had forgotten to lower them, and
Mr. Clerk, not having given a close inspection before
going into action, made a sad botch of the whole business.
Moral: Be sure your sights are right and then go ahead.
Speaking of moose reminds me of the experience of

two hunters who got lost while on an outing, but this
was further down in the country; and much nearer the
White Mountains. After wandering about aimlessly for

a time, they came to the shores of an unknown pond, evi-

dently seldom frequented. On the further shore they
descried the balky form of a moose, well down in the
water, nibbling at his favorite moss growing on the bot-
tom. Being hungry, and tired of the monotony of long-
continued tramping, they cautiously skirted the shore,
hoping to intercept him. When they reached a position

sufficiently near as they supposed to secure a good shot,

cautiously they crept out to take a look, but found that
the animal had spirited himself away. For a time they
were greatly mystified, and began to think tliat their long
walk and fasting had deranged their vision, but they
could not account for the fact that both had seen,
or supposed they had seen the moose. While
they were engaged in these unpleasant reveries,

their ears were saluted by a loud snort that seemed to

come from above them. Hastily glancing up, sure enough,
there stood the moose on the brink of a high bluff not
forty rods distant. Our lost friends did not dare risk a
shot; indeed, it is doubtful if they could have hit it even
if they had fired. Quietly they betook themselves to the
woods again, not knowing just what ought to be done
next. Not a long time had elapsed when one of the
hunters, happening to look oft' on the water, saw the
moose again feeding in almost the identical spot where it

had first been observed. It was great good luck, for a
careful shot or two brought the moose to bag. The gen-
tlemen were not only fortunate in killing the big game,
but in bringing it into the village of Lancaster. It is not
always that men getting lost are so fortunate in hunting
and killing big game.
But time and your limited space would forbid the nar-

ration of the many experiences that night to be chroni-
cled. Suffice it to say, we were fortunate in our shoot-
ing. It was Sept. 1, a twilight shot. A deer had walked
up our run and fell shot through the head not 30ft. away.
These moods of killing, jacking, still-htmting and

hounding, will be permissible, at least, another year.
Whether the supply will hold out against the modern
rifle, coupled with the keen-scented and swift-footed
hound, is a question our legislators will do well to

ponder. C. H. Gleason.

NATIONAL PARK RAILROAD.
Editor Forest and Stream:

It has become quite the fashion with the advent of
winter and tlie near approach of the annual assembling of
Congress, for the people of Montana, and indeed the
whole United States, to be treated to lengthy ne%vspHptr
articles (purporting to be written by ]ier.sons of more or
less prominence, and representing the Cooke City peoph^)
advocating the segregation of the northwest corner of the
Yellowstone National Park for the purpose of building a
raUroad to that mining camp, and, in support of that pro-
ject, asserting that this is the only route by which a rail-

road can possibly be constructed to Cooke City.
The present year, 1893, is no exception to the rule, and

already several articles have found their way into print
on the subject, one of them written by Col. Brackett,
sympathizing with the miners of Cooke and predicting
dire results to the Park unless Congress shall, this winter,
consent to the aforesaid segregation. I do not doubt Col.
Brackett's sincerity in the matter, but hope that he is as
much mistaken in his predictions as he is in his idea that
Cooke City is accessible only via Gardiner and the Yel-
lowstone route. I sympathize as fully as he does with the
miners and property owners of Cooke, but I think the
time has come when the people of Cooke, as well as all out-
siders who are in any way interested in the development of
the cami), should stop talking about it as a place accessible
only by balloon or by rail over a route that necessitates
passing a bill through Congress whicli has always, when
presented, called up the mast violent opposition of a large
part of the people of the United States. I do not pretend
to say whether or not the demand for segregation is just,

or whether or not the route is feasible. These points I do
not intend to discuss. But I do think that by constantly
insisting on this one proposition (i. e., the impossibiUty of
reaching the camp with a railroad, except by this one
route from Gardiner) the people who do so are (uninten-
tionally, perhaps) actually injuring the camp, by impress-
ing Eastern capitalists and raflroad men to some extent
with false ideas as to the inaccessibility of Cooke City
and the surrounding mineral country. As a matter of
fact Cooke is much more easy of access than several im-
portant mining camps in the United States to which rail-

roads have been built, at several times the cost of build-
ing to Cooke, and it seems to me that those interested
would do much better by reaching out a hand toward the
East and inviting some of the roads now pointing in this
direction into their camp by way of Clark's Fork, liian to
sit down and pin their faith to the one idea of segregation
(with all the trouble and uncertainty it entails) and by
loudly and repeatedly asserting that it is the only way a
railroad can possibly be built to Cooke, injure, perhaps,
to some extent their chances of obtaining a proper con-
sideration of other routes.

I do not propose to discuss in this article the merits of
the Clark's Fork route as compared with any other, but
having some years ago made a survey of it from Billings,
I can say that it presents a route by which Cooke City
can be reached by rail, which is devoid of any serious
difficulties in construction, and can be built at a reason-
able cost. From Billings to Cooke it is 123 miles and my
estimate on its construction from a careful survey was
$.i,000,000, and now that the Rocky Fork Railroad is buUt,
this distance from the mouth of Rock Creek is reduced to
less than 100 mfles that would be necessary to build,
which would bring the cost of uniting Billings and Cooke
by rail down to about one and three-quarter millions, and
when constructed, the road would never be troubled by
snow, would have no heavier grades than any other
mountain road, and outside of about ten miles in the
Clark's Fork caiion, no grades to speak of at all. This is

by, no means a bad proposition to present to any railroad
company for their consideration, and the people of Cooke
would do well not to lose sight of it in their zest for segre-
gation, for even if successful, what assurance have the
Cooke City people that the road would be built and who
is going to baild it? The Northern Pacific, who now con-
trol the Yellowstone route as far as Cinnabar? Certainly
not. Let any one who thinks so look up tlie testimony
of President Oakes on this sutiject before a Congressional
committee last winter. Who, then, is going to put two
or three millions of dollars into this road? Let the people
of Cooke consider the query, .remembering that tlie day
of private railroad enterprise is past and that nowadays I

only big railroad companies build railroads. Let them
consider also the present financial condition of the North-
ern Pacific, remembering that they are the only people
likely to want to build over this route, and they must see
that in aUhuman probability it would be a long time be-
fore the line would be constructed, even if they obtained
the desired segregation.
Why then not stop talking of Cooke City as being

accessible only by way of Gardiner, and instead of devot-
ing their energies entirely toward obtaining segregation
assist us in publishing the fact that the Clark's Fork
River offers an excellent route for a railroad and in get-

ting some of the big railroad companies now building
westward to investigate it. Both the Northwestern and
B. & M. systems are within easy reach of Cooke now,
and to the writer's personal knowledge both have con-
siderable knowledge of the large resources of the region
in which Cooke is situated, as well as of the country to
the east, and are already much interested. Let the people
of Cooke, therefore, co-operate with those of Billings and
eastern Montana in endeavoring by a just representation
of the Clark's Fork route to get some of these new roads
to make a thorough examination of the route. They are
building after business and Cooke people ought to show
them that by building a branch to their camp by way of
Clark's Fork business can be obtained. In my humble
opinion the Cooke City people have very much more to
hope for from these new roads, ready, eager and prepared
to build whenever a good route and plenty of business
present themselves, than they have from the Northern
Pacific, burdened as it now is and probably will be for
years with a ruinously heavy debt.

We invite the co-operation of our neighbors across the
range. Many of our peo]ile have interests in and aroimd
Cooke, and all have confidence in her hidden resources
and desire to see them developed, and to that end will
endeavor to direct the attention of the incoming roads
toward the camp via Clark's Fork River. There is every-
thing necessary along this line to make a good showing.
The fertile and extensive valley of the Clark's Fork, with
abundance of water and the best and most extensive coal
fields in the Northwest (at Bear Creek), the vast empire
known as the Big Horn Basin country, now entirely desti-

tute of railroads, and the fine mineral showing in and
around Cooke, is sufficient inducement to any railroad to

caU for a most careful investigation. Then let the people
of Cooke promptly repudiate each and every insinuation
that they can only be reached from Gardiner (no matter
from whom it comes), and co-operate with us in bringing
the Clark's Fork route into prominence. Work for segre-

gation if you like, and if you obtain favorable action on
your bill well and good. Eastern Montana has never in
any way opposed it, but we object to the assertion so re-

peatedly made that Cooke can only be reached from Gar-
diner. It is not true, and the effect is bad and handicaps
us in our endeavors to unite Billings and Cooke, without
really aiding the segregation project in the least.

Philip M, Gallahek, C.E.
BiLUNQS, Mont., Dec. 5.

BOSTON AND MAINE.
Boston, Dec. 10.—The weather has disappointed two or

three Boston hunting parties, the members of which have
Ijeen planning for trips into the woods of Maine for big
game. December has proved to be a rough one thus far.

The latest reports mention snow l^^ft. and even 8ft. deep
in the woods in the best deer sections. Then the mercury
has been indicating 30" below zero in some of the towns
in that State, to say nothing of the woods. Such reports

have made the would-be hunters shiver, and they have
quietly been "backing out." Dr. S. W. Green, with a
couple of friends, was to have started for Maine on the
14th, but that morning the mercury in Boston was down
among the zeroes, with reports of 14ft. of snow. The
trip has been abandoned. Mr. W. T. Farley, of Farley,

Harvey & Co., with a friend, has been planning for

months a hunting trip for deer. Andover, Me., and the
woods beyond was to have been the hunting section,

with George H. Cutting as guide. But the winter
lias shown too bold a face, and the hunt has been aban-
doned. AU along the line there are reports of late hunts
abandoned. Well, it is a great thing for the game. So
much the more will be left to breed. The annual close

season on moose, deer and caribou in Maine being on
Jan. 1, and the "reign of terror"—to the game—is about
over. Said one of the hunters above mentioned the other
day: "On the whole I am not sorry. Hunting is butchery
after all. Perhaps the deer we should have killed will

bring forth a number more for next year. Then we w ill

go earUer. I hardly think that I should like to be either

Nick Boylston, of Boston, or one of his friends. I see by
the papers that they have lately returned from the Maine
woods with twelve deer, three deer apiece, aU that the
law allows, I have not yet found out where they are
going to sell their venison. They should go into the meat
business. It does seem as though a deer to a hunter ought
to be enough."
At the meeting of the Massachusetts Fish and Game

Protective Association the other evening Mr. Wm. Minot,
Jr. , made the suggestion that the Association petition the
Legislature for a close time on quail during all of the
year 1894. He suggest that the quail, having suffered

almost extermination by the terrible winter of 1892-3,

should be given at least one year to recuperate. Gentle-
men who have hunted sections of the State repeatedly
this fall, where quail were fairly plenty a year ago, have
not seen a bird this season. Mr. Minot's proposition was
received with favor, and, doubtless, will be acted upon.
It is a feature worth noting that remarkably few native
quail have found their way into the Boston markets this

season. There is a complaint, however, that large num-
bers of snared ruffed grouse are coming into the market.
The Massachusetts Fish and Game Protective Associa-

tion has grown steadily until it nUQibers nearly 500 mem-
bers, and has a fund of nearly §3,000 in the treasury. The
sister organization recently formed at Lewiston for the
protection and propagation of game in Maine, has started
off with a good deal of vigor.

The report of the directors of the Inglewood Club, just

issued, snows the affairs of that organization to be in ex-
cellent condition. Cash receipts for the year liave been.

|;4,373.10; disbursements $3,992.18; cash on hand $380.y2.

During tlie year a valuable fishway, 27(3ft. long, has been
oonstructt>d at Knight's Mill. An addition has been made
to the club house, furnishing dining and sleeping accom-
modations for the help. Other improvements have been
made in the club house, and a good deal has been done in
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the way of furnishing. A new shelter has been erected

at Britain Steam Landing, and eight boats have been
added to the fleet. Fifty thousand young sea salmon
have lately been received and distributed. The club ex-

pects to receive sufficient aid from the Government t(i

build tlie remaining needed fishway upon the east branch
of the Musquash River, thus securing free ways for sea
salmon to and from the ocean. The membership of the
club is increasing rapidly, and larger and larger parties

are visiting the camp, and it is suggested that it may soon
be necessary to enlarge the main club house. A party
visited the preserve as early as May Vi this year, and an-
other very large party was there on the 27th.

One season is scarcely done when the other begins.

Boston trouting parties are already forming for the spring
of 1894. A Boston party has just written Mr. O. A. Den-
nen, proprietor of the Kineo House, Moosehead Lake, to

engage one of his steamers for May 20, 1894.

Mr. Walter S. Hill, of John P. Squire & Co., has a let-

ter from President C. A. Woodward, of the Ragged Island
Club, Currituck Sound, saying that game is remarkably
plenty there. The letter is written from Norfolk , the
home of the business firm of which Mr. Woodward is the
head. He urges upon Mr. Hill the importance of his

again accepting the hospitality of the club for a few days
of shooting. The readers of the Forest and Stbeaj\i will

remember the account of the splendid shoot Mr Hill had
with Mr. Woodward last year at the same place. Mr.
Hill will accept of the invitation if business can be made
to permit, and he will urge upon Mr. Wood ward the abso-
lute necessity of his accepting an invitation to try the
trout in Maine waters anottier season, somet'iing they
planned for last season, but were both hindered by cir-

cumstances that could not be controlled.

A strenuous effort has been made this fall by the Maine
authorities to break up the practice of setting nets in Jack
Stream, which flows into Cobbosseecontee Lake, at the
southern extremety, between Winthrop and Monmouth.
This stream is the outlet of all the large Winthrop ponds,
their waters flowing into the Cobbosseecontee, and thence
to the Kennebec. The stream is the natm-al resort of vast
quantities of tr<>ut and other game and food fish, especi-

ally in the autumn, and poachers have been in the habit
of driving over from Lewiston and stretching a net clear

across Jack Stream, at one of the narrowest places, thus
capturing every fish going either up or down. They have
been very cautious in their movements, setting their net
by night only, and laying in camp in the daytime. Their
fish they have taken to Lewiston by wagon loads, and
sold them. Comjjlaints came to the ears of Sheriff

Berry, of Winthrop, recently, and he had reasons to

believe that the net was set. He drove down to the
stream by night and at daybreak he saw three
men hauling the net and taking out the fish.

Unfortunately he was on the other side of the stream,
with no means of getting over, but he identified the men
to the extent that he arrested subsequently Richard
Sa,bourin, Henry Lezotte and John Denison of Lewiston.
They were taken before Justice Woodward of Winthrop,
who discharged them. But they were afterward ar-

raigned in the Supreme Court at Augusta, and they have
been indicted by the Grand Jury. F. L. Noble, Esq., has
appeared for tliem and has succeeded in getting them
bound over to the April term of court. There is a great
deal of indignation against this fllegal fishing. Cobbossee-
contee Lake is one of the finest fish preserves in the State.

The Fish Commissioners have endeavored to keep it

stocked, while local fishermen have labored in the same
direction. Several of them have contributed money to
maintain a hatchery at Belgrade to supply Kennebec
ponds, and are taking much pains to improve them.

Special.

NIAGARA COUNTY DUCK SHOOTING.
LocKPORT, N. Y,, Nov. 29.—A New York gentleman,

visiting friends in Lockport this summer, was aflforded an
oppoitunity in company with a jolly party of local
anglers to try his skill on the black bass of Lake Ontario,
and the monstrous pike and pickerel of Tonawanda Creek.
Having fully demonstrated his prowess with the rod and
reel, he confessed to his hosts that tlie remarkably good
fishing afforded by Niagara county was (very fortunately
for the home brothers of the angle, and unfortunately for
the Gotham lovers of the sport), a fact unpublished in
New York. Otherwise, he said, "the beautiful shire
bounded on the west by the Niagara River where the
most exciting black baes fishing on the continent could
be had, by Lake Ontario on the north with its well
stocked tributarips, and Tonawanda Creek on the south,
the haunt of the great lake pike and pickerel, would be
overun by sportsmen from the metropolis."
A few days ago the same enthusiast ran up to Lock-

port just to renew acqaintances and to talk over the fine
catches of black bass oft" Fort Niagara at the mouth of
the rapid river in which he was an appreciable and
appreciative factor. In a future number of Forest and
Stream perhaps the editor will permit me to tell his
readers what the reminiscent gentlemen had to talk
about.
The hosts, Messrs. F. Howard and Arthur L. Leich,

were not content with recounting deeds which made the
blood of the true angler tingle at the mere relating. To
the astonishment of the New- Yorker they proposed a
duck hunting trip. Their guest said he would enjoy
nothing better, but could not take the time necessitated
by a trip to Canada.
"Not at all necessary to carry the war into Africa," ex-

claimed the genial Art, "we have the feathered enemy
almost at our very doors. I call the teals and mallards
'enemies,' because they so often disturb my peace of mind
at the thought that they fly over the old tracks and
haunts in lines unbroken by my Parker. No, the birds
come to our shores free of duty from the Northland by
the trillions.

Mr. Leich's graphic narration of the beauty of scenery
possessed by Olcott harbor and the Eighteen-Mile Creek,
and of its sister harbor, Wilson, into which flowed the
Tuscarora Creek, given a touch of life these bltak Novem-
ber days by long lines of ducks limned on the gray hori-
zon or dippine lower until they found a background in
the dark blue water of the lake, made their guest eager
for the fray.

The New Yorker must have decided to go. Either that,
or his friends decided for him. At any rate, he made part
of the load of a two-seated wagon, well filled with the
hunters' paraphernalia, which started the next evening
for Olcott. The portable larder was not at all pretentious,

for although all the ephemeral hotels were closed for the
season in the romantic village, the local hunters had un-
limited faith in Ed. Martin's hospitality. The guest felt

rebuked, when demurely asking, "Who's Ed. Martin?'' the

reply came, "My untraveled friend, you <lo not know Lake
Ontario; he is not the genius of a locality, but the friend

of all who ti'avel the Lakes."
Along the famous Eighteen-Mile Creek the spirited

horses hurried the hunters, and after an hour's drive they
were landed at their destination. Ed was soon found,
and asked as to the prospect for ducks, that worthy re-

plied, "Mornings and evenings there's no prospect for

ducks—there's nothing but ducks in sight."

The sportsmen were told that the high winds made
shooting out on the Lake impracticable, and were much
disappointpd thereat. Along the lake from Youngstown
to Thirty-Mile Light excellent sport is afforded the hunter
in the fall at a distance of a mile to two miles from shore.

A faverite method in pursuing the waterfowl is something
Uke this: The ducks for any one given day seem to have
a fixed aerial route which they follow in flying back and
forward parallel with the shore. Sometimes these paths
are three-quarters of a mile out, and then again more
than two miles out, varying with the weather and the
more capricious birds. These routes are soon located by
the shooters. By placing their boats a short distance on
one side or the other of the invisible line excellent shots

are afforded as the ducks come sailing along. In this way
a party of four men in two boats last fall succeeded in

using up 528 shells in one day, securing nearly 200 ducks.

Perhaps one of the most interesting features of the sport

in this locality is the variety of game that comes to the
bags of the floating batteries on Lake Ontario.

But to return to our friends. Consolation was con-
tained in Captain Martin's statement to the effect that the
storm made grand hunting up the creek. Thus reas-

sured, the two turned in for the night to dream of ducks
in marshalled flight.

The morning, true to prophecy, proved windy. But in

the gray dawn the Lockportians and their friend could
see long lines and heavy V's of birds blowing inland on
the wings of the storm. They wanted no ride in the lake
so long as the game came inland. Soon the boats were
ready and they pushed up the creek. The stream at no
point is wider than 120yds., with high banks on either

side. In coming in and going back to the lake the ducks
very accommodatingly follow the creek's course. In the
majority of instances, moreover, the flight is low enough
to afford possible and, to the accurate shot, probable tar-

gets. So it was that the gentlemen found themselves in

a shooting alley, as it were, with flying targets almost
constantly before them.
Not five minutes after pushing off along came an alter-

nated column of redheflfls, flying as if in great haste to

reach the feeding grounds further up. As they came op-
posite the boatman, a broadside from three polished
pieces saluteel the feathered tourists from the north.
They veered slightly away from the hunters just before
reaching them, or perhaps more than one of the flock
would have tumbled. As it was, a single shining crest

only came down into the water. This nrst trophy was
awarded to the metropolis unanimously. A quarter of a
mile up sti-eam a flock of teal were sighted feeding
around the wild rice and cat-tails. The boats were
pushed forward quietly but swiftly. The flocks rose hur-
riedly before the hunters were within range, all except
one tardy drake, who seemed bewildered for a moment.
This proved fatal. Truth to tell, however, both Lock-
portians surprised themselves by missing. They gener-
ously applauded when Mr. Drake was easily taken by
Metropolis as he came down on the back track below the
east bank to rejoin his rapidly disappearing comrades.
This time there was no award, but the visitor took the
bird by the divine right of conqu.eror.

And so the sport continued as late as 10:30 A. M.
Again in the afternoon the sport reopened and the gun-
ners were kept busy. The specimens were not numer-
ous, running into the second score, but the range of vari-

eties quite wide. Besides redheads and teal several shel-

drakes and sleepyheads were bagged. Just about sun-
down Art made his comrades justifiably curious by bring-
ing down she tailender of a flock of mallards. Although
a half-sized gale was blowing on the lake, Capt. Martin
dogmatically asserted, "The mallards hev their powder
noses on to-day, and they're keepin' out on wide waters
in the teeth of the wind, restin' by spells on the rockin'
waves. No use goin' after 'em; we've no yacht in the
harbor that could be handled to any purpose for ducks to-

day."

At 5 o'clock the hunters started for home, reaching the
city of Locks two hours later, tired, it is true, but with a
happy weariness. The day's sport had been uninterrupt-
edly line, and they felt well repaid for their trip in every
respect.
After a hearty dinner Metropolis took up the New York

papers, which had left the presses at 4:30 A.M. and reachd
the State's remotest city twelve hours later, with a grati-

fied air.

"Well," said he, "this is all like a fairy tale. I have
spent the day on a most romantic steamer, enjoyed the
invigorating breezes of the lake, and at the climax found
myself f-uiTOunded with as many aquatic birds as the
coasts of Labrador could afford. After a day of superior
pleasure, such as only a sportsman may know, I return
to find in my friend's house the New York papers of the
day at my service. All this within twelve hours' ride
of my home. Astonishing!"
In a measure, old resielents of the country this year,

however, can sliare the New Yorkers' astonishment at the
plentifulness of wild ducks and geese. They seem to visit

this section this fall in countless numbers. Burt Green of
Lockport and Will Windsor, United States plumbm- at
Ft. Niagara, one day this week secured eleven large Cana-
dian geese in the Niagara River. A Wilson hotel keeper,
whose place is charmingly located on Wilson Harbor and
overlooking the mouth of the creek and Lake Ontario,
writes that on Monday morning of this week, rising at
daybreak, he went outdoors to attenri to his chores. He
looked out upon the stream and rubbed his eyes with
astonishment. He could not believe what his optics told
him. Th*^ water as far as he could see was covered with
ducks. That day he and a local attorney secured fifty-

seven plump birds. The lawyer employed no legal en-
tanglements with which to ensnare the game, either, but
he says he vLsed a very superior smokeless powder. No. 3
shot did the business.

A_town of Wheatfield farmer sent word to a Lockport

friend on Tuesday that the ducks were so thick on Tona-
wanda Creek his young boys were trying to knock tbem
down with poles as they flew back and forth to the lake.
Never within the memory of the present generation have
the different varieties of waterfowl been so plentiful in
Niagra county. This section is happily located anyhow
as relates to the miaratory game birds.

In the Niagara River, the county's eastern boundary,
Lake Erie and Lake Ontario seem to come to a focus.
The great bulk of northern waterfowl in seeking a south-
ern home for the winter, spend at least a month along
the shores and creeks of these bodies of water. The wild
and almost tempestuous grandeur of the Falls, the rapids
and the cliff-bound rivers undoubtedly appeal to the un-
tamed natures of these wanderers from the North. It is

a touch of nature for which these swift-winged birds
whose flight simulates the speed of Niagara's falling

waters have an unmistakeable liking. Great eagles soar
above the whirlpool and mighty eddies, gulls skim along
the waves, and far out in the more plncid stretches a loon
or a grebe may be seen to rise, and again as he rises on the
crest of a wave. Pleasant indeed is this section in sum-
mer CO the tourist, delightful is it to the angler in June,
July or August, but to tlie fowler Niagara county is grand-
est in November. The noblest stanza Bryan t ever jienned
has been answered. He_, presents to a waterfowd this

query

:

"Whither midst falling dew,

While glow the heavens with the last steps of day.

For through their rosy depths dost thou pursue

Thy solitary way?"

Although not seeking a summer home, the bird doubt-
less is on his way "to scream among his fellows," for a
brief season in the paradise for eluck hunters is not for
ducks, on old Ontario's shores, the land of the Niagaras.

M. H.

Emotions Aroused by a lOin. Track.
Dec. 13 —Editor Forest and Stream: I send you extracts from a

letter just received from a guide with \\ honi I have hunted in the
Rocbief, a irati who has been in at the death of a large number of
bears; and though a veteran at the game, he vividly describes a feel-

ing that I have often experienced, and one which I think is generally
shared at times by most hunters of dangerous game. It is a sort of
very-aDsious-for-a-fight feeling, but as Che time seems to draw very
close for the scrimmage, the feeling seems to take possession of one's
soul that you are getting very near your game at an unnecessarily
rapid pace. H. N. M.

Dear iV.: I made a trip this fall with Mr. E. of Switzer-
land. We hunted in the Jackson Lake country. There
is a big grizzly bear in that country that makes a track of
about 7iin. in width. I have had an eye on him for sev-

eral years. This trip I thought to get him. It had been
snowing all night. We started early in the morning, and
founel the track about 8 o'clock, and followed up the
mountain, where we got close to our game. He had been
making his breakfast of pine nuts. 1 had already taken
three cartridges from pocket and put them between my
fingers, for 1 knew from the signs we were very close to

our game; and what a track! Did you ever notice when
one gets close to a big grizzly how much larger the track
is than it was a mile back, where you measured it? Well,
this fellow's track was lOin. wide and getting wider every
step, but at this stage of the game something happened,
of course it did, otherwise we would have got the bear-
provided, always, that the bear did not get us. Now
right here, my good friend, let me tell you—of course I

would not have anyone else know—that I was seriously
thinking of the latter case, for there was poor D. worse
than kiiled (I suppose you have heard all about it—an ac-
count of this brave fight was printed in FOREST AND
Stream last spring) and Jones, about the same time, was
completely knocked out by a single stroke. I wondered
if those bear made tracks like this one I was following.

'

Then the new double-barreled rifle, suppose that should
go back on us! That bear is just sure to be above us when
we see him, and if—and if—and if

—

When a man is seeking diligently for a thing, it is, at
least, fair to suppose that he wants to find it. But I
think there are times, especially when the track is very
large, that such a presumption would be very far from
the truth.
But something happened ! A wolverine suddenly jumped

acro.'^s the track—stopped, of course, to look at us—bang!
went E.'s gun. Kicked? You bet I kicked. It would
not have looked well if I had not. We got the wolverine,
and as we already had a very fine bear's skin in camp,
Mr. E. was happv, and, of coui-se, I was resigned. * * *

' E. W. R.

Length of Barrels.

Cazenovia, N. Y., Dec. 1^.—Editor Forest and Stream:
The writer was somewhat surprised at "Wanderer's"
article in your excellent paper. Questions may have
been settled, as he remarks, long ago in the minds of
those who have answered them, and given their answers
as they supposed correctly, and later investigations, and
more complete and exhaustive experiments prove them
far from correct. I once owned a 10-bore, 9ilbs gun that
had 24in. barrels, and whUe I have shot hundreds of others
with a weighed amouot of powder and a counted charge
of shot, I never saw its equal for regularity and evenness.
But I would not advise any one to use such a shcjrt one, as
the distance between the two sighting points is too short,

and with all due respect to Mr. Tenner, I would recom-
mend the 23in. tubes instead of the 26in. for the same
reason. We all ought to thank Mr. Tenner for his useful
and instructive articles. Will H. Cruttenden.

Pennsylvania Game.
MaNCY, Pa., Dec. 14.—Reports of successful hunters

reach us every day, from tiie Loyalsock, Little Pine, Big
Pine Creek and their tributaries. In the vicinity of
Barber's Mills one man killed three deer last week. Two
deer were killed about three miles i elow English Center,
on Little Pine Creek, during the first three days of fhis
week. Another was killed in Carson Run last week.
Since writing up that big flock of turkeys that were seen
opposite this place, we learn that a hunter near Nesbit
killed two at one discharge. Undoubtedly they were of
the same flock, as the killing was done some miles up the
river, on the Bald Eagle. Hunters say there is too much
crust for good easy work. Mr. James Lose, the ablest
angler of us all, continued to make fine catches of pike
(we guess they were pickerel though) up to the first of
this month. Last year he caught over 200 in October
and November, J. M. B,
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THE CARLIN PARTY.
We recall nothing in recent literature of sport which

parallels the experiences of the Carlin party of sportsmen
who were lost in the Bitter Root Mountains as those ex-
periences are related by Mr. Carlin himself in the Tacoma
Review,
Following is Mr. Carlin's account given to the Revieiv:

"We pitched our camp on the Clearwater Sept. 26,
between two warm springs. The camp was comfortably
appointed, the fishing was good, and the hunting
magnificent. We stayed there until Oct. 10, and then
decided to return home. We packed everything and
started up the little trail toward the Lo Lo. Two-thirds
of the way up we found the snow 3ft. deep. Colgate,
who had been sick some time, was on a strong horse, but
faring badly. Our guide, Spencer, estimated that the
snow would be 4ft. deep on the main trail, and so we
returned to the old camp. We found timber two miles
and a half beloAV there, at the lower lake and began the
task of building rafts. In the mean time we had bought
out Ben Keeley, an old trapper who had a cabin there
stocked with provisions for the winter, and we hired him
to come down with us. The party then numbered six in
all. The rafts were 4ft. wide and 26ft. long, made of
strong timbers, with bulkhead forward. We made a
chair on one for Colgate to sit in, as he was by that time
almost helpless, and embarked, dividing our provisions
and utensils evenly. Himmelwright and myself were on
the raft with Colgate. Pierce, Spencer and Keeley were
on the other.

"Then began the most diflScult and hazardous work
that I ever heard of. We let the rafts down gradually,
using ropes sometimes and then our poles, holding on with
our hands to tlie slippery rocks along the banks. We
were constantly obliged to have one man going forward
to reconnoitre the river, and in places all five of us would
work to let the rafts down one at a time. We made
twenty-five miles that way, and then spent four days
examining the river below us. It was impassable. It was
then necessary for us to cross the river, and we were two
days doing that. We had first to fell a tree 44in. in
diameter out into the current. With ropes we let one
raft out into the center of the stream. Then we paid out
the line and let the raft swing against the other bank.
We unloaded everything and cut the raft loose to see
where it would go. It was whirled swiftly down stream
200yds. and swung into a clump of rooks. That was the
last we saw of it.

"The trip that far had been attended by innumerable
risks. All of us had many narrow escapes from drowning.
Once when we ran on the rocks Colgate's end of the raft
was submerged and he fell into the water. Himmel-
wright happened to be standing close enough to save his
life. I was nearly drowned another time, and I guess
nearly all of us owe more to good luck than anyone will
know of. We started out on foot, after crossing the
river, marching slowly in the hope that Colgate would
keep up. We were then down to 401bs. of flour, 41bs. of
bacon, 5lbs. of beans—a mere handful—and a little coffee.
The whole question was talked over seriously.
We saw that to stand still meant sure death, while it

was doubtful if we could be saved by going ahead. We
finally decided to keep on, and determined that whoever
fell behind must bear his own misfortune. All that was
explained to Colgate early one morning. He seemed to
have only a general idea of what was going on. Once he
said to me, 'Well Carlin, I guess I'll be the first one to
fall.' All of us were in a deplorable fix. We divided
our provisions, discarded all our blankets and arms except
a dozen rounds of ammunition each and two guns.
Colgate could scarcely walk. Then we made the start.
He soon fell behind and that was the last we saw of him.
Two and a half miles further on we camped. We waited
the next day until 10 o'clock, thinking it barely possible
that the old man might come in, but he never overtook
us. He died that night, I am sure. In fact he was dying
when we left him and he couldn't possibly have put in
another night. He was demented and in a stupor, and
seemed hardly to realize what was going on when we left
him. He weighed fully 2001bs. and we were so weak that
it was out of the question to carry him,
"We traveled on that way, still suffering, slipping

down at every step almost, three days and a half before
we reached the canon. Vertical walls of rock from 200 to
1,000ft. high, towered above us. I shall never forget the
scene. The Clearwater Eiver rushed into the cafion with
a tremendous roar, and those great walls seemed almost
to meet at the top. They cast a deep shadow on the
stream, and the liquid took colors that a Tavernier could
not produce. The worst part of our journey Avas before
us. The caflon Avas eight miles long, and it is impossible
to travel down it along the river bank on either side.
We made the best of our way up and down the ridges,
hanging on to clefts and protuberances on the face of the
steep sidehills. In one place we were forced to go back
from the river three miles to get ai-ound a little chff that
jutted out over the stream. Another day we tried to go
to the top of the range and walk along the mountain tops.
But the sides of the hill were lined with moose brush
weighted down with snow. When you stepped on it your
feet were taken out from under you, and the brush,
relieved of its weight of snow tripped, you as it flew back
again. The snow was slippery and we soon found that
method of traveling harder than any other. We were
three days and a half doing that eight miles of caflon.
One day we only advanced a mile and a half.

"We did not Avait when we struck the mouth of the
canon. The Avalking was bad enough then, but it was an
improvement on what Ave had endured. Our provisions
gave out and Ave stumbled along the best we could, eating
berries whenever we could find them. The hills were
lower and the country more open, but there was no sign
of game. It rained pitchforks all one night, and the next
day it was cold enough to chill us to the bone. Later we
happened across some pheasants and shot three of them.
Three dogs followed us all through our joux'ney. When
we shot a pheasant in the more open countiy all three
dogs were on it in an instant. One got the breast,
another the head, and the third was pulling on the legs.
We had to fight hard to save part of the bird from the
clutches of the starving animals,
"Three more days of that kind of progress, in which

we gained perhaps two miles a day, and then we met the
rescue party in charge of Lieut, Elliott, It was the dogs
who gave the first sign of its propinquity, Himmel-
wright and I were half a mile beldud eating hawberries.

The dogs were in advance of our main party, when one of
Lieut, Elliott's dogs saw them and barked. Spencer was
in the lead, with Pierce close behind him. Spencer heard
the strange barking and climbed a high rock, from which
he caught sight of Rory Bui'ke, a rancher from Smith
Creek, who had been employed by EUiott to help navigate
the boat. Soon afterward we met a soldier, and I recog-
nized him as an old chum of mine, Sergeant Guy Norton,
We soon joined Lieut. Elliott and his men, and I found
him the kindest hearted man I had ever met. He was
just in time, for we Avere almost starved and very weak,"
From this point the return of the rescued and rescuers

to civilization was accomplished without an accident.
Lieut. Elliott and his command had a desperate time
fighting their way through the snow until they found the
hunters. When he heard about the plight of Colgate, he
determined to send the hunters back and keep on in
search of the cook. The members of the Carlin party ex-
plained that it would be an impossibility to find him.
They talked over the situation for hours with the Lieu-
tenant, and their weak condition and the difficulties

which they described pei-suaded him to give up tlie idea
of fui-ther search.

Mr. Carlin sends us the following note:
Editor Falsest and Stream:

I wish to state that the newspaper reports to the effect

that Martin Spencer, our guide, was responsible for our
being caught in the snow in the Bitter Root Mountains are
entirely incorrect. Not a shadow of blame rests with Mr.
Spencer, and all through our trip he proved himself a
man in every sense of the word. Wm. E. Caklin.

CHICAGO AND THE WEST.
[EVotn our Staff Correspondent.}

A Bad Prospect.

The weather continues severe all through this section
of the country, with alternate thawing and freezing, and
a gradual increase in snowfall. It seems doubtful if the
few birds left over from last season Avill have a fighting
chance for their lives unless the elements take early a
kindlier dispositson. Should this Avinter be as hard on
quail as last, the stock will be sadly cut down all OA'er

what is naturally a great quail country, namely, northern
Illinois, Indiana and Ohio, with a large portion of Iowa,

Would the Shooters Join?

Chicago is full of unemployed men, many of whom
would have starved to death had it not been for the or-

ganized efforts of the citizens and the city to take care of

its honest poor. To be out of work, to be able and will-

ing to work, and yet to be unable to find work to do

—

there can be no situation in life as terrible as this, and no
problem in society so hard of solution. For the thous-
ands of the poor fellows so situated there can be but one
feeling, that of the sincerest symiSit%. Thousands of such
men crowd the corridors of the City Hall every night, and
pack li ke sheep into anj^ vacant building where the au-
thorities will allow them to spend the night undisturbed.
In the daytime these men get what they can to eat, many
of them depending altogether on the places where food
is dispensed free. The relief association of the city con-
stantly solicits donations of food for use in these open
kitchens for the destitute, and many thousands of loaves
of bread and tons of food of aU sorts are given weekly to

this purpose by those more able or more fortunate in life.

One of the city papers the other day called upon the
merchants of South Water street (the great produce and
game market) to contribute supplies to this charity. The
gravity of the situation is such that all the papera and aU
the people here talk of nothing so much as of this ques-
tion of how to feed starving and half desperate men Avho
throng the city this winter to so extraordinary and alarm-
ing extent. Food, of almost any sort, is the great need,
the quality being not so much the question as the quantity.
As most of the food of the city comes in through South
Water street, the papers call on the South Water street

merchants to supply food. This they are no more able to

do than any one else of equal income. And yet there
seems to be a little suggestion in this call on South Water
street, which I offer with much difiidence but with equal
sincerity.

There is no sort of game in the country so abundant and
so cheap in the market as the cottontail rabbit. Often
they go begging at five cents apiece, the market being
loaded down with them. Five cents is a small sum, but
if one had a family and did not have five cents left with
which to feed them, the food possibilities of five cents
would look large. For the man so situated even a
cottontail rabbit would have a A'^alue, for it would mean a
meal. These men of Avhom I am speaking are hungry,
so that food of any wholesome sort seems a blessing to
them.
Now, I am not posing as a solver of economic problems

and I fear ridicule for the idea I propose. Yet every one
can best work along the line of activity in which he is

engaged and all one can do is to do his best. The
premises are that any wholesome food which can be laid

down for nothing at the door of the Chicago relief asso-

ciation in carload loads is worth the having; that
thousands of big-hearted men read Forest and Stream,
and that these thousands of men could kill and ship, per-
haps prepaid, thousands of the cottontail rabbits which
in many parts of the country swarm in such numbers
that sportsmen do not shoot them. For instance, in
lower Indiana, say about Bicknell, of which point I have
spoken before, a party of half a dozen guns could load a
wagon with rabbits in a day's shoot almost certainly.
This would be a wagon load of wholesome food. The
game supply of the country would not be injured, neither
could the game be put to better purpose than to give it to
the poor who can not afford to shoot and who are
anchored by their poverty in the mid-channel of adver-
sity.

I do not say to the shooters of the country. Go out and
kill thisgame and ship it to Chicago, nor do I advise a shot
being fired to that purpose. But I do say that should the
relief association of Chicago express itself as desu'ous of
having this sort of food sent them, then I know these
Forest and Stream men so Avell that I am satisfied that
they would send in to this city tons of this wholesome
food and be glad to do it. The shipments could be made
nominally to some well known sportsmen, say to Carter
H. Haa-rison, Jr., editor of the Chicago Times, he not to

be troubled by it, but to act simply as nominal consignee
for the association. This idea at first may seem whimsi-
cal, but study the streets of Chicago these cold days and
it will not seem so whimsical, but may appear to have
foundation. For the man Avho will not work when he
can, contempt and starvation; but for the man who
wants to work and cannot, all the sympathy and all the
help in the world. None will help more willingly than
sportsmen, for none are kinder-hearted. Sporting papers
do not deal with flour and beef, but can only give as they
possess. The mission of the sporting papers is not to kill

off game in quantities, but to protect it. Yet I submit
that the sporting papers possess here some game which
they can spare, and that while the readers of these sport-
ing papers retain strength and skill and leism-e enough to
kill a few rabbits each this winter, the game which they
kiU does not belong to them, if the poor of Chicago want
and ask for it.

It would be a pleasure to hear from the relief associa-
tion, and also from the sportsmen of the country on this

point, and as this is written on the first thought and sub-
mitted with, deference, please let us have only charitable
comment. The magnitude of the existing necessity for
food cannot be exaggerated. There are over 100,000 men
in Chicago Avho are going hungry every day. It is our
duty as men to turn aside from mere pleasure long
enough to do some of the thinking about these men.

The Ke—sk—ee F—h St—y.
There still lives a gentlemen who seems to have a notion

that the Kekoskee fish story is a fiction. This is Mr.
Horace Wilson, of Columbus, O., who says he is "an old
man in the seventies now, and has to hunt by proxy,"
but is stiir able to fish, read Forest and Stream, and be-
lieve the believable fish stories. He incloses a weird story
about a man who killed an Indian, an elk, a grizzly bear,

a mountain lion and a rattlesnake all at one shot, and
suggests that that is a pretty stiff story itself. Mr. Wil-
son really mustn't believe eA^erythingheseesinthe papers,
except what he sees in Forest and Stream, That is al-

ways so. Meantime let us hope that the Avi-iter of his

kindly letter will hunt and fish and read a great many
years yet.

Rejected the Governor.

It is stated currently that at their private business
meeting this week the members of Swan Lake Shooting
Club of this city declined to admit into membership in the
club Governor John P. Altgeld of Illinois, the high-
handed beliefs and practices of the latter in game law
matters disqualifying him from association with sports-
men.

Dame Bang Dead.

A letter from the friend with whom I lately shot in
Indiana tells me that Dame Bang is dead, the property of
Mr. Peabody, of Cincinnati, O., died last week at Bick-
nell, Ind, , of what appeared to be rabies. The informa-
tion came through Mr, John Barker, who could give few
particulars. The owner of Dame Bang was disappointed
that the judge could find no place for her, and now death
makes the final disappointment. At the time when Mr,
LaRue, Mr, Organ and myself shot over Dame Bang she
was as perfect a sljooting dog as one ever saw. Then
came her weak run at the U, S, Trials, possibly due to

the disease that later resulted fatally, and noAV at last,

and all too soon. Dame Bang has gone to join Molly
O'Brien, Roll Organ's favorite, late deceased.

Good Deer Trip.

Mr. Roth, with the John Wilkinson Co, of this city, had
a successful trip after deer with a number of friends this

fall. They hunted on the Flambeau, and had nine deer
hung up at one time.

Fashions in Guns.

Friends in the gun trade tell me there is a tendency
this fall toward the light half pistol-grip or the straight-

hand stock of older times. The inquiry probably can be
traced to the elaborate gun exhibits at the World's Fair,
which showed such forms in light and graceful guns.
The pistol or half pistol has its good features, but prob-
ably for a AA'hUe we will have a run to the English fashion
of straight-hands. American shooters also shoot straigh-

ter-stocked guns every year. This is much of a matter of
habit, as if one shoots a gun with small drop he must
form the habit of bending his neck and getting close down
on his stock. If he shoots with a high head, he must
have high barrels, and that is all there is to the question.

The English habit is to drop the head. I confess I cannot
see much to the modern notion that you Avant a gun
straighter than you caja sight, that is, one in which the
barrels slant up full view in front of you when you throAv
up the gun. Yet a gun* can' be so built that it will "carry
high" at 40yds. and still allow dkect alignment by the
rib, so that you can still see your bird and have a per
cent, of allowance furnished you by the gun maker for
the rise of the bird and the drop of the shot. But if we
should admit even so much as that, there Avould still be
fashions in gun stocks as much as fashions in hats. Just
now the fashion for high and narrow bids fair to boom,
with a smattering of Monte Carlo cutaway and an occa-
sional humpbacked "rational stock," the latter a much
better thing than it looks. Chan. Powers, of Decatur,
III., shoots a "rational stock." The shooters and the
makers will continue to keep each other guessing, we
may depend. E. Hough.
909 Secdrity BiaLDiNo, Chicago.

Winter and the Game in Michigan.

Central Lake, Mich., Dec. 12.—Our lake froze over on
the 2d inst. The winter has set in with unusual severity;

that is, the snow is deeper than for some years, being
nearly 3ft, in the woods, Tne temperature, however,
has not, I think, been as low as zero, which is more than
can be said of Central Illinois, We had last week a thaw,
with rain, and when it froze the snow was left in a very
solid condition , which I think unfavorable to the game.
We have, however, no quail here, and the other creatures
may manage to worry through the winter, especially as

the sentiment against deer killing out of season is becom-
ing yearly more patent as a factor in the preservation of

these animals, ElEi:PtE.

The Forest and Stream isp^t to press each week oti Tues-

day. Correspondence intended for publication should reach

us at the latest by Monday ^ and as im(,ch earlier aspraotioabl e
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More About the .3Seal.

Editor Forest and Stream:
Here we have four articles in your issue of Nov. 25, in

which one man, a "gunsmith," as much as acknowledges
that he knows practically nothing regarding the .22,

where the other three adherents to the little cartridge are
very enthusiastic and support my statements regarding
the .22'3 work.
In reply to Mr. Fellows I may say that the air is not

"thin" here, but I have put a .22 short through that thick-
ness of pine at 200yds., and can do it at any time for all

the money he can raise in his county. The yards are also

three feet here. And again, he must be "loco" when he
says a prairie dog cannot be seen at 303yds. This dog I

shot in South Dakota, and any one who has been in that
country can post him on the purity of the air there. He
may be the champion of his county and hold the medal
for it, but that don't go to show that the .22 short can't
be champion also and get the medal—not a Kekoskee
medal like Mr, Hough's. I am coming East next fall on
a visit, and I intend to drop in on him and take that hat
and his $10. I will not take any advantage, but wUl give
him $5 every time I miss if he gives me $5 every time I

hit that hat at 303yds. I will also give him a chance to

put up from ,|50 to |500 that I can put eight shots out of
ten in an Sin. buUseye at 303yds. with my .82 short, off-

hand.
Again he says the .22 long rifle is the proper thing over

lOOyds. I stiU hold that the ,23 short is good up to
325yds., and to kill at that distance. Please note where
"Autokee" shot a .22 through both sides of his barn,
boards being lin. in thickness, at 330yd3.; does that look
as if the .22 long were the only one to use over 100yds.?
Again, look at the statement of "TeliUa," how about the
.32 short there?
Mr. L. D. Von Iflfland says he killed an osprey at 120yds.

and a friend of his who stood 200yds. further distinctly
heard the little ball singing past and going at a lively rate.

He also states that he has shot a .2iJ short through Alin.
of pine, also that he made some very creditable shots
with a .22 long at 600 and 700yds.

I think if we lovers of the little .22 keep on we will con-
vince in time the doubters as regards the .22 cartridge, I
have used the .22 short of different makes, but find the
.22 U. M. C. gives the best results. I am eagerly waiting
for Mr. Von Iffland's report regarding his tests with felt.

Where is "Tode" that we hear nothing from him and
his .22?

In Iowa not long since a man was cleaning a . 22 short
Colts repeater which was accidentally discharged, the
ball going completely through his body and out through
the side of the house. I can cite numerous incidents that
have come under my notice where the .22 short has done
equally as good work as the larger calibers.

Diamond Walt.
Exeter, Neb., Dec. 5.

An "Arabian Spike Buck."
Here is a cm-ious accoimt of a deer that was shot lately

iu the Upper Peninsula woods. I would like the readers
of Forest and Stream to know about it, that some of
them, perhaps, may elucidate the puzzle, if puzzle it is.

The clipping is from the Sault Ste. Marie (Mich.) News, and
was written by the editor, Ohas. S, Osborn, an enthusi-
astic hunter and cracking good newspaper man, who
knows as much about the fauna of the North Woods as
any man living. This is what he says:

"Thos. Graham, postmaster, storekeeper and expert
hunter at Rosedale, kdled an 'Ai-abian' spike buck near
his home and the skin, head and legs are at Taxidermist
Lines, to be mounted life size. The deer is a freak and
difficult, if not impossible, to classify. It is the size of an
average three-year old buck and has the mysterious
'spikeT or two straight horns like the antelope, which
give to the hunter or naturalist no idea of the age of the
animal. The eyes were pink, like those of an albino, and
the upper jaw is decidedly prognathic, while the lower
jaw is equally prominently opistbognathus. The back is

almost solidly a brownish gray, the sides are pure white
and the legs are spotted reddish and white. It does not
answer the description of the dama or fallow deer, which
is smaller, and its spots are regular; neither is it hke the
spotted deer, or axis, of East India. In fact nothing like
it has been seen by local hunters, except one killed near
Naubinway a year ago by .Tames Walker, The freak is

even more unusual and prettier than the albino or pure
white deer, several of whieh have been killed in northern
Michigan and Wisconsin." W. H, J,

Birds in Connecticut.

Meriden, Conn,, Dec. 4.—I read with much pleasure of
the plan of importing foreign game for the Maine woods
as set forth in your i^sue of Dec. 16, and let us hope it will
be taken up in the States as well. Near my home in Con-
necticut, a few miles below WiUimantic, the Liberty
Game Club have been importing Eegiish pheasants,which
seem to be doing well. They also have the Cahfornia
plumed quail, and I think that if we could get started a
few more clubs like the Liberty Club we might in a few
yeare have good shooting in Connecticut. I am sorry to
say there are many who call themselves sportsmen around
these parts who will oppose a game club and say that aU
they want is to shut out the majority of the hunters, but
they themselves will go out, and if " they find a flock of
quail will follow it up until not one is left, and then
wonder why there is not quail in the same spot next
year.

I think that we need more game wardens to look after
game interests in winter time. Only one flock of quail
has been started in this section this year, so far as I can
learn, and all that were left at last report were four birds.
Let every true sportsman persuade some farmer friend of
his to sow a patch of oats next spring to leave for the
quail in the fall, and I believe he will feel better for it,

A couple of dollars is a good persuader among farmers.
JmsEY.

A Connecticut Swan.
Rei ben Hn.L killed a handsome swan below Saybrook,

Conn., recently. This is the first bird of this species that
has been ahot in this vicinity for over fifty years. Capt.
O. N. Brooks, the famous taxidermist, has mounted the
swan,—Providence Jonnial.

Bears in the Catskills.

Htjnter, N, Y,, Dec, 10,—Game has been somewhat
scarce during this last fall and winter, although some
fairly good bags of piartridges have been made. Wood-
cock shooting was quite below the average. But bears!

A perfect bear hunter's paradise! Never before in the
history of the "oldest inhabitant" have so many bears
been shot in this section, as during the past few days. It

is nothing at aU uncommon for hunters to strike tho trail

of from one to four bears in a bunch. Only two days ago
two hunters succeeded in driving into a den and diisi^atch-

ing near the opening a fine fellow. One of them suggested
the propriety of examining "that hole" before leaving it.

Crawling cautiously in, he was almost rattled to see six

balls of fire gleaming at him. A rapid fusilade, and the
hunters returned to town with four splendid fellows-
three yearlings and one old one. The supervisor of

Hunter told me had this day issued five certificates for

bounties on presentation of the skulls, as required by law,
A conservative estimate places the number killed within
a radius of 10 miles at 25 to 30 in two weeks. The enor-

mous amount of "shack," beechnuts, etc, in the moun-
tains makes them exceedingly fat, J. K,

Do Long Close Seasons Increase Game?
Easton, Md,, Dec, li.—Editor Forest and Stream:

There is a subject that will be taken up at our meeting
next week that we would much like to be enlightened
upon, and upon which there is a difference of opinion
amoner the sportsmen of this section. In view of the
scarcity of partridges (quaQ) in all this section, owing to

the severity of the past winter, we are considering
whether it would be best to prevent shooting altogether
for say two years, or to shorten the open season to say
twenty or thirty days. The advocates of the short open
season claim (and I am disposed to agree with from an ex-
perience of a good many years) that if birds are not shot
at all they grow very tame and become an easy prey for
their enemies, and .that if the coveys are left entirely un-
disturbed they do not break up readily and pair off in the
spring. I know that in several estates here where shoot-
ing has not been allowed birds do not increase, and where
some shooting has been done birds seem to keep up breed-
ing and are more numerous. Cannot we get the opinion
of some of our large family of sportsmen through our
family paper? Sinkboat.

Central New York.
Itbcaca, N. Y.—Reports from almost every town in

Tompkins county indicate that the ruffed grouse supply
is larger than for several years past. The game supply
houses of Ithaca are abundantly supplied with the birds,

and sportsmen unite in saying that good grouse shooting
may be obtained in most any part of the county.
The rabbit crop is big, but almost every third man you

meet afield carries a ferret concealed about his person, so
that it is perfectly reasonable to infer that an enormous
inroad on the supply will be made.
Duck shooting on the Ithaca marsh has not been up to

the average, I am told. A good many birds have been in
the neighborhood, but they have invariably flown high
when making theu* morning and evening flights. While
a large number of bu-ds have been shot by the several
score and forty odd duck shooters of the town, the bags
have been light compared to those of last year.
The water in the lakes and streams hereabouts is almost

unprecedentedly low, and sportsmen entertain fear for the
safety of trout and other fish spawn should winter set in

without a good fall of rain. M. C. H,

A Word About "Von W."
Colt's Neck, N, J.

—

Editor Forest and Stream: I was
glad to become acquainted, as one might say, with "Von
W." through the columns of your paper last week. I

think his article on "Forests and Streams" was one of the
best that has been written on the subject, and greatly en-
joyed reading it, as it hits the nail exactly on the head.
Have also enjoyed reading other articles published in

your paper and contributed by him, one of which was a
short poem entitled "A Midsummer Pajan," published
some three years since. It was one of the grandest that
I have ever had the pleasure of reading, and I have pre-
served it among my literary treasui'es. A. L, L,

Fred Satjtee, the taxidermist, 3 North William street, New York, has
been very busy executing orders for mounting large game, heads, etc.,

shot by his friends in the Eastern and Western States. It is very in-

teresting to visit his establishment and see specimens from sportsmen
to be prepared as trophies. BIr. Sauter has on hand a large collection
of choice game heads, rugs, mats, etc. , suitable for Christmas presents
—Adv.

Where Montgomery Fell.

Qdebbc, Dec. 2.—Editor Forest and Stream: Many of your readers
in the United States have doubtless visited our ancient city in summer
while en route to the many rivers and lakes of this district, but a
very small percentage of these sportsmen have seen Quebec in its

winter garb. An opportunity to do this is in prospect as related in
that admirable and interesting letter of J. U. Gregory, Esq., in your
issue of Nov. lib, inviting brother sportsmen to come to Quebec's car-
nival this winter. The white mantle of the Cote de Beaupre, with
the dark background of the Laurentide Hills and the blue foregroimd
of the mighty St. Lawrence, its surface sometimes clear but oftener
dotted with hocks of ice, mark the contrasts of our winter landscape
as seen from the windows of Chateau Frontenac. The chmate is

variable, but the clear, cold, bracing air is nothing any one need be
afraid of. Peradventure a snowstorm may rage, and. then the cosy
rooms of the chateau will be comfortable refuges till the blizzard has
passed, but these varieties only make the visit more interesting. The
river is crossed half-hourly by the winter steam ferry, but if so
inclined our visitors may try the ancien mode in lar^e strong canoes
navigated by experienced men. This trip is varied by paddhng
through the clear water and being dragged in the canoe over the ice
floes, making the voyage a novel and exciting experience
Ab friend Gregory has dipped somewhat into the history of Quebec,

I would correct a grave error that both he and some others, notably
City Engineer Baillargfi have fallen into relating to tlaat memorable
night of Dec. 31, 1775. The latter gentleman, who certuinly should be
better informed, has published ah egregious blunder on a placard
which he placed on the walls of his residence in St. Louis street, built
on the site of the old house in wldch the body of General Montgomery
was laid after the battle. This placard slates:
"The body of General Montgomery of the United States Army,

mortally wounded while scaling Cape Diamond, endeavoring to plant
the American flag on the heights of the plains of Abraham, was laid
out here the 3lst of December, 1775, In an old house dating 16611,

demohshed and rebuilt in 1890.

"

There is a sign board placed at a certain height on the rocks over
Champlain street, so as to be visible from the river, ^vhereon is in-

scribed: ''Here Montgomery fell 31st December, 1775," and under-
neath a hand pointing downward. The diction of this inscription is

certainly misleading, as the sequel will show, but not such a barefaced
untruth as the BaiUargS placard. This old sign still remains, seeing
its renovation is nobody's busmess in particular.
In 1775 Champlain street was only a narro w beach road, and at this

particular spot, under Cape Diamond, was a barricade and guard-

house, defended by one cannon and a detachment of Canadian militia
and British sailors. Gen. Montgomery being all the time in the pos-
session of the plains of Abraham, crossed them with his command and
descended the clifl", doubtless near where Wolfe ascended sixteen
years before, and advanced toward the city by this narrow beach
road, during a howling snowstorm on the night of Dec. 3.

The barricade and guardhouse were in darkness, seemingly unoccu-
pied, giving no sign, and whatever the ofHcer who went to recon-
noitre it reported to his chief is not recorded, but Montgomery at
once advanced at the head of his column.
The liveliness of the post was then announced by a terrific discharge

of grape and musketry, instantly killing him, two officers, McPherson
and Cheeseman, a sergeant and nine men. The balance of the com-
mand fled, and next morning thy-teen bodies were found buried in the
snow. Montgomery's sword was taken by a drummer boy, and pur-
chased on the spot by James Thompson, Royal engineer and overseer
of works, whose grandson placed it for safe keeping in the Museum of
the Literary and Historical Society of Quebec, where it remained for
many j^ears, until he disposed of it to the Marquis of Lorne, who pre-
sented it to the Montgomery family, residing, I think, in New York.
From this misleading sign and placard, all strangers visiting Quebec

are led to believe that Montgomery fell in attempting to climb the
cUff, which is totally incorrect. One visitor is said to have remarked
that if Montgomery fell down that cliff it is no wonder he was killed.
Hoping that many of your readers will visit Quebec, this writer re-
mains, etc. F. C. WURTELE.

m Htfd ^iv^r fishing.

FISHING ON SUNDAY.
Full Text of the Opinion of the Court of

Appeals,

The People of the State op New York, Eespondent,

V. Egbert H. Moses, Appellant.

(Decided November 28, 1893.)

Matthew Daly for appellant.

M. H. Hirsehberg for respondent.

Earl, J, The defendant was convicted in a court held
by a justice of the peace in the county of Orange, of the
crime of Sabbath breaking. The conviction was affirmed
upon appeal to the Court of Sessions of that county, and
upon appeal to the General Term of the Supreme Court,
He has now appealed to this court, claiming upon the
undisputed facts that he was not guilty of the crime
charged, •

The act claimed to be a violation of tlie Sunday laws
was fishing from a boat upon Clark's pond, in the county
of Orange on Sunday, The pond is a body of water about
a mile in length, and over half a mile wide. It does not
distinctly appear in the evidence whether the pond is

public or private property, but it may be assumed here,
as it was in the court below, that it belonged to a club
of which the defendant was a member. The pond is

not a secluded body of water as there are public high-
ways and occupied residences in its vicinity, and the act
of the defendant was committed within the observation
of a number of people. He claims that he was not
guilty of the offense charged because the pond was pri-

vate property, and his acts were not, therefore, public,
and did not constitute "serious interruption of the repose
and religious hberty of the community."
The Christian Sabbath is one of the civil institutions of

the State, and that the Legislature for the purpose of pro-
moting the moral and physical well-being of the people,
and the peace, quiet and good order of society, has
authority to regulate its observance, and prevent its dese-
cration by any appropriate legislation is unquestioned.
(Lindenmuller Y. People, 33 Barb, 548; Neuindorff v,

Diiryea, 69 N. Y, 557.)

We have, therefore, only to construe the statutes and
ascertain whether they prohibit the act complained of.

Section 259 of the Penal Code provides that "the first day
of the week, being by general consent set apart for rest

and religious uses, the law prohibits the doing on that
day of certain acts hereinafter specified, which are serious
interruptions of the repose and religious liberty of the
community." It is not the meaning of this section that
every act which is claimed to be a violation thereof must,
in fact, be a serious interruption of the repose and reli-

gious liberty of the community; but the Legislature in
subsequent sections specified certain acts which are
declared to be serious interruptions of the repose
and religious liberty of the community—acts, neces-
sarily described in general and comprehensive terms,
which the law-makers believed had a general ten-

dency to interfere with Sunday as a day of rest and
religious worship. Section 263 prohibits all labor on
Sunday, excepting works of necessity or charity, and
it matters not whether the prohibited labor be public or
private, wherever it is performed it is prohibited. In Sec-
tion 265 particular acts are specified which are prohibited,

as follows: "All shooting, hunting, fishing, playing, horse
racing, gaming or other public sport, exercises or shows
upon the first day of the week, and all noise disturbing
the peace of the day, are prohibited." In Sections 266, 267
and 268 other acts are specially prohibited. It is thus
seen that among the acts specially prohibited on Sunday
is fishing. That is absolutely prohibited on Sunday every-
where and under all circumstances. It may be done in a
community where it does not offend the sensibilities of

any one; it may be done in such a manner as not to dis-

turb the peace or interrupt the repose or religious liberty

of the community, and yet the law is violated. It is quite
unreasonable to suijpose that the Legislature meant that
whenever any of these acts are charged as a violation of

the law an issue can be framed and tried as to their public,

offensive or diatm'bing character. The Legislature has
settled that matter by prohibiting them absolutely.

In reaching this conclusion we are not embarrassed by
the decision in the case of People v. Dennin (35 Hun,
327), because we do not think that case was correctly de-
cided. There the defendant and two other jjersons, played
ball on Sunday, in private grounds, with the consent of

the owner thereof, creating no disturbance and making
no noise, and it was there held that to constitute a viola-

tion of Section 265 of the Penal Coda the playing prohib-
ited must seriously interrupt the repose of the community
on Sunday. That playing ball by several persons in a
place open to the view of the people who may be in the
vicinity, or who may pass by, is condemned by the prin-

ciples which lie at the bottom of the Sunday laws, and is

an act of playing within the meaning of the statute can-
not be doubted.
We think the judgment should be affirmed.

All concur, except Ftnoh, Pbckham and Gray, JJ,
,

dissenting.
Judgment afiarmed.

A copy. H. E, SiCKELS, Eeporter, C,
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ANGLING NOTES.

Fishing Conditions and Prospects.

During tlie autumn I received a number of letters from
anglers in Great Britain in regard to the fishing of the
past season, and all agreed that it had been bad; very bad.
The following extract from a letter written by an English
clergyman, known to anglers by his pen name of "Cots-
wold Isys, M. A.," will serve as a sample: "I have been
away up in the North, fishing; but a lamentable experi-

ence my friend and myself had there, the rivers being
dead low from the long drought we had had in England,
and the fish absolutely refusing to rise or come out of the
lakes in which they were trying to find a little water.
Wf 11, it was no use fishing under those untoward circum-
stances. I hope you have had a more enjoyable time and
that you had good sport.

"I presume you will have heard what a terribly disap-
pointing time our anglers have had in England, and Scot-
land too. We never remember anything like it. I never
do. I do not remember ever looking forward to my fish-

ing holiday in the more hope or desire. Yet I never had
sucli a trying and disappointing one. I fished on the
Yorkshire Eden, on the Yore and on the Derbyshire Wye,
but all were low and wrong, and it was little more than
vexation of spirit. It was enough to make one smash all

one's rods and give up angling altogether. But what
H lould we do without hope? So I did not smash mine, but
said, 'It is a long lane that has no turning,' and who can
tell but what, if spared to see it, 18y4 may improve upon
its eight predecessors?"
When I read of the conditions existing over the sea

that fishermen had to contend with, I thought how much
more fortunate w^ejin this big country, are in that respect.
The fishing may be off in one secMon because of drought
or flood, but generally there is fishing to be found in some
other section, and as for a whole season of drought,
throughout the country to ruin all the fi.shing, we know
nothing about it. To be surft the conditions obtaining in
the two countries are altogether different, and I need not
go into that, but lately a thought has come into my mind
that possibly we are not so highly favored of the gods as
I had supposed, and perhaps we have reason for some
slight alarm abput our future fishing prospects in some
parts of this country.

What will the Harvest Be.

"Cotswold Isys" means by fishing, fly-fishing, and this
in turn means, as a rule, stream fishing. Let us look at
our own streams in northern New York, A year ago the
streams were extremely low, when winter came with
frost and ice and her white fall, and later she made a
record for herself for severe and long continued cold that
stumped the okU'St inhabitant and Inid him out stiff and
stark when he tried to rec;dl a similar winter. Mountain
brooks, feeders of large trout streams, and the nurseries
for young trout, were frozen solid to their beds, and I

know c trout of spawning size being caught in pools and
frozen into the ice. This must have destroyed a number
of fingerling trout and the eggs in many spawning beds,
but its effect on the fishing will not become apparent for
a year or two or more yet.

Now winter is on us again. After an autumn to be
long remembered—an autumn without rains, tiie frost
and the ice have "shut pan" and the snow has covered
the eartli, and it looks as though it had come to stay.
Again the streams are low and constantly running lower,
so that a water famine is threatened in some northern
towns. Many trout spawned two months ago, and it is

not unlikely that some of the spawjiing beds have be-
come easy prey to frost and ice. There is no prospect
at this writmg that we will have more rain at present,
and more spawning beds may become exposed to de-
struction. It is true that all trout do not spawn in the
small mountain streams, but they are the feeders of
other waters and the havens of safety for the newly-
born fry that find an enemy in their own kin of larger
growth. Many trout spawn in ponds and lakes where
springs bubble from the bottom, and others sijawn in
streams where even extreme cold cannot reach their
beds, therefore, the prospect is not all dark, but injury
to the spawning beds in the small bruoks must, it would
seem, have its effect on the fishing of the future.

The Remedy.
There is a remedy for this state of affairs which can be

applied to a certain extent, and that is the planting of
artificially-reared ti'out, trout fry or older fish to fill the
void that natui-e has made or may make, and under these
circumstances we more fully understand and appreciate
the value of artificial fish propagation. As it is many of
the State waters owe tlieir present supply of trout largely
to plantings made by the State, and the stock is kept up
in part, at least, by annual contributions from the same
source. With this work of restocking trout waters there
have been, in the past, some experiments looking to the
making of new tr^jut waters, or converting waters filled

with predacious fish into trout ponds. Next spring will
not be a good time for experiments of this kind. Tlie
Fish Commissioners will not permit it if they know it,

but they cannot watch every j)lant. Only waters that
now contain ti-out should be planted with trout, leaving
all other waters until another time to be experimented
upon.
The State is supposed to furnisli fi.sh only for public wa-

ters, open to fishing by the public. In years past many
State fish have been planted by authority of the Fish Com-
mission in private waters, owned by clubs, from which
the general public had been excluded, but this custom I
believe is no longer practiced by the State. Private fish-

ing clubs, and tiiose who lease waters for private fishing,
and do not hatch fish to keep up the stock", can buy trout
fry very cheaply; one trout breeder having written me
within a few days that he should furnish strong, healthy
trout fry in lots of 10,000 and upward at $3 50 per thous-
and, and he adds that he always turns out large fry. Any
fallmg off in the natural increase of trout owing to de-
struction of fry and eggs caused by low water and the
severity of the cold last winter, or any fallmg off that
may be caused by similar conditions this wiiiter, will not
be felt for from two to four years hence, but Chose who
wish to exercise good ju Igment wfll make every effort
to obtain a supply of artificially reared ti'outfor planting
in the streams in the region where the drought and cold
have combined to do injury, and thus discount any .possi-

ble scarcity of trout in the "future.

"Tilts or Set Lines."

A correspondent in West Gardner, Mass., writes that
he desires to come to New York State this winter "for a
few. days fishing for pik^ and pickerel, if I have the right

to use tilts or spt lines. I shall attend them myself and
I shall go merely for the pleasure I derive from fishing;

but I do not wish to violate the law and so ask about it

before I start."

The correspondent will find in Game Laws in Brief, to

be obtained at the office of Forest and Stream, that in

New York angling only is permitted, and that angling is

defined to mean taking fish with hook and line, and by
rod held in hand, and does not include set lines. The
lake he inquires about is mentioned specifically in Game
Laics in Brief, and I would prefer that he should read the
law^ for himself, as there is a difference of opinion about
what it really does mean in regard to taking fish through
the ice, but the set line clause is clear enough. There is

one point that I Avish to make. The correspondent men-
tions "tilts or set lines" as if they were different names
for the same device, and I contend that they are not.

The lines used in pike or pickerel fishing through the ice

with the "tilt," "tip-up" or "bush" accompaniment are
not set lines any more than a rod with line attached that
one rests on the side of the boat while he eats his lunch
is a set line. A set line is an entirely different device
distinct and separate from the lines attached to tflts or
tip-ups. I have referred to this on a previous occasion
in these columns and then said that the Supreme Court
of New Hampshire had decided that fishing for pickerel
through the ice with tilts was fair angling and conse-
quently the lines used in such fishing were not set lines.

A. N. Cheney.

Iowa Fish Commissioner.
.Tony G. SjriTH's name has been associated with the State

fish commissionership for some weeks, but his candidacy has
not been publicly announced until it appeared in the State
Eegister Sunday morning. But before it was announced
Mr. Smith had assurances of .support which warrant him in
feeling very hopeful of appoiutmeat. His wide acquaint-
ance gained in the last session of the legislature and his rcc-
oguizfd qualifications for the office have won him a very
cordial aud hearty encouragement from the beginning.
There is not probably a man in Iowa who has had more op-
portunities to acquaint hiiu.self with the work that such an
office would require, or who.se tastes and interests have been
more in line with his official duties than Mr. Smith. As
president of the State association for the preservation of fish

and game he was for many years actively interested in the
work of the society all over the State. In the legislature he
introduced several bills reforming our game laws, and took
a special interest in all legislation relating to fish and game.
His writings in various periodicals and books on hunting and
fishing have attracted attention, aud he is vA-ell known every-
where in the West for his intelligent interest in these matters.
Should Gov. .Jackson appoint Mr. Smith as Mr. Griggs's

.onucessor, the good work ol protecting the fish aud game of
the State will be continued, and the efforts already well
begun for .stocking our lakes aud rivers will receive special
attention. Mr. Smith will give the office his uudi%'ided at-
tention, and bring to it the fruits of long scudy and expe-
rience, and a lively interest in the success of the work. He
has every needed qualitication for the pof^ition, and if chosen
will give it a still higher degree of importance to the State
than it has yet held.— D'P2-'er Dts Moines, Nov. 29.

Buzzards Bay Fisheries.

In its report for the year the execntive committee of-

the Southern Massachusetts Fish and Game League says:
"The great object for which this and kindred organiza-

tions were formed was last winter accomplished, and an
act of the Legislature was passed prohibiting the setting
of stationary apparatus for catching fish in the waters of
Buzzards Bay, and so long as the law stands unrepealed
no licenses can be granted to set weirs, pounds or traps
in the waters of the bay.
"The question now is whether it is worth while to

attempt to keep what we have worked so hard to secure,
for there can hardly be a doubt but that those who oppose
restrictive legislation for the protection of the fisiieries

will spare no effort or expense to have the statute repealed,
and leave us just where we were before—^at the mercy of
the seh'Ctmen of towns.

"It is unfortunate that the law as it stood gave the
selectmen of towns the right to grant licenses to set

pounds and weirs for a term of five years, so that the
value of the legislation of last winter cannot be fully

realized until tlie longest term license shall have expired.
It IS understood that while the bill of last year was under
consideration and appearances began to show that it

w^ould become a. law, the selectmen of Dartmouth, and
perhaps some other towns, granted licenses to several
persons for the full term of five years, which licenses
have now four years to run.
"The bay is now protected against the use of all seines,

net weirs or pounds, except where there are unexpired
licenses. And we trust their use will never again be per-
mitted, for we are more than ever convinced that they
are destructive of the fisheries and productive of evil, and
that continually. It is a monopoly and a benefit to
nobody except to those who own them or are engaged in
a business dependent more or less upon them.
Unless these associations are kept up by those who are

most interested in the preservation of the fisheries, and
best able to bear the exjjense, it will be useless to hope
that the protection now given to us by law will be con-
tinued. It is idle to suppose that the menhaden fisher-

men and the trap and pound men will give up a battle
upon which their business depends, and whicJi they are
so abundantly able annually to renew. If it is worth
while to gain the victory it w^ould be the height of folly

to abandon the field we have so har'ily won."
George H. Palmer, Sec'y.

New BEDPonD, Mass. ARTHUR ElCKETSON, Pres.

The Pennsylvania Association.

Rooms, 1020 Arch street.—There was a large attendance
at the meeting uf the Pennsylvania Fish Protective Asso-
oiation on Dec. 9 at the rooms. No. 1020 Arch street,

Pliiladelphia. The conference to be held in New York
on Dec, 13 to discuss the subject of the exhaustion of food
fishes along the Atlantic coast was considered and con-
sumed nearly the entire evening. The following delegates
were appointed to represent the association : Mr. A. M,
Spangler, Henry C. Ford, Cyrus S. Detre, Charles B.
Reynolds, James H. Miller, Bernard L. Douredoure, Hariy
W. Quick, Alfred A. Hand, H. O. Wilbur, H. A. Chase,
Dr. Bushrod W. James and William P. Thompson. Mr.
Cyrus S. Detre favored the meeting with an able and
interesting address upon the destruction of food fish by
pound nets along the coast.

Nominations as follows: President, A, M. Spangler,
H. O. Wilbur; Vice-Presidents, Edwin Hagert, William
H. Burkhardt and Dr. B. W. James; Corresponding
Secretary, J. Penrose Collins; Secretary, M. G. Sellers;

Treasurer, Wm. S. Hergesheiiner. Executive Committee
—Henry C. Ford, H. A. Chase, Collins W. Walton, R.
M. Hartley, C. H. Fitzgerald, J. A. Sypher, George T.

Stokes, H. A. Ingram, Col. John Gay, Robert Coleman,
Jr., Wm. P. Thompson, H. O. Wilbur, Cyrus S. Detre.

M. G. Sellers, Sec'y.

Souvenir Spoons.

We have left a very few solid silver Forest and Stream
souvenir spoons made expressly for the World's Fair at
Chicago, which we wish to close out. These we will send
to the first applicants by registered mail on receipt of
price, $'i each. I'orest and Stream Pub. Co.

—

Adv.

A NEW-SUBSCRIBER OFFER.
A b07Mfide new subscriber sendiug us $5 will receive tor that sum

the FoaKBT Ami Stream one year (price $4) and a set of Zimmernian's

ramouB "Ducldng Scenes" (advertised on another page, price 85)—

a

89 value for $5.

This offer is to new subBcribers only. It does not apply to renetealt.

For 83 a bona fide new subscriber for six months will receive the

FoRBST AND Stekam during that time and a copy of Dr. Van Fleet's

handsome work, "Bird Portralte for the Young" (the prloe of which

The Sacramento Salmon Egg Record.
Baird, Shasta Co., Cal., Dec. 5.—Editor Forest and Stream:

The actual number of salmon eggs taken at this station of the
U. S. Fish Commission this year is 8,000,000. The number
that appears on the record is 7,761,4.50, but such liberal meas-
ure was given in placing the eggs in the hatching troughs
that the actual number easily reaches 8,000,000. This ex-
ceeds the average of the most prosperous years of the station,
and may be directly traced to the efforts which the Commis-
sioner of Fish and Fisheries has been making since 1885 to
restore the salmon fisheries of the Sacramento.

LiviNGSTOK Stone.

A DeUghtful Trip South.
Leave New York via the Pennsylvania R. R. 4:30 P. M., Richmond &

Danville'.s Limited, a strictly Pullman vestibuled train, composed of
dining and sleeping cars, operated solid. New \ ork to New Orleans
via VVashington & Atlantic, also carrying Pullman sleeping cars. New
York to Asheville, Hot Springs, Augusta, Oa., and Washington to
Memphis. Another train, Richmond & Danville, fast mail, leaves New
i ork at midnight, first thiough .sleeping car service to the South.
Announcement of the opening of tlie new short line to Florida will be
made within a few days. Schedule will be so arranged as to lea^e
New York after business hours, 4:30 P. M., arrive in Jacksonville next
evening for dinner. Write Alex. S. Thweatt, Eastern Passenger
Agent, P. O. Box 1287, New York city, for rates and excursion tickets
on sale to Southern winter resorts.—^du.

immt

FIXTURES.
DOG SHOWS.

Dec. 20 to 23.—Northern Ohio Pet Stock Association^ »t Akron, O.
H. F. Peck, Sec'y.

1894.

Jan. 88 to 26.—New Orleans Fanciers' Club, at New Orleans, La. G.
W. Sentell, Jr., Sec'y.
Jan. 16 to 19.—Saratoga Poultry and Kennel Club, at Saratoga, N.

Y. L. W. Clute, Ballston Lake, N. Y., Sec'y.
Feb. 20 to 23.—Westminster Kennel Club, at New York. James

Mortimer, Superintendent.
Feb. 27 to March 2.—Columbus Fanciers' Club, at Columbus, O. G.

F. Mooney, Sec'y.
March 7 to 10.—City of Straits Kennel Club, at Detroit, Mich, Guy

D. Welton, Sec'y.
March 13 to 16.—Mascoutah Kennel Club, at Chicago, III. J. L,

Lincoln, SHC'y.
March 20 to 23.—St, Louis Kennel Club, at St. Louis, Mo.
April 3 to 6.—New England Kennel Club, at Boston, Mass. D. E.

Loveland, Sec'y.
April 18 to 21 —Southern California Kennel Club, at Los Angeles,

Cal. C. A. Sumner, Sec'y.
May 2 to 5.—Pacific Kennel Club, at San Francisco, Cal. H. W.

Orear, Sec'y,
FIELD TEIAL8,

1894,

Jan. 1.—Southern California Field Trials, at Ontario, Cal. H. 0.
Hinman, Los Angeles, Cal . Sec'y.
Jan. 15.—Pacific Coast Field IVial Club, at Salmas, Cal. J. M. Kil-

garlf, Sec'y, San Francisco, Cal.

Feb. 5.—southern li'ield Trial Club's Trials, at New Albany, Miss. T.
M. Brumby, Sec'y, Marietta, Ga.
Feb. 19.—United States Field Trials CUub's Sprhig Trials, Grand

Junction, Tenn. P. T. Madison, Sec'y, Indianapolis, Ind.

CHICAGO KENNEL CLUB SHOW.
One always associates a spirit of progressiveness and go

with the Windy City, and this seems to be carried even iuto
the realms of dogdom. Most, in fact all other cities content
tbenibelves with giving one dog show in a year, and far from
feeling any great desire to repeat the venture are often glad
to rest on their laurels, and sometimes, we regret to add,
count their losses aud vow never to give another. Not so
with the World's Fair city. Somebody once said Chicago
could give a show every month aud still make it pay. Be
that as it may, the show held last week did not seem to be
affected in any way by those that had recently gone before,
and though the crowds that we have seen in late years were
not so evident this time, the attendance was quite large
enough to place the management in a good humor.
The show opened on Wednesday morning last with a very

fair lot of dogs, though it mu.'<t be said there was in many
breeds a falling off in quality and numbers, too. There wei»
about 430 entries, the catalogue numbering 4t)6, but of these
Ihiity-six were N.F.C, The building in which the show was
held is known as the West Side Armory and was situated
in quite another part of the city to that in which the previous
shows have been held. That the move was a happy one we
are not prepared to say, but that it did not suit the dog-
men so well is very certain. Hotel accommodation is not
good in this neighborhood, and though the building is in
the midst of a residential part of the city the crowds were not
so large, nor were there so many "smart" people to be seen
strolling through the aisles as we were wont to find in Bat-
tery D on the lake front. The light was n it at all good and
the unfavorable condition of the weather added to the gloom
so much so that the lights were turned on most of the day.
The judj^ing was carried on in a rather desultory manner,

but this was caused in some part by the inability of Mr.
George Wilson to be present tne first day, owing to an acci-
dent, he having fallen on the icy pavement on Tuesday and
sprained his arm. On Thursday, however, he turned up in
fair condition and got through his classes in good order. The
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ring^ WHTe not served as well as they might have beeu; ia
fact the mnnagemeut was not such as one could wish in a
show of such pretensions. The attendants were not looked
after as well as they might ha%'e beeu, and though the aisles
were kept reasonably clean, there was a lamentable lack of
cleanliness in some of the stalls. There is no one iu a better
position to judge of tills than the reporter who has to take
dogs out of their stalls to examine them, he sees all of them
Bearly, one by one, and makes his notes accordingly. One
day not ten dogs were taken off their benches in the early
morning hours as they should have been, and clean straw
put in where needed. In some stalls we found wet straw
and "dead" feed to the depth of several inches, and the at-
tendants, when spoken to about it, covered them up with a
handful of clean straw and the eye was relieved, but not the
olfactories.
The rijigs also were not cleaned up as they should be after

exercising hours. It is no ;^ood sprinkling disinfectant when
the cause for ill odors still remains and is not removed.
These are the little points which when properly attended to
proclaim good management. Mr. .John Read, a man who
knows this part of the business well, Avas on the ground, but
as he simply attended to Spratts contract in the affair, it was
not his place to interfere. Enough of grumbling. We do
not like the task, but feel constrained to allude to one other
feature that should be abolished, and that at once We
allude to the row of puppies that stretched across one end of
the ball, opposite the pet dog cages, a dii-ect and unseemly
insult to the feminine element that usually have to put in
most of their time with their nets. In this row of stalls were
pointer, dachshund, gi-eat Dane, fox-terrier, St. Bernard,
Irish terrier and cocker spaniel puppies, and any .show-goer
may imagine the atmosphere that pervaded their vicinity
wben not properly attended to. This was a direct menace to
the health of the show, and if serious mortality does not
result from it we are out in our reckoning.
To turn to more pleasant features, we were agreeably sur-

prised to find that rotation of numbers in the stalls had
been in.sisted upon, and the visitors and others had no ditli-

oulty in finding the dogs they wanted to see. This might
just as well be done at every show. Mr. Goodrich, Mr.
Hagans, Mr. John Muuson and Mr. Joe Locke seemed to
have control of affairs, and gave the show their continual
attention, Mr. Locke acting as superintendent, though we
could find no official badges to guide us as to who was who.
Mr. L. F. Whitman was the "vet.," and attended well to his
duties.
We cannot commend the auction sale adjunct to the

show, it brings a class of dogs, for instance those puppies,
into a show whose presence can well be dispensed with.
Another thing, sick dogs should be removed from the main
building, and not become an eyesore to passers-by. We
allude here more particularly to a field spaniel sent doAvn
-from Canada that was chained on a heap of old straw in one
corner of the building, and one ladv we know fed the dog
and bought meat for it for pure charity's sake. It was in
wretched condition, and had every appearance of having dis-
temper, though an old dog.
A number of Western fanciers were to be seen round the

benches. Among them we noticed C. E. Bunn, H. A. John-
son, C. A. Pratt, A. Trickett, F. S. Anderson, F. Bedad, Mr.
Elliott, T. G. Davey, K. E. Fishburn, H. L. Goodman, G. A.
Buckstaff, C. G. Hawley, G. S Siddons, W. I. G. Massey, Dr.
Oliver, Dr. Withers, A. Marshall, W. Potter, H. Jarrett, H.
Lt. Hairmount, C. A. Taylor, E. A. Woodward, George H.
WTiitney.Tom Blake, Mr. Collins, Mrs. Lees, Mrs. Meachem,
Miss McCleary, Mrs. S. B. Davis and friend, etc., etc.
The catalogue was neatly arranged. H. C. Tyler gave a

fair trick do,g performance. Spratts Co. fed and benched,
and Sanitas was used as a disinfectant, A marked catalogue
was issued on Fridav, and was a good work.
Mastiffs (£. Ji. EtlloU, J udgt).—Once morehas the West

demonstrated its strength in this breed, and I think that the
display this time was even better on the whole than that of
February last. As at that show so in this, the burden of dis-
tinction lay with Mr. Bunn's team, and while most of his
older lot have settled themselves in the challenge classes he
has some good young ones to take their places. In the chal-
lenge classes Ormonde in dogs and Caution's Own Daughter
ana Lady Coleus, and Sinoloa and Ethel, in the other sex
were the entries. Ormonde looked well, and C. O. D. and
Lady Coleus were both very much improved in appearance
since I last saw them. C. O. D. has been almost completely
cured of the unsightly warts and sores she had in February,
and Lady Coleus is once more in her propar form and the
sore in her back dried up. It is an oft told tale between these
two bitches and the decision was about rightly given. In
open dogs (13), a new one by Beaufoit's Black Prince out of
Smoloa came up from the Peoria Kennel, Leamington, a
splendidly made dog, nice length of body, good legs, es-

Kecially the hind ones, good depth of chest and loin and a
ttlemore flesh on the latter would have equalled Marquis

there; his head has much volume of skull and general ma.s-
siveness, good square deep muzzle, nice ears and quite enough
wrinkle, in fact he is a very good mastiff and between him
and Ingleside Minting there will be a struggle when they
meet, though the latter is a bigger dog. Marquis is also a good
one, but loses behind and in head to the other, he was at
Indianapolis; third went to Webster's Judge, a big plain
dog that was decidedly lucky, having little but bone and
size to recommend him, as his faulty ears and plain long
head though deep enough lacks character and he was
out of class with the other, besides, his forelegs are
out at elbow and not straight. Hossington, reserve, can lay
all over him for type; he is a brother of the first prize win-
ner and has a head built much after C. O. D.'s, but with
black facings, his head is scarcely strong enough for a dog,
but exquisitely modeled and very short in muzzle, his feet
are a bit open and he is a little slack behind the ribs, but
should be easily third. Baby Bunn is misnamed, as he is a
coarse-headed, very big-eared, ligbt-eyed dog, with little to
recommend but skull, and was not well shown. Ilford
Dates, also vhc, is another big, plain dog, ears not close to
head, long, plain head. Alarm, that did not get anything,
but can beat eitherofihe mentioned dogs except Rossington,
has a dark head, but with a little less stop his head~'is a
ood one, deep and square, stands a Utile straight behind,
at good forelegs and body, his rather smutty color is

against him at first sight. The bitch class (5j was scarcely
so good. The well-known Minna Minting had all she could
do to beat Eole in the ring, as she carries her ears faultily
and does not move well behind. Eole has a good head if it
had a little more breadth in skull, nice body, with capital
breadth of hips and nice legs. Persia, third, is rather long-
faced, but a fair bitch take her all round, should be deeper
and heavier in body. In fjuppies there was but one and the
judge was a bit hard in withholding first and second, as the
pup is a well-grown one all round; nice skull and legs, but
ears faulty; he should have beeu higher up. Ealderman
was entered iu open dogs, but the "vet." strained a point,
I think, and ordered him out for mange; the dog was not in
very good shape, but could pass, if not fit to show he
should have been removed from the benching. There were
no specials.
Great Danes (E. B. Elliott, Jiuhje).—One can alwavs de-

pend upon a good entry of these dogs in the Windy'City,
thoucrh there is a lamentable lack of quality in the local
entries take them altogether. Many of t tie dogs are heavy,
.coarse, and without the symmetrical and agile appearance so
much admired in great Daues of the type thatshould obtain.
Ileal great Dane admirers mu.st be pleased at the advance
made in the breed lately, for there are now a number of dogs
that can be pointed to as exponents oi the better type; especi-
ally is this so in the matter of head and neck. There are
several men now coming into the great Dane fancy who are

starting right and who are bound to ex^rt an ioflaeuce on
the breed if they stick to the style of dog they are com-
mencing with; such a kennel is Mr. Lawrence's. Still there
are a great many bia;nted notions to be eradicated before the
enthusiasts attain their object. For a first appearance as a
great Dane judge Mr. Elliott had a task set him that haa ap-
palled more than one. To decide upon the merits of Melac
and Imperator has always been a touchy subject, and that
Mr. Hagans should have waitedinlate years until his dog was
almost crippled before pittinK him against Melac was inex-
plicable. He simply courted defeat this time. Melac, Major
McKinley and Imperator furnished the challenge dogs, and
they were placed as named, the verdict being a popular one.
Imperator has an advantage iu head over the other two but
Melac was put down in such superb condition, better than
he ever looked in his life, and hard as nails, that he simply
made a show of Imperator's stilty and crippled action in
loin and hind parts; the dog seems all broken up there
though seemingly healthy as far as flesh and coat conditions
go. In open dogs (18) there was but really one in it. Earl of
Wurtemburg, a dog that Mr. Lawrence imported last spring
from Mr. Max Dietsch; his head is a capital one, nice length
and cleanly chiseled on a good neck well set, body excellent
had it a s"hade more swell of rib, capital legs, forefeet not
quite true, but an active mover and stylish withal; he is a
light brindle. In him the Kennel Lawrence should have an
excellent sire, especially when mated with the same type, in
which the kennel is strong in the female division. Second
went to the well known Hepburn Hero, who, of course, lost
from his faulty .shoulders and front; this dog has a capital
jaunty hind action, au action that is peculiar to the breed.
Lawrence Leopard is well named; he is a harlequin, faulty
in feet, which are too open, and a bit narrow iu chesty is

about all that can be said against him in an all round notice;
very nice head, but perhaps a little too much stop, very nice
eye, not a wall, like most of the color, beautiful ribs and
body and good front, barring the feet spoken of. Reserve
went to King William, whom I thought rather lucky,
as his head is not of correct shape, too much
stop, almost dish-faced, short neck and not clean
enough in shoulders; his good forelegs probably in-
fluenced the judge in his favor. Anderson's Sandor,
in the vhc. lot, is not improving. He is not true at elbow,
stop too defined, and with his faulty loin and poor tail he
could not hope to do better. Hero's body is his best part; he
is not clean enough in neck, and head too .short and thick.
Prince, he, is too broad in skull for correct type. The others
need no mention. In bitches (17) the judge had the hardest
task yet assigned a judge in this breed over here, but that he
acquitted him-iclf well cannot be gainsaid. One may have a
difficult task to decide when all are very moderate, but here
the winners were all very good and competition very keen.
With seven vhc. cards the judge evidently thought so, too.
The prize fell to Neverzell, she of the beautiful head; of
course there is ample defense for the decision, for her head is
a model; still, I think, considering the good lot of similar
typed bitches that followed her, body and condition should
have played a more important part in the result, as it evi-
dently did in Flora Belle's case. Neverzell is showing age;
her body was all too matronly, and had lost the beauty lines,
a,nd her bag hung down to her hocks nearly. Portia'Melac,
the New York winner, is not so cleau and refined in head as
Neverzell, especially in skull, but she is a well-made bitch
%11 over if her shoulders were a trifle cleaner. Then came
Senta, that we spoke so well of at Toronto; she is getting a
little faulty in skull, looks too short between eye and ear;
this is more apparent when excited, as her ears are too heavy
and she is patting on a little cheek; here is where she
loses to the winner, but behind that 1 think I like her
better than Portia, and much more so than Neverzell in her
present shape. Flora Belle loses a bit in front and tail to the
others, but had she not been in whelp she might have changed
places with the winner. As it is, I tuink Portia Melac should
have won, with Senta second and Neverzell third, and Flora
Belle in same place, reserve, as a penalty for showing a bitch
heavy in whelp. Among the carded lot, some of which could
have been left with a c. at most, when the style of the winners
is considered, I liked Norimburger's nicely formed body and
fair head. Bella and Phcebe both deserved their vhc; so did
Nellie B., whose head is very fair, but neck not clean enough,
and her bone is light and pasterns faulty. Nearly all these
were coarse compared to the winners. Flora A. was absent.
Flora, he, certainly did not deserve anything in a class like
this. Ruth is another that deserved her letters, as her head
approaches the correct shape. In dog puppies, Fritz, a fair
one, if he didn't turn his feet out and was not faulty be-
behind, took the prize from three othei-s. The winning bitch,
Cinderella, will scarcely get another first with any sort of
proper competition. All in all the cla.sses were well judged

St. Bkrnaeds {E. B. Ellinit, Jwdgc).—Excepting in the
rough bitch class, there was scarcely so good an all-round lot
as last spring, but competition in that class was very keen.
In challenge roughs the king. Sir Bedivere, made another
appearance, though I scarcely see the reason of allowing a
dog to fall from his mighty estate in this way. A horseman
would not think of showine a hackney, for instance, unless
his coat was in perfect condition, thenwhy should a dog, just
because it is a crack, be trotted out because it isn't sick. St.
Bernards, that are a fancy breed, should be .shown in full
war paint, and it does positive harm to a show dog to show
it as some of the cracks of the breed have been shown lately.
There is nothing in the prizes to call for this anxiety to
beach, and no crack, not even Sir Bedivere, will draw the
crowd if he is out of shape, nor add anything to his reputa-
tion. Sir Bedivere is a much improved dog over his Mt.
Holly form, his coat is short yet, but looks started for some-
thing better, he is well and strong looking, and Arthur
Trickett has evidently been at work on him. Aristocrat was
outclassed in head and had not his full coat either. In open
dogs (11) competition was not very exhilarating, except be-
tween Lord Dante and Grand Master, placed as named; there
is little between them, Dante loses to the other in loin and
depth of body and straightness of forelegs and feet and
.skull, but is slightly squarer and deeper m muzzle, and I
think Grand Master shows a little more character. Prince
George, third, has an excellent front, but head should be
shorter, and lacks shadings; his body is a little lathy, he is
of good size, but out of coat; Sir John II. is a short dog with
poor expression. American Ctesar was lame, but should
certainly have had vhc; he shows lots of character and his
head is improving, great depth and fairly well formed, he
was also well shown in coat. Ia bitdies (10) there was a lit-
tle more trouble for the .judge, and I don't think, all thlno-s
considered, he did right iu patting Rustic Beauty first. One
can excuse a lack of coat to a certain extent, "but a show
dog's bones should be covered with a fair amount of flesh
according to the breed. The placing of Rustic Beauty first
in her present shape was a black eye for condition. That she
excelled the rest of the class in shape of head, expression and
general quality, and forelegs is easily allowed, but she is
dead out of coat and ragged at tail and very that, her good
frame was there and that's all. I know it vvas first or noth-
ing, and in justice to the others it should have been nothing
Sunray rightly came iu for second, stout of frame
and deep of body it is ditTicult to tell when she is in
whelp, and this time she stole a march on her owner
and whelped the third night of the show. AltaBerna, third,
is faulty in muzzle and stop, too much of it, was scarcely in
good shape but passable as far as coat went, just over nurs-
ing a litter. lo, vhc. reserve, had an unusual experience;
she looked tumbled in coat, curly behind, stood all over the
ring and is going very "bowy" in front, while she never had
a good head as far as type and expression go, she must be at
her best when she wins. Brighton Violette, vhc, shows
some character, good legs that might be stronger in hocks,

tnil curls over and shown in poor shape. Feruwood Ro-f II'
should have more stop and depth of muzzle, is light in pas-
terns, good depth of body, a nearly all white bitch, .showing
some type. Lady Cavan, he, is a little houndv, not .straight
in front, a low .set, small bitch with a fair head if it was
broader, nice coat. Princess Hesper is light in body, but has a
good bead, nice type and markings, and takeii all roitnd
should have had another letter. Pilgrim Noble, third in
puppies, the other prizes being withheld, might ju.st as well
have been placed higher, as he is not a bad youngster.
Smooth coat challenge dogs was another walkover for

Scottish Leader and as usual he was well shown. In open
dogs (4) Alton II., another of the wonderful .Judith litter, an
improved dog and looking much better in body than liis
brothers usually do, won nicely iu size, type and all round
quality from Billy, who lacks blaze and is faulty in ear,
good legs and bone, .should be deeper in muzzle and has not
much type. In bitches nothing touched Lady Judith, though
.she has too much coat for a smooth and is too white; she
gets her tail uii, nice legs and bono. Columbian Queen
loses very mxich in head, too flat-faced and fine in muzzle, is
slack liehind the .shoulder, thin, and tail curls up. Fernwood
Goldy is the truest and really only smooth in the lot, and is
much superior in shape of head and type to tlie second win-
ner; ears do not lie close enough, otherwise she is a nicely
made bitch all round, only losing in bone and breadth of
skull to Queen; she should have been second. There were no
specials so far as we could learn, at least not in the cata-
logue.
Dekrhounds (B. B. Mlintt, Judge).—There was only one

full-grown one, the well-known Douglas and two very
likely pups were shown by Mr. Potter in dogs and "two in
bitches. Lorne, third to Rob, loses in ears, which are too
big and drooping.
Grethouxds {George Wilson, Jttdge).—Considering that

Mr. Wilson is at home in this breed and a club judge, if we
rightly remember, there should have been a stronger entry.
Master Rich, not well shown, wa-; trotted out once 'more and
walked over again in challenge dogs. Competition in the
open dog class lay between Grand Fa.shion and Cheeky
Charley—by the way, we would like to see this dog's pedigree
set forth in the catalogue. We were told the pedigree had
been received, and the dog was said to be by Greentick, etc.
If this is the case let the dog receive his due." At Newark we
passed it over, though it is two months since the pedigree
was said to have been received. Fashion rightly won; better
in ribs and loin than Cheeky in his present off condition;
Fashion might stand over more ground, but is a well put up
dog; good legs and feet; bit strong in skull. Little Climber
won again in bitches; she is getting loaded in shoulders, and
unless well held up stands back on pasterns more than she
used to; from shoulder back she is, however, capitally made,
with a great spread of quarters and good muscling. Hasty
Pudding, second, loses very much in front and feet; she is
well ribbed, but falls away a little too sharp in loin and
quarters, coarse tail; she was put down in excellent hard
shape, and is well muscled. Chesterford Frederick, third,
has bad feet and pasterns and is faulty behind, is nicely
ribbed up, but should be cleaner iu shoulders. I liked Lady
Glendyue for the place; though faulty in front, she is better
than the other, and excels in hind parts, though she falls
away in loin too sharply. Queen, vhc, would do with more
rib; nice neck and shoulders.
Americak Foshousds (George Wihson, Judge). — Mr

Pooler, owner of the noted Pooler strain, about farmed these
classes, and showed a nice stamp of hound with a good deal
of bone and depth, but still having the distinctive type of
American hound. A little more attention should be paid to
head formation, and I don't think that they would come far
from what, as far as I can make out, would about suit the
idea prevalent in forming a standard for American fox-
hounds. Commodore, well-known and well shown, proved
superior in front, shoulders and texture of coat to Pooler,
he being a little too fine in this respect. Ranter, vhc, turns
his feet out, but has good bone and body, modeled after the:
English form, good brush well carried. Rowdie, third, is
too full and coarse in skull, excellent forelegs, but a bit
straight in stifles, nice bone, but soft in coat. Colonel II.,
who was not mentioned, I liked quite well, a good exponent
of the type, barring a snipy muzzle and too broad a skull.
In bitches (5) -Jennie won; her muzzle is snipy and she is a
little long cast, but stands on good legs and feet, and is a
nice stamp. Victor, second, is another good legged one
with a better than average head, but not so good behind as
the winner. Kitsey, third, Mr. Pooler says is the fastest
bitch he owns; she stands lower on the legs than the others,
is faulty in ears, her body is deep and low set but well put
together. Dart, unnoticed, is more on the English type, and
was the winner last spring under Mr. Davidson.
Spaxiels (E. B EUiott, Judge).—In open dogs the entries

are Avell-known, Echo being at Newark show, while Newton
Abbott Torso has been repeatedly noticed. In bitches (2)
Dorothy, the winner last spring, again came to the front,
beating the other in coat, head and bone.
In cocker challenge dogs champion Middy had only the

rough-looking Red Dock to beat; he might be in better coat
and flesh, .still looked well and polished. Lady Obo was
absent. Open dogs (7j was a fair cla.ss and first went rightly
to Pickpanta, who beats Woodland Count considerably in
quality and head, rib and coat. Count, as stated before, is
too coarse in head. King Raven, Jr., was shown a little
thin, but I thought he should have come in second; has a bet
ter head. Arnold's Dan, he, is a little long cast and light
in eye, but his bone, shape of head and coat deserved another
letter. Hindoo H. has a long slack back, crooked front, a
ragged curly coat and is not the type at all. In bitches I
can scarcely indorse the placings. Topsy S., the winner, is too
high in brow and forepart of skull, and so falls away too
much at base of .skull, she has good bone, coat and body,
and looks as if she would show sometime a much longer
coat than cockers have nowadays. Lady Dutt'erin, second,
has a nice front, but shows too much stop, and I don't like
her weak hind action, hocks too close together. Rideau
Rhea, third, was at Newark and should have been second.
Rath S., vhc, with fair head and sweet expression, nice
coat, good straight forelegs and action, and general cocker
type, I thought, should have been placed at the top though
she is a red. La Diana, reserve, is more on the field order,
excellent front, nice height, but a bit too big all round.
Woodland Kitty, he, is too full in eye and was not in very-
good shape, she is faulty in muzzle, too.
Collies {George WlLso)l, Judge).—Quite a fair lot of these

but the prizes chiefly went to the Chestnut Hill and Chester-
ford Park Kennels. The former had Wellesbourne Charlie,
looking as fit as he could be made with lo.-^s of his usual
good cuat, and old champion Luella was again to the front
in her class. In open dogs (6) there was a great diversity of
type, Toronto VV^onder, looking simply elegant in coat and
mane, was well shown by his owner, wtio makes the most of
his good points and leaves the rest, such as faulty front, to
luck. Chesterford's Marvel and Hero were also out, and Mr,
Wilson plumped for the smaller of the two for secoud, pro-
bably carried away by his better head, but iMarvel is the bet-
ter all round dog as Hero is faulty and weak-looking behind
and altogether too small; these two looked much better than
we have ever .seen them shown before. Prince VV'ilkes came
in for third, but if Toronto Wonder was right P, VV, should
have been secoud. Marvel took reserve. In bitches type was
a little mixed, Adela Wonder, short of coat, top ana under,
nice carriage of ears, but rather small-siztd, won from Ches-
terford Hattie, too big in ear, nice head but a little too much
stop, light in bone, coat fair, of nice texture but no under-
coat. Biossom, third, I think was entitled to first. Wonder
beating her only in skull and strength of muzzle, but con-
sidering coat, ears, quality and legs and body she baa it. SUe
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is a seven-months-old bitct and only needs a little filling up
before the eye to make a good one; sbe is a compliment to

her sire, Christopher, as she is ont of a very inferior bitch.

Chesterfield Lily, vhc, has gone thick in skull and is long

cast but was in excellent coat; she is an almost white bitch.

Nancy Taylor, he, is prick-eared but has rather nice type. of

head; out of coat. Donna should certainly have got some
letters. Little Wonder won in puppies, beatmg a dog from
Seminole Kennels not named in catalogue. Little Wonder
has the "diogo" ear and is full in brow yet, excellent coat,

in fact the densest in the show, head a trifle short; the other

is short-faced, big in ear and almost white in color; nice coat.

The kennel prize of three game chickens went to Chestnut

Hill somewhat easily, the Chesterford dogs are nearly all too

small; they should "get more size and substance; they have
plenty of quality. The special was not marked in the cata-

logue.
Bulldogs (Oeorge Wilson, Judge).—On\j two on hand

and this we wonder at as we supposed Chicago and neighbor-

hood a little stronghold for the breed. Duchess of Parma
easily outclassed her solitary opponent. Miss Sally Brass 11.,

too long faced and not broken up enough and as long as a
idoor in body. The Duchess was in fair condition.

Bdll-Terkiees (George Wilson, Judge). — Not by any
means so good a collection as we have seen before out here.

In challenge dogs Crisp, looking in anything but the shape
ihe has usually been seen in might well have been turned
down, as he was bare and red all down one thigh. Open
(dogs (4) saw Jack, second here last year, carry off the blue,

from Roscoe and Sir Monty II., the latter is heavy in shoul-

ders and too fall in skull. The other two I could not find,

Ibut they seemed of fair stamp when in the ring. Lowe and
Duchess was first in bitches, her round full skull and weak
muzzle spoil her head as may be supposed; her body is a
bit long too, but she stands on good legs; she was in whelp,
or seemed to be. White Gypsey was also in poor shape, is

cheeky and too much out before the eye, heavy in shoulders
and was also in an interesting condition. Burston Kit, vhc,
has a short square head, too full in eye, good legs and body.

A promising youngster in Croyden Monarch won easily in

dog puppies, nice eye and head, good legs, but a little faulty
in pasterns and feet. The winning bitch pup Fay, has a
capital nice long head with small dark eye, good legs and
feet and body, but will probably get cheeky and thick in
neck as she is scarcely clean enough there now.
Dachshunds {George Wilson, Judge).—There was really

nothing in these classes to merit much space. In dogs
Tapszur Horst, second last spring, took the blue from Knirps,
the winner stands over in front, bad feet, has too much stop,

a short ear and a bad tail; Knirps has a better head, but is

shorter in body, and not so low in chest nor so good in
skin; Hundesport Zaenker is coarse headed and out at elbow,
knuckles over, is coarse in coat and not loose enough in .skin.

In bitches there was nothing to touch the well-known Lina
L., better in length of head and body than Alma, who is a
weedy, broad-skulled, short-bodied bitch, flat in ear and of
no quality.
Beagles (E. B. Elliott, Judge).—Not many on hand, and

these not up to form. Doctor and June M. furnished the
challenge entries, and the verdict fell to Doctor, who is

beaten in head by the bitch, but is better in front and shown
in better shape, June M. being too gross. Adam, that ran at
the N. B. C. trials, was easily first in open dogs (3), better
legs and feet and far better body—cobbier than Pomp, sec
ond, who is too long in body, but excels the winner in shape
of head; Mr. Winkle, looking heavier than I have seen him
before, came in for third, he is bad at both ends. Jenny
Lind proved the winner in bitches (4). She was second at
Detroit, and is rather a nice bitch, too long in body though;
;;Snow, second, is well known and has scarcely got back to
show condition yet, I like her better as a field bitch than a

; shower. Snowflake is another old friend that belies her
name—she is not without reproach. Spot is too long in body
:and coarse in skull. Our Western friends should remember
we want a cobbier body, shorter, deeper and squarer muzzles
than those that seem to obtain in the West. We would like to
see one of the good Eastern kennels take a team out there,
and if the management had seen fit to be a little more liberal
in the classification Mr. Wixom would have sent on ten, but
the Chicagoans would not do it, though urged.
Fox-Teepjers {George Wilson, Judge).—We have seen

much better displays of this breed in Chicago than were
benched last week; in fact, we never saw a worse lot. Lans-
downe Poverino was easily the best in the lot. No challenge
dogs and in open dogs (8) Lansdowne Poverino had only
Glendon Spark to beat; this he does in head and front and
condition. Jack, third, is bowed in front and out at elbows,
and has big, coarse ears'. Black liook, vhc, is light in body
and loin, short head. Chesterford Flurry won in bitches (13).

This is the best I can say for the class. Flurry has put flesh
on and is much improved thereby, and was nicely shown,
Lansdowne Trim, that was at Mount Holly, runs her close,
though she is weak in muzzle and full in skull, Venus II.

has gone to pieces, is coarse in neck and shoulders. Glendon
Dixie is snipy in muzzle, round in skull, looked dirty and is

light in bone. The others call for no comment, just "ordi-
naries." The puppies .showed no future winners. In novices
Columbian Victress won; she throws a nice ear, but skull is

too broad, and she is a litlile loaded in shoulders.
Rough and Wike Terriers {George Wilson, Judge).—

Galtees, the Irish terrier, and Colored Preacher, the Scotty,
both ordinary specimens of their breed, won in this mixed
class for dogs (5) such as ^ve do not want to see become
general. Shaun Rhue's thick skull could not hope for
more than vhc. In bitches that very ordinary Scotch, Glen-
shea, won without let or hindrance. Having tliis class was
poor policy.
Yorkshire Terriers {George Wilson, Judge).—A pretty

fair show of these, but there is no improvement to be noticed.
Minnie York, getting light in color, but in fair coat, was
.alone in challenge class, In open dogs (3) Ben, getting much
lighter in tan, in fact he has lost entirely that brilliant hue
he had at Mount Holly, beat Prince Harry, who was short of
.coat. Dr. Oliver had his revenge, for he was ahead of Lady
Nell, with Pinkie York, who is better in size and coat. Nell
is quite smutty in tan and has only a remnant of her once
brilliant coloring; it takes a little circuit business away from
home to bring a Yorkshire down to its true form. Verb sap.
We shall expect to see this dog look very different next show.
Maud, vhc, is very mixed and smutty in tan, dark body
color, but fair length of coat.
The King Charles spaniels Calumet St. Cyr and Calumet

Alice, both winners here before, were the only two toy span-
iels, and they were not in very good shape as regards coat

—

too curly.
Black and Tan Terriers {George Wilson, Judge) —

Things are not always as they seem, and in black and tans
less so than in some other breeds. Thus Ben Lewis reasoned
when for once in a long while he handled Broomfield Sultan
and did not take the blue ribbon away with him. Mr. Wil-
son did know a black and tan, and unless the Chicago
atmosphere has dimmed his vision he knows one still. He
put Queen III, over Sultan. This sterling good bitch has
scarcely been accorded her due meed of praise. She was
shown too gross here; she is a little on the coarse side for a
bitch, at least of the type that Maiden started over here, and
should be shown a little light. There is no getting over her
good head, in which she excels Sultan and her general terrier
character; she has a richer tan than Sultan, but not so
clearly defined. Sultan beats her in body, but the bitch gets
it in forelegs, bone and head, especially in skull, besides,
Sultan was not in the best of shape, but showed himself
well. In open dogs Rochelle Oolah, never a good one, took
first, bsating Rochelle Sultan in body, but loses in clearusss

of markings. A nice one in Canada Queen, a daughter of
Queen III., by Salisbury, won nicely in the bitch class, she
excels Chesterford Betsy in condition, head and markings,
which are particularly bright and rich. Lotta, a little goggle-
eyed runt, should not have been mentioned, though in poor
shape Chesterford Mab should have had the card. The toys
need no mention, they were just toys, with little type of any
sort.

H^PuGS {George Wilson, Judge).—Here Mr. Wilson was not
so happy. I. C. P. Sprake, properly entered this time, beat
Bob Ivy, as usual, though shown too fat, and Bo Peep II.,

decidedly obese, was placed over Sateen, who has lost an eye.

In open dogs (4) first went to a clever little fellow in Drum-
mer, rather too dark in head and body. Uncle Bob, second,
loses in head and ears. In bitches (4) Toadie in her obese
condition should not have been considered with Miss Decima,
who has a better, deeper, squarer muzzle, nice cobby body
well carried and nice curl. The other, Bess, deserved men-
tion. IJncle Bob was the only pup on hand. In Italian grey-
hounds Sprite II. had little difficulty in beating Taglioni,
especially in head, size, forelegs and carriage of ears.

Poodles (George Wilson, Judge).—These, with Skyes, had
been evidently tacked on the end of the list. Berri getting
into shape again won easily over the white Blanchet.
Skte Terriers (George Wilson, Judge).—Ben Lewis had

five of these terriers in hand, all from the Quaker City, and
the dogs were divided by sex and a challenge class made for
Sir Stafford. In open dogs Sir Thomas, the abov^e dog's good
son, won nicely from Elphiston, superior in length of body
and coat. Princess May excels Lady Stafford in strength of
head, length and coat.
In the miscellaneous class, judged by Messrs. Wilson and

Elliott, there was nothing to attract attention but the New-
foundland Carlo, improving in condition. Second went to
a curly, big fat dog that approaches a Landseer Newfound-
land in color only, being white and black. H. W. Lact.
Pointers (Tim Donoghue, Judgc).—The pointer classes

were not large in numbers, but the quality of the entries as
a whole was qtiite good. That popular judge, Mr. Tim
Donoghue, handled his classes well and satisfactorily. There
was no division of classes by weight. Glamorgan in the
challenge dog class and in bitches Lady Gay Spanker, bad a
walkover. Five dogs faced the judge in the open dog class,

of which Ridgeview Comet, an excellent young dog, took
first easily. He is symmetrical, stands on good legs and
feet, has a well-ribbed" and well-shaped body and good head,
neck, shoulders and stern; a pronounced throatiness some-
what mars his appearance. Second went to Molton Banner,
of heavy, stocky type, well built but entirely too heavy of
limb and body; he was out of condition and bore the marks
of field work. Bruce D., third, was thin and long ca,st, yet
quite a good, large dog with a chance of improvement by
better conditioning. Mack and Bob o' Naso, e^ch he, were
coarse and not noteworthy for any special excellence. Out
of the five bitches in the open class Miss Rumor Avas an easy
winner of first. Fan Fan II. won second; she was recently
described in these columns. Third, went to Brighton Leda,
not in good condition. Polka Dot vhc. reserve, was short in
muzzle, plain in head and of average mei-it. There were two
large puppies in the dog class, both rather lanky in makeup.
Ferris Tramp, first, aside from a tendency to coarseness, is a
fairly good puppy, extremely large for his age, while much
the same holds good with respect to Zip G. Rene was the
onlv bitch in the puppy class. She was quite ordinary.
English Setters (Tim Donoghue, Judge).—There were

nine competitors in the dog class. King Gladys and Paul
Bo fought their battle over again.

_
The latter was not in

good condition. He won second. King Gladys, first, is light
in bone somewhat, has a fairly good head, body, legs and
feet. He moves badly behind. Third went to quite a fair

dog in Roy of Coleshill, cobby in build, a well shaped head,
a patch of black on one side of his face marring his expres-
sion, good loin, legs and feet. Washtenaw Grouse, the re-

serve, is a good dog, a bit coarse. Cincinnati, vhc, was
shown extremely thin in flesh and out of condition. Surprise
well deserved the vhc. letters. The bitch class had twelve
competitors. Esmeralda, a symmetrical bitch, well shaped
head, body well shaped, legs and feet good, won first. Katie
Noble II. was out of feather and coat. She won second.
Third went to Liberty II., a bit heavy in skull, good neck,
back, legs and feet. Brownie, the reserve, was too fat. The
rest of the class was but average, except Monk of Purness
Lill, vhc, a remarkably good little bitch, a bit plain in
head. Puppies were but average.
Irish Setters (Tim Donoghue, Judge).—The classes were

not up to the quality commonly shown. Pride of Patsy
was in good condition, as was also Elfreda, each of which
had no competition in the challenge classes for dogs and
bitches respectively. Montauk, Jr., was an easy victor over
Conaire, the latter his only competitor; light in muzzle and
thin and flat in body. Rosamond, a remarkably good bitch
of e.Kcellent muscular development and symmetry, was
easily first in bitches in a class of seven competitors." Lady
Cleveland, second, is lacking in symmetry, muzzle pinched,
neck too short and she carried too much flesh. Nona, third,

is light in bone, was shown too thin, but is quite a good
bitch. Nellie M., the reserve, shows some coarseness and is

faulty in pasterns. Bessie Penmore was the only puppy
shown.
Gordon Setters (Tim Donoghue, Judge).—Lieo B. and

Lady Gordon were the winners in the challenge classes, both
looking in good condition. In open dogs there were six to
face the judge, of which Duke of Wellington won first. His
head is a bit coarse; neck, legs, body, feet and general sym-
metry are good. Heather Lad, second, is somewhat heavy
in shoulders, short neck and not first-rate in pasterns. His
head is fairly good, and he has a well-shaped and ribbed
body. Neither had first-rate tan markings. Highland Kent,
third, is a fair average dog. In bitches. Lady Waverly took
first over her four competitors. Her head is rather heavy.
Highland Yola, a fairly good small bitch, took second, third
going to Katherine, short in muzzle and a bit lathy in
build. Except Heather Lad II., the five puppies were an
ordinary lot. Lad is a large, rather coarse puppy.
Irish Water Spaniels (IF, H. Colcord, Jitdf/e).—Open

dogs had two entries. Jack A, , a large dog, a bit leggy, won
first. Willy Reilly, second, is light in body, out of coat and
lacking in muscular development. Biddy Malone was easily

first in bitches; she is quite good in type and was in th'e

best coat of any in the class though far from being in good
coat herself. Swan Fly was fat and gross, poor head and
lacks coat. The other two were ordinary specimens.

B. Waters.
LIST OF AWARDS.

MASTIFFS —Challenge—iDofirs; 1st, Charles E. Bonn's Ormonde.
Bitches: 1st and reserve, Bunn's Caution's Own Daughter and Lady
Coleus —Open—Dogs; 1st, 2d and reserve, Bunn's Leamington, Mar-
quis and Eossington; ad, Albert J. Gei 's Webster's Judge. Very
liigh com,, C. E. Patterson's IlEord Dates and J, P. Cornn's Baby
Bunn. Com., Frank Godley's Nero. Bitches; 1st and 2d, Bunn's
Miuna Minting and Eole; 3d, Colin C. McLean's Persia, Puppies: 1st

and 2d witiiheld; 3d, A. B, Dicliinson's Webster's Judge, Jr.

GREAT DANES.—Challenok—Do(7S.' 1st, Cumberland Kennels'
champion Melac; 2d, J. M. Studebaker's Major MeKinley; 3d, Im-
perial ICennels' Imperator.—Opes—ZJoys; 1st, 2d and 3d, Kennel Law-
rence's Earl of Wurtemberg, Hepburn Hero and Lawrence Leopard.
Reserve, Emil Estberg's King William, Very high com,, W. Rodgers's
Hero and Franlc S. Anderson's Anderson's Sandor. High com., Oscar
Seeger's Prince. Com., John Hinredson's Oscar H., Charles Scliin-

ivoetti's Melac 11. and John G. Weeks's Cffisar, Bitches; 1st, Osceola
Kennels' Neverzell; 2d, 3d and reserve, Kennel Lawrence's Portia
Melac, Senta and Flora Belle. Very high com , Oscar Seeger's Pattie,

John Altonbaeh's Nellie B., T. G. Konifl's Ruth, Bay City Kennels'
Norimburger and Cumberland Kennels' Zella and Pheobe. High com,,
Bedrich Hornof's Bella, Anton Koehler's Flora and Frank Hurita's
Ballo. Com., F, 0. McDonald's Fanny M.—Puppies—Dogs,' ist, Frank
Hurita's Frita; Sd, A. Ssrahofer's TeU; 3d, Charles Scbiokoeth's

Hero. High com., Charles H. Bromann's Nero. Bitches: isfc, A.
Gernhofer's Cinderella; 3d, .Julius Blascbke's .

ST. BERNARDS.—RouaH-CoATBD -Challenge— Dogs.- 1st, Argyle
Kennels' Sir Bedivere.—Open— Dops,- Ist, Bay City Kennels' Lord
Dante; Sd. Alta Kennels' Grand Master: 3d. Argyle Kennels' Prince
George, Com., T. J. Taylor's Sir John H, Bitches: 1st, Argyle Ken-
nels' Rustic Beauty ; 2d, Swiss Mountain Kennels' Sunray; .Sd, A. C.
Shallenber^er's Alta Berna. Reserve, J. B. Lewis's lo. Very high
com., Camilla Roadfoard's Brighton Violette and Sergt. F. A, Mc-
Donald's Fernwood Rose U. High com., .1. J. Maloney's Lady Oavan
and Kennel Lawrence's Princess Hepsey. Com., Florence M. Rock-
wood's Lady Clave.—Poppies—Dof/s; 1st and 2d withheld; 3d, G. H.
GU's Pilgrim Noble.

ST, BERNARDS.—SMOOTH-CoATKD.—CHALLENQE-lst, Swiss Moun-
tain Kennels' Scottish Leader,—Open—Dogs.' 1st, Argyle Kennels' Al-
ton H.; 2d, F. S. Anderson's Billy. Bitches: 1st, Alta Kennels'
Lady Judith; 3d, P. Rommel's Columbian Queen; 3d, J. B. Lewis's
Fernwood Goldie.

DEERHOUNDS.—Do£78.' 1st, Chestnut HiU Kennels' Douglas; 2d and
3d, Wm. Potter's Rob and Lome. Bitches; 1st and 2d, Wm. Potter's
Madge and Lassie.

GREYHOUNDS.—Challenge—1st, F. S. Anderson's champion Mas-
ter Rich.—OPEK-Doj/i',' 1st, H, 0, Lowe's Grand Fashion; 2d, Phil. J.
Walsh's Cheeky Cbarley. Bitches; 1st, H. C. Lowe's Little Climber:
2d, Mrs. B. Haymana'a Hasty Pudding; 3d, Chesterford Park Kennels'
Chesterford Fredrick. Very high com., W. J. Massey's Lady Glen-
dyne and J. Worth's Queen,

AMERICAN FOXHOUNDS.—Doffs.- 1st, R. D. Williams's Commo-
dore; 2d, 8d and very high com., R. H. Pooler's Pooler, Rowdey and
Ranter. Bitches: 1st, Sd and 3d, B. H. Pooler's Jennie, Victor and
Kitsey.

POINTERS.—CHALLENGE-D03.5; 1st, L. A. Riddle's Glamorgan,
Bitches; 1st, T. G. Davey's Lady Gay Spanker.—Open—Doj/s,- lst,T. G.
Davey's Ridgeview Comet; 2d, G. O. Smith's Mollin Banner; 3d, J.

Dunfee's Bruce D. High com.. P. Gault's Mack and C, Sparre, Jr.'s

Bob o' Naso, Bitches: 1st, T, G. Davey's Miss Rumor; 2d, C. E.
Connell's Fan Fan II. ; 3d, T. Q. Davey's Brighton Leda, Reserve, E.
L. Munson's Polka Dot. Very high com., G. F. Mooney's Luck"s Own
Daughter,—Puppies—Do.(/s,- 1st, F. Canfield's Ferris Tramp: 2d, J.

Dunfee's Zip J. Bitches': 1st, J. Dunfee's Rene.

ENGLILH SETTERS.—Dor/s; lat, L. T. Ward's King Gladys; 3d, R.
Merrill s Paul Bo; 3d, T. d. Davey's Roy of Coleshill. Reserve, J.

Mandt's Washtenaw Grouse, Very high com,, A. Vandendarle's Cin-
cinnati and Che.sterford Park Kennels" Surprise. High com., Wm.
Schroeder's Count Napoleon. Bitches: 1st and 3d, T. G. Davey's
Esmeralda and Liberty II. ; 3d, Taylor & Meneke's Katie Noble 11. Re-
serve, Mr, Dix'a Brownie, Very high com., T. G. Davey's Monk of
Purness Lill, H, b. Meyers's Phoebe and Mr. Hunter's Bessie. High
com., J. Johnson' Belle Wilson, W. S. Follett's Lady Sprite and John
Holm's Bonny Pegmatite,

—

Puppies—Poys; 1st, W.'A. Predhomme's
Duke. High com,, L. T, Ward's Bonny Gladys. Bitches: 1st, M. E.
Morgan's May Belle; 2d, South Shore Kennels' Minnie Noble.

IRISH SETTERS.-Challknoe— Do(/s.' 1st, Seminole Kennels' Pride
of Patsey. Bitches: let, Seminole Kennels' Elfreda.—Open—Doj/s;

1st, Seminole Kennels' Montauk, Jr. Very high com., Muskerry Ken-
nels' Conaire. Bitches: 1st, Dr. W. Jarvis's Rosamond; 2d. Dr. S. 6.
Dixon's Lady Cleveland; 3d, P. Moe's Nona. Reserve, Luzboro Ken-
nels' Nellie M. Very high com., P. Na^hten's Bamba, J. F. Quill's

Rose Elcho and Muskerry Kennels' Lottie.

—

FxiepiES—Bitches; 1st,

W, H. Eakin's Bessie Penmore.

GORDON SETTERS. -CHAi.LENaK—Doffs.- 1st, Dr. S. G. Dixon's Leo
B, Bitches: 1st, Dr. S. G. Dixon's Lady Gordon.-Open— DofifS.' Ist,

Dr. S. G. Dixon's Duke of Wellington; 2d and very high com., J. R.
Oughton's Heather Lad and Heather Lad U; 3d, Highland Kennels'
Highland Kent. High com., Frank S. Anderson's Dan. Bitches: Ist

and 3d, Dr. S. G. Dixon's Maid of Waverly and Katherine; 2d and high
com., Highland Kennels' Highland Yola and Highland Heather Nell.

Very high com,, J. R. Oughton's Dwight Effle.—Puppies—Dogra.- 1st

and 2d, J. R, Oughton's Heather Lad 11. and Dwight Don. Bitches:
1st and 2d, J. R. Oughton's Dwight Efiie and Dwight Rose.

IRISH WATER SPANIELS.-Open—Dogs.- 1st, English Lake Ken-
nels' Jack- A. ; 2d, Thomas W. Mills's Willy Reilly. Bitches: l3t. Sea
Moss Kennels' Biddy Malone; 2d, very high com. and high com., Eng-
lish Lake Kennels' Swan Fly, Queen Vic and Meg.

FIELD SPANIELS.-OPEN-Dogis.' 1st, R. P. Keasbey's Echo; 2d, Tim
Donoghue's champion Newton Abbott Torso; 3d withheld. Bitches:

J St, John Smith's Dorothy; 2d, Bert Borden's Baby Flirt.

COCKER SPANIELS.—Challenge— Do.9,9.' Ist, Swiss Mountain Ken-
nels' champion Midrty.

—

Open—Dogs," Ist, Concord Cocker Kennels'
Pickpania; 2d, Luckwell & Douglas's Woodland Count; 3d, Swiss Moun-
tain Kennels' King Raven, Jr. High com., English Lake Kennels'
Hindoo 11. and Mohawk Kennels' Arnold's Dan. Bitches: 1st, 3d and
very high com., Swiss Mountain Kennels' Topsy S., Rideau Rhea and
Ruth S,, 2d and reserve, Concord Cocker Kennels' Lady Dufferin and
^^a. Diana. High com., Luckwell &• Douglass's Woodland Kitty.

COLLIES.—Challenge—Dogs.- 1st, Chestnut Hill Kennels' Wells-
bourne Charley. Bitches: Ist, Ohestaut Hill Kennels' champion Luella,

—Open—Dogs.' 1st and 3d, Chestnut Hill Kennels' Toronto Wonder and
Prince Wilkes; 3d and reserve, Che.sterford Park Kennels' Chesterford
Hero and Chesterford Marvel. Bitches: 1st, Chestnut Hill Kennels'
Adela AVonder; 2d and very high com., Ohesterfoi-d Park Kennels'
Chesterford Hattie and Chesterford Lilly; 3d, Thos. Qodland's Blos-

som. High com,, G. Tarbell's Nancy Taylor.—Poppies— Doj/s; 1st,

Chestnut Hill Kennels' Little Wonder; 2d, Seminole Kennels' .

Bitches: 1st, Thos. Godsland's Blossom.

BULLDOGS.—Diic/tes; 1st, A. Woodward's Duchess of Parma; 2d, T.
W. Mills's Sally Brass II.

BULL-TERRIERS.— Cuallknqe—1st, Luzboro Kennels' Crisp —
Open—Doffs; Ist, J. H. Waddock's Sir Jack; 3d, P. L, Dever's
Roscoe. Very high com,, Chautauqua Kennels' Sir Monty II. Bitches:
Ist and very high com., F, L. Dever's Lowland Duchess and Burston
Kit; 2d, Chautauqua Kennels' White Gipsey.—Pcppibs—ZJoys; 1st, W.
F. Clarkson's Croydon Monarch; 2d, Chautauqua Kennels' Admiral,
Bitches: 1st, Geo. A.Whitney's Fay; 2d, Ohautauiiua Kennels' Sen-
sation.

DACHSHUNDS,— DofiTS,- 1st, A. Proembling's Tapszur Horst; 2d, G-
Kiel's Knirps. Reserve, Chas. P. Qentz, Jr.'s Hundesport Zaenke-
Bitches: 1st, Chas. P. Gentz, Jr.'s Lina L.; 2d. A. Bielenberg's Alma,

BEAGLES.—Ch.allenue—1st, B. P. Lewis's Doctor.-Open—Dogs,-

Ist, Middletown Kennels' Adam; 2d, G. D Weldon's Pomp: 3d, Oak-
view Kennels' Mr. Winkle. Bitches: 1st. C. A. Perkinson's Jenny
Lind; 2d, Middleton Kennels' Snow; 3d, Oakview Kennels Snowtlake.
Com. P. D. Swain's Spot.

POX-TERRIERS.—Dogs.- 1st, Lansdowne Kennels' Lansdowne Pov-
erino; 2d, R. E. Fishburn's Glendon Spark; 3d, Wm. Rodger's Jack.
Very high com,, Kempton Park Kennels' Black Rock. Bitchf;s: ist,

Chesterford Park Kennels' Chesterford Flurry; 2d, Lansdowne Ken-
nels' Lansdowne Trim; 3d, R. E. Fishburn's Glendon Dixie. Very
high com., Wm, Potter's Ply and Flirt, and R, E. Fishburn's Venus
11.—Puppies: Ist, John McJune's Rose; ad, E, Ashley's Nancy Hank-<
Reserve, F. W. Gilbert's Paddy,—Novice— Ist, P. Rommel's Columbian
Victress; 2d, W. F. Render's Richmond Lil; 3d, R. E. Fishburn's Glen-
don Dixie. Very high com., Kempton Park Kennels' Richmond Lil.

ROUGH AND WIRE TERRIERS-Any Varietv.- Dogs.- 1st, H
O'Connor's Galtees; 2d, Chesterford Park Kennels' The Colori'd

Preacher. Very high com , Thomas Wise, Jr, '3, Shaun Rhue. Bitches:

1st, F. H. Garlic's Glenshea.

SKYE TERRIERS—Challenge.—1st, C. A, Shinn's Sir Stafford —
Open—Dogs.- Ist, Samuel Barr's Sir Thomas; 2d, C. A. Shinn's Elphis-

ton. Bitches: 1st and 2d, C. A. Shinn's Princess May and Lady Staf-

ford.

YORKSHIRE TERRIERS-Cn aj.lenge —1st, Dr. N. Ellis Oliver's

Minnie York.—Open— Dop-s,- 1st. Jame.s Foster's Ben; 2d, Dr. N. Ellis

Ohver's Prince Harry. Bitches: 1st, Dr. N. Ellis Oliver's Pinkie York;
2d, James Foster's Lady Nell. Very high com., A, McGregor, Jr.'s,

Maud.
TOY SPANIELS,—Dogs.- 1st, Mrs. A. M. Goldsmith's Calumet St.

Cyr. Bitches: 1st, Mrs. A. M. Goldsmith's Calumet Alice.

BLACK AND TAN TERRIERS-Challenge.—1st, Charles Wilson's
champion Queen III.—Open—Dogs; 1st, Chesterford Park Kennels
Richelle Oolah; 2d, McClean «& Eardman's Rochelle Sultan. Bitches:
Ist, Chas. Wilson's Cauada Queen; 21. Chesterford Park Kennels'
Chesterford Betsy. Very high com., McClean & Eardman'a Lotta.

TO Y TERRIERS—Other than Yokkshikes, under 7lbs.—1st, Louis
Stein's Fairy; 2d, C. A. Woodruff's Diakie.

PUGS—Challenge.— Dog.s; let, Mrs, S. E, Davies's I. C. P. Sprake.
Bitches: 1st; Cumberland Kennels' Bo Peep 11.—Open—Dogs.- Ist, Ger-
man Howard Pug Kennels' Drummer; 2d, Cumberland Kennels' Unule
Bob, Bitches; Mrs. S. E. Davis's Toadie: 2d, German Howard Pug
Kennels' Miss Decima.—Puppies -Dogs,- 1st, Cumberland Kennels'
Uncle Bob.

- ITALIAN GREYHOUNDS.—1st, Kennel Lawrence's Sprite U.; 2d,
Hugh E. Keough's Taglioni.

POODLES.—1st, L, A. Biddle's Berri; 2d, Alphonse Vandendarle's
Blanchet.

MISCELLANEOUS-Over SOlbs.-1st, PhU. J. Walsh's Carlo; A. H.
Bremer's Jeff.—Undeh 3Ulbb—Withheld,
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A Day at Hempstead.
Ant one who is fonrl of animals, whether horses, cows, dogs

or even chickens, may find many worse places to spend a day
than at the Hempstead Farm, over whose destinies Mr. Jas,
Mortimer presides.
One Thursday a short time since we felt the need of a little

unofficial outing, and accepting an invitation "almost gray
with age," so long and often tendered, we found much to
interest one the day through. It is uot our purpose to go
into any description of the Hempstead Farm Kennels, as it

is an oft told tale by this time. A four-mile drive from the
station and we arrived at the farm, where Conrad II. and
Woodmansterne Trefoil and a very likely looking dachshund
puj) by Jay, rushed out to welcome us. The collies men-
tioned are well known on the bench, aud their victories have
earned them the freedom of the farm, seemingly. They were
not in full coat, but looked in good health.

It would be needless to describe all the dogs we saw. The
kennels shelter a little of almost everything canine, though
pointers and collies are the mainstays. There are, besides a
number of Russian wolfhounds, among them some promising
pups by Groubian out of Zmeika and a few fox-terriers, Irish
terriers, poodles, etc. In a yard of pointers we picked out
Hempstead Blossom, second at Providence, as an improving
sort. Another good youngster is Hempstead Luck, espe-
cially from the head back. Then Mr. Mortimer took us to
what may be well termed the nursery, letting out a yelping,
tearing crowd of wolfhounds, collies and smooth and wire
fox-terrier puppies from two to four months old. Out of
the din we picked a couple of nice three-months-old collies,

by Conrad II., one e-ipecially being very promising. Of
course we saw the "pillars of the stud""Duke of Hessen,
Kobert le Diable and that good bitch Wooltou Game, whose
son, Hempstead Duke, was that day running well down at
Newton. K C.
Jumping into the trap Mr. Mortimer winked his "alter

ego," intimating that he had a surprise in store very soon in
the shape of some puppies out at walk. A drive of a mile or
two and stopping at a farmhouse he whistled up some
pointer and collie puppies. The pointers are by Sandford
Druid out of Hempstead Kit, four months old and as hand-
some a lot as one need wish to see. Two of them are especi-
ally promising, and if they go on as they have commenced
they will prove winners. The two collies are by Woodman-
sterne Trefoil out of Green Mountain Lass, and are six months
old. They are well grown, and while one shows a splendid,
long, thick coat, the other is the better looking aud is quite a
nice one. Knovying how a man continually seeing certain
dogs becomes a little sweet on individual .specimens, we held
our peace when Mr. Mortimer intimated that we were draw-
ing near to a chef (Va:uvre in the way of collies. Arriving
at another farmhouse, however, it did not take us the space
of a wink to pick out the apple of his eye from the three
young collies that rushed up to us. This is a sister of those
we saw at the fir.st place, and she is a beauty, especially well
grown, in fact, a large, lengthy bitch for her age, beautiful
head and expression, ears carried properly, nice coat aud
food loin. She is bound to be a winner if she keeps her
ead. The other was fairly good, and a younger one by six

weeks, by Conrad II. out of an inferior bitch, is very promis-
ing. Coming home we stopped at another place, when the
last one of this good litter jumped up to greet us. It has a
capital head and coat, and excellent bone showed good rais-
ing. At another place we came across a very likely Irish
terrier pup by Larry.
The ^isdom of putting puppies out at walk was very ap-

parent in the way these youngsters looked compared to the
others who had to take pot luck in the crowd at home. Re-
turning to the farm we saw a pack of beagles and among
them Glory and Millard, that did so well at the N. B. C.
trials of 1892. These are to be used as a subscription pack
and hunted by several of the hunting set around Ilempstead.
In the house we were introduced to a well-made young grej'-
hound, Norway Cross, by Norwegian out of Bueneritero,
and therefore a brother to the noted Buenarita. Siuce writ-
ing the above this dog won first at Newark show.
After dinner we drove to Mr. German Hopkins's place,

about a mile from the village. On the way we called at Mr.
A. D. Lewis's stables, where a capital litter of beagles, by
Jester, was shown. Two of them I think have a future.
Driving on we found "Our only German" ujj to his

knees in terriers of all ages and degrees of quality. We
have already described Mr. Hopkins's place and how well
adapted it is for a boarding kennel with its excellent exercis-
ing grounds and range of box stalls. Here was Raby Trigger,
looking in fine trim, and also the Forest and Stream pup
(champion Raby Mixer—Burlington Diadem) had evidently
found a good home, as he had grown almost out of remem-
brance in tbe last three months. Some likely cockers were
also running round. They are by Red Jacket. Ave believe.
One black and white is above the average. After a lively
scrimmage between the whole crowd of terriers that at one
time promised to be serious for one or two old bitches, and
that reminded us when we all tried to part them, of a
Thanksgiving football match when Yale tries the Deland
wedge, we adjourned to the house where with terrier gossip
and an examination of "German's" old country relics and
mementoes train time oame all too quickly, and bidding a
hasty good-bye we felt that one day at least had been well
aud enjoyably spent.

Providence I>og Show.
[Special Beport.]

The fifth annual dog show of the Rhode Island Poultry
Association came to a close on Friday last. One hundred
and twenty-four dogs of good quality were entered, English
setters and cocker spaniels being the strong classes. C. H.
Jenks aud Dr. L. Burt olUciated respectively as superintend-
ent and veterinarian. The benching was of a poor sort and
the dogs lacked the room they should have had owing to the
poultry taking up the greater part of the ball. This was,
perhaps, because the committee were chickenmen and not
dogmen. This state of aifairs they mean to alter next year.
The attendance was uot bad considering the weather, which
was very far from pleasant. J. Otis Fellows judged all
classes aud seemed to give general satisfaction.
Among the fanciers I noticed were Mr. Geo. W. Lovell.W.

Burke, German Hopkins, Dr. H. T. Thurber, H. S. Babcoek
A. H. Wakefield. J. P.Willey, F.W. Chapman, R. L. Keacb
W. F. Kenney, M.D., Mr. and Mrs. Spink, J. H. Boutelle, F,
Otto, Mrs. J. R. B. Hill, Miss S, A. Nickersou.
Mastiffs did not draw. Abe, the only mastiil who turned

up, is not a bad dog, head fair and bhovviug good wrinkle,
feet and legs fair, coat too long and coarse, ears large, body
good, and if shown in good conditiou would be greatly im-
proved.
In St. Bernards the puppy Eulalie was alone in her class,

and the only entry made in this breed, She is not a good
one, although she is fair in feet aud legs, coat aud color good,
but is too short in body, very snipy in muzzle and head too
flat; shown in good shape.
In beagles the Glenrose Beagle Kennels had it all their own

way. Diamond Tartar won first in puppies; has a bad-ahaped
skull, is not straight in front, but may develop into a fair
dog, as he is only seven months old. Partheniaaud Gypsy A.
are both prize winners and have been described many times.

hair terriers Oakleigh Brmser and Suffolk Tassel are well
known. Hill Hurst Rose is too wde in skull and coat soft:
she was the only puppy shown.
Mr. J. P. \Villey showed a strong team of cocker spaniels.

as did Mr. F. W. Fiske. Jersey Obo, who won first in chal-
lenge dogs, is better in head than Bambo, but too long in
body. Bambo, second, is cloddy and bad in legs. Black
Duchess is well known and needs no comment.
The balance of the classes require no mention as the win-

ners are generally known. The English setter cla.sses were
well filled, and Miss S. A. Nickerson showed her Gordons
Janet, Count Noble and Lady Noble, who all looked in the
pink of condition.
Mr. Geo. W. Lovell, who had a nice kennel of pointers, had

it all to himself, among them being Wild Lily and Prince
Pontiac. Glen Rock Kennels showed Duke of Kent II. and
Twinkle, the former a many time winner. Twinkle is a fair-
looking dog, winning over Dan. Dan is a big dog and was
shown in splendid condition. J. P. P.

AWARDS.
MASTIFFS.—Dogs; Ist, E. Redman's Abe.—Puppies—Dof^s.- 1st, W.

H. Addison's Philip.

ST. BERNARDS.-Smooth-Coatkd.—PtJPPiES—SiicTies.- 1st, G. W.
Patterson's Eulalie.

GREYHOUNDS.—I>0£?s/ 1st and 2d, D. B. Lemley's Imperator and
Vigilant; 3d, Wm. F. Warner's Springbok. Bitches: 3d, D. B. Lemley's
Wild Idle.

AMERICAN FOXHOUNDS.—CuALLKNGB-Doffs,- 1st, Dr, H. T, Thur-
ber's Elite. Bitches: 1st, Dr. H. T. Thurber's Femur—Open—Doffs:
Ist, Dr. H, T. Thurber's Deacon; 2d. Parson. Bitches: Ist, A. H.
Threshier's Daisy.

BEAGLES.—Challenge—Under 13iN.—Sifc7ies; 1st, Glenrose Beagle
Kennels' Butterfly —Ovmi—Dogs: 1st, Glenrose Beagle Kennels' Pader-
ewski; 2d, Little Lee. Bitches: 1st. H. Hanson's Lady of Denmark.—
Puppies—i)ci£?s; 1st, T. Sballcross's Diamond Tartar.-OvER 13in.—
Challenge-Dogfs,- 1st, Glenrose Beagle Kennels' Parthenia.—Open -
Dogs: 1st, Glenrose Beagle Kennels' Sir Tbomas. Bitches: 1st, Glen-
rose Beagle Kennels' Gypsa A.

POINTERS.—Heatt-weight—Challenge — Doos; 1st, Glen Rock
Kennels' Duke of Kent II.—Open—ZJofirs.' 1st, Glen Rock Kennels'
Twinkle; 26, J. E. Lawrence's Dan.—Light-weight.—Challenge—
Bitches: 1st, Geo. W. Lovell's Wild Lilly.—Open—Dogs; Ist, Geo. W.
Loveil's Prince of Pontiac—Puppies—Dogs; Ist, Geo. W. Lovell's
Prince of Pontiac—Novice—Dogs; 1st, Geo. W. Lovell's Neal of Pon-
tiac.

ENGLISH SETTERS.—Dogs; Ist S. B. AUen's Dad Monarch; 2d,
J. M. Whipple's Gasseau; 3d, A. J. Lewis's Prince L. Very high com.
reserve. Mrs. L. K, Peck's Norman. Very high com., D. J, Peters's
Robin Goch. Bitches: 1st, T. J. Dunn's Dunn's Flora; 2d, L, N. Ham-
blin'sBiue Dawn.—Puppies—Dog,s; 1st. A.J.Lewis's Harry L,; 2d.
W. Regester's Pop Monarch; 8d, .1. Dubuque's Reverdy II. Reserve,
T. J. Dunn's Rowdy Monarch. Very high com. and high com., H^
.loachim's Dan and Dick. Bitches: Equal 1st, A. J. Lewis's Lily L.
and J. M. Whipple's Reverdy 's Leah; 2d, F. J. Capron's Dot Monarch;
3d and very high com. reserve, A. D. Fiske's Gladys Kent and Sing-
hild. Very high com., C. A. Starin's Rose S.

IRISH SETTERS.-Biic/ie.?; 1st, N. Mcintosh's Maid of Borstal.

GORDON SETTERS.-Challenge—BiYc/ies; let, Miss S N. Nicker-
son's Janet.-OPEN—Dogs; 1st, Miss S. A. Nickerson's Count Noble.
Bitches: 1st, Miss S. A. Nickerson's Lady Noble.—Novice—5t<c/ies;
1st, Miss S. A. Nickerson's Lady Noble.

COCKER SPANIELS.-CHALLENGE-Dogs; 1st, J. P. Willev's Jersey
Obo; 2d, Edwin W. Fiske's Bambo, Bitches: 1st, J P. WUlev's Black
Duchess.—Open—Dogs; 1st, Edwin W. Fiske's Jay Kay; 2d, J. P.
WiUey's Jake W,

; 3d, Mrs. H Brownell's Smuts. Reserve and verv
high com., Wildfire. Bitches: 1st, J. P. WQley's Flossie Butter; 26,
C. G. Browning's Flush B.; 2d. Chas. E. Shean's Nora. Reserve and

Novice—jBtic7ies; 1st, C. G. Browning's Daisy B.; Sd, Edwin W.
Fiske's Ginger.

COLLIES.—Challenge—Bz<c/ies; 1st, Lambert Stansfield's Highland
Floss.—Open— Dogs; 1st, Lambert Stansfield's Highland Bobbie; 2d,
Fred. J. Gregory's Mountain Rover; ?d, John R. Howe's Royal Chief.
Bitches: 1st, Lambert Stansfield's Highland Rose; 2d, Al De Ber
Collie Kennels' Maritana; 3d, Flurry.—Puppies—Dogs; 1st, Lambert
Stansfield's Highland Bobbie. Bitches: Ist, I. C. Felch & Son's Sweet

BULLDOGS.—Open—Brtc^es; 1st, Robert F. Keach's Charmion -
Puppies—Dogs; 1st, Dr. J. W. Bond's Judy B.

BULL-TERRIERS.—Dogs; 1st, Daniel J. Mahler's Lord Nelson; 2d,
WiUiam H. Hunt's Major. Bitches: 1st, Perry A. FuUer's Loumout
Kit.

FOX-TERRIERS—Smooth.—Dogs; 1st, Andrew Hopper's Beverick
Bobbin.—Puppies—£ite7tes; 1st, Dr. W. G. Kendall's Fleur.—Novice—
Dogs: 1st, Andrew Hopper's Beverick Bobbin.—Wire-Haired—Dog.*

•

1st, H. H. Hunnewell, Jr.'s. Oakleigh Bruiser. Bitches: 1st, G. M
Carnochan's SuflEolk Tassel.—Puppies—£:iYc/ies; 1st, H. M. Huuuewell
Jr.'s, HiU Hurst Rose.

IRISH TERRIERS.—CHALLENGK—i)ogs; 1st, W, F. Kenney's Crib —
Open—Dog.s; 1st, Blarney Boy.—Opei;—Bitches: Ist, Robert L. Keach's
Nancy,—PtippiES-Dogs; Ist, Dr. W. F Kenney's Brevity; 2d, James
Flinn's Leinster. Bitches: Dr. AV. F. Kenney's Belle of Shannon.
BOSTON TERRIERS —Dogs; 1st, E. C. Spink's Paddy. Bitches- 1st

S, D. Spink's Bridget; 2d, Esther Delfley's Buzz.

Bitches: Ist, Meadowmere Kennels' Dinah.

CHESAPEAKE BAY DOGS.-Dogs; Ist," Rough; 2d, M. B. Alton
Smith's Cleveland; 3d, Marengo. Bitches: 1st, Rose; 2d, M. B. Alton
Smith's Minnie,

MISCELLANEOUS,—Dogs; Isfc, Jason E. Lawrence's Pete.

Flaps from the Beaver's Tail.

Toronto, Can.—At the annual meeting of the Sheep
Breeders' Association, which is taking place in Guelph this
week, I see by the programme that two of our well-lcuovvn
dogmen are down to read papers. Mr. Richard Gibson, who
is at home in any department of live stock, has prepared an
essay on "Breeding to Type" and Mr. W. Mole's, V.S., paper
is on "Goiter in Sheep."

Mr. F. S. Wetherall, of Compton, Quebec, proposes at-
tending New York show, and any Canadian breeder who has
au entry or two to .send could not do better than communi-
cate with Mr. Wetherall, as he will have time to look after
a few others in addition to his own.

Dr. James Lawrie, of Quebec City, is getting together a
nice little kennel of dachshunds and a few months ago
bought three reds, a dog and two bitches, from Mr. A. D.
Smith. Beaminster, Dorset, England. They are all of the
one litter, June 19, 1893. and are by Snapdragon II. (Snap-
dragon—Zenica) out of Nettlebury Sheila (Jackboot—Duck-
manton Dina Belle). Back of this ai-Q champions Yerga
and Jackdaw, and others as good.

Beverwyck Ray, a neat smooth fox-terrier bitch, by Dob-
bin out of Beverwyck Moonray, has been added to Mr. A.
A. Macdonald's string. She was bred to champion Blemton
Trump before he left for California.

Lord Aberdeen, the first prize rough-coated St. Bernard
puppy at the late Toronto show, has been disposed of by the
Bowmanville Kennels to Dr. Manes, of Sheffield, Ont. ' His
dam. Maypole, first open and first novice at same .show,
goes to Detroit, Mch,

Mr. E. H. Caddy, Bedingston, Ont., is getting a nice dog
from C. H. Akerly, of Tonawanda, N. Y., in Lord Hualpa,
by Alton out of Keepsake. Mr. Caddy has also made one or
two recent purchases from local breeders.

H. B. DONOVAOjT.

The Cumberland Kennels will sell their dogs by auction
at Nashville on Dec, 31, Mi-. Goodman, the manager, was
busy at Chicago securing bids and, we believe, was quite
successful. Mr. Goodman will sever his connection with
the company Jan. 1, 1894.

English Kennel Club Show.
We add to our remarks of last week on this great English

event:
The English setter judge. Rev. W. Serjeantson, after com-

plaining of the lack of feather and condition of many of
the exhibits explained by their keepers by '"'You see, .sir, he
has only just come down from the moors," that "Small and
light-boned bitches continue too much en evidence—sos^vQelj
the sort to produce big-boned oflrspring with size and sub-
stance."
In retrievers he acknowledges that he was caught napping.

One of the dogs. Sapper, an excellent one, but throaty, was
put second to another good one. Blizzard, on this account,
but unfortunately the judge remarked to his handler that he
ought to ptill the collar up more. This the individual was
smart enough to do when he came in again, and the judge,
forgetting his previous decision and its cause, placed him
first over Blizzard, who had beaten Sapper in the previous
class. "How his keeper must have chuckled I" remarks the
reverend judge.
Mr. Moses Woolland in writing of the spaniel entry con-

gratulates himself on the number shown—13.5—and after
remarking that the exhibition on the whole waS excellent,
but not up to last year's form, touches on the question of
judging novice classes first. He says: "This is an innova-
tion I for one do not like. Often a forward puppy stands
out very prominently beyond the other juvenile competitors,
the result is an easy win, and it is not at all unlikely the
impression then made is calculated to give him a higher
place in the other classes than he would have otherwise
obtained." There is some sense in this.
Mr. Geo. R, Krehl, who handled the collies, gives us some

good advice on the "Fancy—Utility" question that should
prove interesting reading and valuable if heeded: "There
was an exceedingly satisfactory gathering of the clans, and
upon making a calm review of the exhibits after the busy
judging day had passed over, I was gratified to observe that
the collies at the Kennel Club bore evidence to the success
of the recent crusade against Barzoi heads. The fancier was
pulled tip just in time, and had the sounding of the danger
note been postponed, the movement in favor of long and
narrow heads, with prick ears, would have gained a momen-
tum almost impossible to arrest. However beautiful we
may breed our collies, let us always bear in mind that they
are sheepdogs, a working breed, and let us resist the efforts
of the lucre-led crew who seek to reduce the collie to the
level of a fancy breed. We can breed a good collie and show
him honestly, and so have no need to acquire the petty wiles
and paltry artifices that do not elevate the exhibition of
some 'fancy' dogs. With pups it is different, their narrow
skulls develop with age and assume the proper shape, but
in the old dogs I think I was able to find winners with
brain-room and intelligent collie expression. Breeders, in
their craze for a very small and highly-carried ear, have
nearly lost the characteristic ear of the collie, which should
not be too small and only semi-erect with the tips carried
sideways,"
Speaking of the novice winner Gold Dust he makes use of

a good expression, "Dingo ear" in describing his fashion-
able ear that is almost pricked. Putley Don, the new crack,
is spoken of as being too short in the coupling—not having
liberty enough—otherwise he would be near perfection.
When Great Gun, Southport Pilot and Stracathro Ralph
met in the winners' class the latter was palpably out of it,

did not .'^how himself properly—too lethargic. "Southport
Pilot is a very lovely little creature, but his vanquisher has
the better of him in working qualities. Great Gun's flag
was afterward lowered by Chorlton Prescilla, who surpasses
him in collie character and is better in front."
The dachshund judge, Mr. Montague Wootten, gives a

volumnious report on his classes, but space forbids our giv-
ing more than his comments on the breed generally. He
writes: "In commencing my review of this breed, 1 wish to
point out that, as far as possible, I give the preference to
dogs that are sound, and at the same time of the correct
type, rather than to those that, while perhaps excelling in
head properties, are such cripples that they can hardly
stand still, let alone walk. I believe that knuckling over is
hereditary, while being out at elbows is to a large extent de-
pendant on rearing. Consequently the former, in my
opinion, is a worse fault than the latter, though an out-at-
elbows dog is not much use for a dach.shund'8 work."
About Jackdaw he says, "I have only the usual thing to re-

port—he was present and he won. Despite his seven years
the little marvel is as sound and fresh as ever he was, and
romped in later for the championship and challenge cup."
Mr. Pybus-Sellon gives a good report of his bulldog classes,

and when he comes to the winners' class delivers himself of a
little screed on the question of whether Dockleaf is a crrip-
ple or not. We remark, however, that he has nothing to say
about this dog's failure to negotiate much distance in the
recent walking match. He says: "Winners' class, under
4.51bs., only contained Dockleaf and Forceps. The latter
looked like a dying dog and had to be taken out of tbe show.
The winner, Dockleaf, became famous becattse on his first
appearance the Field wrote that he was a cripple, deformed
in forequarters, and should never be admitted to the prize
list. The value of this reporter's eccentric notices can be
gauged from the fact that the dog has since had an unbeaten
record, has won all possible honors under seven different
club judges of the highest standing, all of which have been
emphatic in condemning this extraordinary aud misleading
report. Whatever failings the dog may have, I unhesitatingly
say that his gait, swing, roll and action are perfect, aud the
judge who can find any fault in this respect must indeed be
hard to please. Talking of cripples, I have heard British
Monarch. Diogenes and Cervantes stigmatized as such by
certain fanciers aud more than one well known judge. With
such men it is useless to argue. These are the stamp and
type of dog to be bred up to and encouraged, and long may
they flourish to the discomfiture of the coarse, cabbage eared,
haw-eyed, pointer-legged, terrier-bodied specimens which
were so pushed to the front and held up as 'models' by the
Field reporter a few years ago."
The most notable new appearance in smooth fox-terriera

was High Spirits, the winner in novice dogs, puppy and limit
classes. Mr. F. Redmond speaks highly of him, but hardly
thinks he is enough terrier, and his head should be longer.
In the winners' class Venio and Vice Regal came together
and we let Mr. Redmond explain his decision: "Winners'
class brought out Vice Regal and Venio; both were put
down in the pink of condition, but the old dog, although he
lost points in size, scored decidedly in feet, pasterns, shoul-
ders and quarters, which gave him the award. Vice Regal
is not the dog he was; he has deteriorated most decidedly in
feet and pasterns, and he has not improved in shoulders and
chest."
In wires Prompter beat Jack St. Leger and took the chal-

lenge cup also. In Irish terriers the show was a record one,
and Mr. Pirn speaks very highly of a new one, Brunby's
Briar Paddy Malone: "First very easily; grand head, coat,
color, body, legs and feet, he has only one fault, a lightish
eye, but if he gets over the ills of puppyhood he may win all
before him."
Mr. Clear's Breda Nuxis was the particular star of the

show and won all before him. Space does not admit of our
noticing the other breeds this week.

Mr. E. B. Elliott sold the well known Chesterford Flurry,
first m open bitches, to a new foxterrier fancier, Mr. W. H
Collins, of Chicago, who has a small kennel of sixteen
already and is getting more from the East. A good fox-
terrier kennel should do wall in Chicago.
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POINTS AND FLUSHES.
[By a Staff Coirespondent.']

Dogs, Came and Texas.

From Mr. J. Leigh t, BeanTtiont, Tesas, I received a letter

recently in which there are pome items of information which
are interesting to the public. Mr. Leight is a dog trainer,

therefore hi.s reference to the game resources, etc., are mostly
from his profes.sional standpoint. He says:
"Kennel matters are at a low ebb here, because very few

sportsmen in this State own, or have seen well bred or well

trained dogs at work; and they are not willing to pay just

pi-ices. Besides, fleas, screw-worms, and most of all, ticks

make sad havoc among both young and old dogs.
"Then, in the southwestern section of this State, rattle-

snakes are bad. But the shooting is grand. I know of sec-

tions where I have worked dogs on chickens, quail, jacksnipe
and woodcock in the proper seasons, and also where geese,

ducks, deer, sand-hill cranes, squirrels, cotton-tail and
swamp rabbits could be found, also .some bears and turkeys,
and all within a fifty-mile circle. Fair bags of any of the
above-mentioned kinds can be made almost any time, except
when excessive raius or droughts scatter the birds or animals
or cause them to migrate to the water cour.ses. The rains
are generally the most troublesome iu East Texas, and the
drought the most troublesome in this section or Southwest
Texas, although this season drought was as bad in East
Texas as here, an uncommon occurrence. The ground be-

came so parched and dry that great openings or cracks
formed on the black sand 'prairies. We could not work the
dogs on chickens for fear that the horses would break their

legs, or that the wagons would be broken.
"The weather in this State is a great factor in the shooting

and fishing. For instance, I recall a little trip I once took
with a friend on or about Christmas Day. We were fishing
for black bass (called trout here), about five miles out from
town. We were comfortable in our shirt sleeves. To the
east of us we could hear the guns of parties who were shoot-
ing quail. To the west were parties shooting squirrels and
mallards in the woods among the acorns. We could hear
the music of a pack of hounds in the distance running deer
between us and town. Some of the deer cro.ssed the road iu
front of our team on the way home. Thousands of mallards
could be seen passing overhead to a,nd fro from the lakes and
ponds on the prairies, to their feeding places iu the timber
where the ground was covered with acorns. Within about
two miles of town, we drove along a large mar.sh and hun-
dreds of the longljills rose. A half niile further on, we
Eassed by ottr best woodcock ground, btit the big-eyed
rownies were not there that day, the weather northward

not being cold enough to drive them to us. In five or six
days afterward, when the ground was white with a slight
fall of snow, a friend and myself bagged nineteen woodcock
there. The perspiration ran from every pore as we en-
deavored to keep up with and find the pointers after they
had located the birds among the vines and thickets. We
must have fired over fifty shots. Sttch is the weather and
shooting in Texas."

From a gentleman who owns a kennel of setters for his
own pleasure in sport afield, I received a letter which con-
tained many kind words for Forest and Stream, and a re-

quest to myvself to write -something on handling dogs afield
for the benefit of owners who are amateurs, which request I
will keep in mind, and comply with it at the first oppor-
tunity.
But the paragraph in his letter which I most desired to

bring into notice is as follows: "I did not write this letter
for publication, but if you desire to make use of it to bring
out expressions from others, you may do so. although I pre-
fer not to see my name in print, fearing that it might bring
about some unpleasant and uncalled-for criticism, such as
has been going on iu the columns of and which is so
very detestable."
The columns of Forest and Stream are weekly iu evi-

dence that a writer whose governing impulses are malice, ill

temper or spitelulness has no place in them. The gentle-
manly writer can express his thoughts without fear of attacks
from vulgarians. The Western office receives, now and then,
effusions which are considered good literature by some
papers I could mention, but here they go expeditiously into
"innocuous desuetude."

While at Newton, IST. C, 1 had, in company with Messrs.
Titus and Arnolt, a most pleasant two-hour shoot over Maid
of Kent during the midday hours, while Rip Rap was laid
by till the hour came for his afternoon work, he having a
bye in the Subscription Stakes. To Mr. C. E. Buckle's invi-
tation and supervision we were indebted for the pleasure.
Two bevies were found by Maid, and except that she lost
some of her youthful dash, she showed the abilities which
had made her such a formidable competitor in field trials.
As it was, she proved to be a most charming, shooting dog,
and no plug either at that.
Mr. Arnolt, who was shooting a strange gun, with much

execution nevertheless, wounded a single bird, which flew
with unsteady wing into a small thicket close by. Sud-
denly a hawk appeared. Whence he came no one knew. He
flew swiftly to the wounded bird, grasped it in his talons,
and with labored flight started away with his prey, where-
upon Mr. Arnolt paid him special attention with a well
directed shot, which made a great opening out and detach-
ing of feathers, and the next moment the hawk dropped his
prey and departed hurriedly. The poor quail was badly
mutilated by the hawk's talons. High up in the sky, a mere
speck floating abotit, we saw another hawk. We presumed
that its companion had from the great height seen the
wounded quail and darted down to it in a twinkling.
On my return I stopped over a day at Charlottesville, Va.,

and was the guest of Mr. C. E. Buckle. His home—a most
homelike place it is—is just without the limits of the city. I
had expected to find a home such as the dog trainer of
nomadic tastes generally has; that is, one which can be left
for a new one at a few moments' notice, but instead there
was a neat modern house of pretty architecture, a barn with
good hor.ses in it and skilfully arranged kennel building with
a large yard neatly fenced in, which ran an eighth of a mile or
thereabouts into the woods. Everywhere the most scrupu-
lous neatness prevailed. Besides his penchant for dogs, Mr.
Buckle is quite a chicken fancier and has some valuable
specimens.
In the afternoon we drove over to Capt. McMurdo's place,

which is three miles from town, and which proved to be a
nicely equipped farm with several acres of vineyard which
produced tons of grapes the past season. I remember my
stay in Charlottesville as the pleasantest part of a pleasant
trip.

Mr. Geo. E. Gray will endeavor to perpetuate the line of
breeding which has resulted so successfully. He has pur-
chased Pearl's Dot of Mr. R. L. Shannon, .and has sent her
6n to be bred to King of Kent. These two dogs, it will be
remembered, are the sire and dam of Strideaway.

B. Waters.
909 Skcurity Botldinq, Chicago.

Mr. Reick returned on the s.s. Gascogne from Havre last
Saturday but did not bring anything new over with him in
St. Bernards. He saw nothing at Birmingham that pleased
liim much excepting Lady Mignon, who is held absurdly
high. The day for very high prices for St. Bernards is past
as far as Americans are concerned, and, considering every-
thing, it is better that it should be so.

DOG CHAT.

Roche Tacit Arrives.

Mr. A. C. Bradbury has received Dec. 9, per s s, New York,
the wire-hair fox-terrier bitch Roche Tacit. She is due to

whelp Dec. 24 to Roche Talma, winner of the fifty-guinea

grand challenge cup at Oxford and many other prizes. This
bitch should have come out before, as noted in our columns
last June, but owing to the dilatoriness of the Kennel Club
in sending certificates, she whelped before she could be
shipped. Therefore .she stayed over for another visit and
the pups were sold in England. Mr. Bradbury is also in

treaty with Mr. J. W. Taylor, of Oldham, of whom he pur-
chased Tacit, for several other dogs, the wire Daylesford
Bush, winner of nearly thirty fir.sts and cups; Tormentilla, a
breeder of winners and a winner herself, and another bitch
bitch called Torture. An offer has also been made for Roche
Talma. There seem to be lively times ahead for the wires,

and we are sure that those who own the best over here at

present will welcome the competition in store. The noted
greyhound Jenny Jones is being nibbled at, and if she comes
over she is sure to liven things up among the longtails. The
Maybrook Kennels are also devoting some attention to Irish

terriers, and some importations may be looked for shortly.

We alluded some time since to the ptirchase of the Irish

terrier Hazard by Mr.Weld, owner of the Huguenot Kennels,
New Rochelle, N. Y., and this gentleman sends a list of his

winnings, which, unfortunately, we cannot find space for

here. The dog won thirty prizes in England and was
whelped July 4, 1889. He is said to be a good little terrier,

of the racy type, nice head, legs and feet, with perfectly car-

ried, small drop ears. His coat is red and of the proper tex-
ture; weight 221bs. Mr, Weld will show him in the spring
and place him at stud.

Raby Trigger Sold.

Raby Trigger has left the Grove Kennels, at Hempstead,
L. I., and will chase cats, or otherwise indulge his game ter-

rier propensities, in Germantown, Pa. His new owner is

Mr. H. E. Cook, who is starting a kennel in a quiet way.

Mr. John H. Congdon, of Providence, R. I., sends in a
capital picture of his new purchase, the bulldog King Lud,
which shows this dog's grand head oft' to perfection. By
the way, the bulldog article printed in these columns
recently has created very favorable attention to the breed,
and from letters received, inquiring where good ones can
be obtained, we presume there will be some recruits to the
fancy very shortly.

There was not much news stirring at Chicago. Sales were
slack and many of the exhibitors were disappointed in this
respect, Mr. Tim Donoghue sold his young English setter
Monk of Furness Rap, to T. G. Davey, of London, Ont.

Mr. Jarrett, as he could not sell began to buy; a nice white
setter pup out of Mr. Davey's lot took his fancy. There may
be some deep scheme on foot in Chestnut Hill, Mr. Jarrett
had repeatedly said he would like to breed some white collie.s,

and this may be a move in that direction.

Seminole Kennels, through Ben Lewis, sold the collie

pup, second prize winner, to a Chicago gentleman; also an
Irish terrier to Gen. Miles.

Mr. Schallenberger,the owner of the St. Bernard Aristocrat,
has purchased Melrose, the noted smooth, from Mr. Moore.
It was entered at Chicago, but did not arrive in time.

No Let- Up.
Wearied by the damnable iteration of a certain chronic

growler's outcry against Forest and Stream, some one has
been beseeching him to "let up on it." To this the howler
very properly makes reply, "Why should I let up? Men have
rights as well as dogs. A dog bays the moon, and I may
howl about Forest and Stream if I want to. I propose to
howl." And he is quite right. No one has any call to inter-
fere. The case finds a parallel in the .story told by Henry
Ward Beecher about his father's dog. Noble, which, "having
once seen a woodchuck disappear down a hole, was accus-
tomed whenever he had an afternoon off to go and bark at
that hole for hours at a time." It was a perfectly htirmless
proceeding. It did not hurt the woodchuck; the neighbors
got used to it, and it pleased Noble so much that no one ever
thought of interfering with the old dog's exercise of his
franchise or asking him to "let up."

We regret to learn that Dr. N. Rowe, of Chicago, is so
seriously ill that he no longer has any direct hand in the
journalistic work with which he has so long been con-
nected.

A*regular meeting of the Boston Terrier Club will be held
at Young's Hotel, Wednesday evening, Dec. 20, at 7 P. M.
Members are earnestly requested to attend.

Dr. Kenney, of Providence, not content with his Crib first

at Providence and Newark, is getting another "Irishman"
from the other side.

There has been considerable speculation among bulldog
fanciers as to who had imported the noted bulldog Found It.

We are now in a position to state that Miss Maie Byrne of
New York city imported the dog. Becoming charmed with
the breed while on a visit to England this summer, she com-
missioned a friend to buy a good oue, and, to make a cheap
joke, he found it, and Miss Byrne paid S400 for her fancy.
Found It is a brindle and wiU be shown at New York. He
arrived last Saturday.

Rinada Kennels, we understand, have purchased the
pointer bitch Hempstead Kit since the Newark show.

The Akron show, which is on this week, closed with 130
entries.

The entry fee for Saratoga show has been reduced to $2
and for selling class the fee is now $1.

The auction sale at Chicago was a failure. Mr. Tim
Donoghue was the auctioneer and tried his best. The sooner
such affairs are discontinued the better it will be for breeders.

Gaining the consent of exhibitors the Chicago manage-
ment kept the show open on Sunday. Several exhibitors
did not agree with this innovation and left Saturday night.
It is a practice that must he discountenanced. Kenueldom
has enough to contend with without flying in the face of
public sentiment in that way.

The great Dane Fannie M. slipped her collar during the
Chicago show and made good her escape from the show
building at Chicago. Up to the time we left she had not
been recovered.

We are sorry to have missed Mr, Samuel Jagger when he
called at this ofBce last week. Mr. Jagger is a St. Bernard

man, and the owner of the celebrated Lady Mignon, who has
already won twenty-six fir.at prizes and nineteen specials
and one championship prize since April last. The parents of
Marvel, Maplecroft, etc., all came from Mr Jagsrer's kennel.
If this gentlemen could .stay over for the New York .show, it

would be a good move to get him to judge. It would afford
an interesting change. Mr. Jagger will visit the principal
kennels during his stay of several weeks.

Mrs. Smythe's St. Bernard bitch Sunray stole a march on
her owner and whelped Friday night at the show. It is

scarcely necessary to say that she showed little sign pre-
viously of any .such unto'ward conduct or her owner would
not have exposed her to the danger in making such a long
trip. Sunray will probably remain at Mr. Elliott's kennels
at Maywood, 111., till she recovers. The poodle bitch Blanchet
also became a mother during the show.

On Friday night the management had information that
thieves would endeavor to raid the building and steal some
of the dogs. So every precaution was taken to prevent such
an occurrence and the order to shoot on sight was given the
watchman and additional help was secured. This was the
report, but we can scarcely understand what advantage such
an attempt at theft would be or how the dogs could recom-
pense the thieves for the trouble and risk.

Ben Levris has bought Sail II., pointer, and Newton
Abbott Torso, field spaniel, of Mr, Tim Donoghue, La
Salle, III.

Saratoga Dog Show.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I regret the unavoidable delay in getting out our premium
list, and I trust those who have not been supplied will write
at once. The following specials have been received since the
premium list went to press. American Spaniel Club offers
|.5 for best brace field spaniels. $5 for best brace climber
spaniels, $5 for best brace Irish water spaniels and $5 for best
brace of cockers; also the "Bell" cocker cup for the best
cocker sp.aniel, any color, to be won four times before becom-
ing the property of any one member; douor not to compete.
Beverwyck Kennels oft'er §10 for the best fox-terrier owned
in Albaniy county, $10 for the best fox-terrier whelped in
Beverwyck Kennels or sired by one of their stud dogs; donor
not to compete. J. Otis Fellows has been engaged as man-
ager of the kennel department. This, of course, will gaiji
the confidence of old exhibitors.
The Delaware and "Hudson Canal Company have made

special rales fi-om all points on their line between Albany,
N. Y., and Rutland, Yt. I again appeal to all f(jxhound
breeders and fanciers to be present and help organize an
American Foxhound Club. This breed has been neglected
too longj and we should move at once in the right direction
by framing a standard for this noble breed.

LYNAN W. Cltite, Secretary..
BAU.STON Lake, N. Y., Dec. 13.

KENNEL NOTES.
Kennel Notes are inserted -without charge ; and blaadi?

(furulslied free) will be sent to any address.

NAMES OLAniED.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Lady Ruth. By Rivermount Kennels, Brooklyn, N. Y.. for orange
and white rough-coated St. Bernard bitch, whelped Nov. 9, 1893, by
Ridgewood Don (Supurbis—Thisbe) out of Princess Vic CLeicester—
Priueess Jura).
Duke of Rivermount. By Rivermount Kennels, Brooklyn, N. Y.,

for orange and white rough-coated St. Bernard dog, whelped Nov. 9,

1893, by Ridgewood Don (Supurbis—Thisbe) out of Princess Vic
(Leicester—Princess Jura).
Al De Ber Blizzard. By Al De Bar Kennels, North Attleboro, Mass.,

for white and sable rough coated collie dog, whelped Aug. 25, 1893, by
Bendigo (The Squire—Bertha) out of Patient (Oharlemagne—Patience).
dl De Ber Bendigo. By Al De Ber Kennels, North Attleboro, Mass.,

for sable and white rough-coated collie dog, whelped Aug. 25, 1863, by
Bendigo (The Squire—Bertha) out of Patient (Charlemagne—Patience).
Lucy Blade. By James McAleer, Emsworth, Pa., tor black, white

and tan English setter bitch, whelped 31arch 13, 1893, by Toledo Blade
(Roderigo-Lillian) out of Rod's Bessie (Count Roderigo—Bessie Ray).
Madam Raven. By the Handsome Obo Spaniel Kennel, Omaha,

Neb., for black cocker bitch (King Raven—Lady Raven).
Madam Obo. By the Handsome Obo Spanitl Kennel, Omaha, Neb.,

for black field spaniel bitch (champion Bronte—Topsey).
Handsome Obo Kennel (formerly the Omaha Cocker Spaniel Kennel).

By B. B. Mather, Omaha, Neb., for kennel of cooker and field spaniels.

BRED.
Prepared Blanks sent free on appIloati6n.

Madam Raven—Chancellor. The Handsome Obo Spaniel Kennels'
(Omaha, Neb.) black cocker bitch Madam Raven to Raven Cocker
Kennels' Cnancellor (King Raven—Lady Raven), Oct. 8.

Vliampion Winnie Il.—Kildare Beverly. Kildare Kennels' (Alle-
gheny, Pa.) Irish setter bitch champion Winnie (Frisco—Grouse It.) to
their Kildare Beverly (champion Elcho, Jr.—Ruby Glenmore), Nov 24.

l^ellie Trissler—Kildare Beverly. M. N. Fowler's (Fo.\-burg,--Pa.)

Irish setter bitch Nellie Trissler (Tipfon—Patterson's Polly) to Kildare
Kennels' (Allegheny, Pa.) Kildare Beverly (champion Elcho, Jr.—
Ruby Glenmore), Nov. 27.

Du.Hky Diamond—Blemton Ratfler. W. R. Mack's (Rochester, N.Y.)
fox-terrier bitch Dusky Diamond to L. B. Banks's Blemton Rattler
(champion Venis—champion Rachel).
Tivoli—Marengo II. Dr. W. S. Bigelow's (Boston, Mass.) Chesa-

peake ]3ay bitcli Tivoli (Don—Net) to his Marengo 11. (Boatswain

—

Gladys), Nov. 25.

Lain—Moses K. F. W. Otto's (Providence, R. I.) cocker spaniel
bitch Lala (Black Pete—Miss Nance) to J. M. Brown's Moses K. (Obo
II.—Black Bess II.), Oct. 1.

Candour—Romulus. Chestnut Hill Kennels' (Chestnut Hill, Pa.)
Irish terrier bitch Candour to Hempstead Farm Kennels' Romulus,
Nov. 3.

WHELPS.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Princess Vic. Rivermount Kennels' (Brooklyn, N. Y.) rough-coated
St. Bernard bitch Princess Vic (Leicester—Princess Jura), Nov. 9,

eight (five dogs), by J. Wagner's Ridgewood Don (Supurbis—Thisbe).
Patient. Al De Bar Kennels' (North Attleboro, Mass.) rough-coated

bitch Patient (Oharlemagne—Patience), Aug. 25, six (Ave dogs), by J.

Brett's Bendigo (The Squire—Bertha).
Rose. Dr. Bigelow's (Boston, Mass.) Chesapeake Bay bitch Ro8«,

Aug. 19, nine (four dogs), by his Mar engo H. (Boatswain— Gladys).
Chicago Fav:n. J. B. Wickery's (Pittsburgh, Pa.) English setter

bitch C'tiicago Fawn Nov. 9, nine (four dogs), by Manitoba Shot.
Prairie Belle. James McAleer (Emsworth, Pa.) pointer bitch

Prairie Belle, Nov. 25, ten (seven dogs), by his Rip Rap, Jr. (champioo
Rip Rap—Lonnie Bijou).

SALES.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Nod—Prairie Belle whelps. Pointers, whelped April 13, 1893, by
James McAleer, Emsworth, Pa., one lemon and white dog to E. W.
Baston, Syracuse, N. Y. ; one orange and white bitch to W. T. Brain-
bridge, Parish, N. Y. ; one orange and white dog to R. Seager, New
Waterford, O. ; one liver and white biich to ,1. R. George, WUkinsburg,
Pa.; one orange and white dog to J. D. Bush, Peoria, 111.; one Uver
and white bitch to Dr. J. G. Senour. Troy, O.; one liver "and white dog
to Cbas. E Fuller, Sidney Center, N. Y. ; one orange and white dog to
R. S. Belcher, Vienna, N. Y. ; one liver and white bitch to Wm. Seager,
Fair Oaks, Pa.
Buff- Lemon and white pointer dog, by Speculation out of Signa,

by Red House Farm Pointer Kennels, New London, Conn., to E. H.
Potter, same place.
Rip Rap, .Jr —Shenango Patch whelp. Black, white and ticked

pointer dog, whelped July 12, IfeO'^, by Rip Rap, Jr., out of Shenango
Patch, by James McAleer, Emsworth, Pa., to Ed. Gibson, same place.

Lucy Blade. Black, white and tan English setter bitch, whelped
March 13, 1893. by Toledo Blade out of Rod's Bessie, by Dr. J. G.
Senour, Troy, O., to James McAleer, Emsworth, Pa.
Prairie Belle LI. Lemon and white pointer bitch, whelped April 13,

1893, by Nod out of Prairie Belle, by James McAleer, Emaworth. Pa.,
to Wm. Morgan, Reading, Pa.
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ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
There is no charge for answering questions under this head. All

questions relating to ailments of dogs will be answered by Eh: T. Q.
Sherwood, a member of the Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons.
Communicatimxs referring to other matters connected with Kennel
Management and dogs loill also receive careful attention.

J. B. W., Mayfleld, Pa.—You will find some of the best Gordon and
English setter strains advertised in our business columns. We do not
mate selections.

A. B. M., Worthington, Ind.—We do not{advise where to buy dogs.
Consult our business columns or better still, advertise in Forest and
Stream for what you want and you will be sure to get answers.

K. G. B., New York City.—You need not draw the milk from the
teats. Unless there are signs of fever simply rub them morning and
night with camphorated oil and keep the bitch warm and free from
draughts afterward.

H. A. E., Schenectady, N. Y.—I have a black cocker bitch, five years
old; she had pups Sept. 29, and weaned them when they were four
weeks old. I want to bench her next month but she has two teats
which are very large. Now what can I do to draw them up'; In fact
her whole bag hangs; she is not ruptured but very fat, and very
ravenous in her eating and di-inking. Ans. Rub them night and
morning with camphorated oil, and keep the bitch free from draughts
afterward. Hot vuiegar is also another good remedy.

E. .J. H., New York.—Please give pedigree or registered number of
the rough-coated St. Bernards Hentis, Cora and Solo or Zola. If none
Of these are registered give number of St. Bernard bitch Also. Ans.
Sentis cannot be found. Cora (20,467), by Zeno (9005, Vol. V.) out of
Mayo, by Jlingo out of Psyche, by Bruce out of Bass; Mingo, by Mico
out of Mica. We can find no mention of Solo or Zola; perhaps you
mean Zora (^0,400, Vol. VIII.), by Prince out of Greta (13,331) ; Prince,
by Alp II. out of Flora, by Barry out of Righi, whelped Nov. 30, 1890.
Also is not registered, but she is by The Baron out of Paw Paw,

blunting ntid ^ani[mng.

FIXTURES.
Jan. 15.—Brunswick Fur Club's winter trials. Bradford S. Turpln,

See'y.

Finish of the Great Meeting at Newark.
Second Day.

Sunday, Dec. 3, was one of California's glorious days; in-

deed, no other clime on the earth can produce such weather
at this season of the year, warm, brilliant .sunshine, with
BuflScient soft, balmy air to prevent the rays of the sun from
being oppressively hot. Such a day, surely, is the coursing
man's delight, and accordingly the turnout for Newark was
immense. All the surrounding cities and towns were well
represented, and before the courtiing commenced there could
not be far from 400 on the ^I'ouuds. The ladies, too, came
out in full force, and it is evident that the sport of the leash
has many enthusiastic admirers among the fair sex of Cali-

fornia.
There was a big day's work before the club, for thirty-two

of the seventy-four dogs listed on the card were still in, be-
sides a puppy stake of twelve dogs, and the most sangu-
ine never dreamt that both stakes could be fini.shed. But
the field officers made up their minds to work, and after a few
minutes were spent in getting photographs of the dogs and
the assembled crowd, Mr. Grace went into the saddle and
precisely at 11 o'clock the first pair of dogs were handed to
Mr. Wren.
The first two courses were not equal to the trials held on

Thursday, and fears were at first expressed that the hares
were not so good as those on the first day, but this was soon
seen to be an error as course followed course. No finer sport
could possibly be seen, even in the open, and many of the
dogs would have thought that they were chasing an old time
flyer from the San Joaquin or Merced plains. The course
between Coomassie and Sting was a brilliant one, and well
did the beautiful little bitch try the powers of Mr. Nelson's
strong and speedy dog, but ultimately she was outworked
by her powerful rival.

Great interest, too, centered in little Pride of the Park, as
her overthrow of Sir John on the first day w^asso clever that
many believed she could repeat it with the great San Jose
dog Short Stop, and she went to the slips with only a slight
shade of difference against her in the betting. She fell, how-
ever, after a gallant struggle.
Another fine course, too, was that between Queen of the

Valley and Dark Rustic, and eventually when the white flag

flew out for the Queen there was great cheering, for she won
a fine course and defeated a good dog.
Another great surprise was the fall of Fairy before White

Cloud in the third round, Fairy in her two previous courses
showing an extraordinary da.sh" of speed. But White Cloud
literally smothered her—didn't even allow her a point. This
bitch is full sister to Jack Dempsey, the runner-up for the
final.

Another great course was the one between Vida Shaw and
Ban Boy, and again Vida's course in the third round with
Wee Lassie was a great one and brotight forth rounds of
applause when she sent the white flag for the third time up
to her credit.

Indeed, no finer coursing could possibly be witneseed, and
the fact that during the six hours it lasted no less than
forty-five regular courses and four undecideds were run, is

in itself a proof of the management of the whole affair. In
the big stake there really were no more than three or four
dogs which were out of place; all the others were fit to go
into any company. The following is a description of the
running:

Second Bound.
Jack. Dempset—Swanee.—The course was a short one,

Jack getting it all, including the kill.

Makv Ann—Depknd on Me had a pretty run to the hare,

but Mary Ann got there first, then the dog had a point and a
wrench, "but Mary Aim killed and won.
White Cloud—Glenfauro.n.—White Cloud outpaced and

outworked the old veteran Glen Farron, and most assuredly
he did not show up half as well as he did on Thursday. The
Clond won easily.

Fairy—LoNUFELLOW.—This was a beautiful course, but
Fairy bad the best of the run up. Longfellow took the hare
once or twice, but the bitch forced the work so keenly that
she drove her opponent to the outside and won a fine trial.

Sting—Cuo.MASSiE were about equal favorites, and when
slipped it was impossible to tell for the first 200yds. which
was the fleetest, The work, too, was very close, but Sting
showed great determination and beat his beautiful opponent
after a great effort.

Shoktstop—Peide of THE Pakk,—A great course, the
little bitch kept stride for stride with her big opponent nearly
the whole length of the field, he only getting the turn by
half a length. She shot in quick for a share of the work
and disputed inch by inch posses-ion of the game, but the big
fellow shouldered her off .several times and eventually won.
On coming back to the stand the Little one was cheered to
the echo.
Queen of the YALLEY-^DAKii Rustic had a great race to

the hare. The Queen got there first by a length, but Rustic
made it warm for a time and showed up well in all the
movements of a fine trial, but the Queen proved too much
for him and won in fine style.

Valley* Queen—Garryowen.—Valley Queen showed that
Tcrryowen got into the second round by some accident, as
coiDpau;y'deat from this course that he was in very strange

BAENT F.—WaeAtah.—Barny F. and Waratah were equal
favorites, and on being slipped the Australian showed at
once in front and opened a wide gap, but after traveling
200yds. he seemed to let go and Barny passed him and got
one or two turns, when Waratah came up again, but puss
fell before he could even things up.
Spokane—Blue Jack.—The former beat the latter point-

less.

Magpie—Sculptor.—Magpie led Sculptor from the slips,

to the surprise of all the beholders, and won a good course,
though not without some good work by Sculptor before the
hare fell.

Dotty Dimple ran a bye. Her opponent got lost the day
previous.
Wee lassie—Tom Hates.—Tom is only 13 months old,

but he has a great dash of speed. He led the Lass to the
game, but then he was done, as he did not know what to do
when he got there.

A^'iDA SUAK—Ban Boy.—The Boy wa.s suffering from a
broken toe, the result of his Dakota experience, and could
do comparatively nothing against this clever bitch, and of

course lost.

Natty—Rustic Maid.—Natty picked up the game after a
run of about 200yds. The Maid was never in it.

Little B ;VNSHEE—Olden W.—This was a splendid course.
The blue dog had the run up by a short length btit immedi-
ately the hare turned the little bitch shot in, and before her
opponent knew that she was near him she sent puss around
twice with a vim and made things so short that Olden W.
must have been frequently in doubt which was the hare and
which the dog. She killed and won.

TJiird Round.

. Jack Dejipsy—Mary Ann.—Jack led Mary Ann to the
hare, but she soon got TO work and made things warm for
both Jack and the hare for a few seconds Jack then came
in turn a couple of times and killed, getting the verdict. It
was a close thing and had it beennndecided no one would be
surprised.
White ClcjUD—Fairy.-White Cloud ran away from

Fairy and picked up the game in a run.
Shortstop—Sting.—Shortstop beat Sting with compara-

tive ease. They haxi a great chase, too, but it was one-sided.
Queen of the Valley—Valley' Queen.—The course be

tween Queen of the Valley and Valley Queen was a surprise,
as the old favorite seemed utterly unable to cope with the
Queen from the Petaluma region. She was suffering, how-
ever, from sexual causes.
Barney F.—Spokane.—This was a one;-sided course, the

former doing all—muning, working and killing, but it was
no easy job for Barney as the hare was a flyer.

Magpie—Dotty Dimple.—This was a surprise to all as
Dotty is considered one of the flyers. She fell without a
struggle.
Vida Shaw—Wee Lassie.—Vida Shaw led Wee Lassie to

the hare in a long spin and got first turn, and again served
herself before Wee Lassie could get a show for a point. Vida
killed and won a long and severe course.
Little Banshee — Natty.— This was another pretty

course. Natty fotight well for his name, but the singular
cleverness and the dashes of speed shown by this little black
beauty \vas astonishing and she cleverly outworked Natty as
she did Olden W. in the previous course.

Fourth Bound.

Jack Dempsey—White CuouD.-^Jack Dempsey smoth-
ered White Cloud both in running and working. The bitch
was evidently not able to keep up the strain, as it was but
two months since she had a litter of pnps.
Shortstop—Queen of the Valley.—In this course Sky-

rocket's brother showed that he was still a great dog, for he
outpaced and outworkeii the Petaluroa Queen that up to
this point put all opponents to the right about.
Barney F.—Magpie.—A poor hare and scrambling course.

Barney F. won.
Little Banshee—Vida Shaw.—Little Banshee beat A^da

Shaw at all points; the hare escaped from the dog. In this
course was clearly shown the value of good training, Vida
evidently failing from this cause alone.

Fifth Bound.

Jack Dempsey—Short Stop.—Jack Dempsey and Short-
Stop had a short, undecided course. They were drawn out
then till after the next course, but in the next attempt .Jack
led and beat him handsomely.
Little Banshee—BAiiNEY F.—Little Banshee beat Bar-

ney F., but not without a struggle of considerable merit.
This left Jack Dempsey and the handsome Little Banshee to
fight out the final.

Final Course.

Little Banshee—Jack Dempsey.—After the usual half
hour the dogs were called up, and, amid considerable excite-
ment, were handed over to the slipper, who, after his hard
day's work, was as nimble and seemingly anxious for another
run as the pretty little hound on which he had just placed
the white collar. Both dogs were equal favorites in the bet-
ting. A hare was sent out from the upper end of the field,

and the dogs slipped. Jack shot out to the front and led the
bitch a clear length to the hare, but she instantly shot in, and
before Jack Dempsey could look around him, the little bitch
sent the game around, and again she drove him from his
course, and ju.st as Jack made a snap at puss she cleverly
snapped up the hare from under his very jaws, killed and
won unquestionably the greatest coursing match ever held
in America.

SUMMARY OF THE RUNKING.

T. J. Cronui's wht. d. Jack
Dempsey

W. Creamer's b. and w. b.

Swanee
P. Tiernan's f. b. Mary Ann
P. Tiernans r. d. Glenfarron
T. J. Cronln's w. and b. d. De-
pend on Me

A. Scale's w. and br. b. White
Cloud

J. Perrigo's b. and w. d. Long-
fellow

P. S. Reilly'B f . b. Fairy

W. Perry's w. and br. b. Coo-
massie

P. D. Nolan's br. d. Sting
J. J Edmonds's br. b. Pride of
Park

P. C. Ciu'tis's br. d. Shortstop

P. D. Nolan's blk. d. Dark
Rustic

J. Dowling's br. b. Queen of
Valley

J. Buckley's w. d. Garryowen

J. J. Edmonds's w. and b. b.

Valley Queen
Jas. Barnes's b, and w. d.

Barney F.

R. E. de B. Lopez's imported
b. and w. d. Waratah

P. Ryan's bl. and w. d. Blue
Jack

P. Carney's w. d. Spokane

P. Ryan's b. and w. d. Magpie

Thos. MeCue's ns. b. and w. d.

Sculpior

hpnt j Cowling & Mccormick's b. and"^"^
1 w b Little Rose.

l.^nf J George Dougherty's br. b.
I P'lirtation.

beat D. O'Connell's bl. d. Jim.
beat D. J. Healy's br. d, Salvator.
. , , (RE.de B. Lopez's f. b. W^attle
''"'•^

1 Bloom.
,,„_ . I E. Geary's w. and br. d. Elec-"""'^ '

trie.

D. J. Healy's br. d. Moondyne.

Dr. Proctor's b. and w. d.
Blaekstone.

M. Culllgan'B w, and br. d.
Overland.

Jas. Byrne's f. b. Nellie Bly.

P. Tiernan's br. d. Long John.

H. McCracken's "ns" f. d.
Captain.

P. C. Curtis's w, and blk. d.
Skyrocket.

H. McCracken's w. and b. b.
Lady H. Glendyne.

P. Rush's b. and w. d. Ram-
bler.

Dowling & McCornMck'a br. d.

Sir John.

Jas. Wren's f. B. Governess.

•j P. Tiernan's f. d. Glenade.

I J. Dowhng's br. d. Chief of the
1 Valley.

I Wm. Dalton's f . and w. b. Lady
) Napoleon.
\ Jas. Grace's b. and w. d. Roll

r ) Along.
' h^r, I 'i

Dowling & McCormick's w. d.
,•
oeai

-| White Rustic.

j- beat

j- beat

j- beat

beat

j- beat

^
beat

j-
beat

I
beat

j- beat

j- beat

j- beat

{ beat

beat

beat

[ beat

T. J. Cronin's w. and f. b.

Dottie Dimple

P. Tiernan's br. d. Olympic

J. Perrigo's f. b. Wee Lassie
P. Tiernan's b. and w. d. Tom
Hayes

T. Mclnerney's b. and w. d.

Ban Boy
J. J. Edmonds's w. b. Vida
Shaw

Dowling & McCormick's w.
and b. b. Rustic Maid

M. Kerrigan's bl. d. Natty

T. Mclnerney's b. b. Little
Banshee

D. J. Healy's bl, and w. d.
Olden W.

Mrst
Jack Dempsey beat Swanee.
Mary Ann beat Depend on Me.
White Cloud beat Glenfarron.
Fairy beat Longfellow.
Sting beat Coomassie.
Short Stop beat Pride of the Park.
Queen of Valley beat Dark Rustic.
Valley Queen beat Garryowen.

Second
Jack Dempsey beat Mary Ann.
White Cloud beat Fairy.
Short Stop beat Sting.
Queen of Valley beat'Galley Queen.

Third
Jack Dempsey beat White Cloud.
Short Stop beat Queen of Valley,

.
J D. J, Healy's b. and w. b.

"
1 Active.

j Dr. Proctor's bl. and w. d.
"

j Bluestone.
it Jas. Byrne's f. d. Occidental.

li -j John Lucey's br. b. Lazy Girl.

,^ j T. Cooney's br. and w. d.

1 Home Rule

J H. M. N. Spring's b. and w. d.
" 1 Domino

it -j A. Seale's w. and bl. d. Presto.

,i ( H. McCracken's ns, blk. b.

1 Twilight.
jJ. Mooney'8 br, and w, d.

"
"I

Swede.
. ) A Merrill's f. and w. d. Red

I
Prince.

Ties.

Barry F. beat Waratah.
Spokane beat Blue Jack.
Magpie beat Sculptor.
Dotty Dimple a bye.
Wee Lassie beat Tom Hayes.
Vida Shaw beat Ban Boy.
Natty beat Rustic Maid.
Little Banshee beat Olden W.

Ties.

Barry F. beat Spokane.
Magpie beat Dotty Dimple.
Vida Shaw beat Wee Lassie.
Banshee beat Natty.

Ties.

Barry F. beat Magpie.
Little Banshee beat Vida Shaw.

I'ourth Ties.

Jack Dempsey beat Short Stop. Little Banshee beat Barry F.

Final.

T. J. Mclnerney's black and white bitch Little Banshee (Benelong
U.—Banshee) beat T. J. Cronin's white dog .Tack Dempsey (Killarney
—Pneasant Girl) and won the stake, $100; Jack Dempsey SCO.
Barney F. and Short Stop take $25 "ach; Queen of the Valley, Mag-

pie, Vida Shaw and White Cloud glO each.

The Puppy Stake, which of course was run in its place, be-
twen the ties for the All-Aged, produced three fine specimens
of the greyhound, and are sure to be heard from again. Mr.
Pitmah's Lady Grissel is a most promising youngster and is

very handsome, and had she been entered in the All-Aged
Stake she would most assuredly have attained a very forward
position; her miming in the final of the Puppy Stake was
wonderful and stamped her as an Al greyhound. Lady
Grisel is by Freestone out of San -Jose Maid.
So also was the running of Mrs. La Cunah's dog Lion,

and it is certain that when he has more age he will be a dan-
gerous opponent. The first of Skyrocket's stock were seen
in public in this stake; they are mere saplings as yet, but
the way in which Rocket shot from the slips shows that she
has in her composition the vim and dash of her sire and will
yet make a name for herself.

Lady Grissel took first money, Lion second.
Gazehound. ,

• • • • ^

HUNTING AND COURSING NOTES.

Mr. Chapman has declined to accept Mr. Smith's challenge
to run a beagle against Louie Fitz Lee.

Mr. Sam. W. Vidler, the secretary of the club, writes us
that Mr. W. Green, better known to English course^rs as
"Goldborough," will judge at the inaugural meeting of the
Albear Coursing Club, of Colorado Springs. Mr. Ralph
Taylor, who proved himself an expert at the Kenmore meet,
will again handle the slips. The meeting will be held either
Feb. 20 to 23 or March 6 to 8. Letters are coming in by every
mail for information regarding the meeting, and it loolssias
if it will be a great success.

• • • •

We have received a handsome photograph of the well-
known foxhound. Rock, which shows this good dog off to
great advantage. Our foxhound owners seem particularly
happy in getting their dogs to stand well.

Lake Yacht Racing Association.

The annual fall meeting of the Lake Yacht Racing Association, of
Lake Ontario, was held at Hamilton, Ont., on Nov. 11. We are in
debted to the Canadian Yachtsman and Canoeist for the following
report:
The following delegates were present:—From the Royal Y. C ,

Messrs. W. J. Grant, E. S. Ambrose and J. F. Monck; from the Royal
Canadian Y. C, Vice-Corn. Brown, Rear-Com. Dick and Mr. ^milius
Jarvis; from the Queen City Y. C, Com. Schofleld and Messrs. W. Q.
PhiUps and W*. D. Thomas; from the Rochester Y. C, Messrs. J. E.
Burroughes, T. B. Pntchnrd and Captain Wood, the latter gentleman
being a proxy for Mr. J. H. AVallbridge.

The President of the association, Dr. Malloch being confined to his
house Mr. W. J. Grant was elected chairman.
The Secretary, Mr. Geo. E. Evans, was absent on a visit to Ireland,

so Mr. E. S. Ambrose was asked to act as secretary of the meeting.
After the minutes of the last meeting had been read and approved,

and the reports of the treasurer and the association timekeeper
presented, a telegram was read from J. T. Mott, of the Oswego Y. C,
stating that they were unable to send delegates, and that their proxies
were in the hands of Mr. T. B. Pritchard, of the Rochester Y. C.
A committee appointed a year ago, to report on the measurement

question, was disbanded, the proposed amendments to come before
the meeting taking the place of any report they might have made.
Mr. E. S. Ambrose then introduced the amendments proposed by the

Royal Hamilton Y. C. The first was to define a yacht, but there
being a similar amendment from the Royal Canadian Y. C, the two
were considered together, and the following definition adopted; "A
yacht, as defined by this association, must be a vessel of at least 16ft.

load-water line, and must carry not less than 3001bs. of ballast perma-
nently stowed, or have a beam of not less than one-third of her load-
water line length. She must have standing rigging, or a fixed mast,
and must be kept permanently on the water dm-ing the season, and
must not be engaged in trade."
The next amendment referred to the postponement of races, and the

rule will read as foUow.s: "No race shall be postponed merely
because of lack of wind, if any of the competing yachts shall have
saUed round the course once within the allotted time." This reserves
to a regatta committee the right to postpone a race in the event of
heavy weather disabling the fleet after the start, even when one yacht
has succeeded in making a round of the course
The next amendment carried limits the crew in the 21ft. class to

three hands all tcld, except when the regatta committee decide to add
a scrutineer.
An amendment was carried to the rule enjoining yachts to render

all possible assistance in case of a capsize or man overboard, extend-
ing the list of mishaps to any that involve danger to life at all.

The next amendment referred to the rule compelling a leading
yacht to give an overtaking one room to pats a buoy, provided the
latter has an overlap. Mr. Ambrose wanted an exception made in the
case of the leading yacht being so situated owing to a sudden shift of
wind, or any other cause, as to make it impossible for the leading
yacht to give way. After discussion the amendment was lost, it being
considered that as such cases are very exceptional, the proposed
alteration would only lead to confusion and protests.
An amendment to merge the 30 and 35ft. classes into a 82ft. class

was laid over until next year, when the whole question of classification
wiU come up for discussion.
This ended the list of amendments prosposed by the Royal Hamilton

Y. C, whereupon Mr. Javis introduced the amendment of the Royal
Canadian Y. C., to adopt the prmciple of actual instead of appi oxj-
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mate measui'ement of sail area. Before this veas discussed Mr. Monck
(C Royal Hamilton Y. C..) drew attention to another amendment
further on, proposing that in the eyent of the new system of measure-
ment being adopted, and the corrected lengths of existing yachts in-

creased, they were still to be allowed to sail in the same classes as
heretofore, giving time, however, according to their new measure-
ments, providing these measurements have not been increased since

1893. Mr. Monck pointed out that this would be imfair to any new
yachts buiJt, in tbeir having to come within the class limits, and yet
compete against the older craft above the class limits, with the pros-
pect of these limits being increased next year, to suit the new ratings
of the fleet. After much discussion it was agreed that any new yacht
might be allowed to share the privilege accorded existing yachts, pro-
vided such yacht did not exceed the corrected length funder the new
rule) of the' largest existing yacht in a class. This matter being
settled, the principle of measuring actual sail area was adopted unani-
mously and the details of the new system carefully considered clause
t)V clause.
The percentage aJlowances to yawls and schooners will in future

apply only to yachts exceeding 25ft. corrected length.
On motion of Mr. T. B. Pritcbard, a diagram of the sail plan was

ordered to accompany each yacht's certificate of measurement, to aid
in checldng the figures, if required.

This cleaned up the amendments to sailing rules. A motion by Vice-

Com. Brown, seconded by Mr. Monck, expressing the loss felt by the
association, in the death of Mr. Matt Cartwright, of the Rochester Y. C.

and referring to his many social qualities and interest in yachting on
Iiake Ontario, was carried by a standing vote, and a copy ordered to
lie sent to the Rochester Y. C.

The question of next year's jirogramme was then considered. In
response to a generally expressed desire for a change from the usual
annual circuit, a committee was appointed, consisting of Messrs.
Jarvis, Monck, Schofleld, Pritcbard, Phelps and Biggar, to consider
ways and means for a rendezvous at some stiitable port, and several

days racing. This committee will communicate with Buffalo,
Cobourg and other places which have been anxious for a regatta, and
report by April 1. The election of officers was proceeded with, and
resulted as follows: Pres., Com. Boswell, Royal Canadian Y. C. ; Vice-
Pres.,W. H. Biggar, Bay of Quinte Y. C.; Hon, Sec.-Treas. E. H.
Ambrose. Royal "Hamilton Y. C. Executive Committee: W. B.
Phelps, Z. E.' Burroughes, Geo. Schofleld, E. H. Ambrose, together
with the president and vice-president.
There being no further business, the meeting adjourned. Next

year, by rotation, Toronto will be the place of meeting.
Although Dr. Mallocb, Vice-Corn, of the Royal Hamilton Y. C , was

confined to his house, he very courteously invited the delegates and a
number of members of the Royal Hamilton Y. C. to dine at the
Hamilton Club. Rear-Com. Lucas ably flUed the chair, and after
discussing an excellent and tasty menu, a very pleasant time was
spent over the champagne and cigars. Great credit is due to the
Royal Hamilton Y. C, and to Dr. Mallocb in particular, for the hand-
some way in which the delegates of the association were entertained.

The Sloop Eudora.

Editor Forest and Stream:
This deep centerboard sloop ndw building in the yard of Elmer A.

Ely, the boat builder, of Middletown, Conn., is from an original design
by the owner, Mr. D, T, Haines, the secretary of the Middlesex Bank-
ing Co., and is interesting as being very difi'erent from any other boat
that has been built on the Connecticut River. She is to be used by her
owner as a cruising yacht on the river and on the Sound, and is to
have all the accommodations necessary for the rational enjoyment of
life afloat.

The Eudora differs from other yachts built here in being a combina-
tion of the keel and centerboard type, and therefore has an especial
interest to those who desire a deep boat but object to the narrow
beam of some boats of that class. Extreme depth and displacement
have undoubtedly been reached on the beam of the Eudora. More
difficult dimension could scarcely exist, yet in spite of their excep-
tional proportions the yacht presents a clean-cut fairness of body.
The dimensions are as follows: Length over all, 30ft., length on l.w.l.

24ft,, beam on l.w.l. 9ft., greatest beam 9ft. 6in., depth top of deck to

keel 5ft. Sin., draft without board 3ft. 3in., least freeboard to plank-
sheer 2ft., displacement 13,0001bs,, ballast inside 4,5001bs., area lower
sails 675sq. ft., mast deck to cap 29ft.. boom over all S6ft., gafl' 16ft.,

bowsprit outboard 10ft., topmast over all 16ft., hoist of mainsail 19£t.,

jib on luff 21ft., jib on foot 14ft.

The keel is of white oak, ISin. amidships and tapered to each end,
the forward end being steamed and bent up to conform to the curve
of the stem. The frames are white oak steamed and bent SJ^xSin.,

and spaced 1ft. apart at centers. The stem and stern post are of
white oak, planking is in selected cedar fastened with galvanized iron
nails. Deck Sin. white pine. Cabin roof is of three layers thin boards,
and has no carlines on the inside. Sails of lOoz, Woodbury duck,
double bighted. The bowsprit is a bright spar cm-ving at the end to
conform to the sheer of the deck. Decks and interior of bright finish.

The cockpit floor is 1ft. above waterline, caulked and scuppered. The
sill to the cabin is kept high, so that in case her cockpit should take in

water none could get below. She has an overhanging bow with figure-

head, and an overhanging stern of tif t. . making her deck room very
large for the size of the boat. Underneath the deck, at the stern and
along the sides of the cockpit, she is filled with zinc air tanks sufficient

to float her ballast in case of accident by collision or striking a rock,
so that she will be an absolutely safe boat. Her stern post and dead-
wood have been made with an extra thickness and arranged for a pro-
peller shaft to pass through, and it is the intention of the owner to
equip her with a gas or naphtha engine of four horse power to be used

.

whenever it is desirable, so that she can always make her harbor at
night.
Her cabin trunk will be 12ft. long and 7ft. wide, with nearly 6ft. head

room, so that any person of ordinary height can walk upright in it.

The after part will be partitioned off, mating a cabin of lOf c. In length
with 2ft. of floor each side of the centerboard well, and will have ex-
tension couches, upholstered in plush or leather, making sleeping
rooms for four, with curtains to draw above the centerboard.
The forward part of the cabin and the space under the deck will be

used as a forecastle, with room for an extra man to sleep, and fitted

with oil stove, ice box, pantry and dishes, water tank, wash bowl and
water closet, with access to it through a hatchway in the deck. She
will have large anchors and chain windlass, etc., as well as necessary
lights for use at all times. The well known excellence of the work
of the builder will insure a most comfortable and able boat withwhich
to enjoy the pleasures of cruising. X.

Middletown, Conn.

The Measurement of Sail Area.
At the annual fall meeting, held last month, the Lake Yacht Racing

Association, in addition to some minor changes, made a very import-
ant alteration in its measurement rule, adopting the British or Y.E.A.
method of measuring the sail area in place of the American or Sea-
wanhaka method in use by the Association since its formation in 1884.

While it has been frequently urged that the former method measures
the '-actual sail area" and the latter does not, we have never yet met
with any demonstration of this proposition, and as a matter of fact,

the aims of the two methods are identical and the results compare so
closely that there is perhaps little choice between them. What differ-

ence there is, however, is so decidedly in favor of the American plan
that we are at a loss for the reason of a change to the other, as in the
present case. While both methods assume to measure the sail area
with such a degree of convenience and accuracy as is necessary in

connection with the waterline for purposes of measurement and class-

ification they are based on different principles; the Seawauhaka rule
measures the extreme length of the spars, while the Y. B. A. rule,

though using some spar aieasurements, relies largely on actual—or
assumed—measurements of the sails themselves.

So far as the headsails are concerned, there are practically but two
points of difference. The Seawanhaka rule provides for the measure-
ment of one-half of the horn outside of the cranse iron for the top-

mast stay, as on all American yachts, while the Y. R. A. rule measures
to this topmast stay, which is brought down to the cranse iron, the
short outside horn not being used in British yachts. The other point
of difference is in the measurement of the perpendicular, the Y. R. A.

rule, by measuring to the main boom gooseneck for the perpendicular
of the fore triangle, offering an inducement to move the gooseneck
high above the deck, thus lessening the measurement of the headsails,

but making an awkward sail plan. Under the Seawanhaka rule there
is no tendency to raise the gooseneck to an abnormal height.

The mam point of difference between the two methods hes in the
measurement of the mainsail and working topsail or jibheader; the
Seawanhaka rule constructs one approximate triangle fi-om the spars,

including all headsails, mainsail and working toijsail; while the Y. R. A.
rule, first measuring the head triangle separately, then assumes to
measure the separate areas of the mainsail and working topsaU.
On the part of the Seawanhaka rule there is no assumption of abso-

lute accuracy, but it aims to give a very close approximation to the
true sail area, fully suflicient for the purpose, and also to make this

Hieasurement dependent only ou points so deflnitely located that they
may be referred to In the case of a disputed measurement. Ten years
of practical use have proved the merits of the rule; changes have
been made to corrfct defects iu the original details, to meet various
changes in spar and sail plans, aad to enlarge its scope to include cat-

wOBts and odd rigs, and even yet there are a few odd rigs which the

rule fails to measure; but so far as all ordinary yacht rigs, including
the cat, are concerned, the rule is probably as close to actual truth as
is practicable or necessary. No doubt changes will be needed in the
future, but the correctness of the principle seems well proven.
The Y. R. A. rule, on the other hand, assumps to give the actual

measurement of the sails, or at least of the mainsail and topsaUs, but
that this is only an assumption must be clear to any one who has
tried to verify the measurement of a large sail. Practically the rule
ignores the fact that a sail changes in dimensions from day to day,
according to use and state of the weather, and that there can be no
such thing as an accurate measurement of a thing which is constantly
changing in size and shape. This method cannot give the "actual
area," and further there can be no fixed points for reference in case
of a dispute.
These disadvantages are serious, and quite outweigh those at-

tributed to the Seawanhaka rule. As we understand the real working
of the rule in Great Britain, the sail plan, and not the sails and spars
themselves, is the real basis of measurement, and while this may be
satisfactory in practicce, it is in fact as far from the assumed "actual
area" of the sails as the Seawanhaka measurement. The difficulty is

decreased in Great Britain by the fact that nearly all yacht sails are
made by one firm, Lapithorne & Ratsey, and the sail plans of this
firm are accepted as the basis of measurement. In this country a
similar system would result in endless confusion, owing to the number
of sailmakers.
The requirements of a system of measuring sail area for use in a

measurement rtile are that it shall measure all ordinary rigs within
a small margin of error that this margin shall be practically the
same for all rigs, putting no premium on any one over another; that
the measurement can be conveniently taken from the vessel, and
that all points of measurement shall be definitely located for future
verification. The Seawanhaka system of spar measurement seems to
meet with these requirements very completel,y, better in our opinion
than the Y. R. A method.

It has been urged that the Y. R. A. rule is the better in that it meas-
ures the club topsail, but this is an entirely different question, and has
nothing whatever to do with the merits of the two methods of meas-
urement. Opinion is divided as to the desirability of measuring the
club topsail or not, the custom in America has been to omit this sail,

while aoroad it is measured if carried at any time. There is much to
be said on each side, but so far as the method of measurement is con-
cerned, if it be decided that club topsails should be measured, there
would be no difficulty in providing for it in some way in connection
with the Seawanhaka rule.
The Lake Y. R. A. has always used the original form of the Seawan-

haka rule, devised for the old sloop and cutter rigs, and has had no
experience with the present form, which is of wider application. Such
difficulties as have arisen in practice could, we believe, have been re-
moved more effectually by iriiproving the Seawanhaka rule than by
substituting the Y. R. A.
In making the change, the Lake yachtsmen have taken the rule,

word for word, with no efl'ort to correct several defects. The meas-
urement of the head triangle could be improved by measuring the
perpendicular from the deck, instead of from the gooseneck, as is done
by the Nova Scotia Y. S., thus removing the inducement to raise the
main boom; and also by adopting the same forward point of measure-
ment as in the Seawanhaka rule, midway between the topmast stay
and the jib tack, or line of luff of jib.

Another point that must work unfairly to the smaller craft is the
restriction of the spinaker boom. This is all right in large, decked
yachts, it puts a penalty on too long a spinaker boom and on the
placing of the mast in the eyes of the vessel, both undesirable features,
In the case of a 28-footer or smaller boat, racing craft only, and not
intended for sea going work, there can be no objection to the forward
position of the mast, which has been found essential for speed, and no
reason for penalizing it. For this class of small racing craft a .special

provision is made in the Seawanhaka rule, the spinaker boom being
limited, not to the base of the fore triangle, but to the saihng length
of the boat, 25ft. for the Soft, class, 21ft. for the 21ft. class, etc. This
is a liberal allowance, but the snars are light and easily handled, and
nearly all of the boats are intended for racing, with no thought of sea-
going or even cruising. We shall watch with interest the result of the
exjieriment of the L. Y. R. A., but we doubt whether it will be more
satisfactory than the past experience.

The Origin of the Centerboard.
Whatcom, Wash., Dec. 1.—Editor Forest and Stream: The interest

recentl.y revived in the origin of the centerboard may warrant the
publication of the following facts;
The centerboard was invented in the United States by Jacocks

Swain, Henrj' Swain and Joshua Swain, of Cape May county, New
Jersey, in the year 1811, and letters patent granted to them by the
United States, dated April 10 of that year. The centerboard thus in-
vented was designed to take the place of the leeboard, then in use.
This i^atent brought but little revenue to its owners, as it was soon
found to be advantageous in larger boats to place the centerboard at
the side of the keel, rather than through it, and thus avoid weakening
the keel. I am unable to state whether or not the centerboard had
been used before the date of this patent in any foreign country; but,
inasmuch as either foreigner domestic use would have, if Known,
prevented the issuance of the patent named, it is a reasonable pre-
sumption that the invention was new at the date of the patent. The
following is a full copy of the patent:

THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.

To all to v>hom these Letters Patent shall come:
Whereas, Jacocks Swain, Henry Swain and Joshua Swain, citizens of

the United States have alleged that they have invented a new and
useful improvement in the leeboard, which imiirovement they state
has not been known or used before their application, and have
affirmed that they do verily believe that they are the true inventors
or discoverers of said improvement, have paid into the Treasury of
the United States the sum of $30, delivered a receipt for the same 'and
presented a petition to the Secretary of State, signifying a desire of
obtaining an exclusive property in the said improvement, and praying
that a patent may be granted for that purpos^e. These are therefore
to grant according to law, to the said Jacocks Swain, Henry Swain
and Joshua Swain, their heirs, administrators or assigns "for tne
term of fourteen years from the tenth day of April, ISII, the full and
exclusive right and liberty of making, constructing, using and vending
to others to be used, the said improvement; a description whereof is

given in the words of the said Jacocks Swain, Heurj' Svvain and
Joshua Swain themselves, in the schedule hereto annexed and is made
a part of these presents.

In testimony whereof, I have caused these letters to be made patent
and the seal of the United States to be hereunto affixed.
Givfn under my hand at the City of Washington this tenth day of

April, in the year "of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eleven,
and of the Independence of the L'nited States of Americi the thirty-
fifth. James Madison.
By the President. Jas. Monboe, Secretary of State.

City of Washington, to wit:
I do hereby certify that the foregoing letters patent were delivered

to me on the tenth day of April, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and eleven, to be examined; that I have examined the
same and find them conformable to law ; and I do hereby return the
same to the Secretary of State, within fifteen days from the date
afort said, to wit: on this tenth day of April, in the year aforesaid.

C. A. Rodney, Attorney General of the U. S.

The schedule referred to in these letters patent and making part of
the same containing a description in the words of the said Jacocks
Swain, Henry Swain and Joshua Swain themselves of their new in-
vented leeboard:

'•The vessel that is intended to be built with a leeboard through the
bottom, the keel must be worked wide in the middle so as to give suf-
ficient strength after the mortise is worked through for the leeboard
to pass; then there must be two pieces of timber worked the same
thickness that the mortise is through the keel, and wide enough to be
sufficiently strong and one set at ( he forward end the other at the
after end of said mortise and let down into the keel two-thirds of the
depth through so as to stand on a square from the keel and bolted
into the keel: then a rabbet is to be cut on each side of said mortise in
the keel of the same width of the thickness of the plank tiaat is in-
tended to plank up the sides of the sheath for said leeboard and deep
enough into the keel to spike into the frame; then fit down a plank on
each rabbet and spike them in the first mentioned timbers then the
lower part of the sheath is formed, then after theflore ribbands of the
vessel is run then fit in knees enough on each side of said .sheath to
make it sufficiently strong running from the floor heads to the aforp
sai J plank from thence by plum line high enough to tennant into a
coming fltted into the beams then when the deck frame is in fit up
plank on each side to the deck fitting the frame tight to beams; then
m planking up the intermediate space plank may be trunneled on
every other one, leaving one end of the opening an inch or two wider
than the other end, and then when the shutters are put in by working
them large and driving them in end foremost it may be made suffi-
ciently tight without any caulking.
The leeboard is made as follows; It is to be mads of two thicknesses

of plank, laid together crossing eacn other enough to make it suffi-
ciently strong and thick enough to play through the aforesaid mor-
tise and haul up into the said sheath whenever necessary, and wide
enough to fill up said sheath from near the bottom of the keel to the
beam that passes across the top of the said sheath and the length
agreeab'e to the length of the said sheath wjtu the after end swept off
on a true sweep from the bolt hole that it hangs on, ssifl bptt hgle to

hang it by is to be about four-fifths from the after end and near
enough to the bottom for a true sweep that strikes, the forward end
to strike the bottom and worked off to the same, it is to be hung on a
bolt sufficiently strong, passing through one pair of the aforesaid
knees with a head on one side and a forelock on the other, high enough
to fetch the bottom within the keel with a clasp and thimble riveted
on the upper side of the after end tor the purpose of a lanyard or
tackle to be made fast to hoist it into the sheath when necessary the
top of the sheath, the after part to pass through the deck with
a check fitted at the after end of the frame, with a sheave in it for the
lanyard to pass through for the purpose of hoisting it up, and to make
the said sheath sufficiently strong there must be a keelson run on each
side of the frame and bolted through the aforesaid knees into the
keel. Jacocks Swain,

Hekry Swain,
Joshua Swain.

Witnesses; Elijah Townsend, John Townsend.
C. B. Leamino.

The use of a wide, fiat board through the bottom of a craft to pre
vent leeway may be traced back well into the last century, and Is

probably still older; but when the "sliding keel" first assumed the
form of the present centerboard we cannot say. Our correspondent
seems to have fixed a definite date so far as this country is concerned,
but Mr, Dixon Kemp, who is authority on matters of nautical history,
mentions a slightly earlier date in summing up the subject in a recent
issue of the Field as follows;
"The Euroi^ean Magazine for 1793. in discussing Captain Schank's

'invention' of the three sliding keels, as fltted to H.51 8 Trial, Lady
Nelson, etc., says: 'If the discovery of the shding keels is great the
public are indebted for it to the Indians of South America, whose
balsas, described in Ulloa's voyage (A.D. 173.5), have these sliding
keels; and from these the idea has been taken and very ingeniously
improved upon,' But these shding keels of the South American
Indians were seen by Pizarro two centuries earlier (A.D. 1.58,5). In
Prescott's 'History of the Conquest of Peru' we read: 'As he
CPizarro) drew near he found it was a large vessel, or rather raft,
called balsa, consisting of a number of huge tiuibers of a light porous
wood, tightly lashed together with a frail flooring of reeds raised on
them by way of deck. Two masts, or sturdy poles, erected in the
middle of the vessel sustained a large square sail of cotton; while a
rude kind of rudder, and a movable keel made of plank and inserted
between the logs, enabled the mariner to give a direction to the float-
ing fabric, which held on its course without the aid of oar or paddle.'
Whether a Chinese boat got blown to Peru, or whether a Peruvian
was blown to China, and so communicated the idea, there is no doubt
that the British have no more claim to the invention than any of the
United States citizens have. Captain Schank, it is evident, as
remarked in the European Magazine, merely adapted the South
American sliding keels to the hulls of sea-going vessels; while Capt.
Shuldham, R.N., of the English Navy, further improved on the adap-
tation in 1809 by pivoting the board at one corner, and it was at the
time termed a revolving keel. It is also worthy of note that Evelyn,
in his diary (November, IfiBS), records that Sir William Pett.y invented
a 'vertical keel hung on hinges for the Improvement of the sailing of
ships,'

"

The patent quoted by Mr, Learning is particularly interesting on
account of the minute details of construction given in it, and though
the device may have been already invented in England by Capt.
Shuldham, it is quite probable that it was original so far as they knew
with the American patentees, the dates being very close together.
The real "centerboard," as used down to the present time, is a com-
bination of two devices comparatively well known at the dates men-
tioned, 1809-11, the Dutch leeboard and Capt. Schank's sliding keel,
and there is nothing improble in the combination being made by two
persons independently at about the same time. The American
patentees have certainly worked out the details with a completeness
which shows that they had carried the device beyond the mere experi-
mental stage, and presented it in a practicable working form. The
placing of the slot on one side of the main keel, an auxiliary keel being
used to complete the foundation of the trunk, is merely a variation of
the mechanical details to suit larger vessels, avoiding the weakening
of the main keel, and would probably be covered by the aboTe patent

Yacht Building.
Messrs. Chas L. Seabuet & Co of Nyack, N. Y., are now busy In

all departments of their works, the largest craft under constructtoh
being a twin screw steam yacht 7oft. long, lift, beam, 4ft. Gin. draft.
The bulwarks will be 10 to 12in. high, there will be a cabin trunk 22in.

high arranged to extend from after end of the saloon, over the saloon
and engine room, to the forward end of galle.y. The d«ck is flush. The
saloon, which will be paneled in white and gold, is aft, 14ft. long.
Wine locker and china closet arranged in after end of saloon. A state-
room is arranged directly forward of the saloon with a large double
berth, with drawers, dressing case with drawers, mirror, etc. This
room is on the port side of yacht, the toilet room being on the star-
board side forward of the saloon, with entrance from stateroom and
saloon. Directly forward of the toilet room is arranged a small room
with shelves, hooks, etc., with a sliding door connecting with state-
room; this apartment is used as a wardrobe.
The machinery will consist of two Seabury triple expansion engines

of the latest design, and a Seabury patent safety water tube boiler,
fitted with all necessary appliances.
The galley is forward of the engine room, fltted with range, sink,

pump, smoke pipe connected with main smoke funnel, etc. Directly
forward of the galley is the crew's quarters, with accommodations for
six people Forward of crew's quarters is the toilet room for crew.
All the rooms, including galley and forecastle, will have good light and
ventilation. The speed is to be fourteen to fifteen miles per hour.
The yacht will be schooner rigged and carry two boats on davits. Her
owner is a New York city yachtsman.
The firm also have in course of construction a very fine and com-

plete cruising steam launch for Mr. W. B. Higglns of New York, ,30ft.

over all, 27ft. 6in. w.L, 2ft. 9in. draft. The cabin house and engine
room combined will be Sift, long, the forward cabin 8ft. long, finished
in mahogany with plate glass windows, the forward end round, fltted
with a buffet, also ice box, with a mirror in after bulkhead with rack
under. The after cabin is Oft. long; in the after end is a toilet room in
separate compartment ; on the opposite side is a wash basin. There
will be a deck around house from forward aft, with Cin. bulwarks.
The machinery consists of a Seabury fore and aft compound engine,
and a Seabury patent safety water tube boiler. The speed is to be
about nine miles per hour. She is intended to be the most complete
boat of her size and style afloat.

The 85ft. stern paddle wheel steamer building for Southern parties,
to be used in connection with a railroad, is well advanced.
The 75ft. twin screw steam yacht Hirondefle, owned by Mr. C. C.

Evans of New York, is being fitted with two triple expansion engines
in place of the compound engines now m her. I'his change will make
the yacht faster than she is now.
The yacht Zayda, owned by Dr. H. A. Mandeville of New York, is

being lengthened, also having, a deck put on, on either side of her
cabin house. She wUl also be schooner rigged.
The high speed steam launch t'alos, owned by Mr. .larvis B. Edson,

will be fitted with a new Seabury patent safety water tube boiler. The
high speed steam launch Imp, belonging to Mr. J. L. Hutchinson, a
duplicate of the Palos, is being thoroughly overhauled for iiPxt sea-
son's use. Mr. Frank Bement of Philadelphia is havio^^ a Seabury
boiler built for a steam yacht he is having built. 3Ir. Jolin S. Muckle
of Philadelphia is also having a Seabury boUer built, to be arranged to
burn kerosene as fuel.

News of new yachts comes in very slowly, and thus far no sailing
yachts of any size are announced, or even rumored. Messrs. Water-
house & Chesebrougb, of Boston, have completed the plans for a
cruising steam yacht IS If t. over all, 13Sft. l.w.l., 23ft. beam and 10ft.
tjin. draft, for au unknown owner. She will have good accommoda-
tion and be fitted out in the most complete manner. '"The contract has
not yet been given out.
In addition to the British lO-rater and other smaller work, the Her-

reshoffs have an order for a steam yacht 110ft, over all, 13ft. 8ln.
beam. Messrs. Stewart & Binney have completed ;a design for Don
Romero Lopez de Mendoza of Havana, for a schooner yacht to be
built in Cuba. She will be 90ft. over all, 65ft. l.w.l., 21ft. beam and
8ft. draft, a centerboard vessel of modern type, and with a large
sail plan.
The new yacht for Mr. W. A. Slater, to be named Eleanor, is now

building at Bath, Me., from designs by C. E. Houscom, of the Bath
Iron Works, and \rill be ready by next summer. She will be 231ft
over all, 208ft. l.w.l. -Si'ft. beam, 17rt. 6in. depth, barkentine rigged"
with engines IS, 28 and 45x30in.

'

Lawley & Co. are building a stock schooner of 45ft. l,w I. from
their own designs, ij2ft. over all, 14ft. 9in. beam and 8fc. draft, with
a cen'erboard uader the floor. They also have three 'Itnockabout"
boats under way and a cruising 3()-footer completed, and have
arranged to make the alterations in the bow of the schooner Em-
erald.
Borden, at South Boston, is putting a new overhang and an iron

shoe of 2 SWlbs. on the schooner Nokomis, owned by Com. L. M.
Johnson, of the Commonwealth Y. 0., and is also altering the rig of
the schooner Coronilla, Mr. Almou Wright; shortening the foremast
and puti iug in a pole bowsprit.
At Frisbie's yard, Salem, the schooners Hoffe. Leslie and Pastime

are out for alterations, the former for new bulwarks and rail and gen-
eral repairs.
At the Atlantic Works some repairs have been made ori (h-

"

Duck and the new Fabyfto^t^flfi y^^t is in fratne.
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A Florida Cruise.

(^Concluded from Page 532.)

March 1.—We are steerinR straight for Cape Sable, the southermost
point of the main land of Florida, which we reach at 2 P. M. and
anchor behind a sandbar that protects us 'from any gale that may
come from the south or southwest. "We take the dinghey and go
ashore, where we And an abandoned house and cocoanut grove. The
land was too poor and the owner or squatter gave it up. In coming
back to the schooner we saw two large blue man-eaters—we bathe on
board to-day.

, , , , .

March 2.—We left Cape Sable at midnight, with a light but fair

wind, and when we boys came on deck we found ourselves out of

sight of land, which the "Landsman" did not enjoy; for be was never

happy unless the land was in sight and the Blanche in shallow water.

We are making four knots sailing over long swells steering N. W. by N.

Occasionally we see a skip-jack, a small Bsh that gets up on top of

the water and with a peculiar motion of its tail fairly flies over the

surface of the water for 300 or "SOOft., probably fleeing from some
larger fish. We often see the sportive porpoise as they come to the

top to breathe and blow. They belong to the mammal species, are

warm blooded and come to the surface to breath and blow like whales.

The finest watch oU is taken from their jaws, and the best shoe-

strings DOW in use are made from the skin of the same fish. Four or

five times we have seen monster loggerhead turtles. Sometimes we
see the much sought for kmgflsh, that will jump 6ft. into the air.

They are fine eating but hard to catch.
Then we always have the sea gulls, with their plaintive, chicken-like

cry hovering around us. ever ready to pick up the crumbs that are

thrown overboard. But most interesting of all are the pelicans. They
generally fly about 50ft. above the water, looking for any stray fish

that swim near the surface. The pehcan will poise over such a fish,

and suddenly throwing up its wings wfll fall like a shot, straight as a

taut line, striking the water with a loud report, stunning the fish,

which the bird quickly secures and 8tows away in its immense sack-
situated under the lower jaws—and sails off in search of another vic-

tim.
March 3.—We arrive at Cape Romano at 4 P. M. We caught some

fish, hunted shells, bathed in the surf and retired for the night.
March 4.—We have a fair wind and go booming along with the bow-

sprit pointed for Sanibel Lighthouse, which stands at the mouth of
San Carlos Bay. After running about 1.'5 miles we ran into Naples, on
the Gulf. Made fast to the long dock and proceeded to look the town
over.
Of all the resorts along the west coast of Florida, Naples takes the

first prize. The land is high, dry and healthy, and the beach is wide,
with the sand pounded down by the surf so hard that, horses and car-
riages can be driven for miles either north or south. The great roll-

ers come in with a sweep of 1,000 miles and break on the beach with a
roar that can be heard many miles away. For purity of air, for beauty
of beach and majestic grandeur of the breaking surf, it is the Long
Branch of the South.

It was founded by a stock company fromSLouisville, Ky., but it cost
80 much to maintain it that the stockholders became weary of the ex-
pense and sold out for a song. The proprietor of the Louisville Courier
now owns the beautiful resort iu fee simple. Of course they have no
harbor, but they have a long dock that the largest ocean steamers can
land at even at ebb tide. This dock is made very substantial in order
to withstand the heavy seas that come from the west and southwest.
A large steamer lands semi-weekly, for which hixury the editor owner
is said to pay for each landing, or $400 per week. They had
about twenty-flve guests at the hotel. We said to the owner. "To us
this resort would be a largo 'white elephant'." He said, "Oh, of course
it is run at a great loss, as everything has to come by steamboat, Out
the climate just suits me, and I can stay here through the winter with
out an ache or pain, and at my age cost cuts no figure.'''

It is a delightful place for bathing and fishing.' One of the guests
told us that in one day they caught two large sharks, one large jew-
fish and a great variety of smaller fish. "Indeed, you can catch any-
thing but a cold, "which coicicided with our experience, for we have
no colds since coniiog on the coast. The resort was peopled with
Louisville folks.

We again put to sea with a fair wind and steered N.W. We soon
saw a large loggerhead turtle, which the captain said would weigh at
least 4031bs. \V'e arrived at St. James again and were glad to receive
letters and papers from home. We had only made the harbor when
a N.W. gale commenced to blow. But we were in a snug harbor and
proposed' to remain here until the gale subsided.
Tnis morning some fishermen were cleaning fish and threw the

entrails into the bay from the shore end of the dock where the water
was about two feet deep. A large shark—a blue man-eater- was
drawn to the spot by the smell of fish blood and became partially
stranded in the shallow water. The "Chief Marine" soon appeared
with a grange, which he drove into the monster's back, and then
there was an exciting fight on hand. He called for help. The com-
modore went to his assistance and they both held on to the handle of
the grange with all of their strength. The shark made the water and
mud boil in his frantic efforts to escape.
He finally njade one fearful jump straight up out of the water, and

when he fell back the pole of the grange struck the dock and broke
short off, leaving about four feet of said pole sticking in his back,
which we could see above the surface as he made his e.scape out into
the bay. He was twelve feet long and was the largest and ugliest
shark we had seen on the coast. We never saw such black, wicked
and vieiouB-looking eyes as this monster had on each side of his
broad, flat head. In his struggle with the boys he constantly opened
his great serai-circular mouth, filled with sharp teeth, that were set
with a slant backward, so made for tearing flesh and fish to pieces;
and he would clo.se this mouth with a snap, that made each particu-
lar hair of our head stand on end. We took no baths in that bay.
The wind still blows too hard for us to sail up the Caloosahatchie

River, where we expect to catch some tarpon. The commodore and
the chief marine are on the dock catching sheepshead. They are a
gamy fish and give the sportsman great fun. Tliey have two rows
of double teeth that are the envy of any man on the shady side of
forty-five. They use these .strong teeth in craunchiri|f the coon
oysters that cling to all sait water pilling in these latitudes. For
bait we use the fiddler crab. The commodore shelved me his hook
when he was through fishing. The sheepshead had knicked, bent and
utterly ruined said hook in one hour's fishing.

Many vessels are coming in for shelter from the northwest gale,
among them being the Oriole, owned and sailed by Commodore Colt,

of the Larchmont Y. C. He has a fine yacht, ketch rigged, fitted up
with all the modern improvements and carrying a naphtha launch,
which can tow the yacht in case of a dead calm about three miles per
hour.
March 6.—We got under way this morning and ran to Punta Rassa,

a cattle station, where we anchored to wait for the tide to turn in our
favor. Punta Rassa consists of a small hotel, steamboat dock and
cattle sheds, all of which belong to one man, who is the cattle king of
Florida. He ships from this point by schooners, wtiich be owns,
from fifty to three hundred cattle per week to Key West and Havana.
These cattle are grown and ranged on a large tract of land in the
interior of the lower peninsula.
There are a few tarpon fishermen stopping at the hotel, waiting for

the tarpon season to open. In the mean time they are catching Span-
ish mackerel, bluefish and now and then a large shark from the dock.
Thev catch many fine fish, but throw nearly all away, as they have no
ice to preserve the catch. No small part of the pleasure of catching
game fish is the fact that they are of some value to somebody. To
kill flsh (except shark) for the sake of Icilling alone is ii^noble sport.

We are now on our way up the Caloosahatchie River, In many
places the channel is very crooked, so much so that the captain la

much of the time at tlie masthead to con her through the rocks.

We arrived at noon at Fort j\lyers, a town containing about 200
people, who say thev live upon fish and sick Yankees. There are no
sidewalks atid the "houses badly need painting and repairing. A
shingle is nailed up in nearly every lot ofl'ering to sell out dog cheap.
They have flue trees, and their gardens contained ripe potatoes, toma-
toes" and strawberries. Indeed, we at the Nor..h can grow no vegetable
that Florida cannot grow in midwinter. Fort Myers is said to be the
healthiest place in Florida. In the last census the Government sent
back the death rate, thinking the offlcial had made a mistake. The
last three doctors all left the town in debt, for they had no practice,
and were absolutely starved out.

The county court w as in session and the town was full of crackers,
who had on their store elotbe;,. and all had on broarl-brimmed felt hats,
though the temperature was iu the shade. .Mr. Edison, the electri-

cian and inventor, has a cottage and laboratory here, which his father
cares for in his absence We went over his grounds, which we found
laid out in good taste. Among the trees we saw a Japanese bamboo,
which grows a sprout in one seasou that is 2in in diameter at the
ground", running straight up in a gradual taper to its tiny tip 30ft. in

the air.

We took a tarpon guide on board and steered for the tarpon ground
to try our luck for the famous fish. We anchored and baited our
tarpon hooks with large pieces of mullet—the tarpon bites at nothing
else—which we proceed to east as far as we can and let the bait lie on
the ground with the line left slack. We lish from two small boats
made fast to the schoonee.

9:;30 A. M.—No bites, but every man ou duty, eager and expectant.
10:00 A. M.—All are on duty, but the nerves and muscles are some-

what relaxed, and time is now taken to get into easier positions, but
no bites.

10:30.—The Distinguished Landsman comes on board the schooner,
ties hvs polH> to thfi taffrail. retires to the cabin to read a Iste paper
containing the inaugural of President Cleveland.

11:00.—One bite reported, causing great excitement, but after a crit-

cal examination the guide comes to the conclusion that it is a catfish.

Soon after this catfish bite the guide .sang out, "Cast off my painter!"
He had a bite and after a few moments he strikes, and the tarpon,
finding himself fast, makes frantic efforts to get away. Down the
river goes the fish, with the guide holding the line just taut enough to

give the boat headway, then the fish turns toward the boat and the
guide reels in rapidly, then he jumped clean out of the water and
shook his head, trying to get rid of the hook; but the guide held him
steady.
For fuU one hour did the guide work him, until, from sheer ex-

haustion, he was towed quietly alongside the boat and pulled in with a
strong gaff hook. Our trophy was Oft. long and weighed lOnibs. The
Distinguished Landsman had him set up, and we saw the taxidermist in

his preliminary work.
Laying the "flsh down on its side he proceeded to cut out the

body of the fish. leaving about one inch of the muscle all over the in-

side; then the cavity was packed full of soda, which hardens the tis-

sues until they become like a piece of bone. After about six weeks
this filUng is taken out and another put in, and the flsh is again hung
up for six weeks longer, or until there is no odor from the carcass,
when the glass eyes are put in and after mounting on a boord the tar-

pon is ready for shipping. The meat of the fish is coarse, red and
beefy, something like a North River sturgeon, and not used for food.
We are on our course steering for Tampa Bay, where we shall end

the cruise. There is a heavy swell rolling from the N. W , the remains
of the late gale from that quarter. We swing gracefully over these
swells, with the shore on our right whitened by the breaking surf,

which we can see and hear plainly, though four miles away. The
lively skip-jack and the sportive porpoise keep us company by water,
and the pelicans and sea gulls are ever near us on the wing, ready to
13ick up any crumbs that may be thrown overboard.
Sometimes the captain would take a piece of a string and tie a small

cube of salt pork to each end, and throw it to the gulls, one of which
would soon have have one of the cubes in its stomach and fly away
with the other piece dangling in the air, when another guU would
swallow the other cube, and the tug of war would come when both
birds would fall to the water. The strongest bird would capture the
string and pork and fly away only to have the same thing repeated
until the pork was torn from the strings.
March 14.—We arrive at St. Petersburg at 2 P. M , pack our dunnage,

haul down our flag and end the cruise. We have saUed 1.000 nauticaJ
miles without an accident, and have returned healthy and happy. We
have been gone 80 days, and the expense has been just S2 per day per
man.
To people who wish to get rid of the blizzards of the North, and

especially those who are suffering with bronchial or catarrhal troubles
during the winter months, the west coast of Florida is the p'lace to go
for rehef. The time is not far off when this west coast will be a,ipre-
ciated by all people seeking pure air, sunshine and soft, balmy
breezes. R. P. Bkll.

YACHT NEWS NOTES.
The "Yacht Racing Calendar and Review" for 1893 'is a compact

volume of nearly MO pages, compiled by Mr. Dixon Kemp from the
yachting pages of the Field during the year. Americfm yachtsmen
will find it interesting as a record of Navahoe's races abroad. The
price is $1.25.

The annual meeting of the North Shrewsbury River Ice Yacht Club
was held on Dec. 13, the following officers being elected: Com., S.
W. Morford; Vice-Corn., F. H. Ball; Sec'y-Treas. . J. B. Weaver.
Regatta Committee—C. E. Throckmorton, A. W. Haviland, Charles
Curtis. Reception Committee—Dr. Edwin Field, W. A, Cole, C. D.
Warner, T. S. Hubbard, Joseph Burrows, Sr., J. B. \Veaver. House
Committee—A. W. Haviland, W. T. Conover, Walter Sutphin. The
club has accepted a challenge from the Burlington' I. Y. C. for its
pennant and has decided to put but three yachts in defense against
the challenging yacht.

On Dec. 14 the Orange Lake I. T. 0., of Newbxirgh, elected the fol-
lowing officers: Com., H. C. Higginson; Vice-Corn.; William Kidd:
Sec'y-Treas., A. N. Chambers; Meas., C. A. Dixon. Regatta Commit-
tee—Dr. E. O. Mitchell, chairman; B. B. Moore, George Beggs, Willett
Kidd, Jr., and W. P. Rayland.

ThePavoniaY. C. has elected the foUowing officers: Com , David
W. Kohn; Vice-Corn., Frank M. Randall; Treas., Benjamin JleClain;
Cor. Sec, James B. Fiskel; Fin. Sec, Wm. F. Tobin; Fleet Captain,
Louis W. PorbeU; Fleet Surgeon, Dr. Louis Baumann; Meas., Albert
V. Curtis; Trustees, W. J. Kent, N. B. Pritchard, Enoch J. Smith, W.
B. Adams and George A. Skinner. Com. Kohn has appointed the fol-
lowing committees: House—Norman L. Rowe, Ijouis Mittlesdorf, W.
Willis, .]. J. Leonard and Dr. Van Meter. Anchorage—A. F. Roe, A.
J. Kreymeyer and R. H. McFarland. Delegates to New York Yacht
Racing Association—F. M. Randal), N. L. Bowe and A. .1. Kreymeyer.
An ice yacht club has been organized at Red Bank, N. J., under the

name of the Junior Ice Yacht Club.

The first lecture of the season before the Seawanhaka Corinthian Y.
C. will take place on Dec. 21, the lecturer being Dr. Frederick A. Cook,
an officer of Peary's first Arctic expedition, who, during last summer
made an independent expedition to the polar seas iu a schooner yacht]
The members of the New Rochelle Y. C. are endeavoring to obtain

an appropriation for improving New Rochelle Harbor by removing
the reefs and rocks and constructing a breakwater.

Valiant, steam yacht, Mr. W. K. Vanderbilt, was reported at Alex-
andria on Dec. 12.

James Hixon; Treas. George A. Corry; Board of Governors: G. How-
land Leavitt, C. F. Ahlstrom; Meas., B, F. Corry. After the election
the club sat down to the third annual dinner.

Nirvana, steam yacht, a new vessel owned by W. R. Sands, of New
Hamburg, sailed for Cuba, via, Charleston, She was designed and
built by Dr. C. D. Miller, of Poughkeepsie, and is 100ft. over all, 18ft.
beam, oft. draft, with engines 10, 16 and 22X16 in, and a Roberts boiler.
Capt. G. W. Eaton is in command.
Columbia, Mr. .1. H. Ladew's new steam yacht, has taken a berth at

Tebo's, the attempt to make a speed trial being postponed until spring.
She is not yet fully completed.

Clermont, steam yacht, Mr. Alfred Van Santvoord, is now undergo-
ing alterations in New York.
The Manayunk Model Y. C. held its annual meeting on Dec. 13, elect-

ing the following officers: Com., Dr. W. Evans; Vice-Com., J. G.
Rosegarten; Treas., W. A. Worth; Sec'y, J. Hart. On motion of Dr!
Evans the measurement rule of the club was altered so that it reads,
"the length shall be taken between the perpendiculars, that is, from
the foreside of the stem to the afterside of the sternpost. The length
so taken shall be multiplied by the extreme beam and again by the
mean depth. The depth to be taken forward, aft and amids'hips.
counting from bottom of keel to deck, the mean of the three measure-
ments shall constitute the depth for measurement purposes." After
a short discussion the rule was adopted with only one dissenting vote
White Ladye, steam yacht, has been rechartered by Mr. Ogden

Goelet, who will use her in the Mediterranean ttiis winter.

Christmas Vacation Outings via Pennsylvania
Railroad.

Following its yearly custom, the Pennsylvania Raikoad Company
proposes running a special holiday tour to Old Point Comfort on Dec.

36, leaving New York at 8 and Philadelphia at 10:20 A. M. S18 from
New York, $15 from Philadelphia, and proportionately low rates from
intermediate and contiguous points will cover hotel accommodations
railroad fare, meals en route, and, In fact, all necessary expenses dur-

ing the period of four days which win be spent on the trip. This out.

ing appeals strongly for the consideration of those de.siring to spend a

few days pleasantly and profitably, and apart from the attractiveness

of the jaunt a decided educational benefit is to be derived from a

familiarity with this historic spot. The Hygeia Hotel, famous through,

out the land as one of the finest hostelrles of this country, will be the

resting place of the tourists. At the same rate will be sold another

ticket going with tour proper, including but one day's boardat Hygeia,

but good to return via Richmond and Washington, and valid for stop-

off at those cities until Jan. 4, 1S94.

Two other trips deserving attention are those to Washington on the

14th and 28th of the month. Three days will be occupied on each,

affording ample time for an inspection of the most beautifid of Ameri-

can cities, with its wealth of interesting features, The wonderful

architectural studies, and the glamor always surrounding the capital

of a great coimtry, will more than repay a visit. §13 from New York,

$11 from Philadelphia, and corresponding rates from other points, are

certamly low enough for the most modest purse. These last-men.
I

tioned tours will leave New York at H A. M., and 1:50 P. M., stopping

ftt the principal stations between New York and WllmiDgton —Adv. '

Secretaries of canoe clubs are requested to send to Fokest anp
Stream their addresses, with name, membership, signal, etc . of their

clubs, and also notices in advance of meetings and races, and report >£

the same. Canoeists and all interested in canoeing are requested ;

)

forward to Forest a^id Stream their addresses, with logs of cruises,

maps, and information concerning their local waters, drawings

)

descriptions of boats and fittings, and all items relating to the sport.

THE LOG OF THE FRANKIE.
The '92 Cruise of the Shenandoah C. C.

BY THE COMMODORE.

CConiiniied from Page SSI).

Wb: found the old dam at Mount Meridian quite broken out, as
had expected, and after portaging the remains of an old pile damf
above, we easily shot it, Beall's bad luck for the day was not yet>
for in shooting a small but ugly flsh dam just in front of the village
Mount Meridian, his canoe brought up all standing with a crashing
in the middle of the shoot, and an investigation revealed the
that the 6in. bolt of an old ploughshare had stabbed his canoe to
heart 1

There were no Scriptural quotations or ejaculations of a derogatory
character this time; the subject was too deep for utterance, and
merely remarking that he wished the nigger who had tied his fish-net
to this particular ploughshare and left it in this particular place was
elsewhere, he quietly stepped overboard up to his waist, lifted his
canoe off of the cruel shaft that impaled her, and without a word,
towed his waterlogged craft to the bank, where he bailed her out and
hauled her ashore, and for the second time that day hung himself and
belongings out to dry.
We had intended making Rippetoe's, five mUes below—for our eveh-

tng camp, but of course further progress was out oi^ the question, so
the other canoes were soon otit alongside of Beall's and camp was
made, after which the damage to Beall's canoe was easily repaired in
the usual manner by pasting a canvas patch over the wound, and he
and Lacy took advantage of the opportunity to repair a badly smashed
bilge keel in the bottom of the Clyde, whUe the Colonel and I again
went fishing. I used flies this time and did not get a rise, while the
Colonel, with his helgramites, took a couple more fine bass.
We sjaent a pleasant, quiet evening in camp enjoying our after-

supper pipes with our camp stools placed on a limestone ledge at the
margin of the water, which plashed musically over the fish-dam just
above us, while the tiny wavelets lapped up against the ledge at our
feet, and sparkled brightly in the rays of the full moon, which smiled
benignantly overhead. The murmur of voices was brought to us on
the light breeze in a subdued undertone from the village store lOOyds.
away, which, with the twinkle of a light here and there in the Uttle
hamlet on the bank above us gave pleasant assurance of human com-
panionship, and dispelled that sense of loneliness and solitude so often
felt in our night camps along the mountain rivers.

Saturday, July 30.—We didn't have fish for breakfast this morning,
as an impression seemed to prevail-in the party that I was to clean the
fish along with my other privileges as expeditionary cook, and as
this impression was not shared in by me they were left on the stringer
all night and were spoiled by this mornijg. We got a good start and
had a pleasant five mile cruise to Rippetoe's.
This final mile and a half stretch of Middle river from Mt. Meridian

to where it mingles its waters with those of the North River is pecu-
liarly interesting to me as well as to the rest of the party, and we
dallied along the still, deep reaches, overarched with great sycamores
and varied by an occasional short, steep rapid, loth to leave the little

stream behind us, although fully aware of what the Shenandoah had
to offer as it stretched its silvery length invitingly before us, with its
miles and miles of swift, rocky rapids, down whose rough and foam-
ing chutes we would soon be plunging and tossing in an exhilarating
manner unknown to the Middle River.
The big fish dam half a mile above the mouth of the river detained

us an hour, as we had to portage it, and took advantage of our stop
here to enlist the services of a troop of ragged and picturesque little

colored urchins to secure us a good supply of helgramites for bait to
use at Rippetoe's, for it was our intention to go into camp there until
Monday and enjoy the fishing to be had there this morning. Our bait
secured, we re-embarked and paddled down the last long still reach of
the river and out ujiou the broad bosom of the united streams, which
here at the confluence of the two make quite an imposing river in size.
A heavy rain caught us as we were leisurely paddling through the
mile and a half backset from the Rippetoe's dam, but with closed
hatches and waterproof aprons drawn well up over our breasts under
our oiled capes we rode the storm out without shipping a drop of
water or wetting a thread of our garments.
We found the dam quite badly broken out at the left end, leaving a

large but very hazardous-looking shoot. The temptation to run it was
great, but as we did not like to risk wrecking a canoe or two in the
operation, we decided not to attempt it, but to let the canoes down it

carefully by hand, so we took our stations along the edge of the shoot,
and the canoes, lightened of our weight, were easily and safely passed-
over.
Before being passed over the canoes were lying strung out along

the inner face of the dam some Httle distance from the break, just as
we left them when we disembarked to reconnoitre the shoot, and Lacy
was detailed to bring them down to us, one at a time, which he did by
gingerly making his way along the steeply sloping and very slippery
sheathing of the dam, which afforded a very precarious footing and
made the oiJeration of passing back and forth a very tedious one.
The canoes were all over but the Frankie, and Lacy had gone back

after her. when the Colonel, who was stationed at the head of the
break, sung out, "Give her a shove. Lacy," supposing, of course that
he would give the canoe a gentle push and send her along close to the
face of the dam until within reach, when he would seize it and pass it
on down the shoot to George and me. Imagine our consternation, how-
ever, when he gave the canoe a vigorous push straight out into the
pool, and she saded gracefully in a broad semicircle far out and
then turned and came bearing down at her own sweet will upon the
foamiug shoot and entirely out of reach.
Lacy saw his error when too late, and came scrambling and splash-

ing along the face of the dam as fast as the slippery and treacherous
planks would allow him, and reached the shoot ahead of the canoe,
and as she approached he dashed boldly in after her. The first stride
took him in up to his waist, the second to his shoulders, and the third
over his head, which final lunge gave him the boat, and they both
came bearing down helplessly upon the yawning shoot, down which
he would have slid hke a runaway sled on a toboggan slide, but that
the Colonel, striking out a step or two from the dam, extended him a
helping band, whicli he grasped as he was vigorously swimming for
shore, and was safely drawn ashore while George secured the canoe
just as she made the plunge, and we eased her safely over.
We were soon nicely in camp at the big spring half a mile below

Rippetoe's, where Lacy took prompt advantage of the opportunity tof

ensconce himself In dry clothes, and after lunch the Colonel, Patrick
Rippetoe and 1 went fishing above the dam for a couple of hours,
where we had fine sport, for the Colonel took five small bass, while I
took a 2>^-pouDder and a small one.
We hurried back to camp at 5 o'clock ahead of a heavy rain, which

caused us no inconvenience of discomfort whatever, as our tents and
dining fly were all in position and proved perfectly weatherproof.
We had a royal flsh supper as well as a good supply for breakfast,
as with one accord everybody turned to with a will and cleaned fish.
Sunday, July SI.—It was a bright, beautiful mornirg, and we had

a leisurely flsh breakfast and a delightfully lazy time in camp, which,
being under the bluff, is densely shaded; this, with the big spring in
our midst, and the rock floor under our cacoes and tents preventing
any possibility of mud, making an ideal camping place, and which we
have frequently camped on before. We shaved, wrote letters, etc.,
and at 11 o'clock the Colonel and I borrowed a horse and buggy from
an obliging neighbor and drove over to Shendun, where we took din-
ner at Wright's Hotel and loitered around until 4 o'clock, when we
drove over to Dr. Mohler's residence, where we staid to supper. We
reached camp again at 7 o'clock, when I turned to and got up a sup-
per for those two hungry mortals Lacy and George.
Monday, Aug. L—This morning by 8 o'clock we were again afloat

and the cnuse was resumed. We easily portaged the big lish dam in
the bend of the river a mile and a half below otir late camp, and had a
successful and exciting run through the formidable falls that stretch
for pretty much all of the remaining mile and a half from here on
down to Port Republic. The run was made without accident, although
collisions with the rocks were not infrequent, and Lacy displayed
marked and commendable agility in jumping overboard at one ticklish
place in order to avoid a capsize. Also the Colonel broke his paddle
squarely off just as he swung around uader the bridge at the toot of
the falls in a tremendous endeavor to avoid smashing up on the final
ledge of rocks, and we were detained here at Port Republic a couple
of hours while George repaired the damage.
While herel renewed our supphes and we received and mailed letters.

We took lunch on the old camp ground opposite Port Itepublic, and
got off at 2 o'clock with Three Springs, seven miles down the Shenan-
doah as our evening's objective. There can be no more beautiful
river in the country than the Shenandoah (which we begin here at
Port Republic), with its bold, rapid current, its beautiful grassy tree-
shaded banks, and most entrancing mountain scenery, and otir after-
noon's cruise was a most lusty and enjoyable one. The river strikeg
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me as being so different from either north or middle rivers above,
that it is like taking a new start and beginning the cruise over again.
The rapids and falls are much larger, longer and rougher than any-
thing of the kind in the rivers above, with the exceplioo of the mile
end a half of falls in North River immediately above Port Republic,
which have already been referred to, and we found our nerve, skill

and address taxed in a most exciting manner in negotiating them
safely.
I cannot say that we ran any great personal danger in shooting

these falls, for when the water is rough and swift it is generally not
deep, and as the rise is not large it would not involve much risk to
wade ashore in case of serious mishap, but the principal risk is in

getting our frail light canvas canoes through without shipwreck;
which, with the consequent loss of siores, would terminate the cruise
or seriously embarrass it.

At the present low stage of water we were unable to shoot the Port
and Lewis mill dams, but portages were easily and quickly made so
these obstructions did not long detain us. We passed a large row
boat a little below the Governor Walker place, containing a couple of
gentlemen fishing, who proved to be Messrs. Thomas and Avis, of
Charleston, W. Va., who are stopping at Walkers. Mr. Thomas ex-
hibited with much pride a olbs. bass he had just taken—it was the
largest one I had ever seen.
We made a nice early camp at Tliree Springs and everybody went a

fishing, but as the bass would not rise to our flies, nobody caught any-
thing. After supper, Messrs. Thomas and Avis came down to our
camp carrying between them a noble watermelon, a present from
Mrs. Walker. They remained with us an hour, and then hurried back
to escape the impending rain. It rained pretty much all night, but
with the exception of a little spray which drifted in through the ven-
tilators at each end, or now and then beat through the canvas roofs
during a particularly fierce dash, our httle tent proved dry and com-
fortable.
Tuesday, Aug. 2.—The rain passed over during the night, and morn-

ing dawned clear and bright and fully aa hot as ever. We got a
rather leisurely start this morning, as the day's run is to be a short
one—only to Bfiar Lithia Springs, t^ome X2 or 13 miles below our
camp. While at breakfast we observed old Mr. Kyger, who lives on
top of the bluff immediately above our camp, hobbling along the
winding path down the hill, on his canes, looking more decrepit,
feeble and rheumatic than last year, but as he approached the camp
he setoff a stentorian war-whoop of a hail such as uot a man in our
party could have delivered, and which spoke volumes for the excel-
lent condition of his lungs, however his legs might be affected. The
old gentlemen was glad to see us again, and we had a pleasant little

visit with him while packing up.
We had an easy portage over the Shaver Mill dam, and in shoot-

. ing the stiff rapids bel«w I beached my canoe before reaching the
foot, and, pike-pole in hand, prospected clear across the river in

search of a practicable passage for the canoes over the fringe of
rocks piled up at the foot of the bar; but, failing to find one, we all

disembarked and led our canoes down the tail of the rapid and lifted
them over the rocks without damage.
We next had an exciting shoot over the big fish dam a mile below,

where we portaged last year, followed by a rather troublesome port-
age over the broken down Riverbank dam. The dam itself is easily
shot, but the very heavy rapids below are not navigable at the pres-
ent low stage, and we were forced to land and lift the cauoea down.
The dam a mile below it was easily portaged, and we landed ,iuat be-
low it at the front of the bluff, upon which stood a large, flne-looking
brick mansion and enjoyed our noonday luncb, smoke, etc., while
George improved the brief stop to catch a few fl^ne bass with his fly-

tackle.
We had a fine run on down to Elkton, shooting the numerous rapids

with ease, and deriving great sport therefrom, but were greatly dis-

f:usted to pass a couple of good sized creeks coming in red and muddy
rom the rain of last night, which in the course of a few miles, en-

tirely changed our beautiful, clear, blue-tinted water into an ugly red,
turbid current, utterly unfit for fishing and completely spoiling the
beauty of the stream.
We easily portaged the Elkton dam and had an exciting shoot down

the wild channel through the rapids beiov , all receiving divers and
sundry hard knocks and thumps from the s.inketi rocks with which
the chute was plentifully bestrewn, and landed at the bridge below
and went to the mill for water and to the store for a few minor sup-
plies.

The two miles to Bear Lithia were quickly accompMshed. and after
the usual exciting plunge over the remains of the old mill dam, we
were soon in camp on the old carap ground, and in due time we re-
paired to the Springs, where we took supper and spent the evening.
We found our Staunton friend, Frank Yates, in cJ-.arge of the Springs,
and he gave us a warm welcome, both on our own account and be-
cause—as is usually the case—men are rather a scarce article at the
Springs. They had a very nice little dance at the Springs, at which
Lacy, George and the Colonel distinguished themselves. An impres-
sion seemed to prevail that skill >vas not much of an object, so what
they lacked in grace they made up in agility. We had a little supper
up in "No. 16" afterward, and it was after midnight before we finally
reached our tents.

Wednesday, Aug. S.—The river was stiU quite muddy this morning,
so as the mud was coming in from so short a distance above, and also
as Naked Creek was coming in muddy three mOes below, we decided
to remain over here all day to-day, and let the muddy water run off
ahead of us, so after breakfast at the hotel we returned to the camp,
accompanied by Willie Compton, Mr. Bear's son-in law, and little

Henry Bear, and spent a very pleasant day in camp, where our vis-

itors took lunch with us. The canoes are lying in a very ugly place,
just at the margin of the river, but just a few yards inland fi'om them
the ground is good and nicely adapted to lying-around purposes, and
we read, smoked, talked and flsbed all day. We had no success fish-
ing this morning, but by 4 o'clock this evening the water had cleared
considerably and we made a very fair catch; the Colonel took three,
while I took six. We spent the evening very pleasantly at the hotel
again, and the boys made an engagement with some young ladies from
Berryville and vicinity to meet us at Castleman's Ferry, on the lower
river, in about ten days.
Thursday. Aug. A.—The river is all right again this morning, and we

congratulated ourselves on our presence of mind in stopping over a
day until the muddy water all ran down ahead of us. After breakfast
pretty much the entire population of the springs accompanied us to
the river to see us start, and were all hi srhly interested in the canoes
and outfit. Our short stay here was a pleasant episode in the cruise,
and the cordial, hospitable treatment shown us by both guests and
management was a source of great pleasure to us.
We had a lively flve-mile run to Shenandoah, as the river along here

is very rough, but no one met with any mishaps beyond an occasional
thump or hangup on a sunken rock, and the run was most exciting.
We landed at Shenandoah, where we met Compton and little Henry,
who had preceded us by wagon, and at C 's cordial invitation we took
dinner with him at Brown's Hotel. Compton is mtich interested in
canoeing, and to-day bought the frame of Gibson's old canoe with his
tent and my mattrass, and will fit himsi If out and join us next year.
While here we exchanged mail and telegrams with the ones left at
home. Much to the regret of all of us the Colonel was obliged to
leave us here, as he must be in Staunton on Monday, and after leaving
here we plunge into a wilderness remote from railroad stations, not to
reappear on the surface again untd we reach Riverton, along about
the middle of the week. We were sorry to lose the Colonel and his
genial, breezy, wholesome presence was sadly missed by us through-
out the remainder of the cruise.
At 3 P. M. George, Lacy and I resumed the cruise without him, with

Harper's Ferry as our objestive point. We had an uneventful but
pleasant cruise of a couple of hours, in which our colored glasses
came out strong, a« the western sun, rehected in our faces from the
water, was unbearable, and went into camp at 5 o'clock at Grove Hill,

alongside of a fine spring in the bank, and were speedily doing justice
to a good hot stipper of bacon, potatoes, onions and eggs. An early
camp is desirable in many ways, and we always cruise to make one
when possible.
After supper Lacy turned in early, while George and I remained up

enjoying our evetdng pipes by a little blaze of a camp-fire and settling
of the labor question with the foreman of a detachment of bridge
builders employed on the railroad not far awa.y, and quartered in the
farmhouse on the bluff above us, who strolled down to have a chat,
and who possessed decided views upon the great Homestead strike,

which, coming from a laboring man, interested us, and struck us as
being most practical and sensible, coinciding as they do with our own
decided anti-strike views.

[to be COXTINtnCD.]

Connecticut River Canoeists' Club.
The Hartford C. C. held its regular monthly camp-fire on Saturday,

Dec. 16, and besides a goodly representation from the local club,
Messrs. Knappe, Banks, Mathewson and Bleloch, from Springfield,
Messrs. Schuster, Metcalf and Ladd, from Holyoke, Davenport and
Cox from South fladley, and J. B. QilflUan, of Northampton, were the
guests of the club. Representatives from the up river clubs were in-

vited to talk up the matter of arranging for an entertainment at each
of the cl'tbs on the river during the winter, and the C. R. C. 0. is the
result. Mr. Knappe was chosen chairman and Mr. F. AV. Theis, of
Hartford, secretary. The next camp-fire will probably be held at
Springfield about the middle of January This mutter has been talked
of for several years, as it was expected that the bringing together of
the several clubs on the river would more fuliy develop tlie fraternal
feeling which has always existed between them. Until now no action
has been taken, but the representatives in Hartford last Saturday
showed much enthusiasm on the subject.

The Revolver Championship.
Roundsman W. E Petty is still in the lists awaiting a challenge for

the Wlnans Trophy, which he has now held for one year, or half the
time necessary to make it his permanently. Since his three straight
victories over Messrs. .Tantzer, Walther and Heintz, would-be revolver

SOME TARGETS BY PETTy.

champions seem scarce. We present herewith three consecutive
targets made by Mr. Petty in practice Sept. 25. They were shot on
the regular Sin. disk used in all the competitions, and on a 2}A\q.

and li^in. blacks at 20yds. Mr. Petty usad a .44 caliber S. & W. revol-
ver, lOgrs. powder and ISOgrs. lead, and shot these strings without
cleaning. The targets are reproduced exai t size.

Pittsburgh vs. Iroquois.
PiTTSBUKGH, Pa., Dec. 14.—It is a long time since anything in the

rifle-shooting line attracted so much attention in Pittsburgh as the
25yd. gallery match between teams from the Pittsburgh and Iroquois
clubs, shot Dec. 12 at the range of the former club. Conditions were
made to suit the visiting team, and for the evening the home men
gave up their 40j d. distance and standard American (reduced) target,
substituting the old Massachusetts target at 25yds. Rounds were
twenty-five per man, in five shot scores, two men (one from each
team) shooting at a time. Stakes, a supper for the two teams. The
Pittsburgh Rifle Club was organized in 1879, and three of its team
have been members since that time, while the rest are almost all of
much longer experience than their opponents; but in justice to Mr.
Ittel it should be stated that he only joined the club this season, and
in age and experience had no advantage over any one of the Iroquois
team, yet he tied the old reliable Joe Huggins, a rifleman of far more
than local reputation, and outshot every other man in the match. It
is also but fair to mention that the two captains had upon their shoul-
ders entirely too large a share of the management of the contest to do
themselves justice at the score. The striking feature of the evening
was the large attendance of spectators, which seems to promise a re-
vival of interest in the sport which is most desirable. Only the totals
of the five-shot scores are available, and run as follows:

Pittsburgh Rifle Club.
J A Huggins !53 54 56 52 56— 271
L P Ittel 52 54 56 54 55— 271
G E Painter 55 55 57 49 54— 270
R W Bailey 54 50 67 53 52— 266
L Staib 56 58 50 52 51— 261
AV C Galbreath 50 66 55 51 54- 266
D W Frazee 53 50 64 60 53— 259
D H Stoner, Captain 41 -St 47 ' 42 53— 234

418 422 431 404 428—2098
Iroquois Rifle Club.

A C L Hofmeister ..58 53 50 53 51- 265
L G Graul

47

50 54 86 52— 259
A Goldstrom

50

44 49 43 44— 230
Aug Colteryahn

45

43 47 52 46— 233W J Udick

49

43 53 S8 42- 239
Henry EgHsdorf

47

47 49 49 52— 244
CBDietz

53

45 46 46 50— 240
A F Hofmeister, Captain 50 49 49 47 40— 341

399 374 397 898 383-1951

Beideman Rifle Club.
Beideman, N. J., Dec. 15.—The following shows the weekly shoot of

the Beideman Rifle Club, week ending Dec. 9. Conditions, 25yds.
strictly off-hand, targets Min. ring, IWin. bullseve, V^in. center, pos-
sible 250: J. L. Wood 244, H J. Mehard 243, A. J. Yergey242, W. G.
Gilbert 237, A. C. McGowan 236, E. L. Gardiner 235.
Pistol sc.->re, 50yds., possible 100:

H J Mehard 7 10 10 8 5 10 10 8 6 10—91
AJYergey 6 7 7 10 8 8 9 8 10 8-81

• Walt Gilbert, Sec'y.

Christmas Shoot.
The Empire Rifle Club wiU hold a prize shoot on Dec. 34 and 25.

Their headquarters. No. 12 St. Marks place. New York, will be open
on both days, from 2 to 12 P. M. Sunday, and on Monday from 2 to 11
P. M. A programme of twelve prizes, ranging from §25 to SI, open to
all-comers, will be put up for contesting shooters. Tickets, 3 shots
e&ch. 3 for §1, two best to coimt,

Greenviile Rifle Club.
Twenty-three members of the Greenville Rifle Club assembled in

the headquarters of the club, Dec. 15 for the regular weekly handicap
shoot for club prizes. The club lias, within the past two months,
added some twenty new members to its rolls, and as a consexijuence
shooting matters in Greenville are on the boom. At the last meeting
of the club, on Dec 11, the club raised the initiation fee from S2 to $5.
The fact that the receipts of the club for the past eleven months has
been over $1,600 is one of the reasons for the raise in the dues. Witb.
a membership of over fifty, the club managers now feel that any
further additions to the membership must be met with a most thor-
ough scrutiny as to the merits of all new candidates for membership.
In the competition for prizes on Friday, the honors for high ifcore fell

to M. Dorrler, with a total of 242 in ten shots: George Purkess was
second with 2.38. Sc res: M. Dorrler 212. Geo. Purkess 238, W. C. Col-
lins 2.36, J. Boag 235, W. H. Rohidoux 233. Hv Lutz 233, G. W. Plaisted
231, C. H. Chavant 231, C. Boag 230. M. Huelsen 223. A C. Agneau 230,
John Hill 220, F. Lauer 220, John Spahn 227. O. Scheeline 216, H. Maug
217. V. Holzapfel 214, H. Bischof 208. C. Graef 208, F. Wuestner 207,
Edw. Wuestner, Jr., 206, C. Becker 203, Robt. Zeiger 200.
On Saturday afternoon four members of the club met in Armbrus-

ter's Park for the purpose of shooting off the weekly handicap 60-
shot sweepstake match. It was expected that there would be a large
attendance of the members to participate in this shoot, but the heavy
storm of rain and high winds' no doubt kept many of the would-be
competitors away. The scores are appended, .50 shots, club handicap:
C H Chavant 24 20 21 28 28 22 33 17 28 80—216

23 22 22 22 25 11 24 21 20 23-212
23 20 20 15 23 22 20 24 17 25-208
23 23 20 11 18 15 21 21 19 23-194
17 23 23 23 19 83 25 23 18 19-81.3—103.3-f40-1083GW Plalsted 21 24 80 19 19 19 24 23 81 18—208
80 83 19 23 31 84 19 81 80 20—310
85 21 18 19 32 35 80 33 SO 81—813
19 S3 19 33 20 23 19 84 89 31-811
18 23 22 33 13 3:^ 24 83 12 24 205—1047 Scratch

OoUinB 83 22 16 20 30 20 19 17 18 32—197
81 22 18 17 18 17 21 20 20 18—193
31 17 23 30 31 17 25 17 23 20-204
22 22 24 21 19 25 18 23 16 19 -208
25 20 16 17 23 17 23 17 21 17—109- lOOO-l-OO—1060

0 Boag 18 24 17 23 15 83 20 15 17 lfi-188
18 16 14 19 17 20 19 25 20 18-186
22 16 20 15 16 17 19 20 19 17—181
7 18 21 14 20 25 22 18 21 12-178

13 16 23 23 19 16 19 17 18 12 -176— 919-|-75— 994

Amateur Rifle Club.
The little borough of West New York, lying between Union Hill and

Guttenburg, N. J., is the latest to launch a rifle club upon what we
trust will be a successful and pleasant voyage.
A letter from that prominent New Jersey rifleman, George Schlicht,

which is now before us, informs Forest AND Stream and the readers
thereof that a new society has been organized and christened the
Amateur Rifle Club of West New York, N. J , and if it gets proper
nourishment it will in the "sweet by and by" be in the swim for
honors in the gallery and on the range. The headquarters of the club
are located in the new gallery of George Schlicht.
The first shoot of the club was held on Dec. 17 and l* members par-

ticipated in the opening contest, 19 shots. 35-ring target, distance 75ft;
Geo. Schlicht 244, Geo. Dorr 2:37. Fred Krc.batsoh 239. Ered. Esperer
225, Robert Glaser 318, Jacob Dihl 217, Frank Tiirck 215, Adolph Abies
215, Wm, Schlicht 213. Capt. Krobatsch 212, Henry Rose 810, Fred.
Lambrex 309, Wm. Ahles 203, Jacob SchUcht 203, Oscar Aufderhuder
808, S. Grauer 198, J. Grauer 188.

Excelsior Rifle Club.

Eight members of be Excelsior Club assembled in their headquar-
ters, Dec. 13, for weekly practice for class medals under the handicap
rules. The Excelsior Club has a fine gallery range and there should
be a much larger attendance of members at the weekly shoots, but
lilie many of our other local clubs the shooting interest of the mem-
bers seems to be of that passive nature, which if permitted to go on,
will eventually develop an acute drj; rot. If Captain Hansen will take
his members in hand some Friday night and visit the Greenville Club,
they will meet with a reception that will add stimulus to their shoot-
ing energies and no doubt cause a better attendance at the weekly
shoots of the Excehior Club. Friendly or social visits between our
local clubs cannot but add to shooting interests of many nf the passive
members Scores: W. J. Hennessy 240, Cbas. Thomas 236, R. H. Duff
831, J. Hughes 23y, L. A. Ryor 316, Thos. Hughes 216, J. BimaSie.

New York City Schuetzen Corps.

Ten men of the New York City Schuetzen Corps, under the leader-
ship of Capt. Ch. I). Kehm, assembled on Friday night iu Zettler Bros,
gallery for their regular bi-monthly team practice and bullseye shoot-
ing. In the bullaeye shooting the best center shots were made by
Fred Daub, Ad Ludwig. Hy Witte, Hy Wendelken and F, Munz.
Two teams were made up under the lead of H. Radloff and R.

Buss, 10 shots per man. Tne result was a victory for Capt. RadlofE'a
team. Scores:
Captain Radloff 229 Captain Busse 244

C G Zettler 813 H Witte 237
F Munz 233 Captain C Rehm 223
JFacklam 2-34 A Ludwig 2.38

Fritz Daub 223—1160 H Kuhlman 214—1156

Empire Rifle Club.
At the annu'il meeting of the Empire Club on Dec. 5 a new board of

officers was elected for the ensuing year. The Empire Club is one of
the few of our local rifle clubs who seem to be gomg ahead and
adding new strength as each month rolls by.
At the meeting in Tuesday night the following board was elected for

1894: Henry Zettler, Pres.; Ben Z'lhn, Vice-Pres.; Louis Buss, Rec.
Sec'y; Wm. Buss, Fin. Sec'y; C. Zettler, Treas.; Wm. Rosenbaum,
Shooting Master.
The close of the business before the club was followed by the usual

weekly competition for the club prizes. The following scores were
made by the members present: Wm. Rosenbaum 219, Louis Buss
236, H. Zettler 234, C. Zettler 234, H. Meisenholder 229.

RIFLE NOTES.
The 50 shot target reproduced in last week's issue, has been a sub-

ject of much interest to many of our local cranks, and many have ex-
pressed the opinion tbat it would be somewhat difficult to make a
better one even with the patched bullet cleaning after each shot.

Armbruster's Schuetzen Park, in Greenville, N. J., is getting to be &
very popular resort for the Jesoey City riflemen on a Saturday after-
noon. Every week finds a goodly number of rifle cranks assembled
in the shooting house and the Saturday night lunches furnished by
Mother Armbruater have come to be considered a sort of necessary
adjunct to the afternoon's sport.

Wissel's Cypress Hills Park heretofore has been known as the
Mecca for riflemen, but jnst at the present time it is a most popular
skating resort. The little lake that covers a good part of the park is

now covered with a heavy coating of ice and the patrons of the park
who possess a pair of skates are having a good deal of sport. Sline
host Wissel has made arrangements to keep the ice clear of snow dur-
ing the cold weather and aU visitors will be welcome to the privUeges
of the park, shooting or otherwise.

Our local clubs must not forget the annual team match of the
Zettler Rifle Club, which takes place on Feb. 22. This shoot has be-
come a sort of fixture in the annual shooting events. The club who
wins the first place this year will have to put up a good score, for
several of the teams who were in the race last season propose to
make an extra bid for the honors at the next contest.

"Roeel's" article in last week's issue, speaking of the average back-
woodsman, reminds tis of a trip to the northern part of Maine some
years since. We toted a .32-40 Winchester into the woods on that
occasion, and from the time we struck the first camp to the end of the
trip we were the butt of the guides and native hunters. We had
several opportunities, however, to remove the prejudice of the
natives, and before the trip was over many of the critics calculated
that the .32-40, with a good man behind It, was all right.

"R. R.'s" note in last week's issue, while it meets with a hearty re-

sponse from many of our riflemen east and west of the Hudson River,
will hardly be realized this season, for we are informed that one of
the men mentioned in the Jersey team is physically in a very bad way,
and his prospects for future participation in rifle contests is very un-
certain.

At the annual meetmg of the Greenville Rifle Club, held at head-
quarters, on Monday, Dec. 11, the following board of officers were
elected for the coming year: President, Henry Gotthardt; Vice-Presi-
dent, Ed. Barr; Recording Secretary, Geo. W. Plalsted; Financial
Secretary, Wm. C. Collins; Treasurer, James Dodds; Captain, Colin
Boag; Assistant Captain, C. H. Chavant; Trustees, C, H. Chavant,
John Hill, Geo. Purkess, James Boag, Wm. H. Robidoux; Finance
Committee, John Hill, John Spohn, Colin Boag; Sergeant-at-Arms,
Henry Maug; Shooting Committee, Geo. W. Plaist«d, John Spohn, Q,
Daniels.
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Portchester Scores.
POBTCHESTER, Dec. 9.—The following scores were made by membera

of Portchester Rifle Club to-day, under very unfavorable circum-
stances for good shooting, a cold, driving rain and heavy mist during
the whole time of the shooting. 200yds., o£E-liand, German ring tar-

jVmith 23 19 23 23 20 17 24 20 22 19-209
33 1 7 21 24 22 20 IB 19 23 18—205
21 19 14 22 17 19 20 18 18 20-188-602

F A Baehman 18 16 24 2] 21 21 21 16 22 24—204
17 17 3 7 24 20 24 22 14 19 21—195
22 18 14 20 19 23 10 22 17 15-180—579

J Hess 24 19 15 18 24 15 21 19 23 20-198
23 20 24 23 23 20 21 16 18 17—203
15 21 II 20 14 18 19 2.3 15 21-177—578

RRudd 17 19 21 16 15 16 11 ^1 21 11—168
23 19 14 21 13 22 17 23 24 23-199
21 23 17 22 21 12 25 16 15 19—191—558

R McNeil, Jr 9 23 17 0 15 22 19 19 19 21-164
14 23 19 19 20 20 21 19 18 14—187
31 15 17 16 15 17 20 19 13 15—168-519

R. McNeil, Jr., Secretary.

Zettler Rifle Club.

The weekly gallery shoot of the Zettler Rifle Club on Dec. 12 had its

usual attendance, fourteen members participating. The high score of
the night was made by Henry Holges, who, by a good holding,
bunched his shots in the center of the buHseye, making 249 points.
Louis Flach was second with 247, and Eusse and Ross were tied for
third place each with 246.

In the competition for the champion medal, one entry, the contest
was spirited. Louis Flach succeeded in putting up the good score of
245. Messrs. John H. Brown, Holges. Walther and Strate came nest,
each with 243. Scores:
Best 10 shots, 5 entries: H. Holges 249, Louis Flach 247, R. Busse

246, F. C, Ross 246, J. H. Brown 245, P. F. Schmidt 345, B. Zettler 245,

C. G. Zettler 244, M B. Engel 244, B. Walther 244, H. Strate 243, Gus
Uowak 243, Geb Ki-auss 237, H. D. MuUer 236.

Champion medal: Louis J'lach 245, John H. Brown 243, H. Holges
'843, H. Strate 343, B. Walthers 243, F. C. Rosa 242, M. B. Engel 240, H.
D. MuUer 2:35, B. Zettler 237, Geb Krauss 235, Gus Nowak 237, P. F.
Schmidt 233, 0. G. Zettler 2-36, R. Busse 233.

AH ties divided unless otherwise reported.

FIXTURES.
It you want your shoot to be announced here

send In notice like the following:

Dec. 26.—Union Gun Club tournament, at Springfield, N. J.; 9 A. M.
to 1 P. M. live birds; 1 P. M. until dark, targets. Open to all.

Dec. 25.—Dexter Park live bird and target shoot.
Dec. 25.—Open sweep at Uve birda, on Erb's groimds, Bloomfleld

avenue, Newark, N. J.

Dec. 28.—Team of three shoot, at Willard's Park, Paterson, begin-
ning at 10 A. M. Three men from any club, $30 entrance per team, 15
live birds per man.

1894.

Jan, 1.—New Year's tournament, Towanda (Pa.) Rod and Gun Olub,
at Towanda, Pa. Live birds and targets.
Jan. 1.—Dexter Park live bird and target shoot.
Jan. 1.—South Side Gun Club's thirteenth New Year's annual,

at Newark N. J.

Jan. 4.—Union Gun Club"s live bird tournament, at Springfield, N. J.
Jan. 9.—New Jersey vs. Kings county, team shoot, on Al. Heritage's

grounds, Marion, N. J.
Feb. —.—Reading Shooting Association tournament; two days

targets, one day live birds, at Three-Mile House, Shillingtbn, Pa.
April 4-6.—Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association's

grand American handicap at Dexter Park, Long Island.
April 24 27 —Central City Gun Club's tournament, Central City, Neb.
May 1-6.—Arkansas State Sportsmen's Association's tournament, at

•Fort Smith, Arkansas.
May 17-18.—West Newburg OH. Y.) Giin and Rifle Association's

•sprins tnurnaraent.
May 23-25.—Knoxville (Tenn.) Gun Club's thirteenth annual tourna-

iment: first days, targets, gl,000 added money, known traps, unknown
angles; last day, live pigeons. Open to the world. No handicap. R.
yan Gilder, Bec'y.
June 5-7.—Kansas State Sportsmen's Association's fifth annual

itournament, Topeka, Kansas. J. C. Clark, Sec'y.
June 11 10.—New York State Sportsmen's Association for the Pro

tection of Fish and Game, thirty-sixth annual tournament, at Utica,
N. Y., under auspices of Oneida County Sportsmen's Association.
June 19-31.—Ghamberlin Cartridge and Target Company's first

annual tournament, at Cleveland, Ohio. S1,000 added money.
June (third week.).—Atlantic City Rod and Gun Club, three days'

tournament. Address R. C. Griscom, Sec'y, Atlantic City, N. J.
Aug. 21-24.—Pennsylvania State Sportsmen's Association annual

tournament, under auspices of Altoona Rod and Gun Club, at Wop-
sononock Park, Altoona.
Oct. 4-5.—West Newburg (N. Y.) Gun and Eifle Association's fall

tournament.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
Lancaster, Pa., Dec. 9.—Several weeks ago a number of well-known

hunters and sportsmen gathered together and discussed the advisa-
bility of issuing a call for a meeting of all persons interested in hand-
ling the gnn, and it was then decided that an attempt be made to form
an organization whose object should be t-o populate the forests and
hills of Lancaster eountj^ with quail, partridges and other game, and
to protect the same until the season designated by law arrives when
they may be lawfully killed. In pursuance of this decision a call was
issued for such a meeting in Common Council Chamber last evening,
at which officers would be elected, committees appointed, and a per-
manent organization formed. In response to the call about sixty
well-known citizens gathered at the place designated, and at 8 o'clock
the meeting was called to order. The first business brought before
the meeting was the election of officers, and the following gentlemen
were permanently chosen: President, John B. Peoples: Secretary.
David L. Deen: Treasurer, James C. Wiley. In accepting the position
as president, Mr. Peoples thanked the assemblage for the honor thus
conferred and stated that he would leave no stone unturned to insure
a successful healthy organization, one of which the city and county
alike may feel proud. Other cities have such an organization and he
believed that Lancaster was able to support one also. The next
business of tne meeting was to select a committee on by-laws, which
resulted as follows: Jlessrs. John B. Peoples, 1. N. Wengert, H. E.
Stouer, John Snyder and Jacob F. Wollert. The name of the organiza-
tion was then adopted, which shall be known as the "Lancaster
County Game Association." The amount of the subscriptions thus
far received with which to purchase game and carry on the work of
tljo association was announced at $310. This sum, it is expected, will
be greatly increased in the future, and it is believed that by the nest
meeting over .$500 will have been secured and the membership greatly
.extended. There being no other business the meeting adjourned, sub-
ject to the call of the chairman, Mr. Peoples.

"The Parkway Rod and Gun Club would like to know why the New-
ark Gun Club does not set a date for the return match which is due
the Parkways." On Oct. 12 we attended the monthly shoot of the
Newark Gun Club and were shown by Mr. R. H. Breintnall a commu-
nication inviting the Newarks to meet the Parkways on the latt«r's
grounds on Oct. 26, 27 or 30, for the purpose of shooting a friendly
team match. The Newarks immediately held a special meeting and
accepted the invitation, deciding upon Oct. 26 as the day for the con-
test. Unfortunately the secretary of the chib was, about this time,
compelled to go South, and hence the correspondence was neglected
until too late for the shoot to be held on the above date. We know
positively that a number of the members of the Newark Gun Club are
wilUng and ready to shoot against the Parkways, but the trouble
seems to be that the Newarks have the misfortune to elect to office
tbt) very men who have the least time and inclination to perform the
-duties. If the Parkways will correspond with Fletcher Walters, sec-
retary Newark Gun Club, Harrison, N. J., they should be able to ar-
range for a return match.
We would suggest to the gentlemen having in charge the New Jer-

sey vs. Kings County team shoot to be shot'at Marion on Jan. 9. the
advisability nf starting the contest at an early hoar-not later than 9
A. M, There will be 600 birda to be trapped and on these grounds this
will consume at least seven hours, which would bring the contest up
to 4 P, M.. au hour when the light begins to fail rapidlv. It is not fair
to those who shoot on the tail end of the t«am that they should be
handicapp>Hl by having to shoot in a poorer light than those who .-hoot
first, hence the necessity for starting at an early hour. It would bean
easy matter to have on hand at 9 A.M. a squad from each tmm, and by
the time they completed their scores anothea" pair of squads would be
4here.

Red Bank, N. J., Dec. 15.—The mverside Gun Olub held its regular
monthly live bird shoot on its grounds this afternoon. The birds were
all strong flyers and the scores excellent. A goodly number of shooters
were on the grounds. Summary: No. 1, 5 birds, entrance S3: Won
by James Cooper on 5 straight; James Beebe, IS. W. Throckmorton
and E. M. Cooper tied on 4 each and divided the money. No. 2, same
as above: E. M. Cooper and E. W. Throckmorton tied on 5 each; Jas.
Cooper, .Jr., 4; H. C. White, L. B. Campbell and J. Beebe tied on 3
each ; money divided. No. 3, same as flrst: James Cooper and Throck-
morton tied on 3 each and divided the money; E. M. Cooper 2, W.
Conklm 1. No. 4, same: M. F. Cornwell 4, W. N. Little, W. Conklin
and J, B. Bergen, 3 each; money divided. No. 5, miss and out, 81.80
entrance; Won by E. Cooper, 6 birds; Throckmorton retired on 5,
.James Cooper on 4, Beebe on 3, White on 5. No. 6, miss and out, en-
trance $2: White. Throckmorton and Cornwell tied on 6 and divided
money; Beebe 1, E. Cooper and W. Conklin 0.

Monday will be a great day on the grounds of the Union Gun Club,
at Springfield, N. J., and Enoch D. Miller will have his hands fuU in
keeping affairs running smoothly. There wUl be a series of live bird
sweeps from 9 A. M. until 1 P. M., and m the meantime will be shot a
match between teams of 5 men each from the Union and Maplewood
gun clubs, each man shooting at 10 five birds under American Shooting
Association rules. From 1 P. M. until dark there wUl be open to all
shooting at Keystone targets and a match between teams of 10 men
each from the above named clubs, each man shooting at 25 targets.

MUler will have plenty of substantial Christmas lunch and hot
coffee on hand. He says the Uve birds wfll be good enough to suit
the most fastidious.

Teams from the Pencoyd Gun Club and West Manayunk Shooting
Association contested at clay targets on Dec. 13 in Bohler's Meadows.
Manayunk. Five traps were used, rapid firing system, American As-
sociation rules, at fifteen targets each, and the West Manayunk team
won by a narrow margin of three targets. The score: Pencoyd—H.
Focht 12, W. Matters 11, P. Anderson 11, J. Barrett 10, J Flecker 9, D.
Maxwell 8, ,T. Campbell 8, J. Hughes 7. J. Rakenzau 7; total, 83. West
Manayunk-B. McMouagle 12. J. Miles 12, A. Rudolph 11, R. Green-
wood 11, P. Byrne 10, T. Schofleld 8, W. Miles 8, T. Baker 7, C. Osburn
7; total, 86.

Catawtssa, Pa,, Dec. 14.—The Independent Gun Club, Slabtown,
will hold a shooting tournament on Friday and Saturday, Dec, 29 and
30, on their grounds neat- Yeager's Hotel. On Friday they wfll shoot
at bluerocks from five traps for turkeys, calves, etc., and in the after-
noon will hold sweepstake shoots at live birds. Shooting to commence
at 10 A. M. and 2 P. M. On Saturday stationary targets wfll be used,
and a steer, fat hog, calves, turkeys, etc., put up for prizes, the near-
est to the center to wnn. All are invited and promised a good time.
Saturday's .shooting commences at 10 A. M. and lasts all day.

Last week we recorded a team match which took plack on the
grounds of the Union HiU Gun Club on Dec, 9. After the above shoot
there occurred a 15 bird sweep, $10 entry, in which M. F. Lindsley
and John Berkery divided first money on 13 Mils each. Then a friendly
match at 10 birds each was shot between the EUiott-Lindsley and
Woolming^n Berkery teams, the resiflt being:
Lindsley 1011111010—7 Woohnington . . . .0021111111—

8

EUiott 1101111111—9-16 Berkery' 1032001111—7—15
Theodore Buttenbaum was referee and Harry Balk scorer.

Next Thursday is the day fixed for the three man team match at
Willard's Park, Paterson, and all the prospective contestants^ are
wishing for a clear day. There will be 8 or 10 teams in the contest
and the Messrs. Boyle, proprietors of the grounds have guaranteed a
lot of first class birds so that a good day's sport is assured. Each
man will shoot at 15 Uve pigeons, the entry fee is $30 per team and the
piu-se wiU be divided 50, 30 and The sport wfll begin promptly at
10 A. M,, in order that the shoot may be concluded before dark.

Owing to the lack of a quorum at the annual meeting of the Rome
(N. Y.) Gun Club, the former officers will hold over, as follows: Presi-
dent, Thomas H. Stryker; Vice-President, S. H. Beach; Secretary and
Treasurer, M. R. Bingham. It was decided to keep the club house
open and have a weekly club shoot hereafter. It was also arranged
to have a man regularly employed to attend to the requirements of
visitors.

The annual meeting of the Herron Hill Gun Club of Pittsburgh, Pa.,
was held on Dec. 12, and the reports of the officers showed the club to
be in a prosperous condition. The election of officers resulted as fol-
lows: President, A. H. King; 'Pice-President, J. Motz; Secretary and
Treasurer, Louis Lotenschlager. The club shoots at Uve birds during
the winter and targets during the summer.
The postponed shoot of the Atlantic Rod and Gun Club, which was

booked to come off on the grounds of the club at West End, Coney
Island, on Dec. 14, resulted in another postponement from the fact
that only two membnrs put in an appearance. The annual meeting of
the club will be held this week, when it is expected that arrangements
wiU be made to induce a better attendance at the regular club shoots.

Enoch Miller informs us that Jan. 14 wfll be a Uve bird day on the
grounds o£ the Union Gun Club at Springfield, N. J., and that there
will be shooting from 9:30 A, M. uutil dark. "Plenty of live birds,
plenty to eat, no" favorites plaj'ed and a first class time for aU," says
Enoch. A special feature will be a 15 bu-d sweep, 815 entry.

The success of the Vernon Gun Club with its first bluerock tourna-
ment, which took place last week, was such that the club will feel a
renewed interest upon the part of its members in all matters pertain-
ing to trap shooting. The Vernons are one of the few trap-shooting
clubs on Long Island that seems to be in a decidedly vigorous con-
dition.

Jas. A, R. EUiott, of Kansas City, who has shot on nearly all the
grounds in this country, says that the average quality of the birds
trapped in the East are fuUy up to those trapped in any'other section.
He says that nowhere in the country do the birds average better than
on .John Erb's Newark grounds.

Contestants in the team match to be shot at Paterson, on Dec. 28,
may take trains on the Erie Railroad from New York (Chamber
street^ at 8:30, 9:30 and 10:30 A. M., 12 M., 1 ;50 and 2:40 P. M. From
Newark (Fourth avenne) 8:44 and 10:26 A. M., 12:06 and 2:;34 P. M. At
Paterson take white cars direct to Willard's Park.

Jersey 'shooters are looking forward to a great day's sport at the
South .Side's thirteenth annual to be held in Newark on New Year's
Day. All the shooting men of the CUmax, Union, Passaic City, Maple
wood and other clubs are expected to be on hand.

The Rixborough Gun Club wifl hold an open shoot on Monday at
Shawmont, Pa. The proceeds of the tournament are to be appUed to
purchasing quail to stock the woods along the Wissahickon.
On Dec. 13, at Hazleton, Pa., Messrs. Landmesser, Fichter and Henry

kiUed twelve birds out of eighteen, being defeated by Sunshine, Beer-
holder and Horan, who kUled thirteen and took a .§50" purse.

The Eagle Gun Club of Alleghany, Pa., wfll hold its annual shoot on
Christmas Day. One of features wUl be a match between Messrs. Mc-
Crickart and French.

Louis MUler announces a Uve bird and target shoot for Monday at
De.xter Park. The events will be open to all and there wfll be plenty
of birds. Also plenty of turkey.

There will be the usual live bird shoot on John Erb's grounds on
Monday, and those who want good practice during the afternoon
should attend.

There is not much reason why a sportsman should not equip him-
self with a camera, now that Anthony & Co. sell for glO one for taking
4X5 pictures,

At the annual meeting of the Canajoharie (N. Y.) Gun Club E. S.
Benjiman was elected President, Charles Weeks Secretary and C. W.
Shariff Treasurer.

Fred Coleman of Begins and Alex, ShofCstaU of Blackwood, Pa .wiU
shoot a 13 bird match for §100 a aide at Tremont on New Year's Day.
The West End Rod and Gun Club, of Newark, wfll hold a Uve bird

and target shoot on its Grove street grounds on Monday.
Stages and hacks will me^t all trains at Millburn on Monday to con-

vey visitors to Enoch Miller's shooting grounds.

The Dauntless Rod and Gun Club, of Lancaster, Pa , will hold its
annua] baU on Monday night.

C . H. TOWNSEND.

Sometbing Anent Targets.
Cazenovia, N. Y., Dec. 8.—^lat W. T. Mitchell says may be true in

regard to some targets. Nay, we know it is, for we have seen thirty-
three after a ten bird event had been shot consisting of fifteen good
shoot^irs, that had from one to seven holes through them, and many
had holes through both sides of the targets. Just so long as these
cheap targets are made just so long wifl they continue to show shot
marks. Neither can a reUable breaking target be made of what is
called target material, for it is poor. The very best must be used and
something else added to it to make them break. Anyone can see that
a lamp shade is much weaker as now constructed than it would be if
made solid. But to leave a hole of one inch or more makes a vast
difference in the holding up of the target in its flight, far more, we
think, than Mr. Mitchell is aware of, for our targets were originaUv
made that way and we found they did not prove satisfactory after
repeated trials at our sbootuig ground. We next tried pasteboard
and this too proved unreUable. Next wood was tried with better sue-

after examining those made the day previous, to find seventy-three pei'

cent of them cracked, owing to the shrinkage of the target material
and the non do, of the metal part. We thought we had come to a
standstiU for a long time. But study and trials proved to us that
this shrinkage was a blessing in disguise, for it is this very factor^
coupled with the sunken creases to catch the shot and assist in break-
ing the target that makes the kingbird such a reliable breaker. The
material is made so that it shrinks sufficiently to strain the bird up to
a breaking point, and the metal is nearly one-third of the diameter of
target so that this makes only two-thirds of it to break. Anyone who
has seen a "St. Rupert's drop" can easily see why the pieces fly when
it is struck or broken at one point. Then this metal is placed in the
target in such a way and to such a depth that it is knocked out and
not shot through as if it was made of thin film of the black material.
Twice the New York State Championship has been won on this metal
center being knocked out. Take a target in your thumb and finger,
gently rap the center, and you will hear a clear metallic sound, show-
ing that it is ready to break, and to convince yourself strike the metal
and see it drop out. Take another one and with the same lead pencfl
rap the side of target, and see it fly into pieces. If this is not proof let
Mr. Mitchell examine the scores and he will see where these targets are
used that more than one man averages ninety per cent. We have
heard it claimed (and have printed matter to show) that the amateur
stands a better show with our targets than the others, for he does not
Jjave to center his target (wfll some one tell us where this center is

with a full choked gun) to break them, and thus outshoots the
"expert." The part that he does not have to put the center peUet is

true to break them, but that an amateur can outshoot an "expert" is

wide of the mark. Not satisfied with these poor breaking targets they
make a high screen, throw the targets with such velocity and so low (a
target should never be thrown high), that it is out of the reach of any
gun made, and as Mr. Mitchell remarks, it is a scratch to make a
straight, for however weU the gun may be poked the target is out of
its reach. We have long contended that the .shooting should be made
difficiflt by acute angles, different speed of targets and some little

difference in height, keeping the target within reach of the gun. We
saw ninety-six men and good shooters face a set of three traps, shoot
sis targets, go to another set, shoot six more, and only one man make
a straight, and why, because the screens were too high and not a
target thrown less than 60 and many of them 75yds., and when picked
up not a target had a hole tn, but many showed shot marks on the out-
side and a thin shale about Min- spUt off from inside from the con-
cussion. Is this shooting? Some years ago we placed three traps as
usual 5yds, apart, three more in the field so that the center woifld
throw just over the screen. Not a target was thrown out of reach
of the gim and not a straight was made. This is the way to throw
targets one man up; or if the walk around is preferred it can be done
that way, but keep the targets within reach of the gun and a moderate
shooter. Give the amateur a chance for his money. Make the entries
low as consistent with the shooters' purses, give them as much as
you can for the money and our word for it they wfll come again.

Cbuttenden & Oakd.

Great Birds at John Erb's.

On Thursday, Jan. 14, the weather was erratic to an extreme. From
daylight untU noon it was an ideal winter day, with the au- clear as
crystal and cold enough, despite the bright suiflight, to prompt one to
turn up the collar of his ulster. At noon, however, there came a
change for the worse. The sun disappeared behind snow banks, the
air grew raw and cutting, and by 1 P. M. everything looked favorable
for a first-class blizzard. Gradually the wind veered around to the
east-northeast and increased in force until 3 o'clock, when it brought
along with it a fine, dry, cutting snow, which felt anything but com-
fortable to pedestrians and teamsters who were obliged to. face it.

But the weather, however, has Uttie or no effect on the members of
the Newark Gun Club, a dozen of whom braved the elements and
journeyed to John Erb's "Old Stone House" grounds to take part in
the mouthly shoot. They are all men who have become seasoned to
change of weather by constant exposure in search of game here, there
aad everywhere, and the matter of facing a snowstorm for a few
hours has no terrors for them. Among those who w ere present from
out of town were Dr. P. J. Zeglio, of Warrenville; Prank P. Class, of
Morristown; M. F. Lindsley, of West Hoboken; J, A. R, Elliott, of
Kansas City (who is spending vrinter in Jerse.y) ; Neaf Apgar, of Evona,
and W, G. Hollis, of Kearney. The locals present were Samuel Castle,
Gus L. Freche, C, M. fledden, John Erb, R. P. ComeUn, John Cocke-
fair, James E. Wheaton and George Huff.
The birds were the best lot of flyers seen on these grounds thus far

this season. Of the 250 trapped not over half a dozen had to be
flushed, and even these flew well once they caught their wings. The
others were quick to get away when the trap went over and were not
only fast but tricky as well in their flight. The crack shots of the day
were Castle's second and tenth; EUiott's fourth, fifth and mnth;
Apgar's seventh; Cromelin's seventh; Lindsley 's fourth and Hedden's
fifth, all in the club shoot. Holhs had one bird which, loaded with
two charges of shot, carried its lo.id to the fence, but luckily feU just
inside. Class also had one fall dead within a foot of the line." Lmdsley
and Castle went back to first principles and held the gun below the
elbow uutil the birds were on the wing. Griffen was in hard luck, as,
owing to an accident to his favorite Long gun, he wascompeUed to use
a borrowed gun. EUiott was in good form and puUed down 23 out of
24 birds shot at. Apgar shot at 26 and scored 25.
The flrst event was at 10 birds, $5 entry, three moneys; No. 2 was

the club shoot for points at 10 birds each, this also being made into a
sweepstake by the payment of a nominal sum; No. 3 was a $2 miss
and out, with re-entries on the first round. The results:

No. 1.

Castle 0111011113— 8
Class 2112002103— 7
P Jay 1122111111—10
EUiott 2111181212—10
Griffen 0200210120— 5
HoUis 0112131101— 8
Apgar 2131111110— 9
Oromelin 02100123U— 7
Lindsley 2220032110— 8
Erb
Hedden

No. 3.

1321110011— 8
022I.22022- 7 213231
20121122»2— 8
1211312122—10
21100101»0— 5
1123120220— 8
1211112118—10 211311
3111102001— 7
1202012111— 8
1212200821— 8
1111211011—9 ....

C. H. TowNssaro.

No. 3.

011210

2220

00
122212

Parkway Rod and Gun Club.
The monthly shoot of the Parkways at Dexter Park, on Dec. 13

brought twelve members together m competition for the medal and'
club prizes. The weather was clear but much too cold for outdoor
sport, except that which would keep up an active motion. The birds as
a whole were the best seen for many days, and the best shots in the
club found it difficult to load them with shot sufiicient to drop them
within the boundary line. J. J. Edgerton, one of the best shots in the
club, made a clear score of misses up to his 5th bird. Only one mem-
ber in the competition was able to make a clean score of 7 kills, and
this honor fell to Col. Selover, one of the class C men. Good judg-
ment and the usual element of luck which foUows live bu-d shooting
landed the Colonel on top. Lee Helgans, up to his 7th bird had easy-
work, but the last one had a move on him that was far too quick
for even Lee's nimble movements, and when the trap was opened the
bird was up and away regardless of the shower of shot that was seat
after him.
One of the members, James Bennett, met with an accident with his

gun which, while it was unfortunate so far as relates to Jiis gun, was
extremely fortunate for the shooter inasmuch that he did not get his
hand blown to pieces. While in the act of shooting at one of his birds
his right barrel burst on the right side just in front of the fore arm
and close to the shooter's hand a piece of the barrel (rectange) %m.
by l}4m. was thrown out and blown away and could not be found
afterward. The gun was one of our best made American guns, and
had only been in use for a short time, and the powder one of our
popiilar nitros. ApecuUar feature in connection with the accident
was that the shot went out of the barrel and killed the bird and the
shooter did not know that his gun was disabled tmtil his attention was
called to the fact by a member who was standing at one side of him
How did it happen? The barrel was apparantly free from flaws at
the point of fracture, but very thin. In fact it was much too Ught for
the strain of nitro powder. Scores:
Club handicap, three pi-izes, modified Hurlingham rules-

Class A.
E Helgans 2221220-6 J Bennett 1103221—6CM Meyer 0221118—6 A Botty 0112030—4

Class B.
T Short 2233301-6 Edgerton OOnOSOl-

2

BramweU 1103122—6 H Bookman 0111100—4M EUis 0103011-4
Clsiss C

Wooley 0113013-5 Brower 2212100—5
Selover 1121221-7

<!~i^iuo-4>

Sweep-at 4 birda, three moneys, $1;
E Helgans 2«2—2 W Wooley 233—3
J Bennett 122—3 M ElUs 120—8H BramweU 321—3 J J Edgerton . .

" "

nlO—

1

A Botty 020—1 C M Meyer i,o—

1

Sweep at 3 birds, ties miss and out, $1

:

CM Meyer 3«3—3 A Botty 122—s m
J J Edgerton 132-3 130 M EUis. .

"

200-1M Wooley ..223-3 10 C Selover. . .V.'.V.V.V.V.".'2ll-3 0
cess, but this had many fatflts, even when placed in the melted pitch

^ir^L^+'i"^?JLi^w "^^^ was substituted and E Heigan8:::;;;;:::::::i2a-3 ssi 066^worked to a ch»nn, but lUas, what was our chagrin the next morning I H Bookman . , ia*-3 10 J BrowOT
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Vernon Rod and Gun Club Tournament.
Thb Vernon Rod and Gun Club held an open to all tournament on

Its new grounds, corner Enfield street and Atlantic avenue, Brooklyn,
on Wednesday, Dec. 13, and had a fair turnout. The shooting was at

liluerock targets under the rapid-firing system. Among those present

were W. R. Hobart and J. R. Osterhout of Newark, Dr. P. J. Mason
of Peekskill, Neaf Apgarof Evona, M. F. Lindsley of West Hoboken,
and J. W. Hoffman of German Valley.
The shoot was in charge of the following committee: E. A. Thomp-

son, chairman; J. G. Wischerth, John Wright, W. H. Thompson,
Wallie Dorr. The state of the weather had a great effect on the
nerves of the shooters, as is shown by the faet that during the entire

day only two clean scores were recorded. The results follow:

No. 1, 10 targets:
Hobart 1111010111— 8 F A Thompson 0101001111— 6

Ferris 1110101011— 7 H Heyer 0110011000— 4

Wood 1011111110— 8 SLyon 1110000111— 6

Hobart. !°.*^!f.^mill00101 1111-12 Heyer 011111011101001-10

P A Thompson. 111100010100101— 8 Lyon 110111110010101—11

W HThompson.OlllllllOlllOlO—11 Ferris 110110101011111—11

Wood : 101111111001111—12 Levins 100011000111001— 7

Bennett 011101111111171—13
No. 3, 20 targets:

Mason 10111010011101011101—18 WHThomp-
Wood .11011011111101111011-16 son 11101110111001001111—14

Bennett ..lOOOlOllOlllllllllOl—15 Hobart. . . .11101101110111010111—15

F A Thomp- J B H 10011110100110111110-13

son 00000011010101001010- 7 W P R 00111011110011101111—14

Heyer 11100110111100110110—13 AVright. . .. 10000010000100000001— 4

Levins 01010101000101110111—11 Graft 01001111110011011110-13

No. 4, 10 targets:
Bennett 1110011111-8 J B H 0101111111-8

WPR 1111101101—8 Mason 1111101010—7

Little.". 1110100011—6 Wood 1111111100—8

Levins llllllOlOl—8 F A Thompson 1111100111—8

Hobart 1011111101—8 Ferris 1001010101-5

Osterhout 1011111010—7 Craft 1111011111—9

Heyer 0101111101—7
No. 5, 10 singles and 5 pairs:

PR 1111011111-9 01 10 10 10 10—

W

Hobart 1010111011—7 11 10 11 10 10—14
Apgar 1111110111—9 10 00 00 00 10—11

Little.' 1101001001—5 01 10 00 11 10-10
Bennett 1111101111—9 00 10 00 10 10—12
Levens 1111110110—8 10 10 01 10 11—14

F A Thompson 1000011011—5 10 10 00 10 10— 9

Craft 1111110111—9 11 10 00 10 14—15
Hoffman 1101111010—7 00 11 11 10 00—12
No. 6, 15 targets:

Osterhout 110110101011010— 9 Bennett lOlOIlOOOOlllll— 9

Hobart 110101111011111—12 Craft 010100100000111— 6

Wood 010011110111110—10 FA Thompson. 101110110001000— 7

Apgar 111111111110000—11 Hoffman 001011001111001— 8

W^ T B 010010110011101— 8 J B H OOlOlOOllllOlOl— 8

Little 110100110000110— 7 Mason 111101110111111—13

Levens 111011101011100—10
No. 7, 10 targets:

Osterhout 0111111111—9 Hobart 0110110011—6

Bennett 1101110111—8 F A Thompson 0101101101-6

Apgar 1111011110-8 H Heyer 0101010111—6

Hoffman 1110111111-9 J B H 1111010111-8

Wood 11101 1 111 1—9 Doc 0110001111—6

Little 1110000111-6 WPR 0101111111-8

Bishop..... 0101010110—5 Craft 1111110111-9

Ferris 0011000111—5 Van Sise 0100010100—3

No. 8, 30 targets:
Hoffman ..10111101111110111111—17 Lindsley. ..00101100101011111111-13

WPR 10111111101111011101—16 Vansin IIOOIOOOOOOOOOIOIIOI— 7

Levens. ...10111100111111111111—17 F B H 11011111101111010010—14

Hobart 01110011001011101111—13 F A Thomp-
Wood 10111110111110101011—15 son 10101011110001101011—11

Apgar 11110111111111110111—18 Mason 00111001010101111111—13

No. 9, 10 targets:
Hoffmann 1110111110—8 Wood 1001010001—4

Apgar 0111110111—8 Levins 0010101010—4

Hobert 0100101111-6 F A Thompson 1110011001—6

Lindsley 1100109011—5 J B H 1001100111—6

Osterhout 1101011011—7 WPR 1000111001—,

Doc 0101100011—5 Wright ..0110100000—3

No. 10, 10 singles and 5 doubles:
Hoffmann 0111111111 11 10 10 11 11—1

Apgar 0010110011 00 11 10 10 00— 9

Craft 1110001111 10 10 10 10 00—11
Dr Mason IIIIOIOIIO 10 11 10 01 11—14
Hobert 0111011111 01 00 10 10 10—12
Osterhout IIIIOIOOOO 1110 1110 10—12

day—and the result was that only ten members put in an appearance
to contest for the Plate diamond trophy and the extra prizes. The
Plate trophy, as we had occasion to remarkin a previous report of the

club's shoot, is a remarkably fine piece of the jeweler's handiwork,
and naturally all the members have a strong desire to win it. The
trophy will go to the member winning it the most number of times at

the monthly shoots during the year. Thus far it has been won by the
following members: Wm. Lair twice, D. Van Zile twice, Fred W.
Pfaender once, Fred McLaughlin once and Dr. Little once. The fact

that the previous winning of the trophy is distributed among five men,
two only of whom have won it twice, should make all future competi-
tions to the end of the shoot decidedly interesting. On Wednesday
when the members assembled on the groimds, four of the men pres-

ent were previous winners of the trophy, and each of them, no doubt,
had strong hopes that the much coveted prize would come his way.
On the first round Fred McLaughlin scored a miss; the next one of

the quartette to miss his bird was Wm. Lair, on the fifth round.
Messrs. Pfaender, Dr. Little and John C. DeFraine, the popular secre-

tary of the club, succeeded in making clean scores of seven birds each.
On the shoot off DeFraine withdrew and left Messrs. Little and
Pfaender to contest for the trophy. The result was a victory for

Pfaender on the third round, he killing three to Dr. Little's two.
Scores:
WSchumacher 1110221-6 Dr W A Little 1122112—7
FW Pfaender 2122112—7 Wm Lair 1111021—6
WSchelges 0121211—6 H McLaughlin 1021120—5
Dr Lynch 0201011—4 F McLaughlin 0121220-5

Dr Van Ord 0021103—4 J C DeFraine 1121211—7

C AyUng 0011110101111111111110111—20
1111011101111111101111101—21

Onondaga County Sportsmen's Club.

The Onondaga County Sportsmen's Club, who have splendidly

equipped quarters at Maple Bay, on the picturesque shores of Onon-
daga Lake, about five miles from Syracuse, is one of the strongest
organizations, financially as well as numerically, m the State. In 1892

it ehgineered the New York State shoot, which was one of the most
successful ever held. Included among its members are a number of

the most solid business men of the city, including A. C Ginty. Harvey
McMurchy, Daniel M. Lefever, A. G. Courtney, Chas. H. Mowry, Geo.

H. Mann, Geo. H. Holloway, A. C. Spangler, C. Dugard and W. H.
Hookway, all of whom are enthusiastic trap and field shots.

The club holds regular weekly shoots, each member shooting at 50

targets, for medals. The last of these contests took place on Dec. 14,

when the weather was miserably unfavorable, the day being extremely
cold, with a heavy snow storm and strong wind. The scores, however,
were fairly good despite the handicaps. A. G. Courtney, the genial

representative of the Lefever Arms Co., won the medal on a score of

44 breaks. The scores:
A G Courtney 1101111111011101110111111—21

1111101111111110111111111—23—44

C Dugard ,
0111011111111111010111001—19
1111101111111111010111111—23-^

110111—20
11101—21—41

H McMurchy 1110111101101011011101111—19
0111110111011110110010111—18-37

D M Lefever ,1011101111011101110111111—20
1001110110100111011011101—16—36

John Cool 1111010011110111110010111—18
0111110001110111111110011—18—36

D Walters 0011111111000111111101011—18
1100111100110001111011001—15—38

AC Ginty 0001111100101111110111101—17
1111011001011011110001010—15—32

D Kin? 0111010111011111011001111—18
1110001011011001110001001—13—31

Geo Mann 1000100000111111101111011—15
1101011001101101111001101—16—31

Fallstaff.

North Side Gun Club.
The last monthly shoot of the North Side Gun Club, at the Queens

County Driving Park, Maspeth, L. I., on Dec. 12, unfortunately came
on a very cold day. The atmosphere had that crisp Arctic feeUng
about it that unless one's circulation was in good condition, a few
minutes' exposure was sufficient to make the most enthusiastic pigeon

crank break for cover. But the personahty of the North Side mem-
bers is of that vigorous nature that a little frosty weather only

adds to their vigorousness. The meeting on Tuesday was the last for

the year 1893; their shooting year, however, extends to and includes

April, 1894. The club events for the club medal and other prizes call

for 7 birds per man, handicap rules. The shooting on Tuesday was

There was John Akhurst, who has been "Uncle John" to the frater-

nity of shotgun shooters for the past 85 years; he is now past his

seventy-fourth year. Then there was Wm. Hughes ("Uncle Billy"),

from New Jersey, a man nearly as old as Mr. Akhurst, and as full of
interest in shotgun matters as the youngest member in the club. The
eight members were divided into two teams of four, one under the
leadership of President D. Freligh and the other marshaled under
'Uncle" John Akhurst, with "Uncle BUly" Hughes guarding the rear
of "LTncle John's" quartette. The race was at 15 birds per man, H
and T traps, Long Island rules, both barrels allowed. The weather
was fine, the westerly wind tempering the atmosphere to that degree
which makes outdoor exercise a pleasure at this season of the year.

The birds furnished by Mine Host Miller were a good lot, and under
the rules in force gave the shooters plenty of opportunities for show-
ing their skill. Scores:
CaptAkhu't01011l21lllllll—13 CaptFrelighl01111113122111—14
E Madison.. 011111111120211—13 J Gardner. .022020221002101— 9
H Botty. . . .121011021101000- 9 J Smith 011111111101111—13
W Hughes.. 12S02022111120—12-47 JChambers.011001112111021—r' -47

Unknown Gxm Club.

The monthly shoot of the L'nknowns at Dexter Park on Dec. 14
brought together ten members in competition for the club prizes.

The weather was altogether too frigid for comfort when facing the
traps, and as soon as a member had sbot his turn he sought shelter
in the shooting house, where a large stove and a hot fire made it pos-
sible to keep his body in a fairly comfortable condition. Of late Mil-

ler has been able to "supply some rattling good birds to his patrons
and as a consequence the "live bird cranks have had opportunities to
test their shooting abilities to their fullest extent. The birds fur-
nished to the Unknowns were no exception to the general run, and
some of the best shots of the club had to submit to the fact that the
birds at times were a httle fast for the gun and the shooter. Of the
ten members engaged in the club event only two of them, Messrs. E.
A. Vroome and Ike Hyde, made clean scores. H. Van Staden and G.
Rankin were in hard luck throughout the shoot, each getting 2 birds
out of 7. After the club event a sweep at 3 birds was shot off. Scores:
Club event, club handicap:

G Rankin 2000100—2 E A Vroome 1211111—7
HKnebel 1100110—4 I Hyde 2121111—7
W Skidmore 1011001—4 C Plate 0111011—5
WBoyd 2202102—5 J Aekhurst 1011011—5
I Flynn 0121021—5 H Van Staden, Sr 0000101—2
Sweep at 3 birds, $1 entry, 3 moneys:

Plate 110—2 Knebel 021—2
Hyde 111—3 Vroome 211—3
Skidmore 100—1 Boyd 211—3

01 01 10 10 11— 9
10 10 11 01 00—13
11 10 10 10 11—13
00 00 00 10 00— 6
11 10 00 00 00—12
00 00 00 10 00— 7

Lev«ns 0001001010

WPB 1111101011

Lindsley llOllOlliO

J AH... 0111000011

Wood 0111111111

JBH 1101010011

No. 11, 10 targets:
Apgar 1001111010— 6 Edward QllllllllO— 8

J J L 0001001001— 3 Craft 1111111111—10

Osterhout OllOOOOUO— 4 Hoffmann 1111111111—10

Wesherth 0000001000- 1 Van. Sise 0000000001—1
Plate .'.lOllOlOOlO— 5 W P R 1010111010— 6

Lindsley 1011101101— 7 JBH 1011011111— 8

Levins 0011100000- 3 W H Thompson 1001101111— 7

No. 12, 10 targets:
Hoffman 0111110111—8 Ward 1111111101—9

Apgar 0111001111 -7 J J L 0111011100—6

Lindsley 0111101111—6 W H Thompson 0111010110—6

Hobart. 0111100011-6 WPR 0111111111—9

No. 13, miss and out:
Apgar 11111—5 Piatt 0 —

0

Ward 11 —2 Hoffman 11110—4

Craft 11111-5
NO. 14, 15 singles:

Hoffman 111111111]110H-14 Ward 110111110111101-12

Lindsley. ...101111110101111—12 F A Thompson.OOlOOOllOlOOOOO—

4

Apgar 011110101001011— 9 Piatt OOlOOlOOOlOOOOl— 4

Craft. '.
110101011010111—10

No. 15, 10 targets:
Piatt 1000000100^ FA Thompson 0100100111—5

J JL 1110111101—8 Hoffman 1000101101—5

Wischert .
0111010011—6 Osterhout 0101111111—

S

WH Thompson 1111001101—7 Lindsley 0111010101—6

Ward. . : 0011111011—7 Wright 1100110000-4

Bishop 0001001101—4 Apgar 1001110111—7

No notice taken of anonymous communications

G. W. A., Boston.-1 entered two dogs in the Bicknell trials—Bounce
and Mainstay. I bet ^5 that Bounce would be declared the better dog,
but Bounce was sick and could not run. Who won? Ans. The bet
should be declared off.

F. W. T. Massachusetts.—No shooting license is required of non-
residents in South Carolina, except in certain counties, for market
shooting. You will probably find in the vicinity of Darlington quail,

woodcock, hare and deer.

J. S., Boulder, Mon.—For rules upon rifle-shooting write to Gus
Nowak, secretary Zettler Rifle Club, No. 219 Bowery, New York City.

For targets write to Geo. Schlicht, Guttenburg, N. J., stating distance
of range you desire to shoot.

E. L. S., Bath, 3Ie.—1. Do yon have for sale a book in which it tells

the difference between the many kinds of targets, such as the Creed-
moor, Massachusetts. German and military targets; and at what
price? 2. Who is the'best living rifle shot? Ans. 1. "Modern Ameri-
can Rifles." $2, postpaid, 2. Impossible to say.

T. A. R., Minneapolis, Minn.—1. Which of three named guns below
are considered the best for ba'ance, hard shooting and great penetra-
tion, wear, etc.: W. & C. Scott & Sons, W. W. Greener, A. Francotte &
Co.:- 2. Will a 12-bore shoot as strong as a 10 bore ? Ans. 1. De-
pends on the individual preference of the sportsman. 2. In point of

^. „ ^ ^ ^ _ penetration the 12-bore, if properly loaded, will equal the 10-bore.

notedlorsome good, clean kUls on the part of the shooters and also j Philadelphia.—Will you kindly let me know: 1. The points
for some instances of the usual hard luck that one will fall m with at f gnnerioritv-if anv—an 8-gauge gun inav have over a 10-gauge for
*; n liir litn-rrar- XT TJ^^Tr^i, Qn /I AT O Monnincr KAf^mp^n t-n rinn the , . ^, _ . « r. o _jj:*r_—* i Jtimes. C. M. Meyer, H. Heyer and M. C. Manning seemed to find the

frosty weather just to their liking, for they shot in good form and re-

tired with clean scores to their individual credit. Messrs. Wahlen and
Mencke each missed one bird. Of the others, Messrs. Smith, J. N.

Meyer, Jennings and Duryea seemed to have a plethora of unfortunate
circumstances to cut down their scores. Under more favorable

weather conditions they will no doubt make a better showing. .Scores:

Club shoot, club handicap:
C M Manning 1212211—7 A Duryea 1011011—5

G Sieme. . . .7 0031222-5 C M Meyer 3122221—7

JMMenke 1111210—6 J H Wahlen 1113012—6

J H Jennings 0201202—4 J N Meyer 2110200—4

H Heyer. 2121111-7 W R Smith 0122100-4

Sweepstake, 5 birds, one prize:

C M Meyer ' 10223-4 J N Meyer 11212-5

W R Smith 012(^—3 H Otten 20303—3

PhoBuix Gun Club.

Eight members of Long Island's oldest organized gun club, known
as the Phcenix, assembled at Miller's Dexter Park on Dec. 12 for its

last quarterly shoot for the year 1893. To one who frequents the
meetings of the many gun clubs organized and shooting imder the

rules of the present day, Hurlingham modified, etc., he longs to see a
return to the style of the old sportsmen of a generation now fast pass-

ing away.
Barring the few brutes engaged in the trap and handle brutahties

of those days, the trap-shooting fraternity used to consider that the

birds had some rights which the shooter as a sportsman was in duty
bound to consider, and one of the cardinal principles was that the

bird should have opportunities to be on the wing and clear from the

traps before the shooter was permitted to open fire upon his victim.

But now, with improved guns, nitro;ipowders and Hurlingham rules,

the poor bird has no show whatever. The moment the trap is open
the gun is off, and in many instances the bird falls dead on the trap.

This is called sport, and our experts of the present day are able to

record fuU scores under the rules now adopted by 90 per cent, of our
gun clubs.
A visit to Dext«r Park on Tuesday of last week to witness the shoot

Coney Island Kod and Gun Club.

thepasTS^^sh^'f^^^^^^ oflh;Thcenliaub?Wghfus-in^^^^^^

oa??ocallhooteS The mont^^^ sportsmen who still cUng to the old rules of pigeon sbootmg We
G^cfubfTOToneof th^x^^^^^ th« members on deck.

duck shooting? 2. And also if its additional weight and size is com-
pensated for by its shooting powers* Ans. 1. An 8-gaugs gun shoots i

large shot better than a 10-gauge and will kill at considerably greater
distances. 2. This is a question to be decided by the sportsman him-
self.

C. A. G., LouisvUle, Ky.—Will you have the kindness to tell me,
through your Answers to Correspondents column, the best way to
keep a tent from mildewing when set up on the ground in the sum-
mer for a long time. Ans. Whitewash the tent with a weak solution

,

of chloride of Hme. Add salt to make it stick. A strong solution will J

rot the cloth. Two pounds of slaked lime to a barrel or soft water is
\

the right proportion.
|

W. C. S., Norfolk, Va.—Kindly answer the following questions
through your correspondence column: 1. Which is considered the
best bore of gun for canvasback duck shooting—8, 10 or 12-bore? 2. I.

Will a 13-bore with :30in. barrels, full-choked, give as good results

with No. 4 or 5 shot for duck shooting as a 10-bore with :i2in. barrels,

fuU-choked? 3. Is it possible to have an 8-bore gun to weigh 9 or
lOlbs.. double-barrel, with 34 or .36in. barrels, that will give good
results with little recoil? Ans. 1. The 10-bore is the most popular i

ducking gun. 2. No. 3. We hardly think so. An 8-bore double gun
j

should weigh 12 to 151bs.
|

M, L- W.. VisaUa, Cal.—I desire to ask the pros and cons of the i

paper patched bullet; whether in a sporting rifle, or one used for a
j

mixture of target and game shooting, a paper patched bullet has any ;

advantages as compared with one not so treated. Will the patched
|

bullet be more accurate, give any greater penetration or will the gun \

be rendered inaccurate and require wiping sooner than if a lubricated *

bullet is used? This is my position: I am al>out to buy a gun sufflci- .

entlv accurate to be of use as a target gun and also to use for deer
;

hunting, and am in doubt whether to order one using a .40-70 BaUard,
patched, or a .40-65 Winchester, and desire your advice or that of my 1

more experienced co-readers. The fact that none of the new guns are
using paper patched buUets seems to indicate that tne patch is either

useless or a disadvantage; is that true, and in which respect? Ans.
Patched bullets are considered more reliable than lubricated if the
rifle is cleaned after each shot. Shooting without cleaning, the lubri-

cate.d bullet gives the best results. For target shooting the .38-55cal.

is the most popular among our off-hand shooters. A rifle for both
target and hunting purposes used in a country where large game
abounds, should be not less than .40-6acal. The .38-55 or .38-56 single

loader (set trigger), would be a good all-round rifle for target or deer.

SAVE YOUR TROPHIES.

Write for Oar Illustrated Catalogue

"HEADS AND HORNS."
It gives directions for preparing and preserving

Skins, Antlers, etc. Also prices for Heads anc
nugs, Birds and Fish, and all kinds of work in Taxi-

dermy.

WARD'S NATURAL SCIENCE ESTABLISHMENT.
aOCHEBTEB, N, Y.

Which is the longer

N.

these two lines? Measure them and see how you were
celved bc firsl glance. The correct length of every sea-
n for fish and came in the V. S. Is given In the Grame
j(is in, Britf, JS will never deceive yoH. 83 eent8.

jpROM the first issue of this paper it has been

used, and for nearly twenty years this particular

space has been occupied by

ABBEY & IMBRIE,
who now say that they have given up advertising at least tor the present
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Standard Works for the Sportsman's Library.

ANY BOOK HERE NOTED WILL BE SENT POSTPAID ON RECEIPT OF PRICE BY THE FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., jiS BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

ANGLING.

The American Angler's Book.
Combining the natural history of sporting fish, the art of

taking them, with instructions in fly-fishing, fly-malring and
rod-making, and directions for fish breeding. Description of

salmon runs, inland trout fishing, etc. By Thad. Norms.
80 illustrations. Cloth. Price, g5. 50.

American Fishes.
A popular treatise upon the game and food fishes of North
America, with especial reference to habits and methods of

capture. By G. Brown Goode. With numerous illustrations.

Cloth, 496 pages. Price, $3.50. This is, by far, the most pop-
ular work which has ever been pubhshed on the fishes of

America, and is the book that no angler who takes pleasure
in Imowing the fishes which afford him sport, can afford to

miss.

Book of the Black Bass.
Comprising its complete scientific and life history, together

with a practical treatise on angUng and fly-fishing, and a full

description of tools, tackle and implements. By James A.

Henshall, M.D. Illustrated. Cloth, 470 pages. Price, $3.00.

Dr. Henshall's monograph is the standard work.

flore About the Black Bass.
Being a supplement to the "Book of the Black Bass." By
Jajies a. Hekshall, M.D. Fully illustrated. Cloth, 204 pages.

Price, $1.50. This is a supplement or sequel of Dr. HenshalPs
first volume, in which the author's aim is to bring the sub-

ject matter down to date.

Fly=Fishing and Fly=Making for Trout, etc.

By J HahringtonKeese. With plates of the actual material
for making flies of every variety. Illustrated. Cloth, 160

pages. Price, ^1..50. The matter of the book embraces every-
thing which the fly-fisherman wants to know about the senses
of fish, practical fly-fishing, casting and fly-making; with list

of standard flies and their dressings; the feathers, silk and
other material used in fly-making, there are samples of all,

attached to blank sheets like pictures by way of illustration.

Fishing Tackle.
Its Materials and Manufacture. A practical guide to the best
modes and methods of making every kind of appliance neces-

sary for taking fresh-water fish and for the equipment of the
angler and fly-fisher. AVith 454 illustrations and explanatory
diagrams. By J. Harrington Keene. Price, §1.50,

With F!y=Rod and Camera.
By Edward A. Samuels, President of the Massachusetts Fish
and Game Protective Association, author of "The Ornithology
and Oology of New England and Adjacent States and Prov-
inces," "Among the Birds," Associate Editor of "The Living
World," etc., etc. Cloth, 480 pages (7x9><>m.), 147 Ulustra-
tions. Price, S5.00. The author is known as one of the most
devoted and expert salmon fishermen of America. The vol-
ume is likewise noteworthy as an example of the rare possi-
bilities of amateur photography.

Fly=Rods and Fly=Tackle.
Suggestions as to their Manufacture and Use. By Henry P.
Wells. Illustrated. Cloth, 364 pages. Price, §8.50. The
most exhaustive work on the subject in print.

MANUALS.

Game Laws in Brief.

Laws of the United States and Canada Belating to Game and
Fish Seasons. For the guidance of sportsmen and anglers.

Compiled by Charles B. Reynolds, Editor of Forest and
Stream. Paper. Price, 25 cents.. Gives all sections relative
to game and fish seasons, limit of size or number, non-resi-

dents, transportation, etc. All in brief, but full enough for
the practical guidance of sportsmen and anglers. CarefuUy
compiled, and shorn of verbiage. Handsomely illustrated

with numerous half-tone engravings from Forest and Stream.

Woodcraft.
By Nessmuk. Cloth, 160 pages. Illustrated. Price $1.00. A
book written for the instruction and guidance of those who
go for pleasure to the woods. Its author, having had a great
deal of experience in camp life, has succeeded admirably In

putting the wisdom so acquired into plain English.

Tricks of Trapping.
Camp Lire in the Woods, and the Tricks of Trapping and
Trap Making. Containing hints on camp shelter, all the tricks

and bait receipts of the trapper, the use of the traps with in-

structions for the capture of all fur-bearing animals. By W.
Hamilton Gibson. Illustrated. Cloth, 300 pages. Price, 81.00.

Log Cabins.
How to BuUd and Furnish Them. By Williaji S. Wicks. New
and enlarged edition. Price, Si. 50. Mr. Wicks might have
called his book "Every Man His Own Log Cabin BuUder,"
for he has set out to describe fuUy and particularly each de-

tail in the process of construction. Plans are given for
cabins, large and small, with details of exterior and interior.

Hints and Points for Sportsmen.
Compiled by "Seneca." Cloth. Illustrated, 224 pages. Price,

§1.50. This compilation comprises six hundred and odd hints,

helps, kinks, wrinkles, points and suggestions for the shooter,

the fisherman, the dog owner, the yachtsman, the canoeist,

the camper, the outer, in short for the field sportsman in aU.

the varied phases of his activity.

SHOOTING.

Names and Portraits of Birds

Which Interest Gunners, with Descriptions in Language Un-

derstanded of the People. By Gurdon Trumbttll. Cloth, 223

pages. Price, S2.50. The average gunner with this work at

hand would have little difficulty in identifying the contents

of his bag from the text alone. Identification is further facil-

itated by portraits of the birds.

Antelope and Deer of America.
A comprehensive scientific treatise upon the natural history,

including the characteristics, habits, affinities and capacity

for domestication, of the Antilocapra and CervidiB of North

America. Second edition. By John Dean Caton, LL.D.

Cloth, 426 pages, 50 illustrations; steel portrait. Price, $2.50.

The Qun and Its Development.
With ..Notes on Shooting. By W. W. Greener. Breechload-

ing Rifles, Sporting Rifles, Shotguns, Gunmaking, Choice of

Guns, Chokeboring, Gun Trials, Theories and Experiments.

Fully illustrated. Cloth, 770 images. New edition. Price, 8-2. 50-

The Art of Shooting.
An Illustrated Treatise on the Art of Shooting. With Ex-

tracts from the Best Authorities. By Charles Lancaster.

Illustrated with numerous drawings from instantaneous

photographs. Price, §3.00. New edition.

Field, Cover and Trap=Shooting.
By Captain Adam H. Bogahdus, Champion Wing Shot of the

World. Embracing Hints for Skilled Marksmen; Instruc-

tions for Young Sportsmen; Haunts and Habits of Game
Birds; Flight and Resorts of Waterfowl; Breeding and Break-

ing of Dogs. With an appendix. Cloth, 493 pages. Price,

$2.00. There is no other man in this country—or in any
other, for that matter—better fitted to teach a novice the art.

The Still=Hunter.

A Practical Treatise on Deer-Stalking. By T. S. Van Dyke.

The information contained in "The StUl-Hunter" is as ex-

haustive as it is possible to make it. 390 pages. Price, 83.

The Breech=Loader and How to Use It.

288 pages. Price, $1.00. A book for that numerous class of

sportsmen who delight in a day's shooting, but have neither

the time nor the means to make the sport a life's study.

CAMP AND HOME.

Uncle Lisha's Shop.
Life in a Corner of Yankeeland. By Rowlantj E. Robinson.

Cloth, 187 pages. Pi-ice, $1.00. "Uncle Lisha's Shop" is

brimful of quaint humor and sentiment, and there is an

unmistakable touch of human nature in L'ncle Lisha himself

and his good old wife. Aunt Jerushy; in Sam Lovel, the

hunter, and in fact in all the other characters introduced.

5am Lovel's Camps.
A sequel to "Uncle Lisha's Shop," by Rowland E. Robinson.

Cloth. Price, .?1. When Uncle Lisha went West, Sam Lovel

took Antoine as his partner, and the fortunes and misfor-

tunes of the two as trappers are described with all the charm
of our author's quaint style, whUe their friends and enemies,

and all with whom they are brought into contact, in the

'Course of the story, step on to the stage real Uving creatures.

Pawnee Hero Stories and Folk=Tales,

With Notes on the Origin, Customs and Character of the

Pawnee People. By George Bird Grinnell. Cloth, 4l7

pages. Illustrated. Price, §1.75. New edition, revised. Like

most Indian tribes, the Pawnees are story tellers. They have

a vast fund of folk-tales and traditions, which have been

handed down from father to son, and transmitted from gen-

eration to generation. Years ago, when the tribe lived in

Nebraska, the author of the present volume camped and
hunted with them, and joined in their village life. The nights

were given up to story teUing, and many of the tales told

in the lodge and by the flickering camp-fire were carefully

translated and written down. When published they excited

great interest. They are tales of daring and adventure, weird

accounts of magic, mystery and the supernatural; relations

of the ways of life in the old, wild days ; stories of war and

the craft of war parties, the history of the tribe as treasured

by the very old men. There is mother-wit in these stories,

they are fuU of humor, sentiment, pathos and human nature.

Blackfoot Lodge Tales.

The Story of a Prairie People. By George Bird Grinnt;ll.

Cr. 8vo., $1.75. In this volume the story of the Blackfoot

tribe is told by a friend, one who hasiunted with them on the

prairies, slept in their lodges, Uved in their camps, and shared

their daily life. The stories which constitute this history

have been taken down by the author from the lips of the

nai-rators, and are given without change as told to him.

There is a singular and charming freshness about the stories,

which give the history of renowned warriors of ancient and
modern times, show how ancient customs arose, and explain

natural phenomena. The account of the daily life, customs,
and history of the Blackfeet presents a series of graphic

pictures of savage Ufe in peace and in war.

Our New Alaska ;

Or, The Seward Purchase Vindicated. By Charles Hallock.
Cloth, 209 pages, iUustrated. Price, $1.50. Mr. Hallock's

writings are always vivid and full of fife.

THE KENNEL.

Dogs: Their Management and Treatment
IN DISEASE. A Study of the Theory and Practice of Canine

Medicine. By .Ashmont. Cloth, 208 pages. Price, $2.00. The

Forest and Stream says that this is one of the most valuable

treatises on canine management and therapeutics that has

appeared on this side of the water.

Kennel Record and Account Book.
Boards, $3. An indexed volume of 180 pages, consisting of a

series of carefully prepared blank entry forms suited to the

registration of all kennel events and transactions.

Dog Points and Standards.
First Lessons in Dog Ti-aining, with the Points and Standards

of all Breeds of Dogs. Paper, new edition, 106 pages, revised

to date. Price, 50 cents.

Training vs. Breaking.
Practical Dog Training; or Training vs. Breaking. By S. T.

Hammond, Kennel Editor of Forest and Stream. Revised and
re-written. To which is added a chapter on training pet dogs,

by an amateur. Cloth, 165 pages. Price, $1. A book for dog
owners, who, by the instructions here plainly given, can suc-

cessfully train their hunting dogs.

JTodern Training;
Handling and Kennel Management. By B. Waters. Illus-

trated. Cloth, 373 pages. Price, $2. This treatise is after the

modern professional system of training. It combines the

excellence of both the suasive and force systems of education,

apd contains an exhaustive description of theuses and abuses
of the spike collar.

House and Pet Dogs;
Their Selection, Care and Training. Paper, price 50 cents.

Lee's Modern Dogs.
History and Description of the Modern Dogs (Sporting Divis-

ion) of Great Britain and Ireland. By Rawdon B. Lee, kennel

editor London Field. Illustrated, 584 pages. Price, $7. This
is a standard work by an acknowledged authority, and is up
to date. It treats all sporting breeds exhaustively. The illus-

trations are idealized portraits of typical specimens.

Kennel Secrets.
How to breed, exhibit and manage dogs. By Ashmont. The
dog from the time he is conceived to the time he curls himself

up for his last long sleep is treated from every standpoint that
could possibly occur to a man of wide experience with dogs.

Every important subject that has engaged attention has been
fuUy discussed, generalities being held practically valueless

and misleading. Illustrated, 344 pages. Price, $3.00.

The Spaniel and Its Training.
By F. H. F. Mercer. To which are added the American and
English Spaniel Standards. Cloth. Illustrated. Price, $1.

Scientific Education of Dogs for the Gun.
By H. H. Cloth. Price, $2.50. The instructions are the re-

sult of the author's amateur practical experience of 37 years.

Forest and Stream says: "This work is a very well written

treatise upon the subject, containing some new ideas and
much that is interesting and instructive to the new beginner
as well as not a little that wiU be beneficial to even old

hands to study."

YACHT AND CANOE.

Small Yachts.
Their Design and Construction, ExempUfied by the Ruling
Tj-pes of Modern Practice. With numerous plates and illus-

trations. By C. P. Kunhardt. New ed., 470 pp. of type and
illustrations and 87 plates. Size of page, 14J^xl2i^. Price,

$10. This book is intended to cover the field of small yachts,
with special regard to their design, construction, equipment
and keep.

Steam Yachts and Launches;
Their Machinery and Management. By C. P. Kl-nhardt.
With plates and many illustrations. New ed., 257.pp. Price,

$3.00. A complete review of the development and present
status of the marine engine and boiler as applied to steam
yachting.

Canoe and Boat Building.
A Complete Manual for .Amateurs. Containing plain and
comprehensive directions for the construction of Canoes,
Rowing and Sailing Boats and Hunting Craft. By W, P.

Stephens, Canoeing Editor of Forest and Stream. Cloth.

Fourth and enlarged edition, 264 pages, numerous illustra-

tions, and fifty plates in envelope. Price, $2.00.

Canoe Handling.
The Canoe: History, Uses, Limitations and Varieties, Practi-

cal Management and Care, and Relative Facts. By C. Bowyer
Vaux ("Dot"). Illustrated. Cloth, 168 pages. Price, $1.00.

Yacht Architecture.
By Dixon Kemp, Associate of the Institute of Naval Architects
and Member of Council. Second edition. Super-royal 8vo.,

530 pages, numerous plans and designs. Price, $16.80.

A Manual of Yacht and Boat Sailing.
By DrsoN Kemp, Associate Institute of Naval Architects (Jlem-
ber of the Council). 750 pages, with numerous plans and
designs. Price, $10.

i
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Forest and Stream Book List.
We are the largest publishers and importers in the United States of Books on Outdoor Sports. For fuller descriptions of many of these works send for the

(free) Forest and Stream Illustrated Catalogue. All books sent postpaid on receipt of price. Forest and Stream Publishing Co., 3»8 Broadway, N.Y.

No books exchanged. Registration, if desired, lo cents extra. Our responsibility ceases after goods have been mailed.

ANGLING. Price.

American Angler's Book. Memorial edition. Noeris $5.50
American Fisli and How to Catcli Tliem l.OO
American Fishes. Large 4to. Goode. Illustrated 3.50
American Game Fishes. Shields 2.50
American Salmon Fisliing. Wells 1.00
Angling and Trolling for Pike 50
Angling- on Salt Water ^ 50
Artiticial Flies and How to Make Tliem. Shipley 1.00
Book of the Black Bass. (Fishing, tools, tackle.) Henshall 3.00
Book on Angling. Francis 5.25
Domesticated Trout. Livingston Stone 2.50
Favoi'ite Flies and How to Tie Them 5.00
Fish Hatching and Fish Catching. Roosevelt and Green 1.50
Fishing Taclde, Its Material, Etc. Keene. Illustrated 1.50
Fishing with the Fly. Orvis-Cheney Collection. Illustrated 2.50
Fishing on American Waters. Genio C. Scott 2.50
Fly-Fishing and Fly-Making for Trout. With plates 1.50
Fly-Fishing in Maine Lakes. Stevens. Illustrated 2.00

• Fly-Rods and Fly-Tackle. Wells. Illiistrated 2.50
Frank Forester's Fish and Fishing 2.50
More About the Black Bass. Henshall 1.50
Rod and Line in Colorado Waters l.OO
Salmon Fishing. Hallock 1.00
Superior Fishing, or the Striped Bass, Trout, Etc. Roosevelt. . . 2.00
The Pi-actical Angler. Clark 1.00
The Game Fish of the Hforthern States. Roosevelt 2.00
Trout Culture. Slack. Illustrated — 1.00
With Fly-Rod and Camera. Samuels. 147 plated , 6.00

BOATING AJfD YACHTIIfG.
Al't of Sallmaking. lUastrated. New edition 5.00
Amateur Sailing in Open and Half-Open Boats. Biddle. Illus... 1.50
Boat Building and Sailing. Neison and Kemp. Illustrated 3.00
Boat Sailing and Management. Prescott 25
Boat Sailor's Manual. Qualtrough 2.00
Canoe and Camp Cookery. "Seneca" 1.00
Canoe and Boat Building for Amateurs. W. F. Stephens 2.00
Canoe Handling and Sailing. C. B. Vaux. New edition 1.00
Cauoe, Voyage of the Paper. Bishop 1.50
Canvas Canoes; How to Build Them. Parker B. Field 50
Corinthian Yachtsmen, or Hints on Yachting. Biddle 1.50
Cruises in Small Yachts and Big Canoes. Speed. Illustrated 2.50
Fore and Aft Seamanship for Yachtsmen 50
Forms of Ships and Boats. Bland 75
Four Months in a Sneakhox. Bishop 1.50
Frazar's Practical Boat Sailing l.OO
Hints on Boat Sailing and Racing. Fitzgerald 1.00
Manual of ]Vaval Architecture. White 9.60
Masting and Rigging of Ships. Kipping. Illustrated 1.00
Marine Engines and Steam Vessels. Murray. Eighth fdition 2.25
Model Yachts. 118 designs and working diagrams. Grosvbnor 2.00
Practical Boat Sailing. Davies. Illustrated 2.00
Practical Boat Building. Neison. Illustrated 1.00
Rigger's Guide and Seaman's Assistant. Sixth edition. lUustrated. 1.25
Ropes, Their Knots and Splices 50
Sails and Sailmaking. Kjpping, N.A. Twelfth edition. Illustrated 1.25
Sailor's Language. W. Clark Russell. Illustrated 1.25
Sailor's Manual and Handy Book, Qualtrough 3.50
Sailor's Sea Book. Rosser, New edition 1.25
Small Yachts. C. P. Kunhardt. Third edition, enlarged, 470 pages 10.00
Steam Yachts and Launches. Kunhardt. New edition 3.00
The Marine Steam Engine. Sennett. 244 illustrations 6.00
Yacht Architecture, Designing and Building. Dixon Kemp 16.80
Yacht Building for Amateurs. Biddle 1.00
Yacht and Boat Sailing.. Kemp. Illustrated, 2 vols : 10.00
Yacht Designing, Hints to Beginners. Biddle. lUusti-ated 1.00
Yachts and Yachting. Cozzens. 135 illustrations 2.00
Yachtsman's Guide. Patterson. New edition 6.00
Yachtsman's Handy Book 1.50
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Adventures on the Great Hunting Grounds of the World 1.00
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Art of Shooting. Lancaster 3.00
Big Game of North America. Shields 3.50
Breech-Loader. Greener l.OO
Cruising in the Cascades. Shields 2.00
Field, Cover and Ti-ap Shooting. Bogardus. New edition 2.00
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Game Laws in Brief, With pictures from Forest and Stream 25
Gunsmith's Manual, A Practical Guide. Illustrated, 376 pages 2.00
Gun and Its Development, with Notes on Shooting. Greener... 2.50
How I Became a Crack Shot, with Hints to Beginners. Farrow 1.00
Hunting in the Great West. Shields 75
Hints and Points for Spoi-tsmen 1.50
Hunting Trips of a Ranchman. Roosevelt 3.00
Instructions in Rilie Firing. Capt. Blunt. 2.00
Letters to Young Shooters. Gaxlway 2.50
Modern American Rifles 2.00
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Modern Shotguns. Greener 1.00
Pistol, The 50
Shooting on the Wing 75
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Sportsman's Paradise, or the Lakelands of Canada. Illustrated. . 3.50
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Trajectory Tests of Hunting Rifles 50
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Camping and Cruising in Florida, With map, Henshall 1.50
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Amateur Trapper. Paper, 50 cts. : cloth 75,
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Complete American Trapper. Gibson. Illustrated l.OO'
Gipsey Tents and How to Use Them 1.25
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Trappei's' Guide. Newhouse. New edition 1.00;
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Guide to Adii-ondack Region. Stoddard 25
Guide to Androscoggin Region 1.00
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Map of St. Lawrence River l.OOi
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Map of the Thousand Islands 50'
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Breaking and Training Dogs. Dalziel 2.50
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The CoUie, History, Points, Etc. Dalziel. Colored portraits 1.00
The Collie. Lee. Illusti-ated 1.50
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The Sheep Dog. Paper, 50 cts. ; cloth l.OC
The St. Bernard, History, Points, Etc. Dalziel 1.26
The Spaniel and Its Training. Mercer l.Ofl
The Fox-Terrier. Dalziel l.OC
The Fox-Terrier. Lee. Illustrated. New edition 1.6C
Training Trick Dogs. Illustrated, paper 26
Youatt on the Dog 2.5C

NATURAL HISTORY. i

Animal Life of Our Seashore 6C
Antelope and Deer of America. Caton 2.6C
Baird's Birds of North America: Land Birds, 3 vols., $30; colored,

$60. Water Birds, 2 vols., $24; colored 60.00;
Batty's Taxidermy and Home Decoration. 44 iUus., new edition 1.60
Big Game of North America. Shields 3.50
Book of Pigeons. Illustrated : 8.00
Cage Birds and Sweet Warblers 2.00
Cage and Singing Birds. Adams 5C
Cones' Check List of North American Birds. Illustrated 3.0C
Cones' Key to North American Birds. Illustrated 7.5C
Guide to the Study of Insects. Packard 6.0C
Holden's Book of Birds. Paper 26
Insects, How to Mount. IVLvnton 6C
Life on the Seashore. Emerton 1.60
Manual of North American Birds. RiDawAT 7.60
Names and Portraits of Birds. Truivibull. 90 illustrations 2.50
Naturalist's Guide. Maynard 1.20
Nests and Eggs of Birds of the United States. Gentry 20.00
Nests and Eggs of North American Birds. Davies 1.76
Our Common Birds and How to Know Them. l.SC)
Our Own Birds. New edition 1.60
Pheasant Keeping for the Amateur. Illustrated 1.6C
Taxidermy and Zoological Collecting. Hornaday. Illustrated 2.6(
Taxidermy Without a Teacher. ]\Ianton 50
Taxidermists' Manual. Bro^vn. Illustrated; $1; paper 60

MISCELLANEOUS.
Adventures on the Great Hunting Grounds of the World 1.0(|
Blackfoot Lodge Tales. Grinnell 1.7f
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Mountain Trails and Parks in Colorado. Illustrated 1.50
Old St. Augustine, Florida. Reynolds. Illustrated l.OO
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THE COAST FISHERIES CONFERENCE.
"We shall begin in our next number the publication of

the fuU official report of the coast fisheries conference

held in this city on the call of President Huntington of

the New York Fish Commission. While the conference

adjourned without having accomplished anything definite

toward the object for which it was called, the proceedings

demonstrated several things: First, a widespread and
growing belief on the part of the rod and line fishermen
that the supply of food fish along the coasts of the New
England and Middle States is diminishing; second, a
firmly expressed declaration on the part of the net and
seine fishermen and fish dealers that food fish are as

plentiful as ever.

Further, it was clearly shown that the rod and line

fishermen believe in stopping the use of pounds in inland
salt waters and the hauling of menhaden seines in bays,

sounds and narrow waters, while limiting the use of

pounds everywhere to the four months beginning July 1.

The commercial fishermen and fish dealers oppose these

measures as being too sweeping and destructive of the
fishing industry, but declare their willingness to submit
to any reasonable regulations looking toward the protec-

tion of the fish and the maintenance of the supply.

The great difliculties in the way of concerted action

and satisfactory results of such meetings are immediately
apparent. The interests represented are diverse and con-
flicting, the convention finds itself powerless to act

effectively, and the data presented to establish certain

important statements are found to be imsatisfactory.

Few States have the means of collecting statistics, and
many compilations offered in evidence are discovered to

be faulty. Again, the States are usually tmwilling to

unite upon any legislation affecting the coast fisheries. If

one of them has a temporary advantage of posi-

tion it generally opposes a change of regulations.

The same is true of interior waters and a case in point is

the struggle on the part of the Pennsylvania Fish Com-
mission to induce the Maryland Commissioners to unite
with them in removing fish traps from the lower fifteen

miles of the Susquehanna River.

Statistics are often misleading unless carefully handled
and adequate. There is frequently a local diminution of

food fish, although the general supply may be kept up
by developing the waters. Again, the supply may be
maintained by extraordinary increase of the nets and
Doimds employed in the fishery. The Spanish mackerel,
for example, is rapidly falling off in Virginia, yet the
market supply is kept up by shipments from new waters
in the Gulf States. The catch of shad continues uniform,
but the number of pounds in some regions has been
enormously increased.

. There is no question that inquiries into the actual state

of the fisheries should continue to be made—as they have
been made year after year by some of the States as weU
as the United States. It is neither necessary nor desirable
that the inquiry should be limited to practical fishermen
and fish dealers. These classes do not themselves desire a
commission so restricted. No harm can come from a
study of the life history of the fishes and of the methods
employed in the United States and abroad. The relation

of scientific research to public economy is too well known
to require explanation or defense. Let us have all the
information needed as a basis of proper legislation and as

a guide in the artificial propagation of useful fishes, and
let all good men unite in supporting measures necessary

to protect the inhabitants of the waters. Such protection

may be secured without danger of destroying great indus-

tries and making fish a luxury which only the rich can
afford.

QUAIL STOCKING.
The letter from our Canadian correspodent "Oinna,"

printed in another column, wUl be read with great inter-

est, especially by those who have in view the restocking

with quail of sections where no birds are now found. We
have been hearing of the rearing of quail in confinement
for lo, these many years, but the authentic cases where
success has been had could be numbered on half the fin-

gers of a single hand. From the tone of the letter which
"Cinna" quotes, it would seem that Mr. Duncan had Little

or no difiiculty in rearing his birds, and he looks forward

to renewed success next season. If it can be shown that

the quail can be reared in confinement, one of the shoot-

ing problems of the future will have been solved.

: Reports from northeastern shooting grounds everywhere
show that this autmnn quail have been singularly scarce,

and we have in mind more than one township, where birds

are usually moderately abundant, in which the total bag
for all the gunners this year does not number a dozen
birds. If it is true that the severe winter of 1893-93 is

the cause of this scarcity, it would seem that the prospects

for shooting next autumn are dismal enough.
It is apparent that before long field shooters must take

some action, either by importing foreign birds, as has

been done in some cases, or by restocking with native

species brought from long distances. This last method,
while it has been extensively tried, cannot be said to have
been successful, and of the many thousands of Southern
quail turned out in the Northern States within the past

few years, only a very inconsiderable proportion have
been shot, or have lived over to reproduce their kind.

The enterj)rise of restocking our coverts is as yet wholly
in the experimental stage, and it is safe to say that we
know very little about what should be done in the matter.

PORTRAITS IN INK.
TV.—THE PROFESSOR.

You anticipate great pleasure in meeting the Professor

of some congenial branch of natural history, for you
ichthiology, perhaps, for you have long been acquainted
with him through his charming descriptive writings,

wherein he discourses so eloquently and feelingly of the

ennobling and refining influences of field sports through
the close contact with nature to which they bring one.

In season and out of season he preaches the gospel of

outdoor sport, which, if followed in the true spirit, must
perforce make one reverent,! wise, patient, generous, self-

sacrificing, modest, while bestowing the grosser gifts of

health and strength.

Hunt, Shoot, Fish and Be Good, is the grand precept of

life that he continually exhorts you to follow, to be guided
by, and in your humble attempts to follow this saintly

teacher, you have felt condemned when you caught your-
self uttering a naughty word over a fouled hook or a
missed fair shot, and almost despair of complete sanctifi-

cation when you detect yourself rejoicing more over a
heavy bag and fall creel than over sky and landscape,

glorified by sunset or the twilight solemnity of the woods.
But he, serenely exalted above all such weakness and

vanity, must be the ideal true sportsman and gentle
angler, possessing all the vii-tues of each, which he has so

admirably set forth, and as such you have limned a por-

trait of him.

It is a pity to meet him and have it spoiled by compari-
son with the original. There is no similitude in it to this

gross, arrogant, selfish, egotistic man, who takes as of

right the easiest chair and the warmest or coolest place,

sorts the basket for the finest frtiit, disparages the fare,

asserts his theories, scoffs away opposite opinions, vaunts
his achievements, patronizes nature with the air of being
her chief proprietor and only interpreter.

If you should attempt a more truthfid portrait than
your ideal one, while you are in the reaction of disillusion,

you would doubtless draw it in charcoal with very few
touches of white chalk, and the result would be a carica-
ture, not a portrait, with every ugly feature exaggerated
and overshadowing the gentler ones.

Really, he is not an imposter, nor is he a bad man, but
one with two sides. Your first picture was drawn from
the better one, reflected in his writings; that it is poorly

exemplified in them does not prove that his teachings are
false.

He must have felt or he could not so well describe the
refining influence of intercourse with nature, though it

has not perceptibly touched the baser of his two person-

alities. He is certainly none the worse for it, doubtless

better than he would be without it.

If you have ever been intimately acquaintfsd with a
saint it is more than likely that you have found him
very good and very disagreeable, the fine gold of a pious
life strangely mingled with the dross of human frailties,

but such a revelation does not make religion less true,

nor the gold itself less precious.

A bad example does not invalidate a good precept, and
if shootmg and fishing have not made the Professor a per.,

feet man it is no reason why you should forswear such
pastime or cease to use the rod and gun as pretexts for

going forth to nature.

THE COLONELS ARE INCLUDED.
There are sundry think-themselves-better-than-other

men who appear to be deluded with the notion that they
enjoy special immtmity from the game and fish laws.

These statutes, they affect to hold, are all well enough in
their way as restraints upon the common herd, but we,
the possessors of handles to our names, are not botmd by
them.

And not only this, but there are never wanting others
to proffer their friendly services to back up the assump-
tions by these men of special privileges. Let a Chicago
Doctor of Divinity kill deer in Minnesota out of season,
and his lawlessness will be defended not alone by himself
but by apologists who hold that the Minnesota Legislature
never intended to curtail the deer slaughtering inclina-

tions of Doctors of Divinity. Let a Connecticut Adjutant
General kill deer in Maine in the close time and be
brought to book for it, and he will straightway appear
at the head of a regiment of titled Nutmeggers demand-
ing the exemption of Adjutant-Generals from the game
law. Only the other day, when one of the district

game protectors of New York brought suit against an in-

dividual who had been shooting wildfowl in a way forbid-

den by the statute, the offender, or his friends for him,
set up the impudent claim that he should be let off

from punishment because he was a Colonel on the Gov-
ernor's staff.

Now is it not about time for all of us to understand
and comprehend so clearly that we may govern our-^

selves accordingly, that there are no privileged classes
in this country with respect to game and game fish

statutes; but that we were all bom free and equal be-
fore these laws; and that even the Colonels among us
must conform to them?

SNAR SHOTS.
The seventh annual dinner of the Megantic Fish and

Game Club will take place at the Vendome, Boston, on
Thursday evening, Jan. 11, at 6 o'clock. Treasurer Chap-
man writes us that it is proposed to make this dinner ex-
cel, if possible, all previous occasions.

A responsible and trustworthy Washington correspon-
dent, who because of his interest in the preservation of
wild ducks has taken pains to investigate the Treasury
records of egg importation from the Northwest, sends us
a statement which we publish in our shooting columns.
It is to the effect that there is practically no such impor-
tation whatever. His investigation was prompted by the
note of Commissioner Huntington of Ohio caUing for a
protest against a proposed modification of the tariff by
which eggs would come in free; and unless the Treasury
records can be shown to supply fallacious data, it would
appear that the inroads of the eggers upon the wildfowl
supply cannot be affected one way or the other by the
Wilson biU.

Rev. Dr. Charles H. Parkhurst, who as president of the
New York Society for the Suppression of Crime, has been
engaged in a crusade against the vicious classes of this
city, winds up the passing year with a complaint that he
has found the District Attorney's office obstructive of his
efforts. If Dr. Parkhurst has been an attentive reader of
the Forest and Stream he must be familiar with the
Delmonico woodcock case; and we commend to him a
review of that affair, for it will afford abimdant evidence
of the encouraging truth that the unwearied prodding of
obstructive officials will in the end clear the way for
bringing wicked men to the bar of justice.
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For the Waning Year.

THE SINGING MOUSE STORIES.—IV.

BY E, HOUGH.

The fire was flickering fitfully, and painting ghostly

shadows on the wall. It was winter, and late in winter;

indeed, the season was now at length drawing near to the

end of winter, and a,pproaching that dear time of spring,

which, beyond doubt, will be the eventual front and clos-

ing of the circle in the land where winter will not come,

I had drawn the little pine table close to the heap of

failing embers, and aided by what light the sulky candle

gave, was bending over and trying to arrange a patch on
my old hunting coat. It was an old, old hunting coat,

far gone in the sere and yellow leaf. It was old-fashioned

now, though once of proper form and comeliness. It was
disiigured,stained and worn. The pockets were torn down.
The bindings were worn out. It was quite willing, was
the coat, to be left alone now, hung by upon a forgotten

nail, and subject to no further requisition. Nevertheless,

if its owner wished, it could still do a day or two. I knew
that; and something in the sturdy texture of its oft-tried

nature excited more than half my admiration, and all my
love. So I was gentle as I might be with the needle.

Walpurgis on the cefiing, gray coming on in the embers,

symptoms of death in the candle, a blotch of tallow on
the Shakspere, and the coat not half done. It must have

been about then, I think, that the thin-edged sweetness of

the Singing Mouse's voice pierced keenly through the air.

I was right glad when the little creature came and sat on
my knee, and in its affectionate way began to nibble at

my finger-tips. I was right glad when it sat erect, its

thin paws waving with a tiny, measured swing, and in its

mystic voice, so infinitely small, so sweet and yet so majes-

tically strong, began a song which no pen can transcribe.

Thrilled and spell-bound, knowing that the awakening
must come, but unwilling to lose one moment of the

dream, I, who with one finger could have crushed the

little thing, sat prizing it more and more, as more and
more its voice swept, and swelled, and rang; rang till the

fire burst high in noble pyramids of flame; rang till the

candle flashed its thousand crystals; swelled till the walls

fell silently apart, and showed that all tliis time I had
been sitting ignorant of, but yet within a grand and
stately hall, whose polished sides bore speaking canvas

and noble marbles; swept up and around, till every stately

niche, and every tapestried corner, and every lofty dome
rang gently back in mellow music, all for the Singing

Mouse and me!
Thou small wizard! It was cunning of thee, I declare,

to paint that old mill dam on the wall. How naturally

the wooded hill slopes back beyond the mill ! And how,
with the same old sleepy curves the river winds on back!

How green the trees—how very green! Ah, Singing

Mouse, they can't mix that color any more, someway.
And nowhere now do wide bottom-lands wave and sing

in such seemly grace, so decked with yellow flowers,

with odd sweet William and the small wild rose. And
nowhere now on earth, I know, is there any stream to

murmur so sweetly and so comfortably, to say such words

to any dreaming boy, to babble of a work well done, to

whisper of a high place earned, to hint of a good, clear

conscience, and of a final happiness worth all the work
and all the places. All that was. in the river. If I listen

very hard and imagine very high and very deep I can

almost pretend to hear them, those old words, heard

when I was young. But it is only pretense. I fear I have

lived too long. The voices are there, I doubt not. There

are other boys, God keep them boys always; and may
they dream not backward, but ahead !

Now, that smooth, lazy pool beneath the east wing of

the dam, how smooth it looks! Yet well I know the

sunken log upon its further side. I have festooned it full

often with big hook and hempen line, with spoon and
swivel, with small hook and airy leaders. I have taken

out of that pool how many hundred bass, I would not say,

nor how multifold a band of fat and fatuous goggle-eyes,

nor how great a store of bullheads, when the water was
too high for better game. It was here my father first

taught me to loosen a hard-snagged hook, workmg pa-

tiently, with deft droppings of the heavy sinker, and easy

twitchings of the line. It was here my brother and I

caught the pailful of goggle-eyes. It was here we made
that fellow throw back the bass we saw him catch out of

season. It was here that we actually once slept all night,

rolled upon the bank, and woke the next morning each

with a sore throat, but with a heart full proud at such

high deed of derring-do.

And there's the long wooden bridge. What a feat of

engineering did that bridge seem to our untraveled minds!

And there, at the other end of the bridge—swimming up,

I declare, in the same old way—is the great silvery moon
whose light served us when we used to stay late by the

dam in the summer time. And those shadows of the

bridge timbers are just as long and black; and the water

over the middle break—out there where we speared the

big sucker, you know—is just as beautiful and white; and

here, right down under ovir feet, the moon is playing the

same trick of painting faces in the water!

There are too many faces. Singing Mouse! Will you

kindly make it clearer? Can you not bring them nearer

to the surface? And will you not stop repeating those

old fines about the "Corpus Delicti !" You make me
shudder with your song about bodies coming to the sur-

face I

What's that—what are you doing? I pray you, no

Madonnas! This river is only make-believe, you know,

and I'm not really a boy. There are no more angels on

earth, I know, than there are bass in a meadow! That

one—Pull it! Pull the slide, I say! Do you want to kill

me, you heartless fittle wretch? You are so cruel some-

times that I know not whether most to love or hate you.

Now, that's rather a pretty picture you've got there.

The autumn frosts have very beautifully touched the

leaves along that wmding little creek, and the cornfields

sweep down to the banks in very gracious golden plenty.

Do I know that little stream? Do I know it? Do I know
—no wonder you are laughing, Singing Mouse. I should

think I might well know that stream. Did I not shoot

my first quail flying there? Have I not gralloched many
a molly-cotton in those thickets? Did I not once knock a

squirrel spinning out of that tree, with the rifle ball

square under his ears? I'll bet the old rifle would do it

to-day. That old rifle—Say, what are you pamtmg m

that picket fence for? What do you mean by that house,

with the little porch in front, and the green blinds and
the new look, as if it had never been lived in? What's
that got to do with the brown woods, whose doors stand

always wide and welcoming to a fellow, and whose rooms
have no ghosts in them? Pull it! Pull it, I say! What-
ever has gotten into you to-night?

I thank you, wizard. After the solemn-fronted moun-
tains, the solemn-fronted sea. If you will listen thought-

fully enough you will find that it is not afi trouble that

the sea is talking about. Much more than a petty excite-

ment, fit to blot a weak man's momentary woes, it speaks

of a sterner and stranger impulse; it throbs with the

pulse of a further shore; it speaks of a quiet tide making
out to the Fortunate Islands, and tells of a way of follow-

ing gales, and to a new Atlantis. Those are pretty lines

you haye there. Singing Mouse:

Long time upon the mast our brown sail flapped;

Our keel plowed bitter salt, and everywhere

The ominous sky in sullen mystery wrapped,

What Bide we looked on, either here or there.

The welcome sight of land long sadly sought;

And that Atlantis, hid within the sea,

The city with our hope and promise fraught,

We saw not yet, nor wist where it might be.

But as we sailed as manful as we might,

And counted not the sail more fit than oar,

1,0 ! o'er the wave there burs", a vision bright

Of wood, and winding stream, and easy shore.

Then by the lofty light which shone above,

We knew at last our voyage sad was o'er,

And we hard by the haven for which we strove.

And soon all past the need to wander more.

Then as our craft made safely on the strand,

And we all well our weary brown sail furled,

We gazed as strangers might at that fair land.

And hardly knew if it might be our world;

Till some one took gently every weary hand,

And led us on to where still waters be,

And whispered softly, "Lo ! it hath been planned

That thou at last this pleasant place shouldst see."

And as those dreaming, so awakened we,

And looked with eyes unhurt on that fair sky,

And whispered, hand in hand, and eye to eye,

"'Tis our Atlantis, risen from the sea—

^Tis our Atlantis, from the bitter sea!

'Tis our Atlantis, come again, oh 1 friend, to thee and me I"

"Say, about that Atlantis, now, Singing Mouse?" said I.

Well, well, how small the voice sounded! Bless my
soul! how quickly it all snapped back to the pine table,

and the dead fire, and the burnt-out candle, and the old,

old coat!

DANVIS FOLKS.-XIX.

Misfits.

"iT'sturrible resky a-gettin' one thing 'at's a leetle cuter

'n the rest o' yer belongin's," Uncle Lisha remarked as he

split some pegs off a block with his jack-knife.

"Oncte I got me a new awl 'at put me clean aout'n con-

sait o' my ol' kit, an' cost me more'n a month's aimin's

a-buyin' new tools 'at I didn't need, an' some on 'em jest

useless consarns.
\. , .

"I've knowed a feller tu^t a patch sot on a boot at

looked so much better 'n the rest on 't 'at he bed tu git a

new pair an' then a suit o' clo's tu match, an' then his

womern must up an' hev a new caliker gaownd. But the

beatinest was Ros'l Drake's door, a bran new front door

'at he bid off tu Amos Wilkinses vandue. Do' know haow
Amos come tu hev it, but he bed it, an' Ros'l he bid it off,

an' took it hum an' sot it in the barn, and at fust his

womern sputtered 'baout his buyin' of it, an' they bed a

notion o' puttin' on 't in the place o' their ol' front door,

but it wouldn't fit, an' they ca'lated if it did it 'ould make
the hul haouse look humblier 'n ever. But it wouldn't du

to waste that aire door, 'at was paneled an' hed a big

brass knocker, an' so what d' they du finally but turn_ tu

an' build them a new haouse tu fit that 'aire door, which

the ol' one was plenty good 'nough."

"Wal," he continued, after brushing the split pegs from

the edge of the bench into his hand, "they hed tu mort-

gage the' place, an' finally lost it, ol' haouse, new haouse,

front door an' all, an' went off over intu Adams Gore tu

live in a lawg haouse, an' glad 'nough tu git sech shelter.

"Over in the Gore, the rusters don't begin tu crow 'fore

ten o'clock in the forenoon, an' the hens go to rust right

arter dinner, an' you c'n aUers tell Gore folks when they

come daown here in dog days, by the' stompin' the' feet

tu git the snow off on 'em. That's where the door landed

them."
-, „ -J A

"Dat mek me remmbler one man Canada, said An-
toine.

, , , ^,

"Consarn ye, Ann Twine, what m tunket 's the reason

ye don't never tell your stories fust?"
,

"Ah '11 save de pie an' kek for de en' of de dinny," said

Antoine with a bland smile.

"Pies an' lies they be mostly," Uncle Lisha growled,

and Antoine began:
"Dar was one man Canada gone off for work one

mornin' hearly, an' he '11 see it one leetly waum walkin'

aout on de road for smell de mornin' hair.

"Wen dat mans see he '11 say, bah gosh. Ah 'Ugoin

feeshins, me. An' he' 11 peek it up an' go raght off an' get

hees hookin line an' go on de river an' t'row hees hook,

an' it ant more as two minute 'fore peckerel was took it,

O, great beeg one. An' de log was slippy de man was

Stan' on, an' he was pull on de water an' all draown dead.

"So you see, sab, boy, jus' for leetly waum dat mans
was loss hees day work, an' dat beeg peeckerel—dat was

too bad—an' more as half hees laf-tam, for he'll was be

young man an' was goin' be marre nex' week, so he loss

hees waf too, an' all de funs of de weddki'. Ant dat good

many for one leetly waum, hein?"

Pelatiah sighed wearily as he thought of the crueller

fate that had cheated him of his wedding day.

"But if yer story was true, Ann Twine," said the shoe-

maker, driving a peg home with each blow of his ham-

mer, "which it ain't anyways likely it is, bein' you tol' it,

it don't argy agin a, feller's goin' a-tishin' when he'dort tu,

an' I b'lieve I'd ort tu the fust good day 'at comes, an' I

want you tu go along tew, Peltier."

As his abstracted gaze habituaUy sought the dusty win-
J

dow, the blurred panes did not shut out from him a 'visioii
|

of clear streams braiding the sunlight into the shadows of /

copses and green brookside banks, inviting the weary
heart and hand to rest and quiet recreation. He felt an
almost painful heart-twinge that reminded him of long

by-gone boyish anticipation.

"It can't quite tech the ol' spot," he thought to himself,

"but thinkin' o' fishin' an' goin' a-tishin' comes nigher

fetchin' on 't 'an most anythin'." Then speaking aloud:

"It's a hopesin' 'at I won't never git so I can't go a-fishin'

whilst I've got sense tu enjy it. Lord, haow many times

I think o' ol' Kit Jarvis a tryin' tu go a-troutin' arter he
got blind as a bat. He was a master hand for huntin' an'

fishin' an' a mate o' yer father, Jozeff, when I was a boy.

"But whilst he was a tough, hearty man, he begin tu

git blind. It wan't fiUums on his eyes, for they looked jest

as nat'ral 's ever they did, on'y when he was a-talkin' tu

you, they wouldn't hit you, but p'int off tu one side

mebby an' be shut when he was a-listenin' tu ye. But he
would go a-huntin' arter he got so 's 't he couldn't tell a

barn from a haystack, an' they said he shot a pa'tridge

by the saound of her quit quitin', an' he'd go kerwack
agin a tree afore he see it an' cuss a spell an' then laugh

an' make fun of hisself

.

"But he gin up huntin' arter he'd shot Peltier's gran'

ther's yullin' fer a deer, 'Never knowed my gun tu cut

up sech a caper as that afore,' says he, 'an' I won't trust

it no furder.'

"But yit he would go a-traoutin', an' us boys, the Lord
forgive us, uster laugh tu see him a-pawin' wi' one hand
for suthin' 'at wa'n't there, an' a-pokin' his steek juUuk a

pismire feelin' its way 'mongst strange things, an' stan'in'

harkin' for saounds julluk a hawg in a cornfiel', an'

mebby tost his hook ontu a lawg or rock, an' wait an'

wait fer a bite. I wonder the Lord didn't strike us mis'

able leetle torments blind, but mebby 'twas 'cause we
uster onsnag his hook for him an' onsnarl his line, an'

led him tu the best holes, an' mebby 'twas 'cause He don't

take much 'caount o' sech leetle onsignificant critters'

duin's.
. , ., ^

"Arter a spell he gin it up, just oncte m a while tu sit

by the mill pawnd an' fish for chubs an' dace. 'I c'n

feel 'em bite an' pull, an' hear 'em flopping in the grass,

an' they smell like fish an' it's better 'n nothin' if 'taint

much fun,' says he, 'an' I spect it 'muses the minnies tu

see sech a ol' dodunk a-tryin' to ketch 'em.'

"When it come his turn to die I guess he was glad on't.

'I ben the same as dead this ten year,' says he, 'the

world a rattlin' round me 'tliout no more 'caount on me
'an if I wan't in 't, my own fiesh an' blood grown up
'thout my knowin' haow they look, er seein' my ol' wom-
mern's face er my nighest friend, er seeing' the grass an'

the trees leaf aout er shed the' leaves, er ever pintin' a

gun er liookin' a trout, on' just a-settin' an' harkin' in

the everlastin' dark. It's lunsome, I tell ye. A blind

man's uselesser 'n a dead man, an' you can't bary him
aout'n the way an' be perlite.'

"When he was dead he looked turrible contented,

Jozeff, an' yer father says he, 'Kit, I wish 't I knowed
whether you c'n see tu sight yer rifle naow.' An' I guess

it's suthin' we'd all give consid'able tu know.
"Wal, it's hopesin' the dark won't overtake none o us^

afore it's time tu go tu sleep fer good, an' naow I'm goin'

tu shut up shop^; Rowland E . Robinson.
,

1AFTER TOIL RECREATION.
Kalypso, the Concealer, I christened the Barnegafc

speakboat which at one time it was my good fortune to

own. She was IGft. long, cat-rigged, and by far the most

serviceable sailing craft that has ever come into my pos-

Session •

Often have I fled from the noisy, busy city to the Utile

town on the lake shore where my boat was housed, and,

having rowed out of sight of town, spread my blanket m
the bottom of the boat l or a couch and basked m the

bright sunshine on the glassy surface of the lake; or, with

a favorable breeze, skirted along close to the shore, study-

ing the birds in their native haunts, my presence never .

once suspected. For days have I drifted about in this,

manner, exulting in the freedom and in the beauty of the

wooded hills and blue expanse of water—God's handiwork,
unsulUed by the hand of man.

, . , -r

In my kit were a half dozen wooden decoys, which 1

would drop overboard opposite the mouth of some stream,

and, conceahng myself on the reed-covered bank, await

the approach of unsuspecting ducks, which were pretty

sure to fall a prey to my 10-bore.
^r. , ,

On one occasion, having been carried far down the lake

toy a strong south blow, I pitched camp in a thick clump

of hemlock on a projecting headland. All night the wind

moaned in the sheltering hemlocks, and day dawned dull

and lowering. I was awakened by the weird honking of

geese, and at length discerned them, an immense host,

feeding. Pifing hemlock branches on the fore deck of the

boat, I concealed myself within, and allowed the wind to

drift me down upon them. Nearer and nearer I ap-

proached, fike a mass of driftwood, until at length the

birds took fright and rose in their clumsy manner. In-

stantly I was on my knees, and selecting two of the

largest of the flock, dropped them, one with each barrel.

Those fellows are now two of the finest specimens in my
cherished collection. . h

Never have I failed to derive the utmost enjoyment

from any of my trips. But, best of all, I have returned to
'

I

my work with zest redoubled and with a zeal that haa

i
well repaid me for my outlay. Barnaby.

The Wildfowl Egg Importation.

Editor Forest and Stream:
^ ,

In the last impression of your journal I noted a letter

from Mr. R. W. Huntington, of Ohio, touching the de-
;

struction of wildfowl eggs. It said they were gathered

for the purpose of selling the albumen or whites, to be

used in the arts, and that there was great danger of the

supply of waterfowl from the Northwest being cut short

in this way. I inquired at the Customs Division of the

U. S. Treasury as to this matter. I do not think there is

any serious occasion for alarm upon this point. The entire

importation of the yolks of eggs for the year 1892 from

Canada and its northwestern provinces was valued at |;lb.

No whites were imported. The importation of the same

class of products, viz., "the yolks or whites of eggs," from

all sections for the current year had been brought down

to November and was valued at ,$ 14.42. I have taken

some trouble to be accurate in relation to this matter, and
.j

the U. S. Custom House returns ought to be sufficient to

assure sportsmen that there is no danger in this quarter

and by this means of game and water birds' deduction.

Washington, D. C , Dec. 21. ^
.
H, K.
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WOMAN ON THE STREAM.

SCIENCE vs. SUCCESS.
Dr Derby, pastor of the First Church, in one of the

Western cities, besides being a scholar of no mean repu-
tation and a successful city pastor, is an ardent sports-

man and a devout disciple of Izaak Walton, patron saint
of all good anglers. No stream so tortuous that the
Doctor can not thread the thicket-hung labyrinth, and no
snug retreat of the wary trout is so close hidden but that
he will send a fly fluttering temptingly through the
smallest opening.
Last summer when the star of vacation rose above the

horizon of expectancy, the Doctor began to harangue his
wife after this fashion: "Marian, I truly believe that
fishing is the recreation which has in it more practical
lessons, for the minister at least, than any other. Now,
in fishing I must use different bait for different localities

and different days. It's just so in preaching. There
must be different presentations of truth in order to reach
minds of totally opposite types."

Or he would say: "I store up in my mind more beau-
tiful pictures to illustrate my sermons, that I gather in
my trouting expedition, than I get from any other source."

Mrs. Derby was not so sanguine as to the exceptional
virtues of her husband's piscatorial sport, and would
sometimes remark that, to her, it seemed a cruel proceed-
ing to drag a fish

bait, and in her effort to throw it as far as possible intothe
dark eddy that swirled under the boughs of a fallen tree,
succeeded in winding her line two or three times around
a dead branch that overhung the stream.
There was nothing for the Doctor to do but to wade

back, and with one unceremonious jprk reclaim the rod
from its unfavorable connection, leaving 20 't. of lino, an
Aberdeen hook and two very uncomfortable worms
swinging high and dry above the water. He accepted
the situation very gracefully, however, and in reply to
Mj's. Derby's apology for causing him the trouble, said
cheerfully: "O, that's no matter, my dear. I've done
that before, myself. Only I didn't suppose you could
throw so far."

Then, without causing an unnecessary ripple, he waded
cautiously to the other shore and resumed fishing.

Then there was silence for a few minutes. Mrs. Derby
was watching the beautiful changes of sunlight and
shadow on the wooded bank beyond, and their reflec-

tion in the swift flowing brown stream at her feet; she
noticed, too, the imdulating flight of two yellowbirds that
chased each other across the field. There was more of
the artist than sportsman in Mrs. Derby's make-up.
When she had occasion to think of her hook, lo, she
drew it up bare and shining!
Then she called to her husband, "John," No reply.

"0, John."
"Well?" came in muifled tones from the other side.

"Something has taken my bait. What shall I do?"

from the water by the
mouth. This was
enough to call down
upon her head a

,

lengthy scientific dis-

course, in which the
good Doctor proved to

his own satisfaction

that the fish being of
' a lower order of cre-

ation had not the sen-

sitiveness of nerve pos-

sessed by the higher
types, and so the pain
suffered was nothing,
a mere trifle, etc. So

.

when the first of July
' drew near and tlie

I exodus to the cooler
country began the

' Doctor gathered to-

gether his old clothes
and rubber boots, his

mackintosh and slouch
r hat, and with what
i

would have seemed to

the uninitiated an
endless array of i-ods,

lines, reels, floats,

sinkers, fish baskets
and bait boxes, hooks
of all sizes, and Hies

of every kind known
to an entymologist, set

out for the region of

Michigan where trout

do most abound, ac-
companied by Mrs.
Derby.
They found a pleas-

ant boarding place at
an old farmhouse
which was conveni-
ently near a beautiful
trout stream. The
afternoon of their ar-

rival the Doctor spent
in getting his equip-
ment in perfect work-
ing order, and by sun-
rise the next morning, clad in a nondescript garb that
would have wrung with sorrow the hearts of his fastid-
ious parishioners, he started on an all-day's expedition,
returning at nightfall, tired but triumphant, with a
basketful of scarlet and orange mottled fish.

For the next week or two he scoured the trout brooks
for miles around. No day was too long that he spent
engaged in his favorite sport. He made it a rule that if

the fish did not bite he would stay until they did, while if

they bit, of course he must stay until they stopped. The
result was that his wife spent many anxious hours after
nightfall awaiting his return. And there was this
peculiarity about the Doctor's constitution, when he was
able to report a good catch he was never tired, but if

fortune had not smiled upon him, and he returned
with an empty basket, he was well-nigh , exhausted, and,
naturally, wifely pity for his fatigue overcame any dis-

position Mrs. Derby might have felt to rally him on the
result.

The vacation was drawing to a close, when he began to
urge his wife to join him in an expedition which he
promised her to be one long afternoon of delight. They
would get a horse and carriage and drive to a farmliouse
nearest the best fishing point, and from there follow the
little river through the field to "the holes" where lurked
the biggest fish. He was sure she would catch something,
but if not he would show her how to catch trout scien-
tifically!

After some cautious inquiries about snakes and mos-
quitoes, Mrs. Derby consented, and one afternoon when
the temperature was perfect, the wind favorable, and the
water "just right." they started fully equipped to play
havoc With the denizens of "the holes."
A short drive and a shorter walk brought them to the

desired point, and the Doctor began to fit up a cane rod
for his wife with line, hook and a tempting bait of
writhing angleworm. Then he drew an old log to the
bank for a seat, showed her where to cast her hook, and
proceeded to prepare his own outfit, an elegant steel rod,
with automatic reel and braided sUk line, talking all the
time in this exultant strain: "Couldn't have a better
day. Just cloudy enough. Water not too clear. Had a
bite yet? O, well, be patient. Watch me, and I'U show
you how in a minute. Here we go!" And pulling up
his high rubber boots, he waded across to a favorite spot
.on the opposite side.

Mrs. Derby at this time thought it fitting to re-cast her

ON A CALTFORNIA TROUT STREAM.

Amateur photo by A. G. McFarland.

"Bait your hook," was the brief reply.
"But you know, John, I can't touch those worms. Be-

sides, you have them all with you."
This argument was convincing, because, very unfor-

tunately, true. So back he came, and with scant cere-
mony to the worms fastened them to the hook, returning
again to his vantage on the other shore.
Quiet on either bank. Then Mrs. Derby called softly,

"John, see how completely that grapevine has covered
that old cedar."
"Yes."
"Just notice those cardinal flowers near you! What

splendid color!"
No reply. The Doctor's eyes were fixed on his line,

which had quivered ever so slightly. With a quick jerk
he began to reel in a fish which plunged wildly from side
to side and finally leaped into the air and with a vicious
shake loosened the hook and was off like lightning for
parts unknown. But the Doctor rebaited his hook and
fished on with renewed courage.
Presently Mrs. Derby called excitedly, "O, John, I've

got a fish! What shall I do with it? O, poor thing!
What is it, John?"

"Sucker," was the curt reply, followed by brief direc-
tions how to remove the hook. Mrs. Derby followed
them with many sighs and exclamations of pity, finally
released the prisoner—and threw it back into the water.
"What did you do that for?" cried her husband, im-

patiently, "Why, Marian, they destroy more trout spawn
than anything else! Kill them every time."
"O," said Mrs. Derby, meekly, "I did not know. Iwill

next time." Presently she said, plaintively, "John, that
fish took all my bait."

"WeU," was the unfeehng reply, "put some more on. I
left some worms for you in that little red box."

Mrs. Derby looked at him reproachfully, but finally
decided that it was too bad to insist on his wading the
sti-eam again, and so providing herself wit i a small stick,
she began poking around in the moist earth for a worm.
They were rolled together in a snug ball and it was with
difficulty she separated one from his squirming brethren.
Him she held firmly to a smooth log with the stick, while
with the other hand she worked the hook in as best she
covdd, taking care that the wriggling thing should not
come in contact with her fingers. This proceeding she
accompanied by a sort of recitation: "Come out, there.
What makes them stick together so? On, so; there's one!

O, what shall I do with him? O, dear, how he AvigglesI
Ah-h-h, the slimy thing! I wonder which is the head.
O, how it must hurt! John, I know this is wicked. Dear,
dear, I'd rather not fish."

But she threw the object of commiseration into the
stream, and in her relief began to chat with the motion-
less figure opposite, only to be interrupted by a low-
voiced and ominously polite, "Marian, I must request
you not to attempt to carry on a conversation just at this
time. Any noise disturbs the fish."

After this left-handed compliment to her conversational
abilitioH, Mrs. Derby maintained an indignant silence.
Presently the Doctor concluded to try fly-fiahing. So

he adjixsted two or three gaudy specimens to his line, and
standing knee-deep in the swift water, began casting to
right and left with deftness and precision. Whir-r-r
went the lithe rod through the air with that pecidiar
hum that tells of an expert hand at the butt. One, two,
three—five trout rose txs meet the enemy that in time
overcame their struggling, and slipped them into the
basket at his side.

The Doctor was flushed with victory and exercise. He
beamed at his wife who had been watching his prowess
with pardonable pride.

"They're here, Marian," he announced, "only they're
not biting worms to-day. Too bad you can't fiy-fish.
Now, there's a big fellow in this hole. I saw him the
other day. I think he lies under that big cedar. I'll put
on a Seth-Green and try him. How's your bait? AU

right?"
"Yes," answered

Mrs. Derby, as she
lifted her rod enough
to see that one or two
tag ends of her angle-
worm still remained,
"Go ahead, John,"
and the good man be-
gan to whip the stream
with redoubled vigor.
Mrs. Derby was

watching him when
she felt a sharp puU at
her line and Ufted it a
little, expecting to land
another sucker. Not
so. With a surge to
the right and a plunge
to the left a fish rose
to the surface, show-
ing a broad side of
shimmering rose color,
and then dashed under
water again. Mrs.
Derby grasped her rod
in both hands and be-
gan the struggle to
raise him, when at-
tracted by the splash
Dr. Derhy turned to-

ward her. He took
in the situation at a
glance.
"Let him have it!"

he shouted, "Playhim!
Hold him steady! Give
him his head! Don't
give him an inch of
slack! Play him, I
tell you! Give him
line! He'll get off I

Tire him out! Bring
him up now! Oh-hl"
The last exclamation

was one of positive
pain. Goaded to des-
peration by his unia-
telligible directions,
Mrs. Derby had Ufted
the gleaming fish high

into the air, and with one mighty lunge it had broken
the rod about a foot from the tip, and fallen again into
the water. But all was not lost. The line held fast
below, and with the energy of despair Mrs. Derby threw
the line over her shoulder and ran up the bank, dragging
her trophy beyond all possibility of escape.
Then the Doctoi plunged into the stream regardless of .

ripples, and strode up the bank to where his wife stood,
flushed and breathless above the shining fish. Not a word
did he say until he drew a foot rule from his pocket and
measured the splendid capture from nose to tail, and from
back to belly. Then he straightened up and looked sternly
at his wife. "Nineteen inches by five," said he. "Weighs
3lbs. if it weighs an ounce. Marian, that fish died of
mortification at being handled so barbarously!"
And that was all the praise she got for her magnificent

catch. And he never asked her to go fishing again.
Ida Reed Smith.

FISHERWOMAN.
Happily we are not all alike in our habits and tastes,

or I should make fishers of all women, and the streams
would soon be cleared of the finny tribe.
In these days of ambitious womanhood it is a surprise

to me that more women do not fish. They shoot, ride,
drive all sorts of rigs, and practice many more quite as
manly sports—not excepting cricket. Why not fish?
But they do fish, some one wiU say. Perhaps. Let us

draw a picture. A bright, hot day in July when fish
should bite—a pretty girl seated by a broad expanse of
water—straw hat enough to cover two—a pair of gloved
hands—-and by her, loimging, trying to think he is happy,
Ues her best young man. Is not that a sorry sight, and
yet I have seen it time and time again; and she, poor
child, fancies she is fishing, and tells her inquiring friend,
"I never could catch a fish if I sat here a week;" and un-
consciously she will tell the truth.
Now, let us change the picture to a year later. In the

interval this same girl has met a fisherman, who has told
her how he has a rod that only weighs 5oz. , and a book of
flies. Oh! such beauties that she shall see and further-
more learn to use if he may be her teacher.
The girl with the rest of her family are just now in the

mountains not many miles from the city of Brotherly
Love, and the young man has come to fulfill his promise
of the winter.
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But can this be the same girl? The very same, my dear
people. Why, what has she od? Surely it is a bathing
skirt. Too true. And an old one, too plain for the sea-
shore. And look at the waders, and her shoes, twice the
size of those she wore at the last ball, A dark blue Tarn
O'Shanter and double-bi-easted jacket complete the rig,

and until one knows its usefulness it certainly is grotesque.
I could give a list here of things to vvear under tliese

circumstances, but the whole can be summed up in a few
words—plenty of wool, waterproof foot covering, and
last, but not least, a true love of the beauty and bounte-
ousness of nature.
Then let the fisherman find some pretty pool, with the

hemlocks dipping their odorous boughs and reflecting the
soft new liglit of spring in its depths, and give into the
hand of his fair companion a light bamboo or lancewood
with a short line and a pet fly (each angler has his pet fly,

I find) and give her her first lesson in the true sport; and
I'll wager it will not be the last, and she wdl have many
a good laugh over the experience of that hot day in July
when she could not catch a fish. J. B. A.

Mr. C. H. Gleason sends us an interesting photograph
of an outing group, among whom is a lady attired in a
dress specially adapted to the woods Our correspondent
writes: She is not strong, but delights in the wood life,

and so is the sharer of these pleasures with her husband.
It may be of interest to other ladies, who wotild like to
go and do likewise, to know how a not-over-strong
woman can so dress as to be able to take long tramps
through the pathless woods, amid windfalls and slippery
rocks and swampy ground without inviting a fall, getting
the feet wet, and the like. The outfit consists of a soft
felt hat, which will not catch ia the limbs and dependent
branches; woolen shirt over warm knit underwear; an
all-wool knickerbocker suit much like her husband's,
warm, comfortable and light withal; good Cordoba

n

boots. These are made from horsehide, flexible, liglit,

impervious to wa,ter (but need to be kept well oiled), bel-
lows tongue and lacings, enabling the wearer to pull on
and off easily, and so made as to fit tightly to the leg;
also hobnailed (but not so many nails as to add much
weight to boot), cost about i^lO. Mrs. W., who is mak-
ing a long tramp (10 miles) said: "I didn't slip once."

I wouldn't do without the Forest and Strea:m for
four times the amount of the subscription. I have been
an almost constant reader of it ever since 1874, and now
that I am living on Lake Champlain I simply couldn't get
along without it. I am a physician and among my
patients is a most enthusiastic fisherwoman and lover of
Forest and Stream. In fact, had it not been for the
paper, we would no dOubt still be living in Albany, I
"chained to practice," she in bed or at most up in a big
chair reading of the woods and waters, and both of us
swishing we could "go a-fishing." So when her husbond
suggested leaving the city and we had talked it over we
were all very glad to make the change, and so we came
to Ticonderoga. Since being here I have been fighting
the net fishing. At one time I could count 30 nets within
five miles of this place, but with the help of Mr. Charles
Barber, of Greenwich, N. Y., and John Polley, of Ver-
mont, the number has been lessened, and I hope before
long net fishing in this part of Champlain will be a thing
of the past. During the summer months we spend
almost all of our time on the water, and what fights we
have had with the bass and pickerel! I would like to tell

you how my patient with an 8oz. rod hooked and landed
a bass weighing 5ilbs. and a sheepshead weighing yjlbs.
It was fun. S.

THE HOG THIEF OF CAMAS PRAIRIE.
Okanogan, Wash., Nov. 10.—Editor Forest and Stream:

Haying had a number off chases after bears, and my ex-
perience having been so different from those of my
brother sportsmen who have given theirs, if it will not
incur the displeasure of "Podgers," I will give you a
sketch of a chase a party of us had after a grizzly in
Idaho.
For two years a large grizzly had roamed along the base

of the mountains on the east of Camas Prairie, and dur-
ing that time he must have destroyed more than a
thousand dollars worth of hogs, besides a good many
sheep, and almost every farmer offered a reward for his
capture.
The miller at Mt. Idaho had some forty or fifty large

hogs which he was fattening for the China trade. Bruin
found out where they were and paid them a visit; so the
next night, the miller had two men watch for the bear.
Along about 10 o'clock the hogs began to stampede, and
then one began to squeal; but the bear soon stopped that.
The boys were afraid to shoot, fearing that the bear would
tear down their scaffold. The next morning one fine fat
hog was missing. The miller changed his pig pen.
Then the bear changed to the other side of the prau-ie,

and Ward Girton reported that a bear had killed one of
his best sows. Ward not being very rich and having a
family, Bruin let up on his hogs and began on Chai-ley
Horton's. Horton had lots of hogs, milked lots of cows,
fed his pigs on sour milk, had lots of money and was an
old bachelor. The bear camped near him until he cleaned
him out of the hog ljusiness.

But Bruin served Bill Stihvell the meanest trick of all.

Sttlwell had a big family, three cows and one hog. This
hog was a big fellow; he had eaten sour milk nearly all

summer. One day a Chinaman came over to Stilwell's
and bargained for the hog at 35 cents per pound; and
they were to dress the pig in the morning. Next morn-
ing Stilwell e-ot up early, put the water on to heat, ground
his knife, took his gun and went down to kill his pig.
When he got to the pen he found that a couple of rails
had been knocked oft' from the top and the bear had left
nothing but tracks. He had dragged the hog down into
a thicket, and after eating what he wanted" had buried
the rest. When Stilwell went back and told his wife she
looked and felt very blue, for it was just like losing $75.
"Well," said Stilwell, "I will go get Lew to come up and
bring Jim, and we will kill that bear to-night."
Here let me say a word for Jim. He was a brindle cur.

I don't know what breed predominated, but he had no
equal for hunting big game or varmints. I never put him
after a bear, panther, cougar, lynx or wildcat that I did
not get up to. The night we were after the grizzly was
our first and last defeat.

StilweU came down, told me what happened and wanted

to know if I would come. "Certainly," said I, and a little

before sundown I took my Winchester caxbine, a .44cal.

rim-fire with 24grs, powder—what I lacked in caliber and
powder T made up in confidence.
When I got to his house I put my horse away, ate sup-

per and went down to where the bear had buried the hog.
Stilwell proijosed to build a scaffold. To this I objected.

I said that Jim would tree the bear if it could climb; if it

could not climb then he would bay it.

After supper we went down. It had got quite dark
when we came near the place. We heard the bear sniff.

I told Jim t o catch him. We had a lantern, which we
intended to light whenever the chase began. The bear
had started to run, but had not got more than 100yds.
before .Jim catight him and made it so hot for him that he
had to stop. We lit our lantern and started on the run.
Jim was barking. I got within about 20yds. of where
they were when I fell over a log and knocked the light
out. By the time I got the lantern lighted again the bear
broke. But from the noise I knew that Jim had hold of
him, for he soon stopped again. This time we got within
less ithan 15ft. of him, and had a good look at him, but
could not shoot for fear of hitting Jim, He soon broke
again, but did not get SOj^ds, before Jim stopped him
again, but when we would approach with our light he
would break. We kept up the chase through tliickets for
nearly three miles, when we had to give it up, .Jim was
completely exhausted when I called him off. It was after
midnight wlien we got back to the house, very tired and
completely disgusted.
But we had worried the bear to such an extent that he

changed his range. The next place he was heard of was
at Donald McRae's sheep corral on Craig's Mountain.
Here he became such a nuisance that the Scotchman
changed his range. The bear then paid Jack Crooks a
visit and killed one of his biggest hogs. Then he hung up
for t.'ie winter.
That winter some one kflled my dog, but I had raised a

thoroughbred setter, given to me by an Englishman who
had gone into sheep raising on Camas Prairie; he had
brought the su'e and dam from the old country.
On the 29th of March I went to Mount Idaho, where I

met Harry Johnson. He had a rifle in each hand. I
hailed him and wanted to know what was the matter.
"Well," said he, "the old grizzly has come out and has
paid Charley Horton a visit," Charley had bought a very
big hog, said to weigh 5901bs. gross, and put him in a rail

pen. One night he heard a row out at the pen. He said
the bear chased him in to the house, then went back,
killed the hog and dragged it over a ten-rail pen, knock-
ing off but one rail. The next morning early Charley
went down to Ward Girton's; they armed themselves and
followed the grizzly up into the snow about half a mile
and rousted him out of his bed. But when he reared up
he looked so big that Charley and Ward were afraid to
shoot and they returned and went after Henry Johnson

;

and he came over to Mount Idaho to borrow a couple of
rifles. Heni-y said to me, "Come along, we will have some
fun to-morrow." ,Jim Curley was as eager for the chase
as I. I had traded my carbine for a cayuse, but had a
Remington long range in its stead, a .45-77. It was dark
when we got to Charley's ranch, where we found him
and Henry. They were glad we had come.
About 9 o'clock the dogs rushed out, but soon came

back. We thought the bear had returned to get his sup-
per. After a good night's rest,- we were up early and had
our breakfast before daylight, so as to have a full day for
the chase. Each one took a lunch, and as soon ag it got
light enough for us to see we started. We soon found
fresh tJiK-.ks. Before starting the boys had put me in for
boss, as I was the oldest. When we found the tracks
they were going down toward where the bear had buried
what he had left of the big hog. I told the boys to go up
on to a point of rocks at the snow line; and I would take
my dog and follow the tracks; but should they see where
the bear had gone back into the snow they were to signal
to me.

It was the first bear my dog had ever been after, but he
tracked along as well as any dog could have done. The
bear had dug up his cache, but he had eaten very little,

and then had struck off east to Jake Crook's ranch, three-
quarters of a mile distant. I followed on until within
300yds. of the house I saw where he had come back
dragging something. I signaled to the boys, who came
along the snow line, where we met. AVe had not gone
more than a quarter of a mile when we found where he
had cached his bacon. The snow was deep, the going
heavy. We soon came to where Chai-ley and Ward had
jumped him, but he had made his bed under a big fir tree
about 200yds. further up the mountain. We got within
50yds. of him when he broke; but as he failed to rear up
or show fight we put the five dogs after him. Henry and
I outran the other two. Henry was ahead of me, and we
were running down a steep pitch, when Henry fell down
and pitched into the snow almost out of sight. I passed
him, and soon saw the bear; the dogs were baying him.
I saw him throw Charley's dog more than ten feet. I

could not shoot for fear of killing a dog. The bear soon
broke, and the dogs wanted to quit. Henry had got the
snow out of his gun, and had caught up with me; but
soon he took a pain in his side and had to go slow. I

kept on as fast as I could. The dogs would quit and come
back to me; I would urge them on; then they would rush
after the bear, then come back. I soon saw that the only
cUance was to keep after the bear until he was tired out,
or reached the top of Mount Idaho. Then there were some
open glades a half-mile wide and a mile long, and here I
expected to get a long-range shot at him. But I intended
to follow him all that day, and camp on his trail if neces-
sary.

I had got very hot during the first part of the chase,
but had gained my second wind and was making very
good time. On crossing a fir flat I saw the bear nearly
at the summit. He was wallowing through the snow;
his tongue was out and he had all he could do to climb
the hill. I raised my rear sight for 400yds. and fired at
him. At the crack of the rifle he wheeled around and
carne lumbei-ing down on his back track, I lowered my
sight, put in another cartridge and started to meet him,
for I thought he would bear off round either one way or
the other. He soon left his back track an>: started around.
When he got opposite to me I whistled. He stopped
with his head behmd a smaU fir and 1 shot him through
the shoulders just a little forward of the heart. He
rolled over dead. Four of the dogs piled on to hira. My
setter was as anxious as any of the rest. I let them wool
him a little and then made them let go, fearing they

would hurt the robe. I think it must have been twenty
minutes before Henry came up; the first word he uttered
was, "Is he dead?" After a moment's survey he proposed
we shoot a few times as fast as we could, to make Jim
and Charley think we were having a battle. We fired a
few shots, but the boys were so far back and so tired
that they could not put on much of a spurt.
We built a good fire and stripped oft" some bark to lie

down on before the fire. It must have been nearly an
hour before the boys put in an appearance. We told
them it had been dead more than an hour and we would
have had it skinned had we not wanted them to see him
in the original shape. As he had been out of his winter
quarters but a few days he was very fat; I think the fat
between the hide and carcass was from two to three
inches thick. The boys took a fifty-pound flour sack
full, which two of them carried on a pole, while the
others carried the skin. We reached Charley's house
between 3 and 4. tired, hungry and wet. The skin
weighed 671b8. and it was the finest robe I ever saw;
the long claws were S^in., the tusks were Ifin. long. The
boys gave me the hide and gall; the gall I sold to a China-
man for $5, the hide for $15.
Thus ended the career of the most destructive varmint

that ever visited Camas Prairie. Lew Wilmot,

DUCK SHOOTING IN OREGON.
George plays the bass violin. In my travels over the

United States I have met a great many musicians, and
have observed this fact—the man who plavs the big fiddle
generally resembles his instrument—and George is no ex-
ception to the rule, a great, strapping fellow with a jolly
red face and a kindly gray eye, a splendid shot and an
honest sportsman.
When I first met him he was playing in the orchestra

of the Portland Theater. I had been looking for some
local gunner who knew the "lay" of the country there-
about in order to try the duck shooting, for which that
section is famous, and some one sent me to George.
As we are both of the same Bohemian type it did not

take long for us to know one another, and we soon ar-
ranged an expedition to his private ponds up the river.
A hunting boat left at about 2 A, M,, so in order to

make an early start I shared his room with him that
night. A cosy little den it was, too,, just such a one as a
man fond of outdoor sports would arrange—nay, not ar-
range, for if there was anything the room lacked it was
rigid order. A Parker hammerless, two Fox guns and a
Marlin rifle graced the gun rack, a moose head, beauti-
fully mounted, looked down from over the mantel, and
scattered about upon the table were numbers of Forest
AND Stream,
Over our pip^s we chatted and yarned, and I must say

I never met a keener or more observant sportsman. He
has hunted all through the Northwestern coimtry, fished
in all its streams, slept in its mighty forests beneath the
blue pines, and only accepts engagements in places where
he may indulge in his favorite pursuit.

Half-past one found us trudging along through the
drizzle, comfortably clothed in our waterproof hunting
coats and rubber waders, loaded down* with shells and
with both pockets filled with canvas decoys.
The boat was late. Quite a crowd was waiting for it

when we reached the wharf. They were the representa-
tive sportsmen of Portland, and when I looked at their
magnificent hammerless guns I was gla'i that my battle-
scarred veteran was in its case. At last the little steamer
arrived and was soon wending its way up stream, past
high banks of swaying pine and hemlock, skirting tiny
islands and running in to the shore now and then to drop
some gunner on his one preserve.
Breakfast in the cabin, although not served d la Del-

monico, was excellent bacon and eggs with "steamboat"
coffee. (That is a brand you note in the issue of Nov. 11;
it has a distinct individuality; in flavor it resembles none
that I have ever tasted before, muddy brown in color,
will not assimilate with milk, and it never gets too hot to
drink—unless you are in a hurry—but with all its pecu-
liarities it is good , and I have seen fastidious people drink
it with apparent relish.)

Daylight was just showing, like frosted silver, in the
east as we arrived at our landing, so hastily unloading
some of our traps and leaving them in the care of the
farmer from whom George rents his ponds, we cUmbed
over the snake fence and after a short walk reached the
blind, an old sturnp with a few branches artistically ai"-

ranged before it. George took the punt, which leaked
like the proverbial sieve, and poling out a good distance
placed the decoys. They were mallards, and the most
natural I ever shot over, as you will presently see; every
tiny breath of air caused them to swim about as though
they were alive.

On the return voyage the punt sank a short distance
from shore, and George waded the rest of the way, tow-
ing it after him and making "remarks." Then we
lighted our pipes and waited. At the extreme end of
the pond a few teal and butterballs were feeding, and
now and then a diver would appear from somewhere and
straightway go back again.
They are curious birds; I watched one who swam about

a short distance from the blind. It had an expression
like Bret Harte's Heathen Chinee, "chilklike and bland,"
and when it caught sight of me, elevated its alleged eye-
brows, looked frightened, ducked and disappeared.
Three mallards circled in at the upper end of the pond,

and, hearing George's call came swooping down to the
decoys. I got the leader, a big greenhead, George dropped
another, the third wheeled and quartered with a startled
quack, and as we both fired, fell wounded into the water,
skimmed swiftly across the pond and disappeared in the
rushes, leaving a wake behind like a steamboat. The
spaniel retrieved the birds, wliich were as fat as possum
meat, indeed all the ducks I shot up in that country were
in splendid condition.
A couple of bluewing teal were our next visitors. They

settled into the water before we noticed them, and as we
rose in the blind they started oft', giving us a good shot;
one fell, the other wheeled, and came back to meet its

fate from my left barrel. Then came a bunch of mallards;
they circled and came in, and just as they were settling-

among the decoys we gave it to them. Three responded,
George stopped a driver, I caught an incomer, and as
the remainder flew off toward the upper end of the pond
one left the bunch and, with fluttering wing, settled amid
the rushes. George started around to secure it, leaving
me alone.
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Then one lonely bird came sailing over my head from
behind, and as it started to turn in toward the decoys I

met it with a charge of No. 6. When the dog brought it

ashore I was puzzled to know what kind of a duck it was,
its bill was broad and yellow, of soft, flabby material, and
it had a smile like an Irish comedian. George called it a
spoonbill—my first acquaintance with that species.

George found his mallard, and also the one that had
been wounded out of the first flock. I stopped the latter

as it was skimming across the pond.
All was quiet, I could hear George splashing arotmd in

the swale behind the willows and the drip, drip of the
rain from the branches over my head. The bobbing
decoys amused me. Suddenly I realized there were
seven; I had only counted six before, so I counted again.
Yes, there were seven, and not until one of the seven
started to swim across the pond did I realize it was a
genuine, real live bird, a big green-headed drake, and he
came swimming along so close to the blind that I could
have shied a stone with a fair chance of hitting him. As
I rose he followed suit; I hit him with the right barrel,
but he kept on flying until I sent the contents of the left

after him, and down he came like a spent shot.

George returned with a mallard and a pair of butter-
balls he had killeil in the neighboring pond, and we were
just preparing to take a "wee nippie" when a couple of
big ducks entered the pond. Down went the flask and
up went the gun; three shots and we had the brace

—

canvasbacks and as plump as partridges.
Later in the morning a large flock of geese went over,

but, although we fired, they were too high up, and we
never even disturbed them. Some of the boys below us
were more fortunate, however, and managed to secure
three. Shortly after we had a call from a few butter-
balls, and some of them remained with us. In the after-

noon shoot we managed to add three more canvasbacks,
five teal and twelve mallards to our string.

As our little steamer pushed her way down the river
through the dusk we counted twenty-three mallards, three
teal, one spoonbill, eight butterballs and five canvasbacks.
The other gunners had fared even better, and we eyed the
geese with envious longings.
Nearly a year has passed sirKie that day. My business

has called me to the East, and George—well, I suppose he
still plays his fiddle in the West, where game is plenty.
If this should meet his eye, perhaps he will be glad to
know that he is not forgotten; and the vandal Time can
never efface the memory of that day with the ducks in
Oregon. The General.

HUNTING WITH A CAMERAf
CConcluded from page 539.')

The next day we packed up all our outfit and started
for the northern edge of the valley, where 1 had seen the
first large band. The day was very favorable for pictures,
but the snow was crusted and rough, and nur snowshoes
made a great noise. We saw several bands of elk and
bunches of buffalo at a distance. We were getting down
to Alum Creek, when, turning a point, I saw eight buffalo
moving away at a walk. I am not sure whether they
had our wind or heard the scraping of our snowshoes on
the crust. I took two shots at tliem at 150yds., as they
turned a point going dovpn hill they commenced to run
We waited for a while thinking- tliat possibly they would
stop on the creek further down. Soon we saw a long
line o£ buffalo following a trail through the deep snow up
and over a hill toward the hot country on Violet Creek.
We counted eighty-five as they passed over the hill out of

BUFFALO CikLB-.

Photographed by Jolm Fossom.

sight. To the east of Violet Creek, we saw a band of five
hundred elk or more, making for higher ground and the
same section of hot country. All these animals had been
started up by the first eight buffalo. They had not seen
us, but were alarmed by the movements of a few animals
running.
Crossing Alum Creek and keeping to the west, we

came to a high knoll, overlooking a hot creek basin. In
the bottom I saw twelve large bull elk and three buffalo.
We worked down as carefully as possible, but the elk saw
us and left before I could get a picture. We got to the
bottom and behind a grove of scrub pines without alarm-
ing the buffalo. There was no snow here except in the
pines; I left my pack and shoes and walked out among
some hot springs; two of the buffalo were rolling in
the dust. Walking away from the steam I took three
shots before they saw me. At first when they started
I certainly thought that thry were coming my way;
they stood for a few seconds looking, while I walked
slowly toward them. I wanted to get within 30ft. for a
picture, and was willing to take chances on their charg-
ing me. Suddenly they broke into a run, crossed the hot
creek, and were on their way up a hiU in no time. I
toQk |» ghot witih snpw fpr a ^ack ground at JoOft., getting

a better picture than when they were close by with bare
ground all around. They ran to the top o^ the hill and
camped. They stood there for hours, and were lying
down when I saw them last. Every animal I had s°en
so far, ran to some knoll or bare ground when disturbed,
taking up a position where it could defend itself without
being hindered by deep snow. They all seemed to fear
being cornered on a side hill under a drift, or where they
could not move about readily. I think too that they
thought we were mountain lions.

We found all the hot ground cleaned of everything in
the shape of grass or weeds that an animal could eat.
Usually there is considerable green stuff growing all win-
ter on these places, even to the edge of the hot water.
We now went aroimd the hill, to Violet Creek Basin,

and looking down the hill, I saw a long string of elk fol-
lowing up the main branch. I ran through a clump of

BULL ELK IN THE SSGVf.
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timber and got within twenty feet of the passing elk.
Selecting an animal, I pressed the button. At the r-lick

of the shutter they saw me and jumped to one side. Those
coming up behind took to the deep snow to get past the
place where I was standing. When I started to turn in a
fresh section of film I discovered I had not removed the
stop. I had no time to swear, as the elk were going past
very fast. I got two shots in and secured two fine cows,
which repaid me for all my trouble. In one of the pic-
tures the cow was running, the other was a trotting ani-
mal. I felt very much disappointed to think I had failed
to get the fii-st shot in. It was something like not having
a cartridge in your gun when you puU the trigger for a
good easy shot.

Dare and I put our shoes and packs in a tree and started
afoot to examine this queer section of the country. We
found the trail where all the buffalo and elk had gone
through the- basin, and on through other hot sections,
leaving deep trails through the strips of snow. Thinking
it useless to spend any more time here for a day or so, we
left the packs uj) a tree, and with nothing but our camera
and shoes struck out for the hotel. I expected the buffalo
to come out dui-ing the night to the open country. At the
hotel we found John Fossom with a new No. 4 Kodak.
The next day we spent looking at the Grand Canon and

FiiUs of the Yellowstone. There was an ice bridge across
the canon, filling it to within 100ft. of the top of the falls.
Tlie frozen spray had covered all the rocks and trees with
beautiful ice formation. We could hear a muffled roar
from Lookout Point. Fossom took a few pictures with his
kodak to get the hang of the thing. Returning to the
hotel, we made a trip to the highest hill back of it for a
run down. Fossom shot down, while Dare and I slid
down. I am afraid to teU how fast he did go. I timed
him, and know that he went in half the time Dare and I
did, and I went so fast I could not see. It seemed just a
wild rush. I expected to get a fall and be mixed up with
my snowshoes, but did not. I have seen Fossom make
some wonderful jumps, something I have not had the
nerve to tryj
Next day "the three of us started for Violet Creek. We

found our packs all right, where we had left them. See-
ing two buffalo on a ridge, Fossom and I went for a pic-
ture, while Dare made a fire to lunch by on our return.
We got pretty close to the buffalo. They were lying
down, and when the animals got up from their bed of
snow we shot. Great patches of snow were sticking to
them, which made rather odd-looking pictures. The
buffalo started off down-hill, and Fossom started first to
head them off in the deep snow, while I brought up the
rear. Fossom was soon near enough for an exposure,
while I was some distance behind. While Fossom was
looking on the finder for his buffalo. I made an exposure,
taking man and animals, hurried up and took another
picture, when Fossom was not over oOft. from the buft'alo.
I got two very interesting, pictures.
Fossom and I then went to the top of the hill east of

where the buffalo had gone up, overlooking the Hot Creek
Basin, where I had the fun with the three bulls a few
days before. We saw a band of 25 buffalo, cows, calves
and buUs. The two bulls in rtmning across had started
them up and the band had made a run to get up on
the top of a hill. Half-way up they struck deep snow;
the leaders could not break through. They tried for a
while to go on, then stopped to rest, and seeing nothing
to alarm them, they stood around for about half an hour
and then moved to lower groxmd, where most of them
lay down where we could not get near them for a picture.
While I was looking in the finder to see how large the

animals would look on the plate I heard the click of Fos-
som's shutter. He had shot me when I was not looking,
so I returned his fire. We thought that by letting the
animals alone we might get a good chance at them in the
morning or later in the day, so we returned to where we
had left Dare.

I wanted a good place to camp for the night and began
to hunt about for a sheltered spot. This I found over a
low ridge—a little basin, sheltered on all sides from the
wind, and where a camp-fire could not be seen. Noticing
a square pile of snow I went to it and found some one had
built a brush shelter, which was crushed down. On a
tree close by I found the names of Ed. Wilson, Govern-
ment scout, and two soldiers, members of K Troop, 1st
U. S. Cavalry. They had camped here one winter night
while on a snowshoe scout a few winters before. We left
Dare here to make some kind of a sheltered camp, while
Fossom and I took a trip through some of the hot
country. W^e found a great many elk. but no buffalo, got
one picture of a big elk, and walked about five miles.
Where the ground was not hot enough to keep the snow
melted off, we traveled along deep and well worn trails
tramped through the snow by game; in places they were
so deep that we could not see out over the snow. These
trails lead from one warm basin to another, so that we
had no trouble in getting about.
We only saw a small part of the hot country, but

enough to know where the game gets part of its feed and
why we had not seen more buffalo in the open country.
The hot country is very extensive and is found all over
the National Park where the volcanic heat comes to the
surface. I wish I could describe the country for the ben-
efit of your readers. A picture can do it better, though.
If they will look at the photo by Fossom of the two buf-
falo cows and calves published in the Forest and Stream
a year ago they will see a bit of hot country. No matter
how much snow falls it melts on the gi ound. Only on
detached objects can it accumulate. In the picture it can
be seen piled up on rocks, logs and stumps. Where the
ground is not too warm, grass, moss and weeds grow all
winter. In othf-r parts this hot country is very much
broken, full of dirty sulphur springs, pools and lakes,
with ridges of burnt'lava rocks, weathered into all kinds
of queer shapes. Tourists going througli the Park see a
little bit of this at Sulphur Mountain and on the old road
over Marys Mountain about a mile west of "Larry's." It
was there that the picture of the buffalo cows and calves
was taken.
In traveling about we found that so much game was

wintering in this section that they were hard pressed for
food. All the lowtr limbs of the fir trees were eaten off
as high up as an elk could reach; quaking asps were
stripped of their bark, even exposed sage brush was
browsed down to stumps. Along some of the deep trails
mentioned before we found patches of buffalo hair where
they had hooked one another; this hair was very long
and quite black.
Returning to Dare, we found he had fixed up a brush

shelter, with a pile of boughs for a bed. We gathered a
lot of dry stumps and logs, fixed up our camp with what
little bedding we had, built a good fire, dried out our
ovtrshoes and leggins and used them for pillows. We
had to melt snow for water, for, although there were
several streams close by, they were full of sulphur, and
the water was not fit to drink. The night was very cold,
and we could hear trees popping in the timber. We had
to keep the fire going all the time, and every little whOe
one of us would be up putting on wood. We did not
sleep very nmch, but rested well, so that by daybreak we
were ready for another day's tramp.
We were early after the twenty-five buffalo we had

seen the day before. Taking all our outfit with us, we
struck the trail of the bunch we were after, and followed
it carefully for about two miles, constantly expecting to
see them over the next hill. They took a roundabout way
to i-each Alum Creek, but followed ridges and country
where the snovv was not deep. When they reached the

LTVK STOCK.

Mammoth Hot Springs.

creek they followed its bed most of the way, now and
then cutting off a bend. When they reached the timber,
they followed an old beaten trail to the hot country about
Mary's Mountain. We were walking carefully, looking
at some very large tracks recently made, when suddenly
three enormous bulls started through the timber close by.
F"Ssom and I had our cameras out as soon as one could a
rifle, taking a snap shot as they rushed back down Alum
Creek. This was the same place that, later in the season,
Fossom got the picture of the two cows and calves. We
were on the trail always used by the buffalo in moving
through the hot country from Alum Creek, Mary's Moun-
tain, down Nez Perce Creek to the Lower Geyser Basin,
The old Howard wagon road follows the same trail part
of the way.
After our shot at the bulla we moved very carefully for

a mile, seeing fresh signs everywhere. We were on the
bare ground all along this trail, carrying our snowshoes
on our backs. When we crossed Alum Creek for the last
time we left Dare vt^ith the whole outfit and started out
for the high butte to the south of the road. We moved
carefuUy along the edge, expecting every moment to see
the buffalo, as they had gone along there only a short
time before, and from the sign we w?-re sure there weye
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more than twenty-five. We reached the northwest point

without seeing anything but tracks. Fossom and I sat on
a log talking over the situation. I had been here before

with Dare and once with Scout Wilson, when I got my
first pictures. I thought it useless to go further, as the

light was wrong, and the wind would surely give the

buffalo our scent. I was proposing that we go back and
wait for the morning light, thinking the buffalo would
not go far, when we were both startled by four buffalo

rushing past us only a few feet away. We jumped up
for a shot, but they were too fast for us. I ran one way
for a shot, while Fossom followed, but I never saw the

animals again. While moving down the hill I crossed

the trail of two men going up. I was thinking at the

time that the tracks were much larger than those Dare and
I had made and of what had disturbed those buffalo to

make them run so fast. They had not seen us, neither

had they got our wind. I went on to where we had left

Dare, got my snowshoes and pack as well as Fossom's,

carried them to a good place for a night's camp, when we
saw him coming.
He said he had come across a camp where two men had

left their outfit. This was a surprise to us, we supposed
there was no one nearer than the Lower Geyser Basin

—

eighteen miles or more distant. We picked up our stuff

and went to the camp. There was a rude hand-sled, a
pair of Canadian snowshoes and two 'pairs of common
ones, some bedding, provisions and an ax. No gun or

rifle did we see. While we were looking at it the two
men came in sight. They were more surprised than we
were. One was a large man, who looked like a hunter;
the other proved to be a soldier from the station at the
Lower Basin. I asked them what they were doing. The
large man said he had heard that there were buffalo in

the Park and that he would like to see them, so he had
started in. One of the
soldiers had found him on
Gibbon Eiver, took him to

the station, and from there
they had sent the soldier

to see that he did not med-
dle with the buffalo. I sized

him up and concluded he
was in there for something
more than the sight of buf-
falo. I proposed that we all

camp together for the night,
which we did, making a
rude lodge that proved
much more comfortable
than the shelter we had the
night before. The men told

us they had seen a big band
of buffalo on the Butte, that
they had run down the
moimtain to the south. I

knew then what had sent
the last buffalo flying past
us.

In the morning I took two
good shots at the camp with
the intention of getting a
picture of the poacher, if

such he should prove. I

was quite sure he had a
rifle, ammunition and pro-
visions hid somewhere near
there, but thought there
was not much danger of
his killing anything for a
day or two, and by that
time I could report to the
commanding officer.

Fossom and I started out
for a shot before the others
were ready to move. Dare
was to setout for the soldiers'

station and hotel at the Lower Basin- We traveled
around the Butte, found the buffalo had followed the
men back to where Fossom and I had been sitting on the
log the evening before, and that they had gone back by
the Alum Creek trail over which we had just followed
them. I saw it was useless to attempt to get a picture of
that band, and so contented myself with what I had in
the way of pictures of buffalo, hoping that at some other
time I could have a better camera for that kind of work.
Eeturning to the camp we found the two men away.
While eating a bit of a lunch a Canada jay dropped on a
chunk of bacon in the frying-pan and began to eat it.

We kodaked him at 5ft. I thought it poor game, shooting
at camp robbers where I had expected to be bagging
whole bands of elk or buffalo at one shot.
Fossom and I went on to the Foimtain Hotel, getting

there before dark. We saw bluebirds, bluejays, robins
and other birds, the names of which I do not know. We
found the buffalo had not been able to keep the trail down
Mary's Mountain open.
Next day Dare and I started for the Mammoth Hot

Springs. My hunt was over with for the season. Fossom
rested a day or two at the hotel and then started back for
the Lake and Canon, traveling through the buffalo
coimtry several times on snowshoes, and later on horse-
back. He was successful in getting some very fine pic-
tures of buffalo and elk. In one, of a bull elk that he
caught out in the deep snow, the animal was obliged to
pass within 20ft. of him to get back over its own trail.

He took several shots, in one case where it was very close.
The bull was gritting its teeth and making a moaning
noise as though in pain. At another time he rode up to
some buffalo cows and calves lying down. They all ran
off but one calf that tried to follow him. It was very
young, not more than two or three days old. He had to
push it away to get far enough off to get a good pictm-e.

_
Fossom got many very fine shots, but most of the nega-

tives had some defect, scratches in the film, dark, cloudy
places, black and white spots, or were bad pictures be-
cause the object was moving too fast for the shutter.

Iam convinced that I want a longer-focused instrument
than any hand camera made, if I am to get first-class
game pictures. Then, too, one has not to get so close,
and he can take more time without trouble to himself or
disturbing the game. One more thing and I'm through.
I would like to know imder Avhat head a man who hunts
with a camera comes—whether he's a "pot hunter,"
"sportsman," "ti-ue sportsman," "skin hunter" or just a
"hunter" (without any handle). One who never kills for
the pleasure of killing, but who can enjoy the sight of

game, Ukes to see it aU about him and would rather have
a picture of it than the finest set of antlers in the Park.

E. HOFEE.

CAPTURING A BABY JAGUAR.
"DAT boy Ebat he cotch tigre negro, boss," exclaimed

Queen as he stuck his head through the doorway.
"What's that? Ebat caught a black tiger?" I demanded.
"No, tigre cotch Ebat. He ain't dead, on'y scratched

on he haid,"
"Where is he?"
"He here, boss," and Ebat came forward. He was

scratched, in truth. The blood from the wounds in his
scalp had run down his dark face and breast and dried
in scaly streaks. I soon had him washed and patched
up, and ready to teU his story.
"Dat John he go troo bush so," said he, bending low as

he stiffly took , a few steps across the room. As he did
so he exposed four holes in each hip, where the hinder
claws of the big cat had sunk into the thick muscles.
"I was go 'long so," he continued, "behine. Den I go

down an' my nose was in de groun' so I see nothin'. Dat
tigre debbil she jump on my back and strike my haid so,

and cut dem slash in my hair Hke four knife. My
machete, I can't do nothin' 'cause it gone out my han'."
"What then?"
"John he tu'n 'round quick an' push gun at de tigre an'

shoot. Dat's all."

John told about the same story. Going along hunting
for peccaries, his head bent to pass under the branches,
he heard a noise from Ebat. He turned and was scared
out of whatever wits he may have had. The tiger had
jumped on the boy as he bent to pass beneath a vine.
Her weight drove him, face down, to the carpet of damp

A MOUNTAIN PASTURE.

Photographed from life In the Yellowstone National Park by W. H. Weed.

leaves. John instinctively turned the muzzle of the gun
toward her and poured a charge of shot in the general
direction of the beast. She was frightened off by the
noise and smoke, and possibly a pellet or two tickled her
ribs.

"Black debbil! She got baby tigres close by not fur
'way," John declared. "Mus' git um for pay her for tear
Ebat all up." Ebat seemed to concur in this view.
Queen, John and I started a day or two later across the

sandy prairie for the place where lay a young heifer
killed by a jaguar the night before. Twenty young cattle
had been killed near the village within a year by jaguars
and public opinion was strong against these American
timers. The villagers were as a unit in crying for
reform.
Curs of eveiy degree of worthlessness frolicked before

us, behind us and beside us imtil we had tramped some
three miles. Then those in the lead turned back, tails

down, looking fearfully back as they sneaked toward us.
They plucked up courage and yelped along the trail when
they saw us coming. A minute or two later we came
upon the carcass of the heifer lying in the thicket. Her
neck had been broken and her throat was torn.

• "To-night she come for git um," said Queen. "She
keep um for baby tigres. We wait here, mabbe she
bring um baby."
But I had no intention of waiting there. It was not

yet noon.
"Send the dogs after her, Queen. We can't wait here,"

said I.

"Boss, dem dog he no good for tigre. He nebber go."
"Nonsense. You've bragged that they were the best

tiger dogs in Honduras. Now I'm going to see whether
they are good for anything or not, and I tell you now
that every dog of them will get a biiUet through him if

he flunks. If they will not hunt tiger I'll see to it that
they shall feed tiger before we leave this bush; so they
may as well go ahead." I spoke with great emphasis, for
that pack of curs had been a howling, thieving, garden-
destroying nuisance, and I was quite willing to see the
last one of them properly punished.
There was no protest, but the dogs started on the trail

when they saw that we were following. The younger
ones were frisky and noisy, but the old dogs were unusu-
ally steady and quiet.

They led us at least five miles through avenues under
arching corosos and bamboose, through thickets of thorny
palmettos, and into a forest of giant silk-cottoii trees and
Santa Marias. They made little disturbance as they went.
Perhaps the old dogs felt that the occasion wm too solemn

for nonsense, and the young ones may have been im-
pressed by the example of their seniors.

Suddenly they bayed in that tone which says that a dog
is in earnest. We tore through the woods as fast as the
brush permitted. The Indians wore no clothing other
than cotton pantaloons, and those were rolled as high as
possible so that they were not much more than breech-
clouts; therefore the men could slip around through
thorny bushes much more quickly than I could . And
many of those bushes were thorny. From root to top
they were thickly set on every side, and on leaf stalks as
well, with black thorns that were literally as slender and
sharp of point as needles. When one touches those spines
they enter the skin a little way, then break. It is well to
keep away from them. The natives had quicker eyes than
I had, and more skill in getting along in thorny places,
and soon left me behind.

I blundered from the trail to cut off a detour, and
stopped to rest and listen for the voices of the leading
dogs. I leaned against the thin, wide roots of a ceiba

—

buttresses that spread full ten feet from the great tree
which they stayed. A nest of dry leaves was close to the

' base of the tree, and almost hidden by incurved folds of

i
the roots. There lay two kittens as big as house cats.

They were perfectly still, but their bright eyes were fixed
on mine. They knew that some strange being, probably

1 an enemy, had found them, but their mother had no
! doubt told them to not stir before she came back, and
they would obey her orders exactly. Still, I had little

faith in their remaining quiet if I should touch them, so I

Ufted up my voice exceedingly. Two or three such yells

(

brought an answer, and in a few minutes Queen joined
me.
"Look there, Queen."

' "Hi! I fix um! I kill li'l dibbils quick," he cried.

"No. Can you catch
them alive?"

"All right. I ketch um,"
he responded, as cheerfully
as though I had merely
asked him to capture a
hummin2:bird.
He pulled down one of

the slender vines that hung
from a tree near by. In one
end of his liana he fixed a
running noose, which he
dropped over the nose of
one of the kittens. It
blushed tlie loop aside with
an impatient stroke of its

thick and fuiry paw. The
noose swung iiac-lc against
its nose, to be ao-ain hnislied
away. Tlie I'aw way raised
rpady to strike wl en the
vine swung back again; but
this time there was a quick,
disconcei-ting dip of the
loop, and when it was in-
stantly drawn up it firmly
held that paw against the
kitten's neck.
At once the temper of the

little beast was awake and
ugly. Its forepaw clutched
at the liana, and its hind-
feet carae pron ptly up and
scratched vigorously at the
vine, which served only to
draw the noose tighter about
neck and forearm.

"Hoi" um so that way,"
exclaimed the Indian.

I held the liana with the
brute dangling at the end.

It spit fiercely and clawed
desperately, but the thin root of the ceiba stood between
those sharp, curved claws, so that they could not touch
our legs. In fact we had the kittens at mean disadvan-
tage. Queen made three other loops in as many bits of
vines, and skillfully dropped one after another over the
legs of the victim,' until each paw was fast, Then he
reached down and caught the kitten by the nape of the
neck, and held it up until I made fast the lianas so that
the little demon was securely bound. All this kept us
busy a minute or two. Then my companion looked about
uneasily.

"S'pose ol' mamma tigre come, boss, huh?"
"She's busy. She can't bother us. The dogs and boys

are looking after her," I replied.

"Mebbe two old tigre. Who knows?"
I hadn't thought of that. It was possible that the male

was somewhere in our neck of the woods, so I said,

"Hurry, Queen, and tie the other cub. Then we'll go
help the boys."
Queen did hurry. But there seems to be a great differ-

ence between young jaguars in the matter of temper. As
soon as the paw of this one was caught they set up a yell,

and kept it up. That scared Queen so that he couldn't
work as fast as he had with the first kitten. His eyes
roved about the brush and searched the treetops. Still he
bravely stuck to his work, for he was bolder than any
other of the Mosquitos I had seen, and we had our second
captive safely tied when we heard a shout and the voices
of the dogs. They were coming toward us.

"Look out, boss; ol' debbil comin'," cried Queen.
"Let her come. Pick up these youngsters and cut for

the savana. She can't jump us there in the open."
That was where we blundered. We should have left

the cubs in their nest and ambushed the dam. But Queen
caught up the two and made good time through the bush.
I hurried after, my thumb on the hammer of my rifle.

The dogs hurried after both of us. We hadn't the least

doubt that the tiger was between us and the dogs. She
could get over the ground like a race horse, and would
surely soon overhaul us. I was close behind Queen, for he
was burdened by the two cats. 1 fancy that he was quite
willing that the repeating rifle should be near him. He
would be safer so than far ahead, with a raging tiger
himting the thief who had robbed her of her young.
"El tigre, et tiger grande!" he exclaimed. But I cannot

see how he heard her sooner than I did.

I stopped and faced the brute, then backed up to a big
tree. Queen as promptly put the tree between himself
and me, and was out of sight of the tigress. .Just then
oae of those little whelps gave a half-choked cry.
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The dam heard the kitten's smothered wail. She was
mad. Her eyes shone like burnished metal. Her ears
lay back close to her head and her upper lip was drawn
back. Her teeth gleamed white and four of them stood
high above the rest. Her nose was wrinkled and the hair
on her back stood on end. She looked to be as big as a
cow. Her breast almost touched the ground, and her
back rose in a curve that told of power to jump. Her feet
were drawn forward under her beUy, and her long tail

swept once or twice across the leaves, then lay still and
straight. Her claws pricked holes in the broad, moist
leaves that carpeted the ground, and crumpled them as
the sharp, curved nails were retracted. She was not more
than forty feet from me. I wished she was forty rods
away, for an instant.

I threw up my rifle just as the dogs came tearing and
yelling up. In an instant they were all about her, and
all at a respectful distance. The old dogs knew her
kind too well to go at her, and the young ones were at
first too wary to do so. But there was no reason why
they should not make an uproar, and they made it.

At last, encouraged perhaps by the racket of his fel-
lows and by his own brave voice, one young dog ven-
tured nearer and barked in the face of the tigress. One
of her kittens cried just then. Queen instantly choked
off the sound, but in that moment the mother gave a
mighty spring, caught that foolish young dog, gave one
little shake of her head from side to side. Then the dog
dropped to the ground, limp. His neck was broken.
Quick as the tigress was, the dogs were as quick. They

had her by the legs; they had her by the neck; they
snapped at the folds of skin in her flanks; they caught at
every spot where tooth of dog could get a hold. There
was a whirlwind of dogs and leaves, of tiger and of flying
hair. Out of this suddenly boimded a lithe form and
scrambled up a thick liana that hung low, suspended
from the tops like a natural bridge. On the ground lay
half a dozen dogs, two of them dead, all the others were
badly torn and gashed. Most of the rest of the mob were
scratched more or less.

"Kill um now, bossi Shoot um now!" cried the men.
I could have done so, for she lay along the liana, her tail
hanging down curled a little at the end and waved slowly.
She looked quietly down on her jmnting enemies and of-
fered an easy and certain shot as she lay ther, her broad
side fully exposed. The sunhght fell fiill on her and
plainly brought out the pattern of irregular black spots
that marked the bright tawny sides, and merged into a
glossy solid black along her back. We could see the black
stripes that marked the upper part of her head, and ap-
peared like tremendous wrinkles in her flat brow, as she
scowled down at the foes below. A little of the breast
and belly showed white against the dark vine whereon
she lay. She was clearly a jaguar {Felis onea) and not a
black tiger {Felis discolor), the fiercest cat in all tropical
America; a big brute that often kills fully grown cattle
and drags them into the bush, and that is not averse to at-
tacking man himself when annoyed by him.
But the men were wondering and impatient, although

I had probably not spent more than thirty seconds in fix-
ing Che picture in my memory. The d;>gs, too. began
baying at their enemy again. I raised my rifle.' With
its crack that spotted bundle of tough muscles was down
among those dogs again, and every dog that could crawl
was doing his best to get out of the way of the curved
claws that cut like a knife. I fired again and broke her
shoulders. She could only toss about aimlessly and tear
up the ground with her hind claws, nevertheless not a
dog cared to go near her. They knew that they had
enough

.

Then Queen rushed from behind the tree, and was about
to attack the wounded animal with his machete, which
would have ruined her skin. I yelled to him to stop and
ran to within a few feet of the writliing form. A bullet
in her brain stilled her forever.
Then those barefooted beggars kicked the dead cat most

vigorously, and reviled her shamefully, and cursed her
for the dogs and calves and colts she had killed, and for
all that her kin had destroyed in generations. To add
insult to injury of her dead majesty. Queen rubbed the
two kittens against the nose of the dead mother.

"Here, you li'l debbils. W'y you don' take um, huh!
T'ink you make Waiha 'fraid; t'ink you mek um run
'way, huh! Waiha no 'fraid dem tigre in dat bush, no
suh!" E. ^V. Peery.

;SHOOTEM GOOSE ON CARAQUET SHORE
I AM often very much interested in the graphic descrip-

tions with which your columns teem of camp life and
tshooting expeditions, and it has occurred to me thatpossi-My some of your readers would like to read a story or two
told me on a recent shooting expedition to northern New
iBrunswick.

"Shootem wild goose on the Caraquet shore"

is the refrain of an old song sometimes sung in the back-
woods and lumber camps of New Brunswick. I had

• frequently heard it, and had a yearning desire to have a
practical experience with the geese and brant of that
region, I shall not attempt a description of the trip which

,
four of us took in that direction, nor essay to depict the
triumphs and defeats which attended our attempts to
beguile the reserved in manner wild goose or the more
confiding but all too distant brant. StiLl less have I a de-
sire to tell of our struggles to secure the not-to-be-fooled
black duck—or 'nvild Injun," as he is called bv the natives
of the northern counties of this Province. I simply wish
to preserve two or three good stories which were told
.around the flickering camp-fire by om- chef de cuisine, who
Tejoiced in the euphonious name of Telesfihore; and by the
way, we christened him Peter for short.

I need not tell the "experienced" that the incidents of
•each day were recounted in detail as we recliningly en-
joyed the after-supper pipe, nor did the aforesaid "inci-
dents" lose anything in the recital. The first night's expe-
riences in this respect Avere particularly thrilling, not to
say heart-rending. The number shot and the "might
have been" were in strange contrast: each could sympa-
thize with the others, and the confessions were, therefore,
less embarrassing. Our friend Willard. who was an ex-
cellent shot, had just told us in a lamenting tone of voice
of a miss with his first barrel whereby a flock of a dozen
honkers had escaped with the loss of but one of their num-
ber, when we were interrupted by Telesphore, who had
been busily clearing away the remains of our salt cod and
pork scraps repast, saying, -'Oh, you talk about de shoot-
ing now. Ic is not'ing, uot'ing at all here like what it use"

to be down in de Tabusintac Bay. I was dere once wid
my fader; de blow she was big from de nor'ees; bimeby a
big flock she'll come an' my fader she'll fire. Gra-acious.
but de goose she'll come down, and my fader she kill sixty
wid dat one shot."
There was a pause. . All were sUent, breathless almost,

until our friend George, with significant incredulity in his
tone, inquired, "How many?" I hastened to interpose,
remarking to G«orge sotto voce, "See here, old feUow,
don't spoil a good thing by exhibiting any want of faith."
And Telesphore, who had stood in triumph watching

the effect of his startling narrative, as if to nail home the
truth of his statement, and by way of conclusive proof,
added: "Yes, dere was jes' sixty goose kill by my fader in
dat shot, as I pick dem up and count dem myself. I was
dere.

"

Telesphore then quietly proceeded to finish his culinary
duties for the day, while we gave earnestly the many
causes which could make the accomplishment of such a
feat easy in the days of the long-ago, when geese were as
plentiful as the flakes of snow which accompany a nortli-
easter in the black north in the month of November.
Our reception of this experience of the long ago—of

"my fader"—emboldened our "water boiler" again to
astonish lis. The occasion presented itself a few evenings
later. The subject of charges and loads, etc., was under
discussion, and as is usual when such a topic is intro-
duced, there were differences of opinion, and Forest and
Stream was frequently 'cited. The civil engineer of our
party undertook to demonstrate his theory on scientific
principles, when he was suddenly knocked cold by an-
other reminiscense from the repertoire of "my fader."

"I was down on de Tabusintac wid my fader a few
years before he die," proceeded Telesphore; "he had been
shoot all day, and his powder and shot hes mos' all gone;
he come for load de las' time an' dere was only seven shot
lef; he'U put it in on top of de powder in de musket, an'
dere's good lot powder dere; bimeby a flock of goose she'll
fly in very low. My fader he'll fire an' he kiU jes seven
goose."
Telesphore was more triumphant than ever, inview of the

general acceptance with which the story was received—and
beUeved. We had a long, earnest and serious discussion
as to whether each shot took effect and killed a particular
bird or whether any one shot killed more than one bird.
It is needless to say that the question is still an open one.
The theme is one that might be taken up in some debat-
ing society during the coming winter evenings.
Our evenings in camp were always pleasantly spent; we

were far from the habitations of man, and were quite free
from callers. We depended upon ourselves for amuse-
ment, and it did not prove to be very duU. A few nights
before breaking camp a proposed and long cherished deer
and caribou hunt was discussed. Telesphore in the midst
of it suddenly broke in on the conversation by saying,
"Mr. Hammei^ley, I 'spec' you seen a moose?"

I was forced to admit that it had never been my pleas-
ure to see one running wild in the woods, although I had
seen numberless tracks of them, and ha!d been favored
with a view of Hunter SeUick and his famous family of
moose.

"Well," he continued, "I see one once. I was up de
big Tricadie, and I was drive along on de wood road
wid my horse and sled, de snow, she's been very deep
about seven feet, I t'ink, an' on de top dere was one crus"—very hard. I'll drive along on de road, when, bimeby
I see one great moose right 'longside de wood road; she's
so tire she not able to move. My horse she not go by an'
have to get out and take my whip and drive dat moose,
an' den he seem not able to get out my way, he so tired;
man chase him twenty-five mile dat day from Battus
way, an' every jump dat moose make he break tro de
crus' and go clear down in de seven foot of snow. I get
him move at las', but by gra-acious Ise been so sorry eber
since."
He paused and I breathlessly asked, "Why—why was

that, Peter?"
"Oh," said he, "Ise been sorry 'cos I not take my horse

chain an' tie dat moose to a tree. If I do dat, an' I not
t'ink at de time, I'll have him yet!"
We all with one accord tried to console him for his

thoughtlessness. Hammerslet.
New Brunswick..

A MIGHTY HARD TRAMP.
To THE west of Lake Michigan, or rather, to the west

of Green Bay, is a vast tract of level ground, which long
before the time that white man or Indian first knew it

was covered with gigantic trees. These were all up-
rooted by a mighty wind, leaving the groimd to this day
full of holes and hillocks. After these trees came a thick
pine forest, which in turn was destroyed by the terrific
forest^fires that raged throughout the Northwest during
the autumn of 1871. Since then the dead pines have
fallen, and lying in aU directions often 7 or 8ft. deep,
they present an obstacle that none but an athlete would
care to attempt. After the death of the pines came a
thick growth of hardwood bushes, that are now from 6 to
oOft. high, and more recent fires have burned the peaty
soil of the low grounds away from the roots of these
bushes in the low ground and they lie on top of the tangle
of logs.

Now, when the writer of this sees long strings of ruffed
grouse hanging in front of the meat markets, as he did
in Green Bay, Wis., a short time ago, he straightway has
visions of the gorgeous autumn woods, the delicious air,
and the soft hazy sunshine of Indian summer; and dreams
of brushy thickets, from which with a cluck and a flop
there darts a streak of brown, followed bv the crack of a
gun, a handful of feathere and the fall of a plump bird
into the top of a bush. Not only do these visions come,
but memories of such visions reahzed are brought up too
and all the good days and none of the blank ones are re-
membered. Business says, you are chained to me, so just
stop that foolish dreaming. Desire says, you are getting
old, and in a few years your legs will' be- too feeble and
your eye too dim. Go now, while you can; besides your
health of body and of mind demand it. Desire prevails,
and decision is made to break loose from business, even if
one leg has to be left in the chain.

Parties inquired of say anywhere north of Green Bay
will do; better stop at Gardner, Abrams or Maple Valley.
The latter sounding a Utile the best, is decided upon, and
noon of next day finds me there, and an hour later begins
the tramp through the interminable tangle of fallen logs,
brush, bushes and rough ground. An hour and a half of
hard work shows nothing but a few signs, and reaching a

little pine grove I lay down on the soft needles to rest. A
pine squirrel is greatly incensed at this invasion of his
home; with much chatter and many approaches and
panicky retreats he finally plants himseK on a limb within
4ft. of my head, and looking me straight in the eye, let off
a series of explosive barks that convulsed his whole body.
Seeing this does not scare anybody, he goes off in disgust
and sets to eating pine seeds, while I resume the tram'p.*
thinking if .Joe were only here, how much company he
would be, and how he would find a dozen bh-ds where I
might find none, Comrog to an old wagon road and re-
membering that the birds frequent such places mornings
and evenings, I walk along it. There goes one! Got up
in the road, 50yds. ahead. He tops the bushes and goes
sailing off to the right. Mark him. He is down, just to
the right of that tall pine stump. There goes another!
It's too far away, but "if you don't shoot you won't git
nothin'," so the gun cracJ^, but the bird comes down a
hundred yards beyond the first one. A new shell is just
put in, when up go two more. Let 'em have it, quickl
Crack! Bang! First one gets away aU right, but the last
one tumbles into the top of the brush, leaving some
feathers hanging on the hmbs to mark where he fell.

The imhurt one goes down near the others, and I start
after the one that was shot. It took five minutes to
climb over and through the tangle of logs, and when the
spot was reached no bird was there. It was traced several
rods by feathers that dropped as it ran, but it could not
be found. How I did miss Joe! He would have brought
the bird to me before I could get haK-way to where it
fell.

Going after the others, one of them got up within
twenty feet and went straight away, but it was missed.
Thereupon I sat down on a log and proceeded to lecture
myself as follows: "See here, old man, you think because
you happened to knock down a bird fifty yards away,
back there on the road, that aU you have to-do is to shoot
and knock 'em right out of their feathers. You're rattled.
Next time you wait tiU the bird tops the bushes before
you try to shoot, and then, mind, you are not to see any
bushes yourself, no matter how thick the bushes are; you
are not to see the gun, either. See nothing but the bird,
and see it with both eyes, too. If you do this your muscles
will handle the gun ail right."
A little walking flushes another bird. Steady now,

there he is above the bushes and stiU not over thirty-five
yards away, perhaps not thirty. Now, up with the gun
(don't see the bushes). Crack! and the bird faUs stone
dead.
While putting in another shell the third grouse takes

wing and gets a good start, but falls with a broken wing.
Eushing to the spot I find he is not trying to hide, but is

walking about and making a clucking noise. I take a
shot at his head, but do not see him afterward. Can't
imagine how this bird got out of sight in an instant, but
he did. There are shot marks and some neck feathers
right where he was, but he is gone and can't be found. I
next go after the bird that was missed, and get it with a
very easy straightaway shot, then conclude to hunt the
crippled one some more, and after a long search see it sit-

ting by the side of a log, shoot its head and pocket it. A
little ways beyond where all this sport was had the thicket
joins a bit of pastureland. Skirting the thicket on this
side two more birds rise, beyond gunshot. Evidently a
couple of wary old chaps of the disreputable kind that Dr.
Morris tells us about. One goes i to the thicket and the
other flies across the pasture and into some high bushes
near the creek. Going after the one in the thicket it got
up wild, and the bushes were so thick and tall it could not
be seen tUl too far away, but a charge of shot was sent
after it just the same. The one across the pasture got up
wild, too, so neither of these birds were hurt.
Shortly after this, one got up 10ft. behind me and cir-

cling round to the front gave a very easy shot in almost
open ground, but directly toward some cattle, and as I
was not hunting cattle and did not want their owner to
hunt me, refrained from shooting, and saw the bird fly
away across the creek.

It looked like good ground along the creek, so I con-
cluded to follow a cattle jiath that led along the bank, and
almost stepped on one that was in the grass at the path
edge. It tried the old dodge of flying behind a tree,
but seeing what it was up to, I took a snap shot, and was
fortunate enough to clip a wing, and stai-ting for it in a
hurry flushed another one, which started across the creek,
but fell into the water near the far side. Meanwhile the
vringed one had got out of sight, and seeing that the one
in the creek would soon drift into a wide pool and be
diflicult to get, began to pull a pole out of a pile of drift
on which to cross the creek. After a few puUs at the pole
the crippled bird ran out of the drift. I chased it into
the creek, but it only went a few steps into the sliallow
water till it turned back. It started into the water sev-
eral times, but always turned back and was soon caught.
Getting the one in the creek I started for town as it was

sundown and the village two miles away. One flew from
the roadside but was missed. After supper at the village
the host remarked, "Of you alvays eat like dot, it vas not
long tiU you proke me oop alretty." It was just 10 o'clock
that night when I got into the sleeper, and didn't think
I'd been there more than thirty minutes when a black
face peeped between the curtain and said, "Seven o'clock.
Judge, Milwaukee."
On getting up, the tendons in the back of my legs seemed

about '6'm. too short, but a few vigorous kicks and a walk
to the Kirby House brought them all right, and felt fully
equal to breaking up another German hotel man. No
doubt the old ruffed grouse shooters will take the shooting
narrated above with a good many grains of allowance,
but I beg you will remember that there are sonie days
when we can shoot, almost to perfection, and there are
other days when we can't shoot just a little bit, and it so
happened that this was one of my shooting days.
Then the shooting ground was not so bad as usually falls

to the grouse shooter. The birds flew up above the
bushes before starting away, and if a shooter could make
his eyes ignore the brush they were really easier shots
than if in perfectly open gi-ound. Except along the
creek, there were no trees, just the bushes.
The natives of the village say nobody in that section

ever shoots on the wing, none of them had ever seen a
dog point a bird and none of them use any kind of dog in
hunting grouse; yet the station agent said there had been
shipped this season (since Sept. 1) more than $1,000
worth at 25 cents each, and all with whom I talked said
thousands had been shipped. How do they get them?
Stfll-hunt for them; sneak along the roads, "sit down in
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the brush and wait for them, any way to get sight of

them before they fly. Then it seems most of the popula-
tion goes gunning for them. The certainty of making
(for them) fair wages, with a possibility of five to ten
times as much (one man made |9 in a day), sets them all

at it; but as ther^> are hundreds of thousands of acn-s of

hunting grounds there seems to be room enough and, so

.far, birds enough for all. In the nortli half of Wiscon-
sin there are more or less grouse everywhere. North of

a line drawn from Green B iy to Li Cmsse they are pretty
sure to be found abunrlant everywhere. It is not satis-

factory to hunt them in the burned pine regions. One or

two days of it will wear out the best of men and dogs.

In selecting a place make sure that it is hardwood and
not pineland. Cecil, in Shawam county, is said to be
good. Some friends just returned from a deer hunt in
Wood county report three deer killed and that they saw
a great many grouse. During October the weather is

usually perfect and often into the middle of November.
O. H . Hampton,

ALLEN BAYOU AND BEYOND.
If you will stand with me in the dawn of the morning

and look northward from the Eed River Hills you will

look upon a scene not easily forgotten in future wander-
ings. This is the domain of the Five Nations, Chickasaws,
Choctaws, Seminoles, Creeks and Ctierokees. It is the
only spot left on the American Continent that is still a
barrier to the outside world. It is a land where there is

so close an affinity between nature and man that nature is

one hourly teacher—a land that is solemn as the sea, and
where, as upon the sea, the far blue mists of the horizon
bound the world. Nature is herself and spreads her feasts

and indulges her caprices for her own pleasure. Acres of
flowers, leagues of beauty, bloom and fade and come
again unseen by man. And yet the seclusion is doomed.
Already a Commission has left the National Capital to
treat with the five civilized tiibes for the cession of their
lands. It makes no difference what the result of this visit

may be, the handwriting is on the waU. It is easy to
predict that within the next five years the Indians' title

will be extinguished. Ah-eady the camp-fires of that rest-

less horde of cosmopolites who form the advance guard
twinkle at the border.

We who live here at the threshold of the home of the
five civilized tribes will deeply deplore when it shall share
the fate of Oklahoma and other reservations so long
sealed to the outside world. The disciples of dog and gun,
the lovers of woodland sports, men who now and then
tramp and camp in the woods and escape as far as pos-
sible the requirements of civilization, have as much desire
to resist the encroachments of the outside world as the
Indiana themselves.

On Nov. 11 a party of six, with a camp cook, crossed
Red River into the Chickasaw country. The six—Henry
Heath, John H. Gardner, Gerald Hughes, Chas. Peoples,
George Moulton and the writer—all enthusiastic sports-
men, considered no privation too great to indulge their
favorite pastime. The elements had no terrors for them;
welcome rain, sleet, hail, snow, the cold, hard earth to

sleep on; they accepted the situation without a murmur as
long as game was plentiful.

The Chickasaw country through which the party passed
is decideJly primitive. It retains the features of the back-
woods settlement which might have been seen in "the
clearings" fifty years ago. The houses are mostly con-
structed of rough, unhewn logs, notched together at the
corners, and the spaces between them filled with mud and
sticks. The chimney is built of sticks plastered with mud,
supported at the back and sides where the fire burns by
walls of stone. Earth sometimes forms the floor. A bet-
ter class of dwellings is met with now and then, where the
occupants, white men with Indian wives, affect "city
airs." At the conclusion of the Civil War a number of
white men, nearly all Confederate soldiers, cast their lot

with the Chickasaw and Choctaw Indians and intermar-
ried among them. A portion of the Creeks and Chero-
kees were loyal to the Government and contributed com-
panies and regiments to the Federal army.
The most prosperous residents of the five civilized tribes

are the white "Squaw-men." Stock-raising is the princi-
pal industry. Within the past lew years more attention
has been paid to farming. It was found profitable to in-
vite renters who pay a royalty to the Government and
give a portion of the crop to the owners of the land. The
mercantile business is nearly all in the hands of white
men. They direct the affairs of the five civdized tribi-s,

they are the power behind the throne. All of the machin-
ery of the affairs of government is manipulated by them.
It they are shrewd and possess ordinary business tact,
there is nothing to prevent them from getting rich.

The Chickasaw Nation is a beautiful fertile country.
The land is greatly superior to Oklahoma and the Chero-
kee Strip. Game is abundant. The favorite season to
hxmt it is in the fall of the year, the months of October
and November when the delicious weather of the Indian
summer prevails. The spring and summer months with
their glory of air and sunshine and balm, have no attrac-
tions for the hunter, like those of the Indian summer
when the barbaric magnificence of dying nature is made
manifest. The air is full of sweetness, the world of
color.

After a two days' journey we reached the game coun-
try, and made camp on the shores of Cotton-tree Lake,
where thousands of ducks on their way to tiie Gulf stop
to feed and rest. Unfortunately the lake was so miry
from recent overflows that it was not safe to venture in
after the ducks killed. Charley Peoples attempted it,

and a rescuing pai'ty had to be sent out. At dusk thou-
sands of ducks came in from their feeding grounds and
settled on the lake. Tiiey were vigorously cannonaded,
many killed, but few recovered. The next day the party
was joined by John McHenry, a somewhat noted charac-
ter of this country. McHenry is a white man, a citizen
by marriage, a deputy TJniced States Marshal, and is

known as a fighter. The coimtry is overrun with des-
perate criminals. There is one reason why McHenry is

not afraid of them. There is a certain firearm which all

have seen ana with which many are familiar, it is a small
arsenal of rapid and sudden death, and a single man,
skilled in the use of Colt's revolver is almost equal to six
men each armed with a weapon which fires but a single
shot. In the use of this weapon McHenry is a wonder,
even among his skillad companions. They have tried for
the past two years to bushwack and kill him, but he stdl
lives to trouble and vex them. At night a light is never

permitted in his house, as he is afraid that some lurker,

for revenge, may creep up and shoot him through the
chinks. He always rides Winchester in hand, and a
pistol buckled at his side. His simplicity of character
and undaunted courage make him admired of all true
men.
McHenry advised the camp to move, so with him as

guide we puUed out of the bottoms for the deer country.
The camp was made in beautiful woods near good water.
Henry Heath, a veteran hunter, and one of the most noble
men wlio ever sat before a camp-fire, made a circuit of
the surrounding country andreportpd deer sig-ns plentiful.

McHenry promised to give the party a drive with his

famous pack of deerhounds. It was a glorious, ideal

winter morning—cold, clear, crisp—that infused new life

into the blood and exhilarated like sips of champagne.
Everyone wns happy, smiling in anticipation of the glori-

ous sport. Over the hills, down through the vnlley, there
was a sound a distant, prolonged note, mellow, bell-toned,
pervading the great woods, shaking the air in sweet vibra-
tions; it vFas McHenry's horn—the signal to go to the
stands. A slight ridge was a favorite running ground for
the deer; many had been killed there. The ground was
open woods and it was hardly possible for a deer to run
the gauntlet of guns held by men of steady nerve and un-
erring aim. Buck ague was unknown to these hunters
There was just the faintest sound of a hound's voice, then
silence reigned. It was, perhaps, a false alarm, but no,
the cry of the hound became more distinct, and there was
no longer a doubt that a trail had been struck. The deer,

with a strange fatality, made directly for the ridge where
six men, with bated breath, were awaiting her coming.
It was not strange that she should run into the jaws of

death. Deer have their established runway; she went
to her death as many have done before. There was an
avenue of escape at the river but she did not take it.

There was not one hound, but several, on the trail, old
Cheatam in the lead. It was told in camp by McHenry
that this hound had run three days and nights without
rest. The baying and yelping, the deep-mouthed howl of

pursuit, was getting nearer every moment. The dogs
were evidently coming on at a slashing pace. There was
a crash of bushes, and the beautiful creature with great
leaps clearing fallen logs passed within a few feet of

where Gerald Hughes was standing. He fired and kiUed
her. In a moment the pack of hounds, panting and
lolling out their tongues, burst into view and were at the
dead deer's throat.

That night a great fire was built and the hunters, seated
about in the glare of the flames, told stories, spun yarns
and ci'acked jokes until the first quarter of the moon dis-

appeared behind the trees, leaving them prisoners of the
night. The first deer is a great event in camp.
The next day McHenry was called away. Heath and

Moulton went still-hunting, saw many deer, but strange
to say killed none. The remainder of the party went to

squirrel shooting, which is one of the most exciting
sjjoris of the woods, especially when a fox or gray squir-

rel is in view every moment and fairly flies from tree to

tree, requiring snap shooting. I challenge all America
to produce woods like these for squirrel shooting. We
had been in camp three days and had done tolerably well.

There were venison, squirrel, ducks and quail hanging on
the trees.

Wild turkeys are very plentiful in the Indian Territory;

wild turkey shooting must take the preference over all

other sport.

In the midst of a beautiful landscape, composed of

prairie and woodland, stretching in monotony and silence

for miles away, is a sluggish stream called AUen Bayou.
Eighteen years ago, when I first visited the bayou coun-
try, it was the most celebrated for game in the Indian
Territory. Great troops of deer and flocks of wild turkeys
literally overrun the land. Cutting loose from civiliza-

tion with a kindred companion, Richard Maughs, we
passed two months in this veritable hiinter's paradise,

hving in a ranchman's deserted cabin. It was rare to

see a human face. Deer were always in sight and wild
turkeys fed to our cabin door. The water courses teemed
with wild ducks, while the prairies afforded covert for

quail and pinnated grouse. There was wild honey in the
hoUow trees, coons and opossums disturbed the slum-
ber, and from out the caverns of the night the gaunt
gray wolf sent his hoarse voice across the ravine dismal
and harrowing. The mocking laugh of the great-horned
owl answered the chorus of wolves.

Now, aU this is changed. Cities have sprung iip on
Texas soil, and the woods were invaded by hunting
parties who mercilessly slaughtered the game for the
mai'ket. Wagon loads of deer and turkey were killed

in the bayou country. One Christmas night sixty-one

wild turkeys were killed on their roost by the light of

the moon.
A greater change has passed over the land, the log cabin

looks out from many a wilderness nook. The barbed
wire fence is cutting the land into pastures for stock,

civilization with all of its attendant evils is slowly but
surely exterminating the game until Allen Bayou is but
a memory of the past.

Our party reached the bayou in the evening and made
camp at the crossing. The hunt here was not a success,

the fates were against us. Two flocks of wild turkeys
were seen, but none killed. Heath, who imitates the
sound of either cock or hen, decoyed a flock within gun
range, but owing to a misunderstanding one of the party
fired too soon and the flock escaped to the thick brush.

It was decided to make one -more move to the Eagle
Lake country, where ducks at this season are plentiful.

But another disappointment awaited us. The great lake
was perfectly dry, the first time in a number of years.

Where there were usually countless thousands, not a duck
was to be seen. It is supposed that when you write a
hunting article for a journal that the game record figures

largely, but in this the reader wiU be disappointed.

The Eagle Lake country is a vast wilderness bottom,
stretching away for miles. Even when the sunshine is

brightest it is mantled in gloom. The most experienced
hupter is liable to get lost m these woods. Many thriUing
narratives are related of this wilderness which leads every-
where and nowhere.
John H. Gardner, as good a man as ever shot over dog,

whose presence contributed so much to make camp-life
pleasant, took his dogs to the edge of a cotton field at the
bottoms and made a fine bag of quail. Charley Peoples,

the most successful shot of the party, added new laurels

to his squu-rel record. George Moulton pltmged into the

woods after big game, but returned empty-handed. At
night cowbovsfrom a neighboring camp joined the circle.

The cowboy seated at my side, wearing a large sombrero,
with enormous spurs jingling at his boot-heels is typical

of the great change going on. In a few years the im-
mense grassy plains of Texas will be allotted to farming
purposes Already the Pan Handle is spanned by a rail-

way, and farming communities have spread out over the

land. The long procession of lean and weary herds will

never cross the plains again. Past the western forts over

a trail which stretches like a path through hundreds of

miles, they struggled toward the markets of far off Kan-
sas, Illinois and Colorado. The cowboy was then as much
of a character as the scout and plainsman, only he was
more numerous. His race is about run, and in the future

you will see him only on the playboards or in the Wild
West shows.
On Sunday, Nov. 17, the party reached home, which

all have a longing for notwithstanding the pleasures and
allurements of camp life. "For he who has once experi-

enced the fascinations of the wood life never escapes its

enticements; in the memory nothing remains but its

charm." R. Polk Burhans.
Dkmson, Texas.

UTAH NOTES.
The mountains axe grand, rather than glorious, and the

days are cold, rather than comfortable. For some the

days may be melancholy, especially for us poor silver

miners of Utah; but there is compensation for all such
trivial discomforts, and game in the hills is more abundant
than I have known it for many years. It seems to me
that ducks are unusually scarce, and for this fact I cannot
account. Still there are deer and bears and grouse (both

the western ruffed grouse, the willow grouse and the pine
hen that rests lazily in the dense branches over the snow
banks.
Farmers are always busy, but so many of our mechanics

and professional men have idle hours at their disposal that

the crack of some shot is heard echoing over the valley

from dawn to dark. For big game the upper cafions and
valleys of the Wasatch, especially Strawberry Valley lying

between us and the Uintahs, are favorite resorts. For
chickens the sportsman tries Sanpete county and the hills

that fringe the Sevier Valley.

This is not supposed to be a month for fishing, but only
yesterday I saw a man peddling a wagon load of fine lake
trout. I imagine that some device other than hook and
line had been used in their capture. Speaking of fish

reminds me that the black bass planted in Utah Lake three

years ago are rapidly multiplying and in three more years

we will have as good black bass fishing as is enjoyed in

Wisconsin. Last month Fish Commissioner Musser
planted 1,000 catfish at the mouth of American Fork
Creek, and, of course, the small boy of the future will be
delighted with the results. For my part I am sorry to see

our waters stocked with sluggish carp and slimy catfish.

Natm-ally they do not live in the same vicinity as the
trout and bass, but I should think that these gamy fish

would hate to have the water they inhabit so contami-
nated.
Never have I experienced worse luck in fishing than I

had this summer. This was due in a great degree to the

use of giant powder. I see no chance of good brook trout

fishing until half a dozen notable examples are made of

these violators, and then the rest of the pot htmters will

quit of their own accord. The secret of the whole matter

lies in the lack of union among local sportsmen. I know
of one mess of trout that was caught in Diamond Creek
about a week before the law was up. The fisherman tied

them in a sack behind his saddle and started on a twenty-

two-mile ride to Provo. Slopping for a drink in an inter-

mediate settlement, he boasted of his piscatorial exploits in

the presence of the game warden, who, when the fisher's

back was turned took the sack and appropriated the trout

to his own supper. He enjoyed a good laugh at the ex-

pense of his victim and the fisherman dared not complain
audibly.
During the latter part of June and early in July I tried

every trout stream of note along the western slope of the

Wasatch. Later in July I laid my rod aside and wan-
dered up the north fork of Provo River in search of larger

game. For the first time in my life I pitched camp with-

out regard to fishing facilities. Provo River and its south

fork were lined with campers, two for each fish. The
wagons that were going constantly to and from town and
the°log drags made the dust knee deep along the river

road. No wonder then that we turned away from the

main stream and up an icy brook, too cold for trout, but

bordered with heavy timber and grassy parks, with service-

berry patches and marshy wallows, just the place for

deer and bear.

So far as scenery goes our location could not be sur-

passed. At the base of a small, pine-covered hill, the

north fork divided and each branch came from snows
3 000ft. above and about three mUes distant. In feathery

cascades it tumbled over mossy and fern-clad rocks down
into the spruces at the foot of the cliff. The source of the

main branch is a glacier a quarter of a mile long and
100yds. wide. "It has," to use the words of the guide

who first showed it to me, "been thar since the time of

Adam," and though comparatively short, its moraines are

well defined. It is the only true glacier that I have seen

south of the Wind River Mountains, but there is said to be

one in the Uintahs.
I must confess that we were not on a hunting expedition.

We lay in our tents or hammocks and read, gathered

beetles, butterflies and mosses, and incidentally, at early

morn and dewy eve, shouldered rifles and strolled away
on the hidsides. On the second evening after our arrival

one of the small boys of our party called me aside.

"Walt, I know where the biggest bear you ever saw is.

He's an old he one—the daddy of 'em all."

I wanted aU the glory myself; so, saying naught, took

my gun and followed my little leader.

"Thar he is!" and in the midst of a clump of service

berries the largest bear that ever I have seen so close to

civiUzation was eating his supper. I had to beat about the

bush to get him, hence I took a direction where I could

see the boy and not the bear. Motioning, after the man-
ner of a surveyor, now with this hand, now witli that, he
piloted me right to the bush where bruin wan feeding, and
the first intimation I had of my proximity to his majesty

was a snort and old Eph sat up on his haunches to ex-

amine the intruder. I had plenty of time to aim and in-

tended to break down both shoulders, but my bullet had
not suflicient penetration. It shattered one shoulder.
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The brute hesitated an instant and then came the charge.
But the side hill was steep and and the bear in spite of his
efforts swung down and then tumbled into a heap about
lOOvds. below. Before I reached him another shot went
through his skull and I found a man from a neighboring
camp watching the grizzly die. He did not claim the
carcass and I gave him a piece of the meat, saving the
hide for a noble rug.
The next morning we secured a deer. Chickens (willow

gi'ouse and western ruffed grouse) were abundant and the
sportsman could not wish a more attractive spot. Ic
seems to me that bears are more numerous in the Wasatch
than in any other settled portion of the West.
Early in August we went fifty mUes further—to Straw-

berry Valley on the eastern edge of the Uintah reserva-
tion. Here the trout fishing was fairly good and there
was a moderate supply of game. This valley is a favorite
camping spot for those who have several weeks at their
disposal. Shosho2se.

THE BOY, THE BOSTONIAN, THE BULL.
The title does not give the impression that this is a fishing yarn,

but that is what it is.

Nine times out of ten when the joUy angler takes up
his pen it is to regale you with a stirring account of some
fierce battle waged with the spUt-bamboo against the
gamy bass or trout, or perchance the lordly salmon, but
once in a while you stumble across a good old-fashioned
yarn in which the thick-headed sucker, the "beastly little

Sim perch," as an Englisli friend of mine calls them, and
the "homely, but good," catfish gets a hearing. This is

one.
Of late years the fly-rod and artistic angling appeal

very pleasantly to my sense of enjoyment, but I guess
I had just as much fun when as a boy I fished—just plain
fished—and used a "pole." I don't even blush as some do
when I recall those days, for I havn't the slightest doubt
but that little Ikey Walton made a beginning with a
string and bent pin for tackle.

It was a good many years ago that I made my last
raid on the succulent little NeW England catfish, but the
details of that trip still occupy a very fresh and green
spot in my memory. There was a visitor in the house at
the time—a young man who hailed from the classic
shadows of Baston. Mr. F., as we will call him. had
just about gotten rid of twenty-one years of his ailoted
days and was at this time passing through tiie "know it

all" period of his life—a time of sore afiiiction for all his
friends—yet not without hope, for very few cases of this
kind prove fatal. He always impressed me with the idea
that he considered tlie rest of humanity, as a door-mat
designed for his especial use and he didn't try to conceal
the fact that he considered boys of fifteen of very little

account. That hit me.
He was so green, however, as concerned those things

most familiar to country boys that with voiy little assist-
ance he managed to get himself into all sorts of uncom-
fortable scrapes, and at such times I usually got around
in time to enjoy his discomfiture. One day he expressed
a desire to inspect the pigeon loft, which was located
directly over the piggery, so I placed a ladder in position,
and up he went. The door to the loft was right over the
door to the pig-pen, and just as F. was about to descend I
opened the door and stampeded the occupants of the sty.
One sturdy poi-ker caught the lower rung of the ladder
under his snout when F. was about one-third of the way
down. Something tumbled. When the last piggie had
gamboled over Jiis prostrate form F, arose and consigned
the ladder, the pigs, myself and everything else within
sight to a place that the "King James edition" don't call
Hades.

It was as a peace offermg for this bit of cussedness of
mine that I invited him to go fishing with me. He ac-
cepted the olive branch and I at once set about getting
things in readiness for an early start on the morrow—in
fact, I usually was the working partner whenever F. and
I did anything together. After fixing up two sets of
tackle I took the spade and went out to dig for angle-
worms. The earth was as dry as powder and I spaded up
nearly half an acre of cabbage bed before I secured a
sufficient supply of bait. Then I set the can very care-
fully down upon the seat of a rustic bench and went to
put the spade away. When I returned again I found a
conglomerate mass of Shanghais, Cochin-Chinas,Plymouth
Rocks and Leghorns engaged in a rough and tumble over
those worms. After driving them oil I found that they
had considerately left the can, so I got out the shovel and
rounded up another half-acre of ground.
Early the next morning I got into mv fishing clothes

and then proceeded to get F. properly dressed for such a
jaunt. The most difiicult problem was how to dress his
feet. F. was not exactly massive, and he had the smallest
feet I ever saw on any man who vvasn't in the Tom
Thumb line. They were his greatest pride, and he always
dressed them most daintily; but as we were bound for
the boggiest, muddiest, roughest piece of land in the
entire township I told him that none of his footgear would
do and that he must wear a pair of rubber boots. That
about broke up the trip. Finally he consented to wear a
pair of my uncle's boots. Tiiey were not what one would
call a snug fit, in fact, he could almost have gotten both
of his feet and legs into one boot, but with a few news-
papers tucked into the toes he could keep them on very
well, provided he was careful as to how |lie walked. An
old coat, also my uncle's, and fitting liim quite as well as
the boots, completed his list of borrowed finery. He
looked quite picturesque, but I thought it just as well not
to let him get in front of any mirror in getting him' out
of the house. We hitched old Buckskin to the side-bar.
and stowing away our lunch and tackle, off we started. 1
knew almost to a minute how long we should be on the
road, for the old horse was born with but one pace—

a

comfortable ti-ot—and neither beating nor coaxing could
move him one bit faster. Before we got out of the village
we met several fair maids, with whom F. was acquainted—in fact every one seemed to be astir at an abnormally
early hour that morning—and taking the cue from sundry
smiles which illuminated the faces of all as we passed,
it began to dawn upon F. that he must be cutting a very
comical figure. At fii-st he tried to hide thn. boots, but
soon discovered that they were not built for any such
games as "hide and seek" and "button, button; who's got
the button?" Then he begged me to run the horse until
we got out of the town, and when I expl iin^d old Buck-
skin's peculiarities to him, he said some real harsh things
about the poor beast. His complexion also became a

trifle lurid during the ordeal, but he was pretty nearly in
a normal condition again when about half an' hour later
we reached the farmhouse where I always put up my horse
on these trips.

Half a mile or so back from the house ran the stream
which was our objective point. Usually half a mile
doesn't look such a very long stretch, but this half mile
consisted of about half and half of the roughest kind of
pasture l&nd- and the softest kind of swamp, and was
about as exhausting as a six-days' walkinrc match. F. and
the boots had a rough and tumble all the way through the
pasture, and truth compels me to say that the boots were
on top a goodly portion of the trip^ but then F. spent a
good deal of the time in watching a herd of cattle that
were grazing in a remote corner of the pasture, so the
boots had it pretty much all their own way. F. didn't
care much for beef on the hoof. I also kept my weather
eye on the herd, for while 1 dared not mention the fact, I
knew that that particular bunch of cattle was governed
by one of the most cantankerous old bulls that ever trod
the turf. Twice had he chased me so vigorously that I
only escaped into the swamp by some very tall sprinting.
There I could jump from tuft to tuft of swamp grass, but
he would get mired before he had gone ten feet. Before
notifying his owner of his condition I found it very com-
forting to prod him in the ribs a few times with the butt
of my fishing rod. It usually took a yoke of oxen and
half an hour's work to extricate him, but he didn't seem
to profit much by experience and was just as cussed the
next time. F. and I were in luck, however, and reached
the swamp in safety.
Then the fun began. It required the jumping powers

of a kangaroo combined with the balancing abilities of a
Blondin to get along in that swamp without mishap, and
as F.'s accomplishments were of a very different order,
and the boots were just getting warmed up to their work,
he inanaged to give a most entertaining performance.
With great effort he balanced himself on a shaky bunch
of grass, and gradually worked his feet as far up'into the
toes of his boots as they would go. Then he jumped.
He landed the toes of his boots on the bunch of grass he
was trying for, but as his feet bad by this time retreated
to the heels of the No. 9"s again the toes didn't hold, and
he made his real lauding on the pit of his stomach, but
fortimately across the grass, and not in the mire. He
didn't seem to appreciate this stroke of luck, however.
His Ijoots were imbedded nearly a foot in the mud, but
his lower extremities had escaped from them in some
way, so he very cautiously turned himself over, assumed
a sitting posture, excavated the boots and got into them
again. Then he began the act all over again, and it was
in this manner, with occasional variations, that he finally
got to our fishing ground. I gave him the biggest and
steadiest bunch of grass I could find, showed him how to
bait his hook, and in a few moments we were fishing.
We had scarcely wet our hues, however, when F. had a

bite. Giving his rod a mighty swish through the air, he
hurled an innocent little catfish, who let go as soon as he
could, fifty feet or more back into the swamp. His sport-
ing blood was aroused now, and before I could tell him
that it wouldn't pay to go into the swamp after the fish,

he gave a yell of exultation and started pell mell after it

with as little caution as he might exercise in promenading
up Beacon street. He left his boots at about the second
stride, but I don't think he missed them until he started to
return. I yelled to him to look out for the horns, and he
asked where they were. I told him that they were
located on either side of its head, and he immediately
grasped it by the tail. He couldn't have pleased the little

fellow better, and it at once showed its appreciation by
giving a most vigorous flop, which imbedded a horn quite
deeply in his hand. He dropped it, and made a few
remarks the like of which all good books record only by
a series of dashes. By this time he was pretty nearly hull
down in the mud, so scooping the fish into his hat he
began the return trip. The excitement of the chase being
now eliminated, he found it devoid of all pleasure and
demnition hard work, especially when he found himself
bootless. He floundered about desperately for a few
moments, and finally went flat on his back in the mud.
I had given up fishing and was devoting my time to
watching his antics, and at this juncture I went to his
rescue. His language was of a very florid type, and he
insisted upon returning home at once. He was company,
so that settled it, and home we started.

Retracing our steps through the swamp was only a
repetition of what had occurred in coming into it except
that F. was pretty tired and very much madder, which
served to make things harder for him. But the climax
was not capped until we were out of the swamp. It was
then that I spied Farmer 's buU parading up and
down and waiting impatiently for us. F. saw him at the
same moment, I guess, for as I tm-ned to speak to him I
discovered him executing a most precipitate retreat, but
he was already so used up that he got mired before he had
gone 20ft. His run, however, short as it was, stirred up
his buUship a good deal. He bellowed and pawed and
lashed his tail and made himself generally disagreeable,
and for a few moments it looked as if he would bolt into
the swamp, but he didn't quite dare or he wasn't quite
mad enough; yet I braced F. up a bit and when he had
gotten his breathing apparatus in working order again, I
told him that I would lure the animal away from him
and that he must watch his opportunity and get out as
quickly and quietly as possible. He accepted the proposi-
tion so quickly and with such a matter of fact air, that I

felt inclined to let him perch for an hour or so on a bunch
of swamp grass before helping him out, but I thought
better of it and soon had his bovine majesty 100yds. or
more away.

Then F. began his retreat. He was marvelously lively
for so tired a man. but he had scarcely cleared the swamp
when the bull suddenly remembered him. It was a hot
chase. F. went down once or twice and left one boot
behind, but he ran like a sprinter and had nearly 6in. to
spare as he w ent over the stone wall of the pasture. Then
he climbed an apple ti-ee which grew close to the wall
and amused the bull by throwing green apples at him
while I gathered in the boot and reached a place of safety
myself. When F. had cooled down a bit he showed a
great disinclination to return home before dark—he didn't
care to have the townspeople think that he had taken to
modeling in clay or had gone into the mud pie business.
After some discussion I got him to go to the farmhouse,
where he spent the balance of the day scraping off mud
and drying himself out. I went back and fished.
After several "shades of night" had fallen we entered

town most unostentatiously. F. swore that he would
never eat fish again, but I told him that it seemed to me
that it was beef that he should forswear against.

W. B. A.

TWO WILD ANIMAL STORIES.
I.

Some yeai's ago, while living in Virginia, I was visiting
a friend who lived pretty well up among the Blue Ridge
Motmtains, I had been out all day after small game, when
nightfall found me several miles from home. With a full
game bag and not another loaded shell left, I started
down the mountain feeling pretty well satisfied with my
day's tramp, when I fancied I heard some animal follow-
ing me. It was quite dark by this time and I was walk-
ing along a rough path partly overhung by scrub oak, etc.
When I would stop to listen, whatever it was following
would stop also. But as I walked I could hear the leaves^
rustle and sticks snap, and once a stone w^as knocked
from its place and went rolling down. I knew bears were
about as I had several times during the day noticed their
signs on ground and trees, still I did not beUeve it could
be a bear after me, but perhaps some stray dog. As the
houses were very few and far between it could not be cat-
tle. After some two miles of rapid walking, as the thing
was still heard behind, I admit I got well scared. I had
stopped several times to let it catch up or pass by, and
called and whistled in hopes that it might turn out to be a
dog, but although it came near enough for me to hear it

breathe I could not see it in the darkness. What could it

be? and oh, if the old gun were only loaded.
As I knew my way well, I tried a run until I was puff-

ing like a grampus; but still I could hear it come tearing
along after me, and once in a clear spot I thought I could
distinguish an animal which looked like a b^ar. Shall I
climb a tree? No, not yet. But by this time I was pretty
well frightened. Anything was better than being fol-
lowed by that old puft' and blow behind, so I felt for some
stones and found three as large as my fist; then I ran as
hard as I could pelt, and pulled up quickly where there
was a clear place, and soon I can hear him, she or it scuf-
fling along. This time it must have thought I was far
ahead. Any way, I could just distinguish something
black about 10ft. from me. With a yell I let fly a stone,
and as luck would have it knocked it over. But in a sec-
ond it was on its feet, squealing and dashing down the
hillside. When it let out that squeal I knew it must be a
hog of some kind: so lit a match and soon saw by the
tracks that a hog it was. But I own up that I felt very
much relieved; and on getting to my friend's home I said
nothing about my adventure.
The next morning I heard my friend Parsons asking

one of his help what had become of the old black sow.
"Why. boss," was the answer, "dat hog done broke out
day befo' yesterday, and I reckon she is done gone to look
for that mess of hogs of Sir. B.'s." Well, well, so my
bear was an old sow looking up a mate.

Brya:^ the Still-Hdnter.
Irving, Michigan.

11.

Supper over I repair to my den for a quiet smoke. The
wind is howling dismally and Jack Frost is out on a nip-
ping trip. After stirring the fire in the grate I draw the
curtains and pick up my last Forest and Stream to see if

I have missed anything. Then I take down from the case
"Sam Level's Camps" and turn to the place where
Antwine fooled them with "heel." After enjoying a
good laugh at Sam's expense I fell to dreaming. Again I
am a boy at school, tlie last days of wdiich are near at
hand, and the long summer vacation is before. Arrange-
ments have been made that I should spend part of the
vacation with a friend of my father in the western part
of the State. I have been at the home of Mr. Hazzard
for a few days when who should walk in but one of my
schoolmates, who also had been invited to spend vacation
here. Well, that settled it. We both had breechloaders,
and as our host kindly put his powder and shot at our
disposal, we were in clover. That evening our host had
regaled us with stories of his frontier life, and ended by
telling us that three wildcats had been killed neai* his
place that spring, and for us to be on the lookout for
another that had been seen only a short time before our
arrival.

The next morning with lunches stowed away in coat
pockets we stated for Rattlesnake Gulch in quest of quail
or chicken, "for everything went in those days and at
any season." We had tramped up one gulch, down an-
other along the creek and across the prairie and nothing
had been seen but larks and field birds. It was getting
well along in the afternoon and we were on our way
home, when up flew a chicken from under our feet so un-
expectedly that we were both rattled. Nevertheless we
blazed away, and still the chicken flew on—a clean miss
for us both. As the house was only a short distance away
we decided to cross over the creek and go home, as we
were both tired out. Knowing there was a board fence a
Fhort distance below where we could cross, we started for
that point.
AVhile going through a dense thicket of plum trees we

heard a noise we could not account for, and at once put it
down as that "wild cat." That took all the sand we ever
had out of us. and we started on a dead run for that fence,
all the time fancying that the "cat" was close upon us. I
was behind, not being as good a sprinter as my friend.
He reached the fence first ajid was soon across; I tossed
my gun to him and commenced lowering myself over the
bank which here overhung the fence and soon was part
way across, when a most unearthly yell seemed to come
from under that bank and a great floundering in the
water. Well, I was so scared I just let go of everything
and fell over backward into the shallow water and mud.
I had hardly struck the mud when something came rush-
ing through the water and over me; I thought ray time
was up. I lay there for a few seconds afraid to move,
then slowly raising mvself, I crawled up the bank and
there lay my companion just bursting with laughter.

It seems that an old sow with her young had taken
refuge under the bank from the hot June sun, and in
crossing we had scared them as badly as they had us.
And that was the "wfld cat ' that had caused my mud
bath and no end of chatfing when we arrived at the
house. Diamond Walt.
EsETBB, Neb.
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A WESTERN WAIL.
In the issue of Dec. 9 1 noticed that Mr. F. A. Whitman,

of Macomb, 111., asks to have his name posted in the

Forest and Stream register, as he thinks that Cupid stood

between him and the said register during fair time.

His appeal for justice emboldens me tovoicemy complaint
also. When it was found impossible for me to go to the

great Fair, and that my daughter (the little bear hunter)

could go, I equipped her with a letter of introduction to

Mr. Hough, thinking to pay my respects to the gifted

Western representative of "Our Paper" in the best manner
possible—by proxy.
On her return she reported her inability to find Mr. H.

in the Forest and Stream.department of the Fair; that

the young lady in charge of affairs under the big birch

sign said he had gone out somewhere on the grounds, she

did not know where. There was really nothing so very

formidable in the appearance of the little bear hunter that

a man of Mr. H.'s known firmness should take to his heels

on her approach (she does not weigh a hundred pounds,
and I can assure the gentleman that she looks too much
like a certain old uncle of my acquaintance to be entirely

devoid of personal attractions), and the story of his mys-
terious disappearance was a surprise to me. Where was
the young gentleman learning to spend his leisure hours?
When the "Staff Story of the Midway" came out all

was clear. The idea of two virtuous and bright young
men having been enticed into following that unprincipled
and deeply dissipated dog Katie through all of his (or her,

as the case may be) wayward wanderings through the
transplanted heathendom of the White City, comes pretty
near being positively shocking. A bird dog it was, too, I

believe. Who will dare harbor a sporting dog around the
house after this?

Turn McLin out of the penitentiary forthwith if the
dogs he cremated were of the Katie breed.
Of course, it is now hinted that the short-hand reporter

is responsible for the whole Midway story. Tell that to

the marines! The next thing will probably be that the
short-hand man wiU have to swallow the story of the
seventeen cups of heathen coffee. I begin to suspect that
it was a good thing after all that I did not go to the Fair.

I might have lost my way and blundered into that same
terrible Midway. Think of it! (A.nd "coffee" never did
agree with me.)
AU. the same my name did not go into the register of

the dear old paper (which, by the way, grows moi'e and
more charming with the passing years), and I have won-
dered if there was not at the bottom of the last page of the
aforesaid register still enough room for another of the host
of lovei-s of Forest and Stream.
As Iilr. Hough says, "Names there have good company."

Orin Belknap.

TWO GUARANTEED MOOSE.
Moose hunters in some parts of Maine have been more

successful than usual the past season. Recently while
on a hunting trip I saw some exceptioally fine heads.
Three were killed near Atkins's camps in the Monsungun
region during calling time, and Atkins told me that he
had killed a bull with a fine head, which he had not as
yet brought out. The largest head I saw was killed
quite recently by C. R. Peavey, a guide of Oxbow.
Peavey killed this moose some fifteen miles north of Ox-
bow when still-hunting, and hunted but one day to get
him. All the above heads had fine antlers, having the
following spread of horns: 48, 52, 54 and 56 inches,
Peavey's being the largest with 56in. spread and twenty-
two points, eleven on each horn. From my experience
any one might kill twenty-five bulls and not get four
heads to compare with those I have described.

I have known Peavey for two years, but have never
hunted with him. He wanted me to go with him, say-
ing we were sure of a moose. But my moose-hnnting
days are over. I have killed enough, and unless some
big bull runs across me and acts as though he wanted to
be killed I shall probably never shoot another. Peavey
has the name of being a first-rate guide and hunter. He
is certainly successful in finding moose.
Some time during the past summer or early fall Peavey

met Dr. C. C. Morrison, of Bar Harbor. The Doctor said
he wanted very much to shoot a bull moose. Peavey
said he could give him a chance to shoot one; in fact, he
v?as so confident that he told the Doctor to make arrange-
ments to go with him in November about the time of the
first snows, and if he would put in a week's time hunt-
ing he would guarantee him a shot at a bull or he would
charge nothing for his services as guide. About Nov. 25
I saw Dr. Morrison and his brother Dr. E. J. Morrison on
their way to meet Peavey and another guide at Oxbow.
I thought at the time that their chances of getting shots
at moose were slight. I did not doubt Peavey's ability

to find the game, but as the snow was very crusty and
noisy, and only a few inches of it, I doubted very miich
their doing any successful still-hunting. The story of
their hunting as told me by Dr. C. C. Morrison is as fol-

lows: The first day Peavey and his man failed to find
fresh moose signs, but found the tracks of an old bear
and cub, which they followed some time, but as they
were leading straight away from camp and it was get-
ting late in the day they gave it up and returned to camp.
Dr. E, J. Morrison and his guide had much better
luck, to a certain extent. They saw two moose at quite
a distance, which they took to be a cow and calf. On the
second morning they started again. Dr. C. C. Morrison
had hurt his knee getting over a windfall, and it troubled
him a good deal in the afternoon. He said to Peavey,
"My knee is so bad that it will be all I can do to make the
camp, and you must carry my rifle and go slowly." Tne
Doctor cut a stick for a cane, and was getting along the
best he could a few yards behind Peavey, when he saw
the latter suddenly stop and lay the rifle down in the
snow. When he came up Peavey whispered, "There is

your buU," and at quite a distance in an open growth of
hardwood the Doctor saw his first moose standing broad-
side. Peavey handed his own rifle to the Doctor, saying,
"Take lime and hold high, as it is a good 250yds." The
Doctor raised the rifle, but finding it had open sights,
whispered, "Give me mine, mine has Lyman sights."
Taking his own rifle and brushing the snow from the
sights and barrel he took deliberate aim, holding high,
and fired three shots, at the third shot the moose stag-
gered sUghtly and walked behind a fallen top. Peavey
said, "You've got him, Doctor."
When they came to where the moose was standing he

turned and faced them, and in a few moments began to

reel, and went down. Happening to look up, there,

within easy shooting distance, stood another moose, a
young bull, looking at them. Peavey pointed at him,
but the Doctor shook his head, saying, "No more. I have
got enough." Not much attpntion was paid to the lame
knee on the way to camp, which they reached just after

dark, finding the other party had just got in, and were
also in e^reat spirits, for Dr. E. J. Morrison had also shot a

bull. Now began the. hardest part of the trip. The two
sportsmen decided to take their moose out whole. A man
was sent to Oxbow, some thirty miles away, to get a
team. The team could get pretty near the camp by fol-

lowing some of the..old lumber roads: then roads were
swamped to where each moose lay. Five men worked
four days to get the two moose to Oxbow.

I saw the party when on their way to Houlton to take
the train. They had quite a load, the two bull moose and
a caribou, which had been shot quite near the camp by
Dr. E. J. Morrison one day while waiting for the team.
To kill a bull moose xmder favorable conditions is do-

ing well. Getting two on such noisy snow was doing un-
usually well. My experience in still-hunting moose is

that it is almost impossible to get a shot at your game
should it be in thick, black growth or when there is much
underbrush when there is a noisy, crusty snow, unless the
wind blows almost a gale. The Morrisons were fortunate
in finding their mooose in very open, hard wood where
they could make long shots. The distances as paced were
as follows: Dr. C. C. Morrison 250 paces, one bullet

through middle of body, two back of shoulders rather
low. Dr. E. J. Morrison 220 paces, first shot broke the

neck of his moose.
I looked over both the moose; neither were what would

be called very large ones. They were good-sized young
bulls with pretty good heads. Every one in the party was
well satisfied. The Doctors had killed their moose and
Peavey had made good his guarantee. C. M. Stark.

TROUT FISHING IN NEW BRUNSWICK.
Editor Forest and Stream:
The following by a friend may be of interest to fellow

fishermen and readei-s of Forest and Stream:
The fishing on Salmon River has been good. The past

season my largest caught there weighed 41bs. 2oz. ; and I

took quite a number between 1. and 41bs., all with the fly.

There has been quite a run of parties from Moncton the
past summer; some of them—the majority—doing little or
nothing, the others making fair catches. A good many of
what I used to look upon as my old stretches and pools
have not yielded as well as usual, no doubt because of the
increased number that have fished the river the past sea-

son.
Some pleasant days were spent at the Adoywaasook

Fishing Club grounds in Kent county. Having arranged
a trip with a couple of friends. Black and Brown, we took
the Kent Northern Railroad for Kingston, where we had
arranged for a team to meet us. After a fast drive over
the sixteen miles of a pretty fair road, we arrived in time
for the first evening's fishing. We found the club's atten-
tive guardian Jot waiting for us, the comfortable club
hotise clean and neat, and a good hot cup of tea ready.
After a hurried bite rods were hastily put together and a
start was made for the pools. While walking up, let me
give you a slight sketch of the club and its grounds.
The Adoywaasook (Micmac for "trout") Fishing Club

was first formed abour four years ago with W. A. D.
Steven as president, an ardent fisherman and courteous
gentleman, with Geo. V. Mclnerny, M. P., secretary.

There is a total membership of twenty-five, its members
coming from Richibucto, Kingston, Weldford, Moulton
and Dorchester. Last year the club was incorporated,
with Mr. J. H. Abbott as pre«ldent and Mr. Henry
Wathus as secretary and treasurer. They are as genial
gentlemen as may be found in the Province. The club
has some 400 acres of land, tlirough which the stream
runs, thus avoiding any trouble with neighbors. They
have a good comfortable club house, ice house and stable.

The stream, a branch of Black River, has a peculiarity

which perhaps no other in the Province possesses, which
is, that the best pools are tidal, the tide rising and falling

in them as each flow, thus giving a fresh run of fish, of
which there are none brighter or more lively, every
springtide at least. It is only about two miles from the
club house and first pool to the mouth of the stream.

To go back with us to the pools—we had a fairly good
catch, none larger than l^^lbs. Owing to continued dry
weather the water was low and clear. We spent Sunday
about the house until after dinner, then took a stroll up
the stream on, as Brown said, a "reconnoitering tour, "

and found there was no spring run of trout above Pine
Tree Pool, the water being actually too low for them to

get up.
We remained at the grounds until Thursday morning

with indifferent success, the wind being easterly until the
morning we left, when it changed round to southwest;
therefore we had to work hard for our catch, which was
some eighty odd pounds, both Black and Brown catching
more than I did, both in weight and number. They are
good fishermen. Black, perhaps, taking first place. Jot
told me (perhaps I should not say so) we were by all odds
the best three fishermen of the club, as the sequel perhaps
vFill show.
Going in to dinner one day feeling very blue over our

poor fishing, and being all too ardent fishermen with the
fly to think of trying any other bait, we were talking it

over when Tot said, "Try them with bait; there are
jjlenty of worms outside by the sink drain." To sum up,
consent was given, and Tot getting us a lot of worms we
started for Green Bank Pool. On our arrival Black says,

"Now, Green, you take the rod and Brown and I will tell

you where to cast," "All right." Green was wilUng.
Shortly after I got orders to cast in a certain place, they

having crossed the stream and getting into a position that
commanded a full view of the bottom of the pool. I did
as I was told, and let her sink. "Now," says Black,
"don't you move your line until we say pull." "All
right, I'll do the pulling." I could hear them talking in

an undertone at foUows: "There's one making for it

—

Yes, but it's not a large one—See that big one—he's get-

ting uneasy—see, he's looking at it—yes, he's tm-ntng
round—keep steady. Green, and be ready." "All ready,"
says I. "He's making for it. Pull!" Perhaps I didn't
pull. I thought the rod was done for, hooked him all

i right and landed him in a few minutes, Brown having
come over with the landing-net in about 3^ seconds. He
was a beauty, weighed 31bs. strong. I wanted Brown to

take the rod. "No," says he. "You are a good 'puller.'

"

I was perfectly willing to do the pulling. It resulted in
our taking two more of l^lbs. each Then I "kicked." It

was getting just a little monotonous, more especially as
the flies were thick, and I dare not move for fear of mov-
ing the bait at the wrong time. Brown caught three, and
then Black took the same number. By this time the
small trout were making for the bait so lively that the
larger fish had no chance, so concluded to go home. This
was on our last day, so had not an opportunity of trying it

again. Tweedie Brook.

WITH THE DEER IN MICHIGAN.
Lansing, Mich., Dec. 10.—The hunters of Michigan

have for generations been famous the world over. No
more stm-dy pioneers ever lived, no more untiring, suc-
cessful hunters ever roamed the woods of any country,
ever followed the deer or bear over hill and dale, or the
wily ttirkey in the inland jungles, than the three genera-
tions of settlers which have come and gone and have left

the native wilds of Michigan almost as productive as the
garden spot of the world. Central Michigan is one of the
most lovely sections of coimtry on earth. Her beautiful
forests, her charming valleys, her elegant lakes and rivers,
her uplands and her lowlands please the eye of the
ti'aveler, and the ever changing scenery is so delightfully
restful to the weary care-worn business man, that every
year brings hundreds of hunter and fisherman pilgrims, to
enjoy our woodland pleasures, and the charming, health-
restoring, soul-invigorating life in the open air, by stream
and lake, and in forest wild, as it abounds in many sec-
tions of the northern part of our State.

In central Michigan thirty years ago the deer, the bear
and the wild turkey was to be found in almost every
cover. The deer and the bear furnished the meat for the
family table, and the skin and furs brought many a wel-
come dollar to half fill the not over plethoric family
purse. The wild turkey was the same wild turkey of our
Pilgrim fathers, the same, juicy, toothsome, dainty bird;
and in autumn and early winter the furious gobblers of
the great migrating flock could be heai-d in almost every
tangled thicket, and if the settler was of keen perception,
steady nerve, and had the energy of the thoroughbred
New Englander, his table need not be destitute of this,
the choicest, most delicious and most eatable of all game
birds. The dismal howl of the sneaking wolf could be
heard almost any hour of the night, and oftentimes the
pioneer was obliged to fight these ferocious intruders, and
protect his half-wild forest home from their dreadful at-
tacks. In central Michigan, the thick grass-covered
swamps, the shallow lakes, the overgrown thicket low-
lands, made a congenial cover, and invited the animals of
the forest to make their home there, and the wildfowl
found a safe roosting place on the quiet waters of the
little lakes, and the wild rice, which they so much enjoy
feeding upon, was in such abundance there, that thous-
ands upon thousands of wildfowl visited them each sea-
son, and afforded to the pioneer the choicest wildfowl
shooting that ever existed in any country.
Years of internal improvement, such as the clearing

away of the forests and the draining of large areas of
swamp lands, and the consequent lowering of the shallow
lakes and the ever constant game persecution, has driven
all of the deer and bear to the extreme northern limits o£
our State, and at the present time it would seem but a
question of a few short years to bring about the total ex-
tinction, while the wildfowl, deprived of their resting
places and their needed food supply, are visiting m in
greatly decreasing numbers each year.

Is it to be wondered at, cradled amid the surroundings
that existed in Michigan thirty years ago, that the heredi-
tary hunter's tact and disposition, and the taste, and the
hunter's qualities of mind and body, have been tranS'-

mitted to the present generation ; and that each fall when
the season opens for deer shooting that little parties in
many sections of our State quietly get together their

camping outflt, and with trusty rifle and a few chosen
launter friends x>enetrate the great North wilderness, and
spend their vacation in deer hunting and in the enjoy-
ment of the quiet and comfoi't of a wild wood life, which
such a far away forest seclusion can only bring.

A few evenings since I had a very pleasant half hour's
chat with Mr. O. D. Hardy, the hustling real estate man,
of Lansing, and as he had just returned from his regular
northern pilgrimage to the woods, and had been fortunate
in getting plenty of deer, I enjoyed his entertaining re-

port of his outing very much Mr. Hardy has liA^ed at

Pine Lake, central Michigan, all of his life. He is one of
those native-born Wolverines who is a deer himter be-

cause he can't help being one, for his father and his

grandfather before him were famous deer hunters, and
the hunting trait is bred in the bone, so to speak. In
early manhood Mr. Hardy had plenty of the best of shoot-

ing almost at his father's door, but with the age of

progress and rapid advance of settlement in Michigan,
the game has been exterminated or driven to the far-

away great woods of the north. As the game vanished
from central Michigan, Mr. Hardy took up his line of

march, and for a period extending over nearly twenty
years, with the exception of one season which he spent
on the great plains, and in CaUfornia, and one season

when sickness and press of business preventpd, he has
gone on his fall hunting outing as regular as the seasons

came. He has everything that is necessary for his com-
fort while in camp and in the wood, and his camp equi-

page is always well cared for and in ship shape, ready for

duty at a moment's notice.

He usually has a few choice friends with him, and this

season his hunting companions were Mr. George Northrup
of Pine Lode, Strubel Hammond of Okerwos, Charles

Towner of Pine Lode, Charles Smith of Bath and C. Har-
rington of Pine Lode—only one tenderfoot in the party.

Mr. Hardy uses a .38-56-255 Winchester. He has used all

kinds of guns, from the .38-38-180 Winchester to the

.45-70, and he has never handled a rifle that for good ser-

vice on all game equals the .38-56-255, only that the rifle

is far to heavy and is a great burden to carry when in the

field in active service. He is looking for a lighter gun,
say li to 81bs. weight, and he thinks that in the new hgh
weight Marlin he has found exactly what he wants. In

his experience the Winchester hght weight .44-40-200

would be just about the right gun if the powder charge
was 60grs. instead of 40. Mr. Northrup soots a Pieper

breech-loading rifle and shotgun combination of 12-gauge

and .4r4cal. With this same style of gun Mr. Hardy has
killed many deer, and with the old Winchester .44-40 he
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has done some of his best work. Mr. Hammond has a
.38-56-255 Winchester, and, with Mr. Hardy, he thinks it

just the gun for game in Michigan, only that it is too
heavy to carry comfortably, when a much hghter rifle

would do the work just as well. Mr. Towner uses a .40-60

Winchester, and excepting that the rifle is too heavy he
is well pleased with it. Mr. Saiith uses a .44cal., and ex-
cepting the too Ught powder charge he likes the rifle well
and does some good work with it. Mr. Harrington is tbe
artilleryman oC the party. He has a .45-70 Winchester
that wakes tlie stillness of the forest wiJi thundpr-like
notes, as he rapidly works the lever on the flying deer.
Last season Mr. Hardy used a. 40-60 Colt's repeating rifle,

but in a sleety storm the ice on the gun prevented the
sliding forearm motion from working, and as he could
not take any chances in the woods he sold the gun, for
the owner, Mr. Charles J. Davis, and hereafter he will
stick to the substantial old style lever.
Early in October after frequent consultation, the party

was fully organized. After it was determined that they
should go, and who was to compose the party, the most
serious part of the work was to decide just where to
locate camp with a fair prospect of getting a few deer.
After a hurried correspondence with Mr. W. P. Davis, of
Onalaska, Presque Isle county, it was determined to go
by rail to Indian River, and have Mr. Davis meet them at
tlie railroad .station with two teams and take them to his
forest home, twenty-two miles away, and after a night's
rest to go into the woods ten miles further and locate their
camp on the banks of the Rainy River, a beautiful stream
which flows north and empties into Indian River, and for
many miles flows through an almost unbroken wilderness.
Mr, Davis was to receive §36 for two teams to take the
entire party and their camp equipage out and back. The
camp stove that had seen many years' hard service was
got out and put in order. The two tents were overhauled
and thoroughly repaired, ammunition brought, groceries
of all kinds laid in in great abundance, and the good
wives of each member of the party went to cooking and
baking with such a hearty good will, that the last week
in October found the supply department loaded to over-
flowing, and the party ready to start.

Right here let me say a good word for salt rising bread,
as the best of bread for the hunter's camp, and many
more words of praise for the good lady whose bread-
making skill supplied the camp for two weeks with the
most delicious bread. This bread was all baked before the
party started. It was packed in a large box and when the
camp was made the box was placed out of doors in the
open air and covered with a piece of tent cloth. Three
weeks later what was left of the bread was just as nice
and toothsome as the day it came out of the oven.
The raflroad fare to Indian River, for the party, includ-

ing camp equipage and luggage, was $9 each, which made
the total expense for the entire party less than $35 for
each person—not a very expensive outing, by any means.
As two or three of the party were good wing shots, and
the prospects of finding plenty of grouse were good, they
took along their shotguns and one young English setter,
and a small spaniel that liad developed some considerable
bird-finding quahties. After leaving the railroad and
before getting into the woods they purchased of a settler
what potatoes and vegetables they.needed, as it was much
cheaper to buy them there than to pay the freight from
Lansing.

The last week in October, after some delays and incon-
veniences en route, found the party camped on the Little
Rainy, near by a nicf spring of water and in a location
high and dry and surrounded by some of the finest wood-
land scenery to be found in Michigan. Instead of pitch-
ing the tents they buUt a solid log wall oft. high all
around without an opening, except a small place to go in
and out of, and over this log work they erect their tent,
which acted as a roof and also served as a window—

a

portion of this log house they partitioned ofif, and gather-
ing a large quantity of hemlock boughs, they placed them
on the ground in the partitioned off part of the cabin, and
over the boughs they spread a quantity of straw, and on
top of this they placed their blankets and made their beds.
With a blanket over the doorway and the camp-stove
filled with wood and burning nicely, the cabin was as
warm and cosy as one could ask for. In the routine work
of camp life it was decided that each person was to take
his turn in doing camp work. They took a box of matches,
unbroken, opened it, and began to draw out, each a
match in regular order till all the matches had been
drawn. The one who got the last match did the entire
camp work for one entire day, then he fell out, and the
remaining members again drew lots in the same way,
and the one who drew the last match did the camp work
for one entire day, and so the drawing and the work went
on, till each had done one day's camp work, when the
drawing began new again and went around as at first.

Tneir method of hunting was to drive. Two of the
party acted as drivers, and the remaining members were
located on what was supposed to be runways, only the
camp man, and he attended strictly to his household
work. The drivers made all the racket and noise that
they could get up, and as they had tin horns and good
lungs, the noise was, at times, almost deafening, and
frighted the deer till they did not know whether to lie
down or run, half of the time. The entire hunting was
done within a few miles of camp, and as several other
camps were located in that neighborhood, each party was
to keep on their own hunting grounds. A party located
on a httle lake, of which ttiere were several all joined
together, and teeming with fish, sent over a basket of fish
almost every day, and another party from Bath sent over
a fine nice sirloin of bear, which one of the party had
found stowed away in his winter quarters, and when the
bear stuck out his head, to satisfy himself as to who his
visitor was, the hunter opened fire on him and soon
placed his bearship hors clu combat. The bear was very
fat, and was in great condition for his winter hibernation,
and the Bath hunters, and the neighboring huntei-s' camps]
were well supplied with bear meat diu-ing their stay in the
woods.
There are a great many wolves in the up-country for-

ests and roaming over tJie jack pine plains, but they do
not go into the woods for the winter till they are driven
in by the cold and snow. When the frost comes, and the
snow is deep, the wolves visit all of the camping places
and pick up all the refuse left in the camps, and run
down all the deer that have been wounded and not brought
in by the hunters. Oftentimes the wolves get to be very
troublesome to the settlers, and they organize wolf-himt-
ng parties to clean them out. This section of country is

not a farming country, and when the timber is taken oS
the land is left to grow up to underbrush and second-
growth trees. Fires rtm through the underbrush almost
every season, and large areas are thus rendered almost
worthless for any purpose. The pine barrens stretch
away to the south for miles and miles, and this pine
plains and north woods is now the only home of the deer
in southern Michigan. Year by year, even this desolate
country is being intruded upon, 'and year by year the
hunting territory in Michigan is being brought into nar-
rower limits, and in a few years more deer hunting in
Michigan will be a story of the past. Like the Indian
and the buffalo, the deer will vanish, never to return. A
few years ago Mr. Hardy and his party used to camp on
the Lower Tittabawasse River, and found lots of deer
there, but of late years that section has been so thor-
oughly hunted that the game has been nearly all killed
or driven out.
The next morning after our party got to camp and

located comfortably, the hunt was organized bright and
early, and after a hard day's work and all the hunters had
returned to camp, the bag all told was one deer—so the
camp was supplied with meat, a most desirable addition
to the regular camp rations. Our party are early birds
and hard workers, and the second day by sun-up the drive
was ,well under way. This day's work brought to bag
three fine deer, and in the evening over the pipes and
while enjoying a round of camp pedro, they fought over
again the battles of the day. A little joke on one of the
boys, who stood on a runway and almost let a deer run
him down, and then got away, without his firing a single
shot, gave evidence that once in a gi-eat while even a deer
hunter will get the buck fever.
The thu-d day began, with increasing energy on the

part of the hunters. The camp was deserted by sunrise,
and the camp keeper was busy with his routine work
most of the day, for, in addition to his camp work, he
had the deer to take care of, and all the work in any way
connected with the camp, and with the game brought
in, and wood, and the fire, rested upon his shoulders.
One of the drivers took his shotgun, and his horn, and
the little spaniel along with him thinking to get some
birds. Just as he passed by a brush and log; jam, he thought
he saw a deer laying down, quite too frightened to run
and badly scared by the noise of the horns and the un
earthly racket the drivers were making. One barrel of
the shotgun was loaded with buckshot, so he fired at the
deer with the buckshot load, and to his great sm-prise the
deer tumbled over seemingly quite dead. The little spa-
niel rushed in to the jam pile, and tackled the dead deer,
while the hunter climbed over the timber and catching
the deer by the ear drew his knife to cut his deership's
throat. Suddenly the deer jumped up and bounded away,
with the little spaniel yelping at his feet. After making
three or four jumps the deer seemed to be annoyed by
the httle dog and he halted to give him battle. As soon
as the deer stopped the dog gave a jump and caught on
to the tail of the deer. This condition of things started
the deer away on the bound again, but the httle dog hung
on, like the old time puppy to the root. After riding
fifteen or twenty rods the tail of the deer gave way and
the little spaniel fell to the ground, still holding in his
mouth the tail of the deer. After the deer had disposed
of the dog, but lost his tail, he passed into another jam
pile near to a hunter with at .38-56-255 Winchester,
when a weU aimed shot brought the deer to the gi-ound.
This pleasing incident was enjoyed by the hunters and by
the little spaniel very much. In the evening this deer
was brought in, the sport of the day closed, and the hunt-
ers retired early to their bed of hemlock boughs. The
next day opened in royal shape, and brought the usual
returns at the evening inventory. One little incident
occurred which was greatly enjoyed by all who witnessed
it. The English setter while on his morning ramble had
started a fawn. The fawn started through the brush as
fast as he could rim, while the setter ran by his side,
usually keepuig just a trifle in advance of the fawn, and
barking continuously all of the time, and looking up into
the fawn's face as they ran. The fawn and setter ran
their race out of the woods and through a low swale place
which was covered with a thick grass about a foot high,
and as the hunters were mostly posted on the runways
on the high ground, the fawn and the setter were in plain
sight for nearly a mile. The setter did not attempt to
catch hold of the deer, or iu any way to disturb him, but
seemed to make the run for the fun of the run, and to
keep the fawn company. It is needless to say that the
setter saved the fawn's life, for a half dozen rifles were
leveled upon him as he ran, but no one wanted to break
the pretty race bad enough to shoot the gamy fawn.
For the next ten days the hunters continued to increase
their tally till a total of eighteen deer was hung up at
their cabin door, while a dozen or so quail, and a score of
grouse, helped to give a variety of tid bits at the hunters'
table. One day the last week in camp they brought in six
deer, all shot clean and nice, and not a single pot shot in
the lot. One day Mr. Hardy stood on a stump, when a
fine deer came ruiming over his way, and came within
four rods of the hunter, when Mr. Hardy said stop to
him. He did stop, but the nest moment a yellow streak
marked his line of flight, and the hunter on the stump
vainly endeavored to fire his rifle—but the surly gun re-
fused to respond to the call, and the life of the deer was
saved, A little later one of the hunters shot a fine buck
high up through the hips. The buck came down but soon
gathered himself, and was only brought down by Mr.
Hardy after a long chase, in which the little spaniel cut
quite a figure. The wind and the weather were quite im-
portant factors in the work of the hunter, and the know-
ledge of the habits of the deer, when at home and tm-
distm-bed, and after being womided, enabled our little
party to add largely to their score of deer killed. At the
close of the season the party returned home, loaded with
the spoils of the chase, and thoroughly weU pleased with
their hunting season of 1893, Julian.

A NEW-SUBSCRIBER OFFER.
A bona fide new subscriber sending us $5 will receive for that sum

the Forest and Stream one year (price 84) and a set of Zimmerman's
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QUAIL BREEDING AND WINTERING.
Chatham, Oni.—Editor Forest and Stream: Hearing

from a friend, who happened to be in the village of Wyo-
ming, Ont., that a sportsman there had succeeded in rais-
ing quail in confinement, I thought I would write him
and find out his mode of operating. I inclose you his
reply:

"I raised during last year a few quail. They were
hatched out by a small bantam hen. I had no diflSculty
whatever, and would have had a larger number if the two
quail hens had not been kiUed by a weasel. I expect to
raise a large number next summer ; and think they will be
very much tamer, and through time entirely domesti-
cated. It has afforded me very great pleasure feeding and
studying the habits of these birds, and it will give me
pleasure to give you any information in my power —
Allan Duncan."
Owing to the past severe winter quail throughout the

Nerth have suffered severely, and in some places they
have been entirely wiped out. The present winter has
started in as if it meant not to be outdone by the last; so
it behooves sportsmen in the North to be on the lookout or
they will find their favorite sport gone tmtil another
period of mild winters sets in.

I am of the opinion that with a little work on the part
of those interested, a sufficient number of birds can be
saved to form a fair breeding stock. Last year on our
preserve at Big Point we fed the birds on their grounds
and had as many as three bevies, in all twenty-five or
thirty birds, feeding at the same spot, and they were
strong and hearty up to the last week in February, which
was a succession of drifting snow storms coupled with
very low temperature. After that we could only find
from six to eight birds where before were twenty-five or
thirty. The supposition is that they were disturbed and
scattered and covered up by the drifting snow.
Although it is against the law to trap or net it is

doubtful whether the law would touch a person trapping
or netting birds and having them in possession for breed-
ing purposes, I would advocate, if the weather gets
severe, trapping the birds and keeping them in coops
until the severe weather is over, when they can be turned
out in pairs. An old sportsman once told me that two
pair put out in a good place would breed more than a
whole bevy left together. I suppose the idea is that in a
bevy left to themselves the cocks predominate and distm-b
the peace of the family by fighting.
My French-Canadian punter was in the other day and

spoke of seemg a fine bevy huddled under a log, but he
was sorry they were nearly all "drakes."

I have been for a long time curious to know whether
our Northern quafl were not larger than those I had shot
in the South, and the other day when in Detroit I in-
qmred of a wholesale game dealer, who said that the
Northern birds were from two to three ounces heavier. I
was under this impression myself but could not find out
from any one who had shot both North and South, One
man, a professional breaker, said that the Southern birds
he thought were the largest. There is one thing certain
that I found out, and that is they fly just as fast. I hope
to be lucky enough to get a chance to try to stop a few
shortly. CINNA.

Size of Horns vs. Weight.
Boston, Mass.—Editor Forest and Stream: Why is it

that so many sportsmen when sending accounts of big
game killed to your paper give an estimate of the animal's
weight and say nothing of the spread of horns or number
of points on them? Are they pot-hunters that they want
pounds of dead game, or are they that other species of the
same genus that kills does and cows for sport rather than
go home withotit game to boast of to their friends? It is
ridiculous to attempt to send the weight of an animal as
evidence of one's prowess. In the first place anyone
familiar with our great woods knows that for one animal
killed near a pair of scales, a himdred are killed too far
from home to get out all the meat. In the next place the
true sportsmen is prouder in showing a mounted head
with antlers of extraordinary spread, nay with only a
small prongs, than to boast the killing in a single day of
a thousand or more pounds of meat, when questioning
wiU usually elicit the fact that it was killed so far from a
settlement that only a small portion could be used.
Moreover, anyone who has killed a moose knovVs how

dhficult a job he has in dressing his game, especially a
moose called into the water; and after he has labored over
it until his back aches, you may be sure he will estimate
the weight of the carcass high enough to satisfy any
reasonable demand. The fact that such estimates are
entirely untrustworthy is illustrated by the widely differ-
ent results arrived at when two persons endeavor to guess
the weight of a third. Measurements are exact. They
give a much better idea of the value of a head or specimen
and are easily marked off' on some object, be it gun or
paddle, and measured when a tape is handy.
My hunting has been confined to the east, mostly to

Maine, and I do not feel particularly virtuous when i say
that I saw ten moose at close range before I shot at one.
Last October, I was so fortunate as to kill a large bull and
do not regret at all the ten moose spared, because they
were cows or small bulls, and are still in the woods and
increasing unless some one after meat has met them.
My moose measured as follows: Perpendicular drawn

from fore foot to the top of the back 6ft. 4in., spread of
horns 4ft. 9in., number of points 26, width of web 14in.

SmviNER Robinson.

Nev(r York State Association for the Protection of
Fish and Game.

The following note has been sent out: Bui-falo, Dec. 31.—Gentlemen: Wfll you please mail to Walter S. Mac
Gregor, Syracuse, any amendments to the present fish
and game laws that you think advisable to make,

famous "Ducking Scenes" (advertised on another page, price «5)-a do this at once, SO that the law committee"may^inake
so mItia fi-ir SIS -i- „ i i _ i . .•'

, .89 value for 85.

This offer is to new subscribers only. It does not apply to renewals.
For 83 a fcona^e new subscriber for six months will receive the

FoHBST AND Stekam during that time and a copy of Dr. Van Fleet's
handsome work, "Bird Fortraite for tbe Young" (the price of whidi

their report at the annual meeting, to be held" at the
Yates House, in Syracuse, on Jan. 11. It is desirable that
clubs and associations should name their delegations aa
soon as convenient, and forward names to me. The
meeting promises to be of great importance to the interest
it represents. Yours truly, John B, Sage, Sec.-Treas,
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The Connecticut Season.

HadDam, Conn., Dec. 21—Editor Forest and Stream:
Game of all kinds, except squii'rels, has been unusually
scarce in this locality' this fall. Quail have been like the
proverbial song of angel's visits

—

iew and far between.
Woodcock were not as plenty as last fall. Partridges
were more plenty than either of the other game birds,

but they were generally found siugly and scattered over
a large extent of cover. Gray squirrels were very plenty
and in excellent condition, owing to the abundance of

nuts. Rabbits seem to have been almost exterminated,
probably by the foxes, which seem to have increased
rapidly within a few years.

By the laws of this Commonwealth the open season for

shooting quail, woodcock and partridge began Oct. 1 and
will end Dec. 31, but by the natural law of the seasons
governing such sport and in simple justice to the few
game birds remaining in this State it should not begin
till Oct. 15 and should end Nov. 30 in each year.

There was an effort made in the last Legislature of this

State to abridge the open season for these game birds, but
in the great wisdom and knowledge on this subject of

the Committee on Agriculture, before which the matter
came, aided by the advice of a few men who seemingly
would like to shoot the last live bird on the last day of the
year and of the open season, the effort failed.

It is hoped that those opposing this measure will re-

member how uncomfortably warm it was in this State

for pleasure shooting from Oct. 1 to 15 last, and also how
few leaves had fallen from the trees and underbrush even
by the latter date. It is also hoped they will make a note
of the severe snows and freezing weather we have had
almost from Dec. 1 to the present time, and see how few
have been the days in which a sportsman would care to

be seen in the field with his dog and gun, but that this

condition suits the market-hunter, for they can follow the
tracks of the poor birds in the snow and slaughter them
under the first cover they seek. It is a shame to tlie

sportsmen of this State that these three game birds are
not given a fair chance to live and increase, and it is

hoped the time will soon come when they will take effec-

tive action in the matter. A.

Sport in Japan.

JapAiV, as a sporting field, naturally falls within the
province of Chicago and the West, therefore I beg to bor-

row material as I may to hold down the field. This
morning a gentleman came into the Western office of

Forest and Stream and wanted a Forest and Stream
book sent over to a friend of his in Yokohama, .Jai^an.

The gentleman is Mr. E. W. Clement, now of this city,

and his friend is Mr. Jas. Ellacott Beale, editor of the
Japan Mail, a Yokohama newspaper. Mr. Clement lived

in Japan himself four years, 1887-91, and was able to tell

something of the sport in that country. He says that
game of many kinds, ducks, snipe, etc., was very abun-
dant, and much cheaper in the markets than beef. Pheas-
ants were common, and sold for low prices. Near by
Yokohama was a fine salmon stream, and the salmon
taken there were very fine, although it does not yet ap-

pear that salmon angling was practiced successfully. Mr.
Beale, being much of a sportsman, always kept a gun
and dogs, and had very fine sport. Mr. Clement was en-
gaged in traveling, in a native school further toward the
interior, and did not occupy himself with field sports,

but he says he remembers very well the swift rushing
salmon streams which tumbled their brief course from
the mountains to the sea. This summer at the World's
Fair we had many fine paintings of these mountain
streams done by Japanese artists. And now comes Mr.
Clement and says that he will write to his friend, Mr.
Beale, whose paper, by the way, he represents in Chicago,
and will prevail upon him to tell the readers of Forest
AND Stream a great deal more about the shooting and
fishing in that far away but pleasant land, where every-
body is polite and the days go goldenly along. If Mr.
Beale will kindly do this, he will give a great many
readers a sincere pleasure. E. Hough.

[Lake Champlain Ducks.
Rouse's Point, N. Y., Dec. 17—Editor Forest and

Stream: In your issue of Dec. 16, under the heading of
"Lake Champlain Ducking," J. R. Latham, M.D., of
New York, in relating his experience of this sport, states

that he was surprised at the extreme wildness of the
ducks, and upon his making inquiry was informed that
the wildness was caused by the constant pursuing of them
by several steam yachts from Rouse's Point and other
places on the Lake.
As to the yachts from other places I know nothing, but

I do know tiiat no such use was made of the one yacht
which belongs in this port, and that none of our Rouse's
Point cunners made a practice of this method of duck
hunting.

I acknowledge we have a class of pot-hunters here
(such as is found in most every locality), who will hunt in

season and out of season, and seem to have an utter dis-

regard of any such thing as game law, and as we have no
local game constable here, they do pretty much as they
please.

I agree with the Doctor that this manner of duck hunt-
ing from steam yachts is very unsportsmanlike and should
be prevented, and it is my utter dislike of it that causes
me to make this correction as regards Rouse's Point gun-
ners making a practice of it, and I hope he will think
twice before he again makes us so conspicuous in an
article of this kind on the simple information of some
one from Alburg, Vt^ WILL McCOMB, Jr.

Pittsburgh's Game Fields.

Pittsburgh, Pa., Dec, 15.—Game of all kinds, turkey,
grouse, quail, squirrels and rabbits, are very scarce and
wild in the Laurel Hill Mountain section this season. As
this is the nearest ground of any importance within one
hundred miles of our city, all sportsmen in this section
are interested. It is reported that considerable game is

killed illegally in this sir-ction, and the sportsmen who go
there in the legal season find but little left. This season
there was a party composed of members of the Wilkins-
burg. Pa., Gun Club up in this section for about a week.
They had moderate success. Also a party composed of
members of the Mutual Gun Club, of the E. E. , who re-

yjort very poor success; and a party composed of members
of tlie Iroquois Gun Club, S, S., left a few days since for
the same district, but I have received no report in regard
to their success so far. F.

Following the Trail.

Barton, Vermont.—We are having plenty of snow and
cold weather in the woods. There was twenty inches of
snow on Dec. 20 and thermometer registered 40° below.
On Dec. 7 Mr. Brown, of Belvidere, was told that a large
bear had been seen crossing the road the night before.
Mr. Brown is 62 years and an old bear hunter. He took
the bear trail the next morning, armed only with a light

axe and heavy revolver. The bear passed through this

town, going east, on Dec. 9, with the old man about one
hour behind. Brown, when he crosses a road near a
house, stops, gets something to eat and follows on. He
has followed the bear steadily up to date. He has come
up to him once and wounded hina slightly. On Dec. 10
two of our hunters started on after Brovrn and overtook
him on the 11th, and traveled with him until Saturday
night. Brown told them they might go on if they wanted
to, but that was his bear and iie should claim it who
ever killed it. The bear is headed for the big woods of
Maine.
Dec. 4 I was intending to take my trip to Maine after

my deer. Three of our hunters went and brought back
a deer each, one a very nice buck with a splendid set of
horns. They say that deer are very plenty and there is a
nice tracking snow. Another party starts to-morrow.
We go to Lenoxville, P. Q. , then from there to Megantic

and to Lowelltown, Maine. There is a large lumbering
business down there, some 300 men being in the woods;
that means crust-hunting. G. E. R.

White Deer in Pennsylvania.

The announcement that a white deer had been killed in
the woods near Foxburg, Forest county, on Bluejay Creek,
has attracted much interest among the naturalists and
hunters of this vicinity. Tlie deer above referred to was
killed on Tuesday of last week by A. Gilson and C. H.
Dubois, and is now on exhibition at the latter's place of
business in Bradford. This is the first authentic record of
an albino deer being killed in this vicinity since 1838,
when Joseph Gayetty, the father of ex-Police Captain
J. M. Gayetty, of this city, killed a white buck deer at
the headwaters of Horse Creek, about six miles from
where the city hall now stands. In the same year and
later in the fall, John McCool killed a white doe on Hem-
lock run. Eighteen years ago and near the vicinity where
the white deer was killed last week a spotted deer and full

grown, was seen for three different seasons, and was
chased by many hunters, but could not be shot nor cap-
tured. Its mangled carcass was found one summer by
one of the hunters in search of a bee tree. The deer had
been dragged down by a panther, wild cat or lynx, and
when found the carcass was so badly decomposed that
the hide could not be saved.

—

Oil City Derrick.

Native Animals of Pennsylvania and New Jersey.

Mr. Samuel N. Rhoads of the Academy of National
Science, Philadelphia, is preparing a book on the animals
(quadrupeds) of Pennsylvania and New Jersey. He asks
for the collection of specimens of such four-footed animals
as are not commonly met with, from every county of the
two States, and second, information about the habits of
certain species which are little known or are supposed to
have become extinct since the settlement of the country.

en Htjd ^iv^r fishing.

ANGLING NOTES.

Landlocked Salmon in New York.

The first plant of landlocked salmon fry made in the
waters of New York was made in 1879. The fry, 9,000 of
them, were, I believe, intended for Bisby Lake, but owing
to hot weather and unavoidable delays it was found im-
possible to reach the waters to which they were consigned
and they were dumped into the middle of Woodhull
Lake, in Herkimer county, near the Bisby lakes. The
same year 9,000 fry were planted in western New York.
Since that time 466,500 fry and eggs of the land-

locked salmon have been distributed in various New York
waters, chiefly in the Adirondack region. The eggs, of
course, were hatched after leaving the distributing sta-

tion and the fry planted; but for convenience I have
placed eggs and fry together.

What is there to show to-day for nearly half a million
salmon fry planted during the past fourteen years ? There
is not a lake in the State that has a reputation for its

landlocked salmon, even if there is one that affords fish-

ing for the fish that is worth mentioning.
It is true that many thousands of fry were planted in

waters wholly imfit for the adult fish. I planted one lot

of 20,000 myself that might as well have been turned into
a tea kettle on a stove in which there was a fire. I obeyed
instructions, but I knew the water and the one in autho-
rity who ordered the plant did not, although he had the
best possible intentions. Not one of that plant was ever
heard of afterwards.
In fact, except in Woodhull Lake and the Bisby chain,

if any of the half-million fry have prospered I have not
been able to learn about it. In Woodhull Lake, I believe
that within a few years after the first plant a small num-
ber of salmon of a pound or so in weight were caught
and it was afterward reported that the fish had worked
down stream and disappeared. In the Bisby lakes land-
locked salmon up to four pounds in weight have been
caught and Gen. Sherman considers the waters there
suitable for them, but the lakes are owned by a private
club. I have an idea that the failures to establish the
landlocked salmon in tlie waters of New York State have
been chargeable in large part to the fact that the waters
selected for the fry have not contained suitable food for
the fish. The principal food in the waters where they are
originally found is small fish, and the particular small
fish that they thrive upon is the smelt. ''Frost fish,"

which means the round whitefish, would seem to be an
excellent substitute for the smelt as salmon food, and in
Bisby Lakes this is the food that has been supplied for
them, although the frost fish were not planted until five

years after the first planting of salmon fry.

Landlocked Salmon for Lake George.

For a number of years past I have been impressed with
the thought that Lake George, N. Y., which my friend
Mr. W. H. Tippetts, editor of the Lake George Mirror,

cills on the title page of his paper, "The Queen of Ameri-
can Lakes," wovild be an ideal water for landlocked
salmon—the king of fresh-water fishes.

The water is clear as crystal and so cold that the sur-
face water in August is but little above seventy-two de-
grees Fahrenheit. It is made up largely of springs in the
bottom and no mountain lake can boast of water of greater
purity. As for food the lake fairly swarms with white-
fish. The frost fish, or round wliitefish, C. quadrilatera-
lis, is native to the lake. (See Forest and Stream of
January 14, 1893, for an article upon, and illustration of,

the "Frost-Fish," in which I described them as found in
Lake George), and the U. S. Fish Commission has planted
(m the spring of 1887) 761,000 fry of the lake whitefish,
C. dupeifonnis, whose young may now be seen covering
the surface of the lake at certain seasons.
Upon one point only was I in doubt about the success

of planting Lake George with salmon. I feared that the
inlet streams, which are ordinary trout brooks, might not
be large enough to afford spawning grounds for the big
salmon, which the fry would surely become on the rich
pasturage of the lake, and this is why I halted. Some
nine or ten years ago when I first conceived the idea of
planting landlocked salmon in Lake George the late E, M.
Stilwell, Fish Commissioner of Maine, wrote me: "In
Grand Lake the favorite spawning ground for the fish is

in Grand Lake stream, the outlet of the lake. In Sebago
Lake there are several favorite spawning grounds, but
they are all in tributary streams or inlets. * * * They
require in miniature the same conditions as Salmo salar,
viz., the ocean home (the lake) and a river of aerated,
broken water and gravelly, sandy bottom to spawn on, as
well as to clean themselves in. The young fi.sh when
hatched are helpless and should drift into their lake home
rather than be compelled to drift away from it. The
instinct of the fish teaches them to seek the inlets. * * *

They will spawn in shallow water on a sand bar where
the wind will give a little ripple, but few ever hatch of
the eggs so deposited."
Commenting upon this the late Prof. Baird said: "Run-

ning Avater is not necessary to the propagation of the
landlocked salmon. The landlocked salmon can be, and
has been made a pond fish, provided that the lake is large
enough and its water fresh, cold and pure."

Neither of the gentlemen quoted said one word about
food which I have come to believe is of the first import-
ance in establishing any kind of fish, and as they seemed
to be not in accord in regard to the necessai-y conditions
for the successful sjmwning of the landlocked salmon, I
thought it would be beat for me, like Br'er Rabbit, to lay
low for a time.
Later I made several vLsits to Sunapee Lake, N. H.,

where the landlocked salmon have been planted and
established, growing to twenty pounds and over, and
affording excellent fishing. There I studied the con-
ditions which existed to produce this result and compared
them with conditions existing at Lake Geoi-ge, and was
convinced that everything was favorable in a marked
degree to the establislmient of the salmon in the latter

lake. The streams flowing into Lake George are larger
than those flowirg in Lake Sunajjee, in which the salmon
enter to spawn, or would enter if the Fish Commissioners
did not net them at the mouth and spawn them artifi

cially. In Lake George the frost fish are as abundant as
the smelt in Sunapee, and other conditions are similar.

Final Action.

With these facts acquired to my satisfaction I still hesi-

tated about taking the responsibility of recommending
Lake George as a lake in which to plant salmon, for there
was still the chance that the salmon might go down
stream to spawn and so work into Lake Champlain; but
when the U, S, Fish Commission began to plant fingerling
salmon in Lake Champlain the last objection in my mind
faded away.
Last month I wrote to the U. S. Fish Commission, de-

scribed the lake and its adaptability for landlocked sal-

mon, and suggested that it should be planted with fin-

gerlings or yearlings; and said that while I was convinced
that it would prove a lake second to none in the State for
this fish, if they should by any chance go out they would
go into Lake Champlain. Col. McDonald wrote me as
follows: "Acting upon your suggestion I have de-
termined to plant, during the ensuing season, fingerlings
of the landlocked salmon in Lake George as well as in
Lake Champlain. I feel very sm-e that both lakes will
prove desirable habitats for this species, and I propose to
continue the planting on as great a scale as our means
will permit, until the species is well established in Lake
George and Lake Champlain, or the scheme is demon-
strated to be impracticable. I do not, however, appre-
hend failure."

I then wrote to Mr. J. W. Burdick, General Passenger
Agent of the Delaware & Hudson Canal Company, whom
I have always found most ready to render assistance to
any undertaking of this kind, and he very kindly offered
to haul cars of the U. S. Fish Commission and furnish
transportation for the men free over his railway, which
runs to Lake George and along the shore of Lake Cham-
plain, so the way is prepared to make Lake George, as
well as Lake Champlain, the home of the "ouananiche,"
and I believe that in a few years this will be an accomp-
lished fact, and that the Empire State will have the very
best of landlocked salmon fishing within her borders.
Lake Champlain will furnish smelt food, and Lake George
frost-fish food for the salmon, and their merits can be de-
termined by comparison, A. N. Cheney.

Trout Development in Tasmania.
That the European trout introduced in New Zealand

waters have done well has long been known in a general
way, but some facts recently published in the London
Field give details which are interesting. The Agent
General of Tasmania has recently sent the Field a photo-
grapli of a number of trout, of which the following details

are given: They were taken in the great lake Tasmania
by three rods from April 1 to April 12, The total was 53
fish, weight 4701bs., average 91bs. The number and
weights were as follows: One fish Hlbs., one .Slbs., two
41bs,, one 4Albs., six Olbs. , three 61bs., one 6Jlbs., three
71ba., three 7ilbs., two 8Ibs., four 91bs., three 9Ubs., four
lOlbs., eight Ulbs., one 12lbs., one I'dlbs., two 161bs., ono
17ilbs. The character of these descendants of Hampshire
and Wycombe fish has been often described, and the large
specimen weighing i72lb3. is a magnificent example of
the short, deep, thick, well-shaped variety of the fariOy
which has now become acclimated in Tasmania.
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FIXTU RES.
DOG SHOWS.

1894.

Jan. 16 to 19.—Saratoga Poultry and Kennel Club, at Saratoga, N.
Y. L. W. Clute, Ballston Lake, N. Y., Sec'y.
Jan, 2.3 to 26.—New Orleans Fanciers' Club, at New Orleans, La. G.

W. SentdJ, Jr.. Sec'y-
Feb. 20 to 23.—Westminster Kennel Club, at New York. James

Mortimer. Superintendent.
Feb. yr to March 2.—Columbus Fanciers' Club, at Columbus, O, G.

F. Mooney, Sec'y.
March 7 to 10.—City of Straits Kennel Club, at Detroit, Mich. Guy

D. Welton, Sec'y.
March 13 to 16.—Mascoutah Kennel Club, at Chicago, 111. J. L.

Lincoln, S»c'y.
March 20 to 33.—St. Louis Kennel Club, at St. Louis, Mo.
April .3 to 6.—New England Kennel Club, at Boston. Mass. D. E.

Loveland, Sec'y.
April 18 to 21 —Southern California Kennel Club, at Los Angeles,

Cal. C. A. Sumner, Sec'y.
May 2 to 5.—Pacific Kennel Club, at San Francisco, Cal. H. W.

Orear, Sec'y.
May ig.—Portland Kennel Glub, at Portland, Ore. D. L. Williams,

Sec'y.
FIELD TRIALS.

1894.

Jan. 15.—Pacific Coast Field Trial Club, at Salinas, Cal. J. M. KU-
garif, Sec'y, San Francisco, Cal.

Feb. ].—Blue Ridge Futurity Stakes, at New Albany, Miss.
Feb. 5.—Southern Field Trial Club's Trials, at New Albany, Miss. T.

M. Brumby, Sec'y, Marietta. Ga.
Feb. 19.—United States Field Trials Club's Spring Trials, Grand

Junction, Tenn. P. T. Madison, Sec'y, Indianapolis, Ind.

American Kennel Club Meeting.
The quarterly meeting of the executive committee of the American

Kennel Club was held at the ofiflce of the club, ii Broadway, New
York, Dec. 21, at -3:30 P. M. In the absence of the pre.sident and vice-
president, Mr. William C. Reick was elected to preside. Present:
Associate members. Dr. H. T. Foote and A. C. WilmerdiDg; American
Mastiff Club, Gf-orge G. Stephenson; American Spaniel Club, E, M
Oldham; English S( tter Club, Wilson Fiske; Grordon Setter Club of
America, J. B. Blossom; National Beagle Club, H. F ScheUhass; New
Jersey Kennel League, E. H. Morris; Pacific Kennel Club. Jas. Mor-
timer; Pointer Club of America, George Jarvis: Southern California
Kennel Club, Jas. Watson; St. Beiuard Club of America, W. C Reick-
St. Louis Kennel Club, J. M. Taylor; Washington City Kennel Club, f!
S. Webster; Westminster Kennel Club, H. B. Cromwell; American Bull
dog Club, E. Willard Roby.

'I he minutes of the last meeting were read, and on motion approved
Credentials of the foUowing named delegates to represent the fol-

lowing clubs were read and accepted: American Bulldog Club E
Willard Roby; Portland Kennel Club, W. L. Washinslon: Akron
Poultry and Kennel Club, H. F. Peck.
The secretary read his report, which on motion was accepted, and Is

as follows:
New York, Dec. 20, 1893.

To the Executive Committee of the American Kennel Club;
Gentlkjten—I have the honor to report that since our last meeting

there have been no new applications for membership. There is. how-
ever, one in abe.yance. which was laid over at the last meeting in order
that the applicant might complete its application by filing a copy of
Its constitution as required by our rules. I mailed a cominunica'tiou
to the club in question, explaining the matter, and no reply has yet
been received. The clab is known as the Kansas City Eyposition
Driving Park Association, and from its title it would appear that it is
not an affiliation that this club desires.
The South Carolina Poultry and Pet Stock Association tenders its

resignation, and as the club is in good standing, I would recommend
the prompt acceptance of the same. The Long Island Live Stock and
Fair Association having been sold out we are requested to drop its
name from our roll of membership. I would recommend such action
The following credentials have been filed: Akron Poultry and Ken-

nel Clnb, appointing Hobert F. Peck, Akron, 0., a.s its delegate- Port-
land Kennel Club, appointing W. L. Washington, Allej;heney Pa as
its delegate; Bulldog Club of America, appointing E. Willard Roby
New York city, as Its delegate in place of John H. Matthews'
resigned.

'

You will hereby recall that at our last meetmg the lUindio Kennel
Club was duly suspended until it should pay its fees for hstings
received for its show. This olfice received an order on the treasurer
of said club to pay the American Kennel Club the sum of $19 75 in
liquidation of our claim. Dr, H Van HummeU undertook to collect
said order for our account. I endorsed it over to him and forwarded
it to his address on Dec. 13, and up to this writing no reply has been
received. In the meanwhile we have received from Mr. F. W. Chap-
man a communication claiming that the llUndio Kennel Cliib sent him
a similar draft for 35:30 in payment of prizes won by his dogs at its
show. He deposited same in his bank for collection, which was later
returned to him marked "N. G " with $2.14 protest fees charo-ed
which he paid, and although he has repeatedly demanded paymenl of
his claim the club has failed to respond. The club having already
been suspended by the action of your honorable body, your secretary
has taken no steps in the matter other than to advise the delegate of
the llUndio Kennel Club of the state of affairs as above set forth It
now remains for this club to enforce Rule XXVIIL

I was directed at our last meeting to ascertain what compact if
any, has been entered into between the Trunk lines and the express
companies in regard to the free transportation of dogs in charge of
their -owners or caretakers to and from shows throughout the
United States. I addressed a letter contaimng this inquiry to Mr L
P. Farmer, Commissioner of the Trunk Line Association and auote
his reply: ^

142 Liberty Street, New York, Nov. 16
Dogs for Exhibition.

A. P. Vredenburyh, Esq.. Secretary American Kennel Club:
Dear SiR-In reply to j'our inquiry of the 1.5th insc. beg to say that

I cannot advise you what agreement exists in-tsveen the several Trunk
Lines and Express companies operating thereon. I beg, however, to
quote the rule of the passenger conimitto relative to transportation of
dogs when forwarded for exhibition pm-poses: 'Dogs for exhibition
not to be carried in baggage cars and owners to be referred to the
express companies.' Very truly, L. P Farmer,

Commissioner Passenger Department
I beg to report that agreeable to instructions I promptly returned

all of the fees received by this club for World's Fair certificates
One notice and check has been returned, the party to whom it was
addressed not being found by the post-ofllce officials. I hold this
amount subject to claim by the proper party.

I now beg to call your attention to several important matters withmy recorameuda' ions regarding them.
First, I am forced by circumstances to advise you that we have out-

grown our present system of indexing. We have registered upward
of 32.000 dogs, and the danger of duplicating names is growing more
apparent each day. This is a very serious matter and its dangers
should be guarded against. I believe that we owe it to our patrons to
perfect our plant as far as it is possible so to do, and as a matter of
justice to them and safety to ourselves, I would ask you to make an
appropriation of safticient money to enable us to purchase a card in-
dex such as is now used in nearly ail of our pubHe libraries, life and
fire insurance companies, the different cattle clubs and other institu-
tions wh^re Indexing is of such vital importance. To this end 1 have
procured from the Library Bureau, of Boston, Mass., an estimate to
furnish us with a cabinet made of hard wood throughout, provided
with all of the latest appliances, with a capacity of 72,:3-3i cards with
that number of caids of Bristol board, printed with breed, sex "num-
ber, sire, dam an owner, for the sum of S215. This company akso
agrees lo write all registrations up to Jan. 1, 18!)4, for §13 50 per thou-
sand, or $43-.-' for the ;32,000 names already registered. I would, there-
fore, recommend that the cabinet and cards as per speciflcatibu and
estimate be purchased at once, leaving the matter of the indexiuK of
the dogs already registered to the discretion of the secretary, who be-
lieves he can obtain a lower bid for that work.
Second—1 would also inform you that in my opinion this club has

outgrowu its present quarters. It needs more storage room and
should have its electrotype plates of all it- published volumes of the
stud book imder its immediate control, which is now jiupo.<~ible I
have obtamed the refusal of the ...ffice adjoinintr, being of the .same
dimensions as that now occupied by me, and woidd recommend that
this club should hire Che same, placing the registration Jepanment
and stenographer tbereiu, and keeping the large room we now lease
for the purpose of meetings and for extra storage space. The addi-
tional rent would amount to S2-.i5 per annum.
Thii-d—By resolution at the May meeting the compact between the

Canadian Kennel Club and the American Krunel Club was annulled
It is my opinion, however, that we should in some way control ali
bench shows, registrations and questions of discipline, and to that end
I would a ecommend that a committee be appointed by the chair and a

request forwarded to the C. K. C. to appoint a similar committee to
confer, and try to arrive at some conclusion so that a report would be
made at the annual meeting. My suggestion as a groundwork for
such joint committee to work upon-is as follows:

First, the G. K. C. to give up its pubhcation of its Stud Book; second,
the C. K. C. to affiliate with the A. K. C. by paying certain annual
dues; third, the C. K. C. to send a delegate to the A. K. C, he to
represent the Canadian dog show interests for the entire Dominion of
Canada; fourth, the benefits to be derived would be one set of dog
show rules, general recognition of all awards to qualify for a cham-
pionship, general recognition of disqualifications and' suspensions.
The Canadians through their delegate having the same privileges as
now accorded every member; and "for the general good of the kennel
interests throughout this entire country.
In closing my report I have to request that the chair appoint an

auditing committee to examine my accounts for the year ending
Dec. 31, 1893, and for authority to publish in the Kennel Gazeite in the
month of January, 1894, my financial statement, as has lieen the cus-
tom for the past years.

All of which is respectfully submitted.
(Signed) A. P. Vredenbdrgh, Secretary."

Mr. Schellhass moved that the chair appoint an auditing committee,
pursuant to the request of the treasurer to audit his accounts.
Motion .seconded and carried.
The chau- appointed the following auditing committee: Dr. H. T.

Foote, F. S. Webster and H. P. Schellhass.
The treasurer's report was also read, and accepted as follows:
"To the Executive Committee of the American Kennel Club. Gentle-

men:—I hereby heg to submit my quarterly report of all moneys re-
ceived and disbursed byme during the year 1893.

Balance on hand Jan. 1, 1893 $5,004..30
Receipts from all sources to date 6,775.65

$11,780.05
Disbursements for same period. 9,211.97

Balance on hand $3,568.08
Respectftdly submitted,

CSigned) A. P. VRKOENBrRGH, Treasurer.

The report of the special committee appointed at the last meeting
to draw suitable resolutions on the resignation of 3Ir, James L.Anthony
was read as follows:

WliereaSj Mr. Jas. L. Anthony resigned as a member and an oiHcial
of the A. K. C, and.
Whereas, At the meeting of the Executive Committee of the A. K.

C. held May 18, 1893, the president was requested to appoint a com-
mittee to draft and present to the club a resolution of thanks to Mr.
Anthony for his past services, and
Whereas, Under date of Nov. 8, 1 993, .the president duly appointed

Messrs. A P. Vredenburgb, John L. Lincoln, Jr., and H. F. Schellhass
as such committee, therefiDrebe it

Resolved, That the thanks of the A.K.C. are due, and are hereby ten-
dered to, Mr. Anthony for his loyal suppurt, his disinterested labor,
and for his regular attendance at all meetiugrs of the club and varion.s
committees of which he was a memloer for the several years that he
was connected vrith this body, and to express regrets that he found it

necessary to sever that connection which proved such a pleasant and
valuable one to his fellow members, and
Resolved, That a copy of these preambles and resolutions be sent

to Mr. Anthony, and that they be spread in full upon the records of
the club. A. P. Vredenburoh,

John L. Lincoln, Jr.,
Hermann F. Schellhass.

On motion the same was unanimously adopted.
The resignation of the South Carolina Pet Stock Association was

presented, and Mr. Mortimer moved that, as the club was in good
standing, the resignation be accepted. Motion seconded.
The request of the Long Island Live Stock Association to be

dropped fi'ora the roll on account of the disbanding of the club was.
on motion of 3Ir. Mortimer, granted.
Mk. VRicDENniTRGH—As I have stated before, the Illindio Kennel

Club was suspended at our last meeting for failure in complying to
our rules in sending us certain moneys due the club. They sent a
draft on their treasurer. I endorsed that draft over to their delegate
for collection, as he had said that he would collect it for us. I have
heard nothing from him since. In the meantime Mr. F. W. Chapman
of Boston won £30 at a bench show held by that club. They sent him
a similar draft and he deposited it in the bank, audit was returned
to him marked "N. G."
Mr. Webster—I move that the secretary be directed to notify the

Illindio Kennel Club of the claim of Mr. Chapman against it, and that
the club be granted thirty days within which either to disprove the
claim or to pay the same, in default of which the officials of the club
shall stand disqualified and the club remain suspended. Motion sec-
onded and carried.
Mr. Vredenburgh—As I have stated in my report the Kansas City

Exposition Driving Park Association have sent in their application for
membership and a draft for §10. The matter could not properly come
up at the last meeting for action, but I w^as instructed to advise that
club that it must comply with our rules by sending a Ust of their
officers and a copy of their constitution before the matter could come
before us. No attention has been paid to my letter, and, as I have
said, the association does not appear to be one that the American
Kennel Club would care to have on its roll.

Mr. ScnELLtiAss—I move that the secretary be directed to return
the glO to said association pending a proper compUance by said f sso-
ciation with the rules. Motion carried.
Mr Vredknburgji—Mr. Chairman, during your absence we had two

applications for membership from Portland, Ore., one from the Port-
laud Kennel Club and the other from the Oregon Kennel Club. We
secured affidavits from both clubs regarding the date of 'the organiza-
tion, and the action of this club was entirely upon the affidavits that
we received, which action was that we elected the Portland Kennel
Club, because it appeared from the affidavits submitted that the Poi-t-
land Kennel Club had organized three days before that eft'ected by
the Oregon Kennel Club. On Nov. 10 I received a letter from the
Oregon Kennel Club, which is as follows:
'•Portland, Oregon, Nov. 10.—To the Secretary of the American

Kennel Club: Dear Sir—No ing the proceedings of the American Ken-
nel Club at their last meeting, wherein a motion was made to -^-ant a
charter to the Portland Kennel Club instead of the Oregon ^Kennel
Club, the latter club immediately held a meeting in regard to the
same and a committee was appointed to correspond with the Ameri-
can Keanel Club in reference to said charter, and in accordance there-
with we most earnestly solicit your careful attention, to the facts
whiah the Oregon Kennel Club set forth. We still insist that the
Oregon Kennel Club was the first to organize, and feel certain that we
are able to prove such to be a fact, and that the Oregon Kennel Club
are obtaining their charter by fraud and misrepresentation in claim-
ing to have organized April 10, three days prior to that of the Oregon
Kennel Club; we have positive proof to the contrary if given an op-
portunity to set it before the American Kennel Club. Our club is
composed of many old and reUable business men who would not lend
theu- name or assistance to these proceedings were they not truthful
and correct. We feel that we are justly entitled to the charter under
the constitution and precedents of the sovereign club, and we do not
propose to be undermined by unscrupulous parties without an elTort
to attain that which rightly belongs to us after many months
of labor and hearty effort, for we have proof that we are
being out-witted by a disappointed office seeker, who would not
hesitate at any unscrupulous trick to supersede us in getting a
charter and who wisely keeps in the dark and leaves his name un-
mentioned for obvious reasons. The president of the Portland
Kennel Club admitted to our secretary that he knew nothing of his
own election to the office until after the meeting of said club—their
motto was 'anything for a charter' and -any way to get it ahead of
the Oregon Kennel Club.' We fm-ther truly believe that it is not somuch Che welf.-ire of the dog world which these parties have at heart
as it is to spite the Oregon Kennel Club, as one of their party re-
marked that 'any dirty work goes' in this case. Now what we
earnestly petition the American Kennel Club to do is to' appoint amember of your organization to come to Portland (at our expense)
and fully and impartially investigate the facts in this controversy
and we will cheerfully abide by bis deciaioij. We would .suggest that
an officer of the Seattle, Wash.. Kennel Club be appointed to come
over here, and we are satisfied that the American Kennel Club will
find that these statements are truthful and correct, and we ask in
justice between man and man, that the charter, if not already
granted to the Portland Kennel Club, be withheld untfi such invesiiu-a-
tlon can be had. and if the charter has been granted, that the same^ba
revoked and given to the Oregon Keaael Club, provided, always that
we cau prove priority of oi-gamzation. Tne reason we suggest the
Seattle Club is because of the short distance to Portland and conse-
quently, less expense to us. '

'

Trusting to have favorable consideration of our plea we subscribe
for the Oregon Kennel Club. Joseph R Bowles, President; Fred ADunham, Secretai-y, Chairman Bench Show Committee; George a'
Strow. L. A. Wheeler." ' *

Since recei\-ing chat I have received a communication from the
Seattle Kennel Club, dated Deo. 15, as follows:
'•Seatile Kewel Club, Seattle, Wash., Dec. 15.—3Ir. A Vreden-

burgh. Secretary American Kennel Olub: Deal- Sir.—We beg to caU
your attention to the controversy existing between the Oregon Kennel
Club and the Portland Kennel Club, said clubs being in the city of
Portland, Ore., as to which club had the prior organizati-.n.
"The Portland Ktnael Club, we underst.jnci, h..s represented tha

they were organized on the 10th of AprU last, and from that showing
were given the franchise of your club for the city of Portland.
"At a meeting of this club held this evening Mr. G, C Strowe, of the

Oregon Kennel Club, was present and laid before our chib newspapers
confaining call for organization of the Oregon Kennel Club under date
of April S, also other newspapers showing that the organization was
perfected on the 13ch, and that at that meeting among other officers
elected Mr. D. L. Williams was elected to the position of financial sec-
retary and treasurer. From the representation of Mr. Strowe it ap-
pears that Mr. Williams was very desirous of obtaining the position of
corresponding secretary, and failing in that withdrew entirely from
the Oregon Kennel Club and organized the Portland Kennel Club,
though his name did not appear publicly. At the present time, how-
ever, we were informed that he holds the office of corresponding sec-
retary of the last-named club From the showing of Mr. Strowe,
which seems to us that at least there is a very grave question as to
which club has the title to priority of organization, and in the interest
of fair play and of honest and clean sportsmanship on the Pacific
coast, we respectfully ask you to lay this matter before the American
Kennel Club at their coming meeting for such action as it may be their
pleastire to take.
"The Oregon Kennel Club has agreed to defray all expenses of the

member of this club going to Portland to investigate the facts as he
may find them and report to your honorable body.
"We would, therefore, suggest, as a member of the American Ken-

nel Club, that it might not be out of place that you decide as to what
plan to pursue in order that this controversy may be settled as amica-
bly and as soon as possible.

"Seattle Kennel Cldb, F. R. Atkins, Sec'y."
Me. Morris—I move that this matter be reconsidered.
Mr. Mortimer—I think before such motion is entertained it would

be well to take into consideration the testimony of an associate mem-
ber, a member in good standing, Mr. W. L. Washington, who visited
Portland last summer and reported very favorably on the Portland
Club. He thought that club, being the first club organized, and repre-
senting a better class of people, who really had the interest of the
dog at heart, should be recognized, and he very strongly recommended
their admission. I do not see how we can reconsider" this unless we
have some very strong evidence to act upon.
Mr. Schellhass—Even though we may have made a mistake in ad-

mitting the wrong club, I think if we reconsider the matter at this
late date that the remedy might be a great deal worse than the evil.
I move that the secretary be instructed to inform the Oregon Kennei
Club that no action can be taken in the matter at this time.
Mr. Mortimer produced and read a letter from the secretary of the

Portland Kennel Club, in which it was stated that that club was very
desirous of holding its first dog show in May, 1,S94, and would like to
have everything in connectiorr wdth the show as near the rules and
regulations of the American Kennel Club as possible.
The motion of Mr. Schellhass that the secretary be instructed to

notify the Oregon Kennel Club that it is too late for the American
Kennel Club to reconsider the matier was seconded.
Mk. Fiske—There being charges of fraud against the ofBcers of the

Portland Kennel Club, we now have the right to investigate ihose
charges with perfect propriety, it seems to me.
Mr. ScheUhass's motion was put to vote and lost.
Dr. Foote—I move that the matter be turned over to the advisory

committee for the ptirpose of investigating the charges. Motion
seconded.
Mr. Vredenburgh—I would like to impress it upon the minds of

delegates that the true reason for the acceptance of the Portland Ken-
nel Club was upon an affidavit that they sent here showing that they
were organized two or three days in advance of the affidavits received
from the Oregon Kennel Club. Mr. Washington's letter of recommen-
dation was also read, but the true reason for the acceptance of the
club was its priority of organization. However, the Oregon Kennel
Club, which was not elected, make grave charges against the Portland
Kennel Club. I think it is the duty of the delegates to Investigate
those charges.
Dr. Foote's motion to refer to advisory committee carried
IttR. Vrede-vbuegh-The matter of the dog Sprake comes now prop-

erly before us. You will all remember that this dog was disqualified
at the show of the Blue Grass Kennel Club held at Lexington Ky
upon a protest entered by me as secretary of tliis club. At the last
meeting it was resolved that the present ovvner of Sprake, Mrs Davis
be given an opportuuity of appeal I have her appeal here, which I
submit to you, and in which she states in substance that since she was
the owner of the dog she had always registered him as "I. C. P "
with "Sprake" in brackets. '

'

Mr. Mortimer—It would seem from the appeal of Mrs. Davis that
she is under the impression that she, as o«'ner, and the dog Sprake
are disqualified permanently. I think if she was notified that the dog
was only disqualified at the Lexington show, the matter could be
readily settled.

:\lR. Morris—I move that tne matter be left with the secretary for
attention.
Mr. Lewis—The dog is now properly registered.
Motion seconded and carried.
Mr. Watson—I offer the follov/ing resolution, that the stud book

committee be autborized to recognize all wins with the exception of
that at the Blue Grass Kennel Club, of Lexington, Kentucky and
if the dog is again shown as "I. C. P." ("Sprake":) it be registered in
the stud book, Motion seconded and carried.
The Charge preferred by E. H. Morris against the Danbury Agri-

cultural Society was on motion referred to the advisory committee
Mr. Vredenburgh caUed up his recommendation m his report con-

cerning a new system of indexing by which reference coulti be more
readily had to registrations, and called attention to the advantages
of a system such as is now used by a number of other clubs and cor-
porations, and strongly recommended that some action be taken at
this meeting regarding the matter.
Mr. Morris-I move that the whole matter be left to the discretion

of the secretary and that he be limited in his expenditures in said
matter to §550. Motion seconded and carried.
In regard to the recommendation of the secretary for more spacious

quarters, Mr. Schellhass moved that the secretary be instructed to
lease the adjoining office pursuant to his recommendation until Mav
1895. Motion seconded and carried. '

Mr. Blossom moved that the secretary be empowered to look into
the matter of selecting and hiring some safe deposit vault where
important records of the club could be stored. Motion seconded
and carried.
Mr. Vredenburgh—Now comes the matter of our relation with the

Canadian Kennel Club. As you all know, we had a compact in 1889
which was very much like the handle of a jug—all on one side—and
this club saw fit at its May meeting to annul that compact and we
are juat as wide apart with that club as we are with England I do
not think this is for the best interests of the kennel clubs of this
country. Our constitution says that this club was organized for the
United States and the Dominion of Canada. They formed a Cana-
adian Kennel Club, which consists of individuals who have assumed
to regulate kennel affairs in Canada. For the last five years we have
recognized their stud book registrations and their awards and their
black Hsts. In return they have done the same thing for us. I sin-
cerely believe that we ought co come to some conclusion with the
Canadian Kennel Club whereby we may be able to bring them into
the American Kennel Club. In my opinion the groundwork would
be that they should abandon their stud book. They ou"ht to affili-
ate with the American Kennel Club, and should send a^delegate to
this club to represent the Canadian dog show interests.
Mr. Watson—I move that the communication received from the

Canadian Kmnel Club, which was submitted at a former meetina
and laid upon the table, be taken up. °
Motion .seconded and carried.
Major Taylor-I move that the chairman appoint a committee of

three, of which our secretary shah be chairman, to confer with a com-
mittee of the Canadian Kennel Club and devise some means of estab-
hshing a new compact bet^veen the clubs.
Motion seconded and can ied.

The chau-mau apiiumted as such committee Messrs. 'Vredenburgh
Watson and Taylor ° '

Mr. Morris—I move that the secretary be given authority to nubr
lish in the Kennel Gasette for the month of January, 1894 his finan-
cial statement. '. <

Motion seconded and carried.
Mr. Watson—a s the decision of the executive committee at its lastmeetmg of the case of Shillcock vs. Patterson was entered without

any notice having been given to Mr. Shillcock or myself, I having
acted for him, I beg to protest against this decision on his behalf
rms case came up befoi e the American Kennel Club and was referred
to theadvisory committee, where the whole testimony in the case was
suomltted. They went through it, and there wa.> .mV nniut on which
they desired further information. Our present chaii iu in was on theway to England at the time, and he was requested to r,i,iain informa-
tion on that one particular point. The qaH>,tion v.as whether the
bitch had been served, and Mr. Reick looked up the old service book
and founri exactly as Mr. Schillcockhad said, that the service had been
rendered in the manner stated. That was the oidv gruuud on which
Mr. Patterson had to evade the responsibility. The case went ao-ainsD
Mr. Patterson. At the last meeting a requesi was luafle by Vtr Patter-
son for remstatement. I wa.s pract,cally Mr. SciuUcuck's attorney I
received no notice and ktiewnothin- about the lUEitter until I saw it in
the reiwrc of the .^ub in rue. Ga.tUe. So^v I ask, is it proper for a
judicial body ot this cnaracter to render a decision ot that I'ind wiih.
out full knowledge of the facta of the case? 1 do not think I o jght t ogo into the facts now, because they are in evidence and can be pro -
duued. I do not think the gentlemen who voted in favor of his rem .
statement had any idea of what this case was or how this man had
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bbtained this dog from Mr. Schillcocfe, and that he had notified the
bankers to refuse payment of the draft, and at the same time he was
telling Mr. Schillcock that it was the banker's fatilt that the draft was
not paid. There was no one outside of Mr Belmont, Mr. Vredenburgh,
Mr. Anthony and myself who were acquainted with those facts. We
are in a certain sense a court of law. We give a decision. Some per-
son wants to reopen the case. What do you do? You bring new evi-

dence. This man owes £40. There is the protested draft. There is

the statement of this man that he ordered this draft to be paid, and
yet he is still writing to these bankers not to pay this draft. I protest
on behalf of Mr. Schillcock against the reinstatement of Mr. Patterson,
and request that some action be taken in the matter.
Mr. Vhedenbuhgh—I would like to state for the information of Mr,

Watson, that when this case was brought up I suggested that as the
case had been tried by the advisory committee, this man's appeal
should, out of courtesy'to the advisory committee, be referred to it so
that if that committee saw any good reason why it should reinstate
Mr. Patterson, they could do so. The meeting would not act on that
suggestion, and they stated that it was the sense of that meeting that
Mr Patterson had been sufiaciently punished for his misconduct, and
that he should be reinstated. Mr. Patterson was reinstated.
Mr. Morris—And it was also in view of the decision of the executive

committee that these monetary matters should not be acted upon by
the executive committee.
The Chair—That resolution was rather ex post facto. I must say

I thought it was one of the most amazing pieces of legislation that
could be done. This man puts in circulation a printed paper in which
he sought to defend himself, but which was siniply an acknowledg-
ment of that with which he had been charged. He bought this bitch
and sent a draft for her, which he afterward ordered cancelled, and
said the bitch had not been served. I suggest that the better way
would be to appeal to the American Kennel Club as a club.
Mr. Watson—I give notice now that I will bring the matter before

the next annual meeting.
Mr. Morris brought up Rule 1 of the dog show rules and moved that

the secretary be appointed a committee of one to act upon dates.
Motion seconded and carried.
In the matter of the investigation made to ascertain what compact,

if any, has been entered into between the trunk lines and the express
companies in regard to free transportation of dogs in charge of their
owners, which was somewhat fully discussed, Mr. Morris moved that
a committee be appointed to treat with the express companies and
trunk lines in order to bring about some more equitable rates for
exhibitors. Motion seconded and carried.
The chairman appointed as such committee Messrs. Morris, Webster

and Dr. Foote.
Dr. Foots-Before the meeting is adjourned I desire to call atten-

tion to the action of Dr. L. R. Sattler at the Newark show recently
held. According to the papers grave charges are made against Dr.
Sattler to the effect that he surreptitiously took one of Mr. Belmont's
dogs to serve one of his own. I understood he was expelled by his
own club for so doing. I think it is a matter which the American
Kennel Club should take some notice of.
Mr. Morris—I can say on behalf of the New Jersey Kennel League

that on the matter coming to our attention we insisted that he should
pay the fee, and then we afterward had a hearing in the case and
expelled him from the club. This is as far as we have gone.
Dr. Foote—If that is all that has been done there is nothing to

prevent this man from going on and showing his dogs. I think that
a man who stoops to such a thing as that should not be allowed to
show dogs.
Mr Schellhass—I move that it is the sense of this meeting that

the New Jersey Kennel League shall prefer charges against Dr.
Sattler to the American Kennel Club for investigation.
Motion seconded and carried.
The meeting then adjourned.

Field Trial Reports.
We have received a long letter for publication from Maj.

J. R. Purcell la regard to alleged incorrect reporting of cer-
tain heats in the field trials of 1893 and '93 in a Western pa-
per. While Maj. Purcell seems to have some cause for com-
plaint according to the published accounts of the same heatsm the FoPvEST AND Stream, which he quotes as bearing out
Ms contention, we do not deem the letter sulBciently inter-
esting to the general reader to publish it in ext*nso.
There is one part of his letter that we may allude to here.

He .says that at the club room at Lexington, N. C., during
the Central field trials of 1892, a meeting was held by the
handlers and the following resolution drawn up: "That
Whereas, Published reports of work done by bird dogs run-
ning in the public trials have so often been untrue as to vari-
ous dogs, misleading to the public, damasing to the reputa-
tions of handlers and injurious to the interests of owners,
therefore it is Resolved, That we demand of the sportsmen's
papers that such reports contain the truth, the whole truth,
and nothing but the truth." Maj. Purcell was elected secre-
tary, but he says he refrained from making such resolutions
public because it was thought that the mere fact of such
action having been taken would be suflicient to correct the
abuses complained of; besides, he felt that gentlemen to
whom this was not intended to apply might feel that they
were indirectly reflected upon. We think, however, if such
feeliug existed among the handlei-s and others that some
specific action should have been taken by advising the pub-
lic of the direct cause for complaint and names of the jour-
nal or journals that transgressed.
A field trial reporter has a difficult task to fulfill at the

best, and handlers and others .should bear in mind the fact
that men do not all view the work of field dogs from the
same standpoint, and that, as Mr. Waters has often con-
tended, a knowledge of ordinary field work does not neces-
sarily make a man a field trial handler, judge or reporter.
Field trial work is in a clas.s by itself and should be so consid-
ered. Judging from Major Purcell's letter, however, Forest
AND Stream was not included in the list of transgressors.
We have perfect confidence in the honesty and fairness of
our own field ti'ial reports. We have no axe to grind nor
any one kennel to boom; our sole desire is to boom the
Forest and StreAJI among field trial men and dog breeders
generally, and this we are convinced can only be done by
acting in a fair spirit to all. It is not our fault if another
journal has shown favoritism. We are in receipt of another
letter asking us to expose the same reporter and journal'.s
alleged biassed report of certain running at Bicknell last
month. Forest and Stream will always welcome any
healthy discus.sion among field trial men in regard to the
character and importance of work done in field trials or the
merits of, for instance, the pointer a^s. the setter, or vice
verm. But personal contentions, of no earthly value to any
one but those directly intere.sted, and which .surely lead to
mutual recrimination, can find no place in these columns.
This fact is well understood by this time and that is why
Forest and Stream does not weary, but interest, the
general reader.

Lady Mignon is Not Sa-vage.
Editor Forest and Stream:

I am the owner of the celebrated St. Bernard Lady Mignon
and her litter brother Councellor Joe. The former I notice
in your last week's issue was made popular through drawing
blood in biting Mr. Reick at the Birmingham show. In
justice to her ladyship I wish to state that she is as beautiful
In temper as in appearance except on the show bench, where
she has had to undergo such admiration during the past sea-
son in England, in consequence of being always the prize
winner, that she never gets a chance of being rested. People
are so in the habit of poking her to wake her up that she has
become tired of it. I am, however, very sorry and expressed
myself so to Mr. Reick, that she should select him of all
people to bite. I had been busy showing her in the various
classes and had left her a few minutes when it took place.

„ ^ Samuel Jagger,
Boston, Mass., Dec. 7.

Death of Senta.
Mr. J. H. Lawrence, owner of Kennel Lawrence, has sus-

tained severe loss in the death of his great Dane bitch Senta,
which he recently purchased from Mr. Glynn. Senta died of
pneumonia ten hours after her return from Chicago show.
Earl of Wurteraburg is also down with the same complaint,

• l>ut Mr. Lawrence expects to pull him through.

Akron Dog Show, Dec. 19 to 22.

especial ReportO

The Akron Poultry and Kennel Club's first show was held
last week, and while not a success financially, it was a very
good start in the right direction. Next year Akron should
come into some good circuit and offer "cash prizes. The
benching was of the old style wooden stalls, but was made
of nice clean lumber, surfaced on both sides, which added
to the appearance very much. The stalls were kept clean
and well disinfected. Among the exhibitors I noticed Mrs.
Lee, T. A. Howard, Dr. F. H. Hoyt, C. Klocke. Gale Good,
Dr. J. R, Daniels, Luther Cole, F. H. Morris, A. Asire, Joe
Deiter, Geo. Ratters, Fred Pastre, Geo. Mooney (secretary
Columbus Fanciers' Club), A. J. C. Smith, Mr. Orr, of the
Dwight Gordon Kennels.
Dr. F. H. Hoyt made a fine exhibit of Italian greyhounds,

and succeeded in disposing of a couple of puppies, Mr. A, J.
C. Smyth sold two Gordon setter puppies and several others
made sales. Mr. Davidson judged all classes and, as usual,
gave satisfaction.
Mastiffs were a poor lot with the exception of two mon-

grel puppies; only one faced the judge, Caesar D., who is a
shabby, poor-headed specimen.

St. Bernards were one of the strongest classes in the
show. jSTo challenge entries filled. In open rough dogs
Grand Master, shown in rather light flesh, won easily from
American C^sar, who is recovering from his Chicago lame-
ness. Rough bitches showed lo the winner; she is well
known. Second went to Juliet, a typical bitch, but losing
in size and substance to the winner. The reserve w^ent to a
daughter of Lord Bute and Ellen Terry, a big roomy bitch
whose place is in the nursery. The open smooth class showed
a good young specimen in Nero Prank, of the celebrated
Keeper strain. Should he go on right he can do some win-
ning. Pliny made rather a poor second. Lady Judith, the
Chicago winner, was alone in her class and was awarded
first. She is a typical specimen.
Great Danes.—All the six entries, made by the Kennel

Lawrence, were absent, owing to illness.

Pointers.—There was a strong entry for a small show, and
mo.st of the winners are well known.
English Setters.—There was only one challenge entry.

Zona. She was lucky to have no competition, as she is not
up to challenge form. Open dogs saw MacMurdo first over
Tilt; the latter is coarse and light in eye. The winner scores
in type and general character. In open bitches Bessie Hill
was rightly placed, I thought, over Daisy B. II., reversing a
former decision. The former scores considerably in head
and ear, losing to Daisy in spring of ribs and loin. She^as
shown, however, in very light flesh.

Irish Setters.—Kildare Beverly was the only entry in
open dogs and was awarded the blue. In open bitches Bessie
Fenmore scored easily over Belle of Kildare; the latter was
ragged in coat and light in color. The winner is a good
typical bitch, good in head and color, but light in eye.
Gordons had no challenge entries. In open class Heather

Lad, a handsome specimen, won; he is well known. Second
went to a new one, Judge S.; he is just in from a two
month's hunt, and in no form to show. He is a good dog,
but light in eye and tan. In open bitches. Heather Effie won
easily over Mont Rose, who is bad in head and ear. The
winner has been described before.
Cockers were a local entry, and would not give a very

good account of themselves with outside competition.
Collies were a poor lot too, all Akron dog <. The best of

the lot was Countess Bertha, who was awarded the blue.
Bull-Terriers had only two entries. Barney B., well

known, was alone in his class, while Lady Diana held the
same position in hers.
Dachshunds were a strong entry. Fritz K. was alone in

challenge class. Mr. Klocke showed a strong team of four,
winning in both open dog and bitch classes.
Pugs—Casina, in good condition, was alone and won iu

challenge class. Open dogs found the Chicago winner Drum-
mer an easy first; he is a good pug and has been described.
In bitches Miss Decima, who was rather unlucky at Chicago,
scored easily over Diamond Bessie. The winner is a grand
muzzled little bitch, cobby and short in body. A. L.

awards,
MASTIFFS.—i>ogs.- 1st, W. B. Dobson's Caesar D. Puppies: Prizes

withheld.

ST. BERNARDS.—RouGH-CoATKD—Dofifs.- 1st, Alta Kennels' Grand
Master; 3d, A. Froembling's American Caesar. Bitchea; 1st, J. B.
Lewis's Io;2d and very high com., Alta Kennels' Juliet and Harmonie.—Smooth-Coatkd—Z)ogs.- 1st, F. H. Morris's Nero Frank; 2d, A. V.
Asire's Pliny. Bitches: 1st, Alta Kennels' Lady Judith.

RUSSIAN" WOLFHOUNDS.—^ifc^ics; 1st, A. E. Pitts's Globelis.

AMERICAN FOXHOUNDS.^Ohallkngk—Doga; 1st, R. D. Will-
iams's Commodore.
ENGLISH FOXHOUNDS.—Prizes withheld.

GREYHOUNDS.- Dops/ 1st E. J. Viall's Coyne. Bitches: 1st and
special. Dr. F. H. Hoyt's Martha.

POINTERS.—Challekqe—Do(7S (5i51b3. and ovei j: 1st, John R
Daniels's Lord Graphic. Under 551bs.: 1st. Glenroek Kennels' Duke
of Kent II. Bitches: 1st, Geo. W. Lovell's Wild Lilly.—Oi>KN—i)o(;,s
(."jSlbs. and over); 1st, John R. Daniels's London. Bitches (SOlbs. and
overj): 1st, S. 8. Van Patten's Dixie II.; 2d. G. F. Mooney 's Luck's
Own Daughter. Dot/s (under 551 bs.): Ist, A F. Hochwalt' and W. H.
Waidle's Rush of Lad; 2d, Glen Rock Kennels' Tvviulde. Reserve, Dr.
John R. Daniels's Guano Beppo. High com., C. M. Oberliu's Flying
Jib; Com., R. Rowland's Phil II. Puppies; 1st, C. M. Oberlin's K.& O
ENGLISH SETTERS.—Challenge—iJiicfte,?.- Ist, P. D. Cheseldine's

Zona.—Open— D017S; 1st. F. Pastre's Mac Murdo; ad, J. F. Slrockle's
Tilt. Very high com., H. W. Kline's Count Kline. High com , P. B.
Cheseldine's Monk of Join, Bitches: 1st, S. S. Van Patten's Bessie Hill;
2d, Geo. Patterson's Daisy B. IL Puiipies: 1st, Geo. Battersou's Queen
Emma; 3d, Kashner & Bonstedt's .

IRISH SETTERS.—J9o£/s.- 1st, KUdare Kennels' Kildare Beverly.
Bitches: Ist, H. Eakins's Bessie Fenmore; 2d, Kildare Kennels' Belle
of Kildare. Very high com. reserve, G. W. Lang's Kildare Gladys.
High com. and com., J. Mills's MellleWhippe andMattie Hunter —
PtjppiBS —Dogs: 1st, Kildare Kennels' Kildare Oden. Bitches: 1st,
Kildare Kennels' Kildare MelviUe.

GORDON SETTERS.— OPEK-Do.a.s',' 1st and very high com., Dwight
Kennels' Heather Lad and Heather Lad II ; 2d, A. J. C. Smith's Judge

RUr.hpJs: tut. Dwip-ht Kpnnpls' FTHnt.hpr TTffle- AH onrl vartr Vthrh

COCKER SPANIELS (under 2Blbs.)—Open-Doj;s,' 1st, Joe Harrier's
St. Patrick. Bitches: 1st, Kashner & Bonstedt's Baby.
IRISH WATER SPANIELS.-lst, Joseph Mills's Faro Boy; 2d with-

held.

COLLIES.—OPEN-i?rtc/tes.' 1st, H. F. Peck's Countess Bertha; 2d,
very high com. and high com,, O. H. OooUdge's Collie, L. Esmeralda
and Christmas Belle.

BULL-TERRIERS.—Opex— Dogs.' Ist, J. 0. Mahler's Barney B.
Bitches: 1st, J. C. Mahler's Lady Diana.

DACHSHUNDS.- Challenge—1st, L. O. Seidel's Fritz K.—Opbn-
Dogs: 1st, C. Klocke's Roy K.; 2d, Arthur Froembling's Tapszur
Horst. Bitches: 1st, 2d and very high com., C. Klocke's Lovely K.,
Diana K. and Bessie K.

BE.\GLES.—IH TO 1.5IX.—Challenge— 1st, Glenrose Beagle Kennels
Parihenia —Open—Z)oy6-; 1st, Glenrose Beagle Kennels' Sir Thomas;
3d, O. L. Coohdge's Rex. Bitches: 1st, Middleton Kennels' Snow-
2d, Glenrose Beagle Kennels' Gypsy A. Very high com. , Chas. Wood;
ward's Hettie.—13iN. >ND LTnder—Open—Dof/s,' 1st, Middleton Ken-
nels' Adam; 2d, Glenrose Beagle Kennels' Paderewski". Bitcties: Ist^
Middleton Keimels' Little Fraud; 2d, James Sauce's Belle IH.

F02-TERBLERS.—Wire-Haired—1st, H. H. HimneweU, Jr.'s Oak-
leigh Bruiser.

BASSET HOUNDS.—Z)oc7s; 1st, Doc Short's Bent; 2d, C. H. Wood-
ard's Tom Pinch. Bitches: 1st, D. Short's Bet.

BLACK AND TAN TERRIEBS.-iJogs/ 1st, Davis & Wintera's Ro-
chelle Rust. Bitches: Isl, Davis & Winiers's Mizpah.
FUGS.-Chau^nge—jSifcAes,- 1st, A. H. Baker's Cassina.—Open—

Dogs; lat, German-Howard Pug Kennels' Drummer; ad, M. Maader-

bach'sBob. Very high com., G. Goble's Jim. Bitches: 1st and 2d,
German-Howard Pug Kennels' Miss Decima and Diamond Bessie Very
high com., M. Manderbach's Gipsy. Puppies: 1st, German-Howard
Pug Kennels' Young Penrice.

ITALIAN GREYHOUNDS —Doffs; 1st, 2d and very high com , F. H
Hoyt's Roma, Snowball and Sir Fritz. Bitches: 1st and 2d, F. H.
Hoyt's Idiom and Irene. Puppies: 1st, F. H. Hoyt's IngersoU.

SPEOIAIS.

Best mastiff dog, Cffisar D. Best St. Bernard dog. Grand Master;
best kennel, Alta Kennels English setters, best dog, Macmurdo,
best bitch (2), Bessie Hill. Irish setters, best dog, Kildare Beverly;
best pair, KUdare Beverly and Belle of Kildare. Pointers, best bitch.
Wild Lilly; best dog (2), Rush of Lad; best kennel, Dr. J. R, Daniels's.
Best kennel, Gordons, Dwight Kennels; best Gordon setter. Heather
Lad. Best cocker spaniel dbg. St. Patrick. Best collie bitch. Countess
Bertha. Best pah- black and tan terriers, Bochelle Rust and Mizpah;
best dog (2), Rochelle Rust. Best pug dog. Drummer; best pug bitch.
Miss Decima. Best greyhound, Martha, Best Dachshund, Lovely K.
Best beagle owned in Akron, Hettie. Best bull-terrier, Barney B.
Best Italian greyhound, Idiom. Owned in Akron; best pug, Rob;
best terrier, W. Smith's Dot. Best Italian greyhound dog, Roma.
Best American foxhound. Commodore. Best Kennel beagles, Middle
ton Kennels. Best pointer bitch owned in Akron, Belle R.

POINTS AND FLUSHES.
IBy a Staff Corres^ondenfl

In the matter of the replevin suit to establish "the owner-
ship of four doa:-?, replevined at the Chicago Kennel Club's
show by Mr. Marmaduke Woods, Mr. Wm. Potter, the de-
fendant, won the suit.

The auction of dogs at the Chicago Kennel Club's show
did not meet with the success anticipated. The bidding was
very slow and the prices low. Mr. T. Donoghue acted as
auctioneer. No better one could have been secured. The
public, however, were not in a purchasing mood, and the
auction was a failure. There is a belief among owners that
an auction sale tends to the injury of breeders, since the lo'w
prices and larger number of inferior specimens offered create
a false impression in regard to values or merit.
Mr. Thos. John.«on has received a letter from Mr. Wm.

Brailsford, informing him that Musa and Dogwood reached
Ightfield in safety. He writes: "They have arrived here
looking so fresh and well that one can scarcely believe they
have even left the kennels, much more that they have
returned from a tramp of 10,000 miles." He further wrote:
"We had a big shoot last Tuesday, 1,005 pheasants and other

B. Waters.

DOG CHAT.

A Happy New Year.
A Happy New Year to all onr readers, and may their dogs

live long in the land and multiply abundantly.

Champion Fritz Dead.
We have been asked recently what had become of cham-

pion Fritz. We regret to say a letter from Mr. Wickery, of
Pittsburgh, Pa., informs us that ho died Dec. 17, of pneu-
monia. He was generally counted Beaufort's best son.

Death of Champion Novel.

Mr. C. T. Sacket, of Cape Vincent, N. Y., has lost his
cocker bitch Champion Novel. She died Dec. 23, from a
stroke of paralysis. Mr. Sacket will not look back upon 1893
with any great regard as far as his dogs are concerned. He
first lost Eve and a flue litter by Prince W.; then Champion
Rabbi went, and after him a nice little "red one," with her
pups. AVe wish Mr. Sacket better luck in 'O-i.

Business is usually dull dtiring Christmas week, bat
there is no reason why there should not be a lively trade in
dogs for presents. A reference to our business cohimns will
afford ample choice. This week we find among the new ads.
that H. L. Kreuder offers broken and unbroken beagles; 938
Prospect avenue, choice setters; A. E. Seidel, trained pointer;
F. G. Tripp, small bull-terriers; E. F. Beach, rough-coated
St. Bernard; E. Baldwin, pointer pup; W. P. Boyle, sport-
ing dogs; G. P. Wiggin. St. Bernard pups; F. McGough,
beagles. At stud; S. J. Rogers o£['(-ts the prize-winning
wire fox-terrier Ebor Larchmont; Exchange, champion
Schread, beagle, for ferrets or wildcat.

Correction.

In our tabulated list of field trial winners, in Irish setter
trials the winner of second in the Derby should be J. B, Blos-
som's Nugget II., by Finglas—Betsy Craft. While no one
regrets more than we do when errors creep into such reports,
there is no little wonder that more mistakes are not made
when we consider the slipshod method in which some of the
field trial entries are sent in for publication. There can be
no excuse whatever, though, for the arrant stupidity exhib-
ited by a Western journal which comes out a week behind
our list, and withal turns bitches into do^js, as for instance
in the Gordon Setter Trials' All-Aged Stake, where Jolly G.

,

the winner, is put down as a dog when every one outside of
that office knows she is a bitch. Needless to say such records
are wholly unreliable.

White Wonder's Deafness.
The bull-terrier White Wonder, of whose rettu-n to his

native country Forest and Streajvi advised its readers some
time since, was disqualified at the Birmingham show for
deafness, as at Boston iu 1800. The case is attracting much
attention on the other side, as the eminent "vet,," Mr.
Sewell, has certified to the dog's owner that while the dog is
deaf he is by no means entirely deaf. Mr. Pegg, the owner
of the dog, has appealed to the Birmingham committee from
the decision of the judge at the show named, and if a .satisfac-
tory decision is not arrived at he will take the case before
the Kennel Club. Then we shall hear probably what tests,
etc., have been used to prove that the dog can hear. White
Wonder was never shown here after it was proved he was
deaf at Boston in 1890.

At the next field trials of the English Kennel Club, to be
held April 3, an innovation will be adopted by the judges
which seems to commend itself. They will give certificates
of merit in the Derby to dogs, other than those successful
enough to get into the money, that give^promise of making
valuable field dogs, with a view to provide workers' classes
at the dog shows and as a guide to purchasers.

According to Stock-Keeper (Eng.), Mr. Henry S. Loud, of
Chicago, has purchased from Mr, W". J. Mason, of England,
the bull-terrier bitch Flower of the Valley, winner at Ciren-
cester and Gloucester, and dam of Lady Loo Loo, winner of
challenge cup at Birkenhead, etc.

Another important sale was consummated at the close of
the Chicago show. JVLr. Schallenberger of Alma, Neb., dis-
posed of his noted rough coat St. Bernard Aristocrat to Mr.
Frank Anderson of Chicago. Mr. Anderson has a good dog
and one that has done well in the stud, and is not too old to
yet stamp his progeny with type and quality.

Death of C. O. D.

It is with great regret that we learn of the death of Cau-
tion's Own Daughter, as much for the loss which the mastiff
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breed has sustained as the personal loss which Mr. Bunn
must feel. During the latter part of the Chicago show the
bitch seemed ailing, but nothing more serious tlian a cold
and fever was suspectad. She died on Monday, Dec. IS, and
the autopsy revealed a genei'al derangement internally. This
bitch has had a brilliant career, a career so recent that it is

needless to refer to it here. She was bred by Mr. Moore and
was by champion Jlford Caution out of Lady Dorothy and
whelped May 5, 1889. Though her markings were, in the
eyes of some lovers of the breed, a detriment, her beautiful
formation of head and body and intense quality sufficed to
place her at the very top of the mastiff fancy.

Correction.

Mr. Patterson writes us that Abe, as stated in our special re-
port of Providence show, is not a mastiff, but a smooth
St. Bernard, and the criticism on Eulalie should apply to
him. He won first in open St. Bernard dogs. The only
mastiff shown was the puppy Philip, who was given first

in dog puppies. Eulalie was removed the first day of the
show.

Dr. Perry, who has been president of the board of directors
of the Fimciers^ Jmirnfil for some months, has resigned and
severed entire connection with that publication.

The Portland Kennel Club intend holding a show about
May 1.5. So it looks very much as though the club means
business, whether organized before or after its rival. The
club has elected the following officers: President, Dr. F.
Cauthorn; Vice-President, J. S. Seed; Secretary, D. L. Wil-
liams; Treasurer, J. W. Keen; Directors, .J. F. Carraher, W.
L. Curry, E, House, I. Humason and F. Westenfelder; Dele-
gate to A. K. C, W. L. Washington.

The Saratoga Poultry and Kennel Club have made the fol-
lowing arrangements for transportation to their coming
show: The National and American express companies will
return free all dogs that have been forwarded over their lines.
The Delaware & Hudson Canal Co. will carry free all dogs
when accompanied by care-takers. N. Y. C. & H. R. Ry.
and Fitchburg Ry. will transport free three dogs when in
charge of care-takers. Mr. J. Otis Fellows is to superintend,
and we again call the attention of exhibitors to the fact that
the entrv fee has been reduced ta.S2 and that of selling class
to $1. Entries close .Jan. 6, 189i. Col. A. B. Hilton's dogs
of the Woodlawn Stock Fai-m Kennels will be for exhibition
only at the Saratoga show. A SIO special for the best kennel
of four bull-terriers will be given.

KENNEL NOTES.
NAMES CLAniED.

Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Tiny Tobe. Trinkle, Good Boy. Handy rind Clara Belle. By Eber-
hart Pug t-ennels, Cincinnati, O , for silver fawn pugs, four dogs and
one bilob, whelped July 8, 1893, by Happy Toby (Spokane—Nellie) out
of La Belle Senora (Spokane—Lady Verne).
Yovng CaHhinr. Sir Tilford, Pedro. The Captaiji and Cyrene. By

Eherbart Puij Kennels, fiiicinnati, O., for silver fawn pug dogs,
whelpfd .luly r. iS'.iS, by Eberhart's Cashier (ciiampion Kash—Lady
Thora) out of Casbier'.s Daughter (Eberbart's Cashier—Flossie U.).

Catiira<!'ii Dn.'ih. By C. E. Levey, Cataraqui, Ont., for liver beiton
Englisli belter do{?, whelped Dec. V), lS!)a, by Onward IL ( Field Trial
./ester— Lassie) eiuc of Nell (Rheulus—Lassie).
Catnraqxd Sli.i,<i. CnUmufii Sln>f/. r,ftfin«iul BlueFHnce, Catar-

aqui Blm lioi l: and Ciitarai/ui Hhn- H, IL By C. E. Levey, Catara-
qui, Out., for blue beltou English setters, four dogs and one bitch
whelped Dec. IG, ]8U3, by Onward II. (Field Trial Jester—Lassiel out
ot Nell (Rheulus—Lassie).

BRED.
IW^ Prepared Blanks sent free on application.
FanniK—Doctor. 0. T. Brownell's (New Bedford, Mass.) Gordon

setter bitch Fannie (Tom—Beaulah) to his Doctor (Ben Butler—Bell
A.), Dec. 4.

Queen Jfiohlf—Murkland Ranger, Jr. C. T. Brownell's (New Bed-
ford, Mass.) Gordon setter bitch Queen Noble (Ben Butler—Quail) to
his Murkland Ranger, .Jr. rMiu-kland Ranger—Beulah), Nov. 17.
Durhess-Mnrklnnd Rfitvj' r. .Jr. C. T. Brownell's (New Bedford

Mass.) Gordon setter biteh Dutchess (Gordon Grouse—Bell E.) to his
Murkland Ranger, .Jr. (JlurkJand Ranger—Beaulah), Dee. 2.

Bell A.~Murl-/.a lid Rangr^r. Jr. C. T. Brownell's (New Bedford,
Mass.) Gordon setter bitch Bell A. (Eichmond's Sam—Brownell's Judy)
to his Murk-land Ranger, Jr. ( .Murkland Ranger—Brownell's Beaulah)
Nov. 24.

June—Laddie. Geo. Hatts's (East Orange, N. J.) beagle bitch June
(Boh—Sallie) to N. A, Baldwin's Laddie (Royal Krueger—Midge),

Kinjul—Sorraiiets. C. S. Hanks's (Manchester, Mass.) Russian
woirhouud bitch Kinjal to his Sorvanets, Nov. 26.

Vinga—Levkkoi. C. S. Hanks's (Manchester, Mass.) Russian wolf-
hound bitch Vinga to his Leekhoi, Nov. 17.

Green. Mountain Lass—Conrad II. Hemi)stead Farm Kennels'
(flempstead, L. I.) collie bitch Green Mountain Lass to their Conrad
IL, Oct. 29.

Hoslim Eileen—Romxilm. Chestnut Hill Kennels' (Chestnut Hill.
Pa.) Irish terrier bitch Roslyn Eileen to Hempstead Farm Kennels'
Romulus, Sept. 1.

Kilvoraa-RoiiMdux. E. W. Roby's Irish terrier bitch Kilcoran to
Hempstead Farni Kennels' liomulus, Oct. 22.

Craiy-Woudiiunisterne Trefoil. Hempstead Farm iCennels'
(Hempstead, L. 1 ) collie bitch Craig to their Woodmansterne Trefoil
Nov, 8.

ili'-a — ticiiiidtin. Hemp.stead Farm Kennels' (Hempstead. L. I.)
Irish terrier bitch Mica to their Romulus, Oct. 18.

Thornd ile~Eab. Hempstead Farm Kennels' (Hempstead. L. I.)
English, set! er bitch Thorndale to Rab. Nov. 13.

WHELPS.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Svodku. C. S. Hanks's (Manchester, Mass.) Russian wolfhound
bitch cuampion Svodka (Khedia—Krasolka), Dec. 10, five (two dogs),
by his Leekhoi (Riezoee—Ijabedka).
Grouse II. C. S. Hanks's (Manchester, Mass.) fox-terrier bitch

Grouse IL (Rational—Olive II.), Dec. <>. seven (three dogs), by A. Bel-
mont's Blemton Stickler (champion Stipend-Blemton Trinket).
BrokenhursL Queenic. C S. Hanks's (^Manchester, Mass.) fox-terrier

bitch Brokenhurst Queenie (Rational—Ytem), Nov. 28. Ave (three
dogs), by his Raby Pallis-^y (Baby Patter—Maize).
Panisou. 0. S. Hanks's (Manchester, Mass.) fox-terrier bitch Dam-

son (Dominie—Daphina), Nov. 25. six (two dogs), by his Raby Pallisy
(Raby Potter—JIaize).
Belle of Shanin. W. F. Porter's (Sharon, Pa.) fox-terrier bitch

Belle of Sharon, Dec. 0, Ave (three dogs), by his 'H'^oodale Driver.
Lulit. F. W. otto's (Providence, R. I.) cocker spaniel bitch Lala

(champion Pete— Jliss ^ance), Nov. 30, seven (six dogs), by J. M
Brown's Moses K- (:Obo II. -Black Bess IL).
Zulu Prtnce.'fs II. Hempstead Farm Kennels' (Hempstead. L. T.)

collie bitch Zulu Princess 11., Nov. 1, eleven (five dogs), by theirHemp-
stead Zulu.
Brittany. Hempstead Farm Kennels' (Hempstead, L. I.) wire fox-

terrier bitch Brittany, Oct, 29. two bitches, by their Sufifolk Trimmer.

^ SALES.
Prepared Blanks sent free on application.

Dimond. Black and tan Gordon setter dog, whelped July 26, J8y.S,

by Doctor out of Little Girl, by C. T. Brownell. Ne^v Bedford, Mass.,
to C. G. Twombiey, Cambridge, JIass.
Brcnceke Tatlers. Tan and white fox-terrier dog, whelped July

1892. by Valeus out of Blemton Belgard, by L. B, Banks, New London,
Conn., to Ralph Smith, same place.
At Dc Bar Sachem Sable and %vhite rough collie dog, whelped Aug.

25, 18ii3, by Bendigo out of Patient, by Al De Bar CoUie Kennels, North
Attlnboro. Mass., to Geo. Tills. Plamville, Mass.

S/imj/i/Zer Black, tan and ticked coon hound, by Jas, McAleer,
Emaworth. Pa , to A. M. Bell, AUegheny City, Pa.
Freddie. Yorkshire terrier dog, by Hempstead Farm Kennels,

Hempstead, L L. to Henry Graves, Jr., New \ oTk city.
Rose. Red Irish setter bitch, whelped June 6, 1802, by Duke Royal

ovit of Sunol, by W. Harte, St. Louis, Mo., to 8. N. "Taylor, same
place.

Beiidiiio - Fati'riit a'help Sab'eand whiterouph collie bitch,whelped
Aug. 35, 1893, by Al De Bai- Collie Kennels, North Attleboro, Mass., to
E. Brett, Cioster. N. J,

Jlf(»re«<j(0 Jl —Rose whelij. Light sedge Chp-sapealre Bay dog.whelped

Aug. 19,'1893, hy B. Alton Smith.'North Attleboro, Mass,, to R. Connor,
South Duxbury, Conn.
Red Duke—Sarie's Bessie lohelps. Eed Irish setters, whelped May

11, 1893, by W. Harte, St. Louia, Mo., a dog to G. W. Powell, BeUeville,
111 ,

and a bitch to H. J, Winn, Oglethorpe, Ga.
GrovMan- Zmrdka whelp. Russian wolfhound dog, whelped July 8,

1893, by Hempstead Farm Kennels, Hempst«ad, L. I., to R. C. Stewart,
Baltimore. Md.
Grove Tipster—Hallam Queen wTielp. Fox-terrier bitch, by Hemp-

stead Farm Kennels, Hempstead, L. I., to John Auchincloss, Orange,

Conrad II —Eempstead Meg whelp. Sable and white collie dog,
whPlped Jan. 13, 1893, by Hempstead Farm Kennels, Hempstead, L. I.,

to H M. Huhbel, same place.
Duke of Hessen—Woolton Game ivhelp. Pointer bitch, whelped

July 27. 1893, by Hempstead Farm Kennels, Hempstead, L. L, to A. C.
Pickhardt, New York city,

PRESENTATIONS.
Red Duke —Rarte's Bessie lohelps. Red Irish setters, whelped May

11, 189.3. by W. Harte. St. Louis, Mo., a dog each to Dr. M. C, Starklofif,

St. Louis. Mo., and W. L Anderson, Sedalia, Mo,, and a bitch each to
E. P. Nichols, St. Louis, Mo., and Erwin & Pyle, DuQuoil, 111.

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.
J. E. M., Wilmington, Del.—Spaying a bitch will not affect her

scenting powers.

Spiona.—If the correspondent who inquired for the pedigree of the
English setter bitch Spiona will write to Dr. Littleton Philadelphia,
Pa., he will probably be able to get her pedigree.

Julian, Lansing. Mich.—Forest Corinne's A. K. R, number is 6,8-38.

If vou want the pedigree, she is bv Bruce, by Elcho out of Noreen, out
of Little Nell, by Elcho out of Rose. That the owner of this bitch
should wish to charge you SI for this information is unaccountable.

0. H ,
Brooklyn. N, Y.—1. Legerdemain (A. K. C. S. B., 9378), by

Mainspring out of Merry Legs, by Champioii Graphic out of Bloomo

;

Mainspring by Mike out of Romp. 2. He won first at Charleston,
S. C, and C. at New York in 1892.

J. S. B
,
Montreal, Can.—If the sire's pedigree is unknown nothing

can be done. You certainly cannot invent the deficiency, and the only
record of breeding must come from the dam's side. If you will give
us the name of your bitch and sire and dam's names perhaps we can
help you.

Snapshot, Atlanta, Ga.—^We cannot inform you of what kennels are
breeding pure Laveracks. They have been merged into the Lewellyn
and fresh outcrosses sought until there are few if any left in their
original purity of strain.

E. S. R , Port Richmond, N. Y,—Write to secretary American Kennel
Club. 44 Broadway, New York, and he will supply j-nu with registra-
tion blanks giving full particulars. 2. Warren Tip-Top is by Dusky
Trap out of Resume. Dusky II. is not registered.

B. A. A.— I wish to invest in a dog to hunt partridge and quail,

which dog would you recommend, English pointer, Gordon setter,

English setter? Ans. There is no fixed data upon which to give
definite advice. Each breed has its advocates and admirers It is

largely a matter of personal preference. There are good and poor
ones of all breeds, and a good dog is to be preferred regardless of
what breed he may belong to.

C. E. A., Salt Lake City, 'Utah.—Breeze is not the dam of Elsie

Beiton, the latter is by Laverack Chief out of Fame (1970 'Vol. II.)

;

Laverack Chief, by Beiton (13 Vol. I.) out of Breeze, by Duke out of
Belle, by Pontiac (3491) out of Fairy IL (354 "Vol. I ). Breeze we can
not find registered. 2. Yes, 701bs. is a rather too heavy weight for ar
English setter.

J. M. H , Lenox, Mass.—In 1880 Luke N. White entered two pointer
bitch puppies at the W.K.C. show, Leona and Grace IL. both by Sensa-
tion out of Grace, four months old. There is no mention of Lill. Grace
was entered in the champion class at the same show, and her pedigree
is given as by Match out of Nell, but we cannot find any further record
of these dogs. Grace was 7yrs. old at that time and owned by Luke
N. White.

F. H., Boston, Mass.—Please give me the best directions for the cure
of canker in dog's ears and head. Ans. Use the following lotion

:

li Liq. plumbi sub. acet 3 iii

Tr. opii 3ii

Aq. ad , |iv
Mix. Lotio. A little to be poured into the ear twice a day.

Rbadkr, Tacoma, Wash —1. What is the best breed of dogs for
hunting bear'? If not a ftill-blood. what cross would answer'? 2. What
is the best remedy for distemper known for puppies four months old,
English setters? Ans. 1. If not required to get to close quarters,
some 1.5in. beagles would answer if properly entered. 2. Careful
nursing and keeping the puppies in a warm place will do a great deal
Give the following pills:

R Quiuinesulph grs. xxxvi
Ex. gent 3ss

Mix. Pill, xxxvi. Give one three times a day to each puppy.

J. M. B., Newport. R. I.—Please give me extended pedigree of black
cocker spaniel bitch Black Bess, owned by Dr. J. S. Niven. London,
Ont., in 1881: also of Bob IH,, owned by Hornellsville Kennel Club at
same time; also of Sweep, a bitch I think was owned by Dr. J. S.

Niven about the same time. Ans. Black Bess (A. K. C. S. B. 3141), by
Bru'^h out of Rhea, by Captain out of Rose; Brush by Rolf out of Nel-
lie. 2. Bob IIL, by Bucleuch (E. 4,413) out of Nell. 3. There is a dog
Sweep (A. K. R. 290O), but no bitch of that name registered in this
country. Sweep was by Homell .Jock (A. K. E. 1877) out of Arma, by
Whitman's Carlo, out of his Flora. Owned by Miss Appleton, New
York at time of registry in 1885.

W. S. T., Toronto.— I have a black cocker pup, 4mos. old. About two
weeks ago he began to shake his head a good deal, at the same time
hanging his right ear. I poured in some olive oil and in a few days it

seemed quite well. About four or five days ago the trouble returned
and he began to cry out occasionally, scratching his ear a good deal
and running around when the pain troubled him. I again applied the
oil with a few drops of carbolic acid in it so as to give the oil a slight
smell of the acid. The pain has again disappeai ed and he seems quite
well, as he plays with an older dog I have and eAts quite heartily, I
notice to-day for the first time a little redness inside the ear and on
rubbing the side of his face he presses his ear quite strongly against
your hand, whining lowly at the same time and seems as th'oug-h the
rubbing eased the itching or alight pain in his ear. He and the old dog
plaj' a good deal, and although the old dog is very good tempered
still the pup's long ears form such a convenient hold that he often gets
a pretty good tug by them. As to w hether such was the original
cause of the trouble is a mere matter of conjecture. Ans. Treat for
worms and pour a little of the following lotion into the ear twice a day:

R Liq. plumbi sub acid 3 iii

Tr. opii 3 i

Aq. ad jlii

Lotion. Use as directed.

FIXTURES.
Jan. 15.—Brunswick Fur Club's winter meet. Bradford S. Turpin

Sec'y.

American Foxhounds.
The National Fox Hunters' Association is mailing the fol-

lowing circular to all known fox hunters in the country:
"Believing that you are interested in the further develop-

ment of the foxhound, we respectfully request that you send
in your name for membership in the National Fox Htmters'
Association, organized at Lexington, Ky., on Aug, 31, 1893.
The object of the Association is to hold one or two meets an-
nually, as the members may determine, where supremacy in
speed,_ hunting and endurance may be established. The As-
sociation already has as members many of the most promi-
nent fox hunters, nearly every State in the Union being rep-
resented. The place and date of the meets will be decided
by a majority vote of the members, and the Association will
make the ptirses sulEciently attractive to warrant hunters in
attending from all parts of the country.
"The annual dues of §5 may be remitted at the convenience

of the member. We inclose blanks, and trust that you will
not only send in your own name, but influence your friends
to become members. Asking your immediate and favorable
consideration, etc."
Mr. Harry L. Means, Louisville, Ky., is the secretary and

treasurer, to whom all communications should be sent.
We have received numerous inquiries as to what the As-

sociation intended to do. We recognize the fact that in an

association whose members are so widely scattered it is dif-
ficult to make much headway at first. It was understood at
the inaugural meeting that a more general meeting would
be held in November. If the condition of the treasury admits
of such a move we should think the best plan would be to
hold a foxhound meet as soon as possible in some central
location and in a country best adapted to bring out the best
work of the different strains of hounds. This would create
an interest in the Association of much more enduring efi'ect
than all the letter writing, circulars, and so on, could pos-
sibly accomplish. Nothing definite can be done until the
fox hunters at large are brought together personally. The
movement to form a standard at the Saratoga show next
month, which Mr. Lyman L. Clute is agitating, is well
enough in its way. Should such a standard be formed at
that time by a few men who may be attracted to the show
we doubt if it would have the indorsement sitch as it would
be entitled to were the standard evolved and indorsed by a
large meeting of our best foxhound breeders under the guid-
ance of the National Fox Hunters' Association. There are
so many different interests at stake owing to the present
wide diversity of type in the different strains that only by
combined personal action can a satisfactory result be ob-
tained, and one that will be productive of the most good to
the American foxhound,
Before such general meeting is called it would be well for

the pre.sident of the association to appoint a committee of
thorotighly practical foxhound breeders and hunters whose
duty it would be to draw up a standard, and then submit
this standard at the general meeting, when such alteration
may be made, if requisite, that will meet with the approval
of the majority concerned.
Once a "standard is evolved and printed our judges at dog

shows will quickly become conversant with it and judge
accordingly. So many foxhounds are now being placed on
the benches at our shows that this action is necessary. At
present a judge who is prejudiced in favor of the English
type of hound, and has had no experience with American
hounds in the field, will naturally judge on English lines,
and an American, whose conception of a foxhound is vastly
different, will judge on the lines of the strain with which he
is most familiar, and it is easy to see the confusion that this
will always lead to.

There is no reason why the American foxhound should
not have a uniform type.
Good material abounds, and the different trials are bring-

ing the hunters nearer together and causing an infusion of
new blood into the strains that will of itself in time even up
the general build of the foxhound. Still this is a haphazard
way; what is required is some definite form that combines
speed lines, strength and beauty. Our experience has been
chiefly with the English hound, we admit, but we are not so
bigoted in our notions as not to see great merit in the
American hounds we have met in the field, especially in the
degree of nose and speed thpy display; but any one who is at
all conversant with the uniformity of type to be met with
in the English packs cannot but feel astonished when he
"views the unevenne.ss of the American strains, and can only
account for their great deeds in the field on the supposition
that more attention is paid to individual than collective
merit.
Our experience at Westfield led us to think that if more

attention was paid to "sortiness" and general packing
qualities the hunters themselves would be saved cojtsiderable
annoyance and trouble. To illustrate this we will suppose
a man has a pack of four couple, one of which is the hound
he swears by. This honnd generally leads, and, in a rough
country will probably carry the fox along alone after awhile;
the others lagging behind, are tempted to start fresh trails,
and the consequence is the hounds become scattered and
unless content to leave them to find their way home as best
they can, it is a work of time attended with considerable
trouble and personal discomfort to get them together again.
This would be avoided to a great extent were more atten-
tion paid to uniformity of speeed. There will always be a
dog in the pack with a truer and better nose than another,
and the rest will hark to him, but his speed should not be so
fast as to carry him away from his companions. In England,
if a hound is too fast, he is drafted out, sold or used in the stud,
if too slow he is of no use and is disposed of. Such is the
principle that should obtain with our packs here. Where
music enters so largely into the enjoyment of a fox hunt in
our rough countries where the hounds are seldom viewed
from the start, such packing would add to the volume of
sound and thrilling tone.
An English fox hunter turns up his nose at the general run

of our hounds when he sees crooked forelegs, splay feet, long
loins and pasterns, shallow chests and snipy muzzles, and
listens Avith incrediility to a story of their deeds in the field.
He forgets that it is courage that sustains so many of our
hounds in their great runs, and that it is the heart that is in
them that is responsible for a good deal of it. A hound that
is built with true symmetry of form, so that all parts work
strongly and evenly, will last longer than a hound that is
built loosely and with working parts at variance with true
symmetrical form, and in turn the latter must draw a note
on his courage to keep up the balance. This we find illus-
trated in the recent letters on courage in fo.x;hounds, written
by our valued correspondent, Mr. Hagans. One might spin
out columns on this subject of hound build, but enough has
been said above to show our meaning in calling for a more
uniform type in the American foxhound. Our opinion is but
a mere personal deduction, and we should only be too pleased
to publish the opinions of other friends of the dog that can
stir the soul to deeds of daring as no other can.

• • • •

National Beadle Club Meeting.
Editor Forest and Stream:
A field trial committee meeting of theNational Beagle Club

of America was held at the A. K. C. rooms, 44 Broadway
New York, on Monday, Dec. IS. Meeting was called to order
at 4:25 P. M. Present were Messrs. Kreuder. Laick, Schell-
hass, Appleton, Lems, Tallman and Rogers. The official
placing of the winners in Class B was taken up. Voted that
inasmuch as Pade has been disqualified, the remaining dogs
be placed as. follows: Spot R. first, Gypsey Forest second,
Lou third. Voted that the dog next to reserve be not ad-
vanced to reserve. The secretary was instructed to pay the
prize money in Class B. Meeting adjourned at 4:.50 P, M.
An executive committee meeting was then called to order.

Present were Messrs. Kreuder, Laick, Schellhass, Appleton
and Rogers. Messrs. Pottinger Horsey and C. Staley Doub
oft'ered their resignations from the club, which were, on
motion, accepted. The Westminster Kennel Club requested
the club to name a judge for their coming show. Voted that
the official li.st of judges be sent to them with the request
that they select a judge from the same, A letter was also
read from the Westminster K. C. asking the N. B. C. to
donate a special prize to their show to be held in February
next. It was, on motion, resolved that we donate a special
prize to the Westminster K. C. show, to consist of a piece of
silver plate, the same not to exceed B25 in value, for the best
beagle in the show. All bills were audited by the executive
committee up to date. Mr. Thomas H. Terry was proposed
for membership and elected. Meeting adjourned at 5:3J
P. M. George Laick, Sec'y.
Tarrytown, N. Y., Dec. 18.

• • • •

The well known greyhound bitch Dick's Darling is dead.
She was out of Coleraine Diamond by Daylight, and though
long past her usefulness as a courser, being 13 years old,
untd recently she proved herself a most valuable matron.
Among her best known progeny are Lord Macpherson, Lady
Barton, Lad7 in Black, Laplander and Living Yet.
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HUNTING AND COURSING NOTES.

Mr. H, Nelson, president of the National Greyhound Club,
writes us a chatty letter, from which we cull a page here
and there About the late coursiusr he says: "Mr. Bradbury
had a bit of hard luck in losing the rimning services of my
best greybound imp. Dover (Greeutick—Buxton Lass) wbo
had to be drawn after winning the first course in the Colum-
bus Cup. Dover is now recovering from an operation on his
shoulder, and we are in hopes he may yet do some coursing.

A litter .sister of his, House Treasure, has been performing
quite well in England this year, having divided the Newton
Stakes at Havdock in April with Black Malt; and I sen by
the Daily Clironicle of Nov. 23 she won the Astley Stakes at

Brigg, beating Here and There and Point to Point in the
final.

"A litter brother to our Miss Dollar, Gunpowder, ran up to
Golden Gem in the Farmers' Stake at Yorkshire Club. Miss
Dollar was somewhat of a disappointment to me at Huron
and Goodlands, but redeemed herself at Leoti, where Bue-
narita only just beat her after Miss Dollar had come an
awful cropper. Honor Bright, as you know, had a 'hook in'

with an engine and got killed for his foolishness. Before
closing, I wish to compliment FoRKST AND Stream on its

adding a column on coursing, for this branch of dog si)ort is

bound to become one of the most attractive and exciting of

all field sports. It is only a cjuestion of time when we in the
East will have oxir meeting right at home, and not until then
will the sport become international. In fact, I hear rumors
of a little meeting in the near future, which will be used as
an ilhistration to educate and interest a portion of our sports-

men in this king of all sports."
Mr. Nelson has entered into an arrangement with A. C.

Bradbury whereby the latter will take dogs to board and
condition for the shows, and Mr. Bradbury's aptitude in this

respect is too well known to need much heralding here.

In a letter from Mr. George P. Reed, of Barton, Vt., he
tells us that he is having good sport with the beagles this
winter. He is running four together mo.st of the time.
"They pack nicely and are a hard team to beat on our large
rabbits, and if nothing happens to them, next fall I shall try
to show the boys what they can do at the field trials." The
pack is composed of Spot R., that ran so well at Nanuet;
Haida by Breby out of Skip; Flash by champion Baunerman
out of champion Lou, and Blanche, by champion Frank
Forest out of Ina. Blanche is Mr. Kreuder's Derby entry,
that divided second money at Nanuet. Mr. Reed picked her
out for a good one, when properly entered, and now Spot R.
has all she can do to keep the lead. Mr. Kreuder wants Mr.
Reed to take his Lonely If. by champion Frank Forest ex
Lonely for a year to see what he can make of her.

frnJitittg.

Thk closing of the year is marked by an tmusual degree of dullness,

even for the dull season, no challenges, no new yachts, large or small,

and little promise for good class racing for 1894. Business depression

is undoubtedly responsible in part, but hardly more than the inter-

national racing of the past year. The racing of large yachts has now
reached a point of perfection where its influence on the sport in gen-

eral is the reverse of beneficial, and cup contests like that of this year

tend to harm more than help that general class racing which is the

heart of yachting.

A Cheap Cruise.

Afe questions of economy of interest to the cruising fraternity of
yachtsmen ?

I am jjerfectly ignorant as to the answer myself, but if a.very brief
account of a cruise of over 9,000 miles, sailed in a 30-tonuer, which I

have just finished, can help to solve the doubt, it may be worth
while spinning the yarn. Perhaps my readers, if I have any, will

kindly let me know their opinions afterward.
My old ship was fitted out, riding to her moorings with sails bent

and all ready for sea when I arrived from London at Falmouth, Corn-
wall, England, on April 24, 1893. I had brought my crew down with
me. He was a boy off one of the many industrial training ships
whirh are moored in the Thames. His character was said to be good
and his knowledge of seamanship fair. Within two days, however, I

found discrepancies in both particulars, between statenient and fact,

and we parted, but not before he had nearly wrecked the ship and
driven me wild. But I am anticipating.

My yacht is a large one for two hands, one of whom is a boy. to
handle, but I had managed so very well the season before that I felt

quite confident of being able to get on as well this year.

It is possible to obtain a fair idea of the old tub when I say that she
is usually taken for a revenue cruiser. Her beam is 13ft .4in.; her
length~oVer all 49ft. and her draft of water Oft. She has a freeboard
of 7ft. forward and 4ft. 6]n. aft, so that her accommodation is splen-

did for her tonnage. No bending of heads down below, or violeut con-
tusions, or smothered ejaculations. She has a saloon like a palace,

and three sleeping cabins aft fit for an Atlantic liner.

What makes her easier to handle than might otherwise be thought
is the fact that she is yawl-rigged, and none of the sails are heavier
than I can manage to set myself single-handed when pushed for it, but
I prefer having a little help.

Of the sailing and weatherly qualities of this tub-like edifice my
imaginary, or real, readers, can judge for themselves as they follow
her movements.

I spent four days in Falmouth harbor, getting things straight and
finding out what my crew could do. This only took ten minutes, by
the way, and was very briefly answered, but I thought I would teaeb
him. There is no end to some people's conceit. I am sadder and
wiser now; he taught me.
On April 28, the wind being strong from the N. E., and having ob-

tained a bill of health, signed by the French consul at Falmouth,
which cost me 9s. lOd., and in virtue of which I was supposed to start

within twenty-four hours, I set sail for Brest, France. The distance

is only eighty-nine miles (nautical) from the Lizard to Ushant Light.

From Falmouth to the Lizard is twenty miles, and from Ushant to

the entrance to the Goulet de Brest is about twenty miles more by the

Chenal du Tour.
I counted on an average of seven knots with the breeze I had, and

was already carrying on an imaginary conversation* with—when
crash! whirr I whirr! crack! The crew had allowed the main sheet to

slip and before I realized what was happening, destruction swooped
down, and there was the main boom gone right in half and the jaws
of the gaff working themselves to pieces, while the head of the mast,
cross-trees and all, turned round and looked at me; I shall never for-

D-et that sad and wistful expression. We were six miles out from
Falmouth, the sea was following us heavily, and it would be far worse
as we got out from the land. The wreck of the boom was too heavy
for me to tackle in that sea, and the boy was weeping and very sick.

I luft'ed up, put the helm to starboard and lashed it and lowered the

mainsail. By dint of some trouble I got things fairly straight, but the

heavy pitch pine boom I could only manage to clear and tow astern,

there was no getting it on board. Then, when all was fairly snug, I

looked about. We were heading for the land on our port quarter,

and seeing that we should fetch the entrance of a sheltered creek, I

determined to run in and anchor for the night.

There was no need to set the mizzen. We stood in, under the head
sails only, for the mouth of the Kelford River and holding on were
able to pick up a safe anchorage in four fathoms a little above the

pretty little village which gives name to the creek. In a short time a
boat came alongside, its occup.int, as the penny-a-liners say, turned

out to be a ship's carpenter, and in less than no time I had struck a
bargain with him for a new boom.

I remained in Kelford Greek three weeks. The crew and I parted a

week after the catastrophe of the broken boom and I managed the

ship alone for a fortnight, taking occasional cruies to Falmouth, and
down the coast toward the Lizai-d, but 1 did not think it wise to cross

single-handed to Brest in so large a boat, although I found her easy
enough to handle provided 1 had plenty of time to set and shorten

sail. What I did not like was the idea of entering a strange port,

where a berth would have to be picked up and sail shortened with

liiLle time to look about for the one or to take in the other. Out at

sea I found the .size of the ship made little difference and I could as
soon handle a 30-tonner singled-handed as I would a 5-tonner. It is

the going in or out of port where the difficulty lies. But I have many
times done this quite alone, weighing anchor and all. I am quite
willing, however, to confses that I would rather have a little help.
In harmony with this desire, I induced the carpenter to come for a

week's cruise with me. as I saw I should never pick up a boy down
there. I had indeed found one excellent lad, who came for one day,
the next day he came oS saying his mother had been told that the
yacht required three hands besides a boy and she was afraid to let

him go. That is always my dilHculty. In vain I sail the boat about
alone; in vain I show how easily and comfortably one lives. How
calm and tranquil is "the even tenor of our ways." No, it is always
the same— "She is too big,'' "She wants three hands at least." How-
ever, I have never had them, and have finished my cruise of six
mainths and only had one other hand besides myself all thR time.
The carpenter turned out a great success, out he refused to cross to

France. He had a wife and children, besides he was costing me more
than I wished or had ever paid for a crew.
We sailed up to Fowey and Plymouth, and at the latter port, lean-

ing over the wall above the landing place at the dock, was a short,
gaunt youth, freckled and hard-featured. Not far off was an older
and more gnarled edition of the same kind. We talked a bit, did this
hardy waterman and I. The conversation ended by the arrangement
that the younger specimen should come aboard next day, and see if

the berth would suit him—ten shillings a week and his food.
Next morning the freckled one turned up. It would suit him. We

set sail and by evening were entering Helford River again, thirty-five

miles. We landed the captain in the gloaming, who doubtless rejoiced
the heart of his family. While the boy was rowing the captain ashore
I was cruising about in the moonlight, for I had made up my mind not
to lower the sails again until I was in French waters.
It was a lovely evening, but very little wind. By the time the boy

had got on board and the dingey was stowed on deck it was 10 o'clock.
By midnight we were off the Manacle rocks, and by daybreak the next
day the Lizard Lights were still in sight. I never knew the sea so
calm. All that day we had a very light air from the north, and carried
all the sail we could. By 10 o'clock that night I saw a flash light, a
twinkle, then darkness, and again a twinkle. It was Ouessant, called
by the English Ushant. We had made not more than eighty miles
in twenty-four hours. Then there came up a haze, the light breeze
dropped,' and we spent the night swaying on the sea. We were in

French waters.
At early dawn I saw a shadow, more shadows, many shadows. They

were French fishing luggers. I hailed one, "Are we"ln the Chenal du
Tour?"
"But yes; you have but to look and you wiU seethe tower in another

league or so."
This was reassuring, for to be lo.st among the rocks of that danger-

ous archipelago between Ouessant and the French coast, where the
tides run like mill streams, averaging from six to ei^ht knots an hour,
and where there are innumerable sunken rocks lying ready for the
luckless at all states of the tide, is not pleasant.
We drifted on. Have any of my readers tried to make an unknown

port after 120 miles run in a fog? It is exciting—especially if that
shore be hedged in by rocks, and reefs of sunken rocks, with the heavy
Atlantic swell always beating on them and a furious tide sweeping
you toward them, and where, if you should be only a few miles out of
your course, you might easily miss the land altogether and go on sail-

ing on the same course for another 300 miles before reaching land?
This is the excitement I was now enjoying; but the freckled-faced

one was enjoying his breakfast. His delight was keen when he heard
me talking French and listened to the answer in the strange tongue.
He thought of the fruit, the grapes, the strawberries, the wine of

that happy land, the 'baccy which could be bought for nothing, so he
had been told in Plymouth. He ate his breakfast and grinned.
By 10 o'clock the fog lifted a little. Only its skirts, however, were

raised, reveahng what looked very like chaos, a confused jumble of
dark objects, fading into nothingness, yellow patches and a definite
beginning of what seemed to be a tower. Ahead was a sohtary cutter.
Like us she was drifting with the tide. I steered toward her, but made
little progress.
In another hour the fog had quite gathered itself up, and a hard

blue line was spreading out behind us. Chaos had resolved itself into
masses of wild rocks, over which the Atlantic swell was surging in

booming rollers, into long sandy strands, and into a weU built light-

house standing on a conspicuous rnck. It was the Tour Ughthouse—
we were in the center of Tour Channel. So far our compass had led

us aright. But what a tide there was runntag. Fortunately we were
running with it.

But now we were opposite Conquet, of glorious, if of sad, memory
to the Howard family. In another hour we were stemming the fierce-

ness of the young flood off the ruins of St, Mathieu Abbey, and in a
few more minutes we had slipped into the slack water on the southern
side of the promontory which divides the Chenal de Conquet from the
Goulet de Brest.
Butl beg pardon; I have over 3,000 miles to go; I must curtail de-

scriptions. We reached Brest by three that afternoon. The port
authorities examined the bill of health. It was a month old, hut they
were far too polite to say anything about that. I was required to take
out a passport, a French maritime one costing two (rancs, I think, and
"valuable for a year," after which I was free to go and come wherever
1 Uked,
Brest is a delightful place, but I must not describe it—no room in a

yachting article. I explored all the ramifications of its splendid har-
bor and its two picturesque rivers, the Eloru and the Aulne, and by
the time I again put to sea the freckled one had become quite experi-
enced in shortening sail and getting under way. It had been a little

difficult, the first time as we entered Brest he did not Tike going aloft

to unlace the jibheaded topsail. Poor boy, he had never been on board
a boat any bigger than his father's wherry in his life, or any further
out to sea than a mile or two beyond the breakwater.
From Brest we passed through the Tanage de Toulinquet, where

there are some magnificent rocks and natural arches, across the Baie
de Douarnenez and out into the top of the Bay of Biscay thi-ough the
terrible Raz de Sein. The tide here runs from eight to ten knots, and
the rocks are more awkward than picturesque, which is saying a good
deal. That night we lay off a little tidal harbor called Audierne, a
place as pretty as its name.

I did not at all Uke this anchoring in an open roadstead, and the
rolling we endured was abominable, but it was a choice of evils, and as
the wind was off' shore there was no risk, However, I started at an
early hour next morning, and made short miles of it across the great
baj^ of Audierne, heading for the celebrated Penmarch Rocks.
This is a very dangerous promontory, as the outlying rocks are

found thi'ee miles off' the shore, which is low and hard to see. The
late Marquis de Blocquevflle has left £1,200 to defray the expense of a
new lighthouse, and the French (Government has already begun the
foundation of a tower which is to be 197ft. high. By the time we had
reached these rocks a fairly nasty sea had got up and the waves were
piling themselves over the wild reefs. Navigation began to get diffi-

cult. It was hard to distinguish the breaking sea where the rocks
were, and 1 was very nearly making a mist.ake when the dark treachery
uncovered itself and I saw that Penmarch rocks were still further
from the coast than I had reckoned. There are no rocks as bad as
these anywhere along the English coast, unless it be the Sarn Badrig
in Cardigan Bay. As I skirted the dreary promontory the sea gener-
ally became quieter, and as I caine more on the wind, and under the
shelter of the land the old ship made quick work of it toward the
entrance of the Odet or Quimper River.
All this part I was now entering is described in the Admiralty (Eng-

lish) safling directions as being too difficult for a stranger to attempt
to navigate. A pilot is indispensable.
Apparently it is not, for I found my way into the Odet River, and

against an ebb tide, too, without any difficulty. The berth I picked up
was a good one, and I stayed here some days.
Benodet, the village at the mouth of the Quimper River, is a very

pretty little place. The river is lorely, and the old cathedral town of
Quimper, ten miles up, is most interesting and easily accessible But
to sea again.
From Benodet, which is some seventy-five mUes from Brest, I

cruised all along the coast, putting in at Lorient, and entering the Sea
of Morbihan, most interesting of inland waters, where every rock
almost bears marks of the ancient Druids, and where memories of the
great thinker, orator and seducer of the twelfth century come floating
over the rock-studded waters from the lonely ruins of St. Gildas de
Rhys, the retreat of Abelard, the lover of Heloise.
From Port Navallo, in the Morbihan, I crossed to Belle lie, and mar-

veled as I navigated the wild archipelago of the Bay of Quiberon.
NOJIAD.

[CONCLtJDED SES.T WEEK.]

YACHT NEWS NOTES.
Clay & Torbensen, Gloucester, N. J., are building for L, E. Simon,

Guantanamo, Cuba, a cabin cruising steam yacht, which when com-
pleted, will be one of the finest afloat. The dimensions are 54ft. over
all, 10J.j[ft beam. Many novel features are embraced and the interior
finish will be unusually attractive. The saloon, which is forward, i;ift.

in length, wiU be finished in yjolished mahogany, and fitted with every
convenience for comfort. "The cabin, which is aft, 8ft. in length, will
have the interior finished in Cuban mahogany, artistically paneled and
carved. The motive power will consist of a fore-and-aft compound
engine and wattr-tuhe boiler, of ample power to ch-ive the boat at a
speed of 12 miles per hour without forcing. When completed she wiU
De steamed dpwn to Cuba by her owner-

Down Channel.
The young Corinthian or singlehander of to-day, who finds his sport

ready made to his hand, with cruising craft of every variety of model
to be had at a reasonable cost from a builder's catalogue, has little

conception of the trials and difficulties which beset his predecessor of
forty years back. The greatest advantage however of the cruiser of
the present day over him of 18.^0, is that he has the aid and stimiilus
of such able writers as the late Capt. John MacGregor and R. T.
McMullen ; two men who above all others have led the way to the
cleanest, healthiest and pleasantest of outdoor sports. Although an
ardent singlehander, Capt. MacGregor devoted himself mainly to the
canoe, and in the field of small yachts and singlehand cruising must
give place to his fellow Briton, Mr. McMullen. It is probable that two-
thirds of the small pleasure craft afloat to-day, are traceable to the
writings of these two men. In this country at least, Mr. MacGregor's
works are much better known, having been republished here many
years since, but from the fact that they have never been republished
here, and some of the earlier works have been long out of print in
England, Mr. McMullen's cruises have been less widely read here
than the fame of his work and his boats would warrant. The original
book "Down Channel," narrating the early cruises of the Leo and
Sirius, has been long out of print, and in republishing it with the later
cruises, the name has been retained for the entire volume.
Mr. McMullen made his first cruise in the Leo, as a boy in 18.')0, and

his last, in the Pert?eua, in 1891, being found dead in the cockpit of the
yacht by some French fishermen. The experience of these forty
years is quite without parallel, including months of solitary sailing, in
all seasons, about the channel, as well as much yachting in company
with friends and a paid crew. One of the chief charms of the narra-
tive is its plain and unpretentious style, just what might be expected
from the earnest and unassuming character of the man. The new
volume has been compiled by Mr. Dixon Kemp, long a friend of the
author, and is published by Horace Cox.

Rochester Yacht Club.

RocHESTEK, N. Y., Dec. 19.—At the annual election of the Rochester
Y. C. the following officers were elected; Com., H. S. Mackie; Vice-
Com., A. T. Hagen; Fleet Capt. J. W Bobbins; Trees., W. H. Briggs;
Sec, T. B. Pitchard; Cor. Sec, Herbert Leary. Directors, Rufus K.
Dryer; J. E. Burroughs, T. G. Young, J. R White. After the election
the members sat down to an elaborate menu prepared by Teall, and it

was well on toward the "wee sma hours" before the list of toasts was
finished. Many a rollicking yarn of life on the foaming blue billows
and blood curdling tales of haii-breadth escapes along the piratical
coast bordering the northern shore of Lake Ontario, were spun. I'he
old salts refreshed the green spots in their memories and laid gigantic
plans for the coming season, while the newly enrolled members sat
silent and awe stricken at the abundant flow of narrative and departed
for home with unbounded enthusiasm and increasing anticipations for
the new and untried sport just promised for the summer season.
The election of Com. Mackie marks anew era in the life of the R. Y.

C., and the club is to be congratulated on its good fortune in securing
for its commodore so genial and affable a gentleman and at thn same
time a thoroughly practical and competent navigator. Under the new
regime, important and novel features are to be added to the club's
routine of business and pleasure. Among things promised by Com.
Mackie will be permanent winter quarters, with the club's banner upon
the outer wall, when during the frozen months a school for the study
of the science of navigation under competent instructors will be in-

stituted. In the matter of accommodating guests during regattas and
on club days, a large catboat is talked of, wheieljy the friends of
club members will always be sure of a hearty welcome to take a
delightful sail on these festive occasions. Great precaution is to be
taken in the matter of appointing a committee, to select men who will

not only have the time but also the inclination to serve and the former
proverbial ap thy will be forever erased from the club's escutcheon
and oifly sunny skies and fair weather hover about the horizon of the
club's future course. Herbert Lb.vky, Corresponding Sec'y.

The full report of the fall meeting of the Royal C.C., as given in

the Model Yachtsman and Canoeii^t shows that our understanding of

the new rules is correct, and that changes of a most radical nature

have been made. The coming "canoe" of the Royal 0. C. may be any

sort of an under-rigged sailboat or miniature yacht within the extreme

limits of IGft. length over afl, 3ft. beam, and a rating of 0.3. Some
trial will be necessary to demonstrate the fastest possible machine
under these new limitations, but there can be no doubt on one point,

that whatever else she may be, the new craft wiU not be a canoe in

the essential points of lightness, compact form and ease of handling;

nor can she be the equal in speed of the American canoes.

Without going far enough into the question to plot a trial sketch

we should say that not more than 14ft. waterline could be taken

to advantage, as this gives only ]29sq. ft. of sail, the allowance for

15ft. being but 120sq. ft. For the average racing weather we should

take a shoal saucer form of nearly the fuU beam limit, 3ft., and of

light displacement, with a large board. With 3ft. of over all length

still left it would probably pay to put on about Sin. of after overhang,

with a raking sternpost and a full buttock line to give a little gain iu

length, while the other 16in. might well be worked into a Roman nose

with httle loss of weight and possibly a small gain in longer and
cleaner diagonals, Such a boat would not be far from the present

10x30 canoe, though slower than the American craft through smaller

sails; but she is the most moderate example under the rule; the

chances are strongly in favor of monstrosities in the form of fins and

bulb fina that will be useless, save for match sailing, and difficult in

the extreme to handle, house and transport.

We know not which to condemn the most, the conservatism which

for years has obstructed the development of canoe sailing in England,

and which is still visible in the low limit of sail, or the anarchistic

spirit of change which at one sweep has obliterated the canoe and
substituted the diminutive "rater."

One very practical objection to the new rules is the vastly increased

difficulty in measuring which must result, the whole complicated

lystem which is necessary In yachting and entirely unnecessary in

canoeing being adopted. The waterline must be marked and meas-

ured, f nd the sails must also be measured. Nothing could be simpler,

easier or more satisfactory than the old rules in the matter of meas-

urement, extreme length and extreme beam, as proved by long

experience in England and America. The new rule promises greatly

increased work for the measurers and also of disputes over marking
and measuring.

The a. C. A. rules are by no means perfect, and might be simplified

with advantage in the matter of details, but they work well and tend

to conserve the canoe form. We have for several years advocated

the removal of certain structural limitations which are capable of

evasion, and also of the limit of drop of centerboard, but retaining

the present limit of 80in. beam and 16ft. length over all. The non-

limitation of sail area has worked well in this country, and a change
in this direction would be unpopular; but a limit of length of slide

would be an improvement, the point to be at 4ft., or possibly 4ft. 6in.

The new R. 0. C. rules tend to separate stUl further, instead of uniting,

British and American canoeists, and to prevent even more effectually

that international racing which was so beneficial to both sides in 1886

and 1888.

We are indebted to Dr. J. Arthur Gage for the song which we pub-

Ush this week, the air being composed by him to fit Miss Johnson's

poem. The song was very popular in camp last year, and will be

welcomed by many of our readers.

A. C. A. Membership.
The following gentlemen, have appUed for membership in the

American Canoe Association: Atlantic Division—G, V. Facksr,
Trenton, N. J.



Dec. 30, 1898.] FOREST AND STREAM. •B7S

Words by E. Paituke Jomssov.
Aiirlante sempUce.

Music by J. AETHrR Gage.

1. I am sail-ing to Hie leeward, Wteretlie current runs to seawarrt, Soft and slow, soft and slow Audthe
2. M.v ca-noe is growing la-zy, In tHe at-mospHere so lia-zy,WliileI dream,— while I dream... Half lu

.slum ber I am guid-log, In - dls-rinct-ly eastward glid-ing Dowa the stream, down the stream.,

Then its to and fro, and soft and slow, I'll pad -die In my bark ca - noe,.

and fro and soft and slow, I'll pad -die in my old ca - noe..

The
THE LOG OF THE FRANKIE.

'92 Cruise of tlie Shenandoah C.

BY THE COMMODORE.

(Continued from Page uBW).

water; so by carefully backing and filling I got around the dam at its
upper left hand end and carefully slipped through the maze of reefs

C. at hand into a clear little passage that led do^-n along under the face
of the dam to its point, and thence down to deep, Clearwater below.
I shot down this easily without touching a rock, followed by Lacy, and
the falls were run.

_ ^ We went into camp a quarter of a mile below on our last year's
Friday, Aug. 6, 1892.—We got an early start this morning with camp ground at Keyser's, so as to have a little fishing at this unusu-

Kemple's Falls as our objective, which place we readied In time for ally fine fishing place: and after lunch the tents were pitched over the
our noonday lunch, after which -we went into camp for the rest of the canoes, and George and I went up into the falls and fished aU the
day m order to enjoy the fine fishinp here. Our morning's cruise was I afternoon with very good success.
pleasant and full of events. The wilderness of reefs above the dam We felt our way across the river on the navigation dam and fished
at Kite's mill required great patience and skill to successfully nego-

i
on the other side in the shade of the oUff, and in doing so discovered a

tiate, and the old broken-down dam was succe-ssfully shot, although clean, clear little channel through this very troublesome middle part
the chute was very rough and full of rocks.

|

of the falls, w hioh will much simplify our passage through at anotherWe had a troublesome portage over the miserable brush and stone time if we can slip over the dam. With a vivid recollection of the ex-dam a mile below, which was finally accomplished by finding some
pieces of boards among the drift along the crest of the dam and plac-
ing them on the rocks to slide the canoes over. The day was intensely
hot, of course, and the glare of the sun upon the water would have
been unbearable but for our colored glasses.
We picked our wav easily through the intricate mazes of the half-

mile of reefs below the dam and landed at the spring, a mile below,
where Gieorge and I lunched last year, to refresh ourselves with a
good drink of water. The several dams and rapids near Strickler's
were next tested, as was also the rattling little fall at the cliffs
below, which finally brought us to Kemple's—undoubtedly the rough-
est and worst place on the entire Shenandoah, with the exception of
the six miles of river immediately above Harper's Ferry.
We fully expected to have a rough time of it here, and we were not

disappointed, for if ever canoeists were knocked and banged and
hustled around, we certainly were. We hadn't much trouble in
threading our way through the intricacies of the reefs at the upper
end, and then had the usual exhilarating rush down the "Devil's Run-
path," where we received a few trilling bumps from the rocks owing
to the low water.
We then followed the channel over the right, around the open end

of the big navigation dam that puts out from the base of the cliffs
along the left banks, and from here on down we had a rough time of
it. At the end of the navigation dam, the channel twists sharply
around to the left: it is very harrow and swift, and there is a big rock
squarely in the middle of it right at the point where it will do the
most good; in trying to avoid shipwTeck on the rock, I was swept
bodily ashore or aground, on the reefs alongside the channel, and had
to disembark and let my canoe down by the stern painter. Lacy
shared the same fate, while George, profiting by our mishaps, did not
attempt the shoot at all, but felt his way cautiously along the face of
the dam and slipped over through a little gap further to the left,
without getting out.
A couple of hundred yards below this is a large 4ft. fish dam, lymg

like a huge V, with the apex as usual down stream, and ^ith a rough
shoot at the point filled with rocks, over and among which the water
rushed and roared in resistless fury. I landed at the dam alone and
examined the shoot carefully with my pike pole and decided to essay
it. so I returned to my canoe, re-embarked, and with closed hatches
and apron pulled up to my cliin, I headed the Frankie down the fall;
she took ihe plunge gallantly, but smashed up on the rocks at the foot

cellent biscuit we procured here last year, I had Miss Bettie Keyser
bake us five dozen this afternoon—they proved to be fully up to her
usual high standard.
We brushed the sand and mud oflC our canoeing costumes, shaved

and otherwise made ourselves as decent and presentable as possible
under the circumstances and spent the evening at Kevser's, very
pleasantly entertained by Miss Bettie and younger sister.

' They have
a very nice parlor organ and I gave an impromptu musicale.
Saturday. Aug. 6.—We got a good early start; this morning, and

before 8 o'clock we were packed and afloat again, and the cruise re-
sumed. Miss Bettie and her sister came down to see us start, and
remained standing on the bank until we passed around the bend a
short distance below and out of sight. We found the Newport mill
dam, a mile below our late camp, had been rebuilt and the shoot over
by the bank was no longer open, so we were forced to make a plunge
which we easily did by simply sliding the canoes, with closed hatches'
over the crest of the dam and pitching them head first into the deep
water below, while quite a little crowd of spectators looked on from
the mill.

The stiff little rapid below the dam was easily shot and we landed
at the spring at its foot for a drink, and in flfl;een minutes more we
were pitching and tossing down the Columbia Falls. These falls,
while longer than Kemple's Falls and very rough, being fully a mile
and a half long, are not nearly as troublesome to npgotiate; and
while we had to exercise great patience, care and skill, we experienced
no special difficulty in running them, the lower half mile beinc the
roughest and worst.

"

We foimd a gang of men and t-eams engaged in rebuilding and
enlarging the aheady huge fish dam at the foot of the falls, and our
jump over this dam was quite exciting and was watched with great
interest by the workmen engaged on the dam. We landed at the
fine spring in the bank a hundred yards below the dam for a drink
and a smoke, and then had a pleasant uneventful hour's cruise to
Long's.
Much to our happiness we found that the beastly old brush mill dam

here, probably the meanest to portage on the entire river, had been
completely removed, the mill also being torn down, and we passed
this erstwhile troublesome place with no trouble at all.

Half a mile below Is the little white farmhouse up on the hill, where
the "jarney mansion " lives, and of course the boys could not pass

„p ,h„ f„ii iJv." 'i ;r ;• "r ~r '

^ithout landing and going to the house for a drink of water from the
°^riu? '^'J* ^ wa,s nearly pitched out head first. . big iron-handled pump in the shed, and to purchase some canteloupes.

the
:

They were rewarded by a glimpse of the "jerney," who is most amus-fnu fnrnf ^^f.^'^^y^
and the boat hung fast right in ucu uy ^ ^..^i>.^ j«ru^y, wno is most amus-fuU forceor the fall, vyhile the water swept ma gi;eat sheet over my I ingly shy. as many of the back country girls are. The two or threedecks, and closed batches. The canoe careened unnl 1 was nearly cap- ' smaller girls of the family—half-grown cliildren-proved to be bv nosized and then swung round, grinding her keel to splinters on the piv- ' means so shy, however, as they followed us back down to our canoesotal roek. until her hnw was riTf-^Mv „n «rr««o. .nnH v.i„>, .v,„ jo see us start, and then trotted along down to the river bank to the

old stone dam a hundred yards below, to see us jump it, which we did
successfully.
We soon reached Massanutton. or White House Ferry, where the

road winding around among the defiles of the Massanutton Mountains
from New Market to Luray, crosses the river, and where we have
always heretofore camped, and where George and I spent .Sunday last
year, but we decided not to stop here this year, as the place offers
such poor facilities in the way of a camp ground, but to drop down
f'ight miles further to Bisler's Ferry, where there is a fiae spring on
tie bank at the water's edge as well as better camping ground.
We didn't find Postmaster Strickler at the store and post olHce, but

Miss Minnie was in, and she welcomed us so nicely and did the honors
of the office and store so gracefully that we were quite reconcUed to
the absence of her father. We did not see Mr. Brubaker either, who
has left the white house (which stands abandoned and empty; and
moved into a fine new hi ick mansion a little further back from the
river. We exchanged mail with the ones at home while here, and the
boys wrote their Berryville friends to meet us with their picnic pany
at Castleman's Ferry on Thursday next, as we expect to reach that
point on our way to Hai pt-r's Ferry about that time. We e.tpeet to
reach Harper's Ferry un Friday evening and return home rby rail ) on
Saturday. "

We took lunch in a light sprinkle of rain on our last year's camp
ground, and at 2 o clock pushed off from the ferry boat and turned

the canoes up in the shallow water at the left end of the dam, where
there was an overflow running down the sloping face of the dam, until
they grounded, and then stepping overboard and easing them down
the slope until deep water was reached in the boat channel below.
As we progress further down the river we are struck with the num-

ber of fish jumping out of the water on all sides, and they were es-
pecially numerous below the dam. George has kept our table pretty
well supplied with fish during the cruise by keeping his rod and fly
tackle handy on the deck of his canoe and whipping the stream at
hkely places. I have done but little fishing of this kind this cruise, as
it seems to be too much trouble.

New York C. C.
The disaster of last October has proved a serious one for the New

York C. C, so much so that the future of the oldest canoe club in the
United States is just now very doubtful. Besides a very heavy indi-
vidual loss to members, in canoes and other property, the club loss,
the expense of raising the scow and repairing the house, will amount
to about S1,000. Even with this heavy item covered and the house
once more in good condition, ihe que.stion of a safe anchorage still re-
mains. The impossibility of securing such an anchorage at Benson-
hurst has suggested the return to Staten Island, the old home of the
club, but even th^re the anchorage difficulty is a serious one, and in-
volves the danger of another expensive wreck.
The club has fully demonstrated, by a series of expensive experi-

ments, that a floating house is impracticable in any location on Staten
Island or the Gravesend shore which gives a svitable sailing ground,
and a shore house is the only possible resort. The high prices at
which the waterfront is held offer a serious obstacle in this direction,
and what course will finally be decided on is still doubtful. The club
is now desirous of selling the present floating house, the hull being
comparatively new and perfectly strong and sound, while, the roof and
framework of the structure are uninjured, only the siding being dam-
aged. After being raised the house was towed to the builder's ship-
yard, and the slight damage to the hull made good. The position of
the club at the present time in membership and finances apart from
the special expense of the wreck, is very satisfactorj% the fleet is en-
larging every year, especially in the direction of canoe yawls and
small cruisers; and, apart ftom the purely canoeing features, the club
is the best located and most promising of the boat sailing organiza-
tions about New York. With a suitable shore location on Gravesend
Bay, and the increasing facilities for access from New Y^ork, it offers
exceptional advantages to canoeists and boat sailers, andanj' change
of location or other backward step would be a serious loss to local
canoeing and sailing.
The annual meeting of the club was held on Dec. 20, the following

officers oeing elected: Captain, H. H. Smvthe; Purser, Wm.Whitlock;
Trustees, F. C. Moore, Geo. H. Daley and 0. J. Stevens.

CANOE NEWS NOTES.
Congratulations are in order. Rear-Corn. C. F. Schuster, Jr., of the

Eastern Division, was married on Wednesday, Dec. 20, at Holyoke,
Mass., and on Thursday, Dec. 28, Mr. Louis S. Drake, a well known
member of the Newton Boat Club, of Newton, Mass., is to become a
benedict.

otal rock, until her bow was directly up stream and high out of the
water. It was impossible for me to work her off, so all there was left
for me to do was to step overboard nearly up to my waist and lift her
off, which I did with as much grace as I could muster under the cir-
cumstances.
Lacy, wlio sometime.-^ exhibits considerable sense, showed his pres-

ence of mind on this occasion by promptly declining the shoot and
quietly disembarking on me side of the dam ashort distance above, as
soon as he .saw mj' predicament, and lifting his canoe over the dam
re-embarking below, while Ueoree. who dearly loves a good stiff shoot'
could not resist this one, but came shooting down by me while I was
still hanging on the rock. He swerved a little further to the left, how-
ever, and missed the rocks by a hair's breadth and passed on with fly-
ing colors.
The final plunge of the falls is very bad, much the worst of all, and

another big fl^hdam in it, the counterpart of the one just passed, didn't
i uprove it any, and the shoot at the apex was plainly impracticable.
We had trouble in negotiating this dam last year, so George, who was
in the lead, when he reached it, made no attempt to run it, but com-
promised by beaching the Shenandoah on the flank of the dam close
to the right bank, lifting her over into the swift water below and Ist-
ting her drift ahead of him at the length of her painter as he waded
down the final steep slope of the rapid to the siiJi. deep water below
now and then giving her a hft or shove off the reefs as she occasion-
ally hung.

I had a theory, founded on my last year's experience, that with a1 had a theory, founded on my last year's experience, that with a our bo\vs down the river with Bixters as our obiective We easilyJune more care coptoess J oould navigate this nasty litUe piece of negotiated the dam at Mark's Mill, around the bend'^betow; by ruiinl

Our Turkey Shoot at Akin.
When I awoke Thanksgiving morning and heard the wind rattle the

slats of the window blinds, and the rain drops pattering against the
glass, I thought the prospect rather discouraging for our turkey
match at Akin. But about 9 o'clock the wind lulled, the rain, with the
exception of an occasional flurry, ceased, and grasping rifles and am-
munition cases we boarded an electric car for Akin. When we entered
we found the car pretty well filled with a party of riflemen who had
come up on the early morning train, some of tliem were from Albany,
and some from Schenectady. It was our first meeting since the tur-
key matches of last winter and our greeting was rather hilarious.
Akin is only about two miles from Amsterdam, so we reached our

destination before we got really quieted down. We went over to
Groat's Hotel, where the match was to come off Against the wall of
the sitting room several handbills were displayed announcing that 25
turkeys and 100 chickens were on hand for the sportsmen to practice
on. That was good news, though we afterward found the number of
fowls was slightly exaggerated.
The first thing in order was to inspect the proposed range, a new

one that had never been shot over. It ran straight away across the
Mohawk flats for about forty rods, then across the Mohawk River and
Erie Canal and up a slope to a lone apple tree. The distance was sup-
posed to be about eighty rods, but it certainly looked to be nearer half
a mile than a quarter.
Harry Coats took his rifle out of the case and fired several sighting

shots, using the same elevation that he usually did for 80 rods. We
looked closely and carefully through a good field glass, but could not
spot one of his bullets. They either fell way short, or struck so dead
in the soft sod that they did not throw any dirt.

This was a great disappointment to us, as it would be useless to"
shoot unless we could see where our bullets struck. While we were
lamenting the landlord came down and asked us what we thought of
the range. We told him it was no good in its present condition, with
snow on the ground it might be all right. So, after some talk, it was
agreed to abandon the long range and shoot over the 40-rod offhand
range instead.
The firing point for this range was from the hotel piazza, and we

were to shoot up against a very steep side-hiU, the pitch was, in fact,
nearly as great as an ordinary shingle roof, and made it somewhat
like shooting game out of a tree.
The turkeys were carried up, and one of them was tied to the stake

the landlord acted as score-keeper, and called for the names of all
who intended to shoot. Eleven men registered. No. 1 toed the mark
and the trouble began. The first three shots failed to score, and No. 4
stepped to the firing point. He was armed with a Winchester repeat-
ing rifle .1,5-90-300, and when he raised it to his shoulder and took aim
the crowd of spectators who stood near, and partly in the Une of fire
shrank back as far as possible, while still gazing intently at the tur-
key, who was then sitting down comfortabiy in the dead grass and
preening his feathers.
The gun was fired, and an instant after the roar of that enormous

charge was heard, there was a great commotion in tm-key. The bird
sprang instantly to thehmitof his tether, then with many vigorous
flops and bounds he whirled round and round, and over and over,
while his great strong wings beat a rapid tattoo against his sides or
the groimd. The commotion soon subsided, and he turned partly over
and was still. Then a mighty yell arose from the crowd, and they
warmly congratulated the lucky rifleman over his splendid shot.
When the man in charge of the turkeys got there he did not waste

any timf^ looking for blood, he saw at once that the turk was very-
dead, so he cut him loose and tied on another bird.
The landlord gazed reproachfully on the author of the mischief,

and remarked that if we kept on at that rate there wouldn't be much
profit in it for him, as he had lost a dollar and a half turkej' and only
forty cents was on the book for shots. He was assured that it was
an accident that probably would not occur again very soon, and after
moving us back along the piazza a little further the match was allowed
to proceed.
There were but few rules and no formality about this match ; it was

in fact, a free-for-all, go-as-sou-please affair for everybody, and all
appeard to enjoy themselves to the utmost. The spectators, of whom
there were a hundred or less, walked round freely among the shoot-
ers, and crossed the range back and forthwith either a total disregard
of consequences or else a trust in Providence that was most touching
if not startling, to an observer at all accustomed to the rules and
regulations enforced on an established rifle range. It may be that for
this occasion the

"Sweet little cherub that sits up aloft
To keep watch for the Ufe of poor Jack,"

like some of the city pohce, had had his precinct changed, and been
assigned to the special duty of lookmg out for the lives of the reckless
fools who deliberately walked around in front of loaded and cocked
rifles.

The shooters were mostly armed with repeating rifles, and the shoot-
ing was very rapid. Shortly before noon I downed No. 10 turkey, and
stopped the match until after dinner, because that was the last one
they had on hand. The landlord assured us, however, that there
would be plenty more raady for us after dinner, and at once hitched
up his team and started one of his men off to a neighboring farmer's
to get some more, and we adjourned to the sitting-room to discuss the
match and await a summons to dinner.
So far as we had gone the cost of shots and value of turkeys very

nearly balanced, and as the bar trade was good the proprietor had
very little reason to complain.
When we were summoned to the dining room we found as good a

dinner .as was ever set before hungry men, and the morning's sport
had given a keen appetite for its enjoyment. Then, with the inner
man well braced up and every one in the best of humor, we agam gave
our attention to the turkeys.
The man had returned from his call on tlie farmer and had brought

back two turkeys with him; they were good ones; the combined
weight was a little over iieibs. No more could be got that day, and
the landlord said when we had them killed he would set up chickens
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for us at five cents a shot. This was not an alluring prospect, as a
chicken that has been shot through the body wth a .45cal. rifle bullet
is not of much use to any one. There was no use of lamenting over
what could not be helped, so Rafter the proprietor had again extended
the range by shifting tlie jfiring point to the extreme end of the piazza,
we began.
The firing was very rapid, the men did not dwell on their aim, but

pulled the trigger as soon as the sight was on the game, and as quick
as one fired and stepped back, another immediately took his place.
All the bullets struck close, but it was not until the 64th shot that the
turkey was killed. It had been a very profitable bird for the hotel
man, and his face was wreathed in smiles as he raked in his little S6.40
for the shots fired. Then the last turk went to the stake and the
firing was resumed; 26 shots threw the dirt all round and over him,
some passed through his feathers, others struck just under and
threw him up in the air, but no blood was drawn until the 27th shot
went through his neck and very nearly severed the head from the
body; that ended the match.
The two turkeys brought in $9.10, and the landlord is so encouraged

that I understand he is going to have another match Christmas. Ifhe
does I think I shall be there. P. ri-AYFOED.

Amsterdam, N. Y.

Port Chester Rifle Club.

Port Chbstee, Dec. IS.—Editor Forest and Stream: The Port
Chester Eifle Club was organized Jan. 1, 1889, and has led a struggling
existence up to the commencement of the present year, when some
new blood was added and a tract of land was purchased for a 200yd.
range. We have always used the standard American target up to
within a short time, but as a majority of the prize shoots in this
vicinity are held on the German ring target, we have lately adopted
that target to be more familiar with it. Can any one explain why a
person used to shooting on one target can't make as good a score pro-
portionately on another target, and is undoubtedly the fact? I have
seen such men as H, M. Pope, S, J. Lyon, O. M. Jewel, the late B. F.
Richardson and a host of others I might mention, experts on the
standard American target, who could be led many points by shooters
on the ring target who could not compete with them on the standard
target. Take the Newark shoot in 1888. All the high men on the
standard target were mostly from New England States, while the
same men on the ring target made but a poor showing compsiratively
spaaking. There is but a little difference to the average eye, when
using the black out to the 7 ring on the standard and the ISin. black of
the ring target. But can any one dispute the fact?
We have some thirty odd members in the club, but the vitality, as

in other similar organizations, is limited to five or six active mem-
bers, who keep banging away summer and winter just the same.
We have lately got the "championship" craze from reading Forbst
AND Stream, and for the past two weeks have attempted to shoot a
50-shot match for championship of the club. While we don't class
with the regular article of that name, still we have a little wheel of
our own to tiu-n. It don't take the memory of the oldest inhabitant
to go back to the weather of the last two preceding Saturdays, that
being our shooting day. On Dec. 9 we started in for a 50-shot score,
but a driving rain drove us oft after firing thirty shots with very in-
di fferent results.
Saturday, Dec. 16, dawned with about four inches of snow and

something like four miles of London fog. About 1 o'clock it looked
like clearing for a few minutes and we started to shoot our postponed
50-shot match again. In about five minutes aft«r the targets were
Eut up it began to rain in a fashion that made the target tender hunt

is shanty in a hurry. We took in the targets for half an hour and
in the meantime our 279-pound secretary arrived in a deluge of rain,
everything wet and dripping.
As soon as he got inside the sbooting house he said, "You fools

going to shoot that match to-day? I can't shoot; I'm sick; guess 1 got
the fog fever." But after getting oft his wet garments and gun im-
packed, he again broke out with, "Well, come, let's have the targets
up and shoot anyway. Say. boy, you got on rubber boots and a good
coat; you can stand it, can't you?" The targets were put up and the
secretary fired the first shot, for which he got a 22. "That's all right;
nothing the matter with this day for shooting." His second shot gave
him a 10. "Yes, I knew it; that was a flincher." For his third shot
up came a 9, "Grit out; where is it?" After a look through the glass,
"I can't see anything through that glass; it ain't focused right. High,
is it? Had too much elevation." Fourth shot, 9 came up again.
"Where in thunder is that shot, anyway?" ' "Down on the bottom of
the target," came the answer. "Guess I lowered too much." Fifth
shot, 15. "That's better ; but I held low that time." The sixth shot
brought up the 9 again. "That be hanged. Oh, I don't believe it. I

ain't going to waste ammunition trying to shoot to-day. Now, just
look at that fog; you can't see the targets." And it was even so. StiU
he stuck to it until he fired twenty shots, and then gave up disgusted.
"No fool like an old fool," he said. "Say, 1 don't feel good

;
guess I'm

going to be sick; wish I was home. Say, R., you write up the scores
for me, will you? And put in what a day it was, will you?" I prom-
ised. Hence this serai fl. Below are scores made:
Rudd 2r3 15 18 16 9 21 19 19 19 20-182

19 17 10 19 19 17 15 23 20 18-176-358
Bachmann..,, , 22 18 16 22 24 18 23 21 15 23—203

19 21 13 12 12 16 18 15 14 13-153—355
McNeil 22 10 9 9 15 9 16 18 17 9-1.34

21 15 9 25 18 15 18 9 13 19—152—286
Smltb 15 20 13 31 21 13 10 14 25 15-167

R.R.

New Orleans Rifle Shooting^.

New OaiiKANS, La., Dec. 16-—The Broadway Rifle Club finished their
annual turkey shoot with the following results:

First class: First prize, Jos. Schefller 133; second prize, J. Roth 123.
Second clas: First prize. M. Biri, Jr., 113; second prize, F. Lettellier

113; Peter Verbeck 118.

Third class: First prize, Hy Duncos 111; second prize, A. Ray-
mond 110.

Fourth class: First prize, L, Berthelmew 106; second prize. L. Lavie
98; Hy Montreiul 98.

The weather was good and splendid scores were made, to wit:
First class: P. Kerber 191, P. Kinler 189, M. Torpfer 188, C.

Abrens 188.

Second class: A. Reuter 185. J. Leraator 185, Tim Dwyer 183.
Third class: F. Offllia 183, F. Luminer 178, P. Schulz 177.

Fourth class: J. Burkhart 1T9, J. Rostrop 174, Wm. Taylor 172.
Fifth class: B. Rouen 168, 0. Melcher 165, H. Kinler 147.

LOmSIANA RIFLE LEAGUE.

A special meeting of the officers of the Louisiana Rifle League was
held at the rooms of the Southern Rifle Club, Dec. 15, for the purpose
of arranging for the presencation of the pennant to the Arnault Rifle
Club, the members of which distinguished themselves by winning the
last league shoot.

It has been the custom to make the presentation at some public en-
tertainment, but the oifleers of the league have thought to deviate
from this rule and make it at a house warming in the beautiful club
house just completed and furnished by the Arnault Club at a great ex-
pense. The annual election of the league will lake place m a few days.
The candidates for the presidency are Messrs. R. S. Landry of the
Broadway Club and Hunt Lytle of the American Club. Both men are
popular and it will be heads and tafls as to the result of the ballot.
There are eleven clubs in the league, each club is entitled to three can-
didates and these candidates ballot for president. Each club has in
the neighborhood of 100 members. A. Cardona. Jk.

California Schuetzen's Greeting to the Zettler R. G.

The appended letter from the Pacific Coast riflemen was received
by the Zettler Club last week, together with programmes for the
California Midwinter Fair International Shooting Festival:
San Francisco, Dec. 14 -Zettler Rifle Club.—Gentlemen : The

undersigned committee has been especially delegated by the San
Francisco Schuetzen Vereln to extend to your distinguished and
famous organization a most pressing and cordial invitation to come
to San Francisco during the Midwinter Fair and participate in the
great shooting festival projected by the Verein. We ai-e authorized
by our Verein to join hands with you across the continent and give
ypu a Schuetzen greeting, and to assure your estimable organization
that such of you as will come will be received with open arms and
such a welcome as will leave no doubts of the sinceritj' of our hospi-
tality. Our Verein has learned to love and admire the fame you have
achieved as a shooting organization, and it has endeavored to emulate
you in your proud accomplishments; and it is desirous of meeting all

of you personally. We have heard of your Weber, and Walther, and
Zimmerman and many others, and we are anxious to see them. Come
to us, as many as you can, and we will receive you and see that you
are properly quartered; that social enjoyments will be prepared for
you. We guarantee that you will not have any opportunity of ex-
periencing homesickness. Do not forget your ladies, as our mem-
bers are as gallant as Schuetzen are famed tn be, and they will not fail

to have a good time. Our ladies join with us in the invitation. Our
fair will be as great as the Paris Exposition, one hundred buildings
already being in the course of construction, which feature will alone
repay you tor your long journey. Should you come you will meet
again our jolly; comrades who have already visited you in the East,
who are all anxious for a renewal of the good fellowship they enjoyed
at your homes. Again we repeat it, come to us. Let the marksmen
Of the Atlantic and the Middle States embrace their Pacific brethren.

Let us prove to our countrymen that German-American Schuetzen
consider no distance an insurmountable barrier to friendly, social and
competitive intercourse. Let our committee know when you are com-
ing, and our Verein will do the rest. We have the honor to extend to
you a most hearty and cordial Schuetzen geeeting.

John T. Bol-ts,
jGeorge H. Bahrs, VCommlttee.

Louis Bekdel,
)

P. S.—We have addressed to you a number of our sbooting pro-
grammes.

Cincinnati Riflemen.
Cincinnati, O., Dec. 11.—The Cincinnati Rifle Association held its

regular practice shoot at its range to-day and made the scores as ap-
pended. Conditions, 200yds. ofE-hand at the standard target:
Gindele 8 8 9 10 7 7 10 8 8 9-84

878 10 89 10 96 8-83
6 9 8 7 10 9 5 10 10 9-80

Louis

599888

10 96 8-80656999769 6-72

„ „. B 6 7 8 10 7 10 7 9 7-77
Wellmger 9 9 9 7 gio 9 6 6 7—80886887 10 66 9-76

7 10 8986759 7—76
Hake

6

7 5 6 6 6 9 7 6 10-69556894478 7-6349798788 8 5-73
Payne 9 7 8 9 8 7 10 9 10 6-8377878 10 97 9 10-8ii7689 10 8988 5-78
Puthof 656857678 8-65

4 10 9567445 4—58626738595 3-54
Drube

, 88 10 9999 10 6 7—854979999 10 7 8-81
10 10 7 7 10 7 7 8 7 6—79

Zettler Rifle Club.
Only eleven members of the Zettler Club were present on Dec. 19 to

participate in the weekly club shoot. The scores made during the
night were of a high order. Henry Holges was in particularly fine
form, and in his five offlcial scores made the highest average that has
ever been made in Ihe gallery by any of the members. His scores
were as followers: 250, 249, 247, 245. 247; total 1,3.38, or within 12 points
of the possible. This is a fine record, and will no doubt stand as the
record 50-shot score for a long time. The scores:
Best 10-shot score, 5 entries: Hi nry Holges 250, M B. Engel 247, Gus

Nowak 246, H. Strate 244, C. G. Zettler 243, F. C. Ross 247, Louis Flach
246, B. Zettler 245, B. Busse 243. H. D. MuUer 240, Dr. Chas. Grosch
240.

Champion target, one entry: Henry Holges 2.50, F. C. Ross 245. Gus
Nowak 243, M. B. Engel 241, Louis Flach 241, R. Busse 240, C. G. Zet-
tler 239, H. Strate 238, Dr. C. Grosch 233, B. Zettler 232, H. D. MuUer
235.

GreenviUe Rifle Club.
The members of the Greenville R. C. continue to hold up their interest

in the weekly gallery competition. On Dec. 22 twenty-one men were
present to participate in the class shooting. M. Dorrler with a score
of 246 was high; Chavant with 242 second. The scores: M. Dorrler 216,
H. Lutz 236 J. Boag 233, Spahn 228. Gotthard 234. Lerabeck 221,
Agneau 216, Hill 210, Graef 204, Robidoux 3,36, Purkess 233, Plaisted
Scheeline 224. Becker 322, Holzapfel 220, Bischof 212, Maug 210, P.
Wuestner 198, E. Wuestner 183.

Our Own Rifle Club.
On Dec. 18 eight members of the Our Own Club, of Hoboken, N. J.,

were present and participated in the weekly gallery competition. J.
H. Kruse distinguished himself by making the fine score of 241. The
scores are appended: J. H. Kruse 241, Sessman 236, Dilger 233, Smith
226, KeUer 220, Moses 218, Schultze 236, Hartkopf 209.

Empire Rifle Club.

At the weekly sboot of the Empire Club on Dec 19 the follwing
appended scores were made by the members present, 10 shots, 2D-ring
target. 100ft. : B. Zahn 244, W. Rosenbaum 243, C. Zettler 237, L. Buss
W. Buss 231.

RIFLE NOTES.
Henry Holges, with his total of 1,238 in fifty shots made at the Zet-

tler Club shoot last Tuesday night, feels that he has put up a record
that will cause the experts lots of trouble to overcome.

The enthusiasm of Diamond Walt over the possibihties of his .23 at
300yds. strikes some of our Eastern cranks as being a little wild. If.

on his ijrojected Eastern visit next fall, he should fall among some of
the New Yorkers, he would have an opportunity of making a stake or
going broke. Eight shots out of ten in an Sin. bull at 200yd8. off-hand
is considered good work with the larger caliber rifles, and when you
add 103yds. to the range and reduce the caliber to a .22 short R. F.
cartridge and still keep up the average, you hit the average Eastern
crank hard, for this genius thinks he knows aboutall there is in any of
the modern target rifles. We trust that Diamond Walt will stick to
his project of visiting the East and demonstrate to the Eastern cranks
that his enthusiasm for the .23 is not of the wooly order.

We have on several occasions seen the confidence of the riflemen in
the shooting qualities of his rifle knocked into smithereens when the
rifle was put on to the machine rest and a group of shots collected on a
cardboard at 200yds. We have in mind two worthy shooters whose
faith in their respective rifles was of that extreme order that it was
customary with them to locate a shot within the 24 circle in the Ger-
man ring target, and if by chance the marker showed a 17 or an 11, it

was simply unfortunate for the marker, that was all. But when the
rifles were put on the machine rest, the misfortune rested with the
owners. They were like the hoy who, on a fishing trip, monkeyed
with the hornets' nest. He wished he had stuck to his fishing.

All ties divided unless otherwise reported.

FIXTURES.
If you want your shoot to be announced here

send In notice like the following::

Dec. 28.—Team of three shoot, at Willard's Park, Paterson, begin-
ning at 10 A. M. Three men from any club, IjjSO entrance per team, 15

live birds perjuan.
1894.

Jan. 1.—New Year's tournament, Towanda (Pa.) Rod and Gun Club,
at Towanda, Pa. Live birds and targets.

Jan. 1.—Dexter Park live bird and target shoot.
Jan. 1.—South Side Gun Club's thirteenth New Year's annual,

at Newark N. J.

Jan. 4.—LTnion Gun Club's live bird tournament, at Springfield, N. J.
Jan. 9.—New Jersey vs. Kings county, team shoot, on Al. Heritage's

grounds, Marion, N. J.

Jan. 16-18.—Grand live and artificial bird shoot, $1,000 guaranteed,
by the Hamilton Gun Club. J. E. Overholt, Sec'y.
Feb. —.--Reading Shooting Association tournament; two days

targets, one day live birds, at Three-Mile House, Shillington, Pa.
April 4-6.—Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association's

grand American handicap at Dexter Park, Long Island.
April 34 27 —Central City Gun Club's tournament, Central City, Neb.
May 1-6.—Arkansas State Sportsmen's Association's totimament, at

Fort Smith, Arkansas.
May 17-18.—West Newburg (N. Y.) Gun and Rifle Association s

springr tournament.
May 22-25.—Knoxville (Tenn.) Gun Club's thirteenth annual tom'na-

ment; first days, targets, $1,000 added money, known traps, unknown
angles; last day, live pigeons. Open to the w orld. No handicap. R.
Van Gilder, Sec'y.
June 5-7.—Kansas State Sportsmen's Association's fifth annual

tournament, Topeka, Kansas. J. C. Clark. Sec'y.
June 11 16.—New York State Sportsmen's Association for the Pro

tection of Fish and Game, thirty-sixth annual tournameat. at LTtica,

N. Y., under auspices of OneiJa County Sportsmen's Association.
Jime 19-21.—Chamberlin Cartridge and Target Company's first

annual tournament, at Cleveland, Ohio. $1 ,000 added money.
June (third week).—Atlantic City Rod and Guu Club, three days'

tournament. Address R. C. Griscom. Sec'y, Atlantic City, N. J.
Aug. 31-24,—Pennsylvania State Sportsmen's A.ssociation annual

tournament, under auspices of Altoona Rod and Gun Club, at Wop-
sononock Park, Altoona,

Oct. 4-5,—West Newburg (N. Y.) Gun and Rifle Association's fall

tournament.

DRIVERS AND TWISTERS.
Charles Smith, our own "Dutchy." the famous trap and field shot

of Plainfield, N. J,, recently spent a few days in and about Norfolk,
Va., shooting and looking up old acquaintances and making new ones
as a matter of course. When "Dutchy" gets among shooters he is
bound to talk shoot, and one evening in Norfolk he struck a party that
began to talk shoot and match shoot at that. "Dutchy" fell into the
humor of the party and was nothing loth to shoot a match. One of
the party asked if he would shoot a lOO-bird match for $100 a side
against an 'unknown." "I don't care who vou put up," said the
amiable "Dutchy," "but $100 is not enough gelt. Make it .S350 a side
and we'll have a shooting match for keeps." This proposition suited
the Norfolk contingent, forfeits were posted, Jan. 18 named as the
date and Norfolk as the place. Everything was lovely, and "Dutchy"
had no misgivings as to his ability to'beat anv one the Norfolk sp rts-
men could muster. A few days ago the Norfolk people named their
"unknown," and what was "Dutchy's" surprise to learn that his op-
ponent was to be "Little Neaf" Apgar. of Evona, a bosom friend, and
for many years a clubmate. "Dutchy" was true to his colors, how-
ever, and the result is that some good shooting and at least a close
contest wUl be seen at Norfolk on Jan. 18. The men are evenly
matched, and on fair birds should run close to 86 or 88 in the hundred.
The chances are that a fair contingent of Jerseymen will witness the
match.

New Year's Day will be a red-letter day on the grounds of the South
Side Gun Club, of Newark, N. J., when the club will hold its thirteenth
"annual." These affairs are now looked upon as fixtures for the first
day of the year, and no other New Jersey club ever arranges a shoot
for that day, all the shooters fiocking to the South Side grounds,
which are situated opposite the coal chutes, about three minutes'
walk south from the Emmett street station of the Pennsylvania Rall-
raad. All who attend, whether friends or strangers, are accorded a
hearty welcome and given all the shooting they desire. Among the
most active of the club members are Wm. R. Hobart, secretary of the
club; J. B. Terrill, the efficient manager; R. H. Breintnall, Asa White-
head, E. 0. GeofEroy, R, Beam and Lemuel Thomas, all of whom put
forth strenuous efl'orts to make visitors feel at home. There will be
an abundance of lunch and a full supply of all kinds of ammunition
on the grounds. The house is a cosy one and will be well warmed.
Shooting will begin at 9 A. M, and continue until dark.

It is rather surprising that with the number of first-class profes-
sional shots in this country so few contests are held between tbem.
For two years Elliott, Glass, Fulford and Brewer have done more
match shooting than all the rest together. Looking over two years'
records of these experts it is seen that Elliott shot fifteen matches.
Class seventeen, Fulford fifteen and Brewer eight. The record also
shows that Brewer, who shot at 733 birds, leads the list witti an aver-
age of 94,370, Then comes Class, who shot at 1,600 birds, and aver-
aged 93 973, Elliott shot at 1,435 birds, getting an average of 92 60,3,

while Fulford, who shot at 1,403 birds, averaged 90,092, Here is a quar-
tette who in two years shot at an aggregate of 5,161 bids and killed 4,-

763, an average of 92.286 per cent,, and we wonder if any four men in
the trap-shooting ranks could excel the showing. It is extremely
doubtful and we also doubt the ability of any four men on either side
of the Atlantic to defeat the above four iu an up and up match at 100
»r more live birds each.

Frank E. Butler, manager for Annie Oakley, was at the Class-Elliott
shoot on Erb's grounds, looking as happy and hearty as ever. He was
deeply interested in the shooting, and jokingly requested Elliott to
name a figure for a s ason's exhibition of trap work, the condition
being that the Kansas City man was to guarantee to kill 193 or more
out of each 300 birds shot at, and all the birds to be trained. Mr. But-
ler states that Miss Oakley has taken possession of her new house in
Nutley, and for the first time in a number of years can say she is "at
home" on a hearthstone of her own. She has already signed for next
season with Buflialo Bill's Wild West show, which will exhibit during
the entire season in South Brooklyn. "Little Sure Shot" is in splendid
health and spirits, and will rest at home the greater part of the
winter.

With the adoption of the newly-designed indicator and careful
observance on the part of tournament managers in seeing that no
favorites are played by the trap-puller, the novelty rule of tlie Inter-
state Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association should become im-
mensely popular.in 18;i|. During the season of ]89ii this rule was sub-
jected to severe criticism, not on account of any real defects in the
system, but on account of the element of luck which at times would
give a man nearly all incomers and his next-hand partner all out-
goers. This was due in a great measure to the use of the old-style
indicator, although in some instances it was doubtless due to favorit-
ism on the part of the trajj-puller.

The Winchester Repeating Firearms Company's calendar for 1894 is a
neat piece of work and rettects credit upon the designer. The affair
is 14x27 in size. The upper portion, besides the firm name, shows a
trio of ranchmen engaged in the laudable duty of protecting their
stock from wolves, a quartet of which, seen in the foreground, are
att acking a steer. On the lower portion of the panel is a scene show-
ing two hunters, who, in a canoe, have just rounded a jutting point of
land and come into full view of a moose standing near the edge of a
wood. The caption of this picture is "A Surprise Party," vnth a
doubt as to whether the hunters or the game were the most surprised.

The members of the Maplewood (N. J.) Gun Club anticipate a great
time on Dec. 28, when the annual dinner shoot will take place. This
affair has become a fixture with the club, and calls out all the shoot-
ing men of the club. The members who attend are divided into two
teams, each man shooting at 25 artificial targets, and the team which
is unfortunate enough to score the lowest aggregate number of
breaks hais the j)leasure (?) of footing the expenses of a dinner which
is attended by the entire club, usually on New Year's eve. Besides the
team contest there will be a series of open sweepstakes at 10, 15, 20
and 25 targets, and everybody shoots as long as the light lasts.

When E. D. Fulford of Utica arrived at Erb's on Dec. 21 he was the
recipient of warm congratulations from all his friends on his com-
plete exoneration oi all the charges preferred against him by the tele-

graph company by whom he was employed. S ion after his arrival he
was approached by J. A. R, Elliott with a proposition to shoot a 100-

bird match on Ero's grounds for $500 or more a side, Mr, Fulford
stated that he would be pleased to shoot such a match, but that he
would not be at liberty to do so until February, 1894, We are inclined
to the belief, however, that these two experts will meet at the traps
earlier than February.

Charley Tuttle, the hustling and popular captain of the Auburn (N.
Y.) Gun Club, was greatly interested in the Class-Elliott match at
Erb's, and expressed the opiiuon that the birds were several yards
above the average match bird. Mr. Tuttle says that trap matters are
moving along smoothly lu his section of New York State, despite the
general depression in business circles. The Auburn boys were much
elated over winning the first of the series of matches against Roches-
ter and Syracuse, and hope to capture at least one more in the series.

They were to shoot the second match at Syracuse on Wednesday last.

Pittsburgh, Pa,, Dec, 16,—At the last regular meeting of the Her-
ron mil Gun Club, held Dec, 13 at James Brown & Son's, 603 Smith-
field street, the following officers were elected for one year: Presi-
dent, A, H, King; First Vice-President, Jacob Matz; Second Vice-
President, Henry L, Born; Secretary and Treasurer, Louis Lauten-
slager ; Board of Directors, W, M, C, Jones, S, V. D. Hunington and
H, J. Levis; Field Captain, W. S. King. It was also decided to hold
a shoot every month during the coming year at live birds or blue
rocks.-Louis LAt:TEN.SLAGER.

Thursday. Dec. 38. is the date fixed for the match between club
teams of three men each arranged by "TJncle Jake" Pentz. The shoot
will take place at Wi lard's Park, Paterson, N, J,, a place which has
won the reputation of being one of the best shooting grounds in the
country. Each man will shoot at 15 live pigeons, under Hurlingham
rules (modified as to boundary); the entry fee is $30 per team, and
there will be three moneys. Shooting will be started at 10 A. M., la
order that all may have a good light.

Paul North, of the Chamberlin Cartridge and Target Co., with hie
usual ruddy look, was about town last week looking up the business
of his company. He had along an incomplete proof of the soon-to-be-
issued programme for the company's 1894 tournament, and judging
from a cursory examination it will develop into an attractive souvenir,
Mr. North reports fairly good business iu his lines.

William Van Fosson, Charles Weinman and Charles Whittim of
Mount Vernon, Slanayunk, shot a sweepstake live pigeon match at
Glen- Willow on Dec 19 for ^10 a side, the conrlitions being ten birds
each, Hurlingham rules. 30yds. l ise, with .au Suyds. boundary. Van
Fosson won by seven kills to '^S'einman's five and Whittim's four.

One week from next Tuesday will occur the great contest between
teams comprising 20 representative shooters from New Jersey and a
like number from Kings coimty, N, Y. It will be a hot affair, with no
odds in favor of either side, and will, undoubtedly, draw the biggest
crowd that has ever been seen on Al Heritage's Marion grounds.

Some months ago we were told by a prominent shooter of Washing-
ton, D, C, that some time in May or June. 1894, one of the clubs
located there would hold a three-day's tournament with $500 or $1,000
added to the purses. If the Washingtonians really intend to engineer
an affair of this kind they should lose no time in claiming date^,
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Frank Mason, an old-time attachS of Forest and Stream and now-
connected with the Mayflower, was at Erb's on the day of the Class-
Elliott match, looking in fine health. Mr. Mason is immensely popular
among trap-anooters and received a hearty welcome on all sides. He
was in company with "Tee Kay" Keller, "Dutchy" Smith and "Wild
Jay Eye" Beebe, and the quartette had a great time.

To the Clubs Composing the New York State Sportsman^s Associa-
tion—Gkeeting: We return to you our best wishes for a Happy and
Prosperous New Year, and our smcere thanks for your great kindness
in adopting our King Bird Target for seven years, and trust to meet
you all next June in the city of U. T. K. Yours with respect,
Crtjttbnden & Card.—Adv.
The Manufacturers' Trap-Shooting Association will, undoubtedly,

retain John Parkei' as their manager during the coming year and
Elmer Shaner will be found looking after the interests of the Inter-
state Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association. They will be the right
men in the right places.

Shotgun matters have been very quiet on Long Island the past
week, several club events went by default for lack of members to
make up a shoot. The approaching holidays and the hard times that
have been with us for some months are responsible for this unsatis-
factory condition.

Copake, N. Y., has a rod and gun club. The organization consists
of thirteen members. The ofidcers are as follows: C. H.Biu-ch, Presi-
dent; F. Sherman, Vice-President; F. C. Rain, Secretary and Treas-
urer. They contemplate having a shooting match every Thursday
afternoon.

Louis Jliller informs us that Armin Tenner, the gun and powder ex-
pert, whose interesting articles have of late added much to the knowl-
edge of our American shotgun shooters, has decided to locate in
Brooklyn, and will fit up his proving house upon the Dexter Park
grounds.

The usual New Year's bay shoot at live birds will be held on John
Erb's grounds in Newarlc, and as this will be a "day out" for all sports-
men, a good attendance is looljed for. An extra strong lot of birds
will be at hand, and good sport is assured.

John A. Hartner expects a big turnout of target shooters at his
grounds, Orangerille, Baltimore county, Maryland, on New Year's
lay. These holiday shoots of Mr. Hartner's are esrablished fixtures

and are invariably well attended.

The third and final match between teams from the Auburn Gun
Club, Onondaga County Sportsmen's Club and the Rochester Rod and
Gun Club will take place on the grounds of the last-named club at
Rochester early in January.

James Dodds and R. Daniels, of the Greenville (N. J.) Rifle Club, had
a successful three-days' hunt last week in the northern part of New
Jersey; they report partridges and rabbits as being qnite plentiful in
the locality visited.

Make an early decision as to the dates for your ]894 tournament,
send them to us for insertion in our list of fixtures, and thus avoid
conflicting with other clubs.

The programme of the 1891 shoot of the Chamberhn Cartridge and
Target Company will be out in about a fortnight, and will be an
artistic piece of work.

J. A. R. Elliott will probably remain in the East until spring and in
the meantime will doubtless "be willing to try his hand against all
comers.
' The "consideration" for the New Jersey vs. Kings County shoot are
SIO per man, losmg team to pay for the birds.

The Raritan CN. J.) Gun Club has put in an outfit of electric traps.

Wesleyan and Trinity Colleges have each organized a gun club.

Don't forget to send in the result of your club elections.

C. H. TOWNSEND

Elliott's Great Trap Work.
HE ESTABLISHES A RKOOED.

It was a great day for a shoot; a great day for the birds, which had
all tbe conditions in their favor; a great day for John Erb, as it
attracted the biggest crowd seen on his grounds for years; a great
day for J. A. R. Elliott, who placed to his credit the best record ever
made in a 200-bird match on winter birds; a great day for Prank P.
Class, as it clearly proved to him that on good birds he was out^
"classed" by his Kansas City opponent. The day referred to was
Thursday, Dec. 21; place, John Erb's famous "Old Stone House"
frounds, on Bloomfleld avenue, Newarlt, N. J.; attraction, match at

X) live birds each, for S300 a side; principals. Frank P. Class, of Mor-
ristown, N. J., and J. A. R. Elliott, of Kansas City, Mo.
This match, which was the outcome of the five 100-bird contests

between these two experts, was arranged at, Paterson on Dec. 8, when
Elliott killed 98 to Class's 91 birds, thus winning three out of the five
contests. It was stipulated that the match should begin at 10 o'clock
A. M., but it was an hour and a half later before the first shot was
fired. John Riggott, of Rockaway, N. J., had been named as referee
and stakeholder, and when the match was arranged a forfeit of $50
was placed in the hands of T. W. Morfey, of Paterson, who was in
turn to pass it to Mr. Riggott. Mr. Morfey, however, depended upon
somebody else notifying Mr. Riggott of his appointment as referee
and stakeholder, and the result is that Mr. Riggott received no notice
at all. The start of the match was put off from time to time in the
hope that Mr. Riggott would apper, but at 11:30 o'clock the hope was
abandoned.
The day was an ideal one for the season; the wind coming down

strong and cold from the direction of the Orange Mountains, its force
being sufficient to make a fair bird good and a good one better, while
the clear, bright sun threw just sufficient heat to temper the keen
edge of the wind and make it possible, with the aid of great coats, to
stand about out of doors without shivering. The attendance was
much heavier than durmg any of the previous matches shot between
these men, there being close to 300 people on the grounds.
Prominent among the spectators were noticed Elmer E. Shaner of

Pittsburgh, manager of the Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers'
Association, who came East to attend the Association meeting held
in New York on Dec. 19.; Paul North of Cleveland. O., full of busi-
ness connected with the Chamberlin Cartridge and Target Co.'s
business; Jas. I. Beebe, better known, perhaps, as "Wild jay Eye
See," who came up from Trenton "just tc see the boys and shake
off a little dust;" Charles W. Tuttle, captain, prime hustler and lead-
ing shot of the Auburn (N. Y.; Gun Club, down East on business
and pleasure combined ; I'rank E. Butler, manager for Miss Annie
Oakley; W. Fred Quimby of New York; M. F. Lindsley of West
Hoboken, full of the merits of American wood powder; Eddie Col-
lins, another one from West Hoboken; Frank Mason of Brooklyn
formerly business manager of Forest and Stream and now con-
nected with 2"/ie Mayflower; "Tee Kay" Keller of the United States
Cartridge Co. and his side partner, the great "Dutchy" Smith; Neaf
Apgar, who looks after the cartridge-loading and shooting interests
of Henry C. Squires & Son; George Raynor of Orange, who has lust
returned from England, bringing along with him an attack of rheu-
matism; Howland Gasper, the newly Hedged author, who is pleased
at the success accorded "The Complete Sportsman," his initial lit-
erary ventm-e; Hugh Leddy of Montclair, a prominent member of
the Essex and Emerald Gun clubs; Dr. P. J. Zeglio of Warrenville
N. J., who has, since jolniag the Newark Gun Club,, developed into
one of the best shots in the State; Al. Heritage, the well known
"Old South Paw" of Jersey City, on whose Marion grounds the Nhw
Jersey vs. Kings 'County shoot will take place on Jan. 9- Robert
Boyle of Willard's Park, Paterson; T. W. Morfey of the Paterson
Gun Club; John Leonard, Fred Class, .John R. and Frank Piper of
Morristown; "Uncle Jack" Harrison cf Dover; Wm. H. Green and
Fletcher Walters of Harrison; Jolxn Cockefair of Bloomfleld; E D
Fulford of LTtica, the famous shot who did such great work in his
series against Brewer and Elliott and against the amateurs of the
Larchmont Yacht Club; J. W. Hoffman of German Valley, N. j'
who is anxious to arrange another match with Newark's one-armed
expert: Wm. Courier, the popular host of the American Hou.se
Bloomfleld, and Frank Frye, a well known detective from Jersey
Oity. Newark was represented by C. M. Hedden, Samuel Castle R
H. Breintnall, Jas. E. Wiieaton, G. L. Freche. L. E. Meeker G O
QeofCroy, Fred. Canon, Wm. Erb, R. S. Cromelin, Abe Wheaton and
Alfred Whatton.
When it was found that Mr. Riggott was not likely to appear the

principals requested "Uncle Jake" Pentz to act in his stead and after
considerable urgmg he reluctantly consulted to act. C. H. Towuaend
trap editor of Forest and Stream and Major J. M. Tavlor kept the
oflScia! score while W, H. Green looked after the throwing of the die
and puUing of the traps. Class won the toss and at ll:on went to^ the
score and shot at his flrst bird a flipper, from No. 4 trap whicla went
to grass when the flrst barrel was fired. Elhott followed with a
double on an incomer from the same trap and also scored. Thus the
big match started and it had not progressed far when the observers
arrived at the conclusion that EUiott was in the better form center-
ing his bu'ds in flne style and kUhng them clean, Class was by no
means in poor form, but was simply a litUe inferior to his opponent
The ih'st miss was by Class on- the fifth rouud when he got a twisting
right-quartering driver from No. :j trap, not an e.\Ltra fast bird hut
one of the kind that delights in dodging shot. This went over the
fence, as did his eighth, a twisting towerer. Elhott's only loss on this
round was his :4ih bird which was just fast enough to pass both
charges. Class's 3d was a fast driver and neatly killed; his 10th failed

to fly, was called and another bird allowed, flew like a streak, but
came down to a pretty flrst; 13th, very fast and a good second; 14th,
another screamer calling for a long second; 16th, best of the round,
awfully fast and needed the good second used. Elliott got a hummer
on his 3d, round, another on his 7th which necessitated a good second;
9th, an ugly twister and good flrst barrel kUl; his 13th was expected
to go out, but fell a yard inside the fence; 14th, a fairly fast one, but
should have been killed; 17th, a fast towering driver killed with a
neat first; .53d, a towering driver to the left, caught the first full,

twisted on second but came down in good shape for pot. This ended
the first round with a total of 24 kills for Elliott to 33 for Class.

ON the second ROtWD
Class set the pace by making a clean miss of a fast driver to the right,
lost likewise on the third round; killed 17 straight and lost the next
two, both incomers to the right. Elliott allowed his second, an or-
dinary paced tailer, to get away. Elliott's tenth was a fast one and
well killed, as was his twelfth a fast one and tricky; his seventeenth a
circler and fast, twenty-first and twenty-second both fast ones. Class
put in a pretty second on his fourth; his tenth and twelfth were both
twisters that required skiUful shots; his eighteenth and twenty-fourth
were very fast.^On the close of this round the scoi-e stood 48 for Elliott
to 44 for Class and there was no betting.
The birds had been several yards better than in any of the previous

matches, but this seemed to be no handicap for Elliott, who retained
the good form shown at the start. Class was plodding along, shootiuj
what was conceded to be a losing race. And yet he was kilhng enougl
birds to win a match against an ordinary shot.

DURING THE SECOND ROUND
Class braced up to fine form and ran straight. On his third bird, a
lightning flyer he put in a beautiful second at long range; fourth a
good kill of a circler; sLsi h, killed on ground and allowed another
bird, which was a fast one; twelfth was another mean circler; seven-
teenth, very fast; twenty-first, fast and tricky and a good second. El-
hott's third was a hot one, killed in great shape; eighth, fast driver to
the right, which got the full benefit of both barrels, flew^about 40yds.
and fell seemingly dead. Just as the dog reached it, however, it arose
as if unhurt and took flight across the fields and far away; fourteenth
good first on fast bird; seventeeth, twister, brought to grass with a
quick flrst; sixty-ninth, awfully fast incomer to right, dodged first,

but was brought down with flne second. At the end of this round
EUiott's total was 73 and Class's 69.

THE FOURTH ROUND
was opened by Class with a miss of a driver to the right. He made a
flne kill of a very fast bird on his eleventh round, using a good second
at long range, the bird towering. His sixteenth was another good
one, twenty-second, ditto; seventy-eighth a fast driver to the left and
missed clean with both barrels. Elliott caught a tartar on his third, a
very fast driver, which got a portion of the flrst charge, but was
missed clean and clear with the second: he killed a hot twister with a
quick first on the twelfth round; thirteenth, another fast one, which
got the second in good season and died; nineteenth, a hot incomer,
killed with quick flrst; twenty-second, twenty-third and twenty-fifth,
all hot ones and good shots. This ended the first 100 with a tx)tal of 96
kills for Elliott and 92 for Class, and at this an intermission of 15 min-
was decided upon. The time for the first 100 was Ih. 40m.

THE START ON THE FIFTH ROUND
was made promptly at 1:25, Class starting in by losing a hard-hit
driver to the left, fairly fast, which would have been scored dead out
of bounds had it not been riddled by the army of outside bushwackers
as soon as it crossed the boundary. His fourth was agood bird; sixth,
an elegant flrst barrel kill of an ugly zig-zagging left-quarterer

;

seventh, towered out of first, but caught the center of the second;
eleventh was awfully hard hit with both barrels and went to grass,
but like a flash it rebounded and went off to be a target for the bush-
wackers; fourteenth, another of the sort that fail to make up their
minds which way to go, but could not get away from the second
barrel; seventeenth, fast towering incomer to right, needed second
and got it full, a good kill; nineteenth, a fast one; twentieth, a tow-
erer, got center of second; twenty-fourth, one of the fast birds of the
day and stopped with elegant se.cond Elliott's third was a terribly
fast zig-zagging driver to the right, which failed to stop after getting
the flrst, got the second full and fell near the fence; fifth, a fast one;
seventh, towering right quarterer, good second; ninth, fast and tough
right-quarterer, got both barrels, flew to boundary, came down and
hit the fence above top rail, falling dead inside, but scored dead out
of bounds in accordance with a previous agreement that any bird
bitting the fence on or above the top rail should be a lost bird." This
was a condition that was nonsensical but still had to be observed. His
thirteenth was another of the same kind, and lost for the same reason

;

nineteenth, a splendid second barrel kill of a very fast zig-zagger,
caught at long range; twenty-second, good kill of fast bird; twenty-
flfth, another twister and finely killed. At this stage the game stood
119 kills for Elliott against 115 for Class.

THE SIXTH ROUND
was begun with a clever kill by Class of a fast incomer to the left.
His third was shot on the ground and another bird allowed; fifth, n
fast twisting driver to the right, ftit which he should have killed had
he used better judgment in use of second, instead of putting it in in
slap-bang fashion, the charge being away under the bird; seventh, an
elegant second on an ugly twister and at long range; forty-second,
fast enough for any one to miss; fifteenth, extra quick in leaving trap
but not fast enough to get away from first load; sixteenth, twister
and very fast, long second: eighteenth, a hummer; twenty-third, a
fau-ly fast bird, caught both loads behind and went away. Elliott's
second was a vicious zig-zagging driver to the left, got out of flrst,

caught second and carried it to within 2yds. of boundary; eighth, fast
bird; thirteenth, long second on tough twister; fourteenth, a cripple,
could not fly, called and another bird allowed; eighteenth, required
long second to stop it; twenty-flfth, very fast and good second. Score:
EUiott 144, Class 137, The end of this round gave EUiott a straight run
of thhty-seven kills, and neither man showed any signs of tiring,
although both were under a strain. Betting had ceased long before,
and the only thing to interest the spectators was the chance of EUiott
killing out straight.

THE SEVENTH ROUND
was a flne exhibition by both men. Class caught a hot one on his 2d
round and another on the 5th, but in each case his second barrel did
its work; his (ith was a daisy cutter of a driver, which was hit with
first but overshot with the second, getting away; 9th, fast driver to
right, stopped with good second; 10th, fast and a bad twister, well
stopped, quick first; 12th, fast bird, well hit with both barrels, but hit
the fence above the rail and scored lost; 17th, a rattling fast one,
caught with long second; 21st, fast, tricky and a good lead carrier, but
could not get two charges of shot to the boundary

; 23d, very fast and
towering enough to get over first, but had to stop at command of the
second. Elliott's 3d was a hummer; 6th, very fast and got BOyds. be-
fore second stopped it; 10th, a twister and one" likely to fool any one,
but came dowTi to a weO directed second; 14th and 13th, very fast;
18th, a really double-star bird, circled to the right, then straightened
and fell on the arrival of a charge from second, long shot; 21st, another
of the twisting order, very fast and kept low, first barrel was enough
to stop it; 24th, fast and badly needed second. Score at end of this
round, Elliott 169, Class 160. A run for EUiott of 02 consecutive kills.

ON THE EIGHTH ROUND
Class caught a fast and ugly twister on his 5th, hit it hard with both
charges, but lost it by having it strike boundary fence above the top
rail; 7th, fast driver and long second; 41th, another long second on a
fast bird; 16th, ditto; 17th, same; 21st, quick first on a fast starter;
22d, got out of first, but came down to second; 23d, a fast driver to
the right, which got ahead of both loads; 25th, fast, to right, got first,
but passed second. Elliott got a screamer on his 4th, but got it down
on the flrst shot; 6th, long shot on fast bird, which got ahead of flrst;
ISth and 14th, both mean twisters and w ell kiUed ; 16th, a hummer and
another flne flrst; 19th, a circler to the right, which was hit with first,
but turned out of second and escaped. This broke his run, which was
80 straight to this point, a wonderful showing on these birds.
The end of this round was the end of the match, and EUiott was

declared the winner by a score of 193 to Class's 182. Although beaten
Class had nothing to be ashamed of, his average of 91 being above the
ordinary on the kind of birds shot at. During the last half the birds
were a trifle better than in the first half. There was no change in the
weather during the day, the wind blowing a steady pace from start to
finish. The handling of the bu-ds was carefully attended to. while
Lem and Duke, Mr. Erb's famous black retrievers, did their work in
fine form. These dogs are world-renowned, and their sagacious mnn-
ner when endeavormg to retrieve a doubtful bird is always interesting
to spectators.
The match was one of the quickest ever shot off in this country, the

actual shooting time being 3h. 22m. The time by rounds (25 birds each
for each manj was as follows: 23m., 27m,, 25m., 25m.'. 23m., 24m.,
24m. and 31m. It is doubtful if this time has ever been equalled, and
there is not much chance that it could be on any other ground.

Elliott's grand total of 193 kUls out of a possible 200 is another
record that is hkely to stand for some time to come on this class of
birds. And had it not been for the foolish proviso anent birds hitting
the fence his score would have been two better, as would have been
Class's. The expressed opinion of some of the ncited sportsmen pres-
ent was that on good birds Elliott was considerably the better shot.
On an extra good bird he is much more careful than Class, who is
given to using his second altogether too quick to be effective. There
are a few men in the pigeon-shooting ranks who can use a very rapid
second, but Mr. Class is not one of them. It must not be thought that
we are tiTing to disparags lUr. Class as a skillful shot and aa exoeed<

ingly hard man to beat on any kind of birds, under any rules. We
believe that he has always been under-rated, and this belief has been
substantiated by his work in the six matches with EUiott, during
which he shot 725 birds and averaged 93.103 per cent.
Class used his second barrel 82 times to kill. His best runs were 18,

17, 17, 17, 28 and 21.
Elliott's second barrel was used 99 times to kiU. Best runs, 13, 30, 19.

30 and 80.

Below will be found the detailed scores, shown as only the greatest
journal on earth can show them:

Trap score type—Copyright by Forest and Stream PuMishing Co.
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After the big match the following sweepstake was shot, 7 live birds
per man, ^5 entry, 3 moneys:
Beebe 0112121—6 Fulford 2122111—7
Cullen 2200101—4 Lindsley 2122020—5
Castle 1111110—6 P J 1111111—7
Smith ... 0112122—6 Cromelin 2021000—3
Hedden 2210121—6 Morfey 2211211—7
HoUis 1101010—4 Griffen 0200102—3

C. H. TOWNSKND.

Midway Gun Club.
Mattawan, N. J., Dec. 20.—The regular shoot of the Midway Gun

Club was held here to-day. Before the shoot the annual yearly meet-
ing was held and the yearly prizes were awarded as follows: .James
Vanbrakle flrst prize, having won the gold badge the most number of
times during the year, $50. The second best score, .John lerhune, S35.
The following board of directors was elected for the year who elect
their president: James Vanbrakle, John Terhune, P. Applegate, Chas.
Muirhead and David Heyer.
No. 1, 5 live birds, entrance, classified, two moneys, $9 to flrst, 87

to second:
J Terhune .10111—4 H Holznazle 11111—5
J Vanbrakle 11110-4 F WorreU 11111—5
H White ; . .11011-4 W Kel«ey , 01110—3
A Ivans 11111—5 H Davis 11111—5
First divided, second on shoot-off Vanbrakle and H. White divided.
No. 2, same conditions, |6 and $4

:

H Davis 11111-5 W Kelsey 10111—4
A Ivans 11111—5 P WorreU 01111—4
H White 11111-5
Miss and out, fl entrance: H. White 6, A. Ivans 5, Worrel 1, Davis

Vanbrakle 4, Kelsey 5, Laird 1, Hesse 1 ; SS divided between White and
Ivans.
Among the large number of visitors I noticed the following oldtime

shooters: Hank White, Albert Ivans, Leander Campbell, who shoots a
find, handle and trap match next Saturday at Perth Amboy with Wm.
Hartman for SJlOO, and Oscar Hesse, all of Red Bank; James Laird and
Harry Davis, of Freehold; Wm. Kelsey, of Chadwicks, of clay-pigeon
and glass ball fame, also the best ducking"groundsin the State of New
Jersey in Barnegat Bay. The birds were a good lot, going with the
wind, which was blowing across the traps. The birds at these grounds
are always retrieved by P. Worrell's English setter Ned, pronounced
one of the best retrievers in the State.

Colt Hammerless Gun Club.
Habtpokd, CJonn., Dec. 16.—At the shoot of the Colt Hammerless

Gun Club the rain fell in torrents and only Ave members appeared.
The medal was won by M. F. Cook. Since the Yale and Harvard gun
clubs shot their match on our grounds the Wesleyan College, of Mid-
dletown, Conn., has formed a gun club and intends to prepare a team
for competition with other colleges. Also a number of Trinity boys,
from Trinity College, of Hartford, are intending to join om- club and
see if they can get a team good enough; they have several flne shots
CC WiUiamson lliOinilOllOlOOUOOOlllO—16-

J Melrose 1101111101111111111111111—33.
M F Cook ll]]]]lin21llinillll011-24
M White 0111111001111110111111111—21.
A E Pitkin 0111011011110010101010101—15,

Falcon Gun Club.'

The monthly shoot of the Falcons at Dexter Park, on Deo 81,
brought together 6 members in the club event. The club event was
foUowed by a team shoot three men a side, at 5 birds. This club is
one of the few who still cling to the old style sport of gun below the
elbow, and the second barrel to count J/o bircl. The scores are ap-
pended:
Herrmann.l 0 10 1110^ 0-,5i-^ JMoller....l 111110101-8
Van Stadenl 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0-4 C M Meyer. OJ^i^J,^ 1 1 OJ^ 0 0—4
J Bohling. .1 0 1 i;,^ 1 0 11^ 0—6 J N Meyer.1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 o-5
Judges, H. Van Staden and J. Bohling. Referee, J MoUer.
Sweeps in teams, low team pay for birds:

J N Herrman..O 1 0 1 1—3 J Bohling J^O 1 0 0—IM
J Moller 1 1 1 0 0—8 C M Meyer 0 10 1 0—2
John N Meyer. 1J« 1 1 l—4}4-10]4 H Van Staden. .0 0 0 0 1—1 — 414

A Begging Letter.

NuTLEY, N. J., Dec. Z4.—Editor Forest and Stream: As I have
just moved into my new house here ('about ten mUes from New York
cityj I beg of aU friends and sportsmen not to pass by without stop-
ping. They wUl flnd the latch string on the outside. No matter if

they shoot a $30 or a S300 gun their welcome wiU be just the same.
In this house I intend having one room to be known as the sports-
men's room. For it I want a coUection of mounted birds, animal heads,
skins or anything suitable for such a room. I ara going to beg of
the sportsmen to contribute to this collection, which I will prize more
highly if their own shooting. The giver's name will be put on each
specimen. Trusting I am not asking too much, and that you wiU pull
the latch string when coming this way, I am, very truly,

Oakley House, Nutley, N. J. Aniok Oakust,
Wells Fargo Express.
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THE INTER-STATE M. AND D.
The Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association held their

annual meeeing at Taylor's Hotel, Jersey Citv, Tuesday, Dec. 19. The
meeting was called to order by President Chas. Tatham, and the caU
of roll showed the following present: Messrs. Chas. Tatham, J. A. H.
Dressel, J. Von Lengerke, H A. Penrose and Noel E. Money. Messrs.
George H. Sampson, O. D. Delano and Colt's Patent Fire Arms Manu-
facturing Co. were represented by proxy.
The minutes of last meeting of stockholders were accepted as read.

Report of treasurer was accepted and ordered filed. Report of man-
ager, on motion, was accepted and ordered filed.

The secretary was instructed to cast an afflrmative ballot electing
the old board of directors. Stockholders' meeting adjourned.
The meeting of board of directors was immediately called to order

with Mr. Charles Tatham temporary chairman and Blr. H. A. Penrose
temporary secretary. The following officers were elected to serve
during the year 1894:
Mr. Chas. Tatham, President.
Mr. O. D. Delano, Vice-President.
Mr. J. Von Lengerke, Secretary.
Mr. J. A. H. Dressel, Treasurer.
Mr. Elmer E. Shaner was reappointed manager.
On motion the following committees were appointed:
Executive Committee: J, A. H. Dressel, J. Von Lengerke, Charles

Tatham.
Classification and Tournament Committee: J. Von Lengerke, Noel

E. Money, H. A. Penrose.
Club Organization Committee: H. A. Penrose, J. Von Lengerke,

Noel E. Money.
After an informal discussion of plans, etc., for next season, the

meeting adjourned.
Manager Shaner's report reads as follows:

The I. M. and D. A.

. The Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association was incor-
porated under the laws of New Jersey, December 37, 1898, Mr. Chas.
Tatham, Mr. J. A. H. Dressel and Mr. George H Sampson being the
incorporators By the name the association exists until January 1,

1942. Outlined in the charter are the association's objects: To en-
courage field aDd trap-shooting throughout the United States and
territories by organizing and assisting to organize clubs for that pur-
pose; to give shootinsr tournaments and to distribute to sportsmen
advertising matter relating thereto. The association organized by the
election of the following Board of Directors: Chas. Tatham, President;
O. D. Delano, Vice-President; H. A. Penrose, Secretary; J. A. H.
Dressel, Treasurer; Geo. H. Sampson, Justus Von Lengerke and Noel
E. Money. Elmer E. Shaner was appointed manager.

The Great Live Bird Shoot.
The inaugural tournament for 1893 was the "Grand American Handi-

cap" at live birds, which was decided at Dexter Park, L. I., April 5, 6

and 7. This event was at 25 live birds, $35 entrance, 31yds. boundary
around each trap, handicaps ranging from 25 to Sayds., and the three
highest scores to take the purse. The Interstate Manufacturers' and
Dealers' Association added $300 to first money. There were 21 entries
and 3 forfeits. Robert A. Welsh won first money, $477.60; Noel E.
Money won second money, $166 50; George Work won third money,
$111. During the tournament 1,356 live birds were trapped.
The success of this handicap led the association to decide on a sim-

ilar contest for 1894, under slightly altered conditions, viz.: 25 hve
birds, $35 entrance, 50yds. boundary with a dead line, handicaps
ranging from 25 to 83yds., and $1,000 guaranteed by the Interstate
Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association. There is every reason to
beheve that in course of time this contest will be looked upon as the
greatest pigeon-shooting event in the United States, and will attract
shooters from abroad.

On Jersey's Soil.

The second tournament was given at Passaic, N. J., May 19 and
20, under the auspices of the Passaic Cits' Gun Club, and $500 were
guaranteed by the Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Associa-
tion. Forty-five shooters took part. There were ten events each
day. Average entry first day 23'io, second day 23. 6,255 targets were
trapped in regular events. Total amount of money divided in purses
,was $770. Total amount of surplus money was $41.99.

BEST AVERAGES FIRST DAY.

. j E. D. Miller, first 77 per cent.
'Uass B..

j Neaf Apgar, second 76 "

„, „ i Eddie ColUns, first 71 per cent.
.CtassB.

-j Charles Smith, second , 70
„, ^ ) Oscar Hesse, first 87 per cent.
LClass a,

j Noel E. Money, second 76

BEST AVBRASBS SECOND DAY.

o= 4 J F. Van Dyke, first 8S% per cent.
Class A.

-j Neaf Apgar, second 78M "

T> ] Eddie Collins, first 77!^ per cent.
«^lass Ji.

-j yf g Hobart, second 6614

ri i J. R. Richmond, first 85 per cent.
taass t.. Q^pt ^ Money, second 78^

Up Among the Alleghenies.

The third tournament was given at Altoona, Pa., June 21 and 22,

nnder the auspices of the Altoona Rod and Gun Club, and $400 were
guaranteed by the Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' Associa-
tion; §160 were a4ded by the Altoona Rod and Gun Club. Forty-three
shooter^ took part. There were ten events each day. Average entry
first day W^io, second day 28''io- ",275 targets were trapped in regular
events. Total amount of money divided in purses was $1,077.75.

'Total amount of surplus and added money was $352.76.

BEST AVEEAGES FIRST DAY.

„, A ( F. Van Dyke, first 7249 per cent.
^tJassA. 1 Eddie Collins, second 5889 "

W. G. Clark, first 70 per cent.

^emng*^oi°""'f---'^ ' 67'.
"

„, ^ I C. Crosby, first per cent.
(Class C. ] H, J, Levis, second 64*»

J3EST AVERAGES SECOND DAY.

,„ , < F. Van Dyke, first 68»g per cent.
Class A. •< Collins, second 6S\

» i C. Crosby, first S2^b per cent.
Uassts.

-j w. S. King, second...,,, 77'b

riiooa n ] Sands, first , 8II9 per cent.
L/iasBC

^ D. Creelman. second 71^a
"

Down the Ohio.

The fourth tournament was given at East Liverpool, O., July 12 and
13, under the auspices of the Bast Liverpool Gun Club. Four hundred
dollars were guaranteed by the Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers'
Association. Thirty-five shooters took part. There were ten events
each day. Average entry first day, 31''io; average entry second day,
18*10; 6,370 targets were trapped in regular events. Total amount of

money divided in purses was 5787.50. Total amount of surplus and
average money was $180.55.

BEST AVERAGES FIRST DAY:

( G. E. Snyder, first
,

74i„ per cent
Class B. { Noel E. Money, I „„,

•

] C. A. Young, f
second "

Class C J J. Vance, first 74«, per cent.uass C.
j g;. C. Pry, second. 656' "

BEST AVERAGES SECOND DAY:

Class B \ ^- Money, first SI', per cent.UassB.
I G. E. Snyder, second ......77', "

( D. Ritchie, I a^^.
Class C. { E. Jones, \

756, per cent.

( H. C. Fry, second 74<, "

Three Great Days in Carolina.
The fifth tournament was given at Charlotte, N. C, Aug. 16, 17 and

18, under the auspices of the Charlotte Gun Club. Three hundred
dollars were added to the purses by the Charlotte Gun Club. Thirty
shooters took part. There were eight events each day. Average
entry first day, 21; average entry second day, 20%; average entry
third day, 1765; 8,960 targets were trapped in regular events. Total
amoimt of money divided in purses was $1,266.50

BEST AVERAGES FIRST DAY:

oiassB \ ^o®* ^- Money, first 78 per cent.Uassli.
-j Jim Crow, second :.73 "

niaaac j J- W. Hoffman, first 67 percent.oiassu. ) w. M. Thomas, second ...65 "

BEST AVEKAGBS SBCOND DAY:
(John Todd, | f,^„^

Class B. Noel E. Money, f
^"^^^ ^3 percent.

( G. Daniels, second , 82 "
1 J. W. Hoffman, /

Class C. -^E R.Dodge, '
^'

^^^^ 73 percent.

( W. M. Thomas, second 66 "

BEST AVERAGES THIRD DAY:

nifl=o R J
Joli° Todd, first 82 per cent.

(..lass a.
-j j^Qgj J, Money, second 76

oia=a n J
A. R Stokes, first 83 per cent.OJass L..

^ g Dodge, second 77 "

GRAND AVERAGE FOB THE THREE EVENTS;

Noel E. Money, first 79 per cent.
John Todd, second 78)4

"

Jim Crow, third. 75}! "

In the "Old Bay State."
The sixth tournament was given at Worcester, Mass., Sept. 20 and

21 under the auspices of the Worcester Sportsmen's Club; $50 were
added by the Worcester Sportsmen's Club; 30 shooters took part;
there were 10 events each day; average entry first day le^-io, average
entry second day 18; 5,300 trapped in regular events; total amount of
money divided in purses was $590.25.

BEST AVERAGE FIRST DAY.

niooQ R j Noel E. Money, first. 76 per cent.
Oiass ±5.

-j J g Burns, second 74

niooo n J Capt. A. W. Money, first 76'44per cent.
Oiass u.

J jj GUtnan, second 71>| "

BEST AVERAGES SECOND DAY.

oinsa R J
W. L. Davis, first 80 per cent.

uiass iJ.
-j Q^pj ^ Money, second 79}^ "

Class r (J. Hoyle, first 64% per cent.
i^iass o. -yy Alhson, second 60?^

On Historic Ground.
The seventh tournament was given at Lynn, Mass., Oct. 25 and 26,

under the auspices of the Lynn Fish and Game Protective Association

;

27 shooters took part: there were 10 events each day; average entry
first day lO^jo, average entry second day 13; 3,420 targets were trapped
in regular events; total amount of money divided in purses was
$363.75.

BEST AVERAGES FIRST DAY.

niooa R ( W. L. Davis, first ..74 per cent.
Class ts.

-j 3 Le Roy Woodward, second 722a
n 3 Ulman, first 78 per cent.uass L/.

-j J jiascroft, second 5223 "

BEST AVERAGES SECOND DAY.

oinca R J None eligible.
Class JJ.

i
jf^jt shooting m all events.

o i J- Martin, first 71U per cent.
Glass O.

1 w. Allison, second 59}^

Recapitulation.

Number of tournaments given 7
" " shooters taking pare 281
" " targets trapped 37,580
" " live birds trapped. 1,356

Amount of money divided ,$5,610.75

Novelty Rule.

All target events were shot under the Novelty Rule which is as fol-

lows: Five traps are used in a straight line, 5yds. apart, placed 14yds.
from the score, with 3 traps in a straight line, lOyds. apart, placed in
the field 35yds. from the 5 traps. The outside traps are numbered 6,

7 and 8. No. 1 will throw a rlght-quarterer, No. 3 will throw a left-

quarterer. No. 3 a straightaway. No. 4 a right-quarterer. No. 5 a left-

quarterer, No. 6 right-quartering incomer. No. 7 a straight incomer
and No. 8 a left-quartering incomer. All traps to be pulled by the
indicator and shooters get targets from any of the 8 traps. Unknown
traps, unknown angles, different distances.

'With Our Kind Regards.
In closing this review we would state the foregoing is an accurate

transcript taken from the cashier's books.
We would also announce the Interstate Manufactruers' and Dealers'

Association will give a series of tournaments during 1894.

Clubs desiring the Association to give tournaments under their
auspices should make application early, bearing in mind that the In-

terstate Association carries all paraphernalia necessary to conduct a
first-class shooting tournament. Respectfully yours.

The Interstate Manotacturers' and Dealers' Association.

The Grand American Handicap
At live birds will take place at Dexter Park, New York, April 4, 5 and
6, 1894.

The conditions are 35 live birds, $25 entrance, 50yds. boundary and
81,000 guaranteed by the Interstate Manufacturers' and Dealers' As-
sociation. Programmes containing full information will be ready
Feb. 10, 1894.

Trap at Watson's Park.
BuRNSiDE, m., Dec. 5.—The following is the score made here to-day

by Chicago Shooting Club, 15 Uve birds, new club medal, Illinois State
rule:
Geo Kleinman. .232212211212201—14 Dick Dead Eye..000131123100101— 9
R B Wadsworthl12221210202001—11 Jas Watsoh 221011120112101—12
Ed Bmgham. . . .021032321030010— 9 Capt Anson . . . .222321003231202—12LM Hamiline.. 022122320012212—12 M J Eich 232232011112012—13
Dec. is.—South Chicago Gun Club, 20 Uve birds, for club medal:

AWReeves.12111132012112111112—19 Dr Larkin..llll3101012111000010—13
FE Wmardl2122321012112121000-16 Ike Watson21110200383112223312—17
P Miller. . . .12311300013110031112—15 L Willard. .212111120101 11011222—17
JnoWatsonll211212111210011101—18 DrFor'm'm02232212103210121002—14
Same day, 30 Peoria blackbirds, for club medal: A. W. Reeves 18,

L. C. WUlard 24, P. Miller 18, Ike Watson 21, Dr. Forthingham 23.

Dec. 16.—Ten live birds, $5 entrance, 2 moneys:
Abe Kleinman 2100103101—6 Tom Hall 2002200200—5
Mott 2002202211-5 Geo Kleinman 2111012212—9
Same day, match between Abe Kleinman and Tom Hall, and George

Klemman and Dick Dead Eye, 50 Peoria blackbirds per man, $2 per
man:
Abe Klemman. 00111101111111010111111100111110100111111111001011-37
Tom Hall 00001111011001111001111011110101110010101111100111—33—69
Geo Kleinman.OlllllOlllOOllllOllllllOOllOOllOlfOlOlllOlOlllllll—36
Dick Dead EyeOOOllOlOOOlOOlllOOOllOlUOOlOlOlllOlllOOllOOOOlOOO—23—59
Mr. Mott shot 50 for practice and broke 35.

Ten Peoria blackbirds, entrance $1, one money: Mott 7, Geo. Klein-
man 7, Abe Kleinman 9, Torn Hall 6, Dick Dead Eye 6.
Same: Mott 6, Geo. Kleinman 10, Abe Kleinman 9, Tom Hall 6, Dick

Dead Eye 8.

Same: Mott 7, Gteo. Kleinman 7, Abe Kleinman 7, Tom Hall 5, Dick
Dead Eye 4.

Dec. 20.—Audubon Gun Club handicap shoot, allowing birds, Illinois
State rules, live birds:
CBDicks231201111111230—13-1-1—14 M'Cauley022200220210101— 9-f3—12
F A Placel02102122020112—114-1—13 *Antoine.212121210010112-12
LHamil'e021232112200012—ll-U—14 *Eaton.. .002100030000121— 6W Shep'd222223000021010— 94-3—12 Froth'm011222100020221—10
Wadsw'h336301022331322—12-1-0—18
Not members.
Mr. Wadsworth and Mr. Place were tied in three shoots before

to-day for first place. The club gives two prizes. Following is the
shoot-off for first place:
F A Place 1211110101100— 9 R B Wadsworth. .2121223321222—18
Ties for second place:

C B Dicks 12003330011000— 7 L M HamiUne . . .12111122220022—12
Mr. Dicks and L. M. Hamiline were tied for second place in three

shoots before, but to-day's result was another tie at the shoot-off.
Ravelbigq.

Onondaga County Sportsmen's Club.
Syracuse, N Y., Dec. 21.—No. 1, 15 bluerocks, entry $2:

M Williams 011011101011111—11 C Dugard 110111111111111—14
G Holloway 101111011111111—13 C Fredericks . . .111111101101111—13
J Herman 011001110011111—10 G Mann 000101001111111— 9W Ashton 000001111111101— 9 H McMurchy. . .111111111011110—13
M Forsythe 100010110010011— 7 D King 110111111110101-12
Mr Hunter 110011110110111—11 G Luther 111111111011111-14
C H Mowry 111111011110111—13 D Walters 111111111101010—12
F La Strange... 111001000010000— 5 N Ayers 100111111111111—13
H Jones 110011110011101—10 J Cool 011011111111111-13
J Montgomery. .001111111111010—11 C Nowell 101011110000111— 9
D M Lefever. . . .1014J0011111111—12 A G Courtney. .011111111011110—12

No. 2, same:
McMurchy 111111011111111—14 HoweU 010110110110110— 9
Fredericks 111111111111111—15 Luther 101101111110110—11
King 111011111111110—13 Barnum 110001110011111—10
Dugard 011111111105111—12 Mowry 101011011111111—12
Lefever 101101101011110—10 Hunter 010110101001010— 7
Courtney 011111111111111—14 Forsythe 101111010011100— 9
Mann OlOllOOOUlllll—10 Jones 101100111111101—11
Walters 111110111101101—12 Ayers 111111001110111—13
Cool 011111010111101—11 Herman 111001110110011—10
After the shoot here our club gives the visiting clubs a nice game

supper at Maple Bay Hotel in Mr. W. S. Barnum's best style.

No. 3, same:
A G Courtney. .011111111111111—14 G Mann 110111011111111—13
H McMurchy. . .111111101111011—19 D King 110111011111011—11
O Fredericks... .100101000101010— 6 H Jones 000111110111111—11
D M Lefever. . . .001110111011110—10 N Ayres 111100111111111—13
C Dugard 011111111111111—14 F Lefever OlllOllllllllll—13
M Williams lllOlllllOiOlll—12 Hunter 101111001010101— 9
The proposed shoot between the professionals and amateurs did not

occur, and sweepstakes followed with this result. Next Wednesday
(Dec. 27) is the shoot with the Rochester team of 12 men. Auburn
team of 12 men and Onondaga County Sportsmen's Club with 12 men,
three cornered shoot. Next snoot to be at Rochester, time to be stated
after this shoot. Falstaff.

Boiling Springs Gun Club.
Rutherford, N. J., Dec. 9.—Match at 25 bluerocks, rapid-firing sys-

tem, rainy weather:
Paul 1111011000000000100001011—10
Huck 0111111111111101111101101—21
Lane 0001111111001000110000110—12
Griefl 1011111100101110100111011—17
Krebs 1101100001110111101001111—16
Hiscock 1111101111010111100111101—19

^mwer§ to ^amsfiand^nis.

No notice taken of anonymous conunnnioations

J'tW. J. F., Marion, O.—^WiU you please inform me through your paper
whether the Mongolian pheasants used for stocking purposes are the
silver and golden varieties or some single and distinct variety? Ans.
Silver and golden pheasants are included under the general name of
Mongolian pheasants. But as now used the term refers usually to the
ring pheasant (Phasianus torquatiis).

C. L. H., Scranton, Pa.—Will you please Inform me as to—1. The
best time to sow wild rice in Florida? 2. What is the best way to sow
it and wUl it grow in brackish water? 3. Do you consider wild celery
as good to sow there as the rice? 4. Where can I find the rice? Ans,
1. Immediately after the crop is ripe and the seed can be procured. 3.

Sow it in places where the water is sluggish and there is a muddy bot-
tom. Soak the seed first in water, so that it will at once sink to the
place selected and not be drifted away by wind or current. It will
thrive In brackish water. 3. Yes. 4. If possible arrange with local
parties to gather it for you.

SAVE YOUR TROPHIES.
Wrlta for Our lllustrateil Catalogue

"HEADS AND HORNS."
It gives dh-ections for preparing and preservinB

,'Skins, Antlers, etc. Also prices for Heads and

Bugs, Birds and Fish, and all bf kinds of work in Tarl-

WARD'S NATURAL SCIENCE ESTABLISHMENT,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Hints
for making tlie GAME liAWS
IN BKIEF more useful to
Ahooters and fisliermen will
be eliidly received. The
BBLEF is handsomely lllus-
trated and costs only 83 cents,
forest and Stream Fub. Co.

jp^ROM the first issue of this paper it has been

used, and for nearly twenty years this particular

space has been occupied by

ABBEY & IMBRIE,
who now say that they have given up advertising at least tor the present •
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Standard Works for the Sportsman's Library.
ANY BOOK HERE NOTED WILL BE SENT POSTPAID ON RECEIPT OF PRICE BY THE FOREST AND STREAM PUBLISHING CO., 318 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

ANGLING. SHOOTING.

The American Angler's Book.
Combining the natural history of sporting fish, the art of

taking them, -with instructions in fly-fishing, fly-making and
rod-making, and directions for fish breeding. Description of

salmon runs, inland trout fishing, etc. By Thad. Norris.

80 illustrations. Cloth. Price, §5.50.

American Fishes.

A popular treatise upon the game and food fishes of North
America, with especial reference to habits and methods of

capture. By 6. Brown Goode, With numerous illustrations.

Cloth, 496 pages Price, S3.50 This is, by far, the most pop-

ular work which has ever been published on the fishes of

America, and is the book that no angler who takes pleasure

in knowing the fishes which afford him sport, can afford to

miss.

Book of the Black Bass.
Comprising its complete scientific and life history, together

with a practical treatise on angling and fly-fishing, and a full

description of tools, tackle and implements. By James A.

Henshail, M.D. Illustrated. Cloth, 470 pages. Price, $-3.00.

Dr. Henshall's monograph is the standard work.

riore About the Black Bass.
Being a Eupplement to the, "Book of the Black Bass." By
James A Hknshall, M.D. Fully illustrated. Cloth, 204 pages.

Price, Si. 50. This is a supplement or sequel of Dr. HenshalPs
first volume, in which tne author's aim is to bring the sub-

ject matter dowm to date.

Fly=Fishing and Fly=Making for Trout, etc.

By J Harrington Keene. With plates of the actual material

tor making flies of every variety. Illustrated. Cloth, 160

pages. Price, 31. .50. The matter of the book embraces every-

thing which the fly-fisherman wants to know about the senses

of fish, practical liy-fishing, casting and fly-making; with list

of standard flies and their dressings; the feathers, silb and
other material used in fly-making, there are samples of all,

attached to blank sheets like pictures by way of illustration.

Fishing Tackle.
Its Materials and Manufacture. A practical guide to the best

modes and methods of making every kind of appliance neces-

sary for taking fresh-water fish and for the equipment of the
angler and fly-fisher. With 454 illustrations and explanatory
diagrams. By J. Harrington Keene. Price, §1.50.

With F!y=Rod and Camera.
By Edward A. Samuels, President of the Massachusetts Fish
and Game ProtectiveAssociation, author of "The Ornithology
and Oology of New England and Adjacent States and Prov-
inces," "Among the Birds," Associate Editor of "The Living

World," etc., etc. Cloth, 480 pages C^'XSJ^iu.), 147 illustra-

tions. Price, So. 00. The author is known as one of the most
devoted and expert salmon fishermen of America. The vol-

ume is likewise noteworthy as an example of the rare possi-

bilities of amateur photography.

FIy=Rods and Fly-Tackle.
Suggestions as to their Manufacture and Use. By Henry P.
Wells. Illustrated. Cloth, 364 pages. Price, S2.50. The
most exhaustive work on the subject in print.

MANUALS.

Game Laws in Brief.

Laws of the United States and Canada Relating to Game and
Fish Seasons. For the guidance of sportsmen and anglers.

Compiled by Charles B. Reynolds, Editor of Forest and
Stream. Paper. Price, 25 cents. Gives aU sections relative

to game and fish seasons, limit of size or number, non-resi-

dents, transportation, etc. All in brief, but full enough for

the practical guidance of sportsmen and anglers. Carefully

compiled, and shorn of verbiage. Handsomely illustrated

with numerous half-tone engravings from Forest and Stream.

Woodcraft.
By Nessmtjk. Cloth, 360 pages. Illustrated. Price $1.00. A
book written for the instruction and guidance of those who
go for pleasiu-e to the woods. Its author, having had a great
deal of experience in camp life, has succeeded admirably in

putting the wisdom so acquired into plain English.

Tricks of Trapping.
Camp Life in the Woods, and the Tricks of Trapping and
Trap Making. Containing hints on camp shelter, all the tricks

and bait receipts of the trapper, the use of the traps with in-

structions for the capture of all fur-bearing animals. By W.
Hamilton Gibson. Illustrated. Cloth, 300 pages. Price, §1.00.

Log Cabins.
How to Build and Furnish Them. By William S. Wicks. New
and enlarged edition. Price, SI. 50. Mr. Wicks might have
called his book "Every Man His Own Log Cabin Builder,"

for he has set out to describe fuUy and particularly each de-

tail in the process of construction. Plans are given for

cabins, large and smaU, with details of exterior and interior.

Hints and Points for Sportsmen.
Compiled by "Seneca." Cloth. Illustrated, 224 pages. Price.

$1.50. This compilation comprises six hundred and odd hints,

helps, kinks, wrinkles, points and suggestions for the shooter,

the fisherman, the dog owner, the yachtsman, the canoeist,

the camper, the outer, in short for the field sportsman in all

the varied phases of his activity.

Names and Portraits of Birds
Which Interest Gunners, with Descriptions in Language Un-

derstanded of the People. By Gurdon Tritmbull. Cloth, 222

pages. Price, 82.50. The average gunner with this work at

hand would have little difficulty in identifying the contents

of his bag from the text alone. Identification is further facil-

itated by portraits of the birds.

Antelope and Deer of America.
A comprehensive scientific treatise upon tue natural history,

including the characteristics, habits, affinities and capacity

for domestication, of the Antiloeapra and Cervidaj of North

America. Second edition. By John Dean Caton, LL.D.

Cloth, 426 pages. .50 illustrations; steel portrait. Price, $2.50.

The Gun and Its Development.
Witi iiotes on Shooting. By W. W. Greener. Breechload-

ing Rifles, Sporting Rifles, Shotguns, Gunmaking, Choice of

Guns, Chokeboring, Gun Trials, Theories and Experiments.

Fully illustrated. Cloth, 770 pages. New edition. Price, $2 50-

The Art of Shooting.
An Illustrated Treatise on the Art of Shooting. With Ex-
tracts from the Best Authorities. By Charles Lanca.ster.

Illustrated with numerous drawings from instantaneous

phoLOgraphs. Price, S3. 00. New edition.

Field, Cover and Trap=Shooting.
By Captain Adam H. Bogardtjs, Champion Wing Shot of the

World. Embracing Hints for Skilled Marksmen; Instruc-

tions for Toung Sportsmen; Haunts and Habits of Game
Birds; Flight and Resorts of Waterfowl; Breeding and Break-
ing of Dogs. With an appendix. Cloth, 493 pages. Price,

S2.00. There is no other man in this country—or in any
other, for that matter—better fitted to teach a novice the an.

The Still=Hunter.

A Practical Treatise on Deer-Stalking. By T. S. Van Dyke.
The information contained in "The StUl-Hunter" is as ex-

haustive as it is possible to make it. 390 pages. Price, $2.

The Breech=Loader and How to Use It.

288 pages. Price, $1.00. A book for that numerous class of

sportsmen who delight in a day's shootmg, but have neither

the time nor the means to make the sport a life's study.

CAMP AND HOME.

Uncle Lisha's Shop.
Life in a Corner of Yankeeland. By Rowland E. Robinson.

Cloth, 187 pages. Price, $1.00. "Uncle Lisha's Shop" is

brimful of quaint humor and sentiment, and there is an
unmistakable touch of human nature in L^ncle Lisha himself

and his good old wife. Aunt Jerushy; in Sam Lovel, the

hunter, and in fact in all the other characters introduced.

Sam Lovel's Camps.
A sequel to "Uncle Lisha's Shop," by Rowland E. Robinson.

Cloth. Price, $1. When Uncle Lisha went West, Sam Lovel

took Antoine as his partner, and the fortunes and misfor-

tunes of the two as trappers are described with all the charm
of our author's quaint style, whUe their friends and enemies,

and all with whom they are brought into contact, in the

course of the story, step on to the stage real hving creatures.

Pawnee Hero Stories and Folk=Tales,
With Notes on the Origin, Customs and Character of the

Pawnee People. By George Bird Grinnell. Cloth, 417

pages. Illustrated. Price, $1.75. New edition, revised. Like

most Indian tribes, the Pawnees are story tellers. They have
a vast fund of folk-tales and traditions, which have been

handed down from father to son, and transmitted from gen-

eration to generation. Years ago, when the tribe hved in

Nebraska, the author of the present volume camped and
hunted with them, and joined in their village life. The nights

were given up to story teUing, and many of the tales told

in the lodge and by the flickering camp-fire were carefully

translated and written down. When published they excited

gi'eat interest. They are tales of daring and adventure, weird

accounts of magic, mystery and the supernatural; relations

of the ways of life in the old, wild days; stories of war and
the craft of war parties, the history of the tribe as treasured

by the very old men. There is mother-wit in these stories,

they are full of humor, sentiment, pathos and human nature.

Blackfoot Lodge Tales.
The Story of a Prairie People. By Gkobge Bird Grinnell.
Cr. 8vo., $1.75. In this volume the story of the Blackfoot
tribe is told by a friend, one who has hunted with them on the

prairies, slept in their lodges, hved in their camps, and shared
their daily life. The stories which constitute this history

have been taken down by the author from the lips of the
narrators, and are given without change as told to him.
There is a singular and charming freshness about the stories,

which give the history of renowned warriors of ancient and
modern times, show how ancient customs arose, and explain
natural phenomena. The accoimt of the daily life, customs,
and history of the Blackfeet ijresents a series of graphic
pictures of savage fife in peace and in war.

Our New Alaska ;

Or, The Seward Purchase Vindicated. By Charles Hallock.
Cloth, 209 pages, illustrated. Price, $1.50. Mr. Hallock's
writings are always vivid and full of life.

THE KENNEL.
Dogs: Their Management and Treatment

IN DISEASE. A Study of the Theory and Practice of Canine
Medicine. By Ashmont. Cloth, 208 pages. Price, $2.00. The
Forest and Stream says that this is one of the most valuable

treaiiaes on canine management and therapeutics that has
appeared on this side of the water.

Kennel Record and Account Book.
Boards, §3. An indexed volume of 180 pages, consisting of a
series of carefully prepared blank entry forms suited to the
registration of all kennel events and transactions.

Dog Points and Standards.
First Lessons in Dog Training, with the Points and Standards
of all Breeds of Dogs. Paper, new edition, 106 pages, revised

to date. Price, 50 cents.

Training vs. Breaking.
Practical Dog Training; or Training vs. Breaking. By S. T.

Hammond, Kennel Editor of Forest and Stream. Revised and
re-written. To which is added a chapter on training pet dogs,
by an amateur. Cloth, 165 pages. Price, $1. A book for dog
owners, who, by the instructions here plainly given, can suc-

cessfully train their hunting dogs.

riodern Training;
Handling and Kennel Management. By B. Waters. Illus-

trated. Cloth, 373 pages. Price, $2. This treatise is after the
modern professional system of training. It combines the
excellence of both the suasive and force systems of education,
and contains an exhaustive description of the uses and abuses
of the spike collar.

House and Pet Dogs;
Their Selection, Care and Traming. Paper, price 50 cents.

Lee's Modern Dogs.
History and Description of the Modern Dogs (Sporting Divis-

ion) of Great Britain and Ireland. By Rawdon B. Lee, kennel
editor London Field. Illustrated, 584 pages. Price, $7. This
is a standard work by an acknowledged authority, and is up
to date. It treats all sporting breeds exhaustively. The illus-

trations are idealized portraits of typical specimens.

Kennel Secrets.
How to breed, exhibit and manage dogs. By Ashmont. The
dog from the time he is conceived to the time he curls himself
up for his last long sleep is treated from every standpoint that
could possibly occur to a man of wide experience with dogs.
Every important subject that has engaged attention has been
fully discussed, generaUties being held practically valueless
and misleading. Illustrated, 344 pages. Price, $3.00.

The Spaniel and Its Training.
By F. H. F. Mercer. To which are added the American and
English Spaniel Standards. Qoth. Rlustrated. Price, $1.

Scientific Education of Dogs for the Gun.
By H. H. Cloth. Price, $2.50. The instructions are the re-

sult of the author's amateur practical experience of 37 years.

Forest and Stream says: "This work is a very well written
treatise upon the subject, containing some new ideas and
much that is interesting and instructive to the new beginner
as weU as not a little that will be beneficial to even olc

hands to study."

YACHT AND GANOE.

Small Yachts.
Theu- Design and Construction, Exemplified by the Ruling
Types of Modern Practice. With numerous plates and Ulus
trations. By C. P. Kdnhardt. New ed., 470 pp. of type and
illustrations and 67 plates. Size of page, 14i^X12i^. Price,

$10. This book is intended to cover the field of small yachts,
with special regard to their design, construction, equipment
and keep.

Steam Yachts and Launches;
Their Machinery and Management. By C. P. Kunhardt.
With plates and many illustrations. New ed., 267 pp. Price,

$3.00. A complete review of the development and present
status of the marine engine and boiler as applied to steam
yachting.

Canoe and Boat Building.
A Complete Manual for Amateurs. Containing jjlain and
comprehensive directions for the construction of Canoes,
Rowing and SaiUng Boats and Hunting Craft. By W. P.
Stephens, Canoeing Editor of Forest and Stream. Cloth.
Fourth and enlarged edition, 264 pages, numerous illustra-

tions, and fifty plates in envelope. Price, $2.00.

Canoe Handling.
The Canoe: History, Uses, Limitations and Varieties, Practi-
cal Management and Care, and Relative Facts. By C. Bowyer
Vaux ("Dot"). Illustrated. Cloth, 168 pages. Price, $1.00.

Yacht Architecture.
By Deson Kemp, Associate of the Institute of Naval Architects
and Member of Council. Second edition. Super-royal 8vo,

,

530 pages, numerous plans and designs. Price, $16.80.

A Manual of Yacht and Boat Sailing,
By DrxoN Kemp, Associate Institute of Naval Architects (Mem-
ber of the Council). 750 pages, with numerous plans and
designs. Price, $10.

i
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ANGLING. Price.

American Angler's Book. Memorial edition. Norris $5.50
American Fish and How to Catcli Them l.OU
American Fislies. Large 4to. Goode. Illustrated 3.50
American Game Fishes. Shields 2.50
American Salmon FisMng'. Wells 1.00
Angling- and Trolling for Pike 50
Angling on Salt Water 50
Artificial Flies and How to Make Them. Shipley 1.00
Book of the Black Bass. (Fishing, tools, tackle.) Henshall 3.00
Book on Angling. Frajstcis 5.25
Domesticated Trout. LiviNasTON Stone 2.50
Favorite Flies and How to Tie Them 6.00
Fish Hatching and Fish Catching. Roosevelt and Green 1.50
Fishing TacMe, Its Material, Etc. Keene. Illustrated 1.50
Fishing with the Fly. Orvis-Cheney Collection. Illustrated 2.50
Fishing on American Waters. Genio C. Scott 2.50
Fly-Fishing and Fly-Making for Trout. With plates 1.50
Fly-Fishing in Maine Lakes. Stevens. Illustrated 2.00
Fly-Rods and Fly-Tackle. Wells. lUiistrated 2.50
Frank Forester's Fish and Fishing 2.50
More Ahout the Black Bass. Henshall 1.50
Rod and Line in Colorado Waters 1.00
Salmon Fishing. Hallock 1.00
Superior Fishing, or the Striped Bass, Trout, Etc. Roosevelt... 2.00
The Practical Angler. Clark 1.00
Tlie Game Fish of the Jforthern States. Eoosevelt 2.00
Trout Culture. Slack. Illustrated 1.00
With Fly-Rod and Camera. Samuels. 147 plates 5.00

BOATING AJfD YACHTUfG.
Art of Sailmaking. Illustrated. New edition

Amateur Sailing in Open and Half-Open Boats. Biddle. Illus. .

.

Boat Building and Sailing. Neison and Kemp. Illustrated

Boat Sailing and Management. Prescott
Boat Sailor's Manual. Qualtrough
Canoe and Camp Cookery. "Seneca"
Canoe and Boat Building for Amateurs. W. F. Stephens
Canoe Handling and Sailing. C. B. Vaux. New edition

Canoe, Voyage of the Paper. Bishop
Canvas Canoes; How to Build Them. Parker B. Field
Corinthian Yachtsmen, or Hints on Yachting. Biddle
Cruises in Small Yachts and Big Canoes. Speed. Illustrated

Fore and Aft Seamanship for Yachtsmen
Forms of Ships and Boats. Bland
Four Months in a Sneakbox. Bishop
Frazar's Practical Boat Sailing
Hints on Boat Sailing and Racing. Fitzgerald
Manual of Naval Arcliitecture. White
Masting and Rigging of Ships. Kipping. Illustrated

Mai-ine Engines and Steam Vessels. Murray. Eighth edition

Model Yachts. 118 designs and working diagi-ams. Grosvenor
Practical Boat Sailing. Davies. Illustrated

Practical Boat Building. Neison. Illustrated

Rigger's Guide and Seaman's Assistant. Sixth edition. Illustrated.

Ropes, Their Knots and Splices
Sails and Sailmaking. Kjpping, N.A. Twelfth edition. lUtistrated

Sailor's Language. W. Clark Russell. Illustrated

Sailor's Manual and Handy Book. Qualtrough
Sailor's Sea Book. Rosser. New edition

Small Yachts. C. P. Kunhardt. Thu-d edition, enlarged, 470 pages
Steam Yachts and Launches. Kunhardt. New edition

The Marine Steam Engine. Sennett. 244 illustrations

Yacht Architecture, Designing and Building. Dixon Kemp
Yacht Building for Amateurs. Biddle
Yacht and Boat Sailing. Kemp. Illustrated, 2 vols

Yacht Designing, Hints to Beginners. Biddle. Illustrated

Yachts and Yachting. Cozzens. 135 illustrations

Yachtsman's Guide. Patterson. New edition

Yachtsman's Handy Book..

HOTTING—SHOOTDfG.
Adventures on the Great Hunting Grounds of the World
American Sportsman. Lewis
Art of Shooting. Lancaster
Big Game of North America. Shields
Breech-Loader. Greener
Cruising in the Cascades. Shields
Field, Cover and Trap Shooting. Bogardus. New edition

Frank Forester's Field Sports, 2 vols

Game Laws in Brief. With -pictuxes from Forest and Stream
Gunsmith's Manual, A Practical Guide. Illustrated, 876 pages
Gun and Its Development, with Notes on Shooting. Greener...
How I Became a Crack Shot, with Hints to Beginners. Farrow
Hunting in the Great West. Shields
Hints and Points for Spoi-tsmen
Hunting Trips of a Ranchman. Roosevelt
Instructions in Ritle Firing. Capt. Blunt
Letters to Young Shootei'S. Gallway
Modern American Rifles
Modern American Pistol and Revolver. Illustrated

Modern Shotguns. Greener
Pistol, The
Shooting on the Wing
Shooting on Upland, Marsh and Stream. Leppingwell

^ . .

.

Shore Birds. Paper
Sport with Gun and Rod. Cloth, handsomely illustrated. .

.'

Sportsipian's Paradise, or the Lakelands of Canada. Illustrated..

Still-Hunter. Van Dyke
Trajectory Tests of Hunting Rifles
Wing and Glass Ball Shooting w ith a Rifle. H. C. Bliss
Wild Fowl Shooting. Leffingwell. Half morocco, $3.50; cloth

THE HORSE.
Diseases of Horses. Dalziel. Paper
Dadd's Modern Horse Doctor
Horse, The, and His Diseases, and Rarey's Method
Training the Trotting Horse
Horse Training l\Iade Easy. Jennings. Illustrated

Horsemanship for Women. IVIead. Illustrdted by Parker
Mayhew's Horse Doctor. 400 illustrations

Mayhew's Horse Management
McClure's Stable Guide
Saddle Horse and Guide to Riding. IlluBtrated

Stonehenge on the Horse. English edition, 8vo

gtonehesge on the Horse* Americaa edition, 18mo

5.00
1.50
3.00
25

2.00
1.00
2.00
1.00
1.50
50

1.50
2.50
50
75

1.50
1.00
1.00
9.60
1.00
2.25
2.00
2.00
1.00
1.25
50

1.25
1.25
3.50
1.25

10.00
3.00
6.00

16.80
1.00

10.00
1.00
2.00
5.00
1.50

1.00
2.50
3.00
3.50
1.00
2.00
2.00
4.00
25

2.00
2.50
1.00
75

1.50
3.00
2.00
2.50
2.00
1.00
1.00
50
75

3.50
15

6.00
3.50
2.00
50
50

2.50

75
1.50
1.25
3.50
1.25
1.25
3.00
3.00
1.00
1.00
3.60
2.00

CAMPLN^G AI^D ADITEJ^TURE. Price.

Adventures in the Wilderness. Murray. Illustrated $1.25
Adirondack Tales. Murray. Illustrated, 3 vols., each 1.60
Camps and Tramps in the Adirondacks. Northrup 1.25
Camping and Cruising in Florida. With map. Henshall 1.50

CAMPIJfG AND TRAPPING.
Amateur Trapper. Paper, 5O cts. : cloth 75
Camping and Camp Outfits , 1.25
Canoe and Camp Cookery. 'Seneca".... 1.00
Complete American Trapper. Gibson. Illustrated l.OO
Gipsey Tents and How to Use Them 1.25
Hints' on Camping. Henderson. Paper, 26 cts.; cloth 1.00
Hunter and Trapper. Thrasher 75
Log Cabins and How to Build Them 1.50
Trappers' Guide. Newhouse. New edition 1.00
Woodcraft. ' 'Nessmuk" , 1.00

GUIDE BOOKS AIND MAPS.
Guide to Moosehead Lake. Farrar. Cloth 1.00
Guide to Richardson and Rangeley Lakes. Farrar. Cloth l.OO
Guide to Adirondack Region. Stoddard 25
Guide to Androscoggin Region l.OO
Guide to Lake George 50
Map of Lake George 60
Map of St. Lawrence River 1.00
Map of the Adirondacks. Stoddard 1.00
Map of the Thousand Islands 50
Mountain Trails and Parks in Colorado 1.50
Our New Alaska. Hallock: . 1.50
Pocket Map of Moosehead Lake. Farrar , 1.00
Pocket Map of Rangeley Lake Region. Farrar 1.00
Sovithem California. T. S. Van Dyke 1.50

KE^^NEL.
American Book of the Dog. Shields 3.50
Book of the Dog. Vero Shaw. With portraits 8.00
Breaking and Training Dogs. Dalziel 2.50
Breeders' Kennel Record and Account Book. Large 4to 3.00
Diseases of the Dog. Dalziel, 80
Dog, Diseases of. Hill 2.00
Dog Breaking. Floyd 60
Dog Breaking. Hutchinson. Eighth edition 3.00
Dog in Health, Habits and Diseases. Landseer. Illustrated.. 26
Dogs of Great Britain and America 2.00
Dogs of the British Isles. Stonehenge. With 50 plate portraits 6.00
Dog, The. Dinks, Mayhew and Hutchinson 3.00
Dog Training vs. Breaking. Hajimond 1.00
Dog Training, First Lessons and Points of Judging, Paper 50
Dogs, Management of. Mayhew. 16mo 75
Dogs, Management and Treatment in Disease. "Ashmont" 2.00
Field Trial Winners 6.00
House and Pet Dogs. Illustrated 50
Modern Dogs of Great Britain and Ireland. Sporting Division. Lee 7.00
Modern Training. Waters 2.00
Pedigi'ee Record Book. 200 pages, fifth generation and index 2.50
Pocket Kennel Record. Full leather 50
Shaw's Illustrated Book of the Dog 8.00
Stonehenge on the Do§-. With portraits 2.60
The Gi-eyhound, Coursing, Breeding and Training. Dalziel 1.26
The Mastitt', History of. M. B. Wynn 2.50
The Collie, History, Points, Etc. Dalziel. Colored portraits 1.00
The Collie. Lee. Illustrated 1.50
The Scientific Education of the Dog for the Gun 2.60
The Sheep Dog. Paper. 50 cts. ; cloth l.OO
The St. Bernard, History, Points, Etc. Dalziel 1.25
The Spaniel and Its Training. Mercer l.OO
The Fox-Terrier. Dalziel l.OO
The Fox-Terrier. Lee. Illustrated. New edition 1.60
Training Trick Dogs. Illustrated, paper 25
Youatt on the Dog 2,50

NATURAL HISTORY.
Animal Life of Our Seashore 60
Antelope and Deer of America. Caton 2.50
Baird's Birds of North America: Land Birds, 3 vols., $30; colored,

$60. Water Birds, 2 vols., $24; colored 60.00
Batty's Taxidermy and Home Decoration. 44 illus., new edition 1.50
Big Game of North America. Shields 3.50
Book of Pigeoms. lUusti-ated 8.00
Cage Birds and Sweet Warblers 2.00
Cage and Singing Birds. Adams 50
Cones' Check List of North American Birds. Illustrated 3.00
Covies' Key to North American Birds. Illustrated 7.50
Guide to the Study of Insects. Packard 6.00
Holden's Book of Birds. Paper 25
Insects, How to Mount. IVL^nton 60
Life on the Seashore. Emerton 1.50
Manual of Noi'th American Birds. Ridgway 7.50
Names and Portraits of Birds. Trumbull. 90 illustrations 2.50
Naturalist's Guide. ]\L>lYnard 1.25
Nests and Eggs of Birds of the United States. Gentry 20.00
Nests and Eggs of North American Birds. Davies 1.75
Our Common Birds and How to Know Them 1.50
Our Own Birds. New edition 1.50
Pheasant Keeping for the Amateur. Illustrated 1.50
Taxidermy and Zoological Collecting. Hornaday. Illustrated 2.60
Taxidermy Without a Teachei-, Manton 50
Taxidermists' Manual. Brown. Illusti-ated; $1; paper 60

MISCELLANEOUS.
Adventures on the Great Hunting Grounds of the World 1.00
Blackfoot Lodge Tales. Geinnell 1 75
City Boys in the Woods. A\ ells ^.^^^ 2.60
Ferrets, Their Breeding and Hunting 26
Mountain Trails and Parks in Colorado. Illustrated 1.50
Old St. Augustine, Florida. P^ynolds. Illustrated 1.00
Pawnee Hero Stories and Folk-Tales. Grinnell 1,76
Poems of the Rod and Gun. McLellan 1.26
Poultry, Ilhistrated Book of 6.00
Practical Pigeon Keeper. ^Wright 1.50
Practical Poultry Keeping, Beals 1.50
Sam Lovel's Camps. Robinson 1.00
VUQle I<iSlia'» iSbop, ^9JX(m>nnnn>*nnunf^ mmm... ,.,m. liOQ














